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Collection Overview

Repository: Archives Center, National Museum of American History

Title: Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection

Identifier: NMAH.AC.0143

Date: 1895-1921

Extent: 160 Cubic feet

Creator: Underwood & Underwood

Language: English

Digital Content: Image(s): Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection

Administrative Information

Acquisition Information

Collection donated by June Stratton (Mrs. John M.) on December 19, 1966.

Provenance

Unofficially in custody of Archives Center as of January 1983, but officially transferred from the Division of Photographic History (now Division of Work and Industry), August, 1986. This collection apparently was separated from the Underwood & Underwood material acquired by the Keystone View Co. in 1912 and 1921, but its precise location or usage from that period until Mr. and Mrs. Stratton acquired it is uncertain.

Related Materials

California Museum of Photography, University of California—Riverside, Riverside, California 92521.

Underwood & Underwood stereographs in this collection and the Smithsonian Underwood & Underwood Collection originally were components of the same company file.

Available Formats

Additional and/or related photographs by Underwood & Underwood and other publishers are available in many public and private collections in the form of mounted paper stereographs, which are the end product marketed by these companies. Several thousand paper stereographs by Underwood & Underwood are located elsewhere in this Museum. Contact the Division of Work and Industry.

Processing Information

Collection processed by David Haberstich, 1986
Preferred Citation


Restrictions

Collection is open for research but is stored off-site and special arrangements must be made to work with it. The original glass plate is available for inspection if necessary in the Archives Center. A limited number of fragile glass negatives and positives in the collection can be viewed directly in the Archives Center by prior appointment. Contact the Archives Center for information at archivescenter@si.edu or 202-633-3270.

Conditions Governing Use

Collection items available for reproduction, but the Archives Center makes no guarantees concerning copyright restrictions. Other intellectual property rights may apply. Archives Center cost-recovery and use fees may apply when requesting reproductions.

Biographical / Historical

Underwood & Underwood was established at Ottawa, Kansas, by the young brothers Elmer and Bert Underwood in 1882. They initially operated as distributors for eastern photographers' stereographs to new markets in the West. Their activities included door to door canvassing with views by Charles Bierstadt, J. F. Jarvis, and Littleton View Co. Underwood & Underwood, Publishers, opened a branch office in Baltimore in 1887.

Soon Underwood & Underwood and other large stereograph publishers began recruiting college students to work as salesmen during summer months (1890). Underwood and Underwood claimed that their organization alone sent out as many as 3,000 college students in one Summer [sic]. With the other ... big companies each employing more than 1,000, it is easy to understand how the countryside of the Nation literally swarmed with stereograph salesmen throughout the summer months! ... The competition between the salesmen themselves was likewise aggressive, with no holds barred. Many successful business and professional men of today relate with considerable pride that they got their start on their careers in this practical and very effective school of salesmanship.

The company moved its main office from Ottawa, Kansas to New York City (1891), and gradually began to publish its own stereographs. Bert Underwood finally took photography lessons from M. Abel in Mentone, France during the same year. B. L. Singley, erstwhile salesman for the Underwood & Underwood and James M. Davis & Co. firms, in 1892 formed the Keystone View Company of Meadville, Pennsylvania, which was to become Underwood & Underwood's chief competitor and imitator.

Underwood & Underwood entered the education market (1895) by producing packaged sets of 100 or more stereographs with descriptive texts. From 1897 the firm employed full time staff photographers as well as free lancers. By 1901 the Underwoods were publishing 25,000 stereographs per day (i.e., total number of cards). Increasing production levels led them to gain control of the Jarvis, Bierstadt, and William H. Rau photoprinting facilities in 1897 1898.

The Keystone view Company created its own Educational Department in 1898. This division sustained the Keystone View Company past the period of the stereograph's popularity. In this year Underwood & Underwood reprinted Oliver Wendell Holmes's series on the stereograph and stereoscope which
originally appeared in The Atlantic Monthly between 1859 and 1863. This eighty page booklet included testimonials from eminent scholars on the value of the stereograph in education. The company had been test marketing what it later called “The Underwood Travel System.” This consisted of a boxed set of stereo views of a country or region, a guide book describing the significance of the places shown, and a map showing their location and the viewpoints from which the stereographs were taken. Captions on the backs of the stereographs were sometimes printed in six languages. As stereographs began to be used in schools as visual aids, the firm promoted its Travel System with endorsements from prominent educators, citing the usage of the system by various schools and universities.

The H. C. White Company, which had manufactured stereoscopes for several decades, entered the stereo publication field in 1899. Much of its production seemed to imitate Underwood & Underwood cards, including typography and the color of mount stock. Underwood & Underwood expanded into news photography by 1910 and gradually decreased its stereographic work. Few new stereo negatives were added to the file after 1912 except for a flurry of activity during the early war years, 1914-1916. The total number of Underwood & Underwood “titles” in stereo were from 30,000 to 40,000 (there might be a substantially larger number of actual negatives, since the files frequently were updated with newer views for old catalog numbers).

Underwood & Underwood sold a portion of its negative file to the educational division of Keystone View Company in 1912, and between 1921-1923 conveyed to this competitor their remaining stereo stock (presumably both cards and negatives) and rights. In addition to its involvement as a news photographic agency, the company eventually opened portrait studios which flourished during the World war II years. A former Smithsonian employee, Vince Connolly, worked for Underwood & Underwood, which competed with Harris & Ewing in general portrait work during that period: he did portraiture and other photography, but says he was unaware of his employer’s earlier stereo publishing activities.

Underwood & Underwood donated approximately 6000 negatives to the Section of Photography of the Division of Graphic Arts (1964). These photographs are primarily 4” x 5”, captioned glass plate and film negatives. The subjects are news events and theatrical, sports, and political subjects of the early 20th century. In a letter to the Smithsonian of March 25, 1966 (in accession number 270586), Mrs. John M. Stratton described another collection of Underwood & Underwood photographs, stating that her husband had been a partner in Underwood & Underwood Illustrations and owned Underwood & Underwood News Photos. In November of the same year Mr. and Mrs. Stratton donated this collection of glass plates by Underwood & Underwood and other publishers to the Division of Photographic History (then the Section of Photography of the Division of Graphic Arts). This material consists of both negative and positive stereographic plates, as well as non stereoscopic plates, chiefly copies made from the stereographs, with some catalogs, stereoscopes, and other material. The donor estimated 12,900 plates, but in 1983 the Smithsonian Institution inventory yielded a total of approximately 28,000 plates.

The Keystone View Company’s stereoscopic production continued much later than Underwood & Underwood’s. It was not until 1939 when declining interest in stereography led the firm to discontinue stereograph production and enter the field of visual optometrics. The stereoscopic negative collection, including material obtained from Underwood & Underwood and other firms, was placed in storage in concrete vaults. The Mast family of Davenport, Iowa, eventually purchased the collection in 1963, and in 1977 donated the collection to the University of California for its California Museum of Photography in Riverside. The University took physical possession of this vast collection in 1979.

Many of the Underwood & Underwood plates donated by the Strattons (which were transferred to the Archives Center in 1983), in effect have been cancelled by having diagonal lines (double “X” marks) scratched into the emulsion of either the left or right image of each stereo pair (never both sides). These cancellation marks do not appear on the Underwood & Underwood plates in the Keystone Mast Collection in Riverside. This leads to several theories: (a) that these cancellations were in fact the reason that the Smithsonian plates were not purchased by Keystone in either 1912 or 1921, since Keystone clearly
intended to use the Underwood material for stereograph production and the defaced plates would be of no value to them for this purpose; or (b), as stereo collector John Waldsmith suggests, that the cancellations were part of an agreement between Underwood & Underwood and Keystone: Keystone may have asked Underwood & Underwood to cancel one side of each stereoscopic plate not being sold to Keystone so that Underwood & Underwood would no longer be able to compete with Keystone in the stereo market. The defaced plates, as well as other material which Keystone did not purchase, apparently remained in Underwood custody and eventually were acquired by Mr. and Mrs. Stratton. The cancellation marks in the Smithsonian's collection are the subject of further conjecture. Edward Earle at Riverside feels that, since Underwood & Underwood sought to abandoned stereograph production much earlier than Keystone's departure from the field in order to enter the non stereoscopic lantern slide market, the cancellation may have served to indicate which side of each stereoscopic pair should be converted to lantern slide production use; the existence of the 4" x 5" copy negatives and positives from stereographs in this collection seem to corroborate this. The Underwood & Underwood conversion from stereograph to lantern slide materials seems to coincide with the ascendance of lantern slide projection as visual aids in schools. The company apparently modified the type of photographic product which they published at least partially in recognition of this new educational trend.

NOTES


2. Tbid., p. 62.


4. Points of View., p. 66.

5. Darrah, p. 47.

6. points of View, p. 66.

7. Ibid., p. 68.

8. Darrah, p. 47.

9. Points of View, p. 70.


13. Darrah, p. 48, quoted in Points of View, P. 82.


Scope and Contents

The major part of the collection, series 1-4, contains nearly 28,000 glass plates, including original stereoscopic negatives, interpositives, and both negative and positive non-stereoscopic plates used to produce lantern slides and paper prints. The photographs were taken all over the world. The majority are from the Underwood & Underwood active files, but plates from other publishers are also included. Series 5 is a small collection of paper stereographs. Series 6 contains 4 Underwood & Underwood descriptive sales catalogs and 1 H. C. White & Co. catalog (numbers on the Underwood plates correspond to the numbers on catalog captions). Series 7 is apparatus--four stereoscopes.

The approximately 28,000 glass plates in this collection have not been completely inspected at this point due to handling problems associated with asbestos contamination of the collection. A preliminary survey, however, indicated that the selections of images cover the full range of subject matter encompassed by the "Underwood Travel System." The subject matter is most easily comprehended by consulting one of the Underwood sales catalogs which accompany the collection. The catalog captions are arranged geographically, for the most part, and generally represent an organized "tour" which could be purchased as a boxed set, complete with maps and guide book, although individual images could be purchased separately. The catalogs indicate that the Underwood files were continually updated, for extensive modifications in some of the sets can be seen from edition to edition, and actual inspection of published stereographs shows that alternate views with identical Underwood catalog numbers were substituted from time to time, and that new subjects (with new catalog numbers) were sometimes introduced into the sets and old subjects were retired. There are glass plate negatives as well as positives in this collection. The positive images were probably interpositives used for the production of duplicate negatives. Some of the original stereo negatives were cut apart and the images transposed; they were then bound with an additional glass support (in many cases the tape has deteriorated). Half stereo positives also appear in the collection: these probably were intended for use in lantern slide production. Frequently a drawer of plates contains several incarnations of a single image, including the original negative, a copy negative, an interpositive, and a positive lantern slide. In other cases a drawer may contain only a single mode, e.g., original negatives, while corresponding positives and/or lantern slides appear in separate drawers.

A small quantity of the Underwood & Underwood plates are not from the Travel System, but represent humorous and genre subjects which were cataloged and marketed separately. The work of several other publishers, usually without Underwood catalog numbers, is also represented, including H. C. White, American Stereoscopic Company, and J. J. Killela.

The arrangement of the collection seems to reflect a combination of permanent reference storage as well as active use files. The apparent anomalies or inconsistencies probably indicate the pulling of plates from permanent files into temporary work files, and the collection may consist of a combination of permanent storage and temporary working files. As the drawers do not appear to have been renumbered according to any easily discernible pattern, they have become intermixed and rearranged in storage. The contents of each drawer usually have been found in good order, however, and the plates were nearly always arranged numerically, usually with the low numbers at the rear of the drawer and the highest number at the front. As the plates have been rehoused, the reverse numerical order has been corrected. When all the plates have been rehoused and inventoried, consideration will be given to general collection rearrangement and renumbering of the containers, either strictly in numerical order or topically and/or geographically with a numerical sequence within each group.

The collection is in good condition for the most part, although conservation attention will be required. There is a certain amount of emulsion peeling or frilling at the edges of some plates, but this is a condition to which emulsions on glass frequently are prone. A few plates, bound in a sandwich arrangement between cover glass and acetate facing the emulsion, have suffered severe damage, peeling, and image losses through the apparent ferrotyping and sticking of emulsion to the plastic, probably under conditions of high humidity at some stage. There is surprisingly little glass breakage within the collection.
Most of the stereoscopic negatives and many of the positives are defaced with a double "XI" scratched into the emulsion of either the left or right side, as described above in the historical note. Of particular interest and presumed rarity are cards found interfiled with plates in many of the drawers. These cards, filed by Underwood (i.e., catalog) numbers, bear printing or production dates and notes, along with the unique, chronological accession numbers which the company assigned to each plate, regardless of the "active" number which it might eventually receive. A check mark on a card usually refers to a plate actually in the collection and with which the card is found physically associated; additional accession numbers without check marks listed on the cards possibly refer to variant views which were discarded or may in fact be in the Keystone Mast Collection (pending further research). For ease of handling and in the interest of conservation, the cards have been separated from the plates within each drawer and are arranged as a group at the rear, but can still be located easily. Frequently when a plate and/or its original envelope does not bear both the "active" and accession numbers, the missing number can be located on one of these cards.

Photographers represented include Herbert G. Ponting and Clarence W. White. A photographer and/or publisher named J. J. Killela is also represented.

Arrangement

This collection is arranged in seven series. Series 1, 2, and 3 are each divided into negative and positive subseries. Plates are arranged numerically in groups based on geographical and subject content. Controlled at the series level in the finding aid and at the item level in a computer database.

Series 1, H. C. White glass plates
Series 2, American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates
Series 3, Underwood & Underwood glass plates
Series 4, Broken glass plates
Series 5, Original company catalogs
Series 6, Paper stereographs
Series 7, stereoscopes (viewers)

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Travel photography -- 1890-1930
Traveling sales personnel

Types of Materials:
Lantern slides
Photographs -- 1890-1900
Photographs -- 1900-1950
Photographs -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- 1890-1930
Photographs -- Interpositives -- Glass -- 1890-1930
Stereographs -- 1890-1930
Stereoscopic photographs -- Glass -- 1890-1930

Names:
American Stereoscopic Co.
H. C. White Co.
Killela, J.J.
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947
White, Clarence W.
Container Listing

Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Subseries 1.1: H.C. White Negatives

Box 1

RSN Numbers 1-108

Image(s)

New Astor Hotel and 20-story Times Building. [Cat. No. 45 : stereoscopic photonegative], [ca. 1910.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): New Astor Hotel and 20-story Times Building. [Cat. No. 45 : stereoscopic photonegative, ca. 1910.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Street-level view shows Times Square buildings, with horse and wagon.

Silver gelatin on glass.

One side cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion losses at bottom, paper remnants adhering at top.

Local Numbers

RSN 1
131 on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Names:
- Astor Hotel (New York, N.Y.) -- Photographs -- 1900-1910

Topic:
- Architecture -- New York (State) -- New York
- Carts and wagons -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York
- Cities and towns -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York
- City views -- 1900-1910
- Hotels, taverns, etc. -- New York (State) -- New York
- Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place:
- New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
- Times Square (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
A dangerous position--H.C. White Co. photographer working on column of new building 250 ft. above ground. [Cat. No. 49 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion losses top and bottom. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2
Orig. no. 356-1.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic:
Architecture -- New York (State) -- New York
Cityscapes -- 1910-1920
Photographers -- 1890-1920
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place:
New York (N.Y.) -- 1910-1920

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1910-1920

A dangerous position--H.C. White Co. photographer. [Active No. 49 : stereoscopic photonegative], [ca. 1910-1920.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): A dangerous position--H.C. White Co. photographer. [Active No. 49 : stereoscopic photonegative, ca. 1910-1920.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3
Orig. no. 355-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

      Cityscapes -- 1910-1920 -- New York (State) -- New York  
      Construction -- 1910-1920 -- New York (State) -- New York  
      Photographers -- 1890-1920  
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1910-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives  
       -- Glass  
       Stereoscopic photographs -- 1910-1920

[Photographer, New York : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Photographer stands on railing on skyscraper to photograph street below.

Silver gelatin on glass.

One side cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion losses; reticulation; some flaking.

Local Numbers
RSN 4

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic: Architecture -- New York (State) -- New York  
      Cityscapes -- 1910-1920 -- New York (State) -- New York  
      Photographers -- 1890-1920  
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1910-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives  
       -- Glass  
       Stereoscopic photographs

Broadway and tower of Singer Building. [No. 71 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion losses at edges; plate varnished.

Local Numbers

RSN 5

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 159-3.

Topic:
Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1900-1910
Cityscapes -- 1900-1910 -- New York
Construction -- 1900-1910 -- New York
Post offices -- 1900-1910 -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place:
Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Post Office -- 1900-1910 -- New York
Singer Building -- 1900-1910 -- New York

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down from the 40th story of Singer Building. Cat. No. 77 : stereoscopic photonegative, ca. 1910

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Looking down from the 40th story of Singer Building. Cat. No. 77 : stereoscopic photonegative, ca. 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion loss at edge.

Local Numbers

RSN 6

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number: 10-A.
Building the Blackwell's Island bridge. Cat. No. 78 : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Building the Blackwell's Island bridge. Cat. No. 78 : stereoscopic photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Edge silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 7

Orig. no. 63-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].
Stereoscopic photographs

Overlooking lower West Side, harbor and Statue of Liberty [stereoscopic photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Overlooking lower West Side, harbor and Statue of Liberty [stereoscopic photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Silver gelatin on glass.

One side cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

AC0143-0000008 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 8

Linked image to be replaced.

14-B and 89 (numbers on envelope).


Topic: Boats
Harbors -- New York (State) -- New York
Statue of Liberty (New York, N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
statues -- 1890-1920 -- New York (State) -- New York.

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Singer Building -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from skyscraper : stereoscopic photonegative], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View from skyscraper : stereoscopic photonegative], 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9

"BB '09" on envelope. Associated number: 15-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Edges peeling.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Cityscapes -- 1900-1910
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Manhattan Bridge -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Singer Building : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 10

Associated number: 15-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic: Cityscapes -- 1890-1920
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
Singer Building

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11

Associated number: 18-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic: Marine photographs
Ships -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down on Broadway from 40th story of Singer Building [No. 94, stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12

Associated number: 35-C.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [162], moved from [158].
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Cities and towns -- 1890-1920 -- New York (State) -- New York
Cityscapes -- 1890-1920
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
Singer Building, New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Building the Blackwell's Island Bridge. [No. 96 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13

Orig. no. 36-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [162], moved from [158].

Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Cityscapes -- 1890-1920
Construction -- 1890-1920
Islands
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Blackwell's Island Bridge, New York (N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The financial district, Governor's Island and Brooklyn. [No. 99 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14

Associated number: 37-A.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [162], moved from [158].

Cityscapes -- 1890-1920
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Brooklyn (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
Governor's Island, New York (N.Y.)
Metropolitan Building, New York (N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Overlooking the lower West Side, the harbor and Statue of Liberty
[stereoscopic photonegative]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Overlooking the lower West Side, the harbor and Statue of Liberty [stereoscopic photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15

Caption source uncertain.

Associated number 32-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].
Cityscapes -- 1890-1920
Construction -- 1890-1920
Harbors -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1920
Statue of Liberty (New York, N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
statues -- 1890-1920 -- New York (State) -- New York.

Place: Metropolitan Building, New York (N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bird's eye view of Madison Square, as seen by workers : stereoscopic photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Bird's eye view of Madison Square, as seen by workers : stereoscopic photonegative, 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16

Caption source uncertain. Original envelope marked "Metropolitan Building / Brown Bros. '08."

Associated number: 33-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic: Blue collar workers -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York
Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1900-1910
Cityscapes -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Madison Square (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Metropolitan Bldg. (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Huge floor beams at 35th story of Metropolitan Tower [stereoscopic photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Huge floor beams at 35th story of Metropolitan Tower [stereoscopic photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17

34-B (Associated number).

Caption source unknown.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Buildings -- 1890-1920. -- New York
Construction -- 1890-1920 -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Metropolitan Tower, New York (N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion losses and frilling at top edge.
Local Numbers
RSN 18

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Orig. no. 74-B.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
City views -- 1890-1920
Cityscapes -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Manhattan Bridge
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Bottom edge emulsion frilling.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 19

"BB '09" on envelope. Associated number, 17-C.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Manhattan Bridge
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge, New York City : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion frilling, top edge.

Local Numbers
RSN 20

"Reduce over end [all] very little / red prussiat" on envelope. Associated number, 90-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Topic: Blue collar workers -- New York (State) -- New York
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Cityscapes -- New York (State) -- New York
Construction -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Manhattan Bridge
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of tall city building.] Photonegative, 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [High view of tall city building.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 21

"BB '09" on envelope. Associated number 18-C.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1900-1910
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships and piers in New York harbor] : photonegative, 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 22
"BB '09" on envelope. Original no., 19-A.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1900-1910
Harbors -- New York (State) -- New York
Seascapes -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York
Ships -- 1900-1910
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings and harbor : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.
Local Numbers

RSN 23

Data from envelopes. Associated number 57-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Topic: Buildings -- New York
      Harbors -- New York
      Seascapes -- New York
      Ships -- New York
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge construction, New York : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 24

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 58-B.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
      Building -- New York (State) -- New York
      Laborers -- New York
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge, New York : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 25

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Orig. no., 34-C.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge, New York : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number 98-B2.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0000026 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 26

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge, New York : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 27

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 99-B.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge, New York : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 28

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 66-B2.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Building
Children -- 1890-1920
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Skyscraper, New York : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper stuck to emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 29
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 127-C.

Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Cities and towns -- Growth -- 1890-1920
City views -- 1890-1920
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place:  New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:  Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings and train : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Paper stuck to emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 30
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 129-B.

Topic:  Railroads
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Genre/ Place:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

[Monument and cannon : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Bottom peeling.

Paper stuck to emulsion at top.

Local Numbers
RSN 31

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 130-B.

Topic: Flags -- United States
Memorials
Monuments
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

[Ship, New York : stereoscopic photonegative], [ca. 1900-1910.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Ship, New York : stereoscopic photonegative, ca. 1900-1910.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Fingerprints and silvering.
Local Numbers

RSN 32

"Dup. of 129" on envelope. Associated number: 130.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Ships -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street with buildings, horses and carriages, New York : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street with buildings, horses and carriages, New York : stereoscopic photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 33

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 198-C.

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Carriages
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street with buildings, horses and carriages, New York : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 34

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 199-B.

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Carriages
Church buildings -- New York
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street with buildings, horses and carriages, New York] : stereoscopic photonegative

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 35

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 200-B.

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Carriages
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street with buildings, horses and carriages, New York] : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Broken.
Major loss in upper left.

Local Numbers
RSN 36
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 203-C.

Topic:
Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Carriages
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men standing on steel beams of bridge : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on Glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling at edges; otherwise fair condition.
Local Numbers

RSN 37

"BB '09" on envelope. Associated number: 16-C.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Building -- 1900-1910
Laborers
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The financial district, Governor's Island, Brooklyn [stereoscopic photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The financial district, Governor's Island, Brooklyn [stereoscopic photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 38

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number: 16-C.

Topic: Boats -- New York
Buildings -- New York
Cityscapes -- New York (State) -- New York
Construction -- New York
Islands -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Brooklyn -- 1890-1920
Governor's Island, New York (N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
Singer Tower

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction worker atop tall building. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion losses at edges.

Local Numbers

RSN 39

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number 205-B.

Topic:
Buildings -- New York
Laborers -- New York
Skyscrapers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place:
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of ships and piers in harbor. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 40

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number 206-B.

Topic:
Docks -- New York
Harbors -- New York
Piers -- New York
Ships -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
Waterscapes -- New York
Wharves -- New York

Place:
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of ships and piers in harbor : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 41
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Orig. no. 212-C.

Topic: Docks -- New York
Harbors -- New York
Piers -- New York
Ships -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
Wharves -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Marines (visual works)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

B. T. Babbitt Best Soap [sign on building, New York City], [stereo photonegative, [ca. 1910]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): B. T. Babbitt Best Soap [sign on building, New York City], [stereo photonegative, ca. 1910].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Aerial view of buildings, including building (factory?) with Babbitt sign.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 42
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 220-D.
Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Babbitt, B.T.
Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Signs and signboards -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State)
-- New York
Soap
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Aerial Photographs
Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views

[Funeral? : stereo photonegative], [ca. 1900-1910.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Funeral? : stereo photonegative, ca. 1900-1910.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 43

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 227-D.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 -- New York
(State) -- New York
Horses -- 1900-1910
Photographers -- 1890-1920
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
Wagons

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers : stereo photonegative], [ca. 1900-1910.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Flowers : stereo photonegative, ca. 1900-1910.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 44

"Dup. of 228" on envelope. Associated number: 229.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Cancelled by scratching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Flowers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[City view : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 45

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number: 234-E.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Buildings -- New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- New York (State) -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>New York (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Cityscapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[City view with Grant's Tomb, New York : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 46

"Dup. of 238" on envelope. Associated number: 235.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Names: Grant, Ulysses S. (Ulysses Simpson), 1822-1885
Genre/Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Buildings -- New York
Monuments -- New York
Tombs
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Grant's Tomb National Monument (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

[Grant's tomb : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 47

"Dup. of 236" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Orig. no. 237.

Names: Grant, Ulysses S. (Ulysses Simpson), 1822-1885
Genre/Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Monuments -- New York
Tombs
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Grant's Tomb National Monument (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

[View of city building from street. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 48

"Dup. of 260" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number, 261.

  Topic:  Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
          UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
  Place:  New York (N.Y.)
  Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Children walking in city park : Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 49

"Dup. of 263" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number, 265.

  Topic:  Children -- 1890-1920
          Parks
          UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
  Place:  New York (N.Y.)
  Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children walking in city park, New York. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 50

"Dup. of 269" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162]. Associated number, 270.

Topic: Children -- 1890-1920
Parks -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man half way up pole atop city building : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 51

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 294-B.

Topic: Laborers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City view, New York : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 52

Currently stored in box 1.1.2, moved from [158]. Associated number, 295-A.

Topic:
- Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
- Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
- Waterscapes

Genre/Form:
- Cityscapes
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
- New York (N.Y.)

[City view, New York : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Glass chipped on bottom edge. Cancelled with scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 53

296-B (number on envelope?).

Currently stored in box 1.1.2, moved from [158].

Genre/Form:
- Cityscapes
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

[High view overlooking New York City. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching, Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 54
Currently stored in box 1.1.2, moved from [158]. Associated number, 382-A.

Topic: Skyscrapers -- New York (State) -- New York
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of bow of ship approaching bridge. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching, Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 55
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

"Dup. of 397"; "BB" on envelope. Associated number, 399.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Seascapes -- New York
Ships -- New York
Trains -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of busy city street, New York : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Photographed from high angle, shows horses with wagons, a streetcar, and many commercial signs on buildings.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Original number, 33-B.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion chipped at edges

Local Numbers
AC0143-0000056 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 56

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Street-railroads
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view overlooking city. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.
Local Numbers

RSN 57

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [159]. Associated number, 37-B.

Topic:    Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
          UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
Place:    New York (N.Y.)
Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[View of busy city street, New York : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 58

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [159]. Orig. no. 38-B.

Names:    Spector & Shpetner Leather Goods
          Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
          UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
Place:    New York (N.Y.)
Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Huge crowd in city street, night view, possibly Times Square. No. 69 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Huge crowd in city street, night view, possibly Times Square. No. 69: stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Image includes illuminated signs for Studebaker and Sanderson's Scotch.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 59

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 387-E. "C.W.W. '06" on original envelope.

Topic: Buildings -- New York
Night photography
Skyscrapers -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Times Square (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of Times Square, New York City, at night. Active No. 70.
Stereoscopic photonegative.,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [High view of Times Square, New York City, at night. Active No. 70. Stereoscopic photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Night exposure showing artificial illumination, including searchlights, and (apparently) crowds on street. Signs for Rector's and Cadillac Hotel are shown. "C.W.W. '06" on original envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 60

Associated number: 386-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic:
Cityscapes -- 1890-1920
Night photography
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place:
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
Times Square (New York, N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of river bridge, New York. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion frilling on top; silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 61

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 1-2.

Topic:
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--Miscellaneous

Place:
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street view with building and raincoat sale sign, New York : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 62

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number: 4-G.

Names: Macintosh Co.
Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Carriages
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Cleopatra's Needle, Central Park, N.Y. : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 63

"According to the history books, 'Cleopatra's Needles' is the name given to two Egyptian obelisks from Alexandria (Egypt). Today, one of the Cleopatra's Needles is in New York and the other one is in London. The obelisks are made of the rosered granite of Syene and are almost 70' in height. They were originally erected by the Egyptian king Thothmes III in front of the great temple of Heliopolis around 1500 B.C." (From http://www.centralparktc.org/cenprk06.htm, 6/24/02).
See also small trade cards for the St. Nicholas Hotel, New York, in shape of a horseshoe containing an image of Cleopatra's Needle, in Warshaw Collection, Hotels series, box 15.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 8-D.

Topic: Cleopatra's Needle -- New York
Monuments -- New York
Obelisks -- New York
Parks -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of Cleopatra's Needle, obelisk in Central Park, New York. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

"According to the history books, 'Cleopatra's Needles' is the name given to two Egyptian obelisks from Alexandria (Egypt). Today, one of the Cleopatra's Needles is in New York and the other one is in London. The obelisks are made of the rosered granite of Syene and are almost 70' in height. They were originally erected by the Egyptian king Thothmes III in front of the great temple of Heliopolis around 1500 B.C.” (From http://www.centralparktc.org/cenprk06.htm, 6/24/02).

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 64

See also small trade cards for the St. Nicholas Hotel, New York, in shape of a horseshoe containing an image of Cleopatra's Needle, in Warshaw Collection, Hotels series, box 15.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 8-3.

Topic: Cleopatra's Needle (New York, N.Y.)
Monuments -- New York
Obelisks
Parks -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low building in park, New York : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 65
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 10-B.

Topic: Parks -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing city skyline from aboard ship. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion losses at top. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 66
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 11-B.

Topic: Boats -- New York
Buildings -- New York
Skylines -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: Manhattan
New York (N.Y.)
Singer Building

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two goat carts in city park : Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Broken chip, lower right.

Emulsion losses.

Local Numbers
RSN 67

Due to the Barnes Crosby association of this image, it may be part of a color-separation set.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Original no. 12-C.

Topic: Carts
Color photography -- 1890-1920
Goats
Parks
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Empire--12 stories up Broadway. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion losses at top.

Local Numbers

RSN 68

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 13-C.

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1890-1900
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Church, St. Paul's New York [on envelope] [stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Church, St. Paul's New York [on envelope] [stereo photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 69

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 14-3.

Names: St. Paul's Church (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Buildings -- New York
Church buildings -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of busy city street : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 70
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Cat. No. 16-E.

Topic: Buildings -- New York
      Skyscrapers -- New York (State) -- New York
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of busy city street, New York : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 71
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 17-D.

Topic: Buildings -- New York
      Skyscrapers -- New York (State) -- New York
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of busy city street, New York : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 72

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 19-8.

Topic:
Buildings -- New York
Streetcars -- New York
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:
Bowery (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of busy city street, New York City. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 73

Company catalog card included. Associated number, 20-C.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Names: Flatiron Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic:
Buildings -- New York
Skyscrapers -- New York
Streetcars -- New York
Streets -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View of monument from street : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion losses at top.

Local Numbers
RSN 75

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 23-C.

Was accompanied by a paper print, rehoused.

Topic: Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Monuments
Tombs
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Grant's Tomb National Monument (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View of monument from street : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 76

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. nos.: 23-E, 23-J.

Was accompanied by a paper print, rehoused.

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York Monuments
       Tombs
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Grant's Tomb National Monument (New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of empty church : stereo photonegative], 1908
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Interior view of empty church : stereo photonegative], 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Crosby & Co.?, Photographer
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good, emulsion varnished.

Local Numbers
RSN 77

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 29-C.

"3 color stereo only / copyright April '08, Crosby & Co." on envelope.

Topic: Church buildings -- New York
       Color photography -- 1890-1920
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Color separation negatives
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of busy city street, including large group of children : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Restaurant sign includes Hebrew characters. Man wearing derby in foreground.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Original no., 30-A.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

AC0143-0000078 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 78

Company catalog card included.

Topic:
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Restaurants -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of busy city street : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 79

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 31-B.

Topic:
Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Outdoor market, Bloomingdale's, New York. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 80

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 32-C.

Names: Bloomingdale's (Firm)
Topic: Markets -- 1890-1920 -- New York (State) -- New York Streets -- New York (State) -- New York UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of city street : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 81

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 33-B.
Topic: Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of New York City street and buildings : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancvelled by scratching.

Fair condition.

Local Numbers
RSN 82

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 34-B.

Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue of Liberty : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 83

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 36-B.
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Harbors
Parks
Statue of Liberty (New York, N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
statues -- 1890-1920 -- New York (State) -- New York.

Place: Battery Park (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View beloved elevated railway in New York City. : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Irregularly cut left edge.

Local Numbers
RSN 84

Company catalog card included.

“77”? on plate.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Original no., 37-B.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Elevated railways
Railroads -- Trains
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat under river bridge in New York City. Stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co. (publisher?)
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Fair condition.

Local Numbers
RSN 85

Company catalog card included.

"Color stereo only. Barnes Crosby & Co..." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 44-B.

Apparently part of a set of 3-color separation images.

Topic:
Boats
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Color photography -- 1900-1910
Rivers -- New York (State)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Color separation negatives
Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pedestrians on Brooklyn Bridge. : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Fair condition.

Local Numbers
RSN 86

Company catalog card included.
"76"[?] on plate.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 43-B.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
UNited States--New york
Walkways

Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Water fountain in park in New York City : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 87

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 45-B.

Orig. no. 45-B.

Topic: Fountains -- New York
Parks
Sculpture -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITed States--New york

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Skyscrapers, New York : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 88

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 94-C.

Topic:
- Boats
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK Waterscapes

Place:
- Manhattan
- New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in harbor : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 89

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 96-B.

Topic:
- Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:
- New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
- Marines (visual works)
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock area and line of ships in river : stereoscopic photonegative.], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Dock area and line of ships in river : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 91

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic: Ships -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Park buildings in New York City. : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park buildings in New York City. : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.


Local Numbers
RSN 92

Company catalog card included.

"New York trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. 114-1/2-C

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York Flags
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Large sailboat at river dock in New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Large sailboat at river dock in New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion losses at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 93

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic: Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes

Place: Clermont
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Large sailboat at dock in New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Large sailboat at dock in New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion losses on edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 94

Company catalog card included.

"New York trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope. Associated number, 116-C.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic: Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of park roads and Grant's Tomb in New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of park roads and Grant's Tomb in New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion losses, paper & glue residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 95

Company catalog card included.

"New York trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Company number?, 117-B.

Names: Grant, Ulysses S. (Ulysses Simpson), 1822-1885

Topic: Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York Memorials

Snow -- New York (N.Y.)

Tombs

UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Grant's Tomb National Monument (New York, N.Y.)

New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of a man, New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Portrait of a man, New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Subject wears hat and suit and stands in an open field.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion losses at edges. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 96

Company catalog card included.

"New York trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 118-B.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

[Large building in New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Large building in New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion losses at edges & within images.

Local Numbers

RSN 97

Company catalog card included.

"New York trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope. Orig. no. 120-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York

UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Large building, New York City : stereoscopic photonegative:], 1909

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Large building, New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion losses on edges.

Local Numbers

RSN 98

Company catalog card included.

"New York trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope. Orig. no. 119-C.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic: Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Columbia University library building from street in New York City] : stereoscopic photonegative, 1909
1 Item (piece; 3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Columbia University library building from street in New York City] : stereoscopic photonegative, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 99

Company catalog card included.

*New York trip C.W.W. Sept. '09 on envelope. Orig. no. 121-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Names: Columbia University

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1900-1910
Libraries -- 1900-1910
UNIVERSITIES--NEW YORK
Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Five-story building, car on empty street, New York : glass stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion gouged at bottom.

Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 100

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 122-C.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

       Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Corner building with turret, New York : glass stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion damaged at edges. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 101

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 123-C.

Names: City Hall (New York, N.Y.)?

Topic: Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
       Plazas
       Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Corner building, 3 stories plus 4th-floor dormers and flag : glass stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on Glass

Emulsion damaged at edges. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 102

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Orig. no. 124-C.

Names: Bush Terminal Building
Topic: Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Flags
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:

New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/

Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Streetcar and buildings, New York street : glass stereoscopic photonegative.]
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of buildings from street in New York City: stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion damaged at edges. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 104
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 126-A.

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Horses -- New York (N.Y.)
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genres/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

New York Trip [3-story building, containing restaurant, with 3rd-floor veranda and horse cart, on empty street: glass stereoscopic photonegative.], Sept. 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Signs on building: "Louis G. Danner Restaurant"; a brand of "Extra Lager Beer"; and "Building being erected will be occupied by the Bijou Theatre... Moving pictures. Vaudeville."
Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 127-B. "N.Y. Trip / C.W.W. Sept. '09 / 140-C" on original envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion damaged at edges. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 105

AC0143-0000105 (AC Scan No.)

Names: Danner (Louis G.) Restaurant.

Topic: Architecture -- New York (State) -- New York Buildings
Horses -- New York (N.Y.)
Motion picture theaters
Restaurants -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York Streets -- New York (State) -- New York UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Vaudeville -- 1880-1910

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings and street in New York City : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion damaged at edges.

Local Numbers

RSN 106

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 129-B.

Poor image--fog and/or flare in center

Topic: Architecture -- New York (State) -- New York Buildings
Flags
Streets -- New York (State) -- New York UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[High-ceilinged room in New York City : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion damaged at edges. Gouged.

Local Numbers
RSN 107
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 131-B.

Elegant, richly furnished room.

Topic: Interior architecture
Parlors
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Robert Fulton Memorial, New York City : Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 108
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 132-73.
Topic: Memorials
Monuments
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Robert Fulton Memorial

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of ships in New York harbor.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Line of ships in New York harbor : Stereoscopic photonegative.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion frilling.

Local Numbers
RSN 90
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. "99-C" scratched in emulsion.

Copy and Version Identification Note
99-C verified on plate; seems to be the item on the videodisc.

Topic: Flags
Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: New York (N.Y.)

[New York City sidewalk and street. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Portraits" sign on multi-story building at right.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 74

AC0143-0000074 (AC scan)

Company catalog card included.

"3 color stereo only [Barnes?] Crosby and Co." on envelope. Original number, 21-B.

Topic:

- Color photography -- 1900-1910 -- New York
- Photography -- Studios and dark rooms -- New York
- Streetcars -- New York
- Streets -- New York (State) -- New York

Place:

- New York
- New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:

- Color separation negatives
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Box 2

RSN Numbers 109-192

Image(s)

[Line of ships in New York harbor : Stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion frilling.

Local Numbers

RSN 90--problem record

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated no., 356-D. PLATE NOT LOCATED.
Topic: Flags
Ships -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Marines (visual works)
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Alexander Hamilton Memorial, New York City : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion damaged at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 109

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Oirg. no. 133-1.

Names: Hamilton, Alexander, 1757-1804

Topic: Alexander Hamilton Memorial (New York, N.Y.)
Memorials
Monuments -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flag-draped memorial in New York City. Stereoscopic photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion damaged at edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 110
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 134-2.

Topic: Flags -- United States
Memorials
Monuments
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[James Lowrence Memorial in New York City.] : glass stereoscopic photonegative, 1909
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [James Lowrence Memorial in New York City.] : glass stereoscopic photonegative, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion damaged at edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 111
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 135-B.

Names: Lawrence, James, Captain.
Topic: Captain James Lawrence Memorial Memorials
Monuments
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives-- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Building and street in New York City : glass stereoscopic photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Building and street in New York City : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion damaged at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 112

"N.Y. trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 136-C.

Topic: Buildings
Flags
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives-- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in park : stereo photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Equestrian statue in park : stereo photonegative,] 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion damaged at edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 113

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

"N.Y. trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope. Orig. no. 137-B.

Orig. no. 137-B.

|        | Equestrian statues -- United States |
|        | Memorials -- New York |
|        | Monuments -- New York |
|        | Sculptures -- New York |
|        | UNITED STATES--NEW YORK |

| Place: | New York (N.Y.) |

| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|            | -- Glass |
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Busy city street : stereo photonegative,], 1909
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Busy city street : stereo photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion damaged at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 114

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 138-B.

"N.Y. trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope.

| Topic: | Architecture -- New York (State) -- New York |
|        | Buildings |
|        | Streets -- New York (State) -- New York |
|        | UNITED STATES--NEW YORK |

| Place: | New York (N.Y.) |

| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|            | -- Glass |
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |
[View of New York City building from street : stereo photonegative.], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Equestrian statue in park : stereo photonegative.] 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion damaged at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 115

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 139-2.

"N.Y. trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope.

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of city home from street, with child playing in foreground : stereo photonegative], Sept. 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [View of city home from street, with child playing in foreground : stereo photonegative], Sept. 1909.
Image(s): [View of city home from street, with child playing in foreground : stereo photonegative], Sept. 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion damaged at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 116

AC0143-0000116 (AC Scan No.)

"N.Y. trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope. Associated negative no., 140-C.
Topic: Buildings -- New York
Children -- 1890-1920
Houses
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of castle-like building from street : stereo photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [View of castle-like building from street : stereo photonegative,] 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion damaged at edges.
Nick in glass, upper corner.
Local Numbers
RSN 117
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 141-B.
"N.Y. trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope.

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of darkened clock tower : stereo photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Low view of darkened clock tower : stereo photonegative,] 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion damaged at edges and corners.

Local Numbers
   RSN 118

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no., 141-1/2-D.

"N.Y. trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope.

   Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
         Clouds
         Towers
         UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

   Place: New York (N.Y.)

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[View of ships in harbor : stereo photonegative,
  1909
  1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of ships in harbor : stereo photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion damaged at edges and corners.

Local Numbers
   RSN 119

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 147-F (?)

"N.Y. trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope.

   Topic: Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
         Skylines
         UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
         Waterscapes

   Place: New York (N.Y.)

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[View of obelisk from street, with car and driver on road : stereo photonegative,
  1909
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 120

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 153-C.
"C.W.W. '09" on original envelope.

Topic:

Buildings
Monuments
Obelisks
Parks -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:

New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene, Coney Island : Active no. 494 : stereo photonegative], 1904

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Beach scene, Coney Island : Active no. 494 : stereo photonegative], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Formerly in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 20-B.
"04" on original envelope.

Order print from neg. no. 94-3580. Public domain due to expired copyright.
Fees for commercial use.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion damaged at edges; paper and adhesive residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 121

94-3580 (OPPS Neg. No.)
AC0143-0000121 (AC scan No.)

White catalog no. 494, caption not located.


Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910 New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Coney Island: Active no. 497 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1904 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Coney Island: Active no. 497 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

"Loop the Loop" amusement park ride, including sign.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 21-B. Original envelope dated "04".

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion damaged at edges. Paper and adhesive residue. Note: additional emulsion losses at top of plate during scanning, 2/27/03.

Local Numbers
    RSN 123

AC0143-0000123 (AC scan)

Master videodisc no. 223 is blank, so there is no object with catalog number 0143.VDF 00223 in the collection sequence.

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910 New York (N.Y.)
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Coney Island, low view inside park : Active No. 500 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion damaged at edges.
Paper and adhesive residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 124
AC0143-0000124 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Orig. no. 13-B.

Resorts -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Coney Island, low view inside park : Active No. 510 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion damaged at edges. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 125

AC0143-0000125 (AC scan number)

Orig. no. 33-C.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Resorts -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shooting the Chutes; Dreamland [Coney Island, New York]. [Active no. 511 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Shooting the Chutes; Dreamland [Coney Island, New York]. [Active no. 511 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Male figure in foreground with back to camera, looking at attraction.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Orig. no. 30-B scratched in emulsion.

Silvering. Tape, paper, and adhesive stuck on emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 126

AC0143-0000126 (AC Scan No.)

Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 30-B. "04" on original envelope.

Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Resorts -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
     New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Coney Island, Shooting the Chutes; Dreamland : Active no. 511 : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Coney Island, Shooting the Chutes; Dreamland : Active no. 511 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering. Emulsion frilling at bottom.

Local Numbers
RSN 127

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 30-DB.
"04" on original envelope.

Topic: Amusement parks -- New York (State) -- New York --
Coney Island -- 1890-1920.
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Resorts -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
     New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Coney Island, low view inside park : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 128

AC0143-0000128

Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Silvering, stains, adhesive stuck to emulsion.

Envelope marked "04". Orig. no., 22-B.

Resorts -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coney Island, low view inside park : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Coney Island, low view inside park : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Boer War scene: troops lined up for inspection. Orig. no. 18-C scratched in plate. [This note may have been introduced into this record in error: Orig. no. 10-C2.]

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering

Local Numbers

RSN 129

AC0143-0000129 (AC scan number)

One image fogged.

In box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Envelope marked "04".
Resorts -- New York
South African War, 1899-1902
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Swimmers and others standing on beach, Coney Island : stereoscopic photonegative], [ca. 1904-1910.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Swimmers and others standing on beach, Coney Island : stereoscopic photonegative, ca. 1904-1910.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Pre-1911, because the pier burnt in 1911, according to visitor identification.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 23-B.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper & adhesive residue; emulsion losses; cracking at top. Cancelled by scratching.

Some stuck paper removed with scalpel by DEH 6-25-91.

Local Numbers
RSN 130

AC0143-0000130 (AC Scan No.)

Beaches -- New York (N.Y.) -- Coney Island
Resorts -- New York
Seaside resorts -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York
Swimming -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boys playing marbles, New York City : stereoscopic photonegative], [1904.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Boys playing marbles, New York City : stereoscopic photonegative, 1904.]

Image(s): [Boys playing marbles, New York City : stereoscopic photonegative, 1904.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Associated number, 71-B. "04" on original envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion damaged at edges; paper residue. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

AC0143-0000131 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 131

Topic: Children -- 1890-1920
Games -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York Marbles (Game)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boat in harbor. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

In box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion damaged at edges; paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

AC0143-0000132 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 132

Envelope marked "'04". Original no., 94-B.

Boat marked "Edward J. Bennett of..."

Topic: Boats -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
       Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Coney Island : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Luna Park, east side, looking northwest (according to a visitor). Orig. no. 34-B.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 133

Image fogged on one side.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Topic: Amusement parks -- New York (State) -- New York --
       Coney Island -- 1890-1920.
       Resorts -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
       Luna Park (Coney Island, New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Dreamland, Coney Island : stereoscopic photonegative], [ca. 1904-1905.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s): [Dreamland, Coney Island : stereoscopic photonegative, ca. 1904-1905].  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Dreamland, entrance to Midget City, ca. 1904-1905 (according to visitor identification).  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Silvering. Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 134  
AC0143-0000134 (AC scan number)  
Image fogged on one side.  
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 48-B.  
Resorts -- New York  
Sculptures -- New York  
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK  
Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910  
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Tourists aboard ship with Statue of Liberty on horizon : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 135
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. No. 50-B.

**Topic:** Boats -- New York  
Monuments -- New York  
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK  
statues -- New York

**Place:** New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910  
Statue of Liberty (New York, N.Y.)

**Genre/ Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boer War scene, Luna Park, Coney Island : stereoscopic photonegative],  
[ca. 1904-1906.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** [Boer War scene, Luna Park, Coney Island : stereoscopic photonegative, ca. 1904-1906.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Spectators watching parade of soldiers.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering. Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
AC0143-0000136 (AC scan no.)

RSN 136

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 53-B.

**Topic:** Amusement parks -- New York (State) -- New York  
Coney Island -- 1890-1920.  
Parades -- New York (State) -- New York  
Resorts -- New York  
South African War, 1899-1902  
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

**Place:** Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910  
Luna Park (Coney Island, New York, N.Y.)  
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/ Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Circus ring, Coney Island. Active no. 13518 : stereo photonegative], [ca. 1904-1905.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Circus ring, Coney Island. Active no. 13518 : stereo photonegative, ca. 1904-1905.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Luna Park, Circus Maximus, ca. 1905, according to visitor identification.
Orig. no. 55-C.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 137

Envelope marked "04". Plate cancelled with scratches.

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]

Bibliography


Circus
Circuses (performances)
Resorts -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Circus ring with performers, Coney Island : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 138

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 58-B.

Topic:
- Circuses (performances)
- Resorts -- New York
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:
- Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
- New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Coney Island; overview of sailors and lifeboats aboard ship; photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering

Local Numbers
RSN 139

Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

"Brown Bro's" on original envelope. Orig. no. 115-B.

Topic:
- Resorts -- New York
- Sailors -- New York
- Seamen -- New York
- Ships -- New York
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:
- Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
- New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
[Boardwalk, Coney Island : stereoscopic photonegative], [ca. 1908.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Boardwalk, Coney Island : stereoscopic photonegative, ca. 1908.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Brown Bros., Photographer

English.

Boardwalk scene: "The China" chop suey restaurant and "The Subway Hotel," advertising "moving pictures." Identified by visitors as Surf Avenue, Mardi Gras.

Formerly in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158].

Order print from neg. no. 94-3581. Public domain due to expired copyright. Fees for commercial use.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 140
94-3581 (OPPS Neg. No.)
AC0143-0000140 (AC scan)

Original envelope marked "Brown Bros. '08." No publisher's catalog or caption located. Original number on envelope: 134-B.

Names: China, The (restaurant)
Subway Hotel

Moving-picture theaters -- 1900-1910 -- Coney Island -- New York
Restaurants -- Chinese -- 1900-1910 -- Coney Island -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pier, Coney Island : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Shows pier with building in background. Identification by visiting researchers: Pre-Luna Park, ca. 1900: Sea Beach Palace; might be promenade to Brighton Beach.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Original numbers, 128-B and 138.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Paper stuck to emulsion. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 141

AC0143-0000141 (AC Scan No.)

Topic:  Docks -- New York
        Piers -- New York
        Resorts -- New York
        UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
        Wharves -- New York

Place:  Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
        Luna Park (Coney Island, New York, N.Y.)
        New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Attendees at garden party, Governor's Island : Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Currently stored in box 1.1.1 [162], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 58-B. "Brown Bros." on original envelope.

**Topic:**
- Celebrations
- Garden parties
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

**Place:**
- Governor's Island, New York (N.Y.)
- New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

**Image(s):** Down the Gorge and over the Falls of the Genesee from R.R. bridge, Portage. [Active no. 13501 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
  
  1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Underwood & Underwood, Publisher**

**White, C. W., Photographer**

**H.C. White Co., Publisher**

**English.**

**Aerial view.**

Formerly stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162]. Original number, 331-A-1.

**Silver gelatin on glass.**

**Cancelled by scratching.**

**Fingerprints; silvering.**

**Local Numbers**

AC0143-0000143 (AC Scan No.)

**RSN 143**

Similar to RSN 343; "C.W.W./N.Y. '06" on envelope.

**Topic:**
- Canyons -- New York
- Rapids -- New York
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
- Waterfalls -- New York

**Place:**
- Genesee River (New York)
- New York (State)
- Portage (New York)

**Genre/Form:**
- Aerial Photographs
- Aerial views
- Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views

Upper Falls of the Genesee River and railway bridge, Portage. [Active no. 13502 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Upper Falls of the Genesee River and railway bridge, Portage. [Active no. 13502 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion frilling at edges. Paper residue on plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 144
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].
Similar to RSN 344; "C.W.W./N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 332-A.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York
Trains -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Genesee River (N.Y.)
New York (State)
Portage (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Middle Falls of the Genesee with Erie Ry. bridge in distance, Portage. [Active no. 13503 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Beautiful Middle Falls of the Genesee with Erie Ry. bridge in distance, Portage. [Active no. 13503 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 145

Same as RSN 345, 404 and 405; "C.W.W./N.Y. '06" on envelope; 328-E on plate? Cancellation scratches.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162]

Topic: Bridges -- New York
Rivers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Genesee River (N.Y.)
New York (State)
Portage (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A glimpse of one of nature's beauty spots, Genesee River and Falls, Portage. [Active no. 13504 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A glimpse of one of nature's beauty spots, Genesee River and Falls, Portage. [Active no. 13504 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancellation scratches. Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 146

Similar to RSN 346; "C.W.W./N.Y. '06" on envelope; 329-1 on plate?

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

Topic: Forests -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Trees -- New York.
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Genesee River (New York)
New York (State)
Portage (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The rugged Gorge of the Genesee, showing Middle and Upper Falls, Portage. [Active no. 13505 : stereo photonegative.,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The rugged Gorge of the Genesee, showing Middle and Upper Falls, Portage. [Active no. 13505 : stereo photonegative.,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper & adhesive residue on emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 147.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].
Similar to RSN 347; "C.W.W./N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 327-C.

Topic: Canyons
Gorges
Rivers -- New York (State)
Trees -- New York.
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Genesee River (N.Y.)
Portage (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous High Banks of the Genesee from near the gates of Glen Iris, Portage. [Active no. 13506 : photonegative.,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Famous High Banks of the Genesee from near the gates of Glen Iris, Portage. [Active no. 13506 : photonegative.,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 148

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

Similar to RSN 348; "C.W.W./N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 333-1.

Topic: Canyons
      Gorges
      Rivers -- New York (State)
      Trees -- New York.
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: Genesee River (N.Y.)
       New York (State)
       Portage (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A five-acre bed of head lettuce ready for the market. [Active no. 13511 : stereo photonegaive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A five-acre bed of head lettuce ready for the market. [Active no. 13511 : stereo photonegaive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 150

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

Similar to RSN 350. Orig. nos. 343-3; 104. Very thin (underexposed?) negative.

Topic: Agriculture -- New York
       Fields -- New York
       Lettuce -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (State)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The breaker house of the great Retsof salt mine, Retsof. [Active no. 13516 : stereo photonegative,] 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The breaker house of the great Retsof salt mine, Retsof. [Active no. 13516 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Image(s): The breaker house of the great Retsof salt mine, Retsof. [Active no. 13516 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion losses.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0000151 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 151

Similar to RSN 351; "C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Original no. 337-A.

Topic:
- Mines and mineral resources -- New York
- Railroads -- New York
- Salt mining -- New York
- Smokestacks -- New York
- Stations -- New York
- Trains -- New York
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:
- New York (State)
- Retsof

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Loading rock salt into cars--60 carloads per day, Retsof. [Active no. 13519 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Loading rock salt into cars--60 carloads per day, Retsof. [Active no. 13519 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue on emulsion. Silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 152
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].
Similar to RSN 353; "C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 338-B.
Topic: Laborers -- New York
Mines and mineral resources -- New York
Railroads -- New York
Salt mining -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: New York (State)
Retsof
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

On the famous Hudson River--entering the Highlands from forward deck of Steamer Albany. [Active no. 13520 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 153
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].
Similar to RSN 354. Orig. no. 407.

Names: Albany Steamer

Topic: Boats -- New York
      Rivers -- New York
      Steamers -- New York
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
      Waterscapes -- New York

Place: Hudson River
       New York (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Passengers on bow of ship on river. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 154

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

"Dup. of 414" on envelope. Orig. no. 415.

Names: Albany Steamer

Topic: Boats -- New York
      Rivers -- New York
      Steamers -- New York
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
      Waterscapes -- New York

Place: Hudson River
       New York (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Passengers on bow of ship on river. Stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Passengers on bow of ship on river. Stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue on emulsion. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 155

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 325-2.

Topic: Canyons
Gorges
Rivers -- New York (State)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes

Place: New York (State)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[New York landscape. Stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 156

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 326-2.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162]

Topic: Canyons
Gorges
Rivers -- New York (State)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes

Place: New York (State)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of waterfalls. Stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 157

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 338-3.

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- Wyoming

Place: New York (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of workers in a field. Stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 158

Company catalog card included. Very thin image (underexposed?)
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [62].

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 334-B.

Topic: Agriculture -- New York
       Laborers -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (State)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in a field. Stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workers in a field. Stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 159

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [62].

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 335-2. Very thin image.

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope.

Topic: Agriculture -- New York
       Laborers -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (State)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers. Stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workers. Stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Very thin (underexposed).

Local Numbers
RSN 160

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [62].

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 339-B.

Topic: Laborers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: New York (State)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into cave : stereo photonegative.,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into cave : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Very thin (underexposed).
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 161

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [62].

Company catalog card included.

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 340-B.

Topic: Caves -- New York
[View of river : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [View of river : stereo photonegative] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 162

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [62].
"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Original number 357-2.

[Young girl with pet sheep : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Young girl with pet sheep : stereo photonegative], 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 163
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Original number 154.

Topic: Children -- 1890-1920 -- New York
Sheep -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural scene with cows : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rural scene with cows : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Two circular brown stains on cancelled side.
Slight loss of emulsion in sky of uncancelled side.

Local Numbers
RSN 164

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Associated number 184B not found on plate itself.

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope.

Topic: Cattle
Cows
Farms
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (State)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cattle on farm : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Cattle on farm : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 165

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].
"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope.

Original number 336-B.

   Topic:    Cattle
            Cows
            UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

   Place:    New York (State)

   Genre/    Landscapes (representations) -- New York
   Form:     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                 -- Glass
                 Stereoscopic photographs

[Three children in donkey-drawn cart : stereo photonegative.,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 166

Company catalog card included. Associated number, 360-D.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [62].
"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope.
Topic: Carts
Children -- 1900-1910
Donkeys
Dwellings -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man with pony on farm : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Slight loss of emulsion around borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 167

Original number 115-B.

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Topic: Farms
Horses -- New York
Ponies
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A brush on the speedway; N.Y. [View of race track from front : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Very slight loss of emulsion around borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 168

Original number 143-Cor 23-B.

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Title on original envelope.

Topic: Carts -- New York
       Horses -- New York
       Racing -- New York
       Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Side view of race track]: stereo photonegative, 1905
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Side view of race track]: stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Strips of paper stuck to emulsion, both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 169

Original number 185-D.

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

"'05" on envelope.

Topic: Carts
       Horses -- United States -- 1900-1910
       Racing
       Sports -- 1920-1930
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View of race track from front] : photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of race track from front] : photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Strips of paper stuck to emulsion, both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 170

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

"05" on envelope.

Original number 186-B.

Topic: Carts
Horses -- United States -- 1900-1910
Racing
Sports -- 1920-1930
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of race track : Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 171

Original number 188-E.

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Topic:
- Carts
- Horses -- United States -- 1900-1910
- Racing
- Sports -- 1920-1930
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:
- New York

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of race track : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 172

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Original number 190-B.

Topic:
- Carts
- Horses -- United States -- 1900-1910
- Racing
- Sports -- 1920-1930
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:
- New York

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[View of low city building from street. Stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [View of low city building from street. Stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Strip of paper stuck to emulsion along top, both views.

Local Numbers
RSN 173

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [WN-2].
"'05" on envelope.

Original number 175-B.

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
Carts
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Football : stereoscopic photonegative.,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Football : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Piece missing along top of cancelled half, and upper right corner of uncancelled half.

Local Numbers
RSN 174

Company catalog card included. Orig. no., 232.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].
[Football : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Football : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Strips of paper adhering to emulsion along top and left side.

Local Numbers
RSN 175
Company catalog card included.
"'05" written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Original number 187-C.

"International Tuberculosis Exposition" sign above doorway; "A Model dairy; a clean shed means clean cows and clean milk" on roof of shed : stereo photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "International Tuberculosis Exposition" sign above doorway; "A Model dairy; a clean shed means clean cows and clean milk" on roof of shed : stereo photonegative, 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 176

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Company catalog card included.

"B.B. '08" on envelope.

Original number 152-2.

Topic:
- Buildings
- Dairies -- New York.
- Tuberculosis.
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:
- New York

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of early airplane landing : stereo photonegative.], 1909

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Very slight emulsion losses along upper border.

Local Numbers

RSN 177

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].
"N.Y. Trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope. Original no., 149-B

**Topic:**
- Airplanes -- New York
- Airports -- New York
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

**Place:**
- New York

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations) -- New York
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Near view of early airplane (biplane) landing. Stereo photonegative,], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Near view of early airplane (biplane) landing. Stereo photonegative,] 1909.

Image(s): [Near view of early airplane (biplane) landing. Stereo photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Very slight emulsion losses along upper border.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 178

**Company catalog card included.**

"N.Y. Trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope. Original no., 150-B.

**Topic:**
- Airplanes -- New York
- Airports -- New York
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

**Place:**
- New York

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations) -- New York
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Men inspect early airplane.] Stereo photonegative, 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Men inspect early airplane.] Stereo photonegative, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 179
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].
"N.Y. Trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope.
Original no. 151-B.

Topic: Airplanes -- New York
      Airports -- New York
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Early airplane in hangar.] Stereo photonegative, 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Early airplane in hangar.] Stereo photonegative, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 180
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].
"N.Y. Trip C.W.W. Sept. '09" on envelope.
Original no. 152-D.
[Overview of crowd around early airplane, "Formanne's airship"]. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of crowd around early airplane, "Formanne's airship"]. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 181

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

"Formanne's airship Brown Bros" on envelope.

Original no. 111.

Names: Formanne.

Topic: Airplanes -- New York
Airports -- New York
Crowds -- New York
UNIVERSAL STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early airplane (biplane) near hangar]: stereo photonegative, 1908
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Early airplane (biplane) near hangar]: stereo photonegative, 1908.
Image(s): [Early airplane (biplane) near hangar] : stereo photonegative, 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Associated number, 116.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 182

AC0143-0000182 (AC Scan No.)

Company catalog card included.

"Formane's airship Brown Bros '08" on envelope.

Topic: Airplanes
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Forman's airship. [Early airplane moved before stadium crowd : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 183

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

"Forman's airship" on envelope.

Original no. 122-E.

Topic: Airplanes -- New York
Crowds -- New York  
Stadia -- New York  
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of early airplane before stadium crowd. Stereo photonegative,], 1908  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s): [Overview of early airplane before stadium crowd. Stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Brown Bros., Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 184

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 123-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

"Formomires [Forman's?] airship Brown Bros '08" on envelope.

Topic: Airplanes -- New York  
Crowds -- New York  
Stadia -- New York  
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK  

Place: New York  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Potted plant. Active no. 93 : stereo photonegative,], 1906  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s): [Potted plant. Active no. 93 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Brown Bros., Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 185

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 427.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

"Brown Bros '06" on envelope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNITED STATES--NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
<pre><code>                  | -- Glass               |
                  | Stereoscopic photographs |
</code></pre>

[View of two potted plants. Active no. 94 : Stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of two potted plants. Active no. 94 : Stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 186

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 429.

"Brown Bros '06" on envelope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNITED STATES--NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
<pre><code>                  | -- Glass               |
                  | Stereoscopic photographs |
</code></pre>

[View of potted plant. Active no. 102 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Dense negative.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 187

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 435.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

"Brown Bros" on envelope.

Topic: Plants

UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[View inside greenhouse. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering

Local Numbers

RSN 188

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 436.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

"Dup. of 431" on envelope.

Topic: Botany
Greenhouses
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Greenhouse interior. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancellerd by scratching.

Silvering

Local Numbers
RSN 189

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 437-C.

"Dup. of 437" on envelope.

Topic: Botany
Cactus
Greenhouses
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[West Point, long view. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
"Overlooking Military Academy from Fort Putnam, West Point" on original
envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 190

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 6-3.

Print with negative transferred to another container.

Names: United States Military Academy
Place: New York
West Point (New York)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Up the Hudson, West Point. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering

Local Numbers
RSN 191

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 6-3.

Names: United States Military Academy
Topic: Rivers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York
Place: Hudson River
New York
West Point (New York)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Up the Hudson, West Point from Fort Putnam. Stereo photonegative, ca. 1900?
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Up the Hudson, West Point from Fort Putnam. Stereo photonegative, ca. 1900?
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 192

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 10-A-Z.
Print filed with neg. moved to another container.

Topic: Rivers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: Hudson River
New York
West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Big Bend" in the High Banks of the Genesee (12 miles of rocky gorge) near Portage. [Active no. 13507 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The "Big Bend" in the High Banks of the Genesee (12 miles of rocky gorge) near Portage. [Active no. 13507 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 149

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [62].
Similar to RSN 349; "C.W.W. N.Y '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 324-2.

Topic: Canyons -- New York
      Formations (Geology) -- New York
      Gorges -- New York
      Rivers -- New York
      Valleys -- New York

Place: Genesee River (New York)
       Mt. Portage
       New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm in Switzerland. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Rural scene with cows : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Loose emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 164
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]? 164-B [problem record--can't find plate].

Topic: Cows -- Switzerland
       Farms
       SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Switzerland
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
Castle Geyser (80 ft.) and Sunshine Pool. Active no. 12058 : stereo interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Castle Geyser (80 ft.) and Sunshine Pool. Active no. 12058 : stereo interpositive, 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 122

Video number 05829
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Filed after RSN 762.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Ponds -- Yellowstone National Park
Pools -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Castle Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Sunshine Pool (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 3 RSN Numbers 193-288

Entrance Cascade and Sentry Bridge. [Active no. 384 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Entrance Cascade and Sentry Bridge. [Active no. 384 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering

Local Numbers
RSN 193

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162]. Orig. no. 344-A.

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Rocks
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

How chasms are made--stream and cascade wearing away the rocky gorge. [Active no. 385 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): How chasms are made--stream and cascade wearing away the rocky gorge. [Active no. 385 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering

Local Numbers
RSN 194

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 346-2.

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Rocks
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Cathedral, with its mirror-like pools and walls of rock 300 ft. high.
Active no. 387 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"

Image(s): The Cathedral, with its mirror-like pools and walls of rock 300 ft. high. Active no. 387 : stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 195

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].
"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 352-A.

Topic:
Canyons
Gorges
Rivers -- New York (State)
Rocks
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:
New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking up Shadow Gorge. [Active no. 388 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"

Image(s): Looking up Shadow Gorge. [Active no. 388 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering

Local Numbers
RSN 196

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 348-A.

Topic:
- Canyons
- Gorges
- Rivers -- New York (State)
- Rocks
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place:
- New York
- Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- New York
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Sculptured by nature, Elfin Gorge with its lovely pools. [Active no. 389 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Sculptured by nature, Elfin Gorge with its lovely pools. [Active no. 389 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 197

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].


Topic:
- Canyons
- Gorges
- Rivers -- New York (State)
Rocks
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Council Chamber, a marvelous rock room formed by nature, Havana Glen. [Active no. 390 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s):
The Council Chamber, a marvelous rock room formed by nature, Havana Glen. [Active no. 390 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering, upper left hand corner.

Local Numbers
RSN 198

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

Company catalog card included.

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 356-D.

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Rivers -- New York (State)
Rocks
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The charming Silver Lace Falls, in the beautiful Havana Glen. [Active no. 391: stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The charming Silver Lace Falls, in the beautiful Havana Glen.
[Active no. 391: stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering, upper left hand corner.
Local Numbers
   RSN 199
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].
"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 355-B.

Topic:  Rocks
   UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place:  New York
   Watkins Glen (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations) -- New York
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[View of Watkins Glen. Stereo photonegative.,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue; silvering.
Local Numbers
   RSN 200
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 345-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New York Rocks 
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York 
       Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives 
            -- Glass 
            Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 201

Company catalog card included.

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 347-B-1.

Cancelled by scratching.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New York Rocks 
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK Waterfalls -- New York -- Watkins Glen.

Place: New York 
       Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York 
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives 
            -- Glass 
            Stereoscopic photographs

[View of Watkins Glen. Stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 202

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].
"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 350-B.

Topic: Canyons -- New York
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Gorges -- New York
Rocks -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Walkways -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of Watkins Glen. Stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 203

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

"C.W.W. N.Y. '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 354-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Canyons -- New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formations (Geology) -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gorges -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rocks -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNITED STATES--NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walkways -- New York</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Watkins Glen (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[View of Watkins Glen. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

"Watkins Glen, Pillar of Beauty" on original envelope?

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 204

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 3-2.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Canyons -- New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formations (Geology) -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gorges -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rocks -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNITED STATES--NEW YORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walkways -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterfalls -- New York</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Watkins Glen (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Congress Spring Pavilion. [No. 522 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelleled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 205

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 2-C.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158], moved from [162].

Topic: Architecture -- New York
Interiors -- New York
Resorts -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of resort building. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 206

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 3-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Topic: Architecture -- New York
Interiors -- New York
Resorts -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of resort building, from street. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 207
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 4-B.

Topic: Architecture -- New York
Resorts -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of bandstand in park : Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 208
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 5-B-2.

**Topic:**
- Bandstands -- New York
- Parks -- New York
- Resorts -- New York
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

**Place:**
- New York
- Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of bandstand in park : stereo photonegative]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low view of bandstand in park : stereo photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering

Local Numbers
- RSN 209

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 6-C.

**Topic:**
- Bandstands -- New York
- Parks -- New York
- Resorts -- New York
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

**Place:**
- New York
- Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of bandstand in park : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 210

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 6-K.

Company catalog card included.

Topic: Bandstands -- New York
       Parks -- New York
       Resorts -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
       Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of resort building : Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 211

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 8-B-2.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Topic: Architecture -- New York
       Interior architecture
       Resorts -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York
       Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[View of resort park. Active no. 529: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 212

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 9-3.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Topic: Architecture -- New York
       Parks -- New York
       Resorts -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York
       Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[View from street of resort building: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 213

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 10-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].
[View of resort dining room. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 214

Company catalog card included. Associated number, 12-2.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

[View of resort dining room. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 215

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 13-3.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

**Topic:** Architecture -- New York  
Dining rooms -- New York  
Interiors -- New York  
Resorts -- New York  
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- New York  
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

**Place:** New York  
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of resort building. Stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering

Local Numbers
RSN 216

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 16-2.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

**Topic:** Architecture -- New York  
Interior architecture  
Resorts -- New York  
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK  
Statues -- New York

**Place:** New York  
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs
Saratoga Springs interior, showing classical features and sculpture. [Cat. No. 528 : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 217

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 17-4.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Topic:
Architecture -- 1900-1910 -- New York
Interior architecture -- New York -- 1900-1910
Neoclassicism (Architecture) -- New York
Resorts -- New York -- 1900-1910 -- New York
Sculpture -- 1900-1910 -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
Statues -- New York

Place:
New York -- 1900-1910
Saratoga Springs (New York) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1900-1910
Orig. no. 18-C.

Topic: Architecture -- New York
Dining rooms -- New York
Interiors -- New York
Resorts -- New York
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of resort building. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 219

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 19-2.

Topic: Architecture -- New York
Interior architecture
Resorts -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
statues -- New York

Place: New York
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of resort building.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)
Image(s): [Interior view of resort building.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 220
Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 20-3.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Topic: Architecture -- New York
       Interiors -- New York
       Resorts -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
       Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of Niagara Falls. Active no. 300 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 221
Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 102.
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

NOTE: RSN 222 IS UNUSED NUMBER

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
       Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Mighty Niagara--the brink of the American Falls from Prospect Point.
[Active no. 322 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 223

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 155.

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 224

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 101-E.

Topic: Tourism
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing Niagara Falls. Stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 225

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 103-D.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing Niagara Falls. stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 226

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 104-3

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing Niagara Falls. Stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering

Local Numbers

RSN 227

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 105-B-B.

NOTE: VIDEONUMBER 00327 IS BLANK!

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 228

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 106-B.

Topic:

Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Tourism
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place:

New York -- 1890-1920
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:

Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 229

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 107-C.

Topic:

Tourists
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place:

New York -- 1890-1920
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tourists at Niagara Falls; man and woman seen from back: stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Original no. 108-B.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0000230 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 230

Topic: Tourists
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Niagara Falls: stereoscopic photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 231

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 109-D.

Topic: Tourists
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 232

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 110-B.

Topic: Tourists
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York -- 1890-1920
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 233
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 111-3.

Topic:
Tourists
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 234
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 112-C.

Topic:
Tourists
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 235
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 113-B.

Topic: Tourists
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 236
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 115-3.

Topic:
- Tourists
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
- Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
- Waterscapes

Place:
- New York
- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- New York
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge, Niagara Falls? : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
- Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
- H.C. White Co., Publisher
- English.
- Glass

Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
- RSN 237

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 116-B.

Topic:
- Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
- Rivers -- New York (State)
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
- Waterscapes

Place:
- New York
- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- New York
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
- Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
- H.C. White Co., Publisher
- English.
- Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 238

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 117-D.

Topic: Rapids
Tourists
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK CITY
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 239

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 118-2.

Topic: Rapids
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 240
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 120-C.

Topic: Architecture -- New York
Rapids -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York -- 1890-1920
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 241
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 121-3.

Topic: Tourists -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York -- 1890-1920
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920
[Niagara Falls : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 242

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 122-E.

Topic: Boats -- New York
Tourists -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York -- 1890-1920
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 243

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 123-D.
[Two men viewing Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 244

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 124-B.

[Overview of Niagara Falls area.] stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of Niagara Falls area.] stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 245

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no., 126-C.

Topic:
Bridges -- New York
Civil engineering -- New York
Engineering -- New York
Transportation
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of river near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 246

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 127-C.

Topic:
Photographers -- New York
Rapids -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 247

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 128-D.

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway in forest near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 248

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 130-D.

Topic: Forests -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Walkways -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Low view of river rapids near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 249
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 134-C.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
       Rivers -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
       Waterscapes -- New York
Place: New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York

[Tourists viewing Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 250
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 131-C/2-C.

Topic: Tourists -- New York
       UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
       Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
       Waterscapes -- New York
Place: New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
[Low view of river rapids near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 251

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 135-C.

Topic:
Rapids -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of river rapids near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 252

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 136-B.

Topic:
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of river rapids near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 253

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 137-B.

Topic:
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of double-decked bridge near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 254

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 138-3.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York (State)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of double-decked bridge near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 255
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. No. 139-B.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of double-decked bridge near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 256
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 140-C.
Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York (State)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of double-decked bridge near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 257

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 141-C/2-D.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York (State)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of river gorge near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 258
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 142-3.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
      Rivers -- New York
      UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
      Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up side view of Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 259

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 143-B.

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
       Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
       Waterscapes

Place: New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 260
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 144-D.

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[View of river gorge near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 261

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 145-2.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Long view of Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 262

RSN 262
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 146-B-2.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 263

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 147-2.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 264
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 148-2.

Topic:
- Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
- Rivers -- New York (State)
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
- Waterscapes

Place:
- New York
- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- New York
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 265
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 149-B-2.

Topic:
- UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
- Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
- Waterscapes

Place:
- New York
- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- New York
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
**Stereoscopic photographs**

[Low front view of Niagara Falls] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low front view of Niagara Falls] : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 266

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 150-B.

**Topic:** Boats -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes -- New York

**Place:** New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low side view of Niagara Falls] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low side view of Niagara Falls] : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 267

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 151-3.

**Topic:** UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

**Place:** New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of Niagara Falls]: stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Side view of Niagara Falls]: stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 268

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 152-5.

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of Niagara Falls]: photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Long view of Niagara Falls]: photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 269

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 153-B.

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing river rapids near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 270

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 154-B.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of Niagara Falls] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Side view of Niagara Falls] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 271

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 156-2.

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of tunnel near Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Interior view of tunnel near Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 272
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 157-2.

Topic: Tunnels -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Side view of Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 273
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 159-2.
Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 274

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 16-B.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Natural landscapes
Tourists -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- New York
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing river rapids near Niagara Falls] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man viewing river rapids near Niagara Falls] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 275

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 160-D.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of river rapids near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 276

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 161-C-1.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Rocks -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of river rapids near Niagara Falls.] stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7" [verified 12/3/01].)
Image(s): [Low view of river rapids near Niagara Falls.] stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 277
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 162-2 (scratched in plate).

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Waterscapes
Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of man viewing lower Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)
Image(s): [Close-up of man viewing lower Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 278
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 163-E (probably scratched in plate).

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Waterscapes
Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing river rapids near Niagara Falls.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man viewing river rapids near Niagara Falls.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 279
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 164-D.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing Niagara Falls from distance.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man viewing Niagara Falls from distance.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 280
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 166-5.

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low side view of Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low side view of Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 281

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 167-B.

Topic:
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Waterscapes

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Long view of Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 282

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 168-C.

Topic:
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Waterscapes

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low side view of Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low side view of Niagara Falls.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 283
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 171-2.

Topic: UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of river rapids and bridge near Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 285

Currenty stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 175-C.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
UNITED STATES--NEW YORK
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great holiday crowds watching the annual baby parade. [Active no. 426 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 286

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Associated number, 379.

Topic: Automobiles -- New Jersey
Children -- 1890-1920 -- New Jersey
Crowds -- 1890-1920 -- New Jersey
Parades -- New Jersey
A royal pair on a barrel throne, baby parade (Asbury Park, N.J.) Cat. No. 428 : stereoscopic photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): A royal pair on a barrel throne, baby parade (Asbury Park, N.J.) Cat. No. 428 : stereoscopic photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 287

Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158]. Orig. no. 371.

Topic: Children -- 1900-1910
Floats
Parades -- New Jersey
UNITED STATES--NEW JERSEY

Place: Asbury Park (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children posing as bride and groom on float with model of church. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 288
Duplicate of #363
Currently stored in box 1.1.2 [158].

Topic:
- Brides
- Children -- 1890-1920
- Floats
- Parades -- New Jersey
- UNITED STATES--NEW JERSEY
- Weddings

Place:
Asbury Park (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Box 4
RSN Numbers 289-355

Image(s)

Finished steel plate and new hot slab arriving at rolls. [Active no. 13139 : black-an-white stereo interpositive,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Finished steel plate and new hot slab arriving at rolls. [Active no. 13139 : black-an-white stereo interpositive,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 289
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1491.

Topic:
- Factories -- Pennsylvania
- STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
- Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place:
- Homestead (Pa.)
- Pennsylvania
Steel plate 6x25 ft. and huge shear for trimming. [Active no. 13140 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 290
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Similar to RSN 1492.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A forest of stacks--in the yards of the great Homestead Steel Works.
[Active no. 13141 : interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 291
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Similar to RSN 1493. Caption from company catalog.
Soaking pits and white hot ingot going to rolls, structural mill. [Active no. 13142 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 292
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1494. Caption from company catalog.

Shaping a big I beam, making structural steel, rolling mill. [Active no. 13143 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 293

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1495. Caption from company catalog.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sawing a hot 20-inch beam, rolling mill. [Active no. 13144 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 294

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1496. Caption from company catalog.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Piling huge steel beams in the loading yards. [Active no. 13145 : stereo interpositive], [1907?]
Image(s): Piling huge steel beams in the loading yards. [Active no. 13145: stereo interpositive, 1907?].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 295

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1497. Caption from company catalog.

Topic: Cranes, derricks, etc. -- Pennsylvania
Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Loading steel beams into cars--crane lifting 10 tons. [Active no. 13146: stereo interpositive,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Loading steel beams into cars--crane lifting 10 tons. [Active no. 13146: stereo interpositive,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 296

Video number 06249

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1498.
How drinking water is furnished 8,000 men, water boys going to refill their pails. [Active no. 13147 : stero interpositive., 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): How drinking water is furnished 8,000 men, water boys going to refill their pails. [Active no. 13147 : stero interpositive.] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 297

Video number 06250
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1449

Cozy homes of the steelworkers above the great Steel Works. [Active no. 13148 : stereo interpositive., 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Cozy homes of the steelworkers above the great Steel Works. [Active no. 13148 : stereo interpositive.,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 298

Video number 06251

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1500

Topic: Dwellings -- Pennsylvania
Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Payday at the Steel Works--lines of men approaching pay car. [Active no. 13149 : stereo interpositive.,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Finished steel plate and new hot slab arriving at rolls. [Active no. 13139 : black-an-white stereo interpositive.,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 299

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1501. Caption from company catalog.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "hot bed" where steel rails are cooled after being rolled, rail mills, Braddock, Pa. [Active no. 13150 : stereo interpositive,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The "hot bed" where steel rails are cooled after being rolled, rail mills, Braddock, Pa. [Active no. 13150 : stereo interpositive,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 300

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1502. Caption from company catalog.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Braddock (Pa.)
Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Filling the mixer with molten iron--emptying 20-ton ladle. [Active no. 13151 : stereo interpositive,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Filling the mixer with molten iron--emptying 20-ton ladle. [Active no. 13151 : stereo interpositive,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 301

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1503. Caption from company catalog.

**Topic:** Factories -- Pennsylvania  
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA  
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

**Place:** Homestead (Pa.)  
Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Piling and loading steel billets from the blooming mill. [Active no. 13152 : stereo interpositive,], 1907  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Piling and loading steel billets from the blooming mill. [Active no. 13152 : stereo interpositive,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 302

Video number 06255

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1504.

**Topic:** Factories -- Pennsylvania  
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA  
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

**Place:** Homestead (Pa.)  
Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Pittsburg's [sic] busiest thoroughfare, Fifth Ave. from Smithfield St. [Active no. 13201 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Pittsburg's [sic] busiest thoroughfare, Fifth Ave. from Smithfield St. [Active no. 13201 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 303

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1505.

Topic:
Horses -- United States -- 1900-1910
PITTSBURGH, PA
Streets -- Pennsylvania -- Pittsburgh
Wagons

Place:
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Smithfield St. and Post Office (right) in the heart of the city. [Active no. 13202 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Smithfield St. and Post Office (right) in the heart of the city. [Active no. 13202 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 304

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1506.

Topic:
PITTSBURGH, PA
Streetcars -- Pennsylvania
Streets -- Pennsylvania -- Pittsburgh
Place: Pennsylvania
   Pittsburgh (Pa.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Inclined Ry. to Washington Heights (370 ft.), a residential district. 13203
interpositive, 1906
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Inclined Ry. to Washington Heights (370 ft.), a residential district.
13203 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 305

Video number 06258
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Similar to RSN 1507.

Topic: Horses -- Pennsylvania
       PITTSBURGH, PA
       Railroads -- Pennsylvania
       Wagons -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
       Pittsburgh (Pa.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

The cactus room in the Phipps Conservatory, Schenley Park. 13204
interpositive, 1906
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The cactus room in the Phipps Conservatory, Schenley Park.
13204 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 306

Video number 06259
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1508

Topic: Cactus
Conservatories
Greenhouses
PITTSBURGH, PA
Parks -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
Phipps Conservatory
Pittsburgh (Pa.)
Schenley Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A bank of huge chrysanthemums, Phipps Conservatory, Schenley Park.
13205 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A bank of huge chrysanthemums, Phipps Conservatory, Schenley Park. 13205 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 307

Video number 06260
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Chrysanthemums
Greenhouses
PITTSBURGH, PA

Place: Pennsylvania
Phipps Conservatory
Pittsburgh (Pa.)
Schenley Park
The Victoria Regia, the immense water lily, leaves 4 to 6 ft. across, Phipps Conservatory, Schenley Park. 13206 interpositive, 1906

Image(s): The Victoria Regia, the immense water lily, leaves 4 to 6 ft. across, Phipps Conservatory, Schenley Park. 13206 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 308

Video number 06261

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Greenhouses
Lilies
PITTSBURGH, PA

Place:
Pennsylvania
Phipps Conservatory
Pittsburgh (Pa.)
Schenley Park

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

A motor with a train of loaded coal cars in a coal mine. 13215 interpositive, 1906

Image(s): A motor with a train of loaded coal cars in a coal mine. 13215 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 309
Video number 06262

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Mines -- Pennsylvania
      PITTSBURGH, PA
      Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
      Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Group of miners in the main tunnel (1 1/2 mile long) of a huge coal mine. 13216 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Group of miners in the main tunnel (1 1/2 mile long) of a huge coal mine. 13216 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 310

Video number 06263

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 7525

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Mines -- Pennsylvania
      PITTSBURGH, PA
      Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
      Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Boring for a blast in the depths of a coal mine. 13217 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Boring for a blast in the depths of a coal mine. 13217
interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 311

Video number 06264

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Mines -- Pennsylvania
PITTSBURGH, PA

Place: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Miners shoveling coal into cars in a "heading," coal mines. 13218
interpositive, 1906

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Miners shoveling coal into cars in a "heading," coal mines. 13218
interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 312

Video number 06265

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Mines -- Pennsylvania
PITTSBURGH, PA

Place: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Coming out of a "room" with a loaded car into the main tunnel of a coal mine. 13219 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Coming out of a "room" with a loaded car into the main tunnel of a coal mine. 13219 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 313

Video number 06266
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 395

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Mines -- Pennsylvania
PITTSBURGH, PA
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Miners pushing an "empty," sides of tunnel show depth of coal vein, coal mine. [Active no. 13220 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Miners pushing an "empty," sides of tunnel show depth of coal vein, coal mine. [Active no. 13220 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 314

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
       Laborers -- Pennsylvania
       Mines -- Pennsylvania
       PITTSBURGH, PA
       Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
       Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A leaded coal train and the gravity incline at a coal mine. 13221
interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A leaded coal train and the gravity incline at a coal mine. 13221
interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 315

Video number 06269

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1509

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
       Mines -- Pennsylvania
       PITTSBURGH, PA
       Railroads -- Pennsylvania
       Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
       Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Loaded cars ascending, empties descending at the tipple, coal mine.  
13222 interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): Loaded cars ascending, empties descending at the tipple, coal mine. 13222 interpositive 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 316  
Video number 06270  
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].  
Topic:  
Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania  
Mines -- Pennsylvania  
PITTSBURGH, PA  
Railroads -- Pennsylvania  
Trains -- Pennsylvania  
Place:  
Pennsylvania  
Pittsburgh (Pa.)  
Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Form:  
Stereoscopic photographs  

A coal mine tipple where coal is weighed and loaded into freight cars.  
13223 interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): A coal mine tipple where coal is weighed and loaded into freight cars. 13223 interpositive 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 317  
Video number 06273  
Same as RSN 398 and 1510, similar to RSN 399 and 1511.
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
      Mines -- Pennsylvania
      PITTSBURGH, PA
      Railroads -- Pennsylvania
      Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Becks Run Mine (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
       Pennsylvania
       Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Loaded coal barges and steamers on the Monongahela River. [Active no.
13224 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Loaded coal barges and steamers on the Monongahela River.
[Active no. 13224 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 318

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 400 and 1512.

Topic: Boats -- Pennsylvania
      Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
      Docks -- Pennsylvania
      Mines -- Pennsylvania
      PITTSBURGH, PA
      Piers -- Pennsylvania
      Rivers -- Pennsylvania
      Wharves -- Pennsylvania

Place: Monongahela River
       Pennsylvania
       Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The furnace, stoves and incline used to fill the furnaces, making pig iron.
13230 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The furnace, stoves and incline used to fill the furnaces, making pig iron. 13230 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 319

Video number 06278
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1513

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
       Furnaces -- Pennsylvania
       Iron -- Pennsylvania
       PITTSBURGH, PA

Place: Pennsylvania
       Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Drawing off the liquid iron, main runner and lower part of blast furnace. 13231 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Drawing off the liquid iron, main runner and lower part of blast furnace. 13231 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 320

Video number 06279
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1514
Fifty tons of red hot pig cooling in a bed, making pig iron. 13232
interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Fifty tons of red hot pig cooling in a bed, making pig iron. 13232 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelleled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 321

Video number 06280

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Wetting down and cooling the bed of pig iron in a blast furnace. 13233
interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Wetting down and cooling the bed of pig iron in a blast furnace. 13233 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 322

Video number 06281

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1515.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Furnaces -- Pennsylvania
Iron -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
PITTSBURGH, PA

Place: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A pig bed and the furnace, workmen preparing to take up the cooling bars of pig iron. 13234 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A pig bed and the furnace, workmen preparing to take up the cooling bars of pig iron. 13234 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 323

Video number 06282

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1516.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Furnaces -- Pennsylvania
Iron -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
PITTSBURGH, PA

Place: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)
A fast express rounding the bend of the famous Horseshoe Curve. [Active no. 13250 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A fast express rounding the bend of the famous Horseshoe Curve. [Active no. 13250 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 324
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1517.

Topic: HORSESHOE CURVE, PA.
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)
Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Freight train of 60 cars on the celebrated Horseshoe Curve of the Penn. Ry. [Active no. 13251 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Freight train of 60 cars on the celebrated Horseshoe Curve of the Penn. Ry. [Active no. 13251 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 325
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Same as RSN 401 and 402.

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.
Topic: HORSESHOE CURVE, PA.
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania
Place: Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)
Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rounding the bend, ascending the heavy grades (90 ft. to the mile) of the Horseshoe Curve in the Alleghany Mts. [Active no. 13252 : stereo interpositive,, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]
Image(s): Rounding the bend, ascending the heavy grades (90 ft. to the mile) of the Horseshoe Curve in the Alleghany Mts. [Active no. 13252 : stereo interpositive,, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 326

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.
Topic: HORSESHOE CURVE, PA.
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania
Place: Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)
Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Two track levels of the P.R.R. on the Horseshoe Curve, train rounding curve in distance 1 mile away, 100 ft. higher. [Active no. 13253 : stereo interpositive,, 1906.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Two track levels of the P.R.R. on the Horseshoe Curve, train rounding curve in distance 1 mile away, 100 ft. higher. [Active no. 13253 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 327
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Similar to RSN 1518.

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.
Topic: HORSESHOE CURVE, PA.
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Stations -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania
Place: Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)
Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Three engines hauling the Chicago Special (12 sleepers) on the Horseshoe Curve. [Active no. 13254 : stereo interpositive,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Three engines hauling the Chicago Special (12 sleepers) on the Horseshoe Curve. [Active no. 13254 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 328
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Similar to RSN 1519.
Four trains abreast—enormous traffic on the Penn. Ry. west of Altoona.  
13255 interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): Four trains abreast—enormous traffic on the Penn. Ry. west of Altoona. 13255 interpositive 1906. 
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher 
White, C. W., Photographer 
H.C. White Co., Publisher 
English. 
Silver gelatin on glass. 
Cancelled by scratching. 

Local Numbers 
RSN 329 

Video number 06290 

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14]. 

Similar to RSN 1520. 

[Interior view of large neo-Classical style room. Active no. 13260 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
The room has high ceilings and a chandelier; possibly a hotel.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 330
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Architecture -- Neoclassical
Interior architecture -- Neoclassicism
Neoclassicism (Architecture)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

The first work done in Gary--Broadway excavated through sand hills.
[Active no. 13351 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 331
Same as RSN 403.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Excavations -- Indiana
Road building -- Indiana
STEEL WORKS, GARY, IND.
Sand -- Indiana
Steel industry and trade -- Indiana

Place:
Gary (Ind.)
Indiana

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs
Broadway six months after first work. [Active no. 13352 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 332
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Excavations -- Indiana
Road building -- Indiana
STEEL WORKS, GARY, IND.
Sand -- Indiana
Steel industry and trade -- Indiana
Streets -- Indiana.

Place: Gary (Ind.)
Indiana

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Building the concrete foundations for the power house, great steel works.
[Active no. 13353 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 333
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Building -- Indiana
Factories -- Indiana
STEEL WORKS, GARY, IND.
Steel industry and trade -- Indiana

Place: Gary (Ind.)
Indiana
Preparing foundations for traveling cranes--looking toward partially completed rolling mills. [Active no. 13354 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 334
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Building -- Indiana
Factories -- Indiana
Laborers -- Indiana
STEEL WORKS, GARY, IND.
Steel industry and trade -- Indiana

Place:
Gary (Ind.)
Indiana

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Leveling off sand hills and preparing for roadways, steel works. [Active no. 13355 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 335
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Building -- Indiana
Factories -- Indiana
Laborers -- Indiana
Road building -- Indiana
STEEL WORKS, GARY, IND.
Steel industry and trade -- Indiana

Place: Gary (Ind.)
Indiana

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Excavating for a great open hearth mill--blast furnaces in distance. [Active no. 13356 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 336
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Buildings -- Indiana
Excavations -- Indiana
Factories -- Indiana
STEEL WORKS, GARY, IND.
Steel industry and trade -- Indiana

Place: Gary (Ind.)
Indiana

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Great blast furnaces under construction in the great steel works. [Active no. 13357 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 337
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Blast furnaces -- Indiana
One of the great machine shops in Gary Steel Works. [Active no. 13358 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 338

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Building -- Indiana
Factories -- Indiana
STEEL WORKS, GARY, IND.
Steel industry and trade -- Indiana

Place:
Gary (Ind.)
Indiana

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of one of the machine shops during construction. [Active no. 13359 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 339

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Unloading structural steel for an open hearth mill (in distance). Active no. 13360 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Unloading structural steel for an open hearth mill (in distance). Active no. 13360 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 340
Same as RSN 404
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

A steam shovel at work excavating for foundation. [Active no. 13361 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 341

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Construction -- Indiana
          Excavations -- Indiana
          Factories -- Indiana
          STEEL WORKS, GARY, IND.
          Steam shovels -- Indiana
          Steel industry and trade -- Indiana

Place: Gary (Ind.)
       Indiana

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

One of sixteen great cuttings, each a mile long, excavated in grading streets. [Active no. 13362 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Stains.

Local Numbers
RSN 342

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Construction -- Indiana
          Excavations -- Indiana
          Factories -- Indiana
          Road building -- Indiana
          STEEL WORKS, GARY, IND.
          Steel industry and trade -- Indiana

Place: Gary (Ind.)
       Indiana

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Down the Gorge and over the Falls of the Genesee from R.R. bridge,
Portage. Active no. 13501 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Down the Gorge and over the Falls of the Genesee from R.R. bridge, Portage. Active no. 13501 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Stains.

Local Numbers
RSN 343

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 143

Topic: Canyons -- New York
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Genesee Falls (New York)
Genesee River (New York)
New York
Portage (New York)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Upper falls of the Genesee River and railway bridge, Portage. [Active no. 13502 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Stains.

Local Numbers
RSN 344
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 144

**Topic:** Bridges -- New York  
MISC--NEW YORK STATE  
Rivers -- New York  
Waterfalls -- New York

**Place:** Genesee Falls (N.Y.)  
Genesee River (N.Y.)  
New York  
Portage (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- New York  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Middle Falls of the Genesee with Erie Ry. bridge in distance, Portage. [Active no. 13503 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Stains:**

**Local Numbers**

RSN 345

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 145, 404 & 405.

**Topic:** Bridges -- New York  
MISC--NEW YORK STATE  
Rivers -- New York  
Waterfalls -- New York

**Place:** Genesee Falls (N.Y.)  
Genesee River (N.Y.)  
New York  
Portage (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- New York  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs
A glimpse of one of nature's beauty spots, Genesee River and Falls, Portage. 13504 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A glimpse of one of nature's beauty spots, Genesee River and Falls, Portage. 13504 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 346
Video number 06311
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14]. 12804 on plate.
Same as RSN 146

Topic:
Forests -- New York
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Rivers -- New York
Trees -- New York.
Waterfalls -- New York

Place:
Genesee River (New York)
New York
Portage (N.Y.)

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The rugged Gorge of the Genesee, showing Middle and Upper Falls, Portage. [Active no. 13505 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 347
Similar to RSN 147. 12805 on plate.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

**Topic:** Canyons -- New York
Formations (Geology) -- New York
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

**Place:** Genesee Falls (N.Y.)
Genesee River (N.Y.)
New York
Portage (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous High Banks of the Genesee from near the gates of Glen Iris, Portage. [Active no. 13506 : stereo interpositive.]

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 348

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 148.

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

12806 on platete.

**Topic:** Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Gorges
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Rivers -- New York (State)

**Place:** Genesee River (N.Y.)
Glen Iris (Portage, N.Y.)
New York
Portage (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The "Big Bend" in the High Banks of the Genesee (12 miles of rocky gorge) near Portage. [Active no. 13507 : stereo interpositive,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The "Big Bend" in the High Banks of the Genesee (12 miles of rocky gorge) near Portage. [Active no. 13507 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 349

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 149. 12807 on plate.

Topic:
Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Gorges
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Rivers -- New York (State)

Place:
Genesee River (N.Y.)
New York
Portage (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A five-acre bed of head lettuce ready for the market. 13511 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A five-acre bed of head lettuce ready for the market. 13511 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Stains

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 350

Video number 06315
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Copy and Version Identification Note

12811onplatete.

Topic: Agriculture -- New York
      Children -- 1890-1920 -- New York
      Fields -- New York
      Lettuce -- New York
      MISC--NEW YORK STATE

Place: New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

The breaker house of the great Retsof salt mine, Retsof. 13516
interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The breaker house of the great Retsof salt mine, Retsof. 13516
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
stains

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 351

Video number 06316

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Copy and Version Identification Note

12816 on plate.

Topic: MISC--NEW YORK STATE
      Mines and mineral resources -- New York
      Railroads -- New York
      Salt mining -- New York
      Smokestacks -- New York
      Stations -- New York
      Trains -- New York

Place: New York
Retsof
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A motor drawing a train of loaded salt cars in the depths of the great salt mine, Retsof. 13518 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A motor drawing a train of loaded salt cars in the depths of the great salt mine, Retsof. 13518 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Light stains.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 352

Video number 06317
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Caves -- New York
Laborers -- New York
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Mines and mineral resources -- New York
Salt mining -- New York
Trains -- New York

Place: New York
Retsof (New York)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Loading rock salt into cars--60 carloads per day, Retsof. 13519 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Loading rock salt into cars--60 carloads per day, Retsof. 13519 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight stains.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 353

Video number 06318

Similar to RSN 152.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Laborers -- New York
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Mines and mineral resources -- New York
Salt mining -- New York
Trains -- New York

Place: New York
Retsof

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the famous Hudson River--entering the Highlands, from forward deck of Steamer Albany. 13520 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): On the famous Hudson River--entering the Highlands, from forward deck of Steamer Albany. 13520 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 354

Video number 06319

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 153

Topic: Boats -- New York
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Rivers -- New York
Steamers -- New York
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: Hudson River
New York
The beautiful Highlands of the historic Hudson as seen from a steamer. 13521 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The beautiful Highlands of the historic Hudson as seen from a steamer. 13521 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 355

Video number 06320

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
- Boats -- New York
- MISC--NEW YORK STATE
- Rivers -- New York
- Waterscapes -- New York

Place:
- Hudson River
- New York

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Approaching Poughkeepsie, on the Hudson--Ry. bridge in distance. 13522 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Approaching Poughkeepsie, on the Hudson--Ry. bridge in distance. 13522 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 356
Video number 06321

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Boats -- New York
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Rivers -- New York
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: Hudson River
New York
Poughkeepsie (New York)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous Poughkeepsie Ry. bridge over Hudson River--Steamer New York in distance. [Active no. 13523 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 357

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Boats -- New York
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Railroads -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Trains -- New York

Place: Hudson River
New York
Poughkeepsie (New York)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The walking beam--transfers power from engine to paddles, Steamer Albany, Hudson River. 13524 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The walking beam--transfers power from engine to paddles, Steamer Albany, Hudson River. 13524 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 358

Video number 06323

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:    Boats -- New York
          MISC--NEW YORK STATE
          Rivers -- New York

Place:    Hudson River
          New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships on Hudson River.] 13525 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships on Hudson River.] 13525 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 359

Video number 06324

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:    Boats -- New York
          MISC--NEW YORK STATE
          Rivers -- New York

Place:    Hudson River
          New York
"Taking off a heat," drawing molten metal to use for castings, making harvesting machinery. 13531 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Taking off a heat," drawing molten metal to use for castings, making harvesting machinery. 13531 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 360

Video number 06325

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Making castings--pouring molden metal from the ladle into molds, making harvesting machinery. 13532 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Making castings--pouring molden metal from the ladle into molds, making harvesting machinery. 13532 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 361

Video number 06326

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
The paint room--dipping metal parts in paint vats--making harvesting machinery. 13533 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The paint room--dipping metal parts in paint vats--making harvesting machinery. 13533 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 362

Video number 06327

Same as RSN 407, 408, 409 AND 410.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

The paint room--dipping metal parts in paint vats--making harvesting machinery. 13534 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The paint room--dipping metal parts in paint vats--making harvesting machinery. 13534 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 363

Video number 06332
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Factories -- New York
Iron -- New York
Laborers -- New York
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- New York

Place: New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory and lumber in river. Active no. 13551 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 364

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Factories
Industries
Lumber trade
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Close-up of lumber at factory. Active no. 13552 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 365

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Factories
      Industries
      Lumber trade

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

      Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen transferring lumber from wagon to conveyor. Active no. 13553 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 366

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Factories
      Industries
      Lumber trade

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

      Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of lumber factory. Active no. 13554 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 367

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 411.

Topic: Factories
Industries
Lumber trade

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of lumber factory. Active no. 13555 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 368

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Lumber trade

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of lumber factory. Active no. 13556 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 369
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture -- Factories
Lumber trade

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of lumber factory. Active no. 13557 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 370
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Lumber trade

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of lumber factory : Active no. 13558 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 371

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:

Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Lumber trade
Machinery

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of lumber factory. Active no. 13559 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 372

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:

Blue collar workers
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Lumber trade
Machinery

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of paper factory. Active no. 13560 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 373
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Machinery
Paper

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of paper factory. Active no. 13561 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 374
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Machinery
Paper

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of paper factory. Active no. 13562 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 375
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 505

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Machinery
Paper

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of paper factory. Active no. 13563 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 376
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Machinery

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of paper factory. Active no. 13564 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 377

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Machinery
Paper

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of paper factory.] [Active no. 13565 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 378

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Machinery
Paper

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of paper factory.] [Active no. 13566 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 379

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Machinery
Paper

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of paper factory.] [Active no. 13567 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 380

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories
Machinery
Paper

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City building with flags. Active no. 13601 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 381
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 503

Topic: Architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View looking up at single skyscraper. Active no. 13602 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 382
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene with docked large steamship.] 13603 interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Harbor scene with docked large steamship.] 13603 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 383

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Boats -- New York
       Harbors -- New York
       Ships -- New York

Place: New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of city building. Active no. 13604 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 384

Video number 06356

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Architecture
       Celebrations

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of large room. Active no. 13605 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Room has high ceiling, chandeliers, and tall windows with drapes; sculpted bust on column at left.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 385

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:

Architecture -- Interiors
Art
Interior architecture
Sculpture

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

[View from street of large city building lighted at night.] 13606 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [View from street of large city building lighted at night.] 13606 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 386

Video number 06358

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:

Architecture
Celebrations
Electricity
Night photography -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1900

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs
[View from street of city buildings. Active no. 13607 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 387
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Architecture
Automobiles -- 1900-1910
Horses
Wagons

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from street of city buildings. Active no. 13608 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 388
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Architecture -- New York
Horses -- New York
Streets -- New York (N.Y.)
Wagons -- New York

Place:
New York

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from top of bridge tower of bridge construction. Active no. 13609 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 389
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Bridges
Harbors

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flag-draped grave site in church yard.] 13610 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Flag-draped grave site in church yard.] 13610 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
slight crack on upper left

Local Numbers
RSN 390

Video number 06362
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 504

Topic: Flags
Gravesites
Memorials
Monuments

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of Alexander Hamilton monument.] 13611 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Close-up of Alexander Hamilton monument.] 13611 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 391
Video number 06364
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Same as RSN 412
Names: Hamilton, Alexander, 1757-1804
Topic: Memorials
Monuments
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of James Lawrence monument.] 13612 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Close-up of James Lawrence monument.] 13612 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 392
Video number 06366
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Names: Lawrence, James
Topic: Memorials
Monuments
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[View from street of long, tall building at night. Active no. 13613 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 393
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 394

Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Monuments
Night photography -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View from street of tall building at night. Active no. 13613 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
marked, stained

Local Numbers
RSN 394
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 393.

Orig. no. E-42

Topic: Architecture
Monuments
Night photography -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1900
Unloading structural steel for an open hearth mill (in distance). [Active no. 13360 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 404
Same as RSN 340; FILED BETWEEN RSN 340 AND 341.
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Construction -- Indiana
Cranes, derricks, etc. -- Indiana
Factories -- Indiana
Hoisting equipment -- Indiana
STEEL WORKS, GARY, IND.
Steel industry and trade -- Indiana -- Gary -- 1900-1910.

Place:
Gary (Ind.)
Indiana

Loaded cars ascending, empties descending at the tipple, coal mine.  
13222 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Loaded cars ascending, empties descending at the tipple, coal mine. 13222 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 396
Video number 06271

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 316 and 397; FILED BETWEEN RSN 316 AND 317

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
Mines -- Pennsylvania
PITTSBURG, PA.
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Loaded cars ascending, empties descending at the tipple, coal mine.
13222 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Loaded cars ascending, empties descending at the tipple, coal mine. 13222 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 397

Video number 06272

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 316 AND 396; FILED BETWEEN RSN 316 AND 317

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
Mines -- Pennsylvania
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A coal mine tipple where coal is weighed and loaded into freight cars.
13223 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A coal mine tipple where coal is weighed and loaded into freight cars. 13223 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 398
Video number 06274
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 317; FILED BETWEEN RSN 317 AND 318

Topic:
Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
Mines -- Pennsylvania
PITTSBURGH, PA
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place:
Becks Run Mine (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A coal mine tipple where coal is weighed and loaded into freight cars.
13223 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A coal mine tipple where coal is weighed and loaded into freight cars. 13223 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 399
Video number 06275
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 317 and 398; FILED BETWEEN RSN 317 AND 318

Topic:
Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
Loaded coal barges and steamers on the Monongahela River. [Active no. 13224 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 400
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 318; FILED BETWEEN RSN 318 AND 319.

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
Mines
PITTSBURGH, PA
Rivers -- Pennsylvania
Ships -- Pennsylvania

Place: Monongahela River
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Freight train of 60 cars on the celebrated Horseshoe Curve of the Penn. Ry. [Active no. 13251 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 401

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 325 and 402; FILED BETWEEN RSN 325 AND 326.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Pennsylvania Railroad.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>PITTSBURGH, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Railroads -- Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trains -- Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pittsburgh (Pa.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Freight train of 60 cars on the celebrated Horseshoe Curve of the Penn. Ry. [Active no. 13251 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; discolored, stained.

Local Numbers

RSN 402

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 325 and 401; FILED BETWEEN RSN 325 AND 326.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Pennsylvania Railroad.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>PITTSBURGH, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Railroads -- Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trains -- Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pittsburgh (Pa.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first work done in Gary--Broadway excavated through sand hills. [Active no. 13351 : stereo interpositive.]
Beautiful Middle Falls of the Genesee with Erie Ry. bridge in distance, Portage. [Active no. 13503: stereo interpositive.]

1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 405

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Bridges -- New York
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Genesee Falls (N.Y.)
Genesee River (N.Y.)
New York
Portage (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Middle Falls of the Genesee with Erie Ry. bridge in distance.
[Active no. 13503 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 406
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 345 & 405; FILED BETWEEN RSN 345 and 346

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Rivers -- New York (State)
Waterfalls

Place: Genesee Falls (N.Y.)
Genesee River (N.Y.)
New York
Portage (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tool room, where tools and special machinery are made--making harvesting machinery. 13533 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Tool room, where tools and special machinery are made--making harvesting machinery. 13533 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 410

Video number 06331

Same as RSN 362, 407, 408 and 409; FILED BETWEEN RSN 362 AND 363.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Factories -- New York
Iron -- New York
Laborers -- New York
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- New York

Place:
New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Tool room, where tools and special machinery are made--making harvesting machinery. 13533 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Tool room, where tools and special machinery are made--making harvesting machinery. 13533 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 407

Video number 06328

Same as RSN 362, 408, 409 and 410; FILED BETWEEN RSN 362 AND 363.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Factories -- New York
Iron -- New York
Laborers -- New York
MISC--NEW YORK STATE
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- New York

Place:
New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)
Tool room, where tools and special machinery are made—making harvesting machinery. 13533 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Tool room, where tools and special machinery are made—making harvesting machinery. 13533 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 408

Video number 06329

Same as RSN 362, 407, 409 and 410; FILED BETWEEN RSN 362 AND 363.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

[Close-up of Alexander Hamilton monument.] 13611 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Close-up of Alexander Hamilton monument.] 13611 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 412

Video number 06365
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 391; FILED BETWEEN RSN 391 AND 392

Names: Hamilton, Alexander, 1757-1804
Topic: Memorials
Monuments
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of unidentified city buildings and busy street.] [Active no. 13614 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 413

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 414; FILED AFTER RSN 394.

Topic: Celebrations
Flags
Horses
Streets
Wagons
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of city buildings and busy street. Active no. 13614 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 414

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 413; FILED AFTER RSN 394.

Topic: Celebrations
Flags
Horses
Streets
Wagons
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Library of Columbia University [on building facade]. [Active no. 13615 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 415

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Names: Columbia University

Topic: Architecture -- New York (State) -- New York
Libraries -- New York
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930 -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bush Terminal Company [on sign in image]. [Active no. 13616 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 416

Same as RSN 417 and 418.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Architecture
       Automobiles
       Flags
       Streets
       Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Bush Terminal Company [on sign in image]. [Active no. 13616 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 417

Same as RSN 416 and 418

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Architecture
       Automobiles
       Flags
       Streets
       Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Bush Terminal Company [on sign]. [Active no. 13616 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 418

Same as RSN 416 and 417

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic:

Architecture
Automobiles
Flags
Streets
Wagons

Genre/

Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of large single home.] Active no. 13617 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low view of large single home.] Active no. 13617 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 419

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:

Architecture
Dwellings

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

[View from street of city home.] Active no. 13618 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View from street of city home.] Active no. 13618 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 420

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Architecture  
       Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from street of city home, incl. child with tricycle.] Active no. 13619 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View from street of city home, incl. child with tricycle.] Active no. 13619 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 421

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Architecture  
       Children -- 1890-1920  
       Dwellings  
       Tricycles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[City building, viewed from street.] Active no. 13620 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [City building, viewed from street.] Active no. 13620 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 422

Video number 06378
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

**Topic:**
- Architecture
- Carriages and carts
- Horses
- Restaurants -- 1890-1920

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View from street of equestrian statue of William Tecumseh Sherman. Active no. 13621 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 423

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

**Names:**
Sherman, William Tecumseh

**Topic:**
- Equestrian statues -- United States
- Memorials
- Monuments
- Parks

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of ships in harbor and city skyline. Active no. 13622, stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 424

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Topic: Boats and boating
       Harbors
       Ships
       Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Stately building with U.S. Flag and smaller banners. Active no. 13623 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 425

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 2325

Topic: Architecture
       Celebrations
       Flags -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View from top of bridge tower of bridge construction. Active no. 13624 stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 426

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 427.

Topic: Architecture
Bridges
Engineering

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from top of bridge tower of bridge construction.] 13624 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [View from top of bridge tower of bridge construction.] 13624 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 427

Video number 06384
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 426

Topic: Architecture
Bridges
Engineering

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picking cotton on a great plantation. [Active no. 13801 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 428
Same as RSN 1327.
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910.
Cotton
Sharecroppers
Working conditions

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans
African Americans

A cotton gin where cotton is cleaned and separated from the seed. [Active
no. 13802 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 429
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Same as RSN 1329.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910.
Cotton
Cotton gins and ginning
Industries -- North Carolina
Working conditions

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cotton from the gin and the press where it is baled, interior of a ginnery.
[Active no. 13803 : stereo interpositive.]
Masses of white fluffy cotton, ready for the press, in a ginnery. [Active no. 13804 stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 431

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 1331.
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910.
Cotton
Cotton gins and ginning
Industries -- North Carolina
Working conditions

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans -- North Carolina

Weighing up the baled cotton before shipping to the mill. [Active no. 13805 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 432

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 1332.

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910.
Cotton
Industries -- North Carolina
Working conditions

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans -- North Carolina

The lapper room--cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled. 13807 interpositive
Image(s): The lapper room--cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled. 13807 interpositive.

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 433

Video number 06390

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 435, 436 and 1334; similar to RSN 434.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The lapper room--cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled. Active no. 13807 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The lapper room--cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled. Active no. 13807 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 434

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 433, 435 and 436; same as RSN 1335.
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The lapper room--cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled. 13807 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The lapper room--cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled. 13807 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 435

Video number 06392

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 433, 436 and 1334; similar to RSN 434

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The lapper room--cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled. [Copyright 1909.] 13807 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The lapper room—cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled. [Copyright 1909.] 13807 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English. Silver gelatin on glass. Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 436
Video number 06393
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].
Same as RSN 433, 435 and 1334; similar to RSN 434
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Carding room, laps (rolls) are put into "silvers." 13808 interpositive, ca. 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Carding room, laps (rolls) are put into "silvers." 13808 interpositive, ca. 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English. Silver gelatin on glass. Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 437
Video number 06394
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Same as RSN 438, 439, 440 and 1336

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
   Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
   Cotton -- North Carolina
   Factories -- North Carolina
   Industry -- North Carolina
   Laborers -- North Carolina
   Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
   North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Carding room, laps (rolls) are put into "silvers." Active no. 13808. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Carding room, laps (rolls) are put into "silvers." Active no. 13808. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 438

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 437, 439, 440 and 1336.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
   Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
   Children -- North Carolina
   Cotton -- 1890-1910 -- North Carolina
   Factories -- North Carolina
   Laborers -- North Carolina
   Textile industry -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
   Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
   North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Carding room, laps (rolls) are put into "silvers." Active no. 13808. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Carding room, laps (rolls) are put into "silvers." Active no. 13808. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 439

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 437, 438, 440 and 1336.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
Cotton -- 1890-1910 -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Textile industry -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Carding room, laps (rolls) are put into "silvers." Active no. 13808: interpositive, [Copyright 1907]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Carding room, laps (rolls) are put into "silvers." Active no. 13808: interpositive, [Copyright 1907].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 440

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].
Same as RSN 437, 438, 439 and 1336.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Drawing frames--six strands are drawn into one. Active no. 13809. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Drawing frames--six strands are drawn into one. Active no. 13809. Stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 441

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 442 and 1337

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Drawing frames--six strands are drawn into one. Active no. 13809. Stereo interpositive, [Copyright 1907.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Drawing frames--six strands are drawn into one. Active no. 13809. Stereo interpositive. [Copyright 1907.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 442

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 441 and 1337.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Slubbers," where yarn is given first twist. Active no. 13810. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1907-1909

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 443

Video number 06400

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 1338
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
  Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
  Cotton -- North Carolina
  Factories -- North Carolina
  Industry -- North Carolina
  Laborers -- North Carolina
  Working conditions -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
  North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

"Speeders," where two strands are drawn and twisted together. Active no. 13811. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1907-1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): "Speeders," where two strands are drawn and twisted together. Active no. 13811. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1907-1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 444
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 1339.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
  Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
  Cotton -- North Carolina
  Factories -- North Carolina
  Industry -- North Carolina
  Women laborers -- North Carolina
  Working conditions -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
  North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Spinning room, 60,000 spindles, in the great White Oak Cotton Mills. Active no. 13812. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1907-1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Spinning room, 60,000 spindles, in the great White Oak Cotton Mills. Active no. 13812. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1907-1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 445
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Similar to RSN 1340.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Weave room, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13812. Stereo interpositive.]. Copyright 1909
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Weave room, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13812. Stereo interpositive.] Copyright 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 446
AC0143-0000446 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].
Same active number as RSN 445.
Exhibitions Note

Used as a small image imbedded in a larger mural in permanent exhibit, Augusta [Georgia] Canal National Heritage Interpretive Center, scheduled to open April 2003.

Used as a wall mural in permanent exhibit, Augusta [Georgia] Canal National Heritage Interpretive Center, scheduled to open April 2003.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beaming the warp to be washed and dyed. Active no. 13813. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1907-1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Beaming the warp to be washed and dyed. Active no. 13813. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1907-1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 447

Video number 06404

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 449 and 450; similar to RSN 448.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beaming the warp to be washed and dyed. Active no. 13813. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1907-1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Beaming the warp to be washed and dyed. Active no. 13813. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1907-1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 448

Video number 06405

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 447, 449 and 450; same as RSN 1341.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910. -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beaming the warp to be washed and dyed. 13813 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Beaming the warp to be washed and dyed. 13813 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 449
Video number 06406

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 447 and 450; similar to RSN 448.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beaming the warp to be washed and dyed. [Copyright 1909.] 13813
interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Beaming the warp to be washed and dyed. [Copyright 1909.]
13813 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 450

Video number 06407

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 447 and 448; similar to RSN 448.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beaming frames where threads are straightened for looms. 13814 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Beaming frames where threads are straightened for looms. 13814 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 451

Video number 06408

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 452 and 1342.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beaming frames where threads are straightened for looms. 13814 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Beaming frames where threads are straightened for looms. 13814 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 452

Video number 06409
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 451 and 1342.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industries -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of White Oak cotton mill.] 13814 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Interior view of White Oak cotton mill.] 13814 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 453

Video number 06410
Similar to RSN 1343.
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Slasher," where yarn is sized and selvage fed in. [Active no. 13815: stereo interpositive]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Slasher," where yarn is sized and selvage fed in. [Active no. 13815: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 454

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 455 and 1344.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Slasher," where yarn is sized and selvage fed in. [Copyright 1909.] [Active no. 13815: stereo interpositive]
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Slasher," where yarn is sized and selvage fed in. [Copyright 1909.] [Active no. 13815: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 455

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 454 and 1344.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vast weaving room, 2,000 looms, in the great White Oak Cotton Mills.
[Active no. 13816: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 456

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].


Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
A Southern cotton mill, close to its source of raw material. [Active no. 13817: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A Southern cotton mill, close to its source of raw material. [Active no. 13817: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 457
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic:
Agriculture -- North Carolina
COTTON INDUSTRY SERIES/N.C. p. 14
Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place:
North Carolina
Raleigh (N.C.)

Dye House, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13818: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Dye House, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13818: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 458
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Same as RSN 459.
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
p. 14
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dye House, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] [Active no. 13818: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Dye House, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] [Active no. 13818: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 459
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 458.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
p. 14
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Slubbers, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13819: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Slubbers, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13819: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 460
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 461 and 1346.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Slubbers, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13819: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Slubbers, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13819: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 461
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 460 and 1346.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Speeders, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13820: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Speeders, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13820: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 462

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 463 and 1347.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Speeders, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13820: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Speeders, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13820: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 463

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 462 and 1347.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina
       Working conditions -- North Carolina
       cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of lumber factory. Active no. 13554 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 411

Same as RSN 367; FILED BETWEEN RSN 367 AND 368.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
       Industries
       Lumber trade
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Coming out of a "room with a loaded car into the main tunnel of a coal mine." b 13219 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Coming out of a "room with a loaded car into the main tunnel of a coal mine." b 13219 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 395

Video number 06267
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 313; FILED BETWEEN RSN 313 AND 314.

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
       Mines -- Pennsylvania
       PITTSBURGH, PA
       Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
       Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Tool room, where tools and special machinery are made--making harvesting machinery. 13533 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Tool room, where tools and special machinery are made--making harvesting machinery. 13533 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 409

Video number 06330
Same as RSN 362, 407, 408 and 410; FILED BETWEEN RSN 362 AND 363.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Topic: Factories -- New York
       Iron -- New York
       Laborers -- New York
       MISC--NEW YORK STATE
       Machinery -- New York
       Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- New York

Place: New York
       Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Box 6       RSN Numbers 464-573
Image(s)

[Interior of paper factory.] [Active no. 13562 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 505

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 375; FILED BETWEEN RSN 375 AND 376.

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
       Industries
       Interior architecture -- Factories
       Machinery
       Paper

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[View from street of city building with flags. Active no. 13601 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

chipped, top center

Local Numbers

RSN 503

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 381; FILED BETWEEN RSN 381 AND 382.

Topic: Architecture

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass,
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flag-draped grave site in church yard.] 13610 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flag-draped grave site in church yard.] 13610 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

discoloration at top

Local Numbers

RSN 504

Video number 06363

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 390; FILED BETWEEN RSN 390 AND 391

Topic: Flags

Gravesites
Memorials

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass,
Stereoscopic photographs
Spinning Frames, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13821: stereo interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Spinning Frames, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13821: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 464

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Similar to RSN 1348.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Spinning Frames, White Oak Cotton Mills. 13821 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Spinning Frames, White Oak Cotton Mills. 13821 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 465

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 466, 467 and 1354.
Copy and Version Identification Note
15-a

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Children -- North Carolina
      Cotton -- North Carolina
      Factories -- North Carolina
      Industry -- North Carolina
      Women laborers -- North Carolina
      Working conditions -- North Carolina
      cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Spinning Frames, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13821: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Spinning Frames, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Active no. 13821: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 466

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 465, 467 and 1354.

Copy and Version Identification Note
15-A

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Children -- North Carolina
      Cotton -- North Carolina
      Factories -- North Carolina
      Industry -- North Carolina
      Women laborers -- North Carolina
      Working conditions -- North Carolina
      cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina
Spinning Frames, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] [Active no. 13821: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Spinning Frames, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] [Active no. 13821: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 467
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].
Same as RSN 465, 466 and 1354.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina
       Women laborers -- North Carolina
       Working conditions -- North Carolina
       cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Spoolers, White Oak Cotton Mills. 13822 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Spoolers, White Oak Cotton Mills. 13822 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 468
Video number 06425
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 469.

Copy and Version Identification Note

2-6

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Spoolers, White Oak Cotton Mills. 13822 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Spoolers, White Oak Cotton Mills. 13822 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 469

Video number 06426

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 468.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
[Interior view of White Oak cotton mill.] 13823 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Interior view of White Oak cotton mill.] 13823 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 470
Video number 06427
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina
       Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina

[Interior view of White Oak cotton mill.] 13824 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Interior view of White Oak cotton mill.] 13824 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 471
Video number 06428
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
      Cotton -- North Carolina
      Factories -- North Carolina
      Industry -- North Carolina
      Working conditions -- North Carolina
      cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Inspecting Tables, White Oak Cotton Mills. 13825 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Inspecting Tables, White Oak Cotton Mills. 13825 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 472

Video number 06429
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Same as RSN 473 and 1349..

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
      Cotton -- North Carolina
      Factories -- North Carolina
      Industry -- North Carolina
      Laborers -- North Carolina
      Working conditions -- North Carolina
      cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Inspecting Tables, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] 13825 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Inspecting Tables, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.]
13825 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 473

Video number 06430
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 472 and 1349.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Work environment
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[General view of men and women workers in cotton textile factory in North Carolina. Active no. 13826: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 474

Similar to RSN 1350. See catalog p. 14 (ends with 13817).
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of White Oak cotton mill.] 13827 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Interior view of White Oak cotton mill.] 13827 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 475
Video number 06432
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior view of White Oak cotton mill.] 13828 interpositive
Partial view of White Oak Cotton Mills. Largest denim mill in the world.

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 477

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 478, 479 and 1352. Associated number, 1.
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Children -- North Carolina  
Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina  
Denim -- North Carolina  
Dwellings -- North Carolina  
Factories -- North Carolina  
Industry -- North Carolina  
Rivers -- North Carolina  
Textile industry -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina  
Textile workers -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina  
Working conditions -- North Carolina  
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)  
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Partial view of White Oak Cotton Mills. Largest denim mill in the world. Interpositive  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 478

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 477, 479 and 1352. Orig. no. 1.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Children -- North Carolina  
Cotton -- North Carolina  
Denim -- North Carolina  
Dwellings -- North Carolina  
Factories -- North Carolina  
Industry -- North Carolina  
Rivers -- North Carolina  
Textile industry -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina  
Textile workers -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina  
Working conditions -- North Carolina  
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)  
North Carolina
Partial view of White Oak Cotton Mills. Largest denim mill in the world. [Copyright 1909.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Partial view of White Oak Cotton Mills. Largest denim mill in the world. [Copyright 1909.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 479

Video number 06436

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 477, 478 and 1352. Associated number, 1.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Cotton -- North Carolina
       Denim -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina
       Rivers -- North Carolina
       Working conditions -- North Carolina
       cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beaming Frames, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Beaming Frames, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 480

Video number 06437
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
12

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
      Cotton -- North Carolina
      Factories -- North Carolina
      Industry -- North Carolina
      Laborers -- North Carolina
      Working conditions -- North Carolina
      cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Opening Machines, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1907.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Opening Machines, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1907.]
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 481

Video number 06438
AC0143-0000481 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
      Cotton -- North Carolina
      Factories -- North Carolina

Page 301 of 15344
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Boiler House, White Oak Cotton Mills. interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Boiler House, White Oak Cotton Mills. interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 482

Video number 06439

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 483 and 484; similar to RSN 1353.

Copy and Version Identification Note
16

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Coal -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Trains -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Boiler House, White Oak Cotton Mills. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 483

Video number 06440

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].
Same as RSN 482 and 484; similar to RSN 1353.

Copy and Version Identification Note

16

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Coal -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Trains -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Boiler House, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Boiler House, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 484
Video number 06441

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 482 and 483; similar to RSN 1353.

Copy and Version Identification Note

16

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Coal -- North Carolina
       Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina
       Laborers -- North Carolina
       Trains -- North Carolina
       Working conditions -- North Carolina
       cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Engine Room, White Oak Cotton Mills. Stereo interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 485

Video number 06442

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 486 and 487.

Copy and Version Identification Note

17

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina

Page 304 of 15344
Engine Room, White Oak Cotton Mills. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 486
Video number 06443
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].
Same as RSN 485 and 487.
Copy and Version Identification Note
17; or 26-B?
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs
Engine Room, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Engine Room, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.]
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 487

Video number 06444
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 485 and 486.

Copy and Version Identification Note

17

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
Working conditions -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

White Oak Cotton Mill School, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Stereo
interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 488
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 489, 1382 and 1393. Orig. nos. 18; 39-D. See Cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817).

- **Names:** White Oak Cotton Mills
- **Topic:** Children -- North Carolina  
  Company towns -- North Carolina  
  Schools -- North Carolina
- **Place:** Greensboro (North Carolina)  
  North Carolina
- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
  Stereoscopic photographs

White Oak Cotton Mill School, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.]
Stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): White Oak Cotton Mill School, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 489

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 488, 1382 and 1393. Orig. no. 18. Cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817).

- **Names:** White Oak Cotton Mills
- **Topic:** Children -- North Carolina  
  Company towns -- North Carolina  
  Schools -- North Carolina
- **Place:** Greensboro (North Carolina)  
  North Carolina
- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
  Stereoscopic photographs

Kindergarten Maintained by the Proximity Manufacturing Company. [Stereo interpositive.], Copyright 1909
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Kindergarten Maintained by the Proximity Manufacturing Company. [Stereo interpositive.] Copyright 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 490
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Similar to RSN 1385; associated number, 19. Cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817).

Names: Proximity Manufacturing Company.
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Company towns -- North Carolina
Kindergarten -- North Carolina
Schools -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the Cooking Classes of the Proximity and White Oak Cotton Mills.
Stereo interpositive, Copyright 1909
1 Item (5” x 8”.)
Image(s): One of the Cooking Classes of the Proximity and White Oak Cotton Mills. Stereo interpositive. Copyright 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 491
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13]. Associated number, 20.

Names: Proximity Manufacturing Company.
White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Company towns -- North Carolina
Cookery -- 1890-1920 -- North Carolina
Schools -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place:
Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the sewing classes of the Proximity and White Oak Cotton Mills. Stereo interpositive, [Copyright 1909.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): One of the sewing classes of the Proximity and White Oak Cotton Mills. Stereo interpositive. [Copyright 1909.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 492

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13]. Associated no., 20. See Cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817).

Names:
Proximity Manufacturing Company.
White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic:
Children -- North Carolina
Company towns -- North Carolina
Schools -- North Carolina

Place:
Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Boys' Welfare Club at the White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.]
interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Boys' Welfare Club at the White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 493

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Similar to RSN 514 and 515. Orig. no. 22. See Cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817).

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Clubs -- North Carolina
       Company towns -- North Carolina
       Schools -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Brass Band, White Oak Cotton Mills. [Copyright 1909.] [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
CAUTION: cracked at bottom.

Local Numbers
RSN 494

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].


Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
       Company towns
       Musical instruments
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Base Ball Team, White Oak Cotton Mills. Copyright 1909 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Base Ball Team, White Oak Cotton Mills. Copyright 1909 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 495

Video number 06452
AC0143-0000495 (AC scan number)
Similar to RSN 510, 511, 1386 and 1395. Associated number, 24.
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Baseball
Company towns
Sports
Teams
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Officers and Supts. of companies, Mr. Cesar Cone, center of desk. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1907-1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Officers and Supts. of companies, Mr. Cesar Cone, center of desk. Stereo interpositive, ca. 1907-1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 496

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 497, 498 and 1376. Associated no., 25.

Names: Cone, Cesar.
Proximity Manufacturing Company.
White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Factories -- North Carolina
Portraits -- African Americans -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Officers and Supts. of companies, Mr. Cesar Cone, center of desk.
interpositive, ca. 1907-1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Officers and Supts. of companies, Mr. Cesar Cone, center of
desk. interpositive, ca. 1907-1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 497

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 496, 498 and 1376. Associated no., 25.

Names: Cone, Cesar.
Proximity Manufacturing Company.
White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Factories -- North Carolina
Portraits -- African Americans -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Officers and Supts. of companies, Mr. Cesar Cone, center of desk. interpositive. [Copyright 1909.]

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Officers and Supts. of companies, Mr. Cesar Cone, center of desk. interpositive. [Copyright 1909.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 498

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 496, 497 and 1376. Associated no., 25.

Names: Cone, Cesar.
Proximity Manufacturing Company.
White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Factories -- North Carolina
Portraits -- African Americans -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall view of women workers in textile factory in North Carolina.] interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Overall view of women workers in textile factory in North Carolina.] interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 499

Video number 06456

Same as RSN 500; similar to RSN 1360.
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note

31-B

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overall of women workers in textile factory in North Carolina.] interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Overall of women workers in textile factory in North Carolina.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 500

Video number 06457

Same as RSN 499; similar to RSN 1360.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note

31-B

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Industry -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina
cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817)
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in White Oak school room.] Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Children in White Oak school room.] Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 501

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 502; similar to RSN 1383 and 1394. Orig. no. 40-B. See Cat. p. 14 (ends with 13817).

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic:
Children -- North Carolina
Company towns -- North Carolina
Education -- North Carolina
Schools -- North Carolina

Place:
Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in White Oak school room.] Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Children in White Oak school room.] Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 502

Same as RSN 501; similar to RSN 1383 and 1394. Orig. no. 40-B.
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
[Children in White Oak school room.]. Stereoscopic interpositive.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Children in White Oak school room.]. Stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 507

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13]. Orig. no. 41-E.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

[White Oak band?. Stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 508

Same as RSN 509; similar to RSN 494 and 1387.
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13]. Orig. no. 44-A.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
       Company towns
       Musical instruments -- 1890-1920
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Band : Stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Stains, lower left side.

Local Numbers
RSN 509

Same as RSN 508; similar to RSN 494 and 1387.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13]. Orig. no. 44-A.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
       Company towns
       Musical instruments
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Baseball : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 510

Same as RSN 511; similar to RSN 1386 and 1395.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13]. Orig. no. 43-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Baseball -- North Carolina
       Company towns -- North Carolina
       Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina
       Sports -- North Carolina
       Textile industry -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Baseball : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Slight discoloration along top.

Local Numbers

RSN 511

Same as RSN 510; similar to RSN 1386 and 1395.

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13]. Orig. no. 43-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Baseball -- North Carolina
       Company towns -- North Carolina
       Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina
       Sports -- North Carolina
       Textile industry -- 1900-1910

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
[Children in White Oak school room.] Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Children in White Oak school room.] Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Slight discoloration along top.

Local Numbers
RSN 512

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 513. Orig. no. 50-C.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Company towns -- North Carolina
       Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina
       Schools -- North Carolina
       Sewing -- North Carolina
       Textile industry -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Company towns -- North Carolina
       Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina
       Schools -- North Carolina
       Sewing -- North Carolina
       Textile industry -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in White Oak school room. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; discoloration along top right side.

Local Numbers
RSN 514
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 493 and 515. Orig. no. 51-A.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Clubs -- North Carolina
       Company towns -- North Carolina
       Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina
       Schools -- North Carolina
       Textile industry -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in White Oak school room.] interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Children in White Oak school room.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Discoloration along top right side.

Local Numbers
RSN 515

Video number 06468
Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14], moved from [13].
Same as RSN 493 and 514.

Orig. no. 51-A.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Clubs -- North Carolina
       Company towns -- North Carolina
       Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
       Industry -- North Carolina
       Schools -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Jackson Square, Old Cathedral and Court House, New Orleans, La. [Active no. 800 : stereo hotonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Equestrian statue in foreground.
Silver gelatin glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 516
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 1-2.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Louisiana
Plazas -- Louisiana
THE SOUTH
statues -- Louisiana

Place: Jackson Square (New Orleans, Louisiana)
Louisiana -- 1900-1910
New Orleans (La.)
Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Jackson Square, Old Cathedral and Court House, New Orleans, La. [Active no. 800. Photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 517

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 800-D.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Louisiana
Plazas -- Louisiana
THE SOUTH
statues -- Louisiana

Place: Jackson Square (New Orleans, Louisiana)
Louisiana -- 1900-1910
New Orleans (La.)
Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

General view of the Levees of New Orleans, La. [Active no. 801. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 518

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 5-C.

Topic:
- Boats -- Louisiana
- Docks -- Louisiana
- Levees -- Louisiana
- Piers -- Louisiana
- Rivers -- Louisiana
- Ships -- Louisiana
- THE SOUTH
- Wharves -- Louisiana

Place:
- Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
- New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Canal Street, the main thoroughfare of New Orleans, La. Active no. 802. Stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Canal Street, the main thoroughfare of New Orleans, La. Active no. 802. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 519

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 3-C.

Topic:
- Carts -- Louisiana
- Horses -- Louisiana
- Streetcars -- Louisiana
- THE SOUTH

Place:
- Canal Street (New Orleans, Louisiana)
- Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
- New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

In the Cemetery, New Orleans, La. [Active no. 803. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 520

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 4-3.

Topic: Cemeteries -- Louisiana -- New Orleans
       THE SOUTH
       Tombstones

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
       New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

On the Sugar Levee, New Orleans, La. [Active no. 804. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 521

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 7-2.

Topic: Barrels -- Louisiana
       Docks -- Louisiana
       Horses -- Louisiana
       Levees -- Louisiana
       Piers -- Louisiana
       Ships -- Louisiana
       Sugar -- Louisiana
       THE SOUTH
       Wagons -- Louisiana
       Wharves -- Louisiana

Place: New Orleans (La.)
Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Cotton Levee, New Orleans, La. [Active no. 805. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 522

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 21-C.

Topic: Cotton -- Louisiana
      Docks -- Louisiana
      Horses -- Louisiana
      Levees -- Louisiana
      Piers -- Louisiana
      Ships -- Louisiana
      THE SOUTH
      Wharves -- Louisiana

Place: New Orleans (La.)
       Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

The steamboat landing, New Orleans, La. [Active no. 806. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 523
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 20-C.

Topic: Docks
    Piers
    Ships -- Louisiana
    Steamboats
    THE SOUTH
    Wharves

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
    New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

In the Conservatory at Audubon Park, New Orleans, La. [Active no. 807. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 524

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 43-3.

Topic: Gardens -- Louisiana
    Parks -- Louisiana -- New Orleans
    THE SOUTH

Place: Audubon Park (New Orleans, Louisiana)
    Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
    New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Cutting the cane on a sugar plantation near New Orleans, La. [Active no. 808. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 525

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 9-E.

Topic: Agriculture -- Louisiana
       Laborers -- Louisiana
       Plantations -- Louisiana
       Sugar -- Louisiana
       THE SOUTH

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
       New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A load of cane on a sugar plantation near New Orleans, La. [Active no. 809 : stereo. photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 526

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 11-C.

Topic: African Americans -- Louisiana
       Cane -- Louisiana
       Horses -- Louisiana
       Laborers -- Louisiana
       Plantations -- Louisiana
       Sugar -- Louisiana
       THE SOUTH
       Wagons -- Louisiana

Place: New Orleans (La.)
Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

A load of cane on a sugar plantation near New Orleans, La. [Active no. 809: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 527
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 12-C.

Topic:
- African Americans -- Louisiana
- Cane -- Louisiana
- Horses -- Louisiana
- Laborers -- Louisiana
- Plantations -- Louisiana
- Sugar -- Louisiana
- THE SOUTH
- Wagons -- Louisiana

Place:
- New Orleans (La.)
- Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

Loading the cane for the mill on a plantation near New Orleans, La. [Active no. 810. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 528
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 12-C.

Topic:
- African Americans -- Louisiana
- Cane -- Louisiana
- Horses -- Louisiana
- Laborers -- Louisiana
- Plantations -- Louisiana
- Sugar -- Louisiana
- THE SOUTH
- Wagons -- Louisiana

Place:
- New Orleans (La.)
- Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Unloading sugar cane at the mill near New Orleans, La. [Active no. 811. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
- Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
- H.C. White Co., Publisher
- English.
- Silver gelatin on glass.
- Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 529

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 15-B.

Topic:
- Cane -- Louisiana
- Factories -- Louisiana
- Horses -- Louisiana
- Laborers -- Louisiana
- Mills and mill-work -- Louisiana
- Sugar -- Louisiana
- THE SOUTH
- Wagons -- Louisiana

Place:
- New Orleans (La.)
- Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

A common occurrence on the Mississippi—a sunken River Steamer, the result of striking a submerged log. [Active no. 812. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 530
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 7-2.

Topic: Disasters
Rivers -- Louisiana
Ships -- Louisiana
THE SOUTH
Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
Mississippi River
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A typical negro cabin, Louisiana. [Active no. 813 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 531
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Associated number, 34-C.

Topic: Cabins -- Louisiana
Place: Louisiana -- 1900-1910
Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: African Americans -- 1890-1920
The Rotunda of the Tampa Bay Hotel, Tampa, Fla. [Active no. 815. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 532

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 122-4.

Names: Tampa Bay Hotel (Tampa, Florida)
Topic: Architecture -- Florida
FLORIDA
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.
Interior architecture

Place: Florida
Tampa (Fla.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Rotunda of the Tampa Bay Hotel, Tampa, Fla. [Active no. 815 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 533

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 121-2.

Names: Tampa Bay Hotel (Tampa, Florida)
Topic: Architecture -- Florida
FLORIDA
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.
Interior architecture

Place: Florida
Tampa (Fla.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Tampa Bay Hotel, Tampa, Fla. [Active no. 816. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 534

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 118-2.

Names: Tampa Bay Hotel (Tampa, Florida)
Topic: Architecture -- Florida
FLORIDA
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.
Place: Florida
Tampa (Fla.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Tampa Bay Hotel, Tampa. Fla. [Active no. 816 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 535

"3-color stereo only. Barnes Crosby 6/17/05 Returned" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 120-1.
Names: Tampa Bay Hotel (Tampa, Florida)
Topic: Architecture -- Florida
Color photography -- 1890-1920
FLORIDA
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.
Place: Florida
Tampa (Fla.)
Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of coastline from sea at sunset.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Long view of coastline from sea at sunset.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 536
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 125-3.

Topic: FLORIDA
Waterscapes
Place: Florida
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from mid-river of trees on shore.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [View from mid-river of trees on shore.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 537
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 126-B.

Topic:
FLORIDA
Rivers -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place:
Florida

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from mid-river of trees on shore.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [View from mid-river of trees on shore.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co. (publisher?)
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 538

"3-color stereo only. Barnes Crosby and Co. 5-17-[05?] Returned" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 129-B.

Topic:
Color photography -- 1890-1920
Color photography -- 1890-1920
FLORIDA
Rivers -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place:
Florida

Genre/Form:
Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The parlors of the Ponce de Leon, St. Augustine, Fla. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
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Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 539

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 149-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
FLORIDA
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.
Interior architecture

Place: Florida
Ponce de Leon
St. Augustine (Fla.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Ponce de Leon, St. Augustine, Fla. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 540

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 151-A-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
FLORIDA
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.
Parks -- Florida

Place: Florida
Ponce de Leon
St. Augustine (Fla.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old City Gate (Spanish Period), St. Augustine, Fla. [Active no. 835 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 541
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 153-C.

Topic:
Children -- Florida
FLORIDA
Gates -- Florida
Place:
Florida
St. Augustine (Florida)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old City Gate (Spanish Period), St. Augustine, Fla. Active no. 835. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Old City Gate (Spanish Period), St. Augustine, Fla. Active no. 835. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 542
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 156-B.

Topic:
Children -- Florida
FLORIDA
Gates -- Florida
Place:
Florida
St. Augustine (Fla.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Front view of hotel with fountains in front. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 543

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 154-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
      FLORIDA
      Fountains
      Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.
      Parks -- Florida

Place: Florida
      St. Augustine (Fla.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of hotel with fountains in front. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 544

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 165-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
      FLORIDA
      Fountains -- Florida
      Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.
      Parks -- Florida

Place: Florida
      St. Augustine (Fla.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of hotel : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 545

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 155-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
        Bicycles -- Florida
        FLORIDA
        Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.

Place: Florida
        St. Augustine (Fla.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hotel parlor : Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 546

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 157-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
        FLORIDA
        Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.
        Interior architecture

Place: Florida
St. Augustine (Fla.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of park area and church : Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 547

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 157-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida

Church architecture -- 20th century.

Churches -- Florida

FLORIDA

Place: Florida

St. Augustine (Fla.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The overhanging balconies on St. George St., St. Augustine, Fla. Active no. 836. Stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The overhanging balconies on St. George St., St. Augustine, Fla. Active no. 836. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 548

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 161-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida

FLORIDA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Streets -- Florida</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place: Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Augustine (Fla.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Interior view of large, ornate restaurant dining room : Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 549

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 162-2.

| Topic: Architecture -- Florida |
| Dining rooms |
| FLORIDA |
| Interior architecture |
| Restaurants |

| Place: Florida |
| St. Augustine (Fla.) |

| Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| -- Glass |
| Stereoscopic photographs |

The Oldest House in St. Augustine, Fla. [caption no. 837 : stereoscopic photonegative]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s): The Oldest House in St. Augustine, Fla. [caption no. 837 : stereoscopic photonegative].**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 550
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 164-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida  
       Dwellings -- Florida.  
       FLORIDA  
       Streets -- Florida  

Place: Florida -- 1890-1920.  
       St. Augustine (Fla.)  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives  
              -- Glass  
              Stereoscopic photographs  

[Long overview of city with entrance gateway in foreground, Florida.]  
Stereo photonegative  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s): [Long overview of city with entrance gateway in foreground, Florida.] Stereo photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 551  

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 166-D.

Topic: FLORIDA  
       Gates -- Florida  

Place: Florida  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
              -- Glass  
              Stereoscopic photographs  

[Full view of building with two towers, Florida.] Stereo photonegative  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s): [Full view of building with two towers, Florida.] Stereo photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 552
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 167-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida  
Carriages -- Florida  
FLORIDA  
Horses -- Florida  
Streets -- Florida

Place: Florida

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Full view of building with one tower, Florida : Stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 553

"3 color stereo only Barnes Crosby 6-26-05 Returned" on original envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 168-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida  
Carriages -- Florida  
Color photography -- 1890-1920 -- Florida  
FLORIDA  
Horses -- Florida  
Streets -- Florida

Place: Florida

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

[Overview of port city and harbor.] Stereo photonegative  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of port city and harbor.] Stereo photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 554

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 169-2.

Topic: FLORIDA Harbors
Place: Florida
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of open-sided building.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Front view of open-sided building.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 555

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 170-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
FLORIDA
Place: Florida
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The silvery draperies of Daytona, Fla. Active no. 839. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The silvery draperies of Daytona, Fla. Active no. 839. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 556
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 171-H.

Topic: FLORIDA
Parks -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Daytona (Florida)
Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

The road through the Hammock, Rockledge, Fla. Active no. 840 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3 -3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The road through the Hammock, Rockledge, Fla. Active no. 840 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 557
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 172-E.

Copy and Version Identification Note
172-E

Topic: Carts -- Florida
FLORIDA
Hammocks -- Florida
Horses -- Florida
Parks -- Florida
Roads -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida -- 1890-1920.
Rockledge (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of coastline and ocean.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Side view of coastline and ocean.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 558

"3-Color stereo only Barnes Crosby and Co., 6-17-05 Returned" [on envelope].

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 172-E.

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920
FLORIDA
Trees -- Florida.
Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Florida -- 1890-1920.

The Indian River through the Palmettos, Rockledge, Fla. photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The Indian River through the Palmettos, Rockledge, Fla. photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 559

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 175-2.

Topic: FLORIDA
Rivers -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.
Place: Florida
Indian River (Florida)
Rockledge

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The road through the Hammock, Rockledge, Fla. Active no. 840: photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The road through the Hammock, Rockledge, Fla. Active no. 840: photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 560

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 176-7.

Topic: FLORIDA
Hammocks -- Florida
Roads -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida
Rockledge

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Oranges as they grow--fruit and blossoms, Manatee, Fla. USA. Copyright 1907 by H.C. White Co. [on photonegative] Active no. 842: photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Oranges as they grow--fruit and blossoms, Manatee, Fla. USA. Copyright 1907 by H.C. White Co. [on photonegative] Active no. 842: photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 561

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153], moved from [13]. Orig. no. 842.
Topic: FLORIDA
   Fruit -- Florida
   Oranges -- Florida
   Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida
       Manatee

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees in dense setting.] Photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Trees in dense setting.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 562

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 177-2.

Topic: FLORIDA
   Forests -- Florida
   Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A bunch of Indian River oranges, Rockledge, Fla. [Active no. 845 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 563

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 178-4.
Topic: FLORIDA
Fruit -- 1890-1920 -- Florida
Oranges
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida
Indian River (Florida)
Rockledge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ocean Avenue, Palm Beach, Fla. [Active no. 848 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 564
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 180-D.

Topic: FLORIDA
Palm trees -- Florida
Streets -- Florida

Place: Florida
Palm Beach (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man with basket in front of orange-laden trees.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man with basket in front of orange-laden trees.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 565
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no.: 182-B-1.

**Topic:** FLORIDA
Fruit -- Florida
Labor -- Florida
Oranges -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

**Place:** Florida

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man with basket in front of orange-laden trees.] Stereo photonegative
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man with basket in front of orange-laden trees.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 566

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 183-4.

**Topic:** FLORIDA
Fruit -- Florida
Laborers -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

**Place:** Florida

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Paved walkway between palm trees.] Stereo photonegative
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Paved walkway between palm trees.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 567
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 154-C.

**Topic:** FLORIDA
Palm trees -- Florida
Roads -- Florida

**Place:** Florida

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great Black Rubber tree, Lake Worth, Fla. Active no. 849. Stereo photonegative

*1 Item* (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** The great Black Rubber tree, Lake Worth, Fla. Active no. 849. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 568

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 185-6.

**Topic:** FLORIDA
Rubber
Trees -- Florida.

**Place:** Florida
Lake Worth (Florida)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway through dense palm trees.] Stereo photonegative

*1 Item* (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** [Roadway through dense palm trees.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 569
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 186-2.

Topic: FLORIDA
Roads -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of huge building and park.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Side view of huge building and park.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 570

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 187-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
FLORIDA
Gardens -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The bicycle trail through the Jungle, Lake Worth, Fla. [Active no. 854.
Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 571

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 191-2.
The Cactus Garden on the Cragin Estate, Lake Worth, Fla. Active no. 855 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Cactus Garden on the Cragin Estate, Lake Worth, Fla. 
Active no. 855 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 572

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 193-3.

[Side view of coastline with palm trees.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"

Image(s): [Side view of coastline with palm trees.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 573

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 194-B.

Topic: FLORIDA
Seacoasts
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 506

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

Originally misnumbered RSN 958; FILED AFTER RSN 960. Orig. no. 364-C.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 7 RSN Numbers 574-679

Image(s)

Box 8 RSN Numbers 680-773
Image(s)

Cocoanut trees at Lake Worth, Fla. Active no. 858. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Cocoanut trees at Lake Worth, Fla. Active no. 858. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 574

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 195-4.

Topic: Coconuts
FLORIDA
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida
Lake Worth (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of designed park area with river or narrow bay in background.]

Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of designed park area with river or narrow bay in background.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 575

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 196-B.

Topic: Boats -- Florida
FLORIDA
Gardens -- Florida
Rivers -- Florida

Place: Florida
[Side view of buildings on coastline with river or narrow bay in background : Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 576
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 197-C.

Topic:
Architecture -- Florida
Boats -- Florida
FLORIDA
Gardens -- Florida
Rivers -- Florida

Place:
Florida

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

At the Alligator Farm, Lake Worth, Fla. Active no. 857. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): At the Alligator Farm, Lake Worth, Fla. Active no. 857. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 577
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 198-3.

Topic:
Alligators
FLORIDA
Farms

Place: Florida
Lake Worth (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great lemons growing on Pitt Island, Lake Worth, Fla. Active no. 859 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The great lemons growing on Pitt Island, Lake Worth, Fla. Active no. 859 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 578

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 199-5.

Topic: FLORIDA
Fruit -- 1890-1920 -- Florida
Islands -- Florida
Lemons -- Florida
Orchards -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida
Lake Worth (Florida)
Pitt Island

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the grounds of the Royal Poinciana Hotel, Palm Beach, Fla. [Active no. 860 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 579

NOTE: VIDEONUM 00454 IS BLANK! RSN 580 IS UNUSED NUMBER.
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. orig. no. 200-D.

Names: Royal Poinciana Hotel (Palm Beach, Florida)
Topic: FLORIDA
Gardens -- Florida
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.
Palm trees -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.
Walkways -- Florida

Place: Florida
Palm Beach (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the grounds of the Royal Poinciana Hotel, Palm Beach, Fla. 860 photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): In the grounds of the Royal Poinciana Hotel, Palm Beach, Fla. 860 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 581
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 201-3.

Names: Royal Poinciana Hotel (Palm Beach, Florida)
Topic: FLORIDA
Gardens -- Florida
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Florida.
Palm trees -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.
Walkways -- Florida

Place: Florida
Palm Beach (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rubber tree, Pitt Island, Lake Worth, Fla. Active no. 861 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Rubber tree, Pitt Island, Lake Worth, Fla. Active no. 861 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 582
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 202-3.

Topic: FLORIDA
Islands -- Florida
Rubber -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida
Lake Worth (Florida)
Pitt Island

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ostriches cavorting on farm.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Ostriches cavorting on farm.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 583
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 203-E.

Topic: FLORIDA
Farms
Ostriches

Place: Florida
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

The carding room in a cotton mill, Augusta, Ga. Active no. 870. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The carding room in a cotton mill, Augusta, Ga. Active no. 870. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 584
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 205-B.

Topic: Cotton -- Georgia
Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- Georgia
Factories -- Georgia
Interior architecture -- Georgia
Machinery -- Georgia
THE SOUTH

Place: Augusta (Ga.)
Georgia

Warping machines in a cotton mill, Augusta, Ga. Active no. 871. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 585
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 206-2.
Topic: Cotton -- Georgia
Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- Georgia
Factories -- Georgia
Interior architecture -- Georgia
Machinery -- Georgia
THE SOUTH

Place: Augusta (Ga.)
Georgia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Warping machines in a cotton mill, Augusta, Ga. Active no. 871. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 586

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 207-3.

Topic: Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- Georgia
Factories -- Georgia
Machinery -- Georgia
THE SOUTH
Textile industry -- 1900-1910 -- Georgia
Textile workers -- 1900-1910 -- Georgia

Place: Augusta (Ga.)
Georgia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Overlooking the wharves at Newport News on the famous Hampton Roads, Virginia. 881 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Overlooking the wharves at Newport News on the famous Hampton Roads, Virginia. 881 photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 587

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153], moved from [162]. Orig. no. 207-3.

Topic: Boats -- Virginia
       Harbors -- Virginia
       Rivers -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
       THE SOUTH
       Wharves -- Virginia

Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
       Newport News (Va.)
       Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Loading a whaleback steamer with coal, Newport News, Va. [Active no. 882 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Loading a whaleback steamer with coal, Newport News, Va. [Active no. 882 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 588

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153], moved from [162]. Active no. 384-B.

Topic: Coal
       Docks
       Harbors
Piers
Ships -- Virginia
THE SOUTH
Wharves

Place: Newport News (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Natural Bridge, Virginia--190 feet high. [Active no. 883 : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 589

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153].

Similar to RSN 590. Orig. no. 51-B-2.

Topic: Bridges -- Virginia
Formations (Geology) -- Virginia
THE SOUTH

Place: Natural Bridge (Virginia)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Natural Bridge, Virginia--190 feet high. [Active no. 883 : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 590

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153].

Similar to RSN 589. Orig. no. 51-A-3.

Topic: Bridges -- Virginia
Formations (Geology) -- Virginia
THE SOUTH

Place: Natural Bridge (Virginia)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Jefferson Davis Mansion, Richmond, Va. [Active no. 885 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 591

AC0143-0000591 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 26-3.

Names: Davis, Jefferson
Jefferson Davis Mansion (Richmond, Virginia)

Topic: Architecture -- Virginia
Dwellings -- Virginia
THE SOUTH

Place: Richmond (Va.)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Jefferson Davis Statue, Hollywood Cemetery, Richmond, Va. Active
no. 886 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): The Jefferson Davis Statue, Hollywood Cemetery, Richmond, Va.
Active no. 886 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 592

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 77-A.

Names: Davis, Jefferson

Topic: Cemeteries -- Virginia
Monuments -- Virginia
THE SOUTH
statues -- Virginia

Place: Hollywood Cemetery (Richmond, Virginia)
Jefferson Davis Statue (Richmond, Virginia)
Richmond (Va.)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Jefferson Davis Statue, Hollywood Cemetery, Richmond, Va. Active
no. 886 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): The Jefferson Davis Statue, Hollywood Cemetery, Richmond, Va.
Active no. 886 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 593

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 25-A-2.

Names: Davis, Jefferson

Topic: Cemeteries -- Virginia
Monuments -- Virginia
THE SOUTH
statues -- Virginia

Place: Hollywood Cemetery (Richmond, Virginia)
Jefferson Davis Statue (Richmond, Virginia)
Richmond (Va.)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Washington Monument and City Hall, Richmond, Va. Active no. 887: stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Washington Monument and City Hall, Richmond, Va. Active no. 887: stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 594

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 24-2.

Topic: Monuments -- Virginia -- Richmond
THE SOUTH
Washington Monument (Richmond, Virginia) -- 1900-1910
statues -- Virginia

Place: Richmond (Va.)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Washington Monument and City Hall, Richmond, Va. Active no. 887: stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Washington Monument and City Hall, Richmond, Va. Active no. 887 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 595

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 22-3.

Topic: Monuments -- Virginia -- Richmond
THE SOUTH
Washington Monument (Richmond, Virginia) -- 1900-1910
statues -- Virginia

Place: Richmond (Va.)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Washington Monument and City Hall, Richmond, Va. Active no. 887 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Washington Monument and City Hall, Richmond, Va. Active no. 887 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 596

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 36-B-1.

Topic: Churches -- Virginia
Monuments -- Virginia -- Richmond
THE SOUTH
statues -- Virginia

Place: Richmond (Va.)
Virginia
Washington Monument (Richmond, Virginia)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

City Hall [Richmond, Va.]. [Active no. 887 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 597

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 39-3.

Topic:
- Architecture -- Virginia
- Buildings -- Virginia
- THE SOUTH

Place:
- Richmond (Va.)
- Virginia

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Long low view of long building. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 598

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 37-C.

Topic:
- Architecture

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large building, viewed from street. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 599

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 40-B.

Topic: Architecture
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue of Robert E. Lee on horse. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 600

AC0143-0000600 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. No. 27-2.

Names: Lee, Robert E. (Robert Edward), 1807-1870

Topic: Civil war -- United States
Equestrian statues -- United States
Monuments -- United States
statues -- United States

Place: United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Statue of Robert E. Lee on horse. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 601

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 27-4.

Names: Lee, Robert E. (Robert Edward), 1807-1870
Topic: Civil war -- United States
Equestrian statues -- United States
Monuments -- United States
Statues -- United States

Place: United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue of man standing on tall column. Stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Statue of man standing on tall column. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 602

AC0143-0000602 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 28-2.

Topic: Monuments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue of Thomas Jackson standing. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 603
AC0143-0000603 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 29-3.

Names: Jackson, Thomas J.
Topic: Monuments
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of building with columns from street.] Stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of building with columns from street.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 604
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 35-C.

Topic: Architecture
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of building with columns.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Interior of building with columns.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 605

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 44-2.

Topic: Architecture
       Interior architecture

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church in park. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 606

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 45-3.

Topic: Architecture
       Church buildings

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Stone pyramid monument. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 607

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 46-3.

Topic: Monuments
       Pyramids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery monument.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Cemetery monument.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 608

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 47-3.

Topic: Cemeteries
       Monuments

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in park.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Homes in park.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 609

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 50-2.

Topic: Dwellings
Trees
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and forest.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [River and forest.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 610
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 52-2.
Topic: Forests
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument and city homes. Stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 611
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 53-B.
Topic: Monuments
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument and large building, Virginia? Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 612
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 54.

Topic:
Architecture -- Virginia
Monuments -- Virginia
statues -- Virginia

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Virginia Historical Society building. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 613
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 55-3.

Names: Virginia Historical Society
Topic: Architecture -- Virginia
Place: Virginia -- 1890-1920
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of canal. Stereo photonegative], [ca. 1905.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of canal. Stereo photonegative, ca. 1905.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Gouge in emulsion at top of cancelled side.

Local Numbers
RSN 614

Note on original envelope: "3 color stereo only / Barnes Crosby & Co. 6-17-05 / Returned".
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. 86-B (scratched in plate).

Topic:
Canals
Color photography -- 1890-1920
THE SOUTH

Genre/
Color separation negatives
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue of standing man on monument in street.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Statue of standing man on monument in street.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 615

Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153]. Orig. no. (scratched in plate), 89-C.

Topic:
Monuments

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia.] 11495 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11495 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 616
Video number 05687
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
   Topic:        Boats and boating
                 Bridges
                 Rivers
   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                 Stereoscopic photographs

[Entrance arch.] 11496 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Entrance arch.] 11496 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 617
Video number 05688
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
   Topic:        Arches
                 Doorways
                 Entrances
                 Railroads
   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                 Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11497 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.]. 11497 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 618
Video number 05689
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Arches
Children
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain.] 11498 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Fountain.] 11498 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 619
Video number 05690
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Buildings
Fountains
Plazas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11499 Interpositive
Front St., Colon, once a river of mud—now paved and made sanitary.

[Active no. 11501 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Front St., Colon, once a river of mud--now paved and made sanitary. [Active no. 11501 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 622
Same as RSN 623, 624 and 1830.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Topic: Buildings -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama
Streets -- Panama
Place: Colon (Panama)
Panama
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Front St., Colon, once a river of mud--now paved and made sanitary. Active no. 11501 : interpositive, 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Front St., Colon, once a river of mud--now paved and made sanitary. Active no. 11501 : interpositive, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 624

Same as RSN 622, 623 and 1830. Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Buildings -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama
Streets -- Panama

Place: Colon (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The harbor at Cristobal, present entrance to the canal. 11502 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The harbor at Cristobal, present entrance to the canal. 11502 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants on uncancelled frame.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 625

Video number 05696

Same as RSN 626 and 1831.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Harbors -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Waterscapes -- Panama

Place: Cristobal (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The harbor at Cristobal, present entrance to the canal. 11502 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The harbor at Cristobal, present entrance to the canal. 11502 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 626

Video number 05697

Same as RSN 625 and 1831.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Harbors -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Waterscapes -- Panama

Place: Cristobal (Panama)
Panama
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The new dry dock at Cristobal. 11503 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The new dry dock at Cristobal. 11503 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 627

Video number 05698

Similar to RSN 1832

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24]

Topic:
Canals
Construction
Drydocks
PANAMA CANAL
Ship industry

Place:
Cristobal (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Abandoned French scows and dredges in the harbor at Cristobal. Active no. 11504 : stereo interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Abandoned French scows and dredges in the harbor at Cristobal. Active no. 11504 : stereo interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 628

Video number 05699
Similar to RSN 1833.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic:  Boats -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Harbors -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Ruins -- Panama -- 1900-1910.
Ships -- Panama

Place:  Cristobal (Panama)
France
Panama

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An old French dredge, ruined by disuse, Cristobal. 11505 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): An old French dredge, ruined by disuse, Cristobal. 11505 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 629

Video number 05700

Similar to RSN 1834.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:  Harbors -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Ruins -- Panama
Ships -- Panama

Place:  Cristobal (Panama)
France
Panama

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Palm Ave., from the Point, Cristobal. 11506 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

_image(s): Palm Ave., from the Point, Cristobal. 11506 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 630

Video number 05701
Similar to RSN 1835.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

_topic:_ Buggies -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Horses -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Palm trees -- Panama
Streets

_place:_ Cristobal (Panama)
Panama

_genre/ _form:_ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Negro women carrying coal at a penny a basket from lighter to steamer,
Cristobal. 11507 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

_image(s): Negro women carrying coal at a penny a basket from lighter to steamer, Cristobal. 11507 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 631

Video number 05702
Similar to RSN 1836.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

**Topic:** Canals -- Panama
Coal -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Ships -- Panama

**Place:** Cristobal (Panama)
Panama

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The simple life"--native washing dishes in the Chagres River. [Active no. 11508 : stereo interpositive,] 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "The simple life"--native washing dishes in the Chagres River.
[Active no. 11508 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 632

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 1837.

**Topic:** Canals
PANAMA CANAL
Rivers -- Panama
Washing

**Place:** Chagres River (Panama)
Panama

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Site of the Gatun Dam, from the hills to the east. 11509 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Site of the Gatun Dam, from the hills to the east. 11509 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 633

Video number 05704

Similar to RSN 1838.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Construction -- Panama
Dams -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Mountains -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place:
Gatun Dam (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Where the locks are to be built at Gatun, from employees quarters. [Active no. 11510 : stereo Interpositive.], 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Where the locks are to be built at Gatun, from employees quarters. [Active no. 11510 : stereo Interpositive.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 634

Same as RSN 635 and 1839.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Where the locks are to be built at Gatun, from employees quarters 11510 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Where the locks are to be built at Gatun, from employees quarters 11510 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 635

Video number 05706

Same as RSN 634 and 1839.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Employees quarters, built by the Government for operatives on the canal, Gatun. 11511 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Employees quarters, built by the Government for operatives on the canal, Gatun. 11511 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 636
Video number 05707
Similar to RSN 1840.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Buildings -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Gatun (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Chagres River, Gatun Island and Village of Gatun. 11512 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Chagres River, Gatun Island and Village of Gatun. 11512 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 637
Video number 05708
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Similar to RSN 1841.
A banana plantation on the Chagres River. 11513 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Chagres River, Gatun Island and Village of Gatun. 11512
interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 638

Video number 05709
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 1842.

An up-to-date laundry. Native women washing clothes in the Chagres
River. 11514 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): An up-to-date laundry. Native women washing clothes in the Chagres River. 11514 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 639

Video number 05710

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 1843.

Topic:
- Boats -- Panama
- Canals -- Panama
- Laundry -- Panama
- PANAMA CANAL
- Rivers -- Panama

Place:
- Chagres River (Panama)
- Panama

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

An observation tower on the Chagres River. 11515 interpositive, 1906

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): An observation tower on the Chagres River. 11515 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 640

Video number 05711

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 1844 and 7591.
Rude life of the natives—a hut in the tropical jungles of Panama. 11516 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Rude life of the natives—a hut in the tropical jungles of Panama. 11516 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 641

Video number 05712
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

The Cut at Obispo, where the canal begins at the east end of Lake Bohio. 11517 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Cut at Obispo, where the canal begins at the east end of Lake Bohio. 11517 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 642

Video number 05713

Similar to RSN 1845.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama

Place: Bohio Lake (Panama)
Obispo Cut (Panama Canal Zone)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where the work is being pushed with greatest energy--the famous Culebra Cut. 11518 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Where the work is being pushed with greatest energy--the famous Culebra Cut. 11518 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 643

Video number 05714

Same as RSN 644, 645 and 1846.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama
Where the work is being pushed with greatest energy--the famous Culebra Cut. 11518 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Where the work is being pushed with greatest energy--the famous Culebra Cut. 11518 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 644

Video number 05715

Same as RSN 643, 645 and 1846.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Local Numbers
RSN 645

Video number 05716

Same as RSN 643, 644 and 1846.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

| Topic: | Canals -- Panama  
|        | Construction -- Panama  
|        | PANAMA CANAL  
|        | Railroads -- Panama  
| Place: | Culebra Cut (Panama)  
|        | Panama  
| Genre/ | Landscapes (representations)  
| Form:  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A dumping train, the stone crusher and the terraced slopes of Culebra Cut [Active no. 11519 : stereo interpositive], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A dumping train, the stone crusher and the terraced slopes of Culebra Cut [Active no. 11519 : stereo interpositive], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 646

Same as RSN 647, 699 and 1847.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

| Topic: | Canals -- Panama  
|        | Construction -- Panama  
|        | PANAMA CANAL  
|        | Railroads -- Panama  
| Place: | Culebra Cut (Panama)  
|        | Panama  
| Genre/ | Landscapes (representations)  
| Form:  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A dumping train, the stone crusher and the terraced slopes of Culebra Cut [Active no. 11519 : stereo interpositive], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A dumping train, the stone crusher and the terraced slopes of Culebra Cut [Active no. 11519 : stereo interpositive], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
A dumping train, the stone crusher and the terraced slopes of Culebra Cut. 11519 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A dumping train, the stone crusher and the terraced slopes of Culebra Cut. 11519 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 647

Video number 05718

Same as RSN 646, 699 and 1847.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

"Making the dirt fly"--construction gang and steam shovels at work in Culebra Cut. 11520 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "Making the dirt fly"--construction gang and steam shovels at work in Culebra Cut. 11520 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 648

Video number 05719
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 1848.

Topic: Canals
Construction
PANAMA CANAL
Rivers -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking north through the great Cut from Contractor's Hill, village of Culebra on left. 11521 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking north through the great Cut from Contractor's Hill, village of Culebra on left. 11521 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 649

Video number 05720

Same as RSN 650, 651 and 1849

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24]

Topic: Canals
Construction
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking north through the great Cut from Contractor's Hill, village of Culebra on left. [Active no. 11521 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Looking north through the great Cut from Contractor's Hill, village of Culebra on left. [Active no. 11521 : stereo interpositive], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 650

Same as RSN 649, 651 and 1849
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals
Construction
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking north through the great Cut from Contractor's Hill, village of Culebra on left. [Active no. 11521 : stereo interpositive], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Looking north through the great Cut from Contractor's Hill, village of Culebra on left. [Active no. 11521 : stereo interpositive], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 651

Same as RSN 649, 650 and 1849.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals
Construction
PANAMA CANAL
Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
    Panama

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great Culebra Cut, evacuated 200 ft., looking south toward the Pacific.
[Active no. 11522 : stereo interpositive.,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The great Culebra Cut, evacuated 200 ft., looking south toward the Pacific. [Active no. 11522 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 652

Similar to RSN 1850.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals
    Construction
    PANAMA CANAL

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
    Panama

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where the powerful steam shovels are eating their way through the rocky soil of Culebra Cut. [Active no. 11523 : stereo interpositive.,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Where the powerful steam shovels are eating their way through the rocky soil of Culebra Cut. [Active no. 11523 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 653

Similar to RSN 1851.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Isthmian Canal Commission Hotel at Culebra, where employees on the canal are housed. 11524 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Isthmian Canal Commission Hotel at Culebra, where employees on the canal are housed. 11524 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 654

Video number 05725

Similar to RSN 1852.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Buildings -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Hotels -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Culebra (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Dining-room of the Isthmian Canal Commission Hotel, Culebra. [Active No. 11525 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Dining-room of the Isthmian Canal Commission Hotel, Culebra. [Active No. 11525 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 655
Similar to RSN 1853.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Dining rooms -- Panama
      Hotels -- Panama
      Laborers -- Panama
      PANAMA CANAL
      Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Panama

Place: Culebra (Panama)
       Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Work trains in the great Culebra Cut hauling dirt to the dumping grounds. 11526 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Work trains in the great Culebra Cut hauling dirt to the dumping grounds. 11526 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 656
Video number 05727
Same as RSN 657, 658 and 1854.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

**Topic:**
- Canals -- Panama
- Construction -- Panama
- Laborers -- Panama
- PANAMA CANAL
- Railroads -- Panama
- Trains -- Panama

**Place:**
- Culebra Cut (Panama)
- Panama

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Work trains in the great Culebra Cut hauling dirt to the dumping grounds.
11526 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Work trains in the great Culebra Cut hauling dirt to the dumping grounds. 11526 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 657

**Video number** 05728

Same as RSN 656, 658 and 1854.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

**Topic:**
- Canals -- Panama
- Construction -- Panama
- Laborers -- Panama
- PANAMA CANAL
- Railroads -- Panama
- Trains -- Panama

**Place:**
- Culebra Cut (Panama)
- Panama

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Work trains in the great Culebra Cut hauling dirt to the dumping grounds.
11526 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Work trains in the great Culebra Cut hauling dirt to the dumping grounds. 11526 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 658
Video number 05729
Same as RSN 656, 657 and 1854.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama
Trains -- Panama

Place:
Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A powerful steam shovel removing great rocks from the bed of the Cut, Culebra. 11527 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A powerful steam shovel removing great rocks from the bed of the Cut, Culebra. 11527 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 659
Video number 05730
Similar to RSN 1855 and 7606.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama
Trains -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Cut after a flood, railroad tracks buried under 5 ft. of soil. 11528 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): The Cut after a flood, railroad tracks buried under 5 ft. of soil. 11528 interpositive 1906..

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 660

Video number 05731

Similar to RSN 1856.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Floods -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the rocky section of the Cut at Bas Obispo, stone crusher on left. 11529 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the rocky section of the Cut at Bas Obispo, stone crusher on left. 11529 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 661

Video number 05732

Similar to RSN 1857.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama
Trains -- Panama

Place: Bas Obispo (Panama)
Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Relic of the French regime--abandoned bridge across the Chagres River. 11530 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Relic of the French regime--abandoned bridge across the Chagres River. 11530 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 662

Video number 05733
Relic of the French regime—abandoned bridge across the Chagres River. 11530 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Relic of the French regime—abandoned bridge across the Chagres River. 11530 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 663

Video number 05734

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 662 amd 1858.

Using worthless French cars for filling along the line of the Panama Railroad. [Active no. 11531 : stereo interpositive,] 1906
Image(s): Using worthless French cars for filling along the line of the Panama Railroad. [Active no. 11531 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 664

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Similar to RSN 1860.

Names: Panama Railroad Co.
Topic: Bridges -- Panama
          Canals -- Panama
          PANAMA CANAL
          Railroads -- Panama
          Rivers -- Panama
          Ruins -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A picturesque thatched hut in a banana plantation. 11532 interpositive, 1906

Image(s): A picturesque thatched hut in a banana plantation. 11532 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 665

Video number 05736
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Similar to RSN 1861.
Repairing a wash-out on the Panama Railway at Empire. 11533 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Repairing a wash-out on the Panama Railway at Empire. 11533 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 666

Video number 05737

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Names: Panama Railroad Co.

Topic: Disasters -- Panama
Floods -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama

Place: Empire (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A dumping train unloading soil over old French cars to repair a break on the Panama Railroad. [Active no. 11534 : stereo interpositive.,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A dumping train unloading soil over old French cars to repair a break on the Panama Railroad. [Active no. 11534 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 667

Similar to RSN 1862.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Names: Panama Railroad Co.

Topic: Disasters -- Panama
Flooding -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama

Place: France
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass stereoscopic photographs

French dredge in the Chagres River near Gorgona. 11535 interpositive, 1906.

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): French dredge in the Chagres River near Gorgona. 11535 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 668

Video number 05739
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 1863

**Topic:**
- Bridges -- Panama
- Canals -- Panama
- Machinery -- Panama
- PANAMA CANAL
- Rivers -- Panama

**Place:**
- Chagres River (Panama)
- France
- Gorgona (Panama)
- Panama

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

A boom of mahogany logs and drift wood on the Wandea River. 11536 interpositive, 1906

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s):** A boom of mahogany logs and drift wood on the Wandea River. 11536 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 669

**Video number:** 05740

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 1863.

**Topic:**
- Canals -- Panama
- Logging -- Panama
- Lumber industry -- Panama
- PANAMA CANAL
- Rivers -- Panama

**Place:**
- Panama
- Wandea River

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Huge alligator shot by an American engineer on the banks of the Wandea River. [Active no. 11537 : stereo interpositive], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): Huge alligator shot by an American engineer on the banks of the Wandea River. [Active no. 11537 : stereo interpositive], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 670

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
- Alligators
- Labor
- PANAMA CANAL
- Rivers -- Panama
- hunters

Place:
- Panama
- Wandea River

Genre/
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
- Stereoscopic photographs

Ancon and north end of Panama from Ancon Hill--Pacific ocean in distance. 11538 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Ancon and north end of Panama from Ancon Hill--Pacific ocean in distance. 11538 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 671

Video number 05742

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
- Oceans -- Panama
- PANAMA CANAL
- Ports -- Panama
The new La Tivoli Hotel at Ancon, looking east to the Pacific ocean. 11539 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The new La Tivoli Hotel at Ancon, looking east to the Pacific ocean. 11539 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 672
Video number 05743
Similar to RSN 1865.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Amid lovely surroundings--Ninth Ward of Ancon Hospital. 11540 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Amid lovely surroundings--Ninth Ward of Ancon Hospital. 11540 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 673

Video number 05744

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 1866.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Gardens -- Panama
      Hospitals -- Panama
      PANAMA CANAL
      Parks -- Panama
      Trees -- Panama

Place: Ancon (Panama)
      Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Sosa Hill and village of La Boca, from Ancon Hill. 11541 interpositive, 1906
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Sosa Hill and village of La Boca, from Ancon Hill. 11541 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 674

Video number 05745

Similar to RSN 1867.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Mountains -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL
       Rivers -- Panama
       Villages -- Panama

Place: Ancon Hill (Panama)
       La Boca (Panama)
       Panama
       Sosa Hill
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Produce boats in the harbor at Panama. 11542 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Produce boats in the harbor at Panama. 11542 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 675

Video number 05746
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Boats -- Panama
Harbors -- Panama
Markets -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Some back door yards along the harbor, Panama. 11543 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Some back door yards along the harbor, Panama. 11543 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 676

Video number 05747
Similar to RSN 1868.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Harbors -- Panama
Markets -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Down by the old sea wall--passengers embarking for an ocean steamer, Panama. 11544 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Down by the old sea wall--passengers embarking for an ocean steamer, Panama. 11544 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 677

Video number 05748

Similar to RSN 1869.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Harbors -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Busy life among the market boats in the harbor, Panama. 11545
Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Busy life among the market boats in the harbor, Panama. 11545 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 678

Video number 05749

Similar to RSN 1870.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Buildings -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Harbors -- Panama
Markets -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Sailboats -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A picturesque corner in the market, native women assorting fruit, Panama. 11546 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A picturesque corner in the market, native women assorting fruit, Panama. 11546 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 679

Video number 05750

Similar to RSN 1871.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Harbors -- Panama
      Markets -- Panama
      PANAMA CANAL
      Streets -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Panama and the vast Pacific ocean from Ancon Hill. 11547 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Panama and the vast Pacific ocean from Ancon Hill. 11547 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 680

Video number 05751
Similar to RSN 1872.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Oceans -- Panama
      PANAMA CANAL
      Ports -- Panama

Place: Ancon Hill (Panama)
       Pacific
       Panama

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Cathedral in the ancient city of Panama. 11548 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Cathedral in the ancient city of Panama. 11548 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 681

Video number 05752

Similar to RSN 1873.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Architecture -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Cathedrals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Panama
Panama Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Prison walls and watch tower, Panama. 11549 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Prison walls and watch tower, Panama. 11549 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 682

Video number 05753

Similar to RSN 1874.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
A corner in the prison yard—south to the islands in the Bay, Panama. 11550 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A corner in the prison yard—south to the islands in the Bay, Panama. 11550 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 683

Video number 05754
Similar to RSN 1875.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 684

Video number 05755

Similar to RSN 1876.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Offices
       Portraits

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Arrival at Gardiner, Mont., by N.P. Ry. for trip through Yellowstone Park.
12001 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Arrival at Gardiner, Mont., by N.P. Ry. for trip through Yellowstone Park. 12001 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 685

Video number 05756

Similar to RSN 838.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Horses -- Montana
       Mountains -- Montana
       Parks -- Montana
       Stations -- Montana
       Steam-engines -- Montana
       Trains -- Montana
       Wagons -- Montana
       YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Gardiner (Mont.)
       Montana
       Northern Pacific Railway (Montana)
       Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stage for Mammoth Hot Springs loading at Gardiner, Mont. Ry. Station. [Active no. 12002 : stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Stage for Mammoth Hot Springs loading at Gardiner, Mont. Ry. Station. [Active no. 12002 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 686
Similar to RSN 839.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Horses -- Montana
Parks -- Montana
Railroads -- Montana
Stagecoaches -- Montana
Stations -- Montana
Tourists -- Montana
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
Gardiner (Mont.)
Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park)
Montana
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entering Yellowstone National Park--passing through new Lava Entrance Arch at Gardiner, Mont. 12003 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Entering Yellowstone National Park--passing through new Lava Entrance Arch at Gardiner, Mont. 12003 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 687

Video number 05758

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 840.

Topic:
- Arches -- Montana
- Gates -- Montana
- Horses -- Montana
- Parks -- Montana
- Stagecoaches -- Montana
- Tourists -- Montana

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
- Gardiner (Mont.)
- Lava Entrance Arch (Yellowstone National Park)
- Montana
- Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

In the Gardiner River Canyon, Eagle's Nest Rock on left. 12004 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): In the Gardiner River Canyon, Eagle's Nest Rock on left. 12004 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 688

Video number 05759

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 841.

Topic:
- Bridges -- Yellowstone National Park
- Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
- Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
- Stagecoaches -- Yellowstone National Park
- Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park

Page 421 of 15344
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Eagle's Nest Rock (Gardiner River Canyon, Montana)
       Gardiner (Mont.)
       Gardiner River Canyon (Yellowstone National Park, Montana)
       Montana
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Six horse stages from Gardiner arriving at Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel.
12005 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Six horse stages from Gardiner arriving at Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. 12005 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 689

Video number 05760

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Names: Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel (Yellowstone National Park)

Topic: Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
       Coaches -- Yellowstone National Park
       Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
       Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park
       YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Fort Yellowstone--headquarters of troops guarding Yellowstone Park.
12006 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Fort Yellowstone--headquarters of troops guarding Yellowstone Park. 12006 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 690

Video number 05761
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Fortification -- Yellowstone National Park
       Military -- Yellowstone National Park
       Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
       YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Fort Yellowstone (Wyo.)
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Liberty Cap and Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. 12007 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Liberty Cap and Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. 12007 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 691

Video number 05762
Same as RSN 692 and 842.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Names: Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel (Yellowstone National Park)

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- 1900-1910
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Liberty Cap (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Giant's Thumb and Liberty Cap, two extinct geyser cones, east to Mt. Evarts. 12008 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Giant's Thumb and Liberty Cap, two extinct geyser cones, east to Mt. Evarts. 12008 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 693

Video number 05764

Similar to RSN 843.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Giant's Thumb (Yellowstone National Park)
Liberty Cap (Yellowstone National Park)
Mt. Evarts (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Mammoth Hot Springs Terrace S.E. to Bunsen Peak. 12009 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): General view of Mammoth Hot Springs Terrace S.E. to Bunsen Peak. 12009 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 694

Video number 05765
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)  
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park  
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

**Place:** Bunsen Peak (Yellowstone National Park)  
Mammoth Hot Springs Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)  
Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Formation at Mammoth Hot Springs--looking S.W. to Mound Terrace. [Active no. 12010 : stereo interpositive,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): On the Formation at Mammoth Hot Springs--looking S.W. to Mound Terrace. [Active no. 12010 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 695

Same as RSN 696.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)  
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park  
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

**Place:** Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park, Wyo.)  
Mound Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)  
Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Formation at Mammoth Hot Springs--looking S.W. to Mound Terrace. [Active no. 12010 : stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): On the Formation at Mammoth Hot Springs--looking S.W. to Mound Terrace. [Active no. 12010 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 696

Same as RSN 695.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park, Wyo.)
Mound Terrace
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Cleopatra Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active No. 12011 : stereo interpositive,,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Beautiful Cleopatra Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active No. 12011 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 697

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Cleopatra Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
      Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park)
      Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Minerva Terrace, showing the nearly extinct spring on its summit, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12012 : stereo interpositive], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Minerva Terrace, showing the nearly extinct spring on its summit, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12012 : stereo interpositive], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 698

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park, Wyo.)
       Minerva Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A dumping train, the stone crusher and the terrace slopes of Culebra Cut.
[Active no. 11519 : stereo interpositive], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A dumping train, the stone crusher and the terrace slopes of Culebra Cut. [Active no. 11519 : stereo interpositive], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 699

Same as RSN 646, 647 and 1847.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama

Place:
Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mound Terrace N.E. to Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. [Active no. 12013 : stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Mound Terrace N.E. to Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. [Active no. 12013 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 700

Same as RSN 701 and 844.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Names:
Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel (Yellowstone National Park)
Mound Terrace N.E. to Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. 12013 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mound Terrace N.E. to Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. 12013 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 701

Video number 05772

Same as RSN 700 and 844.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Names: Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel (Yellowstone National Park)

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Mound Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A freak of nature—Cold sulphur spring and a clear hot spring but ten feet apart, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12014 : stereo interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A freak of nature--Cold sulphur spring and a clear hot spring but ten feet apart, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12014 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 702
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Names: Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel (Yellowstone National Park)
Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- 1900-1910 -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful variegated coloring. Limpid pools and delicate terraces on the great Mount Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12015 : stereo interpositive,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Beautiful variegated coloring. Limpid pools and delicate terraces on the great Mount Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12015 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 703
Same as RSN 704.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:** Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park)
Mound Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful variegated coloring. Limpid pools and delicate terraces on the great Mount Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12015 : stereo interpositive], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Beautiful variegated coloring. Limpid pools and delicate terraces on the great Mount Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12015 : stereo interpositive, 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 704

Same as RSN 703.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:** Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park)
Mound Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Thunderstorm coming from Electric Peak--looking from Mound Terrace to Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. 12016 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Thunderstorm coming from Electric Peak--looking from Mound Terrace to Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. 12016 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 705

Video number 05776

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Names: Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel (Yellowstone National Park)

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Storms -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Electric Peak (Yellowstone National Park)
Mound Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the summit of the great Jupiter Terrace--looking S.E. to Bunsen Peak (9100 ft.) 12017 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): On the summit of the great Jupiter Terrace--looking S.E. to Bunsen Peak (9100 ft.) 12017 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 707
Video number 05777

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
       YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Bunsen Peak (Yellowstone National Park)
       Jupiter Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

The great boiling spring on Jupiter Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12018 : stereo interpositive], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The great boiling spring on Jupiter Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12018 : stereo interpositive, 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 708

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
       YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Jupiter Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
       Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park)
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Angel Terraces, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12019 : stereo interpositive.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Angel Terraces, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12019 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 709

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 710.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Angel Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Angel Terraces, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12019 : stereo interpositive,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Angel Terraces, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12019 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 710

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 709

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
Angel Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to the Devil's Kitchen, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12020 : stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Entrance to the Devil's Kitchen, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12020 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 711

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 845

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park

Place:
Devil's Kitchen (Yellowstone National Park)
Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The great Jupiter Terrace, largest of the Hot Spring formations. 12021 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The great Jupiter Terrace, largest of the Hot Spring formations. 12021 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 712

Video number 05782

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES
Place: Jupiter Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Slopes of Jupiter Terrace, where the running of hot water leaves its deposit. 12022 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Slopes of Jupiter Terrace, where the running of hot water leaves its deposit. 12022 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 713

Video number 05783

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 846

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Jupiter Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pulpit Terraces, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12023 : stereo interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Pulpit Terraces, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12023 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 715
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 847 and 848.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park, Wyo.)
Pulpit Terraces
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cleopatra Terraces, the most beautiful in the Park, Mammoth Hot Springs.
[Active no. 12024 : stereo interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Cleopatra Terraces, the most beautiful in the Park, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12024 : stereo interpositive.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 716

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES
Place: Cleopatra Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park, Wyo.)
Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cleopatra (near) and Mound Terraces, S.E. over the formations, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12025 : stereo interpositive.] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Cleopatra (near) and Mound Terraces, S.E. over the formations, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12025 : stereo interpositive.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 717

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES
Place: Cleopatra Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park, Wyo.)
Mound Terraces
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Earliest inhabitants of the Prairies--A herd of Buffaloes. 12026 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Earliest inhabitants of the Prairies--A herd of Buffaloes. 12026 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 718

Video number 05787

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 849.

Topic:
Buffalo -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The "Hoodoos," strange formation resulting from the undermining and caving in of the earth's crust, S. to Golden Gate. [Active no. 12027 : stereo interpositive], 1904
The "Hoodoos," strange formation resulting from the undermining and caving in of the earth's crust, S. to Golden Gate 12027 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The "Hoodoos," strange formation resulting from the undermining and caving in of the earth's crust, S. to Golden Gate. [Active no. 12027 : stereo interpositive.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 719

Video number 05788

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 720.

Topic:
- Coaches -- Yellowstone National Park
- Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
- Horses -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
- Golden Gate (Yellowstone National Park)
- Hoodoos (Yellowstone National Park)
- Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The "Hoodoos," strange formation resulting from the undermining and caving in of the earth's crust, S. to Golden Gate 12027 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The "Hoodoos," strange formation resulting from the undermining and caving in of the earth's crust, S. to Golden Gate 12027 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 720

Video number 05789
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 719.

**Topic:**
- Coaches -- Yellowstone National Park
- Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
- Horses -- Yellowstone National Park

**YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES**

**Place:**
- Golden Gate (Yellowstone National Park)
- Hoodoos (Yellowstone National Park)
- Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Silver Gate, in the Hoodoos, S.E. of Bunsen Peak. 12028 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Silver Gate, in the Hoodoos, S.E. of Bunsen Peak. 12028 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 721

**Video number** 05790

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

**Topic:**
- Buggies -- Yellowstone National Park
- Formations (Geology)
- Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
- Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park

**YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES**

**Place:**
- Bunsen Peak (Yellowstone National Park)
- Hoodoos (Yellowstone National Park)
- Silver Gate (Yellowstone National Park)
- Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The road through the "Hoodoos." 12029 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The road through the "Hoodoos." 12029 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 722
Video number 05791
Same as RSN 723.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:  Buggies -- Yellowstone National Park
        Formations (Geology)
        Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
        Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
        YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES
Place:  Hoodoos (Yellowstone National Park)
        Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The road through the "Hoodoos." 12029 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The road through the "Hoodoos." 12029 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 723
Video number 05792
Same as RSN 722.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Looking up through Golden Gate, picturesque ravine of yellow moss covered rocks. 12030 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking up through Golden Gate, picturesque ravine of yellow moss covered rocks. 12030 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 724

Video number 05793

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Golden Gate and Viaduct--east down the gorge to Bunsen Peak. [Active no. 12031 : stereo interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Golden Gate and Viaduct--east down the gorge to Bunsen Peak. [Active no. 12031 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 725

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Buggies -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Golden Gate (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Electric Peak (11,155 ft.) highest elevation in the Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 12032 : stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Electric Peak (11,155 ft.) highest elevation in the Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 12032 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 726
Same as RSN 727.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Electric Peak (11,155 ft.) highest elevation in the Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 12032 : stereo interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Electric Peak (11,155 ft.) highest elevation in the Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 12032 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 727

Video number 05796

Same as RSN 726.

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24],

Topic: Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Electric Peak (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Obsidian Cliffs, composed entirely of volcanic glass. 12033 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Obsidian Cliffs, composed entirely of volcanic glass. 12033 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 728

Video number 05797

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

| Topic                                      | Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park |
|                                           | Horses -- Yellowstone National Park               |
|                                           | Volcanoes -- Yellowstone National Park            |
|                                           | YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES                           |

| Place                                      | Obsidian Cliffs                                    |
|                                           | Yellowstone National Park                          |

| Genre/ Form                                | Landscapes (representations)                      |
|                                           | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass|
|                                           | Stereoscopic photographs                          |

General view of Norris Geyser Basin. 12034 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): General view of Norris Geyser Basin. 12034 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 729

Video number 05798

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

| Topic                                      | Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park |
|                                           | Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park              |
|                                           | YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES                           |

| Place                                      | Norris Geyser Basin (Yellowstone National Park)  |
|                                           | Yellowstone National Park                         |

| Genre/ Form                                | Landscapes (representations)                      |
|                                           | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass|
|                                           | Stereoscopic photographs                          |

Constant Geyser and the "Boiler" and "Black Growler" steam vents.

[Caption no. 12035 : glass stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Constant Geyser and the "Boiler" and "Black Growler" steam vents. [Caption no. 12035: glass stereo interpositive.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 730

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Boilers
Formations (Geology)
Geyser -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Black Growler (Yellowstone National Park)
Constant Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The "Boiler" and the "Black Growler" steam vents whose roar may be heard 1/2 a mile. 12036 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The "Boiler" and the "Black Growler" steam vents whose roar may be heard 1/2 a mile. 12036 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 731

Video number 05800

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geyser -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Black Growler (Yellowstone National Park)
Boilers (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down past the "Black Growler" and "Boiler" steam vents to Constant Geyser. 12037 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking down past the "Black Growler" and "Boiler" steam vents to Constant Geyser. 12037 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 732

Video number 05801

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Black Growler (Yellowstone National Park)
Boiler (Yellowstone National Park)
Constant Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Devil's Ink Well, Norris Geyser Basin. 12038 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Devil's Ink Well, Norris Geyser Basin. 12038 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 733

Video number 05802

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 734 and 735

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Devil's Ink Well (Yellowstone National Park)
Norris Geyser Basin (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Devil's Ink Well, Norris Geyser Basin. 12038 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Devil's Ink Well, Norris Geyser Basin. 12038 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 734

Video number 05803

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 733 and 735

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Devil's Ink Well (Yellowstone National Park)
Norris Geyser Basin (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Devil's Ink Well, Norris Geyser Basin. 12038 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Devil's Ink Well, Norris Geyser Basin. 12038 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 735
Video number 05804
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Same as RSN 733 and 734.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Devil's Ink Well (Yellowstone National Park)
Norris Geyser Basin (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunset over Norris Geyser Basin. 12039 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Sunset over Norris Geyser Basin. 12039 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 736
Video number 05805
New Canyon Road and Virginia Cascade. [Active no. 12040 : stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): New Canyon Road and Virginia Cascade. [Active no. 12040 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 737

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Cabins -- Yellowstone National Park
Chest of drawers -- Yellowstone National Park
Climbing -- Yellowstone National Park
Coaches -- Yellowstone National Park
Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
Houses -- Yellowstone National Park
Idaho -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Idaho
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Virginia Cascade, where the water slides insteads of falls.
12041 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Picturesque Virginia Cascade, where the water slides instead of falls. 12041 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 738
Video number 05807
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Cascades -- Yellowstone National Park
       Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
       Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
       YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Virginia Cascade
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beryl Boiling Spring, Gibbon Canyon. 12042 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Beryl Boiling Spring, Gibbon Canyon. 12042 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 739
Video number 05808
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canyons -- Yellowstone National Park
       Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Springs -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Beryl Boiling Spring (Yellowstone National Park)
Gibbon Canyon (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gibbon Falls and Canyon. 12043 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Gibbon Falls and Canyon. 12043 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 740

Video number 05809
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Waterfalls

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Gibbon Canyon (Yellowstone National Park)
Gibbon Falls (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Falls of the Firehole River. [Active no. 12044 : stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Falls of the Firehole River. [Active no. 12044 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 742

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Waterfalls
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
Firehole River (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mammoth Paint Pots, curious pink and white mud springs. 12045 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mammoth Paint Pots, curious pink and white mud springs. 12045 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 743

Video number 05811

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Springs -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
Mammoth Paint Pots (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Great Fountain Geyser (100-150 ft.), most beautiful of fountain geysers. 12046 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Great Fountain Geyser (100-150 ft.), most beautiful of fountain geysers. 12046 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 744

Video number 05812

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Great Fountain Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Firehole River and crater of Excelsior Geyser. 12047 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Firehole River and crater of Excelsior Geyser. 12047 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 745

Video number 05813

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 746.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Firehole River and crater of Excelsior Geyser. 12047 interpositive, 1904
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Firehole River and crater of Excelsior Geyser. 12047 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 746

Video number 05814

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 745.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Excelsior Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Firehole River (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Biscuit Basin, a strange formation of geyserite, Sapphire Pool. 12048 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Biscuit Basin, a strange formation of geyserite, Sapphire Pool. 12048 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 747

Video number 05815
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Biscuit Basin (Yellowstone National Park)
Sapphire Pool (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking into the clear blue waters of Morning Glory Pool. 12049 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking into the clear blue waters of Morning Glory Pool. 12049 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 748

Video number 05816
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Ponds
Pools

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Morning Glory Pool
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Riverside Geyser, throwing its 80 ft. column of water into Firehole River.
12050 interpositive, 1904
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Riverside Geyser, throwing its 80 ft. column of water into Firehole River. 12050 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 749

Video number 05817

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 750.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Firehole River (Yellowstone National Park)
Riverside Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Riverside Geyser, throwing its 80 ft. column of water into Firehole River.
12050 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Riverside Geyser, throwing its 80 ft. column of water into Firehole River. 12050 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 750

Video number 05818

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 749.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Firehole River (Yellowstone National Park)
Riverside Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Curious cone of the Grotto Geyser. 12051 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Curious cone of the Grotto Geyser. 12051 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 751

Video number 05819

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Grotto Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
        Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Punch Bowl, one of the most beautiful boiling springs in Yellowstone Park. 12052 interpositive, 1904
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Punch Bowl, one of the most beautiful boiling springs in Yellowstone Park. 12052 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 752

Video number 05820

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Ponds -- Yellowstone National Park
       Pools -- Yellowstone National Park
       Springs -- Yellowstone National Park
       YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Punch Bowl
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Where the geysers spout and play--early morning in famous Yellowstone Park. 12053 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Where the geysers spout and play—early morning in famous Yellowstone Park. 12053 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 753

Video number 05821

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Lakes -- Yellowstone National Park
Ponds -- Yellowstone National Park
Pools -- Yellowstone National Park
Springs -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Charm of the tourists--Old Faithful Geyser and Old Faithful Inn. [Active no. 12054 : stereo interpositive,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Charm of the tourists--Old Faithful Geyser and Old Faithful Inn. [Active no. 12054 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 755

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 756, 757 and 850.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Charm of the tourists–Old Faithful Geyser and Old Faithful Inn. 12054 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Charm of the tourists–Old Faithful Geyser and Old Faithful Inn. 12054 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 756

Video number 05823

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 755, 757 and 850.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Old Faithful (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Charm of the tourists--Old Faithful Geyser and Old Faithful Inn. 12054 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Charm of the tourists--Old Faithful Geyser and Old Faithful Inn. 12054 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 757
Video number 05824
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Same as RSN 755 and 767.

Topic:  Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place:  Old Faithful (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:  Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old Faithful in action (150 ft.), the chief attraction of the Upper Geyser Basin. 12055 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Old Faithful in action (150 ft.), the chief attraction of the Upper Geyser Basin. 12055 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 758
Video number 05825
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Similar to RSN 851

**Topic:**
- Coaches -- Yellowstone National Park
- Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
- Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
- Horses -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:**
- Old Faithful (Yellowstone National Park)
- Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Image(s):** Crater of Old Faithful immediately after an eruption. 12056 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 760

**Video number** 05826

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 761.

**Topic:**
- Coaches -- Yellowstone National Park
- Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
- Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
- Horses -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:**
- Old Faithful (Yellowstone National Park)
- Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Image(s):** Crater of Old Faithful immediately after an eruption. 12056 interpositive, 1904.
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Crater of Old Faithful immediately after an eruption. 12056 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 761
Video number 05827
Same as RSN 760.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
  Coaches -- Yellowstone National Park
  Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
  Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
  Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
  YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
  Old Faithful (Yellowstone National Park)
  Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
  Landscapes (representations)
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

The Bee Hive in action--most artistic of geysers. 12057 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Bee Hive in action--most artistic of geysers. 12057 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 762
Video number 05828
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Sunset eruption of Old Faithful. 12059 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Sunset eruption of Old Faithful. 12059 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 763

Video number 05830

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Face to face with one of the famous black bears of Yellowstone Park.
12060 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Face to face with one of the famous black bears of Yellowstone Park. 12060 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 764

Video number 05831
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 852.

Topic: Animals -- Yellowstone National Park
       Bears -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bold Bruin stealing from the garbage wagon. 12061 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Bold Bruin stealing from the garbage wagon. 12061 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 765

Video number 05832
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Bears
       Carts
       Garbage

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cone of the Giant Geyser (diam. inside 5 ft.). [Active no. 12062 : stereo interpositive], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Cone of the Giant Geyser (diam. inside 5 ft.), [Active no. 12062 : stereo interpositive], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 766
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 767, 768 and 853.

Topic: Cones -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geyser -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Giant Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cone of the Giant Geyser (diam. inside 5 ft.). [Active no. 12062 : stereo interpositive,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Cone of the Giant Geyser (diam. inside 5 ft.), [Active no. 12062 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 767
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 766, 768 and 853.

Topic: Cones -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Giant Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cone of the Giant Geyser (diam. inside 5 ft.). [Active no. 12062 : stereo interpositive], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Cone of the Giant Geyser (diam. inside 5 ft.). [Active no. 12062 : stereo interpositive], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 768

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 766, 767 and 853.

Topic: Cones -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Giant Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Giant Geyser, one of the largest in the world. 12063 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Giant Geyser, one of the largest in the world. 12063 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 769
Video number 05836
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 854

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES
Place: Giant Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful formation of geyserite, crater of Oblong Geyser. 12064 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Beautiful formation of geyserite, crater of Oblong Geyser. 12064 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 770
Video number 05837
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Craters -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Oblong Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The Sponge" boiling spring and Old Faithful Inn. 12065 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "The Sponge" boiling spring and Old Faithful Inn. 12065 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 771

Video number 05838

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 855.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park
Springs -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Old Faithful Inn (Yellowstone National Park)
Sponge Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great timbered interior of Old Faithful Inn, most unique of hotels. 12066 interpositive, 1904
**Series 1: H. C. White glass plates**

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

**NMAH.AC.0143**

**Page 473 of 15344**

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Great timbered interior of Old Faithful Inn, most unique of hotels. 12066 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 772

Video number 05839

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 773 and 856.

**Topic:** Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park

Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park

Interior architecture

Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

**Place:** Old Faithful Inn (Yellowstone National Park)

Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Great timbered interior of Old Faithful Inn, most unique of hotels. 12066 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Great timbered interior of Old Faithful Inn, most unique of hotels. 12066 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 773

Video number 05840

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Same as RSN 772 and 856.

Topic:
- Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
- Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park
- Interior architecture
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
- Old Faithful Inn (Yellowstone National Park)
- Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Box 9

RSN Numbers 774-863

Image(s)

[Overview of stockyards filled with cattle. Active no. 204? Stereo Photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of stockyards filled with cattle. Active no. 204? Stereo Photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 803

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 441-B.

Names:
- Swift Company

Topic:
- Animals -- Illinois -- Chicago
- Cows -- Illinois -- Chicago
- Industry -- Illinois
- Livestock -- Illinois
- Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
- Packing-houses -- Illinois
- Stockyards -- Illinois
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Chicago (Ill.)
  Illinois

Genre/Form:
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of stockyards filled with cattle. Active no. 204? Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of stockyards filled with cattle. Active no. 204? Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 804

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 442-B.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Animals -- Illinois -- Chicago
Cows -- Illinois -- Chicago
Industry -- Illinois
Livestock -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
Stockyards -- Illinois

WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Balanced Rock--Curious result of erosion, Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12359 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 805

Similar to RSN 7009 and 7010.

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 432-C.
Balanced Rock and Observation Point, Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12360 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 806

Similar to RSN 7011-7013.

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 433-A.
The Three Graces, Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12361. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 807

Similar to RSN 7014. Orig. no. 435-A.
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].

Topic: Burros -- Colorado
Donkeys -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
Tourists -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)
Three Graces

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Imposing Cathedral Spires, Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12362 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 808
Similar to RSN 7015.

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 436-A.

**Topic:**
- Burros -- Colorado
- Donkeys -- Colorado
- Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
- Rocks -- Colorado
- Tourists -- Colorado
- WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:**
- Cathedral Spires (Garden of the Gods, Colorado)
- Colorado -- 1900-1910
- Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  -- Stereoscopic photographs

[View of rock formations and mountains.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** [View of rock formations and mountains.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 809

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 437-2.

**Topic:**
- Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
- Rocks
- WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:**
- Colorado -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  -- Stereoscopic photographs

Among the curious rock formations of the Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12363 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 810

Similar to RSN 7016-7018.

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 439-D.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Rocks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Major Duomo" Rock, Glen Eyrie. [Active no. 12364 : stereo photonegative.] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Major Duomo" Rock, Glen Eyrie. [Active no. 12364 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 811

Similar to RSN 7019.

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 440-C.

Names: Glen Eyrie (Colo.)

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Rocks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Colorado -- 1900-1910
Major Duomo

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of smoking factory; railyard in foreground : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of smoking factory; railyard in foreground : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 812
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 393-B.

Topic:
Factories -- Colorado
Industries -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of mountainous rock formations, Colorado: stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low view of mountainous rock formations, Colorado: stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 813

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 395-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of river channel and pine trees.] photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of river channel and pine trees.] photonegative 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 814

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 396-2.

Topic: Rivers -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountainous landscape, Colorado: stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountainous landscape, Colorado: stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 815

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 397-2.
[Narrow river canyon through rock formations, Colorado : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Narrow river canyon through rock formations, Colorado : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 816
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 399-1.

[Bridge in rocky terrain : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Bridge in rocky terrain : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 817
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 401-C.

**Topic:**
- Mountains -- Colorado
- WESTERN TRIP '04
- Waterfalls

**Place:**
- Colorado -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals in village street with mountains in background : stereo photonegative,], 1904

*Image(s):* [Animals in village street with mountains in background : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 818

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 402-C.

**Topic:**
- Animals -- Colorado
- Horses -- Colorado
- Mountains -- Colorado
- Villages -- Colorado
- WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:**
- Colorado -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Wooden walkway in deep narrow rocky gorge : stereo photonegative,], 1904

*Image(s):* [Wooden walkway in deep narrow rocky gorge : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 819

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 403-B.

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04
Walkways -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man observing from wooden walkway in deep narrow rocky gorge : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man observing from wooden walkway in deep narrow rocky gorge : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 820

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 403-G.

Topic:
Figure in landscape
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Tourists -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04
Walkways -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wooded valley in mountains, Colorado : stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Wooded valley in mountains, Colorado : stereo photonegative], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 821

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 407-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
       Valleys -- Colorado
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of valley in mountains, Colorado : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 822

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 408-C.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
       Valleys -- Colorado
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Overview of valley in mountains, Colorado : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): [Overview of valley in mountains, Colorado : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 823
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 409-D.

Topic:
Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP ’04

Place:
Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse and buggy on very crude roadway in mountains : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): [Horse and buggy on very crude roadway in mountains : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 824
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 410-B.

Topic:
Buggies -- Colorado
Horses -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP ’04
Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse and buggy on very crude roadway in rocky mountain area : stereo photonegative,,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Horse and buggy on very crude roadway in rocky mountain area : stereo photonegative,,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Discoloration.
Local Numbers
RSN 825
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 411-B.

Topic: Buggies -- Colorado
Horses -- Colorado -- 1900-1910
Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse and buggy on crude roadway in rocky mountain area : stereo photonegative,,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Horse and buggy on crude roadway in rocky mountain area : stereo photonegative,,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 826

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 414-B.

Topic:
- Buggies -- Colorado
- Horses -- Colorado -- 1900-1910
- Mountains -- Colorado
- Valleys -- Colorado
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of valley in rocky mountain area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low view of valley in rocky mountain area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 827

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 415-2.

Topic:
- Mountains -- Colorado
- Valleys -- Colorado
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of valley in rocky mountain area.] Stereo photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"). Image(s): [Low view of valley in rocky mountain area.] Stereo photonegative, 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 828
"3 color stereo only. Barnes-Crosby June 17, 1905"
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 416-2.

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920 -- Colorado
       Mountains -- Colorado
       Valleys -- Colorado
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of river and valley in rocky mountain area : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Low view of river and valley in rocky mountain area : stereo photonegative.], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 829
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 417-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
       Rivers -- Colorado
       Valleys -- Colorado
[Low view of river and valley in rocky mountain area, Colorado : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low view of river and valley in rocky mountain area, Colorado : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 830

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 418-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

[Low view of river or pond in wooded area, Colorado : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low view of river or pond in wooded area, Colorado : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 831
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 419-B.

Topic: WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small waterfall in rocky mountain area, Colorado : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Small waterfall in rocky mountain area, Colorado : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 832

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 420-B.

Topic: WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of river and valley in rocky mountain area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Low view of river and valley in rocky mountain area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 833
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 422-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
     Valleys -- Colorado
     WESTERN TRIP '04
     Waterscapes -- Colorado
Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad line through mountainous area : stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railroad line through mountainous area : stereo photonegative], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 834
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 423-C.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
     Railroads -- Colorado
     Valleys -- Colorado
     WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad line through mountainous area : stereo photonegative], 1904
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1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railroad line through mountainous area : stereo photonegative], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 835

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 428-A.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad line through mountainous area : stereo photonegative], 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railroad line through mountainous area : stereo photonegative], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 836

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 429-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of valley in mountains : stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of valley in mountains : stereo photonegative], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 837

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 431-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Arrival at Gardiner, Mont., by N.P. Ry. for trip through Yellowstone Park.
[Active no. 12001 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Arrival at Gardiner, Mont., by N.P. Ry. for trip through Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 12001 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 838

Similar to RSN 685.

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 352-C.

Topic: National parks and reserves
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Stations -- Montana
Steam-engines -- Montana
Trains -- Montana
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Gardiner (Mont.)
Montana
Northern Pacific Railway
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stage for Mammoth Hot Springs loading at Gardiner, Mont. Ry. Station.
[Active no. 12002 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Stage for Mammoth Hot Springs loading at Gardiner, Mont. Ry. Station. [Active no. 12002 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 839

Similar to RSN 686.

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 389-B.

Topic: Animals -- Montana
Horses -- Montana
National parks and reserves
Parks -- Montana
Stagecoaches -- Montana
Tourists -- Montana
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Gardiner (Mont.)
Montana
Northern Pacific Railway (Montana)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entering Yellowstone National Park--passing through new Lava Entrance Arch at Gardiner, Mont. [Active no. 12003 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Entering Yellowstone National Park—passing through new Lava Entrance Arch at Gardiner, Mont. [Active no. 12003 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 840
AC0143-0000840 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].

Similar to RSN 687. Orig. no. 390-B.

Topic: Gates -- Montana
Horses -- Montana
National parks and reserves -- Montana
Parks -- Montana
Stagecoaches -- Montana
Tourists -- Montana
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Gardiner (Mont.)
Lava Entrance Arch (Yellowstone National Park)
Montana
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Gardiner River Canyon, Eagle's Nest Rock on left, Yellowstone Park, U.S.A. Caption No. 12004 : stereo photonegative, 1904

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): In the Gardiner River Canyon, Eagle's Nest Rock on left, Yellowstone Park, U.S.A. Caption No. 12004 : stereo photonegative, 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 841

Similar to RSN 688; "Educational" written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bridges -- Yellowstone National Park</td>
<td>Yellowstone National Park</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horses -- 1900-1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National parks and reserves</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks -- Yellowstone National Park</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stagecoaches -- Yellowstone National Park</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WESTERN TRIP '04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Liberty Cap and Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. [Active no. 12007 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Liberty Cap and Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. [Active no. 12007 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 842

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].

Same as RSN 691 and 692. Orig. no. 224-B.

Names: Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel (Yellowstone National Park)

Topic: Formations (Geology)

National parks and reserves

Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Taverns (Inns)

WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Liberty Cap (Yellowstone National Park)

Yellowstone National Park
Giant's Thumb and Liberty Cap, two extinct geyser cones, east to Mt. Evarts. [Active no. 12008 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

Image(s): Giant's Thumb and Liberty Cap, two extinct geyser cones, east to Mt. Evarts. [Active no. 12008 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 843
Same as RSN 693

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 225-1.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
National parks and reserves -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Giant's Thumb (Yellowstone National Park)
Liberty Cap (Yellowstone National Park)
Mt. Evarts (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mound Terrace, N.E. to Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. [Active no. 12013 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Mound Terrace, N.E. to Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. [Active no. 12013 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
good

Local Numbers
RSN 844

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].

Same as RSN 700 and 701. Orig. no. 233-B.

Names: Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel (Yellowstone National Park)
Topic: Formations (Geology)
National parks and reserves
Parks
Taverns (Inns)
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Mound Terrace
Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to the Devil's Kitchen, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12020 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Entrance to the Devil's Kitchen, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12020 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 845
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].

Similar to RSN 711. Orig. no. 218-B.

**Topic:** National parks and reserves -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Devil's Kitchen (Yellowstone National Park)
Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park, Wyo.)
Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Slopes of Jupiter Terrace, where the running of hot water leaves its deposit. [Active no. 12022 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

*Image(s): Slopes of Jupiter Terrace, where the running of hot water leaves its deposit. [Active no. 12022 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 846

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

Similar to RSN 713. Orig. no. 243-2.

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)
National parks and reserves
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Jupiter Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Pulpit Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12023 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Pulpit Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12023 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 847

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

Similar to RSN 715 and 848. Orig. no. 221-A-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Formations (Geology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National parks and reserves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WESTERN TRIP '04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park, Wyo.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pulpit Terrace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yellowstone National Park</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pulpit Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12023 variant : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Pulpit Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12023 variant : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 848
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

Similar to RSN 715 and 847. Orig. no. 221-B-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology)  
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park  
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park)  
Pulpit Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)  
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Earliest inhabitants of the Prairies--A herd of Buffaloes. [Active no. 12026 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Earliest inhabitants of the Prairies--A herd of Buffaloes. [Active no. 12026 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers  
RSN 849

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].

Similar to RSN 718. Orig. no. 353-D.

Topic: Buffaloes  
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park  
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Charm of the tourists--Old Faithful Geyser and Old Faithful Inn. [Active no. 12054 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
Old Faithful, almost as regular as if timed by a clock, at intervals of about an hour the geyser in Yellowstone Park Wyoming, spouts a stream of hot water to a height of many feet. [Active no. 12055 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Old Faithful, almost as regular as if timed by a clock, at intervals of about an hour the geyser in Yellowstone Park Wyoming, spouts a stream of hot water to a height of many feet. [Active no. 12055 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; paper residue.
Local Numbers

RSN 851

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

Similar to RSN 758; slip of paper in envelope: "THE GREATEST NATURAL ATTRACTION". Orig. no. 300-C.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
National parks and reserves -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Old Faithful (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Face to face with one of the famous black bears of Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 12060 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Face to face with one of the famous black bears of Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 12060 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 852

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

Similar to RSN 764. Orig. no. 259-N.

Topic: Animals -- Yellowstone National Park
Bears -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Cone of the Giant Geyser (diam. inside 5 ft.), Yellowstone Park, U. S. A. [Active no. 12062 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Cone of the Giant Geyser (diam. inside 5 ft.), Yellowstone Park, U. S. A. [Active no. 12062 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 853

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [13].
Same as RSN 766-768; "Educational" written on envelope. Orig. no. 13130.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Giant Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Giant Geyser, one of the largest in the world, Yellowstone Park, U. S. A. [Active no. 12063 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Giant Geyser, one of the largest in the world, Yellowstone Park, U. S. A. [Active no. 12063 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Red opaque on emulsion side.

Local Numbers

RSN 854
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 769; "Educational" written on envelope.

**Topic:** Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park  
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park  
WESTERN TRIP '04  
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park  

**Place:** Giant Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)  
Yellowstone National Park  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Stereoscopic photographs  

"The Sponge" boiling spring and Old Faithful Inn. [Active no. 12065 : stereo photonegative,] 1904  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

**Image(s):** "The Sponge" boiling spring and Old Faithful Inn. [Active no. 12065 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 855  

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].  

Similar to RSN 771. Orig. no. 273-C.  

**Topic:** Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park  
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park  
WESTERN TRIP '04  
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park  

**Place:** Old Faithful Inn (Yellowstone National Park)  
The Sponge (Yellowstone National Park)  
Yellowstone National Park  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Great timbered interior of Old Faithful Inn, most unique of hotels. [Active no. 12066 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Great timbered interior of Old Faithful Inn, most unique of hotels. [Active no. 12066: stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 856

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

Same as RSN 772 and 773. Orig. no. 285-2.

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Taverns (Inns)
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Old Faithful Inn (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint Dining Room of Old Faithful Inn. [Active no. 12068: stereo photonegative.], 1904.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Quaint Dining Room of Old Faithful Inn. [Active no. 12068: stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 858

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

Similar to RSN 775. Orig. no. 286-1.

Topic: Architecture
Dining rooms
Interior architecture
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Restaurants
Taverns (Inns)
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Old Faithful Inn (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stages leaving Old Faithful Inn for the Lake Hotel. [Active no. 12070 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Stages leaving Old Faithful Inn for the Lake Hotel. [Active no. 12070 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 859

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

Similar to RSN 777. Orig. no. 275-B.

Topic: Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Stagecoaches -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Old Faithful Inn (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Continental Divide (8,150 ft.)--water flows to both oceans from this lake.
[Active no. 12075 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Continental Divide (8,150 ft.)--water flows to both oceans from this lake. [Active no. 12075 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 860

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].

Similar to RSN 784. Orig. no. 315-C.

Topic:
Lakes -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes

Place:
Atlantic Slope
Continental Divide -- Yellowstone National Park
Pacific Slope
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Finest of the American deer, male and female elk. [Active no. 12080 stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Finest of the American deer, male and female elk. [Active no. 12080 stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 861

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].

Similar to RSN 790. Orig. no. 319-B.
Steamer Zillah at the "Thumb" Pier, Yellowstone Lake. [Active no. 12081: stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Steamer Zillah at the "Thumb" Pier, Yellowstone Lake. [Active no. 12081: stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 862
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].
Similar to RSN 792. Orig. no. 320-B.

Great Buffalo, weighing 1500 lbs., Dot Island, Yellowstone lake. [Active no. 12082: stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Great Buffalo, weighing 1500 lbs., Dot Island, Yellowstone lake. [Active no. 12082 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 863
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].
Similar to RSN 793.
Copy and Version Identification Note
321-C
Topic:
Animals -- Yellowstone National Park
Buffalo -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place:
Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great stone Chimney and Fireplaces, interior of Old Faithful Inn. 12067 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Great stone Chimney and Fireplaces, interior of Old Faithful Inn. 12067 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 774
Video number 05841
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Same as RSN 857.

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
- Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park
- Interior architecture
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:**
- Old Faithful Inn (Yellowstone National Park)
- Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

*Quaint Dining Room of Old Faithful Inn. [Active no. 12068 : stereo interpositive], 1904*

*Image(s): Quaint Dining Room of Old Faithful Inn. [Active no. 12068 : stereo interpositive], 1904.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 775

**Video number 05842**

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 858.

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
- Dining rooms -- Yellowstone National Park
- Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park
- Interior architecture
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
- Restaurants

**Place:**
- Old Faithful Inn (Yellowstone National Park)
- Wyoming
- Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

*Old Faithful in action by moonlight. 12069 interpositive, 1904*
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Old Faithful in action by moonlight. 12069 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 776

Video number 05843
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES
Place: Old Faithful (Yellowstone National Park)
       Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Stages leaving Old Faithful Inn for the Lake Hotel. 12070 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Stages leaving Old Faithful Inn for the Lake Hotel. 12070 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 777

Video number 05844
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 859.

Topic: Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
       Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park
Stagecoaches -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
Old Faithful Inn
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Keppler's Cascade, charming rapids of the Firehole River. 12071 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Keppler's Cascade, charming rapids of the Firehole River. 12071 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 778

Video number 05845

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Cascades -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology)
Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
Firehole River (Yellowstone National Park)
Keppler's Cascade (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

The solitary Lone Star Geyser, 4 miles from nearest geyser basin. 12072 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 779

Video number 05846

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Lone Star Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Cone of Lone Star Geyser--most beautiful in coloring and formation in Yellowstone Park. 12073 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Cone of Lone Star Geyser--most beautiful in coloring and formation in Yellowstone Park. 12073 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 780

Video number 05847

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 781 and 782.

Topic: Cones -- Yellowstone National Park
       Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Lone Star Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Cone of Lone Star Geyser--most beautiful in coloring and formation in Yellowstone Park. 12073 interpositive, 1904
Cone of Lone Star Geyser--most beautiful in coloring and formation in Yellowstone Park. 12073 interpositive, 1904

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 781

Video number 05848
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 780 and 782.

Topic: Cones -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Lone Star Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cone of Lone Star Geyser--most beautiful in coloring and formation in Yellowstone Park. 12073 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Cone of Lone Star Geyser--most beautiful in coloring and formation in Yellowstone Park. 12073 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 782

Video number 05849
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Same as RSN 780 and 781.

**Topic:** Cones -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:** Lone Star Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Charming Lily Pond on the summit of the Continental Divide (8150 ft.).
12074 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Charming Lily Pond on the summit of the Continental Divide (8150 ft.). 12074 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 783

Video number 05850

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Ponds -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:** Continental Divide (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Continental Divide (8150 ft.)--water flows to both oceans from this lake.
12075 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Continental Divide (8150 ft.)—water flows to both oceans from this lake. 12075 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 784

Video number 05851
Similar to RSN 860.
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Buggies -- Yellowstone National Park
Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone Park
Ponds -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place:
Continental Divide
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereooscopic photographs

S.W. from Shoshone Point, Continental Divide, over Shoshone Lake to the Teton Mts. (60 miles distant). 12076 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): S.W. from Shoshone Point, Continental Divide, over Shoshone Lake to the Teton Mts. (60 miles distant). 12076 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 786

Video number 05852
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Hot Spring Basin at the "Thumb" of Yellowstone Lake 12077 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Hot Spring Basin at the "Thumb" of Yellowstone Lake 12077 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 787
Video number 05853
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Paint Pots at the "Thumb," Yellowstone Lake. 12078 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Paint Pots at the "Thumb," Yellowstone Lake. 12078 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 788

Video number 05854

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Lakes -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Springs -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Hot Spring Basin (Yellowstone National Park)
Thumb (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone Lake (Wyo.)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quick lunch in Yellowstone Park--catching (in lake) and cooking (in boiling spring) a trout within a minute. 12079 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Quick lunch in Yellowstone Park--catching (in lake) and cooking (in boiling spring) a trout within a minute. 12079 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 789

Video number 05855

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Topic: Lakes -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Springs -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Finest of the American deer, male and female elk. 12080 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Finest of the American deer, male and female elk. 12080 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 790

Video number 05856

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 861.

Topic: Deer -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES
elk -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Steamer Zillah at the "Thumb" Pier, Yellowstone Lake. 12081 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Steamer Zillah at the "Thumb" Pier, Yellowstone Lake. 12081 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 792

Video number 05857

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 862.

Topic: Boats -- Yellowstone National Park
Lakes -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
Waterscapes -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Thumb (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone Lake (Wyo.)
Yellowstone National Park
Zillah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great Buffalo weighing 1500 lbs., Dot Island, Yellowstone Lake. 12082 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Great Buffalo weighing 1500 lbs., Dot Island, Yellowstone Lake. 12082 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 793

Video number 05858
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Similar to RSN 863.

**Topic:** Buffalo -- Yellowstone National Park  
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park  
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

**Place:** Dot Island (Yellowstone National Park)  
Yellowstone Lake (Wyo.)  
Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

*Natural Bridge near the Lake Hotel. 12083 interpositive, 1904  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): Natural Bridge near the Lake Hotel. 12083 interpositive 1904.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 795

**Video number 05859**

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)  
Mountains -- Yellowstone Park  
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

**Place:** Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

*Mud Volcano, a weird and repulsive crater of boiling mud. 12084 interpositive, 1904*
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Mud Volcano, a weird and repulsive crater of boiling mud. 12084 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 796
AC0143-0000796 (AC scan number)

Video number 05860

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Same as RSN 797

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Volcanoes
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Mud Volcano
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mud Volcano, a weird and repulsive crater of boiling mud. 12084 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Mud Volcano, a weird and repulsive crater of boiling mud. 12084 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 797

Video number 05861

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].
Same as RSN 796

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Volcanoes
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Mud Volcano
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Calm, placid Yellowstone River above the Canyon, N.E. to Mt. Washburne (10,000 ft.). 12085 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Calm, placid Yellowstone River above the Canyon, N.E. to Mt. Washburne (10,000 ft.). 12085 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 798

Video number 05862

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Wagons -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Mt. Washburne
Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

New Concrete Steel Bridge over the Rapids of the Yellowstone River.
[Active no. 12086 : stereo interpositive.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): New Concrete Steel Bridge over the Rapids of the Yellowstone River. [Active no. 12086 : stereo interpositive.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 799
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Bridges -- Yellowstone National Park
Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place:
Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Rapids of the Yellowstone--looking from brink of Upper Falls. 12087 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Rapids of the Yellowstone--looking from brink of Upper Falls. 12087 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 800
Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic:
Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES
Beautiful Upper Falls of the Yellowstone (112 ft. high). 12088 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Beautiful Upper Falls of the Yellowstone (112 ft. high). 12088 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 801

Video number 05865

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Yellowstone River and Upper Falls, S.E. from Canyon Road. 12089 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Yellowstone River and Upper Falls, S.E. from Canyon Road. 12089 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 802

Video number 05866

Currently stored in box 1.2.6 [24].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Waterfalls
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 10

RSN Numbers 864-960

Image(s)

Beautiful Upper Falls of the Yellowstone (112 ft. high). [Active no. 12088 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Beautiful Upper Falls of the Yellowstone (112 ft. high). [Active no. 12088 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 864

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].

Similar to RSN 801. Orig. no. 331-B.

Topic: Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterfalls -- Yellowstone National Park
Waterscapes

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Orange Geyser (boiling spring), Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12102 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Orange Geyser (boiling spring), Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12102 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 865
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].
Same as RSN 865; "3 color stereo only/Barnes Crosby/June 17, 1905/Returned" written on envelope. Orig. no. 219-A.

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hell's Half Acre (steaming crater of Excelsior Geyser) in the wonderful Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 12104 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Hell's Half Acre (steaming crater of Excelsior Geyser) in the wonderful Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 12104 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 866

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

Same as RSN 6941. Orig. no. 253-B.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes -- Yellowstone National Park
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hell's Half Acre (steaming crater of Excelsior Geyser) in the wonderful Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 12104, variant? Stereo photonegative.,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Hell's Half Acre (steaming crater of Excelsior Geyser) in the wonderful Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 12104, variant? Stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 867

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 255-A.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes -- Yellowstone National Park
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Block of housing in Yellowstone Park : stereo photonegative.,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Block of housing in Yellowstone Park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 868

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no 220-B.

Topic: Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Taverns (Inns)
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 869

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

"3 color stereo only/Barnes-Crosby June 17, 1905/Returned" written on envelope. Orig. no. 223-2.

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920
Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives -- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rough open area in Yellowstone Park : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of rough open area in Yellowstone Park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 870

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 226-C.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in Yellowstone Park : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in Yellowstone Park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 871
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 227-C.

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)  
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park  
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park  
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rough open area in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** [Overview of rough open area in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers:**  
RSN 872

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 228-1.

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)  
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park  
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 873
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 229-A.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)
Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,]
1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 874
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 230-C.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)
Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,]
1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 875

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

"3 color stereo only/Barnes Crosby/June 17, 1905/Returned" written on envelope. Orig. no. 232-B.

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920
      Formations (Geology)
      Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
      Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 876

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 234-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
      Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative.]
1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Flaking emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 877
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 235-2.

Topic:  Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place:  Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form:  Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park,
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn stagecoach in front of rustic hotel : stereo photonegative.],
1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Horse-drawn stagecoach in front of rustic hotel : stereo photonegative.]
1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 878
AC0143-0000878 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 236-A.

Topic:  Architecture
Horses -- United States -- 1900-1910
Natural landscapes
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Stagecoaches -- Yellowstone National Park
Taverns (Inns)
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative.,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative.]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 879

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 238-A.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative.,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative.]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 880

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 239-B.

Topic: Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 881

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 240-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 882

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 242-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadways near tourist hotel : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Roadways near tourist hotel : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 884
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

"3 color stereo only/Barnes Crosby/June 17, 1905/Returned" written on envelope. Orig. no. 245-B.

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Roads -- Yellowstone National Park
Taverns (Inns)
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/
Form: Color separation negatives
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged waterfall, Yellowstone National Park.] Stereo photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Rugged waterfall, Yellowstone National Park.] Stereo photonegative, 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 885

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

"3 color stereo only/Barnes Crosby/June 17, 1905/Returned" written on original envelope. Due to the Barnes Crosby association of this image, it may be part of a color-separation set. Orig. no. 247-B.

Topic:  Color photography -- 1890-1920
        Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
        WESTERN TRIP '04
        Waterfalls -- Yellowstone National Park

Place:  Yellowstone National Park

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:   -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 886

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 248-B.

Topic:  Formations (Geology)
        Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
        WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:  Yellowstone National Park

Genre/  Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of valley and river waterfall in wooded mountainous area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of valley and river waterfall in wooded mountainous area : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 887

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 248-A.

Topic: 
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterfalls -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: 
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/
Form: 
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 888

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 250-D.

Topic: 
Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: 
Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 889

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 252-3.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP ’04

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 890

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 254-A.
Topic: Formations (Geology)  
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park  
Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park  
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park  
WESTERN TRIP ’04
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National  
Park. Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[![Geyser in action in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904](image)
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Geyser in action in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 891
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

"3 color stereo only/Barnes Crosby/June 17, ’05/1 for copyright/Returned"  
written on envelope. Orig. no. 256-B.

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920 -- Yellowstone National  
Park  
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park  
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park  
WESTERN TRIP ’04  
Waterscapes -- Yellowstone National Park
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Color separation negatives  
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National  
Park. Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[![Geyser in action in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904](image)
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Geyser in action in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 892

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 258-D.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two bears scrounging food in park : Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Two bears scrounging food in park : Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 893

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 259-G.

Topic: Animals -- Yellowstone National Park
Bears -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists view geyser in action : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Tourists view geyser in action : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 894

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 261-B.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of river and geyser area : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of river and geyser area : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 895
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 263-G.

**Topic:** Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes

**Place:** Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looks into geyser : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man looks into geyser : stereo photonegative] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 896

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 264-A.

**Topic:** Geyser -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:** Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of bubbling hot spring geyser : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of bubbling hot spring geyser : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 897

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 265-D.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of bubbling hot spring geyser : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of bubbling hot spring geyser : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 898

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 266-1.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series 1: H. C. White glass plates</th>
<th>Underwood &amp; Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection</th>
<th>NMAH.AC.0143</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre/Form:</strong></td>
<td>Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park. Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Man in hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative,], 1904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Item (3-3/4&quot; x 7&quot;).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Image(s):</strong></td>
<td>[Man in hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Underwood &amp; Underwood, Publisher</strong></td>
<td>White, C. W., Photographer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H.C. White Co., Publisher</strong></td>
<td>English.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Silver gelatin on glass.</strong></td>
<td>Cancelled by scratching.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Numbers</strong></td>
<td>RSN 899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 267-B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic:</strong></td>
<td>Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park Parks -- Yellowstone National Park Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park WESTERN TRIP '04 hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place:</strong></td>
<td>Yellowstone National Park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre/Form:</strong></td>
<td>Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park. Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tourists near hot springs area : stereo photonegative, 1904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Item (3-3/4&quot; x 7&quot;).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Image(s):</strong></td>
<td>Tourists near hot springs area : stereo photonegative.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Underwood &amp; Underwood, Publisher</strong></td>
<td>White, C. W., Photographer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H.C. White Co., Publisher</strong></td>
<td>English.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Silver gelatin on glass.</strong></td>
<td>Cancelled by scratching.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Numbers</strong></td>
<td>RSN 900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 269-B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Man in hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 901
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 270-C.

[Man in hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 902

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 271-C.

Topic:
- Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Geysers in action : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Peeling, fragile emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 903

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 272-B.

Topic:
- Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Castle Well (Yellowstone National Park)
- Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing geyser in action stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3\-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man viewing geyser in action stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 904

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 274-B.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geyser in action : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3\-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Geyser in action : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 905

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 276-B.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bear high up in tall tree : stereo photonegative:], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Bear high up in tall tree : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 906
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 277-A.

Topic:
Animals -- Yellowstone National Park
Bears -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Trees -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of bubbling hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): [Overview of bubbling hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 907
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

"3 color stereo only/Barnes Crosby/June 17, 1905" written on envelope.
Orig. no. 280-A.
[View of geyser area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [View of geyser area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 908

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 281-E.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 909

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 282-B.

**Topic:** Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:** Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists view geyser in action.] photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** [Tourists view geyser in action.] photonegative 1904

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 910

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 262-B.

**Topic:** Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:** Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large porch area of resort hotel : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Large porch area of resort hotel : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 911

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 279-2.

Topic: Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
       Resorts -- Yellowstone National Park
       WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in front of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Woman in front of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 912

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 287-A-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
       Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
       Resorts -- Yellowstone National Park
       WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs
[Close-up of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Close-up of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative,]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 913

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 288-2.

Topic:
- Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
- Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
- Resorts -- Yellowstone National Park
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Yellowstone National Park

Genre/
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Close-up of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative,]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 914

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 301-B.

Topic:
- Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
- Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
- Resorts -- Yellowstone National Park
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Yellowstone National Park
[Long view of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Long view of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative,], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 915

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 303-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
Resorts -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Close-up of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 916

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no 307-D.

Topic: Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
Resorts -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Long view of large rustic resort hotel : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 917

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 311-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Yellowstone National Park
Resorts -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[View of hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Peeling emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 918
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 289-C.

**Topic:**
- Buggies -- Yellowstone National Park
- Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
- Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
- Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
- WESTERN TRIP '04
- hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:** Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[View of hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

**Image(s):** [View of hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 919

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 292-B.

**Topic:**
- Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
- Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
- WESTERN TRIP '04
- hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

**Place:** Yellowstone National Park

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[View of hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 920
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 294-C.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
       Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
       WESTERN TRIP '04
       hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists view hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Tourists view hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 921
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146].

"3 color stereo only/Barnes Crosby/June 17, 1905" written on envelope.
Orig. no. 295-D.

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920
       Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
       Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form:
Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man views hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man views hot springs geyser area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 922

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 295-E.

Topic:
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/
Stereoscopic photographs

Form:

[Man climbs small geological formation in geyser area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man climbs small geological formation in geyser area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 923

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 297-D.

Topic:
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourism -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Photographer captures geyser in action : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Photographer captures geyser in action : stereo photonegative,]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 924

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 299-B.

Topic:
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Photographers -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Photographer near hot springs area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Photographer near hot springs area : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 925
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 310-B.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Photographers -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman views geyser in action : stereo photonegative.,] 1904
1 Item (1; 3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Woman views geyser in action : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 926
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146]. Orig. no. 298-B.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in forest area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [River rapids in forest area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 927

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 304-C.

Topic:
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
- Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
- WESTERN TRIP '04
- Waterfalls -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man views geyser in action : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man views geyser in action : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 928

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 308-B.

Topic:
- Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists view geyser in action : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Tourists view geyser in action : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 929

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 309-B.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geyser in action : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Geyser in action : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 930

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 312-B.

Topic:  
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park  
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park  
WESTERN TRIP '04  

Place:  
Yellowstone National Park  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Image(s):  
Tourist conveyance in roadway beside river in forest area : stereo photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

[Long view of forested valley and mountains : stereo photonegative,], 1904

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 931

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 313-B.

Topic:  
Carts and buggies -- Yellowstone National Park  
Horses -- Yellowstone National Park  
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park  
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park  
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park  
WESTERN TRIP '04  

Place:  
Yellowstone National Park  

Genre/Form:  
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Long view of forested valley and mountains : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Long view of forested valley and mountains : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Peeling emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 932
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 316-A.

Topic: Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative.,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 933
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 318-C.

Topic: Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes
hot springs
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of hot spring : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Close-up of hot spring : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 934

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 322-C.

Topic: Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes
hot springs

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 935

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 323-B.
Topic: Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes
hot springs

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Curling river near hot springs area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Curling river near hot springs area : stereo photonegative,]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 936
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 324-2.

Topic: Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes
hot springs

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of huge waterfall : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Close-up of huge waterfall : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 937

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 3227-B.

Topic: Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterfalls
Waterscapes

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of huge waterfall : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Close-up of huge waterfall : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 938

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 329-A.

Topic: National parks and reserves
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterfalls
Waterscapes

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in rugged mountain area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [River rapids in rugged mountain area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 939

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 328-B.

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists climb wooden steps in park area : stereo photonegative,], 1904

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Tourists climb wooden steps in park area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 940

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30].

Canceled side of plate improperly exposed. (Over? Under?) Orig. no. 330-B.

Topic:
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 941

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 332-B.

NOTE! IMAGE COPIED UPSIDE DOWN ON VIDEODISC!

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 942

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 335-B.

Topic:
- Canyons -- Yellowstone National Park
- Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
- Gorges -- Yellowstone National Park
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
- Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
- Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s):
- [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 943

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 336-B.

Topic:
- Canyons -- Yellowstone National Park
- Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
- Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
- Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park
- WESTERN TRIP '04
- Waterfalls -- Yellowstone National Park

Place:
- Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 944
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 337-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,], 1904.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 945
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 338-A-2.

Topic: Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
- Stereoscopic photographs.

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereophotonegative,], 1904.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereophotonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 946

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 339-3.

Topic:
- Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
- Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
- Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
- Stereoscopic photographs.

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,], 1904.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 947
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 340-2.

Topic:
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative.],
1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative.], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 948
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 341-2.

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative.],
1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 949

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 342-A.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,], 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 950

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 343-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs.

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,].
1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Very brown.

Local Numbers
RSN 951

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 346-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Stereoscopic photographs.

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,].
1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Very brown.
Local Numbers

RSN 952
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 347-A.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterfalls

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 953
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 348-C.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): [Overview of rugged mountain and valley area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Peeling emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 954

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 349-3.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks
WESTERN TRIP ’04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn buggies on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): [Horse-drawn buggies on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 955

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 354-B.

Topic: Animals
Buggies
Horses -- United States -- 1900-1910
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn buggies on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Horse-drawn buggies on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling badly.

Local Numbers
RSN 956

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 355-B.

Topic: Animals
Buggies
Formations (Geology)
Horses
Parks

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn buggy on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Horse-drawn buggy on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 957
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 358-B.

Topic:
Buggies -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 958
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 358-B.

Topic:
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs

Place:
Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,) 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 959
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 362-B.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs

Place: Yellowstone National Park

[River rapids in forest area : stereo photonegative,,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [River rapids in forest area : stereo photonegative,) 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 960
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 363-A.
Topic: Parks
  Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
  Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
  WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn buggy on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Horse-drawn buggy on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 957

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [30]. Orig. no. 356-C.

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: WESTERN TRIP '04
  Wagons

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Box 11
RSN Numbers 961-1050

Image(s)

[Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 961

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 366-C.

Topic:    Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
          Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
          Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
          Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
          WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:    Yellowstone National Park

Genre/
Form:     Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 962

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 369-B.

Topic:    Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
          Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
          Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
          Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
          WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:    Yellowstone National Park

Genre/
Form:     Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in forest area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [River rapids in forest area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 963

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 370-1.

Topic: Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in forest area and tourist group in horse-drawn buggy : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [River rapids in forest area and tourist group in horse-drawn buggy : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 964

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 371-D.

Topic: Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
Wagons -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 965
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 372-1.

Topic: Geyser -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 966
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 373-C.

Topic: Geyser -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park. Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of hot springs area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 967

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 374-C.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park. Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing hot springs area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man viewing hot springs area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 968

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 375-B.
Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists viewing hot springs area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Tourists viewing hot springs area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 969

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 377-C.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04
hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of hot springs area, Yellowstone National park : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of hot springs area, Yellowstone National park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 970

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 378-B.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
      Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
      WESTERN TRIP '04
      hot springs -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn wagon on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,],
1904
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Horse-drawn wagon on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled y scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 971

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 380-C.

Topic: Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
      Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
      Roads -- Yellowstone National Park
      WESTERN TRIP '04
      Wagons -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn wagon on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,],
1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Horse-drawn wagon on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 972

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. # 381-B.

Topic: Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
       Roads -- Yellowstone National Park
       WESTERN TRIP '04
       Wagons -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn wagon on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Horse-drawn wagon on rugged mountain road : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

good

Local Numbers

RSN 973

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 382-B.

Topic: Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
       Roads -- Yellowstone National Park
       WESTERN TRIP '04
Wagons -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged mountain area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rugged mountain area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 975
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 387-B.

Topic: Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Roads -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of park area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of park area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 974
Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 384-D.

Topic: Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Rugged geological formation in park : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 976

Currently stored in box 1.1.6 [146], moved from [30]. Orig. no. 388-A-2.

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wild grandeur of the Columbia River, looking north over the Dalles. [Active no. 12510 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Wild grandeur of the Columbia River, looking north over the Dalles. [Active no. 12510 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 977
204-D scratched on negative. "Western trip / CWW '04" on original envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Cancellation scratches on one side.

Similar to RSN 7094.

| Topic: | Dogs -- Oregon |
|        | Formations (Geology) -- Oregon |
|        | Rapids -- Oregon |
|        | Rivers -- Oregon |
|        | WESTERN TRIP '04 |
| Place: | Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920 |
|        | Dalles |
|        | Oregon -- 1900-1910 |
| Genre/Form: | Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon. |
| Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|        | -- Glass |
|        | Stereoscopic photographs |

A menace to railroad traffic--shifting sands along the Columbia River. 
[Active no. 12511 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A menace to railroad traffic--shifting sands along the Columbia River. [Active no. 12511 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancellation scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 978

Similar to RSN 7095.

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 202-C.

| Topic: | Donkeys -- Oregon |
|        | Horses -- Oregon |
|        | Laborers -- Oregon |
|        | Railroads -- Oregon |
|        | Rivers -- Oregon |
|        | Sand dunes -- Oregon |
|        | WESTERN TRIP '04 |
|        | plowing -- Oregon |
| Place: | Oregon |
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form: | -- Glass |
Stereoscopic photographs

Great Sand Dunes along the Columbia River, shifted continually by the wind. [Active no. 12512 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Great Sand Dunes along the Columbia River, shifted continually by the wind. [Active no. 12512 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 979

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Similar to RSN 7096. Orig. no. 203-A.

Topic: Buggies -- Oregon
Horses -- Oregon
Sand -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Oregon

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fish Wheel--will take out half a ton of salmon daily--Columbia River. Active no. 12513 : photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Fish Wheel--will take out half a ton of salmon daily--Columbia River. Active no. 12513 : photonegative, 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 980

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].
Similar to RSN 7097. Orig. no. 201-D.

**Topic:** Fishing -- Oregon
Machinery -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon
Salmon -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes -- Oregon

**Place:** Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Fish Wheel--showing basket which scoops out the fish, Columbia River. Active no. 12514 : stereo photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Interior of Fish Wheel--showing basket which scoops out the fish, Columbia River. Active no. 12514 : stereo photonegative, 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 981

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Similar to RSN 7098. Orig. no. 206-B.

**Topic:** Fishing -- Oregon
Machinery -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon
Salmon -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chinook Salmon weighing twenty to sixty lbs., Columbia River Cannery.
[Active no. 12515 : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Chinook Salmon weighing twenty to sixty lbs., Columbia River Cannery. [Active no. 12515 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 982

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Similar to RSN 7099. Orig. no. 200-B.

Topic: Chinook Salmon
Fisheries
Fishes
Salmon
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Columbia River Cannery
Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The first cut--felling a big Oregon Pine, Cascade Mts. [Active no. 12524 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The first cut--felling a big Oregon Pine, Cascade Mts. [Active no. 12524 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Very thin negative.

Local Numbers
RSN 983

Similar to RSN 7102.
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 156-A-3.
Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.), one of America’s most noble peaks, Cascade Mts. [Active no. 12533 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.), one of America’s most noble peaks, Cascade Mts. [Active no. 12533 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Peeling emulsion; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 984

Similar to RSN 985 and 7111. Orig. no. 173-A-3.

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].
Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.), one of America’s most noble peaks, Cascade Mts. [Active no. 12533; variant image : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.), one of America’s most noble peaks, Cascade Mts. [Active no. 12533; variant image : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 985

Similar to RSN 984 and 7111.

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 172-C.

Topic: Forests -- Oregon
Horses -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP ‘04
Wagons -- Oregon

Place: Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.) from Cloud Cap Inn, looking south. [Active no. 12534 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.) from Cloud Cap Inn, looking south. [Active no. 12534 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 986
Similar to RSN 7112.

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 174-A-3.

| Topic:      | Forests -- Oregon |
|            | Mountains -- Oregon |
|            | WESTERN TRIP '04 |

| Place:      | Cascade Mountains (Oregon) |
|            | Mt. Hood (Oregon) |
|            | Oregon |

| Genre/ Form: | Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon. |
|             | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|             | -- Glass |
|             | Stereoscopic photographs |

The mountains of ice—impassable walls and crevasses on Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12535 : stereo photonegative,], 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The mountains of ice—impassable walls and crevasses on Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12535 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 987

Similar to RSN 7113. Orig. no. 178-A-3.

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

| Topic:      | Formations (Geology) -- Oregon |
|            | Mountaineers -- Oregon |
|            | Mountains -- Oregon |
|            | WESTERN TRIP '04 |
|            | glaciers -- Oregon |

| Place:      | Cascade Mountains (Oregon) |
|            | Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon) |
|            | Mt. Hood (Oregon) |
|            | Oregon |

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|             | -- Glass |
|             | Stereoscopic photographs |

Difficulties of mountain climbing—crevasse in Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12536 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Difficulties of mountain climbing--crevasse in Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12536 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 988

Similar to RSN 1326 and 7114. Orig. no. 177-B-2.
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Topic:
- Formations (Geology) -- Oregon
- Ice -- Oregon
- Mountaineers -- Oregon
- Mountains -- Oregon
- Snow -- Oregon
- WESTERN TRIP '04
- glaciers -- Oregon

Place:
- Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
- Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
- Mt. Hood (Oregon)
- Oregon

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Last Pull to the Summit--Ascent of Snow Capped Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12540 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Last Pull to the Summit--Ascent of Snow Capped Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12540 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 989

Similar to RSN 7118. Orig. no. 191-A-3.
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- Oregon
Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04
glaciers -- Oregon

**Place:** Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Signalling 15 miles into the Valley, from Summit of Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12541 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Signalling 15 miles into the Valley, from Summit of Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12541 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 990

Similar to RSN 7119. Orig. no. 187-D.

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- Oregon
Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04
glaciers -- Oregon

**Place:** Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

**Genre/Form:** Stereoscopic photographs

From end of rope line, looking up to the summit (Returning from ascent), Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12543 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): From end of rope line, looking up to the summit (Returning from ascent), Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12543 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 991

Similar to RSN 7121. Orig. no. 192-G.

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Oregon
Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP ‘04
glaciers -- Oregon

Place: Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Hood (11,225 feet) and Elliot Glacier from Cooper Spur. [Active no. 12545 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Mt. Hood (11,225 feet) and Elliot Glacier from Cooper Spur. [Active no. 12545 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 992

Similar to RSN 7123. Orig. no. 195-A.

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].
A sea of snow and ice--Elliot Glacier and snow covered slopes of Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12547 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A sea of snow and ice--Elliot Glacier and snow covered slopes of Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12547 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 994

Similar to RSN 7125. Orig. no. 175-A-3.

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Looking into one of the great crevasses in a glacier on Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12546 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Looking into one of the great crevasses in a glacier on Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12546 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 993

Similar to RSN 7124. Orig. no. 176-A-1.
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Topic:
- Formations (Geology) -- Oregon
- Mountaineers -- Oregon
- Mountains -- Oregon
- WESTERN TRIP '04
- glaciers -- Oregon

Place:
- Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
- Mt. Hood (Oregon)
- Oregon

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- -- Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint interior of Cloud Cap Inn, Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12549 : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Quaint interior of Cloud Cap Inn, Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12549 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 995
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Similar to RSN 7127. Orig. no. 185-B.
Names: Cloud Cap Inn (Mt. Hood, Oregon)

Topic:
- Family -- Oregon
- Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Oregon
- Interiors -- Oregon
- Resorts -- Oregon
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
- Mt. Hood (Oregon)
- Oregon

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Downed tree logs in forest : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Downed tree logs in forest : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 996

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 153-B.

Topic:
- Logging -- Oregon
- Lumber industry -- Oregon
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Oregon

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Downed tree logs in forest : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Downed tree logs in forest : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 997

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 154-A.

Topic: Logging -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Oregon

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen downing trees in forest : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workmen downing trees in forest : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Very thin (underexposed) negative.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 998

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 157-A.

Topic: Logging -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Oregon

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large trees in heavy forest : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Large trees in heavy forest : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Extremely thin (underexposed) negative.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 999

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 158-B.

Topic:
Logging -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Oregon

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Oregon lumber : stereoscopic photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Oregon lumber : stereoscopic photonegative], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Extremely thin negative.

Glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1000

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Original no. 158-B.

Topic:
Industries -- Oregon
Lumber trade -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
Lumbering -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Oregon -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Oregon lumber] : stereoscopic photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1001
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 16-B.

Topic: Lumber trade -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
Lumbering -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Oregon -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Oregon lumber : stereoscopic photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Oregon lumber : stereoscopic photonegative], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 1002
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 161-C.
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Lumber trade -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
Lumbering -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
Railroads -- Trains
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Oregon -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Oregon lumber : stereoscopic photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Oregon lumber : stereoscopic photonegative], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 1003

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 162-A.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Laborers
Lumber trade -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
Lumbering -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
Railroads -- Trains
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Oregon -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing] : stereoscopic photonegative, 1904
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Fishing] : stereoscopic photonegative, 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 1004
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note

163-B

Topic:  
- Boats
- Fishing
- Rivers
- WESTERN TRIP '04
- Waterscapes

Place:  
- Oregon -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  
- Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[River, Oregon : glass stereoscopic photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [River, Oregon : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 1005

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 164-G.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic:  
- Rivers -- Oregon
- WESTERN TRIP '04
- Waterscapes

Place:  
- Oregon -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  
- Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boat on river : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Small boat on river : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1006

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 165-C.

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes

Place: Oregon

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing odd rock formation along river : stereo photonegative.] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man viewing odd rock formation along river : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1007

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 166-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Marines (visual works)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Oregon

[Man viewing high waterfalls from below : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man viewing high waterfalls from below : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1008
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 167-A-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Marines (visual works)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Oregon

[River in deep ravine : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [River in deep ravine : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1009
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 168-C.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes

Place: Oregon

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway and odd rock formation : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railway and odd rock formation : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1010
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 169-A-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Oregon
Railroads -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Oregon

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High waterfalls in forest : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [High waterfalls in forest : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1011
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 171-A-3.
**Topic:** Formations (Geology)

**Place:** Oregon

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.

**Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

**Stereoscopic photographs**

[Climbers in glacier area : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** [Climbers in glacier area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 1012

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 179-B.

**Topic:** Mountaineers -- Oregon

Mountains -- Oregon

WESTERN TRIP '04

glaciers -- Oregon

**Place:** Oregon

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

**Stereoscopic photographs**

[Climbers in glacier area : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** [Climbers in glacier area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 1013
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 180-A-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04
glaciers -- Oregon

Place: Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in glacier area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Climbers in glacier area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1014

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 181-A-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04
glaciers -- Oregon

Place: Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in glacier area : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Climbers in glacier area : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1015

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 182-B.

Topic:  Mountaineers -- Oregon
       Mountains -- Oregon
       WESTERN TRIP '04
       glaciers -- Oregon

Place:  Oregon

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Two climbers atop mountain : stereo photonegative,], 1904
  1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Two climbers atop mountain : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1016

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 188-B.

Topic:  Mountaineers -- Oregon
       Mountains -- Oregon
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:  Oregon

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men climbing up snow slope : stereo photonegative], 1904
  1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Two men climbing up snow slope : stereo photonegative], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 1017

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 194-A-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
Snow -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Four climbers pose near mountain building : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Four climbers pose near mountain building : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1018

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 196-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Oregon
Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of valley and mountains : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Long view of valley and mountains : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
good

Local Numbers
RSN 1019
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 197-A-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Oregon
Valleys -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Oregon

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of valley and mountains : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Long view of valley and mountains : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1020
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 198-A-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Oregon
Valleys -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Oregon
Genre: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Harvesting in the great Northwest / 26 horse harvester in a vast wheat field.
[Active no. 12676 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Harvesting in the great Northwest / 26 horse harvester in a vast wheat field. [Active no. 12676 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1021
Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Similar to RSN 7142. Orig. no. 208-B.

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
       Fields -- Washington
       Harvesting -- Washington
       Horses -- Washington
       WESTERN TRIP '04
       Wheat -- Washington

Place: Washington (State)

Genre: Landscapes (representations) -- Western United States.
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Motive power (twenty-six horses) of a combined harvester. Active no.
12678 : stereo photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Motive power (twenty-six horses) of a combined harvester. Active no.
12678 : stereo photonegative, 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1022

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Similar to RSN 7144. Orig. no. 207-C.

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Fields -- Washington
Harvesting -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WESTERN TRIP '04
Wheat -- Washington

Place: Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chaff from a combined harvester which cuts only the heads. [Active no. 12679 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Chaff from a combined harvester which cuts only the heads.
[Active no. 12679 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1023

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143].

Similar to RSN 7145. Orig. no. 209-A.

Copy and Version Identification Note
209-A

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Fields -- Washington
Harvesting -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WESTERN TRIP '04
Wheat -- Washington

Place: Washington (State)
[Huge horse-drawn combine harvester in action. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Huge horse-drawn combine harvester in action. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1024

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 210-B.

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Fields -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
Threshing -- Washington
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men with mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Two men with mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1025

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 216-B.
[Man in odd geological formation with mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Man in odd geological formation with mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1026

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143]. Orig. no. 217-A.

[Man in odd geological formation with mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Man in odd geological formation with mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"C.W.W. '05" on original envelope.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1027

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 256-E.

Topic: Boats -- New York
      Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York
      Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                        -- Glass
                        Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of Niagara Falls. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1028

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. nos. 255-B; 338.

Topic: Rivers -- New York (State)
      Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
      Waterscapes

Place: New York
      Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New York
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                        -- Glass
                        Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up side view of Niagara Falls? Stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Close-up side view of Niagara Falls? Stereo photonegative.]
1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Possibly a waterfall in the West; no identification on plate or original envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1029
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 257-B.

Topic:          Rivers -- New York (State)
                Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
                Waterscapes
Place:          New York
                Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/          Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Form:           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up side view of Niagara Falls? Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1030
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 258-B.

Topic:          Rivers -- New York (State)
                Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
                Waterscapes
Place:          New York
                Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
[Close-up side view of Niagara Falls : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1031
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 259-B.

Topic:
Rivers -- New York (State)
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Waterscapes

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad tracks beside river : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railroad tracks beside river : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1032
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 261-C.
[Mountain landscape : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountain landscape : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1033
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 262-E.

Making coke--filling the ovens and taking out the product, Starkville. [Active no. 12427 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Making coke--filling the ovens and taking out the product, Starkville. [Active no. 12427 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1034
Similar to RSN 7077. Orig. no. 6-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Colorado
      Coke -- Colorado
      Industries -- Colorado
      Mines -- Colorado
      Railroads -- Colorado
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
       Starkville

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"Pulling the ovens," making coke, Starkville. [Active no. 12428 : stereo
photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Pulling the ovens," making coke, Starkville. [Active no. 12428 :
stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Peeling emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1035

Similar to RSN 7078. Orig. no. 4-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Colorado
      Coke -- Colorado
      Industries -- Colorado
      Mines -- Colorado
      Railroads -- Colorado
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
       Starkville

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of workman at outdoor coke oven. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Close-up of workman at outdoor coke oven. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Peeling emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1036
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 1-B.

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Colorado
Coke
Industries -- Colorado
Mines
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Starkville

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workman at outdoor coke oven. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workman at outdoor coke oven. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Peeling emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1037
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 2-B.

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Colorado
Industries -- Colorado
Mines
Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Starkville

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workman at outdoor coke oven : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workman at outdoor coke oven : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1038
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 3-B.

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Colorado
Industries -- Colorado
Mines
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Starkville

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad car at coal mine. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railroad car at coal mine. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1039
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 5-B.
Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Colorado
Industries -- Colorado
Mines -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Starkville

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three-car train on elevated track in downtown Chicago. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Three-car train on elevated track in downtown Chicago. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1040
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no.s 239-A; 206.

Topic: Architecture -- Illinois -- Chicago
Trains -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Loop

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Streetcar and horse-drawn wagons in downtown Chicago. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Streetcar and horse-drawn wagons in downtown Chicago. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1041

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. nos. 235; 208.

Topic: Architecture -- Illinois -- Chicago
Streetcars -- Illinois
Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Loop

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pedestrians and horse-drawn carts on street in downtown Chicago. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Pedestrians and horse-drawn carts on street in downtown Chicago. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1042

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. nos. 236-A; 209.

Topic: Architecture -- Illinois -- Chicago
Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Chicago (Ill.)
   Illinois
   Loop

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Outdoor market, street and buildings in downtown Chicago. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Outdoor market, street and buildings in downtown Chicago. Stereo photonegative.], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   243-C (orig no.)
   210 (orig. no.)
   RSN 1043

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Topic: Architecture -- Illinois -- Chicago
   WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
   Illinois -- 1900-1910
   Loop

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Domed building on street corner in downtown Chicago. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Domed building on street corner in downtown Chicago. Stereo photonegative.], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1044

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 242-C; 211.

Topic: Architecture -- Illinois -- Chicago
Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Loop

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large sailboat passing through opened cantilevered bridge on Chicago river. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Large sailboat passing through opened cantilevered bridge on Chicago river. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1045

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 241-A; 219.

Topic: Architecture -- Illinois -- Chicago
Boats -- Illinois
Bridges -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Rivers -- Illinois
Sailboats -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterscapes -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Chicago River (Illinois)
Illinois
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument of soldier on horse in Chicago park. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Monument of soldier on horse in Chicago park. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good

Local Numbers
RSN 1046
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. nos. 241-A; 219


Place: Chicago (Ill.) Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in paddle boat on waterway in Chicago park. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Couple in paddle boat on waterway in Chicago park. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Good

Local Numbers

RSN 1047

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 246-B; 224

Topic: Boats -- Illinois
      Parks -- Illinois
      WESTERN TRIP '04
      Waterscapes -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
     Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Building beside Chicago park. Stereo photonegative., 1904
  1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Image(s): [Building beside Chicago park. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Good.

Local Numbers

RSN 1048

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 245-B; 225.

Topic: Buildings -- Illinois
       Parks -- Illinois
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs
[Crowd surrounding pond in Chicago zoo. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Crowd surrounding pond in Chicago zoo. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good.

Local Numbers
RSN 1050
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. nos. 250-A; 228.

Names: Brookfield Zoo (Chicago, Ill.)
Topic: Parks -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04
Zoos -- Illinois
Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buffaloes with nursing calf in Chicago zoo. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Buffaloes with nursing calf in Chicago zoo. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1049
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. nos. 248-E; 227.
Names: Brookfield Zoo (Chicago, Ill.)

Topic: Animals -- Illinois -- Chicago
Buffalo -- Illinois
Calves -- Illinois
Parks -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04
Zoos -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy farmers' market in downtown Chicago.] Stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Busy farmers' market in downtown Chicago.] Stereo photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1044

"Western Trip C.W.W. '05" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144]. Orig. nos. 234-a; 212.

Topic: Farmers' markets -- Illinois
Horses -- Illinois
Markets -- Illinois
Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Wagons -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 12

RSN Numbers 1052-1144

Image(s)

[Overview of horsemen moving cattle in Chicago stockyards. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good

Local Numbers
RSN 1052
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 252-B.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
Stockyards -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steresocopic photographs

[Worker with two penned cows in Chicago stockyard. Stereo photonegative.] 1904
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Worker with two penned cows in Chicago stockyard. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good.
Local Numbers
RSN 1053

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 214-A.

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
       Industry -- Illinois
       Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
       Packing-houses -- Illinois
       Stockyards -- Illinois
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of men butchering beef. Stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Overview of men butchering beef. Stereo photonegative], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good.

Local Numbers
RSN 1054

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 216-B; 252.

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
       Industry -- Illinois
       Laborers -- Illinois
       Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
       Packing-houses -- Illinois
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Men butchering beef at Swift Co. plant.] Stereo photonegative, ca. 1904-1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Men butchering beef at Swift Co. plant.] Stereo photonegative, ca. 1904-1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1055

Markings on original envelope: "Swift Co. / C.W.W. '05".

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Associated numbers: 216-1/2-B; 253.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
       Industry -- Illinois
       Laborers -- Illinois
       Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
       Packing-houses -- Illinois
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of men butchering beef. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of men butchering beef. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good.

Local Numbers
RSN 1056

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 218-B; 255.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
       Industry -- Illinois
       Laborers -- Illinois
       Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
       Packing-houses -- Illinois
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Sheep in elevated pen in Chicago stockyard. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Sheep in elevated pen in Chicago stockyard. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Good.

Local Numbers
RSN 1057

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 218-B; 255.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
       Industry -- Illinois
       Laborers -- Illinois
       Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
       Packing-houses -- Illinois
       WESTERN TRIP '04
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Place: Chicago (Ill.)
   Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Line of meat butchers at work. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Line of meat butchers at work. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good.

Local Numbers
RSN 1058

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 209-A; 257.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
   Industry -- Illinois
   Laborers -- Illinois
   Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
   Packing-houses -- Illinois
   WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
   Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Line of meat butchers at work. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Line of meat butchers at work. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Good.

Local Numbers

RSN 1059

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 211-A; 258.

Names:  Swift Company

Topic:  Factories -- Illinois
        Industry -- Illinois
        Laborers -- Illinois
        Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
        Packing-houses -- Illinois
        WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:  Chicago (Ill.)
        Illinois

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Pigs in crowded pen in Chicago stockyard. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ")

Image(s): [Pigs in crowded pen in Chicago stockyard. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Good.

Local Numbers

RSN 1060

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 203-A; 259.

Names:  Swift Company

Topic:  Factories -- Illinois
        Industry -- Illinois
        Laborers -- Illinois
        Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
        Packing-houses -- Illinois
Swine -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04
pigs -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man dunking pigs in hot liquid in Chicago meat packing plant. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man dunking pigs in hot liquid in Chicago meat packing plant. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good.

Local Numbers
RSN 1061
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. nos. 199-A; 261.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men at work in Chicago meat packing plant. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
Image(s): [Men at work in Chicago meat packing plant. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good.

Local Numbers
RSN 1062
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 201-A; 262.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of men butchering pigs in Chicago plant.] [Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Line of men butchering pigs in Chicago plant.] [Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good.
Local Numbers
RSN 1063

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

[Orig. nos. 200-B; 263.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
      Industry -- Illinois
      Laborers -- Illinois
      Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
      Packing-houses -- Illinois
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
      Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. Government man inspecting pig carcasses in Chicago meat packing plant.] [Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1064

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 181-B.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
      Industry -- Illinois
      Laborers -- Illinois
      Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
      Packing-houses -- Illinois
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of butchers splitting backs of animal carcasses in Chicago in Chicago meat packing plant.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Line of butchers splitting backs of animal carcasses in Chicago in Chicago meat packing plant.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1065

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 179-E; 265.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of meat carcasses in Chicago plant.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Line of meat carcasses in Chicago plant.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1066

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 176-A; 267.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pig cutting, first operation, removing hams and shoulders, splitting ribs...
[Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): Pig cutting, first operation, removing hams and shoulders, splitting ribs... [Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Very brown.

Local Numbers

RSN 1067

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 184-B; 268.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen with barrels in Chicago meat packing plant : stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workmen with barrels in Chicago meat packing plant : stereo photonegative], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1068

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. nos. 187-B; 273.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men and women sausage workers in Swift Company meat packing plant in Chicago : stereo photonegative], [ca. 1904-1905.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Men and women sausage workers in Swift Company meat packing plant in Chicago : stereo photonegative, ca. 1904-1905.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1069

Notes on original envelope: "Swift Co. / C.W.W. '05".
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Associated numbers: 223-A; 280.

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
       Industry -- Illinois
       Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
       Packing-houses -- Illinois
       Sausages
       WESTERN TRIP '04
       Women laborers -- Illinois
Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers hanging sausages in Chicago plant : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workers hanging sausages in Chicago plant : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1070
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. nos. 191-A; 282.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
     Industry -- Illinois
     Laborers -- Illinois
     Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
     Packing-houses -- Illinois
     WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
     Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers filling tubs of Smith & Co. "Silver Leaf Lard." : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Broken.

Local Numbers
RSN 1071

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. nos. 204-A; 284.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
     Industry -- Illinois
     Laborers -- Illinois
     Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
     Packing-houses -- Illinois
     WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
     Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Workers with huge circular vats in Chicago meat packing plant: stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workers with huge circular vats in Chicago meat packing plant: stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
good

Local Numbers
RSN 1072

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. nos. 192-B; 296.

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers moving large box on trolley: stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workers moving large box on trolley: stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1073
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. nos. 231-B; 289.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
      Industry -- Illinois
      Laborers -- Illinois
      Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
      Packing-houses -- Illinois
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lines of hanging pig carcasses.] [Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Lines of hanging pig carcasses.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1074

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 177-C.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
      Industry -- Illinois
      Laborers -- Illinois
      Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
      Packing-houses -- Illinois
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Removing Leaf Lard... [Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Removing Leaf Lard... [Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Very brown.

Local Numbers
RSN 1076

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 180-B

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
       Industry -- Illinois
       Laborers -- Illinois
       Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
       Packing-houses -- Illinois
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[General view of men and women workers in Swift Company meat packing plant in Chicago : stereo photonegative.,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1077

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 183-B.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Food processing plants -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04
Women laborers -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pork cutting, removing pork loins... [Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Pork cutting, removing pork loins... [Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1078

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 185-B.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Food processing plants -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04
Women laborers -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen stacking slabs of meat.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workmen stacking slabs of meat.] [Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1079
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 188-B.

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Food processing plants -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen and young woman operating machines.] photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Workmen and young woman operating machines.] photonegative, 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
good

Local Numbers
RSN 1080
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Copy and Version Identification Note

193-B

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
      Industry -- Illinois
      Laborers -- Illinois
      Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
      Packing-houses -- Illinois
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen operating machines.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workmen operating machines.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1081

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 194-B.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
      Food processing plants -- Illinois
      Industry -- Illinois
      Laborers -- Illinois
      Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
      Packing-houses -- Illinois
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Workmen with lines of hanging animal carcasses : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Workmen with lines of hanging animal carcasses : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1082

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 195-B.

Names:  Swift Company
Topic:  Factories -- Illinois
        Industry -- Illinois
        Laborers -- Illinois
        Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
        Packing-houses -- Illinois
        WESTERN TRIP '04
        Place:  Chicago (Ill.)
        Illinois
        Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen with lines of hanging animal carcasses : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Workmen with lines of hanging animal carcasses : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1083
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 196-B.

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
       Industry -- Illinois
       Laborers -- Illinois
       Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
       Packing-houses -- Illinois
       WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Lines of hanging animal carcasses. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Lines of hanging animal carcasses. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1084

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 202-B.

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
       Industry -- Illinois
       Laborers -- Illinois
       Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
       Packing-houses -- Illinois
       WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Workmen with line of chain meat hangers. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Workmen with line of chain meat hangers. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1085
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 208-D.

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen at line of hanging meat. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Workmen at line of hanging meat. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1086
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 210-B.
Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen beheading cow. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Workmen beheading cow. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1087
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
 Orig. no. 212-B.

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen beheading cow. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Workmen beheading cow. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1088
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 213-B.
Names:    Swift Company
Topic:    Factories -- Illinois
         Industry -- Illinois
         Laborers -- Illinois
         Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
         Packing-houses -- Illinois
         WESTERN TRIP '04
Place:    Chicago (Ill.)
         Illinois
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen with hanging animal carcasses. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Workmen with hanging animal carcasses. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1089
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 215-B.
[Workmen with hanging animal carcasses. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Workmen with hanging animal carcasses. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 1090
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 220-C.

[Butchers at work around large table. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Butchers at work around large table. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1091

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 225-B.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in meat packing plant. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workers in meat packing plant. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1092

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 226-B.
Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lines of women and men at work in plant. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Lines of women and men at work in plant. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Discoloration.

Local Numbers
RSN 1093

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 227-B.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pedestrians and horse-drawn vehicles before large Swift's building. Stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Five-story building. "C.W.W. '05" on original envelopes.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1094

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 229-D.

Names: Swift Company

Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Horses -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Illinois
Packing house -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04
Wagons

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in meat packing plant. Stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workers in meat packing plant. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1095
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 230-B.

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
      Industry -- Illinois
      Laborers -- Illinois
      Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
      Packing-houses -- Illinois
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Bird's-eye view of city buildings; domed structure and church spire in background. Stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Bird's-eye view of city buildings; domed structure and church spire in background. Stereo photonegative], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1096

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 237.

Topic: Architecture -- Illinois -- Chicago
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue of standing Abraham Lincoln in park setting. Stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Statue of standing Abraham Lincoln in park setting. Stereo photonegative], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Cracked.

Local Numbers
RSN 1097
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 238-B.

Names: Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865

Topic: Memorials -- Illinois
Monuments -- Illinois
Parks -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04
statues -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of lush vegetation : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of lush vegetation : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1099
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 249-2.

Topic: Botanical gardens -- Illinois
Greenhouses -- Illinois
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
  Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Zoo visitors with animals behind cage. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Zoo visitors with animals behind cage. Stereo photonegative,]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 1098

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 247-B

Names: Lincoln Park Zoo (Chicago, Ill.)

Topic: Parks -- Illinois
  WESTERN TRIP '04
  Zoos -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
  Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Low side view of waterfalls and bridge. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low side view of waterfalls and bridge. Stereo photonegative,]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1100
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 254-B.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Waterscapes

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New York
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Swimmers descending slide into swimming pool. Stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Swimmers descending slide into swimming pool. Stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"C.W.W. '05" on original envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1101
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 263-C.

Topic: Lakes
Ponds
Recreation
Sports
Swimming -- 1900-1910
Swimming pools
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterslides

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Seven Falls (500 ft.), South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12396 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Beautiful Seven Falls (500 ft.), South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12396 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1102
Similar to RSN 7057.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 134-C.

Topic: Rivers -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04
Waterfalls
Waterscapes

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Seven Falls
South Cheyenne Canyon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Below the Seven Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12397 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Below the Seven Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12397 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1103

Similar to RSN 7058.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 156-C.

Topic: Rapids -- Colorado
       Rivers -- Colorado
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
       Seven Falls
       South Cheyenne Canyon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Gateway to the Garden of the Gods and stupendous Pike's Peak (14147 ft.). [Active no. 12398 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Gateway to the Garden of the Gods and stupendous Pike's Peak (14147 ft.). [Active no. 12398 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1104

Similar to RSN 7059.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 165-3.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
       Mountains -- Colorado
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
       Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)
       Pike's Peak

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Upper Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12399 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Upper Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12399 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1105

Similar to RSN 7060.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 153-D.

Topic:
Canyons -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Rapids -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Colorado
South Cheyenne Canyon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mad waters of the lower Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12400 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Mad waters of the lower Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12400 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1106
Similar to RSN 7061
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 155-B.

Topic: Canyons -- Colorado
       Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
       Rapids -- Colorado
       Rivers -- Colorado
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
       South Cheyenne Canyon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

Train descending Pike's Peak on the famous Cog Railway. [Active no.
12401 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Train descending Pike's Peak on the famous Cog Railway.
[Active no. 12401 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1107
Similar to RSN 7062.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 174-C.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
       Railroads -- Colorado
       Trains -- Colorado
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
       Pike's Peak

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad line through rocky terrain : stereo photonegative.,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railroad line through rocky terrain : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1108

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 173-B.

Topic: Railroads -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Pike's Peak
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad line through rocky terrain in winter. Stereo photonegative.,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railroad line through rocky terrain in winter. Stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1109

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 171-B.

Topic: Railroads -- Colorado
Snow -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Pike's Peak

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Taking water 11,000 ft. (3,147 below summit), Pike's Peak Railway. [Active no. 12402 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Taking water 11,000 ft. (3,147 below summit), Pike's Peak Railway. [Active no. 12402 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1110
Similar to RSN 7063.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 159-A.

Topic: Railroads -- Colorado
Snow -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Pike's Peak

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Early spring on the great upper slopes of Pike's Peak. [Active no. 12403 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Early spring on the great upper slopes of Pike's Peak. [Active no. 12403 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1111

Same as RSN 7064 and 7065.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 163.

Topic: Railroads -- Colorado
      Snow -- Colorado
      Trains -- Colorado
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
      Pike's Peak

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Shovelling out the famous Cog Railway, 2,000 ft. below the summit, Pike's Peak. [Active no. 12404 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Shovelling out the famous Cog Railway, 2,000 ft. below the summit, Pike's Peak. [Active no. 12404 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

good

Local Numbers
RSN 1112

Similar to RSN 7066.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 161-A.

**Topic:** Railroads -- Colorado  
Snow -- Colorado  
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Colorado -- 1900-1910  
Pike's Peak

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascending; Pike's Peak in early summer--train at 12,000 feet altitude.  
[Active no. 12405 : stereo photonegative,] 1904  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Ascending; Pike's Peak in early summer--train at 12,000 feet altitude. [Active no. 12405 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 1113

Similar to RSN 7067.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 160-C.

**Topic:** Railroads -- Colorado  
Snow -- Colorado  
Trains -- Colorado  
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Colorado -- 1900-1910  
Pike's Peak

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Stereoscopic photographs

Locomotive on Pike's Peak Railway in the snow at 12,000 ft. elevation.  
[Active no. 12406 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Locomotive on Pike's Peak Railway in the snow at 12,000 ft. elevation. [Active no. 12406 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1114

Similar to RSN 7068.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 162-B.

Topic: Laborers -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP ’04

Place: Colorado
Pike's Peak

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pike's Peak (14,147 ft.) from the Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12411 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Pike's Peak (14,147 ft.) from the Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12411 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1115

Similar to RSN 7069.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 167-2.
"The Twins," Garden of the Gods and distant Pike's Peak. [Cat. No. 12412 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; good condition.

Local Numbers
RSN 1116

Similar to RSN 7070.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 168-2.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Snow-clad Pike's Peak from Manitou. [Active no. 12413 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1117
Similar to RSN 7070.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 169-1.

Topic:
- Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
- Mountains -- Colorado
- Rocks -- Colorado
- Snow -- Colorado
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Colorado -- 1900-1910
- Manitou
- Pike's Peak

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Ute Pass and Manitou. [Active no. 12415 : stereo photonegative.] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Picturesque Ute Pass and Manitou. [Active no. 12415 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1118
Similar to RSN 7074.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 164-A.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
      Mountains -- Colorado
      Passes -- Colorado
      Villages -- Colorado
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
       Manitou
       Ute Pass

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Railroad line through narrow valley in rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railroad line through narrow valley in rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1119

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 158; 13-B.

Topic: Carts -- Colorado
      Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
      Horses -- Colorado
      Roads -- Colorado
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Overview of rocky mountainous terrain. Stereo photonegative,], 1904

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of rocky mountainous terrain. Stereo photonegative.], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1120

"May be mismarked".

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 65-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[View of rocky, mountainous terrain. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of rocky, mountainous terrain. Stereo photonegative.], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1121

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 66-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in rocky, mountainous terrain. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Roadway in rocky, mountainous terrain. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1122
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 166-B.

Topic:
Buggies -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Horses -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of river rapids in wooded rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Close-up of river rapids in wooded rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
good

Local Numbers
RSN 1123
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 172-B.

Topic: Rapids -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of river rapids in wooded rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of river rapids in wooded rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

good

Local Numbers
RSN 1124

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 175-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Harvey's famous Indian store, Albuquerque. [Active no. 12276, variant : photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Harvey's famous Indian store, Albuquerque. [Active no. 12276, variant : photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1125

Similar to RSN 1126. Orig. no. 18-2.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Names: Fred Harvey (Firm)
Topic: Handicraft -- New Mexico
Markets -- New Mexico
Stores -- New Mexico
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Albuquerque (New Mexico)
New Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Indians of North America -- New Mexico

Harvey's famous Indian store, Albuquerque. [Active no. 12276 : stereo photonegative.] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Harvey's famous Indian store, Albuquerque. [Active no. 12276 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1126

Similar to RSN 1125 and 6993. Orig. no. 19-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Names: Fred Harvey (Firm)
Topic: Handicraft -- New Mexico
Markets -- New Mexico
Stores -- New Mexico
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Albuquerque (New Mexico)
New Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Indians of North America -- New Mexico

Square and Spanish Church, Old Town, Albuquerque. [Active no. 12277 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Square and Spanish Church, Old Town, Albuquerque. [Active no. 12277 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1127

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Similar to RSN 6994. Orig. no. 17-B.

Topic: Animals -- New Mexico -- Albuquerque
Architecture -- New Mexico -- Albuquerque
Children -- 1900-1910
Churches -- New Mexico -- Albuquerque
Horses -- New Mexico
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Albuquerque (N.M.)
New Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old Pueblo Indian and Spanish adobe church, Isleta. [Active no. 12279 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Old Pueblo Indian and Spanish adobe church, Isleta. [Active no. 12279 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Figure, shown full-length, wearing hat.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1128

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 26-B.

Topic: Adobe -- New Mexico
Indians of North America -- New Mexico
Portraits -- New Mexico
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: New Mexico
Puebla (New Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Isleta Indians (New Mexico)

[Train wth smoking steam engine in station, probably in New Mexico. Stereo photonegative,], 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Train wth smoking steam engine in station, probably in New Mexico. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1129

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 20-B.
[Train leaving station, Colorado or New Mexico?] Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 item (3-3/4" x 7.")
Image(s): [Train leaving station, Colorado or New Mexico?] Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1130
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 21-B.

[Long trestle bridge over river. Active no. 12422 or 12425? Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Long trestle bridge over river. Active no. 12422 or 12425? Stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1131

Neither suggested active number (found on original envelope) could be verified against company catalog captions.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 16-B.

Topic: Bridges
Horses
Rivers
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
New Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nature's architecture--the Grand Canyon of the Colorado from Sentinel Point. [Active no. 12201 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Good.

Local Numbers
RSN 1132

Similar to RSN 6947.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 140-B.

**Topic:** Canyons  
Formations (Geology)  
Parks  
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A region of shadow and mystery--Grand Canyon west from Rowe Pt.  
[Active no. 12202 : stereo photonegative,] 1904  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** A region of shadow and mystery--Grand Canyon west from Rowe Pt. [Active no. 12202 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 1133

Similar to RSN 6948-6950.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 137-C.

**Topic:** Canyons  
Formations (Geology)  
Parks  
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Castellated battlements and mighty buttresses--north over Grand Canyon, from Rose Pt. [Active no. 12203 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Castellated battlements and mighty buttresses--north over Grand Canyon, from Rose Pt. [Active no. 12203 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

good

Local Numbers
RSN 1134

Similar to RSN 6951.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 66-2.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Parks
WESTERN TRIP ’04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Afternoon shadows--north across Grand Canyon from Bright Angel. [Active no. 12204 : stereo photonegative.] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Afternoon shadows--north across Grand Canyon from Bright Angel. [Active no. 12204 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1135

Similar to RSN 6952.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 69-2.

**Topic:** Canyons
- Formations (Geology)
- Parks
- WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass
  - Stereoscopic photographs

Bright Angel Cove and North Rim, a favorite view of the tourist. [Active no. 12205 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Bright Angel Cove and North Rim, a favorite view of the tourist. [Active no. 12205 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 1136

Similar to RSN 6953.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 63-D.

**Topic:** Canyons
- Formations (Geology)
- Parks
- WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass
  - Stereoscopic photographs

N.W. down the Granite Gorge from Plateau below Bright Angel. [Active no. 12206 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): N.W. down the Granite Gorge from Plateau below Bright Angel. [Active no. 12206 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1137

Similar to RSN 6954.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 60-B.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Descending the "Devil's Corkscrew" on the lower Bright Angel trail. [Active no. 12207 : stereo photonegative.] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Descending the "Devil's Corkscrew" on the lower Bright Angel trail. [Active no. 12207 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1138

Similar to RSN 6955.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 58-A.

Topic: Canyons
      Formations (Geology)
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Colorado river, foot of Bright Angel Trail--up to Zoroaster's Tower. [Active
no.12208 : stereo photonegative.,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Colorado river, foot of Bright Angel Trail--up to Zoroaster's Tower.
[Active no.12208 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1139

Similar to RSN 6956.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 59-C.

Topic: Canyons
      Formations (Geology)
Parks
      Rivers -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
       Zoroaster Tower

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
"Jacob's Ladder," a steep point in the Bright Angel Trail. [Active no. 12209 : stereo photonegative.,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Jacob's Ladder." a steep point in the Bright Angel Trail. [Active no. 12209 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1140

Similar to RSN 6957.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 57-B.

Topic:
Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The approaching storm, 20 miles distant--in Bright Angel Canyon. [Active no. 12210 : stereo photonegative.,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The approaching storm, 20 miles distant--in Bright Angel Canyon. [Active no. 12210 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1141
Similar to RSN 6958.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Copy and Version Identification Note

146-A

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bright Angel Canyon looking across the Grand Canyon from O'Neil's Pt. [Active no. 12211 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Bright Angel Canyon looking across the Grand Canyon from O'Neil's Pt. [Active no. 12211 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

good

Local Numbers

RSN 1142

Similar to RSN 6959-6961.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 48-A.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The rim of a tremendous abyss--O'Neil's Pt. west (down) to Pt. Sublime [Active no. 12212 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): The rim of a tremendous abyss--O'Neil's Pt. west (down) to Pt. Sublime [Active no. 12212 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
good

Local Numbers
RSN 1143

Similar to RSN 6962.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 143-A.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The rim of the canyon--looking from O'Neill's to Yaqui Pt. [Active no. 12213 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): The rim of the canyon--looking from O'Neill's to Yaqui Pt. [Active no. 12213 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1144

Similar to RSN 6963.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51-B

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man butchering pig in Chicago. Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man butchering pig in Chicago. Stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1060

"Swift Co. C.W.W. '05" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144].

Orig. nos. 198-B; 260.

Names: Swift Company
Topic: Factories -- Illinois
Industry -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Meat -- Packing -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Newberry's Terrace and Vishnu's Temple, looking East from O'Neil's Pt. [Active no. 12214 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Newberry's Terrace and Vishnu's Temple, looking East from O'Neil's Pt. [Active no. 12214 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
good

Local Numbers
RSN 1145
Similar to RSN 6964.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 49-A.

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

When the storm clouds hang low--looking across Grand Canyon from Bright Angel. [Active no. 12215 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): When the storm clouds hang low--looking across Grand Canyon from Bright Angel. [Active no. 12215 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1146
Similar to RSN 6965 and 6966.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 71-D.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Carved by nature's mighty force--Grand Canyon from head of Grand View Trail. [Active no. 12216 : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1147
Similar to RSN 6967.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 72-D.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Grand Canyon of the Colorado River in Arizona is the grandest piece of natural sculpture known to man. It is 300 miles long. [Active no. 12217 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): The Grand Canyon of the Colorado River in Arizona is the grandest piece of natural sculpture known to man. It is 300 miles long. [Active no. 12217 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Semi-half-stereo, cut through cancelled side.

Local Numbers
RSN 1148

Similar to RSN 6968.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 75; 47.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Grand View Pt., head of Grand View trail, one mile above the river. [Active no. 12218 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Grand View Pt., head of Grand View trail, one mile above the river. [Active no. 12218 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1149

Similar to RSN 6969.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 126-D.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Descending Copper Mine Trail, showing distant North Rim. [Active no. 12219 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Descending Copper Mine Trail, showing distant North Rim. [Active no. 12219 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1150
Similar to RSN 6970.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 99-B.

**Topic:** Canyons -- Arizona
  Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
  Parks -- Arizona
  WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona
  Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.

**Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

The "Double Crib," Copper Mine trail in the precipitous walls of the Grand Canyon. [Stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The "Double Crib," Copper Mine trail in the precipitous walls of the Grand Canyon. [Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1151

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 98-B.

**Topic:** Canyons
  Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
  Parks
  WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona
  Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.

**Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

The "Double Crib," Copper Mine trail in the precipitous walls of the Grand Canyon. [Active no. 12220 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The "Double Crib," Copper Mine trail in the precipitous walls of the Grand Canyon. [Active no. 12220 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1152

Similar to RSN 6971

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 100-B.

Topic: Canyons
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men riding down steep trail in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Two men riding down steep trail in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1153

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 101-B.
[Men walking on steep trail; odd rock formations in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"
Image(s): [Men walking on steep trail; odd rock formations in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1154
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

"The Big Fill," a fine piece of trail construction, Grand View trail. [Active no. 12221 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The Big Fill," a fine piece of trail construction, Grand View trail. [Active no. 12221 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1155
Similar to RSN 6972.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 103-B.

Topic:
- Canyons -- Arizona
- Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
- Horses -- Arizona
- Parks -- Arizona
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Dendrite stalagmites in a limestone cave, Grand View trail into the Grand Canyon. [Active no. 12224 : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): Dendrite stalagmites in a limestone cave, Grand View trail into the Grand Canyon. [Active no. 12224 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1156
Similar to RSN 6973.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 105-2.

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
            Caves -- Arizona
            Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
            Parks -- Arizona
            Stalagmites -- Arizona
            WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
            Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The beginning of the Granite Gorge, E.N.E. from Grand View trail. [Active no. 12225 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1157

Similar to RSN 6974.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 121-B.

Topic: Canyons
            Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
            Parks
            WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
            Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Faults in the Serpentine—looking across the gorge. [Active no. 12226 : stereo photonegative.], 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Faults in the Serpentine—looking across the gorge. [Active no. 12226 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1158

Similar to RSN 6975.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 120 [-?]

Topic:
Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Angel's Gateway and Newberry Terrace from the Plateau. [Active no. 12227 : stereo photonegative.], 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Angel's Gateway and Newberry Terrace from the Plateau. [Active no. 12227 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Stained.
Local Numbers
RSN 1159

Similar to RSN 6976.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 116-B.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Newberry Terrace and Vishnu's Temple--showing nonconformable granite.
[Active no. 12228 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Newberry Terrace and Vishnu's Temple--showing nonconformable granite. [Active no. 12228 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1160

Similar to RSN 6977.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 114-C.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Resistless muddy waters of the Colorado, ever cutting away the river bed. [Active no. 12229 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 item (3-3/4"x 7").

Image(s): Resistless muddy waters of the Colorado, ever cutting away the river bed. [Active no. 12229 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1161
Similar to RSN 6978.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 111-A.

Topic:
Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
Rapids -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of nature's marvelous monuments, near Grand View, on the rim of the Canyon. [Active no. 12230 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 item (3-3/4"x 7").

Image(s): One of nature's marvelous monuments, near Grand View, on the rim of the Canyon. [Active no. 12230 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

good

Local Numbers

RSN 1162

Similar to RSN 6979 and 6980.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 96-1.

**Topic:**

Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
Rocks
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:**

Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:**

Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Evening shadows--a view at sunset from Grant View Hotel. [Active no. 12231 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

**Image(s):** Evening shadows--a view at sunset from Grant View Hotel. [Active no. 12231 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1163

Similar to RSN 6981.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. 97-B.

**Topic:**

Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
The castles at Hance's Cove. [Active no. 12232 : stereo photonegative.],
1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The castles at Hance's Cove. [Active no. 12232 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1164
Similar to RSN 6982.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 85-B.

Ayer's Peak, a detached mountain 5,000 ft. high, in the Grand Canyon.
[Active no. 12233 : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Ayer's Peak, a detached mountain 5,000 ft. high, in the Grand Canyon. [Active no. 12233: stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1165
Similar to RSN 6983.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 93-A.

Topic:
- Canyons
- Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
- Parks
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Arizona
- Ayer's Peak (Arizona)
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon with odd rock formations. Active no. 12234: stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon with odd rock formations. Active no. 12234: stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Broken.
Local Numbers
RSN 1167
A stupendous spectacle--the Grand Canyon, N.W. from Hance's Cove.
[Active no. 12235 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A stupendous spectacle--the Grand Canyon, N.W. from Hance's Cove. [Active no. 12235 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1168

Similar to RSN 6984.

Most tremendous of earth-gulfs--Grand Canyon, North over Red Canyon.
[Active no. 12237 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
The Earth-Gulf of Arizona--Grand Canyon of the Colorado, S.W. from Bissell's Pt. [Active no. 12238 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Earth-Gulf of Arizona--Grand Canyon of the Colorado, S.W. from Bissell's Pt. [Active no. 12238 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1170

Similar to RSN 6987.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 80-C.

**Topic:** Canyons
- Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
- Parks
- WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The winding Colorado--looking E.N.E. up the river from Bissell's Pt. [Active no. 12240 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The winding Colorado--looking E.N.E. up the river from Bissell's Pt. [Active no. 12240 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 1171

Similar to RSN 6988.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 78-D.

**Topic:** Canyons
- Formations (Geology)
- Parks
- Rivers -- Arizona
- WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
Titan of chasms--Grand Canyon from Moran's to Bissell's Pt. [Active no. 12241 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Titan of chasms--Grand Canyon from Moran's to Bissell's Pt. [Active no. 12241 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1172
Similar to RSN 6989.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 87-3.

Topic:
- Canyons
- Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
- Parks
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/
Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

On the brink of a tremendous precipice, Grant View trail to gorge. [Active no. 12244 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): On the brink of a tremendous precipice, Grant View trail to gorge. [Active no. 12244 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
good
Local Numbers
RSN 1173

Similar to RSN 6990.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 119-B.

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Donkeys -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The dining-room, El Tovar Hotel. [Active no. 12248 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The dining-room, El Tovar Hotel. [Active no. 12248 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1174

Similar to RSN 6992.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 142.

Topic: Architecture
Dining rooms
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Taverns (Inns)
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

El Tovar Hotel [stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): El Tovar Hotel [stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1175

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 141-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Arizona
Dining rooms
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Taverns (Inns)
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior view of hotel building. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Exterior view of hotel building. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1176

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 148-B.

**Topic:** Architecture
Taverns (Inns)
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior view of hotel building. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1177

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 149-E.

**Topic:** Architecture
Taverns (Inns)
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

*Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1178

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 52-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona Parks WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Arizona Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1179

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 53-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona Parks WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Arizona Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1180

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 56-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders and walkers on sidehill trail in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Riders and walkers on sidehill trail in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1181

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 57-B.

Topic: Donkeys
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1182
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 62-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Chipped.

Local Numbers
RSN 1183

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 64-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1184

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 65-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1185

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 73-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1186

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 76-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1187
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 79-E.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Man pointing into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Man pointing into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1188
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 81-C.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
      Parks
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
      Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre:/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Riders looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1189
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 82-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
      Horses -- Arizona
      Parks -- Arizona
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
      Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Riders looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1190

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 83-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.,] 1904
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1191

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 88-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1192
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 89-C.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1193
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 90-2.

**Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- Arizona Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.

**Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7”).

*Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 1194

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 91-2.

**Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- Arizona Parks
WESTERN TRIP '04

**Place:** Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.

**Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7”).

*Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1195

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 94-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
      Parks
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
      Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.

[Odd rock formations in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Odd rock formations in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1196

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. 95-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
      Parks
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
      Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.

[Rider looking into Grand Canyon : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rider looking into Grand Canyon : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1197

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. #107-B.

Topic: Donkeys
       Formations (Geology)
       Parks
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Riders in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1198

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 108-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
       Parks
       Rocks
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man views rapids of Colorado River in Grand Canyon.] [Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man views rapids of Colorado River in Grand Canyon.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1199
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. No. 110-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
Rapids -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 1200

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 113-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology)  
Parks  
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

good

Local Numbers

RSN 1201

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 115-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology)  
Parks  
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4\" x 7\")

Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1202

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 117-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks
Rivers -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders beside river in Grand Canyon.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4\" x 7\")

Image(s): [Riders beside river in Grand Canyon.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1203

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 122-C.

Topic: Animals
Formations (Geology)
Parks
Rivers -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing odd rock formations in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man viewing odd rock formations in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1204

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 123-B.

Topic: Caves -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd rock formations and cave entrance in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Odd rock formations and cave entrance in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1205

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 124-B.

Topic:
- Caves -- Arizona
- Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
- Parks -- Arizona
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and rocks in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Trees and rocks in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1206

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 125-2.

Topic:
- Formations (Geology)
- Parks
- WESTERN TRIP '04
Place: Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

good

Local Numbers  
RSN 1207

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 127-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona  
Parks -- Arizona  
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Roadway in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Good.
Local Numbers
RSN 1208

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 128-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
       Parks -- Arizona
       Roads -- Arizona
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Multi-level structure in Grand Canyon] : photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1209

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Original no., 131-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Arizona
       Indians of North America -- Arizona
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Good.

Local Numbers
RSN 1210

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 132-2.

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
       Parks -- Arizona
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1211

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 133-2.

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona  
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:  
Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:  
Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders descending narrow trail in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,]  
1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Riders descending narrow trail in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1212

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 134-B.

Topic:  
Canyons -- Arizona  
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona  
Horses -- Arizona  
Parks -- Arizona  
Paths -- Arizona  
Trails -- Arizona  
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:  
Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd rock formations in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Odd rock formations in Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1213
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 135-B.

Topic:
Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre:
Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1214
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 136-B.

Topic:
Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
   Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:
   Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
   1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1215
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 138-E.

Topic: Canyons
   Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
   Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
   Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:
   Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
   1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1216

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 139-B.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1217

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 144-B.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1218

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 145.

Topic:
- Canyons
- Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
- Parks -- Arizona
- WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
- Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Arizona
   Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
   Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
      RSN 1220

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Copy and Version Identification Note
      151-C

Topic:
   Canyons
   Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
   Parks -- Arizona
   WESTERN TRIP '04

Place:
   Arizona
   Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
   Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1221

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 152-C.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pigeons in flight. : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Pigeons in flight. : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1222

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. nos. 29-B; 740.

Topic: Birds
Ocean
WESTERN TRIP '04

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: California
Pacific Ocean

[Pigeons on the ground. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Pigeons on the ground. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1223

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 32-B; 741.

Topic: Birds -- California
      Ocean
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California
      Pacific Ocean

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Seascapes
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Pigeons on building and roosts. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Pigeons on building and roosts. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1224

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 28-B [variant of 741].

Topic: Birds -- California
      Ocean
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California
Pacific Ocean

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pigeons on building and roosts. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Pigeons on building and roosts. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1225

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 32-M 742.

Topic: Birds -- California
Ocean
Seascapes
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California
Pacific Ocean

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pigeons on roosts. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Pigeons on roosts. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1226

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Orig. nos. 30-B; 742.

Topic: Birds -- California
      Ocean
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California
      Pacific Ocean

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

[Field of blooming lilies. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Field of blooming lilies. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1227

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 47-D; 743.

Topic: Flowers
      Lilies
      WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ostriches on farm. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Ostriches on farm. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1228

Orig. nos. 31-C and 747.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Topic: Birds -- California
       Ostriches
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Cablecar tracks up long, steep incline. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Cablecar tracks up long, steep incline. Stereo photonegative,]
1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1229

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. no. 33-B.

Topic: Cablecars -- California
       Railroads -- California
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- California
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Sightseeing car of Pacific Electric R.R. Co. on tracks on sidehill. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Sightseeing car of Pacific Electric R.R. Co. on tracks on sidehill. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1230

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 37-E; 752.

Topic: Railroads -- California
WESTERN TRIP '04
cable cars (streetcars)

Place: California

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- California
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sightseeing car of Pacific Electric R.R. Co. on tracks on sidehill. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Sightseeing car of Pacific Electric R.R. Co. on tracks on sidehill. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1231

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 37-C; 753.

Topic: Railroads -- California
WESTERN TRIP '04
cable cars (streetcars)
Place: California
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- California
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sightseeing car of Pacific Electric R.R. Co. of tracks on sidehill. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Sightseeing car of Pacific Electric R.R. Co. of tracks on sidehill. Stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
good

Local Numbers
RSN 1232
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 37-D.

Topic: Railroads -- California
WESTERN TRIP '04
cable cars (streetcars)

Place: California
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- California
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sightseeing car of Pacific Electric R.R. Co. on tracks in rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Peeling emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1233

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 35-B; 754.

Topic: Railroads -- California
WESTERN TRIP '04
cable cars (streetcars)

Place: California

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- California
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sightseeing railroad car on trestle. Stereo photonegative], 1904
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Sightseeing railroad car on trestle. Stereo photonegative, 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1234

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 36-B.

Topic: Cablecars -- California
Railroads -- California
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- California
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of valley and monastery. Stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of valley and monastery. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1235

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 41-B; 765.

Topic: Monasteries
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- California
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of monastery entrance. Stereo photonegative,], 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of monastery entrance. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1236

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. nos. 39-B; 766.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Churches -- California
Monasteries -- California
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California
House at Sunset, [photonegative, 1904]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [House at Sunset, [photonegative, 1904].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1237
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. nos. 40-1; 767.

Topic: Churches -- California
       Interior decoration
       Monasteries -- California
       Sanctuaries -- California
       WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California

[Interior view of monastery, photonegative, 1904]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Interior view of monastery, photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1238
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 42-B.
Place: California

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- California Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: WESTERN TRIP '04

[Pyramidal towers on pilings on water's edge : stereo photonegative,], 1904 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Pyramidal towers on pilings on water's edge : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1239

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208]. Orig. nos. 43-B; 768.

Topic: Ocean
WESTERN TRIP '04

Place: California
Pacific Ocean

Genre/ Form: Marines (visual works) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramidal towers on pilings on water's edge. Stereo photonegative,], 1904 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Pyramidal towers on pilings on water's edge. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1240
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 44-B.

**Topic:** Ocean
**Genre/Form:** Marines (visual works)
**Place:** California

**Place:** Pacific Ocean

[Pyramidal towers on pilings on water's edge. Stereo photonegative,], 1904

*Image(s): [Pyramidal towers on pilings on water's edge. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1241

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].

Orig. no. 44-1/2-B.

**Topic:** Ocean
**Genre/Form:** Marines (visual works)
**Place:** California

**Place:** Pacific Ocean

[Pyramidal towers on pilings on water's edge; village in background. Stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): [Pyramidal towers on pilings on water's edge; village in background. Stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1242
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [144], moved from [208].
Orig. no. 46-B.

[Women viewing and displaying fashions beside train. Stereo photonegative,] 1909
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): [Women viewing and displaying fashions beside train. Stereo photonegative,] 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ingersoll, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1243
NOTE: Videodisk numbers 01171-01174 ARE BLANK! "Minneapolis Subjects Ingersoll '09".
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [160]. Orig. nos. 196 OX and 8-C.

Topic: Clothing -- Minnesota
Dress -- Minnesota
Fashions -- Minnesota
Portraits -- Women -- Minnesota
Railroads -- Minnesota
Trains -- Minnesota
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Minneapolis (Minn.)
Minnesota

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of river rapids.] 19601 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Overview of river rapids.] 19601 photonegative 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ingersoll, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Film

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1244

Similar to RSN 7989.

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [208], moved from [160].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1-B

Topic: Rapids -- Minnesota
Rivers -- Minnesota
WESTERN TRIP
Waterscapes -- Minnesota

Place: Minneapolis (Minn.)
Minnesota

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Factory interior, line of machines.] [Active no. 19603 : stereo
photonegative,] 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Factory interior, line of machines.] [Active no. 19603 : stereo photonegative.] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ingersoll, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.
Very thin negative.

Local Numbers
RSN 1246

NOTE! VIDEONUMS 27473-27479 ARE BLANK! NO IMAGES! Similar to RSN 7991; "Minneapolis Subjects Ingersoll '09", includes paper print.
Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [208], moved from [160].

Orig. no. 6.

Topic: Factories -- Minnesota
Industrial interiors
Machinery -- Minnesota
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Minneapolis
Minnesota

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of factory exterior. Active no. 19602h : stereo photonegative,] 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [High view of factory exterior. Active no. 19602h : stereo photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ingersoll, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Same as RSN 7990; "Minneapolis subjects Ingersoll '09" on negative. Possibly nitrate?
Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 1245

Currently stored in box 1.1.8 [208], moved from [160].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Orig. no. 2.

Topic: Factories -- Minnesota
Place: Minneapolis
Minnesota

Genre/ Form:
Nitrate negatives -- 1900-1960
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 14

RSN Numbers 1247-1327

Image(s)

Picking Cotton on a great plantation in North Carolina, U.S.A. [Active no. 13801 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1327

Same as RSN 428.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Cotton
SOUTH
Sharecroppers

Place: North Carolina

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans -- North Carolina

[City hall building, Colorado. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1247
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Copy and Version Identification Note
37-B
Names: City Hall (Colorado)
Topic: Architecture -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Place: Colorado
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Municipal or state government building. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1248
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Orig. no. 38-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Place: Colorado
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Municipal or state government building. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1249
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 39-C-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Place: Colorado
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City street scene, Colorado. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1250
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 40-B.

Topic: Carts
Horses -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Place: Colorado
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[City street scene, Colorado. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1251

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 41-B.

Topic: Streets -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in a city park, Colorado. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1252

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 42-5.

Topic: Monuments -- Colorado
Parks -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
statues -- Colorado

Place: Colorado

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in city park. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 1253

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 43-3.

Topic: Equestrian statues
Monuments -- Colorado
Parks -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
statues -- Colorado

Place: Colorado

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park buildings. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1254

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 44-2.

Topic: Parks -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Gazebo in park : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Flaking emulsion

Local Numbers
RSN 1255

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38]. Orig. no. 45-2.

Topic: Gazebos
Parks
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of pond or river. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1256

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 46-B.

Topic: Parks -- Colorado
Ponds
WESTERN TRIP
Waterscapes
Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Narrow valley in rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Flaking emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 1257
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Orig. no. 47-3.

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in narrow valley in rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1258
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Orig. no. 48-3.
River rapids in narrow valley in rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

very brown negative

Local Numbers
RSN 1259
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 49-2.

River rapids in narrow valley in rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1260
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 50-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd-shaped rock formations, Colorado. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1261

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 51-3.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Rocks
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd-shaped rock formations, Colorado. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1262

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 52-5.

- **Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
  - Rocks
  - WESTERN TRIP
- **Place:** Colorado
- **Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
- **Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd-shaped rock formations, Colorado. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1263

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 53-2.

- **Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
  - Rocks
  - WESTERN TRIP
- **Place:** Colorado
- **Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
- **Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd-shaped rock formations : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1264

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 54-4.

- **Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
  Rocks
  WESTERN TRIP

- **Place:** Colorado

- **Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd-shaped rock formations : stereo photonegative.]

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1265

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 56-4.

- **Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
  Rocks
  WESTERN TRIP

- **Place:** Colorado

- **Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd-shaped rock formations : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1266

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 58-2.

| Topic:           | Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
|                 | Rocks
|                 | WESTERN TRIP

| Place:           | Colorado
| Genre/ Form:     | Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
|                 | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
|                 | -- Glass
|                 | Stereoscopic photographs

[View of town or small city in mountainous terrain : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1267

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 59-3.

| Place:           | Colorado
| Genre/ Form:     | Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
|                 | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
|                 | -- Glass
|                 | Stereoscopic photographs
| Topic:           | WESTERN TRIP
[Streetcars in small town in mountainous terrain : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1268
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Orig. no. 60-B.

Topic:
Streetcars -- Colorado
Streets -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place:
Colorado

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd-shaped rock formations : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1269
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Orig. no. 61- [?]

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Horses -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place:
Colorado

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd-shaped rock formations : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1270
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 62-3.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Place: Colorado
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd-shaped rock formations : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1271
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 63-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Place: Colorado
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Village street scene : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1272
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 64-B.

Topic:
Horses -- Colorado
Streets -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Wagons

Place:
Colorado

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small village scene : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1273
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 65-B.

Place:
Colorado
[Wooded valley with mountains in background : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1274

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 66-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men outside very rustic dwelling in mountainous terrain : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1275

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 67-2.

Topic: Dwellings -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over stream in mountainous terrain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1276
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 68-4.

Topic: Bridges -- Colorado.
Mountains -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in wooded mountainous terrain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1277
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Orig. no. 69-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
       Rivers -- Colorado
       WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city with mountains in background : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1278

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 70-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
       WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of village street : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1279

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Orig. no. 71-2.

Place:    Colorado
Genre/    Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Form:     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs
Topic:    WESTERN TRIP

[Railway and river in narrow valley in mountains : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
good

Local Numbers
  RSN 1280

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 72-2.

Topic:    Railroads -- Colorado
          Rivers -- Colorado
          WESTERN TRIP
          Waterscapes -- Colorado
Place:    Colorado
Genre/    Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Form:     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway and river in narrow valley in mountains, Colorado. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1281

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 73-B.

Topic: Railroads -- Colorado
       Rivers -- Colorado
       WESTERN TRIP
       Waterscapes

Place: Colorado

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway and river in narrow valley in mountains.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railway and river in narrow valley in mountains.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1282

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 74-5.

Topic: Railroads -- Colorado
       Rivers -- Colorado
       WESTERN TRIP
       Waterscapes -- Colorado

Place: Colorado

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of village with mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1283
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 75-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Place: Colorado
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists in valley in mountainous terrain : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1284
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38]. Orig. no. 76-C.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Tourists -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Place: Colorado
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small river waterfall in rocky terrain. Stereo photonegative.]
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1285
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Orig. no. 77-5.

Topic: Rivers -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Waterfalls
Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wooded valley in rocky mountainous terrain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1286
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Orig. no. 78-A-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of village with mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1287
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 79-4.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of village with mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1288
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 80-4.

Topic: Architecture -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of village in valley with mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1289
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 81-4.

Topic: Architecture -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP
Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of valley with mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1290
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 82-4.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Village buildings in valley in mountainous terrain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1291
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38]. Orig. no. 83-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado

WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in mountainous terrain.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [River rapids in mountainous terrain.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1292
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38]. Orig. no. 84-C.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
Rapids -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings in mountainous terrain, Colorado. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1293
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 85-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
PLACE: Western Trip

[Overview of village in valley in mountainous terrain.]

Stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of village in valley in mountainous terrain.]

Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1294
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38]. Orig. no. 86-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Valley in mountainous terrain, Colorado : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1295

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 87-5.

Topic:
Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic dwelling in mountainous terrain, Colorado : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1296

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
 Orig. no. 96-D.

Topic: Animals -- Colorado
Dwellings -- Colorado
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Colorado

Genre/ Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Thousands of sheep on one of the large ranches of Montana. [Active no.
19501 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1297

Similar to RSN 7988.
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Topic: Agriculture -- Montana
Animals -- Montana
Sheep -- Montana
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Montana

Genre/ Landscapes (representations) -- Western United
Form: States.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of tall building from street. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Trees hide most of the facade of the building; tower rises above them.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1298

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 90-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture -- Utah</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buildings -- Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WESTERN TRIP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:                     | Utah                                   |

| Genre/ Form:              | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[View of domed building from ground level. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1299

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 91-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture -- Utah</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buildings -- Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WESTERN TRIP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:                     | Utah                                   |

| Genre/ Form:              | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Interior view of domed building. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1300

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 92-6.

Topic: Architecture -- Utah
       Buildings -- Utah
       Domes
       WESTERN TRIP

Place: Utah

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[View from beach of large domed resort building. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1301

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 93-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Utah
       Buildings -- Utah
       Domes
       WESTERN TRIP
       Waterscapes -- Utah

Place: Utah

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Rough roadway and bridge in mountain area, Utah. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1302

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 94-2.

Topic: Bridges -- Utah
Mountains -- Utah
Roads -- Utah
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Utah

Genre/

Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Utah
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from river of bridge in mountain area. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1303

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 95-4.

Topic: Bridges -- Utah
Mountains -- Utah
Rivers -- Utah
WESTERN TRIP
Waterscapes -- Utah

Place: Utah
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Utah Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rough roadway beside river in mountain area. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1304
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 97-2.

Topic:
Mountains -- Utah
Rivers -- Utah
WESTERN TRIP
Waterscapes -- Utah

Place: Utah

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Utah Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rough roadway beside river in mountain area. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1305
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 98-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Utah
Rivers -- Utah
Roads -- Utah
WESTERN TRIP
Waterscapes -- Utah

Place: Utah

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Temple and Tabernacle, Salt Lake City, Utah. [Active no. 12701: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1306
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Similar to RSN 7146. Orig. no. 88-4.

Topic: Church architecture -- 20th century -- Utah
Mormons -- Utah
Religion -- Utah
Temples -- Utah
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Mormon Tabernacle
Mormon Temple
Salt Lake City (Utah)
Utah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of park area and entrance arch. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1307

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 12-1(8?)

Topic: Parks -- Utah
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Utah

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of uncrowded city downtown street. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1308

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 15-C.

Topic: Streets -- Utah.
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Utah

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals on steep hillside of park area : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1309

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38]. Orig. no. 14-B.

Topic: Parks
WESTERN TRIP

Place: Utah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Ocean view from rocky coast. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1310

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 17-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Islands -- California
Oceans -- California
Seascapes -- California
WESTERN TRIP

Place: California

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Ocean view with rocky islets in foreground. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1311
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 18-B.

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- California
Islands -- California
Oceans -- California
Seascapes -- California
WESTERN TRIP

Place:
California

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Huge hotel on rocky coastline. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1312
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 19-B.

Topic:
Buildings -- California
Formations (Geology) -- California
Islands -- California
Oceans -- California
Seascapes -- California
WESTERN TRIP

Place: California
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery with huge stone sculptures. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1313
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Orig. no. 21-2.

Topic: Cemeteries -- California
WESTERN TRIP
statues -- California
Place: California
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of cemetery. Stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of cemetery. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.
Local Numbers
RSN 1314
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 22-2.

Topic: Cemeteries -- California
      WESTERN TRIP
      statues -- California

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of cemetery with brick building in background; 1881 gravestone in foreground. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1315

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 23-2.

Topic: Cemeteries -- California
      WESTERN TRIP

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists in city park; huge White Sewing Machine building in background : Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1316

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 27-C.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Buildings -- California
Sewing machines
WESTERN TRIP

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of city buildings with second-story balconies. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1317

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 30-2.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Buildings -- California
WESTERN TRIP

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City street scene with many telephone poles and lines, California : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (1; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue from envelope stuck to emulsion side.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1318
AC0143-0001318 (AC Scan)
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38]. Orig. no. 31-C.

Topic: Streets -- California.
WESTERN TRIP
Place: California
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man using bellows on empty city street, California. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1319
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].
Orig. no. 32-B.

Topic: Streets -- California.
WESTERN TRIP
Place: California
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City plaza with elaborate sculpture; factory buildings in background, California. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers

RSN 1320

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 41-D.

Topic:
Fountains -- California
Monuments -- California
Sculpture -- California
Streets -- California.
WESTERN TRIP

Place:
California

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Orchard view, California. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers

RSN 1321

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 43-2.
Place: California
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- California
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: WESTERN TRIP

[Horse-drawn cart on busy street, probably San Francisco. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue obscures much of image.

Local Numbers
RSN 1322
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Topic: Horses -- California
Streets -- California.
WESTERN TRIP
Wagons

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low overview of Hall of Records building, California. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Neo-classical building with dome.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.
Local Numbers
RSN 1323

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Topic: Buildings -- California
      Domes
      Neoclassicism (Architecture)
      WESTERN TRIP

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Man seated on pet house holding raccoon : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1324

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38]. Orig. no. 19-B.

Topic: Animals -- California
       Portraits -- Men -- California
       Raccoons -- California
       Snow -- California
       WESTERN TRIP

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Hood from Elliot Glacier, showing steep slopes on left where ascent is made. [Active no. 12538 : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Mt. Hood from Elliot Glacier, showing steep slopes on left where ascent is made. [Active no. 12538 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Figure in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Tape.

Local Numbers
RSN 1325

Similar to RSN 7116.

Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Topic:
Ice -- Oregon
Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
Snow -- Oregon
WESTERN TRIP
glaciers -- Oregon

Place:
Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Difficulties of mountain climbing--Crevasse in Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12536 : stereo photonegative,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Difficulties of mountain climbing--Crevasse in Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. [Active no. 12536 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1326

Similar to RSN 988 and 7114
Currently stored in box 1.1.9 [38].

Orig. no. 6850.

Topic:
- Ice -- Oregon
- Mountaineers -- Oregon
- Mountains -- Oregon
- Snow -- Oregon
- WESTERN TRIP
- glaciers -- Oregon

Place:
- Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
- Mt. Hood (Oregon)
- Oregon

Genre/ Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Box 15
RSN Numbers 1328-1417

Image(s)

[Long view of river and town, Greensboro, N.C.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Long view of river and town, Greensboro, N.C.] Half-stereo
photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1368

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 48-2.

Names: 
- White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic:
- Company towns -- North Carolina
- Dwellings -- North Carolina
- SOUTH
- Waterscapes -- North Carolina

Place:
- Greensboro (N.C.)
- North Carolina
[Close-up of machines in cotton mill.] Photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): [Close-up of machines in cotton mill.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1369

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 219.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Long view of river and town, Greensboro, N.C.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1370

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 337.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Long view of women workers in textile factory, North Carolina.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1371

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156], moved from [144]. Orig. no. 371.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Group of young boys posing for picture.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s): [Group of young boys posing for picture.] Half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.
Local Numbers

RSN 1373

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 371.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- Florida
Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- Florida
Factories -- Florida
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- Florida
Place: Greensboro (Florida)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Group of young girls posing for picture.] Photonegative, half stereo
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s): [Group of young girls posing for picture.] Photonegative, half stereo.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Blue tint, stained.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers

RSN 1372

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 377 B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- Florida
Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- Florida
Factories -- Florida
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- Florida
Place: Greensboro (Florida)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Group portrait, outdoors. Half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Flaking emulsion; paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1374

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 2-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Portraits, Group -- African Americans
SOUTH
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
         North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass

[Group portrait in office of cotton mill. Half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1375

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 3-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Offices -- 1900-1910
         Portraits, Group -- African Americans
         SOUTH
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
         North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass

[Group portrait in office of cotton mill.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Group portrait in office of cotton mill.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H. C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Brown, stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1376

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Same as RSN 496-498. Orig. no. 27-A.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Offices -- 1900-1910
Portraits, Group -- African Americans
SOUTH

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Long exterior view of cotton mill.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Long exterior view of cotton mill.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Brown, stained, paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1377

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 30-2.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Architecture -- North Carolina
Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
SOUTH

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Long view of large single home.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Long view of large single home.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1378

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 46-C.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Architecture -- North Carolina
Dwellings -- North Carolina
SOUTH

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[View down street of large single homes.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [View down street of large single homes.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1379

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 47-C.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Architecture
Company towns
Houses
SOUTH

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Children seated in classroom.] Stereo photonegative, 1909
1 Item (3-3/4 x 7").

Image(s): [Children seated in classroom.] Stereo photonegative, 1909.
Image(s): [Children seated in classroom.] Stereo photonegative, 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Original no., 49-B.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; adhesive residues, stains; cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 1380
AC0143-0001380 (AC Scan No.)

Note on original envelope: "Cotton Industry / C. W. White '09 / 2 / not cataloged".

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Company towns -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Schools -- North Carolina
Textile industry -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Children seated in classroom.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Children seated in classroom.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers

RSN 1381

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 512 and 513. Orig. no. 50-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic:

Children -- North Carolina
Company towns -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Schools -- North Carolina

Place:

Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass

Picking cotton on a great plantation in North Carolina, U.S.A. [Active no. 13801: half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 1328

AC0143-0001328 (AC Scan No.)

Similar to RSM 428 and 1327. Associated number: 3667.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic:

Agriculture -- North Carolina
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910.
Cotton
SOUTH

Place:

Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/

Landscapes (representations) -- North Carolina.

Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Culture:

African Americans -- North Carolina
A cotton gin where cotton is cleaned and separated from the seed. [Active no. 13802 : half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1329
AC0143-0001329 (AC Scan No.)
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Same as RSN 429; orig. no. 365-3.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Cotton gins and ginning -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Cotton from the gin and the press where it is baled, interior of a ginnery. [Active no. 13803: half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1330
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Same as RSN 430. Orig. no. 363-D.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Masses of white fluffy cotton, ready for the press, in a ginnery. Active no. 13804 : photonegative, ca. 1909
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Masses of white fluffy cotton, ready for the press, in a ginnery. 
Active no. 13804 : photonegative, ca. 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1331

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Same as RSN 431. Original no., 364-1.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- 1890-1910 -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile industry -- 1900-1910 -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- North Carolina.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Weighing up the baled cotton before shipping to the mill. Active no. 13805 : 
half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Weighing up the baled cotton before shipping to the mill. Active no. 13805 : half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 1332

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Same as RSN 432. Orig. no. 367.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Opening and feeding the cotton, first process in making cotton cloth, White Oak Mills, Greensboro. Active no. 13806 : photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Opening and feeding the cotton, first process in making cotton cloth, White Oak Mills, Greensboro. Active no. 13806 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1333

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 372-D.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The lapper room--cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled, White Oak Mills, Greensboro. Active no. 13807 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): The lapper room--cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled, White Oak Mills, Greensboro. Active no. 13807: half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1334

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Same as RSN 433, 435 and 436. Orig. no. 14-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The lapper room--cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled, White Oak Mills, Greensboro. Active no. 13807: half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): The lapper room--cotton from feeders is cleaned and rolled, White Oak Mills, Greensboro. Active no. 13807: half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Blue tint.

Local Numbers
RSN 1335

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Same as RSN 434. Orig. no. 378-2.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Carding room, laps (rolls) are put into "slivers," White Oak Mills, Greensboro. Active no. 13808 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Carding room, laps (rolls) are put into "slivers," White Oak Mills, Greensboro. Active no. 13808 : half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 1336

AC0143-0001336 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Same as RSN 439 and 440. Orig. no. 382-A.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Drawing frames--six strands are drawn into one. Active no. 13809 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Drawing frames--six strands are drawn into one. Active no. 13809 : half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 1337
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Same as RSN 441 and 442. Orig. no. 383 (company acc. no. 90831?)

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Laborers -- North Carolina
       SOUTH
       Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

"Slubbers," where yarn is given first twist. Active no. 13810 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s): "Slubbers," where yarn is given first twist. Active no. 13810 : half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 1338

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Same as RSN 443.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Laborers -- North Carolina
       SOUTH
       Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

"Speeders," where two strands are drawn and twisted together. Active no. 13811 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): "Speeders," where two strands are drawn and twisted together. Active no. 13811 : half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1339

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 444. Orig. no. 374.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       SOUTH
       Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
       Women laborers -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Spinning room, 60,000 spindles. Active no. 13812 : half-stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Spinning room, 60,000 spindles. Active no. 13812 : half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1340

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 445. Orig. no. 375-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       SOUTH
       Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
       Women laborers -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Beaming the warp to be washed and dyed. Active no. 13813: half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Beaming the warp to be washed and dyed. Active no. 13813: half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1341

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 448. Orig. no. 370.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Beaming frames where threads are straightened for looms. Active no. 13814: half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Beaming frames where threads are straightened for looms. Active no. 13814: half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1342

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 451 and 452. Orig. no. 379-1.
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Laborers -- North Carolina
       SOUTH
       Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Children in classroom.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Children in classroom.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1383

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 501 and 502. Orig. no. 40-A.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
       Company towns -- North Carolina
       SOUTH
       Schools -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
       North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Beaming frames where threads are straightened for looms. Active no.
13814 : photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Beaming frames where threads are straightened for looms. Active no. 13814: photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Brown, stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1343

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 453. Orig. no. 228-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Company towns -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Schools -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

"Slasher," where yarn is sized and selvage fed in. Active no. 13815: half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): "Slasher," where yarn is sized and selvage fed in. Active no. 13815: half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1344

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 454 and 445. Orig. no. 20-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series 1: H. C. White glass plates</th>
<th>Underwood &amp; Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMAH.AC.0143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SOUTH Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

#### Place:
- Greensboro (N.C.)
- North Carolina

#### Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

---

**Vast weaving room, 2,000 looms. Active no. 13816 : half-stereo photonegative.**

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

**Image(s):** Vast weaving room, 2,000 looms. Active no. 13816 : half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 1345

Similar to RSN 456.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156], moved from [144]. Orig. no. 381.

#### Names:
- White Oak Cotton Mills

#### Topic:
- Cotton -- North Carolina
- Factories -- North Carolina
- Laborers -- North Carolina
- SOUTH Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

#### Place:
- Greensboro (N.C.)
- North Carolina

#### Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

---

[Workers and machinery in White Oak Cotton Mills.] Active no. 13819 : half-stereo photonegative.

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

**Image(s):** [Workers and machinery in White Oak Cotton Mills.] Active no. 13819 : half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Local Numbers
RSN 1346

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 460 and 461. Orig. no. 16-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Overview of machines in cotton mill.] Active no. 13820 : half-stereo
photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Overview of machines in cotton mill.] Active no. 13820 : half-
stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1347

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 462 and 463. Orig. no. 25-2.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
[Close-up of machines in cotton mill.] Active no. 13821 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)
Image(s): [Close-up of machines in cotton mill.] Active no. 13821 : half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1348

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 464. Orig. no. 18A-2.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Workers and machines in cotton mill.] Active no. 13825 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)
Image(s): [Workers and machines in cotton mill.] Active no. 13825 : half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1349

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 472 and 473. Orig. no. 190.
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
     Factories -- North Carolina
     Laborers -- North Carolina
     SOUTH
     Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
     North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Men and women workers in cotton textile factory, North Carolina.] Active no. 13826 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s): [Men and women workers in cotton textile factory, North Carolina.] Active no. 13826 : half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1350

Similar to RSN 474. Orig. no. 23-D.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
     Factories -- North Carolina
     SOUTH
     Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
     Women laborers -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
     North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Workers loading packages into railroad car at cotton mill. Active no. 13827 : half-stereo photonegative.]
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

1 Item (3-1/2” x 3-3/4”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1351

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 476. Orig. no. 13A-2.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Railroads -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Overview of cotton mill.] half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2” x 3-3/4”)

Image(s): [Overview of cotton mill.] half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1352

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 377-379. Orig. no. 4-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Overview of workers in cotton mill.] half-stereo photonegative
1 item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Overview of workers in cotton mill.] half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1353

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 382-384. Orig. no. 5-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Overall of women workers in textile factory in North Carolina.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Overall of women workers in textile factory in North Carolina.] Half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.
Local Numbers
RSN 1354

Similar to RSN 365-367. Orig. no. 15-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Overall of women workers in textile factory, North Carolina] : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue, stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1355

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 178B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Exterior view of cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Exterior view of cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1356

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 178B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factory -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Overview of machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Overview of machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1357

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 26-C.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factory -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
[Overview of machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)
Image(s): [Overview of machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1358

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 28-B.

NOTE! IMAGE COPIED UPSIDE DOWN ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 1389

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

[Close-up of machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)
Image(s): [Close-up of machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1359

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 29-2.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Overall of women workers in textile factory, North Carolina.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Overall of women workers in textile factory, North Carolina.] Half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1360

Similar to RSN 499 and 500. Orig. no. 31-C.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Overall of women workers in textile factory in North Carolina.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Overall of women workers in textile factory in North Carolina.]
Half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1361

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 32-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Women laborers -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Overview of workers and machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Overview of workers and machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1362

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 34-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Overview of workers and machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s): [Overview of workers and machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1363

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

"Cotton 1909" on envelope. Orig. no. 35-C.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Overview of workers and machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s): [Overview of workers and machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1364

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 37-A.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Overview of workers and machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Overview of workers and machines in cotton mill.] Half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1365

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 38-A.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Long view of river and town, Greensboro, N.C.] Half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1366
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 45A-2.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Company towns
Rivers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[River view, White Oak Cotton Mills : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue. Stained.

Local Numbers
RSN 1367
Associated number: 45B-3.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Company towns
Rivers -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- North Carolina.
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Children in front of school house.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): [Children in front of school house.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue; stained.
Local Numbers
RSN 1382
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].
Similar to RSN 488, 489 and 1393. Orig. no. 39-B.

Names:  White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic:  Children -- North Carolina
Company towns -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Schools -- North Carolina
Place:  Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children seated in classroom.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): [Children seated in classroom.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue; stained.
Local Numbers
RSN 1384
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 39-B.
Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
      Company towns -- North Carolina
      SOUTH
      Schools -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
      North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Children seated in classroom.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7".)
Image(s): [Children seated in classroom.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1385
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 490. Orig. no. 42-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Children -- North Carolina
      Company towns -- North Carolina
      SOUTH
      Schools -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
      North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Baseball : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1386

Similar to RSN 495, 510, 511 and 1395. Orig. no. 43-A.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Baseball
   Company towns
   SOUTH
   Sports
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
   North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Band at White Oak : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1387

Similar to RSN 494, 508 and 509.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 44-B.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
   Company towns
Musical instruments -- 1890-1920
SOUTH

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lapper Machines, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. Stereo photonegative
1 item (5" x 7".)

Image(s): Lapper Machines, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1388

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 3.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Speeders, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. Stereo photonegative
1 item (5" x 7".)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1389

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Similar to RSN 1350. Orig. no. 7.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Machinery -- North Carolina
       SOUTH
       Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Spoolers, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8"): A stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1390

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 9.

Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
       Factories -- North Carolina
       Laborers -- North Carolina
       Machinery -- North Carolina
       SOUTH
       Textile fabrics -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Inspecting Tables, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. Stereo photonegative
**Series 1: H. C. White glass plates**

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

**NMAH.AC.0143**

Page 847 of 15344

---

**1 Item (5" x 8").**

**Image(s): Inspecting Tables, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. Stereo photonegative.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1391

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 15.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic:

- Cotton -- North Carolina
- Factories -- North Carolina
- Laborers -- North Carolina
- Machinery -- North Carolina
- SOUTH
- Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place:

- Greensboro (N.C.)
- North Carolina

Genre/Form:

- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

---

**Engine Room, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. Stereo photonegative**

**1 Item (5" x 8").**

**Image(s): Engine Room, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. Stereo photonegative.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1392

RSN 1392 used twice; see Rec 1637.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156], moved from [13]. Orig. no. 17.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
White Oak Cotton Mill School, Greensboro, N.C. photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): White Oak Cotton Mill School, Greensboro, N.C. photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1393

Similar to RSN 488, 489 and 1382.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 18.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
Factories -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Machinery -- North Carolina
Textile fabrics -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"One of the Cooking Classes of the Proximity and White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C." Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): "One of the Cooking Classes of the Proximity and White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C." Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; otherwise good.

Local Numbers

RSN 1394

Similar to RSN 501, 502 and 1383. Associated number: 20.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Children -- North Carolina
Company towns -- North Carolina
SOUTH
Schools -- North Carolina

Place: Greensboro (North Carolina)
North Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Base Ball [sic] Team, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. [stereoscopic photonegative]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Base Ball [sic] Team, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. [stereoscopic photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1395

Similar to RSN 495, 510, 511 and 1386. Orig. no. 24.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156].

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills

Topic: Baseball
Company towns
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of mountains and trees. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue, flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1396

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 1-A-3.

Topic: Mountains -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of deep and narrow rocky canyon : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1397
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 2-A-2.

Topic: Canyons
Mountains -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of deep and narrow rocky canyon.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Interior view of deep and narrow rocky canyon.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1398

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 3-C.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of deep and narrow rocky canyon with wooden walkway.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Interior view of deep and narrow rocky canyon with wooden walkway.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1399
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 4-C.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- New Hampshire
Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rocky formations, New Hampshire. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1400
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 5-1.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Hampshire
Mountains -- New Hampshire
Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rocky formations.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rocky formations.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1401

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 6-B.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Hampshire Mountains -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire White Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of lake in mountain valley.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of lake in mountain valley.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1402

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 7-1.


Place: New Hampshire White Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Double railroad tracks up mountain side.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Double railroad tracks up mountain side.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1403
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 8-B.
Topic: Mountains -- New Hampshire
Railroads -- New Hampshire
Trains -- New Hampshire
Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Train and roadway in mountain valley, New Hampshire.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Train and roadway in mountain valley, New Hampshire.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1404
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 9-B.
Topic: Mountains -- New Hampshire
Railroads -- New Hampshire
Trains -- New Hampshire
Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in forest terrain, New Hampshire.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [River rapids in forest terrain, New Hampshire.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1405

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 10-C.

Topic: Mountains -- New Hampshire
      Rapids -- New Hampshire
      Rivers -- New Hampshire
      Waterscapes -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
       White Mountains

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in forest terrain, New Hampshire.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [River rapids in forest terrain, New Hampshire.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1406

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 11-B.

Topic: Mountains -- New Hampshire
      Rapids -- New Hampshire
      Rivers -- New Hampshire
      Waterscapes -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoepscopic photographs

[Passengers on platform between train and station house.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** [Passengers on platform between train and station house.]
Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Canceled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 1407

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156], moved from [13]. Orig. no. 12-B.

**Topic:** Railroads -- New Hampshire
Stations -- New Hampshire
Trains -- New Hampshire

**Place:** New Hampshire
White Mountains

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoepscopic photographs

[Passengers on platform between train and station house.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** [Passengers on platform between train and station house.]
Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 1408

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156], moved from [13]. Orig. no. 13-A.

Topic: Railroads -- New Hampshire
       Stations -- New Hampshire
       Trains -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
       White Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Train in mountain forest area.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Train in mountain forest area.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1409

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 14-B.

Topic: Mountains -- New Hampshire
       Railroads -- New Hampshire
       Trains -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
       White Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Passengers and train at top mountain stop.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Passengers and train at top mountain stop.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1410

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 14-B.

Topic: Mountains -- New Hampshire
Railroads -- New Hampshire
Stations -- New Hampshire
Trains -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged house atop rocky area. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1411

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 16-C.

Topic: Mountains -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
The Top House
White Mountains

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rugged buildings atop rocky area.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rugged buildings atop rocky area.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1412

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 17-1.

Topic: Mountains -- New Hampshire
Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids and bridge in rugged rocky area.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [River rapids and bridge in rugged rocky area.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1413

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 19-D.

Topic: Bridges -- New Hampshire.
Rapids -- New Hampshire
Rivers -- New Hampshire
Waterscapes -- New Hampshire
Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Train rising on trestle in mountainous area.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Train rising on trestle in mountainous area.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1414
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 18-B.

Topic: Mountains -- New Hampshire
Railroads -- New Hampshire
Trains -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line through rugged rocky canyon. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Image(s): [Rail line through rugged rocky canyon. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1415
Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 20-1.

Topic: Mountains -- New Hampshire
Railroads -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

[Columned front of building in mountainous area.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Columned front of building in mountainous area.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1416

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 21-2.

Topic: Architecture
Mountains -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large building and roadways in mountainous area.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Large building and roadways in mountainous area.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1417

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156]. Orig. no. 22-B.

Topic: Architecture
Mountains -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
White Mountains
Engine Room, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. Copyright 1900 by H.C. White Co. [under right image]. Stereo photonegative, 1900. 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Engine Room, White Oak Cotton Mills, Greensboro, N.C. Copyright 1900 by H.C. White Co. [under right image]. Stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1392

Company catalog card included.

RSN 1392 used twice; see Rec 1384.

Currently stored in box 1.1.4 [156], moved from [13]. Orig. no. 17.

Names: White Oak Cotton Mills
Topic: Cotton -- North Carolina
      Engines -- North Carolina
      Factories -- North Carolina
      Machinery -- North Carolina
Place: Greensboro (N.C.)
       North Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Box 16 RSN Numbers 1418-1518

Image(s)

State House, Capitol of Massachusetts. [Active no. 12801 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1418

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7152. Orig. no. 247-C.

Topic:
Architecture -- Massachusetts
BOSTON
Buildings -- Massachusetts
Capitols -- Massachusetts

Place:
Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:  -- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Washington St., and the old South Meeting House. Active no. 12802 : half-
stereo photonegative
1 item (4" x 5"

Image(s): Washington St., and the old South Meeting House. Active no.
12802 : half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1419

Similar to RSN 7153

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151]. Orig. no. 249.

Topic:  BOSTON
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
Streetcars -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts -- Boston.

Place:  Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:  -- Glass

The old South Meeting House, scene of many stirring events. Active no.
12803 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The old South Meeting House, scene of many stirring events. 
Active no. 12803 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 1420

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7154. Orig. no. 248-B.

Topic:

BOSTON
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts -- Boston.

Place:

Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

State St., the financial centre of the city, and the old State House. [Active no. 12804 stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

One side cancelled.

Local Numbers

RSN 1421

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7155. Orig. no. 165-B.

Topic:

Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Massachusetts

BOSTON
Streets -- Massachusetts -- Boston.

Place:

Boston (Mass.) -- 1900-1910
Massachusetts

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Faneuil Hall, the "Cradle of American Liberty." [Active no. 12806 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1422

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7157 and 7158. Orig. no. 252-B.

Names: Faneuil Hall (Boston, Mass.)
Topic: BOSTON
Buildings -- Massachusetts
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
Horses -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts
Wagons -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Faneuil Hall. Active no. 12807 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Interior of Faneuil Hall. Active no. 12807 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1423

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Same as RSN 7159-7161. Active no. 259-1.

Names: Faneuil Hall (Boston, Mass.)
Topic: BOSTON
Buildings -- Massachusetts
Quincy Market, the produce centre, from Faneuil Hall. [Active no. 12808 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1424

Similar to RSN 7162.
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 259-1.

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Faneuil Hall (Boston, Mass.)
Topic: BOSTON
Horses -- Massachusetts -- Boston
Markets -- Massachusetts -- Boston
Streets -- Massachusetts -- Boston.
Wagons -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Quincy Market

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Christ Church, the Old North Church where Paul Revere's signal lanterns were hung. [Active no. 12809 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 1425
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].
Similar to RSN 7163. Orig. no. 258-B.

Names: Christ Church (Boston, Mass.)
Revere, Paul, 1735-1818

Topic: BOSTON
Churches -- Massachusetts
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts -- Boston.

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Old North Church

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Scene among the fishing boats, T wharf. Active no. 12810 : photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Scene among the fishing boats, T wharf. Active no. 12810 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1426
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].
Similar to RSN 7164. Orig. no. 251-B.

Topic: BOSTON
Docks -- Massachusetts
Fishing -- Massachusetts
Piers -- Massachusetts
Sailboats -- Massachusetts
Wharves -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Unloading fish, T wharf. Active no. 12811: stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Unloading fish, T wharf. Active no. 12811: stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1427
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7165. Orig. no. 262-G.

Topic: BOSTON
Docks -- Massachusetts
Fishing -- Massachusetts
Laborers -- Massachusetts
Piers -- Massachusetts
Sailboats -- Massachusetts
Wharves -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Under the elms, Boston Common. Active no. 12812 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Under the elms, Boston Common. Active no. 12812 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1428
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7166. Orig. no. 278-A.

Names: University of Delaware. College of Marine Studies

Topic: BOSTON
Parks -- Massachusetts
Trees -- Massachusetts.

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
The superb staircase, Public Library. Active no. 12813 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The superb staircase, Public Library. Active no. 12813 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1429

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7167. Orig. no. 260-1.

Topic:
Architecture -- Massachusetts
Art -- Massachusetts
BOSTON
Libraries -- Massachusetts
Sculptures -- Massachusetts

Place:
Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

New Christian Science Church. Active no. 12814 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): New Christian Science Church. Active no. 12814 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1430

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7168. Orig. no. 264-A.

Names: Christian Science Church (Boston, Mass.)
Bunker Hill Monument, Charlestown and distant harbor. [Caption 12825 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1431

Same as RSN 7173 and 7174.

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 257-A.

Historic Washington Elm, near the Common, Cambridge. Active no.
12826 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Historic Washington Elm, near the Common, Cambridge. Active
no. 12826 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 1432

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7175. Orig. no. 254-C.

Topic: BOSTON
        Historical sites -- Massachusetts
        Parks -- Massachusetts
        Trees -- Massachusetts.

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
        Cambridge (Mass.)
        Common (Boston, Massachusetts)
        Massachusetts
        Washington Elm (Massachusetts)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

Craigie House, home of Longfellow, Cambridge. [Active no. 12827 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

AC0143-0001433 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 1433

Similar to RSN 7176. Original no. 256-E.

Names: Craigie House (Cambridge, Mass.)
        Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 1807-1882

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
        BOSTON
        Buildings -- Massachusetts
        Dwellings -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
        Cambridge (Mass.)
        Massachusetts
Among the elms, Quadrangle of Harvard College, Cambridge. [Active no. 12828 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1434

Similar to RSN 7177.
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 255-B-2.

Names: Harvard University

Topic: BOSTON
Parks -- Massachusetts
Trees -- Massachusetts.
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Here beauty dwells among the evergreens, Hunneweil grounds, Wellesley. [Active no. 12832 : stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Here beauty dwells among the evergreens, Hunneweil grounds, Wellesley. Active no. 12832 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1435
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 1436, 1437 and 7178. Orig. no. 266-1.

**Topic:** Gardens -- Massachusetts

Trees -- Massachusetts.

Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930 -- Massachusetts

**Place:** Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930

Hunnewell's Grounds (Wellesley, Mass.)

Massachusetts

Wellesley

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Here beauty dwells among the evergreens, Hunnewell grounds, Wellesley.

Stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Here beauty dwells among the evergreens, Hunnewell grounds, Wellesley. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1436

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 1435, 1437 and 7178. Active no. 267-B.

**Topic:** Gardens -- Massachusetts

Trees -- Massachusetts.

Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930 -- Massachusetts

**Place:** Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930

Hunnewell's Grounds (Wellesley, Mass.)

Massachusetts

Wellesley

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Here beauty dwells among the evergreens, Hunnewell grounds, Wellesley.

Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Here beauty dwells among the evergreens, Hunneweil grounds, Wellesley. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1437
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].
Similar to RSN 1435, 1436 and 7178. Orig. no. 267-2.

Topic: Gardens -- Massachusetts
Trees -- Massachusetts.
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930 -- Massachusetts

Place: Hunnewell's Grounds (Wellesley, Mass.)
Massachusetts
Wellesley

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"By the placid lake the road winds round," Hunneweil grounds, Wellesley.
Active no. 12833 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): "By the placid lake the road winds round," Hunneweil grounds, Wellesley. Active no. 12833 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 1438
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].
Similar to RSN 7179. Orig. no. 269-A.

Topic: Gardens -- Massachusetts
Trees -- Massachusetts.
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930 -- Massachusetts

Place: Hunnewell's Grounds (Wellesley, Mass.)
Massachusetts
Wellesley

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall groomed trees.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Tall groomed trees.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1439
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 270-2.

Topic:
Gardens -- Massachusetts
Trees -- Massachusetts.

Place:
Hunnewell's Grounds (Wellesley, Mass.)
Masachusetts
Wellesley

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A glimpse of the lake from the lovely Hunnewell grounds, Wellesley. Active
no. 12834 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A glimpse of the lake from the lovely Hunnewell grounds, Wellesley. Active no. 12834 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1440
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7180. Orig. no. 271-a-2.
"Line of the minute men," the Common--scene of the Battle of Lexington. 
Active no. 12835. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1441

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 718. Orig. no. 281-A.

Old belfry where Paul Revere rang out his alarm April 19th, 1775, 
Lexington. Active no. 12836 : stereo photonegative
Image(s): Old belfry where Paul Revere rang out his alarm April 19th, 1775, Lexington. Active no. 12836: stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1442

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7182. Orig. no. 280-C.

Names: Revere, Paul, 1735-1818

Topic: Belfries
Bell towers
Buildings -- Massachusetts
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
Parks -- Massachusetts

Place: Lexington (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old Bridge where the farmers withstood the British troops, Concord. [Active no. 12837: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1443

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7183. Orig. no. 283-C.

Topic: Bridges -- Massachusetts
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
Parks -- Massachusetts
Minute Man Statue, near the Old Bridge, Concord. Active no. 12838 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Minute Man Statue, near the Old Bridge, Concord. Active no. 12838 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1444
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7184. Orig. no. 282-B.

A typical fishing schooner getting ready to sail, Gloucester. [Active no. 12846 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1445

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

Similar to RSN 7187. Orig. no. 276-A.

Topic:
- Docks
- Fisheries
- Fishing
- Piers
- Sailboats
- Wharves

Place:
- Gloucester (Mass.)
- Massachusetts

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Gloucester, greatest fishing port in the world. Active no. 12847 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): General view of Gloucester, greatest fishing port in the world. Active no. 12847 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1446

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 275-A.

Topic:
- Boats -- Massachusetts
- Docks -- Massachusetts
- Fishing industry -- Massachusetts
- Piers -- Massachusetts
- Wharves -- Massachusetts

Place:
- Gloucester (Mass.)
- Massachusetts

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Codfish drying in the sun--harbor and town in distance, Gloucester. [Active no. 12848 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1447
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 274-E.

Topic: Boats -- Massachusetts
Cod -- Massachusetts
Docks -- Massachusetts
Fishing industry -- Massachusetts
Piers -- Massachusetts
Wharves -- Massachusetts

Place: Gloucester (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Codfish drying in the sun--harbor and town in distance, Gloucester. [Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1448
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 273-B.

Topic: Boats -- Massachusetts
Cod -- Massachusetts
Docks -- Massachusetts
Fishing industry -- Massachusetts
Piers -- Massachusetts
Wharves -- Massachusetts

Place: Gloucester (Mass.)
Seat of the codfish industry—great racks for drying, Gloucester. [Active no. 12849 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1449
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 274-C.

Preparing codfish for the market, spreading it out to dry, Gloucester. [Active no. 12850 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1450
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 274-B.
Preparing codfish for the market, spreading it out to dry, Gloucester. [Active no. 12850 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Copied from a published H.C. White stereograph. Stereoscopic effect works because the original images have been transposed.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1451

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [13].

[Side view of state capitol from street.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Side view of state capitol from street.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1452

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 253-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
Buildings -- Massachusetts
Capitols -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
State House

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Relief sculpture of horseman and soldiers; "Robert Gould Shaw" inscribed on base. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1453

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157].

"Copyright '08" on envelope. Orig. no. 261-B1.

Names: Shaw, Robert Gould, 1837-1863

Topic: Bas-relief
Monuments
Relief (Art)

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of building from street; "The Public Library of the City of Boston Built by the People and Dedicated to the Advancement of Learning A.D. MDCCCLXXXVIII" inscribed near top.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1454
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 263-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts -- Boston
Buildings -- Massachusetts -- Boston

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Oblique view of front of large building from street] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Oblique view of front of large building from street] : stereo photonegative.

Image(s): [Oblique view of front of large building from street] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Original no. 272-C.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0001455 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 1455

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Place: Massachusetts
[Sculpture of young civilian man with rifle in park setting.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Sculpture of young civilian man with rifle in park setting.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1456

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [157]. Orig. no. 279-C.

Topic:
- Monuments -- Massachusetts
- Outdoor Sculpture -- Massachusetts
- Parks -- Massachusetts
- Sculptures -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing steel factory buildings and smokestacks. Active no. 13101 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man viewing steel factory buildings and smokestacks. Active no. 13101 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1457

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7263; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.
Orig. no. 67-A.
Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania  
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)  
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dumping ore from railway car at steel factory. Active no. 13102 : stereo photonegative,] 1907  
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Dumping ore from railway car at steel factory. Active no. 13102 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 1458

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7264; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.  
Orig. no. 53-A.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania  
Laborers -- Pennsylvania  
Railroads -- Trains  
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)  
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior view of ore handling machinery. Active no. 13103 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Exterior view of ore handling machinery. Active no. 13103 : stereo photonegative.] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1459

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7265; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.

Orig. no. 61-D.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen and ore handling machinery. Active no. 13104 : stereo photonegative,] 1907

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workmen and ore handling machinery. Active no. 13104 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1460

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7266; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.

Orig. no. 60.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen and ore handling machinery. Active no. 13105 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workmen and ore handling machinery. Active no. 13105 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1461

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [152].

Similar to RSN 7267. Orig. no. 55-C.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway ore cars. Non-stereo photonegative,] ca. 1907
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Railway ore cars. Non-stereo photonegative,] ca. 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [152]. Original number, 6-B.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate broken, with portion missing, lower left; nearly all of other half of stereo pair lost.
Local Numbers
AC0143-0001462 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 1462

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Steel Industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Workmen and ore handling machinery. Active no. 13106: stereo phote negative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workmen and ore handling machinery. Active no. 13106: stereo phote negative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1463

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7268; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.
Orig. no. 56.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel Industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen and ore handling machinery. Active no. 13107: stereo phote negative,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7").

Image(s): [Workmen and ore handling machinery. Active no. 13107 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1464
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7269; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" on envelope. Orig. no. 68-A.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway ore cars. Active no. 13108 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7").

Image(s): [Railway ore cars. Active no. 13108 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1465
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7270; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" on envelope. Orig. no. 58-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The blast furnaces and rolling mills of the Homestead Steel Works. [Active no. 13109 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The blast furnaces and rolling mills of the Homestead Steel Works. [Active no. 13109 : stereo photonegative.] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1466

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [13].

Same as RSN 1467, 7271 and 7272; not an original negative, but a copy of a stereograph with company imprint.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The blast furnaces and rolling mills at the Homestead Steel Works.] [Active no. 13109 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [The blast furnaces and rolling mills at the Homestead Steel Works.] [Active no. 13109 : stereo photonegative.] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1467

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Same as RSN 1466, 7271 and 7272; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 59-B.

---

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
      Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Interior view of factory train area.] [Active no. 13110 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Interior view of factory train area.] [Active no. 13110 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1468

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Same as RSN 7273; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.

---

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Railroads -- Pennsylvania
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
      Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
      Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Man, seated in foreground, viewing factory buildings and smokestacks in the distance. Active no. 13111 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Man, seated in foreground, viewing factory buildings and smokestacks in the distance. Active no. 13111 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Image(s): [Man, seated in foreground, viewing factory buildings and smokestacks in the distance. Active no. 13111 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0001469 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 1469

Similar to RSN 7274; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Original no. 65-C.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of factory street area. Active no. 13112 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [View of factory street area. Active no. 13112 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Image(s): [View of factory street area. Active no. 13112 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1470

AC0143-0001470 (AC Scan No.)

Similar to RSN 7275; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.
Original no. 76-A.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ore processing machinery. Active no. 13115 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ore processing machinery. Active no. 13115 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1473

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7278; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.
Orig. no. 12-A.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory railway area. Active no. 13113 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of factory railway area. Active no. 13113 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1471
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
Similar to RSN 7276; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 77-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ore processing area. Active no. 13114 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Ore processing area. Active no. 13114 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1472
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
Similar to RSN 7277; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 10-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Factory workers carrying pails of water. Active no. 13147 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Factory workers carrying pails of water. Active no. 13147 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1499

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 297; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Water -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of factory building. Active no. 13116 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Exterior of factory building. Active no. 13116 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1474

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7279; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 63-A.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers with ore processing machinery. Active no. 13117 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workers with ore processing machinery. Active no. 13117 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1475

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7280; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 81-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ore processing machinery. Active no. 13119 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Ore processing machinery. Active no. 13119 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1476

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7281 and 7282; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ore processing machinery. Active no. 13120 : stereo photonegative,]
1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Ore processing machinery. Active no. 13120 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1477

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Same as RSN 7283 and 7284; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Ore processing machinery. Active no. 13121 : stereo photonegative,]
1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Ore processing machinery. Active no. 13121 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1478
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Same as RSN 7285 and 7286; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 82-A.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ore processing machinery.] Active no. 13122 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Ore processing machinery.] Active no. 13122 : stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1479

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Same as RSN 2309; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 72-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ore processing machinery.] Active no. 13123 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Ore processing machinery.] Active no. 13123 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1480

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7287; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 36-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
      Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway ore cars.] Active no. 13124 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Railway ore cars.] Active no. 13124 : stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1481
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
Similar to RSN 7288; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13125 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13125 : stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1482
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
Similar to RSN 7289; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.
Orig. no. 83-A.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13126 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13126 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1483

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7290; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13127 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13127 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 1484

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7291; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 17-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
       Laborers -- Pennsylvania
       Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13128 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13128 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1485

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7292; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 18-C.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
       Laborers -- Pennsylvania
       Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13131 : stereo photonegative, 1907.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13131 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1486

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7295; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 84-2.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13134 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13134 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1487

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7298; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place:
- Homestead (Pa.)
- Pennsylvania

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13136 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13136 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1488
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7300; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.
Orig. no. 19-A

Topic:
- Factories -- Pennsylvania
- Laborers -- Pennsylvania
- Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place:
- Homestead (Pa.)
- Pennsylvania

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13137 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13137 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1489

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 7301; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 15-A.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13143 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13143 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1495

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 64-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13138 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13138 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1490

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Same as RSN 7302-7304; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 14-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13139 : stereo photonegative, 1907

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13139 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1491

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 289; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 20-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13140 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13140 : stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1492
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
Similar to RSN 290; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.
Orig. no. 13-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway at factory.] Active no. 13141 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Railway at factory.] Active no. 13141 : stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1493

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 291; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 75-C.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Railroads -- Pennsylvania
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
      Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
      Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13142 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13142 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1494

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 292; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 26-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
      Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13144 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13144 : stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1496
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
Similar to RSN 293; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.
Orig. no. 25-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cranes moving steel castings.] Active no. 13145 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Cranes moving steel castings.] Active no. 13145 : stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.
Local Numbers
RSN 1497
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 294; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Cranes moving steel castings.] Active no. 13146 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Cranes moving steel castings.] Active no. 13146 : stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1498

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 296; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 24-C.

Topic: Cranes, derricks, etc. -- Pennsylvania
       Factories -- Pennsylvania
       Hoisting machinery -- Pennsylvania
       Laborers -- Pennsylvania
       Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Lines of workmen near factory. Active no. 13149 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Lines of workmen near factory. Active no. 13149 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Image(s): [Lines of workmen near factory. Active no. 13149 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1501
AC0143-0001501 (AC Scan No.)

Similar to RSN 299; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
      Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Housing near factory. Active no. 13148 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Housing near factory. Active no. 13148 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Image(s): [Housing near factory. Active no. 13148 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1500
AC0143-0001500 (AC Scan No.)
Similar to RSN 298; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" on envelope. Original no. 66-A.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Cranes moving steel castings.] Active no. 13150 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Cranes moving steel castings.] Active no. 13150 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1502

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 300; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 80-A.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13151 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active no. 13151 : stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1503
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 301; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.
Orig. no. 11-A.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Active No. 13152 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Active No. 13152 : stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1504
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

Similar to RSN 302; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '07" written on envelope.
Orig. no. 78.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pittsburgh's busiest thoroughfare, Fifth Ave., from Smithfield St. Active no. 13201 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Pittsburgh's busiest thoroughfare, Fifth Ave., from Smithfield St.
Active no. 13201 : stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1505

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 303; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope.
Orig. nos. 294-C, 47.

Topic: PITTSBURG, PA.
Streetcars -- Pennsylvania
Streets -- Pennsylvania -- Pittsburgh

Place: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Smithfield St. and Post Office (right) in the heart of the city. Active No.
13202 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Smithfield St. and Post Office (right) in the heart of the city.
Active No. 13202 : stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
paper residue

Local Numbers
RSN 1506

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 304; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope.
Orig. no.s 295-D, 48.

Topic: PITTSBURG, PA.
Streets -- Pennsylvania -- Pittsburgh

Place: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Inclined Ry. to Washington Heights (370 ft.), a residence district. Active no.
13203 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Inclined Ry. to Washington Heights (370 ft.), a residence district.
Active no. 13203 : stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1507

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].
Similar to RSN 305; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope. Orig. nos. 317C, 73.

Topic:
- Buildings -- Pennsylvania
- Horses -- Pennsylvania
- PITTSBURG, PA.
- Railroads -- Pennsylvania
- Streets -- Pennsylvania -- Pittsburgh
- Tramways -- Pennsylvania
- Wagons -- Pennsylvania

Place:
- Pennsylvania
- Pittsburgh (Pa.)
- Washington Heights

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The cactus room in the Phipps Conservatory, Schenley Park. Active No. 13204 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The cactus room in the Phipps Conservatory, Schenley Park. Active No. 13204 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
paper residue

Local Numbers
RSN 1508

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 306; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope. Orig. nos. 318-1, 74.

Topic:
- Cactus
- Conservatories
- Greenhouses
- PITTSBURG, PA.
- Parks -- Pennsylvania

Place:
- Pennsylvania
- Phipps Conservatory
- Pittsburgh (Pa.)
- Schenley Park

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
A loaded coal train and the gravity incline at a coal mine. Active no. 13221: stereo photonegative, 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A loaded coal train and the gravity incline at a coal mine. Active no. 13221: stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1509
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 315; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope. Orig. nos. 299B, 52.

Topic:
Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
Mines -- Pennsylvania
PITTSBURG, PA.
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place:
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A coal mine tipple, where coal is weighed and loaded into freight cars. [Active No.: 13223, variant. Stereo photonegative], 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A coal mine tipple, where coal is weighed and loaded into freight cars. [Active No.: 13223, variant. Stereo photonegative], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers

RSN 1510

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].


Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
       Mines -- Pennsylvania
       PITTSBURG, PA.
       Railroads -- Pennsylvania

Place: Becks Run Mine (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
       Pennsylvania
       Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

A coal mine tipple, where coal is weighed and loaded into freight cars.
Active no. 13223 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A coal mine tipple, where coal is weighed and loaded into freight cars. Active no. 13223 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1511

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 315, 398, 399 and 1510; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope.

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
       Mines -- Pennsylvania
       PITTSBURG, PA.
       Railroads -- Pennsylvania

Place: Becks Run Mine (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)
       Pennsylvania
       Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

Loaded coal barges and steamers on the Monongahela River. Active no. 13224: stereo photonegative, 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Loaded coal barges and steamers on the Monongahela River. Active no. 13224: stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1512

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 318 and 400; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope. Orig. nos. 297-2, 50.

Topic: Boats -- Pennsylvania
      Bridges -- Pennsylvania
      Coal -- Pennsylvania
      Docks -- Pennsylvania
      PITTSBURG, PA.
      Piers -- Pennsylvania
      Rivers -- Pennsylvania
      Wharves -- Pennsylvania

Place: Monongahela River (Pennsylvania)
       Pennsylvania
       Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The furnace, stoves and incline used to fill the furnace, making pig iron. Active no. 13230: stereo photonegative, 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The furnace, stoves and incline used to fill the furnace, making pig iron. Active no. 13230: stereo photonegative, 1906.
Image(s): The furnace, stoves and incline used to fill the furnace, making pig iron. Active no. 13230 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1513

AC0143-0001513 (AC Scan No.)

Similar to RSN 319; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope.
Original no. 315C.

Topic:
Factories -- Pennsylvania
Furnaces -- Pennsylvania
Iron mining -- Pennsylvania
Mines -- Pennsylvania
PITTSBURG, PA.

Place:
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Drawing off the liquid iron, main runner and lower part of blast furnace. Active no. 13231 : stereo photonegative, 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Drawing off the liquid iron, main runner and lower part of blast furnace. Active no. 13231 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1514
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 320; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope. Orig. no. 310D, 63.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania  
Furnaces -- Pennsylvania  
Iron -- Pennsylvania  
PITTSBURG, PA.

Place: Pennsylvania  
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Wetting down and cooling the bed of pig iron in a blast furnace. Active No. 13233 : stereo photonegative, 1906  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Wetting down and cooling the bed of pig iron in a blast furnace.  
Active No. 13233 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers  
RSN 1515

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 322; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope. Orig. nos. 316C, 72.

Topic: Bridges -- Pennsylvania  
Factories -- Pennsylvania  
Iron  
PITTSBURG, PA.

Place: Pennsylvania  
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A pig bed and the furnace, workmen preparing to take up the cooling bars of pig iron. [Active no. 13234 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A pig bed and the furnace, workmen preparing to take up the cooling bars of pig iron. [Active no. 13234 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1516

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 323; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope. Orig. nos. 314-D, 70.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Furnaces -- Pennsylvania
Iron -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Two track levels of the P.R.R. on the Horseshoe Curve, train rounding curve in distance 1 mile away, 100 ft. higher. [Active no. 13253 : stereo photonegative.] 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Two track levels of the P.R.R. on the Horseshoe Curve, train rounding curve in distance 1 mile away, 100 ft. higher. [Active no. 13253 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.
Local Numbers

RSN 1518

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 327; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope. Orig. no. 290-D.

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.

Topic: HORSESHOE CURVE, PA.
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Stations -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)
Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A fast express rounding the bend of the famous Horseshoe Curve. [Active no. 13250 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A fast express rounding the bend of the famous Horseshoe Curve. [Active no. 13250 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers

RSN 1517

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 324; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope. Orig. no. 288-F.

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.

Topic: HORSESHOE CURVE, PA.
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Stations -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)
Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 17

RSN Numbers 1519-1614

Image(s)

Three engines hauling the Chicago Special (12 sleepers) on the Horseshoe Curve. [Active no. 13254 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Three engines hauling the Chicago Special (12 sleepers) on the Horseshoe Curve. [Active no. 13254 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

_Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1519

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 328; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" hand-written on envelope. Orig. no. 292-B.

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.

Topic: HORSESHOE CURVE, PA.
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)
Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Four trains abreast--enormous traffic on the Penn. Ry. west of Altoona.
Active No. 13255 : stereo photonegative, 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue

Local Numbers
RSN 1520

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

Similar to RSN 329; "C. W. White's Pittsburg, '06" written on envelope. Orig. no. 291-D.

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.

Topic: HORSESHOE CURVE, PA.
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Altoona (Pa.)
Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

[Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1521

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 6-B.
[Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1522
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 16-B.

[Overview of steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1523
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 22-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Factories -- Pennsylvania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Homestead (Pa.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1524

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 20-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Factories -- Pennsylvania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Homestead (Pa.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1525
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 32-B.

- Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
- Place: Homestead (Pa.)
  Pennsylvania
- Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior view of steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Exterior view of steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 1526

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 33-B.

- Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
- Place: Homestead (Pa.)
  Pennsylvania
- Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1527

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 38-C.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.) Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen in steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Workmen in steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1528

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 40-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.) Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen outside in factory area.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Workmen outside in factory area.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1529

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 46-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
       Laborers -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1530

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 47-C.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
       Laborers -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1531

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 48-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cranes moving ore in steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Cranes moving ore in steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1533
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 54-C.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Steel processing machinery.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1534
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 57-C.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cranes moving ore in steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Cranes moving ore in steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1535

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 62-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in steel factory : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workers in steel factory : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Image(s): [Workers in steel factory : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Eight men, one holding shovel.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0001536 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 1536
"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Original no. 69-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.)
      Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Train in factory area.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Train in factory area.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1537

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 71-D.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Trains -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.)
      Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Train in factory area.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Train in factory area.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1538

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
74

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Factories -- Pennsylvania                 | Homestead (Pa.)| Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
| Laborers -- Pennsylvania                  | Pennsylvania   | -- Glass
| Trains -- Pennsylvania                    |                | Stereoscopic photographs                        |

[Housing on a hill near steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Housing on a hill near steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1539

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. White's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. Orig. no. 79-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Dwellings -- Pennsylvania                 | Homestead (Pa.)| Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
| Roads -- Pennsylvania                     | Pennsylvania   | -- Glass
|                                            |                | Stereoscopic photographs                        |

[Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1540
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].
"C. W. White Penn. '06" written on envelope. Orig. no. 286D.

Topic: Railroads -- Pennsylvania
       Railroads -- Trains
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Low view of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1541
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].
"C. W. White Penn. '06" written on envelope. Orig. no. 287-B.

Topic: Railroads -- Pennsylvania
       Trains -- Pennsylvania
[Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.
Local Numbers
RSN 1542

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].
"C. W. White Penn. '06" written on envelope. Orig. no. 289-B.

Topic: Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.
Local Numbers
RSN 1543
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

"C. W. White Penn. '06" written on envelope. Orig. no. 293-2.

Topic: Railroads -- Pennsylvania
      Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906
  1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
  RSN 1544

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

"C. W. White Penn. '06" written on envelope. Orig. nos. 289-C; 51.

Topic: Railroads -- Pennsylvania
      Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906
  1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1545

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

"C. W. White Penn. '06" written on envelope. Orig. nos. 307-B; 60.

Topic: Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Pennsylvania.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway line at factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railway line at factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1546

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

"C. W. White Penn. '06" written on envelope. Orig. nos. 308-N, 61.

Topic: Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Pennsylvania.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1547

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

"C. W. White Penn. '06" written on envelope. Orig. nos. 311-2; 64.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen outside at steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workmen outside at steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1548

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

"C. W. White Penn. '06" written on envelope. Orig. no. 313-B.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of battleship afloat.] Stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [View of battleship afloat.] Stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Loss, left side.

Local Numbers
RSN 1549

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [155].

"C. W. White Penn '06" written on envelope and "Not to be used for ill./Broken". Orig. no. 321.

Topic: Ships -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Moving ore in steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Moving ore in steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1550

Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].

"C. W. Whites's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope. [Check object for original number, ending in B.]

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
[Workmen in steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workmen in steel factory.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1552
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
*C. W. Whites's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of railway line.] Stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1551
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
*C. W. Whites's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope
Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steel processing machinery : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steel processing machinery : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1553
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151].
"C. W. Whites's Pittsburg '07" written on envelope.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Broad St. and City Hall [on envelope]. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Broad St. and City Hall [on envelope]. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1554
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [160]. Orig. no. 11-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania -- Philadelphia
Streets -- Pennsylvania -- Philadelphia.

Place: Pennsylvania
Philadelphia (Pa.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Broad St. North from City Hall [on envelope]. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Broad St. North from City Hall [on envelope]. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1555
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [160]. Orig. no. 12-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania -- Philadelphia
Streets -- Pennsylvania -- Philadelphia.
Place: Pennsylvania

Girard College Phila. [on envelope]. photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Girard College Phila. [on envelope]. photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1556
Currently stored in box 1.1.5 [151], moved from [160]. Orig. no. 13-B.

Copy and Version Identification Note
13-B
Names: Girard College

Topic: Buildings
Streets -- Pennsylvania -- Philadelphia.
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Place: Pennsylvania
Philadelphia (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Parish Church, Kingston. [Active no. 7608 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1557
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." on envelope. Orig. no. 251-B.

Names: Parish Church (Kingston, Jamaica)

Topic: Churches -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Streetcars -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Buying tobacco by the yard in Jamaica. [Active No. 7609 : stereo
photonegative, cropped.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Woman stands in street in front of audience of people holding umbrellas.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0001558 (AC Scan No.)
RSN 1558
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Original or work number(?): 252-A.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34]

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Markets -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica
Tobacco -- Jamaica -- 1890-1920

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Constant Spring Hotel, near Kingston, Jamaica, one of the finest hotels in the West Indies. [Active no. 7611 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1559
AC0143-0001559 (AC Scan No.)
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 253-A.

Names: Constant Spring Hotel (Kingston, Jamaica)

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
Buildings -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bananas as they grow. [Active no. 7621 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1560
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 243-2.

Topic: Bananas
JAMAICA SERIES
Trees -- Jamaica.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Little water carriers near May Pen. [Active no. 7663 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1561
AC0143-0001561 (AC Scan No.)
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 50-A.

Topic: Children -- Jamaica
Horses -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Streets -- Jamaica
Wagons -- Jamaica
Water -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
      May Pen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

Coolies working at the mill on the sugar estate "Seven Plantations" near May Pen. [Active no. 7664 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1562

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 248-A.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
       Laborers -- Jamaica
       Mills and mill-work
       Plantations
       Sugar

Place: Jamaica
      May Pen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

A field of tobacco near May Pen. [Active no. 7665 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 1563

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 244-A.

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
       Fields -- Jamaica
       JAMAICA SERIES
       Tobacco -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
       May Pen

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

The Donkey Pen of the Mandeville Market where donkeys are left while the owners are disposing of their produce. [Caption 7668 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1564
AC0143-0001564 (AC Scan No.)

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope. Orig. no. 242-A.

Topic: Animals -- Jamaica
       Donkeys -- Jamaica
       JAMAICA SERIES
       Markets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
       Mandeville (Jamaica)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs
Natives bartering for Jamaica sugar in the Mandeville Market. [Active no. 7670 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1565
AC0143-0001565 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 240-C.

Topic: Crowds -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Markets -- Jamaica
Sugar

Place: Jamaica
Mandeville

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

A grape fruit orchard near Mandeville. [Active no. 7671 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1566
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 230-B.

Topic: Fruit -- Jamaica
Grapefruit -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Orchards -- Jamaica
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica
Mandeville

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In an orange grove, Mandeville. [Active no. 7672 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1567

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 229-1.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Oranges -- Jamaica
Orchards -- Jamaica
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica
Mandeville

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Jamaica tin peddler. [Active no. 7673 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 1568

AC0143-0001568 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Orig. no. 228-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Markets -- Jamaica
Peddlers and peddling
Tin

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Gathering the coffee berries. [Active no. 7685 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1569

AC0143-0001569 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Orig. no. 232-A-2.

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
Coffee -- Jamaica
Harvesting -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Women laborers -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Pulping coffee in the old way. [Active no. 7688 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1570
AC0143-0001570 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 233-B.

Topic: Coffee -- Jamaica
Horses -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Mills and mill-work -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Chairs in large room. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1571
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 100.

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
Furniture
Interiors -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Furniture in large room. Stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1572

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 101.

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
Furniture
JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of church, unoccupied. Stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 1573

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 105-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
      Church buildings -- Jamaica
      JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of church. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1574

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 106-a.

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
      Buildings -- Jamaica
      JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Street and buildings, Jamaica : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1575

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope. Orig. no. 107-A.

Topic: Buildings -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Streets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and trees. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1576

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 108-a.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Rivers -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1577

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 109-C.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city street and buildings, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1578

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 111-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
   Streetcars -- Jamaica
   Streets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Pedestrians on country highway, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1579
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 112-E.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
   Roads -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1580

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 113-3.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palms trees, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1581

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 116-a.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees in park, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1582
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 118-2.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tree arbor, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1583
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 119-2.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Unoccupied room, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1584
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Orig. no. 120-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
Interiors -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street market, Jamaica : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1585
AC0143-0001585 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope. Orig. no. 122-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Markets -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City street and buildings, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1586

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 123-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Streets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City street and buildings, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1587

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 125-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
Buildings -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Streets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City street and buildings, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1588

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 126-a.

Topic: Animals -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Streets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1589

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 128-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1590

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 129-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1591

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 130-2.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1592

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 131-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1593

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 132-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1594

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 133-a.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1595

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 135-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1596
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 138-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica
Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders on a country lane, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1597
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 139-B.

Topic: Animals -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1598
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 141-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low building, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1599
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 142-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Jamaica
       JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Man leading horse in woods, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Loss on left side.

Local Numbers
RSN 1600

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 151-1.

Topic: Animals -- Jamaica
       Horses -- Jamaica
       JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[People, buildings, trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Loss on left side.
Local Numbers
RSN 1601

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 153.

Topic: Buildings -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Large steamship afloat, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1602

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 163-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Ships -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large steamship afloat, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1603
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 164-A.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
    Ships -- Jamaica
Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Palm trees, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1604
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 166-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
    Palm trees -- Jamaica
Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Valley and mountains. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1605
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 167-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River, valley and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1606
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
Orig. no. 168-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica
Rivers -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1607

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 169-2.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1608

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 170-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>JAMAICA SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Jamaica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees -- Jamaica</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:          | Jamaica                                           |

| Genre/          | Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica           |
| Form:           | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                 | -- Glass                                           |
|                 | Stereoscopic photographs                          |

[Trees, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1609

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 171-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>JAMAICA SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees -- Jamaica</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:          | Jamaica                                           |

| Genre/          | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form:           | -- Glass                                           |
|                 | Stereoscopic photographs                          |

[River, trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1610

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 172-C.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica
Rivers -- Jamaica
Waterscapes -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1611

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 173-a.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica
Rapids -- Jamaica
Rivers -- Jamaica
Waterscapes -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River, trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1612
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 174-a.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica
Rivers -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Constructing rural building, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1613
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 175-a.

Topic: Building -- Jamaica
Dwellings -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Constructing rural building, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1614
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 177-a-2.

Topic: Building -- Jamaica
Dwellings -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Box 18
RSN Numbers 1615-1705

Image(s)

[Dining room interior, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1615

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 178-a.

Topic: Dining rooms
JAMAICA SERIES
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse cart on country roadway, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1616

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 180-B.

Topic: Carts -- Jamaica
Horses -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Roads -- Jamaica
Place: Jamaica
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in field, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1617
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 181-1.

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
Fields -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Laborers -- Jamaica
Plants -- Jamaica
Place: Jamaica
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in field, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1618

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 1618.

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
       Fields -- Jamaica
       JAMAICA SERIES
       Laborers -- Jamaica
       Plants -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in field, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1619

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 186-B.

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
       Fields -- Jamaica
       JAMAICA SERIES
       Laborers -- Jamaica
       Plants -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Building exterior, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1620

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 187-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
Buildings -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machinery in building, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1621

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 188-2.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Machinery -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Building exterior, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1622
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 189-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
Buildings -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Building interior, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1623
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Orig. no. 192-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
Buildings -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Building entrance, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1624

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 195-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
Buildings -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 1625

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 196-2.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica
Rapids -- Jamaica
Rivers -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River, trees and mountains, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1626

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 198-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica
Rivers -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women wash clothes in river under bridge, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1627

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 199-C.

Topic: Children -- Jamaica
      JAMAICA SERIES
      Laundry -- Jamaica.
      Mountains -- Jamaica
      Rivers -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Forest area, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1628
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 202-1.

Place: Jamaica
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES

[Forest area, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1629
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 203-2.

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES

[Overview of a city, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of a city, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1630
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 207-1.

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: JAMAICA SERIES

[Lighthouse on ocean coast, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1631
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 208-C.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Lighthouses
Ocean
Waterscapes -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ocean coast. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1632

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 209-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Ocean
Seacoasts

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishermen in ocean surf : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1633

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." on envelope.

Orig. no. 210-B.

Topic: Fishing
JAMAICA SERIES
Waterscapes

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palm trees on ocean shore. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1634

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 211-E.

Topic: Beaches -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Trees -- Jamaica.
Waterscapes -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Playful young swimmers in ocean : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellow stains.

Local Numbers

RSN 1635

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." hand-written on envelope. Orig. no. 212-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Swimming
Swimming -- 1900-1910
Waterscapes
Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids on forest area, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1636

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 217-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Rapids -- Jamaica
Rivers -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men and women workers along a roadside in Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1637

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].
Orig. no. 222-a.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Women laborers -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palm trees, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1638

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 234-2.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palm trees. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1639
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 235-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
    Trees -- Jamaica.
Place: Jamaica
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral and street pedestrians. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1640

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 236-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
    Cathedrals -- Jamaica
    JAMAICA SERIES
Place: Jamaica
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Street crowd, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 1641

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 237-B.

Topic: Crowds -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES
Streets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street crowd, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1642

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 239-a.

Topic: Crowds -- Jamaica
JAMAICA SERIES

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural scene, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1643

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 249-2.

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: JAMAICA SERIES

[Steamship on ocean, near Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1644

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Orig. no. 256-C.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Ships -- Jamaica
Waterscapes
Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural, city and mountain views, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 1645

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 257-2.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural, city and mountain views, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 1646

"Jamaica / H.C.W." written on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34].

Orig. no. 258-B.

Topic: JAMAICA SERIES
Mountains -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Jamaica
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Sterescopic photographs

[Damaged building, Kingston(?), Jamaica. Active no. 8764 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1647
Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34], moved from [158].
Same as RSN 5981 and 5982.

Orig. nos. 43-A, 13.

Topic: Destruction
Disasters -- Jamaica
KINGSTON DISASTER
Streets -- Jamaica
Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Sterescopic photographs

[Tent shelters, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Image one side only.
Local Numbers
RSN 1648

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34], moved from [158].

Orig. no. 45.

Topic: Dwellings -- Jamaica
       KINGSTON DISASTER
       Tents -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
       Kingston (Jamaica)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Large building, Jamaica. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Discoloration, finger prints, part of right side obstructed.

Local Numbers
RSN 1649

Currently stored in box 1.1.10 [34], moved from [158].

Orig. no. 18.

Topic: Buildings -- Jamaica
       KINGSTON DISASTER

Place: Jamaica
       Kingston (Jamaica)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gueydon Fountain, the only fountain in Fort de France, used as a washing place by the native women, Martinique. [Active no. 7821: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1650

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Original no., 15-E.

Topic: Buildings -- Martinique
Docks
Fountains
Laundry -- Martinique.
Piers
WEST INDIES
Wharves

Place: Fort-de-France (Martinique)
Gueydon Fountain (Fort de France, Martinque)
Martinique

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

On the waterfront of St. Pierre, where houses are buried three or four feet deep in volcanic mud. [Active no. 8214 : stereo photonegative, 1902]

Image(s): On the waterfront of St. Pierre, where houses are buried three or four feet deep in volcanic mud. [Active no. 8214 : stereo photonegative, 1902].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; discolored.

Local Numbers
RSN 1651

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Associated number, 24-a.

Topic: Beaches -- Martinique
MARTINIQUE SERIES
Mountains -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique
A volcano-swept hillside in St. Pierre, buried twenty to thirty feet deep in volcanic mud. [Active no. 8215 : stereo photonegative], [1902]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): A volcano-swept hillside in St. Pierre, buried twenty to thirty feet deep in volcanic mud. [Active no. 8215 : stereo photonegative, 1902].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1652
"West Indies / Reproduced".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Associated no., 2-a.

Grim and threatening Mont Pelee from the Bay, the portion of St. Pierre most deeply buried in volcanic mud and ashes. [Active no. 8216 : stereo photonegative], [1902]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Grim and threatening Mont Pelee from the Bay, the portion of St. Pierre most deeply buried in volcanic mud and ashes. [Active no. 8216 : stereo photonegative, 1902].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1653

"West Indies / Reproduced".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Associated number, 22-a.

Topic: Beaches -- Martinique
       MARTINIQUE SERIES
       Mountains -- Martinique
       Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
       Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
       St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Severely damaged building, St. Pierre, Martinique. Stereo photonegative],
[1902.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Severely damaged building, St. Pierre, Martinique. Stereo photonegative, 1902.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Aftermath of the 1902 volcanic eruption of Mt. Pelee.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1654

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies". Orig. no. 1-3.

Topic: Buildings -- Martinique
       Ruins -- Martinique
       Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
       Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
       St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape after volcanic eruption of Mt. Pelee, Martinique. Stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Landscape after volcanic eruption of Mt. Pelee, Martinique. Stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSA 1655

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies", orig. no. 4-C.

Topic: Ruins -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Severely damaged buildings and trees, St. Pierre, Martinique. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Aftermath of the 1902 volcanic eruption of Mt. Pelee.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering at top.

Local Numbers
RSA 1656

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies."

Orig. no. 5-C.
Topic: Buildings -- Martinique
Ruins -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
   Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
   St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Severely damaged buildings, St. Pierre, Martinique. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Photograph made after the volcanic eruption of Mt. Pelee in 1902.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering at top.

Local Numbers
   RSN 1657

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies".

Orig. no. 6-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Martinique
Ruins -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
   Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
   St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Palm trees : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1658

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies."

Orig. no. 7-C.

Topic: Palm trees -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy street scene. Stereo photonegative.]=
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching, otherwise good.

Local Numbers
RSN 1659

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies".

Orig. no. 9-D.

Topic: Streets -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street and buildings : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1660
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies."

Orig. No. 10-E.

Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and trees: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1661
Video number 01359
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies".

Orig. No. 11-7.

Topic: Trees -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Marines (visual works) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and trees, West Indies : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1662
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies".

Orig. No. 12-C.

Topic:  Trees -- West Indies
Genre/ Form:  Marines (visual works) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:  West Indies

[Monument in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1663
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies".

Orig. No. 13-D.

Topic:  Monuments -- West Indies
Sculptures -- West Indies

Place:  West Indies
West Indies [stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** West Indies [stereo photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 1664

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Orig. no. 14-B.

**Topic:** Architecture -- West Indies
Buildings -- West Indies

**Place:** West Indies

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

West Indies [ruined landscape after volcanic eruption of Mt. Pelee] [stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** West Indies [ruined landscape after volcanic eruption of Mt. Pelee] [stereo photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled. Silvering at top, fingerprint on right side.

Local Numbers
RSN 1665

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

**Topic:** Ruins -- West Indies

**Place:** Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
West Indies

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Martinique after volcanic eruption of Mt. Pelee: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1666

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 17-E.

Topic: Buildings -- West Indies
Ruins -- West Indies
Seascapes -- West Indies

Place: Martinique
West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Martinique after volcanic eruption of Mt. Pelee: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1667

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 18-C.
Topic: Buildings -- West Indies
Ruins -- West Indies

Place: Martinique
West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1668

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 19-B.

Topic: Beaches -- West Indies
Mountains -- West Indies
Seacoasts -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene, Martinique, after volcanic eruption of Mt. Pelee : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering at top. Chipped emulsion at top.

Local Numbers
RSN 1669
"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 20-B.

Topic: Beaches -- West Indies
Mountains -- West Indies
Ruins -- Martinique
Seacoasts -- West Indies

Place: Martinique
West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1670

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 21-B.

Topic: Buildings -- West Indies
Mountains -- West Indies

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: West Indies

[Harbor in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1671
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 23-D.

Topic: Harbors -- West Indies
       Seacoasts -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1672
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 25-C.

Topic: Mountains -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs
[Street scene in West Indies. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1673

"West Indies" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. no. 27-D.

Topic:
- Buildings -- West Indies
- Streets -- West Indies

Place:
- West Indies

Genre/
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1674

"West Indies" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. no. 29-E.

Topic:
- Buildings -- West Indies
- Streets -- West Indies

Place:
- West Indies

Genre/
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1675
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 30-B.

Topic: Streets -- West Indies
      Trees -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1676
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 31-B.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Genre/ Form: Marines (visual works) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: West Indies

[Waterscape in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1677

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 32-D.

Topic: Trees -- West Indies
Genre/ Form: Marines (visual works) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: West Indies

[Waterscape in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1678

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 33-D.
Topic: Bridges -- West Indies
Trees -- West Indies

Genre/Form: Marines (visual works) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: West Indies

[Harbor in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1679

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 34-B.

Topic: Docks -- West Indies
Harbors -- West Indies
Piers -- West Indies
Sailboats -- West Indies
Wharves -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1680
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 35-C.

Topic: Disasters -- West Indies
       Ruins -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1681

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 36-C.

Topic: Mountains -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1682

"West Indies" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 37-D.

Topic: Buildings -- West Indies
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: West Indies

[Family group outside rustic home built on stilts: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1683

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies".

Orig. No. 39-C.

Topic: Dwellings -- West Indies
Family -- 1880-1910
Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1684

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 40-D.

Topic: Parks -- West Indies
       Trees -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Large crowd in yard: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1685

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies" on envelope. 41-C on envelope.

Topic: Dwellings -- West Indies
       Family -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in park area: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1686

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies".

Orig. No. 42-C.

Topic: Dwellings -- West Indies
      Family -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1687

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 43-B.

Topic: Mountains -- West Indies
       Sailboats -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Marines (visual works) -- West Indies
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1688
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 43 1/2-C.

Topic: Barrels -- West Indies
Cargo -- West Indies
Docks -- West Indies
Piers -- West Indies
Shipping -- West Indies
Ships -- West Indies
Wharves -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1689
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 44-B.

Topic: Buildings -- West Indies
Streets -- West Indies

Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1690

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 45-C.

Topic: Buildings -- West Indies
Streets -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1691

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].
Orig. No. 46-D.

Topic: Streets -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1692

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 47-D.

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- West Indies
Place: West Indies

[Dock scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1693

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].
Orig. No. 48-B.

Topic: Docks -- West Indies  
      Piers -- West Indies  
      Sailboats -- West Indies  
      Wharves -- West Indies  

Place: West Indies  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
            -- Glass  
            Stereoscopic photographs  

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 1694  

"West Indies".  
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 49-D.

Topic: Streets -- West Indies  

Place: West Indies  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
            -- Glass  
            Stereoscopic photographs  

[Landscape in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 1695
"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 51-E.

| Genre/ Form: | Landscapes (representations) -- West Indies Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |
| Topic:       | Mountains -- West Indies |
| Place:       | West Indies |

[Mountains, West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1696

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 52-B.

| Genre/ Form: | Landscapes (representations) -- West Indies Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |
| Topic:       | Mountains -- West Indies |
| Place:       | West Indies |

[Women workers bent over in a field in the West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1697

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 53-C.

Topic: Agriculture -- West Indies
Women laborers -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups in front of rustic housing: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1698

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies".

Orig. No. 54-C.

Topic: Dwellings -- West Indies
Family -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1699

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 55-C.

Topic: Agriculture -- West Indies
Cows -- West Indies
Farms -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1700

"West Indies / Poor".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 56-C.

Topic: Buildings -- West Indies
Streets -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor, West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1701

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 60-B.

Topic: Harbors -- West Indies
       Mountains -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/
Form: Marines (visual works) -- West Indies
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Sea and mountains, West Indies: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1702

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 62-B.

Topic: Harbors -- West Indies
       Mountains -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/
Form: Marines (visual works) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1703
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].
Orig. No. 63-1/2.

Topic: Dwellings -- West Indies
Streets -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two workers beside small stream: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1704
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].
"West Indies".
Orig. no. 67-D (see duplicate record, #142413).

Topic: Laborers -- West Indies
Rivers -- West Indies

Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1703
Box 1.1.11
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 63-1/2.

Topic: Dwellings -- West Indies
Streets -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two workers beside small stream: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1704
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].
"West Indies".

Orig. No. 67-D (see duplicate record #142411).

    Topic:    Laborers -- West Indies
              Rivers -- West Indies
    Place:    West Indies
    Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    Form:     -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1705

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 71-C.

    Topic:    Parks -- West Indies
              Sculptures -- West Indies
    Place:    West Indies
    Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    Form:     -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Box 19 RSN Numbers 1706-1775

Image(s)

[Harbor in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1706

"West Indies Naval".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 1-C.

Topic: Harbors -- West Indies
      Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors in West Indies : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1707

"West Indies Naval". Original no. 3-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Topic: Sailors -- West Indies
       Seamen -- West Indies
       Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1708

"West Indies Naval".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 2-D.

Topic: Sailors -- West Indies
Seamen -- West Indies
Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue, peeling emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1709

"West Indies Naval".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 4-B.

Topic: Sailors -- West Indies
Seamen -- West Indies
Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1710

"West Indies Naval".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 5-B.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1711

"West Indies Naval".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 6-C.

Topic: Sailors -- West Indies
      Seamen -- West Indies
      Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue and peeling residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1712

Video number 01410

"West Indies Naval".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 8-B.

Topic: Sailors -- West Indies
      Seamen -- West Indies
      Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue sticking to plate.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1713

"West Indies Naval".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 9-B.

Topic: Docks -- West Indies
Piers -- West Indies
Sailors -- West Indies
Seamen -- West Indies
Ships -- West Indies
Wharves -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1714

"West Indies Naval".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 10-D.
Topic: Sailors -- West Indies
Seamen -- West Indies
Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1715

"West Indies Naval".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 11-D.

Topic: Sailors -- West Indies
Seamen -- West Indies
Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1716

"West Indies Naval".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 12-D.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1717

"West Indies Naval".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 14-D.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1718

"West Indies Naval".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 15-C.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors in West Indies. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1719

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Orig. no. 20-B.

"West Indies Naval".

Topic: Sailors
Sailors
Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. Flag on ship bow in West Indies waters: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1720

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies Naval".

Orig. No. 22-B.

Topic: Flags -- United States
       Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1721

"West Indies Naval".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Orig. no. 23-B.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1722
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies Naval".

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1723
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Orig. no. 26-B.
[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue; cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 1724

"West Indies Naval".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 27-E.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Line of ships and U.S. Flag on ship bow in West Indies waters: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1726

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies Naval".

Orig. No. 32-D.

Topic: Flags -- United States
       Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

West Indies Naval [stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): West Indies Naval [stereo photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.


Local Numbers
RSN 1727

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Orig. no. 35-C.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1728

"West Indies Naval".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 36-B.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[West Indies : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled; paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1729

"West Indies Naval".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Orig. no. 37-B.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives 

Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1730

"West Indies Naval".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 38-A.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled; paper residue.

Local Numbers

RSN 1731

"West Indies Naval". Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 39-E.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1732

"West Indies Naval". Photographer unidentified.
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 40-B.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship on the ocean: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1733

"West Indies Naval". Photographer unidentified.
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]
Orig. No. 41-C.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1734

"West Indies Naval". Photographer unidentified.
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 43-A.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1735

"West Indies Naval". Photographer unidentified.
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 44-D.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from shipboard, with sailor: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1736

"West Indies Naval". Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]

Orig. No. 46-B.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1737

"West Indies Naval".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 49-B.

- **Topic**: Mountains -- West Indies
- **Place**: West Indies
- **Genre/Form**: Marines (visual works) -- West Indies
  - Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    - Glass
    - Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

- English.
- Silver gelatin on glass.
- Peeling emulsion.
- Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1738

"West Indies Naval".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 50-B.

- **Topic**: Markets -- West Indies
  - Streets -- West Indies
- **Place**: West Indies
- **Genre/Form**: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass
  - Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Charlotte Amalie, the capital city of St. Thomas. [Active no. 7801: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

- English.
- Silver gelatin on glass.
- Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1739

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 57-B.

Topic: Harbors -- St. Thomas
Mountains -- St. Thomas
WEST INDIES

Place: Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands
St. Thomas
West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Rue de Pave, teeming with native life, Fort de France. [Active no. 7820: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1740

"West Indies"
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]

Orig. no. 8-C.

Topic: Children -- West Indies
Streets -- Martinique
WEST INDIES

Place: Fort-de-France (Martinique)
Martinique
West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[A street scene in Fort de France: Active no. 7822: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1741

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 28-E.

Topic: Carts -- Martinique
Horses -- Martinique
Streets -- Martinique
WEST INDIES

Place: Fort-de-France (Martinique)
Martinique
West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Curacao: Active no. 7834 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1742

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 58-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Curacao
Streets -- Curacao
WEST INDIES

Place: Curacao

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Caracas among the mountains of Venezuela, from Calvario Park. [Active no. 9013 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1743

Same as RSN 6051 and 6052; "H.C.W. Jamaica Trip".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. no. 38.

Topic: Mountains -- Venezuela
Parks -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place: Caracas (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Venezuela
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The President's Residence, "Miraflores Palace," Caracas. [Active no. 9014 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1744
Same as RSN 6053; “White / #37 orig. / Venezuela.” Appears to be a copy negative.

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51], moved from [21].

Orig. No. 37.

Topic: Mountains -- Venezuela
       Palaces -- Venezuela
       VENEZUELA

Place: Caracas (Venezuela)
       Miraflores Palace
       Venezuela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

A Venezuelan ox cart with rum from an interior sugar plantation, Caracas.
[Active No. 9015 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 1745

Same as RSN 6054; “White / #14 orig. / Venezuela.” Appears to be a copy negative.

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51], moved from [21].

Orig. No. 14.

Topic: Carts
       Cows
       Dogs -- 1890-1920 -- Venezuela -- Caracas
       Rum
       Streets -- Venezuela
       VENEZUELA

Place: Caracas (Venezuela)
       Venezuela -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

A native hut on the cart road Caracas to La Guayra, size 10 x 4 feet--the home of three women and one child. [Active no. 9016 : photonegative.]
**1 Item (4" x 5").**

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 1746

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51], moved from [21].

Same as RSN 6055-6057; "White Neg. / Venezuela / #39 orig." Appears to be a copy negative.

Orig. No. 39.

**Topic:**  
Dwellings -- Venezuela  
Family -- Venezuela.  
VENEZUELA

**Place:**  
Caracas (Venezuela)  
Venezuela

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

A provision store with donkey packs and donkey carts departing for the interior. [Active no. 9017 : photonegative.]

**1 Item (4" x 5").**

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 1747

Same as RSN 6058; "White / Venezuela / #40 orig." Appears to be a copy negative.

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51], moved from [21].

Orig. No. 40.

**Topic:**  
Business enterprises -- Venezuela  
Carts -- Venezuela  
Donkeys -- Venezuela  
Markets -- Venezuela  
Stores -- Venezuela  
Streets -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place: Caracas (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Tall monument in plaza in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1748

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies".

Orig. No. 1-B.

Topic: Buildings -- West Indies
Monuments -- West Indies
Plazas -- West Indies
WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1749

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 3-C.

Topic: Carts -- West Indies
Children -- West Indies
Horses -- West Indies
Streets -- West Indies
WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1750

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 4-D.

Topic: Children -- West Indies
Dogs -- West Indies
Streets -- West Indies
Trees -- West Indies
WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Discoloration.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1751

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 7-B.

Topic:
Cows -- West Indies
Horses -- West Indies
Streets -- West Indies
WEST INDIES
Wagons -- West Indies

Place:
West Indies

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The market at early morning, San Juan, Porto Rico. [Caption no. 7002 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1752

Associated number: 8-C.
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Topic:
Markets -- Puerto Rico
Streets -- Puerto Rico.
WEST INDIES

Place:
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
San Juan (P.R.)
West Indies

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1753

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 11-B.

Topic:
Buildings -- West Indies
Streets -- West Indies
WEST INDIES

Place:
West Indies

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1754

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 14-C.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
      Tourists -- West Indies
      WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape, West Indies. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1755

"West Indies"

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Orig. no. 17-4.

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: WEST INDIES

[Landscape in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1756

"West Indies"
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 18-B.

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- West Indies
WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1757

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 22-A.

Topic: Boats -- West Indies
Mountains -- West Indies
Ships -- West Indies
WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1758

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 23-2.

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- West Indies
Valleys -- West Indies
WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

[Arena in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1759

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 34-A.

Topic: Arenas -- West Indies
WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1760
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 35-B.

Topic: Buildings -- West Indies
Mountains -- West Indies
WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in front of rustic housing: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1762
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

"West Indies".

Orig. No. 39-A.

Topic: Dwellings -- West Indies
       Family -- West Indies
       WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1763
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 44-B.

Topic: Streets -- West Indies
       WEST INDIES
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1764
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 52-2.

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- West Indies Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- West Indies
Place: West Indies

[landscape in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1765
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 53-C.
Topic: Donkeys
Mountains -- West Indies
WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- West Indies
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1766

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 54-B.

Topic: Children -- West Indies
Dwellings -- West Indies
WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1767
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 60-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Streets -- West Indies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>West Indies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1768

"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 62-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Ships -- West Indies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>West Indies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1769
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 63-E.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1770
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 65-D.

Topic: Ships -- West Indies
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape with harbor, West Indies. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1771

"West Indies"

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51]. Orig. no. 70-C.

Topic: Harbors
       WEST INDIES
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Figure with monkey, West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Discoloration, some flaking emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1772

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 71-A.

Topic: Monkeys -- West Indies
       WEST INDIES
Place: West Indies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Some flaking emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1773
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 72-C.

Topic:   Docks -- West Indies
         Piers -- West Indies
         Sailors -- West Indies
         Seamen -- West Indies
         Ships -- West Indies
         WEST INDIES
         Wharves -- West Indies

Place:  West Indies

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:  -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Some flaking emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1774
"West Indies".
Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].
Orig. No. 73-A.

Topic: Boats -- West Indies
      WEST INDIES

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene in West Indies: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Discoloration.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1775

"West Indies".

Currently stored in box 1.1.11 [51].

Orig. No. 74-B.

Topic: Docks -- West Indies
      Piers -- West Indies
      Wharves -- West Indies

Place: West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Box 20 RSN Numbers 1776-1876

Image(s)

[Mountains, Mexico. Active no. 17601 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue and flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 1776

Similar to RSN 7892 and 7893.

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 32-A.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Carriages -- Mexico
Horses -- Mexico
Mountains -- Mexico
Wagons -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Mexico. Active no. 17602 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1777

Similar to RSN 7894.

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 3-A.

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
[Cathedral, Mexico. Active no. 17603 : stereo photonegative.]
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1778

Similar to RSN 7895.
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 4C.

**Topic:** Architecture -- Mexico  
Cathedrals -- Mexico

**Place:** Mexico

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Cathedral and monument, Mexico. Active no. 17604 : stereo photonegative.]
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue and some flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1779

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Similar to RSN 7896.

**Topic:** Buildings -- Mexico  
Cathedrals -- Mexico  
Monuments -- Mexico
Parks -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Mexico. Active no. 17605 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Fair; paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1780

Similar to RSN 7897.
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155]. Orig. no. 25-E.

Topic: Mountains -- Mexico
Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Mexico. Active no. 17606 : stereo photonegative.,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Market in Mexico. Active no. 17606 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Discoloration, paper residue and flaking emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1781

Similar to RSN 7898; "Prof. Starr '07 / Mexico" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 63A.

Topic: Baskets -- Mexico
Markets -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Mexico. Active no. 17607 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue and flaking emulsion. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1782

Similar to RSN 7899.

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. no. 38-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico
Domes

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cuitlahuac, tall monument in Mexico. Active no. 17608 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue and flaking emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 1783

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Similar to RSN 7900 and 7901

Orig. No. 35-D.

Topic: Cuitlahuac Monument (Mexico)
Monuments -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mexico. [Active no. 17609 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1784

Similar to RSN 7902 and 7903.

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 23-F.

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mexico. Active no. 17610 : stereo photonegative,], 1907

Page 1075 of 15344
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mexico. Active no. 17610 : stereo photonegative.] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1785
Similar to RSN 7904; ["Prof. Starr '07 / Mexico"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 55-C.

Place: Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Mexico. Active no. 17611 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1786
Similar to RSN 7905.
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 18-C.

Topic: Markets -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river. Active no. 17613 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1788

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].
Similar to RSN 7907.

Orig. No. 33-A.

Topic: 
Boats -- Mexico
Rivers -- Mexico

Place: 
Mexico

Genre/ 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form: 
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river: 17614 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1789

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].
Similar to RSN 7908.

Orig. No. 45-B.
Topic: Boats -- Mexico  
Rivers -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Mexico. Active no. 17615 : stereo photonegative,], 1907  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Cathedral in Mexico. Active no. 17615 : stereo photonegative,]  
1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 1790

Similar to RSN 7909; [Prof. Starr[?] '07 Mexico"] on envelope.  
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 12D?

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico  
Buildings -- Mexico  
Cathedrals -- Mexico  
Churches -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Mexico. Active no. 17616 : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Paper residue.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1791

Similar to RSN 7911.

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 10-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
       Buildings -- Mexico
       Cathedrals -- Mexico
       Churches -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Mexico: 17618 stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1792

Similar to RSN 7912.

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 17-2.

Topic: Gardens -- Mexico
       Parks -- Mexico
       Sculptures -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Mexico. Active no. 17612 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1787

Similar to RSN 7906.
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 41-D.

Topic: Carts -- Mexico
Horses -- Mexico
Parks -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Buildings in Mexico: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1793

"Mexico".
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 9-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Mexico : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mexico : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Starr, Prof., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.


Local Numbers
RSN 1794

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

"Prof. Starr '07 / Mexico" (on envelope)? Orig. no. 19-B.

Topic: Parks -- Mexico
Trees -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat on river: stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Boat on river: stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Fair; paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1795

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

"Prof. Starr '07 / Mexico".
Orig. No. 20B.

Topic: Boats -- Mexico
      Bridges -- Mexico
      Rivers -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Buildings in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 1796

"Prof. Starr '07 / Mexico".

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 43-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
      Buildings -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Market in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 1797

"Prof. Starr '07 / Mexico".

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 60B.

Topic: Children -- Mexico
Hats -- Mexico
Markets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Starr, Prof., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1798

"Prof. Starr '07 / Mexico".

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Topic: Parks -- Mexico
Trees -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Cathedral in Mexico: stereo photonegative.] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1799

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 4.

Topic:
Architecture -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico
Children -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1800

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 4?

Topic:
Fountains -- Mexico
Parks -- Mexico
Sculptures -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1801

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 8.

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico
Parks -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1802

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 11.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
        Parks -- Mexico
        Trees -- Mexico
Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1803

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 16.

Topic: Carts
        Horses -- Mexico
        Streets -- Mexico
Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1804

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 17.

Topic: Carts
Horses -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1805


Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
[Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1806

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 21.

Topic:
Buildings -- Mexico
Parks -- Mexico

Place:
Mexico

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1807

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 22.

Topic: Streets -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1808
"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 33.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Parks -- Mexico
Trees -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1809

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 36.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
       Parks -- Mexico
       Trees -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Fair.

Paper residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1810

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 38.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
       Streetcars -- Mexico
       Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative.], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative.] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1811

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910"

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 41.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Carts -- Mexico
Horses -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative.], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative.] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1812

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. Nos. 43; #4.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
       Carts -- Mexico
       Horses -- Mexico
       Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1813

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910"

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 46; #4.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
       Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1814
"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910"
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].
Orig. No. 47.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1815
"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910"
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].
Orig. No. 51; #4.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Markets -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1816

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 53; #4.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Markets -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Tall monument in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

fair
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1817

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910"

Orig. No. 61?

Topic: Carriages -- Mexico
       Horses -- Mexico
       Monuments -- Mexico
       Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue, stains, losses.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1818

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910"

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 65.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
       Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
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1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1819
“Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910”.
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 79.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Street scene in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1820
“Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910”.
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 83.

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Carriages
Horses -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobile on city street in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Early automobile on city street in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue, stains, losses.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1821

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Orig. No. 85.

Topic: Automobiles -- 1910-1920 -- Mexico
Buildings -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue, stains.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1822

"B. E. Ninde 1910" [or Nindo?].

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Topic: Parks -- Mexico
       Trees -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1823

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Topic: Parks -- Mexico
       Trees -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Building interior in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (3-3/4\" x 7\".)

Image(s): [Building interior in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue, stains
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1824

"B. E. Ninde 1910".

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Interiors -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4\" x 7\".)

Image(s): [Equestrian statue in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
paper residue, stains, losses
poor

Local Numbers
RSN 1825

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

"B. E. Ninde 1910".

Topic: Horses -- Mexico
Monuments -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico
Wagons -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Market in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1826

"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Topic: Markets -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ninde, B. E., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue, stains, losses.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1827
"Mexican Trip / B. E. Ninde 1910".

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
      Carts -- Mexico
      Horses -- Mexico
      Parks -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument in plaza in Mexico: stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Tall monument in plaza in Mexico: stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
paper residue, stains, losses
poor

Local Numbers
RSN 1828

Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

"B. E. Ninde 1910".

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
      Carriages -- Mexico
      Horses -- Mexico
      Monuments -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings in Mexico: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue, losses.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1829

Similar to RSN 7910.
Currently stored in box 1.1.12 [155].

Topic:
Architecture -- Mexico
Buildings -- Mexico

Place:
Mexico

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Front St., Colon, once a river of mud--now paved and made sanitary.
[Active no. 11501 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Front St., Colon, once a river of mud--now paved and made sanitary. [Active no. 11501 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1830

Similar to RSN 622-624; "Panama / Wallace '06".
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]. Orig. no. 41-B.

Topic:
Buildings -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama
Streets -- Panama

Place: Colon (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The harbor at Cristobal, present entrance to the canal. Active no. 11502 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [The harbor at Cristobal, present entrance to the canal. Active no. 11502 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1831

Similar to RSN 625-626; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 48-A.

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Harbors -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Waterscapes -- Panama

Place: Cristobal (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The new dry dock at Cristobal: 11503 stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [The new dry dock at Cristobal: 11503 stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1832

Similar to RSN 627; "Panama / Wallace '06"
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 97-B.

Topic:  Boats -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Drydocks -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Piers -- Panama
Ship industry -- Panama
Wharves -- Panama

Place:  Cristobal (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Abandoned French scows and dredges in the harbor at Cristobal. [Caption no. 11504. Stereo photonegative,] 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Abandoned French scows and dredges in the harbor at Cristobal. [Caption no. 11504. Stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1833
Similar to RSN 628; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Original sequence number: 94-2.

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

**Topic:** Buildings
- Canals -- Panama
- Harbors -- Panama
- PANAMA CANAL
- Ruins -- Panama -- 1900-1910.
- Ships -- 1900-1910

**Place:** Cristobal (Panama)
- France -- Ships -- 1900-1910
- Panama -- 1900-1910
- Panama Canal (Panama)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs -- 1900-1910

[An old French dredge, ruined by disuse, Cristobal: Active no. 11505 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image:** [An old French dredge, ruined by disuse, Cristobal: Active no. 11505 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 1834

Similar to RSN 629; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

**Orig. No.** 95-B.

**Topic:**
- Canals -- Panama
- Construction -- Panama
- Machinery -- Panama
- PANAMA CANAL
- Ruins -- Panama

**Place:** Cristobal (Panama)
- France
- Panama
[Palm Ave., from the Point, Cristobal: 11506 stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Palm Ave., from the Point, Cristobal: 11506 stereo photonegative] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1835

Similar to RSN 630; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 50-B.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Palm trees -- Panama
Parks -- Panama

Place: Cristobal (Panama)
Panama

[Negro women carrying coal at a penny a basket from lighter to steamer,
Cristobal: 11507 stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Negro women carrying coal at a penny a basket from lighter to steamer, Cristobal: 11507 stereo photonegative] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 1836

Similar to RSN 631; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 102-A.

Topic:
- Canals -- Panama
- Coal -- Panama
- Laborers -- Panama
- PANAMA CANAL

Place:
- Cristobal (Panama)
- Panama

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

"The simple life"--native washing dishes in the Chagres River. [Active no. 11508 : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): "The simple life"--native washing dishes in the Chagres River. [Active no. 11508 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1837

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Similar to RSN 632; "Panama / Wallace '06". Origina number, 1-B.

Topic:
- Canals -- Panama
- Laundry -- Panama.
- PANAMA CANAL
- Rivers -- Panama
- Washing

Place:
- Chagres River (Panama)
- Panama

Genre/Form:
- Stereoscopic photographs
Site of the proposed Gatun Dam from the hills to the east. [Active no. 11509 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Site of the proposed Gatun Dam from the hills to the east. [Active no. 11509 : stereo photonegative] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1838

Similar to RSN 633; "Panama / Wallace '06"
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 78-A.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Dams -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Mountains -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Gatun (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Where the locks are to be built at Gatun, from employees quarters: 11510 stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Where the locks are to be built at Gatun, from employees quarters: 11510 stereo photonegative] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 1839

Similar to RSN 634 and 635; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 81-B.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Construction -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL
       Roads -- Panama

Place: Gatun (Panama)
       Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Employees' quarters, built by the Government for operatives on the canal,
Gatun. Active no. 11511 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Employees' quarters, built by the Government for operatives on
the canal, Gatun. Active no. 11511 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1840

Similar to RSN 636; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 80-2.

Topic: Buildings -- Panama
       Canals -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL

Place: Gatun (Panama)
       Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Chagres River, Gatun Island and Village of Gatun: Active no. 11512 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Chagres River, Gatun Island and Village of Gatun: Active no. 11512 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1841

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Similar to RSN 637; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Orig. No. 82-A.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Islands -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Rivers -- Panama
Villages -- Panama

Place: Chagres River (Panama)
Gatun (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Banana plantation on the Chagres River. Active no. 11513 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Banana plantation on the Chagres River. Active no. 11513 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Local Numbers
RSN 1842

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Similar to RSN 638; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Orig. No. 90-1.

Topic: Agriculture -- Panama
       Bananas
       Canals -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL
       Plantations -- Panama
       Rivers -- Panama

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Chagres River (Panama)
       Panama

[An up-to-date laundry. Native women washing clothes in the Chagres River: 11514 stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [An up-to-date laundry. Native women washing clothes in the Chagres River: 11514 stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

paper residue

Local Numbers
RSN 1843

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Similar to RSN 639; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Orig. No. 2-A.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Laundry -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL
       Rivers -- Panama

Place: Chagres River (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[An observation tower on the Chagres River: Active no. 11515 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [An observation tower on the Chagres River: Active no. 11515 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1844

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Similar to RSN 640; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Orig. No. 75-1.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL
       Rivers -- Panama
       Towers -- Panama

Place: Chagres River (Panama)
       Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Cut at Obispo, where the canal begins at the east end of Lake Bohio.
[Active no. 11517 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Cut at Obispo, where the canal begins at the east end of Lake Bohio. [Active no. 11517 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1845

Similar to RSN 642; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]. Orig. no. 7-2.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Construction
       PANAMA CANAL
       Railroads -- Panama

Place: Bohio Lake (Panama)
       Obispo (Panama Canal Zone)
       Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Where the work is being pushed with greatest energy--the famous Culebra Cut: 11518 stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Where the work is being pushed with greatest energy--the famous Culebra Cut: 11518 stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper residue

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1846

Similar to RSN 643-645; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Orig. No. 54-B.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Construction -- Panama
       Machinery -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL
       Railroads -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[A dumping train, the stone crusher and the terraced slopes of Culebra Cut: 11519 stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [A dumping train, the stone crusher and the terraced slopes of Culebra Cut: 11519 stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper residue
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 1847
Similar to RSN 646-647 and 699; "Panama / Wallace '06".
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].
Orig. No. 52-A.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Making the dirt fly"[--construction gang and steam shovels at work in Culebra Cut: 11520 stereo photonegative,] 1906
Image(s): "Making the dirt fly"[--construction gang and steam shovels at work in Culebra Cut: 11520 stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

paper residue
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1848

Similar to RSN 648; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 53-B.

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place:
Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Looking north through the great Cut from Contractor's Hill, village of Culebra on left: 11521 stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Looking north through the great Cut from Contractor's Hill, village of Culebra on left: 11521 stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Frilling emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1849
Similar to RSN 649-651; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 63-2.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The great Culebra Cut, excavated 200 ft. looking south toward the Pacific: 11522 stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [The great Culebra Cut, excavated 200 ft. looking south toward the Pacific: 11522 stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1850

Similar to RSN 652; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]


Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Where the powerful steam shovels are eating their way through the rocky soil of Culebra Cut: 11523 stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Where the powerful steam shovels are eating their way through the rocky soil of Culebra Cut: 11523 stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1851

Similar to RSN 653; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 60-C.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Construction -- Panama
       Machinery -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
       Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The Isthmian Canal Commission Hotel at Culebra, where employees on the canal are housed. [Active no. 11524 : stereo photonegative,] 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Isthmian Canal Commission Hotel at Culebra, where employees on the canal are housed. [Active no. 11524 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1852

Similar to RSN 654; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]
Orig. No. 72-A.

Topic: Architecture -- Panama
Buildings -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Culebra (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dining-room of the Isthmian Canal Commission Hotel, Culebra. Active no. 11525 stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Dining-room of the Isthmian Canal Commission Hotel, Culebra. Active no. 11525 stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1853

Similar to RSN 655; "Panama / Wallace '06".
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 73-A.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Dining rooms
PANAMA CANAL
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Culebra (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Work trains in the great Culebra Cut hauling dirt to the dumping grounds: 11526 stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Work trains in the great Culebra Cut hauling dirt to the dumping grounds: 11526 stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1854

Similar to RSN 656-658; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 70-B.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Trains -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[A powerful steam shovel removing great rocks from the bed of the Cut, Culebra: 11527 stereo photonegative, 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A powerful steam shovel removing great rocks from the bed of the Cut, Culebra: 11527 stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1855

Similar to RSN 659 and 7606; "Panama / Wallace '06"
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 56-B.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Cut after a flood, railroad tracks buried under 5 ft. of soil, Culebra: 11528 stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [The Cut after a flood, railroad tracks buried under 5 ft. of soil, Culebra: 11528 stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1856

Similar to RSN 660; "Panama / Wallace '06"; "Copyright for Brown Bros. Oct. 2 '07"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 66-B.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Disasters -- Panama
Floods -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[In the rocky section of the Cut at Bas Obispo, stone crusher on left: 11529 stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [In the rocky section of the Cut at Bas Obispo, stone crusher on left: 11529 stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1857

Similar to RSN 661; "Panama / Wallace '06"
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 59-B.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Bas Obispo (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Relic of the French regime--abandoned bridge across the Chagres River.
[Active no. 11530 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Relic of the French regime--abandoned bridge across the Chagres River. [Active no. 11530 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1858
Similar to RSN 662 and 663; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

**Topic:** Bridges -- Panama  
Canals -- Panama  
Construction  
PANAMA CANAL

**Place:** Chagres River (Panama)  
Panama

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Relic of the French regime--abandoned bridge across the Chagres River: t 11530] stereo photonegative,] 1906  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Relic of the French regime--abandoned bridge across the Chagres River: t 11530] stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Wallace, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
paper residue

Local Numbers  
RSN 1859

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

"Panama / Wallace '06".

**Orig. No. D-4-C.**

**Topic:** Bridges -- Panama  
Canals -- Panama  
PANAMA CANAL  
Rivers -- Panama

**Place:** Chagres River (Panama)  
France  
Panama

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs
Using worthless French cars for filling along the line of the Panama Railroad. [Active no. 11531 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Using worthless French cars for filling along the line of the Panama Railroad. [Active no. 11531 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1860

Similar to RSN 664; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 6-C-2.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A picturesque thatched hut in a banana plantation. [Active no. 11532 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A picturesque thatched hut in a banana plantation. [Active no. 11532 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.
Local Numbers
RSN 1861
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].
Similar to RSN 665; "Panama / Wallace '06"; "Copyright for Brown Bros. Oct. 2 '07"
Orig. No. D-3-B.

Topic: Bananas
Canals -- Panama
Dwellings -- Panama.
Family -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Plantations -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A dumping train unloading soil over old French cars to repair a break on the Panama Railroad. [Active no. 11534 : stereo photonegative., 1906 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Image(s): A dumping train unloading soil over old French cars to repair a break on the Panama Railroad. [Active no. 11534 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1862
Similar to RSN 667; "Panama / Wallace '06".
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]. Orig. no. 67-B.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Disasters -- Panama
Floods -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Railroads -- Panama
Repairing -- Railroads

Place: France
Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[French dredge in the Chagres River near Gorgona. Active no. 11535 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [French dredge in the Chagres River near Gorgona. Active no. 11535 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1863

Similar to RSN 668; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 91-2.

Topic: Buildings -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Chagres River (Panama)
Gorgona (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

A boom of mahogany logs and drift wood on the Wandea River. [Active no. 11536 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A boom of mahogany logs and drift wood on the Wandea River. [Active no. 11536 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1864

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Similar to RSN 669; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Orig. No. 30-B.

Topic:  Canals -- Panama
        Logging -- Panama
        Lumber industry -- Panama
        PANAMA CANAL
        Rivers -- Panama

Place:  Panama
        Wandea River

Genre/  Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

The new La Tivoli Hotel at Ancon, looking east to the Pacific ocean. [Active
no. 11539 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The new La Tivoli Hotel at Ancon, looking east to the Pacific
        ocean. [Active no. 11539 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1865

Similar to RSN 672; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 122-2.

Names:  La Tivoli Hotel (Ancon, Panama)

Topic:  Buildings -- Panama
        Canals -- Panama
        Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Trees -- Panama

Place: Ancon (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Amid lovely surroundings--Ninth Ward of Ancon Hospital: 11540 stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Amid lovely surroundings--Ninth Ward of Ancon Hospital: 11540 stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1866

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Similar to RSN 673; "Panama / Wallace '06".

Orig. No. 37-A.

Topic: Buildings -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Hospitals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Parks -- Panama
Trees -- Panama

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Ancon (Panama)
Panama

Sosa Hill and village of La Boca, from Ancon Hill. [Active no. 11541 stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Sosa Hill and village of La Boca, from Ancon Hill. [Active no. 11541 stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1867

Similar to RSN 674; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 88-1.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Ancon Hill (Panama)
La Boca (Panama)
Panama
Sosa Hill

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Some back door yards along the harbor, Panama: 11543 photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Some back door yards along the harbor, Panama: 11543 photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

dpaper residue

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1868
Similar to RSN 676; "Panama / Wallace '06"; "Copyright for Brown Bros.
Oct. 2 '07"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 12-B.

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Buildings -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Down by the old sea wall--passengers embarking for an ocean steamer,
Panama: 11544 stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Down by the old sea wall--passengers embarking for an ocean steamer, Panama: 11544 stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

dpaper residue

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1869

Similar to RSN 677; "Panama / Wallace '06"

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 9-B.

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Buildings -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Busy life among the market boats in the harbor, Panama [Active no. 11545 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Busy life among the market boats in the harbor, Panama [Active no. 11545 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 1870
Similar to RSN 678; "Copyright for Brown Bros. Oct. 2 '07" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]
Orig. No. 33-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Panama
       Canals -- Panama
       Markets -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL
       Sailboats

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[A picturesque corner in the market, native women assorting fruit, Panama: 11546 stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [A picturesque corner in the market, native women assorting fruit, Panama: 11546 stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 1871

Similar to RSN 679; "Panama / Wallace '06" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 10-A.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Markets -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Streets -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Panama and the vast Pacific ocean from Ancon Hill. [Active no. 11547 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Panama and the vast Pacific ocean from Ancon Hill. [Active no. 11547 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1872

Similar to RSN 680; "Panama / Wallace '06" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 85-2.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Panama
[The Cathedral in the ancient city of Panama: 11548 stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [The Cathedral in the ancient city of Panama: 11548 stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
Brown Bros. (photograph publishers)
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

No paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1873

Similar to RSN 681; "Panama / Wallace '06" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 84-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Cathedrals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Prison walls and watch tower, Panama: 11549 stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Prison walls and watch tower, Panama: 11549 stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair, with paper residue
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers

RSN 1874

Similar to RSN 682; ["Panama / Wallace '06"] on envelope

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Guards
PANAMA CANAL
Prisons -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[A corner in the prison yard--south to the islands in the Bay, Panama: 11550 stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): [A corner in the prison yard--south to the islands in the Bay, Panama: 11550 stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

fair, with paper residue

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 1875

Similar to RSN 683; ["Panama / Wallace '06"] on envelope

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 16-A.

Topic: Bays -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Guards
PANAMA CANAL
Prisons -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait, Cat. No. 11551 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Portrait, Cat. No. 11551 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Seated man with moustache, wearing suit.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1876

Similar to RSN 684; "Panama / Wallace '06" on envelope. Orig. no. 100-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].
Cancelled by scratching.

Good condition, but silvering.

Topic:
Offices -- 1900-1910
PANAMA CANAL

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Panama -- 1900-1910

Box 21
RSN Numbers 1877-1973

Image(s)

[Building interior in Panama: stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Building interior in Panama: stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Wallace, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1877

Envelope: "Panama / Wallace '06"
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 52-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Panama
       Interiors -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL
Place: Panama
Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1878
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 52-A.

Topic: Carts -- Panama
       Horses -- Panama
       Palm trees -- Panama
       Streets -- Panama
       Trees -- Panama
Place: Panama
Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Panama Canal construction: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1879

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 55-B.
Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction

Genres/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

[Panama Canal. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled with scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 1880

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]. Envelope: "Not to be used for mounted print." Orig. no. 58-B.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genres/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Panama Canal. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled with scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 1881
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]. Orig. no. 62-2.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction
Place: Panama
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Panama Canal. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled with scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 1882
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]. Orig. no. 64-B.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction
Place: Panama
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled with scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 1883
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]. Orig. no. 65-2.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction
Machinery -- Panama
Place: Panama
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Panama Canal. Stereo photonegative], [ca. 1904.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Panama Canal. Stereo photonegative, ca. 1904.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1884
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]. Orig. no. 68-C.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction
Disasters -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
Place: Panama
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Panama Canal. Stereo photonegative], [ca. 1904.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Panama Canal. Stereo photonegative, ca. 1904.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1885

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]. Orig. no. 74-2.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Guards -- Panama
Towers -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal construction in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1886

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Orig. No. 76-B.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in open field and building in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1887

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 77-B.

Topic: Dwellings -- Panama.
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Panama

[Landscape in Panama: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1888

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 79-B.

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Panama

[Landscape in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1889
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].
Orig. No. 83-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Panama
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama -- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Panama

[Landscape in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1890
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].
Orig. No. 86-2.

Topic: Islands -- Panama
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama -- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Panama

[Cooking in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching,

Local Numbers
RSN 1891

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 89-B.

Topic: Cookery
Place: Panama
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man tending outdoor cookfire: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1892

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Orig. No. 92-B.

Topic: Cookery
Place: Panama
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1893
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 93-2.

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Docks -- Panama
Piers -- Panama
Wharves -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene in Panama: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1894
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 104-B.

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Docks -- Panama
Piers -- Panama
Wharves -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1895
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 105-B.

Topic: Children -- Panama
Streets -- Panama
Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1896
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 108-B.

Topic: Docks -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Piers -- Panama
Ships -- Panama
Wharves -- Panama
Place: Panama
[Dock scene in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1897
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 109-C.

Topic: Docks -- Panama
      Laborers -- Panama
      Piers -- Panama
      Ships -- Panama
      Wharves -- Panama

Place: Panama

[Market in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1898
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 111-C7.

Topic: Markets -- Panama
Streets -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings and trees in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1899

Env.: "Copyright for Brown Bros. Oct. 2 '07".

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 112-B.

Topic: Dwellings -- Panama.

Palms -- Panama

Streets -- Panama

Trees -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Broken top corner.

Large areas of paper adhering to emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1900

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 115-2.

Place: Panama
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1901

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 120-2.

Topic: Ships -- Panama
Waterscapes -- Panama
Place: Panama
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene in Panama: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1902
Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Orig. No. 121-2.

Topic: Beaches -- Panama
       Boats -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

St. Louis Gate in the picturesque walls of Quebec. [Active no. 9417 : stereo photonegative.]

1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1904

Same as RSN 6147; "Reproduction 2nd choice" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157]

Topic: Arches -- Quebec
       Architecture -- Quebec
       Carts -- Quebec
       Gates -- Quebec
       Horses -- Quebec
       Roads -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Quebec and the St. Lawrence River from Parliament Building, Quebec. [Active no. 9418 : stereo photonegative.]

1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1903

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157].

Similar to RSN 6139.

Topic: Harbors -- Quebec
       Parks -- Quebec
       Rivers -- Quebec
Place: Canada
       Quebec
       St. Lawrence River (Quebec)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Off for a moonlight sail on the lovely St. Lawrence. [Active no. 9440 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1905

Currently stored in box 1.1.13 [157], moved from [212].

Similar to RSN 6165.

Topic: Moonlight -- Canada
       Rivers -- Canada
       Ships -- Canada
Place: Canada
       St. Lawrence River (Canada)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

After the finish—Iernational Regatta at Henley. [Active no. 2506 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1906

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 282-D.

Topic: Boats -- England
Competition -- England
ENGLAND SERIES
Regattas -- England
Tourists -- England

Place: England
Henley (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Trafalgar Square and Nelson Monument, London. [Active no. 2518 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1907

Similar to RSN 1908.

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]

364-B.

Topic: Carts -- England
ENGLAND SERIES
Horses -- England
Monuments -- England -- London
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England -- London

Place:
England
London (England)
Nelson Monument
Trafalgar Square

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trafalgar Square and Nelson Monument, London: Active no. 2518 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1908

Similar to RSN 1907.

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 896-C.

Topic:
ENGLAND SERIES
Monuments -- England -- London
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England -- London

Place:
England
London (England)
Nelson Monument
Trafalgar Square

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Shakespeare Memorial, Stratford-on-Avon. [Active no. 2548 : half-stereo photonegative], [ca. 1908.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): The Shakespeare Memorial, Stratford-on-Avon. [Active no. 2548: half-stereo photonegative, ca. 1908.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1910

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 817.

Names:
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic:
Boats -- England
Buildings -- England
ENGLAND SERIES
Memorials -- England
Monuments -- England
Rivers -- England
Theaters -- England

Place:
England
Stratford-on-Avon (England)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Shakespeare Memorial, Stratford-on-Avon. [Active no. 2548 (166?), half-stereo photonegative], [ca. 1908.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): The Shakespeare Memorial, Stratford-on-Avon. [Active no. 2548 (166?), half-stereo photonegative, ca. 1908.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1910

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Names:
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic:
Buildings -- England
ENGLAND SERIES
Memorials -- England
Monuments -- England
Theaters -- England
Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Shakespeare Memorial, Stratford-on-Avon. [Active no. 2548 : half-stereo photonegative], [ca. 1908.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): The Shakespeare Memorial, Stratford-on-Avon. [Active no. 2548 : half-stereo photonegative, ca. 1908.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1911

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 818-2.

Names: Shakespeare Memorial Theatre
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic: Buildings -- England
ENGLAND SERIES
Memorials -- England
Monuments -- England
Sculpture -- England
Theaters -- England

Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Avenue to Holy Trinity Church, Stratford-on-Avon. No. 2540 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 1912

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. No. 812-B.

Names: Holy Trinity Church (Stratford, England)
Topic: Church buildings -- England -- Stratford
ENGLAND SERIES
Roads -- England
Trees -- England
Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Trinity Church, where Shakespeare is buried. [Active no. 2544 : stereo photonegative], [ca. 1905.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Trinity Church, where Shakespeare is buried. [Active no. 2544 : stereo photonegative, ca. 1905.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1913

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 824-R.

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616
Trinity Church (Stratford-on-Avon, England)
Topic: Art -- England
Churches -- England
ENGLAND SERIES
Tombs
Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trinity Church, where Shakespeare is buried. Active no. 2544 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1914
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 824-D.

Names: Trinity Church (Stratford-on-Avon, England)
Topic: Art -- England
Churches -- England
ENGLAND SERIES
Interior architecture -- England
Tombs -- England
Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Anne Hathaway Cottage: Active no. 2545 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1915
Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 815-B.

Names: Hathaway, Anne.
Topic: Children -- England
Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND SERIES
Homes -- England

Place: England
Shottery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Anne Hathaway Cottage: Active no. 2545, stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue on plate.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1916

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]

Orig. No. 828-2.

Names: Hathaway, Anne.
Topic: Carts -- England
Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND SERIES
Horses -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
Shottery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Westminster Abbey: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1917
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. no. 273-4.

Names: Westminster Abbey
Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1918
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 794-C.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Interior of cottage in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1919
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 813-5.

Topic: Dwellings -- England
Interior architecture -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1920
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 814-C.

Topic: Dwellings -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Interior of home in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper residue.

Local Numbers
RSN 1921

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 820-2.

Topic: Dwellings -- England
Interior architecture -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Woolsack of the Chancellor and Thrones of the King and Queen (in the House of Lords), Houses of Parliament, London. [Active No. 2533 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 1922

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 323-6.

Topic: Architecture -- England
ENGLAND SERIES
Parliaments
Royalty
Thrones
Place: England
   London (England)
   Parliament

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Woolsack of the Chancellor and Thrones of the King and Queen (in the House of Lords), Houses of Parliament, London. [Active No. 2533, variant stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Top corner broken, major loss.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1923
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]

Orig. No. 324-4.

Topic: Architecture -- England
   ENGLAND SERIES
   Parliaments
   Royalty
   Thrones

Place: England
   London (England)
   Parliament

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1924

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 285-G.

Topic: Ships -- England
Place: England
Liverpool (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1925

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 286-D.

Topic: Ships -- England
Place: England
Liverpool (England)?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 1926

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 287-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Ships -- England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liverpool (England)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[River bridge and castle : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1927

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Similar to RSN 5963, 5964, 9536 and 27270.

Orig. no. 307-E.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Conway Castle (Wales)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Bridges -- Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castles -- Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Albert Memorial, London: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1928

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 774-C.

Topic: Bicycles -- England
Memorials -- England
Monuments -- England
Parks -- England

Place: Albert Memorial (Hyde Park, London, England)
England
Hyde Park (London, England)
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in England: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1929

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 775-B.

Topic: Streets -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in England. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1930

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. no. 778.

Topic: Bridges -- England
       Parks -- England

Place: England
       London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

London Bridge, London. [Active no. 2503 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1931

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. no. 782-C.

Topic: Bridges -- England
       ENGLAND SERIES
       Rivers -- England

Place: England
       London (England)
London Bridge (London, England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Trafalgar Square, London: stereo photonegative.] 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1932

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 785-B.

CANCELLED by scratching.

Topic:
Buildings -- England -- London
Monuments -- England -- London
Plazas -- England -- London
Streets -- England -- London

Place:
England
London (England)
Trafalgar Square

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[City street, England : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

CANCELLED by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1933

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 790.

Topic: Streets -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[England : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 1934
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 791-C.
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Streets -- England
Place: England

[Urban monument with sculpture, England : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1935
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 792.

Topic: Monuments -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England

[Castle, England : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1936

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 993-B.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Castles -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle entrance between two crenelated towers, England: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1937

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]

Orig. No. 795-C.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Castles -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1938
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 796.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Castles -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[River boats and castle: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Broken, most of uncancelled half lost.
Local Numbers
RSN 1939
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 797.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Castles -- England
Rivers -- England
Place: England
Thames River (England)
Windsor Castle
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat on river near Windsor Castle: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3 3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1940
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 798-C.

Topic: Architecture -- England
       Castles -- England
       Rivers -- England

Place: England
       Thames River (England)
       Windsor Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Cutting the cane on a sugar plantation near New Orleans. [Active no. 808 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1941
FILED AFTER RSN 525
Currently stored in box 1.1.3 [153], moved from [13].

Topic: Cane -- Louisiana
       Fields -- Louisiana
       Laborers -- Louisiana
Plantations -- Louisiana
Sugar -- Louisiana
THE SOUTH

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tower in England : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled side broken, major losses.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1942
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. no. 801-J.

Topic: Bridges -- England
Buildings -- England
Towers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Parliament
Parliament Clock Tower
Westminster Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1943

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 806-B.

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1944

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 807-C.

Topic: Bridges -- England
Buildings -- England
Towers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Parliament Clock Tower

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[River, boats and Parliament buildings: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1945

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 810-B.

Topic: Boats -- England
Buildings -- England
Parliaments -- England
Rivers -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Pedestrian crossing street in front of large building.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1946

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 811-B.

Topic: Buildings -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Building with tower, England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"). Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Gravestones in front of building.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1947
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 829-3.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Buildings -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral interior in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"). Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1948
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 830-3.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Cathedrals -- England
Interior architecture -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
[Architecture in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Salisbury Cathedral?

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1949

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 831-2.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Clouds over water, sunset?

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1950

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 833-C.

Topic: Sunsets
Waterscapes
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1951
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 861-A.

Topic: Ruins -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1952
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 864.

Topic: Buildings -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- England
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Bridge in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1953
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 867-B.

Topic: Bridges -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in England: stereo photonegative.]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1954
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 881-B.

Topic: Bridges -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Large mansion or castle.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1955

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 913-3.

Topic:

Architecture -- England
Buildings -- England

Place:

England

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Scott Memorial in Edinburgh: Active no. 2754 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1956

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 847-C.

Topic:

Monuments -- Scotland
Parks -- Scotland

Place:

Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Scott Memorial (Scotland)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[George Square in Glasgow. Active No. 2779 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1957
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 296-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Scotland
Buildings -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
Parks -- Scotland
Plazas -- Scotland

Place: George Square (Glasgow, Scotland)
Glasgow (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Burns Monument in Scotland. Active no. 2803 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1958
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 878-3.

Topic: Burns Monument (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Monuments -- Scotland
Parks -- Scotland
Place: Ayrshire (Scotland)
Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in England: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1959
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 878-3.

Topic: Buildings -- Scotland
Castles -- Scotland
Place: Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co. (publisher?)
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1960
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 839-1.
Topic: Trees -- Scotland
Place: Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1961

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 839-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Scotland
Buildings -- Scotland
Castles -- Scotland
Place: Castle Rock (Lake District, England)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Greenhouse in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1962

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 840-3.
[Greenhouse in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1963
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 841-3.

[River and bridge: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1964
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].


Topic: Gardens -- Scotland
Greenhouses -- Scotland
Place: Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Rivers -- Scotland
Place: Firth of Forth Bridge (Scotland) Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1965
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].


Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
Place: Firth of Forth Bridge (Scotland) Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 1966
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 845-C.

Topic: Streets -- Scotland.
Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Scott Memorial

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1967
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 849-B-2.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Scotland
Cemeteries -- Scotland
Ruins -- Scotland
Tombstones -- Scotland

Place: Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1968
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 849-D-2.
[Ruins in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1969

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 849-E.

[Dryburgh Abbey, Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Burial place of Sir Walter Scott" (text from the caption of a similar image).
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1970

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 852-2.

Names:  
Dryburgh Abbey (Dryburgh, Scotland)  
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832

Topic:  
Abbeys -- Scotland  
Churches -- Scotland  
Ruins -- Scotland  
Tombs -- Scotland

Place:  
Scotland

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 1971

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 857-B.

Topic:  
Buildings -- Scotland  
Streets -- Scotland.

Place:  
Scotland

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins of Dryburgh Abbey, Scotland: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
"Burial place of Sir Walter Scott" (text from the caption of a similar image).
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1972

Similar to RSN 1970 and 1073.

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 862.

Names: Dryburgh Abbey (Dryburgh, Scotland)
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832

Topic: Abbeys -- Scotland
Churches -- Scotland
Ruins -- Scotland
Tombs -- Scotland

Place: Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Ruins of Dryburgh Abbey, Scotland: stereo photonegative. ]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

"Burial place of Sir Walter Scott" (text from the caption of a similar image).

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1973

Similar to RSN 1970 and 1072.

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 293-B.

Names: Dryburgh Abbey (Dryburgh, Scotland)
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832

Topic: Abbeys -- Scotland
Churches -- Scotland
Ruins -- Scotland
Tombs -- Scotland
Place: Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 22
RSN Numbers 1974-2082

Image(s)

[Ruins of Dryburgh Abbey, Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Burial place of Sir Walter Scott" (text from the caption of a similar image).

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1974
Similar to RSN 1975.
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 292-C.

Names: Dryburgh Abbey (Dryburgh, Scotland)
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832

Topic: Abbeys -- Scotland
Churches -- Scotland
Ruins -- Scotland
Tombs -- Scotland

Place: Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins of Dryburgh Abbey, Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Burial place of Sir Walter Scott" (text from the caption of a similar image).

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1975

Similar to RSN 1974.

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 857-B.

Names: Dryburgh Abbey (Dryburgh, Scotland)
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832

Topic: Abbeys -- Scotland
Churches -- Scotland
Ruins -- Scotland
Tombs -- Scotland

Place: Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Giles Cathedral interior, Edinburgh, Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1976

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 854-3.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Scotland
Interiors -- Scotland

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
St. Giles' Cathedral -- Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1977
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 865-3.

Topic: Buildings -- Scotland
Castles -- Scotland
Cemeteries -- Scotland
Tombstones

Place: Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1978
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 866-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Scotland
Castles -- Scotland

Place: Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Auld Kirk, Ayr, Scotland. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 1979

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 868-A-4.

Topic:
Cemeteries -- Scotland
Churches -- Scotland
Ruins -- Scotland
Sepulchral monuments -- Scotland
Tombstones

Place:
Auld Kirk
Ayr (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1980

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 870-3.

Topic:
Statues -- Scotland

Place:
Scotland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

[Burns Monument in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1981

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 872-2.

Topic: Burns Monument (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Monuments -- Scotland

Place: Ayrshire (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of extended cottage in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1982

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Envelope: "Duplicate"

Orig. No. 873-C.

Topic: Dwellings -- Scotland

Place: Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue of Robert Burns in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1983
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 874-C.

Names: Burns, Robert, 1759-1796
Topic: Monuments -- Scotland
       statues -- Scotland
Place: Ayr (Scotland)
       Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1984
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 875-C.

Topic: Streets -- Scotland.
       Towers -- Scotland
Place: Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Stereo photograph of a river and bridge in Scotland.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1985
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 876-C.

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
Rivers -- Scotland

Place: Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Stereo photograph of a river in a country setting in Scotland.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1986
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 877-E.

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Scotland
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Steroscopic photographs
Topic: Rivers -- Scotland
Place: Scotland

[River in country setting: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1987
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 879-5.

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
Rivers -- Scotland
Place: Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Burns Monument in Scotland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1988
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 880-2.

Topic: Burns Monument (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Monuments -- Scotland
Place: Ayrshire (Scotland)
Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Scott Memorial in Edinburgh: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1989
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 935-B.

Names: Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832
Topic: Memorials -- Scotland Monuments -- Scotland Parks -- Scotland statues -- Scotland
Place: Edinburgh (Scotland) Scotland Scott Memorial (Scotland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave in Scotland : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1990
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 107-M.

Topic: Caves -- Scotland
Place: Fingal's Cave (Scotland)
       Scotland
       Staffa (Scotland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast in Ireland. Active no. 2650 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 1991

Envelope: "2650 Discard"
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 885.

Topic: Seacoasts -- Ireland
       Seascapes -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Blarney Castle, showing the Blarney Stone; County Cork. [Active no. 2675 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 1992
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. no. 912-B-1.

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Castles -- Ireland
       IRELAND

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument of O'Connell and the Nelson Column, Dublin. Active no. 2691 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 1993

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 262.

Topic: Columns -- Ireland
       IRELAND
       Monuments -- Ireland
       Pillars -- Ireland
       Streetcars -- Ireland
       Streets -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
       Ireland
       Nelson Pillar
       O'Connell Monument
       Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument of O'Connell and the Nelson Column, Dublin. Active no. 2691 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1994
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 263.

Topic: Columns -- Ireland
IRELAND
Monuments -- Ireland
Pillars -- Ireland
Streetcars -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Nelson Pillar
O’Connell Monument
Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument of O’Connell and the Nelson Column, Dublin. Active no. 2691, variant : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1995
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 892-B.

Topic: Columns -- Ireland
IRELAND
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Dublin (Ireland)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nelson Pillar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O'Connell Monument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs |

[Monument of O'Connell and the Nelson Column, Dublin. Active no. 2691, variant : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
- Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
- H.C. White Co., Publisher
- English.
- Silver gelatin on glass.
- Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 1996

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

**Orig. No. 894-F.**

**Topic:** Columns -- Ireland
- IRELAND
- Monuments -- Ireland
- Pillars -- Ireland
- Streetcars -- Ireland
- Streets -- Ireland

**Place:** Dublin (Ireland)
- Ireland
- O'Connell Monument
- Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument of O'Connell and the Nelson Column, Dublin. Active No. 2691, variant : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1997

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 895-E.

Topic:

Columns -- Ireland
IRELAND
Monuments -- Ireland
Pillars -- Ireland
Streetcars -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place:

Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Nelson Pillar
O'Connell Monument
Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 1998

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. no. 882-A-2.

Topic:

Formations (Geology) -- Ireland

Place:

Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Envelope: "3 color stereo only Barnes Crosby 6-25-05."

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1999

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 883-C.

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920
Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2000

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. no. 884-6.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland) Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2001
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 886-H?

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland) Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2002
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 887-C.
Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
Seacoasts -- Ireland
Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2003
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 888-C.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
Mountains -- Ireland
Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2004
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 889-D.
Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2005
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 890-2.

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Giant's Causeway, Ireland. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2006

Envelope: "3 color stereo only B. Crosby & Co. June 26, 1908". Orig. no. 891-B. Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920
Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
Seacoasts

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2007
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 897-3.

Topic: Gardens -- Ireland
Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tower in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2008
see also 265-8, 266-A-2
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 899-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Ireland
Horses
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Round Tower

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tower in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2009
See also 266-A-2, 899-B
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 265-8.

Topic: Buildings -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Round Tower

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tower in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2010

See also 265-8, 899-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 266-A-2.

Topic: Buildings -- Ireland
Carts
Horses
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Round Tower

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2011
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 900-D-1.

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
Ross Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in country setting, Ireland. stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2012
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 902-E.

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in country setting, Ireland. Stereo photonegative,], 1905

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s) [River in country setting, Ireland. Stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2013
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 903-B.

Envelope: "3 color stereo B Crosby & Co 6-26-05".

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
[Boatmen on river in country setting: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2014

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Similar to RSN 2015.

Orig. No. 244-C.

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Ireland
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Ireland

[Boatmen on river in country setting: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2015

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Similar to RSN 2014.

Orig. No. 903-D.

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Ireland
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Ireland

[River in country setting, Ireland? stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2016

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 246-2.

Topic: Islands -- Ireland
Mountains -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in country setting, Ireland? Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2017

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 248-G.

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland
Place: Ireland -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boatmen on river in country setting, Ireland? stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2018

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 245-B.

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
Mountains -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland
Place: Ireland -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Ireland : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2019

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].


Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
Ruins -- Ireland
Tombstones -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of extended cottage in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2020
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 907-2.

Topic: Dwellings -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of building in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2021
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 908-D.

Topic: Carts
Dwellings -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2022
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 910-B-2.

Names: Muckross Abbey (Kilkareny, Ireland)
Topic: Abbeys -- Ireland
Architecture -- Ireland
Monasteries -- Ireland
Ruins -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Kilkareny (Ireland)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of cottage in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2023
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 911-B.
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Topic:
- Carts
- Dwellings -- Ireland
- Horses

Place:
- Ireland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formations in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2024
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 221-B.

Topic:
- Bridges -- Ireland
- Formations (Geology) -- Ireland

Place:
- Carrick-a-rede Bridge (Ireland)
- Ireland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of cottage, Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2025
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 242-G.

Topic:
- Carts -- Great Britain
Donkeys -- Great Britain
Dwellings -- Great Britain
Farms -- Great Britain

Place: Great Britain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple seated before fireplace in cottage in Great Britain : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2026
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]. Orig. no. 243-E.

Topic: Dwellings -- Great Britain
Interior architecture -- Great Britain
Place: Great Britain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2027
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 249-C.
Names: Muckross Abbey (Kilcarney, Ireland)

Topic: Abbeys -- Ireland
      Architecture -- Ireland
      Monasteries -- Ireland
      Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
      Kilcarney (Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Great Britain : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2028
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 250-EC.

Topic: Lakes -- Great Britain
      Landscapes (representations) -- Great Britain

Place: Great Britain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2029
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 251-C.

Topic: Streetcars -- Great Britain  
      Streets -- Great Britain

Place: Great Britain 

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
           -- Glass 
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Church: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 2030

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]

Orig. No. 252-3.

Names: Church of St. Mary (Cork, Ireland)

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland  
       Churches -- Catholic -- Ireland -- Cork  
       Interiors -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)  
       Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
            -- Glass 
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2031

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 253-C.

Topic: Markets -- England
      Streets -- England

Place: Great Britain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Ireland : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2032

actually input 4/27/92.

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 254-E.

Names: Queenstown Cathedral

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Cathedrals -- Ireland

Place: Cobh (Ireland)
       Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in Great Britain : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2033
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 255-E.

Topic:
Boats -- England
Waterscapes -- England

Place:
England
Great Britain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2034
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 256-C.

Topic:
Boats -- England
Waterscapes -- England

Place:
England
Great Britain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Queenstown Cathedral interior, Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2035
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 257-B.

Names: Queenstown Cathedral
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
Interior architecture
Place: Cobh (Ireland)
Ireland
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2036
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 259-F.

Topic: Ruins -- Great Britain
Place: Great Britain
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blarney Castle, Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2037

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].


Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Castles -- Ireland
Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Queenstown Cathedral, Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2038

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 261-2.

Names: Queenstown Cathedral
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Cathedrals -- Ireland
Place: Cobh (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in street between rows of cottages in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2039

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 267-B.

Topic: Children -- England
Dwellings -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2040

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 269-J.

Topic: Carts
Horses -- England  
Streets -- England  

Place: Great Britain  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 2041  
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 271-B.

Topic: Cows -- Great Britain  
Ruins -- Great Britain  

Place: Great Britain  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman with spinning wheel outside cottage in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 2042  
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]

Orig. No. 272-C.
Topic: Dwellings -- England
    Spinning-wheel
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Transportation in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 2043
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 273-C.

Topic: Carts
    Donkeys
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 2044
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 275-D.

Topic: Markets -- England
Streets -- England

Place: Great Britain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2045
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 276-G.

Topic: Horses -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons

Place: Great Britain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2046
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 278-G.

Topic: Gardens -- England
Great Britain

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2047

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 279-B-4.

Great Britain

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2048

half stereo

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 280.

Architecture -- England
Castles -- England

Great Britain

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge in Great Britain : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7”.)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2049
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 281-E.

Topic: Bridges -- England
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Greenhouse in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7”.)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2050
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 283-3.

Topic: Greenhouses -- England
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
[Greenhouse in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2051
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].


Topic: Greenhouses -- England
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2052
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 288-D.

Topic: Streetcars -- Great Britain
Streets -- Great Britain
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2053

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 289-6.

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- England
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Ruins -- Great Britain
Place: Great Britain

[Ruins, Scotland : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2054

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 290-4.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Scotland
Cemeteries -- Scotland
Ruins -- Scotland
Tombstones -- Scotland
Place: Scotland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Ruins in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Broken, but hanging together.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2055
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 291-A.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Great Britain
       Ruins -- Great Britain
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2056
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 294-C.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Great Britain
       Ruins -- Great Britain
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street and cottage in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2057
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].
Orig. No. 295-D.

Topic: Dwellings -- England
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2058
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Topic: Islands -- Great Britain
Lakes -- Great Britain
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- England
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Great Britain

[Ruins in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2059
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 298-A-3.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Great Britain
Ruins -- Great Britain
Place: Great Britain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Gateway in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2060
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 299-8.

Topic: Arches -- England
Gates -- England
Place: Great Britain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2061
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 300-2.

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- England
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Great Britain

[Seacoast in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2062
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 301-B.

Topic: Seacoasts -- England
Place: Great Britain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2063
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 302-2.

Topic: Gardens -- England
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tower in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2064
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 303-D.

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Ireland Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Towers -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Round Tower

[Tower in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2065
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 303-F-2.

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Ireland
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Towers -- Ireland
Place:
Ireland
Round Tower

[Tower in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2066
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 304-B.

Topic:
Buildings -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Ireland
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Ireland
Round Tower

[Tower in Ireland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2067
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 305-B.

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
Tombstones
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Round Tower

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2068
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 310-G.

Topic: Gardens -- England

Place: Great Britain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2069
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 311-D.

Topic: Streets -- England
Place: Great Britain -- England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Street scene in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2070
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 312-C.

Topic: Streets -- England
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
[Garden in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2071
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].


Topic: Gardens -- Great Britain
      Parks -- Great Britain
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery and large buildings in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2072
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152]

Orig. No. 314-C.

Topic: Cemeteries -- England
       Dwellings -- England
       Homes -- England
       Tombstones
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of home in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2073
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 315-2.

Topic: Dwellings -- England
Homes -- England

Place: Great Britain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2074
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 316-3.

Topic: Castles -- England

Place: Great Britain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Architecture in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2075
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 317-C.

Topic: Buildings -- England
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2076
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 318-2.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Great Britain
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2077
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 319-F.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Streets -- England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Great Britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Cathedral in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2078
Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 320-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Cathedrals -- Great Britain Interior architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Great Britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Cathedral in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2079

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 321-B.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Great Britain
Place: Great Britain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2080

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 322-D.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Greenhouse in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

broken corner

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2081

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 805-B-1.

Topic: Gardens -- England
Greenhouses -- England
Plants

Place: Great Britain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Greenhouse in Great Britain: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

broken corner

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2082

Currently stored in box 1.1.14 [152].

Orig. No. 805-C-7.

Topic: Greenhouses -- England
Plants

Place: Great Britain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 23  
RSN Numbers 2083-3069

Image(s)

[Stately building with large U.S. Flag and smaller banners.] 13623 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Stately building with large U.S. Flag and smaller banners.] 13623 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2325

Video number 06382

Currently stored in box 1.2.9 [14].

Same as RSN 425; FILED BETWEEN RSN 425 AND 426

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Celebrations
Flags -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Multnomah Falls (height 635 feet). 12505 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Beautiful Multnomah Falls (height 635 feet). 12505 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2323

Same as RSH 7086

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143], moved from [22].
Copy and Version Identification Note

82W

Topic: Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Waterfalls

Place: Multnomah Falls
Oregon

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Oneonta Gorge, Columbia River, Oregon. Active no. 12506 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Oneonta Gorge, Columbia River, Oregon. Active no. 12506 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2322

RSN 2322
Same as RSH 7088.

Currently stored in box 1.1.7 [143], moved from [22].

Topic: Canyons
Gorges
OREGON
Rivers -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oneonta Gorge
Oregon

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Oregon.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Renaissance building (church?) with dome and portico with four Corinthian columns] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Renaissance building (church?) with dome and portico with four Corinthian columns] : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2083

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33]

Envelope: "Denmark" and "29?-D".

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
      Churches -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
       Denmark
       Marble Church

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2084

Envelope: "Denmark"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 292-8.

Topic: Sailboats

Place: Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2085

Envelope: "Denmark"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 293 D.

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
      Castles -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
      Denmark
      Rosenborg Castle -- Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2086

Envelope: "Denmark"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 295-G.

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Castles -- Denmark
Interior architecture

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2087

Envelope: "Denmark"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 296-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
Interior architecture

Place: Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2088

Envelope: "Denmark"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 297-C-1.

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
 Castles -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
    Denmark
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2089

Envelope: "Denmark".

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 298-4.

Names: Castle Church (Copenhagen, Denmark)
        Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Castles -- Denmark
       Churches -- Denmark
       Interior architecture
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
       Denmark
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2090

Envelope: "Denmark".
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 299-C.

Topic:
- Boats -- Denmark
- Cathedrals -- Denmark
- Waterscapes -- Denmark

Place: Denmark

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2091

Envelope: "Denmark"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 300-4.

Topic:
- Architecture -- Denmark
- Buildings -- Denmark

Place: Denmark

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2092
Envelope: "Denmark".
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33]. Orig. no. 301.

Topic: Artillery -- Denmark
       Cannons -- Denmark
       Fortification -- Denmark
       Harbors -- Denmark
Place: Denmark
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2093
Envelope: "Denmark"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].
Orig. No. 302-B-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
       Castles -- Denmark
Place: Denmark
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2094

Envelope: "Denmark"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 303-3.

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
Castle -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2095

Envelope: "Denmark"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].
Orig. No. 304-C.

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Gardens -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark) Denmark
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2096

Envelope: "Denmark"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 305-3.

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Gardens -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark) Denmark
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Country lane and homes in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 2097

Envelope: "Denmark"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 306-B-5.

    Topic: Dwellings -- Denmark
           Homes -- Denmark
           Horses -- Denmark
           Roads -- Denmark

    Place: Denmark

    Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                 -- Glass
                 Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 2098

Envelope: "Denmark"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 309-D.

    Topic: Markets -- Denmark
           Plazas -- Denmark

    Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
           Denmark

    Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                 -- Glass
                 Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2099

Envelope: "Denmark"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 310-B.

Topic: Harbors -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in Copenhagen: stereo photonegative.] 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3000

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Envelope: "Denmark".

Orig. No. 311-E.

Names: Frederick, V

Topic: Buildings -- Denmark
Monuments -- Denmark
Plazas -- Denmark
Sculptures -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Denmark: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3001

Envelope: "Denmark"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 312-4.

Topic:
Castles -- Denmark
Interior architecture -- Denmark

Place:
Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Rosenborg Castle -- Denmark

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Christiania from the Eastern Heights. [Active no. 10001: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3002

Similar to RSN 6348.
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [224]

**Topic:**
- Harbors -- Norway
- Ports -- Norway
- SCANDINAVIA SERIES--NORWAY
- Ships -- Norway

**Place:**
- Christiania (Norway)
- Norway
- Oslo (Norway)

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Towering among the clouds, the majestic Romsdalshorn. [Active no. 10041 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 3003

Same as RSN 6391-6396.

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

**Topic:**
- Clouds -- Norway
- Mountains -- Norway
- Roads -- Norway
- SCANDINAVIA SERIES--NORWAY

**Place:**
- Norway
- Romsdalshorn (Norway)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Sunset in the Upper Simoda l: Active no. 10045 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3004

Same as RSN 6400.

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Topic:
Mountains -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES--NORWAY
Sunsets
Valleys -- Norway

Place:
Norway
Upper Simodal -- Norway

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The King's Council Chamber, Royal Palace, Stockholm: 10115 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3007

Same as RSN 6429-6431

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33]

Names:
King's Council Chamber (Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic:
Architecture -- Sweden
Art, Swedish
Palaces -- Sweden
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place:
Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3008
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 313-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Sweden
Monuments -- Sweden
Statues -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cityscape, Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3009
Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33]

Orig. No. 314-E.

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden

SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Stora Hamn Canal
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Sweden

[Harbor in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3010

Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 315-B.

Topic: Harbors -- Sweden
Ships -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3011

Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].
Orig. No. 316-D.

Topic:        Rapids -- Sweden
             Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place:        Sweden
             Trollhattan

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3012

Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 317-B.

Topic:        Rapids -- Sweden
             Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place:        Sweden
             Trollhattan

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3013
Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 318-7.

Topic: Rapids -- Sweden
Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
Trollhattan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3014

Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 319-C.

Topic: Rapids -- Sweden
Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
Trollhattan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Gota Canal at Trollhattan: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3015

Envelope: "Sweden"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33]

Orig. No. 320-B-2.

Topic: Canals -- Sweden
Place: Göta Canal (Sweden)
       Sweden
       Trollhatten (Sweden)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[The Göta Canal at Trollhatten: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3016

Envelope: "Sweden"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33]

Orig. No. 321-C.

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
       Canals -- Sweden
Place: Göta Canal (Sweden)
       Sweden
       Trollhatten (Sweden)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3017

Envelope: "Sweden"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 322-D.

Topic: Rapids -- Sweden
      Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
      Trollhattan (Sweden)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[River scene and buildings: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3018

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Envelope: "Sweden".

Orig. No. 323-B.

Topic: Canals -- Sweden
      Rivers -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River scene and buildings: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3019

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Envelope: "Sweden".

Orig. No. 324-E.

Topic: Canals -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3020

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Envelope: "Sweden".

Orig. No. 399-B.

Topic: Monuments -- Sweden
statues -- Sweden

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Harbor in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 3021

Envelope: "Sweden"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

**Orig. No. 400 F.**

**Topic:** Boats -- Sweden

Canals -- Sweden

Harbors -- Sweden

**Place:** Stockholm (Sweden)

Stora Hamn Canal

Sweden

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 3022

Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 402-D.

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
      Canals -- Sweden
      Harbors -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
       Stora Hamn Canal
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 3023

Envelope: "Sweden".

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. no. 403-E.

Topic: Canals -- Sweden
       Palaces -- Sweden
       Ships -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3024
Same as RSN 3025; envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 404-D.

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Ships -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3025
Same as RSN 3024; envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 405-E.

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Ships -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden) Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Stockholm, Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3026

Envelope: "Sweden", 10130 Discard"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 406.

Place: Stockholm (Sweden) Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3027

Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].
Orig. No. 407-C.

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Harbors -- Sweden
Ships -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3028

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Envelope: "Sweden"

Orig. No. 408-C.

Names: National Museum (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Museums -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3029

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Envelope: "Sweden".

Orig. No. 409-3.

Topic: Monuments -- Sweden
      Parks -- Sweden
      statues -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3030

Envelope: "Sweden".

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 410-C.

Topic: Harbors -- Sweden
      Parks -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3031

Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 411-3.

Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Sweden
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Waterscapes -- Sweden
Place: Sweden

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3032

Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 412-C.

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Bridges -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Ships -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3033

Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig No. 413-B-3.

Topic: Gardens -- Sweden
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3034

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Envelope: "Sweden".

Orig. No. 415-B.
Topic: Monuments -- Sweden
     Parks -- Sweden
     statues -- Sweden
Place: Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3035
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 416-F.

Topic: Fountains -- Sweden
     Parks -- Sweden
Place: Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3036
Similar to RSN 6416, 12176, 19693 and 27997.
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].
Orig. No. 417-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Elevators -- Sweden
Katrina-Hissen (Stockholm, Sweden)
Transportation -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3037

Envelope: "Sweden"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 418-B.

Topic: Harbors -- Sweden
Sailboats -- Sweden
Ships -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3038

Envelope: "Sweden"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 419.

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal Palace in Stockholm: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3039

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Envelope: "Sweden"

Orig. No. 420-F.

Topic: Gardens -- Sweden
Monuments -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3040

Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 421-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden

Place: Riddarholms Kyrka
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3041

Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 422-E.

Topic: Harbors -- Sweden
Waterscapes -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
[Bridge in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3042
Envelope: "Sweden".
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 423-E.

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3043
Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].
Orig. No. 424-3.

Topic: Interiors -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3044

Envelope: "Sweden"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 425-4.

Topic: Interiors -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3045
Envelope: "Sweden"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 426-3.

Topic: Art, Swedish
Interiors -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3046

Envelope: "Sweden"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 427-4.

Topic: Art, Swedish
Interiors -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Stockholm: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3047
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Envelope: "Sweden"

Orig. No. 428-E.

Topic: Monuments -- Sweden
Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Swedish
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfront in Sweden. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3048
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. no. 429-E.

Topic: Buildings -- Sweden
Streets -- Sweden
Waterfronts -- Sweden
Place: Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Sweden : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3049
Envelope: "Sweden".
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33]. Orig. no. 430-D.

Topic: Streets -- Sweden
Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3050
Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 431-4.

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Chapels -- Sweden
Interiors -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3051
Envelope: "Sweden"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 432-7.

Topic: Interiors -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3052
Envelope: "Sweden", "10127 Discard"
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 430.

Topic: Interiors -- Sweden
       Palaces -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Sweden: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3053
Envelope: "Sweden"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Orig. No. 434-4.

Topic: Interiors -- Sweden
       Palaces -- Sweden

Place: Royal Palace -- Sweden
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Stockholm: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3054

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Envelope: "Sweden".

Orig. No. 435-3.

Topic: Baltespannare (Statue)
Monuments -- Sweden
Sculptures -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace of the Luxembourg, Paris: 1917 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3055

Envelope: "France"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [53].

Orig. No. 397-D.

Names: Luxembourg Palace (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE SERIES
Palaces -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Champs de Mars from Eifel Tower. [Active No. 10257 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1900
 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Champs de Mars from Eifel Tower. [Active No. 10257 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3056
Same as RSN 6471.
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [224].
Very faded, yellow.

Names:  Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
       Buildings -- France
       Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1900
       Parks -- France
       Towers -- France.
Place:  Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
        France
        Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
        Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
        Trocadero (France)
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Alexander III Bridge and the Great Palace of Fine Arts. [Caption no. 10274 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Alexander III Bridge and the Great Palace of Fine Arts. [Caption no. 10274 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3057

Same as RSN 6484.

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Names: Great Palace of Fine Arts (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Arts
Bridges -- France.
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1900
Palaces -- France

Place: Alexander III Bridge (Paris, France)
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bosnian girls making lace. Active no. 10307 : stereo photonegative,]. 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Bosnian girls making lace. Active no. 10307 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Lower section missing both frames.
Plate broken.

Local Numbers
RSN 3058

Similar to RSN 6509.

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [224].

Topic: Expositions -- France
Lace and lace making
Monuments -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1900
Sculptures -- France
handicrafts -- France

Place: Bosnia Pavilion
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Paris Exposition 1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Women
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Bridge of Boats across the Rhine at Coblentz--S. to Ehrenbreitstein
Castle: 2162 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3059

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [138].

Similar to RSN 3350; envelope: "Philadelphia, '06, F.J. Von Raph, Belquim.

Orig. No. 38-B.

Names: Ehrenbreitstein Castle (Coblentz, Germany)

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
Castles -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblentz, Germany)
Coblenz (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River -- Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The gigantic granite statue of Bismarck at Hamburg--cost {dollar}400,000--
most striking statue in Europe: 2164 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3060


Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [138].

Orig. No. 39-3-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Bismarck, Chancellor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monuments -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sculpture -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>statues -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hamburg (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Van Dyck Quay and Steen Museum, on banks of the Schelde, Antwerp: 6701 stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3061

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [138].


Orig. No. 32 A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>BELGIUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Museums -- Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- Belgium.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterfronts -- Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wharves -- Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Antwerp (Belgium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schelde River</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Steen Museum
Van Dyck Quay

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The choir of St. Paul's Church, showing beautiful altar and wonderful figures of the Prophets, Antwerp: [Active no. 6705 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3062


Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [138].

Orig. No. 33-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Churches -- Belgium
Interior architecture -- Belgium

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)
Belgium
St. Paul's Church (Antwerp, Belgium)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Outdoor market, Philadelphia. Stereo photonegative, 1906?]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3063
Envelope: "Philadelphia, '06, F.J. Van Raph Belquim" [?].

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [138].

Orig. no. 35-B.

Streets -- Pennsylvania -- Philadelphia.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Roman Catholic Cathedral of St. Nicholas, Amsterdam: 6802 stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3064

Envelope: "Philadelphia, '06, F.J. Van Raph (?) Holland

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [138]

Orig. No. 23-A.

Topic: Architecture -- Holland  
Boats -- Holland  
Cathedrals -- Holland  
HOLLAND

Place: Amsterdam (Holland)  
Holland  
St. Nicholas Cathedral (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Nave of St. Nicholas Cathedral, Amsterdam. Active no. 6803 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3065

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [138].

Orig. No. 24-A.

Topic: Architecture -- Holland
Cathedrals -- Holland
HOLLAND
Interiors -- Holland

Place: Amsterdam (Holland)
Netherlands
St. Nicholas Cathedral (Holland)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Nieuwe Markt and St. Anthonieswaag or old weigh house, Amsterdam.
[Active no. 6804 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5” x 7”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3066

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [138]

Orig. No. 22 B.

Topic: Architecture -- Holland
Buildings -- Holland
HOLLAND
Markets -- Holland

Place: Amsterdam (Holland)
Holland
St. Anthonieswaag

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Nieuwe Kerk (tower 375 ft. high) in the Groote Markt, Delft: 6811 stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3067

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [138].

Orig. No. 18-A.

Topic: Architecture -- Holland
Churches -- Holland
HOLLAND
Plazas -- Holland

Place: Delft (Holland)
Groote Markt (Delft, Holland)
Holland
Nieuwe Kerk (Holland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Milking hour--on a Dutch farm near Rotterdam. [Active no. 6821 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3068

Envelope: "5"

Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [138]

Orig. No. 12 B.

Topic: Cows -- Holland
       Farms -- Holland
       HOLLAND
       Milking -- Holland

Place: Netherlands
       Rotterdam (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Church: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3069


Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33], moved from [138].

Orig. No. 28.

Topic: Churches -- Holland

Place: Holland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse performing on stage with trainer.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2100

Video number 04169

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

NOTE! IMAGE COPIED TWICE ON VIDEODISC! ALSO VIDEUMN 04170!
Filed after RSN 5403

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Copy and Version Identification Note
91-B

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
Horses -- Virginia
Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse performing on stage with trainer.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2101

Video number 04171
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Filed after RSN 5404

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Copy and Version Identification Note

93-B

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia

Horses -- Virginia

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse standing on chair at Jamestown Exposition] : [glass stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Brown Bros., Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 2102

100-B (associated number)

Video number 04173

Image incorrectly appears twice on videodisc; also VDF 04178 was filed after RSN 5405.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Cancelled by scratching.

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Names: Jamestown (Virginia) Tercentenary Exposition (1907)

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Horses -- 1900-1910

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Copy of a portrait of a man with a high collar: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Subject may be C. C. Clark.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2103

NOTE! REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! "H.C. White/Personal/C.C. Clark" on envelope; Same as VIDEONUM 27504 & 27505 Filed after RSN 5406

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Names:
Clark, C.C.

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men

[Family group in front of home entrance. stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Five figures (?). House entrance is heavily framed by leaves.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2104

"Personal / C W W" on envelope. Same as VIDEONUM 27506 Filed after RSN 5407.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Orig. no. 358-B.

Topic:
Dwellings
Portraits, Group -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Jamestown Exposition : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2102

NOTE! IMAGE COPIED TWICE ON VIDEODISC; also VIDEONUM 04173; filed after RSN 5405

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3]. Orig. no. 359-A.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Exhibitions
Horses -- 1890-1920

Place: Virginia -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children riding in cart.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2105

Video number 04179

[Personal / C W W] on envelope Filed after RSN 5408.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note

360-B

Topic:
Children
Donkeys
Dwellings
Dwellings
Wagons

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Carpenters in Ecuador. Active no. 2094 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Carpenters in Ecuador. Active no. 2094 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2244

Company catalog card included. Company accession no. 92364.

Filed after RSN 10396 Similar to RSN 11326

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Topic:
Artisans -- Ecuador
Carpenters -- 1900-1910 -- Ecuador
Carpentry -- 1900-1910 -- Ecuador
Laborers -- Ecuador
Lumbering -- Ecuador

Place:
Ecuador

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Peru.] 2100 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in Peru.] 2100 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2226

Video number 09672

Company catalog card included.

Filed after RSN 10401; similar to RSN 11332.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93602

Topic: Markets -- Peru
       Streets -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Looking north over Nauplia and its bay toward Argos, Greece 2119
photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking north over Nauplia and its bay toward Argos, Greece 2119 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2227

Video number 09693

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11352; filed after RSN 10421.
Copy and Version Identification Note

84045

Topic: Boats -- Greece
        Ports -- Greece
        Rivers -- Greece
        Ships -- Greece

Place: Argos (Greece)
       Greece
       Nauplia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Hera and wall of sacred precinct, Olympia 2121 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Temple of Hera and wall of sacred precinct, Olympia 2121 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2228

Video number 09695

Company catalog card included.

Filed after RSN 10422; similar to RSN 11354.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84119; 0122

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
        Temple of Hera (Olympia, Greece)

Place: Greece
       Olympia (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Throne Room, Royal Palace, Berlin, with plate-laden sideboard and regal decorations. 1293 Photonegative, 1903
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)

*Image(s): Throne Room, Royal Palace, Berlin, with plate-laden sideboard and regal decorations. 1293 Photonegative 1903*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 2230

Video number 11864

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12595, 12596, 2231, 20042 and 25639; frames in separate envelopes; filed after RSN 12596

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164], moved from [115]

**Topic:** Architecture -- Germany

GERMANY TOUR

Interior architecture -- Germany

Palaces -- Germany

**Place:** Berlin (Germany)

Germany

Royal Palace

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Throne Room, Royal Palace, Berlin, with plate-laden sideboard and regal decorations. 1293 Photonegative, 1903

*1 Item (5” x 8”)*

*Image(s): Throne Room, Royal Palace, Berlin, with plate-laden sideboard and regal decorations. 1293 Photonegative 1903*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 2231

Video number 11865

Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 12595, 12596, 2230, 20042 and 25639; filed after RSN 12596 and 2230

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164], moved from [28]

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Interior architecture -- Germany
       Palaces -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany
       Royal Palace

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Imperial picture gallery along N.W. side palace, Berlin, overlooking the gardens. 1294 photonegative, 1903

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Imperial picture gallery along N.W. side palace, Berlin, overlooking the gardens. 1294 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2232

Video number 11866

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 12597 and 20043; filed after RSN 12596, 2230 and 2231.

Copy and Version Identification Note

40163

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Art museums. -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Interior architecture -- Germany
       Palaces -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany
A Well-curb by Michael Angelo, Certosa Monastery, near Florence. 2051 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): A Well-curb by Michael Angelo, Certosa Monastery, near Florence. 2051 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2236

Video number 14432

Company catalog card included.

Filed behind RSN 13569.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5025

Names: Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.
Certosa Monastery (Florence, Italy)

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Art -- Italy
Churches -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Monasteries -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Columns of the Temple of Saturn and Arch of Septimus Severus, Forum, Rome. 2101 Interpositive, 1907
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): Columns of the Temple of Saturn and Arch of Septimus Severus, Forum, Rome. 2101 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Film

Emulsion deteriorating along upper and right borders.

Upper left corner missing.

Local Numbers

RSN 2246

Company catalog card included.

NOTE: THIS IS FILM POSITIVE; filed behind RSN 13621.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note

108795

Topic:
Arches
Columns
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Ruins
Temples

Place:
Arch of Septimus Severus (Rome, Italy)
Forum (Rome Italy)
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Temple of Saturn

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mortal body of His Holiness, the late Supreme Pontiff Leo XIII, lying in state in the Vatican, Rome. [Active no. 2168 : stereo photonegative,], 1902 [sic: erroneous: Leo d. 1903]

1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Mortal body of His Holiness, the late Supreme Pontiff Leo XIII, lying in state in the Vatican, Rome. [Active no. 2168 : stereo photonegative,] 1902 [sic: erroneous: Leo d. 1903].

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2233
Video number 12967

Company catalog card included.

FILED AFTER RSN 13695

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Leo, Pope, XIII,

Topic: Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 -- Italy -- Rome
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Religion -- Italy
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marble blocks from the famous quarries, the world's best marble for art sculptures; a railway station, Carrara. 2036 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Marble blocks from the famous quarries, the world's best marble for art sculptures; a railway station, Carrara. 2036 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2234

Video number 12969

Company catalog card included.

Makes stereo with RSN 2235 (which is not in dBase); FILED AFTER RSN 13542.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Laborers -- Italy
Marble -- Italy
Mountains -- Italy
Quarrying -- Italy

Place: Carrara (Italy)
Italy
She is paying her road taxes by doing this kind of work a few hours daily for a week. [Underwood caption.] [Black-and-white stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2249
Company catalog card included.

NOTE! INTERPOSITIVE IMAGE REVERSED AND COPIED AS NEGATIVE ON VIDEODISC! FILED IN BOX 3.2.43 BEHIND RSN 25274 Same as VIDEONUM 27695.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [215].

Topic: Babies -- Germany
Construction -- Germany
Infants -- Germany
Roads -- Germany
Women laborers -- Germany

Place: Amstutter (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War destruction.] 14402 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [War destruction.] 14402 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 2237
Company catalog card included.

Filed after RSN 15719.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic: Destruction
War
War casualties

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Society Flower Show] 1930 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Society Flower Show] 1930 photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion cracked and peeling seriously
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 2238

Company catalog card included.

FILED AFTER RSN 18421. U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Flowers
Plants
Portraits

Place: Brookline (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

A man with a tiger mask. One of the interesting features in the festivities of South Indian aristocrats. [on envelope] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 2239

Filed after RSN 19218.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135], moved from [180].
Orig. no. 36X58R.

**Topic:** Celebrations
- Masks
- Tigers -- India

**Place:** India -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

---

Eskimo Alaska woman with \{dollar\}1000 coat [on envelope].

[Photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 2240

Filed after RSN 19218; "Publishers Photo Service" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135], moved from [218]. Orig. no. 15x57R.

---

**Topic:** Fur garments -- Alaska
- Portraits -- Alaska

**Place:** Alaska

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

**Culture:** Eskimos -- Alaska
- Indians of North America -- Alaska

[Religion.] Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

**Image(s): [Religion.] Photonegative.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Film

**Local Numbers**

RSN 2241

Filed after RSN 19218.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135], moved from [181].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

102X59R
Rideau Hall, residence of the Duke of Kent and his bride [on envelope].
[Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film.

Local Numbers
RSN 2242

Filed after RSN 19218.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135], moved from [181].

Original number O1X46R.

Names: Duke of Kent
Topic: Architecture
Aristocracy (Social class)
Buildings
Place: Rideau Hall
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Walking around the world] caption in envelope photonegative, 1927
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Walking around the world] caption in envelope photonegative
1927
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 2243

Video number 12968
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135], moved from [228].

Names: Flynn, C.J.
Topic: Competitions
Contests
Sports -- 1920-1930
Veterans
Walkers

Place: Oregon
The Dalles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Flowers.] 783 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Flowers.] 783 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2229

Video number 07700

FILED BETWEEN RSN 8536 AND 8537.

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Flowers
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bridge.] [Active no. 02210: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight scratches on emulsion uncancelled frame.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2106

FILED AFTER RSN 8889.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
Topic: Bridges
Buildings
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city.] [Active no. 02211: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2107

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

FILED AFTER RSN 8889.

Topic: Buildings
Cemeteries
Monuments
Obelisks
Towers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument in city plaza.] [Active no. 02212: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2108

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

FILED AFTER RSN 8889 ["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Monuments
Plazas
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Temperance hotel, possibly England, No. 02213 : stereo interpositive], [undated]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Temperance hotel, possibly England, No. 02213 : stereo interpositive]: undated

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Killela, J.J., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Street scene showing building with sign, "D. McLeod's Temperance Hotel", next to Mackay's bowl manufacturing establishment. Several figures in scene, including children clustered near a kiosk or other small structure. Part of the word "colours" and the numeral 57 appear above the bowlmaker's sign. Note: signs are not clearly legible on videodisc and in digital image.

Silver gelatin on glass plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 2109

FILED AFTER RSN 8889; "Killelea [?] 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Mackay (bowl manufacturer)
McLeod, D., owner of Temperance Hotel

Topic: Hotels, taverns, etc. -- England
Streets -- England
Temperance -- 1890-1920
bowls (tableware) -- 1890-1920 -- England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] [Active no. 02214: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2110

FILED AFTER RSN 8889 ["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Cathedrals
Children
Fountains
Parks
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in England. Active no. 02215 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Water marks on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2111

FILED AFTER RSN 8889. "Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture -- England
Bridges -- England
Castles -- England
Railroads -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle.] [Active no. 02216: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2112
FILED AFTER RSN 8889 ["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
   Castles
   Gardens
   Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] [Active no. 02316: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2113
FILED AFTER RSN 8889; "Killelea 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
   Mountains
   Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02317: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2114

FILED AFTER RSN 8889 ["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] [Active no. 02361: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2115

FILED AFTER RSN 8889 ["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Restaurant.] 02817 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Restaurant.] 02817 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2116

Video number 08162

FILED BEHIND RSN 8989.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Standing figure, building in background. Active no. 02901 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2118

Video number 08164

FILED BEHIND RSN 8989.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river in mountains.] 02902 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bridge over river in mountains.] 02902 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2119

Video number 08165

FILED BEHIND RSN 8989
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Bridges -- United States
Buildings
Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

Genre/ Form:Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cityscape.] 02903 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Cityscape.] 02903 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2120
Video number 08166
FILED BEHIND RSN 8989.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Church buildings
Lakes
Genre/ Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02904 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02904 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2121
Video number 08167
FILED BEHIND RSN 8989.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Arches
Baskets
Buildings
Carriages and carts
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Ship. Active no. 03001 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ship. Active no. 03001 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2122

Video number 08168

FILED BEHIND RSN 8989.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 03002 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 03002 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2123

Video number 08169

FILED BEHIND RSN 8989.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Columns
Mountains -- United States
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain and tall monument in city plaza.] 03003 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Fountain and tall monument in city plaza.] 03003 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2124
Video number 08170
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
FILED BEHIND RSN 8989.

Topic:
Buildings
Columns
Fountains
Monuments
Plazas

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 03004 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 03004 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2125
Video number 08171
FILED BEHIND RSN 8989.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Architecture -- Italy
Buildings -- Italy
Towers -- Italy

Culture: Leaning Tower (Pisa, Italy)
Place: Italy
Pisa (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Seine bridges, from St. Gervais church tower--showing Eiffel Tower and Arch of Triumph in the distance--Paris. 1537 Interpositive

1 item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): The Seine bridges, from St. Gervais church tower--showing Eiffel Tower and Arch of Triumph in the distance--Paris. 1537 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2245

Similar to RSN 12830; filed after RSN 25693.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

Topic:

Arch of Triumph (Paris, France)

Bridges -- France.

FRANCE

Monuments -- France

Portraits

Rivers -- France

Place:

France -- 1900-1910

Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Seine River (France)

Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[The Dewey Memorial Arch in New York City.] 22362 photonegative, 1899

2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): [The Dewey Memorial Arch in New York City.] 22362 photonegative 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower left corner missing

Local Numbers

RSN 2248

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Same as RSN 27963 Pieces in separate envelopes (filed behind RSN 27963)
Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic: Arches
     Armed Forces
     Monuments
     Streets

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

...o! wifey!--home 'fore twelve! [caption on negative]. 22418 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): ...o! wifey!--home 'fore twelve! [caption on negative]. 22418 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2247

Filed after RSN 27967.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [59].

Copy and Version Identification Note

S&W-3667

Topic: Alcoholism
       Couples
       Dwellings

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

The Videdal and the imposing Skaala (6,300 feet high). 10034 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Videdal and the imposing Skaala (6,300 feet high). 10034 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Film

Local Numbers

RSN 3005
Currently stored in box 1.1.15 [33].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Topic: Mountains -- Norway Valleys -- Norway

Place: Norway Skaala Videdal

[Portrait.] Photonegative 1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher H.C. White Co., Publisher

English. Film

Local Numbers
RSN 2103

[H.C. White / Personal / C.C. Clark] on envelope Same as RSN 5407 Filed after RSN 5406.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Names: Clark, C.C.

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Family group of front steps of home.] photonegative 1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Family group of front steps of home.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher H.C. White Co., Publisher

English. Film

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2104

[Personal / C W W] on envelope Same as VIDEONUM 04177 Filed after RSN 5407.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].
Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wagon ride for three children.] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Wagon ride for three children.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2105

[Personal / C W W] on envelope Same as VIDEONUM 04179 Filed after RSN 5408.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Topic: Children
Donkeys
Dwellings
Dwellings
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Roadway.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2249

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15598 Filed behind RSN 25274.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [215].

**Topic:** Babies -- Germany  
Construction -- Germany  
Infants -- Germany  
Laborers -- Germany  
Roadways -- Germany

**Place:** Amstutter (Germany)  
Germany

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Quincy Market, a busy early morning scene--Faneuil Hall in distance.  
12805 photonegative  
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s):* Quincy Market, a busy early morning scene--Faneuil Hall in distance. 12805 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 2251

**Similar to** RSN 1422

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [157].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
250-B

**Names:** Faneuil Hall (Boston, Mass.)

**Topic:** BOSTON  
Buildings -- Massachusetts  
Historical sites -- Massachusetts  
Horses -- Massachusetts  
Markets -- Massachusetts  
Streets -- Massachusetts  
Wagons -- Massachusetts

**Place:** Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930  
Massachusetts  
Quincy Market

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs
[Ruins.] 1038 Photonegative
11 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 1038 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2252

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [20].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Venus junior in the bath. [Active no. 5201: half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (Approx. 12 pieces; 3-3/4 x 3-3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Infant in large basin.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate broken into about a dozen fragments.

Local Numbers
RSN 2253

Currently stored in box of broken plates, moved from [129].

Topic: Bath tubs
CHILD LIFE
Children
Infants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

[Bedroom scene.] Active no. 5889 : photonegative
9 Items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Bedroom scene.] Active no. 5889 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 2254
Similar to RSN 5486.
Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [159]. Orig. no. 0841.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Bedtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHILD LIFE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwellings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bed time--happy Christmas Eve in the nursery. [Active no. 5237 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
3 Items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): Bed time--happy Christmas Eve in the nursery. [Active no. 5237 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 2255
"C.W.W. 06" on envelope.
Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [159]. Orig. no. 0841.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Bedtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHILD LIFE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Children  
Christmas  
Dwellings  
Holidays -- 1890-1920  
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The Federal Palace and Courtyard, looking North, Caracas. 9012 Photonegative  
1 Item (5” x 7")

Image(s): The Federal Palace and Courtyard, looking North, Caracas. 9012 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers  
RSN 2256

Same as RSN 6047-6050

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [21]

Topic: Architecture -- Venezuela  
Palaces -- Venezuela  
VENEZUELA

Place: Caracas (Venezuela)  
Federal Palace (Caracas, Venezuela)  
Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Devout Hindus bathing, praying and drinking the water of the holy Ganges, Benares. 14084 photonegative  
5 pieces (5” x 7")

Image(s): Devout Hindus bathing, praying and drinking the water of the holy Ganges, Benares. 14084 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2257

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [25A/53].

Similar to RSN 4589 and 7407.

Copy and Version Identification Note

C

Topic:  Bathers -- India
        Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
        INDIA
        Religion -- India
        Rivers -- India
        Swimmers -- India
        prayers -- India

Place:  Benares (India)
        Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
        Ghats
        India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Lace making in Ceylon--Singhalese girls at work in a courtyard, Colombo.
14303 Photonegative
9 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): Lace making in Ceylon--Singhalese girls at work in a courtyard, Colombo. 14303 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2258

Same as RSN 2259, 4828 and 7458-7460.

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [26/142].

Names:  Adamson, Glenn

Topic:  Artisans -- Ceylon
        CEYLON
        Lace and lace making -- Ceylon
Lace and lace making -- Ceylon
Women laborers -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Colombo (Ceylon)
Singhalese

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lace making in Ceylon--Singhalese girls at work in a courtyard, Colombo. 14303 Photonegative
3 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): Lace making in Ceylon--Singhalese girls at work in a courtyard, Colombo. 14303 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2259

Same as RSN 2258, 4828 and 7458-7460.

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [26/142].

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Topic: Artisans -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Lace and lace making -- Ceylon
Lace and lace making -- Ceylon
Women laborers -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Colombo (Ceylon)
Singhalese

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lumber.] 1062 Photonegative
16 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Lumber.] 1062 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2260

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from 2.1.8.

Copy and Version Identification Note
44378
Topic: Blue collar workers
Lumber trade
Place: Orient
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rapids on wide river.] photonegative
5 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rapids on wide river.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2261

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [149].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29524
Topic: Architecture
Castles
Rapids
Rivers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
H.I.M. the Shah of Persia, H.R.H. Prince Arthur; Earl Roberts; Persian Prime Ministers and Staff Officers. 269 Photonegative, 1902
8 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): H.I.M. the Shah of Persia, H.R.H. Prince Arthur; Earl Roberts; Persian Prime Ministers and Staff Officers. 269 Photonegative 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2262

Same as RSN 19341 and 2314

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [193]

Names: Arthur, Prince, Duke of Connaught, 1850-1942
Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Portraits
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)
Roberts, Earl
Shah of Persia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Gardens of the Viscount Cook of Monserrate, the most luxurious in Portugal--near Lisbon. 2335 Photonegative, 1900
6 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): In the Gardens of the Viscount Cook of Monserrate, the most luxurious in Portugal--near Lisbon. 2335 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2263

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13826

Currently stored in box broken plates.
Copy and Version Identification Note
35.016(1)

Topic: Flowers -- Portugal
      Gardens -- Portugal
      PORTUGAL TOUR
      Portraits -- Portugal

Place: Cintra (Portugal)
       Monserrate
       Portugal
       Viscount Cook

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 2966 Photonegative
22 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 2966 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2264

Currently stored in box broken plates.

Copy and Version Identification Note
5411

Topic: Ocean
       Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

An Arab and his veiled women outside their home. 2970 photonegative
6 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): An Arab and his veiled women outside their home. 2970 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2265

Similar to RSN 7821.
Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Topic: ALGERIA
Dwellings -- Algeria
Portraits -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Arabs

[Market.] 11641 Photonegative
2 pieces (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Market.] 11641 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2266

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Topic: Markets
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Myriads of birds and throngs of natives. A street scene. 14134
Photonegative
4 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): Myriads of birds and throngs of natives. A street scene. 14134
Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2267

Same as RSN 7452.
Currently stored in box sinkmats.

**Topic:**
- Birds -- India
- Children -- India
- Streets -- India

**Place:**
- India
- Jaipur (India)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Arab town and market outside the walls of Constantine. 16531
Photonegative
5 pieces (5“ x 7“)
**Image(s):** The Arab town and market outside the walls of Constantine. 16531 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 2268

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

**Topic:**
- Markets -- Algeria
- Portraits -- Algeria

**Place:**
- Algeria
- Constantine (Algeria)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Amorous couple.] 21620 photonegative
8 pieces (4“ x 5“)
**Image(s):** [Amorous couple.] 21620 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated on some fragments.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 2269
Same as RSN 10624.

Currently stored in box sinkmats, moved from [116].

Topic: Couples
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Kissing
Love
Maids
Milkmen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass

[Man and woman in humorous scene : photonegative.]
3 Items (pieces; 4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2270

Currently stored in box of broken plates, moved from [159].

Topic: Alcoholism
COMICS
Cigarettes -- 1890-1920
Couples
Drinking
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Smoking -- 1890-1920
Stagecoaches
Tobacco -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Staged photographs

[Troops parade down street lined with crowds in major city.] Active no. 14560 : Stereo photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Troops parade down street lined with crowds in major city.]
Active no. 14560 : Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 2271

NOTE! IMAGE COPIED UPSIDE DOWN ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15802

Currently stored sinkmat box. Orig. no. B-7429.

Copy and Version Identification Note
B-7429

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Soldiers
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Buildings.] 29561 Photonegative
1 Item (+Size 1 1/2 x 4 1/2)
Image(s): [Buildings.] 29561 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2272

Currently stored in box broken plates.

Topic: Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Street scene.] 29561 Photonegative
1 Item (+Size 2 x 4)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 29561 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2273

Currently stored in box broken plates.

Topic: Streets
Walkers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military.] 8658 Photonegative
1 Item (+Size 1 1/4 x 2 1/4)
Image(s): [Military.] 8658 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 2274
NOTE: THIS IS MISSING CENTRAL FRAGMENT IN RSN 14317.
Currently stored in box broken plates.
Copy and Version Identification Note
94001
  Topic: Armed Forces
  Parades
  Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[unrelated fragments; no subjects] Photonegative
13 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 2275
NOTE: VIDEOUMS 27723-27730 ARE BLANKS
Currently stored in box broken plates
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Early automobiles in Berlin.] 1300 interpositive
5 pieces (+Size 3 1/2 x 4 1/2)
Image(s): [Early automobiles in Berlin.] 1300 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2276

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [164].

Topic: Automobiles -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Streets

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

French Cook [on envelope]. [Active no. 7255 : stereo interpositive.], 1900
9 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Image(s): French Cook [on envelope]. [Active no. 7255 : stereo interpositive.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2277

Currently stored in box of broken plates, moved from [114]. Orig. no. 3621.

Topic: Comic, The
Cooks
Domestics
Dwellings
Maids
Wit and humor

Genre/
Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

French Cook Series [on envelope.] [Active no. 7257 : stereo interpositive.], 1900
5 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Image(s): French Cook Series [on envelope.] [Active no. 7257 : stereo interpositive.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 2278

3623. Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [114].

Topic: Comic, The
Couples
Dwellings
Wit and humor

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Footsteps---"My wife! Mum's the word!" Active no. 7256 : stereo interpositive, 1900
7 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Image(s): Footsteps---"My wife! Mum's the word!" Active no. 7256 : stereo interpositive, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 2279

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [114]. Orig. no. 3622.5.

Topic: Adultery
Cooks
Domestics
Dwellings
Love
Maids

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

French Cook [on envelope]. [Stereo interpositive.,] 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”??)
Image(s): French Cook [on envelope]. [Stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2280
Currently stored in box of broken plates.

Topic: Comic, The
       Cooks
       Couples
       Domestics
       Kissing
       Love
       Maids
       Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hands! Hands! What does she mean? 7258 interpositive, 1900
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Hands! Hands! What does she mean? 7258 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2281
Similar to RSN 14185.
Currently stored in box broken plates.

Copy and Version Identification Note
3624

Topic:
       Couples
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mouth of the "Troandik" (plenty fish) river--from which the Klondike mining region takes its name. [Active no. 4712 : stereo interpositive.]
7 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; broken into 7 fragments.

Local Numbers
RSN 2282
Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Topic: Islands -- Alaska
Rivers -- Alaska
Seacoasts -- Alaska
Place: Alaska
Klondike (Alaska)
Troandik River (Alaska)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm.] 5747 Interpositive
5 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Farm.] 5747 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2283
Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Topic: Farms
Sheep
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Belted Dutch cattle--grazing scene on a bonded stock farm. 5804
Interpositive
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Belted Dutch cattle—grazing scene on a bonded stock farm. 5804 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2284

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Topic:

- Agriculture -- Kansas
- Cows -- Kansas
- Farms -- Kansas

Genre/Form:

- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Place:

Kansas

From Ferris Wheel down over French garden and building to Brazil, Siam, etc. [Active no. 5837 : stereo interpositive,], 1904

2 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”.)

Image(s): From Ferris Wheel down over French garden and building to Brazil, Siam, etc. [Active no. 5837 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2285

Currently stored in sinkmat boxes.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic:

- Buildings -- Missouri
- Expositions -- Missouri
- Ferris wheels -- Missouri
- Gardens -- Missouri
- Portraits -- Missouri
- THE WORLD’S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
- World’s fairs -- Missouri

Place:

- Brazil
- France
- Missouri
- Saint Louis (Mo.)
- Siam
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Ferris Wheel S.E. over Japanese garden and "Jerusalem" to Festival Hall. [Active no. 5838 : stereo interpositive.,] 1904
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): From Ferris Wheel S.E. over Japanese garden and "Jerusalem" to Festival Hall. [Active no. 5838 : stereo interpositive.,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Broken in two.

Local Numbers
RSN 2286
Currently stored in sinkmat box.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Ferris wheels -- Missouri
Gardens -- Missouri
THE WORLD’S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World’s fairs -- Missouri

Place: Japan
Jerusalem
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Superbly decorated salon in the French national building. [Active no. 5841 : stereo interpositive.,] 1903
6 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Superbly decorated salon in the French national building. [Active no. 5841 : stereo interpositive.,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2287
Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- Missouri
Main aisle of the Agricultural Building about a third of a mile long. [Active no. 5842 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
5 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Main aisle of the Agricultural Building about a third of a mile long. [Active no. 5842 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2288
Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Agriculture -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Canada's Parliament Building reproduced in grain; Palace of Agriculture. [Active no. 5843 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
4 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Canada's Parliament Building reproduced in grain; Palace of Agriculture. [Active no. 5843 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2289
Currently stored in box sinkmats.
Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Agriculture -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Grains -- Missouri
Parliaments -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Canada
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beginning of travel by steam--the teakettle motor and a 1904 locomotive. [Active No. 5851 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
4 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): The beginning of travel by steam--the teakettle motor and a 1904 locomotive. [Active No. 5851 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2290

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Exhibitions
Expositions -- Missouri
Motors -- Missouri
Railroads -- Missouri
Steam engines -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
Trains -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Pike," east from the "Galveston Flood" exhibit--a street of mystery and amusement. [Active no. 5852 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
5 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): The "Pike," east from the "Galveston Flood" exhibit--a street of mystery and amusement. [Active no. 5852 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 2291

Similar to RSN 2292.

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic:
Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Streets -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Pike," east from the "Galveston Flood" exhibit--a street of mystery and amusement. [Active no. 5852 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
3 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): The "Pike," east from the "Galveston Flood" exhibit--a street of mystery and amusement. [Active no. 5852 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2292

Similar to RSN 2291.

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic:
Buildings -- Missouri
Crowds -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Streets -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

American fleet blockading the entrance to Santiago Harbor--Naval Exhibit. [Active no. 5853 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
10 Items (pieces; 5" x 8".)

Image(s): American fleet blockading the entrance to Santiago Harbor--Naval Exhibit. [Active no. 5853 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2293

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

United States. Navy

Topic: Blockades -- Missouri

Expositions -- Missouri

Harbors -- Missouri

Ships -- Missouri

THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)

World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri

Saint Louis (Mo.)

Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

"Medicine men" with squirming rattlesnakes, and odd homes of the Cliff Dwellers. [Active no. 5854 : stereo Interpositive,] 1903

5 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): "Medicine men" with squirming rattlesnakes, and odd homes of the Cliff Dwellers. [Active no. 5854 : stereo Interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Broken. Currently stored in a sinkmat.

Local Numbers

RSN 2294

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Cliff-dwellers -- Missouri

Expositions -- Missouri

Indians of North America -- Missouri

Snakes -- Missouri

THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)

medicine men -- Missouri

Place: Missouri

Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

An Arctic village--Eskimos among their topeks (tents) with a snow igloo at right. [Active no. 5855 : stereo interpositive,], 1903
3 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”)

Image(s): An Arctic village--Eskimos among their topeks (tents) with a snow igloo at right. [Active no. 5855 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2295

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Eskimos -- Missouri

Eskimos -- Missouri

Expositions -- Missouri

Igloos -- Missouri

Indians of North America -- Missouri

THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)

Tents -- Missouri

Place: Missouri

Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque natives of Egypt in the crooked streets of "Cairo." [Active no. 5856 : stereo interpositive,], 1903
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”).

Image(s): Picturesque natives of Egypt in the crooked streets of "Cairo." [Active no. 5856 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2296

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri

Streets -- Missouri

THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
      Egypt
      Missouri
      Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Horned Dinosaur, an enormous prehistoric inhabitant of America--U.S. Government Bldg. [Active no. 5889 : stereo Interpositive], 1903 [1904]
5 items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Horned Dinosaur, an enormous prehistoric inhabitant of America--U.S. Government Bldg. [Active no. 5889 : stereo Interpositive], 1903 [1904].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Broken into five fragments.

Local Numbers

RSN 2297

Currently stored in sinkmat series.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Archaeology -- Missouri
       Bones -- Missouri
       Dinosaurs -- Missouri
       Expositions -- Missouri
       Museums -- Missouri
       Skeletons -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR--Misc (LPE)
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Administration Avenue E. from Administration Bldg.--thronged with visitors. [Active no. 5895 : stereo interpositive,,] 1903
6 items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Administration Avenue E. from Administration Bldg.--thronged with visitors. [Active no. 5895 : stereo interpositive,,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 2298

Currently stored in sinkmat box.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri -- St. Louis
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri -- St. Louis
THE WORLD'S FAIR--Misc (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Miniature railroad under the giant Ferris Wheel--contrasted sights at the World's Fair. [Active no. 5897 : stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (5" x 3").

Image(s): Miniature railroad under the giant Ferris Wheel--contrasted sights at the World's Fair. [Active no. 5897 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2299

NOTE: THIS IS MISSING SEGMENT FOR RSN 20759 IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored with sinkmats.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Ferris wheels -- Missouri
Railroads -- Missouri
Rides -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR--Misc (LPE)
Trains -- Missouri
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Amorous home scene.] 7253 interpositive
6 pieces

Image(s): [Amorous home scene.] 7253 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2300

Same as RSN 14183.
Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3619

Topic:
Cookery
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Maids

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Amorous home scene.] 7258 interpositive
4 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Amorous home scene.] 7258 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Broken.

Local Numbers
RSN 2301

Currently stored in box of broken plates, moved from [114].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3624

Topic:
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Narrative cycles
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home pranks.] 7303 interpositive
5 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Home pranks.] 7303 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2302

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3786

Topic: Armor

Dwellings

Love

Practical jokes

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Aerial bridge, 394 feet long, 135 feet above waters of Lake Superior, harbor entrance, Duluth. [Active no. 7991 : stereo interpositive.]

5 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 2303

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [213].

Topic: Bridges -- Minnesota

Harbors -- Minnesota

Lakes -- Minnesota

Place: Duluth (Minnesota)

Minnesota

Superior, Lake

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 9830 Interpositive
6 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 9830 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2304

Similar to RSN 23527.
Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [150].

Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
Parades

Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 9966 Interpositive
6 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Walkway.] 9966 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2305

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [145].

Topic: Walkways -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12086 interpositive
9 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12086 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight deteriorations in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 2306
Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Laboratories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flag on city building.] interpositive
1 Item (+Size 1 x 3)
Image(s): [Flag on city building.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2307

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [31].

Topic: Buildings
Flags

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home scene.] interpositive
2 pieces (+Size 1 x 3)
Image(s): [Home scene.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2308

Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [193].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Living rooms

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ore processing machinery in steel factory. Active no. 13122 : stereo interpositive.], 1907
4 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Ore processing machinery in steel factory. Active no. 13122 : stereo interpositive.] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2309
Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Same as RSN 1479.

Topic:
Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place:
Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] 13122 Interpositive
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Construction.] 13122 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2310
Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Topic:
Architecture
Blue collar workers
Portraits
Skyscrapers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] 13122 Interpositive
3 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Construction.] 13122 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2311

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Topic: Architecture
Photographers
Portraits
Skyscrapers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain monument in park setting.] 14013 interpositive
7 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Fountain monument in park setting.] 14013 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2312

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Topic: Fountains
Monuments
Parks
Ponds

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mountains.] 15231 Interpositive
4 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mountains.] 15231 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2313

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Topic: Formations (Geology)  
       Goats  
       Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 269 Interpositive, 1902  
3 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 269 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2314

Same as RSN 19341 and 2262.

Currently stored in box sinkmats.

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII  
       Portraits  
       Royalty

Place: England  
       London (England)  
       Prince Arthur  
       Roberts, Earl  
       Shah of Persia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Fences. Black-and-white interpositive.]  
4 items (pieces; 1" x 4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 2315
Currently stored in broken plates box.

Topic:  Buildings
        Fences
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Fountain.] Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/2 x 4)
Image(s): [Fountain.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2316
Currently stored in box broken plates.

Topic:  Fountains
        Streets
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Clock.] Interpositive
6 Items (pieces; 2-1/2 x 3”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2317
Currently stored in sink-mat, in box for broken plates.

Topic:  Clocks and watches
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterscape.] Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 x 4)
Image(s): [Waterscape.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 2318

Currently stored in box broken plates.

Topic: Buildings
Mountains -- United States
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[No image.] Interpositive
6 pieces (+Size 1 x 8)
Image(s): [No image.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2319

Currently stored in box broken plates.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[No image.] Interpositive
5 pieces (+Size 1 x 4)
Image(s): [No image.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 2320

Currently stored in box broken plates.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Finishing process for silk cloth--breaking, folding and pressing in a Paterson Silk Dying Works. [Active no. 11456 : interpositive,], 1913
12 Items (pieces; 4" x 5").
Image(s): Finishing process for silk cloth--breaking, folding and pressing in a Paterson Silk Dying Works. [Active no. 11456 : interpositive,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 2324
Currently stored in box broken plates, moved from [3.2.58].
Same as RSN 15123 and 15124. NOTE: VIDEONUM 27777 IS BLANK.
Topic:
Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
Place:
New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Box 24
RSN Numbers 3070-3165
Image(s)
[The Emperor's Palace, Berlin: 2100 stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [The Emperor's Palace, Berlin: 2100 stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 3070
Envelope: "Germany 1900"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]
Orig. No. 539-C.
Names: Emperor's Palace (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Horses -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Wagons -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument to Frederick the Great, Berlin: 2103 stereo photonegative,],
1900
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Monument to Frederick the Great, Berlin: 2103 stereo
photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3071
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].
Similar to RSN 3219; envelope: "Germany 1900".
Orig. No. 573-C.

Names: Frederick, dem Grossen
Topic: Horses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
statues -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blucher and Belle Alliance Places, Berlin: 2104 stereo photonegative,],
1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Blucher and Belle Alliance Places, Berlin: 2104 stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3072

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 515-C.

Topic: Plazas -- Germany
Streetcars -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace Church, New Royal Church and Imperial Museum, Berlin. [Active no. 2106 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Palace Church, New Royal Church and Imperial Museum, Berlin. [Active no. 2106 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3073

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. no. 522-D.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
Museums -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Streetcars -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Imperial Museum (Berlin, Germany)
New Royal Church
Palace Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Reichstag in Berlin. Stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Reichstag in Berlin. Stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3074

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900". Orig. no. 541-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Towers -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Reichstag (Germany)
Siegessaule (Berlin, Germany)
Victory Pillar (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument of Victory in Thiergarten, Berlin: 2112 stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Monument of Victory in Thiergarten, Berlin: 2112 stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3075

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 3076, 3211 and 3260; envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 520-B.

Topic: Monuments -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Towers -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Siegessaule (Berlin, Germany)
Tiergarten (Berlin, Germany)
Victory Pillar (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Monuments -- Germany  
Parks -- Germany  
Towers -- Germany  

Place: Berlin (Germany)  
Germany  
Siegessäule (Berlin, Germany)  
Tiergarten (Berlin, Germany)  
Victory Pillar (Berlin, Germany)  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Kaiser Gates, Potsdam. Active no. 2115 : stereo photonegative,], 1900  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s): [The Kaiser Gates, Potsdam. Active no. 2115 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 3077  
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].  

Similar to RSN 3261; envelope: "Germany 1900."

Orig. No. 531-C.

Topic: Arches -- Germany  
Gates -- Germany  
Kaiser Gates (Potsdam, Germany)  
Memorials -- Germany  
Monuments -- Germany  
Streets -- Germany -- Potsdam

Place: Germany  
Potsdam (Germany)  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The Palace of Sans Souci from the Garden, Potsdam. [Active no. 2116 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Palace of Sans Souci from the Garden, Potsdam. [Active no. 2116 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3078

Similar to RSN 3262; envelope: "Germany 1900", "2116 Discard"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182]. Orig. no. 532.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany
Palaces

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sieges Allee, decorated by the present Emperor with statues of Germany's famous men, Thiergarten, Berlin: 2118 stereo photonegative.], 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Sieges Allee, decorated by the present Emperor with statues of Germany's famous men, Thiergarten, Berlin: 2118 stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3079

Similar to RSN 3258 and 3263.

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 626 D.

Topic: Parks -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany
The beautiful palace of Sans Souci, built by Frederick the Great, Potsdam. [Active no. 2119 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The beautiful palace of Sans Souci, built by Frederick the Great, Potsdam. [Active no. 2119 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3080

Photographer unidentified.

Similar to RSN 3265; envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]. Orig. no. 533-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3081

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 534-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany
Parks -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Palace in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3082

Envelope: "Germany 1900"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 535-2.

Topic: Gardens -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany) ?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Peasants buying and selling in the market-place, Hamburg. Active no. 2122 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Peasants buying and selling in the market-place, Hamburg. Active no. 2122 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3083

Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 509-D.

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Markets -- Germany

Place: Germany
Hamburg (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[A canal scene in old Hamburg (Fleet a type of canal): Active no. 2123 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [A canal scene in old Hamburg (Fleet a type of canal): Active no. 2123 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3084

Similar to RSN 3266; envelope: "Germany 1900"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 506-B.

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Canals -- Germany
Fleet -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Germany
Hamburg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An afternoon concert at the Tivoli Beer Garden, Hanover. [Active no. 2126 stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): An afternoon concert at the Tivoli Beer Garden, Hanover. [Active no. 2126 stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3085

Envelope: "Germany 1900", "Polish glass, 1/4" streak in foreground."
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 502-D.

Topic: Beergardens -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gardens -- Germany
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Germany
Hannover (Germany)
Tivoli Beer Garden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An afternoon concert at the Tivoli Beer Garden, Hanover. [Active no. 2126 : stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): An afternoon concert at the Tivoli Beer Garden, Hanover. [Active no. 2126: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3086

Envelope: "Germany 1900"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 503-B.

Topic: Beergardens -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gardens -- Germany
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Germany
Hannover (Germany)
Tivoli Beer Garden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beergarden in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Beergarden in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3087

Envelope: "Germany 1900", "Cracked"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 498.

Topic: Beergardens -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Germany
Hannover (Germany)
Tivoli Beer Garden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beergarden in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Beergarden in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3088

Envelope: "Germany 1900"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 579-B-1.

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Beergardens -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior view of museum building and plaza in Dresden: 2130 stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Exterior view of museum building and plaza in Dresden: 2130 stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3089

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 547.

Names: Zwinger (Museum)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Museums -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument of Emperor William I, before the Imperial Palace, Berlin. [Active no. 2135 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Monument of Emperor William I, before the Imperial Palace, Berlin. [Active no. 2135 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3090

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 516-B.

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)
Wilhelm, Kaiser, I,

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Monuments -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Marien Platz and the old Rathhaus, Munich, Bavaria: Active no. 2154 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3091
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 562-D.

Names: Rathaus (Munich, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Place: Germany
Munich (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Pediment Group: 2156 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3092
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 564-3.

Names: Glyptothek München
Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Museums -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place:
Germany
Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Pediment Group: 2156 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3093
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 565-2.

Names: Glyptothek München

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Museums -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place:
Germany
Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of seated nude male in museum in Munich : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3094
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182]. Orig. no. 566-4.

Names: Glyptothek München
Topic: Museums -- Germany
       Nude in art
       Sculpture -- Germany
Place: Germany
       Munich (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of museum interior in Munich: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3095

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 567-2.

Names: Glyptothek München
Topic: Museums -- Germany
       Sculpture -- Germany
Place: Germany
       Munich (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of standing nude female in museum in Germany: stereo photonegative., 1900]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Sculpture of standing nude female in museum in Germany: stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3096

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 568-7.

Names: Glyptothek München
Topic: Museums -- Germany
       Nudity
       Sculpture -- Germany
Place: Germany
       Munich (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

A characteristic view of the Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2161 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): A characteristic view of the Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2161 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3097

Envelope: "Germany 1901".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 676-D.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
       Mountains -- Germany
Place: Alps -- Germany
       Bavaria (Germany)
       Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

Castle Neuschwanstein, built by King Ludwig II, Bavarian Alps. [Active no. 2165 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3098

Photographer unidentified.

Similar to RSN 3099, 3100, 3101, 3102 and 3270

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 579-4.

Names: Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Germany

Castles -- Germany

GERMANY SERIES

Neuschwanstein (Castle)

Royalty -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)

Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Neuschwanstein, built by King Ludwig II, Bavarian Alps. [Active no. 2165 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3099
Similar to RSN 3098, 3100, 3101, 3102 and 3270.

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 585-B-2.

Names: Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Castles -- Germany
       GERMANY SERIES
       Neuschwanstein (Castle)
       Royalty -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Neuschwanstein, built by King Ludwig II, Bavarian Alps. [Active no. 2165 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3100

Photographer unidentified.

Similar to RSN 3098, 3099, 3101, 3102 and 3270.

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 587-C.

Names: Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       GERMANY SERIES
       Neuschwanstein (Castle)
       Royalty -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle Neuschwanstein, built by King Ludwig II, Bavarian Alps: 2165 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3101
Photographer unidentified.
Similar to RSN 3098, 3099, 3100, 3102 and 3270.
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 586-2.

Names: Ludwig, King, II,
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Neuschwanstein (Castle)
Royalty -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereo Photographs

Castle Neuschwanstein, built by King Ludwig II, Bavarian Alps. [Active no. 2165 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3102
Photographer unidentified.

Similar to RSN 3098, 3099, 3100, 3101 and 3270.

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 584-2.

Names: Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
      Bridges -- Germany
      Castles -- Germany
      GERMANY SERIES
      Neuschwanstein (Castle)
      Neuschwanstein (Castle)
      Royalty -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over Neckar River: Active no. 2170 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3103

Envelope: "2170 discard"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 596.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
       Mountains -- Germany
       Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Heidelberg (Germany)
       Neckar River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Front view of the Cathedral (Tower 465 feet tall), Strassburg. [Active no. 2178: stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Front view of the Cathedral (Tower 465 feet tall), Strassburg. [Active no. 2178: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3104

Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 613-B-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Alsace (France)
Germany
Strassburg (Germany)
Strassburg Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Strasburg Cathedral, Germany: stereo photonegative,] [1900.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Strasburg Cathedral, Germany: stereo photonegative, 1900.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3105

Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 612 D.
Magnificent Monument to Marshall Saxe, in the Church of St. Thomas, Strasburg. Active no. 2179 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4"x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3106
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42] , moved from [182].

Orig. No. 604-3.

Names: Church of St. Thomas (Strassbourg)
Topic: Churches -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Memorials -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Alsace (France)
Germany
Marshall Saxe
Strasburg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Kleber Place, Strassburg: 2180 stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Kleber Place, Strassburg: 2180 stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3107

Envelope: "Germany 1900"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 609 E.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Alsace (France)
Germany
Kleber Place (Strassburg, Germany)
Strassburg (Germany)
Strassburg Cathedral -- Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Washerwomen on the River Ill, Strassburg. [Active no. 2183 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3108

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany".

606 (orig. no.)

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Laundry -- France
Rivers -- France

Place: Alsace (France)
Strassburg

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Alsation peasant women in the market, Strassburg. Active no. 2184:
stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3109

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 607 C.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Markets -- Germany

Place: Alsace (France)
Germany
Strassburg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge of Boats, Gross St. Martin's Church and the Cathedral from across
the Rhine, Cologne: Active no. 2205 stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Bridge of Boats, Gross St. Martin's Church and the Cathedral
from across the Rhine, Cologne: Active no. 2205 stereo photonegative.]
1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3110

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 25649; envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. no. 452-C.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Boats -- Germany
Bridges -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblentz, Germany)
Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge of Boats, Gross St. Martin's Church and the Cathedral from across the Rhine, Cologne. Active no. 2205 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Bridge of Boats, Gross St. Martin's Church and the Cathedral from across the Rhine, Cologne. Active no. 2205 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3111

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 3281; envelope: "Germany 1900"

Orig. No. 463-D.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Boats -- Germany
Bridges -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblentz, Germany)
Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Public bath near river, with crowds of people : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Public bath near river, with crowds of people : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3112

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 451-B.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Boats -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblentz, Germany)
Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The New Bridge over the Rhine at Bonn. Active no. 2206 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [The New Bridge over the Rhine at Bonn. Active no. 2206 : stereo photonegative.], 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3113

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 3114; envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 505-D.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY SERIES
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bonn (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[The New Bridge over the Rhine at Bonn. Active no. 2206 : stereo photonegative.], 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [The New Bridge over the Rhine at Bonn. Active no. 2206 : stereo photonegative.], 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3114

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 3113; envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 504-2.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY SERIES
Rivers -- Germany

Place:
Bonn (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent facade and towers (512 feet) of the Cathedral, Cologne. [Active no. 2208 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Magnificent facade and towers (512 feet) of the Cathedral, Cologne. [Active no. 2208 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3115

Similar to RSN 5961; envelope: "Germany 1900"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 461-D.

Names:
Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic:
Architecture -- Germany
Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place:
Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Railway Station, Cologne. Active no. 2210 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [The Railway Station, Cologne. Active no. 2210 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
  RSN 3116

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 446-C.

Names: Hauptbahnhof (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
      MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
      Railway stations -- Germany
      Streetcars -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The great Cathedral, the finest Gothic edifice in the world, Cologne. [Active no. 2216 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The great Cathedral, the finest Gothic edifice in the world, Cologne. [Active no. 2216 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 3117

Envelope: "Germany 1900", "2 min. G.O."

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 455.
Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cologne Cathedral and boat on Rhine River: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Cologne Cathedral and boat on Rhine River: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3118

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 465-B.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Baths -- Germany
Boats -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cologne Cathedral, Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Cologne Cathedral, Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3119

Envelope: "Germany 1900"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 448-B.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cologne Cathedral and bridge over Rhine River: stereo photonegative,],
1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Cologne Cathedral and bridge over Rhine River: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3120

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900". Orig. no. 464-2.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Bridges -- Germany.
Bridges -- Germany.
Cathedrals -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cologne Cathedral, Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Cologne Cathedral, Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3121

Envelope: "Germany 1900"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 467?

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Eschenheimer Thurm, the finest of the fortified city gates of Frankfort. [Active no. 2241 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Eschenheimer Thurm, the finest of the fortified city gates of Frankfort. [Active no. 2241 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3122

Similar to RSN 3290; envelope: "Germany 1900"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 492-B.

| Topic:         | Architecture -- Germany     |
|               | Eschenheimer Thurm (Frankfurt, Germany) |
|               | GERMANY SERIES              |
|               | Gates -- Germany            |
|               | Horses -- Germany           |
|               | Streets -- Germany.         |
|               | Towers -- Germany           |

| Place:        | Frankfort (Germany)        |
|              | Germany                    |

| Genre/Form:   | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|              | -- Glass                   |
|              | Stereoscopic photographs   |

The beautiful Castle Linderhof, favorite retreat of King Ludwig II, Bavarian Highlands. Active no. 2258 : stereo photonegative.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3123

Similar to RSN 3124 and 3301-3303

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 572-3.

| Names:         | Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany) |
|               | Ludwig, King, II,                 |

| Topic:         | Architecture -- Germany          |
|               | Castles -- Germany                |
|               | GERMANY SERIES                   |
The beautiful Castle Linderhof, favorite retreat of King Ludwig II, Bavarian Highlands. Active no. 2258 : stereo photonegative.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3124

Photographer unidentified.

Similar to RSN 3123 and 3301-3303

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 573-3.

Names: Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)
Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City hall in Germany: stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [City hall in Germany: stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3125

Envelope: "1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 289-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
City halls -- Germany
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in Cologne, Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Equestrian statue in Cologne, Germany: stereo photonegative,]
1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3126

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 447-B.

Names: Frederick William, III
Topic: Monuments -- Germany
statues -- Germany
Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Heumarket (Cologne, Germany)
Prussia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Interior of the Church of the Jesuits, Cologne. Active no. 2218 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Interior of the Church of the Jesuits, Cologne. Active no. 2218 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3127

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 457-3.

Names: Church of the Jesuits (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: Churches -- Catholic -- Germany -- Cologne
Interior architecture
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument of Kaiser Wilhelm I, Cologne. [Active no. 2214 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): Monument of Kaiser Wilhelm I, Cologne. [Active no. 2214 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3128

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 3230 and 3282; envelope: "Germany 1900”.

Orig. No. 459.
Names: Wilhelm, Kaiser, I,

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Monuments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Bridge of Boats across the Rhine at Coblenz--S. to Ehrenbreitstein Castle. [Active no. 2162 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Bridge of Boats across the Rhine at Coblenz--S. to Ehrenbreitstein Castle. [Active no. 2162 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3129
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].
Similar to RSN 3130, 3131 and 3132; envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 473-B.

Names: Ehrenbreitstein Castle (Coblentz, Germany)

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
Castles -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblentz, Germany)
Coblenz (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Bridge of Boats across the Rhine at Coblenz--S. to Ehrenbreitstein Castle. [Active no. 2162 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Bridge of Boats across the Rhine at Coblenz--S. to Ehrenbreitstein Castle. [Active no. 2162 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3130

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 3129, 3131 and 3132; envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 474-B.

Names: Ehrenbreitstein Castle (Coblentz, Germany)

Topic:
Bridges -- Germany.
Castles -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Rivers -- Germany

Place:
Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblentz, Germany)
Coblenz (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Orig. No. 475-D.

Names: Ehrenbreitstein Castle (Coblentz, Germany)

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
       Castles -- Germany
       MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
       Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblentz, Germany)
       Coblenz (Germany)
       Germany
       Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Bridge of Boats across the Rhine at Coblenz--S. to Ehrenbreitstein Castle. [Active no. 2162 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Bridge of Boats across the Rhine at Coblenz--S. to Ehrenbreitstein Castle. [Active no. 2162 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3132

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 3129, 3130 and 3131; envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 598-B.

Names: Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblenz, Germany)
       Ehrenbreitstein Castle (Coblentz, Germany)

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
       Castles -- Germany
       MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
       Rivers -- Germany

Place: Coblenz (Germany)
       Germany
       Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
The colossal monument to William the Great, facing the Rhine, Coblenz. [Active no. 2163 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The colossal monument to William the Great, facing the Rhine, Coblenz. [Active no. 2163 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3133

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 478-B.

Names: Wilhelm, Kaiser, I,

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Monuments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Coblenz (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3134

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 479-C.
Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
      Parks -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 3135

Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 480-C.

Topic: Parks -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

The Rhine Promenade, Coblenz. [Active no. 2203 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Rhine Promenade, Coblenz. [Active no. 2203 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 3136

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].
Envelopes: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 481-B.

Names: Wilhelm, Kaiser, I,

Topic: Boats -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Monuments -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Koblenz (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[In the Palm Gardens, Frankfort. Active no. 2243 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [In the Palm Gardens, Frankfort. Active no. 2243 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3137

Envelopes: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 483-2.

Topic: Gardens -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Palms -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Trees -- Germany
Waterscapes -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[The Conservatory in the Palm Gardens, Frankfort. [Active no. 2192 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [The Conservatory in the Palm Gardens, Frankfort. [Active no. 2192 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3138
Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 484-4.

Topic: Gardens -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Palm trees -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Trees -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[In the Palm Gardens, Frankfort. [Active no. 2243 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [In the Palm Gardens, Frankfort. [Active no. 2243 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 3139
Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 486-B.

Topic: Fountains -- Germany
       MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
       Parks -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Palm Garden, the most popular resort of Frankfort. [Active no. 2142 (43)? : stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Palm Garden, the most popular resort of Frankfort. [Active no. 2142 (43)? : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 3140

Similar to RSN 3141; envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 488-a.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Fountains -- Germany
       GERMANY SERIES
       Parks -- Germany
       Resorts -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Palm Garden, the most popular resort of Frankfort. [Active no. 2142 (43)? : stereo photonegative.], 1900
Image(s): Palm Garden, the most popular resort of Frankfort. [Active no. 2142 (43) : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3141

Similar to RSN 3140; envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 489-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Parks -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kleber Place, Strassburg. Active no. 2180 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
Image(s): Kleber Place, Strassburg. Active no. 2180 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3142

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 491-D.

Topic: Children -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Monuments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Alsace (France)
Germany
Kleber Place (Strassburg, Germany)
Strasbourg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kleber Place, Strassburg. [Active no. 2180 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Kleber Place, Strassburg. [Active no. 2180 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3143

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 495-C.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Monuments -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Alsace (France)
Germany
Kleber Place (Strassburg, Germany)
Strasbourg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3144

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 494-F.

Topic: Fountains -- Germany
Streetcars -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3145

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 496-D.

Topic: Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3146
Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 497-B.

Topic: Streets -- Germany.
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3147
Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 500-B.

Topic: Streets -- Germany.
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[The War Monument, Hanover: 2125 stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"")

Image(s): [The War Monument, Hanover: 2125 stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3148

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 501-C.

Topic: Children -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Monuments -- Germany

Place: Germany
Hannover (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Brandenburger Gate, Unter den Linden, Berlin. Active no. 2101 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Brandenburger Gate, Unter den Linden, Berlin. Active no. 2101 : stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3149

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 3225; envelope: "Germany 1900". Orig. no. 514-B.

Topic: Brandenburger Tor
Carriages -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gates -- Germany
Horses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Kaiserpalast in Berlin: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Kaiserpalast in Berlin: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3150
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42] , moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 517-C.

Names: Kaiserpalast (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Cathedral in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3151

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 521-B.

Names: Berliner Dom (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Churches -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
New Royal Church
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Palace in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3152

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 523-B.

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)
Kaiserpalast (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Sunlight and Shadow" [in the Thiergarten, Berlin: 2110 stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3153
Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 524-3.

Topic:
GERMANY SERIES
Gardens -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Ponds -- Germany
Place:
Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Tiergarten (Berlin, Germany)
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles on city street in Berlin, Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Early automobiles on city street in Berlin, Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3154
Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 525-B.

Topic: Automobiles -- Germany
       Streetcars -- Germany
       Streets -- Germany.

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3155

Envelope: "Germany 1900"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 526-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Buildings -- Germany
       Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Restaurant in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3156

Envelope: "Germany 1900"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 527-C.

Topic: Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Restaurant in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3157

Envelope: "Germany 1900"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 528-B.

Topic: Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Children in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3158

Envelope: "Germany 1900"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 529-C.

| Topic: | Children -- Germany        |
| Place: | Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Germany |
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form: | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Kroll's beer garden in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Kroll's beer garden in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3159

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 530-4.

| Names: | Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany) |
| Topic: | Beergardens -- Germany |
| Place: | Restaurants -- 1890-1920 |
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form: | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3160

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 536-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
       Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3161

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 537-B.

Topic: Lakes -- Germany
       Parks -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3162

Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 538-D.

Topic:
- Parks -- Germany
- Statues -- Germany

Place:
- Germany

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3163

Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 540-B.

Topic:
- Streetcars -- Germany
- Streets -- Germany.

Place:
- Berlin (Germany)
- Germany
[Palace in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3164
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 542-C.

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)
Kaiserpalast (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Parks -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3165
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 543-C.
Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)
       Kaiserpalast (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Palaces -- Germany
       Parks -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Box 25
RSN Numbers 3166-3257

Image(s)

[Long bridge over river, Germany : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3166
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42] ], moved from [182].
Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 544-B.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
       Rivers -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)?
       Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[River in park setting, Germany : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3167

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 545-C.

| Topic:                         | Parks -- Germany               |
|                               | Rivers -- Germany              |
| Place:                        | Germany                        |
| Genre/ Form:                  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Equestrian statue in plaza in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3168

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900"

Orig. No. 546-B.

| Topic:                         | Buildings -- Germany           |
|                               | Monuments -- Germany           |
| Place:                        | Germany                        |
| Genre/ Form:                  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3169
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 549-C.

Topic: Parks -- Germany
Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Nuremburg, Germany : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3170
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 550-B.

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Nuremberg, most picturesque of Bavarian cities. [Active no. 2253 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3171

Similar to RSN 3178 and 3295-3297.

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 555-B.

Topic: Castles -- Germany

GERMANY SERIES

Place: Germany

Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Market day in Nuremberg, Bavaria. [Active no. 2141 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3172

Similar to RSN 3173

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 551-D.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany

GERMANY SERIES

Markets -- Germany

Plazas -- Germany
Place: Germany
    Nuremberg (Germany)
Genre/Form:
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Market day in Nuremberg, Bavaria. [Active no. 2141: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3173

Similar to RSN 3172.
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 552-C.

Topic:
    Buildings -- Germany
    GERMANY SERIES
    Markets -- Germany
    Plazas -- Germany
Place:
    Germany
    Nuremberg (Germany)
Genre/Form:
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3174
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 553-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buildings -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Garden in Germany: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3175

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 554-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Gardens -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By the banks of the Pegnitz River, Nuremberg, Bavaria. [Active no. 2255 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3176

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Similar to RSN 3299.

Orig. No. 556-B.

**Topic:** Buildings -- Germany  
GERMANY SERIES  
Rivers -- Germany

**Place:** Germany  
Nuremberg (Germany)  
Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The Frauen Kirche in the Marketplatz, Nuremberg, Bavaria. [Active no. 2254 : stereo photonegative,] 1900  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** The Frauen Kirche in the Marketplatz, Nuremberg, Bavaria.  
[Active no. 2254 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 3177  
Similar to RSN 3298; envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 557-B.

**Names:** Frauenkirche (Nuremberg, Germany)

**Topic:** Churches -- Germany  
GERMANY SERIES  
Marketplaces  
Markets -- Germany

**Place:** Germany  
Nuremberg (Germany)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Nuremberg, most picturesque of Bavarian cities. [Active no. 2253 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3178

Similar to RSN 3171 and 3295-3297
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 558-4.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3179

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 559-B.

Topic: Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Statue of Bavaria and Hall of Fame, Munich, Bavaria. [Active no. 2151: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3180
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 560-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Monuments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Germany
Munich (Germany)
Ruhmeshalle (Munich, Germany)
Statue of Bavaria (Hall of Fame, Munich, Germany)
Theresienwiese (Hall of Fame, Munich, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Karls Place and New Courts of Justice, Munich, Bavaria. [Active no. 2152: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3181
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 561-C.
Maximilian Strasse, Munich, Bavaria: Active no. 2150 : stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3182

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 569-C.

Names: Maximilianeum (Munich, Germany)

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Maximilian Strasse
Munich (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The centre of old Munich, the beautiful Marien-platz and the old Rathhaus.
[Active no. 2188 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3183
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42] ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 570-D.

Names:  Altes Rathaus (Munich, Germany)
        Neues Rathaus (Munich, Germany)

Topic:  Buildings -- Germany
        Carriages -- Germany
        Horses -- Germany
        MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
        Plazas -- Germany
        Streetcars -- Germany
        Streets -- Germany.

Place:  Fischbrunnen (Munich, Germany)
        Germany
        Marienplatz (Munich, Germany)
        Mariensaulen
        Munich (Germany)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Hamburg dock and Alster River [stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Hamburg dock and Alster River [stereo photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3184
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42] ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 570-C.
Topic: Docks -- Germany
Habors -- Germany
Horses -- Germany
Piers -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Wagons -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany

Place: Alster River (Germany)
Germany
Hamburg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on Alster River: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3185

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42] , moved from [182].

Orig. No. 571-C.

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Docks -- Germany
Harbors -- Germany
Piers -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany

Place: Alster River (Germany)
Germany
Hamburg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument given by King Ludwig II [stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Monument given by King Ludwig II [stereo photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3186

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182]. Orig. no. 571-A-3.

Names: Jesus Christ
Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Crosses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Religion -- Germany

Place: Germany
Oberammergau
Passionsspiele

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden of Linderhof Castle: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3187

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 574-4.

Names: Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)
Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Oberammergau, Bavaria. Active no. 2160 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Oberammergau, Bavaria. Active no. 2160 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3188

Envelope: "Germany 1900"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 575-C.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Mountains -- Germany
Valleys -- Germany

Place: Germany
Oberammergau -- Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Oberammergau: stereo photonegative,] 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3189
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 576-B.
Names: Festival Hall (Oberammergau, Germany)
Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Religion -- Germany
Place: Germany
Oberammergau -- Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children standing wagon before home in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3190

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 578-B.

Topic: Children -- Germany
Dwellings -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Wagons -- Germany
Place: Germany
Oberammergau?

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant in Germany: stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Restaurant in Germany: stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3191
Envelope: "Germany 1900"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 578-3.

| Topic: | Restaurants -- Germany -- 1890-1920 |
| Place: | Bavaria (Germany) Germany |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Ruins in Germany: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3192

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 590-3.

| Topic: | Ruins -- Germany |
| Place: | Germany |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Ruins in Germany: stereo photonegative.], 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Ruins in Germany: stereo photonegative.], 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3193
Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 471-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Castles -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place                  | Germany             |

| Genre/ Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                        | -- Glass            |
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3194

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 588-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Castles -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Place                  | Germany             |

| Genre/ Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                        | -- Glass            |
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3195
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 592-2.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Place: Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Ruins in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3196

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 589-B.

Topic: Ruins -- Germany
Place: Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3197

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 594-2.

**Topic:** Mountains -- Germany
Parks -- Germany

**Place:** Germany

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and city buildings in mountain setting: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 3198
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 595-2.

**Topic:** Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

**Place:** Germany

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A market scene in Coblentz. Active no. 2207 : stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** A market scene in Coblentz. Active no. 2207 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 3199
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182], Associated number, 597-C.
Topic: Buildings -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Markets -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Coblenz (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle on Rhine River: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3200

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 599-C.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Oberlahnstein (Germany)
Rhine River -- Germany
Stolzenfels Castle -- Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

[Castle on Rhine River: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3201

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 600-2.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Oberlahnstein (Germany)
Rhine River -- Germany
Stolzenfels Castle -- Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

[Boats on Rhine River: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rhine River and city: stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3202

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "1900".

Orig. No. 601 B.

Topic: Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rhine River -- Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Boats on Rhine River: stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3203

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Orig. No. 602 B.

| Topic               | Boats -- Germany  
|                    | Rivers -- Germany |
| Place              | Germany          |
|                    | Rhine River -- Germany |
| Genre/Form         | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                    | -- Glass         |
|                    | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Steamboats on Rhine River: stereo photonegative.], 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Steamboats on Rhine River: stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
Orig. no. 603-D

RSN 3204

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Topic: Boats -- Germany  
| Rivers -- Germany  |
| Place: Germany -- 1900-1910  
| Rhine River |
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Germany : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Germany : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 3205

603-E (orig. no.)

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Boats

Place: Germany -- 1900-1910
Rhine River -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Germany : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Germany : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 3206

603-7 (orig. no.)

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Boats
Place: Germany -- 1900-1910
Rhine River -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Statue of Gutenberg, the inventor of printing, in the Gutenberg Platz, Strassburg. [Active no. 2247 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Statue of Gutenberg, the inventor of printing, in the Gutenberg Platz, Strassburg. [Active no. 2247 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 3207

605 C

Similar to RSN 3386; envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Gutenberg -- Statue

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Alsace (France) -- 1900-1910
Germany -- 1900-1910
Strassburg -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
608 C (Orig. no.?)
RSN 3208

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
      Streets -- Germany.

Place: Alsace (France) -- 1900-1910
       Germany -- 1900-1910
       Strassburg -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 3209
610 C (orig. no.)

Envelope: "Germany 1900".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
      Canals -- Germany
      Children -- 1900-1910 -- Germany
      Rivers -- Germany

Place: Alsace (France) -- 1900-1910
       Germany -- 1900-1910
       Strassburg

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Germany: stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 3210
611 B

Envelope: "Germany 1900".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Carriages
Horses -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Berlin (Germany) -- 1900-1910
Germany -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument of Victory in Thiergarten, Berlin. [Active no. 2112 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3211

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Similar to RSN 3075, 3076 and 3260; envelope: "Germany 1901".
Orig. No. 634-C.

Topic: Columns -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Monuments -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Pillars -- Germany
Tiergarten (Berlin, Germany)
Victory Pillar (Berlin, Germany)

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Siegessaule (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the beautiful Konigs-See, Bavarian Alps. [Active no. 2167 : stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): On the beautiful Konigs-See, Bavarian Alps. [Active no. 2167 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3212
Envelope: "Germany 1901".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 672-C.

Topic:
Boats -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Lakes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany

Place:
Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Konigs-See (Bavarian Alps, Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Majestic Watzmann, towering nearly 7,000 feet above the Konigs-See, Bavaria: [Active no. 2168 : stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Majestic Watzmann, towering nearly 7,000 feet above the Konigs-See, Bavaria: [Active no. 2168 : stereo photonegative.] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3213

Envelope: "Germany 1901".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 675-C.

Topic: Boats -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Lakes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Konigs-See (Bavarian Alps, Germany)
Watzmann

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Bridge of Boats, Gross St. Martin's Church and the Cathedral from across the Rhine, Cologne. [Active no. 2205 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3214

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 3110, 3111, 3115, 3281 and 25649.

Orig. no. 636 C.
Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Docks
GERMANY SERIES
Harbors -- Germany
Piers
Rivers -- Germany
Wharves
Place: Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblentz, Germany)
Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge of Boats on Rhine River: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3215

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Similar to RSN 3110, 3111, 3114, 3281 and 25649.

Orig. No. 637-B.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Docks -- Germany
Harbors -- Germany
Piers -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany
Place: Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblentz, Germany)
Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River -- Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dom Platz Gardens and South Portal of the Cathedral, Cologne. [Active no. 2219 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Dom Platz Gardens and South Portal of the Cathedral, Cologne. [Active no. 2219 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3216
Envelope: "Germany 1901"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 648 C.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior: Cathedral, Cologne. Active no. 2217 stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Interior: Cathedral, Cologne. Active no. 2217 stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3217
Envelope: "Germany 1901"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]

Orig. No. 638-3.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Interior architecture -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 3218

Envelope: "Germany 1901"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 615 B.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument of Frederick the Great, Berlin. Active no. 2103 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Monument of Frederick the Great, Berlin. Active no. 2103 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
New Statue of Bismark (Unveiled June 15th, 1900), Berlin. [Active no. 2114 64? : stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): New Statue of Bismark (Unveiled June 15th, 1900), Berlin. [Active no. 2114 64? : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3220
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1901".

Orig. No. 621 B.

Topic: Bismarck Statue (Berlin, Germany)
       MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
       Monuments -- Germany
       statues -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3221
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 623 B.

Topic: Monuments -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Victoria Regia, Botanical Gardens, Berlin. [Active no. 2108 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3222
Similar to RSN 3223.
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 624-4.

Topic: Botanical gardens -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Victoria Regia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3223
Similar to RSN 3222.
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 629 B.

Topic: Botanical gardens -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Victoria Regia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Emperor's Palace, Berlin. Active no. 2100 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3224
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 625-C.

Names:  
Emperor's Palace (Berlin, Germany)  
Kaiserpalast (Berlin, Germany)

Topic:  
Buildings -- Germany  
GERMANY SERIES  
Palaces -- Germany  
Streetcars -- Germany

Place:  
Berlin (Germany)  
Germany

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Brandenburg Gate, Unter den Linden, Berlin. Active no. 2101 : stereo photonegative  
1 item (3-3/4'' x 7").

Image(s): Brandenburg Gate, Unter den Linden, Berlin. Active no. 2101 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3225

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 3149. Orig. no. 627-E.

Copy and Version Identification Note
627-E

Topic:  
Brandenburger Tor  
Carriages -- Germany  
GERMANY SERIES  
Gates -- Germany  
Horses -- Germany  
Monuments -- Germany  
Plazas -- Germany  
Wagons -- Germany

Place:  
Berlin (Germany)  
Germany  
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Beer garden in Germany: stereo photonegative.], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Beer garden in Germany: stereo photonegative.] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3226
Envelope: "Germany 1901"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 630 C.

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Beergardens -- Germany
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue of Bismarck in Berlin: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3227
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 633-C.

Topic: Bismarck Statue (Berlin, Germany)
Buildings -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
      Germany
      Reichstag

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Germany : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3228
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 635 D.

Topic: Markets -- Germany
       Vegetables
Place: Germany
       Munich (Germany)
       Viktualienmarkt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Front of Cologne Cathedral, Germany: stereo photonegative.], 1901
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Front of Cologne Cathedral, Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Portion of elevation, showing doors but not towers.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3229

Envelope: "Germany 1901"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 639-B.

Names:
Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic:
Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany

Place:
Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument of Kaiser Wilhelm I, Cologne: Active no. 2214 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Monument of Kaiser Wilhelm I, Cologne: Active no. 2214 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3230

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Similar to RSN 3128 and 3282; envelope: "Germany 1901".

Orig. No. 640-B.

Topic:
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Monuments -- Germany
Statues -- Germany

Place:
Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Wilhelm I Monument (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle, fortress and Rhine River: stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Castle, fortress and Rhine River: stereo photonegative.] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3231

Envelope: "Germany 1901".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 640-B.

Names:
Gutenfels Castle (Caub, Germany)

Topic:
Castles -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place:
Germany
Pfalz Fortress -- Germany
Rhine River -- Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in Cologne, Germany. Active no. 2214 : stereo photonegative.] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Equestrian statue in Cologne, Germany. Active no. 2214 : stereo photonegative.] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3232

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1901".
Orig. No. 642-B.
Names: Frederick William, III
Topic: Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Statues -- Germany
Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Heumarkt (Cologne, Germany)
Prussia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on Rhine River: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3233
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 643-B.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Boats -- Germany
Bridges -- Germany.
Cathedrals -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River -- Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Art in Germany: stereo photonegative.], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Art in Germany: stereo photonegative.] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Church interior with altar.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3234

Envelope: "Germany 1901".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 644-2.

Topic: Art -- Germany
       Religion -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Cologne Cathedral in Germany. Active no. 2032 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Looking down nave toward altar from high vantage point, with light streaming in windows.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3235

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 645-5.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
       Interior architecture -- Germany
Place: Cologne (Germany)  
Germany  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Cologne Cathedral, Germany. Active no. 2158 : stereo photonegative,], 1901  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s): [Cologne Cathedral, Germany. Active no. 2158 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Exterior view from side.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 3236  
Envelope: "Germany 1901"  
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42] , moved from [182].  
Orig. No. 647-3.  

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)  
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany  
Cathedrals -- Germany  
Place: Cologne (Germany)  
Germany  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Coronation Carriage of Ludwig II, Munich, Bavaria. Active no. 2158 : stereo photonegative,], 1901  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s): [Coronation Carriage of Ludwig II, Munich, Bavaria. Active no. 2158 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Side view of carriage in room with ceiling beams showing.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3237

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1901".

Orig. No. 650-3.

Names: Ludwig, King, II,
Topic: Carriages
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Museums -- Germany
Royalty -- Germany
Place: Germany
Munich (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle, fortress and Rhine River: stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Castle, fortress and Rhine River: stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3238

Envelope: "Germany 1901".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 650-C.

Names: Gutenfels Castle (Caub, Germany)
Topic: Castles -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
Islands -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
Pfalz Fortress -- Germany
Rhine River -- Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The National Monument on the Niederwald, on the Rhine. [Active no. 2138 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The National Monument on the Niederwald, on the Rhine. [Active no. 2138 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3239
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Envelope: "Germany 1901".

Orig. No. 651-B.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Monuments -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Place: Germany
Niederwald (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle and Rhine River: stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Castle and Rhine River: stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3240
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Envelope: "Germany 1901".
Orig. No. 652-B.

Topic: Castles -- Germany  
       Rivers -- Germany  

Place: Germany  
       Rheinstein Castle  
       Rhine River  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
            -- Glass  
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1901  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1901.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 3241  

Envelope: "Germany 1901"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 653 B.

Topic: Castles -- Germany  
       Villages -- Germany  

Place: Germany  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
            -- Glass  
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of St. Paulin's Church, Treves.: Active no. 2228 : stereo photonegative,], 1901  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Interior of St. Paulin's Church, Treves.: Active no. 2228 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3242

Envelope: "Germany 1901".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Orig. No. 654-2.

Topic: Churches -- Germany
Interior architecture
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY

Place: Germany
St. Paulin's Church
Treves (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[General view of Munich. Active no. 2147 : stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [General view of Munich. Active no. 2147 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3243

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Envelope: "Germany 1901".
Orig. No. 656 D.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Maximilians Strasse
Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3244
Envelope: "Germany 1901"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 657-D.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Maximilians Platz in Munich: stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Maximilians Platz in Munich: stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3245
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1901"
Orig. No. 658-C.

Topic: Fountains -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Maximilians Platz
Munich (Germany)
[Royal Theatre and Maximilian St., Munich. Active no. 2148 : stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Royal Theatre and Maximilian St., Munich. Active no. 2148 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3246
Envelope: "Germany 1901"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182]
Orig. No. 659-4.

Topic:
Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Opera
Opera houses -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place:
Germany
Maximilian Strasse
Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Park in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3247
Envelope: "Germany 1901".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 660-2.

Topic: Gardens -- Germany
Lakes -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Ponds -- Germany
Pools -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Munich, Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Munich, Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3248

Envelope: "Germany 1901"
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 661-D.

Topic: Gates -- Germany
Isartor (Munich, Germany)
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue of Maximilian II in Berlin: stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Statue of Maximilian II in Berlin: stereo photonegative.] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3249
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Envelope: "Germany 1901."
Orig. No. 662.

Names: Maximilian, II -- Statue -- Berlin
Maximilianeum (Munich, Germany)

Topic: Monuments -- Germany
Museums -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Germany
Maximilians Strasse (Germany)
Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Museum and river: stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Museum and river: stereo photonegative.] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3250
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Envelope: "Germany 1901."
Orig. No. 663-B.
Names: Maximilianeum (Munich, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
   Museums -- Germany
   Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
   Isar River (Germany)
   Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Angel of Peace Monument in Munich: stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Angel of Peace Monument in Munich: stereo photonegative,]
1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 3251

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1901"

Orig. No. 664-2.

Topic: Angel of Peace -- Germany
   Friedensengel -- Germany
   Monuments -- Germany

Place: Germany
   Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Berchtesgaden and the Watzmann (8,700 feet), Bavaria. [Active no. 2166: stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Berchtesgaden and the Watzmann (8,700 feet), Bavaria. [Active no. 2166 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3252

Envelope: "Germany 1901"

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 670-G.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Mountains -- Germany
Resorts -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Berchtesgaden (Germany)
Germany
Watzmann

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3253

Envelope: "Germany 1901".

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 671-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Germany
Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Wendelstein

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Germany
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3254

Envelope: "Germany 1901".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 673-B.

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Lakes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Germany
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Konigs-See (Bavarian Alps, Germany)

Hay-making in the Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2169: stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Hay-making in the Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2169: stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3255

Envelope: "Germany 1901".
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 677-B.

Topic: Agriculture -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Haying
Mountains -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

New Statue of Bismarck (Unveiled June 15th, 1900), Berlin. [Active no.
2114 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): New Statue of Bismarck (Unveiled June 15th, 1900), Berlin.
[Active no. 2114 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3256

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1901".

Orig. No. 681-G.

Names: Bismarck, Chancellor
Topic: Buildings -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Monuments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Reichstag (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The New Reichstags-Gebaude--Hall of the Imperial Diet (completed 1894), Berlin. [Active no. 2113 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The New Reichstags-Gebaude--Hall of the Imperial Diet (completed 1894), Berlin. [Active no. 2113 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3257
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].

Envelope: "Germany 1901".

Orig. No. 82-7.

Topic: Bismarck Statue (Berlin, Germany)
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Monuments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Reichstag (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 26
RSN Numbers 3258-3362

Image(s)

Sieges Allee, decorated by the present Emperor with statues of Germany's famous men, Thiergarten, Berlin. [Active no. 2118 : stereo photonegative,] 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3258

Similar to RSN 3079 and 3263.
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182].

Orig. No. 341-A.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Parks -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Sieges Allee (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down Unter den Linden, the principal street and promenade of Berlin. Active no. 2105 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Looking down Unter den Linden, the principal street and promenade of Berlin. Active no. 2105 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3259

Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42 ], moved from [182]. Orig. no. 342 F.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument of Victory in Thiergarten, Berlin. Active no. 2112 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3260
Currently stored in box 1.1.16 [42], moved from [182].
Similar to RSN 3075, 3076 and 3211.
Orig. No. 332.

Topic:   Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Columns -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Monuments -- Germany
Pillars -- Germany
Victory Pillar (Berlin, Germany)

Place:   Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Reichstag
Siegessaule (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Kaiser Gates, Potsdam. Active no. 2115 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3261
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].
Similar to RSN 3077.
Orig. No. 335.
The palace of Sans Souci from the garden, Potsdam. [Active no. 2116 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3262

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Similar to RSN 3070.

Orig. No. 338-3.

Sieges Allee, decorated by the present Emperor with statues of Germany's famous men, Thiergarten, Berlin. [Active no. 2118 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3263

Similar to RSN 3079 and 3258.
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 334-C.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Parks -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Victory in art -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Sieges Allee (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sieges Allee, decorated by the present Emperor with statues of Germany's famous men, Thiergarten, Berlin. [Active no. 2118 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3264

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 333-B.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Parks -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany
The beautiful palace of Sans Souci, built by Frederick the Great, Potsdam.  
[Active no. 2119 : stereo photonegative.] 
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3265
Similar to RSN 3080.
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 337-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gardens -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A canal scene in old Hamburg (Fleet word for canal).  [Active no. 2123 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3266

Similar to RSN 3084.

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 325-D.

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Canals -- Germany
Fleet -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Germany
Hamburg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The historic windmill of Potsdam. [Active no. 2124 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3267

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 339 B.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Windmills -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The old Gewandhaus, Brunswick. [Active no. 2133 : stereo photonegative,], 1902

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): The old Gewandhaus, Brunswick. [Active no. 2133 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3268

Envelope: "Germany '02"

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 357-C.

Names: Gewandhaus (Brunswick, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany

Buildings -- Germany

GERMANY SERIES

Plazas -- Germany

Place: Brunswick (Germany)

Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany. Active no. 2159 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3269
Envelope: "2159 Discard".

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 430.

Topic: Fountains -- Germany
Parks -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Neuschwanstein, built by King Ludwig II, Bavarian Alps. [Active no. 2165 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3270

Similar to RSN 3098-3102

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 473-4.

Names: Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Neuschwanstein (Castle)
Royalty -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Neuschwanstein, built by King Ludwig II, Bavarian Alps. [Active no. 2165 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3271
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 472-D.

Names: Ludwig, King, II,
Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Neuschwanstein (Castle)
Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Neuschwanstein, built by King Ludwig II, Bavarian Alps. [Active no. 2165 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3272
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 474-4.

Names: Ludwig, King, II,
Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Mountains -- Germany
Neuschwanstein (Castle)
Valleys -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Neuschwanstein, built by King Ludwig II, Bavarian Alps. [Active no. 2165 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3273

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 475-2.

Names: Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Neuschwanstein (Castle)
Valleys -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hohenschwangau and the Alpsee, Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2259 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3274

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 476-H.

Names: Hohenschwangau Castle (Germany)
Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Lakes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Neuschwanstein (Castle)
Valleys -- Germany

Place: Alps-See (Bavaria, Germany)
Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blown-up Tower; Heidelberg Castle. Active no. 2173 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3275

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 435-D.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gardens -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Strassburg and its Cathedral from the south. [Active no. 2181 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3276
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 450-E.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Alsace (France)
Germany
Strassburg (Germany)
Strassburg Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Conservatory of the Palm Garden, Frankfort. [Active no. 2192 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3278
Similar to RSN 3279 and 3280
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 427-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
Germany
Palmengarten

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Conservatory of the Palm Garden, Frankfort. Active no. 2192 : stereo photonegative.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3279

Similar to RSN 3278 and 3280

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 428-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gardens -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
Germany
Palmengarten

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Conservatory of the Palm Garden, Frankfort. [Active no. 2192 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
  RSN 3280

Similar to RSN 3278 and 3279.

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 429.

Topic:  Architecture -- Germany
        Buildings -- Germany
        Fountains -- Germany
        GERMANY SERIES
        Gardens -- Germany

Place:  Frankfort (Germany)
        Germany
        Palmengarten

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Bridge of Boats, Gross St. Martin's Church and the Cathedral from across the Rhine, Cologne. Active no. 2205 : stereo photonegative.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 3281

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Similar to RSN 3111 and 3214.

Orig. No. 372 C.

Names:  Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic:  Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
        Boats -- Germany
        Bridges -- Germany.
        Cathedrals -- Germany
        Docks -- Germany
        GERMANY SERIES
        Harbors -- Germany
        Piers -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany

Place: Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblentz, Germany)
Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument of Kaiser Wilhelm I, Cologne. [Active no. 2214 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3282
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Similar to RSN 3128 and 3230

Orig. No. 384-C.

Names: Wilhelm, Kaiser, I,
Topic: Buildings -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Monuments -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Wilhelm I Monument

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of the Cathedral, Cologne [Active no. 2217 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3283

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 373-C.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Interior architecture -- Germany
Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cologne cathedral: stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Cologne cathedral: stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3284

Envelope: "Germany '02".

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 368-B.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over Rhine River to Cologne Cathedral: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3285
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 371-B.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Bridges -- Germany.
Cathedrals -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cologne cathedral: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3286
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 369-1.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Interior architecture -- Germany
Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Eltz, Valley of the Moselle. [Active no. 2225 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3287

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 395-3.

Names: Eltz Castle (Moselle Valley, Germany)
Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Germany
Moselle -- Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Island Fortress "PFalz" in the Rhine and Gutenfels Castle commanding the village of Caub. [Active no. 2231 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3288

Envelope: "Discard/Copyright".

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].
Orig. No. 420.

Names: Gutenfels Castle (Caub, Germany)

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Islands -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Caub (Germany)
Germany
Pfalz Fortress
Rhine River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Statue of Beethoven in the Munster Platz, Bonn (Beethoven's Birthplace).
[Active no. 2232 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3289

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 376-A.

Names: Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827

Topic: Beethoven Statue (Bonn, Germany)
GERMANY SERIES
Monuments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Bonn (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Eschenheimer Thurm, the finest of the fortified city gates of Frankfort.
[Active no. 2241 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3290

Similar to RSN 3122
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 431 C.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Eschenheimer Thurm (Frankfurt, Germany)
GERMANY SERIES
Gates -- Germany
Horses -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Towers -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Palm Gardens, Frankfort. [Active no. 2243 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3291

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 426-2.

Topic: Gardens -- Germany
Greenhouses -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Palm trees -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Heidelberg and the Neckar River from the Castle Terrace. [Active no. 2244 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3292
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

 Orig. No. 434-C.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)
Neckar River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Neckar River and the famous Heidelberg Castle. [Active no. 2245 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3293
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].
Orig. No. 440-D.

Names: Heidelberg Castle (Heidelberg, Germany)
Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
     Castles -- Germany
     GERMANY SERIES
     Mountains -- Germany
     Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
     Heidelberg (Germany)
     Neckar Brucke (Germany)
     Neckar River (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

Neckar River and the famous Heidelberg Castle. [Active no. 2245 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3294
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 438-C.

Names: Heidelberg Castle (Heidelberg, Germany)
Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
     Castles -- Germany
     GERMANY SERIES
     Mountains -- Germany
     Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
     Heidelberg (Germany)
     Neckar Brucke (Germany)
     Neckar River (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs
Nuremberg, most picturesque of Bavarian cities. [Active no. 2253 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3296

Similar to RSN 3171, 3178, 3296 and 3297.
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 464-D.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nuremberg, most picturesque of Bavarian cities. [Active no. 2253 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3296

Similar to RSN 3171, 3178, 3295 and 3297.
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 468-D.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Place: Germany
    Nuremberg (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Nuremberg, most picturesque of Bavarian cities. [Active no. 2253 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
    RSN 3297

Similar to RSN 3171, 3178, 3295 and 3296.
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 469-B.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
    GERMANY SERIES
Place: Germany
    Nuremberg (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

The Frauen Kirche in the Marketplace, Nuremberg, Bavaria. [Active no. 2254 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
    RSN 3298

Similar to RSN 3177.
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 466.

Names: Frauenkirche (Nuremberg, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Churches -- Germany
       GERMANY SERIES
       Marketplaces
       Markets -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

By the banks of the Pegnitz River, Nuremberg. [Active 2255 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3299

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Similar to RSN 3176.

Orig. No. 465-D.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
       GERMANY SERIES
       Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Nuremberg (Germany)
       Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The largest hop market in the world, Nuremberg. [Active no. 2256 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3300

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 462-D.

Topic:
GERMANY SERIES
Hops -- Germany
Hops Market (Nuremberg, Germany)
Markets -- Germany

Place:
Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful Castle Linderhof, favorite retreat of King Ludwig II, Bavarian Highlands. [Active 2258 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3301

Similar to RSN 3123, 3124, 3302 and 3303.

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 482.

Names:
Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)
Ludwig, King, II,

Topic:
Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful Castle Linderhof, favorite retreat of King Ludwig II, Bavarian Highlands. [Active 2258 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3302

Similar to RSN 3123, 3124, 3301 and 3303.
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 483-D.

Names:
Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)
Ludwig, King, II,

Topic:
Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful Castle Linderhof, favorite retreat of King Ludwig II, Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2258 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers

RSN 3303

Similar to RSN 3123, 3124, 3301 and 3302

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 484-C.

Names:  Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)
         Ludwig, King, II,

Topic:  Architecture -- Germany
        Castles -- Germany
        GERMANY SERIES

Place:  Bavaria (Germany)
        Germany

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:   -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3304

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 481-4.

Names:  Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)
         Ludwig, King, II,

Topic:  Castles -- Germany
        Royalty -- Germany
        statues -- Germany

Place:  Bavaria (Germany)
        Germany

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:   -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3306

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 485.

Names: Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)
        Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Castles -- Germany
       Gardens -- Germany
       Mountains -- Germany
       Royalty -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3307

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 486-B.

Names: Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Castles -- Germany
       Fountains -- Germany
       Gardens -- Germany
       Mountains -- Germany
Royalty -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

A characteristic scene before a peasant home in the Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2262 : stereo photonegative,]. 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A characteristic scene before a peasant home in the Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2262 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3308

Envelope: "Germany '02".

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 496-C.

Topic: Dwellings -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Bridge over river: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3309
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 377-A.

| Topic                  | Bridges -- Germany. |
|                       | Rivers -- Germany.  |
| Place                 | Germany             |
| Genre/Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                       | -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

Peasants buying and selling in the marketplace, Hamburg. [Active no. 2122 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3310

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 326-C.

| Topic                  | GERMANY SERIES Markets -- Germany Streets -- Germany. |
|                       | Streets -- Germany. |
| Place                 | Germany Hamburg (Germany) |
| Genre/Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                       | -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Beergarden in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3311

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 329-D.

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Beergardens
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beergarden in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3312

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 330-C.

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Beergardens
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3313

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 331-A.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3314

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 336.

Topic: Parks -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3315

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 340.

Topic: Streets -- Germany.
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3316

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 343-2.

Topic: Gardens -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative.], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative.] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3317
Envelope: "Germany '02"
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].
Orig. No. 344-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
       Castles -- Germany
       Children -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

The Gardens, Court of the Zwinger, Dresden. [Active no. 2127 : stereo photonegative.,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Gardens, Court of the Zwinger, Dresden. [Active no. 2127 : stereo photonegative.] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3318
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].
Envelope: "Germany '02".
Orig. No. 345-B.

Names: Zwinger (Museum)
Topic: Buildings -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place: Dresden (Germany) Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Interior of museum in Dresden: stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Interior of museum in Dresden: stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3319

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Envelope: "Germany '02"

Orig. No. 345-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic: Interior architecture -- Germany Museums -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place: Dresden (Germany) Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Male figure in full armor in museum in Dresden. Stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Male figure in full armor in museum in Dresden. Stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3320

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

On envelope: "Germany '02".

Orig. no. 346-2.

Topic: Armor
Museums

Place: Dresden (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-mounted figures in full armor in museum in Dresden: stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Horse-mounted figures in full armor in museum in Dresden: stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3321

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Envelope: "Germany '02"

Orig. No. 347-2.

Topic: Armor
Interior architecture
Museums -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-mounted figures in full armor in museum in Dresden. Active no. 2128 : stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Horse-mounted figures in full armor in museum in Dresden. Active no. 2128 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3322
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Envelope: "Germany '02"

Orig. No. 348-3.

Topic: Armor
Interior architecture -- Germany
Museums -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Germany: stereo photonegative,,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Architecture in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3323

Envelope: "Germany '02"
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 351-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)?
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

The War Monument, Leipsic. [Active no. 2136 : stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The War Monument, Leipsic. [Active no. 2136 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3324
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

On Envelope: "Germany '02"

Orig. no. 352-C.

Topic: Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871
GERMANY SERIES
Monuments
War

Place: Germany
Leipzig (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

The Market-place, Rothes Thurm, and Church of our Lady, Halle. [Active no. 2131 : stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The Market-place, Rothes Thurm, and Church of our Lady, Halle. [Active no. 2131 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3325

Envelope: "Germany '02"
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 353-C.

Names: Church of our Lady (Halle, Germany)
Topic: Churches -- Catholic -- Germany -- Halle
GERMANY SERIES
Markets -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Halle (Germany)
Rothes Thurm

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3326

Envelope: "Germany '02"
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 356-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Towers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in plaza in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Monument in plaza in Germany: stereo photonegative. 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3327

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Envelope: "Germany '02"
Orig. No. 358-1.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Braunschweig (Germany)?
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3328

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].
Orig. No. 364 C.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
Churches -- Germany

Place: Braunschweig (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in plaza in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4″ x 7″.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3329

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 359-C.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in plaza in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4″ x 7″.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3330

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 360 C.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Braunschweig (Germany)?
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3331
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 361 C.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Hildesheim (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs

The quaint Rathhaus (City Hall) of Hildesheim. [Active no. 2134 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3332
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 362 B.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Hildesheim (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3333

Envelope: "Germany '02"
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 363-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Children -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3334
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].
Orig. No. 365 B.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Carts -- Germany
Children -- Germany
Horses -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3335

Envelope: "Germany '02".

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 366-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Horses -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Wagons -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Statue in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3336

Envelope: "Germany '02".

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 367-C.

Topic:
Buildings -- Germany
Herzog Carl Wilhelm Statue (Germany)
Statues -- Germany

Place:
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior: Cathedral, Cologne. Active no. 2217 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3337

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 375 C.

Names:
Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic:
Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Interior architecture -- Germany

Place:
Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Kaizerpalast in Berlin: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3338

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 328-B.

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)
        Kaiserpalast (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
       Monuments -- Germany
       Palaces -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Schumann Monument in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3339

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].


Names: Schumann, Robert

Topic: Memorials -- Germany
       Monuments -- Germany

Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3340

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 379-E.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

The Rhine and Drachenfels Mountain, with its ruined Castle. [Active no. 2220 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3341

Similar to RSN 3343.

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 380 A.

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Drachenfels (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3342

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 381-B.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Drachenfels (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat on Rhine River. Active no. 2220 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3343

Similar to RSN 3341.
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 382-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castles -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fortification -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GERMANY SERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Drachenfels (Germany)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rhine River -- Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form:  | -- Glass |
|        | Stereoscopic photographs |

Looking through Roland's Arch to the Rhine and Drachenfels Mountain.
[Active no. 2221 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3344

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 383-D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Arches -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castles -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fortification -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GERMANY SERIES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Drachenfels (Germany)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roland's Arch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form:  | -- Glass |
Stereoscopic photographs

In the beautiful Ring Strasse Gardens, Cologne. [Active no. 2213 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7“).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3345

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 385 C.

Names: Ring Strasse Gardens (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: GERMANY SERIES

Gardens -- Germany

Parks -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)

Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Architectural, Cologne: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7“).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3346

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 386 C.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany

Place:  Cologne (Germany)
        Germany

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral, Cologne: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
     RSN 3347

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 386-E.

Names:  Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic:  Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Place:  Cologne (Germany)
        Germany
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
     RSN 3348

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3349
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 388-B.

Topic: Children -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany
Trees -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Bridge of Boats across the Rhine at Coblentz--S. to Ehrenbreitstein Castle. [Active no. 2162 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3350
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].
Similar to RSN 3059.

Orig. No. 389-D.

Names: Ehrenbreitstein Castle (Coblentz, Germany)

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Bridges -- Germany.
Castles -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bridge of Boats (Cologne & Coblentz, Germany)
Coblenz (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of river and castles: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3351

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 390 A.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3352

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 391-C.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
       Mountains -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[View of river and mountains: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3353

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 392-5.

Topic: Mountains -- Germany
       Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
            Topographical views -- Germany.

[View of river, boats, mountains and castles: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3354

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 393-B.

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of river and city: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3355

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]. Orig. no. 396-3.

Topic: Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

The Marienburg and great loop (9 miles around) of the Moselle. [Active no. 2137 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3356

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 397-3.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Marienburg (Germany)
Moselle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

[High view of river and city: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3357

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 398.

Topic: Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

[Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3358

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 399-4.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Castles -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3359

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 400-4.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
       Interior architecture -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The Porta Nigra, a famous old Roman Gate, Treves. [Active no. 2229: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3360

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 401-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gates -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Porta Nigra
Treves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Porta Nigra, a famous old Roman Gate, Treves. [Active no. 2229 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3361

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 402-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gates -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Porta Nigra
Treves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Porta Nigra, a famous old Roman Gate, Treves. [Active no. 2229: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3362
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 403-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gates -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Porta Nigra
Treves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 27
RSN Numbers 3363-3468

Image(s)

The Porta Nigra, a famous old Roman Gate, Treves. [Active no. 2229: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 3363

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 404 D.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gates -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Porta Nigra
Treves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Falkenburg Castle, formerly famous as a robber's stronghold. [Active no. 2233 : stereo photonegative."

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3364

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 406 D.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Ships -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rheinstein Castle
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle and Rhine River: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
1 Item (3-3/4\" x 7\")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3365
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 407-2.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Mountains -- Germany
Place: Falkenburg
Germany
Rhine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rhine River and city view: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4\" x 7\")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3366
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 408 G.

Topic: Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rhine River and castle view: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7“.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3367

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 409 E.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rhine River view: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7“.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3368

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 411 C.

Topic: Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rhine River
[Rhine River and castle view: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3369
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 412 C.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
Rhine River

[Rhine River and castle view: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3370
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 414 B.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
   Rhine River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Rhine River and castle view: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 3371

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 415 C.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
   Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
   Rhine River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Rhine River view: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 3372

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 413-2.

Topic: Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

[Ruins in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3373
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 417-3.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rhine River and castle view: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3374
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 418-D.
Heimburg Castle above the village of Niederheimbach on the Rhine.
[Active no. 2198 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3375
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 419-C.

Names: Heimburg Castle (Niederheimbach, Germany)

Topic: Carts
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Villages -- Germany

Place: Germany
Niederheimbach (Germany)
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rhine River and castle view: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3376

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 421-C.

Names: Gutenfels Castle (Caub, Germany)
Topic: Castles -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
Pfalz Fortress
Rhine River
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Gartnerplatz Theater in Munich: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3377

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 422-F.

Names: Gartnerplatz Theater (Munich, Germany)
Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany
Theaters -- Germany
Place: Gartnerplatz (Munich, Germany)
Germany
Munich (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
The picturesque old Romer and Haus Wanebach, Frankfort. [Active no. 2139 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3378

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 423-E.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Horses -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Alter Romer (Frankfurt, Germany)
Frankfurt (Germany)
Germany
Wanebach Haus

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3379

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 424-H.

Topic: Fountains -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3380
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 425-B.

Topic: Gardens -- Germany
Parks -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3381
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 432-5.

Names: Heidelberg Castle (Heidelberg, Germany)

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
The picturesque Court of Heidelberg Castle, one of the finest ruins in Germany. [Active no. 2246 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3382
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 433-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Ruins -- Germany -- Heidelberg

Place: Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Court of Heidelberg Castle, one of the finest ruins in Germany. [Active no. 2246 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3383
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]
Orig. No. 436-A.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Plazas -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany -- Heidelberg

Place: Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Court of Heidelberg Castle, one of the finest ruins in Germany. [Active no. 2246 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3384

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 436-H.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Plazas -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany -- Heidelberg

Place: Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Court of Heidelberg Castle, one of the finest ruins in Germany. [Active no. 2246 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3385
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 437.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Plazas -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany -- Heidelberg

Place: Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Statue of Gutenberg, the inventor of printing, in the Gutenberg Platz,
Strassburg. [Active no. 2247 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3386
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].
Similar to RSN 3207.

Orig. No. 441 C.

Names: Gutenberg -- Statue

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Alsace (France)
Germany
Strasburg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3387

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 442-A.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3388

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 443-4.
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene with "Kodaks" sign : stereo photonegative], [ca. 1902.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Street scene with "Kodaks" sign : stereo photonegative, ca. 1902.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 3389

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Cancelled by scratching.
"Kodaks" sign is difficult to see in digital version, but is clear in the negative and prints made from it.

Orig. No. 444-D (number on original envelope).

Names: Eastman Kodak Company
Topic: Kodak (Brand name)
Photography -- Apparatus and supplies -- 1900-1910
Signs and signboards -- 1900-1910 -- Germany

Place: Germany -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3390

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].
Orig. No. 445-D.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river in city: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3391
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 446-D.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany, Buildings -- Germany, Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3392
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 448-2.
Triberg Waterfall in the Black Forest. [Active no. 2248 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3393
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 451-F.

Triberg, a popular summer resort in the Black Forest. [Active no. 2249 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3394

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 452-E.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Mountains -- Germany
Resorts -- Germany

Place: Black Forest (Germany)
Germany
Triberg

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

[A village scene in the Black Forest. Active no. 2250 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3395

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 453-F.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Mountains -- Germany
Villages -- Germany

Place: Black Forest (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3396

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 454-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[King Street, Stuttgart. [Active no. 2251 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3397

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 455-D.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany

GERMANY SERIES

Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Stuttgart (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3398
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 456-2.

Topic: Monuments -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Peace Column in Stuttgart: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3399
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 457-B.

Topic: Columns -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Pillars -- Germany
Place: Germany
Peace Column
Stuttgart (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City street and homes in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3400

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 460-A.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
      Dwellings -- Germany
      Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[City street and homes in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3401

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 461-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
      Dwellings -- Germany
      Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
[Park in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3402
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 463-D.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Parks -- Germany

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3403
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 467.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Upper Hall in the Hof Brauhaus (Court Brewery), the most famous of Bavarian Beer Houses, Munich, Bavaria. [Active no. 2257 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3404
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]

Orig. No. 470-6.

Names: Hofbrau Haus (Munich, Germany)
Topic: Beer
GERMANY SERIES
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Taverns -- Germany
Place: Germany
Munich (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3405
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].
Orig. No. 471-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
       Streets -- Germany.
       Wheelbarrows

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain landscape, Germany: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3406

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 479-2.

Topic: Lakes -- Germany
       Mountains -- Germany
       glaciers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
            Topographical views -- Germany.

In the gorge of the Partnack River, Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2260: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3407
Similar to RSN 3407-3409.

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 488-3.

**Topic:** Canyons -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gorges -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rapids -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

**Place:** Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Partnach Klamm

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

In the gorge of the Partnack River, Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2260 : stereo photonegative.]

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3408

Similar to RSN 3407-3409.

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 489.

**Topic:** Canyons -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gorges -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rapids -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

**Place:** Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Partnach Klamm

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

In the gorge of the Partnack River, Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2260: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3409
Similar to RSN 3407-3409.
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 490.

Topic:
Canyons -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Gorges -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Rapids -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place:
Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Partnach Klamm

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

[Children in Germany: stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Children in Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3410

Envelope: "Germany 1902"
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 491-E.

Topic: Children -- Germany
      Portraits -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
      Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A group of peasants, Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2265 : stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A group of peasants, Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2265 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3411

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Same as RSN 3415; envelope: "Germany 1902"

Orig. No. 493.

Topic: Family -- Germany
       GERMANY SERIES
       Portraits, Group -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm in Germany: Active no. 2261 : stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Farm in Germany: Active no. 2261 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

On envelope: "Germany 1902".

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3412

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 494-0.

Topic: Cows
Farms -- Germany
Wagons

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of a peasant home, Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2263 : stereo photonegative,], 1902

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Interior of a peasant home, Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2263 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Envelope: "Germany 1902"

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3413

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 495.

Topic: Dwellings -- Germany
Interior architecture -- Germany
MISCELLANEOUS GERMANY
Religion -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A genuine old Bavarian Highlander. [Active no. 2266 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Subject has long beard and pipe.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3414
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47]. Orig. no. 497.

Topic: GERMANY SERIES
Portraits -- Bavaria (Germany)

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A group of peasants, Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2265 : stereo photonegative.], 1902
1 item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A group of peasants, Bavarian Highlands. [Active no. 2265 : stereo photonegative.], 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3415
Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Sane as RSN 3411; envelope: "Germany '02"

Orig. No. 493-C.

**Topic:** Family -- Germany
GERMANY SERIES
Portraits, Group -- Germany

**Place:** Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereo photograph

[Two women standing before door of building, Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** [Two women standing before door of building, Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 3416

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 499-B.

**Topic:** Portraits -- Women -- Germany

**Place:** Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereo photograph

[Two women standing before door, Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** [Two women standing before door, Germany: stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3417

Envelope: "Germany '02"

Currently stored in box 1.1.17 [47].

Orig. No. 499-E.

Topic: Portraits -- Women -- Germany
Place: Bavaria (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland. Active no. 15215 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Four figures climbing slope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3418

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 35-C.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland

glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Topographical views -- Switzerland

Topographical views -- Switzerland
[Mountains in Switzerland. Active no. 15218 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3419

"Reproduced"
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 42-B.

Topic: Horses -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Sleighs -- Switzerland
Snow -- Switzerland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Switzerland
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Switzerland

[View of river in mountain area: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3420

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 1-D.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3468

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 50-D.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3421

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 2-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Tourists in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3422

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 3-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Telescopes -- 20th century -- Switzerland
Tourists -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of high bridge over mountain stream: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3423

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 4-B-1.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3424

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 5-B-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3425
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 6-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3426
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 7-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Three figures on slope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3427

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 8-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3428

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 9-C.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3429

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 10-C.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3430
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 11-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3431

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 12-B.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3432

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 13-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3433

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 14-C.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3434

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 15-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3435

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 16-C.

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3436

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 17-D.

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3437

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 18-3.

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3438

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 19-B.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3439

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 20-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3440

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 21-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3441

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Orig. No. 22-B-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3442

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].


Topic: Caves -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3443
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 24-3.

Topic: Caves -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3444

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 25-D.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Horses -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3445

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 26-B-2.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[River rapids and two bridges in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3446

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 27-2.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Close-up of bridge structure in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3447
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 28-3.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Side view of bridge; Swiss mountains in background. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3448

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. no. 29-B.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids and bridge in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3449

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 30-2.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3450

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 31-4.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Swiss village; mountains in background: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3451

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 32-4.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3452

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 33-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3453
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 34-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3454

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 36-E.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3455

Video number 02250
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 37-C.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3456

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 38-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3457

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 39-D.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3458

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 40-D.

| Topic                                      | Mountainers -- Switzerland  |
|                                           | Mountains -- Switzerland    |
|                                           | SWITZERLAND SERIES          |
|                                           | Snow -- Switzerland          |
|                                           | glaciers -- Switzerland      |

| Place:                                    | Switzerland                  |

| Genre/Form:                               | Photographs -- 1900-1910      |
|                                           | -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                                           | -- Glass                     |
|                                           | Stereoscopic photographs     |
|                                           | Topographical views -- Switzerland |

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3459

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 41-B.

| Topic                                      | Mountainers -- Switzerland  |
|                                           | Mountains -- Switzerland    |
|                                           | SWITZERLAND SERIES          |
|                                           | Snow -- Switzerland          |
|                                           | glaciers -- Switzerland      |

| Place:                                    | Switzerland                  |

| Genre/Form:                               | Photographs -- 1900-1910      |
|                                           | -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                                           | -- Glass                     |
|                                           | Stereoscopic photographs     |
|                                           | Topographical views -- Switzerland |

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3460

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 42-D.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3461

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 43-B.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3462

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 44-B-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland

Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND SERIES

Snow -- Switzerland

glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3463

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 45-B.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3464

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 46-C.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3465

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 47-C.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3466

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 48-D.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3467
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 49-4.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Switzerland

Box 28
RSN Numbers 3469-3560

Image(s)

[Mountains, Switzerland.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3480

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12]. Orig. no. 62-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists on walkway; view of cascading mountain stream: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3503

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 83-3.

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
Gorges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3469

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 51-A-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3470

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 52-B.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3471

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 53-D.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3472

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 54-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3473
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 55-C.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3474

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 56-C.

Topic: Montaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument to climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3475

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 57-2.

Topic: Buildings -- Switzerland
Monuments -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument to climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3476

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 58-A.

Topic: Buildings -- Switzerland
Monuments -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3478

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 60-4.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3479

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 61-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland -- Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3481

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 63-E.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3482
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 64-B.

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3483
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 65-3.

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3484

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 66-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3485

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 67-C.

**Topic:**
Mountaineers -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND SERIES  
Snow -- Switzerland  
glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:**  
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]  
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 3486

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 68-2.

**Topic:**
Mountaineers -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND SERIES  
Snow -- Switzerland  
glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:**  
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]  
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3487

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 69-5.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3488

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 70-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3489

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 71-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3490

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 72-A-4.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3491
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 72-B-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3492
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 73-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3493

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 74-B.

Topic: Bicycles -- Switzerland
Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Streets -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3494

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 75-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3495

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 76-A-4.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3496

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 76-C.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Matterhorn, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3497

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 77-E.

Topic: Cows
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3498

Video number 02293

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 78-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Telescopes -- Switzerland
Tourists -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland, with goats and humans : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3499

Video number 02294

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 79-D.

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place:
Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3500

Video number 02295

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12]. Orig. no. 80-2.

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic home and mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3501
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 81-3.

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3502
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 82-4.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
       Rapids -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND SERIES
       Walkways -- Switzerland
       Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3504
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 85-B-1.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
       Rapids -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND SERIES
       Walkways -- Switzerland
       Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3505

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 85-C-2.

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic home and mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3506

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 86-2.

Topic:
Children -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tourist walkway, waterfalls, and Matterhorn, Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3507
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 87-G.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3508
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 88-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland at wayside cross: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Three figures shown. One is on one knee in front of the cross.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3509

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 89-C.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Religion -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3510
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 90-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
       Rapids -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND SERIES
       Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in front of rustic housing: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3511
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 91-2.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
       Dwellings -- Switzerland
       Family -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND SERIES
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3512
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 92-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland with buildings: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3513
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 93-C.
Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland
Glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3514
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 94-C.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland
Glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
A cow is in the foreground, drinking water.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3515

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 97-B.

Topic: Cows -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountaineers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3516

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 98-B-1.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3517
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. no. 99-C.

Topic: Animals -- Switzerland
Goats -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls and bridge in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3518
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].
Orig. No. 100-2.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Two goats standing on rocks are silhouetted against the sky.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3519

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 101-E.

Topic: Goats
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3520
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 102-D.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3521

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 103-A-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3522

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 104-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Matterhorn, mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3523

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 105-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Male climber in foreground, with Matterhorn, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3524
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 106-4.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3525
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12]. Orig. no. 107-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two figures with the Matterhorn, Switzerland : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3526
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 108-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland with Matterhorn : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Two male figures sitting on rock outcropping.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3527
Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 109-4.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climber with Matterhorn, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Male figure stands on high rock, silhouetted against the sky, with the Matterhorn in the background.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3528

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].

Orig. No. 110-B-1.

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Matterhorn, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3529

Currently stored in box 1.1.18 [12].


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Lakes -- Switzerland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountaineers -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SWITZERLAND SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Matterhorn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[River bridge and water tower in Swiss mountains, Lucern. Active no. 15242 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Title from RSN 7729: "The River Reuss and picturesque old Kapellbrucke (14th cent.) and Wasserthurm."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3530

Same as RSN 7729.

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 198-G?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Bridges -- Switzerland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SWITZERLAND SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Kapellbrucke (Lucerne, Switzerland)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lucerne (Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reuss River (Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Swiss river and city with boat docks and bridge. Active no. 15247 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Title from RSN 7733: "River Limmat and spires of the Grossmunster, from the Qual Bridge."

Silber gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3531

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Same as RSN 7733.

Orig. No. 190-B.

Names: Grossmünster (Zurich, Switzerland)

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Bridges -- Switzerland
Cathedrals -- Switzerland
Harbors -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Limmat River (Switzerland)
Qual Bridge (Grossmunster, Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Matterhorn, Switzerland. Active no. 15255 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

With reflection of mountain in the lake.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3532

Similar to RSN 3547 and 7740.

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 123-1.

Topic:
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place:
Matterhorn
Riffelberg (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: the Matterhorn, with figures in foreground.
Active no. 15256 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

About eight figures and a cabin in the foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3533

Similar to RSN 7743.
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 121-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Tourists -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in mountains, Switzerland. Active no. 15259 : stereo photonegative.]

*1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).*

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Several figures on rocks, mountains behind them.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3534

Same as RSN 7746

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 113-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Grenz Glacier (Switzerland)
Lyskamm (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Brunswick Monument in Geneva. Active no. 15271 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3535
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].
Same as RSN 7759
Orig. No. 214-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Switzerland
Brunswick Monument (Geneva, Switzerland)
Monuments -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Place: Geneva (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Matterhorn, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3536
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].
Orig. No. 111-2.

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place:
Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Two men standing on rocks in mountains.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3537

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 112-2.

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climber in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Man with walking stick, gazing at mountains.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3538

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 114-4.

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Seated man, gazing at mountains.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3539

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 115-4.

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Three figures in snow, climbing mountain.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3540

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 116-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Two figures standing in show.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3541

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 117-4.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Two figures in snow, one standing, one seated.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3542

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 118-4.

Topic: Figure in landscape
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
At least half a dozen figures, including women, stand in foreground.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3543

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 119-B.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
Tourists -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers or tourists in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Group of men and women looking at mountains.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3544

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 120-B.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
Tourists -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Swiss village; Matterhorn in background: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3545
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 122-4.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers on face of mountain, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3546
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 124-2.
Topic: Figure in landscape
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Matterhorn and lake, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3547
Similar to RSN 3532 and 7740.
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 125-3.

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain and lake, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3548

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].


Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3549

Similar to RSN 3550

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 127-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3550

Similar to RSN 3549

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 128-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cattle, rail line, and mountains (Matterhorn?) in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3551

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 129-D.

Topic: Cows -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Stations -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in Switzerland, with mountains : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3552

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].


Topic: Cows -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line (track) in Switzerland and the Matterhorn : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
A man wearing a hat is seated beside the track.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3553

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 130-B-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Matterhorn, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Foreground trees on left and right frame the mountain.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3554

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 131-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in Switzerland, with the Matterhorn: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3555

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 132-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Rail line in Switzerland beside mountain : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Man stands beside railroad track.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3556

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 133-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[The Matterhorn, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3557
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 135-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Man seated in foreground.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3558
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].
Orig. No. 135-2.

Topic: Figure in landscape
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3559

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 140-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3560

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 141-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 29
RSN Numbers 3561-3653

Image(s)

[Mountains in Switzerland (the Matterhorn) : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3561

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 142-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland (the Matterhorn) : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3562

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 144-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man sitting on fence, Matterhorn in distance, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3563

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 145-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Four figures in snow.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3564

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 146-B-1.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Four figures in snow.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3565
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 147-B.

**Topic:** Mountaineers -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND SERIES  
Snow -- Switzerland  

**Place:** Switzerland  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]  
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  

Three figures in snow.  

Silver gelatin on glass.  

Cancelled by scratching.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 3566  

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 148-B.

**Topic:** Mountaineers -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND SERIES  
Snow -- Switzerland  

**Place:** Switzerland  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
Some kind of structure with railing visible in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3567

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 149-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland; four seated men : stereo photonegative.]
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men looking at mountains over railing, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3569

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 151-B.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3570

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number, 152-4.
Copy and Version Identification Note

152-4

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Four men in snow.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3571

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 153-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Four men at foot of mountain.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3572
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 154-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two mountain climbers, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3573
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 155-2? 135-2?

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Four men standing at foot of mountain.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3574
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 155-1/2-B.

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in Switzerland.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rail line in Switzerland.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3575


Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Tourists -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic home and mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3576

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 157-2.

Topic:
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Tourists -- Switzerland
Glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3577

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 158-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND SERIES
       glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic home and mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3578

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 159-B.

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND SERIES
       glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 3579
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number, 161-B.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Three resting figures silhouetted against mountains.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 3580
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].
Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers' Cross in mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)*

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Man viewing cross.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3581

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].


Topic: Crosses -- Switzerland
Monuments -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)*

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Three figures standing on rocks.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Loose emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 3582

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 164-B.

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers, Switzerland.] stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountain climbers, Switzerland.] stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3583


Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Three figures climbing up steep rock.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3584
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 166-2.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3585
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number 166-3.

Copy and Version Identification Note
166-3

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3586

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number, 167-B-1.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland

Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND SERIES

glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Artisan in Switzerland; man working at workbench : Active no. 15241 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3587

Similar to RSN 7728.
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 168-A.

Topic: Artisans -- Switzerland
      Equipment
      SWITZERLAND SERIES
      Sculptures -- Switzerland
      Tools
      Wood-carving -- Switzerland
      handicrafts -- Switzerland

Place: Meringen
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland.]: stereo photonegative
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland.]: stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3588

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number 169-4.

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
       Gorges -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       Rapids -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND SERIES
       Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland.]: stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland.] : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3589

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number, 170-4.

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
      Gorges -- Switzerland
      Mountains -- Switzerland
      Rapids -- Switzerland
      Rivers -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND SERIES
      Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland.] : stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland.] : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3590

RSN 3590

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number 171-4.

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
      Gorges -- Switzerland
      Mountains -- Switzerland
      Rapids -- Switzerland
      Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland.]: stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland.]: stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3591

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number 172-3.

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
Gorges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland.]: stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland.]: stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3592
RSN 3592

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number, 173-2.

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
Gorges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3593

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 174-B-7.

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
Gorges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3594

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 175-2.

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
Gorges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman with baby carriage and buildings in snow, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3595

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 176-B.

Topic: Carriages -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3596
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 177-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3597
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 178-4.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3598

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 179-B.

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3599
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 180-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Villages -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in front of rustic housing: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3600
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 181-B.

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
Family -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mother and two children in rugged mountain setting: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3601
Video number 02396
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].
Orig. No. 182-B.

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
Family -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in rugged mountain setting: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3602
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].
Orig. No. 183-D.

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
Cows -- Switzerland
Family -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of Swiss village, church and river: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3603

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of Swiss village, church and river: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3604
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 184-B-2.

**Topic:** Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Villages -- Switzerland

**Place:** Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of Swiss village, church and river: stereo photonegative.]
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 3605

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 184-C-4.

**Topic:** Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Villages -- Switzerland

**Place:** Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3606


Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3607


Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3608
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number 187-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND SERIES
       Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Lion of Lucerne, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Lion of Lucerne, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3609

Topic: Lion of Lucerne (Lucerne, Switzerland)
       Lions -- Switzerland
       Monuments -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND SERIES
       Sculptures -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lion of Lucerne Monument in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3610
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 188-B-2.

Topic: Lion of Lucerne (Lucerne, Switzerland)
Lions -- Switzerland
Monuments -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Sculptures -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoeroscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3611
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 189-2.
Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Steeple silhouetted against cloudy sky.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3612
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 192-2.

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3613
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 194-D.

Topic:  Boats -- Switzerland
        Cathedrals -- Switzerland
        Lakes -- Switzerland
        Rapids -- Switzerland
        SWITZERLAND SERIES
        Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place:   Switzerland

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:   -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfall, Switzerland : stereo photonegative)

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Waterfall, Switzerland : stereo photonegative).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3614

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Orig. no. 195-3.

Topic:  Cathedrals -- Switzerland
        Lakes -- Switzerland
        Rapids -- Switzerland
        SWITZERLAND SERIES
        Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place:   Switzerland

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:   -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfall, Switzerland : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3615

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Orig. no. 196-3.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
      Cathedrals -- Switzerland
      Lakes -- Switzerland
      Rapids -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND SERIES
      Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3616

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 197-2.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
      Cathedrals -- Switzerland
      Lakes -- Switzerland
      Rapids -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND SERIES
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Road in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3617
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 199-4.

Topic: Carts -- Switzerland
Horses -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Switzerland] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3618
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number 199-G.

Topic: Carts -- Switzerland
Caves -- Switzerland
Horses -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Switzerland] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3619

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number 200-2.

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland.] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland.] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3620

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number 202-B.

Topic:
- Lakes -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- Rivers -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND SERIES
- Valleys -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Foggy view of Swiss river valley: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3621

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 203-3.

Topic:
- Lakes -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- Rivers -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND SERIES
- Valleys -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland.] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Mountains, Switzerland.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3622


Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Mountains, Switzerland.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3623

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number: 205-3.

Topic: Caves -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3624
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number, 206-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3626

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]. Associated number, 208-2.

Topic:
Buildings -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3627

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].


Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Trains -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Mt. Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3628
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 209-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Trains -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Mt. Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3629

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 210-2.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Switzerland
      Churches -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees and home in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3630

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 211-C.

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND SERIES
      Trees -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[View of Swiss city and river: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3631

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 212-3.

Topic: Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists view bears in sunken zoo chamber in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3632

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 213-I.

Topic: Bears -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Tourists -- Switzerland
Zoos -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
[Park in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3633
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 215-B.

Topic: Parks -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Swans on Swiss river: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3634
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 216-B.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Swans -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral interior, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3636

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 217-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Switzerland
Plazas -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Streetcars -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rivers -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND SERIES

Swans -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3635
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].


**Topic:** Cathedrals -- Switzerland
Interior architecture -- Switzerland

**Place:** Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

---

[Cathedral interior, Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

*1 item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 3637

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 218-B-2.

**Topic:** Cathedrals -- Switzerland
Interior architecture -- Switzerland

**Place:** Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

---

[Lake in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

*1 item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3638

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 219-C.

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Sailboats -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3639

Note: Image link did not work 8/8/02.

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 220-C.

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3640

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 221-A.

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Buildings -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3641

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 222-C.

Topic: Birds
Lakes -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

---
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock in Switzerland] stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Dock in Switzerland] stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3642
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 223-B.

Topic:
- Boats -- Switzerland
- Buildings -- Switzerland
- Docks -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- Piers -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND SERIES
- Wharves -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3643
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Topic: Islands -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3644

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 224-C.

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Islands -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3645

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 225-3.

Topic: Arches -- Switzerland
Architecture -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Architecture in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3646

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 226-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Switzerland
Interior architecture
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3647

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 227-3.

Topic:    Architecture -- Switzerland
          Fireplaces
          Interior architecture
          SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place:    Switzerland

Genre/ Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3648

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43]

Orig. No. 228-2.

Topic:    Arches -- Switzerland
          Architecture -- Switzerland
          SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place:    Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Entry to home in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3649
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].


Topic: Architecture -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Plants
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

[Interior of home in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3650
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 230-2.
[Architecture in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3651

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Local Numbers
RSN 3652

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 231-B-2.

Topic: Buildings -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3653

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43].

Orig. No. 233-3.

Topic: Arches -- Switzerland
Architecture -- Switzerland
Interior architecture
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 30

RSN Numbers 3654-3756

Image(s)

[Architecture in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3654
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 233-B.

Topic: Arches -- Switzerland
Architecture -- Switzerland
Interior architecture
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3655
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 233-B-2.

Topic: Arches -- Switzerland
Architecture -- Switzerland
Interior architecture
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland
[Architecture in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3656
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].
Orig. No. 233-C-2.

Topic:
Arches -- Switzerland
Architecture -- Switzerland
Interior architecture
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place:
Switzerland

Genre:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3657
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].
Orig. No. 233-D-2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Arches -- Switzerland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Architecture -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interior architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWITZERLAND SERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Street and homes in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3658

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 234-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- Switzerland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homes -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWITZERLAND SERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 3659
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Cancelled by scratching.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Buildings -- Switzerland Mountaineers -- Switzerland Mountains -- Switzerland SWITZERLAND SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3660

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 236-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Mountaineers -- Switzerland Mountains -- Switzerland SWITZERLAND SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Climbers in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3661

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 237-3.

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3662

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 238-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3663
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 239-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND SERIES
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3664
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].


Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
       Gorges -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       Rapids -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND SERIES
       Walkways -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3665

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 240-B-3.

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
Gorges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

View of Swiss mountain river and glacier: stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3666
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 241-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3667

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 242-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland] : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3668

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33]. Associated number, 243-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3669

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 244-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway and waterfalls in Swiss mountains: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3670
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 245-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Rapids -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes and mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3671
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 246-A-3.
Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3672
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 246-B-2.

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3673

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 247-B.

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

SWITZERLAND SERIES

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing in Switzerland. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3674

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. no. 248-B.

Topic: Figure in landscape
Fishing -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Rocks -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

SWITZERLAND SERIES

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3675

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 249-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Family group outside mountain chalet: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3676

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 250-B.

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Family -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3677
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 251-B.

Topic: Fountains -- Switzerland
      Lakes -- Switzerland
      Mountains -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND SERIES
      Sailboats -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Home and mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3678
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 252-B.
Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3679

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 253-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Switzerland: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3680
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [33].

Orig. No. 254-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Arch of Constantine and Palatine Hill from the Colosseum, Rome: Active No. 1839 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
185 (original negative)

RSN 3681

L.B. Discard.

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [3].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)

Topic: Arches -- Italy -- Rome
Constantine Arch (Rome, Italy)
ITALY SERIES
Ruins -- Italy -- Rome

Place: Italy -- 1890-1920
Palatine Hill
Rome (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Budapest from Castle Hill (Buda Side). [Active no. 10451 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3682

Similar to RSN 6566.

In box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [20].

Topic: Bridges -- Hungary
       Cathedrals -- Hungary
       Figure in landscape
       HUNGARY
       Rivers -- Hungary

Place: Budapest (Hungary)
       Hungary

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Market day, street in Sofia. Active no. 10405 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3683

Same as RSN 6562

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [20].

Orig. No. 45, 82W.

Topic: BULGARIA
       Markets -- Bulgaria
       Streets -- Bulgaria

Place: Bulgaria
Sofia -- Bulgaria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The quaint costumes of the Bulgarian Peasant Women, Market day, Sofia
[?] [Active no. 10406 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3684

Similar to RSN 6563

Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [20]

Orig. No. 24, 82W.

Topic: BULGARIA
Markets -- Bulgaria
Streets -- Bulgaria

Place: Bulgaria
Sofia -- Bulgaria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[A group of country belles, Sofia: Active no. 10408 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3685

Same as RSN 6565.
Currently stored in box 1.1.19 [43], moved from [20].

**Topic:** BULGARIA
   Clothing and dress
   Costumes
   Fashions
   Markets -- Bulgaria
   Streets -- Bulgaria

**Place:** Bulgaria
   Sofia -- Bulgaria

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Place de la Constitution and the Royal Palace, Athens. [Active no. 4102 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

*Image(s)*
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 3686

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 67-C.

**Topic:** GREECE SERIES
   Palaces -- Greece
   Plazas -- Greece

**Place:** Athens (Greece)
   Greece

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs
   Topographical views -- Greece

[The Stadium scene of the Pan-Athenian Games, Athens: 4107 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

*Image(s)*
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3687

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. No. 49-C.

Topic: Arenas -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Sports -- Greece
Stadia -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theatre of Dionysus, where famous Greek plays were acted, Athens: 4111 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3688

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 22-C.

Topic: Dionysus (Greek deity)
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Odeion of Herodes Atticus from the Acropolis, Athens: 4115 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3689

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 152-2.

Topic: Arenas -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Herodes Atticus
Odeum

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Acropolis, centre of the architectural splendor of Athens. Active no. 4116 : stereo photonegative.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3690

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 154-C.

Topic: Carriages -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Horses -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
      Athens (Greece)
      Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
           Topographical views -- Greece

The Temple of Theseus and the Acropolis, Athens. [Active no. 4138 ep."(?): stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3691
"Copyrighted."

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 157-E.

Names: Hephaisteion (Athens, Greece)

Topic: Children -- Greece
       GREECE SERIES
       Ruins -- Greece -- Athens
       Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
      Athens (Greece)
      Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[The Acropolis, the glory of Athens, from the Theseum: Active no. 4139. ? Rep." stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 3692

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. No. 73-D.

Names:       Hephaisteion (Athens, Greece)
Topic:       GREECE SERIES
             Ruins -- Greece
             Temples, Greek
Place:       Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
             Athens (Greece)
             Greece
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Greece: te 4148" stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3693

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 63-5.

Topic:       GREECE SERIES
             Sculpture -- Greece
             statues -- Greece
Place:       Greece
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Dancing in Greece: te 4162" stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3694

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 100-E.

Topic: Celebrations
    Dance
Greece SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Washerwomen at ancient Roman fountain, Old Corinth: 4167 stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3695

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 109C.

Topic: Fountains -- Greece
    GREECE SERIES
    Laundry -- Greece.
    Ruins -- Greece

Place: Corinth (Greece)
    Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Greek peasants driving home donkey-packs laden with fuel. Active no. 4178 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3696
"Original Reproduced".
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 123-A.

Topic: Donkeys
Fuel
MISCELLANEOUS GREECE
Roads -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bartering for the necessaries of life--Market day in Argos: 4188 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3697
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 133-C.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS GREECE
The Hermes of Praxiteles, one of the most perfect of ancient statues, Museum of Olympia. [Active no. 4196 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3698
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 12-4.

Names: Praxiteles ((ancient sculptor))

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Hermes (Greek deity)
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
statues -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3699

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 4-D.

Topic: Children -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Harbors -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3700

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 5-E.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape from high angle, Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3701

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 6.

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GREECE SERIES

[Aerial view of ruins, Greece: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3702

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 8-2.

Topic: GREECE SERIES

Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Aerial Photographs

Landscapes (representations) -- Greece

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Topographical views -- Greece

[Landscape littered with broken architectural fragments, Greece.] Stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Landscape littered with broken architectural fragments, Greece.]

Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3703

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 9-A-4.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Greece

[Landscape littered with broken architectural fragments, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3704

Variant of RSN 3703.

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 9-B-2.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Greece

[Ruins, Greece.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Ruins, Greece.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3705

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148. Orig. no. 10-3.]

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Greece

[Statue in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3706

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 11-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece
statues -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereo\texts{oscopic photographs

[Landscap}
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3707
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 13-B.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3708
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 14-C.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3709

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 15-2.

Topic: Arches -- Greece
  GREECE SERIES
  Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
An arch or a barrel vault.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3710

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 16-3.

Topic: Arches -- Greece
  GREECE SERIES
  Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Foundations of buildings.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3711
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 17-2.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statues, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Part of Elgin marbles in British Museum?
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3712
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 18-2.
Topic: GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece
Sculpture, Greek
statues -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of standing nude male in museum in Greece : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3713
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 19-B.

Names: Praxiteles ((ancient sculptor))

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Hermes (Greek deity)
Museums -- Greece
Nude in art
Sculpture -- Greece
statues -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Crouching bearded figure in enclosure.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3714

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 20-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>GREECE SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sculpture -- Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place: | Greece |

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- GlassStereooscopic photographs |

Seat of honor for Priest of Dionysos, N. side Theatre of 4th century B.C. -- below Acropolis. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3715

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 21-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Chairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dionysos (Greek deity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GREECE SERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Greece -- Athens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sculpture -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theaters -- Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Athens (Greece)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- GlassStereooscopic photographs |

[Statue in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3716

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 23-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Monuments -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
statues -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Building with Corinthian columns: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3717

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 24-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3718
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 25-B.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3719
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 26-B.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
Towers -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3720

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 27-B.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3721

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 28-B.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3722

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 29-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES

Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3723

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 30-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ionic columns: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3724
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 31-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ionic columns: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3725
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 32-D.
Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3726

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 33-D.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Greece

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3727
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 34-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>GREECE SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations) -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Architecture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Temples (?) with columns; horses with wagon in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3728

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 35-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- Greece Carriages -- Greece GREECE SERIES Horses -- Greece Temples -- Greece</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Architecture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Temples; street in front with figures.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 3729

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 36-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
  GREECE SERIES
  Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  Stereoscopic photographs

The best preserved temple in all Greece, the Doric "Theseion" of time-yellowed marble. [Stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Canceled by scratches.

Local Numbers
  RSN 3730

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. No. 37-D.

Names: Hephaisteion (Athens, Greece)

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
  Doric order
  GREECE SERIES
  Ruins -- Greece
  Temples -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
  Greece
  Theseion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
### Stereoscopic photographs

[Greece, aerial view: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 3731

"70 seconds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 38-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Greece</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Genre/ Form: | Aerial Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Greece |

**Topic:** GREECE SERIES

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 3732

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 39-2.

**Topic:** Architecture -- Greece
Buildings -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Erechtheum, most sacred temple of the Greeks, Acropolis, Athens."
The Caryatides in Portico of the Maidens; The Erechteion. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3733
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 40-4.

Names: Erechtheum (Athens, Greece)
Topic: Caryatids
Greece SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Greece, aerial view: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3734
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 41-D.

| Topic | GREECE SERIES
|       | Mountains -- Greece |
| Place | Greece |
| Genre/Form | Aerial Photographs
|            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
|            | -- Glass
|            | Stereoscopic photographs
|            | Topographical views |

[Greece, aerial view : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3735

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 42-4.

| Place | Greece |
| Genre/Form | Aerial Photographs
|            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
|            | -- Glass
|            | Stereoscopic photographs
|            | Topographical views -- Greece |
| Topic | GREECE SERIES |

Doric columns [stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Doric columns [stereo photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

43-B
RSN 3736

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Columns
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples, Greek -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Doric temple: stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3737

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 44-C.

Topic: Doric order
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Doric temple : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Two temples shown. Man stands in foreground with architectural or sculptural fragments.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 3738

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. No. 45-C.

Topic: Doric order
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Doric temple ruins : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 3739

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. No. 46-E.

Topic: Doric order
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Doric temple ruins : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3740

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 48-E.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of standing semi-nude male in museum in Athens : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3741

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 50-4.

Names: National Museum (Athens, Greece)
Neptune
Poseidon

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Museums -- Greece
Nude in art
Sculpture -- Greece
Statues -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Heroic male figure in movement.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3742
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 51-2.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece
statues -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Sculpted architectural element
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3743
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 52-B.
[Doric temple: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3744
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 53-B.

[Doric temple: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
High view of ruins.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3745
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]
Orig. No. 54-4.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece  
GREECE SERIES  
Ruins -- Greece  
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Doric temple: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

View of temple from a distance; rugged terrain in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
    RSN 3746

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 55-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece  
GREECE SERIES  
Ruins -- Greece  
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Wall with arch.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3747

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 56-E.

Topic: Arches -- Greece
Architecture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Gates -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave entrance, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Identified as "Chamber in Prison of Socrates, Athens, Greece, 1901" (Active no. 4134?) by Prof. Basil Zafiropoulos.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3748

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 57-4.

Topic: Caves -- Greece
GREECE SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
Not classical style, but a later, rough, primitive type of dwelling.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3749

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 58-E.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]

[Image(s)]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

A small tower with a door.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3750

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 59-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Capitals and fragments of large columns lying on the ground; a man's head, wearing a hat, appears behind them.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3751
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 60-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Building with columns. Two men stand in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3752
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 61-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Buildings -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Temples -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers in Greek kilts : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4″ x 7″.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 3753

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. no. 62-C.

Topic: Armed Forces -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Kilts -- Greece
Soldiers -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Greece : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4″ x 7″.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3754
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 64-4.

**Topic:** GREECE SERIES
   Sculpture -- Greece
   statues -- Greece

**Place:** Greece

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
   1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
A clothed female figure displayed in a glass case.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 3755

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 65-4.

**Topic:** GREECE SERIES
   Sculpture -- Greece
   statues -- Greece

**Place:** Greece

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece, apparently a portion of a theater or stadium : stereo photonegative.]
   1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3756

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 66-C.

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Greece  
Architecture -- Greece  
GREECE SERIES  
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 31

RSN Numbers 3757-3863

Image(s)

[Pedestal with sculpture of lion, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight losses of emulsion along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3763

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 75-B.

Topic: Lions -- Greece  
Ruins -- Greece  
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  
Topographical views -- Greece

[Building and landscape, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Low wall enclosing building, probably 19th century, with mountain and trees in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3819

Erroneous duplicate record, Bib. #143641, deleted 12/27/07.
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 145-4.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Buildings -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Greece

[Architecture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Possibly a medieval church.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3757

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 68-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
A headless nude male figure in an action pose.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3758
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 69-C-2.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece
statues -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Relief carving of two figures.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3759
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 70-5.
Topic: GREECE SERIES
  Relief (Art) -- Greece
  Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 3760

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 71-3.

Topic: Art -- Greece
  GREECE SERIES
  Museums -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Doric temple: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
  RSN 3761

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 72-C.
Topic: Architecture -- Greece  
Doric order  
GREECE SERIES  
Ruins -- Greece  
Temples -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)  
Greece  
Theseion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 3762

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 74-E.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece  
GREECE SERIES  
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 3764
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 76-D.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Markets -- Greece
Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3765

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 77-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Draped, headless female figure between two other sculptures.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3766

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 79-4.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
       Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3767

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 80-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
       GREECE SERIES
       Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Facade of temple with columns.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3768

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 82-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Buildings -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereo photographic

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3769

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].


Topic: GREECE SERIES
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereo photographic

[Architecture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
19th century sculpture of a male figure, with a neo-classical building in the background.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3770
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 85-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece
statues -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Round arch surmounted by four columns and a pediment.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3771
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 87-C.

Topic: Arches -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Gates -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Two rows of columns.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3772
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 88-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3773
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 89-C.

**Topic:** GREECE SERIES
Seacoasts -- Greece

**Place:** Greece

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Topographical view, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 3774

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 91-B.

**Place:** Greece

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Greece

**Topic:** GREECE SERIES

[Topographical view, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 3775

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 91-3.

Place:  Greece
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Greece
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Greece
Topic:  GREECE SERIES

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Female figure with crown?
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3776
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 94-3.

Topic:  GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece
Place:  Greece
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Greece
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Large field of architectural fragments.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3777
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

 Orig. No. 96-C.

 Topic: GREECE SERIES
        Ruins -- Greece  
 Place: Greece        
 Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece  
 Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
 -- Glass  
 -- Stereoscopic photographs  

 [Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
 1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
 Image(s)

 Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
 H.C. White Co., Publisher  
 English.  
 Architectural and sculptural fragments.  
 Silver gelatin on glass.  
 Cancelled by scratching.  

 Local Numbers
 RSN 3778  

 Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

 Orig. No. 97-C.

 Topic: GREECE SERIES
        Ruins -- Greece  
 Place: Greece        
 Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece  
 Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
 -- Glass  
 -- Stereoscopic photographs  

 [Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
 1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
 Image(s)

 Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
 H.C. White Co., Publisher  
 English.  
 Silver gelatin on glass.  
 Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3779
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 98-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[People in ethnic costumes (?): stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3780
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 101-C.

Topic: Crowds
GREECE SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Greeks

[People in Greek ethnic costumes (?): stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3781

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 103-B.

Topic: Crowds
       GREECE SERIES
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Greeks

[Doric columns : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
With mountain in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3782

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 105-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
       Columns
       GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Doric columns and ruins, Greece : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Figure in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3783
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 106-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Columns, Doric
Doric order
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Greece : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3784
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 107-B.

Place: Greece

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Wall in Greece : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
In rugged, mountainous terrain.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3785
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 108-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Mountains -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3787
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 111-E.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3788
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 112-D.

Topic: Canals -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ships -- Greece

Place: Aegina (Greece)
Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3789
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]
Orig. No. 113-D.

Topic: Canals -- Greece  
GREECE SERIES  
Ships -- Greece  

Place: Aegina (Greece)  
Corinth (Greece)  
Greece  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Ethnic costume; Greek kilts: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching  

Local Numbers  
RSN 3790  

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]  

Orig. No. 114-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece  
GREECE SERIES  
Kilts -- Greece  

Place: Greece  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Ethnic costume; Greek kilts : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching  

Local Numbers  
RSN 3791
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 115-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece  
GREECE SERIES  
Kilts -- Greece

Place: Greece -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Doorway in masonry building.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3792

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 116-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece  
GREECE SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Low wall in foreground, damaged walls behind.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3793

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 117-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Greece SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Walls on hillside.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3794

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 118-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Greece SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lion Gate, Mycenae, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Located near Argos.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3795

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 119-4.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Gate of the Lions (Argos, Greece)
Gates
Lions
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece
Mycenae (Greece)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lion Gate, Mycenae, Greece: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3796

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 120-5.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Gate of the Lions (Argos, Greece)
Gates
Lions

Place: Greece
Mycenae (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain, Greece with road and wall in foreground: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3797
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 121-E.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Horses -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3798
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. no. 122-B.

Topic: Animals -- Greece  
      GREECE SERIES  
      Roads -- Greece  

Place: Greece  

Genre/  
Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Ruins of amphitheater, Greece: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 3799  

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].


Topic: Amphitheaters -- Greece  
      GREECE SERIES  

Place: Greece  

Genre/  
Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 3800  

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 125-E.

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Greece
Greece SERIES
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3801
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 126-D.

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Greece SERIES
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3802
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 127-C.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3803

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 128-2.

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins of amphitheater with low wall in foreground, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3804
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 129-C.

Topic:  Amphitheatres -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place:  Greece

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two shepherds with sheep, Greece : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3805

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 130-C.

Topic:  SHEEP SERIES
Sheep -- Greece
Shepherds -- Greece

Place:  Greece

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins of tower, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Identified as: "Great Tower of Tiryns, Part of a Palace of the Homeric Age, Greece, 1901" (Active no. 4183?) by Prof. Basil Zafiropoulos.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3806

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 131-5.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
   Stones
   Walls

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded rural roadway in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3807

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 132-C.

Topic: Animals -- Greece
   GREECE SERIES
   Roads -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
People conversing on a street or sidewalk.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3808

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 134-D.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women workers bent over in a field in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3809

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 135-E.

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Women laborers -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3810

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 136-4.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3811

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 137-C.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Mountains -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Woman and tree : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3812
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]. Orig. no. 138-D.

Copy and Version Identification Note
138-D

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Portraits -- Women

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Narrow passage through tunnel composed of large boulders, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3813
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 139-6.

Topic: Caves -- Greece
GREECE SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in rocky terrain, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3814
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 140-D.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Port in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Unidentified body of water.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3815
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 141-C.

Topic: Boats -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Waterscapes -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High angle view of city in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3816
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 142-3.

Topic: Cities and towns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City plaza in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
With line of trees in foreground, mountain in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3817
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 143-D.

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GREECE SERIES

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Three sets of three columns, partial entablature.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3818
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 144-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Buildings -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3820
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 146-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Marble bas-relief of three figures.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3821

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 147-6.

Topic: Bas-relief
GREECE SERIES
Relief (Art) -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculptured bust on pedestal, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3822
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 148-2.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculptures in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Museum display of full male figure, draped (Demosthenes?) and two portrait busts.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3823
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 149-2.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Portion of wall with sculptures in niches.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3824

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 150-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>GREECE SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ruins -- Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sculpture -- Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place       | Greece |

| Genre/ Form | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Ruins? in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Modern building, rugged terrain with boulders in background.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3825

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 151-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>GREECE SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ruins -- Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place       | Greece |

| Genre/ Form | Landscapes (representations) -- Greece Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Ruins in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3826

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 153-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Buildings -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3827

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 155-A-4.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Buildings -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Relief sculpture, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3828
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 156-2.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Relief (Art) -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Rows of broken columns with buildings in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3829
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 158-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3830
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 159-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Buildings -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3831
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 160-D.
Local Numbers
RSN 3833

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 163-B.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Seacoasts -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Acropolis from Philopappos Hill, Athens. [Active no. 4131. stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 3834

Similar to RSN 5966.

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. No. 573-7.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples, Greek

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Philopappos Hill

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monastery of Hagia Trias (Holy Trinity), on the marvelous Meteora rocks.
Active no. 4208 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3835

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 591-7.

Names: Hagia Trias Monastery (Greece)

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Horses -- Greece
Monasteries -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
Meteora

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Ploughing with buffaloes on the great, fertile Plain of Thessaly: [Active no. 4214 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 3836

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 597-D.

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
Buffalo
Farming -- Greece
Fields -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
plowing

Place: Greece
  Thessaloniki (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 3837

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 570.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
  Museums -- Greece
  Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 3838

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 571-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3839

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 572-2.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3840

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. no. 575-C.

Topic:  Architecture -- Greece
Buildings -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place:  Greece

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3841

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 575-C.

Topic:  GREECE SERIES
Monuments -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place:  Greece

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3842

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 576-B.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3843

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 578-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Buildings -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Greece

[Street scene in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3844

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 579-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Bicycles -- Greece</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GREECE SERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place | Greece |

| Genre/ Form | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|            | -- Glass |
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Landscapes in Greece: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3845

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 580-B.

| Place | Greece |

| Genre/ Form | Landscapes (representations) -- Greece |
|            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|            | -- Glass |
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |

| Topic | GREECE SERIES |

[Monument in Greece, with standing male figure: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3846

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 581-B.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Monuments -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3847

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 583-2.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Monuments -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
High-angle view looks down on park-like setting, with large four-story building beyond.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3848
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 584-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Parks -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratched.

Local Numbers
RSN 3849
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 585-D.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
GREECE SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3850
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Copy and Version Identification Note

586-C

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
Greece SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Rugged cliff.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3851
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 587-7.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
Greece SERIES
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women in rocky landscape, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Negative is so underexposed that it is difficult to interpret what is going on in the picture; four or five women appear to be performing some activity.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Bottom corner chipped, emulsion losses at top. Also silvering, probably from an envelope seam.
Local Numbers
RSN 3852
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 588-B.
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: GREECE SERIES

[Geological formation in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Rocky landscape with several figures walking.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3853
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 589-B.

**Topic:** Figure in landscape  
Formations (Geology) -- Greece  
GREECE SERIES  

**Place:** Greece  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Geological formation in Greece: stereo photonegative.]  
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*  

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  

With two male figures, one on horseback.  

Silver gelatin on glass.  

Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion losses at top, silvering from envelope seams, spot of thick black paint or similar substance on base side opposite cancellation scratches.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 3854  
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 590-C.

**Topic:** Figure in landscape  
Formations (Geology) -- Greece  
GREECE SERIES  

**Place:** Greece  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Geological formation in Greece: stereo photonegative.]  
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*  

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  

Two figures in foreground with their backs to the viewer.  

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3855

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 592-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
      Formations (Geology) -- Greece
      GREECE SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3856

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 593-G.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
      GREECE SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3857

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 594-D.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
GRECE SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Greece: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
A building is situated on a rugged promontory; a dark figure stands in the foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3858

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 595-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Figure in landscape
Formations (Geology) -- Greece
GRECE SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Man with cart and cattle.

Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 3859

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 598-G.

**Topic:** Agriculture -- Greece  
Carts  
Cattle  
GREECE SERIES

**Place:** Greece  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Distant view of buildings and mountains, Greece: stereo photonegative.]  

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 3861

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 599-B.

**Place:** Greece  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

**Topic:** GREECE SERIES
[Distant view of buildings and mountains, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3862
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 600-C.

Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: GREECE SERIES

[Landscape from high angle: harbor with ships, buildings, mountains in background, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3863
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148]

Orig. No. 601-C.

Topic: Boats -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Harbors -- Greece
Ships -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Street of Shoes, a glimpse of modern Athens. [Active no. 4144 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3860

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 574.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Markets -- Greece
Streets -- Greece
Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lion Gate, Mycenae, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3796 (originally marked 3786--check)

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 110-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Gate of the Lions (Argos, Greece)
Gates
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
Mycenae (Greece)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 32
RSN Numbers 3864-3974

Image(s)

[Mountains and buildings, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3864
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 602-D.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape with standing figure: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3865
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 604-D.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountainous landscape in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
With donkey cart in foreground.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3866

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 605-7.

Topic: Carts
Donkeys
GREECE SERIES
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape from high angle, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3867

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 606-D.

Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: GREECE SERIES

[Agricultural scene in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Two human figures and a cow.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3868

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 607-C.

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
Cows
Farmers
GREECE SERIES

Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3869

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 608-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
       GREECE SERIES
       Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene? in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3870

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 609-D.

Topic: Animals
       GREECE SERIES
       Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins with standing figure: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3871

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 611-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3872

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 612-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Figure in landscape
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3873
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 613-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Figure in landscape
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Six figures in hilly landscape.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3874
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 614-A.

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GREECE SERIES

[Mountainous landscape, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3875
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 615-A-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece (site of an amphitheater?), from the air: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3876
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 616-C.
Topic: Amphitheaters -- Greece
       GREECE SERIES
       Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Hilly or mountainous landscape from the air, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3877

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 617-C.

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Aerial Photographs
           Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
           Topographical views

Topic: GREECE SERIES

[Aerial view, Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3878
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 618-2.

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Aerial Photographs
Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views
Topic: GREECE SERIES

[Geological formation in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3879

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].


Topic: Caves -- Greece
Formations (Geology) -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3880

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 619-B-5.

Topic: Caves -- Greece
Formations (Geology) -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Two female figures, one seated, in an enclosure, propped up on blocks in a field.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3881

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 620-3.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
The church, photographed from the front, is relatively small, but has a dome. Two male figures stand in front.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3882

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 621-7.

Topic: Churches -- Greece
Domes
GREECE SERIES

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3883

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 622-3.

Topic: Exhibitions -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece
[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3884
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 623-2.

Topic:
Exhibitions -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place:
Greece

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3885
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 624-2.

Topic:
Exhibitions -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  -- Glass  -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3886
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. no. 625-D.

Topic: Arches
Architecture -- Greece
Buildings -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  -- Glass  -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3887
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 626-C.

Topic: GREECE SERIES
    Ruins -- Greece
    Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 3898

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 627-D.

Topic: Donkeys
    GREECE SERIES
    Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Greece: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 3899

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].
Orig. No. 628-D.

**Topic:** GREECE SERIES
Markets -- Greece
Streets -- Greece

**Place:** Greece

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 3900

Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 629-3.

**Topic:** Exhibitions -- Greece
GREECE SERIES
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

**Place:** Greece

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 3901
Currently stored in box 1.1.20 [148].

Orig. No. 630-5.

Topic: Exhibitions -- Greece  
GREECE SERIES  
Museums -- Greece  
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The Grotto of Jeremiah, Jerusalem. [Active no. 1311 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7“.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3902

"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141]

Orig. No. 5-2.

Names: Jeremiah, (Biblical prophet)

Topic: Grottoes -- Palestine  
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem  
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Grotto of Jeremiah, Jerusalem: Active No. 1311 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3903

"H. C. White, Sr." on envelope?

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 33-A.

Names: Jeremiah, (Biblical prophet)

Topic: Grottoes -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Damascus Gate, Jerusalem: Active no. 1313 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3904

"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141]

Orig. No. 46-D.

Topic: Gates -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine
Place: Damascus Gate (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Tomb of Christ, Jerusalem: Active no. 1314 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3905

"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141]

Orig. No. 11-A-4.

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Tombs -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street leading to Herod's Palace, Jerusalem. [Active no. 1318 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3906
"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 8-B.

Names: Herod

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
       Palaces -- Palestine
       Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Village of Siloam and Kedron Valley, Jerusalem: Active no. 1334 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3907

"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 43-D.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
       Villages -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
       Kedron Valley (Palestine)
       Palestine
       Siloam (Palestine)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[New Calvary, outside Jerusalem: [Active no. 1339 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3908
"H. C. White, Sr."
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 89-4.

Place: Calvary (Jerusalem)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS PALESTINE

The Olive Tree in Garden of Gethsemane, Jerusalem. [Active no. 1346 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"H. C. White, Sr.," and "U-1346" on envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3909
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 120-E.

Topic: Gardens -- Palestine
Olive trees -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Garden of Gethsemane
   Jerusalem
   Mount of Olives
   Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[The Via Dolorosa, Jerusalem. Active no. 1348 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3910

"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 59-C.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
       Religion -- Palestine
       Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine
       Via Dolorosa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The Shepherds' Field, Bethlehem. [Active no. 1361 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 3911
"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 52 1/2 D.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
      Shepherds
Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
      Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Tomb of Lazarus, Bethany. [Active no. 1372 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
      RSN 3912

"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141]

Orig. No. 126-D.

Names: Lazarus (Biblical character)
Topic: Architecture
      MISCELLANEOUS PALESTINE
      Tombs
Place: Bethany (Palestine)
      Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Brook Cherith and Elijah Convent. [Active no. 1375 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3913
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

"H. C. White, Sr."

Orig. No. 67-C.

Names: Elijah Convent (Palestine)
Topic: Convents -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
      Rivers -- Palestine
      Valleys -- Palestine
Place: Cherith Brook (Palestine)
      Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[A Bedouin Family: [Active no. 1376 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3914
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

"H. C. White, Sr."

Orig. No. 15-E.

Topic: Dwellings -- Palestine.
Family -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Bedouins
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mount of Temptation and Greek Convent, Jericho. [Active no. 1378 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3915
"H. C. White, Sr."
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 14-D.

Topic: Convents
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Greek Convent (Jericho)
Jericho (Palestine)
Mount of Temptation
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene in Palestine. Active no. 1429 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3916

"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 67-A.

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
       Docks -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES
       Piers -- Palestine
       Seascapes -- Palestine
       Ships -- Palestine
       Wharves -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Palestine: Active no. 1430, stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3917

"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 63-C.

Topic: Markets -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES
       Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine. Active no. 1431 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3918
"H. C. White, Sr."
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 44-6.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tomb in Palestine: Active no. 1431, stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"H. C. White, Sr."
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3919
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 45-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Absalom's Tomb
Palestine
[Mosque in Palestine.] [ Active no. 1432, stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3920

"H. C. White, Sr."
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 49-2.

Topic: Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ Active no. 1433, stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3921

"H. C. White, Sr."
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 7-2.
Topic: Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine. Active no. 1434 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3922

"H. C. White, Sr."
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 26-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three figures in front of stone wall in Palestine. Active no. 1435 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3923

"H. C. White, Sr."
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 4-A.

**Topic:** PALESTINE SERIES  
Portraits -- Palestine  
Walls

**Place:** Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Minaret in Palestine. Active no. 1436 : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 3924  
"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 51-C.

**Topic:** Camels -- Palestine  
Minarets -- Palestine  
PALESTINE SERIES  
Streets -- Palestine

**Place:** Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of woman in Palestine. Active no. 1437 : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3925

"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]. Orig. no. 54-A.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Portraits -- Women

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple seated on ground in Palestine: Active no. 1438, stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3926

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

"H. C. White, Sr."

Orig. No. 17-B.

Topic: Artisans
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Palestine: Active no. 1439 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 3927

"H. C. White, Sr."

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 18-A.

  Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
         PALESTINE SERIES
         Valleys -- Palestine
  Place: Palestine
  Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
  Image(s) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Palestine: Active no. 1440 : stereo photonegative.]
  1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 10-A.

  Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
         Rivers -- Palestine
  Place: Palestine
  Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
  Image(s) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group seated on ground in Palestine: Active no. 1441 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3929
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 16-F.

Topic: Children -- Palestine
Family -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Portraits -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes in Palestine: Active no. 1442 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3930
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 19-D.

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
[Nomad group in Palestine: Active no. 1443: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3931
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 34-D.

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Tower in Palestine: Active no. 1444: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3932
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 47-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Buildings -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
       King David Tower (Jerusalem)
       Palestine
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

[Mount of Olives in Palestine: Active no. 1445 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3933
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 6-2.

Place: Jerusalem
Mount of Olives
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Garden of Gethsemane in Palestine: Active no. 1446 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3934
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].


Topic: Gardens -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Garden of Gethsemane
Jerusalem
Mount of Olives
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Russian Church in Palestine: Active no. 1447 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3935

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].


Topic: Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Russian Church (Palestine)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church in Palestine: 1448 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3936
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 66-2.

Topic: Churches -- Palestine
       Interior architecture
       PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Church in Palestine: Active no. 1449 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3937

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 65-3.

Topic: Churches -- Palestine
       Interior architecture -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 3938

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 2-C.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3939

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 3-D.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3940

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 5-F.

Place: Jerusalem
Mount of Olives
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3941

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 9-B.

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3942

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 12-E.

Topic: Beaches -- Palestine
Boats -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Seascapes -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3943

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 13-B.

Topic: Animals
Family -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3944

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 20-D.

Topic: Horses -- Palestine  
PALESTINE SERIES  
Roads -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3945

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 21-B.

Place: Jerusalem  
Mount of Olives  
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3946

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 22-E.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine

PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Absalom's Tomb

Jerusalem

Mount of Olives

Palestine

Valley of Jehoshaphat

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form: -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3947

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 23-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine

PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque, Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3948
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 24-B.

Topic: Architecture, Islamic -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Plazas -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3949
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 25-D.

Topic: Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Plazas -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3950
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 29-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3951
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 31-C.

Topic: Mosques -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
      Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
      Omar Mosque
      Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3952

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 32-B.

Topic: Buildings -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
      Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
      Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group outside in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3953

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 35-D.

Topic: Family -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
      Portraits, Group -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3954

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 36-D.

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3955

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 37-B-3.

Topic: Gardens -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Garden of Gethsemane
Jerusalem
Mount of Olives
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine:] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3956

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 39-B.

Topic: Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine
Russian Church (Palestine)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3957
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 40-B.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Trees -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3958
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 41-B.

Topic: Arches -- Palestine
Architecture -- Palestine
Gates -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3959
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 42-D.

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3960
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 48-B.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jaffa Gate (Palestine)
Jerusalem
King David Tower (Palestine)
Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine:]  [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3961
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 50-C.

Topic: Mosques -- Palestine  
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3962
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 52-B.

Topic: Donkeys  
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
The Nativity, Church of the Nativity, Bethlehem. [Active no. 1365 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3963

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

[Two women wearing headscarves, Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3964

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]
Orig. No. 55-B.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Portraits -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3965
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 57-E.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3966
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140]

Orig. No. 58-B.
Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3967
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 60-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3968
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 61-B.
Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
      Rivers -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
      Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3969

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 61-D.

Topic: Arches -- Palestine
      Architecture -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
      Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
      Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3970
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 64-C.

Topic: Buildings -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES
       Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Temple interior with candles?

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3971

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 68-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Interior architecture -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 3972

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

 Orig. No. 73-B.

 Topic: Boats -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Rivers -- Palestine
Ships -- Palestine

 Place: Jaffa (Palestine)
Palestine

 Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded ship in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3973

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

 Orig. No. 75-E.

 Topic: Boats -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Ships -- Palestine

 Place: Palestine

 Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded ship in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3974

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [140].

Orig. No. 77-B.

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
      Ships -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Box 33

RSN Numbers 3975-4087

Image(s)

[Towers or minarets and a dome in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3975

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 1-E.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Domes -- Palestine
       Minarets -- Palestine
       Mosques -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Camel in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Image includes stone wall with an arched doorway and crenellated battlements.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3976

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 2-E.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Battlements
Camels -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Image shows a minaret and several domed structures.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 3977

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 3-A-6.

Topic: Domes
Minarets -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Image includes minarets and domes.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3978
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 3-B-2.

Topic: Minarets -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3979
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 4-E.
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Street scene in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3981
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 7-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jaffa Gate (Jerusalem)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3981
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 6-C.
Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of Jerusalem in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3982
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 8-3.

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3983
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 9-2.
Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3984

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 10-3.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Arched entrance in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3985

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 12-E.

Topic: Arches -- Palestine
Architecture -- Palestine
Gates -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3986

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 13-B.

Topic: Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3987

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 14-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Jerusalem in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3988
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 15-2.

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Overview of Jerusalem in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3989
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 16-D.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Overview of Jerusalem in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3990
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 17-B.

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Gate in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3991
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 18-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Gates -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3992

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 19-E.

Topic: Arches -- Palestine
Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3993

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 20-C.
Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Churches -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3994

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 21-B.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Waterscapes

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3995

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 22-B.
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3996

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 23-4.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine
Tomb of the Rock

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3997
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 24-5.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine
Tomb of the Rock

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3998

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].


Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine
Tomb of the Rock

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 3999
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 26-5.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine
Tomb of the Rock

Genre/form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]

1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4000
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 27-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine
Tomb of the Rock

Genre/form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
**Series 1: H. C. White glass plates**

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

NMAH.AC.0143

---

**1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").**

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 4001

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

**Orig. No. 28-1.**

**Topic:**

Architecture -- Palestine

Interior architecture -- Palestine

PALESTINE SERIES

**Place:**

Jerusalem

Omar Mosque

Palestine

Tomb of the Rock

**Genre/ Form:**

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

---

[ Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]

**1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").**

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 4002

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

**Orig. No. 28-E.**

**Topic:**

Architecture -- Palestine

Interior architecture -- Palestine

PALESTINE SERIES

**Place:**

Jerusalem

Omar Mosque

Palestine
Tomb of the Rock

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4003
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].
Orig. No. 29-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine
Tomb of the Rock

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4004
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].
Orig. No. 30-D.
Topic: Architecture -- Palestine  
PALESTINE SERIES  
Place: Jerusalem  
King David Tower (Jerusalem)  
Palestine  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching,  

Local Numbers  
RSN 4005  
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].  

Orig. No. 31-D.  
Place: Jerusalem  
Palestine  
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES  

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching,  

Local Numbers  
RSN 4006  
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].
Copy and Version Identification Note

Orig. No. 32-C.

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Interior of church in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4007

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141]. Orig. no. 33-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Church buildings -- Palestine
Interior architecture
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of church in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4008
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. no. 34-B.

Topic:    Architecture -- Israel
              Church buildings -- Israel
              PALESTINE SERIES

Place:    Palestine

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4009

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 35-C.

Topic:    Architecture -- Palestine
              PALESTINE SERIES
              Streets -- Palestine

Place:    Jerusalem
              Palestine

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4010

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 36-2.

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Crowd at wall in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4011

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 37-F.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine
Walls -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
West Wall of Jewish Temple

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4012

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 38-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      Church buildings -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4013

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 39-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Mosques -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
       Omar Mosque
       Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4014

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 41-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
     Mosques -- Palestine
     PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
       Omar Mosque
       Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ 1324 stereo photonegative.] 
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4015

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 42-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
     Mosques -- Palestine
     PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
       Omar Mosque
       Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4016
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 40-B.

Topic: Arches -- Palestine
Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4017
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 43-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4018

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 44-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4019
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 45-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      Mosques -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
       Omar Mosque
       Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4020

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 46-E.

Topic: Arches -- Palestine
       Architecture -- Palestine
       Minarets -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
       Omar Mosque
       Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4021

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 47-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Minarets -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4022

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 48-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Mount of Olives
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Entrance in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4023

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 49-D.

Topic: Arches -- Palestine
Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4024

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 50-C.

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
[Building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4025
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].
Orig. No. 51-C.

Topic: Arches
Architecture
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4026
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].
Orig. No. 52-B.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Roads -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4027
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 53-2.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Many family groups outside in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4028
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 55-C.

Topic: Dwellings -- Palestine.
Family -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4029
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 56-C.

Topic:
PALESTINE SERIES
Rivers -- Palestine
Trees -- Palestine

Place:
Bethany (Palestine)
Palestine
River of the Dome of Martha, Mary and Lazarus

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4030
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 57-E.

Topic:
PALESTINE SERIES
Waterscapes

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4031

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 58-B.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

Waterscapes

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4032

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 59-C.

Topic: Architecture

PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4033
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 60-B.

Topic: Architecture
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Many family groups outside in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4034
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 61-D.

Topic: Dwellings -- Palestine.
Family -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group outdoors in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4035
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 62-C.

Topic: Dwellings -- Palestine.
Family -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Tents -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4036
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 64-B.
Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4037

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 65-4.

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4038

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 66-3.
Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES
       Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4039

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 68-3.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Roadway in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4040

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 69-C.
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Roads -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4041

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 70-D.

Topic: Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4042

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 71-4.
Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Tomb in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4043
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 72-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Absalom's Tomb
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4044
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].
Orig. No. 73-D.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4045

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141]h

Copy and Version Identification Note

Orig. No. 74-E.

Topic: Architecture
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4046
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141]h

Orig. No. 75-3.

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Navy man with hand telescope aboard ship in Palestine. Active no. 1335 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4047

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. no. 76-B.

Topic: Armed Forces -- Palestine

Ships -- Palestine

Telescopes -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4048
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 76-B.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4049

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 77-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Minarets -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4050
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 78-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4051

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 79-2.

Topic: Minarets

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4052
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 80-2.

Topic: Architecture  
Interior architecture  
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Minaret in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 4053

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 81-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine  
Minarets -- Palestine  
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem  
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Outdoor group in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4054

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 82-C.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Job's Well, outside Jerusalem: 1337 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4055

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 83-B.

Names: Job, (Biblical figure)
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine
Wells -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4056

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 84-3.

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4057

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 85-2.

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4058

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 86-E.

Topic: Architecture
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4059

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 87-D.

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4060

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 88-2.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4061

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 90-B.

Topic: Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4062

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 91-4.

Topic: Minarets
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4063

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 92-C.

Topic: Monuments -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Parks -- Palestine
Trees -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4064

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 93-B.

Topic: Gardens -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Jerusalem in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4065

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 94-5.

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Buildings in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4066

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 95-C.

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Interior steps of building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4067

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 96-B.

Topic: Architecture
-- Interior architecture
-- PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4068

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 97-D.

Topic: Architecture
   Interior architecture
   PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Jerusalem in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4069

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 98-F.

Place: Jerusalem
   Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Interior of building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4070

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 99-2.

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4071

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 100-D.

Topic: Mosques -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Omar Mosque
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Interior of Christ's Tomb, Jerusalem: Active no. 1344 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4072

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141]

Orig. No. 101-3.

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Interior architecture -- Palestine
     PALESTINE SERIES
     Tombs -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of home in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4073

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 103-C.

Topic: Dwellings -- Palestine.
       PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine.] [ stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4074

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 104-B.

- Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
  Mosques -- Palestine
  PALESTINE SERIES
- Place: Palestine
- Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of two women in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4075

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141]. Orig. no. 106-D.

- Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
  Portraits -- Women
- Place: Palestine
- Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded market in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4076
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141]. Orig. no. 107-C.

Topic: Markets -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boat in harbor in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4077
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 108-F.

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Waterscapes -- Palestine

Place: Jaffa (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 4078

"Poor".
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].
Orig. No. 110.

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 4079

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].
Orig. No. 111-3.

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Tree in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4080
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 112-B.

Topic: Camels -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Trees -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Camel in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4081
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 113-B.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Camel in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4082
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 114-C.

Topic: Agriculture -- Palestine
Camels -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tower in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4083
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 115-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Towers -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4084
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].
Orig. No. 116-3.

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Yard in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4085
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].
Orig. No. 117-C.

Topic: Architecture
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded plaza in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4086
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 118-E.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographic negatives -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The Garden of Gethsemane, Jerusalem [Active no. 1345 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4087
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141]

Orig. No. 119-B.

Topic: Gardens -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Garden of Gethsemane
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 34

RSN Numbers 4088-4200

Image(s)

[Street scene in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4088

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 121-G.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4089

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 122-D.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Via Dolorosa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4090

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 123-1.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Cemeteries -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Muslim Cemetery (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4091

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 124-2.
Topic: Gardens -- Palestine
    PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4092
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 125-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
    PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4093
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 127-3.
Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4094
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 128-3.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Interior arches in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4095
Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 129-2.
Topic: Arches
Architecture -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4096

Currently stored in box 1.1.21 [141].

Orig. No. 130.

Topic: Arches
Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Holy Sepulchre Church, Jerusalem. [Active No. 1340 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4098

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Stone of the Atonement, Church of Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem. [Active no. 1343 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4099

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Rachel's Tomb, on the road to Bethlehem. [Active no. 1358 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4100

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179]

Orig. No. 133.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
       Tombs

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
       Palestine
       Rachel

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Convent of Mar Saba [Active no.1382 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4101

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179]

Orig. No. 141-10.

Topic: Convents
       PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Mar Saba
       Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Nazareth [Active no.1394 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4102

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179]

Orig. No. 214-3.

Place: Nazareth
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

Cana of Galilee. [Active no. 1398 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4103

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179]

Orig. No. 221-4.

Place: Cana
Galilee
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Votive niches in Face of Cliff, Source of Jorda. [Active no. 1403 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4104
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 243-4.

Topic: Cliffs
Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Rivers -- Palestine

Place: Jordan
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4105
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 131-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
[Open plaza in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4106
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 134-B.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4107
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 135-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Columns
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
[High-angle view of city in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4108
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 136-3.
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[High-angle view of city in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4109
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 137-3.
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4110

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 138-3.

Place: Palestine
Solomon Pond

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4111

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 139-C.

Place: Palestine
Solomon Pond

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Outdoor group portrait in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Five women in front of building with arches and stairs.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4112

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 140-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Portraits, Group -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4113

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 142-C.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Valleys -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4114
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 143-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4115
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 144-4.
Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded walkway in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4116
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 145-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
King David Tower (Jerusalem)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4117
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 146-B.

Topic: City views
   PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 4118

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 147-C.

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 4119

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 148-C.
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine, with city: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4120
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 149-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded walkway in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4121
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 150-B.
Topic: Gates -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
      Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4122

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 152-C.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4123

"The Cradle of Christianitly." "Keystone Underwood."

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 153-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 4124

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 154-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of man in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Wearing liturgical vestments?
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 4125

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179]. Orig. no. 155-B.
About 1823/1824, Baden-Baden, Publisher

[Portrait of man in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Full figure shown, standing near a door.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4126
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 155-E.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Orig. No. 156-B.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Interior of empty church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4128
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 157-5.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of empty church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4129
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 158-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      Interior architecture -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of empty church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 4130

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 159-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      Churches -- Palestine
      Interior architecture -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Church in Palestine, exterior view: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 4131
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 160-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      Churches -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of empty church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 4132

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 161-D.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      Churches -- Palestine
      Interior architecture -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4133

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 162-D.

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4134

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 163-E.

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Interior of empty church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 4135

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 165-2.

Topic:

Architecture -- Palestine
Churches -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place:

Palestine

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4136

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 166-C.

Topic:

Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place:

Jerusalem
Palestine
Via Dolorosa

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wall in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4137

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 167-C.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine
Walls -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
West Wall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Jerusalem in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4138

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 168-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of empty church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4139
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 169-A.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      Churches -- Palestine
      Interior architecture -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of empty church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4140
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 170-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      Churches -- Palestine
      Interior architecture -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of empty church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4141
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 171-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Churches -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4142
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 172-I?

Topic: Crowds -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded plaza in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4143
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 172-D.

Topic: Crowds
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded plaza in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4144
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 173-H.

Topic: Crowds -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior view in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4145

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 174-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4146

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 175-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave entrance in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4147

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 176-B.

Topic: Caves -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of empty cathedral in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4148

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 177-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Cathedrals -- Palestine
Churches -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine

PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Road and buildings in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4149

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 178-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Roads -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Empty street in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4150

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 179-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
      Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
      RSN 4151

"Palestine."

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 180-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      Mosques -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4152

"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 181-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Interior architecture -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Tower in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4153

"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 182-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES
       Towers -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded plaza in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4154

"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 183-G.

Topic: Crowds -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4155

"No catalog number."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 185-2.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4156
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 186-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Outdoor portrait of three women in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4157
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179]. Orig. no. 187-E.

Topic: Architecture
PALESTINE SERIES
Portraits -- Women

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4158

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 189-D.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4159

"Palestine."

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 190-4.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4160

"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 190-6.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4161

"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 192-5.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4162

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 193-B.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4163

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 194-2.
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4164

"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 195-2.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4165

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 196-4.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4166

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 197-4.

Topic: Caves -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4167

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 198-3.

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4168

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 199-4.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4169

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 200-D.

Topic: Architecture
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Indoor portrait of three men in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4170
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 200-F.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4171
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 201-3.
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine -- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4172
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 202-B.

Topic: Architecture
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[River and ruins in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4173
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 204-C.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Rivers -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4174

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 205-E.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4175

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 206-B.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4176

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 207-B.

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4177

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 208-C.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Interior of church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4178
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 209-2.

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4179
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 210-C.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Rivers -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4180

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 211-2.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4181

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 212-3.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4182
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 213-2.

Place: Palestine
Tabor Mountain

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Workers in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4183
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 215-D.

Topic: Architecture
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4184

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 216-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Churches -- Palestine
       Interior architecture -- Palestine

PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior view in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4185

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 217-F.
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates  
Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection  
NMAH.AC.0143

Topic: Architecture  
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 4186

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 219-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine  
Churches -- Palestine  
Interior architecture -- Palestine  
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of church in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 4187

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 218-4.
| Topic: Architecture -- Palestine  
| Churches -- Palestine  
| Interior architecture -- Palestine  
| PALESTINE SERIES  
| Place: Palestine  
| Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
| -- Glass  
| Stereoscopic photographs  

[Building in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 4188  
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].  

Orig. No. 220-3.  

| Topic: Architecture  
| PALESTINE SERIES  
| Place: Palestine  
| Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
| -- Glass  
| Stereoscopic photographs  

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 4189  
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].  

Orig. No. 222-B.
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Camels. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 4190
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179]. Orig. no. 223-B.

Topic: Camels -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4191
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. No. 224-2.
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4192
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 225-3.

Place: Palestine
Sea of Galilee
Tiberias (Israel)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4193
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 226-C.
Place: Palestine
    Sea of Galilee
    Tiberias (Israel)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Crowded boat on Sea of Galilee : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 4194

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 227-C.

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
    PALESTINE SERIES
    Rivers -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
    Sea of Galilee

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 4195

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. no. 228-3.

Place: Capernaum (Extinct city)
Palestine
Sea of Galilee

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4196
"Palestine."

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 229-B.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Coastal view in Palestine.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Coastal view in Palestine.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4197
"Palestine."

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 230-D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PALESTINE SERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterscapes -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:       | Palestine                   |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Coastal view in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4\" x 7\")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4198

"Palestine."

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 231-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Beaches -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boats -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PALESTINE SERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterscapes -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:       | Palestine                   |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Landscape in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4199

"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 232-B.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
-- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Stone building Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4200

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 233-2.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine
Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
-- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs
The Tomb of Christ, Jerusalem. 1314 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The Tomb of Christ, Jerusalem. 1314 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 4097
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Archaeology -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
      Ruins -- Palestine
      Tombs -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
      Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Box 35
RSN Numbers 4201-4304

Image(s)

[Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4201
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 234-2.

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Rocky landscape in Palestine.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 4210
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
"Palestine."
Orig. no. 242-D.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Rivers -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 4211
"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. no. 244-D.
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4212

"Palestine."

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 245-2.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4213

"Palestine."

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Copy and Version Identification Note

247-3

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Klaat Namrud (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Palestine" on original envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4214

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 248-4.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Klaat Namrud (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Palestine" on original envelope?

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4215

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 249-2.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Klaat Namrud (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Palestine" on original envelope?

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4216

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 250-4.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Klaat Namrud (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Palestine" on original envelope?

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4217

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 251-D.

Topic:
Children -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Portraits -- Palestine
Villages -- Palestine

Place:
Palestine

Genre/

Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Building interior in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4218

"Palestine."

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 255-2.

Topic:
Architecture -- Israel
Interior architecture -- Israel
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Church interior in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Christian church, showing pews, with altar in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4219

"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 256-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Israel
Churches -- Israel
Interior architecture -- Israel

PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Building interior in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4220
"Palestine."

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 257-3.

- **Topic**: Architecture -- Israel
  Interior architecture -- Israel
  PALESTINE SERIES
- **Place**: Palestine
- **Genre/Form**: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[High-angle view of city in Palestine : stereo negative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4221

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. No. 257-C-2.

- **Place**: Palestine
- **Genre/Form**: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs
- **Topic**: PALESTINE SERIES

[Market in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4222
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 259-C.

Topic: Markets -- Palestine
      PALESTINE SERIES
      Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4223

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Copy and Version Identification Note
260-C

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
      Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Stone building exterior, Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4224

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 261-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- Israel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PALESTINE SERIES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:       | Palestine               |
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|             | -- Glass                |
|             | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Arcaded building with tower, Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4225

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 262-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- Israel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PALESTINE SERIES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:       | Palestine               |
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|             | -- Glass                |
|             | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Mosque in Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4226

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Orig. No. 263-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Minarets -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tower in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4227

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

264-C (orig. no.)

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Towers -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4228
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. no. 265-4.

Topic: Columns -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4229
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Orig. no. 266-2.

Topic: Columns -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Ruins in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 4230

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 267-3.

Topic: Columns -- Palestine  
PALESTINE SERIES  
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 4231

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 268-3.

Topic: Columns -- Palestine  
PALESTINE SERIES  
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4232
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Orig. no. 269-3.

Topic: Columns -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4233
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 270-3.

Topic: Columns -- Palestine
       PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4234
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 272-2.

Topic: Columns -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4235
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 273-4.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4236

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Active no. 274-C.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Ruins -- Palestine
Place: Baabek (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat in water, Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4237

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].
Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. no. 501.

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Waterscapes -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Body of water, Palestine : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4238
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179]

Orig. no. 502-B.

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Waterscapes -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bridge of St. Martin and church of St. John of the Kings, Toledo, Spain.
[Active no. 10850 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4239
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 263-B.
Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Churches -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain
St. John of the Kings
St. Martin
Toledo (Spain)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pastoral view of Toledo, Spain and Tagus River. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4240
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 264-B-2.

Names: Alcazar (Toledo, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain
Tagus River
Toledo (Spain)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful cloisters of the church of St. John of the Kings, Toledo, Spain.
[Active no.10851 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4241

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 271-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Churches -- Spain
Convents -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
Monasteries
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain
St. John of the Kings
Toledo (Spain)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4242

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 272-B.

Topic: SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain
Place: Spain
   Toledo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The Cathedral and Alcazar, looking N. from South bank of Tagus, Toledo, Spain. [Active no. 10852 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 4243

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 265-3.

Names: Alcazar (Toledo, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
   Cathedrals -- Spain
   Palaces -- Spain
   Rivers -- Spain
   SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain
   Tagus River
   Toledo (Spain)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Toledo, Spain and Alcazar. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4244

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 266-2.

Names: Alcazar (Toledo, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Palaces -- Spain
      Rivers -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES
Place: Spain
      Toledo (Spain)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Building in Spain. stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4245

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 267-B.

Topic: Arches
      Architecture -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES
Place: Spain
      Toledo?
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Gateway in Spain : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4246

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 268-C.

Topic:

Arabic Puerta (Toledo, Spain)
Architecture -- Spain
Gates -- Spain

Place:

Spain
Toledo
Visagra

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Toledo, Spain and Alcazar, and countryside. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4247

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Copy and Version Identification Note

269-3

Topic:

Factories -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES
Swords

Place: Spain
   Toledo

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Spain
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Old Bridge of Alcantara and the imposing Alcazar on the cliffs above the Tagus, Toledo, Spain. [Active no.10854 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4248
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 261-A.

Names: Alcazar (Toledo, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Bridges -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       Rivers -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Alcantara Bridge (Toledo, Spain)
       Spain
       Tagus River
       Toledo (Spain)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridges on Tagus River at Toledo, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4249
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Copy and Version Identification Note
262-2

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Place: Alcantara Bridge (Toledo, Spain)
Spain
Tagus River
Toledo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4250
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 273-A

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Goats -- Spain
Roads -- Spain
The busy quay and new Custom House of Barcelona, the chief seaport of Spain. [Active no.10881 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4251

Similar to RSN 6590.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 22-B

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Boats -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
Ports -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Ships -- Spain

Place: Barcelona (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The busy quay and new Custom House of Barcelona, the chief seaport of Spain. [Active no.10881 : variant view, stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3- 3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4252

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 21-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Boats -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
Ports -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Ships -- Spain

Place: Barcelona (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Overlooking the Rambia--a favorite promenade and an important business street, Barcelona, Spain. [Active no.10882 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4253

Similar to RSN 6591.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1]

Copy and Version Identification Note

16-B
Under the palms--along the beautiful Paseo de Colon, Barcelona, Spain. [Active no. 10883 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 4254

Similar to RSN 6592.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 23-B.

Arch of Triumph from the Paseo San Juan, Barcelona, Spain. [Active no. 10884 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4255

Similar to RSN 6593.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 31-B.

Topic:
Arch of Triumph (Paris, France)
Arches
Monuments -- Spain -- Barcelona
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place:
Barcelona (Spain)
Paseo San Juan
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4256

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 24-B.

Topic: Carts
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Barcelona (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in Barcelona. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4257

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 26-B.

Topic: Monuments -- Spain
Parks -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Sculptures -- Spain

Place: Barcelona (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4258

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 27-B

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Barcelona (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Barcelona, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4259

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 29-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Barcelona (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene, Barcelona, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

With figures and palm trees.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4260

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 30-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Barcelona (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Barcelona bullfight : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4261

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1]. Associated number, 13-D.

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Barcelona (Spain) Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cafe in Spain. stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4262

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 17-C.

Topic: Restaurants
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Barcelona (Spain)? Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephant in zoo : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4263
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 18-B.

**Topic:** Elephants -- Spain  
SPAIN SERIES  
Zoo animals

**Place:** Barcelona (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4264

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 19-B.

**Topic:** Gardens -- Spain  
Parks -- Spain  
SPAIN SERIES

**Place:** Barcelona (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Barcelona, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4265

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 20-B.

Place: Barcelona (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: SPAIN SERIES

Looking West over Carthagena [Cartagena?], old Moorish castle at right, Spain. [Active no.10885 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4266

Similar to RSN 6594.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

orig. no. 33-1

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Architecture, Islamic -- Spain
Castles -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cartagena (Spain)
Moors (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
Fishing boats and waterships in the harbor of Carthagena [Cartagena?], an important naval station of Southern Spain. Active no. 10886 : stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Fishing boats and waterships in the harbor of Carthagena [Cartagena?], an important naval station of Southern Spain. Active no. 10886 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4267

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1]. Orig. no. 38-A.
Orig. no. 38-A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Armed Forces -- Spain Boats -- Spain Fishing -- Spain Harbors -- Spain Mountains -- Spain SPAIN SERIES Ships -- Spain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Cartagena (Spain) Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A diver at work in the harbor of Carthagena [Cartagena?], Spain. [Active no. 10887, variant; stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4268

Similar to RSN 6598.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 39-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Diving Harbors SPAIN SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Cartagena (Spain) Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A diver at work in the harbor of Carthagena [Cartagena?], Spain. [Active no. 10887 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4269

Video number 03054

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1]

Orig. no. 64-C.

Topic: Boats -- Spain
Diving -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Ships -- Spain

Place: Cartagena (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steamship with flag banners in harbor in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4270

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 47-A.

Topic: Flags -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Ships -- Spain

Place: Cartagena (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Steamship with flag banners in harbor in Spain. photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4271

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 49-B.

Topic: Flags -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Ships -- Spain

Place: Cartagena (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Steamship with flag banners in harbor in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 4273

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 57.

Topic:
- Flags -- Spain
- Harbors -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES
- Ships -- Spain

Place:
- Cartagena (Spain)
- Spain

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Steamship with flag banners in harbor in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4274

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 60-B.

Topic:
- Flags -- Spain
- Harbors -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES
- Ships -- Spain

Place:
- Cartagena (Spain)
- Spain

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Steamship with flag banners in harbor in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4275

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11], moved from [1].

Orig. no. 61-B.

Topic: Flags -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Ships -- Spain

Place: Cartagena (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking N.W. across the harbor to the ruined Alcazaba, Malaga, Spain.
[Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4276

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 220-2.

Names: Alcazaba (Malaga, Spain)
Topic: Castles -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
Ruins -- Spain
Looking N.W. across the harbor to the ruined Alcazaba, Malaga, Spain. [Black-and-white stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4277
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

221-B.

Names: Alcazaba (Malaga, Spain)
Topic: Boats -- Spain
Castles -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
Ruins -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Malaga (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

S.W. from the Gibralfaro over Malaga and its splendid Cathedral, Spain. [Active no. 10889 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4278

Similar to RSN 6598.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 222-2.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
   Fortification -- Spain
   Mountains -- Spain
   SPAIN SERIES

Place: Gibralfaro (Spain)
       Malaga (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

S.W. from the Gibralfaro over Malaga and its splendid Cathedral, Spain.
[Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4279

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 223-B-3.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
   SPAIN SERIES

Place: Gibralfaro (Spain)
       Malaga
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs
The fortress Gibralfaro E. from the Cathedral, Malaga, Spain. [Active no. 10890 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4280
Similar to RSN 6599.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 225-3.

Topic: Castles -- Spain
Fortification -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Gibralfaro (Spain)
Malaga (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Malaga and its lovely vine and fruit clad hills--looking East from Cathedral, Spain. [Active no. 1089 :1 stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4281
Similar to RSN 6600
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].
Orig. no. 226-2.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
      Mountains -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES

Place: Malaga
      Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

In one of the great Bodegas of Malaga, Spain. [Active no. 10892 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4282

Similar to RSN 6601-6603. Orig. no. 224-C.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Topic: Barrels
      Bodegas
      SPAIN SERIES
      Warehouses
      Wine and wine making

Place: Malaga
      Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape with boats in Spain.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4283

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 227-D.

Topic: Boats -- Spain
       Cathedrals -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
       Waterscapes -- Spain

Place: Malaga (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4284

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 7-E.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, palace in Granada, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4285

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 16-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Moorish palace in Granada, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4286
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Copy and Version Identification Note

212-B

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Moorish palace in Granada, Spain: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4287

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Copy and Version Identification Note

212 1/2-B

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Moorish palace in Granada, Spain: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4288
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].
Orig. no. 5-4.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
       Court of the Myrtles (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Moorish palace in Granada, Spain : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4289
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].
Orig. no. 13-3.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
       Court of the Myrtles (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
[The Alhambra, Moorish palace in Granada, Spain : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4290

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 18-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Court of the Myrtles (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Caption: The Alhambra, Moorish palace in Granada, Spain : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4291

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 208-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Court of the Myrtles (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Architectures -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Court of the Myrtles where the Moorish kings sat in state. [Active no. 10897: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4292

Similar to RSN 6008.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 233-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Court of the Myrtles (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Architectures -- Spain
Architecture, Islamic -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An exquisite gem of Moorish architecture--famous court of the Lions. [Active no. 10895 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4293

Similar to RSN 6006 and 4293-4297.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 19-3.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Architecture, Islamic -- Spain
Fountains
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An exquisite gem of Moorish architecture--famous court of the Lions. [Active no. 10895 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 4294

Similar to RSN 6006 and 4293-4297.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 213-2?

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic:

Architecture -- Spain

Architecture, Islamic -- Spain

Fountains

Palaces -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES

Place:

Granada (Spain)

Spain

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

An exquisite gem of Moorish architecture--famous court of the Lions.

[Active no. 10895 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4295

Similar to RSN 6006 and 4293-4297.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 235-A-4.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic:

Architecture -- Spain

Architecture, Islamic -- Spain

Fountains -- Spain

Palaces -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An exquisite gem of Moorish architecture--famous court of the Lions.
[Active no. 10895 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4296
Similar to RSN 6006 and 4293-4297.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 235-D-1.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Architecture, Islamic -- Spain
Fountains
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An exquisite gem of Moorish architecture--famous court of the Lions.
[Active no.10895 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4297

Similar to RSN 6006 and 4293-4297
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11]

Orig. no. 235-B-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
       Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Fountains
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Court of Justice, the Alhambra. [Active no. 11103: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4298

Similar to RSN 6714. Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11]. Orig. no. 3-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
       Court of Justice (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)
       Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)
[Palace in Spain.] photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): [Palace in Spain.] photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 4299  
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].  
orig. no. 10-5  
Names:  
Alhambra (Granada, Spain)  
Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)  
Topic:  
Architecture  
Fountains  
Palaces -- Spain  
SPAIN SERIES  
Place:  
Granada (Spain)  
Spain  
Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Interior, palace in Spain.] [Stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4300

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 11-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
       Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Fountains -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Granada, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4301

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 209-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
       Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain -- Granada
       Fountains -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Granada, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4302

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 214-2

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Fountains -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Granada, Spain.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4303

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 217-2.
Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
       Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic:  Architecture -- Spain -- Granada
       Fountains -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place:  Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Granada, Spain.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4304

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 234-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
       Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic:  Architecture -- Spain -- Granada
       Fountains -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place:  Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"Palestine." [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 4202

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179]

Orig. no. 235-B.

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

Palestine. [Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4203

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 236-D.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Roads -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palestine. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4204
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179]

Orig. no. 237-2.

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Landscape in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4205
"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 238-A-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4206

"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 238-D.

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE SERIES

[Exterior group portrait in Palestine. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4207

"Palestine."
Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

Orig. no. 239-C.

Topic: Children -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE SERIES
Portraits -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rapids on Jordan River.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4208

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

"Palestine."

Orig. no. 240.

Topic: PALESTINE SERIES
Rapids -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine

Place: Jordan River
Palestine

[View of Jordan River.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4209

Currently stored in box 1.1.22 [179].

"Palestine."

Orig. no. 241-B.
Box 36
RSN Numbers 4305-4402

Image(s)

Beautiful Hall of the Kings, created by a Moorish architect in 14th Century.
[Active no. 10896 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4305

Similar to RSN 6607.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11]

Orig. no. 12-3

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Hall of the Kings (Alhambra, Grenada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture, Islamic -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Granada, Spain.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4306
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].
Orig. no. 4-5.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain -- Granada
Palaces -- Spain
SPAN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Granada, Spain.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4307
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].
Orig. no. 6-3.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain -- Granada
Palaces -- Spain
SPAN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Granada, Spain.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4308

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 17-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain -- Granada
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Alhambra, Granada, Spain.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4309
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 231-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Alhambra (Granada, Spain)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Gardens -- Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palaces -- Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPAIN SERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Generalife Gardens (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Granada (Spain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Palace in Spain. stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4311

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 15-B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Alhambra (Granada, Spain)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Architecture -- Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gardens -- Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palaces -- Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPAIN SERIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Generalife Gardens (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Granada (Spain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Palace of the Generalife, E. from a window in the Hall of the Ambassadors.

[Active no.10898 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4312

Similar to RSN 6609.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

orig. no. 216-2

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Gardens -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Generalife Gardens (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)
       Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque old Granada from an arch in the Palace of the Generalife.
[Active no.10900 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4313

Similar to RSN 6611.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].
orig. no. 229-A-2

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Arches -- Spain
Architecture -- Spain
Gardens -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Generalife
Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque old Granada from an arch in the Palace of the Generalife.
[Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4314
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

orig. no. 229-C-1

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Arches -- Spain
Architecture -- Spain
Gardens -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Generalife
Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

View from the Alhambra. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4315

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 210-2

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Gardens -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

View of Granada. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4316

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 215-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Gardens -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain

Place: Granada (Spain)

Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Spain.] [Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4317

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 215-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain -- Granada

Palaces -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)

Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

View over Granada. [Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4318

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11]

Orig. no. 232-2

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: SPAIN SERIES

Granada and the famous Alhambra, N.W. over the Generalife from the "Chair of the Moor," Spain. [Active no.10893 photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4319

Similar to RSN 6604

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11]

orig. no. 219-B-2

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Generalife
Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4310

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no.230-2

Names:    Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic:    Architecture -- Spain
          Gardens -- Spain
          Palaces -- Spain
          SPAIN SERIES
Place:    Generalife Gardens (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)
          Granada (Spain)
          Spain
Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Granada, Spain, from hill. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Seated figure in foreground views city from hill.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4320

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 218-B.

Place:    Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: SPAIN SERIES

The Alhambra and snowclad peaks of the Sierra Nevada. [Active no.10894 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4321
Similar to RSN 6605
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

orig. no. 243-4

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture
Mountains -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Sierra Nevada Mountains
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tombs of Ferdinand and Isabella (left) in the Royal Chapel of the Cathedral, Granada. [Active no.10901 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4322

Similar to RSN 6612.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 237-3.

Names: Ferdinand, King
       Isabella, Queen

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
       Interior architecture -- Spain
       Royalty
       SPAIN SERIES
       Tombs

Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful Sacristy, of the purest marbles, Cartuja Convent, Granada.
Active no. 10902: stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The beautiful Sacristy, of the purest marbles, Cartuja Convent, Granada. Active no. 10902: stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponitng, Herbert George, 1870-1935,Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4323


Topic: Convents
       Interior architecture
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cartuja (Spain) -- Convent
       Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A gypsy coquette--before a gypsy cave dwelling, Granada. [Active no. 10903 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4324

242-B (orig. no.)

Similar to RSN 6614.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Topic: Caves
   Couples
   Dwellings -- Spain.
   Love -- Spain
   SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
   Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Gypsies -- Spain -- Granada

A gypsy coquette--before a gypsy cave dwelling, Granada. [Active no. 10903 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4325
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 241-C.

Topic:  Caves -- Spain
       Couples -- Spain
       Dwellings -- Spain
       Gypsies -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place:  Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

A gypsy home and family, Granada. [Active no. 11107 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4326

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Similar to RSN 6718.

Orig. no. 20-C.

Topic:  Family -- Spain -- Granada
        Gypsies -- Spain -- Granada
        SPAIN SERIES

Place:  Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of cathedral in Spain.] [Stereo photonegative.]
The beautiful Sacristy, of the purest marbles, Cartuja Convent, Granada. Stereo photonegative

Image(s): The beautiful Sacristy, of the purest marbles, Cartuja Convent, Granada. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4328

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11]. Orig. no. 2-3.

Topic: Architecture
Convents
Interior architecture
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cartuja (Spain) -- Convent
Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of cathedral in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4329

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Orig. no. 238-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Interior architecture
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4330
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Orig. no. 239-C.

Topic: SPAIN SERIES
   Streets -- Spain

Place: Granada (Spain)
   Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Aerial view of city in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4331

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 8-B.

Place: Granada (Spain)
   Spain

Genre/Form: Aerial Photographs
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs
   Topographical views

Topic: SPAIN SERIES

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4332

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 9-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Mountains -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Aerial view of the Alhambra, Granada, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4333

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 14-2.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Mountains -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Aerial Photographs
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
            Topographical views
Cordova, the ancient capital of the Moors, north from the Cathedral. [Active no.10904 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4334

Similar to RSN 6615.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Copy and Version Identification Note
249-2

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: SPAIN SERIES

The Cathedral (formerly a Moorish Mosque) from the Orange court, Cordova. [Active no. 10905 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4335

Similar to RSN 4336, 4337 and 6616.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11]

Orig. no. 250-B.
The Cathedral (formerly a Moorish Mosque) from the Orange court, Cordova. [Active no.10905 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4336

Similar to RSN 4335, 4337 and 6616.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Copy and Version Identification Note

257-C

The Cathedral (formerly a Moorish Mosque) from the Orange court, Cordova. [Active no.10905 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4337

Similar to RSN 4335, 4336 and 6616.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Copy and Version Identification Note
258-B

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain
Orange Court (Cordova, Spain)
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A forest of Arches and Columns--interior of old Moorish Mosque
(Cathedral). [Active no.10906 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4338

Similar to RSN 4338-4341 and 6617.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].
A forest of Arches and Columns--interior of old Moorish Mosque (Cathedral). [Active no.10906 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4339

Similar to RSN 4338-4341 and 6617.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

A forest of Arches and Columns--interior of old Moorish Mosque (Cathedral). [Active no.10906 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4340

Similar to RSN 4338-4341 and 6617.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Copy and Version Identification Note
253-2

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Cathedrals -- Spain
       Mosques -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
       Mezquita
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A forest of Arches and Columns--interior of old Moorish Mosque (Cathedral). [Active no.10906 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4341

Similar to RSN 4338-4341 and 6617.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].
Copy and Version Identification Note

247-4

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Mezquita
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Superb archway in the old Moorish Mosque (Cathedral), Cordova. [Active no.10907 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4342

Similar to RSN 6618.

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Copy and Version Identification Note

254-3

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Mezquita
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautifully carved choir stalls, Cathedral, Cordova. [Active no.10908 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4343

Similar to RSN 4343-4345 and 6619.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 251-A-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Sculptures -- Spain

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautifully carved choir stalls, Cathedral, Cordova. [Active no. 10908 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4344

Similar to RSN 4343-4345 and 6619.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 251-C-4.
Beautifully carved choir stalls, Cathedral, Cordova. [Active no.10908 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4345

Similar to RSN 4343-4345 and 6619.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no.251-B-3.

Beautifully carved choir stalls, Cathedral, Cordova. [Active no.10908 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4345

Similar to RSN 4343-4345 and 6619.
Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no.251-B-3.

[ Mosque in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4346

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 255-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Spain.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s): [Mosque in Spain.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4347

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 246-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4348

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no. 245-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4349

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].
Orig. no. 256-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Mosque in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4350

Currently stored in box 1.1.23 [11].

Orig. no.260-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tower of Gold and the splendid Cathedral from across the Guadalquivir River, Seville. [Active no.10909 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4352

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Similar to RSN 6621 and 6622.

Plaza San Fernando--a typical square in old Seville--and the Giralda Tower.

[Active no.10910 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4352

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].
Orig. no. 102-E.

Topic: Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain
Towers -- Spain

Place: Giralda Tower (Seville, Spain)
San Fernando Plaza
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The pride of Seville--magnificent Cathedral and famous Giralda Tower, Spain. [Active no.10911 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4353

Similar to RSN 6623.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 184-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Towers -- Spain

Place: Giralda Tower (Seville, Spain)
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the splendid naves in the Cathedral, Seville. [Active no.10913 : photonegative.]
One of the splendid naves in the Cathedral, Seville. [Active no.:10913 variant photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4354

Similar to RSN 4354-4357 and 6624.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 131-C.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs
One of the splendid naves in the Cathedral, Seville. [Active no.10913 : variant photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4356

Similar to RSN 4354-4357 and 6624.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no.134-B.

One of the splendid naves in the Cathedral, Seville. [Active no.10913 : variant photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4357

Similar to RSN 4354-4357 and 6624.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 133-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Tomb of Christopher Columbus, Seville Cathedral. [Active no.
10914 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4358

132-4

Similar to RSN 6626.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].
Names: Columbus, Christopher

Topic: Architecture -- Spain -- Seville
Cathedrals -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Tombs

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4359
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 125-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Alcazar, famous Palace of the Moorish kings, as seen from top of the
Giralda, Seville. [Active no. 10915 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 4360

Orig. no. 104-B.

Similar to RSN 6627

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Alcazar (Toledo, Spain)
Topic: Giralda (Seville, Spain)

Palaces

SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Aerial view of Seville, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4361

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 105-2.

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Aerial Photographs

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Topographical views

Topic: SPAIN SERIES

Beautiful tropical gardens of the Alcazar, Seville. [Active no.10916 : photonegative.]
Beautiful tropical gardens of the Alcazar, Seville. [Active no.10916 : variant photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4363

Similar to RSN 4362 and 6628.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 93-A3.

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)

Topic: Gardens -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Topic: Gardens -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Alcazar--famous palace of the Moorish Kings, Seville. [Active no.10917 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4364

Similar to RSN 4365 and 6629.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 77-B.

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Alcazar--famous palace of the Moorish Kings, Seville. [Active no. 10917 variant : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4365

Similar to RSN 4364 and 6629. Orig. no. 107-2.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of Alcazar, Seville, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4366

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 106-3.

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
[Interior view, Alcazar, Seville, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4367
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 78-2.

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Fountains -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior, Alcazar, Seville, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4368

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no.79-3.

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Fountains -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Beautiful arched entrance to the magnificent Hall of the Ambassadors,
Alcazar, Seville. [Active no.10918 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4369

Similar to RSN 4370 and 6630.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 83-B-1.

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Hall of Ambassadors (Alcazar, Seville)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful arched entrance to the magnificent Hall of the Ambassadors, Alcazar, Seville. [Active no.10918 variant : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4370

Similar to RSN 4369 and 6630.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1]

Orig. no. 82-3.

Names:

Alcazar (Seville, Spain)

Hall of Ambassadors (Alcazar, Seville)

Topic:

Architecture -- Spain

Interior architecture -- Spain

Palaces -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES

Place:

Seville (Spain)

Spain

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Typical pretty girls of Seville in the Patio of a nobleman's residence. [Active no.10919 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4371
Similar to RSN 4371-74 and 6631.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 129-C.

Topic: Clothing -- Spain
       Dress -- Spain
       Dwellings -- Spain
       Fashions -- Spain
       Flowers -- Spain
       Gardens -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Typical pretty girls of Seville in the Patio of a nobleman's residence. [Active no.10919 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4372

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Similar to RSN 4371-74 and 6631.

Orig. no. 122-B.

Topic: Clothing -- Spain
       Dress -- Spain
       Dwellings -- Spain
       Fashions -- Spain
       Flowers -- Spain
       Gardens -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Typical pretty girls of Seville in the Patio of a nobleman's residence. [Active no. 10919, variant : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4373

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Similar to RSN 4371-74 and 6631.

Orig. no. 128-C.

Topic: Clothing and dress
Dwellings -- Spain.
Fashions
Flowers
Gardens
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Typical pretty girls of Seville in the Patio of a nobleman's residence. [Active no. 10919 : variant photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4374
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Similar to RSN 4371-74 and 6631.

Orig. no. 128-C.

Topic:
- Clothing -- Spain
- Dress -- Spain
- Dwellings -- Spain
- Fashions -- Spain
- Flowers -- Spain
- Gardens -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES

Place:
- Seville (Spain)
- Spain

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

A religious procession in a side street in old Seville. [Active no.10920 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4375

Similar to RSN 6632.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 124-B.

Topic:
- Ceremonies -- Spain
- Parades -- Spain
- Religion -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES
- Streets -- Spain

Place:
- Seville (Spain)
- Spain

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
Spanish Society at the "Feria"; the great annual fair, Seville. [Active no. 10921 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4376

Similar to RSN 6633.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Original no. 74-B.

Topic: Celebrations -- Spain
       Expositions -- Spain
       Fairs -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
       Streets -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Spanish Society at the "Feria"; the great annual fair, Seville. [Active no.10921 : variant stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4377

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 73-C.
A picturesque scene at the great annual cattle fair, Seville. [Active no. 10922 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4378

Similar to RSN 6634.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 67-B.

A picturesque scene at the great annual cattle fair, Seville. [Active no. 10922 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4379

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 72-C.

Topic: Celebrations -- Spain
      Cows -- Spain
      Fairs -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4380

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 66-B.

Topic: Horses -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
       Spain
[Street scene, Seville, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4381
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 68-B.

Topic: SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain
Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

[Parade of early automobiles in Spain, possibly Seville. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4382
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 75-B.
Among the ruined walls of the ancient Roman amphitheatre at Italica near Seville: stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Among the ruined walls of the ancient Roman amphitheatre at Italica near Seville: stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4383

Orig. no. 90-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Cancelled by scratching.

Among the ruined walls of the ancient Roman amphitheatre at Italica near Seville. [Active no.10923 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4384

Similar to RSN 6635.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 90-F.

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Spain
Ruins -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES

Place: Italica (Spain)
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene, Seville, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4385

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 81-B.

Topic: SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
 -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Tower in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4386

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 85-B.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain
Towers -- Spain

Place: Giralda Tower (Seville, Spain)
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
 -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Park, with figures, Seville, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
With kiosk or gazebo in lake.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4387
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 86-B.

Topic: Children -- Spain
       Gardens -- Spain
       Gazebos
       Parks -- Spain
       Pavilions
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Giralda Tower, Seville, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Horses pulling a covered wagon are shown.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 4388

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 87-E.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Carts -- Spain
       Cathedrals -- Spain
       Horses -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
       Streets -- Spain
       Towers -- Spain

Place: Giralda Tower (Seville, Spain)
       Seville (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs
[Children on walkway beside river in Seville, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4389

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 88-D.

Topic: Children -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Walkways -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave, Seville, Spain, with children. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4390

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 89-B.

Topic: Caves -- Spain
Children -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Arched structure (aqueduct and/or bridge?), Seville, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4391
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 91-B.

Topic: Aqueducts -- Spain
Children -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque town of Alcala, famous for its flour, Southern Spain. [Active no.10924 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4392
Similar to RSN 6636.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].
Orig. no. 183-1.

Topic: 
- Flour
- Gardens -- Spain
- Parks -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES

Place: 
- Alcala (Spain)
- Spain

Genre/Form: 
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque town of Alcala, famous for its flour, Southern Spain. [Active no. 10924 : variant photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4393
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].
Orig. no. 96-B.

Topic: 
- Gardens -- Spain
- Horses -- Spain
- Parks -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES
- Wagons -- Spain

Place: 
- Alcala (Spain)
- Spain

Genre/Form: 
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Guadaira River and old Moorish Castle, Alcala. [Active no. 10925 : photonegative.]
Ruined walls and towers of the old Moorish Castle, Alcala de Guadaira.

[Active no. 10926 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4395

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Similar to RSN 6638.

Orig. no. 97-B.
A landscape in Andalusia--Guadaira River near Alcala, Southern Spain. [Active no. 10927: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4396

Similar to RSN 6639.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 99-C.

[Aerial view, Alcala, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4397
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 94-A-2.

Place: Alcala (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Aerial Photographs
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views

Topic: SPAIN SERIES

[Outdoor family portrait in Spain.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4398
INCORRECT IMAGE LINKED.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 94-B-2.

Place: Alcala (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: SPAIN SERIES

[FAMILY GROUP OUTSIDE CAVE IN SPAIN. STEREO PHOTONEGATIVE.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4399

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 98-D.

Topic: Caves -- Spain
Family -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Alcala (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[STREET SCENE IN SPAIN. STEREO PHOTONEGATIVE.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4400

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 100-B.

Topic: SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Colorful parade in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4401
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 135-B.

Topic: Horses -- Spain
Parades -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Wagons -- Spain

Place: Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives - Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Facade of cathedral in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4402
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].
Orig. no. 145-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Churches -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 37

RSN Numbers 4403-4493

Image(s)

Sherry over 100 years old--interior of one of the great bodegas, Jerez.
[Active no. 10928 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4403

Similar to RSN 4404 and 6640.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1]. Orig. no. 143-2.

Topic: Barrels
SPAIN SERIES
Sherry
Warehouses
Wine and wine making

Place: Jerez (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sherry over 100 years old--interior of one of the great bodegas, Jerez.
[Active no. 10928 variant : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4404

Similar to RSN 4403 and 6640.

Topic: Barrels
Bodegas
SPAIN SERIES
Sherry
Warehouses
Wine and wine making

Place: Jerez (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Washing bottles before filling--at one of the wineries, Jerez. [Active no. 10929 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4405

Similar to RSN 6641.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 140-A.
Bottling the famous sherry in one of the great bodegas, Jerez. [Active no. 10930b : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4406

Similar to RSN 6642.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 139-A.

Pumping cognac (used in mixing or blending) from barrels to jug in a bodega, Jerez. [Active no. 10931 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4407

Similar to RSN 6643 and 6644.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 142-A.

Topic: Barrels -- Spain
      Bodegas -- Spain
      Cognac -- Spain
      Laborers -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES
      Sherry
      Wine and wine making -- Spain

Place: Jerez (Spain)
      Spain

Genre/Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Love making in Andalusia--a courtship through barred windows, Southern Spain. Active no. 10932. [Stereo photonegative], ca. 1900-1910
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): Love making in Andalusia--a courtship through barred windows, Southern Spain. Active no. 10932. [Stereo photonegative], ca. 1900-1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4408
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].
Similar to RSN 6645. Orig. no. 123-B.

Topic: Couples -- Spain
Dwellings -- Spain.
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Andalusia (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Barrels of sherry. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4409

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1]. Orig. no. 138-2.

Topic: Barrels
Bodegas
SPAIN SERIES
Sherry
Wine and wine making

Place: Jerez (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men inspecting large casks of sherry. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4410

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1] Orig. no. 137-B.

Topic: Barrels
Bodegas
SPAIN SERIES
Sherry
Wine and wine making

Place: Jerez (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men with casks of sherry outdoors. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4411

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1]. Orig. no. 144-B.

Topic: Barrels
Bodegas
SPAIN SERIES
Sherry
Wine and wine making

Place: Jerez (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cadiz and its Cathedral S.E. from the Torre de Vigia (Watch Tower), Spain.
Active no.10933 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4412

Similar to RSN 6646

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1]

Orig. no. 151-B.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain

Place: Cádiz (Spain)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Cadiz and its Cathedral. [Active no.10933 variant : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4413

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1]

Orig. no. 154-B.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain

Place: Cádiz (Spain)
Cadiz, Northwest from the Cathedral to the Torre de Vigia, Spain. [Active no. 10934 photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4414

Similar to RSN 6647.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 162-1.

Looking East over the harbor from the Cathedral belfry, Cadiz. [Active no. 10935 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 4415

Similar to RSN 4416 and 6648

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1]

Orig. no. 160-2.

Topic: Belfries
Bell towers
Cathedrals -- Spain
Harbors
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cádiz (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Spain.] [Active no.10935 : variant photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4416

Similar to RSN 4415 and 6648.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 159-C.

Topic: Belfries
Bell towers -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Sculptures -- Spain

Place: Cádiz (Spain)
Spain
Torre de Vigia

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4417

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 148-D.

Topic: Horses -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain
Wagons -- Spain

Place: Càdiz (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4418

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 147-B.

Topic: SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Cadiz (Spain) ?
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4419
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 150-B.

Topic: SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Cadiz (Spain) ?
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral interior, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4420
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].
Orig. no. 152-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Cathedrals -- Spain
      Interior architecture
      SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cadiz (Spain) ?
      Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral interior, Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Possibly Cadiz.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4421

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 153-3.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Cathedrals -- Spain
      Churches -- Spain
      Interior architecture -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cádiz (Spain)
      Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Spain.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Harbor in Spain.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4422

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 155-B.

Topic: Harbors
SPAIN SERIES
Sailboats

Place: Cadiz (Spain)?
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Spain.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Harbor in Spain.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4423

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 157-B.

Topic: Harbors
SPAIN SERIES
Sailboats

Place: Cadiz (Spain)?
Spain
[Harbor in Spain.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Harbor in Spain.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4424
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 158-B.

Topic:
Fishing
Harbors
SPAIN SERIES
Sailboats

Place:
Cadiz (Spain)?
Spain

[Harbor in Spain.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Harbor in Spain.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4425
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 149-B.
Imposing Gorge of the Guadaleven and the New Bridge, Ronda. [Active no. 10937, variant: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4426

Similar to RSN 4427 and 6650

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1]

Orig. no. 163-B.

Imposing Gorge of the Guadaleven and the New Bridge, Ronda. [Active no. 10937 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4427

Similar to RSN 4426 and 6650
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1]

Orig. no. 164-3.

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Guadalevin River (Spain)
Ronda
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Structure in Spain.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Structure in Spain.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4428

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 166-B.

Topic: Gates -- Spain
Washerwomen at the banks of the Guadalevin below picturesque Ronda. 
Active no.10938 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4429
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].
Similar to RSN 4430 and 6651.

Orig. no. 167-A.

Topic: Laundry -- Spain.
Portraits -- Women
Rivers -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES
Place: Guadalevin River (Spain)
Ronda
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Washerwomen at the banks of the Guadalevin below picturesque Ronda. 
Active no.10938 : variant photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4430

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Similar to RSN 4429 and 6651.

Orig. no. 168-B.

Topic: Laundry -- Spain.
Portraits -- Women
Rivers -- Spain

Place: Guadalevin River (Spain)
Ronda
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Donkeys beside Guadalevin River in Ronda, Spain.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Donkeys beside Guadalevin River in Ronda, Spain.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4431

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 169-E.

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Donkeys
Rivers -- Spain

Place: Guadalevin River (Spain)
Ronda
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking across the New Bridge (300 ft. high) over the Guadalevin Gorge, Ronda. [Active no.10939 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4432
Similar to RSN 4432
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1]

Orig. no. 170-A.

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Place: Guadalevin River (Spain)
Ronda
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Ronda Sierras seen through the railings of the New Bridge, Ronda. [Active no.10940 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4433
Similar to RSN 4433
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 172-2.

Topic: Mountains -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Ronda
Sierras
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over Guadalevin River in Ronda, Spain.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Bridge over Guadalevin River in Ronda, Spain.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4434

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 171-B.

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Canyons
Gorges
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Guadalevin River (Spain)
Ronda
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landcape in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4435

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 165-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Ronda?
Spain

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Spain
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand entry into the arena of the matadors, picadors and their attendants.
[Active no. 11052, variant : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4436

Similar to RSN 4437 and 6657.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 186-B.

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand entry into the arena of the matadors, picadors and their attendants.
[Active no. 11052 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4437

Similar to RSN 4436 and 6657.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 70-A.

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The dazed bull circling the arena in search of his tormentors. Active no.
11053 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The dazed bull circling the arena in search of his tormentors. Active no. 11053 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4438
Similar to 6658. Associated number, 118-B. Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The horse of a picador being gored by the enraged bull while the picador pierces bull with lance. No. 11054 : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The horse of a picador being gored by the enraged bull while the picador pierces bull with lance. No. 11054 : stereoscopic photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4439
Similar to RSN 4439 and 6659. Orig. no. 71-D.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The horse of a picador being gored by the enraged bull while the picador pierces bull with lance. [Active no. 11054, variant : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4440

Similar to RSN 4439 and 6659.

Orig. no. 186-H.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic:
Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Exciting moment for the picador, maddened bull overthrowing man and horse. [Active no.11055 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4441

Similar to RSN 6660,
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1],

Orig. no. 76-B.

Topic:
Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place:
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Awful onslaught of angry bull on horse while picador plants lance in bull's shoulder. Active no. 11056 : stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Awful onslaught of angry bull on horse while picador plants lance in bull's shoulder. Active no. 11056 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
187-C (associated number)

RSN 4442

Similar to RSN 6661
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Seville : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4443

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 69-C.

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Horses -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The vanquished bull after having fought his best headed from the ring by mule team. [Active no. 11072 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4444

Similar to RSN 6681.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 71-E.

Topic: Arenas -- 1900-1910 -- Spain  
BULL FIGHT SPAIN  
Bullfights -- Spain  
Crowds -- Spain  
Mules -- Spain  
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)  
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Seville : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4445

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 110?

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of home in Spain.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Interior of home in Spain.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4446

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

Orig. no. 21-B.

Topic: Dwellings -- Spain.
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Spain.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Architecture in Spain.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4447

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].
Orig. no. 22-D.

Topic: Architecture
Donkeys
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Outdoor crowd in Spain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4448

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

Orig. no. 240-D.

Topic: Children -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Spain
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A shepherd and his flock on one of plains of Andalusia. [Active no. 10941: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4449

Similar to RSN 6654.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

Orig. no. 244-C.

Topic: SPAIN SERIES
Sheep -- Spain
Shepherds -- Spain

Place: Andalusia (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Spain
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Spain.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene in Spain.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4450

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The fort and town from the jetty. [Active no.16301 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4451
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15A].

Topic: Fortification -- Morocco
Harbors -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque old Moorish city of Tangier and the bay, from the Sultan's Palace. [Active no.16303 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4452
Similar to RSN 4453 and 7791.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15A].

Topic: Harbors -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The picturesque old Moorish city of Tangier and the bay, from the Sultan's Palace. [Active no.16303 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4453
Similar to RSN 4452 and 7791.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15A].

Topic: Harbors -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tangier from Treasury Hill. [Active no.16305 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4454
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15A].

Orig. no. 27-B.

Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: MOROCCO

In the Soko or market. [Active no.16306 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4455

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15A].

Topic: MOROCCO
Markets -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
Soko
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where the picturesque Arabs throng--the market. [Active no.16308 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4456

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15A].

Topic: MOROCCO
Markets -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the market, swarming with Arab life. [Active no.16309 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4457

Similar to RSN 7796.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15A].

Topic: MOROCCO
Markets -- Morocco
Streets -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tangier from a steamer in the bay. [Active no.16311 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4458

Similar to RSN 7799.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

Orig. no. 192-A.

Topic: Boats -- Morocco
Harbors -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Ships -- Morocco

Place:
Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shipping cattle--on the beach. [Active no.16312 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4459

Similar to RSN 4459-4602 and 7800.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15A].

Topic:
Beaches -- Morocco
Boats -- Morocco
Cows -- Morocco
Harbors -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Piers -- Morocco

Place:
Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Morocco.] [Active no.16312 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4460

Similar to RSN 4459-4602 and 7800.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].
Orig. no. 195-B.

Topic: Beaches -- Morocco
Boats -- Morocco
Harbors -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Piers -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Shipping cattle--on the beach. [Active no.16312 : photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4461

Similar to RSN 4459-4602 and 7800.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].
Orig. no. 196-B.

Topic: Beaches -- Morocco
Boats -- Morocco
Cows -- Morocco
Harbors -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Piers -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shipping cattle--on the beach. [Active no. 16312 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4462

Similar to RSN 4459-4602 and 7800.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

Orig. no. 194-B.

Topic: Beaches -- Morocco
Boats -- Morocco
Cows -- Morocco
Harbors -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Piers -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking North from a housetop and over Tangier to the Kasaba (citadel). [Active no. 16313 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4463
Similar to RSN 4464 and 7801.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

Orig. no. 197-2.

**Topic:** Citadels -- Morocco  
Fortification -- Morocco  
MOROCCO

**Place:** Kasaba (Tangier, Morocco)  
Morocco  
Tangier (Morocco)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking North from a housetop and over Tangier to the Kasaba (citadel).  
[Active no.16313 : photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 4464

Similar to RSN 4463 and 7801.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

**Topic:** Citadels -- Morocco  
Fortification -- Morocco  
MOROCCO  
Portraits -- Morocco

**Place:** Kasaba (Tangier, Morocco)  
Morocco  
Tangier (Morocco)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

In the great Socca de Barra, the chief market place. [Active no.16314 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4465
Similar to RSN 4465-4467 and 7802.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15A].

Topic: MOROCCO
Markets -- Morocco
Streets -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
Socca de Barra
Soka
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the great Socca de Barra, the chief market place. [Active no.16314 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4466
Similar to RSN 4465-4467 and 7802.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].
Orig. no.202-A.

Topic: MOROCCO
Markets -- Morocco
Streets -- Morocco

Place:
- Morocco
- Socca de Barra
- Soka
- Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In the great Socca de Barra, the chief market place. [Active no.16314 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4467

Similar to RSN 4465-4467 and 7802.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

Orig. no. 204-B.

Topic:
- MOROCCO
  Markets -- Morocco
  Streets -- Morocco

Place:
- Morocco
- Socca de Barra
- Soka
- Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bab el Faes, or Outer Town Gate between the Main Street and Outer Market. [Active no. 16315 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4468

Similar to RSN 4469 and 7803.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15A]

| Topic: | Gates -- Morocco
|        | MOROCCO
|        | Streets -- Morocco
| Place: | Bab el Faes (Tangier, Morocco)
|        | Morocco
|        | Tangier (Morocco)
| Genre/ | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
| Form:  | -- Glass
|        | Stereoscopic photographs

Bab el Faes, or Outer Town Gate between the Main Street and Outer Market. [Active no. 16315 : stereo photonegative.]

1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4469

Similar to RSN 4468 and 7803.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

Orig. no. 205-B.

| Topic: | Gates -- Morocco
|        | MOROCCO
|        | Streets -- Morocco
| Place: | Bab el Faes (Tangier, Morocco)
|        | Morocco
|        | Tangier (Morocco)
| Genre/ | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
| Form:  | -- Glass
|        | Stereoscopic photographs
Moorish procession escorting a returned pilgrim from Mecca into Tangier.
[Active. No.16316 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4470
Similar to RSN 7804.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15A].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Parades -- Morocco
Religion -- Morocco

Place: Mecca
Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Morocco.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Harbor in Morocco.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4471
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

Orig. no. 206-C.

Topic: Harbors -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Place: Morocco
   Tangier (Morocco)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Morocco.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Harbor in Morocco.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4472
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [11].

Orig. no. 198-B.

Topic: Harbors -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Place: Morocco
   Tangier (Morocco)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

A narrow, tortuous street, roofs nearly meeting overhead, characteristic of the Arab quarter, Algiers. [Active No. 16413 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4473
Similar to RSN 7817.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B].
Orig. no. 2952.

Topic: ALGERIA
Stairways
Streets -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Summer Palace of the Governor General, once the residence of the Dey, Algiers. [Active no.16415 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4474
Similar to RSN 7819
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B]

Orig. no. 2959-D.

Topic: ALGERIA
Architecture
Palaces

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)
Dey (Algiers)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the heart of the Arab market, sons of the desert with their loads of forage. [Active no. 16432 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4475

Similar to RSN 7836.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B].

Topic: ALGERIA
- Carts -- Algeria
- Landscapes (representations) -- Algeria
- Markets -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
- Constantine (Algeria)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Old Roman aqueduct, Tunis. [Active no. 16511 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4476

Similar to RSN 7850.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B].

Orig. no. 3016.

Topic: Aqueducts -- Tunis
- Landscapes (representations) -- Tunisia
- Ruins -- Tunis
- TUNIS
- Water -- Tunis

Culture: Romans

Place: Tunis

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
The harbor of Palermo and Mount Pellegrino. [Active no.16701 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 4477
Same as RSN 7851. Number (16706-K) incorrect on plate.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B].

Topic:
Boats -- Sicily
Harbors -- Sicily
Mountains -- Sicily
SICILY
Waterscapes -- Sicily

Place:
Mount Pellegrino
Palermo (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The quarries of ancient Syracuse, which yielded the material of which the city was built. [Active no.16709 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4478
Similar to RSN 7857.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B].
Topic: Caves -- Sicily
Children -- Sicily
Quarrying -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The harbor and railway terminal, Algeciras, Spain. Gibraltar in distance.
[Active no.10942 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4479

Similar to RSN 6655.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no.188-B.

Topic: Boats -- Spain
Channels -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
Islands -- Gibraltar
Railroads -- Spain
SPAIN
Straits -- Spain
Trains -- Spain

Place: Algeciras (Spain)
Gibraltar
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"An enormous lion crouched between the Atlantic and Mediterranean,"
Gibraltar and harbor. [Active no.16876 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4480

Similar to RSN 4481 and 7867.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B].

Topic: Boats -- Gibraltar
Channels -- Gibraltar
Harbors -- Gibraltar
Islands -- Gibraltar
SPAIN
Ships -- Gibraltar
Straits -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A picturesque walk in the beautiful Alameda Gardens, Gibraltar. [Active no. :16880 photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4483

Similar to RSN 7871.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B].

Topic: Gardens -- Gibraltar
SPAIN
Walkways -- Gibraltar
Place: Alameda Gardens (Gibraltar)
Gibraltar

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The key to the Mediterranean"--Gibraltar showing highest point (1,396 ft.)
[Active no.16881 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4485

Similar to RSN 4484 and 7872.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B].

Topic: Channels -- Gibraltar
Islands -- Gibraltar
Mountains -- Gibraltar
SPAIN
Seacoasts -- Gibraltar
Straits -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gibraltar from the shore of Spain--Spanish sentries in foreground. [Active
no. 16884 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4486
Similar to RSN 7875.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 175-B.

Topic: Armed Forces -- Spain
       Boats -- Spain
       Channels -- Spain
       Guards -- Spain
       Islands -- Gibraltar
       Mountains -- Spain
       SPAIN
       Straits -- Spain

Place: Gibraltar
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

A herdsman and his flock of goats on the rocky hillside above Gibraltar. N. to hills of Spain. [Active no.16885 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 4487

Similar to RSN 7876

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1]

Orig. no. 173-A.

Topic: Channels -- Gibraltar
       Goats -- Gibraltar
       Harbors -- Gibraltar
       Islands -- Gibraltar
       SPAIN
       Shepherds -- Gibraltar
       Straits -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar
       Spain
"An enormous lion crouched between the Atlantic and Mediterranean."
Gibraltar and harbor. [Active no.16876 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4481
Similar to RSN 4480 and 7867.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B].

Topic:
- Boats -- Gibraltar
- Channels -- Gibraltar
- Harbors -- Gibraltar
- Islands -- Gibraltar
- Mountains -- Gibraltar
- SPAIN
- Ships -- Gibraltar
- Straits -- Gibraltar

Place:
Gibraltar

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Waterport Street, the principal business thoroughfare of Gibraltar. [Active no.16877 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4482
Similar to RSN 7868
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B]

Topic: SPAIN
   Streets
Place: Gibraltar
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

"The key to the Mediterranean"--Gibraltar showing highest point (1,396 ft.)
[Active no.16881 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4484

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 4485 and 7872.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1], moved from [15B].

Topic: Channels --zGibraltar
   Islands -- Gibraltar
   Mountains -- Gibraltar
   SPAIN
   Seacoasts -- Gibraltar
   Straits -- Gibraltar
Place: Gibraltar
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque village of Santa Catalina on the Sea side (E.) of Gibraltar.
[Active no.16886 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4488

Similar to RSN 7877.

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 176-B.

Topic: Channels -- Gibraltar
      GIBRALTAR
      Islands -- Gibraltar
      Mountains -- Gibraltar
      Straits -- Gibraltar
      Villages -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar
       Santa Catalina (Gibraltar)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque village of Santa Catalina on the Sea side (E.) of Gibraltar.
[Active no.16886 : variant photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4489

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 179-B.

Topic: Channels -- Gibraltar
      GIBRALTAR
      Islands -- Gibraltar
      Mountains -- Gibraltar
      Straits -- Gibraltar
      Villages -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar
       Santa Catalina (Gibraltar)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Children leaving the village chapel after devotions. [Active no.16887 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4490
Similar to RSN 7878.
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 178-B.

Topic:
Children -- Gibraltar
Churches -- Gibraltar
GIBRALTAR
Villages -- Gibraltar

Place:
Gibraltar
Santa Catalina

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Gibraltar.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Gibraltar.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4491
Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].
Orig. no. 177-B.

Topic:
- Boats -- Gibraltar
- Channels -- Gibraltar
- GIBRALTAR
- Islands -- Gibraltar
- Mountains -- Gibraltar
- Ships -- Gibraltar
- Straits -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Gibraltar.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Gibraltar.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4492

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 182-B.

Topic:
- Beaches -- Gibraltar
- Channels -- Gibraltar
- GIBRALTAR
- Islands -- Gibraltar
- Mountains -- Gibraltar
- Straits -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Gibraltar.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Gibraltar.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4493

Currently stored in box 1.1.24 [1].

Orig. no. 181-B.

Topic: Channels -- Gibraltar
      GIBRALTAR
      Islands -- Gibraltar
      Seascapes -- Gibraltar
      Ships -- Gibraltar
      Straits -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Box 38

RSN Numbers 4494-4592

Image(s)

The city of Bombay, metropolis of Western India, from Malabar Hill. [Active no.14001 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4494

Similar to RSN 7306

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]
Orig. no. 296-2.

Place: Bombay (India)
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: INDIA

Victoria Terminus, one of the finest railway stations in the world. [Active no.14003: photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4495

Similar to RSN 7308.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 297-D.

Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Plazas -- India
Railroads -- India
Stations -- India

Place: Bombay (India)
India -- 1890-1920
Victoria Terminus

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The lion entrance to the wonderful rock-carved caves of Elephanta, near Bombay [Active no.14004 photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4496

Similar to RSN 7309.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 298-3.

Topic:
Caves -- India
INDIA
Lions -- India
Sculptures -- India

Place:
Bombay (India)
Elephanta (India)
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The Trimurti or three-faced bust of Shiva, 19 ft. high, Elephanta Cave, near Bombay. [Active no.14005 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4497

Similar to RSN 7310.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 300-4.
Interior of the Dilwarra temple, filled with the most exquisite carving in all India. [Active no.14006 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4498

Similar to RSN 7311.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 293-3.

Names: Dilwarra Temple (Dilwarra, India)

Topic: Architecture -- India
Art -- India
Carvings -- India
INDIA
Religion -- India
Sculptures -- India
Temples -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Truly Oriental--a street in the ancient city of Ajmere. [Active no. 14007 : stereo photonegative.]
The dazzling whiteness of the Orient--street leading to the Maharaja's Palace, Udaipur. [Active no.14009 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4501

Similar to RSN 4502 and 7316
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 289-A.

Topic:
INDIA
Palaces
Streets -- India

Place:
India -- 1890-1920
Udaipur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The dazzling whiteness of the Orient--street leading to the Maharaja’s Palace, Udaipur. [Active no.14009 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4502

Similar to RSN 4501 and 7316

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36], moved from [142]

Topic: INDIA
   Palaces
   Streets -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920
   Udaipur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Enormous marble palace of the Maharaja from across Lake Pichola, Udaipur. [Active no.14010 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4503

Similar to RSN 7317.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 278-B.

**Topic:** INDIA
Lakes -- India
Palaces -- India

**Place:** India -- 1890-1920
Pichola Lake
Udaipur (India)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The imposing royal palace, with its marble terraces, overlooking Lake Pichola. [Active no.14011 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 4504

Similar to RSN 7318-7320.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 283-1.

**Topic:** INDIA
Lakes -- India
Palaces -- India

**Place:** India -- 1890-1920
Pichola Lake
Udaipur (India)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Drawing-room in the royal palace, showing cut glass table and silver chairs. [Active no.14012 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4505

Similar to RSN 7321
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 279-1.

Topic: Art
INDIA
Interior architecture
Palaces

Place: India -- 1890-1920
Udaipur

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Jugdish temple, a most perfect example of Hindu architecture. [Active no.14014 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4506

Similar to RSN 7322. Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 280-A.

Names: Jugdish Temple (Udaipur, India)

Topic: Architecture -- India
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
INDIA
Herding goats on the great plains outside the beautiful city of Udaipur. [Active no. 14015 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4507
Similar to RSN 7323.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 290-B.

Topic: Goats -- India
       INDIA
       Palm trees -- India
       Trees -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920
       Udaipur

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- India
          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Hundreds of wild boars from the jungle swarming on the hills near Udaipur. [Active no. 14017 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4508

Similar to RSN 7325
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 291-C.

Topic:
Boars
INDIA
Jungles -- India

Place:
India -- 1890-1920
Udaipur

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- India
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The sacred Lake and infinitely sacred temple of Brahma, at Pushkar.
[Active no.14018 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4509

Similar to RSN 7326.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 277-B.
Names: Brahma Temple (Pushkar, India)
Topic: INDIA
   Lakes -- India
   Religion -- India
   Temples -- India
Place: India -- 1890-1920
   Pushkar (India)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The marvelously picturesque old city of Udaipur on beautiful Lake Pichola. [Active no. 14008 : photonegative.]
   1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 4500

Similar to RSN 7313-7315.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 282-2.

Topic: INDIA
   Lakes -- India
Place: India -- 1890-1920
   Pichola Lake
   Udaipur (India)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The broad, spacious Johri bazaar, a typical street in Jaipur, India's model city. Caption no. 14021 : photonegative
   1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): The broad, spacious Johri bazaar, a typical street in Jaipur, India's model city. Caption no. 14021 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 4510

Similar to RSN 7329.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36], moved from [9].

Topic:
Camels -- India
Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- India
INDIA
Markets -- India
Streets -- India

Place:
India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)
Johri Bazaar (Jaipur, India)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An Oriental omnibus--elephant with its load of passengers, at the palace gate, Jaipur. [Active no.14022 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4511

Similar to RSN 4512, 7330 and 7331
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 233-A.

Topic:
Elephants -- India
Gates -- India
INDIA
Palaces -- India
Streets -- India

Place:
India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An Oriental omnibus--elephant with its load of passengers, at the palace gate, Jaipur. [Active no.14022 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4512

Similar to RSN 4511, 7330 and 7331.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36], moved from [9].

Topic: Elephants -- India
      Gates -- India
      INDIA
      Palaces -- India
      Streets -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920
      Jaipur (India)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Great palace of the Maharaja, a huge pile of Oriental architecture, Jaipur. [Active no.14023 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4513

Similar to RSN 7332.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].
Orig. no. 204-B.

Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Palaces -- India
Plazas -- India
Place: India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The fantastic creation of an Oriental monarch, Hall of the Winds, Jaipur.
[Active no.14025 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4514

Similar to RSN 7336 and 7337
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 237-A.

Topic: Architecture
INDIA
Streets -- India
Place: Hall of the Winds (Jaipur, India)
India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

State elephants of the Maharaja on parade, Jaipur. [Active no.14026 : photonegative.]
Mohammedans performing the sword dance in the festival of Mahorem, Jaipur. [Active no. 14027 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4515

Similar to RSN 7338.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 240-J.

Topic: Elephants -- India
INDIA
Parades -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mohammedans performing the sword dance in the festival of Mahorem, Jaipur. [Active no. 14027 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4516

Similar to RSN 7339. Associated number 238-C. Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Topic: Celebrations
Dances
Festivals
INDIA
Islam -- India.
Mahorem Festival
Music -- Religious aspects -- Islam -- India.
Streets -- India
Place:        India -- 1890-1920
              Jaipur (India)
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Manak Chowk, a busy thoroughfare in Jaipur. [Active no.14028 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4517
Similar to RSN 7340-7342.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 234-B.

Topic:        Elephants -- India
              INDIA
              Streets -- India
Place:        India -- 1890-1920
              Jaipur (India)
              Manak Chowk
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Feeding the sacred pigeons in the streets of Jaipur. [Active no.14029 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4518

Similar to RSN 7343
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 250-C.

Topic: INDIA
Pigeons
Streets -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Indian flamingoes in the gardens of the royal palace, Jaipur.
[Active no.14030 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4519

Similar to RSN 4520 and 7344.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 247-D.

Topic: Birds -- India
Flamingos -- India
Gardens -- India
INDIA
Palaces -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Indian flamingoes in the gardens of the royal palace, Jaipur.
[Active no.14030 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 4520

Similar to RSN 4519 and 7344.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36], moved from [9].

Topic: Birds -- India
Flamingos -- India
Gardens -- India
INDIA
Palaces -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

How the Oriental travels--bullock carts in the streets of Jaipur. [Active no.14031 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4523

Similar to RSN 7345
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 242-A.

Topic:  Carts -- India
       Cows -- India
       INDIA
       Transportation

Place:  India -- 1890-1920
        Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Mohammedans celebrating a holiday in the hills outside Jaipur. [Active no.14032 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4521

Similar to RSN 4522 and 7346
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 231.

Topic:  Celebrations
        INDIA
        Mountains -- India

Place:  India -- 1890-1920
        Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Mohammedans celebrating a holiday in the hills outside Jaipur. [Active no.14032 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4522

Similar to RSN 4521 and 7346

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 242.

Topic: Celebrations
INDIA
Mountains -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great royal palace in the deserted city of Amber, once the capitol of Jaipur. [Active no.14033 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4524

Similar to RSN 7347-7349.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 256-D.

Topic: Camels -- India
Elephants -- India
INDIA
Palaces -- India

Place: Amber (India) (Extinct city)
India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The perils of photography: our artist, H.G. Ponting, F.R.G.S., photographing alligators at short range on the edge of an Indian lake. Active no. 14034 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4525
Similar to RSN 7350.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]. Orig. no. 266-A.

Topic: Alligators -- India
        INDIA
        Lakes -- India
        Mountains -- India
        Photographers -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Very near view of a monster alligator emerging from an Indian river. Active no. 14035 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Very near view of a monster alligator emerging from an Indian river. Active no. 14035 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4526

Similar to RSN 4527 and 7351

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]. Orig. no. 261-A.

Topic: Alligators

INDIA
Rivers -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Very near view of a monster alligator emerging from an Indian river. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Very near view of a monster alligator emerging from an Indian river. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4527

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Similar to RSN 4526 and 7351. Orig. no. 253-B.

Topic: Alligators

INDIA
Rivers -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Good friends--a huge elephant, the gentlest and most docile of beasts, and cattle feeding together. [Active no.14036 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4528

Similar to RSN 7352

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 268-A.

Topic: Cows -- India
     Elephants -- India
     INDIA

Place: India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephants, India] : stereo photonegative

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Elephants, India] : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 4529

Orig. no. 267-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- India
     INDIA

Place: India -- 1890-1920
The picturesque city of Alwar from the hill below the fort. [Active no.14037 : photonegative.]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4530
Similar to RSN 7353
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 225-B-2.

Place: Alwar (India)
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The bustling main street of Alwar, looking toward the fort. [Active no.14038 : photonegative.]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4531
Similar to RSN 7354.
Holy tank of Alwar, surrounded with palaces and shrines, a scene of surpassing beauty. [Active no.14039 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4532

Similar to RSN 7355.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 219-A-2.

Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Lakes -- India
Mountains -- India
Palaces -- India
Religion -- India
Shrines -- India
Temples -- India

Place: Alwar (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
A street scene in ancient Delhi--the "Rome of Asia." [Active no. 14042 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4533
Similar to RSN 7360.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 425-B.

Topic: Children -- India
INDIA
Mosques -- India
Streets -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Jumma Mosque, Delhi, of White marble and red sandstone, the greatest in India. [Active no. 14043 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4534
Similar to RSN 7361.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].
Orig. no. 410-A.

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)

Topic: Architecture -- India
      INDIA
      Mosques -- India
      Plazas -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
       India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Mohammedans performing the ceremony of washing hands and lips at Jumma Mosque, Delhi. [Active no.14044 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 4535

Similar to RSN 7362.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 409-A.

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
       Mohammed

Topic: Architecture -- India
       Ceremonies -- India
       INDIA
       Mosques -- India
       Plazas -- India
       Religion -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
       India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Assembling for prayer, multitudes of devout Mohammedans in the courtyard of the Jumma Mosque, Delhi. [Active no. 14045 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
413-B (associated number)

RSN 4536
Similar to RSN 7363-7365.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Mosques -- India
Plazas -- India
Religion -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Assembling for prayer, multitudes of devout Mohammedans in the courtyard of the Jumma Mosque, Delhi. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Broken.

Local Numbers
411-B (associated number).
RSN 4537

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Mosques -- India
Plazas -- India
Religion -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
India -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Assembling for prayer, multitudes of devout Mohammedans in the courtyard of the Jumma Mosque, Delhi. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4538

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 412-B.

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Mosques -- India
Plazas -- India
Religion -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Assembling for prayer, multitudes of devout Mohammedans in the courtyard of the Jumma Mosque, Delhi. [Active no. 14046 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4539
414-A
Similar to RSN 7366.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Mosques
Plazas
Religion
Place: Delhi (India)
India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Curiously and beautifully carved pillars in the hall of the Kutbul Mosque, Delhi. [Active no.14049 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4540
Similar to RSN 7369.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 210-A.

Names: Kutbul Mosque (Delhi, India)

Topic: Architecture -- India
       Art -- India
       Carvings -- India
       INDIA
       Mosques -- India
       Sculpture -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
       India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"Most imposing emblem of Mohammedan power that this earth can show," [sic] the Kitub Minar, 700 years old, perfect in every detail, Delhi.
[Active no. 14050 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4541

Similar to RSN 7370.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 423-B.

Topic: Architecture -- India
       INDIA
       Kitub Minar (Delhi, India)
       Mosques -- India
       Religion -- India
       Towers -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
       India
       Mohammed
Professional dancing girls in the streets of old Delhi. [Active no. 14051: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4542
Similar to RSN 4542-4544 and 7371.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 417-A.

Topic:    Art
          Dance
          INDIA
          Streets -- India

Place:    Delhi (India)
          India -- 1890-1920

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Professional dancing girls in the streets of old Delhi. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4543
Similar to RSN 4542-4544 and 7371.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig No. 421-B.

**Topic:** Dance
INDIA
Streets -- India

**Place:** Delhi (India)
India -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Professional dancing girls in the streets of old Delhi. [Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4544

Similar to RSN 4542-4544 and 7371

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53]

Orig no. 422-B.

**Topic:** Dance
INDIA
Streets -- India

**Place:** Delhi (India)
India -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hall of the Peacock Throne, in the palace of the Grand Moguls, walls inlaid with gems, Delhi. [Active no.14052 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4545

Similar to RSN 4546 and 7372

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53]

Topic:

Architecture -- India
Art
Gems
INDIA
Interior architecture -- India
Palaces

Place:

Delhi (India)
India
Peacock Throne

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hall of the Peacock Throne, in the palace of the Grand Moguls, walls inlaid with gems, Delhi. [Active no.14052 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4546

Similar to RSN 4545 and 7372.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 408-2.
Indian lapidaries working under an Italian artist to restore the mosaics of the royal palace, Delhi. [Active no. 14053 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4547
Similar to RSN 7373.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 406-2.

Imposing ruins of a massive gate in the walls of old Delhi. [Active no.14054 : stereo photonegative.]
Camels and their drivers among the ruins of ancient Delhi. [Active no.14055 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4549

Similar to RSN 7377.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 217-C.
Marble tomb of Nizam-uddin-Aulia, a celebrated Moslem poet, near Delhi. [Active no. 14056 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4550

Similar to RSN 7378.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 212-B.

Amritsar ("pool of immortality"), one of the wealthiest cities of India. [Cat. No. 14057 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4551
210-2? (associated number)
Similar to RSN 7379.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Topic:
Architecture -- India
INDIA
Lakes -- India
Religions -- India

Genre/Form:
Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Amritsar (India)
India -- 1890-1920

The Golden Temple, sacred lake and clock tower, Amritsar. [Cat. No. 14058 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancellation scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 4552
AC0143-0004552 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]. Similar to RSN 7380. Associated number, 196-C.
Names: Golden Temple (Amristar, India)

Topic: Clock towers -- India
      INDIA
      Lakes -- India
      Religions -- India
      Sikhs
      Temples, Hindu -- 1900-1910 -- India

Place: Amritsar (India)
       India -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Golden Temple, Amristsar, India. Active no. 14059 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4553

AC0143-0004553 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 4553-4556 and 7381.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 195-B.

Names: Golden Temple (Amristar, India)

Topic: INDIA
       Lakes -- India
       Sikhs -- India
       Temples -- India

Place: Amritsar (India)
       India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful white marble causeway leading to the Golden Temple, Amritsar.
[Cat. No. 14059 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
Beautiful white marble causeway leading to the Golden Temple, Amritsar.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4554
AC0143-0004554 (AC scan number)
Similar to RSN 4553-4556 and 7381.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Copy and Version Identification Note
194-B.

Names: Golden Temple (Amristar, India)
Topic: INDIA
Religions -- India
Sikhs
Temples -- India
Place: Amritsar (India)
India
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4555
AC0143-0004555
Similar to RSN 4553-4556 and 7381.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36], moved from [142].

Names: Golden Temple (Amristar, India)
Topic: INDIA
       Religions -- India
       Sikhs
Place: Amritsar (India)
       India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance gate and causeway over the sacred tank, Golden Temple, Amritsar. [Cat. No. 14060 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4556

Similar to RSN 7382.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Copy and Version Identification Note
193-C.

Names: Golden Temple (Amristar, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
       Gates -- India
       INDIA
       Lakes -- India
       Religions -- India
       Sikhs
       Temples -- India
Place: Amritsar (India)
       India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

A Sikh strong man with his clubs, the heaviest 640 lbs., the smallest 160 lbs. Cat. No. 14062 : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): A Sikh strong man with his clubs, the heaviest 640 lbs., the smallest 160 lbs. Cat. No. 14062 : stereoscopic photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
192-B (associated number)
RSN 4557
Same as RSN 7384.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Athletes -- 1900-1910 -- India
Athletics -- 1900-1910 -- India
Ethnology -- India
INDIA
Sikhs -- 1900-1910 -- India
Streets -- India
Weight lifters -- 1900-1910 -- India
Weight lifting -- 1900-1910 -- India

Place: India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A city of great antiquity--Lahore from the Wazir Khan Mosque. [Active no.14063 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4558

Similar to RSN 7385.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig no. 205-A.

Topic: INDIA
Mosques -- India
Religion -- India

Place: India
Lahore (India)
Wazir Khan Mosque

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "hansom cabs" of Agra in the street before the Jumma Mosque.
[Active no.14064 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4559

Similar to RSN 7386.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 383-B.

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)

Topic: INDIA
Mosques -- India
Religion -- India
Streets -- India
Transportation -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
The Taj Mahal, most magnificent memorial of the Mogul dynasty, reflected in the waters of the Jumna river, Agra. [Active no. 14065: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4560
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].
Similar to RSN 7387.
Orig. no. 400-1.

Names: Shah Jahan
Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- Shah Jahan -- India
      Architecture, Mogul -- India
      INDIA
      Rivers -- India
      Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
      India
      Jumna River (Agra, India)
      Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

"The most faultless edifice that man has reared" [sic] --the Taj Mahal at Agra. [Active no. 14066: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 4561

Similar to RSN 7388.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 378-A.

Names: Shah Jahan

Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- Shah Jahan -- India
       Architecture, Mogul -- India
       INDIA
       Tombs

Place: Agra (India)
       India
       Taj Mahal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Temple in India.] [Active no.14067 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4562

Similar to RSN 4582=4564 and 7389.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].


Topic: Architecture -- India
       INDIA
       Religion -- India
       Temples -- India
       Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
       India
       Taj Mahal
The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife, Agra.

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4563
Similar to RSN 4582=4564 and 7389.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53]/

Orig. no. 376-D.

Names: Jehan, Shah
Shah Jahan

Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- India
Architecture -- Mughal -- Shah Jahan -- India
Architecture, Mogul -- India
INDIA
Tombs

Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife, Agra.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife, Agra.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4564

Similar to RSN 4582=4564 and 7389.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 361-D.

Names: Shah Jahan
Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- India
       INDIA
       Temples -- India
       Tombs -- India
Place: Agra (India)
       India
       Taj Mahal
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife, Agra. photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife, Agra. photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4565

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 395-B.

Names: Shah Jahan
Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- India
       INDIA
       Temples -- India
       Tombs -- India
Place: Agra (India)
       India
Taj Mahal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife, Agra. photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife, Agra. photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4566

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 396-B.

Names: Shah Jahan

Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- India
Gardens -- India
INDIA
Temples -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Agra, India]: stereo photonegative
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Agra, India]: stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4568

Orig. no.398-4 (company number).
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Names: Akbar's Tomb (Agra, India)
Topic: Architecture
INDIA
Temples
Tombs
Place: Agra (India)
India -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife, Agra. photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife, Agra. photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4569
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 399-B.

Names: Shah Jahan
Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- India
INDIA
Temples -- India
Tombs -- India
Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife, Agra. photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s): The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife, Agra. photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4570

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 401-B.

Names: Shah Jahan

Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- India
INDIA
Temples -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Exquisitely carved marble screen surrounding the tomb of Mumtaz Mahal, in the Taj Mahal, Agra. [Active no.14068 photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4571
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Similar to RSN 7390.

Orig. no. 379-3.

Names: Shah Jahan

Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- India
      Art -- India
      Carvings -- India
      INDIA
      Monuments -- India
      Sculpture -- India
      Temples -- India
      Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
       India
       Mumtaz Mahal
       Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Lace-like screen of delicately carved marble inlaid with gems, Taj Mahal, Agra. [Active no.14069 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Lace-like screen of delicately carved marble inlaid with gems, Taj Mahal, Agra. [Active no.14069 : photonegative.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4572

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Similar to RSN 7391.

Orig. no. 380-1.

Names: Shah Jahan

Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- India
      Art -- India
      Carvings -- India
      INDIA
      Monuments -- India
Magnificent marble hall of the Pearl Mosque, Agra. [Active no.14070 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4573
Similar to RSN 7392.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 374-2.

Supurb tomb of Itmad-ud-daulah, of pure white marble inlaid with gems, Agra. [Active no. 14071 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4574

Similar to RSN 4575 and 7393
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53]

Orig no. 362-D.

Names: Itmad-ud-daulah -- Tomb

Topic: Architecture -- Indian -- Mughal
       Architecture, Mogul -- India
       INDIA
       Tombs

Place: Agra (India)
       India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Supurb tomb of Itmad-ud-daulah, of pure white marble inlaid with gems, Agra. [photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4575

Similar to RSN 4574 and 7393
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53]

Orig. no.363-4.
Names: Itmad-ud-daulah -- Tomb
Topic: Architecture -- Indian -- Mughal
Art
INDIA
Tombs
Place: Agra (India)
India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The marvelous Taj Mahal seen through the arches of a balcony of the royal palace, Agra. [Active no. 14072 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4576
Similar to RSN 7394.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 385-2.

Names: Shah Jahan
Topic: Architecture -- Indian -- Mughal
Architecture -- Mughal -- Shah Jahan -- India
Architecture, Mogul -- India
INDIA
Palaces -- India
Tombs -- India
Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The marvelous Taj Mahal seen through the arches of a balcony of the royal palace, Agra. [Stereo photonegative.]
The marvelous Taj Mahal seen through the arches of a balcony of the royal palace, Agra. [Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4578

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 386-3.
Names: Shah Jahan

Topic: Architecture -- Indian -- Mughal
       Architecture -- Mughal -- Shah Jahan -- India
       Architecture, Mogul -- India
       INDIA
       Palaces -- India
       Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
       India
       Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The majestic gateway to Akbar's tomb, from the terrace of the mausoleum, Agra. [Active no.14074 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4579

Similar to RSN 7396 and 7397.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 367-2.

Names: Akbar, Mogul emperor of the 16th century

Topic: Architecture -- Indian -- Mughal
       Gates -- India
       INDIA
       Temples -- India
       Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
       India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

In the beautiful white marble cloisters of Akbar's tomb, Agra. [Active no. 14075 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4580

Similar to RSN 7398.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 369-1.

Names: Akbar, Mogul emperor of the 16th century

Topic: Architecture -- Indian -- Mughal
INDIA
Temples -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the beautiful white marble cloisters of Akbar's tomb, Agra. Active no. 14075, variant. Stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): In the beautiful white marble cloisters of Akbar's tomb, Agra. Active no. 14075, variant. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4581

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53]. Orig. no. 370-2.

Names: Akbar, Mogul emperor of the 16th century
Wretched life of the native Hindus at close quarters, street in Fatehpur-Sikri, a typical village street in India. * [Active no. 14076 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4582

Similar to RSN 7399. * The caption must be incorrect. The scene cannot be Fatehpur-Sikri. (David Haberstich note.)
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53]

Orig. no. 393-C.

Miserable hovels of the natives within the shadow of the imposing walls of Fatehpur-Sikri. [Active no. 14077 : photonegative.]
Magnificent gate to the abandoned palace of Fatehpur-Sikri, called the finest gate in the world. [Active no.14078 : photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4584

Similar to RSN 7401

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 308-2.
Entrance to the beautiful marble tomb of St. Selim Chishti, Fatehpur-Sikri. [Active no. 14079 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4585
Similar to RSN 7402
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53]

Orig. no. 387-1.

By the lofty walls of Gwalior Fort, one of the greatest strongholds in India. [Active no.14080 : photonegative.]
The splendid gate of old Gwalior Fort as seen from the ramparts, Gwalior.

[Active no.14081 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4587

Similar to RSN 7405.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 404-A-1.

Topic: Architecture -- India

Place:
Gwalior Fort (Gwalior, India)
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Early morning among the Ghats—crowds of pilgrims bathing in the sacred Ganges, Benares. [Active no.14083 : photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4588

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Similar to RSN 7406.

Orig. no. 350.

Topic: Bathers
Ghats
INDIA
Rivers -- India
Swimmers

Place: Benares (India)
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Devout Hindus bathing, praying and drinking the water of the holy Ganges, Benares. [Active no. 14084 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4589

353A (orig. no.)

Video number 03373

Similar to RSN 7407 and 2257.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Topic: Bathers
      Ghats
      Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India -- Benares
      INDIA
      Religion
      Rivers -- India
      Swimmers
      prayers

Place: Benares (India)
       Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
       India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Bathing Hindu dead in the Ganges to insure the soul of Paradise, Benares.
[Active no. 14085 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   341-A (associated number)

RSN 4590
Similar to RSN 7408.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Topic: Bathers -- India
       Funeral rites and ceremonies, Hindu -- India
       Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
       INDIA
       Religion -- India
       Rivers -- India
       Swimmers -- India

Place: Benares (India)
       Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
       Ghats
       India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Hideous method of disposing of the dead--building pyres and laying on the
bodies to be burned, Benares. [Active no.14086 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4591

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Similar to RSN 7409.

Orig. no. 347-B.

Topic: Bathers -- India
       Funeral rites and ceremonies, Hindu -- India
       Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
       INDIA
       Religion -- India
       Rivers -- India
       Swimmers -- India

Place: Benares (India)
       Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
       Ghats
       India -- 1890-1920
A Hindu widow lighting the funeral pyre of her husband, Benares. [Active no.14087 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scsrratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4592
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].
Similar to RSN 7410.

Orig. no. 328-B.

Topic: Bathers -- India
Funeral rites and ceremonies, Hindu -- India
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
INDIA
Religion -- India
Rivers -- India
Swimmers -- India

Place: Benares (India)
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
Ghats
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 39
RSN Numbers 4593-4684

Image(s)

Flocks of vultures, most repulsive of birds, waiting for carcasses on the banks of the Ganges. [Active no.14089 : stereo photonegative.]
**Series 1: H. C. White glass plates**

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

**NMAH.AC.0143**

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4593


Similar to RSN 7412.

Orig. no. 357-D.

**Topic:** Birds
Funeral rites and ceremonies, Hindu
INDIA
Rivers -- India
Vultures

**Place:** Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- India
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vultures feeding--a flock of 150 devouring a dead body on the banks of the Ganges. [Active no. 14090 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4594

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Similar to RSN 7413.
Orig. no. 357-A.

Topic:  
Birds  
Funeral rites and ceremonies, Hindu  
INDIA  
Rivers -- India  
Vultures

Place:  
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920  
India

Genre/Form:  
Landscapes (representations) -- India  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Fakir on his bed of spikes--most spectacular performance of a religious fanatic. [Active no.14091 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 6-5/8" (verified).)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Emulsion chipped at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 4595

Similar to RSN 7414.

Currently stored in New Box 30, originally 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 338-A.

Topic:  
Fakirs -- India  
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India  
INDIA  
Religion -- India  
Streets -- India

Place:  
India

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Snake charmer performing with deadly cobras and other reptiles. [Active no. 14092 : photonegative.]
A typical street scene in Benares, the religious capital of India from time immemorial. [Active no.14093 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
A typical street scene in Benares, the religious capital of India from time immemorial. [Active no.14093 : variant photonegative.]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4598
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 355-B.

Topic: Children -- India
INDIA
Markets -- India
Streets -- India

Place: Benares (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kinchinjanga (28,156 ft. high), second highest mountain in the world, the Himalayas. [Active no. 14094 : stereo photonegative.]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4599

Similar to RSN 7417.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 319-4.

Topic: INDIA
Mountains -- India

Place: Himalaya Mountains
India
Kinchinjanga Mountain (India)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- India
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nepalese peasants at Darjeeling, the great health resort of Bengal, Himalayas in distance. [Active no.14095 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4600

Similar to RSN 7418

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 315-D.

Topic: INDIA
Mountains -- India
Portraits -- India
Resorts -- India
Streets -- India

Place: Bengal (India)
Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
Himalaya Mountains
India
Nepal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque bazaar where peasants of the Himalayas barter their wares, Darjeeling. [Active no.14096 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4601

Similar to RSN 7419.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 302-A.

Topic: INDIA
Markets -- India
Mountains -- India
Portraits -- India
Resorts -- India
Streets -- India

Place: Bengal (India)
Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
Himalaya Mountains
India
Nepal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Market, India] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4602

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 305.

Topic: INDIA
Markets -- India
Streets -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Types of Tibetan peasants from the Himalaya Mts., Darjeeling. [Active no.14097 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4603

Similar to RSN 7420.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 317-1.

Topic: Dwellings -- India
INDIA
Portraits, Group -- India

Place: Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
Himalaya Mountains
India
Tibet

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Tibetan devil dancers, who guarantee to drive away the evil one, Darjeeling. [Active no.14098 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Two-thirds of left frame missing.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4604
Similar to RSN 7421.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].
Orig. no. 313-1.

Topic:
INDIA
Masks -- India
Portraits -- India
Religion -- India

Occupation:
Dancers -- India

Place:
Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
India
Tibet

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunrise on the Himalayas, "the roof of the world," Northern India. [Active no.14099 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4605
Similar to RSN 7422-7424
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 306-2.

**Topic:** Clouds  
INDIA  
Mountains -- India

**Place:** Himalaya Mountains  
India -- 1890-1920

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Jain Temple at Calcutta, considered the finest Jain structure in the world. [Active no.14100 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 4606

Similar to RSN 7425.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 320-A.

**Names:** Jain Temple (Calcutta, India)

**Topic:** Architecture -- India  
INDIA  
Temples -- India

**Place:** Calcutta (India)  
India

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A Hindu boat with its tattered sail, on the sacred river Ganges. [Active no.14101 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4607

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Similar to RSN 7426.

Orig. no. 358-A.

Topic: Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Rivers -- India
Sailboats

Place: Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fearless of harm--multitudes of pigeons in the streets of Jaipur. [Active no.14103 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4608

Similar to RSN 7428

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 228-C.
A lively scene in the Chanpori bazaar, Jaipur. [Active no.14104 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4609

Similar to RSN 7429.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 243-A.

Rare birds in the Maharaja's aviary, Jaipur. [Active no.14105 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4610

Similar to RSN 7430.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 248-A.

Topic:  
Aviaries -- India
Birds -- India
Gardens -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

Place:  
India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Royal birds in a royal garden, rose-red flamingoes in the Maharaja's aviary, Jaipur. [Active no.14107 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4611

Similar to RSN 7432.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 247-D.
Huge alligators emerging from the waters of an Indian lake. Active no. 13108: stereo photonegative

Image(s): Huge alligators emerging from the waters of an Indian lake. Active no. 13108: stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

One side cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 4612

Similar to RSN 4612-4614 and 7433. Orig. no. 260. Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].
One side cancelled.

Local Numbers

RSN 4613

Similar to RSN 4612-4614 and 7433. Orig. no. 263-B. Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Topic: Alligators -- India
Lakes -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Huge alligators emerging from the waters of an Indian lake. Active no. 13108, variant : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Huge alligators emerging from the waters of an Indian lake. Active no. 13108, variant : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

One side cancelled.

Local Numbers

RSN 4614

Similar to RSN 4612-4614 and 7433. Orig. no. 252-H. Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Topic: Alligators -- India
Lakes -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Feeding the sacred monkeys at Benares. [Active no.14111 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4615

Similar to RSN 7436.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 430-B.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Monkeys -- India
Religion -- India

Place: Benares (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The popular conveyance in India, our artist H.G. Ponting, F.R.G.S., on his elephant. Active no. 14109 : stereo photonegative

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): The popular conveyance in India, our artist H.G. Ponting, F.R.G.S., on his elephant. Active no. 14109 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4616

Similar to RSN 7434.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]. Orig. no. 258-A.

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935

Topic: Elephants -- 1900-1910 -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Photographers -- 1890-1920

Place: India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful mausoleum of Humayum, near Delhi. [Active no.14110 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4617
Similar to RSN 7435.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].
Orig. no. 216-E.

Names: Humayun, Emperor of Hindustan, 1508-1556.

Topic: Architecture -- India
Gardens -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Mausoleums -- India
Sepulchral monuments -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A quaint and crooked street in the picturesque old Sikh city of Amritsar.
Cat. No. 14112 : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A quaint and crooked street in the picturesque old Sikh city of Amritsar. Cat. No. 14112 : stereoscopic photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
201-A (associated number).

RSN 4618

Similar to RSN 7437.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Sikhs
Sikhs
Streets -- India

Place: Amritsar (India)
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Enjoying their hookahs--Sikh forage dealers in the Grassmarket of Amritsar. [Cat. No. 14113 : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
202-A.

RSN 4619

Similar to RSN 7438.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Cancelled by scratching.
In the crowded native quarter of Lahore. [Active no.14114 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4620

Similar to RSN 7439

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 210-B.

The stately marble halls of the beautiful Pearl Mosque, Agra. [Active no.14115 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4621

Similar to RSN 7440.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 373-2.

Topic: Architecture -- Indian -- Mughal

MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

Mosques -- India

Place: Agra (India)

India

Pearl Mosque

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The Taj Mahal, reared by the Mogul Emperor, Shah Jehan, as a monument to his wife, Agra. [Active no. 14116 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4622

Similar to RSN 7441.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 377-A.
Most wonderful tomb in the world, the Taj Mahal, which took 20,000 men 20 years to build, Agra. [Active no.14117 : photonegative.]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4623
Similar to RSN 7442
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53]

The Sitla and Munshi Ghats on the banks of the sacred Ganges at Benares. [Active no.14118 : photonegative.]

Names: Shah Jahan

Topic: Architecture -- Indian -- Mughal
Architecture -- Mughal -- Shah Jahan -- India
Architecture, Mogul -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4624

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Similar to RSN 7443-7445.

Orig. no. 327-B.

Topic: Architecture -- India
Boats -- India
Ghats -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Rivers -- India
bathing -- India

Place: Benares (India)
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India -- 1890-1920
Munshi Ghat
Sitla Ghat

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Children outside the wretched hovels of the native quarter, Fatehpur-Sikri.
[Active no.14120 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4625

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].
Similar to RSN 7447.

Orig. no. 392-B.

**Topic:**  Children -- India  
Dwellings -- India  
Homes -- India  
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

**Place:**  Fatehpur Sikri (India)  
India

**Genre/Form:**  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Tibetans from the Himalaya Mountains, Darjeeling. [Active no. 14121 : stereo photonegative.]

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Three standing figures in native costume.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 4626

Similar to RSN 7448.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 316-C.

**Topic:**  MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA  
Mountains -- India  
Portraits, Group -- India

**Place:**  Darjeeling (Bengal, India)  
Himalaya Mountains  
India  
Tibet

**Genre/Form:**  Landscapes (representations) -- India  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs
Uncouth and stolid peasants from the land of Tibet, Darjeeling. [Active no.14122 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4627

Similar to RSN 7449

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 314-A-1.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Mountains -- India
Portraits, Group -- African Americans

Place: Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
Himalaya Mountains
India
Tibet

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- India
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The most gorgeous Jain Temple in India, an elaborate shrine of a peculiar sect, Calcutta. [Active no.14124 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4628

Similar to RSN 7451.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 321-A.

Names: Jain Temple (Calcutta, India)
Topic: MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
      Religion -- India
      Shrines -- India
      Temples -- India
Place: Calcutta (India)
       India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       Stereoscopic photographs

Fierce, man-eating alligators lying in wait for prey on the banks of an Indian river. Active no. 14135. Stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Fierce, man-eating alligators lying in wait for prey on the banks of an Indian river. Active no. 14135. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4629

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Similar to RSN 7453. Orig. no. 265-2.

Topic: Alligators
       MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
       Rivers -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Ready for a meal—a scaly monster in his normal attitude of "seeking whom he may devour." Active no. 14136: stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Ready for a meal--a scaly monster in his normal attitude of "seeking whom he may devour." Active no. 14136 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4630
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].
Similar to RSN 7454. Orig. no. 262-D.

Topic: Alligators
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Rivers -- India
Place: India -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The fantastic creation of an Oriental monarch, Hall of the Winds, Jaipur. [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4631
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].
Orig. no. 230-D.

Topic: Architecture -- India
Elephants -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Streets -- India
Place: Hall of the Winds (Jaipur, India)
India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[India] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4632

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 232-B.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Streets -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)
Manak Chowk

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[India] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4633

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]
Orig. no. 235-B.

Topic: Architecture
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Streets -- India

Place: Hall of the Winds (Jaipur, India)
India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4634

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 236-B.

Topic: Architecture
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Streets -- India

Place: Hall of the Winds (Jaipur, India)
India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4635

Video number 03419

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 239-B.

Topic: Architecture -- India
       MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
       Markets -- India
       Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4636

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 255-2.

Topic: Architecture
       MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
       Palaces

Place: India
       Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Structure in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4637

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 259-2.

Topic: Architecture
       Interior architecture
       MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Structure in India.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4638

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 270-B.

Topic: Architecture
       Doorways
       Entrances
       MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4639
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 272-C.

Topic: Architecture
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Place: India

[Street scene in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4640
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 274-B.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Streets -- India
Place: Ajmere (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Temple in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4641

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 276-D.

Topic: Lakes -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Temples -- India

Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4642

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 281-B.
Topic: Lakes -- India
   MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
   Palaces -- India

Place: India
   Pichola Lake
   Udaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] [photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4643

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 288-B.

Topic: Architecture
   MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Wild boars. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4644
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36]

Orig. no. 292-B.

- Topic: Boars
- Place: India
- Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- India

[Waterscape in India. [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4645

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 294-B.

- Topic: Bays -- India
- Place: India
- Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Boats in India. [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4646

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 296-C.

Topic: Architecture -- India
Boats -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

broken

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4647

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [36].

Orig. no. 299-5.

Topic: Caves -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Sculptures -- India
Trimurti

Place: Bombay (India)
Elephanta (India)
India
Shiva

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4648

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 308-3.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Mountains -- India

Place: Himalaya Mountains
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Himalayan Mountains in India. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4649

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 309-B.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Mountains -- India

Place: Himalaya Mountains
India

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- India
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4650

Video number 03434
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 310-3.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Mountains -- India

Place: Himalaya Mountains
India

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- India
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4651
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].
Orig. no. 311-4.

Topic:  MISCELLANEOUS—INDIA
Mountains -- India

Place:  Himalaya Mountains
India

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations) -- India
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4652

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 312-2.

Topic:  MISCELLANEOUS—INDIA
Mountains -- India
Trees -- India

Place:  Himalaya Mountains
India

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations) -- India
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4653

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 312-2.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
      Mountains -- India
      Trees -- India

Place: Himalaya Mountains
       India

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- India
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Bathers below temple in Benares, India.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4654

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 323-B.

Topic: Architecture -- India
       MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
       Rivers -- India
       Temples -- India
       bathing -- India

Place: Benares (India)
       India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Bathers below temple in Benares, India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4655

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 324-B.

Topic:
Architecture -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Rivers -- India
Temples -- India
bathing -- India

Place:
Benares (India)
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bathers below temple in Benares, India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4656

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 325-B.

Topic:
Architecture -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Rivers -- India
Temples -- India
bathing -- India

Place: Benares (India)
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Temple, India. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4657

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53]. Orig. no. 362-B.

Topic: Architecture -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Rivers -- India
Temples, Hindu -- 1890-1920 -- India bathing

Place: Benares (India)
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lumber workers beside river in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4658
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 329-B.

Topic: Architecture -- India
      Lumber industry -- India
      MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
      Rivers -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded boat on Ganges River in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4659

Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 335-D.

Topic: Architecture -- India
      Boats -- India
      MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
      Rivers -- India
      bathing -- India

Place: Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920

India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Bathers in Ganges River in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4660
Currently stored in box 1.1.25A [53].

Orig. no. 336.

Topic: Architecture -- India
      MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
      Rivers -- India
      Temples -- India
      bathing -- India

Place: Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
       India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Temple in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4652
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 352-B.

Topic: Architecture -- India
      MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
      Temples -- India
      bathing -- India

Place: Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
       India
Ashbesmeared members of Fakir Clan on the banks of the Ganges. Stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Silvering at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 4663
Currently stored in New Box 39. Orig. 1.1.25B [53]. 339 (associated number),

Topic:
Architecture -- India
Fakirs
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Temples, Hindu -- 1890-1920 -- India
bathing

Place:
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ganges River] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
349-C

RSN 4664
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Topic: Architecture
    Fakirs
    MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
    Temples, Hindu
    bathing

Place: Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
    India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Bathers in Ganges River, India] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 4665

Orig. no. 354-D.

Heavier than normal glass.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Topic: Architecture
    Fakirs
    MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
    Temples, Hindu
    bathing

Place: Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
    India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Ganges River] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4666

Orig. no. 359-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Topic: Architecture
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Rivers
Temples, Hindu

Place: Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4667

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 360-B.

Topic: Boats -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Waterscapes -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Temple in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4668
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 364-3.

Names: Akbar's Tomb (Agra, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Temples -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4669
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].
Orig. no. 365-2.

Topic: Architecture
       MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4670

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 366-3.

Topic: Architecture
       MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Temple in India.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4671
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 368-1.

Names: Akbar's Tomb (Agra, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Temples -- India
Tombs -- India
Place: Agra (India)
India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4672

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 371-2.

Topic: Architecture
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4673

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 381-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Architecture in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4674

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 382-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Building interior in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4675
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].
Orig. no. 389-2.

Topic: Architecture
    Interior architecture
    MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Building interior in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4676
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].
Orig. no. 390-3.

Topic: Interior architecture
    MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4677

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 402-B.

Topic:    MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
          Streets -- India

Place:    India

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4678

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 402-C.

Topic:    MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
          Streets -- India

Place:    India
[Mosque in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4679
AC0143-0004679 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
       MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
       Mosques -- India
       Plazas -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
       India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

An Indian artist carving an elephant's tusk, in one of the workshops of Delhi. [Active no. 14047 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4680
Same as RSN 7367
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53]

Orig. No. 407.

Topic: Art -- India
      Artisans -- India
      Carving -- India
      Elephants -- India
      Handicraft -- India
      Ivory -- India
      Ivory carving -- India
      MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
      Tusks -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
      India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"Diving into the Sacred Tank." Mohammedan boys leaping into a sacred tank. [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4681

Similar to RSN 4724

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53]

Orig. no. 420-B.

Topic: Architecture
      High diving
      MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA

Place: Delhi (India)
      India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4682

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 424-3.

Names: Kutbul Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
Art -- India
Carvings -- India
MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Mosques -- India
Sculpture -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Street scene in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4683

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 426-B.

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS--INDIA
Streets -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

**[Elephants in India] [stereo photonegative.]**

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4684

Currently stored in New Box 39. Orig. box 1.1.25B [53].

Orig. no. 429-D.

**Topic:** Elephants -- India
**Place:** India
**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

**Huge, many-trunked banyan tree in the streets of Colombo. [Active no.14302 : photonegative.]**

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4685
Similar to RSN 7457.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36]

Orig. no. 179-C.

Topic: CEYLON
  Streets -- Ceylon
  Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Banyan tree
  Ceylon
  Colombo (Ceylon)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Huge, many-trunked banyan tree in the streets of Colombo. [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 4686

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 180-C.

Topic: CEYLON
  Streets -- Ceylon
  Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Banyan tree
  Ceylon
  Colombo (Ceylon)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Drivers washing their bulls in a lake near Colombo. [Active no.14304 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4687
Similar to RSN 7461.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 181-C.

Topic: CEYLON
   Cows -- Ceylon
   Laborers -- Ceylon
   Lakes -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
   Colombo (Ceylon)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

"Sailing o'er a crystal sea"--Singhalese catamaran gliding through the surf at Wellawatta. [Active no.14305 : photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4688
Similar to RSN 7462
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36]

Topic: CEYLON
   Sailboats
Beaching a catamaran—through the surf at full sail, Wellawatta. [Active no.14306 ; photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4689
Similar to RSN 7463 and 7464
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36]

Along the palm-fringed coast of beautiful Ceylon. [Active no. 14307 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4690

Orig. no. 183-A.

Similar to RSN 7465.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Topic:
Beaches
CEYLON
Palms
Trees

Place:
Ceylon
Sri Lanka?

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An exciting moment--fishermen bringing their catamaran through the boiling surf. [Active no.14309 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4691

Similar to RSN 7466.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 185.

Topic:
Beaches -- Ceylon
Boats -- Ceylon
CEYLON

Place:
Ceylon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The beautiful sweep of shore north from Mt. Lavinia. [Active no.14310 : photonegative.]
Waiting for the fishing boats to come in at Mt. Lavinia. [Active no.14311 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4692

Similar to RSN 7468.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36]

Orig. no. 189-B.

Topic: Beaches -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Palm trees -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Mt. Lavinia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Waiting for the fishing boats to come in at Mt. Lavinia. [Active no.14311 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4693

Similar to RSN 7469-7471.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 184-A.
A pineapple plantation, the ripened fruit ready to be gathered. [Active
no.14312 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4694

Similar to RSN 7472
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36]

Orig. no. 188-E.

Picking tea on Sir Thomas Lipton's famous tea plantation at Polgahawela.
[Active no.14314 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4695

Similar to RSN 7478

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36]

Orig. no. 174-A.

Names: Lipton, Thomas, Sir
Topic: Agriculture -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Fields -- Ceylon
Laborers -- Ceylon
Plantations -- Ceylon
Tea -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Polgahawela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women workers with a basket in a field in Ceylon.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4696

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 171-B.

Topic: Agriculture -- Ceylon
Women laborers -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Field workers in Ceylon.] [photonegative.]
The most sacred shrine in Ceylon, the Temple of Buddha’s Tooth, Kandy.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4697

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 175-B.

Topic:
Agriculture -- Ceylon
Fields -- Ceylon
Laborers -- Ceylon

Place:
Ceylon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The most sacred shrine in Ceylon, the Temple of Buddha’s Tooth, Kandy.

[Active no.14321 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4698

Similar to RSN 7485.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 172-C.

Names:
Temple of Buddha’s Tooth (Kandy, Ceylon)

Topic:
Architecture -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Religion -- Ceylon
When the elephant takes his ease--bathing in the river after his work is done. [Active no.14325 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4699

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Similar to RSN 4700 and 7491.

Orig. no. 173-E.

Topic:
CEYLON
Elephants -- Ceylon
Rivers -- Ceylon
bathing -- Ceylon

Place:
Ceylon
Kandy (Ceylon)

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Elephant keepers driving a herd of huge beasts into a river to drink, Kandy. [photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4700

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Similar to RSN 4699 and 7491.

Orig. no. 173-J.

Topic:
CEYLON
Elephants -- Ceylon
Rivers -- Ceylon
bathing -- Ceylon

Place:
Ceylon
Kandy (Ceylon)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Mihintale Dagoba, over 2,000 yrs. old, one of the best preserved Buddhist monuments. [Active no.14334 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4701

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Similar to RSN 7500.

Orig. no. 190-1.

Names:
Buddha -- Ceylon

Topic:
Architecture -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Monuments -- Ceylon
Religion -- Ceylon
Sculptures -- Ceylon
Shrines -- Ceylon
Tombs -- Ceylon

Place:
Ceylon
Mihintale Dagoba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The largest dagoba in Anuradhapura, dome 360 ft. in diameter. [Active No. 14335 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
NMAH Acc. 270586.

RSN 4702

Video number 03486

Similar to RSN 7501.

40-J on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Topic: Architecture, Buddhist -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Dagobas
Monuments -- Ceylon
Public sculpture -- Ceylon
Religions -- Ceylon
Sculpture -- Ceylon
Shrines -- Ceylon
Stupas -- Ceylon
Tombs -- Ceylon

Place: Anuradhapura (Sri Lanka)
Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the 1,600 stone pillars of the Brazen Palace, in the ruined city of Anuradhapura. [Active no.14336 : photonegative.]
The holy Thuparama Dagoba, in which the collar bone of Buddha is buried, Anuradhapura. [Active no.14337 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4704

Video number 03488
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].
Similar to RSN 7503.
Cancelled by scratching.

Dense negative.

Names: Buddha

Topic: CEYLON
Columns -- Ceylon
Monuments -- Ceylon
Pillars -- Ceylon
Ruins -- Ceylon
Shrines -- Ceylon
Tombs -- Ceylon

Place: Anuradhapura (Ceylon)
Ceylon
Thuparama Dagoba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The holy Thuparama Dagoba, in which the collar bone of Buddha is buried, Anuradhapura. [stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4705

Video number 03489

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 168-3.

Names: Buddha -- Ceylon

Topic: CEYLON
Columns -- Ceylon
Monuments -- Ceylon
Pillars -- Ceylon
Ruins -- Ceylon
Shrines -- Ceylon
Tombs -- Ceylon

Place: Anuradhapura (Ceylon)
Ceylon
Thuparama Dagoba
Ruins of the architectural glories of Anuradhapura, once the capital (500 B.C.) of Ceylon. [Active no. 14338 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4706

Video number 03490

Similar to RSN 7504.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

1Orig. no. 69-B.

Topic:
Architecture -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Children -- Ceylon
Columns -- Ceylon
Pillars -- Ceylon
Ruins -- Ceylon

Place:
Anuradhapura (Ceylon)
Ceylon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monks worshipping before an ancient stone image of Buddha in a jungle. [Active no. 14339 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4707

Similar to RSN 7505. Orig. no. 160-1.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Buddha -- Ceylon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>CEYLON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jungles -- Ceylon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monks -- Ceylon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Religion -- Ceylon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sculptures -- Ceylon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prayers -- Ceylon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Ceylon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Siamese pilgrim priests with their votive offerings. [Active no.14340 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4708

Video number 03492

Similar to RSN 7506.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 161-2.

| Topic                  | CEYLON         |
|                        | Portraits -- Ceylon |
|                        | Religion -- Ceylon |
|                        | Umbrellas -- Ceylon |
| Place                  | Ceylon         |
|                        | Siam           |
Siamese pilgrim priests with their votive offerings. [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4709

Video number 03493
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 159-3.

Topic: CEYLON
Portraits -- Ceylon
Religion -- Ceylon
Umbrellas -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Siam

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Thais

Isurumuniya, an ancient and picturesque rock temple in the heart of Ceylon.
[Active no.14341 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4710
Video number 03494

Similar to RSN 7507.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 164-A-1.

**Topic:** Architecture -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Isuruminiya (Temple : Ceylon)
Religion -- Ceylon
Temples -- Ceylon

**Place:** Ceylon

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Buddhist priest bearing image and screen, at the entrance of Isuruminiya Temple. [Active no.14342 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4711

---

Video number 03495

Similar to RSN 7508.

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no.165-A-3.

**Names:** Buddha -- Ceylon

**Topic:** Architecture -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Isuruminiya (Temple : Ceylon)
Priests -- Ceylon
Religion -- Ceylon
Temples -- Ceylon

**Place:** Ceylon

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Huge reclining Buddha carved in rock, surrounded by smaller images, Isuruminiya. [Active no.14343 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4712
Video number 03496
Similar to RSN 7509.
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 166-1.

Names: Buddha -- Ceylon
Topic: CEYLON
Carvings -- Ceylon
Isuruminiya (Temple : Ceylon)
Religion -- Ceylon
Rocks -- Ceylon
Sculptures -- Ceylon
Shrines -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake in Ceylon.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4713

Video number 03497

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 170-B.

Topic: CEYLON
   Lakes -- Ceylon
   Waterscapes -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Forest scene.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4714

Video number 03498

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 176-B.

Topic: CEYLON
   Forests -- Ceylon
   Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

When the evening shadows fall--twilight on a tropic lake in Ceylon.
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4715

Video number 03499
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 178-B.

Topic: CEYLON
Trees -- Ceylon
Waterscapes -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Forest scene, Ceylon.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4716

Video number 03500
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 187-C.

Topic: CEYLON
Palm trees -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon
Waterscapes -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives, Glass, Stereoscopic photographs

The Golden Temple, sacred lake and clock tower. [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4717
Video number 03501
AC0143-0004717 (Ac scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 197-E.

Names: Golden Temple (Amristar, India)
Topic: Lakes -- India
       Sikhs
       Temples -- India
       Towers

Place: Amritsar (India)
       India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives, Glass, Stereoscopic photographs

[Prayer scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4718

Video number 03502

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 198-B.

Topic: Ceremonies -- Asia
      Trees -- Asia
      prayers -- Asia

Place: Ceylon or India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Golden Temple, Amritsar, India : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4719

Video number 03503

AC0143-0004719 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. No. 199-B.

Names: Golden Temple (Amristar, India)

Topic: Lakes -- India
       Sikhs
       Temples -- India

Place: Amritsar (India)
       India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4720

Video number 03504

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Copy and Version Identification Note
204

Topic: Architecture
Place: Ceylon or India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene, Ceylon or India? Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7“.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4721

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 206-B.

Topic: Streets
Place: Ceylon or India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene, Ceylon or India? Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4722
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 209-B.

Topic: Gates -- India
Streets
Walls

Place: Ceylon or India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4723
Video number 03507
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].
Mohammaden boys leaping into a sacred tank. [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4724

Video number 03508

Similar to RSN 3787; "Diving into the Sacred Tank." Delhi, India

Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36]
Holy tank of Alwar, surrounded with palaces and shrines. [photonegative.]

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4725

Video number 03509
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Copy and Version Identification Note
214-B

Topic: Columns
Gates -- India
Pillars

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Mountains -- India
Palaces -- India
Religion -- India
Shrines -- India
Temples -- India

Place: Alwar (India)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4727
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Orig. no. 220-2.

Topic: Architecture -- India
Mountains -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4728

Video number 03512
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Copy and Version Identification Note
224-B

Topic: Architecture -- India
       Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in India.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4729

AC0143-0004729 (AC scan number)

Video number 03513
Currently stored in box 1.1.25B [36].

Copy and Version Identification Note
227-B

Topic: Johri Bazaar (Jaipur, India)
       Markets -- India
       Streets -- India

Place: India
       Jaipur (India)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Sunrise on the Indian Ocean. [Active no. 14501 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 4730
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Topic: BURMA
Clouds
Ocean
Sunrises
Waterscapes

Place: Burma -- 1890-1920
Indian Ocean

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunrise on the Indian Ocean. [Active no. 14501 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 4731
Similar to RSN 4730 and 7511. Orig. no. 6-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Topic: BURMA
Clouds
Ocean
Sunrises
Waterscapes

Place: Burma -- 1890-1920
Indian Ocean

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Malay boats in the harbor at Penang, Straits Settlement. Active no. 14502 : stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Malay boats in the harbor at Penang, Straits Settlement. Active no. 14502 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled.

Local Numbers

RSN 4732

Similar to RSN 7512. Orig. no. 9-A.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Topic: BURMA
Boats -- Burma
Harbors -- Burma
Ships -- Burma
Waterscapes -- Burma

Place: Burma -- 1890-1920
Malaysia
Penang
Straits Settlement

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Loading freight into native buffalo carts at the waterfront, Penang, Straits Settlement. [Active no. 14503 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4733

Video number 03517

Similar to RSN 7513

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]

Copy and Version Identification Note
10-A

Topic: BURMA
Buffalo
Carts
Streets

Place: Burma
Malaysia
Penang
Straits Settlement

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

A fruit shop at Penang, Straits Settlement [Active no.14504] :
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4734

Video number 03518
Similar to RSN 7514.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15-A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic: BURMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit -- Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markets -- Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penang (Burma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straits Settlement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Road through a Malay village, palms and tropic verdure on every side.

[Active no.14505 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4735

Similar to RSN 7515.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Orig. no. 13-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>13-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic: BURMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads -- Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villages -- Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Roadway in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4736

Video number 03520
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
12-B

Topic: BURMA
Palm trees -- Burma
Roads -- Burma
Trees -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Burma. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4737

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

14-B (orig. no.)

Topic: BURMA
Rivers -- Burma
Cocoanut palm loaded with ripening fruit, Malay Peninsula. [Active no.14507] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4738
Video number 03522
Similar to RSN 7517.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
16-2

Topic: BURMA
Coconuts -- Burma
Fruit -- Burma
Palm trees -- Burma
Trees -- Burma

Place: Burma
Malaysia

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great cone-shaped Sule Pagoda, Rangoon. [Active no.14508 : photonegative.]
Beautiful gilded and carved teakwood shrines before the Shwe Dagon Pagoda, Rangoon. [Active no.14509] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4740

Video number 03524
Similar to RSN 7520.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

25-C

Names: Buddha
Topic: BURMA
Carvings -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
Place: Burma
Rangoon (Burma)
Shwe Dagon Pagoda
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance colonade [colonnade] to the Shwe Dagon Pagoda, most sacred of Buddhist shrines, Rangoon. [Active no.14510] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4741

Video number 03525

Similar to RSN 7518.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

27-A

Names: Buddha
Topic: BURMA
Carvings -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Sculpture -- Burma
Immense image of Buddha at the Shwe Dagon Pagoda, Rangoon. [Active no. 14511] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4742

Video number 03526

Similar to RSN 7521.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

26-C

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA
Religion -- Burma
Sculptures -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
Rangoon (Burma)
Shwe Dagon Pagoda (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The intelligent elephant carrying huge blocks of teakwood, lumber yards, Rangoon. [Active no. 14512] : [photo negative.]
Colossal recumbent figure of Buddha, Pegu. [Active no.14513] :
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4744

Video number 03528

Similar to RSN 7523.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

40-2

Names:  Buddha -- Burma

Topic:  BURMA
        Religion -- Burma
        Sculptures -- Burma
        Shrines -- Burma

Place:  Burma
        Pegu (Burma)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The Jatalan Pagoda Hill from the terrace of the monastery, Moulmein.
[Active no.14514] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4745

Video number 03529

Similar to RSN 7524.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89-B

Topic:  BURMA
        Lions -- Burma
        Monasteries -- Burma
        Pagodas -- Burma
        Religion -- Burma
        Shrines -- Burma

Place:  Burma
        Jatalan Pagoda Hill (Moulmein, Burma)
        Moulmein (Burma)
Pinnacled heights of Pagoda Hill crowned with inumerable shrines, Moulmein. [Active no.14515] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4746

Video number 03530

Similar to RSN 7526.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93-C

Topic: BURMA
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
Moulmein
Pagoda Hill

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

At his daily toil--the sagacious elephant in lumber yards at Moulmein. [Caption no. 14516 : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4747

Similar to RSN 7527. Orig. no. 94-1.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

**Topic:**
- BURMA
  - Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
  - Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
  - Rivers -- Burma

**Place:**
- Burma -- 1890-1920
  - Moulmein

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - -- Glass
  - Stereoscopic photographs

The largest draught animal in the world, elephants harnessed with chains, hauling logs in lumber yards, Moulmein. [Active no.14518] :
[photonegative.]

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4748

Video number 03532

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Similar to RSN 4749 amd 7529

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

94-D

**Topic:**
- BURMA
  - Elephants -- Burma
  - Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
  - Rivers -- Burma

**Place:**
- Burma
  - Moulmein
The largest draught animal in the world, elephants harnessed with chains, hauling logs in lumber yards, Moulmein. [Active no.14518] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4749

Video number 03533
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].
Similar to RSN 4748 amd 7529.

Copy and Version Identification Note
4749

Topic: BURMA
Elephants -- Burma
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
Rivers -- Burma

Place: Burma
Moulmein

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautifully fantastic Burmese Kyaungs (temples) at Kadoe. [Active no.14519] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4’’ x 7’’)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4750

Video number 03534

Similar to RSN 7530.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98-B

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
       BURMA
       Kyaung
       Religion -- Burma
       Shrines -- Burma
       Temples -- Burma

Place: Burma
       Kadoe (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Native climbing a palm tree to draw palm toddy, the sap of the opening
flower buds. [Active no.14522] : [photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4751

Video number 03535

Similar to RSN 7534.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111-A

Topic: BURMA
Carts -- Burma
Cows -- Burma
Palm trees -- Burma
Roads -- Burma
Trees -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Primitive method of threshing in Burma, treading out rice with water buffaloes. [Active no. 14523 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 4752
Similar to RSN 7535.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]

Orig. no. 110.

Topic: Agriculture -- Burma
BURMA
Buffalo -- Burma
Harvesting -- Burma
Rice -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the great Paingoo caves--sitting Buddhas many centuries old. [Active no. 14524 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4753

Similar to RSN 7536.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Orig. no. 104-B.

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA
Caves -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Sculptures -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
Paingoo (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Burmese women at worship before the great image of Buddha in the Paingoo caves. [Active no.14525] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4754

Video number 03538

Similar to RSN 4755 and 7537.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

120-1

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA
Caves -- Burma
Ceremonies -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Sculptures -- Burma
prayers -- Burma

Place: Burma
Paingoo (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Burmese women at worship before the great image of Buddha in the Paingoo caves. [Active no.14525] : [photonegative.]
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4755

Video number 03539

Similar to RSN 4754 and 7537.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA
Caves -- Burma
Ceremonies -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Sculptures -- Burma
prayers -- Burma

Place: Burma
Paingoo (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Burmese girls off for a picnic in a buffalo cart, Mopoon. Active no. 14527: stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Burmese girls off for a picnic in a buffalo cart, Mopoon. Active no. 14527: stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 4756

Similar to RSN 7539. Orig. no. 117-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Topic: BURMA
       Buffalo
       Carts
       Picnicking

Place: Burma
       Mopoon (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Making cigars, Burmese women cutting and rolling the wrappers, Mopoon.
[Active No. 14528: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4757

113, associated number. Similar to RSN 7540.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Topic: BURMA
  Cigars -- Burma
  Tobacco -- Burma -- 1890-1920
  Trades -- Burma
  Women laborers -- Burma

Place: Burma
  Mopoon (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Burmese women rolling leaf tobacco into cigars, Mopoon. Caption no. 14529 : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Burmese women rolling leaf tobacco into cigars, Mopoon. Caption no. 14529 : stereoscopic photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 4758

Similar to RSN 7541.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig. no. 115-B.

Topic: BURMA
  Cigars -- Burma
  Tobacco -- Burma -- 1890-1920
  Trades -- Burma
  Women laborers -- Burma

Place: Burma -- 1890-1920
  Mopoon (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

The finishing and packing processes, cigar making, Mopoon. Active no. 14530 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The finishing and packing processes, cigar making, Mopoon. Active no. 14530 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4759
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

116-c, associated number. Similar to RSN 7542.

Topic: BURMA
Cigars -- Burma
Occupations -- Burma
Tobacco -- Burma -- 1890-1920
Trades -- Burma
Women laborers -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mopoon (Burma)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to the Arrakan Pagoda, one of the most splendid Buddhist temples in Burma, Mandalay. [Active no.14531] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4760
Video number 03544
Similar to RSN 7543.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].
Copy and Version Identification Note

38-A

Names: Arrakan Pagoda (Mandalay, Burma)
Buddha

Topic: BURMA
Carriages -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Streets -- Burma
Temples -- Burma
statues -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

The sacred turtle tank and the gorgeous Arrakan Pagoda, Mandalay.
[Active no.14532] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4761

Video number 03545

Similar to RSN 7544.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35-F

Names: Arrakan Pagoda (Mandalay, Burma)
Buddha

Topic: BURMA
Birds -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Temples -- Burma
Turtles -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

The Queen's Golden Monastery, a gem of Oriental architecture, Mandalay. [Active no.14534] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4762

Video number 03546
Similar to RSN 7546.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39-A

Names: Golden Monastery (Mandalay, Burma)
Topic: Architecture -- Burma
                   BURMA
                   Monasteries -- Burma
                   Religion -- Burma
                   Temples -- Burma
Place: Burma
       Mandalay (Burma)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Dickering and bargaining on every side--in the market at Mandalay. [Active no.14535] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4763

Video number 03547
Similar to RSN 7547.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43-A

Topic: BURMA
Markets -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of 450 pagodas, each recording on stone a section of the law of Buddha, Mandalay/ [Active no.14536] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4764

Video number 03548
Similar to RSN 7548.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].
Looking across the moat (300 ft. wide) to the walls of Fort Dufferin, Mandalay. [Active no.14537] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4765

Video number 03549

Similar to RSN 7549.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44-A

Topic: BURMA
Fortification -- Burma
Moats -- Burma

Place: Burma
Fort Dufferin (Mandalay, Burma)
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
One of the 12 ornamental gates in the walls of Fort Dufferin, Mandalay. [Active no.14538] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4766

Video number 03550

Similar to RSN 7550

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]

Copy and Version Identification Note
57-B

Topic: BURMA
Buffalo
Carts
Gates
Walls

Place: Burma
Fort Dufferin (Mandalay, Burma)
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A native sculptor chiseling an image of Buddha from white marble. [Active no.14539] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4767

Video number 03551

Similar to RSN 7551.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
56-2

Names: Buddha -- Burma
Topic: Art -- Burma
      Artisans -- Burma
      BURMA
      Carving -- Burma
      Religion -- Burma
      Sculptures -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

Third class carriage for women on Burmese Ry.--picture on door denotes women's compartment to those who can not read. [Active no.14540] :
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4768

Video number 03552

Similar to RSN 7552.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30-B

Topic: BURMA
      Railroads -- Burma
Stations -- Burma
Trains -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A curious and beautiful old pagoda at Mingoon. [Active no.14541] :
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4769

Video number 03553

Similar to RSN 7553.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
48-A

Topic: BURMA
Gardens -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
Temples -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mingoon (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The big bell of Burma, second largest in the world (weight 80 tons),
Mingoon. [Active no.14542 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4770
Video number 03554
Similar to RSN 7554.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46-A

Topic: BURMA
Bells -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mingoon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The valley of the Irrawaddy from the great pagoda, Mingoon. [Active no.14543 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4771
Video number 03555
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].
Similar to RSN 7555.

Copy and Version Identification Note
49-2

Topic: BURMA
   Pagodas -- Burma
   Rivers -- Burma
   Shrines -- Burma
   Valleys -- Burma

Place: Burma
   Irrawaddy River (Burma)
   Mingoon (Burma)

Genre/ Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Ruined foundations of ancient pagoda, the largest mass of brick work in the world, Mingoon. [Active no.14544] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 4772

Video number 03556

Similar to RSN 7556.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50-B

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
   BURMA
   Construction -- Burma
   Pagodas -- Burma
   Ruins -- Burma
   Temples -- Burma

Place: Burma
   Mingoon (Burma)
The golden Shwe-zi-gon Pagoda, between Nyaungu and Pagan. [Active no.14546] : [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4773

Video number 03557

Similar to RSN 7558.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
62-B

Topic: 
BURMA
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
Temples -- Burma

Place: 
Burma
Nyaungu
Pagan
Shwe-zi-gon Pagoda

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoepscopic photographs

The picturesque road to Pagan, lined with ruins of pagodas and carved images. [Active no.14547] : [photonegative.]
The Ananda Temple, most splendid of the many shrines which once adorned Pagan. Active no. 14548. Stereo photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4774

Video number 03558

Similar to RSN 7559.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
63-1

Topic: BURMA
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Roads -- Burma
Ruins -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
Temples -- Burma

Place: Burma
Pagan (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Local Numbers

RSN 4775

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig. no. 76-C.

Topic: BURMA
     Buffalo -- Burma
     Carts -- Burma
     Shrines -- Burma
     Temples -- Burma

Place: Ananda Temple (Burma)
       Burma
       Pagan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Ananda (the Endless) Temple, seen through the arch of the Thapinyu Temple, Pagan. [Active no.14549] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4776

Video number 03560

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

69-1

Topic: BURMA
       Shrines -- Burma
       Temples -- Burma

Place: Ananda Temple (Burma)
       Burma
       Pagan (Burma)
       Thapinyu Temple

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Ringing a temple bell, in a temple courtyard, Pagan. [Active no. 14550]:
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4777
Video number 03561
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68-2

Topic: BURMA
Bells -- Burma
Temples -- Burma

Place: Burma
Pagan (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A junk laden with pottery, on the Irrawaddy. [Active no. 14551]:
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4778
Video number 03562
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].
Taking their afternoon smoke, Burmese girls with their huge cheroots.
[Active no. 14552 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4779

"These belles of the Philippines smoke the biggest cigars they can find. HCW14552" (caption in Box 3.2.43).

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig. no. 54-E.

Taking their afternoon smoke, Burmese girls with their huge cheroots.
[Active no. 14552 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Taking their afternoon smoke, Burmese girls with their huge cheroots. [Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4781

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. 60-C (associated number).

Topic: BURMA
Cigars
Parks -- Burma
Portraits -- Burma
Smoking -- 1890-1920 -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Burmese
Taking their afternoon smoke, Burmese girls with their huge cheroots. [Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

61-B (associated number)

RSN 4782

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [14]

Topic:

BURMA
Cigars
Parks -- Burma
Portraits -- Burma
Smoking -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
Smoking -- 1890-1920 -- Burma

Place:

Burma

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:

Burmese

Box 41

RSN Numbers 4783-4851

Image(s)

Taking their afternoon smoke, Burmese girls with their huge cheroots. [Active no. 14552 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4783
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142], moved from [180].

Topic: BURMA
    Cigars
    Parks -- Burma
    Portraits -- Burma
    Smoking -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
    Smoking -- 1890-1920 -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Burmese

Loading an Irrawaddy steamer at Minbu. [Active no.14553] :
[photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 4784

Video number 03568

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142], moved from [180].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    79-C

Topic: BURMA
    Boats -- Burma
    Docks -- Burma
    Piers -- Burma
    Rivers -- Burma
    Ships -- Burma
    Wharves -- Burma

Place: Burma
    Irrawaddy River (Burma)
    Minbu

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs
Steamer and native boats on the famous Irrawaddy, at Thayatmyo. [Active no.14554] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4785

Video number 03569

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82-A

Topic: BURMA
Boats -- Burma
Docks -- Burma
Piers -- Burma
Rivers -- Burma
Ships -- Burma
Wharves -- Burma

Place: Burma
Irrawaddy River (Burma)
Thayatmyo

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Seagulls following an ocean liner on the Indian Ocean. [Active no.14556] :
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4786

Video number 03570
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88-E

Topic: BURMA
Birds
Seagulls
Waterscapes

Place: Burma
Indian Ocean

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Seagulls following an ocean liner on the Indian Ocean. [Active no.14556] :
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4787

Video number 03571
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20-B

Topic: BURMA
Birds
Seagulls
Waterscapes

Place: Burma
Indian Ocean

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Taking a last look at their pets--Malay children with a basket of ducklings. [Active no.14557] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4788

Video number 03572
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
15-A

Topic: Children -- Burma
Ducks -- Burma
MISCELLANEOUS--BURMA

Place: Burma
Malaysia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The elephant at work transporting heavy teakwood logs in a lumber yard, Rangoon. [Caption no. 14558 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 4789

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].
Cancelled by scratching.
Orig. no. 24-K.

Topic: Elephants -- Burma
      Laborers -- Burma
      Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
      MISCELLANEOUS--BURMA

Place: Burma
       Rangoon (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The elephant at work transporting heavy teakwood logs in a lumber yard, Rangoon. [Active no.14559] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4790

Video number 03574

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24-F

Topic: Elephants -- Burma
       Laborers -- Burma
       Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
       MISCELLANEOUS--BURMA

Place: Burma
       Rangoon (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Bringing in a raft of logs--working elephants in the Salween river. [Caption no. 14560 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4791

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig. no. 96.

Topic:
Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
Laborers -- Burma
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
MISCELLANEOUS--BURMA
Rivers -- Burma

Place:
Burma -- 1890-1920
Rangoon (Burma)
Salween River

Genre/
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Bringing in a raft of logs--working elephants in the Salween river. Active no. 14560 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Bringing in a raft of logs--working elephants in the Salween river. Active no. 14560 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4792

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig. no. 94.

Topic:
BURMA
Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
Laborers -- Burma
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
Rivers -- Burma
Place:  Burma -- 1890-1920
       Rangoon (Burma)
       Salween River
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Girls assorting leaf tobacco to make cigars, Mopoon. Caption no. 14562: stereoscopic photonegative
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Girls assorting leaf tobacco to make cigars, Mopoon. Caption no. 14562: stereoscopic photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4793
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig. no. 112-B.

Topic:  BURMA
        Cigars -- Burma
        Tobacco -- Burma -- 1890-1920
        Women laborers -- Burma
Place:  Burma -- 1890-1920
        Mopoon (Burma)
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

A group of poor Buddhist monks before the great bell at the temple, Mingoon. [Active no. 14563: stereo photonegative]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): A group of poor Buddhist monks before the great bell at the temple, Mingoon. [Active no. 14563: stereo photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4794

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig.no. 47-A.

Names: Buddha -- Burma
Topic: BURMA
Bells -- Burma
Monks -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Temples -- Burma
Place: Burma
Mingoon (Burma)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4795

Video number 03579
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
23-B

Topic: BURMA
Parks -- Burma
Trees -- Burma
Place: Burma

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4796

Video number 03580
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
28-B

Topic: BURMA
    Pagodas -- Burma
    Parks -- Burma
    Trees -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Pagoda in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4797

Video number 03581
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29-A-2
[Pagoda in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4798

Video number 03582
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29-B-2

Third class carriage for women on Burmese Ry. [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4799

Video number 03583
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
31-B

Topic: BURMA
Railroads -- Burma
Trains -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Turtle in Burma.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4800

Video number 03584
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33-G

Topic: BURMA
Turtles

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4801

Video number 03585

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

41-B

Topic: BURMA

Pagodas -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Smoking in Burma] : stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Smoking in Burma] : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4802
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig. no. 53-C.

Topic: BURMA
  Parks -- Burma
  Portraits -- Burma
  Smoking -- 1890-1920 -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculptors in Burma. [photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4803

Video number 03587

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

55-2

Names: Buddha

Topic: Artisans -- Burma
  BURMA
  Carvers -- Burma
  Religion -- Burma
  Sculptors -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Smoking in Burma : stereo photonegative.]
Three women with parasols and cigars.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: BURMA
- Pagodas -- Burma
- Portraits -- Burma
- Smoking -- 1890-1920 -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Burma.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 4805

Video number 03589

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
- 66-4

Topic: Art -- Burma
BURMA
Religion -- Burma
statues -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Burma Pagoda.
photonegative.
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4806

Video number 03590
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67-2

Topic: BURMA
Lions -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bathers and boat in Burma.
photonegative.
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 4807

Video number 03591

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    70-D

    Topic:       BURMA
        Beaches -- Burma
        Boats -- Burma
        Rivers -- Burma

    Place:       Burma

    Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    Form:       -- Glass
                    Stereoscopic photographs

    [Roadway in Burma.] [photonegative.]
    1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

    Image(s)
    Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
    Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
    H.C. White Co., Publisher
    English.
    Silver gelatin on glass.
    Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 4808

Video number 03592

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    72-B

    Topic:       BURMA
        Roads -- Burma
        Trees -- Burma

    Place:       Burma

    Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    Form:       -- Glass
                    Stereoscopic photographs

    [Roadway in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4809

Video number 03593
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

73-C

Topic: 
BURMA
Carts -- Burma
Roads -- Burma
Trees -- Burma

Place: 
Burma

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in oxcart, Burma : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Image(s): [Man in oxcart, Burma : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4810

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig. no. 74-B.

Topic: 
BURMA
Buffalo -- Burma
Carts -- Burma
Cows -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
[Pagoda in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

broken - four pieces

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4811

Video number 03595

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77-C

Topic: BURMA
Buffalo -- Burma
Carts -- Burma
Cows -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Roads -- Burma
Trees -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pagoda in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4812

Video number 03596

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78-B

Topic:
BURMA
Pagodas -- Burma
Ships -- Burma
Waterscapes -- Burma

Place:
Burma

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4813

Video number 03597

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].
Topic: BURMA
  Beaches -- Burma
  Docks -- Burma
  Piers -- Burma
  Ships -- Burma
  Wharves -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 4814

Video number 03598
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  84-B

Topic: Architecture
  BURMA
  Columns
  Pillars
  Stairways

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Pagoda in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4815

Video number 03599
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
87-B

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
       BURMA
       Monks -- Burma
       Pagodas -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Monks in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4816

Video number 03600
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90-B
Topic: BURMA
Monks

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pagoda in Burma. [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4817

Video number 03601
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91-D

Topic: BURMA
Monks -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Two musicians, Burma : stereoscopic photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4818

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig. no. 99-3.

Topic: BURMA
Musical instruments -- 1890-1920

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Burma] stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Statue in Burma] stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4819

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig. no. 107-B.

Copy and Version Identification Note
107-B

Names: Buddha

Topic: BURMA
Caves -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
statues -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4820

Video number 03604

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

109-B

Topic: BURMA
    Buffalo -- Burma
    Carts -- Burma
    Cows -- Burma
    Roads -- Burma
    Trees -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Women seated on the ground rolling cigars in Burma. Stereographic negative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4821

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Orig. no. 114-B.

Topic: BURMA
    Cigars -- Burma
Tobacco -- Burma -- 1890-1920
Trades -- Burma
Women laborers -- Burma

Place: Burma -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave in Burma.] photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): [Cave in Burma.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4822

Video number 03606
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118-B

Topic: BURMA
Caves -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4823

Video number 03607
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124-B

Topic: BURMA
Children -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4824

Video number 03608
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
128-B

Topic: BURMA
Roads -- Burma
Trees -- Burma
Villages -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4825
Video number 03609
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
129-B

Topic: BURMA
Buffalo -- Burma
Carts -- Burma
Roads -- Burma
Trees -- Burma
Villages -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue in Burma.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4826
Video number 03610
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].
Busy shipping in Colombo harbor, as seen from the customs wharf. [Active no. 14301 photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4827

Similar to RSN 7456.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Lace making in Ceylon--Singhalese girls at work in a courtyard, Colombo. [Active no. 14303 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4828

Same as RSN 2258, 2259 and 7458-7460.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Orig. no. 135-D

Names: Adamson, Glenn
Topic: Artisans -- Ceylon
       Ceylon
       Lace and lace making -- Ceylon
       Lace and lace making -- Ceylon
       Women laborers -- Ceylon
Place: Ceylon
       Colombo (Ceylon)
       Singhalese
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Beaching a catamaran gliding through the surf at full sail. [Active no.14306 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4829

Similar to RSN 4689, 7463 and 7464
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]
Copy and Version Identification Note
139-A

Topic: Beaches
CEYLON
Sailboats

Place: Ceylon
Wellawatta

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Singhalese girls in their combos (straight skirts) and white jackets. [Active no. 14313: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4830

Similar to RSN 7473-7477

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]

Orig. no. 136-A.

Topic: CEYLON
Clothing and dress
Textile fabrics

Place: Ceylon
Singhalese

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the curious roots of a huge rubber tree in tropic Ceylon. [Active no. 14315: photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4831

Similar to RSN 7479.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
140-B

Topic:
Agriculture -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Forests -- Ceylon
Laborers -- Ceylon
Rubber -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The Bauhinia Anguina, a singular snake-like creeper, Botanical Gardens.
[Active no.14316 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4832

Similar to RSN 7480.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].
Copy and Version Identification Note
141-2

Topic: Bauhinia Anguina
Botanical gardens -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Plants -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Peradeniya

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Giant bamboo nearly 100 ft. high, trunks 12 inches diameter. [Active no.14317 photonegative.]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4833

Similar to RSN 7481.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
142-C

Topic: Bamboo -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Peradeniya

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lofty bamboo trees in the beautiful Botanical Gardens. [Active no.14318 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4834

Similar to RSN 7482.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
143-1

Topic:  Bamboo -- Ceylon
        Botanical gardens -- Ceylon
        CEYLON
        Trees -- Ceylon

Place:  Ceylon
        Peradeniya

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The famous group of Assam rubber trees in the Botanical Gardens. [Active
no.14319 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4835

Similar to RSN 7483.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].
The unrivalled beauty of tropic verdure in the lovely Botanical Gardens. [Active no.14320 photonegative.]

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 4836

Similar to RSN 7484.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Looking north across the lake at Kandy to the famous Temple of Buddha's Tooth. [Active no.14322 photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4837

Similar to RSN 7486.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note

144-B

Names:  Buddha -- Ceylon

Topic:  CEYLON

Children -- Ceylon

Lakes -- Ceylon

Religion -- Ceylon

Shrines -- Ceylon

Temples -- Ceylon

Tombs -- Ceylon

Trees -- Ceylon

Place:  Ceylon

Kandy (Ceylon)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

An ideal scene of tropic beauty. [Active no.14323 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4838
Similar to RSN 7487.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
148-2

Topic: CEYLON
   Lakes -- Ceylon
   Religion -- Ceylon
   Shrines -- Ceylon
   Temples -- Ceylon
   Tombs -- Ceylon
   Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
       Kandy (Ceylon)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

Elephant keepers driving a herd of huge beasts into the river to drink.
[Active no.14324 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 4839

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Similar to RSN 7488-7490.

Copy and Version Identification Note
154-D

Topic: CEYLON
       Elephants -- Ceylon
       Rivers -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
       Kandy (Ceylon)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Jak (bread fruit) tree, the huge fruit weighing 5 to 50 lbs. [Active no. 14326 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4840

Similar to RSN 7492
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]

Copy and Version Identification Note
145-2?

Topic: Bread fruit trees
CEYLON
Jak (bread fruit) tree

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Singhalese girl with her water jar. [Active no. 14327 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Subject wears long skirt but is nude to the waist.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4841
Grinding moonstones in Kandy, where the finest and most lustrous in the world are found. [Active no.14328 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4842

Similar to RSN 7494

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]

Copy and Version Identification Note
153-1

Topic: Artisans
CEYLON
Gems
Grinding
Jewelry
Moonstones

Place: Ceylon
Kandy (Ceylon)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The lovely valley of Dumbera from the heights above Kandy. [Active no. 14329 : stereo photonegative.]
Mounting an elephant by way of the huge creature's fore leg, which he obediently holds up. [Active no.14330 : photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4844

Similar to RSN 7496.
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Orig. no. 149-2.

Topic:        CEYLON
Trees -- Ceylon
Valleys -- Ceylon

Place:        Ceylon
Dumbera (Ceylon)
Kandy (Ceylon)

Genre/        Landscapes (representations) -- Ceylon
Form:        Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Copy and Version Identification Note

156-B

Topic: CEYLON
       Elephants -- Ceylon
       Laborers -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           Stereoscopic photographs

Ancient method of executing a criminal in Ceylon, prisoner crushed by an
elephant's foot. [Caption no. 14332 : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 4845

Similar to RSN 7498.

Associated number: 158-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: CEYLON
       Crime -- 1890-1920 -- Sri Lanka
       Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- Sri Lanka
       Punishment -- 1890-1920 -- Sri Lanka

Place: Ceylon -- 1890-1920
       Sri Lanka -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Taking his supper with him—elephant carrying a giant palm log across the
river for his evening meal. [Active no. 14333 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4846

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Similar to RSN 7499.

Copy and Version Identification Note
155-A

Topic: CEYLON
          Elephants -- Ceylon
          Lumber industry -- Ceylon
          Rivers -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Female figure standing beside large plant, Ceylon. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4847

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Orig. no. 146-C.

Topic: CEYLON
          Portraits -- Ceylon
Place: Ceylon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees in Ceylon.] [photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4848
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

Copy and Version Identification Note
151-2

Topic: Bamboo -- Ceylon
CEYLON
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the harbor of Hong Kong--a Chinese junk passing. [Active no. 4451 ; stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4849
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]
Orig. no. 3-B.

Topic: 
- CHINA SERIES
- Harbors
- Junk
- Sailboats

Place: 
- China
- Hong Kong

Genre/Form: 
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

On the waterfront at Shanghai--passengers claiming baggage. [Active no. 4453 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4850

Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142]. Associated number, 1-A.

Topic: 
- CHINA SERIES
- Docks -- China
- Luggage -- China
- Passengers -- China
- Piers -- China
- Ships -- China
- Wharves -- China

Place: 
- China
- Shanghai (China)

Genre/Form: 
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in China.] photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene in China.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4851
Currently stored in box 1.1.26 [142].

2-B.

Topic: CHINA SERIES
  Carts
  Streets -- China
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Box 42
RSN Numbers 4852-4944

Image(s)

[New Zealand], no. 9201 : photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [New Zealand], no. 9201 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4852
Similar to RSN 6066
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]

Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River jungle in New Zealand], active no. 9202 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): [River jungle in New Zealand], active no. 9202 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4853

Similar to RSN 6067.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 4.

Topic:
Jungles -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Trees -- New Zealand

Place:
New Zealand

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls in New Zealand.] Active no. 9203 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): [Waterfalls in New Zealand.] Active no. 9203 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4854
Similar to RSN 6068

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Topic: Rivers -- New Zealand
       Waterfalls -- New Zealand.

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Jungle, New Zealand.] Active no. 9204 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jungle, New Zealand.] Active no. 9204 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4855

Similar to RSN 6069.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 5.

Topic: Jungles -- New Zealand
       Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls in New Zealand jungle.] Active no. 9205 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Waterfalls in New Zealand jungle.] Active no. 9205 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Upper right corner missing (broken).

Local Numbers

RSN 4856

Similar to RSN 6070.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Topic: Jungles -- New Zealand
      Rivers -- New Zealand
      Trees -- New Zealand
      Waterfalls -- New Zealand.

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Jungle, New Zealand.] Active no. 9206 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Jungle, New Zealand.] Active no. 9206 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4857

Similar to RSN 6071.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 6.

Topic: Jungles -- New Zealand
      Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Karangahki Gorge looking south [on envelope], [Active no. 9207 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4858

Similar to RSN 6072.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 11.

Topic: Canyons -- New Zealand
Gorges -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Rocks -- New Zealand

Place: Karangahki Gorge (New Zealand)
New Zealand

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway and river rapids in New Zealand mountains.] Active no. 9208 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): [Walkway and river rapids in New Zealand mountains.] Active no. 9208 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4859

Similar to RSN 6073.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 12.
Topic: Bridges -- New Zealand  
Canyons -- New Zealand  
Gorges -- New Zealand  
Mountains -- New Zealand  
Rivers -- New Zealand  
Rocks -- New Zealand  
Walkways -- New Zealand  

Place: New Zealand  

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[FAMILY GROUPS OUTSIDE A-FRAME BUILDING, NEW ZEALAND.] Active no. 9210 : stereo photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Family groups outside A-frame building, New Zealand.] Active no. 9210 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 4860

Similar to RSN 6075.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 15.

Topic: Architecture -- New Zealand  
Dwellings -- New Zealand  
Family -- 1900-1910 -- New Zealand  

Place: New Zealand  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[FAMILY GROUP OUTSIDE BUILDING, NEW ZEALAND.] Active no. 9211 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Family group outside building, New Zealand.] Active no. 9211 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4861
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Similar to RSN 6076. Orig. no. 16.

Topic:  
Children -- New Zealand.
Dwellings -- New Zealand
Family -- 1900-1910 -- New Zealand

Place:  
New Zealand

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] [Active no.9212 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
paper remnants adhering
Local Numbers
RSN 4862
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Similar to RSN 5425 and 6077.
Copy and Version Identification Note
18

Topic:  
Boats -- New Zealand
Moss -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Trees -- New Zealand
Waterscapes -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] [Active no. 9213: photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4863

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Similar to RSN 6078.

Copy and Version Identification Note
20

Topic: Boats -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Trees -- New Zealand
Waterscapes -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and mountains in New Zealand. Active no. 9215: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4864

Similar to RSN 6079.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 22.

Topic: Bridges -- New Zealand
       Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
       Mountains -- New Zealand
       Rivers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in New Zealand. Active no. 9216 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4865

Similar to RSN 6080.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 24.

Topic: Architecture -- New Zealand
       Buildings -- New Zealand
Fog
Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand
Smoke

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] [Active no.9218 : photonegative.] 1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4866

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Similar to RSN 6082.

Copy and Version Identification Note
26

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] [Active no.9219 : photonegative.] 1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4867

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Similar to RSN 6083.

Copy and Version Identification Note
27

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] [Active no.9220 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4868

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Similar to RSN 6084.

Copy and Version Identification Note
28

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in New Zealand.] [Active no. 9223 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4869

Similar to RSN 6087.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 34.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
      Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls in New Zealand.] [Active no.9224 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4870

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Similar to RSN 6088 and 6089

Copy and Version Identification Note
35

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
       Rivers -- New Zealand
       Waterfalls -- New Zealand.
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls in New Zealand.] [Active no.9225 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4871
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Similar to RSN 6090

Copy and Version Identification Note
36

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls in New Zealand.] [Active no.9227 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4872
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Similar to RSN 6092.

Copy and Version Identification Note

  19

  Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
  Rivers -- New Zealand

  Place: New Zealand

  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in New Zealand. Active no. 9228 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4873

Similar to RSN 6093.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 38.

  Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand

  Place: New Zealand

  Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand. Active no. 9231 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4874

Similar to RSN 6095.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 45.

Topic:
Architecture -- New Zealand
Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Ships -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river in New Zealand.] [Active no.9233 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4875

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Similar to RSN 6097.

Copy and Version Identification Note

47

Topic:
Bridges -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in New Zealand. Active no. 9234 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4876

Similar to RSN 6098
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Orig. no. 48.

Topic:
Bridges -- New Zealand
Streets -- New Zealand

Place:
New Zealand

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cattle in river in New Zealand. Active no. 9235 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4877

Similar to RSN 6099.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Orig. no. 49.

**Topic:** Cows -- New Zealand
Horses -- New Zealand
Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand

**Place:** New Zealand

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in New Zealand. Active no. 9236 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 4878

Similar to RSN 6100.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 50.

**Topic:** Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand
Roads -- New Zealand
Sheep -- New Zealand

**Place:** New Zealand

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in New Zealand.] [Active no.9237 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4879

Similar to RSN 6101.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52

Topic:
Docks -- New Zealand
Harbors -- New Zealand
Piers -- New Zealand
Ships -- New Zealand
Wharves -- New Zealand

Place:
New Zealand

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in New Zealand.] [Active no.9238 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4880

Similar to RSN 6102.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

53

Topic: Docks -- New Zealand
Harbors -- New Zealand
Piers -- New Zealand
Ships -- New Zealand
Wharves -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Statue "Ballance" [Active no.9239 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers

RSN 4881

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Similar to RSN 6103

Copy and Version Identification Note

54

Topic: Buildings -- New Zealand
Museums -- New Zealand
Sculptures -- New Zealand
statues -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in New Zealand.] [Active no.9240 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4882
Similar to RSN 6104.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
55

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in New Zealand. Active no. 9241 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").
[Park in New Zealand. Active no. 9242 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4884

Similar to RSN 6106.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 58.

[Park in New Zealand.] [Active no.9243 : photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4885

Similar to RSN 6107.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59

Topic: Palm trees -- New Zealand
      Parks -- New Zealand
      Roads -- New Zealand
      Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in New Zealand. Active no. 9245 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

paper remnants adhering

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4886

Similar to RSN 6109.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
61

Topic: Church buildings -- New Zealand
       Streets -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
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Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in New Zealand.] [Active no.9246 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4887
Similar to RSN 6110.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
62

Topic:
Carriages
Parks -- New Zealand
Streets -- New Zealand

Place:
New Zealand

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in New Zealand.] [Active no.9247 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4888
Similar to RSN 6111.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
63

Topic: Parks -- New Zealand  
Streets -- New Zealand  
Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes in New Zealand. Active no. 9248 : steree photonegative.]  
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 4889

Similar to RSN 6112.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 64.

Topic: Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in New Zealand. Active no. 9249 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5“ x 7“)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4890

Similar to RSN 6113.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Original no. 67.

Topic: Bicycles -- New Zealand
Streets -- New Zealand
Towers

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in New Zealand.] [Active no.9250 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5“ x 7“)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4891

Similar to RSN 6114.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Copy and Version Identification Note

68

Topic: Bicycles -- New Zealand
Cathedrals -- New Zealand
Churches -- New Zealand
Streets -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in city park in New Zealand.] [Active no.9251 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4892

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Similar to RSN 6115.

Copy and Version Identification Note

69

Topic: Parks -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] [Active no.9252 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4893

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Similar to RSN 6116 and 6117.

Copy and Version Identification Note
70

Topic: Parks -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] [Active no.9253 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4894

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Similar to RSN 6118.
Copy and Version Identification Note

72

Topic:
- Bridges -- New Zealand
- Parks -- New Zealand
- Rivers -- New Zealand
- Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast in New Zealand. Active no. 9254 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4895

Similar to RSN 6119.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Original no. 76.

Topic:
- Beaches -- New Zealand
- Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
- Ocean
- Seacoasts

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand. Active no. 9255 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4896

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Similar to RSN 6120.

Orig. no. 77.

Topic: Rivers -- New Zealand
     Roads -- New Zealand
     Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in New Zealand.] [Active no.9256 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4897

Similar to RSN 6121.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Copy and Version Identification Note

78

Topic: Arches -- New Zealand
      Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
      Roads -- New Zealand
      Tunnels -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in New Zealand. Active no. 9257 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4898

Similar to RSN 6122.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 79.

Topic: Arches -- New Zealand
      Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
      Roads -- New Zealand
      Tunnels -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in New Zealand.] [Active no.9258 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4899

Similar to RSN 6123.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
80

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Roads -- New Zealand
Tunnels -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in New Zealand.] [Active no.9259 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4900

Similar to RSN 6124.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Copy and Version Identification Note

82

Topic: Forests -- New Zealand
      Roads -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[New Zealand.] [Active no.9260 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

paper remnants adhering

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 4901

Similar to RSN 6125.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

83

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in New Zealand.] [Active no.9261 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4902

Similar to RSN 6126.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84

Topic: Clock towers -- New Zealand
Streetcars -- New Zealand
Streets -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza in New Zealand.] [Active no.9262 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4903

Similar to RSN 6127.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

86

Topic: Architecture -- New Zealand
Buildings -- New Zealand
Plazas -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach in New Zealand.] [Active no.9264 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4904

Similar to RSN 6129.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89

Topic: Beaches -- New Zealand
      Children -- New Zealand.
      Swimmers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in New Zealand.] [Active no.9265 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4905
Similar to RSN 6130.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90
Topic: Cathedrals -- New Zealand
Churches -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in New Zealand. Active no. 9266 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4906

Similar to RSN 6131.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 91.
Topic: Lakes -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in New Zealand. Active no. 9267 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4907

Similar to RSN 6132.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Orig. no. 92.

Topic: Lakes
Mountains -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in New Zealand. Active no. 9268 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4908

Similar to RSN 6133.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Orig. no. 96.
Topic: Lakes -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] [Active no.9269 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4909

Similar to RSN 6134.
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97

Topic: Mountains -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, New Zealand.] [Active no. 9270 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4910

Similar to RSN 6135.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98

Topic: Beaches -- New Zealand
Boats -- New Zealand
Islands -- New Zealand
Lakes -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
Waterscapes -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in New Zealand.] [Active no.9271 : photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4911

Similar to RSN 6136.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101

Topic: Boats -- New Zealand
Islands -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
Waterscapes -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in New Zealand.] [Active no.9272] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 4912

Video number 03696

Similar to RSN 6137.

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99

Topic: Boats -- New Zealand
       Islands -- New Zealand
       Mountains -- New Zealand
       Waterscapes -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. Flag atop high pole at fort, probably in Philippines : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4913

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 1-B.

Topic:
- Flags -- United States
- Fortification -- Philippines
- Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4914

Video number 03698

" 3 color stereo only Barnes Crosby 6/26/05 Returned"

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2-A

Topic:
- Boats -- Philippines
- Color photography -- 1890-1920
- Docks -- Philippines
- Piers -- Philippines
- Wharves -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form:
- Color separation negatives
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Philippines.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4915

Video number 03699

Env.: "Philippine Isls."

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3-B

Topic: Harbors -- Philippines
Horses -- Philippines
Laborers -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Giving the buffalo his regular noon-day bath, Manila Bay. 3503 photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Giving the buffalo his regular noon-day bath, Manila Bay. 3503 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4916

" 3 color stereo only Barnes Crosby 6/26/05 Returned".

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 4-A.

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920 -- Philippines
Harbors -- Philippines
Laborers -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS SERIES
Water buffalo

Place: Manila Bay -- Philippines
Philippines

Genre/Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Philippines.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4917

Video number 03701
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5-B

Topic: Harbors -- Philippines
Laborers -- Philippines
Water buffaloes -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers, Philippines. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4918

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 6-B.

Topic: Artillery
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Philippines

[Monument in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4919

Video number 03703

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7-B

Topic: Carts -- Philippines
Horses -- Philippines
Monuments -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children, Philippines. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4920

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 8-B.

Topic: Children -- Philippines.
Place: Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A cock fight--the Filipino's favorite sport. [Active no. 3518 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4921

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 9-B.

Topic: Chickens -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS SERIES
Recreation -- Philippines
Sport -- Philippines
Streets -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4922

Video number 03706

"3 color stereo only Barnes Crosby 6/26/05 returned"

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
10-A

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Color photography -- 1890-1920
Docks -- Philippines
Harbors -- Philippines
Piers -- Philippines
Wharves -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Working fish nets in the Bay of Manila. [Active no.3502] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4923

Video number 03707
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

11-C

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
       Fishing -- Philippines
       Nets -- Philippines
       PHILIPPINE ISLANDS SERIES
       Waterscapes -- Philippines

Place: Manila Bay
       Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4924

Video number 03708

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

12-B

Topic: Portraits -- Philippines
       Trees -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4925

Video number 03709
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]

Copy and Version Identification Note
13-B

Topic: Arches
      Architecture

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4926

Video number 03710
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
14-B

Topic: Agriculture -- Philippines
       Laborers -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4927

Video number 03711

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

15-B

Topic: Boats -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] stereo photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Philippines] stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4928

Video number 03712

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

18-B
Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Docks -- Philippines
Piers -- Philippines
Ships -- Philippines
Wharves -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4929

Video number 03713

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
19-A

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Harbors -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

School girls in native dress--upper garment made of hemp gauze. [Active no.3587] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4930

Video number 03714
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20-B

Topic: Children -- Philippines.  
       Education -- Philippines  
       Entrances -- Philippines  
       Fashions -- Philippines  
       Hemp -- Philippines  
       PHILIPPINE ISLANDS SERIES  
       Portraits -- Philippines  
       Schools -- Philippines  

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
             -- Glass  
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4931

Video number 03715
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
21-B

Topic: Architecture -- Philippines  
       Churches -- Philippines  
       Streets -- Philippines  

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
             -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4932
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]
Orig. no. 22-B.

Topic: Streets -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers and homes along street in Philippine Islands. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4933
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Orig. no. 24-C.

Topic: Armed Forces -- Philippines
Dwellings -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4934

Video number 03718
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27-C

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
       Docks -- Philippines
       Piers -- Philippines
       Wharves -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4935

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 29-C.

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4936

Video number 03720

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]

Copy and Version Identification Note
30-D

Topic:
Architecture -- Philippines
Cathedrals -- Philippines
Churches -- Philippines

Place:
Philippines

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in a fishing village in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4937

Video number 03721

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
31-B
Topic: Beaches -- Philippines
Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[�件 in a fishing village in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4938

Video number 03722
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33-B

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Docks -- Philippines
Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines
Piers -- Philippines
Wharves -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4939

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 34-B.

Topic: Artillery -- Philippines
      Children -- Philippines
      Fortification -- Philippines
      Guns -- Philippines
      Military -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4940

Video number 03724

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35-B

Topic: Palm trees -- Philippines
      Portraits -- Philippines
      Trees -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4941

Video number 03725

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

36-B

Topic: Palm trees -- Philippines

Portraits -- Philippines

Trees -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] [stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4942

Video number 03726

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

37-B

Topic: Boats -- Philippines

Docks -- Philippines

Laborers -- Philippines
Piers -- Philippines
Wharves -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in a fishing village in Philippine Islands.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Homes in a fishing village in Philippine Islands.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4943

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

"3 color stereo only Barnes Crosby 6/26/05". Orig. no. 38-A.

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
       Color photography -- 1890-1920
       Docks -- Philippines
       Dwellings -- Philippines
       Piers -- Philippines
       Wharves -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4944

Video number 03728
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39-B

Topic: Beaches -- Philippines
       Boats -- Philippines
       Docks -- Philippines
       Piers -- Philippines
       Wharves -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Box 43 RSN Numbers 4945-5044

Image(s)

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4945

Video number 03729
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40-B

Topic: Horses -- Philippines
       Streets -- Philippines
       Wagons -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4946

Video number 03730

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

41-C

Topic: Arches -- Philippines
Children -- Philippines.
Streets -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4947

Video number 03731

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42-B
Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
    Homes -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 4949

Video number 03732
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    43-C

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
    Homes -- Philippines
    Water buffaloes -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 4949
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 45-C.

**Topic:** Architecture -- Philippines
Bridges -- Philippines
Carriages -- Philippines
Gates -- Philippines
Horses -- Philippines

**Place:** Philippines

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 4950

**Video number 03734**

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

46-B

**Topic:** Architecture -- Philippines
Bridges -- Philippines
Carriages -- Philippines
Gates -- Philippines
Horses -- Philippines

**Place:** Philippines

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4951

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47-B

Topic: Arches -- Philippines
Armed Forces -- Philippines
Bridges -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4952

Video number 03736
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
48

Topic: Harbors -- Philippines
Sunsets -- Philippines
Trees -- Philippines
Waterscapes -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Bones from the graves of those whose burial-rental was not renewed, Manila. [Active no.3542] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4953

Video number 03737
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50-D

Topic: Bones -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS SERIES
Tombs -- Philippines
skulls -- Philippines
Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4954
Video number 03738
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51-C

Topic: Children -- Philippines.
Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Filipino children outside a native school house. [Active no.3555] :
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled bys cratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4955

Video number 03739
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
"H.C. White 3555"

Copy and Version Identification Note

52-B

Topic: Children -- Philippines.
Education -- Philippines
Huts -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS SERIES
Portraits -- Philippines
Schools -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
The shortest ferry route in the world, fare 1/2 c. Active no. 3531 : stereo photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The shortest ferry route in the world, fare 1/2 c. Active no. 3531 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4956

"3 color stereo only Barnes and Crosby 6/26/05 returned".

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 53-A.

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Color photography -- 1890-1920
Ferries -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS SERIES

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4957

Video number 03741

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Copy and Version Identification Note

54-E

Topic: Architecture -- Philippines
       Trees -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4958

Video number 03742
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

54-D

Topic: Architecture -- Philippines
       Trees -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4959

Video number 03743
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
55-A

Topic: Architecture -- Philippines
Trees -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

General view of the Suspension Bridge over Pasig River, Manila. [Active no.3538] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4960

Video number 03744
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
56-B

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Bridges -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS SERIES
Rivers -- Philippines
Towers -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Pasig River (Luzon, Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs
On the Suspension Bridge, Manila. 3539 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4961

Video number 03745
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
58-C

Topic: Bridges -- Philippines
Carriages -- Philippines
Horses -- Philippines

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS SERIES

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4962

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]

Orig. no. 61-D.

Topic: Streets -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4963

Video number 03747
"3 Color Stereo Only Barnes Crosby, 6/26/05 Returned"
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]

Copy and Version Identification Note
62-A

Topic: Carriages -- Philippines
Color photography -- 1890-1920 -- Philippines
Horses -- Philippines
Streets -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4964
Video number 03748

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
63-B

Topic: Carriages -- Philippines
Churches -- Philippines
Horses -- Philippines
Streets -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereo photographic photographs

[Philippines] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4965

Video number 03749

"3 Color Stereo Only Barnes Crosby, 6/26/05 Returned"

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
64-A

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Bridges -- Philippines
Canals -- Philippines
Color photography -- 1890-1920

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereo photographic photographs

[Philippines] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4966

Video number 03750

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

65-B

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Bridges -- Philippines
Canals -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4967

Video number 03751

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66-C

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Canals -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English. Silver gelatin on glass. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4968

Video number 03752
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67-B

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
       Canals -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English. Silver gelatin on glass. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4969

Video number 03753
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Copy and Version Identification Note

68-C

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Canals -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic homes in Philippine Islands. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4970

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 71-C.

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Streets -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic homes in Philippine Islands. photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Image(s): [Rustic homes in Philippine Islands. photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4971

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Orig. no. 73-B.

Topic: Carts
Dwellings -- Philippines
Streets -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic homes in Philippine Islands.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Rustic homes in Philippine Islands.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4972
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

"3 Color Stereo Only Barnes Crosby, 6/26/92 Returned" [check for error].
Orig. no. 75-A.

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Color photography -- 1890-1920
Dwellings -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic homes in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4973

Video number 03757
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76-B

Topic:      Dwellings -- Philippines
            Homes -- Philippines
Place:      Philippines
Genre/      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:       -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic homes in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4974

Video number 03758
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77-C

Topic:      Dwellings -- Philippines
            Homes -- Philippines
Place:      Philippines
Genre/      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:       -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Home in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4975

Video number 03759

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

78-C

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines
Trees -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4976

Video number 03760

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79-B

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4977

Video number 03761

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
80-C

Topic: Children -- Philippines.
Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4978

Video number 03762

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Copy and Version Identification Note
81-B

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Philippines.] [stereo photonegative.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4979

Video number 03763

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82-C

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in Philippine Islands.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 4980

Video number 03764

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83-B

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines
Ruins -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4981

Video number 03765

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85-B

Topic: Artillery -- Philippines
Cannon -- Philippines
Children -- Philippines.

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4982

Video number 03766

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85-F

Topic: Artillery -- Philippines
Cannon -- Philippines
Children -- Philippines.

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Philippines] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4983

Video number 03767

"Make print for album"

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]

Copy and Version Identification Note
86-C

Topic: Sunsets -- Philippines
### Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

**NMAH.AC.0143**

---

**Page 2479 of 15344**

### Trees -- Philippines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Philippines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Waterscapes -- Philippines**

[Watercape in Philippines. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underwood &amp; Underwood, Publisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.C. White Co., Publisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver gelatin on glass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancelled by scratching.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Local Numbers**

RSN 4984

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

**Orig. No. 86-D.**

### Sunsets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trees -- Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterscapes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Place:**

Philippines

**Genre/Form:**

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; front view of Palace with U.S. Flag at half staff. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underwood &amp; Underwood, Publisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.C. White Co., Publisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver gelatin on glass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancelled by scratching.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Local Numbers**

RSN 4985

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

**Orig. no. 1-F.**
[Honolulu; Front view of Palace with U.S. Flag at half staff; line of youths in front of monument.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

chipped corner

Local Numbers

RSN 4986

Video number 03770

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

2-C

[Honolulu; front view of Palace with monument in foreground.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4987

Video number 03771

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3-C

Topic: Architecture -- Hawaii
Buildings -- Hawaii
Palaces -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; horse-drawn wagons on street near Palace. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4988

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 4-D.

Topic: Streetcars -- Hawaii
Streets -- Hawaii -- Honolulu

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; view down street with shops, bicycle rider and horse-drawn carts.] [photonegative.]

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 4989

**Video number 03773**

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

5-B

**Topic:** Streets -- Hawaii

**Place:**

Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; view down street, with shops, horse-drawn carts and pedestrians.] [photonegative.]

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 4990

**Video number 03774**
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6-C

Topic: Streets -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; visitors in lush municipal park : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4991

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 7-C.

Topic: Streets -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; view of buildings in lush landscape with mountain ridge in background. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 4992

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 8-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; view of buildings in lush landscape with mountain ridge in background.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 4993

Video number 03777

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

9-C

Topic: Mountains -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; overview of city buildings with harbor and sailboats in background.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4994

Video number 03778
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
11-B

Topic: Harbors -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; view of buildings in lush landscape with mountain ridge in background] : stereoscopic photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Honolulu; view of buildings in lush landscape with mountain ridge in background] : stereoscopic photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Photographer
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4995

"Honolulu, 3 color stereo Barnes Crosby, 6/26/05"
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 12-A.

Topic: Color photography -- 1900-1910 -- Hawaii
Mountains -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1900-1910
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form:
- Color separation negatives
- Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; ducks in pond in back yard of home.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4996

Video number 03780

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
13-A

Topic:
- Ducks -- Hawaii
- Dwellings -- Hawaii
- Homes -- Hawaii

Place:
- Hawaii
- Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; farm field and buildings with mountain ridge in background.]
[photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4997
Video number 03781

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

  14

  Topic:  Agriculture -- 1890-1920 -- Hawaii
          Mountains -- Hawaii
  Place:  Hawaii
          Honolulu (Hawaii)
  Genre/Form:  Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
                Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Honolulu from the southwest. 3654 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4998

Video number 03782

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

  15-B

  Place:  Hawaii
          Honolulu (Hawaii)
  Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs
  Topic:  OUR PACIFIC POSSESSIONS

[Honolulu; horse-drawn carriage in lush garden setting.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 4999

Video number 03783
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
16-C

Topic:
Carriages -- Hawaii
Trees -- Hawaii

Place:
Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; overview of residential buildings. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5000
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 17-A.

Place:
Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; view down tree-lined waterway.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5001

Video number 03785
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
19-B

Topic: Canals -- Hawaii
Parks -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; close-up of lush tree.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5002

Video number 03786
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20-B
Topic: Agriculture -- Hawaii
Trees -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; front view of Palace with U.S. Flag at half staff.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5003

Video number 03787

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
21-C

Topic: Architecture -- Hawaii
Buildings -- Hawaii
Flags -- Hawaii
Palaces -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu harbor; tourist on bench on beach; Diamond Head in background. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5004

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 22-B.

Topic: Beaches -- Hawaii
       Harbors -- Hawaii
       Mountains -- Hawaii
       Trees -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
       Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; overview of lush garden with Diamond Head in background. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5005

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 23-B.

Topic: Agriculture -- Hawaii
       Mountains -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
       Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Figure on rock outcropping, mountains in distance : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 5006

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 24-D.

One side cancelled by scratching.

| Topic:   | Formations (Geology) -- Hawaii          |
| Place:   | Mountains -- Hawaii                    |
| Genre/   |                                      |
| Form:    | Photography -- Black-and-white negatives|

[Line of children (?) on street] : [stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5007

Video number 03791

AC0143-0005007 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 27-B.

One side cancelled by scratching.

| Topic:   | Streets -- Hawaii -- Honolulu          |
| Place:   | Hawaii                                  |
| Genre/   | Photographs -- Black-and-white negatives|
| Form:    | -- Glass                               |

[United States flag flying : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
One side cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5008

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. No. 28-B.

Topic: Flags -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pulling the nets, fishing in the Bay of Honolulu. [Active No. 3679] : [stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass.

One side cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5009

Video number 03793

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 29-B.

Topic: Boats
Fishing -- Hawaii
OUR PACIFIC POSSESSIONS
Waterscapes

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; pond with palm trees.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5010

Video number 03794
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30-B

Topic:
Parks -- Hawaii
Ponds -- Hawaii
Trees -- Hawaii

Place:
Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Hawaii.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5011

Video number 03795
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
31-C

Topic:
Destruction -- Hawaii
Disasters -- Hawaii
Docks -- Hawaii
Piers -- Hawaii
Wharves -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; man with shore gun; U.S. Army Transport Warren in background.] Stereo photonegative
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Honolulu; man with shore gun; U.S. Army Transport Warren in background.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5012

"3 color stereo only Barnes Crosby 6/26/05"

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 32-A.

Topic: Artillery -- Hawaii
Battleships -- Hawaii
Color photography -- 1890-1920 -- Hawaii
Docks -- Hawaii
Guns -- Hawaii
Piers -- Hawaii
Ships -- Hawaii
Wharves -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The United States Army transport "Warren" coaling at Honolulu. [Active no. 3651 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, H.C., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Broken, lower left corner lost.

Local Numbers
RSN 5013

"Honolulu mark this no. H.C. White negative found broken in #2 box"
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 33-B.

Names: United States. Army
Warren, Senator

Topic: Coal -- Hawaii
Docks -- Hawaii
Military -- Hawaii
OUR PACIFIC POSSESSIONS
Piers -- Hawaii
Ships -- Hawaii
Wharves -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; view down tree-lined roadway. [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5014

Video number 03798
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Copy and Version Identification Note

36-C

Topic: Roads -- Hawaii
      Trees -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
       Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; street and bridge over waterway; mountain ridge in background.]
[photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 5015

Video number 03799

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

37-B

Topic: Bridges -- Hawaii
       Mountains -- Hawaii
       Rivers -- Hawaii
       Roads -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
       Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Avenue of date palms, Queen's Hospital grounds. 3660 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5016

Video number 03800
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39-3

Topic: Hospitals -- Hawaii
OUR PACIFIC POSSESSIONS
Palm trees -- Hawaii
Roads -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; close-up of lush palm trees.]: [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5017

Video number 03801
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40-C

Topic: Palm trees -- Hawaii
Trees -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; sunset over harbor.] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5018

Video number 03802
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

41-B

Topic: Sunsets -- Hawaii
Waterscapes -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; tree-lined street with pedestrians and horse-drawn carts.]
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5019
Video number 03803

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42-C

Topic:
Buggies -- Hawaii
Horses -- Hawaii
Streets -- Hawaii

Place:
Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; horse-drawn wagon on roadway; mountain ridge in background.]
[photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5020

Video number 03804

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

44-B

Topic:
Carriages -- Hawaii
Horses -- Hawaii
Mountains -- Hawaii
Roads -- Hawaii

Place:
Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hawaii; tourists and horse-drawn carriage in rugged terrain.]
photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Hawaii; tourists and horse-drawn carriage in rugged terrain.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5021

3 color stereo only Barnes Crosby, 6/26/05"
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 45-A.

Topic:
Carriages -- Hawaii
Color photography -- 1890-1920 -- Hawaii
Horses -- Hawaii
Mountains -- Hawaii
Roads -- Hawaii

Place:
Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form:
Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; tourists on roadside in rugged terrain.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5022

Video number 03806
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46-A
[Honolulu; tourists on roadside in rugged terrain.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5023
Video number 03807
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47-B

Topic: Mountains -- Hawaii
Roads -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; overview of rugged terrain toward ocean. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5024
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 48-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; built-up roadway in mountainous terrain. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5025

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 49-B.

Topic: Mountains -- Hawaii
Roads -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists beside railroad tracks at station.] "Honolulu / Waipahu" [on envelope]: [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5026

Video number 03810

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

50

Topic: Palm trees -- Hawaii
      Railroads -- Hawaii
      Trees -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
      Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; overview of rugged mountainous terrain.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5027

Video number 03811

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51

Topic: Mountains -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
      Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; horses tethered to palm trees; railway line in background.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5028

Video number 03812

"Waipahn"

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

52-B

Topic:    Horses -- Hawaii
Palm trees -- Hawaii
Roads -- Hawaii
Trees -- Hawaii

Place:    Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu/Waipahn; palm trees and buildings with mountain ridge in background : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5029

"Honolulu Waipahn 3 color stereo only Barnes Crosby, 6/26/05".

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 54-A.
| Topic: | Color photography -- 1890-1920 -- Hawaii  
|       | Palm trees -- Hawaii  
|       | Trees -- Hawaii  
| Place: | Hawaii  
|        | Honolulu (Hawaii)  
| Genre/Form: | Color separation negatives  
|            | Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii  
|            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
|            | -- Glass  
|            | Stereoscopic photographs  

A native farmyard at Waipahn. 3668 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5030

Video number 03814

"Waipahn"

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
55-B

| Topic: | Farms -- Hawaii  
|        | OUR PACIFIC POSSESSIONS  
|        | Palm trees -- Hawaii  
|        | Trees -- Hawaii  
| Place: | Hawaii  
|        | Honolulu (Hawaii)  
|        | Waipahn (Hawaii)  
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
|            | -- Glass  
|            | Stereoscopic photographs  

[Farm field and buildings.] Honolulu / Waipahn [on envelope]. [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5031

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 56-C.

Topic: Agriculture -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)
Waipahm (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu/Waipahm; low view of farm field and buildings. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5032

"Honolulu Waipahm".

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 56-E.

Topic: Agriculture -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)
Waipahm (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu/Waipahn; lone palm tree in field. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5033
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Orig. no. 57-B.

Topic: Palm trees -- Hawaii
Trees -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)
Waipahn (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu/Waipahn; village buildings. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5034
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].
Orig. no. 58-B.

Topic: Villages -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)
Waipahu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu/Waipahu; low view of ducks in waterway; harbor and mountain ridge in background : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5035

"Honolulu Waipahu 3 color stereo only Barnes Crosby, 6/26/05".

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 60-A.

Topic: Color photography -- 1900-1910
Waterscapes

Place: Hawaii -- 1900-1910
Honolulu (Hawaii)
Waipahu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu/Waipahu; palm trees, beach and harbor. Stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5036
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 61-B.

Topic: Palm trees -- Hawaii  
Trees -- Hawaii  
Waterscapes -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii  
Honolulu (Hawaii)  
Waipahn (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu/Waipahn; factory building with two smoking stacks.] stereo photonegative  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Honolulu/Waipahn; factory building with two smoking stacks.] stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood  
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 5037

"Honolulu Waipahu 3 color stereo only Barnes Crosby, 6/26/09".

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 62-A.

Topic: Color photography -- 1900-1910  
Factories

Place: Hawaii  
Honolulu (Hawaii)  
Waipahu

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A view of Fuji through the pines of Lake Motosu. [Active no. 3990 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5044

Similar to RSN 5965 [from drawer 13].
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. E-99.

Topic: JAPAN SERIES
Lakes -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan
Pines -- Japan
Trees -- Japan

Place: Fujiyama
Japan -- 1900-1910
Motosu Lake

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; overview of city buildings with mountain ridge in background.
Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5038

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 63-A.

Topic: Mountains -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; dockside view, horses and lumber in foreground, huge sailing ship in background.] Stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Honolulu; dockside view, horses and lumber in foreground, huge sailing ship in background.] Stereo photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5039

"Honolulu, Color stereo only Barnes Crosby, 6/26/05"
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 64-A.

Topic: Color photography -- 1890-1920
Docks -- Hawaii
Horses -- Hawaii
Piers -- Hawaii
Sailboats -- Hawaii
Wagons -- Hawaii
Wharves -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1900-1910
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; low street view with mountains in background.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5040

Video number 03824
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65-B

Topic: Palm trees -- Hawaii
       Streets -- Hawaii
       Trees -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
       Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; overview of lush valley with buildings and mountain ridge in
background.] Stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5041

Video number 03825
Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. No. 66-C.

Topic: Mountains -- Hawaii
       Valleys -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
       Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; cows in lush valley setting.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5042

Video number 03826

Currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154].

Orig. no. 67-C.

Topic: Cows -- Hawaii
       Mountains -- Hawaii
       Valleys -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
       Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Hawaii

currently stored in box 1.1.27 [210], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 68-B.

Topic: Dwellings -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
       Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Honolulu; woman in front of home on wash day : stereo photonegative.]
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 44

RSN Numbers 5045-5136

Image(s)

The storm passed, from S.S. Columbia. [Active no. 8106 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5045

Video number 03829

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 5-A.

Topic: MID-OCEAN SERIES
          Ocean
          Waterscapes

Place: Atlantic Ocean

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Seagulls, near Gibraltar. [Active no. 8110 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5046

Video number 03830

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
"Original reproduced."

Orig. no. 29A.

Topic: Birds
MID-OCEAN SERIES
Ocean
Seagulls
Waterscapes

Place: Atlantic Ocean

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A flood of silver moonlight off the Azore Islands. 8113 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5047

Video number 03831

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

"Original reproduced"

Copy and Version Identification Note
7-A

Topic: Islands -- Azore Islands
MID-OCEAN SERIES
Moonlight -- Azore Islands
Oceans -- Azore Islands
Waterscapes -- Azore Islands

Place: Atlantic Ocean
Azore Islands

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Encountering the head winds and heavy swells of a southwester.
Tremendous seas breaking over the bows of an Atlantic liner. [Active no. 8115 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5048

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 20-B.

Topic: MID-OCEAN SERIES
Ocean
Ships
Storms
Waterscapes

Place: Atlantic Ocean

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunset on the ocean. 8117 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5049

Video number 03833
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
21-B

Topic: MID-OCEAN SERIES
Ocean
Sunsets
Waterscapes
Place: Atlantic Ocean
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Prinzessin Band. [Active no. 8145] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5050

Video number 03834

Musicians on ship.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. no. 16-B.

MID-OCEAN--Miscellaneous Musical instruments Ships
Place: Caribbean Prinzessin Victoria Luise
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"The clouds that gather round the setting sun." [sic] [Active no. 8118 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5051

Video number 03835
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 4-B.

**Topic:** MID-OCEAN--Miscellaneous
- Ocean
- Sunsets
- Waterscapes

**Place:** Mid-Ocean

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Part of rugged ocean island viewed from off shore.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s)*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 5052

Video number 03836

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 9-B.

**Topic:** Islands
- MID-OCEAN--Miscellaneous
- Ocean
- Waterscapes

**Place:** Mid-Ocean

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[From S.S. Columbia, sunlight through clouds reflected off ocean waters.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s)*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5053

Video number 03837

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
23-C

Topic: MID-OCEAN--Miscellaneous
      Ocean
      Waterscapes

Place: Mid-Ocean

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The coming storm, from S.S. Columbia. [Active no. 8105 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper from envelope stuck to glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5054

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 24-C.

Topic: MID-OCEAN SERIES
      Ocean
      S.S. Columbia
      Storms
      Waterscapes

Place: Atlantic Ocean

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
[From S.S. Columbia, sunlight through clouds reflected off Atlantic Ocean waters.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
stuck paper

Local Numbers
RSN 5055

Video number 03839
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
26-D

Topic: MID-OCEAN SERIES
Ocean
S.S. Columbia
Waterscapes

Place: Atlantic Ocean

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rapid fire battery and 8 in. guns, Cruiser Brooklyn. [Active no. 7402 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5056
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Original no. 15A.
Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Guns
Ships
UNITED STATES NAVY
Place: Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Cruiser Chicago. [Active no. 7407 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5057
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 22-A.

Names: Chicago (Ship)
United States. Navy
Topic: Flags
Ships
UNITED STATES NAVY
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Battleship Kearsarge in dry dock at Brooklyn Navy Yard. [Active no. 7415 : stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Battleship Kearsarge in dry dock at Brooklyn Navy Yard. [Active no. 7415 : stereo photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5058

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3-A

Names: Kearsarge (Battleship)
United States. Navy

Topic: Battleships
Drydocks
Ship industry
UNITED STATES NAVY

Place: Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rapid fire battery, showing breeches, Battleship Indiana. 7418
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5059

Video number 03843

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20-A

Names: Indiana (Battleship)
United States. Navy

Topic: Battleships
Guns
Ships
UNITED STATES NAVY

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Torpedo-boat destroyer Decater, U.S. Navy. 7436 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

chipped corner

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5060

Video number 03844

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Decatur (ship)
        Ships
        UNITED STATES NAVY

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Bow view of Cruiser Olympia. [Active no. 7405 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7“.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5061

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 31-C.

Names: Olympia (ship)
        United States. Navy

Topic: Boats -- United States
        Ships -- United States
UNITED STATES NAVY

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

First class Battleship Iowa, bow view, U.S. Navy. 7438 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5062

Video number 03846
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
26-B

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Battleships -- United States
Boats -- United States
Docks -- United States
Piers -- United States
Ships -- United States
UNITED STATES NAVY
Wharves -- United States

Place: Battleship Iowa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship in ocean : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7.

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Edge silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5063

AC0143-0001536 (AC Scan No.)

"U.S. Navy" on original envelope. Original no., 24-B.

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Ocean
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5064

Video number 03848
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27-B

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Ocean
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5065

Video number 03849

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

29-B

Names: United States. Navy

Topic: Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5066

Video number 03850

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

34-B

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.]: [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5067
Video number 03851
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 35-C.

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.]: [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5068
Video number 03852
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
36
Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Guns
Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Nation's Chief and the head of the Navy Department. [Active no. 7446 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5069
Duplicate of 240.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Associated number, 241. The name "Bonaparte" was associated with this image when originally catalogued.

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: NAVAL REVIEW, OYSTER BAY
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Ships -- New York
Place: New York
Oyster Bay (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship. Active no. 7447 : black-and-white photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5070
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Duplicate of 194. Orig. no. 206.

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
        Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: NAVAL REVIEW, OYSTER BAY
        Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
        Ships -- New York
Place: New York
        Oyster Bay (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt on ship : stereoscopic photonegative], [ca. 1900-1909.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt on ship : stereoscopic photonegative, ca. 1900-1909.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5071

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. no. 239?

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
        Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: NAVAL REVIEW, OYSTER BAY
        Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
        Ships -- 1900-1910 -- United States
Place: New York -- 1900-1910
        Oyster Bay (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape. Active no. 423 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5072

Video number 03856

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 205

Topic: Ocean
Waterscapes

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5073

Video number 03857

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

246

Topic: Flowers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The great fleet of American battleships leaving Hampton Roads for the Pacific. 7472 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5074

Video number 03858
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
164-A

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Battleships -- Virginia
NAVAL
Oceans -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the mighty ships of the great Pacific Fleet--Departure from Hampton Roads. 7474 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5075

Video number 03859
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

163-A

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Battleships -- Virginia
NAVAL
Oceans -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of people on dock and ships in harbor.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5076

Video number 03860
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113-B

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Docks -- Virginia
NAVAL
Piers -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia
Wharves -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from bow of battleship guns and sailors.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5077

Video number 03861
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114-B

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Guns -- Virginia
NAVAL
Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[View looking down on docked steamship.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5078

Video number 03862
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
151-B
Names: United States. Navy

Topic: NAVAL
Ships -- Virginia

Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View looking down on bow of ship and dock area.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5079

Video number 03863

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
15-2-A-2

Names: United States. Navy

Topic: Docks -- Virginia
NAVAL
Piers -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia
Wharves -- Virginia

Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View looking straight down on middle of large ship.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5080

Video number 03864

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
152-B-2

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: NAVAL
Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from water level of steamship and smaller ships.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5081

Video number 03865

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
184-B

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: NAVAL
Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Going into Camp--Making ready to erect tents. [Active no. 6503 : stereo photonegative.]

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, Ray, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Stuck paper.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 5082

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155]. Orig. no. 16-B.

**Topic:**

ARMY MANEUVERS

Camps

Horses

Military history

Tents

Training

World War, 1914-1918

**Genre/ Form:**

Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

---

General view of Camp 2. 6504 [photonegative]

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, Ray, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 5083

Video number 03867

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].
Copy and Version Identification Note

11-B

Topic: ARMY MANEUVERS
Camps
Military history
Tents
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Getting rations at the Camp Kitchen. 6505 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5084

Video number 03868
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Copy and Version Identification Note

92-B

Topic: ARMY MANEUVERS
Armed Forces
Camps
Dinners and dining
Food
Tents
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Getting rations at the Camp Kitchen. 6505 ariant [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5085

Video number 03869

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3-C

Topic: ARMY MANEUVERS
Armed Forces
Camps
Dinners and dining
Food
Tents
Training

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A lounge after dinner. 6506 [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5086

Video number 03870
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   13D

   Topic:  ARMY MANEUVERS
          Armed Forces
          Camps
          Training

   Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                 -- Glass
                 Stereoscopic photographs

Troops crossing the historic Old Stone Bridge. [Active no. 6507 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5087

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Orig. no. 85-B.

   Topic:  ARMY MANEUVERS
          Bridges
          Military history
          Training

   Place:  Old Stone Bridge

   Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                 -- Glass
                 Stereoscopic photographs

Troops crossing the historic Old Stone Bridge. [Active no. 6507 variant : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
ARMY MANEUVERS

Co. D., 14th N.Y. Militia, awaiting orders to advance. 6508 [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5089

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Copy and Version Identification Note
12-B

Topic: ARMY MANEUVERS
Military history
Tents
Training

Place: New York Militia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Co. K, 9th Texas, at attention. [Active no. 6509 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5090

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155]

Orig. no. 94-B.

Topic: ARMY MANEUVERS
Military history
Training

Place: Texas
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Filling canteens at the old well on Battlefield of Bull Run. Active no. 6510. [stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
RSN 5091

AC0143-0005091 (AC scan number)

Video number 03875

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Copy and Version Identification Note
31-C

Topic: ARMY MANEUVERS
Battlefields -- Virginia
Military -- Virginia
Training -- Virginia

Place: Bull Run (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Detachment of cavalry returning from the battlefield. [Active no. 6511 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5092

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Orig. no. 23-B.

Topic: ARMY MANEUVERS
Battlefields
Cavalry
Horses
Military history
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Returning to camp at evening after the fight. [Active no. 6512 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5093
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7B

Topic: ARMY MANEUVERS
Armed Forces
Cavalry
Horses
Tents
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Squad of Co. K, 29th U.S. Infantry, deployed at skirmishers. Active no. 6513 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
RSN 5094

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155]. Associated number, 6B.

Topic:      ARMY MANEUVERS
            Armed Forces
            Horses
            Infantry
            Tents
            Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Getting a field gun in position. 6515 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5095

Video number 03879

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155]

Copy and Version Identification Note
32-B

Topic:      ARMY MANEUVERS
            Armed Forces
            Guns
            Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

General Corbin, Chief in command, reading accounts of the maneuvers in the newspapers. 6518 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5096
Video number 03880

Original reproduced.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Copy and Version Identification Note

40

Names: Corbin, General
Topic: ARMY MANEUVERS
Armed Forces
Generals
Training
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

15th U.S. Cavalry passing along a highway in Southern Vermont. 6520 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5097
Video number 03881
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Copy and Version Identification Note

88-B

Topic: ARMY MANEUVERS
Cavalry -- Vermont
Dwellings -- Vermont
Military -- Vermont
Training -- Vermont

Place: Vermont

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion flaking-[inspected by Carolyn Long, 1990].

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5098

Video number 03882

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5-B

Topic: Armed Forces
Tents
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5099
Video number 03883
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].

Copy and Version Identification Note
14-C

Topic:      Armed Forces
            Tents
            Training

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:      -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Ray, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5100
Video number 03884
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [155].
Copy and Version Identification Note

44-B

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Tents
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade for Admiral Dewey : stereo photonegative,], [1899]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Parade for Admiral Dewey : stereo photonegative,] [1899].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers

RSN 5101

2 plates. Associated number, 8.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic: DEWEY PARADE, NEW YORK
Parades -- New York (State) -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade for Admiral Dewey] : [stereo photonegative,], [1899]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Parade for Admiral Dewey] : [stereo photonegative,] [1899].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers

RSN 5102
2 plates. Associated number, 8. Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic: DEWEY PARADE, NEW YORK
Parades -- New York (State) -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade for Admiral Dewey] : [stereo photonegative,], [1899]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Parade for Admiral Dewey] : [stereo photonegative,] [1899].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5103

2 plates, Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Associated number, 23-C.

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic: Arches
DEWEY PARADE, NEW YORK
Parades -- United States

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade for Admiral Dewey] : [stereo photonegative,], [1899]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Parade for Admiral Dewey] : [stereo photonegative,] [1899].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5104

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Associated number, 12.
Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: DEWEY PARADE, NEW YORK
Parades -- New York (State) -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade for Admiral Dewey : stereo photonegative,] [1899]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Parade for Admiral Dewey : stereo photonegative,] [1899].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5105
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Associated number, 21-B.

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Arches
Celebrations
DEWEY PARADE, NEW YORK
Parades -- New York (State) -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President leaving for Capitol. [Active no. 8041 : stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): President leaving for Capitol. [Active no. 8041 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers

RSN 5106

AC0143-0005106 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names:  McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
        United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic:  Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
        Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
        INAUGURATION OF McKinley
        Mansions -- Washington (D.C.)
        Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
        Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place:  Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

President's Escort, Troop A. [Active no. 8042 : stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): President's Escort, Troop A. [Active no. 8042 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers

RSN 5107

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 6-C.

Names:  McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)

        Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place:  Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs
President delivering Inaugural Address. [Active no. 8043] : [stereo photonegative], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"

Image(s): President delivering Inaugural Address. [Active no. 8043] : [stereo photonegative], 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5108

Video number 03892

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: INAUGURATION OF McKINLEY
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Ball-room, Pension Building. 8045 [stereo photonegative], 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): The Ball-room, Pension Building. 8045 [stereo photonegative], 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 5109

Video number 03893
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 5110

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Architecture
INAUGURATION OF McKinley
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Place: Pension Building
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Ball-room, Pension Building. 8045 (variant of 8045?) [photonegative], 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Ball-room, Pension Building. 8045 (variant of 8045?) [photonegative] 1901
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5110

Video number 03894

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 5109

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Architecture
INAUGURATION OF McKinley
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Place: Pension Building
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Crowd outside Capitol during service. [Active no. 10353 : stereo photonegative], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Crowd outside Capitol during service. [Active no. 10353 : stereo photonegative], 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5111
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Similar to RSN 6521
Orig. no. 1-E.
Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
McKINLEY FUNERAL
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Funeral procession of President McKinley coming down Pennsylvania Ave.
[Active no. 10351 : stereo photonegative], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Funeral procession of President McKinley coming down Pennsylvania Ave. [Active no. 10351 : stereo photonegative], 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5112
Similar to RSN 6517-6519. Associated number, 2-C.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)

Topic: Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 --
       Washington (D.C.)
       McKinley FUNERAL
       Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
       Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Floral tributes on Capitol steps. [Active no. 10355] : [black-and-white stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Floral tributes on Capitol steps. [Active no. 10355] : [black-and-white stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 5114

Video number 03898

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 6526.

5-B.

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
       United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
       Flowers
       Funeral rites and ceremonies
       McKinley FUNERAL
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
       Wreaths

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House. [Caption no. 9901 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House. [Caption no. 9901 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5115
Similar to RSN 5115-5119 and 6281-6284.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [212]. Orig. no. 1-C.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT IN W.H.
Portraits -- Men -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House. [Active no. 9901 : stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House. [Active no. 9901 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5116
Similar to RSN 5115-5119 and 6281-6284.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House. [Active no. 9901 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House. [Active no. 9901 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5117
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 5115-5119 and 6281-6284. Orig. no. 2-B.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT IN W.H.
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House. [Active no. 9901 : stereo photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House. [Active no. 9901 : stereo photonegative] 1901
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5118

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 5115-5119 and 6281-6284. Orig. no. 3-E.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT IN W.H.
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House. [Active no. 9901 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House. [Active no. 9901 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5119

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 5115-5119 and 6281-6284. Active no. 4-B.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT IN W.H.
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
President Roosevelt in the Cabinet Room of the White House. [Active no. 9902 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): President Roosevelt in the Cabinet Room of the White House. [Active no. 9902 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5120

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [212].

Similar to RSN 5121 and 6286.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT IN W.H.
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

President Roosevelt in the Cabinet Room of the White House. [Active no. 9902 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): President Roosevelt in the Cabinet Room of the White House. [Active no. 9902 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5121

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 5120 and 6286. Orig. no. 6-C.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
The President and his party in the reviewing stand in the "Court of History." [Caption No. 9924 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The President and his party in the reviewing stand in the "Court of History." [Caption No. 9924 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5122

Similar to RSN 5123 and 6301.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The President and his party in the reviewing stand in the "Court of History." [Caption no. 9924 : stereoscopic photonegative.,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5123
AC0143-0005123 (AC scan number)
Similar to RSN 5122 and 6301.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. no. 16-E.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Inaugural Parade in the "Court of History" opposite the White House grounds. [Active no. 9926 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Inaugural Parade in the "Court of History" opposite the White House grounds. [Active no. 9926 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5124
AC0143-0005124 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 6304. Orig. no. 1-B.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Armed Forces -- United States
        Flags -- United States
        Horses -- 1900-1910
        INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
        Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
        Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
        Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Vast interior of the Pension Building arranged for the Inaugural Ball. [Active no. 9927 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Vast interior of the Pension Building arranged for the Inaugural Ball. [Active no. 9927 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5125

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 6305. Orig. no. 17-C.

Names: Pension Building
           Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
        INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
        Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
        Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Vast throng of people about the Capitol listening to President Roosevelt's Inaugural Address. Active no. 9915: stereo photonegative, 1905

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Vast throng of people about the Capitol listening to President Roosevelt's Inaugural Address. Active no. 9915: stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5126

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 6291 and 6292. Orig. no. 62-B.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Capitols
Crowds -- 1900-1910
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops marching in Theodore Roosevelt's Inaugural Parade. stereoscopic photonegative,], 1905

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Troops marching in Theodore Roosevelt's Inaugural Parade. stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5127

AC0143-0005127 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Associated number, 53-B.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Armed Forces -- United States
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Viewers on U.S. Capitol roof and dome during Theodore Roosevelt Inauguration.] Stereoscopic photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Viewers on U.S. Capitol roof and dome during Theodore Roosevelt Inauguration.] Stereoscopic photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5128

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. No. 58-B.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops parading before U.S. Capitol during Theodore Roosevelt Inauguration.] Stereoscopic photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5129

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. no. 60-B.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops parading before U.S. Capitol during Theodore Roosevelt Inauguration : Stereoscopic photonegative.], 1905

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5130

AC0143-0005130 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. no. 61-B.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Troops parading during Theodore Roosevelt Inauguration : stereo photonegative., 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5131
AC0143-0005131 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. no. 54-B.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

President Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural Address. [Active No. 9914 : stereoscopic photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): President Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural Address. [Active No. 9914 : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5132
Similar to RSN 6290. Orig. no. 6-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Capitols
Crowds -- 1900-1910
Flags -- United States
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great crowds of people around the Inaugural Stand--President Roosevelt delivering address. [Active No. 9916 : stereoscopic photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Great crowds of people around the Inaugural Stand--President Roosevelt delivering address. [Active No. 9916 : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5133
Similar to RSN 6293; one side out of focus. Orig. no. 2-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Paper remnants adhering to glass.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
      INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
      Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
      Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Eager throng waiting for the appearance of the President at the Capitol.
[Active No. 9917 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Eager throng waiting for the appearance of the President at the Capitol. [Active No. 9917 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5134

Similar to RSN 6294.

Number on original sleeve? 3-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Paper remnants adhering to plate.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
      INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
      Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
      Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
General view of the Court of History. [Active No. 9922 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): General view of the Court of History. [Active No. 9922 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5135

Similar to RSN 6299. Orig. no. 7-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Paper remnants adhering to plate.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt reviewing passing troops in the Inaugural Procession.
Active No. 9923 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): President Roosevelt reviewing passing troops in the Inaugural Procession. Active No. 9923 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5136

Similar to RSN 6300. Orig. no. 5-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Broken corner mended.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 45  RSN Numbers 5137-5241

Image(s)

The Pilot Train which ran ahead of President Roosevelt's special--in the Royal Gorge. [Active No. 9942] : [stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5137

Video number 03921

Similar to RSN 5138 and 6321.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Canyons -- Colorado
Gorges -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT IN COLORADO
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Royal Gorge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Pilot Train which ran ahead of President Roosevelt's special--in the Royal Gorge. [Active No. 9942 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5138
Similar to RSN 5137 and 6321. Orig. no. 2-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Canyons -- Colorado
Gorges -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT IN COLORADO
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Royal Gorge

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt making one of his characteristic 10 min. speeches at North Platte, Nebraska. [Active No. 9945 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5139

Similar to RSN 6324. Original no. 15-C.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910. ROOSEVELT IN COLORADO
Railroads -- Nebraska
Trains -- Nebraska
Place: Nebraska -- 1900-1910
North Platte (Nebr.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Ready to haul the President's train--Union Pacific Engine at North Platte, Nebraska. [Active No. 9947 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scsartching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5140

Similar to RSN 6326. Orig. no. 1-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Union Pacific Railway Company
Topic: Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910. ROOSEVELT IN COLORADO
Railroads -- Nebraska
Trains -- Nebraska
Place: Nebraska -- 1900-1910
North Platte (Nebr.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Union Pacific engine coming out of roundhouse to haul President Roosevelt's Special. [Active No. 9946] : [stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; broken corner loss.

Local Numbers
RSN 5141

Video number 03925

Similar to RSN 6325. Orig. no. 3-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Union Pacific Railway Company

ROOSEVELT IN COLORADO
Railroads -- Nebraska
Trains -- Nebraska

Place: Nebraska
North Platte (Nebraska)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt addressing a typical Western crowd from the rear of his private car. [Active No. 9929 9930?] : [stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5142

Video number 03926
Similar to RSN 5142-5144 and 6308. Orig. no. 14-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
ROOSEVELT IN COLORADO
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado
Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt addressing a typical Western crowd from the rear of his private car. [Active No. 9929 9930/ : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5143

Similar to RSN 5142-5144 and 6308. Orig. no. 17.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
ROOSEVELT IN COLORADO
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado
Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt addressing a typical Western crowd from the rear of his private car. [Active No. 9929 30/9943/9944? Stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5144

Similar to RSN 5142-5144 and 6308. Orig. no. 21.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names:  Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
ROOSEVELT IN COLORADO
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado
Place:  Colorado -- 1900-1910
Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:  -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Godspeed of an American crowd to an American President—
President's Special leaving Colorado Springs. [Active No. 9944 :
stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5145

Similar to RSN 6323. Orig. no. 25-B.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names:  Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
ROOSEVELT IN COLORADO
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Colorado Springs (Colo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt on horse with family groups; mountains in background. No. 9937 or 9938 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5146
38 (on sleeve?)

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Horses -- Colorado
Hunting -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT IN COLORADO

Place: Chapman (Colorado)
Colorado
Stewart

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stage : Stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5147
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. no. 119-B.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Massachusetts -- 1900-1910
Provincetown (Mass.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stage. Stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5148
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 120-C.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Massachusetts -- 1900-1910
Provincetown (Mass.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt; view of home from street level. No. 126 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5149

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 114-A-2.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
Dwellings -- Massachusetts
Homes -- Massachusetts
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Massachusetts
Provincetown

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stage : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5150
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. no. 1-E.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Rutland (Vermont)
Vermont
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Labor Day parade in Rutland. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5151

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Associated number: 3.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Flags -- United States
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Labor Day
Parades -- United States
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Place: Rutland
Vermont -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stage : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 5152

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 135-B.

   Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
   Topic:
      Elections
      Flags -- United States
      Labor Day
      Political campaigns
      Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
   Place:
      Rutland
      Vermont
   Genre/ Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft addressing crowd from stand : stereoscopic photonegative.]
   1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
   Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   Brown Brothers, Photographer
   H.C. White Co., Publisher
   English.
   Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 5153

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. no. 136A.

   Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
   Topic:
      Elections
      Political campaigns
      Presidents -- United States
   Genre/ Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft addressing crowd from stand : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5154

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 137-B.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft campaigning from rear car of train. Glass stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5155

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 138-B.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft campaigning from rear car of train. Glass stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5156
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 139-B.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States
Railroads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft addressing crowd from stand: glass stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5157
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 140-C.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
      Elections
      Political campaigns
      Presidents -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft in carriage.] glass stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; broken.

Local Numbers
RSN 5158

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 144.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic: Automobiles -- 1900-1910
      Elections
      Political campaigns
      Presidents -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft and Family] stereo photonegative, [1908]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): [William Howard Taft and Family] stereo photonegative, 1908.
Image(s): [William Howard] Taft and Family [stereo photonegative, 1908].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
All seated on steps in front of house.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   AC0143-0005159 (AC Scan No.)
   RSN 5159
Original no., 149. "B B '08" on original envelope.
Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Elections
       Family
       Political campaigns
       Presidents -- United States
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Portraits -- Men
       Stereoscopic photographs

Taft's Son. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 5160
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Orig. no. 151.
Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Elections
Family
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft addressing crowd from stand. Glass stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5161
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 92-B.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic: Elections
Police
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States

Place: Cincinnati (Ohio)
Ohio

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft addressing crowd from stand.] [glass stereo photonegative.] 
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5162

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 93-B.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Elections
Flags -- United States
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Cincinnati (Ohio)
Ohio
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft addressing crowd from stand, Cincinnati : glass stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5163

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 95.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Crowds
Elections
Flags -- United States
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Cincinnati (Ohio)
Ohio
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft raising flag on pole.] [glass stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5164

Video number 03948

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96-B

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic: Crowds
Elections
Flags -- United States
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Cincinnati (Ohio)
Ohio

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft addressing crowd from stand, Cincinnati: glass stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5165

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 97-B.

Names:    Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic:    Crowds
          Elections
          Flags -- United States
          Political campaigns
          Presidents -- United States
          Rites and ceremonies
Place:    Cincinnati (Ohio)
          Ohio
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft addressing crowd from stand. glass stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Stuck paper.

Local Numbers

RSN 5166

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 98-B.

Names:    Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic:    Crowds
          Elections
          Flags -- United States
          Political campaigns
          Presidents -- United States
          Rites and ceremonies
Place: Cincinnati (Ohio)
Ohio
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft and campaign group.] [glass stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5167

Video number 03951
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]

Copy and Version Identification Note
101

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States
Place: Cincinnati (Ohio)
Ohio
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft on campaign stand.] [glass stereo photonegative], 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Brothers, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5168

Video number 03952

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

108-B

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic: Elections
      Political campaigns
      Presidents -- United States

Place: Cincinnati (Ohio)
       Ohio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

4-B (number on envelope)

RSN 5169

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Image(s): [Taft inauguration; troops marching in parade : glass stereo photonegative,] 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5170
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. no. 1D.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Armed Forces -- United States
Crowds -- 1900-1910
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Image(s): [Taft inauguration at U.S. Capitol : glass stereo photonegative,] 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5171

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A]. Orig. no. 7B.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Taft inauguration; overview of inaugural parade : glass stereo photonegative,] 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Taft inauguration; overview of inaugural parade : glass stereo photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5172

Orig. no. 8-B.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic: Parades
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Taft's inauguration; troops marching in parade : glass stereo photonegative,] 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Taft's inauguration; troops marching in parade : glass stereo photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5173
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 11G.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Armed Forces -- United States
Parades
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Taft's inauguration; troops marching in parade : glass stereo photonegative,] 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Taft's inauguration; troops marching in parade : glass stereo photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5174
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 12D.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Armed Forces -- United States
Parades
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

John Mitchell, National President of the United Mine Workers of America, and second Vice President of the American Federation of Labor. [Active no. 8297 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5175

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [158].

Orig. no. 1-D.

Names: American Federation of Labor
       Mitchell, John, (President, United Mine Workers)
       United Mine Workers

Topic: Labor unions
       PROMINENT MEN

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Portraits -- Men Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. William Jennings Bryan. [Active no. 13003 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5177
Similar to RSN 7250. Orig. no. 353-B.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [158].

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PROMINENT MEN

Mr. and Mrs. William Jennings Bryan. [Active no. 13004 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 5178

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [158].

Orig. no. 354-A.

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Topic: PROMINENT MEN
Portraits -- Couples
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

How Mark Twain works--writing a new story, New York. [Active no. 13005 : stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): How Mark Twain works--writing a new story, New York. [Active no. 13005 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 5179

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [158].

Similar to RSN 7252. Orig. no. 115A.

Names: Davis, Charles H. (Charles Harold), 1856-1933
        Twain, Mark, 1835-1910

Topic: Bedrooms
       PROMINENT MEN

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Portraits -- Men
          Stereoscopic photographs

Place: New York

How Mark Twain works--writing a new story, New York. [Stereo photonegative.]
*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").*

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5180

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [158]. Orig. no. 113B.

Names: Twain, Mark, 1835-1910

Topic: Bedrooms
       PROMINENT MEN

Place: New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Portraits -- Men
          Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. Chas. E. Hughes, Governor of New York, at his desk in the Capitol, Albany. [Active no. 13007 : stereo photonegative.]
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

Image(s)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [158].

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5181

AC0143-0005181 (AC Scan No.)

Similar to RSN 5182 and 7254. Original no., 162-B.

Names: Hughes, Charles Evans, 1862-1948
Topic: Governors
Offices
PROMINENT MEN

Place: Albany (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Thomas Edison and his original dynamo, Edison Works, Orange, N.J.
[Active no. 13002 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Broken - one image in half.

Local Numbers
RSN 5176

Similar to RSN 7249. Orig. no. 144.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [148].

Names: Edison, Thomas A. (Thomas Alva), 1847-1931
Hon. Chas. E. Hughes, Governor of New York, at his desk in the Capitol, Albany. [Active no. 13007 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5182

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 5181 and 7254. Orig. no. 161-B.

Names: Hughes, Charles Evans, 1862-1948

Topic: Governors
Offices

PROMINENT MEN

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Albany (N.Y.)
New York

Governor Hughes at his desk in the governor's office, Albany. [Active no. 13008 : stereo photonegative.]
Hon. William H. Taft, Secretary of War. [Active no. 13009 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5184

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Similar to RSN 7256.
Orig. no. 3-A.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Offices
PROMINENT MEN
Presidents -- United States
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Pope Leo lying in state in the Vatican Palace, Rome. [Active no. 10357 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5185

Video number 03969

Same as RSN 5185-5187 and 6530-6531.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [200].

Names: Leo, Pope, XIII,
Topic: Ceremonies -- Vatican
Funerals -- Vatican
POPE PIUS X AND POPE LEO
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pope Leo lying in state in the Vatican Palace, Rome. [Active no. 10357 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5186

Video number 03970

Same as RSN 5185-5187 and 6530-6531.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [20].

Names: Leo, Pope, XIII,

Topic: Ceremonies -- Italy
Funerals -- Italy
POPE PIUS X AND POPE LEO
Religion -- Italy
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pope Leo lying in state in the Vatican Palace, Rome. [Active no. 10357 : stereo photonegative], 1903

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Pope Leo lying in state in the Vatican Palace, Rome. [Active no. 10357 : stereo photonegative], 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Corner broken.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5187

Video number 03971
Same as RSN 5185-5187 and 6530-6531.

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [20].

Names: Leo, Pope, XIII,

Topic: Ceremonies -- Italy
      Funerals -- Italy
      POPE PIUS X AND POPE LEO
      Religion -- Italy
      popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
      Rome (Italy)
      Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Lavishly costumed woman posing by window light. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5188

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [158].

Orig. no. 1-B.

Topic: Portraits -- Women

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing.
[photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing.
[photonegative] 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5189

Video number 03973

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4-B

Names: Deutschland (Ship)
       Henry, Prince

Topic: Docks
       Flags
       PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
       Piers
       Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
       Wharves

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing.
[photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing.
[photonegative] 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5190

Video number 03974

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4-B

Names: Deutschland (Ship)
       Henry, Prince

Topic: Docks
Flags
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Piers
Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
Wharves

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship with U.S. Flag and flag banners in dock area.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)  
Image(s): [Ship with U.S. Flag and flag banners in dock area.] [photonegative] 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5191

Video number 03975
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6-E

Names: Henry, Prince

Topic: Docks
Flags -- United States
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Piers
Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship with U.S. Flag and flag banners in dock area.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ship with U.S. Flag and flag banners in dock area.]
[photonegative] 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5192

Video number 03976

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8-C

Names: Henry, Prince

Topic: Docks
Flags -- United States
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Piers
Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Portrait of Kaiser Wilhelm II, on S.S. Deutschland. [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Portrait of Kaiser Wilhelm II, on S.S. Deutschland.
[photonegative] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5193

Video number 03977

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
9-3

Names:  
Deutschland (Ship)
Henry, Prince
Kaiser Wilhelm II

Topic:
Art
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Painting
Ships

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Steamship Deutschland--Prince Henry on board--about to sail for Germany. [Stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Steamship Deutschland--Prince Henry on board--about to sail for Germany. [Stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5194

NOTE: VIDEO NUMS 04118-04120 ARE BLANK!

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 10-B.

Names:  
Deutschland (Ship)
Henry, Prince

Topic:  
Boats -- United States
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Portraits -- United States
Ships -- United States

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] [photonegative] 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5195

Video number 04122

"Copyright for Brown Bros. Oct. 2, 1907".
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
11-B

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Birds
Docks
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing.
[photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing.
[photonegative] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5196
Video number 04123
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

11-C

Names: Deutschland (Ship)
Henry, Prince

Topic: Docks
Flags
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Piers
Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
Wharves

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing.
[photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing.
[photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5197

Video number 04124
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

12-B

Names: Deutschland (Ship)
Henry, Prince

Topic: Docks
Flags
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Piers
Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
Wharves
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Village scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
   RSN 5198
Video number 04125
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
   13-B
Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Boats -- United States
       PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
       Villages -- United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Prince Henry at West Point. Stereo photonegative.,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Prince Henry at West Point. Stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 5199
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Orig. no. 13-D.

Names: Henry, Prince

United States Military Academy

Topic: Architecture -- New York

PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US

Rivers -- New York

Place: New York

West Point (New York)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene.] [photonegative], 1902

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5200

Video number 04127

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

14-C

Names: Henry, Prince

Topic: Architecture -- United States

Boats -- United States

PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of White House from roadway.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Side view of White House from roadway.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5201

Video number 04128
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
14-D

Names: Henry, Prince
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Architecture
Mansions
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adheringstuck paper.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5202

Video number 04129
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
15-B
Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Boats -- United States
      PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
      Waterscapes -- United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing.
[photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing.
[photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5203

Video number 04130

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
15-B

Names: Deutschland (Ship)
       Henry, Prince
Topic: Docks
       Flagships
       PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
       Piers
       Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
       Wharves

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing.
[photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The S.S. Deutschland at her pier in New York just before sailing. [photonegative] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5204

Video number 04131

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

16-B

Names: Deutschland (Ship)
       Henry, Prince

Topic: Docks
       Flagships
       PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
       Piers
       Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
       Wharves

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Prince Henry.] : [glass stereo photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering, stuck paper.

Local Numbers

RSN 5205

Video number 04132

Cancelled by scratching.
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
17-B

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Architecture
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5206
Video number 04133

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
17-2

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Interior architecture
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5207

Video number 04134

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
18-B

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Interior architecture
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fortification.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5208

Video number 04135

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
19-B

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Fortification
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship with flag banners in dock area.] [photonegative], 1902
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1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5209

Video number 04136
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
19-B

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Docks
Flags
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5210

Video number 04137
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

20-2

Names: Henry, Prince

Topic:
- Architecture
- Docks
- PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
- Piers
- Wharves

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] [photonegative], 1902

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5211

Video number 04138

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

21-C

Names: Henry, Prince

Topic:
- Architecture
- Gardens
- PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] [photonegative], 1902

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Ruins.] [photonegative] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5212

Video number 04139

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22-2

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Architecture
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5213

Video number 04140

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22-C

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5214

Video number 04141
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
23-2

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Architecture
      Bells
      PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5215

Video number 04142
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24-2
Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Carriages
Horses
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Parks
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship interior : stereo photonegative,, 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5216

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 27-C.

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene with many figures. stereo photonegative,, 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]
Image(s): [Dock scene with many figures. stereo photonegative.] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5217
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 34-B.

Names: Henry, Prince

Topic: Boats -- United States
Docks -- United States
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Piers -- United States
Sailing ships -- United States
Wharves -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5218

Video number 04145

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35-B

Names: Henry, Prince

Topic: Boats -- United States
Docks -- United States
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Piers -- United States
Ships -- United States
Wharves -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative], 1902
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1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5219

Video number 04146
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [157].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35-C

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5220

Video number 04147
"20 sec."
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
36

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5221
Video number 04148
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
36-B

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Donkeys
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5222
Video number 04149
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

37-3

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Interior architecture
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5223

Video number 04150
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

38

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Interior architecture
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fruit trees.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Fruit trees.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5224

Video number 04151

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38-B

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Fruit
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Trees
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and dock area.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River and dock area.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5225

Video number 04152

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39-2

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Docks
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Piers
Rivers
Wharves
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5226

Video number 04153

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40-2

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Interior architecture
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

41-C

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Docks
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Piers
Ships
Wharves
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5228

Video number 04155
"20"

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42-B

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Docks
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Piers
Ships
Wharves
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5229

Video number 04156
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43-B

Names: Henry, Prince

Topic:
Docks
Laundries
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Piers
Wharves

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Copy and Version Identification Note

43-C-2

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Architecture
       Docks
       Laundries
       PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
       Piers
       Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Image(s): [Ship scene.] photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5231

Video number 04158

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

43-9

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
       Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Image(s): [Ship scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5232

Video number 04159

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44-B

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Docks
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5233

Video number 04160

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
45-2

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Interior architecture
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Ship scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5234

Video number 04161
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

45-5

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Interior architecture
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene. stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): [Ship scene. stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5235

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Orig. no. 45-B.

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Docks
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Piers
Villages
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Dining Car "Willard," Prince Henry's special train on Southern and Western Tour. [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5236

Video number 04163

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46-A-4

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Dining rooms
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Boats on river.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
RSN 5237

Video number 04164

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46-B

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Boats -- United States
Canals -- United States
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Rivers -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Dock scene.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5238

Video number 04165

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47-2

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Boats -- United States
Docks -- United States
PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
Piers -- United States
Wharves -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5239
Video number 04166
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47-B

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Docks
PRINCE HENRY’S VISIT TO US
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5240
Video number 04167
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

48-D

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
      Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] [photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] [photonegative] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5241
Video number 04168
Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

49-C

Names: Henry, Prince
Topic: Docks
       PRINCE HENRY'S VISIT TO US
       Piers
       Ships
       Wharves
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Thomas Edison and his original dynamo, Edison Works, Orange, N.J.
13002 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

broken plate

Local Numbers
RSN 5176

Video number 03960

Currently stored in box 1.1.28 [160A], moved from [148].

Similar to RSN 7249

Copy and Version Identification Note

144

Names: Edison, Thomas A. (Thomas Alva), 1847-1931

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
PROMINENT MEN
Portraits -- Men -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Orange (New Jersey)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 46 RSN Numbers 5242-5348

Image(s)

Nob Hill and Fairmont Hotel, Chinatown in foreground: glass stereograph, 1906
3-3/4 x 7 inches
1 Plate
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Original glass stereoscopic negative, published as no. 8711 in the series on the 1906 earthquake, "San Francisco Disaster Series."

In box 1.1.29.

Silver gelatin on glass

Local Numbers
NMAH Acc. 270586.

OPPS Neg. 91-16339.

DUPLICATE RECORD.
General view of burned area (Market Street on left) from Ferry Tower. Active no. 8701 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): General view of burned area (Market Street on left) from Ferry Tower. Active no. 8701 : stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
91-16338 (OPPS Neg., uncanceled image only)
RSN 5242
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Associated number, 41-C.

Great Ferry Building, showing damaged tower. Active no. 8702 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Great Ferry Building, showing damaged tower. Active no. 8702 : stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5243

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 28-A.

Names: Great Ferry Building (San Francisco, Calif.)
Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Streets -- California.
Towers -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Great Call Building gutted by fire. Active no. 8704 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Great Call Building gutted by fire. Active no. 8704 : stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5244

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 24-C.

Names: Great Call Building (San Francisco, Calif.)
Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Streets -- California.
Towers -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Post Street, once a busy shopping district, now a scene of desolation.
[Active no. 8706 : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Post Street, once a busy shopping district, now a scene of desolation. [Active no. 8706 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5245

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 23-C.

Topic:
- Architecture -- California
- Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
- Earthquakes -- California
- SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
- Streets -- California -- San Francisco

Place:
- California
- San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Stereoscopic photographs

A fire engine caught and crushed by a falling wall, Post Street. [Active no. 8707 : stereo photonegative.], 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A fire engine caught and crushed by a falling wall, Post Street. [Active no. 8707 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5246

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 22-A.

Topic:
- Architecture -- California -- San Francisco
- Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
- Earthquakes -- California
- SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
- Streets -- California -- San Francisco

Place:
- California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wrecked Hall of Justice, seen from a street in Chinatown. [Active no. 8708 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Wrecked Hall of Justice, seen from a street in Chinatown. [Active no. 8708 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Broken corner.

Local Numbers
RSN 5247
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 29-B.

Topic: Architecture -- California -- San Francisco
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Streets -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Looking down California Street, Ferry Building in distance. Active no. 8709 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Looking down California Street, Ferry Building in distance. Active no. 8709 : stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5248
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 32-A.
Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nob Hill and Fairmont Hotel, Chinatown in foreground. [Active no. 8711: stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Nob Hill and Fairmont Hotel, Chinatown in foreground. [Active no. 8711: stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
91-16339 (OPPS Neg., uncancelled side)

RSN 5249

AC0143-0005249 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 38-B., RSN 5249

Terrible destruction of City Hall (cost $7,000,000), from Market Street. Active no. 8712 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Terrible destruction of City Hall (cost (dollar)7,000,000), from Market Street. Active no. 8712 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5250

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 8-A.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Towers -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Curious results of the earthquake--settling of houses on Howard Street. [Caption no. 8713 : stereoscopic photonegative.], 1906

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Curious results of the earthquake--settling of houses on Howard Street. [Caption no. 8713 : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5251

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 35-A.

Topic: Architecture
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place: California -- 1900-1910
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910
Great cracks in street and settling sidewalks, Capp Street. Active no. 8714 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"

Image(s): Great cracks in street and settling sidewalks, Capp Street. Active no. 8714 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5252
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 37-B.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Curious wreck of Steiner Street Catholic Church and settled houses. Active no. 8715 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"

Image(s): Curious wreck of Steiner Street Catholic Church and settled houses. Active no. 8715 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5253
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 17-C.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Churches -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (California) -- 1900-1910.

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Refugee Camp in Lafayette Square looking into city. Active no. 8716 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Refugee Camp in Lafayette Square looking into city. Active no. 8716 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5254

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 45-A.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Streets -- California.
Tents -- California

Place: California

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dynamiting dangerous walls on Market Street, after the fire. [Active no. 8717] : [stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Dynamiting dangerous walls on Market Street, after the fire. [Active no. 8717] : [stereo photonegative] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5255

Video number 03991

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 16-A.

Topic: Architecture -- California -- San Francisco
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Streets -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market Street, the business centre, after terrible earthquake and fire. Active
no. 8720 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Market Street, the business centre, after terrible earthquake and
fire. Active no. 8720 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5256

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 42-A.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

View west from Ferry Tower showing Nob and Russian (right) hills. Active
no. 8721 : photonegative, 1906
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1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): View west from Ferry Tower showing Nob and Russian (right) hills. Active no. 8721 : photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5257

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 43-B.

Topic:
- Architecture -- California
- Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
- Earthquakes -- California
- SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place:
California

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of earthquake destruction.] Active no. 8723 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Overview of earthquake destruction.] Active no. 8723 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5258

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. nos. 8(7? or 1)23, 30-B.

Topic:
- Architecture -- California
- Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
- Earthquakes -- California
- SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place:
California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910
Genres: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mayor Schmitz in his temporary quarters at Fort Mason. [Active no. 8723 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mayor Schmitz in his temporary quarters at Fort Mason. [Active no. 8723 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5259

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 11-C.

Earthquakes -- California
Offices -- California
Portraits -- Men -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Palatial Flood Residence and Fairmount Hotel, Nob Hill. 8724
[photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Palatial Flood Residence and Fairmount Hotel, Nob Hill. 8724 [photonegative] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5260

Video number 03996
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].
Copy and Version Identification Note

31-A

Names: Fairmont Hotel (San Francisco, California)
Flood

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place: California
Nob Hill (San Francisco, Calif.)
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Call Building (centre), U.S. Savings Bank; trolley caught in wreck, Third Street. 8726 [photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Call Building (centre), U.S. Savings Bank; trolley caught in wreck, Third Street. 8726 [photonegative] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5261

Video number 03997
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note

15-C

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Towers -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Kamm Building, showing terrible results of the catastrophe. 8727
[photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Kamm Building, showing terrible results of the catastrophe. 8727
[photonegative] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5262

Video number 03998
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note
14-B

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Awful ruins of the magnificent City Hall. Caption no. 8728 : stereoscopic
photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Awful ruins of the magnificent City Hall. Caption no. 8728 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5263
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 34-A.

Topic: Architecture
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.  
Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco  
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place:  
California -- 1900-1910  
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Valencia Street, which sunk [sank] four feet, breaking a great water main.  
[Active no. 729 : stereo photonegative,] 1906  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Valencia Street, which sunk [sank] four feet, breaking a great water main. [Active no. 729 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 5264

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Orig. no. 18-A.

Topic:  
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.  
Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco  
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER  
Streets -- California -- San Francisco

Place:  
California  
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Fort Mason, where tens of thousands of destitute sufferers found relief.  
8730 [photonegative], 1906  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Fort Mason, where tens of thousands of destitute sufferers found relief. 8730 [photonegative] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5266

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note

46-A

Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
Homeless persons -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
Refugees -- California
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Tents -- California

Place: California -- 1900-1910
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake, San Francisco.] : [stereoscopic photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Earthquake, San Francisco.] : [stereoscopic photonegative] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5285

Video number 04003
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2-B

Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place: California -- 1900-1910
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street-level view of earthquake destruction. Stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street-level view of earthquake destruction. Stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5286
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].
Orig. no. 3-B.

Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Streets -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

City Hall. [Stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): City Hall. [Stereo photonegative] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5287

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 7-B.

Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER
Streets -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of earthquake destruction : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of earthquake destruction : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5288

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156]. Orig. no. 19-B.

       Earthquakes -- California
       SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER

Place: California
       San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ottajano after the showers of volcanic ashes from Vesuvius. 8736 [stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ottajano after the showers of volcanic ashes from Vesuvius. 8736 [stereo photonegative] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5269

Video number 04007

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
12-B

Topic: Disasters
       MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
       Mountains -- Italy
       Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
       Mt. Vesuvius
       Ottajano

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Refugees awaiting distribution of bread, Ottajano. [Active no. 8738 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Refugees awaiting distribution of bread, Ottajano. [Active no. 8738 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5290

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Topic:
- Disasters -- Italy
- MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
- Mountains -- Italy
- Refugees -- Italy
- Streets -- Italy
- Volcanoes -- Italy

Place:
- Italy
- Mt. Vesuvius
- Ottajano

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

A street in Ottajano showing fall of ashes from Vesuvius. [Active no. 8739 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A street in Ottajano showing fall of ashes from Vesuvius. [Active no. 8739 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5291

AC0143-0005291 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Topic:
- Disasters -- Italy
- MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
- Mountains -- Italy
Where lava streams from Vesuvius nearly buried homes of peasants, Bosco Trecase. 8741 [photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Where lava streams from Vesuvius nearly buried homes of peasants, Bosco Trecase. 8741 [photonegative] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5292
Video number 04010
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Where the stream of lava from Vesuvius destroyed part of Bosco Trecase. Active no. 8745 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Where the stream of lava from Vesuvius destroyed part of Bosco Trecase. Active no. 8745 : stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Broken corner.

Local Numbers

RSN 5293

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 29-C.

Topic: Disasters

MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Bosco Trecase (Italy)
Italy
Mt. Vesuvius

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mt. Vesuvius eruption.] : [stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

badly broken plate

parts missing

Local Numbers

RSN 5294

Video number 04012

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6-B

Topic: Disasters

MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Mt. Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mt. Vesuvius eruption.] : No. 119 [stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5295

Video number 04013
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6-B

Topic: Disasters
MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Mt. Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mt. Vesuvius eruption.] : [stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5296

Video number 04014
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note

20-B

Topic: Disasters
MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Mt. Vesuvius

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Mt. Vesuvius eruption. ] : [ stereo photonegative ], 1906
1 Item ( 5" x 8" )
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5297

Video number 04015

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note

32-B

Topic: Disasters
MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Mt. Vesuvius

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Mt. Vesuvius eruption. ] : No. 141 [ stereo photonegative ], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5298

Video number 04016
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Topic: Disasters
MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Mt. Vesuvius

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mt. Vesuvius eruption.] : No. 161 [stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5299

Video number 04017
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Topic: Disasters
MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Mt. Vesuvius
[Mt. Vesuvius eruption] : No. 172 [stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5300

Video number 04018
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38-B

Topic: Disasters
MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Mt. Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Mt. Vesuvius eruption. ] : No. 177 [stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

chipped corner

Local Numbers
RSN 5301
Video number 04019

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42

Topic: Disasters
MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Mt. Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mt. Vesuvius eruption.]: No. 179 [stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mt. Vesuvius eruption.]: No. 179 [stereo photonegative] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5302

Video number 04020

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note

44

Topic: Disasters
MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Mt. Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mt. Vesuvius eruption : No. 181, stereo photonegative.,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mt. Vesuvius eruption : No. 181, stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5303
AC0143-0005303 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 44.

Topic: Disasters -- Italy
       MT. VESUVIUS ERUPTION, 1906
       Mountains -- Italy
       Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
       Mt. Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

A scene of desolation, a section of the fire area. [Active no. 10383 : stereo photonegative], [1904]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): A scene of desolation, a section of the fire area. [Active no. 10383 : stereo photonegative, 1904].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5304
Similar to RSN 6542
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
       Disasters -- Maryland -- Baltimore
       Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
       Maryland
[Overview of buildings damaged by fire : stereo photonegative], [1904.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Overview of buildings damaged by fire : stereo photonegative, 1904.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5305
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B]. Orig. no. 1-C.

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Disasters -- Maryland
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three men viewing fire-damaged buildings and smoke : glass stereo photonegative], [1904?]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Three men viewing fire-damaged buildings and smoke : glass stereo photonegative, 1904?]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5306
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B]. Orig. no. 7-B.

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Disasters -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Carriages of the Peers arriving at Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8227 : stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Carriages of the Peers arriving at Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8227 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5307
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B]. Orig. no. 25-C.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Kings and rulers -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England -- 1900-1910
London (England) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The State Barge of the Lord Mayor arriving at Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8228 : stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The State Barge of the Lord Mayor arriving at Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8228 : stereo photonegative.] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5308

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 8-B.

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: Abbeys -- England
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England -- London

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Westminster Abbey, Awaiting the arrival of the King. [Active no. 8230 : stereo photonegative.], 1901

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Westminster Abbey, Awaiting the arrival of the King. [Active no. 8230 : stereo photonegative.] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
One side cancelled with scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 5309

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B]. Orig. no. 9-B.

Names: Edward VII, King
Royal Horse Guards passing Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8231 : stereo photonegative,] 1901

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Royal Horse Guards passing Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8231 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5310

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 13.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Series 1: H. C. White glass plates
Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Page 2668 of 15344
Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Horse Guards passing Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8231 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ")
Image(s): Royal Horse Guards passing Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8231 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5311
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 14-B.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The State Coach arriving at Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8241 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ")
Image(s): The State Coach arriving at Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8241 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers

RSN 5312

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 15-E.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The King's Coach in front of Westminster Abbey, waiting for the return to Buckingham Palace. 8243 [photonegative], 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The King's Coach in front of Westminster Abbey, waiting for the return to Buckingham Palace. 8243 [photonegative] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5313

Video number 04031

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

20-C

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The Canadian Arch in Whitehall on the route of the procession to Westminster Abbey. 8248 [photonegative], 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Canadian Arch in Whitehall on the route of the procession to Westminster Abbey. 8248 [photonegative] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 5314

Video number 04032

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

34-B

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Whitehall

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Coronation Thrones of King Edward and Queen Alexandra, Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8249 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Coronation Thrones of King Edward and Queen Alexandra, Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 8249 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5315

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B]. Orig. no. 26-B.

Names: Alexandra, Queen
Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations
Kings and rulers -- England
Queens -- England
Thrones

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The head of the procession returning from Westminster Abbey through Pall Mall to Buckingham Palace. 8253 [photonegative], 1901
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The head of the procession returning from Westminster Abbey through Pall Mall to Buckingham Palace. 8253 [photonegative] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5316
Video number 04034

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

33-B

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Pall Mall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Yeomen of the Guard passing through Pall Mall toward Westminster Abbey. [Active No. 8254 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Yeomen of the Guard passing through Pall Mall toward Westminster Abbey. [Active No. 8254 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

FFF4547 (former NOTIS no.)

RSN 5317

Associated number: 31-C.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Generals of the British Army in the procession from Westminster Abbey. [Active No. 2255? : photonegative,]. 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5318

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Associated number 30-C.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Armed Forces -- England
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- Great Britain.
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England -- 1900-1910
London (England)
Pall Mall (London)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 5319

Video number 04037

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note
32-C

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Armed Forces
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- Great Britain.
Parades
Streets -- England

Place: England -- 1900-1910
London (England)
Pall Mall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of King Edward VII.] glass stereo photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Coronation of King Edward VII.] glass stereo photonegative
1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5320

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].
Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. no. 2-B.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation.] Stereo photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Coronation.] Stereo photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

One side cancelled by scratching emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 5321

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B]. Orig. no. 5-C.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
[Coronation.] Stereo photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Coronation.] Stereo photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5322
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Orig. no. 21-B.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The King's Coach in front of Westminster Abbey, waiting for the return to
Buckingham Palace : glass stereo photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The King's Coach in front of Westminster Abbey, waiting for the
return to Buckingham Palace : glass stereo photonegative, 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 5323

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. no. 22-B.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Armed Forces
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- Great Britain.
Parades -- England -- London
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The King's Coach in front of Westminster Abbey, waiting for the return to Buckingham Palace: [glass stereo photonegative,], 1901
4 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The King's Coach in front of Westminster Abbey, waiting for the return to Buckingham Palace: [glass stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Cancelled by scratching. Broken corner.

Local Numbers
RSN 5324

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B]. Orig. no. 24-C.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Armed Forces
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- Great Britain.
Parades -- England -- London
Streets -- England
Place: England
   London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Aboard a warship: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5325

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 1-D.

Topic: Guns -- England
      Seamen -- England
      Ships -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Aboard a warship with cannon: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5326

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 2-B.

Topic: Guns -- England
      Sailors -- England
      Seamen -- England
      Ships -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Scene aboard a warship, with other ships in background : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5327

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 3-B.

Topic: Guns -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Aboard a warship with sailors on deck, ships in background : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Severe silvering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5328

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 6B.

Topic: Guns -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Aboard warship, captain standing, ships in background : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5329

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 7-B.

Topic: Ships -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Aboard warship, battleship in background : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5330

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 8C.

Topic: Ships -- England
Place: England
[Aboard warship, view from cannons, battleship in background: stereophotonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5331
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 9D.

Topic: Guns -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Aboard ship, with sailors assembled on deck: stereophotonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5332
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 10D.

Topic: Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of cannons on ship: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Chipped emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5333

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154]. Orig. no. 11-C.

Topic: Guns
Ships

Place: England

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.][photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 5334

Video number 04052

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
12-B

Topic: Ships
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5335

Video number 04053
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
13-B

Topic: Ships
Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5336

Video number 04054
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].
Copy and Version Identification Note
14-B

Topic: Guns
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5337

Video number 04055
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
15-D

Topic: Guns
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5338

Video number 04056

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
16-C

Topic: Ships
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5339

Video number 04057

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
17-D

Topic: Guns
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5340

Video number 04058
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
18-C

Topic: Guns
Sailors
Ships

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5341

Video number 04059
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
19-D

Topic: Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

paper remnants adhering

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5342

Video number 04060

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

20-C

Topic: Guns

Sailors

Sailors

Ships

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

paper remnants adhering

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5343

Video number 04061

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
21-C

Topic:
Guns
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Place:
England

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

paper remnants adhering

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5344

Video number 04062

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22D

Topic:
Guns
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Place:
England

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5345

Video number 04063
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24-B

Topic: Ships
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5346

Video number 04064
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
25E
Topic: Ships
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5347

Video number 04065
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
26-D

Topic: Guns
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Japanese envoys (Baron Komura, left rear; Mr. Takahira, right rear), leaving Hotel Wentworth for Peace Conference, Portsmouth, 1905. [Active no. 8446 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Japanese envoys (Baron Komura, left rear; Mr. Takahira, right rear), leaving Hotel Wentworth for Peace Conference, Portsmouth, 1905. [Active no. 8446 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5348

Duplicate of 163; images overlap.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 160.

Names: Komura, Baron
               Takahira
               Wentworth Hotel (Portsmouth, New Hampshire)

Topic: Automobiles -- New Hampshire
               Diplomats -- New Hampshire
               RUSSIAN-JAPANESE WAR
               Resorts -- New Hampshire
               Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
               War -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
               Portsmouth (New Hampshire)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded buckled street in earthquake area.] 8775 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Crowded buckled street in earthquake area.] 8775 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5267

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Topic: Destruction -- California
               Disasters -- California
               Earthquakes -- California
               Horses -- California
               Streets -- California.
               Wagons -- California

Place: California
               San Francisco (Calif.)
[Damage to street and buildings in earthquake area.] 8776 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Damage to street and buildings in earthquake area.] 8776 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5268
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Buggies -- California
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Horses -- California
Streets -- California.

[Burned-out vehicles and damaged buildings in earthquake area.] 8777 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Burned-out vehicles and damaged buildings in earthquake area.] 8777 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5269
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].
[Group of workers in earthquake rubble.] 8778 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): [Group of workers in earthquake rubble.] 8778 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5270

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

[Group of workers in earthquake rubble.] 8779 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): [Group of workers in earthquake rubble.] 8779 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5271

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Topic: Buildings -- California
       Destruction -- California
       Disasters -- California
       Earthquakes -- California
       Laborers -- California

Place: California
       San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd on sidewalk in front of building entrance.] 8780 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Crowd on sidewalk in front of building entrance.] 8780 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5272

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Topic: Buildings -- California
       Disasters -- California
       Earthquakes -- California
       Laborers -- California

Place: California
       San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Burning pile of debris in earthquake area.] 8781 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Burning pile of debris in earthquake area.] 8781 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5273

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Topic: Buildings -- California
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Fires -- California
Rubble -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Row of damaged buildings in earthquake area.] 8782 Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Row of damaged buildings in earthquake area.] 8782 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5274

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8761

Topic: Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Dwellings -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Homes -- California
Rubble -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Eaters at long outside tables in earthquake tent area.] 8783
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Eaters at long outside tables in earthquake tent area.] 8783
Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Film

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5275

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note

8762

Topic: Dining -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Eating -- California
Refugees -- California
Tents -- California
survivors -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Severely damaged streets and buildings in earthquake area.] 8784
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Severely damaged streets and buildings in earthquake area.] 8784 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5276
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8763

Topic: Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City square with tall monument; buildings quake damaged and being rebuilt in background.] 8785 Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [City square with tall monument; buildings quake damaged and being rebuilt in background.] 8785 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5277
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8764

Topic: Buildings -- California
Columns -- California
[Survivor being shaved in earthquake tent area.] 8786 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Survivor being shaved in earthquake tent area.] 8786 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5278
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8765

Topic: Barbering -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Shaving -- California
Tents -- California
survivors -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cooking equipment in street in front of row of houses.] 8787
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Cooking equipment in street in front of row of houses.] 8787 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5279
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Topic: Disasters -- California
Dwellings -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Stoves -- California
survivors -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Outdoor U.S. Army food area.] 8788 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Outdoor U.S. Army food area.] 8788 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5280
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note

8767

Topic: Cans -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Military -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three women in street; crowd in background.] 8789 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Three women in street; crowd in background.] 8789
Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5281

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8768

Topic: Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Portraits -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long linen-up of men in earthquake tent area. 8790 Photonegative], 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Long linen-up of men in earthquake tent area. 8790
Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5282

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].
Copy and Version Identification Note
8769

Topic: Disasters -- California
      Earthquakes -- California
      Refugees -- California
      Tents -- California
      survivors -- California

Place: California
      San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake relief supplies unloaded from ship dockside.] 8791
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Earthquake relief supplies unloaded from ship dockside.] 8791
Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5283

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8770

Topic: Disasters -- California
      Docks -- California
      Earthquakes -- California
      Laborers -- California
      Relief (Aid) -- California
      Ships -- California

Place: California
      San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman cooking at roadside near earthquake tent area after San Francisco earthquake.] Active no. 8792 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Woman cooking at roadside near earthquake tent area after San Francisco earthquake.] Active no. 8792 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5284
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [156].

Topic: Cooking -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.
survivors -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- Black-and-white negatives -- Acetate film
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 47 RSN Numbers 5349-5434

Image(s)

[Army-Notre Dame football game, caption no. 10166 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 5426
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 18836 [VDF 18130] and 18838.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [180].
A-2 (on envelope?)

Names: United States Military Academy
University of Notre Dame Art Gallery
Yankee Stadium (New York, N.Y. : 1923-2009)

Topic: Crowds -- New York
      Football -- New York
      Sports -- New York
      Stadia -- New York
      Universities and colleges -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
       West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

[Government Building and Bridge of Nations. Active no. 8615 half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
International View Company, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 5360

Video number 04075

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"International View Co." on envelope.

Orig. no. 6.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Topic: Architecture -- Oregon
       Balloons -- Oregon
       Bridges -- Oregon
       Buildings -- Oregon
       Expositions -- Oregon

Place: Bridge of Nations (Portland, Oregon)
       Oregon
       Portland (Or.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Page 2704 of 15344
[Experimental Gardens, Trail and Government Building. Active no.8616 non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5361

Video number 04076
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"International View Co." on envelope.

Active no. 9.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Topic: Buildings -- Oregon
Expositions -- Oregon
Gardens -- Oregon

Place: Oregon
Portland (Or.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Army-Notre Dame football game, Active no. 10167 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 5427

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! PHOTONEGATIVE IN FILE BOX!
Filed at back of box. Similar to RSN 18836 and 18838 (VDF 18132).

A2 (number on envelope?).
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [180].

Names: United States Military Academy
University of Notre Dame Art Gallery
Yankee Stadium (New York, N.Y. : 1923-2009)

Topic: Crowds -- New York
Football -- New York
Sports -- New York
Stadia -- New York
Universities and colleges -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
West Point (New York)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Man and woman walking on city sidewalk. Active no. 10185 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Masking tape on base side.

Local Numbers
RSN 5428

Envelope marked 10185A2.

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC; PHOTONEGATIVE IN FILE BOX.
Filed at back of box. Similar to RSN 18841-18843 (VDF 18135).

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [180].

Topic: Couples
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Four young women posing against heavily decorated wall. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5416

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Topic: Portraits, Group -- Women

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Four young women posing against boldly decorated wallpaper with geometric floral design. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5418

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3

Topic: Portraits, Group -- Women

Wallpaper

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Four young women posing against boldly decorated wallpaper with geometric floral design. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5417

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Topic: Portraits, Group -- Women
Wallpaper

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5419

Video number 04184

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27-16-1/35

Topic: Children
Fashions

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Judge Parker at work in his study at his country home, Esopus, N.Y. 8408 [photonegative], 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Judge Parker at work in his study at his country home, Esopus, N.Y. 8408 [photonegative] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering; emulsion peeling.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5349

Video number 04067

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4-B

Names: Parker, Judge

Topic: Dwellings -- New York
      Elections -- New York
      PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
      Political campaigns -- New York
      Trees -- New York.

Place: Esopus (N.Y.)
      New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

The Democratic nominees being photographed on the lawn at Rosemount, Esopus, N.Y. 8414 [photonegative], 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Democratic nominees being photographed on the lawn at Rosemount, Esopus, N.Y. 8414 [photonegative] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5350

Video number 04068
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

110-B

Names: Parker, Judge

Topic: Dwellings -- New York
Elections -- New York
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
Political campaigns -- New York
Portraits -- New York
Trees -- New York.

Place: Davis
Esopus (N.Y.)
New York
Rosemount

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Judge Parker delivering speech of acceptance to committee notifying him of nomination by the Democratic National Covention, August 10, 1904.
[Active no. 8416 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Judge Parker delivering speech of acceptance to committee notifying him of nomination by the Democratic National Covention, August 10, 1904. [Active no. 8416 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5351

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 9-D.

Names: Parker, Judge

Topic: Dwellings -- New York
Elections -- New York
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
Political campaigns -- New York
Portraits -- New York
Trees -- New York.

Place: Esopus (N.Y.)
New York
Government Building, Bridge of Nations and "Trail." [Active no. 8608 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5353

Video number 04070
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 7.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)
Topic: Bridges
Buildings -- Oregon
LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION

Genre/ Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Place: Oregon
Portland (Or.)

Oriental Court, Foreign Buildings and Government Building. [Active no. 8609 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5354
Video number 04071
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 10.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)
Genre/Form: Expositions
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Topic: Buildings -- Oregon
LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION
Place: Oregon
Portland (Or.)

Interior of the California State Building. [Active no. 8611 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5355

Video number 04072
Original reproduced.
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 8.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)
Topic: Buildings -- Oregon
Elephants -- Oregon
Expositions -- Oregon
Flags -- Oregon
LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION
Place: California
Oregon
Portland (Or.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

General View of Lewis and Clark Exposition from Willamette Heights. [Active no. 8613 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
International View Company, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5357

Video number 04073

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 5.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Genre/ Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Topic: Buildings -- Oregon
LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION

Place: Oregon
Portland (Or.)

Main Entrance and Agriculture Building. [Active no. 8618 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5363

Video number 04077
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 13.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)
Genre/ Form: Expositions Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Topic: Buildings -- Oregon LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION
Place: Oregon Portland (Or.)

Government Building and Bridge of Nations. [Active no. 8615 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5359

Video number 04074

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 5-B.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)
Topic: Bridges Buildings -- Oregon LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION
Genre/ Form: Expositions Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Oregon Portland (Or.)

Government Building and Guild's Lake. [Active no. 8619 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5364

Video number 04078

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 7-A.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Topic: Bridges -- Oregon
Buildings -- Oregon
Expositions -- Oregon
Islands -- Oregon
LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION
Lakes -- Oregon

Place: Guild's Lake (Portland, Oregon)
Oregon
Portland (Or.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exhibit: Eskimo and dogs] [glass stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Evidently photographed at Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition, 1905.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 5367

Video number 04081

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].
Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. no. 4-2.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Topic: Dogs -- 1900-1910
       Eskimos
       Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
       Sleds

Place: Oregon -- 1900-1910
       Portland (Or.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Portland city homes] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5368

Video number 04082
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 15-10-B.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Topic: Buildings -- Oregon
       Dwellings -- Oregon

Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Oregon
       Portland (Or.)

[Boats on canal in mountains. Active no. 1255 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5369

Video number 04083
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B]. Orig. no. 17.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Topic:
Boats -- Oregon
Canals -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon

Place:
Oregon
Portland (Or.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animal sculpture exhibit. Active no. 1255 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5370

Video number 04084
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 21-2.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Topic:
Animals -- Oregon
Expositions -- Oregon
Sculptures -- Oregon

Place: Oregon
   Portland (Or.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Balloon ascension, seen from below, at Lewis & Clark exposition. Active
no. 8621 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5365

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Original no. 12.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Topic: Balloons
   Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
   LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION
   World's fairs

Place: Oregon
   Portland (Or.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass

Governmental Building and Grounds Illuminated. [Active no. 8622 : non-
stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Minneapolis View Company, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Mold? Peeling emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 5366
Video number 04080

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B]

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905: Portland, Or.)

Topic: Buildings -- Oregon

Electricity

LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION

Night photography -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1900

Genre/ Form: Expositions

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Place: Oregon

Portland (Or.)

[Two little girls wearing bonnets: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5420

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Orig, nos. 28; 26X-16-25.

Topic: Children

Fashions

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Portraits -- Children

Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Portland and floating balloon. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5371

Video number 04085

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Topic: Balloons

Genre/Form: Expositions

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Oregon

Portland (Or.)

A steel-clad monster, the great battleship Connecticut, United States Navy.

Caption no. 7468 : [glass stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5372

Video number 04086

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Copy and Version Identification Note

41-C

Topic: Battleships

Connecticut (battleship)

NAVAL

United States. Navy -- 1900-1910

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Thirteen-inch guns and huge anchor chains, forward deck of Battleship Connecticut, United States Navy. Caption no. 7470: [glass stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5373

Video number 04087
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Copy and Version Identification Note
49-A

Topic: Connecticut (battleship)
Guns
NAVAL
Sailors -- 1900-1910
Seamen -- 1900-1910
Ships
United States. Navy -- 1900-1910

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking aft from forward bridge, battleship Connecticut, the Missouri in distance, United States Navy. Caption no. 7471: [glass stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5374

Video number 04088

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Copy and Version Identification Note
53-A

Topic: Connecticut (battleship)
Missouri (ship)
NAVAL
Sailors -- 1900-1910
Seamen -- 1900-1910
Ships
United States. Navy -- 1900-1910

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Armored Cruiser Tennessee, a fast, powerful fighter, U.S. Navy. Caption 7477 : [glass stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Stuck paper.

Local Numbers
RSN 5375

Video number 04089

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Copy and Version Identification Note
31-A
Battleship Rhode Island, U.S. Navy. 7479 [photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

stuck paper

Local Numbers
RSN 5376

Video number 04090

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Dup of 46

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Copy and Version Identification Note
45

Names: Battleship Rhode Island
United States. Navy

Topic: Battleships
NAVAL

Place: Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Huge anchor and forward deck, U.S. battleship Connecticut. 7481
[photonegative.]
Hon. H. St. G. Tucker, President of the Jamestown Exposition, delivering his address of welcome. Caption 18001 : glass stereo photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5377

Video number 04091
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Copy and Version Identification Note
52-A

Names: Battleship Connecticut
United States. Navy

Topic: Battleships
NAVAL
Sailors
Sailors

Place: Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. H. St. G. Tucker, President of the Jamestown Exposition, delivering his address of welcome. Caption 18001 : glass stereo photonegative

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Hon. H. St. G. Tucker, President of the Jamestown Exposition, delivering his address of welcome. Caption 18001 : glass stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching. Paper remnants adhering, emulsion peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 5378
Similar to RSN 7913.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig. no. 59-A.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
        Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
        Tucker, N. St. G.

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
       Historical sites
       JAMESTOWN
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
       Rites and ceremonies

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
       Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

"We have met today to celebrate the opening of the Exposition," President Roosevelt. [Active no. 18003 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers

RSN 5379

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Similar to RSN 7915.

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig. no. 58-R.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
        Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
       Historical sites
JAMESTOWN
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The conquest of a continent is iron work," President Roosevelt. Active no.
18005 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "The conquest of a continent is iron work," President Roosevelt.
Active no. 18005 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5380

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Similar to RSN 7917.

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig.
no. 58-D.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Historical sites
JAMESTOWN
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"To Virginia was reserved the honor of producing the hero, Geo.
Washington," President Roosevelt. Active no. 18006 : stereo photonegative
*Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig. no. 58-K.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Historical sites
JAMESTOWN
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt addressing the great throng before the reviewing stand, opening day. [Caption no. 18007 : stereo photonegative.]

*Image(s)*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5382

Similar to RSN 7919.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig. no. 58P.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Historical sites
JAMESTOWN
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Jamestown (Va.) -- 1900-1910
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vast crowds before the reviewing stand at the opening of the Jamestown Exposition. Active no. 18008 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Vast crowds before the reviewing stand at the opening of the Jamestown Exposition. Active no. 18008 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5383

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Similar to RSN 7920

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig. no. 64-B.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

**Topic:** Ceremonies -- Virginia
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
Historical sites -- Virginia
JAMESTOWN
Presidents -- Virginia

**Place:** Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Parade of the troops under Maj. Gen. F.D. Grant, opening of Jamestown Exposition. Active no. 18009 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Parade of the troops under Maj. Gen. F.D. Grant, opening of Jamestown Exposition. Active no. 18009 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5384

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Similar to RSN 7921.

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig. no. 63-C.

**Names:** Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

**Topic:** Carriages -- Virginia
Expositions -- Virginia
Horses -- Virginia
JAMESTOWN
Military -- Virginia
Parades -- Virginia

**Place:** Virginia -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Mayflower, President Roosevelt on board, going down the line, Jamestown Naval Review. [Active no. 18010 : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5385

Similar to RSN 7922

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Paper remnants adhering. Orig. no. 16-B.

Names:  Mayflower (Ship)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic:  Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
JAMESTOWN
Jamestown Naval Review
Naval reviews -- Virginia
Parades -- Virginia
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Ships -- Virginia

Place:  Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two ships.] Caption no. 18018 : [glass stereoscopic photonegative], 1907
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Two ships.] Caption no. 18018 : [glass stereoscopic photonegative] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
RSN 5386

Video number 04100

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Cancelled by scratching.

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

An obscuring paper remnant was removed after the videodisc copy image was made.

Copy and Version Identification Note
15-A

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
      Jamestown Naval Review
      Naval reviews
      Parades
      Ships

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[People on bow of ship watching parade of ships : Active no. 18019 : stereo photonegative.], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5387

Similar to RSN 7928 and 7929

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig. no. 65-A.

  Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
Jamestown Naval Review
Naval reviews -- Virginia
Parades -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[People on bow of ship watching parade of ships : Active no. 18022 : stereo photonegative.], [1907.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5388

Similar to RSN 7932

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig. no. 54-B.

Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
Jamestown Naval Review
Naval reviews -- Virginia
Parades -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steamship passing in review : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 5389

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig. no. 8-B.

Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
   Jamestown Naval Review
   Naval reviews -- Virginia
   Parades -- Virginia
   Ships -- Virginia

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Submarine passing in review : stereo photonegative.], [1907.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5390

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig. no. 11-B.
Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Jamestown Naval Review
      Naval reviews -- Virginia
      Parades -- Virginia
      Submarines -- Virginia

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[View of small ship passing in review.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5391

Video number 04105

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bros '07" on original negative sleeve.

Copy and Version Identification Note
12-B

Topic: Jamestown Naval Review
      Naval reviews -- Virginia
      Parades -- Virginia
      Ships -- Virginia

Place: Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[View of small ships passing in review.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5392

Video number 04106
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Copy and Version Identification Note
18-B

Topic: Jamestown Naval Review
       Naval reviews -- Virginia
       Parades -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia

Place: Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt.] [stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5393

Video number 04107
Orig. no. 20-C.
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].
"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
       Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
       Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Man inspecting railroad steam engine.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5394

Video number 04108

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Orig. no. 22-B

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Engines -- Virginia
       Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
       Trains -- Virginia

Place: Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Men with electric railroad cars.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5395
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].
"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. Orig. no. 23-B.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
Trains -- Virginia
Place: Virginia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jamestown exhibition building.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
RSN 5396
Video number 04110
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].
"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.
Orig. no. 25-B.
Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Architecture -- Virginia
Buildings -- Virginia
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Place: Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jamestown exhibition building] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5397

Video number 04111
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Orig. no. 26-B

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Architecture -- Virginia
Buildings -- Virginia
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Place: Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large steamship passing in review.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5398

Video number 04112

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Orig. no. 47-B.

Topic: Jamestown Naval Review
       Naval reviews -- Virginia
       Parades -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia

Place: Virginia

Genre/Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of crowd at exposition.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5399

Video number 04113

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.
Copy and Version Identification Note

61-B

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Exhibitions -- Virginia
      Military -- Virginia
      Parades -- Virginia
      Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[View of exhibition building.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
broken corner missing

Local Numbers
RSN 5400

Video number 04114
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Copy and Version Identification Note

84-B

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Buildings
      Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Place: Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse on stage with trainer.] [stereo photonegative.]
**1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")**

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Brown Bros., Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 5401  
Video number 04115  
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
86-B  

**Names:** Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)  
**Topic:** Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia  
Horses -- Virginia  
**Place:** Virginia  
**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Horse performing on stage with trainer.] [stereo photonegative.]  

**1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")**

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Brown Bros., Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 5402  
Video number 04116  
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.
Copy and Version Identification Note

87-B

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
Horses -- Virginia

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse on stage with trainer. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5403

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

NOTE: VIDEONUMS 04118-04120 ARE BLANK!

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Orig. no. 88-B.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
Horses -- Virginia

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse on stage with trainer, Jamestown Exposition. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Horse on stage with trainer. Stereo photonegative.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5404

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! PHOTONEGATIVE IN FILE BOX!
Similar to RSN 5403 [Videonum 04117]

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.

Orig. no. 92-B.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
Horses -- Virginia

Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse performing on stage with trainer.] [stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5405

Video number 04172
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve.
Copy and Version Identification Note

99-B

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
Horses -- Virginia
Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse, performing at Jamestown Exposition] : glass stereo photonegative, 1907?
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Horse, performing at Jamestown Exposition] : glass stereo photonegative, 1907?

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brown Bros., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 5406

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B, moved from 3].
Cancelled by scratching.

Note to Archives Center staff: Near-duplicate record (AAL9090) for this item was deleted 1999/06/16.

"Jamestown Exposition / Brown Bro's '07" on original negative sleeve. 101-B (number on original sleeve).

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Horses -- 1900-1910
Place: Virginia -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5407

Video number 04176

NOTE! REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [H. C. White / Personal / C. C. Clark] on envelope Same as VIDEONUM 27504 and 27505

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3]

Names: Clark, C.C.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Portrait of a woman. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Subject is in front of a decorated folding screen, appears to have a bow in her hair.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5421

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Topic: Portraits -- Women

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Victorian house : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3]
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   AC0143-0005422 (AC Scan No.)
RSN 5422
"Repro Neg by Savaslan[?]" on original envelope.

Topic:
   Architecture, Victorian -- 1900-1910
   Dwellings

Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of country home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 5423

Video number 04188
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].
Reproduce Neg of Henry House.

Names: Henry House

Topic: Architecture
   Dwellings
   Dwellings

Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs
[Exterior of country home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5424
Video number 04189
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].
Reproduce Neg of Henry House.

Names: Henry House
Topic: Architecture
Dwellings
Dwellings
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] 9212 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5425
Video number 04190
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [21].
Similar to RSN 4862 and 6077.

Topic: Boats -- New Zealand
Moss -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military parade scene.] 10375 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5429

Video number 04191

Similar to RSN 6533-6535 and 6538.
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Topic: Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 10397 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5430

Video number 04192
Similar to RSN 6558.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Harbors
       Ships
       Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[ Military scene in Japan. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5431

Reproduction 2nd choice.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [10].

Orig. no. U S A-402.

Topic: Artillery -- Japan
       Horses -- Japan
       Military -- Japan
       Mountains -- Japan

Place: Japan -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[ Military scene in Japan : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 5432


Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [10].

Topic:  Military -- Japan
        Rifles -- Japan
        Training -- Japan

Place:  Japan -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations) -- Japan
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Uniformed Japanese man seated in chair.] stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Uniformed Japanese man seated in chair.] stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5433

Same as RSN 8676.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [10].

U S A-406 (orig. no.)

Topic:  Military -- Japan
        Portraits -- Men -- Japan

Place:  Japan -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers marching in line, carrying rifles : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5434

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [20].

Most of one side of stereo plate cut off.

Company acc. no. 24073.

Topic: Boxer Rebellion, China, 1899-1901
    Firearms -- China
    Military maneuvers -- China
    Rifles -- China
    U.S. Army Infantry -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Lewis & Clark Avenue from Mass. Building. [Active no. 8610 : stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on Film

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5352

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 3.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Genre/Form: Expositions
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Buildings -- Oregon
Fairs
Streets -- Oregon

Place: Oregon
Portland (Or.)

Forestry Building [Active no. 8612 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5356
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)

Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Buildings -- Oregon
Fairs

Place: Oregon
Portland (Or.)

The House of Twine, Manufacturers' Building. [Clover Leaf Twine] [Active no. 8614 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5358
Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 2.
Grain and Apple Exhibit, Washington Building. 8617 photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Grain and Apple Exhibit, Washington Building. 8617 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5362

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Orig. no. 4.

Names: Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.)
Topic: Apples
Buildings
Fairs
Grain

Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Oregon
Portland (Or.)
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 5407

[H.C. White / Personal / C.C. Clark] on envelope Same as RSN 2103.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B].

Names: Clark, C.C.
Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Exterior of large home.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Exterior of large home.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5408

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
359-a

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "King of Bells," weighing 200 tons, Kremlin Arsenal, Moscow. Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The "King of Bells," weighing 200 tons, Kremlin Arsenal, Moscow. photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5409

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

[C W White / Personal] on envelope Similar to RSN 12446 and 19930

Names: Kremlin Arsenal (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Bells
Monuments

Place: Moscow
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Groups under trees on lawn and sundeck.] photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Groups under trees on lawn and sundeck.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
VDF 166123

AC0143-0005410.tif (AC scan number)

RSN 5410

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC. "C W White / Personal" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Topic: Picnicking
Trees
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple posing on edge of seacoast.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Couple posing on edge of seacoast.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    AC0143-0005411.tif (AC scan number)

VDF 166124

RSN 5411

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! "C W White / Personal" on envelope.

Topic: Couples Portraits Seascapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- Black-and-white negatives -- Acetate film Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple posing on edge of seacoast.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Couple posing on edge of seacoast.] Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    AC0143-0005412.tif (AC scan number)

VDF 192970
RSN 5412

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! "C W White" on envelope.

Topic: Couples
Portraits
Seascapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two couples posing on bank of river with house in background. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

All subjects wear hats. Image is slightly out of focus.

Silver gelatin on film.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0005413.tif (AC scan number)

RSN 5413

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! "C W White" on envelope.

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Portraits, Group -- 1900-1910
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three women and a man posing on edge of seacoast] : stereo photonegative
Image(s): [Three women and a man posing on edge of seacoast] : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0005414.tif (AC scan number)
VDF 166127
RSN 5414

Currently stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! FILM PHOTONEGATIVE IN FILE BOX! "C W White" on envelope.

Topic: Portraits
Genre: Seascapes
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Three women and a man posing on edge of seacoast. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
All the figures wear hats. The man seems to be wearing a straw boater.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.29 [160B], moved from [3].

Silver gelatin on film, probably nitrate.
Cancelled by scratching. Image is silvering.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0005415 (AC Scan No.)
RSN 5415

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! "C W White / Personal" on envelope.
Box 48  
RSN Numbers 5436-5533 
Image(s)  

[Flowers.] 6403 [photonegative.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
paper remnants adhering  
Local Numbers  
RSN 5436  
Video number 04198  
Still life  
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [150], moved from [154].  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
7-B-2; MO4?  
Topic:  
Flowers  
Lilies  
Genre/  
Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
-- Stereoscopic photographs  

[Flowers.] 6404 [photonegative.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 5437

Video number 04199

Still life

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [150], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8-5

Topic: Flowers
Lilies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pigs.] 6201 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5439

Video number 04201

Still life

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [150], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1-B

Topic: Piglets
Swine
pigs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Nest and young of Butcher Bird (Lanius borealis). [Active no. 6282 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5438

Video number 04200
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [150], moved from [160].

Orig. no. 1-B

Topic: Birds
   Butcherbirds
   NATURE STUDIES
   Nests
   Trees

Genre/ Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

[Dogs.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5440

Video number 04202
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [154].

Topic: Dogs
   Puppies

Genre/ Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5441

Video number 04203
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [154].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Topic: Chickens
Children

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoepscopic photographs

[Ghostly figure and children. Active no. 5111: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Not a double-exposure.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5442
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Orig. no. 108-E.

Topic: Angels
Children's furniture
Cradles
Infants
Infants

Genre/ Form: Multiple exposure
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Spirit photographs
Spirit photography
Stereoscopic photographs

[Transparent female figure and child. Active no. 5111 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

A double-exposure image. Woman hovers over child's bassinet with arms outstretched.

Possibly part of the "Bachelor's Dream" series.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5443

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Orig. no. 110E.

Genre/ Form: Multiple exposure
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Spirit photographs
Spirit photography
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Children's furniture
Cradles
Infants
Infants

I picture our future with no alloy. And Ned near his mother--our little boy.
[Active no. 5115 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Caption from company catalog. The bachelor, smoking his pipe, imagines married life. His future wife, in the foreground is a transparent apparition.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Large paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5444

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 50-E.

Topic: BACHELOR'S DREAM SERIES
Dreams
Dwellings
Ghosts
Marriage

Genre/
Form: Multiple exposure
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Spirit photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seated man, smoking pipe, watching standing woman : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
The scene apparently is a college student's room. There is a Harvard pennant on the wall.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5445

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 51-E.

Names: Harvard University

Topic: BACHELOR'S DREAM SERIES
Dreams
Dwellings
Fantasies
Smoking

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Man smoking pipe while watching apparition or dream image of a woman: Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
A Harvard pennant is on the wall, and a guitar is among the objects in the room.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering at edges.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5446

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 52-B.

Names: Harvard University -- 1900-1910

Topic: Apparitions
BACHELOR'S DREAM SERIES
Dreams
Dwellings
Ghosts
Guitars
Smoking

Genre/Form: Multiple exposure
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Spirit photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pipe-smoking bachelor imagining his future wife: stereo photonegative.]
The dream wife is transparent, the result of a double exposure.

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; silverying.

Local Numbers
   RSN 5447

AC0143-0005447 (AC scan)

Orig. no. 53-B.

Topic: BACHELOR'S DREAM SERIES
   Dreams
   Dwellings
   Ghosts
   Smoking

Genre/ Form: Multiple exposure
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Spirit photographs
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Pipe-smoking bachelor imagining his future wife : stereo photonegative.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]
Orig. no. 54-D.

**Topic:**
- BACHELOR'S DREAM SERIES
- Dreams
- Dwellings
- Ghosts

**Genre/ Form:**
- Multiple exposure
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  -- Spirit photographs
  -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Young man viewing transparent, ghostly figure of a woman. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

The female figure is in the foreground, while the young man sits and holds his pipe. A Harvard pennant is on the wall.

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering at edges. Small chip in glass, lower right corner.

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 5449

AC0143-0005449 (AC Scan No.)

55-C (orig. no.)

**Names:**
- Harvard University -- 1900-1910

**Topic:**
- BACHELOR'S DREAM SERIES
- Dreams
- Dwellings
- Ghosts

**Genre/ Form:**
- Multiple exposure
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  -- Spirit photographs
  -- Stereoscopic photographs

The years pass along with Ned in our home. And we are content never more to roam. [Active no. 5116 : Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5450
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 41-D r [?]

Topic: BACHELOR'S DREAM SERIES
Children
Couples
Dreams
Dwellings
Family

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parents and child in home setting.] [Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Father holds boy on his lap while the mother reads.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5451
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 46-B.

Topic: BACHELOR'S DREAM SERIES
Children
Couples
Dreams
Dwellings
Family
Love

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parents and child in home setting.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5452
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 47-D.

Topic:
BACHELOR’S DREAM SERIES
Children
Couples
Dreams
Dwellings
Family
Love

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parents and child in home setting.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
RSN 5453

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. No. 97-B.

Topic: BACHELOR'S DREAM SERIES
Children
Couples
Dreams
Dwellings
Family
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Venus Junior after the Bath. [Active no. 5202 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4 x 3-5/8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Child is shown drying herself with a towel, standing beside a small bath bucket.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5454

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Original no., 21-D.

Topic: Bathrooms
CHILD LIFE
Children

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sousa's Junior Band. [Active no. 5203 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Image of five children with toy or makeshift musical instruments, including pans and sticks, standing in front of a house.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0005455 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 5455

Original no., 3-B.

CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Musical instruments
Toys -- 20th century

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Little Mischief Retiring to the Enjoyment of Stolen Sweets. Active no. 5204 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): (1) Little Mischief Retiring to the Enjoyment of Stolen Sweets. Active no. 5204 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5456

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 19-B.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Pottery
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Little Mischief Retiring to the Enjoyment of Stolen Sweets. Active no. 5204 variant : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): (1) Little Mischief Retiring to the Enjoyment of Stolen Sweets. Active no. 5204 variant : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5457
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 4-F.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Pottery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(2) "My! aint dis 'lasses dood!" [Active no. 5205 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5458
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 5-H.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Pottery
(2) "My! aint dis 'lasses dood!" Active no. 5205, variant : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): (2) "My! aint dis 'lasses dood!" Active no. 5205, variant : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5459

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 22-C.

Topic:
CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Pottery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans
Dwellings
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Pottery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) "Fought I heard somebody." 5206 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5461

Video number 04223

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6-C

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Pottery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(4) Only sister--"Come on, have some 'lasses," 5207 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5462
Video number 04224
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7-C

**Topic:** CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Pottery

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Writing to Papa. 5208 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5463

Video number 04225
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8-c

**Topic:** CHILD LIFE
Children
Desks
Dwellings
Dwellings

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) Papa's letter unfinished. 5209 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Broken corner.

Local Numbers

RSN 5464

Video number 04226

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note

9-G

Topic: CHILD LIFE

Children

Desks

Dwellings

Genre/

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

The Tea Party. [Active no. 5210 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5465

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 11-C.

Topic: CHILD LIFE

Children

Dinners and dining

Dwellings

Parties
Tea

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Now, dolly, you must be good while Mamma's don' skating. [Active no. 5212 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5466
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Original no. 13-D.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Now smile a little, dolly, while I take your picture. [Active no. 5213 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5467
Child with camera. Associated number, 14-E.
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Photographers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Are you Santa Claus? [Active no. 5219 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5468
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Christmas
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Santa Claus

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

I am this dolly's mama. [Active no. 5225 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5469
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Taking a nap with dolly. [Active no. 5226 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5470

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 14-C.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings

"An afternoon call." Active no. 5227 : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5471

Video number 04233

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 9-F.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Do keep still, pussy, you are worse than papa." [Active no. 5228 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]
Image(s): "Do keep still, pussy, you are worse than papa." [Active no. 5228 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5472
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 12-G.

Copy and Version Identification Note
12-G

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Cats
Children
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Do keep still, pussy, you are worse than papa." Active no. 5228, variant : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): "Do keep still, pussy, you are worse than papa." Active no. 5228, variant : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5473
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Original no. 24-B.
"Guess who I am, Mama." [Active no. 5229 : Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5474
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Family cares are wearisome. 5230 photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5475
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].
Helping Mama. 5231 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5476

Video number 04238

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

"I've found them." 5232 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5477

Video number 04239

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Single image.
"I've found them." [Active no. 5232: half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5478
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Single image.

Orig. no. 26B.

Baby's wake up "Coo." [Active no. 5234: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5479
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Orig. no. 107-E.
Children
Cradles
Family
Furniture
Infants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Family prayers. 5235 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5480

Video number 04242
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [159]. Orig. no. 31-C.

Topic: Bedrooms
CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

We must det dolly's dresses done for Easter. [Active no. 5236 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5481

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [159]. Associated number: 78-C.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Easter
Family
Holidays -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"We must det dolly's dresses done for Easter." [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5482

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Orig. no. 79-B.

File behind 5236.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bed time--happy Christmas Eve in the nursery. [Active no. 5237 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5483

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Christmas
Dwellings
Games
Holidays -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A young housekeeper's trials. 5238 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5484

Video number 04246

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
71-B

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Where is that tick?" [Active no. 5239 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
RSN 5485
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [159].
Orig. no. 86-F.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Clocks and watches
Tools

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A night gown vigil. 5240 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5486

Video number 04248
Similar to RSN 2254
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [159]
Copy and Version Identification Note
32-D
The evening prayer at mother's knee. [Active no. 5241: black-and-white stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5487

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 30-C.

Mischief brewing. 5242 [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
RSN 5488

Video number 04250

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27-B

Topic: Bedrooms
CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Hush my child, lie still and slumber." [Active no. 5243 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]  
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Mother putting child to bed in cradle.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5489

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [159].

Orig. no. 87-C.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Children's furniture
Cradles
Dwellings
Infants
Infants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Hush my child, lie still and slumber." 5243 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5490

Video number 04252

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

109-B

Topic:
CHILD LIFE
Children
Children's furniture
Cradles
Dwellings
Infants

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"If you'll promise not to tell." 5244 [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers

RSN 5491

Video number 04253

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [159].
Copy and Version Identification Note

26-D

Topic:
- Bedrooms
- CHILD LIFE
- Children
- Dwellings
- Dwellings

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Children out in the daisy field, nature's bountiful garden. [Active no. 5245 : stereo photonegative]

Image(s): Children out in the daisy field, nature's bountiful garden. [Active no. 5245 : stereo photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5492

Video number 04254

"C.W. White's Daisy Negative." 5245 (envelope), 5246 (card).

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [162].

Orig. no. 135.

Topic:
- CHILD LIFE
- Children
- Daisies
- Flowers
- Gardens

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 5271 [photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5514

Video number 04276
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
23-G

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picking daisies. [Active no. 5246 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5493

Video number 04255
"C.W. White's Daisy Negative '06."
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [162].

Orig. no. 150.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Daisies
Flowers
Gardens

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mary's little pets. 5248 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5494

Video number 04256

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [162].

Copy and Version Identification Note
155

Topic:
CHILD LIFE
Children
Sheep
Lambs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Reading the news "just like Papa" and-- [Active no. 5251 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5495
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 11.

**Topic:** CHILD LIFE  
  Children  
  Dwellings  
  Newspapers  
  Reading  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
  -- Glass  
  Stereoscopic photographs  

(2) Fallen asleep "just like Papa." [Active no. 5252 : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, Clarence W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Chipped side.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 5496  

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 8-B.

**Topic:** CHILD LIFE  
  Children  
  Dwellings  
  Newspapers  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
  -- Glass  
  Stereoscopic photographs  

(1) Christmas morning, discovering the Christmas tree. [Active no. 5253 : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Emulsion peeling.
Local Numbers
RSN 5497

AC0143-0005497 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Topic:
CHILD LIFE
Children
Christmas
Christmas trees
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Toys
Trees

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Staged photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Christmas morning, discovering the Christmas tree. [Active no. 5253 (variant?) stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): (1) Christmas morning, discovering the Christmas tree. [Active no. 5253 (variant?) stereo photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5498

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Orig. no. 5-B.

Topic:
CHILD LIFE
Children
Christmas
Christmas trees
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Toys
Trees

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) Dear Old Santa Claus distributing the presents. [Active no. 5254: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Child with decorated Christmas tree, toys, and Santa Claus.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Associated number, 3-B.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5499

AC0143-0005499 (AC Scan No.)

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Christmas
Christmas trees
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Santa Claus
Toys
Trees

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) A calm precedes-- [Active no. 5255: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5500
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 106-B.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
      Children
      Dwellings
      Infants
      Infants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

(1) A calm precedes-- [part of a series.] [photonegative.]
   1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 5501

Video number 04263

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   105-B

   Topic: CHILD LIFE
          Children
          Dwellings
          Infants
          Infants

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

(2) ---the storm. [Active no. 5256 : stereo photonegative.]
   1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Crying child.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5502

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 107-?

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Infants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Private investigations lead to-- [Active no. 5257 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5503

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]. Orig. no. 85-C.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) --Exposure of inside troubles." [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5504

Video number 04266

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82-B

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) --Exposure of inside troubles. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5505

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 84-B.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) --Exposure of inside troubles. Active no. 5258. [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5506

Video number 04268
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83-B
Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) The pillow fight--"First Down." [Active no. 5259 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5507
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 24-C.
Topic: Bedrooms
CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Games

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) The pillow fight--"Second down." 5260 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5508

Video number 04270

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
23-B

Topic: Bedrooms
CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) The pillow fight--"All down" and the battle over. 5261 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
RSN 5509

Video number 04271
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
25-C

Topic:
BEDROOMS
CHILD LIFE
Children
Dwellings
Games

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Counting out--"Eeeny-meeny-miny-mo." 5262 [photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5510

Video number 04272
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66-F

Topic:
CHILD LIFE HIDE AND SEEK
Children
Dwellings
Games

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) "You're it." 5263 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5511

Video number 04273

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

65-C

Topic: CHILD LIFE HIDE AND SEEK
Children
Dwellings
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) "Ten, ten, double ten, forty-five and fifteen." 5264 [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5512

Video number 04274

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

64-E

Topic: CHILD LIFE HIDE AND SEEK
Children
Dwellings
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(4) "All in free." 5265 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5513

Video number 04275
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
63-B

Topic: CHILD LIFE HIDE AND SEEK
Children
Dwellings
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(1) "My poor sick dolly, I'll have to send for the doctor." 5275 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5515
Video number 04277

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4-B

Topic: CHILD LIFE SICK DOLL SERIES
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

(2) "Good morning, Doctor. I am so glad you are here, I'm dreadfully worried about dolly." Active no. 5276 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): (2) "Good morning, Doctor. I am so glad you are here, I'm dreadfully worried about dolly." Active no. 5276 : stereo photonegative.

Image(s): (2) "Good morning, Doctor. I am so glad you are here, I'm dreadfully worried about dolly." Active no. 5276 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Two children playing. The boy wears a top hat.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5516

AC0143-0005516 (AC Scan No.)

Original no. 7-E.

Topic: CHILD LIFE SICK DOLL SERIES
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs
(3) "No, it's nothing dangerous; she is badly run down, from overwork."
5277 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5517

Video number 04279

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5-B

Topic: CHILD LIFE SICK DOLL SERIES
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) "Dear Santa Claus, send me a new doll, a tin kitchen, some new
games, a doll's trunk, and, and, and, and, etc." [Active no. 5279 : stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5518

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Topic: CHILD LIFE SANTA CLAUS
Children
Christmas
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Santa Claus

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) Christmas Eve, hanging up the stockings at the fireplace. [Active no. 5280 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5519

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Orig. no. 21-D.

Topic: CHILD LIFE SANTA CLAUS
Children
Christmas
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Santa Claus

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) Santa Claus arrives prepared to answer (fulfill) all requests, while--
[Active no. 5281 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5520

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].
Orig. no. 18-C.

**Topic:** CHILD LIFE SANTA CLAUS
Christmas
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Santa Claus

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(4) The letter writers are dreaming of him. [Active no. 5282 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5521

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Orig. no. 16-C.

**Topic:** Bedrooms
CHILD LIFE SANTA CLAUS
Children
Christmas
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Santa Claus

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(5) Santa Claus leaves with an empty bag. [Active no. 5283 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 5522

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151]

Orig. no. 17-D.

Topic: CHILD LIFE SANTA CLAUS
Christmas
Dolls
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Santa Claus
Toys
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(6) Christmas morning. [Active no. 5284 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5523

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [151].

Orig. no. 19-C.

Topic: CHILD LIFE SANTA CLAUS
Children
Christmas
Dolls
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Santa Claus
Toys

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
(1) "Where are my pets?" 5285 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5524

Video number 04286
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67-C

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) "We'll s'prise Grandpa." 5286 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5525

Video number 04287
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76-C

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Children
Dwellings
Games

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(3) "Didn't you know who 'twas, Grandpa?" 5287 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5526

Video number 04288

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72-B

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(4) Good time with Grandpa. [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5527

Video number 04289
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

71-B

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(4) Good time with Grandpa. 5287 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5528

Video number 04290

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

71-E

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(4) Good time with Grandpa. 5288 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5529

Video number 04291
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70-G

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Children
Dwellings
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(5) "And the goblins will get you if you don't watch out." 5289
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5530

Video number 04292
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77-F

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(6) Arms and heart full. 5290 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5531

Video number 04293
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69-F

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(7) "Dear old Grandpa." 5291 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5532
Video number 04294

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

74-E

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(8) "Goo night, Grandpa." 5292 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5533

Video number 04295

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

75-C

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 49
RSN Numbers 5534-5631

Image(s)

(8) Goo night, Grandpa. [Active no. 5292 variant : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5534

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 73-B.

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Children
Dwellings
Grandparent and child

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in bed in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5535

Video number 04297

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

68-B

Topic: CHILD LIFE PLAY WITH GRANDPA
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The school of the ballet. [Active no. 5411: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 5536
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].
Orig. no. 207-C.

Topic:
Ballet
COMICS
Dance
Education
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The French dancing master. 5413 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 5537
Video number 04299
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]

Copy and Version Identification Note
206-C

Topic: COMICS
Dance
Education
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Place: France
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Taking in a Difficult Reef. 5416 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5538

Video number 04300
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
208-B

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Clothing and dress
Dwellings
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Textile fabrics
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

How Biddy served the tomatoes "undressed." [No. 5422 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.
Local Numbers
RSN 5539

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].
Cancelled by scratching.

Oig. no. 269-D.

Names: Biddy (fictional character)
Topic: COMICS
Dining rooms -- 1890-1920
Domestics -- 1890-1920
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Plays on words
Tomatoes -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Gossip over the Teacups. [Active no. 5426 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5540

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

"3 Color Stereo Only / Barnes Crosby 6/26/05." Orig. no. 211-A.

Topic: COMICS
Color photography -- 1890-1920
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Tea
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Gossip over the Teacups. [Active no. 5426, variant? Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5541

Barnes Crosby & Co. 5-5-05 / 3 color stereo only.

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Orig. nos. 209-A; 212.

Topic:
COMICS
Color photography -- 1900-1910
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Tea
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Form:
Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gossip over the Teacups. [Active no. 5426, variant? Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5542

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. No. 264-B.

Topic:
COMICS
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Tea
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Gossip over the Teacups. [Active no. 5426, variant? Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5543
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 265-C.

Topic: COMICS Dwellings Tea

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

College Girls--A Rare Group making Rarebit. [Caption no. 5431: stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Comic sequence showing girls drinking and cavorting in a dormitory room with a Harvard pennant on the wall.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5544
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Orig. no. 238-C.
Cancelled by scratching.

238-C (orig. no.)
Names: Harvard University

Topic: COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS SERIES
       College students -- 1890-1920
       Communication in education
       Cookery
       Pennants
       Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
       Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

"Just too sweet for anything"--College Girls Making Candy. Caption no. 5432 : [stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Comic sequence showing girls drinking and cavorting in a dormitory room with a Harvard pennant on the wall.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 5545

Video number 04307

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note

236-C

Names: Harvard University

Topic: COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS SERIES
       College students -- 1890-1920
       Cookery -- 1890-1920
       Education
       Pennants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

"Just too sweet for anything"--College Girls Making Candy. [Caption no. 5432 variant? : stereo photonegative.]
Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection

Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Comic sequence showing girls drinking and cavorting in a dormitory room with a Harvard pennant on the wall.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5546

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Cancelled by scratching.

Original number 237-C.

Names: Harvard University -- 1890-1920
Topic: COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS SERIES
College students -- 1890-1920
Cookery -- 1890-1920
Education
Pennants
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs


1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Comic sequence showing girls drinking and cavorting in a dormitory room with a Harvard pennant on the wall.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
243-C (original number)

RSN 5547

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Cancelled by scratching.
Names: Harvard University -- 1890-1920

Topic: COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS SERIES
College students -- 1890-1920
Museums -- Educational aspects
Pennants
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) The midnight spread. "Girls! What if Miss Grey should come." Caption no. 5433 : [stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Comic sequence showing girls drinking and cavorting in a dormitory room with a Harvard pennant on the wall.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5548

Video number 04310
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note
242-C

Names: Harvard University -- 1890-1920

Topic: COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS SERIES
College students -- 1890-1920
International education
Pennants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) Approaching Footsteps—"Hurry, girls! the old cat's nearly here!" 5434 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Comic sequence showing girls drinking and cavorting in a dormitory room with a Harvard pennant on the wall.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
244-C

RSN 5549

Video number 04311

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Harvard University -- 1890-1920
Topic: COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS SERIES
College students -- 1890-1920
Education
Pennants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) Injured Innocence--"Really, Miss Grey, it must have been some other room." Active no. 5435 : [stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Comic sequence showing girls drinking and cavorting in a dormitory room with a Harvard pennant on the wall.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
245-D

RSN 5550

Video number 04312

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].
Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Harvard University -- 1890-1920

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS SERIES
College students -- 1890-1920
Education
Pennants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(4) The Finals--A Chapter in Revelations. Active No. 5436:
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Comic sequence showing girls drinking and cavorting in a dormitory room
with a Harvard pennant on the wall.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
246-D

RSN 5551

Video number 04313

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Harvard University -- 1890-1920

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS SERIES
College students -- 1890-1920
Education
Pennants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

["College girls" humorous scene : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Image from a humorous sequence showing girls drinking and cavorting in a dormitory room with a Harvard pennant on the wall.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

240-D (orig. no.)

RSN 5552

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Harvard University -- 1890-1920

Topic: Alcoholism
COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS SERIES
College students -- 1890-1920
Education
Musical instruments
Pennants
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920
Women -- Education

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College girls comic sequence : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 5553

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. no. 241-E.

Topic: COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS SERIES
"Kodak fiend" series no. 1: "Hello! Here's a kodak fiend." [Active No. 5437 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Photographer is photographing the three women on bicycles.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5554

AC0143-0005554 (AC Scan No.)

Part of comic (?) sequence in which three women cyclists see a male photographer trying to photograph them with a stereo camera. They attack him and break his camera. Original no. 221-F.

Topic: Assault and battery -- 1890-1920
Bicycles -- 1880-1920
COMICS---KODAK FIEND SERIES
Cameras -- 1890-1920
Kodak (Brand name)
Kodak camera
Photographers -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"We object to being taken." [No. 2 in a series; Active no. 5438 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Part of comic (?) sequence in which four women cyclists see a male photographer trying to photograph them with a stereo camera. They attack him and break his camera.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5555

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Original number 222-L.

Topic:

Assault and battery -- 1890-1920  
Bicycles -- 1880-1920  
COMICS—KODAK FIEND SERIES  
Cameras -- 1890-1920  
Kodak (Brand name)  
Kodak camera  
Photographers -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Steroscopic photographs

"Kodak fiend" series no. 3: "But we don't mind fixin' you." [Active no. 5439 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Part of comic (?) sequence in which four women cyclists see a male photographer trying to photograph them with a stereo camera. They attack him and break his camera.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5556

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Associated number: 223-J.

Topic:

Assault and battery -- 1890-1920  
Bicycles -- 1880-1920
"Kodak fiend" series no. 4: "And we'll focus your old camera and develop that plate." [Active no. 5440 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5557

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Associated number: 224-C.

Part of comic (?) sequence in which four women cyclists see a male photographer trying to photograph them with a stereo camera. They attack him and break his camera.

Names: Eastman Kodak Company
Topic: Assault and battery -- 1890-1920
Bicycles -- 1880-1920
COMICS---KODAK FIEND SERIES
Cameras -- 1890-1920
Comic, The
Kodak (Brand name)
Kodak camera
Photographers -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

"Kodak fiend" series no. 5: "Ta! ta! You're a picture." [Active no. 5441 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5558
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Associated number: 226-F.

Topic: Assault and battery -- 1890-1920
Bicycles -- 1880-1920
COMICS---KODAK FIEND SERIES
Cameras -- 1890-1920
Kodak (Brand name)
Kodak camera
Photographers -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ready for the ball. [Active no. 5447 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5559
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Orig. no. 248-E.

Topic: Balls (Parties)
COMICS
Clothing and dress
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Textile fabrics
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) "Oh! John! I'm sure I hear burglars." Active no. 5449 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): (1) "Oh! John! I'm sure I hear burglars." Active no. 5449 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5560
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Associated number: 257-C.

Topic: Bedrooms
Burglary
COMICS BURGLAR SERIES
Couples
Crime
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) "Come back to bed, Mary. It's nothing but the cat." Active no. 5450 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): (2) "Come back to bed, Mary. It's nothing but the cat." Active no. 5450 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5561
In box 1.1.30 [159]. Associated number, 258-C.

Topic: Bedrooms -- 1890-1920
Burglary
COMICS BURGLAR SERIES
Couples
Crime
Dwellings
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) "Keep him covered, Mary. I'll call the police." Active no. 5451: stereo
photonegative
1 item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): (3) "Keep him covered, Mary. I'll call the police." Active no. 5451: stereo
photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5562

In box 1.1.30 [159]. Associated number, 259-D.

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]

Topic: Bedrooms
Burglary
COMICS BURGLAR SERIES
Couples
Crime
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"You hold him, Mary. I'll get police." Active no. 5451: stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "You hold him, Mary. I'll get police." Active no. 5451 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5563

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Associated number, 256-A.

Topic:
Bedrooms
Burglary
COMICS BURGLAR SERIES
Couples
Crime
Dwellings
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(4) "I've taught that fellow a lesson--he won't come back again!" [Active no. 5452 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5564

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Associated number, 260-D.

Topic:
Bedrooms
Burglary
COMICS BURGLAR SERIES
Couples
Crime
Dwellings
Police
Wit and humor

Genre/ Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in bedroom.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Couple in bedroom.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5565
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Associated number, 253-C.

Topic: Bedrooms
Burglary
COMICS BURGLAR SERIES
Couples
Crime
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Before the ball. 5460 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5566
Video number 04328
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].
Copy and Version Identification Note
249-H

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Clothing and dress
Dwellings
Dwellings
Textile fabrics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) After the ball. [Active no. 5461 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5567
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Active no, 2505.

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Clothing and dress
Dwellings
Textile fabrics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Did you ring, sir?" [Active no. 5483 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5568

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]

Orig. no. 338-A.

Topic: Bathrooms
COMICS
Maids
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Servants
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The proposal. [Active no. 5510 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5569

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161]. Associated number, 319-D.

Topic: COMICS WEDDING SERIES
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dressing the Bride. [Active no. 5511 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5570

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Orig. no. 320-D.

Topic: COMICS WEDDING SERIES
       Clothing and dress
       Dwellings
       Love
       Textile fabrics
       Weddings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The Wedding March. [Active no. 5512 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5571

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161]. Orig. no. 321-D.

Topic: COMICS WEDDING SERIES
       Love
       Weddings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The Bride. [Active no. 5513 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5572

Video number 04334
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

322-C

Topic: Brides
COMICS WEDDING SERIES
Children
Love
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"With this ring I thee wed." 5514 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5573

Video number 04335
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
324-E

Topic: COMICS WEDDING SERIES
Children
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Blessing. 5515 [photonegative.]
Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5574

Video number 04336

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

323-D

Topic: COMICS WEDDING SERIES
Children
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Congratulations. 5516 [photonegative.]

Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5575

Video number 04337

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

325-F

Topic: COMICS WEDDING SERIES
Children
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Wedding Breakfast. 5517 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 5576

Video number 04338

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161]

Copy and Version Identification Note
326-H

Topic: COMICS WEDDING SERIES
Dining rooms
Love
Weddings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"To the health of the bride." 5518 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 5577

Video number 04339
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161]

Copy and Version Identification Note
327-J

Topic:     COMICS WEDDING SERIES
Dining rooms
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:      -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Alone at last. 5519 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5578

Video number 04340

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
328-D

Topic:     COMICS--WEDDING SERIES
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Weddings

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:      -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) (5 minutes later). He would rather be anywhere else than there. 5532
[photonegative.]
(3) He would rather be home than anywhere else, and papa helps him along. 5533 [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5580

Video number 04342

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

400-C

Topic: COMICS PAPA HELPS HIM OUT

Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Caught." 5534 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5581

Video number 04343
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
404-B

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman seated on sofa in home.] 5535 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5582
Video number 04344
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

405-C

Topic: COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Home. Sweet. Home. 5539 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5583

Video number 04345
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

401-C

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fine Arts--decorations, all hand work. [Active no. 5540 or 5546? Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Man, apparently with his head bandaged, stands behind a railing, with a door behind him.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5584

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Orig. no. 411-D.

Topic: COMICS
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"A case of Ale: (Ail)." Caption no. 5541 : [photonegative.] 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5585

Video number 04347

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

412-D

Topic: Alcoholism -- 1890-1920
COMICS
Casualties
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1890-1920

(1) George greatly admires Mabel's beautiful complexion. 5542
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5586

Video number 04348
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
402-C

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) And even when home he still continues to think about it. 5543
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5587
Video number 04349

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
403-B

Topic: COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) "There's Sis with her new fella! I'll have some fun!" 5544
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5588

Video number 04350

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
406-C

Topic: COMICS WILLIE'S MISHAP
Children
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) "Nothing shall ever separate us, dear, but---" 5545 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5545

Video number 04351
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
406-C
Topic: COMICS WILLIE'S MISHAP
Children
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) "-----WILLIE ! ! !" 5546 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5590

Video number 04352
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
408-B
Topic: COMICS WILLIE'S MISHAP
(4) "I don't believe you will ever try that again." 5547 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5547

Video number 04353
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
409-D

Topic: COMICS WILLIE'S MISHAP
Children
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Punishment

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(5) "Now, don't you dare tell!" 5548 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5548

Video number 04354

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
410-D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>COMICS WILLIE’S MISHAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Couples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Punishment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) "Mr. and Mrs. Newlywed start housekeeping in a modest way." Active no. 5556 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): (1) "Mr. and Mrs. Newlywed start housekeeping in a modest way." Active no. 5556 : stereo photonegative.

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5593

AC0143-0005593 (AC Scan No.)

Original no. 415-C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>COMICS NEWLYWED SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Couples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newlyweds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) They paper their own walls without serious mishap. 5557 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5594

Video number 04356

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
416-C

Topic: COMICS NEWLYWED SERIES
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Wallpaper

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) Set up their own stove without strife. 5558 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5595

Video number 04357

Page 2852 of 15344
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

417-D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>COMICS NEWLYWED SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Couples</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwellings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(4) Their first meal is a delightful feast. 5559 [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5596

Video number 04358

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

418-C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>COMICS NEWLYWED SERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Couples</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dining rooms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwellings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwellings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(5) Tired, but happy! 5560 [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5597

Video number 04359

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
419-D

Topic: COMICS NEWLYWED SERIES
Couples
Dining rooms
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Between his pipe and his wife man is content until---- [Active no. 5561 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5598

Video number 04360

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Orig. No. 436-C.

Topic: COMICS--MOTHER-IN-LAW SERIES
Comic, The
Couples
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Staged photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) "Rats! There comes my pesky mother-in-law." 5562 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5562

Video number 04361
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
437-B

Topic: COMICS MOTHER-IN-LAW SERIES
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

(3) "You brute! You shall not smoke here!" 5563 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5600

Video number 04362
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
438-F
(4) "Oh, yes! It is perfectly safe. (I'll fix her.)" 5564 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4'' x 7'')
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5601
Video number 04363
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
439-C

(5) "Help! Murder! FIRE!! !" 5565 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4'' x 7'')
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5602
Video number 04364
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
440-H

Topic: COMICS MOTHER-IN-LAW SERIES
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(5) "Help! Murder! FIRE! ! !" 5565 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5603

Video number 04365
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
440-C

Topic: COMICS MOTHER-IN-LAW SERIES
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(6) "I believe you did that on purpose. I'll never come here again!" 5566 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5604

Video number 04366

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

441-C

Topic:
COMICS MOTHER-IN-LAW SERIES
Couples
Dwellings

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The man behind the gun." 5567 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5605

Video number 04367

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

425-D

Topic:
COMICS
Crime
Dwellings
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The greatest game on earth--his move. Active no. 5568 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The greatest game on earth--his move. Active no. 5568 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5606

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161]. Associated number, 426-E.

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

American beauties. 5569 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): American beauties. 5569 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Woman in long gown with train, holding flowers, in Victorian interior.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5607

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Orig. no. 425-C.

Topic: COMICS
Flowers
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Portraits -- Women
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"God forgive ye, Jim O'Connor, for the cruel advantage ye're takin-a' me helpless!" 5570 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5608

Video number 04370

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
422-G

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) "Now, Bridget, when you serve the turkey put a string of roses around and stick a lemon on the nose." [Active no. 5572 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering at top and side edges. Fragment broken off edge; emulsion losses at top.

Local Numbers
RSN 5609

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Orig. no. 423-D.

Names: O'Hara, Bridget

Topic: COMICS
Comic, The
Dining rooms
Domestics
Dwellings
Maids
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) "Faith, mum, I think the roses very becomin, but, bedad, I doin't loike the limon!" [Active no. 5573 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Image(s): (2) "Faith, mum, I think the roses very becomin, but, bedad, I doin't loike the limon!" [Active no. 5573 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Silvering and fingerprints on emulsion side.

Local Numbers
RSN 5610

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Orig. no. 424-B.

Names: O'Hara, Bridget
Topic: COMICS
   Comic, The
   Dining rooms
   Domestics
   Dwellings
   Maids
   Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

(1) 11:30 P.M. George and Angelina are very fond of sitting up late. 5574
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 5611

Video number 04373
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   431-B

Topic: COMICS
   Couples
   Dwellings
   Dwellings
   Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

(2) (5 years later) 1:30 A.M. They still sit up late but somehow it is not so
much fun as it used to be. 5575 [photonegative.]
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5575

Video number 04374
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
432-B

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Children
Couples
Dwellings
Infants
Infants
Love

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Quick way to spread news--telegraph. 5576 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5613

Video number 04375
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
442-B

Topic: COMICS--HOW TO SPREAD NEWS
(2) Quicker way to spread news--telephone. [Active no. 5577 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5614

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Orig. no. 443-E.

Topic: COMICS HOW TO SPREAD NEWS
Dwellings telephone

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) Quickest way to spread news--tell-a-woman! 5578 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5615

Video number 04377

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].
Copy and Version Identification Note
444-C

Topic: COMICS HOW TO SPREAD NEWS
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) "Steddy now! mushn't make a noish!" 5579 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5616

Video number 04378

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
427-B

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
COMICS WHY JONES DIDN'T SLEEep Series
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) "Zats a'right! All sphread out nish. Ghuess I'll go to bed." 5580
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5617

Video number 04379

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
428-B

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
COMICS WHY JONES DIDN'T SLEEP Series
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) Jones dreams of colic when--- 5581 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Loose emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 5618

Video number 04380

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
429-C

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
COMICS WHY JONES DIDN'T SLEEP Series
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(4) He is suddenly awakened by his wife and makes peace on the promise of a new gown. 5582 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5619
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
430-B

Topic: Alcoholism Bedrooms COMICS WHY JONES DIDN'T SLEEP Series Couples Dwellings Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Simpkin's dilemma--between two charmers. 5583 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5620
Video number 04382
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].
(2) If he talks to one, the other feels slighted. 5584 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5621

Video number 04383

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

(3) In his efforts to please both, this is how he looked. 5585 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5622

Video number 04384
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
435-C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>COMICS SIMPKIN’S PREDICAMENTt Series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) "Good night. See ye’ the mornin’; we’ll be daown ’bout five a’clock."
5586 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5623

Video number 04385

AT WALDORF-ASTORIA SERIES
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
445-C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>COMICS--UNCLE SILAS--Waldorf-Astoria Series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Couples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taverns (Inns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) "By durn, Samanthy, this beats the old pump all holler. Push just a leetle harder and she'll be here." Active no. 5587 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): (2) "By durn, Samanthy, this beats the old pump all holler.
Push just a leetle harder and she'll be here." Active no. 5587 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5624

AT WALDORF-ASTORIA SERIES
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161]. Associated number, 446-C.

Topic:
COMICS--UNCLE SILAS--Waldorf-Astoria Series
Couples
Taverns (Inns)
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) "What on arth do folks want to stay up arter midnight for and pay for extry lights?"
5588 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5625

Video number 04387

AT WALDORF-ASTORIA SERIES
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
447-C

Topic:
COMICS--UNCLE SILAS--Waldorf-Astoria Series
Couples
Taverns (Inns)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(4) "Naow, Silas, if yeow put them boots aout that way, they'll steal em sure!" 5589 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5626

Video number 04388

AT WALDORF-ASTORIA SERIES

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
450-F

Topic: COMICS--UNCLE SILAS--Waldorf-Astoria Series
Couples
Taverns (Inns)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(5) "Gosh all hemlock, we can't blow that air thing aout. 'Lights arter midnight charged extry'--they're baound to get ye sumhaow!" 5590 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5627

Video number 04389

AT WALDORF-ASTORIA SERIES
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
448-D

Topic: COMICS--UNCLE SILAS--Waldorf-Astoria Series
Couples
Taverns (Inns)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

(6) "By gosh, Manthy, this'll fix it. Naow we can sleep, and not pay for extra lights." 5591 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5628

Video number 04390

AT WALDORF-ASTORIA SERIES
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
449-C

Topic: COMICS--UNCLE SILAS--Waldorf-Astoria Series
Couples
Sleep
Taverns (Inns)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs
(8) In the early morning, a false alarm of fire hastens their departure and they leave on the first train for Wayback. 5593 [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5629

Video number 04391

AT WALDORF-ASTORIA SERIES
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159], moved from [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
452-C

Topic: COMICS--UNCLE SILAS--Waldorf-Astoria Series
Couples
Taverns (lnns)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

What is home without a baby? 5597 [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5630

Video number 04392
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Cancelled by scratching.
Copy and Version Identification Note

2-D

Topic: Bedrooms -- 1890-1920
COMICS
Couples
Infants
Infants
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Oh, for a girl, be she fair or dark!" 5598 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5631

Video number 04393

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4-B

Topic: COMICS
Dwellings
Laundries
Laundry
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 50 RSN Numbers 5632-5742
"Oh, for a girl, be she fair or dark!" 5598 variant [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5632

Video number 04394
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3-B

Topic: COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Laundries
Laundry
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Allopathy vs. Cupidity—when the doctors disagree. 5599 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5633

Video number 04395
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95-C

Topic: COMICS
      Children
      Cupids (Art)
      Dwellings
      Dwellings
      Love
      Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
      Physicians -- 1890-1920
      Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Allopathy vs. Cupidity—when the doctors disagree. No. 5599, variant:
[stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5634

Video number 04396

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94-E

Topic: COMICS
      Children
      Cupids (Art)
      Dwellings
      Dwellings
      Love
      Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
      Physicians -- 1890-1920
      Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5635

Video number 04397

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93-C

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

They work while you sleep. Active no. 5601 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers

RSN 5636

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. Associated number, 14-E.

Topic: Bedrooms
Burglary
COMICS
Crime
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Sleep
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

"Oft in the stilly night." 5602 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 5637

Video number 04399

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7-C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Man in bed in home.] 5602 variant [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 5638

Video number 04400

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8-B

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A slow case--some people need special treatments. 5603 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5639

Video number 04401

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96-D
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Microbes (Mike robes.) [Active no. 5604 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching; paper remnants adhering.

Topic: COMICS
Children
Cupids (Art)
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Mr. Jones takes a half holiday in the joyous springtime. [Active no. 5605 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering
Local Numbers
RSN 5641

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 10-B.

Topic: COMICS
Cookery
Dinners and dining
Dwellings
Kitchens
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mr. Jones takes a half holiday in the joyous springtime. [Active no. 5605
variant? stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 5642

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. ?-B.

Topic: COMICS
Cookery
Dinners and dining
Dwellings
Kitchens
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
And wrings out a few moments of delightful recreation. 5606 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5643

Video number 04405
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90-E

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dining rooms
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
And wrings out a few moments of delightful recreation. 5606
[photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5645

Video number 04407
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

(Before) Mr. Honeylove--"Life will be one delicious dream with you, darling."
5607 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5646

Video number 04408
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
12-B

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(Before) Mr. Honeylove--"Life will be one delicious dream with you, darling."
5607 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5647

Video number 04409
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.
Copy and Version Identification Note

13-B

Topic: COMICS
   Couples
   Dwellings
   Love
   Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
   Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

(After) Mr. Honeylove--"I wonder if I was dreaming?"
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5648

Video number 04410
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

11-D

Topic: COMICS
   Couples
   Dwellings
   Dwellings
   Infants
   Infants
   Love
   Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
   Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

"When papa comes in at the door-- " 5609 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5649
Video number 04411
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].
Copy and Version Identification Note
61-B

Topic:
COMICS
Children
Couples
Cupids (Art)
Kissing -- 1890-1920
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Love goes out the window." 5610 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5650
Video number 04412
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].
Copy and Version Identification Note
62-A
Ned raises the ante (Auntie). [Active no. 5611 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5651
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 15-B.

Ned raises the ante (Auntie). [Active no. 5611 (variant?) : stereo photonegative.]
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection

NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5652

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 16-B.

Topic:
COMICS
Children
Dwellings
Mischief
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Plays on words
Tricks
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

And Auntie raises Ned. 5612 [photonegative.]
3 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5653

Video number 04415

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].
Copy and Version Identification Note
15-C

Topic: COMICS
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Mischief
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Tricks
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Asleep at the switch. 5613 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5654

Video number 04416
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
45-B

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The inevitable disaster. 5614 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5655

Video number 04417

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44-B

Topic:
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The inevitable disaster. 5614 variant [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5656

Video number 04418

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].
Copy and Version Identification Note

43-C

Topic:
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The court of awards. 5615 [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5657

Video number 04419
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42-B

Topic:
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the quiet of the night, I'll take my little nip. [Active no. 5616: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5658
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 18-E.

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
COMICS THERE'S MANY A SLIP
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

With wifie sweetly sleeping. How good will taste a sip. [Active no. 5617 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5659
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 19-B.
With wifie sweetly sleeping. How good will taste a sip. [Active no. 5617 variant? Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5660

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 20-B.

But--"Twixt cup and lip, There's manys a slip." [Active no. 5618 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5661
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 21-C

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
COMICS THERE’S MANY A SLIP
Couples
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

And the sweetly sleeping wifie, Now takes her little nip. [Active no. 5619 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, Clarence W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5662
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 22-D.

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
COMICS THERE'S MANY A SLIP
Couples
Dwellings
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

There is Freshie, sleeping sweetly. [Active no. 5620 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5663
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 60-B.

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS COLLEGE GIRLS HAZING Series
Education
Tricks
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Get up, Freshie, we've come for a visit." [Active no. 5621 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5664
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 59-B.

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS COLLEGE GIRLS HAZING Series
Education
Tricks
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A moonlight row will be very jolly. [Active no. 5622 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Five college coeds in nightgowns, one holding a guitar or ukulele.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5665

AC0143-0005665 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159]. RSN 5665

Orig. no. 58-E.

Topic: Bedrooms -- 1890-1920
COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS HAZING Series
Guitars
Hazing
Musical instruments -- 1890-1920
Tricks
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Now ride the goat and do it pretty. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
College coeds in nightgowns, one holding a guitar.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5666
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 56-E.

Topic: 
   Bedrooms
   COMICS COLLEGE GIRLS HAZING Series
   Guitars
   Musical instruments
   Tricks
   Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Genre/Form: 
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Goodnight, Freshie! Sorry to leave you, but we'll come again. [Active no. 5625: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Three college coeds in nightgowns, one sweeping the floor with a broom; guitar on floor nearby.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5667
Currently stored in box 1.1.30 [159].

Orig. no. 57-B.

Topic: 
   Bedrooms
   COMICS--COLLEGE GIRLS HAZING Series
Guitars
Musical instruments
Tricks
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Profound meditation. [Stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Young African American girl, barefoot, seated on steps, holding head in hand.

Formerly stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0005668 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 5668

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period (although this particular image is relatively neutral compared to the rest of the series). The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Original no., 1-B.

Topic: COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Children -- 1890-1920
Dwellings
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Racism -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans -- 1890-1910

One of the Active Industries of the South--Grinding Cane. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5669

"South" on envelope.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period (although this particular image is relatively neutral compared to the rest of the series). The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].

Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. No. 3-B.

Topic: Agriculture -- 1890-1920
        COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
        Children -- 1890-1920
        Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
        Racism -- 1890-1920
        Sugarcane
        Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans

A Straight Flush and Cards to Spare. [Caption no. 5004 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5670
“South. E. F. Kellar / 555 E. 179th St. / New York / Nat Exp prepaid” on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period (although this particular image is relatively neutral compared to the rest of the series). The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Original no. 8-G.

Topic: African Americans -- 1890-1920
COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Dwellings
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Gambling -- 1900-1910
Games -- 1890-1920
Playing cards
Racism -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Straight Flush and Cards to Spare [stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A Straight Flush and Cards to Spare [stereo photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5671

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period (although this particular image is relatively neutral compared to the rest of the series). The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].

Orig. no. 4-E.

Topic: African Americans -- 1890-1920
COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
A Straight Flush and Cards to Spare [stereoscopic photonegative]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A Straight Flush and Cards to Spare [stereoscopic photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5672

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].

Original no. 5-F.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period (although this particular image is relatively neutral compared to the rest of the series). The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5673

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].

Orig. no. 26-D.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Dwellings
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Gambling -- 1900-1910
Games -- 1890-1920
Playing cards
Racism -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans

[Many African American people outside house : stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5674

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].

Cancelled by scratching. Associated number: 9-F.
Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: African American children -- 1890-1920
African Americans -- 1890-1920
COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Children -- 1890-1920
Dwellings -- African American -- 1890-1920.
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Family -- 1890-1930
Racism -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Many African American people outside house : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5675

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Orig. no. 10-B

Topic: African American children -- 1890-1920
African Americans -- 1890-1920
COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Children -- 1890-1920
Dwellings -- African American -- 1890-1920.
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Family -- 1890-1930
Racism -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920
Come Sebem, Come 'Lebem. [Caption no. 5003 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Come Sebem, Come 'Lebem. [Caption no. 5003 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

African American children on porch, gambling. Orig. no. 12-C.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].

Topic:
- COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
- Children -- 1890-1920
- Dice -- 1890-1920
- Dwellings -- African American -- 1890-1920.
- Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
- Gambling -- 1900-1910
- Games -- 1890-1920
- Porches -- 1890-1920
- Racism -- 1890-1920
- Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:
- African Americans -- 1890-1920
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5677

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153]. Orig, No. 18-C.

Topic: African Americans -- 1890-1920
COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Children -- 1890-1920
Dice -- 1890-1920
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Gambling -- 1900-1910
Games -- 1890-1920
Racism -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Come Sebem, Come 'Lebem. [Caption no. 5003] : [photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Interior with young men gambling on floor.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5678

Video number 04440

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].
Orig. no. 19-B.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic:
- African Americans -- 1890-1920
- COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
- Dice -- 1890-1920
- Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
- Gambling -- 1900-1910
- Games -- 1890-1920
- Racism -- 1890-1920
- Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Come Sebem, Come 'Lebem. [Catalog Caption no. 5003. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co. (publisher?)
English.
"South. 3 Color Stereo Only / Barnes Crosby / 6/26/05" on envelope. Shows interior with young men gambling on floor.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5679

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153]. Orig. no. 28-A.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic:
- African Americans -- 1890-1920
- COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
- Color photography -- 1890-1920
- Dice -- 1890-1920
- Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
- Gambling -- 1900-1910
Games -- 1890-1920
Racism -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Waitin' fo' dat Watamelon. [Caption no. 5006 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
African American people waiting behind fence.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5680

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153]. Orig. no. 6-C.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: African Americans -- 1890-1920
COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Children -- 1890-1920
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Racism -- 1890-1920
Watermelons -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Grinding Cane--a Branch Establishment. [Caption no. 5011 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Two African American boys chewing sugar cane.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5681

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153]. Orig. no. 6-C.

Topic: African Americans -- 1890-1920
COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Children -- 1890-1920
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Racism -- 1890-1920
Sugarcane -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boy and man in farmyard : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

African American boy with white man, probably first image in chicken-stealing sequence.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5682

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].

Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. no. 7-E.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: African Americans -- 1890-1920
Agriculture -- 1890-1920
COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Chickens -- 1890-1920
Children -- 1890-1920
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Livestock -- 1890-1920
Racism -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

No, sah! I ain't seed yuh chickens. [Caption 5014 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
African American children with chicken.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5683

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153]. Orig. no. 14-C.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic:
African Americans -- 1890-1920
COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Chickens -- 1890-1920
Children -- 1890-1920
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Livestock -- 1890-1920
Racism -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An Alabama baby carriage. [Caption No. 5015 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Seven African American boys sitting on one donkey.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 5684

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153].

Cancelled by scratching.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Orig. no. 13-D.

Topic: COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Children -- 1890-1920
Coon Series [title in H. C. White Co. catalog]
Donkeys -- 1890-1920
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Racism -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Place: Alabama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans -- 1890-1920

Ca'ful now, don' you put out ma light. [Caption 5018] : [stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Three African American boys with a cigarette; similar to RSN 8635.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5685

Video number 04447

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153]. Orig. no. 16-E.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: African Americans -- 1890-1920
      COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
      Children -- 1890-1920
      Cigarette smokers -- 1890-1920
      Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
      Racism -- 1890-1920
      Smoking -- 1890-1920
      Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

An Exhibition of the Latest Dancing Steps before a Group of Distinguished Critics. [Caption no. 5020 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Children on porch.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5686

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [153]. Orig. no. 15-B.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: African Americans -- 1890-1920
      COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
      Children -- 1890-1920
Dancing -- 1890-1920
Dwellings -- African American -- 1890-1920
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Porches -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Little girl with bonnet, holding rabbit : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5687
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].

Orig. no. 10-C.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Portraits -- Girls
Rabbits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5688
Video number 04450
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].
Copy and Version Identification Note

12-H

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5689

Video number 04451
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note

13-G

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Dolls
Dwellings

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dog and doll? : glass stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 5690
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note

15-B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>CHILD LIFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dogs -- 1890-1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Children. Black-and-white stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].

Orig. no. 16-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>CHILD LIFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toys</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Children.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5692

Video number 04454

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
17-E

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5693

Video number 04455

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
19-B

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5694

Video number 04456
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
HCW 20

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Cows

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Girl holding two dogs?] : [glass stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 5695

Video number 04457
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].
Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note
24-B

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Cats
Children
Dogs -- 1890-1920
Dwellings
Homes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Child in winter scene with snow, fences in background. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5696

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].

Orig. no. 29-B.

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Snow -- 1900-1910
Winter

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple on sofa in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 5697

Video number 04459

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].
Copy and Version Identification Note

40-B

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5698

Video number 04460

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

48-B

Topic: COMICS
Children
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5699

Video number 04461
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
48-E

Topic:
COMICS
Children
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Wedding.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5700

Video number 04462
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].
Copy and Version Identification Note

49-B

Topic: COMICS
Children
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Baby in crib in home. (photonegative.)
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelleled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5701

Video number 04463
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111-D

Topic: COMICS
Children's furniture
Cradles
Dwellings
Infants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mother holding baby in home. Black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5702

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Orig. no. 112-E.

Topic: COMICS
Dwellings
Infants
Infants
Mothers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Mother and children in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5703

Video number 04465

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

115-A

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Infants
Infants
Mothers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5704

Video number 04466
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
176-B

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Shaving

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5705

Video number 04467
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

177

Topic: Bedrooms
       COMICS
       Couples
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5706

Video number 04468

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note

178-B

Topic: Bedrooms
       COMICS
       Clothing and dress
       Dwellings
       Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5707
Video number 04469
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].
Copy and Version Identification Note
182-C
Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in bed in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5708
Video number 04470
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].
Copy and Version Identification Note
184-D
Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wife shaving husband in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5709

Video number 04471

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
185-B

Topic:
Bedrooms
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Shaving

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5710

Video number 04472
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
186-C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5711

Video number 04473
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
187-B

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5712

Video number 04474
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
188-C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5713

Video number 04475
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
190-B
[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5714

Video number 04476

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191-C

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5715

Video number 04477

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

"May 23"

Copy and Version Identification Note
192-B

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic scene: man and woman talking near piano. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5716

"May 23"

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Orig. no. 193-C.

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Musical instruments
Piano

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Couple in home living room.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5717

Video number 04479
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
194-B

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple smooching seated on living room chair as young lad looks on.
Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5718
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Orig. no. 195-B.

Topic: COMICS
Children
Couples
Typewriter 1. ["Office romance," from a series : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co. (publisher?)
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Comic / Typewriter 1 / 3 Color Stereo Only" on envelope. Secretary writes in front of typewriter as boss watches.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5719
AC0143-0005719 (AC Scan No.)

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159]. Orig. no. 197-A.

Topic: COMICS
Clerks
Color photography -- 1890-1920
Love
Offices -- 1890-1920
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Secretaries
Sex in the workplace
Typewriters -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Typewriter 3 [Office romance: stereo photonegative.]
Calendar on wall shows June 1901. Secretary with typewriter, standing, showing paper to man, seated.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0005720 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 5720

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159]. Orig. no. 198.

Topic:
COMICS
Clerks
Love
Offices -- 1890-1920
Secretaries
Sex in the workplace
Typewriters -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Secretary seated on boss's lap, from office romance series : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher

English.

Secretary is half-sitting on boss's lap, her arm over his shoulder, his arm around her waist, with typewriter on table in foreground. "3 Color Stereo Only Barnes Crosby 6/26/?" on original envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 5721
AC0143-0005721 (AC Scan No.)
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159]. Orig. no. 199-D.

Topic: COMICS
Clerks
Color photography -- 1890-1920
Love
Offices -- 1890-1920
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Secretaries
Sex in the workplace
Typewriters -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Typewriter 4 [Office romance; secretary and boss are startled by boss's wife; stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Wife carries umbrella; secretary apparently had been sitting on boss's lap.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled with scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 5722

AC0143-0005722 (AC Scan No.)

"Typewriter 4".

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159]. Orig. no. 200-B.

Topic: COMICS
Clerks
Love
Offices
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Secretaries
Sex in the workplace
Typewriters -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Typewriter 4 [sic-- from office romance series: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
Barnes Crosby and Co., Publisher
English.

Secretary and boss are on their knees begging forgiveness from the wife.
"Typewriter 4" / "3 Color Stereo only Barnes Crosby 6/26/05" on envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5723

AC0143-0005723 (AC Scan No.)

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159]. Orig. no. 202-A.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: COMICS
Clerks
Color photography -- 1890-1920
Love
Offices -- 1900-1910
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Secretaries
Sex in the workplace
Typewriters -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Color separation negatives
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Typewriter 5 [from office romance series : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Wife pulls kneeling secretary's finger (?) as boss cowers. Chair is overturned. Name on typewriter is Smith Premier No. 4.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled.
Local Numbers
RSN 5724

AC0143-0005724 (AC Scan No.)

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159]. Orig. no. 201-A.

Topic: COMICS
      Clerks
      Love
      Offices
      Secretaries
      Sex in the workplace
      Typewriters -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple with children in bedroom setting.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5725

Video number 04487

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

"Sitting By"

Copy and Version Identification Note
210-B

Topic: Bedrooms
       COMICS
       Children
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Family
       Infants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
[University coeds dressing, fixing hair in dormitory] : [stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5726

Video number 04488

Women dressing, apparently intended to be provocative.
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
212E

Topic:
Bedrooms -- 1890-1920
COMICS
Dressing
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Copy and Version Identification Note

213-C

Topic: Bedrooms -- 1890-1920
COMICS
Dressing
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[University coeds posing in fashion finery in dormitory] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 5728

Video number 04490

Women dressed.

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note

214-B

Topic: Bedrooms -- 1890-1920
COMICS
Dressing
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[University coeds dressing in dormitory : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver albumen on glass plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 5729

Video number 04491

Women dressing, image out of focus.
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].
Cancelled by scratching.

Orig. no. 216-B.

Topic:
Bedrooms -- 1890-1920
 COMICS
Dressing
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[University coeds in dormitory with man on floor, about to be tossed out open window] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 5730

Video number 04492

Women dragging man from under bed.
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].
Cancelled by scratching.
Copy and Version Identification Note

217A

Topic: Bedrooms -- 1890-1920
COMICS
Dressing
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5731

Video number 04493
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

"Thrown Out"

Copy and Version Identification Note

218C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dressing
Dwellings
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in corner of room playing lute. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5732
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Orig. no. 227-B.

Topic: COMICS
Lutes
Musical instruments
Portraits -- Women

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds dressing in bedroom. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Young woman pulling corset.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5733
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Orig. no. 235-C.

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Corsets
Dwellings
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds dressing in bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5734

Video number 04496

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
251-C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds in bedroom with male intruder. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5735

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Orig. no. 252-C.

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
College students -- 1900-1910
Dwellings
Universities and colleges
Wit and humor

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds in bedroom with male intruder.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5736

Video number 04498
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
253-C

Topic:
Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Universities and colleges

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds dressing in bedroom] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5737

Video number 04499

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261-F

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds dressing in bedroom] [photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5738

Video number 04500

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
262-C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereo-photographs
[Couple dressing in bedroom.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5739

Video number 04501
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [159].

Copy and Version Identification Note
263-C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Universities and colleges

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Three girls standing on chairs in bedroom.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5740

Video number 04502
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261-C
[Three girls seated in bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5741

Video number 04503

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
267-C

[Three girls seated in bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5742

Video number 04504

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Funny Toy

Copy and Version Identification Note
268-C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Love
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 51

RSN Numbers 5743-5845

Image(s)

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5807

Video number 04569

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
361-C

Topic: Bedrooms
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5743

Video number 04505
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
271-C

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Infants
Love

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman seated in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5744

Video number 04506
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].
Love little / 2 years

Copy and Version Identification Note
272-E

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman seated in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5745

Video number 04507

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
273-F

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman seated in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5746

Video number 04508
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
274-B

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman being given foot bath by maid in bathroom. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5747

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 300-C.

Topic: Bathrooms
COMICS
Domestics
Dwellings
Maids
bathing
Genre/ Form:
Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman given foot bath in home. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5748
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].
Orig. no. 339-C.

Topic:
Bathrooms
COMICS
Domestics
Dwellings
Maids
bathing

Genre/ Form:
Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman prepares to enter bathtub in home. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5749
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].
Orig. no. 340-C.
Topic: Bathrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
bathing

Genre/Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman prepares to enter bath tub in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5750

Video number 04512

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
340-C

Topic: Bathrooms
COMICS
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Maids

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in bath tub in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5751

Video number 04513

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
342-C

Topic: Bathrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in bath tub in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5752

Video number 04514

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
343-B

Topic: Bathrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fast bath. [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5753

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Orig. no. 275-C.

Topic:

Bathrooms
COMICS
Domestics
Dwellings
Maids
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman given foot bath in home.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5754

Video number 04516

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

276-E

Topic:

Bathrooms
COMICS
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Maids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman after bath in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5755

Video number 04517
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
277-C

Topic: Bathrooms
COMICS
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Maids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman after bath in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5756
Video number 04518
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
278-D

Topic: Bathrooms
   COMICS
   Domestics
   Dwellings
   Dwellings
   Maids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Dream of love. [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5757

Video number 04519
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
279-D

Topic: Bedrooms
   COMICS
   Children
   Cupids (Art)
   Dwellings
   Dwellings
   Love
   Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
   Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in bed in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5758
Video number 04520
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
280-E

Topic:
- Bedrooms
- COMICS
- Children
- Cupids (Art)
- Dwellings
- Dwellings
- Love

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in bed in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5759
Video number 04521
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
282-F
Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Maids

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic scene : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5760
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 301-B.

Topic: Ballrooms
Balls (Parties)
COMICS
Dance parties
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men and women at a fancy dress ball : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5761
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 302-C.
[Seated women and man at a fancy dress ball : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5762

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 303-D.

[Four men talking to a young woman at a fancy dress ball : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5763

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 304-C.
COMICS
Dance parties
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Four women in formal dresses playing cards indoors : stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5764
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 305-D.

Topic: COMICS
Cards
Recreation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Four women in formal dresses; one holding man's top hat : stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5765
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 306-D.

Topic: COMICS
Cards
Recreation
[Couple with butler in home : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Man sits in chair near white rug; woman, wearing hat, stands; butler stands in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5767
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 308-C.

Topic: Butlers
COMICS
Domestics
Dwellings

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5768

Video number 04530
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
309-H
Topic: COMICS
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Maids

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple dining in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5770

Video number 04532
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]

Copy and Version Identification Note
311-H

Topic: Butlers
COMICS
Couples
Dining rooms
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple dining in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5771

Video number 04533

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
312-E

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dining rooms
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple dining in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5772

Video number 04534

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
313-H

Topic: Butlers
COMICS
Couples
Dining rooms
Domestics
Dwellings
Love
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Two halves.

Local Numbers
RSN 5766

Video number 04528
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
307-E

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Two halves.

Local Numbers
RSN 5769
Video number 04531

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

310-K

Topic: COMICS
     Couples
     Dwellings
     Dwellings
     Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple after dining in home.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5773

Video number 04535

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

314-C

Topic: Butlers
     COMICS
     Couples
     Domestics
     Dwellings
     Dwellings
     Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple after dining in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5774

Video number 04536

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

315-D

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5775

Video number 04537

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

316-C

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Maids

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5776

Video number 04538

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
317-E

Topic: Butlers
COMICS
Couples
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Maids

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5777

Video number 04539

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
318-C

Topic: Butlers
COMICS
Couples
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Maids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

[Image(s)]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5778

Video number 04540

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
329-D

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman has shoes removed at home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5779

Video number 04541

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
330-C

Topic: COMICS
Clothing and dress
Domestics
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Maids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Costumed figure with pictures. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5780

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Orig. no. 330-B.
[Seated figure wearing strange costume. Stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

The setting includes paintings or other artworks.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5781

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Orig. no. 331-B.

[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5782

Video number 04544

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].
[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5783

Video number 04545
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
332-C

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5784

Video number 04546
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
332-H

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5785

Video number 04547
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
333-C

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5786

Video number 04548
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
334-C

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5787

Video number 04549
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
335-D

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5788

Video number 04550
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
336-D

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Kissing
Love

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple at home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5789
Video number 04551

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

337-D

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in home.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5790

Video number 04552

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

344-E

Topic: Art
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5791

Video number 04553
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
345-C

Topic:
Art
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Sculpture

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5792

Video number 04554
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
346-C
Topic: Art
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5793

Video number 04555

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
347-E

Topic: Art
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5794

Video number 04556

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
348-B

| Topic                          | Art
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMICS</td>
<td>Couples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couples</td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwellings</td>
<td>Love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love</td>
<td>Sculpture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ Couple in home. ] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5795

Video number 04557

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
349-F

| Topic                          | COMICS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Couples</td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwellings</td>
<td>Love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 5796

Video number 04558
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  350-D

  Topic:  Art
  COMICS
  Couples
  Dwellings
  Dwellings
  Love
  Sculpture

  Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 5797

Video number 04559
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].
Copy and Version Identification Note

353-D

Topic:  
Art  
COMICS  
Couples  
Dwellings  
Dwellings  
Love  
Sculpture

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Couple in home.] [photonegative.] 
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 5798

Video number 04560

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

352-C

Topic:  
Art  
COMICS  
Couples  
Dwellings  
Dwellings  
Love  
Sculpture

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Four women sliding down stair rail indoors.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5799

Video number 04561

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
351-D

Topic: COMICS
Dwellings
Recreation

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in home.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5800

Video number 04562

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
355-C

Topic: Armor
Art
COMICS
Dwellings
Love
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5801

Video number 04563
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
356-C

Topic: Armor
Art
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5802
Video number 04564
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
351-F

Topic:
- Art
- COMICS
- Couples
- Dwellings
- Dwellings
- Love
- Sculpture

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5803

Video number 04565
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
357-G

Topic:
- Art
- COMICS
- Couples
- Dwellings
- Dwellings
- Love
- Sculpture

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5804

Video number 04566

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
358-D

Topic:
Art
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Sculpture

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5805

Video number 04567

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
359-D
[Woman in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelleled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5806

Video number 04568
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
360-C

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5808

Video number 04570

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
362-F

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Universities and colleges

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5809

Video number 04571

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
363-C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Universities and colleges

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5810

Video number 04572
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
364-C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Dwellings
Dwellings
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Young woman wearing low strapless dress, bust portrait : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5811

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 365-B.

Topic: Busts
COMICS
Glamour photography
Portraits -- Women

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Young woman wearing low strapless dress, bust portrait : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Subject has eyes closed, leans to one side.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5812

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 366-B.

Topic:
Busts
COMICS
Glamour photography
Portraits -- Women

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Young woman wearing low strapless dress, bust portrait : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Woman has eyes closed, tilts head back.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 5813

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 367-C.

Topic:
Busts
COMICS
Glamour photography
Portraits -- Women
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Young woman with long hair, wearing low strapless dress, bust portrait : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5814
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 369-B.

Topic: Busts
COMICS
Glamour photography
Portraits -- Women

[Beautiful, elegantly dressed young woman, seated, reading letter. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
In Victorian interior.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5815
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].
Orig. no. 369-B.

Topic: COMICS
Letters in art
Love
Portraits -- Young women

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Beautiful, elegantly dressed young woman looks up from letter. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5816
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Orig. no. 370-B.

Topic: COMICS
Letters in art
Love
Portraits -- Young women

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman with child in home. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Subject is either preparing to bathe the child or has finished.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5817
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Orig. no. 371-B.
[Woman and child in home. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Woman holds child.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5818

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Orig. no. 372-1.

[Woman and child in home. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5819

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].
Orig. no. 373-B.

Topic: Bathrooms
      COMICS
      Infants
      Infants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Adorned young woman in Victorian interior. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5820
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Orig. no. 385.

Topic: COMICS
      Dwellings
      Portraits -- Young women

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Two couples in home setting.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5821

Video number 04583
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 375-C.

Topic: COMICS
    Couples
    Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5822

Video number 04584

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161],

Copy and Version Identification Note
    375-C

Topic: COMICS
    Couples
    Dwellings
    Dwellings
    Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Two couples in home setting.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5823

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 377-G.

Topic: COMICS
      Couples
      Dwellings

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two couples in home setting.] [Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5824

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 378-C.

Topic: COMICS
      Couples
      Dwellings

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5825

Video number 04587
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

379-C

Topic: COMICS
       Couples
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 5826

Video number 04588

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note

380-C

Topic: COMICS
       Couples
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5827

Video number 04589
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
382-C

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple kissing in home interior. Black-and-white stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5828
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Orig. no. 383-C.

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Kissing
Love
[Two men seated in home setting.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5829

Video number 04591
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
383-C

Topic: COMICS
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Elegantly dressed young woman in Victorian interior. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5830

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Orig. no. 385-C.

Topic: COMICS
Dwellings
Love
Portraits -- Young women

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in bedroom.] : [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5831

Video number 04593

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161]. Orig. no. 386-C.

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5832

Video number 04594

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].
Copy and Version Identification Note
387-B

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scscratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5833

Video number 04595
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
388-C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5834

Video number 04596
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
389-D

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in bed in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5835

Video number 04597
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
391-C

Topic: Bedrooms
COMICS
Cats
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5836

Video number 04598
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
392-D

Topic:
Bedrooms
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5837

Video number 04599

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
393-B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>COMICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Couples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Love</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form             | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                       | Glass                                |
|                       | Stereoscopic photographs             |

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5838

Video number 04600

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
394-C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>COMICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Couples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Love</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form             | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                       | Glass                                |
|                       | Stereoscopic photographs             |

[Romantic couple and intruder in home setting.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5839

Video number 04601
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
395-C

Topic: COMICS
       Couples
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic couple and intruder in home setting.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5840

Video number 04602
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
396-D

Topic: COMICS
       Couples
       Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic couple and intruder in home setting.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5841

Video number 04603
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].

Copy and Version Identification Note
397-C

Topic: COMICS
Couple
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5842

Video number 04604
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161].
Copy and Version Identification Note

398-B; 31

Topic: COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two children--boy and girl--kissing in home living room. Black-and-white non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 5843

Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [152].

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Couples
Dwellings
Kissing
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, W. H.?, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5844
Video number 04606
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
833

Topic: CHILD LIFE
Children
Palms
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, W. H.?, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5845

Video number 04607
Currently stored in box 1.1.31 [161], moved from [151].

Copy and Version Identification Note
838

Topic: Bamboo
CHILD LIFE
Children
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 52
RSN Numbers 5847-5953
Image(s)

[Bones.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5847

Video number 04608
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
15-A

Topic: Bones
Skeletons

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bones.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5848

Video number 04609
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
14-A

Topic: Bones
Skeletons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bones.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5849

Video number 04610
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
14-B

Topic: Bones
Skeletons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Human skeleton head and neck in profile : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5850

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3]. Orig. no. 13-B.

Topic: Bones
Human skeleton
Skeletons
Skull
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portion of human skeleton : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5851
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3]. Orig. no. 15-C.

Topic: Bones
Human skeleton
Skeletons

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Human skeleton : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching; poor condition.

Local Numbers
RSN 5852
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3]. Orig. no. 15-B.

Topic: Bones
Human skeleton
Skeletons
[Human skeleton: skull and shoulders, posterior view : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5853

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3]. Orig. no. 13-C.

Topic: Bones
Human skeleton
Skeletons
Skull

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Skull and shoulders of human skeleton, anterior view : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5854

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3]. Orig. no. 13-A.

Topic: Bones
Human skeleton
Skeletons
Skull

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Human skeleton: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5855
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3]. Orig. no. 14-C.

Topic: Bones
      Human skeleton
      Skeletons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5856
Video number 04617
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-13

Topic: Human figures
       Modelgraphs
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5857
Video number 04618
19-B original
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note
M-13; 19-B
  Topic: Human figures
  Modelgraphs
  Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5858
Video number 04619
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note
M-14
Subject:
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Topic: Human figures
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5859

Video number 04620
18-B original
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-14; 18-B

Topic: Human figures
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5860
Video number 04621

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Human figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modelgraphs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5861

Video number 04622

17-C original

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-25; 17-C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Human figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modelgraphs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5862

Video number 04623
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Human figures Modelgraphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5863

Video number 04624
18-C original
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-19; 18-C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Human figures Modelgraphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5864

Video number 04625

19-C original

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-15-C; 19-C

Topic: Human figures
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5865

Video number 04626

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-24; M-17-C
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Topic: Human figures
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5866

Video number 04627
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-16

Topic: Human figures
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5867

Video number 04628
17-B original
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-16; 17-B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Human figures Modelgraphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5868

Video number 04629

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-18

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Human figures Modelgraphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5869

Video number 04630
19-A original
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-18; 19-A

Topic: Human figures
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5870

Video number 04631
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-22

Topic: Human figures
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5871

Video number 04632
17-A original
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-22

Topic: Human figures
Modelgraphs
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5872

Video number 04633
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-22
Human figures
Modelgraphs

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some staining

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5873

Video number 04634

18-A original

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-23; 18-A

Human figures
Modelgraphs

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5874

Video number 04635
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-17
Topic: Human torsos
Modelgraphs
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5875

Video number 04636
16-A original
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-17; 16-A
Topic: Human torsos
Modelgraphs
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5876

Video number 04637
16-B original
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-20; 16-B

Topic: Human torsos
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5877

Video number 04638
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-20
Topic: Human torsos
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5878

Video number 04639

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-21

Topic: Human torsos
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5879

Video number 04640
16-C original
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-21; 16-C

Topic: Human torsos
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

two separate plates mounted on single plate with black tape
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5880

Video number 04641
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
11

Topic: Human heads
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5881

Video number 04642
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
16

Topic: Human heads
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some staining
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5882

Video number 04643
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note

17

Topic: Human heads
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some staining

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5883

Video number 04644

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-8

Topic: Human heads
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
black tape glued on surface

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5884

Video number 04645

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-8

Topic: Human heads
Modelgraphs

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5885

Video number 04646

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

23-B

Topic: Human heads
Modelgraphs

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5886

Video number 04647
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

29

Topic: Human heads
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair - some staining
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5887

Video number 04648
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

20-A
Topic: Human heads
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph. [photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 5888

Video number 04649

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20-B

Topic: Human heads
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph. [photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5889

Video number 04650
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20-C

Topic: Human heads
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
black tape glued around image

good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5890

Video number 04651

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-2

Topic: Human hands
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some staining

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5891

Video number 04652

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2-B

Topic: Human hands
Modelgraphs

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

black tape glued around image

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5892

Video number 04653

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note

7

Topic: Human hands
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
black tape glued around image

good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5893

Video number 04654
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

9

Topic: Human hands
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
fair

some staining

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5894

Video number 04655

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-6

Topic: Human hands

Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Johnson, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

black tape glued around image
good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5895

Video number 04656

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-6

Topic: Human hands

Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some staining

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5896

Video number 04657

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
15

Topic: Human hands
Modelgraphs

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Video number 04658
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

32

Topic: Human hands
    Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some staining

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 5898

Video number 04659
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Topic: Human hands
    Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
fair
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5899

Video number 04660
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Topic: Human hands
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5900

Video number 04661
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0359

Topic: Human feet
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
black tape glued around image
good
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5901

Video number 04662
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-5

Topic: Human feet
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
black tape glued around image
good
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5902

Video number 04663
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note

8

Topic: Human feet
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some staining

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5903

Video number 04664
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5-B

Topic: Human feet
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5904

Video number 04665

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2190

Topic: Human feet
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

black tape glued around image

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5905

Video number 04666

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
10

Topic: Human feet
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

black tape glued around image

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5906

Video number 04667

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-4

Topic: Human feet
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some staining

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5907

Video number 04668

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Topic: Human feet
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some staining

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5908

Video number 04669

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22

Topic: Human feet
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Tape glued around image

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 5909

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Orig. no. M-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Balls (Sporting goods)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modelgraphs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                        | -- Glass              |
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5910

Video number 04671

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

290

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Balls (Sporting goods)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modelgraphs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                        | -- Glass              |
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

good

some staining around edges

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5911

Video number 04672

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Topic: Balls (Sporting goods)

Cones

Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]

1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Johnson, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some staining

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5912

Video number 04673

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3-B
Topic: Balls (Sporting goods)
Cones
Modelgraphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
black tape glued around image
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5913

Video number 04674
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
black tape glued around image
fair

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5914

Video number 04675

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1

Topic: Cones
       Cubes
       Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5915

Video number 04676

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103

Topic: Cones
       Cubes
       Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs
[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
black tape glued around image
good
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5916
Video number 04677
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note
M-10
Topic: Cones
Cubes
Modelgraphs
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair
some staining
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5917
Video number 04678

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

23

Topic: Cones
Cubes
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

black paper glued around image

fair

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5918

Video number 04679

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

2

Topic: Cones
Cylinders
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

black paper glued around image

fair

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5919

Video number 04680

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-12

Topic: Cones
Cylinders
Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Couple in home.] [photonegative.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5920

Video number 0468

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note

M-12?

Topic:    Cones
          Cylinders
          Modelgraphs

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:    -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5921

Video number 04682

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-12?

Topic:    Cones
          Cylinders
          Modelgraphs

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:    -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
fair

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5922

Video number 04683

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
12-B

Topic: Cones
      Cylinders
      Modelgraphs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

black paper glued around image

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5923

Video number 04684

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-9

Topic: Balls (Sporting goods)
      Modelgraphs
      Steps

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

black paper glued around image

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5924

Video number 04685

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3

Topic:  Balls (Sporting goods)
Modelgraphs
Steps

Genre/
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5925
Video number 04686

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

14

Topic: Balls (Sporting goods)
Modelgraphs
Steps

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5926

Video number 04687

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

25

Topic: Balls (Sporting goods)
Modelgraphs
Steps

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Black paper and tape on one side.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5927
Video number 04688
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
26-S-B

Topic:       Crosses
            Modelgraphs
            Pencils
            Pyramids

Genre/      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:       -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
Copy and Version Identification Note

26-S-R

Topic: Crosses
Modelgraphs
Pencils
Pyramids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Black paper and tape on one side.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5929

Video number 04690

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

26-S-Y

Topic: Crosses
Modelgraphs
Pencils
Pyramids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some staining

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5930

Video number 04691

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

21

Topic: Crosses
Modelgraphs
Spools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Modelgraph. [Egg in cup and short cylinder or disc. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Black paper glued around image.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5931

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note

Orig. no. 5.

Topic: Cups
Discs
Eggs
Modelgraph
Still life

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Still lifes

Modelgraph. [Egg in cup and disc : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Red painted mask around image.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Good.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5932

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Orig. no. M-11.

Topic: Cups
Discs
Eggs
Modelgraph

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Still lifes

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

stuck paper

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5933

Video number 04694

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

017

Topic:
Cups
Discs
Eggs
Modelgraph

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5934

Video number 04695

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note

11-B

Topic: Cups
Discs
Eggs
Modelgraph

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
black paper glued around image
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5935

Video number 04696

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6

Topic: Bowls
Modelgraphs
spoons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph. Still life with bowl and apple. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Fair
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5936
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Orig. no. 24.

Topic: Apples
Bowls
Modelgraphs
Squeezers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
black paper glued around image
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5937
Video number 04698
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-1
Topic: Modelgraphs, bowls spoons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5938
Video number 04699
"Tarkey"?
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191-F
Topic: Modelgraphs, bowls spoons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [Photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Fair.
Local Numbers
RSN 5939

Video number 04700

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Orig. no. 19.

Topic: Boxes
Modelgraphs
Pitchers
spoons

Genre:/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5940

Video number 04701

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20

Topic: Bowls
Modelgraphs
Teapots
Vases

Genre:/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

poor

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5941

Video number 04702

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
18

Topic: Bowls
Modelgraphs
Vases

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5942

Video number 04703

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note
14-S-B

Topic: Apples
Fruit
Glassware
Modelgraphs
Pitchers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5943

Video number 04704

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
14-S-R

Topic: Apples
Fruit
Glassware
Modelgraphs
Pitchers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Poor.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5944

Video number 04705

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
14-S-Y

Topic: Apples
Fruit
Glassware
Modelgraphs
Pitchers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
fair
Cancelled by scratching,

Local Numbers
RSN 5945

Video number 04706

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].
Copy and Version Identification Note
14-1

Topic: Apples
     Fruit
     Glassware
     Modelgraphs
     Pitchers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5946

Video number 04707

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
14-2

Topic: Apples
     Fruit
     Glassware
     Modelgraphs
     Pitchers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Still life with apple, vase, book.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): [Still life with apple, vase, book.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5947
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3]. Orig. no. 13-2.

Topic: Apples
Books and reading
Modelgraphs
Vases

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Still life with apple, vase, book.] Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): [Still life with apple, vase, book.] Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5948
Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3]. Orig. no. 13-1.

Topic: Apples
Books and reading
Modelgraphs
Vases

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Fair.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5949

Video number 04710

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Topic: Containers
Modelgraphs
Vegetables

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
black tape glued around image
fair
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5950

Video number 04711

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
12
Topic: Bowls
Hodelgraphs
Masks
Vases

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5951

Video number 04712

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0286

Topic: Bowls
Masks
Hodelgraphs
Vases

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good

red paint around image

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5952

Video number 04713

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-7

Topic: Bowls

Masks

Modelgraphs

Vases

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Modelgraph.] [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Johnson, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

fair

some spotting

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5953

Video number 04714

Currently stored in box 1.1.32 [3].

Copy and Version Identification Note

M-7

Topic: Bowls

Masks

Modelgraphs
Vases

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Subseries 1.2: H.C. White Interpositives

Box 53 RSN Numbers 5954-6061

Image(s)

[City view, New York?] Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [City view, New York?] Stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Fair.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5954

0-5 (number on envelope?)

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [223].

Topic: Cathedrals -- New York
Skyscrapers -- New York (State) -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Cityscapes Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[City view, New York?] Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [City view, New York?] Stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower right corner broken off.

Local Numbers

RSN 5955
0-6 (on envelope?). Cancelled by scratching.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [223].

Topic: Cathedrals -- New York
      Skyscrapers -- New York (State) -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:
      Cityscapes
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[New York City? Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cracked.

Loss, upper left corner.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
      RSN 5956

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [223]. Orig. no. 0-7.

Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
      Construction -- New York
      Laborers -- New York
      Skyscrapers

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Good.
Local Numbers
RSN 5957

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [144].

Orig. no. 226-A.

Names: Swift Co.
Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industries

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Obelisk at Heliopolis. Active no. 1012 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The Obelisk at Heliopolis. Active no. 1012 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 5958

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [180]

Topic: EGYPT SERIES
Obelisks

Place: Egypt
Heliopolis (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Grand Canal in Venice.] 1775 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

good

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5959

Video number 04720

Tor Eulgt?

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-80

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Canals -- Italy

Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral, Milan.] [Active no. 1795 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 5960

Video number 04721

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [13]

Orig. no. E-11-306-C.

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy

Place: Italy
Milan
Milan Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany.] 2208 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5961

Video number 04722

Similar to RSN 3115
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note

E-81

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast in England.] 2578 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5962

Video number 04723
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-58-58-S
Topic: Formations (Geology)
    Seacoasts
Place: England
    Lands End (England)?
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[River bridge and Conway Castle in Wales. Active no. 2852 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5963
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [13].
Similar to RSN 1927, 5964, 9536 and 27270.
Orig. no. E-5-2852; 307-G.

Names: Conway Castle (Wales)
Topic: Bridges -- Wales
    Castles -- Wales
    Rivers -- Wales
    Ruins -- Wales
Place: Wales
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[River bridge and Conway Castle in Wales. Active no. 2852 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 5964

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [13].

Similar to RSN 1927, 5963, 9536 and 27270.

Orig. no. E-5-2852.

Names:  Conway Castle (Wales)

Topic:  Bridges -- Wales
        Castles -- Wales
        Rivers -- Wales
        Ruins -- Wales

Place:  Wales

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Japan. Active no. 3990 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5965

Similar to RSN 5044.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [13].

Orig. no. E-99.

Topic:  Lakes -- Japan
        Landscapes (representations) -- Japan
        Mountains -- Japan
        Pines -- Japan

Place:  Fujiyama
        Japan

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The Acropolis from Philopappos Hill, Athens. [Active no. 4131 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

E-90

RSN 5966

Similar to RSN 3834.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [13].

Topic: Architecture
GREECE SERIES
Ruins -- Greece -- Athens

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Philopappos Hill

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Admiral Dewey and Mayor Van Wyck. [Active No. 8000 : interpositive,], 1899

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Admiral Dewey and Mayor Van Wyck. [Active No. 8000 : interpositive,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 5967

Other numbers: 6.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [162].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Van Wyck, Mayor

Topic: Carriages
Celebrations
Crowds -- New York (N.Y.)
DEWEY PARADE, NEW YORK
Horses -- New York (N.Y.)
Parades -- New York (State) -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1900

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The boys who fought at Manila. 8001 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 5968

Video number 04729
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [162].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic: Celebrations -- New York
Crowds -- New York
DEWEY PARADE, NEW YORK
Military -- New York
Parades -- United States

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. Artillery. 8002 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 5969

Video number 04730

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [162].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Orig. no. 4.

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic: Artillery -- New York
Celebrations -- New York
Crowds -- New York
DEWEY PARADE, NEW YORK
Horses -- New York
Military -- New York
Parades -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

West Point Cadets. [Active no. 8003 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5970

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [162].

Orig. no. 19.

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
United States Military Academy

Topic: Celebrations -- New York
Crowds -- New York
DEWEY PARADE, NEW YORK
Military -- New York
Parades -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
West Point (New York)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Marines in Dewey parade, New York.] Active no. 8004 : stereo interpositive, 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Marines in Dewey parade, New York.] Active no. 8004 : stereo interpositive, 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Poor: peeling emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5971
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [162].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Celebrations -- New York
Crowds -- New York
DEWEY PARADE, NEW YORK
Marines
Military -- New York
Parades -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

New York State National Guard. 8005 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5972
Video number 04733
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21], moved from [162].
Copy and Version Identification Note

20

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Celebrations -- New York
Crowds -- New York
DEWEY PARADE, NEW YORK
Military -- New York
Parades -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Destruction in Jamaica. Active no. 8756 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5973
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Destruction -- Jamaica
Disasters -- Jamaica
Military -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica
Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Destruction in Jamaica. Active no. 8757 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 5974

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Destruction -- Jamaica
Disasters -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica
Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Destruction in Jamaica.] 8758 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 5975

Video number 04736

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Destruction -- Jamaica
Disasters -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica
Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Destruction in Jamaica.] 8759 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5976

Video number 04737
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Destruction -- Jamaica
Disasters -- Jamaica
Military -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica
Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in Jamaica.] 8760 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5977

Video number 04738
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5977

Topic: Destruction -- Jamaica
Disasters -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica
Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in Jamaica.] 8761 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5978

Video number 04739

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Destruction -- Jamaica
       Disasters -- Jamaica
       Streets -- Jamaica
       Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in Jamaica.] 8762 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5979

Video number 04740

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Destruction -- Jamaica
       Disasters -- Jamaica
       Streets -- Jamaica
       Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs
[Disaster in Jamaica.] 8763 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5980

Video number 04741
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Destruction -- Jamaica
Disasters -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica
Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in Jamaica.] 8764 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5981

Video number 04742
Same as RSN 1647 and 5982.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Destruction -- Jamaica
Disasters -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica
Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in Jamaica.] 8764 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5982

Video number 04743

Same as RSN 1647 and 5981.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Destruction -- Jamaica
Disasters -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica
Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor in Jamaica. Active no. 8765 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5983

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Harbors -- Jamaica
Sculptures -- Jamaica
Ships -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Jamaica.] 8766 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5984

Video number 04745
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
Architecture -- Jamaica
Children -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica

Place:
Jamaica

[Street scene in Jamaica. Active no. 8767 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5985

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
Architecture -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica

Place:
Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Park in Jamaica.] 8768 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5986

Video number 04747

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture -- Jamaica
       Parks -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Jamaica.] 8769 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5987

Video number 04748

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Markets -- Jamaica
       Shacks -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Jamaica.] 8770 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5988

Video number 04749

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Markets -- Jamaica
Wagons -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Jamaica.] 8771 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5989

Video number 04750

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Markets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in disaster area.] 8772 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5990

Video number 04751

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Disasters
Railroads -- Trains
Roads
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster area. Active no. 8773 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”.)

Image(s): [Disaster area. Active no. 8773 : stereo interpositive.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Ruined building with leaning telephone pole.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5991

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Disasters
Telephone poles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster area.] 8774 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5992

Video number 04753

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Disasters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster area.] 8775 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5993

Video number 04754

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Disasters
Horses
Streets
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster area.] 8776 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5994
Video number 04755
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Disasters
Horses
Streets
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster area.] 8777 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 5995
Video number 04756
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Disasters
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster area.] 8778 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5996

Video number 04757
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Buildings
Disasters
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster area.] 8779 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5997

Video number 04758
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Disasters
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 8780 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5998

Video number 04759
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 8781 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 5999

Video number 04760
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
Disasters
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 8781 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6000

Video number 04761

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
      Disasters
      Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of large home.] 8782 [photonegative.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6001

Video number 04762

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
      Disasters
      Dwellings
      Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake aftermath?], Caption no. 8783 : [stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6002

Video number 04763
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Dining -- California
Disaster relief -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Tents -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake damage, San Francisco?] Caption no. 8784 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Earthquake damage, San Francisco?] Caption no. 8784 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6003

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument in city.] 8785 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6004

Video number 04765

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Columns
Monuments
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Barber at work. Active no. 8786 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper residue; cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6005

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Barbering
Shaving

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster area.] 8787 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper residue.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6006

Video number 04767

Same as RSN 6006-6009.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Disasters
Stoves
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster area.] 8787 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6007

Video number 04768

Same as RSN 6006-6009.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Disasters
Stoves
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Disaster area.] 8787 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6008

Video number 04769
Same as RSN 6006-6009.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Disasters
Stoves
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Disaster area. Active no. 8788 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6010
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
- Armed Forces
- Assistance
- Charities
- Disasters

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Three women standing on sidewalk. Active no. 8789 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6011
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
- Portraits, Group -- 1900-1910
- Street photography

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 8790 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6012

Video number 04773
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Streets
       Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 8791 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6013

Video number 04774
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Docks
       Piers
       Ships
       Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake, San Francisco], Caption no. 8792 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Earthquake, San Francisco], Caption no. 8792 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6014
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco Streets
Place: California -- 1900-1910 -- San Francisco
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 8793 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6015
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Video number 04776
Same as RSN 6016.

[Harbor scene.] 8793 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6016

Video number 04777

Same as RSN 6015.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Harbors
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops on parade in city street with flags flying.] Active no. 8794 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Troops on parade in city street with flags flying.] Active no. 8794 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6017

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags -- United States
Parades
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops on parade in city street with flags flying.] 8795 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6018

Video number 04779
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Horses
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops on parade in city street with flags flying.] 8796 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6019

Video number 04780
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops on parade in city street with flags flying.] 8797 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6020
Video number 04781
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops on parade in city street with flags flying.] 8798 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6021
Video number 04782
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops on parade in city street with flags flying.] 8799 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6022

Video number 04783

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Flags
      Horses
      Parade floats
      Parades

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops on parade in city street with flags flying.] 8800 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6023

Video number 04784

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Flags
      Parades

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops on parade in city street with flags flying.] 8801 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6024

Video number 04785
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Armed Forces
Carriages
Flags
Parades

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 8802 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6025

Video number 04786
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Harbors

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 8803 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6026
Video number 04787
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Ships
       Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 8804 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6027
Video number 04788
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Ships
       Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

La Guayra and the Mountains from the Harbor. 9001 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6028

Video number 04789

Same as RSN 6029 and 6030.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
Harbors -- Venezuela
Mountains -- Venezuela
Ships -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place:
La Guayra (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

La Guayra and the Mountains from the Harbor. 9001 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 6029

Video number 04790

Same as RSN 6028 and 6030.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
Harbors -- Venezuela
Mountains -- Venezuela
Ships -- Venezuela
VENezuela

Place: La Guayra (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

La Guayra and the Mountains from the Harbor. 9001 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6030

Video number 04791

Same as RSN 6028 and 6029.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Harbors -- Venezuela
Mountains -- Venezuela
Ships -- Venezuela

Place: La Guayra (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Making up the Cook Special Train at La Guayra. 9002 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6031

Video number 04792
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Ships -- Venezuela
      Trains -- Venezuela
      VENEZUELA

Place: Cook
       La Guayra (Venezuela)
       Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A Venezuelan Railway train. 9003 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6032

Video number 04793

Same as RSM 6033 and 6034.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Trains -- Venezuela
       VENEZUELA

Place: Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A Venezuelan Railway train. [Active no. 9003 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Image(s): A Venezuelan Railway train. [Active no. 9003 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6033
Same as RSM 6032 and 6034.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Trains -- Venezuela
      VENEZUELA
Place: Venezuela
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A Venezuelan Railway train. [Active no. 9003 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6034

Video number 04795

Same as RSM 6032 and 6033.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Trains -- Venezuela
      VENEZUELA
Place: Venezuela
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The solitary and harmless warship of President Castro of Venezuela, lying in La Guayra Harbor. 9004 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6035
Video number 04796

Same as RSM 6036 and 6037

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21]

Names: Castro, President of Venezuela

Topic: Harbors
Ships, mountains
VENEZUELA

Place: La Guayra (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The solitary and harmless warship of President Castro of Venezuela, lying in La Guayra Harbor. 9004 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6036

Video number 04797

Same as RSM 6035 and 6037

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21]

Names: Castro, President of Venezuela

Topic: Harbors
Ships, mountains
VENEZUELA

Place: La Guayra (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The solitary and harmless warship of President Castro of Venezuela, lying in La Guayra Harbor. 9004 [interpositive]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6037

Video number 04798
Same as RSM 6035 and 6036
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21]

Names: Castro, President of Venezuela
Topic: Harbors
Ships, mountains
VENEZUELA
Place: La Guayra (Venezuela)
Venezuela
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

In the Andes--En Route on the La Guayra and Caracas Railway. [Active no. 9005 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Peeling emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 6038

Video number 04799
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Mountains -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA
Valleys -- Venezuela
Place: Andes Mountains (Venezuela)
La Guayra and Caracas Railway (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Venezuela
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

4,000 feet above sea level in six miles (air line) en route on the Railway La Guayra to Caracas. [Active no. 9006 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6039

Video number 04800

Same as RSN 6040.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Mountains -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA
Valleys -- Venezuela

Place: Andes Mountains (Venezuela)
La Guayra and Caracas Railway (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Venezuela
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

4,000 feet above sea level in six miles (air line) en route on the Railway La Guayra to Caracas. [Active no. 9006 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 6040
Video number 04801

Same as RSN 6039.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Mountains -- Venezuela  
VENEZUELA  
Valleys -- Venezuela

Place: Andes Mountains (Venezuela)  
La Guayra and Caracas Railway (Venezuela)  
Venezuela

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Venezuela  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A pack train on the centuries old mule path from La Guayra to Caracas.  
9007 [interpositive.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 6041

Video number 04802

Same as RSN 6042.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Mountains -- Venezuela  
Mules -- Venezuela  
Roads -- Venezuela  
VENEZUELA

Place: Andes Mountains (Venezuela)  
Venezuela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A pack train on the centuries old mule path from La Guayra to Caracas.  
9007 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6042

Video number 04803

Same as RSN 6041.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Mountains -- Venezuela
Mules -- Venezuela
Roads -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place: Andes Mountains (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The principal hotel of Caracas, "Gran Hotel" on Commercial Street. 9008 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6043

Video number 04804

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21]

Topic: Mules -- Venezuela
Streets -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place: Caracas (Venezuela)
Venezuela
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Courtyard of the "Gran Hotel," Caracas. 9009 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6044

Video number 04805

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21]

Topic: Architecture -- Venezuela VENEZUELA
Place: Caracas (Venezuela) Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Bull Ring "Circo Metropolitans," Caracas. [Active no. 9010 stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6045

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Bull rings -- Venezuela Stadia -- Venezuela VENEZUELA
Place: Caracas (Venezuela) Venezuela
Plaza Bolivar, Caracas' Main Square, and the Cathedral. [Active no. 9011 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6046

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Venezuela
Parks -- Venezuela
Plazas -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place: Caracas (Venezuela)
Plaza Bolivar (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Federal Palace and Courtyard, looking North, Caracas. 9012
[interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6047

Video number 04808

Same as RSN 6048-6050 and 2256.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21]

Topic: Architecture -- Venezuela
Palace -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place: Caracas (Venezuela)
Federal Palace (Caracas, Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Federal Palace and Courtyard, looking North, Caracas. 9012
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6048

Video number 04809

Same as RSN 6047, 6049, 6050 and 2256

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21]

Topic: Architecture -- Venezuela
Palace -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place: Caracas (Venezuela)
Federal Palace (Caracas, Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Federal Palace and Courtyard, looking North, Caracas. [Active no. 9012 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6049

Video number 04810

Same as RSN 6047, 6048, 6050 and 2256.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture -- Venezuela
       Palace -- Venezuela
       VENEZUELA

Place: Caracas (Venezuela)
       Federal Palace (Caracas, Venezuela)
       Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The Federal Palace and Courtyard, looking North, Caracas. [Active no. 9012 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6050

Same as RSN 6047, 6048, 6049 and 2256.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture -- Venezuela
       Palace -- Venezuela
       VENEZUELA

Place: Caracas (Venezuela)
       Federal Palace (Caracas, Venezuela)
       Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Caracas among the mountains of Venezuela, from Calvario Park. [Active no. 9013 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6051

Same as RSN 1743 and 6052.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
Mountains -- Venezuela
Parks -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place:
Caracas (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Caracas among the mountains of Venezuela, from Calvario Park. [Active no. 9013 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6052

Same as RSN 1743 and 6051.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
Mountains -- Venezuela
Parks -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place:
Caracas (Venezuela)
Venezuela
The President's Residence, "Miraflores Palace," Caracas. [Active no. 9014 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

City landscape with vegetation in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6053

Same as RSN 1744.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

A Venezuelan ox cart with rum from an interior sugar plantation, Caracas. [Active No. 9015 : glass stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6054

Same as RSN 1745.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
A native hut on the cart road Caracas to La Guayra, size 10 x 4 feet--
the home of three women and one child. [Active no. 9016 : stereo
interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Women in front of hut.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6055

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Same as RSN 1746, 6056 and 6057.

A native hut on the cart road Caracas to La Guayra, size 10 x 4 feet--
the home of three women and one child. [Active no. 9016 : stereo
interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6056

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Same as RSN 1746, 6055 and 6057.

Topic:

Dwellings -- Venezuela
Family -- Venezuela.
Huts -- Venezuela

Place:

Venezuela

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

A native hut on the cart road Caracas to La Guayra, size 10 x 4 feet--the home of three women and one child. [Active no. 9016 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6057

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Same as RSN 1746, 6055 and 6056.

Topic:

Dwellings -- Venezuela
Family -- Venezuela.
Huts -- Venezuela

Place:

Venezuela
A provision store with donkey packs and donkey carts departing for the interior, Caracas. 9017 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6058
Video number 04819
Same as RSN 1474.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
Business enterprises -- Venezuela
Carts -- Venezuela
Donkeys -- Venezuela
Markets -- Venezuela
Stores -- Venezuela
Streets -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place:
Caracas (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Andes--En route on the Railway Caracas to Puerto Cabello. 9018 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6059
Video number 04820
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA
Valleys -- Venezuela

**Place:** Andes Mountains (Venezuela)
Venezuela

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Aragua Valle." a beautiful and fertile Venezuelan valley. [Active no. 9019 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 6060

**Video number 04821**

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA
Valleys -- Venezuela

**Place:** Aragua Valley (Venezuela)
Venezuela

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Venezuela
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Eating breakfast (12 M.) under the bamboo trees at the La Victoria Railway Station. [Active no. 9020 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6061
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Bamboo -- Venezuela
       Railroads -- Venezuela
       Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Venezuela
       Stations -- Venezuela
       Trees -- Venezuela
       VENEZUELA
Place: La Victoria (Railway Station) (Venezuela)
       Venezuela
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 54
RSN Numbers 6062-6164
Image(s)

[Overview of city buildings and St. Lawrence River.] 9413 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6142
Video number 04903
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Similar to RSN 6143.

Topic: Ports -- Quebec
       Rivers -- Quebec
       Ships -- Quebec
       Waterscapes -- Quebec
Place: Canada
       Quebec
       St. Lawrence River (Quebec)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Native Venezuelan thatched huts. 9021 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6062

Video number 04823

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Dwellings -- Venezuela
           Homes -- Venezuela
           Huts -- Venezuela
           VENEZUELA

Place: Venezuela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Pack burros at Trincheas laden with coffee from an interior coffee plantation., 9022 [interpositive]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6063

Video number 04824

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21]

Topic: Burros -- Venezuela
           Coffee -- Venezuela
           Donkeys -- Venezuela
           Transportation
           VENEZUELA

Place: Trincheas (Venezuela)
       Venezuela
The Cog Railway for climbing the Andes en route Puerto Cabello to Caracas. 9023 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6064

Video number 04825
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Cog railways -- Venezuela
Mountains -- Venezuela
VENEZUELA

Place: Andes Mountains (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The railway descending the mountains near Puerto Cabello en route from Caracas. 9024 [interpositive]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6065

Video number 04826
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Cog railways
Mountains -- Venezuela
VENezuela

Place: Venezuela

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape with road, vegetation in foreground. Active no. 9201 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6066

Similar to RSN 4852.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

PLACE: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand. Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand jungle.] 9202 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6067

Video number 04828

Similar to RSN 4853.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Topic: Jungles -- New Zealand  
Rivers -- New Zealand  
Trees -- New Zealand  

Place: New Zealand  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[River and waterfalls in New Zealand.] 9203 [interpositive.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  

Silver gelatin on glass.  

Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 6068  
Video number 04829  

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].  

Similar to RSN 4854.  

Topic: Rivers -- New Zealand  
Waterfalls -- New Zealand.  

Place: New Zealand  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Jungle in New Zealand.] 9204 [interpositive.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  

Silver gelatin on glass.  

Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 6069  
Video number 04830
Similar to RSN 4855.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Jungles -- New Zealand  
Trees -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and waterfalls in New Zealand.] 9205 [interpositive.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6070

Video number 04831

Similar to RSN 4856.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Jungles -- New Zealand  
Rivers -- New Zealand  
Trees -- New Zealand  
Waterfalls -- New Zealand.
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jungle in New Zealand.] 9206 [interpositive.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6071

Video number 04832
Similar to RSN 4857.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Jungles -- New Zealand
Trees -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and mountains in New Zealand.] 9207 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6072

Video number 04833
Similar to RSN 4858.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Canyons -- New Zealand
Gorges -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Rocks
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river in New Zealand.] 9208 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6073

Video number 04834
Similar to RSN 4859.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Bridges -- New Zealand
Canyons -- New Zealand
Gorges -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Rocks -- New Zealand
Walkways -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of rustic home in New Zealand.] 9209 [interpositive.] 1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6074

Video number 04835
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Dwellings -- New Zealand
Huts -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups in home in New Zealand. Active no. 9210 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6075
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Similar to RSN 4860.

Topic: Architecture -- New Zealand
Dwellings -- New Zealand
Family -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in home in New Zealand.] 9211 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6076
Video number 04837
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Similar to RSN 4861.
Problem: A question about the quality of a glass plate and its content.

Analysis: The document contains information about a glass plate from the Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection. The plate features a river in New Zealand and is identified by the number 9212. The plate is described as an interpositive, measuring 3 3/4" x 7". It is owned by the National Museum of American History (NMAH) and has local numbers RSN 6077. The image is credited to Underwood & Underwood, Publisher, Hartin, J., Photographer, and H.C. White Co., Publisher. The plate is described as being in good condition with some scratches. The plate is currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21] and is similar to other plates with numbers 4862 and 5425.

Further analysis: The plate is a photograph, created between 1900 and 1910. It is a stereoscopic photograph, a type of early 3D photography that creates the illusion of depth using a special viewer. The plate is described as being in good condition despite some scratches, indicating that it has been well-preserved. The plate is part of a collection that includes various topics related to New Zealand, such as architecture, children, dwellings, family,boats, moss, rivers, and trees. The plates are also described as being in good condition, with similar plates listed for further reference.

Conclusion: The glass plate is a valuable historical artifact, representing early 20th-century photography and providing a glimpse into New Zealand's past. The plate is well-preserved and is part of a larger collection that offers insights into the country's culture and environment.
Local Numbers
RSN 6078

Video number 04839
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Similar to RSN 4863.

Topic: Boats -- New Zealand  
      Rivers -- New Zealand  
      Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river in New Zealand.] Active no. 9215 : [stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6079

Video number 04840

Similar to RSN 4864.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Bridges -- New Zealand  
      Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand  
      Mountains -- New Zealand  
      Rivers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings in New Zealand.] 9216 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6080

Video number 04841
Similar to RSN 4865.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture -- New Zealand
Buildings -- New Zealand
Fog -- New Zealand
Smoke -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] 9217 [interpositive.] 1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6081

Video number 04842
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] 9218 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6082

Video number 04843
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Similar to RSN 4866.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand

[River in New Zealand.] 9219 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6083

Video number 04844
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Similar to RSN 4867.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] 9220 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6084

Video number 04845

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Similar to RSN 4868.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
       Rivers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees in New Zealand.] 9221 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6085

Video number 04846

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Topic: Trees -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] 9222 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6086

Video number 04847
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Rivers -- New Zealand
Trees -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in New Zealand.] 9223 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6087

Video number 04848
Similar to RSN 4869.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Topic: Formations (Geology)
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] 9224 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6088

Video number 04849
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Similar to RSN 4870 and 6089.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Waterfalls -- New Zealand.
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in New Zealand.] 9224 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6089
Video number 04850

Similar to RSN 4870 and 6088.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand. Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[River in New Zealand.] 9225 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6090

Video number 04851

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Similar to RSN 4871

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand Rivers -- New Zealand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[River in New Zealand.] 9226 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6091

Video number 04852
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] 9227 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6092

Video number 04853
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Similar to RSN 4872.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in New Zealand.] 9228 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6093

Video number 04854

Similar to RSN 4873.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River and mountains in New Zealand.] 9230 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching..

Local Numbers
RSN 6094

Video number 04855

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River and mountains in New Zealand.] 9231 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6095

Video number 04856

Similar to RSN 4874.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- New Zealand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ships -- New Zealand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place: | New Zealand |

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Landscapes in New Zealand.] 9232 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6096

Video number 04857

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

| Place: | New Zealand |

| Genre/ Form: | Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand. Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Bridge over river in New Zealand.] 9233 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6097

Video number 04858
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Similar to RSN 4875.

Topic: Bridges -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in New Zealand.] 9234 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6098

Video number 04859
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Bridges -- New Zealand
Streets -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
[Cattle in river in New Zealand.] 9235 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6099
Video number 04860
Similar to RSN 4877.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
- Cows -- New Zealand
- Horses -- New Zealand
- Mountains -- New Zealand
- Rivers -- New Zealand

Place:
New Zealand

Genre/
Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Road scene in New Zealand.] 9236 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6100
Video number 04861
Similar to RSN 4878.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Roads -- New Zealand
Sheep -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene in New Zealand.] 9237 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6101

Video number 04862
Similar to RSN 4879.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Docks -- New Zealand
Harbors -- New Zealand
Piers -- New Zealand
Ships -- New Zealand
Wharves -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene in New Zealand.] 9238 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 6102

Video number 04863

Similar to RSN 4880.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Docks -- New Zealand
       Harbors -- New Zealand
       Piers -- New Zealand
       Ships -- New Zealand
       Wharves -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in New Zealand.] 9239 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6103

Video number 04864

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Similar to RSN 4881.

Topic: Architecture -- New Zealand
       Buildings -- New Zealand
       Monuments -- New Zealand
       Sculptures -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings in New Zealand.] 9240 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6104

Video number 04865

Similar to RSN 4882.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene in New Zealand.] 9241 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6105

Video number 04866

Similar to RSN 4883.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Parks -- New Zealand
       Roads -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene in New Zealand.] 9242 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6106

Video number 04867
Similar to RSN 4884.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
Bridges -- New Zealand
Parks -- New Zealand
Roads -- New Zealand

Place:
New Zealand

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene in New Zealand.] 9243 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6107

Video number 04868
Similar to RSN 4885.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Topic: Palm trees -- New Zealand  
Parks -- New Zealand  
Roads -- New Zealand  
Place: New Zealand  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast in New Zealand.] 9244 [interpositive.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 6108  
Video number 04869  
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Formations (Geology)  
Seacoasts  
Place: New Zealand  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in New Zealand.] 9245 [interpositive.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 6109  
Video number 04870  
Similar to RSN 4886.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Churches -- New Zealand
      Streets -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene in New Zealand.] 9246 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
         RSN 6110

Video number 04871

Similar to RSN 4887.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Carriages
      Parks -- New Zealand
      Streets -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene in New Zealand.] 9247 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
         RSN 6111
Video number 04872

Similar to RSN 4888.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Parks -- New Zealand
       Streets -- New Zealand
       Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees in New Zealand.] 9248 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6112

Video number 04873

Similar to RSN 4889.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in New Zealand.] 9249 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6113

Video number 04874
Similar to RSN 4890.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Bicycles -- New Zealand
Streets -- New Zealand
Towers
Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in New Zealand.] 9250 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6114

Video number 04875
Similar to RSN 4891.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Bicycles -- New Zealand
Churches -- New Zealand
Streets -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in city park in New Zealand.] 9251 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6115

Video number 04876
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Similar to RSN 4892.

Topic: Parks -- New Zealand
       Rivers -- New Zealand
       Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] 9252 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6116

Video number 04877
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Similar to RSN 4893 and 6117.

Topic: Parks -- New Zealand
       Rivers -- New Zealand
       Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] 9252 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6117

Video number 04878
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Similar to RSN 4893 and 6116.

Topic: Parks -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] 9253 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6118

Video number 04879
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].
Similar to RSN 4894.
 Topic: Bridges -- New Zealand  
Parks -- New Zealand  
Rivers -- New Zealand  
Trees -- New Zealand  
Wagons -- New Zealand  

Place: New Zealand  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Beach scene in New Zealand. Active no. 9254 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 6119  
Similar to RSN 4895.  
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].  

Topic: Beaches -- New Zealand  
Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand  
Ocean  
Seacoasts  

Place: New Zealand  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[River in New Zealand.] 9255 [interpositive.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 6120
Video number 04881
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Similar to RSN 4896.

Topic: Rivers -- New Zealand
      Roads -- New Zealand
      Trees -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tunnel in New Zealand.] 9256 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6121

Video number 04882

Similar to RSN 4897.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Arches -- New Zealand
      Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
      Roads -- New Zealand
      Tunnels -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tunnel in New Zealand.] 9257 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6122

Video number 04883
Similar to RSN 4898.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Arches -- New Zealand
Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Roads -- New Zealand
Tunnels -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in New Zealand.] 9257 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6123

Video number 04884
Similar to RSN 4899.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Forests -- New Zealand
Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Roads -- New Zealand
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>New Zealand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Roadway in New Zealand.] 9258 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6124

Video number 04885
Similar to RSN 4899.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

| Topic:       | Forests -- New Zealand
|--------------| -------------------------------------------------|
| Form:        | Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
|             | Roads -- New Zealand                           |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>New Zealand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[New Zealand scene.] 9260 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6125

Video number 04886
Similar to RSN 4901.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in New Zealand.] 9261 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6126
Video number 04887
Similar to RSN 4902.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Clock towers -- Hawaii
Streetcars -- Hawaii
Streets -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in New Zealand.] 9262 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6127
Video number 04888
Similar to RSN 4903.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

**Topic:** Architecture -- New Zealand
Buildings -- New Zealand
Plazas -- New Zealand

**Place:** New Zealand

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene in New Zealand.] 9263 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 6128

Video number 04889

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

**Topic:** Beaches
Seacoasts

**Place:** New Zealand

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene in New Zealand. Active no. 9264 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 6129
Similar to RSN 4904.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Beaches -- New Zealand
Children -- New Zealand.
Swimmers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in New Zealand.] 9265 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6130

Video number 04891

Similar to RSN 4891.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Cathedrals -- New Zealand
Churches -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake in New Zealand.] 9266 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6131

Video number 04892
Similar to RSN 4906.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Lakes -- New Zealand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Lake in New Zealand.] 9267 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6132

Video number 04893
Similar to RSN 4907.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Lakes -- New Zealand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Lake in New Zealand.] 9268 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6133

Video number 04894

Similar to RSN 4908.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Lakes -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- New Zealand.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in New Zealand.] 9269 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6134

Video number 04895

Similar to RSN 4909.
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Mountains -- New Zealand
Rivers -- New Zealand
Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

[New Zealand.] 9270 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6135

Video number 04896

Similar to RSN 4910.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:  Beaches -- New Zealand
Boats -- New Zealand
Islands -- New Zealand
Lakes -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
Waterscapes -- New Zealand

Place:  New Zealand

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake in New Zealand.] 9271 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hartin, J., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6136

Video number 04897
Similar to RSN 4911.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

**Topic:** Boats -- New Zealand  
Islands -- New Zealand  
Lakes -- New Zealand  
Mountains -- New Zealand

**Place:** New Zealand

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[New Zealand] 9270 [interpositive.]  
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 6137

Video number 04898

Similar to RSN 4912.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

**Topic:** Boats -- New Zealand  
Islands -- New Zealand  
Lakes -- New Zealand  
Mountains -- New Zealand

**Place:** New Zealand

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake in New Zealand.] 9272 [interpositive.]  
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Hartin, J., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6138

Video number 04899

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

**Topic:** Boats -- New Zealand
Islands -- New Zealand
Lakes -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand

**Place:** New Zealand

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quebec and its Citadel from the heights of Levis across the St. Lawrence, Quebec. [Active no. 9410 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6139

Video number 04900

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Similar to RSN 1903.

**Topic:** CANADA SERIES
Citadels -- Quebec
Fortification -- Quebec
Harbors -- Quebec
Parks -- Quebec
Rivers -- Quebec
Ships Quebec

**Place:** Canada
Levis (Quebec)
Quebec
St. Lawrence River (Quebec)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Dufferin Terrace, Chateau Frontenac and its picturesque "Old Town,"
Quebec. 9411 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6140

Video number 04901
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Names: Chateau Frontenac (Hotel) (Quebec, Canada)
Topic: CANADA SERIES
Chateaux -- Quebec
Place: Canada
Dufferin Terrace (Quebec)
Quebec
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dufferin Terrace, "Old Town," and St. Lawrence River from the Citadel,
Quebec. 9412 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6141

Video number 04902
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Citadels -- Quebec
Citadels -- Quebec
Fortification -- Quebec
Harbors -- Quebec
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Rivers -- Quebec

Place: Canada
  Dufferin Terrace (Quebec)
  Quebec
  St. Lawrence River (Quebec)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

The wharves, St. Lawrence River and Pt. Levis from Dufferin Terrace, Quebec. 9413 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 6143

Video number 04904
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Similar to RSN 6142.

Topic: Harbors -- Quebec
  MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
  Ports -- Quebec
  Rivers -- Quebec
  Ships -- Quebec
  Wharves -- Quebec

Place: Canada
  Dufferin Terrace (Quebec)
  Pt. Levis (Quebec)
  Quebec
  St. Lawrence River (Quebec)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Champlain Monument on Dufferin Terrace, Quebec. 9414 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6144

Video number 04905
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
       Monuments -- Quebec
       Sculptures -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Champlain Monument (Quebec)
       Dufferin Terrace (Quebec)
       Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Roman Catholic Cathedral, Quebec. 9416 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6146

Video number 04907

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
        Cathedrals -- Quebec
        Churches -- Quebec

Place: Canada
        Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

St. Louis Gate, in the picturesque walls of Quebec. [Active no. 9417 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6147

Similar to RSN 1904.

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21]

Topic: Arches -- Quebec
       CANADA SERIES
       Carts -- Quebec
       Gates -- Quebec
       Horses -- Quebec
       Roads -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Quebec
St. Louis Gate (Quebec)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

General view of Quebec and the St. Lawrence River from Parliament Building, Quebec. 9418 [interpositive.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6148

Video number 04909

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Gardens -- Quebec
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Rivers -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec
St. Lawrence River (Quebec)

Montmorency Falls (265 feet high), near Quebec. 9419 [interpositive.]
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6149

Video number 04910

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Boats -- Quebec
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Waterfalls -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Montmorency Falls
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Montmorency Falls (265 feet high), near Quebec. 9419 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6150

Video number 04911

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Boats -- Quebec

MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Waterfalls -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Montmorency Falls
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Montmorency Falls, Quebec. 9420 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6151

Video number 04912
Ste. Anne de Beaupre Church--a famous Shrine, Quebec. 9421
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6152
Video number 04913

Interior of the famous Ste. Anne de Beaupre Church, Quebec. 9422
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6153
Video number 04914

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
   Churches -- Quebec
   Interior architecture -- Quebec

Place: Canada
   Quebec
   Ste. Anne de Beaupre (Quebec)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Sacred Image of St. Anne, Church of St. Anne de Beaupre, Quebec. 9423 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 6154

Video number 04915

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Churches -- Catholic -- Quebec
   Interiors -- Quebec
   MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
   Shrines -- Quebec

Place: Canada
   Quebec
   St. Anne de Beaupre Church

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Yonge St., a busy thoroughfare of Toronto, Ont. 9430 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6155

Video number 04916

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Bicycles -- Ontario
CANADA SERIES
Streetcars -- Ontario
Streets -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)
Yonge Street (Toronto, Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A vast expanse of glistening waves--the St. Lawrence River from Clayton, N.Y. 9431 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6156

Video number 04917

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
CANADA SERIES
Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
New York (Clayton)
Ontario
St. Lawrence River (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A delightful retreat--among the Thousand Islands of the St. Lawrence. 9432 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6157

Video number 04918

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
Boats -- Ontario
Islands -- Ontario
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Rivers -- Ontario

Place:
Canada
Ontario
St. Lawrence River (Ontario)
Thousand Islands (Ontario)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Steamer Toronto from Montreal arriving at Alexandria Bay pier, St. Lawrence River. 9433 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6158

Video number 04919

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
CANADA SERIES
Docks -- Ontario
Piers -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario
Ships -- Ontario
Wharves -- Ontario

Place: Alexandria Bay (Ontario)
Canada
Ontario
St. Lawrence River (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Summer homes of rich Americans--Alexandria Bay, St. Lawrence River.
9434 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6159

Video number 04920
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
Boats -- Ontario
CANADA SERIES
Dwellings -- Ontario
Homes -- Ontario
Islands -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario

Place:
Alexandria Bay (Ontario)
Canada
Ontario
St. Lawrence River (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Among the beautiful Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River. 9435 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6160

Video number 04921

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
       CANADA SERIES
       Islands -- Ontario
       Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
       Ontario
       St. Lawrence River (Ontario)
       Thousand Islands (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

In the famous "Lost Channel" among the Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River. 9436 interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6161

Video number 04922

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
       Islands -- Ontario
       MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
       Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
       Lost Channel -- Ontario
       Ontario
       St. Lawrence River (Ontario)
       Thousand Islands (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Fiddler's Elbow Isl., a picturesque spot among the Thousand Islands of the St. Lawrence. 9437 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6162

Video number 04923

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
Islands -- Ontario
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Fiddler's Elbow Island (Ontario)
Ontario
St. Lawrence River (Ontario)
Thousand Islands (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A sunset sky on the beautiful St. Lawrence River. 9438 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6163

Video number 04924

Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Rivers -- Canada
Sunsets -- Canada

Place: Canada
St. Lawrence River (Canada)
At the Alexandria Bay Wharf, St. Lawrence River. 9439 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6164

Video number 04925
Currently stored in box 1.2.1 [21].

Topic:
Architecture -- Ontario
CANADA SERIES
Docks -- Ontario
Piers -- Ontario
Ships -- Ontario
Wharves -- Ontario

Place:
Alexandria Bay Wharf (Ontario)
Canada
Ontario
St. Lawrence River (Ontario)

Box 55
RSN Numbers 6166-6254

Image(s)

Descending the famous Long Sault Rapids on the St. Lawrence River. 9441 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6166
Video number 04927

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

**Topic:** CANADA SERIES
Rapids -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario
Ships -- Ontario

**Place:**
Canada
Long Sault Rapids (Ontario)
Ontario
St. Lawrence River (Ontario)

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the famous Lachine Rapids of the St. Lawrence, Montreal. Active no. 9442 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** In the famous Lachine Rapids of the St. Lawrence, Montreal. Active no. 9442 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 6167

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212]

**Topic:** CANADA SERIES
Rapids -- Quebec
Rivers -- Quebec
Ships -- Quebec

**Place:**
Canada
Lachine Rapids (St. Lawrence River)
Montréal (Québec)
Québec
St. Lawrence River (Québec)

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

General view of the wharves, Victoria Bridge in distance, Montreal. 9443 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6168

Video number 04929

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Bridges -- Quebec
CANADA SERIES
Harbors -- Quebec
Railroads -- Quebec
Ships -- Quebec
Trains -- Quebec
Wharves -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Montréal (Québec)
Quebec
Victoria Bridge (Quebec)

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

Montreal, the metropolis of Canada, S.E. from Mount Royal. 9444 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6169

Video number 04930

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Harbors -- Quebec
St. James St., looking South, the chief business street of Montreal. 9445 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6170

Video number 04931

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Carts -- Quebec
Horses -- Quebec
Streetcars -- Quebec
Streets -- Quebec

Place: Canada -- Quebec
Montréal (Québec)
Quebec
St. James Street

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Notre Dame Cathedral, Montreal. 9446 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6171
Video number 04932

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Quebec
   CANADA SERIES
   Cathedrals -- Quebec

**Place:** Canada
   Montréal (Québec)
   Notre Dame Cathedral (Quebec)
   Quebec

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the great Notre Dame Cathedral, Montreal. 9447 [interpositive.]
   1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
   Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
   RSN 6172

Video number 04933

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Quebec
   CANADA SERIES
   Cathedrals -- Quebec
   Interior architecture -- Quebec

**Place:** Canada
   Montréal (Québec)
   Notre Dame Cathedral (Quebec)
   Quebec

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The Altar, Interior of Notre Dame Cathedral, Montreal. 9448 [interpositive.]
   1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
   Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6173

Video number 04934

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Architecture -- Quebec
      Cathedrals -- Quebec
      Interior architecture -- Quebec
      MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA

Place: Canada
       Montréal (Québec)
       Notre Dame Cathedral (Quebec)
       Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Montreal from Notre Dame Cathedral--Mount Royal in distance 9449
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6174

Video number 04935

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Architecture -- Quebec
       CANADA SERIES
       Mountains -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Montréal (Québec)
       Mount Royal (Quebec)
       Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Nelson Monument and City Hall from Market place, Montreal. 9450
[interpositive.]
Bonsecours Market and Nelson Monument, Montreal. 9451 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6176

Video number 04937

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Bonsecours Market (Quebec)

Buildings -- Quebec

CANADA SERIES

Horses -- Quebec

Markets -- Quebec

Monuments -- Quebec

Nelson Monument (Quebec)

Streets -- Quebec

Wagons -- Quebec

Place: Canada

Montréal (Québec)

Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Markets -- Quebec
Monuments -- Quebec
Nelson Monument (Quebec)
Streets -- Quebec
Wagons -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Montréal (Québec)
Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Notre Dame de la Lourdes Church, Montreal. 9452 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6177

Video number 04938

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Churches -- Quebec
Interior architecture -- Quebec
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA

Place: Canada
Montréal (Québec)
Notre Dame de la Lourdes Church (Quebec)
Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Houses of Parliament, Ottawa, Quebec. 9460 [interpositive]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
On the steamer--leaving Owen Sound, Lake Huron, for Fort William, Ont.
9461 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6179

Video number 04940

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Commerce -- Ontario
Lakes -- Ontario
Navigation -- Ontario
Passengers -- Ontario
Ships -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Fort William (Ontario)
Huron, Lake (Mich. and Ont.)
Ontario
Owen Sound

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
On a Great Lakes' steamer crossing Lake Huron--passing freighters. 9462
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6180

Video number 04941
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Lakes -- Canada
Navigation -- Canada
Steamships -- Canada

Place: Canada
Huron, Lake (Mich. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Going through the Canadian Locks--Sault St. Marie, Ontario. 9463
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6181

Video number 04942
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Canals -- Ontario
Navigation -- Ontario
Ships -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Canadian Locks
Ontario (Canada)
Sault St. Marie

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grain elevators along the Kamanistiquia River, Fort William, Ontario.
[Active no. 9464 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6182

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic:
Commerce -- Ontario
Grain elevators -- Ontario
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Navigation -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario
Ships -- Ontario

Place:
Canada
Fort William (Ontario)
Kamanistiquia River (Ontario, Canada)
Ontario

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Harbor of Fort William--Steamer Huronic leaving for Detroit--Ontario. 9465
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6183
Video number 04944

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Commerce -- Ontario
Harbors -- Ontario
Navigation -- Ontario
Steamships -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Fort William (Ontario)
Ontario
Steamer Huronic

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Unloading coal--a modern lake steamer at Fort William, Ontario. [Active no. 9466 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6184

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212]

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Coal
Commerce
Docks
Navigation
Piers
Steamboats
Wharves

Place: Fort William (Canada)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Steamer Huronic leaving Fort William Harbor for trip across Lake Superior, Ontario. 9467 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6185

Video number 04946
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Coal -- Ontario
Commerce -- Ontario
Lakes -- Ontario
Lighthouses -- Ontario
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Navigation -- Ontario
Steamships -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Fort William (Ontario)
Ontario
Steamer Huronic
Superior, Lake

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kamanistiquia River and lovely Kakabeka Falls near Fort William, Ontario.
9468 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6186

Video number 04947
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Rivers -- Ontario
Waterfalls -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Fort William (Ontario)
Kakabeka Falls (Ontario, Canada)
Kamanistiquia River (Ontario, Canada)
Ontario

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kakabeka Falls (descent 130 feet), one of Canada's finest waterfalls--near Fort William, Ont. 9469 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6187

Video number 04948

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Rivers -- Ontario
Waterfalls -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Fort William (Ontario)
Kakabeka Falls (Ontario, Canada)
Kamanistiquia River (Ontario, Canada)
Ontario

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kakabeka Falls, one of Nature's jewels, in a Canadian forest, Fort Williams, Ont. 9470 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6188

Video number 04949
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
       Rivers -- Ontario
       Waterfalls -- Ontario

Place: Canada
       Fort William (Ontario)
       Kakabeka Falls (Ontario, Canada)
       Kamanistiquia River (Ontario, Canada)
       Ontario

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kamanistiquia River, one of Canada's loveliest streams, Ontario. 9471
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6189

Video number 04950
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
       Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
       Fort William (Ontario)
       Kamanistiquia River (Ontario, Canada)
       Ontario

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Main St., a busy thoroughfare in a growing city, Winnipeg, Manitoba. 9472
[interpositive.]
A busy street corner in thriving Winnipeg, Manitoba. 9473 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6190

Video number 04952

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Horses -- Manitoba
Streetcars -- Manitoba
Streets -- Manitoba
Wagons -- Manitoba

Place: Canada
Manitoba
Winnipeg (Manitoba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Beautiful Bow Valley from Banff, E. to the Fairholme Range, Rocky Mts., Alberta. [Active no. 9474: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6192
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic:
CANADA SERIES
Mountains -- Alberta
Rivers -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place:
Alberta
Banff (Alta.)
Bow River Valley (Alta.)
Canada
Fairholme Range (Alberta, Canada)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Lovely Bow River, East from Banff--a glacier stream in the Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9475 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Lovely Bow River, East from Banff--a glacier stream in the Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9475 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6193
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].
Mountains -- Alberta  
Rivers -- Alberta  
Valleys -- Alberta  

Place:  
Alberta  
Banff (Alta.)  
Bow River Valley (Alta.)  
Canada  
Fairholme Range (Alberta, Canada)  
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Bridge over Bow River and Cascade Mountain, Banff, Canadian Rockies.  
9476 [interpositive.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 6194  

Video number 04955

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212.]

Topic:  
Bridges -- Alberta  
CANADA SERIES  
Mountains -- Alberta  
Rivers -- Alberta  

Place:  
Alberta  
Banff (Alberta)  
Bow River (Alberta)  
Canada  
Cascade Mountains (Alberta)  
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Remnants of a nearly extinct race--Buffaloes near Banff, Alberta. 9477 [interpositive]

Page 3202 of 15344
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6195

Video number 04956

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212]

Topic: Buffalo
CANADA SERIES

Place: Alberta
Banff (Alta.)
Canada

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Charming upper Bow Valley S.W. from Tunnel Mountain, Canadian Rockies, Banff. 9478 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6196

Video number 04957

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Mountains -- Alberta
Rivers -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Banff (Alta.)
Bow River Valley (Alta.)
Canada
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)
Tunnel Mountain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Rundle (9,798 ft.), one of the giants of the Canadian Rockies, Banff. 9479 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6197

Video number 04958

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- Alberta
Rivers -- Canada -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Banff (Alberta)
Canada
Mt. Rundle (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Foaming Rapids of the Bow River and Mt. Edith, Rocky Mts., Banff, Alberta. 9480 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6198
Video number 04959
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- Alberta
Rapids -- Alberta
Rivers -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Banff (Alberta)
Bow River (Alberta)
Canada
Mt. Edith (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vermilion Lake and Mt. Rundle, Rocky Mts., Banff, Alberta. 9481
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6199

Video number 04960
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Lakes -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Banff (Alberta)
Canada
Mt. Rundle (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)
Vermillion Lake

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lake Louise and the stupendous glacier-clad Mt. Victoria (11,400 ft.) Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9482 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6200

Video number 04961
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
   Lakes -- Alberta
   Mountains -- Alberta
   glaciers -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
   Canada
   Lake Louise (Alberta)
   Mt. Victoria (Alberta)
   Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Leaving the chalet, Lake Louise, for the trail to Lake Agnes, Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9483 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6201

Video number 04962
Same as RSN 6202.
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Horses -- Alberta
   Lakes -- Alberta
   MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- Alberta
Riders -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Lake Louise (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Leaving the chalet, Lake Louise, for the trail to Lake Agnes, Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9483 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6202

Video number 04963

Same as RSN 6201.

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Horses -- Alberta
Lakes -- Alberta
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- Alberta
Riders -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Lake Agnes (Alberta)
Lake Louise (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rugged grandeur of the Rockies--Mt. Aberdeen (10,480 ft.) and Mt. Lefroy (11,080 ft.), Alberta. 9484 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6203

Video number 04964
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Mountains -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Mt. Aberdeen
Mt. Lefroy
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mirror Lake, Lake Louise and the great Bow Valley, from Lake Agnes, Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9485 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mirror Lake, Lake Louise and the great Bow Valley, from Lake Agnes, Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9485 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6204
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Lakes -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
Natural landscapes

Place: Alberta
Bow River Valley (Alberta)
Canada
Lake Louise (Alberta)
Mirror Lake (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Canada.

Mirror Lake, Lake Louise and Mts. Sheol and Aberdeen, Rocky Mts.,
Alberta. 9486 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6205

Video number 04966

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic:
Lakes -- Alberta
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place:
Alberta
Canada
Lake Louise (Alberta)
Mirror Lake (Alberta)
Mt. Aberdeen (Alberta)
Mt. Sheol (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Lakes in the Clouds" and superb majesty of the snow-capped
Rockies, Alberta. 9487 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6206

Video number 04967

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Lakes -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Lakes in the Clouds (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Alpine-like scenery of the Rockies--The Beehive and Mt. Lefroy, Alberta. 9488 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6207

Video number 04968

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Beehive (Alberta)
Canada
Mt. Lefroy
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The "Beehive," Lake Agnes and towering Mt. Lefroy (11,080 ft.), Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9489 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6208

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Lakes -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Beehive (Alberta)
Canada
Lake Agnes (Alberta)
Mt. Lefroy (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lovely Lake Louise, one of Nature's most perfect gems, Rocky Mts., Alberta. Active no. 9490 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Lovely Lake Louise, one of Nature's most perfect gems, Rocky Mts., Alberta. Active no. 9490 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6209

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Lakes -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
Place: Alberta  
Canada  
Lake Louise (Alberta)  
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Lake Louise and the imposing Mt. Lefroy, Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9491 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 6210

Video number 04971
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES  
Lakes -- Alberta  
Mountains -- Alberta

Place: Alberta  
Canada  
Lake Louise (Alberta)  
Mt. Lefroy (Alberta)  
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The first snow storm--Lake Agnes (6,850 ft.) and Mt. Whyte (10,365 ft6.), Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9492 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 6211
Video number 04972

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Lakes -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
Snow -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Lake Agnes (Alberta)
Mt. Whyte (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

On the rocky summit of Mt. Whyte (10,365 ft.) S.W. to Mt. Louise, Rocky Mts. Alberta. 9493 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6212

Video number 04973

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Mountaineers -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Mt. Whyte (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Early winter in the Rockies--Mt. Fairview from base of Beehive, Alberta. 9494 [interpositive.]
Charming Paradise Valley and colossal Mt. Temple (11,637 ft.) from the Saddleback, Alberta. 9495 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6214

Video number 04975

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic:       CANADA SERIES
              Mountains -- Alberta
              Valleys -- Alberta

Place:       Alberta
              Canada
On the trail into Valley of the Ten Peaks, Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9496 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6215

Video number 04976

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Horses -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
Paths -- Alberta
Riders -- Alberta
Trails -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)
Valley of the Ten Peaks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Moraine Lake and its circle of rugged peaks, Desolation Valley, Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9497 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6216

Video number 04977

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Lakes -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Desolation Valley (Alberta)
Moraine Lake (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Moraine Lake and the mighty peaks of Desolation Valley, Rocky Mts.,
Alberta. 9498 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6217

Video number 04978

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Horses -- Alberta
Lakes -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Desolation Valley (Alberta)
Moraine Lake (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Mt. Stephen, a Monarch of the Rockies, from across Kicking-Horse River; Field, B.C. 9499 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6218

Video number 04979

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia
Rivers -- Canada -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Field (British Columbia)
Kicking-Horse River (British Columbia)
Mt. Stephen (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Van Horse Range of the Rockies and the Kicking-Horse River, Field, B.C. 9500 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6219

Video number 04980

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia
Rivers -- Canada -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Field (British Columbia)
Kicking-Horse River (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Van Horne Range (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Field and Kicking-Horse (River) Flats, Rocky Mts., Field, B.C. 9501
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6220

Video number 04981

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Field (British Columbia)
Kicking-Horse River (British Columbia)
Mt. Field
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Natural Bridge, Kicking-Horse River and Mt. Stephen, Rocky Mts.,
B.C. 9502 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6221

Video number 04982

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Kicking-Horse River (British Columbia)
Mt. Stephen (British Columbia)
Natural Bridge (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rapids of Kicking-Horse River and Mt. Stephen, from the Natural Bridge, B.C. Active no. 9503 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Rapids of Kicking-Horse River and Mt. Stephen, from the Natural Bridge, B.C. Active no. 9503 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6222

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Rapids -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Kicking-Horse River (British Columbia)
Mt. Stephen (British Columbia)
Natural Bridge (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wapta Gorge, Kicking-Horse River, B.C. 9504 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6223

Video number 04984

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Canyons -- British Columbia
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Gorges -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia
Snow -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Kicking-Horse River (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Wapta Gorge (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Emerald Lake, one of the beauty spots in the Canadian Rockies. 9505 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6224

Video number 04985

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Lakes -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Emerald Lake (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Emerald Lake and rugged Mt. Burgess, Rocky Mts., B.C. 9506
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6225

Video number 04986

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Lakes -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Emerald Lake (British Columbia)
Mt. Burgess (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Canada.] 9507 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6226

Video number 04987
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic:
Mountains -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place:
British Columbia
Canada
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Glacier Station, C.P. Ry., and Great Glacier of the Sulkirks, B.C. 9521
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6227

Video number 04988
Same as RSN 6228.
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].
Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia
Trains -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)
Glacier Station (British Columbia)
Great Glacier of the Selkirks (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Glacier Station, C.P. Ry., and Great Glacier of the Selkirks, B.C. 9521 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6228

Video number 04989
Same as RSN 6227.

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia
Trains -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)
Glacier Station (British Columbia)
Great Glacier of the Selkirks (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Glacier Station and snow sheds near Roger's Peak, C.P. Ry., Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9522 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6229

Video number 04990

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
      MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
      Mountains -- British Columbia
      Railroads -- British Columbia
      Trains -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
      Canada
      Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)
      Glacier Station (British Columbia)
      Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
      Roger's Pass (British Columbia)
      Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Illecillewaet Valley showing part of the famous Loop, C.P. Ry., Selkirk Mts.,
B.C. 9523 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6230

Video number 04991

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
      Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place:
British Columbia
Canada
Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)
Illecillewaet Valley (Selkirk Mts., British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Noble grandeur of Mt. Sir Donald (10,662 ft.), King of the Selkirks, B.C. 9524 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6231

Video number 04992

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic:
CANADA SERIES
Mountains -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place:
British Columbia
Canada
Mt. Sir Donald (Selkirk Mts., British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Roger's Pass and the Hermit Range from summit of Mt. Abbott, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9525 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6232

Video number 04993

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Mountains -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Hermit Range (Selkirk Mts., British Columbia)
Mt. Abbott
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Roger's Pass (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Deep, somble Asulkan Valley and Asulkan Glacier, from Mt. Abbott, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9526 [interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6233

Video number 04994

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: Asulkan Glacier (British Columbia)
Asulkan Valley (British Columbia)
British Columbia
Canada
Mt. Abbott (British Columbia)
Mt. Bonney, one of the rugged glacier clad peaks of the Selkirks, B.C. 9527 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6234

Video number 04995

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Mt. Bonney (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Sir Donald and Illecillewaet Glacier from summit of Mt. Abbott, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9528 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6235
Foot of Illecillewaet Glacier and Mt. Sir Donald, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9529
[interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6236

Video number 04997

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].
Climbing the Great Glacier of the Selkirks--cutting setps in the ice, B.C.
9530 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6237

Video number 04998
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountaineers -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Great Glacier of the Selkirks (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the Seracs--near the top of the Great Glacier of the Selkirks, B.C.
9531 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6238

Video number 04999
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountaineers -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Great Glacier of the Selkirks (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)
Seracs (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Illecillewaet Valley and Hermit Range from Illecillewaet Glacier, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9532 [interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6239

Video number 05000

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Hermit Range (British Columbia)
Illecillewaet Glacier (British Columbia)
Illecillewaet Valley (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where climbers require steady heads--among the Seracs, Great Glacier, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9533 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Where climbers require steady heads--among the Seracs, Great Glacier, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9533 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6240

Video number 05001

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountaineers -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Great Glacier of the Selkirks (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)
Seracs (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Towering among the clouds--the Majestic Eagle Peak, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9534 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Towering among the clouds--the Majestic Eagle Peak, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9534 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6241

Video number 05002

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
### Mountains -- British Columbia

**Place:** British Columbia  
Canada  
Eagle Peak (British Columbia)  
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)  
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

#### Above the clouds--Valley of the Illecillewaet from Observation Pt., Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9535 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Above the clouds--Valley of the Illecillewaet from Observation Pt., Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9535 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 6242  
Video number 05003  
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

**Topic:** CANADA SERIES  
Mountains -- British Columbia  
Valleys -- British Columbia

**Place:** British Columbia  
Canada  
Illecillewaet Valley (British Columbia)  
Observation Point (British Columbia)  
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)  
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

#### Wreathed in Clouds--Ethereal splendor of mighty Mt. Cheops, Selkirk Mts., B.C. Active no. 9536 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Wreathed in Clouds--Ethereal splendor of mighty Mt. Cheops, Selkirk Mts., B.C. Active no. 9536 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6243

Same as RSN 6244

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Mt. Cheops (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wreathed in Clouds--Ethereal splendor of mighty Mt. Cheops, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9536 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6244

Video number 05005

Same as RSN 6243.

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Mt. Cheops (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
In the lovely Asulkan Valley, looking up to Castor and Pollux, Selkirk Mts., B.C. Active no. 9537 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the lovely Asulkan Valley, looking up to Castor and Pollux, Selkirk Mts., B.C. Active no. 9537 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6245
Same as RSN 6246
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Mountains -- British Columbia
Rivers -- Canada -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place: Asulkan Valley (British Columbia)
British Columbia
Canada
Castor Mountain (British Columbia)
Pollux Mountain (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the lovely Asulkan Valley, looking up to Castor and Pollux, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9537 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the lovely Asulkan Valley, looking up to Castor and Pollux, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9537 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6246

Video number 05007
Same as RSN 6245.

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Mountains -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place: Asulkan Valley (British Columbia)
British Columbia
Canada
Castor Mountain (British Columbia)
Pollux Mountain (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great Asulkan Glacier, looking S.W. to Castor and Pollux and the Dome, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9538 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Great Asulkan Glacier, looking S.W. to Castor and Pollux and the Dome, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9538 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6247

Video number 05008

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Domes -- British Columbia
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountaineers -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: Asulkan Glacier (British Columbia)
British Columbia
Canada
Castor Mountain (British Columbia)
Pollux Mountain (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)
Looking down the great Asulkan Glacier--west to the Hermit Range, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9539 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking down the great Asulkan Glacier--west to the Hermit Range, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9539 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6248

Video number 05009

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountaineers -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: Asulkan Glacier (British Columbia)
British Columbia
Canada
Hermit Range (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Fox and Mt. Dawson with their hanging glaciers, from Asulkan Pass, Selkirk, B.C. 9540 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mt. Fox and Mt. Dawson with their hanging glaciers, from Asulkan Pass, Selkirk, B.C. 9540 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6249

Video number 05010

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

**Topic:** CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountaineers -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

**Place:** Asulkan Pass (British Columbia)
British Columbia
Canada
Mt. Dawson (British Columbia)
Mt. Fox (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beautiful snow clad Mt. Dawson and Dawson Glacier from Asulkan Pass, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9541 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Beautiful snow clad Mt. Dawson and Dawson Glacier from Asulkan Pass, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9541 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6250

Video number 05011

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountaineers -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

**Place:** Asulkan Pass (British Columbia)
British Columbia
Canada
Dawson Glacier (British Columbia)
Mt. Dawson (British Columbia)
Purity Range and Fish Creek Valley, S.W. from Asulkan Pass, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9542 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Purity Range and Fish Creek Valley, S.W. from Asulkan Pass, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9542 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6251
Video number 05012
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Mountaineers -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place: Asulkan Pass (British Columbia)
British Columbia
Canada
Fish Creek Valley (British Columbia)
Purity Range
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where huge crevasses yawn--great snow covered upper Asulkan Glacier, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9543 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Where huge crevasses yawn--great snow covered upper Asulkan Glacier, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9543 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6252

Video number 05013

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Snow -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: Asulkan Glacier (British Columbia)
British Columbia
Canada
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

A difficult place to cross--on the great Asulkan Glacier, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9544 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): A difficult place to cross--on the great Asulkan Glacier, Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9544 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6253

Video number 05014

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
Mountaineers -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: Asulkan Glacier (British Columbia)
British Columbia
Canada
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ascending snow fields on the Upper Asulkan Glacier--N.W. to Hermit Range, Selkirks, B.C. 9545 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ascending snow fields on the Upper Asulkan Glacier--N.W. to Hermit Range, Selkirks, B.C. 9545 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6254

Video number 05015

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountaineers -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Snow -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: Asulkan Glacier (British Columbia)
British Columbia
Canada
Hermit Range (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 56

RSN Numbers 6255-6347

Image(s)

A menace to climbers--snow bridge and overhanging crevasse in Asulkan Glacier, Selkirks, B.C. 9546 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A menace to climbers--snow bridge and overhanging crevasse in Asulkan Glacier, Selkirks, B.C. 9546 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6255

Video number 05016

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- British Columbia
       MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
       Mountaineers -- British Columbia
       Mountains -- British Columbia
       Snow -- British Columbia
       glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: Asulkan Glacier (British Columbia)
       British Columbia
       Canada
       Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
       Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Climbing mountain grades--trains approaching Glacier and Roger's Pass, C.P. Ry., Selkirks, B.C. 9547 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6256

Video number 05017

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
       Mountains -- British Columbia
       Railroads -- British Columbia
       Trains -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
       Canada
       Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)
       Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
       Roger's Pass (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Imperial Limited ascending to Selkirk Summit, C.P. Ry., Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9548 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Imperial Limited ascending to Selkirk Summit, C.P. Ry., Selkirk Mts., B.C. 9548 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6257

Video number 05018

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Imperial Limited (Train)
Topic: MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia
Trains -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Summit (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Train entering snow shed near Glacier, C.P. Ry.--Eagle Peak in distance, Selkirks, B.C. 9549 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Train entering snow shed near Glacier, C.P. Ry.--Eagle Peak in distance, Selkirks, B.C. 9549 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6258

Video number 05019

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railways -- British Columbia
Snow sheds -- British Columbia
Trains -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)
Eagle Peak (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)
Selkirk Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great Cantilever Bridge (C.P. Ry.) over Fraser Canyon, B.C. 9554
interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Great Cantilever Bridge (C.P. Ry.) over Fraser Canyon, B.C. 9554 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6259

Video number 05020

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Cantilever Bridge (Cisco, British Columbia)

Topic: Bridges -- British Columbia
CANADA SERIES
Canyons -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia
Trains -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)
Fraser River (British Columbia)
Fraser River Canyon (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

C.P. Ry. Cantilever Bridge, Cisco, Fraser River Canyon, B.C. 9555 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): C.P. Ry. Cantilever Bridge, Cisco, Fraser River Canyon, B.C. 9555 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6260

Video number 05021

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Cantilever Bridge (Cisco, British Columbia)

Topic: Bridges -- British Columbia
CANADA SERIES
Canyons -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)
Cisco (British Columbia)
Fraser Canyon (British Columbia)
Fraser River (British Columbia)
Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hell Gate and Rapids in the famous Fraser River Canyon, B.C. 9556 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Hell Gate and Rapids in the famous Fraser River Canyon, B.C. 9556 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6261

Video number 05022

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
    Canyons -- British Columbia
    Mountains -- British Columbia
    Rapids -- British Columbia
    Rivers -- British Columbia
    Valleys -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
    Canada
    Fraser Canyon (B.C.)
    Fraser River (B.C.)
    Hell Gate (Fraser River Canyon, British Columbia)
    Rocky Mountains (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Siwash Indian fishing for salmon--pushing down the net, Fraser River, B.C. Active no. 9557 : Interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Siwash Indian fishing for salmon--pushing down the net, Fraser River, B.C. Active no. 9557 : Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6262

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Siwash Indian fishing for salmon--pulling in a 30 lb. fish, Fraser River, B.C.
9558 Interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Siwash Indian fishing for salmon--pulling in a 30 lb. fish, Fraser River, B.C. 9558 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6263

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Siwash Indian splitting salmon for drying--Fraser River, B.C. Active no. 9559 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Siwash Indian splitting salmon for drying--Fraser River, B.C.
Active no. 9559 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6264
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Fishing -- British Columbia
Indians of North America -- British Columbia
Rivers -- Canada -- British Columbia
Salmon -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Fraser River (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Siwash

Majestic grandeur of the mighty Fraser River Canyon, B.C. 9560
interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Majestic grandeur of the mighty Fraser River Canyon, B.C. 9560
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6265
Video number 05026
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Canyons -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place:
British Columbia
Canada
Fraser Canyon (B.C.)
Fraser River (B.C.)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

White's Creek Bridge and the Four Tunnels, C.P. Ry., Fraser River Canyon, B.C. 9561 interpositive

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): White's Creek Bridge and the Four Tunnels, C.P. Ry., Fraser River Canyon, B.C. 9561 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6266

Video number 05027

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic:
Bridges -- British Columbia
CANADA SERIES
Canyons -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place:
British Columbia
Canada
Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)
Four Tunnels (Fraser River Canyon, British Columbia)
Fraser River (British Columbia)
Fraser River Canyon (British Columbia)
White's Creek Bridge

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Caribou Suspension Bridge in the rugged Fraser River Canyon, B.C. 9562 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Caribou Suspension Bridge in the rugged Fraser River Canyon, B.C. 9562 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6267
Video number 05028
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Bridges -- British Columbia
CANADA SERIES
Canyons -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Caribou Suspension Bridge (British Columbia)
Fraser Canyon (B.C.)
Fraser River (B.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Yale and the mighty Fraser River released from the Canon, B.C. 9563 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Yale and the mighty Fraser River released from the Canon, B.C. 9563 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6268
Video number 05029
Same as RSN 6269
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Canyons -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Rivers -- Canada -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Fraser Canyon (B.C.)
Fraser River (B.C.)
Yale

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Yale and the mighty Fraser River released from the Canon, B.C. 9563 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Yale and the mighty Fraser River released from the Canon, B.C. 9563 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6269

Video number 05030

Same as RSN 6268

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Canyons -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Fraser Canyon (B.C.)
Fraser River (B.C.)
Yale

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Gateway to Vancouver, the great Fraser River, B.C. 9564 interpositive
The Gateway to Vancouver, the great Fraser River, B.C. 9564 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6270
Video number 05031
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic:
Canyons -- British Columbia
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- British Columbia
Rivers -- British Columbia
Valleys -- British Columbia

Place:
British Columbia
Canada
Fraser River (British Columbia)
Vancouver (British Columbia)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the Big Trees, Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C. 9565 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Among the Big Trees, Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C. 9565 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6271
Video number 05032
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic:
CANADA SERIES
Forests -- British Columbia
Parks -- British Columbia
Trees -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Stanley Park (British Columbia)
Vancouver (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The base of Noble Cedar, one of the big trees, Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C. 9566 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The base of Noble Cedar, one of the big trees, Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C. 9566 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6272

Video number 05033

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Forests -- British Columbia
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Parks -- British Columbia
Trees -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Noble Cedar
Stanley Park (British Columbia)
Vancouver (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A dead Cedar with the heart burned out, Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C. 9567 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A dead Cedar with the heart burned out, Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C. 9567 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6273

Video number 05034

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Carriages -- British Columbia
Forests -- British Columbia
Horses -- British Columbia
Parks -- British Columbia
Trees -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Stanley Park (British Columbia)
Vancouver (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking straight up at a big Fir tree, Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C. 9568 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking straight up at a big Fir tree, Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C. 9568 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6274

Video number 05035

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Forests -- British Columbia
Parks -- British Columbia
Trees -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Stanley Park (British Columbia)
Vancouver (British Columbia)
The inside of a burned out Big Tree (look straight up), Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C. 9569 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The inside of a burned out Big Tree (look straight up), Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C. 9569 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6275
Video number 05036
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: CANADA SERIES
Forests -- British Columbia
Parks -- British Columbia
Trees -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Stanley Park (British Columbia)
Vancouver (British Columbia)

Steamship Empress of China at her pier, Vancouver, B.C. 9570 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Steamship Empress of China at her pier, Vancouver, B.C. 9570 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6276
Video number 05037
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Empress of China (Ship)
Topic: CANADA SERIES
      Docks -- British Columbia
      Piers -- British Columbia
      Ports -- British Columbia
      Steamships -- British Columbia
      Wharves -- British Columbia
Place: British Columbia
      Canada
      Vancouver (British Columbia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Canada.] 9570 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene in Canada.] 9570 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6277
Video number 05038
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Architecture -- British Columbia
      Streetcars -- British Columbia
Place: British Columbia
      Canada
      Vancouver (British Columbia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monarch of the plains--buffalo in the corral, Banff, Alberta. 9572 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6278

Video number 05039

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212]

Topic: Buffalo
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA

Place: Alberta
Banff (Alta.)
Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Floating on the bosom of Lake Louise, Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9573
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Floating on the bosom of Lake Louise, Rocky Mts., Alberta. 9573
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6279

Video number 05040

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Boats -- Alberta
Lakes -- Alberta
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Lake Louise (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Temple (11,637 ft.), a stupendous peak of the Rockies, Alberta. Active
no. 9574 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Mt. Temple (11,637 ft.), a stupendous peak of the Rockies, Alberta. Active no. 9574 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6280
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Alberta
MISCELLANEOUS - CANADA
Mountains -- Alberta
Place: Alberta
Canada
Mt. Temple (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House, Washington. [Caption no. 9901 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House, Washington. [Caption no. 9901 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6281
Similar to RSN 5115-5119, 6281-6284.
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture
Topic: Portraits -- Men -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
ROOSEVELT IN THE WHITE HOUSE
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House, Washington. [Caption No. 9901 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6282

Similar to RSN 5115-5119, 6281-6284.
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Portraits -- Men -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
ROOSEVELT IN THE WHITE HOUSE

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House, Washington. [Caption no. 9901 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6283

Similar to RSN 5115-5119, 6281-6284.
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Portraits -- Men -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
ROOSEVELT IN THE WHITE HOUSE

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt at his desk in the White House, Washington. [Caption no. 9901 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4 x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 6284

Similar to RSN 5115-5119, 6281-6284.

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Portraits -- Men -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
ROOSEVELT IN THE WHITE HOUSE

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt seated at desk. Active no. 9903 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6285
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt in the Cabinet Room of the White House, Washington.
[Active no. 9902 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6286

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Similar to RSN 5120-5121.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Portraits -- Men -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
ROOSEVELT IN THE WHITE HOUSE

Place: Cabinet Room (White House, Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Arrival at Capitol--Pres. Roosevelt and party ascending Senate wing steps." No. 9911 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.
Local Numbers  
RSN 6287  

Video number 05048  

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Cancelled by scratching.

| Names: | Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919  
|        | United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.) |
| Topic: | INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT  
|        | Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.  
|        | Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration  
|        | Rites and ceremonies |
| Place: | Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910 |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |

Inauguration of Pres. Roosevelt--the President, members of Supreme Court and Diplomatic Corps arriving at the Inaugural Stand. 9912 interpositive, 1905  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  

Image(s): Inauguration of Pres. Roosevelt--the President, members of Supreme Court and Diplomatic Corps arriving at the Inaugural Stand. 9912 interpositive 1905  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  

Silver gelatin on glass.  

Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 6288  

Video number 05049  

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

| Names: | Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919  
|        | United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.) |
| Topic: | Capitols  
|        | INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT  
|        | Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.  
|        | Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration  
|        | Rites and ceremonies |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Chief Justice Fuller administering the oath of office to President Roosevelt. [Active no. 9913 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Chief Justice Fuller administering the oath of office to President Roosevelt. [Active no. 9913 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6289
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Fuller, Chief Justice
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Crowds -- 1900-1910
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pres. Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural Address. [No. 9914 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Pres. Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural Address. [No. 9914 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6290
Similar to RSN 5132.

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
       United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
       Crowds
       Flags -- United States
       INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
       Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
       Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Vast throng of people about the Capitol listening to President Roosevelt's Inaugural address. 9915 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Vast throng of people about the Capitol listening to President Roosevelt's Inaugural address. 9915 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6291

Video number 05052

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Similar to RSN 5126 and 6292.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
       United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
       Ceremonies -- Washington (D.C.)
       Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
       INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
       Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
       Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Vast throng of people about the Capitol listening to President Roosevelt's Inaugural address. 9915 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Vast throng of people about the Capitol listening to President Roosevelt's Inaugural address. 9915 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6292

Video number 05053

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Similar to RSN 5126 and 6291

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
       United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
       Ceremonies -- Washington (D.C.)
       Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
       INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
       Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
       Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Great crowds of people around the Inaugural Stand--Pres. Roosevelt delivering his address. [Active no. 9916 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Great crowds of people around the Inaugural Stand--Pres. Roosevelt delivering his address. [Active no. 9916 : stereo interpositive.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6293
AC0143-0006293 (AC scan number)

Video number 05054
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Similar to RSN 5133

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Crowds -- 1900-1910
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Eager throng waiting for the appearance of the President at the Capitol. [No. 9917 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1905

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"). Image(s): Eager throng waiting for the appearance of the President at the Capitol. [No. 9917 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6294

Similar to RSN 5134.
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Crowds -- 1900-1910
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
From the Treasury to the Capitol--Pa. Ave. filled with the great parade in honor of the President. [Active no. 9918 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): From the Treasury to the Capitol--Pa. Ave. filled with the great parade in honor of the President. [Active no. 9918 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6295
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Crowds -- 1900-1910
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Inaugural Parade on Pa. Ave.--The Capitol in distance. [Active no. 9919 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6296

Video number 05057

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Crowds -- 1900-1910
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Citizens' Americus Club of Pittsburgh in the Inaugural Parade. [Caption no. 9920 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6297

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Citizens' Americus Club of Pittsburgh
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Crowds -- 1900-1910
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

U.S. Marine passing up Pa. Ave., Inaugural Parade. 9921 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): U.S. Marine passing up Pa. Ave., Inaugural Parade. 9921 interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6298

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Crowds
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

General view of the Court of History. [Active no. 9922 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): General view of the Court of History. [Active no. 9922 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6299

AC0143-0006299 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Similar to RSN 5135.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Court of History
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Caption no. 9923 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6300

Video number 05061

Similar to RSN 5135

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The President and his party in the reviewing stand in the "Court of History." [Caption no. 9924 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The President and his party in the reviewing stand in the "Court of History." [Caption no. 9924 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6301
Similar to RSN 5122 and 5123.
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Court of History
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

West Point Cadets passing in review before the President. [Active no. 9925 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): West Point Cadets passing in review before the President. [Active no. 9925 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6302
West Point Cadets passing in review before the President. [Active no. 9925 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): West Point Cadets passing in review before the President. [Active no. 9925 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6303

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Same as RSN 6302.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Military Academy

Topic: INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Inaugural Parade in the "Court of History" opposite the White House grounds. [Active no. 9926 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Inaugural Parade in the "Court of History" opposite the White House grounds. [Active no. 9926: stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6304

Video number 05065

AC0143-0006304 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Similar to RSN 5124

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Flags -- United States
Horses -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Court of History
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vast interior of the Pension Building arranged for the Inaugural Ball. 9927 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Vast interior of the Pension Building arranged for the Inaugural Ball. 9927 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6305

Video number 05066
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Similar to RSN 5125 and 6306.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pension Building
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vast interior of the Pension Building arranged for the Inaugural Ball. [Active no. 9927 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Vast interior of the Pension Building arranged for the Inaugural Ball. [Active no. 9927 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6306

Video number 05067
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Same as RSN 6305.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
INAUGURATION OF T. ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pension Building
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Pres. Roosevelt addressing a typical Western crowd from the rear of his private car. 9929 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Pres. Roosevelt addressing a typical Western crowd from the rear of his private car. 9929 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6308

Video number 05069

Similar to RSN 5142-5144.

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"America's tribute to its Chief Magistrate--thus crowds greet him everywhere." [Caption no. 9930 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6309
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado
Place: Canon City (Colo.)
Colorado -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt and party after nine hours ride through rain and mud, Rocky Mts. Caption no. 9931 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): President Roosevelt and party after nine hours ride through rain and mud, Rocky Mts. Caption no. 9931 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6310

Video number 05071

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Horses -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Presidents -- Colorado
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado
Place: Colorado
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The strenuous President after a three weeks' strenuous bear hunt in the Rockies. Active no. 9932 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The strenuous President after a three weeks' strenuous bear hunt in the Rockies. Active no. 9932 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6311
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Horses -- Colorado
Hunting -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Presidents -- Colorado
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP --Trip in Colorado
Place: Colorado
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Returning from the hunt--the President of the people, Glenwood Springs. 9933 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Returning from the hunt--the President of the people, Glenwood Springs. 9933 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6312
Video number 05073
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Page 3276 of 15344
Grand Banquet given to President Roosevelt at the Auditorium by the Iroquois Democratic Club of Chicago. [Active no. 9934 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6313

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Iroquois Democratic Club of Chicago
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Banquets -- 1890-1920
Dining rooms
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The return from the bear hunt--President Roosevelt and party on road from Newcastle. 9935 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The return from the bear hunt--President Roosevelt and party on road from Newcastle. 9935 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6314

Video number 05075

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Horses -- Colorado
Hunting -- Colorado
Presidents -- Colorado
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado

Place: Colorado
Newcastle (Colo.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sighting the first friends--President Roosevelt on road to Glenwood Springs. 9936 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Sighting the first friends--President Roosevelt on road to Glenwood Springs. 9936 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6315

Video number 05076

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Horses -- Colorado
Hunting -- Colorado
Presidents -- Colorado
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado

Place: Colorado
Glenwood Springs (Colo.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
"We got ten bears in all."--President Roosevelt's first interview on the road from the bear hunt. 9937 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "We got ten bears in all."--President Roosevelt's first interview on the road from the bear hunt. 9937 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6316

Video number 05077

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Horses -- Colorado
Hunting -- Colorado
Presidents -- Colorado
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP --Trip in Colorado

Place: Colorado

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt and his fellow hunters, Dr. Chapman and Mr. Stewart.
[Caption no. 9938 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

The men are on horseback.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6317
The bronzed President after three weeks' exposure to wind and storm in mountains of Colorado. [Caption no. 9939 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6318

In the shadow of the Rockies--President Roosevelt ready to return to the cares of State, Glenwood Springs. 9940 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the shadow of the Rockies--President Roosevelt ready to return to the cares of State, Glenwood Springs. 9940 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6319

Video number 05080

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Horses -- 1900-1910 -- Colorado
Hunting -- Colorado
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910 -- Colorado
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado
Place: Colorado
Glenwood Springs (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt and three companions on horses; mountains in background. Active no. 9941 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 6320

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Horses -- Colorado
Hunting -- Colorado
Presidents -- Colorado
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado

Place: Colorado
Glenwood Springs (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Pilot Train which ran ahead of President Roosevelt's special--in the Royal Gorge. 9942 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Pilot Train which ran ahead of President Roosevelt's special--in the Royal Gorge. 9942 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6321

Video number 05082

Similar to RSN 5138-5139

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Canyons -- Colorado
Gorges -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Royal Gorge

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt speaking from his train at Colorado Springs. Caption no. 9943 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): President Roosevelt speaking from his train at Colorado Springs.
Caption no. 9943: stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 6322

Video number 05083
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Presidents -- Colorado
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP--Trip in Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Colorado Springs (Colo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Godspeed of an American crowd to an American President--
President's Special leaving Colorado Springs. 9944 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Godspeed of an American crowd to an American President--
President's Special leaving Colorado Springs. 9944 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6323

Video number 05084
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Similar to RSN 5145
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Colorado
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado
Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Colorado Springs (Colo.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt making one of his characteristic ten-minute speeches at North Platte, Neb. 9945 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): President Roosevelt making one of his characteristic ten-minute speeches at North Platte, Neb. 9945 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6324

Video number 05085

Similar to RSN 5139

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents -- Nebraska
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado
Railroads -- Nebraska
Trains -- Nebraska
Place: Nebraska
North Platte

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Union Pacific engine coming out of roundhouse to haul President Roosevelt's Special. 9946 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Union Pacific engine coming out of roundhouse to haul President Roosevelt's Special. 9946 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6325

Video number 05086
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Similar to RSN 5141

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Union Pacific Railway Company

Topic: Presidents -- Nebraska
ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP --Trip in Colorado
Railroads -- Nebraska
Trains -- Nebraska

Place: Nebraska
North Platte

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ready to haul the President's train--Union Pacific Engine at North Platte, Neb. 9947 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ready to haul the President's train--Union Pacific Engine at North Platte, Neb. 9947 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6326

Video number 05087
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].
Similar to RSN 5140

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
       Union Pacific Railway Company

Topic: Presidents -- Nebraska
       ROOSEVELT'S HUNTING TRIP -- Trip in Colorado
       Railroads -- Nebraska
       Trains -- Nebraska

Place: Nebraska
       North Platte

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt.] Active no. 9948 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt.] Active no. 9948 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 6327

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Presidents
       Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

President Roosevelt and President-Elect Taft ascending the Capitol steps,
Inauguration of Taft, Washington, U.S.A. [Caption no. 9951 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): President Roosevelt and President-Elect Taft ascending the Capitol steps, Inauguration of Taft, Washington, U.S.A. [Caption no. 9951 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6328

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
       Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic: Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
       INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
       Presidents -- Inauguration -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
       Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

President Taft leaving the Capitol after the Inaugural Ceremonies, Wash., U.S.A. 9952 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): President Taft leaving the Capitol after the Inaugural Ceremonies, Wash., U.S.A. 9952 interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6329

Video number 05090

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
       United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
       INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
       Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
       Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

President Taft acknowledging applause of crowd before leaving for White House, Inaugural Ceremonies, Washington, U.S.A. [Caption no. 9952 : stereoscopic interpositive.], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6330

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Ceremonies -- Washington (D.C.)
Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President and Mrs. Taft in their carriage leaving the Capitol for White House, Inaugural Ceremonies, Washington, U.S.A. 9954 interpositive, 1909

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): President and Mrs. Taft in their carriage leaving the Capitol for White House, Inaugural Ceremonies, Washington, U.S.A. 9954 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6331

Video number 05092

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Taft, William Howard, Mrs
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

**Topic:**
- Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
- Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
- Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Washington
- INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
- Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
- Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

**Place:**
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The parade leaving the Capitol--looking south to Representatives office building, Inauguration of Taft, Washington, U.S.A. 9955 interpositive, 1909

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 6332

Video number 05093

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

**Names:**
- House Office Building (Washington, DC)
- Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

**Topic:**
- INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
- Military -- Washington (D.C.)
- Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
- Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
- Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

**Place:**
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

From the Treasury to the Capitol, the parade in honor of Pres. Taft, Inaugural Ceremonies, Washington, U.S.A. 9956 interpositive, 1909.
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): From the Treasury to the Capitol, the parade in honor of Pres. Taft, Inaugural Ceremonies, Washington, U.S.A. 9956 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6333

Video number 05094

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

West Point Cadets turning from Pa. Ave. into 15th St., Taft Inaugural Parade, Washington, U.S.A. [Active no. 9957 : stereo interpositive,] 1909

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6334

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States Military Academy

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 6335

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Armed Forces
INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6336

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Architecture -- Neoclassical
Armed Forces
Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Washington
INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Court of Honor (Pa. Ave. in front of White House) parade passing, Taft Inauguration, Washington, U.S.A. [Active no. 9960 : stereo interpositive,] 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6337

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].
Same as RSN 6338.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Court of Honor (Pa. Ave. in front of White House) parade passing, Taft
Inauguration, Washington, U.S.A. [Active no. 9960 : stereo interpositive,],
1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The Court of Honor (Pa. Ave. in front of White House) parade
passing, Taft Inauguration, Washington, U.S.A. [Active no. 9960 : stereo
interpositive,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6338
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Same as RSN 6337.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Huge crowd in street at Taft Inauguration.] 9660 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Huge crowd in street at Taft Inauguration.] 9660 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6339

Video number 05100

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Huge crowd in street at Taft Inauguration. Active no. 9961 : stereo
interpositive], [1909.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Huge crowd in street at Taft Inauguration. Active no. 9961 :
stereo interpositive, 1909.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6340

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic:  Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place:  Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sailors from the Atlantic fleet passing the Court of Honor, Inauguration of Taft, Washington, U.S.A. 9961 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s):  Sailors from the Atlantic fleet passing the Court of Honor, Inauguration of Taft, Washington, U.S.A. 9961 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6341

Video number 05102

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names:  Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic:  INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Seamen -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place:  Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

West Point Cadets marching through the Court of Honor, Inauguration of Taft, Washington, U.S.A. [Active no. 9962 : stereo interpositive,], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): West Point Cadets marching through the Court of Honor, Inauguration of Taft, Washington, U.S.A. [Active no. 9962 : stereo interpositive,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6342
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Military Academy

Topic: INAUGURATION OF PRES. TAFT
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd in front of U.S. Capitol at Taft Inauguration.] 9964 interpositive, 1909

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Crowd in front of U.S. Capitol at Taft Inauguration.] 9964 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6343

Video number 05104
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitol -- Washington (D.C.)
Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd in front of U.S. Capitol at Taft Inauguration.] 9965 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Crowd in front of U.S. Capitol at Taft Inauguration.] 9965 interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6344

Video number 05105

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names:
Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic:
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd in front of U.S. Capitol at Taft Inauguration.] 9965 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Crowd in front of U.S. Capitol at Taft Inauguration.] 9965 interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6345

Video number 05106

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names:   Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
          United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic:  Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
        Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
        Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
        Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place:  Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd in front of U.S. Capitol at Taft Inauguration.] 9966 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Crowd in front of U.S. Capitol at Taft Inauguration.] 9966 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6346

Video number 05107

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names:   Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
          United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic:  Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
        Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
        Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
        Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place:  Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops on Pennsylvania Avenue during Taft Inauguration parade. Active
no. 9967 : stereo interpositive.], 1909
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6347

Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [212].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 57
RSN Numbers 6348-6439

Image(s)

Christiania from the Eastern Heights. [Active no. 10001 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6348

Similar to RSN 3002.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Harbors -- Norway
Ports -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Ships -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Christiania, the beautiful capital city of Norway. 10002 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Christiania, the beautiful capital city of Norway. 10002 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion slightly discolored
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6349

Video number 05110
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: Architecture
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Streets

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Karl Johans Street and the Royal Palace, Christiania. 10003 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Karl Johans Street and the Royal Palace, Christiania. 10003 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Karl Johans Street and the Royal Palace, Christiania. 10003 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Karl Johans Street and the Royal Palace, Christiania. 10003 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6351

Video number 05112

Same as RSN 6350.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:
- Architecture -- Norway
- SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
- Streetcars -- Norway
- Streets -- Norway

Place:
- Christiania (Norway)
- Karl Johan's Street (Christinia, Norway)
- Norway
- Oslo (Norway)
- Royal Palace (Christiania, Norway)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
The Royal Palace, Christiania. [Active no. 10004 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Exterior view.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6352

Video number 05113

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Flags
Palaces
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Palace

The Royal Palace, Christiania. 10005 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Christiania from the Royal Palace. 10005 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6353

Video number 05114

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
Topic: Monuments
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Palace

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Chateau Oscarshall, Christiania. 10006 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Royal Chateau Oscarshall, Christiania. 10006 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6354

Video number 05115
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Boats -- Norway
Chateaux -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Chateau Oscarshall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ancient Church of Gol, Christiania. [Active no. 10007: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6355
Video number 05116

Similar to RSN 11976 and 19550.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Church of Gol (Christiania, Norway)
Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Architecture, Medieval
Churches -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Fish Market and the Harbor, Bergen. 10009 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Fish Market and the Harbor, Bergen. 10009 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6356

Video number 05117

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Harbors -- Norway
Markets -- Norway
Ports -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Ships -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Bergen, one of the oldest towns in Norway. [Active no. 10010 : stereo interpositive.]
Old Fortress Bergenhus from across the Harbor. 10011 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Old Fortress Bergenhus from across the Harbor. 10011 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6358

Video number 05119

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Fortress Bergenhus (Bergen, Norway)

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Fortification -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
Ports -- Norway

SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Bergen (Norway)
Norway
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Saturday Fish Market, Bergen. 10012 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The Saturday Fish Market, Bergen. 10012 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6359

Video number 05120
Currently stored in box 1.2.2 [224].

Topic: Markets -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Streets -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful Naerofjord, mirror to surrounding mountains. 10013 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The beautiful Naerofjord, mirror to surrounding mountains. 10013 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6360

Video number 05121
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
The towering mountains on the Naerofjord. 10014 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The towering mountains on the Naerofjord. 10014 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6361

Video number 05122
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

The Grand Naerofjord from Gudvangen. 10015 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Grand Naerofjord from Gudvangen. 10015 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6362

Video number 05123
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

**Topic:** Fjords
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

**Place:** Gudvangen (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

*The Sivlefos in the Naerodal, 10016 Interpositive*

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): *The Sivlefos in the Naerodal, 10016 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6363

Video number 05124

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Waterfalls

**Place:** Naerodal (Norway)
Norway
Sivlefos

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

*Stalheim's Hotel and the Naerodal. 10017 Interpositive*

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): *Stalheim's Hotel and the Naerodal. 10017 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6364
Video number 05125

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Stalheim's Hotel (Naerodal, Norway)

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Naerodal (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Angler's delight, a fine salmon stream in Western Norway. [Active no.
10018 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6365

Video number 05126

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
Rapids -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Tvindefos (nearly 500 feet high). 10019 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Tvindefos (nearly 500 feet high). 10019 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6366

Video number 05127

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Waterfalls

Place: Norway
Tvindefos

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beauties of Norway -- picturesque Vangsvand near Voss. [Active no. 10020 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6367

Video number 05128

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Norway
Vangsvand
Voss

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The road in the Voringfos, Hardanger Country. [Active no. 10021 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6368
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Hardanger Country (Norway)
Norway
Voringfoss

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Road by stupendous cliffs of Eidfjordvand, Hardanger. 10022 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Road by stupendous cliffs of Eidfjordvand, Hardanger. 10022 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6369
Video number 05130
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Eidfjordvand (Hardanger, Norway)
Hardanger (Norway)
Norway
The Rembesdalsfos in the Upper Simodal. 10023 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The Rembesdalsfos in the Upper Simodal. 10023 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6370

Video number 05131
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Waterfalls
Place: Norway
Rembesdalsfos
Upper Simodal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Hardanger Glacier descending to the Rembesdalsvand. 10024 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The Hardanger Glacier descending to the Rembesdalsvand. 10024 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6371

Video number 05132
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

glaciers -- Norway

Place: Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway
Rembesdalsvand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The rushing Aabo-Elv and Odde. 10025 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The rushing Aabo-Elv and Odde. 10025 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6372

Video number 05133

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
Rapids -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway

SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Aabo-Elv River (Norway)
Norway
Odde

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lotefos and the Skarsfos, Hardanger. 10026 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Lotefos and the Skarsfos, Hardanger. 10026 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6373

Video number 05134
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

**Topic:**
- Carts -- Norway
- Horses -- Norway
- Mountains -- Norway
- Rivers -- Norway
- SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
- Waterfalls -- Norway

**Place:**
- Hardanger (Norway)
- Lotefos
- Norway
- Skarsfos

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful Espelandsfos, Hardanger. 10027 Interpositive

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

*Image(s): The beautiful Espelandsfos, Hardanger. 10027 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 6374

**Video number 05135**

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

**Topic:**
- Mountains -- Norway
- SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
- Waterfalls

**Place:**
- Espelandsfos (Waterfall) (Norway)
- Hardanger (Norway)
- Norway

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The foaming Lotefos. 10028 Interpositive

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

*Image(s): The foaming Lotefos. 10028 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6375

Video number 05136

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Waterfalls

Place: Lotefos
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Odde and the Sorfjord. 10029 Interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Odde and the Sorfjord. 10029 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6376

Video number 05137

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Villages -- Norway

Place: Norway
Odde
Sorfjord

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Oldenvand, one of the most beautiful lakes in Norway. 10030 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): On the Oldenvand, one of the most beautiful lakes in Norway.
10030 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6377
Video number 05138
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
Oldenvand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Brigsdal Glacier, among the finest in Western Norway. 10031 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Brigsdal Glacier, among the finest in Western Norway.
10031 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6378
Video number 05139
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)
Norway
The mouth of the Brigsdal Glacier. 10032 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The mouth of the Brigsdal Glacier. 10032 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6379
Video number 05140
Same as RSN 6380.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
      glaciers -- Norway
Place: Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)
      Norway
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The mouth of the Brigsdal Glacier. 10032 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The mouth of the Brigsdal Glacier. 10032 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6380
Video number 05141
Same as RSN 6379.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
      glaciers -- Norway
Place: Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Norway

The superb fall of Rustoen near Olden on the Nordfjord. 10033
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The superb fall of Rustoen near Olden on the Nordfjord. 10033 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6381

Video number 05142

Same as RSN 6382

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Waterfalls

Place: Nordfjord
Norway
Olden
Rustoen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The superb fall of Rustoen near Olden on the Nordfjord. 10033
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The superb fall of Rustoen near Olden on the Nordfjord. 10033 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6382
Video number 05143

Samd as RSN 6381

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
      SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
      Waterfalls

Place: Nordfjord
      Norway
      Olden
      Rustoen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The Videdal and the imposing Skaala (6,360 feet high). 10034 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Videdal and the imposing Skaala (6,360 feet high). 10034 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6383

Video number 05144

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
      SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
      Valleys -- Norway

Place: Norway
      Skaala
      Videdal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Along the higher mountain roads of western Norway. [No. 10035 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6384

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Carriages -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Norway -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

A Giant's Cauldron (glacier pothole). 10036 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A Giant's Cauldron (glacier pothole). 10036 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6385

Video number 05146

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Winding GMR (descending over 3,000 feet in ten miles). 10037
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Winding GMR (descending over 3,000 feet in ten miles). 10037 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6386

Video number 05147

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Grotlid-Marck Road (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Marck and the Geiranger Fjord. 10038 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Marck and the Geiranger Fjord. 10038 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6387

Video number 05148

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Villages -- Norway

Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
Marck (Norway)
Norway
The beautiful Geiranger Fjord from Marck. 10039 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The beautiful Geiranger Fjord from Marck. 10039 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching,
Local Numbers
RSN 6388
Video number 05149
Same as RSN 6389
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:
Fjords
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place:
Geirangerfjord (Norway)
Marck (Norway)
Norway

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Fjords
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
Marck (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Union Hotel and the Storsaeterfos, Marck. 10040 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Union Hotel and the Storsaeterfos, Marck. 10040 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6390

Video number 05151

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Union Hotel (Marck, Norway)

Topic: Architecture
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Storsaeterfos (Marck, Norway)
Taverns (Inns)
Waterfalls

Place: Marck (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Towering among the clouds, the majestic Romsdalshorn. 10041 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6391

Video number 05152

Same as RSN 3003 and 6391-6396.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:
Clouds -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place:
Norway
Romsdalshorn (Norway)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Towering among the clouds, the majestic Romsdalshorn. 10041
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Towering among the clouds, the majestic Romsdalshorn. 10041
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6392

Video number 05153

Same as RSN 3003 and 6391-6396.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:
Clouds -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place:
Norway
Romsdalshorn (Norway)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Towering among the clouds, the majestic Romsdalshorn. 10041
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Towering among the clouds, the majestic Romsdalshorn. 10041 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6393

Video number 05154
Same as RSN 3003 and 6391-6396.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Clouds -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Norway
Romsdalshorn (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Roads -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Norway
Romsdalshorn (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Towering among the clouds, the majestic Romsdalshorn. 10041
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Towering among the clouds, the majestic Romsdalshorn. 10041
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6395

Video number 05156

Same as RSN 3003 and 6391-6396.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Clouds -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Norway
Romsdalshorn (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Towering among the clouds, the majestic Romsdalshorn. 10041
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Towering among the clouds, the majestic Romsdalshorn. 10041
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6396

Video number 05157

Same as RSN 3003 and 6391-6396.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:  Clouds -- Norway
        Mountains -- Norway
        Roads -- Norway
        SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place:   Norway
         Romsdalshorn (Norway)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Aalesund, centre of important Cod-fisheries on West Coast. [Active no.
10042 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6397

Same as RSN 6398 & 6399.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:  City views -- 1890-1920 -- Norway
        Cityscapes -- Norway
        Ports -- Norway
        SCANDINAVIA SERIES--NORWAY

Place:   Aalesund (Norway)
         Aalesund (Norway)

Genre/ Form:  Cityscapes
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Aalesund, centre of important Cod-fisheries on West Coast. 10042 :
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Aalesund, centre of important Cod-fisheries on West Coast.
10042 : Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6398

Video number 05159
Same as RSN 6397 & 6399.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:

Cityscapes -- Norway
Ports -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES--NORWAY

Place:
Aalesund (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Aalesund, centre of important Cod-fisheries on West Coast. 10042
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Aalesund, centre of important Cod-fisheries on West Coast.
10042 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6399

Video number 05160
Same as RSN 6397 & 6398.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:

Cityscapes -- Norway
Ports -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Aalesund (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunset in the Upper Simodal. [Active no. 10045 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6400

Same as RSN 3004.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:
Mountains -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Valleys -- Norway

Place:
Norway
Upper Simodal

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent prospect--grand Naerodal from Stalheim's Hotel. [Active no. 10046 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ").

Image(s): Magnificent prospect--grand Naerodal from Stalheim's Hotel.
[Active no. 10046 : stereo interpositive.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6401
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Stalheim's Hotel (Naerodal, Norway)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valleys -- Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Naerodal (Norway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arendal, busy trading town typical of West Coast of Norway. 10047 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Arendal, busy trading town typical of West Coast of Norway. 10047 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6402

Video number 05163

Same as RSN 6403.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

| Topic:          | Boats -- Norway                     |
|                | Ports -- Norway                      |
|                | SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY            |
| Place:         | Arendal (Norway)                     |
|                | Norway                              |
| Genre/Form:    | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                | Stereoscopic photographs             |

Arendal, busy trading town typical of West Coast of Norway. 10047 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Arendal, busy trading town typical of West Coast of Norway. 10047 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6403

Video number 05164

Same as RSN 6402.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Boats -- Norway
       Ports -- Norway
       SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Arendal (Norway)
       Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Old farm building from Telemarken, now in Royal Park. 10048 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Old farm building from Telemarken, now in Royal Park. 10048 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6404

Video number 05165

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
       Architecture -- Norway
       Farms
       Parks -- Norway
       SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Place: Norway
    Oslo (Norway)
    Royal Park of Oscarshall (Norway)
    Telemarken (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The grand Oldenvand from Rustoen, Nordfjord Country. 10049 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The grand Oldenvand from Rustoen, Nordfjord Country. 10049 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 6405

Video number 05166
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Boats -- Norway
    Fjords -- Norway
    Mountains -- Norway
    SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Nordfjord
    Norway
    Oldenvand
    Rustoen

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market place and Cathedral, Christiania. 10050 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Market place and Cathedral, Christiania. 10050 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 6406
Video number 05167

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
       Cathedrals -- Norway
       Markets -- Norway
       Plazas -- Norway

SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Christiania (Norway)
       Norway
       Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Christiania from the Royal Chateau, Oscarshall. 10051 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Christiania from the Royal Chateau, Oscarshall. 10051 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

      RSN 6407

Video number 05168

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Ports -- Norway

SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Christiania (Norway)
       Norway
       Oscarshall
       Oslo (Norway)
       Royal Chateau

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Humble farm home at foot of Mongefos in GR, Western Norway. 10052 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Humble farm home at foot of Mongefos in GR, Western Norway. 10052 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6408

Video number 05169
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Farms
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Waterfalls

Place: Grand Remsdal (Norway)
Mongefos (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Geiranger Fjord--Seven Sisters Waterfall in distance. 10053 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): On the Geiranger Fjord--Seven Sisters Waterfall in distance. 10053 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6409

Video number 05170
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Fjords
Mountains -- Norway
SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Waterfalls
Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
      Norway
      Seven Sisters Waterfall

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque S.V.; route from V. to Hardanger Country. 10054 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Picturesque S.V.; route from V. to Hardanger Country. 10054 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6410
Video number 05171
Same as RSN 6411.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
       Roads -- Norway
       SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
       Valleys -- Norway

Place: Hardanger (Norway)
       Norway
       Skjevet Valley
       Vossevangen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque S.V., route from V. to Hardanger Country 10054 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Picturesque S.V., route from V. to Hardanger Country 10054 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6411

Video number 05172

Same as RSN 6410.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
   Roads -- Norway
   SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
   Valleys -- Norway

Place: Hardanger (Norway)
   Norway
   Skjervet Valley
   Vossevangen

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Loops of G-M Road in wild rugged mountains of western Norway. 10055
   Interpositive
   1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
   Image(s): Loops of G-M Road in wild rugged mountains of western Norway.
   10055 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6412

Video number 05173

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
   Roads -- Norway
   SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Grotlid-Marck Road (Norway)
   Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Bergen from the heights. 10057 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Bergen from the heights. 10057 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6413
Video number 05174
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Harbors -- Norway
      Ports -- Norway
      SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Place: Bergen (Norway)
       Norway
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Bird's-eye view of Stockholm. 10101 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Bird's-eye view of Stockholm. 10101 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6414
Video number 05175
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Bridges
      Rivers -- Sweden
      SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY
Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Stockholm, the Venice of the North. [Active no. 10102 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4\" x 7\")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6415
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:
- Boats -- Sweden
- Ports -- Sweden
- Rivers -- Sweden
- SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place:
- Stockholm (Sweden)
- Sweden

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Katrina-Hissen -- the passenger elevator, Stockholm. [Active no. 10103 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4\" x 7\")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6416
Similar to RSN 3036 and 27997.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:
- Architecture -- Sweden
- Elevators -- Sweden
- Katrina-Hissen (Stockholm, Sweden)
- SCANDINAVIA SERIES
- Transportation

Place:
- Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Harbor and the Royal Palace, Stockholm. [Active no. 10104: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6417

Video number 05178

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
      Palaces -- Sweden
      Ports -- Sweden
      SCANDINAVIA SERIES NORWAY

Place: Royal Palace
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Palce from the Skeppsholmen, Stockholm. 10105 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Royal Palce from the Skeppsholmen, Stockholm. 10105 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6418

Video number 05179

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
The Baltespannare (Belt Duellists), Stockholm. 10106 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The Baltespannare (Belt Duellists), Stockholm. 10106 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6419
Video number 05180
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

In the Kungstrad Gardens, Stockholm. 10107 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): In the Kungstrad Gardens, Stockholm. 10107 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6420

Video number 05181

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Fountains -- Sweden
Gardens -- Sweden
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN
Sculptures -- Sweden

Place: Kungstrad Gardens (Stockholm, Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kungstrad Gardens and the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10108 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Kungstrad Gardens and the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10108 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6421

Video number 05182

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Gardens -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Kungstrad Gardens (Stockholm, Sweden)
Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Opera House Terrace Cafe, Stockholm. [Active No. 10109 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 6422

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture
       Restaurants -- 1890-1920
       SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Opera House Terrace Cafe
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vasa-Gatan, one of the fine streets in beautiful Stockholm. 10110
Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Vasa-Gatan, one of the fine streets in beautiful Stockholm. 10110
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 6423

Video number 05184

Same as RSN 3006 and 6424

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN
       Streets

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden
       Vasa-Gatan
Vasa-Gatan, one of the fine streets of beautiful Stockholm. 10110
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Vasa-Gatan, one of the fine streets of beautiful Stockholm. 10110 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6424

Video number 05185

Same as RSN 3006 and 6423

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

The Grand Hotel from the Norrbro, Stockholm. 10111 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Grand Hotel from the Norrbro, Stockholm. 10111 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6425

Video number 05186

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
Names: Grand Hotel (Stockholm, Sweden).

Topic: Architecture
Bridges -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Norrbro
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vasabron from the Riddarhus, Stockholm. 10112 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Vasabron from the Riddarhus, Stockholm. 10112 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6426

Video number 05187

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Bridges -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN
Sculptures -- Sweden

Place: Riddarholms Kyrka--burial place of Swedish Kings, Stockholm.
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Riddarholms Kyrka--burial place of Swedish Kings, Stockholm. 10113
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Riddarholms Kyrka—burial place of Swedish Kings, Stockholm. 10113 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6427
Video number 05188
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Riddarholms Kyrka
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Victoria Saloon, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10114 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Victoria Saloon, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10114 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6428
Video number 05189
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Palaces
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Victoria Saloon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The King's Council Chamber, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10115 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The King's Council Chamber, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10115 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6429

Video number 05190

Same as RSN 3007 and 6429-6431

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Names: King's Council Chamber (Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture
Palaces
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The King's Council Chamber, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10115 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The King's Council Chamber, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10115 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6430

Video number 05191

Same as RSN 3007 and 6429-6431

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Names: King's Council Chamber (Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Palaces
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The King's Council Chamber, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10115 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The King's Council Chamber, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10115 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6431

Video number 05192

Same as RSN 3007 and 6429-6431

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Names: King's Council Chamber (Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Palaces
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Grand Gallery, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10116 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The Grand Gallery, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10116 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6432
Video number 05193
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Names: Grand Gallery (Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden)
Topic: Architecture
       Interior architecture
       Palaces
       SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN
Place: Royal Palace
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Art Gallery, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10117 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The Art Gallery, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10117 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6433
Video number 05194
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]
Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture
Palaces
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "White Sea" Banqueting Hall, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10118 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The "White Sea" Banqueting Hall, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10118 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6434

Video number 05195

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Palaces
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
White Sea Banqueting Hall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Art Gallery, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10119 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the Art Gallery, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10119 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 6435

Video number 05196

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: Architecture
Art
Art gallery
Interior architecture
Palaces
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Saltsjobaden, the fashionable bathing resort of Stockholm. 10120 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Saltsjobaden, the fashionable bathing resort of Stockholm. 10120 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 6436

Video number 05197

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Resorts -- Sweden
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Saltsjobaden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
View from the Grand Hotel at Saltsjobaden, Stockholm. [Active no. 10121 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6437
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Names: Grand Hotel (Stockholm, Sweden).
Topic: Resorts -- Sweden
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN
Place: Saltsjobaden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Sweden
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stora Hamn Canal, Gotenberg. [Active no. 10122 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6438
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Canals
Canals -- Sweden
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN
Place: Gotenberg (Sweden)
Stora Hamn Canal
Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Toppo Falls, Trollhattan. 10123 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): Toppo Falls, Trollhattan. 10123 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6439

Video number 05200
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN Waterfalls
Place: Sweden
Toppo Falls
Trollhattan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Part of waiting line at Capitol, 4 p.m. [Active no. 10354 stereo interpositive,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"

Image(s): Part of waiting line at Capitol, 4 p.m. [Active no. 10354 stereo interpositive,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6424

Video number 05285
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Same as RSN 6525.

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
Funerals -- Washington (D.C.)
McKINLEY FUNERAL
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
Umbrellas -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 58 RSN Numbers 6440-6529

Image(s)

The seething waters of Stampestrom Falls, Trollhattan. 10124 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The seething waters of Stampestrom Falls, Trollhattan. 10124 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6440

Video number 05201

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN
Waterfalls

Place: Stampestrom Falls
Sweden
Trollhatten

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down the Locks of Akervass, Gota Canal. [Active no. 10125 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 6441

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Canals -- Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Göta Canal (Sweden)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Locks of Akervass (Gota Canal, Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass | Stereoscopic photographs |

Steamer passing through the locks of Akervass, Gota Canal. 10126 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Steamer passing through the locks of Akervass, Gota Canal. 10126 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6442

Video number 05203

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats -- Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canals -- Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Göta Canal (Sweden)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Locks of Akervass (Gota Canal, Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass | Stereoscopic photographs |

The National Museum from the Quay, Stockholm. 10131 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The National Museum from the Quay, Stockholm. 10131 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 6443

Video number 05204

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: National Museum (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Architecture
      Museums
      SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
      Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Norrbro over the Norrstrom and Grand Hotel, Stockholm. 10132 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Norrbro over the Norrstrom and Grand Hotel, Stockholm. 10132 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 6444

Video number 05205

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Grand Hotel (Stockholm, Sweden).
      Gustav, King., III,

Topic: Architecture
      Bridges -- Sweden
      Rivers -- Sweden
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Norrbro
Norrmstrom
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Gota Canal at Trollhattan. 10133 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Gota Canal at Trollhattan. 10133 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6445

Video number 05206

Same as RSN 6446 & 6447

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: Canals

SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Gota Canal (Sweden)
Sweden
Trollhattan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Gota Canal at Trollhattan. 10133 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Gota Canal at Trollhattan. 10133 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6446

Video number 05207
Same as RSN 6445 & 6447

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: Canals
       SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Göta Canal (Sweden)
       Sweden
       Trollhattan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Gota Canal at Trollhattan. 10133 Interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Gota Canal at Trollhattan. 10133 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6447

Video number 05208

Same as RSN 6445 & 6446

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: Canals
       SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Göta Canal (Sweden)
       Sweden
       Trollhattan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Harbor of Gotenburg, the metropolis of Southern Sweden. 10134 Interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Harbor of Gotenburg, the metropolis of Southern Sweden. 10134 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6448

Video number 05209

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Harbors -- Sweden
Ports -- Sweden
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN
Ships -- Sweden

Place: Gotenberg (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Chapel in the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10136 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Chapel in the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 10136 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6449

Video number 05210

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: Architecture
Chapels
Interior architecture
Palaces
SCANDINAVIA SERIES-SWEDEN

Place: Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

View of Monte Carlo and Monaco. 10200 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): View of Monte Carlo and Monaco. 10200 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6450
Video number 05211
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE SERIES MONACO
Ports -- France
Resorts -- France

Place: France
Monaco
Monte Carlo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monte Carlo from across the Harbor. 10201 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Monte Carlo from across the Harbor. 10201 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6451
Video number 05212
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE SERIES MONACO
Ports -- France
Ships -- France

Place: France
Monaco
Monte Carlo
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Riviera Coast from the Terrace, Monte Carlo. 10202 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Riviera Coast from the Terrace, Monte Carlo. 10202 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6452

Video number 05213

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: FRANCE SERIES MONACO
Ports -- France
Resorts -- France

Place: France
Monaco
Riviera

Monte Carlo from the Casino. 10203 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Monte Carlo from the Casino. 10203 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6453

Video number 05214

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- Monaco
Casinos -- Monaco
FRANCE SERIES MONACO
Resorts -- Monaco

Place: Monaco
Monte Carlo

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Theatre from the Gardens, Monte Carlo. 10204 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Theatre from the Gardens, Monte Carlo. 10204 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6454

Video number 05215
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE SERIES MONACO
Gardens -- France
Theaters -- France

Place: France
Monaco
Monte Carlo

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Promenade along the Sea Front, Monte Carlo. [Active no. 10205 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Frames have yellow tint.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6455
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

**Topic:** FRANCE SERIES MONACO
- Streets -- Monaco

**Place:**
- Monaco
- Monte Carlo
- Promenade

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

In the Park at Monte Carlo. 10206 Interpositive
*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s):** In the Park at Monte Carlo. 10206 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 6456

**Video number 05217**

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

**Topic:** FRANCE SERIES MONACO
- Gardens -- France
- Parks -- France
- Resorts -- France

**Place:**
- France
- Monaco (France)
- Monte Carlo (France)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Monte Carlo and the Riviera Coast from the south. 10207 Interpositive
*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s):** Monte Carlo and the Riviera Coast from the south. 10207 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6457

Video number 05218
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: FRANCE SERIES MONACO
Ports -- France
Resorts -- France

Place: France
Monaco
Monte Carlo
Riviera

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Casino from the Gardens, Monte Carlo. 10208 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Casino from the Gardens, Monte Carlo. 10208 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6458

Video number 05219
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Casinos -- France
FRANCE SERIES MONACO
Gardens -- France

Place: France
Monaco
Monte Carlo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Trente et Quarente Salon, Casino, Monte Carlo. 10209 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Trente et Quarente Salon, Casino, Monte Carlo. 10209 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6459
Video number 05220
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- Monaco
Casinos -- Monaco
FRANCE SERIES MONACO
Interiors -- Monaco
Resorts -- Monaco

Place: Monaco
Monte Carlo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Roulette Salon, Casino, Monte Carlo. 10210 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Roulette Salon, Casino, Monte Carlo. 10210 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6460
Video number 05221
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- Monaco
Casinos -- Monaco
FRANCE SERIES MONACO
Interiors -- Monaco
Resorts -- Monaco

Place: Monaco
Monte Carlo
Roulette Salon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of the Prince of Monaco. 10211 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Palace of the Prince of Monaco. 10211 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6461

Video number 05222
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic: Architecture
FRANCE SERIES MONACO
Palaces

Place: France
Monaco
Palace of the Prince

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The old fortified promontory of Monaco. 10212 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The old fortified promontory of Monaco. 10212 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6462

Video number 05223
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
A glimpse of the Riviera Coast from the Casino Gardens. [Active No. 10213 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6463
Same as RSN 6464 & 6465.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Casino Gardens (Monaco)
Topic: FRANCE SERIES MONACO
Gardens -- France
Ports -- France
Place: France
Monaco
Monte Carlo
Riviera
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A glimpse of the Riviera Coast from the Casino Gardens. 10213 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A glimpse of the Riviera Coast from the Casino Gardens. 10213 Interpositive.
Emulsion peeled badly both frames.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6464

Video number 05225
Same as RSN 6463 & 6465.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Casino Gardens (Monaco)
Topic: FRANCE SERIES MONACO Gardens -- France Ports -- France
Place: France Monaco Monte Carlo Riviera
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A glimpse of the Riviera Coast from the Casino Gardens. 10213 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A glimpse of the Riviera Coast from the Casino Gardens. 10213 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeled badly both frames.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6465

Video number 05226
Same as RSN 6463 6464.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Casino Gardens (Monaco)
Topic: FRANCE SERIES MONACO Gardens -- France Ports -- France
North front of the Casino, Monte Carlo. 10214 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): North front of the Casino, Monte Carlo. 10214 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6466
Video number 05227
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Entrance to the Casino, Monte Carlo. 10215 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Entrance to the Casino, Monte Carlo. 10215 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6467
Video number 05228
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
Monumental Gate, Grand Entrance to Paris Exposition. [Active no. 10250, stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Monumental Gate, Grand Entrance to Paris Exposition. [Active no. 10250, stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6468
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Casinos -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Gates -- France
Place: France
Monaco
Monte Carlo
Paris (France)

Genre:
Photographs -- 1900-1910
Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Eiffel Tower and Exposition grounds from Trocadero Palace. [Active No. 10255 : stereoscopic interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Eiffel Tower and Exposition grounds from Trocadero Palace. [Active No. 10255 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6469
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Eiffel Tower from the Palace of Electricity. [Active No. 10256 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The Eiffel Tower from the Palace of Electricity. [Active No. 10256 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6470
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Figure in landscape
Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Champs de Mars from Eiffel Tower. 10257 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Champs de Mars from Eiffel Tower. 10257 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6471

Video number 05232

Same as RSN 3056.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France
       Architecture -- France
       Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
       FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
       Parks -- France
       Towers -- France.

Place: Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
       France -- 1900-1910
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
       Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
       Trocadero (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Trocadero looking through the Eiffel Tower. 10258 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Trocadero looking through the Eiffel Tower. 10258 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6472

Video number 05233

Same as RSN 6473
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Trocadero

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Trocadero looking through the Eiffel Tower. 10258 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Trocadero looking through the Eiffel Tower. 10258 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6473

Video number 05234

Same as RSN 6472

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION 1900

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Trocadero

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Champs de Mars from Eiffel Tower. 10259 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4\" x 7\")

Image(s): The Champs de Mars from Eiffel Tower. 10259 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6474

Video number 05235
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900

Place: Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Trocadero Palace from the Eiffel Tower. 10260 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4\" x 7\")

Image(s): The Trocadero Palace from the Eiffel Tower. 10260 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6475

Video number 05236
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Palaces -- France

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Trocadero Palace. Active no. 10261 : stereo interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Trocadero Palace. Active no. 10261 : stereo interpositive, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6476
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Palaces -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fountains of CdM, Chateau d'Eau and Palace of Electricity. [Active no. 10262 : stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Fountains of CdM, Chateau d'Eau and Palace of Electricity.
[Active no. 10262 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6477
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris

FRANCE PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900

Fountains -- France -- Paris

Genre/ Form: Expositions

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Champs de Mars (Paris, France)

France

Palace of Electricity

Paris (France)

The Eiffel Tower and the Celestial Globe. No. 10264 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Eiffel Tower and the Celestial Globe. No. 10264 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6478

Video number 05239

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France

Boats -- France

Celestial Globe (Paris, France)

Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900

Place: France -- 1900-1910

Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Old Paris from the Bridge Alma. 10268 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Old Paris from the Bridge Alma. 10268 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6479
Video number 05240
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Alma Bridge (Paris, France)
Boats -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France
Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Street of All Nations, along the Seine. [Active no. 10270 : stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Street of All Nations, along the Seine. [Active no. 10270 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6480
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France
Streets -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Seine
Street of All Nations

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Alexander Bridge and the Invalides. Caption no. 10271: Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6481

Video number 05242
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Invalides (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture
Bridges -- France.
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Rivers -- France

Place: Alexander Bridge (Paris, France)
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of the Invalides. 10272 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Palace of the Invalides. 10272 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6482

Video number 05243

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Invalides (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture
FRANCE PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Palaces
Genre/ Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: France
Paris (France)

The Esplanade des Invalides. [Active no. 10273 : Interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The Esplanade des Invalides. [Active no. 10273 : Interpositive,]
1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6483

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Streets -- France -- Paris
Genre/ Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Esplanade des Invalides (Paris, France)
France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Alexander III Bridge and the Great Palace of Fine Arts. 10274 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Alexander III Bridge and the Great Palace of Fine Arts. 10274 Interpositive, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6484

Video number 05245
Same as RSN 3057
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Great Palace of Fine Arts (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture
Arts
Bridges -- France.
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Palaces

Place: Alexander III Bridge (Paris, France)
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Fine Arts Palaces. 10275 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Fine Arts Palaces. 10275 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6485

Video number 05246
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
       Streets -- France

Place: France
       Palace of Fine Arts
       Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Palace of Fine Arts. 10276 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Grand Palace of Fine Arts. 10276 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6486

Video number 05247

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
       Grand Palace of Fine Arts (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
       Streets -- France

Place: France
       Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Among the Statues, Palace of Fine Arts. 10277 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Among the Statues, Palace of Fine Arts. 10277 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6487

Video number 05248

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Art -- France
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Interior architecture
Sculptures -- France

Place: France
Palace of Fine Arts
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the Statues, Palace of Fine Arts. 10278 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Among the Statues, Palace of Fine Arts. 10278 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6488

Video number 05249

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Art -- France
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Sculptures -- France

Place:
- France
- Palace of Fine Arts
- Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Alexander III Bridge and Small Palace of Fine Arts. 10279 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ").

Image(s): Alexander III Bridge and Small Palace of Fine Arts. 10279 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 6489

Video number 05250

Cancelled by scratching.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Topic:
- Architecture -- France
- Bridges -- France.
- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
- FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900

Place:
- Alexander III Bridge (Paris, France)
- France -- 1900-1910
- Palace of Fine Arts
- Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Small Palace of Fine Arts. 10282 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7 ").

Image(s): Small Palace of Fine Arts. 10282 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6490
Video number 05251

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Streets -- France
Place: France
Palace of Fine Arts
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ave. Nicolas II and Small Palace of Fine Arts. 10283 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ave. Nicolas II and Small Palace of Fine Arts. 10283 Interpositive
1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6491

Video number 05252

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Streets -- France
Place: France
Palace of Fine Arts
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior Court, Small Palace of Fine Arts. 10284 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Interior Court, Small Palace of Fine Arts. 10284 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6492
Video number 05253
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Art -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Place: France
Palace of Fine Arts
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Horticultural Palace. [Active no. 10285 : stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Interior of Horticultural Palace. [Active no. 10285 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6493
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Horticultural Palace (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Gardens -- France
Interiors -- France

Place: France
   Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Chauteau d'Eau and Palace of Electricity. [Active no. 10287 : stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Chauteau d'Eau and Palace of Electricity. [Active no. 10287 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 6494

Same as RSN 6495 & 6496

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
   Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
   Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
   FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
   Streets -- France -- Paris

Place: France -- 1900-1910
   Palace of Electricity
   Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Chauteau d'Eau and Palace of Electricity. [Active no. 10287 : stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Chauteau d'Eau and Palace of Electricity. [Active no. 10287 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6495

Video number 05256

Same as RSN 6494 & 6496.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Streets -- France -- Paris

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Palace of Electricity
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chauteau d'Eau and Palace of Electricity. [Active no. 10287 : stereo interpositive,] 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Chauteau d'Eau and Palace of Electricity. [Active no. 10287 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6496

Same as RSN 6494 & 6495.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
Chateau d'Eau and Palace of Electricity. [Active no. 10287 : stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Chateau d'Eau and Palace of Electricity. [Active no. 10287 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6497
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The beautiful glass palace of Illumination. 10288 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6498
Video number 05259
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Place: France
Palace of Illumination
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The United States Pavilion. 10290 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The United States Pavilion. 10290 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6499
Video number 05260
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
United States Pavilion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The opening of the United States Pavilion. 10291 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The opening of the United States Pavilion. 10291 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6500

Video number 05261
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
United States Pavilion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Italian Pavilion. 10294 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Italian Pavilion. 10294 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6501

Video number 05262
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].
Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)  
Italian Pavilion (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture  
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION

Genre/Form: Expositions  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: France  
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Interior of the Italian Pavilion. 10295 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Interior of the Italian Pavilion. 10295 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6502

Video number 05263

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)  
Italian Pavilion (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France  
Expositions -- France  
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION  
Interior architecture -- France

Place: France  
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Russian Pavilion. [Active no. 10296 : stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7" [correct])

Image(s): The Russian Pavilion. [Active no. 10296 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6503

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Russian Pavilion

Interior of the Russian Pavilion. [Active no. 10297 : stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7" [correct].)
Image(s): Interior of the Russian Pavilion. [Active no. 10297 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6504

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Interior architecture -- France -- Paris
Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Russian Pavilion

The dancing sorcerer priest, Russian Pavilion. [Active no. 10298 : stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7" [correct].)

Image(s): The dancing sorcerer priest, Russian Pavilion. [Active no. 10298 : stereo interpositive.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6505

AC0143-0006505 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
       Art -- France -- Paris
       FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
       Interior architecture -- France -- Paris

Place: France
       Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
       Russian Pavilion

Genre/ Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

View from balcony of Turkish Pavilion. [Active no. 10300 : stereo interpositive.], 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7.

Image(s): View from balcony of Turkish Pavilion. [Active no. 10300 : stereo interpositive.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6506

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
Expositions -- France
FRANCE PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Streets -- France -- Paris

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Turkish Pavilion

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Scenes in the Swiss village. [Active no. 10304 : stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Scenes in the Swiss village. [Active no. 10304 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6507
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Interior architecture -- France -- Paris

Genre/ Form:
Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Swiss Pavilion

The Bosnian village. [Active no. 10306 : stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Bosnian village. [Active no. 10306 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6508

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Interior architecture -- France -- Paris

Place: Bosnia Pavilion
France -- 1900-1910
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bosnian girls making lace. [Active no. 10307 : stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Bosnian girls making lace. [Active no. 10307 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Two women seated in front of large sculpture.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Glass broken at bottom, with major losses. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6509

Similar to RSN 3058.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Handicraft -- France
Lace and lace making
Monuments -- France
Portraits, Group
Sculptures -- France

Place: Bosnia Pavilion
France -- 1900-1910
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
Looking through the "Big Wheel of Paris." [Active No. 10310 : stereoscopic interpositive], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking through the "Big Wheel of Paris." [Active No. 10310 : stereoscopic interpositive], 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6510
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900 Rides -- France
Place: France -- 1900-1910 Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Moving Platform and Electric Railway. 10311 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Moving Platform and Electric Railway. 10311 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6511
Video number 05272
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
| Topic: | Expositions -- France  
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION  
Railroads -- France  
Trains -- France |
|--------|------------------------------------------------------|
| Place: | France  
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs |

Riding on the Moving Sidewalk. Active no. 10312 : stereo interpositive, 1900  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Riding on the Moving Sidewalk. Active no. 10312 : stereo interpositive, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 6512

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Topic: | Expositions -- France  
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION  
People movers -- France  
Transportation -- France  
Walkways -- France |
| Place: | France  
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs |

Great Lighthouse Lens, Champs de Mars. 10320 Interpositive, 1900  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Great Lighthouse Lens, Champs de Mars. 10320 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6513

Video number 05274

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Interior architecture -- France
Place: Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great German Engine and Dynamo, 2500 H.P. 10325 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4″ x 7″)
Image(s): Great German Engine and Dynamo, 2500 H.P. 10325 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6514

Video number 05275

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION
Interior architecture -- France
Motors -- France
Place: France
Germany
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Paris Exposition at Night showing illumination. 10340 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Paris Exposition at Night showing illumination. 10340 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6515

Video number 05276
Same as RSN 6516.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Topic:
Electricity -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
Night photography -- France

Place:
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

**Topic:**
- Electricity -- France
- Expositions -- France
- FRANCE--PARIS EXPOSITION of 1900
- Night photography -- France

**Place:**
- France -- 1900-1910
- Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
- Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Awaiting the President at Capitol. Active no. 10351 : stereo interpositive, 1901

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Awaiting the President at Capitol. Active no. 10351 : stereo interpositive, 1901.

Underwood & Underwood
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 6517

**Video number** 05278

Same as RSN 5112 and 6517-6519.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

**Names:** McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)

**Topic:**
- Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
- McKinley FUNERAL
- Parades
- Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

**Place:**
- Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Awaiting the President at Capitol. 10351 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Awaiting the President at Capitol. 10351 interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6518

Video number 05279

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Same as RSN 5112 and 6517-6519

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)

Topic: Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 --
Washington (D.C.)
McKinley FUNERAL
Parades
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Awaiting the President at Capitol. Active no. 10351 : stereo interpositive, 1901
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Awaiting the President at Capitol. Active no. 10351 : stereo interpositive, 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6519

Same as RSN 5112 and 6517-6519.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)

Topic: Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 --
Washington (D.C.)
McKINLEY FUNERAL
Parades
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Hearse arriving at Capitol. 10352 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Hearse arriving at Capitol. 10352 interpositive 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6520

Video number 05281

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
McKINLEY FUNERAL
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Crowd outside Capitol during Service. Active no. 10353 : stereo interpositive, 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Crowd outside Capitol during Service. Active no. 10353 : stereo interpositive, 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6521
Video number 05282
Similar to RSN 5111.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
      Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 --
      Washington (D.C.)
      McKinley FUNERAL
      Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
      Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
Place: U. S. Capitol
       Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Part of waiting line at Capitol, 4 p.m. [Active no. 10354 : stereo
Interpositive,], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Part of waiting line at Capitol, 4 p.m. [Active no. 10354 : stereo
Interpositive,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Funeral of President McKinley.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6522
Same as RSN 6523.
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
      Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 --
      Washington (D.C.)
      McKinley FUNERAL
      Presidents
      Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
      Umbrellas
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Part of waiting line at Capitol, 4 p.m. [Active no. 10354 : stereo interpositive.], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Part of waiting line at Capitol, 4 p.m. [Active no. 10354 : stereo interpositive.] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6523

Video number 05284

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Same as RSN 6522

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Crowds -- Washington (D.C.)
Funerals -- Washington (D.C.)
McKINLEY FUNERAL
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
Umbrellas -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Part of waiting line at Capitol, 4 p.m. [Active no. 10354 : stereo interpositive.], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Part of waiting line at Capitol, 4 p.m. [Active no. 10354 : stereo interpositive.] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6525

Video number 05286
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Same as RSN 6524.

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Funerals -- Washington (D.C.)
McKINLEY FUNERAL
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Floral tributes on Capitol steps. 10355 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Floral tributes on Capitol steps. 10355 interpositive 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6526

Video number 05287
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Similar to RSN 5114.

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 --
Washington (D.C.)
McKINLEY FUNERAL
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
Wreaths -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

His Holiness, Pope Pius X, standing before the Pontiff's Chair in the Throne Room. Active no. 10356 : stereo interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)  

Image(s): His Holiness, Pope Pius X, standing before the Pontiff's Chair in the Throne Room. Active no. 10356 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  

Silver gelatin on glass.  

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 6527  

Video number 05288  

Same as RSN 6528 & 6529.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224].

Names:  
Pius, Pope, X,

Topic:  
Portraits -- Men -- Vatican  
THE POPE AND HIS HOME SERIES  
popes -- Vatican

Place:  
Italy  
Rome (Italy)  
Vatican

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

His Holiness, Pope Pius X., standing before the Pontiff's Chair in the Throne Room. [Active no. 10356 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item  

Image(s)  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 6528  

Same as RSN 6527 & 6529; 4x5 vertical, right frame only. Envelope marked "4x5 P for enlarging"
Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Names: Pius, Pope, X,
Topic: Portraits -- Men -- Vatican
THE POPE AND HIS HOME SERIES
popes -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

His Holiness, Pope Pius X., standing before the Pontiff's Chair in the Throne Room. [Active no. 10356 : stereo interpositive.]
3 items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Uncancelled left frame broken in half; cancelled right frame also broken in half.

Local Numbers
RSN 6529

Same as RSN 6527 & 6528.

Currently stored in box 1.2.3 [224]

Names: Pius, Pope, X,
Topic: Portraits -- Men -- Vatican
THE POPE AND HIS HOME SERIES
popes -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 59 RSN Numbers 6530-6632

Image(s)

Pope Leo lying in state in the Vatican Palace, Rome, Italy. 10357
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Pope Leo lying in state in the Vatican Palace, Rome, Italy. 10357 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 6530
Video number 05291
Same as RSN 5185-5187 and 6530-6531.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names:      Leo, Pope, XIII,
Topic:      Ceremonies -- Vatican
            Funerals -- Vatican
            Religion -- Vatican
            popes -- Vatican
Place:      Italy
            Rome (Italy)
            Vatican
Genre/      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:       Stereoscopic photographs

Pope Leo lying in state in the Vatican Palace, Rome, Italy. 10357 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Pope Leo lying in state in the Vatican Palace, Rome, Italy. 10357 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 6531
Video number 05292
Same as RSN 5185-5187 and 6530-6531.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].
Names: Leo, Pope, XIII,

Topic: Ceremonies -- Vatican
Funerals -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 10358 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 10358 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6532

Video number 05293
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

[Ceremony.] 10375 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 10375 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6533

Video number 05294
Similar to RSN 5429, 6533-6535 and 6538.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 10376 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] 10376 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6534

Video number 05295

Similar to RSN 5429, 6533-6535 and 6538.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 10377 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] 10377 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6535

Video number 05296
Similar to RSN 5429, 6533-6535 and 6538.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:**
- Armed Forces
- Parades
- Streets

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**[Street scene.]** 10378 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

**Image(s):** [Street scene.] 10378 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 6536

**Video number** 05297

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:**
- Buildings
- Carriages and carts
- Horses
- Streets

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**[Street scene.]** 10379 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

**Image(s):** [Street scene.] 10379 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 6537

**Video number** 05298

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].
[Street scene.] 10380 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 10380 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6538

Video number 05299

Similar to RSN 5429 and 6533-6535.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

In the heart of the fire district Continental Building (left) and B. & O. (right), south from Post Office. [Active no. 10381 : stereo Interpositive, [1904.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): In the heart of the fire district Continental Building (left) and B. & O. (right), south from Post Office. [Active no. 10381 : stereo Interpositive, 1904.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6539
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].
Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lexington Street, looking south after the great fire. 10382 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)

Image(s): Lexington Street, looking south after the great fire. 10382
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6540

Video number 05301

Similar to RSN 6541

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lexington Street, looking south after the great fire. 10382 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)

Image(s): Lexington Street, looking south after the great fire. 10382
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6541

Video number 05302

Similar to RSN 6540
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
       Buildings
       Disasters
       Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
       Streets

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
       Maryland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A scene of desolation, a section of the fire area. [Active no. 10383 : stereo Interpositive], [1904.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A scene of desolation, a section of the fire area. [Active no. 10383 : stereo Interpositive, 1904.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6542

Similar to RSN 5304.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
       Buildings
       Disasters
       Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
       Streets

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
       Maryland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Union Trust Building, standing, yet ruined by fire. 10384 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Union Trust Building, standing, yet ruined by fire. 10384 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6543

Video number 05304
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets

Place:
Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of the Power House after the conflagration. 10385 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ruins of the Power House after the conflagration. 10385 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6544

Video number 05305
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets
Looking east from Light Street Wharf toward the Power House. 10386 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking east from Light Street Wharf toward the Power House. 10386 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6545
Video number 05306
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

South across Lexington Street toward the ruined Union Trust Building. 10387 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): South across Lexington Street toward the ruined Union Trust Building. 10387 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6546
Video number 05307

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dismal ruins of the burned city on North Street, showing the remains of safe deposits. 10388 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Dismal ruins of the burned city on North Street, showing the remains of safe deposits. 10388 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6547

Video number 05308

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

John E. Hurst Dry Goods Store (centre), where the fire started. 10389 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): John E. Hurst Dry Goods Store (centre), where the fire started. 10389 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6548

Video number 05309
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking into ruins of Law Building. 10390 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking into ruins of Law Building. 10390 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6549

Video number 05310
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Getting ready to rebuild,--the wreckers at work, pulling down the walls. 10391 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Getting ready to rebuild,--the wreckers at work, pulling down the walls. 10391 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6550

Video number 05311

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Looking east on Baltimore St., the main business section. 10392 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking east on Baltimore St., the main business section. 10392 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6551

Video number 05312
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Some of the great (fireproof?) skyscrapers which burned but didn't fall. 10393 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Some of the great (fireproof?) skyscrapers which burned but didn't fall. 10393 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6552

Video number 05313

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Getting ready to rebuild. Clearing up the ruins of the burned city. 10394 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Getting ready to rebuild. Clearing up the ruins of the burned city. 10394 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6553
Video number 05314
Same as RSN 6554
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Getting ready to rebuild. Clearing up the ruins of the burned city. 10394 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Getting ready to rebuild. Clearing up the ruins of the burned city. 10394 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6554
Video number 05315
Same as RSN 6553
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Where once was business and prosperity, now ruin--Fayette St., east from Charles St. 10395 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Where once was business and prosperity, now ruin--Fayette St., east from Charles St. 10395 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6555

Video number 05316
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: BALTIMORE FIRE
Buildings
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Streets
Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Small steamship at harbor dock.] 10396 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Small steamship at harbor dock.] 10396 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6556

Video number 05317

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Same as RSN 6557.

Topic: Boats and boating
Flags
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Small steamship at harbor dock.] 10396 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Small steamship at harbor dock.] 10396 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6557

Video number 05318

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Same as RSN 6556.

Topic: Boats and boating
Flags
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 10397 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 10397 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6558

Video number 05319

Similar to RSN 5430.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
- Boats and boating
- Ships
- Waterscapes

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bulgarian girl in the national costume, Sofia. 10402 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Bulgarian girl in the national costume, Sofia. 10402 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6559

Video number 05320

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Topic:
- Clothing and dress
- Costumes
- Crowds
- Dress
- Fashions
- Streets
- VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place:
- Bulgaria
- Sofia

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Buffalo teams; Sofia. 10403 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Buffalo teams; Sofia. 10403 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6560
Video number 05321
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Agriculture -- Bulgaria
       Buffalo -- Bulgaria
       Laborers -- Bulgaria
       VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES
Place: Bulgaria
       Sofia (Bulgaria)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Live-stock for sale, market day, Sofia. 10404 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Live-stock for sale, market day, Sofia. 10404 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6561
Video number 05322
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Chickens -- Bulgaria
       Ducks -- Bulgaria
       Markets -- Bulgaria
       Swine -- Bulgaria
       Turkeys -- Bulgaria
       VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES
       pigs -- Bulgaria
Place: Bulgaria
Sofia (Bulgaria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Market day, street in Sofia. 10405 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Market day, street in Sofia. 10405 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6562

Video number 05323

Similar to RSN 3683.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Markets -- Bulgaria
       Streets -- Bulgaria
       VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place: Bulgaria
       Sofia (Bulgaria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The quaint costumes of the Bulgarian Peasant Women,--Market day, Sofia.
10406 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The quaint costumes of the Bulgarian Peasant Women,--Market day, Sofia. 10406 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6563

Video number 05324

Similar to RSN 3684.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Clothing -- Bulgaria
      Costumes -- Bulgaria
      Dress -- Bulgaria
      Fashions -- Bulgaria
      Markets -- Bulgaria
      Streets -- Bulgaria

VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place: Bulgaria
       Sofia (Bulgaria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Gossip in the Market Place, Sofia. 10407 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Gossip in the Market Place, Sofia. 10407 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6564

Video number 05325

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Clothing -- Bulgaria
      Costumes -- Bulgaria
      Dress -- Bulgaria
      Fashions -- Bulgaria
      Markets -- Bulgaria
      Streets -- Bulgaria

VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place: Bulgaria
       Sofia (Bulgaria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A group of country belles, Sofia. 10408 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A group of country belles, Sofia. 10408 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6565

Video number 05326

Same as RSN 3685.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Clothing -- Bulgaria
Costumes -- Bulgaria
Dress -- Bulgaria
Fashions -- Bulgaria
Markets -- Bulgaria
Streets -- Bulgaria

VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place: Bulgaria
Sofia (Bulgaria)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Budapest from Castle Hill, (Buda Side). 10451 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Budapest from Castle Hill, (Buda Side). 10451 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6566

Video number 05327

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].
Similar to RSN 3682.

Topic: Bridges -- Hungary
Buildings -- Hungary
Cathedrals -- Hungary
Rivers -- Hungary

VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place: Budapest (Hungary)
Hungary

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Suspension Bridge, Budapest. 10452 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Suspension Bridge, Budapest. 10452 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6567

Video number 05328

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Same as RSN 6568.

Topic: Bridges -- Hungary
Gardens -- Hungary
Lions -- Hungary
Rivers -- Hungary

VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place: Budapest (Hungary)
Hungary

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Suspension Bridge, Budapest. 10452 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Suspension Bridge, Budapest. 10452 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6568
Video number 05329
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].
Same as RSN 6567.

Topic: Bridges -- Hungary
       Gardens -- Hungary
       Lions -- Hungary
       Rivers -- Hungary
       VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place: Budapest (Hungary)
       Hungary

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The New Parliament Building from across the Danube, Budapest. 10453 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The New Parliament Building from across the Danube, Budapest. 10453 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6569

Video number 05330
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       Rivers -- Hungary
       VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place: Budapest (Hungary)
       Danube River
       Hungary

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Crossing the great Suspension Bridge, Budapest. 10454 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Crossing the great Suspension Bridge, Budapest. 10454 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6570

Video number 05331

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
Bridges
Roadways
VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES
Wagons

Place:
Budapest (Hungary)
Hungary

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

The Franz Josef Bridge over the Danube, Budapest. 10455 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Franz Josef Bridge over the Danube, Budapest. 10455 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6571

Video number 05332

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
Bridges -- Hungary
Rivers -- Hungary
VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place:
Budapest (Hungary)
Danube River
Hungary
The Royal Palace from across the Danube, Budapest. [Active no. 10456 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6572
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
Architecture -- Hungary
Boats -- Hungary
Palaces -- Hungary
Rivers -- Hungary
Ships -- Hungary
VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place:
Budapest (Hungary)
Danube River
Hungary

The magnificent Staircase, Supreme Court Building, Budapest. 10457 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The magnificent Staircase, Supreme Court Building, Budapest. 10457 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6573
Video number 05334
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]
Andrassy Strasse, one of the finest streets in Europe, Budapest. 10458 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Andrassy Strasse, one of the finest streets in Europe, Budapest. 10458 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6574

Video number 05335
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

The handsome Opera House of Budapest. 10459 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The handsome Opera House of Budapest. 10459 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6575
Video number 05336
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Opera houses

VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place: Budapest (Hungary)
Hungary

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Academy and Statue of Szechenyi, Budapest 10460 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Academy and Statue of Szechenyi, Budapest 10460 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6576

Video number 05337
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Architecture -- Hungary
Buildings -- Hungary

VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES
statues -- Hungary

Place: Budapest (Hungary)
Hungary
Szechenyi

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Suspension Bridge and the Royal Palace, Budapest. 10461 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Suspension Bridge and the Royal Palace, Budapest. 10461 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6577
Video number 05338
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Bridges
Lions
Palaces
Rivers -- Hungary
VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES

Place: Budapest (Hungary)
Hungary

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Kurie,--the Supreme Court Building, Budapest. 10462 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Kurie,--the Supreme Court Building, Budapest. 10462 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6578
Video number 05339
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Names: Kurie (Supreme Court Building) (Budapest, Hungary)
Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Streets
VIENNA TO THE ORIENT SERIES
Place: Budapest (Hungary)
    Hungary

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The imposing Royal Palace, looking from Calle de Bailen. 10801
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The imposing Royal Palace, looking from Calle de Bailen. 10801 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6579
Video number 05340
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
    Buildings -- Spain
    Horses -- Spain
    Palaces -- Spain
    SPAIN SERIES
    Wagons -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
    Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bridge of St. Martin and church of St. John of the Kings. 10850 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"
Image(s): Bridge of St. Martin and church of St. John of the Kings. 10850 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6580
Video number 05341

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Bridges -- Spain
      Carts -- Spain
      Churches -- Spain
      Horses -- Spain
      Rivers -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain
       Toledo (Spain)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful cloisters of the church of St. John of the Kings. 10851 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Beautiful cloisters of the church of St. John of the Kings. 10851 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 6581

Video number 05342

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Churches -- Spain
       Interior architecture
       SPAIN SERIES
       Sculptures -- Spain

Place: Spain
       Toledo (Spain)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Cathedral and Alcazar, looking N. from South bank of Tagus. 10852 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): The Cathedral and Alcazar, looking N. from South bank of Tagus. 10852 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6582

Video number 05343

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Alcazar (Toledo, Spain)

Topic: Buildings -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Formations (Geology) -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain
Tagus River (Spain)
Toledo (Spain)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Bridge of Alcantara (13th century) oiver the Tagus--Hospital San Tagus--Hospital San Juan Bautista in distance. 10853 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Picturesque Bridge of Alcantara (13th century) oiver the Tagus--Hospital San Tagus--Hospital San Juan Bautista in distance. 10853 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6583

Video number 05344

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Old Bridge of Alcantara and the imposing Alcazar on the cliffs above the Tagus. [Active no. 10854 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6584
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names:  Alcazar (Toledo, Spain)
Topic:  Bridges -- Spain
        Buildings -- Spain
        Carts -- Spain
        Horses -- Spain
        SPAIN SERIES

Place:  Spain
        Tagus River
        Toledo (Spain)

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  Stereoscopic photographs

The River Tagus and the famous sword factory. 10855 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The River Tagus and the famous sword factory. 10855 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6585

Video number 05346

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:  Arms -- Spain
Buildings -- Spain
Factories -- Spain
Rapids -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place:  Spain
Tagus River
Toledo (Spain)

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sheep being driven into Toledo to the markets. 10856 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Sheep being driven into Toledo to the markets. 10856 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6586

Video number 05347

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:  SPAIN SERIES
Sheep -- Spain

Place:  Spain
Toledo (Spain)

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful Maria Christina bridge. 10878 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The beautiful Maria Christina bridge. 10878 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6587

Video number 05348
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Bridges
Buildings
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: San Sebastian (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A street in picturesque Santander. 10879 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A street in picturesque Santander. 10879 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6588

Video number 05349
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Children -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Santander (Spain)
Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The flying ferry over the Nervion River. 10880 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The flying ferry over the Nervion River. 10880 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6589

Video number 05350

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Ferries
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Nervion River
Portugalete (Vizcaya, Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The busy quay and new Custom House of Barcelona, the chief seaport of Spain. 10881 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The busy quay and new Custom House of Barcelona, the chief seaport of Spain. 10881 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6590

Video number 05351

Similar to RSN 4251.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:**
- Boats -- Spain
- Buildings -- Spain
- Ports -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES
- Ships -- Spain

**Place:**
- Barcelona (Spain)
- Spain

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

**Overlooking the Rambia--a favorite promenade and an important business street. 10882 Interpositive**

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Overlooking the Rambia--a favorite promenade and an important business street. 10882 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 6591

**Video number:** 05352

Similar to RSN 4253.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:**
- Carts -- Spain
- Horses -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES
- Streetcars -- Spain
- Streets -- Spain

**Place:**
- Barcelona (Spain)
- Rambia
- Spain

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

**Under the palms--along the beautiful Paseo de Colon. 10883 Interpositive**
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Under the palms--along the beautiful Paseo de Colon. 10883 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 6592
Video number 05353
Similar to RSN 4254.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:          Palm trees -- Spain
                SPAIN SERIES
                Streets -- Spain

Place:          Barcelona (Spain)
                Spain

Genre/ Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

Arch of Triumph from the Paseo San Juan. 10884 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Arch of Triumph from the Paseo San Juan. 10884 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 6593
Video number 05354
Similar to RSN 4255.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:          Arches -- Spain
                Horses -- Spain
Parades -- Spain  
SPAIN SERIES  
Streets -- Spain

Place: Barcelona (Spain)  
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking West over Cartagena [Cartagena?], old Moorish castle at right. 
[Active no. 10885 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Figures in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6594

Video number 05355

Similar to RSN 4266.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Castles -- Spain  
Figure in landscape  
Mountains -- Spain  
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cartagena (Spain)  
Moors (Spain)  
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Fishing boats and warships in the harbor of Cartagena [Cartagena?], an important naval station of Southern Spain. 10886 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Fishing boats and warships in the harbor of Cartagena [Cartagena?], an important naval station of Southern Spain. 10886 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6595
Video number 05356
Similar to RSN 4267.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Boats -- Spain
       Mountains -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
       Ships -- Spain
Place: Cartagena (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A diver at work in the harbor of Cartagena [Cartagena?]. 10887 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A diver at work in the harbor of Cartagena [Cartagena?]. 10887 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6596
Video number 05357
Similar to RSN 4268
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

**Topic:** Diving
Harbors
**SPAIN SERIES**

**Place:** Cartagena (Spain)
**Spain**

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking N.W., across the harbor to the ruined Alcazaba. 10888
Interpositive
*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

Image(s): Looking N.W., across the harbor to the ruined Alcazaba. 10888
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

**RSN 6597**

Video number 05358

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Names:** Alcazaba (Malaga, Spain)

**Topic:** Boats -- Spain
**SPAIN SERIES**

**Place:** Malaga (Spain)
**Spain**

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

S.W. from the Gibralfaro over Malaga and its splendid Cathedral. 10889
Interpositive
*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

Image(s): S.W. from the Gibralfaro over Malaga and its splendid Cathedral. 10889
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6598

Video number 05359

Similar to RSN 4278.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
Fortification -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
Portraits -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Gibralfaro (Spain)
Malaga (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The fortress Gibralfaro, E. from the Cathedral. 10890 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The fortress Gibralfaro, E. from the Cathedral. 10890 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6599

Video number 05360

Similar to RSN 4280.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
Fortification -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Gibralfaro (Spain)
Malaga (Spain)
Spain
Malaga and its lovely vine and fruit clad hills,--looking East from Cathedral. 10891 Interpositive

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s): Malaga and its lovely vine and fruit clad hills,--looking East from Cathedral. 10891 Interpositive.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 6600

Video number 05361

Similar to RSN 4281.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:** Cathedrals -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

**Place:** Malaga (Spain)
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In one of the great Bodegas of Malaga. [Active no. 10892 : stereo interpositive.]

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 6601

Same as RSN 4282, 6602 and 6603.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Barrels  
Bodegas  
SPAIN SERIES  
Wine and wine making

Place: Malaga  
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

In one of the great Bodegas of Malaga. [Active no. 10892 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6602

Same as RSN 4282, 6601 and 6603.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6603

Same as RSN 4282, 6601 and 6602.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Barrels
     SPAIN SERIES
     Wine and wine making

Place: Malaga
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Granada and the famous Alhambra, N.W. over the Generalife from the "Chair of the Moor" 10893 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Granada and the famous Alhambra, N.W. over the Generalife from the "Chair of the Moor" 10893 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6604

Video number 05365

Similar to RSN 4319.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Castles -- Spain
       Portraits -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Generalife
       Granada (Spain)
       Moors (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
The Alhambra and snowclad peaks of the Sierra Nevada. Active no. 10894. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The Alhambra and snowclad peaks of the Sierra Nevada. Active no. 10894. Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6605
Similar to RSN 4321.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Castles -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
Sierra Nevada Mountains
Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An exquisite gem of Moorish architecture--famous court of the Lions, Alhambra. 10895 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): An exquisite gem of Moorish architecture--famous court of the Lions, Alhambra. 10895 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6606
Video number 05367
Similar to RSN 4293-4297.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Castles -- Spain
       Interiors -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
       Moors (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beautiful Hall of the Kings, created by a Moorish architect in 14th Century, Alhambra. 10896 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Beautiful Hall of the Kings, created by a Moorish architect in 14th Century, Alhambra. 10896 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6607

Video number 05368

Similar to RSN 4305.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20], moved from [11].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Castles -- Spain
       Interiors -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
Place: Granada (Spain)
       Moors (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Court of the Myrtles where the Moorish kings sat in state, Alhambra. 10897 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Court of the Myrtles where the Moorish kings sat in state, Alhambra. 10897 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6608

Video number 05369

Similar to RSN 4292.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Castles -- Spain
Interiors -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Moors (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of the Generalife, E. from a window in the Hall of the Ambassadors, Alhambra. 10898 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Palace of the Generalife, E. from a window in the Hall of the Ambassadors, Alhambra. 10898 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6609

Video number 05370

Similar to RSN 4312.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Castles -- Spain
       Interiors -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
Place: Generalife
       Granada (Spain)
       Moors (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The Orange Court Palace of the Generalife from an arch in Main Entrance. [Active no. 10899 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6610

Video number 05371

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Castles -- Spain
       Interiors -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
Place: Generalife
       Granada (Spain)
       Moors (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque old Grenada from an arch in the Palace of the Generalife.
10900 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Picturesque old Grenada from an arch in the Palace of the Generalife. 10900 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6611

Video number 05372

Similar to RSN 4313.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arches -- Spain
Gardens -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
Portraits -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES

Place: Generalife
Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tombs of Ferdinand and Isabella (left) in the Royal Chapel of the Cathedral. 10901 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Tombs of Ferdinand and Isabella (left) in the Royal Chapel of the Cathedral. 10901 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 6612

Video number 05373

Similar to RSN 4322.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Names:**
- Ferdinand, King
- Isabella, Queen

**Topic:**
- Cathedrals -- Spain
- Royalty -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES
- Tombs -- Spain

**Place:**
- Granada (Spain)
- Spain

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful Sacristy, of the purest marbles, Cartula Convent. Active no. 10902 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

*Image(s): The beautiful Sacristy, of the purest marbles, Cartula Convent. Active no. 10902 : stereo interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

**Local Numbers**

RSN 6613

Similar to RSN 4323. Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

**Topic:**
- Architecture
- Convents
- Interior architecture
- SPAIN SERIES

**Place:**
- Cartuja (Spain) -- Convent
- Granada (Spain)
- Spain

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

A gypsy coquette--before a gypsy cave dwelling. [Active no. 10903 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6614

Similar to RSN 4324.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Caves -- Spain
Dwellings -- Spain.
Gypsies -- Spain -- Granada
Love -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cordova, the ancient capital of the Moors, north from the Cathedral. [Active no. 10904 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6615

Similar to RSN 4334.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Moors (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Cathedral (formerly a Moorish Mosque) from the Orange court. 10905 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Cathedral (formerly a Moorish Mosque) from the Orange court. 10905 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6616

Video number 05377

Similar to RSN 4335-4337.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Cathedrals -- Spain
      Mosques -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
       Moors (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A forest of Arches and Columns--interior of old Moorish Mosque (Cathedral). 10906 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A forest of Arches and Columns--interior of old Moorish Mosque (Cathedral). 10906 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6617

Video number 05378

Similar to RSN 4338-4341.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Cathedrals -- Spain
      Mosques -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
       Moors (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Supurb archway in the old Moorish Mosque (Cathedral). 10907
Interpositive
  1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Supurb archway in the old Moorish Mosque (Cathedral). 10907
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6618

Video number 05379

Similar to RSN 4342.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Cathedrals -- Spain
      Mosques -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES

Place: Cordova (Spain)
       Moors (Spain)
       Spain
Beautifully carved choir stalls, Cathedral. 10908 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Beautifully carved choir stalls, Cathedral. 10908 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6619

Video number 05380

Similar to RSN 4343-4345.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Sculptures -- Spain

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Moors (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Tower of Gold and the splendid Cathedral from across the Guadalquivir River. [Active no. 10909: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6620
Video number 05381

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Similar to RSN 4351.

**Topic:**
- Boats -- Spain
- Cathedrals -- Spain
- Children -- Spain
- Rivers -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES
- Towers -- Spain

**Place:**
- Guadalquivir River (Spain)
- Seville (Spain)
- Spain

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Plaza San Fernando--a typical square in old Seville,--and the Giralda Tower. 10910 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s): Plaza San Fernando--a typical square in old Seville,--and the Giralda Tower. 10910 Interpositive.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 6621

Video number 05382

Same as RSN 4352 and 6622.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:**
- Plazas -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES
- Towers -- Spain

**Place:**
- Giralda Tower (Seville, Spain)
- San Fernando Plaza
- Seville (Spain)
- Spain

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
Plaza San Fernando--a typical square in old Seville,--and the Giralda Tower. 10910 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7."

Image(s): Plaza San Fernando--a typical square in old Seville,--and the Giralda Tower. 10910 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6622

Video number 05383

Same as RSN 4352 and 6621.

CSpain currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Towers -- Spain

Place: Giralda Tower (Seville, Spain)
San Fernando Plaza
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The pride of Seville,--magnificent Cathedral and famous Giralda Tower.
[Active no. 10911 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7."

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6623

Video number 05384

Same as RSN 4353.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Towers -- Spain

Place: Giralda Tower (Seville, Spain)
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the splendid naves in the Cathedral. 10913 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): One of the splendid naves in the Cathedral. 10913 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6624

Video number 05385

Same as RSN 4354-4357.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the famous Seville Cathedral. 10912 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Interior of the famous Seville Cathedral. 10912 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 6625

Video number 05386

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
      Interior architecture -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES

Place: Seville (Spain)
      Spain

Genre/ Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Tomb of Christopher Columbus, Seville Cathedral. [Active no.
10914 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6626

Video number 05387

Similar to RSN 4358.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names:
Columbus, Christopher

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
      Interior architecture -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES
      Tombs -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
      Spain

Genre/ Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

The Alcazar, famous Palace of the Moorish kings, as seen from top of the
Giralda. Active no. 10915. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Alcazar, famous Palace of the Moorish kings, as seen from top of the Giralda. Active no. 10915. Stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6627

Similar to RSN 4360.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)

Topic: Palaces -- Spain

SPAIN SERIES

Place: Giralda Tower (Seville, Spain)
Moors (Spain)
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful tropical gardens of the Alcazar. 10916 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Beautiful tropical gardens of the Alcazar. 10916 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6628

Video number 05389

Similar to RSN 4362 and 4363.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Interior of the Alcazar, -- former palace of the Moorish Kings. 10917 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Interior of the Alcazar, -- former palace of the Moorish Kings. 10917 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6629

Video number 05390

Similar to RSN 4364 and 4365.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Topic: Interior architecture -- Spain
        Palaces -- Spain
        SPAIN SERIES
Place: Moors (Spain)
       Seville (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful arched entrance to the magnificent Hall of the Ambassadors, Alcazar. 10918 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Beautiful arched entrance to the magnificent Hall of the Ambassadors, Alcazar. 10918 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6630

Video number 05391

Similar to RSN 4369 and 4370.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)  
        Hall of Ambassadors (Alcazar, Seville)

Topic: Arches -- Spain  
       Interior architecture -- Spain  
       Palaces -- Spain  
       SPAIN SERIES

Place: Moors (Spain)  
       Seville (Spain)  
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Typical pretty girls of Seville in the Patio of a nobleman's residence. 10919 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Typical pretty girls of Seville in the Patio of a nobleman's residence. 10919 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6631

Video number 05392
Similar to RSN 4370-4374.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:** Clothing -- Spain  
Dress -- Spain  
Dwellings -- Spain  
Fashions -- Spain  
Flowers -- Spain  
Gardens -- Spain  
SPAIN SERIES

**Place:** Seville (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Box 60**  
**RSN Numbers 6632-6739**

**Image(s)**

A Religious procession in a side street in old Seville. 10920 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

**Image(s):** A Religious procession in a side street in old Seville. 10920 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
**RSN 6632**

**Video number 05393**

Similar to RSN 4375.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:** Ceremonies -- Spain  
Parades -- Spain  
Religion -- Spain  
SPAIN SERIES  
Streets -- Spain

**Place:** Seville (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Spanish Society at the "Feria," the great annual fair. 10921 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Spanish Society at the "Feria," the great annual fair. 10921 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6633

Video number 05394

Similar to RSN 4376.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Celebrations -- Spain
Expositions -- Spain
Fairs -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Picturesque scene at the great annual cattle fair. 10922 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A Picturesque scene at the great annual cattle fair. 10922 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6634

Video number 05395

Similar to RSN 4378.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:** Cows -- Spain  
Expositions -- Spain  
Fairs -- Spain  
Markets -- Spain  
SPAIN SERIES

**Place:** Seville (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the ruined walls of the ancient Roman amphitheatre at Italica near Seville. Active no. 10923 : stereo interpositive  
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Among the ruined walls of the ancient Roman amphitheatre at Italica near Seville. Active no. 10923 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Glass

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 6635

**Video number 05396**

Similar to RSN 4384.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Cancelled by scratching.

**Topic:** Amphitheaters  
Ruins -- Spain -- Italica  
SPAIN SERIES

**Place:** Italica (Spain)  
Seville (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

**Culture:** Romans

Picturesque town of Alcala, famous for its flour, Southern Spain. 10924 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Picturesque town of Alcalá, famous for its flour, Southern Spain. 10924 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6636

Video number 05397

Similar to RSN 4392.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
Flour -- Spain
Gardens -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place:
Alcalá (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Guadaira River and old Moorish Castle. Active no. 10925 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Guadaira River and old Moorish Castle. Active no. 10925 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6637

Video number 05398

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Similar to RSN 4394.
Ruined walls and towers of the old Moorish Castle, Alcala de Guadaira. Active no. 10926. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6638

Similar to RSN 4395.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

A landscape in Andalusia,--Guadaira River near Alcala, Southern Spain. 10927 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A landscape in Andalusia,—Guadaira River near Alcala, Southern Spain. 10927 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6639

Video number 05400

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Children -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Alcala (Spain)
Andalusia (Spain)
Guadaira River (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Sherry over 100 years old--interior of one of the great bodegas. [Active no. 10928 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6640

Similar to RSN 4403 and 4404.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Barrels
Washing bottles before filling,--at one of the wineries. [Active no. 10929 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Laborers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Sherry -- Spain
Wine and wine making
Place: Jerez (Spain)
Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bottling the famous sherry in one of the great bodegas. [Active no. 10930 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6642

Similar to RSN 4406.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
- Laborers -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES
- Sherry -- Spain
- Wine and wine making -- Spain

Place:
- Jerez (Spain)
- Spain

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Pumping cognac (used in mixing or blending) from barrels to jugs in a bodega. [Active no. 10931 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6643

Same as RSN 4407 and 6644.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
- Bodegas
- Cognac -- Spain
- Laborers -- Spain
- SPAIN SERIES
- Sherry -- Spain

Place:
- Jerez (Spain)
- Spain

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Pumping cognac (used in mixing or blending) from barrels to jugs in a bodega. [Active no. 10931 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6644

Same as RSN 4407 and 6643.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
Laborers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Sherry -- Spain
Wine and wine making -- Spain

Place:
Jerez (Spain)
Spain

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Love making in Andalusia, a courtship through barred windows, Southern Spain. Active no. 10932 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Love making in Andalusia, a courtship through barred windows, Southern Spain. Active no. 10932 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6645

Same as RSN 4408.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
Couples -- Spain
Courtship
Dwellings -- Spain.
Love -- Spain
Cadiz and its Cathedral S.E. from the Torre de Vigia (Witch Tower). 10933 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Cadiz and its Cathedral S.E. from the Torre de Vigia (Witch Tower). 10933 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
 Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6646

Video number 05407
Same as RSN 4412
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Names: Cadiz Cathedral (Cadiz, Spain)
Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Place: Cádiz (Spain)
Spain
Torre de Vigia
Witch Tower
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cadiz, Northwest from the Cathedral to the Torre de Vigia. 10934 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Cadiz, Northwest from the Cathedral to the Torre de Vigia. 10934 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6647

Video number 05408

Same as RSN 4414.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Names: Cadiz Cathedral (Cadiz, Spain)
Topic: SPAIN SERIES
Towers -- Spain
Place: Cádiz (Spain)
Spain
Torre de Vigía
Witch Tower
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking East over the harbor from the Cathedral belfry. 10935 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking East over the harbor from the Cathedral belfry. 10935 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6648

Video number 05409

Same as RSN 4415 and 4416

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Names: Cadiz Cathedral (Cadiz, Spain)
Topic: Belfries
Bell towers
Cathedrals -- Spain
Harbors
SPAIN SERIES
Place: Cádiz (Spain)
Spain
A typical narrow street in Cadiz. 10936 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A typical narrow street in Cadiz. 10936 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6649
Video number 05410
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Topic: SPAIN SERIES
Streets
Place: Cádiz (Spain)
Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Imposing Gorge of the Guadalevin and the New Bridge. 10937 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Imposing Gorge of the Guadalevin and the New Bridge. 10937 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6650
Video number 05411
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].
Similar to RSN 4426 and 4427

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Canyons -- Spain
Gorges -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Valleys -- Spain

Place: Gradalevin River (Spain)
Ronda
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Washerwomen at the banks of the Guadalevin below picturesque Ronda.
10938 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Washerwomen at the banks of the Guadalevin below picturesque Ronda. 10938 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6651

Video number 05412

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Similar to RSN 4429 and 4430.

Topic: Laundry -- Spain.
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Gradalevin River (Spain)
Ronda
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking across the New Bridge (700 ft. high) over the Guadalevin Gorge.
10939 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking across the New Bridge (700 ft. high) over the Guadalevin Gorge. 10939 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6652

Video number 05413

Similar to RSN 4432

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Topic:
Bridges
Canyons
Gorges
SPAIN SERIES

Place:
Gradalevin River (Spain)
Ronda
Spain

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Ronda, Sierras seen through the railings of the New Bridge. [Active no. 10940 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6653

Similar to RSN 4433.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place:
Ronda
Sierras
Spain

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A shepherd and his flock on one of plains of Andalusia. 10941 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A shepherd and his flock on one of plains of Andalusia. 10941 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6654

Video number 05415

Similar to RSN 4449.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
SPAIN SERIES
Sheep -- Spain
Shepherds -- Spain

Place:
Andalusia (Spain)
Spain

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The harbor and railway terminal Algeciras, Spain; Gibraltar in distance. 10942 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The harbor and railway terminal Algeciras, Spain; Gibraltar in distance. 10942 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6655

Video number 05416

Similar to RSN 4479.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Boats -- Spain
Channels -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
Islands -- Spain
Railroads -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Straits -- Spain
Trains -- Spain

Place: Algeciras (Spain)
Gibraltar
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Watching the royal sport of Spain--absorbed spectators of a bull fight.
11051 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Watching the royal sport of Spain--absorbed spectators of a bull fight. 11051 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6656

Video number 05417

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand entry into the arena of the matadors, picadors and their attendants. 11052 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Grand entry into the arena of the matadors, picadors and their attendants. 11052 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6657

Video number 05418

Similar to RSN 4436 and 4437.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The dazed bull circling the arena in search of his tormentors. 11053 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The dazed bull circling the arena in search of his tormentors. 11053 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6658

Video number 05419

Similar to RSN 4438.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
      BULL FIGHT SPAIN
      Bullfights -- Spain
      Crowds -- Spain
      Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The horse of a picador being gored by the enraged bull while the picador pierces bull with lance. [Active No. 11054 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6659

Similar to RSN 4433 and 4440.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
      BULL FIGHT SPAIN
      Bullfights -- Spain
      Crowds -- Spain
      Horses -- Spain
      Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
Exciting moment for the picador—maddened bull overthrowing man and horse. 11055 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Exciting moment for the picador—maddened bull overthrowing man and horse. 11055 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6660

Video number 05421
Similar to RSN 4441.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Awful onslaught of angry bull on horse while picador plants lance in bull's shoulder. Active no. 11056 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Awful onslaught of angry bull on horse while picador plants lance in bull's shoulder. Active no. 11056 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6661
Similar to RSN 4442.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:** Arenas -- Spain  
BULL FIGHT SPAIN  
Bullfights -- Spain  
Crowds -- Spain  
Stadia -- Spain  

**Place:** Seville (Spain)  
Spain  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The bull having killed one horse now charges and gorges another. 11057 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): The bull having killed one horse now charges and gorges another. 11057 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 6662  
Video number 05423  
Same as RSN 6663 and 6664.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:** Arenas -- Spain  
BULL FIGHT SPAIN  
Bullfights -- Spain  
Crowds -- Spain  
Stadia -- Spain  

**Place:** Seville (Spain)  
Spain  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The bull having killed one horse now charges and gorges another. 11057 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The bull having killed one horse now charges and gorges another. 11057 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6663

Video number 05424

Same as RSN 6662 and 6664.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The bull having killed one horse now charges and gorges another. [Caption no. 11057 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6664

Same as RSN 6662 and 6663.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tantalizing the bull by waving red cloaks while wounded horse is led from ring. 11058 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Tantalizing the bull by waving red cloaks while wounded horse is led from ring. 11058 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6665

Video number 05426

Same as RSN 6666 and 6667.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tantalizing the bull by waving red cloaks while wounded horse is led from ring. 11058 Interpositive
Tantalizing the bull by waving red cloaks while wounded horse is led from ring. 11058 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6666

Video number 05427

Same as RSN 6665 and 6667.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Tarrantizing the bull by waving red cloaks while wounded horse is led from ring. 11058 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Tantalizing the bull by waving red cloaks while wounded horse is led from ring. 11058 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6667

Video number 05428

Same as RSN 6665 and 6666.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:** Arenas -- Spain  
BULL FIGHT SPAIN  
Bullfights -- Spain  
Crowds -- Spain  
Stadia -- Spain

**Place:** Seville (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Goading the bull to attack on picadors (dying horse in foreground). Active no. 11059 : stereo interpositive  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

*Image(s):* Goading the bull to attack on picadors (dying horse in foreground). Active no. 11059 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 6668

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:** Arenas -- Spain  
BULL FIGHT SPAIN  
Bullfights -- Spain  
Crowds -- Spain  
Stadia -- Spain

**Place:** Seville (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.  
Stereoscopic photographs

Furious charge of the bull stayed by lance of a picador planted between his shoulders. 11060 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Furious charge of the bull stayed by lance of a picador planted between his shoulders. 11060 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6669

Video number 05430

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:

Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place:

Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A poor wretched horse cruelly wounded--body torn open by bull--with but a few moments to live. 11061 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A poor wretched horse cruelly wounded--body torn open by bull--with but a few moments to live. 11061 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6670

Video number 05431

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:

Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Raging bull confronted by banderillos with barbed darts. [Active no. 11062 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6671
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Banderillos challenging the bull by waving darts in air. 11063 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Banderillos challenging the bull by waving darts in air. 11063 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6672

Video number 05433

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The banderillo rushing upon the bull to place a second pair of darts in his neck. 11064 Interpositive

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The banderillo rushing upon the bull to place a second pair of darts in his neck. 11064 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6673

Video number 05434

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The tortured bull being approached by the banderillo with additional darts. [Active no. 11065 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6674

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic:
Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place:
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beginning of the end--matador with sword under cloak seeks a chance to reach bull. [Active no. 11066 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Matador teasing the maddened bull into position to deal death blow with sword. [Active no. 11067 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6676
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

A moment of deadliest danger--matador's sword tossed from his hand by infuriated bull. [Active no. 11068 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6677
Video number 05438
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
The critical moment--matador at last planting his sword in the heart of the bull. 11069 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The critical moment--matador at last planting his sword in the heart of the bull. 11069 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6678

Video number 05439

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Successful matador receiving the plaudits of the spectators. 11070 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Successful matador receiving the plaudits of the spectators. 11070 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6679

Video number 05440
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Teams of gaily caparisoned mules dragging dead horses from the arena. 11071 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Teams of gaily caparisoned mules dragging dead horses from the arena. 11071 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6680

Video number 05441
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The vanquished bull after having fought his best hauled from the ring by mule team. Caption no. 11072 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The vanquished bull after having fought his best hauled from the ring by mule team. Caption no. 11072 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6681

Video number 05442

Similar to RSN 4444.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

After the several bulls are all dispatched--spectators rushing into the arena.
Active no. 11073 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): After the several bulls are all dispatched--spectators rushing into the arena. Active no. 11073 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6682

Video number 05443

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- 1900-1910 -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain -- 1900-1910.
Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain -- 1900-1910

Place: Seville (Spain) -- 1900-1910
Spain -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Crowds in the street before the Plaza de Toros (bull ring). Active no. 11074. Stereo interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Crowds in the street before the Plaza de Toros (bull ring). Active no. 11074. Stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6683

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain
Streets -- Spain

Place: Plaza de Toros
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11075 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11075 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6684

Video number 05445

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Streets
Place: Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11076 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11076 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6685

Video number 05446

Same as RSN 6686.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:** Streets  
**Place:** Spain  
**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11076 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)

*Image(s): [Street scene.] 11076 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 6686

**Video number 05447**

Same as RSN 6685.

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

**Topic:** Streets  
**Place:** Spain  
**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11077 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)

*Image(s): [Street scene.] 11077 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 6687

**Video number 05448**

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Topic: Streets
Place: Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11078 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11078 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6688

Video number 05449
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Streets
Place: Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11079 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11079 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6689

Video number 05450
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Streets
Place: Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11080 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11080 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6690
Video number 05451
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Streets
Place: Spain

Calle Sevilla, Madrid, Espana. 11081 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Calle Sevilla, Madrid, Espana. 11081 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6691
Video number 05452
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Horses -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain
Wagons -- Spain
Place: Calle Sevilla (Madrid, Spain)
Madrid (Spain)
Spain
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11082 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11082 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6692

Video number 05453

Same as RSN 6693 asnd 6694.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Streets
Place: Spain

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11082 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11082 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6693

Video number 05454

Same as RSN 6692 asnd 6694.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].
Topic: Streets
Place: Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11082 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11082 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 6694
Video number 05455
Same as RSN 6692 and 6693.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Streets
Place: Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11084 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11084 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 6695
Video number 05456
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].
Topic: Streets
Place: Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11085 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11085 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6696

Video number 05457
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Streets
Place: Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Calle de la Montera, Madrid, Espana. 11087 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Calle de la Montera, Madrid, Espana. 11087 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6697

Video number 05458
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]
Place: Calle de la Montera (Madrid, Spain)
             Madrid (Spain)
             Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11088 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11088 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 6698
Video number 05459
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Streets
Place: Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11089 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11089 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 6699
Video number 05460
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Streets
Place: Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Puerta del Sol, Madrid, Espana. 11090 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6700

Video number 05461
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Topic: Streets
Place: Madrid (Spain)
Puerta del Sol (Madrid, Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11091 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11091 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6701

Video number 05462
Same as RSN 6702.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].
Topic: Streets
Place: Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11091 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11091 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6702
Video number 05463
Same as RSN 6701.
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Streets
Place: Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11091 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11091 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6703
Video number 05464
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Buildings -- Spain
Military -- Spain
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stereo scene.] 11092 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Stereo scene.] 11092 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6704

Video number 05465

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Children -- Spain
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stereo scene.] 11093 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Stereo scene.] 11093 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6705

Video number 05466

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Horses -- Spain
Military -- Spain
Parades -- Spain
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11094 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11094 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6706

Video number 05467
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Military -- Spain
Parades -- Spain
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11095 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11095 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6707

Video number 05468
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Military -- Spain  
Parades -- Spain  
Streets -- Spain  

Place: Spain  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11096 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11096 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6708

Video number 05469

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Buildings -- Spain  
Streets -- Spain  
Statues -- Spain

Place: Spain  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 11097 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 11097 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6709
Video number 05470
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Buildings -- Spain
Carriages -- Spain
Horses -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11098 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11098 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6710

Video number 05471
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Streets

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street corner in Spain.] 11099 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street corner in Spain.] 11099 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6711
Video number 05472

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Gate of Justice, main entrance to the Alhambra, Granada. 11101 Interpositive

*1 item (3 3/4" x 7")*

Image(s): Gate of Justice, main entrance to the Alhambra, Granada. 11101 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 6712

Video number 05473

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Court of the Lions in the Alhambra, Granada. 11102 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Court of the Lions in the Alhambra, Granada. 11102 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6713

Video number 05474

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Palaces
SPAN

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Court of Justice, the Alhambra, Granada. 11103 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Entrance to Court of Justice, the Alhambra, Granada. 11103 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6714

Video number 05475

Similar to RSN 4298

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]
Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)  
               Court of Justice (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture  
       Palaces  
       SPAIN

Place: Granada (Spain)  
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
               Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Hall of Ambassadors, the Alhambra, Granada. 11104 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Entrance to Hall of Ambassadors, the Alhambra, Granada. 11104 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6715

Video number 05476

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)  
               Court of Ambassadors (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture  
       Palaces  
       SPAIN

Place: Granada (Spain)  
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
               Stereoscopic photographs

Court of Justice, the Alhambra, Granada. 11105 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Court of Justice, the Alhambra, Granada. 11105 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6716

Video number 05477
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
        Court of Justice (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture
       Palaces
Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Court of Fishes, the Alhambra, Granada. 11106 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Court of Fishes, the Alhambra, Granada. 11106 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6717

Video number 05478
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20]

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
        Court of Fishes (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture
       Palaces
A gypsy home and family, Granada. 11107 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A gypsy home and family, Granada. 11107 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6718

Video number 05479
Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Similar to RSN 4326

Topic: Dwellings -- Spain.
Family -- Spain
Gypsies -- Spain
SPAIN

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A water seller, Granada. Active no. 11108 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): A water seller, Granada. Active no. 11108 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
The seller is riding a donkey.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6719

Currently stored in box 1.2.4 [20].

Topic: Donkeys
       SPAIN
       Streets -- Spain
       Water

Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Their majesties, the King and Queen in the state coach returning to the
Palace. [Active no. 11110 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Alfonso XIII was the son of Alfonso XII, King of Spain. Acceded to throne,
Later deposed.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6720

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941

Topic: Coaches -- Spain
       Horses -- Spain
       Kings and rulers -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
       Streets -- Spain
       Weddings -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain) -- 1890-1920
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
Mounted troops in the procession. [Active no. 11111 : stereo interpositive], [1906.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Mounted troops in the procession. [Active no. 11111 : stereo interpositive, 1906.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Alfonso XIII was the son of Alfonso XII, King of Spain. Acceded to throne, 1902. Married Princess Ena of Battenberg, niece of King Edward VII, 1906. Later deposed.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6721

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Topic: Coaches -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Kings and rulers -- Spain
Parades -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Streets -- Spain
Weddings -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain) -- 1890-1920
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Along the Calle de Alcala during the procession. [Active No. 11112 : stereoscopic interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Along the Calle de Alcala during the procession. [Active No. 11112 : stereoscopic interpositive.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Alfonso XIII was the son of Alfonso XII, King of Spain. Acceded to throne, 1902. Married Princess Ena of Battenberg, niece of King Edward VII, 1906. Later deposed.

Silver gelatin on glass.
State procession passing on the Calle de Alcala. [Active no. 11113 : stereo interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** State procession passing on the Calle de Alcala. [Active no. 11113 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Alfonso XIII was the son of Alfonso XII, King of Spain. Acceded to throne, 1902. Married Princess Ena of Battenberg, niece of King Edward VII, 1906. Later deposed.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6723
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180]

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Topic: Coaches
Horses -- Spain
Kings and rulers -- Spain
Parades -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Streets -- Spain
Place: Madrid (Spain) -- 1890-1920
Spain
State carriages in the procession. [Actiive no. 11114 : stereo interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): State carriages in the procession. [Actiive no. 11114 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

Alfonso XIII was the son of Alfonso XII, King of Spain. Acceded to throne, 1902. Married Princess Ena of Battenberg, niece of King Edward VII, 1906. Later deposed.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6724

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941

Topic: Coaches
Horses -- Spain
Kings and rulers -- Spain
Parades -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Streets -- Spain
Weddings -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

State coach of the Queen Mother in the procession. 11115 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): State coach of the Queen Mother in the procession. 11115 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6725

Video number 05486

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Topic: Coaches -- Spain
       Horses -- Spain
       Parades -- Spain
       ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
       Royalty -- Spain
       Streets -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Crowds on the Calle de Alcala after the procession has passed. Active no. 11116 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Crowds on the Calle de Alcala after the procession has passed.
Active no. 11116 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6726

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Topic: Crowds -- Spain
       Parades -- Spain
       ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
       Royalty
       Streets

Place: Madrid (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
After the ceremony--state coach of the King and Queen returning to the Palace. [Caption No. 11117 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6727

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941

Topic:
Coaches
Horses -- Spain
Kings and rulers -- Spain
Parades -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Streets -- Spain
Weddings -- Spain

Place:
Madrid (Spain) -- 1890-1920
Spain -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

The procession on Calle de Mayor. 11118 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The procession on Calle de Mayor. 11118 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6728

Video number 05489

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
State carriage in the procession on Calle de Mayor. 11119 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): State carriage in the procession on Calle de Mayor. 11119 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6729

Video number 05490

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941

State carriage and guard of the Queen Mother on Calle de Mayor. 11120 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): State carriage and guard of the Queen Mother on Calle de Mayor. 11120 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6730

Video number 05491

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Topic: Coaches -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Parades -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty -- Spain
Streets -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Procession passing lower Calle de Mayor. 11121 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Procession passing lower Calle de Mayor. 11121 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6731

Video number 05492

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Carriage of a Spanish nobleman in the procession. 11122 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Carriage of a Spanish nobleman in the procession. 11122 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6732

Video number 05493

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941

Carrera de S. Jeronimo decorated for the Royal Wedding. 11123 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Carrera de S. Jeronimo decorated for the Royal Wedding. 11123 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6733
Video number 05494
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Topic: Coaches -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Parades -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty -- Spain
Streets -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Calle de Mayor during the week of the Royal Wedding. 11124 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Calle de Mayor during the week of the Royal Wedding. 11124 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6734
Video number 05495
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180]
Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Topic: Parades -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty
Streets

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A business block, Calle de Alcala, decorated for the Royal Wedding. 11125
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A business block, Calle de Alcala, decorated for the Royal
Wedding. 11125 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6735

Video number 05496

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180]

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Topic: ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty
Streets
Weddings

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Plaza de Oriente during the week of the Royal Wedding. 11126
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Plaza de Oriente during the week of the Royal Wedding. 11126 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6736

Video number 05497

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Topic: Plazas -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty -- Spain
Streets -- Spain
Weddings -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Arch of the Electrical Society. Active no. 11127 Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Arch of the Electrical Society. Active no. 11127 Stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6737

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Topic: Arches
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty
Streets

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11129 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11129 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6738

Video number 05499

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941

Topic: Coaches -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty -- Spain
Streets -- Spain
Weddings -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11130 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11130 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6739

Video number 05500

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941
Topic: Coaches -- Spain
       Horses -- Spain
       ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
       Royalty -- Spain
       Streets -- Spain
Place: Madrid (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Box 61
RSN Numbers 6740-6839

Image(s)

[Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11131 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11131 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6740

Video number 05501

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Coaches -- Spain
       Horses -- Spain
       ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
       Royalty -- Spain
       Streets -- Spain
       Weddings -- Spain
Place: Madrid (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11132 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11132 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6741

Video number 05502
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names:
Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941

Topic:
Coaches -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty -- Spain
Streets -- Spain
Weddings -- Spain

Place:
Madrid (Spain)
Spain

[Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11133 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11133 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6742

Video number 05503
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941

Topic: Coaches -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty -- Spain
Streets -- Spain
Weddings -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11134 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11134 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6743

Video number 05504

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941

Topic: Coaches -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty -- Spain
Streets -- Spain
Weddings -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11135 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11135 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 6744  
Video number 05505  
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].  
Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941  
Topic: Coaches -- Spain  
Horses -- Spain  
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO  
Royalty -- Spain  
Streets  
Weddings -- Spain  
Place: Madrid (Spain)  
Spain  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11136 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): [Wedding of King Alfonso.] 11136 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 6745  
Video number 05506  
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].  
Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941  
Topic: Coaches -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty -- Spain
Streets -- Spain
Weddings -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11138 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11138 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6746

Video number 05507

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941

Topic: Coaches -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
ROYAL WEDDING OF ALFONSO
Royalty -- Spain
Streets -- Spain
Weddings -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6747

Video number 05508

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11139 Interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11139 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6748

Video number 05509

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11140 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11140 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6749

Video number 05510
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
      BULL FIGHT SPAIN
      Bullfights -- Spain
      Crowds -- Spain
      Horses -- Spain
      Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
      Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11141 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11141 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6750

Video number 05511
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
      BULL FIGHT SPAIN
      Bullfights -- Spain
      Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11142 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11142 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6751

Video number 05512

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11143 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11143 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6752

Video number 05513

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
       BULL FIGHT SPAIN
       Bullfights -- Spain
       Crowds -- Spain
       Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11144 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11144 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6753

Video number 05514

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
       BULL FIGHT SPAIN
       Bullfights -- Spain
       Crowds -- Spain
       Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid. Active no. 11145 : stereo Interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid. Active no. 11145 : stereo Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6754

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11146 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11146 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6755

Video number 05516

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11147 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11147 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6756

Video number 05517

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11148 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11148 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6757

Video number 05518

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].
Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11149 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11149 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6758

Video number 05519

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid] 11150 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid] 11150 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6759

Video number 05520

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
       BULL FIGHT SPAIN
       Bullfights -- Spain
       Crowds -- Spain
       Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid.] 11151 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid.] 11151 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6760

Video number 05521

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
       BULL FIGHT SPAIN
       Bullfights -- Spain
       Crowds -- Spain
       Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid.] 11152 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid.] 11152 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6761
Video number 05522
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain
Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight, Madrid.] 11153 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Bullfight, Madrid.] 11153 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6762
Video number 05523
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
BULL FIGHT SPAIN
Bullfights -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain
Place: Madrid (Spain) Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight] 11154 stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Bullfight] 11154 stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6763

Video number 05524

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain BULL FIGHT SPAIN Bullfights -- Spain Crowds -- Spain Stadia -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain) Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bullfight in Madrid.] 11155 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Bullfight in Madrid.] 11155 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6764

Video number 05525
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

**Topic:** Arenas -- Spain  
BULL FIGHT SPAIN  
Bullfights -- Spain  
Crowds -- Spain  
Stadia -- Spain

**Place:** Madrid (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Fuente de Neptune, Plaza de Canova del Castillo. 11156 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s):* Fuente de Neptune, Plaza de Canova del Castillo. 11156 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 6765

Video number 05526

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

**Topic:** Fountains -- Spain  
Plazas -- Spain  
SPAIN SERIES  
Streets -- Spain

**Place:** Madrid (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

*Street scene.* 11157 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s):* Street scene.* 11157 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6766

Video number 05527

Same as RSN 6767.

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11157 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11157 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6767

Video number 05528

Same as RSN 6766.

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11158 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11158 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6768

Video number 05529
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Spain
      Carts -- Spain
      Horses -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES
      Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Gateway.] 11159 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Gateway.] 11159 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6769

Video number 05530
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arches -- Spain
      Carts -- Spain
      Gates -- Spain
      Horses
      SPAIN SERIES
Place: Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

San Jeronimo, Madrid, Espana. 11160 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): San Jeronimo, Madrid, Espana. 11160 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6770

Video number 05531

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Madrid (Spain)
San Jeronimo
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Stately building in Spain.] 11161 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Stately building in Spain.] 11161 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6771

Video number 05532

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].
[Street scene.] 11162 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11162 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6772

Video number 05533

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

[Street scene.] 11163 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11163 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6773

Video number 05534
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
SPAIN SERIES
Streets

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11164 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11164 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6774

Video number 05535

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Carts
Donkeys
SPAIN SERIES
Streets

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11165 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11165 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6775

Video number 05536
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Bridges
Buildings
SPAIN SERIES
Streets

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group standing under archway in Spain.] 11167 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Group standing under archway in Spain.] 11167 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6776

Video number 05537
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Same as RSN 6777.

Topic: Arches -- Spain
Children -- Spain
Family -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group standing under archway in Spain.] 11167 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Group standing under archway in Spain.] 11167 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6777

Video number 05538
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Same as RSN 6776.

Topic: Arches -- Spain
Children -- Spain
Family -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 11168 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Garden.] 11168 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6778

Video number 05539
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Spain
Children -- Spain
Gardens -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in city garden in Spain.] 11169 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Equestrian statue in city garden in Spain.] 11169 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6779

Video number 05540
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Spain
Children -- Spain
Gardens -- Spain
Monuments -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
statues -- Spain

Place: Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in city garden in Spain.] 11170 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Equestrian statue in city garden in Spain.] 11170 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6780

Video number 05541
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Spain  
Monuments -- Spain  
SPAIN SERIES  
statues -- Spain  

Place: Spain  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Garden.] 11171 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  

Image(s): [Garden.] 11171 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 6781  

Video number 05542  

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Gardens -- Spain  
Parks -- Spain  
SPAIN SERIES  
Walkways -- Spain  

Place: Jardin Botanico (Madrid, Spain)  
Madrid (Spain)  
Spain  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Garden.] 11172 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  

Image(s): [Garden.] 11172 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6782

Video number 05543

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Gardens -- Spain
Parks -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Walkways -- Spain

Place: Jardin Botanico (Madrid, Spain)
Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 11173 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Garden.] 11173 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6783

Video number 05544

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Gardens -- Spain
Parks -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Walkways -- Spain

Place: Jardin Botanico (Madrid, Spain)
Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 11174 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Garden.] 11174 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6784

Video number 05545

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Gardens -- Spain
       Parks -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
       Walkways -- Spain

Place: Jardín Botánico (Madrid, Spain)
       Madrid (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Garden.] 11175 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Garden.] 11175 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6785

Video number 05546

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Gardens -- Spain
       Parks -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
       Walkways -- Spain

Place: Jardín Botánico (Madrid, Spain)
Madrid (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 11176 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Garden.] 11176 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6786

Video number 05547
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:
Gardens -- Spain
Parks -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Walkways -- Spain

Place:
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 11177 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Garden.] 11177 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6787

Video number 05548
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].
[Celebratory street crowd in Spain.] 11178 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Celebratory street crowd in Spain.] 11178 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6788
VDF 05549
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

[Cathedral.] 11179 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Cathedral.] 11179 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6789
Video number 05550

Same as RSN 6790 and 6791.

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
       Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11179 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11179 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6790

Video number 05551

Same as RSN 6789 and 6791.

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
       Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11179 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11179 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6791

Video number 05552

Same as RSN 6789 and 6790.

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Celebration.] 11180 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Celebration.] 11180 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6792

Video number 05553

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Celebrations
Crowds
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Gateway.] 11181 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Gateway.] 11181 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6793

Video number 05554
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arches -- Spain
Gates -- Spain
Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11183 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11183 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6794

Video number 05555
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Celebrations
Royalty
SPAIN SERIES
Streets

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11183 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11183 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6795

Video number 05556

Same as RSN 6796.

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Horses -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11183 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11183 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6796

Video number 05557

Same as RSN 6795.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Horses -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES
      Streets -- Spain
Place: Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 11184 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 11184 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 6797

Video number 05558

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Cathedrals -- Spain
      SPAIN SERIES
      statues -- Spain
Place: Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11084 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11084 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 6798
Video number 05559

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

**Topic:** Horses -- Spain

**SPAIN SERIES**

**Streets -- Spain**

**Wagons -- Spain**

**Place:** Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Stereoscopic photographs**

[Street celebration in Spain.] 11185 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

**Image(s):** [Street celebration in Spain.] 11185 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 6799

Video number 05560

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

**Topic:** Celebrations

Flags

**SPAIN SERIES**

**Streets**

**Place:** Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Stereoscopic photographs**

[Street celebration in Spain.] 11186 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

**Image(s):** [Street celebration in Spain.] 11186 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6800

Video number 05561
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Celebrations
      Flags
      SPAIN SERIES
      Streets

Place: Calle Mayor (Madrid, Spain)
       Madrid (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11188 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11188 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6801

Video number 05562
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Celebrations
      SPAIN SERIES
      Streets

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11189 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11189 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6802

Video number 05563

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Celebrations

SPAIN SERIES

Streets

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11190 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11190 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6803

Video number 05564

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arches

Buildings

SPAIN SERIES

Streets

Place: Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11192 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11192 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6804
Video number 05565
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:
Buildings -- Spain
Celebrations -- Spain
Coaches -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streetcars -- Spain
Streets -- Spain

Place:
Spain

[Street scene.] 11193 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11193 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6805
Video number 05566
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].
 Topic: Buildings
Celebrations
SPAIN SERIES
Streets

Place: Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11195 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11195 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6806

Video number 05567

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

 Topic: Buildings
Celebrations
SPAIN SERIES
Streets

Place: Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11196 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11196 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6807
Video number 05568

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Spain
       Celebrations -- Spain
       Children -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
       Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Street celebration in Spain.] 11197 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street celebration in Spain.] 11197 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 6808

Video number 05569

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Spain
       Children -- Spain
       Flags -- Spain
       SPAIN SERIES
       Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11199 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11199 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 6809

Video number 05570

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

| Topic          | Buildings -- Spain
|                | Celebrations -- Spain
|                | Children -- Spain
|                | SPAIN SERIES
|                | Streets -- Spain

| Place         | Spain
| Genre/        | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
| Form          | Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11199 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11199 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 6810

Video number 05571

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

| Topic        | Celebrations
|              | Crowds
|              | SPAIN SERIES
|              | Streets

| Place       | Spain
| Genre/      | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
| Form        | Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11200 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11200 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6811

Video number 05572
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Celebrations -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
SPAIN SERIES
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Iberia.] 11351 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene in Iberia.] 11351 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6812

Video number 05573
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Monuments
Streets

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Street scene in Iberia.] 11352 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene in Iberia.] 11352 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6813
Video number 05574
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Monuments
Streets
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11353 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11353 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6814
Video number 05575
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Streets
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 11354 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Walkway] 11354 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6815

Video number 05576
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Gardens -- Iberia
Walkways -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11355 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11355 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6816

Video number 05577
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Streets
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11356 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11356 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6817

Video number 05578
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Streets
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument in city plaza in Spain.] 11357 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Tall monument in city plaza in Spain.] 11357 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6818

Video number 05579
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Monuments
Streets
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Iberia.] 11358 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene in Iberia.] 11358 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6819

Video number 05580
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Monuments
Streets
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River and gardens in Iberia.] 11400 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River and gardens in Iberia.] 11400 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6820

Video number 05581
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Boats -- Iberia
Bridges -- Iberia
Gardens -- Iberia
Rivers -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 11401 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

**Image(s):** [Waterscape.] 11401 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6821

Video number 05582

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

**Topic:** Arches -- Iberia
Boats -- Iberia
Buildings -- Iberia
Waterscapes -- Iberia

**Place:** Iberia

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 11402 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

**Image(s):** [Waterscape.] 11402 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6822

Video number 05583

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

**Topic:** Buildings
Sailboats
Waterscapes

**Place:** Iberia

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 11403 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 11403 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6823

Video number 05584
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Boats -- Iberia
Buildings -- Iberia
Waterscapes -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 11404 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Park.] 11404 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6824

Video number 05585
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
Parks -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 11405 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Park.] 11405 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6825

Video number 05586
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:
Buildings -- Iberia
Parks -- Iberia
Towers -- Iberia

Place:
Iberia

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 11406 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Park.] 11406 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6826

Video number 05587
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:
Buildings -- Iberia
Parks -- Iberia

Place:
Iberia

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 11407 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Park.] 11407 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6827
Video number 05588
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
Parks -- Iberia
Place: Iberia -- Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 11408 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 11408 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6828
Video number 05589
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 11409 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 11409 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6829
Video number 05590
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 11410 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 11410 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6830
Video number 05591
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue and gateway arch in Iberia.] 11411 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Equestrian statue and gateway arch in Iberia.] 11411 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6831

Video number 05592
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:
Arches -- Iberia
Monuments -- Iberia
Statues -- Iberia

Place:
Iberia

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Gateway arch in Iberia.] 11413 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Gateway arch in Iberia.] 11413 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6832

Video number 05593
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Same as RSN 6833.

Topic:
Arches -- Iberia
Monuments -- Iberia
Statues -- Iberia

Place:
Iberia

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Gateway arch in Iberia.] 11413 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Gateway arch in Iberia.] 11413 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6833

Video number 05594
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Same as RSN 6832.

Topic: Arches -- Iberia
Monuments -- Iberia
statues -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Gateway arch in Iberia.] 11414 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Gateway arch in Iberia.] 11414 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6834

Video number 05595
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arches -- Iberia
Crowds -- Iberia
Monuments -- Iberia
statues -- Iberia

Place: Iberia
[Plaza in Iberia.] 11415 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Plaza in Iberia.] 11415 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6835
Video number 05596
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Arches -- Iberia
Crowds -- Iberia
Horses -- Iberia
Monuments -- Iberia
statues -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

[Monument and building in Iberia.] 11416 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Monument and building in Iberia.] 11416 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6836
Video number 05597
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Monuments

Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11417 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11417 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6837
Video number 05598
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
Monuments -- Iberia
Plazas -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11418 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11418 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6838
Video number 05599
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
Monuments -- Iberia
Plazas -- Iberia

Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11419 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11419 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6839

Video number 05600

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:
Buildings -- Iberia
Monuments -- Iberia
Plazas -- Iberia

Place:
Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 62

RSN Numbers 6840-6945

Image(s):

[Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11420 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11420 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6840

Video number 05601

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:
Buildings -- Iberia
Monuments -- Iberia
Plazas -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11421 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11421 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6841

Video number 05602
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
Monuments -- Iberia
Plazas -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11422 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11422 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6842

Video number 05603
Same as RSN 6843.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Carts
Streets

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11422 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11422 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6843

Video number 05604
Same as RSN 6842.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Carts
Streets

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 11423 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 11423 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6844

Video number 05605
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].
Topic: Architecture -- Iberia
Ruins -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11424 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11424 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6845

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Streets

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument and buildings in Iberia. Active 11425 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6846

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Monuments -- Iberia
Parks -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia
[River in park in Iberia.] 11426 interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): [River in park in Iberia.] 11426 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 6847  
Video number 05608  
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].  
Topic: Parks -- Iberia  
Rivers -- Iberia  
Streets -- Iberia  
Place: Iberia  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Street scene.] 11427 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11427 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 6848  
Video number 05609  
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].  
Topic: Parks -- Iberia  
Streets -- Iberia  
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11428 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11428 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6849
Video number 05610
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Parks -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11429 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11429 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6850
Video number 05611
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Parks -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Monument and crowd in city park.] 11430 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Monument and crowd in city park.] 11430 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6851

Video number 05612

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Crowds -- Iberia
Monuments -- Iberia
Parks -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11431 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11431 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6852

Video number 05613

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Crowds -- Iberia
Parks -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Street scene.] 11432 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11432 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6853
Video number 05614
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Carriages -- Iberia
      Horses -- Iberia
      Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11433 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11433 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6854
Video number 05615
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Carriages -- Iberia
      Horses -- Iberia
      Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument and crowd in city park.] 11434 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Monument and crowd in city park.] 11434 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6855

Video number 05616

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Monuments -- Iberia
      Parks -- Iberia
      Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11435 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11435 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6856

Video number 05617

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Carriages -- Iberia
      Horses -- Iberia
      Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11436 Interpositive
**Series 1: H. C. White glass plates**

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

**NMAH.AC.0143**

---

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11436 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6857

Video number 05618

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

**Topic:** Parks -- Iberia

**Place:** Iberia

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Boats.] 11437 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Boats.] 11437 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6858

Video number 05619

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

**Topic:** Boats -- Iberia

**Place:** Iberia

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Architecture.] 11438 Interpositive

---
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 11438 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 6859
Video number 05620
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].
   Topic: Architecture
   Place: Iberia
   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 11439 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 11439 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 6860
Video number 05621
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].
   Topic: Architecture
   Place: Iberia
   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 11440 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 11440 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6861
Video number 05622
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 11441 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 11441 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6862
Video number 05623
Same as RSN 6863.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 11441 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 11441 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6863
Video number 05624
Same as RSN 6862.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Architecture
       Interior architecture
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 11442 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 11442 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6864
Video number 05625
Same as RSN 6865.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Architecture -- Iberia
       Buildings -- Iberia
       Parks -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park in Iberia.] 11442 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Park in Iberia.] 11442 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6865
Video number 05626
Same as RSN 6864.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Architecture -- Iberia
Buildings -- Iberia
Parks -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11443 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11443 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6866
Video number 05627
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
Carts -- Iberia
Horses -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11444 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11444 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6867

Video number 05628

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
Carts -- Iberia
Horses -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Architecture.} 11445 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Architecture.] 11445 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6868

Video number 05629

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 11446 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 11446 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6869

Video number 05630
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 11447 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 11447 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6870

Video number 05631
Same as RSN 6871, 6872, 6873 and 6874.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia
[Portrait.] 11447 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 11447 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6871
Video number 05632
Same as RSN 6870, 6872, 6873 and 6874.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Portrait.] 11447 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6873

Video number 05634
Same as RSN 6870, 6871, 6872 and 6874
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180]

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 11447 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 11447 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6874

Video number 05635
Same as RSN 6870, 6871, 6872 and 6874.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 11448 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 11448 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6875
Video number 05636
Same as RSN 6876 and 6877.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 11448 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 11448 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6876
Video number 05637
Same as RSN 6876 and 6877.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 11448 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 11448 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6877
Video number 05638
Same as RSN 6875 and 6876.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia

[Portrait.] 11449 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 11449 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6878
Video number 05639
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11450 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11450 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6879
Video number 05640
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Formations (Geology)
Streets

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 11451 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Garden.] 11451 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6880
Video number 05641
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
Gardens -- Iberia
Parks -- Iberia

Place: Iberia
[Street scene.] 11452 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11452 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6881
Video number 05642
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
Carts -- Iberia
Cathedrals -- Iberia
Cows -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11453 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11453 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6882
Video number 05643
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Belltowers -- Iberia
Buildings -- Iberia
Cathedrals -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 11454 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 11454 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6883

Video number 05644
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Bridges
Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 11455 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 11455 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6884

Video number 05645
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].
[Portrait.] 11456 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6885

Video number 05646

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180]

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 11457 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 11457 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6886

Video number 05647

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Portraits

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Iberia.] 11458 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River and bridge in Iberia.] 11458 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6887
Video number 05648
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:      Bridges -- Iberia
            Rivers -- Iberia
            Streets

Place:      Iberia

Genre/      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:       Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Iberia.] 11459 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River and bridge in Iberia.] 11459 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6888
Video number 05649
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:      Bridges -- Iberia
            Rivers -- Iberia
            Streets

Place:      Iberia

Genre/      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:       Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Iberia.] 11460 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River and bridge in Iberia.] 11460 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 6889
Video number 05650
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

   Topic: Boats -- Iberia
   Bridges -- Iberia
   Rivers -- Iberia
   Place: Iberia
   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Iberia.] 11461 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River and bridge in Iberia.] 11461 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 6890
Video number 05651
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

   Topic: Boats -- Iberia
   Bridges -- Iberia
   Rivers -- Iberia
   Place: Iberia
   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 11462 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Walkway.] 11462 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6891

Video number 05652

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Bridges -- Iberia
       Walkways -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 11463 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Walkway.] 11463 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6892

Video number 05653

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Bridges -- Iberia
       Walkways -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia.] 11464 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11464 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6893

Video number 05654
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Rivers -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia.] 11465 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11465 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6894

Video number 05655
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Rivers -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia. Active no. 11466 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6895
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Boats -- Iberia
       Bridges -- Iberia
       Rivers -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia.] 11467 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11467 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6896
Video number 05657
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Rivers -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia.] 11468 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11468 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6897
Video number 05658
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Rivers -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Iberia.] 11469 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River and bridge in Iberia.] 11469 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6898
Video number 05659
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Bridges -- Iberia
Rivers -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia.] 11470 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11470 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6899

Video number 05660

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:
Rivers -- Iberia

Place:
Iberia

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11471 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11471 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6900

Video number 05661

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:
Parks -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia
statues -- Iberia

Place:
Iberia

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11472 Interpositive
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11472 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6901
Video number 05662
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Parks -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11473 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11473 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6902
Video number 05663
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Streets
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia.] 11474 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11474 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6903
Video number 05664
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Boats -- Iberia
Rivers -- Iberia
Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 11475 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 11475 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6904
Video number 05665
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Place: Iberia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia.] 11476 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11476 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 6905
Video number 05666
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].
  Topic: Boats -- Iberia
        Rivers -- Iberia
  Place: Iberia
  Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia.] 11477 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11477 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 6906
Video number 05667
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].
  Topic: Boats -- Iberia
        Rivers -- Iberia
        Ships -- Iberia
  Place: Iberia
  Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia. Active no. 11478 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6907
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Boats -- Iberia
Rivers -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11479 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11479 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6908
Video number 05669
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Streets

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11480 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11480 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6909

Video number 05670
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Iberia
       Horses -- Iberia
       Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man standing before tower.] Caption 11481? : Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Man standing before tower.] Caption 11481? : Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6910

Video number 05671
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Monuments -- Iberia
       Streets -- Iberia
       Towers -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11482 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11482 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 6911

Video number 05672
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

  Topic:  Cathedrals -- Iberia
          Streets -- Iberia
  Place:  Iberia
  Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Form:  Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11483 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11483 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 6912

Video number 05673
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

  Topic:  Buildings
          Streets
  Place:  Iberia
  Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Form:  Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11484 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11484 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6913

Video number 05674
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings
Carts
Cows
Streets

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] 11485 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Plaza.] 11485 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6914

Video number 05675
Same as RSN 6915.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
Plazas -- Iberia
statues -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Plaza.] 11485 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Plaza.] 11485 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6915

Video number 05676

Same as RSN 6914.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
       Plazas -- Iberia
       statues -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11486 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Monument and buildings in Iberia.] 11486 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6916

Video number 05677

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Buildings -- Iberia
       Monuments -- Iberia
       Plazas -- Iberia
       statues -- Iberia

Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 11487 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 11487 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6917

Video number 05678
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Place: Iberia

[Street scene.] 11488 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11488 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6918

Video number 05679
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Streets
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[River in Iberia.] 11489 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11489 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6919

Video number 05680
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:
Boats -- Iberia
Formations (Geology) -- Iberia
Rivers -- Iberia
Walkways -- Iberia

Place:
Iberia

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia.] 11490 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11490 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6920

Video number 05681
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic:
Boats -- Iberia
Bridges -- Iberia
Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Iberia
Rivers -- Iberia

Place:
Iberia
[River in Iberia.] 11491 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11491 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6921

Video number 05682
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180],

Topic: Boats -- Iberia
       Bridges -- Iberia
       Parks -- Iberia
       Rivers -- Iberia
Place: Iberia

[Street scene.] 11492 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 11492 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6922

Video number 05683
Same as RSN 6923.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Children -- Iberia
       Streets -- Iberia
Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11492 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11492 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6923

Video number 05684
Same as RSN 6922.
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Children -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Iberia.] 11494 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River in Iberia.] 11494 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6924

Video number 05685
Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Bridges -- Iberia
Parks -- Iberia
Rivers -- Iberia
Walkways -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11493 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11493 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6925

Video number 05686

Currently stored in box 1.2.5 [180].

Topic: Markets -- Iberia
Streets -- Iberia

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking east down the Grand Canyon from the brink of Lower Falls. 12090 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking east down the Grand Canyon from the brink of Lower Falls. 12090 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6926

Video number 05867

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Point Lookout and beautiful Lower Falls, Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone. 12091 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Point Lookout and beautiful Lower Falls, Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone. 12091 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6927

Video number 05868

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Waterfalls
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Superb Lower Falls of the Yellowstone (312 ft. high), Grand Canyon. 12092 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Superb Lower Falls of the Yellowstone (312 ft. high), Grand Canyon. 12092 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6928
Video number 05869
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Waterfalls
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Lower Falls (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From bottom of Grand Canyon looking up to Red Rock and Pt. Lookout. 12093 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): From bottom of Grand Canyon looking up to Red Rock and Pt. Lookout. 12093 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6929
Video number 05870
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
Lovely Crystal Cascade, near the Grand Canyon. 12094 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Lovely Crystal Cascade, near the Grand Canyon. 12094 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6930
Video number 05871
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Crags and pinnacles where Eagles build their nests, Grand Canyon. 12095 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Crags and pinnacles where Eagles build their nests, Grand Canyon. 12095 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6931

Video number 05872
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking east down the Grand Canyon from Grand View. 12096 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking east down the Grand Canyon from Grand View. 12096 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6932

Video number 05873
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Ruins--Picturesque crags and peaks of the Grand Canyon. [Active No. 12097 : stereo interpositive.,] 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6933

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

S.W. up the Canyon from Inspiration Point--Top of Lower Falls in distance. 12098 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): S.W. up the Canyon from Inspiration Point--Top of Lower Falls in distance. 12098 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6934

Video number 05875

Same as RSN 6935.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

S.W. up the Canyon from Inspiration Point--Top of Lower Falls in distance.
[Active no. 12098 : stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (3–3/4" x 7").

Image(s): S.W. up the Canyon from Inspiration Point--Top of Lower Falls in distance. [Active no. 12098 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6935

Same as RSN 6934.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The wild, rugged Canyon of the Yellowstone, N.W. from Inspiration Point.
[Active no. 12099: stereo interpositive.], 1904

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The wild, rugged Canyon of the Yellowstone, N.W. from Inspiration Point. [Active no. 12099: stereo interpositive.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6936

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Petrified trees near Yancey's. 12100 photonegative, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Petrified trees near Yancey's. 12100 photonegative 1904

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6937

Same as RSN 8174 and 8175; NOTE: THIS IS A PHOTONEGATIVE!

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone Park
Petrified trees
Rocks
YELLOWSTONE PARK SERIES

Place: Yancey's
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Eagle's Nest, Gardiner River Canyon. [Active no. 12101: stereo interpositive.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Eagle's Nest, Gardiner River Canyon. [Active no. 12101: stereo interpositive.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6938

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Bridges -- Yellowstone National Park
Canyons
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Eagle's Nest Rock (Gardiner River Canyon, Montana)
Gardiner River Canyon (Yellowstone National Park, Montana)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Orange Geyser (boiling spring), Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12102 : stereo interpositive.], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Orange Geyser (boiling spring), Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 12102 : stereo interpositive.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6939

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Springs -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park, Wyo.)
Orange Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Prismatic Lake--noted for colored shores, water and steam. [Active no. 12103: stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Prismatic Lake--noted for colored shores, water and steam. [Active no. 12103: stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6940

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Lakes -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Prismatic Lake
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hell's Half Acre (steaming crater of Excelsior Geyser) in the wonderful Yellowstone Park. 12104 interpositive, 1904.
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Hell's Half Acre (steaming crater of Excelsior Geyser) in the wonderful Yellowstone Park. 12104 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6941
Video number 05881
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
      Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
      YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc
Place: Excelsior Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
      Hell's Half Acre (Yellowstone National Park)
      Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Striking Cone of the Grotto Geyser--showing its numerous vents. 12105 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Striking Cone of the Grotto Geyser--showing its numerous vents. 12105 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6942
Video number 05882
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
      Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
THE ECONOMIC GEYSER, an example of a common type of small geysers.  
12107 interpositive, 1904
Image(s): The Economic Geyser, an example of a common type of small geysers. 12107 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6944
Video number 05884
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc
Place: Economic Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Old wooden Arch Bridge over branch of the Yellowstone River near Grand Canyon. 12108 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Old wooden Arch Bridge over branch of the Yellowstone River near Grand Canyon. 12108 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6945
Video number 05885
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Bridges -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 63

RSN Numbers 6946-7044

Image(s)

Looking up the Grand Canyon from Artist's Point to the Lower Falls. 12109 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking up the Grand Canyon from Artist's Point to the Lower Falls. 12109 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6946

Video number 05886

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Waterfalls
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Lower Falls (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone River

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nature's architecture--the Grand Canyon of the Colorado from Sentinel Point. [Active no. 12201 : stereo interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6947
Similar to RSN 1132.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Sentinel Point (Grand Canyon)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A region of shadow and mystery--Grand Canyon west from Rowe Pt. 12202 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A region of shadow and mystery--Grand Canyon west from Rowe Pt. 12202 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6948
Video number 05888
Similar to RSN 1133; same as RSN 6949 and 6950.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
A region of shadow and mystery--Grand Canyon west from Rowe Pt.
12202 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): A region of shadow and mystery--Grand Canyon west from Rowe Pt. 12202 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6949

Video number 05889

Similar to RSN 1133; same as RSN 6948 and 6950.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

A region of shadow and mystery--Grand Canyon west from Rowe Pt.
12202 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A region of shadow and mystery--Grand Canyon west from Rowe Pt. 12202 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6950
Video number 05890
Similar to RSN 1133; same as RSN 6948 and 6949.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Rowe Pt

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Castellated battlements and mighty buttresses--north over Grand Canyon, from Rowe Pt. 12203 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Castellated battlements and mighty buttresses--north over Grand Canyon, from Rowe Pt. 12203 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6951
Video number 05891
Similar to RSN 1134.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formation (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Rowe Pt

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Afternoon shadows--north across Grand Canyon from Bright Angel. 12204 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Afternoon shadows--north across Grand Canyon from Bright Angel. 12204 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6952

Video number 05892

Similar to RSN 1135.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formation (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Bright Angel (Grand Canyon, Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bright Angel Cove and North Rim, a favorite view of the tourist. 12205 Interpositive, 1904
Image(s): Bright Angel Cove and North Rim, a favorite view of the tourist. 12205 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6953

Video number 05893
Similar to RSN 1136.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Bright Angel (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

N.W. down the Granite Gorge from Plateau below Bright Angel. 12206 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): N.W. down the Granite Gorge from Plateau below Bright Angel. 12206 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6954

Video number 05894
Similar to RSN 1137.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** Canyons -- Arizona  
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona  
GRAND CANYON SERIES  
Parks -- Arizona  
Rivers -- Arizona

**Place:** Arizona  
Bright Angel (Grand Canyon, Arizona)  
Grand Canyon (Arizona)  
Granite Gorge (Arizona)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Descending the "Devil's Corkscrew" on the lower Bright Angel trail. 12207 Interpositive, 1904  
*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*  
**Image(s):** Descending the "Devil's Corkscrew" on the lower Bright Angel trail. 12207 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 6955

**Video number** 05895

**Similar to** RSN 1138.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** Canyons -- Arizona  
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona  
GRAND CANYON SERIES  
Parks -- Arizona

**Place:** Arizona  
Bright Angel Trail (Grand Canyon, Arizona)  
Devil's Corkscrew (Grand Canyon, Arizona)  
Grand Canyon (Arizona)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Colorado river, foot of Bright Angel Trail--up to Zoroaster's Tower. 12208 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Colorado river, foot of Bright Angel Trail--up to Zoroaster's Tower. 12208 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6956
Video number 05896
Similar to RSN 1139.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Bright Angel Trail (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
Colorado River
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Zoroaster Tower

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Jacob's Ladder," a steep point in the Bright Angel trail. 12209 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "Jacob's Ladder," a steep point in the Bright Angel trail. 12209 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6957

Video number 05897

Similar to RSN 1140.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
       GRAND CANYON SERIES
       Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Bright Angel Trail (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
       Grand Canyon (Arizona)
       Jacob's Ladder (Grand Canyon, Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The approaching storm, 20 miles distant--in Bright Angel Canyon. 12210 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The approaching storm, 20 miles distant--in Bright Angel Canyon. 12210 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6958

Video number 05898

Similar to RSN 1141.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
       GRAND CANYON SERIES
       Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Bright Angel Canyon (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
       Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bright Angel Canyon looking across the Grand Canyon from O'Neil's Pt. 12211 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Bright Angel Canyon looking across the Grand Canyon from O'Neil's Pt. 12211 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 6959

Video number 05899

Similar to RSN 1142; same as RSN 6960 and 6961

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22]

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Bright Angel Canyon (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
O'Neil's Pt

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bright Angel Canyon looking across the Grand Canyon from O'Neil's Pt. 12211 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Bright Angel Canyon looking across the Grand Canyon from O'Neil's Pt. 12211 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6960

Video number 05900

Similar to RSN 1142; same as RSN 6959 and 6961.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology)
       GRAND CANYON SERIES
       Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Bright Angel Canyon (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
       Grand Canyon (Arizona)
       O'Neil's Pt

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bright Angel Canyon looking across the Grand Canyon from O'Neil's Pt. 12211 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Bright Angel Canyon looking across the Grand Canyon from O'Neil's Pt. 12211 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6961

Video number 05901

Similar to RSN 1142; same as RSN 6959 and 6960.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology)
       GRAND CANYON SERIES
       Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Bright Angel Canyon (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
O'Neil's Pt

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The rim of a tremendous abyss--O'Neil's Pt., west (down) to Pt. Sublime. 12212 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The rim of a tremendous abyss--O'Neil's Pt., west (down) to Pt. Sublime. 12212 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6962

Video number 05902

Similar to RSN 1143.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona Formations (Geology) GRAND CANYON SERIES Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
O'Neil's Pt
Pt. Sublime

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The rim of the canyon--looking from O'Neil's to Yaqui Pt. 12213 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The rim of the canyon--looking from O'Neil's to Yaqui Pt. 12213 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6963

Video number 05903

Similar to RSN 1144.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
O'Neil's Pt
Yaqui Pt

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Newberry's Terrace and Vishnu's Temple, looking East from O'Neil's Pt.
12214 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Newberry's Terrace and Vishnu's Temple, looking East from O'Neil's Pt. 12214 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6964

Video number 05904
Similar to RSN 1145.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
      Formations (Geology)
      GRAND CANYON SERIES
      Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
      Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
      Newberry Terrace
      O'Neil's Pt
      Vishnu's Temple

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

When the storm clouds hang low--looking across Grand Canyon from Bright Angel. 12215 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): When the storm clouds hang low--looking across Grand Canyon from Bright Angel. 12215 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6965

Video number 05905

Similar to RSN 1146 and 6966.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
      Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
      GRAND CANYON SERIES
      Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
      Bright Angel (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
      Grand Canyon (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
When the storm clouds hang low--looking across Grand Canyon from Bright Angel. 12215 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): When the storm clouds hang low--looking across Grand Canyon from Bright Angel. 12215 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6966

Video number 05906

Similar to RSN 1146 and 6965.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
       GRAND CANYON SERIES
       Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Bright Angel (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
       Grand Canyon (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Carved by nature's mighty forces--Grand Canyon from head of Grand View Trail. 12216 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Carved by nature's mighty forces--Grand Canyon from head of Grand View Trail. 12216 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6967
Video number 05907

Similar to RSN 1147.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
    Formations (Geology)
    GRAND CANYON SERIES
    Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
    Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
    Grand View Trail (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Nature's grandest sculpture--the Grand Canyon of the Colorado from Grand View Pt. 12217 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Nature's grandest sculpture--the Grand Canyon of the Colorado from Grand View Pt. 12217 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 6968

Video number 05908

Similar to RSN 1148.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
    Formations (Geology)
    GRAND CANYON SERIES
    Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
    Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
    Grand View Pt. (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Grand View Pt., head of Grand View trail, one mile above the river. 12218 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Grand View Pt., head of Grand View trail, one mile above the river. 12218 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6969

Video number 05909

Similar to RSN 1149.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Grand View Pt. (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Descending Copper Mine Trail, showing distant North Rim. 12219 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Descending Copper Mine Trail, showing distant North Rim. 12219 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6970
Video number 05910

Similar to RSN 1150.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology)
       GRAND CANYON SERIES
       Mules -- Arizona
       Parks -- Arizona
       Trails -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Copper Mine Trail (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
       Grand Canyon (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The "Double Crib," Copper Mine trail, in the precipitous walls of the Grand Canyon. 12220 Interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): The "Double Crib," Copper Mine trail, in the precipitous walls of the Grand Canyon. 12220 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 6971

Video number 05911

Similar to RSN 1152.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology)
       GRAND CANYON SERIES
       Mules -- Arizona
       Parks -- Arizona
       Trails -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Copper Mine Trail (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
       Grand Canyon (Arizona)
"The Big Fill," a fine piece of trail construction, Grand View trail. [Active no. 12221 : stereo interpositive.,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6972
Similar to RSN 1155.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
Canyons
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Mules
Parks
Trails

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Grand View Trail (Arizona)

Dendritic stalagmites in the limestone cave, Grand View trail into the Grand Canyon. 12224 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Dendritic stalagmites in the limestone cave, Grand View trail into the Grand Canyon. 12224 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6973

Video number 05913

Similar to RSN 1156.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Caves -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
       GRAND CANYON SERIES
       Stalagmites -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
       Grand View Trail (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The beginning of the Granite Gorge, E.N.E. from Grand View trail. 12225
Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The beginning of the Granite Gorge, E.N.E. from Grand View trail. 12225 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6974

Video number 05914

Similar to RSN 1157.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology)
       GRAND CANYON SERIES
       Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
       Grand View Trail (Arizona)
       Granite Gorge (Arizona)
Faults in the Serpentine—looking across the gorge. 12226 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Faults in the Serpentine—looking across the gorge. 12226 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6975

Video number 05915

Similar to RSN 1158.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Angel's Gateway and Newberry Terrace from the Plateau. Active no. 12227 : stereo Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Angel's Gateway and Newberry Terrace from the Plateau. Active no. 12227 : stereo Interpositive, 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6976

Similar to RSN 1159.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
- Canyons -- Arizona
- Formations (Geology)
- GRAND CANYON SERIES
- Mules -- Arizona
- Parks -- Arizona

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
- Angels' Gateway (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
- Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Arizona)
- Newberry Terrace

Newberry Terrace and Vishnu's Temple--showing nonconformable granite. 12228 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Newberry Terrace and Vishnu's Temple--showing nonconformable granite. 12228 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6977

Video number 05917

Similar to RSN 1160.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
- Canyons -- Arizona
- Formations (Geology)
- GRAND CANYON SERIES
- Parks -- Arizona

Place:
- Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
- Newberry Terrace
- Vishnu's Temple
Resistless muddy waters of the Colorado, ever cutting away the river bed.
12229 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Resistless muddy waters of the Colorado, ever cutting away the river bed. 12229 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6978

Video number 05918

Similar to RSN 1161.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
- Canyons -- Arizona
- Formations (Geology)
- GRAND CANYON SERIES
- Parks -- Arizona
- Rapids -- Arizona
- Rivers -- Arizona

Place:
- Arizona
- Colorado River (Arizona)
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

One of nature's marvellous monuments, near Grand View, on the rim of the Canyon. 12230 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): One of nature's marvellous monuments, near Grand View, on the rim of the Canyon. 12230 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6979

Video number 05919

Similar to RSN 1162; same as RSN 6980.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona
Rocks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Grand View (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of nature's marvellous monuments, near Grand View, on the rim of the Canyon. 12230 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): One of nature's marvellous monuments, near Grand View, on the rim of the Canyon. 12230 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6980

Video number 05920

Similar to RSN 1162; same as RSN 6979.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona
Rocks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Evening shadows—a view at sunset from Grand View Hotel. 12231 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Evening shadows—a view at sunset from Grand View Hotel. 12231 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 6981
Video number 05921
Similar to RSN 1163.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22]
Names: Grand View Hotel (Arizona)
Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Castles at Hance's Cove. 12232 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The Castles at Hance's Cove. 12232 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6982

Video number 05922

Similar to RSN 1164.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Hance's Cove (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ayer's Park, a detached mountain 5,000 ft. high, in the Grand Canyon.
12233 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4″ x 7″)

Image(s): Ayer's Park, a detached mountain 5,000 ft. high, in the Grand Canyon. 12233 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6983

Similar to RSN 1165.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Ayer's Park (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A stupendous spectacle—the Grand Canyon, N.W. from Hance's Cove. 12235 Interpositive, 1904
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A stupendous spectacle—the Grand Canyon, N.W. from Hance's Cove. 12235 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6984

Video number 05924
Similar to RSN 1168.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Hance's Cove (Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ayer's Park and Cape Split from the rim trail. 12236 Interpositive, 1904
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ayer's Park and Cape Split from the rim trail. 12236 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6985
Video number 05925

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Ayer's Park (Arizona)
Cape Split (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Most tremendous of earth gulfs--Grand Canyon, North over Red Canyon, 1904
12237 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Most tremendous of earth gulfs--Grand Canyon, North over Red Canyon, 12237 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6986

Video number 05926

Similar to RSN 1169.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Red Canyon

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Earth’Gulf of Arizona--Grand Canyon of the Colorado, S.W. from Bissell's Pt. 12238 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The Earth’Gulf of Arizona--Grand Canyon of the Colorado, S.W. from Bissell's Pt. 12238 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6987

Video number 05927

Similar to RSN 1170.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22]

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON SERIES
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Bissell's Point (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The winding Colorado--looking E.N.E. up the river from Bissell's Pt. 12240 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The winding Colorado--looking E.N.E. up the river from Bissell's Pt. 12240 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6988
Video number 05928

Similar to RSN 1171.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:**  Canyons -- Arizona  
GRAND CANYON SERIES  
Parks -- Arizona  
Rivers -- Arizona

**Place:**  Arizona  
Bissell's Point (Arizona)  
Colorado River (Arizona)  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:**  Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Titan of chasms--Grand Canyon from Moran's to Bissell's Pt. 12241  
Interpositive, 1904  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s): Titan of chasms--Grand Canyon from Moran's to Bissell's Pt. 12241 Interpositive 1904.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 6989

Video number 05929

Similar to RSN 1172.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:**  Canyons -- Arizona  
GRAND CANYON SERIES  
Parks -- Arizona

**Place:**  Arizona  
Bissell's Point (Arizona)  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)  
Moran's Point

**Genre/Form:**  Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the brink of a tremendous precipice, Grand View trail to gorge. 12244 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): On the brink of a tremendous precipice, Grand View trail to gorge. 12244 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6990

Video number 05930
Similar to RSN 1173.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
- Canyons -- Arizona
- Donkeys -- Arizona
- Formations (Geology)
- GRAND CANYON SERIES
- Parks -- Arizona
- Tourists -- Arizona

Place:
- Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
- Grand View Trail (Arizona)

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

A vision of a lower world--a rift in the clouds. 12246 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): A vision of a lower world--a rift in the clouds. 12246 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6991

Video number 05931

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
- Canyons -- Arizona
- Formations (Geology)
- GRAND CANYON SERIES
- Parks -- Arizona

Place:
- Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The dining-room, El Tovar Hotel. [Active no. 12248 : stereo interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The dining-room, El Tovar Hotel. [Active no. 12248 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6992

Similar to RSN 1174.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Names:
- El Tovar Hotel (Grand Canyon, Arizona)

Topic:
- Architecture -- Arizona
- Dining rooms -- Arizona
- GRAND CANYON SERIES
- Hotels -- Arizona
- Interior architecture -- Arizona
- Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Arizona

Place:
- Arizona
- Grand Canyon (Arizona)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
Harvey's famous Indian store, Albuquerque [craft shop]. Active no. 12276 : stereo interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Harvey's famous Indian store, Albuquerque [craft shop]. Active no. 12276 : stereo interpositive, 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 6993
Video number 05933
Similar to RSN 1125.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Harvey's (Indian store)
Topic: Handicraft -- New Mexico
Indians of North America -- New Mexico
Markets -- New Mexico -- Albuquerque
NEW MEXICO
Stores -- New Mexico
Place: Albuquerque (New Mexico)
New Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Square and Spanish Church, Old Town, Albuquerque. Active no. 12277 : stereo interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Square and Spanish Church, Old Town, Albuquerque. Active no. 12277 : stereo interpositive, 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6994
RSN 6994

Video number 05934

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Similar to RSN 1126.

Topic:
- Churches -- New Mexico
- Horses -- New Mexico
- NEW MEXICO
- Plazas -- New Mexico
- Streets -- New Mexico

Place:
- Albuquerque (N.M.)
- New Mexico

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Pueblo Indian woman firing pottery, Isleta. 12278 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Pueblo Indian woman firing pottery, Isleta. 12278 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 6995

Video number 05935

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
- Artisans -- New Mexico
- Indians of North America -- New Mexico
- NEW MEXICO
- Pottery -- New Mexico

Place:
- Isleta (New Mexico)
- New Mexico
- Pueblo Indians

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Old Pueblo Indian and Spanish adobe church, Isleta. 12279 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Old Pueblo Indian and Spanish adobe church, Isleta. 12279 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6996
Video number 05936
Similar to RSN 1128.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
Adobe -- New Mexico
Churches -- Catholic -- New Mexico
Indians of North America -- New Mexico
NEW MEXICO
Portraits -- New Mexico

Place:
Isleta Indians (New Mexico)
New Mexico
Puebla (New Mexico)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Powerful freight locomotives ready to haul train up mountain grades. 12280 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Powerful freight locomotives ready to haul train up mountain grades. 12280 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 6997
Video number 05937
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
Topic: NEW MEXICO
Railroads -- New Mexico
Trains -- New Mexico

Place: New Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The State Capitol Building, Denver. 12351 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6998

Video number 05938
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Architecture
COLORADO
Capitols

Place: Colorado
Denver (Colo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The famous Georgetown Ry. Loop in Rocky Mts. (ascends 700 ft. in 4 miles), looking North. 12352 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The famous Georgetown Ry. Loop in Rocky Mts. (ascends 700 ft. in 4 miles), looking North. 12352 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 6999

Video number 05939
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** Bridges -- Colorado.  
COLORADO  
Mountains -- Colorado  
Railroads -- Colorado

**Place:** Colorado  
Georgetown (Colorado)  
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Three track levels--looking S.E. over lower end of the Georgetown Loop.  
12353 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Three track levels--looking S.E. over lower end of the Georgetown Loop. 12353 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 7000

**Video number** 05940

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** Bridges -- Colorado.  
COLORADO  
Mountains -- Colorado  
Railroads -- Colorado

**Place:** Colorado  
Georgetown (Colorado)  
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Mountain walled Georgetown, East from the "Loop" trestle. 12354 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mountain walled Georgetown, East from the "Loop" trestle. 12354 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7001

Video number 05941

Same as RSN 7002.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Georgetown (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photosographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mountain walled Georgetown, East from the "Loop" trestle. 12354 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mountain walled Georgetown, East from the "Loop" trestle. 12354 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7002

Video number 05942

Same as RSN 7001.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
End of the Co. Southern Ry.'s "Loop" at Silver Plume (Altitude 9175 ft.)
12355 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): End of the Co. Southern Ry.'s "Loop" at Silver Plume (Altitude 9175 ft.) 12355 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7003

Video number 05943
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Manitou, a popular resort in the foothills of the Rockies. 12356 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Manitou, a popular resort in the foothills of the Rockies. 12356 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7004

Video number 05944

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Resorts -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Manitou (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Narrows of Williams Canyon, Manitou. 12357 Interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Narrows of Williams Canyon, Manitou. 12357 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7005

Video number 05945

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Manitou (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
Williams Canyon (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Looking S.E. over Williams Canyon and Manitou--Slopes of Pike's Peak on right. 12358 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking S.E. over Williams Canyon and Manitou--Slopes of Pike's Peak on right. 12358 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7006
Video number 05946
Same as RSN 7007.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Manitou (Colorado)
Pike's Peak (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
Williams Canyon (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking S.E. over Williams Canyon and Manitou--Slopes of Pike's Peak on right. 12358 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking S.E. over Williams Canyon and Manitou--Slopes of Pike's Peak on right. 12358 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7007
Video number 05947
Same as RSN 7006; NOTE: RSN 7008 not used.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** COLORADO  
Canyons -- Colorado  
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado  
Mountains -- Colorado

**Place:** Colorado  
Manitou (Colorado)  
Pike’s Peak (Colorado)  
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)  
Williams Canyon (Colorado)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

*Balanced Rock--Curious result of erosion, Garden of the Gods. 12359*  
*Interpositive, 1904  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 7009

**Video number 05948**

Similar to RSN 905; same as RSN 7010.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** Burros -- Colorado  
COLORADO  
Donkeys -- Colorado  
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado  
Rocks -- Colorado  
Tourists -- Colorado

**Place:** Balanced Rock (Garden of the Gods, Colorado)  
Colorado  
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Balanced Rock--Curious result of erosion, Garden of the Gods. 12359
Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7010
Video number 05949
Similar to RSN 905; same as RSN 7009.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Burros -- Colorado
COLORADO
Donkeys -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
Tourists -- Colorado

Place: Balanced Rock (Garden of the Gods, Colorado)
Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Balanced Rock and Observation Point, Garden of the Gods. 12360
Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Balanced Rock and Observation Point, Garden of the Gods. 12360 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7011

Video number 05950

Similar to RSN 806; same as RSN 7012 and 7013.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burros -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORADO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkeys -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formations (Geology) -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocks -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourists -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balanced Rock (Garden of the Gods, Colorado)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation Point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Balanced Rock and Observation Point, Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12360: stereo Interpositive], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): Balanced Rock and Observation Point, Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12360: stereo Interpositive], 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7012

Similar to RSN 806; same as RSN 7011 and 7013.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burros -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORADO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkeys -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formations (Geology) -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocks -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourists -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balanced Rock (Garden of the Gods, Colorado)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)
Observation Point

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

Balanced Rock and Observation Point, Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12360: Stereo Interpositive], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7013

Similar to RSN 806; same as RSN 7011 and 7012.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
Burros -- Colorado
COLORADO
Donkeys -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
Tourists -- Colorado

Place:
Balanced Rock (Garden of the Gods, Colorado)
Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)
Observation Point

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

The Three Graces, Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12361: Stereo Interpositive], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7014

Similar to RSN 807.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Buggies -- Colorado
COLORADO
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Horses -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
Tourists -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)
Three Graces

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Imposing Cathedral Spires, Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12362: Stereo Interpositive]. 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7015

Similar to RSN 808.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
Among the curious rock formations of the Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12363: Stereo Interpositive], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Among the curious rock formations of the Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12363: Stereo Interpositive], 1904
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7016

Similar to RSN 810; same as RSN 7017 and 7018

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Among the curious rock formations of the Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12363: Stereo Interpositive]
Among the curious rock formations of the Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12363: Stereo Interpositive]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7017

Similar to RSN 810; same as RSN 7016 and 7018

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
               Formations (Geology)
               Rocks

Place: Colorado
               Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
               Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

Among the curious rock formations of the Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12363: Stereo Interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): Among the curious rock formations of the Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12363: Stereo Interpositive]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7018

Similar to RSN 810; same as RSN 7016 and 7017

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
               Formations (Geology)
               Rocks

Place: Colorado
               Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Major Duomo" Rock, Glen Eyrie. [Active no. 12364: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Major Duomo" Rock, Glen Eyrie. [Active no. 12364: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7019

Similar to RSN 811

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Names: Glen Eyrie (Colo.)

Topic: COLORADO
Formations (Geology)
Rocks

Place: Colorado
Major Duomo Rock

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gateway to Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12365: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Gateway to Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12365: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7020

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Formations (Geology)
Rocks

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Punch and Judy, Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12366: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Punch and Judy, Garden of the Gods. [Active no. 12366: Stereo Interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7021
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Formations (Geology)
Rocks

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)
Punch and Judy

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7022

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Formations (Geology)
Rocks

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ute Pass and Rainbow Falls, Manitou. [Active no. 12368: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Ute Pass and Rainbow Falls, Manitou. [Active no. 12368: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7023

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Passes -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
Waterfalls -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Manitou (Colorado)
Rainbow Falls
Ute Pass

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Above the Seven Falls, Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12369: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Above the Seven Falls, Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12369: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7024

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Rocks

Place: Cheyenne Canyon (Colorado)
Colorado
Seven Falls

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The first of the Seven Falls, Cheyenne Canyon [Active no. 12370: Stereo Interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The first of the Seven Falls, Cheyenne Canyon [Active no. 12370: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7025

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Rocks
Waterfalls

Place: Cheyenne Canyon (Colorado)
Colorado
Seven Falls

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The famous Royal Gorge, Canon of the Arkansas. [Active no. 12371: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The famous Royal Gorge, Canon of the Arkansas. [Active no. 12371: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7026

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Geological Formations -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado

Place: Arkansas Canyon
Colorado
Royal Gorge

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stupendous Cliffs and Walls of the Grand Canon of the Arkansas. 12372 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Stupendous Cliffs and Walls of the Grand Canon of the Arkansas. 12372 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7027
Eagle River Canon, showing miners' cabins and shaft houses on cliffs above. [Active no. 12373: Stereo Interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Eagle River Canon, showing miners' cabins and shaft houses on cliffs above. [Active no. 12373: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7028

Same as RSN 7029.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
Eagle River Canon, showing miners' cabins and shaft houses on cliffs above. [Active no. 12373: Stereo Interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Eagle River Canon, showing miners' cabins and shaft houses on cliffs above. [Active no. 12373: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7029

Same as RSN 7028.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Geological Formations -- Colorado
Mining -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Eagle River Canyon (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

The Tunnel into the California Mine, Eagle River Canon. [Active no. 12374: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7030

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Caves -- Colorado
At work in a stope of the California Mine, Eagle River Canon. [Active no. 12375: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): At work in a stope of the California Mine, Eagle River Canon. [Active no. 12375: Stereo Interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7031
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

A Tunnel into a Gold Mine, 1000 ft. underground, Eagle River Canon. [Active no. 12376: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): A Tunnel into a Gold Mine, 1000 ft. underground, Eagle River Canon. [Active no. 12376: Stereo Interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 7032

Same as RSN 7033.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
COLORADO
Caves -- Colorado
Gold -- Colorado
Laborers -- Colorado
Mining -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Eagle River Canyon (Colorado)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Tunnel into a Gold Mine, 1000 ft. underground, Eagle River Canon. [Active no. 12376: Stereo Interpositive]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A Tunnel into a Gold Mine, 1000 ft. underground, Eagle River Canon. [Active no. 12376: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7033

Same as RSN 7032.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
COLORADO
Caves -- Colorado
Gold -- Colorado
Laborers -- Colorado
Mining -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Eagle River Canyon (Colorado)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Down in a Colorado Gold Mine--taking out ore, Eagle River Canon. [Active no. 12377: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Down in a Colorado Gold Mine--taking out ore, Eagle River Canon. [Active no. 12377: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7034

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
   Caves -- Colorado
   Gold -- Colorado
   Laborers -- Colorado
   Mining -- Colorado
   Mountains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
   Eagle River Canyon (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Canon of the Grand River, near Glenwood Springs. [Active no. 12378: Stereo Interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Canon of the Grand River, near Glenwood Springs. [Active no. 12378: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7035

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
   Canyons
   Formations (Geology)
   Mountains -- Colorado
   Rivers -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
   Glenwood Springs (Colo.)
Grand River Valley (Colo.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Overflow from Hanging Lake, dripping over its moss covered banks, Canon of the Grand. [Active no. 12379: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Overflow from Hanging Lake, dripping over its moss covered banks, Canon of the Grand. [Active no. 12379: Stereo Interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7036

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Glenwood Springs (Colo.)
Grand River Valley (Colo.)
Hanging Lake (Colo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the Rockies--Charmingly situated Ouray from S.W. 12380 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Among the Rockies--Charmingly situated Ouray from S.W. 12380 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7037
Same as RSN 7038.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

**Place:** Colorado
Ouray

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the Rockies--Charmingly situated Ouray from S.W. 12380
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Among the Rockies--Charmingly situated Ouray from S.W. 12380 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7038

Same as RSN 7037.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

**Place:** Colorado
Ouray

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Ouray from N.W. 12381 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): General view of Ouray from N.W. 12381 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7039

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Ouray

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pack train leaving Ouray with supplies for the mines. 12382 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): Pack train leaving Ouray with supplies for the mines. 12382 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7040

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
COLORADO
Horses -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Pack trains -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Ouray

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box Canon from below, Ouray. 12383 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Box Canon from below, Ouray. 12383 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7041

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
COLORADO
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado

Place:
Box Canyon (Colorado)
Colorado
Ouray

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Heart of the marvelous Box Canon, Ouray. 12384 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the Heart of the marvelous Box Canon, Ouray. 12384 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7042

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
Bridges -- Colorado.
COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Walkways -- Colorado

Place:
Box Canyon (Colorado)
Colorado
Ouray

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From interior of Box Canon, looking out toward Ouray. 12385 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): From interior of Box Canon, looking out toward Ouray. 12385 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7043
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons
Mountains -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado

Place: Box Canyon (Colorado)
Colorado
Ouray

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Upper Box Canon, in the Rocky Mts., near Ouray. 12386 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Upper Box Canon, in the Rocky Mts., near Ouray. 12386 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7044
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons
Mountains -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado

Place: Box Canyon (Colorado)
      Colorado
      Ouray

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Looking S.E. over Williams Canyon and Manitou--Slopes of Pike's Peak on right. 12358 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Looking S.E. over Williams Canyon and Manitou--Slopes of Pike's Peak on right. 12358 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7006
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
       Canyons -- Colorado
       Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
       Mountains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
       Manitou (Colorado)
       Pike's Peak (Colorado)
       Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
       Williams Canyon (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Box 64
RSN Numbers 7045-7149

Image(s)

Beautiful Uncompahgre Valley and lofty Mt. Abrahams (12600 ft.). 12387 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Beautiful Uncompahgre Valley and lofty Mt. Abrahams (12600 ft.). 12387 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7045

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Mt. Abrahams
Uncompahgre Valley

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bear Creek Falls, Uncompahgre Canon. 12388 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Bear Creek Falls, Uncompahgre Canon. 12388 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7046

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado
Waterfalls -- Colorado

Place: Bear Creek Falls (Colo.)
Colorado
Uncompahgre Canyon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous road from Ouray to Silverton, looking S.E. to Mt. Abrahams 12600 ft.). 12389 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Famous road from Ouray to Silverton, looking S.E. to Mt. Abrahams 12600 ft.). 12389 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7047
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Horses -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Roads -- Colorado
Wagons -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Mt. Abrahams
Ouray
Silverton

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A mount road in Colorado--Looking north over Uncompahgre Canon.
12390 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A mount road in Colorado--Looking north over Uncompahgre Canon. 12390 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7048
Same as RSN 7049.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Roads -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Uncompahgre Canyon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A mount road in Colorado--Looking north over Uncompahgre Canyon. 12390 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A mount road in Colorado--Looking north over Uncompahgre Canyon. 12390 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7049

Same as RSN 7048.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Roads -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Uncompahgre Canyon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful valley of the Uncompahgre, north from slopes of Mt. Abrahams. 12391 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The beautiful valley of the Uncompahgre, north from slopes of Mt. Abrahams. 12391 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7050
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** COLORADO
  Canyons -- Colorado
  Mountains -- Colorado
  Valleys -- Colorado

**Place:**
  Colorado
  Mt. Abrahams
  Uncompahgre Canyon

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Road to the Camp Bird Mine, Rocky Mts. 12392 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
*Image(s): Road to the Camp Bird Mine, Rocky Mts. 12392 Interpositive.*
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
  RSN 7051

Same as RSN 7052.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** Buggies -- Colorado
  COLORADO
  Canyons -- Colorado
  Horses -- Colorado
  Mountains -- Colorado
  Roads -- Colorado

**Place:**
  Camp Bird Mine (Colorado)
  Colorado

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Road to the Camp Bird Mine, Rocky Mts. 12392 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
*Image(s): Road to the Camp Bird Mine, Rocky Mts. 12392 Interpositive.*
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7052

Same as RSN 7051.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Buggies -- Colorado
COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Horses -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Roads -- Colorado

Place: Camp Bird Mine (Colorado)
Colorado

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the pine clad Mts. of Southern Colorado--Cleared strips are left by avalanches. [Active no. 12393: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Among the pine clad Mts. of Southern Colorado--Cleared strips are left by avalanches. [Active no. 12393: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7053

Same as RSN 7054.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Avalanches -- Colorado
COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Roads -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the pine clad Mts. of Southern Colorado--Cleared strips are left by avalanches. [Active no. 12393: Stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Among the pine clad Mts. of Southern Colorado--Cleared strips are left by avalanches. [Active no. 12393: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7054

Same as RSN 7053.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Avalanches -- Colorado
COLORADO
Canyons -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Roads -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rugged grandeur of the Rocky Mts. [Active no. 12394: Stereo Interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Rugged grandeur of the Rocky Mts. [Active no. 12394: Stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7055

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Mountaineer and his pets. [Active no. 12395: Stereo Interpositive]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s): A Mountaineer and his pets. [Active no. 12395: Stereo Interpositive].  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 7056  
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].  
Topic: COLORADO  
Deer -- Colorado  
Dogs -- Colorado  
Dwellings -- Colorado  
Homes -- Colorado  
Mountains -- Colorado  
Place: Colorado  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Beautiful Seven Falls (500 ft.), South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12396: Stereo Interpositive], 1904  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s): Beautiful Seven Falls (500 ft.), South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12396: Stereo Interpositive]. 1904  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 7057  
Similar to RSN 1102  
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].  
Topic: COLORADO
Below the Seven Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12397: Stereo Interpositive], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Below the Seven Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon. [Active no. 12397: Stereo Interpositive]. 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7058

Similar to RSN 1103
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Gateway to the Garden of the Gods and stupendous Pike's Peak (14147 ft.). [Active no. 12398: Stereo Interpositive], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Gateway to the Garden of the Gods and stupendous Pike's Peak (14147 ft.). [Active no. 12398: Stereo Interpositive]. 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7059
Similar to RSN 1104
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)
Pike's Peak

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Upper Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon. 12399 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Upper Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon. 12399 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7060
Similar to RSN 1105
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Canyons
Mountains -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
**Waterfalls**

**Place:** Colorado  
South Cheyenne Canyon  
Upper Falls

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Mad waters of the lower Falls, South Cheyenne canyon. 12400  
Interpositive, 1904  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mad waters of the lower Falls, South Cheyenne canyon. 12400  
Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 7061

Video number 06000

Similar to RSN 1106

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** COLORADO  
Canyons  
Mountains -- Colorado  
Rivers -- Colorado  
Waterfalls

**Place:** Colorado  
Lower Falls (South Cheyenne Canyon)  
South Cheyenne Canyon

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Train descending Pike's Peak, on the famous Cog Railway. 12401  
Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Train descending Pike's Peak, on the famous Cog Railway. 12401 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7062
Video number 06001
Similar to RSN 1107.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Pike's Peak

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Taking water 11,000 ft. (3,147 below summit), Pike's Peak Railway. 12402 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Taking water 11,000 ft. (3,147 below summit), Pike's Peak Railway. 12402 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7063
Video number 06002
Similar to RSN 1108
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Colorado
Pike's Peak

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Early spring on the great upper slopes of Pike's Peak. 12403 Interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Early spring on the great upper slopes of Pike's Peak. 12403 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7064

Video number 06003

Same as RSN 1111 and 7065.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Snow -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Colorado
Pike's Peak

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Early spring on the great upper slopes of Pike's Peak. 12403 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Early spring on the great upper slopes of Pike's Peak. 12403 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7065

Video number 06004

Same as RSN 1111 and 7064.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Snow -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Pike's Peak

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Shovelling out the famous Cog Railway, 2,000 ft. below the summit, Pike's Peak. 12404 Interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Shovelling out the famous Cog Railway, 2,000 ft. below the summit, Pike's Peak. 12404 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7066

Video number 06005

Similar to RSN 1112.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** COLORADO  
Mountains -- Colorado  
Railroads -- Colorado  
Snow -- Colorado

**Place:** Colorado  
Pike's Peak

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascending Pike's Peak in early summer--train at 12,000 feet altitude. 12405 Interpositive, 1904  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Ascending Pike's Peak in early summer--train at 12,000 feet altitude. 12405 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 7067

**Video number** 06006

Similar to RSN 1113.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:** COLORADO  
Mountains -- Colorado  
Railroads -- Colorado  
Snow -- Colorado  
Trains -- Colorado

**Place:** Colorado  
Pike's Peak

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Locomotive on Pike's Peak Railway in the snow at 12,000 ft. elevation.  
[Active no. 12406 : stereo interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Locomotive on Pike's Peak Railway in the snow at 12,000 ft. elevation. [Active no. 12406 : stereo interpositive.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7068

Similar to RSN 1114.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Snow -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Pike's Peak

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Pike's Peak (14,147 ft.) from the Garden of the Gods. 12411 Interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Pike's Peak (14,147 ft.) from the Garden of the Gods. 12411 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7069

Video number 06008

Similar to RSN 1115

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
The Twins: Garden of the Gods, and distant Pike's Peak. 12412 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Twins: Garden of the Gods, and distant Pike's Peak. 12412 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7070

Video number 06009

Similar to RSN 1116

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Snow clad Pike's Peak from Manitou. 12413 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Snow clad Pike's Peak from Manitou. 12413 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7071

Video number 06010

Similar to RSN 1117.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
COLORADO
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
Snow -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Manitou
Pike's Peak

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Manitou and the lofty Pike's Peak. 12414 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Manitou and the lofty Pike's Peak. 12414 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7072

Video number 06011

Same as RSN 7073.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
Topic: COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Manitou
Pike's Peak

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Manitou and the lofty Pike's Peak. 12414 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Manitou and the lofty Pike's Peak. 12414 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7073

Video number 06012

Same as RSN 7072..

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Manitou
Pike's Peak

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Ute Pass and Manitou. 12415 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Picturesque Ute Pass and Manitou. 12415 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7074

Video number 06013

Similar to RSN 1118.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Passes -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Manitou (Colorado)
Ute Pass

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Coming out of a soft coal mine, Starkville. 12422 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Coming out of a soft coal mine, Starkville. 12422 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7075

Video number 06014

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Coal mines and mining -- Colorado
Mines -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Starkville
Digging coal half mile underground (vein 4 ft. thick), Starkville. 12425 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Digging coal half mile underground (vein 4 ft. thick), Starkville. 12425 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7076

Video number 06015
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
COLORADO
Coal mines and mining -- Colorado
Mines
Mountains -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Starkville

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Making coke--filling the ovens and taking out the product, Starkville. 12427 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Making coke--filling the ovens and taking out the product, Starkville. 12427 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7077

Video number 06016
"Pulling the ovens," making coke, Starkville. 12428 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "Pulling the ovens," making coke, Starkville. 12428 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7078
Video number 06017
Similar to RSN 1035.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Famous Hanging Bridge, Denver & Rio Grande Railway, Royal Gorge. 12430 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7079
Video number 06018
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Bridges -- Colorado.
COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Hanging Bridge (Royal Gorge, Colo.)
Royal Gorge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Sangre de Cristo Range, as seen from train on Denver & Rio Grande Railway. 12432 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Beautiful Sangre de Cristo Range, as seen from train on Denver & Rio Grande Railway. 12432 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7080
Video number 06019
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: COLORADO
Mountains -- Colorado
Snow -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Sangre de Cristo Mountains

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Acrobatics.] 12433 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Acrobatics.] 12433 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7081

Video number 06020

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Acrobatics
Acrobats
Aerialists
Mountains -- United States
Tightrope walking

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque "Pillars of Hercules" on the grand Columbia River. 12501 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Picturesque "Pillars of Hercules" on the grand Columbia River. 12501 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7082

Video number 06021
Imposing Pillars of Hercules, looking S.W. down the great Columbia River. 12502 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Imposing Pillars of Hercules, looking S.W. down the great Columbia River. 12502 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7083

Video number 06022

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Bold Bluffs (basaltic formation) along the Columbia River. 12503 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Bold Bluffs (basaltic formation) along the Columbia River. 12503 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7084

Video number 06023

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Geological Formations -- Oregon
OREGON
Railroads -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Rooster Rock, Columbia River. 12504 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Picturesque Rooster Rock, Columbia River. 12504 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7085

Video number 06024

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Boats -- Oregon
Formations (Geology) -- Oregon
OREGON
Rivers -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River; Rooster Rock
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Multnomah Falls (height 635 feet). 12505 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Beautiful Multnomah Falls (height 635 feet). 12505 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7086

Video number 06025
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: OREGON
Waterfalls

Place: Multnomah Falls
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Oneonta Gorge, Columbia River. 12506 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Oneonta Gorge, Columbia River. 12506 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7088

Video number 06026
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

RSN 7087 UNUSED! NO INTERPOSITIVE IN FILE BOX.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
OREGON
Rivers -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oneonta Gorge
Oregon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Oneonta Falls and Gorge, Columbia River. 12507 interpositive 1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Oneonta Falls and Gorge, Columbia River. 12507 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7090

Video number 06027

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

RSN 7089 UNUSED! NO INTERPOSITIVE IN FILE BOX.

Topic: Canyons Formations (Geology) Gorges OREGON Rivers -- Oregon Waterfalls

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920 Oneonta Falls Oneonta Gorge Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Oneonta Bluffs, Columbia River. 12508 interpositive 1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Oneonta Bluffs, Columbia River. 12508 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7091

Video number 06028
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Similar to RSN 7092

Topic: Geological Formations -- Oregon
      OREGON
      Railroads -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
      Oneonta Bluffs
      Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Oneonta Bluffs, Columbia River. 12508 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Oneonta Bluffs, Columbia River. 12508 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7092

Video number 06029

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Similar to RSN 7091

Topic: Geological Formations -- Oregon
      OREGON
      Railroads -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
      Oneonta Bluffs
      Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"Artist's Reach," beautiful Hood River, Cascade Mountains. 12509
interpositive
Image(s): "Artist's Reach," beautiful Hood River, Cascade Mountains. 12509 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7093

Video number 06030

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Forests -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Rivers -- Oregon

Place: Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Hood River (Ore.)
Oregon

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Wild grandeur of the Columbia River, looking north over the Dalles. 12510 interpositive, 1904

Image(s): Wild grandeur of the Columbia River, looking north over the Dalles. 12510 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7094

Video number 06031

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Similar to RSN 977.
A menace to railroad traffic—shifting sands along the Columbia River. 12511 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A menace to railroad traffic—shifting sands along the Columbia River. 12511 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7095

Video number 06032
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Similar to RSN 978.

Great Sand Dunes along the Columbia River, shifted continually by the wind. 12512 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Great Sand Dunes along the Columbia River, shifted continually by the wind. 12512 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7096

Video number 06033
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Similar to RSN 979.

Topic:
Horses -- Oregon
OREGON
Rivers -- Oregon
Sand dunes -- Oregon
Wagons -- Oregon

Place:
Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fish Wheel--will take out half a ton of salmon daily--Columbia River. 12513 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Fish Wheel--will take out half a ton of salmon daily--Columbia River. 12513 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7097

Video number 06034
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
Similar to RSN 980.

Topic: Fishing -- Oregon
Industry -- Oregon
Machinery -- Oregon
OREGON
Rivers -- Oregon
Salmon -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Fish Wheel--showing basket which scoops out the fish, Columbia River. 12514 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Interior of Fish Wheel--showing basket which scoops out the fish, Columbia River. 12514 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7098

Video number 06035
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Similar to RSN 981.

Topic: Fishing -- Oregon
Industry -- Oregon
Machinery -- Oregon
OREGON
Rivers -- Oregon
Salmon -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chinook Salmon weighing twenty to sixty lbs., Columbia River Cannery.
[Active no. 12515 : stereo interpositive,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Chinook Salmon weighing twenty to sixty lbs., Columbia River Cannery. [Active no. 12515 : stereo interpositive.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Reverse stereo effect: images not transposed.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Loss in upper left corner (broken fragment missing).
Local Numbers
RSN 7099
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
Similar to RSN 982.

Topic:
Fishing
Industry
OREGON
Rivers -- Oregon
Salmon

Place:
Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Log Booms at a sawmill on the Columbia River 12522 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Log Booms at a sawmill on the Columbia River 12522 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7100
Video number 06037
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
Hoisting logs from river to the sawmill, Columbia River. 12523 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Hoisting logs from river to the sawmill, Columbia River. 12523 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7101

Video number 06038

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

The first cut--felling a big Oregon Pine, Cascade Mts. 12524 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The first cut--felling a big Oregon Pine, Cascade Mts. 12524 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7102

Video number 06039

Similar to RSM 983.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Industry -- Oregon
      Laborers -- Oregon
      Lumber industry -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
      Mountains -- Oregon
      OREGON
      Trees -- Oregon

Place: Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
       Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Yanking logs 1/4 mile through the forest by donkey engine and cable, Cascade Mts. 12525 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Yanking logs 1/4 mile through the forest by donkey engine and cable, Cascade Mts. 12525 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7103

Video number 06040

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].
Topic: Industry -- Oregon
       Laborers -- Oregon
       Lumber industry -- Oregon
       Mountains -- Oregon
       OREGON
       Trees -- Oregon

Place: Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
       Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A characteristic logging train and railroad in the heart of the Cascade Mts. [Caption no. 12526: stereoscopic interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A characteristic logging train and railroad in the heart of the Cascade Mts. [Caption no. 12526: stereoscopic interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 7104

Video number 06041

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Industry -- Oregon
       Laborers -- Oregon
       Lumber industry -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
       Mountains -- Oregon
       OREGON
       Railroads -- Oregon
       Trains -- Oregon
       Trees -- Oregon

Place: Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
       Oregon -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Trainload of logs and engine pulling a trailer of huge logs. 12527 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Trainload of logs and engine pulling a trailer of huge logs. 12527 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7105

Video number 06042
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6820

Topic:
Industry -- Oregon
Laborers -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Railroads -- Oregon
Trains -- Oregon
Trees -- Oregon

Place:
Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

General view of a characteristic sawmill in the Cascade Mts. 12528 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): General view of a characteristic sawmill in the Cascade Mts. 12528 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7106
 Millions of feet of lumber. Logs at a sawmill in Cascade Mts. 12529 interpositive, 1904
 1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Millions of feet of lumber. Logs at a sawmill in Cascade Mts. 12529 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
 RSN 7107

The Lumber Flume and the burning refuse, characteristic sawmill, Cascade Mts. 12530 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Lumber Flume and the burning refuse, characteristic sawmill, Cascade Mts. 12530 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7108
Video number 06045
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Industry -- Oregon
Laborers -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Trees -- Oregon

Place: Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A lumber flume bringing lumber six miles from Mill to Railroad. 12531 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A lumber flume bringing lumber six miles from Mill to Railroad. 12531 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7109
Video number 06046
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Industry -- Oregon
End of the lumber flume at the lumber yard on the Railroad. 12532 interpositive, 1904

Image(s): End of the lumber flume at the lumber yard on the Railroad. 12532 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7110

Video number 06047
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic: Industry -- Oregon
Laborers -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Railroads -- Oregon
Trees -- Oregon

Place: Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.), one of America's most noble peaks, Cascade Mts. 12533 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.), one of America’s most noble peaks, Cascade Mts. 12533 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7111

Video number 06048
Similar to RSN 984 and 985.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

Topic:
Forests -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Wagons -- Oregon

Place:
Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.) from Cloud Cap Inn, looking south. 12534 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.) from Cloud Cap Inn, looking south. 12534 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7112

Video number 06049
Similar to RSN 986.
Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:**
- Forests -- Oregon
- Mountains -- Oregon
- OREGON
- Wagons -- Oregon

**Place:**
- Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
- Mt. Hood (Oregon)
- Oregon

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The mountains of ice--Impassable walls and crevasses on Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. 12535 interpositive, 1904

*Image(s):* The mountains of ice--Impassable walls and crevasses on Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. 12535 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7113

Video number 06050

Similar to RSN 987.

Currently stored in box 1.2.7 [22].

**Topic:**
- Ice -- Oregon
- Mountaineers -- Oregon
- Mountains -- Oregon
- OREGON
- glaciers -- Oregon

**Place:**
- Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
- Mt. Hood (Oregon)
- Oregon

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Difficulties of mountain climbing--Crevasse in Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. 12536 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Difficulties of mountain climbing--Crevasse in Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. 12536 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7114
Video number 06051
Similar to RSN 988 and 1326.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
- Ice -- Oregon
- Mountaineers -- Oregon
- Mountains -- Oregon
- OREGON
- Snow -- Oregon
- glaciers -- Oregon

Place:
- Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
- Mt. Hood (Oregon)
- Oregon

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Snow covered Crevasse, a peril to Mountain Climbers, Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. 12537 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Snow covered Crevasse, a peril to Mountain Climbers, Elliot Glacier, Mt. Hood. 12537 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7115
Video number 06052
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:  
Ice -- Oregon  
Mountaineers -- Oregon  
Mountains -- Oregon  
OREGON  
Snow -- Oregon  
glaciers -- Oregon  

Place:  
Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)  
Mt. Hood (Oregon)  
Oregon  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Mt. Hood from Elliot Glacier, showing steep slopes on left where ascent was made. 12538 interpositive, 1904  
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)  

Image(s): Mt. Hood from Elliot Glacier, showing steep slopes on left where ascent was made. 12538 interpositive 1904.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 7116  

Video number 06053  

Similar to RSN 1325.  

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:  
Ice -- Oregon  
Mountaineers -- Oregon  
Mountains -- Oregon  
OREGON  
Snow -- Oregon  
glaciers -- Oregon  

Place:  
Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)  
Mt. Hood (Oregon)  
Oregon  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Ascending the Upper Slopes of Mt. Hood--Looking down 5,000 ft. to Timber line. 12539 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ascending the Upper Slopes of Mt. Hood--Looking down 5,000 ft. to Timber line. 12539 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7117

Video number 06054
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Ice -- Oregon
Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Snow -- Oregon
glaciers -- Oregon

Place:
Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Last Pull to the Summit--Ascent of Snow Capped Mt. Hood. 12540 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Last Pull to the Summit--Ascent of Snow Capped Mt. Hood. 12540 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7118

Video number 06055
Similar to RSN 989.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:  Ice -- Oregon
       Mountaineers -- Oregon
       Mountains -- Oregon
       OREGON
       Snow -- Oregon
       glaciers -- Oregon

Place:  Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
       Mt. Hood (Oregon)
       Oregon

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Signalling 15 miles into the Valley, from Summit of Mt. Hood. 12541 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Signalling 15 miles into the Valley, from Summit of Mt. Hood. 12541 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 7119

Video number 06056

Similar to RSN 990.

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:  Ice -- Oregon
       Mountaineers -- Oregon
       Mountains -- Oregon
       OREGON
       Snow -- Oregon
       glaciers -- Oregon

Place:  Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
       Mt. Hood (Oregon)
       Oregon

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

From the Summit of Mt. Hood, looking north over Cascade Range to Mt. Adams, 60 miles distant. 12542 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): From the Summit of Mt. Hood, looking north over Cascade Range to Mt. Adams, 60 miles distant. 12542 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7120

Video number 06057

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON

Place:
Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Mt. Adams
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From end of rope line, looking up to the summit (Returning from ascent), Mt. Hood. 12543 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): From end of rope line, looking up to the summit (Returning from ascent), Mt. Hood. 12543 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7121

Video number 06058

Similar to RSN 991.

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Topic: Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
glaciers -- Oregon

Place: Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

After the return from the ascent--Before Cloud Cap Inn, Mt. Hood. No. 12544 : stereo interpositive, 1904
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): After the return from the ascent--Before Cloud Cap Inn, Mt. Hood. No. 12544 : stereo interpositive, 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7122

Video number 06059

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Oregon
Mountaineers
Mountains -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon
OREGON
Resorts -- 1900-1910 -- Oregon

Place: Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.) and Elliot Glacier from Cooper Spur. 12545
interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mt. Hood (11,225 ft.) and Elliot Glacier from Cooper Spur. 12545 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7123

Video number 06060

Similar to RSN 992.

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:

Ice -- Oregon
Mountaineers -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Snow -- Oregon
glaciers -- Oregon

Place:

Cascade Mountains (Oregon)
Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking into one of the great crevasses in a glacier on Mt. Hood. 12546 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking into one of the great crevasses in a glacier on Mt. Hood. 12546 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

White, C. W., Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7124

Video number 06061
Similar to RSN 993.

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

- **Topic:** Ice -- Oregon  
  Mountaineers -- Oregon  
  Mountains -- Oregon  
  OREGON  
  Snow -- Oregon  
  glaciers -- Oregon

- **Place:** Cascade Mountains (Oregon)  
  Mt. Hood (Oregon)  
  Oregon

- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
  Stereoscopic photographs

A sea of snow and ice--Elliot Glacier and snow covered slopes of Mt. Hood.  
12547 interpositive, 1904  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s): A sea of snow and ice--Elliot Glacier and snow covered slopes of Mt. Hood. 12547 interpositive 1904.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 7125

**Video number 06062**

Similar to RSN 994.

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

- **Topic:** Ice -- Oregon  
  Mountaineers -- Oregon  
  Mountains -- Oregon  
  OREGON  
  Snow -- Oregon  
  glaciers -- Oregon

- **Place:** Cascade Mountains (Oregon)  
  Elliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)  
  Mt. Hood (Oregon)  
  Oregon

- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
  Stereoscopic photographs
Mt. Adams (12,470 ft.) (right) 60 miles and Mt. Rainier (14,520 ft.) 130 miles distant, north from Mt. Hood. 12548 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Mt. Adams (12,470 ft.) (right) 60 miles and Mt. Rainier (14,520 ft.) 130 miles distant, north from Mt. Hood. 12548 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7126

Video number 06063

NOTE! INTERPOSITIVE HAS MORE DETAIL THAN VIDEODISC IMAGE!

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:  Forests
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON

Place:  Mt. Adams
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Mt. Rainier
Oregon

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint interior of Cloud Cap Inn, Mt. Hood. 12549 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Quaint interior of Cloud Cap Inn, Mt. Hood. 12549 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7127

Video number 06064
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 995.

Names: Cloud Cap Inn (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
Topic: Architecture -- Oregon
       Hotels -- Oregon
       Interiors -- Oregon
       OREGON
       Resorts -- Oregon
Place: Mt. Hood (Oregon)
      Oregon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Passenger steamers in the Cascade Locks, Columbia River, Oregon.
12550 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Passenger steamers in the Cascade Locks, Columbia River,
Oregon. 12550 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7128

Video number 06065

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Boats -- Oregon
       Canals -- Oregon
       OREGON
       Rivers -- Oregon
Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
      Oregon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Descending the Cascade Locks, on the vast Columbia River, Oregon.
12551 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Descending the Cascade Locks, on the vast Columbia River, Oregon. 12551 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7129

Video number 06066

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 7130.

Topic: Boats -- Oregon
Canals -- Oregon
OREGON
Rivers -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Same as RSN 7129.

Topic:  
Boats -- Oregon  
Canals -- Oregon  
OREGON  
Rivers -- Oregon

Place:  
Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920  
Oregon

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Cape Horn, bold bluffs of rocks on the Columbia River. 12650 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Cape Horn, bold bluffs of rocks on the Columbia River. 12650 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7131

Video number 06068

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:  
Boats -- Washington  
Formations (Geology) -- Washington  
Rivers -- Washington  
WASHINGTON

Place:  
Cape Horn (Wash.)  
Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920  
Washington (State)

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The Slough, an arm of the Columbia River, where the great log rafts are built. 12651 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Slough, an arm of the Columbia River, where the great log rafts are built. 12651 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7132
Video number 06069
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Logging -- Washington
Lumber industry -- Washington
Rivers -- Washington
WASHINGTON

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Largest log raft ever built--contains 65,000 logs, each 125 ft. long, Columbia River. 12652 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Largest log raft ever built--contains 65,000 logs, each 125 ft. long, Columbia River. 12652 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7133
Video number 06070
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Logging -- Washington
Lumber industry -- Washington
Great log rafts containing millions of feet—to be towed to San Francisco, Columbia River. 12653 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Great log rafts containing millions of feet—to be towed to San Francisco, Columbia River. 12653 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7134
Video number 06071
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

A steamer bringing logs to be built into the great rafts. 12654 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A steamer bringing logs to be built into the great rafts. 12654 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7135

Video number 06072

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Boats -- Washington
       Logging -- Washington
       Lumber industry -- Washington
       Rivers -- Washington
       WASHINGTON

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
       Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Building a great log raft--putting a 125 ft. log into the cradle. [Active no. 12655 : stereo interpositive.], 1904
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Building a great log raft--putting a 125 ft. log into the cradle. [Active no. 12655 : stereo interpositive.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7136

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Laborers -- Washington
       Logging -- Washington
       Lumber industry -- Washington
       Rivers -- Washington
       WASHINGTON
       rafts

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
       Washington

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[River in mountains.] 12661 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River in mountains.] 12661 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7137

Video number 06074

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Forests
Mountains
Rivers

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers.] 12665 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain climbers.] 12665 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7138

Video number 06075

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Mountaineers
Mountains
Tourists
glaciers

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Mountains.] 12667 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 12667 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 7139

Video number 06076
Same as RSN 7140.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Ice
Mountains
Snow
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 12667 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 12667 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 7140

Video number 06077
Same as RSN 7139.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Ice
Mountains
Snow
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Twenty-six horse combined harvester at work--reaping, threshing and sacking. 12675 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Twenty-six horse combined harvester at work--reaping, threshing and sacking. 12675 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7141

Video number 06078

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Harvesting -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WASHINGTON
Wheat -- Washington

Place: Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Harvesting in the great Northwest, 26 horse harvester in a vast wheat field. 12676 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Harvesting in the great Northwest, 26 horse harvester in a vast wheat field. 12676 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 7142

Video number 06079
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1021

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Fields -- Washington
Harvesting -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WASHINGTON
Wheat -- Washington

Place: Washington (State)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Finishing a 200-acre wheat field--Two feet of straw left standing to be plowed under. 12677 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Finishing a 200-acre wheat field--Two feet of straw left standing to be plowed under. 12677 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7143

Video number 06080
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Harvesting -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WASHINGTON
Wheat -- Washington

Place: Washington (State)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Motive power (twenty-six horses) of a combined harvester. 12678 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Motive power (twenty-six horses) of a combined harvester. 12678 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7144

Video number 06081

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1022.

Topic:
Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Harvesting -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WASHINGTON
Wheat -- Washington

Place:
Washington (State)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Chaff from a combined harvester which cuts only the heads. 12679 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Chaff from a combined harvester which cuts only the heads. 12679 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7145

Video number 06082

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1023.

Topic:  Agriculture -- Washington (State)
       Harvesting -- Washington
       Horses -- Washington
       WASHINGTON
       Wheat -- Washington

Place:  Washington (State)

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The Temple and Tabernacle, Salt Lake. City. [Active no. 12701 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 7146

Similar to RSN 1306.

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic:  Church architecture -- 20th century -- Utah
       Mormons -- Utah
       Religion -- Utah
       Temples, Mormon -- 1890-1920 -- Utah -- Salt Lake City
       UTAH

Place:  Salt Lake City (Utah)
       Utah

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

Statue of Brigham Young, Salt Lake City. [Active No. 12702 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7147

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Names: Young, Brigham

Topic: Parks -- Utah
       UTAH
       statues -- Utah

Place: Salt Lake City (Utah)
       Utah

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The City and County Buildings, Salt Lake City. [Active no. 12703 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7148

Video number 06085

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 7149.

Topic: Architecture -- Utah
       Parks -- Utah
       UTAH

Place: Salt Lake City (Utah)
       Utah

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The City and County Buildings, Salt Lake City. [Active no. 12703 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7149

Video number 06086
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Same as RSN 7148.

Topic:
Architecture -- Utah
Parks -- Utah
UTAH

Place:
Salt Lake City (Utah)
Utah

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 65 RSN Numbers 7150-7249

Image(s)

The Salt Palace, Salt Lake City. 12704 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Salt Palace, Salt Lake City. 12704 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7150

Video number 06087
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Architecture
Buildings
Palaces
UTAH
Place: Salt Lake City (Utah)
Salt Palace
Utah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Salt Palace, Salt Lake City. 12705 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Interior of the Salt Palace, Salt Lake City. 12705 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7151

Video number 06088
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Interior architecture
Palaces
UTAH

Place: Salt Lake City (Utah)
Salt Palace
Utah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

State House, Capitol of Massachusetts. 12801 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): State House, Capitol of Massachusetts. 12801 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7152

Video number 06089
Similar to RSN 1418.

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Massachusetts  
BOSTON  
Capitols -- Massachusetts  
Horses -- Massachusetts  
Wagons -- Massachusetts

**Place:** Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930  
Massachusetts

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Washington St., and the old South Meeting House. 12802 interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Washington St., and the old South Meeting House. 12802 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 7153

**Video number** 06090

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1419.

**Topic:** Architecture -- Massachusetts  
BOSTON  
Historic sites -- Massachusetts  
Streetcars -- Massachusetts  
Streets -- Massachusetts

**Place:** Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930  
Massachusetts

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The old South Meeting House, scene of many stirring events. 12803 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The old South Meeting House, scene of many stirring events.
12803 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7154

Video number 06091
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1420.

Topic:  Architecture -- Massachusetts
BOSTON
Historic sites -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts

Place:  Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

State St., the financial centre of the city, and the old State House. [Active no. 12804 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7155

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1421.

Topic:  Architecture -- Massachusetts
Automobiles -- Massachusetts
BOSTON
Historic sites -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Quincy Market, a busy early morning scene--Faneuil Hall in distance. 12805 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Quincy Market, a busy early morning scene--Faneuil Hall in distance. 12805 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7156

Video number 06093

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
BOSTON
Historic sites -- Massachusetts
Markets -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Quincy Market

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Faneuil Hall, the "Cradle of American Liberty." 12806 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Faneuil Hall, the "Cradle of American Liberty." 12806 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7157
Video number 06094

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 1422 and 7158

Names: Faneuil Hall (Boston, Mass.)
Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
       Boston
       Historic sites -- Massachusetts
       Horses -- Massachusetts
       Streets -- Massachusetts
       Wagons -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Faneuil Hall, the "Cradle of American Liberty." 12806 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Faneuil Hall, the "Cradle of American Liberty." 12806 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
      RSN 7158

Video number 06095

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 1422 and 7157

Names: Faneuil Hall (Boston, Mass.)
Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
       Boston
       Historic sites -- Massachusetts
       Horses -- Massachusetts
       Streets -- Massachusetts
       Wagons -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs
Interior of Faneuil Hall. 12807 interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Interior of Faneuil Hall. 12807 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7159

Video number 06096
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 1423, 7160 and 7161.

Names: Faneuil Hall (Boston, Mass.)
Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
       BOSTON
       Historic sites -- Massachusetts
       Interior architecture -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
Names: Faneuil Hall (Boston, Mass.)
Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
       BOSTON
       Historic sites -- Massachusetts
       Interior architecture -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Faneuil Hall. 12807 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Interior of Faneuil Hall. 12807 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7161

Video number 06098
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Same as RSN 1423, 7159 and 7160.

Names: Faneuil Hall (Boston, Mass.)
Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
       BOSTON
       Historic sites -- Massachusetts
       Interior architecture -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Quincy Market, the produce centre, from Faneuil Hall. 12808 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Quincy Market, the produce centre, from Faneuil Hall. 12808 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7162

Video number 06099

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1424.

Topic: BOSTON
Horses -- Massachusetts
Markets -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts
Wagons -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Quincy Market

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Christ Church, the Old North Church where Paul Revere's signal lanterns were hung. 12809 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Christ Church, the Old North Church where Paul Revere's signal lanterns were hung. 12809 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7163

Video number 06100

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1425.

Names: Christ Church (Boston, Mass.)

Topic: BOSTON
Churches -- Massachusetts
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Old North Church
Revere, Paul

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Scene among the fishing boats, T wharf. [Active no. 12810: Stereo interpositive]

1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Scene among the fishing boats, T wharf. [Active no. 12810: Stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7164

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1426

Topic:
BOSTON
Docks -- Massachusetts
Fishing -- Massachusetts
Piers -- Massachusetts
Sailboats -- Massachusetts
Wharves -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Unloading fish, T wharf. [Active no. 12811: stereo interpositive]

1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Unloading fish, T wharf. [Active no. 12811: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7165

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1427.

**Topic:**
- BOSTON
- Docks -- Massachusetts
- Fishing -- Massachusetts
- Laborers -- Massachusetts
- Piers -- Massachusetts
- Sailboats -- Massachusetts
- Wharves -- Massachusetts

**Place:**
- Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
- Massachusetts

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Under the elms; Boston Common. [Active no. 12812: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Under the elms; Boston Common. [Active no. 12812: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 7166

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1428.

**Topic:**
- BOSTON
- Parks -- Massachusetts
- Streets -- Massachusetts
- Trees -- Massachusetts.

**Place:**
- Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
- Massachusetts

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The superb staircase, Public Library. [Active no. 12813: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The superb staircase, Public Library. [Active no. 12813: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7167

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1429.

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
       BOSTON
       Interior architecture
       Libraries -- Massachusetts
       Sculptures -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

New Christian Science Church. [Active no. 12814: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): New Christian Science Church. [Active no. 12814: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7168

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1430.

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
       BOSTON
       Buggies -- Massachusetts
       Christian Science
       Churches -- Massachusetts
Horses -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Miners. Active No. 12817 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Large rock in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 7169
Same as RSNN 6170.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Caves
Miners -- 1890-1920
Rocks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Miners. Active No. 12817 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Three figures in mine with large rock in foreground.

Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 7170
Same as RSNN 6169
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Cancelled by scratching.
Topic: Caves
Miners -- 1890-1920
Rocks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Miners], [Active no. 12818 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Miners], [Active no. 12818 : stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Emulsion peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 7171
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Caves
Miners -- 1890-1920
Railroads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers loading rail cars.] [Active no. 12819: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Workers loading rail cars.] [Active no. 12819: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7172
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Railroads
Rocks
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bunker Hill Monument, Charlestown and distant harbor. [Active no. 12825: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Bunker Hill Monument, Charlestown and distant harbor. [Active no. 12825: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7173

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 1431 and 7174

Topic: BOSTON
Bunker Hill Monument (Boston, Mass.)
Harbors
Historical sites
Monuments

Place: Charlestown (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bunker Hill Monument, Charlestown and distant harbor. [Active no. 12825: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Bunker Hill Monument, Charlestown and distant harbor. [Active no. 12825: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7174

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 1431 and 7173
Historic Washington Elm, near the Common, Cambridge. [Active no. 12826: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Historic Washington Elm, near the Common, Cambridge. [Active no. 12826: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7175
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1432.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5]

Craigie House, home of Longfellow, Cambridge. [Active no. 12827: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Craigie House, home of Longfellow, Cambridge. [Active no. 12827: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7176

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1433.

Names: Craigie House (Cambridge, Mass.)
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 1807-1882

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
BOSTON
Buildings -- Massachusetts
Dwellings -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the elms, Quadrangle of Harvard College, Cambridge. [Active no. 12828 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratchening.

Local Numbers
RSN 7177

Similar to RSN 1434.

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Names: Harvard University

Topic: BOSTON
Parks -- Massachusetts
Trees -- Massachusetts.
Here beauty dwells among the evergreens, Hunnewell grounds, Wellesley. [Active no. 12832: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Here beauty dwells among the evergreens, Hunnewell grounds, Wellesley. [Active no. 12832: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7178
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1435-1437.

"By the placid lake the road winds round," Hunnewell grounds, Wellesley. [Active no. 12833: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): "By the placid lake the road winds round," Hunnewell grounds, Wellesley. [Active no. 12833: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7179
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1438.

**Topic:** Gardens -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS--Miscellaneous
Trees -- Massachusetts.
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930 -- Massachusetts

**Place:** Hunnewell's Grounds (Wellesley, Mass.)
Massachusetts
Wellesley

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A glimpse of the lake from the lovely Hunnewell grounds, Wellesley. [Active no. 12834: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): A glimpse of the lake from the lovely Hunnewell grounds, Wellesley. [Active no. 12834: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7180

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1440.

**Topic:** Gardens -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS--Miscellaneous
Trees -- Massachusetts.
Universities -- Massachusetts

**Place:** Hunnewell's Grounds (Wellesley, Mass.)
Massachusetts
Wellesley

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Line of the minute men," the Common--scene of the Battle of Lexington. [Active no. 12835: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): "Line of the minute men," the Common--scene of the Battle of Lexington. [Active no. 12835: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7181
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1441.

Topic: Battlefields -- Massachusetts
Historic sites -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS--Miscellaneous
Minutemen (Militia) -- Massachusetts
Monuments -- Massachusetts
Parks -- Massachusetts
United States -- History -- Revolution, 1775-1783

Place: Lexington (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old belfry where Paul Revere rang out his alarm April 19, 1775, Lexington. [Active no. 12836: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Old belfry where Paul Revere rang out his alarm April 19, 1775, Lexington. [Active no. 12836: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7182
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1442.

Topic: Belfries -- Massachusetts
Bell towers -- Massachusetts
Buildings -- Massachusetts
Old Bridge where the farmers withstood the British troops, Concord. [Active no. 12837: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Old Bridge where the farmers withstood the British troops, Concord. [Active no. 12837: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7183

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1443.

The Minute Man Statue, near the Old Bridge, Concord. [Active no. 12838: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Minute Man Statue, near the Old Bridge, Concord. [Active no. 12838: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7184

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1444.

Topic: Carts -- Massachusetts
       Historic sites -- Massachusetts
       Horses -- Massachusetts
       MASSACHUSETTS--Miscellaneous
       Minutemen (Militia)
       United States -- History -- Revolution, 1775-1783
       statues -- Massachusetts

Place: Concord (Massachusetts)
       Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Plymouth Rock subjects use this one.] on envelope. [Active no. 12844: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Plymouth Rock subjects use this one.] on envelope. [Active no. 12844: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7185

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Historic sites
       Rocks

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Plymouth Rock. [Active no. 12845 : stereo interpositive.]
A typical fishing schooner getting ready to sail, Gloucester. [Active no. 12846: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7187
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1445

Topic:
Docks
Fisheries
Fishing
Piers
Sailboats
Wharves

Place:
Gloucester (Mass.)
Massachusetts
General view of Gloucester, greatest fishing port in the world. [Active no. 12847: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): General view of Gloucester, greatest fishing port in the world. [Active no. 12847: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7188

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Fishing industry -- Massachusetts
       Ports -- Massachusetts

Place: Gloucester (Mass.)
       Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Codfish drying in the sun--harbor and town in distance, Gloucester. [Active no. 12848 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7189

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Codfish -- Massachusetts
       Fishing industry -- Massachusetts
       Ports -- Massachusetts

Place: Gloucester (Mass.)
       Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Seat of the codfish industry--great racks for drying, Gloucester. [Active no.
12849 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7190
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Codfish -- Massachusetts
Fishing industry -- Massachusetts
Ports -- Massachusetts

Place:
Gloucester (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Preparing codfish for the market, spreading it out to dry, Gloucester. [Active
no. 12850 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7191
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Codfish -- Massachusetts
Fishing industry -- Massachusetts
Ports -- Massachusetts

Place:
Gloucester (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] [Active no. 12851: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] [Active no. 12851: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7192
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Factories
Interior architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] [Active no. 12852: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] [Active no. 12852: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7193
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Factories
Interior architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. [Active no. 12853: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7194
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Factories
Interior architecture -- Factories
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] [Active no. 12854: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] [Active no. 12854: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7195
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Factories
Interior architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] [Active no. 12855: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7196

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
- Blue collar workers
- Factories
- Interior architecture

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] [Active no. 12856: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7197

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
- Blue collar workers
- Factories
- Interior architecture

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Factory machines.] [Active no. 12857: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7198

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
- Factories
- Interior architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Women workers in a textile factory.] [Active no. 12858: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7199
Same as RSN 7200.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Factories
Interior architecture
Women laborers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Women workers in a textile factory.] [Active no. 12858: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7200
Same as RSN 7199.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Factories
Interior architecture
Women laborers
[River in rural setting.] [Active no. 12859: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7201
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Rivers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in city.] [Active no. 12860: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7202
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Factories
Industries
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in city.] [Active no. 12861: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7203

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:

Factories
Industries
Rivers

Genre:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] [Active no. 12901: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7204

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:

Architecture

Genre:

Landscapes (representations)

Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] [Active no. 12902: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7205

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Fountains
Gardens
Mountains

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rural setting.] [Active no. 12903: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7206

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Forests
Rivers

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rural setting.] [Active no. 12904: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7207

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
[Trains in station.] [Active no. 12905: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7208

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

[Rail line on trestle.] [Active no. 12906: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7209

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
[Country rail line.] [Active no. 12907: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7210
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Mountains
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] [Active no. 12908: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7211
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line and country road.] [Active no. 12909: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7212
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Mountains
Railroads
Resorts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain rail line.] [Active no. 12910: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7213
Same as RSN 7214 and 7215.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Mountains
Railroads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain rail line.] [Active no. 12910: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7214

Same as RSN 7213 and 7215.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Mountains
Railroads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain rail line.] 12910 interpositive

Image(s): [Mountain rail line.] 12910 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7215

Video number 06152
Same as RSN 7213 and 7214.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Mountains
Railroads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain rail line.] 12911 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain rail line.] 12911 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7216

Video number 06153
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Mountains
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes.] 12912 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 12912 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7217

Video number 06154
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Resorts -- United States

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes.] 12913 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 12913 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7218

Video number 06155

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rural setting.] 12914 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in rural setting.] 12914 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7219

Video number 06156

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Bridges -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rugged setting.] 12915 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in rugged setting.] 12915 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7220

Video number 06157
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rugged setting.] 12916 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in rugged setting.] 12916 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7221

Video number 06158
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 12941 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Park.] 12941 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7222
Video number 06159
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Parks
Place: Channing
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in resort area.] 12942 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in resort area.] 12942 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7223
Video number 06160
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Parks
Resorts
Rivers
Ships
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tobacco. Caption no. 12951 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7224

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Buildings
Greenhouses
Horses -- 1890-1920
Nurseries
Tobacco -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Greenhouse.] [Active no. 12952 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7225

Video number 06162

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic:
Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Greenhouses
Nurseries (Horticulture)
Tobacco

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Greenhouse.] [Active no. 12953 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7226

Video number 06163
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Greenhouses
Nurseries (Horticulture)
Tobacco

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Greenhouse. [Active no. 12954 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7227

Video number 06164
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Agriculture
Greenhouses
Nurseries (Horticulture)
Tobacco

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Greenhouse, with figures. [Active no. 12955 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7228

Video number 06165

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Agriculture
       Blue collar workers
       Greenhouses
       Nurseries (Horticulture)
       Tobacco

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stereoscopic photographs]

[Greenhouse.] [Active no. 12956 : stereo Interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7229

Video number 06166

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Agriculture
       Blue collar workers
       Greenhouses
       Nurseries (Horticulture)
       Tobacco

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stereoscopic photographs]

Md. tobacco? [on envelope]. [Active number 12957 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7230
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Agriculture
Tobacco
Women laborers

Place: Maryland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 12958 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 12958 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7231

Video number 06168
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Tobacco

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 12959 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 12959 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7232

Video number 06169
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Tobacco

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers outside factory.] [Active no. 12960 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7233

Video number 06170
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Agriculture
Bicycles
Blue collar workers
Factories
Tobacco

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 12961 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 12961 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7234

Video number 06171

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Agriculture
        Blue collar workers
        Tobacco

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 12966 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 12966 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7235

Video number 06172

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Architecture
        Buildings
        Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 12967 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 12967 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7236

Video number 06173

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 12968 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 12968 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7237

Video number 06174

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 12969 Interpositive
Image(s): [Architecture.] 12969 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7238

Video number 06175
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 12970 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 12970 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7239

Video number 06176
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12974 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12974 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7240

Video number 06177

Same as RSN 7241.

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Blue collar workers
      Factories
      Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12975 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12975 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7242
Video number 06179
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12976 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12976 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7243
Video number 06180
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12977 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12977 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 7244

Video number 06181
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12978 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12978 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 7245

Video number 06182
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12979 interpositive
Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12979 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7246
Video number 06183
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12980 interpositive
Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12980 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7247
Video number 06184
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12981 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12981 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7248

Video number 06185
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Thomas Edison and his original dynamo, Edison Works, Orange, N.J.
13002 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Thomas Edison and his original dynamo, Edison Works, Orange, N.J. 13002 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7249

Video number 06186
Similar to RSN 5176
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5], moved from [148].

Copy and Version Identification Note
144

Names: Edison, Thomas A. (Thomas Alva), 1847-1931

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Interior architecture -- New Jersey
PROMINENT MEN
Hon. William Jennings Bryan. [Active no. 13003 : stereo interpositive.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Bryan is seated beside a radiator.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7250

Video number 06187
Similar to RSN 5177
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Topic: PROMINENT MEN
       Politicians
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
               Portraits -- Men
               Stereoscopic photographs

Mr. and Mrs. William Jennings Bryan. [Active no. 13004 : stereo interpositive.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Both seated beside a radiator.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7251

Video number 06188
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Topic: Couples
PROMINENT MEN
Politicians
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Photographs -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

How Mark Twain works--writing a new story, New York. [Active no. 13005 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 7252

Video number 06189
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 5179.

Names: Davis, Charles H. (Charles Harold), 1856-1933
Twain, Mark, 1835-1910
Topic: Bedrooms
PROMINENT MEN
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mr. Wm. Travers Jerome, district attorney, at his desk, New York. 13006 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Mr. Wm. Travers Jerome, district attorney, at his desk, New York. 13006 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7253
Video number 06190
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Names: Jerome, Wm. Travers
Topic: PROMINENT MEN
Portraits
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. Chas. E. Hughes, Governor of New York, at his desk in the Capitol, Albany. 13007 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Hon. Chas. E. Hughes, Governor of New York, at his desk in the Capitol, Albany. 13007 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7254
Video number 06191
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 5181 and 5182

Names: Hughes, Charles Evans, 1862-1948
Topic: Governors
Offices
PROMINENT MEN
Portraits

Place: Albany (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Governor Hughes at his desk in the governor’s office, Albany, N.Y. [Active No. 13008 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 7255

Similar to RSN 5183.
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Hughes, Charles Evans, 1862-1948

Topic: Governors
Offices -- 1890-1920
PROMINENT MEN
Portraits -- 1890-1920

Place: Albany (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
New York

Genre/Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. William H. Taft, Secretary of War. 13009 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Hon. William H. Taft, Secretary of War. 13009 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7256

Video number 06193
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 51843

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: PROMINENT MEN
Portraits
Presidents -- United States
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. William H. Taft, Secretary of War. 13009 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Hon. William H. Taft, Secretary of War. 13009 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7257

Video number 06194

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 7258, 7259 and 7260

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: PROMINENT MEN
Portraits
Presidents -- United States
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. William H. Taft, Secretary of War. 13009 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Hon. William H. Taft, Secretary of War. 13009 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7258

Video number 06195
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 7257, 7259 and 7260

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: PROMINENT MEN
Portraits
Presidents -- United States
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. William H. Taft, Secretary of War. 13009 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Hon. William H. Taft, Secretary of War. 13009 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7259

Video number 06196
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 7257, 7258 and 7260

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: PROMINENT MEN
Portraits
Presidents -- United States
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. William H. Taft, Secretary of War. 13009 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Hon. William H. Taft, Secretary of War. 13009 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7260

Video number 06197
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 7257, 7258 and 7259

Names:  Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic:   PROMINENT MEN
         Portraits
         Presidents -- United States
Place:   Washington (D.C.)
Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. Wm. H. Taft at his desk in the war department, Washington, U.S.A.
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Hon. Wm. H. Taft at his desk in the war department, Washington, U.S.A. 13010 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7261

Video number 06198
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Names:  Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic:   PROMINENT MEN
         Portraits
         Presidents -- United States
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Honorable William H. Taft and family. 13011 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Honorable William H. Taft and family. 13011 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7262

Video number 06199
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Family
PROMINENT MEN
Portraits
Presidents -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

General view of the blast furnaces (daily output 3,500 tons). 13101 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): General view of the blast furnaces (daily output 3,500 tons). 13101 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7263

Video number 06200
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1457

**Topic:** Factories -- Pennsylvania  
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA  
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

**Place:** Homestead (Pa.)  
Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Automatic car dumper--lifts cars bodily and empties into bins. 13102 interpositive, 1907  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s):* Automatic car dumper--lifts cars bodily and empties into bins. 13102 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
White, C. W., Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 7264

Video number 06201

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1458

**Topic:** Factories -- Pennsylvania  
Laborers -- Pennsylvania  
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA  
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

**Place:** Homestead (Pa.)  
Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Blast furnaces, ore storage and overhead carrier. 13103 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Blast furnaces, ore storage and overhead carrier. 13103 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7265
Video number 06202
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1459

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Overhead ore carrier and stoves where air is heated for the furnaces.
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Overhead ore carrier and stoves where air is heated for the furnaces. 13104 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7266
Video number 06203
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1459.
The base of a great blast furnace--drawing off the slag. 13105 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The base of a great blast furnace--drawing off the slag. 13105 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7267
Video number 06204
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1461.

"Running a heat," molten iron flowing from a monster blast furnace. 13106 interpositive, 1907
Image(s): "Running a heat," molten iron flowing from a monster blast furnace. 13106 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7268

Video number 06205
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1463

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Running molten iron into ladles to be converted into steel. 13107 interpositive, 1907

Image(s): Running molten iron into ladles to be converted into steel. 13107 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7269

Video number 06206
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1464
Trains laden with molten iron leaving blast furnaces. 13108 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Trains laden with molten iron leaving blast furnaces. 13108 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7270

Video number 06207

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1465

Among the blast furnaces and rolling mills in the famous Homestead Steel Works. Caption no. 13109 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1907
Among the blast furnaces and rolling mills in the famous Homestead Steel Works. Caption no. 13109: stereoscopic interpositive, 1907.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Among the blast furnaces and rolling mills in the famous Homestead Steel Works. Caption no. 13109: stereoscopic interpositive, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 7271

Video number 06208

Same as RSN 1466, 1467 and 7272.

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.) -- 1900-1910
Pennsylvania -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Cancelled by scratching.

Great bridge over the Monongahela--train of molten iron approaching Steel Works. 13110 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Great bridge over the Monongahela--train of molten iron approaching Steel Works. 13110 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7273

Video number 06210
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1468

Overlooking part of the steel works, one of the largest in the world. [Active no. 13111 : stereo interpositive,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Overlooking part of the steel works, one of the largest in the world. [Active no. 13111 : stereo interpositive.] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7274
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1469.
Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Main entrance to the Homestead Steel Works, looking past the office. [Active no. 13112 : stereo interpositive.], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): Main entrance to the Homestead Steel Works, looking past the office. [Active no. 13112 : stereo interpositive.] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7275
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1470.
Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous railway and steel works; Pa. R.R. and Homestead Steel Works.
[Active no. 13113 : stereo interpositive,], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Famous railway and steel works; Pa. R.R. and Homestead Steel Works. [Active no. 13113 : stereo interpositive,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7276
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1471.

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.
Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pouring molten iron from ladle into mixer. [Active no. 13114: stereo interpositive], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Pouring molten iron from ladle into mixer. [Active no. 13114: stereo interpositive]. 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7277

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1472

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Drawing molten iron from mixer for conversion into open hearth steel.
[Active no. 13115: stereo interpositive], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Drawing molten iron from mixer for conversion into open hearth steel. [Active no. 13115: stereo interpositive]. 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7278

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1473

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Exterior of No. 4 open hearth. Ingot moulds in foreground. [Active no. 13116: stereo interpositive], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Exterior of No. 4 open hearth: Ingot moulds in foreground. [Active no. 13116: stereo interpositive]. 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7279
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1474.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Open hearth furnaces--workmen making bottom. [Active no. 13117: stereo interpositive], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Open hearth furnaces--workmen making bottom. [Active no. 13117: stereo interpositive]. 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7280
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1475

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Electric charging machine depositing pig iron in open hearth furnace. [Active no. 13118 : stereo interpositive,], 1907
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Electric charging machine depositing pig iron in open hearth furnace. [Active no. 13118 : stereo interpositive,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7281

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania Laborers -- Pennsylvania STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.) Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Drawing a heat"--running molten steel from open hearth furnace into 70-ton ladle. [Active no. 13119: stereo interpositive,] 1907
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Drawing a heat"--running molten steel from open hearth furnace into 70-ton ladle. [Active no. 13119: stereo interpositive,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7282

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1476

**Topic:** Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

**Place:** Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pouring ingots from 70-ton ladle, open-hearth mill. [Active no. 13120: stereo interpositive], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Pouring ingots from 70-ton ladle, open-hearth mill. [Active no. 13120: stereo interpositive]. 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7283
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 1477 and 7284.

**Topic:** Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

**Place:** Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pouring ingots from 70-ton ladle, open-hearth mill. [Active no. 13120: stereo interpositive], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Pouring ingots from 70-ton ladle, open-hearth mill. [Active no.
13120: stereo interpositive]. 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7284
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 1477 and 7283.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of an open-hearth mill--showing rear of furnaces. [Active no. 13121:
stereo interpositive], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Interior of an open-hearth mill--showing rear of furnaces. [Active
no. 13121: stereo interpositive]. 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7285
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 1478 and 7286.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Interior of an open-hearth mill--showing rear of furnaces. 13121 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Interior of an open-hearth mill--showing rear of furnaces. 13121 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7286

Video number 06223

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 1478 and 7285.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A train of white hot steel ingots at the stripper. 13123 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A train of white hot steel ingots at the stripper. 13123 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7287
Video number 06224

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1480

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
      Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
      Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A yard scene--ingots from the stripper for the rolling mills. 13124 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A yard scene--ingots from the stripper for the rolling mills. 13124 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
      RSN 7288

Video number 06225

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1481

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
      Railroads -- Pennsylvania
      STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
      Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
      Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
      Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

White hot ingot and 100 ft. of bloom just rolled from an ingot. 13125 interpositive, 1907
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): White hot ingot and 100 ft. of bloom just rolled from an ingot. 13125 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7289
Video number 06226
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1482.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rolls and shears in vlooming mill--hot ingot is rolled and cut into billets. 13126 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Rolls and shears in vlooming mill--hot ingot is rolled and cut into billets. 13126 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7290
Video number 06227
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 1483.
Seventy-five feet of red hot bloom--sheared into sections forms billets. 13127 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Seventy-five feet of red hot bloom--sheared into sections forms billets. 13127 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7291

Video number 06228
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1484.

Hoppers and cranes for loading steel billets in cars. 13128 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Hoppers and cranes for loading steel billets in cars. 13128 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7292

Video number 06229
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1485.

Topic:
Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place:
Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Great blowing engines furnishing air blasts to Bessemer converters. 13129 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Great blowing engines furnishing air blasts to Bessemer converters. 13129 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7293

Video number 06230
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Bessemer converters
Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Filling a Bessemer converter with molten iron from cupola. 13130 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Filling a Bessemer converter with molten iron from cupola. 13130 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7294

Video number 06231

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Bessemer converters
Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Huge Bessemer converter at work--converts iron into steel in 15 minutes. 13131 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Huge Bessemer converter at work--converts iron into steel in 15 minutes. 13131 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7295

Video number 06232

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1486.

Topic: Bessemer converters
Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ore processing machinery in steel factory.] 13132 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ore processing machinery in steel factory.] 13132 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7296

Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Filling the ladle with molten steel from the converter. 13133 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Filling the ladle with molten steel from the converter. 13133 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 7297

Video number 06234
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Subject:
   Factories -- Pennsylvania
   STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
   Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place:
   Homestead (Pa.)
   Pennsylvania

Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Great 7-ton ingot white hot from soaking pit ready for rolls. 13134 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Great 7-ton ingot white hot from soaking pit ready for rolls. 13134 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 7298

Video number 06235
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Similar to RSN 1489.

   Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
   STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Powerful hydraulic shears cutting 5-inch steel slabs, rolling mill. 13135 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Powerful hydraulic shears cutting 5-inch steel slabs, rolling mill. 13135 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7299

Video number 06236
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Electric crane taking hot slab from reheating furnaces, rolling mills. [Active no. 13136 : stereo interpositive,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Electric crane taking hot slab from reheating furnaces, rolling mills. [Active no. 13136 : stereo interpositive,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Hot slab entering rolls to be rolled in 50-ft. plate; rolling mill. 13137
interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Hot slab entering rolls to be rolled in 50-ft. plate; rolling mill.
13137 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7301
Video number 06238
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Similar to RSN 7301.
Topic:
Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Place:
Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs
Rolling plates--a hot slab partially finished. 13138 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Rolling plates--a hot slab partially finished. 13138 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7302
Video number 06239
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Same as RSN 1490, 7303 and 7304.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rolling plates--a hot slab partially finished. [Active no. 13138 : stereo interpositive,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Rolling plates--a hot slab partially finished. [Active no. 13138 : stereo interpositive,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7303
Video number 06240
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].
Same as RSN 1490, 7302 and 7304.
Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rolling plates--a hot slab partially finished. [Active no. 13138 : stereo interpositive.], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Rolling plates--a hot slab partially finished. [Active no. 13138 : stereo interpositive.] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7304

Video number 06241
Currently stored in box 1.2.8 [5].

Same as RSN 1490, 7302 and 7303.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
STEEL WORKS, HOMESTEAD, PA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Homestead (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tent homes in open field in India.] 3353 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Tent homes in open field in India.] 3353 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7305

Video number 06469

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Dwellings -- India
       Homes -- India
       Tents -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The city of Bombay, metropolis of Western India, from Malabar Hill. 14001
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7306

Video number 06470

Similar to RSN 4494

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9], moved from [14]

Place: Bombay (India)
       India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: INDIA

Bombay's magnificent public buildings, University Library and High Court. 14002 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Bombay's magnificent public buildings, University Library and High Court. 14002 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7307

Video number 06471

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9], moved from [14].

Topic: Buildings -- India
       INDIA
       Libraries
       Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930 -- India

Place: Bombay (India)
       India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Victoria Terminus, one of the finest railway stations in the world. 14003 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Victoria Terminus, one of the finest railway stations in the world. 14003 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7308

Video number 06472

Similar to RSN 4495.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
The lion entrance to the wonderful rock-carved caves of Elephanta, near Bombay. 14004 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The lion entrance to the wonderful rock-carved caves of Elephanta, near Bombay. 14004 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7309

Video number 06473

Similar to RSN 4496.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

The Trimurti, or three-faced bust of Shiva, 19 ft. high, Elephanta Cave, near Bombay. 14005 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Trimurti, or three-faced bust of Shiva, 19 ft. high, Elephanta Cave, near Bombay. 14005 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7310
Video number 06474

Similar to RSN 4497..

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Caves -- India
INDIA
Religion -- India
Sculptures -- India
Trimurti

Place:
Bombay (India)
Elephanta Cave (India)
India
Shiva

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Dilwarra temple, filled with the most exquisite carving in all India. 14006 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Interior of the Dilwarra temple, filled with the most exquisite carving in all India. 14006 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7311

Video number 06475
Similar to RSN 4498.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Dilwarra Temple (Dilwarra, India)
Topic: Art -- India
       Carvings -- India
       INDIA
       Religion -- India
       Sculptures -- India
       Temples -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Truly Oriental--a street in the ancient city of Ajmere. 14007 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7312

Video number 06476

Similar to RSN 4499

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: INDIA
       Streets
Place: Ajmere (India)
       India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

The marvelously picturesque old city of Udaipur on beautiful Lake Pichola.
14008 Interpositive
Image(s): The marvelously picturesque old city of Udaipur on beautiful Lake Pichola. 14008 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7313

Video number 06477

Same as RSN 4500 and 7313-7315.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: INDIA
Lakes -- India

Place: India
Pichola Lake
Udaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The marvelously picturesque old city of Udaipur on beautiful Lake Pichola. 14008 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The marvelously picturesque old city of Udaipur on beautiful Lake Pichola. 14008 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7314

Video number 06478

Same as RSN 4500 and 7313-7315.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
The marvelously picturesque old city of Udaipur on beautiful Lake Pichola.
14008 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): The marvelously picturesque old city of Udaipur on beautiful Lake Pichola. 14008 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7315

Video number 06479

Same as RSN 4500 and 7313-7315.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

The dazzling whiteness of the Orient—street leading to the Maharaja’s Palace. 14009 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7316

Video number 06480

Similar to RSN 4501 and 4502

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: INDIA
      Palaces
      Streets

Place: India
      Udaipur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Enormous marble palace of the Maharaja from across Lake Pichola. 14010 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): Enormous marble palace of the Maharaja from across Lake Pichola. 14010 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7317

Video number 06481

Similar to RSN 4503.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: INDIA
      Lakes -- India
      Palaces -- India
      Waterscapes -- India

Place: India
      Pichola Lake
      Udaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
The imposing royal palace, with its marble terraces, overlooking Lake Pichola. 14011 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The imposing royal palace, with its marble terraces, overlooking Lake Pichola. 14011 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7318

Video number 06482

Same as RSN 4504 and 7318-7320.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:  INDIA
Lakes -- India
Palaces -- India
Waterscapes -- India

Place:  India
Pichola Lake
Udaipur (India)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Same as RSN 4504 and 7318-7320.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:**
- INDIA
- Lakes -- India
- Palaces -- India
- Waterscapes -- India

**Place:**
- India
- Pichola Lake
- Udaipur (India)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The imposing royal palace, with its marble terraces, overlooking Lake Pichola. 14011 Interpositive

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** The imposing royal palace, with its marble terraces, overlooking Lake Pichola. 14011 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 7320

**Video number:** 06484

Same as RSN 4504 and 7318-7320.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:**
- INDIA
- Lakes -- India
- Palaces -- India
- Waterscapes -- India

**Place:**
- India
- Pichola Lake
- Udaipur (India)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Drawing-room in the royal palace, showing cut glass table and silver chairs. 14012 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Drawing-room in the royal palace, showing cut glass table and silver chairs. 14012 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7321

Video number 06485

Similar to RSN 4505

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic:
Architecture
Art
INDIA
Interior architecture
Palaces

Place:
India
Udaipur

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

The Jugdish temple, a most perfect example of Hindu architecture. 14014 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Jugdish temple, a most perfect example of Hindu architecture. 14014 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7322

Video number 06486

Similar to RSN 4506.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Jugdish Temple (Udaipur, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
INDIA
Religion -- India
Temples -- India
Place: India -- 1890-1920
Udaipur
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Herding goats on the great plains outside the beautiful city of Udaipur. 14015 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Herding goats on the great plains outside the beautiful city of Udaipur. 14015 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7323

Video number 06487

Similar to RSN 4507.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Goats -- India
INDIA
Palm trees -- India
Place: India
Udaipur
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A beautiful Arab horse of the Maharaja, with its elaborate trappings. Active no. 14016 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A beautiful Arab horse of the Maharaja, with its elaborate trappings. Active no. 14016 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 7324

Video number 06488

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Horses -- India
       INDIA

Place: India -- 1890-1920
       Udaipur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Hundreds of wild boars from the jungle swarming on the hills near Udaipur. [Active no. 14017 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7325

Similar to RSN 4508.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Boars
       INDIA
       Jungles -- India

Place: India
       Udaipur
The sacred Lake and infinitely sacred temple of Brahma. 14018
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The sacred Lake and infinitely sacred temple of Brahma. 14018 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7326

Video number 06490
Similar to RSN 4509.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Brahma Temple (Pushkar, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
       INDIA
       Lakes -- India
       Religion -- India
       Temples -- India
Place: India -- 1890-1920
       Pushkar (India)

Chanpori gate, the picturesque entrance to the walled city. 14019
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Chanpori gate, the picturesque entrance to the walled city. 14019 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7327

Video number 06491

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Camels -- India
Gates -- India
INDIA

Place: Chanpori (Jaipur, India)
India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An empty camel train leaving the thriving city. 14020 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): An empty camel train leaving the thriving city. 14020 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7328

Video number 06492

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: Architecture -- India
Camels -- India
INDIA

Place: India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The broad, spacious Johri bazaar, a typical street in Jaipur, India's model city. [Caption no. 14021 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
An Oriental omnibus--elephant with its load of passengers, at the palace gate. 14022 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): An Oriental omnibus--elephant with its load of passengers, at the palace gate. 14022 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7330

Video number 06494

Similar to RSN 4511, 4512 and 7331.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:** Architecture -- India  
Elephants -- India  
Gates -- India  
INDIA  
Palaces -- India  
Streets -- India

**Place:**  
India  
Jaipur (India)

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

**Image(s):** An Oriental omnibus--elephant with its load of passengers, at the palace gate. 14022 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 7331

**Video number** 06495

Similar to RSN 4511, 4512 and 7330.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:** Architecture -- India  
Elephants -- India  
Gates -- India  
INDIA  
Palaces -- India  
Streets -- India

**Place:**  
India  
Jaipur (India)

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Great palace of the Maharaja, a huge pile of Oriental architecture. 14023 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Great palace of the Maharaja, a huge pile of Oriental architecture. 14023 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7332
Video number 06496

Similar to RSN 4513.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Palaces -- India
Plazas -- India

Place: India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A market-place paved with pigeons--all animal life is sacred in India. 14024 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A market-place paved with pigeons--all animal life is sacred in India. 14024 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7333
Video number 06497
Same as RSN 7334 and 7335.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
A market-place paved with pigeons--all animal life is sacred in India. 14024 Interpositive

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A market-place paved with pigeons--all animal life is sacred in India. 14024 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7334

Video number 06498

Same as RSN 7333 and 7335.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

A market-place paved with pigeons--all animal life is sacred in India. 14024 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A market-place paved with pigeons--all animal life is sacred in India. 14024 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7335

Video number 06499

Same as RSN 7333 and 7334.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Cows -- India
       INDIA
       Markets -- India
       Pigeons -- India

Place: India
       Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The fantastic creation of an Oriental monarch, Hall of the Winds. 14025 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The fantastic creation of an Oriental monarch, Hall of the Winds. 14025 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7336

Video number 06500

Similar to RSN 4514 and 7337,

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
The fantastic creation of an Oriental monarch, Hall of the Winds. 14025 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The fantastic creation of an Oriental monarch, Hall of the Winds. 14025 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7337
Video number 06501
Similar to RSN 4514 and 7336.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

State elephants of the Mahajara on parade. 14026 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): State elephants of the Mahajara on parade. 14026 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7338

Video number 06502
Similar to RSN 4515.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Elephants -- India
INDIA
Parades -- India

Place:
India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mohammedans performing the sword dance in the festival of Mahorem.
14027 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mohammedans performing the sword dance in the festival of Mahorem. 14027 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7339

Video number 06503
Similar to RSN 4516
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic:
Celebrations
Dances
Festivals
INDIA
Mahorem Festival
Musical instruments
Streets

Place: India
Jaipur (India)
Mohammed

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Manak Chowk, a busy thoroughfare in Jaipur. 14028 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Manak Chowk, a busy thoroughfare in Jaipur. 14028 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7340

Video number 06504

Similar to RSN 4517 and 7340-7342.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Elephants -- India
INDIA
Streets -- India

Place: India
Jaipur (India)
Manak Chowk

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Manak Chowk, a busy thoroughfare in Jaipur. 14028 Interpositive
Manak Chowk, a busy thoroughfare in Jaipur. 14028 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Manak Chowk, a busy thoroughfare in Jaipur. 14028 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7341
Video number 06505
Similar to RSN 4517 and 7340-7342.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Elephants -- India
INDIA
Streets -- India

Place: India
Jaipur (India)
Manak Chowk

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Feeding the sacred pigeons in the streets of Jaipur. 14029 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Feeding the sacred pigeons in the streets of Jaipur. 14029 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7343

Video number 06507

Similar to RSN 4518

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Beautiful Indian flamingoes in the gardens of the royal palace. 14030 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Beautiful Indian flamingoes in the gardens of the royal palace. 14030 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7344

Video number 06508

Similar to RSN 4519 and 4520.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Birds -- India
       Flamingos -- India
       Gardens -- India
       INDIA
       Palaces -- India

Place: India
       Jaipur (India)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

How the Oriental travels--bullock carts in the streets of Jaipur. 14031 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): How the Oriental travels--bullock carts in the streets of Jaipur. 14031 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7345

Video number 06509

Similar to RSN 4523

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: Carts -- India
       Cows -- India
       INDIA
       Transportation

Place: India
       Jaipur (India)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mohammedans celebrating a holiday in the hills outside Jaipur. [Active no. 14032 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7346
Video number 06510
Similar to RSN 4521 and 4522.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Celebrations -- India
Children -- India
INDIA
Mountains -- India
Religion -- India

Place: India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- India
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Muslims

The great royal palace in the deserted city of Amber, once the capitol of Jaipur. 14033 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): The great royal palace in the deserted city of Amber, once the capitol of Jaipur. 14033 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7347

Video number 06511

Same as RSN 4524 and 7347-7349.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Camels -- India
Elephants -- India
INDIA
Palaces -- India

Place: Amber (India) (Extinct city)
India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great royal palace in the deserted city of Amber, once the capitol of Jaipur. 14033 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The great royal palace in the deserted city of Amber, once the capitol of Jaipur. 14033 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7348

Video number 06512

Same as RSN 4524 and 7347-7349.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Camels -- India
Elephants -- India
INDIA
Palaces -- India

Place: Amber (India) (Extinct city)
India
Jaipur (India)
The great royal palace in the deserted city of Amber, once the capitol of Jaipur. 14033 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The great royal palace in the deserted city of Amber, once the capitol of Jaipur. 14033 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7349

Video number 06513

Same as RSN 4524 and 7347-7349.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Architecture -- India
Camels -- India
Elephants -- India
INDIA
Palaces -- India

Place:
Amber (India) (Extinct city)
India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The perils of photography: our artist, H.G. Ponting, F.R.G.S., photographing alligators at short range on the edge of an Indian lake. Active no. 14034 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7350

Similar to RSN 4525.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:  Alligators -- India
       INDIA
       Lakes -- India
       Mountains -- India
       Photographers -- India

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Very near view of a monster alligator emerging from an Indian river. Active
no. 14035 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Very near view of a monster alligator emerging from an Indian river. Active no. 14035 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7351

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4526 and 4527.

Topic:  Alligators
       INDIA
       Rivers -- India

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Good friends--a huge elephant, the gentlest and most docile of beasts, and
cattle feeding together. 14036 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Good friends--a huge elephant, the gentlest and most docile of beasts, and cattle feeding together. 14036 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7352
Video number 06516
Similar to RSN 4528.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Cows -- India
Elephants -- India
INDIA

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque city of Alwar from the hill below the fort. 14037
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The picturesque city of Alwar from the hill below the fort. 14037 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7353
Video number 06517
Similar to RSN 4530
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Place: Alwar (India)
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: INDIA

The bustling main street of Alwar, looking toward the fort. 14038 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The bustling main street of Alwar, looking toward the fort. 14038 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7354

Video number 06518

Similar to RSN 4531.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Fortification -- India
INDIA
Mountains -- India
Streets -- India

Place:
Alwar (India)
India

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 67
RSN Numbers 7355-7460

Image(s)

Holy tank of Alwar surrounded with palaces and shrines, a scene of surpassing beauty. 14039 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Holy tank of Alwar surrounded with palaces and shrines, a scene of surpassing beauty. 14039 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7355

Video number 06519

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Architecture -- India
INDIA
Lakes -- India
Mountains -- India
Palaces -- India
Religion -- India
Shrines -- India

Place:
Alwar (India)
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A courtyard of marble, white as alabaster, in the palace of the Maharaja.
14040 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A courtyard of marble, white as alabaster, in the palace of the Maharaja. 14040 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7356

Video number 06520

Same as RSN 7357 and 7358
A courtyard of marble, white as alabaster, in the palace of the Maharaja. 14040 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): A courtyard of marble, white as alabaster, in the palace of the Maharaja. 14040 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7357

Video number 06521

Same as RSN 7356 and 7358

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A courtyard of marble, white as alabaster, in the palace of the Maharaja. 14040 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7358
Video number 06522
Same as RSN 7356 and 7357
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
Topic: Architecture
INDIA
Mountains -- India
Palaces
Place: Alwar (India)
India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sacred bullocks before the temple entrance. 14041 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Sacred bullocks before the temple entrance. 14041 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7359
Video number 06523
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
Topic: Architecture -- India
Cows -- India
INDIA
Temple -- India

Place: Alwar (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A street scenes in ancient Delhi--the "Rome of Asia." 14042 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A street scenes in ancient Delhi--the "Rome of Asia." 14042 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7360

Video number 06524

Similar to RSN 4533.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Children -- India
INDIA
Mosques -- India
Streets -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Jumma Mosque, Delhi, of white marble and red sandstone, the greatest in India. 14043 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Jumma Mosque, Delhi, of white marble and red sandstone, the greatest in India. 14043 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7361

Video number 06525

Similar to RSN 4534.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
       INDIA
       Mosques -- India
       Plazas -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
       India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mohammedans performing the ceremony of washing hands and lips at Jumma Mosque. 14044 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mohammedans performing the ceremony of washing hands and lips at Jumma Mosque. 14044 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7362

Video number 06526

Similar to RSN 4535.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
       Ceremonies -- India
       INDIA
       Mosques -- India
       Plazas -- India
       Religion -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
       India
Mohammed

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Assembling for prayer, multitudes of devout Mohammedans in the courtyard of the Jumma Mosque. Active no. 14045 : stereo interpositive

Image(s): Assembling for prayer, multitudes of devout Mohammedans in the courtyard of the Jumma Mosque. Active no. 14045 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7363

Video number 06527

Same as RSN 4536 and 7363-7365.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)

Topic: Architecture

INDIA

Mosques -- India -- Delhi

Plazas

Religion

Place: Delhi (India)

INDIA

Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Stereoscopic photographs

Assembling for prayer, multitudes of devout Mohammedans in the courtyard of the Jumma Mosque. Active no. 14045 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Assembling for prayer, multitudes of devout Mohammedans in the courtyard of the Jumma Mosque. Active no. 14045: stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7364

Video number 06528

Same as RSN 4536 and 7363-7365.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture
INDIA
Mosques -- India -- Delhi
Plazas
Religion
Place: Delhi (India)
India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Assembling for prayer, multitudes of devout Mohammedans in the courtyard of the Jumma Mosque. 14045 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Assembling for prayer, multitudes of devout Mohammedans in the courtyard of the Jumma Mosque. 14045 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7365

Video number 06529
Same as RSN 4536 and 7363-7365.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Mosques -- India
Plazas -- India
Religion -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
India
Mohammed
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hordes of faithful Moslems leaving the Jumma Mosque. 14046 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Hordes of faithful Moslems leaving the Jumma Mosque. 14046 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7366

Video number 06530

Similar to RSN 4539.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
An Indian artist carving an elephant's tusk, in one of the workshops of Delhi. [Active no. 14047: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7367

Similar to RSN 4680.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Art -- India
Artisans -- India
Carving -- India
Elephants -- India
Handicraft -- India
INDIA
Ivory -- India
Ivory carving -- India
Tusks -- India

Place:
Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mohammedan boys leaping from a tower 60 ft. high into a sacred tank. 14048 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mohammedan boys leaping from a tower 60 ft. high into a sacred tank. 14048 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7368
Curiously and beautifully carved pillars in the hall of the Kutbul Mosque.
14049 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Curiously and beautifully carved pillars in the hall of the Kutbul Mosque. 14049 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 7369

"Most imposing emblem of Mohammedan power that this earth can show,"
the Kitub Minar, 700 years old, perfect in every detail. 14050 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Most imposing emblem of Mohammedan power that this earth can show," the Kitub Minar, 700 years old, perfect in every detail. 14050 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7370

Video number 06534

Similar to RSN 4541.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
       INDIA
       Kutub Minar (Delhi, India)
       Mosques -- India
       Religion -- India
       Towers -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
       India
       Mohammed

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Professional dancing girls in the streets of old Delhi. 14051 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Professional dancing girls in the streets of old Delhi. 14051 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7371

Video number 06535
Similar to RSN 4542-4544
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Hall of the Peacock Throne, in the palace of the Grand Moguls, walls inlaid with gems. 14052 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Hall of the Peacock Throne, in the palace of the Grand Moguls, walls inlaid with gems. 14052 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7372

Video number 06536

Similar to RSN 4545 and 4546
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Indian lapidaries working under an Italian artist to restore the mosaics of the royal palace. 14053 Interpositive
Image(s): Indian lapidaries working under an Italian artist to restore the mosaics of the royal palace. 14053 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7373

Video number 06537
Similar to RSN 4547
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic:
Art
Artisans
INDIA
Lapidary work
Mosaics
Palaces

Place:
Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Imposing ruins of a massive gate in the walls of old Delhi. 14054 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Imposing ruins of a massive gate in the walls of old Delhi. 14054 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7374

Video number 06538
Similar to RSN 4548 and 7374-7376.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Cows -- India
Gates -- India
INDIA
Ruins -- India
Walls -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Imposing ruins of a massive gate in the walls of old Delhi. 14054
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Imposing ruins of a massive gate in the walls of old Delhi. 14054
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7375

Video number 06539

Similar to RSN 4548 and 7374-7376.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Cows -- India
Gates -- India
INDIA
Ruins -- India
Walls -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Imposing ruins of a massive gate in the walls of old Delhi. 14054
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Imposing ruins of a massive gate in the walls of old Delhi. 14054 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7376

Video number 06540

Similar to RSN 4548 and 7374-7376.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
       Cows -- India
       INDIA
       Ruins -- India
       Walls -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
       India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Camels and their drivers among the ruins of ancient Delhi. 14055 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Camels and their drivers among the ruins of ancient Delhi. 14055 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7377

Video number 06541

Similar to RSN 4549.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Camels -- India
Gates -- India
INDIA
Ruins -- India
Walls -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marble tomb of Nizam-uddin-Aulia, a celebrated Moslem poet, near Delhi.
14056 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Marble tomb of Nizam-uddin-Aulia, a celebrated Moslem poet, near Delhi. 14056 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7378

Video number 06542
Similar to RSN 4550.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Mosques -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India
Nizam-uddin-Aulia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Amritsar ("pool of immortality"), one of the wealthiest cities of India. [Cat. No. 14057 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 7379

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4551. Cancelled by scratching.

Topic:
Architecture -- India
Cityscape photography
INDIA
Lakes -- India
Religions -- India

Place:
Amritsar (India)
India

Genre/Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

The Golden Temple, sacred lake and clock tower. [Cat. No. 14058 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7380

AC0143-0007380 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 4552.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Golden Temple (Amristar, India)

Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Lakes -- India
Religions -- India
Sikhs
Temples -- India
Towers

Place: Amritsar (India)
India

Genre/Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful white marble causeway leading to the Golden Temple. [Cat. No. 14059 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7381
AC0143-0007381 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 4553-4555.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Golden Temple (Amristar, India)

Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA
Religions -- India
Sikhs
Temples -- India

Place: Amritsar (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance gate and causeway over the sacred tank, Golden Temple. [Cat. No. 14060 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7382

Similar to RSN 4556.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names:
- Golden Temple (Amristar, India)

Topic:
- Architecture -- India
- Gates -- India
- INDIA
- Lakes -- India
- Religions -- India
- Sikhs
- Temples -- India

Place:
- Amritsar (India)
- India

Genre/Form:
- Stereoscopic photographs

In the courtyard of the Golden Temple. [Cat. No. 14061 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7383
AC0143-0007383 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names:
- Golden Temple (Amristar, India)
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Topic: Architecture -- India
      INDIA
      Religions -- India
      Sikhs
      Temples -- India

Place: Amritsar (India)
       India

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

A Sikh strong man with his clubs, the heaviest 640 lbs., the smallest 160 lbs. Cat. No. 14062 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A Sikh strong man with his clubs, the heaviest 640 lbs., the smallest 160 lbs. Cat. No. 14062 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 7384

Apparently printed from negative, RSN 4557.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Athletes -- 1900-1910 -- India
       Athletics -- 1900-1910 -- India
       Ethnology -- India
       INDIA
       Sikhs -- 1900-1910 -- India
       Streets -- India
       Weight lifters -- 1900-1910 -- India
       Weight lifting -- 1900-1910 -- India

Place: India -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

A city of great antiquity--Lahore from the Wazir Khan Mosque. [Active no. 14063 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7385

Video number 06549

Similar to RSN 4558.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:

INDIA
Mosques -- India
Portraits -- India

Place:

India
Lahore (India)
Wazir Khan Mosque

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "hansom cabs" of Agra in the street before the Jumma Mosque. 14064 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The "hansom cabs" of Agra in the street before the Jumma Mosque. 14064 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7386

Video number 06550

Similar to RSN 4559.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
The Taj Mahal, most magnificent memorial of the Mogul dynasty, reflected in the waters of the Jumna river. [Active no. 14065 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7387

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4560.

"The most faultless edifice that man has reared" [sic] --the Taj Mahal at Agra. [Active no. 14066 : stereo interpositive.]
The incomparable Taj Mahal, reared by the Great Mogul, Shah Jehan, as a tomb for his wife. [Active no. 14067 : stereo interpositive.]
Architecture, Mogul -- India
INDIA
Monuments -- India
Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Exquisitely carved marble screen surrounding the tomb of Mumtaz Mahal, in the Taj Mahal. 14068 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Exquisitely carved marble screen surrounding the tomb of Mumtaz Mahal, in the Taj Mahal. 14068 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7390

Video number 06554

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4571

Topic:
Architecture
Art
Carvings
INDIA
Monuments
Sculpture
Tombs

Place: Agra (India)
India
Mumtaz Mahal
Taj Mahal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lace-like screen of delicately carved marble inlaid with gems, Taj Mahal. 14069 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Lace-like screen of delicately carved marble inlaid with gems, Taj Mahal. 14069 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7391
Video number 06555
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
NOTE! IMAGE COPIED UPSIDE DOWN ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 4572

topic:
Architecture
Art
Carvings
INDIA
Monuments
Sculpture
Tombs

Place:
Agra (India)
India
Mumtaz Mahal
Taj Mahal

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent marble hall of the Pearl Mosque. 14070 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Magnificent marble hall of the Pearl Mosque. 14070 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7392
Video number 06556
Similar to RSN 4573.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

| Topic:          | Architecture -- India |
|                | Art -- India          |
|                | INDIA                |
|                | Mosques -- India     |

| Place:          | Agra (India)         |
|                | India                |
|                | Pearl Mosque         |

| Genre/Form:     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
| Genre/Form:     | Stereoscopic photographs |

Superb tomb of Itmad-uddaulah, of pure white marble inlaid with gems. 14071 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Superb tomb of Itmad-uddaulah, of pure white marble inlaid with gems. 14071 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7393

Video number 06557

Similar to RSN 4574 and 4575

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

| Names:          | Itmad-ud-daulah -- Tomb |
| Topic:          | Architecture            |
|                | Art                      |
|                | INDIA                   |
|                | Tombs                   |

| Place:          | Agra (India)            |
|                | India                   |

| Genre/Form:     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
| Genre/Form:     | Stereoscopic photographs |

The marvelous Taj Mahal seen through the arches of a balcony of the royal palace. 14072 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The marvelous Taj Mahal seen through the arches of a balcony of the royal palace. 14072 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7394

Video number 06558

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4576

Topic: Architecture -- India
Art -- India
INDIA
Monuments -- India
Mosques -- India
Palaces -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Ships of the desert"--stately camels on an avenue outside Agra. 14073 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Ships of the desert"--stately camels on an avenue outside Agra. 14073 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7395

Video number 06559
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Camels -- India
      INDIA

Place: Agra (India)
      India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
      Landscapes (representations)
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

The majestic gateway to Akbar's tomb, from the terrace of the mausoleum. 14074 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The majestic gateway to Akbar's tomb, from the terrace of the mausoleum. 14074 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7396

Video number 06560

Same as RSN 4574 and 7397.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Akbar, Mogul emperor of the 16th century

Topic: Architecture -- India
      INDIA
      Temples -- India
      Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
      India

Genre/Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

The majestic gateway to Akbar's tomb, from the terrace of the mausoleum. 14074 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Taj Mahal, most magnificent memorial of the Mogul dynasty, reflected in the waters of the Jumna river. [Active no. 14065 : stereo interpositive.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7397

Video number 06561

Same as RSN 4574 and 7396.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Akbar, Mogul emperor of the 16th century
Topic: Architecture -- India
Gates -- India
INDIA
Temples -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In the beautiful white marble cloisters of Akbar's tomb. 14075 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the beautiful white marble cloisters of Akbar's tomb. 14075 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7398

Video number 06562

Similar to RSN 4580.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Akbar, Mogul emperor of the 16th century

Topic: Architecture -- India
      INDIA
      Temples -- India
      Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
       India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Wretched life of the native Hindus at close quarters, street in Fatehpur-Sikri, a typical village street in India. 14076 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Wretched life of the native Hindus at close quarters, street in Fatehpur-Sikri, a typical village street in India. 14076 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 7399

Video number 06563

Similar to RSN 4582.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
       INDIA
       Streets -- India
       Villages -- India

Place: Fatehpur Sikri (India)
       India -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Miserable hovels of the natives within the shadow of the imposing walls of Fatehpur-Sikri. 14077 interpositive
Image(s): Miserable hovels of the natives within the shadow of the imposing walls of Fatehpur-Sikri. 14077 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7400

Video number 06564

Similar to RSN 4583.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Children -- India
Dwellings -- India
Homes -- India
INDIA
Streets -- India
Villages -- India
Walls -- India

Place:
Fatehpur Sikri (India)
India

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent gate to the abandoned palace of Fatehpur-Sikri, called the finest gate in the world. 14078 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Magnificent gate to the abandoned palace of Fatehpur-Sikri, called the finest gate in the world. 14078 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7401

Video number 06565
Similar to RSN 4584

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: Architecture
      Gates -- India
      INDIA
      Palaces

Place: Fatehpur Sikri (India)
       India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to the beautiful marble tomb of St. Selim Chishti. 14079 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Entrance to the beautiful marble tomb of St. Selim Chishti. 14079 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7402

Video number 06566

Similar to RSN 4585

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: Architecture
       Art
       INDIA
       Tombs

Place: Fatehpur Sikri (India)
       India
       St. Selim Chishti

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

By the lofty walls of Gwalior Fort, one of the greatest strongholds in India. 14080 Interpositive
Image(s): By the lofty walls of Gwalior Fort, one of the greatest strongholds in India. 14080 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7403

Video number 06567

Similar to RSN 4586.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Architecture -- India
Fortification -- India
INDIA

Place:
Gwalior (India)
Gwalior Fort (Gwalior, India)
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down (300 ft.) from the ramparts of the fort on the ancient town. 14082 Interpositive

Image(s): Looking down (300 ft.) from the ramparts of the fort on the ancient town. 14082 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7404

Video number 06568

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
The splendid gate of old Gwalior Fort as seen from the ramparts. 14081
Interpositive

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The splendid gate of old Gwalior Fort as seen from the ramparts.
14081 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7405

Video number 06569

Similar to RSN 4587.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:

Architecture -- India
Fortification -- India
Gates -- India

INDIA

Place:

Gwalior (India)
Gwalior Fort (Gwalior, India)

India

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Early morning among the Ghats--crowds of pilgrims bathing in the sacred Ganges. Active no. 14083 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Early morning among the Ghats—crowds of pilgrims bathing in the sacred Ganges. Active no. 14083: stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7406

Video number 06570

Similar to RSN 4588.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Architecture
Bathers
Ghats
INDIA
Religion
Rivers
Swimmers

Place:
Benares (India)
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Devout Hindus bathing, praying and drinking the water of the holy Ganges. Active no. 14084: stereo interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Devout Hindus bathing, praying and drinking the water of the holy Ganges. Active no. 14084: stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7407

Video number 06571
Similar to RSN 4589 and 2257.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Bathers -- India
INDIA
Religion -- India
Rivers -- India
Swimmers -- India
prayers -- India

Culture: Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India

Place: Benares (India)
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bathing Hindu dead in the Ganges to insure the soul of Paradise. Active no. 14085 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Bathing Hindu dead in the Ganges to insure the soul of Paradise.
Active no. 14085 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 7408

Video number 06572

Similar to RSN 4590.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Architecture -- India
Bathers -- India
INDIA
Religion -- India
Rivers -- India
Swimmers -- India

Culture: Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India

Place: Benares (India)
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India -- 1890-1920
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Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hideous method of disposing of the dead--building pyres and laying on the bodies to be burned. 14086 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Hideous method of disposing of the dead--building pyres and laying on the bodies to be burned. 14086 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7409

Video number 06573
Similar to RSN 4591.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Corpses -- India
Funeral rites and ceremonies, Hindu -- India
INDIA
Pyres -- India
Religion -- India

Place: Benares (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Hindu widow lighting the funeral pyre of her husband. 14087 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A Hindu widow lighting the funeral pyre of her husband. 14087 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7410
Video number 06574

AC0143-0007410 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 4592.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Corpses -- India
  Funeral rites and ceremonies, Hindu
  INDIA
  Pyres -- India
  Religion -- India

Place: Benares (India)
  India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India

Long-haired, ash-besmeared fakirs on the banks of the Ganges. [Active no. 14088 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7" verified.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Poor quality image, underexposed. Similar to RSN 4663.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 7411

Video number 06575

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Fakirs -- India
  Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
  INDIA
  Religion -- India
  Rivers -- India

Place: Benares (India)
  Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
  India
Flocks of vultures, most repulsive of birds, waiting for carcasses on the banks of the Ganges. Active no. 14089 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Flocks of vultures, most repulsive of birds, waiting for carcasses on the banks of the Ganges. Active no. 14089 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7412

Video number 06576

Similar to RSN 4593.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Birds
Funeral rites and ceremonies, Hindu -- India
INDIA
Rivers
Vultures

Place: Benares (India)
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vultures feeding--a flock of 150 devouring a dead body on the banks of the Ganges. 14090 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Vultures feeding--a flock of 150 devouring a dead body on the banks of the Ganges. 14090 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7413

Video number 06577

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4594.

Topic:   Birds
Funeral rites and ceremonies, Hindu
INDIA
Rivers -- India
Vultures

Place:   Benares (India)
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

Fakir on his bed of spikes--most spectacular performance of a religious
fanatic. [Active no. 14091 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7" (verified 1/20/2012.).)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7414

Video number 06578

Currently stored in New Box 67, formerly 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:   Ceremonies -- India
Fakirs -- India
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
INDIA
Religion -- India

Place:   India

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs
Snake charmer performing with deadly cobras and other reptiles. [Active no. 14092 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7415
Similar to RSN 4596.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Children -- India
Cobras -- India
INDIA
Religion -- India
Rites and ceremonies -- India
Snake charming -- India

Place:
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A typical street scene in Benares, the religious capital of India from time immemorial. 14093 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A typical street scene in Benares, the religious capital of India from time immemorial. 14093 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7416
Video number 06580
Similar to RSN 4597 and 4598.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
Kinchenjanga (28,156 ft. high), second highest mountain in the world, the Himalayas. 14094 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Kinchinjanga (28,156 ft. high), second highest mountain in the world, the Himalayas. 14094 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7417

Video number 06581
Similar to RSN 4599
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Nepalese peasants at Darjeeling, the great health resort of Bengal, Himalayas in distance. 14095 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Nepalese peasants at Darjeeling, the great health resort of Bengal, Himalayas in distance. 14095 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7418

Video number 06582

Similar to RSN 4600

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Health -- India
        INDIA
        Mountains -- India
        Portraits -- India
        Resorts -- India

Place: Bengal (India)
        Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
        Himalaya Mountains
        India
        Nepal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque bazaar where peasants of the Himalayas barter their wares. 14096 Interpositive.
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Picturesque bazaar where peasants of the Himalayas barter their wares. 14096 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7419

Video number 06583
Similar to RSN 4601.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:** INDIA
- Markets -- India
- Streets -- India

**Place:** Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
- Himalaya Mountains
- India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Types of Tibetan peasants from the Himalaya Mts. 14097 Interpositive

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s):** Types of Tibetan peasants from the Himalaya Mts. 14097 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 7420

**Video number 06584**

Similar to RSN 4603

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

**Topic:** INDIA
- Portraits

**Place:** Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
- Himalaya Mountains
- India
- Tibet

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Tibetan devil dancers, who guarantee to drive away the evil one. 14098 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Tibetan devil dancers, who guarantee to drive away the evil one.
14098 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7421

Video number 06585

Similar to RSN 4604.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Occupation: Dancers -- India

Topic: INDIA
Masks -- India
Mountains -- India
Portraits -- India
Religion -- India

Place: Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
Himalaya Mountains
India
Tibet

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunrise on the Himalayas, "the roof of the world," Northern India. 14099 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Sunrise on the Himalayas, "the roof of the world," Northern India.
14099 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7422
Video number 06586

Same as RSN 4605 and 7422-7424

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Clouds
      INDIA
      Mountains -- India

Place: Himalaya Mountains
       India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Sunrise on the Himalayas, "the roof of the world," Northern India. 14099
Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Sunrise on the Himalayas, "the roof of the world," Northern India.
14099 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7423

Video number 06587

Same as RSN 4605 and 7422-7424

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Clouds
      INDIA
      Mountains -- India

Place: Himalaya Mountains
       India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Sunrise on the Himalayas, "the roof of the world," Northern India. 14099
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Sunrise on the Himalayas, "the roof of the world," Northern India. 14099 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7424
Video number 06588
Same as RSN 4605 and 7422-7424
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Clouds
INDIA
Mountains -- India

Place: Himalaya Mountains
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Jain Temple at Calcutta, considered the finest Jain structure in the world. 14100 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Jain Temple at Calcutta, considered the finest Jain structure in the world. 14100 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7425
Video number 06589
Similar to RSN 4606.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
Names: Jain Temple (Calcutta, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
     INDIA
     Temples -- India
Place: Calcutta (India)
     India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

A Hindu boat with its tattered sail, on the sacred river Ganges. 14101 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A Hindu boat with its tattered sail, on the sacred river Ganges. 14101 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
     RSN 7426

Video number 06590

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4607.

Topic: Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
     INDIA--Miscellaneous
     Rivers -- India
     Sailboats
Place: Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
     India -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

A native athlete doing the "high jump" in the courtyard of the Raja's Palace.
14102 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A native athlete doing the "high jump" in the courtyard of the Raja's Palace. 14102 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7427

Video number 06591

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: Athletics
INDIA--Miscellaneous
Palaces

Place: India
Udaipur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Fearless of harm--multitudes of pigeons in the streets of Jaipur. 14103 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Fearless of harm--multitudes of pigeons in the streets of Jaipur. 14103 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7428

Video number 06592

Similar to RSN 4608

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: Birds
INDIA--Miscellaneous
Pigeons
Streets

Place: India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A lively scene in the Chanpori bazaar. 14104 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A lively scene in the Chanpori bazaar. 14104 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7429

Video number 06593

Similar to RSN 4609.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: INDIA--Miscellaneous
Markets -- India
Streets -- India

Place: Chanpori (Jaipur, India)
India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rare birds in the Maharaja's aviary. 14105 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Rare birds in the Maharaja's aviary. 14105 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7430

Video number 06594

Similar to RSN 4610.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Aviaries -- India
Birds -- India
Gardens -- India
INDIA--Miscellaneous

Place:
India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Pelicans, cormorants, storks and ibises in the royal aviary. 14106
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Pelicans, cormorants, storks and ibises in the royal aviary. 14106
Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7431

Video number 06595

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic:
Aviaries
Birds
Cormorants
INDIA--Miscellaneous
Ibises
Pelicans
Storks

Place:
India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs
Royal birds in a royal garden, rose-red flamingoes in the Maharaja’s aviary. 14107 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Royal birds in a royal garden, rose-red flamingoes in the Maharaja’s aviary. 14107 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7432
Video number 06596
Similar to RSN 4611.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Aviaries -- India
Birds -- India
Flamingos -- India
Gardens -- India
INDIA--Miscellaneous

Place: India -- 1890-1920
Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Huge alligators emerging from the waters of an Indian lake. Active no. 14108 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Huge alligators emerging from the waters of an Indian lake. Active no. 14108 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
One side cancelled.
Local Numbers
RSN 7433
Similar to RSN 4612-4614.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: Alligators -- India
       INDIA--Miscellaneous
       Lakes -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The popular conveyance in India, our artist H.G. Ponting, F.R.G.S., on his
elephant. [Active no. 14109 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): The popular conveyance in India, our artist H.G. Ponting,
F.R.G.S., on his elephant. [Active no. 14109 : stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7434

Similar to RSN 4616.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Names: Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935

Topic: Elephants -- India
       INDIA--Miscellaneous
       Photographers -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful mausoleum of Humanyum, near Delhi. 14110 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The beautiful mausoleum of Humanyum, near Delhi. 14110
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7435

Video number 06599

Similar to RSN 4617.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Humayun, Emperor of Hindustan, 1508-1556.

Topic: Architecture -- India
Gardens -- India
INDIA--Miscellaneous
Mausoleums -- India
Seculcral monuments -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Feeding the sacred monkeys at Benares. 14111 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Feeding the sacred monkeys at Benares. 14111 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7436

Video number 06600

Similar to RSN 4615.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: INDIA--Miscellaneous
Monkeys -- India
Religion -- India

Place: Benares (India)
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
A quaint and crooked street in the picturesque old Sikh city of Amritsar. [Active No. 14112 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Stereoscopic positive on glass, one side cancelled.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7437

Similar to RSN 4618.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Donkeys
INDIA--Miscellaneous
Sikhs -- 1900-1910
Streets -- India

Place: Amritsar (India) -- 1900-1910
India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Enjoying their hookahs--Sikh forage dealers in the Grassmarket of Amritsar. [Active No. 14113 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Stereoscopic positive on glass, one side cancelled.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7438

Similar to RSN 4619.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
In the crowded native quarter of Lahore. [Active no. 14114: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): In the crowded native quarter of Lahore. [Active no. 14114: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Stereoscopic positive on glass, one side cancelled.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7439

Similar to RSN 4620

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

The stately marble halls of the beautiful Pearl Mosque. [Active no. 14115: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The stately marble halls of the beautiful Pearl Mosque. [Active no. 14115: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Stereoscopic positive on glass, one side cancelled.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7440

Similar to RSN 4621.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Architecture -- India
       INDIA--Miscellaneous
       Mosques -- India

Place: Agra (India)
       India
       Pearl Mosque

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The Taj Mahal, reared by the Mogul Emperor, Shah Jehan, as a monument to his wife. [Caption no. 14116 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Stereoscopic positive on glass, one side cancelled.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7441

Similar to RSN 4622

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
Names: Shah Jahan

Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- Shah Jahan -- India
      Architecture, Mogul -- India
      INDIA--Miscellaneous
      Monuments -- India
      Temples -- India
      Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
       India -- 1890-1920
       Taj Mahal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
      Stereoscopic photographs

Most wonderful tomb in the world, the Taj Mahal, which took 20,000 men 20 years to build. [Active no. 14117 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Stereoscopic positive on glass, one side cancelled.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7442

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4623.

Names: Shah Jahan

Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- Shah Jahan -- India
      Architecture, Mogul -- India
      INDIA--Miscellaneous
      Monuments -- India
      Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
       India
       Taj Mahal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

The Sitla and Munshi Ghats on the banks of the sacred Ganges at Benares. Active no. 14118 : stereo interpositive
Image(s): The Sitla and Munshi Ghats on the banks of the sacred Ganges at Benares. Active no. 14118 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7443

Video number 06607

Same as RSN 4624 and 7443-7445.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Architecture -- India
Bathers -- India
Boats -- India
INDIA--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- India
Temples, Hindu -- 1890-1920 -- India

Place:
Benares (India)
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India -- 1890-1920
Munshi Ghat
Sitla

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

The Sitla and Munshi Ghats on the banks of the sacred Ganges at Benares. Active no. 14118 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Sitla and Munshi Ghats on the banks of the sacred Ganges at Benares. Active no. 14118 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7444

Page 3949 of 15344
Video number 06608

Same as RSN 4624 and 7443-7445.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- India
- Bathers -- India
- Boats -- India
- INDIA--Miscellaneous
- Rivers -- India
- Temples, Hindu -- 1890-1920 -- India

**Place:**
- Benares (India)
- Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
- India -- 1890-1920
- Munshi Ghat
- Sitla

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Sitla and Munshi Ghats on the banks of the sacred Ganges at Benares. Active no. 14118 : stereo interpositive

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s):** The Sitla and Munshi Ghats on the banks of the sacred Ganges at Benares. Active no. 14118 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 7445

Video number 06609

Same as RSN 4624 and 7443-7445.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- India
- Bathers -- India
- Boats -- India
- INDIA--Miscellaneous
- Rivers -- India
- Temples, Hindu -- 1890-1920 -- India

**Place:**
- Benares (India)
- Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
- India -- 1890-1920
Munshi Ghat
Sitla

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs

One of the innumerable Ghats which line the banks of the Ganges, covered with pilgrims come to bathe in the sacred waters. 14119 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): One of the innumerable Ghats which line the banks of the Ganges, covered with pilgrims come to bathe in the sacred waters. 14119 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7446

Video number 06610

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Bathers -- India
INDIA--Miscellaneous
Religion -- India
Rivers -- India
Temples -- India

Place: Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Children outside the wretched hovels of the native quarter. 14120 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Children outside the wretched hovels of the native quarter. 14120 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7447

Video number 06611

Similar to RSN 4625.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Children -- India
Dwellings -- India
Homes -- India
INDIA--Miscellaneous

Place: Fatehpur Sikri (India)
India

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tibetans from the Himalaya Mountains. 14121 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7448

Video number 06612

Similar to RSN 4626

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: INDIA--Miscellaneous
Mountains -- India
Portraits

Place: Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
Himalaya Mountains
India
Tibet

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Uncouth and stolid peasants from the land of Tibet. 14122 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7449

Video number 06613

Similar to RSN 4627

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: INDIA--Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Tibet
Portraits

Place: Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
Himalaya Mountains
India
Tibet

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tibetans and Bhutians in the market. 14123 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Tibetans and Bhutians in the market. 14123 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7450

Video number 06614

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: INDIA--Miscellaneous
Markets -- India
Streets -- India
Place: Bhutan
Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
Himalaya Mountains
India
Tibet

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The most gorgeous Jain Temple in India, an elaborate shrine of a peculiar sect. 14124 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The most gorgeous Jain Temple in India, an elaborate shrine of a peculiar sect. 14124 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7451

Video number 06615

Similar to RSN 4628.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Jain Temple (Calcutta, India)

Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA--Miscellaneous
Religion -- India
Shrines -- India
Temples -- India

Place: Calcutta (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Myriads of birds and throngs of natives. A street scene. 14134 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Myriads of birds and throngs of natives. A street scene. 14134 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7452

Video number 06616
Same as RSN 2267.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Birds -- India
Children -- India
INDIA--Miscellaneous
Streets -- India

Place: India
Jaipur (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Fierce, man-eating alligators lying in wait for prey on the banks of an Indian river. Active no. 14135 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Fierce, man-eating alligators lying in wait for prey on the banks of an Indian river. Active no. 14135 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7453

Video number 06617
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4629.
Ready for a meal—a scaly monster in his normal attitude of "seeking whom he may devour." Active no. 14136: stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Ready for a meal—a scaly monster in his normal attitude of "seeking whom he may devour." Active no. 14136: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7454

Recently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4630.

Luxmivilas Palace, magnificent residence of the Prince of Baroda. [Active no. 14137: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7455
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Baroda, Prince of Luxmivilas Palace (Vadodara, India)

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Carts
Horses -- India
INDIA--Miscellaneous
Palaces -- India

Place: India
Vadodara (India : District)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Busy shipping in Colombo harbor, as seen from the customs wharf. 14301 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Busy shipping in Colombo harbor, as seen from the customs wharf. 14301 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7456

Video number 06620

Similar to RSN 4827.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Boats -- Ceylon
Harbors -- Ceylon
Ships -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Colombo (Ceylon)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Huge, many-trunked banyan tree in the streets of Colombo. 14302 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Huge, many-trunked banyan tree in the streets of Colombo. 14302 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7457
Video number 06621
Similar to RSN 4685.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Banyan tree -- Ceylon
Streets -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Colombo (Ceylon)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Lace making in Ceylon--Singhalese girls at work in a courtyard. 14303 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Lace making in Ceylon--Singhalese girls at work in a courtyard. 14303 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7458
Video number 06622
Same as RSN 2258, 2259, 4828 and 7458-7460.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
Lace making in Ceylon--Singhalese girls at work in a courtyard. 14303 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Lace making in Ceylon--Singhalese girls at work in a courtyard. 14303 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7459

Video number 06623

Same as RSN 2258, 2259, 4828 and 7458-7460.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Lace making in Ceylon--Singhalese girls at work in a courtyard.
14303 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7460

Video number 06624

Same as RSN 2258, 2259, 4828 and 7458-7460.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Artisans -- Ceylon
BURMA AND CEYLON
Lace and lace making -- Ceylon
Lace and lace making -- Ceylon
Women laborers -- Ceylon

Place:
Adamson, Glenn
Ceylon
Colombo (Ceylon)
Singhalese

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 68
RSN Numbers 7461-7565

Image(s)

Drivers washing their bulls in a lake near Colombo. 14304 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Drivers washing their bulls in a lake near Colombo. 14304 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7461
Video number 06625

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4587.

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON  
Cows -- Ceylon  
Laborers -- Ceylon  
Lakes -- Ceylon  
Rivers -- Ceylon

**Place:** Ceylon  
Colombo (Ceylon)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Sailing o'er a crystal sea"--Singhalese catamaran gliding through the surf at Wellawatta. 14305 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** "Sailing o'er a crystal sea"--Singhalese catamaran gliding through the surf at Wellawatta. 14305 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 7462

Video number 06626

Similar to RSN 4588

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON  
Sailboats  
Waterscapes

**Place:** Ceylon  
Singhalese  
Wellawatta

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Image(s):** Beaching a catamaran--through the surf at full sail. 14306 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Beaching a catamaran--through the surf at full sail. 14306 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 7463
Video number 06627
Similar to RSN 4689, 4829 and 7464
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Beaches
Sailboats
Waterscapes

Place: Ceylon
Singhalese
Wellawatta

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beaching a catamaran--through the surf at full sail. 14306 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Beaching a catamaran--through the surf at full sail. 14306 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 7464
Video number 06628
Similar to RSN 4689, 4829 and 7463
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]
Along the palm-fringed coast of beautiful Ceylon. Active no. 14307 : stereo interpositive.

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Along the palm-fringed coast of beautiful Ceylon. Active no. 14307 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7465

Video number 06629

Similar to RSN 4690

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Native children fishing on the beach near Colombo. 14308 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7466

Video number 06630

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
BURMA AND CEYLON
Children -- Ceylon
Fishing -- Ceylon
Palm trees -- Ceylon
Seacoasts -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place:
Ceylon
Colombo (Ceylon)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

An exciting moment--fishermen bringing their catamaran through the boiling surf. 14309 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): An exciting moment--fishermen bringing their catamaran through the boiling surf. 14309 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7467

Video number 06631

Similar to RSN 4691.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
The beautiful sweep of shore north from Mt. Lavinia. 14310 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The beautiful sweep of shore north from Mt. Lavinia. 14310 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7468

Video number 06632

Similar to RSN 4692.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Waiting for the fishing boats to come in at Mt. Lavinia. 14311 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Waiting for the fishing boats to come in at Mt. Lavinia. 14311 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Waiting for the fishing boats to come in at Mt. Lavinia. 14311 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Waiting for the fishing boats to come in at Mt. Lavinia. 14311 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7470

Video number 06634

Same as RSN 4693 and 7469=7471.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Beaches -- Ceylon
Children -- Ceylon
Fishing -- Ceylon
Seacoasts -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Mt. Lavinia
Waiting for the fishing boats to come in at Mt. Lavinia. 14311 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Waiting for the fishing boats to come in at Mt. Lavinia. 14311 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7471

Video number 06635

Same as RSN 4693 and 7469=7471.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
BURMA AND CEYLON
Beaches -- Ceylon
Children -- Ceylon
Fishing -- Ceylon
Seacoasts -- Ceylon

Place:
Ceylon
Mt. Lavinia

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

A pineapple plantation, the ripened fruit ready to be gathered. 14312 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A pineapple plantation, the ripened fruit ready to be gathered. 14312 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7472
Video number 06636

Similar to RSN 4694.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: Agriculture -- Ceylon
       BURMA AND CEYLON
       Pineapples -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Singhalese girls in their comboys (straight skirts) and white jackets. 14313 Interpositive

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Singhalese girls in their comboys (straight skirts) and white jackets. 14313 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 7473

Video number 06637

Similar to RSN 4830 and 7473-7477

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
       Clothing and dress
       Portraits
       Textile fabrics

Place: Ceylon
       Singhalese

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Singhalese girls in their comboys (straight skirts) and white jackets. 14313 Interpositive
Singhalese girls in their comboys (straight skirts) and white jackets. 14313 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
  RSN 7475

Video number 06639

Similar to RSN 4830 and 7473-7477

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]
Singhalese girls in their comboys (straight skirts) and white jackets. 14313 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Singhalese girls in their comboys (straight skirts) and white jackets. 14313 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7476

Video number 06640

Similar to RSN 4830 and 7473-7477

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Singhalese girls in their comboys (straight skirts) and white jackets. 14313 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 7477
Video number 06641
Similar to RSN 4830 and 7473-7477
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Clothing and dress
Portraits
Textile fabrics

Place: Ceylon
Singhalese

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picking tea on Sir Thomas Lipton's famous tea plantation at Polgahawela.
14314 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Picking tea on Sir Thomas Lipton's famous tea plantation at Polgahawela. 14314 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7478
Similar to RSN 4695.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Lipton, Thomas, Sir
Among the curious roots of a huge rubber tree, in tropic Ceylon. 14315 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Among the curious roots of a huge rubber tree, in tropic Ceylon. 14315 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7479

Video number 06643

Similar to RSN 4831.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Bauhinia Anguina, a singular snake-like creeper, Botanical Gardens. 14316 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7480

Video number 06644

Similar to RSN 4832.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
Agriculture -- Ceylon
BURMA AND CEYLON
Botanical gardens -- Ceylon
Botany -- Ceylon
Creepers -- Ceylon
Plants -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place:
Bauhinia Anguina
Ceylon
Paradeniya

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Giant bamboo nearly 100 ft. high, trunks 12 inches diameter. 14317 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Giant bamboo nearly 100 ft. high, trunks 12 inches diameter. 14317 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7481

Video number 06645
Similar to RSN 4833.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
       Bamboo -- Ceylon
       Gardens -- Ceylon
       Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
       Peradeniya

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Lofty bamboo trees in the beautiful Botanical Gardens. 14318 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Lofty bamboo trees in the beautiful Botanical Gardens. 14318 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7482

Video number 06646

Similar to RSN 4834.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
       Bamboo -- Ceylon
       Botanical gardens -- Ceylon
       Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
       Peradeniya

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The famous group of Assam rubber trees in the Botanical Gardens. 14319 Interpositive
Image(s): The famous group of Assam rubber trees in the Botanical Gardens. 14319 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7483

Video number 06647

Similar to RSN 4835.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Botanical gardens -- Ceylon
Rubber -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Assam
Ceylon
Peradeniya

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The unrivalled beauty of tropic verdure in the lovely Botanical Gardens.
14320 Interpositive

Image(s): The unrivalled beauty of tropic verdure in the lovely Botanical Gardens. 14320 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7484

Video number 06648

Similar to RSN 4836.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON  
Botanical gardens -- Ceylon  
Trees -- Ceylon

**Place:** Ceylon  
Peradeniya

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The most sacred shrine in Ceylon, the Temple of Buddha's Tooth. 14321 Interpositive  
*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*  
**Image(s):** The most sacred shrine in Ceylon, the Temple of Buddha's Tooth. 14321 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 7485

**Video number** 06649

Similar to RSN 4698.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Names:**  
Buddha  
Temple of Buddha's Tooth (Kandy, Ceylon)

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON  
Religion -- Ceylon  
Shrines -- Ceylon  
Temples -- Ceylon  
Tombs -- Ceylon

**Place:** Ceylon  
Kandy (Ceylon)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking north across the lake at Kandy to the famous Temple of Buddha's Tooth. 14322 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking north across the lake at Kandy to the famous Temple of Buddha's Tooth. 14322 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7486

Video number 06650

Similar to RSN 4837.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names:  
Buddha
Temple of Buddha's Tooth (Kandy, Ceylon)

Topic:  
BURMA AND CEYLON
Children -- Ceylon
Lakes -- Ceylon
Religi -- Ceylon
Shrines -- Ceylon
Temples -- Ceylon
Tombs -- Ceylon

Place:  
Ceylon
Kandy (Ceylon)

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An ideal scene of tropic beauty. 14323 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): An ideal scene of tropic beauty. 14323 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7487

Video number 06651
Similar to RSN 4838.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Names:**
Buddha  
Temple of Buddha's Tooth (Kandy, Ceylon)

**Topic:**
BURMA AND CEYLON  
Children -- Ceylon  
Lakes -- Ceylon  
Religion -- Ceylon  
Shrines -- Ceylon  
Temples -- Ceylon  
Tombs -- Ceylon

**Place:**
Ceylon  
Kandy (Ceylon)

**Genre/Form:**
Landscapes (representations) -- Ceylon  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Elephant keepers driving a herd of huge beasts into a river to drink. 14324 interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
**Image(s):** Elephant keepers driving a herd of huge beasts into a river to drink. 14324 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 7488

**Video number** 06652

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4839 and 7488-7490.

**Topic:**
BURMA AND CEYLON  
Elephants -- Ceylon  
Rivers -- Ceylon

**Place:**
Ceylon  
Kandy (Ceylon)

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Elephant keepers driving a herd of huge beasts into a river to drink. 14324 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Elephant keepers driving a herd of huge beasts into a river to drink. 14324 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7489
Video number 06653
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4839 and 7488-7490.

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Elephants -- Ceylon
Rivers -- Ceylon
Place: Ceylon
Kandy (Ceylon)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Elephant keepers driving a herd of huge beasts into a river to drink. 14324 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Elephant keepers driving a herd of huge beasts into a river to drink. 14324 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7490
Video number 06654
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
Similar to RSN 4839 and 7488-7490.

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON
- Elephants -- Ceylon
- Rivers -- Ceylon

**Place:** Ceylon
- Kandy (Ceylon)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

When the elephant takes his ease--bathing in the river after his work is done. [Active no. 14325 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7 ").

**Image(s):**
- Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
- Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
- H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 7491

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4699 and 4700.

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON
- Elephants -- Ceylon
- Rivers -- Ceylon
- bathing -- Ceylon

**Place:** Ceylon
- Kandy (Ceylon)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Jak (bread fruit) tree, the huge fruit weighing 5 to 50 lbs. 14326 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** The Jak (bread fruit) tree, the huge fruit weighing 5 to 50 lbs. 14326 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
- Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
- H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7492

Video number 06656

Similar to RSN 4840

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Bread fruit trees
Jak (bread fruit) tree

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Singhaelese girl with her water jar. 14327 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A Singhaelese girl with her water jar. 14327 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7493

Video number 06657

Similar to RSN 4841.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Portraits -- Ceylon
Pottery -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Singhal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grinding moonstones in Kandy, where the finest and most lustrous in the world are found. 14328 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Grinding moonstones in Kandy, where the finest and most lustrous in the world are found. 14328 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
    RSN 7494
Video number 06658
Similar to RSN 4842
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

Topic:  Artisans
        BURMA AND CEYLON
        Gems
        Grinding
        Jewelry
        Moonstones

Place:  Ceylon
        Kandy (Ceylon)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

The lovely valley of Dumbera from the heights above Kandy. 14329 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The lovely valley of Dumbera from the heights above Kandy. 14329 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 7495
Video number 06659
Similar to RSN 4843.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON
Trees -- Ceylon
Valleys -- Ceylon

**Place:** Ceylon
Dumbera (Ceylon)
Kandy (Ceylon)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Ceylon
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mounting an elephant by way of the huge creature's fore leg, which he obediently holds up. 14330 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s):* Mounting an elephant by way of the huge creature's fore leg, which he obediently holds up. 14330 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7496

Video number 06660

Similar to RSN 4844.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON
Elephants -- Ceylon
Laborers -- Ceylon

**Place:** Ceylon

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The largest, gentlest, most intelligent of beasts--elephant holding boy in his trunk. 14331 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The largest, gentlest, most intelligent of beasts—elephant holding boy in his trunk. 14331 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7497

Video number 06661

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Children -- Ceylon
Elephants -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ancient method of executing a criminal in Ceylon, prisoner crushed by an elephant's foot. [Caption no. 14332 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 7498

Similar to RSN 4845.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Capital punishment -- 1890-1920 -- Sri Lanka
Crime -- 1890-1920 -- Sri Lanka
Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- Sri Lanka
Punishment -- 1890-1920 -- Sri Lanka

Place: Ceylon -- 1890-1920
Sri Lanka -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Taking his supper with him—elephant carrying a great palm log across the river for his evening meal. 14333 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Taking his supper with him—elephant carrying a great palm log across the river for his evening meal. 14333 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7499

Video number 06663

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4846.

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
   Elephants -- Ceylon
   Lumber industry -- Ceylon
   Rivers -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Mihintale Dagoba, over 2,000 yrs. old, one of the best preserved Buddhist monuments. 14334 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Mihintale Dagoba, over 2,000 yrs. old, one of the best preserved Buddhist monuments. 14334 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7500
Video number 06664

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4701.

Names: Bhudda -- zCeylon

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Monuments -- Ceylon
Religion -- Ceylon
Sculptures -- Ceylon
Shrines -- Ceylon
Tombs -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Mihintale Dagoba

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The largest dagoba in Anuradhapura, dome 360 ft. in diameter. 14335 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The largest dagoba in Anuradhapura, dome 360 ft. in diameter. 14335 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7501

Video number 06665

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4702.

Topic: Anuradhapura Dogoba
BURMA AND CEYLON
Monuments -- Ceylon
Religion -- Ceylon
Sculptures -- Ceylon
Shrines -- Ceylon
Tombs -- Ceylon

Place: Anuradhapura (Sri Lanka : District)
Ceylon
Among the 1,600 stone pillars of the Brazen Palace, in the ruined city of Anuradhapura. 14336 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): Among the 1,600 stone pillars of the Brazen Palace, in the ruined city of Anuradhapura. 14336 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching  
Local Numbers  
RSN 7502  
Video number 06666  
Similar to RSN 4703  
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]  
Names: Brazen Palace (Anuradhapura, Ceylon)  
Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON  
Columns  
Palaces  
Pillars  
Ruins -- Ceylon  
Stones  
Place: Aduradhapura, Ceylon (Extinct city)  
Ceylon  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  
The holy Thuparama Dagoba, in which the collar bone of Buddha is buried. 14337 interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): The holy Thuparama Dagoba, in which the collar bone of Buddha is buried. 14337 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7503

Video number 06667

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4704.

Names: Buddha

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Memorials -- Ceylon
Monuments -- Ceylon
Religion -- Ceylon
Shrines -- Ceylon
Tombs -- Ceylon

Place: Aduradhapura, Ceylon (Extinct city)
Ceylon
Thuparama Dagoba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of the architectural glories of Anuradhapura, once the capital (500 B.C.) of Ceylon. 14338 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ruins of the architectural glories of Anuradhapura, once the capital (500 B.C.) of Ceylon. 14338 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7504

Video number 06668

Similar to RSN 4706.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Children -- Ceylon
Columns -- Ceylon
Pillars -- Ceylon
Ruins -- Ceylon

Place: Aduradhapura, Ceylon (Extinct city)
Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monks worshipping before an ancient stone image of Buddha in a jungle. [Active no. 14339 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7505

Similar to RSN 4707.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic:
BURMA AND CEYLON
Jungles -- Ceylon
Monks -- Ceylon
Religion -- Ceylon
Sculptures -- Ceylon
Shrines -- Ceylon
prayers -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Siamese pilgrim priests with their votive offerings. 14340 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Siamese pilgrim priests with their votive offerings. 14340 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7506
Video number 06670

Similar to RSN 4708.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON
Priests -- Ceylon
Religion -- Ceylon
Umbrellas -- Ceylon

**Place:** Ceylon
Siam

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Isuruminiya, an ancient and picturesque rock temple in the heart of Ceylon.
14341 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s):* Isuruminiya, an ancient and picturesque rock temple in the heart of Ceylon. 14341 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7507

Video number 06671

Similar to RSN 4710.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Ceylon
BURMA AND CEYLON
Isuruminiya (Temple : Ceylon)
Religion -- Ceylon
Temples -- Ceylon

**Place:** Ceylon

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Buddhist priest bearing image and screen, at the entrance of Isuruminiya Temple. 14342 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Buddhist priest bearing image and screen, at the entrance of Isuruminiya Temple. 14342 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7508

Video number 06672
Similar to RSN 4711.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Buddha
Topic: Architecture -- Ceylon
BURMA AND CEYLO
Isuruminiya (Temple : Ceylon)
Priests -- Ceylon
Religion -- Ceylon
Temples -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Huge reclining Buddha carved in rock, surrounded by smaller images, Isuruminiya. 14343 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Huge reclining Buddha carved in rock, surrounded by smaller images, Isuruminiya. 14343 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7509

Video number 06673
Similar to RSN 4712.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Names: Buddha -- Ceylon

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Carvings -- Ceylon
Isuruminiya (Temple : Ceylon)
Religion -- Ceylon
Rocks -- Ceylon
Sculptures -- Ceylon
Shrines -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

When the evening shadows fall--twilight on a tropic lake in Ceylon. 14344 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): When the evening shadows fall--twilight on a tropic lake in Ceylon. 14344 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7510

Video number 06674

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Lakes -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Sunrise on the Indian Ocean. 14501 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Sunrise on the Indian Ocean. 14501 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7511

Video number 06675
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Similar to RSN 4730 and 4731

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
      Clouds
      Ocean
      Sunrises
      Waterscapes

Place: Burma
       Indian Ocean

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Malay boats in the harbor at Penang, Straits Settlement. 14502 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Malay boats in the harbor at Penang, Straits Settlement. 14502 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7512

Video number 06676
Similar to RSN 4732.
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
Loading freight into native buffalo carts at the waterfront. 14503 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Loading freight into native buffalo carts at the waterfront. 14503 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7513

Video number 06677
Similar to RSN 4733
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9]

A fruit shop at Penang. 14504 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A fruit shop at Penang. 14504 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7514

Video number 06678

Similar to RSN 4734.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Fruit -- Burma
Markets -- Burma

Place: Burma
Penang (Burma)
Straits Settlement

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Road through a Malay village, palms and tropic verdure on every side.

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Road through a Malay village, palms and tropic verdure on every side. 14505 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7515

Video number 06679

Similar to RSN 4735.

Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].
Palatial residences of the native Malays in the heart of the tropics. 14506 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Palatial residences of the native Malays in the heart of the tropics. 14506 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7516

Video number 06680
Currently stored in box 1.2.10 [9].

Cocoanut palm loaded with ripening fruit. 14507 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Cocoanut palm loaded with ripening fruit. 14507 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7517

Video number 06681

Similar to RSN 4738.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Fruit -- Burma
Palm trees -- Burma
Trees -- Burma

Place: Burma
Malaysia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance colonnade to the Shwe Dagon Pagoda, most sacred of Buddhist shrines. 14510 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Entrance colonnade to the Shwe Dagon Pagoda, most sacred of Buddhist shrines. 14510 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7518

Video number 06682

Similar to RSN 4741.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Buddha

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Entrances -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
Rangoon (Burma)
Shwe Dagon Pagoda

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great cone-shaped Sule Pagoda. 14508 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The great cone-shaped Sule Pagoda. 14508 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7519

Video number 06683

Similar to RSN 4739.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
Rangoon (Burma)
Sule Pagoda

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful gilded and carved teakwood shrines before the Shwe Dagon Pagoda. 14509 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Beautiful gilded and carved teakwood shrines before the Shwe Dagon Pagoda. 14509 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7520
Video number 06684

Similar to RSN 4740.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYлон
       Carvings -- Burma
       Pagodas -- Burma
       Religion -- Burma
       Sculpture -- Burma
       Shrines -- Burma
       Teakwood -- Burma

Place: Burma
       Rangoon (Burma)
       Shwe Dagon Pagoda

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Immense image of Buddha at the Shwe Dagon Pagoda. 14511 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Immense image of Buddha at the Shwe Dagon Pagoda. 14511 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7521

Video number 06685

Similar to RSN 4742.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA AND CEYлон
       Pagodas -- Burma
       Religion -- Burma
       Sculptures -- Burma
       Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
       Rangoon (Burma)
       Shwe Dagon Pagoda
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The intelligent elephant carrying huge blocks of teakwood, lumber yards. 14512 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The intelligent elephant carrying huge blocks of teakwood, lumber yards. 14512 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7522

Video number 06686

Similar to RSN 4743.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Elephants -- Burma
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
Teakwood -- Burma

Place: Burma
Rangoon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Colossal recumbent figure of Buddha, Pegu. 14513 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Colossal recumbent figure of Buddha, Pegu. 14513 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7523

Video number 06687
Similar to RSN 4744.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
       Religion -- Burma
       Sculptures -- Burma
       Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
       Pegu (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The Jatalan Pagoda Hill from the terrace of the monestery. 14514 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Jatalan Pagoda Hill from the terrace of the monestery. 14514 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 7524

Video number 06688

Similar to RSN 4745.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
       Lions -- Burma
       Monasteries -- Burma
       Pagodas -- Burma
       Religion -- Burma
       Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
       Jatalan Pagoda Hill (Moulmein, Burma)
       Moulmein (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Group of miners in the main tunnel (1 1/2 mile long) of a huge coal mine. 14515 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Group of miners in the main tunnel (1 1/2 mile long) of a huge coal mine. 14515 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7525

Video number 06689

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Same as RSN 310

Topic: Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
      Laborers -- Pennsylvania
      Mines -- Pennsylvania
      PITTSBURGH, PA
      Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
       Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Pinnacled heights of Pagoda Hill crowned with innumerable shrines. 14515 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Pinnacled heights of Pagoda Hill crowned with innumerable shrines. 14515 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7526

Video number 06690

Similar to RSN 4746.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON
- Pagodas -- Burma
- Religion -- Burma
- Shrines -- Burma

**Place:** Burma
- Moulmein (Burma)
- Pagoda Hill

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

*At his daily toil--the sagacious elephant in lumber yards at Moulmein.*

Caption no. 14516 : stereoscopic interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

*Image(s):* At his daily toil--the sagacious elephant in lumber yards at Moulmein. Caption no. 14516 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 7527

Similar to RSN 4747.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Cancelled by scratching.

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON
- Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
- Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma

**Place:** Burma -- 1890-1920
- Moulmein

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Hauling logs from the Salween river with the patient, powerful elephant. 14517 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Hauling logs from the Salween river with the patient, powerful elephant. 14517 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7528

Video number 06692

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Elephants -- Burma
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
Rivers -- Burma

Place: Burma
Moulmein
Salween River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The largest draught animal in the world, elephants harnessed with chains, hauling logs in lumber yards. 14518 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The largest draught animal in the world, elephants harnessed with chains, hauling logs in lumber yards. 14518 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7529

Video number 06693

Similar to RSN 4748 and 4749.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
The beautifully fantastic Burmese Kyaungs (temples) at Kadoe. 14519 Interpositive

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The beautifully fantastic Burmese Kyaungs (temples) at Kadoe. 14519 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7530

Video number 06694

Similar to RSN 4750.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Curious customs of the Burmese--funeral ceremony and hearse. 14520 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): Curious customs of the Burmese--funeral ceremony and hearse.  
14520 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 7531  
Video number 06695  
Same as RSN 7532.  
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].  

| Topic                     | BURMA AND CEYLON  
|--------------------------|-------------------  
| Ceremonies -- Burma      | Buermese Ceremonies.  
| Children -- Burma        |  
| Funeral rites and ceremonies -- Burma |  

| Place:                | Burma  

| Genre/Form:          | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
|----------------------|----------------------------------------------------------  
| Stereoscopic photographs |  

Curious customs of the Burmese--funeral ceremony and hearse. 14520 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): Curious customs of the Burmese--funeral ceremony and hearse.  
14520 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 7532  
Video number 06696  
Same as RSN 7531.  
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
A crowded landing place on the Salween river. 14521 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A crowded landing place on the Salween river. 14521 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7533
Video number 06697
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Native climbing a palm tree to draw palm toddy, the sap of the opening flower buds. 14522 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Native climbing a palm tree to draw palm toddy, the sap of the opening flower buds. 14522 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7534

Video number 06698

Similar to RSN 4751.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Carts -- Burma
Cows -- Burma
Palm trees -- Burma
Roads -- Burma
Trees -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Primitive method of threshing in Burma, treading out rice with water buffaloes. 14523 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Primitive method of threshing in Burma, treading out rice with water buffaloes. 14523 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7535

Video number 06699

Similar to RSN 4752.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Agriculture -- Burma
BURMA AND CEYLON
Buffalo -- Burma
Harvesting -- Burma
Rice -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
In the great Paingoo caves--sitting Buddhas many centuries old. 14524 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): In the great Paingoo caves--sitting Buddhas many centuries old. 14524 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7536
Video number 06700
Similar to RSN 4753.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Buddha -- Burma
Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Caves -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Sculptures -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
Paingoo

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Burmese women at worship before the great image of Buddha in the Paingoo caves. 14525 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Burmese women at worship before the great image of Buddha in the Paingoo caves. 14525 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7537
Video number 06701

Similar to RSN 4754 and 7555.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
      Caves -- Burma
      Ceremonies -- Burma
      Religion -- Burma
      Shrines -- Burma
      prayers -- Burma

Place: Burma
      Paingoo (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Native Burmese examining the curious stalactite formations in the Paingoo caves. 14526 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Native Burmese examining the curious stalactite formations in the Paingoo caves. 14526 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7538

Video number 06702

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
      Caves -- Burma
      Formations (Geology) -- Burma
      Religion -- Burma
      Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
      Paingoo (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Burmese girls off for a picnic in a buffalo cart. 14527 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Burmese girls off for a picnic in a buffalo cart. 14527 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 7539
Video number 06703
Similar to RSN 4756
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18]

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Buffalo
Carts
Picnicking

Place: Burma
Mopoon (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Making cigars, Burmese women cutting and rolling the wrappers. Active no.
14528 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Making cigars, Burmese women cutting and rolling the wrappers.
Active no. 14528 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7540
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
Similar to RSN 4757.
Burmese women rolling leaf tobacco into cigars. [Caption no. 14529: stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 7541

Similar to RSN 4758.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Cancelled by scratching.

The finishing and packing processes, cigar making. Active no. 14530: stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The finishing and packing processes, cigar making. Active no. 14530 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7542

Similar to RSN 4759.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:
Artisans -- Burma
BURMA AND CEYLON
Cigars -- Burma
Tobacco -- Burma -- 1890-1920
Women laborers -- Burma

Place:
Burma
Mopoon (Burma)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to the Arrakan Pagoda, one of the most splendid Buddhist temples in Burma. 14531 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Entrance to the Arrakan Pagoda, one of the most splendid Buddhist temples in Burma. 14531 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7543

Video number 06707

Similar to RSN 4760.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
The sacred turtle tank and the gorgeous Arrakan Pagoda. 14532 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The sacred turtle tank and the gorgeous Arrakan Pagoda. 14532 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7544

Video number 06708

Similar to RSN 4761.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Burmese ladies on their way to the bazaar. Caption no. 14533: glass stereointerpositive
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Burmese ladies on their way to the bazaar. Caption no. 14533: glass stereointerpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 7545

Video number 06709

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Dogs -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
Markets -- Burma
Streets

Place: Burma
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

The Queen's Golden Monastery, a gem of Oriental architecture. 14534 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Queen's Golden Monastery, a gem of Oriental architecture. 14534 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7546

Video number 06710
Similar to RSN 4762.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Golden Monastery (Mandalay, Burma)
Topic: Architecture -- Burma
       BURMA AND CEYLON
       Monasteries -- Burma
       Religion -- Burma
       Temples -- Burma
Place: Burma
       Mandalay (Burma)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dickering and bargaining on every side--in the market at Mandalay. 14535 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Dickering and bargaining on every side--in the market at Mandalay. 14535 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7547

Video number 06711

Similar to RSN 4763.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
       Markets -- Burma
       Streets -- Burma
Place: Burma
       Mandalay (Burma)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of 450 pagodas, each recording on stone a section of the law of Buddha. 14536 Interpositive
Image(s): Temple of 450 pagodas, each recording on stone a section of the law of Buddha. 14536 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7548

Video number 06712

Similar to RSN 4764.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Sculptures -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
Temples -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking across the moat (300 ft. wide) to the walls of Fort Dufferin. 14537 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking across the moat (300 ft. wide) to the walls of Fort Dufferin. 14537 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7549

Video number 06713
Similar to RSN 4765.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
       Fortification -- Burma
       Lakes -- Burma
       Moats -- Burma

Place: Burma
       Fort Dufferin (Mandalay, Burma)
       Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

One of the 12 ornamental gates in the walls of Fort Dufferin. 14538 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): One of the 12 ornamental gates in the walls of Fort Dufferin. 14538 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7550

Video number 06714

Similar to RSN 4766.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
       Buffalo -- Burma
       Carts -- Burma
       Fortification -- Burma
       Gates -- Burma
       Wagons -- Burma

Place: Burma
       Fort Dufferin (Mandalay, Burma)
       Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A native sculptor chiseling an image of Buddha from white marble. 14539 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): A native sculptor chiseling an image of Buddha from white marble. 14539 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7551

Video number 06715

Similar to RSN 4767.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Buddha -- Burma
Topic: Art -- Burma
Artisans -- Burma
BURMA AND CEYLON
Carvers -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Sculptures -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Third class carriage for women on Burmese Ry.--picture on door denotes women's compartment to those who can not read. 14540 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Third class carriage for women on Burmese Ry.--picture on door denotes women's compartment to those who can not read. 14540 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7552

Video number 06716
Similar to RSN 4768.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
      Railroads -- Burma
      Stations -- Burma
      Trains -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A curious and beautiful old pagoda at Mingoon. 14541 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A curious and beautiful old pagoda at Mingoon. 14541 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7553

Video number 06717

Similar to RSN 4769.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
      BURMA AND CEYLON
      Gardens -- Burma
      Pagodas -- Burma
      Religion -- Burma
      Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
      Mingoon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The big bell of Burma, second largest in the world (weight 80 tons). 14542 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The big bell of Burma, second largest in the world (weight 80 tons). 14542 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7554
Video number 06718
Similar to RSN 4770.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Bells -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mingoon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The valley of the Irrawaddy from the great pagoda. 14543 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The valley of the Irrawaddy from the great pagoda. 14543 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7555
Video number 06719
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
Similar to RSN 4771.

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Pagodas -- Burma
Rivers -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
Valleys -- Burma

Place: Burma
Irrawaddy River (Burma)
Mingoon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruined foundations of ancient pagoda, the largest mass of brick work in the world. 14544 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Ruined foundations of ancient pagoda, the largest mass of brick work in the world. 14544 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7556

Video number 06720

Similar to RSN 4772.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Construction -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Ruins -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
Temples -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mingoon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A well-filled ferry boat on the Irrawaddy. 14545 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A well-filled ferry boat on the Irrawaddy. 14545 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7557

Video number 06721
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Boats -- Burma
Rivers -- Burma

Place: Burma
Irrawaddy River (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The golden Shwe-zi-gon Pagoda, between Nyaunga and Pagan. 14546 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The golden Shwe-zi-gon Pagoda, between Nyaunga and Pagan. 14546 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7558

Video number 06722
Similar to RSN 4773.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma  
Temples -- Burma

Place:  
Burma  
Nyaungu  
Pagan  
Shwe-zi-gon Pagoda

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque road to Pagan, lined with ruins of pagodas and carved images. Active no. 14547 : stereo interpositive  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The picturesque road to Pagan, lined with ruins of pagodas and carved images. Active no. 14547 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled.

Local Numbers  
RSN 7559

Similar to RSN 4774. Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:  
BURMA AND CEYLON  
Carvings -- Burma  
Pagodas -- Burma  
Religion -- Burma  
Roads -- Burma  
Ruins -- Burma  
Sculpture -- Burma  
Shrines -- Burma

Place:  
Burma  
Pagan (Burma)

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The Ananda Temple, most splendid of the many shrines which once adorned Pagan. 14548 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The Ananda Temple, most splendid of the many shrines which once adorned Pagan. 14548 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7560
Video number 06724
Similar to RSN 4775.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Buffalo -- Burma
Carts -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
Temples -- Burma

Place: Ananda Temple (Burma)
Burma
Pagan (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ananda (the Endless) Temple, seen through the arch of the Thapinyu Temple. 14549 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Ananda (the Endless) Temple, seen through the arch of the Thapinyu Temple. 14549 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7561
Video number 06725
Similar to RSN 4776.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON
Shrines -- Burma
Temples -- Burma

**Place:** Ananda Temple (Burma)
Burma
Pagan
Thapinyu Temple

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ringing a temple bell, in a temple courtyard. 14550 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ringing a temple bell, in a temple courtyard. 14550 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7562

Video number 06726

Similar to RSN 4777.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:** BURMA AND CEYLON
Bells -- Burma
Temples -- Burma

**Place:** Burma
Pagan

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A junk laden with pottery, on the Irrawaddy. 14551 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A junk laden with pottery, on the Irrawaddy. 14551 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7563

Video number 06727

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Similar to RSN 4778.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>BURMA AND CEYLON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pottery -- Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sailboats -- Burma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Burma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrawaddy River (Burma)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taking their afternoon smoke, Burmese girls with their huge cheroots.

[Caption no. 14552 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 7564

Similar to RSN 4779 and 4783.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Cancelled by scratching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>BURMA AND CEYLON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cigars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parks -- Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smoking -- 1890-1920 -- Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tobacco -- Burma -- 1890-1920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Burma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits -- Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Culture: Burmese
Loading an Irrawaddy steamer at Minbu. 14553 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Loading an Irrawaddy steamer at Minbu. 14553 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion stained and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 7565

Video number 06729
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Similar to RSN 4784.

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
    Boats -- Burma
    Docks -- Burma
    Piers -- Burma
    Ports -- Burma
    Rivers -- Burma
    Wharves -- Burma

Place: Burma
    Irrawaddy River (Burma)
    Minbu

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Box 69

RSN Numbers 7566-7669

Image(s)

Steamer and native boats on the famous Irrawaddy, at Thayatmyo. 14554 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Steamer and native boats on the famous Irrawaddy, at Thayatmyo. 14554 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7566

Video number 06730

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Similar to RSN 4785.

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Boats -- Burma
Buffalo -- Burma
Ports -- Burma
Rivers -- Burma
Ships -- Burma

Place: Burma
Irrawaddy River (Burma)
Thayatmyo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the huge leogryphs (guardian lions) before a pagoda on the Irrawaddy. 14555 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): One of the huge leogryphs (guardian lions) before a pagoda on the Irrawaddy. 14555 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7567

Video number 06731

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
Leogryphs
Lions -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Rivers -- Burma
Sculptures -- Burma

Place: Burma
Irrawaddy River (Burma)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Seagulls following an ocean liner on the Indian Ocean. 14556 interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Seagulls following an ocean liner on the Indian Ocean. 14556 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7568

Video number 06732
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Similar to RSN 4786 and 4787

Topic: BURMA AND CEYLON
    Birds
    Ocean
    Seagulls
    Waterscapes

Place: Indian Ocean

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Taking a last look at their pets--Malay children with a basket of ducklings.
14557 interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Taking a last look at their pets--Malay children with a basket of ducklings. 14557 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7569
Video number 06733

Similar to RSN 4788.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:**  BURMA--Miscellaneous  
Children -- Burma  
Ducks -- Burma

**Place:**  Burma  
Malaysia

**Genre/Form:**  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The elephant at work transporting heavy teakwood logs in a lumberyard.  
14558 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** The elephant at work transporting heavy teakwood logs in a lumberyard. 14558 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 7570

Video number 06734

Similar to RSN 4789.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:**  BURMA--Miscellaneous  
Elephants -- Burma  
Laborers -- Burma  
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma  
Teakwood -- Burma

**Place:**  Burma  
Rangoon

**Genre/Form:**  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

An elephant putting a huge log of teakwood into place, lumber yard, Rangoon. 14559 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): An elephant putting a huge log of teakwood into place, lumber yard, Rangoon. 14559 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Right border stained.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7571
Video number 06735
Similar to RSN 4790.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: BURMA--Miscellaneous
       Elephants -- Burma
       Laborers -- Burma
       Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
       Teakwood -- Burma

Place: Burma
       Rangoon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bringing in a raft of logs--working elephants in the Salween river. Active no. 14560 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Bringing in a raft of logs--working elephants in the Salween river. Active no. 14560 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7572
Similar to RSN 4792.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:** BURMA--Miscellaneous
- Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
- Laborers -- Burma
- Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
- Rivers -- Burma
- Teakwood -- Burma

**Place:** Burma -- 1890-1920
- Salween River

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Huge image of Buddha at the entrance of the Paingoo caves. 14561 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Huge image of Buddha at the entrance of the Paingoo caves. 14561 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 7573

**Video number 06737**

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Names:**
- Buddha -- Burma

**Topic:** BURMA--Miscellaneous
- Caves -- Burma
- Religion -- Burma
- Sculptures -- Burma
- Shrines

**Place:** Burma
- Paingoo

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Girls assorting leaf tobacco to make cigars. [Active no. 14562 : stereo interpositive.]
A group of poor Buddhist monks before the great bell at the temple. Active no. 14563 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A group of poor Buddhist monks before the great bell at the temple. Active no. 14563 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 7575

Similar to RSN 4794. Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Buddha

Topic: BURMA--Miscellaneous
       Bells -- Burma
       Monks -- Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
In the market at Basel. 15101 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the market at Basel. 15101 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7576

Video number 06740
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2420

Topic: Markets -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Basel (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The River Rhine at Basel. 15102 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The River Rhine at Basel. 15102 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7577

Video number 06741
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2421

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Basel (Switzerland)
Rhine
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bern, on the River Aare. 15103 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Bern, on the River Aare. 15103 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7578

Video number 06742
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Aar River (Switzerland)
Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Aare River in Bern, Switzerland. Active no. 15104 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7579
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:
Bridges -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place:
Aar River (Switzerland)
Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bern, Switzerland : Active no. 15105, stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7580
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18]

Place:
Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
SWITZERLAND

Street fountain and old clock tower. 15106 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Street fountain and old clock tower. 15106 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7581

Video number 06745

Same as RSN 7582

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18]

Topic:
Fountains
SWITZERLAND
Streets
Towers

Place:
Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Street fountain and old clock tower. 15106 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Street fountain and old clock tower. 15106 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion slightly stained
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7582

Video number 06746

Same as RSN 7581

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18]

Topic:
Fountains
SWITZERLAND
Streets
Towers

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bern, Switzerland. Active no. 15107 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Image(s): [Bern, Switzerland, Active no. 15107 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7583

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18]

Topic: SWITZERLAND
Streets

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bern, Switzerland. Active no. 15108 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Image(s): [Bern, Switzerland. Active no. 15108 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7584

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Fountains

SWITZERLAND
Streets

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Bagpiper Fountain in the principal street of Bern. 15109 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Bagpiper Fountain in the principal street of Bern. 15109 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7585

Video number 06749
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18]

Copy and Version Identification Note

Topic: Bagpiper Fountain (Bern, Switzerland)
Fountains
SWITZERLAND
Streets

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15110 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15110 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7586

Video number 06750
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15111 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15111 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7587

Video number 06751

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15112 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15112 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7588

Video number 06752
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note

15142

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
      Rivers -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15113 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15113 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7589

Video number 06753

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
      Rivers -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 15114 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 15114 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7590
Video number 06754

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Architecture
Fountains
SWITZERLAND
Squares

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An observation tower on the Chagres River 15115 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): An observation tower on the Chagres River 15115 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7591

Video number 06755

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Same as RSN 640 and 1844.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL
Rivers -- Panama
Towers -- Panama

Place: Chagres River (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 15115 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Market.] 15115 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7592

Video number 06756

Same as RSN 7593.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
Markets -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 15115 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Market.] 15115 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7593

Video number 06757

Same as RSN 7592.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
Markets -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15116 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15116 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7594

Video number 06758
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge.] 15117 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bridge.] 15117 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7595

Video number 06759
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges
SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 15118 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 15118 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7596
Video number 06760
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: SWITZERLAND
      Streets
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 15119 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 15119 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7597
Video number 06761
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Carts
      SWITZERLAND
      Streets
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 15120 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 15120 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 7598

Video number 06762
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Carts
SWITZERLAND
Streets
Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Switzerland.] 15121 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River in Switzerland.] 15121 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 7599

Video number 06763
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15122 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15122 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7600

Video number 06764

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15123 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15123 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7601

Video number 06765

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Buildings -- Switzerland
Children -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Hoheweg, the most beautiful avenue of Interlaken. 15124
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): On the Hoheweg, the most beautiful avenue of Interlaken. 15124 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7602

Video number 06766
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2360-D

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
Parks -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Interlaken (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 15125 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 15125 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7603

Video number 06767
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2360-D

Topic: Carts -- Switzerland
Markets -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 15126 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 15126 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7604

Video number 06768

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:
Buildings -- Switzerland
Dogs -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Streets -- Switzerland
Wagons -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy street and row of homes in Switzerland.] 15127 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Busy street and row of homes in Switzerland.] 15127 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7605

Video number 06769
Same as RSN 7607

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Carts -- Switzerland
      Dwellings -- Switzerland
      Homes -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND
      Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form: Stereoscopic photographs

A powerful steam shovel removing great rocks from the bed of the Cut, Culebra. 15127 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A powerful steam shovel removing great rocks from the bed of the Cut, Culebra. 15127 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7606

Video number 06770

Same as RSN 659 and 1855.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Construction -- Panama
      Laborers -- Panama
      Machinery -- Panama
      PANAMA CANAL
      Railroads -- Panama
      Trains -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
       Panama

Genre: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy street and row of homes in Switzerland.] 15127 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Busy street and row of homes in Switzerland.] 15127 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7607
Video number 06771
Same as RSN 7605.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Carts -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of scattered valley homes in Switzerland. Active no. 15128 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7608
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural scene in Switzerland.] 15129 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Rural scene in Switzerland.] 15129 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7609

Video number 06773
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland Homes -- Switzerland Mountains -- Switzerland SWITZERLAND Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Switzerland.] 15130 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene in Switzerland.] 15130 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7610

Video number 06774
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street and home in Switzerland.] 15131 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street and home in Switzerland.] 15131 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7611

Video number 06775
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Home in Switzerland.] 15132 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Home in Switzerland.] 15132 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7612

Video number 06776
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:
- Dwellings -- Switzerland
- Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
- Homes -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND
- Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Train on bridge in mountains of Switzerland.] 15133 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Train on bridge in mountains of Switzerland.] 15133 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 7613

Video number 06777

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:
- Bridges -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- Railroads -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND
- Trains -- Switzerland
- Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in Switzerland.] 15135 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Homes in Switzerland.] 15135 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7614

Video number 06778

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
      Homes -- Switzerland
      Mountains -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND
      Valleys -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

The Eiger (13,040 ft.) and Monch (13,468 ft.) from Murren. 15136
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Eiger (13,040 ft.) and Monch (13,468 ft.) from Murren. 15136
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7615

Video number 06779

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
      Mountains -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND
      Valleys -- Switzerland
      glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Eiger (Wengern Alps, Switzerland)
      Monch
      Murren (Switzerland)
      Switzerland

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

The Jungfrau (13,670 ft.) and Schwarz Monch. 15137 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Jungfrau (13,670 ft.) and Schwarz Monch. 15137 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7616
Video number 06780
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Schwarz Monch
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Jungfrau (13,670 ft.) and Little Scheidegg. 15138 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Jungfrau (13,670 ft.) and Little Scheidegg. 15138 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7617
Video number 06781
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2336-D

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Formations (Geology)
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Little Scheidegg (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Jungfrau (13,670 ft.) from Wengern-Alp. 15139 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Jungfrau (13,670 ft.) from Wengern-Alp. 15139 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7618

Video number 06782

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2337

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Wengern-Alp

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Monch (13,468 ft.) from Wengern-Alp. 15140 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Monch (13,468 ft.) from Wengern-Alp. 15140 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
  RSN 7619
Video number 06783
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  2338
  Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
        Mountains -- Switzerland
        SWITZERLAND
        glaciers -- Switzerland
  Place: Monch
        Switzerland
        Wengern-Alp
  Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15141 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15141 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 7620
Video number 06784
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
  Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
         Dwellings -- Switzerland
         Homes -- Switzerland
         Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 15142 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 15142 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7621
Video number 06785
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Buildings
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

On the Upper Glacier, Grindelwald. 15143 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): On the Upper Glacier, Grindelwald. 15143 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7622
Video number 06786
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Eismeer, head of the lower Grindelwald Glacier. 15144 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): On the Eismeer, head of the lower Grindelwald Glacier. 15144 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7623

Video number 06787
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2343?

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Eismeer (Switzerland)
Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Eismeer and Grindelwald Fliescher Glacier. 15145 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Eismeer and Grindelwald Fliescher Glacier. 15145 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7624

Video number 06788
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:      Mountains -- Switzerland
            SWITZERLAND
            glaciers -- Switzerland
Place:      Eismeer (Switzerland)
            Fliescher Glacier (Switzerland)
            Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
            Switzerland

Genre/      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:       Stereoscopic photographs

The Upper Grindelwald Glacier. 15146 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Upper Grindelwald Glacier. 15146 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7625

Video number 06789
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:      Mountains -- Switzerland
            SWITZERLAND
            glaciers -- Switzerland
Place:      Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
            Switzerland

Genre/      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:       Stereoscopic photographs

Grotto in the Grindelwald Glacier. 15147 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Grotto in the Grindelwald Glacier. 15147 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7626

Video number 06790

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2347-D

Topic:
- Caves -- Switzerland
- Grottoes -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND
- glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
- Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
- Switzerland

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Wetterhorn and Schreckhorn and Grindelwald Valley. 15148 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Wetterhorn and Schreckhorn and Grindelwald Valley. 15148 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7627

Video number 06791

Same as RSN 7628 and 7629.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- Rivers -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND
- Valleys -- Switzerland
- glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
- Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
- Schreckhorn
- Switzerland
- Wetterhorn
Wetterhorn and Schreckhorn and Grindelwald Valley. 15148 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Wetterhorn and Schreckhorn and Grindelwald Valley. 15148 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7628
Video number 06792
Same as RSN 7627 and 7629.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:  Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:  Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
Schreckhorn
Switzerland
Wetterhorn

Wetterhorn and Schreckhorn and Grindelwald Valley. 15148 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Wetterhorn and Schreckhorn and Grindelwald Valley. 15148 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7629
Video number 06793
Same as RSN 7627 and 7628.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:**
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:**
Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
Schreckhorn
Switzerland
Wetterhorn

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Giessbach Waterfall. 15149 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Giessbach Waterfall. 15149 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7630

Video number 06794

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:**
Forests -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

**Place:**
Giessbach (Switzerland)
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Alpbach Waterfalls at Meiringen. 15150 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Alpbach Waterfalls at Meiringen. 15150 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7631

Video number 06795
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Forests
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Alpbach Falls (Meringen, Switzerland)
Meiringen
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lucerne and the Lake. 15151 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Lucerne and the Lake. 15151 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7632

Video number 06796
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2310-D

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Lucerne and lofty Pilatus. 15152 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Lucerne and lofty Pilatus. 15152 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7633

Video number 06797
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2312

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
       Lakes -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
       Pilatus
       Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 15153 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 15153 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7634

Video number 06798
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
      Lakes -- Switzerland
      Mountains -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15154 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15154 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
       RSN 7635

Video number 06799

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Switzerland. Active no. 15155 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
       RSN 7636

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15156 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15156 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7637

Video number 06801
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15157 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15157 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7638

Video number 06802
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
[River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15158 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River and bridge in Switzerland.] 15158 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7639
Video number 06803
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Tell's Chapel on the shores of Lake Lucerne, where the Swiss liberator leaped from the tyrant Gessler's boat. 15159 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Tell's Chapel on the shores of Lake Lucerne, where the Swiss liberator leaped from the tyrant Gessler's boat. 15159 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7640
Video number 06804
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
Names: Gessler

Topic:
Chapels -- Switzerland
Historic sites -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place:
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Tell's Chapel

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lion of Lucerne--hewn in the face of a cliff. 15160 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Lion of Lucerne--hewn in the face of a cliff. 15160 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7641

Video number 06805
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2313

Topic:
Lion of Lucerne (Lucerne, Switzerland)
Lions -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Sculptures -- Switzerland

Place:
Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 15161 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Boats.] 15161 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7642

Video number 06806

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Buildings -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Waterfronts -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Playing "bandy" or hockey on a field of ice, in the Engadine. 15163 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Playing "bandy" or hockey on a field of ice, in the Engadine. 15163 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7644
Video number 06808
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Ice hockey
Ice skating
SWITZERLAND
Sports -- 1920-1930
Place: Engadine (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Setting out for a trip on skis, in the Engadine. 15164 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Setting out for a trip on skis, in the Engadine. 15164 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7645
Video number 06809
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Portraits -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Skiing -- Switzerland
Snow -- Switzerland
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Switzerland
Place: Engadine (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

St. Moritz, a popular health resort in the Engadine. 15165 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): St. Moritz, a popular health resort in the Engadine. 15165 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7646

Video number 06810

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
Resorts -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Snow -- Switzerland

Place:
Engadine (Switzerland)
St. Moritz (Switzerland)
Switzerland

[Plaza.] 15166 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Plaza.] 15166 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7647

Video number 06811

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
Topic: Fountains -- Switzerland
Plazas -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Squares -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tunnel.] 15167 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Tunnel.] 15167 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7648

Video number 06812
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 15168 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Boats.] 15168 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7649

Video number 06813
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 15169 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 15169 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7650

Video number 06814
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in Switzerland.] 15170 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Rail line in Switzerland.] 15170 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7651

Video number 06815
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
The Axenstrasse, 300 feet above Lake Lucerne. 15171 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Axenstrasse, 300 feet above Lake Lucerne. 15171 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7652

Video number 06816
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2319-D

[Tunnel.] 15172 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Tunnel.] 15172 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7653

Video number 06817
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The statue of William Tell at Altdorf. [Active no. 15173. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7654
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Tell, William

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Altdorf (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Amsteg and the St. Gotthard Railway Bridge. 15174 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Amsteg and the St. Gotthard Railway Bridge. 15174 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7655

Video number 06819

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bridges</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwellings</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valleys</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsteg</td>
<td>(Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Gotthard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs</td>
<td>1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic</td>
<td>photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amsteg and the St. Gotthard Railway Bridge. 15175 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Amsteg and the St. Gotthard Railway Bridge. 15175 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7656

Video number 06820

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bridges</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwellings</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homes</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valleys</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagons</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsteg</td>
<td>(Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Gotthard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Amsteg, Switzerland.] 15176 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Amsteg, Switzerland.] 15176 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7657

Video number 06821

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Amsteg (Switzerland)
St. Gotthard
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street in Switzerland.] 15177 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street in Switzerland.] 15177 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7658

Video number 06822

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
[Rural scene in Switzerland.] 15178 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Rural scene in Switzerland.] 15178 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7659
Video number 06823
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

[Bridge in Switzerland.] 15179 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Bridge in Switzerland.] 15179 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7660

Video number 06824

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and high bridge in Switzerland.] 15180 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River and high bridge in Switzerland.] 15180 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7661

Video number 06825

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The St. Gotthard road in the great defile of Schollenen. 15181 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The St. Gotthard road in the great defile of Schollenen. 15181 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7662

Video number 06826

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note

2378

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Schollenen
St. Gotthard
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Devil's Bridge, St. Gotthard road. 15182 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Devil's Bridge, St. Gotthard road. 15182 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7663

Video number 06827

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Devil's Bridge (St. Gotthard, Switzerland)
St. Gotthard
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A street in Andermatt. 15183 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A street in Andermatt. 15183 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7664

Video number 06828
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18]

Copy and Version Identification Note
2380-D

Topic: SWITZERLAND
Streets

Place: Andermatt (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tunnel.] 15184 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Tunnel.] 15184 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7665
Video number 06829

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tunnel.] 15185 Interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Tunnel.] 15185 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7666

Video number 06830

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Switzerland.] 15186 interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River in Switzerland.] 15186 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7667
Video number 06831
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:          Bridges -- Switzerland
                Mountains -- Switzerland
                Rivers -- Switzerland
                SWITZERLAND

Place:          Switzerland

Genre/          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:           Stereoscopic photographs

[River and waterfalls in Switzerland mountains.] 15187 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [River and waterfalls in Switzerland mountains.] 15187
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7668

Video number 06832
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:          Dwellings -- Switzerland
                Mountains -- Switzerland
                Rivers -- Switzerland
                SWITZERLAND
                Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place:          Switzerland

Genre/          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:           Stereoscopic photographs

A bit of scenery on the Furka road. 15188 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A bit of scenery on the Furka road. 15188 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 7669

Video number 06833
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Furka (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 70
RSN Numbers 7670-7774

Image(s)

Beautiful fantastic masses of the Rhone Glacier. 15189 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Beautiful fantastic masses of the Rhone Glacier. 15189 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7670

Video number 06834
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Rhone Glacier
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great Rhone Glacier. 15190 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The great Rhone Glacier. 15190 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7671

Video number 06835

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2386

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

Place: Rhone Glacier
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The infant Rhone issuing from the Rhone Glacier. 15191 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The infant Rhone issuing from the Rhone Glacier. 15191 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7672

Video number 06836

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Caves -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

glaciers -- Switzerland
A peasant church in a Swiss village. 15192 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A peasant church in a Swiss village. 15192 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7673

Video number 06837

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2395

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lyskamm (14,890 feet) and the Twins, Castor and Pollux, 5 miles distant, from the Gorner Grat. 15193 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Lyskamm (14,890 feet) and the Twins, Castor and Pollux, 5 miles distant, from the Gorner Grat. 15193 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7674

Video number 06838
Same as RSN 7679 and 7680.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note

2395

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Castor (Mountain) (Switzerland)
Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Lyskamm (Switzerland)
Pollux (Mountain) (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gorner Glacier, Monte Rosa (15,217 feet) and the Lyskamm (14,890 feet) from the Gorner Grat. 15194 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Gorner Glacier, Monte Rosa (15,217 feet) and the Lyskamm (14,890 feet) from the Gorner Grat. 15194 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7675

Video number 06839

Similar to RSN 7696.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note

2397

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Gorner Glacier (Switzerland)
Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Lyskamm (Switzerland)
Monte Rosa
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Breithorn (13,685 feet) and Gorner Glacier. 15195 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Breithorn (13,685 feet) and Gorner Glacier. 15195 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7676

Video number 06840

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland SWITZERLAND
Snow -- Switzerland glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Breithorn (Switzerland)
Gorner Glacier (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Breithorn (13,685 feet) and Gorner Glacier. 15195 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Breithorn (13,685 feet) and Gorner Glacier. 15195 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7677

Video number 06841
Same as RSN 7678.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Breithorn (Switzerland)
Gorner Glacier (Switzerland)
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Breithorn (13,685 feet) and Gorner Glacier. 15195 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Breithorn (13,685 feet) and Gorner Glacier. 15195 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 7678

**Video number** 06842

Same as RSN 7677.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Breithorn (Switzerland)
Gorner Glacier (Switzerland)
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lyskamm (14,890 feet) and the Twins, Castor and Pollux, 5 miles distant from the Gorner Grat. 15193 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Lyskamm (14,890 feet) and the Twins, Castor and Pollux, 5 miles distant from the Gorner Grat. 15193 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7679

Video number 06843

Same as RSN 7674 and 7680.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Castor (Mountain) (Switzerland)
Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Lyskamm (Switzerland)
Pollux (Mountain) (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lyskamm (14,890 feet) and the Twins, Castor and Pollux, 5 miles distant from the Gorner Grat. 15193 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Lyskamm (14,890 feet) and the Twins, Castor and Pollux, 5 miles distant from the Gorner Grat. 15193 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7680

Video number 06844

Same as RSN 7674 and 7679.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 15197 interpositive
1 item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 15197 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7681

Video number 06845

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 15197 interpositive
1 item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 15197 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7682

Video number 06846

Same as RSN 7683, 7684 and 7685.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 15197 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 15197 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7683

Video number 06847

Same as RSN 7682, 7684 and 7685.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 15197 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 15197 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7684

Video number 06848

Same as RSN 7682, 7683 and 7685.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 15197 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 15197 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7685

Video number 06849

Same as RSN 7682, 7683 and 7684.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:** Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Matterhorn
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bridges across the Rhone, Geneva. 15198 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

*Image(s): Bridges across the Rhone, Geneva. 15198 interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 7686

**Video number** 06850

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
2410-D

**Topic:** Bridges -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

**Place:** Geneva (Switzerland)
Rhone
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mont Blanc Street, Geneva. 15199 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mont Blanc Street, Geneva. 15199 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7687

Video number 06851
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18]

Copy and Version Identification Note
2412

Topic: Carts
SWITZERLAND
Streets
Wagons

Place: Geneva (Switzerland)
Mont Blanc Street
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Castle of Chillon, on the shores of Lake Geneva. 15200 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Castle of Chillon, on the shores of Lake Geneva. 15200 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7688

Video number 06852
Same as RSN 7689 and 7690.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Names: Chillon Castle (Lake Geneva, Switzerland)
The Castle of Chillon, on the shores of Lake Geneva. 15200 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Castle of Chillon, on the shores of Lake Geneva. 15200 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7689

Video number 06853

Same as RSN 7688 and 7690.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18]

Copy and Version Identification Note
2415

Names: Chillon Castle (Lake Geneva, Switzerland)
Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Castles -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Switzerland
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

The Castle of Chillon, on the shores of Lake Geneva. 15200 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Castle of Chillon, on the shores of Lake Geneva. 15200
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7690

Video number 06854

Same as RSN 7688 and 7689.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2415

Names: Chillon Castle (Lake Geneva, Switzerland)

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
       Castles -- Switzerland
       Lakes -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Axenstrasse along the rocky shores of Lake Lucerne. 15201
interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Axenstrasse along the rocky shores of Lake Lucerne. 15201
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7691

Video number 06855

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
Copy and Version Identification Note

2318-D

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Roadways -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Staubbach Waterfall (980 feet) in the Lauterbrunnen Valley. 15202
Interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Staubbach Waterfall (980 feet) in the Lauterbrunnen Valley.
15202 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7692

Video number 06856

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Lauterbrunnen Valley (Switzerland)
Staubbach Waterfall
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 15202 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 15202 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7693

Video number 06857
Same as RSN 7694.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2328

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Valleys -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 15202 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 15202 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7694

Video number 06858
Same as RSN 7693.
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2328
"Lion of the Alps," the stupendous Matterhorn (14,780 feet) from the Riffelalp (intervening distance 5 miles). 15203 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Lion of the Alps," the stupendous Matterhorn (14,780 feet) from the Riffelalp (intervening distance 5 miles). 15203 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7695

Video number 06859

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Gorner Glacier, Monte Rosa (15,217 feet) and the Lyskamm (14,890 feet) from the Gorner Grat. 15204 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Gorner Glacier, Monte Rosa (15,217 feet) and the Lyskamm (14,890 feet) from the Gorner Grat. 15204 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7696
Video number 06860

Similar to RSN 6765.

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND
       Snow -- Switzerland
       glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Gorner Glacier (Switzerland)
       Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
       Lyskamm (Switzerland)
       Monte Rosa
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Monte Rosa (15,217 feet) from Gorner Grat. 15204 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Monte Rosa (15,217 feet) from Gorner Grat. 15204 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7697

Video number 06861

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND
       Tourists -- Switzerland
       glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
       Monte Rosa
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The beautiful Matterhorn (14,780 feet) after a snowstorm. 15205
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The beautiful Matterhorn (14,780 feet) after a snowstorm. 15205 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7698

Video number 06862

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

On the great Furgg Glacier. 15206 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): On the great Furgg Glacier. 15206 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7699

Video number 06863

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND

glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Furgg Glacier (Switzerland)
Switzerland
A Swiss railway train at Preda in winter—W. to Piz d'Aela. 15207
interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A Swiss railway train at Preda in winter—W. to Piz d'Aela. 15207 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7700

Video number 06864

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
      Railroads -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND
      Snow -- Switzerland
      Stations -- Switzerland
      Trains -- Switzerland

Place: Piz d'Aela
       Preda
       Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Winter sport in Switzerland—playing at "bandy" (hockey) at St. Moritz, in the Engadine. 15208 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Winter sport in Switzerland—playing at "bandy" (hockey) at St. Moritz, in the Engadine. 15208 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7701

Video number 06865
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:** Ice hockey -- Switzerland  
Ice skating -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND  
Snow -- Switzerland  
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Switzerland  

**Place:** Engadine (Switzerland)  
St. Moritz (Switzerland)  
Switzerland  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

St. Moritz, a popular winter resort in the famous Engadine Valley. [Active no. 15209 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

**Image(s):** On the famous Cresta Run--toboganning at St. Moritz. 15210 interpositive.  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Glass  

Local Numbers  
RSN 7702  

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].  

Cancelled by scratching.  

**Topic:** Mountains -- Switzerland  
Resorts  
SWITZERLAND  
Snow -- Switzerland  

**Place:** Engadine (Switzerland)  
St. Moritz  
Switzerland  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

On the famous Cresta Run--toboganning at St. Moritz. 15210 interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** On the famous Cresta Run--toboganning at St. Moritz. 15210 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7703

Video number 06867

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Same as RSN 7704.

Topic: SWITZERLAND
Sledding -- Switzerland
Snow -- Switzerland
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Switzerland
Tobogganining -- Switzerland

Place: Cresta Run (St. Moritz, Switzerland)
St. Moritz (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

On the famous Cresta Run--toboganning at St. Moritz. 15210 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): On the famous Cresta Run--toboganning at St. Moritz. 15210 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7704

Video number 06868

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Same as RSN 7703

Topic: SWITZERLAND
Sledding -- Switzerland
Snow -- Switzerland
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Switzerland
Tobogganining -- Switzerland

Place: Cresta Run (St. Moritz, Switzerland)
St. Moritz (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Tobogganing 40 miles an hour--a turn on the Cresta Run. 15211
interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Tobogganing 40 miles an hour--a turn on the Cresta Run. 15211
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7705

Sledding in the Engadine--S.W. to Piz della Margna. 15212 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Sledding in the Engadine--S.W. to Piz della Margna. 15212
Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7706

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].
A mountain stream in winter--south up the Val Roseg to Piz Bernina, Engadine. 15213 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A mountain stream in winter--south up the Val Roseg to Piz Bernina, Engadine. 15213 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7707

Video number 06871

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Piz Rosatsch from near Pontresina in the beautiful Engadine (midwinter).
15214 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Piz Rosatsch from near Pontresina in the beautiful Engadine (midwinter). 15214 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7708

Video number 06872

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Horses -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Sleighs -- Switzerland
Snow -- Switzerland

Place: Engadine (Switzerland)
Piz Rosatsch
Pontresina
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hardy women of the Engadine washing clothes at the public fountain in midwinter. 15215 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Hardy women of the Engadine washing clothes at the public fountain in midwinter. 15215 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7709

Video number 06873

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Fountains -- Switzerland
Laundries -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
A midwinter recess--Swiss schoolchildren snowballing at Zuoz. 15216 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A midwinter recess--Swiss schoolchildren snowballing at Zuoz. 15216 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7710
Video number 06874
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
      Education -- Switzerland
      Recreation -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND
      Schools -- Switzerland
      Snow -- Switzerland
      Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Engadine (Switzerland)
       Switzerland
       Zuoz (Switzerland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Goats and hardy children in a picturesque narrow street at Zuoz. 15217 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Goats and hardy children in a picturesque narrow street at Zuoz. 15217 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7711

Video number 06875

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:

Children -- Switzerland
Goats -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Streets -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place:

Engadine (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Zuoz (Switzerland)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking S.W. up the beautiful Engadine Valley to Piz Mortel. 15218
interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking S.W. up the beautiful Engadine Valley to Piz Mortel.
15218 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7712

Video number 06876

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic:

Horses -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Sleighs -- Switzerland
Snow -- Switzerland
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place:

Engadine (Switzerland)
Piz Mortel
Switzerland
Climbing a mountain road through the forest, Engadine. [Active no. No. 15219 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 7713

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Forests -- Switzerland
Horses -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND
Sleighs -- Switzerland
Snow -- Switzerland

Place: Engadine (Switzerland)
Switzerland -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Feeding the famous bears of Berne. 15226 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Feeding the famous bears of Berne. 15226 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7714

Video number 06878

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Bears -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Tourists -- Switzerland
Zoos -- Switzerland

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque old Thun, looking S.E. from the Castle. 15227 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Picturesque old Thun, looking S.E. from the Castle. 15227 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7715

Video number 06879

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Portraits -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Thun (Switzerland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lauterbrunner Breithorn (12,300 feet) looking South from Murren.
15228 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Lauterbrunner Breithorn (12,300 feet) looking South from Murren. 15228 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7716
Video number 06880

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:** Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

**Place:** Breithorn (Switzerland)
Lauterbrun (Switzerland)
Murren (Switzerland)
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grandeur of the Alpine world--storm shrouded Jungfrau as seen from the Murren Birg. 15229 Interpositive

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s):** Grandeur of the Alpine world--storm shrouded Jungfrau as seen from the Murren Birg. 15229 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 7717

Video number 06881

Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

**Topic:** Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Storms -- Switzerland

**Place:** Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Murren Birg
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Precipitous cliffs and terrible depths--Gspaltenhorn and Tschingelhorn and Selinen-Thal. 15230 Interpositive
Image(s): Precipitous cliffs and terrible depths--Gspaltenhorn and Tschingelhorn and Selinen-Thal. 15230 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7718

Video number 06882
Currently stored in box 1.2.11 [18].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Gspaltenhorn (Switzerland)
Selinen-Thal (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Tschingelhorn (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The magnificent Eiger (13,040 feet) and Eiger Glacier from Wengern-Alp.
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The magnificent Eiger (13,040 feet) and Eiger Glacier from Wengern-Alp. 15232 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7719

Video number 06883
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Eiger (Wengern Alps, Switzerland)
Switzerland
Wengern-Alp

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Jungfrau, passing Eismeer station of Jungfrau Railway. 15233 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ascent of Jungfrau, passing Eismeer station of Jungfrau Railway. 15233 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7720

Video number 06884
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland

Place: Eismeer (Switzerland)
Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Jungfrau, Bergli Hut (10,385 ft.) where night is spent, guides preparing supper. 15234 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ascent of Jungfrau, Bergli Hut (10,385 ft.) where night is spent, guides preparing supper. 15234 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7721

Video number 06885
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic:
- Huts -- Switzerland
- Mountaineers -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland

Place:
- Bergli Hut (Switzerland)
- Jungfrau (Switzerland)
- Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Jungfrau--Schreckhorn (13,385 ft.) and Lauteraarhorn (13,265 ft.)
East from the Bergli Hut. 15235 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)
Image(s): Ascent of Jungfrau--Schreckhorn (13,385 ft.) and Lauteraarhorn
(13,265 ft.) East from the Bergli Hut. 15235 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7722

Video number 06886
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic:
- Huts -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND SERIES
- glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
- Bergli Hut (Switzerland)
- Jungfrau (Switzerland)
- Lauteraarhorn (Switzerland)
- Schreckhorn
- Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Jungfrau--looking East from Grindelwald--Fiescher Glacier to
Grindelwald--Fiescherhorn. 15236 Interpositive
Ascent of Jungfrau, beginning final climb to the summit along the dangerous Rotthal Sattal. 15237 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ascent of Jungfrau, beginning final climb to the summit along the dangerous Rotthal Sattal. 15237 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7724

Video number 06888

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Fiescher Glacier (Switzerland)
Fiescherhorn (Switzerland)
Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Rotthal Sattal
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From above the clouds, Eiger and Monch from near summit of Jungfrau (13,670 ft.). 15238 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): From above the clouds, Eiger and Monch from near summit of Jungfrau (13,670 ft.). 15238 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7725

Video number 06889
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Eiger (Wengern Alps, Switzerland)
Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Monch
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grindelwald and the beautiful three-peaked Wetterhorn (12,150 feet)
Bernese Alps. 15239 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Grindelwald and the beautiful three-peaked Wetterhorn (12,150 feet) Bernese Alps. 15239 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7726

Video number 06890

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Bernese Alps (Switzerland)
Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Wetterhorn

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The wonderful Gorge of the River Aare, Merringen. 15240 interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The wonderful Gorge of the River Aare, Merringen. 15240
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7727

Video number 06891

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Gorges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Aar River (Switzerland)
Merringen
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
An old wood-carver at work. 15241 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): An old wood-carver at work. 15241 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7728

Video number 06892

Similar to RSN 3587.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Artisans -- Switzerland
Equipment
Handicraft -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Sculptures -- Switzerland
Tools
Wood-carving -- Switzerland

Place: Merringen
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The River Reuss and picturesque old Kapellbrucke (14th cent.) and Wasserthurm. 15242 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The River Reuss and picturesque old Kapellbrucke (14th cent.) and Wasserthurm. 15242 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7729

Video number 06893
Same as RSN 3530.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

**Topic:** Bridges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Wasserthurm (Lucerne, Switzerland)

**Place:** Kapellbrucke (Lucerne, Switzerland)
Lucerne (Switzerland)
Reuss River (Switzerland)
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 15243 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 15243 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7730

Video number 06894

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

**Topic:** Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

**Place:** Mt. Pilatus
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The rocky summit of Mt. Pilatus (6,995 ft.) from a tunnel in the path to the Tomlishorn 15244 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The rocky summit of Mt. Pilatus (6,995 ft.) from a tunnel in the path to the Tomlishorn 15244 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7731

Video number 06895

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Mt. Pilatus
Switzerland
Tomlishorn

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rugged grandeur of the Alps--Lake Sarnen and distant storm as seen from Mt. Pilatus. 15245 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Rugged grandeur of the Alps--Lake Sarnen and distant storm as seen from Mt. Pilatus. 15245 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7732

Video number 06896

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Storms -- Switzerland
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Mt. Pilatus
Sarnen Lake
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

River Limmat and spires of the Grossmunster, from the Qual Bridge. 15247 interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): River Limmat and spires of the Grossmunster, from the Qual Bridge. 15247 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7733

Video number 06897
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Same as RSN 3531.

Names: Grossmünster (Zurich, Switzerland)
Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Bridges -- Switzerland
Cathedrals -- Switzerland
Harbors -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Limmat River (Switzerland)
Qual Bridge (Grossmunster, Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Falls of the Rhine and picturesque Laufen Castle. 15248 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Falls of the Rhine and picturesque Laufen Castle. 15248 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7734
Video number 06898
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Names: Laufen Castle (Switzerland)
Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
      Rivers -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND SERIES
      Waterfalls -- Switzerland
Place: Heuhausen (Switzerland)
      Rhine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sisikon, Lake of Uri (S.E. Bay of the Lake of Lucerne) and the Uri--Rothstock (9620 feet). 15249 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Sisikon, Lake of Uri (S.E. Bay of the Lake of Lucerne) and the Uri--Rothstock (9620 feet). 15249 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7735
Video number 06899
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
      Mountains -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND SERIES
Place: Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Rothstock
Sisikon
Switzerland
Uri

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

World famous Axenstrasse hewn in the rock cliffs of Lake Lucerne. 15250 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): World famous Axenstrasse hewn in the rock cliffs of Lake Lucerne. 15250 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7736

Video number 06900

Same as RSN 7737.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

World famous Axenstrasse hewn in the rock cliffs of Lake Lucerne. 15250 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): World famous Axenstrasse hewn in the rock cliffs of Lake Lucerne. 15250 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7737

Video number 06901

Same as RSN 7736.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Zermatt and the Valley of the Visp, looking North from the Gorner Grat Railway. 15251 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Zermatt and the Valley of the Visp, looking North from the Gorner Grat Railway. 15251 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7738

Video number 06902

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
Resorts -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Gorner Grat Railway (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Visp Valley
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Swiss peasants and their rude chalets near the Gorner Grat Railway viaduct. 15252 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Swiss peasants and their rude chalets near the Gorner Grat Railway viaduct. 15252 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7739
Video number 06903
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Villages -- Switzerland
Place: Gorner Grat Railway (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Visp Valley
Zermatt (Switzerland)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

"Fiend of the Alps"--the colossal Matterhorn (14,780 ft.) from near the Riffelberg. [Active no. 15253 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7740
Video number 06904
Similar to RSN 3532.
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

**Topic:** Lakes -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND SERIES

**Place:** Matterhorn  
Riffelberg (Switzerland)  
Switzerland

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A difficult piece of rock work--climbing the Riffelhorn, near Zermatt. [Active nbo. 15254: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 7741

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

**Topic:** Mountaineers -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND SERIES

**Place:** Riffelhorn (Zermatt, Switzerland)  
Switzerland  
Zermatt (Switzerland)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Train climbing on rail line in Switzerland.] 15255 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** [Train climbing on rail line in Switzerland.] 15255 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 7742
Tourists buying postcards at the Gorner Grat—looking West to the Matterhorn. [Active no. 15256 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7743
Similar to RSN 3533.

Tourists at the Gorner Grat watching party of climbers on the Theodul Glacier. 15257 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Tourists at the Gorner Grat watching party of climbers on the Theodul Glacier. 15257 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7744

Video number 06908
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Tourists -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Theodul Glacier

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Twins--Castor (13,880 ft.) and Pollux (13,430 ft.) two snow-clad peaks of the Monte Rosa Chain. 15258 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The Twins--Castor (13,880 ft.) and Pollux (13,430 ft.) two snow-clad peaks of the Monte Rosa Chain. 15258 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7745

Video number 06909
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Place: Castor (Mountain) (Switzerland)
Monte Rosa
Pollux (Mountain) (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lyskamm (14,890 ft.) and the great Grenz Glacier, South from the Gorner Grat. Caption no. 15259: glass stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Lyskamm (14,890 ft.) and the great Grenz Glacier, South from the Gorner Grat. Caption no. 15259: glass stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7746

Video number 06910

Similar to RSN 3534.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers

Place: Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Grenz Glacier (Switzerland)
Lyskamm (Switzerland)
Switzerland -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

The upper Gorner Gorge, the splendid chasm of the Matter-Visp, Zermatt. 15260 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The upper Gorner Gorge, the splendid chasm of the Matter-Visp, Zermatt. 15260 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering to emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 7747

Video number 06911

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Gorges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Gorner Gorge (Switzerland)
Matter-Visp
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dent Blanche (14,318 ft.) one of the most difficult Alpine ascents, from the Schwarzsee. 15261 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Dent Blanche (14,318 ft.) one of the most difficult Alpine ascents, from the Schwarzsee. 15261 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering to emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 7748

Video number 06912

Same as RSN 7749.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Cows -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Dent Blanche (14,318 ft.) one of the most difficult Alpine ascents, from the Schwarzsee. 15261 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Dent Blanche (14,318 ft.) one of the most difficult Alpine ascents, from the Schwarzsee. 15261 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants adhering to emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 7749

Video number 06913

Same as RSN 7748.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic:
Cows -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place:
Alps
Dent Blanche (Switzerland)
Schwarzsee
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

The imposing Matterhorn (14,780 ft.) from Schwarzsee Hotel (8,494 ft.) near Zermatt. [Active no. 15262 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Cows in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7750
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic:
Cows -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place:
Matterhorn
Schwarzsee
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Gorner Glacier, Riffelhorn and Monte Rosa (15,216 ft.) from path to the Schwarzsee, Zermatt. 15263 Interpositive

Image(s): Gorner Glacier, Riffelhorn and Monte Rosa (15,216 ft.) from path to the Schwarzsee, Zermatt. 15263 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7751
Video number 06915
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland
The charming Triftbach Waterfall on the slopes of the Unter-Gabelhorn near Zermatt. 15264 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The charming Triftbach Waterfall on the slopes of the Unter-Gabelhorn near Zermatt. 15264 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7752

Video number 06916

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

The deep precipitous Nicolai Valley (of the Visp), from the heights above Zermatt. 15265 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The deep precipitous Nicolai Valley (of the Visp), from the heights above Zermatt. 15265 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7753

Video number 06917

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND SERIES  
Valleys -- Switzerland

**Place:** Nicolai Valley (Switzerland)  
Switzerland  
Visp  
Zermatt (Switzerland)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint village of Saas-Fee below the Alphubel (13,803 ft.) and great Fee glacier, Saasthal. 15266 Interpositive  
*1 item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s):** Quaint village of Saas-Fee below the Alphubel (13,803 ft.) and great Fee glacier, Saasthal. 15266 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7754

Video number 06918

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND SERIES  
Valleys -- Switzerland  
Villages -- Switzerland  
Glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Alphubel  
Fee Glacier (Switzerland)  
Saas-fee (Switzerland)  
Saasthal  
Switzerland

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs
Mouth of the great Fee Glacier. 15267 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Mouth of the great Fee Glacier. 15267 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7755
Video number 06919
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Fee Glacier (Switzerland)
Saas-fee (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A mountain path above the Saasthal--looking S.W. to the Taschhorn (14,478 ft) and Fee Glacier. 15268 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A mountain path above the Saasthal--looking S.W. to the Taschhorn (14,478 ft) and Fee Glacier. 15268 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7756
Video number 06920
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Tourists -- Switzerland
Walkways -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Fee Glacier (Switzerland)  
Saas-fee (Switzerland)  
Saasthal  
Switzerland  
Taschhorn (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Dungeon showing pillar (right) to which Bonivard was chained, Castle of Chillon, Lake Geneva. 15269 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Dungeon showing pillar (right) to which Bonivard was chained, Castle of Chillon, Lake Geneva. 15269 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 7757

Video number 06921

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Names: Bonivard  
Chillon Castle (Lake Geneva, Switzerland)

Topic: Castles -- Switzerland  
Columns -- Switzerland  
Dungeons -- Switzerland  
Historical sites -- Switzerland  
Pillars -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)  
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Charming Montreux on the shores of lovely Lake Geneva. 15270 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Charming Montreux on the shores of lovely Lake Geneva. 15270 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7758

Video number 06922

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND SERIES  
Ships -- Switzerland

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)  
Montreux (Switzerland)  
Switzerland

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

The Brunswick Monument. 15271 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 7759

Video number 06923

Similar to RSN 3535

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A]

Topic: Architecture  
Brunswick Monument (Geneva, Switzerland)  
Monuments -- Switzerland -- Geneva  
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place: Geneva (Switzerland)  
Switzerland

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Moonlight on lovely Lake Geneva. 15272 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Moonlight on lovely Lake Geneva. 15272 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 7760
Video number 06924
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic:    Lakes -- Switzerland
          SWITZERLAND SERIES
          Sailboats -- Switzerland
Place:    Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
          Switzerland
Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

Viaduct de St. Marie (Ry. to Chamonix) over the River Arve, Savoy Alps.
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Viaduct de St. Marie (Ry. to Chamonix) over the River Arve,
          Savoy Alps. 15273 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 7761
Video number 06925
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic:    Bridges -- Switzerland
          Mountains -- Switzerland
          Railroads -- Switzerland
          Rivers -- Switzerland
          SWITZERLAND SERIES
          Viaducts -- Switzerland
Place:    Arve River (Switzerland)
Chamonix (Switzerland)
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
St. Marie Viaduct
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mont Blanc (15,782 ft.)--Glacier des Bossons (route of ascent) at left, Savoy Alps. 15274 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Mont Blanc (15,782 ft.)--Glacier des Bossons (route of ascent) at left, Savoy Alps. 15274 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7762

Video number 06926

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Glacier des Bossons (Switzerland)
Mont Blanc
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mighty glacier clad Mont Blanc (15,782 ft.)--Glacier des Bossons (route of ascent) at left, Savoy Alps. 15275 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Mighty glacier clad Mont Blanc (15,782 ft.)--Glacier des Bossons (route of ascent) at left, Savoy Alps. 15275 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7763

Video number 06927

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Glacier des Bossons (Switzerland)
Mont Blanc
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Mt. Blanc, guides resting at Pierre-Pointee--Glacier des Bossons in background, Savoy Alps. 15276 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc, guides resting at Pierre-Pointee--Glacier des Bossons in background, Savoy Alps. 15276 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7764

Video number 06928

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Glacier des Bossons (Switzerland)
Mont Blanc
Pierre-Pointee
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Ascent of Mt. Blanc, cutting steps in the ice, Glacier des Bossons, Savoy Alps. 15277 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc, cutting steps in the ice, Glacier des Bossons, Savoy Alps. 15277 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7765
Video number 06929
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Glacier des Bossons (Switzerland)
Mont Blanc
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Ascent of Mt. Blanc, looking backward from Glacier des Bossons to Chamonix and Les Aiguilles Rouges, Savoy Alps. 15278 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc, looking backward from Glacier des Bossons to Chamonix and Les Aiguilles Rouges, Savoy Alps. 15278 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7766
Video number 06930
Ascent of Mt. Blanc, passing enormous ice cliffs at junction of Glacier des Bossons and Glacier de Taconnaz, Savoy Alps. 15279 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc, passing enormous ice cliffs at junction of Glacier des Bossons and Glacier de Taconnaz, Savoy Alps. 15279 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 7767

Video number 06931

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].
Ascent of Mt. Blanc--below the Grand Mulets. Cloud capped Aiguille du Midi in distance, Savoy Alps. 15280 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7768
Video number 06932
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Aiguille du Midi
Grands Mulets (Switzerland)
Mont Blanc
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Mt. Blanc--Grand Mulets, rocks and hotel (10,030 ft.), end of first day's climb--summit of Mt. Blanc in distance, Savoy Alps. 15281 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc--Grand Mulets, rocks and hotel (10,030 ft.), end of first day's climb--summit of Mt. Blanc in distance, Savoy Alps. 15281 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7769
Video number 06933
Ascent of Mt. Blanc, crossing the great snow and ice fields below Dome du Gouter, Savoy Alps. 15282 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc, crossing the great snow and ice fields below Dome du Gouter, Savoy Alps. 15282 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7770
Video number 06934

Ascent of Mt. Blanc, crossing a dangerous crevasse on a snow bridge, Savoy Alps. 15283 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc, crossing a dangerous crevasse on a snow bridge, Savoy Alps. 15283 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7771

Video number 06935
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Mont Blanc
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Mt. Blanc, 1,000 ft. below the summit--looking toward the cloud-wreathed Aiguilles of the Mt. Blanc range, Savoy Alps. 15284 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc, 1,000 ft. below the summit--looking toward the cloud-wreathed Aiguilles of the Mt. Blanc range, Savoy Alps. 15284 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7772

Video number 06936
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
The Jannsen Observatory on the summit of Mt. Blanc (15,782 ft.), the highest peak in Europe, Savoy Alps. 15285 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Jannsen Observatory on the summit of Mt. Blanc (15,782 ft.), the highest peak in Europe, Savoy Alps. 15285 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7773

Video number 06937

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Names: Jannsen Observatory (Mont Blanc, Switzerland)

Topic: Astronomical observatories -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Mont Blanc
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Hotel Montanvert and the huge finger-like Aiguille du Dru (12,320 ft.) near Chamonix, Savoy Alps. 15286 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Hotel Montanvert and the huge finger-like Aiguille du Dru (12,320 ft.) near Chamonix, Savoy Alps. 15286 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7774

Video number 06938

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Names: Montanvert Hotel (Chamonix, Switzerland)

Topic:
Hotels -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES

Place:
Aiguille du Dru (Savoy Alps, Switzerland)
Chamonix (Switzerland)
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Box 71

RSN Numbers 7775-7879

Image(s)

The great Mer de Glace, Aiguille du Tacul and Grandes Jorasses (13,797 ft.) Savoy Alps. 15287 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The great Mer de Glace, Aiguille du Tacul and Grandes Jorasses (13,797 ft.) Savoy Alps. 15287 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7775

Video number 06939

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].
Ascending a serac on the Mer de Glace, cutting steps in the ice, Savoy Alps. 15288 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ascending a serac on the Mer de Glace, cutting steps in the ice, Savoy Alps. 15288 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7776

Video number 06940

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

A halt for refreshments on the Glacier du Geant, en route to Dent du Requin (in distance), Savoy Alps. 15289 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A halt for refreshments on the Glacier du Geant, en route to Dent du Requin (in distance), Savoy Alps. 15289 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7777
Video number 06941
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Dent du Requin (Switzerland)
Glacier du Geant (Switzerland)
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Les Aiguilles Verte (13,540 ft.) and du Dru (12,320 ft.) from an icy precipice on the Glacier du Geant, Savoy Alps. 15290 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Les Aiguilles Verte (13,540 ft.) and du Dru (12,320 ft.) from an icy precipice on the Glacier du Geant, Savoy Alps. 15290 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7778
Video number 06942
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Aiguille Verte (Savoy Alps, Switzerland)
Aiguille du Dru (Savoy Alps, Switzerland)
Glacier du Geant (Switzerland)
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Crossing a crevasse in the great Mer de Glace, Hotel du Montanvert in distance, Savoy Alps. 15291 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Crossing a crevasse in the great Mer de Glace, Hotel du Montanvert in distance, Savoy Alps. 15291 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7779

Video number 06943

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Names: Hotel du Montanvert (Switzerland)

Topic: Hotels -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Mer de Glace
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mauvis Pas, Mer de Glace and Aiguille du Geant, Savoy Alps. 15292 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Mauvis Pas, Mer de Glace and Aiguille du Geant, Savoy Alps. 15292 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7780

Video number 06944
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Aiguille du Geant
Mauvis Pas
Mer de Glace
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque hamlet of Les Frasserads and the great Aiguilles Verte and du Dru, Savoy Alps. 15293 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Picturesque hamlet of Les Frasserads and the great Aiguilles Verte and du Dru, Savoy Alps. 15293 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7781

Video number 06945
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Cows -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND SERIES
Mont Blanc (15,782 ft.) grandest of Alpine peaks, from Mt. Buet (10,200 ft.) 13 miles distant, Savoy Alps. 15294 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mont Blanc (15,782 ft.) grandest of Alpine peaks, from Mt. Buet (10,200 ft.) 13 miles distant, Savoy Alps. 15294 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7782
Video number 06946

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Riffelberg station, Gorner Grat Railway and the Matterhorn. [Active no. 15295 : Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Goats in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7783

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Goats -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       Railroads -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
       Stations -- Switzerland

Place: Gorner Grat Railway (Switzerland)
       Matterhorn
       Riffelberg (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The River Aare and Kornhaus bridge, Berne. 15296 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The River Aare and Kornhaus bridge, Berne. 15296 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7784

Video number 06948

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous

Place: Aar River (Switzerland)
       Bern (Switzerland)
       Kornhaus Bridge (Berne, Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Transporting powers of glaciers--huge boulder on the Lower Grindelwald Glacier. 15297 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Transporting powers of glaciers--huge boulder on the Lower Grindelwald Glacier. 15297 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7785

Video number 06949
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to the Ice Grotto, Glacier des Bossons, Chamonix, Savoy Alps.
15298 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Entrance to the Ice Grotto, Glacier des Bossons, Chamonix, Savoy Alps. 15298 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7786

Video number 06950
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Caves -- Switzerland
Grottoes -- Switzerland
Ice -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Chamonix (Switzerland)
Glacier des Bossons (Switzerland)
Ice Grotto (Savoy Alps, Switzerland)
Savoy Alps (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The pathway along the great Gorge of the Aare, Meiringen. 15299 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The pathway along the great Gorge of the Aare, Meiringen. 15299 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7787

Video number 06951

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
Tourists -- Switzerland
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Aare (Meiringen, Switzerland)
Meiringen (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Below the famous Falls of the Rhine, Neushausen. 15300 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Below the famous Falls of the Rhine, Neushausen. 15300 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7788

Video number 06952

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
       Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Neushausen (Switzerland)
       Rhine
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The fort and town from the jetty, Tangier. 16301 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The fort and town from the jetty, Tangier. 16301 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7789

Video number 06953

Similar to RSN 4451.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Boats -- Morocco
       Fortification -- Morocco
       MOROCCO
       Waterscapes -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
       Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Washerwomen at work on the beach under the walls of the fort, Tangier. 16302 Interpositive


Image(s): Washerwomen at work on the beach under the walls of the fort, Tangier. 16302 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7790

Video number 06954

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Beaches -- Morocco
      Fortification -- Morocco
      Laundry -- Morocco.
      MOROCCO
      Waterscapes -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
      Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque old Moorish city of Tangier and the bay, from the Sultan's palace. 16303 Interpositive

Image(s): The picturesque old Moorish city of Tangier and the bay, from the Sultan's palace. 16303 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7791

Video number 06955

Similar to RSN 4452 and 4453.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Harbors -- Morocco
      MOROCCO
A street scene in Tangier. 16304 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): A street scene in Tangier. 16304 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7792
Video number 06956
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: MOROCCO
Streets -- Morocco
Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Camels and asses resting in the market, Tangier. 16307 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Camels and asses resting in the market, Tangier. 16307 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7793
Video number 06957
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Camels -- Morocco
Where the picturesque Arabs throng—the market, Tangier. [Active no. 16308 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7794

Same as RSN 7795.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Donkeys -- Morocco

MOROCCO

Markets -- Morocco

Place: Morocco

Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Arabs

Where the picturesque Arabs throng—the market, Tangier. Active no. 16308 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Where the picturesque Arabs throng—the market, Tangier. Active no. 16308 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 7795

Same as RSN 7794.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Donkeys -- Morocco
       MOROCCO
       Markets -- Morocco
       Streets -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
       Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Arabs

In the market, swarming with Arab life, Tangier. Active no. 16309 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): In the market, swarming with Arab life, Tangier. Active no. 16309 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7796

Video number 06960

Similar to RSN 4457.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: MOROCCO
       Markets -- Morocco
       Streets -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
       Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Arabs

A caravan of camels from the interior in the market place, Tangier. 16310 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A caravan of camels from the interior in the market place, Tangier. 16310 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7797

Video number 06961

Same as RSN 7798.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Camels -- Morocco
      MOROCCO
      Markets -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
       Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A caravan of camels from the interior in the market place, Tangier. 16310 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A caravan of camels from the interior in the market place, Tangier. 16310 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7798

Video number 06962

Same as RSN 7797.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Camels -- Morocco
      MOROCCO
Markets -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tangier from a steamer in the bay. 16311 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Tangier from a steamer in the bay. 16311 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7799

Video number 06963

Similar to RSN 4458.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Boats -- Morocco
Harbors -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Ships -- Morocco
Waterscapes -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Shipping cattle--on the beach, Tangier. 16312 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Shipping cattle--on the beach, Tangier. 16312 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7800

Video number 06964
Similar to RSN 4459-4462.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

**Topic:**
- Boats -- Morocco
- Cows -- Morocco
- MOROCCO
- Piers -- Morocco
- Ports -- Morocco

**Place:**
- Morocco
- Tangier (Morocco)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking North from a housetop and over Tangier to the Kasaba (Citadel).
16313 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Looking North from a housetop and over Tangier to the Kasaba (Citadel). 16313 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 7801

**Video number** 06965

Similar to RSN 4463 and 4464.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

**Topic:**
- Citadels -- Morocco
- Fortification -- Morocco
- MOROCCO
- Portraits -- Morocco

**Place:**
- Kasaba (Tangier, Morocco)
- Morocco
- Tangier (Morocco)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In the great Socca de Barra, the chief market place, Tangier. 16314 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the great Socca de Barra, the chief market place, Tangier. 16314 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7802

Video number 06966

Similar to RSN 4465-4467.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: MOROCCO
Markets -- Morocco

Place: Morocco
Socca de Barra
Tangier (Morocco)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bab el Faes, or Outer Town Gate between the Main Street and Outer Market, Tangier. 16315 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Bab el Faes, or Outer Town Gate between the Main Street and Outer Market, Tangier. 16315 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7803

Video number 06967

Similar to RSN 4468 and 4469.

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: Gates -- Morocco
MOROCCO
Moorish procession escorting a returned pilgrim from Mecca into Tangier.
16316 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Moorish procession escorting a returned pilgrim from Mecca into Tangier. 16316 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7804

Video number 06968
Similar to RSN 4470.
Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

The harbor of Oran from Fort Santa Cruz. 16401 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The harbor of Oran from Fort Santa Cruz. 16401 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7805

Video number 06969

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: ALGERIA
Harbors -- Algeria
Ships -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Fort Santa Cruz (Oran, Algeria)
Oran (Algeria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A boulevard in the modern French city of Oran. 16403 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A boulevard in the modern French city of Oran. 16403 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7806

Video number 06970

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A]

Topic: ALGERIA
Streets

Place: Algeria
Oran

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A street of stairs climbing a steep hillside in Oran. 16404 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A street of stairs climbing a steep hillside in Oran. 16404 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7807

Video number 06971

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A]

Topic: ALGERIA
Streets

Place: Algeria
Oran

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking toward Fort Santa Cruz from the Municipal Building. [Active no. 16405 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7808

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: ALGERIA
Fortification -- Algeria
Streets -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Fort Santa Cruz (Oran, Algeria)
Oran (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Boats in the inner harbor, Algiers. 16406 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Boats in the inner harbor, Algiers. 16406 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7809

Video number 06973

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: ALGERIA
Boats -- Algeria
Harbors -- Algeria
Waterscapes -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great inclined roadway leading to Rue de la Republique. 16408 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Great inclined roadway leading to Rue de la Republique. 16408 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7810

Video number 06974

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Topic: ALGERIA
Carts -- Algeria
Horses -- Algeria
Streets -- Algeria
Wagons -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A unique thoroughfare, Rue de la Republique, built on a series of arches. 16409 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A unique thoroughfare, Rue de la Republique, built on a series of arches. 16409 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7811

Video number 06975

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A]

Topic: ALGERIA
Streets

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place du Gouvernemente and Mosque el Jedid. 16410 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Place du Gouvernemente and Mosque el Jedid. 16410 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7812

Video number 06976

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Same as RSN 7813 and 7814.

Topic: ALGERIA
Monuments -- Algeria
Mosques -- Algeria
Plazas -- Algeria
Streetcars -- Algeria
Streets -- Algeria
Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)
Mosque el Jedid
Place du Gouvernemente

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place du Gouvernemente and Mosque el Jedid. 16410 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Place du Gouvernemente and Mosque el Jedid. 16410 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7813

Video number 06977

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Same as RSN 7812 and 7814.

Topic: ALGERIA
Monuments -- Algeria
Mosques -- Algeria
Plazas -- Algeria
Streetcars -- Algeria
Streets -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)
Mosque el Jedid
Place du Gouvernemente

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place du Gouvernemente and Mosque el Jedid. 16410 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Place du Gouvernemente and Mosque el Jedid. 16410 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7814

Video number 06978

Currently stored in box 1.2.12 [15A].

Same as RSN 7812 and 7813.

Topic: ALGERIA
Monuments -- Algeria
Mosques -- Algeria
Plazas -- Algeria
Streetcars -- Algeria
Streets -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)
Mosque el Jedid
Place du Gouvernemente

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An Arab woman in street costume. Active no. 16411 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): An Arab woman in street costume. Active no. 16411 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7815

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: ALGERIA
Streets

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Arabs

Mosque el Jedid and tower (90 ft.) on Place du Gouvernmente. 16412 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Mosque el Jedid and tower (90 ft.) on Place du Gouvernmente. 16412 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7816
Video number 06980
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: ALGERIA
Mosques -- Algeria
Streets -- Algeria
Towers -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)
Mosque el Jedid
Place du Gouvernmente

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A narrow, tortuous street, roofs nearly meeting overhead, characteristic of the Arab quarter. Active no. 16413 : stereo interpositive 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): A narrow, tortuous street, roofs nearly meeting overhead, characteristic of the Arab quarter. Active no. 16413 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7817
Similar to RSN 4473.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]. Orig. no. 2952.

Topic: ALGERIA
Stairways -- Algeria
Streets -- Algeria
Walkways -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Arabs

Cafe in Place Bresson, a typical French open air restaurant. 16414 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): Cafe in Place Bresson, a typical French open air restaurant. 16414 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 7818

Video number 06982

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

Topic: ALGERIA
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Streets

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)
Place Bresson

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Summer Palace of the Governor General, once the residence of the Dey. 16415 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): Summer Palace of the Governor General, once the residence of the Dey. 16415 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
In the beautiful Jardin d'Essai. 16416 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): In the beautiful Jardin d'Essai. 16416 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 7820  

Video number 06984  
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
2960-D  

Topic: ALGERIA  
Gardens -- Algeria  
Palm trees -- Algeria  
Trees -- Algeria  

Place: Algeria  
Algiers (Algeria)  
Jardin d'Essai (Algiers)  

Copyright © 2023, Smithsonian Institution
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

An Arab and his veiled women outside their home. 16417 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): An Arab and his veiled women outside their home. 16417 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7821

Video number 06985
Currently stored in box 1.2.13{15B}.

Similar to RSN 2265

Copy and Version Identification Note
2970

Topic: ALGERIA
Dwellings -- Algeria
Portraits -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Arabs

Arab girls. 16418 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Arab girls. 16418 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7822

Video number 06986
Picturesquely beautiful Constantine, situated on a plateau of rock 1,000 ft. above the River Rummel. 16419 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Picturesquely beautiful Constantine, situated on a plateau of rock 1,000 ft. above the River Rummel. 16419 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7823
Video number 06987
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

The gorge of the River Rummel and cliff beneath the city. 16420 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The gorge of the River Rummel and cliff beneath the city. 16420 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7824

Video number 06988

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

 Topic: ALGERIA  
       Canyons  
       Formations (Geology)  
       Gorges  
       Rivers -- Algeria

 Place: Algeria  
        Constantine (Algeria)  
        Rummel River (Algeria)

 Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
              Stereoscopic photographs

Bridge El Kantara spanning the gorge of the Rummel, Roman bridge below. [Active no. 16421 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7825

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

 Topic: ALGERIA  
       Bridges -- Algeria  
       Canyons -- Algeria  
       Formations (Geology) -- Algeria  
       Gorges -- Algeria  
       Rivers -- Algeria  
       Ruins -- Algeria

 Place: Algeria  
        Constantine (Algeria)  
        El Kantara Bridge (Constantine, Algeria)  
        Rummel River (Algeria)

 Culture: Romans
Looking up the gorge of the Rummel through a massive arch of the modern bridge. 16422 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking up the gorge of the Rummel through a massive arch of the modern bridge. 16422 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7826
Video number 06990
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Ruins of ancient Roman Bridge destroyed by Arabs, Gorge of the Rummel.
16423 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ruins of ancient Roman Bridge destroyed by Arabs, Gorge of the Rummel. 16423 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7827
Video number 06991

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: ALGERIA
Bridges -- Algeria
Canyons -- Algeria
Formations (Geology)
Gorges -- Algeria
Rivers -- Algeria
Ruins -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Constantine (Algeria)
Rummel River (Algeria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Romans

Natural bridges and Corniche road, Gorge of the Rummel. 16424 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Natural bridges and Corniche road, Gorge of the Rummel. 16424 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7828

Video number 06992

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: ALGERIA
Bridges -- Algeria
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Rivers -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Constantine (Algeria)
Corniche Road (Gorge of the Rummel, Algeria)
Rummel River (Algeria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Among the great natural bridges--wonderful Rummel Gorge. 16425 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Among the great natural bridges--wonderful Rummel Gorge. 16425 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7829
Video number 06993
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: ALGERIA
Bridges -- Algeria
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Rivers -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Constantine (Algeria)
Rummel River (Algeria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the cavernous Gorge of the Rummel (four natural bridges in half a mile). 16426 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): In the cavernous Gorge of the Rummel (four natural bridges in half a mile). 16426 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7830
Video number 06994
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].
The Rummel River and the precipitous walls of the Gorge 1,000 ft. high.
16427 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The Rummel River and the precipitous walls of the Gorge 1,000 ft. high. 16427 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7831

Video number 06995

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Marvelous natural bridge 200 ft. high from Tourist's Walk, Rummel Gorge.
16428 interpositive
Image(s): Marvelous natural bridge 200 ft. high from Tourist's Walk, Rummel Gorge. 16428 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7832

Video number 06996

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic:
ALGERIA
Bridges -- Algeria
Canyons -- Algeria
Formations (Geology)
Gorges -- Algeria
Rivers -- Algeria

Place:
Algeria
Chemin des Touristes (Algeria)
Constantine (Algeria)
Rummel River (Algeria)
Tourist's Walk

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Rivers -- Algeria

Place:

Algeria
Chemin des Touristes
Constantine (Algeria)
Rummel River (Algeria)
Tourist's Walk

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Gorge of the Rummel and Falls, from the stair bridge. 16430
interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Gorge of the Rummel and Falls, from the stair bridge. 16430
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7834

Video number 06998

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic:

ALGERIA
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Rivers -- Algeria
Waterfalls

Place:

Algeria
Constantine (Algeria)
Rummel River (Algeria)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Arab town and market outside the walls of Constantine. 16431
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Arab town and market outside the walls of Constantine. 16431 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7835

Video number 06999

Same as RSN 2268.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: ALGERIA
Markets -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Constantine (Algeria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Arabs

In the heart of the Arab market, sons of the desert with their loads of forage. 16432 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the heart of the Arab market, sons of the desert with their loads of forage. 16432 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7836

Video number 07000

Similar to RSN 4475.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: ALGERIA
Carts -- Algeria
"The Two Brothers"--huge rocks towering above the waters of the Bay. [Active no. 16433: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): "The Two Brothers"--huge rocks towering above the waters of the Bay. [Active no. 16433: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7837
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

The Roman Catholic Cathedral on Avenue du France. [Active no. 16502: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The Roman Catholic Cathedral on Avenue du France. [Active no. 16502: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7838
Same as RSN 7839. 3840 and 7841.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic:  Architecture -- Tunis
         Cathedrals -- Tunis
         TUNIS

Place:  Tunis

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Roman Catholic Cathedral on Avenue du France. [Active no. 16502: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Roman Catholic Cathedral on Avenue du France. [Active no. 16502: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7839

Same as RSN 7838. 3840 and 7841.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic:  Architecture -- Tunis
         Cathedrals -- Tunis
         TUNIS

Place:  Tunis

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Roman Catholic Cathedral on Avenue du France. [Active no. 16502: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Roman Catholic Cathedral on Avenue du France. [Active no. 16502: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 7840

Same as RSN 7838. 3839 and 7841.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic:     Architecture -- Tunis
          Cathedrals -- Tunis
          TUNIS

Place:     Tunis

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:      Stereoscopic photographs

The Roman Catholic Cathedral on Avenue du France. [Active no. 16502: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Roman Catholic Cathedral on Avenue du France. [Active no. 16502: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 7841

Same as RSN 7838. 3839 and 7840.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic:     Architecture -- Tunis
          Cathedrals -- Tunis
          TUNIS

Place:     Tunis

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:      Stereoscopic photographs

Minaret Santu Oliva, Tunis. [Active no. 16503: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Minaret Santu Oliva, Tunis. [Active no. 16503: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7842

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Minarets -- Tunis
Streets
TUNIS

Place: Minaret Santu Oliva
Tunis

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The water vendor in a narrow side street of old Tunis. [Active no. 16504: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7843

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Sales
Street vendors
Streets
TUNIS

Place: Tunis

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An Arab funeral--bearing the corpse through the streets to the grave. [Active no. 16505: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): An Arab funeral--bearing the corpse through the streets to the grave. [Active no. 16505: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7844

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Funerary rites and ceremonies, Islamic -- Tunisia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Religion -- Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUNIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Tunis (Tunisia)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tunisia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Culture                     | Arabs                                                |

Arab women in street costume. [Active no. 16506: stereo interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Arab women in street costume. [Active no. 16506: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7845

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

3003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Streets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUNIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place                        | Tunis                                             |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Culture                     | Arabs                                              |

A Jewish girl in house costume. [Active no. 16507: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A Jewish girl in house costume. [Active no. 16507: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7846

Currently stored in box 1.2.13[15B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3004

Topic: Dwellings -- Tunisia
Portraits -- Tunisia
TUNIS

Place: Tunis (Tunisia)
Tunisia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Jews

A fruit seller in the Arab quarter. Caption No. 16508: stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A fruit seller in the Arab quarter. Caption No. 16508: stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 7847

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]. Orig. no. 3006.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Fruit -- 1890-1920 -- Tunisia
Markets -- Tunisia
TUNIS

Place: Tunis (Tunisia)
Tunisia
Ferris wheel loaded with happy Arab children. [Active no. 16509: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Ferris wheel loaded with happy Arab children. [Active no. 16509: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7848

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3010

Topic: Children -- Tunis
Parks -- Tunis
Recreation -- Tunis
Rides -- Tunis
TUNIS

Place: Tunis

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Arabs

Bab-el-Hathera, a fine old gate in the walls of Tunis. [Active no. 16510: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Bab-el-Hathera, a fine old gate in the walls of Tunis. [Active no. 16510: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7849
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

3015-D

Topic:
Gates
Streets
TUNIS

Place:
Bab-el-Hathera (Tunis)
Tunis

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old Roman aqueduct. [Active no. 16511: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Old Roman aqueduct. [Active no. 16511: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7850

Similar to RSN 4476.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3016

Topic:
Aqueducts -- Tunis
Ruins -- Tunis
TUNIS
Water -- Tunis

Place:
Tunis

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:
Romans

The harbor of Palermo and Mount Pellegrino. [Active no. 16701: stereo interpositive]
Image(s): The harbor of Palermo and Mount Pellegrino. [Active no. 16701: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7851
Same as RSN 4477.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
16706-K

Topic: Boats -- Sicily
Harbors -- Sicily
Mountains -- Sicily
SICILY
Waterscapes -- Sicily

Place: Mount Pellegrino
Palermo (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful fountain before the Municipio. [Active no. 16703: stereo interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The beautiful fountain before the Municipio. [Active no. 16703: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7852
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

Topic: Architecture
Fountains
SICILY

Place: Municipio
Palermo (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The magnificent Cathedral Assunta and grounds. [Active no. 16705: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The magnificent Cathedral Assunta and grounds. [Active no. 16705: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7853
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Names: Assunta Cathedral (Palermo, Sicily)

Topic: Architecture -- Sicily
Cathedrals -- Sicily
SICILY

Place: Palermo (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hewn from solid rock--the wonderful Greek Theatre (5th century B.C.) at ancient Syracuse. [Active no. 16706 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7854
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].
Among the ruins of a mighty empire, Roman Amphitheatre. [Active no. 16707: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Among the ruins of a mighty empire, Roman Amphitheatre. [Active no. 16707: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7855
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

The road leading to the quarries of ancient Syracuse. [Active no. 16708: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The road leading to the quarries of ancient Syracuse. [Active no. 16708: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 7856

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Quarrying -- Sicily
       Roads -- Sicily
       Ruins -- Sicily
       SICILY

Place: Sicily (Italy)
       Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The quarries of ancient Syracuse, which yielded the material of which the city was built. [Active no. 16709: stereo interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The quarries of ancient Syracuse, which yielded the material of which the city was built. [Active no. 16709: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7857

Similar to RSN 4478.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Caves -- Sicily
       Children -- Sicily
       Quarrying -- Sicily
       Ruins -- Sicily
       SICILY

Place: Sicily (Italy)
       Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A grotto in the Latomia del Paradiso, ancient Syracuse. [Active no. 16710: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A grotto in the Latomia del Paradiso, ancient Syracuse. [Active no. 16710: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7858
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Caves -- Sicily
Grottoes -- Sicily
SICILY
Place: Latomia del Paradiso (Syracuse, Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A jagged wall of rock, the work of quarrymen in the fourth and fifth centuries B.C., ancient Syracuse. [Active no. 16711: stereo interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A jagged wall of rock, the work of quarrymen in the fourth and fifth centuries B.C., ancient Syracuse. [Active no. 16711: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7859
Same as RSN 7860.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Laborers -- Sicily
Quarrying -- Sicily
Rocks -- Sicily
SICILY
Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)
A jagged wall of rock, the work of quarrymen in the fourth and fifth centuries B.C., ancient Syracuse. [Active no. 16711: stereo interpositive]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A jagged wall of rock, the work of quarrymen in the fourth and fifth centuries B.C., ancient Syracuse. [Active no. 16711: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7860

Same as RSN 7859.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Laborers -- Sicily
Quarrying -- Sicily
Rocks -- Sicily
SICILY

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An old city gate, near the Royal Palace. [Active no. 16712: stereo interpositive]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): An old city gate, near the Royal Palace. [Active no. 16712: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7861

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

Topic: Gates
Archiepiscopal Palace, Via Borella, and Cathedral. 16713 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Archiepiscopal Palace, Via Borella, and Cathedral. 16713 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 7862

Video number 07026

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

Names: Archiepiscopal Palace (Palermo, Sicily)
Topic: Cathedrals -- Italy
      Palaces
      SICILY
      Streets
Place: Palermo (Sicily)
      Sicily (Italy)
      Via Borella
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Strada Lucia, a street of stairs, Valetta. 16852 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Strada Lucia, a street of stairs, Valetta. 16852 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 7863
The magnificent Royal Opera House. 16853 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The magnificent Royal Opera House. 16853 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7864

Strada Teatro (Theatre Street) with harbor in distance. 16854 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Strada Teatro (Theatre Street) with harbor in distance. 16854 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 7865

Video number 07029

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

Topic: MALTA Streets
Place: Malta Strada Teatro Valetta

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A corridor in the Palace of the Governor. 16855 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A corridor in the Palace of the Governor. 16855 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7866

Video number 07030

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

Topic: Architecture MALTA Palaces
Place: Malta Valetta

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"An enormous lion crouched between the Atlantic and Mediterranean,"
Gibraltar and harbor. 16876 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "An enormous lion crouched between the Atlantic and Mediterranean," Gibraltar and harbor. 16876 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7867

Video number 07031

Similar to RSN 4480 and 4481.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Boats -- Gibraltar
Channels -- Gibraltar
GIBRALTAR
Harbors -- Gibraltar
Islands -- Gibraltar
Mountains -- Gibraltar
Rocks -- Gibraltar
Ships -- Gibraltar
Straits -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Waterport St., the principal business thoroughfare of Gibraltar. 16877 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Waterport St., the principal business thoroughfare of Gibraltar. 16877 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7868

Video number 07032

Similar to RSN 4482

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

Topic: GIBRALTAR
Streets

Place: Gibraltar
Waterport
H.M. Battleship Victoria in dry dock. 16878 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): H.M. Battleship Victoria in dry dock. 16878 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7869
Video number 07033
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Battleships
Drydocks
GIBRALTAR
Ship industry

Place: Gibraltar
Victoria (Australia)

The terraced slopes and stone villas of South Town. 16879 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The terraced slopes and stone villas of South Town. 16879 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7870
Video number 07034
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Carriages -- Gibraltar
Carts -- Gibraltar
Children -- Gibraltar
GIBRALTAR
Streets -- Gibraltar

Place:
Gibraltar
South Town (Gibraltar)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A picturesque walk in the beautiful Alameda Gardens. 16880 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A picturesque walk in the beautiful Alameda Gardens. 16880 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7871

Video number 07035
Similar to RSN 4483.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic:
GIBRALTAR
Gardens -- Gibraltar
Walkways -- Gibraltar

Place:
Alameda Gardens (Gibraltar)
Gibraltar

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The Key to the Mediterranean"--Gibraltar, showing highest point (1,396 ft.). 16881 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "The Key to the Mediterranean"--Gibraltar, showing highest point (1,396 ft.). 16881 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7872
Video number 07036

Similar to RSN 4484 and 4485.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Channels -- Gibraltar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GIBRALTAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Islands -- Gibraltar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Gibraltar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rocks -- Gibraltar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seacoasts -- Gibraltar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Straits -- Gibraltar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:                  | Gibraltar                  |

| Genre/ Form:            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

Passengers disembarking from Tangier boat--looking toward Signal Hill. 16882 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Passengers disembarking from Tangier boat--looking toward Signal Hill. 16882 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7873

Video number 07037

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats -- Gibraltar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Channels -- Gibraltar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GIBRALTAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harbors -- Gibraltar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rocks -- Gibraltar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Straits -- Gibraltar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:                  | Gibraltar                  |
|                         | Signal Hill                |
|                         | Tangier (Morocco)          |

| Genre/ Form:            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

Old Moorish Castle and Signal Hill from the town. [Active no. 16883 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7874

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain

Architecture, Islamic -- Spain

Carriages -- Gibraltar

Castles -- Gibraltar

GIBRALTAR

Horses -- Gibraltar

Streets -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar

Moorish Castle

Signal Hill

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Gibraltar from the shore of Spain--Spanish sentries in foreground. 16884 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Gibraltar from the shore of Spain--Spanish sentries in foreground. 16884 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 7875

Video number 07039

Similar to RSN 4486.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Boats -- Spain
Channels -- Spain
GIBRALTAR
Guards -- Spain
Islands -- Spain
Military -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
Rocks -- Spain
Straits -- Spain

Place: Gibraltar
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A herdsman and his flock of goats on the rocky hillside above Gibraltar--
N. to hills of Spain. 16885 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A herdsman and his flock of goats on the rocky hillside above
Gibraltar--N. to hills of Spain. 16885 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7876

Video number 07040

Similar to RSN 4487.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Boats -- Gibraltar
Channels -- Gibraltar
GIBRALTAR
Goats -- Gibraltar
Harbors -- Gibraltar
Straits -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque village of Santa Catalina on the sea side (F.) of Gibraltar.
16886 Interpositive
Image(s): Picturesque village of Santa Catalina on the sea side (F.) of Gibraltar. 16886 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7877

Video number 07041

Similar to RSN 4488.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic:
- Channels -- Gibraltar
- GIBRALTAR
- Islands -- Gibraltar
- Mountains -- Gibraltar
- Seacoasts -- Gibraltar
- Straits -- Gibraltar
- Villages -- Gibraltar

Place:
- Gibraltar
- Santa Catalina

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Children leaving the village chapel, after devotions. 16887 Interpositive

Image(s): Children leaving the village chapel, after devotions. 16887 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7878

Video number 07042

Similar to RSN 4490.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

**Topic:**
- Children -- Gibraltar
- Churches -- Gibraltar
- GIBRALTAR
- Religion -- Gibraltar
- Villages -- Gibraltar

**Place:**
- Gibraltar
- Santa Catalina

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The inner harbor and city of Bastia. 16901 Interpositive

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

*Image(s): The inner harbor and city of Bastia. 16901 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 7879

**Video number 07043**

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

**Topic:**
- Boats -- Corsica
- CORSICA
- Harbors -- Corsica

**Place:**
- Bastia (Corsica)
- Corsica

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Box 72**

**RSN Numbers 7880-7985**

*Image(s)*

An Italian street musician on the waterfront. 16902 Interpositive

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

*Image(s): An Italian street musician on the waterfront. 16902 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7880

Video number 07044

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Boats -- Corsica
CORSICA
Harbors -- Corsica
Musical instruments -- Corsica
Portraits -- Corsica

Place: Bastia (Corsica)
Corsica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The cliff and the citadel overlooking the harbor of Bastia. 16903
Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The cliff and the citadel overlooking the harbor of Bastia. 16903
Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7881

Video number 07045

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: CORSICA
Citadels -- Corsica
Fortification -- Corsica
Harbors -- Corsica

Place: Bastia (Corsica)
Corsica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bastia and the harbor from the barracks of the citadel. 16904 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Bastia and the harbor from the barracks of the citadel. 16904 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7882

Video number 07046
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: CORSICA
Citadels -- Corsica
Fortification -- Corsica
Harbors -- Corsica

Place: Bastia (Corsica)
Corsica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Corte, once the seat of government of the famous island of Corsica. 16906 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Corte, once the seat of government of the famous island of Corsica. 16906 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7883

Video number 07047
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Bridges
CORSICA
Mountains -- Corsica

Place: Corsica
Corte (Corsica)
The River Tavignano and picturesque Corte. 16907 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The River Tavignano and picturesque Corte. 16907 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7884

Video number 07048

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: CORSICA
Rivers -- Corsica

Place: Corsica
Corte (Corsica)
Tavignano River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Walls of the ancient Castle and the fort. 16908 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Walls of the ancient Castle and the fort. 16908 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7885

Video number 07049

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Architecture -- Corsica
CORSICA
Castles -- Corsica
Formations (Geology)
Fortification -- Corsica

Place: Corsica
Corte (Corsica)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The valley of the Restonica and bridge. 16909 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The valley of the Restonica and bridge. 16909 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7886

Video number 07050

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Bridges -- Corsica
CORSICA
Rivers -- Corsica
Valleys -- Corsica

Place: Corsica
Corte (Corsica)
Restonica

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A picturesque church in the mountains of Corsica. 16910 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A picturesque church in the mountains of Corsica. 16910 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7887

Video number 07051
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: CORSICA
  Churches -- Corsica
  Mountains -- Corsica

Place: Corsica

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cagliari and the bay, from the castle. 16951 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Cagliari and the bay, from the castle. 16951 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7888

Video number 07052
Same as RSN 7889

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

Topic: Harbors
  SARDINIA

Place: Cagliari (Sardinia)
  Sardinia (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cagliari and the bay, from the castle. 16951 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Cagliari and the bay, from the castle. 16951 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7889
The capital of Sardinia–Cagliari from the mole. 16952 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The capital of Sardinia–Cagliari from the mole. 16952 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Native Sardinians in the Piazza della Costituzione. 16953 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Native Sardinians in the Piazza della Costituzione. 16953 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 7891

Video number 07055

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B]

Topic: SARDINIA
Streets

Place: Cagliari (Sardinia)
Piazza della Costituzione
Sardinia (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Mexico. Active no. 17601 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7892

Video number 07056

Same as RSN 1776 and 7893.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Buildings -- Mexico
Carriages -- Mexico
Horses -- Mexico
Mountains -- Mexico
Wagons -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] [Active no. 17601 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7893

Video number 07057

Same as RSN 1776 and 7892.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Buildings -- Mexico
Carriages -- Mexico
Horses -- Mexico
Mountains -- Mexico
Wagons -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral exterior. Active no. 17602 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7894

Video number 07058

Similar to RSN 1777.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral portal. Active no. 17603 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7895

Video number 07059

Similar to RSN 1778.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
      Cathedrals -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral and monument in Mexico.] 17604 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Cathedral and monument in Mexico.] 17604 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7896

Video number 07060

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Similar to RSN 1779.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
      Monuments -- Mexico
      Parks -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 17605 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 17605 Interpositive. Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7897
Video number 07061
Similar to RSN 1780.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Mountains -- Mexico
Portraits
Place: Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Market scene. Active no. 17606 : stereo interpositive.,] 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Market scene. Active no. 17606 : stereo interpositive.,] 1907. Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7898
Video number 07062
Similar to RSN 1781.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].
Topic: Baskets -- Mexico  
Markets -- Mexico  

Place: Mexico  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Cathedral.] 17607 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  

Image(s): [Cathedral.] 17607 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 7899  

Video number 07063  

Similar to RSN 1782.  
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].  

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico  
Domes  

Place: Mexico  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Cuitlahuac Monument in Mexico.] 17608 interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  

Image(s): [Cuitlahuac Monument in Mexico.] 17608 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 7900  

Video number 07064  

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].  

Same as RSN 1783 and 7901
Topic: Cuitlahuac Monument (Mexico)
Monuments

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cuitlahuac Monument in Mexico.] 17608 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Cuitlahuac Monument in Mexico.] 17608 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7901

Video number 07065

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Same as RSN 1783 and 7900

Topic: Cuitlahuac Monument (Mexico)
Monuments

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City view over balustrade. Active no. 17609 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7902

Video number 07066

Same as RSN 1784 and 7903.

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].
Topic: Cityscape photography
Place: Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[City view through balustrade. Active no. 17609: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7903

Video number 07067
Same as RSN 1784 and 7902.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Place: Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[City view over balustrade. Active no. 17610: stereo interpositive.], 1907
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [City view over balustrade. Active no. 17610: stereo interpositive.] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7904

Video number 07068
Similar to RSN 1785.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Place: Mexico
[Market scene.] 17611 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Market scene.] 17611 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7905
Video number 07069
Similar to RSN 1786.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Dogs -- Mexico
Markets -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

[Street scene.] 17612 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 17612 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7906
Video number 07070
Similar to RSN 1787.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Carts -- Mexico
Horses -- Mexico
Parks -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico
Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river in rural Mexico.] 17613 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Boats on river in rural Mexico.] 17613 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7907

Video number 07071

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Similar to RSN 1788.

Topic: Boats -- Mexico
Rivers -- Mexico
Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river in rural Mexico.] 17614 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Boats on river in rural Mexico.] 17614 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7908

Video number 07072

Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Similar to RSN 1789.
Topic: Boats -- Mexico
Rivers -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 17615 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 17615 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7909
Video number 07073
Similar to RSN 1790.
Currently stored in box 1.2.13 [15B].

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 17616 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 17616 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7910
Video number 07074
Similar to RSN 1829.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].
[Cathedral.] 17617 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Cathedral.] 17617 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7911

Video number 07075

Similar to RSN 1791.

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

[Garden.] 17618 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Garden.] 17618 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7912

Video number 07076

Similar to RSN 1792.

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].
Hon. H. St. G. Tucker, President of the Jamestown Exposition, delivering his address of welcome. 18001 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Hon. H. St. G. Tucker, President of the Jamestown Exposition, delivering his address of welcome. 18001 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7913

Video number 07077

Similar to RSN 5378

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Tucker, H. St. G.

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Historical sites
JAMESTOWN
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The reviewing stand and crowds of spectators listening to President Roosevelt's speech. 18002 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The reviewing stand and crowds of spectators listening to President Roosevelt's speech. 18002 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7914

Video number 07078

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
        Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
        Historical sites
        JAMESTOWN
        Presidents

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
        Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"We have met today to celebrate the opening of the Exposition," President Roosevelt. 18003 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "We have met today to celebrate the opening of the Exposition," President Roosevelt. 18003 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7915

Video number 07079

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Similar to RSN 5379
Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907: Hampton Roads, Va.)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Historical sites
JAMESTOWN
Presidents

Place: Jamestown (Va.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"This landing at Jamestown possesses a peculiar significance," President Roosevelt. 18004 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "This landing at Jamestown possesses a peculiar significance," President Roosevelt. 18004 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7916

Video number 07080

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907: Hampton Roads, Va.)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Historical sites
JAMESTOWN
Presidents

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The conquest of a continent is iron work," President Roosevelt. 18005 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "The conquest of a continent is iron work," President Roosevelt. 18005 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 7917
Video number 07081
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Similar to RSN 5380

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Historical sites
JAMESTOWN
Presidents
Place: Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"To Virginia was reserved the honor of producing the hero, Geo. Washington," President Roosevelt. 18006 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "To Virginia was reserved the honor of producing the hero, Geo. Washington," President Roosevelt. 18006 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 7918
Video number 07082
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].
Similar to RSN 5381

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Historical sites
JAMESTOWN
Presidents

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt addressing the great throng before the reviewing stand, opening day. [Caption no. 18007 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3- 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7919

Similar to RSN 5382.

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Historical sites
JAMESTOWN
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Jamestown (Va.) -- 1900-1910
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vast crowds before the reviewing stand at the opening of the Jamestown Exposition. 18008 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Vast crowds before the reviewing stand at the opening of the Jamestown Exposition. 18008 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7920

Video number 07084

Similar to RSN 5383

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names:
Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic:
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
Historical sites -- Virginia
JAMESTOWN
Presidents -- Virginia

Place:
Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Parade of the troops under Maj. Gen. F.D. Grant, opening of Jamestown Exposition. Active no. 18009 : stereoscopic interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 7921

Similar to RSN 5384

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].
Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Carriages -- Virginia
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
Historical sites -- Virginia
Horses -- 1900-1910 -- Virginia
JAMESTOWN
Military -- Virginia
Parades -- Virginia

Place: Jamestown (Virginia)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Mayflower, President Roosevelt on board, going down the line,
Jamestown Naval Review. [Active no. 18010 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7922

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Similar to RSN 5385.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Mayflower (Ship)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
Historical sites -- Virginia
JAMESTOWN
Jamestown Naval Review
Military -- Virginia
Parades -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
British Armored Cruisers, Jamestown Naval Review. 18011 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): British Armored Cruisers, Jamestown Naval Review. 18011 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7923
Video number 07087
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
Historical sites -- Virginia
JAMESTOWN
Jamestown Naval Review
Military -- Virginia
Parades -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia
Place: England
Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

British Armored Cruiser Hampshire, Jamestown Naval Review. 18012 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): British Armored Cruiser Hampshire, Jamestown Naval Review. 18012 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7924
Video number 07088
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Hampshire (Armored vessel)
       Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
       Historical sites -- Virginia
       JAMESTOWN
       Jamestown Naval Review
       Military -- Virginia
       Parades -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
Place: England
       Jamestown (Va.)
       Virginia -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

German Armored Cruiser Roon, Jamestown Naval Review. 18015 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): German Armored Cruiser Roon, Jamestown Naval Review. 18015 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7925

Video number 07089

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
       Historical sites -- Virginia
       JAMESTOWN
       Jamestown Naval Review
       Military -- Virginia
       Parades -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
Place: Germany
       Jamestown (Va.)
       Roon
       Virginia -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Large steamship passing in review.] 18016 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Large steamship passing in review.] 18016 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7926

Video number 07090
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
      Historical sites -- Virginia
      Jamestown Naval Review
      Military -- Virginia
      Parades -- Virginia
      Ships -- Virginia

Place: England
       Jamestown (Va.)
       Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View of ships passing in review.] 18017 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [View of ships passing in review.] 18017 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7927

Video number 07091
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
      Historical sites -- Virginia
      Jamestown Naval Review
      Military -- Virginia
      Parades -- Virginia
      Ships -- Virginia

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
      Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[View of people on bow of ship watching parade of ships.] 18019
interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [View of people on bow of ship watching parade of ships.] 18019
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7928

Video number 07092

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Similar to RSN 5387; same as RSN 7929

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
      Historical sites -- Virginia
      Jamestown Naval Review
      Military -- Virginia
      Parades -- Virginia
      Ships -- Virginia

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
      Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[View of people on bow of ship watching parade of ships.] 18019 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [View of people on bow of ship watching parade of ships.] 18019 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7929

Video number 07093

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Similar to RSN 5387; same as RSN 7928.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Topic:
Expositions -- Virginia
Historical sites -- Virginia
Jamestown Naval Review
Military -- Virginia
Parades -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia

Place:
Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from battleship of ships passing in review.] 18020 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [View from battleship of ships passing in review.] 18020 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7930

Video number 07094
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
Historical sites -- Virginia
Jamestown Naval Review
Military -- Virginia
Parades -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[View of ships passing in review.] 18021 interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [View of ships passing in review.] 18021 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7931

Video number 07095

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)

Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
Historical sites -- Virginia
Jamestown Naval Review
Military -- Virginia
Parades -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia

Place: Jamestown (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[View of people on bow of ship watching parade of ships.] 18022
interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [View of people on bow of ship watching parade of ships.] 18022 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7932
Video number 07096
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Similar to RSN 5388.

Names: Jamestown Ter-centennial Exhibition (1907 : Hampton Roads, Va.)
Topic: Expositions -- Virginia
       Historical sites -- Virginia
       Jamestown Naval Review
       Military -- Virginia
       Parades -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
Place: Jamestown (Va.)
       Virginia -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 18024 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 18024 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7933
Video number 07097
Same as RSN 7934.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].
[Street scene.] 18024 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 18024 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7934

Video number 07098
Same as RSN 7933.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

[Military parade. Active no. 18025 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7935
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Buildings
Streets
Genres/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Armed Forces
Celebrations
Parades
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 18026 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 18026 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7936
Video number 07100
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops parading in city street.] 18027 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Troops parading in city street.] 18027 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7937
Video number 07101
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Parades
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 18028 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 18028 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7938

Video number 07102
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Armed Forces
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 18029 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 18029 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7939

Video number 07103
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of Missouri exhibit.] 18030 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [High view of Missouri exhibit.] 18030 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7940

Video number 07104
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Genre/ Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Flags
Place: Missouri

[Military parade.] 18031 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military parade.] 18031 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7941

Video number 07105
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military parade.] 18032 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military parade.] 18032 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7942

Video number 07106
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 18033 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 18033 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7943

Video number 07107
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Night photography -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1900

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pageant. Active no. 18034 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Cowboys and Indians on horseback in front of grandstand; possibly a rodeo or Wild West show.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7944
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Cowboys
Horses
Indians of North America
Pageants
Stagecoaches
Wild west shows

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pageant. Active no. 18035 : stereo interpositive.] 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7945
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Buffalo
Cowboys
Horses
Indians of North America
Pageants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 18036 Interpositive
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 18036 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7946

Video number 07110
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic:
Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 18037 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 18037 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7947

Video number 07111
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 18038 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 18038 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7948

Video number 07112

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Docks
Harbors
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 18039 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 18039 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7949

Video number 07113

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Harbors -- New York
Ships -- New York

Place: Albany (N.Y.)
Clermont
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[City docks on wide river.] 18040 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [City docks on wide river.] 18040 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7950
Video number 07114
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].
Same as RSN 7951.
Topic: Docks
Harbors
Piers
Rivers
Ships
Wharves
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Ships.] 18041 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] 18041 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7952

Video number 07116
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Parades
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 18042 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] 18042 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7953

Video number 07117
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 18043 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ships.] 18043 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7954

Video number 07118
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].
Topic: Parades
       Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 18044 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ships.] 18044 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7955

Video number 07119
Same as RSN 7956.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].
Topic: Parades
       Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 18044 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] 18044 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7956

Video number 07120

Same as RSN 7955.

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Parades
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 18045 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] 18045 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7957

Video number 07121

Same as RSN 7958 and 7959.

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Boats and boating
Parades
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 18045 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ships.] 18045 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7958

Video number 07122
Same as RSN 7957 and 7959.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Boats and boating
Parades
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 18045 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ships.] 18045 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7959

Video number 07123
Same as RSN 7957 and 7958.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Boats and boating
Parades
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 18046 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Ships.] 18046 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7960

Video number 07124
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Boats and boating
Parades
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 18047 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Ships.] 18047 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7961

Video number 07125
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Parades
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 18048 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] 18048 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7962

Video number 07126
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Parades
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 18049 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] 18049 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7963

Video number 07127
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Parades
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Along the famous Oroya Railway, highest altitude reached, 15,645 ft. 
18501 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Along the famous Oroya Railway, highest altitude reached, 15,645 ft. 18501 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7964

Video number 07128

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Peru
      Mountains -- Peru
      Railroads -- Peru
      SOUTH AMERICA
      Trains -- Peru

Place: Oroya Railway
       Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Cofa Bridge on the Oroya Railway in the Central Cordilleras. 18502 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Cofa Bridge on the Oroya Railway in the Central Cordilleras. 18502 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7965

Video number 07129

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Names: Cofa Bridge (Cordilleras, Peru)

Topic: Bridges -- Peru
       Formations (Geology) -- Peru
       Mountains -- Peru
In the heart of the mighty Andes--Oroya Ry. bridge in the sublime Infurtsillo gorge. 18503 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): In the heart of the mighty Andes--Oroya Ry. bridge in the sublime Infurtsillo gorge. 18503 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7966

Video number 07130

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Bridges -- Peru
Canyons -- Peru
Formations (Geology) -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
Railroads -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA
Trains -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Infurtsillo Gorge (Peru)
Oroya Railway
Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A street in Valparaiso, Chile. [Active no. 18601 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7967

Video number 07131

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>SOUTH AMERICA Streets -- Chile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Chile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valparaiso (Chile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Congress Building, Santiago, Chili. 18602 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): National Congress Building, Santiago, Chili. 18602 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7968

Video number 07132

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture Buildings SOUTH AMERICA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Chile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Plaza and clock tower, Iquique, Chili. 18603 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Plaza and clock tower, Iquique, Chili. 18603 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7969

Video number 07133

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Architecture -- Chile
Buildings -- Chile
Plazas -- Chile
SOUTH AMERICA

Place: Chile
Iquique (Chile)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The roadway through a forest of bamboo, Brazil. 18701 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"")

Image(s): The roadway through a forest of bamboo, Brazil. 18701 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7970

Video number 07134

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19]

Topic: Bamboo -- Brazil
Forests -- Brazil
Roads -- Brazil
SOUTH AMERICA

Place: Brazil

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the public gardens, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 18702 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the public gardens, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 18702 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7971

Video number 07135

Same as RSN 7972 and 7973.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Gardens -- Brazil
SOUTH AMERICA
Place: Brazil
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the public gardens, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 18702 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the public gardens, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 18702 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7972

Video number 07136
Same as RSN 7971 and 7973.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Gardens -- Brazil
SOUTH AMERICA
Place: Brazil
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)
In the public gardens, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 18702 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): In the public gardens, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 18702 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 7973  
Video number 07137  
Same as RSN 7971 and 7972.  
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].  
Topic: Gardens -- Brazil  
SOUTH AMERICA  
Place: Brazil  
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Avenue of palms in the Botanical Gardens, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. [Active no. 18703 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 7974  
Video number 07138  
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].  
Topic: Botanical gardens -- Brazil  
Palm trees -- Brazil  
SOUTH AMERICA
Trees -- Brazil

Place: Brazil
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Rue Prineeya in the lower part of the city, Bahia, Brazil. 18704 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Rue Prineeya in the lower part of the city, Bahia, Brazil. 18704 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7975

Video number 07139
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19]

Topic: SOUTH AMERICA Streets
Place: Bahia (Brazil : State)
Rio de Janeiro
Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tropical beauty in the Botanical Gardens, Rio de Janeiro. 18705 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7976

Video number 07140
Same as RSN 7977.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

**Topic:**
- Botanical gardens -- Brazil
- SOUTH AMERICA
- Trees -- Brazil
- Walkways -- Brazil

**Place:**
- Brazil
- Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tropical beauty in the Botanical Gardens, Rio de Janeiro. [Active no. 18705 : stereo interpositive.]

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s):**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 7977

Same as RSN 7976.

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

**Topic:**
- Botanical gardens -- Brazil
- SOUTH AMERICA
- Trees -- Brazil
- Walkways -- Brazil

**Place:**
- Brazil
- Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Crespo Street, Pernambuco, Brazil. 18706 Interpositive

*1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")*

**Image(s):** Crespo Street, Pernambuco, Brazil. 18706 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Plaza and Cathedral, Rosario, Argentine Republic. 18901 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Plaza and Cathedral, Rosario, Argentine Republic. 18901 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Plaza de Mayo and statue 25 de Mayo, Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic.
[Active no. 18902 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7980

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Buildings -- Argentina
Monuments -- Argentina
Plazas -- Argentina
SOUTH AMERICA
Sculpture -- Argentina

Place: Argentina
Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Plaza de Mayo (Argentina)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ocean steamers loading with wheat for European markets, Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic. 18904 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ocean steamers loading with wheat for European markets, Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic. 18904 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7981

Video number 07145

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Docks -- Argentina
Harbors -- Argentina
Piers -- Argentina
SOUTH AMERICA
Ships -- Argentina
Wharves -- Argentina
Wheat -- Argentina

Place: Argentina
Buenos Aires (Argentina)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The beautiful Government Building at Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic. 18905 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): The beautiful Government Building at Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic. 18905 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 7982

Video number 07146
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19]

Topic: Buildings
SOUTH AMERICA
Streets
Place: Argentina
Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Avenida de Mayo, the chief thoroughfare of Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic. [Active no. 18906 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 7983

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Carriages
Horses -- Argentina
SOUTH AMERICA
Streets -- Argentina
Place: Argentina -- 1890-1920
Buenos Aires (Argentina) -- 1890-1920
Calle Florida, one of the bustling business streets in Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic. 18907 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Calle Florida, one of the bustling business streets in Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic. 18907 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7984
Video number 07148
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19]

Topic: SOUTH AMERICA
Streets
Place: Argentina
Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Along the busy wharves, Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic. 18908 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Along the busy wharves, Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic. 18908 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7985
Video number 07149
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Docks -- Argentina
Harbors -- Argentina
Piers -- Argentina
SOUTH AMERICA
Ships -- Argentina
Wharves -- Argentina

Place: Argentina
Buenos Aires (Argentina)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 73 RSN Numbers 7986-8090

Image(s)

[Flower field. Active no. 21062 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8061

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers?] Active no. 21063 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers?] Active no. 21063 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8062

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]. Cancelled.

Topic: Blossoms
Flowers
Plants
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers?] Active no. 21064 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers?] Active no. 21064 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Local Numbers
RSN 8063

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Blossoms
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers?] Active no. 21065 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers?] Active no. 21065 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8064

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]. Cancelled.

Topic: Blossoms
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers?] Active no. 21066 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers?] Active no. 21066 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8065

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]. Cancelled.

Topic:    Blossoms
          Flowers
          Plants

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers?] 21067 interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8066

Same as RSN 8067. Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]. Cancelled.

Topic:    Blossoms
          Flowers
          Plants

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers?] 21067 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 8067

Video number 07231

Same as RSN 8066

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]

Topic: Blossoms
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Leafy plants.] Active no. 21068 stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Leafy plants.] Active no. 21068 stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 8068

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Leaves of plants. Identification needed.] Active no. 21069 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Leaves of plants. Identification needed.] Active no. 21069 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 8069

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
   Flowers
   Flowers
   Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers?] 21070 interpositive
  1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
  RSN 8070

Video number 07234

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]

Topic: Blossoms
   Flowers
   Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers?] 21071 interpositive
  1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
  RSN 8071

Video number 07235
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]

Topic: Blossoms
       Flowers
       Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers?] 21072 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
   RSN 8072

Video number 07236

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]

Topic: Blossoms
       Flowers
       Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Plants, identification needed.] Active no. 21073 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
   RSN 8073

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
       Flowers
       Flowers
       Plants
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21074 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21074 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8074

Video number 07238
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

[Blossoms.] 21075 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21075 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8075

Video number 07239
Same as RSN 8076 and 8077.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants
[Blossoms.] 21075 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21075 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8076

Video number 07240
Same as RSN 8075 and 8077.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Blossoms.] 21076 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21076 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8078
Video number 07242
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
       Flowers
       Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21077 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21077 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8079
Video number 07243
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
       Flowers
       Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs
[Blossoms.] 21078 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21078 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8080
Video number 07244
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].
Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21079 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21079 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8081
Video number 07245
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].
Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21080 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21080 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8082

Video number 07246
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
      Flowers
      Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21081 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21081 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8083

Video number 07247
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
      Flowers
      Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21082 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21082 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8084

Video number 07248
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21083 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21083 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 8085

Video number 07249
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21084 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21084 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 8086

Video number 07250
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
    Flowers
    Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21085 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21085 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 8087

Video number 07251
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
    Flowers
    Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21086 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21086 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8088

Video number 07252
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21087 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21087 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8089

Video number 07253
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21088 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21088 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8090

Video number 07254

Same as RSN 8091.

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic:
- Agriculture
- Flowers
- Plants

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Piazza Constitution and Matres Church, Monte Video, Uruguay. [Active no. 19101 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7986

Video number 07150

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic:
- Architecture -- Uruguay
- Churches -- Uruguay
- Plazas -- Uruguay
- SOUTH AMERICA

Place:
- Matres Church
- Montevideo (Uruguay)
- Uruguay
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Plaza Independencia and Government Buildings, Monte Video, Uruguay. 19102 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Plaza Independencia and Government Buildings, Monte Video, Uruguay. 19102 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7987

Video number 07151

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Buildings -- Uruguay
Carriages -- Uruguay
Horses -- Uruguay
Plazas -- Uruguay
SOUTH AMERICA
Streets

Place: Montevideo (Uruguay)
Uruguay

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man with herd of sheep in open prairie.] 19501 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Man with herd of sheep in open prairie.] 19501 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7988

Video number 07152

Similar to RSN 1297.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture -- Montana
       Animals -- Montana
       Sheep -- Montana

Place: Montana

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of river rapids.] 19601 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Overview of river rapids.] 19601 interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ingersoll, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7989

Video number 07153

Similar to RS 1244.

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Rapids -- Minnesota
       Rivers -- Minnesota

Place: Minneapolis (Minn.)
       Minnesota

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of factory exterior.] 19602 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [High view of factory exterior.] 19602 interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ingersoll, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 7990

Video number 07154
Similar to RS 1245.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Factories -- Minnesota
Place: Minneapolis
Minnesota
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Factory interior; line of machines.] 19603 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Factory interior; line of machines.] 19603 interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ingersoll, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7991

Video number 07155
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].
Similar to RS 1246.

Topic: Factories -- Minnesota
Machinery -- Minnesota
Place: Minneapolis
Minnesota
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Factory interior; close-up of line of machines.] 19604 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Factory interior; close-up of line of machines.] 19604 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ingersoll, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7992

Video number 07156

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Factories -- Minnesota
Machinery -- Minnesota

Place: Minneapolis
Minnesota

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River under huge bridge.] 19901 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River under huge bridge.] 19901 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7993

Video number 07157

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 20401 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 20401 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7994

Video number 07158

Same as RSN 7995.

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 20401 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 20401 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7995

Video number 07159

Same as RSN 7994.

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21001 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21001 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7996

Video number 07160
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic:
- Agriculture
- Flowers
- Plants

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21002 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21002 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7997

Video number 07161
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic:
- Agriculture
- Flowers
- Plants

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21003 Interpositive
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21003 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7998

Video number 07162

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic:
Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21004 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21004 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 7999

Video number 07163

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic:
Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21005 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21005 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8000
Video number 07164
Same as RSN 8001.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21005 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21005 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8001
Video number 07165
Same as RSN 8000.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Flowers.] 21006 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21006 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8002
Video number 07166
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21007 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21007 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8003
Video number 07167
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21008 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21008 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8004
Video number 07168
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21009 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21009 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8005
Video number 07169
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21010 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21010 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8006

Video number 07170
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21011 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21011 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8007

Video number 07171
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21012 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21012 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8008
Video number 07172
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agriculture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Flowers.] 21013 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21013 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8009
Video number 07173
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agriculture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Flowers.] 21014 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21014 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8010
Video number 07174
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
      Apples
      Flowers
      Fruit
      Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21015 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21015 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8011
Video number 07175
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
      Flowers
      Flowers
      Plants
      Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21016 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21016 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8012

Video number 07176
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21017 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21017 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8013

Video number 07177
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21018 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21018 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8014
Video number 07178
Same as RSN 8015.
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Flowers.] 21019 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21019 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8016
Video number 07180
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21020 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21020 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8017
Video number 07181
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21021 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21021 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8018

Video number 07182

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21022 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21022 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8019

Video number 07183

Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21023 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21023 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8020

Video number 07184
Currently stored in box 1.2.14 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Field with flowers. Caption no. 21024 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8021

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Field with plants. Caption No. 21025 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8022

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21026 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21026 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8023

Video number 07187

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21027 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21027 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8024

Video number 07188
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
       Flowers
       Flowers
       Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21028 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21028 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8025

Video number 07189
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
       Flowers
       Flowers
       Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21029 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21029 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8026
Video number 07190
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic:
Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21030 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21030 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8027
Video number 07191
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic:
Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21031 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21031 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8028

Video number 07192
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21032 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21032 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8029

Video number 07193
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Dwellings
Flowers
Plants
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21033 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21033 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8030
Video number 07194
Same as RSN 8031.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21033 Interpositive
2 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21033 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8031
Video number 07195
Same as RSN 8030.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Flowers.] 21034 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21034 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8032
Video number 07196
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21035 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21035 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8033
Video number 07197
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21036 Interpositive
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21036 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 8034
Video number 07198
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
       Flowers
       Flowers
       Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21038 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21038 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 8035
Video number 07199
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
       Flowers
       Flowers
       Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21037 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21037 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8036
Video number 07200
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21039: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21039: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8037
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21040: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21040: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8038
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic:
Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21041: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21041: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8039
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]

Topic:
Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21042: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21042: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8040
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21043: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21043: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8041
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21044: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21044: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8042

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21045: stereo interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21045: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8043

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21046: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21046: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8044

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic:
Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21047: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21047: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8045

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic:
Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21048: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21048: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8046

Video number 07210
Same as RSN 8047.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Flowers.] 21049 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21049 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8048
Video number 07212
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].
Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21050 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21050 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8049
Video number 07213
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].
Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21051 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21051 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8050

Video number 07214
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
       Flowers
       Flowers
       Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21052 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21052 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8051

Video number 07215
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
       Flowers
       Flowers
       Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21053 Interpositive
[Flowers.] 21053 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21053 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8052
Video number 07216
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21054 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21054 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8053
Video number 07217
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21055 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21055 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8054

Video number 07218

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21056 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21056 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8055

Video number 07219

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21057 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21057 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8056

Video number 07220
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21058 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21058 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8057

Video number 07221
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21059 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21059 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8058
Video number 07222
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21060 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 21060 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8059
Video number 07223
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 21061 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 21061 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8060
Video number 07224
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
   Flowers
   Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 74
RSN Numbers 8091-8191
Image(s)

[Blossoms.] 21088 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21088 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8091
Video number 07255
Same as RSN 8090.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
   Flowers
   Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Blossoms.] 21089 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21089 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8092

Video number 07256
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21090 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21090 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8093

Video number 07257
Same as RSN 8094.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21090 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21090 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8094

Video number 07258

Same as RSN 8093.

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21091 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21091 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8095

Video number 07259

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] Active no. 21092 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers.] Active no. 21092 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8096

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Blossoms
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] Active no. 21093 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] Active no. 21093 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8097

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] Active no. 21094 : stereo interpositive
[Flowers.] Active no. 21094 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled

Local Numbers
RSN 8098
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants
Genre/photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] Active no. 21095 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Flowers.] Active no. 21095 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8099
Video number 07263
Same as RSN 8100. Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants
Genre/photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] [Active no. 21095: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Blossoms.] [Active no. 21095: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 8100
Same as RSN 8099.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

   Topic: Agriculture
   Flowers
   Flowers
   Plants

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21096: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21096: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 8101
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

   Topic: Agriculture
   Flowers
   Flowers
   Plants

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] [Active no. 21097: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Blossoms.] [Active no. 21097: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8102

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] [Active no. 21098: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Blossoms.] [Active no. 21098: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8103

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21099: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21099: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 8104

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]

Topic: Blossoms
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] [Active no. 21100: stereo interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Flowers.] [Active no. 21100: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8105

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Same as RSN 8106

Topic: Blossoms
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] [Active no. 21100: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Blossoms.] [Active no. 21100: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8106
Same as RSN 8105.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic:
Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] [Active no. 21101: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Blossoms.] [Active no. 21101: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8107
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic:
Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] [Active no. 21102: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Blossoms.] [Active no. 21102: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8108

Video number 07272

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] [Active no. 21104: stereo interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Blossoms.] [Active no. 21104: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8109

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21107 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21107 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8110

Video number 07274
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21109 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21109 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8111

Video number 07275
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] Active no. 21110 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Flowers.] Active no. 21110 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 8112

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]

Topic: Blossoms
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stereo view of a railroad track through trees.] 21201 stereo interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Railroad tracks viewed through trees.] 21201 stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8113

Video number 07277

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants
Railroads
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stereo view of blossoms.] 21202 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21202 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8114

Video number 07278
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21701 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21701 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8115

Video number 07279
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Insects
Plants
Worms

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21702 stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21702 stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8116
Video number 07280
Photographer unidentified.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
   Flowers
   Insects
   Plants
   Worms

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21703 stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21703 stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8117
Video number 07281
Photographer unidentified.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
   Flowers
   Insects
   Plants
   Worms
[Blossoms.] 21704 stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21704 stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8118

Video number 07282
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Butterflies
Flowers
Insects
Plants
Worms

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blossoms.] 21705 stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Blossoms.] 21705 stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8119

Video number 07283
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Agriculture
Caterpillars
Flowers
Insects
Plants

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Snails.] 21801 stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Snails.] 21801 stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8120

Video number 07284
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Snails
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early airplalne landing.] 22001 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Early airplalne landing.] 22001 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8121

Video number 07285
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Same as RSN 8122

Topic: Airplanes -- North Carolina
Place: Kitty Hawk (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Early airplane landing.] 22001 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Early airplane landing.] 22001 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8122

Video number 07286
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Same as RSN 8121

Topic: Airplanes -- North Carolina
Place: Kitty Hawk (North Carolina)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Airplane.] Active no. 22002 interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Airplane.] Active no. 22002 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Fragment.

Local Numbers
RSN 8123

Same as RSN 8124. Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19]. Cancelled.

Topic: Airplanes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Early airplane in flight over sailboat.] 22002 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Early airplane in flight over sailboat.] 22002 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8124

Video number 07288
Same as RSN 8123.
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Airplanes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Early plane, NYC [on envelope]. [Active no. 22003, stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Early plane, NYC [on envelope]. [Active no. 22003, stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8125
Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Airplanes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Frogs.] 22301 stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Frogs.] 22301 stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8126

Video number 07290

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Frogs
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fish : Active no. 22302, stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 8127

Currently stored in box 1.2.15 [19].

Topic: Fishes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Saratoga Springs, N.Y.] No. 23 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8128

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Buildings -- New York
Resorts -- New York
Place: New York
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)
[Empty classroom with photographs on wall in Saratoga Springs, New York. Active no. 24 : interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): [Empty classroom with photographs on wall in Saratoga Springs, New York. Active no. 24 : interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8129
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Art
Classrooms
Education
Photography
Schools

New York
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

[Art in New York; interior view.] 25 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Art in New York; interior view.] 25 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8130
Video number 07294
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Art
New York
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
U.S. Hotel Fountain [on envelope]. [Active no. 26 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8131
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Fountains -- New York
Gardens -- New York
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- New York

Place: New York
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Armory [on envelope]. [No. 27 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8132
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Architecture
Armories
Buildings -- New York

Place: New York
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Roadway in New York.] 29 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Roadway in New York.] 29 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8133

Video number 07297

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Roads -- New York
       Trees -- New York.
Place: New York
       Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hotel Fountain [on envelope]. 30 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Hotel Fountain [on envelope]. 30 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8134

Video number 07298

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Gardens -- New York
       Hotels, taverns, etc. -- New York
Place: New York
       Saratoga Springs (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Side view of Niagara River and Falls.] 51 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Side view of Niagara River and Falls.] 51 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8135

Video number 07299

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Rivers -- New York (State)
       Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Place: New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Side view of Niagara River and Falls.] Active no. 52 : interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Side view of Niagara River and Falls.] Active no. 52 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8136

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Rivers -- New York (State)
       Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Place: New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[High view of bridge and rapids near Niagara Falls. [Active no. 53 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [High view of bridge and rapids near Niagara Falls. [Active no. 53 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
 RSN 8137
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].
Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York
Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Side view of Niagara River and Falls. Active no. 54 : interpositive.] 1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
 RSN 8138
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].
Topic: Rivers -- New York (State)
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[High close view of Niagara Falls.] 129 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [High close view of Niagara Falls.] 129 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8139

Video number 07303

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Rivers -- New York (State)
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Long view of Niagara Falls.] 132 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Long view of Niagara Falls.] 132 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8140

Video number 07304

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Rivers -- New York (State)
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Low side view of Niagara Falls.] 172 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Low side view of Niagara Falls] 172 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8141

Video number 07305
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Rivers -- New York (State)
      Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Place: New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[High view of Niagara River and rapids] 133 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [High view of Niagara River and rapids] 133 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8142

Video number 07306
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Rapids -- New York
       Rivers -- New York
Place: New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"South" cemetery [on envelope]. [No. 6 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8143

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Cemeteries -- Louisiana
Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
       New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"South" dock [on envelope]. [No. 13 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8144

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Docks -- Louisiana
       Piers -- Louisiana
       Ships -- Louisiana
       Wharves -- Louisiana

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
       New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

South [on envelope]. [Active no. 48 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8145

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

South [on envelope]. [Active no. 56 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8146

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Church buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"South" [on envelope] 57 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "South" [on envelope] 57 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8147

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

South [on envelope] [Active no. 160 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8149

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic:
Buildings
Fortification

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

South [on envelope]. [No. 204 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8150

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic:
Buildings
Dwellings
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[John Bull locomotive in Smithsonian's Arts & Industries building. Active No. 69 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8151

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [16].
View of John Bull locomotive on display in the Arts and Industries Building, Smithsonian Institution.

Names:  
Arts and Industries Building (Washington, D.C.)
Smithsonian Institution

Topic:  
Exhibitions -- Washington (D.C.)
John Bull (locomotive)
Locomotives -- 19th century
Museum buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Museums -- Washington (D.C.)
Railroads -- Trains -- 19th century.

Place:  
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Church interior, Phila [on envelope]. [Cat. no. 14 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8152

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic:  
Church architecture -- 20th century.
Churches -- Pennsylvania
Interior architecture -- Pennsylvania

Place:  
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia (Pa.)

[Odd-shaped rock formations. Active no. 55 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8153

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic:  
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[View of river and mountains.] Active no. 1. Interpositive 1 Item (4” x 5”.)
Image(s): [View of river and mountains.] Active no. 1. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8154

Video number 07318
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park National parks and reserves Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope]. [No. 42 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1904 1 Item (4” x 5”.)
Image(s): Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope]. [No. 42 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8155
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- United States Mountains -- Western United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope]. [Active no. 184 : interpositive.], 1904
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope]. [Active no. 184 : interpositive.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8156

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Mountains -- Western United States
Valleys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Western United States.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope]. [Active no. 140 : non-stereo interpositive.], 1904
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope]. [Active no. 140 : non-stereo interpositive.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8157

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Western United States
Mountains -- Western United States
Valleys -- Western United States

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Western United States.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man viewing geyser.] "Western Trip C.W.W. '04" on envelope. Active no. 260 : stereo interpositive.], 1904
[Geyser in action. "Western Trip C.W.W. '04" on envelope. Active no. 268 interpositive.,] 1904

1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8158

Video number 07322

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic:
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tourists view geyser in action. "Western Trip C.W.W. '04" on envelope. Active no. 291 : photonegative.,] 1904
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8160

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Carriages -- Yellowstone National Park
Forests -- Yellowstone National Park
Geylers -- Yellowstone National Park
Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
National parks and reserves -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Geyser in action.] "Western Trip C.W.W. '04" [on envelope.] [Active no. 293 : interpositive.], 1904

1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8161

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Forests -- Yellowstone National Park
Geyser -- Yellowstone National Park
National parks and reserves -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

[Tourists on foot bridge.] Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope.] [Active no. 302 : interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Tourists on foot bridge.] Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope.] [Active no. 302 : interpositive,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8162
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Bridges -- Yellowstone National Park
National parks and reserves -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope.] [Active no. 344 : interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope.] [Active no. 344 : interpositive,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8163
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Western United States
Mountains -- Western United States
Valleys -- Western United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterfall, possibly in Yellowstone? Active No. 345 : interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): [Waterfall, possibly in Yellowstone? Active No. 345 : interpositive.], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8164

"Western Trip C.W.W. '04" (on envelope). Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Waterfalls -- Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man near river rapids.] Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope.] 351 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Man near river rapids.] Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope.] 351 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8165

Video number 07329
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Forests
Rapids
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Geyser in action.] Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [n envelope] [Active no. 359 : interpositive.], 1904
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Geyser in action.] Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [n envelope] [Active
no. 359 : interpositive,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8166

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
National parks and reserves -- Yellowstone National
Park
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterfall in forest area.] "Western Trip C.W.W. '04" on envelope. 385
interpositive, 1904
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Waterfall in forest area.] "Western Trip C.W.W. '04" on envelope.
385 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8167

Video number 07331

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Forests -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Rapids -- United States
Rivers -- United States
Waterfalls -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope.] [Active no. 392 : interpositive,],
1904
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope.] [Active no. 392 : interpositive.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8168

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Arches
Carriages
Horses
Roads

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope.] 400 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope.] 400 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8169

Video number 07333

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Forests -- Western United States
Mountains -- Western United States
Valleys -- Western United States

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Western United States
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River through heavily wooded area. "Western Trip C.W.W. '04" on envelope. Active no. 405 : half-stereo interpositive.,] 1904
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River through heavily wooded area. "Western Trip C.W.W. '04 on envelope. Active no. 405: half-stereo interpositive.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8170

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Forests -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope] 434 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope] 412 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8171

Video number 07335

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Forests -- Western United States
Formations (Geology) -- Western United States
Roads -- Western United States
Valleys -- Western United States
Wagons -- Western United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope] 434 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Western Trip C.W.W. '04 [on envelope]. 434 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8172

Video number 07336

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Children -- 1900-1910
Donkeys
Formations (Geology)
Tourists

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Odd rock formations. "Western Trip C.W.W. '04" on envelope. No. 438 : interpositive.,] 1904
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8173

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Horses -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Wagons -- Colorado

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Petrified trees near Yancey's. 12100 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Petrified trees near Yancey's. 12100 interpositive 1904

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8174

Video number 07338

Same as RSN 6937 and 8175

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [22].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
National parks and reserves -- Yellowstone National Park
Petrified trees
Rocks

Place: Yancey's (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Petrified trees near Yancey's 12100 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Petrified trees near Yancey's 12100 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
White, C. W., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8175

Video number 07339

Same as RSN 6937 and 81745.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [22].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
National parks and reserves -- Yellowstone National Park
Petrified trees
Rocks

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Fortification in Cuba. Active no. 70 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8176

Video number 07340
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Fortification -- Cuba
Rivers -- Cuba
Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tourists in Cuba. No. 74 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Three tourists seated on benches under trees.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8177

Video number 07341
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Gardens -- Cuba
Parks -- Cuba
Tourists -- Cuba
Trees -- Cuba.

Place: Cuba
[High view of city in Cuba. No. 78 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8178

Video number 07342
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Monuments -- Cuba
       Plazas -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Adults and children pose before small building in Cuba. Active no. 111 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8179

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Portraits, Group -- African Americans
Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Canadian Rapids and Sister islands [on envelope]. [No. 50 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8180

Video number 07344

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Islands -- Canada
       Rapids -- Canada
       Rivers -- Canada

Place: Canada
       Sister Islands

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Men in several small boats. Active No. 55 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8181

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Boats -- England
       Labor and laboring classes -- 1890-1920 -- England
       Rivers -- England

Place: England -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Seacoast in England. Active no. 57 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8182
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- England.
Seacoasts
Waterscapes

Place:
England

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

[Garden in England.] 72 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Garden in England.] 72 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8183
Video number 07347
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic:
Gardens -- England

Place:
England

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

[Waterscape in England.] 104 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Waterscape in England.] 104 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8184

Video number 07348

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Mountains -- England
Waterscapes

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Interior of cathedral in England. Active no. 144 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8185

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Architecture -- England
Cathedrals -- England
Interior architecture

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Interior of cathedral in England.] 145 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Interior of cathedral in England.] 145 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8186

Video number 07350

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].
[Equestrian statue in Norway.] 329 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Equestrian statue in Norway.] 329 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8187

Video number 07351

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

[Elliptical dome and building in Russia. Active no. 491: interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8188

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

[Elliptical dome and building in Russia. Active no. 491: interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
[Scenic rural and city view in Russia.] 548 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Scenic rural and city view in Russia.] 548 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8189
Video number 07353
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [25].

Topic: Farms
Rivers -- Russia
Place: Russia
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Russia.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Standing figure atop monument in Russia.] 617 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Standing figure atop monument in Russia.] 617 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8190
Video number 07354
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [25].

Topic: Buildings -- Russia
Monuments -- Russia
statues -- Russia
Place: Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Garden in Russia.] 618 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Garden in Russia.] 618 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8191

Video number 07355

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [25].

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Buildings -- Russia
Gardens -- Russia

Place: Russia

Genres/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 75
RSN Numbers 8192-8269

Image(s)

[Building in France. Active no. 332 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8192

Video number 07356

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Buildings -- France

Place: France

Genres/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Hall of Mirrors, Versailles, France? Active no. 368 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8193

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic:
- Architecture -- France
- Art
- Interior architecture -- France

Place:
- France
- Versailles (France)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Plaza with monuments and fountains in France. Active no. 376 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8194

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic:
- Fountains -- France
- Monuments -- France
- Plazas -- France

Place:
- France

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Plaza in France.] 390 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Plaza in France.] 390 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8195

Video number 07359
Photographer unidentified.
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

| Topic:        | Architecture -- France           |
|              | Buildings -- France              |
|              | Plazas -- France                 |
| Place:       | France                           |
| Genre/Form:  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |

[Low bridge over river in France. Active no. 391 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8196

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

| Topic:        | Bridges -- France.               |
|              | Rivers -- France                 |
| Place:       | France                           |
| Genre/Form:  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |

[Building interior in France. Active no. 759 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8197

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture -- France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interior architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Equestrian statue in France. Active no. 762 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8198

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Buildings -- France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monuments -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>statues -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Equestrian statue] Germany '02 [on envelope]. [Active no. 477 : interpositive.], 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Equestrian statue] Germany '02 [on envelope]. [Active no. 477 : interpositive.] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8199

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

River in Germany. "Germany '02" on envelope. Active no. 478 : interpositive., 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River in Germany. "Germany '02" on envelope. Active no. 478 : interpositive.] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8200

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Rapids -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Palatial estate in Germany. "Germany '02" on envelope. Active no. 480 : interpositive., 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Palatial estate in Germany. "Germany '02" on envelope. Active no. 480 : interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8201

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings
Gardens -- Germany
Monuments

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Germany 1900 [on envelope.] [Active no. 482 : interpositive,], 1900

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Germany 1900 [on envelope.] [Active no. 482 : interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8202

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Germany '02 [on envelope]. [Active no. 487 : interpositive,], 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Germany ’02 [on envelope]. [Active no. 487: interpositive.] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8203

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Italy 1900" on envelope. 74 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): "Italy 1900" on envelope. 74 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8204

Video number 07368

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Sculptures -- Italy
Place: Italy
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Italy 1900" [on envelope]. No. 94: interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): "Italy 1900" [on envelope]. No. 94 : interpositive, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8205

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy
Place: Italy
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [No. 104 : interpositive.,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [No. 104 : interpositive.,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8206

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy
Place: Italy
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [No. 106 : interpositive.,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [No. 106 : interpositive.,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8207
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Italy  
Buildings -- Italy  
Plazas -- Italy  

**Place:** Italy -- 1900-1910  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 112 : interpositive], 1900  
1 item (4" x 5".)  
Image(s): Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 112 : interpositive] 1900.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 8208  

**Video number 07372**

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17]  

**Topic:** Ruins -- Italy  

**Place:** Italy  

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Italy.  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Topographical views

Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 120 : interpositive,], 1900  
1 item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 120 : interpositive,] 1900.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 8209  

**RSN 8209**

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].  

**Topic:** Harbors  
Mountains -- Italy  

**Place:** Italy
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 123 : interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 123 : interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8210

Photographer unidentified. Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910
Place: Italy
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Italy 1900 [on envelope]. 125 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Italy 1900 [on envelope]. 125 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8211

Video number 07375

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Mountains -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Place: Italy
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Italy.

"Italy 1900" on envelope. 126 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Italy 1900" on envelope. 126 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8212

Video number 07376

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Coliseums -- Italy
      Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in plaza in Italy. "Italy 1900" on envelope. [ctive no. 129 : interpositive,] 1900

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Monument in plaza in Italy. "Italy 1900" on envelope. [ctive no. 129 : interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8213

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Fountains -- Italy
      Monuments -- Italy
      Plazas -- Italy
      Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bridge over river in Italy. "Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no. 132 : interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Bridge over river in Italy. "Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no. 132: interpositive.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8214

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic:
- Bridges -- Italy
- Rivers -- Italy

Place:
- Italy

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bridge over river in Italy.] "Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no.133: interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Bridge over river in Italy.] "Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no.133: interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8215

Video number 07379

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic:
- Bridges -- Italy
- Rivers -- Italy
- Ruins -- Italy
- Sculptures -- Italy

Place:
- Italy

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Italy 1900" on envelope. 142 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Italy 1900" on envelope. 142 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8216

Video number 07380
Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Italy
       Religion -- Italy
Place: Italy
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Italy 1900 [on envelope], No. 176 [photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Italy 1900 [on envelope], No. 176 [photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8217

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17]

Topic: Buildings -- Italy
       Plaza -- 1900-1910
Place: Italy
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

"Italy 1900" on envelope. 190 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Italy 1900" on envelope. 190 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8218

Video number 07382

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Buildings -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tall monument in plaza in Italy.] "Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no. 215: interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): [Tall monument in plaza in Italy.] "Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no. 215: interpositive, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8219

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Monuments -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tall monument in plaza in Italy.] Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 216: interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): [Tall monument in plaza in Italy.] Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 216: interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8220
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Buildings -- Italy
      Monuments -- Italy
      Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Italy 1900" on envelope. 235 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Italy 1900" on envelope. 235 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8221

Video number 07385

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
      Buildings -- Italy
      Towers -- Italy

Culture: Leaning Tower (Pisa, Italy)

Place: Italy
      Pisa (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 252 : interpositive], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 252 : interpositive] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8222

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].
"Italy 1900" on envelope. 279 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Italy 1900" on envelope. 279 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8223

Video number 07387

Photographer unidentified.

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4]

"Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no. 294 : interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no. 294 : interpositive, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8224

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

"Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no. 294 : interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no. 294 : interpositive, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8224

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
       Art -- Italy
       Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Architecture, Italian
       Art
       Interior architecture

Place: Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Boats -- Italy
       Canals -- Italy

Place: Italy
       Venice (Italy)
"Italy 1900" [on envelope] 299 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Italy 1900" [on envelope] 299 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8225

Video number 07389
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4]

Topic: Buildings
   Harbors
Place: Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Italy 1900" [on envelope] 314 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Italy 1900" [on envelope] 314 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8226

Video number 07390
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Art -- Italy
   Sculptures -- Italy
Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Equestrian statue in Italy.] Italy 1900 [on envelope]. 315 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Equestrian statue in Italy.] Italy 1900 [on envelope]. 315 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8227

Video number 07391

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Monuments -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Italy 1900 [on envelope.] [Active no. 316 : interpositivem], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Italy 1900 [on envelope.] [Active no. 316 : interpositivem] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8228

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Beaches -- Italy
Mountains -- Italy
Rivers -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no. 323 : interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Italy 1900" on envelope. Active no. 323 : interpositive, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8229
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Laundry -- Italy.
       Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910

Place: Italy

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 329 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Italy 1900 [on envelope]. [Active no. 329 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8230
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4]

Topic: Buildings -- Italy
       Ships -- Italy
       Waterscapes

Place: Italy

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

"Italy 1901" [on envelope]. 785 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Italy 1901" [on envelope]. 785 interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8231

Video number 07395

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [25].

Topic: Buildings -- Italy
Horses -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tall monument in Italy. "Italy 1901" on envelope. Active no. 791 : interpositive.] 1901
1 Item (4'' x 5'').

Image(s): Tall monument in Italy. "Italy 1901" on envelope. Active no. 791 : interpositive.] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8232

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17, moved from [25].

Topic: Buildings
Harbors
Harbors -- Italy
Monuments

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Building interior in Austria. Active no. 267 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4'' x 5'').

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8233

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].
[Ruins in Greece. Active no. 162 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8234
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

[Street scene in Egypt. [Active no. 44 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8235
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

[Garden in Egypt.] 45 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Garden in Egypt.] 45 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8236

Video number 07400

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Architecture -- Egypt
Buildings -- Egypt
Gardens -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins in Egypt.] 63 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins in Egypt.] 63 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8237

Video number 07401

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Buildings -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt
Towers -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins in Egypt.] 131 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins in Egypt.] 131 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8238

Video number 07402

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Ruins -- Egypt.
Place: Egypt
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Camels? Active no. 155 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8239

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Place: Egypt
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterscape in Egypt.] 163 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Waterscape in Egypt.] 163 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8240
Video number 07404

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Waterscapes
Place: Egypt
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Camels.] Active no. 164 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Camels.] Active no. 164 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8241

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Buildings -- Egypt
Camels -- Egypt
Streets -- Egypt.

Place: Egypt
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Railroad guards outdoors in Egypt.] 169 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Railroad guards outdoors in Egypt.] 169 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8242

Video number 07406

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Deserts -- Egypt
Guards -- Egypt
Railroads -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
[Dwelling, Egypt.] Active no. 170 : interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Dwelling, Egypt.] Active no. 170 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8243
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic:
Deserts
Dwellings -- Egypt.

Place:
Egypt

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

[Obelisk in Egypt.] Active no. 177 : interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Obelisk in Egypt.] Active no. 177 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8244
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic:
Monuments
Obelisks
Ruins -- Egypt.

Place:
Egypt

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

[Street scene in Egypt. Active no. 205 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8245

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Buildings -- Egypt
Carriages -- Egypt
Horses -- Egypt
Streets -- Egypt.
Trees -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene in Egypt.] 208 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene in Egypt.] 208 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8246

Video number 07410

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Buildings
Streets -- Egypt.

Place: Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Valley in Palestine.] 54 interpositive
[Valley in Palestine. 54 interpositive.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8247

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Dwellings -- Palestine.
Mountains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cave in Palestine. Active no. 102 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8248

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Caves -- Palestine
Formations (Geology) -- Israel

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rustic home in Palestine. Active no. 105 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8249

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Caves -- Palestine
Dwellings -- Palestine.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene in Palestine.] 184 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene in Palestine.] 184 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8251

Video number 07415

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Buildings
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overview of city in Palestine.] 184 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Overview of city in Palestine.] 184 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8252

Video number 07416

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
[Ruins in Palestine.] 188 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Ruins in Palestine.] 188 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8253

Video number 07417

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Arches -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Spain H.G. Ponting '07...made from orig. H.C. White neg." [on envelope] : No. 25 : interpositive, 1907
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8254

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Artisans
Dwellings -- Spain.
Fishing
Nets -- 1900-1910 -- Spain

Place: Spain -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Buildings and railroad yard in Algeria. [Active no. 39 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8255

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Bridges -- Algeria  
Buildings -- Algeria  
Railroads -- Algeria  
Streets -- Algeria

Place: Algeria  
Algeries (Algeria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market scene.] 116 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Market scene.] 116 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8256

Video number 07420

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Children -- South Africa  
Markets -- South Africa  
Streets -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group in front of home in South Africa.] 127 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Family group in front of home in South Africa.] 127 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8257

Video number 07421

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Children -- South Africa
      Dwellings -- South Africa
      Family -- South Africa
      Homes -- South Africa
      Portraits -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Construction.] 196 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Construction.] 196 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8258

Video number 07422

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Construction -- South Africa
      Laborers -- South Africa
      Machinery -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] 221 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 221 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8259

Video number 07423

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Boats -- South Africa
       Harbors -- South Africa
       Mountains -- South Africa
       Ships -- South Africa
       Waterscapes -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] 222 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 222 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8260

Video number 07424

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Boats -- South Africa
       Harbors -- South Africa
       Ships -- South Africa
       Waterscapes -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 226 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 226 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8261

Video number 07425
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Mountains -- South Africa
       Valleys -- South Africa
Place: South Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market scene.] 229 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Market scene.] 229 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8262

Video number 07426
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Markets -- South Africa
       Mountains -- South Africa
       Streets -- South Africa
Place: South Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 231 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 231 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8263

Video number 07427
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Buildings -- South Africa
Children -- South Africa
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market scene.] 232 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Market scene.] 232 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8264

Video number 07428
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Markets -- South Africa
Mountains -- South Africa
Streets -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market scene.] 238 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Market scene.] 238 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8265

Video number 07429

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Children -- South Africa
Markets -- South Africa
Streets -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River and bridge in rural South Africa. Active no. 239 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8266

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Bridges -- South Africa
Carts
Dwellings -- South Africa
Landscapes (representations) -- South Africa
Rivers -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 248 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 248 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8267

Video number 07431

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic:
- Horses
- Mountains -- South Africa
- Streetcars -- South Africa
- Streets -- South Africa
- Wagons -- South Africa

Place:
- South Africa

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rural home in South Africa.] 249 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Rural home in South Africa.] 249 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8268

Video number 07432

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic:
- Children -- South Africa
- Dwellings -- South Africa
- Homes -- South Africa

Place:
- South Africa

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ostrich.] 271 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ostrich.] 271 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8269

Video number 07433
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Ostriches
Place: South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 76
RSN Numbers 8270-8394

Image(s)

[Landscape.] 273 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 273 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8270

Video number 07434
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Children -- South Africa
Portraits -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

[Street scene.] 25 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 25 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8271

Video number 07435
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Carriages -- India
Children -- India
Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 27 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 27 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8272

Video number 07436
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Children -- India
Portraits -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 30 Interpositive
1 Item (4\" x 5\")
Image(s): [Children.] 30 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8273

Video number 07437

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic:
- Bridges -- India
- Children -- India
- Forests -- India

Place:
India

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cows.] 31 Interpositive
1 Item (4\" x 5\")
Image(s): [Cows.] 31 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8274

Video number 07438

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic:
- Cows -- India
- Lumber industry -- India
- Wagons -- India

Place:
India

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 60 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 60 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8275

Video number 07439

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Buildings -- India
          Horses -- India
          Streetcars -- India
          Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 65 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children.] 65 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8276

Video number 07440

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Children -- India
          Goats -- India
          Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 85 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 85 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8277

Video number 07441
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
       Religion -- India
       Streets -- India
       prayers -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 98 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 98 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8278

Video number 07442
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Birds
       Buildings
       Goats
       Streets

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group before home in India.] 99 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family group before home in India.] 99 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8279

Video number 07443

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Children -- India
       Dwellings -- India
       Homes -- India
       Portraits -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 108 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 108 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8280

Video number 07444

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Buildings -- India
       Horses -- India
       Markets -- India
       Streetcars -- India
       Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rustic home in India.] 130 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Rustic home in India.] 130 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8281

Video number 07445

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Birds -- India
Buildings -- India
Dwellings -- India
Homes -- India
Vultures -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Religion.] 140 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Religion.] 140 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8282

Video number 07446

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Religion -- India
Shrines -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Arched entrance to hospital in Bombay.] 142 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Arched entrance to hospital in Bombay.] 142 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8283

Video number 07447
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Names: Jain Hospital (Bombay, India)
Topic: Arches
Bombay Pinjrapole (Bombay, India)
Buildings
Hospitals
Streets

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Religion.] 143 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Religion.] 143 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8284

Video number 07448
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Children -- India
Religion -- India
prayers -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] 155 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 155 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8285

Video number 07449
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17]

Topic: Harbors
       Sailboats
       Waterscapes

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dock scene.] 157 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 157 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8286

Video number 07450
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Docks -- India
       Laborers -- India
       Lumber industry -- India
       Markets -- India
       Piers -- India
       Wharves

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] 161 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 161 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8287

Video number 07451

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Boats -- India
       Harbors -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 162 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 162 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8288

Video number 07452

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Streets

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in city plaza in India.] 163 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Monument in city plaza in India.] 163 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8289

Video number 07453
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].
Topic: Carts
Cows
Monuments
Streets
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Religion.] 164 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Religion.] 164 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8290

Video number 07454
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].
Topic: Architecture -- India
Art -- India
Religion -- India
Shrines -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 166 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 166 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8291
Video number 07455
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Arches
Buildings
Gates
Streets

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Workers.] 171 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Workers.] 171 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8292

Video number 07456
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Laborers -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 175 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 175 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8293

Video number 07457
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Carts
Cows
Streets
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 177 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 177 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8294
Video number 07458
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Trees -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cows.] 178 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Cows.] 178 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8295
Video number 07459
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Cows -- India
Trees -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Street scene.] 179 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 179 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8296

Video number 07460

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Buildings
       Streets
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military training in Japan.] 180 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military training in Japan.] 180 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8297

Video number 07461

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Military -- Japan
       Parades -- Japan
       Training -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 187 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 187 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8298

Video number 07462
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Streets
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 191 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 191 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8299

Video number 07463
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Streets
Wagons
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 193 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 193 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8300

Video number 07464
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Streets
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 194 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 194 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8301

Video number 07465
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Streets
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 195 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 195 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8302

Video number 07466
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Streets
Place: India
[Street scene.] 197 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 197 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8303

Video number 07467
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Carriages -- India
      Carts -- India
      Cows -- India
      Fountains -- India
      Horses -- India
      Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 201 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Architecture.] 201 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8304

Video number 07468
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Architecture -- India
      Buildings -- India
      Gardens -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Market scene.] 205 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Market scene.] 205 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8305

Video number 07469

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Children -- India
Markets -- India
Portraits -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Gates.] 257 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Gates.] 257 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8306

Video number 07470

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17], moved from [4].

Topic: Gates
Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cows.] 1 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cows.] 1 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8307

Video number 07471

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Carts
Cows

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cows.] 2 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cows.] 2 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8308

Video number 07472

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Carts
Cows

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market scene.] 4 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Market scene.] 4 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8309

Video number 07473
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Markets -- Ceylon
Place: Ceylon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rickshaw.] 18 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Rickshaw.] 18 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8310

Video number 07474
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Carriages -- Ceylon
Carts -- Ceylon
Horses -- Ceylon
Rickshaws -- Ceylon
Place: Ceylon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ruins.] 25 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 25 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8311

Video number 07475
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].
Topic: 
Beaches -- Ceylon  
Fortification -- Ceylon  
Rocks -- Ceylon  
Ruins -- Ceylon

Place: 
Ceylon

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Roadway.] 30 Interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): [Roadway.] 30 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 8312

Video number 07476

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: 
Agriculture -- Ceylon  
Carts -- Ceylon  
Cows -- Ceylon  
Roads -- Ceylon

Place: 
Ceylon

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 31 Interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): [Street scene.] 31 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 8313

Video number 07477

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: 
Arches -- Ceylon  
Children -- Ceylon  
Streets -- Ceylon
Place: Ceylon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in Ceylon.] 37 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River in Ceylon.] 37 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8314

Video number 07478

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Children -- Ceylon
       Rivers -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Roadway.] 38 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 38 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8315

Video number 07479

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Carriages -- Ceylon
       Horses -- Ceylon
       Markets -- Ceylon
       Rickshaws -- Ceylon
       Roads -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Carts.] 39 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Carts.] 39 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8316

Video number 07480

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Carts -- Ceylon
      Cows -- Ceylon
      Trees -- Ceylon
      Wagons -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in Ceylon.] 43 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in Ceylon.] 43 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8317

Video number 07481

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Buildings -- Ceylon
      Palm trees -- Ceylon
      Rivers -- Ceylon
      Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Carts.] 40 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Carts.] 40 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8318

Video number 07482

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Carts -- Ceylon
Cows -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military parade.] 44 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military parade.] 44 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8319

Video number 07483

Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Military -- Ceylon
Parades -- Ceylon
Training -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Walkway.] 46 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Walkway.] 46 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8320

Video number 07484
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Buildings -- Ceylon
      Trees -- Ceylon
      Walkways -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 47 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 47 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8321

Video number 07485
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Markets -- Ceylon
      Streets -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in Ceylon.] 52 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in Ceylon.] 52 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8322

Video number 07486
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Dwellings -- Ceylon
      Homes -- Ceylon
      Rivers -- Ceylon
      Sailboats -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 53 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 53 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8323

Video number 07487
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Children -- Ceylon
       Streets -- Ceylon
       Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cows.] 55 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Cows.] 55 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8324

Video number 07488
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Cows
Place: Ceylon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 60 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 60 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8325

Video number 07489
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Buildings
Streets
Place: Ceylon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Garden.] 62 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Garden.] 62 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8326

Video number 07490
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Gardens -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 70 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 70 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8327

Video number 07491
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Children -- Ceylon
Portraits -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in Ceylon.] 71 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Monument in Ceylon.] 71 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8328

Video number 07492
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].
Topic: Monuments
Place: Ceylon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in Ceylon.] 85 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River in Ceylon.] 85 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8329
Video number 07493
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Rivers -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home in Ceylon.] 86 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Home in Ceylon.] 86 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8330
Video number 07494
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Cows -- Ceylon
Dwellings -- Ceylon
Homes -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Cows.] 87 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Cows.] 87 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8331

Video number 07495
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Buildings
Cows

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home in Ceylon.] 92 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Home in Ceylon.] 92 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8332

Video number 07496
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Children -- Ceylon
Dwellings -- Ceylon
Homes -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon
Logs -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"War China Ponting, H.G.?" [on envelope]. [No. 10 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8333

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:

Armaments -- China
Arms -- China
Barracks -- China
Military -- China
Soldiers -- China
Weapons -- China

Place:

China

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

["War China"] on envelope. 11 Interpositive.

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): ["War China"] on envelope. 11 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8334

Video number 07498

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:

Arches -- China
Destruction -- China
Rickshaws -- China
Ruins -- China

Place:

China

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

War China [on envelope]. 12 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): War China [on envelope]. 12 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8335

Video number 07499

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:         Railroads -- China
               Trains -- China
Place:         China
Genre/         Landscapes (representations)
Form:          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

War China [on envelope]. [Active no. 13: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): War China [on envelope]. [Active no. 13: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8336

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:         Destruction -- China
               Laborers -- China
               Ruins -- China
Place:         China
Genre/         Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

["War China"] on envelope [Active no. 14: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): ["War China"] on envelope [Active no. 14: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8337

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17]

| Topic: Streets |
| Place: China |
| Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |

"War China" [on envelope]. [No. 20 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8338

AC0143-0008338 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

| Topic: Armaments -- China |
| Arms -- China |
| Barracks -- China |
| Military -- China |
| Weapons -- China |

| Place: China |
| Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |

| War China [on envelope] [Active no. 24: stereo interpositive] |
| 1 Item (4" x 5"). |
| Image(s): War China [on envelope] [Active no. 24: stereo interpositive]. |

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8339

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

| Topic: Destruction -- China |
| Ruins -- China |
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War -- China
Place: China
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

["War China"] on envelope [Active no. 27: stereo interpositive]
1 item (4" x 5"
Image(s): ["War China"] on envelope [Active no. 27: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8340
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Military -- China
Parades -- China
Streets -- China
Place: China
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

War China [on envelope]. [Active no. 29 : stereo interpositive]
1 item (5" x 4"
Image(s): War China [on envelope]. [Active no. 29 : stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Boats with men standing on dock.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8341
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Boats -- China
Docks -- China
Harbors -- China
Piers -- China
Sailors -- China
Seamen -- China
Ships -- China
Wharves -- China
Place: China
War China [on envelope]. [Active no. 32: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): War China [on envelope]. [Active no. 32: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8342
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Military -- China
       Rifles -- China
       Soldiers -- China
       Training -- China

Place: China

War China [on envelope] [Active no. 33: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8343
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Destruction -- China
       Ruins -- China
       War -- China

Place: China

[Ruins.] [Active no. 35: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8344
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Destruction -- China
Ruins -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] [Active no. 36: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 36: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8345
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Streets

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dock scene.] [Active no. 37: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] [Active no. 37: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8346
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].
Topic: Boats -- China
   Docks -- China
   Military -- China
   Piers -- China
   Wharves -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] [Active no. 38: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 38: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8347
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Streets
Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

War China [on envelope]. [Active no. 45 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): War China [on envelope]. [Active no. 45 : stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8348
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Bridges -- China
   Factories -- China
   Military -- China
   Parades -- China
   Rickshaws -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Animals.] [Active no. 46: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Animals.] [Active no. 46: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8349
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].
Topic: Animals -- China
Dogs -- China
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

["War China"] on envelope 49 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8350
Video number 07514
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].
Topic: Boats -- China
Mountains -- China
Ships -- China
Waterscapes -- China
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 49 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 49 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8351

Video number 07515

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Streets
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 86 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 86 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8352

Video number 07516

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Destruction -- China
Ruins -- China
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 87 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 87 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8353

Video number 07517

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:  Destruction -- China
        Laborers -- China
        Ruins -- China

Place:  China

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] Interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 119 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8354

Video number 07518

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:  Destruction -- China
        Laborers -- China
        Ruins -- China

Place:  China

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] Interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
ed. 129

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8355

Video number 07519
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Children -- China
       Food -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: 

[Street scene.] 130 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 130 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8356

Video number 07520

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Streets

Place: China

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: 

[Men and women workers pose on huge logs in front of building in China.] 133 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Men and women workers pose on huge logs in front of building in China.] 133 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8357

Video number 07521

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Buildings -- China
       Lumber industry -- China
       Women laborers -- China

Place: China
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 163 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 163 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8358

Video number 07522
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Place: China

[Monument in China.] 170 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Monument in China.] 170 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8359

Video number 07523
Currently stored in box 1.2.16 [17].

Topic: Military -- China
Monuments -- China

Place: China

[Dock on river in China.] 174 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Docks on river in China.] 174 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8360

Video number 07524

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Buildings
Docks
Piers
Rivers -- China
Wharves

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 195 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 195 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8361

Video number 07525

 Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Architecture -- China
Buildings -- China
Towers -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dock scene.] 196 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 196 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8362

Video number 07526
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
Docks -- China
Laborers -- China
Piers -- China
Ships -- China
Wharves -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene, with rickshaws, China. Active no. 197 : interpositive.]

21 Items (pieces; combined 4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8363

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Rickshaws -- China
Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 198 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 198 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8364

Video number 07528
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Architecture -- China
       Art -- China
       Sculptures -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 202 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 202 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8365

Video number 07529
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Carriages -- China
      Destruction -- China
      Horses -- China
      Ruins -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Shrine.] 203 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Shrine.] 203 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8366

Video number 07530
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic:
- Architecture -- China
- Art -- China
- Religion -- China
- Sculptures -- China
- Shrines -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market.] 204 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Market.] 204 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8367

Video number 07531
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic:
- Children -- China
- Markets -- China
- Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 206 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 206 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8368

Video number 07532

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Carts -- China
       Laborers -- China
       Rickshaws -- China
       Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 208 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 208 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8369

Video number 07533

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Children -- China
       Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats in crowded waterway in China.] 209 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Boats in crowded waterway in China.] 209 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8370

Video number 07534
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
       Children -- China
       Dwellings -- China
       Homes -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats in crowded waterway in China.] 210 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Boats in crowded waterway in China.] 210 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8371

Video number 07535
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
       Dwellings -- China
       Homes -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats in crowded waterway in China.] 211 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boats in crowded waterway in China.] 211 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8372

Video number 07536

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
     Dwellings -- China
     Homes -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Docks on river in China.] 212 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Docks on river in China.] 212 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8373

Video number 07537

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
     Dwellings -- China
     Harbors -- China
     Homes -- China
     Rivers -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats on river in China.] 213 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Boats on river in China.] 213 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8374

Video number 07538
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
Bridges -- China
Dwellings -- China
Homes -- China
Rivers -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats on river in China.] 214 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Boats on river in China.] 214 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8375

Video number 07539
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
Bridges -- China
Dwellings -- China
Homes -- China
Rivers -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 215 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Military.] 215 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8376

Video number 07540

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Armed Forces -- China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sculptures -- China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Boat scene.] 216 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Boat scene.] 216 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8377

Video number 07541

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats -- China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterscapes -- China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Boats on river in China.] 217 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Boats on river in China.] 217 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8378

Video number 07542
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats -- China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laborers -- China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:          | China              |

| Genre/ Form:    | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |

[Boats on river in China.] 218 interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boats on river in China.] 218 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8379

Video number 07543
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats -- China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laborers -- China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:          | China              |

| Genre/ Form:    | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |

[Market scene.] 226 Interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Market scene.] 226 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8380

Video number 07544
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Horses -- China
Markets -- China
Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 227 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 227 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8381

Video number 07545

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Crowds -- China
Military -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dock scene.] 230 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 230 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8382

Video number 07546

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
Docks -- China
Harbors -- China
Piers -- China
Ships -- China
Wharves -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market scene.] 231 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Market scene.] 231 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8383

Video number 07547

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Buildings -- China
Markets -- China
Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in China.] 232 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in China.] 232 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8384

Video number 07548

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Markets -- China
Rivers -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[River in China.] 233 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in China.] 233 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8385

Video number 07549
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
Markets -- China
Rivers -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in China.] 234 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in China.] 234 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8386

Video number 07550
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
Docks -- China
Piers -- China
Rivers -- China
Ships -- China
Wharves -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market scene.] [Active no. 235: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Market scene.] [Active no. 235: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8387
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Markets -- China
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene with rickshaws, China. Active no. 237 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8388
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Carts
      Rickshaws -- China
      Streets -- China
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] [Active no. 238: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 238: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8389
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Carts
       Rickshaws
       Streets

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] [Active no. 239: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 239: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8390

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Carts
       Rickshaws
       Streets

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in China.] [Active no. 242: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River in China.] [Active no. 242: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8391

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
       Dwellings -- China
       Homes -- China
       Laborers -- China
       Rivers -- China

Place: China
[River in China.] [Active no. 243: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in China.] [Active no. 243: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8392

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Carts -- China
Fortification -- China
Laborers -- China
Rivers -- China

Place: China

[River in China.] [Active no. 246: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in China.] [Active no. 246: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8393

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
Harbors -- China
Laborers -- China
Rivers -- China
Ships -- China

Place: China

[River in China.] [Active no. 250: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in China.] [Active no. 250: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8394

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
       Harbors -- China
       Laborers -- China
       Rivers -- China
       Ships -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 77
RSN Numbers 8395-8504

Image(s)

[River in China.] [Active no. 251: stereo interpositive]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in China.] [Active no. 251: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8395

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
       Harbors -- China
       Laborers -- China
       Rivers -- China
       Ships -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] [Active no. 258: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 258: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8396

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Laborers -- China
Lumber industry -- China
Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 259: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8397

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Carts -- China
Horses -- China
Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 261: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8398

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Carts -- China
       Horses -- China
       Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] [Active no. 262: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 262: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8399

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Streets

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in China.] [Active no. 263: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River in China.] [Active no. 263: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8400

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Destruction -- China
       Dwellings -- China
       Homes -- China
       Laborers -- China
       Rivers -- China
       Ruins
[Street scene.] [Active no. 265: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 265: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8401
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Streets
Place: China
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Plaza.] [Active no. 267: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Plaza.] [Active no. 267: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8402
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Buildings -- China
Food -- China
Plazas -- China
Place: China
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Roadway.] [Active no. 268: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Roadway.] [Active no. 268: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8403
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Architecture -- China
Buildings -- China
Roads -- China
Towers -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boat scene.] [Active no. 269: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Boat scene.] [Active no. 269: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8404
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
Waterscapes -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] [Active no. 270: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] [Active no. 270: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8405

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Destruction -- China
Military -- China
Ruins -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home in China.] [Active no. 271: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Home in China.] [Active no. 271: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8406

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Dwellings -- China
Homes -- China
Horses -- China
Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] [Active no. 276: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Military.] [Active no. 276: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8407

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Celebrations -- China
Military -- China
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- China
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] [Active no. 277: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 277: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8408

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Streets
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] [Active no. 278: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 278: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8409

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Streets
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in China.] [Active no. 280: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River in China.] [Active no. 280: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8410

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
       Docks -- China
       Piers -- China
       Rivers -- China
       Wharves -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] [Active no. 281: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] [Active no. 281: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8411

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Children -- China
       Destruction -- China
       Ruins -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home in China.] [Active no. 282: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Home in China.] [Active no. 282: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8412

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Buildings -- China
       Dwellings -- China
Homes -- China
Markets -- China

Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in China.] 286 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River in China.] 286 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8413

Video number 07577

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
Bridges -- China
Rivers -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] 288 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 288 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8414

Video number 07578

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
Harbors -- China
Ships -- China

Place: China
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] 299 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 299 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8415

Video number 07579

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- China
       Harbors -- China
       Ships -- China

Place: China

[Religion.] 536 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Religion.] 536 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8416

Video number 07580

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Religion -- China
       Sculptures -- China
       Shrines -- China

Place: China

[Street scene.] 48 Interpositive
[Street scene.] 48 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8417

Video number 07581

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Carts -- Philippines
      Horses -- Philippines
      Streets -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 49 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 49 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8418

Video number 07582

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Portraits
Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ship scene.] 87 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Ship scene.] 87 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8419

Video number 07583
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Ships -- Philippines
      Trees -- Philippines
      Waterscapes -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home in Philippine Islands.] 89 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Home in Philippine Islands.] 89 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8420

Video number 07584
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
      Gardens -- Philippines
      Homes -- Philippines
      Laundries -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Honolulu; railway station with two trains, horse-drawn carriage and crowd.] 35 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Honolulu; railway station with two trains, horse-drawn carriage and crowd.] 35 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8421
Video number 07585

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Railroads -- Hawaii
      Stations -- Hawaii
      Trains -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
       Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Honolulu; home surrounded by palm trees.] 51 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Honolulu; home surrounded by palm trees.] 51 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8422

Video number 07586

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Dwellings -- Hawaii
       Homes -- Hawaii
       Trees -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
       Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home in Hawaii. No. 53 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8423

AC0143-0008423 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].
Topic: Dwellings -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Honolulu; low street view with church and horse-drawn wagon.] : 59 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Honolulu; low street view with church and horse-drawn wagon.] : 59 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8424

Video number 07588

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Churches -- Hawaii
Mules -- Hawaii
Streets -- Hawaii
Wagons -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1890-1920
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 25 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 25 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8425

Video number 07589

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Buildings -- Japan
Carriages -- Japan
Military -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene, Japan. Active no. 26 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8426

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Bridges -- Japan
      Carts -- Japan
      Streetcars -- Japan
      Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 28 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 28 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8427

Video number 07591

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Rickshaws
      Streets

Place: Japan
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates
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[Street scene.] 31 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 31 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8428

Video number 07592

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 33 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 33 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8429

Video number 07593

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Streetcars -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boat scene.] 36 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boat scene.] 36 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8430

Video number 07594

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Boats -- Japan
        Ships -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ship scene.] 37 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ship scene.] 37 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8431

Video number 07595

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Names: Empress of China (Ship)
Topic: Ships -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 46 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 46 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8432

Video number 07596

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Military -- Japan
       Parades -- Japan
       Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 47 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 47 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8433

Video number 07597

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Children -- Japan
       Religion -- Japan
       Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ship scene.] 48 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ship scene.] 48 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8434

Video number 07598
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Captains -- Japan
       Ships -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ship scene.] 50 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ship scene.] 50 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8435

Video number 07599
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Ships -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 51 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 51 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8436

Video number 07600
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Military -- Japan
       Rifles -- Japan
       Soldiers -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 54 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 54 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8438

Video number 07602

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Children -- Japan
       Rickshaws -- Japan
       Streets -- Japan
       Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 60 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8439

Video number 07603

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Military -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 61 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 61 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8440

Video number 07604

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Military -- Japan
Rifles -- Japan
Training -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boat scene.] 67 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boat scene.] 67 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8441

Video number 07605

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Boats -- Japan
Rickshaws -- Japan
Ships -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 71 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 71 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8442

Video number 07606

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Laborers -- Japan
Portraits -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Labourers.] 75 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Labourers.] 75 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8443

Video number 07607

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Laborers -- Japan
Rocks -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Labourers.] 77 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Laborers.] 77 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8444

Video number 07608

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Laborers -- Japan
Rocks -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Beach scene. Active no. 97 : Interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8445

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Beaches
Swimmers

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in Japan.] 103 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in Japan.] 103 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8446

Video number 07610

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Plants
          Rivers -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rickshaw.] 105 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Rickshaw.] 105 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8447

Video number 07611

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Architecture
          Buildings
          Rickshaws
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 107 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 107 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8448

Video number 07612
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:
Portraits
Religion

Place:
Japan

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military parade.] 108 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military parade.] 108 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8449

Video number 07613
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Bands (Music)
Parades

Place:
Japan

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rickshaw.] 110 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Rickshaw.] 110 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8450

Video number 07614
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Buildings
      Rickshaws
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military parade.] 111 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military parade.] 111 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8451

Video number 07615
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Military -- Japan
       Parades -- Japan
       Rickshaws -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 123 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 123 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8452

Video number 07616
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Portraits
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Music.] 126 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Music.] 126 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8453

Video number 07617
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Baskets -- Japan
Flutes -- Japan
Musical instruments -- Japan
Portraits -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 133 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 133 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8454

Video number 07618

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Streets

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City street in Japan.] 139 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [City street in Japan.] 139 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8455

Video number 07619

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Flags
Gates
Mountains -- Japan
Streets

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 146 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 146 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8456

Video number 07620

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Streets
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City street in Japan.] 147 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [City street in Japan.] 147 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8457

Video number 07621

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Flags
Gates
Mountains -- Japan
Streets
Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 150 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 150 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8458

Video number 07622

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:
Military -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 159 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 159 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8459

Video number 07623

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:
Military -- Japan
Parades -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 164 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 164 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8460

Video number 07624

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:  Horses -- Japan
        Military -- Japan
        Parades -- Japan
        Streets -- Japan

Place:  Japan

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 166 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 166 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8461

Video number 07625

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:  Children -- Japan
        Rickshaws -- Japan
        Streets -- Japan

Place:  Japan

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 169 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 169 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8462

Video number 07626

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Firearms -- Japan
Handguns -- Japan
Military -- Japan
Pistols -- Japan
Training -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 175 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 175 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8463

Video number 07627

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Barracks -- Japan
Military -- Japan
Rifles -- Japan
Training -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 177 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5“)

Image(s): [Military.] 177 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8464

Video number 07628
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Military -- Japan
       Rifles -- Japan
       Training -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Garden.] 186 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5“)

Image(s): [Garden.] 186 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8465

Video number 07629
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Gardens -- Japan
       Parks -- Japan
       Portraits

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Construction.] 206 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Construction.] 206 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8466

Video number 07630
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Construction -- Japan
      Laborers -- Japan
      Lumber industry -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Line of patients in hospital in Japan.] 239 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Line of patients in hospital in Japan.] 239 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert G., Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8467

Video number 07631
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Hospitals
      Patients
      Physicians
      Sick persons

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 245 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 245 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8468

Video number 07632

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Children -- Japan
       Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boat scene.] 246 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boat scene.] 246 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8469

Video number 07633

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Boats -- Japan
       Docks -- Japan
       Mountains -- Japan
       Piers -- Japan
       Wharves -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rickshaw.] 259 Interpositive
1 Item (4“ x 5“)
Image(s): [Rickshaw.] 259 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8470

Video number 07634
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Rickshaws
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Homes in Japan.] 261 interpositive
1 Item (4“ x 5“)
Image(s): [Homes in Japan.] 261 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8471

Video number 07635
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Boats -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Homes -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Line of patients in hospital beds in Japan.] 262 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Line of patients in hospital beds in Japan.] 262 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8472

Video number 07636
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Hospitals -- Japan
       Nurses -- Japan
       Patients -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Patient on rickshaw outside hospital in Japan.] 268 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Patient on rickshaw outside hospital in Japan.] 268 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8473

Video number 07637
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic: Hospitals
       Patients
       Rickshaws
       Sick persons

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 276 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 276 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8474

Video number 07638

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:
Portraits

Place:
Japan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tea ceremony in home in Japan. Active no. 277 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8475

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [17].

Topic:
Ceremonies -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Tea -- Japan

Place:
Japan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Carved wooden religious figure seated on large wooden chair. Active no. 279 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0157667.tif (AC Scan no.)

RSN 8476
AC013-0008476 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

No image on videodisc or linked to World Wide Web record.
INTERPOSITIVE IN FILE BOX! MAP INCORRECTLY LISTS VIDEONUM 7640 BUT THAT IS RSN 8477 IMAGE

Topic: Religion -- Japan
Sculptures -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Religion.] 280 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Religion.] 280 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8477
Video number 07640
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Religion -- Japan
Sculptures -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Street scene.] 288 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 288 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 8478

Video number 07641

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Children -- Japan
  Markets -- Japan
  Rickshaws -- Japan
  Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Religion.] 291 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Religion.] 291 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 8479

Video number 07642

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Buildings -- Japan
  Ceremonies -- Japan
  Religion -- Japan
  Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 294 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 294 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8480

Video number 07643
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Parades
Streets

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Religion.] 293 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Religion.] 293 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8481

Video number 07644
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
Buildings -- Japan
Ceremonies -- Japan
Religion -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 295 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 295 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8482
Video number 07645
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Horses -- Japan
Military -- Japan
Parades -- Japan
Training -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 299 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 299 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8483
Video number 07646
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Horses -- Japan
Military -- Japan
Parades -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 301 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 301 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8484

Video number 07647
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Horses -- Japan
      Military -- Japan
      Parades -- Japan
      Wagons -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

[Military.] 303 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 303 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8485

Video number 07648
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Military -- Japan
      Parades -- Japan
      Rifles -- Japan
      Training -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

[Military.] 304 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 304 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8486

Video number 07649

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Military -- Japan
Parades -- Japan
Rifles -- Japan
Training -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 305 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 305 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8487

Video number 07650

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Horses -- Japan
Military -- Japan
Parades -- Japan
Rifles -- Japan
Training -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 308 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 308 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8488

Video number 07651
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Horses -- Japan
       Military -- Japan
       Parades -- Japan
       Rifles -- Japan
       Training -- Japan
       Wagons -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City street in Japan.] 311 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [City street in Japan.] 311 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8489

Video number 07652
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Buildings -- Japan
       Carriages -- Japan
       Flags -- Japan
       Horses -- Japan
       Parades -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City street in Japan.] 312 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [City street in Japan.] 312 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8490

Video number 07653

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Carriages -- Japan
Flags -- Japan
Horses -- Japan
Military -- Japan
Parades -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in Japan.] 313 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in Japan.] 313 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8491

Video number 07654

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Bridges -- Japan
Laborers -- Japan
Laundry -- Japan.
Rickshaws -- Japan
Rivers -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Seated woman in home in Japan. Active no. 350 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8492
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Art
Dwellings -- Japan
Portraits
Rites and ceremonies
Tea -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 376 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 376 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8493
Video number 07656
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Markets -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Street scene.] 379 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 379 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 8494

Video number 07657
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

    Topic:    Military -- Japan
              Soldiers -- Japan
              Streets -- Japan

    Place:    Japan

    Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Form:

[City street in Japan.] 380 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [City street in Japan.] 380 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 8495

Video number 07658
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

    Topic:    Flags
              Streets

    Place:    Japan

    Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Form:

[City street in Japan.] 386 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [City street in Japan.] 386 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8496

Video number 07659

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Children -- Japan
Flags -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 390 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 390 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8497

Video number 07660

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Rickshaws
Streets

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military parade in Japan.] 395 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military parade in Japan.] 395 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8498

Video number 07661
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic:
Flags -- Japan
Military -- Japan
Parades -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 402 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 402 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8499

Video number 07662
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic:
Markets -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 410 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 410 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8500

Video number 07663

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Horses -- Japan
       Military -- Japan
       Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Parade.] 411 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Parade.] 411 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8501

Video number 07664

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Parades -- Japan
       Religion -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 412 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 412 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8502

Video number 07665
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Parades -- Japan
       Religion -- Japan
       Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boat and homes along waterway in Japan. Active 414 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8503

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Boats -- Japan
       Docks -- Japan
       Dwellings -- Japan
       Piers -- Japan
       Wharves -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats and homes along waterway in Japan.] 415 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boats and homes along waterway in Japan.] 415 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8504

Video number 07667

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic:  Boats -- Japan
        Docks -- Japan
        Dwellings -- Japan
        Homes -- Japan
        Piers -- Japan
        Wharves -- Japan

Place:  Japan

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 78  RSN Numbers 8505-8610

Image(s)

[Children.] 423 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children.] 423 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8505

Video number 07668

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic:  Chickens -- Japan
        Children -- Japan

Place:  Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 425 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 425 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8506

Video number 07669

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Buildings -- Japan
Children -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

[Street scene.] 426 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 426 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8507

Video number 07670

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Markets -- Japan
Newsstands -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Street scene.] 428 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 428 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8508

Video number 07671

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic:
Parades -- Japan
Religion -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place:
Japan

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military parade in Japan.] 429 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Military parade in Japan.] 429 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8509

Video number 07672

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic:
Cannon -- Japan
Celebrations -- Japan
Flags -- Japan
Military -- Japan
Parades -- Japan

Place:
Japan

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 433 Interpositive
1 Item (4″ x 5″)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 433 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8510

Video number 07673
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Rickshaws
Streets
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City street in Japan.] 435 interpositive
1 Item (4″ x 5″)
Image(s): [City street in Japan.] 435 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8511

Video number 07674
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Celebrations
Flags
Parades
Streets
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City street in Japan.] 439 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [City street in Japan.] 439 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8512

Video number 07675

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Celebrations
       Flags
       Parades
       Streets

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form:
Photosographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 442 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 442 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8513

Video number 07676

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Horses -- Japan
       Parades -- Japan
       Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form:
Photosographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City street in Japan.] 443 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [City street in Japan.] 443 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 8514  

Video number 07677  
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].  

Topic: Celebrations  
Flags  
Parades  
Streets  

Place: Japan  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Waterfalls.] 457 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 457 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 8515  

Video number 07678  
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].  

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Japan  
Snow -- Japan  
Waterfalls -- Japan  

Place: Japan  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Landscape.] 462 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 462 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8516

Video number 07679
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Mountains -- Japan
Waterscapes

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Downed bridge span over river in Japan.] 492 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Downed bridge span over river in Japan.] 492 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8517

Video number 07680
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4].

Topic: Bridges -- Japan
Damages
Disasters
Rivers -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market scene.] 495 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Market scene.] 495 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8518

Video number 07681
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Hay -- Japan
       Horses -- Japan
       Markets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Roadway.] 519 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Roadway.] 519 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8519

Video number 07682
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Carts -- Japan
       Horses -- Japan
       Roads -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Church.] 535 Interpositive
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Church.] 535 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8520

Video number 07683
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic:
Architecture -- Japan
Buildings -- Japan
Churches -- Japan

Place:
Japan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 548 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 548 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8521

Video number 07684
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic:
Military -- Japan
Supplies -- Japan

Place:
Japan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family home in Japan.] 563 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Family home in Japan.] 563 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8522

Video number 07685

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Donkeys -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Homes -- Japan
Mills and mill-work -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home in Japan.] 582 interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Home in Japan.] 582 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8523

Video number 07686

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Homes -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group in front of rustic home in Japan.] 589 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family group in front of rustic home in Japan.] 589 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8524

Video number 07687
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Children -- Japan
Cooking -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Family -- Japan
Homes -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boatmen on river in Japan.] 601 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boatmen on river in Japan.] 601 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8525

Video number 07688
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Boats -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Homes -- Japan
Horses -- Japan
Rivers -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Boatmen on river in Japan.] 650 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boatmen on river in Japan.] 650 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8526

Video number 07689

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Boats -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Homes -- Japan
Rivers -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group in front of building in Japan.] 652 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family group in front of building in Japan.] 652 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8527

Video number 07690

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Children -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Family -- Japan
Homes -- Japan
Toys -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Cows.] 684 Interpositive
 1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cows.] 684 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8528
Video number 07691
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

  Topic: Arches
         Cows
  Place: Japan
  Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Homes along waterway in Japan.] 687 interpositive
  1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Homes along waterway in Japan.] 687 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8529
Video number 07692
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

  Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
         Fortification -- Japan
         Homes -- Japan
         Ponds -- Japan
  Place: Japan
  Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 688 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children.] 688 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 8530

Video number 07693
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Carts -- Japan
Children -- Japan
Fortification -- Japan
Horses -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in Japan.] 720 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in Japan.] 720 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8531

Video number 07694
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Forests -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan
Rapids -- Japan
Rivers -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Dock scene.] 725 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 725 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8532

Video number 07695

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Boats -- Japan
Docks -- Japan
Harbors -- Japan
Laborers -- Japan
Piers -- Japan
Ships -- Japan
Wharves -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterscape.] 759 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 759 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8533

Video number 07696

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rocks
Waterscapes

Place: Japan
[Portrait.] 765 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 765 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8534

Video number 07697
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].
Topic: Portraits
Place: Japan

[Deer.] 773 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Deer.] 773 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8535

Video number 07698
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].
Topic: Deer -- Japan
Trees -- Japan
Place: Japan

[Mother with children operating spinning loom in Japan.] 777 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mother with children operating spinning loom in Japan.] 777
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8536

Video number 07699

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

Topic:
Artisans -- Japan
Children -- Japan
Family -- Japan
Looms -- Japan
Spinning -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Workers on trestles lowering logs into bridgework.] Active no. 792:
interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Workers on trestles lowering logs into bridgework.] Active no. 792:
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0157729.tif (AC scan no.)
VDF 157729
RSN 8537
AC0143-0008537 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].

NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! INTERPOSITIVE IN FILE BOX!

Topic:
Bridges -- Japan
Construction -- Japan
Laborers -- Japan  
Machinery -- Japan  

Place: Japan  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Waterscape.] 795 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 795 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 8538  

Video number 07701  
Currently stored in box 1.2.17 [4], moved from [25].  

Topic: Ships -- Japan  
Waterscapes -- Japan  

Place: Japan  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Peerless automobile factory photographs series], 1909  
43 Plates  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Set of 43 glass positive or interpositive images, non-stereoscopic, but derived from stereo pairs, depicting phases of manufacture of the 1909 Peerless automobile at the plant in Cleveland, Ohio.  
In numerically arranged box, but the numbering does not place the images in a logical subject order.  
Unrestricted research access on site. Must be handled with white cotton gloves provided by Archives Center staff, and with special care due to the fragile nature of the items.  
Silver gelatin on glass, 4" x 5".  

Local Numbers  
89-12289 to 89-12319, etc. (OIPP Neg. Nos.)  
All plates originally were in envelopes marked "Auto Plant HCW '09".
Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Industrial buildings -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Photographs -- 20th century -- Phototransparencies

[Peerless auto plant], Series No. 1 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant], Series No. 1 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8539
89-12317 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07702
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 2 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8540
89-12311 (OPPS Neg. No.)
Video number 07703

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

**Topic:** Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

**Place:** Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 3 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

**Image(s):** [Peerless auto plant.] No. 3 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 8541
89-12301 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07704

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

**Topic:** Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

**Place:** Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant with workers.] Series No. 4 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant with workers.] Series No. 4: interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8542
89-12301 (OPPS Neg. No.)

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives --
Glass

[Peerless car manufacturing.] No. 5: interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless car manufacturing.] No. 5: interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8543
89-12303 (OPPS Neg. No.)

Video number 07706

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 6 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant.] No. 6 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8544
89-12289 (OPPS Neg. No.)

Video number 07707
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic:
Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place:
Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

[Peerless car manufacturing.] No. 7 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless car manufacturing.] No. 7 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8545
89-12292 (OPPS Neg. No.)

Video number 07708
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].
Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 8 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant.] No. 8 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8546
89-12307 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07709

Negative No. 89-12307

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant with workers.] No. 9 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”).
Image(s): [Peerless auto plant with workers.] No. 9 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8547

Video number 07710

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 10 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8548

89-12304 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07711

Negative No. 89-12304

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Similar to plates no. 24 and 25.

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Cleveland -- Ohio
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives --
Glass

[Peerless auto plant, with workers.] No. 11 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant, with workers.] No. 11 : interpositive, 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8549

Video number 07712

Negative No. 89-12302.

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 --
Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Cleveland -- Ohio
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives --
Glass

[Peerless auto plant, with workers.] No. 12 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant, with workers.] No. 12 : interpositive, 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8550
Video number 07713
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

**Topic:** Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland

**Place:** Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives
Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 13 : interpositive, 1909

*1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").*


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 8551
89-12316 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07714
Negative No. 89-12316
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

**Topic:** Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

**Place:** Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives
Glass

[Peerless auto plant, high angle.] No. 14 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Negative No. 89-12291.

Glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8552
89-12291 (OPPS Neg.)
Video number 07715
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Laborers -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 15 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8553

Video number 07716
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Labor and laboring classes -- 1900-1910 -- United States
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 16 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant.] No. 16 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12298.

Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8554
89-12298 (OPPS Neg.)
Video number 07717
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Labor and laboring classes -- 1900-1910 -- United States
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant with worker.] No. 17 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12308.

Glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8555
89-12308 (OPPS Neg.)
Video number 07718
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Labor and laboring classes -- 1900-1910 -- United States
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant with workers.] No. 18 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”).

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant with workers.] No. 18 : interpositive, 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12294.

Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8556
89-12294 (OPPS Neg.)
Video number 07719
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Labor and laboring classes -- 1900-1910 -- United States
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant: worker and machine.] No. 19 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8557

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic:
Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Labor and laboring classes -- 1900-1910 -- United States
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place:
Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant: worker and machine.] No. 20 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. no. 89-1229.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8558

89-12297 (OPPS Neg.)
Video number 07721

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

**Topic:** Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Labor and laboring classes -- 1900-1910 -- United States
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

**Place:** Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless car in park, in snow], No. 21 : interpositive,, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5").

**Image(s):** [Peerless car in park, in snow], No. 21 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 8559

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

**Topic:** Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)
Snow -- 1900-1910

**Place:** Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless car in snow, in park.] No. 22 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5").

**Image(s):** [Peerless car in snow, in park.] No. 22 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12305.
Glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 8560

89-12305 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07723

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic:  Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)
Snow -- 1900-1910

Place:  Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 23 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12290.

Glass..

Local Numbers

RSN 8561

89-12290 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07724

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic:  Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Labor and laboring classes -- 1900-1910 -- United States
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place:  Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910
[Peerless auto plant.] No. 24 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12309.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8562
89-12309 (OPPS Neg.)
Video number 07725
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 25 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12296.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8563
89-12296 (OPPS Neg.)
Video number 07726
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

**Topic:** Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Labor and laboring classes -- 1900-1910 -- United States
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

**Place:** Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant with workers.] No. 26 : interpositive, 1909

1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant with workers.] No. 26 : interpositive, 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8564

Video number 07727

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

**Topic:** Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Labor and laboring classes -- 1900-1910 -- United States
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

**Place:** Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant with workers.] No. 27 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Image(s): [Peerless auto plant with workers.] No. 27 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12293.
Glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8565
89-12293 (OPPS Neg.)
Video number 07728
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

[Peerless auto engine.] No. 28 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12310.
Glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8566
89-12310 (OPPS Neg.)
Video number 07729
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].
Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant with workers.] No. 29 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12312.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8567
89-12312 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07730
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Labor and laboring classes -- 1900-1910 -- United States
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 30 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant.] No. 30 : interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8568

Video number 07731

Image shows engine.

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
       Automobiles -- 1900-1910
       Engines, automobile
       Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
       Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
       Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
       Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant with workers.] No. 31 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant with workers.] No. 31 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12319.

Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8569

89-12319 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07732

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
       Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
       Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
[Peerless engine.] No. 32, interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless engine.] No. 32, interpositive, 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain, Fees for commercial use. Negative No. 89-12299.

Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8570
89-12299 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07733

Image shows engine only.

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
      Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
      Engines, automobile
      Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
      Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
      Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
       Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless car in park in snow.] No. 33 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Public domain, fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12306.

Glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8571
89-12306 (OPPS Neg.)
Video number 07734
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Image shows completed car in city park in snow near sculpture.

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Parks -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)
Snow -- 1900-1910

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives --
Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 34 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5".)

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant.] No. 34 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8572
Video number 07735
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Ohio -- 1900-1910
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives --
Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 35 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”).

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant.] No. 35 : interpositive, 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8573
89-12295 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07736

Negative No. 89-12295

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
      Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
      Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
      Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
      Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
       Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless automobile plant.] No. 36 : interpositive, 1909

1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Assembly line in Peerless automobile factory interior.

Public domain due to expired copyright, but fees for commercial use.
Order from Negative No. 89-12318.

Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8574
89-12318 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07737

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].
[Peerless auto plant, No. 37 : interpositive,], 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Assembly line in Peerless automobile factory interior.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8575
Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Names: Peerless automobile company

[Automobile factory interior,] Series No. 38 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Automobile factory interior.] Series No. 38 : interpositive, 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Copies of this image may be ordered from neg. no. 89-12314.
Reproduction fees for commercial use.

Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8576

89-12314 (OPPS Neg.)

Video number 07739

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25]

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant, Series No. 39 interpositive,], 1909
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Peerless auto plant, Series No. 39 interpositive,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12315.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8577

89-12315 (OPPS Neg.)

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 40 : interpositive, 1909
1 item (piece; 4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8578

Video number 07741

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25]

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Peerless auto plant.] No. 41 : interpositive, 1909
1 item (piece; 4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8579

Video number 07742

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].
[Peerless auto plant.] No. 42 : interpositive, 1909
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8580

Video number 07743

Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12318.

[Peerless auto plant, No. 43 : interpositive.], 1909
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Public domain; fees for commercial use. Order from neg. 89-12300.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8581

89-12300 (OPPS Neg.)

Currently stored in box 1.2.18 [25].

Topic: Automobile industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Automobiles -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Factories -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Machinery -- 1900-1910 -- Ohio -- Cleveland
Peerless (automobiles)

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1900-1910
Ohio -- Cleveland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives --
Glass

[Color still life of apple, pear, glass, pitcher] No. 14 [positive color transparency]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Color still life of apple, pear, glass, pitcher] No. 14 [positive color transparency].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Image in full color: Videodisc map number AC-AUTOCHROME-2.

Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8582

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3].

"Modilgraph Johnson" on envelope.

Names: Johnson

Topic: Apples
Color photography -- 1890-1920
Fruit -- Color photography -- 1890-1920
Glassware -- Color photography -- 1890-1920
Pear -- Color photography -- 1890-1920
Pitchers -- Color photography -- 1890-1920
Still lifes -- Color photography -- 1890-1920.

Genre/Form: Autochrome process
Color transparencies -- 1890-1920

[Color still life of apple, books, vase: No. 13: positive color transparency.]
1 Item (piece; 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 8583

Color: Videodisc map number AC-AUTOCHROME-1.

Topic:
Apples
Books -- Color photography -- 1890-1920
Color photography -- 1890-1920
Fruit -- Color photography -- 1890-1920
still lifes -- Color photography -- 1890-1920.

Genre/Form:
Autochrome process
Color transparencies -- 1890-1920

[Sculpture of male torso, front, No. 16 : glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8584

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3]. Orig. no. M-20.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic:
Nude in art
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920
Torsos

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of male torso, back. No. 16 : glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers  
RSN 8585  

Video number 07747  
Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3].  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Orig. no. M-17.  
Topic: Nude in art  
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920  
Torsos  

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.  
Form: Stereoscopic photographs  

[Sculpture of male torso, side, No. 16 : stereo Interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 8586  

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3]. Orig. no. M-21.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Topic: Nude in art  
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920  
Torsos  

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.  
Form: Stereoscopic photographs  

[Sculpture of nude male figure, standing, No. 17 : glass stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Glass  

Local Numbers  
RSN 8587
Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3]. Orig. no. M-22.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Nude in art
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of male nude, side view, No. 17 : glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 8588

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3]. Orig. no. M-16.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Nude in art
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of standing male nude, No. 18 : glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 8589

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3]. Orig. no. M-23.

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note
M-23

Topic: Nude in art
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920
[Sculpture of standing nude male figure with arm raised, side view, No. 18: glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 8590

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3]. Orig. no. M-14.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Nude in art
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of nude male figure, No. 19: glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8591

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3]. Orig. no. M-13.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Nude in art
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of nude male figure, back: glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 8592
Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3]. Orig. no. M-19-C.
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Nude in art
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of standing male nude, front, : glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 8593
Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3]. Orig. no. M-24.
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Nude in art
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of standing male nude, front view : glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 8594

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3]. Orig. no. M-18.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Nude in art
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of standing male nude, back view : glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 8595

Same as RSN 8596. Orig. no. M-15.

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Nude in art
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of standing male nude, from back, No. 18 : glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 8596

Same as RSN 8595. Orig. no. M-15.

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3].
Cancelled by scratching.

**Topic:** Nude in art  
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of male nude : No. 17 : glass stereo interpositive.]

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Glass

**Local Numbers**

RSN 8597

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3]. Orig. no. M-15.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Topic:** Nude in art  
Sculpture -- Stereographs -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geometric figures--a cone and a cube. Stereo interpositive.]

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 8598

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [61].

**Topic:** Cones  
Cubes  
Geometric figures

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of a foot. non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8599

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [61].

Topic:
Art
Casts
Sculpture
feet

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sculpture of a foot, lying on its side. Non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8600

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [61].

Topic:
Art
Casts
Sculpture
feet

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sculpture of a hand: non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8601
Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [61].

Topic: Art
Casts
Hand
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sculpture.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Sculpture.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8602

Video number 07764

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3].

Topic: Art
Casts
Hand
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sculpture.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Sculpture.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8603

Video number 07765

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3].

Topic: Art
Casts
Heads
Sculpture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Geometric form.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Geometric form.] Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8604

Video number 07766
Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3].

Topic: Cylinders
Geometric forms
Pyramids

[Geometric form.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Geometric form.] Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8605

Video number 07767
Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [61].

Topic: Balls (Sporting goods)
Geometric forms
Rectangles

[Geometric form.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Geometric form.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8606

Video number 07768

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [61].

Topic:       Balls (Sporting goods)
             Geometric forms
             Pyramids

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sculpture.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Sculpture.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8607

Video number 07769

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [61].

Topic:       Art
             Bowls
             Sculpture
             spoons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Geometric form.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Geometric form.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 8608

Video number 07770

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3].

Topic: Cones
Geometric forms
Pyramids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sculpture.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Sculpture.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8609

Video number 07771

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3].

Topic: Bowls
Face masks
Sculpture
Vases

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sculpture.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Sculpture.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8610

Video number 07772

Currently stored in box 1.2.19 [3].
Box 79

RSN Numbers 8611-8713

Image(s)

[Side view of U.S. Capitol from lawn level.] B-1 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Side view of U.S. Capitol from lawn level.] B-1 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8611

Video number 07773

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Capitols
Government

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow scene.] US B-2 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Snow scene.] US B-2 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8612

Video number 07774

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Snow
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High waterfalls.] US B-3 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [High waterfalls.] US B-3 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8613

Video number 07775

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Rivers
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bales of cotton fill dockside, smoking steamship in background. US B-4 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8614

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].
Topic: Cotton -- Louisiana
Docks -- Louisiana
Piers -- Louisiana
Ships -- Louisiana
Wharves -- Louisiana

Place: Louisiana -- 1900-1910
New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of stockyards filled with cattle.] US B-5 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Overview of stockyards filled with cattle.] US B-5 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8615

Video number 07777

Same as RSN 8616

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Cows -- Illinois
Stockyards -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Chicago stockyards.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Overview of Chicago stockyards.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8616
Video number 07778

Same as RSN 8615.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Cows -- Illinois
      Stockyards -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] US B-6 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Roadway.] US B-6 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8617

Video number 07779

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Bridges
      Buggies
      Formations (Geology)
      Mountains
      Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in forest setting.] US B-7 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River rapids in forest setting.] US B-7 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8618

Video number 07780
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Forests
Rapids
Rivers
Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] US B-8 Interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Roadway.] US B-8 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8619

Video number 07781
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Horses
Mountains
Roads
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway and river in dramatic geological setting.] No. US B-9. [Stereo interpositive]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Railway and river in dramatic geological setting.] No. US B-9. [Stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8620

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Railroads
Rivers

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910
Form: Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] US B-10 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] US B-10 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8621

Video number 07783

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Buildings
Parks
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910
Form: Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8622
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses
Mountains
Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8623

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Cavalry -- California
Horses -- California
Military -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: African Americans -- California

[Architecture.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling severely.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8624

Video number 07786
Same as RSN 8625.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling severely.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8625

Video number 07787

Same as RSN 8624.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Positive of Henry House] on envelope Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8626

Video number 07788
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10], moved from [3].

Names: Henry House
Topic: Dwellings
Wagons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of large home.] interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Exterior of large home.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8627

Video number 07789

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10], moved from [3].

Topic: Architecture
Dwellings
Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] USB 101 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Children.] USB 101 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8628

Video number 07790

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].
Topic: Children
Dolls
Mirrors

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dog with puppies] USB 102 : glass stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Dog with puppies] USB 102 : glass stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 8629

Video number 07791

Same as RSN 8630 and 8631.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Dogs -- 1890-1920
Puppies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dog with puppies] USB 102 : glass stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Dog with puppies] USB 102 : glass stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8630

Video number 07792

Same as RSN 8629 and 8631.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Dogs
Puppies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Stereoscopic photographs

[Dogs.] USB 102 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Dogs.] USB 102 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8631

Video number 07793

Same as RSN 8629 and 8630.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Dogs
Puppies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman, while sitting, looking at a picture of a man.] USB 103 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Woman, while sitting, looking at a picture of a man.] USB 103 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8632

Video number 07794

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Love
Mirrors
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Music.] USB 104 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Music.] USB 104 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8633

Video number 07795

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Art
Dancers
Musical instruments
Violin

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children. USB 105 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8634

Video number 07796

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Children
Christmas
Dolls
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Toys
Ca’ful now, don’ you put out ma light. [Active no. 5018 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Three African American boys with cigarette, kneeling near loaded cart with large wheels: similar to RSN 5685, but from different negative.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8635

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10]. Orig. no. USB 106.

Editorial comment: This image is part of a series intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. The series title, which many late 20th-century and early 21st-century audiences would consider offensive in itself, makes the intentions of the publisher clear. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic:
African Americans -- 1890-1920
COON SERIES [title in H.C. White catalog]
Children -- 1890-1920
Cigarette smokers -- 1890-1920
Smoking -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Christmas tree in home living room.] USB 107 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Christmas tree in home living room.] USB 107 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8636

Video number 07798
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10]

Topic: Children
Christmas
Christmas trees
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Toys
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in home bedroom setting.] USB 108 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Family group in home bedroom setting.] USB 108 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8637

Video number 07799

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Family
beds

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

["Woman with letter" on envelope.] USB 109 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): ["Woman with letter" on envelope.] USB 109 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 8638
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Dwellings
     Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman asleep] on envelope 126? Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
   RSN 8639

Video number 07801

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10]

Topic: Love
       Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[2 women, corsets] on envelope USB 111 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
   RSN 8640

Video number 07802

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10]

Topic: Bedrooms
       Dressing
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass 
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] USB 112 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] USB 112 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8641
Video number 07803
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Dogs
Rifles
hunters

[Ships.] USB 201 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ships.] USB 201 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8642
Video number 07804
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Ships
Waterscapes

[U.S. Flag on bow of ship in harbor.] USB 202 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [U.S. Flag on bow of ship in harbor.] USB 202 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8643

Video number 07805

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Flags -- United States
Guns
Harbors
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] USB 203 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] USB 203 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8644

Video number 07806

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Guns
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] USB 204 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] USB 204 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8645

Video number 07807

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Boats and boating
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] USB 205 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] USB 205 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8646

Video number 07808

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Sailors
Sailors
Ships
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] USB 206 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] USB 206 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8647

Video number 07809
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Sailors
      Sailors
      Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] USB 207 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] USB 207 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8648

Video number 07810
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Boats and boating
      Ships
      Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] USB 208 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] USB 208 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8649

Video number 07811
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] USB 209 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ships.] USB 209 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8650

Video number 07812
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] USB 219 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ships.] USB 219 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8651
Video number 07813
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] USB 211 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ships.] USB 211 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8652
Video number 07814
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] USB 212 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ships.] USB 212 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8653
Video number 07815
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] USB 301 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] USB 301 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8654
Video number 07816
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Architecture -- Austria
Bicycles -- Austria
Buildings -- Austria
Carriages -- Austria
Horses -- Austria
Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Landscape.] USB 302 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Landscape.] USB 302 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8655
Video number 07817
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Lakes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
Neuschwanstein (Castle)

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City view, Paris?]. No. USB 303 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [City view, Paris?], No. USB 303 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8656
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Streets -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] USB 304 Interpositive
**1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")**

**Image(s): [Street scene.] USB 304 Interpositive.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 8657

Video number 07819

Similar to RSN 8658.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carts -- Russia</td>
<td>Nevsky Prospect (St. Petersburg, Russia)</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horses -- Russia</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streetcars -- Russia</td>
<td>St. Petersburg (Russia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streets -- Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagons -- Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**[Street scene.] USB 304 Interpositive**

**1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")**

**Image(s): [Street scene.] USB 304 Interpositive.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 8658

Video number 07820

Similar to RSN 8657.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carts -- Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horses -- Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streetcars -- Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Streets -- Russia
Wagons -- Russia

Place: Nevyksy Prospect (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape. No. USB 305: stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8659
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Harbors
Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Matterhorn and cloud, Switzerland. No. USB 306: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8660
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] USB 307 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Restaurant.] USB 307 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8661

Video number 07823
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Beergardens
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Landscape.] USB 308 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Landscape.] USB 308 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8662

Video number 07824
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Boats -- United States
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
[Boat scene.] USB 310 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Boat scene.] USB 310 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8663

Video number 07825
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Castles
       Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[River cascading down mountain.] USB 311 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [River cascading down mountain.] USB 311 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8664

Video number 07826
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Carriages and carts
       Horses
       Mountains
       Rivers
       Waterfalls
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy market street.] USB 312 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Busy market street.] USB 312 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8665

Video number 07827
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Buggies -- England
Flags -- England
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of patients in hospital beds in Japan.] USB 401 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Line of patients in hospital beds in Japan.] USB 401 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8666

Video number 07828
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Topic: Hospitals -- Japan
Nurses -- Japan
Patients -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] USB 402 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] USB 402 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8667

Video number 07829

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Horses -- Japan
Military -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Celebration crowd in street in Japan.] USB 403 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Celebration crowd in street in Japan.] USB 403 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8668

Video number 07830

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Celebrations
Flags
Parades
Rallies
Streets

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Celebration boat in Japan.] USB 407 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Celebration boat in Japan.] USB 407 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8669

Video number 07831

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 8670 and 8671.

Topic: Boats -- Japan
Celebrations -- Japan
Flags -- Japan
Rallies -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Celebration boat in Japan.] USB 407 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Celebration boat in Japan.] USB 407 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8670

Video number 07832
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 8669 and 8671.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boats -- Japan</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrations -- Japan</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flags -- Japan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rallies -- Japan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Celebration boat in Japan.] USB 407 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Celebration boat in Japan.] USB 407 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8671

Video number 07833
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Same as RSN 8669 and 8670.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boats -- Japan</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrations -- Japan</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flags -- Japan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rallies -- Japan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Military.] USB 404 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] USB 404 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8672

Video number 07834

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 8673.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Military -- Japan
       Rifles -- Japan
       Soldiers -- Japan
       Training -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] USB 404 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] USB 404 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8673

Video number 07835

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 8672.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Military -- Japan
       Rifles -- Japan
       Soldiers -- Japan
       Training -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] USB 404 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] USB 404 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8674

Video number 07836

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic:
Artillery -- Japan
Guns -- Japan
Landscapes (representations)
Military -- Japan
Soldiers -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] USB 405 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] USB 405 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8675

Video number 07837
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Hay -- Japan
       Horses -- Japan
       Laborers -- Japan
       Military -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] USB 406 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] USB 406 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8676

Video number 07838

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Military -- Japan
       Portraits -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] USB 408 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] USB 408 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8677
Video number 07839

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Military -- Japan
Parades -- Japan
Rifles -- Japan
Soldiers -- Japan
Training -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Military.] USB 409 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] USB 409 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8678

Video number 07840

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Military -- Japan
Parades -- Japan
Soldiers -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Downed bridge span over river in Japan.] USB 410 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Downed bridge span over river in Japan.] USB 410 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8679

Video number 07841

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bridges -- Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers -- Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Military.] USB 411 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] USB 411 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8680

Video number 07842

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artillery -- Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guns -- Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military -- Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldiers -- Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"British soldiers" on envelope. USB 412 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "British soldiers" on envelope. USB 412 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 8681

Video number 07843

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers -- 1890-1920

Place: England

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Lumber.] USB 413 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Lumber.] USB 413 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8682

Video number 07844

Same as RSN 8683.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Lumber trade
logs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Lumber.] USB 413 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Lumber.] USB 413 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8683

Video number 07845

Same as RSN 8682.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Lumber trade
       Logs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] USB 414 Interpositive
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] USB 414 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8684

Video number 07846

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Harbors
       Ships
       Supplies
       Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Japanese cavalry on horseback, with sabers. USB 415 : stereo interpositive.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 8685

Video number 07847

Same as RSN 8686.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Cavalry -- Japan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Military -- Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sabers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soldiers -- Japan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:  | Japan |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Market scene.] USB 415 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] USB 415 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8686

Video number 07848

Same as RSN 8685.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Cavalry -- Japan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Military -- Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sabers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soldiers -- Japan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:  | Japan |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Market scene.] USB 417 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Market scene.] USB 417 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8687

Video number 07849
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Architecture -- China
Carts -- China
Donkeys -- China
Horses -- China
Markets -- China
Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene.] USB 418 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Boat scene.] USB 418 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8688

Video number 07850
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Boats -- Japan
Ships -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
A general (on envelope). [Caption no. 50B B : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 8689

Same as RSN 8690 and 8691.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Military -- Japan
Portraits -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

"A general" (on envelope). Caption no. 50B B : interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "A general" (on envelope). Caption no. 50B B : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8690

Video number 07852

Same as RSN 8689 and 8691.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Military -- Japan
Portraits -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

"A general" (on envelope). Caption no. 50B B : interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "A general" (on envelope). Caption no. 50B B : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8691
Video number 07853
Same as RSN 8689 and 8690.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Military -- Japan
      Portraits -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

"Marchioness Oyania & her daughter" on envelope. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 8692
Video number 07854
Same as RSN 8693 and 8694
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10]

Topic: Portraits
Place: Japan
      Oyania
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs
"Marchioness Oyania & her daughter" on envelope. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s):
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 8693

Video number 07855

Same as RSN 8692 and 8694
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10]

Topic: Portraits
Place: Japan
Oyania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Marchioness Oyania & her daughter" on envelope. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Marchioness Oyania & her daughter" on envelope. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 8694

Video number 07856

Same as RSN 8692 and 8693
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10]

Topic: Portraits
Place: Japan
Oyania
[Street scene.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8695
Video number 07857
Same as RSN 8698.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Carts
Rickshaws
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Asian soldiers with tents and campfire.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Asian soldiers with tents and campfire.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8696
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Fires
Soldiers
Tents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8697

Video number 07859
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Armed Forces Artillery Shells

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8698

Video number 07860
Same as RSN 8695.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Carts Rickshaws Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stereoscopic photographs]

[Mountains.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8699

Video number 07861

Same as RSN 8700.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stereoscopic photographs]

[Mountains.] Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8700

Video number 07862

Same as RSN 8699.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Topic: Mountains

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1. L'Annonciation. Interpositive
   1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 8701
Video number 07863
Same as RSN 8702.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

   Names:             Jesus Christ
   Topic:            Art
   LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
   Religion
   Genre/ Form:      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                      Stereoscopic photographs

1. L'Annonciation. Interpositive
   1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 8702
Video number 07864
Same as RSN 8701.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

   Names:             Jesus Christ
   Topic:            Art
   LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

2. Visitation de Marie a Elisabeth. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): 2. Visitation de Marie a Elisabeth. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8703

Video number 07865

Same as RSN 8704.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art

LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

2. Visitation de Marie a Elisabeth. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): 2. Visitation de Marie a Elisabeth. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8704

Video number 07866

Same as RSN 8703.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

3. Bapteme de Jesus. Interpositive

*1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8705

Video number 07867

Same as RSN 8706.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

3. Bapteme de Jesus. Interpositive

*1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8706

Video number 07868

Same as RSN 8705.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

4. Jesus chasse les vendeurs du temple. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8707

Video number 07869

Same as RSN 8708.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

4. Jesus chasse les vendeurs du temple. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8708

Video number 07870
Same as RSN 8707.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

5. Jesus et la samaritaine au puits de Jacob. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): 5. Jesus et la samaritaine au puits de Jacob. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8709

Video number 07871

Same as RSN 8710.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

5. Jesus et la samaritaine au puits de Jacob. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): 5. Jesus et la samaritaine au puits de Jacob. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8710
Video number 07872

Same as RSN 8709.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

6. La peche miraculeuse. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): 6. La peche miraculeuse. Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8711

Video number 07873

Same as RSN 8712, 8713 and 8714.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

6. La peche miraculeuse. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): 6. La peche miraculeuse. Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8712

Video number 07874

Same as RSN 8711, 8713 and 8714.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

6. La peche miraculeuse. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): 6. La peche miraculeuse. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching,

Local Numbers
RSN 8713

Video number 07875

Same as RSN 8711, 8712 and 8714.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 80

RSN Numbers 8714-8815

Image(s)

6. La peche miraculeuse. [Stereo interpositive.]
Figure in two sailboats. Known in English as "The Miraculous Draft of Fishes," the image is based on Luke 5:1-10.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8714

Same as RSN 8711, 8712 and 8713.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Fishing
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Miracles
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

7. Jesus ressusite la fille de Jaire [stereo interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): 7. Jesus ressusite la fille de Jaire [stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8715

Same as RSN 8716.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art

LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
7. Jesus ressusite la fille de Jaire [stereo interpositive]
   1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
   Image(s): 7. Jesus ressusite la fille de Jaire [stereo interpositive].
   Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   H.C. White Co., Publisher
   English.
   Silver gelatin on glass.
   Cancelled by scratching.

   Local Numbers
   RSN 8716
   Same as RSN 8715.
   Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].
   Names: Jesus Christ
   Topic: Art
   LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
   Religion
   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

8. La Madeleine aux pieds du Christ. [Stereo interpositive.]
   1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
   Image(s)
   Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   H.C. White Co., Publisher
   English.
   Mary Magdalene at the feet of Christ.
   Silver gelatin on glass.
   Cancelled by scratching.

   Local Numbers
   RSN 8717
   Same as RSN 8718.
   Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].
   Names: Jesus Christ
   Magdalene, Mary
   Topic: Art
   LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

8. La Madeleine aux pieds du Christ. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8718

Same as RSN 8717.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Magdalene, Mary

Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

9. Multiplication des pains et des poissons. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8719

Same as RSN 8720.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Miracles
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

9. Multiplication des pains et des poissons. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8720
Same as RSN 8719.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Miracles
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

11. Jesus etablit Saint Pierre chef de son eglise. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
(Jesus makes St. Peter the head of his church.)
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8721
Same as RSN 8722.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].
11. Jesus etablit Saint Pierre chef de son eglise. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
(Jesus makes St. Peter the head of his church.)
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8722
Same as RSN 8721.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

13. Laissez venir a moi les petits enfants. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Suffer the little children to come unto me."
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8723
Same as RSN 8724.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Children
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

13. Laissez venir a moi les petits enfants. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Suffer the little children to come unto me."
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8724
Same as RSN 8723.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Children
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

14. Jesus ressuscite Lazare. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8725
Same as RSN 8726.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Miracles
Religion
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

14. Jesus ressuscite Lazare. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8726
Same as RSN 8725.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Miracles
Religion
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

15. Le bon samaritain. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8727
Same as RSN 8728 and 8729.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Samaritans

15. Le bon samaritain. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8728

Same as RSN 8727 and 8729.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Samaritans

15. Le bon samaritain. [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8729

Same as RSN 8727 and 8728.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Samaritans

16. Jesus a Bethanie aupres de Marie et Marthe. [stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): 16. Jesus a Bethanie aupres de Marie et Marthe. [stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8730

Same as RSN 8731, 8732 and 8733.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Samaritans

16. Jesus a Bethanie aupres de Marie et Marthe. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8731

Video number 07893

Same as RSN 8730, 8732 and 8733.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
      LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
      Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

16. Jesus a Bethanie aupres de Marie et Marthe. [stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7“.)

Image(s): 16. Jesus a Bethanie aupres de Marie et Marthe. [stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8732

Same as RSN 8730, 8731 and 8733.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
      LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
      Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

16. Jesus a Bethanie aupres de Marie et Marthe [stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): 16. Jesus a Bethanie aupres de Marie et Marthe [stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8733

Same as RSN 8730, 8731 and 8732.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

18. Jesus lave les pieds des apotres. [stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): 18. Jesus lave les pieds des apotres. [stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8734

Same as RSN 8735, 8736 and 8737.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

18. Jesus lave les pieds des apotres. [stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): 18. Jesus lave les pieds des apotres. [stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8735
Same as RSN 8734, 8736 and 8737.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

18. Jesus lave les pieds des apotres [stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): 18. Jesus lave les pieds des apotres [stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8736
Same as RSN 8734, 8735 and 8737.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

18. Jesus lave les pieds des apotres. [stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): 18. Jesus lave les pieds des apotres. [stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8737
Same as RSN 8734, 8735 and 8736.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
    LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
    Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

20. La flagellation [stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): 20. La flagellation [stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8738
Same as RSN 8739.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
    LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
    Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

20. La flagellation. [stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): 20. La flagellation. [stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8739

Same as RSN 8738.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art

LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.

Religion

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form: Stereoscopic photographs

21. Les saintes femmes au sepulcre. [stereo interpositive]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): 21. Les saintes femmes au sepulcre. [stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8740

Same as RSN 8741, 8742 and 8743.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art

LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.

Religion

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form: Stereoscopic photographs

21. Les saintes femmes au sepulcre. [stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): 21. Les saintes femmes au sepulcre. [stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8741

Same as RSN 8740, 8742 and 8743.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names:  Jesus Christ
Topic:  Art
        LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
        Religion
Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  Stereoscopic photographs

21. Les saintes femmes au sepulcre. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8742

Video number 07904

Same as RSN 8740, 8741 and 8743.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names:  Jesus Christ
Topic:  Art
        LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
        Religion
Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  Stereoscopic photographs
21. Les saintes femmes au septime. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8743
Video number 07905
Same as RSN 8740, 8741 and 8742.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

- **Names:** Jesus Christ
- **Topic:** Art
  - LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
  - Religion
- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

22. Jesus apparait a Madeleine. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
*Image(s): 22. Jesus apparait a Madeleine. Interpositive.*
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8744
Video number 07906
Same as RSN 8745.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

- **Names:** Jesus Christ
- **Topic:** Art
  - LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
  - Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

22. Jesus apparait a Madeleine. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): 22. Jesus apparait a Madeleine. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8745

Video number 07907

Same as RSN 8744.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
      LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
      Religion

23. Jesus et les deux diciples d'Emmaus. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8746

Video number 07908

Same as RSN 8747.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

23. Jesus et les deux diciples d'Emmaus. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8747

Video number 07909

Same as RSN 8746.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

24. La pentacote. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): 24. La pentacote. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8748

Video number 07910

Same as RSN 8749.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES A.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

24. La pentacote. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): 24. La pentacote. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8749

Video number 07911
Same as RSN 8748.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

8. Jesus trahi par Judas. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8750

Video number 07912
Same as RSN 8751.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Genre/Form: LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

8. Jesus traîné par Judas. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8751

Video number 07913

Same as RSN 8750.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Genre/Form: LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

10. Jesus porte sa croix. IlmeSTon. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8752

Video number 07914
Same as RSN 8753.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

10. Jesus porte sa croix. IlmeSTon. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8753

Video number 07915

Same as RSN 8752.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

15. Jesus tombe pour la 2me fois. VIImeSTon. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): 15. Jesus tombe pour la 2me fois. VIImeSTon. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8754
Video number 07916

Same as RSN 8755, 8756, 8757 and 8758.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

15. Jesus tombe pour la 2me fois. VIImeSTon. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): 15. Jesus tombe pour la 2me fois. VIImeSTon. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8755

Video number 07917

Same as RSN 8754, 8756, 8757 and 8758.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

15. Jesus tombe pour la 2me fois. VIImeSTon. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): 15. Jesus tombe pour la 2me fois. VIImeSTon. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8756

Video number 07918

Same as RSN 8754, 8755, 8757 and 8758.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

15. Jesus tombe pour la 2me fois. VIIme STon. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): 15. Jesus tombe pour la 2me fois. VIIme STon. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8757

Video number 07919

Same as RSN 8754, 8755, 8756 and 8758.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

15. Jesus tombe pour la 2me fois. VIIme STon. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): 15. Jesus tombe pour la 2me fois. VIIme STon. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8758

Video number 07920

Same as RSN 8754, 8755, 8756 and 8757.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

16. Jesus console les filles de Jerusalem. VIIImeSTn. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8759

Video number 07921

Same as RSN 8760.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

16. Jesus console les filles de Jerusalem. VIIImeSTn. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8760

Video number 07922
Same as RSN 8759.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B. Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

17. Jesus tombe pour la 3me fois. IXme STn. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): 17. Jesus tombe pour la 3me fois. IXme STn. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8761

Video number 07923
Same as RSN 8762.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B. Religion
17. Jesus tombe pour la 3me fois. IXme STn. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): 17. Jesus tombe pour la 3me fois. IXme STn. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8762
Video number 07924
Same as RSN 8761.
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

18. Jesus est depouille de ses vetements. Xme STon. Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): 18. Jesus est depouille de ses vetements. Xme STon. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8763
Video number 07925
Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
LIFE OF CHRIST SERIES B.
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Moon? Half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8764

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10]

Place: Moon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[The Moon. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8765

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Place: Moon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[The moon. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8766

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10].

Place: Moon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8767

Video number 07929

Same as RSN 8768.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10], moved from [13].

Topic: Horses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 8768

Video number 07930
Same as RSN 8767

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10], moved from [13]

Topic: Horses -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A Cornish fisherman. Del 1-20-10 A.L.S. [on envelope]. E-60 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7".)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8769

Video number 07931

Same as RSN 8770.

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10], moved from [13]

Topic: Fishers
Portrait -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

"A Cornish fisherman. Del 1-20-10 A.L.S." (on envelope). E-60 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7".)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8770

Video number 07932

Same as RSN 8769

Currently stored in box 1.2.20 [10], moved from [13].
Topic: Fishers
Portraits -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Overview of city street, church and other buildings.] O-1 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Overview of city street, church and other buildings.] O-1 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8771
Video number 07933
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Church buildings
Flags

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-2 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Construction.] O-2 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Holes in emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 8772
Video number 07934
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-4 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Construction.] O-4 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8773

Video number 07935

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Photographer in city, possibly New York.] Associated number, O-9 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Photographer in city, possibly New York.] Associated number, O-9 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8774

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23], moved from [5].

Topic: Architecture
Photographers
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-10 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Construction.] O-10 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8775

Video number 07937
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
- Architecture
- Blue collar workers
- Portraits

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-11 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Construction.] O-11 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8776

Video number 07938
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
- Architecture
- Photographers
- Portraits

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Man on high open city structure.] O-12 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Man on high open city structure.] O-12 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8777
Video number 07939
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Harbors
Portraits
Rivers
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-13 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Construction.] O-13 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8778
Video number 07940
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-14 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Construction.] O-14 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8779
Video number 07941
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-15 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Construction.] O-15 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner missing.
Local Numbers
RSN 8780
Video number 07942
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
Topic: Buildings
Construction
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-16 Interpositive
Image(s): [Construction.] O-16 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8781

Video number 07943
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Construction

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two workmen on high city building under construction.] O-17 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Two workmen on high city building under construction.] O-17 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8782

Video number 07944
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Portraits
Rivers
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of a city harbor.] O-18 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [High view of a city harbor.] O-18 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8783
Video number 07945
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Docks
Harbors
Piers
Rivers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-19 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Construction.] O-19 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8784
Video number 07946
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] O-20 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] O-20 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8785

Video number 07947
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two workmen on high city building under construction.] O-21 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Two workmen on high city building under construction.] O-21 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8786

Video number 07948
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Docks
Piers
Rivers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-22 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Construction.] O-22 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8787

Video number 07949

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Photographers
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-23 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Construction.] O-23 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8788

Video number 07950

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Photographer atop high city building under construction.] O-24 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Photographer atop high city building under construction.] O-24 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8789
Video number 07951
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Docks
Photographers
Piers
Portraits
Rivers
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] O-25 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8790
Video number 07952
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Dinners and dining
Portraits
[Construction.] O-26 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Construction.] O-26 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8791
Video number 07953
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
      Blue collar workers
      Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene. O-1 [stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Killela, J.J.
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8792
Video number 07954
"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Tourists viewing river rapids and bridge.] O-25 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Tourists viewing river rapids and bridge.] O-25 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8793
Video number 07955
[Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
- Bridges
- Rapids
- Rivers
- Tourists

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Guard and open building near Niagara Falls.] O-26 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Guard and open building near Niagara Falls.] O-26 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8794
Video number 07956
[Killelea 2nds"] on envelope
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
- Buildings
- Waterfalls

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of Niagara Falls with viewing tourists and boat in river.] O-27 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Side view of Niagara Falls with viewing tourists and boat in river.] O-27 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8795

Video number 07957

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Boats -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Tourists -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists viewing bridge near Niagara Falls.] O-28 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Tourists viewing bridge near Niagara Falls.] O-28 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

water marks on glass

Local Numbers
RSN 8796

Video number 07958

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
- Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
- Tourists -- New York
- Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Intourists.] O401 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Tourists.] O401 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8797

Video number 07959

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
- Canyons
- Formations (Geology)
- Tourists
- Valleys

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway and river in rugged canyon.] O425 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Railway and river in rugged canyon.] O425 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8798

Video number 07960

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Rivers
Valleys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in canyon. Active no. O426 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Killela, J.J., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8799
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

[River in rugged canyon.] O427 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River in rugged canyon.] O427 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8800
Video number 07962

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Railroads
Rivers
Valleys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] O428 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] O428 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8801

Video number 07963

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Mountains
Valleys
Villages

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] O429 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] O429 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8802

Video number 07964

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Mountains
      Valleys
      Villages

Genre/Form:
      Landscapes (representations)
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail lines in mountains.] O430 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Rail lines in mountains.] O430 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8803

Video number 07965

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
      Mountains
      Railroads
      Railroads -- Trains
      Snow
      Valleys

Genre/Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of Mormon Tabernacle and Temple. Active no. O431: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8804
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
Church architecture -- 20th century.
Mormons -- Utah
Tabernacles -- Utah
Temples -- Utah

Place:
Mormon Tabernacle
Mormon Temple
Salt Lake City (Utah)
Utah

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] O432 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] O432 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8805

Video number 07967
"Kilielea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
Mountains -- United States
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Street scene.] O601 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] O601 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 8806
Video number 07968
"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

   Topic: Horses
   Streets
   Wagons
cable cars (streetcars)
   Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] O602 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] O602 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 8807
Video number 07969
"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

   Topic: Boats and boating
   Harbors
   Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Form:    Stereoscopic photographs
[Mountains.] O603 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8808

Video number 07970
"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

   Topic: Mountains -- United States
   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] O604 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] O604 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8809

Video number 07971
"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

   Topic: Harbors
   Mountains -- United States
   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument and tall domed structure.] O605 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Monument and tall domed structure.] O605 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8810

Video number 07972

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
      Horses
      Monuments
      Wagons

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[City street with pedestrians and bicycles. No. 0606 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Killela, J.J.
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Water marks on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8811

Video number 07973

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Topic: Bicycles
       Children
       Flags
       Horses
       Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Doorway; railings and exit signs. Caption no. 0607 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Killela, J.J., Photographer?
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 8812

"Killelea[?] 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Baths
Doorways
Entrances
Resorts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] O608 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] O608 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8813

Video number 07975

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] O609 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] O609 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8814
Video number 07976
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture Exhibitions Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] O610 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] O610 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8815
Video number 07977
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture Baths Interior architecture Resorts
Swimming pools

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Box 81

RSN Numbers 8816-8909

Image(s)

[Architecture.] O611 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] O611 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8816

Video number 07978

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] O612 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] O612 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8817

Video number 07979
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Valleys
Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] O613 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] O613 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8818

Video number 07980
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Valleys
Waterfalls

[Geological formations.] 0801 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Geological formations.] 0801 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8819

Video number 07981
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
[Dock scene.] 01201 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 01201 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8820
Video number 07982
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
- Beaches
- Boats and boating
- Docks
- Mountains
- Piers
- Resorts
- Wharves

[Street scene.] 01401 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 01401 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8821
Video number 07983
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
Topic: Bridges
Horses
Streets
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 01402 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 01402 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8822
Video number 07984
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Arches
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 01403 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Walkway.] 01403 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8823
Video number 07985
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
[Walkway.] 01404 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Walkway.] 01404 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8824
Video number 07986
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

[Monument, buildings and city street.] 01501 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Monument, buildings and city street.] 01501 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8825
Video number 07987
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Topic: Horses
Monuments
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 01502 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 01502 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8826
Video number 07988

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Carriages
Horses
Streets
Towers
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 01601 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 01601 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8827
Video number 07989

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Markets
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 01602 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 01602 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8828

Video number 07990

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Carriages
Horses
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 01603 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 01603 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8829

Video number 07991

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

**Topic:** Cathedrals  
Church buildings  
Fountains  
Plazas  
Streets

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 01604 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s): [Architecture.] 01604 Interpositive.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 8830

**Video number** 07992

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

**Topic:** Arches  
Architecture  
Buildings  
Carriages  
Horses

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 01701 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s): [Street scene.] 01701 Interpositive.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 8831
Video number 07993

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       Carriages
       Horses
       Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 01702 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 01702 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8832

Video number 07994

["Killelea"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
       Children
       Markets
       Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02001 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02001 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8833

Video number 07995

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:  Horses
        Streets
        Wagons
        cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:   Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02002 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02002 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8834

Video number 07996

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:  Horses
        Streets
        Wagons

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:   Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02003 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02003 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8835

Video number 07997

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Horses -- England
       Streets -- England
       Wagons -- England

Place: England
       London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02004 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02004 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8836

Video number 07998

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Carriages
       Horses
       Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument in busy London plaza.] 02005 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Tall monument in busy London plaza.] 02005 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 8837

Video number 07999

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea" on envelope.

Topic:       Automobiles -- England
             Horses -- England
             Monuments -- England
             Streets -- England

Place:       England
             London (England)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument in busy London plaza.] 02006 interpositive
   1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s):    [Tall monument in busy London plaza.] 02006 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

tyellowing

Local Numbers
   RSN 8838

Video number 08000

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:       Buses -- England
             Carriages -- England
             Horses -- England
             Monuments -- England
             Streetcars -- England
             Streets -- England

Place:       England
             London (England)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in city plaza. Active no. 02007 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8839

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea" on envelope.

Topic: Equestrian statues -- United States
Monuments
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in city plaza. Active no. 02008 : stereo interpositive.] 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8840

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Topic: Buildings
Equestrian statues -- United States
Monuments
Street cleaners
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02009 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02009 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8841

Video number 08003

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Bridges -- England
Buildings -- England
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
Towers -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Parliament
Parliament Clock Tower
Westminster Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Westminster Abbey in London. Active no. 02010 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8842

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Names: Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Buildings -- England
Carriages -- England
Horses -- England
Monuments -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd on London Bridge. Active no. 02011 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8843

Video number 08005

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Topic: Bridges -- England
Horses -- England
Rivers -- England
Streetcars -- England

Place: England
London (England)
London Bridge (London, England)
Thames River (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Thames River in London. Active no. 02012 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Killela, J.J.
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8844

Video number 08006

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boats -- England</td>
<td>Bridges -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buildings -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>London (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parliament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parliament Clock Tower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thames River (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westminster Bridge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Small boats on river.] 02013 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Small boats on river.] 02013 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8845

Video number 08007

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boats and boating</td>
<td>Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Resort.] 02014 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Resort.] 02014 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8846
Video number 08008
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Boats and boating
Carriages
Horses
Hotels
Resorts

Place: Red Lion Hotel

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on river.] 02015 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Small boats on river.] 02015 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8847
Video number 08009
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Crews
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[River regatta scene.] 02016 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [River regatta scene.] 02016 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8848

Video number 08010
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Boats and boating
Contests
Rivers
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on river in rural area.] 02017 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Small boats on river in rural area.] 02017 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8849

Video number 08011
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on river in rural setting.] 02018 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Small boats on river in rural setting.] 02018 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8850

Video number 08012
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on river in rural setting.] 02019 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Small boats on river in rural setting.] 02019 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8851

Video number 08013
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers
[Small boats on river in rural setting.] 02020 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Small boats on river in rural setting.] 02020 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8852

Video number 08014
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Boats and boating
       Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn wagon and early automobiles.] 02021 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Horse-drawn wagon and early automobiles.] 02021 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8853

Video number 08015

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Automobiles
       Carriages
       Horses
       Tents
[Market scene.] 02022 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Market scene.] 02022 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8854
Video number 08016
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
Topic: Carriages
     Horses
     Markets
     Tents
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles.] 02023 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Early automobiles.] 02023 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8855
Video number 08017
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
Topic: Automobiles
     Roads
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses.] 02024 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Horses.] 02024 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8856
Video number 08018
[Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
Topic: Dinners and dining
Horses
Tents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle.] 02025 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Castle.] 02025 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8857
Video number 08019
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
Topic: Architecture -- England
Castles -- England
Place: England
Windsor Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle.] 02026 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Castle.] 02026 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8858

Video number 08020
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture -- England
       Castles -- England
Place: England
       Windsor
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men on walkway above boats on river.] 02027 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Two men on walkway above boats on river.] 02027 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8859

Video number 08021
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Boats -- England
       Docks -- England
       Parks -- England
Piers -- England
Rivers -- England
Wharves -- England

Place: England
Windsor

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Racing scull passing under river bridge.] 02028 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Racing scull passing under river bridge.] 02028 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8860

Video number 08022
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Boats -- England
Bridges -- England
Castles -- England
Rivers -- England

Place: England
Windsor

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02029 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02029 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8861
Video number 08023

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Bicycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Street scene.] 02030 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02030 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8862

Video number 08024

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Streets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Street scene.] 02031 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02031 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8863

Video number 08025

"Killelea 2nds" on envelopes.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets
Wagons

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02032: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 02032: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8864
"Killelea 2nds" on envelopes.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

[Monuments
Squares
Streets

Tall monument in London plaza.] [Active no. 02033: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Tall monument in London plaza.] [Active no. 02033: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8865
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
"Killelea 2nds" on envelopes
Place: England  
London (England)  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

[Monument in city plaza.] [Active no. 02034: stereo interpositive]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")." 

Image(s): [Monument in city plaza.] [Active no. 02034: stereo interpositive].  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 8866  

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].  

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelopes.  

Topic: Buildings  
Children  
Monuments  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02035: stereo interpositive]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")." 

Image(s): [Street scene.] [Active no. 02035: stereo interpositive].  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 8867  

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].  

Topic: Carriages and carts  
Horses  
Streets  
Wagons
[Street scene with pedestrians, including children, and streetcar.] Active no. 02036. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7”)

Image(s): [Street scene with pedestrians, including children, and streetcar.] Active no. 02036. Stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8868

Location of scene unclear. Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Children
Streets

cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Scott Memorial in Edinburgh.] [Active no. 02203: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7”).

Image(s): [Scott Memorial in Edinburgh.] [Active no. 02203: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8869

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope

Topic: Buildings
Monuments
Parks
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Lumber boat on river beside castle.] [Active no. 02037: stereo interpositive]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s): [Lumber boat on river beside castle.] [Active no. 02037: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 8870  
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

[Killelea 2nds] on envelope.

Topic: Boats -- England  
Castles -- England  
Lumber industry -- England  
Rivers -- England  
Workmen -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle with crenelated towers. Active no. 02038. Stereoscopic interpositive.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Killela, J.J., Photographer?  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 8871  
"Killelea [sic?] 2nds" on envelope.  
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23]
Series 1: H. C. White glass plates

Topic: Castles -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle.] [Active no. 02039: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Castle.] [Active no. 02039: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8872

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Bridges -- England
Castles -- England
Place: England
Windsor Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] [Active no. 02040: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Children.] [Active no. 02040: stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8873

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Children -- United States
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[O'Connell Monument in Ireland.] [Active no. 02101: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [O'Connell Monument in Ireland.] [Active no. 02101: stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8874

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
Monuments -- Ireland
Sculptures -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place:
Ireland
Nelson Pillar
O'Connell Monument
Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)

[Bridge.] [Active no. 02102: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8875

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
Bridges
Buildings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02103: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8876

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
Buildings
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tower.] [Active no. 02104: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8877

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
Churches -- Ireland
Gardens -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place:
Ireland
Round Tower
[Castle.] [Active no. 02105: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8878

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland  
Castles -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02106: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8879

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Carriages and carts  
Cathedrals  
Horses  
Hotels  
Streets
Place: Rob Roy Hotel
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02107: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8880

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Arches Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] [Active no. 02108: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8881

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings Children
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle.] [Active no. 02201: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8882

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Castles
Fountains
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02202: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8883

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Castles
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02204: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8884

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:

- Cathedrals
- Plazas
- Streets

Genre/

Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle.] [Active no. 02205: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8885

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:

- Castles
- Cathedrals
- Plazas
- cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/

Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle.] [Active no. 02206: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8886

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Castles
Children

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02207: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8887

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02208: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8888

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:

Buildings
Sculpture
Streets

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

[City view and rail lines.] [Active no. 02209 interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8889

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:

Architecture
Buildings
Parks
Railroads

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] [Active no. 02362: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8890

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
Boats and boating
Harbors
Waterscapes

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Gateway arch.] [Active no. 02401: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8891

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic:
Arches
Children
Horses
Markets
Monuments
Sculpture
Wagons

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] [Active no. 02402: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8892

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Horses
Plazas
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue and domed structure.] [Active no. 02403: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8893

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Children
Monuments
Plazas
Sculpture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] [Active no. 02404: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8894
"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Buildings -- Russia
Cannon -- Russia
Cannonballs -- Russia
Towers -- Russia

Place: Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] [Active no. 02405: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8895
Same as RSN 8896 "Killelea 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
[Portrait.] [Active no. 02405: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8896

Same as RSN 8895.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] [Active no. 02406: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8897

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Architecture
Carriages
Gates
Horses
Walls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Structures.] [Active no. 02407: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8898

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Topic:
Architecture
Buildings
Monuments
Towers

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] [Active no. 02408: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8899

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
Boats and boating
Harbors
Ships

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02501: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8900

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Buildings
Carriages
Horses
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02502 Interpositive

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02502 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8901

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Carriages
Carriages and carts
Cathedrals
Horses
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] [Active no. 02503: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8902

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings -- France
Carriages -- France
Horses -- France
Music -- France
Plazas -- France

Place: France
National Academy of Music
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02504: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8903

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Structure.][Active no. 02505: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8904

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Topic:
Monuments
Sculpture

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.][Active no. 02506: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8905

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
Arches
Children
Ruins

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.][Active no. 02507: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8906

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
Arches
Bells
Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets
Towers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City street and buildings.] [Active no. 02508: stereo interpositive.]
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen and boatmen below high bridge over river.] [Active no. 02509: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 8908
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Boats and boating
Bridges
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Fortification beside river.] [Active no. 02510: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8909
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Buildings
Fortification
Parks
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 82

RSN Numbers 8910-8999

Image(s)

[City plaza and sculptures.] [Active no. 02511: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8910
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Carriages and carts
Horses
Monuments
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[City Plaza and memorial arch in Marseilles.] [Active no. 02512: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8911
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Topic: Arches -- France.
Children -- France
Monuments -- France
Streets -- France

Place: France
Marseilles (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] [Active no. 02513: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8912

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Restaurants
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street celebration in Paris.] [Active no. 02514: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8913

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Names: Casino Municipal (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Buildings -- France
Celebrations -- France
Cows -- France
Flags -- France
Plazas -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02515: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8914

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Celebrations
Parades
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] [Active no. 02516: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8915

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Palms
Trees
Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02517: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8916

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Celebrations
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] [Active no. 02518: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8917

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
Topic: Bridges
Buildings
Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02519: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8918

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Celebrations
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail lines and city view.] [Active no. 02520: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8919

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Mountains
Railroads
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 02521: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8920

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] [Active no. 02522: stereo interpositive]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] [Active no. 02522: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8921

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Boats and boating
HARBORS
Mountains
Ships

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Bridge. Active no. 02523: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8922
"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Bridges -- United States
      Buildings -- United States
      Mountains -- United States
      Sculptures -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge.] 02524 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bridge.] 02524 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8923
Video number 08095
"[Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Bridges
      Buildings
      Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue and large city building.] 02601 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Equestrian statue and large city building.] 02601 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8924

Video number 08096
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Horses
Monuments
Plazas
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02602 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02602 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8925

Video number 08097
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Cathedrals
Horses
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02603 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02603 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8926
Video number 08098
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Names: House of Commerce (Monaco)
Topic: Buildings -- France
Streetcars -- France
Streets -- France
Place: France
Monaco
Monaco Bourse

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02604 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02604 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8927
Video number 08099
["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].
Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Carriages
Horses
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in city plaza.] 02605 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Equestrian statue in city plaza.] 02605 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8928

Video number 08100
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Buildings
Carriages and carts
Horses
Monuments
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene. Active no. 02606 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8929
Killelea 2nds on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

**Topic:** Boats and boating  
Bridges  
Harbors  
Ships

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene. Active no. 02607 : stereo interpositive.]  
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Killela, J.J.  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 8930

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

**Topic:** Horses  
Streets  
Wagons

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene. Active no. 02608 : stereo interpositive.]  
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Killela, J.J.  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 8931

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Bicycles
Carriages
Horses
Streets
Towers
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene. Active no. 02609 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Killela, J.J.
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8932
"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Bicycles
Carriages
Horses
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] 02610 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Plaza.] 02610 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8933
Video number 08105

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
       Plazas
       Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue in city plaza.] 02611 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Equestrian statue in city plaza.] 02611 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 8934

Video number 08106

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Carriages and carts
        Children
        Horses
        Monuments
        Plazas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02612 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02612 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8935

Video number 08107

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
- Buildings
- Carriages
- Streets

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02613 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02613 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8936

Video number 08108

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic:
- Carts
- Streets

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02614 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02614 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8937
Video number 08109

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

| Topic:          | Buildings  |
|                | Gardens    |
|                | Parks      |
|                | Streets    |

| Genre/ Form:   | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Tourist family walking in front of city buildings. Active no. 02615 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8938

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

"Killelea [Killela?] 2nds" on envelope.

| Topic:          | Buildings  |
|                | Family     |
|                | Walkways   |

| Genre/ Form:   | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Park.] 02616 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Park.] 02616 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8939
Video number 08111

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Gardens
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge and river in city.] 02617 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bridge and river in city.] 02617 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8940

Video number 08112

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Topic: Bridges
Rivers
Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 02618 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Children.] 02618 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8941
Video number 08113

["Killelea"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Arches
Children
Horses
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02619 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02619 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8942

Video number 08114

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Streets
Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings reflected in body of water. Active no. 02620 : stereo
interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7“).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Killela, J.J.
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8943

"Killela 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Water

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wagon on rural roadway.] 02621 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Wagon on rural roadway.] 02621 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8944

Video number 08116

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killele 2nds"] on envelope

Topic: Lions
Monuments
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 02622 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Roadway.] 02622 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8945
Video number 08117

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wagons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/   | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
| Form:    | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Rural building.] 02623 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Rural building.] 02623 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8946

Video number 08118

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monuments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/   | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
| Form:    | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Figures in front of building. Active no. 02624 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8947
Video number 08119

"Killelea 2nds" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] 02701 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Plaza.] 02701 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8948

Video number 08120

["Killelea 2nds"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Buildings Children Dogs Horses Plazas cable cars (streetcars)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 02702 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 02702 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8949
Video number 08121

Currently stored in box 1.2.21 [23].

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Cathedrals
Docks
Piers
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] 02703 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Plaza.] 02703 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8950

Video number 08122

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Children
Horses
Plazas
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene.] Active no. 02704 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Boat scene.] Active no. 02704 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8951
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
      Buildings
      Water

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] 02705 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Plaza.] 02705 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 8952

Video number 08124

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Carriages and carts
       Cathedrals
       Horses
       Plazas
       Streets
       Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02706 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02706 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 8953

Video number 08125

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Horses
Sculpture
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings, water, and bridge. Active no. 02707 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8954
Same as RSN 8955.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Bridges
Buildings
Water

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings, water, and bridge. Active no. 02707 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8955
Same as RSN 8954.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Bridges
Buildings
Water

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02708 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02708 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8956

Video number 08128
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Arches
Boats and boating
Bridges
Carriages and carts
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02709 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02709 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8957

Video number 08129
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings, water, and bridge. Active no. 02710 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8958
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Buildings
Water

[Bridge and river in city.] 02711 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"")

Image(s): [Bridge and river in city.] 02711 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8959
Video number 08131
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Bridges
Buildings
Children
Rivers
[Street scene.] 02712 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02712 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8960
Video number 08132
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
- Arches
- Children
- Streets
- Towers

[Monument in city plaza.] 02713 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Monument in city plaza.] 02713 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8961
Video number 08133
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
- Children
- Monuments
- Plazas
- Sculpture
[Street scene.] 02713 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02713 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8962
Video number 08134
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
Topic: Cathedrals
Horses
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02715 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02715 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8963
Video number 08135
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
Topic: Buildings
Children
Plazas
Streets
[Plaza.] 02716 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Plaza.] 02716 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8964

Video number 08136
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Cathedrals
Children
Church buildings
Plazas
Toys

[Buildings and water.] Active no. 02717: stereo interpositive
1 Item (3- 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Buildings and water.] Active no. 02717: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8965
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Buildings
Water

[Street scene.] 02718 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02718 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8966
Video number 08138
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Children
      Streets
      Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument in busy city plaza.] 02719 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Tall monument in busy city plaza.] 02719 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8967
Video number 08139
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
      Monuments
      Plazas
      Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02720 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02720 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8968

Video number 08140
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Children
Plazas
Streets
Towers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene.] 02721 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Beach scene.] 02721 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8969

Video number 08141
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Beaches
Buildings
Children
Portraits
Resorts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene.] 02722 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Beach scene.] 02722 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8970
Video number 08142
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Beaches
Buildings
Children
Portraits
Resorts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] 02723 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Restaurant.] 02723 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8971
Video number 08143
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Restaurants
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 02724 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Walkway.] 02724 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8972

Video number 08144
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boardwalks
Buildings
Children
Resorts
Walkways

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] 02725 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Restaurant.] 02725 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8973

Video number 08145
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Children
Resorts
Restaurants
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses.] 02801 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Horses.] 02801 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8974

Video number 08146
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Horses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02802 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02802 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8975

Video number 08147
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02803 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02803 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8976
Video number 08148
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Horses
Streets
Towers
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 02804 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 02804 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8977
Video number 08149
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bicycles.] 02805 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Bicycles.] 02805 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8978
Video number 08150
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Arches
Bicycles
Buildings
Sculpture
Towers

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene. Active no. 02806 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8979
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Children
Streets

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene. Active no. 02807 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8980
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings, Children, Plazas, Pyramids, Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene. Active no. 02808 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8981
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Bicycles, Plazas, Streets, cable cars (streetcars)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

]Monument in busy city plaza.] Active no. 02809 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Monument in busy city plaza. Active no. 02809 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8982

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Markets
Monuments
Plazas
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in city. Active no. 02810 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8983

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Bridges
Buildings
Gardens
Parks
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Small sailboats on river in city.] 02811 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Small sailboats on river in city.] 02811 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8984

Video number 08156

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Bridges
      Rivers
      Sailboats

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02812 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 02812 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8985

Video number 08157

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Sculpture
      Streets
      Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02813 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02813 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8986

Video number 08158
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Bridges
Horses
Streets
Towers
Wagons

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02814 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02814 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8987

Video number 08159
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Celebrations
Decorations
Streets

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02815 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02815 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8988

Video number 08160
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Sculpture
Streets
Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 02816 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 02816 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8989

Video number 08161
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Streets
Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape. Active no. 03005 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8990

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Sculptures -- United States
Valleys -- United States

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 03006 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Architecture.] 03006 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8991

Video number 08173

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Flowers
Hallways
Passageways
Wreaths

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Archway, streetcar and monument in city.] 03007 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Archway, streetcar and monument in city.] 03007 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8992

Video number 08174

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Arches
Buildings
Monuments
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 03008 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 03008 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 8993

Video number 08175

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Flowers
Hallways
Passageways
Sculpture

Wreaths

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
[Architecture.] 0300? Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 8994
Video number 08176
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Sculpture
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 03011 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 03011 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
part of left frame missing.
Local Numbers
RSN 8995
Video number 08177
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Carriages
Horses
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] 03012 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Plaza.] 03012 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 8996

Video number 08178

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:          Birds
               Buildings
               Carriages
               Carriages and carts
               Pigeons
               Plazas
               cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:           Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] 03013 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Plaza.] 03013 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8997

Video number 08179

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:          Arches
               Buggies
               Buildings
               Children
               Horses
               Plazas

Genre/          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:           Stereoscopic photographs
[Monuments in city plaza.] 03014 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Monuments in city plaza.] 03014 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8998

Video number 08180
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Columns
Monuments
Plazas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings and bridge. Active no. 03015 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Bicycles.] 02805 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 8999

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Bridges
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 83

RSN Numbers 2126-2225
Image(s)

[Gondola and gondolier, Venice. Active no. 03016 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2126

Filed behind RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Water

Place: Italy -- Venice
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[High overview of city and wide river.] 03202 interpositive

Image(s): [High overview of city and wide river.] 03202 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2127

Video number 08183
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Minarets
Mosques
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 03203 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 03203 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2128
Video number 08184
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Bridges
Horses
Minarets
Mosques
Streets
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[High overview of city and wide river.] 03204 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [High overview of city and wide river.] 03204 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2129
Video number 08185
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Boats and boating
Portraits
Rivers

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 03301 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 03301 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2130
Video number 08186
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Columns
Ruins

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 03302 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 03302 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2131
Video number 08187
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Columns
Ruins

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Group portrait: children in ethnic costume. Active no. 03303 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2132

Video number 08188

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Children
Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Portraits, Group -- Children Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 03304 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 03304 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2133

Video number 08189

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Roads
Sheep
Shepherds

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 03401 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Garden.] 03401 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2134

Video number 08190

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Buildings
Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mother with two children in front of pyramids in Egypt.] 03402 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Mother with two children in front of pyramids in Egypt.] 03402 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2135

Video number 08191

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Topic: Children -- Egypt
Family -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Tents -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 03403 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 03403 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2136

Video number 08192
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Mosques
Towers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 03404 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 03404 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2137

Video number 08193
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
[Fallen colossal statue lying on ground, with male figures and donkeys.]
Active no. 03405 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Fallen colossal statue lying on ground, with male figures and donkeys.] Active no. 03405 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 2138

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Donkeys
Sculpture, Ancient

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Camels?] Active no. 03406 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Camels?] Active no. 03406 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 02139

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Buildings
Camels
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] Active no. 3407. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Ruins.] Active no. 3407. Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2140

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8]. FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Ruins
Stones

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 03408 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 03408 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2141

Video number 08197

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Horses
Plazas
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Plaza.] 03501 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Plaza.] 03501 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2142
Video number 08198
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
       Plazas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 03201 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 03201 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2143
Video number 08199
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Markets
       Streets
       Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] [Active no. 03502: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2144
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
       Hallways
       Passageways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] [Active no. 03503: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2145
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Arches
       Buildings
       Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] Active no. 03504. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Ruins.] Active no. 03504. Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2146

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8]. FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Fortification
       Ruins
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] [Active no. 03505: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2147

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Arches
       Buildings
       Dogs
       Walkways
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] [Active no. 03506: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2148

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] [Active no. 03507: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2149

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Horses
Mountains -- United States
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruined bridge? Active no. 03508 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2150

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Pottery
Ruins
Water

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river in city.] [Active no. 03613: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2151

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Bridges
Buildings
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture and bridge.] [Active no. 03614: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2152

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Bridges
Children
Monuments
Sculpture

Place: Chavarri

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] [Active no. 03615: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2153

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Children
Streets
Swine
Swine cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Bridge.] [Active no. 03616: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2154

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Bridges
Buildings

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 03617 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 03617 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2155

Video number 08211

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Bridges
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 03618 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 03618 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2156
Video number 08212
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Memorial arch.] 03619 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Memorial arch.] 03619 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2157
Video number 08213
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Arches
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 03620 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 03620 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2158

Video number 08214

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Horses
Sculpture
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 03621 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 03621 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2159

Video number 08215

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Fountain and tall monument in city plaza.] 03701 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Fountain and tall monument in city plaza.] 03701 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2160

Video number 08216
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Buildings
Columns
Fountains
Monuments
Plazas
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river in city.] 03702 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Bridge over river in city.] 03702 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2161

Video number 08217
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Bridges
Rivers
Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 03703 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): [Military.] 03703 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 2162  
Video number 08218  
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.  
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].  

Topic:  
Armed Forces  
Buildings  
Horses  
Parades

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river in city.] 03704 interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): [Bridge over river in city.] 03704 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 2163  
Video number 08219  
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].  
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.  

Topic:  
Bridges  
Rivers
Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses.] 03901 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Horses.] 03901 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2164

Video number 08220
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings Carriages Horses

[Plaza.] 03902 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Plaza.] 03902 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2165

Video number 08221
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Cathedrals Church buildings
Plazas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture.] 03903 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Sculpture.] 03903 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2166
Video number 08222
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Arches
Sculpture
Walls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 03904 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 03904 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2167
Video number 08223
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in city plaza.] 03905 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Monument in city plaza.] 03905 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2168

Video number 08224
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Buildings
     Monuments
     Plazas
     Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave.] 03906 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Cave.] 03906 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2169

Video number 08225
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Caves
Excavations (Archaeology)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 03907 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7”)

Image(s): [Children.] 03907 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2170

Video number 08226

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Children

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 03908 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7”)

Image(s): [Cows.] 03908 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2171

Video number 08227

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Carts
Cows
[Equestrian statue. Active no. 03909 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2172

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic:
Horses
Monuments
Sculpture

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 03910 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 03910 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2173

Video number 08229

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Monuments
Sculpture
Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 03911 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 03911 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2174
Video number 08230
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Harbors
Mountains
Sailboats

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 03912 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Market.] 03912 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2175
Video number 08231
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Cathedrals
Children
Markets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04001 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04001 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2176
Video number 08232
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings Donkeys Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd.] 04002 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Crowd.] 04002 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2177
Video number 08233
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings Crowds
Horses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd.] 04003 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Crowd.] 04003 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2178

Video number 08234

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Crowds

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene.] 04004 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Boat scene.] 04004 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2179

Video number 08235

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
Fortification
Water
[Equestrian statue in plaza in Algiers.] 04005 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Equestrian statue in plaza in Algiers.] 04005 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2180

Video number 08236
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Horses -- Algeria
Monuments -- Algeria
Mosques -- Algeria
Plazas -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canyon.] 04006 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Canyon.] 04006 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2181

Video number 08237
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
Topic: Buildings
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene] 04007 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene] 04007 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2182

Video number 08238

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Palms
Streets
Trees
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Natural bridge over small river] 04008 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Natural bridge over small river] 04008 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2183

Video number 08239

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Bridges
Formations (Geology)
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 04009 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Walkway.] 04009 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2184

Video number 08240

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Parks
Roads
Trees
Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City view and rail lines in Algeria. Active no. 04010 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2185

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
Topic: Bridges -- Algeria
Buildings -- Algeria
Railroads -- Algeria
Roads -- Algeria
Streets -- Algeria
Trains -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04011 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04011 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2186

Video number 08242
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 04012 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 04012 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2187
Video number 08243

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Harbors
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04013 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04013 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2188
Video number 08244

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Arches
       Children
       Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04014 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04014 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2189
Video number 08245
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:  
- Baskets
- Buildings
- Children
- Plazas
- Streets

Genre/ Form:  
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04015 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04015 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2190

Video number 08246

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:  
- Buildings
- Children
- Plazas
- Streets

Genre/ Form:  
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04016 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04016 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2191
Video number 08247

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
       Plazas
       Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 04301 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 04301 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

   RSN 2192

Video number 08248

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
       Portraits

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Full front view of Tal Jahal in India.] 04302 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Full front view of Tal Jahal in India.] 04302 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

   RSN 2193
Video number 08249

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999

Topic: Architecture
Monuments
Tombs

Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over wide river in India.] 04303 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bridge over wide river in India.] 04303 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2194

Video number 08250

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Bridges -- India
Rivers -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 04304 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 04304 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2195

Video number 08251

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04305 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 04305 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2196

Video number 08252

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tomb.] 04306 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Tomb.] 04306 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2197

Video number 08253
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Names: Akbar, Mogul emperor of the 16th century
Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Gates -- India
Tombs -- India
Place: India
Sikandarah
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04307 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 04307 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2198

Video number 08254
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Art -- India
Buildings -- India
Interior architecture -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04308 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** [Architecture.] 04308 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers

RSN 2199

Video number 08255

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

**Topic:** Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India

**Place:** India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over wide river in India.] 04309 interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** [Bridge over wide river in India.] 04309 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2200

Video number 08256

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

**Topic:** Boats -- India
Bridges -- India
Rivers -- India

**Place:** India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Harbor scene.] 04310 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 04310 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2201

Video number 08257
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats -- India
Buildings -- India
Docks -- India
Harbors -- India
Piers -- India
Wharves -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04311 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 04311 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2202

Video number 08258
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Hallways -- India
Interior architecture -- India
Passageways -- India

Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04312 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 04312 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2203

Video number 08259

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Art -- India
Buildings -- India

Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04313 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 04313 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2204

Video number 08260

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- India
- Art -- India
- Buildings -- India
- Interior architecture -- India

**Place:**
- India

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04314 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 04314 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2205

Video number 08261

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- India
- Art -- India
- Buildings -- India
- Plazas -- India

**Place:**
- India

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail lines and entrance in India.] 04315 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Rail lines and entrance in India.] 04315 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 2206
Video number 08262

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8]

**Topic:** Architecture -- India  
Bridges -- India  
Enterances -- India  
Railroads -- India

**Place:** India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 04316 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Roadway.] 04316 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 2207

Video number 08263

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

**Topic:** Carriages -- India  
Roads -- India  
Trees -- India

**Place:** India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04317 Interpositive  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 04317 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.C. White Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2208

Video number 08264

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Art -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interior architecture -- India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place                  | India                  |

| Genre/ Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Architecture.] 04318 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 04318 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2209

Video number 08265

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buildings -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carts -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place                  | India                  |

| Genre/ Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Architecture.] 04319 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
**Image(s):** [Architecture.] 04319 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2210

Video number 08266
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

**Topic:** Architecture -- India
Art -- India
Buildings -- India
Interior architecture -- India

**Place:** India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04320 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
**Image(s):** [Architecture.] 04320 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2211

Video number 08267
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

**Names:** Itmad-ud-daulah -- Tomb

**Topic:** Architecture -- India
Tombs -- India

**Place:** Agra (India)
India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Swimmers on beach beside wide river in India. Active no. 4321 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2212
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Beaches -- India
Bridges -- India
Children -- India
Markets -- India
Rivers -- India
Swimmers -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04322 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): [Architecture.] 04322 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2213

Video number 08269

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
Topic: Architecture -- India
      Lakes -- India
      Religion -- India
      Temples -- India

Place: Amritsar (India)
      India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04323 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 04323 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2214
Video number 08270
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture -- India
      Art -- India
      Columns -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04324 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 04324 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2215
Video number 08271
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildzings -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on crowded river.] 04501 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Small boats on crowded river.] 04501 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2216
Video number 08272
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on crowded river.] 04502 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Small boats on crowded river.] 04502 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2217
Video number 08273
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on crowded river.] 04503 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Small boats on crowded river.] 04503 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2218

Video number 08274
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Boats and boating
Docks
Piers
Rivers
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 04504 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Children.] 04504 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2219

Video number 08275
FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
      Children
      Gates
      Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Exotic architecture and art.] 04505 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Exotic architecture and art.] 04505 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2220

Video number 08276

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Topic: Architecture
      Art
      Masks
      Monuments
      Sculpture
      Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04506 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 04506 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2221

Video number 08277

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04507 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 04507 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2222

Video number 08278

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Gates
Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04508 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04508 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2223

Video number 08279

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Bridges
Buggies
Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04509 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 04509 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 2224

Video number 08280

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 04510 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 04510 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 2225

Video number 08281

FILED BEHIND RSN 8999.

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Harbors
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Box 84

RSN Numbers 9000-9037

Image(s)

[Street scene.] 04511 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 04511 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9000

Video number 08282

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buggies
       Rickshaws
       Streets
       Towers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04512 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 04512 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 9001

Video number 08283

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Baskets
      Horses
      Mountains
      Streets
      Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04701 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04701 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 9002

Video number 08284

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
       Hotels
       Mountains
       Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on river in city.] 04702 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Small boats on river in city.] 04702 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9003

Video number 08285
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Same as RSN 9004.

Topic: Boats and boating
Rickshaws
Rivers
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on river in city.] 04702 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Small boats on river in city.] 04702 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9004

Video number 08286
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Same as RSN 9003.

Topic: Boats and boating
Rickshaws
Rivers
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04703 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04703 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9005

Video number 08287

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Gates
Streets

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04704 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04704 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9006

Video number 08288

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Baskets
Boats and boating
Streets

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 04705 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 04705 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9007
Video number 08289
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Harbors

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 04706 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 04706 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9008

Video number 08290
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 04707 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04707 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9009

Video number 08291
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
       Streets

Page 4830 of 15344
[Architecture.] 04708 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 04708 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9010
Video number 08292
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Water
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 04709 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 04709 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9011
Video number 08293
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
Topic: Donkeys -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Sculptures -- United States
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Street scene.] 04710 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 04710 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9012
Video number 08294
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Rickshaws
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 04711 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 04711 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9013
Video number 08295
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Sculpture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes beside river in mountains.] 05001 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Homes beside river in mountains.] 05001 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9014

Video number 08296
Same as RSN 9015.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Mountains
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes beside river in mountains.] 05001 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Homes beside river in mountains.] 05001 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9015

Video number 08297
Same as RSN 9014.
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Mountains
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Small boats on river in city.] 05002 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Small boats on river in city.] 05002 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9016

Video number 08298
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
Dwellings
Dwellings
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 05003 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Roadway.] 05003 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9017

Video number 08299
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Forests
Roads
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 05004 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 05004 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9018
Video number 08300
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
Topic: Bridges
       Buildings
       Streets
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls in rural setting.] 05005 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Waterfalls in rural setting.] 05005 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9019
Video number 08301
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].
Topic: Bridges
       Rivers
       Walkways
       Waterfalls
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Tower.] 05006 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Tower.] 05006 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 9020

Video number 08302

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Towers
       Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 05007 Interpositive

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Parade.] 05007 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 9021

Video number 08303

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Baskets
       Gardens
       Parks
       Rickshaws

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 05008 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Walkway.] 05008 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 9022
Video number 08304
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

   Topic: Architecture
          Bridges
          Walkways

   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.]d 05009 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Walkway.]d 05009 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 9023
Video number 08305
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

   Topic: Formations (Geology)
          Mountains
          Roads
          Walkways

   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Small bridge over river in rural setting.] 05010 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Small bridge over river in rural setting.] 05010 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9024
Video number 08306
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Bridges
       Rivers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of mountains and city beside river.] 05011 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [View of mountains and city beside river.] 05011 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9025
Video number 08307
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Mountains
       Portraits
       Rivers
       Terraces
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 05012 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 05012 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9026
Video number 08308
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Trees -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Narrow river through residential area in mountains.] 05013 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Narrow river through residential area in mountains.] 05013 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9027
Video number 08309
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Mountains
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 05014 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 05014 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9028
Video number 08310
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Harbors
       Mountains
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Low bridge over river in rural setting.] 05015 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Low bridge over river in rural setting.] 05015 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9029
Video number 08311
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Bridges
       Rivers
       Roads
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.]d 05016 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Roadway.]d 05016 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9030
Video number 08312
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Horses
Roads

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 05101 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 05101 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9031
Video number 08313
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Buildings
Horses
Streets
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 05102 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 05102 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9032

Video number 08314
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Carts
Cows
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on narrow river in city.] 05104 interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Small boats on narrow river in city.] 05104 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9034

Video number 08316

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Boats and boating
Dwellings
Dwellings
Rivers

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 05501 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 05501 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9035

Video number 08317

Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Children
Horses
Streets

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 05502 Interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Walkway] 05502 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9036
Video number 08318
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

Topic:
Parks
Roads
Trees
Walkways

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in front of rustic home. Active no. 05503 stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Killela, J.J.
H.C. White Co., Publisher
English.
Four people stand in front of thatched hut.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9037
Currently stored in box 1.2.22 [8].

"Killela 2nd's" on envelope.

Topic:
Dwellings
Family

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Return to Table of Contents
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

Subseries 2.1: American Stereoscopic Negatives

Box 85  
RSN Numbers 9039-9109

Image(s)

[Couple in home living room.] 3 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 3 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9039

Video number 08321

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10757

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67051

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 4 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 4 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9040

Video number 08322
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10758

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66950

Topic: Couples
         Dwellings
         Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple dining in home.] 5 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple dining in home.] 5 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9041

Video number 08323

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10759

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66968

Topic: Butlers
         Couples
         Dinners and dining
         Domestics
         Dwellings
         Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple dining in home.] 6 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple dining in home.] 6 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9042
Video number 08324
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10760.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66997

Topic: Butlers
Couples
Dinners and dining
Domestics
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home dining room.] 7 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Action in home dining room.] 7 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9043
Video number 08325
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10761.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].
Copy and Version Identification Note

67037

Topic: Butlers
     Couples
     Dinners and dining
     Domestic
     Dwellings
     Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home dining room.] 8 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Action in home dining room.] 8 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9044

Video number 08326
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 10762
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67025

Topic: Butlers
     Couples
     Dinners and dining
     Domestic
     Dwellings
     Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home dining room.] 9 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in home dining room.] 9 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9045

Video number 08327

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10763.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66990

Topic: Butlers
       Couples
       Dinners and dining
       Domestics
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Elegantly dressed couple in room with three other figures on the floor, fighting?] [Active no. 10? Stero photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9046

Video number 08328

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10764.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].
Orig. no. 66918

Topic: Butlers
Couples
Dinners and dining
Domestics
Maids

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 11 1/2 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 11 1/2 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9047

Video number 08329

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10765.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66978

Topic: Butlers
Couples
Dinners and dining
Domestics
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 12 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 12 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9048

Video number 08330
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9049; similar to RSN 10766
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66935

Topic:
Butlers
Couples
Dinners and dining
Domestics
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 12 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 12 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9049

Video number 08331
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9048; similar to RSN 10766
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].
Copy and Version Identification Note

66936

Topic: Butlers
Couples
Dinners and dining
Domestics
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom. No. 13 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9050

Video number 08332

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Similar to RSN 10767. Company acc. no. 67103.

Topic: Bedrooms
Communication in education
Dormitories (rooms)
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 14 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 14 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9051

Video number 08333

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Similar to RSN 10768.

Copy and Version Identification Note
67100

Topic: 
- Bedrooms
- Communication in education
- Dormitories (rooms)
- Universities and colleges

Genre/Form: 
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 15 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 15 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9052

Video number 08334

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Similar to RSN 10769

Copy and Version Identification Note
67097
[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 16 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 16 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9053

Video number 08335

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Similar to RSN 10770

Copy and Version Identification Note
67075

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 17 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 17 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9054

Video number 08336
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].
Similar to RSN 9055 and 10771.

Copy and Version Identification Note
67078

Topic: Bedrooms
     Communication in education
     Dormitories (rooms)
     Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"(5) Approaching footsteps--'Hurry, girls! The Old Cat's coming!' Copyright 1903 by R.Y. Young." 17 1/2 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "(5) Approaching footsteps--'Hurry, girls! The Old Cat's coming!' Copyright 1903 by R.Y. Young." 17 1/2 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9055

Video number 08337
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].
Similar to RSN 9054 and 10771.

Topic: Bedrooms
     Communication in education
     Dormitories (rooms)
     Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 18 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 18 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9056

Video number 08338

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Similar to RSN 10772.

Copy and Version Identification Note
67093

Topic:
Bedrooms
Communication in education
Dormitories (rooms)
Universities and colleges

Genre/
Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 19 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 19 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9057

Video number 08339

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Similar to RSN 10773

Copy and Version Identification Note

67084

Topic: Bedroooms
Communication in education
Dormitories (rooms)
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Graduation.] 20 1/2 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Graduation.] 20 1/2 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9058

Video number 08340

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Similar to RSN 10774.

Topic: Commencement ceremonies
Communication in education
Rites and ceremonies
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 21 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 21 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9059

Video number 08341

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66878

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Bedrooms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dormitories (rooms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Narrative cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 21a photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 21a photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9060

Video number 08342

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66878

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Bedrooms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dormitories (rooms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Narrative cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 22 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 22 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9061

Video number 08343

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66859

Topic:      Bedoons
Dormitories (rooms)
Dwellings

Genre/      Narrative cycles
Form:      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds with intruder in bedroom.] 23 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [College coeds with intruder in bedroom.] 23 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9062

Video number 08344

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66853

Topic:      Bedoons
Dormitories (rooms)
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds with intruder in bedroom.] 24 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [College coeds with intruder in bedroom.] 24 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9063

Video number 08345

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66837

Topic:        Bedrooms
Dormitories (rooms)
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds with intruder in bedroom.] 26 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [College coeds with intruder in bedroom.] 26 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9064

Video number 08346

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66882

Topic: Bedrooms
Dormitories (rooms)
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds with intruder in bedroom.] 27 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [College coeds with intruder in bedroom.] 27 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9065

Video number 08347

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66902

Topic: Bedrooms
Crime
Dormitories (rooms)
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds with policemen and intruder in bedroom. No. 28 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9066

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Company acc. no. 66897.

Topic:
Crime
Dwellings
Police
Wit and humor

Genre/Form:
Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Decorating for the wedding. 29 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): (1) Decorating for the wedding. 29 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9067

Video number 08349

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67244

Topic:
Dwellings
Love
Weddings
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 30 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 30 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9068

Video number 08350
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67237

Topic: Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 31 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 31 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9069

Video number 08351
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].
Copy and Version Identification Note

67367

Topic:  
- Bedrooms
- Dormitories (rooms)
- Dwellings
- Love

Genre/ Form:  
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 32 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 32 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9070

Video number 08352

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67364

Topic:  
- Bedrooms
- Dormitories (rooms)
- Dwellings
- Love

Genre/ Form:  
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 33 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] 33 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9071

Video number 08353
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10775
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67221

Topic: Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 34 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Wedding.] 34 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9072

Video number 08354
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9073; similar to RSN 10776.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67274

Topic: Dwellings
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
"(6) The Wedding March. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young." 34 1/2 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "(6) The Wedding March. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young." 34 1/2 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9073

Video number 08355
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9072; similar to RSN 10776.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67274

Topic: Dwellings
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 35 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Wedding.] 35 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9074

Video number 08356
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67317

Topic: Dwellings
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 36 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Wedding.] 36 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9075

Video number 08357
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67265

Topic: Dwellings
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 37 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Wedding.] 37 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9076

Video number 08358
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67382

Topic: Dwellings
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 38 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Wedding.] 38 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9077

Video number 08359
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67277

Topic: Dwellings
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 39 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Wedding.] 39 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Steroscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9078

Video number 08360

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67271

Topic: Dinners and dining
Dwellings
Love
Religion
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 40 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Wedding.] 40 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Steroscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9079

Video number 08361
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9080.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67278

Topic: Dinners and dining
Dwellings
Love
Religion
Weddings

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 40 1/2 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4'' x 7'')

Image(s): [Wedding.] 40 1/2 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9080

Video number 08362

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9079.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Topic: Dinners and dining
Dwellings
Love
Religion
Weddings

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 41 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Wedding.] 41 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9081

Video number 08363
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9082.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67223

Topic: Dinners and dining
Dwellings
Love
Religion
Weddings

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The wedding breakfast. "The guests toast the bride & she receives their wishes for her happiness. Keystone-Underwood. 41 1/2 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The wedding breakfast. "The guests toast the bride & she receives their wishes for her happiness. Keystone-Underwood. 41 1/2 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9082

Video number 08364
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].
Topic: Dinners and dining
Dwellings
Love
Religion
Weddings

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 42 1/2 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Wedding.] 42 1/2 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9083

Video number 08365
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Topic: Dwellings
Love
Weddings

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 43 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Wedding.] 43 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9084

Video number 08366
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67232

Topic:  Couples  
Dwellings  
Love  
Weddings

Genre/  Narrative cycles  
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 44 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Wedding.] 44 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 9085

Video number 08367

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67310

Topic:  Bedrooms  
Couples  
Dwellings  
Love  
Weddings

Genre/  Narrative cycles  
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 45 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Wedding.] 45 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9086

Video number 08368

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67204

Topic:
Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Weddings

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 46 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Wedding.] 46 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9087

Video number 08369

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67246

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Weddings

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Paintings.] 47 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Paintings.] 47 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9088

Video number 08370
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65762

Topic: Arts
Education
Painting

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant. Active no. 48 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9089
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Company acc. no. 65698.

- **Topic:** Dinners and dining
  Education
  Restaurants

- **Genre/Form:** Narrative cycles
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Four women seated at table in restaurant. Active no. 49 : stereo photonegative.]

2 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”).

**Image(s)**

- Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
- American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
- English.
- Silver gelatin on glass.
- Right view cracked vertically.

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 9090

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Company acc. no. 65696.

- **Topic:** Dinners and dining
  Education
  Restaurants

- **Genre/Form:** Narrative cycles
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Three women standing on chairs in home living room.] 50 photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s):** [Three women standing on chairs in home living room.] 50 photonegative.

- Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
- American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
- English.
- Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9091

Video number 08373

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 10777.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65789

Topic: Dwellings
Mice

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman looking at something on paper while seated at a table.] Active
no.55 : Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Woman looking at something on paper while seated at a table.]
Active no.55 : Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9092

Video number 08374

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].
Company acc. no. 65758.

Topic: Dwellings
Letters in art
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in home bedroom.] 55 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Woman in home bedroom.] 55 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9093

Video number 08375

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65966

Topic: Bedrooms
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in home bedroom.] 55 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Woman in home bedroom.] 55 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9094

Video number 08376

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65972

Topic: Bedrooms
Dwellings
Love
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Three women in home.] 56 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Three women in home.] 56 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9095

Video number 08377

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10778.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67256

Topic: Bedrooms Dwellings Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Three women in home.] 57 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Three women in home.] 57 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9096

Video number 08378

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 9097 and 10779.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67307

Topic: Bedrooms
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"(b) Curiosity Punished. Copyright 1903 by R.Y. Young." 57 1/2
Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "(b) Curiosity Punished. Copyright 1903 by R.Y. Young." 57 1/2
Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9097

Video number 08379

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9096 and 10779.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66767

Topic: Bedrooms
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

He rules the roost. 58 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): He rules the roost. 58 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9098

Video number 08380
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94564

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Family
Infants
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family in dramatic home bedroom scene.] 60 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family in dramatic home bedroom scene.] 60 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9099

Video number 08381
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].
Similar to RSN 10780.

Copy and Version Identification Note
66765
[Family in dramatic home bedroom scene.] 61 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family in dramatic home bedroom scene.] 61 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9100

Video number 08382
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65860

"Moderation! Molly, be aisy!' Copyright 1903 by R.Y. Young." 62 1/2
Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Moderation! Molly, be aisy!" Copyright 1903 by R.Y. Young," 62
1/2 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9101
Video number 08383
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10781.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Topic:      Bedrooms
           Couples
           Dwellings
           Love

Genre/     Narrative cycles
Form:      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] 63 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home.] 63 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9102
Video number 08384
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66006

Topic:      Alcoholism
           Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 64 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 64 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9103

Video number 08385
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65896

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 65 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 65 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9104
Video number 08386

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66667

Topic: Alcoholism
       Bedrooms
       Couples
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                         -- Glass
                         Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple kissing in home living room.] 66 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room.] 66 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9105

Video number 08387

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65948

Topic: Couples
       Dwellings
       Kissing
       Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                         -- Glass
                         Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple kissing in home living room.] 67 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room.] 67 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left third of left frame missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9106

Video number 08388
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65947
Topic:
Couples
Dwellings
Kissing
Love

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[1 Item (5” x 8”)]
Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room.] 68 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9107

Video number 08389
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66152
Topic:
Couples
Dwellings
Kissing
Love

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man does laundry while woman, wearing plaid cycling costume, prepares to go out riding on her bicycle. Active no. 70 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

An example of a stereograph which pokes fun at the domestic upheavals caused by the ascent of the "New Woman." This emancipated woman is preparing to ride her bicycle after giving instructions on laundry and child-rearing to her confused husband, wearing an apron. The fact that this interior is part of a stage set can be seen readily at the top of the plate, which would have been cropped out for the final stereograph prints. A
baby is in a cradle and two girls are playing on the floor. Cf. stereograph by Kilburn, 1897, Cat. No. 0060.St.Laundry.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Most of right half of right view missing or cropped, edge broken.

Local Numbers
RSN 9109

AC0143-0009109 (AC Scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Company acc. no. 66772.

Topic:
Bicycles -- 1880-1920
Bloomer costume -- 1890-1900
Children
Dwellings
Interior architecture -- Victorian.
Laundry
Wit and humor -- 1890-1900
Women's rights -- 1890-1900 -- United States

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 86
RSN Numbers 9110-9160, Cards AS 1-AS 97

Image(s)

[Woman seated on bicycle, man repairing her bicycle. Active no. 71 : Photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9110

Video number 08392

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].
Copy and Version Identification Note

66821

Topic: Bicycles
Children
Dwellings
Laundry
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family in dramatic home setting.] 72 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family in dramatic home setting.] 72 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9111

Video number 08393

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66671

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family
Infants
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 73 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 73 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9112

Video number 08394
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66588

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"We'll do that rat or die." 79 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "We'll do that rat or die." 79 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9113

Video number 08395
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66615

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Mice

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family in dramatic home setting.] 82 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family in dramatic home setting.] 82 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Frames separated at center.

Local Numbers
RSN 9114

Video number 08396

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66107

Topic: Dwellings
Family
Love
Stoves

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family in dramatic home accident setting.] 83 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family in dramatic home accident setting.] 83 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Frames separated at center.
Local Numbers
RSN 9115

Video number 08397

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66113

Topic: Dwellings
  Family
  Love
  Stoves

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Taking in a difficult reef. Copyright 1903 by R.Y. Young. 88 1/2
Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Taking in a difficult reef. Copyright 1903 by R.Y. Young. 88 1/2
Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9116

Video number 08398

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66113

Topic: Bedrooms
  Couples
  Dwellings
  Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(a) Mr. Jones is out. [Active no. 84 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
   1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Evidently part of a "French maid" series. The husband is found kissing the maid by the wife.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9117

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10785.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Company acc. no. 66618.

Topic:  Couples
        Domestics
        Dwellings
        Kissing
        Love
        Maids
        Wit and humor

Genre/  Narrative cycles
Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in home living room.] 85 photonegative
   1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family group in home living room.] 85 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9118

Video number 08400

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66625

Topic: Couples
Domestics
Dwellings
Love
Maids

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 86 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 86 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9119

Video number 08401

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10786

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65901

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family in dramatic home cultural setting.] 87 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family in dramatic home cultural setting.] 87 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9120

Video number 08402

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65953

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman reclining on sofa.] [Active no. 90 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9121

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Company acc. no. 66016.

Topic: Dwellings
Fur garments
Love
Musical instruments
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child on home sofa.] 90 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Child on home sofa.] 90 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9122

Video number 08404
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66016

Topic: Dwellings
Fur garments
Love
Reading

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Love's acceptance. Copyright by R.Y. Young. 91 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Love's acceptance. Copyright by R.Y. Young. 91 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9123

Video number 08405
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65990

Topic: Couples
   Dwellings
   Kissing
   Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple kissing in home living room.] 91 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room.] 91 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 9124

Video number 08406

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65994

Topic: Couples
   Dwellings
   Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in home living room.] 92 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Man in home living room.] 92 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9125

Video number 08407

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66003

Topic: Alcoholism
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple kissing in home living room.] 93 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room.] 93 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9126

Video number 08408

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66066

Topic: Alcoholism
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Couple kissing in home living room.] 94 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room.] 94 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9127

Video number 08409
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66717

Topic: Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman playing the piano while a man stands next to her.] [Active no. 95 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9128

Video number 08410
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66044

Topic: Dwellings
Love
Musical instruments
Piano

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman seated looking toward piano, man standing looking toward piano.]
Active no. 96 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Woman seated looking toward piano, man standing looking toward piano.] Active no. 96 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9129

Video number 08411

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65051

Topic: Dwellings
Love
Musical instruments
Piano

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple kissing in home living room.] 97 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room.] 97 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9130
Video number 08412

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.1 [62].

Copy and Version Identification Note

65689

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Kissing
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple and mother-in-law in home living room.] 98 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple and mother-in-law in home living room.] 98 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9131

Video number 08413

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple kissing in home living room.] 99 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room.] 99 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9132

Video number 08414

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66145

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Kissing
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple and mother-in-law in home living room.] 100 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple and mother-in-law in home living room.] 100 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9133

Video number 08415

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66137

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman with piano. Caption 101: stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9134

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Company acc. no. 66178.

Topic: Couples
Love
Musical instruments -- 1890-1920
Piano

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The harmony (?) of married life. (Words without songs.) 102 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The harmony (?) of married life. (Words without songs.) 102 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9135

Video number 08417

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].
Copy and Version Identification Note

67183

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The harmony (?) of married life. (Words without songs.) 102 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The harmony (?) of married life. (Words without songs.) 102 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9136

Video number 08418

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note

65193

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman seated and reading a magazine, man standing and doing the washing.] Active no. 106 : Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Woman seated and reading a magazine, man standing and doing the washing.] Active no. 106 : Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Half of right frame missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9137

Video number 08419

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65749

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Laundries
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Woman with up raised broom advancing toward man in doorway. ] Active no.109 : Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [ Woman with up raised broom advancing toward man in doorway. ] Active no.109 : Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9138

Video number 08420

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66039

Topic: Alcoholism
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 110 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 110 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9139

Video number 08421

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65905

Topic:
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple on outside steps of home.] 113 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple on outside steps of home.] 113 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9140

Video number 08422

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].
Copy and Version Identification Note

65910

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bliss. 118 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Bliss. 118 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9141

Video number 08423
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note

23023

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Damaged beyond use.] Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

[NG] scratched in emulsion.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9142

Video number 08424

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Action in home living room.] 119 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 119 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9143

Video number 08425

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65904

Topic: Couples
Dogs
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Narrative cycles
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

"I caught sister this time." 120 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): "I caught sister this time." 120 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9144

Video number 08426

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10789

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88496

Topic: Children
Couples
Dwellings
Infants
Infants
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman in hammock with guitar.] No. 123. [stereoscopic photonegative]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Man and woman in hammock with guitar.] No. 123. [stereoscopic photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9145

VDF 08427

AC0143-0009145 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70]. Orig. no. 65908.

Topic: Couples
Guitars
Hammocks
Love
Musical instruments -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 124 photonegative 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 124 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9146

Video number 08428

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note

65746

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 127 photonegative 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 127 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9147

Video number 08429

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].
Copy and Version Identification Note
63688

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic couple.] No. 128 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Romantic couple.] No. 128 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9148

Video number 08430
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65961

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Accident in home living room.] 129 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Accident in home living room.] 129 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9149
Video number 08431

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65955

Topic: Accidents
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Man and child in home.] 130 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Man and child in home.] 130 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9150

Video number 08432

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65769

Topic: Children's furniture
Cribs (Children's furniture)
Dwellings
Infants

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The last in bed puts out the light. '01 R.Y. Young" 131 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "The last in bed puts out the light. '01 R.Y. Young" 131 Photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9151
Video number 08433
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10790.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66739

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 132 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 132 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9152
Video number 08434
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 1079
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].
Copy and Version Identification Note
66549

Topic: Bedrooms  Couples  Dwellings  Love  Mice

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple scaling wall outside home.] 135 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple scaling wall outside home.] 135 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9153

Video number 08435

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66125

Topic: Couples  Dwellings  Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple scaling wall outside home.] 136 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple scaling wall outside home.] 136 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Gouges in emulsion of left frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 9154

Video number 08436

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66130

Topic: Accidents
       Couples
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in home living room.] 137 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Man in home living room.] 137 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9155

Video number 08437

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65806

Topic: Dwellings
       Fur garments
       Love
       Photographers
       Tigers

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in home living room.] 138 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Woman in home living room.] 138 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9156

Video number 08438

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65809

Topic: Dwellings
Fur garments
Love
Photographers
Tigers

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion.] 139 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Religion.] 139 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9157

Video number 08439

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].
Copy and Version Identification Note
62383

Topic: Art
Bibles
Monks
Painting
Religion

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion.] 140 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Religion.] 140 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9158

Video number 08440

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
62693

Topic: Art
Bottles
Monks
Painting
Religion

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

How Biddy served the tomatoes undressed. '03 R.Y. Young. [Active no. 141 : stereo photonegative.], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): How Biddy served the tomatoes undressed. '03 R.Y. Young.
[Active no. 141 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Silvering at top and edges, with fingerprints.

Local Numbers
RSN 9159

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10793.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Company acc. no. 66596

Names: O'Hara, Bridget

Topic: Comic, The
Couples
Dinners and dining
Domestics
Dwellings
Maids
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home dining room.] 142 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in home dining room.] 142 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9160

Video number 08442

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10794.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66581

Topic: Couples
      Dinners and dining
      Dwellings
      Love
      Mice

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Box 87

RSN Numbers 9161-9212, Cards AS 98-AS 173

Image(s)

[Foot bath in home.] 143 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Foot bath in home.] 143 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9161

Video number 08443

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note

65780

Topic: Alcoholism
      Couples
      Dwellings
      Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs
[Family group in home living room.] 144 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family group in home living room.] 144 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9162

Video number 08444
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65882

Topic: Couples
Dinners and dining
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in dramatic home setting.] 145 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family group in dramatic home setting.] 145 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9163

Video number 08445
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65888

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dwellings
Family
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman sitting together near water.] Active no.146: Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Man and woman sitting together near water.] Active no.146: Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9164

Video number 08446
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65684

Topic:
Boats and boating
Couples
Fishing
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(b) "Oh, nonsense, don't stretch it so." 147 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): (b) "Oh, nonsense, don't stretch it so." 147 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9165

Video number 08447

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65842

Topic: Boats and boating
Couples
Fishing
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 148 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 148 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9166

Video number 08448

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65727

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Couple in home bedroom. No. 149 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9167

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Company acc. no. 67532.

Topic:
Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings

Genre/
Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in bed in home.] 150 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Man in bed in home.] 150 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Half of right frame missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9168

Video number 08450
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66078

Topic:
Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in bed in home.] 151 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Man in bed in home.] 151 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9169

Video number 08451

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66052

Topic:
Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Several figures onstage.] [Active no. 152? Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Shaky image quality.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9170

Video number 08452

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10795.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Orig. no. 66818.

Topic: Arts
   Ballet
   Dance
   Drama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Art.] 153 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Art.] 153 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9171

Video number 08453

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10796.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66814

Topic: Art
   Ballet
   Dance
   Musical instruments
   Piano
   Violin

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in bed in home.] 155 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Woman in bed in home.] 155 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9172

Video number 08454

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65736

Topic:  Bedrooms
       Dwellings
       Fur garments
       Love

Genre/ Form:  Narrative cycles
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Amidst the beauties of springtime--dwarf cherry trees at Omuro Gosho temple, Kyoto, Japan. Copyright by U&U. [Active no. 157 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9173

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Orig. no. 73217
One of the bridges in the old garden of Hikone, Japan. 159 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): One of the bridges in the old garden of Hikone, Japan. 159 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9174

Video number 08456

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72683

Garden at Okubo, Japan, all ablaze with scarlet and red Azaleas. Copyright 1904 by the American Stereoscopic Co. 161 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Garden at Okubo, Japan, all ablaze with scarlet and red Azaleas. 
Copyright 1904 by the American Stereoscopic Co. 161 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating along left edge.
Local Numbers
RSN 9175
Video number 08457
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10797
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].
Copy and Version Identification Note
75114
Topic: Gardens -- Japan
Parasols -- Japan
Umbrellas -- Japan
Place: Japan
Okubo (Japan)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Asama Yama, one of the notable mountain peaks of Japan. 162 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Asama Yama, one of the notable mountain peaks of Japan. 162 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9176
Video number 08458
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72999

Topic: Bridges -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan
Rivers -- Japan
Place: Asama Yama (Japan)
Japan
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three rickshaws on roadway in Japan.] 162 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Three rickshaws on roadway in Japan.] 162 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9177

Video number 08459

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72641

Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
Homes -- Japan
Rickshaws -- Japan
Trees -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beauties of the garden of Hikone, Japan. 163 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Beauties of the garden of Hikone, Japan. 163 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9178

Video number 08460
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
73338

Topic:
Gardens -- Japan
Rivers -- Japan
Trees -- Japan
Walkways -- Japan

Place:
Hikone (Japan)
Japan

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in home.] 165 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Woman in home.] 165 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9179

Video number 08461
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].
Copy and Version Identification Note
65941
[Woman in home.] 166 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Woman in home.] 166 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9180

Video number 08462

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65715

[Dog in home.] 168 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gossip. "With every sip a reputation dies." 168 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9181

Video number 08463
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Similar to RSN 10798.

Copy and Version Identification Note

66758

Topic: Communication in education
Dinners and dining
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in bed in home.] 171 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Man in bed in home.] 171 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9182

Video number 08464

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note

65778

Topic: Bedrooms
Dwellings
Sewing

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] 172 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Couple in home.] 172 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9183

Video number 08465

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66031

Topic: Alcoholism
   Couples
   Dwellings
   Love

Genre/Form:
   Narrative cycles
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Posed narrative.] No. 173 : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Posed narrative.] No. 173 : stereoscopic photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9184

Video number 08466

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66691

Topic: Couples
   Domestics
Dwellings
Love
Maids
Piano

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family with small boat on river in rural setting.] 173 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Family with small boat on river in rural setting.] 173 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9185

Video number 08467
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].
Company catalog card included.

Copy and Version Identification Note
65799

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family picnic beside river in rural setting.] 175 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Family picnic beside river in rural setting.] 175 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9186

Video number 08468
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65673

Topic: Children
Picnicking
Rivers
Swimming

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman sitting in man's lap in a tree swing. Active no.176 : Photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9187

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Company acc. no. 66024.

Topic: Couples
Gardens
Love
Swings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Home in Blackville--Family Cares. [Active no. 177 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
African American man and woman with four children.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9188

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Similar to RSN 10799.

Company acc. no. 22944.

Topic:  
Children
Dwellings
Family
Portraits, Group -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:  
African Americans

A Family in Darktown. Copyright 1897 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 180 : stereo photonegative,], 1897
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A Family in Darktown. Copyright 1897 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 180 : stereo photonegative,] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9189

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Similar to RSN 10800.

Company acc. no. 22945.

Topic:  
Children
Dwellings
Family
Portraits, Group -- 1860-1900

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:  
African Americans
[Child and dog in home.] 187 1/2 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Child and dog in home.] 187 1/2 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9190

Video number 08472
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in home living room.] 191 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children in home living room.] 191 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9191

Video number 08473
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66346

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Teaching Kitty to take the bottle. 191 1/2 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Teaching Kitty to take the bottle. 191 1/2 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9192

Video number 08474

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Topic: Cats Children Dwellings Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Gathering Daisies. Copyright 1897 by R.Y. Young. 194 1/2 [Stereo photonegative,], 1897
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Gathering Daisies. Copyright 1897 by R.Y. Young. 194 1/2 [Stereo photonegative,] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9193

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Topic: Buggies Children Flowers
Infants
Infants

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A living picture. 195 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9194

Video number 08476

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10801.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66556

Topic: Children
Flowers
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A living picture. 195 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A living picture. 195 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9195

Video number 08477
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76644

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Flowers</th>
<th>Portraits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Children. Active no. 196 : Stereo photonegative.,] 1894

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Children. Active no. 196 : Stereo photonegative.] 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Clarke, Edw., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9196

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Orig. no. 6553.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Barns</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Cows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Happy Days on the Farm. Copyright 1894 by Edw. Clarke. [Active no. 196-1/2 : stereo photonegative.,] 1894

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Clarke, Edw., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9197

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

   Topic:     Barns
             Children
             Cows

   Genre/    Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Form:     -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in home living room.] 199 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children in home living room.] 199 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9198

Video number 08480

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66466

   Topic:     Children
             Dwellings
             Dwellings

   Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Form:     -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

In the Daisy Field. Copyright 1898 by R.Y. Young. 204 Photonegative, 1898
Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the Daisy Field. Copyright 1898 by R.Y. Young. 204 Photonegative 1898
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating slightly along horizontal borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 9199

Video number 08481

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10802.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24619

Topic: Children
Fields
Flowers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 206 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 206 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9200

Video number 08482

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].
Copy and Version Identification Note
35829

Topic: Children
Forests
Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child and dog in farm home.] 209 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child and dog in farm home.] 209 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9201

Video number 08483
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66318

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Painting
Swine
Swine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A Hurried Toilet. Copyright 1896 by Edw. Clarke. 210
Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Clarke, Edw., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating along horizontal borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 9202

Video number 08484

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24723

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Bathrooms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Children and dog in front of home.] 213 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Children and dog in front of home.] 213 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating very seriously along horizontal borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 9203

Video number 08485

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24704

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Children and dog in front of home.] 213 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Children and dog in front of home.] 213 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
[Children.] 215 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 215 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9204

Video number 08486
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66472

Topic: Bathrooms
Children
Dolls
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tired of play. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 218 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tired of play. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 218 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9205

Video number 08487
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].
Copy and Version Identification Note
66428

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dogs
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boy and girl sitting together on a raised platform outdoors; younger boy sitting near them on the ground.] Active no.223 : Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boy and girl sitting together on a raised platform outdoors; younger boy sitting near them on the ground.] Active no.223 : Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9206

Video number 08488

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66465

Topic: Children
Gardens
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Little Mothers. Copyright 1985 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 224 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Little Mothers. Copyright 1985 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 224 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling from cancelled image.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9207
Video number 08489
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].
Copy and Version Identification Note
63938
Topic: Children
Dogs
Dolls
Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child on bed in home.] 227 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child on bed in home.] 227 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9208
Video number 08490
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Page 4947 of 15344
Copy and Version Identification Note
66350

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 228 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 228 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9209

Video number 08491
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66199

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Musical instruments
Piano

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Very young couple in costumes in home living room.] 229 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Very young couple in costumes in home living room.] 229 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
The soldier’s return. 230 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The soldier’s return. 230 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

The soldier’s return. 230 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The soldier’s return. 230 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Two children in home living room.] 231 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9212

Video number 08494

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.2 [70].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66409

Topic:
Children
Dwellings

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 88

RSN Numbers 9213-9285, Cards AS 174-AS 231

Image(s)

She gets the penny and he gets the kiss. [Active no. 232 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Little boy kissing little girl in home interior.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9213

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Company acc. no. 66342.

Topic:
Children
Dwellings
Kissing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Good-bye, my love, good-bye. [Active no. 233 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9214

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Company acc. no. 66295.

Topic:
Children
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 234 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 234 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9215

Video number 08497

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66455
| Topic: | Children  
Children's furniture  
Cribs (Children's furniture)  
Dolls  
Dwellings  
Toys |
|---|---|
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs |

"Don't increase the dose till I call again." No. 235 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Don't increase the dose till I call again." No. 235 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9216

Video number 08498

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66382

| Topic: | Children  
Dwellings  
Physicians -- 1890-1920 |
|---|---|
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs |

The dancing lesson. 236 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The dancing lesson. 236 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9217
Video number 08499

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Similar to RSN 10804.

Copy and Version Identification Note

66384

Topic: Children
Dance
Dwellings
Games
International education

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Children's tea party. 237 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Children's tea party. 237 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9218

Video number 08500

AC0143-0009218 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Topic: Children
Dinners and dining
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Just like grand ma. 238 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Just like grand ma. 238 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9219

Video number 08501

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66454

Topic:
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mother and two children in home living room.] 230 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mother and two children in home living room.] 230 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9220

Video number 08502

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66284

Topic:
Children
Dinners and dining
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
 -- Glass
 Stereoscopic photographs

"This little pig went to market." 240 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "This little pig went to market." 240 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9221

Video number 08503

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66311

Topic: Bedrooms
 Children
 Dolls
 Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
 -- Glass
 Stereoscopic photographs

[Two boys and dog in home living room.] 241 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Two boys and dog in home living room.] 241 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9222

Video number 08504

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].
Copy and Version Identification Note
66272

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Child on bed.] 242 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child on bed.] 242 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9223

Video number 08505
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10805.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66230

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dwellings
Religion
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Child and dog in home living room.] 243 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child and dog in home living room.] 243 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9224

Video number 08506
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10806.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66212

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dogs
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A meeting of the Board of Education. Active no. 244 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A meeting of the Board of Education. Active no. 244 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Man spanking a little boy with a paddle, in a living room interior set.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Silver gelatin on glass.
Third of right image missing (broken off).

Local Numbers
RSN 9225
AC0143-0009225 (AC Scan No.)
Company catalog card included. 66167, company accession number?

Topic: Children
Corporal punishment
Interior architecture -- Victorian.
Punishment
Spanking
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Child and dog in home living room.] 245 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Child and dog in home living room.] 245 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9226

Video number 08508
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66184

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children playing in home setting.] 246 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children playing in home setting.] 246 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9227

Video number 08509
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].
The battle of the pillows. 247 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The battle of the pillows. 247 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9228

Video number 08510
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

[Child and cat in home living room.] 248 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Child and cat in home living room.] 248 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left frame glass has hole.
Local Numbers
RSN 9229

Video number 08511

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22741

Topic: Cats
Children
Dwellings
Laundries
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child and dog on bed.] 249 photonegative
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Child and dog on bed.] 249 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9230

Video number 08512

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10807.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66222

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dogs
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Child and dog on bed.] 250 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child and dog on bed.] 250 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9231
Video number 08513
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66221

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dogs
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two young girls in bed.] 251 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Two young girls in bed.] 251 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9232
Video number 08514
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66323

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dwellings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Make-believe wedding.] 252 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Make-believe wedding.] 252 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9233

Video number 08515
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66164

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Games
Weddings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child in home living room.] 253 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Child in home living room.] 253 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9234

Video number 08516
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].
Copy and Version Identification Note
66171

Topic: Art
Children
Dwellings
Painting

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Now I Lay Me." Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 254 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Now I Lay Me." Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 254
photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9235

Video number 08517

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Similar to RSN 10808

Copy and Version Identification Note
24675

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family
Religion
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Playmates. 256 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Playmates. 256 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9236

Video number 08518

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66461

Topic: Children
Dogs
Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child in home living room.] 257 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child in home living room.] 257 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 9237

Video number 08519

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66336

Topic: Candy
"My, but these Chocolates is dood!" Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 257 1/2 Photonegative, 1900
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "My, but these Chocolates is dood!" Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 257 1/2 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9238

Video number 08520

Company catalog card included.

Frames separated.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Topic: Candy
Children
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Damaged beyond use.] 258 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Damaged beyond use.] 258 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated beyond use.

Local Numbers
RSN 9239

Video number 08521
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67391

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 258a Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 258a Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9240

Video number 08522

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66356

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Musical instruments
Orchestra
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The child's prayer song negative. 259 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The child's prayer song negative. 259 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9241

Video number 08523

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9242 and 10809.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66340

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dwellings
Religion
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Child praying in home bedroom.] 259 photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Child praying in home bedroom.] 259 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9242

Video number 08524

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9241 and 10809.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66340

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dwellings
Religion
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marching as to war. 260 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Marching as to war. 260 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9243

Video number 08525
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66301

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Musical instruments
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child in home living room.] 261 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child in home living room.] 261 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9244

Video number 08526
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66200
Wreck of the "Daily News." 262 photonegative  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): Wreck of the "Daily News." 262 photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 9245  
Video number 08527  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
66194  

[Two children and dog on floor in home living room.] 263 photonegative  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): [Two children and dog on floor in home living room.] 263 photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 9246  
Video number 08528
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66376

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Dogs</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ready for Spain. 264 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ready for Spain. 264 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right third missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9247

Video number 08529
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Musical instruments</th>
<th>Orchestras</th>
<th>Toys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Genre/Form:     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives | -- Glass |

A fascinating trio. 265 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A fascinating trio. 265 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9248

Video number 08530

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30526

Topic: Calves
Children
Cows

Genre/ 
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

It's naughty but it's nice. 266 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): It's naughty but it's nice. 266 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9249

Video number 08531

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66531

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Kissing

Genre/ 
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dancing around the daisy pole. [Active no. 267 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9250

Video number 08532

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Orig. no. 66510.

Topic: Children
Dance
Flowers
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Mother, I have looked everywhere for my pencil." 269 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Mother, I have looked everywhere for my pencil." 269 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9251

Video number 08533

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66526

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family
The youthful artist. [Active no. 270 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Interior view.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9252

Video number 08534

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Company acc. no. 62197.

Topic:
Art
Children
Dwellings
Family
Games
Interior architecture -- 1900-1910
Toys

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Devotions. 272 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Devotions. 272 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9253

Video number 08535

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66468

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family
Piano
Religion
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sleeping child in bed.] 273 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Sleeping child in bed.] 273 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9254

Video number 08536

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9255 and 10810.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67394

Topic: Bedrooms
Cats
Children
Dwellings
Religion
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sleeping child in bed.] 273 1/2 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Sleeping child in bed.] 273 1/2 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9255

Video number 08537

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9254 and 10810.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Topic: Bedrooms
Cats
Children
Dwellings
Religion
prayers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) On Monday I wash my dollie's clothes. [Active no. 275 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9256

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10812.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Company acc. no. 67169.

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Laundries
Toys

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(2) On Tuesday smoothly press 'em. [Active no. 276 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9257

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10813.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Company acc. no. 67154.

Topic:
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Laundries
Toys

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(3) On Wednesday I mend their little hose. [Active no. 277 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9258

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10814.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Company acc. no. 67149.

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Laundries
Toys

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(4) On Thursday neatly dress 'em. [Active no. 278 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9259
AC0143-0009259 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10815.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Company acc. no. 67133.

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(5) On Friday I play they are all taken ill. [Active no. 279 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9260

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10816.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Company acc. no. 67127.

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(6) On Saturday cook for mother. [Active no. 280 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9261
AC0143-0009261 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10817.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Company acc. no. 67139.

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(7) But when Sunday comes I say, "Lie still, I'm going to church with brother." [Active no. 281 : black-and white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9262

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10818.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Company acc. no. 67113.

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] [Active no. 288 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9263

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].
Company acc. no. 53584.

Topic:  
Armed Forces  
Birds  
Eagles  
Mascots  
Soldiers

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military] 293 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military] 293 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 9264

Video number 08546

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
23071

Topic:  
Armed Forces  
Horses  
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

On the drill grounds, Camp Tampa. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 298 : stereo photonegative.], 1901  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): On the drill grounds, Camp Tampa. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 298 : stereo photonegative.] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Young, R.Y., Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9265

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 59632.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Florida
       Drill and minor tactics -- Florida
       Military -- Florida
       Soldiers -- Florida
       Training -- Florida

Place: Camp Tampa (Florida)
       Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 298 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 298 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9266

Video number 08548
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52082

Topic: Buildings
       Sculpture
       Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 299 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 299 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9267

Video number 08549

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53605

Topic: Armed Forces
Barbering
Shaving
Soldiers
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 303 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 303 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9268

Video number 08550

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53579

Topic: Armed Forces
Dinners and dining
Mess
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 304 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 304 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9269

Video number 08551

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53604

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wash Day in Camp Black, N.Y. Copyright 1898 by R.Y. Young. 308
Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Wash Day in Camp Black, N.Y. Copyright 1898 by R.Y. Young. 308 Photonegative 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9270

Video number 08552
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10820.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note

22663

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Military -- New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soldiers -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tents -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Camp Black (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"O be swift my soul to answer him, Be jubilant my feet, Our God is marching on." 311 Photonegative

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "O be swift my soul to answer him, Be jubilant my feet, Our God is marching on." 311 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling left frame upper right.

Local Numbers

RSN 9271

Video number 08553

Company catalog card included.

Battle Hymn of Republic song negative.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note

53560

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soldiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stereoscopic photographs

Colored Troops preparing to start for Santiago. Copyright 1898 by R.Y. Young. 313 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Colored Troops preparing to start for Santiago. Copyright 1898 by R.Y. Young. 313 Photonegative 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9272

Video number 08554

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 10822.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note

23018

Topic: African Americans
      Armed Forces
      Docks
      Piers
      Rifles
      Ships
      Soldiers -- 1890-1900

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 321 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 321 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 9273

Video number 08555

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
54290

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Boats and boating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterscapes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form              | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                        | -- Glass          |
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Side view of large ship with guns.] 327 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Side view of large ship with guns.] 327 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9274

Video number 08556

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Company catalog card included.

Copy and Version Identification Note
53998

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Guns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Bridge.] 333 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Bridge.] 333 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9275

Video number 08557

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
54050

Topic: Bridges
    Sailors
    Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors.] 335 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Sailors.] 335 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9276

Video number 08558

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
54448

Topic: Dogs
    Guns
    Mascots
Sailors
Ships
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mascots of the battleship "Texas" and 13-inch gun. 336 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mascots of the battleship "Texas" and 13-inch gun. 336 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9277

Video number 08559

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
54262

Topic:
Cats
Dogs
Guns
Mascots
Sailors
Ships

Place:
Texas (battleship)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 338 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ships.] 338 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9278
Video number 08560

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note

54152

Topic: Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A las victimas del Maine. El Club J. Brunozayas." [on marker] [Active No. 341 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
45687

RSN 9279

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Topic: Armed Forces
Cemeteries
Sepulchral monuments -- 1890-1920

Place: Brunozayas
Maine (Battleship)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses.] 343 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Horses.] 343 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9280

Video number 08562

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46180

Topic: Baskets
Donkeys
Horses
Tents

Place: Oriente

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 349 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 349 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9281

Video number 08563

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47480

Topic: Art
Cemeteries
Crosses
Ruins
Sepulchral monuments
Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Landing of U.S. troops--Cienfuegos, Cuba. 1899. R.Y. Young. 350 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9282

Video number 08564

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
45762

Topic: Carts -- Cuba
Horses -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Plazas -- Cuba
Wagons -- Cuba

Place: Cienfuegos (Cuba)
Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A typical scene in Spanish camp, Cienfuegos Cuba. 1899. R.Y.Y. 353 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A typical scene in Spanish camp, Cienfuegos Cuba. 1899. R.Y.Y. 353 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9283

Video number 08565

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46069

Topic: Camps -- Cuba
       Military -- Cuba

Place: Cienfuegos (Cuba)
       Cuba
       Spain

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 361 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 361 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating upper left.

Water marks.

Local Numbers
RSN 9284

Video number 08566

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
45870

Topic: Boats and boating
       Children
       Water

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bedroom] 366 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9285

Video number 08567
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.3 [78].

Copy and Version Identification Note
45513

Topic: Bedrooms
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 89
RSN Numbers 9287-9358

Image(s)

[Portrait of large family group outdoors.] 368 Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait of large family group outdoors.] 368 Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9287

Video number 08569
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
Copy and Version Identification Note
45723

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Streetcar.] 370 Photonegative
1 Item (5\" x 8\")
Image(s): [Streetcar.] 370 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9288

Video number 08570

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
45717

Topic: Donkeys
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Soldiers posing beside river.] 371 photonegative
1 Item (5\" x 8\")
Image(s): [Soldiers posing beside river.] 371 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9289

Video number 08571
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
45639

Topic: Armed Forces
Laundries
Portraits
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] 374 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Plaza.] 374 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9290

Video number 08572

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46777

Topic: Buildings
Horses
Plazas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 377 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 377 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9291

Video number 08573
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46842

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers
Training

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 378 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 378 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9292

Video number 08574
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46921

Topic: Armed Forces
Damages
Fortification
Lighthouses
War

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 381 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 381 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9293

Video number 08575
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46843

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

San Juan from the Bay, Porto Rico. [Active no. 383 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
High view of ship.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9294

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Company acc. no. 47023.

Topic: Boats -- Puerto Rico
Harbors -- Puerto Rico
Ships -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
San Juan (P.R.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fort (El Morro?) with men in uniform and dog, Puerto Rico. Active no. 386 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s): [Fort (El Morro?) with men in uniform and dog, Puerto Rico. Active no. 386 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Emulsion deteriorating along left edge.

Local Numbers
RSN 9295

Company catalog card included; company accession no., 46786.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Topic:
Castles -- Puerto Rico
Dogs -- Puerto Rico
Flags -- Puerto Rico
Fortification -- 1900-1910 -- Puerto Rico
Military -- Puerto Rico

Place:
Morro Castle (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The Pavillion, the Plaza, Ponce, Porto Rico. [Active no. 390 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9296

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Company acc. no. 46743.
Street scene. 391 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Street scene. 391 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9297

Video number 08579

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46718

Topic: Carriages and carts
Cows
Horses
Streets
Wagons

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bridge over wide river in city. 399 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bridge over wide river in city. 399 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9298

Video number 08580
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
48370

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

View of the Quay near Bridge of Spain, Manila, Philippines. '99 RY. 400 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): View of the Quay near Bridge of Spain, Manila, Philippines. '99 RY. 400 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating along right edge.

Local Numbers
RSN 9299

Video number 08581

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
49100

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Buildings -- Philippines
Docks -- Philippines
Laborers -- Philippines
Piers -- Philippines
Streets -- Philippines
Wharves -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 401 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 401 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9300

Video number 08582

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
48721

Topic: Blue collar workers
Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Place: Rosario

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Military.] 403 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 403 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9301

Video number 08583

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
Copy and Version Identification Note

48468

Topic:  Armed Forces  
       Camps  
       Rifles  
       Soldiers  
       Tents  

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Form:  -- Glass  
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over wide river.] 404 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Bridge over wide river.] 404 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9302

Video number 08584

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note

46874

Topic:  Boats and boating  
       Bridges  
       Rivers  

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Form:  -- Glass  
       Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Cathedral, Porto Rico. [Active no. 405 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Gothic-style cathedral with quadripartite vaulting, double columns, etc.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled, but silvering and emulsion losses around edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 9303

Company catalog card included. Associated number (company accession?), 49279. "603" scratched in emulsion in two locations.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Topic:
Architecture, Gothic -- Puerto Rico
Cathedrals -- Puerto Rico
Interior architecture

Place:
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Four children pose in front of rustic home.] 406 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Four children pose in front of rustic home.] 406 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9304

Video number 08586

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
49353

Topic:
Children
Dwellings
Family
Portraits

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 407 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 407 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9305

Video number 08587
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
49013

Topic: Armed Forces
Cannonballs
Military supplies
Stockpiles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Scene on the Pasig River, Manila, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by
R.Y. Young. 408 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Scene on the Pasig River, Manila, Philippine Islands. Copyright
1899 by R.Y. Young. 408 photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9306

Video number 08588
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
49319
Topic: Rivers -- Philippines
    Sailboats -- Philippines
    Ships -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
    Pasig River (Luzon, Philippines)
    Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman seated in home.] 409 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Woman seated in home.] 409 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9307

Video number 08589

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
49064

Topic: Dwellings
    Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 410 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 410 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9308

Video number 08590
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note

48347

Topic: Carriages and carts
Horses
Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Families beside small river in residential area.] 411 photonegative
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Families beside small river in residential area.] 411 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9309

Video number 08591

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note

49177

Topic: Boats and boating
Children
Dwellings
Family
Portraits
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Modern Krupp gun, defense of old Manila. Copyright 1899. 412
Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Modern Krupp gun, defense of old Manila. Copyright 1899. 412 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9310

Video number 08592

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note

49079

Names: Krupp (gun manufacturer)

Topic: Artillery -- Philippines
Cannon -- Philippines
Fortification -- Philippines
Guns -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 413 Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military.] 413 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9311

Video number 08593

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
Gatling guns trained on the Filipinos, near Manila. 1899. 416
Photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Gatling guns trained on the Filipinos, near Manila. 1899. 416
Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9312

Video number 08594

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Admiral Dewey's Launch, captured from the Spanish Admiral, Manila Bay.
Copyright 1899 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 418 : stereo photonegative],
1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Admiral Dewey's Launch, captured from the Spanish Admiral, Manila Bay. Copyright 1899 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 418 : stereo photonegative] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Transparent (film--nitrate?) cover stuck to emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 9313

Company catalog card included. Company accession no., 24732. Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic: Bays -- Philippines
       Boats -- Philippines
       Harbors -- Philippines
       Spanish-American War, 1898
       War -- Philippines

Place: Manila Bay
       Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A village scene, Philippine Is. 421 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A village scene, Philippine Is. 421 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9314

Video number 08596

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
48729
Ready for the enemy, our brave volunteers on the fighting line, outside Manila. 422 Photonegative, 1899

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Ready for the enemy, our brave volunteers on the fighting line, outside Manila. 422 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9315

Video number 08597

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note

49108

[ Military: soldiers reading newspapers. ] Active no. 425 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military: soldiers reading newspapers.] Active no. 425 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9316

Video number 08598

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Company acc. no. 49453.

Topic: Armed Forces
      Newspapers
      Reading
      Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 427 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 427 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9317

Video number 08599

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note

49378

Topic: Armed Forces
      War
      War casualties
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 428 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 428 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9318
Video number 08600
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
48986

Topic: Armed Forces
Physicians
Tents
War
War casualties

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings.] 429 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Buildings.] 429 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9319
Video number 08601
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
Copy and Version Identification Note

49192

Topic: Buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

State Dept--Wash. D.C. [Active no. 434 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9320

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Names: United States. Department of State
Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

State Dept--Wash. D.C. [Active no. 434 : black-and-white photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9321

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Company acc. no. 107405.
Names: United States. Department of State

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laughter--Cadets from West Point, Dewey Celebration, New York. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [Active no. 436 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9322

Company catalog card included. Company accession no., 22382.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
United States Military Academy

Topic: Celebrations -- New York
Military -- New York
Parades -- New York

Place: New York
West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Brilliant illumination in Madison Square--Dewey Arch at night--New York. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. Active no. 440; 20431 (company number) : stereo photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Brilliant illumination in Madison Square--Dewey Arch at night--New York. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. Active no. 440; 20431 (company number) : stereo photonegative, 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9323

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic: Arches
Celebrations
Dewey Arch (New York, N.Y.)
Night photography -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1900
advertising -- 1890-1900

Place: Madison Square, New York (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of U.S. Capitol from street level.] 441 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Side view of U.S. Capitol from street level.] 441 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9324

Video number 08606
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Buggies -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 443 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 443 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9325

Video number 08607

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
37960

Topic: Arches
Armed Forces
Celebrations
Parades

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of Brookly Bridge with boats in foreground.] 446 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Low view of Brookly Bridge with boats in foreground.] 446 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9326

Video number 08608
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Same as RSN 10827.

Copy and Version Identification Note

37957

Topic: Boats -- New York
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Docks -- New York
Piers -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Ships -- New York
Wharves -- New York

Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long high view of Brooklyn Bridge with surrounding city areas.] 447 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Long high view of Brooklyn Bridge with surrounding city areas.] 447 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9327

Video number 08609

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Similar to RSN 10828.

Copy and Version Identification Note

70179

Topic: Boats -- New York
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Portraits -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Ships -- New York

Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Brooklyn Bridge from World Bldg. 447 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Brooklyn Bridge from World Bldg. 447 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 9328

Video number 08610

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Topic: Boats -- New York
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Portraits -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Ships -- New York

Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bicycle Parade, Central Park, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [Active no. 452 : stereo photonegative], 1895
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Bicycle Parade, Central Park, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [Active no. 452 : stereo photonegative], 1895.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9329

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Company catalog card included.

Company acc. no. 22384.

| Topic: | Bicycles -- New York  
|        | Parades -- New York  
|        | Parks -- New York    |
| Place: | Central Park (New York, N.Y.)  
|        | New York (N.Y.)      |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives  
|                | -- Glass  
|                | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Street scene.] 455 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 455 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 9330

Video number 08612

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76125

| Topic: | Buildings  
|        | Streets  
|        | cable cars (streetcars) |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
|                | -- Glass  
|                | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Street scene.] 456 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 456 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9331

Video number 08613
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20987

Topic: Celebrations
Horses
Markets
Streets
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9332

Video number 08614
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9333.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
Company acc. no. 55311.

Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York
Plazas -- New York
Towers -- New York

Place: Madison Square Garden (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

172. "Madison Square Garden" N.Y. [Active no. 457 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9333
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9332.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Company acc. no. 55311.

Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York
Plazas -- New York
Towers -- New York

Place: Madison Square Garden (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[City street scene with business storefronts.] Active no. 458 : NON-stereo photonegative
1 Item (7" x 5").

Image(s): [City street scene with business storefronts.] Active no. 458 : NON-stereo photonegative.
Image(s): [City street scene with business storefronts.] Active no. 458: NON-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Obviously a copy negative, not original. Business signs visible include "Soudan" (possibly a theater marquee?), "Pianos", and "Tony Pastor's". Masked with tape. Above the primary image is another, the bottom portion of a city street view taken from a high angle. "AS" number visible at right edge of image, near tape.
Formerly stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
Silver gelatin on glass.
Masking tape on base side.
Local Numbers
   AC0143-0009334 (AC Scan No.)
   RSN 9334
Company catalog card included.

   Topic: Architecture
          Buildings
   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Side view of high bridge over wide river.] 459 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Side view of high bridge over wide river.] 459 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 9335
Video number 08617
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
Frames in separate envelopes.
Copy and Version Identification Note
   20666
Topic: Bridges
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of high bridge over wide river.] 449 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Side view of high bridge over wide river.] 449 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9336

Video number 08618

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note
55899

Topic: Bridges
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"140. Castle Garden N.Y." [Historical caption on small envelope in back of
drawer.] Active no. 461 : stereo photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "140. Castle Garden N.Y." [Historical caption on small envelope
in back of drawer.] Active no. 461 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9337

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86]. Company acc. no. 55748.

Names: Castle Garden (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Harbors -- New York
      Sailboats -- New York
      Statue of Liberty (New York, N.Y.)
      Waterscapes -- New York
      statues -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 463 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 463 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9338

Video number 08620

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
37661

Topic: Buildings
      Parks
      Streets
      cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

No.] 62. Elevated R.R., 110th St., N.Y. Caption No. 64 : stereoscopic photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9339

Video number 08621

Company catalog card included.

55413.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Emulsion peeling along edges.

Topic:
- Buggies -- New York
- Horses -- New York
- Railroads -- New York
- Streets -- New York

Place:
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain.] 466 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fountain.] 466 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9340

Video number 08622

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
37062

Topic:
- Boats -- New York
Fountains -- New York
Lakes -- New York
Parks -- New York
Sculptures -- New York

Place: Bethesda Fountain (Central Park, New York, N.Y.)
       Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

386. Bethesda Fountain, Cent. Park, N.Y. 467 Photonegative
     2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): 386. Bethesda Fountain, Cent. Park, N.Y. 467 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 9341

Video number 08623

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   55666

Topic: Fountains -- New York
       Parks -- New York
       Sculptures -- New York

Place: Bethesda Fountain (Central Park, New York, N.Y.)
       Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Happy childhood hours--May Day scene in Central Park. 468 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Happy childhood hours--May Day scene in Central Park. 468 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9342

Video number 08624
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
37436

Topic: Children -- New York
       Parks -- New York
       Recreation -- New York

Place: Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Tennis; group outdoors.] 471 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Tennis; group outdoors.] 471 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating severely.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9343

Video number 08625
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
Frames in separate envelopes.
Copy and Version Identification Note

24734

Topic: Parks
Recreation
Sports -- 1920-1930
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

358. Hippopotamus feeding, Cent. Park, N.Y. [Active no. 473 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9344

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Company acc. no. 55649.

Topic: Hippopotamus
Parks -- New York (N.Y.)
Zoos -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Train engine #999 on streetcar tracks beside building.] Active no. 473 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): [Train engine #999 on streetcar tracks beside building.] Active no. 473 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
AC0143-0009345.tif (AC scan number)

RSN 9345

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! PHOTONEGATIVE IN FILE BOX!

Company accession no. (?): 20763.

Topic: Engines
      Railroads
      Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

363. Putting baby hippo to bed, Cent. Park, N.Y. [Active no. 475 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9346

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Company acc. no. 55459.

Topic: Hippopotamus
       Parks -- New York (N.Y.)
       Zoos -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

304. Sea Lions,' Cent. Park, N.Y. [on negative]. [Active no. 476 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Many sea lions cavorting in caged pond with spectators watching through fences.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
VDF 158659

AC0143-0009347.tif (AC scan number)
RSN 9347

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
Company catalog card included

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! PHOTONEGATIVE IN FILE BOX!
Company accession no. (?), 55607.

Topic:
- Parks -- New York (N.Y.)
- Sea lions
- Zoo animals
- Zoos -- New York (N.Y.)

Place:
- Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
- New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Elevated R.R., Chatham Square, New York City. [Active no. 477 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9348

Video number 08628
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
NOTE! VIDEO NUMBERS 08629-08632 ARE BLANK!

Company acc. no. 55541.

Topic: Carts -- New York
      Horses -- New York (N.Y.)
      Railroads -- New York
      Trains -- New York

Place: Chatham Square (New York, N.Y.)
      New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Curving double-track elevated railway with harbor in background.] Active no. 478 : stereo photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8".)

Image(s): [Curving double-track elevated railway with harbor in background.] Active no. 478 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left frame split in half vertically.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0009349.tif (AC scan number)

VDF 158661
RSN 9349
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
Company catalog card included.

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! PHOTONEGATIVE IN FILE BOX!
Company accession no. (?), 37234.

Topic: Harbors
      Portraits
      Railroads
      Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Mixed crowd in open park area with city buildings beyond.] Active no. 479 : photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mixed crowd in open park area with city buildings beyond.]
Active no. 479 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0009350.tif (AC scan number)
VDF 185507
RSN 9350

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86]. Company accession no.(?), 27376.

NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! PHOTONEGATIVE IN FILE BOX!

Topic: Crowds -- 1890-1920
Parks
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 480 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 480 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9351

Video number 08633
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
37521

Topic: Buildings
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 482 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 482 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9352
Video number 08634
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
37614

Topic: Buildings
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Middle Falls--Portage. 486 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Middle Falls--Portage. 486 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Some emulsion losses along edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 9353
Video number 08635
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 10830.

Copy and Version Identification Note

36046

Topic: Forests
       Formations (Geology)
       Rivers
       Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Branches?] 487 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Branches?] 487 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9354

Video number 08636

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35773

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

[Snow scene.] 491 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Snow scene.] 491 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9355
Video number 08637

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note

36245

Topic: 
  Horses
  Sleighs
  Snow

Genre/Form: 
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow scene.] 493 Photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Snow scene.] 493 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9356

Video number 08638

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note

20171

Topic: 
  Snow -- New York
  Trees -- New York.

Place: 
  New York
  Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: 
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow scene.] 494 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Snow scene.] 494 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9357

Video number 08639
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

Copy and Version Identification Note
36028

Topic: Snow
Trees
Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Niagara at Prospect Point." Active no. 1153? or 496? Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): "Niagara at Prospect Point." Active no. 1153? or 496? Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9358

Company catalog card included. Company accession no. 55547.
Currently stored in box 2.1.4 [86].

NOTE: RSN 9359 UNUSED!

Topic: Tourists -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 90  
RSN Numbers 9359-9435

Image(s)

[Front view of Niagara Falls.] 498 interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Front view of Niagara Falls.] 498 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9359

Video number 10103

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88], moved from [94].

Filed after RSN 10833

Topic: Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Falls from Prospect Point, Niagara, U.S.A. 499 Photonegative  
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 9360

Video number 08641

Company catalog card included

Copy and Version Identification Note
36444

Topic: Waterfalls
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection

NMAH.AC.0143

Page 5038 of 15344

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of Niagara Falls.] 499 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Side view of Niagara Falls.] 499 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9361

Video number 08642

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94], moved from [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
36453

Topic:
Tourists -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place:
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Side view of Niagara Falls.] 499 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Side view of Niagara Falls.] 499 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion slightly cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 9362

Video number 08643

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Topic:
Tourists -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

1136. "Horseshoe Fall" Niagara. 499 photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)

Image(s): 1136. "Horseshoe Fall" Niagara. 499 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9363

Video number 08644
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].
Frames in separate envelopes

Copy and Version Identification Note
55323

Topic: Waterfalls
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1160. American Rapids, Niagara. 500 photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)

Image(s): 1160. American Rapids, Niagara. 500 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9364

Video number 08645
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].
Similar to RSN 9365 and 10834; frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note

55757

Topic: Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1160. American Rapids, Niagara. 500 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): 1160. American Rapids, Niagara. 500 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9365

Video number 08646

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Similar to RSN 9364 and 10834.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Low view of Niagara River rapids and bridge.] 501 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Low view of Niagara River rapids and bridge.] 501 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
[Low view of Niagara River rapids and bridge.] 501 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Low view of Niagara River rapids and bridge.] 501 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9367

Video number 08648

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35968

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Railroads -- New York
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Trains -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York

[Low view of Niagara River rapids and bridge.] 501 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Low view of Niagara River rapids and bridge.] 501 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9367

Video number 08648

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35968

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Railroads -- New York
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Trains -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Calverley placing his chair on the cable, 200 feet above the Whirlpool Rapids, Niagara, U.S.A, [Active no. 504 : stereo photonegative.]
2 items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9368

Video number 08649

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Company acc. no. 20547.

Names: Calverley, Clifford

Topic:
Aerialists -- New York
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Stunts -- New York
Tightrope walking

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Whirlpool Rapids

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Limited Express" Central Park. 505 photonegative
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Limited Express" Central Park. 505 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9369
Video number 08650

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30814

Topic:  
Parks -- New York
Tourists -- New York
Toys -- New York
Trains -- New York

Place:  
Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Miniature train in New York City's Central Park.] 505 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Miniature train in New York City's Central Park.] 505 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9370

Video number 08651

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30815

Topic:  
Children -- New York
Parks -- New York
Tourists -- New York
Toys -- New York
Trains -- New York

Place:  
Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Niagara Falls. Caption no. 507 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9371

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Company acc. no. 35821.

Topic:
Bridges
Snow
Waterfalls

Place:
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway in snow beside river.] 509 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Railway in snow beside river.] 509 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9372

Video number 08653

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35691

Topic:
Bridges
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Rivers
Snow

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow scene.] 512 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Snow scene.] 512 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9373

Video number 08654

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
36171

Topic: Couples
Snow
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low close-up view of Niagara Falls in winter.] 514 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Low close-up view of Niagara Falls in winter.] 514 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9374

Video number 08655

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

36287

Topic: Ice -- New York
      Snow -- New York
      Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow scene.] 515 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Snow scene.] 515 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9375

Video number 08656

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

36229

Topic: Couples
       Snow
       Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Ponce Inst. 516 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ponce Inst. 516 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9376

Video number 08657

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
54913

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
Buildings -- Florida
Fountains -- Florida
Gardens -- Florida

Place: Florida
Ponce Institute
Ponce de Leon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Jacob's Ladder, Mt. Washington, N.H. 522 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Jacob's Ladder, Mt. Washington, N.H. 522 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9377

Video number 08658

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10837

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22679

Topic: Bridges -- New Hampshire.
Mountains -- New Hampshire
Railroads -- New Hampshire
trestles

Place: Mt. Washington (New Hampshire)
New Hampshire

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 524 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 524 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9378

Video number 08659

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
32429

Topic: Buildings
Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 525 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 525 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9379

Video number 08660
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

32428

Topic: Buildings
   Carriages and carts
   Horses
   Streets
   Wagons
   cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory interior.] 528 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of factory interior.] 528 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 9380

Video number 08661

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

32430

Topic: Factories
   Interior architecture
   Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 529 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 529 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9381

Video number 08662

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
32425

Topic: Buildings
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the loveliest grounds in America, Soldiers' Home, Dayton, Ohio. [Active
no. 538 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Transparent cover stuck to emulsion at center.

Local Numbers
RSN 9382

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Company acc. no. 24763.

Topic: Gardens -- Ohio
Military -- Ohio
Rivers -- Ohio
Trees -- Ohio
A wharf [?] moon. Active no. 543 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A wharf [?] moon. Active no. 543 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9383

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 54958.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

[Agriculture.] 547 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 547 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9384

Video number 08665

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].
Copy and Version Identification Note

54836

Topic: Agriculture
Fields
Pineapple

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic home among trees.] 548 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rustic home among trees.] 548 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9385

Video number 08666

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10839

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

54847

Topic: Dwellings
Huts
Palms
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 549 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Trees.] 549 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9386

Video number 08667

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10840.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

33002

Topic: Coconut
         Palms
         Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                   -- Glass
                   Stereoscopic photographs

A Bunch of Florida Oranges, U.S.A. 550 Photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9387

Video number 08668

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Topic: Fruit -- 1890-1920 -- Florida
         Oranges -- Florida
         Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                   -- Glass
                   Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 553 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 553 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9388

Video number 08669

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Topic:
Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Fields

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] [Active no. 554 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9389

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Company catalog card included.

Company acc. no. 33087.

Topic:
Trees -- Louisiana

Place:
New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene. Active no. 555 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Dock workers rolling a barrel.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9390

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Company acc. no. 33115.

Topic:

Barrels -- Louisiana
Docks -- Louisiana
Docks -- Louisiana
Laborers -- Louisiana
Piers -- Louisiana
Ships -- Louisiana

Place:

New Orleans (La.)

Genre/

Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Alligators.] Active no. 556 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Alligators.] Active no. 556 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9391

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 54974. Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Topic:

Alligators
Beaches
Palms
Trees

Genre/

Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dogs on sofa chair.] 557 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Dogs on sofa chair.] 557 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9392

Video number 08673

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66442

Topic: Dogs
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[View down street with pedestrians and horse-drawn vehicles.] 560
Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [View down street with pedestrians and horse-drawn vehicles.] 560 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9393

Video number 08674

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108827
Topic: Buildings -- Illinois  
Horses -- Illinois  
Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.  
Wagons  

Place: Chicago (Ill.)  
Illinois  
Jackson Street (Chicago, Illinois)  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

"Scene in Washington Park, Chicago, U.S.A." 564 Photonegative, 1904  
2 pieces (5" x 7")  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 9394  

Video number 08675  
Company catalog card included.  
Frames in separate envelopes.  
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].  

Topic: Parks -- Illinois  
Sculptures -- Illinois  

Place: Chicago (Ill.)  
Illinois  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Garden.] 565 Photonegative  
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): [Garden.] 565 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 9395
Video number 08676

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

76715

Topic: Blue collar workers
   Gardens
   Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Balancing Rock.] 566 Photonegative, 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Balancing Rock.] 566 Photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9396

Video number 08677

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

40743

Topic: Formations (Geology)
   Rocks

Place: Balancing Rock (Garden of the Gods, Colorado)
       Colorado

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Manitou, showing Pike's Peak, Colorado." 1900. 567 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Manitou, showing Pike's Peak, Colorado." 1900. 567 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9397

Video number 08678

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

40614

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Manitou
Pike's Peak

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Manitou, showing Pike's Peak, Colorado." 1900. 567 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Manitou, showing Pike's Peak, Colorado." 1900. 567 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing, emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 9398

Video number 08679

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].
Copy and Version Identification Note

40614

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
      Villages -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
      Manitou
      Pike's Peak

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of trees; mountains in background.] 568 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Close-up of trees; mountains in background.] 568 Photonegative
1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9399

Video number 08680

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

40736

Topic: Children -- Colorado
      Donkeys -- Colorado
      Mountains -- Colorado
      Trees -- Colorado
      Villages -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
      Cripple Creek (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in mountains.] 569 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Rail line in mountains.] 569 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9400

Video number 08681
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40600

Topic:
Mountains
Railroads

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 571 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 571 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9401

Video number 08682
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40741

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Tourists

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pike's Peak through the Gateway, Garden of the Gods, Colorado.
Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 573 1/2 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Pike's Peak through the Gateway, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 573 1/2 Photonegative 1901
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9402

Video number 08683

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)
Pike's Peak

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Evergreen Lake, Colorado, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 574
Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Evergreen Lake, Colorado, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 574 Photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9403

Video number 08684
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
23050

Topic: Lakes -- Colorado
Recreation -- Colorado
Swings -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Evergreen Lake (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lone rider in Grand Canyon.] 578 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Lone rider in Grand Canyon.] 578 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9404

Video number 08685

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41199

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Cowboys -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of top of Grand Canyon.] 579 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9405

Video number 08686

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41600

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon.] 580 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9406

Video number 08687

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41867

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Arizona  
Place: Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon.] 581 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9407

Video number 08688
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41440

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Arizona
Place: Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon.] 582 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9408

Video number 08689
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

41696

Topic: Canyons
   Formations (Geology)
   Mountains -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
   Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon.] 584 Photonegative
   1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon.] 584 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 9409

Video number 08690

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

61763

Topic: Canyons
   Formations (Geology)
   Mountains -- Arizona
   Rivers -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
   Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon.] 585 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon.] 585 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9410

Video number 08691
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41776

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in mountains.] 586 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River in mountains.] 586 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9411

Video number 08692
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41837

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Horses
Mountains
Rivers
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic homes.] 587 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Rustic homes.] 587 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9412

Video number 08693

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22672

Topic: Dwellings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of Yosemite Valley with cabin in foreground.] 588 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Long view of Yosemite Valley with cabin in foreground.] 588 photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9413

Video number 08694
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52955

Topic: Canyons -- California
Dwellings -- California
Formations (Geology) -- California
Homes -- California
Mountains -- California
Valleys -- California

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and trail in forested mountains. Active no. 589 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9414

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Orig. no. 42417.

Topic: Forests
Horses
Mountains
Paths
Rivers
Trails

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nevada Falls (700 ft.) Yosemite. 590 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Nevada Falls (700 ft.) Yosemite. 590 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9415

Video number 08696
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
42278

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Nevada Falls (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nevada Falls (700 ft.) Yosemite. 590 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Nevada Falls (700 ft.) Yosemite. 590 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9416

Video number 08697
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
42100

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Washington Column, Yosemite, California, U.S.A. 593 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Washington Column, Yosemite, California, U.S.A. 593 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9417

Video number 08698
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22670

Topic: Bridges -- California
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Rivers -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Washington Column
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 594 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 594 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9418

Video number 08699

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43057

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Room for another, Yos. Val, Cal. Copyright 1896 Edw. Clarke 595
Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Room for another, Yos. Val, Cal. Copyright 1896 Edw. Clarke 595
Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Clarke, Edw., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9419

Video number 08700

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
42675
Topic: Children -- California
Donkeys -- California
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 596 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 596 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9420

Video number 08701

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
42763

Topic: Forests
Formations (Geology)
Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls and river rapids in mountains.] 597 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterfalls and river rapids in mountains.] 597 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9421

Video number 08702
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

41458

Topic: Canyons
    Mountains
    Rapids
    Rivers
    Rocks
    Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Our Party, Pasadena, California, U.S.A. 600 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Our Party, Pasadena, California, U.S.A. 600 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Transparent cover stuck to emulsion at center.

Local Numbers
RSN 9422

Video number 08703

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24736

Topic: Mountains -- California
       Tourists -- California
       Trees -- California
       Valleys -- California

Place: California
       Pasadena (California)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                         -- Glass
                         Stereoscopic photographs
[Roadway through base of huge tree.] 601 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Roadway through base of huge tree.] 601 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering to glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9423

Video number 08704

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43072

Topic: Roads -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Mariposa Grove
Wawona

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wawona, as we drove through Mariposa Grove, California, U.S.A.
Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [Active no. 601 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Wawona, as we drove through Mariposa Grove, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [Active no. 601 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9424
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

**Topic:** Horses -- California  
Roads -- California  
Trees -- California  
Wagons -- California

**Place:** California  
Mariposa Grove  
Wawona

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Picking oranges, Southern California, U.S.A. 602 1/2 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Picking oranges, Southern California, U.S.A. 602 1/2 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Glass cracked left frame upper right.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 9425

**Video number** 08706

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94], moved from [127].

**Topic:** Agriculture -- California  
Fruit -- California  
Laborers -- California  
Oranges -- California  
Orchards -- California

**Place:** California

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 603 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 603 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9426

Video number 08707
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].
Copy and Version Identification Note
42568

Topic: Buggies
     Horses
     Roads
     Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 604 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 604 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9427

Video number 08708
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].
Copy and Version Identification Note
42960

Topic: Buggies
     Horses
     Roads
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn carts and homes.] 606 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Horse-drawn carts and homes.] 606 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9428

Video number 08709

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39489

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Horses
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nature colossal temple, the "Cathedral," Yos. Cal. 606 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight flaw in emulsion left frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 9429

Video number 08710
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42549

Topic: Carts -- California
Formations (Geology) -- California
Horses -- California
Mountains -- California
Rivers -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls and river in mountains.] 608 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterfalls and river in mountains.] 608 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight flaw in emulsion right frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 9430

Video number 08711

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42180

Topic: Mountains
Rivers
Valleys
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Climbing the dangerous trail to Glacier Point, Yosemite, Cal., U.S.A.
Copyright 1902 by R.Y. Young. 609 1/2 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Climbing the dangerous trail to Glacier Point, Yosemite, Cal., U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by R.Y. Young. 609 1/2 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9431

Video number 08712

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Topic: Donkeys -- California
Formations (Geology) -- California
Paths -- California
Tourists -- California
Trails -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 612 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 612 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9432

Video number 08713

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].
Copy and Version Identification Note
42303

Topic: Carriages and carts
Formations (Geology)
Horses
Mountains
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lodge and lake below falls in Yosemite.] 613 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Lodge and lake below falls in Yosemite.] 613 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9433

Video number 08714

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
42114

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Rivers -- California
Trees -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

South Dome and Clouds' Rest from Glacier Rock, Yosemite. 614 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): South Dome and Clouds' Rest from Glacier Rock, Yosemite. 614 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9434

Video number 08715

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41979

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Tourists -- California

Place: California
Glacier Rock (Yosemite National Park, California)
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 616 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 616 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9435

Video number 08716

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.5 [94].

Copy and Version Identification Note
42470
Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 91
RSN Numbers 9436-9525

Image(s)

[Front view of falls in Yosemite.] 617 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Front view of falls in Yosemite.] 617 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9436

Video number 08717

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42490

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of falls in Yosemite.] 617 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Front view of falls in Yosemite.] 617 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 9437

Video number 08718

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

43027

Topic: Formations (Geology)

Parks -- California

Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California

Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 618 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 618 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9438

Video number 08719

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

41965

Topic: Formations (Geology)

Mountains

Trees

Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Nature's Mirror, Yosemite Falls, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by R.Y. Young. 619 Photonegative, 1902

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Nature's Mirror, Yosemite Falls, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by R.Y. Young. 619 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9439

Video number 08720

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10842.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
42574

Topic: Lakes -- California
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls. Active no. 620 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9440

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].
Company acc. no. 23063.

Topic:
- Formations (Geology)
- Horses
- Paths
- Tourists
- Trails
- Waterfalls

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 621 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 621 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9441

Video number 08722

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
42191

Topic:
- Lakes -- United States
- Mountains -- United States
- Trees -- United States

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist group with falls in background.] 622 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tourist group with falls in background.] 622 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9442
Video number 08723

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42666

Topic: Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist group at base of huge tree.] 624 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tourist group at base of huge tree.] 624 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9443

Video number 08724

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42526

Topic: Tourists -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
General Grant National Park (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 627 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Garden.] 627 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9444

Video number 08725

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41072

Topic: Couples
Gardens
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist group at base of huge tree, General Sherman, Sequoia National Park? Active no. 628 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9445

Video number 08726

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Company acc. no. 42715

Names: General Sherman

Topic: Cameras
Parks -- California
Photographers -- California
Tourists -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 630 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 630 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9446

Video number 08727
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
42824

Topic: Horses
Roads
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist group and horse rider at base of huge tree.] 631 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Tourist group and horse rider at base of huge tree.] 631 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9447

Video number 08728
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42887

Names: General Sheridan
Topic: Horses -- California
       Military -- California
       Trees -- California
Place: California
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 647 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 647 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
   RSN 9448

Video number 08729

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

98128

Topic: Architecture
       Art
       Interior architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris, viewed from across river. Active no. 649: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9449

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

51102 (company acc. no.)

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- France
       Boats -- France
       Cathedrals -- France
       Rivers -- France
Place: France
       Paris (France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 650 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Roadway.] 650 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 9450

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 9451 and 10843.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29827

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Mountains
       Roads
Tunnels
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 650 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Roadway.] 650 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9451

Video number 08731

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9450; same as RSN 10843.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Roads
Tunnels

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Architecture.] 651 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 651 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion cracked
peeling and deteriorating severely

Local Numbers
RSN 9452

Video number 08732

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

98127

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Library, Palace of Fontainebleau, France Series. 652 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Library, Palace of Fontainebleau, France Series. 652 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9453

Video number 08733

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51196.5

Topic: Architecture -- France
Art -- France
Globes -- France
Interior architecture
Libraries -- France
Palaces -- France

Place: Fontainebleau (France)
France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bedroom of Catherine de Medici, Palace of Fontainebleau, France.
Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 653 1/2 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Bedroom of Catherine de Medici, Palace of Fontainbleau, France. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 653 1/2 Photonegative 1901

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9454

Video number 08734

Company catalog card included

NOTE! REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 10844

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102]

Names: Medici, Catherine de

Topic: Art -- France
       Bedrooms -- France
       Palaces -- France
       Royalty -- France

Place: Fontainebleau (France)
       France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 654 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 654 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Spots on emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 9455

Video number 08735

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].
Copy and Version Identification Note
51010

Topic: Streets -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 654 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 654 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9456

Video number 08736
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51006

Topic: Streets -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 656 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Garden.] 656 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9457
Video number 08737

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51128

Topic: Gardens
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of Seine River in Paris. Active no. 657 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

A gargoyle on Notre Dame cathedral is in the foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9458

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27303.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

52227 (company acc. no.)

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)
Topic: Bridges -- France.
          Cathedrals -- France
          Gargoyles
          Rivers -- France
          Towers -- France.
Place: France -- 1900-1910
          Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
          Seine River (France)
          Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 659 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 659 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9459

Video number 08739
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52221

Topic: Streetcars -- France
Streets -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 659 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Garden.] 660 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9460

Video number 08740
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50859

Topic: Buildings
Gardens
Plazas
[Street view of Place de la Concorde in Paris.] 661 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street view of Place de la Concorde in Paris.] 661 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9461

Video number 08741

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51136

Topic: Fountains -- France
Monuments -- France
Obelisks -- France
Obelisks -- France
Plazas -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

[High view of Seine River in Paris.] 662 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [High view of Seine River in Paris.] 662 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9462

Video number 08742
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51389

Topic: Boats -- France
       Bridges -- France.
       Cathedrals -- France
       Portraits -- France
       Rivers -- France

Place: France
       Notre Dame Cathedral
       Paris (France)
       Seine River (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of Seine River and Trocadero Palace in Paris.] 663
Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [High view of Seine River and Trocadero Palace in Paris.] 663 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9463

Video number 08743

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51524

Topic: Bridges -- France.
       Buildings -- France
       Palaces -- France
       Portraits -- France
       Rivers -- France

Place: France
       Paris (France)
       Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)
[High view of Seine River and Trocadero Palace in Paris.] 663 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [High view of Seine River and Trocadero Palace in Paris.] 663 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling upper right.

Local Numbers
RSN 9464
Video number 08744
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50895

Topic: Bridges -- France.
Buildings -- France
Palaces -- France
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 664 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 664 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling along edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 9465

Video number 08745
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52088

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain.] 665 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fountain.] 665 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9466

Video number 08746
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51697

Topic: Fountains
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain.] 665 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fountain.] 665 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9467

Video number 08747

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51341

Topic: Fountains
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene, Paris. Active no. 667 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9468

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Orig. no. 51660.

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
Expositions -- France
Plazas -- France
Streets -- France -- Paris

Place: France
Palace of Electricity
Paris (France)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Exposition.] 668 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Exposition.] 668 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9469

Video number 08749

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51749

**Topic:** Architecture -- France
Art -- France
Expositions -- France
Interior architecture -- France

**Place:** France
Paris (France)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street view of Eiffel Tower in Paris.] 672 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street view of Eiffel Tower in Paris.] 672 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9470

Video number 08750
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51717

- **Topic:** Buildings -- France
  Monuments -- France
  Streets -- France
  Towers -- France.

- **Place:** France -- 1900-1910
  Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
  Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Architecture.] 673 Photonegative
1 item (5” x 8”)

*Image(s): [Architecture.] 673 Photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9471

Video number 08751

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51097

- **Topic:** Architecture
  Buildings
  Towers

- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

---

In picturesque Holland, Rotterdam. Active no. 675: stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): In picturesque Holland, Rotterdam. Active no. 675 : stereo photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating.
Local Numbers
RSN 9472
Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 124577.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Topic:
Boats -- Holland
Parks -- Holland
Windmills -- Holland

Place:
Holland
Rotterdam (Holland)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats. Active no. 690 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9473
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29695

Topic:
Boats and boating
Buildings
Towers
Water

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Antwerp from the harbor, Belgium. [Active no. 697 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s): Antwerp from the harbor, Belgium. [Active no. 697 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9474

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Topic: Boats -- Belgium
Buildings -- Belgium
Harbors -- Belgium
Towers -- Belgium
Water -- Belgium

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)
Belgium

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

St. Peter’s Church, Rome, Italy. 698 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): St. Peter’s Church, Rome, Italy. 698 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9475

Video number 08755
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10846.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].
Copy and Version Identification Note
109224

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: Buggies -- Italy
      Cathedrals -- Italy
      Churches -- Italy
      Horses -- Italy
      Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy
      Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of St. Peter's in Rome.] 698 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Exterior of St. Peter's in Rome.] 698 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9476

Video number 08756

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29842?

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: Cathedrals -- Italy
      Monuments -- Italy
      Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy
      Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain. Active no. 697 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9477

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Company acc. no. 29945.

Topic: Fountains -- Belgium
       Sculptures -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
       Brussels (Belgium)
       Mannikin Fountain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Interior of St. Peter's, Rome, Italy. 699 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Interior of St. Peter's, Rome, Italy. 699 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Film

Local Numbers
RSN 9478

Video number 08758

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 10847.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: Cathedrals -- Italy
       Interior architecture -- Italy

Place: Italy
Triumphal Arch, Milan, Italy. 700 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Triumphal Arch, Milan, Italy. 700 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9479

Video number 08759

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108733

Names: Napoleon

Topic: Arches -- Italy
Monuments -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy
Milan (Italy)
Triumphal Arch

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Milan from the Cathedral spires, Italy. 703 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Milan from the Cathedral spires, Italy. 703 Photonegative 1904
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9480

Video number 08760
Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102]

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy  
Cathedrals -- Italy

Place: Italy  
Milan  
Milan Cathedral

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A beautiful tomb in the Campo Santo of Genoa, Italy. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 704 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): A beautiful tomb in the Campo Santo of Genoa, Italy. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 704 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Young, R.Y., Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 9481

Video number 08761

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 10850.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
22697

Topic: Religion -- Italy  
Sculptures -- Italy  
Tombs -- Italy

Place: Campo Santo (Genoa, Italy)  
Genoa (Italy)  
Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 707 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 707 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9482

Video number 08762

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10852.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29542

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

-----ne and her beautiful lake, Switzerland. Copyright 1897 by Underwood &
Underwood. 708 Photonegative, 1897
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): -----ne and her beautiful lake, Switzerland. Copyright 1897 by
Underwood & Underwood. 708 Photonegative 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9483

Video number 08763

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10853.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].
Copy and Version Identification Note

22643

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 709 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 709 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9484

Video number 08764

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9485 and 10854.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

103232

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Cathedrals -- Switzerland
Docks -- Switzerland
Piers -- Switzerland
Wharves -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 709 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 709 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9485

Video number 08765

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9484 and 10854.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102493

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Cathedrals -- Switzerland
Docks -- Switzerland
Piers -- Switzerland
Wharves -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow scene.] 711 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Snow scene.] 711 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants & slight peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 9486

Video number 08766

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10856.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101874

Topic: Hotels -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman agricultural workers near mountain home in Switzerland.] 714 photonegative
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Man and woman agricultural workers near mountain home in Switzerland.] 714 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9487

Video number 08767

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9488 and 10859

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29849

Topic: Agriculture -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Women laborers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Man and woman agricultural workers near mountain home in Switzerland.]
714 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Man and woman agricultural workers near mountain home in Switzerland.] 714 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 9488

Video number 08768

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9487 and 10859

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102416

Topic:
Agriculture -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Women laborers -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

(36) Domestic doings of a Swiss country family, washing day, Switz. 715 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): (36) Domestic doings of a Swiss country family, washing day, Switz. 715 Photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 9489
Video number 08769

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10860.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

29386

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
      Dwellings -- Switzerland
      Laundries -- Switzerland
      Water -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 716 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 716 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing slightly

Local Numbers

RSN 9490

Video number 08770

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9491 and 10861.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

29809

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
      Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Switzerland
      Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 716 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Street scene.] 716 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Emulsion peeling lower right.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 9491  
Video number 08771  
Company catalog card included.  
Similar to RSN 9490 and 10861.  
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
   124579  
   Topic: Churches -- Switzerland  
          Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Switzerland  
          Streets -- Switzerland  
   Place: Switzerland  
   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
          Stereoscopic photographs  

The Cavernous Channel of the Aare River, Switzerland. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 717 photonegative, 1900  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): The Cavernous Channel of the Aare River, Switzerland. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 717 photonegative 1900.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Young, R.Y., Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 9492  
Video number 08772
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10862.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29521

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Aar River (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs


[Street scene.] 718 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 718 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 9493

Video number 08773

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10863.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102961

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Streets
Wheelbarrows

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs
The Market Street, Berne, Switzerland. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 721 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Market Street, Berne, Switzerland. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 721 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9494

Video number 08774
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 9495, 9496 and 10866.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102191

Topic: Carts -- Switzerland
Clock towers -- Switzerland
Markets -- Switzerland
Streets -- Switzerland
Towers -- Switzerland

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
Market Street (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 721 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 721 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower left corner missing.
Local Numbers
RSN 9495

Video number 08775

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9494, 9496 and 10866.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102191

Topic: Carts -- Switzerland
Clock towers -- Switzerland
Markets -- Switzerland
Streets -- Switzerland
Towers -- Switzerland

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
Market Street (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 721 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 721 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9496

Video number 08776

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9494, 9495 and 10866.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29554

Topic: Carts -- Switzerland
Clock towers -- Switzerland
Markets -- Switzerland
Streets -- Switzerland
Towers -- Switzerland

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
       Market Street (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Home and waterfall.] 722 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Home and waterfall.] 722 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9497

Video number 08777

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9498.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29555

Topic: Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Mountains
       Valleys
       Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Home and waterfall.] 722 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Home and waterfall.] 722 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering to emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 9498

Video number 08778

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9497.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102413

| Topic: | Dwellings
        | Dwellings
        | Mountains
        | Valleys
        | Waterfalls

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               | Glass
               | Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse wagons on tree lined street.] 725 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Horse wagons on tree lined street.] 725 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 9499

Video number 08779

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Company catalog card included.

Copy and Version Identification Note
39877

| Topic: | Horses
        | Monuments
        | Streets
        | Wagons
One of Hanover's avenues, Ger. 727 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of Hanover's avenues, Ger. 727 Photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9500

Video number 08780

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29756

Topic: Gardens -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Hannover (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Frankfort from across the Main, Germany. [Active no. 729 : stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Frankfort from across the Main, Germany. [Active no. 729 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9501

Video number 08781

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Company acc. no. 29856.

Topic:
Boats -- Germany  
Bridges -- Germany  
Cathedrals -- Germany  
Rivers -- Germany

Place:
Frankfort (Germany)  
Germany  
Main River (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins Ehrenfels on the Rhine. Caption no. 730: stereoscopic photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9502

Video number 08782

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29684

Topic:
Boats -- Germany  
Castles -- Germany  
Mountains -- Germany  
Rivers -- Germany  
Ruins -- Germany

Place:
Ehrenfels (Bingen, Germany)  
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of castle overlooking river.] 731 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [View of castle overlooking river.] 731 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9503

Video number 08783
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29706

Topic: Castles
Mountains
Rivers
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 732 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 732 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9504

Video number 08784
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29626

Topic: Cathedrals
Harbors
Sailboats
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 735 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Garden.] 735 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9505
Video number 08785
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29803

Topic: Buildings
Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 737 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 737 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating at each end.
Local Numbers
RSN 9506
Video number 08786
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 9507.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].
Copy and Version Identification Note

29725

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 737 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 737 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating at each end.

Local Numbers
RSN 9507

Video number 08787
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 9506.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35529

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain.] 740 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fountain.] 740 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9508

Video number 08788

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
296

Topic: Buildings
      Fountains
      Plazas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 741 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7"

Image(s): [Boats.] 741 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9509

Video number 08789

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29610

Topic: Boats and boating
      Lakes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Royal library and palace of Emp. Wm I, Berlin. 748 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Royal library and palace of Emp. Wm I, Berlin. 748 Photonegative 1904..

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9510

Video number 08790

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39874

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Carriages -- Germany
Horses -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
William I.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Zwinger and Royal Palace grounds, Dresden. 749 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Zwinger and Royal Palace grounds, Dresden. 749 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 9511

Video number 08791

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40194

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Towers -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
Germany
Zwinger

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] 752 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Restaurant.] 752 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Glass cracked both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 9512

Video number 08792

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40111

Topic: Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 753 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 753 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9513

Video number 08793

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39879

Topic: Arches
Buildings
Streets
Towers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes on hillside.] 754 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Homes on hillside.] 754 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9514

Video number 08794

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39880

Topic: Church buildings
Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Barge on canal beside factory.] 756 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Barge on canal beside factory.] 756 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RsN 9515

Video number 08795
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40028

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Canals
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses.] 757 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Horses.] 757 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RsN 9516

Video number 08796
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].
Copy and Version Identification Note

40027

Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Horses
Sculpture
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[[Park.] 757 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [[Park.] 757 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling at top.

Local Numbers
RSN 9517

Video number 08797

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note

40063

Topic: Buildings
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Court of the Famous Zwinger Art Museum, Dresden. 761 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Beautiful Court of the Famous Zwinger Art Museum, Dresden. 761 Photonegative, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9518

Video number 08798

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40109

Names: Zwinger (Museum)
Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Columns -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Museums -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany
Place: Dresden (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lawn with sprinkler. Active no. 762 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Large lawn or field, with a sprinkler in operation, and a building in the background.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9519

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 40153.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Topic: Buildings
Lawns
Water

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Equestrian statue. Active no. 765 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 9520  

Company catalog card included.  

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].  

Company acc. no. 40112.  

Topic: Equestrian statues -- United States  
Horses  
Lions  
Monuments  
Sculpture  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

The magnificent new cathedral, Berlin. 766 Photonegative, 1904  
1 Item (5” x 7”)  

Image(s): The magnificent new cathedral, Berlin. 766 Photonegative 1904.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 9521  

Video number 08801  

Company catalog card included.  

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
40105  

Topic: Architecture -- Germany  
Carriages -- Germany  
Cathedrals -- Germany  
Horses -- Germany  
Sculpture -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

In the heart of Germany's metropolis, Kaiser Wilhelm Strasse, Berlin. 767 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): In the heart of Germany's metropolis, Kaiser Wilhelm Strasse, Berlin. 767 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9522

Video number 08802

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40151

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       Plazas -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany
       Kaiser Wilhelm Strasse (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on river in city.] 768a photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Small boats on river in city.] 768a photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9523
Video number 08803

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Frames in separate envelopes.

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded London Bridge over Thames River. Active no. 771 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowded London Bridge over Thames River. Active no. 771 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9524

Video number 08804

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Company acc. no. 49947.

Topic: Bridges -- England
Parades -- England
Rivers -- England
Streetcars -- England

Place: England
London (England)
London Bridge (London, England)
Thames River (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded London Bridge over Thames River. Active no. 771 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
2 Items (pieces?; 5” x 7”.)
Image(s): [Crowded London Bridge over Thames River. Active no. 771 : stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9525
Video number 08805
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.6 [102].

Topic: Bridges -- England
Parades -- England
Rivers -- England
Streetcars -- England

Place: England
London (England)
London Bridge (London, England)
Thames River (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 92
RSN Numbers 9526-9550, Cards AS 617-AS 771
Image(s)

[Greenhouse.] 779 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Greenhouse.] 779 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9526
Video number 08806
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].
Copy and Version Identification Note

50042

Topic: Greenhouses
Plants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 780 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boats.] 780 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9527

Video number 08807

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note

49994

Topic: Boats -- England
Portraits -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 781 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 781 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9528
Video number 08808

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note

50112

Topic: Architecture
       Cathedrals
       Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Regent Street, London, England. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 786 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 9529

Video number 08809

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110], moved from [189].

Topic: Buggies -- England
       Carts -- England
       Horses -- England
       Streetcars -- England
       Streets -- England

Place: England
       London (England)
       Regent Street

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 789 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 789 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9530

Video number 08810

Company catalog card included.

Negative is sharp with excellent detail.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Topic: Bridges
Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 793 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 793 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9531

Video number 08811

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50020
Topic: Buildings -- England
Clock towers -- England
Horses -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Parliament Clock Tower

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 800 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 800 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9532

Video number 08812

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10869.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52739

Topic: Celebrations
Crowds
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Footbridge over small stream.] 804 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Footbridge over small stream.] 804 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9533

Video number 08813

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
49927

Topic: Bridges
Parks
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fairy Glen, Bettys-y-Coed, Wales. [Active no. 805 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Fairy Glen, Bettys-y-Coed, Wales. [Active no. 805 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9534

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Company acc. no. 49913.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks
Rivers -- Wales

Place: Bettys-y-Coed (Wales)
Fairy Glen (Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales)
Wales

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cliff-side home.] 806 photonegativve
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Cliff-side home.] 806 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9535

Video number 08815

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note

20068

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Formations (Geology)
Fortification
Mountains

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river beside Conway Castle in Wales.] Active no. 807 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Bridge over river beside Conway Castle in Wales.] Active no. 807 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9536

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Similar to RSN 1927, 5963, 5964 and 27270.

Company acc. no. 29909.

Names: Conway Castle (Wales)
Topic: Bridges -- Wales
Castles
Rivers -- Wales
Ruins -- Wales

Place: Wales

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene. Active no. 809 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9537

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Company acc. no. 20050.

Topic: Docks
Piers
Waterscapes
Wharves

Place: Llandudur (Wales)
Wales

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle.] 812 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Castle.] 812 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9538
Video number 08818

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9539, 9540 and 10870.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
        Castles -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle.] 812 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Castle.] 812 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 9539

Video number 08819

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9538, 9540 and 10870.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50192

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
        Castles -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle.] 812 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Castle.] 812 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9540

Video number 08820

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9538, 9539 and 10870.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47733

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Castles -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Ireland?] 812a Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Ireland?] 812a Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9541

Video number 08821

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Place: Ireland -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 814 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 814 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 9542
Video number 08822
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].
Copy and Version Identification Note
  50164
  Topic: Cathedrals
  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 816 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 816 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 9543
Video number 08823
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].
Copy and Version Identification Note
  50281
  Topic: Carriages and carts
  Horses
[Family on donkey cart in front of rustic home.] 818 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family on donkey cart in front of rustic home.] 818 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 9544

Video number 08824
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50193

Topic: Carriages and carts
Donkeys
Dwellings
Family

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sackville Street, Dublin, Ireland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman.
819 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Sackville Street, Dublin, Ireland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 819 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9545
Video number 08825

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Similar to RSN 10874.

Copy and Version Identification Note

22169

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
      Horses -- Ireland
      Monuments -- Ireland
      Streetcars -- Ireland
      Streets -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
       Ireland
       Nelson Pillar
       O'Connell Monument
       Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Church of St. Mary, Cork, Ireland. 821 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9546

Video number 08826

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 10876

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110]

Names: Church of St. Mary (Cork, Ireland)

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Churches -- Catholic -- Ireland -- Cork

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
       Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on river in rural setting.] 822 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Small boats on river in rural setting.] 822 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9547

Video number 08827
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50403

  Topic: Boats and boating
  Rivers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 823 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 823 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9548

Video number 08828
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47842

  Topic: Towers
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in residential area. Active no. 824 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9549

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].
Similar to RSN 10877.

Company acc. no. 47840.

Topic:
Bridges
Natural landscapes
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over wide river in city.] 825 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Bridge over wide river in city.] 825 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9550

Video number 08830

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].
Similar to RSN 10878.
Copy and Version Identification Note
47316

Topic: Bridges
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 93

RSN Numbers 9551-9605, Cards AS 772-AS 860

Image(s)

[Castle.] 826 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Castle.] 826 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9551

Video number 08831

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10879.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47843

Topic: Buildings
Castles
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bird's-eye view--Drogheda, Ireland. 828 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9552

Video number 08832

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 9553; similar to RSN 10881

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110]

Place: Drogheda (Ireland)  
Ireland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Bird's-eye view--Drogheda, Ireland. 828 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9553

Video number 08833

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 9552; similar to RSN 10881

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47839

Place: Drogheda (Ireland)  
Ireland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 829 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruin.] 829 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9554

Video number 08834

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10882.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Topic: Rocks
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(11) Pat and Biddy at their home, County Armagh, Ireland. Caption No. 832-1/2 : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): (11) Pat and Biddy at their home, County Armagh, Ireland.
Caption No. 832-1/2 : stereoscopic photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9555

Video number 08835

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10885.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
Poultry -- Ireland
Place: Armagh (Northern Ireland : County) Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(51) An Irish cattle fair, Kanturk, County Cork. Copyright R.Y. Young. 834 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): (51) An Irish cattle fair, Kanturk, County Cork. Copyright R.Y. Young. 834 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9556

Video number 08836
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10887.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47307

Topic: Cows -- Ireland
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County) Ireland
Kanturk (County Cork, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

St. Stephen's Green and Shelbourne Hotel, Dublin, Ireland. Copyright 1903 by R.Y.Y. 835 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9557

Video number 08837

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47841

Names: Shelbourne Hotel (Dublin, Ireland)
Topic: Buildings -- Ireland
Flowers -- Ireland
Gardens -- Ireland
Hotels -- Ireland
Parks -- Ireland
Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
St. Stephen's Green (Dublin, Ireland)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Progress Street from the monument, Edinburg. 836 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Progress Street from the monument, Edinburg. 836 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yelllowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 9558

Video number 08838
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53337

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Streetcars -- Scotland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Streets -- Scotland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Edinburgh (Scotland)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stereoscopic photographs

[Street view of memorial.] 839 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street view of memorial.] 839 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9559

Video number 08839

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53440

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Monuments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Streets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings.] 840 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Buildings.] 840 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 9560

Video number 08840

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53345

Topic: Buildings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 842 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 842 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 9561

Video number 08841

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53416

Topic: Cathedrals
Church buildings
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bridge, Firth of Forth, Scotland. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 844 1/2 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Bridge, Firth of Forth, Scotland. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 844 1/2 Photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9562

Video number 08842

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
Waterscapes -- Scotland

Place: Firth of Forth Bridge (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lady of the Lake and the Rob Roy, Loch Katrine, Scotland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 846 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9563

Video number 08843

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Topic: Lady of the Lake
Lakes -- Scotland
Mountains -- Scotland

Place: Loch Katrine (Scotland)
Rob Roy
Scotland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 849 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Park.] 849 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9564

Video number 08844

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53427

Topic:
Buildings
Flowers
Gardens
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 849 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9565

Video number 08845

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note

53428

Topic: Buildings
Flowers
Gardens
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 859 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Architecture.] 859 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9566

Video number 08846
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note

21585

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 850 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Children.] 850 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9567

Video number 08847

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52864

Topic: Children
Horses
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ellen's Isle, Loch Katrine, Scotland. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 851 1/2 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ellen's Isle, Loch Katrine, Scotland. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 851 1/2 Photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9568

Video number 08848

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Topic: Islands -- Scotland
Lakes -- Scotland
Mountains -- Scotland

Place: Ellen's Isle (Loch Katrina, Scotland)
Loch Katrine (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists.] 867 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Tourists.] 867 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9569

Video number 08849

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30527

Topic: Mountains
Rocks
Tourists

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow.] 869 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Snow.] 869 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9570

Video number 08850

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30975

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses
Mountains
Snow

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Canadian Farm Yard. 874 1/2 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Canadian Farm Yard. 874 1/2 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9571

Video number 08851

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Topic:
Agriculture -- Canada
Dwellings -- Canada
Farms -- Canada
Homes -- Canada
Horses -- Canada

Place:
Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 875 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 875 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9572

Video number 08852

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].
Copy and Version Identification Note
30496

Topic: Horses
     Streets
     cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Palms in Bermuda. 877 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Palms in Bermuda. 877 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9573

Video number 08853
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22673

Topic: Gardens -- Bermuda
     Palm trees -- Bermuda
     Trees -- Bermuda

Place: Bermuda Islands

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Hotel at Hamilton, Bermuda. 882 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hotel at Hamilton, Bermuda. 882 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9574
Video number 08854

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110]

Copy and Version Identification Note

33506

Topic: Boats -- Bermuda
Hôtels, taverns, etc. -- Bermuda.
Lakes -- Bermuda

Place: Bermuda Islands
Hamilton (Bermuda)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 886 photonegative
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [landscape.] 886 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9575

Video number 08855

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note

43430

Topic: Plants

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Spinner Home and Family--India. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. Active no. 888. Stereo photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A Spinner Home and Family--India. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. Active no. 888. Stereo photonegative, 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9576

Video number 08856
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].
Similar to RSN 10890.

Copy and Version Identification Note
60184

Topic: Dwellings -- India
       Family -- India
Place: India -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes along waterway.] 889 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Homes along waterway.] 889 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9577

Video number 08857
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10891; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].
Copy and Version Identification Note
60229

Topic: Beaches
Children
Dwellings
Lakes
Swimming

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man (fakir?) seated on bed of nails, India, with buildings in background.]
[Active no. 890 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/16" x 6", NOT 3-3/4 x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9578

Video number 08858

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10892.

Currently stored in box New Box 93, formerly 2.1.7 [110].

Company acc. no. 60175.

Topic: Dwellings -- India
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
Religion -- India
beds -- India

Place: Fakirs -- India
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 891 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 891 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9579

Video number 08859
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10893.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
60179

Topic: Agriculture
Cows

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 892 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Roadway.] 892 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9580

Video number 08860
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10894.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
60210

Topic: Camels
Roads
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 893 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 893 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9581

Video number 08861

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10895.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
60193

Topic: Agriculture
Cows
Water

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cutting grain, a slow method but plenty to do it. India. Copyright 1901 by
R.Y. Young. 894 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Cutting grain, a slow method but plenty to do it. India. Copyright
1901 by R.Y. Young. 894 Photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9582
Video number 08862

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10896.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note

60204

Topic: Agriculture -- India
Children -- India
Grain -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Camel and rural home.] 895 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Camel and rural home.] 895 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9583

Video number 08863

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10897.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note

60183

Topic: Agriculture
Camels
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in front of rustic home.] Active no. 896. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Family group in front of rustic home.] Active no. 896. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9584

Video number 08864

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 10898.

Copy and Version Identification Note
60161

Topic:
Children
Dwellings
Family

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 897 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 897 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9585

Video number 08865

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 10899.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
60212
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

[Front yard and family home.] 898 photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Front yard and family home.] 898 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9586

Video number 08866

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9587 and 10900.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note

60176

[Front yard and family home.] 898 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Front yard and family home.] 898 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9587

Video number 08867

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9586 and 10900.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
60176

Topic: Artisans
Dwellings
Dwellings
Pottery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Children in military training outdoors.] 899 photonegative
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Children in military training outdoors.] 899 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion losses along edges.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9588

Video number 08868

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Same as RSN 10901.

Copy and Version Identification Note
60215

Topic: Armed Forces
Children
Schools
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephants.] 902 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Elephants.] 902 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9589

Video number 08869
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 10904.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
60153

Topic: Elephants
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephant.] Active no. xxx : stereo photonegative
1 piece (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Elephant.] Active no. xxx : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 9590

60152

Video number 08870
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 10905
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Topic: Elephants
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes.] 905 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Homes.] 905 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 9591

Video number 08871
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 10906.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    60165
Topic: Agriculture
      Blue collar workers
      Cows
      Dwellings
      Dwellings
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 909 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Boats.] 909 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 9592

Video number 08872
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].
Copy and Version Identification Note

111582

Topic: Boats and boating
   Lakes
   Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Oskarsholm from across the Frognerkilen, Christiania, Norway. Copyright 1900 by U&U. [Active no. 918 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Oskarsholm from across the Frognerkilen, Christiana, Norway. Copyright 1900 by U&U. [Active no. 918 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 9593

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Company acc. no. 103070.

Topic: Boats and boating
   Buildings -- Norway
   Lakes

Place: Christiania (Norway)
   Frognerkilen (Christiania, Norway)
   Norway
   Oskarsholm
   Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 925 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Architecture.] 925 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9594

Video number 08874

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29541

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in forested area.] 926 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [River in forested area.] 926 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9595

Video number 08875

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29376

Topic: Boats and boating
Dwellings
Rivers

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in forested area.] 936 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [River in forested area.] 936 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9596

Video number 08876
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29907

Topic:
- Carts
- Horses
- Rivers

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Art.] 927 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Art.] 927 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9597

Video number 08877
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29429

Topic:
- Art
- Interior architecture
- Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 928 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 928 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9598

Video number 08878
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102992

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 930 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boats.] 930 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9599

Video number 08879
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98073
Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Lakes
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture.] Active no. 938 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Sculpture.] Active no. 938 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9600

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 29505.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture.] Active no. 938 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Sculpture.] Active no. 938 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating; lower left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9601

Video number 08881

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 110116.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110]
Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and palm trees.] 941 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River and palm trees.] 941 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9602

Video number 08882

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27575

Topic: Cows
Palms
Rivers
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 944 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Market.] 944 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9603

Video number 08883
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10910.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note

98333

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Artisans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Markers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/      | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form:       | -- Glass          |
| Stereoscopic photographs |

[Small boats on river in rural setting.] 9214 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Small boats on river in rural setting.] 9214 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9604

Video number 08884

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Copy and Version Identification Note

50159

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats and boating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rivers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/      | Landscapes (representations) |
| Form:       | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|             | -- Glass          |
| Stereoscopic photographs |

[Street scene.] 47304 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 47304 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9605

Video number 08885

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.7 [110].

Topic:
Buildings
Markets
Sheep
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 94

RSN Numbers 9606-9660, Cards AS 861-AS 945

Image(s)

The road to the Pyramids--westward toward Gizeh from near Cairo. 946 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The road to the Pyramids--westward toward Gizeh from near Cairo. 946 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9606

Video number 08886

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10911.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24476

Topic:
Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Roads -- Egypt

Place:
Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt
Gizeh (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 947 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 947 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along left edge.

Local Numbers
RSN 9607

Video number 08887

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27667

Topic: Dancers
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 949 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boats.] 949 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9608

Video number 08888

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].
Copy and Version Identification Note

123079

Topic: Blue collar workers
Boats and boating

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 950 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Boats.] 950 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9609

Video number 08889
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101254

Topic: Boats and boating
Harbors

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramids.] 951 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Pyramids.] 951 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9610

Video number 08890
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note

123199

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
    Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders on camels with Sphinx and pyramid.] Active no. 953 : stereo photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Riders on camels with Sphinx and pyramid.] Active no. 953 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled; considerable silvering at sides and top.

Local Numbers

    RSN 9611

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118]. 123130 stamped on both halves of plate.

Exhibitions Note

Selected for inaugural display in new Archives Center location, 11/10/03 (but not displayed).

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
    Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
    Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 955 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Market.] 955 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9612

Video number 08892

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122995

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Harbors
Markets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 956 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 956 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9613

Video number 08893

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
123200

Topic: Agriculture
Cows
Obelisks
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 957 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 957 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9614

Video number 08894
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10913.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
123282

Topic: Horses
Lakes
Ruins
Swimming

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 958 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 958 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9615

Video number 08895
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].
Copy and Version Identification Note
28007

Topic:  Donkeys
       Obelisks
      Ruins

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 959 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 959 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9616

Video number 08896

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
123258

Topic:  Obelisks
       Ruins

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The White Winged Traffic of the Nile, Egypt. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young.
[Active no. 960 : stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The White Winged Traffic of the Nile, Egypt. Copyright 1900 by
R.Y. Young. [Active no. 960 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9617

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Company Acc. no. 27758.

| Topic:          | Palm trees -- Egypt        |
|                | Rivers -- Egypt            |
|                | Sailboats -- Egypt        |
|                | Trees -- Egypt             |

| Place:         | Egypt                     |
|                | Nile River -- Egypt       |

| Genre/ Form:   | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                | -- Glass                  |
|                | Stereoscopic photographs  |

The White Winged Traffic of the Nile, Egypt. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 960 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): The White Winged Traffic of the Nile, Egypt. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 960 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9618

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Company acc. no. 123322.

| Topic:        | Palm trees -- Egypt        |
|              | Rivers -- Egypt            |
|              | Sailboats -- Egypt        |

| Place:        | Egypt                     |
|              | Nile River -- Egypt       |

| Genre/ Form:  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|              | -- Glass                  |
|              | Stereoscopic photographs  |

[Ruins.] 961 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 961 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9619

Video number 08899

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27632

Topic: Art
Columns
Ruins
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 965 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 965 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9620

Video number 08900

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27768

Topic: Children
Portraits
Sheep

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group portrait, about 15 adults and children, some with pots on their heads.] Active no. 966. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Group portrait, about 15 adults and children, some with pots on their heads.] Active no. 966. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 9621

Video number 08901

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27629

Topic: Children
Family
Portraits
Pottery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramids.] 967 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Pyramids.] 967 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9622

Video number 08902
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
123129

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Market.] 967 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Market.] 967 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9623

Video number 08903

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
123129

Topic: Markets
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 972 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 972 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9624

Video number 08904

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27557

Topic: Buildings
      Palms
      Pottery
      Tents
      Trees

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                         -- Glass
                         Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 974 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Roadway.] 974 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9625

Video number 08905

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10914.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
123086

Topic: Donkeys
       Riders
       Roads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                         -- Glass
                         Stereoscopic photographs
[Ruins.] 975 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 975 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9626

Video number 08906

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
123294

Topic: Art
Buildings
Ruins
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(17) Gethsemane and Jerusalem from the Mt. of Olives. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 977 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (17) Gethsemane and Jerusalem from the Mt. of Olives. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 977 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9627

Video number 08907

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10915.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].
Copy and Version Identification Note
23143

Topic: Churches -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine

Place: Garden of Gethsemane
Jerusalem
Mount of Olives
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 978 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mosque.] 978 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion severely cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 9628

Video number 08908

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
26784

Topic: Buildings
Mosques

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 979 Photonegative
2 pieces (5“ x 8“)

Image(s): [Roadway.] 979 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9629

Video number 08909

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10916; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100308

Topic: Camels
Celebrations
Roads
Walls

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Celebration.] 980 Photonegative
1 Item (5“ x 7“)

Image(s): [Celebration.] 980 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9630

Video number 08910

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10917.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].
Copy and Version Identification Note

98334

Topic: Celebrations
Crowds

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Christian Pilgrims Praying in the Via Dolorosa, Jerusalem. [Active no. 983 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9631

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 10919.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Buildings -- Palestine
Ceremonies -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
prayers -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Via Dolorosa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Jaffa Gate, Jerusalem. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 987
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s): The Jaffa Gate, Jerusalem. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 987 Photonegative 1900.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9632

Video number 08912

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10920.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118]

Copy and Version Identification Note

24585

**Topic:** Buggies -- Palestine
Buildings -- Palestine
Gates -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Markets -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine

**Place:** Jaffa Gate (Jerusalem)
Jerusalem
Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Valley of Jehoshophat, near Jerusalem, Palestine, Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 992 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s): Valley of Jehoshophat, near Jerusalem, Palestine, Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 992 Photonegative 1900.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated at center.
Local Numbers
RSN 9633

Video number 08913

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10923 and 10924.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22896

Topic:
Donkeys -- Palestine
Sheep -- Palestine
Shepherds -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place:
Jehoshaphat (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Valley of Jehoshaphat, near Jerusalem, Palestine, Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 992 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Valley of Jehoshaphat, near Jerusalem, Palestine, Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 992 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9634

Video number 08914

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101621

Topic:
Donkeys -- Palestine
Sheep -- Palestine
Shepherds -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place:
Jehoshaphat (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Figure on sandy beach with buildings in distance. Active no. 993 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9635

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10925 (except 10925 has no figure).

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Company acc. no. 27672.

Topic:
Beaches
Figure in landscape

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home.] 994 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Home.] 994 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9636

Video number 08916
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10926; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note

26692

Topic: Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in wooded area.] 997 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family group in wooded area.] 997 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9637

Video number 08917

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note

100405

Topic: Family
Trees

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 998 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 998 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9638

Video number 08918
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101364
Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 998 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 998 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9639

Video number 08919
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98699
Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene.] 999 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Beach scene.] 999 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9640

Video number 08920

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note

104239

Topic: Beaches
Swimmers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 1000 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 1000 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9641

Video number 08921

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note

26751

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Horses
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 1000 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 1000 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9642

Video number 08922

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27878

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Horses
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Garden.] 1002 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9643

Video number 08923

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100910

Topic: Gardens
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Tomb of Lazarus, Bethany, Palestine. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. 1004 Photonegative, 1897
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Tomb of Lazarus, Bethany, Palestine. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. 1004 Photonegative 1897
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 9644

Video number 08924

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118]

Copy and Version Identification Note
- 98666

Names: Lazarus (Biblical character)
Topic: Tombs -- Palestine
Place: Bethany (Palestine)
  Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Tomb of Lazarus, Bethany, Palestine. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. 1004 Photonegative, 1897
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Tomb of Lazarus, Bethany, Palestine. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. 1004 Photonegative 1897
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 9645

Video number 08925
Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118]

Copy and Version Identification Note

22202

Names: Lazarus (Biblical character)

Topic: Tombs -- Palestine

Place: Bethany (Palestine)

Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

(1) The Nativity. The Shepherds' Adoration. 1005 Photonegative

2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (1) The Nativity. The Shepherds' Adoration. 1005 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9646

Video number 08926

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes; same as RSN 9647.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

Topic: Art

Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

(1) The Nativity. The Shepherds' Adoration. 1005.5 Photonegative

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (1) The Nativity. The Shepherds' Adoration. 1005.5 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9647

Video number 08927

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9646.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Art</th>
<th>Religion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

La Fuite en Egypte 1006 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): La Fuite en Egypte 1006 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9648

Video number 08928

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9649; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Art -- Egypt</th>
<th>Religion -- Egypt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

La Fuite en Egypte 1006.5 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): La Fuite en Egypte 1006.5 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9649

Video number 08929

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9648.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Topic: Art -- Egypt
       Religion -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

(4) Jesus before the Doctors. 1007 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (4) Jesus before the Doctors. 1007 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9650

Video number 08930

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9651.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
       Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

(4) Jesus before the Doctors. 1007.5 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (4) Jesus before the Doctors. 1007.5 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9651

Video number 08931

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9650.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
      Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

(5) The Wedding at Cana. 1008 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (5) The Wedding at Cana. 1008 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9652

Video number 08932

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9653; upper left corner in separate envelope.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

Topic: Art
      Religion
      Weddings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(5) The Wedding at Cana. 1008.5 Photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (5) The Wedding at Cana. 1008.5 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9653

Video number 08933

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9652.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Topic:
Art
Religion
Weddings

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(6) The Sermon on the Mount. 1009 Photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (6) The Sermon on the Mount. 1009 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9654

Video number 08934

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9655.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

Topic:
Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(6) The Sermon on the Mount. 1009.5 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (6) The Sermon on the Mount. 1009.5 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9655
Video number 08935
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9654.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(6) Jesus Entering Jerusalem. 1010 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (6) Jesus Entering Jerusalem. 1010 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9656
Video number 08936
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9657.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine  
Place: Jerusalem  
Palestine  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

(6) Jesus Entering Jerusalem. 1010.5 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): (6) Jesus Entering Jerusalem. 1010.5 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 9657  
Video number 08937  
Company catalog card included.  
Same as RSN 9656.  
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].  
Names: Jesus Christ  
Topic: Art -- Palestine  
Religion -- Palestine  
Place: Jerusalem  
Palestine  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

(9) Jesus Condemned to Death. 1011 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): (9) Jesus Condemned to Death. 1011 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 9658  
Video number 08938
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9659.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(9) Jesus Condemned to Death. 1011.5 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (9) Jesus Condemned to Death. 1011.5 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9659

Video number 08939

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9658.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(8) Jesus Bearing His Cross. 1012 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (8) Jesus Bearing His Cross. 1012 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9660
Video number 08940

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9661.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 95

RSN Numbers 9661-9705, Cards AS 946-AS 1083

Image(s)

(8) Jesus Bearing His Cross. 1012.5 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (8) Jesus Bearing His Cross. 1012.5 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9661

Video number 08941

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9660.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(20) The Crucifixion. 1013 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (20) The Crucifixion. 1013 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9662
Video number 08942
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9663.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(20) The Crucifixion. 1013.5 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (20) The Crucifixion. 1013.5 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9663
Video number 08943
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9662.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(22) Jesus Borne to the Tomb. 1014 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (22) Jesus Borne to the Tomb. 1014 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9664
Video number 08944
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9665.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(22) Jesus Borne to the Tomb. 1014.5 Photonegative
2 pièces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (22) Jesus Borne to the Tomb. 1014.5 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9665
Video number 08945
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9664; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(23) The Resurrection. 1015 Photonegative
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (23) The Resurrection. 1015 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9666
Video number 08946
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(24) Ascension de Jesus. 1016 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (24) Ascension de Jesus. 1016 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9667
Video number 08947
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9668; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118], moved from [107].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
  Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

(24) Ascension de Jesus. 1016.5 Photonegative
  1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (24) Ascension de Jesus. 1016.5 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.
Local Numbers
  RSN 9668
Video number 08948
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9667.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
  Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women in home in Japan.] 1017 photonegative
  1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Two women in home in Japan.] 1017 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 9669
Video number 08949
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].
Copy and Version Identification Note
46503

Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
      Family -- Japan
      Homes -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Oriental garden and shrine in Japan.] 1018 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Oriental garden and shrine in Japan.] 1018 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating along edges.

Local Numbers

RSN 9670

Video number 08950

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Similar to RSN 10928

Copy and Version Identification Note
20104

Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
      Gardens -- Japan
      Homes -- Japan
      Monuments -- Japan
      Religion -- Japan
      Shrines -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

The Pride of Japan--The Golden Temple of Kinkakuji. Copyright 1896
by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 1021 : stereo
photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Pride of Japan--The Golden Temple of Kinkakuji. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 1021 : stereo photonegative.] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9671

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Orig. acc. no. 20099.

Topic: Lakes -- Japan
Temple -- Japan
Place: Japan -- 1890-1900
Kinkakuji (Japan)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1022 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 1022 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9672

Video number 08952
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46474

Topic: Dogs -- Japan
Markets -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1023 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 1023 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9673

Video number 08953
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46422

Topic: Children -- Japan
Markets -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 1026 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 1026 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9674

Video number 08954
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].
Copy and Version Identification Note

46500

Topic:          Rickshaws -- Japan
                Roads -- Japan
                Trees -- Japan

Place:          Japan

Genre/Form:     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Small colorful bridge in Japan.] 1027 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Small colorful bridge in Japan.] 1027 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9675

Video number 08955

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note

46582

Topic:          Bridges -- Japan
                Dwellings -- Japan
                Homes -- Japan
                Rivers -- Japan

Place:          Japan

Genre/Form:     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

School children in Japan. 1028 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): School children in Japan. 1028 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9676

Video number 08956

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46533

Topic: Children -- Japan
       Education -- Japan
       Portraits -- Japan
       Schools -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes along waterway in Japan.] 1029 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Homes along waterway in Japan.] 1029 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9677

Video number 08957

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46524

Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
       Gardens -- Japan
       Homes -- Japan
       Ponds -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
[Street scene.] 1030 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 1030 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9678

Video number 08958

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46386

Topic: Roads -- Japan
Streets -- Japan
Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A holiday in Osaka, Japan. 1031 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A holiday in Osaka, Japan. 1031 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9679

Video number 08959

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46597
Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
     Homes -- Japan
     Markets -- Japan
     Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan
     Osaka (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Pagoda.] 1032 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pagoda.] 1032 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9680

Video number 08960
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46398

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
       Buildings -- Japan
       Pagodas -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Home along waterway in Japan.] 1033 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Home along waterway in Japan.] 1033 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9681
Video number 08961

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note

46441

Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
      Gardens -- Japan
      Homes -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

On a religious pilgrimage, Japan.. Copyright 1901 R.Y. Young. 1034
Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): On a religious pilgrimage, Japan.. Copyright 1901 R.Y. Young.
1034 Photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9682

Video number 08962

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note

23084

Topic: Religion -- Japan
       Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Entrance to Shintoo Temple Grounds, Nara, Japan. 1035 Photonegative
5 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Entrance to Shintoo Temple Grounds, Nara, Japan. 1035 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9683

Video number 08963

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10929.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46650

Topic: Entrances -- Japan
Parks -- Japan
Religion -- Japan
Shrines -- Japan
Temples -- Japan

Place: Japan
Nara (Japan)
Shintoo Temple

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Governor's Summer Palace, Maccoa, China. Active no. 1038 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Governor's Summer Palace, Maccoa, China. Active no. 1038 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9684

Company catalog card included; company accession #, 46620.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].
Beautiful Gardens in Chinese Summer Palace, Maccoa, China. 1039 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9685

Video number 08965

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44584

[Asian religious sculptrues. Active No.1040 : stereo photonegative.]
3 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Broken.

Local Numbers
RSN 9686

Video number 08966

Company catalog card included.

Frames separated; right frame split in half.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Orig. no. 45291.

Topic: Religion
Sculpture

Place: Orient

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Lions guarding Chun-Ka-Chie, ancestral hall, China. Copyright 1900 R.Y.Y.
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lions guarding Chun-Ka-Chie, ancestral hall, China. Copyright
1900 R.Y.Y. 1041 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9687

Video number 08967

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].
Copy and Version Identification Note
45026

Names: Chun-Ka-Chie (Canton, China)
Topic: Lions -- China
Religion -- China
Sculptures -- China
Tombs -- China
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene. Active no. 1042 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Narrow street or passageway between commercial buildings or shops, with
signs in an Asian language. Figure on sidewalk at right.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9688

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

44727 (Company acc. no.)

Topic: Markets -- Orient
Streets -- Orient
Place: Orient
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture, Asia. Active no. 1043 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9689

Video number 08969

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Orig. no. 44994.

Topic: Architecture -- Asia
Buildings -- Asia

Place: Orient

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of two-story building with arches, Asia. Active no. 1047 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Fountain in front of building.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9690

Video number 08970

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Orig. no. 44319.

Topic: Architecture -- Asia
Buildings -- Asia
Fountains

Place: Orient

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 1048 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 1048 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9691

Video number 08971

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44281

Topic: Blue collar workers
Harbors
Sailboats
Ships

Place: Orient

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street and home.] 1049 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street and home.] 1049 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9692

Video number 08972

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44572

Topic: Children

Children
Dwellings
Streets

Place: Orient

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 1051 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 1051 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9693

Video number 08973

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44248

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Harbors

Place: Orient

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flag ceremony on dock in the Orient.] 1052 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Flag ceremony on dock in the Orient.] 1052 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9694

Video number 08974
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note

44746

Topic:
Boats and boating
Docks
Flags
Piers
Wharves

Place:
Orient

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Asian children near building. Active no. 1057 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9695

Video number 08975

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Orig. no. 44285.

Topic:
Architecture -- Asia
Buildings -- Asia
Children
Streets

Place:
Orient

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rickshaw.] 1058 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rickshaw.] 1058 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9696

Video number 08976

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44649

Topic: Hotels -- Japan
Rickshaws -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river in the Orient.] 1059 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boats on river in the Orient.] 1059 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9697

Video number 08977

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44387

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Rivers
Place: Orient
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river in the Orient.] 1060 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Boats on river in the Orient.] 1060 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9698

Video number 08978

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44528

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers
Place: Orient
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene with pedestrians, Asia Active no. 1061 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Glass cracked!

Local Numbers
RSN 9699

Video number 08979

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Oriig. No. 44700.

  Topic: Streets -- Asia  
     Place: Orient  
     Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 1063 Photonegative  
  1 Item (5" x 8")  
*Image(s): [Garden.] 1063 Photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
  RSN 9700

Video number 08980  
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
  44628  
  Topic: Gardens  
         Plants  
         Trees  
  Place: Orient  
  Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Home.] 1064 photonegative  
  1 Item (5" x 8")  
*Image(s): [Home.] 1064 photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
  RSN 9701
Video number 08981

Company catalog card included,

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44371

| Topic:     | Architecture               |
|           | Dwellings                  |
|           | Towers                     |
| Place:    | Orient                     |
| Genre/F:  | Photographs -- 1900-1910   |
| Form:     | -- Black-and-white negatives| Stereoscopic photographs |

[Street scene.] 1065 Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 1065 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9702

Video number 08982

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46302

| Topic:     | Rickshaws -- Japan         |
|           | Streets -- Japan           |
| Place:    | Japan                      |
| Genre/F:  | Photographs -- 1900-1910   |
| Form:     | -- Black-and-white negatives| Stereoscopic photographs |

[Donkey beside wide river in the Orient.] photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Donkey beside wide river in the Orient.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9703

Video number 08983
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27835

Topic: Donkeys
Rivers

Place: Orient

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9704

Video number 08984
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
123234

Topic: Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9705

Video number 08985

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.8 [118].

Topic: Rickshaws -- Japan
       Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Box 96

RSN Numbers 9706-9790

Image(s)

[Ruins.] 1222 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 1222 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9788

Video number 09060

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34877
Topic: Ruins  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Stone arcade. Active no. 1223: stereo photonegative.]
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9789

Video number 09061
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Company number 34496

[Dock scene.] 1224 photonegative
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 1224 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9790

Video number 09062
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35414
Hunting White Bear in Arctic region. 1897 R. Y. Young. [Active no. 1178 : interpositive,], 1897
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9765

Filed after RSN 10935. Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96], moved from [63].

[Landcape.] 1084 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 1084 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 9706

Video number 08986
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].
Copy and Version Identification Note
25297

Topic: Rocks
Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 1094 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cows.] 1094 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9707

Video number 08987

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
25341

Topic: Cows

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 1106 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 1106 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 9708

Video number 08988
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
25151

Topic: Armed Forces
Ordnance
Workmen

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bound for the bottom, Coney Island. [Active no. 1114 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7" (ea. 5x 3-3/2").)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0009709 (AC scan number)
RSN 9709

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]. Company catalog card included.
Company acc. no. : 55306.

NOTE: RSN 9710 UNUSED.

High diving
Swimming

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"How is that for high?" Series 1901 by R.Y. Young. 1115 Photonegative, 1901
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): "How is that for high?" Series 1901 by R.Y. Young. 1115 Photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9711

Video number 08990

Company catalog card included.

NOTE: RSN 9712 UNUSED! Frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note

55568

Topic: Beaches
Children
Swimming

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Copy of bust portrait of William Jennings Bryan, framed in flowers. Active no. 1116 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9713

Video number 08991

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Company acc. no. 76663.
Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Topic: Politicians
Genre/Form: Floral frames
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

America's Idol Wm Jennings Bryan. [Active no. 1117 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Copy of portrait surrounded by flowers.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9714

Video number 08992
Company catalog card included

NOTE: RSN 9715 UNUSED!
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Company acc. no. 76719.
Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Topic: Politicians
Genre/Form: Floral frames
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 1118 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 1118 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9716

Video number 08993

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76657

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The nation's hero, Admiral Dewey. [Active no. 1119 : stereo photonegative], [1899]
1 Item (5" x 8".),

Image(s): The nation's hero, Admiral Dewey. [Active no. 1119 : stereo photonegative, 1899].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9717

Company catalog card included. Company accession no., 76679.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

President and Mrs. Roosevelt. Caption no. 1120a : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".),

Image(s): President and Mrs. Roosevelt. Caption no. 1120a : stereoscopic photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9718

Video number 08995

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Portraits
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Little girl in nightgown praying before flag-draped martyred presidents' portraits. Active no. 1121 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9719

Video number 08996

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Company no. 76702.

Names: Garfield, James A. (James Abram), 1831-1881
        Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
        McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Assassinations
       Children -- 1900-1910
       Flags -- United States
       Martyrs
       Nightgowns
       Portraits
       Presidents
       prayers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs
[Portrait.] 1123 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 1123 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9720

Video number 08997
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76659

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 1124 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 1124 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9721

Video number 08998
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76656

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 1125 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 1125 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9722

Video number 08999
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].
Copy and Version Identification Note
76658

Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President McKinley and wife. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 1127 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): President McKinley and wife. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 1127 photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9723

Video number 09000
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].
Copy and Version Identification Note
76662
Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Portraits
Presidents -- United States -- 1890-1900.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Our Martyred President--William McKinley. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 1128a photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Our Martyred President--William McKinley. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 1128a photonegative 1901
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9724

Video number 09001
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39318
Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Portraits
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of Mrs. William McKinley.] 1129 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait of Mrs. William McKinley.] 1129 photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9725
Video number 09002
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76661

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Portraits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>McKinley, Mrs. William</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Exterior of home.] 1130 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Exterior of home.] 1130 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9726

Video number 09003
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39627

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Exterior of home.] 1130.5 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Exterior of home.] 1130.5 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9727

Video number 09004

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39444

Topic: Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tombstone of President William McKinley.] 1131 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Tombstone of President William McKinley.] 1131 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9728

Video number 09005

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39587

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Cemeteries
Presidents
Sepulchral monuments
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temporary resting place for the body of the late President Wm McKinley, Canton, O. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 1133.5 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Temporary resting place for the body of the late President Wm McKinley, Canton, O. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 1133.5 Photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9729

Video number 09006

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note

39588?

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Cemeteries -- Ohio
Presidents -- Ohio
Tombs -- Ohio
Place: Canton (Ohio)
Ohio
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tombstone of President William McKinley.] 1134 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tombstone of President William McKinley.] 1134 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9730

Video number 09007

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].
Copy and Version Identification Note

39583

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)

Topic: Cemeteries
Presidents
Sepulchral monuments

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene with parade.] Active no. 1135 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Street scene with parade.] Active no. 1135 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9731

Video number 09008
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [96].

Orig. no. 39445.

Topic: Bands (Music)
Celebrations
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd in front of U.S. Capitol at McKinley Inauguration.] 1136 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd in front of U.S. Capitol at McKinley Inauguration.] 1136 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9732

Video number 09009

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39693

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Presidents
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 1141 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 1141 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9733

Video number 09010

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34355

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Plants
Trees

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 1142 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 1142 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9734

Video number 09011

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10932.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33907

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line and buildings.] 1143 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rail line and buildings.] 1143 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9735

Video number 09012

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34125
Topic: Mountains
      Railroads
      Valleys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City street corner and buildings.] 1144 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [City street corner and buildings.] 1144 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9736

Video number 09013

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33591

Topic: City architecture
      Street scenes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 1145 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Animals.] 1145 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9737

Video number 09014

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note

33829

Topic: Animals
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 1145 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Animals.] 1145 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9738

Video number 09015
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note

34056

Topic: Animals
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural home.] 1146 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rural home.] 1146 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9739

Video number 09016
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34164

Topic: Dwellings
Gardens
Plants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1148 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 1148 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9740

Video number 09017

Company catalog card included.

NOTE: RSN 9741 UNUSED! Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33691

Topic: Buildings
Markets
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1149 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 1149 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9742

Video number 09018

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34062

Topic: Children
      Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 1150 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Garden.] 1150 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9743

Video number 09019

Company catalog card included.

NOTE: RSN 9744 UNUSED! Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33531

Topic: Gardens
      Parks
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1151 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 1151 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9745

Video number 09020

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Topic:
Markets
Pottery
Streets

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

A tropical scene of wonderful beauty near Amatlan, Mexico. 1153
Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): A tropical scene of wonderful beauty near Amatlan, Mexico. 1153 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9746

Video number 09021

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33855

Topic: Fountains -- Mexico
Gardens -- Mexico
Parks -- Mexico

Place: Amatlan (Mexico)
Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in front of rustic home.] 1154 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family group in front of rustic home.] 1154 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9747

Video number 09022
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33788

Topic: Chickens
Children
Dwellings
Family

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Chinese coolies fishing, Hong Kong. 1155 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Chinese coolies fishing, Hong Kong. 1155 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9748

Video number 09023
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].
Copy and Version Identification Note
34331

Topic: Bridges -- China
Fishing -- China
Gardens -- China
Parks -- China
Rivers -- China

Place: China
Hong Kong (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1156 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 1156 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9749

Video number 09024

Company catalog card included.

NOTE: RSN 9750 UNUSED! Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33629

Topic: Donkeys
Entrances
Fountains
Palms
Streets
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain landscape with buildings, unidentified location.] Active no. 1157:
stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Mountain landscape with buildings, unidentified location.] Active no. 1157: stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9751

"Copyright to July 7th, 1905." [On original envelope?] Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 33831.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Topic: Mountains
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women doing laundry beside river.] 1158 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Women doing laundry beside river.] 1158 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9752

Video number 09026
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43352

Topic: Bridges
Laundries
Rivers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home.] 1159 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Horrors of Galveston Disaster--along the Docks. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1161.5 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

Horrors of Galveston Disaster--along the Docks. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1161.5 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Horrors of Galveston Disaster--along the Docks. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1161.5 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9754

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]. Company catalog card included.

Topic: Boats -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Harbors -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.
Ships -- Texas

Place: Galveston (Tex.)
Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

Water-Works now in temporary working order, Galveston Disaster. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1162.5 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Water-Works now in temporary working order, Galveston Disaster. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1162.5 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9755

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]. Company catalog card included.

NOTE: RSN 9756 UNUSED!

Topic:
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.
Waterworks

Place:
Galveston (Tex.)
Texas

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dry goods store drying their goods, Galveston Disaster. / Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Label on base side of plate.] [Active no. 1163.5 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
2 Items (pieces; 4-1/4 x 6-1/2" combined).

Image(s): Dry goods store drying their goods, Galveston Disaster. / Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Label on base side of plate.] [Active no. 1163.5 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Two cut negatives which had been taped to glass. A film overlay, possibly nitrate, and the cover glass were removed during rehousing. Portions of tape still on plates.
Local Numbers
RSN 9757

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]. Company catalog card included.

Topic: Business enterprises -- Texas
Dry-goods -- Texas
Markets -- Texas
Shops -- Texas
Stores -- Texas

Place: Galveston (Tex.)
Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pier 16 and Relief Boat, Galveston, Texas. / Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young.
[Label on base side of plate.] [Active no. 1164.5 : stereo photonegative,]
1900
2 items (pieces; 4-1/4 x 6-1/2" combined.)

Image(s): Pier 16 and Relief Boat, Galveston, Texas. / Copyright 1900
by R.Y. Young. [Label on base side of plate.] [Active no. 1164.5 : stereo
photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Two cut negatives which had been taped to glass. A film
overlay, possibly nitrate, and the cover glass were removed during
rehousing. Portions of tape still on plates.

Local Numbers
RSN 9758

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]. Company catalog card included.

Topic: Boats -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Docks -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.
Laborers -- Texas
Piers -- Texas
Ships -- Texas
Wharves -- Texas

Place: Galveston (Tex.)
Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking up 20th St., showing City Hall—Galveston after Cyclone. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1165.5 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
2 items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): Looking up 20th St., showing City Hall—Galveston after Cyclone. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1165.5 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9759
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]. Company catalog card included.

Topic: Buildings -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.
Streets -- Texas

Place: Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Mary’s Infirmary—Galveston, Texas, after the Cyclone. / Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Label on cover glass.] [Active no. AS1166.5 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 item (4-1/4 x 6-1/2”).
Image(s): St. Mary’s Infirmary—Galveston, Texas, after the Cyclone. / Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Label on cover glass.] [Active no. AS1166.5 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Two cut negatives taped to glass. A film overlay, possibly nitrate, was removed during rehousing. Portions of tape still on plates.

Local Numbers
RSN 9760
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]. Company catalog card included.

**Topic:** Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Hospitals
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

**Place:** Galveston (Tex.)
Texas

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the ruins at Galveston--Cotton Compress near the Water Works. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. Active no. 1167.5 : stereo photonegative, 1900
*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Among the ruins at Galveston--Cotton Compress near the Water Works. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. Active no. 1167.5 : stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 9761

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]. Company catalog card included.

**Topic:** Buildings -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.
Waterworks -- Texas

**Place:** Galveston (Texas)
Texas

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Horrors of Galveston Disaster--John Sealy's Hospital. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1168.5 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Horrors of Galveston Disaster--John Sealy's Hospital. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1168.5 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9762

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Topic: Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hospitals
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gas Tanks, Galveston, Texas, after the Cyclone. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active No. 1170.5 : stereo photonegative.,] 1900
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Gas Tanks, Galveston, Texas, after the Cyclone. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [Active No. 1170.5 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9763

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]. Company catalog card included.

Topic: Buildings -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Fuel
Gas tanks
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Tex.)
Texas
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] 1172 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 1172 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9764

Video number 09037

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10933; NOTE: RSN 9765 UNUSED!
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Topic: Birds
Boats and boating
Dogs
Ducks
Rifles
hunters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Hunting scene.] 1179 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 1179 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 9766

Video number 09038

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10936.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24071

Topic: Animals
Birds
Prize
Rewards
Rifles
Taxidermy
Trophies
hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

On the beach, "Coney." [Active no. 1183 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9767

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]. Company catalog card included.

Beaches

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Sailboats "Columbia, Shamrock/1899." [Active no. 1187 : stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9768

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71]
Orig. no. 37454.

Names: Shamrock (sailboat)
Topic: S.S. Columbia
        Sailboats
        Waterscapes
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Sunset on the Bay. Copyright 1898 by R.Y. Young. 1191 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Sunset on the Bay. Copyright 1898 by R.Y. Young. 1191 Photonegative 1898
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9769

Video number 09041
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 10937
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]

Copy and Version Identification Note
22761

Topic: Sailboats
        Sunsets
        Waterscapes
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

"Rocked in the cradle of the deep." 1192 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9770

Video number 09042

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]

Copy and Version Identification Note
37620

Topic: Swimming
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1193 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 1193 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9771

Video number 09043

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34386

Topic: Buildings
Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 1194 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 1194 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9772
Video number 09044
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34394

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Music
Plazas
bands

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Puerta del Sol, the heart of Spain's capital city. 1195 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Puerta del Sol, the heart of Spain's capital city. 1195 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9773
Video number 09045
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].
Copy and Version Identification Note
34881

Topic: Buildings -- Spain
       Plazas -- Spain
       Streetcars -- Spain
       Streets -- Spain
Place: Madrid (Spain)
       Puerta del Sol (Madrid, Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge] 1197 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Bridge] 1197 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9774

Video number 09046
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34929

Topic: Bridges
       Gardens
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture] 1198 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture] 1198 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9775

Video number 09047
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34541
Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Art -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A glimpse of Granada from the Hall of Embassadors, Palace of the Alhambra. 1199 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9776

Video number 09048
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]

Copy and Version Identification Note
35119
Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Art -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fountain pools of the Generalife Palace of the Alhambra, Granada, Spain.
1201 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fountain pools of the Generalife Palace of the Alhambra, Granada, Spain. 1201 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9777

Video number 09049
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
25435

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Generalife Palace (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Gardens -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
Ponds -- Spain

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 1203 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 1203 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9778
Video number 09050

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   35456
   Topic: Parks
   Portraits
   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1209 Photonegative
   1 Item (5" x 8")
   Image(s): [Street scene.] 1209 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 9779

Video number 09051

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   35035
   Topic: Buildings
   Parks
   Plazas
   Streets
   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 1210 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Park.] 1210 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9780

Video number 09052

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34386

Topic: Flowers
Gardens
Parks
Trees

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Streets decorated for a Religious procession, Valencia, Spain. Copyright 1902 by R.Y. Young. 1213 Photonegative, 1902

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Streets decorated for a Religious procession, Valencia, Spain. Copyright 1902 by R.Y. Young. 1213 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated and peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 9781

Video number 09053

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].
Copy and Version Identification Note

24758

Topic: Celebrations -- Spain
Religion -- Spain
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain
Valencia (Spain)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] 1212 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Restaurant.] 1212 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9782

Video number 09054

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24391

Topic: Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Pavilion of Chas. V.--built 1540--in Gardens of Alcazar. Copyright 1902 by R.Y. Young. 1214 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Pavilion of Chas. V.--built 1540--in Gardens of Alcazar. Copyright 1902 by R.Y. Young. 1214 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9783

Video number 09055

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63]

Copy and Version Identification Note

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>34658</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Names: Alcazar (Spain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic: Art -- Spain, Buildings -- Spain, Palaces -- Spain, Plazas -- Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives, Glass, Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

General View, Niagara Falls, N.Y. U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young.
1215.5 Photonegative, 1900
1 piece (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): General View, Niagara Falls, N.Y. U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 1215.5 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 9784

Video number 09056

Company catalog card included

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place: New York, Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives, Glass, Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Mother and child outside on ground.] 1216 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mother and child outside on ground.] 1216 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion severely cracked and peeling.
Right end of glass missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9785

Video number 09057
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35403

Topic:
Family
Infants

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 1217 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 1217 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9786

Video number 09058
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34392

Topic:
Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 1220 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Children.] 1220 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9787

Video number 09059

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Topic: Children
Gardens
Parks

Box 97

RSN Numbers 9791-9809, Cards AS 1084-AS 1248

Image(s)

[River and bridge in rugged terrain.] 1224 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [River and bridge in rugged terrain.] 1224 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Tiny holes in emulsion both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 9791

Video number 09063

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].
Copy and Version Identification Note

35114

Topic: Bridges
   Rivers
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad tunnel. Active no. 1225 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9792

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Company acc. no. 35346.

Topic: Mountains
   Railroads
   Tunnels
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1227 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 1227 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9793

Video number 09065

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

46329

Topic: Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church.] 1228 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Church.] 1228 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9794

Video number 09066
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

46292

Topic: Architecture
Church buildings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 1229 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Garden.] 1229 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9795

Video number 09067
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46290

Topic: Gardens
   Palms
   Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene.] 1235 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Park scene.] 1235 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 9796

Video number 09068

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46296

Topic: Architecture
   Parks
   Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene. Active no. 1236 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 9797

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Company acc. no. 6705 44?

Topic: Clouds
Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1236 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4 x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1236 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9798

Video number 09070

Company catalog card included..

Similar to RSN 10938.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24646

Topic: Clouds
Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1237 photonegative
1 Item (5 x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 1237 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9799

Video number 09071

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52514

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Ruins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Ruins.] 1239 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 1239 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9800

Video number 09072

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50698

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Ruins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Street scene.] 1240 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 1240 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Mt. Pelee and steam from the crater, Martinique, W.I. Active no. 1241: stereo photonegative, [1902]
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Mt. Pelee and steam from the crater, Martinique, W.I. Active no. 1241: stereo photonegative, [1902].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Tiny holes in emulsion, left image.

Local Numbers
RSN 9802

Company catalog card included. Company accession 50701.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Topic: Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1242 photonegative
Image(s): [Ruins.] 1242 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Tiny holes in emulsion right frame.
Local Numbers
RSN 9803
Video number 09075
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].
Copy and Version Identification Note
50490
Topic: Ruins
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Image(s): [Ruins.] 1243 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9804
Video number 09076
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].
Copy and Version Identification Note
50727
Topic: Ruins
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Refugee's Camp, Fort de France. Copyright 1902 by R. Y. Young. 1245 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Refugee's Camp, Fort de France. Copyright 1902 by R. Y. Young. 1245 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9805

Video number 09077

Company catalog card included.

"Duplicate of 50604"

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71]

Copy and Version Identification Note
40182

Topic: Refugees -- Martinique
Place: Fort-de-France (Martinique)
       Martinique
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

"A group of Natives watching Steaming Mt. Pelee, Island of Martinique. Copyright 1902 by R.Y. Young." Active no. 1245 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Six figures, adults and children, seen from behind as they view volcano.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering. Uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 9806

Company catalog card included.

"Mt. Pelee" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71]. Orig. no. 50182.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Mountains -- Martinique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volcanoes -- Martinique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Martinique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pelée, Mount (Martinique)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Street scene.] 1246 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 1246 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9807

Video number 09079

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

50627

| Topic: | Streets |

| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

A Bit of the Island of Martinique, near Mt. Pelee. Copyright 1903 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1247 : stereo photonegative,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A Bit of the Island of Martinique, near Mt. Pelee. Copyright 1903 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1247 : stereo photonegative.] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9808

Company catalog card included. Company accession no. 50729.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Topic: Gardens -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Martinique
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1248 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 1248 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9809

Video number 09081

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.9 [63], moved from [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50515

Topic: Ruins
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 98

RSN Numbers 9810-9875

Image(s)

[Children hang Christmas stockings at fireplace.] 1254 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children hang Christmas stockings at fireplace.] 1254 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9810

Video number 09082

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66548

Topic: Children
Christmas
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Santa Claus seated in home. Active no. 1255 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9811

Video number 09083

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company acc. no. 66477.

**Topic:** Christmas  
Dwellings  
Holidays -- 1890-1920  
Santa Claus

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Santa Claus filling the children's stockings. Copyright 1902 U&U. [Active no. 1256 : stereo photonegative,] 1902  
*1 Item (5" x 8").*

**Image(s):** Santa Claus filling the children's stockings. Copyright 1902 U&U. [Active no. 1256 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 9812

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company acc. no. 66522

**Topic:** Christmas  
Dwellings  
Dwellings  
Holidays -- 1890-1920  
Santa Claus

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children before fireplace in home.] 1257 photonegative  
*1 Item (5" x 8").*

**Image(s):** [Children before fireplace in home.] 1257 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 9813
Video number 09085

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

66306

Topic: Children
Christmas
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in dining room setting.] Active no. 1258 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8 ").

Image(s): [Family group in dining room setting.] Active no. 1258 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9814

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company acc. no. 66451.

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children seated before fireplace in home.] 1259 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8 ".)

Image(s): [Children seated before fireplace in home.] 1259 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9815

Video number 09087
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66434

Topic: Children
Christmas
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in bedroom. Active no. 1260 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9816

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company acc. no. 66388.

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Christmas
Dwellings
Family
Holidays -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Coral. Copyright 1897 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1262 : stereo photonegative.], 1897
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Coral. Copyright 1897 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1262 : stereo photonegative.] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9817

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71]. Company acc. no. 76671.

Topic: Coral
Sea animal skeletons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Coral. Copyright 1897 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1262 : stereo photonegative.], 1897
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Coral. Copyright 1897 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 1262 : stereo photonegative.], 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight emulsion deterioration at four corners.

Local Numbers
RSN 9818

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71]. Company acc. no. 76672.

Topic: Coral
Sea animal skeletons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Full Moon. Active no. 12632 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Full Moon. Active no. 12632 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9819

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Place: Moon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 1264 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Seascape.] 1264 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9820

Video number 09092
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 9821.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Topic: Sunsets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Seascapes

[Seascape.] 1264 photonegative
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/2)

Image(s): [Seascape.] 1264 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper left tiny corner of image cracked

Local Numbers
RSN 9821

Video number 09093

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9820.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

| Topic:       | Sunsets                      |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |

[Farm scene. Active no. 1267 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9822

Video number 09094

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company acc. no. 66096.

| Topic:       | Animals                  |
|             | Farms                    |
|             | Swine                    |
|             | pigs                     |

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |
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Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene. Active no. 1268 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9823

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company acc. no. 66098.

Topic: Animals
Farms
Swine
pigs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 1269 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 1269 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9824

Video number 09096

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76731

Topic: Flowers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A daring leap from a dizzy height. 1272 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): A daring leap from a dizzy height. 1272 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9825

Video number 09097

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Topic: High diving
Sports -- 1920-1930
Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Flowers.] 1273 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 1273 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9826

Video number 09098

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

39290

Topic: Flowers
Gardens
"Wild West" 1274 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Wild West" 1274 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9827

Video number 09099

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
21359; 767

Topic: Animals
  Cavalry
  Horses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Little "War Eagle," the Pride of the Tribe. Joven indio "Aguila del Combate," el orgullo de la Tribu. Active no. 1275 : stereo photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 3 3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9828

Company catalog card included.

Two frames separated.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71]. Orig. no. 22450.
Names: War Eagle.
Topic: Children
Horses
Indians of North America
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Buffalo Bill? (William F. Cody). Active No. 1276 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9829

Company catalog card included.

Other numbers: 24759.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Emulsion along right border deteriorated and peeling.

Names: Cody, William F.
Topic: Animals -- 1900-1910
Cowboys -- 1900-1910
Horses -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Minnehaha Falls, Minnesota. Copyright 1901 by R. Y. Young. 1280 2
photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Minnehaha Falls, Minnesota. Copyright 1901 by R. Y. Young.
1280 2 photonegative 1901
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9830
Video number 09102

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Waterfalls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Minnehaha Falls (Minneapolis, Minnesota)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Horned owls. 1284 photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Horned owls. 1284 photonegative 1904
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9831

Video number 09103

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71]

Copy and Version Identification Note
54873

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Birds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Owls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young.
[Active no. 01286 : stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 01286 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9832

Video number 09104
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Similar to RSN 9833.

Topic: Church architecture -- 20th century -- Utah
Mormons -- Utah
Religion -- Utah
Temples -- Utah

Place: Mormon Temple
Salt Lake City (Utah)
Utah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Distant view of Mormon Tabernacle and Temple. Active no. 1286 : stereo photonegative,]. 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Distant view of Mormon Tabernacle and Temple. Active no. 1286 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9833

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].
Similar to RSN 9832. Company acc. no. 76490.

Orig. no. 76490.

Topic: Church architecture -- 20th century -- Utah
Mormons -- Utah
Religion -- Utah
Temples -- Utah

Place: Mormon Temple
Salt Lake City (Utah)
Utah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Art scene.] 1287 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Art scene.] 1287 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9834

Video number 09106

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29527

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural scene.] 1288 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rural scene.] 1288 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion slightly peeling at left and right borders

Local Numbers
RSN 9835

Video number 09107

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

29636

Topic: Country lanes
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene. Active no. 1289 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boat scene. Active no. 1289 : stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9836

Video number 09108

Company catalog card included. Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Orig. no. 42096.

Topic: Boats -- United States
Fishing -- United States
Industry -- United States

Place: Pacific Coast

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rooster Rock, Columbia River, Oregon, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 1291 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Rooster Rock, Columbia River, Oregon, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 1291 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 9837

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company acc. no. 24760.

Topic:
- Boats -- Oregon
- Formations (Geology) -- Oregon
- Rivers -- Oregon

Place:
- Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
- Oregon
- Rooster Rock

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Theodore Roosevelt and Dr. Cross, Montauk Point, Long Island. [Cat. No. 1294 : photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Theodore Roosevelt and Dr. Cross, Montauk Point, Long Island. [Cat. No. 1294 : photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9838

Company catalog card included (title inscribed on card).
Similar to RSN 10941.

60672 (company accession number).

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Right side broken, 4/5 missing.

Names: Cross, Dr.
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Portraits -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Montauk Point (Long Island, N.Y.)
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

President Theodore Roosevelt at his desk in the White House, Washington, D.C., U.S.A. Copyright 1903 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 1296 : stereo photonegative,] 1905

1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): President Theodore Roosevelt at his desk in the White House, Washington, D.C., U.S.A. Copyright 1903 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 1296 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9839
AC0143-0009839

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10943.

Copy and Version Identification Note

60990

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Portraits -- Men -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Paintings? on a gallery wall. Active no. 1297 : stereo photonegative], 1896
1 item (5" x 8"")

Image(s): [Paintings? on a gallery wall. Active no. 1297 : stereo photonegative], 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9840

Video number 09112

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company acc. no. 29635.

Topic: Art
Exhibitions -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 1298 photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 1298 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9841

Video number 09113

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].
Ever churning Niagara from Luna Island. [Active no. 1299 stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Ever churning Niagara from Luna Island. [Active no. 1299 stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9842

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].
Company acc. no. 36487.

Topic: Bridges
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Place: Luna Island, Niagara
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bears.] 1301 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Bears.] 1301 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9843

Video number 09115

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

76687

Topic: Animals
Bears

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 1303 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Animals.] 1303 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9844

Video number 09116

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

76683

Topic: Animals

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Natural History Series -- A Family of Wild Ducks. [Mr. & Mrs. Snipe and family.] Copyright 1902 by R. Y. Young. 1304 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Natural History Series -- A Family of Wild Ducks. [Mr. & Mrs. Snipe and family.] Copyright 1902 by R. Y. Young. 1304 photonegative 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9845

Video number 09117

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71]

Topic: Birds
Ducks
Snipes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals], no. 1305 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Animals], no. 1305 : stereo photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9846

Video number 09118

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71]

Copy and Version Identification Note
76674

Topic: Animals
Foxes
Turkeys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 1306 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Animals.] 1306 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9847

Video number 09119

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76678

Topic: Animals
Deer

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 1308 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Animals.] 1308 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9848

Video number 09120

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76675

Topic: Animals
elk

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) The Adoration of the Wise Men. [Active no. 1315 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9849

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9850. Orig. no. 7411.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107].

Topic:
Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Paintings

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) Judas Betraying Christ. 1316 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9851

Video number 09123

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 9852

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
7417

Names: Jesus Christ
Judas Maccabeus

Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(3) Judas Betraying Christ. 1316 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9852

Video number 09124

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 9851

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
7417

Names: Jesus Christ
Judas Maccabeus

Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(11) Jesus falls the First Time. [Stations of the Cross : Active no. 1317 : stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): (11) Jesus falls the First Time. [Stations of the Cross : Active no. 1317 : stereo photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9853

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9854. Orig. no. 7420.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107].

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Religion
Stations of the Cross
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(11) Jesus falls the First Time. [Stations of the Cross series: Active no. 1317 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Half of emulsion missing from both views.

Local Numbers
RSN 9854
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9853.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]. Orig. no. 7420.

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Stations of the Cross

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(12) Jesus Meets His Mother. [Stations of the Cross series, Active no. 1318 : stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): (12) Jesus Meets His Mother. [Stations of the Cross series, Active no. 1318 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9855
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9856.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]. Orig. no. 7421.

Names: Jesus Christ
       Mary, Blessed Virgin, Saint

Topic: Art
       Biblical scenes
       Christian art and symbolism
       Christianity
       Religion
       Stations of the Cross

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

(12) Jesus Meets His Mother. 1318 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): (12) Jesus Meets His Mother. 1318 photonegative..

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9856

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9855.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107].
(13) Simon Shares the Burden of the Cross. 1319 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9857

Video number 09129

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 9858

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
7422

Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity

Place: Simon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(13) Simon Shares the Burden of the Cross. 1319 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9858

Video number 09130

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 9857

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]
Copy and Version Identification Note
7422

Topic:
Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity

Place:
Simon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(14) St. Veronica Wipes the Face of Jesus. 1320 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9859

Video number 09131

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 9860

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
7423

Names:
Jesus Christ
Veronica, Saint

Topic:
Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Stations of the Cross

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(14) St. Veronica Wipes the Face of Jesus. 1320 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9860

Video number 09132

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 9859

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note

7423

Names: Jesus Christ
Veronica, Saint

Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Stations of the Cross

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(15) Jesus Falls the Second Time. 1321 photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9861

Video number 09133

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 9862

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]
(15) Jesus Falls the Second Time. 1321 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (15) Jesus Falls the Second Time. 1321 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9862

Video number 09134

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9861.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107].

(16) Jesus Consoles the Women of Jerusalem. 1322 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (16) Jesus Consoles the Women of Jerusalem. 1322 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9863
Video number 09135
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9864
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
7425
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Stations of the Cross
Place: Jerusalem
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(16) Jesus Consoles the Women of Jerusalem. 1322 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (16) Jesus Consoles the Women of Jerusalem. 1322 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9864
Video number 09136
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 9863.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note

7425

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity

Place: Jerusalem

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(17) Jesus Falls the Third Time. 1323 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9865

Video number 09137

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
CRUCIFIXION SERIES
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Stations of the Cross

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(18) Jesus Stripped of His Clothing. 1324 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9866

Video number 09138
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 9867
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
7427

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Stations of the Cross

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

(18) Jesus Stripped of His Clothing. 1324 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9867

Video number 09139
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 9866
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]
Copy and Version Identification Note
7427

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Stations of the Cross

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(19) Jesus Attached to the Cross. 1325 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion both frames deteriorated badly and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 9868

Video number 09140
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 9869
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
7428

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Stations of the Cross

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(19) Jesus Attached to the Cross. 1325 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
good
Local Numbers
RSN 9869
Video number 09141
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 9868
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
7428

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Stations of the Cross
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(21) Jesus Taken from the Cross. 1326 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9870

Video number 09142
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 9871
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]
Copy and Version Identification Note
7430

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Stations of the Cross

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(21) Jesus Taken from the Cross. 1326 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9871

Video number 09143
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 9870
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
7430

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Avenue of Date Palms in the Paseo Genoves, Cadiz, Spain. Copyright 1902 by R. Y. Young [Active no. 1329 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9872

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 7426.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107].

Topic:
Palm trees -- Spain
Streets -- Spain
Trees -- Spain

Place:
Cádiz (Spain)
Paseo Genoves
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Galveston Gas Works utterly destroyed -- leaving the City in total darkness. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. [Paper label on base side of plate.] [Active no. A.S. 1327-1/2 (Paper label on cover glass) : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (4-1/4 x 6-1/2").

Image(s): Galveston Gas Works utterly destroyed -- leaving the City in total darkness. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. [Paper label on base side of plate.] [Active no. A.S. 1327-1/2 (Paper label on cover glass) : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Two cut negatives taped to glass. A film overlay, possibly nitrate, was removed during rehousing. Portions of tape still on plates. Major emulsion lift on right edge. Plates coming untaped from base.

Local Numbers
RSN 9873

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [107].

Company catalog card included.
Topic: Disasters -- Texas
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.
Industry -- Texas
Ruins -- Texas

Place: Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls.] 1330 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 1330 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
right frame peeling badly

Local Numbers
RSN 9874

Video number 09146
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Topic: Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn wagon going through base of huge tree.] 1331
photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Horse-drawn wagon going through base of huge tree.] 1331
photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9875
Video number 09147

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9876.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

41982 of 43058

Topic:    Forests -- California
          Horses -- California
          Redwoods -- California
          Trees -- California
          Wagons -- California

Place:    California
          Mariposa Grove
          Wauwona

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Box 99    RSN Numbers 9876-9899, Cards AS 1249-AS 1368 1/2

Image(s)

Wauwona as we drove through it -- Mariposa Grove, Cal., U.S.A. Copyright 1903 by R. Y. Young. 1331 2 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4'' x 7'')

Image(s): Wauwona as we drove through it -- Mariposa Grove, Cal., U.S.A. Copyright 1903 by R. Y. Young. 1331 2 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9876

Video number 09148

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9875.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Topic:    Forests -- California
          Horses -- California
          Redwoods -- California
Trees -- California
Wagons -- California

Place: California
    Mariposa Grove
    Wauwona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cocoanut Avenue, Lake North, Fla. 1332 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Cocoanut Avenue, Lake North, Fla. 1332 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 9877

Video number 09149

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    33072

Topic: Palms -- Florida
       Tree trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida
    Lake North (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

American Falls from Luna Island, Niagara, U.S.A. [No. 1333 : stereoscopic
photonegative], 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): American Falls from Luna Island, Niagara, U.S.A. [No. 1333 : stereoscopic
photonegative], 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9878

Video number 09150

Company catalog card included.

Orig. no. 36597.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Topic: Bridges -- New York
      Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Place: Luna Island (New York)
       New York -- 1900-1910
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

"A wing shot." No. 1334 : photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): "A wing shot." No. 1334 : photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9879

Video number 09151

Company catalog card included.

38324 of 38276

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71]

Topic: Birds
       Hunting
       Sports -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt speaking to crowd. Caption No. 1338 : stereoscopic photonegative], [ca. 1900-1909.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt speaking to crowd. Caption No. 1338: stereoscopic photonegative, ca. 1900-1909.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9880

Company catalog card included. Similar to RSN 10950.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Left image incomplete.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- United States
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architectural interior, Germany. Active no. 1340. Stereo photonegative], [1905]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Architectural interior, Germany. Active no. 1340. Stereo photonegative, 1905]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbig, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9881

Video number 09153

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 10951 and 10952.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company no. 39904.

Topic: Architecture
       Interior architecture
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1342 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1342 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9882

Video number 09154

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 9883 and 10955.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
60846

Topic: Animals
Buffalo
Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1342 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1342 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9883

Video number 09155

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 9882 and 10955.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
60987

Topic:
Animals
Buffalo
Mountains

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses in Ireland.] 1346 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Horses in Ireland.] 1346 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9884

Video number 09156

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10959.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47389

Topic:
Carts -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mine in Ireland. Active no. 1347 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9885

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10960.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Orig. no. 17088.

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Laborers -- Ireland
Mines -- Ireland
Mining -- Ireland

Place: Ireland -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large number of children pose around monument in Ireland. Inscription on monument: "The Treaty of Limerick signed A.D. 1691." Active no. 1348: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9886

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10961; company acc. no. 47069.

Topic: Children -- Ireland.
Monuments
Portraits, Group -- Children
Place: Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene in Ireland. Active no. 1350 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Farm scene in Ireland. Active no. 1350 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9887

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10963.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Company acc. no. 47334.

Topic: Animals -- Ireland
Cows -- Ireland
Sheep -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Ireland Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast scene in Ireland.] 1351 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Seacoast scene in Ireland.] 1351 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9888

Video number 09160
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10964.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47235

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Formations (Geology)</th>
<th>Seacoasts -- Ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
<td>-- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Seacoast scene in Ireland.] 1352 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Seacoast scene in Ireland.] 1352 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9889

Video number 09161

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10965.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47140

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Formations (Geology)</th>
<th>Seacoasts -- Ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
<td>-- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Boat scene in Ireland.] [Ireland?] 1354 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Boat scene in Ireland.] [Ireland?] 1354 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9890

Video number 09162

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
Place: Ireland -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[River in Ireland. Active no. 1354 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s): [River in Ireland. Active no. 1354 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9891

Video number 09163

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71].

Similar to RSN 10968.

Active no. 47086.

Topic: Figure in landscape
Gardens -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Ireland
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Ireland.] 1355 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River and bridge in Ireland.] 1355 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9892

Video number 09164

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [79].

Similar to RSN 10969.

Copy and Version Identification Note
47128

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Patrick's Street and Bridge (over River Lee), S.S.W. from Quay, Cork, Ireland. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [Active no. 1357 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): St. Patrick's Street and Bridge (over River Lee), S.S.W. from Quay, Cork, Ireland. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [Active no. 1357 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9893

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [79].
Similar to RSN 10971.
Orig. no. 47916 of 47322.

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
       Rivers -- Ireland
       Streets -- Ireland
Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
       Ireland
       Lee River (Cork, Ireland)
       St. Patrick's Street
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

(44) The Weir Bridge at the world famous Meeting of the Waters, Killarney.
Copyright 1903 by Asco. 1359 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): (44) The Weir Bridge at the world famous Meeting of the Waters, Killarney. Copyright 1903 by Asco. 1359 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9894

Video number 09166
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [79].
Similar to RSN 10973.
Copy and Version Identification Note
47787

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
       Bridges -- Ireland
       Rivers -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
Meeting of the Waters
Weir Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers on roof of rural cottage in Ireland.] 1360 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Workers on roof of rural cottage in Ireland.] 1360 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9895

Video number 09167
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10974
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47325

Topic: Construction -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast scene in Ireland.] 1364 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Seacoast scene in Ireland.] 1364 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9896

Video number 09168
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10978.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47052

Topic: Beaches -- Ireland
      Formations (Geology)
      Seacoasts -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast scene in Ireland.] 1365 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seacoast scene in Ireland.] 1365 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9897

Video number 09169
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10979.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47875

Topic: Buildings -- Ireland
       Ruins -- Ireland
       Seacoasts -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of children outside rural school, Ballidian National School?] Active no. 1366. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”.)
Image(s): [Line of children outside rural school, Ballidian National School?] Active no. 1366. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Loss, portion of left view.

Local Numbers
RSN 9898

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [79].
Similar to RSN 10980.

Names: Ballidian National School
Topic: Children
International education
Rural schools
Schools

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in bed in home. [Active no. 1368 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”.)
Image(s): [Woman in bed in home. [Active no. 1368 : stereo photonegative.], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9899

Video number 09171
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [79].

Orig. no. 65711.

Topic: Bedrooms
   Dwellings
   Models (Persons)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Box 100

RSN Numbers 9900-9986

Image(s)

[Woman helping a young lad climb a tree.] 1372 photonegative
   1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Woman helping a young lad climb a tree.] 1372 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 9900

Video number 09172

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79 , moved from [71].

1/3 of left frame missing.

Topic: Children
   Games
   Recreation
   Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Children and cart before row of cottages in Ireland.] 1372 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Children and cart before row of cottages in Ireland.] 1372 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9901

Video number 09173

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [79].

Similar to RSN 10987.

Copy and Version Identification Note

47758

Topic: Animals -- Ireland
Children -- Ireland.
Donkeys -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of rustic cottage in Ireland.] 1373 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Interior of rustic cottage in Ireland.] 1373 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9902

Video number 09174

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [79].
Similar to RSN 10988

Copy and Version Identification Note

47348

Topic: Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
Interior architecture -- Ireland
Spinning wheels -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Innisfallen's ruin'd shrine, / May suggest a passing sigh, / But man's faith can ne'er decline, /Such God's wonders floating by. [Active no. 1374 : photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Innisfallen's ruin'd shrine, / May suggest a passing sigh, / But man's faith can ne'er decline, /Such God's wonders floating by. [Active no. 1374 : photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9903

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9904 and 10989

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Company acc. no. 47379.

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
Mountains -- Ireland
Waterscapes -- Ireland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Ireland
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Place: Innisfallen (Ireland)
Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Innisfallen's ruin'd shrine, / May suggest a passing sigh, / But man's faith can ne'er decline, / Such God's wonders floating by. 1374 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Innisfallen's ruin'd shrine, /May suggest a passing sigh, /But man's faith can ne'er decline, /Such God's wonders floating by. 1374 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9904

Video number 09176

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 9903 and 10989

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47379

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
Mountains -- Ireland
Waterscapes -- Ireland

Place: Innisfallen (Ireland)
Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Ireland
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Ireland.] 1375 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Ireland.] 1375 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9905

Video number 09177

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10990.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Copy and Version Identification Note
47691

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Cemeteries -- Ireland
Ruins -- Ireland
Tombstones -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument among ruins in Ireland.] 1376 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5'' x 8'')

Image(s): [Monument among ruins in Ireland.] 1376 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9906

Video number 09178

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Same as RSN 10991.

Copy and Version Identification Note
47645

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Buildings -- Ireland
Monuments -- Ireland
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Ireland.] 1377 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Castle in Ireland.] 1377 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9907
Video number 09179
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 10992.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Copy and Version Identification Note
47695

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Buildings -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
Parks -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Ireland.] 1379 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cathedral in Ireland.] 1379 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9908
Video number 09180
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 10994.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.
Copy and Version Identification Note
47453

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Buildings -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
Parks -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Ireland.] 1386 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Market in Ireland.] 1386 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9909

Video number 09181

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11001.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50232

Topic: Buildings -- Ireland
Markets -- Ireland
Plazas -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Angels wonder not that man /There would fain prolong life’s span, /
Beauty’s home, Killarney, /Ever fair Killarney 1387 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Angels wonder not that man /There would fain prolong life’s span, /Beauty’s home, Killarney, /Ever fair Killarney 1387 photonegative, 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9910

Video number 09182

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 9911 and 11002

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79

Copy and Version Identification Note
47430

Topic: Cemeteries -- 1900-1910 -- Ireland
Tombs -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Angels wonder not that man /There would fain prolong life's span, /Beauty's home, Killarney, /Ever fair Killarney 1387 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Angels wonder not that man /There would fain prolong life's span, /Beauty's home, Killarney, /Ever fair Killarney 1387 photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9911

Video number 09183

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 9910 and 11002.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47430

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
       Tombs -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
       Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Gothic architecture in Ireland. Active no. 1388 : stereo photonegative,],
1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): [Gothic architecture in Ireland. Active no. 1388 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9912

Video number 09184

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11003.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Company acc. 47239.

Topic: Arches
       Architecture
       Architecture, Gothic
       Interior architecture

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs
(34) Rushing from the Church of the Holy Sepulchre with Holy Fire, Jerusalem. Copyright 1903 by the American Stereoscopic Co. 1389 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): (34) Rushing from the Church of the Holy Sepulchre with Holy Fire, Jerusalem. Copyright 1903 by the American Stereoscopic Co. 1389 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9913
Video number 09185
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Names: Church of the Holy Sepulchre (Jerusalem)
Topic: Churches -- Palestine
Crowds -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Palestine.] 1392 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains in Palestine.] 1392 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9914
Video number 09186
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11006.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Copy and Version Identification Note
27029

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Horses -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Ruins in Palestine.] 1396 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Ruins in Palestine.] 1396 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Most of left side missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 9915

Video number 09187
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11010.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
26492 of 26512

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Ruins -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jewish Cemetery (Palestine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mount of Olives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Form:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Artisans in Palestine.] 1402 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Artisans in Palestine.] 1402 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9916
Video number 09188
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11016.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].
Copy and Version Identification Note
26926

Topic: Artisans -- Palestine
      Laborers -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Artisans in Palestine.] 1402 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Artisans in Palestine.] 1402 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9917
Video number 09189
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11020.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].
Copy and Version Identification Note

26991

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave scene.] 1409 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cave scene.] 1409 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9918
Video number 09190
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11023.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Topic: Caves
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men engaged in board game, with spectators, all wearing fezes.] 1411 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Two men engaged in board game, with spectators, all wearing fezes.] 1411 photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9919
Video number 09191
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Similar to RSN 11025

Copy and Version Identification Note
27055

Topic: Games -- Palestine
Recreation -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fujiyama, glorious and majestic--Japan's great sacred mountain. Copyright 1903 R.Y. Young. Active no. 1415 : stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fujiyama, glorious and majestic--Japan's great sacred mountain. Copyright 1903 R.Y. Young. Active no. 1415 : stereo photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9920

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11029

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Company acc. no. 46375.

Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
Landscapes (representations) -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan

Place: Fujiyama
Japan -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9921

Video number 09193

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90333 s 44136&7

Topic: Sailboats
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9922

Video number 09194

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39010

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9923
Video number 09195
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39014

Topic: Sailboats
     Ships
     Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9925

Video number 09197

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39038

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9926

Video number 09198

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].
Copy and Version Identification Note
44111

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9927

Video number 09199
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44114

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9928
Video number 09200

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note

44115

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative, 1905

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sailboats.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9929

Video number 09201

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note

44117

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9930

Video number 09202

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44131

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9931

Video number 09203

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44138

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9932

Video number 09204

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44143

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9933

Video number 09205

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].
Copy and Version Identification Note

44144

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9934

Video number 09206

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note

44172

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9935
Video number 09207

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note

44178

Topic:
Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s):
[Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9936

Video number 09208

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note

44180

Topic:
Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9937

Video number 09209

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44192

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 1416 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9938

Video number 09210

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44187

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes
Shamrock III. [Active no. 1416 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Shamrock III. [Active no. 1416 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9939

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].
Orig. no. 44196.

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes

Shamrock III. [Active no. 1416 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Shamrock III. [Active no. 1416 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9940

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79
Orig. nos. 44199; 44119?

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Society's Favorites--Roses, Chrysanthemums, Carnations and Lilies of the Valley. Copyright 1904 by R. Y. Young." No. 1417 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 9941

Video number 09213
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Topic: Flowers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(18) Garden of Gethsemane and Russian Church on Mt. of Olives. Copyright 1903 by American Stereoscopic Co. 1418 2 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): (18) Garden of Gethsemane and Russian Church on Mt. of Olives. Copyright 1903 by American Stereoscopic Co. 1418 2 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9942

Video number 09214
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11030.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

**Topic:** Churches -- Palestine
Gardens -- Palestine

**Place:** Garden of Gethsemane
Mount of Olives
Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Friends. Copyright 1903 by American Stereoscopic Co. 1420 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** Friends. Copyright 1903 by American Stereoscopic Co. 1420 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 9943

**Video number** 09215

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.10 [71], moved from [79]

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
10031

**Topic:** Animals
Cows
Dwellings

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Our Savior's Agony, in the Garden of Gethsemane. Copyright 1903 by American Stereoscopic Co. [Active no. 1431 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Copy of a painting, showing Christ with a winged angel in the sky.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9944

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Paintings

Place: Garden of Gethsemane

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Christ before Pilate. (Munkaezy.) Copyright 1903 by the American Stereoscopic Co. [Active no. 1433 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9945

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Names: Jesus Christ
Pilate, Pontius

Topic: Art
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Paintings
Place: Munkaezy
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Christ and Apostles at Last Supper. Active no. 1434 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9947
Company catalog card included.
Stereo for RSN 9948.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Last Supper
Paintings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The last supper of the Saviour and the 12 Apostles. [Active no. 1432 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9946
Company catalog card included.
Stereo for RSN 9947.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Last Supper
Paintings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Rock of Ages, cleft for me, Let me hide myself in Thee." Copyright 1903 by the American Stereoscopic Co. [Active no. 1434 : photonegative]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s): "Rock of Ages, cleft for me, Let me hide myself in Thee." Copyright 1903 by the American Stereoscopic Co. [Active no. 1434 : photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Half of stereo pair. Copy of a painting of two figures with cross-shaped rock.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9948

Company catalog card included

Stereo for RSN 9949.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Topic: Art
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Paintings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Rock of Ages, cleft for me, Let me hide myself in Thee." Copyright 1903 by the American Stereoscopic Co. [Active no. 1434 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Half of stereo pair. Copy of a painting of two figures with cross-shaped rock.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9949

Company catalog card included.
Stereo for RSN 9948.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Topic:
Art
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Paintings

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A Russian Cruiser in the harbor of Chemulpo, Korea. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. 1440 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A Russian Cruiser in the harbor of Chemulpo, Korea. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. 1440 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9950

Video number 09222
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11041.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
73555

Topic: Boats -- Korea
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905 -- Korea
Ships -- Korea
War -- Korea
Place: Chemulpo (Korea)
Korea
Russia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Black Growler, Norris Geyser, Basin, Yellowstone Nat. Park, U.S.A. 1449 photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9951
Video number 09223
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Copy and Version Identification Note
75665

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Natural History Series -- Herd of Buffalo, Yellowstone Nat. Park, U.S.A.
Copyright 1904 by the American Stereoscopic Co. 1450 photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Natural History Series -- Herd of Buffalo, Yellowstone Nat. Park, U.S.A. Copyright 1904 by the American Stereoscopic Co. 1450 photonegative 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9952
Video number 09224
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Topic: Animals -- Yellowstone National Park
       Buffalo -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Wyoming
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The great Baltimore fire--looking east on Baltimore St. from near Liberty, Baltimore, Md. [Active no. 1451 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): The great Baltimore fire--looking east on Baltimore St. from near Liberty, Baltimore, Md. [Active no. 1451 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9953
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.
Orig. acc. no. 76044.

Topic: Disasters
       Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
       Streets -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Place: Baltimore (Md.)
      Maryland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The great Baltimore fire--Calvert Union Banks, Continental Trust. 1[Active no. 1453 : stereo photonegative], [1904.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): The great Baltimore fire--Calvert Union Banks, Continental Trust.
1[Active no. 1453 : stereo photonegative, 1904.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9954
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Topic: Disasters -- Maryland -- Baltimore
       Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
       Maryland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The great Baltimore fire--On Lexington St. showing Law Building. [Active no. 1455 : non-stereo photonegative], [1904.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): The great Baltimore fire--On Lexington St. showing Law Building.
[Active no. 1455 : non-stereo photonegative, 1904.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9955
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.
Orig. no. 24009.
Topic: Disasters -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The great Baltimore fire--On Lexington St. showing Law Building. [Active no. 1455 : stereo photonegative], [1904.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The great Baltimore fire--On Lexington St. showing Law Building. [Active no. 1455 : stereo photonegative, 1904.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9956

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Orig. no. 76057

Topic: Disasters -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great Baltimore fire--On North St. looking S.W. of B&O Office Bldgs. [Active no. 1456 : stereo photonegative], [1904.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The great Baltimore fire--On North St. looking S.W. of B&O Office Bldgs. [Active no. 1456 : stereo photonegative, 1904.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9957
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Company acc. no. 76049.

Topic: Disasters -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
       Maryland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The great Baltimore fire--On Liberty and Baltimore Sts., where the fire
started. [Active no. 1457 : stereo photonegative], [1904.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s): The great Baltimore fire--On Liberty and Baltimore Sts., where
the fire started. [Active no. 1457 : stereo photonegative, 1904.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9958

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11. Company accession no. 76043.

Topic: Disasters -- Maryland -- Baltimore

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
       Maryland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The Russo-Japanese War, Fusan, Korea, where large bodies of Japanese
troops landed. [Active no. 1461 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Russo-Japanese War, Fusan, Korea, where large bodies of Japanese troops landed. [Active no. 1461 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9959

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79. Company acc. no. 73583.

Topic: Dwellings -- Korea
Villages -- Korea
War -- Korea

Place: Fusan (Korea)
Korea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

The Russo-Japanese War--Chemulfro, Korea, where Russian cruisers were destroyed by Japanese. 1462 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Russo-Japanese War--Chemulfro, Korea, where Russian cruisers were destroyed by Japanese. 1462 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9960

Video number 09232

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Copy and Version Identification Note
73512

Topic: Dwellings -- Korea
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Villages -- Korea
War -- Korea

Place: Chemulfro (Korea)
       Korea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The Russo-Japanese War--Looking over roofs in Seoul, Korea. [Active no. 1463 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9961
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Company acc. no. 73439.

Topic: Mountains -- Korea
       Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       War

Place: Korea
       Seoul (Korea)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The Russo-Japanese War--Near the boundary between Korea and Manchuria. 1464 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The Russo-Japanese War--Near the boundary between Korea and Manchuria. 1464 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9962

Video number 09234

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
73595

Topic:
Cows -- Korea
Mountains -- Korea
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Villages -- Korea
War -- Korea

Place:
Korea
Manchuria

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wash Day in Seoul, Korea. [Active no. 1465 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Wash Day in Seoul, Korea. [Active no. 1465 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9963

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11.

Company acc. no. 73493

Topic:
Laundry -- Korea.
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Villages -- Korea
War -- Korea

Place:
Korea
Seoul (Korea)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9964
Video number 09236
Company catalog card included.
Size 3 1/4 x 5; Left frame of stereo with RSN 9965.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
55839

Topic:  Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
        Towers -- New York
Place:   Highbridge (N.Y.)
        New York (N.Y.)
Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:   -- Glass

1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9965
Video number 09237
Company catalog card included.
Size 3 1/4 x 5; right frame of stereo with RSN 9964.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note

55839

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Highbridge (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Bridge in New York. Active no. 1466 : stereo photonegative,,] 1900

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Bridge in New York. Active no. 1466 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9966

Video number 09238

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Company acc. no. 37165.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Highbridge (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Watching the races on the speedway, N.Y. City, U.S.A. [Active no. 1467 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Watching the races on the speedway, N.Y. City, U.S.A. [Active no. 1467 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9967

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Company acc. no. 37604.

Topic: Competitions -- New York
Horse racing -- New York
Horses -- New York
Races -- New York
Racetracks (Horse racing)
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Safe this time, she hasn't heard me," but-- [sic?] [Active no. 1468 : stereo photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): "Safe this time, she hasn't heard me," but-- [sic?] [Active no. 1468 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9968

Video number 09240

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Company acc. no. 66833.
Topic: Bedrooms
Drama
Dwellings
Wit and humor

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(2) !!! That Tack! 1469 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): (2) !!! That Tack! 1469 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9969

Video number 09241

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Copy and Version Identification Note
66712

Topic: Bedrooms
Dwellings
Models (Persons)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephant transportation in India.] 1471 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Elephant transportation in India.] 1471 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9970

Video number 09242
AC0143-0009970 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note

58497

Topic: Elephants -- India
Transportation -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephant transportation in India.] 1471 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Elephant transportation in India.] 1471 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9971

Video number 09243

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note

58636

Topic: Elephants -- India
Transportation -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephant transportation in India.] 1471 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Elephant transportation in India.] 1471 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9972

Video number 09244

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79].

Copy and Version Identification Note
58638

Topic: Elephants -- India
Transportation -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Western. Perplexity. [Active no. 1472 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Western. Perplexity. [Active no. 1472 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
African American man carrying two watermelons in his arms looks down at a chicken.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9973

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.
Company acc. no. 76193.
Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: Agriculture  
   Chickens  
   Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920  
   Farmers  
   Racism  
   Watermelons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
   -- Glass  
   Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans

Western. Perplexity. [Active no. 1472 : stereo photonegative,] 1905  
1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s): Western. Perplexity. [Active no. 1472 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.A.S., Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
   RSN 9974

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Company acc. no. 76194 or 76192.

Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: Agriculture  
   Chickens  
   Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920  
   Farmers  
   Racism  
   Watermelons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
   -- Glass  
   Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans

5th Ave. and Vanderbilt Mansion, New York City. 1473 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): 5th Ave. and Vanderbilt Mansion, New York City. 1473 photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

1

3 of left frame, 1

8 of right frame missing
jagged lower edge
severely cracked

Local Numbers
RSN 9975

Video number 09247

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79.

Copy and Version Identification Note

37389

Topic: Streets

Place: Fifth Avenue (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)
Vanderbilt Mansion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Frozen Niagara Gleaming in Chrystal Splendor, N.Y., U.S.A. 1474 photonegative, 1900
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s): Frozen Niagara Gleaming in Chrystal Splendor, N.Y., U.S.A. 1474 photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood
McKern, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 9976

Video number 09248
Company catalog card included

Copy and Version Identification Note
36125

Topic:
Ice -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Luna Park, Electrical Display, Coney Island, N.Y. [Active no. 1475 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Luna Park, Electrical Display, Coney Island, N.Y. [Active no. 1475 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9977

AC0143-0009977 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79]. Company catalog card included.
Company acc. no. 37886.

Topic:
Electricity -- New York
Night photography -- New York

Place:
Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Luna Park (Coney Island, New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Handsome Lads and Bridge of Firth of Forth, Scotland. [Active no. 1478 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Handsome Lads and Bridge of Firth of Forth, Scotland. [Active no. 1478 : stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9978

Video number 09250

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11044.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79]

Orig. no. 53382.

Topic:
Boats -- Scotland
Bridges -- Scotland
Kilts -- Scotland

Place:
Firth of Forth Bridge (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Reviewing American Troops, Empire, Panama. [Active no. 1480 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Reviewing American Troops, Empire, Panama. [Active no. 1480 : stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9979

Video number 09251
Company catalog card included. Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers.

Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79]

Orig. no. 68834

**Topic:** Military -- Panama
Parades -- Panama
Soldiers -- Panama

**Place:** Empire (Panama)
Panama

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where millions have been wasted by neglect, Panama. Active no. 1481. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where millions have been wasted by neglect, Panama. Active no. 1481. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9980

Video number 09252

Company catalog card included. Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Currently stored in box 2.1.11 [79]. Orig. nos. 68763 of 68813?

**Topic:** Boats -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Disasters -- Panama

**Place:** Panama

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Pacific Entrance of the Panama Canal from the Railway docks. [Active no. 1482, stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Pacific Entrance of the Panama Canal from the Railway docks. [Active no. 1482, stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9981

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79. Orig. nos. 68828; 5266.

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Oceans -- Panama
Rivers -- Panama

Place: Pacific
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Cathedral Panama, the largest and finest structure on the Isthmus, Panama. [Active no. 1483, stereo photonegative.], 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Cathedral Panama, the largest and finest structure on the Isthmus, Panama. [Active no. 1483, stereo photonegative.], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9982

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79. Orig. nos. 68970; 5194.

Topic: Architecture -- Panama
Cathedrals -- Panama
Gardens -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The unfinished cut at Hautsbistro, Panama. Active no. 1484. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The unfinished cut at Hautsbistro, Panama. Active no. 1484. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9983

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79. Company catalog card included. Orig. nos. 68865; 5179.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama

Place: Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Birds-Eye View of the Panama Canal, looking south. Active no. 1485. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Birds-Eye View of the Panama Canal, looking south. Active no. 1485. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9984
Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79. Company catalog card included. Orig. nos. 68926; 5419.

Topic:
- Boats -- Panama
- Canals -- Panama

Place:
- Panama
- Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Avenue of Palms, DeLessups Mansion and Entrance to the Panama Canal at Colon. Active no. 1486. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Avenue of Palms, DeLessups Mansion and Entrance to the Panama Canal at Colon. Active no. 1486. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 9985

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79. Company catalog card included. Orig. nos. 68576; 5128.

Names:
- DeLessups Mansion (Colon, Panama)

Topic:
- Canals -- Panama
- Palm trees -- Panama
- Streets -- Panama
- Trees -- Panama

Place:
- Colon (Panama)
- Panama
- Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. Troops Encamped at Empire, Isthmus of Panama. Active no. 1487. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): U.S. Troops Encamped at Empire, Isthmus of Panama. Active no. 1487. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9986

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.11 79. Orig. nos. 68836; 5293.

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Campgrounds -- Panama
        Canals -- Panama
        Military -- Panama

Place: Empire (Panama)
        Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Box 101

RSN Numbers 9987-10035, Cards AS 1369-AS 1487

Image(s)

The Principal St. of Colon from the Railway Station. Active no. 1488. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Principal St. of Colon from the Railway Station. Active no. 1488. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 9987

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Orig. nos. 69009; 5355.

Topic: Figure in landscape
Railroads -- Panama
Trains -- Panama

Place:
Colon (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gen. Huertas, the Hero of Panama, and his staff. Active no. 1489. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Gen. Huertas, the Hero of Panama, and his staff. Active no. 1489. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9988

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Orig. nos. 68804; 5300.

Names: Huertas, Estaban, General, 1876-1943

Topic: Generals -- Panama
Military -- Panama
Parades -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The famous Culebra Cut, Isthmus of Panama. Active no. 1490. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The famous Culebra Cut, Isthmus of Panama. Active no. 1490. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9989

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87]. 68697; 5259.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Mountains -- Panama
Railroads -- Panama
Trains -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Loading bananas at Costa Rica, Central America. 1491 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Loading bananas at Costa Rica, Central America. 1491 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9990

Video number 09262

AC0143-0009990 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].
Copy and Version Identification Note

68958; 5387

Topic: Bananas -- Costa Rica
Canals -- Costa Rica
Fruit -- 1890-1920 -- Costa Rica
Railroads -- Costa Rica
Trains -- Costa Rica
Transportation -- Costa Rica

Place: Costa Rica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Flower of the Isthmusian Troop before the Barracks. Active no. 1492. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Flower of the Isthmusian Troop before the Barracks. Active no. 1492. [Stereo photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9991

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Original nos. 68694; 5054.

Topic: Military -- Panama
Parades -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Laborers at work on the Panama Canal at the Culebra Cut. Active no. 1493. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Laborers at work on the Panama Canal at the Culebra Cut. Active no. 1493. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 9992

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Orig. nos. 68649; 5018.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
      Laborers -- Panama
      Railroads -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Great Culebra Cut from the South Ridge, Panama Canal. Active no. 1494. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): The Great Culebra Cut from the South Ridge, Panama Canal. Active no. 1494. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9993

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Orig. nos. 68642; 5026.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
      Laborers -- Panama
      Railroads -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A Primitive Laundry on the Isthmus of Panama. Active no. 1495. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A Primitive Laundry on the Isthmus of Panama. Active no. 1495. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 9994

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Orig. nos. 68744; 5069.

Topic: Laundry -- Panama.
Rivers -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Typical Passenger Train of Costa Rica, Panama. [Active no. 1496 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Typical Passenger Train of Costa Rica, Panama. [Active no. 1496 : stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 9995

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87]. Orig. nos. 68790; 5322,

Topic: Railroads -- Costa Rica
        Stations -- Costa Rica
        Trains -- Costa Rica

Place: Costa Rica
        Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Flatiron Building," the most striking of the scrapers, N.Y. City. [Active no. 1497 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9996

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87

Orig. no. 5316.

Names: Flatiron Building (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Streets -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Reserve Boxes, Open Air Circus, Luna Park, Coney Island, N.Y. City.
[Caption no. 1502 : photonegative,], 1905
21 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Reserve Boxes, Open Air Circus, Luna Park, Coney Island, N.Y. City. [Caption no. 1502 : photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9997

AC0143-0009997 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87]. Company catalog card included.

Other nos.: 76113; 553.2
The Gorgeous Illumination, Luna Park, Coney Island, N.Y. City. [Active no. 1503 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Uncancelled plate.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate varnished on emulsion side. Otherwise in excellent condition. Uncancelled.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0009998 (AC Scan)

RSN 9998

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87]. Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 701601.

General View of Luna Park, Coney Island, N.Y. City. [Active no. 1505 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): General View of Luna Park, Coney Island, N.Y. City. [Active no. 1505 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 9999

AC0143-0009999 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87]. Company catalog card included. Other nos. 76108; 5540.

Resorts -- New York

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Luna Park (Coney Island, New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Manufactures and Education Bldg., from Festival Hall, World's Fair of St. Louis. [Catalog no. 1506 : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Manufactures and Education Bldg., from Festival Hall, World's Fair of St. Louis. [Catalog no. 1506 : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 10000

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10048. Associated number: 71475.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- World's fairs
Buildings
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri -- St. Louis
Sculpture

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Parade on the Lagoon, Electricity Bldg., World's Fair, St. Louis. [Caption no. 1507 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 10001
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11049.

In box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Boats
Buildings -- Exhibitions
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri -- St. Louis
Lagoons
Lakes
Ponds

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Crowds at Electricity Bldg., watching boat parade. [Caption no. AS 1508 : glass stereoscopic photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (4-1/4" x 6-5/8" (corrected measurement)).

Image(s): The Crowds at Electricity Bldg., watching boat parade. [Caption no. AS 1508 : glass stereoscopic photonegative.], 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Long gondola on lagoon, containing nine figures, some with umbrellas.
Silver gelatin on glass, with cover glass.

Uncancelled, 2 separate plates taped to cover glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10002

To be scanned

Company catalog card included; caption copied from card.

Similar to interpositive, RSN 11050. However, the sides of the plate have been cut down, so the interpositive contains considerably more of the original image than in this negative.

In box 2.1.12 [87]. Note: original film overlay has been removed.

Exhibitions Note

Shown (partially transilluminated) in Archives Center display, "Meet Me in St. Louis"--A Year Late: Remembering the Louisiana Purchase at the 1904 World's Fair," May 2003.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- Louisiana Purchase Exposition
Boats
Buildings -- Louisiana Purchase Exposition
Exhibitions
Lagoons
Lakes
Ponds

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Transportation Day Parade passing the Fine Arts Bldg. [Caption no. 1509 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4"x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 10003

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11051.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87]

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings
Cows
Exhibitions
Parades
Wagons

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful fountain of the great World's Fair. [Active no. 1510 : stereoscopic photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10004

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11052

In box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri -- St. Louis
Fountains
Sculpture

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Children of the Eskimo Village, World's Fair. [Caption no. 1511 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10005

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11053.

In box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Bears
Children
Dogsledding
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Snow
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Eskimos

General view of the Exposition from Festival Hall. [Caption no. 1512: stereoscopic photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10006

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11054.

In box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Architecture
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910  
Monuments  
Sculpture  

Place:  
Missouri -- 1900-1910  
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Electricity and World Industries Bldg., from Festival Hall. [Caption no. 1513 : photonegative,], 1905  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

Image(s): Electricity and World Industries Bldg., from Festival Hall. [Caption no. 1513 : photonegative,] 1905.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 10007  

Company catalog card included. Associated no.: 70889.  
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].  

Names:  
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)  

Topic:  
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910  

Place:  
Missouri -- 1900-1910  
Saint Louis (Mo.)  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Negro Dwarfs from the Interior of Africa. [Caption no. 1514 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1904  
1 Item (5" x 8").  

Image(s): Negro Dwarfs from the Interior of Africa. [Caption no. 1514 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1904.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Uncancelled.
Local Numbers
RSN 10008

Company catalog card included.

Associated numbers: 70922.

In box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Family -- 1900-1910
Place: Africa -- 1900-1910
Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Africans

Stage of the Chinese theatre on the Pike. [Caption no. 1515 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Stage of the Chinese theatre on the Pike. [Caption no. 1515 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10009
AC0143-0010009 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10009.
Associated No. 70,838.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Indo-China Exhibit (Paris, France)
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Children
Drama
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Family -- 1900-1910
Theaters
A Picturesque Group in the Eskimo Village. [Caption no. 1517: stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A Picturesque Group in the Eskimo Village. [Caption no. 1517: stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10010

Company catalog card included.

Associated numbers: 71469 or[?] 71500.

In box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Children
Eskimos
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Family -- 1900-1910
Tents

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Rain of fire--Display at opening of New Bridge, N.Y., USA. [Caption 1521: stereo photonegative,] 1904
2 Items (5" x 8").

Image(s): A Rain of fire--Display at opening of New Bridge, N.Y., USA. [Caption 1521: stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Night exposure of fireworks over bridge. With detached film overlay, copy of portion of text from "The Star-Spangled Banner."
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 10011

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Topic:
- Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
- Fireworks
- Night photography -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1900
- Patriotism
- Star Spangled Banner

Place: New York

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Song Neg., Star Spangled Banner #3.] "And the rockets red glare, / The bombs bursting in air, / Gave proof thro' the night, / That our flag was still there." [Caption 1521 : glass photonegative.]
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10012

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Topic:
- Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
- Fireworks -- 1890-1920
- Flags -- United States
- National songs
- Patriotism
- Star Spangled Banner

Place: New York -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass

Sturdy Japanese Soldiers Ready to fire, Parade Ground, Tokio. [Caption 1522 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”.)
Image(s): Sturdy Japanese Soldiers Ready to fire, Parade Ground, Tokio. [Caption 1522 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10013

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87]. Company acc. no. 70959.

Topic:       Armed Forces
            Firearms
            Rifles
            Soldiers
            Training

Place:       Japan -- 1900-1910
             Tokyo (Japan) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:     Japanese

Some loyal soldiers of the Mikado, Tokio, Parade Ground, Japan. [Caption 1523 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”.)
Image(s): Some loyal soldiers of the Mikado, Tokio, Parade Ground, Japan. [Caption 1523 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10014

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 71044.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Topic:       Armed Forces
            Soldiers

Place:       Japan -- 1900-1910
Tokyo (Japan) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Japanese

The Mikado's Army Preparing for Victory, Drilling on Parade Grounds, Tokio. [Active no. 1524 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): The Mikado's Army Preparing for Victory, Drilling on Parade Grounds, Tokio. [Active no. 1524 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10015

Company catalog card included. Acc. no. 70973.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Topic: Armed Forces
Firearms
Rifles
Soldiers
Training

Place: Japan -- 1900-1910
Tokyo (Japan) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Japanese

Soldiers Drilling near Atago Hill, Japan. [Caption no. 1526 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Soldiers Drilling near Atago Hill, Japan. [Caption no. 1526 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10016

Video number 09288

Company catalog card included.

Orig. no. 71026.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Soldiers -- 1900-1910 -- Japan
        Training

Place:  Japan -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:  Japanese

A Group of Japanese Soldiers Resting, Tokio. [Active no. 1527 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10017

Video number 09289

Company catalog card included.

Orig. no. 71007.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Soldiers -- 1900-1910

Place:  Japan -- 1900-1910
        Tokyo (Japan) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs
A Part of Japan's ever victorious army on Parade Ground, Japan. [Caption no. 1528 : glass stereoscopic photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A Part of Japan's ever victorious army on Parade Ground, Japan. [Caption no. 1528 : glass stereoscopic photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10018

Video number 09290

Company catalog card included.

Orig. no. 70971.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Topic:  Armed Forces
Parades
Soldiers -- 1900-1910 -- Japan
Training

Place:  Japan -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:  Japanese

The World's Fair at Midnight. [Active no. 1529 stereoscopic photonegative], [1905.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The World's Fair at Midnight. [Active no. 1529 stereoscopic photonegative, 1905.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 10019
Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 75207.

In box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Bridges -- Missouri
Exhibitions -- Missouri
Night photography
Rivers
World's fairs
Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Cowboys off the Trail," group at World's Fair. [Caption no. 1531: glass stereoscopic photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): "Cowboys off the Trail," group at World's Fair. [Caption no. 1531: glass stereoscopic photonegative] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 10020

Company catalog card included. Associated number: 70935.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Cowboys
Exhibitions
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Sculpture
Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the last of a disappearing race, Eskimos at World's Fair. [Caption No. 1532: glass stereoscopic photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Among the last of a disappearing race, Eskimos at World's Fair. [Caption No. 1532 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10021
AC0143-0010021 (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Associated number: 75235.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Exhibitions -- Missouri
World's fairs
Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Eskimos

The Great Ferris Wheel. [Caption 1534 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] [1904.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Great Ferris Wheel. [Caption 1534 : glass stereoscopic photonegative, 1904.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10022
Company catalog card included. Associated number: 73060.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Festival Hall (near view). [Caption 1535 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Festival Hall (near view). [Caption 1535 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10023

Company catalog card included. Associated no." 75085.

In box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Festival Hall (St. Louis World's Fair)
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- World's fairs
Exhibitions

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking across the Lagoon to Festival Hall. [Caption no. 1536 : stereoscopic photonegative,] [1904.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Looking across the Lagoon to Festival Hall. [Caption no. 1536 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1904.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10024

Company catalog card included.

Associated numbers: 74950.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Festival Hall (St. Louis World's Fair)
       Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- World's fairs
       Exhibitions

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
       Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Exhibit of Thoroughbred Livestock. [Caption 1537 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Exhibit of Thoroughbred Livestock. [Caption 1537 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10025

Company catalog card included.

Company acc. no. 75191.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Animals
       Cows
       Exhibitions -- Missouri
       World's fairs

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
       Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cascades and Lagoon. [Caption 1538 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Cascades and Lagoon. [Caption 1538 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 10026

Company catalog card included. Associated number: 74996.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Cascades
Exhibitions -- Missouri
Lagoons
Lakes
Ponds
Rapids
World's fairs
Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cascades and Lagoon. [Caption 1538 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Cascades and Lagoon. [Caption 1538 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10027
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87]. Company acc. no. 74115.

Names:  Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic:  Cascades
        Exhibitions -- Missouri
        Lagoons
        Lakes
        Ponds
        Rapids
        World's fairs
Place:  Missouri -- 1900-1910
        Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

Cascades and Lagoon. [Caption 1538 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Cascades and Lagoon. [Caption 1538 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 10028

Company catalog card included.

Copy and Version Identification Note
74137

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Cascades
        Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
        Lagoons
        Lakes
        Ponds
        Rapids
        World's fairs
Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
        Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the belly of a great fish, U.S. Govt. Bldgs. [Caption no. 1539 : glass stereoscopic photonegative.], 1905
   1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s): In the belly of a great fish, U.S. Govt. Bldgs. [Caption no. 1539 : glass stereoscopic photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10029

Company catalog card included. Associated number: 72506.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Museums
Whales
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Statuary; Mfgs. Bldg, World's Fair. [Active no. 1540 : stereo photonegative.]
   1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10030

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 74180.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87.

Names: Frilli, Antonio
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
The Artist's Dreams. [Active no. 1541 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): The Artist's Dreams. [Active no. 1541 : stereo photonegative,]. 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10031

Company catalog card included.

75242 (associated number).

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri
Exhibitions -- Missouri
Fountains -- Missouri
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

East Lagoon and Plaza Orkans from Terraces. [Caption No. 1544 : stereoscopic photonegative,]. 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): East Lagoon and Plaza Orkans from Terraces. [Caption No. 1544 : stereoscopic photonegative,]. 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10032

Company catalog card included.

73073 (associated number).

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- Missouri
       Exhibitions -- Missouri
       Sculptures -- Missouri
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Cliffs and tunnels on the lovely Eidfjordrand road, Norway. Active no. 1553: stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Cliffs and tunnels on the lovely Eidfjordrand road, Norway. Active no. 1553: stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10033

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77542 (associated number).

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
       Roads -- Norway
       Tunnels -- Norway

Place: Eidfjordrand (Norway)
       Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wide waterfall in wooded area.] Caption no. 1554. Stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10034

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Orig. nos.: 77564; 797.

Topic: Waterfalls
Place: Esfielandsfos (Norway)
Norway
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An Artists dream--The ------ fjord from Odde. Active no. 1555 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): An Artists dream--The ------ fjord from Odde. Active no. 1555 : stereo photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10035

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Company catalog card included. Orig.
nos. 77564; 797.

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Place: Norway
Odde
Box 102

RSN Numbers 10036-10069, Cards AS 1488-AS 1594

Image(s)

Picturesque Rembisdalsfoss in the Simodal, Norway. Active no. 1556. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Picturesque Rembisdalsfoss in the Simodal, Norway. Active no. 1556. Stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10036

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87]. Orig. no. 645.

Topic:
Mountains -- Norway
Waterfalls

Place:
Norway
Rembisdalsfoss
Simodal

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bolkesj and Nolsj (lakes) and Herninger Mts. Active no. 1558. Stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Bolkesj and Nolsj (lakes) and Herninger Mts. Active no. 1558. Stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10037

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87]. Orig. nos. 77957; 6749.

**Tope:** Dwellings -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway

**Place:** Herninger Mountains (Norway)
Norway

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

**Birdseye view of Bergen from the holifjold. Active no. 1559. Stereo photonegative, 1905**

1 Item (5" x 8").

**Image(s):** Birdseye view of Bergen from the holifjold. Active no. 1559. Stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 10038

**Video number 09310**

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Company catalog card included. Orig. nos. 77655; 897.

**Place:** Bergen (Norway)
Norway

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

**In the beautiful Westfjord Valley and Mt. Ginsta. Active no. 1560. Stereo photonegative, 1905**

1 Item (5" x 8").

**Image(s):** In the beautiful Westfjord Valley and Mt. Ginsta. Active no. 1560. Stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10039

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87]. Orig. nos. 77895; 686.

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Mt. Ginsta
Norway
Westfjord Valley

The busy dock and fish-market. [Active no. 1561. Stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The busy dock and fish-market. [Active no. 1561. Stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10040

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Company catalog card included. Orig.
os. 77531; 968.

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fishes -- Norway
Markets -- Norway
Ports -- Norway
Ships -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Panoramic of Christiania and harbor from Eklsborg. Active no. 1562.
Stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Panoramic of Christiania and harbor from Eklsborg. Active no. 1562. Stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10041
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Company catalog card included. Orig. nos. 77503; 591.

Topic: Boats -- Norway
       Harbors -- Norway
       Ports -- Norway
       Ships -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
       Eklsborg (Norway)
       Norway
       Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

Carlsahausgade and Royal Palace from Parliament Bldg. Active no. 1563. Stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Carlsahausgade and Royal Palace from Parliament Bldg. Active no. 1563. Stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10042
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87. Company catalog card included. Orig. nos. 77940; 559.

Topic: Palaces -- Norway
       Streetcars -- Norway
       Streets -- Norway

Place: Norway
       Oslo (Norway)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Carlsahausgade and Royal Palace from Parliament Bldg. 1563 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Carlsahausgade and Royal Palace from Parliament Bldg. 1563 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10043

Video number 09315

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77795; 562

Topic: Palaces -- Norway
Streetcars -- Norway
Streets -- Norway

Place: Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

S.S. Angelo (Wilson Line) leaving Christiania with emigrants for America. 1564 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): S.S. Angelo (Wilson Line) leaving Christiania with emigrants for America. 1564 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10044

Video number 09316

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77971; 608

Topic: Docks -- Norway
      Emigration and immigration -- Norway
      Piers -- Norway
      Ships -- Norway
      Wharves -- Norway

Place: Norway
      Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

The charming Haukeli Mts. from Haukeli Seater, Norway. 1565 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The charming Haukeli Mts. from Haukeli Seater, Norway. 1565 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10045

Video number 09317

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77603; 715

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway
      Homes -- Norway
      Lakes -- Norway
      Mountains -- Norway
Place: Haukeli Saeter (Norway)  
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives 
-- Glass 
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking out through a snow tunnel, Dyresleard Pass, Norway. 1566 photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking out through a snow tunnel, Dyresleard Pass, Norway. 1566 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 10046

Video number 09318  
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
77704; 724

Topic: Ice -- Norway  
Snow -- Norway  
Tunnels -- Norway  
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Dyresleard Pass (Norway)  
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives 
-- Glass 
Stereoscopic photographs

Rjukanfos, or "Smoking Waterfall" (800 ft.), Norway. 1567 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rjukanfos, or "Smoking Waterfall" (800 ft.), Norway. 1567 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10047

Video number 09319

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77963; 660

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
Rjukanfos

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Water-wheel and mill on Lelemarken road, Norway. [Active no. 1569 : stereo photonegative,], 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Water-wheel and mill on Lelemarken road, Norway. [Active no. 1569 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10048

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Orig. nos. 77894; 695.

Topic: Mills and mill-work -- Norway
Seljestadjuvet and the Talgeford (snow capped peak) Grovernd Lake, Norway. 1571 photonegative, 1905

1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Seljestadjuvet and the Talgeford (snow capped peak) Grovernd Lake, Norway. 1571 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10049

Video number 09321

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77643; 810

Topic: Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
Roads -- Norway

Place: Grovernd Lake (Norway)
Norway
Seljestadjuvet
Talgefond

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Twin Falls, Lotefos and Skarsfos, Norway. 1572 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Twin Falls, Lotefos and Skarsfos, Norway. 1572 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10050
Video number 09322
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87.
Copy and Version Identification Note
77906; 761
Topic: Carts -- Norway
       Horses -- Norway
       Mountains -- Norway
       Roads -- Norway
       Waterfalls -- Norway
Place: Lotefos
       Norway
       Skarsfos
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The busy market of Goteborg. [Active no. 1573 : studio photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): The busy market of Goteborg. [Active no. 1573 : studio photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10051
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].
Emigrants at Goteborg boarding steamer Calypso (Wilson Line) for England and America. 1574 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Emigrants at Goteborg boarding steamer Calypso (Wilson Line) for England and America. 1574 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10052

Video number 09324

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87.

Copy and Version Identification Note
78229

Topic: Emigration and immigration -- Sweden
Ships -- Sweden

Place: Göteborg (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The roaring rapids at Trollhatten. 1575 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The roaring rapids at Trollhattan. 1575 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10053

Video number 09325

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87.

Copy and Version Identification Note
78272; 226

Topic: Rapids -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
Trollhattan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The old folk-dances at Skansen. [Active no. 1576 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): The old folk-dances at Skansen. [Active no. 1576 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10054

Video number 09326

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87
Copy and Version Identification Note
78347 and 360, associated numbers.

Topic: Folk dancing -- Sweden
Place: Skansen
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Panorama of Rattvik from Wedablick tower. 1577 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Panorama of Rattvik from Wedablick tower. 1577 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10055

Video number 09327
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87.

Copy and Version Identification Note
77816; 492

Topic: Ports -- Sweden
Place: Rattvik (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Floating bridge at Leksand. 1578 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Floating bridge at Leksand. 1578 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10056

Video number 09328

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77787; 415

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
      Carts -- Sweden
      Figure in landscape
      Horses -- Sweden

Place: Leksand (Sweden)
      Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

Tomb of Gustavos Adolphus. 1580 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Tomb of Gustavos Adolphus. 1580 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10057

Video number 09329

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87

Copy and Version Identification Note
77817; 502

Names: Gustavos Adolphus, King

Topic: Royalty -- Sweden
       Tombs -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Jonkofring on Lake Wettern from City Park. 1581 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5“ x 8“)
Image(s): General view of Jonkofring on Lake Wettern from City Park. 1581 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10058
Video number 09330
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87.
Copy and Version Identification Note
78173; 199

Topic: Flags
Lakes -- Sweden
Parks -- Sweden

Place: Jonkofring (Sweden)
Lake Wettern (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Open air religious service, Lekaand. 1582 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5“ x 8“)
Image(s): Open air religious service, Lekaand. 1582 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10059
Video number 09331
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87.

Copy and Version Identification Note
78318; 416

Topic: Ceremonies -- Sweden
"Churches -- Sweden
"Religion -- Sweden

Place: Lekaand (Sweden)
"Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
"-- Glass
"Stereoscopic photographs

Stockholm from Johannes Church. 1583 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stockholm from Johannes Church. 1583 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10060

Video number 09332

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87

Copy and Version Identification Note
77819; 517

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
"Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
"-- Glass
"Stereoscopic photographs

Old City Hall and market, Jonkofring. 1584 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Old City Hall and market, Jonkofring. 1584 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10061

Video number 09333

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78166; 781

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Markets -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden

Place: Jonkofring (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stockholm from the Katrine Hisson (elevator). 1585 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Stockholm from the Katrine Hisson (elevator). 1585 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10062

Video number 09334

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87.
Copy and Version Identification Note

78304; 385

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
       Ports -- Sweden
       Ships -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vorfest (Spring festival day) in City Park. 1586 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Vorfest (Spring festival day) in City Park. 1586 photonegative
1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10063

Video number 09335

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87

Copy and Version Identification Note

78150

Topic: Festivals
       Holidays -- 1890-1920
       Rites and ceremonies

Place: Jonkofring (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Saltsjobaden near Stockholm. 1587 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Saltsjobaden near Stockholm. 1587 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
small patch of emulsion damaged in left frame lower left corner

Local Numbers
RSN 10064

Video number 09336
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87

Copy and Version Identification Note
78368; 334

Place: Saltsjobaden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Church St., principal street of Leksand. 1590 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Church St., principal street of Leksand. 1590 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10065

Video number 09337
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87

Copy and Version Identification Note
77591; 433
Boat landing at Leksand. [Active no. 1591 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s): Boat landing at Leksand. [Active no. 1591 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Topic: Streets
Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Down Husgvarna Valley from Falls. 1592 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Down Husgvarna Valley from Falls. 1592 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Docks -- Sweden
Piers -- Sweden
Wharves -- Sweden
Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Local Numbers
RSN 10066

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].
Orig. nos. 77597; 427.
Video number 09339

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 [87].

Copy and Version Identification Note

78199; 271

Topic: Forests -- Sweden
Valleys -- Sweden

Place: Falls (Sweden)
Husgvarna Valley (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Steamer Siktor Rydberg descent a 100 ft. hill to Lake Roxen. 1593 photonegative. 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Steamer Siktor Rydberg descent a 100 ft. hill to Lake Roxen. 1593 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10068

Video number 09340

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87.

Copy and Version Identification Note

78243; 305

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden

Place: Lake Roxen (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Hotel, Legation and Museum from the Norrbro. 1594 photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grand Hotel, Legation and Museum from the Norrbro. 1594 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left frame split in half vertically.

Local Numbers
RSN 10069

Video number 09341
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.12 87.

Copy and Version Identification Note
78293; 312

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Boats -- Sweden
Ports -- Sweden

Place: Norrbro (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 103 RSN Numbers 10071-10154

Image(s)

The Norbro and Royal Palace. 1597 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Norbro and Royal Palace. 1597 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10071

Video number 09343
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Copy and Version Identification Note
43824

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Monuments -- Sweden
       Palaces

Place: Norbro
       Royal Palace
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Grand Canal and Royal Palace. 1598 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Grand Canal and Royal Palace. 1598 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10072

Video number 09344
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44076

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Boats -- Sweden
       Bridges -- Sweden
       Canals -- Sweden
       Palaces -- Sweden

Place: Grand Canal (Sweden
Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Swedish children on their way home from church. 1599 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Swedish children on their way home from church. 1599 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10073

Video number 09345

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Copy and Version Identification Note
43644

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Religion -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Gypsy camp in a road by the Naeroofjord, Norway. [Active no. 1601 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): A Gypsy camp in a road by the Naeroofjord, Norway. [Active no. 1601 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 10074

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95]. Orig. nos. 79288; 976.

Topic: Boats -- Norway
  Camps -- Norway
  Children -- Norway
  Family -- Norway
  Fjords -- Norway
  Mountains -- Norway

Place: Naerofjord (Norway)
  Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Gypsies

Majestic mountain gateway to the Naerofjord. 1603 photonegative, 1905
  1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Majestic mountain gateway to the Naerofjord. 1603
  photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 10075

Video number 09347

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Copy and Version Identification Note
  79287; 978

Topic: Fjords
  Mountains -- Norway

Place: Naerofjord
  Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A mighty Norwegian glacier, the famous Brigsdalsbrae. 1604 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A mighty Norwegian glacier, the famous Brigsdalsbrae. 1604 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10076

Video number 09348

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79404; 1043

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
       glaciers -- Norway
Place: Brigsdalsbrae Glacier (Norway)
       Norway
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Climbing the famous Brigsdalsbrae Glacier. 1605 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Climbing the famous Brigsdalsbrae Glacier. 1605 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10077

Video number 09349

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79323; 1044

Topic: Mountaineers -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Brigsdalsbrae Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Nordfjord bride and her parents. [Active no. 1606 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5 x 8")

Image(s): A Nordfjord bride and her parents. [Active no. 1606 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10078

Company catalog card included. Orig. nos. 79399; 402b.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Topic: Brides -- Norway
Dwellings -- Norway
Family -- 1880-1910 -- Norway
Weddings -- Norway

Place: Nordfjord
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cloud wreathed mt. peaks surrounding Lake Loen. 1607 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cloud wreathed mt. peaks surrounding Lake Loen. 1607 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10079
Video number 09351
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79792; 1111

Topic: Boats -- Norway
      Lakes -- Norway
      Mountains -- Norway
Place: Lake Loen (Norway)
      Norway
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Fine new zig-zag road between Grotled and Merok. 1608 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fine new zig-zag road between Grotled and Merok. 1608 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10080
Video number 09352
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].
Copy and Version Identification Note
79788; 1173

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Grotled (Norway)
Merok (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The Naerofjord from a point opposite Gudvangen. 1610 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Naerofjord from a point opposite Gudvangen. 1610 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 10081

Video number 09353

Company catalog card included.

Left frame has large X added

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79675; 960

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway

Place: Gudvangen (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

-- Glass
The imposing Troldtinder (witch pinnacles) from Horgheim. 1612 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The imposing Troldtinder (witch pinnacles) from Horgheim. 1612 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10082

Video number 09354

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79656; 1236

Topic:
Mountains -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place:
Horgheim (Norway)
Norway
Troldtinder

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the barley fields near Olden Lake. 1613 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the barley fields near Olden Lake. 1613 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10083

Video number 09355

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79716; 1079

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
Barley -- Norway
Harvesting -- Norway

Place: Norway
Olden Lake (Norway)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Maelkevolds glacier with grist mill and miller. 1614 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Maelkevolds glacier with grist mill and miller. 1614 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10084

Video number 09356

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Copy and Version Identification Note

79678; 1088

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
Gristmills -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Maelkevolds Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of river with city in distance.] 1615 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of river with city in distance.] 1615 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10085

Video number 09357

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79338; 1274

Topic: Rivers -- Norway
Place: Norway, Throndhjem
Genre/Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Merok on the beautiful Geiranger Fjord. 1616 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Merok on the beautiful Geiranger Fjord. 1616 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10086

Video number 09358

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Copy and Version Identification Note
79617; 1176

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway

Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
Merok (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The towering heights of the Naerodal. 1618 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The towering heights of the Naerodal. 1618 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10087

Video number 09359

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79586; 936

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Naerodal (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Norway's pride--the imposing Cathedral at Thondhjem. 1619
photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Norway's pride--the imposing Cathedral at Thondhjem. 1619 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10088

Video number 09360

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Copy and Version Identification Note
79673; 1264

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
       Cathedrals -- Norway
       Cemeteries -- Norway

Place: Norway
       Throndhjem (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Stalheim's Hotel and the majestic Naerdol. 1620 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stalheim's Hotel and the majestic Naerdol. 1620 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10089

Video number 09361

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79705; 918

Names: Stalheim's Hotel (Naerodal, Norway)

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
       Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.
       Mountains -- Norway
       Valleys -- Norway

Place: Naerodal (Norway)
       Norway
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A mountain farmyard and the Vide Valley. 1621 photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A mountain farmyard and the Vide Valley. 1621 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 10090

Video number 09362  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
79565; 442

Topic: Animals -- Norway  
Cows -- Norway  
Farms -- Norway  
Horses -- Norway  
Mountains -- Norway  
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Norway  
Vide Valley

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A delightful vista--Vide Valley from the Vide Sater. 1622 photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A delightful vista--Vide Valley from the Vide Sater. 1622 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10091

Video number 09363

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79766; 1133

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
Transportation -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Norway
Vide Valley

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A delightful vista--Vide Valley from the Vide Sater. 1622 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A delightful vista--Vide Valley from the Vide Sater. 1622 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10092

Video number 09364

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10091.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79772; 1146

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
Transportation -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place:            Norway
                Vide Valley

Genre/            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:             -- Glass

An enchanting vision, Leon. Caption 1623 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): An enchanting vision, Leon. Caption 1623 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10093

Video number 09365
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11058.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79799; 1115

Topic:                Agriculture -- Norway
                      Dwellings -- Norway
                      Lakes -- Norway
                      Mountains -- Norway

Place:               Leon (Norway)
                     Norway -- 1890-1920

Genre/               Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:                -- Glass
                      Stereoscopic photographs

Packing tons of sea-fish. [Active no. 1624 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Packing tons of sea-fish. [Active no. 1624 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10094

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Orig. nos. 79711; 1145.

Topic: Fish processing
Fishing
Industries -- Norway

Place: Aalesund (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hvita Hafret (The White Sea) Banquet Hall, Royal Palace. 1625 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hvita Hafret (The White Sea) Banquet Hall, Royal Palace. 1625 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10095

Video number 09367

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95
Copy and Version Identification Note
78980
Statue of Charles XIII in King's Garden. 1627 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Statue of Charles XIII in King's Garden. 1627 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10096
Video number 09368
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.
Company catalog card included.
Copy and Version Identification Note
79259; 1454
Names: Charles, King, XIII,
Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Children -- Sweden
Gardens -- Sweden
Monuments -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
Sculptures -- Sweden
Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Military train at Kinstaley, companies of Wermlands Regiment. 1629 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Military train at Kinstaley, companies of Wermlands Regiment. 1629 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10097

Video number 09369

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79430; 1342

Topic: Military -- Sweden
Railroads -- Sweden
Trains -- Sweden

Place: Kinstaley (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vasa Bridge, Govt. Bldgs, and Palace from R.R. bridge. [Active no. 1630 : stereo photonegative,], 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10098

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Orig. nos. 79299; 1528.
| Topic: | Bridges -- Sweden  
| Palaces -- Sweden  
| Ports -- Sweden  
| Sailboats -- Sweden  |
| Place: | Stockholm (Sweden)  
| Sweden  
| Vasa (Sweden)  |
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
| -- Glass  
| Stereoscopic photographs  |

Palace Guards passing the Royal Palace. 1631 photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace Guards passing the Royal Palace. 1631 photonegative  
1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 10099

Video number 09371

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95

Copy and Version Identification Note  
77868; 498

| Topic: | Palaces -- Sweden  
| Streets -- Sweden  |
| Place: | Stockholm (Sweden)  
| Sweden  |
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
| -- Glass  
| Stereoscopic photographs  |

The "Vasabro," a new bridge in Stockholm. 1632 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The "Vasabro," a new bridge in Stockholm. 1632 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10100

Video number 09372
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Copy and Version Identification Note
79298; 1525

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Boats -- Sweden
Bridges -- Sweden
Ports -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Vasabro

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A picturesque village in Sweden. [Active no. 1633 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): A picturesque village in Sweden. [Active no. 1633 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10101

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.
Orig. nos. 77869; 490.

**Topic:** Animals -- Sweden
Goats -- Sweden
Villages -- Sweden

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:** Sweden

**Victorial Salon in the Royal Palace. 1634 photonegative, 1905**

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** Victorian Salon in the Royal Palace. 1634 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 10102

**Video number 09374**

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

79222; 1466

**Topic:** Architecture -- Sweden
Interior architecture -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden

**Place:** Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

**Rattvik church and village from Pastor Burchaus' house. 1636 photonegative, 1905**
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Rattvik church and village from Pastor Burchaus' house. 1636 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10103

Video number 09375
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Copy and Version Identification Note
79380; 1349

Topic: Churches -- Sweden
Villages -- Sweden

Place: Rattvik (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Panorama of an arm of Lake Siljan from Karenberg. 1637 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Panorama of an arm of Lake Siljan from Karenberg. 1637 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10104

Video number 09376
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.
Copy and Version Identification Note
77853; 451

Topic: Lakes -- Sweden
Telescopes -- Sweden

Place: Karengberg (Sweden)
Lake Siljan (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market place in Ostersund Jemtland. 1639 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Market place in Ostersund Jemtland. 1639 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10105

Video number 09377

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79340; 1289

Topic: Markets -- Sweden
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Jemtland (Sweden)
Ostersund (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military camp area, children present.] 1649 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military camp area, children present.] 1649 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10106
Video number 09378
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78787

Topic: Animals
Armed Forces
Children
Horses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Red Cross men in a tent on the siege line near Port Arthur. [Active no.
1644 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Red Cross men in a tent on the siege line near PortArthur. [Active no. 1644 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10107
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].
Company acc. no. 78744.

Topic: Hospitals -- Manchuria
Red Cross -- Manchuria
Japanese survivors of an assault on the Russians, Camp near Dalny.
[Active no. 1642 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10108

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95

Company acc. no. 78672.

Topic: Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
War casualties

Place: Dalny (Manchuria)
Manchuria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Japanese

A Red Cross Tent and Japanese Camp, just outside the investment lines -- four miles from Port Arthur. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood.
[on negative.] [Active no. 1643 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A Red Cross Tent and Japanese Camp, just outside the investment lines -- four miles from Port Arthur. Copyright 1904 by
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10109

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Company acc. no. 78741.

Topic: Camps -- Manchuria
Hospitals -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
Red Cross -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Tents -- Manchuria
War -- 1900-1910 -- Manchuria

Place: China
Chiyoslian (Manchuria)
Japan -- 1900-1910
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Red Cross men in a tent on the siege line near Port Arthur. [Active no. 1644 : stereo photonegative.] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Red Cross men in a tent on the siege line near Port Arthur. [Active no. 1644 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10110

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].
Company acc. no. 78754.

Topic: Hospitals -- Manchuria  
Military -- Manchuria  
Red Cross -- Manchuria  
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905  
Tents -- Manchuria  
War -- Manchuria

Place: China  
Manchuria  
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Dalny, N.W. from a building occupied by Japanese as post office and telegraph office, Manchuria. [Active no. 1645 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8",)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ricalton, James, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 10111

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Company acc. no. 78668.

Topic: Armed Forces -- Japan  
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905  
Streets -- Manchuria  
War

Place: China  
Dalny (Manchuria)  
Manchuria  
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A mountain gateway, Naerofjord. Looking up the Naerofjord toward Gudrangen. 1646 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A mountain gateway, Naerofjord. Looking up the Naerofjord toward Gudrangen. 1646 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10112

Video number 09384
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 10113 and 11062.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79795

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway

Place: Gudrangen (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A mountain gateway, Naerofjord. Looking up the Naerofjord toward Gudrangen. 1646 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A mountain gateway, Naerofjord. Looking up the Naerofjord toward Gudrangen. 1646 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10113

Video number 09385
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 10112 and 11062.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95.].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79795

Topic: Boats -- Norway
       Fjords -- Norway
       Mountains -- Norway

Place: Gudrangen (Norway)
       Naerofjord
       Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             Glass

The Romsdalshorn (Mt. Peak), Norway. 1647 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Romsdalshorn (Mt. Peak), Norway. 1647 photonegative
1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10114

Video number 09386

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79740; 1255

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
       Roads -- Norway

Place: Norway
       Romsdalshorn (Norway)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Some of the Graceful Statuary at the World's Fair, St. Louis, USA. [Caption
no. 1648 : stereoscopic photonegative.], 1903 [1904]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Some of the Graceful Statuary at the World's Fair, St. Louis, USA. [Caption no. 1648 : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1903 [1904].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10115

Video number 09387

Company catalog card included.

Associated numbers: 79858.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- Missouri
Exhibitions -- Missouri
Sculpture -- Missouri
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Part of China's beautiful exhibit. [Caption no. 1649 : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1903

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Part of China's beautiful exhibit. [Caption no. 1649 : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Excellent, uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 10116

Company catalog card included.

Associated numbers: 79960.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 (95).

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Exhibitions -- Missouri
      World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: China
      Missouri -- 1900-1910
      Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

In the California exhibit. [Active no. 1653 : stereo photonegative,], 1903 (?)
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): In the California exhibit. [Active no. 1653 : stereo photonegative,]
1903 (?)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10117

Company catalog card included.

Associated numbers: 79991.

In box 2.1.13 (95).

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
      Fruit -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri
      World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: California
      Missouri -- 1900-1910
      Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Artistic pottery in Austrian exhibit. [Active no. 1654 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Artistic pottery in Austrian exhibit. [Active no. 1654 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10118

Company catalog card included. Associated no.: 79818.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 (95).

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri
Pottery -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Austria
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Minnesota apple exhibit. [Caption no. 1657 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1903

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Minnesota apple exhibit. [Caption no. 1657 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10119

Company catalog card included.

Associated numbers: 79965.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 (95).

Names: Jewell Nursery Co.
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
"Grand prize awarded this exhibit." Cotton is King, Mississippi Exhibit. [Active no. 1658 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1903 (?)
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Grand prize awarded this exhibit." Cotton is King, Mississippi Exhibit. [Active no. 1658 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1903 (?).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10120

Company catalog card included.

Company acc. no. 79993.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 (95).

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Cotton -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri
Stereotypes (Social psychology)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the pillars and draperies of the Missouri exhibit. [Active no. 1659 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1904 [1903 on envelope]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Among the pillars and draperies of the Missouri exhibit. [Active no. 1659 : stereoscopic photonegative 1904 [1903 on envelope].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10121

Video number 09393

Company catalog card included.

Associated number: 80000.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"First Quarter of the Moon" (Grand Prize Statue). [Caption No. 1660 : stereoscopic photonegative], [1904? (1903 on envelope)]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): "First Quarter of the Moon" (Grand Prize Statue). [Caption No. 1660 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1904? (1903 on envelope)].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10122

Company catalog card included.

Company acc. no. 79958.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 (95)
Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Exhibitions
    Sculpture

Place: Italy
    Missouri
    Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

The Inauguration of President Roosevelt, Mar. 4, 1905. Caption No. 1661: stereoscopic photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Inauguration of President Roosevelt, Mar. 4, 1905. Caption No. 1661: stereoscopic photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10123

Company catalog card included.

80303.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 (95).

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
    United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
    Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
    Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural Address. 1662: stereoscopic photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): President Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural Address. 1662 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10124

Video number 09396
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 (95).
Company catalog card included.

80256.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Inaugural Parade on Pennsylvania Avenue. [Active no. 1664 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Inaugural Parade on Pennsylvania Avenue. [Active no. 1664 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10125

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 (95).
Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 80291.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Annapolis Midshipmen in Inauguration Parade. [Active No. 1665 : black-and-white stereoscopic photonegative,], 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Annapolis Midshipmen in Inauguration Parade. [Active No. 1665 : black-and-white stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10126

Company catalog card included.

Orig. no. 80299.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 (95).

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Bands (Music) -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
U.S. Naval Academy
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Porto Rican [sic] Troops passing through the Court of Honor, Roosevelt Inauguration Parade. [Active No. 1666 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 10127

Company catalog card included. Company accession no. 80276.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Bands (Music) -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

West Point Cadets, passing reviewing stand, Inauguration Parade. [Active no. 1668 : stereo photonegative,,] 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): West Point Cadets, passing reviewing stand, Inauguration Parade. [Active no. 1668 : stereo photonegative,,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10128

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 (95).
Company acc. no. 80281.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Military Academy

Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Midway to Asakusa Temple, Japan [Active no. 1669 : stereo photonegative,,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Midway to Asakusa Temple, Japan [Active no. 1669 : stereo photonegative,,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10129

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Company acc. no. 71122.

Topic: Children -- Japan
Markets -- Japan
Streets -- Japan
Temples -- Japan

Place: Asakusa
Japan -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Japanese

The Capitoline, Palatine and Cealine Hills, from the Janiculum. 1670 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Capitoline, Palatine and Cealine Hills, from the Janiculum. 1670 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10130

Video number 09402

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note

80158; 437

Topic: Mountains -- Italy
Place: Capitoline Hill (Italy)
Cealine Hill (Rome, Italy)
Italy
 Janiculum (Rome, Italy)
Palatine
Rome (Italy)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Aventine Hill and distant Allan Mts., from the Janiculum. 1671 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Aventine Hill and distant Allan Mts., from the Janiculum. 1671 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10131

Video number 09403

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Copy and Version Identification Note

80133; 412

Topic: Mountains -- Italy
Place: Allan Mountains (Italy)
Aventine Hill (Italy)
Italy
Janiculum (Rome, Italy)
Rome (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Flower Gardens, Cologne. 1675 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Flower Gardens, Cologne. 1675 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10132

Video number 09404

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30445

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Flowers -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany
Gardens -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Crew of U.S. Battleship Missouri and 13-in. guns. [Active no. 1676 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 10133

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Company acc. no. 75354.

Names: Missouri (Battleship)
Topic: Guns -- New York
Sailors -- New York
Seamen -- New York
Ships -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

An 11-inch siege gun for throwing shells into Pt. Arthur, three miles distant. [Active no. 1678 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): An 11-inch siege gun for throwing shells into Pt. Arthur, three miles distant. [Active no. 1678 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 10134

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 80396.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Topic: Armaments -- China
Arms -- China
Artillery -- China
Guns -- China
Military -- China
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- China
Weapons -- China

Place: China
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10135

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Company acc. no. 80551.

Topic: Armed Forces -- Japan
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: China
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Japanese

The cooking station of the Japanese army besieging Pt. Arthur. [Active no. 1680 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The cooking station of the Japanese army besieging Pt. Arthur. [Active no. 1680 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10136
Video number 09408
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95]

Orig. no. 80597.

Topic: Camps -- Manchuria
Cooking -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Tents -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: China
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

After the great siege was over, Russian prisoners at Arthur. [Active no. 1681 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): After the great siege was over, Russian prisoners at Arthur. [Active no. 1681 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10137
Video number 09409
AC0143-0010137 (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11064.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95]

Orig. no. 82769.

Topic: Camps -- Manchuria
         Military -- Manchuria
         Prisoners -- Manchuria
         Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
         Tents -- Manchuria
         War -- Manchuria

Place: China
         Manchuria
         Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Russians

A siege parallel within 100 yds. of Russian lines. [Active no. 1683 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): A siege parallel within 100 yds. of Russian lines. [Active no. 1683 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10138

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 80567.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Topic: Battlefields -- China
         Military -- China
         Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
         Trench warfare -- China
         War -- China

Place: China
         Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Japanese officer in a dugout shelter in Banrinzan Fort, Pt. Arthur. 1684 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Japanese officer in a dugout shelter in Banrinzan Fort, Pt. Arthur. 1684 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10139

Video number 09411
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95

Orig. no. 80565.

Topic: Armed Forces -- Japan
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
Place: Banrinzan
China
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Japanese

A Japanese siege parallel within 600 ft. of the Russian lines. [Active number 1685 : stereo photonegative,,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Japanese siege parallel within 600 ft. of the Russian lines. [Active number 1685 : stereo photonegative,,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10140
Video number 09412

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Orig. no. 80495.

**Topic:** Military -- China  
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905  
War -- China

**Place:** China  
Port Arthur

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A Japanese officer spying [on?] the enemy at 10th. Div. on the siege line, Pt. Arthur. [Active no. 1686 : stereo photonegative,] 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A Japanese officer spying [on?] the enemy at 10th. Div. on the siege line, Pt. Arthur. [Active no. 1686 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ricalton, James, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 10141

Video number 09413

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Orig. no. 80384.

**Topic:** Armed Forces -- Japan  
Formations (Geology)  
Mountains -- China  
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905  
War

**Place:** China  
Port Arthur

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- China  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Japanese

A terrific artillery battle at Port Arthur. [Active no. 1687 : stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A terrific artillery battle at Port Arthur. [Active no. 1687 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10142

Video number 09414

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Orig. no. 80364

Topic: Artillery
Mountains -- China
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: China
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Japanese soldier boys in camp near Port Arthur. [Active no. 1690 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Japanese soldier boys in camp near Port Arthur. [Active no. 1690 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10143

Video number 09415
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Orig. no. 80502.

Topic: Armed Forces -- Japan
       Firearms -- Japan
       Rifles -- Japan
       Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       War -- Japan

Place: China
       Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- China
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                                -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Japanese

Japanese soldiers drilling behind the lines, siege of Port Arthur. [Active no. 1691 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Japanese soldiers drilling behind the lines, siege of Port Arthur. [Active no. 1691 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10144

Video number 09416

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Orig. no. 80603.

Topic: Armed Forces -- Japan
       Rifles -- Japan
       Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       Training -- Japan
       War -- Japan

Place: China
       Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- China
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                                -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Japanese

Japanese Field Hospital about two miles from the Russian Forts, Port Arthur. [Active no. 1692 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Japanese Field Hospital about two miles from the Russian Forts, Port Arthur. [Active no. 1692 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10145

Video number 09417

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Orig. no. 80399.

Topic:
- Camps -- Manchuria
- Hospitals -- Manchuria
- Military -- Manchuria
- Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
- Tents -- Manchuria

Place:
- China
- Manchuria
- Port Arthur

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- China
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Japanese

A Japanese siege Parallel showing Banrinzan Fort in distance. [Active no. 1693 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
Image(s): A Japanese siege Parallel showing Banrinzan Fort in distance. [Active no. 1693 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10146

Video number 09418

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Japanese reserves just arrived and about to plunge into battle--siege of Port Arthur. [Active no. 1694 : stereo photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Japanese reserves just arrived and about to plunge into battle--siege of Port Arthur. [Active no. 1694 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10147

Video number 09419

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95]
Orig. no. 80424.

Topic:  
Armed Forces -- Japan  
Camps -- Manchuria  
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905  
Tents -- Manchuria  
War -- Manchuria

Place:  
China  
Manchuria  
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form:  
Landscapes (representations) -- China  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:  
Japanese

Japanese siege Guns on R.R. and men to move it 1 1/2 miles from Port Arthur. [Active no. 1695 : stereophotonegative,] 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Japanese siege Guns on R.R. and men to move it 1 1/2 miles from Port Arthur. [Active no. 1695 : stereophotonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ricalton, James, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 10148

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Company acc. no. 80542.

Topic:  
Military history  
Railroads  
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905  
War

Place:  
China  
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two lines of troops on drill field : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10149

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drill and minor tactics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Bow view of war ship.] 1720 photonegative
3 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Bow view of war ship.] 1720 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Broken along middle line.

Local Numbers
RSN 10151

Video number 09422
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Similar to RSN 11075.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Ships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Living room with art-filled walls.] 1734 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Living room with art-filled walls.] 1734 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10152

Video number 09423

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Similar to RSN 11084; frames in separate envelopes

Topic:
- Architecture
- Art
- Interior architecture

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops crowded aboard ship.] Active no. 1725 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Troops crowded aboard ship.] Active no. 1725 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10154

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 [95].

Similar to RSN 11077.

Topic:
- Armed Forces
- Ships
- Soldiers

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
Box 104

RSN Numbers 10155-10240

Image(s)

[White House Cabinet Room, unoccupied.] 1737 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [White House Cabinet Room, unoccupied.] 1737 photonegative
1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10155

Video number 09425

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.13 95.

Similar to RSN 11085

Copy and Version Identification Note
107373

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Place: Cabinet Room (White House, Washington, D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Presidential dining room, White House. Active No. 1738 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4-1/4" x 3-1/4" (originally misstated as 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

"AS 1738" on paper label affixed to base side at bottom.

Formerly stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 10156

AC0143-0010156 (AC Scan No.)

Company catalog card included.

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture
Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Dining rooms
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Large interior hall with flags.] 1740 photonegative, 1907
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Large interior hall with flags.] 1740 photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10157

Video number 09427

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Same as RSN 10158 and 11087.

Copy and Version Identification Note
108221

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large interior hall with flags.] 1740 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Large interior hall with flags.] 1740 photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10158

Video number 09428

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Same as RSN 10157 and 11087

Copy and Version Identification Note
107444

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Room with chairs and plants.] 1741 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Room with chairs and plants.] 1741 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10159

Video number 09429

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Frames in separate envelopes

Topic: Interior architecture
Genres/Forms:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Room with chairs and plants.] 1742 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Room with chairs and plants.] 1742 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10160

Video number 09430

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Frames in separate envelopes

Topic: Interior architecture
Genres/Forms:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View down Pennsylvania Avenue to U.S. Capitol.] 1744 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [View down Pennsylvania Avenue to U.S. Capitol.] 1744 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10161

Video number 09431

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Same as RSN 11089 and 11090

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
Wagons -- Washington (D.C.)
cable cars (streetcars)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Living area inside White House.] 1735 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Living area inside White House.] 1735 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10162

Video number 09432

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39278

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10163

Video number 09433

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
55448; 1213

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of White House from roadway.] 1746 photonegative, 1907
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Side view of White House from roadway.] 1746 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10164

Video number 09434

AC0143-0010164 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Similar to RSN 11092.

Copy and Version Identification Note
107340

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Washington Monument], Caption no. 1748 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1907
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Washington Monument], Caption no. 1748 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 10165

Video number 09435

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11094.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)

Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Washington Monument], Caption no. 1748 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1907
1 Item (piece; 5" x 7").

Image(s): [Washington Monument], Caption no. 1748 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 10166

Video number 09436

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Company registration no. 107602.

| Topic:                | Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
|                      | Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
| Place:               | Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
| Genre/Form:         | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
|                      | Glass
|                      | Stereoscopic photographs

[West Point view. Active no. 1757 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [West Point view. Active no. 1757 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10167

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Similar to RSN 11101. Company acc. no. 108170.

Names: United States Military Academy

| Topic:                | Artillery -- New York
|                      | Guns -- New York
|                      | Military -- New York
|                      | Rivers -- New York
| Place:               | New York
|                      | West Point (New York)
| Genre/Form:         | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
|                      | Glass
|                      | Stereoscopic photographs
[Band and cadets on parade field at West Point : Active no. 1758 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10168

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Similar to RSN 11102.

   Names: United States Military Academy
   Topic: Bands (Music) -- New York
          Military -- New York
          Musical instruments -- New York
          Parades -- New York
   Place: New York
          West Point (New York)
   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Military tombstone.] 1765 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military tombstone.] 1765 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10169

Video number 09439

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Size 3 x 5

   Topic: Armed Forces
          Cemeteries
Carting cotton from Mississippi River boats. [Active no. 1766 : photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): Carting cotton from Mississippi River boats. [Active no. 1766 : photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 10170

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10171.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Cotton -- Louisiana
       Ports -- Louisiana
       Rivers -- Louisiana
       Ships -- Louisiana

Place: Mississippi River
       New Orleans (La.)
       Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Similar to film RSN 10170.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Company acc. no. 38449.

**Topic:** Cotton -- Louisiana
Ports -- Louisiana
Ships -- Louisiana

**Place:** Mississippi River
New Orleans (La.)
Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and mountains.] 1768 photonegative, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [River and mountains.] 1768 photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion peeling around edges

**Local Numbers**
RSN 10172

Video number 09442

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

123411

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of a city and mountains.] 1777 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Overview of a city and mountains.] 1777 photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10173

Video number 09443

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11112

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124453

Topic: Mountains
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of a city. Active no. 1780 : stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): [Overview of a city. Active no. 1780 : stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10174

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Similar to RSN 11116.

Company acc. no. 124463.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of lion in city setting.] 1783 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Close-up of lion in city setting.] 1783 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10175

Video number 09445
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Animals
Lions
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of parade horse and street crowd. "Jarvis" on negative edge. Active no. 1787 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10176

Video number 09446
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].
Similar to RSN 11120.

Topic: Horses
Parades
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View of busy street and buildings.] 1790 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [View of busy street and buildings.] 1790 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper stuck to lower margin both frames
tiny holes in emulsion both frames
Local Numbers
RSN 10177
Video number 09447
Company catalog card included/
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].
Similar to RSN 11123

Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural farm house scene. "Jarvis" on edge of negative. Active no. 1792 : stereo photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 7" x 5" (or 6" x 4-1/4"?)
Image(s): [Rural farm house scene. "Jarvis" on edge of negative. Active no. 1792 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Building has thatched roof.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10178
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].
[Large dining room or banquet room, England, unoccupied. Active no. 1793 : stereo photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7-3/8").]
Image(s): [Large dining room or banquet room, England, unoccupied. Active no. 1793 : stereo photonegative, 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Long tables are shown, covered with tablecloths and set with napkins, silverware, wine glasses, and bottles of "old sherry".
Formerly stored in box 2.1.14 [103]. Company acc. no. 29666 (paper label on plate).
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled. Pinholes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0010179 (AC Scan No.)
RSN 10179

Company catalog card included.

[View of Cologne Cathedral in Germany.] Active no. 1794. [Stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [View of Cologne Cathedral in Germany.] Active no. 1794. [Stereo photonegative], 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10180
Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103]. Orig. cat. no. 34691.

Topic: Architecture
        Cathedrals -- Germany
Place: Cologne (Germany)
        Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Full view of Eiffel Tower in Paris. Active no. 1798 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4-1/4 x 6-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10181
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11126.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Architecture -- France
        Boats -- France
        Monuments -- France
        Rivers -- France
Place: France -- 1900-1910
        Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant dining scene. Active No. 1799: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-1/4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
tiny part of lower right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 10182

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Architecture
Dining rooms
Interior architecture
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Garden scene.] 1804 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Garden scene.] 1804 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10183

Video number 09453
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Gardens
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain.] 1807 photonegative 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fountain.] 1807 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10184

Video number 09454
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11130.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103], moved from [104].

Topic: Architecture Fountains Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Glassware exhibit.] 1810 photonegative 2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Glassware exhibit.] 1810 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10185

Video number 09455
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11131.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Crystals Exhibits
Glassware

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal scene.] 1817 photonegative
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): [Canal scene.] 1817 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10186

Video number 09456

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11134.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Canals
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Vinyard scene.] 1818 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Vinyard scene.] 1818 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10187

Video number 09457

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11135.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102601
Topic: Mountains
Valleys
Villages
Vineyards

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 1820 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 1820 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10188

Video number 09458

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11137.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103229

Topic: Mountains

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1822 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1822 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10189
Video number 09459

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes; left frame size 3 1/4 x 5; right frame size 3 1/2 x 4 1/2.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note

103194

Topic: Boats and boating
Mountains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1823 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1823 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10190

Video number 09460

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note

103228

Topic: Mountains
Valleys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1824 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1824 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10191

Video number 09461

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103058

Topic: Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1825 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1825 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10192

Video number 09462

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11141.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102293

Topic: Architecture
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Country home and mountain stream in Switzerland.] 1826 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Country home and mountain stream in Switzerland.] 1826 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10193

Video number 09463
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 10194, 10195 and 11142.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103010

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Engadine Valley (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Country home and mountain stream in Switzerland.] 1826 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Country home and mountain stream in Switzerland.] 1826 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10194

Video number 09464

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 10193, 10195 and 11142.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note

103010

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Engadine Valley (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Country home and mountain stream in Switzerland.] 1826 photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Country home and mountain stream in Switzerland.] 1826 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10195

Video number 09465

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 10193, 10194 and 11142.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103059

Topic:  
Dwellings -- Switzerland  
Homes -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place:  
Engadine Valley (Switzerland)  
Switzerland

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1827 photonegative, 1906  
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1827 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10196

Video number 09466
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11144.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102686

Topic:  
Mountains  
Valleys

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man seated beside river in mountain area.] 1828 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Man seated beside river in mountain area.] 1828 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10197

Video number 09467

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11145.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Mountains
Rivers
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountain scene.] 1829 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1829 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10198

Video number 09468

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11146.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102452

Topic: Mountains
glaciers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man standing beside river in mountain area.] 1830 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Man standing beside river in mountain area.] 1830 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10199

Video number 09469
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102221

Topic: Mountains
Rivers
Valleys
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Switzerland.] Active no. 1832 : photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains, Switzerland.] Active no. 1832 : photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10200

Video number 09470
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSS 11147.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note

103084

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland.] 1833 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Climbers in Switzerland.] 1833 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10201

Video number 09471

Company catalog card included.

Size 3 1/4 x 5; similar to RSN 10202.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102280

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Climbers in Switzerland.] 1833 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Climbers in Switzerland.] 1833 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10202

Video number 09472
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10201.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101844

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain valley.] 1835 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain valley.] 1835 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10203

Video number 09473
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11148; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].
Copy and Version Identification Note

101670

Topic: Agriculture
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in Switzerland. Active no. 1836 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Climbers in Switzerland. Active no. 1836 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10204

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11140.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Company Acc. No. 101973.

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Valleys -- Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---asse, hewn from cliffs, 860 feet above Lake Lucerne, Switzerland.
Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [Active no. 1837 : stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): ——as de, hewn from cliffs, 860 feet above Lake Lucerne, Switzerland. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [Active no. 1837 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10205

Video number 09475

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note

22647

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland

Place: Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[View of city park and cathedral, mountains in background.] 1840 photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [View of city park and cathedral, mountains in background.] 1840 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10206

Video number 09476

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11153.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].
Copy and Version Identification Note
101974

Topic: Cathedrals -- United States.
Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in Switzerland.] 1841 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rail line in Switzerland.] 1841 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10207

Video number 09477

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29714

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
Trains -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of river in city.] 1842 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [View of river in city.] 1842 photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10208

Video number 09478

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29371

Topic: Architecture
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1844 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 1844 photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10209

Video number 09479

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29356

Topic: Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1845 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1845 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10210

Video number 09480

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10211.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102541

Topic: Mountains
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10211

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10210. Company accession number (?), 102855.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1846 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1846 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10212

Video number 09482
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSSN 11156.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103170

Topic: Mountains
       Valleys
       Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1847 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1847 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10213

Video number 09483
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101975

Topic: Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1848 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1848 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10214

Video number 09484

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101701

Topic: Mountains

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1849 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1849 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10215
Video number 09485
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11157.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Mountains
       glaciers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1850 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1850 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 10216

Video number 09486
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11158.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    102501

Topic: Mountaineers
       Mountains
       glaciers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1851 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1851 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10217

Video number 09487
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102613

Topic: Animals
Cows
Mountains
Glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1852 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1852 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10218

Video number 09488
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103171
**Topic:** Mountains

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Country home and mountain stream in Switzerland. Active no. 1853 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Country home and mountain stream in Switzerland. Active no. 1853 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10219

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11159.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Company acc. no. 102062.

**Topic:** Churches -- Switzerland

Dwellings -- Switzerland

Mountains -- Switzerland

Valleys -- Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1854 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1854 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10220

Video number 09490

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11160.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Glacier scene.] 1855 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Glacier scene.] 1855 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10221

Video number 09491
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11161.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101647

Topic: Caves
Ice
glaciers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Country home.] 1856 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Country home.] 1856 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10222

Video number 09492
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11162..
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101800

Topic: Architecture
Dwellings
Gardens
Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1957 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1957 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10223

Video number 09493
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103088

Topic: Alpenhorns
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Mountain scene.] 1858 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1858 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10224

Video number 09494

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102735

Topic: Mountains
Rapids
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women standing beside river; mountain glaciers in background.] 1859 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Two women standing beside river; mountain glaciers in background.] 1859 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10225

Video number 09495

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11163.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].
Copy and Version Identification Note
101957

Topic: Mountains
Rivers
Glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Mountain scene with man walking in snow. Active no. 1860 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Scratch line, upper right.

Local Numbers
RSN 10226

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11164.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Company acc. no. 102968.

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
Snow -- 1900-1910
Glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1861 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1861 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10227

Video number 09497

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11165.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102129

Topic: Churches -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Villages -- United States

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1862 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1862 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10228

Video number 09498

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11166.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].
Copy and Version Identification Note

101778

Topic:
Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1865 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10229

Video number 09499

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic:
Mountaineers
Mountains

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1864 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1864 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10230

Video number 09500

Company catalog card included.
Scratch lines in far right border.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note

103129

Topic: Mountaineers
      Mountains
      glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1866 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1866 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10231

Video number 09501

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102293

Topic: Mountaineers
      Mountains
      glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain village.] 1867 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain village.] 1867 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10232

Video number 09502

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11167.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101678

Topic: Churches -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Railroads -- United States
Villages -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1869 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1869 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10233

Video number 09503

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Architecture
Mountains
Villages
[Village scene.] 1870 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Village scene.] 1870 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10234

Video number 09504
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11169.
Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103083

Topic:
- Churches -- United States
- Mountains -- United States
- Villages -- United States
- Walkways -- United States

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman standing beside mountain stream.] 1871 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Woman standing beside mountain stream.] 1871 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10235

Video number 09505
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11170.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Topic: Ice
Mountains
Rivers
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Woman viewing river valley in mountain area.] 1872 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7"

Image(s): [Woman viewing river valley in mountain area.] 1872 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10236

Video number 09506

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102719

Topic: Mountains
Rivers
Villages

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in Switzerland.] 1875 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7"

Image(s): [Mountain scene in Switzerland.] 1875 photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10237

Video number 09507

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124538

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic home and mountains.] 1875 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Rustic home and mountains.] 1875 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10238

Video number 09508

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11173.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101646

Topic: Dwellings
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1876 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1876 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10239

Video number 09509

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11174.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101683

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1877 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1877 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10240

Video number 09510

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11175.

Currently stored in box 2.1.14 [103].
Copy and Version Identification Note

101645

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 105 RSN Numbers 10241-10319

[Tourist walkway beside river in mountains. Active no. 1878 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Tourist walkway beside river in mountains. Active no. 1878 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10241

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11176.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Company acc. no. 101652.

Topic: Mountains
Rivers
Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1879 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1879 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10242

Video number 09512
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11177.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102888

Topic: Mountains
Valleys
Villages

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1880 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1880 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10243

Video number 09513
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11178; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Copy and Version Identification Note

102276

Topic: Horses
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1881 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1881 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10244

Video number 09514
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11179.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102810

Topic: Horses
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1882 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1882 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10245

Video number 09515

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102573

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene with three men in snow. Active no. 1883 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 7”).

Image(s): [Mountain scene with three men in snow. Active no. 1883 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10246

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11180.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Company acc. no. 101690.

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1894 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (+left frame size 3 1/2 x 5, right frame 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1894 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10247

Video number 09517

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11186; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102395

Topic: Agriculture
Farms
Hay -- Harvesting
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Man on walkway above river rapids in mountains.] 1885 photonegative
4 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Man on walkway above river rapids in mountains.] 1885 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10248

Video number 09518

Company catalog card included.

Part of upper right corner of right frame missing.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Topic: Mountains
Rapids
Rivers
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in mountains.] 1885 photonegative, 1906
4 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River rapids in mountains.] 1885 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10249

Video number 09519

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102759

Topic: Mountains
Rapids
Rivers
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery scene.] 1886 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (+Size left frame 3 1/2 x 4 1/2, right frame 3 1/2 x 5.)
Image(s): [Cemetery scene.] 1886 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10250
Video number 09520

Company catalog card included.

Frames is separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101774

**Topic:** Architecture  
Cemeteries  
Church buildings  
Sepulchral monuments  

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1888 photonegative, 1906  
1 Item (5" x 7")

**Image(s):** [Mountain scene.] 1888 photonegative 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 10251

Video number 09521

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11182.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101993

**Topic:** Mountaineers  
Mountains  
glaciers

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three men, one of whom is a photographer, in a rocky, mountainous landscape.] Active no. 1889 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Three men, one of whom is a photographer, in a rocky, mountainous landscape.] Active no. 1889 : stereo photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

(The three figures are difficult to see in a low-quality thumbnail version of this image.) One man sits on a rock while another stands in the background, and the photographer with a view camera on a tripod, stands at the edge of the frame.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering at edge. Uncancelled plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 10252

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111]. Orig. no. 102086 (company acc. no., in taped label on plate as well as large stamp at top.).

Topic: Mountains
Photographers
View cameras -- 1890-1910
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views

[Mountain scene.] 1890 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1890 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10253

Video number 09523

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11183.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102751

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene. Active no. 1891 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountain scene. Active no. 1891 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10254

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11184.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Company acc. no. 102339.

Topic: Mountains
Snow -- 1900-1910
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1892 photonegative, 1906
1 item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1892 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10255

Video number 09525
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101643

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Mountaineers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glaciers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Mountain scene.] 1893 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 1893 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10256

Video number 09526
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11185.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102753

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Mountaineers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glaciers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10257

Video number 09527

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102034

Topic: Boats -- United States
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lakeside home.] 1897 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Lakeside home.] 1897 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10258

Video number 09528

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11188.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102594
Topic: Boats -- United States
Dwellings -- United States
Homes -- United States
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape. Active no. 1899 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Landscape. Active no. 1899 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10259

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Company acc. no. 102500.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in crowded city plaza. Active no. 1900 : stereo photonegative],
1906
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Monument in crowded city plaza. Active no. 1900 : stereo photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10260

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Company catalog card included.

Company acc. no 102638.
[Bridge with mountains. Active no. 1901 : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 7".)
Image(s): [Bridge with mountains. Active no. 1901 : stereo photonegative], 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10261
Video number 09531
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11189.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Company acc. no. 102829.

[River rapids and bridge in mountains. Active no. 1902 : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 7".)
Image(s): [River rapids and bridge in mountains. Active no. 1902 : stereo photonegative], 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10262

Video number 09532
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Similar to RSN 11190.
Company acc. no. 103105.

Topic: Bridges
Gardens
Rapids
Rivers
Waterfalls

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of St. Peter's Square in Rome.] 1903 photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [High view of St. Peter's Square in Rome.] 1903 photonegative
1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10263

Video number 09533
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes; same as RSN 10264 and 11191.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
80175

Topic: Monuments -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy
Rivers -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Peter's Square (Rome, Italy)
Tiber River (Italy)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Peter's Square in Rome.] 1903 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [St. Peter's Square in Rome.] 1903 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10264

Video number 09534
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Same as RSN 10263 and 11191.

Copy and Version Identification Note
80175

Topic:
Monuments -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Peter's Square (Rome, Italy)
Tiber River (Italy)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Cathedral.] 1904 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 1904 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10265

Video number 09535

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 10266; similar to RSN 11192.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

| Topic:         | Architecture               |
|               | Art                        |
|               | Cathedrals                 |
|               | Interior architecture      |
|               | Religion                   |

| Genre/ Form:  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Architecture.] 1904 photonegative
1 Item (+Glass size 5 x 7)

Image(s): [Architecture.] 1904 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10266

Video number 09536

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 10265; similar to RSN 11192.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

| Topic:         | Architecture               |
|               | Art                        |
|               | Interior architecture      |
|               | Religion                   |

| Genre/ Form:  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |

[Tomb in Italy.] 1905 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Tomb in Italy.] 1905 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10267

Video number 09537

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109053

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Castles -- Italy
Hadrian's Tomb (Rome, Italy)
Tombs -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Angelo's Castle (Rome, Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Colosseum, Rome. Active no. 1906 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Colosseum, Rome. Active no. 1906 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
109168: Company accession number.

RSN 10268

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11193.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)
Topic: Arch of Constantine (Rome, Italy)
Arches -- Italy -- Rome
Arenas -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
Rome (Italy) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rome.] Active no. 1907 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Rome.] Active no. 1907 : stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated and peeling, both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 10269

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Similar to RSN 10270 and 11194. Company acc. no. 98164.

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals -- Italy
Interior architecture
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Paul's Cathedral
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior St. Paul's, Rome [on envelope and negative]. [Active no. 1907 : stereo photonegative.], 1907
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Interior St. Paul's, Rome [on envelope and negative]. [Active no. 1907 : stereo photonegative.] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10270

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10269 and 11194. Company acc. no. 108735.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111]

Topic: Architecture
   Interior architecture

Place: Italy
   Rome (Italy)
   St. Paul's Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

50002 b Genoa 55 Annunziada [on negative]. [Active no. 1912 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): 50002 b Genoa 55 Annunziada [on negative]. [Active no. 1912 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10271

Video number 09541
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 11197.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Company acc. no. 102314.
Topic: Architecture -- Italy  
   Churches -- Italy  
   Interior architecture -- Italy  

Place: Genoa (Italy)  
   Italy -- 1900-1910  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
   -- Glass  
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge of Sighs, Venice. Active no. 1915 : stereo photonegative,], 1905  
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): [Bridge of Sighs, Venice. Active no. 1915 : stereo photonegative,]  
1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Littleton View Co., Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 10272

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11200.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Orig. nos. 67920; 5081.

Topic: Boats -- Italy  
   Bridges -- Italy  
   Canals -- Italy  

Place: Bridge of Sighs (Venice, Italy)  
   Italy  
   Venice (Italy)  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
   -- Glass  
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramids and Sphinx, Gizeh, Egypt.] Active no. 1934 : stereo photonegative  
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): [Pyramids and Sphinx, Gizeh, Egypt.] Active no. 1934 : stereo photonegative.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  

English.

Plate has wide margins, as if it had been masked.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10273

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11213.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111], moved from [104].

Exhibitions Note

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Tourists -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Gizeh (Egypt)
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---trading bazaar at Jaffa, Palestine [on negative cover]. [Active no. 1935 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10274

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11214.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Topic: Crowds -- Palestine
Markets -- Palestine
Palm trees -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine -- Jaffa

Place: Jaffa (Palestine)
Palestine
Ramleh in the Plain of Sharon, Jerusalem [on negative cover]. [Active no. 1937 : stereo photonegative.]
4 Items (pieces; 5” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left side in 3 pieces.

Local Numbers
RSN 10275

Video number 09545

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Topic:
Architecture -- Palestine
Towers -- Palestine

Place:
Israel
Jerusalem
Palestine
Plain of Sharon
Ramleh

[Ruins in Palestine. Active no. 1940 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s): [Ruins in Palestine. Active no. 1940 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Several tiny holes in emulsion, right view.

Local Numbers
RSN 10276
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11218.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Company acc. no. 105810.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Ruins -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Trees in Palestine.] 1942 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Trees in Palestine.] 1942 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10277

Video number 09547

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99053

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Trees -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Street scene.] 1943 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 1943 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10278

Video number 09548
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11220.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Church of St. Anne and Mosque of Omar, Jerusalem. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. 1944 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Church of St. Anne and Mosque of Omar, Jerusalem. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. 1944 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10279

Video number 09549
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11221; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1274

Names: Church of St. Anne (Jerusalem)
Topic: Cathedrals -- Palestine
        Churches -- Palestine
        Mosques -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
        Omar Mosque
        Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs
[Architecture in Palestine.] 1945 photonegative

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture in Palestine.] 1945 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10280

Video number 09550

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Palestine.] 1945 photonegative

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture in Palestine.] 1945 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10281

Video number 09551

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Palestine.] 1945 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture in Palestine.] 1945 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10282

Video number 09552

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98343

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Palestine.] 1945 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture in Palestine.] 1945 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10283

Video number 09553

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98996

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Palestine.] 1946 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10284

Video number 09554

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10285.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100470

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Buildings -- Palestine
Natural landscapes

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Palestine.] 1946 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Left frame emulsion peeling badly and parts missing.
Local Numbers
RSN 10285

Video number 09555

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10284.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101280

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Buildings -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Palestine.] 1947 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10286

Video number 09556

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10287 and 11223.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Towers -- Palestine
       Walls -- Palestine

Place: David Tower (Palestine)
       Jerusalem
       Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10287

Video number 09557

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10286 and 11223.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105274

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Towers -- Palestine
Walls -- Palestine

Place: David Tower (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in Palestine.] 1948 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Portrait in Palestine.] 1948 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10288

Video number 09558
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11224; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101305

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1951 photonegative, 1906
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1951 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10289

Video number 09559

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note

98672

Topic: Donkeys -- Palestine
Ponds -- Palestine
Pools -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1952 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1952 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10290

Video number 09560
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11227.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100396

Topic: Donkeys
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1953 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1953 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion missing along lower border of both frames
lower right corner of right frame missing

Local Numbers
RSN 10291

Video number 09561
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10292 and 11228.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100617

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1953 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1953 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10292

Video number 09562

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10291 and 11228.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100705

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

[Roadway in Palestine.] 1954 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10293

Video number 09563
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100395

Topic: Roads -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Palestine.] 1956 photonegative, 1907
1 item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Geological formation in Palestine.] 1956 photonegative, 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10294

Video number 09564
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105734

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Place: Malsaba
Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group outside rustic home in Palestine.] 1957 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Family group outside rustic home in Palestine.] 1957 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10295

Video number 09565
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11230
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99035

Topic: Artisans -- Palestine
Dwellings -- Palestine.
Homes -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Palestine.] 1958 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains in Palestine.] 1958 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10296

Video number 09566
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Copy and Version Identification Note
101448

Topic:
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine

Place:
Palestine

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bathers in river in Palestine.] 1959 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Bathers in river in Palestine.] 1959 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10297

Video number 09567

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Similar to RSN 11231.

Copy and Version Identification Note
101120

Topic:
Rivers -- Palestine
bathing -- Palestine

Place:
Palestine

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boat on river in Palestine.] 1960 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Small boat on river in Palestine.] 1960 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10298

Video number 09568

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Similar to RSN 11232.

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
        Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
        Rivers -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1962 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1962 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10299

Video number 09569

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100172; 100000

Topic: Agriculture -- Palestine
        Cows -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape in Palestine.] 1963 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1963 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 10300
Video number 09570
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11233.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Copy and Version Identification Note
105244
   Topic: Horses -- Palestine
   Place: Palestine
   Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes in Palestine.] 1964 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscapes in Palestine.] 1964 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 10301
Video number 09571
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10302, 10303 and 11234.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Copy and Version Identification Note

101013

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1964 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1964 photonegative

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10302

Video number 09572

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10301, 10303 and 11234.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101569

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1964 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1964 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

lower right corner of right frame broken off
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Local Numbers
RSN 10303

Video number 09573

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10301, 10302 and 11234.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111], moved from [112].

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1965 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1965 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10304

Video number 09574

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100213

Topic: Horses -- Palestine Roads -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine. Active no. 1968 stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine. Active no. 1968 stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along left border; tiny holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 10305

Video number 09575

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10306.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Orig. no. 101578.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Israel
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1968 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1968 photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10306

Video number 09576

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10305.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Copy and Version Identification Note

105722

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Holy Land.] [Active no. 1970 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Holy Land.] [Active no. 1970 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 10307
- Video number 09577
- Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11235.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111]. "Looks like Holy Land" on original envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note

105223

Topic: Agriculture -- Palestine
Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Holy Land? Active no. 1971 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Holy Land? Active no. 1971 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 10308

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Company acc. no. 105196.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1973 photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1973 photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10309

Video number 09579

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11237.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note

99071

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine.] 1974 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10310

Video number 09580

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111]

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Palestine.] 1974 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10311

Video number 09581

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Art -- Palestine
Interior architecture
Religion

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine.] 1975 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene in Palestine.] 1975 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10312
Video number 09582
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11238.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Copy and Version Identification Note
100338

Topic: Children -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1977 photonegative, 1907
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1977 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10313
Video number 09583
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes; similar to RSN 10314.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note

105391

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Camels -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

["Looks like Holy Land" on original envelope?] [Active no. 1977 : stereo photonegative,], 1907

1 Item (5" x 7".)

Image(s): ["Looks like Holy Land" on original envelope?] [Active no. 1977 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10314

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10313.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Company acc. no. 105207.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Camels -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Portrait in Palestine.] 1978 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait in Palestine.] 1978 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10315

Video number 09585
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100112

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1981 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1981 photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10316

Video number 09586
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105324

Place: Palestine
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait in Palestine.] 1982 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10317

Video number 09587
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10318 and 11243.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101250

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in Palestine.] 1982 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait in Palestine.] 1982 photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10318

Video number 09588
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10317 and 11243.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105726

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Horsemen beside country stream.] 1983 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Horsemen beside country stream.] 1983 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10319

Video number 09589

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Similar to RSN 10320.

Copy and Version Identification Note
101125

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 106 RSN Numbers 10320-10409

[Man riding horse in country stream.] 1983 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10320

Video number 09590

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Similar to RSN 10319.

Copy and Version Identification Note
101262

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Caesar's Gate. Caesarea. Philippi, most northern town ever visited by Christ. 1984 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper stuck to lower borders, both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 10321

Video number 09591

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].
Names: Caesar's Gate (Caesarea, Philippi, Palestine)  
       Jesus Christ
Topic: Ruins -- Palestine
Place: Caesarea Philippi (Palestine)  
       Palestine -- 1890-1920  
       Philippi (Palestine)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
            -- Glass  
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1985 photonegative, 1906  
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1985 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10322

Video number 09592
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes; similar to RSN 10323.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100544
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1985 photonegative, 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 1985 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10323

Video number 09593

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10322.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100544

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Stereoscopic photographs

[Camp scene.] 1986 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Camp scene.] 1986 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10324

Video number 09594

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11244.

Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100486

Topic: Camps
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast scene.] 1987 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seacoast scene.] 1987 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10325

Video number 09595
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100611

Topic: Coasts
Ruins
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 1988 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 1988 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10326

Video number 09596
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.15 [111].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101142

Topic: Trees
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway beside stream.] 1994 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Walkway beside stream.] 1994 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10327

Video number 09597
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].
Similar to RSN 11249.

Copy and Version Identification Note

1053 97

Topic: Rivers -- Asia
Trees -- Asia
Walkways -- Asia

Place: Asia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 1996 photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 1996 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10328

Video number 09598
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Topic: Walls
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Germany/Single" [on envelope]. 1997 photonegative
1 item (+Size 3 x 5)
Image(s): "Germany/Single" [on envelope]. 1997 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10329

Video number 09599

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Topic: Architecture
Genre/ Form: Cathedrals Interior architecture
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10330

Video number 09600

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].
Similar to RSN 11253.

Copy and Version Identification Note
86494

Topic: Card playing
     Dwellings
     Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10331

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11254. Company acc. no. 86503.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119], moved from [150]

Topic: Card playing
     Dwellings
     Interior architecture
     Models (Persons)

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10332

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11255. Company acc. no. 86490.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Topic: Card playing
Dwellings
Interior architecture
Models (Persons)
Telegraph, Wireless

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs


1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10333

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11256. Company acc. no. 86476.

Topic: Dwellings
Interior architecture
Models (Persons)
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10334

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11257. Company acc. no. 86486.

1 Item (5" x 8".)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
The man is wearing a military uniform. What appears to be a tiger-skin rug is on the floor.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10335

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Corresponds to interpositive, RSN 11258. Company acc. nos., 86469 as 86472 [?].

Topic:
- Couples
- Dwellings
- Hides and skins
- Interior architecture
- Kissing
- Love
- Military uniforms
- Models (Persons)
- Tigers

Genre/Form:
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Song Negative / Now the Day is Over / Comfort every sufferer / Watching late in pain [on envelope]. [Active no. 2007 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Man in suit (presumably a physician) and a uniformed nurse attending a patient in bed, possibly in a tent, with a large American flag hung above them.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
- RSN 10336

Video number 09606

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10337 and 11259.

Topic:
- Armed Forces
- Flags -- United States
- Hospitals
- Now the day is over (Song)
- Nurses
- Patriotism
- Red Cross and Red Crescent
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Song negatives

7. The Lieutenant, wounded, in Military Hospital. Copyright 1906 by ASC. A-86460. [Active no. 2007 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”),


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10337

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 10336 and 11259

Company acc. no. 86485.

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Hospitals
Interior architecture
Nurses
Red Cross and Red Crescent

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

8. The Stricken Lieutenant Receives a Pleasing Despatch. Copyright 1906 by ASC, A-86558. [Active no. 2008 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”),


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Nurse and officer standing at bedside of wounded officer, with large U.S. flag on wall behind them.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10338

Video number 09608

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11260.

Company acc. no. 86557.

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Hospitals
Nurses
War wounds

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8".)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Woman leans down and kisses wounded officer. U.S. flag on wall behind them.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10339

Video number 09609

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11261.

Company acc. no. 86590.

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Hospitals
War wounds

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10340

Video number 09610

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11261.

Copy and Version Identification Note
86526

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Hospitals
Interior architecture
Nurses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

10. Simple Wedding Ceremony by the Army Chaplain. Copyright 1906 by ASC. A-86578. [Active no. 2010 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers  
RSN 10341

Video number 09611

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11262.

Company acc. no. 86575.

Topic:  
Armed Forces  
Flags  
Hospitals  
Nurses  
Weddings

Genre/  
Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

11. The Wounded Lieutenant now Nursed by His Wife. Copyright 1906 by ASC. A-86525. [Active no. 2011 : stereo photonegative,] 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8".)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 10342

Video number 09612

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11263.

Company acc. no. 86524.

Topic:  
Armed Forces  
Flags -- United States  
Hospitals  
Nurses  
War wounds

Genre/  
Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10343

Video number 09613

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11264. Company acc. no. 86463.

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love
Models (Persons)
Wounds and injuries

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1. The Police Squad on the Forward March. Copyright 1906 by ASC. A-86359. [Active no. 2013 : black-and-white photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
A line of policemen standing in front of maids wearing aprons.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10344

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11265.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Company acc. no. 86362.

**Topic:**
- Domestics
- Dwellings
- Interior architecture
- Maids
- Police
- Wit and humor

**Genre/Form:**
- Comics
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs


1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Maids sit on the policemen's laps.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 10345

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11266

86376 as 86373

**Topic:**
- Domestics
- Dwellings
- Interior architecture
- Maids
- Police
- Wit and humor

**Genre/Form:**
- Comics
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

3. The Stern Sergeant appearing, orders "Right About Face! March!!"
Copyright 1906 by ASC. A-86368. [Active no. 2015 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10346

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11267.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119], moved from [79].

Company acc. no. 86366.

Topic: Domestics
Dwellings
Interior architecture
Maids
Police
Wit and humor

Genre/ Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

4. Tableaux! Copyright 1906 by ASC. A-86352. [Active no. 2016 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Two maids are now sitting on the sergeant's lap.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10347

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11268.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Company acc. no. 86353.

Topic: Domestics
Dwellings
Interior architecture
Maids
Police
Wit and humor

Genre/ Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10348

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11269. Company acc. no. 87035.

Topic: Architecture
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street-level view of cathedral ruins in earthquake area : Active no. 2019. Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10349
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11271.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119]. Company acc. no. 91099.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Cathedrals -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
Ruins -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake survivors at temporary shelter.] 2021 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Earthquake survivors at temporary shelter.] 2021 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10350
Video number 09620
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11273.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91141

Topic: Architecture -- California
Cathedrals -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
Ruins -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of severe earthquake damage.] 2022 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Overview of severe earthquake damage.] 2022 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10351

Video number 09621

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11274.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91127

Earthquakes -- California
Ruins -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Looking over the ruins of "Chinatown" toward Russian Hill, San Francisco. Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2024 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking over the ruins of "Chinatown" toward Russian Hill, San Francisco. Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2024 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10352

Video number 09622

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11276.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91532

Earthquakes -- California
Ruins -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunday Morning Service among the Refugees, Presidio, San Francisco. Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2025 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sunday Morning Service among the Refugees, Presidio, San Francisco. Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2025 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10353

Video number 09623
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11277.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note

91460

Topic: Camps -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
Tents -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Masonry torn from the Tower of City Hall by Earthquake, San Francisco.
Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2027 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Masonry torn from the Tower of City Hall by Earthquake, San Francisco. Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2027 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10354

Video number 09624

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11279.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note

91114

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
Ruins -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)
A Street-Corner Restaurant after the Earthquake, San Francisco. Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2029 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Street-Corner Restaurant after the Earthquake, San Francisco. Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2029 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10355

Video number 09625

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11281.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91377

Earthquakes -- California
Refugees -- California
Ruins -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Camp of Refugees, Presidio, San Francisco. Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2030 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the Camp of Refugees, Presidio, San Francisco. Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2030 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10356

Video number 09626

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11282

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91459

Topic:
- Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
- Earthquakes -- California
- Refugees -- California
- Tents -- California

Place:
- California
- San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Stereoscopic photographs

Refugee Tents in the Golden Gate Park, San Francisco. Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2032 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Refugee Tents in the Golden Gate Park, San Francisco. Copyright 1906 by ASC. 2032 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10357

Video number 09627

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11284.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91473

Topic:
- Children -- California
- Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- California
Refugees -- California
Tents -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture, Italy or Sicily. Active no. 2055 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Architecture, Italy or Sicily. Active no. 2055 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10358

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11285.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Company acc. no. 81031.

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture, Italy. Active no. 2056 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Architecture, Italy. Active no. 2056 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10359
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11286.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Company acc. no. 81033

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interior architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sculpture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Roadway in Sicily. Active no. 2058 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Roadway in Sicily. Active no. 2058 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10360

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11288.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81190 or? 81105 (company acc. no.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Roads -- Sicily</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Monveale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Family groups outdoors, Italy. Active no. 2059 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family groups outdoors, Italy. Active no. 2059 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10361

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].
Similar to RSN 11289.
Company acc. no. 81088.

Topic: Dwellings
Family
Portraits, Group

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Sicily.] 2060 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape in Sicily.] 2060 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10362

Video number 09632

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11290.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].
Copy and Version Identification Note
81870 of 82056
Topic: Mountains -- Sicily  
Ruins -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast scene. Active No. 2061: stereo photonegative.,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): [Seacoast scene. Active No. 2061: stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10363

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11291.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Company acc. no. 81024.

Topic: Formations (Geology)  
Seacoasts

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Columned structure in mountains. Active no. 2062 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): [Columned structure in mountains. Active no. 2062 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10364
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11292.

Company acc. no. 81010.

**Topic:** Monuments

**Place:** Italy

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape, Italy or Sicily. Active no. 2063 : stereo photonegative.]

*1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 10365

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11293.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

**Topic:** Amphitheaters

Ruins

**Place:** Italy

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden in Sicily.] 2064 photonegative, 1905

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** [Garden in Sicily.] 2064 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10366

Video number 09636

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11294.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81954

Topic: Architecture -- Sicily
Formations (Geology) -- Sicily
Gardens -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fisherman and boats and country stream in Sicily.] 2065 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fisherman and boats and country stream in Sicily.] 2065 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10367

Video number 09637

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11295.

Copy and Version Identification Note
81974

Topic: Boats -- Sicily
Fishing -- Sicily
Rivers -- Sicily
Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Landscape in Sicily.] 2066 photonegative, 1905
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Landscape in Sicily.] 2066 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10368

Video number 09638

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10369 and 11296.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82031

Topic: Trees -- Sicily
Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Landscape in Sicily.] 2066 photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in Sicily.] 2066 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10369

Video number 09639

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10368 and 11296.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82074 of 82031

Topic: Trees -- Sicily
Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Columned structure in Sicily.] 2067 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Columned structure in Sicily.] 2067 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10370

Video number 09640

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11297.

Copy and Version Identification Note
81886

Topic: Architecture -- Sicily
Monuments -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture and garden in Sicily.] 2068 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Sculpture and garden in Sicily.] 2068 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10371
Video number 09641
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11298.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81897

Topic: Figure in landscape
Gardens -- Sicily
Monuments -- Sicily
Mountains -- Sicily
Sculptures -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain in Sicily.] 2069 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Fountain in Sicily.] 2069 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10372
Video number 09642
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10373 and 11299.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note

81845

Topic: Architecture -- Sicily
Fountains -- Sicily
Sculptures -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Fountain in Sicily.] 2069 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fountain in Sicily.] 2069 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10373

Video number 09643

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10372 and 11299.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note

82016

Topic: Architecture -- Sicily
Fountains -- Sicily
Sculptures -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Sicily.] 2070 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene in Sicily.] 2070 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10374

Video number 09644
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11300.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81858

Topic: Celebrations
Crowds -- Sicily
Streets -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene.] 2071 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Port scene.] 2071 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10375

Video number 09645
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11301; frames separated.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Topic: Boats and boating
Harbors  
Mountains  
Ships  

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Country home and sheep in Peru. Active no. 2072 : stereo photonegative], 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8").  
Image(s): [Country home and sheep in Peru. Active no. 2072 : stereo photonegative], 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 10376  
Company catalog card included.  
Similar to RSN 11302 and 11303; [1778] on negative.  
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].  
Company acc. no. 92999 or 92998?  

Topic:  Animals -- Peru  
Dwellings -- Peru  
Llamas  

Place:  Peru  

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Cathedral in Peru.] 2073 photonegative, 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Cathedral in Peru.] 2073 photonegative 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 10377
Video number 09647

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11304.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93444

Topic: Architecture -- Peru
      Cathedrals -- Peru
      Mountains -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Peru.] 2074 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Peru.] 2074 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10378

Video number 09648

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11305.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93565

Topic: Architecture -- Peru
      Donkeys -- Peru
      Ruins -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Street scene in South America.] 2075 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in South America.] 2075 photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10379

Video number 09649

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11306.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93108

Topic: Architecture
Donkeys
Streets

Place: Bolivia or Peru
South America

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Duplicates: 93159-K, 93120, 93138/ the subject was made active Peru [on envelope]. [Active no. 2076 : stereo photonegative,]. 1906
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Duplicates: 93159-K, 93120, 93138/ the subject was made active Peru [on envelope]. [Active no. 2076 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10380

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11307.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Company acc. no. 93137.

**Topic:**  
Llamas -- Peru  
Markets -- Peru  
Mountains -- Peru

**Place:**  
Peru

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Stereoscopic photographs

[H]and car crew on rail line in Peru.] 2077 photonegative, 1906  
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hand car crew on rail line in Peru.] 2077 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 10381

Video number 09651

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11308

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
92569

**Topic:**  
Mountains -- Peru  
Railroads -- Peru

**Place:**  
Peru

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in mountains of Peru.] 2078 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8")

Image(s): [Rail line in mountains of Peru.] 2078 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10382

Video number 09652

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11309.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92555

Topic: Muntains -- Peru
      Railroads -- Peru
      Trains -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in South America. Active no. 2079 : stereo photonegative.,] 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”.)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Three standing figures and one seated figure, all in native costume, are in front of the formation.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10383

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11310 and 11311.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Company acc. no. 93196.

**Topic:** Ethnic costume -- South America
Formations (Geology) -- South America
Portraits, Group

**Place:** Bolivia
Peru
South America

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in South America.] 2080 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Geological formation in South America.] 2080 photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10384

Video number 09654

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11312.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)

**Place:** Bolivia
South America

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Peru.] 2082 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape in Peru.] 2082 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10385

Video number 09655
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11314.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92895

Topic:          Horses -- Peru
               Laborers -- Peru
               Mountains -- Peru
Place:          Peru
Genre/          Landscapes (representations)
Form:           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

Native Indians at mountain home, Peru 2083 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Native Indians at mountain home, Peru 2083 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10386

Video number 09656
Company catalog card included.
Stereo with RSN 10387; similar to RSN 11315 ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.
Native Indians at mountain home, Peru 2083 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Native Indians at mountain home, Peru 2083 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (hotographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10387
Video number 09657
Company catalog card included.
Stereo with RSN 10386; similar to RSN 11315 ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].
Copy and Version Identification Note
92757
Topic: Children -- Peru
Dwellings -- Peru
Homes -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
Place: Peru
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Street scene in South America.] 2085 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in South America.] 2085 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10388

Video number 09658

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11317.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93098

Topic: Architecture -- South America
Cathedrals -- South America
Markets -- South America
Streets -- South America

Place: Bolivia or Peru
South America

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in South America.] 2086 photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountain scene in South America.] 2086 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10389

Video number 09659

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11318.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93149

Topic: Mountains -- South America
Place: Bolivia or Peru
South America
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Carro de Pasco--Llamas in the streets of Carro de Pasco....AS.2087. Photo by Underwood & Underwood. 2087 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Carro de Pasco--Llamas in the streets of Carro de Pasco....AS.2087. Photo by Underwood & Underwood. 2087 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (hotographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10390

Video number 09660

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11319; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119]

Topic: Animals -- Peru
Dwellings -- Peru
Homes -- Peru
Horses -- Peru
Llamas -- Peru
Streets -- Peru

Place: Carro de Pasco (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Ecuador.] 2088 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in Ecuador.] 2088 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10391

Video number 09661

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11320.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91877

Topic: Roads -- Ecuador
Place: Ecuador
Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group outside rustic home in Ecuador.] 2089 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family group outside rustic home in Ecuador.] 2089 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10392

Video number 09662

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11321.
Copy and Version Identification Note

91878

Topic: Dwellings -- Ecuador
Family -- Ecuador
Homes -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Ecuador.] 2090 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in Ecuador.] 2090 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10393

Video number 09663

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11322.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note

92238

Topic: Architecture -- Ecuador
Cathedrals -- Ecuador
Streets -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small stream in Ecuador.] 2091 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Small stream in Ecuador.] 2091 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10394

Video number 09664

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11323.

Copy and Version Identification Note
91974

Topic: Dwellings -- Ecuador
       Homes -- Ecuador
       Horses -- Ecuador
       Rivers -- Ecuador
       Roads -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

"(was made active) Keystone undoubtedly took the active & this belongs to
U&U. Peru or Ecuador" on envelope. 2092 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): "(was made active) Keystone undoubtedly took the active & this
belongs to U&U. Peru or Ecuador" on envelope. 2092 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10395

Video number 09665

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11324.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91966 of 91967

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Bridges -- Ecuador</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PERU; Photo shows:--Drying cocoa in Peru...92039 PHOTO BY UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD 2093 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): PERU; Photo shows:--Drying cocoa in Peru...92039 PHOTO BY UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD 2093 photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10396

Video number 09666

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11325; frames in two envelopes
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119]

Copy and Version Identification Note
92039; 92088; 92096

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Cocoa -- Peru</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Dup of AS 2095", "which Keystone has taken", "Dup 92256" on envelope.
Caption no. 2095 : photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): "Dup of AS 2095", "which Keystone has taken", "Dup 92256" on envelope. Caption no. 2095 ; photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10397

Video number 09667

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11327.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92242

Topic: Forests -- Ecuador
Fruit -- 1900-1910 -- Ecuador
Laborers -- Ecuador
Trees -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Ecuador.] 2096 photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Street scene in Ecuador.] 2096 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10398

Video number 09668

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11328.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92298 of 92323

Topic:    Markets -- Ecuador
          Streets -- Ecuador
Place:    Ecuador
Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic home in Ecuador.] 2097 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Rustic home in Ecuador.] 2097 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 10399

Video number 09669
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].
Similar to RSN 11329

Copy and Version Identification Note
92310

Topic:    Dwellings -- Ecuador
          Homes -- Ecuador
          Walkways -- Ecuador
Place:    Ecuador
Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in Ecuador.] 2098 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountain scene in Ecuador.] 2098 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10400

Video number 09670
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11330.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92408

Topic: Mountains -- Ecuador
Snow -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape, Ecuador.] 2099 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape, Ecuador.] 2099 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
very dense

Local Numbers
RSN 10401

Video number 09671
"Very dense/Reduce" on envelope.
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 11331
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119]

Copy and Version Identification Note
92295

Place: Ecuador
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Ecuador.] 2103 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins in Ecuador.] 2103 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10402

Video number 09673
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11335.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93021

Topic: Donkeys -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
Roads -- Peru
Ruins -- Peru

Place: Peru
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Ecuador.] 2104 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins in Ecuador.] 2104 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10403
Video number 09674
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10404 and 11336.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84021

Topic: Roads -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2104 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2104 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10404
Video number 09675
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10403 and 11336.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].
Copy and Version Identification Note

84165

Topic: Roads -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2105 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2105 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10405

Video number 09676

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11337.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84823

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene in Greece. Active no. 2106 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Farm scene in Greece. Active no. 2106: stereo photonegative,] 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10406

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13338.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Company acc. nos. 84209; 84016; 84207.

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
       Farms -- Greece
       Haying -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Donkeys in Greece.] 2107 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Donkeys in Greece.] 2107 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10407

Video number 09678

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13339.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].
Copy and Version Identification Note
83912

Topic: Donkeys -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E. toward Aegina, Corinth, Greece. 2108 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E. toward Aegina, Corinth, Greece. 2108 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10408

Video number 09679

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13340 and 13341.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83734 of 84775

Topic: Boats -- Greece
Canals -- Greece
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Greece
Ships -- Greece

Place: Aegina (Greece)
Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in Greece.] 2109 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait in Greece.] 2109 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10409
Video number 09680
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10410, 10411 and 11342.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84725

Topic: Portraits -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 107 Cards AS 232-AS 366
Box 108 Cards AS-367-AS 496
Box 109 Cards AS 497-AS 616
Box 110 Cards AS 1595-AS 1734
Box 111 Cards AS 1735-AS 1877
Box 112 RSN Numbers 10410-10502
Image(s)

[Portrait in Greece.] 2109 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in Greece.] 2109 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10410

Video number 09681

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10409, 10411 and 11342.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84721

Topic: Portraits -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in Greece.] 2109 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in Greece.] 2109 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10411

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10409, 10410 and 11342.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84988
[Ruins in Greece.] 2110 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2110 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10412

Video number 09683

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11343.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83894

Topic: Columns -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Parthenon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene in Greece. Active no. 2111 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Farm scene in Greece. Active no. 2111 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10413

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11344.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Company acc. no. 84651.

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
Farms -- Greece
Horses -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room. Active no. 2112 : stereo photonegative.] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Couple in home living room. Active no. 2112 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10414

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Company acc. no. 67060.

Topic: Dwellings
Interiors

Page 5672 of 15344
Genre/Form:

Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home scene in Greece.] 2112 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Home scene in Greece.] 2112 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10415

Video number 09686
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11345.
Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85508

Topic:
Children -- Greece
Dogs -- Greece

Place:
Greece

Genre/Form:

Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in Greece.] 2113 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Mountain scene in Greece.] 2113 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10416
Video number 09687

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11346.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note

85549

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
      Formations (Geology) -- Greece
      Mountains -- Greece
      Walkways -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural scene in Greece. Active no. 2114 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): [Rural scene in Greece. Active no. 2114 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10417

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11347.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

85689 or? 85602 (company acc. no.)

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
       Horses -- Greece
       Roads -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2115 photonegative, 1905
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2115 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10418

Video number 09689

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11348.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69308

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of standing nude male in museum in Greece. Active no. 2116 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Sculpture of standing nude male in museum in Greece. Active no. 2116 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10419

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Similar to RSN 11349. Orig. no. 85043.

Topic: Museums -- Greece
Nude in art
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Greece.] 2117 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture in Greece.] 2117 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10420

Video number 09691

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11350.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84878

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Children -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Hera, built before Trojan War, and Plain of Argos, Greece. 2118 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Temple of Hera, built before Trojan War, and Plain of Argos, Greece. 2118 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10421

Video number 09692

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11351.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84235

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
       Ruins -- Greece
       Temple of Hera
       Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
       Plain of Argos (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Donkeys in Greece.] 2120 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Donkeys in Greece.] 2120 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10422

Video number 09694

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11353.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84036

Topic: Donkeys -- Greece

Place: Greece
[Ruins in Greece.] 2122 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2122 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10423

Video number 09696

Company catalog card included.

Filed after RSN 11355.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83393

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temple of Hera (Olympia, Greece)
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2123 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2123 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10424
Video number 09697

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10425 and 11356.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85662; 1098

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Temple of Hera (Olympia, Greece)
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2123 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2123 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10425

Video number 09698

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10424 and 11356.

Currently stored in box 2.1.16 [119], moved from [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85690

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Temple of Hera (Olympia, Greece)
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece.] 2125 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece.] 2125 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10426

Video number 09699

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Similar to RSN 11358.

Copy and Version Identification Note
83319

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
      Interior architecture
      Museums -- Greece
      Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in Greece.] 2126 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountain scene in Greece.] 2126 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10427
Video number 09700

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11359.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84122; 0119

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
      Valleys -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain river in Greece.] 2127 photonegative, 1905
       1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountain river in Greece.] 2127 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10428

Video number 09701

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11360.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

69398

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
      Rivers -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs
[Roadway and river in rugged mountains in Greece.] 2128 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway and river in rugged mountains in Greece.] 2128 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10429

Video number 09702

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11361.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84663

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Rivers -- Greece
Roads -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Excavating near Treasury of Mingas, Orchomenos, Greece 2129 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Excavating near Treasury of Mingas, Orchomenos, Greece 2129 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10430
Video number 09703

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11362.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

83330

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology) -- Greece
       Laborers -- Greece

Place: Greece
       Orchomenos (Greece)
       Treasury of Mingas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

From Acropolis of Orchomenos, 30 centuries old, across plain. 2130 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Acropolis of Orchomenos, 30 centuries old, across plain. 2130 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10431

Video number 09704

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11363.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

83464

Topic: Ruins -- Greece

Place: Acropolis of Orchomenos
       Greece
       Orchomenos (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shattered walls of Orchomenos, one of the most ancient towns in all Greece 2131 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shattered walls of Orchomenos, one of the most ancient towns in all Greece 2131 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10432

Video number 09705

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11364.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69487

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Orchomenos (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene in Greece. Active no. 2132 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Farm scene in Greece. Active no. 2132 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10433
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11365.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Company acc. no. 84880.

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
      Cows -- Greece
      Farms -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in Greece with four women. Active no. 2133 : stereo
photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Mountain scene in Greece with four women. Active no. 2133 :
stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Brownell, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10434

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11366.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Company acc. no. 85819.

Topic: Figure in landscape
       Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins, Greece.] Active no. 2134. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins, Greece.] Active no. 2134. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10435
Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].
Similar to RSN 10436 and 11367. Orig. no. 69764.

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2134 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2134 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10436
Video number 09709
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10435 and 11367.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].
Copy and Version Identification Note
83768
Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
[Ruins : Active no. 2135. Stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s): [Ruins : Active no. 2135. Stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10437

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11368.

Company accession number 84055.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Topic: Arenas -- Greece
      Colosseums
      Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

[Figure in landscape, Greece. Active no. 2136 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s): [Figure in landscape, Greece. Active no. 2136 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10438

Video number 09711

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10439 and 11369.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Company acc. no. 83292.

**Topic:** Figure in landscape

**Place:** Greece

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in Greece.] 2136 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in Greece.] 2136 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10439

Video number 09712

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10438 and 11369.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

83312

**Topic:** Goats -- Greece

Portraits -- Greece

**Place:** Greece

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2137 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2137 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10440

Video number 09713

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11370.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83362

Topic:
Columns -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place:
Greece

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece. Active no. 2138 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece. Active no. 2138 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Debris looms in foreground, with temple in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 10441

AC0143-0010441 (AC Scan No.)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Company acc. no. 83499.

Topic: Columns
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece. Active no. 2139 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece. Active no. 2139 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10442

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11371.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Company acc. no. 85574.

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
Gardens -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military parade in Greece.] 2142 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military parade in Greece.] 2142 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10443

Video number 09716

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11374.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85691

Topic: Military -- Greece
Parades -- Greece
Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of sparse crowd in sports stadium in Greece.] 2143 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overall of sparse crowd in sports stadium in Greece.] 2143 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10444

Video number 09717

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Similar to RSN 11375.

Copy and Version Identification Note
84759

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Greece
Athletics -- Greece
Sports -- Greece
Stadia -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in Greece.] 2144 photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade in Greece.] 2144 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10446
Video number 09718

Company catalog card included.

[number 10445 unused] Similar to RSN 11376.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85540

Topic: Carriages -- Greece
Horses -- Greece
Parades -- Greece
Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape, Greece, with figure in ethnic costume. Active no. 2145 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape, Greece, with figure in ethnic costume. Active no. 2145 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10447

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11377.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Company acc. no. 83516.

- **Topic:** Ethnic costume -- Greece
- **Place:** Greece
- **Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Greece

[Port scene in Greece.] 2146 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s):** [Port scene in Greece.] 2146 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10448

Video number 09720

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11378.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
84740

- **Topic:** Ports -- Greece
- **Place:** Greece
- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Parade in Greece.] 2148 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Parade in Greece.] 2148 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling around edges

Local Numbers
RSN 10449

Video number 09721
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11380.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83900

Topic: Crowds -- Greece
       Parades -- Greece
       Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Parade in Greece.] 2148 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade in Greece.] 2148 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling left edge of left frame

Local Numbers
RSN 10450

Video number 09722
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11380.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83900

Topic: Crowds -- Greece
Parades -- Greece
Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military parade in Greece.] 2149 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military parade in Greece.] 2149 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10451

Video number 09723

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11381.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84970

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Greece
Athletics -- Greece
Military -- Greece
Parades -- Greece
Stadia -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece, with landscape, human figures, sheep. Active no. 2151 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece, with landscape, human figures, sheep. Active no. 2151 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Two figures with sheep, in landscape.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled plate. Horizontal scratch in sky area, one side.

Local Numbers
RSN 10452
AC0143-0010452 (AC Scan No.)
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11383.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Company acc. no. 84883.

Topic: Figure in landscape
Ruins -- Greece
Sheep -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2152 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2152 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10453

Video number 09725
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10354 and 11385.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84080 of 84111

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2152 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2152 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10454

Video number 09726

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10353 and 11385.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84253

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Greece.] 2153 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains in Greece.] 2153 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10455

Video number 09727

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11386.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83238

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece. Active no. 2154 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ruins in Greece. Active no. 2154 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10456

AC0143-0010456 (AC Scan No.)

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11387.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Orig. no. 83564.
Topic: Churches -- Greece  
Religion -- Greece  
Ruins -- Greece  
Temples -- Greece  

Place: Greece  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Mountains in Greece. Active no. 2155 : stereo photonegative,], 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): [Mountains in Greece. Active no. 2155 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 10457  
Company catalog card included.  
Similar to RSN 10458 and 11388.  
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].  

Company acc. no. 84706.  

Topic: Mountains -- Greece  
Trees -- Greece  

Place: Greece  

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Mountains in Greece.] 2155 photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): [Mountains in Greece.] 2155 photonegative 1905.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10458

Video number 09730

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10457 and 11388.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84748

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
      Trees -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2157 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2157 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10459

Video number 09731

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11390.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84815

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
      Trees -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece. Active no. 2158 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5'' x 8'')
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece. Active no. 2158 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10460

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11391.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Company Acc. No. 84624.

Topic: Donkeys -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Trees -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in mountains of Greece.] 2160 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5'' x 8'')
Image(s): [Rail line in mountains of Greece.] 2160 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10461

Video number 09733

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11393.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84610

Topic: Canyons -- Greece
       Gorges -- Greece
       Mountains -- Greece
       Railroads -- Greece
       Trains -- Greece
       Tunnels -- Greece
       Valleys -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2161 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2161 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10462

Video number 09734

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11394.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84631

Topic: Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Greece.] 2162 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene in Greece.] 2162 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10463

Video number 09735

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11395.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84072

Topic:
  Buildings -- Greece
  Mountains -- Greece
  Plazas -- Greece
  Streets -- Greece

Place:
  Greece

Genre/Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2163 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2163 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10464

Video number 09736

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11396.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].
Copy and Version Identification Note

69152

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
      Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece

[Mountains in Greece.] 2164 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains in Greece.] 2164 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10465

Video number 09737

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11397.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84146

Topic: Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece

[Ruins in Greece.] 2165 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2165 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10466

Video number 09738
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11398.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85051

Topic: Columns -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Single" the trata or ancient "Choros" dance on Easter, at Megara, Greece.
[Active no. 2166 : photonegative], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): "Single" the trata or ancient "Choros" dance on Easter, at Megara, Greece. [Active no. 2166 : photonegative], 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10467

Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 10468, 10469, 10470, 10471 and 13399.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Company acc. no. 84804.

**Topic:**
- Arts
- Choros (Dance)
- Crowds
- Dancers
- Rites and ceremonies

**Place:**
- Greece
- Megara

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

"Single" the trata or ancient "Choros" dance on Easter, at Megara, Greece. 2166 photonegative, 1905

*1 Item (5” x 8”)*

**Image(s):** "Single" the trata or ancient "Choros" dance on Easter, at Megara, Greece. 2166 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 10468

Video number 09740

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 10467, 10469, 10470, 10471 and 11399

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64]

Copy and Version Identification Note

*84758*

**Topic:**
- Arts -- Greece
- Choros (Dance) -- Greece
- Crowds -- Greece
- Rites and ceremonies -- Greece

**Occupation:**
- Dancers -- Greece

**Place:**
- Greece
- Megara (Greece)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
"Single" the trata or ancient "Choros" dance on Easter, at Megara, Greece.
2166 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "Single" the trata or ancient "Choros" dance on Easter, at Megara, Greece. 2166 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10469

Video number 09741

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 10467, 10468, 10470, 10471 and 11399

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64]

Copy and Version Identification Note

84804

Topic: Arts -- Greece
Choros (Dance) -- Greece
Crowds -- Greece
Rites and ceremonies -- Greece

Occupation: Dancers -- Greece

Place: Greece
Megara (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Single" the trata or ancient "Choros" dance on Easter, at Megara, Greece.
2166 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Single" the trata or ancient "Choros" dance on Easter, at Megara, Greece. 2166 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10470
Video number 09742

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 10467, 10468, 10469, 10471 and 11399

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64]

Copy and Version Identification Note

84805

Topic: Arts -- Greece
      Choros (Dance) -- Greece
      Crowds -- Greece
      Rites and ceremonies -- Greece

Occupation: Dancers -- Greece

Place: Greece
       Megara (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

"Single" the trata or ancient "Choros" dance on Easter, at Megara, Greece.
2166 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Single" the trata or ancient "Choros" dance on Easter, at
Megara, Greece. 2166 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10471

Video number 09743

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 10467, 10468, 10469, 10470 and 11399

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64]

Copy and Version Identification Note

84829 of 84830

Topic: Arts -- Greece
      Choros (Dance) -- Greece
      Crowds -- Greece
      Rites and ceremonies -- Greece
Occupation: Dancers -- Greece  
Place: Greece  
Megara (Greece)  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Greece.] 2167 photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Greece.] 2167 photonegative 1905  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 10472  
Video number 09744  
Company catalog card included.  
Similar to RSN 11400.  
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
85608
Place: Greece  
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2168 photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2168 photonegative 1905.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 10473
Video number 09745

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11401.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

85524

Topic: Roads -- Greece
      Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave in Greece.] 2169 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cave in Greece.] 2169 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10474

Video number 09746

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11402.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84505

Topic: Caves -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Greece.] 2170 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains in Greece.] 2170 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly around edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 10475

Video number 09747
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11403.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69570

Topic: Mountaineers -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Snow -- Greece
Glaciers -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple on porch and homes in mountains in Greece.] 2171 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple on porch and homes in mountains in Greece.] 2171 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling seriously both frames

Local Numbers
RSN 10476

Video number 09748
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11404 and 11405

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

83392

Topic: Dwellings -- Greece
   Homes -- Greece
   Mountains -- Greece
   Portraits -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Boy in middle ground with wooded area and ruins of temple in background on hill, Greece.] Active no. 2172 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Boy in middle ground with wooded area and ruins of temple in background on hill, Greece.] Active no. 2172 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10477

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64]

Similar to RSN 11406. Company acc. no. 84140.

Topic: Figure in landscape
   Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2173 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Greece.] 2173 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10478

Video number 09750
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11407.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83758

Topic: Columns -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers load small rail car.] Active no. 2174. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers load small rail car.] Active no. 2174. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10479

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64]. Orig. no. 41294.

Similar to RSN 11408.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Mineral industries
Railroads
Trams

Place: Pacific Coast

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women seated on ground in front of adobe house.] 2175 photonegative, 1905
1 item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Two women seated on ground in front of adobe house.] 2175 photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10480

Video number 09752

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11409.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40885

Topic: Dwellings -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
St. Vraz

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women working with pottery.] 2176 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Two women working with pottery.] 2176 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10481

Video number 09753
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11410.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40880

Topic: Artisans -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Pottery -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
St. Vraz

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] Active no. 2177 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] Active no. 2177 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10482

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11411.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Indians of North America
Mountains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View of landscape with ruins.] Active no. 2179. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [View of landscape with ruins.] Active no. 2179. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Topic: Dwellings -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Military -- Arizona
Ruins -- Arizona
Training -- Arizona

Place: Arizona

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View of landscape with ruins.] Active no. 2179. [Stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [View of landscape with ruins.] Active no. 2179. [Stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling, upper border, both views.

Local Numbers
RSN 10484

Possibly taken by one of the Underwood brothers. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11413. Orig. no. 41330.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

| Genre/ Form: | Landscapes (representations) |
| Topic: | Ruins -- Arizona |
| Place: | Arizona |

[Climbers and hillside homes and caves.] 2180 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Climbers and hillside homes and caves.] 2180 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10485

Video number 09757

Possibly photographed by either Bert or Elmer Underwood. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11414.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41531

Topic: Caves -- Arizona
Dwellings -- Arizona
Mountaineers -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona

Place: Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[American Indians seated in front of multi-story adobe homes.] 2181 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10486

Video number 09758

Company catalog card included. Possibly photographed by either Bert or Elmer Underwood.

Similar to RSN 11415. Possibly photographed by either Bert or Elmer Underwood.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41060

Topic: Dwellings -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Ruins -- Arizona

Place: Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View down deep river valley.] 2182 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [View down deep river valley.] 2182 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10487
Video number 09759
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11416.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
75706

Topic:
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park

Place:
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two bears scrounging food in park area.] 2183 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Two bears scrounging food in park area.] 2183 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10488
Video number 09760
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].
Similar to RSN 11417.

Copy and Version Identification Note

75517

Topic: Animals -- Yellowstone National Park
Bears -- Yellowstone National Park
Forests -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing park, landscape and buildings.] 2185 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Man viewing park, landscape and buildings.] 2185 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10489

Video number 09761

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11419.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

75520

Topic: Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of huge waterfall.] 2186 photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Front view of huge waterfall.] 2186 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10490

Video number 09762

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Similar to RSN 11420; frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note

75728

Topic: Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Waterfalls -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View down deep river valley.] 2187 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [View down deep river valley.] 2187 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10492

Video number 09763

Company catalog card included.

[number 10491 not used] Similar to RSN 10493 and 11421.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].
Copy and Version Identification Note
75738

Topic: Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View down deep river valley.] 2187 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [View down deep river valley.] 2187 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling upper border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 10493

Video number 09764

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10492 and 11421.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
80244

Topic: Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists near geyser.] 2189 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tourists near geyser.] 2189 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10494

Video number 09765

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Similar to RSN 11423.

Copy and Version Identification Note
75848

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bears near forest stream.] 2190 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Bears near forest stream.] 2190 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

broken lengthwise

Part of upper left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 10495

Video number 09766

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Similar to RSN 11424.
Copy and Version Identification Note

75810

Topic: Bears -- Yellowstone National Park
       Forests -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
       Streams -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Rough road through forest area.] 2192 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rough road through forest area.] 2192 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

        RSN 10496

Video number 09767

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Similar to RSN 11425.

Copy and Version Identification Note

75589

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Rough road through forest area.] 2192 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rough road through forest area.] 2192 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10497

Video number 09768

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Similar to RSN 11426.

Copy and Version Identification Note

75474

Topic: Forests -- Yellowstone National Park
Roads -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in Panama.] 2193 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rail line in Panama.] 2193 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10498

Video number 09769

Company catalog card included. Possibly photographed by either Bert or Elmer Underwood.

Similar to RSN 11427.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

68647

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Railroads -- Panama
Trains -- Panama
Place: Panama
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Glass
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man standing beside river in Panama village. Active no. 2194 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Man standing beside river in Panama village. Active no. 2194 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10499

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Similar to RSN 11428 and 11429.

Company acc. no. 88929.

Topic: Agriculture -- Panama
Boats -- Panama
Dwellings -- Panama.
Homes -- Panama
Rivers -- Panama

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Panama

[Street scene in Panama. Active no. 2195 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Street scene in Panama. Active no. 2195 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10500

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11430 and 11431.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Orig. no. 88842.

Topic: Streets -- Panama
Villages -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Away Down South in Dixie." G.A.R. Encampment, Louisville, Ky., U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [Active No. 2196 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10501

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11432.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64]. Company acc. no. 20613.

Names: Grand Army of the Republic

Topic: Bands (Music) -- Kentucky
Musical instruments -- Kentucky
Parades -- Kentucky

Place: Kentucky
Louisville (Ky.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Southern factory scene? Active no. 2197 : stereo photonegative.], 1900.
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Southern factory scene? Active no. 2197 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10502

Company catalog card included. Possibly photographed by either Bert or Elmer Underwood.

Similar to RSN 11433.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Orig. no. 38337.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery
Textile fabrics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 113

RSN Numbers 10503-10590

[Puerto Rico.] [Active no. 2201 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Puerto Rico.] [Active no. 2201 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10503

RSN 10503

In box 2.2.17 [64].

Company catalog card included. Company accession no. 46852.
Similar to RSN 11437.

- **Topic:** Palm trees -- Puerto Rico
- **Place:** Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

*Image(s): [Street and rows of homes.] 2206 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Underwood & Underwood, Publisher**

**Baker, Photographer**

**American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher**

**English.**

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing.

**Local Numbers**

- **RSN 10504**
- **Video number 09775**
- **Company catalog card included.**

Similar to RSN 11442

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

55041

- **Topic:** Dwellings
  - **Horses**
  - **Streets**
  - **Wagons**

- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

*U.S. Flag on bow of ship at sea.] 2208 photonegative, 1905*
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [U.S. Flag on bow of ship at sea.] 2208 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10505
Video number 09776

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
54048

Topic:        Armed Forces
            Flags -- United States
            Ships

Genre/        Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:        -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade of early automobiles in New York City. Active no. 2209 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10506

Company catalog card included.
Stereo with RSN 10507; similar to RSN 11445.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

            Children -- New York
            Races -- New York
            Skyscrapers -- New York

Place:        New York (N.Y.)
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates
Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

[Parade of early automobiles, New York City. Active no. 2209 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10507

Company catalog card included.
Stereo with RSN 10506; similar to RSN 11445.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

[Parade of early automobiles, New York City. Active no. 2209 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10507

Company catalog card included.
Stereo with RSN 10506; similar to RSN 11445.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

[Parade of early automobiles, New York City. Active no. 2209 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10507

Company catalog card included.
Stereo with RSN 10506; similar to RSN 11445.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

[Parade of early automobiles, New York City. Active no. 2209 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10507

Company catalog card included.
Stereo with RSN 10506; similar to RSN 11445.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].
Copy and Version Identification Note

57769

Topic:  Architecture -- India
        Buildings -- India
        Palm trees -- India
        Trees -- India

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in India.] 2211 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children in India.] 2211 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10509

Video number 09780

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11447.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

59285

Topic:  Architecture -- India
        Buildings -- India
        Children -- India

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2212 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 2212 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10510
Video number 09781
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11448.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
58027

Topic: Architecture -- India
Interior architecture

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees in India.] 2213 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Trees in India.] 2213 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10511
Video number 09782
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11449.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].
Copy and Version Identification Note
57744

Topic: Palm trees -- India
Parks -- India
Trees -- India
Walkways -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden in India.] 2214 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Garden in India.] 2214 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10512

Video number 09783

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11450.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
57937

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Gardens -- India
Roads -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2215 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 2215 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10513
Video number 09784
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11451.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
58048

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monkeys in India.] 2216 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Monkeys in India.] 2216 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10514
Video number 09785
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11452.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].
Copy and Version Identification Note

59867

Topic: Monkeys -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in India.] 2217 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Mosque in India.] 2217 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10515

Video number 09786
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11453.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

59801

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
Crowds -- India
Mosques -- India
Plazas -- India
Religion -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramidal structure in India.] 2218 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pyramidal structure in India.] 2218 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10516

Video number 09787

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Similar to RSN 11454

Copy and Version Identification Note
57846

Topic:
Architecture -- India
Boats -- India
Monuments -- India
Palm trees -- India
Ponds -- India
Trees -- India

Place:
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture in India.] 2219 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Agriculture in India.] 2219 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10517

Video number 09788

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11455.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

58267

Topic: Agriculture -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in India.] 2220 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"
Image(s): [Mosque in India.] 2220 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 10518

Video number 09789

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11456.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

56971

Topic: Architecture -- India
    Mosques -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in India.] 2221 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains in India.] 2221 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10519

Video number 09790

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11457.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
58814

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- India
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2222 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 2222 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
left frame cracked down middle
lower left corner missing

Local Numbers
RSN 10520

Video number 09791

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11458.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

58836

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Walkway in India.] 2223 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Walkway in India.] 2223 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Johnson, Photographer

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10521

Video number 09792

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11459.

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note

57185; 57365

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Cows -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheep -- India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trees -- India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walkways -- India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Rickshaws in India.] 2224 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rickshaws in India.] 2224 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10522

Video number 09793
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11460.
Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Copy and Version Identification Note
56882

Topic: Architecture -- India
Rickshaws -- India
Roads -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walk with palm trees, tower, figures in saris (?), India.] Active no. AS 2225 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7-7/8").

Image(s): [Walk with palm trees, tower, figures in saris (?), India.] Active no. AS 2225 : stereo photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 10523

Currently stored in box 2.1.17 [64].

Company catalog card included. Similar to RSN 11461. Company accession number, 58964.
Topic: Architecture -- India
Monuments -- India
Roads -- India
Towers -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2226 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 2226 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10524

Video number 09795

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11462.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Interior architecture -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large crowd beside river in India.] 2227 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Large crowd beside river in India.] 2227 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10525
Video number 09796

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Similar to RSN 10526 and 11463.

Copy and Version Identification Note

59134

Topic: Bathers -- India
Boats -- India
Bridges -- India
Rivers -- India
Swimmers -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large crowd beside river in India.] 2227 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Large crowd beside river in India.] 2227 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10526

Video number 09797

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Similar to RSN 10525 and 11463.

Copy and Version Identification Note

59123

Topic: Bathers -- India
Boats -- India
Bridges -- India
Rivers -- India
Swimmers -- India

Place: India
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in India.] 2228 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River in India.] 2228 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10527

Video number 09798

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Similar to RSN 11464.

Copy and Version Identification Note
57229

Topic: Rivers -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2229 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 2229 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10528

Video number 09799

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11465.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
58003

Topic: Architecture -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in India.] 2230 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Market in India.] 2230 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10529

Video number 09800

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11466.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
58842

Topic: Markets -- India
Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2232 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 2232 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10530

Video number 09801

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11468.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
56607

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interior architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Tomb in India.] 2233 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Tomb in India.] 2233 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10531

Video number 09802

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10532 and 11469.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].
Copy and Version Identification Note

58304

Topic: Architecture -- India
Mausoleums -- India
Religion -- India
Sepulcral monuments -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tomb in India.] 2233 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Tomb in India.] 2233 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10532

Video number 09803

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10531 and 11469.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note

59301

Topic: Architecture -- India
Mausoleums -- India
Religion -- India
Sepulcral monuments -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Waterfront in India. Active no. 2238 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Waterfront in India. Active no. 2238 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10533

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11471.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Company acc. no. 58148.

Topic: Architecture -- India
       Waterfronts -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers on glacier.] 2241 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Climbers on glacier.] 2241 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10534

Video number 09805

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10535 and 11474.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102672
[Climbers on glacier.] 2241 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Climbers on glacier.] 2241 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10535

Video number 09806
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 10534 and 11474.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103206
Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
Snow -- 1900-1910
glaciers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers on glacier.] 2242 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Climbers on glacier.] 2242 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10536
Video number 09807

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11475.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

| Topic                  | Mountainers  |
|                       | Mountains    |
|                       | Snow         |
|                       | glaciers     |

| Genre/Form | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|            | -- Glass     |
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |

[1 Item (5" x 8")]

Image(s): [Crowd of bathers beside river.] 2244 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10537

Video number 09808

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Similar to RSN 11476.

| Topic       | Bathers -- India |
|            | Rivers -- India  |
|            | Swimmers -- India|
| Place:     | India            |

| Genre/Form | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|            | -- Glass     |
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |

[1 Item (4" x 5")]

Image(s): [Architecture.] 2247 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10538

Video number 09809

Company catalog card included.

[Collodion?] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Topic: Architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Very ornate auditorium. Active no. 2251 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Very ornate auditorium. Active no. 2251 : stereo photonegative,]
1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10539

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Orig. acc. no. 108169.

Topic: Architecture
Auditoriums
Interior architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain roadway.] 2252 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Mountain roadway.] 2252 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10540

Video number 09811

Company catalog card included.

Soze 3 x 3 1/4.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Topic:
Mountains
Rivers
Walkways

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Tourist walkway above river in mountains.] 2258 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tourist walkway above river in mountains.] 2258 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10541

Video number 09812

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102565

Topic:
Mountains
Rivers
Walkways

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boaters on river.] 2277 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Boaters on river.] 2277 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10542

Video number 09813

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note
108841

Topic: Boats and boating
Parks
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large room interior.] 2277 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Large room interior.] 2277 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10543

Video number 09814

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106100
A millionaire's yacht in holiday attire. Dewey's celebration, N.Y. [Active no. 2287 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10544

Video number 09815

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Flags -- New York
       Ships -- New York
Place: New York
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

"Hunnewell's [?] Grounds" on envelope 2290 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Hunnewell's [?] Grounds" on envelope 2290 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10545

Video number 09816

Company catalog card included.
Stereo with RSN 10546.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Topic: Gardens
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Hunnewell's [?] Grounds" on envelope 2290 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Hunnewell's [?] Grounds" on envelope 2290 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10546
Video number 09817
Company catalog card included.

Stereo with RSN 10545.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Topic: Gardens
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A highland washing. 1677. 2298 up) photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A highland washing. 1677. 2298 up) photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10547
Video number 09818
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].
Copy and Version Identification Note
108199

Topic: Laundries
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laundry.] 2303 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Laundry.] 2308 photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10549

Video number 09819
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124460

Topic: Laundries
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery.] 2308 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cemetery.] 2308 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10549

Video number 09820
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

**Topic:** Cemeteries

Sepulchral monuments

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier scene.] 2314 photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 7")

**Image(s):** [Mountain glacier scene.] 2314 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10550

Video number 09821

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103146

Topic:  Architecture
        Hotels, taverns, etc. -- 1900-1910
        Mountaineers
        Mountains
        Snow
        glaciers

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:  -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier scene.] 2319 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain glacier scene.] 2319 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 10552

Video number 09823

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101698

Topic:  Mountaineers
        Mountains
        Snow
        glaciers

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:  -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier scene.] 2320 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain glacier scene.] 2320 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
 Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10553

Video number 09824
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102901

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
Snow
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoctopic photographs

[Mountain glacier scene.] 2321 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain glacier scene.] 2321 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
 Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10554

Video number 09825
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102645

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
Snow
glaciers

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Germany or England] 2330 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Germany or England] 2330 photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10555

Video number 09826

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72]

Copy and Version Identification Note
29678

Topic:
Canals
Streets

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument and large building.] 2330 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Tall monument and large building.] 2330 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10556

Video number 09827

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note

103367

Topic: Architecture
Monuments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[[High view of city and its river.] 2341 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [[High view of city and its river.] 2341 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10557

Video number 09828

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Similar to RSN 11495.

Topic: Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pacific Coast scene.] 2346 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pacific Coast scene.] 2346 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10558

Video number 09829
Company catalog card included. Possibly photographed by either Bert or Elmer Underwood.

Similar to RSN 11596.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42267

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Formations (Geology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seacoasts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:          | Pacific Coast                 |

| Genre/Form:     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                 | -- Glass                      |
|                 | Stereoscopic photographs     |

[Street scene.] 2354 photonegative

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling

Local Numbers

RSN 10559

Video number 09830

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form:     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                 | -- Glass                      |

[Walkway in forest setting.] 2362 photonegative

2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Walkway in forest setting.] 2362 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10560

Video number 09831

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Topic: Gardens -- Florida
       Trees -- Florida.

Place: Cypress Avenue (Fort. George Island, Florida)
       Florida
       Fort George Island (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland.] 2374 photonegative
  1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Geological formation in Ireland.] 2374 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10561

Video number 09832

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Mountains -- Ireland

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
       Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

"Male Cinnamon Bear" 2376 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10562

Video number 09833

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72]

Topic: Animals
Bears

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Mexico, making tortillas [Active no. 2382 : stereo photonegative,], 1910
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 7”.

Image(s): Mexico, making tortillas [Active no. 2382 : stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Film.

Local Numbers
RSN 10563

Company catalog card included.

Right image folded.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72], moved from 2].

Company acc. no. 122973.

Topic: Cooking -- Mexico
Dwellings -- Mexico
Tortillas -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Mexicans

[Street scene.] 2383 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 2383 photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10564
Video number 09834
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122957

Topic: Markets
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] 2386 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10565
Video number 09835
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Topic: Deer
Hunting
Snow
Snowshoes and snowshoeing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 2388 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 2388 photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10566

Video number 09836
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
123098

Topic: Columns
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd scene in Asia.] 2389 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Crowd scene in Asia.] 2389 photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper stuck to emulsion along right border

Local Numbers
RSN 10567

Video number 09837
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105354

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crowds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:       | Asia                       |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Ruins in Asia.].] 2394 photonegative, 1907

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Ruins in Asia.].] 2394 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10568

Video number 09838

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105251

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Buildings -- Asia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Asia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Mosque.] 2396 photonegative

2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mosque.] 2396 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10569

Video number 09839

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes; size 4 x 6.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Topic:
- Architecture
- Mosques

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] [ Active no. 2397 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): [Mosque.] [ Active no. 2397 : stereo photonegative.], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower right corner loss.

Local Numbers
RSN 10570

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

101540 (company acc. no.)

Topic:
- Mosques
- Streets

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] [ Active no. 2398 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10571

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Topic: Islamic architecture
Mosques

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 2401 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 2401 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10572

Video number 09842

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101320

Topic: Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 2403 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 2403 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion damaged
paper stuck to both sides

Local Numbers
RSN 10573

Video number 09843

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10574.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99072

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 2403 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 2403 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

copy and Version Identification Note
100035

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Crowd scene in Palestine.] 2405 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowd scene in Palestine.] 2405 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly both ends.

Local Numbers
RSN 10575

Video number 09845
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10576. 10577 & 10578.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27393

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Ceremonials -- Palestine
Crowds -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Similar to RSN 10575, 10577 & 10578.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note

27442

Topic:  Architecture -- Palestine
        Ceremonials -- Palestine
        Crowds -- Palestine
        Religion -- Palestine

Place:  Palestine

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Duplicate of AS Co. 2405 which was taken by Keystone [on envelope].
[Active no. 2405 : stereo photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Duplicate of AS Co. 2405 which was taken by Keystone [on envelope]. [Active no. 2405 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10577

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10575, 10576 & 10578.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Orig. no. 27652.

Topic:  Architecture -- Palestine
        Ceremonials -- Palestine
        Crowds -- Palestine
        Religion -- Palestine

Place:  Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd scene in Palestine.] 2405 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowd scene in Palestine.] 2405 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10578

Video number 09848

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10575, 10576 & 10577.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27421

Topic:
Architecture -- Palestine
Ceremonials -- Palestine
Crowds -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd scene in Palestine.] 2406 photonegative, 1896

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowd scene in Palestine.] 2406 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10579

Video number 09849

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10580 & 10581.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].
Copy and Version Identification Note

104613

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Ceremonials -- Palestine
       Crowds -- Palestine
       Religion -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Palestine.] 2406 photonegative, 1896
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Palestine.] 2406 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10580

Video number 09850

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10579 & 10581.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note

27417

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Ceremonials -- Palestine
       Crowds -- Palestine
       Religion -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd scene in Palestine.] 2406 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Crowd scene in Palestine.] 2406 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10581

Video number 09851

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10579 & 10580.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note

27437

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Ceremonials -- Palestine
Crowds -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tree with eight standing female figures. Active no. 2407 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s): [Tree with eight standing female figures. Active no. 2407 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Figures all wear headscarves.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10582

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].
Company acc. no. 100846.

Topic: Portraits, Group
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Palestine. Active no. 2408 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Architecture in Palestine. Active no. 2408 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10583

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Orig. no. 99067.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Towers -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 2409 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Ruins.] 2409 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating along top border.

Local Numbers
RSN 10584

Video number 09854
Company catalog card included.

NOTE: RSN 10585 UNUSED! NO NEG IN FILE BOX! VIDEONUM 09855 IS BLANK!

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101078

Topic: Columns
Ruins

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Figures and horses? in landscape. Active no. 2411 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10586

Video number 09856

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Topic: Figure in landscape

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 2413 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 2413 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10587

Video number 09857

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10588.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100083

Topic: Architecture
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 2413 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5'' x 8'')

Image(s): [Architecture.] 2413 photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10588

Video number 09858

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10587.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100536

Topic: Architecture
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mission Church [on negative]. [Stere photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Church interior.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10589

Company catalog card included.

"Dup of 32861 taken by K. 9/28/21" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Company acc. no. 32906.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Church buildings
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Woman posing on steps. ? stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10590

Video number 09860

Company catalog card included.

"Dup of active A.S.C. taken by K" [on envelope].

Currently stored in box 2.1.18 [72].

Company acc. no. 35142.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Women
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 114  
RSN Numbers 10591-10681
Image(s)

[Garden.] 2414 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Garden.] 2414 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10591

Video number 09861
Company catalog card included.

[Dup of AS 2414] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102744

Topic: Gardens
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior architecture. Active no. 2415 : stereo photonegative.,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Interior architecture. Active no. 2415 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10592

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Company acc. no. 100458.

Topic: Architecture
   Children
   Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 2416 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 2416 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10593

Video number 09863

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   100860

Topic: Architecture
   Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene.] 2418 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boat scene.] 2418 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10594
Video number 09864

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Copy and Version Identification Note

100754

| Topic: | Boats and boating |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[River rapids in garden area.] 2419 photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River rapids in garden area.] 2419 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10595

Video number 09865

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Copy and Version Identification Note

100461

| Topic: | Gardens Rapids Rivers |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Children. Active no. 2420 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").
Image(s): [Children. Active no. 2420 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10596

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

100049 (company acc. no.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Artisans</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Portraits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Family in rustic home. [Active no. 2421 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): [Family in rustic home. [Active no. 2421 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating along upper and right borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 10597

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Company acc. no. 101011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
<th>Portraits</th>
<th>Pottery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] Active no. 2422 : photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): [Street scene.] Active no. 2422 : photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion gone along right border, deteriorating along upper border.
Paper stuck to emulsion along lower border.
Local Numbers
RSN 10598
Company catalog card included.
NOTE: RSN 10599 NOT USED; NO NEG IN FILE BOX; VIDEONUM 09869 IS BLANK.
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].
Company acc. no. 101014.

Topic:
Camels
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 2424 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 2424 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10600
Video number 09870
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101534

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Columns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Mosque in Palestine.] 2430 photonegative, 1906
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mosque in Palestine.] 2430 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10601

Video number 09871

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98916

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mosques -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Jerusalem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Omar Mosque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palestine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Landscape in Asia. Active no. 2431 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape in Asia. Active no. 2431 : stereo photonegative.]
1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10602

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Company acc. no. 105213.

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

The desolate wilderness of Judea. Dead Sea in distance. Palestine. 2439
photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The desolate wilderness of Judea. Dead Sea in distance.
Palestine. 2439 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10603

Video number 09873
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1011 74

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
Place: Dead Sea
Judea (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

["View from the site of J(?)ob, Palestine"] on envelope 2441 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): ["View from the site of J(?)ob, Palestine"] on envelope 2441 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion extremely damaged and badly peeling both plates

Local Numbers
RSN 10604

Video number 09874

Company catalog card included

Separated frames

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80]

Names: Job, (Biblical figure)
Place: Palestine
Genre: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old entrance to St. Augustine, Fla. 2442 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Old entrance to St. Augustine, Fla. 2442 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10605

Video number 09875

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

**Topic:** Roads -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

**Place:** Florida
St. Augustine (Fla.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Starting from Grant's Tomb, Dewey Celebration. [Active no. 2446 : photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (4" x 5").

*Image(s):* Starting from Grant's Tomb, Dewey Celebration. [Active no. 2446 : photonegative.] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10606

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

**Names:** Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Grant, Ulysses S. (Ulysses Simpson), 1822-1885

**Topic:** Celebrations
Parades -- New York (State) -- New York
Presidents -- United States
Tombs

**Place:** Grant's Tomb National Monument (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Garden in Japan. Active no. 2450 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

*Image(s):* [Garden in Japan. Active no. 2450 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10607
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Company acc. no. 46656.

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
Gardens -- Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Southern] 2451 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Southern] 2451 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10608

Video number 09878

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Copy and Version Identification Note

33074

Topic: Roads
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in New York.] 2453 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Geological formation in New York.] 2453 photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10609

Video number 09879

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Copy and Version Identification Note

38231

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Place: New York
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman combing hair before mirror. Active no. 2461 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Woman combing hair before mirror. Active no. 2461 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10610

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

66101 (orig. no.)

Topic: Dwellings
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Art scene.] 2463 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Art scene.] 2463 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10611
Video number 09881
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].
Copy and Version Identification Note
65862

Topic:
Art
Painting
Sculpture
Occupation:
Artists
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Our pets. 2464 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Our pets. 2464 photonegative, 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Clarke, Edw., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10612
Video number 09882
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].
Copy and Version Identification Note
30584

Topic:
Calves -- Canada
Children -- Canada
Cows -- Canada

Place: Canada -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market scene in Brussels, Belgium. [Active no. 2465 : stereo photonegative], 1898

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Market scene in Brussels, Belgium. [Active no. 2465 : stereo photonegative], 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10613

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 29763.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80]

Topic: Markets -- Belgium
Streets -- Belgium.

Place: Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 2467 photonegative, 1907

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Children.] 2467 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10614

Video number 09884

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11515.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

**Topic:** Chickens  
Children  
Ducks  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 2467 photonegative, 1907  
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Children.] 2467 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 10615

Video number 09885

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11515.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

108472

**Topic:** Chickens  
Children  
Ducks  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Thoroughbreds every one. [Active no. 2468 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Thoroughbreds every one. [Active no. 2468 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Three children holding dogs.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10616

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11516.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

108486 (company acc. no.)

Topic: Children
Dogs

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Thoroughbreds every one. [Active no. 2468 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Thoroughbreds every one. [Active no. 2468 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Three children with dogs and ducks.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10617

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

108473 (company acc. no.)

Topic: Children
Dogs
Ducks

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. Flag on stern of ship at sea with line of steamships in background.]
2469 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [U.S. Flag on stern of ship at sea with line of steamships in background.] 2469 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 10618

Video number 09888

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Similar to RSN 11517.

Copy and Version Identification Note
112172

Topic:
Flags -- United States
Ships

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain snow scene.] 2472 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain snow scene.] 2472 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10619
Video number 09889

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11519.

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

**Topic:**
- Horses
- Mountains
- Snow
- glaciers

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene.] Active no. 2473 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** 
[Boat scene.] Active no. 2473 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Small boat (possibly a canoe?) on water, with shoreline in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 10620

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Company catalog card included.

**Topic:**
- Boats and boating
- Seascapes

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 2476 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** 
[President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 2476 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 10621
Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Company catalog card included.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
      Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft seated in room.] [Active no. 3203 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10622

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Portraits -- Men
         Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft seated in room.] [Active no. 3203 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10623

Currently stored in box 2.1.19 [80].
Company catalog card included.

Names:  Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic:  Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Portraits -- Men
           Stereoscopic photographs

Taking the Cream. [Active no. 21604 : black-and-white half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Man wearing hat kissing a woman; they both hold containers for milk. Note: the text (on envelope) was originally misread as "Taming the Cream."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10624
Same as RSN 2269.

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116], moved from [108].

Topic:  Couples
       Domestic
       Dwellings
       Kissing
       Love
       Maids
       Milkmen

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

[Woman standing with bicycle. Active no. 21607 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Wooded area in background. Cropping tape on image.

Silver gelatin on film.
Local Numbers
RSN 10625

NOTE! REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 10626.
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116], moved from [108].

Company acc. no. 21613.

Topic: Bicycles
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Woman standing with bicycle. Active no. 21607: photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Wooded area in background.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 10626

Same as RSN 10625.
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116], moved from [108].

Company acc. no. 21613.

Topic: Bicycles
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Hadn't you better take off your hat?" 21625 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): "Hadn't you better take off your hat?" 21625 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10627

Video number 09895

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116], moved from [108].
U.S. Cruiser "Brooklyn" in N.Y. Naval Parade. Copyright 1898 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21626 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): U.S. Cruiser "Brooklyn" in N.Y. Naval Parade. Copyright 1898 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21626 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10628
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

[Woman seated in elaborately decorated room. Active no. 21627 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 3 1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Decor includes sculpture of a nude woman.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10629
Video number 09897
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].
Topic: Dwellings
Genre / Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Children.] 21630 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Children.] 21630 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10630

Video number 09898
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Children
Cupids (Art)
Love
Genre / Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Child in home living room.] 21631 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Child in home living room.] 21631 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10631

Video number 09899
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Genre / Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Children.] 21632 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Children.] 21632 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10632

Video number 09900
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Children
    Parks
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass

[Two children seated in home living room.] 21635 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Two children seated in home living room.] 21635 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10633

Video number 09901
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Children
    Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass

[Children.] 21640 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Children.] 21640 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion deteriorated along left border
Local Numbers
RSN 10634

Video number 09902

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic:
- Children
- Flowers
- Wheelbarrows

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A Stitch in Time Saves Nine. [Active no. 21642 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10635

AC0143-0010635 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic:
- Children
- Sewing
- Toys
- Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Little girl in suit, holding hands above head. Active no. 21643 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10636

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].
Topic: Children
Portraits -- Girls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Child on rocking horse toy in home.] Active no. 21645: half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): [Child on rocking horse toy in home.] Active no. 21645: half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10637

Video number 09905

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Rocking horses
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Beach scene.] 21649 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Beach scene.] 21649 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10638

Video number 09906

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Beaches
bathing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
[Military barber.] 21669 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Military barber.] 21669 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10639

Video number 09907
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Armed Forces
Barbering
Shaving
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

U.S. Monitor "Puritan." Copyright 1898 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21677 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): U.S. Monitor "Puritan." Copyright 1898 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21677 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10640
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Flags
Ships

Place: Puritan
U.S. Monitor

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Sailors on ship.. Active no. 21682 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10641

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic:
Sailors
Ships

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A Gateway in the Wall of San Juan, Puerto Rico. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. [Printed label on negative.] [Active no. 21707 : half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4 x 3-1/8" (erroneously recorded as 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
One tall, thin, bearded man and five children.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Tape residue; slight amount of silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 10642

AC0143-0010642 (AC Scan)

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic:
Gates -- Puerto Rico
Walls -- Puerto Rico

Place:
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
San Juan (P.R.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Inglaterra and Francais Hotels, Ponce, Puerto Rico. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. [printed label on negative.] [Active no. 21708 : half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4-1/4 x 3-1/16" (erroneously recorded as 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Passe-partout tape on emulsion side.

Local Numbers
RSN 10643

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Names: Francais Hotel (Ponce, Puerto Rico)
Inglaterra Hotel (Ponce, Puerto Rico)

Topic: Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Puerto Rico
Streets

Place: Ponce (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Coamo Spring Hotel, Coamo Springs, Puerto Rico. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. [printed caption glued on negative.] [Caption No. 21709 : half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4-1/8 x 3-1/4" [corrected].)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Passe-partout tape reside on emulsion side; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 10644

AC0143-0010644 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Names: Coamo Spring Hotel (Coamo Springs, Puerto Rico)

Topic: Architecture -- Puerto Rico
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Puerto Rico
Roads -- 1900-1910 -- Puerto Rico

Place: Coamo Springs (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Roadway scene.] 21710 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Roadway scene.] 21710 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10645
Video number 09913
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Roads
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape.] 21713 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 21713 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10646
Video number 09914
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Palms
Trees

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Military Road between Caguas and Cayey. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. [Printed label on negative.] [Active no. 21714 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Passe-partout tape residue on top edge.

Local Numbers
RSN 10647
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Military -- Puerto Rico
       Roads -- Puerto Rico

Place: Caguas (P.R.)
       Cayey (Puerto Rico)
       Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Puerto Rico
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

A Bit of the Military Road at Aibonito Pass, Port Rico. Copyright 1900 by
R. Y. Young. [Printed label on negative.] [Active no. 21715 : half-stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (4-1/8 x 3-1/8" [erroneously recorded as 3-1/2" x 3-3/4"]).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Passe-partout tape residue on emulsion side.

Local Numbers
RSN 10648
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Horses -- Puerto Rico
       Military -- Puerto Rico
       Mountains -- Puerto Rico
       Roads -- Puerto Rico

Place: Aibonito Pass (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Children.] 21717 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Children.] 21717 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10649

Video number 09917

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Children
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 21720 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 21720 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10650

Video number 09918

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Laundries.] 21722 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Laundries.] 21722 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10651

Video number 09919

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Laundries
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

On Dewey's Flagship the "Olympia" looking aft. Copyright 1899 by R.Y. Young. [Active no. 21725 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10652

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Ships
Place: Olympia (ship)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Admiral Dewey's Flagship "Olympia" in Manila Bay, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21729 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10653

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116]. Company acc. no. 22361.

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
        Ships -- Philippines
Place: Manila (Philippines)
        Olympia (ship)
        Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

The Naval Parade in Honor of Admiral Dewey, Hudson River, N.Y.
Copyright 1899 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21728 : half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10654

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Parades -- New York
        Ships -- New York
Place: Hudson River
        New York
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Admiral Dewey and his Chinese Dog on the "Olympia." Copyright 1899 by R. Y. Young. [Caption 21732 : glass half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10655

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116]

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
       Olympia (ship)
Topic:  Dogs -- 1890-1900
        Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Lily Pond Central Park, New York, U. S. A. 21739 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Lily Pond Central Park, New York, U. S. A. 21739 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10656

Video number 09924

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Flowers -- New York
       Gardens -- New York
       Parks -- New York
Place: Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Trains in station.] 21744 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Trains in station.] 21744 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10657

Video number 09925

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Railroad stations
       Railroads
       Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

American Falls from Goat Island, Niagara Falls, U.S.A. 21768 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): American Falls from Goat Island, Niagara Falls, U.S.A. 21768 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10658

Video number 09926

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Place: American Falls (Niagara, New York)
       Goat Island, Niagara
       New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Low close-up side view of Niagara Falls.] 21779 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Low close-up side view of Niagara Falls.] 21779 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10659

Video number 09927

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Horseshoe Falls, Niagara Falls, New York. [Active no. 21780 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 piece (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10660

Topic: Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Place: Horseshoe Falls (Niagara, N.Y.)
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Low close-up side view of Niagara Falls.] 21783 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Low close-up side view of Niagara Falls.] 21783 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10661

Video number 09929
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"House Cleaning Day." Copyright 1896 by Edw. Clarke. 21784 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): "House Cleaning Day." Copyright 1896 by Edw. Clarke. 21784 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10662

Video number 09930
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Children
Cleaning
Dwellings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Man balancing on wire across ravine. Active no. 21785 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10663
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].
Topic: Aerialists
Bridges
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Tightrope walking

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Long view of Niagara River and Falls.] 21788 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Long view of Niagara River and Falls.] 21788 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10664

Video number 09932

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Horseshoe Falls, Niagara Falls, New York, U.S.A. 21789 photonegative
1 piece (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 10665

Video number 09933

Place: Horseshoe Falls (Niagara, N.Y.)
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Old Slave Market, St. Augustine, Fla., U.S.A. [Active no. 21800 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10666

Video number 09934
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
Carts -- Florida
Horses -- Florida
Markets -- Florida
Slavery -- United States

Place: Florida
Old Slave Market (St. Augustine, Fla.)
St. Augustine (Fla.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Children outside rustic home.] 21806 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)

Image(s): [Children outside rustic home.] 21806 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10667

Video number 09935
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Roadway.] 21807 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 21807 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10668

Video number 09936

Picture size 3 x 3 1/4.

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Roads
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Poplar Avenue, Fort George Island, Florida, U.S.A. 21808 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Poplar Avenue, Fort George Island, Florida, U.S.A. 21808 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10669

Video number 09937

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Roads -- Florida

Place: Florida
Fort George Island (Fla.)
Poplar Avenue (Fort George's Island, Florida)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Dock scene.] 21809 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 21809 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10670

Video number 09938

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Roadway.] 21810 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 21810 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10671

Video number 09939

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Roads
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[River in swamp area.] 21812 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [River in swamp area.] 21812 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10672

Video number 09940
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Picture size 3 1/4 x 3 3/4.

Topic:
Rivers
Swamps
Trees
Wetlands

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Stockyard.] 21817 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Stockyard.] 21817 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10673

Video number 09941
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic:
Cows
Stockyards

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountain valley.] 21832 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Mountain valley.] 21832 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Topic: Mountains
   Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

Palace Hotel, San Francisco, California, U.S.A. 21835 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10675

Video number 09943
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Names: Palace Hotel (San Francisco, California)

Place: California
   San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

Avalon and its Harbor, Santa Catalina Island, Cal., U.S.A. Active no.
21836 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Avalon and its Harbor, Santa Catalina Island, Cal., U.S.A. Active
   no. 21836 : half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10676

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Boats -- California
   Islands -- California
   Mountains -- California
   Ports -- California
Place: Avalon (Calif.)
California
Santa Catalina Island (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The "Henerford" Mariposa Grove of Big Trees, Cal., U.S.A. 21841 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The "Henerford" Mariposa Grove of Big Trees, Cal., U.S.A. 21841 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10677

Video number 09945

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Horses -- California
Riders -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Henerford
Mariposa Grove

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Seal Rocks, San Francisco, California, U.S.A. 21842 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10678

Video number 09946

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Seacoasts -- California
Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Seal Rocks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountain scene.] 21843 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 21843 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10679

Video number 09947

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Cows
Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountain stream. Active no. 21848 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3- 1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10680

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Company acc. no. 42372.

Topic: Bridges -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Architecture.] 21850 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 21850 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10681

Video number 09949

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture
   Buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Box 115

RSN Numbers 10682-10754

Image(s)

[Architecture.] 21853 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 21853 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10682

Video number 09950

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture
   Buildings
   Formations (Geology)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Fairyland of Champ de Mars -- Fountains of Chateau d'Eau, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Active no. 21856 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): The Fairyland of Champ de Mars -- Fountains of Chateau d'Eau, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Active no. 21856 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10683

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
Fountains -- France -- Paris

Genre/ Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Place: Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Paris Exposition 1900

[Tourist boat. Active no. 21858 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10684

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture
Boats and boating
Bridges
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Gardens, Paris, France. Copyright 1898, by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21861 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s): Gardens, Paris, France. Copyright 1898, by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21861 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10685

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Bridges -- France.
Gardens -- France
Parks -- France
Place: France -- 1890-1900
Paris (France) -- 1890-1900
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Inhabitants of the Dahomy. 21862 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Inhabitants of the Dahomy. 21862 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10686

Video number 09954
AC0143-0010686 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Children -- Dahomey
Portraits -- Dahomey
Place: Dahomey
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
[Pedestrians on walkway outside factory. Active no. 21863: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10687

Video number 09955

NOTE: VIDEONUM 09956 IS BLANK!
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Company acc. no. 50884.

Topic:
Bridges
Chimneys
Factories
Walkways

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Street scene.] 21868 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4"").

Image(s): [Street scene.] 21868 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion yellowing along lower oborder

Local Numbers
RSN 10688

Video number 09957
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic:
Buildings
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountain climbers.] 21869 photonegative
Image(s): [Mountain climbers.] 21869 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10689

Video number 09958

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
Snow
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Alpine Elevator, Switzerland. Copyright 1901 by R. Y. Young. 21870 photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Alpine Elevator, Switzerland. Copyright 1901 by R. Y. Young. 21870 photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10690

Video number 09959

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Mt. Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Lucerne and the haunted Pilatus, Switzerland. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. 21871 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Lucerne and the haunted Pilatus, Switzerland. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. 21871 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10691

Video number 09960
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture -- Switzerland
       Bridges -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
       Pilatus
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[River rapids.] 21873 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [River rapids.] 21873 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10692

Video number 09961
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture
       Bridges
       Rapids
       Rivers

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Waterscape.] 21878 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 21878 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10693

Video number 09962

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Islands
Trees
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

St. Peter's Cathedral, Montreal, Canada. Series of 1901 by R. Y. Young.
21882 photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): St. Peter's Cathedral, Montreal, Canada. Series of 1901 by R. Y. Young. 21882 photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10694

Video number 09963

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture -- Quebec
Cathedrals -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Montréal (Québec)
St. Peter's Cathedral (Quebec)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Park scene.] 21886 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Park scene.] 21886 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10695

Video number 09964

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Parks
Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Westminster Abbey. Active no. 21893 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10696

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116]

Names: Westminster Abbey
Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Boat scene.] 21894 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Boat scene.] 21894 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10697

Video number 09966

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture
Boats and boating
Buildings

Place: La Casengola

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Architecture.] 21912 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 21912 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10698

Video number 09967

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A Product of Sahara -- a Score of Egyptian Ostriches. Copyright 1901 by
R. Y. Young. Active no. 21915 : [half-stereo photonegative], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): A Product of Sahara -- a Score of Egyptian Ostriches. Copyright
1901 by R. Y. Young. Active no. 21915 : [half-stereo photonegative], 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10699

Similar to RSN 17691 and 28199.
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Ostriches
Place: Egypt
Sahara

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Street market.] 21916 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Street market.] 21916 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10700

Video number 09969

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Markets
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Pyramids in Egypt.] 21917 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Pyramids in Egypt.] 21917 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10701

Video number 09970

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Mosque.] 21919 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Mosque.] 21919 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10702
Video number 09971
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture
Mosques
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Crowded outdoor ice skating area. Active no. 21924 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10703
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Ice skating
Recreation
Sports -- 1920-1930
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Brooklyn Bridge from World Building, New York, U.S.A. [Active no. 21928 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10704
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [116].

Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York

Place: Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.)
Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)
World Building

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Old Trinity Church and a "Skyscraper," New York City, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21932 : half stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10705
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Names: Trinity Church (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Churches -- New York
Skyscrapers -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Soldiers beside railroad train.] 21933 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Soldiers beside railroad train.] 21933 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10706

Video number 09975
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic:     Armed Forces
          Railroads
          Railroads -- Trains
          Soldiers

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass

The Loop, Georgetown, Colorado, U.S.A. 21934 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The Loop, Georgetown, Colorado, U.S.A. 21934 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10707

Video number 09976
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic:     Mountains -- Colorado
          Railroads -- Colorado
          Valleys -- Colorado

Place:     Colorado
          Georgetown (Colo.)
          Loop

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass

[Landscape.] 21935 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 21935 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling badly at top and bottom.
Local Numbers
RSN 10708
Video number 09977
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Ships.] 21936 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Ships.] 21936 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10709
Video number 09978
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Trees.] 21937 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Trees.] 21937 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10710

Video number 09979
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Man and woman seated on doorsteps, looking at each other.] Active no. 21938 : photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Man and woman seated on doorsteps, looking at each other.]
Active no. 21938 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10711

Video number 09980
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Couples
Love
Portraits
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Avenue of Cocoanut Palms, Florida, U.S.A. 21939 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Avenue of Cocoanut Palms, Florida, U.S.A. 21939 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10712

Video number 09981
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Palm trees -- Florida
Roads -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Avenue of Cocoanut Palms (Florida)
Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Umbrella Tree. 12940 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The Umbrella Tree. 12940 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10713

Video number 09982
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Snow
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A Young Matron. Copyright 1898 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21941 : half-
stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): A Young Matron. Copyright 1898 by R. Y. Young. [Active no.
21941 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Little girl, standing in front of door, holding dolls.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10714
AC0143-0010714 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Children

'Tis Cold Weather, Niagara, U.S.A. [Active no. 21942 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10715

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Parks -- New York
Snow -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Prospect Point (New York)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

New Suspension Bridge, Niagara. [Active no. 21944 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10716

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Bridges
Rivers -- New York (State)

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Suspension Bridge

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Ave. of Cocoanut Palms. 21945 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Ave. of Cocoanut Palms. 21945 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10717

Video number 09986

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Palm trees -- Florida
Roads -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Avenue of Cocoanut Palms (Florida)
Florida

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Snow scene. Active no. 21946 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Woman(?) and dog standing in snow.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10718

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic:
Bridges
Dogs
Snow

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Florida Mosses, U.S.A. 21947 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Florida Mosses, U.S.A. 21947 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10719

Video number 09988

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Roads -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Winter Beauties of Niagara Falls, N.Y., U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. 21949 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Winter Beauties of Niagara Falls, N.Y., U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. 21949 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10721
Video number 09990
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Parks -- New York
       Snow -- New York
       Trees -- New York.
Place: New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass

The Evening Prayer. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. 21950 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The Evening Prayer. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. 21950 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10722
Video number 09991
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Children
       Dwellings
       prayers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
Our Martyred President, William McKinley. Copyright 1901 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21951 : photonegative,] 1901
2 Items (pieces; 3-1/2" x 3-3/4 ")
Image(s): Our Martyred President, William McKinley. Copyright 1901 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 21951 : photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Caption broken off at top.

Local Numbers
RSN 10723
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Presidents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Portraits -- Men

"Dat Spidah done tickle my Forehead." [Active no. 21952 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Man seated in chair, with mischievous boy behind him.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10724
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Racism
Spiders
[African American man playing with mischievous boy in rustic home. Active no. 21953 : half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10725

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic:
Children
Dwellings
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Spiders

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Culture: African Americans

Goat Island, Niagara, U.S.A. Winter. 21954 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Goat Island, Niagara, U.S.A. Winter. 21954 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10726

Video number 09995

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic:
Islands -- New York
Parks -- New York
Snow -- New York
Trees -- New York.

Place:
Goat Island (New York)
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
The Umbrella Tree -- Niagara Falls, N.Y., U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by R. Y. Young. 21955 photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The Umbrella Tree -- Niagara Falls, N.Y., U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by R. Y. Young. 21955 photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10727

Video number 09996
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Parks -- New York
Snow -- New York
Trees -- New York.

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Umbrella Tree

Some of the famous "400" promenading on Fifth Ave., N.Y. City, U.S.A.
Series of 1901 by R. Y. Young. 21956 photonegative, 1901
1 Item
Image(s): Some of the famous "400" promenading on Fifth Ave., N.Y. City, U.S.A. Series of 1901 by R. Y. Young. 21956 photonegative 1901
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10728

Video number 09997
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124]
Streets -- New York
Place: Fifth Avenue (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

He comes Home early at 3 a.m. Copyright 1897 by R. Y. Young. [Active no.
21957 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1897
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): He comes Home early at 3 a.m. Copyright 1897 by R. Y. Young.
[Active no. 21957 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10729
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Alcoholism
Couples
Dwellings

He comes Home early at 3 a.m. Copyright 1897 by R. Y. Young. [Active no.
21957 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1897
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): He comes Home early at 3 a.m. Copyright 1897 by R. Y. Young.
[Active no. 21957 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10730
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Children
Dwellings

[Group of children perform dance in home.] 21958 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Group of children perform dance in home.] 21958
photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10730

Video number 09999
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Sailors.] 21959 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Sailors.] 21959 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10731
Video number 10000
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Guns
      Sailors
      Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Snow scene.] 21960 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Snow scene.] 21960 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10732
Video number 10001
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Snow
      Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Boat scene ] 21961 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Boat scene ] 21961 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10733

Video number 10002

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Sailboats
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

General View, Camp Tampa, Fla. Copyright 1898 by R. Y. Young. 21962 photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): General View, Camp Tampa, Fla. Copyright 1898 by R. Y. Young. 21962 photonegative 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10734

Video number 10003

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Camps -- Florida
Tents -- Florida

Place: Camp Tampa (Florida)
Florida

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[River rapids.] 21963 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)
Image(s): [River rapids.] 21963 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10735

Video number 10004
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Rapids
Rivers
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Soldiers beside railroad train.] 21964 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)
Image(s): [Soldiers beside railroad train.] 21964 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10736

Video number 10005
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Armed Forces
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Row of homes on street.] 21965 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Row of homes on street.] 21965 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion almost completely peeled.

Local Numbers
RSN 10737

Video number 10006

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Dwellings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Transport Ship bound for Santiago. 21967 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10738

Video number 10007

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Ships

Place: Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Our Party, Yosemite Valley, U.S.A. 21968 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Our Party, Yosemite Valley, U.S.A. 21968 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10739

Video number 10008

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Horses -- California
       Parks -- California
       Riders -- California

Place: California
       Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

The famous Coney Island, New York, U.S.A. [Active no. 21969 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10740

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Amusement parks -- New York (State) -- New York --
       Coney Island -- 1890-1920.
       Beaches -- New York (N.Y.) -- Coney Island
       Swimmers

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
       New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Crowded city bridge over river.] 21973 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Crowded city bridge over river.] 21973 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10741
Video number 10010

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Bridges
       Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

A New England Farm. 29183 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): A New England Farm. 29183 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10742

Video number 10011

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Agriculture
       Cows
       Farms

Place: New England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

President Lincoln and his Cabinet. Copyright 1899 by R. Y. Young. 21990.
[Photonegatives], 1899
2 Items (pieces; 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): President Lincoln and his Cabinet. Copyright 1899 by R. Y. Young. 21990. [Photonegatives], 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10743

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Names: Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865

Topic: Cabinet
Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Boat scene ] 21995 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Boat scene ] 21995 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10744

Video number 10013

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Boats and boating
Harbors

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Buddha.] 21996 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Buddha.] 21996 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10745

Video number 10014

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Names: Buddha

Topic: Religion
Sculpture
Shrines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 22003 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Street scene. 22003 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10746

Video number 10015

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Children. Active no. 22006 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10747

Video number 10016

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic: Children
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A Typical Boer Farm Scene, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young.
[Active no. 22012 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): A Typical Boer Farm Scene, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 22012 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10748

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic:
Agriculture -- South Africa
Farms -- South Africa
Horses -- South Africa

Place:
South Africa

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass

Culture:
Afrikaners

Crew of the Teutonic. Active no. 22017 : photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s): Crew of the Teutonic. Active no. 22017 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10749

Video number 10018

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic:
Sailors
Ships

Place:
Teutonic
White Star Line

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass

[Beach scene.] 22018 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Beach scene.] 22018 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10750

Video number 10019
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic:  Bathers  
        Beaches  
        Swimmers  

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Form:  -- Glass  

[Tent scene.] 22023 photonegative  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")  
Image(s): [Tent scene.] 22023 photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 10751  

Video number 10020  
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic:  Tents  

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Form:  -- Glass  

[Street scene.] 22027 photonegative  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")  
Image(s): [Street scene.] 22027 photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 10752  

Video number 10021  
Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

Topic:  Streets  

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Form:  -- Glass  

[River and city.] 22028 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [River and city.] 22028 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10753

Video number 10022

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124].

- Topic: Figure in landscape
  Rivers
- Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass

[Landscape in South America.] 92985 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape in South America.] 92985 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10754

Video number 10023

Currently stored in box 2.1.20 [124], moved from [112].

- Topic: Figure in landscape
  Mountains -- South America
- Place: Bolivia or Peru
- Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass

Subseries 2.2: American Stereoscopic Postives

Box 116
RSN Numbers 10755-10850
[Well-dressed couple, standing near staircase, with a servant (?) in the background, wearing a top hat.] [Active no. 1 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
The upper portion of the image reveals that the house interior is actually a stage set.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10755

Similar to RSN 9038.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Butlers
Couples
Domestics
Dwellings
Stage settings

Genre/ Form:
Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] 2 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home.] 2 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10756

Video number 10025

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Butlers
Couples
Domestics
Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Love

[Couple in home.] 3 interpositive
Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Couple in home.] 3 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10757

Video number 10026
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9039.

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] 4 interpositive
Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Couple in home.] 4 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10758

Video number 10027
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9040.

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form:  Genre photographs -- 1900-1950  Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple dining in home.] 5 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple dining in home.] 5 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10759

Video number 10028
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9041.

Topic:  Butlers  Couples  Dinners and dining  Domestics  Dwellings  Love

Genre/ Form:  Genre photographs -- 1900-1950  Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple dining in home.] 6 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple dining in home.] 6 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10760

Video number 10029
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9042
Topic:  
Butlers  
Couples  
Dinners and dining  
Domestics  
Dwellings  
Love  

Genre/ Form:  
Genre photographs -- 1900-1950  
Narrative cycles  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

[Couple in home.] 7 interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  

Image(s): [Couple in home.] 7 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 10761  

Video number 10030  
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].  
Similar to RSN 9043.  

Topic:  
Butlers  
Couples  
Dinners and dining  
Domestics  
Dwellings  
Love  

Genre/ Form:  
Genre photographs -- 1900-1950  
Narrative cycles  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

[Couple in dining room Active no. 8? Stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (5” x 8”).  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Another man, probably a butler, stands nearby.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10762
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
Similar to RSN 9044.

Topic: Butlers
       Couples
       Dinners and dining
       Domestics
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
            Narrative cycles
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] 9 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home.] 9 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10763
Video number 10032
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
Similar to RSN 9045.

Topic: Butlers
       Couples
       Dinners and dining
       Domestics
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
            Narrative cycles
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Two couples in home.] 10 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Two couples in home.] 10 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10764

Video number 10033
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9046.

Topic: Butlers
Couples
Dinners and dining
Domestics
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two couples in home.] 11 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Two couples in home.] 11 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10765

Video number 10034
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9047.

Topic: Couples
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two couples in home.] 12 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Two couples in home.] 12 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10766

Video number 10035
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
Similar to RSN 9048 and 9049.

Topic: Couples
      Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
           Narrative cycles
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds in bedroom.] 13 Stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [College coeds in bedroom.] 13 Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10767

Video number 10036
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
Similar to RSN 9050.

Topic: Bedrooms
      Communication in education
      Universities and colleges
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
[College coeds in bedroom.] 14 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [College coeds in bedroom.] 14 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10768

Video number 10037

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9051.

Topic: Bedrooms
Communication in education
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds in bedroom.] 15 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [College coeds in bedroom.] 15 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10769

Video number 10038

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9052.

Topic: Bedrooms
Communication in education
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds in bedroom.] 16 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [College coeds in bedroom.] 16 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10770

Video number 10039
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9053.

Topic:
- Bedrooms
- Communication in education
- Dining rooms
- Universities and colleges

Genre/Form:
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds in bedroom.] 17 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [College coeds in bedroom.] 17 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10771

Video number 10040
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9054 and 9055.

Topic:
- Bedrooms
- Communication in education
- Universities and colleges

Genre/Form:
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds in bedroom.] 18 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [College coeds in bedroom.] 18 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10772

Video number 10041
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9056.

Topic: Bedrooms
Communication in education
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[College coeds in bedroom. No. 19 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10773

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9057.

Topic: Bedrooms
Education
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[University graduation procession outdoors.] 20 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [University graduation procession outdoors.] 20 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10774

Video number 10043

NOTE! REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9058.

Topic: Commencement ceremonies
Communication in education
Universities and colleges

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Programs -- Graduation ceremonies -- 1930-1940
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding scene in home setting.] 33 Stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Wedding scene in home setting.] 33 Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10775

Video number 10044

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9071

Topic: Dwellings
Weddings

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding scene in home setting.] 34 Stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Wedding scene in home setting.] 34 Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10776

Video number 10045
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9072 and 9073

Topic: Dwellings
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women standing on chairs in home.] 50 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Women standing on chairs in home.] 50 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10777

Video number 10046
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Same as RSN 9091

Topic: Dwellings
Mice

Genre/
Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women in home bedroom.] 56 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Women in home bedroom.] 56 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10778

Video number 10047

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9095

Topic:
Bedrooms
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form:
Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women in home bedroom.] 57 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Women in home bedroom.] 57 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10779

Video number 10048

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9096 and 9097

Topic:
Bedrooms
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form:
Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Man drinking beside wife and child in home bedroom.] 60 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Man drinking beside wife and child in home bedroom.] 60 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10780

Video number 10049
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
Similar to RSN 9099.

Topic: Alcoholism
       Bedrooms
       Couples
       Dwellings
       Infants
       Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 62 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 62 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10781

Video number 10050
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
Similar to RSN 9101.

Topic: Bedrooms
       Couples
       Dwellings
       Love
[Couple in home bedroom.] 75 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 75 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10782

Video number 10051
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Alcoholism
   Couples
   Dwellings
   Love

Genre/ Form:
   Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
   Narrative cycles
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 80 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 80 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10783

Video number 10052
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Bedrooms
   Couples
   Dwellings
   Love

Genre/ Form:
   Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
   Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 81 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 81 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10784
Video number 10053
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple and mother-in-law in home bedroom.] 85 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple and mother-in-law in home bedroom.] 85 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10785
Video number 10054
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9117.

Topic: Couples
Domestics
Dwellings
Love
Maids
Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in bed in home.] 86 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in bed in home.] 86 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10786

Video number 10055

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9119.

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 88 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 88 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10787

Video number 10056

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love
[Couple in home bedroom.] 107 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 107 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10788

Video number 10057
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love
Shaving

Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 120 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 120 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10789

Video number 10058
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9144.

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Infants
Infants
Love

Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple on bed in home.] 131 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple on bed in home.] 131 interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10790

Video number 10059
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9151.

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in bedroom.] Active no. 132 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in bedroom.] Active no. 132 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Man kneels on bed, hitting something on the floor, presumably a mouse,
with his shoe.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 10791
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9152.

Topic:  
- Bedrooms
- Couples
- Dwellings
- Mice

Genre/ Form:  
- Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family scene with two children crying and one being spanked.] Active no. 133 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family scene with two children crying and one being spanked.] Active no. 133 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Little girls cry to their father while the mother spanks the little boy across her lap with a shoe.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10792

Video number 10061

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:  
- Children
- Corporal punishment
- Couples
- Dwellings
- Punishment
- Spanking

Genre/ Form:  
- Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple dining at home.] 141 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple dining at home.] 141 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10793

Video number 10062
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
Similar to RSN 9159.

Topic:
Couples
Dining rooms
Domestics
Love
Maids

Genre/Form:
Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple after dining at home.] 142 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple after dining at home.] 142 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10794

Video number 10063
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
Similar to RSN 9160.

Topic:
Couples
Domestics
Dwellings
Love
Maids
Mice
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ballet.] 152 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ballet.] 152 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10795

Video number 10064

Similar to RSN 9170.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Arts
Ballet
Dance
Drama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ballet. Active no. 153 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”.

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10796

Similar to RSN 9171.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Arts
Ballet
Musical instruments
Piano
Violin

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden in Japan. Active no. 161 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10797

Similar to RSN 9175.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Gardens -- Japan
Parasols -- Japan
Umbrellas -- Japan
Place: Japan -- 1900-1910
Okuso

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Informal group of college coeds in bedroom.] [Active no. 168 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10798

Video number 10067

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9181.

Topic: Bedrooms -- 1890-1920
Tea
Universities and colleges

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Tea party

[African American family group seated outside. Active no. 177 : stereo interpositive], 1897
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [African American family group seated outside. Active no. 177 : stereo interpositive] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10799
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9188.

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family
Portraits, Group -- African Americans
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Culture: African Americans

[African American family group.] Active no. 180 stereo interpositive, 1897
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [African American family group.] Active no. 180 stereo interpositive 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10800
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9189.

Topic: Children
Family
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: African Americans

[Little girl with flowers Active no. 195 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10801

Video number 10070
Similar to RSN 9194.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Children
Flowers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portraits -- Children
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Daisy Field [title from a variant view]. [Active no. 204 : stereo interpositive.], 1898
1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s): In the Daisy Field [title from a variant view]. [Active no. 204 : stereo interpositive.] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10802

Similar to RSN 9199.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Children
Fields
Flowers
Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass. 
Stereoscopic photographs

[Little boy in bathroom Active no. 217 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10803

Video number 10072

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Bathrooms
Children
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portraits -- Children
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children playing in home.] 236 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children playing in home.] 236 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10804

Video number 10073

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9217.

Topic: Children
Dance
Dwellings
Games
International education
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child on bed in home.] 242 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child on bed in home.] 242 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10805

Video number 10074
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9223.

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dwellings
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child and dog on bed in home. Active no. 243 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10806

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9224.

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings
beds

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Child and dog on bed in home.] 249 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Child and dog on bed in home.] 249 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10807

Video number 10076

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9230.

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mother and kneeling children at home.] 254 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Mother and kneeling children at home.] 254 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10808

Video number 10077

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9235.

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Mothers
prayers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Little girl kneeling and praying in bedroom.] Active no. 259: stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Little girl kneeling and praying in bedroom.] Active no. 259: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled.
Local Numbers
RSN 10809
Same as RSN 9241 and 9242.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
prayers

Genre/Form:
Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Little girl sleeping with cat.] Active no. 273: stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Little girl sleeping with cat.] Active no. 273: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled.
Local Numbers
RSN 10810
Similar to RSN 9254 and 9255.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Bedrooms
Cats
Children

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Little girl with toys: iron and ironing board, doll, etc. Active no. 274: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10811
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88]. Company acc. no. 66458.

Topic:
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Ironing boards
Irons (Pressing)
Toys

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children. Active no. 275: black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10812
AC0143-0010812 (AC scan number)
Similar to RSN 9256.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Laundries
Toys

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children. Active no. 276: black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10813

Similar to RSN 9257.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children. Active no. 277 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10814

Similar to RSN 9258.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Little girl playing with dolls. Active no. 278 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 10815

Similar to RSN 9259.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/ Form: Genre photographs -- 1900-1950
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children. Active no. 279 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10816

Similar to RSN 9260.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children. Active no. 280 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10817

Similar to RSN 9261.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children. Active no. 281 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.] 1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10818

Similar to RSN 9262.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Men on horses in water.] Active no. 295 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Men on horses in water.] Active no. 295 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10819

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Horses
      Ocean

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military in New York.] 308 Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military in New York.] 308 Interpositive 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10820

Video number 10089

Similar to RSN 9270.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Laundries -- New York
      Military -- New York
      Soldiers -- New York
      Tents -- New York

Place: Camp Black (N.Y.)
      New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors.] 312 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Sailors.] 312 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10821

Video number 10090
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Sailors
       Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 313 Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 313 Interpositive 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10822

Video number 10091
Same as RSN 9272.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Docks
       Piers
       Rifles
       Ships
       Soldiers
       Wharves
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Military parade.] 319 Interpositive
**Image(s): [Military parade.] 319 Interpositive.**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 10823

**Video number 10092**

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

**Topic:**  
Armed Forces  
Carriages  
Horses  
Parades  
Soldiers

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

![Port scene. Active no. 321 : stereo interpositive.]

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 10824

**Video number 10093**

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

**Topic:**  
Children  
Dogs  
Harbors  
Portraits  
Ships

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

![Cathedral in Cuba. Active no. 367 : stereo interpositive.]

**[Cathedral in Cuba. Active no. 367 : stereo interpositive.]**
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10825

Video number 10094

Similar to RSN 9286.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Architecture -- Cuba
       Cathedrals -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors.] 420 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sailors.] 420 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10826

Video number 10095

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Sailors
       Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of Brooklyn Bridge.] Active no. 446 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Low view of Brooklyn Bridge.] Active no. 446 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10827

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Same as RSN 9326.

Topic:
Boats -- New York
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Docks -- New York
Piers -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Ships -- New York
Wharves -- New York

Place:
Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Brooklyn Bridge.] 447 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Brooklyn Bridge.] 447 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10828

Video number 10097
Similar to RSN 9327.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70180

Topic:
Boats -- New York
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Ships -- New York

Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 485 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 485 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10829

Video number 10098

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Skyscrapers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Middle Falls--Portage 486 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Middle Falls--Portage 486 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10830

Video number 10099

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 10830.

Topic: Forests
Formations (Geology)
Rivers
Waterfalls
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low side view of Niagara Falls in winter with many tourists.] 487 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Low side view of Niagara Falls in winter with many tourists.] 487 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10831

Video number 10100

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Ice -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children on wooden bridge.] 495 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Children on wooden bridge.] 495 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10832

Video number 10101

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Bridges
Children
Parks
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up side view of Niagara Falls.] 497 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up side view of Niagara Falls.] 497 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10833

Video number 10102

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

1160. American Rapids, Niagara. [Active no. 500 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10834

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 10834.

Topic: Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low side view of Niagara Falls.] 511 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Low side view of Niagara Falls.] 511 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 10835

Video number 10105
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

  Topic: Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
  Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
  Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Jacob's Ladder, Mt. Washington, N.H. 522 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Jacob's Ladder, Mt. Washington, N.H. 522 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10837

Video number 10107

Similar to RSN 9377

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Bridges -- New Hampshire.
Mountains -- New Hampshire
Railroads -- New Hampshire
Trestles -- New Hampshire

Place: Jacob's Ladder (Mt. Washington, New Hampshire)
Mt. Washington
New Hampshire

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 546 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Trees.] 546 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10838

Video number 10108

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Palms
Trees

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic home among palm trees. Active no. 548 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Man in doorway.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 10839

Similar to RSN 9385.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88], moved from [94].

Topic:
Dwellings
Huts
Palms
Portraits
Trees

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Trees.] 549 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Trees.] 549 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10840

Video number 10110

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:
Coconut
Palms
Trees

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cattle in stockyards, high angle view.] Active no. 559 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cattle in stockyards, high angle view.] Active no. 559 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Masking tape around perimeter.

Local Numbers

RSN 10841
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Cows
Stockyards

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nature's Mirror; Yosemite Falls, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by R.Y. Young. 619 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Nature's Mirror; Yosemite Falls, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by R.Y. Young. 619 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10842

Video number 10112

Similar to RSN 9439.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Lakes -- California
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain road.] 650 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountain road.] 650 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10843

Video number 10113
Similar to RSN 9450 and 9451.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)  
Mountains  
Roads  
Tunnels

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Bedroom of Catherine de Medici, Palace of Fontainbleau, France.  
Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 653 Interpositive, 1901  
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s): Bedroom of Catherine de Medici, Palace of Fontainbleau, France. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 653 Interpositive 1901*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Young, R.Y., Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 10844

**Video number** 10114

Similar to RSN 9454
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88]

**Names:** Medici, Catherine de

**Topic:** Architecture -- France  
Art -- France  
Bedrooms -- France  
Interior architecture -- France  
Palaces -- France  
Royalty -- France

**Place:** Fontainebleau (France)  
France

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral, Germany. Active no. 696 : stereo interpositive.,] 1896
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): [Cathedral, Germany. Active no. 696 : stereo interpositive.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10845

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88]

Copy and Version Identification Note
29775

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Peter's, Rome.] 698 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [St. Peter's, Rome.] 698 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10846

Video number 10116

Similar to RSN 9475.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: Buggies -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Churches -- Italy
Horses -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy
Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Peter's Basilica, Rome, interior. Active no. 699 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10847
Similar to RSN 9478.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Churches -- Italy
Interior architecture

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 701 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 701 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10848
Video number 10118
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Children
Streets
[Sculptures.] 702 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Sculptures.] 702 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10849

Video number 10119

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88], moved from [102].

Topic: Sculpture
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A beautiful tomb in the Campo Santo of Genoa, Italy. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 704 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A beautiful tomb in the Campo Santo of Genoa, Italy. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 704 Interpositive 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10850

Video number 10120

Similar to RSN 9481.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Religion -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy

Place: Campo Santo (Genoa, Italy)
Genoa (Italy)
Italy
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 117
RSN Numbers 10851-10943

Image(s)

[Art scene.] 706 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Art scene.] 706 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10851

Video number 10121
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in Switzerland.] 707 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway in Switzerland.] 707 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10852

Video number 10122
Similar to RSN 9482.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)
Switzerland
[Aerial view of Lucerne, Switzerland, showing the city, lake, and a mountain. Active no. 708 : stereo interpositive.,] 1897
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s): [Aerial view of Lucerne, Switzerland, showing the city, lake, and a mountain. Active no. 708 : stereo interpositive.] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled.
Local Numbers
RSN 10853
Similar to RSN 9483.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Ports -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Aerial Photographs
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views

[Dock scene in Switzerland.] 709 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Dock scene in Switzerland.] 709 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10854
Video number 10124
Similar to RSN 9484 and 9485.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Switzerland
Docks -- Switzerland
Piers -- Switzerland
Ports -- Switzerland
Ships -- Switzerland
Wharves -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in Switzerland. Active no. 710 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10855

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Architecture -- Switzerland
Cathedrals -- Switzerland
Parades -- Switzerland
Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in Switzerland.] 711 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountain scene in Switzerland.] 711 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10856

Video number 10126
Similar to RSN 9486.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
[Mountain scene in Switzerland.] 712 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountain scene in Switzerland.] 712 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10857
Video number 10127
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Village and river in Swiss mountains.] 713 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Village and river in Swiss mountains.] 713 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10858
Video number 10128
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman, agricultural workers, near mountain home in Switzerland.] Active no. 714 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Man and woman, agricultural workers, near mountain home in Switzerland.] Active no. 714 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10859

Similar to RSN 9487 and 9488.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Agriculture -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Pathways -- Switzerland
Women laborers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Pond in Switzerland.] 715 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pond in Switzerland.] 715 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10860

Video number 10130

Similar to RSN 9489.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Laundries -- Switzerland
Ponds -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Switzerland. ] 716 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in Switzerland. ] 716 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10861

Video number 10131

Similar to RSN 9490 and 9491.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Switzerland
Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The cavernous channel of the Aare Ruver, Switzerland. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 717 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The cavernous channel of the Aare Ruver, Switzerland.
Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 717 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10862

Video number 10132

Similar to RSN 9492.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Aar River (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street and homes.] 718 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street and homes.] 718 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10863

Video number 10133

Similar to RSN 9493

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Dwellings
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 719 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 719 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10864

Video number 10134

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Buildings
Mountains
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[City bridges over river.] 720 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [City bridges over river.] 720 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10865

Video number 10135

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Bridges
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Market Street, Berne, Switzerland. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 721 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Market Street, Berne, Switzerland. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. 721 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10866

Video number 10136

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9494-9496.

Topic: Buildings -- Switzerland
Carts -- Switzerland
Clock towers -- Switzerland
Markets -- Switzerland
Monuments -- Switzerland  
Streets -- Switzerland

Place:  
- Bern (Switzerland)  
- Market Street (Switzerland)  
- Switzerland

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 761 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 761 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 10867

Video number 10137

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:  
- Architecture  
- Gardens  
- Streets

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 792 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 792 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 10868

Video number 10138

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:  
- Children  
- Grapes  
- Trees
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 800 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 800 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10869
Video number 10139
Similar to RSN 9532.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:
Celebrations
Crowds
Streets

[Blarney Castle in Ireland, exterior. Active no. 812 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10870
Video number 10140
Similar to RSN 9538-9540.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland.] 813 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Geological formation in Ireland.] 813 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10871

Video number 10141
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
       Ireland

[Street scene.] 817 Interpositive

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10872

Video number 10142
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       Carriages and carts
       Horses
       Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 817 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 817 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10873

Video number 10143

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sackville Street, Dublin, Ireland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman.
819 interpositive, 1896

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sackville Street, Dublin, Ireland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 819 interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10874

Video number 10144

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9545.

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
Monuments -- Ireland
Streetcars -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Nelson Pillar
O'Connell Monument
Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143
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Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 820 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 820 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10875

Video number 10145

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:
Carts
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church of St. Mary, Cork, Ireland.] No. 821 stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Church of St. Mary, Cork, Ireland.] No. 821 stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10876

Video number 10146

Similar to RSN 9546
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88]

Names: Church of St. Mary (Cork, Ireland)

Topic:
Architecture -- Ireland
Churches -- Catholic -- Ireland -- Cork
Interior architecture -- Ireland

Place:
Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[River bridge.] 824 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River bridge.] 824 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10877

Video number 10147
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
Similar to RSN 9549.

Topic: Bridges
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River bridge.] 825 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River bridge.] 825 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10878

Video number 10148
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
Similar to RSN 9550.

Topic: Bridges
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins of a castle. Active no. 826 : stereo interpositive.]
Series 2: American Stereoscopopic Co. glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (5” x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10879

Similar to RSN 9551.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:       Architecture
            Castles
            Ruins

Genre/      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:       Stereoscopic photographs

[Paintings inside art museum. [Active no. 827 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 10880

Video number 10150

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:       Architecture
            Art
            Interior architecture
            Museums

Genre/      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:       Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Ireland.] 828 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape in Ireland.] 828 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10881

Video number 10151

Similar to RSN 9552 and 9553.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Place: Drogheda (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins] 829 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins] 829 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10882

Video number 10152

Similar to RSN 9554.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Rocks
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street market.] 830 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street market.] 830 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10883
Video number 10153
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic:
Markets
Streets

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 831 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 831 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10884
Video number 10154
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

(11) Pat and Biddy at home, County Armagh, Ireland. [Caption No. 832 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10885
Similar to RSN 9555.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
      Carts
      Dwellings -- Ireland
      Horses -- Ireland
      Poultry

Place: Aramgh (Ireland)
       Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Men with goats in town setting, buildings visible in background.] Active no. 833 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Men with goats in town setting, buildings visible in background.] Active no. 833 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10886
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Goats
       Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 872 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Walkway.] 872 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10888
Video number 10158
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].
Topic: Trees
          Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King St., Montreal, Canada. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. 873
Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King St., Montreal, Canada. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. 873
Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10889

Video number 10159

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Carts -- Quebec
          Horses -- Quebec
          Streetcars -- Quebec
          Streets -- Quebec

Place: Canada
          King Street (Montreal, Quebec)
          Montréal (Québec)
          Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Spinner Home and Family--India. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young [Active
no. 888 : interpositive,], 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Spinner Home and Family--India. Copyright 1901 by R.Y.
Young [Active no. 888 : interpositive,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10890
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9576.

Orig. no. 95.

Topic: Dwellings -- India
Family -- India
Spinners -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd on river bank and row of homes. Active no. 889 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10891

Similar to RSN 9577.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Orig. no. 204.

Topic: Beaches
Children
Dwellings
Lakes
Swimming

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man (fakir?) seated on bed of nails, India, buildings in background.] [Active no. 890 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Cropped with masking tape around perimeter. Silvering, smearing.
Local Numbers
RSN 10892

Currently stored in New Box 117, formerly box 2.2.1 [88].

Similar to RSN 9578.

Topic: Dwellings -- India
Fakirs -- India
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
Religion -- India
beds -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 891 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Cows.] 891 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10893

Video number 10163

Similar to RSN 9579.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Topic: Agriculture
Cows

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 892 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Roadway.] 892 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10894
Video number 10164

Similar to RSN 9580.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Copy and Version Identification Note

180

Topic: Camels
Roads
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows. Active no. 893 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

One animal is standing in a small waterhole.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10895

Similar to RSN 9581.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88].

Orig. no. 121.

Topic: Agriculture
Cows
Water

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cutting grain, a slow method but plenty to do it. India. Copyright 1901 by R., Y. Young. 894 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cutting grain, a slow method but plenty to do it. India. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. 894 Interpositive 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10896

Video number 10166

Similar to RSN 9582.

Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88]

Copy and Version Identification Note

155

Topic: Agriculture -- India
Children -- India
Grains -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man wearing turban clipping neck of camel with scissors.] Active no. 895 : stereo interpositive
3 + pieces (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Man wearing turban clipping neck of camel with scissors.] Active no. 895 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Scene is a grassy field with a long, simple building in the background.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Broken into two large portions, one small fragment, and several tiny shards. Main portion of image is usable, as the break primarily affects the sky area of the image.

Local Numbers
RSN 10897

Similar to RSN 9583.
Currently stored in box 2.2.1 [88]. Orig. no. 92.

Topic: Camels
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group outside rustic home.] 896 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family group outside rustic home.] 896 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10898

Video number 10168

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Same as RSN 9584.

Copy and Version Identification Note

52

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape with figures. Active no. 897 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

This plate is a copy, not printed directly from the original negative.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10899

Same as RSN 9585.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].
Orig. no. 183.

Topic: Water
Genre/Form: Copy photographs, Landscapes (representations), Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of rustic home.] 898 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Exterior of rustic home.] 898 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10900

Video number 10170

Same as RSN 9586 and 9587

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82

Topic: Artisans, Dwellings, Pottery
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in military training outdoors. Active no. 899 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10901

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Same as RSN 9588.

Orig. no. 186.
Topic: Children
Military history
Schools
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Artisans.] 900 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Artisans.] 900 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10902
Video number 10172
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77

Topic: Artisans
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 901 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 901 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10903
Video number 10173
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Copy and Version Identification Note
55

Topic: Horses
Streets
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephants.] 902 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Elephants.] 902 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10904

Video number 10174

Same as RSN 9589.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Copy and Version Identification Note
28

Topic: Elephants
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephants.] 903 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Elephants.] 903 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10905

Video number 10175

Same as RSN 9590.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27

Topic: Elephants
[Row of rustic homes.] 904 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Row of rustic homes.] 904 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10906
Video number 10176
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114

Topic: Agriculture
Dwellings
Farms
Swine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene and rustic homes.] 905 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street scene and rustic homes.] 905 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10907
Video number 10177
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].
Same as RSN 9591.

Copy and Version Identification Note
57

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Cows
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene, aerial view, including church, location unidentified. Active No. 923 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10908

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Church buildings
Harbors

Genre/ Form: Aerial Photographs
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs Topographical views

[Walkway beside river.] 929 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Walkway beside river.] 929 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10909

Video number 10179

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers
Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Market scene.] 944 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Market scene.] 944 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10910

Video number 10180
Similar to RSN 9503.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Artisans
Markets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The road to the pyramids--westward toward Gizeh from near Cairo. Active no. 946 : stereo interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8",)
Image(s): The road to the pyramids--westward toward Gizeh from near Cairo. Active no. 946 : stereo interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10911
Similar to RSN 9606. Company acc. no. 98866.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Roads -- Egypt
Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt
Gizeh (Egypt)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Pyramids and Sphinx, Gizeh, Egypt.] Active no. 954 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Pyramids and Sphinx, Gizeh, Egypt.] Active no. 954 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10912
AC0143-0010912 (AC Scan)

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.

Place: Egypt
Gizeh (Egypt)
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 957 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ruins.] 957 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10913

Video number 10183

Similar to RSN 9614.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Animals
Horses
Lakes
Ruins
Swimming
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 974 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Roadway.] 974 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10914

Video number 10184

Similar to RSN 9625.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Donkeys
   Riders
   Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Jerusalem scene.] 977 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Jerusalem scene.] 977 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10915

Video number 10185

Similar to RSN 9627.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
   Churches -- Palestine
   Mosques -- Palestine
   Religion -- Palestine

Place: Garden of Gethsemane
   Jerusalem
Mount of Olives
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 979 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [landscape.] 979 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10916

Video number 10186

Similar to RSN 9629.

currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Camels
Celebrations
Roads
Walls

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd scene.] 980 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [crowd scene.] 980 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10917

Video number 10187

Similar to RSN 9630.

currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Celebrations
Crowds
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Unidentified church or cathedral portal. Active no. 982 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10918
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture
      Church buildings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in Palestine.] 983 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in Palestine.] 983 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10919
Video number 10189
Same as RSN 9631.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96], moved from [118].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Buildings -- Palestine
       Ceremonies -- Palestine
       Religion -- Palestine
       Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine
       Via Dolorosa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Palestine.] 987 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Market in Palestine.] 987 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10920

Video number 10190

Similar to RSN 9632.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Buggies -- Palestine
Gates -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Markets -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jaffa Gate (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 988 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 988 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10921

Video number 10191

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Streets
[Group portrait.] 991 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Group portrait.] 991 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10922

Video number 10192

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

[Image(s): [Group portrait.] 991 Interpositive.]

[Landscapes in Palestine.] 992 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 992 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10923

Video number 10193

Same as RSN 10924; similar to RSN 9633.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Donkeys -- Palestine
Sheep -- Palestine
Shepherds -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Jehoshaphat (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 992 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 992 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10924

Video number 10194

Same as RSN 10923; similar to RSN 9633.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99020

Topic:
Donkeys -- Palestine
Sheep -- Palestine
Shepherds -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place:
Jehoshaphat (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene with buildings in background. Active no. 993 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10925

Similar to RSN 9635, but without figure on beach.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].
Topic: Beaches
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of rustic home.] 994 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Exterior of rustic home.] 994 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10926

Video number 10196
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].
Similar to RSN 9636.

Topic: Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 1003 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 1003 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10927

Video number 10197
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Shrine in Oriental garden. Active no. 1018 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10928

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9670.

Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
       Gardens -- Japan
       Homes -- Japan
       Monuments -- Japan
       Religion -- Japan
       Shrines -- Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Shintoo Temple Grounds, Nara, Japan. [Active no. 1035 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10929

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9683.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
       Entrances
       Parks -- Japan
       Religion -- Japan
       Shrines -- Japan
       Temples -- Japan

Place: Nara (Japan)
       Shintoo Temple (Japan)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Horsemen beside river in South Africa.] Active no. 107 stereo interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10930

Video number 10200
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].
Company acc. no. 25305.

NO IMAGE.

Topic: Horses -- South Africa
      Military -- South Africa
      Rivers -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[William Jennings Bryan.] [Active no. 1128 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10931

Video number 10201
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Broken image link.

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Topic: Politicians
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 1142 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10932

Video number 10202

Similar to RSN 9734.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture
      Cathedrals

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Our great day's sport returning home with boat well loaded" 1172
Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10933

Video number 10203

Similar to RSN 9764.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96], moved from [63].

Topic: Birds
      Boats and boating
      Dogs
      Ducks
      Hunting
      Rifles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Glory enough for one day's hunt. 1897 R. Y. Young [Active no. 1173 : non-stereo interpositive,], 1897
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10934

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96], moved from [63].

Topic: Buffalo
Hunting
Rifles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Hunting in winter.] 1175 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10935

Video number 10205

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96], moved from [63].

Topic: Hunting
Rabbits
Rifles
Snow

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Hunting.] 1179 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10936
Video number 10207

Similar to RSN 9766.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic:
- Animals
- Birds
- Hunting
- Prize
- Rewards
- Rifles
- Taxidermy
- Trophies

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 1191 Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 10937

Video number 10208

Same as RSN 9769.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic:
- Sailboats
- Sunsets
- Waterscapes

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 1236 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 10938
Video number 10209

Similar to RSN 7798.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Clouds
Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculptures of three standing nude females in museum in Greece. Active no. 1271: half-stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10939

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96], moved from [64]. Orig. no. 83392.

Topic: Museums -- Greece
Nude in art
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt standing beside pup tent.] 1293 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10940

Video number 10211

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Presidents
Tents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt posing in field with military doctor.] [Active no. 1294 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10941

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9838.

Names: Cross, Dr.
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Portraits -- Men -- New York
Presidents -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Montauk Point (Long Island, N.Y.)
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt doffing top hat in graduation parade.] Copyright 1902 by R. Y. Young. 1295 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10942

Video number 10213

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96], moved from [71].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Presidents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[President T. Roosevelt seated at desk reading mail.] [Active no. 1296 : stereo interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10943

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9839.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Gulls by R. Y. Young. [Active no. 1302 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10944

Video number 10215

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96], moved from [71].
[Birds.] 1307 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10945
Video number 10216
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96], moved from [71].

Topic: Birds
Snipes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Walkway.] 1309 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10946
Video number 10217
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street parade.] 1335
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10947
Video number 10218
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Parades
Presidents
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in winter.] 1336 Interpositive
1 Item (5\" x 8\")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10948

Video number 10219

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Deer
Mountains
Snow
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] Active no.
1337 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5\" x 8\")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10949

Video number 10220

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 1338
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10950

Video number 10221
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].
Similar to RSN 9880.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
       Presidents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Germany.] 1340 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10951

Video number 10222
Same as RSN 10952 and 9881.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Interior architecture -- Germany
Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs
[Architecture in Germany.] 1340 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10952

Video number 10223

Same as RSN 10951 and 9881.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96], moved from [71].

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
      Interior architecture -- Germany
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 1340 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10953

Video number 10224

Similar to RSN 10951 & 10952.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture
      Interior architecture
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand. Active no. 1341 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10954

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Mountains
Presidents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 1342 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10955

Video number 10226

Similar to RSN 9882 and 9883.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Animals
Buffalo
Mountains -- United States
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Approaching steam locomotive.] 1343 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10956

Video number 10227
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic:  Mountains
        Railroads
        Railroads -- Trains
Genre/   Landscapes (representations)
Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt on horse.] 1344 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10957

Video number 10228
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Names:  Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic:  Formations (Geology)
        Horses
        Mountains
        Presidents
Genre/   Landscapes (representations)
Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 1345
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10958

Video number 10229
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
      Presidents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse cart in Ireland.] 1346 Interpositive, 1905
  1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 10959

Video number 10230

Similar to RSN 9884.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
      Horses -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Cart in Ireland.] 1347 Interpositive
  1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 10960

Video number 10231

Similar to RSN 9885.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
      Donkeys -- Ireland
Children pose around monument in Ireland. Inscription on monument: "The Treaty of Limerick signed A.D. 1691." ASctive no. 1348 : interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10961
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9886.

[Cemetery scene.] 1349 interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10962
Video number 10233
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

[Children pose around monument in Ireland. Inscription on monument: "The Treaty of Limerick signed A.D. 1691." ASctive no. 1348 : interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8").] Underwood & Underwood, Publisher American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher English. Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10961
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9886.

[Cemetery scene.] 1349 interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher English. Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10962
Video number 10233
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes in Ireland.] 1350 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10963

Video number 10234

Similar to RSN 9887.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Animals -- Ireland
Cows -- Ireland
Sheep -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland.] 1351 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10964

Video number 10235

Similar to RSN 9888.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
[Geological formation in Ireland.] 1352 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10965
Video number 10236
Similar to RSN 9889.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Seacoasts -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 1353 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10966
Video number 10237
Same as 10967.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture
Boats and boating
Cathedrals
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 1353 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10967

Video number 10238

Same as 10966.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture
Boats and boating

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Roadway and river in Ireland.] 1354 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10968

Video number 10239

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9891.

Topic: Gardens -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river in Ireland.] 1355 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10969

Video number 10240
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9892.

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 1356 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10970

Video number 10241
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Children
Roads
Trees

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over Lee River in Cork, Ireland.] 1357 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10971

Video number 10242
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9893

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Lee River (Cork, Ireland)
St. Patrick's Street

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene and row of homes.] 1358 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10972

Video number 10243
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Streets

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boaters on river in Ireland.] 1359 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10973

Video number 10244

Similar to RSN 9894.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96]

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
       Bridges -- Ireland
       Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
       Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
       Meeting of the Waters
       Weir Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction in Ireland.] 1360 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10974

Video number 10245

Similar to RSN 9895.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Construction -- Ireland
       Dwellings -- Ireland
       Repairing -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
[Street scene.] 1361 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10975

Video number 10246
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Carriages and carts
       Ruins
       Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1362 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10976

Video number 10247
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Carriages and carts
       Horses
       Streets
       Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene with horses and streetcars. Active No. 1363: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10977

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Horses
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland.] 1364 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10978

Video number 10249

Similar to RSN 9896.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Beaches -- Ireland
Formations (Geology)
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast in Ireland.] 1365 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10979

Video number 10250

Similar to RSN 9897.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Buildings -- Ireland
       Ruins -- Ireland
       Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of children outside rural school.] [Active no. 1366 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10980

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9898.

Names: Ballidian National School

Topic: Children
       International education
       Schools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Building beside river.] 1367 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10981
Video number 10252
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Street scene. Active no. 1368 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10982

Image link not operating, 5/23/07.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Bicycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crowds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Ruins.] 1369 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10983

Video number 10254
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tombs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Building beside river.] 1370 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10984

Video number 10255
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Gardens
Mountains
Rivers

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of village homes.] 1371 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10985

Video number 10256
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 10986.

Topic: Architecture
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of village homes.] 1371 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 10986

Video number 10257

Similar to RSN 10985.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96], moved from [79].

Topic:
Architecture
Dwellings

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene and row of homes in Ireland.] 1372 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10987

Video number 10258

Similar to RSN 9901.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic:
Animals -- Ireland
Children -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland

Place:
Ireland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of home in Ireland.] 1373 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 10988

Video number 10259

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9902.

| Topic: | Dwellings -- Ireland |
|        | Homes -- Ireland     |
|        | Interior architecture -- Ireland |
|        | Spinning wheels -- Ireland |
| Place:  | Ireland               |
| Genre/  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
| Form:   | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Waterscape in Ireland.] 1374 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 10989

Video number 10260

Same as RSN 9903 and 9904.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

| Topic:          | Boats -- Ireland   |
|                | Mountains -- Ireland |
|                | Waterscapes -- Ireland |
| Place:          | Innisfallen (Ireland) |
|                | Ireland             |
|                | Killarney (Kerry, Ireland) |
| Genre/ Form:   | Landscapes (representations) -- Ireland |
|                | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Ruins in Ireland.] 1375 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10990

Video number 10261

Similar to RSN 9905.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Cemeteries -- Ireland
       Monuments -- Ireland
       Ruins -- Ireland
       Tombstones -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument among ruins in Ireland.] 1376 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10991

Video number 10262

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Same as RSn 9906.

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Buildings -- Ireland
       Monuments -- Ireland
       Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Castle in Ireland.] 1377 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10992

Video number 10263

Similar to RSN 9907.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic:
Architecture -- Ireland
Buildings -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
Parks -- Ireland

Place:
Ireland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1378 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10993

Video number 10264

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic:
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Ireland.] 1379 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10994

Video number 10265

Similar to RSN 9908.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Buildings -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
Parks -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1380 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10995

Video number 10266

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Cemeteries
Ruins
Sepulchral monuments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Art scene.] 1381 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10996

Video number 10267
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Arts
Dwellings
Musical instruments
harp

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women in front of rustic home.] 1382 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10997

Video number 10268
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Dwellings
Reading

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery scene.] 1383 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 10998
Video number 10269

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture
      Cemeteries
      Church buildings
      Sepulchral monuments

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1384 Interpositive
  1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 10999

Video number 10270

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural valley and small village homes.] 1385 interpositive
  1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 11000

Video number 10271

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Agriculture
      Dwellings
      Horses
      Mountains

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Ireland.] 1386 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11001

Video number 10272

Similar to RSN 9909.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Fishes -- Ireland
Markets -- Ireland
Plazas -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery in Ireland.] 1387 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11002

Video number 10273

Similar to RSN 9910 and 9911.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
Tombs -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

Genre / Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Ireland.] 1388 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11003
Video number 10274
Similar to RSN 9912.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Arches -- Ireland
Architecture -- Ireland
Interior architecture -- Ireland
Place: Ireland

[Mosque.] 1390 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11004
Video number 10275
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture
Mosques

[Ruins.] 1391 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11005

Video number 10276
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic:
Mountains
Ruins

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine.] 1392 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11006

Video number 10277
Similar to RSN 9914.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic:
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tents.] 1393 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11007

Video number 10278
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Tents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 1394 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11008

Video number 10279
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Horses
Mountains
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait. Active no. 1395 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11009
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].
[Ruins in Palestine.] 1396 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11010

Video number 10281

Similar to RSN 9915.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Portraits -- Palestine
       Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form:
       Landscapes (representations)
       Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1397 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11011

Video number 10282

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Portraits
       Ruins

Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes : Active no. 1398, stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11012

Video number 10283
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic:
Architecture
Mountains -- United States

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 1399 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11013

Video number 10284
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic:
Mosques
Portraits

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups in front of rustic home.] 1400 stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11014

Video number 10285
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

**Topic:** Children  
Dwellings

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Wall.] 1401 Interpositive  
*1 Item (5” x 8”)*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 11015

**Video number 10286**

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

**Topic:** Walls

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Artisans in Palestine.] 1402 Interpositive, 1896  
*1 Item (5” x 8”)*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Baker, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 11016

**Video number 10287**

Similar to RSN 9916.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

**Topic:** Artisans -- Palestine  
Laborers -- Palestine

**Place:** Palestine

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.  
Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Ruins.] 1403 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11017

Video number 10288
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Ruins
Walkways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1404 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11018

Video number 10289
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Ruins
Tents

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave.] 1405 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11019

Video number 10290
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

**Topic:** Caves

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses.] 1406 Interpositive, 1896

*1 Item (5” x 8”)*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Baker, Photographer

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 11020

**Video number 10291**

Similar to RSN 9917.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

**Topic:** Horses -- Palestine

**Place:** Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene in Palestine. Active no. 1407 : stereo interpositive.]

*1 Item (5” x 8”),*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 11021

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

**Topic:** Beaches -- Palestine Boats -- Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:** Palestine
Sea of Galilee

[Roadway.] 1409 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11022

Video number 10293
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Camels
Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave.] 1409 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11023

Video number 10294
Similar to RSN 9918.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Caves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 1410 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11024

Video number 10295
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men wearing fezes playing board game.] 1411 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11025

Video number 10296
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Similar to RSN 9919

Topic: Games -- Palestine
Recreation -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1411 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11026

Video number 10297
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].
Topic: Ruins
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 1413 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11027

Video number 10298
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1414 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11028

Video number 10299
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Mountains Ruins
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of rustic homes in Japan. Active no. 1415 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, Y.R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11029

Similar to RSN 9920.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Fujiyama
Japan

[Garden in Palestine.] 1418 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, Y.R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11030

Video number 10301

Similar to RSN 9942.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Churches -- Palestine
Gardens -- Palestine

Place: Garden of Gethsemane
Mount of Olives
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Farming scene. Active no. 1419 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11031

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Agriculture
Agriculture
Plows
Tractors

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street parade.] 1422 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11032

Video number 10303

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Elephants
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Religious ceremony.] 1425 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11033
Video number 10304

Frames separated.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Religion
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd in city street.] 1426 interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11034

Video number 10305

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Frames separated

Topic: Architecture
Monuments
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 1429 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11035

Video number 10306

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Interior architecture
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Vatican.] 1430 Interpositive
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11036

Video number 10307

Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Religion -- Vatican popes -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children. Active no. 1435 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11037

Video number 10308

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Art
Children
Painting
Portraits
[Dock scene.] 1436 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11038
Video number 10309
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Boats and boating
Docks
Harbors
Piers
Wharves

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1437 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11039
Video number 10310
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Armed Forces
Streets

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 119
RSN Numbers 11040-11130

Image(s)

[Soldiers.] 1439 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11040

Video number 10311

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[War in Asia.] 1440 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11041

Video number 10312

Similar to RSN 9950.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Boats -- Korea
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Korea
War -- Korea

Place: Chemulpo (Korea)
Korea
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers; parade. Active no. 1442 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11042

Video number 10313
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

BROKEN IMAGE LINK

Topic: Armed Forces
Bands (Music)
Musicians
Parades
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 1443 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11043

Video number 10314
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Scotland.] [Caption no. 1478 : stereo interpositive], 1905
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 11044

Video number 10315

Similar to RSN 9978.

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Boats -- Scotland
      Bridges -- Scotland
      Kilts -- Scotland

Place: Firth of Forth Bridge (Scotland)
      Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Duplicate joy 1479 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11045

Video number 10316

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Children

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse. Active no. 1498 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11046

Video number 10317

Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Horses
Photographers
Riders

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 1499 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11047

Video number 10318
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Topic: Offices Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis World's Fair. Active no. 1506 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8",)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11048

Similar to RSN 10000.

In box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- Missouri
Buildings -- Missouri
Exhibitions -- Missouri
Sculptures -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[S. Louis world's fair. Caption no. 1507 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11049

Similar to RSN 10001.

In box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- Missouri
Boats -- Missouri
Canals -- Missouri
Lagoons -- Missouri
Lakes -- Missouri
Ponds -- Missouri
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Crowds at Electricity Bldg., watching boat parade. [Caption no. 1508 : glass stereoscopic interpositive,] 1904

1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Long gondola on lagoon, containing nine figures, some with umbrellas.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Silvering from contact with seams of original envelope.

Local Numbers
RSN 11050

Interpositive made from negative, RSN 10002. Caption taken from card accompanying the negative. This interpositive contains considerably more of the image, as the sides of the negative have been cut down.

In box 2.2.2 [96].
Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- Louisiana Purchase Exposition
Boats
Canals
Exhibitions
Lagoons
Lakes
Ponds

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis fair]. [Caption no. 1509 : glass stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11051

Similar to RSN 10003.

In box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Arches
Architecture -- Exhibitions
Cattle -- 1900-1910
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Parades
Wagons

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain at St. Louis fair, Caption no. 1510 : glass stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11052

AC0143-0011052 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 10004.

In box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- Exhibitions
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Fountains -- Missouri -- St. Louis
Monuments
Sculpture

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis fair, Caption no. 1511 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.

Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 11053

AC0143-0011053 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 10005.

In box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Bears
Children
Dogsledding
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis fair, Caption no. 1512 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 11054
Similar to RSN 10006.
In box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Architecture
Boats
Exhibitions
Monuments
Sculpture
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Young Chinese dancers in street.] [Active no. 1515 : stereo Interpositive.],
1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11055
Similar to RSN 10009.
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Names: Indo-China Exhibit (Paris, France)
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Ceremonies -- Missouri
Children -- Missouri
Dancers
Drama -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Theaters -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on water in exhibition area.] 1516 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11056

Video number 10327
Currently stored in box 2.2.2 [96].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59

Topic: Architecture
Boats and boating
Exhibitions
Monuments
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in mountains with boatman and cows.] 1609 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11057

Video number 10328
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Copy and Version Identification Note
660

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Cows -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Lakeside homes in mountains of Norway.] 1623 interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11058

Video number 10329

Same as RSN 11059 and 10093.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
- Agriculture -- Norway
- Dwellings -- Norway
- Homes -- Norway
- Lakes -- Norway
- Mountains -- Norway

Place:
- Leon (Norway)
- Norway

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Lakeside homes in mountains of Norway.] 1623 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

extremely dense

Local Numbers
RSN 11059

Video number 10330

Same as RSN 11058 and 10093

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats in Norway.] 1646 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11062

Video number 10333
Similar to RSN 10112 and 10113.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104], moved from [95].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79795

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway

Place: Gudrangen (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway

[Port in Germany.] 1674 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11063

Video number 10334
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Portraits -- Germany
Ports -- Germany
Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War in Asia.] 1681 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11064

Video number 10335

Similar to RSN 10137.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Camps -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
Prisoners -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Soldiers -- Manchuria
Tents -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: China
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing.] 1701 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11065

Video number 10336

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Fishing
Forests

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 1702 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11066

Video number 10337
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Horses
Roads
Transportation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture.] 1704 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11067

Video number 10338
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Arts
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture.] 1705 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11068

Video number 10339
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Arts
Sculpture
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military parade.] 1706 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11069

Video number 10340
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bands (Music) -- 1900-1910.
Parades
Soldiers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers.] 1707 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11070
Video number 10341
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military parade.] 1709 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11071

Video number 10342
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Parades
      Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 1714 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11072

Video number 10343
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Boats and boating
      Docks
      Piers
      Ships
      Wharves
[Soldiers.] 1715 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11073

Video number 10344

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Rifles
Soldiers
Tents

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 1716 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11074

Video number 10345

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Docks
Harbors
Piers
Soldiers
Wharves

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 1720 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11075

Video number 10346

Similar to RSN 10151.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 1721 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11076

Video number 10347

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers.] 1725 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11077

Video number 10348
Similar to RSN 10154.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Ships
      Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military parade.] 1727 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11078

Video number 10349

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Harbors
      Parades
      Ships
      Soldiers
      Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden scene.] 1729 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11079

Video number 10350

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Gardens
      Parks
      Portraits
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View of White House and Ellipse from Washington Monument. Active no. 1730 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11080

Video number 10351

Image link missing.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture
Place: Ellipse, The (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mall, Washington, D.C. Active No. 1731 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (uncancelled; 5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Aerial view of Mall, looking from west to east toward the U.S. Capitol; Smithsonian castle and Arts and Industries Building (former U.S. National Museum) are included.


Order from neg. no. 97-46. Public domain. Fees for commercial use.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
97-46 (OPPS Neg.)
RSN 11081

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

NOTE: IMAGE LINK PROBLEM!!!
Names: Smithsonian Institution -- 1900-1910

Topic: Architecture, Victorian -- U.S.
Capitals (Cities) -- 1900-1910
Capitols -- 1900-1910
Gothic revival (Architecture) -- 1900-1910 -- U.S.
Smithsonian Institution Building (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Capitol Hill (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Mall, The (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Aerial Photographs
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views

[Front view of White House. Active no. 1732 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11082

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Gardens -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Back view of White House.] 1733 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11083

Video number 10354

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].
Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Gardens -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Art.] 1734 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11084

Video number 10355

Similar to RSN 10152.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cabinet Room in White House. Active no. 1737 : stereo interpositive,], 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11085

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Similar to RSN 10155

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Interior architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Place: Cabinet Room (White House, Washington, D.C.)  
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Architecture.] 1739 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 11086  

Video number 10357  
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].  

Topic: Architecture  
Interior architecture  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Architecture.] 1740 Interpositive, 1907  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 11087  

Video number 10358  
Similar to RSN 10157.  
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].  

Topic: Architecture  
Interior architecture  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[U.S. Capitol with ice-covered fountain in foreground.] 1743 interpositive
| Names: | United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.) |
| Topic: | Architecture -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Capitols -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Fountains -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Ice -- Washington (D.C.) |
| Place: | Washington (D.C.) |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[View down Pennsylvania Avenue to U.S. Capitol.] 1744 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11089

Video number 10360

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Same as RSN 11090 and 10161.

| Names: | United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.) |
| Topic: | Architecture -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Capitols -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Horses -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Streets -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Wagons -- Washington (D.C.) |
| Place: | Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.) |
|        | Washington (D.C.) |
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View down Pennsylvania Avenue to U.S. Capitol.] 1744 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11090
Video number 10361
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Same as RSN 11089 and 10161.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
        Capitals -- Washington (D.C.)
        Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
        Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
        Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Smithsonian Castle], caption no. 1745 : stereo interpositive, ca. 1900
1 Item (uncancelled; 5” x 8”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
View of Smithsonian Castle and the Mall, showing U.S. Capitol in
background. [Similar to VDF 19824, RSN 20589.]
Order from SI Neg. no. 97-44. Public domain. Fees for commercial use.
Silver gelatin on glass plate; black tape on base side.

Local Numbers
97-44 (OPPS Neg.)
RSN 11091
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Names: Smithsonian Institution -- 1900-1910
[Side view of White House from roadway.] 1746 interpositive, 1907  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Side view of White House from roadway.] 1746 interpositive 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11092

Video number 10363
AC0143-0011092 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Similar to RSN 10164

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1900-1910
Topographical views

[Washington Monument], Caption no. 1747 : stereoscopic interpositive, ca. 1907
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 11093

Video number 10364
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Washington Monument], Caption no. 1744 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1907
81 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 11094

Video number 10365
Similar to RSN 10165.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Statue of Abraham Lincoln and kneeling freed slave. Active no. 1749 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11095

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104]. Image link not working for this record.

Names: Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
Topic: Liberty
Monuments
Presidents
Sculpture
Slavery -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Broadway, New York. Active no. 1750 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11096

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Streetcars -- New York
Streets -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 1751 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11097

Video number 10368
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Roads
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and waterfalls in rugged terrain.] 1754 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11098

Video number 10369
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River and waterfalls in rugged terrain.] 1755 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11099

Video number 10370
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers
Waterfalls
[Waterfalls.] 1756 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11100

Video number 10371

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Waterfalls

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Artillery piece at West Point. Active no. 1757 : stereo interpositive], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11101

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Similar to RSN 10167.

Names: United States Military Academy

Topic:
Artillery -- New York
Guns -- New York
Military -- New York
Rivers -- New York

Place:
New York
West Point (New York)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Band and cadet corps on West Point parade ground. Active no. 1758 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11102
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Similar to RSN 10168.

Topic: Bands (Music) -- New York
      Military -- New York
      Music -- New York
      Musicians -- New York
      Parades -- New York

Place: New York
      West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] Active no. 1759 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11103
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
      Rapids
      Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1760 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11104

Video number 10375
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat on river. Active no. 1764 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”.)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11105

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Boats and boating
Forests
Paddle-wheels
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 1767 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11106

Video number 10377
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

**Topic:** Gardens
Gates

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in mountains.] 1769 interpositive

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 11107

**Video number 10378**

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

**Topic:** Forests
Mountains
Rivers
Snow

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Natural bridge.] 1770 Interpositive

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 11108

**Video number 10379**

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)
Horses
Natural bridges

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in mountains.] 1772 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11109

Video number 10380

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Forests
Formations (Geology)
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1773 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11110

Video number 10381

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls.] 1776 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11111

Video number 10382
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Waterfalls
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bird's-eye view of town, with snow-topped mountain in background, probably U.S.. Cat. no. 1777 : stereo interpositive.,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11112

Similar to RSN 10173.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Cities and towns
Mountains -- United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Pond.] 1778 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11113

Video number 10384

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Ducks
Ponds
Trees
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in forest, or swamp. Active no. 1779 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
View includes three male figures, two of whom are sitting on a fallen tree trunk.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Masking tape around image perimeter, emulsion side. Uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 11114
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Rivers -- United States
       Trees -- United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Roadway. Active no. 1780 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11115
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Roads
       Trees
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 1781 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11116
Video number 10387

Similar to RSN 10174.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tiger in outdoor cage.] 1782 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11117

Video number 10388

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Tigers
Zoos
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lion in zoo cage.] 1784 interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
frames separated

Local Numbers
RSN 11118

Video number 10389

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Lions
Zoos
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene. Active no. 1784 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11119
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Beaches
Portraits
Swimmers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street parade.] 1787 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11120
Video number 10391
Similar to RSN 10176.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Horses
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Greenhouse.] 1788 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11121

Video number 10392
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Agriculture
Flowers
Gardens
Greenhouses

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 1789 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11122

Video number 10393
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Roads
Trees

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene, location unknown.] 1790 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11123
Video number 10394

Similar to RSN 10177.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 1791 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11124

Video number 10395

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Roads
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street market.] 1795 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11125

Video number 10396

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Markets Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Full view of Eiffel Tower in Paris. Active no. 1798 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11126

Similar to RSN 10181.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Boats -- France
       Bridges -- France.
       Monuments -- France
       Rivers -- France
       Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
       Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast.] 1800 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11127

Video number 10398
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Architecture
       Formations (Geology)
       Seacoasts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene with buildings, mountains in background, and cactus in foreground. Active no. 1803 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Black tape around image perimeter on base side of plate. Uncancelled.

Local Numbers
   RSN 11128

Image file not displaying.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:  Cactus
        Coasts
        Harbors
        Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 1806 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 11129

Video number 10400

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

   Topic:  Mountains
   Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
                  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                  Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain.] 1807 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11130

Video number 10401

Similar to RSN 10184.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:    Architecture
          Fountains
          Sculpture

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

Box 121    RSN Numbers 11231-11331

Image(s)

[City bridge over river in Palestine.] 1959 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11231

Video number 10502

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10297.

Topic:    Laundries -- Palestine
          Rivers -- Palestine
          bathing -- Palestine

Place:    Palestine

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boat on river in Palestine.] 1960 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11232

Video number 10503
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10298.

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1963 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11233

Video number 10504

Similar to RSN 10300.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Horses -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1964 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11234
Video number 10505
Similar to RSN 10301-10303.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1970 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11235

Video number 10506
Similar to RSN 10307.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Agriculture -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

[Portrait.] 1972 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11236

Video number 10507
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112], moved from [111].

Topic: Portraits
[Landscape in Palestine.] 1973 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11237

Video number 10508
Similar to RSN 10309.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine.] 1975 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11238

Video number 10509
Similar to RSN 10312.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Children -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

{Market scene.} 1976 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11239

Video number 10510

Same as RSN 11240.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Apples
Markets
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market scene.] 1976 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11240

Video number 10511

Same as RSN 11239.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Apples
Markets
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] Active no. 1979 : stereo Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11241

Video number 10512

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Boats and boating
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats. Active no. 1980 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11242

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

NO IMAGE LINK.

Topic: Boats and boating
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11243

Video number 10514

Similar to RSN 10317 and 10318.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Portraits -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Camp scene.] 1986 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11244

Video number 10515

Similar to RSN 10324.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Camps
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 1989 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11245

Video number 10516

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Portraits

Genere/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1990 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11246

Video number 10517
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic:

Streets

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 1991 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11247

Video number 10518
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic:

Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1992 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11248

Video number 10519
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].
Topic: Camels
Mosques
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway beside river.] 1994 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11249

Video number 10520
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10327.

Topic: Rivers -- Asia
Trees -- Asia
Walkways -- Asia

Place: Asia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1995 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11250

Video number 10521
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Columns
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[River rapids.] 1998 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 11251

Video number 10522

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112], moved from [119].

Topic: Rapids
      Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Donkeys.] 1999 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 11252

Video number 10523

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Donkeys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Couples playing cards in home scene.] 2001 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 11253

Video number 10524
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10330.

Copy and Version Identification Note
84617

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Card playing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Couples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recreation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/                 | Narrative cycles                  |
| Form:                 | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                       | Stereoscopic photographs          |

[Couples playing cards in home scene.] 2002 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11254

Video number 10525

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10331.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Card playing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Couples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recreation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/                 | Narrative cycles                  |
| Form:                 | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                       | Stereoscopic photographs          |

[Couples playing cards in home scene. Active no. 2003: stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11255
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10332. NOTE: IMAGE LINK NOT WORKING.

Topic: Couples
     Dwellings
     Playing cards
     Recreation
     Telegraph

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Couples playing cards in home scene. Active no. 2004 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11256

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10333. NOTE: IMAGE LINK NOT WORKING.

Topic: Dwellings
     Playing cards
     Recreation
     Telegraph

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Couples playing cards in home scene.] 2005 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11257

Video number 10528
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].
Similar to RSN 10334.

Topic: Dwellings  
Playing cards  
Recreation

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple kissing in home living room.] [Active no. 2006 : stereo interpositive], 1905  
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

The man seems to be wearing a military uniform. What appears to be a tiger-skin rug is on the floor.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11258

Similar to RSN 10335, "The Farewell Kiss"; probably created from that negative.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Couples  
Dwellings  
Hides and skins  
Interior architecture  
Kissing  
Love  
Military uniforms  
Models (Persons)

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Red Cross.] [Active no. 2007 : stereo interpositive.], 1905  
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11259
Video number 10530

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10336 and 10337.

**Topic:** Armed Forces
Flags
Hospitals
Nurses
Red Cross and Red Crescent

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military hospital scene with U.S. Flag.] 2008 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11260

Video number 10531

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10338.

**Topic:** Armed Forces
Flags -- United States
Hospitals
Nurses

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military hospital scene with U.S. Flag.] [Active no. 2009 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11261

Video number 10532

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].
Similar to RSN 10339.

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags -- United States
Hospitals
Nurses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military hospital scene with U.S. Flag. Active no. 2010 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11262

Video number 10533
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10341.

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags -- United States
Hospitals
Nurses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military hospital scene with U.S. Flag. Active no. 2011 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11263

Video number 10534
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10342.

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags -- United States
Hospitals
Nurses
War wounds

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 2012 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11264

Video number 10535
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10343.

Topic: Accidents
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Wounds and injuries

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Maids and policemen in home. Active no. 2013 : stereo interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11265

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10344. Company acc. no. 86359.

LINK NOT WORKING.
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Topic: Domestics
Dwellings
Maids
Police

Genre/ Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Romance. Active no. 2014 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11266

Similar to RSN 10345.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

IMAGE LINK NOT WORKING.

Topic: Domestics
Drama
Kissing
Love
Maids
Police

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Romance. Active no. 8015 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11267

Video number 10538
Similar to RSN 10346.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].
IMAGE LINK NOT WORKING.

Topic: Drama
Maids
Police
Servants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Romance. Active no. 2016 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11268

Similar to RSN 10347.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

IMAGE LINK NOT WORKING.

Topic: Drama
Love
Maids
Police
Servants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home dining room.] 2017 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11269

Video number 10540
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10348.
Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of earthquake destruction, San Francisco. Active no. 2018 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11270
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Company acc. no. 91126.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Ruins -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street-level view of cathedral ruins in earthquake area. Active no. 2019 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11271
Similar to RSN 10349.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Company acc. no. 91098.
Topic: Cathedrals
Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
Ruins -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street-level view of building ruins in earthquake area, San Francisco. Active no. 2020 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11272
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Company acc. no. 91142.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco
Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
Ruins -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake survivors at temporary shelter, San Francisco. Active no. 2021 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11273
Similar to RSN 10350.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].
Company acc. no. 91144.

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco
Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
Ruins -- California -- San Francisco
survivors

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[San Francisco earthquake.] Active no. 2022 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11274

Similar to RSN 10351. Company acc. no. 91127. Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112], moved from [119].

Earthquakes -- California
Ruins -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[San Francisco earthquake] : Active no. 2023 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11275

Company acc. no. 91124. Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].
Copy and Version Identification Note

91124

Topic: Architecture -- California
      Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
      Earthquakes -- California
      Ruins -- California

Place: California
      San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[San Francisco earthquake. Active 2024 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11276

Similar to RSN 10352.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Architecture -- California
      Disasters -- California -- San Francisco
      Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
      Ruins -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
      San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in California.] 2025 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11277

Video number 10548
Similar to RSN 10353.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Camps -- California
      Earthquakes -- California
      Tents -- California
      survivors -- California

Place: California
      San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[San Francisco earthquake. Active no. 2026 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 11278

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Architecture -- California
      Disasters -- California -- San Francisco
      Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
      Ruins -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
      San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in California.] 2027 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 11279

Video number 10550

Similar to RSN 10354.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

**Topic:** Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco
Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
Ruins -- California -- San Francisco

**Place:** California
San Francisco (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in California.] 2028 Interpositive, 1905
*1 Item (5” x 8”)*
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11280

Video number 10551

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

**Topic:** Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco
Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
Ruins -- California -- San Francisco

**Place:** California
San Francisco (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in California.] 2029 Interpositive, 1905
*1 Item (5” x 8”)*
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11281

Video number 10552

Similar to RSN 10355.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Refugees -- California
Ruins -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in California.] 2030 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11282

Video number 10553

Similar to RSN 10356.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Architecture -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco
Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
Refugees -- California
Ruins -- California -- San Francisco
Tents -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in California.] 2031 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11283

Video number 10554
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Architecture -- California
      Disasters -- California -- San Francisco
      Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
      Ruins -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
      San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster in California.] 2032 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11284

Video number 10555
Similar to RSN 10357.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Children -- California
       Disasters -- California -- San Francisco
       Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
       Refugees -- California
       Ruins -- California -- San Francisco
       Tents -- California

Place: California
       San Francisco (California)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral, Italy or Sicily. Active no. 2055 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (5” x 8”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11285

Similar to RSN 10358.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Interior architecture

Place: Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture, Italy or Sicily. Active no. 2056 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11286

Similar to RSN 10359.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Sculpture

Place: Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees. Active no. 2057 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11287

Video number 10558
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Fruit
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass" Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in Sicily.] 2058 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11288

Video number 10559
Similar to RSN 10360.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105

Topic: Portraits -- Sicily
Roads -- Sicily

Place: Monveale
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups outside, Italy or Sicily. Active no. 2059 : stereo interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11289

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10361.

Topic: Dwellings
       Family
       Portraits

Place: Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Sicily.] 2060 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11290

Video number 10561

Similar to RSN 10362.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Mountains -- Sicily
       Portraits -- Sicily
       Ruins -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation, Italy? Active no. 2061: stereo Interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11291

Similar to RSN 10363.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Italy
Mountains -- Italy
Seacoasts

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Columned structure in mountains. Active no. 2062 : stereo interpositive,],
1905

1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11292

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10364.

Topic: Architecture
Monuments
Ruins

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Italy? Active no. 2063 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11293

Similar to RSN 10365
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112]

Topic: Amphitheaters
Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Sicily.] 2064 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11294

Video number 10565
Similar to RSN 10366.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Architecture -- Sicily
Formations (Geology)

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River fishermen and boat in Sicily.] 2065 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11295

Video number 10566

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10367.

Topic:  Boats -- Sicily
       Fishing -- Sicily
       Rivers -- Sicily

Place:  Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Sicily.] 2066 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11296

Video number 10567

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10368 and 10369.

Topic:  Portraits -- Sicily
       Trees -- Sicily

Place:  Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Columned structure in Sicily.] 2067 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11297

Video number 10568
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10370.

Topic: Architecture -- Sicily
Monuments -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture and garden in Sicily.] 2068 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11298

Video number 10569
Similar to RSN 10371
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
520

Topic: Gardens -- Sicily
Monuments -- Sicily
Mountains -- Sicily
Portraits -- Sicily
Sculptures -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)
[Fountain in Sicily.] 2069 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11299
Video number 10570
Similar to RSN 10372 and 10373.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
780
Topic: Architecture -- Sicily
      Fountains -- Sicily
      Sculptures -- Sicily
      Swans -- Sicily
Place: Sicily (Italy)

[Street scene in Sicily.] 2070 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11300
Video number 10571
Similar to RSN 10374.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Celebrations -- Sicily
      Crowds -- Sicily
Streets -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene. Active no. 2071 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11301

Similar to RSN 10375.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Orig. no. 191.

NO IMAGE LINK.

Topic:
Boats and boating
Harbors
Mountains
Ships

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Row of cottages and llamas in Peru. Active no. 2072 : stereo interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (5” x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11302

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10376 and 11303.

Company acc. no. 93000.

Topic:
Animals -- Peru
Dwellings -- Peru
Llamas

Place: Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Row of cottages and llamas in Peru. Active no. 2072 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Topic: Animals -- Peru
Dwellings -- Peru
Llamas

Place: Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Peru.] 2073 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Topic: Architecture -- Peru

Page 6075 of 15344
Cathedrals -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Peru.] 2074 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11305

Video number 10576

Similar to RSN 10378.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93558

Topic: Architecture -- Peru
Donkeys -- Peru
Ruins -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in South America.] 2075 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11306

Video number 10577

Similar to RSN 10379.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].
Copy and Version Identification Note

93173

Topic: Donkeys
Streets

Place: Bolivia or Peru
South America

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Peru.] 2076 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11307

Video number 10578

Similar to RSN 10380.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93120

Topic: Llamas -- Peru
Markets -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
Portraits -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers on rail line in Peru.] 2077 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11308
Video number 10579

Similar to RSN 10381.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note

92713

Topic: Mountains -- Peru
Railroads -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in mountains of Peru.] 2078 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11309

Video number 10580

Similar to RSN 10382.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Mountains -- Peru
Railroads -- Peru
Trains -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in South America.] 2079 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11310
Video number 10581

Same as RSN 10383 and 11311.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Formations (Geology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Bolivia or Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Geological formation in South America.] 2079 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11311

Same as RSN 10383 and 11310.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93196

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Formations (Geology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>South America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Geological formation in Peru.] 2080 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11312

Video number 10583
Same as RSN 10384.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93648

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Place: Peru
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in Ecuador. Active no. 2081: stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11313

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Company acc. no. 92812.

Topic: Clouds
Ocean
Sunsets
Waterscapes
Place: Ecuador
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Peru.] 2082 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11314

Video number 10585

Similar to RSN 10385.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note

92655

Topic: Agriculture -- Peru
Horses -- Peru
Laborersz -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group and village homes in mountains of Peru.] 2083 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (hotographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11315

Video number 10586

Similar to RSN 10386 and 10387.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note

92922

Topic: Children -- Peru
Dwellings -- Peru
Homes -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Monks reading in library stacks.] [Active no. 2084 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11316

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112]. Company acc. no. 93295.

BROKEN IMAGE LINK.

Topic: Architecture
Books and reading
Interior architecture
Libraries
Libraries (rooms)
Monasteries
Monks
Reading

Place: South America

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in South America.] 2085 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11317

Video number 10588

Similar to RSN 10388.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93144

Topic: Architecture -- South America
Cathedrals -- South America
Markets -- South America
Streets -- South America
Place: Bolivia or Peru
South America

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in South America.] 2086 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11318

Video number 10589

Similar to RSN 10389.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Mountains -- South America
Portraits

Place: Bolivia or Peru
South America

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street and rows of homes in Peru.] 2087 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11319

Video number 10590

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10390.

Copy and Version Identification Note
92667
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Dwellings -- Peru</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homes -- Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Llamas -- Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Carro de Pasco (Peru)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Landscape in Ecuador.] 2088 Interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 11320  
Video number 10591  
Similar to RSN 10391.  
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Portraits -- Ecuador</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roads -- Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form:</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Family group outside rustic home in Ecuador. Active No. 2089 : stereo interpositive,]. 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 11321  
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].  
Similar to RSN 10392.
Topic: Dwellings -- Ecuador
Family -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Ecuador.] 2090 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11322

Video number 10593
Similar to RSN 10393.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92285

Topic: Cathedrals -- Ecuador
Donkeys -- Ecuador
Streets -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Village stream in Ecuador.] 2091 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11323

Video number 10594
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].
Similar to RSN 10394.
Copy and Version Identification Note
92007

Topic: Dwellings -- Ecuador
Homes -- Ecuador
Horses -- Ecuador
Rivers -- Ecuador
Roads -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Ecuador.] 2092 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11324

Video number 10595

Similar to RSN 10395.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91967

Topic: Bridges -- Ecuador
Roads -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Ecuador.] 2093 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11325

Video number 10596

Similar to RSN 10396.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92038

Topic: Cocoa -- Ecuador
      Streets -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Carpenters in Ecuador. Active no. 2094 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
   1 item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11326

Similar to RSN 2244 (filed after RSN 10396).

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112]. Company acc. no. 92363.

Topic: Artisans
      Carpenters -- 1900-1910 -- Ecuador
      Carpentry -- 1900-1910 -- Ecuador
      Lumbering
      Woodcutters

Place: Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Forest scene in Ecuador.] 2095 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11327

Video number 10598

Similar to RSN 10397.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic:
Forests -- Ecuador
Fruit -- Ecuador
Laborers -- Ecuador
Trees -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Ecuador.] 2096 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11328

Video number 10599

Similar to RSN 10398.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92323

Topic:
Markets -- Ecuador
Streets -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Row of rustic elevated homes in Ecuador.] 2097 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11329

Video number 10600

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10399.

Topic: Dwellings -- Ecuador
       Homes -- Ecuador
       Walkways -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in Ecuador. Active no. 2098 : stereo Interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11330

Similar to RSN 10400.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Donkeys
       Mountains -- Ecuador
       Snow -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Portrait in Ecuador.] 2099 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11331

Video number 10602
Similar to RSN 10401.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92299

Topic: Portraits -- Ecuador
Place: Ecuador
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 122 RSN Numbers 11332-11429

Image(s)

[Market in Peru.] 2100 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11332

Video number 10603
Similar to RSN 2226 [filed after RSN 10401].
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93603

Topic: Markets -- Peru
Streets -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape in South America.] 2101 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11333

Video number 10604
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93609

Topic: Ships
Waterscapes

Place: South America

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Peru.] 2102 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11334

Video number 10605
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93004

Topic: Portraits -- Peru
Streets -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Peru.] 2103 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11335

Video number 10606

Similar to RSN 10402.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92985

Topic: Donkeys -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
Ruins -- Peru

Place: Peru

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2104 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11336

Video number 10607

Similar to RSN 10403 and 10404.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].
Topic: Roads -- Greece
   Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2105 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 11337

Video number 10608

Similar to RSN 10405.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
   Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2106 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 11338

Video number 10609

Similar to RSN 10406.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
   Mountains -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2107 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11339

Video number 10610

Similar to RSN 10407.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Donkeys -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal in Greece.] 2108 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11340

Video number 10611

Similar to RSN 10408 and 11341.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Boats -- Greece
Canals -- Greece
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Greece
Ships -- Greece

Place: Aegina (Greece)
Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Canal in Greece.] 2108 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11341

Video number 10612

Similar to RSN 10408 and 11340.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112], moved from [119].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84775

Topic: Boats -- Greece
Canals -- Greece
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Greece
Ships -- Greece

Place: Aegina (Greece)
Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait in Greece.] 2109 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11342

Video number 10613
Similar to RSN 10409-10411.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Portraits -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2110 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11343

Video number 10614

Similar to RSN 10412.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Parthenon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2111 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11344

Video number 10615
Similar to RSN 10413.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

**Topic:** Agriculture -- Greece
Horses -- Greece

**Place:** Greece

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)

**Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece] 2112 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 11345

**Video number** 10616

Similar to RSN 10415.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

**Topic:** Children -- Greece
Dogs -- Greece

**Place:** Greece

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)

**Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in Greece] 2113 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 11346

**Video number** 10617

Similar to RSN 10416.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1166

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
Formations (Geology) -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Walkways -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in Greece.] 2114 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5\" x 8\")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11347

Video number 10618

Similar to RSN 10417.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
Horses -- Greece
Portraits -- Greece
Roads -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2115 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5\" x 8\")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11348
Video number 10619

Similar to RSN 10418.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of standing nude male in museum in Greece. Active no. 2116 : stereo interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11349
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10419.

Topic: Museums -- Greece
Nude in art
Sculpture -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2117 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11350

Video number 10621

Similar to RSN 10420.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
936

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
      Children -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2118 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11351

Video number 10622

Similar to RSN 10421.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
       Ruins -- Greece
       Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[River in mountains in Greece.] 2119 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11352
Video number 10623

Similar to RSN 2227 [filed after RSN 10421]

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic:  Boats -- Greece
        Mountains -- Greece
        Ports -- Greece
        Rivers -- Greece
        Ships -- Greece

Place:  Argos (Greece)
        Greece
        Nauplia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in Greece.] 2120 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11353

Video number 10624

Similar to RSN 10422.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic:  Donkeys -- Greece
        Portraits -- Greece

Place:  Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2121 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11354

Video number 10625

Similar to RSN 2228 [filed after RSN 10422].

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic:    Ruins -- Greece
          Temple of Hera (Olympia, Greece)
          Temples -- Greece

Place:    Greece
          Olympia (Greece)

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2122 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11355

Video number 10626

Similar to RSN 10423.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic:    Mountains -- Greece
          Ruins -- Greece
          Temple of Hera (Olympia, Greece)
          Temples -- Greece

Place:    Greece
          Olympia (Greece)

Genre/    Landscapes (representations)
Form:     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2123 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11356

Video number 10627

Similar to RSN 10424 and 10425.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temple of Hera (Olympia, Greece)

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Greece.] 2124 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11357

Video number 10628

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Formations (Geology)

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Display of sculptures inside museum in Greece.] 2125 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11358

Video number 10629
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10426.

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
       Interior architecture
       Museums -- Greece
       Sculpture -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 5” x 8” 2126 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11359

Video number 10630
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10427.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
       Valleys -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[River in mountains in Greece.] 2127 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11360

Video number 10631

Similar to RSN 10428.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Rivers -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway and river in mountains in Greece.] 2128 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11361

Video number 10632

Similar to RSN 10429.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Rivers -- Greece
Roads -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2129 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11362

Video number 10633

Similar to RSN 10430.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology) -- Greece
      Laborers -- Greece

Place: Greece
      Orchomenos (Greece)
      Treasury of Mingas

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2130 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11363

Video number 10634

Similar to RSN 10431.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Ruins -- Greece

Place: Acropolis of Orchomenos
       Greece
       Orchomenos (Greece)
[Ruins in Greece.] 2131 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11364

Video number 10635

Similar to RSN 10432.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
       Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
       Orchomenos (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2132 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11365

Video number 10636

Similar to RSN 10433.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
       Cows -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2133 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11366

Video number 10637

Similar to RSN 10434.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2134 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11367

Video number 10638

Similar to RSN 10435 and 10436.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
864

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
[Greece.] 2135 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”),
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11368

Video number 10639

Similar to RSN 10437.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
391

Topic: Arenas -- Greece
      Colosseums -- Greece
      Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2136 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11369

Video number 10640

Similar to RSN 10438 and 10439.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Goats -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2137 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11370

Video number 10641

Similar to RSN 10440.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Columns -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2139 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11371

Video number 10642

Similar to RSN 10442.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
685

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
Gardens -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 2140 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11372

Video number 10643
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
140

Topic: Portraits
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 2141 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11373

Video number 10644
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
650

Topic: Architecture
Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military parade in Greece.] 2142 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11374

Video number 10645

Similar to RSN 10443.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Military -- Greece
       Parades -- Greece
       Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of sparse crowd in sports stadium in Greece. Active no. 2143: stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11375

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10444.

Topic: Athletics -- Greece
       Sports -- Greece
       Stadia -- Greece

Place: Greece
[Street scene in Greece.] 2144 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11376
Video number 10647
Similar to RSN 10445.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Carriages -- Greece
Horses -- Greece
Parades -- Greece
Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes in Greece.] 2145 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11377
Video number 10648
Similar to RSN 10446.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Copy and Version Identification Note
10

Topic: Portraits -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

[Port scene in Greece.] 2146 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11378
Video number 10649
Similar to RSN 10448.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Portraits -- Greece
       Ports -- Greece
       Ships -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene in Greece.] 2147 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11379
Video number 10650
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Docks -- Greece
       Harbors -- Greece
       Piers -- Greece
       Ports -- Greece
       Ships -- Greece
Wharves -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded street parade in Greece.] 2148 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11380
Video number 10651
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Similar to RSN 10449 and 10450

Topic: Crowds -- Greece
Flags -- Greece
Parades -- Greece
Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in Greece. Active no. 2149 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11381
Similar to RSN 10451.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Greece
Athletics -- Greece
Ceremonies -- Greece
Parades -- Greece
Stadia -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Amphitheater in Greece. Active no. 2150 : stereo interpositive,]. 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11382
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Greece
Crowds -- Greece
Stadia -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2151 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11383
Video number 10654
Similar to RSN 10452.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Sheep -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] 2000 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11384

Video number 10655
"Made by ABH" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Bridges
Hunting
Rapids
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape in Greece.] 2152 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11385

Video number 10656
Similar to RSN 10453 and 10454.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
491

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
[Landscape in Greece.] 2153 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11386
Video number 10657
Similar to RSN 10455.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Greece.] 2154 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11387
Video number 10658
Similar to RSN 10456.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Copy and Version Identification Note
85
Topic: Churches -- Greece
Religion -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Page 6118 of 15344
Temples -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2155 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11388
Video number 10659
Similar to RSN 10457 and 10458.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Trees -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River and bridge in Greece.] 2156 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11389
Video number 10660
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Bridges -- Greece
Rivers -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2157 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11390

Video number 10661

Similar to RSN 10359.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Trees -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2158 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11391

Video number 10662

Similar to RSN 10360.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Donkeys -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Trees -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Greece.] 2159 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11392

Video number 10663

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
794

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
      Portraits -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line and tunnel in mountains of Greece.] 2160 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11393

Video number 10664

Similar to RSN 10461.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
      Railroads -- Greece
      Trains -- Greece
      Tunnels -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2161 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11394

Video number 10665

Similar to RSN 10462.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza in Greece.] 2162 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11395

Video number 10666

Similar to RSN 10463.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Churches -- Greece
Plazas -- Greece
Streets -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Landscape in Greece.] 2163 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11396

Video number 10667
Similar to RSN 10464.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

[Landscape in Greece.] 2164 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11397

Video number 10668
Similar to RSN 10465.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2165 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11398
Video number 10669
Similar to RSN 10466.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Columns -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dancers in Greece.] 2166 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11399
Video number 10670
Similar to RSN 10467-10471.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Arts -- Greece
Ceremonies -- Greece
Children -- Greece
Choros (Dance)
Crowds -- Greece

Occupation: Dancers -- Greece

Place: Greece
Megara

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2167 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11400

Video number 10671

Similar to RSN 10472.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Greece.] 2168 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11401

Video number 10672

Similar to RSN 10473.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Roads -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave in Greece.] 2169 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11402

Video number 10673

Similar to RSN 10473.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Caves -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Greece.] 2170 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11403

Video number 10674

Similar to RSN 10475.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Snow -- Greece
glaciers -- Greece
Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple on porch and row of homes in Greece.] Active no. 2171: stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11404

Same as RSN 11405 and 10476.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Dwellings -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Portraits -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple on porch and row of homes in Greece.] Active no. 2171: stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11405

Same as RSN 11404 and 10476.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Dwellings -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Portraits -- Greece

Place: Greece
[Boy in middle ground with wooded area and ruins of temple in background on hill, Greece.] Active no. 2172: stereo interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Uncancelled plate. The date "12/14/1906" was on the original file envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11406

Same as RSN 10477. Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

NO IMAGE FILE LINKED TO THIS RECORD. VIEW IMAGE FOR RSN 10477 INSTEAD.

[Ruins in Greece.] 2173 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11407

Video number 10678

Same as RSN 10478.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note

361

Topic: Columns -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Sheep -- Greece  
Temples -- Greece  

Place: Greece  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers load small rail car.] 2174 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11408
Video number 10679
Same as RSN 10479.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120]. Possibly photographed by either Bert or Elmer Underwood.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Mineral industries
Railroads
Trams

Place: Pacific Coast
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women seated on ground in front of adobe house.] Active no. 2175 : 
stereo Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11409
Same as RSN 10480.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120]. Orig. no. 40856.
Topic: Dwellings -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
St. Vraz

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women working with pottery.] 2176 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11410

Video number 10681
Same as RSN 10481.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Artisans -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Pottery -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
St. Vraz

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Indians of North America.] 2177 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11411

Video number 10682
Same as RSN 10482.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Indians of North America
Mountains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[ Military training in front of adobe homes.] 2178 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11412

Video number 10683

Same as RSN 10483. Possibly photographed by either Bert or Elmer Underwood.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Indians of North America -- Arizona
       Military -- Arizona
       Ruins -- Arizona
       Training -- Arizona

Place: Arizona

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[ View of landscape with ruins.] 2179 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11413

Same as RSN 10484

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Ruins -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers and hillside homes and caves.] 2180 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11414

Video number 10685
Same as RSN 10485.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic:
Caves -- Arizona
Dwellings -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Mountaineers -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[American Indians seated in front of multi-story adobe homes.] 2181 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11415

Video number 10686
Same as RSN 10486.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
[View down deep river valley.] 2182 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11416

Video number 10687
Same as RSN 10487.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

[Bears near forest area.] 2183 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11417

Video number 10688
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Same as RSN 10488.
Topic: Animals -- Yellowstone National Park
Bears -- Yellowstone National Park
Forests -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View down deep river valley.] 2184 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11418
Video number 10689
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing park, landscape and buildings.] 2185 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11419
Video number 10690
Similar to RSN 10489.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Architecture -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Yellowstone National Park</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Front view of huge waterfall.] 2186 interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11420

Video number 10691
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Similar to RSN 10490.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parks -- Yellowstone National Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterfalls -- Yellowstone National Park</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Yellowstone National Park</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[View down deep river valley.] 2187 interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11421

Video number 10692
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Similar to RSN 10492 and 10493.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks -- Yellowstone National Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Seated man views rugged valley and mountain area.] 2188 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11422

Video number 10693
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists near geyser.] 2189 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11423

Video number 10694
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Similar to RSN 10494.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bear near forest stream.] 2190 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11424

Video number 10695
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Similar to RSN 10495.

Topic: Bears -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man near geyser.] 2191 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11425

Video number 10696
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Similar to RSN 10496.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rough road through forest area.] 2192 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11426

Video number 10697
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Similar to RSN 10497.

Topic: Forests -- Yellowstone National Park
Roads -- Yellowstone National Park
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in Panama.] 2193 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11427

Video number 10698
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Similar to RSN 10498.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Railroads -- Panama
Trains -- Panama
Place: Panama
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Villager and stream in Panama. Active no. 2194 : stereo interpositive,]
1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11428

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Similar to RSN 10499 and 11429.

Company acc. no. 88929.

Topic: Agriculture -- Panama
Boats -- Panama
Dwellings -- Panama.
Homes -- Panama
Rivers -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Panama
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Villager and stream in Panama.] 2194 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11429

Video number 10700

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Similar to RSN 10499 and 11428.

Topic: Agriculture -- Panama
Boats -- Panama
Dwellings -- Panama.
Homes -- Panama
Rivers -- Panama

Place: Panama
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 123  RSN Numbers 11430-11536

Image(s)

[Street scene in Panama.] 2195 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11430

Video number 10701

Similar to RSN 10500 and 11431.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88845

Topic: Streets -- Panama
Villages -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Panama.] 2195 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11431

Video number 10702

Similar to RSN 10500 and 11430.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Copy and Version Identification Note

88843

Topic: Streets -- Panama
Villages -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Band marching down street, church spire in background. Active no. 2196: stereo Interpositive], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8"."
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11432

Similar to RSN 10501.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Bands (Music) -- 1900-1910 -- Kentucky
Churches -- Kentucky
Musical instruments -- Kentucky
Parades -- Kentucky
Streets -- Kentucky

Place: Kentucky
Louisville (Ky.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of textile factory. Active no. 2197: stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8"."
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11433

Video number 10704

Similar to RSN 10502.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

**Topic:** Blue collar workers  
Factories  
Machinery  
Textile fabrics  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Garden scene.] 2198 Interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 11434  

Video number 10705  

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

**Topic:** Architecture  
Flowers  
Gardens  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Roadway.] 2199 Interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 11435  

Video number 10706  

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

**Topic:** Roads  
Trees  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Trees.] 2200 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11436

Video number 10707
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Palms
Trees
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two rows of palm trees. [Caption No.] 2201 : stereoscopic interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8.)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 11437

Similar to RSN 10503. Date 12/14/1906 on envelope.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Palms -- 1900-1910 -- Puerto Rico
Trees -- Puerto Rico
Place: Puerto Rico -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Seashore.] 2202 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11438

Video number 10709
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Birds
Cranes, derricks, etc.
Palms
Seashore
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seashore.] 2203 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11439

Video number 10710
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Palms
Seashore
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in mountains.] 2204 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11440

Video number 10711
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Rivers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River through natural bridge.] 2205 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11441

Video number 10712
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Natural bridges
       Rapids
       Rivers
       Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group outside rustic home.] 2207 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11443

Video number 10714
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Agriculture
       Children
       Dwellings
       Mules

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Steamboat on river. Active no. 2208 : stereo interpositive,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11444

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

NO IMAGE LINK.

Topic:    
Beaches
Boats and boating
Palms
Pelicans
Rivers
Trees

Genre/    
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     
Stereoscopic photographs

"Auto-parade of children before City Hall, New York City" [on envelope].
[Active no. No. 2209 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11445

Similar to RSN 10506 and 10507.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [64].

Place:    
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/    
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2210 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11446

Video number 10717

Similar to RSN 10508.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
57170

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Palm trees -- India
Trees -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2211 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11447

Video number 10718

Similar to RSN 10509.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Children -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2212 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11448
Video number 10719
Similar to RSN 10510.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Interior architecture -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in India.] 2213 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11449
Video number 10720
Similar to RSN 10511.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Copy and Version Identification Note
57743

Topic: Palm trees -- India
Parks -- India
Trees -- India
Walkways -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden in India.] 2214 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11450

Video number 10721

Similar to RSN 10512.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Gardens -- India
Walkways -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2215 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11451

Video number 10722

Similar to RSN 10513.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
58047
[Monkeys in India.] 2216 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11452

Video number 10723
Similar to RSN 10514.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

[Plaza in India. Active no. 2217 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11453
Similar to RSN 10515.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Religion -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramidal structure in India.] 2218 interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11454

Video number 10725
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Similar to RSN 10516.

Topic:
Architecture -- India
Boats -- India
Monuments -- India
Palm trees -- India
Ponds -- India
Trees -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture in India.] 2219 Interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11455

Video number 10726
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
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Topic: Agriculture -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque in India.] 2220 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11456
Video number 10727
Similar to RSN 10518.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Mosques -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in India.] 2221 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11457
Video number 10728
Similar to RSN 10519.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- India
Place: India
[Architecture in India.] 2222 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 11458
Video number 10729
Similar to RSN 10520.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

[Walkway in India.] 2223 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 11459
Video number 10730
Similar to RSN 10521 [Reproduce 9/11/1907] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  57185

  Topic:  Cows -- India
          Sheep -- India
          Trees -- India
Walkways -- India

Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in India.] 2224 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11460

Video number 10731
Similar to RSN 10522.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
56917

Topic: Architecture -- India
Rickshaws -- India
Roads -- India

Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramidal structure in India.] Active no. 2225 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11461

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Similar to RSN 10523. Company accession no., 58961.

Topic: Architecture -- India
Monuments -- India
Roads -- India  
Towers -- India

Place: India  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2226 Interpositive, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Johnson, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11462

Video number 10733

Similar to RSN 10524.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
56544

Topic: Architecture -- India  
Interior architecture -- India
Place: India  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[ Crowd beside river in India.] 2227 interpositive, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Johnson, Photographer  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11463

Video number 10734

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Similar to RSN 10525 and 10426.
Copy and Version Identification Note

59150

Topic:
- Bathers -- India
- Boats -- India
- Bridges -- India
- Rivers -- India
- Swimmers -- India

Place:
- India

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[River in India.] 2228 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11464

Video number 10735
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Similar to RSN 10527.

Copy and Version Identification Note

57226

Topic:
- Rivers -- India

Place:
- India

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- India
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2229 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11465
Video number 10736

Similar to RSN 10528.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note

58008

Topic: Architecture -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in India.] 2230 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11466

Video number 10737

Similar to RSN 10529.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note

58843

Topic: Markets -- India Streets -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Port in India.] 2231 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11467

Video number 10738

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Boats -- India
       Laundries -- India
       Ports -- India
       Swimmers -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2232 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
lower left corner missing

Local Numbers
RSN 11468

Video number 10739

Similar to RSN 10530.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
56645

Topic: Architecture -- India
       Interior architecture -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 2233 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11469

Video number 10740

Similar to RSN 10531 and 10532.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59456

Topic: Architecture -- India
Mausoleums -- India
Religion -- India
Sepulchral monuments -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene.] 2234 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11470

Video number 10741

Same as RSN 11472.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Fountains
Parks
[Architecture in India.] 2238 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11471
Video number 10742
Same as RSN 10533.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
58149

Topic:
Architecture -- India
Waterfronts -- India

Place:
India

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene.] 2239 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11472
Video number 10743
Same as RSN 11470.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic:
Fountains
Parks
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast.] 2240 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11473

Video number 10744

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic:
Architecture
Mountains
Portraits
Seacoasts

[Mountain climbers. Active no. 2241 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11474

Similar to RSN 10534 and 10535.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic:
Mountaineers
Mountains
Snow
glaciers

[Climbers.] 2242 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11475

Video number 10746

Similar to RSN 10536.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
Snow
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River bathers in India.] 2244 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11476

Video number 10747

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Similar to RSN 10537.

Topic: Bathers -- India
Rivers -- India
Swimmers -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Swimmers.] 2245 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11477

Video number 10748

[Carl] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Swimmers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 2246 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11478

Video number 10749

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Harbors
Harbors
Portraits
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Large home surrounded by tall trees.] 2248 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11479
Video number 10750
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Architecture
Dwellings
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boaters on river in India.] 2265 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11480

Video number 10751
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

[Carl] on envelope.

Topic: Boats -- India
Bridges -- India
Rivers -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail lines beside docked sail boats.] 2269 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11481

Video number 10752
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Harbors
Railroads
Sailboats

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street parade. Active no. 2279: interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11482

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Presidents
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street parade.] Caption no. 2280: half-stereo interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11483

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72]. IMAGE DISPLAY PROBLEM IN WEBPAC.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Parades
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Beach scene. Active no. 2289: stereo interpositive,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11484

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Beaches
Children
Swimmers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation.] 2293 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11485

Video number 10756
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boaters on river. Active no. 2296 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11486
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
NO IMAGE LINK.

Topic:  Boats and boating
       Rivers

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City bridge over river.] 2297 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 11487

Video number 10758
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic:  Architecture
       Bridges
       Rivers

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Shoemaking.] 2299 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 11488

Video number 10759
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic:  Artisans
       Shoemaking

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in mountains.] 2300 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11489

Video number 10760
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Mountains
       Rivers
       Rocks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 2310 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11490

Video number 10761
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountain scene.] 2316 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11491

Video number 10762
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

**Topic:** Ice
Mountains
Tourists
Glaciers

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City docks on river.] 2318 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 11492

**Video number 10763**

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

**Topic:** Boats and boating
Bridges
Docks
Piers
Rivers
Wharves

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 2333 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 11493

**Video number 10764**

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

**Topic:** Children
Dogs
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cart.] 2336 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11494

Video number 10765
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Dogs
Pottery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overview of city harbor and river.] 2341 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11495

Video number 10766
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Similar to RSN 10557, "A.B.H. D.D. J." on envelope.

Topic: Harbors
Harbors
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast. Active no. 2346 : stereo interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Similar to RSN 10558 [Carl] on envelope. Possibly by Bert or Elmer Underwood.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11496

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Seacoasts

Place: Pacific Coast

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls.] 2347 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11497

Video number 10768

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Forests
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A glimpse of the Swanee River [on envelope]. [Active no. 2361 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11498.

Video number 10769
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rivers</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[City bridge and boats and river.] 2363 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11499

Video number 10770
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boats and boating</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[River in mountains.] 2366 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11500

Video number 10771
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Bridge in London. Active no. 2368 : stereo interpositive., 1908
1 Item (5" x 8"),]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11501

Video number 10772


Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Architecture -- England
Bridges -- England
Parliaments -- England
Streets -- England
Towers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Parliament
Westminster Bridge

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Dundae Gap, Lakes of Killarney, Ireland" on envelope 2371 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11502

Video number 10773


Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Lakes -- Ireland
Mountains -- Ireland
Rocks -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Seacoast.] 2373 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11503

Video number 10774
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Rocks
Seacoasts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Beach scene.] 2400 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11504

Video number 10775
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Beaches
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Camels.] 2404 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11505

Video number 10776

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [72].

Topic: Camels
Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Camels.] 2423 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11506

Video number 10777

[A.P.] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Camels
Horses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway beside river and city bridge.] 2429 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11507

Video number 10778

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

[H.S.] on envelope

Topic: Architecture
Boats and boating
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

Bridges
Rivers
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 2432 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11508

Video number 10779
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [80].

Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 2435 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11509

Video number 10780
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [80].

Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in mountains.] 2444 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11510

Video number 10781
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [80].

Topic:  Architecture
        Mountains
        Rivers

Genre/  Landscapes (representations)
Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Swamp scene.] 2452 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11511

Video number 10782
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [80].

Topic:  Swamps
        Trees
        Wetlands

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:   

[Low view of fountain in St. Peter's Square in Rome.] 2459 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11512

Video number 10783
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

[ABHarbew DD J] on envelope.

Topic:  Fountains -- Italy
Monuments -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Peter's Square (Rome, Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river.] 2460 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11513

Video number 10784
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

[Jarvis] on glass.

Topic: Rivers
Sailboats

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Alcoholism.] 2466 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11514

Video number 10785
[ABH DD] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108272

Topic: Alcoholism
Forests

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 2467 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11515

Video number 10786

Similar to RSN 10614 [AB Hardew DD] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108474

Topic:
Chickens
Children
Ducks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 2468 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11516

Video number 10787

Similar to RSN 10616 [AB Hardew DD] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108485
[U.S. Flag on stern of ship at sea with line of steamships in background.]
2469 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11517

Video number 10788
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Similar to RSN 10618 [AB Hardew DD] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
112176

[President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 2470 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11518

Video number 10789
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Ships
[Snow scene.] 2472 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11519

Video number 10790

Similar to RSN 10619 [ABH] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101958

Topic: Horses
Mountains
Snow
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Early automobile in New York City.] 3024 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11520

Video number 10791

"BH DD" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112674

Streets -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sleeping child with angel: double exposure or spirit photograph. Active no. 3025 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11521
"ABH" on envelope; double exposure. Company acc. no. 11254422 (?)
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Angels
Bedrooms
Children
Genre/ Form: Multiple exposure Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Spirit photographs Spirit photography Stereoscopic photographs

[William Jennings Bryan.] [Active no. 3202 : stereo interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11522
Video number 10793
"ABH" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].
Company acc. no. 95800.
Broken image link.

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Topic: Politicians
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

[William Howard Taft seated in room.] [Active no. 3203 : stereo interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11523

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

"ABH" on envelope.

Company acc. no. 103417.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic: Presidents -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 3473 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11524

Video number 10795

[Schultz] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120].

Topic: Boats and boating
Portraits
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
R-1906-21840 Grizzly Giant, the largest living tree in the world. California.
c. Underwood & Underwood. 21840 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11525

Video number 10796

Same as RSN 11526.

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [116].

Topic: Forests -- California
      Trees -- California
Place: California
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

R-1906-21840 Grizzly Giant, the largest living tree in the world. California.
c. Underwood & Underwood. 21840 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11526

Video number 10797

Same as RSN 11525

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [116].

Topic: Forests -- California
      Trees -- California
Place: California
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 21972 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11527

Video number 10798
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [124].

Topic: Architecture
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Railway bridge over river in mountains.] 21977 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11528

Video number 10799
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [124].

Topic: Bridges
Mountains
Railroads
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bison or American buffalo, side view.] Active no. 21978 : Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11529

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [124]
Topic: Bison
Buffalo

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Church interior. Active no. 21979 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11530

Video number 10801

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [124].

Topic:
Architecture
Church buildings
Interior architecture
Religion

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Long view of Niagara Falls in winter.] 21984 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11531

Video number 10802

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [124].

Topic:
Snow
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Place:
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Fishermen and boatmen in and on river.] 21988 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11532

Video number 10803
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [124].

Topic:
Boats and boating
Fishing
Rivers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats on river.] 21997 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11533

Video number 10804
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [124].

Topic:
Boats and boating
Bridges
Rivers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 22001 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11534

Video number 10805
Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [124].

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

[Artisans.] 22002 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11535

Video number 10806

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [124].

Topic: Artisans

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

[Landscape.] 22008 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11536

Video number 10807

Currently stored in box 2.2.5 [120], moved from [124].

Topic: Sunsets

Genre/Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 124 Cards AS 1878-AS 2154
Box 125 Cards AS 2155-AS 3203
Box 120 RSN Numbers 11131-11230
Image(s)

[Glassware exhibit.] 1810 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11131

Video number 10402
Similar to RSN 10185.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Crystals
      Exhibits
      Glassware

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 1814 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11132

Video number 10403
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Canals
      Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in garden area.] 1816 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11133

Video number 10404
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Architecture
Monuments
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 1817 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11134

Video number 10405
Similar to RSN 11186.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Canals
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Vineyards.] 1818 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11135

Video number 10406
Similar to RSN 10187.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].
Topic: Mountains
      Valleys
      Villages
      Vineyards

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Church.] 1819 Interpositive
         1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 11136

Video number 10407
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Churches -- United States
       Mountains -- United States
       Roads -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 1820 Interpositive, 1906
         1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 11137

Video number 10408
Similar to RSN 10188.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountains

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Geological formation.] 1821 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11138

Video number 10409

Same as RSN 11139.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Mountains
       Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation.] 1822 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11139

Video number 10410

Same as RSN 11138.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Mountains
       Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men and young boy with boats; mountains in background. Active no.
1822 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Location uncertain, possibly U.S. but more likely European? One view is out of focus.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11140

Image file not displaying.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
- Boats -- United States
- Churches -- United States
- Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture,] 1825 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11141

Video number 10412

Similar to RSN 10192.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
- Architecture
- Mountains
- Valleys

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes near river in mountains of Switzerland.] 1826 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11142

Video number 10413

Same as RSN 10193-10195.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place:
Engadine Valley (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier.] 1826 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11143

Video number 10414
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man smoking pipe, overlooking town, with mountains in background.
Active no. 1827 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Good, uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 11144

Similar to RSN 10196.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:  Mountains
Valleys

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in mountains.] 1828 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11145

Video number 10416

Similar to RSN 10197.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:  Mountains
Rivers
Valleys

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier.] 1829 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11146
Video number 10417
Similar to RSN 10198.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountains
       Valleys
       glaciers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] 1832 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11147
Video number 10418
Similar to RSN 10200.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 1835 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11148

Video number 10419

Similar to RSN 10203.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Agriculture
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake scene.] 1836 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11149

Video number 10420

Similar to RSN 10204.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Boats -- United States
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Villages -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 1837 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11150
Video number 10421
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountains
Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 1838 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11151
Video number 10422
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Churches -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Portraits -- United States

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lion of Lucerne Monument in Switzerland.] 1839 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11152
Video number 10423
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Lion of Lucerne (Lucerne, Switzerland)
       Lions -- Switzerland
       Monuments -- Switzerland
       Sculptures -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City and cathedral in mountains.] 1840 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11153

Video number 10424
Similar to rsn 10206.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Cathedrals -- United States.
       Mountains -- United States
       Rivers -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake.] 1843 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11154

Video number 10425
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].
[Train climbing rail line in Switzerland.] 1844 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11155

Video number 10426
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

[Waterfalls.] 1846 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11156

Video number 10427
Similar to RSN 10212.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
Trains -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains
Valleys
Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier.] 1849 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11157

Video number 10428

Similar to RSN 10215.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountains glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers.] 1850 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11158

Video number 10429

Similar to RSN 10216.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers Mountains glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in valley in mountainous area.] 1853 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11159

Video number 10430

Similar to RSN 10219.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Churches -- United States
Dwellings -- United States
Homes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Valleys -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers.] 1854 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11160

Video number 10431

Similar to RSN 10220.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Glacier.] 1855 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11161

Video number 10432

Similar to RSN 10221.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:    Caves
          Ice
          glaciers

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of home in mountainous area.] 1856 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11162

Video number 10433

Similar to RSN 10222.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:    Architecture
          Dwellings
          Gardens
          Mountains

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers on mountain glacier.] 1859 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11163

Video number 10434

Similar to RSN 10225.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountains
Rivers
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers.] 1860 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11164

Video number 10435

Similar to RSN 10226.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
Snow
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church.] 1861 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11165

Video number 10436

Similar to RSN 10227.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Churches -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Villages -- United States

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers.] 1862 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11166

Video number 10437

Similar to RSN 10228.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line and mountain village.] 1867 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11167

Video number 10438

Similar to RSN 10232.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Churches -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Railroads -- United States
Villages -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 1868 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11168

Video number 10439

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Forests
Mountaineers
Rivers
Walkways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 1870 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11169

Video number 10440

Similar to RSN 10234.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Churches -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Villages -- United States
Walkways -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] 1873 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11170

Video number 10441

Similar to RSN 10235.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Ice
Mountains
Rivers
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] 1873 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11171

Video number 10442

[March 14, 1908 Jarvis] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] 1874 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11172

Video number 10443

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home in snowy mountainous area.] 1875 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11173

Video number 10444

Similar to RSN 10238.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Dwellings
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountaineers.] 1876 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11174

Video number 10445

Similar to RSN 10239.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountaineers.] 1877 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11175

Video number 10446

Similar to RSN 10240.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway above mountain stream.] 1878 interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11176

Video number 10447

Similar to RSN 10241.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountains
Rivers
Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain village.] 1879 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11177

Video number 10448

Similar to RSN 10242.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountains
      Valleys
      Villages

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier.] 1880 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11178

Video number 10449

Similar to RSN 10243.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Horses
      Mountains
      glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier.] 1881 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11179

Video number 10450

Similar to RSN 10244.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Horses
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier.] 1883 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11180

Video number 10451

Similar to RSN 10246.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
Snow
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier.] 1887 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11181

Video number 10452
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountains
       Valleys
       glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Glacier.] Active no. 1888. Stereo interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11182

Video number 10453
Similar to RSN 10251.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers
       glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier.] 1890 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11183

Video number 10454

Similar to RSN 10253.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier.] 1891 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11184

Video number 10455

Similar to RSN 10254.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountains
Snow
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier.] 1893 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11185

Video number 10456
Similar to RSN 10256.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountaineers
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain glacier.] 1894 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11186

Video number 10457

Similar to RSN 10247.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Agriculture
Farms
Hay -- Harvesting
Mountains
glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City bridge over river.] 1895 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11187

Video number 10458

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Bridges
Parks
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lakeside home.] 1897 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11188

Video number 10459
Similar to RSN 10258.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
Boats -- United States
Dwellings -- United States
Homes -- United States
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge.] 1901 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11189

Video number 10460
Similar to RSN 10261.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
Bridges
Harbors
Mountains
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids and bridge.] 1902 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11190

Video number 10461
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].
Similar to RSN 10262.

Topic: Bridges
Gardens
Rapids
Rivers
Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of St. Peter's Square in Rome. Active no. 1903 : stereo interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11191

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].
Similar to RSN 10263 and 10264.

Topic: Monuments -- Vatican
Plazas -- Vatican
Rivers -- Vatican
Sculptures -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Peter's Square (Rome, Italy)
Tiber River (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 1904 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11192

Video number 10463

Similar to RSN 10265 and 10266.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Architecture
Arts
Cathedrals
Interior architecture
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins; Colosseum, Rome.] Caption no. 1906 : stereo interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11193

Similar to RSN 10268.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)

Topic: Arch of Constantine (Rome, Italy)
Arches
Arenas -- Italy
Monuments
Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Italy.] 1907 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11194

Video number 10465

Similar to RSN 10269 and 10270.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Interior architecture -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Paul's Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of building ruins and monuments.] 1908 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11195

Video number 10466

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Architecture
Monuments
Ruins

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture.] 1911 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11196

Video number 10467
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Architecture
       Interior architecture
       Sculpture

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 1912 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11197

Video number 10468
Similar to RSN 10271,
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104],

Topic: Architecture
       Cathedrals
       Interior architecture

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over Grand Canal in Venice.] 1913 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11198

Video number 10469
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
Boats -- Italy
Bridges -- Italy
Rivers -- Italy

Place:
Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Basilica di San Marco, Venice, Italy. Active no. 1914. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11199
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Names:
Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy)

Topic:
Architecture -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy)
Venice (Italy)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge of Sighs, Venice. 1915 Interpositive], 1905
Series 2: American Stereoscopic Co. glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11200

Video number 10471

Similar to RSN 10292.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Boats -- Italy
Bridges -- Italy
Canals -- Italy

Place: Bridge of Sighs (Venice, Italy)
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Doge's Palace in Venice.] 1916 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11201

Video number 10472

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Names: Doge's Palace (Venice, Italy)

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy

Place: Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal in Venice.] 1917 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11202

Video number 10473
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
- Architecture -- Italy
- Boats -- Italy
- Canals -- Italy
- Palaces -- Italy

Place:
- Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
- Italy
- Palazzo Ca d'Oro (Venice, Italy)
- Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1918 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11203

Video number 10474
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
- Children
- Ruins
- Streets

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1919 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11204

Video number 10475
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Ruins -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 1920 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11205

Video number 10476
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Duomo or cathedral, Milan, Italy.] Active no. 1921 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11206

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

NO IMAGE FILE LINKED TO THIS RECORD.
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy  
        Cathedrals -- Italy  
        Plazas -- Italy  
        Streetcars -- Italy  

Place: Italy  
        Milan (Italy)  
        Milan Cathedral  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Leaning Tower of Pisa, Italy.] 1922 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 11207  
Video number 10478  
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].  

Topic: Architecture -- Italy  
        Cathedrals -- Italy  
        Leaning Tower (Pisa, Italy)  
        Towers -- Italy  

Place: Italy  
        Pisa (Italy)  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[City bridge over river in Palestine.] 1923 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 11208  
Video number 10479  
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].  

Topic: Bridges -- Palestine  
        Rivers -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1924 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11209

Video number 10480
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Architecture
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1925 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11210

Video number 10481
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Architecture
Mosques
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1932 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11211

Video number 10482
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104], moved from [111].

Topic: Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 1933 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11212

Video number 10483
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104], moved from [111].

Topic: Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Pyramids and Sphinx, Gizeh, Egypt.] Active no. 1934 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11213

Similar to RSN 10273.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Tourists -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt
Gizeh (Egypt)
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market in Palestine.] 1935 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11214

Video number 10485

Similar to RSN 10274.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
Markets -- Palestine
Palm trees -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine

Place:
Jaffa (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 1936 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11215

Video number 10486

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic:
Camels
Roads
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 1938 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11216.

Video number 10487
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104], moved from [111].

Topic: Camels Roads
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cows.] 1939 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11217

Video number 10488
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Cows
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine.] 1940 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11218

Video number 10489
Similar to RSN 10276.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Camels -- Palestine
Portraits -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees in Palestine.] 1942 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11219

Video number 10490
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Trees -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 1943 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11220

Video number 10491
Similar to RSN 10278.
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

**Topic:** Streets

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Jerusalem scene.] 1944 Interpositive

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11221

Video number 10492

Similar to RSN 10279.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

**Names:** Church of St. Anne (Jerusalem)

**Topic:** Cathedrals -- Palestine

Churches -- Palestine

Mosques -- Palestine

Portraits -- Palestine

**Place:** Jerusalem

Omar Mosque

Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 1945 Interpositive

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11222

Video number 10493

Similar to RSN 10280-10283.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

**Topic:** Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[ Tower in Palestine.] 1947 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11223

Video number 10494

Similar to RSN 10286 and 10287; [Old No. Jarvis] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Towers -- Palestine
Walls -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

[ Portrait in Palestine.] 1948 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11224

Video number 10495

Similar to RSN 10288.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Portraits -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
[Street scene.] 1949 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11225

Video number 10496
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior.] 1950 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11226

Video number 10497
Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1952 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11227

Video number 10498
Similar to RSN 10290.
Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Donkeys -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 1953 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11228

Video number 10499

Similar to RSN 10291 and 10292.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 1954 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11229

Video number 10500

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112], moved from [111].

Topic: Roads
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group outside rustic home in Palestine.] 1957 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
American Stereoscopic Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11230

Video number 10501

Similar to RSN 10295.

Currently stored in box 2.2.4 [112].

Topic: Artisans -- Palestine
Dwellings -- Palestine.

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Return to Table of Contents
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Subseries 3.1: Underwood and Underwood Negatives

Box 126
RSN Numbers 11537-11618

Image(s)

London Bridge. [1931 historical caption, on bridge’s 100th anniversary, in envelope] [Caption No. 101: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/4”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11537

Video number 10808

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11538, 11602, 25434 and 25435.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bridges -- England
Crowds -- 1890-1920 -- England
Horses -- England
Rivers -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England -- 1890-1920
London Bridge (London, England)
Thames River (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Anniversary crowd on London Bridge. / Used by Touriscope [on envelope].
101 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11538

Video number 10809
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Same as RSN 11537, 11602, 25434 and 25435.

Copy and Version Identification Note

496

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Bridges -- England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Bridge (London, England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thames River (England)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

[opaqued] on envelope

Local Numbers

RSN 11539

Video number 10810

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Similar to RSN 11541 and 27267; same as RSN 25438

Copy and Version Identification Note

497

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridges -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Tower Bridge (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower of London</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Westminster Bridge and Parliament clock tower, London. ["Best" on envelope.] 103 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silent gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11540

Video number 10811
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].
Similar to RSN 11542 and 19219.

Copy and Version Identification Note

22060

Topic: Architecture -- England
Bridges -- England
Parliaments -- England
Rivers -- England
Towers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Westminster Bridge

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[New Tower Bridge, London.] Active no. 102 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”),
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Formerly stored in box 3.1.1 [189].
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11541

AC0143-0011541 (AC Scan No.)
Company catalog card included. Original envelope marked "102" and "same as 10768".

Similar to RSN 11539 and 27267. Orig. nos. 10768; 50,006 (label on plate).

**Topic:**
- Boats -- England
- Bridges -- England
- Rivers -- England

**Place:**
- England
- London (England)
- New Tower Bridge (England)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Westminster Bridge and Parliament clock tower, London. 103 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 11542

**Video number** 10813

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Similar to RSN 11540; same as RSN 11542.

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
- 49960

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- England
- Bridges -- England
- Parliaments -- England
- Rivers -- England
- Towers -- England

**Place:**
- England
- London (England)
- Westminster Bridge

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
Houses of Parliament, London. 104 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11543

Video number 10814
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].
Similar to RSN 11546.

Copy and Version Identification Note
502

Topic: Architecture -- England
Boats -- England
Clock towers -- England
Rivers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Parliament

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

House of Lords, Houses of Parliament, London. 105 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11544

Video number 10815
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 11545
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]

Copy and Version Identification Note
503

Topic: Architecture -- England
Interior architecture -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Parliament

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Parliament in London.] interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11545

Video number 10816
Company catalog card included.
Size 4 1/4 x 6 1/2; similar to RSN 11544.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98,089

Topic: Architecture -- England
Interior architecture -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Parliament

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[View across river to Parliament building in London.] 104 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8"
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 11546

Video number 10817

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Similar to RSN 11543.

Copy and Version Identification Note

49933

Topic: Architecture -- England
Boats -- England
Rivers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Parliament

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles in London. Active no. 106 : photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11547

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19401.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Copy and Version Identification Note

49826; dupe of 139486.

Topic: Automobiles -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Ludgate Hill (London, England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in London.] 107 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11548

Video number 10819
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11549 and 19221.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]

Copy and Version Identification Note

49992

Names:          Bank of England
Topic:          Buildings -- England
                Carriages -- England
                Horses -- England
                Streets -- England
                Wagons -- England
Place:          England
                London (England)
Genre/ Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Active no. 107 : stereo photonegative.,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11549

Company catalog card included.
"Neg made from positive 2/4/27" on envelope; similar to RSN 11548; same as RSN 19221.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]

Names: Bank of England
Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Horses -- England
Streets
Wagons
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

"Corner broken when received June 17, 1921" on envelope.

Local Numbers
RSN 11550

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11551, 11552 and 19222. Company accession no. 49900.

Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Horses -- England
Streets
Wagons
Place: England
London (England)
Royal Exchange
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
"Retouched 5x7 enlargement" on envelope.

Local Numbers
RSN 11551

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11550, 11552 and 19222.

Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Horses -- England
Streets
Wagons

Place: England
London (England)
Royal Exchange

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Retouching -- Pencil

1 Item (+Size 4 x 6-1/2").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11552

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11550, 11551 and 19222.

Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Horses -- England
Streets
Wagons

Place: England
London (England)
Royal Exchange

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in London. Active No. 110 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11553

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19223. BROKEN LINK.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Company Acc. Nos. 22064; 49981.

Topic: Carriages -- England
Horses -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
Fleet Street (London, England)
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in London.] 111 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11554

Video number 10825
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Copy and Version Identification Note

49815

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic: Carriages -- England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horses -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streets -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place: England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Street</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regent Street, London, England's Famous Shopping Street. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [Active no. 112 : stereo photonegative,] 1896

2 Items (pieces; 3 3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11555

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 19227.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]. Cutout 24387.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic: Carriages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horses -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place: England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regent Street</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cheapside, the world's commercial center, London. [Active no. 113 : photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11556
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25442.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]. Orig. no. 500.

Topic: Buildings -- England
Carriages -- England
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England

Place: Cheapside (London, England)
England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Cheapside, the world's commercial center, London. [Active no. 114 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11557
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]. Company acc. no. 49802.

Topic: Buildings -- England
Carriages -- England
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England

Place: Cheapside (London, England)
England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the heart of modern Babylon, Piccadilly Circus, London. 114 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11558

Video number 10829

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Similar to RSN 11559, 11560, 19228 and 19229

Copy and Version Identification Note
49869

Topic:
Monuments -- England
Plazas -- England
Streets -- England

Place:
England
London (England)
Piccadilly Circus

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

-- /24-114-In the heart of modern Babylon, Piccadilly Circus, London. c.
Underwood & Underwood. 114 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11559
Video number 10830

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Similar to RSN 11558, 11560, 19228 and 19229.

Copy and Version Identification Note

50012?

Topic: Automobiles -- England
       Monuments -- England
       Streetcars -- England
       Streets -- England

Place: England
       London (England)
       Piccadilly Circus

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Piccadilly Circus in London : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Small hole in center of emulsion, uncancelled side.

Local Numbers

RSN 11560

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Similar to RSN 11558, 11559, 19228 and 19229. Company acc. no. 50011.

Topic: Carriages
       Horses -- England
       Monuments
       Streets

Place: England
       London (England)
       Piccadilly Circus

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Page 6250 of 15344
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in London.] 114 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11561

Video number 10832
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11562 and 19230.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Topic: Carriages -- England
Horses -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Piccadilly Circus

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Street scene in London.] photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11562

Video number 10833
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11561 and 19230.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].
Copy and Version Identification Note

50012

Topic:
- Carriages -- England
- Horses -- England
- Streets -- England
- Wagons -- England

Place:
- England
- London (England)
- Piccadilly Circus

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Strand, London. [Active no. 115 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 11563

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11564 and 19231-19233.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [107]. Company acc. no. 24563.

Topic:
- Carriages -- England
- Horses -- England
- Streets -- England
- Towers -- England

Place:
- England
- London (England)
- Strand

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass

The Strand, London. 115 photonegative, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11564

Video number 10835
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11563 and 19231-19233.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Copy and Version Identification Note
139487

Topic: Streets -- England
Towers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Strand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument in plaza in London.] photonegative, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11565

Video number 10836
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Copy and Version Identification Note
139492

Topic: Architecture -- England
Fountains -- England
Monuments -- England
Plazas -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
[Early automobiles in London.] 117 photonegative, 1912
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling at center.

Local Numbers
RSN 11566

Video number 10837
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11567; similar to RSN 19234 and 19235.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

London's greatest hotels, Cecil and Savoy, Victoria Embankment. 117 photonegative, 1912
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11567

Video number 10838
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11566; similar to RSN 19234 and 19235.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Dupe of 140155.

Names:  Cecil Hotel (London, England)
        Savoy Hotel (London, England)

Topic:  Architecture -- England
        Automobiles -- England
        Hotels, taverns, etc. -- England
        Streetcars -- England
        Streets -- England

Place:  England
        London (England)
        Victoria Embankment (London, England)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The Albert Memorial, Hyde Park, London. [Caption No. 118 : stereo photonegative.], 1912
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11568

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19236 and 19237. Orig. no. 139490.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic:  Automobiles -- England
        Monuments -- England
        Parks -- England -- London
        Streets -- England -- London

Place:  Albert Memorial (Hyde Park, London, England)
        England -- 1910-1920
        Hyde Park -- England -- London
        London (England)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene in London.] 119 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11569
Video number 10840
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25444.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].
Copy and Version Identification Note
50035; dupe of 49983.

Topic:
Fountains -- England
Parks -- England

Place:
England
Hyde Park -- England -- London
London (England)

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Large Fountain, Hyde Park, London. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. 119 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion stuck to acetate and separated.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11570
Video number 10841
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].
Copy and Version Identification Note

AS769

Topic: Fountains -- England
Parks -- England
Sculpture -- England

Place: England
Hyde Park -- England -- London
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

R-2903-121-Tower of London--famous old palace and prison of royalty. 121 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11571

Video number 10842

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11572 aand 11573.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]

Copy and Version Identification Note

498

Topic: Architecture -- England
Buildings -- England
Fortification -- England
Palaces -- England
Towers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Tower of London

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Tower of London--famous old palace and prison of royalty. 121 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11572

Video number 10843
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11571 and 11573.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Topic:    Architecture -- England
          Buildings -- England
          Fortification -- England
          Palaces -- England
          Towers -- England

Place:    England
          London (England)
          Tower of London

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

Tower of London--famous old palace and prison of royalty. 121
photonegative

1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11573

Video number 10844
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11571 and 11572.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Topic:    Architecture -- England
          Buildings -- England
          Fortification -- England
          Palaces -- England
          Towers -- England

Place:    England
London (England)
Tower of London

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Crowns and Sceptres of Britain's sovereigns--{dollar}15,000,000 in gold and gems--Tower of London. 122 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11574

Video number 10845

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19238

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]

Topic: Crowns -- England
      Jewels -- England
      Royalty -- England

Place: England
      London (England)
      Tower of London

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The Throne Room in Buckingham Palace. 127 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11575

Video number 10846

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19241 and 19242

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]
Copy and Version Identification Note
98075

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Topic: Architecture -- England
Interior architecture -- England
Palaces -- England
Royalty -- England
Thrones -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Throne Room

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

128 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11576

Video number 10847

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19243

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Topic: Architecture -- England
Interior architecture -- England
Palaces -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
London (England)
White Drawing Room

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Palace in London. [Active no. 130 : stereo photonegative], 1908
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11577

Video number 10848
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19245 and 19246.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Orig. nos. 295; 110010.

Topic:    Architecture -- England
          Interior architecture -- England
          Palaces -- England
          Royalty -- England

Place:    England
          London (England)

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass

[Palace in London. [Active no. 131 : stereo photonegative], 1908
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11578

Video number 10849
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19247.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].
Orig. no. 136?
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection

Topic: Architecture -- England
      Interior architecture -- England
      Royalty -- England

Place: England
      London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in London.] 135 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11579

Video number 10850
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Copy and Version Identification Note
159665

Topic: Architecture -- England
      Interior architecture -- England
      Royalty -- England

Place: England
      London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Westminster Abbey, the cherished resting place of famous Britons, London.
[Active no. 136 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2” x 3-3/4”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11580
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11581 and 19250-19252.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Names: Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Carts
Horses -- England
Streets

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Westminster Abbey, the cherished resting pace of famous Britons, London.
[Active no.136 non-stereo photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11581

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11580 and 19250-19252.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Names: Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture -- England
Carts -- England
Horses -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Active no. 137 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11582

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11583, 19253 and 19254.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Names: Westminster Abbey
Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Interior architecture

Place: England
London (England)
Temple of Fame

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Active no. 137 : photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11583

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11582, 19253 and 19254. "Used by Touriscpe" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Names: Westminster Abbey
Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Interior architecture

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11584

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19255.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Names: Westminster Abbey
Topic: Abbeys -- England
Altars -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Interior architecture
Religion -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A good-natured elephant--free rides for the children--Zoological Gardens, London. 139 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11585

Video number 10856

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Similar to RSN 11586, 19256 and 19257

Copy and Version Identification Note
520; 49892

Topic: Children -- England
A good-natured elephant--free rides for the children--Zoological Gardens, London. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. 139 photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11586

Video number 10857

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Similar to RSN 11585, 19256 and 19257.

Topic:

Children -- England
Elephants -- England
Zoological gardens -- England
Zoos -- England

Place:

England
London (England)

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs


1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11587

Video number 10858

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Topic: Gardens -- England
       Parks -- England

Place: England
       Kew Gardens (London, England)
       London (England)
       Palm House (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Queen Mary's Bower, Hampton Court. 142 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11588

Video number 10859

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11589.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Copy and Version Identification Note
49844

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)

Topic: Gardens -- England
       Walkways -- England

Place: England
       Queen Mary's Bower

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Queen Mary's Bower, Hampton Court. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 142 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11589

Video number 10860
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11588.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: Gardens -- England
Walkways -- England
Place: England
Queen Mary's Bower
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The oldest grape vine in the world, Hampton Court Palace. 143 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11590

Video number 10861
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 11591 and 19259
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: Grapes -- England
Vineyards -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The oldest grape vine in the world, Hampton Court Palace. 143 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11591

Video number 10862
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 11590 and 19259
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]

Copy and Version Identification Note
161917

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: Grapes -- England
Vineyards -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View across Thames river to Windsor Castle. Active no. 144 ; non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 4”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11592

Video number 10863
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11593, 11594 and 11595; same as RSN 25450.

Orig. no. 509.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boats -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castles -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Royalty -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thames River (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Windsor Castle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[View across Thames river to Windsor Castle. Active no. 144 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

| RSN 11593 |

Video number 10864

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Similar to RSN 11592, 11594 and 11595.

Company acc. no. 49968.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boats -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castles -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Royalty -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thames River (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Windsor Castle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Castle from across the Thames, England. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [Active no. 144 : stereo photonegative.,] 1896
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11594
Video number 10865
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].
Similar to RSN 11592, 11593 and 11595.
Orig. no. 361.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Boats -- England
Castles -- England
Rivers -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
Thames River (England)
Windsor Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View across Thames river to Windsor Castle. Active no. 144 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11595
Video number 10866
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Similar to RSN 11592, 11593 and 11594.

Company acc. no. 49941.

**Topic:** Architecture -- England
Boats -- England
Castles -- England
Rivers -- England
Royalty -- England

**Place:** England
Thames River (England)
Windsor Castle

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Course filling in after the races, "I told you so," July 10, 1902, Henley regatta. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. 150 photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Frames separated.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 11596

**Video number** 10867

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [180].

Same as RSN 11597.

**Topic:** Boats -- England
Races -- England
Rivers -- England

**Place:** England
Henley (England)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Course filling in after the races, "I told you so," July 10, 1902, Henley regatta. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. 150 photonegative, 1902

1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11597

Video number 10868

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [180].

Same as RSN 11596.

Copy and Version Identification Note

510

Topic: Boats -- England
Races -- England
Rivers -- England

Place: England
Henley (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Course filling in after the races, "I told you so," July 10, 1902, Henley regatta. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. 150 photonegative, 1902

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11598

Video number 10869

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [180].

Similar to RSN 11596 and 11597.
Copy and Version Identification Note
53045

Topic:
Boats -- England
Races -- England
Rivers -- England

Place:
England
Henley (England)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Going to see the races, Henley Bridge, just below the finishing point, July 10, 1902, Henley. 151 photonegative, 1902

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11599

Video number 10870

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [180].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53083

Topic:
Boats -- England
Bridges -- England
Competitions -- England
Races -- England
Rivers -- England
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- England

Place:
England
Henley (England)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Racing boats on Thames River.] 153 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11600

Video number 10871

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [180].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53110

Topic:                 Boats -- England
                      Races -- England
                      Rivers -- England

Place:                England
                      Henley (England)

Genre/Form:           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                      -- Glass
                      Stereoscopic photographs

[Racing boats on Thames River.] 155 photonegative, 1902

1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11601

Video number 10872

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [180].

Copy and Version Identification Note
48222

Topic:                 Boats -- England
                      Races -- England
                      Rivers -- England
Place: England
   Henley (England)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "coster" side of the Derby (the "fakirs" section of the great race course), Derby Day, Epsom. [Active no. 157 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching. Discoloration and silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 11602

Video number 10873

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in New Box 126, formerly 3.1.1 [189], moved from [180].

Company acc. no. 53068.

Broken Image link not working.

Topic:
Costers
Crowds -- England
Derby Day (England)
Horses -- England
Races -- England
Racetracks (Horse racing)
Sports -- England
Vendors -- Street sellers

Place: England
   Epsom (England)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

At Oxford University, Britain's most famous seat of learning--showing Mary Magdalen College, Oxford. 158 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
At Oxford University, Britain’s most famous seat of learning—showing Mary Magdalen College, Oxford. 158 photonegative

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11604

Video number 10875

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11603.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note

511

Topic: Architecture -- England
Education, Higher -- England
Parks -- England
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930 -- England

Place: England
Mary Magdalen College (England)
Oxford (England)
Oxford University (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The porch of St. Mary's Church--decorated by a master-hand--Oxford. 159 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11605

Video number 10876

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [32].

Similar to RSN 19266.

Copy and Version Identification Note
48193

Topic: Architecture -- England
Churches -- England
Universities -- England

Place: England
Oxford (England)
St. Mary's Church

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The birthplace of the immortal Shakespeare, Stratford-on-Avon. [Active no. 160 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Cracked horizontally in middle, both frames.
Local Numbers
RSN 11606

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19267

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [32]. Company acc. no. 49937.

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616
Topic: Architecture -- England
       Dwellings -- England
       Historical sites -- England
Place: England
       Stratford-on-Avon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The library in Shakespeare's house, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 162: photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11607

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [180].

Similar to RSN 18269.

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616
Topic: Architecture -- England
       Dwellings -- England
       Historical sites -- England
       Libraries -- England
Place: England
       Stratford-on-Avon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       Glass

[Interior of Shakespeare's home, England. Active no. 164: stereo
photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion seriously faded [?] and deteriorated.
Local Numbers
    RSN 11608
Video number 10879
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19271.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189], moved from [7].
Company acc. no. 110021.

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616
Topic: Architecture -- England
       Dwellings -- England
       Historical sites -- England
       Museums -- England
       Sculpture -- England
Place: England
       Stratford-on-Avon (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The living room in Shakespeare's house, Stratford-on-Avon. Copyright 1901 by R. Y. Young. Active no. 165 : stereo photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 11609
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11610. Orig. no. AS 777.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].
Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic: Architecture -- England
Dwellings -- England
Interior architecture -- England

Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The living room in Shakespeare's house. Active no. 165: photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11610

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11609

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189]. Orig. no. 525.

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic: Architecture -- England
Dwellings -- England
Interior architecture -- England

Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Church at Stratford-on-Avon, where lie the mortal remains of the immortal Shakespeare. [Active no. 167: photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11611

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 110027. Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616
Topic: Architecture -- England
Cemeteries -- England
Churches -- England
Tombstones

Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Stratford-on-Avon, England.] Active no. 169 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11612
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].
Similar to RSN 19274. Company acc. no. 49853.

Names: Shakespeare Memorial Theatre
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic: Architecture
Rivers -- England
Theaters

Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Anne Hathaway's cottage, Shottery. 170 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11613

Video number 10884
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Same as RSN 11518

Copy and Version Identification Note

526

Names: Hathaway, Anne.

Topic: Architecture -- England
       Children -- England
       Cottages -- England
       Dwellings -- England
       Homes -- England

Place: England
       Shottery (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Cloisters of the great Canterbury Cathedral, where Becket was murdered in 1170. [Active no. 171 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11614

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19275

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Names: Becket, Thomas a, Saint
       Canterbury Cathedral (Canturbury, England)

       Cathedrals -- England
       Cemeteries -- England
       Monasteries -- zEngland
       Sepulchral monuments -- England

Place: Canterbury (England)
       England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The old Pharos of Dover, the most unique specimen of Roman work in England. [Active no. 174 : stereo photonegative.], 1911
1 Item (5" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11615

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11616 and 19276. Company acc. no. 127428.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Topic: Architecture -- England
Ruins -- England

Place: Dover (England)
England
Pharos of Dover

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The old Pharos of Dover, the most unique specimen of Roman work in England. 174 photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling badly both ends.
Strong discoloration.

Local Numbers
RSN 11616

Video number 10887
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11615, same as RSN 19276.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Topic: Architecture -- England
Ruins -- England

Place: Dover (England)
England
Pharos of Dover

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"A welcome wave from a restless sea," Brighton. 175 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11617
Video number 10888
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19277.
Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Copy and Version Identification Note
49784

Topic: Bathers -- England
Beaches -- England
Children -- England
Resorts -- 1900-1910 -- England

Place: Brighton (England)
England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Anne Hathaway's cottage, Shottery. photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11618
Video number 10889
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.1 [189].

Same as RSN 11613

Copy and Version Identification Note
50002

Names: Hathaway, Anne.
Topic: Architecture -- England
       Children -- England
       Cottages -- England
       Dwellings -- England
       Homes -- England
Place: England
       Shottery (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Box 127

RSA Numbers 11619-11698

Image(s)

[Cathedral in London.] 173 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11619

Video number 10890

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98067

Topic: Architecture -- England
       Cathedrals -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene in England.] 176 photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
frames separated
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11620
Video number 10891
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25456.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].
Copy and Version Identification Note
50050

Topic: Bathers -- England
Beaches -- England
Resorts -- England

Place: Brighton (England)
England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stonehenge--a remarkable relic of earlier ages--greatest curiosity in England. 178 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11621
Video number 10892
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19279.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Topic: Children -- England
Historical sites -- England
Ruins -- England
Stones -- England

Place: England
Stonehenge (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The most ancient religious ruin in England--St. Joseph's Chapel, Glastonbury Abbey. 179 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11622

Video number 10893

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11623 and 19280.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Glastonbury Abbey (Glastonbury, England)

Topic: Churches -- England
Ruins -- England

Place: England
Glastonbury (England)
St. Joseph's Chapel

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The most ancient religious ruin in England--St. Joseph's Chapel, Glastonbury Abbey. [Active no. 179 : stereo photonegative,], 1911
1 Item (5" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11623

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11622 and 19280.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Company acc. no. 127501.

Names: Glastonbury Abbey (Glastonbury, England)

Topic: Churches -- England
Ruins -- England

Place: England
Glastonbury (England)
St. Joseph's Chapel

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Exeter Cathedral. [Active no. 180 : stereo photonegative], 1911
1 Item (5" x 7".)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11624

Video number 10895

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11625 and 19281.

Company acc. no. 127469.

Names: Exeter Cathedral (Exeter, England)

Cathedrals -- England
Interior architecture

Place: England -- 1910-1920
Exeter (England)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Exeter Cathedral. [Stereo photonegative.], 1911
1 Item (5" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11625

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11624 and 19281.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Company acc. no. 127367.

Names: Exeter Cathedral (Exeter, England)
       Cathedrals -- England
       Interior architecture
Place: England
       Exeter (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

R-2710-Ancient Elizabethan house, used by Raleigh, Drake, Burleigh and
Monk as a club house, Exeter. 182 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11626

Video number 10897
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11627
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].
Ancient Elizabethan house, used by Raleigh, Drake, Burleigh and Monk as a club house, Exeter. 182 photonegative, 913

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11627

Video number 10898

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Similar to RSN 11626
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11628

Video number 10899
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note
161927

Topic: Architecture -- England
Interior architecture -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Michael's Mount and ancient Benedictine monastery, Penzance, Cornwall. [Active no. 185 : stereo photonegative,], 1913
1 Item (5" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11629

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19284.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Company acc. no. 159338.

Names: Benedictine Monastery (Penzance, Cornwall)
Topic: Architecture -- England
Formations (Geology) -- England.
Monasteries -- England

Place: Cornwall (England)
England
Penzance (England)
St. Michael's Mount

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fishwives of Cornwall--at Newlyn, near Land's End. Active no. 186 : stereo photonegative, 1913
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11630

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].
Company acc. no. 159198.

Topic: Boats -- England
Fishing -- England
Portraits -- England
Ports -- England

Place: Cornwall (England)
England
Lands End (England)?
Newlyn (Cornwall, England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The old Roman bath, Bath. [Active no. 187 : stereo photonegative.], 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11631
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19286

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

Company acc. no. 159145.

Topic: Architecture -- England
      Baths -- England
      Health resorts
      Interiors -- England
      Resorts -- England
      Roman baths -- England
      Spas -- England

Place: Bath (England)
       England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in England.] 188 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11632

Video number 10903

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19287.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note
159448

Names: Gordon, James, I.

Topic: Architecture -- England
       Historical sites -- England

Place: England
       Hereford (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Friars Street, Worcester, England. [Active no. 190 : stereo photonegative], 1911
1 Item (5” x 7”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11633

Image link not working, 5/23/06.
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19288.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Company acc. no. 127526.

Topic: Bicycles -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
Friars Street (Worchester, England)
Worcester (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene in England.] photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11634

Video number 10905
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19290.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note

49930

Topic: Boats -- England
           Docks -- England
           Piers -- England
           Ports -- England
           Wharves -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Incoming tide at Blackpool. [Active no. 195 : stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11635

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19291.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Company acc. no. 110044.

Topic: Beaches -- England -- Blackpool
           Sailboats
           Seashores

Place: Blackpool (England)
           England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

After a hard run with the otter pack--a bit of favorite sport in Wiltshire.
Caption no. 196 : glass photonegative
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 11636

Video number 10907

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11637

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note
516

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Dogs -- 1890-1920 -- England Hunting -- England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>England Wiltshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After a hard run with the otter pack--a bit of favorite sport in Wiltshire. Caption no. 196 : glass stereoscopic photonegative 2 items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass

Emulsion badly deteriorated.

Local Numbers
RSN 11637

Video number 10908

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11636

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193], moved from [115].

Cancelled by scratching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>England Wiltshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stereoscopic photographs

The church at Rydal, near the home of Wordsworth, Lake District. 200
Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11638

Video number 10909
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19294; "[Made from positive 2-24-31]" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Topic:
Architecture -- England
Churches -- England
Gates -- England

Place:
England
Lake District (England)
Rydal (England)
Wordsworth, William

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"Dove Cottage," for years the home of Wordsworth in poetic Grasmere. 203
photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11639

Video number 10910
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].
Same as RSN 11641.
Names: Dove Cottage (Grasmere, England)
Topic: Architecture -- England
Children -- England
Dwellings -- England
Homes -- England
Place: England
Grasmere (England)
Wordsworth, William
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The charming ruins of Tintern Abbey, Monmouthshire. 205 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11640
Video number 10911
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 11643 and and 19298.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Church architecture -- England
Gardens -- England
Ruins -- England
Place: England
Monmouthshire (England)
Tintern Abbey
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
"Dove Cottage," for years the home of Wordsworth in poetic Grasmere. 203 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11641
Video number 10912
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].
Same as RSN 11639

Copy and Version Identification Note
530
Names: Dove Cottage (Grasmere, England)
Topic: Architecture -- England
Dwellings -- England
Homes -- England
Place: England
Grasmere (England)
Wordsworth, William
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Farming in England--harrowing the land. 204 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion badly deteriorating upper half both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 11642

Video number 10913
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note
558
Topic: Agriculture -- England
Horses -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The charming ruins of Tintern Abbey, Monmouthshire. 205 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11643

Video number 10914
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11640 and 19298.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note
159313

Topic: Abbeys -- England
      Architecture, Gothic -- England.
      Churches -- England
      Gardens -- England
      Ruins -- England

Place: England
       Monmouthshire (England)
       Tintern Abbey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The ivy-clad towers of Raglan Castle, the last stronghold of Charles I.,
Monmouthshire. 208 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion very badly deterioriated both frames

Local Numbers
RSN 11644

Video number 10915
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19301
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]
Names: Charles, King, I,

Topic: Architecture -- England
      Castles -- England
      Royalty -- England

Place: England
      Monmouthshire (England)
      Raglan Castle (Monmouthshire, England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Cooling stream and old-fashioned homestead--July in the Severn Valley.
[Active no. 210 : stereo photonegative], 1908
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11645

Video number 10916

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Similar to RSN 19302.

Company acc. no. 110058.

Topic: Cows -- England
       Dwellings -- England
       Homes -- England
       Rivers -- England
       Valleys -- England

Place: England
       Sever Valley

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The boundless ocean from the wild and dreary cliffs of Land's End. [Active no. 211 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 11646
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 11647.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]
Orig. no. 135.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- England.
Ocean
Seacoasts
Place: England
Lands End (England)?
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The boundless ocean from the wild and dreary cliffs of Land's End. 211
Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11647
Video number 10918
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 11646
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]
Copy and Version Identification Note
518

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Ocean -- England
Seacoasts -- England
Place: England
Lands End (England)?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The picturesque Valley of the Why, from Symonds Yat, Herefordshire 212 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion slightly discolored and deteriorating.

Local Numbers
RSN 11648

Video number 10919
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Similar to RSN 19303.

Topic: Rivers -- England
Valleys -- England

Place: England
Herefordshire (England)
Symonds Yat (England)
Wye Valley (England)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Historic ruins, Kenilworth Castle, Warwickshire. 213 Photonegative, 1911
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11649

Video number 10920
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 11650 and 19304

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

Copy and Version Identification Note

127532

Names: Kenilworth Castle (Warwickshire, England)
Topic: Castles -- England
       Ruins -- England
Place: Warwickshire (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Historic ruins, Kenilworth Castle, Warwickshire. 213 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11650

Video number 10921

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11649 and 19304

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

Names: Kenilworth Castle (Warwickshire, England)
Topic: Castles -- England
       Ruins -- England
Place: England
       Warwickshire (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Battlefield of Hastings--on this mound King Harold fell. (Taken by kind
permission of the Duchess of Cleveland.) [Active no. 214 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5"

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11651
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19305.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Duchess of Cleveland
        Harold, King

Topic: Battlefields

Place: England
       Hastings (England)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- England
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

The gate of Battle Abbey on the historic battlefield of Hastings. 215
Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

lower corner missing

Local Numbers
    RSN 11652

Video number 10923

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19306

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

Names: Battle Abbey (Hastings, England)

Topic: Abbeys -- England
       Architecture -- England
       Battlefields -- England
       Gates -- England

Place: England
       Hastings (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Ruins in England.] 216 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11653

Video number 10924
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19307; ["Made from positive 2/24/31"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Topic: Ruins -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An automobile plow at work--in a field in England. [Caption no. 219 : stereoscopic photonegative], [ca. 1906.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Image identified by J. S. Ceasel, University of Reading, U.K., as depicting Dan Albone Biggleswade of Bedfordshire, driving his invention, the Ivel tractor, "the first successful English tractor, ca. 1906."
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11654

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11655 and 19308.
Associated number: 75754.
In box 3.1.2 [193].
Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Biggleswade, Dan Albone
Topic: Agricultural machinery -- 1900-1910 -- England
Agriculture -- England -- 1890-1920
Inventions -- 1900-1910 -- England
Ivel (tractors)
Plows -- 1900-1910 -- England
Tractors -- 1900-1910 -- England
Place: England -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
An automobile plow at work—in a field in England. [Active no. 219: stereoscopic photonegative], [ca. 1906.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Figure driving tractor is believed to be Dan Albone Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, inventor of the Ivel tractor, the first successful English tractor, ca. 1906. Identified in the 1980s by J. S. Ceasel, University of Reading, U.K.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11655

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11654 and 19308.

Stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note

Associated number: 76752.

Names:  Biggleswade, Dan Albone

Topic:  Agricultural machinery -- 1900-1910 -- England
        Agriculture -- England
        Agriculture -- England -- 1890-1920
        Farming -- England
        Farms -- 1900-1910 -- England
        Inventions -- 1900-1910 -- England
        Inventors -- England
        Ivel (tractors)
        Plows -- 1900-1910 -- England
        Tractors -- 1900-1910 -- England

Place:  England -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Craig and the beautiful Borrowdale Valley, Lake District 220 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11656

Video number 10927

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Similar to RSN 19309.

Names: Castle Craig (England)
Topic: Castles -- England
       Formations (Geology)
       Rivers -- England
       Valleys -- England
Place: Borrowdale (England : Valley)
       England
       Lake District (England)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

House Holme Islet, and Birk Fell (1,670 ft.), N.E. over Ullswater, Lake
District. 222 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11657

Video number 10928

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19311; ["Made from positive 2-24-31"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Lakes -- England
       Mountains -- England
       Seacoasts -- England
Place: Birk Fell (England)
       England
       House Holme Islet (Ullswater, England)
       Lake District (England)
       Ullswater (Lake District, England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Vale of St. John, scene of Scott's "Bridal of Triermain," N. from Castle Rock, Lake District. [Active No. 223 : stereo photonegative,], 1910

1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11658

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19312

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Cancelled by scratching.

Company acc. no. 123360.

Names: Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832

Topic: Mountains -- England
Valleys -- England

Place: Castle Rock (Lake District, England)
England
Lake District (England)
Vale of St. John

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Scotland
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Thirlmere, a lake reservoir; the water supply of Manchester (96 miles distant), Lake District. 226 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11659

Video number 10930

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19315; ["Made from positive 2-24-31"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

**Topic:**
- Cows -- England
- Lakes -- England
- Mountains -- England

**Place:**
- England
- Lake District (England)
- Manchester (England)
- Thirlmere

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The chalky cliffs of "The Needles," Isle of Wight. 235 Photonegative

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 11660

**Video number** 10931

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19660.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

**Topic:**
- Formations (Geology) -- England.
- Islands -- England
- Mountains -- England
- Tourists -- England

**Place:**
- England
- Isle of Wight (England)
- Needles (Isle of Wight, England)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The tiny Norman church, quaintest spot in England, Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. 236 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 11661
Video number 10932
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 11662 and 19320.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Bonchurch (Isle of Wight, England)
Topic: Architecture -- England
Cemeteries -- England
Churches -- England
Islands -- England
Tombstones

Place: England
Isle of Wight (England)
Normans

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The tiny Norman church, quaintest spot in England, Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. 236 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11662
Video number 10933
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 11661 and 19320; ["Song Negative;Ben Bolt"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Bonchurch (Isle of Wight, England)
Topic: Architecture -- England
Cemeteries -- England
Churches -- England
Islands -- England
Tombstones -- England

Place: England
Isle of Wight (England)
Normans

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Seacoast in England.] 238 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11663
Video number 10934
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19322.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Topic: Children -- England
Formations (Geology)
Oceans -- England
Rocks -- England
Seacoasts -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in England.] 242 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11664
Video number 10935
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11665 and 25468.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note
75636

Names: Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, 1819-1901
Topic: Flowers -- England
       Portraits -- England
       Royalty -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

[Portrait in England.] 242 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11665

Video number 10936

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11664 and 25468.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76537

Names: Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, 1819-1901
Topic: Flowers -- England
       Portraits -- England
       Royalty -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

[Queen Victoria. Active no. 242 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Figure is seated on a chair or throne.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 11666

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 76537. Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, 1819-1901
Topic: Portraits -- Women
      Royalty
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Street parade in England.] 250 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11667

Video number 10937

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11668 and 19325.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50092

Topic: Parades -- England
      Streets -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs
[Street parade in England.] 250 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 11668
Video number 10938
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11667 and 19325.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].
Copy and Version Identification Note
50090
   Topic: Parades -- England
         Streets -- England
   Place: England
   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in England.] 251 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 11669
Video number 10939
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25469.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].
Copy and Version Identification Note
925
Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: Flowers -- England
Portraits -- England
Royalty -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra? : Active no. 252 : stereo photonegative], [1901.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11670
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 25470
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

Names: Alexandra, Queen
Edward VII, King
Topic: Flowers
Kings and rulers -- England
Portraits
Queens -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty in England.] 256 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling cancelled frame.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11671

Video number 10941

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19326.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53919

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: Carriages -- England
Horses -- England
Royalty -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The crowned King, Edward VII, and Queen Alexandra in coronation robes, on their return from Westminster Abbey, Buckingham Palace. [Active no. 257 : photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11672

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11673 and 19327.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193], Company acc. no. 12959.

Names: Alexandra, Queen
Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations
Kings and rulers -- England
Palaces
Portraits
Queens -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The crowned King, Edward VII, and Queen Alexandra in coronation robes, on their return from Westminster Abbey, Buckingham Palace. [Active no. 257 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1902
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11673

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11672 and 19327.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names:
Alexandra, Queen
Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Edward VII, King

Topic:
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations
Kings and rulers -- England
Palaces
Portraits
Queens -- England

Place:
England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Coronation of Edward VII.] 258 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

half of cancelled half missing

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11674

Video number 10944
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19328 and 19329

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

Copy and Version Identification Note

52975

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Rites and ceremonies -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

His Majesty Edward VII, with members of the royal family and high British officials--on the royal yacht. 259 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11675

Video number 10945

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19330 and 19331.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Ceremonies -- England
Coronations -- England
Royalty -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
King Edward VII and his gracious Queen, passing down Whitehall to Westminster Abbey to be crowned. 260 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11676

Video number 10946

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19332.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Whitehall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Their Majesties Edward VII and Queen Alexandra, drawn by Queen Victoria's famous "creams," coronation procession, August 26, 1902.
[Active no. 261 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11677

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 16678 and 25471.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]. Orig. no. 505.
Names: Alexandra, Queen
       Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Carriages -- England
       Horses -- England
       Kings and rulers -- England
       Parades -- England
       Queens -- England
       Streets -- England

Place: England
       London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Their Majesties Edward VII and Queen Alexandra, drawn by Queen Victoria's famous "creams," coronation procession, August 26, 1902.
[Active no. 261 : stereo photonegative,], 1902
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
       RSN 11678

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 16677 and 25471.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193], moved from [115].

Names: Alexandra, Queen
       Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Carriages -- England
       Horses -- England
       Kings and rulers -- England
       Parades -- England
       Queens -- England
       Streets -- England

Place: England
       London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

H.M. Queen Alexandra reviewing Britain's Colonial Troops, Horse Guards Parade. [Active no. 262 : stereo photonegative,], 1902
Queen Alexandra, loving and beloved, rewarding the heroes of the S.A. War Ambulance Corps, Devonshire House. [Active no. 263 : stereo photonegative,] 1902

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11680

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 19334 and 19335.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Alexandra, Queen
Devonshire House (London, England)
Edward VII, King

Topic: Awards
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Kings and rulers -- England
Queens -- England
Rites and ceremonies

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Late and present Archbishops of Canterbury and Archbishop of York.
[Active no. 264 : stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11681

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19336.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Company acc. no. 53073.

Names: Archbishop of Canterbury
Archbishop of York

Topic: Archbishops -- England
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Clergy -- England
Portraits -- England
Religion -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Governors of an empire of nations--Hon. Jos Chamberlain, Premiers and administrative heads of the British colonies. 265 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11682

Video number 10952

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11683, 25472 and 25473

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

Copy and Version Identification Note
506

Names: Chamberlain, Jos

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Leaders -- England
Portraits -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Governors of an empire of nations--Hon. Jos Chamberlain, Premiers and administrative heads of the British colonies. 265 Photonegative, 1902

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11683

Video number 10953

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11682, 25472 and 25473

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

Copy and Version Identification Note
22930
Names: Chamberlain, Jos

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
  Leaders -- England
  Portraits -- England

Place: England
  London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Edward VII's throne and the ancient chair, the crowning seat of sovereigns for a thousand years, Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 266. Photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11684

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Similar to RSN 19337

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: Abbeys
  Architecture, Gothic -- England.
  CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
  Interior architecture
  Royalty
  Thrones

Place: England
  London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass

The thrones of king and queen in Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 267: half-stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

One side cancelled with scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 11685
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19338.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Edward VII, King
       Westminster Abbey

Topic: ABBEYS
       Architecture, Gothic -- England.
       CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Interior architecture
       Royalty
       Thrones

Place: England
       London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Coronation stone of the First Edward—May 19, 1902, Milennium Day,
Kingston-on-Thames. [Active no. 268: stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11686

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Same as RSN 19339 and 19400. Company acc. no. 52508.

Names: Edward VII, King
       Edward, King, I,

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Coronations
       Historical sites
       Monuments
       Streets -- England

Place: England
       Kingston-on-Thames (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
St. James Street in coronation attire—charming scene of decoration along the coronation route. 271 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11687

Video number 10957

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19343.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Topic:
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Celebrations -- England
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place:
England
London (England)
St. James Street

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Indian princes of the Imperial Service Corps--Hampton Court Palace. 272 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11688

Video number 10958

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19344.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
       Imperial Service Corps

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Leaders -- England
       Military -- England
       Portraits -- England
       Royalty -- England
       Tents -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII, England.] [Active no. 273 : stereo
photonegative.,] 1902
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11689

Video number 10959

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19345; "Negative made from Pos." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Palaces -- England
       Rites and ceremonies -- England
       Royalty -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Westminster Bridge and Houses of Parliament ready for the King. 274
Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11690

Video number 10960

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19346 and 19347

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Architecture -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridges -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CORONATION OF EDWARD VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parliaments -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westminster Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

London Bridge in coronation dress. 275 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11691

Video number 10961

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19348

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

| Topic                     | Bridges -- England                     |
|                          | CORONATION OF EDWARD VII               |
|                          | Coronations -- England                 |
|                          | Royalty -- England                     |
| Place                     | England                                |
|                           | London (England)                       |
|                           | London Bridge (London, England)        |
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII. Active no. 276 stereo photonegative.], 1902 1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11692
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 19349.
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]. Company acc. no. 52653.

Names: Alexandra, Queen
Edward VII, King

Topic:
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
Fleet Street (London, England)
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII.] Photonegative, 1902 1 Item (5" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 11693
Video number 10963
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

Copy and Version Identification Note

52869

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Canadian Coronation Arch, Whitehall--a loving tribute from the empire's "Granary" to its king. [Stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (5" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11694

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11695 and 19350; "varnished" on envelope.

Image link not working, 5/23/07

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Orig. no. 53093.

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: Arches
Bicycles -- England
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Streets -- England

Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Canada
England
London (England)
Whitehall

Canadian Coronation Arch, Whitehall—a loving tribute from the empire's "Granary" to its king. 277 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11695

Video number 10965
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 11694 and 19350
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: Arches -- England
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Expositions -- England
Streets -- England
Place: Canada
England
London (England)
Whitehall

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Westminster Bridge, from the Borough, route of Coronation Procession.
278 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11696

Video number 10966
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19351.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: Bridges -- England
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Westminster Bridge

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Coronation decorations in Fleet Street. [Active no. 279 : stereo photonegative.], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11697

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19352. BROKEN LINK.

Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193].

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
Fleet Street (London, England)
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, Colonial Secretary, reviewing African Troops.
282 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11698

Video number 10968
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19353
Currently stored in box 3.1.2 [193]

Names: Chamberlain, Joseph.
Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 128 RSN Numbers 11699-11783

Image(s)

H.M. Queen Alexandra reviewing Britain's Colonial Troops, Horse Guards Parade. [Active No. 286 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (5" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11699

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19355.
53086 (company accession number).
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Names: Alexandra, Queen
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
     Coronations -- England
     Horse Guards -- England
     Horses -- 1900-1910 -- England
     Kings and rulers -- England
     Military -- England
     Parades -- England
     Queens -- England
     Royalty -- England
Place: England
     London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII.] 287 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 11700
Video number 10970
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19356.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].
Copy and Version Identification Note
52979
Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Coronations -- England
       Horses -- England
       Military -- England
       Parades -- England -- London
       Royalty -- England
Place: England
Genres/Forms: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in London.] 289 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11701
Video number 10971
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19358.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].
Copy and Version Identification Note
52755

Topics: Architecture -- England
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England -- London
Royalty -- England

Places: England
London (England)

Genres/Forms: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military in England.] 292 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11702
Video number 10972
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note

53263

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
     Military -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 293 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11703

Video number 10973

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19359.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note

52629

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
     Military -- England
     Parades -- England
     Wagons -- England

Place: England
      London (England)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 294 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11704
Video number 10974
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19360.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].
Copy and Version Identification Note
53048

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Crowds -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 295 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11705
Video number 10975
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].
Copy and Version Identification Note
53145
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII  
Military -- England  
Parades -- England
Place: England  
London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 296 Photonegative, 1902  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers  
RSN 11706
Video number 10976
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
53151
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII  
Military -- England  
Parades -- England
Place: England  
London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 297 Photonegative, 1902  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers  
RSN 11707
Video number 10977
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53490

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
        Military -- England
        Parades -- England

Place: England
       London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 298 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11708

Video number 10978

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19361.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52562

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
        Horses -- England
        Landscapes (representations)
        Military -- England
        Parades -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 300 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11709
Video number 10979
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].
Copy and Version Identification Note
53101
 Topic:  CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
 Horses -- England
 Military -- England
 Parades -- England
 Place:  England
 Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
 -- Glass
 Stereoscopic photographs

Loyal Fiji Islanders waiting for orders in Camp (close view), Alexandra Palace, England. 304 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11710
Video number 10980
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19363.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].
Copy and Version Identification Note
52526
 Topic:  CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Portraits -- England

Place: Alexandra Palace (England)
England
Fiji

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 308 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11711

Video number 10981

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11712 and 19367.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52577

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Parades -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 308 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11712
Video number 10982

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11711 and 19367.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note

52697

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>CORONATION OF EDWARD VII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Military -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parades -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:  | England                    |

| Genre/  | Landscapes (representations) |
| Form:   | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |
|         | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Parade in England.] 312 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled frame has holes in emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11713

Video number 10983

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19370.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note

52726

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>CORONATION OF EDWARD VII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Military -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parades -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:  | England                    |

| Genre/  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 313 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11714
Video number 10984
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52494

Topic:  CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Military -- England
       Portraits -- England
       Tents -- England

Place:  England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene in England.] 316 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11715
Video number 10985
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52848
[Parade in England.] 317 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11716

Video number 10986

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52673

[Parade in England.] 317 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11716

Video number 10986
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note

52944

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Portraits -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11718

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19372.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Company acc. no. 52809.

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Portraits -- England
Tents -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fighters for His Majesty in the Far East, willing to be "taken," Hampton Court Palace. 323 Photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11719

Video number 10989

Company catalog card included.

Frames separated.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Names: Edward VII, King
Hampton Court Palace (England)

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Portraits -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque uniforms of Britain's East Indian warriors. 326 Photonegative, 1902

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11720

Video number 10990

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19373.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Coronation of Edward VII

[Coronation of Edward VII.] 327 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11721

Video number 10991
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
507

Names: Edward VII, King
Hampton Court Palace (England)

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Parades -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 328 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11722

Video number 10992
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19374.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
      Military -- England
      Parades -- England
      Training -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass

Duke of Connaught and Lord Kitchener, commander-in-chief Indian
Army, reviewing His Majesty's royal forces. [Active no. 336 : stereo
photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11723

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19375.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Orig. no. 351.

Names: Arthur, Prince, Duke of Connaught, 1850-1942
       Hampton Court Palace (England)
       Kitchener, Lord (Earl, Field Marshall, Secretary of State)
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
      Military -- England
      Parades -- England
Place: England
       Indian National Army
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Duke of Connaught and Distinguished Fellow Officers of His Majesty's
Imperial Army. [Active no. 336 : stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11724

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Names: Arthur, Prince, Duke of Connaught, 1850-1942
Hampton Court Palace (England)

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men -- England
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] 337 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11725

Video number 10995
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52523

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Parades -- England

Place: England
[Parade in England.] 338 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11726

Video number 10996

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
      Military -- England
      Parades -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

Lord Kitchener receiving submission from Indian Officers by touching their swords. 339 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11727

Video number 10997

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19376

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196]
Copy and Version Identification Note

159

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
       Kitchener, Lord (Earl, Field Marshall, Secretary of State)

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Military -- England
       Parades -- England

Place: England
       Indian National Army

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

341 [Coronation of Edward VII.] Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11728

Video number 10998
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19377.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note

53084

Names: Edward VII, King
       Hampton Court Palace (England)

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Dining -- England
       Military -- England
       Tents -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII. Active no. 342 : stereo photonegative], 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11729
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19378.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].
Company acc. no. 52567.

Names: Edward VII, King
Hampton Court Palace (England)

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Dining -- England
Mess -- England
Military -- England
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- England
Tents -- England

Place: England

Genres/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

At the King's Dinner--July 5th, 1902--Toynbee Hall, Whitechapel, London.
343 Photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7"
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11730
Video number 11000
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19379.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Names: Edward VII, King
Toynbee Hall (Whitechapel, London, England)
Whitechapel (London, England)

Topic: Architecture -- England
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Dining -- England
Interior architecture -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

347 [Coronation of Edward VII. Stereo photonegative.], 1902
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11731

Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19382
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Company acc. no. 25587.

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Offices

Place: England

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King reviewing troops. 349 Photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11732

Video number 11002
Company catalog card included,
Similar to RSN 19383,
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)  
        Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII  
       Coronations -- England  
       Military -- England  
       Parades -- England  
       Royalty -- England

Place: England  
       London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
             -- Glass  
             Stereoscopic photographs

King reviewing troops. 350 Photonegative, 1902  
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11733

Video number 11003
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19384.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52932

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)  
       Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII  
       Coronations -- England  
       Military -- England  
       Parades -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

King Edward VII and his two successors, Prince of Wales and little Prince Edward -- Reviewing Indian Coronation Contingent, Buckingham Palace.

[Active no. 351 : stereo photonegative,], 1902
2 items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11734

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19385.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Company acc. no. 23147.

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Edward VII, King
Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII

Coronations -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
Indian National Army
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

353 [Coronation of Edward VII.] Photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11735

Video number 11005

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52661

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

353 [Coronation of Edward VII.] Photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11736

Video number 11006

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19387 and 19388.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53267

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Whitehall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII.] 358 Photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11737

Video number 11007

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19390.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52810

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII.] 359 Photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11738

Video number 11008
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19391 and 19392.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53275

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

360 [Coronation of Edward VII.] Photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11739

Video number 11009
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19391 and 19392.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52505
Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII.] 361 stereo photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11740

Video number 11010

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19393.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52418
Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Three Indian Princes with their escort accompanying King Edward to the Coronation at Westminster, Aug. 9th, 1902, Eng. 362 Photonegative, 1902 2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11741
Video number 11011
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII.] Active no. 364 : stereo photonegative, 1902 2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
One side of plate cancelled with scratches in emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 11742
Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].
Similar to RSN 19394. Company acc. no. 52917.

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: Architecture -- England
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Clock towers -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Parliament Clock Tower

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Throne and Coronation Chair, the crowning seat of sovereigns for a thousand years, in Westminster Abbey, London. [Active no. 365 : photonegatives,], 1902
Glass negative: 2 pieces (total 5" x 7-3/8").
Film negative: 1 (item; 4-7/8" x 3-7/8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Plate unevenly cut in two pieces, one side cancelled: the cancelled side is further broken at the top and side, and these fragments are missing. Film silvering at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 11743

Film negative in addition to 5" x 8" glass negative in envelope; similar to RSN 19395. Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196]. Company acc. no. 53228.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Royalty
Thrones

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII.] Active no. 366 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

One side of plate cancelled with scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 11744

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 25491. Company acc. no. 53189.

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Portraits
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII. [Active no. 367 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1902
1 Item (3-1/2” x 3-3/4”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11745

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 25492

Names: Alexandra, Queen
Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Kings and rulers -- England
Portraits
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Back home with Lord Kitchener from Cape Town, July 12th, 1902. Active
no. 368 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

One side of plate cancelled with scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 11746

Video number 11016

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 19396.

Names: Edward VII, King
Kitchener, Lord (Earl, Field Marshall, Secretary of State)

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Ships -- England
Soldiers -- England

Place: England
Liverpool (England)
Orotova
Southampton (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

British Navy at Coronation Review by King Edward VII.--"England's first line of defense." Active no. 372 : stereo photonegative, 1902

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11747

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Same as RSN 25493.

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Flags -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
Spithead

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sturdy Teutons on board Prince Henry's Flagship "Kaiser Frederich"--Coronation Review. Active no. 373 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

One side of plate cancelled with scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 11748

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 19399

Names: Edward VII, King
        Henry, Prince
        Kaiser Frederich (Ship)

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Coronations -- England
       Guns -- England
       Sailors -- England
       Seamen -- England
       Ships -- England

Place: England
       Germany
       Spithead

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An array of Mighty Engines of Destruction--Coronation Naval Review. Active no. 374 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
One side of plate cancelled with scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 11749

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 19398.

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Coronations -- England
       Ships -- England
Place: England
       Spithead
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Mouthpieces of the British Navy--on the Admiral's Flagship "Royal
Sovereign," Coronation Review. Active no. 376 : stereo photonegative,
1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

One side of plate cancelled with scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 11750

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 19400. Orig. no. 52510.

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Coronations -- England
       Guns -- England
       Ships -- England
Place: England
       Spithead
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Mouthpieces of the British Navy--on the Admiral's Flagship "Royal
Sovereign," Coronation Review. Active no. 376 : stereo photonegative,
1902
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
One side of plate cancelled with scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
  RSN 11751

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 19402. Company acc. no. 52510.

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Guns -- England
Ships -- England
Place: England
Spithead
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation of Edward VII.] Active no. 379 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 7”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
One side of plate cancelled with scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
  RSN 11752

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 19403. Company acc. no. 52584.

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England
Place: England
Spithead
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King Edward VII., on Royal Yacht Bridge, saluting each vessel of the British Fleet--Coronation Review. Active no. 380 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

One side of plate cancelled with scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 11753

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 25494. Company acc. no. 53128.

Names:
Edward VII, King

Topic:
Bridges -- England
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place:
England
Spithead

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King Edward VII., on Royal Yacht Bridge, saluting each vessel of the British Fleet--Coronation Review. Active no. 380 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

One side of plate cancelled with scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 11754

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Names:
Edward VII, King

Topic:
Bridges -- England
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
Spithead

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Battleship with flags in harbor, England.] Active no. 381: photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11755

Video number 11025

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 19404

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Flags -- England
Guns -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
Spithead

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11756
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].
Similar to RSN 19405 and 19406. Orig. no. 415.
Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England
Place: England
Spithead
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

King Edward on Bridge of Royal Yacht"Albert and Victoria," reviewing British fleet--passing the flagship "Royal Sovereign." Active no. 383 : photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11757
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].
Names: Albert and Victoria Royal Yacht
Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Flags -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England  
Ships -- England

Place:  
England  
Spithead

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Fairy Glen, Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales. [Active no. 385 : stereo photonegative.], 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.A.S., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11758

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Same as RSN 11759; similar to RSN 11760 and 25496.

Copy and Version Identification Note  
Orig. no. 49920.

Topic:  
Formations (Geology)  
Rivers -- Wales  
WALES

Place:  
Fairy Glen (Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales)  
North Wales, Bettws-y-Coed  
Wales

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Fairy Glen, Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales. 385 photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.A.S., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11759
Video number 11029

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Same as RSN 11758; similar to RSN 11760; ["used by Touriscope"] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note

536

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- England
WALES

Place: England
Fairy Glen (Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales)
North Wales, Bettws-y-Coed

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Fairy Glen, Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales. 385 photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11760

Video number 11030

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 11758 & 11759.

Copy and Version Identification Note

49791

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- England
WALES

Place: England
Fairy Glen (Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales)
North Wales, Bettws-y-Coed
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great suspension bridge (578 feet long), spanning Menesi Strait, North Wales. 387 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion discolored both frames
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11761

Video number 11031
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19408
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196]

Topic: Bridges
WALES

Place: Menai Strait
North Wales

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The bridge and castle, one of the strongest and noblest of medieval fortresses, Conway, Wales. [Active no. 388 : photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11762

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11763 and 25497.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].
Orig. no. 535.

Topic: Architecture -- Wales
      Bridges -- Wales
      Castles -- Wales
      Children -- Wales

Place: Conway, Wales

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The bridge and castle, one of the strongest and noblest of medieval
fortresses, Conway, Wales. [Active no. 388 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11763

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11762.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Company acc. no. 49990.

Penrhyn slate quarry, North Wales. 389 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11764

Video number 11034

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19409.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
159428

Topic: Excavations -- England
Mining -- England
Slate -- England
WALES

Place: England
North Wales
Penrhyn

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Llandudno beach, Wales. [Active no. 390 : stereo photonegative,]
1896
1 Item (5" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11765

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25498.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Company acc. no. 29654.

Topic: Architecture -- Wales
Beaches -- Wales
Children -- Wales
Resorts -- Wales
Place: Llandudno (Wales)  
Wales

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Queenstown, its quay and big Cathedral, N.W. from the harbor. 395  
Photonegative, 1903  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11766

Video number 11036

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11767 and 25499.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
554

Topic: Cathedrals -- Ireland  
IRELAND TOUR  
Portraits -- Ireland  
Ports -- Ireland  
Sailboats -- Ireland

Place: Cobh (Ireland)  
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Queenstown, its quay and big Cathedral, N.W. from the harbor. 395  
Photonegative, 1903  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11767

Video number 11037
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

**Topic:** Boats -- Ireland  
Cathedrals -- Ireland  
IRELAND TOUR  
Ports -- Ireland

**Place:** Cobh (Ireland)  
Ireland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral, arch-supported roadway and main street, N.E. from near docks.  
396 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11768

Video number 11038

Company catalog card included.

"E-5" on envelope; similar to RSN 19410, 19411 and 25502.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Ireland  
Buggies -- Ireland  
Cathedrals -- Ireland  
Horses -- Ireland  
IRELAND TOUR

**Place:** Cobh (Ireland)  
Ireland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

St. Patrick's Street, bridge and hill, a thoroughfare in Cork, looking north.  
397 Photonegative, 1902  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 11769

Video number 11039

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11770, 19412 and 19413

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196]

Copy and Version Identification Note
50165

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
St. Patrick's Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Patrick's Street, Bridge and Hill--thoroughfare of Cork, Ireland. 397
Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11770

Video number 11040

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11769, 19412 and 19413

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196]

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
St. Patrick's Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Paddy’s market, N.N.W. along Market street, near centre of Cork. 398 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11771

Video number 11041
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19414.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47153

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Market Street (Ireland)
Paddy's Market (Cork, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mardyke walk, a pretty promenade--E. toward the city, Cork. 399 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11772
Video number 11042

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19415.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47555

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
       Parks -- Ireland
       Walkways -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland)
       Ireland
       Mardyke Walk (Cork, Ireland)

Genre/ Form:
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Sea Gulls on the river Lee, Cork. 400 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11773

Video number 11043

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Similar to RSN 19416.

Copy and Version Identification Note
50277

Topic: Birds -- Ireland
       Boats -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Ports -- Ireland
       Rivers -- Ireland
       Ships -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
       Ireland
Lee River (Cork, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of St. Mary's Catholic Church, Cork. 402 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11774

Video number 11044
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19418.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50289

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
Churches -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Interior architecture

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
St. Mary's Catholic Church

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Anne Shandon Church (left), St. Mary's Cathedral (right), from Richmond Hill (W.), Cork. Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11775

Video number 11045

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19417.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47512

Topic: Cathedrals -- Ireland
      Churches -- Ireland
      IRELAND TOUR

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
       Ireland
       Richmond Hill (Ireland)
       St. Anne Shandon Church
       St. Mary's Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors in England.] Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11776

Video number 11046

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52784

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
       Guns -- England
       Sailors -- England
       Seamen -- England
       Ships -- England
Place: England

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors in England.] Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11777

Video number 11047

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52512

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Guns -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

{Military training in England.] Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11778

Video number 11048

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note

52922

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Rifles -- England
Training -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in England.] Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11779

Video number 11049

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note

53100

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in England.] Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11780

Video number 11050

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52728

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>CORONATION OF EDWARD VII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crowds -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parks -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Military in England.] Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11781

Video number 11051

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>CORONATION OF EDWARD VII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Military -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Military in England.] Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11782
Video number 11052
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52779
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Military scene in England.] Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11783
Video number 11053
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.3 [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52526
Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Tents -- England
Place: England
Box 129  

RSN Numbers 11784-11868 

Image(s) 

Blarney Castle--the shrine of Irish wit--near Cork. [Active no. 403 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1901  
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.A.S., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 11784  
Video number 11054  
Company catalog card included.  
Similar to RSN 11785, 11786, 11787, 19419 and 19420.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].  

Names:  
Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)  

Topic:  
Architecture -- Ireland  
Castles -- Ireland  
IRELAND TOUR  

Place:  
Cork (Ireland : County)  
Ireland  

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Form:  
-- Glass  

Blarney Castle--the shrine of Irish wit--near Cork. [Active no. 403 : stereo photonegative,], 1901  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.A.S., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 11785  
Video number 11055
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11784, 11786 and 11787.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Blarney Castle--the shrine of Irish wit--near Cork. [Active no. 403 non-stereo photonegative.], 1901
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11786

Video number 11056

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11784, 11785 and 11787.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Blarney Castle--the shrine of Irish wit--near Cork. [Active no. 403 : stereo photonegative.], 1901
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11787

Video number 11057
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11784, 11785 and 11786.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Rock of Cashel, a stronghold of the early Kings of Munster 404
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11788

Video number 11058
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19421.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Copy and Version Identification Note
47324

Topic:        Architecture -- Ireland
              Fortification -- Ireland
              IRELAND TOUR

Place:        Ireland
              Munster
              Rock of Cashel

Genre/Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral, burned by the famous Earl of Kildare--(from N.E.) Rock of Cashel. 405 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 11789

Video number 11059

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19422.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47284

Names:        Earl of Kildare

Topic:        Architecture -- Ireland
              Cathedrals -- Ireland
              IRELAND TOUR
              Ruins -- Ireland

Place:        Ireland
              Rock of Cashel (Ireland)

Genre/Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Kilkenny, S. from top of Round Tower--the Castle in the distance. 406 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11790

Video number 11060
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19423.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47906

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
      Castles -- Ireland
      IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
      Kilkenny (Ireland : County)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of St. Canice Cathedral, rich in historic monuments, Kilkenny. 407 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11791

Video number 11061
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19424.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Copy and Version Identification Note

47753

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Cathedrals -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Interior architecture -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
       Kilkenny (Ireland : County)
       St. Canice Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Dignified beauty of a typical Irish castle, Kilkenny mirrorred in the river. 408 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11792

Video number 11062

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19425.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47665

Names: Kilkenny Castle (Kilkenny, Ireland)

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Castles -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
       Kilkenny (Ireland : County)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Proud ancestors of a noble family--stately picture gallery of Kilkenny Castle. 409 Photonegative, 1905
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection

NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11793

Video number 11063

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11794 and 19426.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47846

Names: Kilkenny Castle (Kilkenny, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Art -- Ireland
       Castles -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Interiors -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
       Kilkenny (Ireland : County)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

Proud ancestors of a noble family--stately picture gallery of Kilkenny Castle. 409 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11794

Video number 11064

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11793 and 19426.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4785146

Names: Kilkenny Castle (Kilkenny, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Art -- Ireland
       Castles -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Interiors -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
       Kilkenny (Ireland : County)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
STEMOSCOPIC photographs

Trinity College (right) and Bank of Ireland, old Parliament House (left), (N.)
Dublin. 410 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11795

Video number 11065

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11796, 11797 and 25504.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Names: Bank of Ireland.
       Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Carts -- Ireland
       Horses -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Streetcars -- Ireland
       Streets -- Ireland
Place: Dublin (Ireland)
       Ireland
       Parliament House
Trinity College (right) and Bank of Ireland, old Parliament House (left), (N.)
Dublin. 410 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11796
Video number 11066
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11795 and 11797.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Names:  
Bank of Ireland.
Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland)

Topic:  
Architecture -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place:  
Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Parliament House

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:  
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Video number 11067

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11795 and 11796.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47094

Names: Bank of Ireland.

Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland)

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland

Carriages -- Ireland

Horses -- Ireland

IRELAND TOUR

Streets -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)

Ireland

Parliament Building (Melbourne, Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Library, Trinity College, containing some of the world's choicest manuscripts, Dublin. 411 photonegative, 1905 1 item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11798

Video number 11068

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Similar to RSN 19427

Copy and Version Identification Note

47222

Names: Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland)

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland

Education -- Ireland

IRELAND TOUR
O’Connell Monument and Nelson Pillar, Sackville Street, N.N.W. from O’Connell Bridge, Dublin. 412 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11799

Video number 11069
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Similar to RSN 11800, 19428 and 19429.

Copy and Version Identification Note
47788

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland
Streetcars -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Nelson Pillar
O’Connell Monument
Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

O’Connell Monument and Nelson Pillar, Sackville Street, N.N.W. from O’Connell Bridge, Dublin. 412 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 11800

Video number 11070
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Similar to RSN 11799, 19428 and 19429.

Copy and Version Identification Note
   50168

   Topic:      IRELAND TOUR
               Monuments -- Ireland
               Streetcars -- Ireland
               Streets -- Ireland

   Place:      Dublin (Ireland)
               Ireland
               Nelson Pillar
               O'Connell Monument
               Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)

   Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Form:      -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

St. Patrick's Cathedral (XII. Cent.), site of ancient St. Patrick's Church,
Dublin. [Active no. 413 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
   RSN 11801

Video number 11071
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19430.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47763; dupe of 50206.

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
St. Patrick's Cathedral
St. Patrick's Church

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin. 414 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11802
Video number 11072
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19431.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50238

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Interior architecture

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
St. Patrick's Cathedral

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Four Courts (E.) down the Liffey River from Bridge street, Dublin. 415 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11803

Video number 11073

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Similar to RSN 19432.

Names: Four Courts (Dublin, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
      Bridges -- Ireland
      IRELAND TOUR
      Rivers -- Ireland
Place: Bridge Street (Dublin, Ireland)
      Dublin (Ireland)
      Ireland
      Liffey River (Ireland)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Round Tower Monument to O'Connell; Prospect Cemetery (E.) Glasnevin, Dublin. 416 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11804

Video number 11074
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Similar to RSN 19433

Copy and Version Identification Note

47617

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Cemeteries -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Monuments -- Ireland
       Towers -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
       Glasnevin (Dublin, Ireland)
       Ireland
       O'Connell
       Prospect Cemetery
       Round Tower Monument

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The grave of Charles Stewart Parnell, Ireland's great leader. 417
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11805

Video number 11075

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19434.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

50146

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Tombstones -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Parnell, Charles Stewart

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mansion of Lord Powerscourt (S. facade), on his 26,000 acre estate, near Dublin. 418 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11806

Video number 11076
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19435.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47823

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Lord Powerscourt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Gorgeous drawing-room, in the mansion of Lord Powerscourt, on Ireland's finest estate near Dublin. 419 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11807

Video number 11077

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19436

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47290

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Interior architecture -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Lord Powerscourt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Over beautiful Enniskerry, south to Sugar Loaf Mountain--near Dublin. 420 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11808

Video number 11078

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11809 and 25507.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
555

Topic: Buggies -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Enniskerry (Ireland)
Ireland
Sugar Loaf Mountain

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Over beautiful Enniskerry, south to Sugar Loaf Mountain--near Dublin. 420 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11809

Video number 11079

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11808.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47358

Topic: Buggies -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Enniskerry (Ireland)
Ireland
Sugar Loaf Mountain

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vine-covered Dargle bridge; amidst the charms of the Emerald Isle--near Enniskerry. 421 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Miller, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 11810  

Video number 11080  
Company catalog card included.  

Similar to RSN 19437.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
47511  

Topic:  Bridges -- Ireland  
Dogs -- Ireland  
IRELAND TOUR  

Place:  Dargle Bridge (Enniskerry, Ireland)  
Enniskerry (Ireland)  
Ireland  

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Glendalough of the Seven Churches, the hill-locked retreat of St. Kevin (VI. Cent.). 422 Photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Miller, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 11811  

Video number 11081  
Company catalog card included.  

Similar to RSN 19438.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47320

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
      Churches -- Ireland
      IRELAND TOUR
      Laborers -- Ireland
      Valleys -- Ireland

Place: Glendalough (Ireland)
       Ireland
       Seven Churches of Glendalough
       St. Kevin

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Grand entrance to sacred enclosure of the Seven Churches of Glendalough (S&g;). 423 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 11812

Video number 11082

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19439.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47365

Topic: Churches -- Ireland
       Entrances -- Ireland
       Gates -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR

Place: Glendalough (Ireland)
       Ireland
       Seven Churches of Glendalough
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

St. Kevin's Kitchen; Round Tower; Cathedral ruins and lake, Glendalough of the Seven Churches. 424 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11813
Video number 11083
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19440.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Copy and Version Identification Note
47448

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Ruins -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Glendalough (Ireland)
Ireland
St. Kevin

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Vegetable market, and bridge over the River Shannon (E.), Athlone, central Ireland. [Active no. 425 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11814

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Similar to RSN 19441.
Company acc. no. 47474.

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Cityscapes -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Athlone (Ireland)
Ireland
Shannon River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market-place of Athlone—(E.) monthly Sheep Fair of adjoining Counties. 426 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11815

Video number 11085
Image link missing.
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19442.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]
Copy and Version Identification Note
Dupe of 47855.

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Portraits -- Ireland
Sheep -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Athlone (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

O'Rourke's Tower and Great Cross, N.W. in sacred Clonmacnoise. 427
Photonegative, 1905
9 pieces (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left frame complete in 5 pieces.
Right frame 60% in 4 pieces.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11816

Video number 11086
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19443.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Cemeteries -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Tombstones -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Clonmacnoise (Ireland)
Great Cross
Ireland
O'Rourke's Tower

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cutting peat, Allen Bog--decayed vegetation forming one foot each 800
years. [Active no. 428 : photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11817

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11818 and 25508.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Orig. no. 567.

Topic: Fuel -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Laborers -- Ireland
Mining -- Ireland
Peat bogs -- Ireland

Place: Allen, Bog of (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Cutting peat, Allen Bog--decayed vegetation forming one foot each 800 years. [Active no. 428 : stereo photonegative,], 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11818

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11817.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47328' dupe of 47337.

Topic: Fuel -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Laborers -- Ireland
Mining -- Ireland
Peat bogs

Place: Allen, Bog of (Ireland)
       Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Fireplace for burning peat, where all family cooking is done—a home in
Ireland. 429 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5"

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11819
Video number 11089
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Similar to RSN 25509

Topic:
Architecture -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Fireplaces -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Interior architecture -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Ivy-shrouded momento of Erin's turbulent greatness--Roscommon Castle.
430 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8"

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11820

Video number 11090

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19444.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47477

Topic: Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Roscommon Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Making fine texture hosiery, an old and important industry of Balbriggan. [Active no. 431 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11821

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19445. Orig. no. 47093.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
Hosiery -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Industries -- Ireland
Manufacturing -- Ireland

Place: Balbriggan (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
St. Lawrence's, a most perfect ancient Gate (E.) in old walls of Drogheda.
432 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11822
Video number 11092
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19446.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Copy and Version Identification Note
47734
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Carts -- Ireland
Gates -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Place: Drogheda (Ireland)
Ireland
St. Lawrence Gate
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Drogheda and Boyne River (N.W.), an important port and ancient town of Ireland 433 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11823
Video number 11093

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Similar to RSN 19447.

Copy and Version Identification Note

47683

Topic:  IRELAND TOUR
Ports -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland

Place:  Boyne River (Ireland)
Drogheda (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of the Baptistry, Mellifont--N.E.--(1142), the oldest Cistercian Abbey in Ireland. 434 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11824

Video number 11094

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19448.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47560

Names:  Baptistry (Mellifont, Ireland)

Topic:  Abbeys -- Ireland
Churches -- Ireland
Cistercian Abbey
IRELAND TOUR
Ruins -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Mellifont (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Cromlech, sepulcral monument of ancient inhabitants, near Dundalk.
[Active no. 435 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11825

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Similar to RSN 19449. Company acc. no 47620.

Topic: Cromlechs (sepulchral monuments)
IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland

Place: Dundalk (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Royal avenue, N.W. from Donegal Place, most important street of Belfast.
436 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11826

Video number 11096

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11827 and 25510.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

561

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Donegal Place (Belfast, Ireland)
Ireland
Royal Avenue

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Royal avenue, N.W. from Donegal Place, most important street of Belfast. 1905
436 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11827

Video number 11097

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11826.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47852

Topic: Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Donegal Place (Belfast, Ireland)
Ireland
Royal Avenue

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Albert Memorial, N.E. through Queens Square to Custom House, Belfast. Caption No. 437: stereoscopic photonegative

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11828

Video number 11098

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19450.

Other numbers: 23129.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Custom House (Belfast, Ireland)

Topic: Albert Memorial (Belfast, Ireland)

Horses -- Ireland -- Belfast

IRELAND TOUR

Monuments -- Ireland -- Belfast

Streetcars -- Ireland

Streets -- Ireland

Towers -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)

Ireland -- 1890-1920

Queens Square

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Hatcheling flax, first process in making the famous Irish linen, Belfast. 438 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11829

Video number 11099
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11830.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47199; fupr og 47270

Topic:
- Flax -- Ireland
- Hatcheling -- Ireland
- IRELAND TOUR
- Industries -- Ireland
- Irish Linen -- Ireland
- Laborers -- Ireland
- Linen -- Ireland
- Manufacturing -- Ireland

Place:
- Belfast (Northern Ireland)
- Ireland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Hatcheling flax, first process in making the famous Irish linen, Belfast. 438 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11830

Video number 11100

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11829; same as RSN 25511.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

558

Topic:
- Flax -- Ireland
- Hatcheling -- Ireland
- IRELAND TOUR
- Industries -- Ireland
- Irish Linen -- Ireland
- Laborers -- Ireland
- Linen -- Ireland
Manufacturing -- Ireland
Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Plain weaving room (1,000 looms), great linen factory, Belfast. 439 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11831
Video number 11101
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11832; same as RSN 25512.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
559

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Industries -- Ireland
Linen -- Ireland
Looms -- Ireland
Machinery -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Plain weaving room (1,000 looms), great linen factory, Belfast. 439 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11832

Video number 11102
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11831.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Industries -- Ireland
Linen -- Ireland
Machinery -- Ireland
Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wishing Arch, curiously formed by marine erosion (N.E.) north coast of Ireland. 440 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11833

Video number 11103
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19451
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Topic: Arches -- Ireland
Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
Wishing Arch

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Looking S.W. over the famous Giant's Causeway, northern Ireland. 441 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11834

Video number 11104

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11835.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47835

Topic: Children -- Ireland.
Dogs -- Ireland
Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking S.W. over the famous Giant's Causeway, northern Ireland. 441 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11835

Video number 11105

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11834; same as RSN 25513.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

562; 6850

Topic: Children -- Ireland.
Dogs -- Ireland
Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The "Organ," Giant's Causeway, a cliff of basaltic columns 120 feet high, north coast of Ireland. [Active no. 442 : black-and-white photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11836

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11837, 11838 and 25514.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Orig. no. 564.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Organ (Giant's Causeway, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The "Organ," Giant's Causeway, a cliff of basaltic columns 120 feet high, north coast of Ireland. [Active no. 442 : black-and-white photonegative, half-stereo], 1905
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11837

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11836 and 11838.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Organ (Giant's Causeway, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The "Organ," Giant's Causeway, a cliff of basaltic columns 120 feet high, north coast of Ireland. [Active no. 442 : half-stereo photonegative,]. 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11838

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11836 and 11837.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Company acc. no 47271.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Organ (Giant's Causeway, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Wishing Chair, Giant's Causeway. 443 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11839
Video number 11109
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19452
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]
Topic: Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR
Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Wishing Chair
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Ccarrick-a-rede bridge and chasm N.W. to sea, north coast of Ireland. 444 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 11840
Video number 11110
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19453
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]
Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Chasms -- Ireland
Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Carrick-a-rede Bridge (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Carrick-a-rede, a slender rope bridge over an 80-ft. chasm (N.N.W.). 445
Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11841

Video number 11111

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19454

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Carrick-a-rede Bridge (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Bleaching field, near linen mills (S.E. Lisburn), near Belfast. 446
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11842

Video number 11112

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11843; same as RSN 25515.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

557

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Industries -- Ireland
Laborers -- Ireland
Linen -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Lisburn (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Bleaching field, near linen mills (S.E. Lisburn), near Belfast. 446
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower corner cancelled frame missing.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11843

Video number 11113

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11842.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47520

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Industries -- Ireland
Linen -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Lisburn (Ireland)

Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Navan Fort, famous in Irish history--(S.E.) Armagh. 448
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11844

Video number 11114
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 11845 and 25516, similar to RSN 19456
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47690

Place: Armagh (Northern Ireland : County)
Ireland
Navan Fort

Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: IRELAND TOUR

From Navan Fort, famous in Irish history--(S.E.) Armagh. 448
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11845

Video number 11115

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 11844; ["Killarney/Song neg."] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Place:
Armagh (Northern Ireland : County)

Ireland

Navan Fort

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic:
IRELAND TOUR

Coming to visit grandma—a country cottage County Monaghan. Active no.
450 : stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11846

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Similar to RSN 11847 and 19458. Orig. no. 179

Topic:
Carts -- Ireland

Children -- Ireland.

Dwellings -- Ireland

Family -- Ireland

Horses -- Ireland

IRELAND TOUR

Place:
Ireland

Monaghan (Ireland : County)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Making calls in Ireland: County Monaghan. 450 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11847
Video number 11117
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Similar to RSN 11846 and 19458.

Copy and Version Identification Note
47208

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Children -- Ireland.
Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
Monaghan (Ireland : County)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Me and m'goat and m'chickens--and m'wife" a typical couple in front of their picturesque home in Ireland. Keystone-Underwood. 451 photonegative, 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11848
Video number 11118
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Similar to RSN 11849, 19459 and 19460

Copy and Version Identification Note

47318

Topic: Chickens -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Goats -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Fine day, sir, and welcome"--a hospitable home in Ireland. 451 photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion deteriorating and peeling along bottom and both ends.

Local Numbers

RSN 11849

Video number 11119

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163], moved from [127].

Similar to RSN 11848, 19459 and 19460

Topic: Chickens -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Goats -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Milking the goat--country life in County Monaghan. 452 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11850

Video number 11120
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Similar to RSN 19461.

Topic:
Chickens -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Goats -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Milking -- Ireland

Place:
Ireland
Monaghan (Ireland : County)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The postman's cottage, a neat and pretty country home, County Monaghan. 453 photonegative, 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11851

Video number 11121
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Similar to RSN 19462.

Topic: Buggies -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
Monaghan (Ireland : County)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Erin's little sons and daughters--country school, County Monaghan. Active no. 454 : photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7".)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11852

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Similar to RSN 19463.

Topic: Children -- Ireland.
Education
IRELAND TOUR
Schools

Place: Ireland
Monaghan (Ireland : County)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Ireland.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11853
video number 11123

company catalog card included.

currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>topic</th>
<th>architecture -- ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>place</td>
<td>ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genre/form</td>
<td>photographs -- 1900-1910 -- black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

spinning flax with a spinning-wheel--beginning of the great linen industry.

455 photonegative

1 item (5" x 8")

underwood & underwood, publisher

english.

silver gelatin on glass.

cancelled by scratching

local numbers

rsn 11854

video number 11124

company catalog card included

similar to rsn 11855 and 19464

currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>topic</th>
<th>artisans -- ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flax -- ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>home industry -- ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ireland tour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>irish linen -- ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>linen -- ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spinning wheels -- ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>textile fabrics -- ireland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>place</th>
<th>ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>genre/form</td>
<td>photographs -- 1900-1910 -- black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

spinning flax with a spinning-wheel--beginning of the great linen industry.

455 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11855

Video number 11125
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 11854 and 19464
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Copy and Version Identification Note
400

Topic:
- Artisans -- Ireland
- Flax -- Ireland
- Home industry -- Ireland
- IRELAND TOUR
- Irish Linen -- Ireland
- Linen -- Ireland
- Spinning wheels -- Ireland
- Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

"A raal convaniance--a woife," a country farm-yard in Ireland. Caption no. 456 : stereoscopic photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11856

Video number 11126
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19465.
Cancelled by scratching.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Topic: Couples -- Ireland  
Dwellings -- Ireland  
Farms -- Ireland  
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland -- 1900-1910

Genre/  Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Form: -- Glass  
       Stereoscopic photographs

More traffic than roadway--a country lane of picturesque Erin. 457
Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11857

Video number 11127

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19466.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Topic: Carts -- Ireland  
Horses -- Ireland  
IRELAND TOUR  
Roads -- Ireland  
Swine -- Ireland  
pigs -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/  Landscapes (representations)  
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
       -- Glass  
       Stereoscopic photographs

Charming Enniskillen, east from the Military Hospital, northern Ireland. 458
Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11858

Video number 11128

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19467

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Place: Enniskillen (County Fermanagh, Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: IRELAND TOUR

Pilgrims landing at St. Patrick's Purgatory, Saints Island, Lough Derg, Ireland. [Active no. 459 : stereo photonegative], 1904
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11859

Video number 11129

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11860 and 19468.

Company acc. no. 47508.

Topic: Ceremonies -- Ireland
Crosses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland
Religion -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Lough Derg
Saint's Island
St. Patrick's Cross
Pilgrims with bared heads and feet at St. Patrick's Cross, Saint's Island, Lough Derg. [Active no. 459 : half-stereo photonegative,]. 1903
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11860

Video number 11130
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163], moved from [107].
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11859 and 19468.
Company acc. no. 24593.

Topic:
Ceremonies -- Ireland
Crosses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland
Religion -- Ireland

Place:
Ireland
Lough Derg
Saint's Island
St. Patrick's Cross

Ballyshannon, the river Erne and the famous salmon-leap (S.W.). 460 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11861

Video number 11131
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Similar to RSN 19469.

**Topic:**
- IRELAND TOUR
- Rivers -- Ireland
- Salmon -- Ireland

**Place:**
- Ballyshannon (Ireland)
- Erne River (Ireland)
- Ireland

**Genre/ Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  -- Stereoscopic photographs

From mountain roadway, N.E., over Kilcar village, County donegal. 462
Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 11862

**Video number** 11132

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19471.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

**Topic:**
- Carts -- Ireland
- Horses -- Ireland
- IRELAND TOUR
- Roads -- Ireland

**Place:**
- Donegal (Ireland : County)
- Ireland
- Kilcar (County Donegal, Ireland)

**Genre/ Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  -- Stereoscopic photographs

"Bee-hive" cottages, with roped roofs--country dwellings along the highway
in County Donegal. 463 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11863

Video number 11133
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Similar to RSN 19472.

Topic:
- Carts -- Ireland
- Dwellings -- Ireland
- Homes -- Ireland
- Horses -- Ireland
- IRELAND TOUR

Place:
- Donegal (Ireland : County)
- Ireland

Genre/
- Landscapes (representations)

Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Wall defense during famous siege (1689), near town hall (N.W.),
Londonderry. 464 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11864

Video number 11134
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19473.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Copy and Version Identification Note
956
Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Military -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Londonderry (Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bishop’s Gate, in old city wall--N.E. into Bishop Street, Londonderry. [Active no. 465: stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11865

Video number 11135

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19474.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Company acc. no. 47621.

Topic: Arches -- Ireland
Architecture -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Bishop Street (Londonderry, Ireland)
Bishop's Gate (Londonderry, Ireland)
Ireland
Londonderry (Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Londonderry and River Foyle, N.E. from Cathedral Tower 466 photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11866

Video number 11136

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Similar to RSN 19475.

Copy and Version Identification Note
47790

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Foyle River (Londonderry, Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Londonderry (Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Curious formations from sea erosion--N.E. over Lough Swilly. 467
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11867

Video number 11137

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19476

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47752

Topic: Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR
Seacoasts -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
   Lough Swilly

Genre/ Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Sligo--W. from across the Shelly River--an important port on the N.W. coast of Ireland. 468 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 11868

Video number 11138

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Similar to RSN 19477.

Copy and Version Identification Note
   47432

   Topic: IRELAND TOUR
   Ports -- Ireland
   Rivers -- Ireland

   Place: Ireland
   Shelly River
   Sligo (Ireland)

   Genre/ Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Box 130
RSN Numbers 11869-11955

   Image(s)

Beautiful Lough Gill (S.E.), a gem of Northwest Ireland, near Sligo. 469 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11869

Video number 11139
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19478.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47862

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Lakes -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Lough Gill
Sligo (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A holy-well and wayside shrine, on the shore of charming Lough Gill, Sligo.
470 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11870

Video number 11140
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19479.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47720

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Religion -- Ireland
Shrines -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Lough Gill
Sligo

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The splendid cliffs of Menawn, S.E. across Keem Bay, over primitive Keel village, Achill Island. 471 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11871

Video number 11141

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11872; same as RSN 25517.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
565

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
Bays -- Ireland
Cliffs -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Islands -- Ireland
Villages -- Ireland

Place: Achill Island (Ireland)
Ireland
Keel Village (Achill Island, Ireland)
Keem Bay (Achill Island, Ireland)
Menawn Cliffs (Achill Island, Ireland)
The splendid cliffs of Menawn, S.E. across Keem Bay, over primitive Keel village, Achill Island. 471 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11872
Video number 11142
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11871.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Copy and Version Identification Note
47436

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
Bays -- Ireland
Cliffs -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Islands -- Ireland
Villages -- Ireland

Place: Achill Island (Ireland)
Ireland
Keel Village (Achill Island, Ireland)
Keem Bay (Achill Island, Ireland)
Menawn Cliffs (Achill Island, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Harvesting on the Island of Achill--N.W. to Sleivemore, Western Ireland.
472 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11873

Video number 11143

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 11874 and 25518.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
566

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
Harvesting -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Achill Island (Ireland)
Ireland
Sleivemore (Ireland)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Harvesting on the Island of Achill--N.W. to Sleivemore, Western Ireland.
472 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11874

Video number 11144

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 11873 and 25518.
Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].
Copy and Version Identification Note
47571

Topic:
Agriculture -- Ireland
Harvesting -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place:
Achill Island (Ireland)
Ireland
Sleivemore (Ireland)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

High street, Galway. 473 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11875

Video number 11145

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19480.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50319

Topic:
Carts -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Streets -- Ireland

Place:
Galway (Ireland : County)
High Street (Galway, Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The hay market, Galway. 474 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11876

Video number 11146

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19481.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]

Topic:
Carts -- Ireland
Hay -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place:
Galway (Ireland : County)
Ireland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Selling the Irishman's "Staff of Life," the potato market, Galway. 475
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11877

Video number 11147

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19482.

Currently stored in box 3.1.4 [163]
In Claddagh, where old Irish customs and language survive—suburb of Galway. Active no. 476. Stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11878

Video number 11148
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19483. Company acc. no. 50368.
Local Numbers
RSN 11879

Video number 11149

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19484

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47866

Topic: Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Kilkee (Ireland)
Kilkee Bay (Ireland)
Lookout Cliff (Kilkee, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Fair, the great pig market day--N.E. toward railway station, Kilrush, County Clare. 478 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11880

Video number 11150

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11881

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47822

Topic: Expositions -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland
Swine -- Ireland
pigs -- Ireland

Place: Clare (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Kilrush (County Clare, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Fair, the great pig market day--N.E. toward railway station, Kilrush, County Clare. 478 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11881

Video number 11151
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11880 and 19485.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47822

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Expositions -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Swine -- Ireland
pigs -- Ireland

Place: Clare (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Kilrush (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Thamond Bridge and King John's Castle (XIII. Cent.), E.--Limerick. [Active no. 479 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11882

Video number 11152

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19486.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Company acc. no. 47068.

Names: King John's Castle (Limerick, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Bridges -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
Limerick (Ireland : County)
Thamond Bridge (Limerick, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Treaty Stone," on which the famous 1691 treaty was signed, E. to King John's Castle, Limerick. 480 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11883

Video number 11153

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19487.

Copy and Version Identification Note

47407

Names: King John's Castle (Limerick, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Castles -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Monuments -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
       Limerick (Ireland : County)
       Treaty Stone

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

From Cathedral Tower, N.W., over King John's Castle, and River Shannon, Limerick. 481 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11884

Video number 11154

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Similar to RSN 19488.

Copy and Version Identification Note

47422

Names: King John's Castle (Limerick, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Bridges -- Ireland
       Castles -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
       Limerick (Ireland : County)
Shannon River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A general merchandise store, Killorgin. 482 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11885

Video number 11155
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19489.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note
50186

Topic:
Business enterprises -- Ireland
Carts -- Ireland
Commerce -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Stores -- Ireland

Place:
Ireland
Killorgin (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market day in Killarney; load of peat 483 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11886

Video number 11156

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40741

Topic:
- Carts -- Ireland
- Donkeys -- Ireland
- IRELAND TOUR
- Markets -- Ireland
- Streets -- Ireland

Place:
- Ireland
- Killorgin (Ireland)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Types of Kerry Irish at the sheep fair, Killarney. 484 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11887

Video number 11157

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19491.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note
50285

Topic:
- IRELAND TOUR
- Markets -- Ireland
- Sheep -- Ireland
- Streets -- Ireland

Place:
- Ireland
Killorgin (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

County Kerry commerce--a picturesque corner in Killarney. 485 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11888

Video number 11158

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11889 and 19492.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note

50236

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Kerry (Ireland : County)
Killarney (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

County Kerry commerce--a picturesque corner in Killarney. 485 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 11889

Video number 11159

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11888 and 19492.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note
50275

Topic: Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Kerry (Ireland: County)
Killarney (Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of nature's choicest jewels--Islands and Upper Lake of charming Killarney. 486 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11890

Video number 11160

Company catalog card included.

Song neg.; same as RSN 11891, 11892, 11894 and 19493.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Islands -- Ireland
Lakes -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)
Upper Lake
One of nature's choicest jewels--Islands and Upper Lake of charming Killarney. 486 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11891

Video number 11161

Company catalog card included.

Song neg.; same as RSN 11890, 11892, 11894 and 19493.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50387; dupe of 50414

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Islands -- Ireland
Lakes -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)
Upper Lake

Genre/ Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

One of nature's choicest jewels--Islands and Upper Lake of charming Killarney. 486 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11892

Video number 11162

Company catalog card included.
Song neg.; same as RSN 11890, 11891, 11894, 19493 and 25519.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166], moved from [115].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24612

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Islands -- Ireland
Lakes -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)
Upper Lake

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Diadem of the Emerald Isle--Lower Lake, S.W. from Lord Kenmare's mansion, Killarney. 487 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11893

Video number 11163

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11895, 11896, 25520 and 25521.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Names: Kenmare, Lord

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Lakes -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)
Lower Lake (Killarney, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

One of nature's choicest jewels--Islands and Upper Lake of charming Killarney. 486 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11894

Video number 11164

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11890, 11891, 11892 and 19493.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50257

Topic:     IRELAND TOUR
         Islands -- Ireland
         Lakes -- Ireland

Place:    Ireland
         Killarney (Ireland)
         Upper Lake

Genre/    Landscapes (representations)
Form:     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

Diadem of the Emerald Isle--Lower Lake, S.W. from Lord Kenmare's
mansion, Killarney. 487 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11895

Video number 11165

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11893 and 11896.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47167

Names: Kenmare, Lord
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Lakes -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)
Lower Lake (Killarney, Ireland)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Diadem of the Emerald Isle--Lower Lake, S.W. from Lord Kenmare's mansion, Killarney. 487 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11896

Video number 11166

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11893 and 11895; [Used by Touriscope] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
571

Names: Kenmare, Lord
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Lakes -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)
Lower Lake (Killarney, Ireland)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Ross Castle, Lakes of Killarney. 488 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11897
Video number 11167
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11898 and 19494.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47438

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Carts -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Roads -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)
Killarney Lakes (Killarney, Ireland)
Ross Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ross Castle, Lakes of Killarney. 488 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11898
Video number 11168
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11897 and 19494.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47231

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Carts -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)
Killarney Lakes (Killarney, Ireland)
Ross Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Muckross Abbey, Lakes of Killarney. 489 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglas, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11899

Video number 11169

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note

50394

Names: Muckross Abbey (Kilkarey, Ireland)

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Churches -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney Lakes (Killarney, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
At the meeting of the waters, Lake of Killarney. 490 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11900
Video number 11170
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19496.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50331

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Lakes -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Prince of Wales' route between Glengleniff and Killarney. [Active no. 491 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11901
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19497.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].
Company acc. no. 47530.

Names: Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Carts -- Ireland
Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Roads -- Ireland

Place: Glengleniff (Ireland)
Ireland
Kilnamery (Kerry, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tenants of Ireland's country farms, in town for supplies, Kanturk, County Cork. 492 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11902

Video number 11172
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47137

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Kanturk (Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque home of a prosperous tenant, County Kerry. 493 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11903

Video number 11173

Similar to RSN 11904; same as RSN 11905.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50344

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
Cows -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Geese -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
Kerry (Ireland : County)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The picturesque home of a prosperous tenant, County Kerry. 493 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11904

Video number 11174

Similar to RSN 11903 and 11905; [Used by Touriscope] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50344

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
Cows -- Ireland  
Donkeys -- Ireland  
Dwellings -- Ireland  
Geese -- Ireland  
Homes -- Ireland  
IRELAND TOUR

Place:  
Ireland  
Kerry (Ireland : County)

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The picturesque home of a prosperous tenant, County Kerry. 493 photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
H.A.S., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11905

Video number 11175

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Same as RSN 11903, similar to RSN 11904.

Copy and Version Identification Note  
569

Topic:  
Agriculture -- Ireland  
Cattle -- 1900-1910 -- Ireland  
Donkeys -- Ireland  
Dwellings -- Ireland  
Geese -- Ireland  
Homes -- Ireland  
IRELAND TOUR

Place:  
Ireland  
Kerry (Ireland : County)

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Off for a holiday in a jaunting car. 494 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11906

Video number 11176

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Similar to RSN 19499.

Copy and Version Identification Note

50160

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Cathedral, from the organ loft to main altar, Queenstown. 495 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11907

Video number 11177

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19500.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47792

Names: Queenstown Cathedral
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Cathedrals -- Ireland
       IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
       Interior architecture -- Ireland
Place: Cobh (Ireland)
       Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Sackville Street (N.N.W.), showing O'Connell Monument and Nelson Pillar,
Dublin. 496 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11908

Video number 11178

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19501

Copy and Version Identification Note

47702

Topic: IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
       Monuments -- Ireland
       Streets -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
       Nelson Pillar
       O'Connell Monument
       Queenstown
       Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From parlor (W.) through oak room into round room, residence Lord Mayor, Dublin. 497 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11909

Video number 11179

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19502

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47810

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Lord Mayor

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From the mansion, S. over estate of Lord Powerscourt, to Sugar Loaf Mt., near Dublin. 498 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11910

Video number 11180
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19503

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47537

Topic: Fountains -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Lord Powerscourt
Sugar Loaf Mountain

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An Irish maiden and a modern harp, in a home in Dublin. 499
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11911

Video number 11181

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11912 and 19504. Company accession no.(?), 47497.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Topic: Dwellings -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Musical instruments -- Ireland
harps -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An Irish maiden and a modern harp, in a home in Dublin. 499 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11912

Video number 11182

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11911 and 19504

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47071; dupe of 47095

Topic: Dwellings -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Musical instruments -- Ireland
harps -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Training horses for the great fox-hunts--testing endurance, speed and
daring--Dublin. Caption 500 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 11913

Video number 11183

Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19505

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note

47149

Topic: Competitions -- Ireland
Contests -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland -- Dublin
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Races -- Ireland
Stadia -- 1890-1920 -- Ireland
Steeplechases -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Round Tower (110 ft. high--IX. Cent.) in the ancient cemetery of Glendalough, the sacred retreat of St. Kevin. 502 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11914

Video number 11184

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19506.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47112

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Tombstones -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Glendalough (Ireland)
Ireland
Round Tower
St. Kevin

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Round Tower (110 ft. high--IX. Cent.) in the ancient cemetery of Glendalough, the sacred retreat of St. Kevin. 503 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11915

Video number 11185
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19507.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47439

Topic: IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Glendalough (Ireland)
Ireland
Round Tower
St. Kevin

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The cattle market, held monthly--near G.S. & W. Ry. station, N.E.--Athlone. 504 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11916

Video number 11186
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19508.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47828

Topic:
- Cows -- Ireland
- IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
- Markets -- Ireland

Place:
- Athlone (Ireland)
  Ireland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Modern looms for fine texture hosiery, in a factory at Balbriggan. 505
photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11917

Video number 11187
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19509.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47404

Topic:
- Factories -- Ireland
- IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
- Industries -- Ireland
- Laborers -- Ireland
- Machinery -- Ireland
Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Balbriggan (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Muiredach's Cross and Round Tower (110 ft. high), S.W.--Monasterboice.
508 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11918

Video number 11188

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19512.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
9107

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
Crosses -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Religion -- Ireland
Ruins -- Ireland
Tombstones -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Monasterboice (Ireland)
Muiredach's Cross
Round Tower

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Cedric," the world's largest ship (21,000 tons), two days before launching,
Belfast. 509 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11919
Video number 11189
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19513.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47490

Names: Cedric (Ship)
Topic: Docks -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Piers -- Ireland
Shipbuilding -- Ireland
Ships -- Ireland
Wharves -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Conservatories and beautiful flower beds, Royal Botanical Gardens, Belfast. 510 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11920
Video number 11190
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19514.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47582

Topic: Botanical gardens -- Ireland
      Children -- Ireland.
      Flowers -- Ireland
      Greenhouses -- Ireland
      IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
      Tourists -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
       Ireland
       Royal Botanical Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Warping room, factory of the famous Irish linen, Belfast. 511 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11921

Video number 11191

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19515.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note

47896

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
       IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
       Industries -- Ireland
       Linen -- Ireland
       Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
       Ireland
Reeling room, factory of the famous Irish linen, Belfast. 512 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11922
Video number 11192
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19516.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47891

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Industries -- Ireland
Irish Linen
Laborers -- Ireland
Linen -- Ireland
Machinery -- Ireland
Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11923

Video number 11193

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19517.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47680

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
    IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
    Industries -- Ireland
    Linen -- Ireland
    Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
    Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

1,000 plain weaving looms, great linen factory, Belfast. 514 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11924

Video number 11194

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19518.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47680

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Industries -- Ireland
Linen -- Ireland
Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Round Tower in Ireland.] 514 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11925

Video number 11195
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].
Company catalog card included.

Copy and Version Identification Note
4768

Topic: Crosses -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Monuments -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Round Tower

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The wonderful Giant's Causeway, County Antrim. 515 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
General View of Giant's Causeway, Ireland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 515 Photonegative, 1896
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11927

Video number 11197
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 25523; similar to RSN 11926; frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note
50405

Topic:   Formations (Geology)
         IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
         Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place:   Antrim (Northern Ireland : County)
         Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
         Ireland

Genre/ Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                  Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Antrim (Northern Ireland : County)
  Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
  Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

The "Honeycombs," Giant's Causeway, one of the most remarkable of basaltic formations. 516 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11928

Video number 11198

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 11929 and 25524

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note
563

Topic: Formations (Geology)
  IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
  Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Antrim (Northern Ireland : County)
  Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
  Honeycombs (Antrim, Ireland)
  Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass

The "Honeycombs," Giant's Causeway, one of the most remarkable of basaltic formations. 516 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11929
Video number 11199

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 11928

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note

224

Topic: Formations (Geology)
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Antrim (Northern Ireland : County)
Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Honeycombs (Antrim, Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument to member of the Irish Brigade of the Boer Army, Armagh. 520 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Monument to member of the Irish Brigade of the Boer Army, Armagh. 520 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11930

Video number 11200

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19520

Copy and Version Identification Note

47329

Names: Boer Army
Irish Brigade of the Boer Army

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
Old ocean's waves cutting into fantastic forms the rocks of Ireland's coast--Kilkee. 523 Photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Old ocean's waves cutting into fantastic forms the rocks of Ireland's coast--Kilkee. 523 Photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 11931

Video number 11201

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19523

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Topic: Geological Formations

IRELAND -- Miscellaneous

Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Kilkee (Ireland)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Man seated in front of rustic home in Ireland.] 524 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Man seated in front of rustic home in Ireland.] 524 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

H.A.S., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11932

Video number 11202

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50226

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Dwellings -- Ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homes -- Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRELAND -- Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits -- Ireland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place          | Ireland                                  |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Street scene in Ireland.] 525 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in Ireland.] 525 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11933

Video number 11203

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25526.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50375

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Cows -- Ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRELAND -- Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Markets -- Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- Ireland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Page 6487 of 15344
Wagons -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From the tunnel, W. over the isle-studded, mountain-embraced Upper Lake, Killarney. 527 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From the tunnel, W. over the isle-studded, mountain-embraced Upper Lake, Killarney. 527 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11934

Video number 11204
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19524.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47543

Topic: IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Islands -- Ireland
Lakes -- Ireland
Mountains -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)
Upper Lake

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Enniskillen, N.W. from station, over the cattle fair, County Fermanagh. 521 Photonegative, 1905

Page 6488 of 15344
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Enniskillen, N.W. from station, over the cattle fair, County Fermanagh. 521 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11935

Video number 11205

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19521

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166]

Copy and Version Identification Note
47857

Topic: Cows -- Ireland
Expositions -- Ireland
Fairs -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous

Place: Enniskillen (County Fermanagh, Ireland)
Fermanagh (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Library, showing portrait of Lady Kenmare--Lord Kenmare's Mansion, Killarney. 528 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Library, showing portrait of Lady Kenmare--Lord Kenmare's Mansion, Killarney. 528 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11936
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Similar to RSN 19525.

Copy and Version Identification Note

47856

Names: Kenmare, Lady
Kenmare, Lord

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Art -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Ireland
Libraries -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Erin's modest thrift--selling hay in the market place, Killarney. [Active no. 529 : black-and-white stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Erin's modest thrift--selling hay in the market place, Killarney. [Active no. 529 : black-and-white stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11937

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19526.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Company acc. no. 47055.

Topic: Hay -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Markets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)
"By Killarney's rocks and rills." 530 photonegative, 1901
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "By Killarney's rocks and rills." 530 photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11938

Video number 11208

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166], moved from [28].

Frames in separate envelopes; similar to RSN 11939, 11940, 19527 and 25527.

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"By Killarney's rocks and rills." 530 photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "By Killarney's rocks and rills." 530 photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion deteriorating slightly both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 11939

Video number 11209
"By Killarney's rocks and rills." 530 photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "By Killarney's rocks and rills." 530 photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11940

Video number 11210

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Similar to RSN 11938, 19527 and 25527; same as RSN 11939; [Song Neg Killarney] on negative.

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of the Abbey and Round Tower (N.E.), Island of Devenish. 539 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ruins of the Abbey and Round Tower (N.E.), Island of Devenish. 539 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11941
Video number 11211
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes; similar to RSN 19531.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Topic:
Architecture -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Islands -- Ireland
Ruins -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place:
Devenish Island (Ireland)
Ireland
Round Tower

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

St. Giles' Cathedral (interior), Edinburgh. 565 Photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): St. Giles' Cathedral (interior), Edinburgh. 565 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11942
Video number 11212
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11936.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Topic:
Architecture -- Scotland
Cathedrals -- Scotland
Interior architecture -- Scotland
SCOTLAND - Miscellaneous

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
St. Giles' Cathedral

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Ruins of Muckross Abbey, Killarney, Ireland.] Active no. 567. Stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins of Muckross Abbey, Killarney, Ireland.] Active no. 567. Stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 11943

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].
Company acc. no. 50394.

Names: Muckross Abbey (Killarney, Ireland)
Topic: Abbeys -- Ireland
Architecture -- Ireland
Monasteries -- Ireland
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in Scotland.] 567 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children in Scotland.] 567 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11944

Video number 11214

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25533; same as RSN 25534.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note

53394

Topic: Architecture -- Scotland
Children -- Scotland

Place: Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Edinburgh's Popular Seaside Resort, Portobello, Scotland. Copyright 1906 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 569 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Edinburgh's Popular Seaside Resort, Portobello, Scotland. Copyright 1906 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 569 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11945

Video number 11215

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25535.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Topic: Beaches -- Scotland
Resorts -- Scotland
Seacoasts -- Scotland

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Portobello
Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
              -- Glass  
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery in Scotland.] 577 Photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cemetery in Scotland.] 577 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers  
RSN 11946
Video number 11216
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25536.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].
Copy and Version Identification Note  
53346

Topic: Architecture -- Scotland  
      Cathedrals -- Scotland  
      Cemeteries -- Scotland  
      Tombstones -- Scotland
Place: Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
              -- Glass  
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Scotland.] 5?? Photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture in Scotland.] 5?? Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers  
RSN 11947
Video number 11217

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note

53367

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- Scotland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Rob Roy" at the pier, Loch Katrine 589 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Rob Roy" at the pier, Loch Katrine 589 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11948

Video number 11218

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19539.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats -- Scotland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lakes -- Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCOTLAND - Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Loch Katrine (Scotland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rob Roy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Street scene in Ireland.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in Ireland.] Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11949

Video number 11219

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47230

Topic: Cows -- Ireland
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Geological formation in Ireland.] Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11950

Video number 11220

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47831
Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Seacoasts -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Ireland.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene in Ireland.] Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 11951
Video number 11221
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].
Copy and Version Identification Note
   50154

Topic: Markets -- Ireland
       Sheep -- Ireland
       Streets -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Ireland.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene in Ireland.] Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11952

Video number 11222

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50305

Topic:       Cows -- Ireland
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place:       Ireland

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation in Ireland.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Geological formation in Ireland.] Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11953

Video number 11223

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50306

Topic:       Formations (Geology)

Place:       Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family in front of country home in Ireland.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family in front of country home in Ireland.] photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11954

Video number 11224
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50385

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Ireland.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape in Ireland.] Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11955

Video number 11225
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.5 [166].
Copy and Version Identification Note

50417

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Boats -- Ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lakes -- Ireland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place         | Ireland           |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Box 131

RSN Numbers 11956-12040

Image(s)

[Norway or Sweden] 569 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Norway or Sweden] 569 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 11956

Video number 11226

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178]

Copy and Version Identification Note

77938

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Streets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Place    | Scandinavia                   |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Christiania and her busy harbor, northwest from the Ekeberg (Royal Palace at right). 600 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Christiania and her busy harbor, northwest from the Ekeberg (Royal Palace at right). 600 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11957

Video number 11227

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19542

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178]

Copy and Version Identification Note
77616

Names: Ekeberg Royal Palace (Christiania, Norway)
Topic: Harbors -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Ports -- Norway
       Ships -- Norway
Place: Christiania (Norway)
       Norway
       Oslo (Norway)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Karl Johan's Street W.N.W. to the Royal Palace, Christiania. 601 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Karl Johan's Street W.N.W. to the Royal Palace, Christiania. 601 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11958

Video number 11228

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11959, 11960, 19543 and 19544.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77825

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Palaces -- Norway
       Streetcars -- Norway
       Streets -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
       Karl Johan's Street (Christinia, Norway)
       Norway
       Oslo (Norway)
       Royal Palace

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Karl Johan's Street W.N.W. to the Royal Palace, Christiania. 601
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Karl Johan's Street W.N.W. to the Royal Palace, Christiania. 601 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 11959

Video number 11229

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11958, 11960, 19543, 19544 and 25538.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77825

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Palaces -- Norway
       Streetcars -- Norway
       Streets -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
       Karl Johan's Street (Christinia, Norway)
Karl Johan's Street W.N.W. to the Royal Palace, Christiania. 601 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Karl Johan's Street W.N.W. to the Royal Palace, Christiania. 601 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 11960

Video number 11230

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11958, 11959, 19543 and 19544.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
573

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Palaces -- Norway
Streetcars -- Norway
Streets -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Karl Johan's Street (Christinia, Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Palace

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Norway's fine capital city, Christiania. 602 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Norway's fine capital city, Christiania. 602 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11961

Video number 11231

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11962

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178]

Copy and Version Identification Note

77938

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Norway TOUR
Streets -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Palace

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Norway's fine capital city, Christiania. 602 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Norway's fine capital city, Christiania. 602 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11962

Video number 11232

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11961

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178]
The Royal Palace (southeastern facade) and statue of King Charles XIV (Jean Baptiste) Bernadotte, Christiania. Active no. 603 : photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The Royal Palace (southeastern facade) and statue of King Charles XIV (Jean Baptiste) Bernadotte, Christiania. Active no. 603 : photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11963

Video number 11233

French marshal Jean Baptiste Bernadotte, adopting the name Charles XIV John, was king of Sweden and Norway, 1818-1844.

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Similar to RSN 11964 and 19545. Company acc. no. 77798.

Names:
Charles, King of Sweden and Norway, XIV John, 1763-1844
Charles, King of Sweden and Norway, XIV John, 1763-1844

Topic:
Architecture -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Palaces -- Norway
statues -- Norway

Place:
Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Palace (Norway)
The Royal Palace (southeastern facade) and statue of King Charles XIV (Jean Baptiste) Bernadotte, Christiania. Active no. 603: Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): The Royal Palace (southeastern facade) and statue of King Charles XIV (Jean Baptiste) Bernadotte, Christiania. Active no. 603: Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11964

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

French marshal Jean Baptiste Bernadotte, adopting the name Charles XIV John, was king of Sweden and Norway, 1818-1844.

Similar to RSN 11963 and 19545.

Names: Charles, King of Sweden and Norway, XIV John, 1763-1844
Charles, King of Sweden and Norway, XIV John, 1763-1844

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Children -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Palaces -- Norway
statues -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Palace (Norway)

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

The great ball room at the palace, Christiania. 604 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The great ball room at the palace, Christiania. 604 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11965

Video number 11235

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11966 and 19546

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178]

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
       Interior architecture -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Palaces -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
       Norway
       Oslo (Norway)
       Royal Palace

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

The great ball room at the palace, Christiania. 604 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The great ball room at the palace, Christiania. 604 Photonegative
1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11966

Video number 11236

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11965

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178]

Copy and Version Identification Note
98172

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
       Interior architecture -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Palaces -- Norway
The "Great Market" around statue of Christian IV--east to Church of Our Savior, Christiania. 605 Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The "Great Market" around statue of Christian IV--east to Church of Our Savior, Christiania. 605 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11967

Video number 11237

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11968, 11969 and 19547.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77469; dupe of 77583

Names: Christian, IV
Church of Our Saviour (Christiania, Norway)

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Churches -- Norway
Great Market (Oslo, Norway)
Markets -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Streets -- Norway
statues -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Great Market" around statue of Christian IV--east to Church of Our Savior, Christiania. 605 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The "Great Market" around statue of Christian IV--east to Church of Our Savior, Christiania. 605 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11968
Video number 11238
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11967, 11969 and 19547.
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178]

Names:
Christian, IV
Church of Our Saviour (Christiania, Norway)

Topic:
Architecture -- Norway
Churches -- Norway
Great Market (Oslo, Norway)
Markets -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Streets -- Norway
statues -- Norway

Place:
Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The "Great Market" around statue of Christian IV--east to Church of Our Savior, Christiania. 605 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The "Great Market" around statue of Christian IV--east to Church of Our Savior, Christiania. 605 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 11969
Video number 11239
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11967, 11968 and 19547.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

29818

Names: Christian, IV
       Church of Our Saviour (Christiania, Norway)

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
       Churches -- Norway
       Great Market (Oslo, Norway)
       Markets -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Streets -- Norway
       statues -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
       Norway
       Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Christiania's largest market. [Active no. 606 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Christiania's largest market. [Active no. 606 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowed and peeling.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11970

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11971 and 19548.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Company acc. no. 102450.

Topic: Markets -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
Streets -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)  
Norway  
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Christiania's largest market. 606 Photonegative, 1906  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Christiania's largest market. 606 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 11971

Video number 11241  
Company catalog card included.  
Similar to RSN 11970 and 19548.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
102450

Topic: Markets -- Norway  
NORWAY TOUR  
Streets -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)  
Norway  
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Henrik Ibsen, the dramatic poet to whom all the world pays homage, in his home at Christiania.  
[Active no. 607 : photonegative,] 1905  
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Henrik Ibsen, the dramatic poet to whom all the world pays homage, in his home at Christiania.  
[Active no. 607 : photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11972

Company catalog card included.

Similar—but not identical—to RSN 19549. Obviously made on same occasion, however.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Company acc. no. 77598.

Names:  Davis, Charles H. (Charles Harold), 1856-1933
         Ibsen, Henrik

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Portraits -- Men

Place:  Christiania (Norway)
        Norway

Topic:  NORWAY TOUR

Old Viking ship, the explorer of northern seas and burial boat of a Norse chieftain, Christiania. 608 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s):  Old Viking ship, the explorer of northern seas and burial boat of a Norse chieftain, Christiania. 608 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11973

Video number 11243

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Similar to RSN 11974.

Copy and Version Identification Note
77621

Topic:  Boats -- Norway
        Museums -- Norway
        NORWAY TOUR
        Ruins -- Norway
        Ships -- Norway

Place:  Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Vikings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Old Viking ship, the explorer of northern seas and burial boat of a Norse chieftain, Christiania. 608 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Old Viking ship, the explorer of northern seas and burial boat of a Norse chieftain, Christiania. 608 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11974

Video number 11244

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Similar to RSN 11973; same as RSN 25539.

Copy and Version Identification Note

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Museums -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ruins -- Norway
Ships -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Vikings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Leaving old homes and friends--waving good-byes to emigrants starting for America, Christiania. [Active no. 609 : photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Leaving old homes and friends--waving good-byes to emigrants starting for America, Christiania. [Active no. 609 : photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Crowd on pier and ships shown. Plate apparently is a copy negative, with most of one image cropped out by the 4" x 5" plate format.

Formerly stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Deep horizontal scratch in emulsion, evidently for cropping purposes, at top of image, plus other intentional scratches outside image area.

Local Numbers
RSN 11975
AC0143-0011975 (AC Scan No.)

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 572.

Similar to RSN 12027; same as RSN 25540.

Topic:
- Docks -- Norway
- Emigration and immigration -- Norway
- NORWAY TOUR
- Piers -- Norway
- Ports -- Norway
- Ships -- Norway
- Wharves -- Norway

Place:
- Christiania (Norway)
- Norway
- Oslo (Norway)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
- -- Glass

The old Church of Gol, a quaint 12th century church reconstructed in the royal park at Oscarshal. [Active no. 610 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s): The old Church of Gol, a quaint 12th century church reconstructed in the royal park at Oscarshal. [Active no. 610 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11976

Video number 11246

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 6355 and 19550.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Company acc. no. 77958.

Names: Church of Gol (Christiania, Norway)

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Architecture, Medieval
Churches -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oscarshol (Norway)
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Oscarshol Royal Gardens and Christiania, from the Chateau. 611
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The Oscarshol Royal Gardens and Christiania, from the
Chateau. 611 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11977

Video number 11247

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12026, 12028 and 19551.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77578

Topic: Gardens -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ports -- Norway
Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oscarshal
Oscarshal Royal Gardens
Oslo (Norway)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The old Fortress of Fredrikshald. 612 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The old Fortress of Fredrikshald. 612 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11978

Video number 11248

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11979 and 19552.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
19607

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Boats -- Norway
Fortification -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ports -- Norway

Place: Fredrikshald (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The old Fortress of Fredrikshald. 612 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The old Fortress of Fredrikshald. 612 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11979

Video number 11249

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11978 and 19552.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

29713

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Boats -- Norway
Fortification -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ports -- Norway

Place: Fredrikshald (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Village church and homes of Knogsberg, beside the bridge-spanned rapids
of the Laagen. 613 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Village church and homes of Knogsberg, beside the bridge-
spanned rapids of the Laagen. 613 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11980

Video number 11250

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Similar to RSN 19553.

Copy and Version Identification Note
77954
Victoria Hotel, adorned with reindeer antlers—at Kongsberg, in rugged Norway. 614 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Victoria Hotel, adorned with reindeer antlers—at Kongsberg, in rugged Norway. 614 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11981

Video number 11251

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19554.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Names: Victoria Hotel (Kongsberg, Norway)

Topic: Antlers -- Norway
Architecture -- Norway
Carriages -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.
NORWAY TOUR
Reindeer -- Norway

Place: Kongsberg (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Government small-arms factory beside the picturesque rapids of the Laagen, at Kongsberg. 615 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Government small-arms factory beside the picturesque rapids of the Laagen, at Kongsberg. 615 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11982

Video number 11252

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Similar to RSN 19555.

Copy and Version Identification Note

77955

Topic:   Factories -- Norway
        NORWAY TOUR
        Rapids -- Norway
        Rivers -- Norway

Place:   Kongsberg (Norway)
         Laagen River (Norway)
         Norway

Genre/ Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

Country girls in haying time--outlook over Bolkesjo and Folsjo (lakes) to Himingen Mts. [Active no. 616 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Country girls in haying time--outlook over Bolkesjo and Folsjo (lakes) to Himingen Mts. [Active no. 616 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11983
Video number 11253

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19556.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Orig. nos. 77946; 77953.

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
      Dwellings -- Norway
      Hay -- Norway
      Homes -- Norway
      Lakes -- Norway
      Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR

Place: Bolkesjo Lake (Norway)
       Folsjo Lake (Norway)
       Himingen Mountains (Norway)
       Norway

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                         -- Glass

Waiting for passengers on the road near Bolkesjo--peak of Mt. Gausta over height at left. 617 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Waiting for passengers on the road near Bolkesjo--peak of Mt. Gausta over height at left. 617 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 11984

Video number 11254

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19557.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    77942

Topic: Carts -- Norway
       Dwellings -- Norway
       Homes -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Bolkesjø (Norway)
Gausta Mountain (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Snowy rock-ribbed heights of Mt. Gausta (6,180 ft.), towering over quiet homes in the Maan Valley. [Active no. 619: half-stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11985

Video number 11255

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11986; same as RSN 11987 and 25541

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway
Homes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Snow -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Gausta Mountain (Norway)
Maan Valley (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Snowy rock-ribbed heights of Mt. Gausta (6,180 ft.), towering over quiet homes in the Maan Valley. [Active no. 619: non-stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11986

Video number 11256

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11985 and 11987

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Company acc. no. 77945; dupe of 77967.

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Snow -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Gausta Mountain (Norway)
Maan Valley (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Snowy rock-ribbed heights of Mt. Gausta (6,180 ft.), towering over quiet homes in the Maan Valley. [Active no. 619 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11987

Video number 11257
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11985 and 25541; similar to RSN 11986

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Orig. no. 575.

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Snow -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Gausta Mountain (Norway)
Maan Valley (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Imposing beauty of spray-enshrouded Rjukanfos, the "foaming fall," in its 800-foot leap. [Active no. 620 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): Imposing beauty of spray-enshrouded Rjukanfos, the "foaming fall," in its 800-foot leap. [Active no. 620 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11988

Video number 11258

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11989.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Company acc. no. 77881.

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Forests -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
Rjukanfos

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Imposing beauty of spray-enshrouded Rjukanfos, the "foaming fall," in its 800-foot leap. [Active no. 620 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Imposing beauty of spray-enshrouded Rjukanfos, the "foaming fall," in its 800-foot leap. [Active no. 620 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11989

Video number 11259

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11988; same as RSN 25542.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Orig. no. 576.

Topic: Carts -- Norway
       Forests -- Norway
       Horses -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
       Rjukanfos
       Rujkan Falls

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Norway

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Terrific splendor of the mighty Rjukan Falls, where it begins its 800-foot drop. 621 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Terrific splendor of the mighty Rjukan Falls, where it begins its 800-foot drop. 621 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11990
Rainbow in the spray of the Rjukanfos, "the foaming fall," spanning the terrific mountain gorge. 622 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Rainbow in the spray of the Rjukanfos, "the foaming fall," spanning the terrific mountain gorge. 622 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11991

Video number 11261
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11993 and 19560
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77873

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Valleys -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
Rjukan Falls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
When the lake steamer calls at Tinoset pier--outlook across the rippling Tinsjo to the hills. 618 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): When the lake steamer calls at Tinoset pier--outlook across the rippling Tinsjo to the hills. 618 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 11992

Video number 11262

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19558.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77941

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Norway
Tinoset
Tinsjo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rainbow in the spray of the Rjukanfos, "the foaming fall," spanning the terrific mountain gorge. 622 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rainbow in the spray of the Rjukanfos, "the foaming fall," spanning the terrific mountain gorge. 622 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 11993

Video number 11263

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE COPIED UPSIDE DOWN ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 11991 and 19560

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77912

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Valleys -- Norway
       Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
       Rjukan Falls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Many-gabled timber church with curious 12th century arcade and turrets, Hitterdal. 623 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11994

Video number 11264

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19561.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77884

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Steamboat climbing a steep hill beside the Vrang waterfall, by locks in Bandak-Nordsjo Canal. [Active no. 624 : photonegative,] 1905

Image(s): Steamboat climbing a steep hill beside the Vrang waterfall, by locks in Bandak-Nordsjo Canal. [Active no. 624 : photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11995

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25543; similar to RSN 11996 and 11998. Company acc. no. 77892.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Topic: Canals
Locks
NORWAY TOUR
Steamboats
Waterfalls

Place: Bandak-Nordsjo Canal (Norway)
Norway
Vrang Waterfall

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Steamboat climbing a steep hill beside the Vrang waterfall, by locks in Bandak-Nordsjo Canal. 624 Photonegative, 1905

Image(s): Steamboat climbing a steep hill beside the Vrang waterfall, by locks in Bandak-Nordsjo Canal. 624 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 11996

Video number 11266
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 11995 and 11998
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178]

Copy and Version Identification Note
577

Topic: Canals -- Norway
      Locks -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      Steamboats -- Norway
      Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Bandak-Nordsjo Canal (Norway)
       Norway
       Vrang Waterfall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Gossip at a wayside inn at Botten, overlooking the Voxli Lake--view towards the Haukeli Mts. [Active no. 627 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Gossip at a wayside inn at Botten, overlooking the Voxli Lake--view towards the Haukeli Mts. [Active no. 627 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 11997

Video number 11267
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19564.
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].
Company acc. no. 77558; dupe of 77609.

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway
       Lakes -- Norway
       Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Botten (Norway)
Haukeli Mountains (Norway)
Norway
Voxli Lake

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Steamboat climbing a steep hill beside the Vrang waterfall, by locks in Bandak-Nordsjo Canal. 624 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Steamboat climbing a steep hill beside the Vrang waterfall, by locks in Bandak-Nordsjo Canal. 624 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 11998

Video number 11268

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11995 and 11996

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178]

Copy and Version Identification Note
77891

Topic: Canals -- Norway
Locks -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Steamboats -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Bandak-Nordsjo Canal (Norway)
Norway
Vrang Waterfall

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Halt of a stolkjaerre on the Telemarken road beside the foaming "Little Rjukan Falls." 626 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Halt of a stolkjaerre on the Telemarken road beside the foaming "Little Rjukan Falls." 626 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 11999

Video number 11269
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].
Similar to RSN 19563.

Copy and Version Identification Note
77710

Topic:
Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Rapids -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place:
Little Rjukan Falls (Norway)
Norway
Telemarken Road

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Digging a road through the deep July snowdrifts upon Dyreskard Pass (3,715 feet). 628 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Digging a road through the deep July snowdrifts upon Dyreskard Pass (3,715 feet). 628 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12000
Video number 11270

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19565

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77736

**Topic:** Laborers -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Passes -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
Snow -- Norway

**Place:** Dyreskard Pass (Norway)
Norway

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Looking through a great snow-tunnel on a midsummer journey over the Dyreskard Pass (3,715 feet). 629 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking through a great snow-tunnel on a midsummer journey over the Dyreskard Pass (3,715 feet). 629 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12001

Video number 11271

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19566

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77656

**Topic:** Laborers -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Passes -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
Snow -- Norway
Tunnels -- Norway

Place: Dyreskard Pass (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Pretty Norwegian girls tending cows and goats on the Haukeli Mts. (Midtlaeger saeter). [Active no. 630 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12002

Video number 11272

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19567.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Company acc. no. 77747; dupe of 77740.

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
Cows -- Norway
Goats -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Haukeli Mountains (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Great zigzag looks of road descending from Dyreskard Pass--west to mountain-walled Rolsdal Lake. 631 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Great zigzag looks of road descending from Dyreskard Pass--west to mountain-walled Rolsdal Lake. 631 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12003

Video number 11273

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19568.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77706

Topic:
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Passes -- Norway
Roads -- Norway

Place:
Dyreskard Pass (Norway)
Norway
Rolsdal Lake

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A farmer's family making hay in a sunny field between the mountains, Rolsdal. [Active no. 632 : half-stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): A farmer's family making hay in a sunny field between the mountains, Rolsdal. [Active no. 632 : half-stereo photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12004

Video number 11274

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12005; same as RSN 12006 and 25544.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Topic:
Agriculture -- Norway
Family -- Norway
Farms -- Norway
Hay -- Norway  
Mountains -- Norway  
NORWAY TOUR  

Place:  
Norway  
Rolsdal  

Genre/ Form:  
Landscapes (representations) -- Norway  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

A farmer's family making hay in a sunny field between the mountains, Rolsdal. [Active no. 632 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905  
1 Item (4" x 5").  

Image(s):  
A farmer's family making hay in a sunny field between the mountains, Rolsdal. [Active no. 632 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 12005  

Video number 11275  

Similar to RSN 12004, 12006 and 25544.  

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].  

Company acc. no. 77902.  

Topic:  
Agriculture -- Norway  
Family -- Norway  
Farms -- Norway  
Hay -- Norway  
Mountains -- Norway  
NORWAY TOUR  

Place:  
Norway  
Rolsdal  

Genre/ Form:  
Landscapes (representations) -- Norway  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

A farmer's family making hay in a sunny field between the mountains, Rolsdal. [Active no. 632 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A farmer's family making hay in a sunny field between the mountains, Rolsdal. [Active no. 632 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12006

Video number 11276

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12004 and 25544; similar to RSN 12005; "Used by Turiscope [Touriscope?]" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Topic:
Agriculture -- Norway
Family -- Norway
Farms -- Norway
Hay -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place:
Norway
Rolsdal

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Travelers on mountain road through the wild ravine Seljestad, N.W. to snowy Folgefond. 633 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Travelers on mountain road through the wild ravine Seljestad, N.W. to snowy Folgefond. 633 Photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12007

Video number 11277

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19569
Espelandfos, one of the lovliest waterfalls in all Scandinavia—a gem in superbest setting. 634 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Espelandfos, one of the lovliest waterfalls in all Scandinavia—a gem in superbest setting. 634 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12008

Video number 11278

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19570

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77514

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Roads -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Espelandfos (Waterfall, Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Skarsfos and Lotefos leaping over the rocks to the meeting-place of their waters, Western Norway. 635 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Skarsfos and Lotefos leaping over the rocks to the meeting-place of their waters, Western Norway. 635 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12009

Video number 11279

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19571

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79613

Topic: Bridges -- Norway
      Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Lotefos
       Norway
       Skarsfos

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Village roofs and sunny fields of Odde, north up the narrow mountain-walled Sorfjord. 636 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Village roofs and sunny fields of Odde, north up the narrow mountain-walled Sorfjord. 636 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12010
Video number 11280
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12011; same as RSN 25545
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

579

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Norway
Odde
Sorfjord

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Village roofs and sunny fields of Odde, north up the narrow mountain-walled Sorfjord. 636 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Village roofs and sunny fields of Odde, north up the narrow mountain-walled Sorfjord. 636 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12011

Video number 11281
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12010 and 25545
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77690

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Norway
Odde
Sorfjord
Families and neighbors on a Sunday morning before the village church at Odde. 637 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Families and neighbors on a Sunday morning before the village church at Odde. 637 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12012
Video number 11282
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19573.
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].
Copy and Version Identification Note
77566

Leaving Odde for an excursion down the picturesque mountain-walled Sorfjord—looking north. 638 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Leaving Odde for an excursion down the picturesque mountain-walled Sorfjord—looking north. 638 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12013

Video number 11283

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19574.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77693

Topic:
Docks -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Piers -- Norway
Ships -- Norway
Wharves -- Norway

Place:
Norway
Odde

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A humble mountain home at the foot of the cliffs, where the imposing Skjaeggedals Falls leap 525 feet. 639 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A humble mountain home at the foot of the cliffs, where the imposing Skjaeggedals Falls leap 525 feet. 639 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12014

Video number 11284

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12015; same as RSN 12018 and 25546

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77520
A humble mountain home at the foot of the cliffs, where the imposing Skjaeggedals Falls leap 525 feet. 639 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): A humble mountain home at the foot of the cliffs, where the imposing Skjaeggedals Falls leap 525 feet. 639 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12015

Video number 11285

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12014 and 12018

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77520

Old log houses, down in the Bratlandsdal, with trees growing on their sod-covered roofs. [Active no. 641 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Old log houses, down in the Bratlandsdal, with trees growing on their sod-covered roofs. [Active no. 641 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
 RSN 12016

Video number 11286

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12016.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Company acc. no. 77712.

Topic:          Dwellings -- Norway
                Mountains -- Norway
                NORWAY TOUR
                Valleys -- Norway

Place:          Bratlandsdal (Norway)
                Norway

Genre/          Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Form:           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

The wonderful Bratlandsdal road, blasted through mountain walls of solid rock. [Active no. 640 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The wonderful Bratlandsdal road, blasted through mountain walls of solid rock. [Active no. 640 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
 RSN 12017

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].
Company acc. no. 77565.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Roads -- Norway

Place: Bratlandsdal (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A humble mountain home at the foot of the cliffs, where the imposing Skjaeggedals Falls leap 525 feet. 639 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A humble mountain home at the foot of the cliffs, where the imposing Skjaeggedals Falls leap 525 feet. 639 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12018

Video number 11288

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12014 and 25546; similar to RSN 12015; ["Used by Turiscope"] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
581

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway
Homes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
Skjaeggedals Falls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The narrow rock-shelf, where the road to the Voring Falls creeps past Lake Ofjords' deep waters. 643 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The narrow rock-shelf, where the road to the Voring Falls creeps past Lake Oifjords' deep waters. 643 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12019

Video number 11289

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19578.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77715

77715

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Formations (Geology)
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Walkways -- Norway

Place: Lake Oifjords (Norway)
Norway
Voring Falls (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The seething waters of the mighty Voringsfos, one of the largest waterfalls of Norway. 644 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The seething waters of the mighty Voringsfos, one of the largest waterfalls of Norway. 644 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12020

Video number 11290
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12022 and 19579

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77679; dupe of 29826K

| Topic: | Mountains -- Norway  
Waterfalls -- Norway |
| Place: | Norway  
Voringsfoss |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs |

The flood from a melting glacier--where the sparkling Rembesdal Falls comes even a towering precipice. 645 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The flood from a melting glacier--where the sparkling Rembesdal Falls comes even a towering precipice. 645 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12021

Video number 11291

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12023 and 19580

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77727

| Topic: | Mountains -- Norway  
Waterfalls -- Norway  
glaciers -- Norway |
| Place: | Norway  
Rembesdal Falls |
The seething waters of the mighty Voringsfos, one of the largest waterfalls of Norway. 644 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The seething waters of the mighty Voringsfos, one of the largest waterfalls of Norway. 644 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12022

Video number 11292

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12020 and 19579

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77676

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
Voringsfos

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

The flood from a melting glacier--where the sparkling Rembesdal Falls comes even a towering precipice. 645 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The flood from a melting glacier--where the sparkling Rembesdal Falls comes even a towering precipice. 645 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12023
Video number 11293

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12021 and 19580.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      Waterfalls -- Norway
      glaciers -- Norway

Place: Norway
      Rembesdal Falls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

A stream of solid ice (Hardanger Glacier) and the lake (Rembesdalsvand) formed where it melts. 646 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A stream of solid ice (Hardanger Glacier) and the lake (Rembesdalsvand) formed where it melts. 646 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12024

Video number 11294

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25547; similar to RSN 12025.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

583

Topic: Boats -- Norway
       Lakes -- Norway
       Mountains -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       glaciers -- Norway

Place: Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
       Norway
       Rembesdalsvand Lake
A stream of solid ice (Hardanger Glacier) and the lake (Rembesdalsvand) formed where it melts. 646 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A stream of solid ice (Hardanger Glacier) and the lake (Rembesdalsvand) formed where it melts. 646 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12025
Video number 11295
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12024.
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77548

Topic:  Boats -- Norway
        Lakes -- Norway
        Mountains -- Norway
        NORWAY TOUR
        glaciers -- Norway

Place:  Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
        Norway
        Rembesdalsvand Lake

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

The Oscarshal Royal Gardens and Christiania, from the Oscarshal Chateau. Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Oscarshal Royal Gardens and Christiania, from the Oscarshal Chateau. Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12026

Video number 11296

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11977, 12028 and 19551.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77578

Topic: Gardens -- Norway
      Harbors -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      Ports -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
      Norway
      Oscarshal
      Oscarshal Royal Gardens
      Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Leaving old homes and friends--waving good-byes to emigrants starting from America. photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Leaving old homes and friends--waving good-byes to emigrants starting from America. photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12027

Video number 11297

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11975.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].
Copy and Version Identification Note

77974

Topic: Crowds -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ports -- Norway
Ships -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

The Oscarshall Royal Gardens and Christiania, from the Chateau Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Oscarshall Royal Gardens and Christiania, from the Chateau Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12028

Video number 11298

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11977, 12026 and 19551.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178]

Copy and Version Identification Note

77980

Topic: Gardens -- Norway
Harbors -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ports -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oscarshall
Oscarshall Chateau
Oscarshall Royal Gardens
Oslo (Norway)
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape, Norway. ] [Stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s): [Landscape, Norway. ] [Stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12029
Video number 11299
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12040.
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].
Company acc. no. 79612.

Topic:
Agriculture -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place:
Norway

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shy reindeer, doubtfully watching the traveler's approach to the herd on the Hardanger Glacier. 647 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Shy reindeer, doubtfully watching the traveler's approach to the herd on the Hardanger Glacier. 647 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12030
Video number 11300

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12031 and 19581.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77686; dupe of 77728?

Topic: NORWAY TOUR
Reindeer -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Shy reindeer, doubtfully watching the traveler's approach to the herd on the Hardanger Glacier. 647 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Shy reindeer, doubtfully watching the traveler's approach to the herd on the Hardanger Glacier. 647 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12031

Video number 11301

Similar to RSN 12030 and 19581.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Topic: NORWAY TOUR
Reindeer -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Bergen, west from the Floifjeld, over the harbor (right) and Puddefjord (distant). 648 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Bergen, west from the Floifjeld, over the harbor (right) and Puddelfjord (distant). 648 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12032

Video number 11302

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 12033; same as RSN 25548.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77669?

Topic: Boats -- Norway
       Carriages -- Norway
       Fjords -- Norway
       Harbors -- Norway
       Horses -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Ports -- Norway
       Ships -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)
       Floifjeld (Norway)
       Norway
       Puddefjord (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Video number 11303

Similar to RSN 12032; ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

584; 77669?

Topic: Boats -- Norway  
Fjords -- Norway  
NORWAY TOUR  
Ports -- Norway  
Ships -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)  
Floifjeld (Norway)  
Norway  
Puddefjord (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Sternly picturesque old fortress (Bergenhus) seen from a square in the modern town, Bergen. 649 Photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sternly picturesque old fortress (Bergenhus) seen from a square in the modern town, Bergen. 649 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  

RSN 12034

Video number 11304

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19582.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77537?

Names:  
Fortress Bergenhus (Bergen, Norway)

Topic:  
Architecture -- Norway  
Boats -- Norway  
Fortification -- Norway
In the great market-place of busy, prosperous Bergen--from the Flower Market, N. to the Fish Market. 650 Photonegative, 1905

Image(s): In the great market-place of busy, prosperous Bergen--from the Flower Market, N. to the Fish Market. 650 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12035

Video number 11305

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19583.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77535?

The harbor N.W. from the market place in Bergen, the greatest fish market of Norway. 651 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The harbor N.W. from the market place in Bergen, the greatest fish market of Norway. 651 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12036

Video number 11306
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19584.
Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77532?

Topic:  Fishing -- Norway
        Harbors -- Norway
        Markets -- Norway
        NORWAY TOUR
        Ports -- Norway
        Ships -- Norway
        Streets -- Norway

Place:  Bergen (Norway)
        Norway

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

Warehouses along the quay in the old town of Bergen, for centuries the great fish-mart of Norway. 652 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Warehouses along the quay in the old town of Bergen, for centuries the great fish-mart of Norway. 652 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12037

Video number 11307
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19585.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77538?

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fishing -- Norway
Markets -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ports -- Norway
Streets -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Children at play in a farmer's field before terraced Tvinde waterfall, near Vossevangen. 653 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Children at play in a farmer's field before terraced Tvinde waterfall, near Vossevangen. 653 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12038

Video number 11308

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19586

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79589?

Topic: Children -- Norway
Dwellings -- Norway
Farms -- Norway
Homes -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
Tvinde Waterfall
Vossevangen (Norway)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Street scene in Norway.] 874 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street scene in Norway.] 874 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12039

Video number 11309

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77699?

Topic: Crowds -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Streets -- Norway

Place: Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape, Norway.] [Active no. 1082 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape, Norway.] [Active no. 1082 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12040

Video number 11310
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12029.

Currently stored in box 3.1.6 [178].

Company acc. no. 79611?

| Topic: | Agriculture -- Norway  
|        | Mountains -- Norway  
|        | NORWAY TOUR |
| Place: | Norway |
| Genre/Form: | Landscapes (representations) -- Norway  
|            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
|            | -- Glass  
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |

Box 132 Cards 101-359

Box 133 Cards 360-653

Box 134 RSN Numbers 12041-12134

Image(s)

The zigzag mountain road up to Stalheim's Falls and Hotel, on a cliff above the Naerodal. [Active no. 655 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): The zigzag mountain road up to Stalheim's Falls and Hotel, on a cliff above the Naerodal. [Active no. 655 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12041

Video number 11311

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19588.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Orig. no. 940.

Names: Stalheim's Hotel (Naerodal, Norway)

Topic: Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway  
| Mountains -- Norway |
The Sevle Falls--dashing and splashing--near Stalheim's Hotel--in the Naerodal. 656 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The Sevle Falls--dashing and splashing--near Stalheim's Hotel--in the Naerodal. 656 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12042
Video number 11312
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 12043 and 19589
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221]

Copy and Version Identification Note

Names: Stalheim's Hotel (Naerodal, Norway)
Topic: NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls -- Norway
Place: Naerodal (Norway)
Norway
Sevle Falls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Sevle Falls--dashing and splashing--near Stalheim's Hotel--in the Naerodal. 656 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Sevle Falls--dashing and splashing--near Stalheim's Hotel--in the Naerodal. 656 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12043

Video number 11313

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12042 and 19589

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221]

Copy and Version Identification Note
939

Names: Stalheim's Hotel (Naerodal, Norway)
Topic: NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls -- Norway
Place: Naerodal (Norway)
Norway
Sevle Falls
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stalheim's Hotel, and its superb view, through the famous Naerodal. [Active no. 657 : half-stereo photonegativ,] 1905

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Stalheim's Hotel, and its superb view, through the famous Naerodal. [Active no. 657 : half-stereo photonegativ,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12044

Video number 11314

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12045, 19590 and 19591.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Orig. no. 55.

Names: Stalheim's Hotel (Naerodal, Norway)
Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Resorts -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway
Place: Naerodal (Norway)
Norway
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stalheim's Hotel, and its superb view, through the famous Naerodal. [Active no. 657 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Stalheim's Hotel, and its superb view, through the famous Naerodal. [Active no. 657 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12045

Video number 11315

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12044, 19590 and 19591.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Orig. no. 930.

Names: Stalheim's Hotel (Naerodal, Norway)
Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Resorts -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway
Place: Naerodal (Norway)
Norway
Looking down the deep still Naerofjord, from near Gudvangen. 659 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Looking down the deep still Naerofjord, from near Gudvangen. 659 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Two left corners missing.
Local Numbers
   RSN 12046
Video number 11316
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12047, 19593 and 19594; same as RSN 12048.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].
Copy and Version Identification Note
   79806
   Topic:   Boats -- Norway
   Fjords -- Norway
   Mountains -- Norway
   NORWAY TOUR
   Valleys -- Norway
   Place:   Gudvangen (Norway)
   Naerofjord
   Norway
   Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Form:   -- Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12047

Video number 11317

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12046, 12048, 19593 and 19594.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79761

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Gudvangen (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down the deep still Naerofjord, from near Gudvangen. 659
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking down the deep still Naerofjord, from near Gudvangen.
659 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12048

Video number 11318

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12046; similar to RSN 12047, 19593 and 19594.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221], moved from [127].

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Gudvangen (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Norway.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains in Norway.] Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12049

Video number 11319
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79745

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating from bottom both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 12050

Video number 11320

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes; same as RSN 12051, 12052, 12054 and 25549; similar to RSN 12053

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221], moved from [127].

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Cows -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Gudvangen (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated badly and peeling both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 12051

Video number 11321

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes; same as RSN 12050, 12052 and 12054; similar to RSN 12053

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221], moved from [127].

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Cows -- Norway
Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12052

Video number 11322

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12050, 12051 and 12054; similar to RSN 12053

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

585 79584

Topic: Boats -- Norway
        Cows -- Norway
        Fjords -- Norway
        Mountains -- Norway
        NORWAY TOUR
        Steamships -- Norway

Place: Gudvangen (Norway)
       Naerofjord
       Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Photonegative, 1905
Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12053

Video number 11323

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12050, 12051, 12052 and 12054.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Cows -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Gudvangen (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 12054

Video number 11324

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12050. 12051 and 12052; similar to RSN 12053
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

**Topic:**
- Boats -- Norway
- Cows -- Norway
- Fjords -- Norway
- Mountains -- Norway
  
**Place:**
- Gudvangen (Norway)
- Naerofjord
- Norway

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass

Looking across Essefjord from Tjugum to mountain-side homes below ice-shrouded Kjeipen 661 Photonegative, 1905

*1 Item (5" x 7")*

Image(s): Looking across Essefjord from Tjugum to mountain-side homes below ice-shrouded Kjeipen 661 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 12055

**Video number** 11325

Company catalog card included.

**Similar to** RSN 19595

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

- 79290

**Topic:**
- Boats -- Norway
- Fjords -- Norway
- Mountains -- Norway
  
**Place:**
- Essefjord (Norway)
- Kjeipen (Norway)
- Norway
- Tjugum (Norway)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass
  - Stereoscopic photographs
Fisherman arranging nets for a salmon trap at Balestrand on the Sognefjord--Balholm in distance. Caption no. 662 : photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12056

Company catalog card included. Photographer identified as E. Underwood, presumably Elmer?

Similar to RSN 19596.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Topic:
Fishers -- 1900-1910 -- Norway
Fishing
Fjords
Industry
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Salmon

Place:
Balestrand (Norway)
Balholm (Norway)
Norway
Sognefjord

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Where the road creeps under the jutting cliffs by the waters of the Naerofjord. 664 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Where the road creeps under the jutting cliffs by the waters of the Naerofjord. 664 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12057

Video number 11327

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25551 and 25552.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Topic:   Fjords -- Norway  
         Formations (Geology) -- Norway  
         Mountains -- Norway  
         NORWAY TOUR  
         Roads -- Norway

Place:   Haerofjord (Norway)  
         Norway

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
               -- Glass

A Nordfjord bride and groom with guests and parents at their house door,  
Brigsdal. 665 photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s):  A Nordfjord bride and groom with guests and parents at their house door, Brigsdal. 665 photonegative 1905.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 12058

Video number 11328

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Similar to RSN 12059 and 25553

Copy and Version Identification Note  
79208

Topic:   Dwellings -- Norway  
         Family -- Norway  
         NORWAY TOUR  
         Weddings -- Norway

Place:   Brigsdal (Norway)  
         Nordfjord  
         Norway

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
               -- Glass

A Nordfjord bride and groom with guests and parents at their house door,  
Brigsdal. 665 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4'' x 5'')

Image(s): A Nordfjord bride and groom with guests and parents at their house door, Brigsdal. 665 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12059

Video number 11329

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Similar to RSN 12058 and 25553.

Copy and Version Identification Note
594

Topic:
- Dwellings -- Norway
- Family -- Norway
- NORWAY TOUR
- Weddings -- Norway

Place:
- Brigsdal (Norway)
- Nordfjord
- Norway

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

On sombre Lake Olden, lying deep between cloud-covered mountains--to Maelkevold glacier. 666 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (3 3/4'' x 7'')

Image(s): On sombre Lake Olden, lying deep between cloud-covered mountains--to Maelkevold glacier. 666 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12060

Video number 11330

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes; same as RSN 12061 and 25554.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

356

Topic: Boats -- Norway
      Lakes -- Norway
      Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      glaciers -- Norway

Place: Maelkevold Glacier (Norway)
       Norway
       Olden Lake (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

On sombre Lake Olden, lying deep between cloud-covered mountains--to Maelkevold glacier. 666 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): On sombre Lake Olden, lying deep between cloud-covered mountains--to Maelkevold glacier. 666 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12061

Video number 11331

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12060.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

587

Topic: Boats -- Norway
      Lakes -- Norway
      Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      glaciers -- Norway

Place: Maelkevold Glacier (Norway)
       Norway
       Olden Lake (Norway)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Grytereids glacier glittering above shifting clouds, seen across placid Lake Olden. 667 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Grytereids glacier glittering above shifting clouds, seen across placid Lake Olden. 667 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12062

Video number 11332

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12063 and 25555.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

586

Topic: Goats -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Grytereids Glacier (Norway)
Norway
Olden Lake (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Grytereids glacier glittering above shifting clouds, seen across placid Lake Olden. 667 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Grytereids glacier glittering above shifting clouds, seen across placid Lake Olden. 667 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12063

Video number 11333
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12062 and 25555.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79402

Topic: Goats -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Grytereids Glacier (Norway)
Norway
Olden Lake (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Farmhouses of Yri nestled at the mountain's base, with Yri Falls pouring down from the glacier 668 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Farmhouses of Yri nestled at the mountain's base, with Yri Falls pouring down from the glacier 668 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12064

Video number 11334
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19598
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79342

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Villages -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: 
Norway
Yri
Yru Falls

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Harvesting barley on a Mindresunde farm in the valley near Olden. [Active no. 670: non-stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Harvesting barley on a Mindresunde farm in the valley near Olden. [Active no. 670: non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12065

Video number 11335

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19600.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Company acc. no. 79791.

Topic:
Agriculture -- Norway
Barley -- Norway
Farms -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Valleys -- Norway

Place:
Mindresunde
Norway
Olden (Norway)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Rustoen Falls, as they seem to come down out of the sky, above Rustoefjeld's rugged heights. 671 Photonegative, 1905
Image(s): The Rustoen Falls, as they seem to come down out of the sky, above Rustoeufjeld's rugged heights. 671 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12066

Video number 11336

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12067 and 25556

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

588

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
      Rustoeufjeld
      Rustoen Falls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12067

Video number 11337

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12066 and 25556

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79254; 1057

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
       Rustoejfeld
       Rustoen Falls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Perilous crevasses of the Brigsdal Glacier, one of the grandest in all Norway. 672 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Perilous crevasses of the Brigsdal Glacier, one of the grandest in all Norway. 672 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12068

Video number 11338

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25557.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79787

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      glaciers -- Norway

Place: Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)
       Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Perilous crevasses of the Brigsdal Glacier, one of the grandest in all Norway. 672 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Perilous crevasses of the Brigsdal Glacier, one of the grandest in all Norway. 672 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12069

Video number 11339

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12070.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
589

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Same as RSN 12069.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79211

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
   glaciers -- Norway
Place: Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)
      Norway
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Cavernous mouth of huge Brigsdal Glacier where its melting ice forms mountain torrents. 673 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cavernous mouth of huge Brigsdal Glacier where its melting ice forms mountain torrents. 673 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12071

Video number 11341

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12072 and 19601.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
   glaciers -- Norway
Place: Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)
      Norway
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

Cavernous mouth of huge Brigsdal Glacier where its melting ice forms mountain torrents. 673 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Cavernous mouth of huge Brigsdal Glacier where its melting ice forms mountain torrents. 673 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12072
Video number 11342
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12071 and 19601.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].
Copy and Version Identification Note
79626
Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway
Place: Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)
Norway
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among mountains and chasms of ice--enormous crevasses of Brigsdal Glacier. 674 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Among mountains and chasms of ice--enormous crevasses of Brigsdal Glacier. 674 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12073
Video number 11343
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12074 and 25558.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

**Topic:**
Mountaineers -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

**Place:**
Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)
Norway

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Among mountains and chasms of ice--enormous crevasses of Brigsdal Glacier. 674 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Among mountains and chasms of ice--enormous crevasses of Brigsdal Glacier. 674 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12074

Video number 11344

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12073 and 25558.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77344

**Topic:**
Mountaineers -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

**Place:**
Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)
Norway

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Utigarde Fall, leaping 2,000 feet from Ravenfjeld Glacier into Lake Loen--seen from Naesdal. 675 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Utigarde Fall, leaping 2,000 feet from Ravenfeld Glacier into Lake Loen--seen from Naesdal. 675 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12075

Video number 11345

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19602.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77274; 1062

Topic: Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Lake Loen (Norway)
Naesdal (Norway)
Norway
Ravenfeld Glacier (Norway)
Utigarde Fall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Tourists crossing the rippling Lake Loen--view across to a huge glacier between the heights. 676 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tourists crossing the rippling Lake Loen--view across to a huge glacier between the heights. 676 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12076
Video number 11346

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19603.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79347

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Tourists -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Lake Loen (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lake Loen--fed by glaciers on its cloud-capped mountain shores. 677
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lake Loen--fed by glaciers on its cloud-capped mountain shores. 677 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12077

Video number 11347

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19604.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79809

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Lake Loen (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mountain-walled Loen Lake--unrivaled in beauty and grandeur from Seten farm 678 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Mountain-walled Loen Lake--unrivaled in beauty and grandeur from Seten farm 678 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12078

Video number 11348

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12079 and 19605.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79768

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
Farms -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Lake Loen (Norway)
Norway
Seten Farm

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mountain-walled Loen Lake--unrivaled in beauty and grandeur from Seten farm 678 Photonegative, 1905
Image(s): Mountain-walled Loen Lake--unrivaled in beauty and grandeur from Seten farm 678 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12079

Video number 11349

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12078 and 19605.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79679; 106

Topic:
Agriculture -- Norway
Farms -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

Place:
Lake Loen (Norway)
Norway
Seten Farm

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hogrending farm, nestling at the mountain base, on the east shore of Lake Loen. 679 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hogrending farm, nestling at the mountain base, on the east shore of Lake Loen. 679 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12080

Video number 11350

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19606.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79563

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
Boats -- Norway
Farms -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Lake Loen (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking from Hjelle across quiet Stryns Lake to the steeps and glaciers of Mt. Skalla. 680 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking from Hjelle across quiet Stryns Lake to the steeps and glaciers of Mt. Skalla. 680 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12081

Video number 11351

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19607.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].
From the mountain inn at Vide saeter down the Vide Valley—Mt. Skaala in right distance. 681 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): From the mountain inn at Vide saeter down the Vide Valley—Mt. Skaala in right distance. 681 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12082

Video number 11352

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12083 and 25559.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

From the mountain inn at Vide saeter down the Vide Valley--Mt. Skaala in right distance. 681 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From the mountain inn at Vide saeter down the Vide Valley--Mt. Skaala in right distance. 681 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12083

Video number 11353

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12082 and 25559

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79774; 1138

Topic: Cows -- Norway
      Farms -- Norway
      Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      Valleys -- Norway
      glaciers -- Norway

Place: Mt. Skaala
      Norway
      Vide
      Vide Valley

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Laplander family and sledge-dog outside their summer home--on a hillside in Norway. 682 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): A Laplander family and sledge-dog outside their summer home--on a hillside in Norway. 682 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12084

Video number 11354
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Similar to RSN 19608.

Topic: Dogs -- Norway
Family -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Tents -- Norway

Place: Lapland
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Zigzag steeps of Grjotlid road to Marok--(10 miles travel for 3 3/4 miles straight distance). 683 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12085

Video number 11355
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12086 and 19609.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].
Zigzag steeps of Grjotlið road to Marok—(10 miles travel for 3 3/4 miles straight distance). 683 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Zigzag steeps of Grjotlið road to Marok—(10 miles travel for 3 3/4 miles straight distance). 683 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12086

Video number 11356

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12085 and 19609

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Zigzags of the famous Grjotlið road--mountain milk-maids along the way near Marok. 684 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Zigzags of the famous Gjøtliid road--mountain milk-maids along the way near Marok. 684 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12087
Video number 11357
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19610.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79639

Topic:
Agriculture -- Norway
Milk -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Roads -- Norway

Place:
Gjøtliid (Norway)
Marok (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Haying on a mountain shelf high above Marok village and the mirror-clear Geirangerfjord. 685 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Haying on a mountain shelf high above Marok village and the mirror-clear Geirangerfjord. 685 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12088
Video number 11358
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12089 and 19611.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79620; 1180

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Hay -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Photographers -- Norway

Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
Marok (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Haying on a mountain shelf high above Marok village and the mirror-clear Geirangerfjord. 685 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Haying on a mountain shelf high above Marok village and the mirror-clear Geirangerfjord. 685 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12089

Video number 11359

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12088 and 19611.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1178

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Hay -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Photographers -- Norway

Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
       Marok (Norway)
       Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Over Geirangerfjord to Mt. Torvloisa--from Marok, beside torrent from melting Glacier. 686 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 12090

Video number 11360

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19612

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79636; 1209

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
       Mountains -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       glaciers -- Norway

Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
       Marok (Norway)
       Mt. Torvloisa
       Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Steamer "Mira" at anchor in the deep Geirangerfjord at Marok, under the mountains 687 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Steamer "Mira" at anchor in the deep Geirangerfjord at Marok, under the mountains 687 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12091
Video number 11361
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19613
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].
Copy and Version Identification Note
1210
Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ships -- Norway
Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
Marok (Norway)
Norway
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ragged range of the Troldtinder, or Witch Pinnacles (5,055 feet) from valley road, Horgheim. 688 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ragged range of the Troldtinder, or Witch Pinnacles (5,055 feet) from valley road, Horgheim. 688 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12092
Video number 11362

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19614

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79738; 1235

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Horgheim (Norway)
Norway
Troldtinder
Witch Pinnacles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Restoring a burned city--Aalesund, an island port, and important codfish market. 689 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Restoring a burned city--Aalesund, an island port, and important codfish market. 689 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12093

Video number 11363

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12094 and 19615.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79190

Topic: Disasters -- Norway
Harbors -- Norway
Islands -- Norway
Markets -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Restoring a burned city--Aalesund, an island port, and important codfish market. 689 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Restoring a burned city--Aalesund, an island port, and important codfish market. 689 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12094

Video number 11364

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12093 and 19615.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79685; 1061

Topic: Disasters -- Norway
Harbors -- Norway
Islands -- Norway.
Markets -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ports -- Norway

Place: Aalesund (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Receiving fish from sea vessels and packing for export--in a fish warehouse at Aalesund. 690 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Receiving fish from sea vessels and packing for export--in a fish warehouse at Aalesund. 690 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12095
Video number 11365
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19616
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221]

Topic:
Fishing -- Norway
Industry
NORWAY TOUR
Wheelbarrows -- Norway

Place:
Aalesund (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Trondhjem, its homes, warehouses and cathedral, between River Nid and the fjord (63 30'N. latitude). [Active no. 691 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Trondhjem, its homes, warehouses and cathedral, between River Nid and the fjord (63 30'N. latitude). [Active no. 691 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12096
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].
Similar to RSN 12098 and 19617.
Company acc. no. 79147.
Trondheim Cathedral, whose traditions reach back eight centuries--the
grandest church in Norway. [Active no. 692 : photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Trondheim Cathedral, whose traditions reach back eight
centuries--the grandest church in Norway. [Active no. 692 : photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12097

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19618.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Trondheim, its homes, warehouses and cathedral, between River Nid and
the fjord (63 30'N. latitude). [Active no. 691 : photonegative,] 1905
2 pieces (4" x 5").

Image(s): Trondhjem, its homes, warehouses and cathedral, between River Nid and the fjord (63 30'N. latitude). [Active no. 691 : photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Frame split in half, upper corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 12098

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Similar to RSN 12096 and 19617.

Company acc. no. 80011.

Topic:
Architecture -- Norway
Cathedrals -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Rivers -- Norway

Place:
Nid River (Norway
Norway
Trondhjem (Norway
Trondhjem Cathedral
Trondhjem Fjord

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

Landing from a steamer in the Arctic Country (68 1/3 Lat,), Svolvaer, Lofoten Islands, Northern Norway. Active no. 693 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Landing from a steamer in the Arctic Country (68 1/3 Lat,), Svolvaer, Lofoten Islands, Northern Norway. Active no. 693 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12099
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19619. 44095 (associated number).

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Topic: Boats -- Norway
       Islands -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Ships -- Norway

Place: Arctic regions -- 1900-1910 -- Norway
       Lofoten Islands
       Norway
       Svolvaer

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Svolvaer, a far north (68 1/3 N. lat.), Fishing Station, Lofoten Islands, Northern Norway. 694 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Picturesque Svolvaer, a far north (68 1/3 N. lat.), Fishing Station, Lofoten Islands, Northern Norway. 694 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12100

Video number 11370

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19620 and 12021.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Topic: Fishing -- Norway
       Islands -- Norway.
       NORWAY TOUR
       Ports -- Norway

Place: Lofoten Islands
       Norway
       Svolvaer (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Buying fish in a busy Arctic trading port, Tromsoe (69 38' N. Lat.), Northern Norway. Active no. 695 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Buying fish in a busy Arctic trading port, Tromsoe (69 38' N. Lat.), Northern Norway. Active no. 695 : stereo photonegative, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12101

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19622. 336 and 300 (associated numbers?).
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Topic:
- Boats -- Norway
- Fishing -- Norway
- Markets -- Norway
- NORWAY TOUR
- Ports -- Norway

Place:
- Arctic regions -- 1900-1910
- Norway
- Tromsoe (Norway)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

People of the Frigid North--Lapp home and family, in the Tromsdal, near Tromsoe, Northern Norway. [Active no. 696 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12102

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Same as RSN 12103, 19623 and 25560.

Topic:
- Dwellings -- Norway
- Family -- Norway
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Arctic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lapland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sami (European people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tromsdal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tromsoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[River valley in Norway.] photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [River valley in Norway.] photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12104

Video number 11374

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

916;79588

Hammerfest, the world's northernmost town (70 40' N. Lat.)--no sunset from May 13 to July 29--Northern Norway. [Active no. 697 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Hammerfest, the world's northernmost town (70 40' N. Lat.)--no sunset from May 13 to July 29--Northern Norway. [Active no. 697: non-stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12105

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12106 and 19624.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Company acc. no. 43725

Topic: Harbors -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Ports -- Norway

Place: Arctic -- Norway
       Hammerfest (Norway)
       Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Hammerfest, the world's northernmost town (70 40' N. Lat.)--no sunset from May 13 to July 29--Northern Norway. 697 Photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hammerfest, the world's northernmost town (70 40' N. Lat.)--no sunset from May 13 to July 29--Northern Norway. 697 Photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Raven, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12106

Video number 11376

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12105 and 19624.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].
Copy and Version Identification Note

118153; dupe 118154K

Topic: Harbors -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      Ports -- Norway

Place: Arctic -- Norway
       Hammerfest (Norway)
       Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

En route to the North Cape--skirting the precipitous cliffs and narrow straits of Lyngenfjord, Northern Norway. 698 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): En route to the North Cape--skirting the precipitous cliffs and narrow straits of Lyngenfjord, Northern Norway. 698 Photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12107

Video number 11377

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19625

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221]

Topic: Boats -- Norway
       Fjords -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Ships -- Norway

Place: Lyngenfjord (Norway)
       North Cape
       Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

North Cape-from the west--land of the Midnight Sun--71 N.Lat.), (near midnight), Northern Norway. 699 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12108

Video number 11378

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19626.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

44012

Topic: NORWAY TOUR
Seacoasts -- Norway
Ships -- Norway

Place: North Cape
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Christiania, from the Ekeberg. 700 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Christiania, from the Ekeberg. 700 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12109

Video number 11379

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25550 and 25561.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].
Copy and Version Identification Note
110098

Topic: Horses -- Norway
       NORWAY--Miscellaneous
       Roads -- Norway
       Wagons -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
       Ekeberg (Christiania, Norway)
       Norway
       Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Inlets and hilly shores of the fjords around Christiania (E. from Akershus fortress to Oslo). 703 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Inlets and hilly shores of the fjords around Christiania (E. from Akershus fortress to Oslo). 703 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12110

Video number 11380

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 19627.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77572; 581

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
       Military -- Norway
       NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Akershus Fortress (Christiania, Norway)
       Christiania (Norway)
       Norway
       Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From the Ekeberg, N.W. over the city and harbor of Christiania, the chief shipping port of Norway. 706 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From the Ekeberg, N.W. over the city and harbor of Christiania, the chief shipping port of Norway. 706 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12111

Video number 11381

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 19630.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77618; 594

Topic:
Fjords -- Norway
Harbors -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Ports -- Norway
Ships -- Norway

Place:
Christiania (Norway)
Ekeberg (Christiania, Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Oscarshal, a beautiful and picturesque royal chateau, west over the bay from Christiania. 712 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Oscarshal, a beautiful and picturesque royal chateau, west over the bay from Christiania. 712 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12112

Video number 11382

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19631.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Topic:
- Boats -- Norway
- Fjords -- Norway
- Harbors -- Norway
- NORWAY--Miscellaneous
- Palaces -- Norway
- Ports -- Norway
- Ships -- Norway

Place:
- Christiania (Norway)
- Norway
- Oscarshol
- Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Stereoscopic photographs

Yachts of the Royal Yacht Club in their harbor, S.E. from Oscarshol tower, Christiania. 713 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Yachts of the Royal Yacht Club in their harbor, S.E. from Oscarshol tower, Christiania. 713 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12113

Video number 11383

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19632.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].
Copy and Version Identification Note

77969; 629

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Harbors -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Ports -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oscarshal
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Yacht Club

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Royal Chateau of Oscarshal, west from the bay, Christiania. 714
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Royal Chateau of Oscarshal, west from the bay, Christiania. 714 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12114

Video number 11384

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19633.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221]

Copy and Version Identification Note

77976; 615

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Boats -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oscarshal
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Chateau
The Ide Fjord from the Fortress of Fredrikssten. 716 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Ide Fjord from the Fortress of Fredrikssten. 716 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12115
Video number 11385
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25562.
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29642

Names:  Fortress of Fredrikssten (Norway)
Topic:  Fjords -- Norway
Fortification -- Norway
Guards -- Norway
Guns -- Norway
Military -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Place:  Ide Fjord (Norway)
Norway
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fjord in Norway.] 717 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fjord in Norway.] 717 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 12116

Video number 11386

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25563.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   29725
   Topic:  Fjords -- Norway
           Islands -- Norway
           NORWAY--Miscellaneous
   Place:  Norway
   Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Gausta (6,180 feet) seen on the sunset horizon from a country road at Telemarken. 719 Photonegative, 1905
   1 Item (5” x 8”)
   Image(s):  Mt. Gausta (6,180 feet) seen on the sunset horizon from a country road at Telemarken. 719 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 12117

Video number 11387

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 19635 and 25565.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   77949
   Topic:  Carts -- Norway
           Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway

Place: Mt. Gausta
Norway
Telemarken

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A wayside mill and its primitive water-wheel, Telemarken [Norway]. [Active no. 720 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12118

Video number 11388

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 19536 and 25566

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Company acc. no. 77887.

Topic: Mills and mill-work -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Waterwheels

Place: Norway
Telemarken

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Telemarken storehouse with carven decorations, the work of an old Norse builder--near Christiania. 721 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Telemarken storehouse with carven decorations, the work of an old Norse builder--near Christiania. 721 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12119

Video number 11389
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 19637 and 25567
Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221]

Copy and Version Identification Note
77962

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Arts -- Norway
Handicraft -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Warehouses -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Telemarken

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Passengers in a stolkjaerre pausing to look down the charming Westfjord Valley. 722 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Passengers in a stolkjaerre pausing to look down the charming Westfjord Valley. 722 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12120

Video number 11390

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 19638 and 25568.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77876; 679

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Norway
Westfjord Valley

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Norse maiden listening to the roar of Rjukan 723 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A Norse maiden listening to the roar of Rjukan 723 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12121

Video number 11391

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 19639 and 25569

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77921
Travelers lingering for a frolic with July snowballs, on the road over the Haukeli Mountains. 724 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Travelers lingering for a frolic with July snowballs, on the road over the Haukeli Mountains. 724 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12122

Video number 11392

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19640 and 25570.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77910; 139

Haukeli Saeter, a cosy Inn--looking over the Staavand (lake) to the snowy Haukeli Mountains. 725 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Haukeli Saeter, a cozy Inn--looking over the Staavand (lake) to the snowy Haukeli Mountains. 725 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12123

Video number 11393

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19641 and 25571.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77602; 719

Topic:
Architecture -- Norway
Cows -- Norway
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Resorts -- Norway

Place:
Haukeli Mountains (Norway)
Haukeli Saeter (Norway)
Norway
Staavand

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Foaming waters of the Geislaus tearing through their rock-bound chanel, before Haukeli Hotel 726 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Foaming waters of the Geislaus tearing through their rock-bound chanel, before Haukeli Hotel 726 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 12124

Video number 11394

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Similar to RSN 19642 and 25572.

Copy and Version Identification Note
   77718

   Names: Haukeli Hotel (Haukeli, Norway)
   Topic: NORWAY--Miscellaneous
          Rapids -- Norway
          Rivers -- Norway
   Place: Geislaus (Norway)
          Norway
   Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
                Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

Traveling on a highway over the Haukeli Mountains away above the tree-line. 727 Photonegative, 1905
   1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Traveling on a highway over the Haukeli Mountains away above the tree-line. 727 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 12125

Video number 11395

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19643 and 25573.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   77600; 744
Milking the goats at lonely Tarjebudal saeter, away up among the Haukeli Mountains. 728 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Milking the goats at lonely Tarjebudal saeter, away up among the Haukeli Mountains. 728 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12126

Video number 11396

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19644 and 25574

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77744; dupe of 77746

Topic: Goats -- Norway
Milking -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Haukeli Mountains (Norway)
Norway
Tarjebudal Saeter

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Pretty mountain-walled village and lake of Roldal, in rugged Western Norway. 730 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Pretty mountain-walled village and lake of Roldal, in rugged Western Norway. 730 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12127

Video number 11397

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19645 and 25575.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77557

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Villages -- Norway

Place: Norway
Roldal (Norway)
Roldal Lake

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Snowy ridges of the Folgefond looming up into the sky above the steep sides of the Tyssedol. 732 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Snowy ridges of the Folgefond looming up into the sky above the steep sides of the Tyssedol. 732 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12128

Video number 11398

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19647

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77649; 893

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Snow -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Folgefond (Norway)
Norway
Tyssedal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Norway.] 734 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains in Norway.] 734 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12129

Video number 11399

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19649.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Charming Odde and the southern end of Sorfjord, in the chasm between cloud-capped mountains. 737 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Charming Odde and the southern end of Sorfjord, in the chasm between cloud-capped mountains. 737 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12130

Video number 11400

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19650

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Norway
Odde
Sorfjord

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Odde, and the southern end of mountain-walled Sorfjord--north from above the rapid Aabo river. 736 photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Odde, and the southern end of mountain-walled Sorfjord--north from above the rapid Aabo river. 736 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12131

Video number 11401

Company catalog card included.

Frames separated; similar to RSN 12132; same as RSN 25577

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Topic:
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Norway

Place:
Aabo River (Norway)
Norway
Odde
Sorfjord

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Odde, and the southern end of mountain-walled Sorfjord--north from above the rapid Aabo river. 736 photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (4" x 5")

Image(s): Odde, and the southern end of mountain-walled Sorfjord--north from above the rapid Aabo river. 736 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12132

Video number 11402

Company catalog card included.

Frames separated; similar to RSN 12131; same as RSN 25579 which is reverse copied.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77683; 580

Topic:
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Rivers -- Norway

Place: Aabo River (Norway)
Norway
Odde
Sorfjord

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ships lying in mirror-like Sorfjord, along its rugged snow-capped banks—north from Odde. 738 Photonegative, 1905
*2 pieces (5" x 8")*

Image(s): Ships lying in mirror-like Sorfjord, along its rugged snow-capped banks—north from Odde. 738 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12133

Video number 11403

Company catalog card included.,

Similar to RSN 19651.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Copy and Version Identification Note
984

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Ships -- Norway

Place: Norway
Odde
Sorfjord

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Norway.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Street scene in Norway.] Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12134

Video number 11404

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
574;77821

Topic: Carts -- Norway
      NORWAY--Miscellaneous
      Streets -- Norway

Place: Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

People of the Frigid North--Lapp home and family, in the Tromsdal, near Tromsoe, Northern Norway. 696 photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): People of the Frigid North--Lapp home and family, in the Tromsdal, near Tromsoe, Northern Norway. 696 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12103

Video number 11373

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.7 [221].

Same as RSN 12102, 19623 and 25560.
Superb fall of the Skjaeggedal (525 feet) reflected in the rippling waters of Ringedals Lake. 740 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Superb fall of the Skjaeggedal (525 feet) reflected in the rippling waters of Ringedals Lake. 740 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12135

Video number 11405

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19652.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77526; 773
Tunnel cut from living rock for the road through the magnificent gorge of Bratlandsdal. 741 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tunnel cut from living rock for the road through the magnificent gorge of Bratlandsdal. 741 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12136

Video number 11406
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19653.
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77561; 801

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Rocks -- Norway
Tunnels -- Norway

Place: Bratlandsdal (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where gigantic ice-masses from the Hardanger Glacier melt to form the Rembesdals Lake. 742 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Where gigantic ice-masses from the Hardanger Glacier melt to form the Rembesdals Lake. 742 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12137

Video number 11407
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12138 and 19654.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Topic:
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
glaciers -- Norway

Place:
Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway
Rembesdals Lake

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Where gigantic ice-masses from the Hardanger Glacier melt to form the Rembesdals Lake. 742 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where gigantic ice-masses from the Hardanger Glacier melt to form the Rembesdals Lake. 742 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12138

Video number 11408
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12137 and 19654.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77685

Topic:
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
glaciers -- Norway
Place: Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway
Rembesdals Lake

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of
Hardanger Glacier. 743 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy
heights of Hardanger Glacier. 743 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12139

Video number 11409

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12140, 12141 12142, 19655 and 19656; same as RSN
25580

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
582

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Reindeer -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of
Hardanger Glacier. 743 Photonegative, 1905
Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of Hardanger Glacier. 743 Photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12140

Video number 11410

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12139 and 12141, 12142, 19655, and 25580.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Topic:
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Reindeer -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place:
Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of Hardanger Glacier. 743 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of Hardanger Glacier. 743 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12141

Video number 11411

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12139, 12140, 12142, 19655, 19656 and 25580.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].
Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of Hardanger Glacier. 743 Photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of Hardanger Glacier. 743 Photonegative 1905.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 12142  
Video number 11412  
Company catalog card included.  
Similar to RSN 12139, 12141, 19655 and 19656; same as RSN 12140.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168], moved from [115].
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bergen, the picturesque--N.E. from Laksevaag over war-vessels in the Puddefjord to the Floifjeld. 746 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12143

Video number 11413

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19657

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77672; 908

Topic: Children -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Ships -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)
Floifield (Norway)
Laksevaag (Norway)
Norway
Puddefjord (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the great market of Bergen, the greatest fishmart of Norway. 747 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the great market of Bergen, the greatest fishmart of Norway. 747 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12144
Video number 11414
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19658.
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].
Copy and Version Identification Note
77555; 678
Topic: Crowds -- Norway
Fishing -- Norway
Markets -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Streets -- Norway
Place: Bergen (Norway)
Norway
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Warehouses in the famous old Hanseatic quarter, N.E. from across the harbor, Bergen. 748 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Warehouses in the famous old Hanseatic quarter, N.E. from across the harbor, Bergen. 748 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12145
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19659.
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].
Copy and Version Identification Note
77687; 583
Topic: Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Ports -- Norway
Streets -- Norway
Wagons -- Norway
Warehouses -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)
Hanseatic Quarter (Bergen, Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Along the mountain roads of Western Norway. [Active no. No. 750 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Along the mountain roads of Western Norway. [Active no. No. 750 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12146

110105 (company accession number).

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19660.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Topic: Carts
Formations (Geology) -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads

Place: Norway -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Homes and little village church of Bakke, beside the deep and sombre Naerofjord. 751 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Homes and little village church of Bakke, beside the deep and sombre Naerofjord. 751 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12147

Video number 11417

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19661.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
794490; 981

Topic:
Churches -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Villages -- Norway

Place:
Bakke (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Naerofjord's mountain gateway--a narrow portal of ragged cliffs rising from the sea. 752 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Naerofjord's mountain gateway--a narrow portal of ragged cliffs rising from the sea. 752 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12148
Video number 11418

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19662

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79294; 983

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Naerofjord
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

From "Stalheim's" down the Naerodal--of worldwide fame for its beauty and grandeur. 753 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From "Stalheim's" down the Naerodal--of worldwide fame for its beauty and grandeur. 753 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12149

Video number 11419

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79700; 79701; 915

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Naerodal (Norway)
Norway
Stalheim
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pretty Balholm on the Sognefjord, a favorite resort of Norse painters. 757 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Pretty Balholm on the Sognefjord, a favorite resort of Norse painters. 757 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12150
Video number 11420
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19664.
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79424; 79139; 995

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Resorts -- Norway
Villages -- Norway

Place: Balholm (Norway)
Norway
Sognefjord

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Path blasted out of the towering cliffs for a road around Ofjords Lake. 758 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Path blasted out of the towering cliffs for a road around Oifjords Lake. 758 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12151

Video number 11421
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19665.
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77648; 694

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Formations (Geology)
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway

Place: Norway
Oifjords Lake

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where the Jostedals Glacier gleams on the mountain-side above a deep inlet of the Vetlefjord. 759 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Where the Jostedals Glacier gleams on the mountain-side above a deep inlet of the Vetlefjord. 759 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12152
Video number 11422

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19666.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>79414</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Topic:** Fjords -- Norway  
Mountains -- Norway  
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

**Place:** Jostedals Glacier (Norway)  
Norway  
Vetlefjord

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The Aabrekka Glacier melting into waterfalls--looking from a hayfield in the Olden Valley. [Active no. 760 : stereo photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Aabrekka Glacier melting into waterfalls--looking from a hayfield in the Olden Valley. [Active no. 760 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12153

Video number 11423

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19667

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Orig. nos. 79781; 1095.

**Topic:** Agriculture -- Norway  
Hay -- Norway  
Mountains -- Norway  
NORWAY--Miscellaneous  
Valleys -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Aabrekka Glacier (Norway)
Norway
Olden Valley

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene in Norway.] d 761 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dock scene in Norway.] d 761 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Lower corner of broken cancelled frame missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 12154

Video number 11424

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19668.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1036;79252.

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Docks -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Piers -- Norway
Wharves -- Norway

Place: Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ragged ice-masses of Kjendal glacier at lower end, where snows of years ago feed the river. 762 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ragged ice-masses of Kjendal glacier at lower end, where snows of years ago feed the river. 762 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12155

Video number 11425

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12156 and 25581.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
590

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Rapids -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
Tourists -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place:
Kjendal Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ragged ice-masses of Kjendal glacier at lower end, where snows of years ago feed the river. 762 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ragged ice-masses of Kjendal glacier at lower end, where snows of years ago feed the river. 762 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12156

Video number 11426
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12155 and 25581.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1067;76269

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Mountaineers -- Norway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NORWAY--Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rapids -- Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tourists -- Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glaciers -- Norway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Kjendal Glacier (Norway)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Threatening steeps of the Kjendals glacier whose perilous crevasses forbid exploration. 763 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Threatening steeps of the Kjendals glacier whose perilous crevasses forbid exploration. 763 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12157

Video number 11427

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19669.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79387; dupe of 79271

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Mountains -- Norway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NORWAY--Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glaciers -- Norway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Place: Kjendal Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where the Grytereidsnib (5,615 feet), with glaciers around its rocky shoulders, reaches the clouds. 764 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where the Grytereidsnib (5,615 feet), with glaciers around its rocky shoulders, reaches the clouds. 764 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12158

Video number 11428
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19670.
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79411; 1013

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous glaciers -- Norway

Place: Grytereidsnib (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The majestic Ravnefjeld (6,575 feet), its glacier and a 2,000 feet waterfall, mirrored in Lake Loen. 765 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The majestic Ravnefjeld (6,575 feet), its glacier and a 2,000 feet waterfall, mirrored in Lake Loen. 765 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12159
Video number 11429
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19671.
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].
Copy and Version Identification Note
79428
Topic: Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Waterfalls -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway
Place: Loen Lake (Norway)
Norway
Ravnefjeld
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Haystacks and grassgrown roofs of a farmer's sheds, on a sunny slope beside Loen Lake. 766 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Haystacks and grassgrown roofs of a farmer's sheds, on a sunny slope beside Loen Lake. 766 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12160
Video number 11430

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19672.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79350; 1057

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
      Boats -- Norway
      Farms -- Norway
      Hay -- Norway
      Lakes -- Norway
      Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Loen Lake (Norway)
       Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Over fertile fields of Vide Valley, near Skaare, to Mt. Skaala's icy heights
(6,300 feet). 767 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Over fertile fields of Vide Valley, near Skaare, to Mt. Skaala's icy
heights (6,300 feet). 767 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12161

Video number 11431

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19673

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79775; 1132

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
       Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place:  Mt. Skaala
Norway
Skaare (Norway)
Vide Valley

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cold and icy waste of Tystig glacier and Lake seen from beside the road to Vide saeter. 768 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cold and icy waste of Tystig glacier and Lake seen from beside the road to Vide saeter. 768 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12162

Video number 11432

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19674.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79567; 1135

Topic:  Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place:  Norway
Tystic Glacier
Tystig Lake
Vide Saeter

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mountain gateway of the Geirangerfjord with the slender streams of the "Seven Sisters" falls. 771 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mountain gateway of the Geirangerfjord with the slender streams of the "Seven Sisters" falls. 771 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12163

Video number 11433

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19677

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79668; 1214

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
Norway
Seven Sisters Falls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The sharp pinnacles of the Romsdalshorn crowning the mountain wall above Rauma River. 772 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The sharp pinnacles of the Romsdalshorn crowning the mountain wall above Rauma River. 772 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
The sharp pinnacles of the Romsdalshorn crowning the mountain wall above Rauma River. 772 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The sharp pinnacles of the Romsdalshorn crowning the mountain wall above Rauma River. 772 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Norway
Rauma River (Norway)
Romsdalshorn (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[River valley in Norway.] 773 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [River valley in Norway.] 773 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12166

Video number 11436

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19679.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Norway

Place: Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Norway.] 774 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12167

Video number 11437
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19680.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note

43675

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
      Cathedrals -- Norway
      NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"The Hole," a natural tunnel (535 feet long), through the Torghatten Hill, Island of Torgen, Northern Norway. Active no. 775: stereoscopic photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "The Hole," a natural tunnel (535 feet long), through the Torghatten Hill, Island of Torgen, Northern Norway. Active no. 775: stereoscopic photonegative, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Two men and two women are shown at the bottom of the tunnel. The women, apparently having moved during exposure, are blurred.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled.

Local Numbers

RSN 12168

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Similar to RSN 19681 and 19682.

Topic: Islands -- Norway.
       NORWAY--Miscellaneous
       Tunnels -- Norway

Place: Norway
       Torgen Island
       Torghatten Hill (Island of Torgen, Norway).

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene in Norway.] 779 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Port scene in Norway.] 779 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12169

Video number 11439

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19685.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43787

Topic: Boats -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Ports -- Norway

Place: Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Unloading dried fish from boats into the warehouses at Tromsoe, Northern Norway. 782 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Unloading dried fish from boats into the warehouses at Tromsoe, Northern Norway. 782 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12170

Video number 11440

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].
Lapps and their reindeer, in the rugged hills of the Tromsdal, near Tromsoe (69 38' N. Lat.), North Norway. 784 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Lapps and their reindeer, in the rugged hills of the Tromsdal, near Tromsoe (69 38' N. Lat.), North Norway. 784 Photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12171

Video number 11441

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Palaces, homes, churches and busy streets of beautiful Stockholm--N.W. from the Moseback. 800 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palaces, homes, churches and busy streets of beautiful Stockholm--N.W. from the Moseback. 800 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12172

Video number 11442
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12173, 12174 and 25582.
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78368; 327

Topic: Churches -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Palaces, homes, churches and busy streets of beautiful Stockholm--N.W. from the Moseback. 800 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Palaces, homes, churches and busy streets of beautiful Stockholm--N.W. from the Moseback. 800 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12173

Video number 11443
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 12172, 12174 and 25582.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

**Topic:** Churches -- Sweden  
Palaces -- Sweden  
SWEDEN TOUR  

**Place:** Stockholm (Sweden)  
Sweden  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

Palaces, homes, churches and busy streets of beautiful Stockholm--N.W. from the Moseback. 800 Photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (4" x 5")  

Image(s): Palaces, homes, churches and busy streets of beautiful Stockholm--N.W. from the Moseback. 800 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 12174  

Video number 11444  

Company catalog card included.  

Same as RSN 12172, 12173 and 25582; ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.  

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
596  

**Topic:** Churches -- Sweden  
Palaces -- Sweden  
SWEDEN TOUR  

**Place:** Stockholm (Sweden)  
Sweden  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

Stockholm, old and new, north from Katarina-Hissen--Royal Palace at distant left. 801 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Stockholm, old and new, north from Katarina-Hissen--Royal Palace at distant left. 801 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12175
Video number 11445
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19692
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168]
Copy and Version Identification Note
78327
Topic: Katarina-Hissen (Stockholm, Sweden)
      Palaces -- Sweden
      SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Royal Palace (Sweden)
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
The Katarina-Hissen (elevator to heights of South Stockholm) and boats on the Saltsjon. 802 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Katarina-Hissen (elevator to heights of South Stockholm) and boats on the Saltsjon. 802 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12176
Video number 11446
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Similar to RSN 19693.

Copy and Version Identification Note
77917; 546

**Topic:** Boats -- Sweden
Elevators -- Sweden
Katarina-Hissen (Stockholm, Sweden)
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

**Place:** Saltsjon
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Stockholm from the Maria-Hissen, N. across Lake Malaren to Riddarholms Church. 803 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stockholm from the Maria-Hissen, N. across Lake Malaren to Riddarholms Church. 803 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12177
Video number 11447

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19694.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77823; 542

**Names:** Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)

**Topic:** Boats -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
Looking east from Maria-Hissen (elevator) past old city to Saltsjon and Djurgarden, Stockholm. 804 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking east from Maria-Hissen (elevator) past old city to Saltsjon and Djurgarden, Stockholm. 804 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12178
Video number 11448
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19695.
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].
Copy and Version Identification Note
77930; 536
Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Harbors -- Sweden
Ports -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Djurgarden (Sweden)
Maria-Hissen
Saltsjon
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Norrbro and Royal Palace, Stockholm. 805 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Norrbro and Royal Palace, Stockholm. 805 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12179

Video number 11449

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Similar to RSN 19696

Copy and Version Identification Note
44053

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Monuments -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Norrbro
Royal Palace (Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Guards on parade, seen from before the Palace, looking N.W. over
the North Bridge, Stockholm. 806 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Royal Guards on parade, seen from before the Palace, looking
N.W. over the North Bridge, Stockholm. 806 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Royal Guards on parade, seen from before the Palace, looking N.W. over the North Bridge, Stockholm. 806 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Royal Guards on parade, seen from before the Palace, looking N.W. over the North Bridge, Stockholm. 806 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12181

Video number 11451
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 12180 and 19697
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168]
Copy and Version Identification Note

78346

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
     Palaces -- Sweden
     Parades -- Sweden
     SWEDEN TOUR
     Streets -- Sweden

Place: North Bridge
       Royal Guards
       Royal Palace (Sweden)
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12182

Video number 11452

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168]

Names: Eugene, Prince.
       Gustav, Crown Prince.

Topic: Crowds -- Sweden
       Royalty -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Streets -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Council Chamber of King Oscar II, in the Royal Palace, Stockholm. [Active no. 809 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12183

Video number 11453
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 12184, 19700 and 25583
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168]

Names: Council Chamber, Royal Palace of Stockholm, Sweden
       Oscar, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Interior architecture -- Sweden
       Palaces -- Sweden
       Royalty -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Royal Palace (Sweden)
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Council Chamber of King Oscar II, in the Royal Palace, Stockholm. [Active
no. 809 : stereo photonegative.]

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12184

Video number 11454
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 12183, 19700 and 25583
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168]
Names: Council Chamber, Royal Palace of Stockholm, Sweden
Oscar, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Interior architecture -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Royal Palace (Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Private room of H.M. King Oscar II with some treasured family portraits, Royal Palace, Stockholm. [Active no. 810 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Private room of H.M. King Oscar II with some treasured family portraits, Royal Palace, Stockholm. [Active no. 810 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12185

Video number 11455

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19701.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168]

Orig. no. 78977.

Names: Oscar, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Art -- Sweden
Interior architecture -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Royal Palace (Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Audience room in the apartments of H.R.H. Crown Prince Gustav at the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 811 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Audience room in the apartments of H.R.H. Crown Prince Gustav at the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 811 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12186

Video number 11456

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19702

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168]

Copy and Version Identification Note
79227; 1510

Names: Gustav, Crown Prince.

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Interior architecture -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Royal Palace (Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the gorgeous reception rooms of King Oscar's palace at Stockholm. 812 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): In the gorgeous reception rooms of King Oscar's palace at Stockholm. 812 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12187
Video number 11457
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 19703 and 25584
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168]
Copy and Version Identification Note
599
Names: Oscar, King, II,
Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Interior architecture -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Royal Palace (Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Great Banquet Hall, the "white sea," in the Royal Palace at Stockholm. 813 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Great Banquet Hall, the "white sea," in the Royal Palace at Stockholm. 813 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12188
Video number 11458
Lofty nave and splendid rose window over altar in the great St. Nicholas Church, Stockholm. 814 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Lofty nave and splendid rose window over altar in the great St. Nicholas Church, Stockholm. 814 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12189

Video number 11459

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19705.
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79357

Names: St. Nicholas Church (Sweden)
Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Among the street markets of Stockholm. [Active no. 815 : stereo photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Among the street markets of Stockholm. [Active no. 815 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly around edges, both sides.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12190

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19706 and 19707.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Company acc. no. 29651.

Topic:
Horses -- Sweden
Markets -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place:
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Gustavus Vasa statue and bridge, looking N.W. from the Knight's House to Postoffice, Stockholm 816 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gustavus Vasa statue and bridge, looking N.W. from the Knight's House to Postoffice, Stockholm 816 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12191

Video number 11461
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19708.

Copy and Version Identification Note
77815; 532

Names: Gustavus Vasa
Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Monuments -- Sweden
Parks -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Sculptures -- Sweden

Place: Knight's House (Stockholm, Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Riddarholms Church with 290 foot spire of iron lace--the tomb of kings and heroes, Stockholm. 817 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Riddarholms Church with 290 foot spire of iron lace--the tomb of kings and heroes, Stockholm. 817 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12192

Video number 11462

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12193 and 19709.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78995

Names: Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic:
Architecture -- Sweden
Cathedrals -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Tombs -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Riddarholms Church with 290 foot spire of iron lace--the tomb of kings and heroes, Stockholm. 817 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Riddarholms Church with 290 foot spire of iron lace--the tomb of kings and heroes, Stockholm. 817 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12193

Video number 11463

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12192 and 19709.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].
Copy and Version Identification Note
79193

Names: Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
      Cathedrals -- Sweden
      Plazas -- Sweden
      Royalty -- Sweden
      SWEDEN TOUR
      Streets -- Sweden
      Tombs -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Noorstrom and the Norrbro, from the Grand Hotel, Stockholm. 821 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Noorstrom and the Norrbro, from the Grand Hotel, Stockholm. 821 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12194

Video number 11464

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Similar to RSN 19713.

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
       Harbors -- Sweden
       Ports -- Sweden
       Rivers -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Ships -- Sweden
       Streets -- Sweden

Place: Norrbro
       Norrstrom
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden
Bust of H.M. Oscar II and painting (soldiers with body of Charles XII) Nat. Museum, Stockholm. [Active no. 822 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12195
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].
Similar to RSN 19714
Orig. nos.: 79304; 1532.

Names: Charles, King, XII,
National Museum (Stockholm, Sweden)
Oscar, King, II,

Topic: Art
Interior architecture -- Sweden
Museums
Paintings
Royalty
SWEDEN TOUR
Sculpture

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Palace, St. Nicholas and Riddarholms Churches, W. across Norrstrom from Skeppsholmen, Stockholm. 823 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Palace, St. Nicholas and Riddarholms Churches, W. across Norrstrom from Skeppsholmen, Stockholm. 823 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12196

Video number 11466

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Same as RSN 12197 and 25585; similar to RSN 12198.

Names: Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)
St. Nicholas Church (Sweden)

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Bridges -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Norrstrom (Sweden)
Royal Palace (Sweden)
Skeppsholmen (Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Palace, St. Nicholas and Riddarholms Churches, W. across Norrstrom from Skeppsholmen, Stockholm. 823 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Palace, St. Nicholas and Riddarholms Churches, W. across Norrstrom from Skeppsholmen, Stockholm. 823 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12197

Video number 11467
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Same as RSN 12196 and 25585; similar to RSN 12198.

Copy and Version Identification Note

598

Names: Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)
       St. Nicholas Church (Sweden)

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Bridges -- Sweden
       Churches -- Sweden
       Palaces -- Sweden
       Rivers -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Norrstrom (Sweden)
       Royal Palace (Sweden)
       Skeppsholmen (Sweden)
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Palace, St. Nicholas and Riddarholms Churches, W. across Norrstrom from Skeppsholmen, Stockholm. 823 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace, St. Nicholas and Riddarholms Churches, W. across Norrstrom from Skeppsholmen, Stockholm. 823 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12198

Video number 11468

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Similar to RSN 12196 and 12197.

Copy and Version Identification Note

78378; 337
Names: Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)
       St. Nicholas Church (Sweden)
Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Bridges -- Sweden
       Churches -- Sweden
       Palaces -- Sweden
       Rivers -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Norrstrom (Sweden)
       Royal Palace (Sweden)
       Skeppsholmen (Sweden)
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The fountain of the river-god, and little folks of Stockholm, in the King's
Garden. 824 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The fountain of the river-god, and little folks of Stockholm, in the
King's Garden. 824 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 12199

Video number 11469

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12200 and 19515.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   79358; 1451

Topic: Children -- Sweden
       Fountains -- Sweden
       Gardens -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
Place: King's Garden (Stockholm, Sweden)
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The fountain of the river-god, and little folks of Stockholm, in the King's Garden. 824 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The fountain of the river-god, and little folks of Stockholm, in the King's Garden. 824 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12200

Video number 11470

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12199 and 19515.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79365; 449

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Fountains -- Sweden
Gardens -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: King's Garden (Stockholm, Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Stockholm's Enskilda Bank, along Birger Jarlsgatan, modern residence quarter. 825 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Stockholm's Enskilda Bank, along Birger Jarlsgatan, modern residence quarter. 825 Photonegative 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Baker, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12201

Video number 11471

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19516

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168]

Copy and Version Identification Note

43690

| Topic:         | Architecture -- Sweden |
|               | SWEDEN TOUR            |
|               | Streets -- Sweden      |

| Place:     | Birger Jarlsgatan (Stockholm, Sweden) |
|           | Enskilda Bank (Stockholm, Sweden)    |
|           | Stockholm (Sweden)                  |
|           | Sweden                              |

| Genre/     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form:      | -- Glass                                       |
|           | Stereoscopic photographs                     |

The Devil's Bible with leaves made of asses' skins, a treasure of the Royal Library, Stockholm. [Active no. 826 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12202

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Similar to RSN 19517.

| Topic:         | Bibles -- Sweden |
|               | Books and reading -- Sweden |
|               | Libraries -- Sweden |
|               | SWEDEN TOUR |

| Place:     | Devil's Bible |
|           | Royal Library |

Page 6678 of 15344
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Buying and selling in the crowded Hotorget, one of the busy market places of Stockholm. 827 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Buying and selling in the crowded Hotorget, one of the busy market places of Stockholm. 827 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12203

Video number 11473

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19518

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168]

Copy and Version Identification Note
77779; 512

Topic: Markets -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Hotorget (Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Everyday life and traffic on one of Stockholm's busy streets--looking N.W. up Vasagatan. 829 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Everyday life and traffic on one of Stockholm's busy streets--looking N.W. up Vasagatan. 829 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12204

Video number 11474

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25586; similar to RSN 12205.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note

597

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
      Horses -- Sweden
      SWEDEN TOUR
      Streetcars -- Sweden
      Streets -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden
       Vasagatan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Everyday life and traffic on one of Stockholm's busy streets--looking N.W. up Vasagatan. 829 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Everyday life and traffic on one of Stockholm's busy streets--looking N.W. up Vasagatan. 829 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12205

Video number 11475
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12204 and 25586.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note

78350; 397

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streetcars -- Sweden
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Vasagatan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The city of Stockholm, west from the wooded heights of Skansen. 830 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The city of Stockholm, west from the wooded heights of Skansen. 830 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12206

Video number 11476

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19720.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Copy and Version Identification Note

78377

Topic: Gardens -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streetcars -- Sweden

Place: Skansen
Stockholm (Sweden)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Maiden and youth on a holiday, by a creek in the woods of Skansen, near Stockholm. [Active no. 831: stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Maiden and youth on a holiday, by a creek in the woods of Skansen, near Stockholm. [Active no. 831: stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12207

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.8 [168].

Similar to RSN 19721.

Company acc. no. 78333.

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
      Forests -- Sweden
      Love -- Sweden
      Rivers -- Sweden
      SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Skansen
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old country house at Skansen--little girls in Lapp costume--near Stockholm. 832 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Old country house at Skansen--little girls in Lapp costume--near Stockholm. 832 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12208

Video number 11478

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19722.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78376; 341

Topic:
- Children -- Sweden
- Dwellings -- Sweden
- Homes -- Sweden
- SWEDEN TOUR

Place:
- Lapland
- Skansen
- Stockholm (Sweden)
- Sweden

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Light-hearted young folks dancing out-of-doors at a summer festival in Skansen, near Stockholm. [Active no. 833 : stereo photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Light-hearted young folks dancing out-of-doors at a summer festival in Skansen, near Stockholm. [Active no. 833 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12209

Video number 11479

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19723.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Company acc. no. 78339; other number 344.

Topic: Dance -- Sweden
      Festivals -- Sweden
      SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Lapland
       Skansen
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Charming villas, hotels and gardens of the Saltsjobaden, near Stockholm.
834 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Charming villas, hotels and gardens of the Saltsjobaden, near Stockholm. 834 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12210

Video number 11480

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 19724.

Copy and Version Identification Note
78364; 325

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Rosendal Palace--from the south--a summer home of H.M. King Oscar II, near Stockholm. 835 Photonegative, 1905

Image(s): Rosendal Palace--from the south--a summer home of H.M. King Oscar II, near Stockholm. 835 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12211

Video number 11481
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19725.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78289; 377

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
      Palaces -- Sweden
      SWEDEN TOUR
      Sculptures -- Sweden

Place: Oscar II
      Rosendal Palace (Sweden)
      Stockholm (Sweden)
      Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
His Majesty Oscar II, King of Sweden and Norway, at his country palace, Rosendal, near Stockholm. 836 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): His Majesty Oscar II, King of Sweden and Norway, at his country palace, Rosendal, near Stockholm. 836 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12212

Video number 11482

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12213, 19726 and 19727

Currently stored in box 3.1.9

Copy and Version Identification Note
80015

Names: Oscar, King, II,
Topic: Portraits -- Sweden
      Royalty -- Sweden
      SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Rosendal Palace
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

His Majesty Oscar II, King of Sweden and Norway, at his country palace, Rosendal, near Stockholm. 836 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): His Majesty Oscar II, King of Sweden and Norway, at his country palace, Rosendal, near Stockholm. 836 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12213

Video number 11483

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12212, 19726 and 19727

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]

Copy and Version Identification Note
80016

Names: Oscar, King, II,

Topic: Portraits -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Rosendal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Splendid (XIV Cent.) Gripsholm castle--scene of romantic and tragic
history--Mariefred. 837 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Splendid (XIV Cent.) Gripsholm castle--scene of romantic and
tragic history--Mariefred. 837 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12214

Video number 11484

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19728.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44003
Names: Gripsholm Castle (Mariefred, Sweden)
Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Boats -- Sweden
Castles -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Mariefred (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Inner court of Gripsholm castle--restored to its medieval magnificence--Mariefred. 838 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Inner court of Gripsholm castle--restored to its medieval magnificence--Mariefred. 838 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12215

Video number 11485
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 1972.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43918

Names: Gripsholm Castle (Mariefred, Sweden)
Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Castles -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Mariefred (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The University Building from the Cathedral Steeple--at the famous historic town of Upsala. 840 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The University Building from the Cathedral Steeple--at the famous historic town of Upsala. 840 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12216

Video number 11486

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12217, 19731 and 19732

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Topic:
Architecture -- Sweden
Education -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Universities and colleges -- Sweden

Place:
Sweden
University Building
Upsala (Sweden)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

The University Building from the Cathedral Steeple--at the famous historic town of Upsala. 840 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The University Building from the Cathedral Steeple--at the famous historic town of Upsala. 840 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12217

Video number 11487

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 12216, 19731 and 19732

Copy and Version Identification Note

44085

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture --</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education --</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWEDEN TOUR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities and colleges --</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upsala (Sweden)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The famous Slott or Castle (XVI Cent.) and park (from S.E.) at Upsala, the historic center of Sweden. 841 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The famous Slott or Castle (XVI Cent.) and park (from S.E.) at Upsala, the historic center of Sweden. 841 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12218

Video number 11488
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19733.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture --</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castles --</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardens --</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks --</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWEDEN TOUR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upsala (Sweden)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upsala Castle (Sweden)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upsala Slott (Sweden)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Looking past the great cathedral to burial mounds of pagan kings (on horizon), Upsala. 842 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking past the great cathedral to burial mounds of pagan kings (on horizon), Upsala. 842 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12219
Video number 11489
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19734.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].
Copy and Version Identification Note
43821
Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Cathedrals -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Sweden
Upsala (Sweden)
Upsala Cathedral
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tumuli of Pagan Kings, named after Scandinavian gods, and Church, Gamla, Upsala. 843 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Tumuli of Pagan Kings, named after Scandinavian gods, and Church, Gamla, Upsala. 843 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12220

Video number 11490

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19735.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44059

Topic: Cemeteries -- Sweden
Children -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Gamla (Sweden)
Sweden
Upsala (Sweden)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Docks and shipping along the waterways of Gefle, one of the thriving lumber centres of Sweden. 844 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Docks and shipping along the waterways of Gefle, one of the thriving lumber centres of Sweden. 844 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12221

Video number 11491

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19736.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Topic: Docks -- Sweden
Lumber industry -- Sweden
Piers -- Sweden
Market day in Ostersund--across the busy square to the wooded islands of Froso, Jemtland. 845 Photonegative, 1905.

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Market day in Ostersund--across the busy square to the wooded islands of Froso, Jemtland. 845 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12222

Video number 11492

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19737.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79196; 1294

Topic:

Islands -- Sweden
Markets -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place:

Froso Island (Sweden)
Jemtland Island (Sweden)
Ostersund (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The quaint old church at Are, where Jemtland country people gather for worship. 847 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The quaint old church at Are, where Jemtland country people gather for worship. 847 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12223

Video number 11493
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19739.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79265; 1284

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Åre (Sweden)
Jemtland (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Floating Bridge of Leksand--thrifty farmers' wives and daughters going to town. 848 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Floating Bridge of Leksand--thrifty farmers' wives and daughters going to town. 848 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12224

Video number 11494
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19740.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77782; 437

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Roads -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Floating Bridge of Leksand (Sweden)
Leksand (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Townspeople at Leksand--an open-air meeting, on Midsummer Eve, at the
church wall. 849 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Townspeople at Leksand--an open-air meeting, on Midsummer
Eve, at the church wall. 849 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12225

Video number 11495

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19741

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]

Copy and Version Identification Note

78321

Topic: Crowds -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Sweden
The "midsummer pole," raised midnight, June 23--midsummer festival--on Church Street, Leksand. 851 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The "midsummer pole," raised midnight, June 23--midsummer festival--on Church Street, Leksand. 851 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12226
Video number 11496
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19743
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]
Copy and Version Identification Note
77858
Topic: Festivals -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden
Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Coming home from church--a summer Sunday among the townsfolk of Leksand. 850 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Coming home from church--a summer Sunday among the townsfolk of Leksand. 850 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12227

Video number 11497

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19742.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Topic: Churches -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Lumbermen driving logs through a narrow channel alongside pier of a lake steamer, Laksand. 852 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lumbermen driving logs through a narrow channel alongside pier of a lake steamer, Laksand. 852 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12228

Video number 11498

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 19744.

Copy and Version Identification Note
77827

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Industry -- Sweden
Lumbe industryr -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 136
RSN Numbers 12229-12322

Image(s)

A church boat bringing families to church from farms around Lake Siljan, Leksand 853 Photonegative, 1905
4 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): A church boat bringing families to church from farms around Lake Siljan, Leksand 853 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

8th full in three pieces.

Cancelled frame 7.

Uncancelled frame full in four pieces.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12229

Video number 11499

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19745.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79443

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Siljan Lake (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Passengers by the lake steamer coming and going—townspeople on the pier at Leksand. 854 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Passengers by the lake steamer coming and going—townspeople on the pier at Leksand. 854 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12230

Video number 11500

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19746.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77781; 440

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Docks -- Sweden
Piers -- Sweden
Ports -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Wharves -- Sweden

Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Railway train and station at Rattvik among the fair green hills of Dalecarlia. 855 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Railway train and station at Rattvik among the fair green hills of Dalecarlia. 855 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Dalecarlian young folks before the lakeside memorial of their hero, Gustavus Vasa, Rattvik. 856 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Dalecarlian young folks before the lakeside memorial of their hero, Gustavus Vasa, Rattvik. 856 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
Memorials -- Sweden
Monuments -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Dalecarlia (Sweden)
Rattvik (Sweden)
Sweden
Vasa, Gustavus

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Along the shady road toward home--a Dalecarlian farmer's carriage near Rattvik town. No. 857 : stereoscopic photonegative
1 item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Along the shady road toward home--a Dalecarlian farmer's carriage near Rattvik town. No. 857 : stereoscopic photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12233
Video number 11503
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19749.
Other numbers: 74355.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
Children -- 1890-1920 -- Sweden
Farms -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Roads -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Dalecarlia (Sweden)
Rattvik (Sweden)
Sweden -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A farmer's wife and daughter making bread in the kitchen of a country home near Rattvik. 858 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A farmer's wife and daughter making bread in the kitchen of a country home near Rattvik. 858 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12234

Video number 11504
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].
Similar to RSN 19750.

Copy and Version Identification Note
79439; 1312

Topic:  
Breadmaking -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Farms -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Kitchens -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place:  
Rattvik (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

At a newly-made grave in the churchyard--on the way to church--at Rattvik. Active no. 859 : stereo photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): At a newly-made grave in the churchyard--on the way to church--at Rattvik. Active no. 859 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
79375

1299
Riding home from Rattvik--a farmer's carriage on the road near the church.
860 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Riding home from Rattvik--a farmer's carriage on the road near the church. 860 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12236

Video number 11506
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12237 and 19752.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79331; 1321

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Roads -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Riding home from Rattvik—a farmer's carriage on the road near the church. 860 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Riding home from Rattvik—a farmer's carriage on the road near the church. 860 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12237
Video number 11507
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12236 and 19752.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79334; 1324

Topic:
Carts -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Roads -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place:
Rattvik (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dalecarlian maidens strolling through the fields on a hillside overlooking Rattvik. 861 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Dalecarlian maidens strolling through the fields on a hillside overlooking Rattvik. 861 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12238

Video number 11508

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 12239

Copy and Version Identification Note
74354; 327

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Portraits -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Villages -- Sweden

Place: Dalecarlia (Sweden)
Rattvik (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dalecarlian maidens strolling through the fields on a hillside overlooking Rattvik. 861 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Dalecarlian maidens strolling through the fields on a hillside overlooking Rattvik. 861 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12239
Video number 11509

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Same as RSN 25588; similar to RSN 12238; ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note

600

Topic: Children -- Sweden  
Dwellings -- Sweden  
Homes -- Sweden  
Portraits -- Sweden  
SWEDEN TOUR  
Villages -- Sweden

Place: Dalecarlia (Sweden)  
Rattvik (Sweden)  
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Lerdal folks coming home from town--view across Lake Siljan to Rattvik Church. 862 Photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Lerdal folks coming home from town--view across Lake Siljan to Rattvik Church. 862 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12240

Video number 11510

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19753.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79440

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
Roads -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Lerdal (Sweden)
Rattvik Church
Siljan Lake (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Morning greetings of neighbors before a fine old country house in Dalarne. 863 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Morning greetings of neighbors before a fine old country house in Dalarne. 863 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12241

Video number 11511

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 19754

Copy and Version Identification Note
77769; 494

Topic: Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Dalarne (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The beginning of a hospitable home--Dalecarlian villagers building a house at Lerdal. Caption no. 864: stereoscopic photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The beginning of a hospitable home--Dalecarlian villagers building a house at Lerdal. Caption no. 864: stereoscopic photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12242

Video number 11512

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19755.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77836; 483

Topic: Carpenters -- 1900-1910 -- Sweden
Construction -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Lumber industry -- 1900-1910 -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Dalecarlia (Sweden)
Lerdal (Sweden)
Sweden -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoephoscopic photographs

An old well, vine-shaded porch and little folks at home, Lerdal, beside Lake Siljan. 865 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): An old well, vine-shaded porch and little folks at home, Lerdal, beside Lake Siljan. 865 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12243

Video number 11513

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Same as RSN 12244 and 19756.

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Wells -- Sweden

Place: Lerdal (Sweden)
Siljan Lake (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An old well, vine-shaded porch and little folks at home, Lerdal, beside Lake Siljan. 865 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): An old well, vine-shaded porch and little folks at home, Lerdal, beside Lake Siljan. 865 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12244

Video number 11514

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Same as RSN 12243 and 19756.

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Wells -- Sweden

Place: Lerdal (Sweden)
       Siljan Lake (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Almost supper time--milking the favorite cow in a farmyard at Lerdal 866:
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Almost supper time--milking the favorite cow in a farmyard at Lerdal 866: Photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 12245

Video number 11515

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 19757

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    79153; 1331

Topic: Cattle -- 1900-1910 -- Sweden
       Dwellings -- Sweden
       Farms -- Sweden
       Homes -- Sweden
       Milking -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Lerdal (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A farmer's family harvesting oats in a sunny field at Lerdal. 867 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A farmer's family harvesting oats in a sunny field at Lerdal. 867 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12246

Video number 11516
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].
Similar to RSN 12262, 25589. 25590 amd 25591

Copy and Version Identification Note
79204

Topic: Agriculture -- Sweden
Family -- Sweden
Harvesting -- Sweden
Oats -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Lerdal (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Old Castle (XIII Cent.) at Oerebro, one of Sweden's medieval Capitals.
868 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Old Castle (XIII Cent.) at Oerebro, one of Sweden's medieval Capitals. 868 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12247

Video number 11517
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12263 and 19758.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Castles -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Oerebro (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The Market--held one day each week--in the Market Place of Oerebro. 870 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Market--held one day each week--in the Market Place of Oerebro. 870 Photonegative 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12248

Video number 11518

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19761

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]

Topic: Markets -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Streets -- Sweden

Place: Oerebro (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal in Sweden.] 871 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Canal in Sweden.] 871 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12249
Video number 11519
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19762.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78233
Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Place: East Gota Canal (Motala, Sweden)
Motala (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A glimpse in Norrkoping from across the Motala--steamers and sail boats at the pier. 872 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): A glimpse in Norrkoping from across the Motala--steamers and sail boats at the pier. 872 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12250
Video number 11520
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 19763.

Copy and Version Identification Note

43776

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Docks -- Sweden
Piers -- Sweden
Ports -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Wharves -- Sweden

Place: Motala River
Norrköping (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A wind-power grist mill, with its great four-arm wheel, at Wisby. 873
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): A wind-power grist mill, with its great four-arm wheel, at Wisby. 873 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 12251

Video number 11521

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19764

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]

Copy and Version Identification Note

43764

Topic: SWEDEN TOUR
Windmills -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
Wisby (Sweden)
A narrow street of cosy Swedish homes--looking north from the old city wall at Wisby. 874 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A narrow street of cosy Swedish homes--looking north from the old city wall at Wisby. 874 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12252
Video number 11522
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].
Similar to RSN 19765

Copy and Version Identification Note
43908

Topic:
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place:
Sweden
Wisby (Sweden)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market day in the square--the ruined St. Lars' church and quaint old houses--Wisby. 875 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Market day in the square--the ruined St. Lars' church and quaint old houses--Wisby. 875 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12253

Video number 11523

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19766.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44006

Topic: Churches -- Sweden
Markets -- Sweden
Ruins -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place: St. Lars' Church
Sweden
Wisby (Sweden)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Children of Sweden--in the square before the statue of Charles XI,
Karlskrona. 876 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Children of Sweden--in the square before the statue of Charles XI, Karlskrona. 876 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12254

Video number 11524

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 19767.
Copy and Version Identification Note

43642

Names: Charles, King of Sweden, XI

Topic: Children -- Sweden
       Monuments -- Sweden
       Royalty -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Squares -- Sweden
       Streets -- Sweden
       statues -- Sweden

Place: Karlskrona (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Lund cathedral, finest in Scandinavia (XII Cent.) said to have been built by Norse giants. 877 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lund cathedral, finest in Scandinavia (XII Cent.) said to have been built by Norse giants. 877 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 12255

Video number 11525

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19768.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note

43732

Names: Lund Cathedral (Lund, Sweden)

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Cathedrals -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Lund (Sweden)
       Sweden
Interior of the vast cathedral where pious Swedes have worshipped since 1145, Lund. 878 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interior of the vast cathedral where pious Swedes have worshipped since 1145, Lund. 878 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12256

Video number 11526

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19769.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note

43648

Names: Lund Cathedral (Lund, Sweden)

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden

Cathedrals -- Sweden

Interior architecture

SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Lund (Sweden)

Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Living room and study of the great Tegner, Scandinavia's beloved poet, at Lund. 879 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Living room and study of the great Tegner, Scandinavia's beloved poet, at Lund. 879 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12257
Video number 11527
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].
Similar to RSN 19769

Copy and Version Identification Note
43630
Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Interior architecture -- Sweden
Living rooms -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Lund (Sweden)
Sweden
Tegner
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market day at the stands around the fountain before the old Town Hall, Jonkoping. 881 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Market day at the stands around the fountain before the old Town Hall, Jonkoping. 881 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12258

Video number 11528

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19773.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78167

Topic: Fountains -- Sweden
Markets -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Sturdy boys and pretty girls, the pride of Scandinavia--before the High School, Jonkoping. 882 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sturdy boys and pretty girls, the pride of Scandinavia--before the High School, Jonkoping. 882 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12259

Video number 11529

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 19774

Copy and Version Identification Note
78116

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Looking over the white-roofed booths of the new market to the old church at Jonkoping. 883 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking over the white-roofed booths of the new market to the old church at Jonkoping. 883 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12260

Video number 11530

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19775.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78190; 186

Prosperous and beautiful Jonkoping–beside Lake Vettern–from heights of city park. 884 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Prosperous and beautiful Jonkoping--beside Lake Vettern--from heights of city park. 884 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 12261
Video number 11531
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19775.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    77464

    Topic:
    Lakes -- Sweden
    Military -- Sweden
    Parks -- Sweden
    Portraits -- Sweden
    SWEDEN TOUR

    Place:
    Jonkoping (Sweden)
    Sweden
    Vettern Lake (Sweden)

    Genre/Form:
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

A farmer's family harvesting oats in a sunny field at Lerdal. 867 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A farmer's family harvesting oats in a sunny field at Lerdal. 867 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
    RSN 12262
Video number 11532
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Same as RSN 25589, 25590 and 25591; similar to RSN 12246; ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope

Copy and Version Identification Note

601

Topic: Agriculture -- Sweden
Children -- Sweden
Family -- Sweden
Harvesting -- Sweden
Oats -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Lerdal (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Old Castle (XIII Cent.) at Oerebro, one of Sweden's medieval Capitals. 868 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Old Castle (XIII Cent.) at Oerebro, one of Sweden's medieval Capitals. 868 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12263

Video number 11533

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12247 and 19758.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Castles -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Oerebro (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Happy crowds celebrating the Vorfest (Spring Festival) in the City Park, Jonkoping. 885 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Happy crowds celebrating the Vorfest (Spring Festival) in the City Park, Jonkoping. 885 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12264

Video number 11534

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25592; similar to RSN 12265.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
602

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Crowds -- Sweden
Festivals -- Sweden
Parks -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden
Vorfest (Sweden)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Happy crowds celebrating the Vorfest (Spring Festival) in the City Park, Jonkoping. 885 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Happy crowds celebrating the Vorfest (Spring Festival) in the City Park, Jonkoping. 885 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12265

Video number 11535
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12264.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note

78148

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Crowds -- Sweden
Festivals -- Sweden
Parks -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden
Vorfest (Sweden)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Spring sowing and harrowing on a farm with outlook over Jonkoping and ake Vetttern. Active no. 886 : stereo photonegative[,] 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Spring sowing and harrowing on a farm with outlook over Jonkoping and ake Vetttern. Active no. 886 : stereo photonegative[,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12266

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19777.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Orig. nos. 78203; 264.

Topic: Agriculture -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
Farming -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
Planting -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Husqvarna, looking across Lake Vettern--in the springtime of life and of the year. 887 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Husqvarna, looking across Lake Vettern--in the springtime of life and of the year. 887 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12267

Video number 11537

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19778.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77488

Looking down the wooded ravine of Husqvarna to broad and beautiful Lake Vettern. 888 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Looking down the wooded ravine of Husqvarna to broad and beautiful Lake Vettern. 888 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12268

Video number 11538

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19779.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78200

Topic: Lakes -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Valleys -- Sweden

Place: Husqvarna (Sweden)
Sweden
Vettern Lake

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Foaming falls of Husqvarna dashing down through the tree-shaded ravine, near Jonkoping. 889 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Foaming falls of Husqvarna dashing down through the tree-shaded ravine, near Jonkoping. 889 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12269
Video number 11539

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 19780.

Copy and Version Identification Note

78210; 281

Topic: Rivers -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Husqvarna (Jonkoping, Sweden)
       Jonkoping (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Upper Falls at Husqvarna--laughing girls beside the laughing waters. 890 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Upper Falls at Husqvarna--laughing girls beside the laughing waters. 890 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12270

Video number 11540

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 12271 and 19781.

Copy and Version Identification Note

78205; 274

Topic: Rapids -- Sweden
       Rivers -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Waterfalls -- Sweden
Place: Husqvarna (Jonkoping, Sweden)
Sweden
Upper Falls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Upper Falls at Husqvarna--laughing girls beside the laughing waters. 890 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Upper Falls at Husqvarna--laughing girls beside the laughing waters. 890 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12271

Video number 11541

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 12270 and 19781

Copy and Version Identification Note

78219

Topic: Rapids -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Husqvarna (Jonkoping, Sweden)
Sweden
Upper Falls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Steamer passing the wonderful locks in Gota Canal, at Trollhatten. 891 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Steamer passing the wonderful locks in Gota Canal, at Trollhattan. 891 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12272

Video number 11542

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19782.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77463; dupe of 78285

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden
Locks -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Göta Canal (Sweden)
Motalastrom
Sweden
Trollhattan (Sweden)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Toppo Falls, Trollhattan--watching the mad race of the struggling waters. 892 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Toppo Falls, Trollhattan--watching the mad race of the struggling waters. 892 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12273

Video number 11543
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 12274 and 25593.

Copy and Version Identification Note

603

Topic: Rapids -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
Toppo Falls
Trollhattan (Sweden)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Toppo Falls, Trollhattan--watching the mad race of the struggling waters. 892 photonegative, 1905

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Toppo Falls, Trollhattan--watching the mad race of the struggling waters. 892 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12274

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 12273; same as RSN 25593

Copy and Version Identification Note

78259; 2235

Topic: Rapids -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
Toppo Falls
Trollhattan (Sweden)
Looking up the river from Grand Hotel to the bridge-spanned waterfalls at Trollhattan. 893 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking up the river from Grand Hotel to the bridge-spanned waterfalls at Trollhattan. 893 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12275
Video number 11545
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].
Similar to RSN 19783.

Copy and Version Identification Note
78215; 261

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Rapids -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
Toppo Falls
Trollhattan (Sweden)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Goteborg, chief commercial port of western Sweden, from Lindholmen ship-yards over the harbor. 894 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Goteborg, chief commercial port of western Sweden, from Lindholmen ship-yards over the harbor. 894 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12276

Video number 11546

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19784.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note

78157; 212

Names: Lindholmen Shipyard (Goteborg, Sweden)

Topic:

Harbors -- Sweden
Ports -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Sailboats -- Sweden
Ships -- Sweden

Place:

Göteborg (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Kings Bridge over the glassy canal--and a principal business street, Goteborg. 895 Photonegative, 1905

2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Kings Bridge over the glassy canal--and a principal business street, Goteborg. 895 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

22"] on envelope

28
"Broken by accident by Sara 9

Local Numbers
RSN 12277

Video number 11547

Company catalog card included

Two pieces once black-taped together; in separate envelopes Similar to RSN 19785

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]

Copy and Version Identification Note

78153

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Göteborg (Sweden)
Kings Bridge (Goteborg, Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12278

Video number 11548

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 19790.
Copy and Version Identification Note

79308; 1543

Names: Gallery of Sculptures, National Museum (Stockholm, Sweden)
       Lindberg, Gusten, sculptor
       National Museum (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Dimman (Statue)
       Interior architecture
       Museums -- Sweden
       SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
       Sculptures -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Old palace of Drottningholm, the home of many of Sweden's monarchs, near Stockholm. 914 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old palace of Drottningholm, the home of many of Sweden's monarchs, near Stockholm. 914 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12279

Video number 11549

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19801.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note

43615

Names: Drottningholm Palace (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Boats -- Sweden
       Lakes -- Sweden
       Palaces -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking east along Stora Canal, one of the fine waterways of Goteborg. 896 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking east along Stora Canal, one of the fine waterways of Goteborg. 896 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12280

Video number 11550

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19786

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]

Copy and Version Identification Note
78283

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Göteborg (Sweden)
Stora Canal
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A cosy corner in the Queen's parlors, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 907 Photonegative
Goteborg's great Market--crowds of busy country folk and townspeople.  
897 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12282

Video number 11552
A health to the traveler!--pretty maids at Hinriksborg overlooking harbor, Goteborg. 898 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A health to the traveler!--pretty maids at Hinriksborg overlooking harbor, Goteborg. 898 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12283

Video number 11553

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19788.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78161; 218

Topic: Harbors -- Sweden
Ports -- Sweden
Restaurants -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Ships -- Sweden

Place: Göteborg (Sweden)
Hinriksborg (Sweden)
Sweden

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Farewell to the homeland--emigrants bound for England and America--on steamer at Goteborg. 899 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Farewell to the homeland--emigrants bound for England and America--on steamer at Goteborg. 899 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12284

Video number 11554

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19789.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

78227; 245

**Topic:** Docks -- Sweden
Emigration and immigration -- Sweden
Piers -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Ships -- Sweden
Wharves -- Sweden

**Place:** Göteborg (Sweden)
Sweden

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King Gustav III's Statue and Grand Hotel from the quay, Stockholm. 903 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King Gustav III’s Statue and Grand Hotel from the quay, Stockholm. 903 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12285

Video number 11555

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 25596.

Copy and Version Identification Note
44068; dupe of 3713

Names: Grand Hotel (Stockholm, Sweden).
Gustav, King., III,

Topic: Harbors -- Sweden
Hotels -- Sweden
Monuments -- Sweden
Ports -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Ships -- Sweden
statues -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Berns-Salonger dining-room, beautiful and popular, Stockholm. [Active no. 904 : stereo photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Berns-Salonger dining-room, beautiful and popular, Stockholm. [Active no. 904 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12286

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19791.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Company acc. no. 29582.

Names: Berns-Salonger (dining room) (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Interior architecture -- Sweden
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Passenger cables, Stockholm. 905 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Passenger cables, Stockholm. 905 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12287

Video number 11557

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 19792.

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
cable cars (streetcars) -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
In the beautiful apartments of Her Majesty, the Queen, at the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 908 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the beautiful apartments of Her Majesty, the Queen, at the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 908 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12288

Video number 11558
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19794 and 19795
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]

Topic:
Architecture -- Sweden
Interior architecture -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place:
Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12289
Video number 11559

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19796

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]

Copy and Version Identification Note

79351; 1512

Names: Gustav, Crown Prince.

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden

Interior architecture -- Sweden

Palaces -- Sweden

Royalty -- Sweden

SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Royal Palace

Stockholm (Sweden)

Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Dining-room of the Royal Family in the King's Palace at Stockholm. 910 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Dining-room of the Royal Family in the King's Palace at Stockholm. 910 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 12290

Video number 11560

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19797

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]

Copy and Version Identification Note

80068

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Lion-guarded statue of Charles XIII in the King's Garden, Stockholm. 911 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lion-guarded statue of Charles XIII in the King's Garden, Stockholm. 911 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12291

Video number 11561

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19798.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79286; 1445

Names: Charles, King, XIII,

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Gardens -- Sweden
Lions -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
statues -- Sweden

Place: Royal Gardens (Sweden)
Royal Palace (Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Stockholm (northern district) looking N.W. from St. John's Church to Observatory. 912 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stockholm (northern district) looking N.W. from St. John's Church to Observatory. 912 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12292

Video number 11562

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19799

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]

Copy and Version Identification Note
78852; 521

Place: St. John's Church
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Great stained glass windows and stately arches of St. Jacob's Church, Stockholm. 913 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Great stained glass windows and stately arches of St. Jacob's Church, Stockholm. 913 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12293

Video number 11563

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19800.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43964

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
     Cathedrals -- Sweden
     Interior architecture -- Sweden
     SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: St. Jacob's Church
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Splendid chapel guarding the royal dust of Charles XIV, Riddarholms Church, Stockholm. 915 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Splendid chapel guarding the royal dust of Charles XIV, Riddarholms Church, Stockholm. 915 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12294

Video number 11564

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19802.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77754; 507
Names: Charles, King of Sweden and Norway, XIV John, 1763-1844
Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Cathedrals -- Sweden
Interior architecture -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Tombs -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

North Bridge, Grand Hotel and National Museum, east from Palace of the Crown Prince, Stockholm. 916 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12295

Video number 11565

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 19803.

Copy and Version Identification Note
77845

Names: Grand Hotel (Stockholm, Sweden).
Gustav, King., III,
National Museum (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Hotels -- Sweden
Museums -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Streetcars -- Sweden
Place: North Bridge
   Palace of the Crown Prince
   Stockholm (Sweden)
   Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Art in Sweden.] 922 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Art in Sweden.] 922 Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12296

Video number 11566

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19805.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222]

Copy and Version Identification Note
29540

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Art -- Sweden
       Interior architecture -- Sweden
       SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Forest scene in Sweden. Active no. 923 : stereo photonegative,], 1896
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Image(s): [Forest scene in Sweden. Active no. 923 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled frame complete.

Upper right corner of 2-piece cancelled frame missing.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12297

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25598.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Company acc. no. 29925.

Topic:
Forests -- Sweden
Parks -- Sweden
Roads -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Trees -- Sweden

Place:
Sweden

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cosy cottage home and outbuildings of a Halland man at Skansen, near Stockholm. 924 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cosy cottage home and outbuildings of a Halland man at Skansen, near Stockholm. 924 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12298

Video number 11568

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.9 [222].

Similar to RSN 19806.

Copy and Version Identification Note

78342; 349
Old-fashioned comfort and elegance within a Halland man's home at Skansen, near Stockholm. 926 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Old-fashioned comfort and elegance within a Halland man's home at Skansen, near Stockholm. 926 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12299

Video number 11569

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19808.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78334; 352
Great cathedral (320 feet long)—a place of worship for almost 800 years—Linkoping. 927 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Great cathedral (320 feet long)—a place of worship for almost 800 years—Linkoping. 927 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12300

Video number 11570
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19809.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43780

topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Cathedrals -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Linkoping (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Carriage and costume of a sixteenth century landowner, displayed at Bergvik. 928 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Carriage and costume of a sixteenth century landowner, displayed at Bergvik. 928 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12301
Video number 11571

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19810.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

78990

Topic: Carriages -- Sweden
Carriages and carts -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Sweden--Miscellaneous

Place: Bergvik (Sweden)
Swedish

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Everyday life around the picturesque south gate in the old city wall (XIII Cent.) of Wisby. 929 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Everyday life around the picturesque south gate in the old city wall (XIII Cent.) of Wisby. 929 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12302

Video number 11572

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19811.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

43900

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
Gates -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Ruins -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Sweden
Wisby (Sweden)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in Sweden.] 930 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait in Sweden.] 930 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12303

Video number 11573

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19812.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Topic: Portraits -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sculptured figure of the old warrier King John III on his tomb in Upsala Cathedral. 931 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sculptured figure of the old warrier King John III on his tomb in Upsala Cathedral. 931 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12304
Video number 11574

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19813.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

43820

Names: John, King, III,
Topic: Cathedrals -- Sweden
       Royalty -- Sweden
       SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
       Sculptures -- Sweden
       Tombs -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
       Upsala (Sweden)
       Upsala Cathedral (Sweden)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Tomb scene in Sweden.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tomb scene in Sweden.] Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12305

Video number 11575

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

44047

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Cathedrals -- Sweden
       SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
       Tombs -- Sweden
Place: Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Sweden.] 933 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12306

Video number 11576
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19815.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43602

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Smoking chimneys and spacious warves along the Gota-Elv, from Navigation School, Goteborg. 934 photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Smoking chimneys and spacious warves along the Gota-Elv, from Navigation School, Goteborg. 934 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12307

Video number 11577
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].
Similar to RSN 19816.

Copy and Version Identification Note
78151; 208

Names: Navigation School (Goteborg, Sweden)
Topic: Harbors -- Sweden
Ports -- Sweden
Railroads -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Ships -- Sweden
Trains -- Sweden

Place: Gota-Elv (Sweden)
Goteborg (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Holiday pleasure-seekers in the School Park, West Storgatan, Jonkoping.
937 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Holiday pleasure-seekers in the School Park, West Storgatan, Jonkoping. 937 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12308

Video number 11578
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19817.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].
Planting-time on a farm in the beautiful country near Jonkoping. 938 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Planting-time on a farm in the beautiful country near Jonkoping. 938 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12309

Video number 11579

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19818.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78271; 291

Topic: Agriculture -- Sweden
Farming -- Sweden
Planting -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Thrifty country-folk with their cattle at work on a farm near Jonkoping. 939 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Thrifty country-folk with their cattle at work on a farm near Jonkoping. 939 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12310

Video number 11580

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19819.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78269; 292

Topic: Agriculture -- Sweden
Cows -- Sweden
Farms -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ostra Storgatan, principal street of Jonkoping, and bridge over Canal. [Active no. 940 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Ostra Storgatan, principal street of Jonkoping, and bridge over Canal. [Active no. 940 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
The happy valley of Husqvarna seen from a hill above the town. 941 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The happy valley of Husqvarna seen from a hill above the town. 941 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12312

Video number 11582
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19821.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43691

Topic: SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Valleys -- Norway
Place: Husqvarna (Norway)
Landscape at Husqvarna [Norway]. [Active 942 : stereo photonegative,], 1897
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Landscape at Husqvarna [Norway]. [Active 942 : stereo photonegative,] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling on cancelled view.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12313
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19822
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Place: Husqvarna (Norway)
Norway
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Norway
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Sweden.] 946 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River in Sweden.] 946 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12314
Video number 11584
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Same as RSN 25599.

Copy and Version Identification Note

29531

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Rapids -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene in Sweden.] 947 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dock scene in Sweden.] 947 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12315

Video number 11585

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15600.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

29486

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Docks -- Sweden
Piers -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Steamships -- Sweden
Wharves -- Sweden

Place: Motalastrom
Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats on river in Sweden.] 948 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sailboats on river in Sweden.] 948 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12316

Video number 11586
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].
Similar to RSN 25601.

Copy and Version Identification Note
102994

Topic: Rivers -- Sweden
       SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
       Sailboats -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Midsummer Festival, June 23--holiday crowds strolling through Church Street--Leksand. 950 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Midsummer Festival, June 23--holiday crowds strolling through Church Street--Leksand. 950 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12317

Video number 11587

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19823

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]

Copy and Version Identification Note
77774; 461

Topic: Festivals -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Church Street (Leksand, Sweden)
Leksand (Sweden)
Midsummer Festival
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Families, friends and neighbors at the open-air meeting on Midsummer Eve
(June 23), Leksand. 951 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Families, friends and neighbors at the open-air meeting on
Midsummer Eve (June 23), Leksand. 951 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12318

Video number 11588

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19824

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]

Copy and Version Identification Note
78314; 413

Topic: Crowds -- Sweden
Festivals -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Midsummer Festival
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Leksand and the S. end of beautiful Lake Siljan from the wooded heights of Karinsberg. 952 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Leksand and the S. end of beautiful Lake Siljan from the wooded heights of Karinsberg. 952 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12319

Video number 11589

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19825.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77854

Topic: Lakes -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Karinsberg (Sweden)
Leksand (Sweden)
Siljan Lake (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Friendly gossip after the Sunday service--groups of neighbors by the roadside in Rattvik. 957 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Friendly gossip after the Sunday service--groups of neighbors by the roadside in Rattvik. 957 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12320

Video number 11590

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19828.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79422; 1296

Topic: Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Roads -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Rattvik (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fair Promises, Delsbo. 960 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Fair Promises, Delsbo. 960 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12321

Video number 11591
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25603.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

11-122

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
       Couples -- Sweden
       Love -- Sweden
       SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Delsbo (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                   -- Glass
                   Stereoscopic photographs

At home on the old farm--overlooking Lake Vettern, Sweden. 962
photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): At home on the old farm--overlooking Lake Vettern, Sweden. 962
photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12322

Video number 11592

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Same as RSN 19829.

Copy and Version Identification Note

78265; 296

Topic: Children -- Sweden
       Dwellings -- Sweden
       Farms -- Sweden
       Homes -- Sweden
       Lakes -- Sweden
       SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Place: Sweden
   Vettern Lake

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Box 137 Cards 654-929

Box 138 RSN Numbers 12323-12419

Image(s)

A farmhouse, Island of Oland, South Sweden. 964 photonegative, 1908
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): A farmhouse, Island of Oland, South Sweden. 964 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper stuck opposite emulsion.
Uncancelled frame cracked down middle.

Local Numbers
   RSN 12323

Video number 11593

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].
Same as RSN 25604

Copy and Version Identification Note
   110123

Topic: Children -- Sweden
       Dwellings -- Sweden
       Farms -- Sweden
       Homes -- Sweden
       Islands -- Sweden
       SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Oland Island
       Sweden
[Military scene in Sweden.] 966 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Military scene in Sweden.] 966 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12324

Video number 11594

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25605.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29866

Topic: Horses -- Sweden
Military -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Lapland home, North Sweden 965 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A Lapland home, North Sweden 965 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12325

Video number 11595

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110124

Topic:
- Dwellings -- Sweden
- Homes -- Sweden
- SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
- Tents -- Sweden

Place:
- Lapland
- Sweden

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

[Ski jumper in action in Sweden.] 968 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Ski jumper in action in Sweden.] 968 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12326

Video number 11596

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Similar to RSN 19830 and 19831.

Topic:
- Competitions -- Sweden
- SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
- Ski jumping -- Sweden
- Skiing -- Sweden
- Snow -- Sweden
- Sports -- Sweden

Place:
- Sweden

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The little turf-covered cottage in the Woods, Smaland. 970 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The little turf-covered cottage in the Woods, Smaland. 970 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12327

Video number 11597

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Similar to RSN 19832.

Copy and Version Identification Note
29621

Topic: Dwellings -- Sweden
       Forests -- Sweden
       SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Smaland
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street and row of homes in Sweden.] 974 photonegative, 1908

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street and row of homes in Sweden.] 974 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12328

Video number 11598

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19834.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110128

Topic: Agriculture -- Sweden
      Carts -- Sweden
      Dwellings -- Sweden
      Farms -- Sweden
      Homes -- Sweden
      SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Village life and homes. 975 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Village life and homes. 975 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12329

Video number 11599

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Similar to RSN 12330 and 19835

Copy and Version Identification Note
124511

Topic: Dwellings -- Sweden
       Homes -- Sweden
       SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
       Villages -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street and row of homes in Sweden.] 975 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Street and row of homes in Sweden.] 975 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12330

Video number 11600

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Similar to RSN 12329 and 19835.

Topic:
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Villages -- Sweden

Place:
Sweden

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children dancing?] No. 979 : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s): [Children dancing?] No. 979 : stereoscopic photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12331

Video number 11601

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25607.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122728
Copenhagen, the metropolis of all Scandinavia. 1000 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Copenhagen, the metropolis of all Scandinavia. 1000 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12332

Video number 11602

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Similar to RSN 19838, 19839 and 25608.

Street scene, and old Tower, Copenhagen. Active no. 1001 : stereo photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Street scene, and old Tower, Copenhagen. Active no. 1001 : stereo photonegative, 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12333

Video number 11603

Company catalog card included. Company accession no. 29471.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]. Similar to RSN 19840.

**Topic:**
DENMARK
Screetcars -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark
Towers -- Denmark

**Place:**
Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fish market and fishing boats in the canal (west along the Gammelstrand), Copenhagen 1002 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s):** Fish market and fishing boats in the canal (west along the Gammelstrand), Copenhagen 1002 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12334

Video number 11604

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19841.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
70511

**Topic:**
Boats -- Denmark
Canals -- Denmark
DENMARK
Markets -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark

**Place:**
Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Gammelstrand (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Live fish market and its throngs of buyers on the Gammelstrand, Copenhagen. 1003 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Live fish market and its throngs of buyers on the Gammelstrand, Copenhagen. 1003 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12335

Video number 11605

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19842.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70482

Topic: DENMARK
Markets -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Gammelstrand (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The vegetable market, beside the statue of Bishop Absalon, founder of the city, Copenhagen. 1004 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The vegetable market, beside the statue of Bishop Absalon, founder of the city, Copenhagen. 1004 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12336
Video number 11606
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].
Similar to RSN 19843.
Copy and Version Identification Note
70557
Names: Absalon, Bishop
Topic: DENMARK
Markets -- Denmark
Monuments -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Busy harbor of Copenhagen, a famous port of old times, where great ships now come and go. 1005 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Busy harbor of Copenhagen, a famous port of old times, where great ships now come and go. 1005 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12337
Video number 11607
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12338 and 19844.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
604

Topic: DENMARK
Docks -- Denmark
Harbors -- Denmark
Piers -- Denmark
Ports -- Denmark
Ships -- Denmark
Wharves -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Busy harbor of Copenhagen, a famous port of old times, where great ships now come and go. 1005 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Busy harbor of Copenhagen, a famous port of old times, where great ships now come and go. 1005 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12338

Video number 11608

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12337 and 19844.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70432

Topic: DENMARK
Docks -- Denmark
Harbors -- Denmark
Piers -- Denmark
Ports -- Denmark
Ships -- Denmark
  Wharves -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
  Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Harbor from which the old sea-kings used to sail (seen from the Royal Yacht Club), Copenhagen. 1007 Photonegative, 1905
  1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Harbor from which the old sea-kings used to sail (seen from the Royal Yacht Club), Copenhagen. 1007 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12339

Video number 11609

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19845.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70544

Topic: Boats -- Denmark
  DENMARK
  Ports -- Denmark
  Ships -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
  Denmark
  Royal Yacht Club

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Palaces and docks of Copenhagen, from dome of Marble Church, east to Malmo. 1008 Photonegative, 1905
Image(s): Palaces and docks of Copenhagen, from dome of Marble Church, east to Malmo. 1008 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12340

Video number 11610
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19846

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]

Copy and Version Identification Note
70437

Topic: DENMARK
Docks -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark
Piers -- Denmark
Wharves -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Malmo
Marble Church

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hall of the Knights where Danish Sovereigns and nobles used to meet,
Rosenborg Castle, Copenhagen 1009 Photonegative, 1905

Image(s): Hall of the Knights where Danish Sovereigns and nobles used to meet, Rosenborg Castle, Copenhagen 1009 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12341

Video number 11611

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12342 and 19847

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78182; 171

Names:  Hall of the Knights (Rosenborg Castle, Copenhagen, Denmark)

Topic:  Architecture -- Denmark
Castles -- Denmark
DENMARK
Interior architecture -- Denmark
Royalty -- Denmark

Place:  Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Rosenborg Castle

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hall of the Knights where Danish Sovereigns and nobles used to meet, Rosenborg Castle, Copenhagen Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Hall of the Knights where Danish Sovereigns and nobles used to meet, Rosenborg Castle, Copenhagen Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12342

Video number 11612

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12341 and 19847.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].
Copy and Version Identification Note
70403

Names: Hall of the Knights (Rosenborg Castle, Copenhagen, Denmark)

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
      Castles -- Denmark
      DENMARK
      Interior architecture -- Denmark
      Royalty -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
       Denmark
       Rosenborg Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Many-towered Palace of Rosenborg, once the home of powerful monarchs.
1010 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Many-towered Palace of Rosenborg, once the home of powerful
monarchs. 1010 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 12343

Video number 11613
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19848.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77496

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
       DENMARK
       Gardens -- Denmark
       Palaces -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
       Denmark
       Rosenborg Castle
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rosenborg Castle, Denmark. Active no. 1012 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12344

Video number 11614

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25609.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
Castles -- Denmark
DENMARK
Palaces -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Rosenborg Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Palace of Christiansborg, where Parliament and Supreme Court used to assemble, Copenhagen. 1013 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace of Christiansborg, where Parliament and Supreme Court used to assemble, Copenhagen. 1013 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12345

Video number 11615

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19850.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

70564

Names: Christiansborg Palace (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
DENMARK
Palaces -- Denmark
Plazas -- Denmark
Streetcars -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Stately palace of good King Christian IX and bronze statue of Frederick V, Copenhagen. 1014 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stately palace of good King Christian IX and bronze statue of Frederick V, Copenhagen. 1014 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12346

Video number 11616

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Similar to RSN 19851

Copy and Version Identification Note

70576

Names: Christian, King, IX,
Frederick, King, V,
Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
DENMARK
Monuments -- Denmark
Royal Guards parading past the Crown Prince's palace (seen from the King's Palace), Copenhagen. 1905

Image(s): Royal Guards parading past the Crown Prince's palace (seen from the King's Palace), Copenhagen. 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12347

Video number 11617

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19852.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70400

Names: Crown Prince's Palace (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
DENMARK
Military -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark
Parades -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Royal Guards (Denmark)

Genre/

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

[Street and row of homes in Sweden.] 234 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street and row of homes in Sweden.] 234 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12348

Video number 11618
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
515

Topic: Dwellings -- Sweden
      Homes -- Sweden
      Streets -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Town Hall, where councils settle the affairs of a proud old municipality,
Copenhagen. 1016 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Town Hall, where councils settle the affairs of a proud old
         municipality, Copenhagen. 1016 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12349

Video number 11619
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19853.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
DENMARK
Plazas -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent Marble Church and the Royal Guards marching toward Palace Square, Copenhagen. 1017 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Magnificent Marble Church and the Royal Guards marching toward Palace Square, Copenhagen. 1017 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 12350

Video number 11620

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12351, 12352 and 19854.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70395

Topic: Churches -- Denmark
DENMARK
Parades -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)

Denmark
Marble Church
Palace Square
Royal Guards

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent Marble Church and the Royal Guards marching toward Palace Square, Copenhagen. 1017 Photonegative, 1905
**Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates**

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

**NMAH.AC.0143**

**Page 6787 of 15344**

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Magnificent Marble Church and the Royal Guards marching toward Palace Square, Copenhagen. 1017 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12351

Video number 11621

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12350, 12352 and 19854.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

70528

**Topic:** Churches -- Denmark
DENMARK
Parades -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark

**Place:** Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Marble Church
Palace Square
Royal Guards

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent Marble Church and the Royal Guards marching toward Palace Square, Copenhagen. 1018 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Magnificent Marble Church and the Royal Guards marching toward Palace Square, Copenhagen. 1018 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12352

Video number 11622

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12350, 12351 and 19854.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

78183

Topic: Churches -- Denmark
DENMARK
Parades -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Marble Church
Palace Square
Royal Guards

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Along canal to Our Saviour's Church with spiral staircase--Exchange at right--Copenhagen. 1019 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Along canal to Our Saviour's Church with spiral staircase--Exchange at right--Copenhagen. 1019 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12353

Video number 11623

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19856.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].
Curious spiral staircase around tower of Our Saviour's Church, S.E. from St. Anne St., Copenhagen. 1020 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Curious spiral staircase around tower of Our Saviour's Church, S.E. from St. Anne St., Copenhagen. 1020 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12354

Video number 11624

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19857.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

70382

Topic: Churches -- Denmark
DENMARK
Plazas -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Our Saviour's Church
St. Anne Street
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Curious spiral staircase around tower of Our Saviour's Church, S.E. from St. Anne St., Copenhagen. 1020 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Curious spiral staircase around tower of Our Saviour's Church, S.E. from St. Anne St., Copenhagen. 1020 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12355

Video number 11625
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19857.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Topic: Churches -- Denmark
DENMARK
Plazas -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Our Saviour's Church
St. Anne Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Impressive interior of the metropolitan Church of our Lady (Vor Frue Kirke), Copenhagen. 1021 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Impressive interior of the metropolitan Church of our Lady (Vor Frue Kirke), Copenhagen. 1021 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12356
Video number 11626
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19858
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]

Copy and Version Identification Note
70553
Names: Church of our Lady (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
Churches -- Catholic -- Denmark -- Copenhagen
DENMARK
Interior architecture -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Vor Frue Kirke
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Danish people coming and going before the picturesque Exchange with its spire of dragons, Copenhagen. 1022 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Danish people coming and going before the picturesque Exchange with its spire of dragons, Copenhagen. 1022 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12357

Video number 11627
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19859.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70518
Names: Exchange (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Image(s): Business men and shoppers on the Ostergrade, east from Amagertory, Copenhagen, Denmark's busy capital. 1023 Photonegative, 1905

Business men and shoppers on the Ostergrade, east from Amagertory, Copenhagen, Denmark's busy capital. 1023 Photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12358

Video number 11628

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19860.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

70447
Queen Louise Bridge and its gardens, with handsome streets at its eastern end, Copenhagen. 1024 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Queen Louise Bridge and its gardens, with handsome streets at its eastern end, Copenhagen. 1024 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12359

Video number 11629

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25610; similar to RSN 12360; ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

605

Topic: Bridges -- Denmark
DENMARK
Gardens -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Queen Louise Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Queen Louise Bridge and its gardens, with handsome streets at its eastern end, Copenhagen. 1024 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Queen Louise Bridge and its gardens, with handsome streets at its eastern end, Copenhagen. 1024 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12360

Video number 11630
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12359.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70454

Topic: Bridges -- Denmark
      DENMARK
      Gardens -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
       Denmark
       Queen Louise Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Mid-day traffic in the street before Copenhagen's beautiful National Theatre. 1025 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mid-day traffic in the street before Copenhagen's beautiful National Theatre. 1025 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 12361

Video number 11631

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19861.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70461

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
       DENMARK
       Horses -- Denmark
       Plazas -- Denmark
       Streets -- Denmark
       Theaters -- Denmark
Wagons -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
National Theatre

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Holiday crowds of townspeople filling the crooked and picturesque Nygade (New St.), Copenhagen. 1026 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Holiday crowds of townspeople filling the crooked and picturesque Nygade (New St.), Copenhagen. 1026 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 12362

Video number 11632

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12363 and 19862

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]

Copy and Version Identification Note

70542

Topic: Crowds -- Denmark
DENMARK
Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
New Street
Nygade

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Holiday crowds of townspeople filling the crooked and picturesque Nygade (New St.), Copenhagen. 1026 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Holiday crowds of townspeople filling the crooked and picturesque Nygade (New St.), Copenhagen. 1026 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12363
Video number 11633
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 12362 and 19862
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]
Copy and Version Identification Note
70519
Topic: Crowds -- Denmark
DENMARK
Streets -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
New Street
Nygade
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Crowds around the booths in the Gammelstory contributing money for children's outings, Copenhagen. 1027 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Crowds around the booths in the Gammelstory contributing money for children's outings, Copenhagen. 1027 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12364
Video number 11634
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19863
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]
Copy and Version Identification Note
70389

Topic: Crowds -- Denmark
DENMARK
Streets -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Gammelstorg Street (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fun for the boys and girls in their favorite playground, Ostre Anlaeg, Copenhagen. 1028 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fun for the boys and girls in their favorite playground, Ostre Anlaeg, Copenhagen. 1028 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12365
Video number 11635
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19864.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].
Copy and Version Identification Note
70545

Topic: Children -- Denmark
DENMARK
Parks -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Ostre Anlaeg (Denmark)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Little Danes out marketing, Copenhagen 1029 Photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Little Danes out marketing, Copenhagen 1029 Photonegative 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12366
Video number 11636
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
117976

Topic: Children -- Denmark DENMARK Markets -- Denmark Plazas -- Denmark Streets -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark) Denmark

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Fredericksborg Castle from within the moat. 1030 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Fredericksborg Castle from within the moat. 1030 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
The Palace Church, Frederiksborg Castle--splendid interior, where old-time kings were crowned. 1031 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Palace Church, Frederiksborg Castle--splendid interior, where old-time kings were crowned. 1031 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12368

Video number 11638

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19866.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29633
| Names: | Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark) |
| Topic: | Architecture -- Denmark |
|        | Churches -- Denmark |
|        | DENMARK |
|        | Interior architecture |
| Place: | Copenhagen (Denmark) |
|        | Denmark |
|        | Palace Church |
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|            | -- Glass |
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |

Royal Dining Hall, Frederiksborg Castle (near Copenhagen), restored to XVII Cent. splendor. 1033 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Royal Dining Hall, Frederiksborg Castle (near Copenhagen), restored to XVII Cent. splendor. 1033 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12369

Video number 11639

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19867.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

70426; 133

| Names: | Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark) |
| Topic: | Architecture -- Denmark |
|        | Castles -- Denmark |
|        | DENMARK |
|        | Interior architecture -- Denmark |
| Place: | Copenhagen (Denmark) |
|        | Denmark |
|        | Royal Dining Hall |
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|            | -- Glass |
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |
Royalty's old home--a beautiful vista in the Princess' apartments, Palace of Frederiksborg. 1035 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Royalty's old home--a beautiful vista in the Princess' apartments, Palace of Frederiksborg. 1035 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12370
Video number 11640
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19868
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]

Copy and Version Identification Note
70419

Names: Frederiksborg Palace (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
DENMARK
Interior architecture -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark
Royalty -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sir Knights' Hall with its elaborate magnificence of decoration--Royal Palace of Frederiksborg. 1036 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sir Knights' Hall with its elaborate magnificence of decoration--Royal Palace of Frederiksborg. 1036 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12371

Video number 11641

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12372 and 19869

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]

Copy and Version Identification Note
70421

Names: Frederiksborg Palace (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
DENMARK
Interior architecture -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark
Royalty -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Sir Knights' Hall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Sir Knights' Hall with its elaborate magnificence of decoration--Royal Palace of Frederiksborg. 1036 Photonegative, 1905

Image(s): Sir Knights' Hall with its elaborate magnificence of decoration--Royal Palace of Frederiksborg. 1036 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12372

Video number 11642

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12371 and 19869

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]
Mirrored beauties of the wooded park around Frederiksborg Palace, near Copenhagen. 1037 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mirrored beauties of the wooded park around Frederiksborg Palace, near Copenhagen. 1037 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12373

Video number 11643

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19870 and 19871.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].
Peasant children in the Royal Forest, Klampenborg. 1039 Photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Peasant children in the Royal Forest, Klampenborg. 1039 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12374

Video number 11644

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25611.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Topic: Boats -- Denmark
Children -- Denmark
DENMARK

Place: Denmark
Klampenborg (Denmark)
Royal Forest (Klampenborg, Denmark)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Packing prize butter for the European markets in the biggest dairy in the world, Hasley. [Active no. 1040 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12375

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12376, 12377 and 25612.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].
Company acc. no. 70579.

Topic:
Butter -- Denmark
DENMARK
Dairying -- Denmark
Industries -- Denmark
Laborers -- Denmark

Place:
Denmark
Hasley (Denmark)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Packing prize butter for the European markets in the biggest dairy in the
world, Hasley. 1040 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Packing prize butter for the European markets in the biggest
dairy in the world, Hasley. 1040 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12376

Video number 11646

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12375, 12377 and 25612.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

606

Topic:
Butter -- Denmark
DENMARK
Dairying -- Denmark
Industries -- Denmark
Laborers -- Denmark

Place:
Denmark
Hasley (Denmark)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Packing prize butter for the European markets in the biggest dairy in the
world, Hasley. 1040 Photonegative, 1905
**Page 6806 of 15344**

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Packing prize butter for the European markets in the biggest dairy in the world, Hasley. 1040 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12377

Video number 11647

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12375, 12376 and 25612.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

155

Topic: Butter -- Denmark

DENMARK

Dairying -- Denmark

Industries -- Denmark

Laborers -- Denmark

Place: Denmark

Hasley (Denmark)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Hundreds of delicious big cheeses curing, in the largest dairy in the world, Hasley. 1041 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12378

Video number 11648

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12379 and 19873
Hundreds of delicious big cheeses curing, in the largest dairy in the world, Hasley. 1041 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12379

Video number 11649
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 12378 and 19873
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]

Copy and Version Identification Note
158

Topic: Cheeses -- Denmark
DENMARK
Dairying -- Denmark

Place: Denmark
Hasley (Denmark)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A forest of shipping beside the dock at Esbjerg, King Christian's prosperous new city, Jutland. 1042 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A forest of shipping beside the dock at Esbjerg, King Christian's prosperous new city, Jutland. 1042 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12380

Video number 11650
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19874
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194]

Copy and Version Identification Note
70512

Topic:
DENMARK
Docks -- Denmark
Harbors -- Denmark
Piers -- Denmark
Sailboats -- Denmark
Wharves -- Denmark

Place:
Denmark
Esbjerg (Jutland, Denmark)
Jutland (Denmark)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A cosy Danish home. 1043 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A cosy Danish home. 1043 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12381

Video number 11651
Frederiksborg Castle, from across the Lake--a massive palace, near Copenhagen. 1044 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Frederiksborg Castle, from across the Lake--a massive palace, near Copenhagen. 1044 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12382

Video number 11652

Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Architecture -- Denmark
Castles -- Denmark
DENMARK
Lakes -- Denmark

Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Hensingfors, the capital city of Finland, from Observatory Hill. 1047 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Hensingfors, the capital city of Finland, from Observatory Hill. 1047 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12383

Video number 11653
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19877.
Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122786

Topic:
Harbors -- Finland
Portraits -- Finland
Ports -- Finland
RUSSIA TOUR

Place:
Finland
Helsinki (Finland)
Observatory Hill

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market boats, Helsingfors, Finland. 1048 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Market boats, Helsingfors, Finland. 1048 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12384

Video number 11654
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12385 and 19878.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122748

Topic: Boats -- Finland
Docks -- Finland
Markets -- Finland
Piers -- Finland
RUSSIA TOUR
Wharves -- Finland

Place: Finland
Helsinki (Finland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Market boats, Helsingfors, Finland. [Active no. 1048 : stereo photonegative,], 1910
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7")
Image(s): Market boats, Helsingfors, Finland. [Active no. 1048 : stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion pealing around edges, both images.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12385

Video number 11655

Similar to RSN 12384 and 19878.

Currently stored in box 3.1.10 [194].

Topic: Boats -- Finland
Docks -- Finland
Markets -- Finland
Piers -- Finland
RUSSIA TOUR
Wharves -- Finland

Place: Finland
Helsinki (Finland)
Helsinki (Finland)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Norra Esplanad-Gatan, the principal Street of Helsingfors, Finland. [Active no. 1049 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Street scene includes figures on bicycles.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12386
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19879.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic: Bicycles -- Finland RUSSIA TOUR Streets -- Finland
Place: Finland Helsinki (Finland) Norra Esplanad-Gatan (Helsinki, Finland)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The mad waters of the famous Imatra Falls, Finland. [Active no. 1051 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12387
Video number 11657
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 19881.

Topic: RUSSIA TOUR
Rapids -- Finland
Rivers -- Finland
Waterfalls -- Finland

Place: Finland
Imatra Falls (Finland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Market Place, Viborg, Finland. 1053 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)
Image(s): The Market Place, Viborg, Finland. 1053 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12388

Video number 11658

Similar to RSN 19883.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic: Crowds -- Finland
Markets -- Finland
RUSSIA TOUR
Streets -- Finland

Place: Finland
Viborg (Finland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nevsky Prospect, the principal street of St. Petersburg. 1054 Photonegative
1 Item (4“ x 5“)
Image(s): Nevsky Prospect, the principal street of St. Petersburg. 1054 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12389

Video number 11659

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12390, 12391 and 25613.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic:
- Carts -- Russia
- Horses -- Russia
- RUSSIA TOUR
- Streetcars -- Russia
- Streets -- Russia

Place:
- Nevsky Prospect (St. Petersburg, Russia)
- Russia
- St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Nevsky Prospect, the principal street of St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1054 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12390

Video number 11660

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12389, 12391 and 25613.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic:
- Carts -- Russia
- Horses -- Russia
- RUSSIA TOUR
- Streetcars -- Russia
- Streets -- Russia

Place:
- Nevsky Prospect (St. Petersburg, Russia)
- Russia
- St. Petersburg (Russia)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Nevsky Prospect, the principal street of St. Petersburg. 1054
Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Nevsky Prospect, the principal street of St. Petersburg. 1054 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12391
Video number 11661
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 12389, 12390 and 25613.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic: Carts -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Streetcars -- Russia
Streets -- Russia

Place: Nevsky Prospect (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument of Catherine II and Alexander Theater, St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1055 : stereel photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Monument of Catherine II and Alexander Theater, St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1055 : stereel photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12392

Video number 11662

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 19884

Company acc. no. 122904.

Names: Catherine, II -- Monument

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Children -- Russia
Monuments -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Streets -- Russia

Place: Alexander Theatre (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

Allegorical statue--Man conquering the brute--Fontanka Bridge, St. Petersburg. No. 1056 : stereoscopic photonegative
1 item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Allegorical statue--Man conquering the brute--Fontanka Bridge, St. Petersburg. No. 1056 : stereoscopic photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12393

Video number 11663

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19885.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Bridges -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Sculpture -- Russia
Place: Fontanka Bridge (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia -- 1890-1920
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bolschaya Morskaya, the street leading to the Czar's winter Palace, St. Petersburg. 1057 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Bolschaya Morskaya, the street leading to the Czar's winter Palace, St. Petersburg. 1057 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12394
Video number 11664
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19886.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic: Plazas -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Streets -- Russia

Place: Bolschaya Morskaya (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument to Alexander I, arch of triumph and the Staab Building, St. Petersburg. 1058 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Monument to Alexander I, arch of triumph and the Staab Building, St. Petersburg. 1058 photonegative 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12395

Video number 11665
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Similar to RSN 19887

Copy and Version Identification Note
110153

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- Russia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Columns -- Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>King Alexander I Monument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(St. Petersburg, Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monuments -- Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RUSSIA TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Royalty -- Russia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Russia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Petersburg (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Staab Building</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/          | Photographs -- 1900-1910 --     |
| Form:           | Black-and-white negatives       |
|                 | -- Glass                        |
|                 | Stereoscopic photographs        |

The Imperial Winter Palace from Nevsky Prospect, St. Petersburg. 1059 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Imperial Winter Palace from Nevsky Prospect, St. Petersburg. 1059 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12396

Video number 11666
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19888.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- Russia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plazas -- Russia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RUSSIA TOUR
Streets -- Russia

Place: Nevsky Prospect (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)
Winter Palace

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

?The Peristyle of the Hermitage? 1060 photonegative, 1910
1 item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12397

Video number 11667

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 19889 and 19890.

Copy and Version Identification Note
122884

Names: Hermitage (St. Petersburg, Russia)

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Art -- Russia
Museums -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Sculpture -- Russia

Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gallery of modern sculpture in the Hermitage, St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1061 : stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Gallery of modern sculpture in the Hermitage, St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1061 : stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12398

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Similar to RSN 19891.

Company acc. no. 122769.

Names: Hermitage (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Topic: Architecture -- Russia
      Art -- Russia
      Museums -- Russia
      RUSSIA TOUR
      Sculpture -- Russia
      Sculpture -- Russia

Place: Russia
      St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The Imperial Summer Garden, St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1062 : stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): The Imperial Summer Garden, St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1062 : stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Sculpture in garden or park setting.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12399
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19892.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

**Topic:** Gardens -- Russia
Parks -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Sculpture -- Russia

**Place:** Imperial Summer Garden (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Equestrian statue of Peter the Great, St. Petersburg. 1063 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Equestrian statue of Peter the Great, St. Petersburg. 1063 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12400

Video number 11670

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19893.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

**Names:** Peter, Emporor of Russia, I,, 1672-1725

**Topic:** Horses -- Russia
Monuments -- Russia -- St. Petersburg
RUSSIA TOUR
Royalty -- Russia
statues -- Russia

**Place:** Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
St. Isaac's Cathedral, St. Petersburg--the largest church in Russia. 1064 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): St. Isaac's Cathedral, St. Petersburg--the largest church in Russia. 1064 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12401

Video number 11671

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 12402, 12403 and 25614.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note

608

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Cathedrals -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Russia
       St. Isaac's Cathedral
       St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

St. Isaac's Cathedral, St. Petersburg--the largest church in Russia. 1064 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): St. Isaac's Cathedral, St. Petersburg--the largest church in Russia. 1064 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12402

Video number 11672

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12401, 12403 and 25614.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

**Topic:**  
Architecture -- Russia  
Cathedrals -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR

**Place:**  
Russia  
St. Isaac's Cathedral  
St. Petersburg (Russia)

**Genre/ Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

St. Isaac's Cathedral, St. Petersburg—the largest church in Russia. 1064 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 7")

**Image(s):** St. Isaac's Cathedral, St. Petersburg—the largest church in Russia. 1064 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Film

Local Numbers  
RSN 12403

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12401, 12402 and 25614.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

**Topic:**  
Architecture -- Russia  
Cathedrals -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR

**Place:**  
Russia  
St. Isaac's Cathedral  
St. Petersburg (Russia)

**Genre/ Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

St. Catherine Church and holy water procession, St. Petersburg. 1068 Photonegative, 1910  
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** St. Catherine Church and holy water procession, St. Petersburg. 1068 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12404

Video number 11673

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12405 and 19897.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Cathedrals -- Russia
       Crowds -- Russia
       Parades -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Religion -- Russia
       Streets -- Russia

Place: Russia
       St. Catherine Church
       St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

St. Catherine Church and holy water procession, St. Petersburg. 1068
Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): St. Catherine Church and holy water procession, St. Petersburg.
1068 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12405

Video number 11674

Similar to RSN 12404 and 19897.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122723

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Cathedrals -- Russia
       Crowds -- Russia
       Parades -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Religion -- Russia
Streets -- Russia

Place: Russia
St. Catherine Church
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace bridge, Admiralty and St. Isaac's Church, from the Exchange, St. Petersburg. 1070 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Palace bridge, Admiralty and St. Isaac's Church, from the Exchange, St. Petersburg. 1070 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12406

Video number 11675

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19899.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122714

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Bridges -- Russia
Cathedrals -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Admiralty (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Palace Bridge
Russia
St. Isaac's Church
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy plaza in St. Petersburg.] 1071 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12407

Video number 11676

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 19900

Copy and Version Identification Note
122708

Topic: Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Monuments -- Russia
Plazas -- Russia
Streetcars -- Russia
Streets -- Russia

Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Exchange Building, St. Petersburg. 1072 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): The Exchange Building, St. Petersburg. 1072 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12408

Video number 11677
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19901.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122905

Names: Exchange Building (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Buildings -- Russia
Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The largest of the Imperial Palaces, Tsarskoe Selo. 1087 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The largest of the Imperial Palaces, Tsarskoe Selo. 1087 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12409

Video number 11678

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12421 and 19912.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122682

Names: Imperial Palace (Tsarskoe Selo, Russia)
Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Burial place of the Czars, in the Peter-Paul Church of the Fortress, St. Petersburg. 1073 Photonegative, 1910

1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Burial place of the Czars, in the Peter-Paul Church of the Fortress, St. Petersburg. 1073 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12410

Video number 11679

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19902.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122780

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Cathedrals -- Russia
Cemeteries -- Russia
Interior architecture
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Peter-Paul Church of the Fortress
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Making hay in Russia 1074 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Making hay in Russia 1074 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12411

Video number 11680
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122795

Topic: Agriculture -- Russia
        Farms -- Russia
        Haying -- Russia
        Laborers -- Russia
        RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

Making hay in Russia 1074 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Making hay in Russia 1074 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12412

Video number 11681
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25615; similar to RSN 12413.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Copy and Version Identification Note

609

Topic:  Agriculture -- Russia
        Farms -- Russia
        Haying -- Russia
        RUSSIA TOUR
        Women laborers -- Russia

Place:  Russia

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Making hay in Russia 1074 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Making hay in Russia 1074 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12413

Video number 11682

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12412.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic:  Agriculture -- Russia
        Farms -- Russia
        Haying -- Russia
        RUSSIA TOUR
        Women laborers -- Russia

Place:  Russia

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Avenue of Fountains, Imperial Palace, of Peterhof. 1075
Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The Avenue of Fountains, Imperial Palace, of Peterhof. 1075 Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12414
Video number 11683
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 12415, 12416 and 25616
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197]
Copy and Version Identification Note
122863

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- Russia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fountains -- Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palaces -- Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RUSSIA TOUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Avenue of Fountains (Peterhof Palace, Russia)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peterhof (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peterhof Palace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Avenue of Fountains, Imperial Palace, of Peterhof. 1075 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Avenue of Fountains, Imperial Palace, of Peterhof. 1075 Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12415
Video number 11684
Company catalog card included

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 12414, 12416 AND 25616

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197]

Copy and Version Identification Note

610

Topic: Architecture -- Russia  
Fountains -- Russia  
Palaces -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Avenue of Fountains (Peterhof Palace, Russia)  
Peterhof (Russia)  
Peterhof Palace  
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

The Avenue of Fountains, Imperial Palace, of Peterhof. 1075  
Photonegative, 1910  
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Avenue of Fountains, Imperial Palace, of Peterhof. 1075  
Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers  
RSN 12416

Video number 11685

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12414, 12415 and 25616

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197]

Copy and Version Identification Note

122903

Topic: Architecture -- Russia  
Fountains -- Russia  
Palaces -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Avenue of Fountains (Peterhof Palace, Russia)  
Peterhof (Russia)  
Peterhof Palace  
Russia  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Peterhof Palace, the Czar's Summer Residence 1076 Photonegative  
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching  

Local Numbers  
RSN 12417  
Video number 11686  
Company catalog card included  
Similar to RSN 12418 and 19903; frames in separate envelopes  
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197]  

Topic: Architecture -- Russia  
Fountains -- Russia  
Palaces -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR  

Place: Peterhof (Russia)  
Peterhof Palace  
Russia  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Peterhof Palace, the Czar's Summer Residence 1076 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 7")  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching  

Local Numbers  
RSN 12418
Video number 11687

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12417 and 19903

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197]

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Fountains -- Russia
Palaces -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Peterhof (Russia)
Peterhof Palace
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Fountains from Peterhof Palace, the summer residence of the Czar of Russia. 1078 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Fountains from Peterhof Palace, the summer residence of the Czar of Russia. 1078 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12419

Video number 11688

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19905.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic: Fountains -- Russia
Gardens -- Russia
Palaces -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Peterhof (Russia)
Peterhof Palace
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Image(s)

Their Majesties, the Empresses of Russia and Germany, driving through Peterhof Park. 1079 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Their Majesties, the Empresses of Russia and Germany, driving through Peterhof Park. 1079 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12420

Video number 11689

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25617 and 12429.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122763

Names: Empress of Germany (Ship)
        Empress of Russia (Ship)

Topic: Carriages -- Russia
        Horses -- Russia
        Parades -- Russia
        Parks -- Russia
        RUSSIA TOUR
        Royalty -- Russia
        Streets -- Russia

Place: Peterhof (Russia)
        Peterhof Park (Russia)
        Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The largest of the Imperial Palaces, Tsarskoe Selo. 1087 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The largest of the Imperial Palaces, Tsarskoe Selo. 1087 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12421

Video number 11690

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12409 and 19912.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Names: Imperial Palace (Tsarskoe Selo, Russia)

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Palaces -- Russia
Plazas -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Russia
Tsarskoe Selo

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Review of the Russian Troops by the French President, Krasnoe Selo, August 25, 1897. [Active no. 1090 : stereo photonegative.,] 1897
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12422

Video number 11691

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19915.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
The historical Novo Devitchi Convent, near Moscow. Active no. 1094: stereo photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The historical Novo Devitchi Convent, near Moscow. Active no. 1094: stereo photonegative, 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12423

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19919. Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197]. Company acc. no. 122886.

Temple of Our Savior, the Greatest Church in Moscow. 1095
Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Temple of Our Savior, the Greatest Church in Moscow. 1095 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12424
Video number 11693
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Copy and Version Identification Note
122871
Names: Temple of Our Saviour (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Carriages -- Russia
Churches -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Russian Imperial Guard awaiting the German Emperor, Peterhof Pier. [Active no. 1081 : photonegative,], 1897
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): The Russian Imperial Guard awaiting the German Emperor, Peterhof Pier. [Active no. 1081 : photonegative,] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Local Numbers
RSN 12425
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19907.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Names: Imperial Guard (Russian)
Topic: Military -- Russia
       Parades -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Peterhof (Russia)
       Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-2000 -- Black-and-white negatives
The Yacht "Alexandria" conveying the German Emperor--passing the
German Cadet Ship, "Charlotta," St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1082 : stereo
photonegative,] 1897
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): The Yacht "Alexandria" conveying the German Emperor--passing
the German Cadet Ship, "Charlotta," St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1082 :
stereo photonegative,] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12426
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 12427, 12428 and 25618.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Names: Alexandria (Yacht)
Topic: RUSSIA TOUR
       Royalty -- Russia
       Ships -- Russia
Place: Charlotta (Ship)
       Russia
       St. Petersburg (Russia)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Steresoscopic photographs
The Yacht "Alexandria" conveying the German Emperor--passing the
German Cadet Ship, "Charlotta," St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1082 : half-
stereo photonegative,] 1897
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): The Yacht "Alexandria" conveying the German Emperor--passing the German Cadet Ship, "Charlotta," St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1082: half-stereo photonegative.] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12427

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12426 and 12428.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Names: Alexandria (Yacht)
Topic: RUSSIA TOUR
 Royalty -- Russia
 Ships -- Russia
Place: Charlotta (Ship)
 Russia
 St. Petersburg (Russia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

The Yacht "Alexandria" conveying the German Emperor--passing the German Cadet Ship, "Charlotta," St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1082: photonegative,] 1897
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The Yacht "Alexandria" conveying the German Emperor--passing the German Cadet Ship, "Charlotta," St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1082: photonegative.] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12428

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12426 and 12427. Orig. no. 612.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Names: Alexandria (Yacht)
Topic: RUSSIA TOUR
 Royalty -- Russia
Ships -- Russia

Place: Charlotta (Ship)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Their Majesties, the Empresses of Russia and Germany, driving through Peterhof Park. 1079 Photonegative, 1897
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Their Majesties, the Empresses of Russia and Germany, driving through Peterhof Park. 1079 Photonegative 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12429

Video number 11697

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12420 and 25617.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note
611

Topic: Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Parks -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Royalty -- Russia

Place: Peterhof (Russia)
Peterhof Park (Russia)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Founding of the Alexander Hospital, St. Petersburg, by the Emperor and Emperess of Germany.] 1083 photonegative, 1897
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Founding of the Alexander Hospital, St. Petersburg, by the Emperor and Emperess of Germany.] 1083 photonegative 1897
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12430

Video number 11698

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 19908

Copy and Version Identification Note
122765

Names: Alexander Hospital (St. Petersburg, Russia)

Topic: Hospitals -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Rites and ceremonies -- Russia
Royalty -- Russia

Place: Germany
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Czar of Russia and the French President laying the cornerstone of the Troitsky Bridge, St. Petersburg. 1084 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Czar of Russia and the French President laying the cornerstone of the Troitsky Bridge, St. Petersburg. 1084 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12431

Video number 11699

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19909

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197]
Copy and Version Identification Note

122826

Topic: Bridges -- Russia
Cornerstones -- Russia
Crowds -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Royalty -- Russia
Streets -- Russia

Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)
Troitsky Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Soldier's Church, St. Petersburg, with its monument built of Turkish cannon captured 1877. 1085 photonegative, 1910

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Soldier's Church, St. Petersburg, with its monument built of Turkish cannon captured 1877. 1085 photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12432

Video number 11700

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 19910

Copy and Version Identification Note

122713

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Carts -- Russia
Churches -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Monuments -- Russia
Plazas -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Streetcars -- Russia

Place: Russia
Soldier's Church  
St. Petersburg (Russia)  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

The Alexander Palace, built by Catherine II for Alexander I, Tsarskoe Selo.  
1086 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 7")  

Image(s): The Alexander Palace, built by Catherine II for Alexander I, Tsarskoe Selo. 1086 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 12433  

Video number 11701  

Company catalog card included.  

Similar to RSN 19911; ["Negative made from positive"] on envelope.  

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].  

Topic:  
Architecture -- Russia  
Palaces -- Russia  
Parks -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR  

Place:  
Alexander Palace (Tsarskoe Selo, Russia)  
Russia  
Tsarskoe Selo (Russia)  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

The magnificent altar, Temple of Our Saviour, Moscow's greatest Church.  
1096 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  

Image(s): The magnificent altar, Temple of Our Saviour, Moscow's greatest Church. 1096 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 12434

Video number 11702

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19921.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Names: Temple of Our Saviour (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Altars’ art -- Russia
  Architecture -- Russia
  Churches -- Russia
  Interior architecture -- Russia
  RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Moscow (Russia)
  Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of Moscow.] 1098 photonegative, 1910
  1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [High view of Moscow.] 1098 photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 12435

Video number 11703

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 19923.

Copy and Version Identification Note
  122699

Names: Temple of Our Saviour (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: RUSSIA TOUR
  Rivers -- Russia
  Temples -- Russia
Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Moskwa River and the shimmering spires of "Holy Moscow." 1099 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Moskwa River and the shimmering spires of "Holy Moscow." 1099 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12436

Video number 11704

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 12437, 12439, 25619 and 25920.

Copy and Version Identification Note
613

Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Bridges -- Russia
Carts -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Rivers -- Russia
Streetcars -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Moskwa River
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Moskwa River and the shimmering spires of "Holy Moscow." 1099 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The Moskwa River and the shimmering spires of "Holy Moscow." 1099 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12437
Video number 11705
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Similar to RSN 12436, 12439, 25619 and 25920.
Copy and Version Identification Note
122710
Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Bridges -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Rivers -- Russia
Place: Moscow (Russia)
Moskwa River
Russia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"'Tis the Kremlin Wall! 'Tis Moscow, the jewel of the Czars." 1100 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12438
Video number 11706
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19924 and 19925
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197]

Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Palaces -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Moskwa River and the shimmering spires of "Holy Moscow." 1099 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The Moskwa River and the shimmering spires of "Holy Moscow."
1099 photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12439

Video number 11707
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Similar to RSN 12436, 12437, 25619 and 25620.

Copy and Version Identification Note
122785

Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Bridges -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Rivers -- Russia
Place: Moscow (Russia)
Moskwa River
Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Kremlin, Moscow--"There lie our ancient Czars asleep." 1101
Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): The Kremlin, Moscow—”There lie our ancient Czars asleep.”
1101 Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12440
Video number 11708
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19849 and 19926
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197]
Copy and Version Identification Note
122770
Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Architecture -- Russia
        Palaces -- Russia
        RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Moscow (Russia)
        Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

The Kremlin Wall and Tower of the Sacred Gate, Moscow. 1102
Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): The Kremlin Wall and Tower of the Sacred Gate, Moscow. 1102
Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12441
Video number 11709
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19927.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122703

Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Architecture -- Russia
      Gates -- Russia
      Palaces -- Russia
      RUSSIA TOUR
      Towers -- Russia
Place: Moscow (Russia)
      Russia
      Tower of the Sacred Gate
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Voznesenski Devitchi (Ascension Convent), ancient burial place of Czarinas and Princesses, Moscow. 1104 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Voznesenski Devitchi (Ascension Convent), ancient burial place of Czarinas and Princesses, Moscow. 1104 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12442

Video number 11710

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12443 and 19929.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Names: Ascension Convent (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Cemeteries -- Russia
       Churches -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Russia
Voznesenski Devitchi

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Voznesenski Devitchi (Ascension Convent), ancient burial place of Czarinases and Princesses, Moscow. 1104 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Voznesenski Devitchi (Ascension Convent), ancient burial place of Czarinases and Princesses, Moscow. 1104 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12443

Video number 11711

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12442 and 19929.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122872

Names: Ascension Convent (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Cemeteries -- Russia
Churches -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia
Voznesenski Devitchi

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tower of Ivan the Great and Cathedral of the Archangel Michael, Kremlin, Moscow. 1105 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Tower of Ivan the Great and Cathedral of the Archangel Michael, Kremlin, Moscow. 1105 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12444
Video number 11712
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12445 and 25621.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Names: Cathedral of the Archangel Michael (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Cathedrals -- Russia
Ivan the Great Tower (Moscow, Russia)
Palaces -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Towers -- Russia
Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tower of Ivan the Great and Cathedral of the Archangel Michael, Kremlin, Moscow. 1105 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Tower of Ivan the Great and Cathedral of the Archangel Michael, Kremlin, Moscow. 1105 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12445
Video number 11713
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12444 and 25621.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note

614

Names: Cathedral of the Archangel Michael (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Cathedrals -- Russia
       Ivan the Great Tower (Moscow, Russia)
       Palaces -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Towers -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Russia

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The "King of Bells," weighing 200 tons, Kremlin Arsenal, Moscow. 1106 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The "King of Bells," weighing 200 tons, Kremlin Arsenal, Moscow. 1106 photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12446

Video number 11714

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 5409 and 19930

Copy and Version Identification Note

122845

Names: Kremlin Arsenal (Moscow, Russia)
Topic:
     Bells -- Russia
     Monuments -- Russia
     RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Moscow
       Russia
"Holy Moscow" from the Tower of Ivan the Great. [Active no. 1107 : stereo photonegative], 1910
1 Item (5" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12447
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19931.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Company acc. no. 122712; dupe 122848.

Cathedral of the Assumption, where Emperors of Russia are crowned, Moscow. 1108 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Cathedral of the Assumption, where Emperors of Russia are crowned, Moscow. 1108 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12448
Video number 11716

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19932.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122783

Names: Assumption Cathedral (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Cathedrals -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Russia

Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral of the Assumption, where the Czars have been baptised and married, Moscow. 1109 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cathedral of the Assumption, where the Czars have been baptised and married, Moscow. 1109 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12449

Video number 11717

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19933.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Names: Assumption Cathedral (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Carriages -- Russia
       Cathedrals -- Russia
       Horses -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Russia
The great Czar Cannon, weighing 40 tons, Kremlin Arsenal; Moscow. 1110 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The great Czar Cannon, weighing 40 tons, Kremlin Arsenal; Moscow. 1110 Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12450
Video number 11718
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 19934
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197]

Central entrance to the Gostinnoi Dvor, the great bazaar, Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1112 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Central entrance to the Gostinnoi Dvor, the great bazaar, Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1112 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12451

Video number 11719

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Same as RSN 25622; similar to RSN 12452

Copy and Version Identification Note

615

- **Topic:**
  - Architecture -- Russia
  - Buildings -- Russia
  - Carriages -- Russia
  - Horses -- Russia
  - Monuments -- Russia
  - RUSSIA TOUR
  - Sculpture -- Russia

- **Place:**
  - Gostinnoi Dvor (Moscow)
  - Kitai Gorod (Moscow, Russia)
  - Moscow (Russia)
  - Russia

- **Genre/ Form:**
  - Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass

Central entrance to the Gostinnoi Dvor, the great bazaar, Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1112 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

*Image(s):* Central entrance to the Gostinnoi Dvor, the great bazaar, Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1112 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12452

Video number 11720

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12451 and 25622.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

- **Topic:**
  - Architecture -- Russia
  - Buildings -- Russia

Page 6857 of 15344
Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Gostinnoi Dvor (Moscow)
      Kitai Gorod (Moscow, Russia)
      Moscow (Russia)
      Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza in Moscow.] 1113 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Plaza in Moscow.] 1113 photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12453

Video number 11721

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 19936.

Copy and Version Identification Note
122796

Topic: Carriages -- Russia
       Gates -- Russia
       Horses -- Russia
       Monuments -- Russia
       Museums -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Historical Museum (Moscow)
       Kitai Gorod (Moscow, Russia)
       Moscow (Russia)
       Resurrection Gate
       Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Market in Moscow.] 1114 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Market in Moscow.] 1114 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12454

Video number 11722
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19937.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122835

Topic: Markets -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Streets -- Russia

Place: Kitai Gorod (Moscow, Russia)
Moscow (Russia)
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Romanoff House, Moscow--Birthplace of Michael, first Czar of the reigning dynasty. Active no. 1115 : stereo photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”).
Image(s): Romanoff House, Moscow--Birthplace of Michael, first Czar of the reigning dynasty. Active no. 1115 : stereo photonegative, 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12455

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Similar to RSN 19938. Company acc. no. 122725.

Names: Romanoff, Michael, Czar
       Romanov, House of

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Buildings -- Russia
       Castles -- Russia
       Czars -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Royalty -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Romanoff House (Moscow, Russia)
       Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view from street of museum building in Moscow.] 1116
photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Side view from street of museum building in Moscow.] 1116
photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12456

Video number 11724

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 19939.

Copy and Version Identification Note
122742

Topic: Dogs -- Russia
       Horses -- Russia
       Museums -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Streets -- Russia
       Wagons -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great Sunday market of Moscow. 1118 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The great Sunday market of Moscow. 1118 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12457
Video number 11725
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19941.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122773

Topic: Markets -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Streets -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Church of the Nativity, one of the 500 Greek Churches in Old Moscow.
1119 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Church of the Nativity, one of the 500 Greek Churches in Old
Moscow. 1119 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12458

Video number 11726
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19942.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122859

Names: Nativity Church (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Churches -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Church of the Nativity of the Holy Virgin, Nijni-Novgorod. 1121 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Interior of the Church of the Nativity of the Holy Virgin, Nijni-Novgorod. 1121 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12459

Video number 11727
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 12460 and 19944.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Church buildings -- Russia
       Interior architecture -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)
       Russia
Interior of the Church of the Nativity of the Holy Virgin, Nijni-Novgorod.
1121 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): *Interior of the Church of the Nativity of the Holy Virgin, Nijni-Novgorod. 1121 Photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Both frames yellowing badly.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12460

Video number 11728

Same as RSN 12459 and 19944.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic: Architecture -- Russia

Churches -- Russia

Interior architecture -- Russia

RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)

Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The floating bridge over the Oka, and the fair of Nijni-Novgorod. 1122 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): *The floating bridge over the Oka, and the fair of Nijni-Novgorod. 1122 photonegative 1910.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12461
Video number 11729

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Same as RSN 19945.

Copy and Version Identification Note

122846

Topic: Bridges -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Rivers -- Russia
Ships -- Russia

Place: Nijni-Novgorod
Oka River
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

That cosmopolitan mart, "The Fair," at Nijni-Novgorod. 1123
Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): That cosmopolitan mart, "The Fair," at Nijni-Novgorod. 1123
Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12462

Video number 11730

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 19946.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122768

Topic: Markets -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)
Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the busy Streets of "The Fair of Nijni-Novgorod. 1124 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): One of the busy Streets of "The Fair of Nijni-Novgorod. 1124 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12463

Video number 11731
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 19947.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic: Horses -- Russia
Markets -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Streets -- Russia
Wagons -- Russia

Place: Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Russian Cloth Market in "The fair" of Nijni-Novgorod. 1125 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Russian Cloth Market in "The fair" of Nijni-Novgorod. 1125 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12464

Video number 11732
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12465 and 25623.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Copy and Version Identification Note

616

Names: Cloth Market (Nijni Novgorad, Russia)

Topic: Markets -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Textile fabrics -- Russia

Place: Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Russian Cloth Market in "The fair" of Nijni-Novgorod. 1125 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Russian Cloth Market in "The fair" of Nijni-Novgorod. 1125 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12465

Video number 11733

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12464 and 25623; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197], moved from [115].

Names: Cloth Market (Nijni Novgorad, Russia)

Topic: Markets -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Textile fabrics -- Russia

Place: Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
"Chinese Row" in the "Market of all Nations," Nijni-Novgorod. 1126 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 7")  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Film  
Local Numbers  
RSN 12466  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].  

Topic: Architecture -- Russia  
Horses -- Russia  
Markets -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR  
Streets -- Russia  
Wagons -- Russia  

Place: Chinese Row (Nijni-Novgorad, Russia)  
Market of all Nations  
Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)  
Russia  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

Siberian hides and village of the Tartars, Nijni-Novgorod. 1127 Photonegative, 1910  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): Siberian hides and village of the Tartars, Nijni-Novgorod. 1127 Photonegative 1910.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 12467  
Video number 11734  
Company catalog card included.  
Same as RSN 12468 and 25624.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Copy and Version Identification Note

617

Topic: Fur trade -- Russia
Hides -- Russia
Markets -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Skins -- Russia
Villages -- Russia

Place: Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)
Russia
Siberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Culture: Tatars

Siberian hides and village of the Tartars, Nijni-Novgorod. 1127
Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Siberian hides and village of the Tartars, Nijni-Novgorod. 1127
Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12468

Video number 11735
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 12467 and 25624.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Siberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Tatars

A characteristic country house in the heart of Russia. [Active no. 1128 : stereo photonegative.], 1910

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): A characteristic country house in the heart of Russia. [Active no. 1128 : stereo photonegative.] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12469

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 12470

Company acc. no. 122870.

Topic: Dwellings -- Russia
Family -- Russia
Farms -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A characteristic country house in the heart of Russia. [Active no. 1128 : photonegative.], 1910

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): A characteristic country house in the heart of Russia. [Active no. 1128 : photonegative.] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12470

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Similar to RSN 12469; same as RSN 25625

Orig. no. 618.

Topic:
- Dwellings -- Russia
- Family -- Russia
- Farms
- RUSSIA TOUR

Place:
Russia

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Alexandrofski slope and the winding Dnieper River, Kiev, No. 130:
photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Alexandrofski slope and the winding Dnieper River, Kief <Kiev>,
No. 130: photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12471

Video number 11738

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12472; same as RSN 25626.

Other numbers: 619.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].

Topic:
- RUSSIA TOUR
- Rivers -- Russia
- Streetcars -- Russia
- Wagons -- Russia

Place:
- Alexandrofski (Kiev, Ukraine)
- Dnieper River (Kief, Ukraine)
- Kief (Russia) -- 1890-1920
- Russia -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Alexandrofski slope and the winding Dnieper River, Kief. 1130
photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Alexandrofski slope and the winding Dnieper River, Kief. 1130 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12472
Video number 11739
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Similar to RSN 12471.
Copy and Version Identification Note
425?
Topic: RUSSIA TOUR
Rivers -- Russia
Streetcars -- Russia
Place: Alexandrofski (Kiev, Ukraine)
Dnieper River (Kief, Ukraine)
Kief (Ukraine)
Russia
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The St. Vladimir monument and the murmuring Dnieper, Kief. 1131
photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The St. Vladimir monument and the murmuring Dnieper, Kief. 1131 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12473

Video number 11740
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Similar to RSN 19949; frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note
456?

Topic: Monuments -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Rivers -- Russia
St. Vladimir Monument (Kief, Ukraine)

Place: Dnieper River (Kief, Ukraine)
Kief (Ukraine)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Podol portion of ancient Kief. 1132 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Podol portion of ancient Kief. 1132 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12474

Video number 11741
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197].
Same as RSN 12475 and 19950.

Topic: Boats -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Rivers -- Russia

Place: Dnieper River (Kief, Ukraine)
Kief (Ukraine)
Podol (Kief, Ukraine)
Russia
The Podol portion of ancient Kief. 1132 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Podol portion of ancient Kief. 1132 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12475

Video number 11742

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.11 [197], moved from [28].

Same as RSN 12474 and 19950.

Topic:

Boats -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Rivers -- Russia

Place:

Dnieper River (Kief, Ukraine)
Kief (Ukraine)
Podol (Kief, Ukraine)
Russia

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The milkmaids of Kief. 1133 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The milkmaids of Kief. 1133 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12476

Video number 11743
The fairyland of "Little Russia." 1134 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12477

Video number 11744

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19952 and 19953

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191]

Topic: Portraits -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Little Russia
Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Vladimir Cathedral, Kief--most beautifully decorated church in Russia. 1135 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Interior of the Vladimir Cathedral, Kief—most beautifully decorated church in Russia. 1135 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12478

Video number 11745

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12479 and 19954.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Names: Vladimir Cathedral (Kief, Ukraine)

Topic: Architecture -- Russia

Cathedrals -- Russia

Interior architecture -- Russia

RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Kief (Ukraine)

Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Vladimir Cathedral, Kief—most beautifully decorated church in Russia. 1135 Photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Interior of the Vladimir Cathedral, Kief—most beautifully decorated church in Russia. 1135 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12478

Video number 11746

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12478 and 19954.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Names: Vladimir Cathedral (Kief, Ukraine)

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Cathedrals -- Russia
       Interior architecture
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Kief (Ukraine)
       Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"The birth of Jesus," in Vladimir Cathedral, Kief. 1136 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12480

Video number 11747

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19955.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Names: Jesus Christ
       Vladimir Cathedral (Kief, Ukraine)

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Art -- Russia
       Cathedrals -- Russia
       Interior architecture -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
       Religion -- Russia

Place: Kief (Ukraine)
       Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

"The Resurrection," in the Vladimir Cathedral, Kief. 1137 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12481

Video number 11748
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19956.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Names: Jesus Christ
Vladimir Cathedral (Kief, Ukraine)

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Cathedrals -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Religion -- Russia

Place: Kief (Ukraine)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Richelieu Street, Odessa. 1138 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Richelieu Street, Odessa. 1138 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12482

Video number 11749
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19957
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Copy and Version Identification Note

122767

Topic: Carts -- Russia
      Horses -- Russia
      RUSSIA TOUR
      Streets -- Russia

Place: Odessa
      Richelieu Street
      Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The handsome opera house of Odessa--one of the finest in Europe. 1139 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The handsome opera house of Odessa--one of the finest in Europe. 1139 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12483

Video number 11750

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12484 and 19958.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122817

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
      Opera houses -- Russia
      Parks -- Russia
      RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Odessa (Russia)
      Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs
The handsome opera house of Odessa--one of the finest in Europe. 1139 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The handsome opera house of Odessa--one of the finest in Europe. 1139 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12484
Video number 11751
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12483 and 19958.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Copy and Version Identification Note
122882
Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Opera houses -- Russia
       Parks -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Odessa (Russia)
       Russia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
The Cathedral, Odessa. 1140 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Cathedral, Odessa. 1140 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12485
Video number 11752
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19959.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

445

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Cathedrals -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Odessa (Russia)
Odessa Cathedral
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Cathedral, Odessa. 1141 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Interior of the Cathedral, Odessa. 1141 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12486

Video number 11753

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19960.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Cathedrals -- Russia
Interior architecture
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Odessa (Russia)
Odessa Cathedral
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The great staircase, Odessa. 1142 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): The great staircase, Odessa. 1142 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12487

Video number 11754

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19961

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191]

Copy and Version Identification Note
122899

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Steps -- Russia

Place: Odessa
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wheat for export at South Russia's great seaport, Odessa. 1143
Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Wheat for export at South Russia's great seaport, Odessa. 1143 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12488

Video number 11755

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25627; "Neg made from Pos"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Photonegative

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12489

Video number 11756

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12490, 12491, 12498, 12499, 19962, 19964, 19965 and 25628.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12490

Video number 11757

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25628; similar to RSN 12489, 12491, 12498, 12499, 19962, 19964 and 19965.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

620

Topic: Industry -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Salt -- Russia
Women laborers -- Russia

Place: Russia
Salt Fields
Solinen

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along left edge of uncancelled frame.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12491

Video number 11758
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12489, 12490, 12498, 12499, 19962, 19964, 19965 and 25628.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

**Topic:** Industry -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR  
Salt -- Russia  
Women laborers -- Russia

**Place:** Russia  
Salt Fields  
Solinen

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The Black Sea from the Russian coast. 1146 Photonegative, 1910  
1 Item (5” x 7”)  
Image(s): The Black Sea from the Russian coast. 1146 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 12492

Video number 11759

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 19966

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191]

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
122851

**Topic:** Fishing -- Russia  
Formations (Geology)  
Love -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR  
Seacoasts -- Russia

**Place:** Black Sea  
Russia
The Locks at Sarkjarvi on the famous Saima Canal. 1161 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The Locks at Sarkjarvi on the famous Saima Canal. 1161 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 12493
Video number 11760
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19971.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

A Russian Troika, Sokolnini Park, Moscow. 1198 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): A Russian Troika, Sokolnini Park, Moscow. 1198 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12494

Video number 11761

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12495, 12496 and 19973.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122843

Topic:
- Architecture -- Russia
- Horses -- Russia
- Parks -- Russia
- RUSSIA--Miscellaneous
- Troikas -- Russia

Place:
- Moscow (Russia)
- Russia
- Sokolnini Park (Russia)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

A Russian Troika, Sokolnini Park, Moscow. 1198 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A Russian Troika, Sokolnini Park, Moscow. 1198 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12495

Video number 11762

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12494, 12496 and 19973.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Topic:
- Architecture -- Russia
- Horses -- Russia
- Parks -- Russia
- RUSSIA--Miscellaneous
- Troikas -- Russia
Place: Moscow (Russia)
   Russia
   Sokolniki Park (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

A Russian Troika, Sokolniki Park, Moscow. 1198 Photonegative, 1910
   1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A Russian Troika, Sokolniki Park, Moscow. 1198 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 12496

Video number 11763

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12494, 12495 and 19973.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   122704

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
   Horses -- Russia
   Parks -- Russia
   RUSSIA--Miscellaneous
   Troikas -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
   Russia
   Sokolniki Park (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Stacking salt in the great fields of Solinen, Black Sea. 1218 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12497

Video number 11764
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19974.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122889

Topic: Industry -- Russia
RUSSIA--Miscellaneous
Salt -- Russia
Women laborers -- Russia

Place: Black Sea
Russia
Solinen

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wheeling salt to the stacks, salt fields of Solinen. 1219 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Wheeling salt to the stacks, salt fields of Solinen. 1219 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12498
Video number 11765

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12489, 12490, 12491, 12499, 19962, 19964, 19965 and 25628.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122840

Topic: Industry -- Russia
Laborers -- Russia
RUSSIA--Miscellaneous
Salt -- Russia

Place: Russia
Solinen

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Wheeling salt to the stacks, salt fields of Solinen. 1219 Photonegative
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Wheeling salt to the stacks, salt fields of Solinen. 1219 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12499

Video number 11766

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12489, 12490, 12491, 12498, 19962, 19964, 19965 and 25628.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Topic: Industry -- Russia
Laborers -- Russia
RUSSIA--Miscellaneous
Salt -- Russia

Place: Russia
Solinen

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The bridge of boats across the Rhine--looking from Deutz to Cologne. 1228 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The bridge of boats across the Rhine--looking from Deutz to Cologne. 1228 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12500
Video number 11767
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Similar to RSN 19976.

Copy and Version Identification Note
336

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Deutz (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The cathedral, the world's finest Gothic structure (towers 519 feet high),
Cologne. 1229 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The cathedral, the world's finest Gothic structure (towers 519 feet high), Cologne. 1229 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12501
Video number 11768

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12502, 12503, 19977 and 25630.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35296

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMAN TOUR

Place: Cologne (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass

The cathedral, the world's finest Gothic structure (towers 519 feet high),
Cologne. 1229 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The cathedral, the world's finest Gothic structure (towers 519 feet
high), Cologne. 1229 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12502

Video number 11769

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12501, 12503, 19977 and 25630.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMAN TOUR

Place: Cologne (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass

The cathedral, the world's finest Gothic structure (towers 519 feet high),
Cologne. 1229 Photonegative, 1908
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The cathedral, the world's finest Gothic structure (towers 519 feet high), Cologne. 1229 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12503

Video number 11770

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12501, 12502, 19977 and 25630.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191], moved from [28].

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMAN TOUR

Place: Cologne (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

Main portal and elaborately ornamented facade, cathedral, Cologne.
[Active no. 1230 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12504

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19978.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Orig nos: 35008; 26481.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: Architecture
Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
Automobiles -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Cathedral in Germany.] Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12505

Video number 11772

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72147

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The market place, Cologne. 1231 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The market place, Cologne. 1231 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12506

Video number 11773

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19979.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>GERMAN TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Markets -- Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Cologne (Germany)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The market place, Cologne. Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The market place, Cologne. Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12507

Video number 11774

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19981.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35147

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Buildings -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GERMAN TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Markets -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plazas -- Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place: | Cologne (Germany) |
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Vineyards on the mountain terraces along the River Ahr. 1234 photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Vineyards on the mountain terraces along the River Ahr. 1234 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12508

Video number 11775

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 19982.

Copy and Version Identification Note

34382

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Terraces
Vineyards -- Germany

Place: Ahr River (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Topographical views -- Germany.

The ruined castle of Drachenfels (XII Cent.)--a type of medieval fortress--on the Rhine. 1235 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The ruined castle of Drachenfels (XII Cent.)--a type of medieval fortress--on the Rhine. 1235 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12509
Video number 11776
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 19983.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35360

Topic:
Castles -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Ruins -- Germany

Place:
Drachenfels (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Children of the Rhine Valley, Germany. Storied castle of the Brothers and moat, Bornhofen on the Rhine, south from river road. 1236 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Children of the Rhine Valley, Germany. Storied castle of the Brothers and moat, Bornhofen on the Rhine, south from river road. 1236 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12510
Video number 11777
Storied castle of the Brothers and moat, Bornhofen on the Rhine, south from river road. 1236 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Storied castle of the Brothers and moat, Bornhofen on the Rhine, south from river road. 1236 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12511

Video number 11778

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19984.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30307

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
Churches -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR

Place: Bornhofen (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19984.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30307

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
Churches -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Religion -- Germany

Place: Bornhofen (Germany)
Germany
Rhine Valley

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lorelei Rocks, where the sirens lured boatmen to destruction, Rhine. 1237 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Lorelei Rocks, where the sirens lured boatmen to destruction, Rhine. 1237 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12512
Video number 11779

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 12513, 12514, 19985 and 25631.

Copy and Version Identification Note
111789; 111788

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Formations (Geology) -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Swimmers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Lorelei (Rocks) (Rhineland, Germany)
Rhine River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lorelei Rocks, where the sirens lured boatmen to destruction, Rhine. 1237 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Lorelei Rocks, where the sirens lured boatmen to destruction, Rhine. 1237 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12513

Video number 11780

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 12512, 19985 and 25631; same as RSN 12514; ["Song negative Fatherland"] on envelope.

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Formations (Geology) -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Swimmers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Lorelai (Rocks) (Rhineland, Germany)
Rhine River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Lorelei Rocks, where the sirens lured boatmen to destruction, Rhine. 1237 photonegative, 1908

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Lorelei Rocks, where the sirens lured boatmen to destruction, Rhine. 1237 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12514

Video number 11781

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 12512, 19985 and 25631; same as RSN 12513.
Copy and Version Identification Note

636

Topic: Boats -- Germany
       Formations (Geology) -- Germany
       GERMAN TOUR
       Rivers -- Germany
       Swimmers -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Lorelai (Rocks) (Rhineland, Germany)
       Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The Rheinstein, most picturesque of Rhenish castles--N. from S. wall of bastion. 1239 photonegative, 1896

1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Rheinstein, most picturesque of Rhenish castles--N. from S. wall of bastion. 1239 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12515

Video number 11782

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 19988 and 25632.

Copy and Version Identification Note

30361

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Castles -- Germany
       GERMAN TOUR
       Rivers -- Germany
       Ships -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Rheinstein
       Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Castle of Gutenfels and island fortress of the Pfalz--E. across Rhine. 1238 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Castle of Gutenfels and island fortress of the Pfalz--E. across Rhine. 1238 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12516

Video number 11783

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Similar to RSN 12542, 19986 and 19987.

Copy and Version Identification Note
111786

Names: Gutenfels Castle (Caub, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Islands -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Pfalz Fortress
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ehrenfels castle (XIII Cent.) S.W. across the Rhine to Bingen. 1240 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ehrenfels castle (XIII Cent.) S.W. across the Rhine to Bingen. 1240 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12517

Video number 11784

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 12518, 19989 and 19990.

Copy and Version Identification Note
635

Names: Ehrenfels Castle (Bingen, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bingen (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ehrenfels castle (XIII Cent.) S.W. across the Rhine to Bingen. 1240 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Ehrenfels castle (XIII Cent.) S.W. across the Rhine to Bingen. 1240 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12518

Video number 11785

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 12517, 19989 and 19990.

Copy and Version Identification Note
30293
Names: Ehrenfels Castle (Bingen, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bingen (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bingen on the Rhine, S.E. past Klopp castle to Rudesheim. [Active no. 1241 : stereo photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (5 x 7\textquotedbl)."

Image(s): Bingen on the Rhine, S.E. past Klopp castle to Rudesheim. [Active no. 1241 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12519

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 19991. Company acc. no. 30538.

Names: Klopp Castle (Bingen, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bingen (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River (Germany)
Rudesheim

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 140

RSN Numbers 12520-12606
Image(s)

Mayence, N.E. from St. Stephen's Church across the Rhine to the village of Castel. 1242 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mayence, N.E. from St. Stephen's Church across the Rhine to the village of Castel. 1242 photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12520

Video number 11787

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 19992 and 19993.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Castel (Germany)
Germany
Mayence
St. Stephen's Church

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palm Gardens, Frankfort. 1243 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Palm Gardens, Frankfort. 1243 Photonegative 1906,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12521

Video number 11788

Company catalog card included,

Same as RSN 12522, 19994 and 19995,
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191],

Copy and Version Identification Note

22135

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Gardens -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
Germany
Palm Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Palm Gardens, Frankfort. 1243 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palm Gardens, Frankfort. 1243 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12522

Video number 11789

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12521; 19994 and 19995.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191],

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Gardens -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
Germany
Palm Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Heidelberg and Neckar River. 1245 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Heidelberg and Neckar River. 1245 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12523

Video number 11790
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Similar to RSN 12526, same as RSN 12527 and 25633.

Copy and Version Identification Note
634

Topic:
Bridges -- Germany.
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place:
Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)
Neckar River (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Heidelberg castle and Neckar River. 1244 photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Heidelberg castle and Neckar River. 1244 photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12524

Video number 11791
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Similar to RSN 19996.

Copy and Version Identification Note
18

Topic:
Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)
Neckar River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Tombs of the Kings, Jerusalem. 1245 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Tombs of the Kings, Jerusalem. 1245 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling badly both frames.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12525

Video number 11792

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191], moved from [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24236

Topic: Tombs -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Heidelberg and Neckar River. 1245 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Heidelberg and Neckar River. 1245 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12526

Video number 11793

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 12523 and 12527.

Copy and Version Identification Note

124657

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
German TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)
Neckar River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Heidelberg and Neckar River. 1245 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Heidelberg and Neckar River. 1245 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12527

Video number 11794

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Same as RSN 12523 and 25633; similar to RSN 12526.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
German TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)
Neckar River (Germany)
The facade—happily combining medieval French and German architecture—cathedral, Strassburg. 1246 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8"")

Image(s): The facade—happily combining medieval French and German architecture—cathedral, Strassburg. 1246 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12528

Video number 11795

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 19997.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35347

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Strassburg (Germany)
Strassburg Cathedral

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Mosque of Omar, Summit of Mt. Moriah, Jerusalem. 1247 Photonegative, 1896
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7"")

Image(s): Beautiful Mosque of Omar, Summit of Mt. Moriah, Jerusalem. 1247 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
The Gutenbergs--Platz, and the statue of Gutenberg, the inventor of printing, Strassburg. 1248 photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Gutenbergs--Platz, and the statue of Gutenberg, the inventor of printing, Strassburg. 1248 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12530

Video number 11797

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 19999.

Copy and Version Identification Note

124545

Names: Gutenberg -- Statue

Topic: GERMANY TOUR

Monuments -- Germany

Plazas -- Germany

Jerusalem

Mt. Moriah

Omar Mosque

Palestine

Architecture -- Palestine

Interior architecture -- Palestine

Mosques -- Palestine

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Gutenberg Platz (Strassburg, Germany)
Strassburg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Metz, looking E. from St. Quentin to battlefields of Colombey--Novilly--and Noisseville (1870). [Active no. 1249 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12531

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12532, 20000 and 25634; "Post card neg" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Topic: Battlefields
Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871
GERMANY TOUR

Place: Colombey (Germany)
Germany
Metz (Germany)
Noisseville (Germany)
Novilly (Germany)
St. Quentin (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Metz, looking E. from St. Quentin to battlefields of Colombey--Novilly--and Noisseville (1870). 1249 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
lower right corner missing right frame

Local Numbers
RSN 12532
Quaint riverside houses and picturesque towers of the Upper Town, of historic Luxembourg. 1250 photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 7")  
Image(s): Quaint riverside houses and picturesque towers of the Upper Town, of historic Luxembourg. 1250 photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 12533  
Video number 11800  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].  
Similar to RSN 20001.  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
72133  
Topic:  
GERMANY TOUR  
Rivers -- Luxembourg  
Place:  
Luxembourg
Konig Strasse, main avenue of beautiful Stuttgart S.W. past the Stiftskirche. 1251 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Konig Strasse, main avenue of beautiful Stuttgart S.W. past the Stiftskirche. 1251 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12534
Video number 11801
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20002.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40148

Names: Stiftskirche (Stuttgart, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Parks -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Place: Germany
Konig Strasse (Stuttgart, Germany)
Stuttgart (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old castle of Stuttgart and Column of Peace, S.E. across palace garden to mountains. 1252 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Old castle of Stuttgart and Column of Peace, S.E. across palace garden to mountains. 1252 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12535

Video number 11802

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Castles -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Gardens -- Germany
       Monuments -- Germany
       Mountains -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Peace Column
       Stuttgart (Germany)
       Stuttgart Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Hohenzollern near Tubingen, built in 1850 on site of medieval fortress. 1253 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Castle Hohenzollern near Tubingen, built in 1850 on site of medieval fortress. 1253 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12536
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20003.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

40139

Names: Hohenzollern Castle (Tubingen, Germany)

Topic: Agriculture -- Germany

Architecture -- Germany

Castles -- Germany

Cows -- Germany

GERMANY TOUR

Wagons -- Germany

Place: Germany

Tubingen (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Topographical views -- Germany.

Neuschwanstein, from the heights, Bavarian Alps, magnificent creation of unfortunate King Ludwig II. 1254 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Neuschwanstein, from the heights, Bavarian Alps, magnificent creation of unfortunate King Ludwig II. 1254 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Littleton View Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12537

Video number 11804

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12538 and 25635

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

632

Names: Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Neuschwanstein, from the heights, Bavarian Alps, magnificent creation of unfortunate King Ludwig II. 1254 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Neuschwanstein, from the heights, Bavarian Alps, magnificent creation of unfortunate King Ludwig II. 1254 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12538

Video number 11805

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12537 and 25635.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67912

Names: Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Neuschwanstein (Castle)

Place: Alps (Germany)
Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Marien Platz and the ancient pinnacled Rathhaus, A.D. 1365, Munich. 1255 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Marien Platz and the ancient pinnacled Rathhaus, A.D. 1365, Munich. 1255 Photonegative 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12539

Video number 11806

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20004.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68179

Names: Rathaus (Munich, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Plazas -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Marien Platz (Munich, Germany)
Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The new Rathhaus, Munich. 1256 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The new Rathhaus, Munich. 1256 Photonegative 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12540

Video number 11807

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20005.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68030; 5108

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Plazas -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Marien Platz (Munich, Germany)
Munich (Germany)
Munich Rathaus

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Karls Platz and the new Courts of Justice, Munich. Active no. 1257 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Karls Platz and the new Courts of Justice, Munich. Active no. 1257 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled with scratches.

Local Numbers
RSN 12541

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 20006. Orig. nos. 67992; 5104.

Names: Courts of Justice (Munich, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Plazas -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Karlsplatz (Munich, Germany)
Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle of Gutenfels and island fortress of the Pfalz--E. across Rhine. 1238 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Castle of Gutenfels and island fortress of the Pfalz--E. across Rhine. 1238 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12542

Video number 11809

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191], moved from [115].

Similar to RSN 12516, 19986 and 19987.

Copy and Version Identification Note

24685

Names: Gutenfels Castle (Caub, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Islands -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Pfalz Fortress
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Berchtesgaden anad the Watzmann (8,700 feet), Bavaria. 1259
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Berchtesgaden anad the Watzmann (8,700 feet), Bavaria. 1259 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12543

Video number 11810

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12544 and 20009.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Resorts -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Berchtesgaden (Germany)
Germany
Watzmann

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Berchtesgaden anad the Watzmann (8,700 feet), Bavaria. 1259
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Berchtesgaden anad the Watzmann (8,700 feet), Bavaria. 1259 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12544
Video number 11811

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12543 and 20009.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

127991

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Buildings -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Mountains -- Germany
       Resorts -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
       Berchtesgaden (Germany)
       Germany
       Watzmann

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

The great Watzmann, on the Konigs-See; Bavaria. 1260 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The great Watzmann, on the Konigs-See; Bavaria. 1260 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12545

Video number 11812

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12546, 12548 and 25636; similar to RSN 12547 and 12549; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191], moved from [115].

Topic: Boats -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Lakes -- Germany
       Mountains -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
       Germany
Konigs-See (Bavarian Alps, Germany)
Watzmann

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

The great Watzmann, on the Konigs-See; Bavaria. 1260 Photonegative
2 pieces (4" x 5")

Image(s): The great Watzmann, on the Konigs-See; Bavaria. 1260 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12546

Video number 11813

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12545, 12548 and 25636; similar to RSN 12547 and 12549.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
631

Topic: Boats -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Lakes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Konigs-See (Bavarian Alps, Germany)
Watzmann

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The great Watzmann, on the Konigs-See; Bavaria. 1260 Photonegative, 1908
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): The great Watzmann, on the Konigs-See; Bavaria. 1260 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12547

Video number 11814

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12545, 12546, l2548 and 12549.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

110287

Topic: Boats -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Lakes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Konigs-See (Bavarian Alps, Germany)
Watzmann

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great Watzmann, on the Konigs-See; Bavaria. 1260 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12548

Video number 11815

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12545, 12546 and 25636; similar to 12547 and 12549; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191], moved from [28].

Topic: Boats -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Lakes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
      Germany
      Konigs-See (Bavarian Alps, Germany)
      Watzmann

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The great Watzmann, on the Konigs-See; Bavaria. 1260 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The great Watzmann, on the Konigs-See; Bavaria. 1260 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12549

Video number 11816

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12545, 12546, 12547 and 12548.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Topic: Boats -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Lakes -- Germany
       Mountains -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
       Germany
       Konigs-See (Bavarian Alps, Germany)
       Watzmann

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A glimpse of the Obersee--a gem in the Bavarian Alps. 1261 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A glimpse of the Obersee--a gem in the Bavarian Alps. 1261
Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12550

Video number 11817
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12551 and 20010.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191], moved from [28].

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Lakes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Bavarian Alps
Germany
Obersee

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

A glimpse of the Obersee--a gem in the Bavarian Alps. 1261
Photonegative, 1907

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A glimpse of the Obersee--a gem in the Bavarian Alps. 1261
Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12551

Video number 11818
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12550 and 20010.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

108464

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Lakes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Bavarian Alps
Germany
Obersee

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bavarian mountaineers; Bavarian country cottage. 1262 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Bavarian mountaineers; Bavarian country cottage. 1262 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12552

Video number 11819

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25637; similar to RSN 12584.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Topic: Children -- Germany
Dwellings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Homes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
hunters -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Rothenburg, Bavaria, and medieval fortifications, scenes of sieges in Thirty Years War. 1263 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Rothenburg, Bavaria, and medieval fortifications, scenes of sieges in Thirty Years War. 1263 Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 12553

Video number 11820

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12554 and 20013.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  40144

  Topic:  Battlefields -- Germany
          Fortification -- Germany
          GERMANY TOUR

  Place:  Bavaria (Germany)
          Germany
          Rothenburg
          Thirty Years War

  Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass

Rothenburg, Bavaria, and medieval fortifications, scenes of sieges in Thirty Years War, 1263 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Rothenburg, Bavaria, and medieval fortifications, scenes of sieges in Thirty Years War. 1263 Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 12554

Video number 11821

Same as RSN 12553 and 20013.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
"Made in Germany"--how willow twigs are stripped for basket weaving at Bamberg. [Active no. 1264 : stereo photonegative,] 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Made in Germany"--how willow twigs are stripped for basket weaving at Bamberg. [Active no. 1264 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12555

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191]. Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 20014.

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Topic: Baskets -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Industries -- Germany
Trees -- Germany
Women laborers -- Germany

Place: Bamberg (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old city walls and watch tower at Nuremberg, looking N. toward castle.
1265 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Old city walls and watch tower at Nuremberg, looking N. toward castle. 1265 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12556

Video number 11823

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 20015.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40053

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Past and present--old Frauenkirche and busy marketplace, Nuremberg, from W. 1266 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Past and present--old Frauenkirche and busy marketplace, Nuremberg, from W. 1266 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12557

Video number 11824
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40182

Names: Frauenkirche (Nuremberg, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Churches -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Markets -- Germany
       Plazas -- Germany
       Streets -- Germany.
Place: Germany
       Nuremberg (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint old houses (XV-XVI Cent.) along Pegnitz, Nuremberg, N.W. across stream. 1267 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12558

Video number 11825
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Similar to RSN 20017.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
       Dwellings -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Homes -- Germany
       Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
       Nuremberg (Germany)
       Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Fascinating Nuremberg reflected in the calm Pegnitz--Heiligegeist Spital, XIV Cent. 1268 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Fascinating Nuremberg reflected in the calm Pegnitz--Heiligegeist Spital, XIV Cent. 1268 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12559

Video number 11826
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 12560 and 20018.

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Hospitals -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Heiligegeist Spital (Nuremberg, Germany)
Nuremberg (Germany)
Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Fascinating Nuremberg reflected in the calm Pegnitz--Heiligegeist Spital, XIV Cent. 1268 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Fascinating Nuremberg reflected in the calm Pegnitz--Heiligegeist Spital, XIV Cent. 1268 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12560
Video number 11827

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 12559 and 20018.

Copy and Version Identification Note

39903

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Hospitals -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Heiligegeist Spital (Nuremberg, Germany)
Nuremberg (Germany)
Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Henkerstag (hangman's bridge) over Pegnitz--curious bit of Middle Ages, Nuremberg. 1269 photonegative, 1903

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Henkerstag (hangman's bridge) over Pegnitz--curious bit of Middle Ages, Nuremberg. 1269 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12561

Video number 11828

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 20019.

Copy and Version Identification Note

39918

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
Hangman's Bridge (Neuremberg, Germany)
Henkerstag (Hangman's Bridge, Nuremberg, Germany)
Nuremberg (Germany)
Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dresden on the Elbe--N.E. from tower of Kreuzkirche past Frauenkirche to Art Academy. 1270 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Dresden on the Elbe--N.E. from tower of Kreuzkirche past Frauenkirche to Art Academy. 1270 photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12562

Video number 11829

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 20020.

Copy and Version Identification Note
315

Names: Dresden Art Academy
Frauenkirche (Nuremberg, Germany)
Kreuzkirche (Dresden, Germany)

Topic: Bridges -- Germany,
Churches -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
Elbe River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dresden and the great westward bend of the Elbe--N.W. from tower of Kreuzkirche. 1271 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Dresden and the great westward bend of the Elbe--N.W. from tower of Kreuzkirche. 1271 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling around edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 12563

Video number 11830

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 12564 and 20016.

Names: Kreuzkirche (Dresden, Germany)

Topic: Churches -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
Elbe River (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Dresden and the great westward bend of the Elbe--N.W. from tower of Kreuzkirche. 1271 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Dresden and the great westward bend of the Elbe--N.W. from tower of Kreuzkirche. 1271 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12564

Video number 11831

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 12563 and 20016.

Copy and Version Identification Note

40145

Names: Kreuzkirche (Dresden, Germany)
Topic: Churches -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Rivers -- Germany
Place: Dresden (Germany)
       Elbe River (Germany)
       Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The Zwinger, Dresden, with stately galleries and charming courtyard. 1273 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Zwinger, Dresden, with stately galleries and charming courtyard. 1273 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 12565

Video number 11832

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 25638; similar to RSN 12567

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191]

Copy and Version Identification Note

625

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Buildings -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
Place: Dresden (Germany)
       Germany
       Zwinger
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Royal opera house, one of the finest buildings in Dresden--S. entrance facing square 1272 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Royal opera house, one of the finest buildings in Dresden--S. entrance facing square 1272 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12566
Video number 11833
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20021.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39919

Topic:
Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Opera houses -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place:
Dresden (Germany)
Germany
Royal Opera House

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Zwinger, Dresden, with stately galleries and charming courtyard. 1273 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Zwinger, Dresden, with stately galleries and charming courtyard. 1273 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12567

Video number 11834

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12565 and 25638

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191]

Copy and Version Identification Note

39911; 40054

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
      Buildings -- Germany
      GERMANY TOUR

Place: Dresden (Germany)
       Germany
       Zwinger

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Elbe River in Germany. Active no. 1274 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Elbe River in Germany. Active no. 1274 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12568

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 20022.

Company acc. no. 39940.

Names: Albrechtsburg Castle (Saxony, Germany)

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
       Castles -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Elbe River (Germany)
Germany
Meissen Cathedral
 Saxony (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Women laborers in beet industry, field near Meissen, Saxony. [Active no.
1276 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling around edges.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12569

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20024.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Topic: Agriculture -- Germany
Beets -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Industries -- Germany
Women laborers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Meissen
 Saxony (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Morning call in Altenburg, Saxony, costumes of well-to-do villagers. [Active
no. 1277 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7".)
Image(s): Morning call in Altenburg, Saxony, costumes of well-to-do villagers. [Active no. 1277 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12570
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Similar to RSN 20025.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Company acc. no. 40166.

Topic:  Dwellings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Homes -- Germany
Neighbors -- Germany

Place:  Altenburg (Saxony, Germany)
Germany
Saxony (Germany)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mountain fortress of Königstein, Saxony, 815 feet above river and town--W. up heights. [Active no. 1278 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): Mountain fortress of Königstein, Saxony, 815 feet above river and town--W. up heights. [Active no. 1278 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12571
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20026

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Company acc. no. 39976.

Names: Konigstein Fortress (Saxony, Germany)

Topic: Fortification -- Germany
   GERMANY TOUR
   Mountains -- Germany

Place: Germany
   Konigstein (Saxony, Germany)
   Saxony (Germany)

Genre/ Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs
   Topographical views -- Germany.

Pinnacled cliffs of Bastel, Saxon Switzerland, 645 feet above River Elbe.
1279 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Pinnacled cliffs of Bastel, Saxon Switzerland, 645 feet above River Elbe. 1279 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
   RSN 12572

Video number 11839

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20027

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191]

Copy and Version Identification Note
   40117

   Topic: Cliffs -- Germany
   Formations (Geology)
   GERMANY TOUR

   Place: Bastel (Germany)
   Germany
   Leipzig (Germany)
University Buildings, Leipsic, a seat of learning famous for five centuries. 1280 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): University Buildings, Leipsic, a seat of learning famous for five centuries. 1280 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12573
Video number 11840
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Similar to RSN 20028.

Copy and Version Identification Note
40071

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Universities and colleges -- Germany

Place: Germany
Leipzig (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Theatre of Leipsic, N. side of Augusta Platz--finest modern building in the old city. 1281 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Theatre of Leipsic, N. side of Augusta Platz--finest modern building in the old city. 1281 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12574

Video number 11841
Company catalog card included,
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Similar to RSN 20029.

Copy and Version Identification Note
40008

Names: Leipsic Theater (Leipsig, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Monuments -- Germany
       Plazas -- Germany
       Theaters -- Germany
Place: Augusta Platz (Liepzig, Germany)
       Germany
       Leipzig (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Monument in market-place, Leipsic, commemorating Franco-Prussian War.
1282 photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Monument in market-place, Leipsic, commemorating Franco-Prussian War. 1282 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12575

Video number 11842
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].
Similar to RSN 20030
Copy and Version Identification Note

39985

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871
GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Leipzig (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the market-place, Hanover. 1283 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): In the market-place, Hanover. 1283 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12576

Video number 11843

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20031.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

39969

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Markets -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Hannover (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Elbe River in Germany.] 1284 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Elbe River in Germany.] 1284 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12577

Video number 11844

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Similar to RSN 20032.

Copy and Version Identification Note
39899

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Boats -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Elbe River (Germany)
Germany
Magdeburg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Luther’s church, Wittenberg, where Communion was first administered in both kinds. Stereo photonegative, 1903

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Luther’s church, Wittenberg, where Communion was first administered in both kinds. Stereo photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12578
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191]. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12579, 12580 and 20033. Orig. no. 39937.

Names: Luther, Martin, 1483-1546

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Churches -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Markets -- Germany
       Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
       Wittenberg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Luther's church, Wittenberg, where Communion was first administered in both kinds. Stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Luther's church, Wittenberg, where Communion was first administered in both kinds. Stereo photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12579

Video number 11846

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191]. Orig. no. 40033.

Similar to RSN 12578, 12580 and 20033.

Names: Luther, Martin, 1483-1546

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Churches -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
       Wittenberg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Luther's church, Wittenberg, where Communion was first administered in both kinds. Active no. 1285. Stereo photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Luther's church, Wittenberg, where Communion was first administered in both kinds. Active no. 1285. Stereo photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12580

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191]. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12578, 12579 and 20033.

Names: Luther, Martin, 1483-1546

Topic: Architecture -- Germany

Churches -- Germany

GERMANY TOUR

Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Wittenberg (Germany)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

Busy Berlin, S.W. from Alexander Sq. down Konig Strasse to city hall. 1286 Photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Busy Berlin, S.W. from Alexander Sq. down Konig Strasse to city hall. 1286 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12581

Video number 11848

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20034 and 20035.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191], moved from [115].
Copy and Version Identification Note

40190

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Streetcars -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Wagons -- Germany

Place: Alexanderplatz (Berlin, Germany)
Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Konig Strasse (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in front of large building in Germany.] photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Monument in front of large building in Germany.] photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12582

Video number 11849

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67968

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cathedral in Germany.] Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12583

Video number 11850

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note

68138; 5086?

Names: Frauenkirche (Nuremberg, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Markets -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bavarian mountaineers; Bavarian country cottage. photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Bavarian mountaineers; Bavarian country cottage. photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12584

Video number 11851

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12552.
Currently stored in box 3.1.12 [191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108448

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Dwellings -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GERMANY TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homes -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hunters -- Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Bavaria (Germany)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/                         | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form                           | -- Glass                       |

Splendor and sturdy industry in Berlin--S. up the Spree to cathedral. 1287 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Splendor and sturdy industry in Berlin--S. up the Spree to cathedral. 1287 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12585

Video number 11852

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 12586 and 20036.

Copy and Version Identification Note
40201

| Topic                           | Boats -- Germany               |
|                                | Bridges -- Germany             |
|                                | Cathedrals -- Germany          |
|                                | GERMANY TOUR                   |
|                                | Rivers -- Germany              |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Berlin (Germany)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/                         | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form                           | -- Glass                       |
Stereoscopic photographs

Splendor and sturdy industry in Berlin--S. up the Spree to cathedral. 1287 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Splendor and sturdy industry in Berlin--S. up the Spree to cathedral. 1287 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling badly.
Local Numbers
RSN 12586
Video number 11853
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Similar to RSN 12585 and 20036; ["Song negative Fatherland"] on envelope.

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Bridges -- Germany.
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Spree

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Palace square, Berlin, E. past palace (at left) and down Konig Strasse to city hall. 1288 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Palace square, Berlin, E. past palace (at left) and down Konig Strasse to city hall. 1288 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12587

Video number 11854
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12588 and 20037.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40191

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>GERMANY TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palaces -- Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plazas -- Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streets -- Germany.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Berlin (Germany)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konig Strasse (Berlin, Germany)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palace Square</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Palace square, Berlin, E. past palace (at left) and down Konig Strasse to city hall. 1288 Photonegative, 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace square, Berlin, E. past palace (at left) and down Konig Strasse to city hall. 1288 Photonegative 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12588

Video number 11855
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12587 and 20037.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note
132824

| Topic: | GERMANY TOUR |
Monument Wilhelm I, by Begas, with Statues N. and S. Germany--West [side?] Palace Square, Berlin, Germany [label on cover glass]. [Active no. 1289 : stereo photonegative,] 1903

1 Item (mounted under cover glass.; 4-1/4" x 6-1/2" [measured 11/27/01])

Image(s): Monument Wilhelm I, by Begas, with Statues N. and S. Germany--West [side?] Palace Square, Berlin, Germany [label on cover glass]. [Active no. 1289 : stereo photonegative] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.


Local Numbers
RSN 12589

Company catalog card included. Similar to RSN 20038. Pencilled number on mount, 456.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Names: Begas, sculptor
Wilhelm, Kaiser, I,

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Palace Square

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Berlin seat of a great power--W. from city hall past cathedral to Parliament Bldg. [Active no. 1290 : half-stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Berlin seat of a great power--W. from city hall past cathedral to Parliament Bldg. [Active no. 1290 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12590

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12591 and 20039; same as RSN 12592.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Names: Berlin Cathedral (Berlin, Germany)
        Parliament Building (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Architecture
        Cathedrals -- Germany
        GERMANY TOUR
        Parliaments

Place: Berlin (Germany)
        Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Berlin seat of a great power--W. from city hall past cathedral to Parliament Bldg. [Active no. 1290 : stereo photonegative.], 1911

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Berlin seat of a great power--W. from city hall past cathedral to Parliament Bldg. [Active no. 1290 : stereo photonegative.] 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12591

Video number 11858

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12590, 12592 and 20039

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Company acc. no. 132840.
Names: Berlin Cathedral (Berlin, Germany)
Parliament Building (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Parliaments -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Berlin seat of a great power--W. from city hall past cathedral to Parliament Bldg. [Active no. 1290 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Berlin seat of a great power--W. from city hall past cathedral to Parliament Bldg. [Active no. 1290 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12592

Video number 11859

Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 12590; similar to RSN 12591 and 20039.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Company acc. no. 39916.

Names: Berlin Cathedral (Berlin, Germany)
Parliament Building (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Parliaments -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
People and palace--Berlin children playing under Kaiser's north windows.
1291 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): People and palace--Berlin children playing under Kaiser's north windows. 1291 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12593
Video number 11860
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20040.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Copy and Version Identification Note
40017
Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Children -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Palaces -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Bronze statue St. George and the dragon in first court, Imperial Palace, Berlin. [Active no. 1292 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): Bronze statue St. George and the dragon in first court, Imperial Palace, Berlin. [Active no. 1292 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12594

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Similar to RSN 20041.
Company acc. no. 39966.

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Military -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
statues -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
St. George
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Throne Room, Royal Palace, Berlin, with plate-laden sideboard and regal decorations. [Active no. 1293 : stereo photonegative,] 1903
2 items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Throne Room, Royal Palace, Berlin, with plate-laden sideboard and regal decorations. [Active no. 1293 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12595

Video number 11862
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 12596, 2230, 2231, 20042 and 25639.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Interior architecture -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Throne Room, Royal Palace, Berlin, with plate-laden sideboard and regal decorations. 1293 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (4'' x 5'')
Image(s): Throne Room, Royal Palace, Berlin, with plate-laden sideboard and regal decorations. 1293 Photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12596

Video number 11863

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12595, 2230, 2231, 20042 and 25639

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Topic:
Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Interior architecture -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany

Place:
Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Royal Palace

Improved picture gallery along N.W. side palace, Berlin, overlooking the gardens. 1294 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4'' x 7'')
Image(s): Imperial picture gallery along N.W. side palace, Berlin, overlooking the gardens. 1294 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12597
Video number 11867

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 2231 and 20043.

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Art museums. -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Interior architecture -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old art museum, Berlin, filled with treasures; N. from window in Imperial Palace 1295 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Old art museum, Berlin, filled with treasures; N. from window in Imperial Palace 1295 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12598

Video number 11868

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 20044.

Copy and Version Identification Note
40061

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Carriages -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Museums -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

New National Gallery, Berlin--guarding art treasures--W. from Bourse across River Spree. 1296 photonegative, 1903
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): New National Gallery, Berlin--guarding art treasures--W. from Bourse across River Spree. 1296 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12599

Video number 11869

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 12600 and 20045.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY TOUR
Museums -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Bourse (Berlin, Germany)
Germany
National Gallery
Spree River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

New National Gallery, Berlin--guarding art treasures--W. from Bourse across River Spree. 1296 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): New National Gallery, Berlin--guarding art treasures--W. from Bourse across River Spree. 1296 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12600

Video number 11870
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Similar to RSN 12599 and 20045.

Copy and Version Identification Note
132805

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
      Bridges -- Germany.
      GERMANY TOUR
      Museums -- Germany
      Rivers -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Bourse (Berlin, Germany)
       Germany
       National Gallery
       Spree River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Royalty's outlook--W. up Unter den Linden from windows of Empress Victoria Palace. Active no. 1297 : stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Royalty's outlook--W. up Unter den Linden from windows of Empress Victoria Palace. Active no. 1297 : stereo photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12601
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20046.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

**Topic:** GERMANY TOUR
• Plazas -- Germany
• Streets -- Germany.

**Place:** Berlin (Germany)
• Germany
• Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
• Stereoscopic photographs

German officers at "Royal Guards," Unter den Linden (S. across Pariser Platz), Berlin. Active no. 1298 : stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7").

*Image(s):* German officers at "Royal Guards," Unter den Linden (S. across Pariser Platz), Berlin. Active no. 1298 : stereo photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 12602

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20047.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]. Company acc. no. 40103.

**Topic:** Architecture -- Germany
• Bicycles -- Germany
• Buildings -- Germany
• Carts -- Germany
• GERMANY TOUR
• Military -- Germany
• Plazas -- Germany
• Streets -- Germany.

**Place:** Berlin (Germany)
• Germany
• Pariser Platz
• Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

University Buildings, Berlin, once home of a prince, now frequented by 6,500 students. 1299 photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)

Image(s): University Buildings, Berlin, once home of a prince, now frequented by 6,500 students. 1299 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12603

Video number 11873

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 20048.

Names: Berlin University (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Carriages -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Universities -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the world's famous streets--Unter den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. Active no. 1300 : photonegative

1 Item (4“ x 5“)

Image(s): One of the world's famous streets--Unter den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. Active no. 1300 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12604

Video number 11874
Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 12605, 12606, 20050-20052 and 25640; same as RSN 2276.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]. Orig. no. 622.

**Topic:** Automobiles -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Streets -- Germany.

**Place:** Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

One of the world's famous streets--Unter den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. 1300 photonegative

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

**Image(s):** One of the world's famous streets--Unter den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. 1300 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 12605

Video number 11875

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25640; similar to RSN 12604, 12606 and 20050-20052.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

**Topic:** Automobiles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Streets -- Germany.

**Place:** Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

One of the world's famous streets--Unter den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. 1300 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12606

Video number 11876

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12604, 12605, 20050-20052 and 25640

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Topic:
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Streets -- Germany.

Place:
Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Box 141
Cards 930-1260

Box 142
RSN Numbers 12607-12695

Image(s)

Noble statue of Frederick the Great--E. end Unter den Linden opp. Academy Bldg., Berlin. Active no, 1301 : stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Noble statue of Frederick the Great--E. end Unter den Linden opp. Academy Bldg., Berlin. Active no, 1301 : stereo photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12607

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20053.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Names: Frederick, the Great.

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Refreshing Unter den Linden Cafe, Berlin. 1302 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Refreshing Unter den Linden Cafe, Berlin. 1302 Photonegative, 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12608

Video number 11878

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20054

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stately Brandenburg Gate, Berlin, W. entrance to famous Unter den Linden. 1303 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Stately Brandenburg Gate, Berlin, W. entrance to famous Unter den Linden. 1303 photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12609

Video number 11879

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12658, 12659 and 20055

Names: Brandenburg Gate

Topic: GERMANY TOUR

Gates -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Berlin (Germany)

Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Avenue of Victory, with statues of Prussian Kings, N. through promenade, Berlin. 1304 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Avenue of Victory, with statues of Prussian Kings, N. through promenade, Berlin. 1304 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling at edges.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12610

Video number 11880
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20056.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note

39981

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
    Streets -- Germany.
    statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
    Germany
    Siegesallee (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

An Empire's centre--Parliament Building, Berlin (from W.) where Imperial Diet meets. [Active no. 1305 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 item (5" x 7").

Image(s): An Empire's centre--Parliament Building, Berlin (from W.) where Imperial Diet meets. [Active no. 1305 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 12611

Video number 11881

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20057.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Company acc. no. 40186.

Names: Parliament Building (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
    Buildings -- Germany
    GERMANY TOUR
    Parliaments -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
    Germany
Reichstag

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Statue of Bismarck, "The Iron Chancellor" and Empire Maker--and the Reichstag, Berlin. [Active no. 1306 : stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12612

Video number 11882

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 20058.

Names: Bismarck, Chancellor
Parliament Building (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany
Parliaments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Reichstag (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Hall where German Parliament meets, Berlin--E. wall with seats of President and Speaker. [Active no. 1307 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Hall where German Parliament meets, Berlin--E. wall with seats of President and Speaker. [Active no. 1307: stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12613
Video number 11883
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 20059
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Company acc. no. 40165.

Names: Parliament Building (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Interior architecture -- Germany
Parliaments -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Reichstag
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A family party enjoying a leisurely hour in Kroll's famous beer-garden, Berlin. 1308 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): A family party enjoying a leisurely hour in Kroll's famous beer-garden, Berlin. 1308 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12614
Video number 11884

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20060

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note

40083

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
      Gardens -- Germany
      Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Royal theatre, Berlin, grand E. facade--Schiller Square at foot of steps.
1309 photonegative, 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Royal theatre, Berlin, grand E. facade--Schiller Square at foot of steps. 1309 photonegative 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12615

Video number 11885

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20061 and 20062.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note

132821

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Automobiles -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Plazas -- Germany
       Theaters -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Royal Theater
Schiller Square

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Convenience and architectural beauty--elevated R.R. W. along Bulow Strasse, Berlin. 1310 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Convenience and architectural beauty--elevated R.R. W. along Bulow Strasse, Berlin. 1310 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12616

Video number 11886

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12617, 20063 and 25641.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note
623

Topic: Automobiles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Railroads -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Wagons -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Bulow Strasse (Berlin Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Convenience and architectural beauty--elevated R.R. W. along Bulow Strasse, Berlin. 1310 photonegative, 1911
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12617
Video number 11887
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12616, 20063 and 25641.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Copy and Version Identification Note
132829

Topic:  Automobiles -- Germany
        GERMANY TOUR
        Railroads -- Germany
        Streets -- Germany.
Place:  Berlin (Germany)
        Bulow Strasse (Berlin Germany)
        Germany
Genre/  Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:   -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

Memorial church of Kaiser Wilhelm I, Tauenzienstrasse (over subway), Berlin. 1311 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Memorial church of Kaiser Wilhelm I, Tauenzienstrasse (over subway), Berlin. 1311 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12618
Video number 11888
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20064.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note

40077

Names: Wilhelm, Kaiser, I,

Topic: Churches -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Memorial Church
Tauenzienstrasse

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of monarchs past--Charlottenburg, home of Frederick I (died 1713),
Berlin. 1312 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Palace of monarchs past--Charlottenburg, home of Frederick I (died 1713), Berlin. 1312 Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12619

Video number 11889

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20065

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note

359

Names: Charlottenburg (Berlin, Germany)
Frederick, King, I,

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Royalty -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Potsdam, summer home of German monarchs, N. from Brauhausberg, overlooking river. 1313 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Potsdam, summer home of German monarchs, N. from Brauhausberg, overlooking river. 1313 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12620

Video number 11890
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Similar to RSN 20066; frames in separate envelopes.

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Royalty -- Germany

Place: Brauhausberg (Germany)
Germany
Potsdam (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ballroom in Emporer William's summer palace, Potsdam--scene of court gayeties. 1314 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Ballroom in Emporer William's summer palace, Potsdam--scene of court gayeties. 1314 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12621

Video number 11891

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20067

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note
39964

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Ballrooms -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Palaces -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Great Frederick's refuge from cares of state, Sans Souci, Potsdam. 1315 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Great Frederick's refuge from cares of state, Sans Souci, Potsdam. 1315 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12622

Video number 11892

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12623 and 20068

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note
40123
The Great Frederick's refuge from cares of state, Sans Souci, Potsdam. 1315 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Great Frederick's refuge from cares of state, Sans Souci, Potsdam. 1315 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12623
Video number 11893

Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 12622 and 20068
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note
39967

Names: Frederick, the Great.

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Gardens -- Germany
Royalty -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Room used by Voltaire, palace of Frederick the Great, Sans Souci, Potsdam. Active no. 1316 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Room used by Voltaire, palace of Frederick the Great, Sans Souci, Potsdam. Active no. 1316 : stereo photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12624
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20069. Associated number: 40013.
Names: Frederick, the Great.
Voltaire.
Topic: Architecture
GERMANY TOUR
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty
Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Charlottenhof, where Humboldt wrote and Kaiser Wilhelm takes tea--Sans Souci, Potsdam. 1317 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Charlottenhof, where Humboldt wrote and Kaiser Wilhelm takes tea--Sans Souci, Potsdam. 1317 Photonegative 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12625
Video number 11895
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 20070

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note

570

Names: Charlottenhof (Potsdam, Germany)
Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859
Kaiser Wilhelm

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Palaces -- Germany
Royalty -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marketing in Stettin, quay beside the Oder, looking N.E. down stream. 1318 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Marketing in Stettin, quay beside the Oder, looking N.E. down stream. 1318 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12626

Video number 11896

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 20071.

Copy and Version Identification Note

39978

Topic: Docks -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Markets -- Germany
Piers -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Wharves -- Germany

Place: Germany
Oder River
Stettin (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful monumental fountain in square by town hall, Stettin (Pomerania).
1319 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Beautiful monumental fountain in square by town hall, Stettin (Pomerania). 1319 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12627

Video number 11897

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 20072

Copy and Version Identification Note
40138

Topic: Fountains -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany

Place: Germany
Pomerania
Stettin (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque rig of Monchgut fishermen--beach on W. shore, Baltic Sea.
1320 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Picturesque rig of Monchgut fishermen--beach on W. shore, Baltic Sea. 1320 Photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12628

Video number 11898
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 12629 and 20073
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note
40007

Topic: Beaches -- Germany
       Fishing -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Sailboats -- Germany

Place: Baltic Sea
       Germany
       Monchgut

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque rig of Monchgut fishermen--beach on W. shore, Baltic Sea. 1320 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Picturesque rig of Monchgut fishermen--beach on W. shore, Baltic Sea. 1320 Photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12629
Video number 11899

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12628 and 20073

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note

470

Topic: Beaches -- Germany
       Fishing -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Sailboats -- Germany

Place: Baltic Sea
       Germany
       Monchgut

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Market place, Schwerin, beside cathedral--20th century business in a 12th century town. 1321 Photonegative, 1903
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Market place, Schwerin, beside cathedral--20th century business in a 12th century town. 1321 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12630

Video number 11900

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20074; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Markets -- Germany
       Plazas -- Germany
       Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
       Schwerin (Germany)
Medieval gateway of old town of Lubeck—the Holstenthor from the E. 1322 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Medieval gateway of old town of Lubeck—the Holstenthor from the E. 1322 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12631
Video number 11901
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 20075
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note
40207

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Gates -- Germany

Place: Germany
Holstenthor (Lubeck, Germany)
Lubeck (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lubeck, once a great power in European affairs—E. across the beautiful river. 1323 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)

Image(s): Lubeck, once a great power in European affairs—E. across the beautiful river. 1323 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12632

Video number 11902

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Same as RSN 12634 and 20076.

Topic: Boats -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Lubeck (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Ship canal connecting Baltic and North Seas--E. towards terminus at Kiel.
1324 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)

Image(s): Ship canal connecting Baltic and North Seas--E. towards terminus at Kiel. 1324 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12633

Video number 11903

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25642; similar to RSN 12635, 12636 and 12637.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Topic: Bridges -- Germany
       Canals -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Ships -- Germany

Place: Baltic Sea
       Germany
       Kiel (Germany)
       North Sea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Lubeck, once a great power in European affairs--E. across the beautiful river. 1323 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Lubeck, once a great power in European affairs--E. across the beautiful river. 1323 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12634

Video number 11904

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Same as RSN 12632 and 20076.

Copy and Version Identification Note

40198

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Lubeck (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ship canal connecting Baltic and North Seas--E. towards terminus at Kiel.
1324 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ship canal connecting Baltic and North Seas--E. towards terminus at Kiel. 1324 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 12635
Video number 11905

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12633. 12636 and 12637.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note

624

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
       Canals -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Ships -- Germany

Place: Baltic Sea
       Germany
       Kiel (Germany)
       North Sea

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Ship canal connecting Baltic and North Seas--E. towards terminus at Kiel.
1324 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Ship canal connecting Baltic and North Seas--E. towards terminus at Kiel. 1324 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12636

Video number 11906

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12633. 12635 and 12637.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note

40140

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
       Canals -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
Ships -- Germany

Place:
Baltic Sea
Germany
Kiel (Germany)
North Sea

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ship canal connecting Baltic and North Seas--E. towards terminus at Kiel. 1324 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s):
Ship canal connecting Baltic and North Seas--E. towards terminus at Kiel. 1324 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12637

Video number 11907

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12633. 12635 and 12636; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Topic:
Bridges -- Germany.
Canals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Ships -- Germany

Place:
Baltic Sea
Germany
Kiel (Germany)
North Sea

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great bridge over the Elbe, Hamburg. [Active no. 1326 : stereo photonegative], 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Great bridge over the Elbe, Hamburg. [Active no. 1326 : stereo photonegative, 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12638

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 20078. Company acc. no. 29753.

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Elbe River (Germany)
Germany
Hamburg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Farewell to the Fatherland--German passengers on the S.S. Konigen Luise leaving Bremen for America. 1327 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Farewell to the Fatherland--German passengers on the S.S. Konigen Luise leaving Bremen for America. 1327 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12639

Video number 11909

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20079.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Copy and Version Identification Note

40084

Topic: Emigration and immigration -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Ships -- Germany

Place: Bremen (Germany)
Germany
S.S. Konigen Luise

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rapid transit in Berlin--elevated railways E. along Landwehr Canal. 1328 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Rapid transit in Berlin--elevated railways E. along Landwehr Canal. 1328 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12640

Video number 11910
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20080.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note

39932

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Canals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Railroads -- Germany
Trains -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Landwehr Canal (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

New Cathedral (W. front) to hold the ashes of all the Hohenzollerns, Berlin. 1329 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling slightly at corners
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12641

Video number 11911
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 20081
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note
115

Topic:
Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Royalty -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place:
Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Home of Kaiser Wilhelm, head of the vast German empire--Palace, Berlin, W. from City Hall. 1330 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12642
Video number 11912

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 25644; similar to RSN 12643, 12644 and 12645

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note

621

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>GERMANY--Miscellaneous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palaces -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Home of Kaiser Wilhelm, head of the vast German empire--Palace, Berlin, W. from City Hall. 1330 Photonegative, 1911

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Home of Kaiser Wilhelm, head of the vast German empire--Palace, Berlin, W. from City Hall. 1330 Photonegative 1911

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 12643

Video number 11913

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12642, 12644 and 12645

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note

132839

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>GERMANY--Miscellaneous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palaces -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Page 6990 of 15344
Home of Kaiser Wilhelm, head of the vast German empire--Palace, Berlin, W. from City Hall. 1330 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Home of Kaiser Wilhelm, head of the vast German empire--Palace, Berlin, W. from City Hall. 1330 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12644

Video number 11914

Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 12642, 12643 and 12645
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note
39990

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Palaces -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Home of Kaiser Wilhelm, head of the vast German empire--Palace, Berlin, W. from City Hall. 1330 Photonegative, 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Home of Kaiser Wilhelm, head of the vast German empire--Palace, Berlin, W. from City Hall. 1330 Photonegative 1911
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12645

Video number 11915
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12642, 12643 and 12644

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note

132842

**Topic:** GERMANY--Miscellaneous

**Place:** Berlin (Germany)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

The Emperor's Palace, from across the Spree, Berlin. 1331 Photonegative, 1911

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** The Emperor's Palace, from across the Spree, Berlin. 1331 Photonegative 1911

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 12646

Video number 11916

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20082 and 20083

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note

132834

**Topic:** Architecture -- Germany

**Place:** Berlin (Germany)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

Streets -- Germany.
Stereoscopic photographs

Red Eagle room, Imperial Palace, Berlin, where Kaiser awards national honors. 1332 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Red Eagle room, Imperial Palace, Berlin, where Kaiser awards national honors. 1332 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12647

Video number 11917

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20084

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note
39934

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Interior architecture -- Germany
       Palaces -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Schiller Square, with Royal Theater (left) and French Church, two of the finest buildings in Berlin. 1333 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Schiller Square, with Royal Theater (left) and French Church, two of the finest buildings in Berlin. 1333 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower corner of frame missing.
Local Numbers
RSN 12648

Video number 11918
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20085.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Names: French Church (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
      Churches -- Germany
      GERMANY--Miscellaneous
      Plazas -- Germany
      Theaters -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany
       Royal Theater
       Schiller Square
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Impressive S. entrance to New Museum (opposite Cathedral), Berlin. 1334 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Impressive S. entrance to New Museum (opposite Cathedral), Berlin. 1334 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12649

Video number 11919
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Similar to RSN 20086
Copy and Version Identification Note
39987

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Berlin (Germany) Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statue of Bismarck and lofty pillar of Victory, W. from Parliament Building, Berlin. 1335 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
 RSN 12650

Video number 11920

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 20087.

Copy and Version Identification Note
40192

Names: Bismarck, Chancellor

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous Monuments -- Germany statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany) Germany Victory Pillar (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Pillar of Victory and west front of Parliament Building, Berlin. 1336 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Pillar of Victory and west front of Parliament Building, Berlin. 1336 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12651

Video number 11921
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 20088

Company acc. no. 40026.

Names: Parliament Building (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Monuments -- Germany
Victory Pillar (Berlin, Germany)

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle of Tiberius, Capri. 1337 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Castle of Tiberius, Capri. 1337 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12652

Video number 11922
Company catalog card included.

["Negative made for Touriscope Dept."] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Formations (Geology)
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Kroll's Beer Garden, Berlin, fashionable open-air theatre patronized by good society. [Active no. 1338 : stereo photonegative,], 1903
1 item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Kroll's Beer Garden, Berlin, fashionable open-air theatre patronized by good society. [Active no. 1338 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12653

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12654, 20089 and 20090.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Company acc. no. 39998.

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Beergardens
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Theaters

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kroll's Beer Garden, Berlin, fashionable open-air theatre patronized by good society. 1338 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Kroll's Beer Garden, Berlin, fashionable open-air theatre patronized by good society. 1338 Photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12654

Video number 11924

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12653, 20089 and 20090

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
24580

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Beergardens -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Germany
Theaters -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kroll's beautiful Beer Gardens, Berlin, the prominent society resort for musical diversion. 1339 Photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Kroll's beautiful Beer Gardens, Berlin, the prominent society resort for musical diversion. 1339 Photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12655

Video number 11925

Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 12656 and 20091

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Beergardens -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Germany
       Theaters -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Kroll's beautiful Beer Gardens, Berlin, the prominent society resort for musical diversion. 1339 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Kroll's beautiful Beer Gardens, Berlin, the prominent society resort for musical diversion. 1339 Photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12656

Video number 11926

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12655 and 20091

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note
40070

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Beergardens -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Germany
       Theaters -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kroll's Beer Gardens, a popular resort in Berlin. 1340 Photonegative, 1894
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Kroll's Beer Gardens, a popular resort in Berlin. 1340 Photonegative 1894
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12657
Video number 11927
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 20092
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Beergardens -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Germany
Theaters -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stately Brandenburg Gate, Berlin, W. entrance to famous Under den Linden. [Active no. 1342 : stereo photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): Stately Brandenburg Gate, Berlin, W. entrance to famous Under den Linden. [Active no. 1342 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12658

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 12609, 12659 and 25645. Company acc. no. 29604.

Names: Brandenburg Gate

Topic: Fountains -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Gates -- Germany
Horses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Wagons -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stately Brandenburg Gate, Berlin, W. entrance to famous Under den Linden. [Active no. 1342 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Stately Brandenburg Gate, Berlin, W. entrance to famous Under den Linden. [Active no. 1342 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12659

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 12609, 12658 and 25645. Company acc. no. 22043.

Names: Brandenburg Gate

Topic: Fountains -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Gates -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

City Palace of the Kaisers, Potsdam, N. from the riverside gardens. 1346 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): City Palace of the Kaisers, Potsdam, N. from the riverside gardens. 1346 Photonegative 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12660

Video number 11930
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 20094
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Gardens -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

Town Palace and St. Nicholas Church, Potsdam, N. across the Havel. 1347 photonegative, 1903
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Town Palace and St. Nicholas Church, Potsdam, N. across the Havel. 1347 photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12661
Video number 11931

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Similar to RSN 20095; frames in separate envelopes.

Names: St. Nicholas Church (Potsdam, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Churches -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Palaces -- Germany
       Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
       Havel River (Potsdam, Germany)
       Potsdam (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Loot from Pekin--ancient Chinese astronomical globe in court of Orangerie, Potsdam. [Active no. 1348 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Loot from Pekin--ancient Chinese astronomical globe in court of Orangerie, Potsdam. [Active no. 1348 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12662

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20096

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Company acc. no. 40119.

Names: Orangerie (Potsdam, Germany)
Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Globes
Place: China
       Germany
Potsdam (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace at Sans Souci, Potsdam, beloved by Frederick the Great--(look N. up terraces). Active no. 1349 : photonegative, 1903
2 Items (pieces; 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Palace at Sans Souci, Potsdam, beloved by Frederick the Great--(look N. up terraces). Active no. 1349 : photonegative, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12663

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20097.

Names: Frederick, the Great.

Topic: Architecture
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Palaces

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Sans Souci (Potsdam), dear to Frederick the Great--"Quand je serai là, je serai sans souci." Active no. 1350 : stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Sans Souci (Potsdam), dear to Frederick the Great--"Quand je serai là, je serai sans souci." Active no. 1350 : stereo photonegative, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12664

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20098.

Names: Frederick, the Great.

Topic: Architecture
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Palaces

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Room of Frederick the Great, where he died, 1786; Palace of Sans Souci, Potsdam. Active no. 1351 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Room of Frederick the Great, where he died, 1786; Palace of Sans Souci, Potsdam. Active no. 1351 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12666

Company catalog card included. Associated number: 40114.

Similar to RSN 20099.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Names: Frederick, the Great.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture
Palaces -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Home of Emperors--New Palace at Potsdam used by Frederick the Great, now by Wilhelm II. [Active no. 1353 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): Home of Emperors--New Palace at Potsdam used by Frederick the Great, now by Wilhelm II. [Active no. 1353 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12666
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20100. Associated number: 40095.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Names: Frederick, the Great. William, German Emperor, II., 1859-1941

Topic: Architecture GERMANY--Miscellaneous Palaces

Place: Germany Potsdam (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Shell room, New Palace, Potsdam, inlaid with precious curios--apartment of Kaiser. 1354 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Shell room, New Palace, Potsdam, inlaid with precious curios--apartment of Kaiser. 1354 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12667
Video number 11937
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20101 and 20102

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note

40092

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kaiser's dining-room, Potsdam, where royal guests are entertained. [Active
no. 1355 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 item (5” x 7”).

Image(s): Kaiser's dining-room, Potsdam, where royal guests are
entertained. [Active no. 1355 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 12668

Video number 11938

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Company acc. no. 39901.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where Germany builds her ships--S.S. Kaiser Wilhelm II in shipyards, Stettin. 1356 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Where Germany builds her ships--S.S. Kaiser Wilhelm II in shipyards, Stettin. 1356 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12669
Video number 11939
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20103.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]
Copy and Version Identification Note
39894

Topic: 
Boats -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Harbors -- Germany
Ships -- Germany
Shipyards -- Germany

Place: 
Germany
S.S. Kaiser Wilhelm II
Stettin (Germany)

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Inside Luther's old church, Wittenberg--first communion in both kinds here, 1521. Active no. 1357. Stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7",)
Image(s): Inside Luther's old church, Wittenberg--first communion in both kinds here, 1521. Active no. 1357. Stereo photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12670

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20104. Orig. no. 40120.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Churches -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture

Place: Germany
Wittenberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral of Lubeck (XII Cent.), tower 394 feet high--historical museum at S. side. 1358 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Cathedral of Lubeck (XII Cent.), tower 394 feet high--historical museum at S. side. 1358 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 12671

Video number 11941

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20105

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Copy and Version Identification Note

40157

Names: Lubeck Cathedral (Lubeck, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Place: Germany
Lubeck (Germany)
Genres/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kiel, headquarters German navy--N.E. end of Canal from Baltic to North Sea. 1359 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Kiel, headquarters German navy--N.E. end of Canal from Baltic to North Sea. 1359 Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12672
Video number 11942
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20106.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Copy and Version Identification Note
397
Topic: Canals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Ships -- Germany
Place: Baltic Sea
Germany
Kiel (Germany)
North Sea
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Frauenkirche, Dresden, with lofty lantern (310 feet) N.E. across square by Luther Statue. Active no. 1363. Stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Frauenkirche, Dresden, with lofty lantern (310 feet) N.E. across square by Luther Statue. Active no. 1363. Stereo photonegative, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12673

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20108. Orig. no. 450.

Names: Frauenkirche (Nuremberg, Germany)
        Luther, Martin, 1483-1546

Topic:  Architecture -- Germany
        Churches -- Germany
        GERMANY--Miscellaneous
        Plazas -- Germany
        statues -- Germany

Place:  Dresden (Germany)
        Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Sophienkirche (Protestant court church) from W.--Dresden. 1364
Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Sophienkirche (Protestant court church) from W.--Dresden. 1364
Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12674

Video number 11944

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20109.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note

492

Topic:  Architecture -- Germany
        Churches -- Germany
        GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Place:  Dresden (Germany)
        Germany
        Sophienkirche
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful court of the Zwinger, Dresden--behind the world-famous Art Museum. 1365 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Beautiful court of the Zwinger, Dresden--behind the world-famous Art Museum. 1365 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12675

Video number 11945

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].
Similar to RSN 20110.

Copy and Version Identification Note
761

Names: Zwinger (Museum)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Museums -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Facade and lower part of huge towers, Cathedral, Cologne. [Active no. 1368 : stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Facade and lower part of huge towers, Cathedral, Cologne. [Active no. 1368 : stereo photonegative], 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12676

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12677 and 20112.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Orig. company acc. no. 34600.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Place: Cologne (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

Facade and lower part of huge towers, Cathedral, Cologne. [Active no. 1368 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Facade and lower part of huge towers, Cathedral, Cologne.
[Active no. 1368 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12677

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12676 and 20112.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164]

Company acc. no. 34604.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Place: Cologne (Germany)  
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[City bridge and river in Germany.] photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [City bridge and river in Germany.] photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Abbegg, Photographer  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 12678

Video number 11948

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
39991

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.  
GERMANY--Miscellaneous  
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in city plaza in Germany.] photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Monument in city plaza in Germany.] photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Abbegg, Photographer  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12679

Video number 11949

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.13 [164].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40189

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Road tunnel. Active no. 1369 : stereo photonegative,], 1896
4 Items (pieces; 5" x 8")
Image(s): [Road tunnel. Active no. 1369 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12680

Video number 11950

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20113; uncancelled frame is in 3 pieces, about 98% complete.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Company acc. no. 29935.

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Germany
Tunnels -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Nave--145 feet high--from the high altar, interior of the cathedral, Cologne. 1370 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12681

Video number 11951

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 25646

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167]

Copy and Version Identification Note
430

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral and river in Germany.] 1371 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cathedral and river in Germany.] 1371 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12682

Video number 11952
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Same as RSN 25647.

Copy and Version Identification Note

35501

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
      Cathedrals -- Germany
      GERMANY--Miscellaneous
      Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene in Germany.] 1372 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dock scene in Germany.] 1372 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12683

Video number 11953

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12684.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30423

Topic: Docks -- Germany
      GERMANY--Miscellaneous
      Piers -- Germany
      Ports -- Germany
      Ships -- Germany
      Wharves -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene in Germany.] 1372 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Dock scene in Germany.] 1372 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12684
Video number 11954

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25648; similar to RSN 12683.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35497

Topic: Docks -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Piers -- Germany
Ports -- Germany
Ships -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City bridge and river in Germany.] 1374 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [City bridge and river in Germany.] 1374 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12685
Video number 11955

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 25650.

Copy and Version Identification Note
35480

Topic: Bridges -- Germany. Cathedrals -- Germany.
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Railroads -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Trains -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over Rhine River in Cologne, Germany.] 1375 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Bridge over Rhine River in Cologne, Germany.] 1375 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12686

Video number 11956

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Same as RSN 25651.

Copy and Version Identification Note
35086

Topic: Boats -- Germany. Bridges -- Germany.
Cathedrals -- Germany.
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Monument of Frederick William III, of Prussia, in the Heumarket, Cologne. 1376 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Monument of Frederick William III, of Prussia, in the Heumarket, Cologne. 1376 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12687

Video number 11957

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 25652.

Copy and Version Identification Note
35089

Names: Frederick William, III

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Heumarket (Cologne, Germany)
Prussia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Warriors’ Monument—to the soldiers of the Franco-Prussian War, cemetery of Bonn. [Active no. 1379 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12688

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 20115.

Topic:  
Cemeteries -- Germany  
Franco-Prussian War -- Germany  
GERMANY--Miscellaneous  
Monuments -- Germany  
Sculpture -- Germany

Place:  
Bonn (Germany)  
Germany  
Warriors’ Monument

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Palm Garden, the famous beer garden of Frankfort. 1381 Photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 12689

Video number 11959

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20116

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167]

Copy and Version Identification Note

319

Topic:  
Fountains -- Germany  
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Palm Garden Bridge, Frankfort. [Active no. 1382: stereo photonegative,] 1896.
1 Item
Image(s): Palm Garden Bridge, Frankfort. [Active no. 1382: stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12690
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20117. Company acc. no. 29685.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Gardens -- Germany
Place: Frankfort (Germany)
Germany
Palm Garden Bridge
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the cathedral, Strassburg. 1384 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Interior of the cathedral, Strassburg. 1384 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12691

Video number 11961
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 20118
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167]

Copy and Version Identification Note
34717

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Germany

Place: Germany
Strassburg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany.] 1385 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cathedral in Germany.] 1385 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12692

Video number 11962
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25655.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34756

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Place: Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in Germany.] 1386 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cathedral in Germany.] 1386 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12693
Video number 11963
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25656.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Copy and Version Identification Note
35079

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Plazas -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Park in Germany.] 1387 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Park in Germany.] 1387 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12694

Video number 11964

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25657.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35639

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Parks -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture in Germany.] 1388 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sculpture in Germany.] 1388 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12695

Video number 11965

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20019.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35381

Topic: Crypts -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Germany
Kleine Frankreich (Little France)--the old French quarter of Strassburg, capital of Alsace and Lorraine. 1389 photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Kleine Frankreich (Little France)--the old French quarter of Strassburg, capital of Alsace and Lorraine. 1389 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12696

Video number 11966

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 25658.

Copy and Version Identification Note

35399

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
      Ports -- Germany
      Rivers -- Germany
      Streets -- Germany.

Place: Alsace
       Germany
       Kleine Frankreich (Strassburg, Germany)
       Strasburg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stuttgart and its beautiful country suburbs--N. over city from Karls-Hohe. 1390 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Stuttgart and its beautiful country suburbs—N. over city from Karls-Hohe. 1390 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12697
Video number 11967
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 20120
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167]
Copy and Version Identification Note
40193
Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       German city view
Place: Germany
       Karls-Hohe (Stuttgart, Germany)
       Stuttgart (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The Misplaced Thumb, Promenade Platz, Munich. 1396 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Misplaced Thumb, Promenade Platz, Munich. 1396 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12698
Video number 11968
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 20121.

Copy and Version Identification Note

67839

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>GERMANY--Miscellaneous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monuments -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sculpture -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Misplaced Thumb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Munich (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promenade Platz (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Castle Linderhof, the favorite retreat of King Ludwig II, Bavaria. 1398 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Castle Linderhof, the favorite retreat of King Ludwig II, Bavaria. 1398 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12699

Video number 11969

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20122.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

68099

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ludwig, King, II,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Architecture -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castles -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GERMANY--Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Linderhof, the favorite retreat of King Ludwig II, Bavaria. 1401 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Castle Linderhof, the favorite retreat of King Ludwig II, Bavaria. 1401 Photonegative 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12700

Video number 11970

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20124.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67898

Names: Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)
Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nuremberg, from the tower of St. Lorenzo, N.W. to old Castle. 1407 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Nuremberg, from the tower of St. Lorenzo, N.W. to old Castle. 1407 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly at top.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12701
Video number 11971
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20126.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Copy and Version Identification Note
40118

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint old houses on Pegnitz, Nuremberg, and dome of synagogue. 1408 photonegative, 1905
1 Item
Image(s): Quaint old houses on Pegnitz, Nuremberg, and dome of synagogue. 1408 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12702
Video number 11972
West portal St. Lorenzo, Nuremberg, with sculptured doors and rose window 600 years old. 1409 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): West portal St. Lorenzo, Nuremberg, with sculptured doors and rose window 600 years old. 1409 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12703

Video number 11973

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20128.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40208

Names: St. Lorenzo Cathedral (Nuremberg, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Similar to RSN 20127.
Copy and Version Identification Note
40187

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Fishing -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Rivers -- Germany
       Synagogues -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Nuremberg (Germany)
       Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

West portal St. Lorenzo, Nuremberg, with sculptured doors and rose window 600 years old. 1409 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): West portal St. Lorenzo, Nuremberg, with sculptured doors and rose window 600 years old. 1409 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12703

Video number 11973

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20128.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40208

Names: St. Lorenzo Cathedral (Nuremberg, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Similar to RSN 20127.
Copy and Version Identification Note
40187

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Fishing -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Rivers -- Germany
       Synagogues -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Nuremberg (Germany)
       Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Germany.] 1411 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in Germany.] 1411 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12704

Video number 11974

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20129.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68058

Topic: Children -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Rothenburg on Tauber--S. across market-place to quaint old Town Hall.
1413 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Rothenburg on Tauber--S. across market-place to quaint old Town Hall. 1413 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12705

Video number 11975

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20131.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39923

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Markets -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Rothenburg (Germany)
Tauber (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruined "Mouse Castle" of Thurnberg, above Welmich, east from across the Rhine. [Active no. 1414 : stereo photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Ruined "Mouse Castle" of Thurnberg, above Welmich, east from across the Rhine. [Active no. 1414 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12706

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12707 and 20132. Company acc. no. 30368.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Topic: Bridges -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Germany
Ruined "Mouse Castle" of Thurnberg, above Welmich, east from across the Rhine. [Active no. 1414 : photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Ruined "Mouse Castle" of Thurnberg, above Welmich, east from across the Rhine. [Active no. 1414 : photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12707

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12706 and 20132

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Bingen on the Rhine, N.E. across the Nahe, near the Roman Bridge [Active No. 1416 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12708

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 20133. Company acc. no. 30354.

Topic:
Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany

Place:
Bingen (Germany)
Germany
Nahe
Rhine River
Roman Bridge (Bingen, Germany)

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Goarshausen, and Castle Katz, N. along the Rhine. [Active no. 1417 : stereo photonegative,], 1896

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): St. Goarshausen, and Castle Katz, N. along the Rhine. [Active no. 1417 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12709

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 20134. Company acc. no. 30297.
Names: Katz Castle (St. Goarhausen, Germany)

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Lumbering -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rhine River (Germany)
St. Goarshausen (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Ruin Katz and St. Goar on the Rhine. [Active no. 1419 : photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12710

Video number 11980

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 20136. Company acc. no. 29804.

Names: Katz Castle (St. Goarhausen, Germany)

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rhine River (Germany)
St. Goar (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle beside river in Germany.] 1420 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Castle beside river in Germany.] 1420 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12711

Video number 11981

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Similar to RSN 20137.

Copy and Version Identification Note
30262

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Castle of Stolzenfels, above the Rhine, S.E. to Oberlahnstein 1421
photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Castle of Stolzenfels, above the Rhine, S.E. to Oberlahnstein
1421 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12712

Video number 11982

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Similar to RSN 12713, 12714 and 20138.
Copy and Version Identification Note

29603

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rhine River (Germany)
Stolzenfels Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle of Stolzenfels, above the Rhine, S.E. to Oberlahnstein 1421 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Castle of Stolzenfels, above the Rhine, S.E. to Oberlahnstein 1421 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12713

Video number 11983

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 12712, 12714 and 20138.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Oberlahnstein (Germany)
Rhine River (Germany)
Stolzenfels Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Castle of Stolzenfels, above the Rhine, S.E. to Oberlahnstein 1421 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Castle of Stolzenfels, above the Rhine, S.E. to Oberlahnstein 1421 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12714

Video number 11984

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167], moved from [28].

Similar to RSN 12712. 12713 and 20138.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Oberlahnstein (Germany)
Rhine River (Germany)
Stolzenfels Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Germany.] 1422 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Castle in Germany.] 1422 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12715

Video number 11985

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20139.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Copy and Version Identification Note

30315

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Place: Germany
Oberlahnstein (Germany)
Stolzenfels Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Falkenberg, on the Rhine--famous stronghold of ancient robbers. 1424 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Falkenberg, on the Rhine--famous stronghold of ancient robbers. 1424 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12716

Video number 11986
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25659.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102542

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Place: Falkenberg (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ruin Heimburg, on the Rhine. Caption no. 1425: stereoscopic photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12717

Video number 11987
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20140.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30320

Names: Heimburg Castle (Niederheimbach, Germany)
Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Rivers -- Germany
       Ruins -- Germany
Place: Germany -- 1890-1900
       Rhine River
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Sooneck, on the Rhine. 1426 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Castle Sooneck, on the Rhine. 1426 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12718

Video number 11988
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 25660.

Copy and Version Identification Note

102192

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
Rhine River (Germany)
Sooneck Castle (Rhineland, Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rhine Castle of Lahneck, from S.W. above Oberlahnstein. 1427
Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Rhine Castle of Lahneck, from S.W. above Oberlahnstein. 1427 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12719

Video number 11989

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20141.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30281

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Place: Germany
Lahneck Castle
Oberlahnstein (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rhine Castle of Lahneck, from S.W. above Oberlahnstein. 1428
Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Rhine Castle of Lahneck, from S.W. above Oberlahnstein. 1428 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12720

Video number 11990
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20142.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29739

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Place: Germany
Lahneck Castle
Oberlahnstein (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail lines and homes in Germany.] 1429 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Rail lines and homes in Germany.] 1429 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12721
Video number 11991

Company catalog card included.

Simular to RSN 25661.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

34393

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Hotels -- Germany
Railroads -- Germany
Trains -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Germany.

[River in Germany.] 1431 photonegative, 1900
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [River in Germany.] 1431 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12722

Video number 11992

Company catalog card included.

Simular to RSN 25663.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35476

Topic: Boats -- Germany

GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Germany.] 1433 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [River in Germany.] 1433 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English. 
Silver gelatin on glass. 
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12723

Video number 11993

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 20144.

Copy and Version Identification Note

30352

Topic: Boats -- Germany
      Castles -- Germany
      GERMANY--Miscellaneous
      Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Germany.] 1435 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River in Germany.] 1435 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12724
Video number 11994

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 25664.

Copy and Version Identification Note

35193

Topic: Bridges -- Germany, GERMANY--Miscellaneous Rivers -- Germany Ships -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Germany.] 1430 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River in Germany.] 1430 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12725

Video number 11995

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 25662.

Copy and Version Identification Note

102192

Topic: Castles -- Germany GERMANY--Miscellaneous Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Germany.] 1437 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [River in Germany.] 1437 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12726
Video number 11996
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Similar to RSN 25666.
Copy and Version Identification Note
34817

Topic: Carriages -- Germany
Docks -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Germany
Piers -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Ships -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Germany.] 1438 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [River in Germany.] 1438 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12727

Video number 11997

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 25667.

Copy and Version Identification Note
35397

Topic: Docks -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Piers -- Germany
       Rivers -- Germany
       Ships -- Germany
       Wharves -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Outdoor restaurant in Germany.] 1442 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Outdoor restaurant in Germany.] 1442 Photonegative 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12728

Video number 11998

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20145.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29658

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Interior architecture -- Germany
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Germany

Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in city plaza in Germany. Stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Monument in city plaza in Germany. Stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12729

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Orig. no. 29921.

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Germany.] 1447 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [River in Germany.] 1447 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12730

Video number 12000
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25670.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35273

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ivy-clad ruins of the Nunnery of Marienthal (Mary's Valley), and a typical vineyard, Valley of the Ahr. 1448 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ivy-clad ruins of the Nunnery of Marienthal (Mary's Valley), and a typical vineyard, Valley of the Ahr. 1448 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12731

Video number 12001

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25671.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35203

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Nunneries -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany
Vineyards -- Germany

Place: Ahr Valley (Germany)
Germany
Marienthal (Germany)
Nunery of Marienthal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Bunte-Kuh, a jagged cliff along the River Ahr. 1449 photonegative, 1900
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Bunte-Kuh, a jagged cliff along the River Ahr. 1449 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12732

Video number 12002

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 25672; cancelled frame broken down middle.

Copy and Version Identification Note
35361

Topic: Cliffs -- Germany
Formations (Geology) -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany
Roads -- Germany

Place: Ahr River (Germany)
Bunte-Kuh
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Altenahr and its ruined castle, Valley of the Ahr. 1450 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Altenahr and its ruined castle, Valley of the Ahr. 1450 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12733

Video number 12003
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25673.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35519

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Railroads -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Ahr Valley (Germany)
Altenahr (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The ruined castle (X Cent.) above the Valley of the Altenahr. 1451 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The ruined castle (X Cent.) above the Valley of the Altenahr. 1451 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12734

Video number 12004
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25674.

Copy and Version Identification Note

35524

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Altenahr Valley (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful S. front of XIV Cent. Town Hall, from Charlemagne's old
cathedral, Aix-la-Chapelle. 1452 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Beautiful S. front of XIV Cent. Town Hall, from Charlemagne's old
cathedral, Aix-la-Chapelle. 1452 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12735

Video number 12005

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20146.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

72286

Names: Charlemagne -- Germany

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Plazas -- Germany
Place: Aix-la-Chapelle (Germany)  
Germany  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Urban area in Germany.] 1453 Photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 7")  

Image(s): [Urban area in Germany.] 1453 Photonegative 1905  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Abbegg, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 12736

Video number 12006  

Company catalog card included.  

Similar to RSN 20147.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
72284

Place: Germany  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous

The Cathedral of St. Gudule (XII Cent.) famed for its richly painted windows, Brussels. 1467 Photonegative, 1906  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  

Image(s): The Cathedral of St. Gudule (XII Cent.) famed for its richly painted windows, Brussels. 1467 Photonegative 1906.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12737

Video number 12007

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12738 and 20149.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97220

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium
Streets -- Belgium.

Place: Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)
St. Gudule Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Cathedral of St. Gudule (XII Cent.) famed for its richly painted windows, Brussels. 1467 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Cathedral of St. Gudule (XII Cent.) famed for its richly painted windows, Brussels. 1467 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12738

Video number 12008

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12737 and 20149.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98220

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium
Streets -- Belgium.

Place:
Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)
St. Gudule Cathedral

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Interior of Cathedral, Brussels. [Active no. 1468 : stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Interior of Cathedral, Brussels. [Active no. 1468 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12739
Video number 12009
Company catalog card included.
Similiar to RSN 20150.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Company acc. no. 110300.

Topic:
Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium
Interior architecture -- Belgium

Place:
Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous pulpit whose sculptures tell of the Fall and the Redemption of man, Brussels. [Active no. 1469 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Fame cracked around edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 12740

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12741, 12742 and 20151.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Topic:
Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium
Interior architecture -- Belgium
Pulpits
Sculptures -- Belgium

Place:
Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Famous pulpit whose sculptures tell of the Fall and the Redemption of man, Brussels. [Active no. 1469 : stereo photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Famous pulpit whose sculptures tell of the Fall and the Redemption of man, Brussels. [Active no. 1469 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12741

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12740, 12742 and 20151.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Company acc. no. 72288.
Famous pulpit whose sculptures tell of the Fall and the Redemption of man, Brussels. [Active no. 1469 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Famous pulpit whose sculptures tell of the Fall and the Redemption of man, Brussels. [Active no. 1469 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12742

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12740, 12741 and 20151.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Company acc. no. 98086.

Magnificent Palace of Justice, S.E. from Notre Dame de la Chapelle, Brussels. 1471 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Magnificent Palace of Justice, S.E. from Notre Dame de la Chapelle, Brussels. 1471 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12743

Video number 12013

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12744, 25676. 25677 and 25678; ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167]

Copy and Version Identification Note

647

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
       BELGIUM
       Palaces -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
       Brussels (Belgium)
       Palace of Justice

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Magnificent Palace of Justice, S.E. from Notre Dame de la Chapelle, Brussels. 1471 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Magnificent Palace of Justice, S.E. from Notre Dame de la Chapelle, Brussels. 1471 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12744

Video number 12014

Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 12743, 25676, 25677 and 25678

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167]

Copy and Version Identification Note

72135

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
      BELGIUM
      Palaces -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
      Brussels (Belgium)
      Palace of Justice

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Grand Stairway, Palace of Justice, Brussels. [Active no. 1472 : stereo photonegative], 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): The Grand Stairway, Palace of Justice, Brussels. [Active no. 1472 : stereo photonegative], 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Remnants of paper stuck around entire border, emulsion side.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12745

Video number 12015

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20152

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167]

Company acc. no. 110301.

      Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
            BELGIUM
            Interior architecture -- Belgium
            Palaces -- Belgium

      Place: Belgium
            Brussels (Belgium)
            Palace of Justice
Town Hall beautiful with sculptures, gables and cloistered spires (w. across market), Brussels. 1473 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Town Hall beautiful with sculptures, gables and cloistered spires (w. across market), Brussels. 1473 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12746

Video number 12016
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12747.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
648

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM TOUR
Buildings -- Belgium
Markets -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

Town Hall beautiful with sculptures, gables and cloistered spires (w. across market), Brussels. 1473 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Town Hall beautiful with sculptures, gables and cloistered spires (w. across market), Brussels. 1473 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12747
Video number 12017

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12746.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

72277

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
      BELGIUM TOUR
      Buildings -- Belgium
      Markets -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
      Brussels (Belgium)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

In the flower market, Brussels. 1474 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): In the flower market, Brussels. 1474 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12748

Video number 12018

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20153.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

72241

Topic: BELGIUM
      Buildings -- Belgium
      Markets -- Belgium
      Streets -- Belgium.

Place: Belgium
      Brussels (Belgium)
Mannikin Fountain, Brussels. 1475 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mannikin Fountain, Brussels. 1475 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12749

Video number 12019

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20154.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51612

Topic: BELGIUM
Fountains -- Belgium
Sculptures -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)
Mannikin Fountain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The Cemetery, Brussels. [Active no. 1476 : stereo photonegative,]. 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Cemetery, Brussels. [Active no. 1476 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly around edges, both sides.
Local Numbers
29923
RSN 12750
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 20155
Cancelled by scratching.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167]

Topic: BELGIUM
Cemeteries -- 1890-1900 -- Belgium -- Brussels
Sepulchral monuments -- 1890-1900 -- Belgium -- Brussels

Place: Belgium -- 1890-1900
Brussels (Belgium) -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Catacombs, Brussels. [Active no. 1477 : stereo photonegative,] 1901
2 items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): In the Catacombs, Brussels. [Active no. 1477 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12751
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12752, 12753, 12754 and 20156.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Topic: BELGIUM
Caves -- Belgium
Cemeteries -- Belgium
Tombs -- Belgium
Vaults -- Belgium
catacombs -- Belgium
catacombs -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Catacombs, Brussels. 1477 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): In the Catacombs, Brussels. 1477 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12752

Video number 12022

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12751, 12753, 12754 and 20156; ["Do not use this neg, see Mr. Reed's letter of July 11, 1914"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Topic: BELGIUM
Caves -- Belgium
Cemeteries -- Belgium
catacombs -- Belgium
catacombs -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

In the Catacombs, Brussels. 1477 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)
Image(s): In the Catacombs, Brussels. 1477 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12753

Video number 12023

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12751, 12752, 12754 and 20156.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
In the Catacombs, Brussels. 1477 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): In the Catacombs, Brussels. 1477 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12754

Video number 12024

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12751, 12752, 12753 and 20156.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
1 Item (5" × 8")

Image(s): Dog-cart and milk woman, Antwerp. 1479 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Remnants of paper stuck around entire border emulsion side.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12755

Video number 12025

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12756 and 20157

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Topic: BELGIUM

Carts -- Belgium

Dogs -- Belgium

Transportation -- Belgium

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)

Belgium

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Dog-cart and milk woman, Antwerp. 1479 Photonegative

1 Item (4" × 5")

Image(s): Dog-cart and milk woman, Antwerp. 1479 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12756

Video number 12026

AC0143-0012756

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12755 and 20157.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Topic: BELGIUM
Dogs -- Belgium
Transportation -- Belgium

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)
Belgium

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Interior of Cathedral, one of the most famous Gothic structures, Antwerp.
1480 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Interior of Cathedral, one of the most famous Gothic structures, Antwerp. 1480 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12757

Video number 12027

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20158.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72168

Topic: Architecture, Gothic
BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium
Interior architecture -- Belgium

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)
Belgium

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Calvary, St. Paul's, Antwerp. 1481 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Mt. Calvary, St. Paul's, Antwerp. 1481 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12758

Video number 12028

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12759 and 20159.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29652

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)
Belgium
Mt. Calvary
St. Paul's Church (Antwerp, Belgium)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Mt. Calvary, St. Paul's, Antwerp. [Active no. 1481 : stereo photonegative,]
1896
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Mt. Calvary, St. Paul's, Antwerp. [Active no. 1481 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12759

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12758 and 20159.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Orig. no. 29885.

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)
Belgium
Mt. Calvary
St. Paul's Church (Antwerp, Belgium)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

North along the River Scheld, where shipping once made Antwerp Europe's richest commercial port. 1482 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): North along the River Scheld, where shipping once made Antwerp Europe's richest commercial port. 1482 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12760

Video number 12030

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Same as RSN 25679; similar to RSN 12761; ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
649

Topic: BELGIUM
Docks -- Belgium
Piers -- Belgium
Ports -- Belgium
Rivers -- Belgium
Steamships -- Belgium
Wharves -- Belgium

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)
Belgium
Scheld River
North along the River Scheld, where shipping once made Antwerp Europe’s richest commercial port. 1482 photonegative, 1905

Image(s): North along the River Scheld, where shipping once made Antwerp Europe’s richest commercial port. 1482 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12761
Video number 12031
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Similar to RSN 12760.

Copy and Version Identification Note
72177

Topic: BELGIUM
Docks -- Belgium
Piers -- Belgium
Ports -- Belgium
Rivers -- Belgium
Steamships -- Belgium
Wharves -- Belgium

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)
Belgium
Scheld River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

East from quay Van Dyck along busy street to the stately Cathedral, Antwerp. 1483 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): East from quay Van Dyck along busy street to the stately Cathedral, Antwerp. 1483 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12762
Video number 12032
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20160.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72181

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium
Streetcars -- Belgium
Streets -- Belgium.

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)
Belgium
Van Dyck

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Notre Dame, Bruges [or Brugge, Belgium]. [Active no. 1484 : non-stereo photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Interior of Notre Dame, Bruges [or Brugge, Belgium]. [Active no. 1484 : non-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12763
Video number 12033
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20161.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium
Interior architecture -- Belgium

**Place:** Belgium
Bruges (Belgium)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

In the Fish Market, Bruges. [Active no. 1485 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): In the Fish Market, Bruges. [Active no. 1485 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner of right view missing.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 12764

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20162.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167]. Orig. acc. no. 72136.

**Topic:** BELGIUM
Markets -- Belgium
Plazas -- Belgium
Streets -- Belgium.

**Place:** Belgium
Bruges (Belgium)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old ramparts near Porte St. Croix, surrounded by picturesque wind mills, Bruges. 1486 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Old ramparts near Porte St. Croix, surrounded by picturesque windmills, Bruges. 1486 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12765
Video number 12035
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Similar to RSN 20163.
Copy and Version Identification Note
72139
Topic: BELGIUM
  Boats -- Belgium
  Rivers -- Belgium
  Windmills -- Belgium
Place: Belgium
  Bruges (Belgium)
  Porte St. Croix
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

"In the market place of Bruges stands the belfry, old and brown"--view N.W. across canal. 1487 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "In the market place of Bruges stands the belfry, old and brown"--view N.W. across canal. 1487 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12766
Video number 12036

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20164

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167]

Copy and Version Identification Note

72146

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium

BELGIUM
Bell towers -- Belgium
Canals -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
Bruges (Belgium)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of Europe's famous bathing resorts, Ostend. 1488 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of Europe's famous bathing resorts, Ostend. 1488 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12767

Video number 12037

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20165.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51614

Topic: BELGIUM
Resorts -- Belgium
Streets -- Belgium.

Place: Belgium
Ostend

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tower (at left) whose bells for centuries called burghers to council and war (view E.), Ghent. 1489 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Tower (at left) whose bells for centuries called burghers to council and war (view E.), Ghent. 1489 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12768

Video number 12038

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20166.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72223

Topic: BELGIUM
       Streets -- Belgium.
       Towers -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
       Ghent (Belgium)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Flax in great stacks curing in sunny fields near Courtrai, centre of Belgium's linen industry. 1491 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Flax in great stacks curing in sunny fields near Courtrai, centre of Belgium's linen industry. 1491 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12769

Video number 12039

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12770, 12771 and 25680.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note

72275

Topic: Agriculture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Children -- Belgium
Cows -- Belgium
Farms -- Belgium
Flax -- Belgium
Linen -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
Courtrai (Belgium)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Flax in great stacks curing in sunny fields near Courtrai, centre of Belgium's linen industry. 1491 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Flax in great stacks curing in sunny fields near Courtrai, centre of Belgium's linen industry. 1491 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12770

Video number 12040

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12769, 12771 and 25680.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Flax in great stacks curing in sunny fields near Courtrai, centre of Belgium's linen industry. 1491 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Flax in great stacks curing in sunny fields near Courtrai, centre of Belgium's linen industry. 1491 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12771

Video number 12041

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12769, 12770 and 25680.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Flax taken from stacks and soaked in River Lys, preparing for spinning, Courtrai, Belgium's linen market. 1492 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Flax taken from stacks and soaked in River Lys, preparing for spinning, Courtrai, Belgium's linen market. 1492 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12772

Video number 12042

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 12773 and 25681.

Copy and Version Identification Note
72272

Topic: Agriculture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Flax -- Belgium
Linen -- Belgium
Rivers -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
Courtrai (Belgium)
Lys River (Belgium)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 12773

Video number 12043
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Similar to RSN 12772 and 25681.

Copy and Version Identification Note
72272

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agriculture -- Belgium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BELGIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flax -- Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linen -- Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Belgium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Belgium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Courtrai (Belgium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lys River (Belgium)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dinant, clustered at the foot of the fort-crowned cliffs beside the Meuse (N.W.). 1493 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Dinant, clustered at the foot of the fort-crowned cliffs beside the Meuse (N.W.). 1493 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 12774

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].
Similar to RSN 20167.

Copy and Version Identification Note
12256

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>BELGIUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cliffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formations (Geology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Belgium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Place: Belgium
Dinant (Belgium)
Meuse River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Castle and river in Belgium.] 2554 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Castle and river in Belgium.] 2554 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Lower right corner of uncancelled frame missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 12775

Video number 12044

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Similar to RSN 20168; [Germany] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note

72271

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
Castles -- Belgium
Chateaux -- Belgium
Rivers -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
Dinant (Belgium)
Lesse River (Belgium)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Rivers -- Belgium

Largest hop market in the world, Nuremberg, Germany. 5084
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Largest hop market in the world, Nuremberg, Germany. 5084 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 12776

Video number 12045

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.14 [167].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   68135

   Topic:  GERMANY TOUR
          Hops -- Germany
          Markets -- Germany

   Place:  Germany
          Nuremberg (Germany)

   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

The Town Hall, splendidly sculptured, scene of historic tragedies, and young Belgians of to-day, Louvain. 1496 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Town Hall, splendidly sculptured, scene of historic tragedies, and young Belgians of to-day, Louvain. 1496 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 12777

Video number 12046

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20170

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176]

Copy and Version Identification Note
72248

**Topic:** Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Streets -- Belgium.

**Place:** Belgium
Louvain (Belgium)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bargain-hunters in the market-place--S.W. to lofty tower of cathedral 700 years old, Malines. 1497 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Bargain-hunters in the market-place--S.W. to lofty tower of cathedral 700 years old, Malines. 1497 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12778

Video number 12047

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20171.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72144

**Topic:** Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium
Markets -- Belgium
Plazas -- Belgium
Streets -- Belgium.

**Place:** Belgium
Malines (Belgium)
Beautiful bath-house, pier and North Sea surf at Scheveningen, Holland's favorite seashore resort. [Active no. 1500 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s): Beautiful bath-house, pier and North Sea surf at Scheveningen, Holland's favorite seashore resort. [Active no. 1500 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12779

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20172.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Company acc. no. 72227.

Topic: Beaches -- Holland
      HOLLAND
      Resorts -- Holland
      Seashores -- Holland

Place: Holland
      North Sea
      Scheveningen (Netherlands)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Cosy homes of Dutch herring fishermen--and the wives they leave behind them, Scheveningen. [Active no. 1501 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s): Cosy homes of Dutch herring fishermen--and the wives they leave behind them, Scheveningen. [Active no. 1501 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12780

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20173.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Company acc. 72218.

Topic:  Dwellings -- Holland
Fisheries -- Holland
HOLLAND
Herring -- Holland
Homes -- Holland
Streets -- Holland

Place:  Holland
Scheveningen (Netherlands)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Amsterdam, looking S.E. from Zuider Kerk over shady streets and grassy canals. 1502 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Amsterdam, looking S.E. from Zuider Kerk over shady streets and grassy canals. 1502 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12781

Video number 12050

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12782 and 25682.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
634

Topic:  Canals -- Holland
HOLLAND
Place: Amsterdam (Holland) Holland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Amerstdam, looking S.E. from Zuider Kerk over shady streets and grassy canals. 1502 Photonegative, 1905
3 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): Amerstdam, looking S.E. from Zuider Kerk over shady streets and grassy canals. 1502 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Full image in right frame.
Lower third of left frame missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 12782

Video number 12051

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12781 and 25682.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72206

Topic: Canals -- Holland
HOLLAND

Place: Amsterdam (Holland) Holland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Zeider Kerk N.W. over market, weigh house, canal and St. Nicholas Kerk to suburbs, Amsterdam. 1503 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): From Zeider Kerk N.W. over market, weigh house, canal and St. Nicholas Kerk to suburbs, Amsterdam. 1503 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12783

Video number 12052
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20174.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72234; 72235

Topic: Churches -- Holland
HOLLAND

Place: Amsterdam (Holland)
Holland
St. Nicholas Kerk (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In Amerstdam, the Venice of the North--over tree-lined canal north to Zuider Kerk. 1504 Photonegative

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): In Amerstdam, the Venice of the North--over tree-lined canal north to Zuider Kerk. 1504 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12784

Video number 12053
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20175.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- Holland
- Boats -- Holland
- Canals -- Holland
- Churches -- Holland
- HOLLAND
- Parks -- Holland

**Place:**
- Amsterdam (Holland)
- Holland
- Zuider Kerk (Holland)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Looking N. up a tree-lined canal to the old weigh house, Zuider Kerk at right, Amsterdam. 1506 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

**Image(s):** Looking N. up a tree-lined canal to the old weigh house, Zuider Kerk at right, Amsterdam. 1506 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 12785

**Video number** 12054

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12786.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
- 72127; 72117; 72126.

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- Holland
- Boats -- Holland
- Canals -- Holland
- Churches -- Holland
- HOLLAND
- Parks -- Holland

**Place:**
- Amsterdam (Holland)
- Holland
- Zuider Kerk (Holland)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking N. up a tree-lined canal to the old weigh house, Zuider Kerk at right, Amsterdam. 1506 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking N. up a tree-lined canal to the old weigh house, Zuider Kerk at right, Amsterdam. 1506 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12786

Video number 12055

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25683; similar to RSN 12785; ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
640

Topic:
Architecture -- Holland
Boats -- Holland
Canals -- Holland
Churches -- Holland
HOLLAND
Parks -- Holland

Place:
Amsterdam (Holland)
Holland
Zuider Kerk (Holland)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Shimmering mirror of the Voorburgwal (N.) reflecting St. Nicholas Church and houses, Amsterdam. 1507 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Shimmering mirror of the Voorburgwal (N.) reflecting St. Nicholas Church and houses, Amsterdam. 1507 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12787

Video number 12056

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20176.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72189

Names: St. Nicholas Church (Holland)

Topic: Architecture -- Holland
Boats -- Holland
Churches -- Holland
HOLLAND
Lakes -- Holland

Place: Amsterdam (Holland)
Holland
Voorburgwal (Holland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Market day bargainers in the Nieuwe Market--north to medieval weigh house, Amsterdam. 1508 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Market day bargainers in the Nieuwe Market--north to medieval weigh house, Amsterdam. 1508 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12788

Video number 12057

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20177.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].
East across the Oudehaven with its shipping, its handsome bridges and roomy quays, Rotterdam. 1510 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): East across the Oudehaven with its shipping, its handsome bridges and roomy quays, Rotterdam. 1510 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12789

Video number 12058

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20178.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Topic: Boats -- Holland
Bridges -- Holland
Docks -- Holland
HOLLAND
Piers -- Holland
Ports -- Holland
Ships -- Holland
Wharves -- Holland

Place: Holland
Oudehaven
Rotterdam (Holland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

The busy Leuvehaven and its bridge to the Boompje--N. to fish market and the Groote Kerk, Rotterdam. 1511 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The busy Leuvehaven and its bridge to the Boompje--N. to fish market and the Groote Kerk, Rotterdam. 1511 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12790

Video number 12059

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20179.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72291

Names: Groote Kerk (Rotterdam, Netherlands)

Topic: Bridges -- Holland
Canals -- Holland
Church buildings -- Holland
HOLLAND
Streets -- Holland

Place: Boompje (Leuvehaven, Holland)
Holland
Leuvehaven (Holland)
Rotterdam (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City bridge and river in Holland.] 1512 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [City bridge and river in Holland.] 1512 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12791

Video number 12060

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Similar to RSN 25684.

Copy and Version Identification Note

72245

Topic: Boats -- Holland
      Bridges -- Holland
      Canals -- Holland
      Cathedrals -- Holland
      HOLLAND
      Rivers -- Holland

Place: Holland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Silver gelatin on glass.

Church at Delfthaven, where the Pilgrim Fathers prayed before embarking for America. 1514 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Church at Delfthaven, where the Pilgrim Fathers prayed before embarking for America. 1514 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12792

Video number 12061

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12794 and 25685.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Topic: Architecture -- Holland
      Boats -- Holland
Canals -- Holland
Churches -- Holland
HOLLAND

Place: Delfthaven (Holland)
Holland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Industrious peasants and milk-cart passing a windmill on a dike road west of Dordrecht. 1515 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Industrious peasants and milk-cart passing a windmill on a dike road west of Dordrecht. 1515 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12793

Video number 12062

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12795, 12796 and 25686

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176], moved from [115]

Topic:
Carts -- Holland
Cows -- Holland
Dogs -- Holland
Farms -- Holland
HOLLAND
Milk -- Holland
Roads -- Holland
Windmills -- Holland

Place: Dordrecht (Holland)
Holland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Church at Delfthaven, where the Pilgrim Fathers prayed before embarking for America. 1514 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Church at Delfthaven, where the Pilgrim Fathers prayed before embarking for America. 1514 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12794

Video number 12063

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12792 and 25685.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Topic: Architecture -- Holland
Boats -- Holland
Canals -- Holland
Churches -- Holland
HOLLAND

Place: Delfthaven (Holland)
Holland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Industrious peasants and milk-cart passing a windmill on a dike road west of Dordrecht. 1515 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Industrious peasants and milk-cart passing a windmill on a dike road west of Dordrecht. 1515 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12795

Video number 12064

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12793, 12796 and 25786; ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].
Industrious peasants and milk-cart passing a windmill on a dike road west of Dordrecht. 1515 Photonegative, 1905

Image(s): Industrious peasants and milk-cart passing a windmill on a dike road west of Dordrecht. 1515 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12796

Video number 12065

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12793, 12795 and 25786; ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].
Holland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Substantial dignity of a Dutch matron with her dog-team--outskirts of Enkhuysen. 1516 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Substantial dignity of a Dutch matron with her dog-team--outskirts of Enkhuysen. 1516 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12797

Video number 12066

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12798 and 25687.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72173

Topic: Carts -- Holland
Dogs -- Holland
HOLLAND
Transportation -- Holland

Place: Enkuysen (Netherlands)
Holland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Substantial dignity of a Dutch matron with her dog-team--outskirts of Enkhuysen. 1516 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Substantial dignity of a Dutch matron with her dog-team-- outskirts of Enkhuysen. 1516 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12798

Video number 12067

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12797 and 25687.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Topic:
Carts -- Holland
Dogs -- Holland
HOLLAND
Transportation -- Holland

Place:
Enkhuysen (Holland)
Holland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

Prosperous and charming Groningen--St. Martin's Kerk and university museum beyond canal. 1517 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Prosperous and charming Groningen--St. Martin's Kerk and university museum beyond canal. 1517 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12799

Video number 12068

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].
Similar to RSN 20180.
Home again from the North Sea--long rows of fishing boats at the pier, Helder. 1518 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Home again from the North Sea--long rows of fishing boats at the pier, Helder. 1518 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12800

Video number 12069

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20181

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176]

Copy and Version Identification Note
72194; 72192

Docks -- Holland
Fishing -- Holland
HOLLAND
Piers -- Holland
Sailboats -- Holland
Wharves -- Holland

Helder (Netherlands) Holland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Old town weigh house and market, with its half acre of Dutch cheese, at Hoorn. 1519 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Old town weigh house and market, with its half acre of Dutch cheese, at Hoorn. 1519 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher Abbegg, Photographer English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12801

Video number 12070

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20182.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72213

Topic: Architecture -- Holland Cheeses -- Holland HOLLAND Markets -- Holland Plazas -- Holland Streets -- Holland

Place: Holland Hoorn (Holland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint houses and bridges and clumsy fishing boats in the quiet harbor at Hoorn. 1520 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Quaint houses and bridges and clumsy fishing boats in the quiet harbor at Hoorn. 1520 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12802

Video number 12071
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20183.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72120

Topic:
Fishing -- Holland
HOLLAND
Ports -- Holland
Sailboats -- Holland

Place:
Holland
Hoorn (Holland)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint costumes of village girls on the wharf beside the fishing boats, Zuider Zee. 1521 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Quaint costumes of village girls on the wharf beside the fishing boats, Zuider Zee. 1521 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12803

Video number 12072
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12804 and 12805.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

72247

Topic: Children -- Holland
Fishing -- Holland
HOLLAND
Ports -- Holland
Sailboats -- Holland

Place: Holland
Zuider Zee

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Quaint costumes of village girls on the wharf beside the fishing boats,
Zuider Zee. 1521 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Quaint costumes of village girls on the wharf beside the fishing boats, Zuider Zee. 1521 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12804

Video number 12073

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12803 and 12805.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

72247

Topic: Children -- Holland
Fishing -- Holland
HOLLAND
Ports -- Holland
Sailboats -- Holland

Place: Holland
Zuider Zee
Quaint costumes of village girls on the wharf beside the fishing boats, Zuider Zee. 1521 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Quaint costumes of village girls on the wharf beside the fishing boats, Zuider Zee. 1521 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12805

Video number 12074

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12803 and 12804.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176], moved from [115].

Topic: Children -- Holland
Fishing -- Holland
HOLLAND
Ports -- Holland
Sailboats -- Holland

Place: Holland
Zuider Zee

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene in Holland.] 1522 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Port scene in Holland.] 1522 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12806

Video number 12075

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12807 and 25688.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

98087

Topic: Children -- Holland
Fishing -- Holland
HOLLAND
Ports -- Holland
Sailboats -- Holland

Place: Holland
Zuider Zee

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene in Holland.] 1522 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Port scene in Holland.] 1522 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12807

Video number 12076

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12806 and 25688.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

23755

Topic: Children -- Holland
Bustling market place with quaint old weigh house (at right), N. to Groote Kerk, Nymegen. 1523 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Bustling market place with quaint old weigh house (at right), N. to Groote Kerk, Nymegen. 1523 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12808
Video number 12077
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20184.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72225

Names: Groote Kerk (Nymegen, Netherlands)
Topic: Churches -- Holland
HOLLAND
Markets -- Holland
Plazas -- Holland
Place: Holland
Nymegen (Holland)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beside the Zuider Zee--thrifty Dutch villagers on the fishermen's wharf at Volendam. 1524 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Beside the Zuider Zee--thrifty Dutch villagers on the fishermen's wharf at Volendam. 1524 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12809

Video number 12078
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20185 and 25689.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72215

Topic: Children -- Holland
Fishing -- Holland
HOLLAND
Ports -- Holland
Sailboats -- Holland

Place: Holland
Volendam (Holland)
Zuider Zee

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Everyday business on the narrow water-way of a little Dutch town, Volendam. 1525 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Everyday business on the narrow water-way of a little Dutch town, Volendam. 1525 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12810
Video number 12079

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20186.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72185

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats -- Holland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children -- Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fishing -- Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ports -- Holland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Holland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volendam (Holland)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Neighbors big and little in a tidy street along the dike, Volendam. 1526
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Neighbors big and little in a tidy street along the dike, Volendam. 1526 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12811

Video number 12080

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20187.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72219

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Children -- Holland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dikes -- Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- Holland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wooden shoes -- Holland

Place: Holland
Volendam (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Huge windmills beside the canal at Zaandyk--view W. along the rear of the village street. 1527 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Huge windmills beside the canal at Zaandyk--view W. along the rear of the village street. 1527 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12812

Video number 12081

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20188

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176]

Copy and Version Identification Note

72176

Topic: Canals -- Holland

HOLLAND

Windmills -- Holland

Place: Holland

Zaandyk (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque and thrifty countrywomen with milkpails balanced on wooden yokes--Goes (Zeeland). [Active no. 1528 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12813

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12814, 12815, 20189 and 25690.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Company acc. no. 72207.

Topic: Dwellings -- Holland
HOLLAND
Milk -- Holland
Women -- Holland

Place: Goes (Holland)
Holland
Zeeland (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque and thrifty countrywomen with milkpails balanced on wooden yokes--Goes (Zeeland). 1528 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Picturesque and thrifty countrywomen with milkpails balanced on wooden yokes--Goes (Zeeland). 1528 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12814

Video number 12083

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].
Similar to RSN 12813, 12815, 20189 and 25690.

Copy and Version Identification Note

645

Topic: Dwellings -- Holland
       HOLLAND
       Homes -- Holland
       Milk -- Holland
       Women -- 1900-1910 -- Holland

Place: Goes (Holland)
       Holland
       Zeeland (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass

Picturesque and thrifty countrywomen with milkpails balanced on wooden yokes--Goes (Zeeland). 0528 photonegative, 1905

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Picturesque and thrifty countrywomen with milkpails balanced on wooden yokes--Goes (Zeeland). 0528 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion yellowing and peeling both frames.

Local Numbers

RSN 12815

Video number 12084

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Similar to RSN 12813, 12814, 20189 and 25690.

Copy and Version Identification Note

72210

Topic: Dwellings -- Holland
       HOLLAND
       Homes -- Holland
       Milk -- Holland
       Women -- 1900-1910 -- Holland

Place: Goes (Holland)
       Holland
Zeeland (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A milkmaid of Goes on her morning rounds--a typical costume and tank, Zeeland. 1529 photonegative, 1905

1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A milkmaid of Goes on her morning rounds--a typical costume and tank, Zeeland. 1529 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants stuck to emulsion size upper border.

Local Numbers
RSN 12816

Video number 12085

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Similar to RSN 12090.

Copy and Version Identification Note
72114

Topic:
Dwellings -- Holland
HOLLAND
Homes -- Holland
Milk -- Holland
Women -- Holland

Place:
Goes (Holland)
Holland
Zeeland (Holland)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Goes farmer and his grand-daughter in their three-wheeled cart, out for a ride, Zeeland. 1530 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): A Goes farmer and his grand-daughter in their three-wheeled cart, out for a ride, Zeeland. 1530 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants stuck to emulsion size upper border.

Local Numbers
RSN 12817
Video number 12086
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72244; 72299

Topic: Agriculture -- Holland
Carts -- Holland
Dwellings -- Holland
HOLLAND
Homes -- Holland
Horses -- Holland
Transportation -- Holland

Place: Goes (Holland)
Holland
Zeeland (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Miles on miles of peaceful pastures where windmills beckon to each other--(N. of Amsterdam). [Active no. 1531: stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”).
Image(s): Miles on miles of peaceful pastures where windmills beckon to each other--(N. of Amsterdam). [Active no. 1531: stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants stuck to emulsion, upper border.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12818

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12819, 12820 and 25691.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Company acc. no. 72121.

Topic:
- Cows
- HOLLAND
- Windmills

Genre/ Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
- Holland

Miles on miles of peaceful pastures where windmills beckon to each other--(N. of Amsterdam). [Active no.1531: photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Miles on miles of peaceful pastures where windmills beckon to each other--(N. of Amsterdam). [Active no.1531: photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12819

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12818; same as RSN 12820 and 25691.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Orig. no. 646.

Topic:
- Cows
- HOLLAND
- Windmills

Genre/ Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
Miles on miles of peaceful pastures where windmills beckon to each other--(N. of Amsterdam). 1531 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Miles on miles of peaceful pastures where windmills beckon to each other--(N. of Amsterdam). 1531 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 12820

Video number 12089

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12818; same as RSN 12819 and 25691

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176], moved from [115]

Topic: Cows -- Holland

HOLLAND

Windmills -- Holland

Place: Holland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535 : Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535 : Photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12821

Video number 12090

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12825, similar to RSN 12822, 12823, 20192, 20193 and 25692.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

**Topic:** Automobiles -- France  
FRANCE  
Horses -- France  
Streets -- France  
Wagons -- France

**Place:** Champs Elysees (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910  
France -- 1900-1910  
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910  
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535 : Photonegative, 1900  
1 Item (4” x 5”).

**Image(s):** The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535 : Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 12822

**Video number 12091**

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12821, 12823, 12825, 20192, 20193 and 25692; "Used by Touriscope" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

**Names:** Touriscope

**Topic:** Automobiles -- France  
FRANCE  
Horses -- France  
Streets -- France  
Wagons -- France

**Place:** Champs Elysees (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910  
France -- 1900-1910  
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910  
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass
The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535: Photonegative, 1900. 1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535: Photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12823

Video number 12092

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12821, 12822, 12825, 20192, 20193 and 25692.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Topic: Automobiles -- France
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Streets -- France
Wagons -- France

Place: Champs Elysees (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Seine bridges, from St. Gervais church tower--showing Eiffel Tower and Arch of Triumph in the distance--Paris. 1537 Photonegative, 1905. 1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): The Seine bridges, from St. Gervais church tower--showing Eiffel Tower and Arch of Triumph in the distance--Paris. 1537 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12824

Video number 12093
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 2245 (filed 3.2.45 after RSN 25693) and 20195.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51381

Topic: Arch of Triumph (Paris, France)
Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Monuments -- France
Rivers -- France

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Seine River (France)
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535 : Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535 : Photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12825

Video number 12094

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12821; similar to RSN 12822, 12823, 20192, 20193 and 25692.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Topic: Automobiles -- France
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Streets -- France
Wagons -- France

Place: Champs Elysees (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Driveway of Parisian wealth and beauty--Avenue Bois de Boulogne, and Arch of Triumph, Paris. Active no. 1538 : stereo photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Driveway of Parisian wealth and beauty--Avenue Bois de Boulogne, and Arch of Triumph, Paris. Active no. 1538 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants cover most of emulsion side.

Local Numbers
RSN 12826

Video number 12095

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12827 and 20169. Associated number: 51550.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Topic: FRANCE
Monuments -- France
Parks -- France
Streets -- France

Place: Arc de Triomphe (Paris, France)
Bois de Boulogne Avenue (Paris, France)
France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Driveway of Parisian wealth and beauty--Avenue Bois de Boulogne, and Arch of Triumph, Paris. Active no. 1538 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Driveway of Parisian wealth and beauty--Avenue Bois de Boulogne, and Arch of Triumph, Paris. Active no. 1538: stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

51547

RSN 12827

Video number 12096

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12826 and 20169.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Emulsion deteriorating at center.

Paper remnants cover part of emulsion side.

Topic:
FRANCE
Monuments -- France
Parks -- France
Streets -- France

Place:
Arch of Triumph (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
Bois de Boulogne (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A narrow street in the Latin Quarter of Paris. Active no. 1539: stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A narrow street in the Latin Quarter of Paris. Active no. 1539: stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 12828

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20170. Company accession no. (?) 52008.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

**Topic:** FRANCE

**Streets**

**Place:** France

Latin Quarter (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Paris (France)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Business men of France--on the steps of the Bourse, the Stock Exchange of Paris. Active no. 1540 : photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Business men of France--on the steps of the Bourse, the Stock Exchange of Paris. Active no. 1540 : photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants along upper border, emulsion side.

Local Numbers

RSN 12829

Video number 12098

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20171 and 20172.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

50832

**Names:** Bourse Stock Exchange (Paris, France)

**Topic:** FRANCE

Streets -- France

**Place:** France

Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8".)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants along upper border, emulsion side.

Local Numbers
RSN 12830
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25694. Company accession no. (?) 98129.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Topic: FRANCE Streets
Place: France
Grand Boulevard (Paris, France)
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bastille Monument, Paris. [Caption 1542 : stereo photonegative,] 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bastille Monument, Paris. [Caption 1542 : stereo photonegative,] 1911.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.
Paper remnants along upper border emulsion side.

Local Numbers
RSN 12831
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12832, 20200 and 20201.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Company acc. no. 132790.

**Topic:** Automobiles -- France -- 1890-1920.
Bastille Monument (Paris, France) FRANCE
Monuments -- France -- Paris Plazas

**Place:** France -- 1890-1920
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

**Image(s):** Bastille Monument, Paris. Caption 1542 : photonegative.
1 item (piece; 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

**Local Numbers**
RSN 12832

**Video number:** 12101

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12831, 20200 and 20201.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

**Topic:** Automobiles -- France -- 1890-1920.
Bastille Monument (Paris, France) FRANCE
Monuments -- France -- Paris Plazas

**Place:** France -- 1890-1920
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

**Avenue de l'Opera--from the Place Theatre du Francais to the Grand Opera House, Paris. 1543 Photonegative**
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
acetate cover stuck to emulsion in places

Local Numbers
RSN 12833

Video number 12102
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20202-20204
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24847

FRANCE Streets -- France

Place: Avenue de l'Opera (Paris, France)
France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Opera House, Paris. Active no. 1544 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
A few paper remnants stuck to emulsion side.

Local Numbers
RSN 12834

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12835, 20205, and 20206. Company accession no. (?), 51176.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Carts -- France
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Opera houses -- France
Streets -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Opera House, Paris. Active no. 1544 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12835

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12834, 20205, and 20206. Company accession no. (?), 51179.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Carts -- France
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Opera houses -- France
Streets -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand staircase in the world's most magnificent opera building, Grand Opera, Paris. Active no. 1545 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s): Grand staircase in the world's most magnificent opera building, Grand Opera, Paris. Active no. 1545 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12836

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20207. Company accession no. (?), 50965.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture
FRANCE
Interior architecture
Opera houses

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Foyer, Grand Opera House, Paris. Active no. 1546 : stereo photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”).


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants stuck around entire border, emulsion side.
Local Numbers

RSN 12837

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12838 and 20208. Company accession number: 103293.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture
      FRANCE
      Interior architecture
      Opera houses

Place: France
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Foyer, Grand Opera House, Paris. Active no. 1546 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12838

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12837 and 20208. Company accession no. (?), 50957.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture
      FRANCE
      Interior architecture
      Opera houses

Place: France
       Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The finest of French cafes, Grand Hotel, Paris. [Active no. 1547 : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): The finest of French cafes, Grand Hotel, Paris. [Active no. 1547: stereo photonegative], 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching. Paper remnants stuck to emulsion side.

Local Numbers
RSN 12839

Company catalog card included.

Similar to ?RSN 12840 and 25695. Company acc. no. 103328.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Names: Grand Hotel (Paris, France).
Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
FRANCE
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- 1900-1910
Interior architecture
Place: Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The finest of French cafes, Grand Hotel, Paris. [Caption no. 1547 stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): The finest of French cafes, Grand Hotel, Paris. [Caption no. 1547 stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12840
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12839 and 25695.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Company acc. no. 51189.

**Names:** Grand Hotel (Paris, France).

**Topic:** Architecture -- France

FRANCE
Hotel -- France
Interiors -- France
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- France

**Place:** France

Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Dome des Invalides, where rests the mighty warrior--Tomb of Napoleon I, Paris. Active no. 1548 : stereo photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

*Image(s):* Dome des Invalides, where rests the mighty warrior--Tomb of Napoleon I, Paris. Active no. 1548 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Slight deterioration of emulsion plus stuck paper remnant.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 12841

Video number 12110

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12842 and 25696

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

51038

**Names:** Dome des Invalides (Paris, France)

Napoleon

**Topic:** Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Monuments -- France
Tombs -- France

Place:
France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dome des Invalides, where rests the mighty warrior--Tomb of Napoleon I, Paris. Active no. 1548: stereo photonegative, 1905
2 items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s):
Dome des Invalides, where rests the mighty warrior--Tomb of Napoleon I, Paris. Active no. 1548: stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12842
Video number 12111
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25696; similar to RSN 12841.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51038

Names: Dome des Invalides (Paris, France)
Napoleon

Topic:
Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Monuments -- France
Tombs -- France

Place:
France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tomb of Napoleon. Active no. 1550: Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Tomb of Napoleon. Active no. 1550 : Photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12843

Company catalog card included. Company accession no.(?), 98119.

Similar to RSN 20210.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Names: Dome des Invalides (Paris, France)
        Sullivan, Napoleon Bonaparte, 1858-1886

Topic: Architecture
        FRANCE
        Interior architecture
        Tombs

Place: France
        Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

The Avenue Bois de Boulogne looking west from the top of the Arch of
Triumph, Paris. 1551 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Avenue Bois de Boulogne looking west from the top of the
Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1551 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12844

Video number 12113

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12845 and 20211.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].
Copy and Version Identification Note

132776

Topic:
- FRANCE
- Parks -- France
- Streets -- France

Place:
- Bois de Boulogne Avenue (Paris, France)
- France
- Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Avenue Bois de Boulogne looking west from the top of the Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1551 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Avenue Bois de Boulogne looking west from the top of the Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1551 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12845

Video number 12114

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12844 and 20211.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

132772

Topic:
- FRANCE
- Parks -- France
- Streets -- France

Place:
- Bois de Boulogne Avenue (Paris, France)
- France
- Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Avenue of the Grand Army, looking northwest from the top of the Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1552 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12846

Video number 12115

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20212 and 20213

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
132779

Topic: FRANCE
Streets -- France

Place: Avenue of the Grand Army (Paris, France)
France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Avenue Hoche, Avenue de Friedland and Montmartre Heights, from the top of the Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1553 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Avenue Hoche, Avenue de Friedland and Montmartre Heights, from the top of the Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1553 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
emulsion yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 12847

Video number 12116

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20214

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

58199

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>FRANCE</th>
<th>Streets -- France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Avenue Hoche (Paris, France)</td>
<td>Avenue de Friedland (Paris, France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Montmartre Heights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paris (France) -- 1900-1910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form    | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives | Glass | Stereoscopic photographs |

Rue [de] Rivoli, Hotel de Ville, Church St. Gervais, and Bastille Monument in distance, from St. Jacques. [Active no. 1554 : stereo photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Rue [de] Rivoli, Hotel de Ville, Church St. Gervais, and Bastille Monument in distance, from St. Jacques. [Active no. 1554 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12848

Company catalog card included. Company accession no. (?), 42194.

Similar to RSN 20215 and 25697.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Church St. Gervais (Paris, France)</th>
<th>Hotel de Ville (Paris, France)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Bastille Monument (Paris, France)</td>
<td>Churches -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
<td>Monuments -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Paris (France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rue de Rivoli (Paris, France).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Arch of Triumph, Paris. [Caption 1555 : stereo photonegative,], 1911
1 Item (5" x 7".)

Image(s): The Arch of Triumph, Paris. [Caption 1555 : stereo photonegative,] 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12849

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12850.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Company acc. no. 132789.

Topic: Arch of Triumph (Paris, France)
Automobiles -- France -- 1890-1920.
Carriages
FRANCE
Horses -- France -- Paris
Infants
Monuments -- France -- Paris
Streets -- France -- Paris

Place: France -- 1910-1920
Paris (France) -- 1910-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Arch of Triumph, Paris. Caption 1555 : photonegative, 1911
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5".)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 12850

Video number 12119
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25698; similar to RSN 12849.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

653

Topic: Arch of Triumph (Paris, France)
Automobiles -- France -- 1890-1920.
Children -- France
FRANCE
Monuments -- France -- Paris
Streets -- France

Place: France -- 1910-1920
Paris (France) -- 1910-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Arch of Triumph, Paris. Caption 1555: stereo photonegative, 1900
1 item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Arch of Triumph, Paris. Caption 1555: stereo photonegative, 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12851

Video number 12120

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20216

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Topic: Arch of Triumph (Paris, France)
Carriages -- France
FRANCE
Horses -- France -- Paris
Monuments -- France -- Paris
Streets -- France

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris. 1556
Photonegative, 1911
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris. 1556 Photonegative 1911.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12852
Video number 12121
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12853, 12854, 20217 and 25699.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
132772

FRANCE
Fountains -- France
Monuments -- France
Obelisks -- France
Plazas -- France
Streets -- France

Place:       France
Paris (France)
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris. 1556
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris. 1556 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12853

Video number 12122

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12852, 12854, 20217 and 25699.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51075

Topic: FRANCE
Fountains -- France
Monuments -- France
Obelisks -- France
Plazas -- France
Streets -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris. 1556
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris. 1556
Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Small remnants of paper stuck to emulsion side.

Local Numbers
RSN 12854

Video number 12123

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12852, 12853, 20217 and 25699.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].
Copy and Version Identification Note

51095

Topic:          FRANCE
                Fountains -- France
                Monuments -- France
                Obelisks -- France
                Plazas -- France
                Streets -- France

Place:          France
                Paris (France)
                Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

The old historic cathedral, Notre Dame--old City Island--Paris. [Active no. 1557 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The old historic cathedral, Notre Dame--old City Island--Paris. [Active no. 1557 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Small remnants of paper stuck to emulsion side.

Local Numbers

RSN 12855

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25700
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Company acc. no. 52336.

Names:          Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)
Topic:          Architecture -- France
                Carriages -- France
                Cathedrals -- France
                FRANCE
                Horses -- France

Place:          France
                Paris (France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the great Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris. [Active no. 1558 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12856

Similar to RSN 20218 and 25701.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176]. 51335, company acc. no.?

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- France
Cathedrals -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking north from the tower of Notre Dame--St. Jacques Tower and Montmartre Heights in distance--Paris. [Active no. 1559 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12857

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12858, 12859, 20219 and 25702.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

52073 (company acc. no.)

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)

Topic: FRANCE
Gargoyles -- France
Sculptures -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France
Montmartre (France)
Paris (France)
St. Jacques Tower (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking north from the tower of Notre Dame--St. Jacques Tower and Montmartre Heights in distance--Paris. [Active no. 1559 : stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12858

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12857, 12859 and 25702.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

52054 (company acc. no.)

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)

Topic: FRANCE
Looking north from the tower of Notre Dame--St. Jacques Tower and Montmartre Heights in distance--Paris. [Active no. 1559 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12859

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12857, 12858 and 25702.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

52073 (company acc. no.)

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)

Topic: FRANCE
Gargoyles -- France
Sculptures -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France
Montmartre (France)
Paris (France)
St. Jacques Tower (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. [Active No. 1560 : half stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. [Active No. 1560 : half stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12860

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12861, 20220-20222 and 25703.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Company acc. no. 51789.

Topic: FRANCE
Towers

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. [Active no. 1560 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. [Active no. 1560 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12861

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12860, 20220-20222 and 25703

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176]. Company acc. no. 51789.
Looking straight down a thousand feet from the top of Eiffel Tower, Paris (look down). 1561 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking straight down a thousand feet from the top of Eiffel Tower, Paris (look down). 1561 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12862

Video number 12131

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20223.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51959

Eiffel Tower, Trocadero Palace and Exposition Grounds (south), from Arch of Triumph, Paris. [Active no. No. 1562 : stereoscopic photonegative], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12863
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12864, 12865 and 25704.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Company acc. no. 50984.

Topic: Architecture -- France
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
FRANCE
Palaces -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Eiffel Tower, Trocadero Palace and Exposition Grounds (south), from Arch of Triumph, Paris. [Active No. 1562 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Eiffel Tower, Trocadero Palace and Exposition Grounds (south), from Arch of Triumph, Paris. [Active No. 1562 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12864
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12863, 12865 and 25704.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Orig. no. 154.

**Topic:** Architecture -- France  
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France  
FRANCE  
Towers -- France.

**Place:** France -- 1900-1910  
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910  
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)  
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Eiffel Tower, Trocadero Palace and Exposition Grounds (south), from Arch of Triumph, Paris. No. 1562 : photonegative, 1900  
1 Item (4" x 5").

*Image(s):* Eiffel Tower, Trocadero Palace and Exposition Grounds (south), from Arch of Triumph, Paris. No. 1562 : photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 12865

Video number 12134

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12863, 12864 and 25704

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

**Topic:** Architecture -- France  
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France  
FRANCE  
Palaces -- France  
Towers -- France.

**Place:** France -- 1900-1910  
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910  
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)  
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

The Palace of Justice and the Bridge au Change, old City Island, Paris.  
1563 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The Palace of Justice and the Bridge au Change, old City Island, Paris. 1563 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12866

Video number 12135

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12867 AND 25705 AND 25706.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

657

Topic: Architecture -- France
Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Palaces -- France
Streetcars -- France

Place: Bridge au Change (Paris, France)
France
Palace of Justice
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12866.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

52325

Topic: Architecture -- France
Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Palaces -- France
Streetcars -- France

Place: Bridge au Change (Paris, France)
France
Palace of Justice
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great City Market--"Halles Centrales"--Paris. 1564 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The great City Market--"Halles Centrales"--Paris. 1564 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion yellowing and peeling slightly.

Local Numbers

RSN 12868

Video number 12137

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20224 and 25707.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

52321

Topic: FRANCE
Markets -- France -- Paris
Streets -- France

Place: City Market (Paris, France)
France
Halles Centrales (Paris, France)
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Chamber of Deputies--from the Place de la Concorde Bridge, Paris. Active no. 1565 : photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Chamber of Deputies--from the Place de la Concorde Bridge, Paris. Active no. 1565 : photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 12869

Video number 12138
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25708
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51138

Names: Chamber of Deputies (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Parliaments -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Place de la Concorde Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Interior of the Chamber of Deputies, Paris. 1566 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12870
Video number 12139
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20225 and 20226.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].
Copy and Version Identification Note
52245
Names: Chamber of Deputies (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Parliaments -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Hotel de Ville (City Hall) and d'Arcola Bridge, Paris. 1567 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Hotel de Ville (City Hall) and d'Arcola Bridge, Paris. 1567 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12871

Video number 12140

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20227.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51777

Names: Hotel de Ville (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Boats -- France
Bridges -- France.
City halls -- France
FRANCE

Place: France
Paris (France)
d'Arcola Bridge (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the Louvre's richest gems--Raphael's "Madonna of the Diadem," Paris. [Active no. 1568 " stero photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12872

Video number 12141

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20228.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Company acc. no. 22793.

Names: Mary, Blessed Virgin, Saint
Musée du Louvre
Raphael

Topic:  
Art -- France  
FRANCE  
Museums -- France  
Paintings -- France

Place:  
France  
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Masterful Beauty in Art--the "Immaculate Conception," by Murillo, Louvre, Paris. 1569 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12873

Video number 12142

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20229 and 20230

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Names:  
Louvre (Paris, France)  
Murillo, Angel Dr.

Topic:  
Art -- France  
FRANCE  
Museums -- France  
Paintings -- France

Place:  
France  
Immaculate Conception  
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Statuary Halls leading to the famous Venus de Milo Statue (in distance), Louvre, Paris. 1570 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Statuary Halls leading to the famous Venus de Milo Statue (in distance), Louvre, Paris. 1570 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12874
Video number 12143
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25709.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].
Copy and Version Identification Note
51520
Names: Louvre (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Art -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Museums -- France
Sculpture -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)
Statuary Hall
Venus de Milo (Sculpture).
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

The "Fighting Hero," Hall of Melpomene, in the splendid Louvre (gallery of statuary), Paris. Active no. 1571 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The "Fighting Hero," Hall of Melpomene, in the splendid Louvre (gallery of statuary), Paris. Active no. 1571 : stereo photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
51512
RSN 12875
Video number 12144
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20231.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Names:
- Hall of Melpomene (Louvre gallery of statuary, Paris, France)
- Musée du Louvre

Topic:
- Architecture -- France
- Art -- France
- FRANCE
- Fighting Hero (Statue) -- France
- Interior architecture -- France
- Museums -- France
- Sculpture -- France

Place:
- France -- 1900-1910
- Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
- Statuary Hall

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The most popular lady in Paris--the charming Venus de Milo, Louvre. 1572 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The most popular lady in Paris--the charming Venus de Milo, Louvre. 1572 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12876

Video number 12145
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12877, 20232 and 25710.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].
Names: Louvre (Paris, France)
Topic: Art -- France
FRANCE
Museums -- France
Sculptures -- France
Venus de Milo (Sculpture).
Place: France
Paris (France)
Statuary Hall
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass

The most popular lady in Paris--the charming Venus de Milo, Louvre. 1572 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The most popular lady in Paris--the charming Venus de Milo, Louvre. 1572 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12877

Video number 12146

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12876, 20232 and 25710.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51519

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)
Topic: Art -- France
FRANCE
Museums -- France
Sculptures -- France
Venus de Milo (Sculpture).
Place: France
Paris (France)
Statuary Hall
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
The Winged Victory, a most famous statue, the Louvre, Paris. 1573
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Winged Victory, a most famous statue, the Louvre, Paris. 1573 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12878

Video number 12147

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12879 and 20233.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52207

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)

Topic: Art -- France
FRANCE
Museums -- France
Sculptures -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Statuary Hall
Winged Victory

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Winged Victory, a most famous statue, the Louvre, Paris. 1573
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Winged Victory, a most famous statue, the Louvre, Paris. 1573 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12879

Video number 12148
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12878 and 20233.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51103

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)
Topic: Art -- France
FRANCE
Museums -- France
Sculptures -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)
Statuary Hall
Winged Victory
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Louvre gardens, Paris. 1574 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): In the Louvre gardens, Paris. 1574 Photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12880

Video number 12149
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12881; same as RSN 20234.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Names: Musée du Louvre
Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Gardens -- France
Museums -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The world's greatest Art palace, the Louvre, Paris. 1575 Photonegative, 1901

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): The world's greatest Art palace, the Louvre, Paris. 1575 Photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12881

Video number 12150

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12880; same as RSN 25711.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

445

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Gardens -- France
Museums -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gallery of Apollo, Louvre, Paris. 1576 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12882

Video number 12151

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20235.
Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51444

Names: Musée du Louvre

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Museums -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Flower Market, Old City Island, showing the Palace of Justice Tower and the Louvre in the distance, Paris. [Active no. 1577 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Flower Market, Old City Island, showing the Palace of Justice Tower and the Louvre in the distance, Paris. [Active no. 1577 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12883
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20236 and 25712.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Orig. nos. 50834; 51022.

Names: Musée du Louvre

FRANCE Flower Market (Paris, France) Flowers Markets -- France -- Paris Rivers -- France

Place: France Palace of Justice Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Church of the Madeleine, Paris. Active no. 1579 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Church of the Madeleine, Paris. Active no. 1579 : stereo photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12884

Video number 12153

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20237.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Names: Madeleine (Church : Paris, France)
The Palace of Luxembourg, Paris. 1580 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12885

Video number 12154

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12886, 20238 and 25713.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51774

Names: Luxembourg Palace (Paris, France)

The Palace of Luxembourg, Paris. 1580 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12886

Video number 12155

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12885, 20238 and 25713.

Currently stored in box 3.1.15 [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51774

Names: Luxembourg Palace (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Gardens -- France
Palaces -- France
Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Sculpture of standing nude female in museum in France. Active no. 1581: photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12887

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Same as RSN 25714.

Topic: Art -- France
FRANCE
Museums -- France
Nude in art
Sculptures -- France
Place: France
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Fountain de Medici, Garden of Luxembourg, Paris. 1582 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Fountain de Medici, Garden of Luxembourg, Paris. 1582 Photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12888

Video number 12157

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 20239 and 25715.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
397

Topic: FRANCE
Fountains -- France
Gardens -- France

Place: France
Luxembourg Garden (Paris, France)
Medici Fountain
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking from near the north end of Pont Alexander III, to the Eiffel Tower, Exposition 1900, Paris. [Stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Looking from near the north end of Pont Alexander III, to the Eiffel Tower, Exposition 1900, Paris. [Stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12889
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Company acc. no. 20825.

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
FRANCE
Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Pont Alexander III
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Art scene in France.] Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Art scene in France.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12890

Video number 12159

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24677

Topic: Architecture -- France
Art -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Pedestrians on walkway outside factory.] photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Pedestrians on walkway outside factory.] photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12891

Video number 12160

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

50888

Topic: FRANCE
Factories -- France
Smokestacks -- France
Walkways -- France

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden scene in France.] Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Garden scene in France.] Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12892

Video number 12161

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].
Copy and Version Identification Note

50926

Topic: FRANCE
Gardens -- France
Sculptures -- France

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Fountains and Palace, Versailles. 1592 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Fountains and Palace, Versailles. 1592 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 12893

Video number 12162

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12907 and 25719

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169]

Copy and Version Identification Note

51816

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Fountains -- France
Palaces -- France

Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Paris.] 1583 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of Paris.] 1583 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12894
Video number 12163
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12895 and 25716.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52153

Topic: Boats -- France
Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Paris.] 1583 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of Paris.] 1583 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12895
Video number 12164
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12894 and 25716.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51391

Topic: Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Throne Room, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1585 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Throne Room, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1585 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12896

Video number 12165

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12897, 12898 and 20340; ["Song neg. 'Abide with me'"] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Monarchy -- France
Palaces -- France
Thrones -- France

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Throne Room, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1585 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Throne Room, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1585 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 12897

Video number 12166
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12896, 12898 and 20340
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].
Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note
52277

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Monarchy -- France
Palaces -- France
Thrones -- France

Place: France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Throne Room, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1585 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Throne Room, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1585 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants stuck around border emulsion side
Local Numbers
RSN 12898

Video number 12167

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12896, 12897 and 20340

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103268

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Monarchy -- France
Palaces -- France
Thrones -- France

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Bedroom of Napoleon I, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1586 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bedroom of Napoleon I, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1586 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion peeling on left border

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12899

Video number 12168

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 25717

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169]
Copy and Version Identification Note

52394

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)
      Napoleon, I

Topic: Architecture -- France
      Bedrooms -- France
      FRANCE
      Interior architecture -- France
      Palaces -- France
      Royalty -- France

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Box 146

RSN Numbers 12900-12979

Image(s)

Bedroom of Marie Antoinette, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1587
Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12900

Video number 12169

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20341

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169]

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)
      Napoleon, I

Topic: Architecture -- France
      Bedrooms -- France
      FRANCE
      Interior architecture -- France
      Palaces -- France
      Royalty -- France

Place: France
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Reception-room of Catherine de Medicis, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1588 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Reception-room of Catherine de Medicis, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1588 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12901

Video number 12170

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12902 and 20342.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)
Medici, Catherine de

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Palaces -- France
Royalty -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Reception-room of Catherine de Medicis, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1588 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Reception-room of Catherine de Medicis, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1588 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12902
Video number 12171

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12901 and 20342.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51089; 52279

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)  
Medici, Catherine de

Topic: Architecture -- France  
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France  
Palaces -- France  
Royalty -- France

Place: France  
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Bedroom of Catherine de Medicis, Palace of Fontainebleau. Caption no.  
1589 : photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Bedroom of Catherine de Medicis, Palace of Fontainebleau.  
Caption no. 1589 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12903

Video number 12172

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25718; similar to RSN 12904 and 20343.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)  
Medici, Catherine de

Topic: Architecture -- France  
Bedrooms -- France  
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France  
Palaces -- France
Royalty -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Bedroom of Catherine de Medicis, Palace of Fontainebleau. Caption no. 1589: photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Bedroom of Catherine de Medicis, Palace of Fontainebleau. Caption no. 1589: photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12904

Video number 12173

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12903, 20343 and 25718.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)
Medicis, Catherine de

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Palaces -- France
Royalty -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Gallery of Francis I, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1590 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gallery of Francis I, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1590 Photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12905

Video number 12174

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12906 and 20344.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51191

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)
Francis, King, I.

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Palaces -- France
Royalty -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gallery of Francis I, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1590 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gallery of Francis I, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1590 Photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12906

Video number 12175

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12905 and 20344.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51192
Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)
Francis, King, I,

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Palaces -- France
Royalty -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Fountains and Palace, Versailles. 1592 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Fountains and Palace, Versailles. 1592 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12907

Video number 12176

Similar to RSN 12893 and 25719.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Fountains -- France
Gardens -- France
Palaces -- France

Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Louis XVI’s famous palace, from its lovely gardens, Versailles. 1593
Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Louis XVI's famous palace, from its lovely gardens, Versailles. 1593 Photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12908
Video number 12177
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25720 and 25721.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

556
Names: Louis, XVI
Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Fountains -- France
Gardens -- France
Palaces -- France
Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
France
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chamber prepared for Queen Victoria (Empress Josephine's furniture), Grand Trianon, Versailles. 1594 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Chamber prepared for Queen Victoria (Empress Josephine's furniture), Grand Trianon, Versailles. 1594 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12909
Video number 12178
Company catalog card included

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 25722 and 25723

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169]

Copy and Version Identification Note

103272

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bedrooms -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palaces -- France</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Trianon (Versailles) -- France</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |

Gallery of Battles, Palace of Versailles. 1595 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 12910

Video number 12179

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 25724; similar to RSN 12911 and 12912

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Gallery of Battles, Palace of Versailles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Art -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galleries -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palaces -- France</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |

Gallery of Battles, Palace of Versailles. 1595 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Gallery of Battles, Palace of Versailles. 1595 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12911

Video number 12180

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12910 and 12912; [Used by Touriscope] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169]

Names:
Gallery of Battles, Palace of Versailles

Topic:
Architecture -- France
Art -- France
FRANCE
Galleries -- France
Palaces -- France

Place:
Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
France

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

---

Gallery of Battles, Palace of Versailles. 1595 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Gallery of Battles, Palace of Versailles. 1595 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12912

Video number 12181

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12910 and 12911; [Used by Touriscope] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169]

Names:
Gallery of Battles, Palace of Versailles
[Garden scene in France.] 1596 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Garden scene in France.] 1596 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12913

Video number 12182

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25725.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51120

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Gardens -- France

Place: France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The grand fountain in action, Basin de Latone, Versailles. 1597
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The grand fountain in action, Basin de Latone, Versailles. 1597 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12914

Video number 12183
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25726.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Topic: FRANCE
Fountains -- France
Gardens -- France

Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
France
Latone Basin (Versailles)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The grand fountain in action, Basin de Latone, Versailles.‘ [Active no. 1597 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The grand fountain in action, Basin de Latone, Versailles.‘ [Active no. 1597 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12916

Company catalog card included.

NOTE: PLATE AND ENVELOPE FOR RSN 12915 MISSING; VIDEONUM 12184 IS BLANK.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].
Orig. no. 51370.

Topic: FRANCE
  Fountains -- France
  Gardens -- France
  Latone Basin (Versailles)

Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
  France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral in France.] 1598 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cathedral in France.] 1598 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 12917
  Video number 12186
  Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25727.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  51208

Topic: Architecture -- France
  Cathedrals -- France
  FRANCE
  Interior architecture -- France

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Chateau d'Eau, Palais de Long Champs, Marseilles [Active no. 1599 :
  stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Chateut d'Eau, Palais de Long Champs, Marseilles [Active no. 1599 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 12918
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 20345
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169]
Orig. nos. 67665; 5135.
Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
FRANCE
Fountains -- France -- Paris
Palaces
Place: France
Marseilles
Palais de Long Champs
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nice, South France--the favorite winter resort of France. 1600
Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Nice, South France--the favorite winter resort of France. 1600 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 12919
Video number 12188
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25528; similar to RSN 12920 and 12921.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

599; 215

Topic: Beaches -- France
     FRANCE
     Resorts -- France
     Seacoasts -- France

Place: France
       Nice (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Nice, South France--the favorite winter resort of France. 1600
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Nice, South France--the favorite winter resort of France. 1600
Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

   RSN 12920

Video number 12189

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12919 and 12921.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67946; 67881

Topic: Beaches -- France
     FRANCE
     Resorts -- France
     Seacoasts -- France

Place: France
       Nice (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Nice, South France—the favorite winter resort of France. 1600 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Nice, South France— the favorite winter resort of France. 1600 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12921

Video number 12190

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25729; similar to RSN 12919 and 12920; [Used by Touriscope] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67946

Topic:
Beaches -- France
FRANCE
Resorts -- France
Seacoasts -- France

Place:
France
Nice (France)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The port of Nice, from the Chateau. 1601 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The port of Nice, from the Chateau. 1601 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 12922

Video number 12191

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12923 and 25730.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

**Topic:**
- Boats -- France
- Docks -- France
- FRANCE
- Harbors -- France
- Piers -- France
- Ports -- France
- Ships -- France
- Wharves -- France

**Place:**
- France
- Nice (France)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

The port of Nice, from the Chateau. 1601 Photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** The port of Nice, from the Chateau. 1601 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 12923

**Video number** 12192

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12922 and 25730.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

275

**Topic:**
- Boats -- France
- Docks -- France
- FRANCE
- Harbors -- France
- Piers -- France
- Ports -- France
- Ships -- France
- Wharves -- France

**Place:**
- France
- Nice (France)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
The French squadron in the harbor of Ville Franche, South France. 1607 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The French squadron in the harbor of Ville Franche, South France. 1607 Photonegative 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12924

Video number 12193

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20246.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67732; 5767

Topic: FRANCE
Harbors -- France
Military -- France
Navies -- France
Ports -- France
Ships -- France

Place: France
Ville Franche (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene in France.] 1609 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Port scene in France.] 1609 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12925

Video number 12194

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20247.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67786

Topic: FRANCE
Harbors -- France
Military -- France
Navies -- France
Ports -- France
Ships -- France

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Riviera coast, Menton, Cap Martin and Monte Carlo, South France. [Active no. 1611 : stereo photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (5” x 7”).
Image(s): The Riviera coast, Menton, Cap Martin and Monte Carlo, South France. [Active no. 1611 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12926

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20248.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Company acc. no. 29926.

Topic: Coastlines -- France
FRANCE
Resorts -- France
Place: Cap Martin (France)
France
Menton (France)
Monte Carlo
Riviera (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Grimaldi on the Italian frontier (W.) over Menton and bay to distant Monte Carlo. [Active no. 1612 : stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (5" x 7".)

Image(s): From Grimaldi on the Italian frontier (W.) over Menton and bay to distant Monte Carlo. [Active no. 1612 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 12927

Video number 12196
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12928, 20249 and 20250.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Orig. no. 30003.

Topic: Coastlines -- France
FRANCE
Resorts -- France

Place: France
Grimaldi (Italy)
Italy
Menton (France)
Monte Carlo

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Grimaldi on the Italian frontier (W.) over Menton and bay to distant Monte Carlo. 1612 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): From Grimaldi on the Italian frontier (W.) over Menton and bay to distant Monte Carlo. 1612 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12928

Video number 12197

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12927, 20249 and 20250.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169], moved from [115].

Topic: Coastlines -- France
       FRANCE
       Resorts -- France

Place: France
       Grimaldi (Italy)
       Italy
       Menton (France)
       Monte Carlo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Coastal scene in France.] 1614 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Coastal scene in France.] 1614 Photonegative 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12929

Video number 12198

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20253.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30025; 29987

Topic: Coastlines -- France
       FRANCE

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The Corniche road (constructed under Napoleon I), South France. 1618
Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): The Corniche road (constructed under Napoleon I), South France. 1618 Photonegative 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12930

Video number 12199

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20254 and 20255.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

67545; 5184

Topic: FRANCE
       Mountains -- France
       Roads -- France
       Tunnels -- France

Place: Corniche Road (France)
       France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

In the picturesque Borrigo Valley, Alpes Maritimes, South France. 1620
Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): In the picturesque Borrigo Valley, Alpes Maritimes, South France. 1620 Photonegative 1898

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12931

Video number 12200

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20256

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67544; 5183

Topic: FRANCE
Mountains -- France

Place: Alpes-Maritimes (France)
Borrigo Valley (Alpes Maritimes, France)
France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Agnes Day, village of St. Agnes, Mt. St. Agnes, South France. 1624 [Stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): St. Agnes Day, village of St. Agnes, Mt. St. Agnes, South France. 1624 [Stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12932

Video number 12201
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20258 and 20259.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Orig. nos. 67714; 5163.

**Topic:** Celebrations -- France  
Ceremonies -- France  
FRANCE  
Mountains -- France  
Parades -- France  
Religion -- France

**Place:** France  
Mt. St. Agnes  
St. Agnes (France)  
St. Agnes Day

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Peasants of the Riviera, South France. [Caption No. 1625 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905 [?]

*1 Item (5" x 7")*

**Image(s):** Peasants of the Riviera, South France. [Caption No. 1625 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1905 [?].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Littleton View Co., Publisher  
English.

Woman carrying large baskets, filled with objects; two children behind her, near wall with exterior stairs and walkway; variant of VDF 19495.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 12933

**Video number 12202**

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20260 (VDF 19495), but note date discrepancy.

67972; 5149.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Cancelled by scratching.

**Topic:** Baskets -- 1900-1910 -- France  
Children -- France -- 1890-1900.  
FRANCE
Stairs -- 1900-1910 -- France
Walkways -- 1900-1910 -- France

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Riviera (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coastal scene in France.] 1626 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Coastal scene in France.] 1626 Photonegative 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing and peeling slightly.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12934

Video number 12203
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20261.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67509; 5178

Topic: Coastlines -- France
FRANCE
Ports -- France

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Herding sheep under the olives. 1627 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Herding sheep under the olives. 1627 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants stuck to emulsion around borders.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12935

Video number 12204

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20262.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103312

Topic: FRANCE
   Olives -- France
   Sheep -- France
   Trees -- France

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The land of perpetual blossoms. 1628 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): The land of perpetual blossoms. 1628 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing with a few tiny holes.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12936

Video number 12205

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25731 and 25732.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98126
President Loubet, in his office in the Elysees Palace. [Active no. 1630 : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12937

Video number 12206

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Similar to RSN 20264.

Company acc. no. 103352.

Names: Elysees Palace (Paris, France)
Loubet, President

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Palaces -- France
Portraits -- France
Presidents -- France

Place: France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in France.] Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Palace in France.] Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12938

Video number 12207

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103368

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Palaces -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Place de la Concorde and Eiffel Tower in Paris.] No. 1638 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Place de la Concorde and Eiffel Tower in Paris.] No. 1638 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12939

Video number 12208

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25733.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51137; 51151

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
Monuments -- France
Obelisks -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Plazas -- France
Streets -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Monumental Gate
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monumental Gate--Grand Entrance to the 1900 Exposition [Active no. 1639: stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Monumental Gate--Grand Entrance to the 1900 Exposition [Active no. 1639: stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

A figure in the foreground is astride a bicycle.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12940

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25735.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Bicycles -- France
Gates
PARIS EXPOSITION
Streets -- France

Genre/ Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: France
Monumental Gate
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

The beautiful Exposition--looking from the Trocadero tower to the Monumental Entrance. Caption no. 1642 : stereo photonegative, 1900 1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): The beautiful Exposition--looking from the Trocadero tower to the Monumental Entrance. Caption no. 1642 : stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12941

Video number 12210

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20269.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52095; 52098

Topic: Bridges -- France.
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exposition in France.] Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Exposition in France.] Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12942

Video number 12211

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

52110

Topic: Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The wonderful Exposition--the Champ de Mars from Trocadero tower. 1643 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The wonderful Exposition--the Champ de Mars from Trocadero tower. 1643 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12943

Video number 12212

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12958 and 25738

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].
Copy and Version Identification Note

52147

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Towers -- France.
Place: Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous Exposition grounds--Chateau d'Eau and Eiffel Tower from across the Seine, 1900. [Active no. 1646 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Famous Exposition grounds--Chateau d'Eau and Eiffel Tower from across the Seine, 1900. [Active no. 1646 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12944

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12947.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Sculptures -- France
Streets -- France -- Paris
Towers -- France.
Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The famous Trocadero Palace--from the end of the Seine Bridge. [Active no. 1645 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The famous Trocadero Palace--from the end of the Seine Bridge. [Active no. 1645 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12945

Video number 12214

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12946 and 25740.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Topic:
Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Palaces -- France
Sculptures -- France
Streets -- France

Place:
France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The famous Trocadero Palace--from the end of the Seine Bridge. [Active no. 1645 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The famous Trocadero Palace--from the end of the Seine Bridge. [Active no. 1645 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
One figure in foreground is walking a bicycle.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 12946

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12945 and 25740.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
       Bicycles -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION
       Palaces
       Streets -- France

Genre/ Form: Expositions
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Place: France
       Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
       Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Famous Exposition grounds--Chateau d'Eau and Eiffel Tower from across the Seine, 1900. [Active no. 1646 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Famous Exposition grounds--Chateau d'Eau and Eiffel Tower from across the Seine, 1900. [Active no. 1646 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12947

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12944.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
       Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Expositions -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION
       Streets -- France -- Paris
       Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking from under the great Eiffel Tower to the beautiful Chateau d'Eau. [Active no. 1647 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Looking from under the great Eiffel Tower to the beautiful Chateau d'Eau. [Active no. 1647 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12948

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12949, 12950 and 20270.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Active no. 51851.

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Streets -- France -- Paris
Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking from under the great Eiffel Tower to the beautiful Chateau d'Eau. [Active no. 1647 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Looking from under the great Eiffel Tower to the beautiful Chateau d'Eau. [Active no. 1647 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12949

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12948, 12950 and 20270.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Orig. no. 52039.

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Streets -- France -- Paris
Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopich photographs

Looking from under the great Eiffel Tower to the beautiful Chateau d'Eau. [Active no. 1647 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Looking from under the great Eiffel Tower to the beautiful Chateau d'Eau. [Active no. 1647 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12950

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12948, 12949 and 20270.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
        Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Expositions -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION
       Streets -- France -- Paris
       Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
       Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of Electricity, Exposition 1900. 1652 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Palace of Electricity, Exposition 1900. 1652 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 12951

Video number 12220

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12952, 12953, 12957, 25744 and 25745.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       Fountains -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: France
       Palace of Electricity
       Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Electricity Palace, Chateau d'Eau--on the Champ de Mars, Exposition 1900. [Active 1652 : stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Electricity Palace, Chateau d'Eau--on the Champ de Mars, Exposition 1900. [Active 1652 : stereo photonegative] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12952

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12951, 12953, 12957, 25744 and 25745.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture
PARIS EXPOSITION
Streets -- France
Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: France
Palace of Electricity
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Electricity Palace, Chateau d'Eau--on the Champ de Mars, Exposition 1900. 1652 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Electricity Palace, Chateau d'Eau--on the Champ de Mars, Exposition 1900. 1652 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12953

Video number 12222
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12951, 12952, 12957, 25744 and 25745

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       Fountains -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION
Place: France
       Palace of Electricity
       Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Front of the Water Palace, Chateau d'Eau, Exposition 1900. [Active no. 1654 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Front of the Water Palace, Chateau d'Eau, Exposition 1900. [Active no. 1654 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12954

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25747.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
       Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
       Fountains -- France -- Paris
       PARIS EXPOSITION
Genre/ Form: Expositions
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs
Place: France
       Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Water Palace

The moving platform--carries passengers around the Exposition at the rate of a mile in 15 minutes. 1655 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The moving platform--carries passengers around the Exposition at the rate of a mile in 15 minutes. 1655 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12955

Video number 12224

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25748

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Exhibitions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Transportation -- France
Walkways -- France
World's fairs -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Machinery Hall--Motor Power Machines--Exposition 1900. [Active no. 1657 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Machinery Hall--Motor Power Machines--Exposition 1900. [Active no. 1657 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12956
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25750

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Machinery -- France
Machinery Hall (Exposition universelle internationale de 1900, Paris, France)
PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exposition in France.] Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Exposition in France.] Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12957

Video number 12226

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12951, 12952, 12953, 25744 and 25745

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51226

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Streets -- France

Place: France
Palace of Electricity
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
The wonderful Exposition--the Champ de Mars from Trocadero tower. Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The wonderful Exposition--the Champ de Mars from Trocadero tower. Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12958
Video number 12227
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12943 and 25738
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51363

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Towers -- France.

Place: Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Paris.] Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of Paris.] Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12959

Video number 12228
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51388

Topic: Boats -- France
Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The famous Trocadero Palace from the end of the Seine Bridge, Exposition 1900. Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The famous Trocadero Palace from the end of the Seine Bridge, Exposition 1900. Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12960

Video number 12229
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51509

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Palaces -- France
Rivers -- France
Place: France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Seine
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exposition in France.] Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Exposition in France.] Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12961
Video number 12230
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12962.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51583

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Fountains -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Place: France
Palace of Electricity
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass - Stereoscopic photographs

[Paris exposition] Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s):** [Paris exposition] Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 12962

Video number 12231
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12961.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
51589

**Topic:** Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Fountains -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION

**Place:** France
Palace of Electricity
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass - Stereoscopic photographs

[Paris exposition] : stereoscopic photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s):** [Paris exposition] : stereoscopic photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12963

Video number 12232

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51658

Topic: Architecture -- France
Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Paris exposition] : stereoscopic photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12964

Video number 12233

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51659

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exposition in France.] Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Exposition in France.] Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12965

Video number 12234

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51684

Topic: Entrances -- France
Expositions -- France
Gates -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Plazas -- France
Sculptures -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace in France.] Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Palace in France.] Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12966

Video number 12235
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12910 and 12911.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51715

Names: Gallery of Battles, Palace of Versailles

Topic: Architecture -- France
      Art -- France
      Interior architecture -- France
      PARIS EXPOSITION
      Paintings -- France
      Palaces -- France

Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
       France
       Palace of Versailles

Genre:
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Eiffel Tower, Paris : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8".)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 12967

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169]. Orig. no. 51740.

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
      PARIS EXPOSITION
      Towers -- France.

Place: France
       Paris (France)
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Paris.] 1641 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of Paris.] 1641 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12968

Video number 12237

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25737.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51765

Topic: Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France
Sculptures -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exposition in France.] 1641 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Exposition in France.] 1641 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12969

Video number 12238
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Pont and Place de la Concorde, from the Chamber of Deputies. 1637
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Pont and Place de la Concorde, from the Chamber of
Deputies. 1637 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12970

Video number 12239
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12971.
Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51953

Topic: Architecture -- France
Bridges -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
[Bridge over river in Paris.] 1637 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Bridge over river in Paris.] 1637 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12971

Video number 12240

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12970.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51997

Topic:
Architecture -- France
Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France

Place:
France
Paris (France)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Luminous Palace (Palais Lumineux)--gorgeous edifice of crystal, multicolored glass and electricity--Exposition 1900. Photonegative, 1900
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Luminous Palace (Palais Lumineux)--gorgeous edifice of crystal, multicolored glass and electricity--Exposition 1900. Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12972

Video number 12241

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION
Place: France
       Palais Lumineux
       Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Machinery.] Photonegative, 1900
6 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Machinery.] Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled frame intact.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12973

Video number 12242

Company catalog card included.

[Carl Flohr Berlin] on ceiling banner.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51559
[Portrait.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12974

Video number 12243

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.16 [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79050

Names: Wagner, Charles
Topic: Portraits -- New York
Place: New York
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Agricultural Palace. 1659 Photonegative, 1900
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): In the Agricultural Palace. 1659 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12975

Video number 12244
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25752; similar to RSN 12976; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.17 [223].

Copy and Version Identification Note

719

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Agriculture -- France
       Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       Interior architecture -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: Agricultural Palace
       France
       Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Exposition in France.] 1659 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Exposition in France.] 1659 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 12976

Video number 12245

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12975.

Currently stored in box 3.1.17 [223].

Topic: Agriculture -- France
       Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       Interior architecture -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: Agricultural Palace
       France
       Paris (France)
Transportation and Model House Exhibits, Exposition 1900. 1660 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Transportation and Model House Exhibits, Exposition 1900. 1660 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12977
Video number 12246
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25753.
Currently stored in box 3.1.17 [223], moved from [22].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Housing -- France
Interior architecture -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Transportation -- France
Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Merry times in the Swiss Village; Exposition 1900. 1661 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Merry times in the Swiss Village; Exposition 1900. 1661 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 12978

Video number 12247

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25754.

Currently stored in box 3.1.17 [223].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106

Topic: Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: France
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Merry times in the Swiss Village; Exposition 1900. 1661 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Merry times in the Swiss Village; Exposition 1900. 1661 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 12979

Video number 12248

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.17 [223].

Copy and Version Identification Note
318

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- France

Place:
France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 147
Cards 1521a-1742
Image(s)

Box 148
RSN Numbers 13059-13144
Image(s)

Luxurious interior of the Monastery church, St. Gall. 1738 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Luxurious interior of the Monastery church, St. Gall. 1738 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13059

Video number 12328

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20285.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic:
Architecture -- Switzerland
 Churches -- Switzerland
 Interior architecture -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place:
Monastery Church
St. Gall (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Zurich, the metropolis of Switzerland. 1739 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Zurich, the metropolis of Switzerland. 1739 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13060

Video number 12329
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].
Similar to RSN 13061 and 20286.

Copy and Version Identification Note
110322

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland
Zurich

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Zurich, the metropolis of Switzerland. 1739 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Zurich, the metropolis of Switzerland. 1739 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13061

Video number 12330
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].
Similar to RSN 13060 and 20286.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland
Zurich

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Lucerne and her beautiful lake. 1741 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): Lucerne and her beautiful lake. 1741 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13062
Video number 12331

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20288; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175], moved from [115].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Bridge, Tower and Church of Old Lucerne. 1742
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The picturesque Bridge, Tower and Church of Old Lucerne. 1742 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13063

Video number 12332
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13064 and 20289.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101805

Topic:    Architecture -- Switzerland
          Bridges -- Switzerland
          Churches -- Switzerland
          Lakes -- Switzerland
          SWITZERLAND TOUR
          Towers -- Switzerland

Place:    Lucerne (Switzerland)
          Switzerland

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass

The picturesque Bridge, Tower and Church of Old Lucerne. 1742
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The picturesque Bridge, Tower and Church of Old Lucerne. 1742
Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13064

Video number 12333

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13063 and 20289.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic:    Architecture -- Switzerland
          Bridges -- Switzerland
          Churches -- Switzerland
          Lakes -- Switzerland
          SWITZERLAND TOUR
          Towers -- Switzerland

Place:    Lucerne (Switzerland)
          Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Lion of Lucerne. 1743 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Lion of Lucerne. 1743 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13065

Video number 12334

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Similar to RSN 13070, 13071, 13072, 13073 and 20290.

Copy and Version Identification Note
30106

Topic: Lions -- Switzerland
Monuments -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Sculptures -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Zurich.] photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [River in Zurich.] photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13066
Video number 12335

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Similar to RSN 13060 and 13061.

Copy and Version Identification Note

101919

| Topic:                      | Bridges -- Switzerland  |
|                            | Rivers -- Switzerland   |
|                            | SWITZERLAND TOUR        |

| Place:                     | Switzerland             |
|                           | Zurich                  |

| Genre/Form:               | Photographs -- 1900-1910 |
|                           | -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                           | -- Glass                 |
|                           | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Woman standing by wooden fence in village in Switzerland : No.1772 : photonegative.], 1926
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Woman standing by wooden fence in village in Switzerland : No.1772 : photonegative.] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13067

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20287. Company acc. no. 124568.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

| Topic:                      | Agriculture -- Switzerland |
|                            | Dwellings -- Switzerland   |
|                            | Farms -- Switzerland       |
|                            | SWITZERLAND TOUR           |
|                            | Villages -- Switzerland    |
|                            | Women laborers -- Switzerland |

| Place:                     | Switzerland               |

| Genre/Form:               | Photographs -- 1920-1930   |
|                           | -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                           | -- Glass                  |
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake scene in Switzerland.] Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Lake scene in Switzerland.] Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13069

Video number 12338

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13069.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29640

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13068.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30081

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lion of Lucerne [Active no. 1743 : photonegative], 1906
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The Lion of Lucerne [Active no. 1743 : photonegative], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13070

Video number 12339

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Similar to RSN 13065. See 13071. 13072 and 13073.

Company acc. no. 103250.

Topic: Lions -- Switzerland
Monuments -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Sculptures -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Lion of Lucerne [Active no. 1743 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13071

Video number 12340

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Similar to RSN 13065, 13070, 13072 and 13073.

Topic:
- Lions -- Switzerland
- Monuments -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND TOUR
- Sculptures -- Switzerland

Place:
- Lucerne (Switzerland)
- Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass

The Lion of Lucerne 1743 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Lion of Lucerne 1743 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13072

Video number 12341

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13065, 13070, 13071 and 13073; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102676
The Lion of Lucerne. 1743 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Lion of Lucerne. 1743 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13073

Video number 12342

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Similar to RSN 13065, 13070, 13071 and 13072.

Copy and Version Identification Note
102675

Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13074

Video number 12343

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13075, 13076, 13077, 13078 and 13079.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29372

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling slightly along center border.

Local Numbers
RSN 13075

Video number 12344

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13074, 13076, 13077, 13078 and 13079.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

156

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13076

Video number 12345

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13074, 13075, 13077, 13078 and 13079.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30088

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13077

Video number 12346
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13074, 13075, 13076, 13078 and 13079.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13078

Video number 12347
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13074, 13075, 13076, 13077 and 13079.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
698

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. 1744 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13079

Video number 12348

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25804 and 25805; similar to RSN 13074, 13075, 13076, 13077 and 13078.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175], moved from [115].

Topic:
Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place:
Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An Alpine elevator to the clouds, Mt. Pilatus 1745 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): An Alpine elevator to the clouds, Mt. Pilatus 1745 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13080

Video number 12349
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13081, 13082 and 25806.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

29924

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Trains -- Switzerland

Place:
Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

An Alpine elevator to the clouds, Mt. Pilatus 1745 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): An Alpine elevator to the clouds, Mt. Pilatus 1745 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13081

Video number 12350

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13080, 13082 and 25806.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

699

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Trains -- Switzerland

Place:
Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

An Alpine elevator to the clouds, Mt. Pilatus 1745 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): An Alpine elevator to the clouds, Mt. Pilatus 1745 Photonegative 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13082

Video number 12351

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13080, 13081 and 25806.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- 19th century
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The summit of historic Pilatus. [Active no. 1746 : stereo photonegative,], 1897
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): The summit of historic Pilatus. [Active no. 1746 : stereo photonegative,] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13083

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20291. Company acc. no. 24648.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

**Topic:**
- Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Switzerland.
- Mountains -- Switzerland
  - SWITZERLAND TOUR
- Snow -- Switzerland
- glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:**
- Lucerne (Switzerland)
- Pilatus
  - Switzerland

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - -- Glass
  - Stereoscopic photographs

The Backbone of Europe, from the summit of Mt. Pilatus (7,000 feet). 1747 Photonegative

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The Backbone of Europe, from the summit of Mt. Pilatus (7,000 feet). 1747 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13084

Video number 12353

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13085 and 225807.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

**Topic:**
- Mountains -- Switzerland
  - SWITZERLAND TOUR
- Snow -- Switzerland

**Place:**
- Alps
- Pilatus
  - Switzerland

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - -- Glass

The Backbone of Europe, from the summit of Mt. Pilatus (7,000 feet). 1747 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Backbone of Europe, from the summit of Mt. Pilatus (7,000 feet). 1747 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13085

Video number 12354
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25807; similar to RSN 13084.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
700

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Lake of Lucerne from the Axenstein. [Active no. 1748 non-stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 4").
Image(s): The Lake of Lucerne from the Axenstein. 1748 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13086

Video number 12355
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13087, 13088, 13089 and 20292.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175],

Page 7242 of 15344
Orig. no. 110329.

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Axenstein (Swiss Alps)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Lake of Lucerne from the Axenstein. [Active no. 1748 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1903
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s): The Lake of Lucerne from the Axenstein. 1748 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13087

Video number 12356

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13086, 13088, 13089 and 20292.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Axenstein (Swiss Alps)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Lake of Lucerne from the Axenstein. [Active no. 1748 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Lake of Lucerne from the Axenstein. 1748 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13088

Video number 12357

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13086, 13087 and 13089; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Axenstein (Swiss Alps)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lake of Lucerne from the Axenstein. [Active no. 1748 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Lake of Lucerne from the Axenstein. 1748 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating badly upper half.

Local Numbers
RSN 13089

Video number 12358

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13086, 13087 and 13088.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Axenstein (Swiss Alps)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sisikon and the mighty Uri-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Sisikon and the mighty Uri-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13090
Video number 12359

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13091, 13092, 13093, 20293, 25808 and 25809; ["Touriscope"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

701

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Sisikon (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Uri-Rothstock

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Sisikon and the mighty Uri-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Sisikon and the mighty Uri-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13091

Video number 12360
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13090, 13092 and 13093.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110331

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Sisikon (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Uri-Rothstock

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Image(s): Sisikon and the mighty Uri-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13092

Video number 12361

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13090, 13091 and 13093; ["Swiss Reproduction"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175], moved from [128].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110330

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Sisikon (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Uri-Rothstock

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Sisikon and the mighty Uri-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Sisikon and the mighty Uri-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13093
Video number 12362
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13090, 13091 and 13092.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24532

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Sisikon (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Uri-Rothstock

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The bold Axenstrasse, hewn from the cliffs 360 feet above Lake Lucerne.
1750 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The bold Axenstrasse, hewn from the cliffs 360 feet above Lake Lucerne. 1750 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13094

Video number 12363

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13095, 20294 and 20295; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The bold Axenstrasse, hewn from the cliffs 360 feet above Lake Lucerne. 1750 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The bold Axenstrasse, hewn from the cliffs 360 feet above Lake Lucerne. 1750 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13095

Video number 12364

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13094, 20294 and 20295.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30085

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)
       Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Tunnel of the Axenstrasse, overhanging Lake Lucerne. 1751
Photonegative, 1896

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Tunnel of the Axenstrasse, overhanging Lake Lucerne. 1751
Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13096

Video number 12365

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13097, 13098 and 25810.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30228

Topic:  Lakes -- Switzerland
        Mountains -- Switzerland
        Roads -- Switzerland
        SWITZERLAND TOUR
        Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place:  Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)
        Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
        Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Tunnel of the Axenstrasse, overhanging Lake Lucerne. 1751
Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Tunnel of the Axenstrasse, overhanging Lake Lucerne. 1751 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13097

Video number 12366
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13096, 13098 and 25810.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
702

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Tunnels -- Switzerland

Place: Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Tunnel of the Axenstrasse, overhanging Lake Lucerne. 1751 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Tunnel of the Axenstrasse, overhanging Lake Lucerne. 1751 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13098

Video number 12367
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13096, 13097 and 25810.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

**Topic:** Lakes -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
Roads -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND TOUR  
Tunnels -- Switzerland  

**Place:** Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)  
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)  
Switzerland  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  

The River Aare at Berne and distant Alps. [Active no. 1752 : photonegative,] 1896  
1 Item (4” x 5”).  

**Image(s):** The River Aare at Berne and distant Alps. [Active no. 1752 : photonegative,] 1896.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Miller, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 13099  

Company catalog card included.  

Similar to RSN 13100, 13101, 13102 and 25811.  

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175]. Company acc. no. 30125.  

**Topic:** Bridges -- Switzerland  
Churches -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
Rivers -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND TOUR  

**Place:** Aar River (Switzerland)  
Alps (Switzerland)  
Bern (Switzerland)  
Switzerland  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  

The River Aare at Berne and distant Alps. [Active no. 1752 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The River Aare at Berne and distant Alps. [Active no. 1752: stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13100
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13099, 13101, 13102 and 25811.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175]. Company acc. no. 101907.

Topic:
- Bridges -- Switzerland
- Churches -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- Rivers -- Switzerland

Place:
- Aar River (Switzerland)
- Alps (Switzerland)
- Bern (Switzerland)
- Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The River Aare at Berne and distant Alps 1752 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The River Aare at Berne and distant Alps 1752 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13101
Video number 12370
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13099, 13100, 13102 and 25811.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].
The River Aare at Berne and distant Alps 1752 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The River Aare at Berne and distant Alps 1752 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13102

Video number 12371

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13099, 13100, 13101 and 25811; "Used by Touriscope" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Berne and her great mountain chain--the Bernese Oberland, 40 miles away. [Active no. 1753 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Berne and her great mountain chain--the Bernese Oberland, 40 miles away. [Active no. 1753 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13103
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20296.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].
Company acc. no. 101806.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Switzerland
Children -- Switzerland
Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Alps (Switzerland)
Bern (Switzerland)
Bernese Oberland
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13104
Video number 12373
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13105, 13106, 13107, 13108, 13109, 13110, 25812 and 25813.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29396

Topic: Barrels -- Switzerland
Carts -- Switzerland
Clock towers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Sculptures -- Switzerland
Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13105

Video number 12374

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13104, 13106, 13107, 13108, 13109, 13110, 25812 and 25813.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29396

Topic: Barrels -- Switzerland
Carts -- Switzerland
Clock towers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Sculptures -- Switzerland
Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13106

Video number 12375

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13104, 13105, 13107, 13108, 13109, 13110, 25812 and 25813.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
704

Topic:    Barrels -- Switzerland
         Carts -- Switzerland
         Clock towers -- Switzerland
         SWITZERLAND TOUR
         Sculptures -- Switzerland
         Streets -- Switzerland

Place:    Bern (Switzerland)
         Switzerland

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass

Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13107

Video number 12376

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13104, 13105, 13106, 13108, 13109, 13110, 25812 and 25813.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

510

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrels -- Switzerland</td>
<td>Bern (Switzerland)</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carts -- Switzerland</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock towers -- Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZERLAND TOUR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sculptures -- Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streets -- Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13108

Video number 12377

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13104, 13105, 13106, 13107, 13109, 13110, 25812 and 25813.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

23116

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrels -- Switzerland</td>
<td>Bern (Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carts -- Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock towers -- Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZERLAND TOUR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sculptures -- Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streets -- Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative, 1906
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13109

Video number 12378

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13104, 13105, 13106, 13107, 13108, 13110, 25812 and 25813.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103240

Topic: Barrels -- Switzerland
Carts -- Switzerland
Clock towers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Sculptures -- Switzerland
Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative, 1896
2 pieces (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13110

Video number 12379

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13104, 13105, 13106, 13107, 13108, 13109, 25812 and 25813; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175], moved from [115].

Topic: Barrels -- Switzerland
       Carts -- Switzerland
       Clock towers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Sculptures -- Switzerland
       Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

At a village fountain. 1755 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): At a village fountain. 1755 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

paper remnants stuck to emulsion which is yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 13111

Video number 12380

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 20297

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175]

Copy and Version Identification Note
102622

Topic: SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A Swiss home and its home maker--a love spirit of the wild Alpine range. 1755 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A Swiss home and its home maker--a love spirit of the wild Alpine range. 1755 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 13112

Video number 12381

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Similar to RSN 13113 and 20298.

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
     Homes -- Switzerland
     Portraits -- Switzerland
     SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A Swiss home and its home maker--a love spirit of the wild Alpine range. 1755 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A Swiss home and its home maker--a love spirit of the wild Alpine range. 1755 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13113

Video number 12382

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Similar to RSN 13112 and 20298.

Copy and Version Identification Note

103238

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
      Homes -- Switzerland
      Portraits -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Ancient Thun and its Lake, from the Castle. 1756 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ancient Thun and its Lake, from the Castle. 1756 Photonegative
          1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13114

Video number 12383

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13115, 13116 and 20299.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30135

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
       Lakes -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland
       Thun (Switzerland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

Ancient Thun and its Lake, from the Castle. 1756 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ancient Thun and its Lake, from the Castle. 1756 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13115

Video number 12384

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13114, 13116 and 20299.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
      Lakes -- Switzerland
      Mountains -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland
       Thun (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Ancient Thun and its Lake, from the Castle. 1756 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ancient Thun and its Lake, from the Castle. 1756 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13116

Video number 12385

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13114, 13115 and 20299.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
      Lakes -- Switzerland
      Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland
Thun (Switzerland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Interlaken and Jungfrau (13,670 feet). 1758 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Interlaken and Jungfrau (13,670 feet). 1758 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13117

Video number 12386

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13118, 13121 and 20300.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland

Place: Interlaken (Switzerland)
Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Interlaken and Jungfrau (13,670 feet). 1758 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interlaken and Jungfrau (13,670 feet). 1758 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13118

Video number 12387

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13117, 13121 and 20300.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30155

| Topic                  | Lakes -- Switzerland  
|                        | Mountains -- Switzerland  
|                        | SWITZERLAND TOUR         |
| Place                  | Interlaken (Switzerland) 
|                        | Jungfrau (Switzerland)   
|                        | Switzerland              |
| Genre/Form             | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
|                        | -- Glass                 
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs |

Grindelwald Valley, the Wetterhorn and Schreckhorn, from Schynige Platte.  
1759 Photonegative  
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): Grindelwald Valley, the Wetterhorn and Schreckhorn, from Schynige Platte. 1759 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 13119  

Video number 12388  
Company catalog card included.  
Similar to RSN 20301; frames in separate envelopes.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

| Topic                  | Mountains -- Switzerland  
|                        | SWITZERLAND TOUR         
|                        | Valleys -- Switzerland   |
| Place                  | Grindelwald Valley (Switzerland)  
|                        | Schreckhorn              
|                        | Schynige Platte          
|                        | Switzerland              
|                        | Wetterhorn               |
| Genre/Form             | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
|                        | -- Glass                 
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs |
Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13120
Video number 12389
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13122, 13123, 13124, 13125, 13126 and 20302.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].
Copy and Version Identification Note
124543
Topic:    Mountains -- Switzerland
          SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland
Place:    Lauterbrunnen Valley (Switzerland)
          Staubbach Waterfall
          Switzerland
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

Interlaken and Jungfrau (13,670 feet). 1758 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Interlaken and Jungfrau (13,670 feet). 1758 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13121
Video number 12390
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13117, 13118 and 20300.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Interlaken (Switzerland)
       Jungfrau (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13122

Video number 12391

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13120, 13123, 13124, 13125, 13126 and 20302.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Valleys -- Switzerland
       Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Lauterbrunnen Valley (Switzerland)
       Staubbach Waterfall
       Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13123

Video number 12392

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13120, 13122, 13124, 13125, 13126 and 20302.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102726

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Lauterbrunnen Valley (Switzerland)
Staubbach Waterfall
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 Photonegative, 1896

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13124

Video number 12393
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13120, 13122, 13123, 13125, 13126 and 20302.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30244

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Lauterbrunnen Valley (Switzerland)
Staubbach Waterfall
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley.
1760 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13125

Video number 12394

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13120, 13122, 13123, 13124, 13126 and 20302.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Lauterbrunnen Valley (Switzerland)
Staubbach Waterfall
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley.
1760 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13126

Video number 12395

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13120, 13122, 13123, 13124, 13125 and 20302.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30077

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Lauterbrunnen Valley (Switzerland)
Staubbach Waterfall
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in Switzerland.] 1761 Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountain scene in Switzerland.] 1761 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13127

Video number 12396
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20303.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102985

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Eiger (Wengern Alps, Switzerland)
Lauterbrunnen Valley (Switzerland)
Monch
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Murren, the loftiest of Switzerland's hamlets, and the Monch and Eiger. 1762 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Murren, the loftiest of Switzerland's hamlets, and the Monch and Eiger. 1762 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13128

Video number 12397

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20304; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Eiger (Wengern Alps, Switzerland)
Monch
Murren (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Breithorn (12,400 feet), and Tschingelhorn (11,748 feet), Upper Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1763 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Breithorn (12,400 feet), and Tschingelhorn (11,748 feet), Upper Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1763 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13129

Video number 12398
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 20305 and 25814.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

29481

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Breithorn (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Tschingelhorn (Switzerland)
Upper Lauterbrunnen Valley

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Jungfrau (13,760 feet), from the summit of Scheidegg. 1764 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Jungfrau (13,760 feet), from the summit of Scheidegg. 1764 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13130
Video number 12399

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13131 and 25815.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

705

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Scheidegg
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Jungfrau (13,760 feet), from the summit of Scheidegg. 1764 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Jungfrau (13,760 feet), from the summit of Scheidegg. 1764 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion deteriorating badly.

Local Numbers

RSN 13131

Video number 12400

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13130 and 25815.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Scheidegg
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lake scene in Switzerland.] Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Lake scene in Switzerland.] Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13132

Video number 12401

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29447

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grindelwald Valley and the Wetterhorn from the summit of Scheidegg. 1765
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Grindelwald Valley and the Wetterhorn from the summit of Scheidegg. 1765 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13133

Video number 12402

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20306.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102414

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Grindelwald Valley (Switzerland)
Scheidegg
Switzerland
Wetterhorn

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

The Ascent of Jungfrau--crossing the glacier. 1767 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Ascent of Jungfrau--crossing the glacier. 1767 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13134

Video number 12403
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13135, 13136, 20408 and 25816.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Crevasses -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Ascent of Jungfrau--crossing the glacier. 1767 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Ascent of Jungfrau--crossing the glacier. 1767 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13135

Video number 12404

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 131345, 13136, 20408 and 25816.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101833

Topic: Crevasses -- Switzerland

Mountaineers -- Switzerland

Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND TOUR

glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Jungfrau (Switzerland)

Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The Ascent of Jungfrau--crossing the glacier. 1767 Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Ascent of Jungfrau--crossing the glacier. 1767 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13136

Video number 12405

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13134, 13135, 20408 and 25816.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic:  Crevasses -- Switzerland
        Mountaineers -- Switzerland
        Mountains -- Switzerland
        SWITZERLAND TOUR
        glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:  Jungfrau (Switzerland)
        Switzerland

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

A country road. 1768 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A country road. 1768 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13137

Video number 12406

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13138, 13139 and 25817.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

706

Topic:  Roads -- Switzerland
        SWITZERLAND TOUR
        Villages -- Switzerland

Place:  Switzerland

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

A country road. 1768 Photonegative, 1906
Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A country road. 1768 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 13138
Video number 12407
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 13137, 13139 and 25817.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101899

Topic: Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A country road. 1768 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion almost completely deteriorated.

Local Numbers
RSN 13139
Video number 12408
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 13137, 13138 and 25817.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].
Topic: Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

All the world's the same, Switzerland included. 1770 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): All the world's the same, Switzerland included. 1770 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13140

Video number 12409

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Similar to RSN 13141, 13142, 13143 and 25818.

Copy and Version Identification Note
101881

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Family -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Restaurants -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

All the world's the same, Switzerland included. 1770 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): All the world's the same, Switzerland included. 1770 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13141

Video number 12410

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Similar to RSN 13140; same as RSN 13142, 13143 and 25818.

Copy and Version Identification Note

707

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Dwellings -- Switzerland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homes -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restaurants -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWITZERLAND TOUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place          | Switzerland              |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the world's the same, Switzerland included. 1770 photonegative, 1906 1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): All the world's the same, Switzerland included. 1770 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13142

Video number 12411

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Similar to RSN 13140; same as RSN 13141, 13143 and 25818.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Dwellings -- Switzerland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homes -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restaurants -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWITZERLAND TOUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place          | Switzerland              |

All the world's the same, Switzerland included. 1770 photonegative, 1906 1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): All the world's the same, Switzerland included. 1770 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13143
Video number 12412
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175], moved from [115].
Similar to RSN 13140; same as RSN 13141, 13142 and 25818.

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
       Family -- Switzerland
       Homes -- Switzerland
       Restaurants -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                  -- Glass
                  Stereoscopic photographs

The wonderful gorge of the River Aare. 1771 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The wonderful gorge of the River Aare. 1771 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13144
Video number 12413
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 13145 and 25819.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

708

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
       Gorges -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Walkways -- Switzerland
       Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Aar River (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Box 149  RSN Numbers 13145-13239

Image(s)

The wonderful gorge of the River Aare. 1771 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The wonderful gorge of the River Aare. 1771 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13145

Video number 12414

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13144 and 25819.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
       Gorges -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Walkways -- Switzerland
       Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Aar River (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down (east) the Rhine Valley from Dissentis. 1772 Photonegative
2 pieces (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looking down (east) the Rhine Valley from Dissentis. 1772 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13146
Video number 12415
Company catalog card included,
Similar to RSN 20311; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Agriculture -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Dissentis (Switzerland)
Rhine Valley
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down (north) the profound gorge via Mala toward Thusis and the Rhine Valley. 1772 photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looking down (north) the profound gorge via Mala toward Thusis and the Rhine Valley. 1772 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13147
Video number 12416
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20312.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

**Topic:**
- Canyons -- Switzerland
- Gorges -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- Rivers -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND TOUR
- Valleys -- Switzerland

**Place:**
- Mala
- Rhine Valley
- Switzerland
- Thusis (Switzerland)

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

**Image(s):**
Nature's cathedrals, Piz Bernina and Roseg; Roseg Valley, Engadine 1774 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 13148

Video number 12417

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20313.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

102439

**Topic:**
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND TOUR
- Valleys -- Switzerland
- glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:**
- Engadine (Switzerland)
- Piz Bernina
- Roseg
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Bella Vista, Piz Bernina and the Morteratsch glacier, Engadine. 1775 Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Bella Vista, Piz Bernina and the Morteratsch glacier, Engadine. 1775 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13149

Video number 12418

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20314.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101808

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND TOUR

Valleys -- Switzerland

glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Bella Vista (Switzerland)

Engadine (Switzerland)

Morteratsch Glacier

Piz Bernina

Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Peaks of Palu--wrapped in eternal snows, Bernina group, Engadine. 1776 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Peaks of Palu--wrapped in eternal snows, Bernina group, Engadine. 1776 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13150

Video number 12419

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20315.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102911

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Bernina (Switzerland)
Engadine (Switzerland)

Palu Peaks
Switzerland

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd rock formation in Grand Canyon.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13151

Video number 12420

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note

12216

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
      Formations (Geology)

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Upper Engadine, most admired of Swiss valleys, northeast from the Hahnensee. Active no. 1777 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Upper Engadine, most admired of Swiss valleys, northeast from the Hahnensee. Active no. 1777 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13152

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20316.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Engadine (Switzerland)
       Hahnensee (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

The beauty and splendor of the Engadine--looking southwest from Hahnensee to the Maloja. 1778 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The beauty and splendor of the Engadine—looking southwest from Hahnensee to the Maloja. 1778 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13153

Video number 12422

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13154, 20317 and 20319.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Engadine (Switzerland)
       Hahnensee (Switzerland)
       Maloja
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The beauty and splendor of the Engadine—looking southwest from Hahnensee to the Maloja. 1778 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13154

Video number 12423

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13153, 20317 and 20319.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Engadine (Switzerland)
      Hahnensee (Switzerland)
      Maloja
      Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The descent to Italy--road winding down from the Maloja Pass, Engadine.
1779 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The descent to Italy--road winding down from the Maloja Pass, Engadine. 1779 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13155

Video number 12424

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13156, 13157 and 25820.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
      Passes -- Switzerland
      Roads -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Engadine (Switzerland)
       Maloja Pass
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The descent to Italy--road winding down from the Maloja Pass, Engadine.
1779 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The descent to Italy--road winding down from the Maloja Pass, Engadine. 1779 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
The descent to Italy--road winding down from the Maloja Pass, Engadine.  
1779 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The descent to Italy--road winding down from the Maloja Pass, Engadine. 1779 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Upper left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 13157

Video number 12426

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13155, 13156 and 25820.

Currently stored in box 3.1.18 [175].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102057
Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
   Passes -- Switzerland
   Roads -- Switzerland
   SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Engadine (Switzerland)
   Maloja Pass
   Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Switzerland.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Landscape in Switzerland.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Half of both frames missing.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13158

Video number 12427
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Topic: SWITZERLAND TOUR

Engineering feats on the St. Gotthard Railroad--circular tunnels at Giornico, Italian side, Alps. 1780 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Engineering feats on the St. Gotthard Railroad--circular tunnels at Giornico, Italian side, Alps. 1780 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13159
Video number 12428

Similar to RSN 20320.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

**Topic:** Bridges -- Italy  
Mountains -- Italy  
Railroads -- Italy  
Rapids -- Italy  
Rivers -- Italy

**Place:** Alps  
Giornico (Italy)  
Italy  
St. Gotthard Railroad  
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Glass

St. Gotthard Railroad at Wassen (north side of Alps) Windgalle in distance.  
1781 Photonegative  
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** St. Gotthard Railroad at Wassen (north side of Alps) Windgalle in distance. 1781 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 13160

Video number 12429

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20321; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Switzerland  
Railroads -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND TOUR  
Valleys -- Switzerland

**Place:** Alps  
St. Gotthard Railroad  
Switzerland  
Wassen (Switzerland)
Windgalle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grimsel Pass, Oberaarhorn and Finsteraarhorn, W. from Furka Pass. 1782
Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Grimsel Pass, Oberaarhorn and Finsteraarhorn, W. from Furka Pass. 1782 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13161

Video number 12430

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20322.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

TOPIC: Military -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Passes -- Switzerland
Rifles -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

PLACE: Finsteraarhorn (Switzerland)
Furka Pass (Switzerland)
Grimsel Pass (Switzerland)
Oberaarhorn
Switzerland

GENRE/ FORM: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent view of Rhone Valley, with Weisshorn and Monte Rosa Group
50 miles away--southwest from Furka Pass. 1783 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Magnificent view of Rhone Valley, with Weisshorn and
Monte Rosa Group 50 miles away--southwest from Furka Pass. 1783
Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13162

Video number 12431

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20323

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic:
Military -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Passes -- Switzerland
Rifles -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place:
Furka Pass (Switzerland)
Monte Rosa
Rhone Valley
Switzerland
Weisschina

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Looking south from the Eggishorn over Rhone Valley to Monte Leone and Fletschhorn. 1784 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Looking south from the Eggishorn over Rhone Valley to Monte Leone and Fletschhorn. 1784 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13163

Video number 12432

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13164 and 20318.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place:
Eggishorn (Switzerland)
Fletschhorn (Switzerland)
Monte Leone
Rhone Valley
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Looking south from the Eggishorn over Rhone Valley to Monte Leone and Fletschhorn. 1784 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking south from the Eggishorn over Rhone Valley to Monte Leone and Fletschhorn. 1784 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating at top and bottom both frames.

Local Numbers

RSN 13164

Video number 12433

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13163 and 20318; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174], moved from [127].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND TOUR

Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Eggishorn (Switzerland)

Fletschhorn (Switzerland)

Monte Leone

Rhone Valley

Switzerland

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Huge ice river--Fiescher glacier and Oberaarhorn, N.W. from the Eggishorn. 1785 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Huge ice river--Fiescher glacier and Oberaarhorn, N.W. from the Eggishorn. 1785 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13165
Video number 12434
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13166 and 25821.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

710

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Eggishorn (Switzerland)
Fiescher Glacier (Switzerland)
Oberaarhorn
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Huge ice river--Fiescher glacier and Oberaarhorn, N.W. from the Eggishorn. 1785 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Huge ice river--Fiescher glacier and Oberaarhorn, N.W. from the Eggishorn. 1785 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13166

Video number 12435
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13165 and 25821.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Eggishorn (Switzerland)
Fiescher Glacier (Switzerland)
Oberaarhorn
Switzerland
The great Aletsch glacier and Marjelen Lake--west from the Eggishorn.
1786 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The great Aletsch glacier and Marjelen Lake--west from the Eggishorn. 1786 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13167

Video number 12436

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13168 and 25822.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

711

Topic:
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Aletsch Glacier
Eggishorn (Switzerland)
Marjelen Lake
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The great Aletsch glacier and Marjelen Lake--west from the Eggishorn.
1786 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The great Aletsch glacier and Marjelen Lake--west from the Eggishorn. 1786 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13168
Video number 12437

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13167 and 25822.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

**Topic:** Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Aletsch Glacier
Eggishorn (Switzerland)
Marjelen Lake
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Edge of Aletsch glacier--showing the treacherous crevasses, and Marjelen Lake (looking west). Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Edge of Aletsch glacier--showing the treacherous crevasses, and Marjelen Lake (looking west). Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13169

Video number 12438

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13170 and 25823.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101852

**Topic:** Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Aletsch Glacier
Marjelen Lake
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Edge of Aletsch glacier--showing the treacherous crevasses, and Marjelen Lake (looking west). 1787 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Edge of Aletsch glacier--showing the treacherous crevasses, and Marjelen Lake (looking west). 1787 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13170

Video number 12439

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13169 and 25823.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
712

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Aletsch Glacier
Marjelen Lake
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

An ocean of ice--great Aletsch glacier (looking south), with Weisshorn in distance at right. 1788 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): An ocean of ice--great Aletsch glacier (looking south), with Weisshorn in distance at right. 1788 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13171

Video number 12440
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Aletsch Glacier
Switzerland
Weisshorn

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Looking down (north) the Visp Valley from near Stalden--Bernese Alps in
distance. 1789 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): Looking down (north) the Visp Valley from near Stalden--Bernese Alps in distance. 1789 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13172

Video number 12441
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101810

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Bernese Alps (Switzerland)
Staklen (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Visp Valley
The "Alpine Spirit's" sanctuary--the charming Zermatt and the Matterhorn.
[Active no. 1790 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schultz, C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13173

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13174, 13175, 20324 and 25824.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Orig. no. 713.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The "Alpine Spirit's" sanctuary--the charming Zermatt and the Matterhorn.
[Active no. 1790 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schultz, C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13174

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13173, 13175, 20324 and 25824.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Alpine Spirit's" sanctuary--the charming Zermatt and the Matterhorn.
[Active no. 1790 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schultz, C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13175

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13173, 13174, 20324 and 25824.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From verdure to eternal snow--the Matterhorn from pathway above Zermatt. 1791 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): From verdure to eternal snow--the Matterhorn from pathway above Zermatt. 1791 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating at top and bottom borders both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 13176

Video number 12445

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13177; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From verdure to eternal snow--the Matterhorn from pathway above Zermatt. 1791 Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): From verdure to eternal snow--the Matterhorn from pathway above Zermatt. 1791 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13177

Video number 12446

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13176

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101856

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Walkways -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Matterhorn seen from the Schwarzsee. 1792 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Matterhorn seen from the Schwarzsee. 1792 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13178

Video number 12447

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13179.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101846

Topic: Horses -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Matterhorn
Schwarzsee
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
The Matterhorn seen from the Schwarzsee. 1792 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The Matterhorn seen from the Schwarzsee. 1792 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13179

Video number 12448
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13178.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Horses -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Matterhorn
Schwarzsee
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Wonderful frozen cataract, Gorner glacier and Monte Rosa group. 1793
Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Wonderful frozen cataract, Gorner glacier and Monte Rosa group. 1793 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13180

Video number 12449
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Gorner Glacier (Switzerland)
    Monte Rosa
    Switzerland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain stream in Switzerland.] photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountain stream in Switzerland.] photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 13181

Video number 12450
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    102538

    Topic: Huts -- Switzerland
    Mountains -- Switzerland
    Rivers -- Switzerland
    SWITZERLAND TOUR
    Valleys -- Switzerland

    Place: Switzerland

    Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13182

Video number 12451

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102042

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Breithorn, Monte Rosa group, from the Gornergrat. 1796 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Breithorn, Monte Rosa group, from the Gornergrat. 1796 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13183

Video number 12452

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13184 and 25825.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
714

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place:
Breithorn (Switzerland)
Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Monte Rosa
Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Breithorn, Monte Rosa group, from the Gornergrat. 1796 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Breithorn, Monte Rosa group, from the Gornergrat. 1796 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13184

Video number 12453

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13183 and 25825.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101674

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Breithorn (Switzerland)
Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Monte Rosa
Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lyskamm, Monte Rosa group, from the Gornergrat. 1797 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Lyskamm, Monte Rosa group, from the Gornergrat. 1797 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13185
Video number 12454
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].
Copy and Version Identification Note
101676
Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Lyskamm (Switzerland)
Monte Rosa
Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Summit of Monte Rosa (15,215 feet), from the Gornergrat, birthplace of the mighty Gorner glacier. 1798 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Summit of Monte Rosa (15,215 feet), from the Gornergrat, birthplace of the mighty Gorner glacier. 1798 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13186
Video number 12455
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101847

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Gorner Glacier (Switzerland)
Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Monte Rosa
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The charming resort, Zermatt, valley of the Visp, beneath the mighty Weisshorn. 1799 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The charming resort, Zermatt, valley of the Visp, beneath the mighty Weisshorn. 1799 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13187

Video number 12456

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13188 and 13189.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102757

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Resorts -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Visp Valley
Weisshorn
Zermatt (Switzerland)
The charming resort, Zermatt, valley of the Visp, beneath the mighty Weisshorn. 1799 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The charming resort, Zermatt, valley of the Visp, beneath the mighty Weisshorn. 1799 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing and peeling slightly along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 13188

Video number 12457

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13187 and 13189; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174], moved from [127].

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
Resorts -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland
Visp Valley
Weisshorn
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The charming resort, Zermatt, valley of the Visp, beneath the mighty Weisshorn. 1799 Photonegative, 1906
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The charming resort, Zermatt, valley of the Visp, beneath the mighty Weisshorn. 1799 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13189

Video number 12458

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13187 and 13188.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101922

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
       Resorts -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Valleys -- Switzerland
       glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
       Visp Valley
       Weisshorn
       Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Swiss hamlet near eternal snows--Saas-fee and Fee glacier and the
Alphubel. 1800 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Swiss hamlet near eternal snows--Saas-fee and Fee glacier and
the Alphubel. 1800 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13190

Video number 12459

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13191.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
       Family -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       Resorts -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland
Glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
- Alphubel
- Fee Glacier (Switzerland)
- Saas-fee (Switzerland)
- Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass

Swiss hamlet near eternal snows--Saas-fee and Fee glacier and the Alphubel. 1800 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Swiss hamlet near eternal snows--Saas-fee and Fee glacier and the Alphubel. 1800 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 13191

Video number 12460

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13190.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101877

Topic:
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- Resorts -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND TOUR
- Villages -- Switzerland
- Glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
- Alphubel
- Fee Glacier (Switzerland)
- Saas-fee (Switzerland)
- Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
Life in Switzerland--a typical Alpine home, Saas-fee. 1801 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Life in Switzerland--a typical Alpine home, Saas-fee. 1801 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13192
Video number 12461
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29572

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Resorts -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Saas-fee (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Life in Switzerland--a typical Alpine home, Saas-fee. 1801 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Life in Switzerland--a typical Alpine home, Saas-fee. 1801 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13193
Video number 12462

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101926

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Resorts -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Saas-fee (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Industry and simplicity--interior of a Switzer's mountain home, Saas-fee.
1802 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Industry and simplicity--interior of a Switzer's mountain home, Saas-fee. 1802 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13194

Video number 12463

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101925

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Interiors -- Switzerland
Resorts -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Spinning wheels -- Switzerland

Place: Saas-fee
Switzerland
Sion, with its mediaeval homes and castles, Rhone Valley. 1803
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Sion, with its mediaeval homes and castles, Rhone Valley. 1803 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13195

Video number 12464

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101855

Topic: Castles -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Rhone Valley
Sion (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Inn, where Napoleon I stopped, Bourg St. Pierre--road to the great St. Bernard Pass. 1804 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Inn, where Napoleon I stopped, Bourg St. Pierre--road to the great St. Bernard Pass. 1804 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13196

Video number 12465
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102095

Names: Bourg St. Pierre (St. Bernard Pass, Switzerland)

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Passes -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Streets -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: St. Bernard Pass
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

World-famous Monastery and dogs--Great St. Bernard Pass. 1805
Photonegative, 1906
1 item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): World-famous Monastery and dogs--Great St. Bernard Pass. 1805 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13197

Video number 12466

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13198, 13199 and 25826.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101894

Topic: Dogs -- Switzerland
Monasteries -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Passes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: St. Bernard Pass
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

World-famous Monastery and dogs--Great St. Bernard Pass. 1805
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): World-famous Monastery and dogs--Great St. Bernard Pass. 1805 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13198

Video number 12467

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13197, 13199 and 25826.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Dogs -- Switzerland
Monasteries -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Passes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: St. Bernard Pass
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13197, 13198 and 25826.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

**Topic:**
- Dogs -- Switzerland
- Monasteries -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- Passes -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND TOUR

**Place:**
- St. Bernard Pass
- Switzerland

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Great St. Bernard Pass, Lake and Monastery--looking northeast, Grand Combine in distance. 1806 Photonegative, 1906

*1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")*


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 13200

Video number 12469

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13201.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

**Topic:**
- Lakes -- Switzerland
- Monasteries -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- Passes -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND TOUR

**Place:**
- Grand Combine (Switzerland)
- St. Bernard Pass
- Switzerland

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Great St. Bernard Pass, Lake and Monastery--looking northeast, Grand Combine in distance. 1806 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13201

Video number 12470
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13200.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101854

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Monasteries -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Passes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Grand Combine (Switzerland)
St. Bernard Pass
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Eastern side of Mt. Blanc range, from Col de Fenetre near Great St.
Bernard Pass. [Active no. 1807 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Eastern side of Mt. Blanc range, from Col de Fenetre near Great St. Bernard Pass. 1807 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13202

Video number 12471
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Passes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Col de Fenetre (Swiss Alps)
Mt. Blanc
St. Bernard Pass
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The ancient Castle of Chillon, celebrated prison of Bonnivard, Lake Geneva. 1808 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The ancient Castle of Chillon, celebrated prison of Bonnivard, Lake Geneva. 1808 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13203

Video number 12472

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

101913

Names: Chillon Castle (Lake Geneva, Switzerland)

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Castles -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The ancient Castle of Chillon, celebrated prison of Bonnivard, Lake Geneva. 1808 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The ancient Castle of Chillon, celebrated prison of Bonnivard, Lake Geneva. 1808 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13204

Video number 12473

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13203.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101913

Names: Chillon Castle (Lake Geneva, Switzerland)
Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Castles -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Lake Geneva and the Dent du Midi, from Village of Gilion. 1809 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13205

Video number 12474

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13206 and 25827.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Dent du Midi (Switzerland)
Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Gilion (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lake Geneva and the Dent du Midi, from Village of Gilion. 1809
Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13206

Video number 12475

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13205 and 25827.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
716

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Dent du Midi (Switzerland)
Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Gilion (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Beautiful village of Montreux, on Lake Geneva. 1810 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Beautiful village of Montreux, on Lake Geneva. 1810 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13207

Video number 12476

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13208 and 13209; ["Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30210

Topic:
- Lakes -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place:
- Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
- Montreux (Switzerland)
- Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Beautiful village of Montreux, on Lake Geneva. 1810 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Beautiful village of Montreux, on Lake Geneva. 1810 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13208

Video number 12477

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13207 and 13209.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].
Copy and Version Identification Note

30210

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Montreux (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Beautiful village of Montreux, on Lake Geneva. 1810 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Beautiful village of Montreux, on Lake Geneva. 1810 Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13209

Video number 12478

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13207 and 13208.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Montreux (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Sunset, Lake Geneva. 1811 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sunset, Lake Geneva. 1811 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13210

Video number 12479

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13211, 13212, 13213 and 13214.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Sailboats -- Switzerland
       Sunsets -- Switzerland

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Sunset, Lake Geneva. 1811 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sunset, Lake Geneva. 1811 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13211

Video number 12480

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13210, 13212, 13213 and 13214.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174], moved from [115].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Sailboats -- Switzerland
       Sunsets -- Switzerland

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunset, Lake Geneva. 1811 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sunset, Lake Geneva. 1811 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating across lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 13212
Video number 12481
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13210, 13211, 13213 and 13214.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174], moved from [127].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Sailboats -- Switzerland
Sunsets -- Switzerland

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunset, Lake Geneva. 1811 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Sunset, Lake Geneva. 1811 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13213
Video number 12482
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13210, 13211, 13212 and 13214.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101843

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Sailboats -- Switzerland
Sunsets -- Switzerland

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunset, Lake Geneva. [Chart and compass come from Thee; Jesus, Savior, pilot me.] in image. 1811 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Sunset, Lake Geneva. [Chart and compass come from Thee; Jesus, Savior, pilot me.] in image. 1811 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13214

Video number 12483

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13210, 13211, 13212 and 13213.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Sailboats -- Switzerland
Sunsets -- Switzerland

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Lovely Geneva--bridges crossing the Rhone. 1812 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Lovely Geneva--bridges crossing the Rhone. 1812 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13215
Video number 12484
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].
Similar to RSN 13216, same as RSN 13217 and 25828.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
     Rivers -- Switzerland
     SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Geneva (Switzerland)
       Rhone River
       Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

Lovely Geneva--bridges crossing the Rhone. 1812 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Lovely Geneva--bridges crossing the Rhone. 1812 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13216
Video number 12485
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].
Similar to RSN 13215, 13217 and 25828.
Copy and Version Identification Note
102913
Lovely Geneva--bridges crossing the Rhone. 1812 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Lovely Geneva--bridges crossing the Rhone. 1812 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13217

Video number 12486

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Same as RSN 13215 and 25828; similar to RSN 13216.

Copy and Version Identification Note
29524

Balmat, first to ascend Mt. Blanc, pointing out his route to Saussure, Chamonix. 1813 Photonegative, 1906
Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Balmat, first to ascend Mt. Blanc, pointing out his route to Saussure, Chamonix. 1813 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13218

Video number 12487

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13219

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102535

Topic:
- Monuments -- Switzerland
- Mountaineers -- Switzerland
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND TOUR
- Sculptures -- Switzerland

Place:
- Balmat (Switzerland)
- Chamonix (France)
- France
- Mt. Blanc (Switzerland)
- Saussure
- Switzerland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

Balmat, first to ascend Mt. Blanc, pointing out his route to Saussure, Chamonix. 1813 Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Balmat, first to ascend Mt. Blanc, pointing out his route to Saussure, Chamonix. 1813 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13219

Video number 12488
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13218.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102066

Topic: Monuments -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Sculptures -- Switzerland

Place: Balmat (Switzerland)
Chamonix (France)
France
Mt. Blanc (Switzerland)
Saussure
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Image(s): Frightful Alpine precipices, looking from Aiguille Rouge (Brevent) to Mt. Blanc, Alps. 1814 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Frightful Alpine precipices, looking from Aiguille Rouge (Brevent) to Mt. Blanc, Alps. 1814 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13220

Video number 12489

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13221, 20325 and 25829

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
717

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Place: Aiguille Rouge
Alps
Brevent (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Frightful Alpine precipices, looking from Aiguille Rouge (Brevent) to Mt. Blanc, Alps. 1814 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Frightful Alpine precipices, looking from Aiguille Rouge (Brevent) to Mt. Blanc, Alps. 1814 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13221

Video number 12490

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13220, 20325 and 25829

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101802

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Aiguille Rouge
Alps
Brevent (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Mont Blanc, Monarch of European Mountains, from the Brevent, Alps. 1815 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4“ x 5“)
Image(s): Mont Blanc, Monarch of European Mountains, from the Brevent, Alps. 1815 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13222

Video number 12491

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13223, 13224 and 25830.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102766

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Brevent (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Mont Blanc, Monarch of European Mountains, from the Brevent, Alps. 1815 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (4“ x 5“)
Image(s): Mont Blanc, Monarch of European Mountains, from the Brevent, Alps. 1815 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 13223

Video number 12492
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13222 and 13224.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

**Topic:** Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Alps
Brevent (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Mont Blanc, Monarch of European Mountains, from the Brevent, Alps. 1815 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s): Mont Blanc, Monarch of European Mountains, from the Brevent, Alps. 1815 Photonegative 1906.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion blue-tinted.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 13224

Video number 12493

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13222 and 13223.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

718

**Topic:** Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Alps
Brevent (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland
Ascent of Mt. Blanc--cutting steps in the crystal ice of the Bossons glacier. 
1817 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc--cutting steps in the crystal ice of the Bossons glacier. 1817 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Tunnel in the glacier des Bossons, Mt. Blanc, Alps. 1818 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Tunnel in the glacier des Bossons, Mt. Blanc, Alps. 1818 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].
Ascent of Mt. Blanc--halting with guides at Pierre Pointue--looking up Bossons glacier. 1819 Photonegative, 1906
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc--halting with guides at Pierre Pointue--looking up Bossons glacier. 1819 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13227

Video number 12496

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Mt. Blanc--crossing Bossons glacier crevasses--Grands Mulets Rocks, Dome and Aig. du Gouter in distance, Alps. 1820 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc--crossing Bossons glacier crevasses--Grands Mulets Rocks, Dome and Aig. du Gouter in distance, Alps. 1820 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13228

Video number 12497

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25831.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Crevasses -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Aiguille du Gouter
Alps
Bossons Glacier (Switzerland)
Dome (Switzerland)
Grands Mulets Rocks (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ascent of Mt. Blanc--ice cliffs on the Bossons glacier (looking southwest), Alps. 1821 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc--ice cliffs on the Bossons glacier (looking southwest), Alps. 1821 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13229

Video number 12498

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13230.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101918

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Bossons Glacier (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ascent of Mt. Blanc--ice cliffs on the Bossons glacier (looking southwest), Alps. 1821 Photonegative, 1906
1 item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc--ice cliffs on the Bossons glacier (looking southwest), Alps. 1821 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13230

Video number 12499

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13229.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland

1 Item (5” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13231

Video number 12500

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13232

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

124535

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Dome du Gouter (Switzerland)
Grands Mulets (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13232

Video number 12501

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13231

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Dome du Gouter (Switzerland)
Grands Mulets (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ascent of Mt. Blanc--looking back (north) to Grands Mulets hut (10,007 feet), and Chamonix Valley, Alps. 1823 Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc--looking back (north) to Grands Mulets hut (10,007 feet), and Chamonix Valley, Alps. 1823 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Blemish spots on emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 13233

Video number 12502

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].
Copy and Version Identification Note

102894

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Chamonix Valley (Switzerland)
Grands Mulets (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] 1825 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] 1825 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13234

Video number 12503

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Grand Plateau (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Mt. Blanc--party resting on Grand Plateau (13,000 feet), Mt.
Blanc in distance, Alps. 1825 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc--party resting on Grand Plateau (13,000 feet), Mt. Blanc in distance, Alps. 1825 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13235

Video number 12504
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13236.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103022

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Alps
Grand Plateau (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Mt. Blanc--party resting on Grand Plateau (13,000 feet), Mt. Blanc in distance, Alps. 1825 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc--party resting on Grand Plateau (13,000 feet), Mt. Blanc in distance, Alps. 1825 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
negative quality equals RSN 13235.
Local Numbers
RSN 13236
Video number 12505
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13235
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Grand Plateau (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Home beside river in mountains of Switzerland.] 1826 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Home beside river in mountains of Switzerland.] 1826 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13237
Video number 12506
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ascent of Mt. Blanc--Refuge Hut Vallot, N. to Bernese Alps 50 miles away. 1826 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc--Refuge Hut Vallot, N. to Bernese Alps 50 miles away. 1826 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion cracked, peeling and water-marked.

Local Numbers
RSN 13238

Video number 12507

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic:
Huts -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place:
Bernese Alps (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland
Vallot Refuge Hut

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Summit of Mt. Blanc, highest point in Europe, N.E. past Observatory to Bernese Alps. 1827 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Summit of Mt. Blanc, highest point in Europe, N.E. past Observatory to Bernese Alps. 1827 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.

Local Numbers
RSN 13239

Video number 12508

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101902

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland

Place: Bernese Alps (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Box 150 Cards 1743-1940

Box 151 RSN Numbers 13240-13332

Image(s)

Descent of Mt. Blanc--enormous crevasses near the summit, Alps. 1828
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Descent of Mt. Blanc--enormous crevasses near the summit,
Alps. 1828 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13240

Video number 12509

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13241, 13242 and 25832.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
719

Topic: Crevasses -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland
Descent of Mt. Blanc--enormous crevasses near the summit, Alps. 1028 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Descent of Mt. Blanc--enormous crevasses near the summit, Alps. 1028 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13241

Video number 12510
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13240, 13242 and 25832.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174], moved from [127].
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Descent of Mt. Blanc--enormous crevasses near the summit, Alps. 1028 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13242
Video number 12511
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 13240, 13241 and 25832.
Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102749

Topic:
Crevasses -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Alps
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A remnant of the Glacial Period--huge Mer de Glace and Grandes Jorasses, Alps. 1029 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A remnant of the Glacial Period--huge Mer de Glace and Grandes Jorasses, Alps. 1029 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13243
Video number 12512
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Grandes Jorasses (Glacier)
Mer de Glace
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Left third of frame missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 13244

Video number 12513

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102042

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] 1832 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Mountain climbers in Switzerland.] 1832 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13245

Video number 12514

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.19 [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102761

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Aig. du Tacul--amid dizzy heights, looking north to Aig. du Dru and Vetre, Alps. 1832 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Ascent of Aig. du Tacul--amid dizzy heights, looking north to Aig. du Dru and Vetre, Alps. 1832 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13246

Video number 12515

Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13247

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].
Copy and Version Identification Note

124534

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Aiguille du Dru (Savoy Alps, Switzerland)
Aiguille du Tacul
Alps
Switzerland
Vetre

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Aig. du Tacul--amid dizzy heights, looking north to Aig. du Dru and Vetre, Alps. 1832 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Ascent of Aig. du Tacul--amid dizzy heights, looking north to Aig. du Dru and Vetre, Alps. 1832 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13247

Video number 12516

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13246

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Aiguille du Dru (Savoy Alps, Switzerland)
Aiguille du Tacul
Alps
Switzerland
Vetre

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascent of Aig. du Tacul--S.W. to Aig. du Geant (left) and Tour Ronde (right), Alps. 1831 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ascent of Aig. du Tacul--S.W. to Aig. du Geant (left) and Tour Ronde (right), Alps. 1831 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13248

Video number 12517

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13249 and 25833

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
720

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Aiguille du Geant
Aiguille du Tacul
Alps
Switzerland
Tour Ronde

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ascent of Aig. du Tacul--S.W. to Aig. du Geant (left) and Tour Ronde (right), Alps. 1831 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ascent of Aig. du Tacul--S.W. to Aig. du Geant (left) and Tour Ronde (right), Alps. 1831 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13249

Video number 12518

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13248 and 25833

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101931

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Aiguille du Geant
Aiguille du Tacul
Alps
Switzerland
Tour Ronde

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Mer de Glace from the "Chapeau," Aig. du Geant (13,150 feet), Charmoz
(11,295 feet), and Montanvert (6,303 feet), in distance, Alps. 1834
Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Mer de Glace from the "Chapeau," Aig. du Geant (13,150 feet),
Charmoz (11,295 feet), and Montanvert (6,303 feet), in distance, Alps.
1834 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13250

Video number 12519

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13252, 13253 and 25834.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
721

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
The "Mauvais Pass," and Mer de Glace, Aig. du Geant in the distance. 1834 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The "Mauvais Pass," and Mer de Glace, Aig. du Geant in the distance. 1834 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13251

Video number 12520

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Topic:       Mountaineers -- Switzerland
            Mountains -- Switzerland
            SWITZERLAND TOUR
            glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:       Aiguille du Geant
             Alps
             Mauvais Pass
             Mer de Glace
             Montanvert
             Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Mer de Glace from the "Chapeau," Aig. du Geant (13,150 feet), Charmoz (11,295 feet), and Montanvert (6,303 feet), in distance, Alps. 1834 Photonegative
Image(s): Mer de Glace from the "Chapeau," Aig. du Geant (13,150 feet), Charmoz (11,295 feet), and Montanvert (6,303 feet), in distance, Alps. 1834 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13252
Video number 12521
Similar to RSN 13250. 13253 and 25834.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Aiguille du Geant
Alps
Chapeau
Charmoz
Mer de Glace
Montanvert
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Mer de Glace from the "Chapeau," Aig. du Geant (13,150 feet), Charmoz (11,295 feet), and Montanvert (6,303 feet), in distance, Alps. 1834 Photonegative

Image(s): Mer de Glace from the "Chapeau," Aig. du Geant (13,150 feet), Charmoz (11,295 feet), and Montanvert (6,303 feet), in distance, Alps. 1834 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13253
Video number 12522
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13250, 13252 and 25834; [Used by Touriscpe] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND TOUR

glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Aiguille du Geant

Alps

Chapeau

Charmoz

Mer de Glace

Montanvert

Switzerland

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

---

Great Ice Fall at the end of the Mer de Glace, Alps. 1835 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** Great Ice Fall at the end of the Mer de Glace, Alps. 1835 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 13254

**Video number:** 12523

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13255 and 25835.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

722

**Topic:** Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND TOUR

glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Alps

Mer de Glace

Switzerland

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

---

Great Ice Fall at the end of the Mer de Glace, Alps. 1835 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Great Ice Fall at the end of the Mer de Glace, Alps. 1835 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13255

Video number 12524

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13254 and 25835.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192],

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Mer de Glace
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Famous baths and gardens at Ragatz from Wartenstein over town to Alpine peaks at N.W. 1837 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13256

Video number 12525

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192],

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous

Place: Ragatz
Switzerland
Wartenstein
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Eiger (13,040 feet), and Monch (13,468 feet) from Wengern Alps. 1838 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Eiger (13,040 feet), and Monch (13,468 feet) from Wengern Alps. 1838 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13257

Video number 12526
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25836.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102190

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Eiger (Wengern Alps, Switzerland)
Monch
Switzerland
Wengern Alps

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From flowery hills over beautiful Wengen, S.E. to majestic snow-shrouded Jungfrau. 1840 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From flowery hills over beautiful Wengen, S.E. to majestic snow-shrouded Jungfrau. 1840 Photonegative 1904
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13258

Video number 12527

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous

Place: Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Wengen

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---u (13,670 feet), Queen of the Alps. [Active no. 1841 : photonegative,], 1897
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ---u (13,670 feet), Queen of the Alps. [Active no. 1841 : photonegative,] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13259

Video number 12528

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192]. Company acc. no. 24557.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Giessbach, a charming foliage fringed cataract of the Bernese Oberland 1842 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Giessbach, a charming foliage fringed cataract of the Bernese Oberland 1842 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13260

Video number 12529

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30201

Topic: Cataracts -- Switzerland
Gardens -- Switzerland
Parks -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
Walkways -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Bernese Alps (Switzerland)
Giessbach (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Clearing snow from the Brienzer Rothhorn railway in early summer--in the glacial Alps. 1843 photonegative, 1904

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Clearing snow from the Brienzer Rothhorn railway in early summer--in the glacial Alps. 1843 photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13261

Video number 12530
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Railroads -- Switzerland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Snow -- Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Alps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brienzer Rothhorn Railway (Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summit of Aiguille du Dru (12,517 feet) from Montanvert, Alps. 1845
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Summit of Aiguille du Dru (12,517 feet) from Montanvert, Alps. 1845 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 13262
Video number 12531
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].
Copy and Version Identification Note
102203
| Topic          | Mountains -- Switzerland |
|                | SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous |
|                | glaciers -- Switzerland  |
| Place          | Aiguille du Dru (Savoy Alps, Switzerland) |
|                | Montanvert               |
|                | Switzerland              |
| Genre/Form     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                | -- Glass                 |
|                | Stereoscopic photographs |

Congealed billows in the great Ice Sea (Mer de Glace), Mt. Blanc Range, Alps. 1846 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Congealed billows in the great Ice Sea (Mer de Glace), Mt. Blanc Range, Alps. 1846 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13263

Video number 12532
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25837.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102023

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Mer de Glace
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes in icy mountains of Switzerland.] 1847 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Homes in icy mountains of Switzerland.] 1847 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13264
Video number 12533

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102448

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous

Place: Alps
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain tunnel in Switzerland.] 1850 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountain tunnel in Switzerland.] 1850 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13265

Video number 12534

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25840.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note

29365

Topic: Ice -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
Snow -- Switzerland
Tunnels -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Switzerland
[Home and waterfalls in mountains of Switzerland.] 1856 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Home and waterfalls in mountains of Switzerland.] 1856 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower right corner broken off.
Local Numbers
RSN 13266
Video number 12535
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25842
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102998

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Looking across Mer de Glace to Aiguilles Verte and Dru, from near Montanvert, Alps. 1859 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Looking across Mer de Glace to Aiguilles Verte and Dru, from near Montanvert, Alps. 1859 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13267

Video number 12536

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101895

Topic: 
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: 
Aiguille Verte (Savoy Alps, Switzerland)
Aiguille du Dru (Savoy Alps, Switzerland)
Alps
Mer de Glace
Montanvert
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13268

Video number 12537

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13269, 13272, 13273, 13274, and 25843.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].
The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13269
Video number 12538
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13268, 13272, 13273, 13274, and 25843
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192], moved from [127].
[Lakeside homes in Switzerland.] 1862 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Lakeside homes in Switzerland.] 1862 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13270
Video number 12539
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25844.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102461

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Switzerland.] 1863 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Switzerland.] 1863 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13271

Video number 12540
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13308 and 25845
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101983

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alp. 1861 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alp. 1861 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13272

Video number 12541
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13268, 13269, 13273, 13274, 13275 and 25843.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Topic:
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place:
Alps
Chamonix Valley (Switzerland)
Le Brevent (Alps, Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13273

Video number 12542

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13268, 13269, 13272, 13274, 13275 and 25843.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Chamonix Valley (Switzerland)
Le Brevent (Alps, Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13274

Video number 12543

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13268, 13269, 13272, 13273, 13275 and 25843.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
      Homes -- Switzerland
      Mountains -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
      Valleys -- Switzerland
      Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
       Chamonix Valley (Switzerland)
       Le Brevent (Alps, Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner broken off.

Local Numbers
RSN 13275

Video number 12544

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13268, 13269, 13272, 13273, 13274 and 25843.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
       Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Chamonix Valley (Switzerland)
Le Brevent (Alps, Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Salzburg and its Castle Fortress (XI Cent.). 1871 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Salzburg and its Castle Fortress (XI Cent.). 1871 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13276

Video number 12545

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13277.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note

108578

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Castles -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
Salzburg (Austria)
Salzburg Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Salzburg and its Castle Fortress (XI Cent.). 1871 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Salzburg and its Castle Fortress (XI Cent.). 1871 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 13277

Video number 12546

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13276.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108463

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Castles -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
Salzburg (Austria)
Salzburg Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Salzburg and the winding Salzach, from the Castle. 1872 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Salzburg and the winding Salzach, from the Castle. 1872 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13278

Video number 12547

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Same as RSN 13279 and 25848.

Copy and Version Identification Note

750

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Rivers -- Austria

Place: Austria
Salzach River
Salzburg

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Salzburg and the winding Salzach, from the Castle. 1872 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Salzburg and the winding Salzach, from the Castle. 1872 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13279

Video number 12548

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 13278 and 25848.

Copy and Version Identification Note

972

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Rivers -- Austria

Place: Austria
Salzach River
Salzburg

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Linz, on the Danube. 1875 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Linz, on the Danube. 1875 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
emulsion yellowing
Local Numbers
RSN 13280
Video number 12549
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].
Same as RSN 13281, 13322 and 20328.
Copy and Version Identification Note
110494
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Portraits -- Austria
Rivers -- Austria
Place: Austria
Danube River
Linz (Austria)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Linz, on the Danube. Active no. 1875 : stereo photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): Linz, on the Danube. Active no. 1875 : stereo photonegative, 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13281
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 13280, 13322 and 20328.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

**Topic:** AUSTRIA TOUR
Portraits
Rivers -- Austria

**Place:**
Austria
Danube River
Linz (Austria)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old pinnacled Castle and village of Weitenegg, on the Danube. 1880 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Old pinnacled Castle and village of Weitenegg, on the Danube. 1880 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13282

Video number 12551

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

**Topic:** AUSTRIA TOUR
Castles -- Austria
Rivers -- Austria
Villages -- Austria

**Place:**
Austria
Danube River (Austria)
Weitenegg (Austria)
Weitenegg Castle

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ruin Durnstein, on the Danube--prison of Richard Coeur de Lion (1192).
Caption no. 1882 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Ruin Durnstein, on the Danube—prison of Richard Coeur de Lion (1192). Caption no. 1882: stereoscopic photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Canceled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13283

Video number 12552
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108511

Names: Durnstein (Ruin) (Austria)
Richard, Coeur de Lion, King of England

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Castles -- Austria
Prisons -- Austria
Rivers -- Austria
Ruins -- Austria

Place: Austria
Danube River (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Franzens-Ring, Vienna, architecturally the finest street in Europe. 1883 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Franzens-Ring, Vienna, architecturally the finest street in Europe. 1883 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13284

Video number 12553
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25849; similar to RSN 13285.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
751

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Parks -- Austria
Streetcars -- Austria

Place: Austria
Franzens-Ring (Vienna, Austria)
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Franzens-Ring, Vienna, architecturally the finest street in Europe.
1883 Photonegative
5 pieces (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Franzens-Ring, Vienna, architecturally the finest street in Europe. 1883 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower right corner broken off.

Local Numbers
RSN 13285

Video number 12554

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13284.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Parks -- Austria
Streetcars -- Austria

Place: Austria
Franzens-Ring (Vienna, Austria)
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Imperial Museum, from the Hofburg Theatre, Vienna. 1884 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Imperial Museum, from the Hofburg Theatre, Vienna. 1884 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 13286
Video number 12555
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].
Similar to RSN 13287, 13288 and 25850.
Copy and Version Identification Note
108574
Names: Hofburg Theater (Vienna, Austria)
Imperial Museum (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Gardens -- Austria
Museums -- Austria
Parks -- Austria
Theaters -- Austria
Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Imperial Museum, from the Hofburg Theatre, Vienna. 1884 photonegative, 1907
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Imperial Museum, from the Hofburg Theatre, Vienna. 1884 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13287

Video number 12556

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Similar to RSN 13286, 13288 and 25850; frames in separate envelopes.

Names: Hofburg Theater (Vienna, Austria)
Imperial Museum (Vienna, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Gardens -- Austria
Museums -- Austria
Parks -- Austria
Theaters -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Imperial Museum, from the Hofburg Theatre, Vienna. 1884
photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Imperial Museum, from the Hofburg Theatre, Vienna. 1884
photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13288

Video number 12557

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Similar to RSN 13286, 13287 and 25850.

Copy and Version Identification Note
752

Names: Hofburg Theater (Vienna, Austria)
Imperial Museum (Vienna, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Imperial Armory, Vienna—the largest and finest collection in existence. photonegative 1886
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Imperial Armory, Vienna—the largest and finest collection in existence. photonegative 1886.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13289

Video number 12558

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Same as RSN 25851; similar to RSN 13318.

Copy and Version Identification Note
753

Names: Imperial Armory (Vienna, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Armor -- Austria
Military -- Austria
Museums -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Lofty reception hall, Rathhaus, Vienna. 1890 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13290

Video number 12559

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13291 and 25852

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192]

Names: Rathhaus (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
      Architecture -- Austria
      Interior architecture -- Austria
Place: Austria
      Vienna (Austria)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Lofty reception hall, Rathhaus, Vienna. 1890 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13291

Video number 12560

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13290 and 25852

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192]

Copy and Version Identification Note
754

Names: Rathhaus (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
      Architecture -- Austria
      Interior architecture -- Austria
Place: Austria
      Vienna (Austria)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
The great Rathhaus, Vienna (Tower 320 feet high). 1889 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The great Rathhaus, Vienna (Tower 320 feet high). 1889 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13292

Video number 12561
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13293
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192]

Copy and Version Identification Note
43983

Names: Rathhaus (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Buildings -- Austria
Streets -- Austria
Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great Rathhaus, Vienna (Tower 320 feet high). 1889 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The great Rathhaus, Vienna (Tower 320 feet high). 1889 Photonegative 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 13293

Video number 12562

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13292

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192]

Copy and Version Identification Note
110512

Names: Rathaus (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Buildings -- Austria
Streets -- Austria
Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Imperial Theatre, Vienna. 1891 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Imperial Theatre, Vienna. 1891 Photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13294

Video number 12563

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192]

Copy and Version Identification Note
110516

Names: Imperial Theater (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Streets -- Austria
**Theaters -- Austria**

**Place:** Austria  
Vienna (Austria)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Castle in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Castle in Austria.] Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 13295

**Video number:** 12564  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
107972

**Topic:** AUSTRIA TOUR  
Architecture -- Austria  
Castles -- Austria  
Gardens -- Austria

**Place:** Austria  
Vienna (Austria)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

---

The Votiv-Kirche--the memorial of a King (Tower 325 feet), Vienna. 1893  
Photonegative, 1907  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): The Votiv-Kirche--the memorial of a King (Tower 325 feet), Vienna. 1893 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13296

Video number 12565

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note

108506

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
   Architecture -- Austria
   Churches -- Austria
   Horses -- Austria
   Parks -- Austria
   Wagons -- Austria

Place: Austria
   Vienna (Austria)
   Votiv-Kirche (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Schotten-Ring, in the Ring-Strasse, Vienna. 1894 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Schotten-Ring, in the Ring-Strasse, Vienna. 1894 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13297

Video number 12566

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13330.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
       Streetcars -- Austria
       Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Ring-Strasse
Schotten-Ring (Vienna, Austria)
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ladies' Salon, Liechtenstein Royal Palace, Vienna. [Active no. 1895: stereo photonegative.], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Ladies' Salon, Liechtenstein Royal Palace, Vienna. [Active no. 1895: stereo photonegative.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13298

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 110521.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Names: Liechtenstein Royal Palace (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture
Interior architecture
Palaces

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Ball Room, Liechtenstein Royal Palace, Vienna. 1896 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13299
Video number 12568

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13301

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192]

Names: Liechtenstein Royal Palace (Vienna, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
   Architecture -- Austria
   Interior architecture -- Austria
   Palaces -- Austria

Place: Austria
   Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The broad and busy Graben--the heart of Vienna. [Active no. 1899 : stereo photonegative.], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The broad and busy Graben--the heart of Vienna. [Active no. 1899 : stereo photonegative.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13300

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Company acc. no. 110533.

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
   Horses -- Austria
   Streets -- Austria
   Wagons -- Austria

Place: Austria
   Graben (Vienna, Austria)
   Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs
The Ball Room, Liechtenstein Royal Palace, Vienna. 1896 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13301

Video number 12570
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13299
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192]

Names: Liechtenstein Royal Palace (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Interior architecture -- Austria
Palaces -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

The Imperial Opera, Vienna. 1904 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Imperial Opera, Vienna. 1904 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13302

Video number 12571
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13305, 13206, 13207 and 25854.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108515

Names: Imperial Opera (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Carriages -- Austria
Horses -- Austria
Opera houses -- Austria
Plazas -- Austria
Streetcars -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Portal, Imperial Palace, Vienna. 1900 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grand Portal, Imperial Palace, Vienna. 1900 Photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13303

Video number 12572
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 25853
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192]

Copy and Version Identification Note
110537

Names: Imperial Palace (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Palaces -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)
Church of St. Stephen, Vienna's great cathedral (XIV Cent.--Towers 449 feet). 1901 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13304

Video number 12573
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43921

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Cathedrals -- Austria
Churches -- Austria

Place: Austria
St. Stephen's Church
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Imperial Opera, Vienna. 1904 Photonegative, 1907
1 item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The Imperial Opera, Vienna. 1904 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13305
Video number 12574

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13202, 13206, 13207 and 25854.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note

755

Names: Imperial Opera (Vienna, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Carriages -- Austria
Horses -- Austria
Opera houses -- Austria
Plazas -- Austria
Streetcars -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Imperial Opera, Vienna. 1904 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Imperial Opera, Vienna. 1904 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13306

Video number 12575

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13202, 13205, 13207 and 25854.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note

108518

Names: Imperial Opera (Vienna, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Carriages -- Austria
Horses -- Austria
Opera houses -- Austria
Plazas -- Austria
Streetcars -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Imperial Opera, Vienna. 1904 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Imperial Opera, Vienna. 1904 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13307

Video number 12576

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13202, 13205, 13206 and 25854.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
371

Names: Imperial Opera (Vienna, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Carriages -- Austria
Horses -- Austria
Opera houses -- Austria
Plazas -- Austria
Streetcars -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls, U.S. : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13308

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13271 and 25845.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Company acc. no. 102198.

Topic:
Mountains -- United States
Waterfalls -- United States

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Austria.] Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in Austria.] Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13309

Video number 12578

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102460

Topic:
AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Churches -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Austria.] Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13310

Video number 12579
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
102957

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Churches -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture in Austria.] Photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13311
Video number 12580

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108009

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
     Architecture -- Austria
     Interior architecture -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture in Austria.] Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13312

Video number 12581

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108011

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
     Architecture -- Austria
     Interior architecture -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

Suits of Ferdinand I, Imperial Collection of Armour. photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Suits of Ferdinand I, Imperial Collection of Armour.
photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13313

Video number 12582
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108015

Names: Imperial Armory (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
      Armor -- Austria
      Military -- Austria
      Museums -- Austria

Place: Austria
      Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture in Austria.] Photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13314

Video number 12583
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108017

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Interior architecture -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Corpus Christi day Vienna, the Imperial Carriage at the Cathedral.
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Corpus Christi day Vienna, the Imperial Carriage at the Cathedral. Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13315

Video number 12584

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108018

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Cathedrals -- Austria
Horses -- Austria
Parades -- Austria
Royalty -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Corpus Christi Day
Vienna (Austria)
Vienna Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church in Austria.] photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Church in Austria.] photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
emulsion yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 13316

Video number 12585
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108020

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Carriages -- Austria
Churches -- Austria
Horses -- Austria
Monuments -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Castle in Austria.] Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13317
Video number 12586

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108035

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Boats -- Austria
Castles -- Austria
Lakes -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Figures in full armor in museum in Vienna.] photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Figures in full armor in museum in Vienna.] photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13318

Video number 12587

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Similar to RSN 13289

Copy and Version Identification Note
108037

Names: Imperial Armory (Vienna, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Armor -- Austria
Military -- Austria
Museums -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Passengers on bow of boat on river in Austria.] photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Passengers on bow of boat on river in Austria.] photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13319

Video number 12588
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108045

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Boats -- Austria
Rivers -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mozart Monument in Vienna.] photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Mozart Monument in Vienna.] photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13320

Video number 12589
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note

108063

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Monuments -- Austria
Sculptures -- Austria
statues -- Austria

Place: Austria
Mozart Monument (Austria)
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Figures in full armor in museum in Vienna.] photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Figures in full armor in museum in Vienna.] photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13321

Video number 12590

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note

108450

Names: Imperial Armory (Vienna, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Armor -- Austria
Military -- Austria
Museums -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of Danube River at Linz, Austria.] photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [High view of Danube River at Linz, Austria.] photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13322
Video number 12591
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].
Similar to RSN 13280, 13281 and 20328.
Copy and Version Identification Note
108527
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Rivers -- Austria
Place: Austria
Danube River
Linz (Austria)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boatmen on river in Austria.] photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boatmen on river in Austria.] photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13323
Video number 12592
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108566

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Boats -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
Rivers -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Art in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Art in Austria.] Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13324

Video number 12593

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108577

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Art -- Austria
Interior architecture -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13325

Video number 12594

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29549

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13326

Video number 12595

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29785
[Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13327

Video number 12596
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30148; 731

[River in Austrian mountains.] photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River in Austrian mountains.] photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13328

Video number 12597

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30185

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Gardens -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
Rivers -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13329

Video number 12598

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30153

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Children -- Austria
Churches -- Austria
Lakes -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
[Street scene in Austria.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in Austria.] Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13330

Video number 12599

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43893

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Streetcars -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Ring Strasse (Vienna, Austria)
Schotten-Ring (Vienna, Austria)
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13331
Video number 12600

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Copy and Version Identification Note

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>72295</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR Mountains -- Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Old Roman ruin, Schonbrunn, Vienna. 1907 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Old Roman ruin, Schonbrunn, Vienna. 1907 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13332

Video number 12601

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>108055</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR Arches -- Austria Architecture -- Austria Castles -- Austria Ruins -- Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Austria Schonbrunn Vienna (Austria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 152

RSN Numbers 13333-13429

Image(s)

The Fountain, Imperial Gardens, Schonbrunn, Vienna. 1908
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The Fountain, Imperial Gardens, Schonbrunn, Vienna. 1908 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13333

Video number 12602

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108552

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Castles -- Austria
Fountains -- Austria
Gardens -- Austria

Place: Austria
Schonbrunn
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The fruit market--west over the great market place, Vienna. 1909
Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The fruit market--west over the great market place, Vienna. 1909 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13334

Video number 12603
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13335.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30383

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Fruit -- Austria
Markets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The fruit market--west over the great market place, Vienna. 1909
Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The fruit market--west over the great market place, Vienna. 1909
Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13335

Video number 12604

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13334.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

43739

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Fruit -- Austria
Markets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

School children's morning devotion, Val Ampezzo from Toblach. 1910
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): School children's morning devotion, Val Ampezzo from Toblach. 1910 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 13336

Video number 12605
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13337 and 25856.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   108567

   Topic:       AUSTRIA TOUR
                 Children -- Austria
                 Mountains -- Austria
                 Religion -- Austria
                 Roads -- Austria
                 Shrines -- Austria
   Place:       Austria
                 Toblach
                 Val Ampezzo (Austria)
   Genre/       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Form:        -- Glass

School children's morning devotion, Val Ampezzo from Toblach. 1910
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): School children's morning devotion, Val Ampezzo from Toblach. 1910 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13337

Video number 12606
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13336 and 25856.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
756

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>AUSTRIA TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children -- Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Religion -- Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roads -- Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shrines -- Austria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Austria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toblach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Val Ampezzo (Austria)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |

Toblacher-See, Val Ampezzo. [Active no. 1911 : Photonegative], 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Toblacher-See, Val Ampezzo. [Active no. 1911 : Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13338

Video number 12607
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13339.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>AUSTRIA TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fishing -- Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lakes -- Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valleys -- Austria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Place: Austria
   Toblacher-See
   Tyrol
   Val Ampezzo (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Toblacher-See, Val Ampezzo. [Active no. 1911 Photonegative], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Toblacher-See, Val Ampezzo. [Active no. 1911 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13339

Video number 12608

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13338.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
107978

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
   Fishing -- Austria
   Lakes -- Austria
   Mountains -- Austria
   Valleys -- Austria

Place: Austria
   Toblacher-See
   Tyrol
   Val Ampezzo (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monte Cristallo (10,315 feet), from Hotel Post Landro. 1912 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Monte Cristallo (10,315 feet), from Hotel Post Landro. 1912 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 13340
Video number 12609
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13339.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].
Copy and Version Identification Note
108465
Names: Hotel Post Landro (Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Hotels -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
Place: Austria
Monte Cristallo (Austria)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Tegetthoff Monument in the Prater-Stern, Vienna. 1906 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Tegetthoff Monument in the Prater-Stern, Vienna. 1906 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13341

Video number 12610
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110548

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Monuments -- Austria
Plazas -- Austria
Streetcars -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Prater-Stern
Tegetthoff Monument
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13342

Video number 12611
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13343
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108027

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13343

Video number 12612

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13342.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108548

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Austria
Place: Austria
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monte Cristallo (10,500 feet), and Durrensee, Val Ampezzo. 1915
Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Monte Cristallo (10,500 feet), and Durrensee, Val Ampezzo. 1915 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13344

Video number 12613

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
107984

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Lakes -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
Valleys -- Austria

Place: Austria
Durrensee (Val Ampezzo, Austria)
Monte Cristallo (Austria)
Val Ampezzo (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

The Croda Rossa, from Val Popena, Tyrol. 1916 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Croda Rossa, from Val Popena, Tyrol. 1916 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13345

Video number 12614

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
107977

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Roads -- Austria
Valleys -- Austria
Place: Austria
  Croda Rossa (Tyrol, Austria)
  Tyrol
  Val Popena

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

The Drei Zinnen from Lago Misurina, Tyrol. 1917 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Drei Zinnen from Lago Misurina, Tyrol. 1917 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 13346

Video number 12615
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13347, 13348 and 25855.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  420

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
  Cows -- Austria
  Lakes -- Austria
  Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
  Drei Zinnen (Tyrol, Austria)
  Lago Misurina (Tyrol, Austria)
  Tyrol

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

The Drei Zinnen from Lago Misurina, Tyrol. 1917 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Drei Zinnen from Lago Misurina, Tyrol. 1917 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13347

Video number 12616

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13346, 13348 and 25855.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
757

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Cows -- Austria
Lakes -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
Drei Zinnen (Tyrol, Austria)
Lago Misurina (Tyrol, Austria)
Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Drei Zinnen from Lago Misurina, Tyrol. 1917 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Drei Zinnen from Lago Misurina, Tyrol. 1917 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13348

Video number 12617

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13346, 13347 and 25855.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Cows -- Austria
Lakes -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
Drei Zinnen (Tyrol, Austria)
Lago Misurina (Tyrol, Austria)
Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

The steep chain of the Marmarole, from Passo-Tre-Croci, Tyrol. 1918 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The steep chain of the Marmarole, from Passo-Tre-Croci, Tyrol. 1918 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13349

Video number 12618

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108047

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Roads -- Austria

Place: Austria
Marmarole
Passo-Tre-Croci
Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Piz Popena (10,315 feet); Tyrol. 1919 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Piz Popena (10,315 feet); Tyrol. 1919 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 13350

Video number 12619

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! NEGATIVE HAS MUCH MORE DETAIL THAN VIDEO IMAGE

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68123

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Roads -- Austria

Place: Austria
Piz Popena
Tyrol

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An Austrian hamlet, Val Ampezzo. 1920 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): An Austrian hamlet, Val Ampezzo. 1920 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13351

Video number 12620

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13352, 20329 and 25857.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
758

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Valleys -- Austria
Villages -- Austria
Place: Austria
   Val Ampezzo (Austria)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

An Austrian hamlet, Val Ampezzo. 1920 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): An Austrian hamlet, Val Ampezzo. 1920 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13352

Video number 12621

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13351, 20329 and 25857.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
       Mountains -- Austria
       Valleys -- Austria
       Villages -- Austria

Place: Austria
       Val Ampezzo (Austria)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Cortina and Mount Tofana, Val Ampezzo. [Active no. 1921 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Cortina and Mount Tofana, Val Ampezzo. [Active no. 1921 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion peeling around edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 13353

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! NEGATIVE IS VERY DENSE BUT HAS MORE DETAIL THAN VIDEO IMAGE.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Company acc. no. 68117.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>AUSTRIA TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mountains -- Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valleys -- Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villages -- Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Austria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cortina (Austria)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Tofana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val Ampezzo (Austria)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations) -- Austria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910</td>
<td>Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ortler glaciers, from "Weisse Knott," Tyrol. 1934 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Ortler glaciers, from "Weisse Knott," Tyrol. 1934 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13354

Video number 12623

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13376 and 13377.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>AUSTRIA TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horses -- Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains -- Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glaciers -- Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Austria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Weisse Knott

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Ortler (12,800 feet), from Franzens-Hohe (7,180 feet), Tyrol. 1935
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Ortler (12,800 feet), from Franzens-Hohe (7,180 feet), Tyrol.
1935 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13355

Video number 12624
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25859; similar to RSN 13356.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
759

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Resorts -- Austria
glaciers -- Austria

Place: Austria
Franzens-Hohe (Austria)
Ortler
Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13356

Video number 12625

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13355.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108076

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Resorts -- Austria
glaciers -- Austria

Place: Austria
Franzens-Hohe (Austria)
Ortler
Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A wayside shrine--"In a temple not made with hands"--Tyrol. 1931
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A wayside shrine--"In a temple not made with hands"--Tyrol. 1931 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13357

Video number 12626

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13358; ["Song Neg. Abide with me"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Religion -- Austria
Roads -- Austria
Shrines -- Austria

Place: Austria
Tyrol

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A wayside shrine--"In a temple not made with hands"--Tyrol.
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A wayside shrine--"In a temple not made with hands"--Tyrol.
Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13358

Video number 12627

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13357.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108512

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Religion -- Austria
Roads -- Austria
Shrines -- Austria

Place: Austria
Tyrol

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Sulden-Spitz; Tyrol. 1939 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The Sulden-Spitz; Tyrol. 1939 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 13359

Video number 12628

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13361

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
       Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
       Sulden-Spitz
       Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Interior architecture; church in Austria.] [Stereo photonegative,], 1907

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Interior architecture; church in Austria.] [Stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 13360

Video number 12629

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Company acc. no. 109234.

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
       Architecture -- Austria
       Churches -- Austria
Interior architecture -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Sulden-Spitz; Tyrol. Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Sulden-Spitz; Tyrol. Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13361

Video number 12630

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13359

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

124489

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
Sulden-Spitz
Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13362

Video number 12631

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! NEGATIVE HAS MUCH MORE DETAIL THAN VIDEO IMAGE.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108571

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Churches -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
Portraits -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A wayside sanctuary; a visible reminder of Our Redeemer--frequently seen in the Tyrol,--Cortina. [Active no. 1923 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A wayside sanctuary; a visible reminder of Our Redeemer--frequently seen in the Tyrol,--Cortina. [Active no. 1923 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13363

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! NEGATIVE HAS MUCH MORE DETAIL THAN VIDEO IMAGE.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Company acc. no. 68124.

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Religion -- Austria
Roads -- Austria
Shrines -- Austria

Place: Austria
Cortina (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cristallo group from Cortina. [Active no. 1924 photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): Cristallo group from Cortina. [Active no. 1924 photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13364

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13365.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Rapids -- Austria
Rivers -- Austria
Villages -- Austria

Place: Austria
Cortina (Austria)
Cristallo

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Austria
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Cristallo group from Cortina. [Active no. 1924 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Cristallo group from Cortina. [Active no. 1924 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13365

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13364.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Company acc. no. 108063.

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Rapids -- Austria
Rivers -- Austria
Villages -- Austria

Place: Austria
Cortina (Austria)
Cristallo

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Austria
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Botzen and its environs, Tyrol. 1925 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Botzen and its environs, Tyrol. 1925 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13366

Video number 12635

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108456

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Towers -- Austria

Place: Austria
Botzen (Tyrol, Austria)
Tyrol

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the many vineyards of Botzen, Tyrol. 1926 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): One of the many vineyards of Botzen, Tyrol. 1926 Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13367

Video number 12636
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108016

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Vineyards -- Austria

Place: Austria
Botzen (Tyrol, Austria)
Tyrol

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Runkelstein, near Botzen. 1927 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Castle Runkelstein, near Botzen. 1927 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13368

Video number 12637

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13370.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108547

Names: Castle Runkelstein (Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
       Castles -- Austria
       Gardens -- Austria
Place: Austria
       Botzen (Austria)
       Tyrol
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Count Wolkenstein's "Trostburg," Waldruck. 1929 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Count Wolkenstein's "Trostburg," Waldruck. 1929
Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13369

Video number 12638

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108524

Names: Wolkenstein, Count
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
       Castles -- Austria
       Mountains -- Austria
Place: Austria
Trostburg
Walbruck (Austria)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Castle Runkelstein, near Botzen. Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Castle Runkelstein, near Botzen. Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13370

Video number 12639
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13368.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108508

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Castles -- Austria
Gardens -- Austria

Place: Austria
Botzen (Austria)
Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

The Ortler, from Trafoi, Tyrol. 1930 Photonegative, 1907
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Ortler, from Trafoi, Tyrol. 1930 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
mulsion deteriorating along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 13371

Video number 12640

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13372; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Villages -- Austria

Place: Austria
Ortler (Italy)
Trafoi
Tyrol

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Ortler, from Trafoi, Tyrol. 1930 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Ortler, from Trafoi, Tyrol. 1930 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13372

Video number 12641

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13371.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108026

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Villages -- Austria

Place: Austria
Ortler (Italy)
Trafoi
Tyrol

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A wayside shrine--"In a temple not made with hands"--Tyrol. 1931
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A wayside shrine--"In a temple not made with hands"--Tyrol.
1931 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13373

Video number 12642

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108519

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Religion -- Austria
Roads -- Austria
Shrines -- Austria

Place: Austria
Tyrol

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13374

Video number 12643

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108043

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Churches -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Stelvio Pass, in the Tyrol. 1933 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Stelvio Pass, in the Tyrol. 1933 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13375

Video number 12644

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Passes -- Austria
Valleys -- Austria

Place: Austria
Stelvio Pass
Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Ortler glaciers, from "Weisse Knott," Tyrol. 1934 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Ortler glaciers, from "Weisse Knott," Tyrol. 1934 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13376

Video number 12645
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13354 and 13377.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
347

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Monuments -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
glaciers -- Austria

Place: Austria
Ortl -- glaciers
Tyrol
Weisse Knott

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Ortler glaciers, from "Weisse Knott," Tyrol. 1934 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Ortler glaciers, from "Weisse Knott," Tyrol. 1934 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13377

Video number 12646

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13354 and 13376.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108466

Topic:
AUSTRIA TOUR
Carts -- Austria
Horses -- Austria
Monuments -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
glaciers -- Austria

Place:
Austria
Ortler -- glaciers
Tyrol
Weisse Knott

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Innsbruck and the Waldraster-Spitze, looking south, Tyrol. [Active no. 1942 : photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Innsbruck and the Waldraster-Spitze, looking south, Tyrol. [Active no. 1942 : photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13378

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13379 and 25860.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Topic:
AUSTRIA TOUR
Churches -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria

Place:
Austria
Innsbruck (Austria)
Tyrol
Waldraster-Spitze

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Innsbruck and the Waldraster-Spitze, looking south, Tyrol. [Active no. 1942 : photonegative,] 1908
1 item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Innsbruck and the Waldraster-Spitze, looking south, Tyrol. [Active no. 1942 : photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 13379

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13378 and 25860.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Company acc. no. 110590.

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Churches -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
Innsbruck (Austria)
Tyrol
Waldraster-Spitze

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Innsbruck, the capital of Tyrol--"Below the stern Bavarian Alps." [Active no. 1943 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Picturesque Innsbruck, the capital of Tyrol--"Below the stern Bavarian Alps." [Active no. 1943 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion yellowing
Local Numbers
RSN 13380
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25861.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].
Copy and Version Identification Note
Company acc. no. 107950.
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Place: Austria
Bavarian Alps
Innsbruck (Austria)
Tyrol
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marie Theresienstrasse--Principal street of Innsbruck, the beautiful Tyrolean capital. 1944 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Marie Theresienstrasse--Principal street of Innsbruck, the beautiful Tyrolean capital. 1944 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13381
Video number 12650
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25862; similar to RSN 13382 and 13383
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

760

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Carts -- Austria
Horses -- Austria
Monuments -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
Snow -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Bavarian Alps
Innsbruck (Austria)
Marie Theresienstrasse
Tyrol

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Marie Theresienstrasse--Principal street of Innsbruck, the beautiful Tyrolean capital. 1944 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Marie Theresienstrasse--Principal street of Innsbruck, the beautiful Tyrolean capital. 1944 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13382

Video number 12651

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13381 and 13383
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

108459

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Monuments -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
Snow -- Austria
Streets -- Austria
Place: Austria
   Bavarian Alps
   Innsbruck (Austria)
   Marie Theresienstrasse
   Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Marie Theresienstrasse--Principal street of Innsbruck, the beautiful Tyrolean capital. 1944 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Marie Theresienstrasse--Principal street of Innsbruck, the beautiful Tyrolean capital. 1944 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13383

Video number 12652

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13381 and 13382

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
   Monuments -- Austria
   Mountains -- Austria
   Snow -- Austria
   Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
   Bavarian Alps
   Innsbruck (Austria)
   Marie Theresienstrasse
   Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13384
Video number 12653
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108012

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Hofkirche, Innsbruck--erected as a mausoleum for Maximilian I (begun 1509). 1945 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Hofkirche, Innsbruck--erected as a mausoleum for
Maximilian I (begun 1509). 1945 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13385
Video number 12654
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13386.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].
The Hofkirche, Innsbruck--erected as a mausoleum for Maximilian I (begun 1509). 1945 Photonegative, 1907

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Hofkirche, Innsbruck--erected as a mausoleum for Maximilian I (begun 1509). 1945 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13386

Video number 12655

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13385.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].
Ancient statues of Kings in armor, Tomb of Maximilian I, Innsbruck. 1946 Photonegative. 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ancient statues of Kings in armor, Tomb of Maximilian I, Innsbruck. 1946 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper left corner missing.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13387

Video number 12656

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108040

Names: Hofkirche (Innsbruck, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Armor -- Austria
Cathedrals -- Austria
Interior architecture
Mausoleums -- Austria
statues -- Austria

Place: Austria
Innsbruck (Austria)
Maximilian I.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Archduke Ferdinand's famous armory (XV Cent.), Amras Castle, Tyrol. 1949 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The Archduke Ferdinand's famous armory (XV Cent.), Amras Castle, Tyrol. 1949 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13388

Video number 12657
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
10854?

Topic:
- AUSTRIA TOUR
- Architecture -- Austria
- Armor -- Austria
- Armories -- Austria
- Castles -- Austria
- Interior architecture
- Museums -- Austria
- statues -- Austria

Place:
- Amras Castle (Tyrol, Austria)
- Austria
- Innsbruck (Austria)
- Tyrol (Austria)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass

Court ladies of XV Cent. before the Tomb of Maximilian I, Innsbruck. 1947 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Court ladies of XV Cent. before the Tomb of Maximilian I, Innsbruck. 1947 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13389
Video number 12658

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

107986

Names: Hofkirche (Innsbruck, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Interior architecture
Mausoleums -- Austria
Museums -- Austria
Tombs -- Austria
statues -- Austria

Place: Austria
Innsbruck (Austria)
Maximilian I.
Tyrol (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Castle Amras (XIII Cent.) and the Valley of the Inn, Tyrol 1948
Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Castle Amras (XIII Cent.) and the Valley of the Inn, Tyrol 1948
Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13390

Video number 12659

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Castles -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
Valleys -- Austria

Place: Amras Castle (Tyrol, Austria)
Austria
Inn Valley (Tyrol, Austria)
Innsbruck (Austria)
Tyrol
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Mountains in Austria.] Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13391

Video number 12660
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108521

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Children -- Austria
Lakes -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway in Austria.] Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Walkway in Austria.] Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13392

Video number 12661
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

110609

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>AUSTRIA TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formations (Geology) -- Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walkways -- Austria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place                          | Austria |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Walkway in Austria.] Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Walkway in Austria.] Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion peeling along left edge.

Local Numbers

RSN 13393

Video number 12662

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

110611

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>AUSTRIA TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walkways -- Austria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place                          | Austria |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Zigzags up Kitzloch-Klamm, Tyrol Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Zigzags up Kitzloch-Klamm, Tyrol Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13394
Video number 12663
Company catalog card included.
NOTE! IMAGE IS COPIED UPSIDE DOWN ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].
Copy and Version Identification Note
110614

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Walkways -- Austria
Place: Austria
Kitzloch-Klamm (Austria)
Tyrol
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene in Austria.] Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountain scene in Austria.] Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13395
Video number 12664
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].
Copy and Version Identification Note

110616

Topic:    AUSTRIA TOUR
          Mountains -- Austria
          Walkways -- Austria

Place:    Austria
          Kitzloch-Klamm (Austria)
          Tyrol

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

The ancient Tiber and its Island--from the southeast--Rome. Active no. 1965: stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The ancient Tiber and its Island--from the southeast--Rome.
Active no. 1965: stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
80141 (associated number)

RSN 13396

Video number 12665

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13397, 13399 and 20330.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Emulsion peeling along center line.

Topic:    Bridges -- Italy
          ITALY TOUR
          Islands -- Italy
          Rivers -- Italy

Place:    Italy -- 1900-1910
          Rome (Italy) -- 1900-1910
          Tiber River (Italy)

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs
The ancient Tiber and its Island--from the southeast--Rome. [Active no.
1965: photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13397

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Similar to RSN 13396, 13399 and 20330. Orig. no. 725.

Topic: Bridges -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Islands -- Italy
Rivers -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Tiber River (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Portrait in Italy.] Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in Italy.] Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13398

Video number 12667

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
32983

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Portraits -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The ancient Tiber and its Island--from the southeast--Rome. [Active no. 1965 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The ancient Tiber and its Island--from the southeast--Rome. [Active no. 1965 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13399

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.20 [192].

Similar to RSN 13396, 13397 and 20330. Orig. no. 426.

Topic: Bridges -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Islands -- Italy
Rivers -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Tiber River (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Aventine Hill and distant Alban Mountains--southeast from the Janiculum, Rome. 1967 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Aventine Hill and distant Alban Mountains--southeast from the Janiculum, Rome. 1967 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Aventine Hill and distant Alban Mountains--southeast from the Janiculum, Rome. 1967 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Aventine Hill and distant Alban Mountains--southeast from the Janiculum, Rome. 1967 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13401

Video number 12670
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13400
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].
Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. [Active no. 1968 : photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. [Active no. 1968 : photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13402

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25863; similar to RSN 13403, 13404 and 13405.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Original no. 726.

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. 1968 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. 1968 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13403

Video number 12672

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13402, 13404, 13405 and 25864.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. 1968 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. 1968 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13404

Video number 12673

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13402, 13403 and 13405.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

87998

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. 1968 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. 1968 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13405

Video number 12674

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13402, 13403 and 13404.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

87998

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
The great Pontifical Palace, the Vatican—northeast from St. Peter's dome, Rome. 1969 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The great Pontifical Palace, the Vatican—northeast from St. Peter's dome, Rome. 1969 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13406
Video number 12675
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13407 and 13408.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: ITALY TOUR
         Palaces -- Vatican
         Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
         Rome (Italy)  
         Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The great Pontifical Palace, the Vatican—northeast from St. Peter's dome, Rome. 1969 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The great Pontifical Palace, the Vatican—northeast from St. Peter's dome, Rome. 1969 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Tape at lower right corner removed.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13407

Video number 12676

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13406 and 13408.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110619

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: ITALY TOUR
                      Palaces -- Vatican
                      Religion -- Vatican
Place: Italy
                      Rome (Italy)
                      Vatican
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                      -- Glass
                      Stereoscopic photographs

The great Pontifical Palace, the Vatican--northeast from St. Peter's dome, Rome. 1969 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The great Pontifical Palace, the Vatican--northeast from St. Peter's dome, Rome. 1969 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13408

Video number 12677

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13406 and 13407.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
87996
Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: ITALY TOUR
    Palaces -- Vatican
    Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
    Rome (Italy)
    Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

St. Peter's and the Vatican--greatest of churches, greatest of palaces,
Rome. 1970 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 13409

Video number 12678

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13410, 13411, 13412, 13413, 13414 and 25865.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108769

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: ITALY TOUR
    Plazas -- Vatican

Place: Italy
    Rome (Italy)
    Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

St. Peter's and the Vatican--greatest of churches, greatest of palaces,
Rome. 1970 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13410

Video number 12679

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13409, 13411, 13412, 13413, 13414 and 25865.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
10624

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

St. Peter's and the Vatican—greatest of churches, greatest of palaces, Rome. 1970 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13411

Video number 12680

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13409, 13410, 13412, 13413, 13414 and 25865.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

80125

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

St. Peter's and the Vatican--greatest of churches, greatest of palaces, Rome. 1970 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13412

Video number 12681

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13409, 13410, 13411, 13413, 13414 and 25865.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

80128

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
St. Peter's and the Vatican—greatest of churches, greatest of palaces, Rome. 1970 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13413
Video number 12682
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13409, 13410, 13411, 13412, 13414 and 25865.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
11620

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Peter's and the Vatican—greatest of churches, greatest of palaces, Rome. 1970 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13414
Video number 12683

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13409, 13410, 13411, 13412, 13413 and 25865.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195], moved from [127].

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
       ITALY TOUR
       Plazas -- Vatican

Place: Italy
       Rome (Italy)
       Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The Great Altar (95 feet high), St. Peter's Church, Rome. [Active no. 1971 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): The Great Altar (95 feet high), St. Peter's Church, Rome. [Active no. 1971 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating badly both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 13415

Video number 12684

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13416 and 13417.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195], moved from [128].

Topic: Altars -- Vatican
       Architecture -- Vatican
       Cathedrals -- Vatican
       ITALY TOUR
       Interior architecture -- Vatican

Place: Italy
       Rome (Italy)
       St. Peter's (Basilica : Vatican City)
       Vatican
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Great Altar (95 feet high), St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1971
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Great Altar (95 feet high), St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1971 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13416
Video number 12685
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13415 and 13417.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].
Copy and Version Identification Note
108986
Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: Altars -- Vatican
Architecture -- Vatican
Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Interior architecture -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Great Altar (95 feet high), St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1971
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The Great Altar (95 feet high), St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1971 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
also peeling
Emulsion deteriorating badly.
Local Numbers
RSN 13417
Video number 12686
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13415 and 13416.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].
Copy and Version Identification Note
108777
Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: Altars -- Vatican
Architecture -- Vatican
Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Interior architecture -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Holy of Holies--St. Peter's tomb--St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1973 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Holy of Holies--St. Peter's tomb--St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1973 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13418
The famous statue of St. Peter--whose feet have been kissed by millions--
Rome. 1972 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The famous statue of St. Peter--whose feet have been kissed by
millions--Rome. 1972 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13419

Video number 12688

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13420.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109185

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR

Page 7467 of 15344
Sculptures -- Vatican
statues -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The famous statue of St. Peter--whose feet have been kissed by millions--Rome. [Active no. 1972 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The famous statue of St. Peter--whose feet have been kissed by millions--Rome. [Active no. 1972 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13420

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13419.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Company acc. no. 109185.

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Sculptures -- Vatican
statues -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wonderful mosaic--copy of Raphael's "Transfiguration," St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1974 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13421

Video number 12690

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: Art -- Vatican
Crosses -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Mosaics -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Raphael
Rome (Italy)
Transfiguration
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Tomb of Clement XIII, St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1975 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tomb of Clement XIII, St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1975 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13422

Video number 12691

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13423.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109098

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
       Clement, XIII

Topic: ITALY TOUR
       Tombs -- Vatican

Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
       Rome (Italy) -- 1900-1910
       Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Tomb of Clement XIII, St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1975 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tomb of Clement XIII, St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1975 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13423

Video number 12692

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13422.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
80145

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
       ITALY TOUR
       Religion -- Vatican
       Tombs -- Vatican

Place: Italy
       Rome (Italy)
       Vatican
"Pieta," by Michael Angelo, St. Peter's Church--the most celebrated marble in Rome. 1976 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Pieta," by Michael Angelo, St. Peter's Church--the most celebrated marble in Rome. 1976 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Film

Local Numbers
RSN 13424

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13425 and 13426.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-2107

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Religion -- Vatican
Sculptures -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Pieta
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Pieta," by Michael Angelo, St. Peter's Church--the most celebrated marble in Rome. Active no. 1976 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on film.
Local Numbers
RSN 13425

Company catalog card included.
Stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Similar to RSN 13424 and 13426.

| Names: | Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano  
Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646. |
| Topic: | Cathedrals -- Vatican  
ITALY TOUR  
Religion -- Vatican  
Sculptures -- Vatican |
| Place: | Italy  
Pieta  
Rome (Italy)  
Vatican |
| Genre/Form: | Stereoscopic photographs |

"Pieta," by Michael Angelo, St. Peter's Church--the most celebrated marble in Rome. 1976 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Pieta," by Michael Angelo, St. Peter's Church--the most celebrated marble in Rome. 1976 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13426

Video number 12693
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13424 and 13425.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109109

| Names: | Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano  
Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646. |
| Topic: | Cathedrals -- Vatican |
ITALY TOUR
Religion -- Vatican
Sculptures -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Pieta
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Vatican Palace, residence of the Pope, Rome. 1977 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Vatican Palace, residence of the Pope, Rome. 1977 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13427

Video number 12694

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13428 and 13429.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24808

Topic: Carriages -- Vatican
Fountains -- Vatican
Horses -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Vatican
Plazas -- Italy
Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Vatican Palace, residence of the Pope, Rome. 1977 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Vatican Palace, residence of the Pope, Rome. 1977 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13428
Video number 12695
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13427 and 13429.
Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].
Cancelled by scratching.
Copy and Version Identification Note
76376
Topic: Fountains -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Vatican
Plazas -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Vatican Palace, residence of the Pope, Rome. 1977 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Vatican Palace, residence of the Pope, Rome. 1977 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13429
Video number 12696

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13427 and 13428.

Currently stored in box 3.1.21 [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note

110638

Topic: Fountains -- Vatican
        Fountains -- Vatican
        ITALY TOUR
        Palaces -- Vatican
        Plazas -- Vatican
        Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
        Rome (Italy)
        Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Box 153 RSN Numbers 13430-13518

Image(s)

Grand Corridor, Vatican Library--longest room in the world--Rome. 1979 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Grand Corridor, Vatican Library--longest room in the world--Rome. 1979 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13430

Video number 12697

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13431 and 13432

Copy and Version Identification Note
108783
Grand Corridor, Vatican Library--longest room in the world--Rome. 1979 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Grand Corridor, Vatican Library--longest room in the world--Rome. 1979 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Canceled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13431

Video number 12698

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13430 and 13432

Copy and Version Identification Note
109037

Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Libraries -- Vatican
Palaces -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Vatican Library

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Corridor, Vatican Library--longest room in the world--Rome. [Active no. 1979 : stereo photonegative,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s): Grand Corridor, Vatican Library--longest room in the world--Rome. [Active no. 1979 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13432

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].
Similar to RSN 13430 and 13431.

Company acc. no. 109037.

Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Libraries -- Vatican
Palaces -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Vatican Library

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Library of the Vatican, Rome. 1980 photonegative, 1904
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling slightly around edges both frames.
Local Numbers
RSN 13433

Video number 12700

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181], moved from [127].

Similar to RSN 13434, 13435, 13436, 13437 and 25866; frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note

24826

- Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
  Cathedrals -- Vatican
  ITALY TOUR
  Libraries -- Vatican
  Palaces -- Vatican
  Religion -- Vatican

- Place: Italy
  Rome (Italy)
  Vatican
  Vatican Library

- Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

The Library of the Vatican, Rome. 1980 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Library of the Vatican, Rome. 1980 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13434

Video number 12701

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13433, 13435, 13436, 13437 and 25866.
The Library of the Vatican, Rome. 1980 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The Library of the Vatican, Rome. 1980 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13435

Video number 12702

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13433, 13434, 13436, 13437 and 25866.
The Library of the Vatican, Rome. 1980 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13436

Video number 12703

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13433, 13434, 13435, 13437 and 25866.

Copy and Version Identification Note
32793

Topic:
Architecture -- Vatican
Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Libraries -- Vatican
Palaces -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place:
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Vatican Library

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Library of the Vatican, Rome. 1980 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13437

Video number 12704

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13433, 13434, 13435, 13436 and 25866.

Copy and Version Identification Note
32938

Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Libraries -- Vatican
Palaces -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Vatican Library

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gallary of Statues, Vatican, Rome. 1981 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13438

Video number 12705

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13439.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110643
Gallery of Statues, Vatican, Rome. 1981 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13439

Video number 12706
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13438.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110743

Names: Gallery of Statues (Vatican, Rome)
Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
Sculptures -- Vatican
statues -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

Agony--the famous group of Laocoon, Vatican, Rome. Active no. 1982 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Agony--the famous group of Laocoon, Vatican, Rome. Active no. 1982 : stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
32890 (associated number)
RSN 13440

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13442.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Names: Laocoon (Legendary character)
Topic: ITALY TOUR
Sculptures -- Vatican
statues -- Vatican

Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
Rome (Italy) -- 1900-1910
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bower of St. Anthony, Vatican Garden, Rome. 1983 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13441

Video number 12708
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13443 and 13444.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

110645

Topic: Gardens -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Religion -- Vatican
Walkways -- Vatican

Place: Bower of St. Anthony (Vatican City)
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Vatican Garden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Agony--the famous group of Laocoon, Vatican, Rome. Active no. 1982 : stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Agony--the famous group of Laocoon, Vatican, Rome. Active no. 1982 : stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13442

RSN 13442

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13440.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181]. Company acc. no. 109221.

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Sculptures -- Vatican
statues -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy) -- 1900-1910
Vatican
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Page 7485 of 15344

Bower of St. Anthony, Vatican Garden, Rome. 1982 Photonegative, 1908
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)

**Image(s):** Bower of St. Anthony, Vatican Garden, Rome. 1982 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13443

Video number 12710

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13441 and 13444; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

**Topic:** Gardens -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Religion -- Vatican
Walkways -- Vatican

**Place:**
Bower of St. Anthony (Vatican City)
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Vatican Garden

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bower of St. Anthony, Vatican Garden, Rome. 1983 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13444

Video number 12711
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13441 and 13443.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110646

Topic: Gardens -- Vatican
       ITALY TOUR
       Religion -- Vatican
       Walkways -- Vatican

Place: Bower of St. Anthony (Vatican City)
       Italy
       Rome (Italy)
       Vatican
       Vatican Garden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Bridge and Castle of St. Angelo (A.D. 136), Rome. [Active no. 1984 : stereo photonegative], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Bridge and Castle of St. Angelo (A.D. 136), Rome. [Active no. 1984 : stereo photonegative], 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13445

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].
Similar to RSN 13446. Company acc. no. 108805.

Topic: Bridges -- Italy
       Castles -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
Rivers -- Italy

Place:
- Italy
- Rome (Italy)
- St. Angelo Bridge
- St. Angelo Castle

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Bridge and Castle of St. Angelo (A.D. 136), Rome. [Active no. 1984 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Bridge and Castle of St. Angelo (A.D. 136), Rome. [Active no. 1984 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13446

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13445. Company acc. no. 109121.

Topic: Bridges -- Italy
- Castles -- Italy
- ITALY TOUR
- Rivers -- Italy

Place:
- Italy
- Rome (Italy)
- St. Angelo Bridge
- St. Angelo Castle

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Tiber, Castle of St. Angelo and St. Peter's Church, Rome. [Active no. 1985 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): The Tiber, Castle of St. Angelo and St. Peter's Church, Rome. [Active no. 1985 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13447

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13448 and 13449. Company acc. no. 80142.

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: Bridges -- Italy
Castles -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Churches -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Rivers -- Italy
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Angelo Bridge
St. Angelo Castle
Tiber River (Italy)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The Tiber, Castle of St. Angelo and St. Peter's Church, Rome. [Active no. 1985 : stereo photonegative.]

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13448

Video number 12715
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181], moved from [128].

Similar to RSN 13447 and 13449.

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: Bridges -- Italy
       Castles -- Italy
       Cathedrals -- Italy
       Churches -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Rivers -- Italy

Place: Italy
       Rome (Italy)
       St. Angelo Bridge
       St. Angelo Castle
       Tiber River (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Tiber, Castle of St. Angelo and St. Peter's Church, Rome. 1985
photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Tiber, Castle of St. Angelo and St. Peter's Church, Rome.
1985 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13449

Video number 12716

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13447 and 13448.

Copy and Version Identification Note
80096

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: Bridges -- Italy
       Castles -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Churches -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Rivers -- Italy

Place:  Italy
       Rome (Italy)
       St. Angelo Bridge
       St. Angelo Castle
       Tiber River (Italy)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The renowned statue of Marcus Ayrekuys--and the Capitol, Rome. 1989 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The renowned statue of Marcus Ayrekuys--and the Capitol, Rome. 1989 Photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13450

Video number 12717
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13454.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24013

Topic:  Architecture -- Italy
        Capitols -- Italy
        ITALY TOUR
        statues -- Italy

Place:  Italy
        Marcus Aurelius Statue (Italy)
        Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs
Looking southwest from Monte Pincio--St. Peter's in the distance--Rome. 1986 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13451

Video number 12718
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
80120

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: Cathedrals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR

Place: Italy
Monte Pincio
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of the Senator and Capitol Tower--site of the Tabularium, Rome. [Active no. 1988 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13452

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181]. Company acc. no. 32930.

Names: Capitol Tower (Rome, Italy)
Topic: ITALY TOUR
       Palaces -- Italy
       Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910
       Towers -- Italy
Place: Italy
       Palace of the Senator
       Rome (Italy)
       Tabularium
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in Italy.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait in Italy.] Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13453

Video number 12720

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
80120

Topic: Cathedrals -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Portraits -- Italy
Place: Italy
       Rome (Italy)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The renowned statue of Marcus Aurelius--and the Capitol, Rome. 1989 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The renowned statue of Marcus Aurelius--and the Capitol, Rome. 1989 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13454
Video number 12721
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13450; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24013

Topic: Capitols -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
statues -- Italy

Place: Italy
Marcus Aurelius Statue (Italy)
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Sanctuary and home of Art and Piety--Pantheon, Pride of Rome." 1987 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13455

Video number 12722

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13456 and 25868; similar to RSN 13457.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30015

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Italy
Temples -- Italy

Place: Italy
Pantheon
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Sanctuary and home of Art and Piety--Pantheon, Pride of Rome." 1987 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13456

Video number 12723

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 134556 and 25868; similar to RSN 13457.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30015

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Italy
Temples -- Italy

Place: Italy
Pantheon
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Sanctuary and home of Art and Piety--Pantheon, Pride of Rome." 1987 Photonegative, 1896
1 item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13457

Video number 12724
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13455 and 13456.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30015

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Italy
Temples -- Italy

Place: Italy
Pantheon
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Temple of Vespasian, Arch of Severus, east from Capitol, Forum, Rome.
1990 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Temple of Vespasian, Arch of Severus, east from Capitol, Forum, Rome. 1990 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13458
Video number 12725
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].
Copy and Version Identification Note
32863

Topic: Arches -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Temples -- Italy

Place: Arch of Septimus Severus (Rome, Italy)
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vespasian Temple

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Calle Real"--the Main Highway--San Fernando, Philippine Islands.
photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "Calle Real"--the Main Highway--San Fernando, Philippine Islands. photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13459
Video number 12726
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181], moved from [115].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24225

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines
Roads -- Philippines

Place: Calle Real (San Fernando, Philippines)
Philippines
San Fernando (Philippines)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The Roman Forum--southeast from the Capitol--Rome. [Active no. 1991 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Roman Forum--southeast from the Capitol--Rome. [Active no. 1991 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

24225

RSN 13460

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13461, 13462 and 25867.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181], moved from [115].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)

Topic: Colosseums -- Italy
Columns -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy -- Rome

Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
Roman Forum (Rome, Italy)
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Roman Forum--southeast from the Capitol--Rome. 1991
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Roman Forum--southeast from the Capitol--Rome. 1991
Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13461

Video number 12728
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 13460, 13462 and 25867.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
32998

Topic: Colosseums -- Italy
Columns -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy -- Rome

Place: Italy
Roman Forum (Rome, Italy)
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives 
Glass

The Roman Forum--southeast from the Capitol--Rome. 1991
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Roman Forum--southeast from the Capitol--Rome. 1991
Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13462
Video number 12729

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13460, 13461 and 25867.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

**Topic:**
- Colosseums -- Italy
- Columns -- Italy
- ITALY TOUR
- Plazas -- Italy
- Ruins -- Italy -- Rome

**Place:**
- Italy
- Roman Forum (Rome, Italy)
- Rome (Italy)

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Forum and Capitol from near Basilica Constantine, showing ancient pavement of the Sacra Via, excavated 1900. 1993 Photonegative

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

*Image(s):* Forum and Capitol from near Basilica Constantine, showing ancient pavement of the Sacra Via, excavated 1900. 1993 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13463

Video number 12730

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

**Names:**
- Basilica Constantine (Rome, Italy)

**Topic:**
- Capitol -- Italy
- Cathedrals -- Italy
- ITALY TOUR
- Plazas -- Italy
- Ruins -- Italy -- Rome
- Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910

**Place:**
- Capitoline Hill (Italy)
- Italy
- Roman Forum (Rome, Italy)
- Rome (Italy)
- Sacra Via
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A mighty monument to heathen brutality and Christian courage--the Colosseum, Rome. 1994 Photonegative, 1907
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A mighty monument to heathen brutality and Christian courage--the Colosseum, Rome. 1994 Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13464

Video number 12731

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 25869; similar to RSN 13465, 13466 and 13467; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181]

Copy and Version Identification Note
109153

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)
Topic: Arenas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A mighty monument to heathen brutality and Christian courage--the Colosseum, Rome. 1994 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A mighty monument to heathen brutality and Christian courage--the Colosseum, Rome. 1994 Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13465

Video number 12732

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13464, 13466 and 13467

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181]

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)
Topic: Arenas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy -- Rome
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A mighty monument to heathen brutality and Christian courage--the Colosseum, Rome. 1994 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A mighty monument to heathen brutality and Christian courage--the Colosseum, Rome. 1994 Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13466

Video number 12733

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13464, 13465 and 13467

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181]

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)
Topic: Arenas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy -- Rome
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
A mighty monument to heathen brutality and Christian courage--the Colosseum, Rome. Active no. 1994 : photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
108768
RSN 13467
Video number 12734
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13464, 13465 and 13466.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)
Topic: Arenas -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Ruins -- Italy
Place: Italy
       Rome (Italy)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

Stupendous interior of the Colosseum--dens beneath the arena and sweep of arcades where 50,000 people sat--Rome. Active No. 1995 : stereo photonegative, 1900
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 8").

Image(s): Stupendous interior of the Colosseum--dens beneath the arena and sweep of arcades where 50,000 people sat--Rome. Active No. 1995 : stereo photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood
Miller, Photographer
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13468

Video number 12735
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13469.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181], moved from [128].

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)

Topic: Arenas -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Ruins -- Italy -- Rome

Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
       Rome (Italy) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Stupendous interior of the Colosseum--dens beneath the arena and sweep of arcades where 50,000 people sat--Rome. Active no. 1995 : stereo photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Stupendous interior of the Colosseum--dens beneath the arena and sweep of arcades where 50,000 people sat--Rome. Active no. 1995 : stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   32934

RSN 13469

Video number 12736

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13468.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)

Topic: Arenas -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Ruins -- Italy -- Rome

Place: Italy
       Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palatine Hill--from the Colosseum--Rome. Active no. 1996 : stereo photonegative, 1900
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
32845
RSN 13470
Video number 12737
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13471.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].
Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion deteriorating badly, both views.

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)
Topic: Arenas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy -- Rome
Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
Palatine Hill
Rome (Italy)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Palatine Hill--from the Colosseum--Rome. Active no. 1996 : photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13471

Video number 12738

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13470.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)
Topic: Arenas -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Ruins -- Italy -- Rome
Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
       Palatine Hill
       Rome (Italy) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Via Sacra--over which Rome's triumphal pageants passed--west from the Colosseum, Rome. 1997 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Via Sacra--over which Rome's triumphal pageants passed--west from the Colosseum, Rome. 1997 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13472

Video number 12739

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25870; similar to RSN 13473 and 13474.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108755

Topic: Carriages -- Italy
       Horses -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Ruins -- Italy
       Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Via Sacra

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Via Sacra--over which Rome's triumphal pageants passed--west from the Colosseum, Rome. 1997 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Via Sacra--over which Rome's triumphal pageants passed--west from the Colosseum, Rome. 1997 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13473

Video number 12740

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13472 and 13474.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
32845

Topic: Horses -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy
Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Via Sacra

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Via Sacra--over which Rome's triumphal pageants passed--west from the Colosseum, Rome. 1997 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Via Sacra--over which Rome's triumphal pageants passed--west from the Colosseum, Rome. 1997 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13474
Video number 12741
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13472 and 13473.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].
Copy and Version Identification Note
108755
Topic: ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy
Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Via Sacra
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Triumphal Arch of Constantine, Rome. 1998 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Triumphal Arch of Constantine, Rome. 1998 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13475
Video number 12742
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13476.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

108921

Topic: Arches -- Italy
Children -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy
Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910

Place: Arch of Constantine (Rome, Italy)
Italy
Rome (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Triumphal Arch of Constantine, Rome. 1998 Photonegative, 1907
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Triumphal Arch of Constantine, Rome. 1998 Photonegative
1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating badly along lower edge both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 13476

Video number 12743

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13475; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181], moved from [128].

Topic: Arches -- Italy
Children -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy
Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910

Place: Arch of Constantine (Rome, Italy)
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Magnificent Baths of Caracalla, ruins of the Peristyle, Rome. 1999
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Magnificent Baths of Caracalla, ruins of the Peristyle, Rome. 1999 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13477
Video number 12744
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13478 and 13479
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181]

Topic: Baths -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy
Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910

Place: Italy
Peristyle
Rome (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13477 and 13479.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

32892

Names: Baths of Caracalla (Rome, Italy)
Topic: Baths -- Italy
       Baths, Roman
       ITALY TOUR
       Ruins -- Italy
       Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910
Place: Italy
       Peristyle
       Rome (Italy)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Magnificent Baths of Caracalla, ruins of the Peristyle, Rome. [Active no. 1999 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating and peeling badly, both sides.

Local Numbers

    RSN 13479

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13477 and 13478; image pair separated.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181], moved from [128].

Names: Baths of Caracalla (Rome, Italy)
Topic: Baths
       Baths, Roman
       ITALY TOUR
       Ruins -- Italy
       Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910
Place: Italy
       Peristyle
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Trajan's Forum and Column (147 feet high), Rome. 2000 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Trajan's Forum and Column (147 feet high), Rome. 2000 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13480

Video number 12747

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109114

Topic: Columns -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Monuments -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Trajan's Column
Trajan's Forum

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Gallery, Palace of the Prince of Colonna--the oldest Roman Family--Rome. 2001 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Gallery, Palace of the Prince of Colonna--the oldest Roman Family--Rome. 2001 Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13481

Video number 12748

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181]

Copy and Version Identification Note
109114

Names: Colonna Gallery (Rome, Italy)
Colonna Palace (Rome, Italy)

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Interior architecture -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs


1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13482

Video number 12749
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13484 and 13485.

Copy and Version Identification Note

108983

Names: Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy
statues -- Italy

Place: Italy
Moses
Rome (Italy)
S. Pietro in Vincoli (Church : Rome, Italy)
Vincoli

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chamber in the Cappuccino catacombs, Rome, showing sacred earth from Palestine. 2002 Photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Chamber in the Cappuccino catacombs, Rome, showing sacred earth from Palestine. 2002 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13483

Video number 12750

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Religion -- Italy
catacombs -- Italy

Place: Cappuccino Catacombs (Rome, Italy)
Italy
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13484

Video number 12751

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Same as RSN 24871; similar to RSN 13482 and 13485; ["Mr. Abbott"] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
108983

Names: Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy
statues -- Italy

Place: Italy
Moses
Rome (Italy)
S. Pietro in Vincoli (Church : Rome, Italy)
Vincoli

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13485

Video number 12752

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13482 and 13484.

Copy and Version Identification Note

32816

Names: Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy
statues -- Italy

Place: Italy
Moses
Rome (Italy)
S. Pietro in Vincoli (Church: Rome, Italy)
Vincoli

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Gate of St. Paul and Pyramid of Gaius Cestius, Rome 2004
Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Gate of St. Paul and Pyramid of Gaius Cestius, Rome 2004
Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13486

Video number 12753

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25872.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

109055
The splendid altar of St. Paul's--presented to Pius IX by an infidel--Rome. [Active no. 2005 : photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The splendid altar of St. Paul's--presented to Pius IX by an infidel--Rome. [Active no. 2005 : photonegative,] 1907. Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated beyond use.

See RSN 25873 and 25874.

Local Numbers
RSN 13487

Company catalog card included.

NOTE: VIDEONUMS 12755-12757 ARE BLANK!

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Company acc. no. 109201.
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Beautiful twisted columns, ancient cloisters of St. Paul's, Rome. 2006 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 13488
Video number 12758
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25875.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].
Copy and Version Identification Note
   108943
   Topic: Architecture -- Italy
          Convents -- Italy
          ITALY TOUR
          Ruins -- Italy
   Place: Italy
          Rome (Italy)
          St. Paul's
   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Beautiful twisted columns, ancient cloisters of St. Paul's, Rome. 2006 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Beautiful twisted columns, ancient cloisters of St. Paul's, Rome. 2006 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 13489
Video number 12759
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13488.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Convents -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Paul's

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gate of St. Sebastian--the Porta Appia of the Aurelian wall--Rome. 2007 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Gate of St. Sebastian--the Porta Appia of the Aurelian wall--Rome. 2007 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Right frame cracked diagonally to upper right corner, which is missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 13490

Video number 12760

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109046

Topic: Gates -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy

Place: Aurelian Wall (Rome)
Italy
Porta Appia
Rome (Italy)
St. Sebastian Gate

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Along the Appian Way—constructed IV Cent. B.C. from Rome to Brindisi.
No. 2008: photonegative, 1907
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”)
Image(s): Along the Appian Way—constructed IV Cent. B.C. from Rome to Brindisi. No. 2008: photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 13491

Video number 12761

Company catalog card included.

NOTE: VIDEUNUM 12762 IS BLANK! Similar to RSN 25876.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109280

Topic: Architecture
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy
Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910

Place: Appian Way (Italy) -- 1900-1910
Brindisi (Italy)
Italy -- 1900-1910
Rome (Italy) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Venerable tombs and young Italian life, beside the renowned Appian Way, Rome. 2009 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Venerable tombs and young Italian life, beside the renowned
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13492

Video number 12763
Company catalog card included.

Makes a stereo with RSN 13493; similar to RSN 13494.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

110677

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Roads -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy
Place: Appian Way (Italy)
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Venerable tombs and young Italian life, beside the renowned Appian Way, Rome. 2009 photonegative, 1908
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Venerable tombs and young Italian life, beside the renowned Appian Way, Rome. 2009 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13493

Video number 12764

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Makes a stereo with RSN 13492; similar to RSN 13494.

Copy and Version Identification Note

110677

Topic: Family -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Roads -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy
Place: Appian Way (Italy)
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Venerable tombs and young Italian life, beside the renowned Appian Way, Rome. [Active no. 2009 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
2 items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s): Venerable tombs and young Italian life, beside the renowned Appian Way, Rome. [Active no. 2009 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13494

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 13492 and 13493; frames in separate envelopes.

Topic: Family -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Roads -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy

Place: Appian Way (Italy)
Italy
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Aqueduct of Claudius (42 miles long, constructed A.D. 52), near Rome [with figures in middle space]. 2010 Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Aqueduct of Claudius (42 miles long, constructed A.D. 52), near Rome [with figures in middle space]. 2010 Stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13495
Video number 12766

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

109281

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>ITALY TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roads -- Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tombs -- Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Claudius Aqueduct (Rome, Italy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rome (Italy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. Active no. 2011 : stereo photonegative, 1908

1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13496

110680 (company accession no.)

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13497, 13498, 13499, 13500, 20333, 20334, 25877, 25878 and 25879.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>ITALY TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mountains -- Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volcanoes -- Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Italy -- 1900-1910</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naples (Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vesuvius</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stereoscopic photographs

Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. [Active no. 2010 [?] : half-stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. [Active no. 2010 [?] : half-stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Photographer
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13497
108724 (company acc. no.?)
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13496, 13498, 13499 and 13500.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic:      ITALY TOUR
           Mountains -- Italy
           Volcanoes -- Italy

Place:     Italy -- 1900-1910
           Naples (Italy)
           Vesuvius, Mt. (Italy)

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:      -- Glass

Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. Active no. 2011 : photonegative, 1907
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 13498
730

Video number 12769
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13496, 13497, 13499 and 13500.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
Naples (Italy)
Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. Active no. 2011: photonegative, 1907

1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Photographer
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13499

730 (original number?)

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13496, 13497, 13498 and 13500.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
Naples (Italy)
Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. Active no. 2011: photonegative, 1907
1 Item (piece; 3-1/2” x 3-3/4”).


Underwood & Underwood, Photographer
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13500

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13496, 13497, 13498 and 13499.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
Naples (Italy)
Vesuvius

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Portrait in Italy.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Portrait in Italy.] Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13501

Video number 12772

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81181

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Models (Persons)
Place: Italy
   Rome (Italy)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The "Lazzaroni" as they live in the streets of Naples. 2012 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The "Lazzaroni" as they live in the streets of Naples. 2012 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 13502

Video number 12773
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25880
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   109143

   Topic: Dwellings -- Italy
   Houses -- Italy
   ITALY TOUR
   Streets -- Italy

   Place: Italy
   Lazzaroni
   Naples (Italy)

   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Our wholesome macaroni drying in the dirty streets of Naples. [Active no. 2013 : photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13503

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 109206.

Similar to RSN 25881.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

**Topic:** Children -- Italy
Food -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Pasta products
Pasta products -- Italy
Streets -- Italy -- 1900-1910

**Place:** Italy
Naples (Italy)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

---

Beautiful Venus of Gallipede, Gallery of ancient statues, Museum, Naples. 2014 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13504

Video number 12775

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Similar to RSN 25882.

Copy and Version Identification Note
108782

**Topic:** Architecture -- Italy
Art -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Interior architecture
Museums -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy
statues -- Italy
Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)
Venus of Gallipede

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Farnese Bull, grand National Museum, Naples. [Active no. 2015 : half-stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13505

Video number 12776

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Same as RSN 25883.

Company acc. 81066.

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Farnese Bull
Italy
Naples (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Ruins of Herculaneum, old Naples. 2016 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Ruins of Herculaneum, old Naples. 2016 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13506

Video number 12777

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13507 and 25884.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109152

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy

Place: Herculaneum (Extinct city)
Italy
Naples (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of Herculaneum, old Naples. 2016 Photonegative, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Raven, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13507

Video number 12778

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13506.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116882

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy

Place: Herculaneum (Extinct city)
Italy
Naples (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

On the road to Vesuvius 2017 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): On the road to Vesuvius 2017 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13508

Video number 12779

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25885.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic:
ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Roads -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

In the wilderness of lava, base of Vesuvius 2018 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13509

Video number 12780

AC0143-0013509 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25887; similar to RSN 13510
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].
In the wilderness of lava, base of Vesuvius 2018 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Looking into the awful crater of Vesuvius. 2019 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looking into the awful crater of Vesuvius. 2019 Photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13511

Video number 12782

Similar to RSN 13512

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108629

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Looking into the awful crater of Vesuvius. 2019 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13512

Video number 12783

NOTE! IMAGE COPIED SIDEWAYS ON VIDEODISC! TOP IS AT RIGHT!
Similar to RSN 13511

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Forum of Pompeii and Vesuvius. 2020 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Forum of Pompeii and Vesuvius. 2020 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13513

Video number 12784
AC0143-0013513 (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25888.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic:  
ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place:  
Italy
Pompeii (Extinct City)
Vesuvius

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The old wheel tracks--street of Stabia, Pompeii. 2022 Interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The old wheel tracks--street of Stabia, Pompeii. 2022 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13514

Video number 12785
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13515, 13516, 13517, 13518 and 13519.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic:  
ITALY TOUR
Roads -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Streets -- Italy

Place:  Italy
Pompeii (Extinct City)
Stabia

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The old wheel tracks--street of Stabia, Pompeii. [Active no. 2022 : half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13515

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13514, 13516, 13517, 13518 and 13519.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic:  ITALY TOUR
Roads -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Streets -- Italy

Place:  Italy
Pompeii (Extinct City)
Stabia

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The old wheel tracks--street of Stabia, Pompeii. [Active no. 2022 : stereo photonegative.], 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The old wheel tracks--street of Stabia, Pompeii. [Active no. 2022 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13516
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13514, 13515, 13517, 13518 and 13519. Associated numbers: 81027; 109017.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic: 
ITALY TOUR
Roads -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Streets -- Italy

Place: 
Italy
Pompeii (Extinct City)
Stabia

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The old wheel tracks--street of Stabia, Pompeii. 2022 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The old wheel tracks--street of Stabia, Pompeii. 2022 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewich, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13517

Video number 12788

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13514, 13515, 13516, 13518 and 13519; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Topic: 
ITALY TOUR
Roads -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Streets -- Italy

Place: 
Italy
Pompeii (Extinct City)
Stabia

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The old wheel tracks--street of Stabia, Pompeii. 2022 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The old wheel tracks--street of Stabia, Pompeii. 2022 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13518

Video number 12789

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13514, 13515, 13516, 13517 and 13519.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81069

Topic:       ITALY TOUR
             Roads -- Italy
             Ruins -- Italy
             Streets -- Italy

Place:       Italy
             Pompeii (Extinct City)
             Stabia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Box 154

RSN Numbers 13519-13605
Image(s)

The old wheel tracks--street of Stabia, Pompeii. 2022 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The old wheel tracks--street of Stabia, Pompeii. 2022 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13519

Video number 12790

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13514, 13515, 13516, 13517 and 13518.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109017

Topic: ITALY TOUR
   Roads -- Italy
   Ruins -- Italy
   Streets -- Italy

Place: Italy
   Pompeii (Extinct City)
   Stabia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The Inner Court, House of Marcus Lucretius, buried 1,800 years ago,
Pompeii. 2023 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Inner Court, House of Marcus Lucretius, buried 1,800 years ago, Pompeii. 2023 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13520

Video number 12791

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 13524..

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109145
Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13521

Video number 12792

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13522, 13523, 13525, 25890 and 25891.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13522

Video number 12793

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 13522, 13523, 13525, 25890 and 25891.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109139

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Dwellings -- Italy
Homes -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy
Pompeii (Extinct City)
Vettii

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13523

Video number 12794

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 13522, 13523, 13525, 25890 and 25891.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
732

Topic:
Architecture -- Italy
Dwellings -- Italy
Homes -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Pompeii (Extinct City)
Vettii

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Inner Court, House of Marcus Lucretius, buried 1,800 years ago, Pompeii. 2023 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Inner Court, House of Marcus Lucretius, buried 1,800 years ago, Pompeii. 2023 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating along top and bottom edges both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 13524

Video number 12795

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25889; similar to RSN 13520.

Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181], moved from [127].

Topic:
Dwellings -- Italy
Homes -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Marcus Lucretius
Pompeii (Extinct City)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13525
Video number 12796
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 13521, 13522, 13523, 258909 AND 25891.
Currently stored in box 3.1.22 [181].
Copy and Version Identification Note
109282

Topic: Dwellings -- Italy
       Homes -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy
       Pompeii (Extinct City)
       Vettii

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Victims of the great disaster on August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2025 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Victims of the great disaster on August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2025 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13526

Video number 12797

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13527

Copy and Version Identification Note
81206

Topic:
Disasters -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Pottery -- Italy
Victims -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Pompeii (Extinct City)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Victims of the great disaster on August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2025 photonegative, 1905.
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Victims of the great disaster on August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2025 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13527

Video number 12798

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13526.

Copy and Version Identification Note
81206

Topic: Disasters -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Pottery -- Italy
Victims -- Italy

Place: Italy
    Pompeii (Extinct City)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Stove and money chests found in Pompeii, National Museum, Naples. [Active no. 2026 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Stove and money chests found in Pompeii, National Museum, Naples. [Active no. 2026 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13528

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 109142.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Topic: Art
    ITALY TOUR
    Money
    Museums
    Stoves

Place: Italy
    Naples (Italy)
    Pompeii (Extinct City)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Steelyards and scales found at Pompeii, National Museum, Naples. 2027 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Steelyards and scales found at Pompeii, National Museum, Naples. 2027 photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13529

Video number 12800

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109141

Topic:
Art -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Scales (Weighing instruments) -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Naples (Italy)
Pompeii (Extinct City)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Surgical instruments found in a physician's home, Pompeii. 2028 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Surgical instruments found in a physician's home, Pompeii. 2028 photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13530

Video number 12801
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13531

Copy and Version Identification Note

110714

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Medical instruments -- Italy
Museums -- Italy
Physicians -- Italy
Science -- Italy
Surgery -- Italy

Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)
Pompeii (Extinct City)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Surgical instruments found in a physician's home, Pompeii. 2028 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
emulsion cracking and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 13531

Video number 12802

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13530

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Medical instruments -- Italy
Museums -- Italy
Physicians -- Italy
Science -- Italy
Surgery -- Italy

Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)
Pompeii (Extinct City)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Convent of St. Mary of the Sea--wildest coast of Southern Italy. 2029
Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13532

Video number 12803

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24807

Topic: Convents -- Italy
Formations (Geology)
ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy

Place: Italy
St. Mary of the Sea Convent

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Capuchin Hotel (old Convent, XIII Cent.) and great cliff--which fell into the
sea December 22, 1899--Amalfi. 2030 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Capuchin Hotel (old Convent, XIII Cent.) and great cliff--which fell
into the sea December 22, 1899--Amalfi. 2030 Interpositive 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13533

Video number 12804
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13534; THIS IS A POSITIVE

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]

Names: Capuchin Hotel (Amalfi, Italy)
Topic: Cliffs -- Italy
Convents -- Italy
Formations (Geology)
ITALY TOUR
Taverns (Inns) -- Italy

Place: Amalfi (Italy)
Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Capuchin Hotel (old Convent, XIII Cent.) and great cliff--which fell into the sea December 22, 1899--Amalfi. 2030 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Capuchin Hotel (old Convent, XIII Cent.) and great cliff--which fell into the sea December 22, 1899--Amalfi. 2030 Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13534

Video number 12805

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13533

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]

Copy and Version Identification Note

108993

Names: Capuchin Hotel (Amalfi, Italy)
Topic: Cliffs -- Italy
Convents -- Italy
Formations (Geology)
ITALY TOUR
Taverns (Inns) -- Italy

Place: Amalfi (Italy)
Italy
Amalfi, Italy--from the Capuchin Convent--"I beheld the scene and stood as one amazed"--. Active no. 2031 : photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Amalfi, Italy--from the Capuchin Convent--"I beheld the scene and stood as one amazed"--. Active no. 2031 : photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
109043 (associated number)
RSN 13535

Video number 12806

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13536, 13537, 25892, and 25893.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Topic:
Capuchin Convent
Convents -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Seacoasts -- Italy

Place:
Amalfi (Italy)
Italy -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Amalfi, Italy--from the Capuchin Convent--"I beheld the scene and stood as one amazed"--. 2031 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Amalfi, Italy--from the Capuchin Convent--"I beheld the scene and stood as one amazed"--. 2031 Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13536

Video number 12807
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13535 and 13537

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]

Copy and Version Identification Note

109043

Topic: Capuchin Convent
Convents -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Seacoasts -- Italy

Place: Amalfi (Italy)
Italy

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Amalfi, Italy--from the Capuchin Convent--"I beheld the scene and stood as one amazed"--. Active no. 2031. Stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Amalfi, Italy--from the Capuchin Convent--"I beheld the scene and stood as one amazed"--. Active no. 2031. Stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Woman in hat with veil looking down on the coast.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13537

Cf. stereograph in coll. 495, which bears copyright date of 1900.

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165], moved from [128].

Similar to RSN 13535 and 13536.

Topic: Capuchin Convent
Convents
ITALY TOUR
Seacoasts

Place: Amalfi (Italy)
Italy

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Proud Genoa and her harbor--from the west. 2032 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)

Image(s): Proud Genoa and her harbor--from the west. 2032 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13538

Video number 12809

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13539 and 25894.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109012

Topic: Harbors -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ports -- Italy
Ships -- Italy

Place: Genoa (Italy)

Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Proud Genoa and her harbor--from the west. 2032 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Proud Genoa and her harbor--from the west. 2032 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13539

Video number 12810

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13538 and 25894.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

109012

Topic: Harbors -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ports -- Italy
Ships -- Italy

Place: Genoa (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Genoa--from the Rosazza Gardens. 2033 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Genoa--from the Rosazza Gardens. 2033 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13540

Video number 12811

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25895.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Topic: Gardens -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ports -- Italy

Place: Genoa (Italy)
Italy
Rosazza Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Campo Santo--Genoa's Palace of the Dead. 2034 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13541

Video number 12812

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]

Copy and Version Identification Note
10958

Topic: Architecture, Italian
ITALY TOUR
Mausoleums -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy

Place: Campo Santo (Genoa, Italy)
Genoa (Italy)
Italy
Palace of the Dead

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Corridor, Campo Santo, Genoa. 2035 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Corridor, Campo Santo, Genoa. 2035 Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13542

Video number 12813

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
24477 128518

Topic: Architecture, Italian
ITALY TOUR
Mausoleums -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy

Place: Campo Santo (Genoa, Italy)
Genoa (Italy)
Italy
Palace of the Dead

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The world-famed quarries which have furnished marble for Italy's master sculptures, Carrara. 2037 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The world-famed quarries which have furnished marble for Italy's master sculptures, Carrara. 2037 Photonegative 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13543

Video number 12814

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13544, 25897 and 25898

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]

Copy and Version Identification Note
30019

Topic: Cattle -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Marble -- Italy
Mines -- Italy
Ox teams -- Italy
Oxen -- Italy
Quarrying -- Italy

Place: Carrara (Italy)
Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The world-famed quarries which have furnished marble for Italy's master sculptures, Carrara. 2037 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The world-famed quarries which have furnished marble for Italy's master sculptures, Carrara. 2037 Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13544

Video number 12815
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13543, 25897 and 25898
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]

Copy and Version Identification Note
754

Topic: Cattle -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Marble -- Italy
Mines -- Italy
Ox teams -- Italy
Oxen -- Italy
Quarrying -- Italy

Place: Carrara (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The famous Leaning Tower and venerable Cathedral--800 years old--Pisa.
2038 photonegative, 1907

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The famous Leaning Tower and venerable Cathedral--800 years old--Pisa. 2038 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13545

Video number 12816
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13546, 13547, 25899 and 25900.

**Topic:** Architecture -- Italy  
Cathedrals -- Italy  
ITALY TOUR  
Monuments -- Italy  
Towers -- Italy

**Place:** Italy  
Leaning Tower (Pisa, Italy)  
Pisa (Italy)  
Pisa Cathedral

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The famous Leaning Tower and venerable Cathedral--800 years old--Pisa.  
2038 photonegative, 1907  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")  
Image(s): The famous Leaning Tower and venerable Cathedral--800 years old--Pisa. 2038 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 13546

Video number 12817

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13545, 13547, 25899 and 25900.

**Topic:** Architecture, Italian  
Cathedrals -- Italy  
ITALY TOUR  
Monuments -- Italy  
Towers -- Italy

**Culture:** Leaning Tower (Pisa, Italy)

**Place:** Italy  
Pisa (Italy)  
Pisa Cathedral

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
The famous Leaning Tower and venerable Cathedral--800 years old--Pisa. 2038 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The famous Leaning Tower and venerable Cathedral--800 years old--Pisa. 2038 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13547

Video number 12818

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13545, 13546, 25899 and 25900.

Copy and Version Identification Note
108698

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Monuments -- Italy
Towers -- Italy

Culture: Leaning Tower (Pisa, Italy)

Place: Italy
Pisa (Italy)
Pisa Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Three architectural gems--"fortunate in their solitude and society"--Baptistery, Cathedral and Campanile, Pisa. Active no. 2039 : half-stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Three architectural gems--"fortunate in their solitude and society"--Baptistery, Cathedral and Campanile, Pisa. Active no. 2039 : half-stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13548

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25901.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]. Company acc. no. 108721.

Names: Baptistry (Pisa, Italy)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
Campaniles -- Italy
Carriages -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Horses -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Towers -- Italy

Place: Italy
Pisa (Italy)
Pisa Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Last Judgment," by Orcagna--the most famous painting in the ancient Campo Santo, Pisa. [Active no. 2040 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13549

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Topic: Art -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Judgment Day
Museums -- Italy
Paintings -- Italy
Religion -- Italy

Place: Campo Santo (Italy)
Italy
Orcagna
Pisa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Florence--"Flower of all cities; city of all flowers," from San Miniato. 2041 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Florence--"Flower of all cities; city of all flowers," from San Miniato. 2041 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13550
Video number 12821
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13551, 13552, 13553, 25902 and 25903.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Names: S. Miniato al Monte (Church: Florence, Italy)
Topic: Flowers -- Italy Gardens -- Italy ITALY TOUR Parks -- Italy
Place: Florence (Italy) Italy
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Florence--"Flower of all cities; city of all flowers," from San Miniato. 2041 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Florence--"Flower of all cities; city of all flowers," from San Miniato. 2041 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13551

Video number 12822

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13550, 13552, 13553, 25902 and 25903.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

68104

Names: S. Miniato al Monte (Church : Florence, Italy)

Topic: Flowers -- Italy
Gardens -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Places -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Florence--"Flower of all cities; city of all flowers," from San Miniato. 2041
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Florence--"Flower of all cities; city of all flowers," from San
Miniato. 2041 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Left half of left frame missing.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13552

Video number 12823

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13550, 13551, 13553, 25902 and 25903.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

68103
Names: S. Miniato al Monte (Church : Florence, Italy)
Topic: Flowers -- Italy
       Gardens -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Parks -- Italy
Place: Florence (Italy)
       Italy
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Florence--"Flower of all cities; city of all flowers," from San Miniato. 2041
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Florence--"Flower of all cities; city of all flowers," from San
Miniato. 2041 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13553

Video number 12824

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13550, 13551, 13552, 25902 and 25903.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
736

Names: S. Miniato al Monte (Church : Florence, Italy)
Topic: Flowers -- Italy
       Gardens -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Parks -- Italy
Place: Florence (Italy)
       Italy
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

Plazzo Vecchio and Piazza Della Signoria--where Savonarola was
imprisoned and burned--Florence. 2042 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Plazzo Vecchio and Piazza Della Signoria--where Savonarola was imprisoned and burned--Florence. 2042 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13554

Video number 12825

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25904.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Names: Palazzo vecchio (Florence, Italy)

Topic: Architecture -- Italy

ITALY TOUR

Palaces -- Italy

Plazas -- Italy

Towers -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)

Italy

Piazza Della Signoria

Savonarola

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

The Rape of Polyxena, in the Loggia, Florence. 2043 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The Rape of Polyxena, in the Loggia, Florence. 2043 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13555

Video number 12826

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13564.
Copy and Version Identification Note

68021

Topic:
ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place:
Florence (Italy)
Italy
Loggia (Florence, Italy)
Rape of Polyxena

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Duomo—"the very great Heart" of Florence (A.D. 1296-1562). 2044 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Duomo—"the very great Heart" of Florence (A.D. 1296-1562). 2044 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13556

Video number 12827
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13557, 25905 and 25906.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Names:
Duomo (Florence, Italy)

Topic:
Architecture -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR

Place:
Florence (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Duomo—"the very great Heart" of Florence (A.D. 1296-1562). 2044 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Duomo--"the very great Heart" of Florence (A.D. 1296-1562). 2044 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13557

Video number 12828
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13556.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67806

Names: Duomo (Florence, Italy)
Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Michael Angelo's "David"--Academy, Florence, Italy--"work of his youth, pride of his old age." 2045 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Michael Angelo's "David"--Academy, Florence, Italy--"work of his youth, pride of his old age." 2045 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13558

Video number 12829
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].
Similar to RSN 13559 and 25907.

Copy and Version Identification Note

   67468

   Names: Academy (Florence, Italy)
          Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.
          David, King of Israel

   Topic: ITALY TOUR
          Museums -- Italy
          Sculptures -- Italy

   Place: Florence (Italy)
          Italy

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Michael Angelo's "David"--Academy, Florence, Italy--"work of his youth, pride of his old age." 2045 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Michael Angelo's "David"--Academy, Florence, Italy--"work of his youth, pride of his old age." 2045 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

   RSN 13559

Video number 12830

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13558 and 25907.

   Names: Academy (Florence, Italy)
          Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.
          David, King of Israel

   Topic: ITALY TOUR
          Museums -- Italy
          Sculptures -- Italy

   Place: Florence (Italy)
          Italy

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

   -- Glass
Tomb of Michael Angelo--"The Great Master"--Church of Santa Croce, Florence. 2046 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Tomb of Michael Angelo--"The Great Master"--Church of Santa Croce, Florence. 2046 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13560

Video number 12831

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25908.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67815

Names: Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.
Church of Santa Croce (Florence, Italy)

Topic: Art -- Italy
Churches -- Catholic -- Italy -- Florence
ITALY TOUR
Sculptures -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Wrestlers, Venus de Medici and Knife Grinder, three masterpieces in the Tribuna Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 2047 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Wrestlers, Venus de Medici and Knife Grinder, three masterpieces in the Tribuna Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 2047 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating along top and bottom borders both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 13561
Video number 12832

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165], moved from [127].

Similar to RSN 13562 and 25909; frames in separate envelopes.

Names: Uffizi Gallery (Florence, Italy)
Topic: Art -- Italy
       Galleries -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Museums -- Italy
       Sculptures -- Italy
Place: Florence (Italy)
       Italy
       Knife Grinder (Sculpture)
       Tribuna
       Venus de Medici (Sculpture)
       Wrestlers (Sculpture)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           Stereoscopic photographs

The Wrestlers, Venus de Medici and Knife Grinder, three masterpieces in the Tribuna Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 2047 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Wrestlers, Venus de Medici and Knife Grinder, three masterpieces in the Tribuna Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 2047 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13562

Video number 12833

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13561 and 25909.

Names: Uffizi Gallery (Florence, Italy)
Topic: Art -- Italy
       Galleries -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR
       Museums -- Italy
       Sculptures -- Italy
Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy
Knife Grinder (Sculpture)
Tribuna
Venus de Medici (Sculpture)
Wrestlers (Sculpture)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Venus de Medici" -- "The statue that enchants the world" -- Florence. 2048 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "Venus de Medici" -- "The statue that enchants the world" -- Florence. 2048 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13563

Video number 12834

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67575; 5028

Names: Uffizi Gallery (Florence, Italy)

Topic: Art -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy
statues -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy
Tribuna
Venus de Medici (Sculpture)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Rape of Polyxena, in the Loggia, Florence. 2043 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Rape of Polyxena, in the Loggia, Florence. 2043 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13564
Video number 12835
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].
Similar to RSN 13555.
Copy and Version Identification Note
68021
Topic: ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy
Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy
Loggia (Florence, Italy)
Rape of Polyxena
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Vecchio Bridge and the River Arno, Florence. [Active no. 2049 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13565
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13566 and 25910.

**Topic:** Bridges -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Rivers -- Italy

**Place:** Arno River (Italy)
Florence (Italy)
Italy
Vecchio Bridge

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Vecchio Bridge and the River Arno, Florence. [Active no. 2049 : photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Vecchio Bridge and the River Arno, Florence. [Active no. 2049 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13566

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13565. Company acc. no. 68155.

**Topic:** Bridges -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Rivers -- Italy

**Place:** Arno River (Italy)
Florence (Italy)
Italy
Vecchio Bridge

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Glimpse in the Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence--showing one of Raphael's famous Madonnas. 2050 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Glimpse in the Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence--showing one of Raphael's famous Madonnas. 2050 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13567

Video number 12838

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13568, 13569 and 25911

Topic: Art -- Italy
      Galleries -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
      Museums -- Italy
      Palaces -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
       Italy
       Mary,
       Pitti Palace Gallery
       Raphael

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Glimpse in the Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence--showing one of Raphael's famous Madonnas. 2050 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Glimpse in the Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence--showing one of Raphael's famous Madonnas. 2050 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13568

Video number 12839

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].
Glimpse in the Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence--showing one of Raphael's famous Madonnas. 2050 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Glimpse in the Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence--showing one of Raphael's famous Madonnas. 2050 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13569

Video number 12840

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13567, 13568 and 25911
The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. 2052 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. 2052 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13570

Video number 12841

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13571, 13572, 20336-20338; 25912 and 25913.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

738

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Horses -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Streetcars -- Italy

Place: Italy
Milan (Italy)
Milan Cathedral

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. 2052 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. 2052 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13571

Video number 12842

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13570, 13572, 20336-20338; 25912 and 25913.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
      Cathedrals -- Italy
      Horses -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
      Streetcars -- Italy

Place: Italy
      Milan (Italy)
      Milan Cathedral

Genre/F: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. 2052 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. 2052 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13572

Video number 12843

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13570, 13571, 20336-20338; 25912 and 25913.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
      Cathedrals -- Italy
      Horses -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
      Streetcars -- Italy

Place: Italy
      Milan (Italy)
      Milan Cathedral
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Cathedral, Milan--among its hundred spires. 2053 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Cathedral, Milan--among its hundred spires. 2053 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13573
Video number 12844
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13574, 13575, 20339; 25914 and 25915.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
739

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
      Cathedrals -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
      Streetcars -- Italy

Place: Italy
      Milan (Italy)
      Milan Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Cathedral, Milan--among its hundred spires. 2053 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13574
Video number 12845
Company catalog card included
NOTE! MUCH MORE DETAIL IN PHOTONEGATIVE! Similar to RSN 13573, 13575, 20339, 25914 and 25915

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]

Copy and Version Identification Note
23113

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
      Architecture, Italian
      Cathedrals -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR

Place: Italy
       Milan (Italy)
       Milan Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

The Cathedral, Milan--among its hundred spires. Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13575

Video number 12846

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13573, 13574, 20339, 25914 and 25915

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]

Copy and Version Identification Note
23113; 29405

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
       Architecture, Italian
       Cathedrals -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR

Place: Italy
       Milan (Italy)
       Milan Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The old Roman "Ponte Pietro" and Castle of St. Pietro, Verona. 2054 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The old Roman "Ponte Pietro" and Castle of St. Pietro, Verona. 2054 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13576

Video number 12847

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25916.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Topic: Bridges -- Italy
Castles -- Italy
ITALY TOUR

Place: Italy
Ponte Pietro
St. Pietro Castle
Verona (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Roman Amphitheatre, Verona, Italy--erected A.D. 260--second only to the Colosseum. Active no. 2055 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Roman Amphitheatre, Verona, Italy--erected A.D. 260--second only to the Colosseum. Active no. 2055 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion deteriorating along left border

Local Numbers
110738

RSN 13577

Video number 12848

Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13578 and 25917

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]

Topic: Amphitheatres
ITALY TOUR
Roman Amphitheatre (Verona, Italy)
Ruins -- Italy -- Verona

Place:
Italy
Verona (Italy)

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Roman Amphitheatre, Verona, Italy--erected A.D. 260--second only to the Colosseum. 2055 Photonegative, 1907

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Roman Amphitheatre, Verona, Italy--erected A.D. 260--second only to the Colosseum. 2055 Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13578

Video number 12849

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13577 and 25917

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]

Copy and Version Identification Note

108688

Topic: Amphitheatres -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy -- Verona

Place:
Italy
Roman Amphitheatre (Verona, Italy)
Verona

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in the nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. [Active no. 2056 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in the nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. [Active no. 2056 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Littleton View Co., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 13579

Video number 12850

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13580, 13581, 20341, 20342, 25918 and 25919.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Orig. no. 740.

Names:  
Doge's Palace (Venice, Italy)

Topic:  
Architecture -- Italy  
Bell towers -- Italy  
Boats -- Italy  
Campaniles -- Italy  
Canals -- Italy  
Gondolas -- Italy  
ITALY TOUR  
Palaces -- Italy

Place:  
Italy  
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
Glass

Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in the nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. [Active no. 2056 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1905  
1 Item (4” x 5”).  

Image(s): Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in the nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. [Active no. 2056 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Littleton View Co., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 13580
Video number 12851

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13579, 13581, 20341, 20342, 25918 and 25919.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Company acc. no. 67964.

Names: Doge's Palace (Venice, Italy)
Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Bell towers -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Campaniles -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Italy

Place: Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in the nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. [Active no. 2056 : stereo photonegative,] 1905 1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in the nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. [Active no. 2056 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13581

Video number 12852

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13579, 13580, 20341, 20342, 25918 and 25919.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Company acc. no. 67964.

Names: Doge's Palace (Venice, Italy)
Topic: Architecture -- Italy
The Lion of Venice. [Active no. 2057: half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13582
Video number 12853
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Names: Doge's Palace (Venice, Italy)

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Bell towers -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Campaniles -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Lions -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy

Place: Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

San Marco, Venice—"An oriental poem in marble, mosaic and gold." Active no. 2058 [photonegative], 1898
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): San Marco, Venice--"An oriental poem in marble, mosaic and gold." Active no. 2058 [photonegative], 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13583

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13584 and 25921.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]. Orig. no. 68038.

Names: Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy)
Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Birds -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Pigeons -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy
Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy)
Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Names: Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy)

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
    Birds -- Italy
    Cathedrals -- Italy
    ITALY TOUR
    Pigeons -- Italy
    Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy
    Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy)
    Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of San Marco Cathedral, Venice. [Active no. 2059 : [half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 13585

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25922.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Names: Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy)

Topic: Architecture, Italian
    Cathedrals -- Italy
    ITALY TOUR
    Interior architecture

Place: Italy
    Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass

Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060
Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060 Photonegative 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13586
Video number 12857
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13587. 13588, 13589 and 25923-25925.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]
Copy and Version Identification Note
68147

Topic:          Boats -- Italy
               Bridges -- Italy
               Canals -- Italy
               Gondolas -- Italy
               ITALY TOUR

Place:          Bridge of Sighs (Venice, Italy)
               Italy
               Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form:    Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060 Photonegative, 1898
Video number 12858

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13586, 13588, 13589 and 25923-25925.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

| Topic: | Boats -- Italy |
|        | Bridges -- Italy |
|        | Canals -- Italy |
|        | Gondolas -- Italy |
|        | ITALY TOUR |

| Place: | Bridge of Sighs (Venice, Italy) |
|        | Italy |
|        | Venice (Italy) |

| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|             | -- Glass |
|             | Stereoscopic photographs |

Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060 Photonegative, 1898

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13588

Video number 12859

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13586, 13587, 13589 and 25923-25925.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

68147; 741

| Topic: | Boats -- Italy |
|        | Bridges -- Italy |
|        | Canals -- Italy |
|        | Gondolas -- Italy |
|        | ITALY TOUR |

| Place: | Bridge of Sighs (Venice, Italy) |
|        | Italy |
Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060 Photonegative, 1898

1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060 Photonegative 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13589

Video number 12860

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13586, 13587, 13588 and 25923-25925.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

68147; 741

Topic: Boats -- Italy

Bridges -- Italy

Canals -- Italy

Gondolas -- Italy

ITALY TOUR

Place: Bridge of Sighs (Venice, Italy)

Italy

Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"The Bride of the Sea," a view from the Campanile, Venice. 2061 Photonegative, 1905

1 item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13590

Video number 12861

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13591 and 25926.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67869

Topic:
Campaniles -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ports -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"The Bride of the Sea," a view from the Campanile, Venice. 2061
Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): "The Bride of the Sea," a view from the Campanile, Venice. 2061
Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13591

Video number 12862

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13590 and 25926; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165], moved from [127].

Topic:
Campaniles -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ports -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

The Grand Canal, Venice. [Active no. 2062 : stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s): The Grand Canal, Venice. [Active no. 2062 : stereo
photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13592

Video number 12863

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13593, 25927 and 25928; similar to RSN 13594; MAKES
STEREO WITH RSN 13593.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR

Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Grand Canal, Venice. 2062 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Grand Canal, Venice. 2062 Photonegative 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13593

Video number 12864
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13592, 25927 and 25928; similar to RSN 13594; MAKES STEREO WITH RSN 13592.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

109009

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
       Boats -- Italy
       Canals -- Italy
       Gondolas -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR

Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
       Italy
       Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

The Grand Canal, Venice. 2062 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Grand Canal, Venice. 2062 Photonegative 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13594

Video number 12865

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13592 and 13593.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5056

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
       Boats -- Italy
       Canals -- Italy
       Gondolas -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR

Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
       Italy
       Venice (Italy)
The Rialto, Grand Canal, Venice. 2063 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Rialto, Grand Canal, Venice. 2063 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13595
Video number 12866
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].
Copy and Version Identification Note
67972
Topic: Boats -- Italy
      Bridges -- Italy
      Canals -- Italy
      Gondolas -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
      Italy
      Rialto
      Venice (Italy)
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Palazza Ca d'Oro, Grand Canal--the medieval home of a "Merchant of Venice." 2064 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Palazza Ca d'Oro, Grand Canal--the medieval home of a "Merchant of Venice." 2064 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13596
Video number 12867
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13597, 13598, 25930 and 25931.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>742</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Names: Palazzo Ca d'Oro (Venice, Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic: Architecture -- Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boats -- Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canals -- Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gondolas -- Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITALY TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palaces -- Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Palazzo Ca d'Oro, Grand Canal--the medieval home of a "Merchant of Venice." 2064 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Palazzo Ca d'Oro, Grand Canal--the medieval home of a "Merchant of Venice." 2064 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13597

Video number 12868

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13596, 13598, 25930 and 25931.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>742</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Names: Palazzo Ca d'Oro (Venice, Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic: Architecture -- Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boats -- Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canals -- Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gondolas -- Italy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Italy

Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Palazzo Ca d'Oro, Grand Canal--the medieval home of a "Merchant of Venice." 2064 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Palazzo Ca d'Oro, Grand Canal--the medieval home of a "Merchant of Venice." 2064 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13598

Video number 12869
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13596, 13597, 25930 and 25931.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67942

Names: Palazzo Ca d'Oro (Venice, Italy)

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Italy

Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Majestic pillared porito of the grandest Christian church on earth, St. Peter's. Rome. 2066 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Majestic pillared porito of the grandest Christian church on earth, St. Peter's. Rome. 2066 Photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13599

Video number 12870

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
32836

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Churches -- Italy
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The famous statue of St. Peter, whose feet have been kissed by millions--Rome. 2068 Photonegative, 1907

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The famous statue of St. Peter, whose feet have been kissed by millions--Rome. 2068 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13600

Video number 12871
At the Holy Father's door--sunshine and shadow under a lofty portal of the Vatican, Rome. [Black-and-white stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): At the Holy Father's door--sunshine and shadow under a lofty portal of the Vatican, Rome. [Black-and-white stereo photonegative] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13601

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13602.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Company acc. no. 88028.

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
Doorways -- Vatican
Entrances -- Vatican
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Stereoscopic photographs

At the Holy Father's door--sunshine and shadow under a lofty portal of the Vatican, Rome. 2075 Photonegative, 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): At the Holy Father's door--sunshine and shadow under a lofty portal of the Vatican, Rome. 2075 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13602

Video number 12873

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25932.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88028

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
Doorways -- Vatican
Entrances -- Vatican
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking through open doors of massive bronze into the Palace of His Holiness, the Vatican, Rome.e [Active no. 2076 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 13603

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]. Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 77238

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
Doorways -- Vatican
Entrances -- Vatican
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sturdy Swiss Guards of His Holiness, Pius X, on duty in a corridor of the Vatican, Rome. Active no. 2077 : stereo photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8".)

Image(s): Sturdy Swiss Guards of His Holiness, Pius X, on duty in a corridor of the Vatican, Rome. Active no. 2077 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled.

Local Numbers

RSN 13604

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]. Company catalog card included.

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
Military -- Vatican
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Swiss Guards
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sistine Chapel, where the Pope often celebrates Mass; famous "Last Judgment" over altar--Vatican, Rome. [Active no. 2078 : stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Sistine Chapel, where the Pope often celebrates Mass; famous "Last Judgment" over altar--Vatican, Rome. [Active no. 2078 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13605

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Company acc. no. 32989.

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
Cathedrals -- Vatican
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.
Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Judgment Day
Rome (Italy)
Sistine Chapel
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 155

RSN Numbers 13606-13691

Image(s)

Monsignor Bisleti, "Master of the Chamber," to the Holy Father, in his apartments in the Vatican, Rome. 2079 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13606
Video number 12877

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: 
Clergy -- Vatican
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place: 
Italy
Monsignor Bisleti
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The Holy Father is speaking. Eager throngs in the court of San Damaso, in the Vatican, Rome. 2080 Photonegative, 1904

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Holy Father is speaking. Eager throngs in the court of San Damaso, in the Vatican, Rome. 2080 Photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13607

Video number 12878

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165]. Company catalog card included.

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: 
Architecture -- Vatican
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.
Plazas -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place: 
Italy
Rome (Italy)
San Damaso
Vatican

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Cardinal Merry del Val, Secretary of State to His Holiness Pius X, at his desk in the Vatican, Rome. 2084 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cardinal Merry del Val, Secretary of State to His Holiness Pius X, at his desk in the Vatican, Rome. 2084 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Page, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13608

Video number 12879

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13609 and 13610.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Names: Del Val, Merry, Cardinal
Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Clergy -- Vatican
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Cardinal Merry del Val, Secretary of State to His Holiness Pius X, at his desk in the Vatican, Rome. 2084 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cardinal Merry del Val, Secretary of State to His Holiness Pius X, at his desk in the Vatican, Rome. 2084 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Page, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13609

Video number 12880

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13608 and 13610.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77420

Names: Del Val, Merry, Cardinal
       Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Clergy -- Vatican
       PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.
       Portraits -- Vatican
       Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
       Rome (Italy)
       Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Cardinal Merry del Val, Secretary of State to His Holiness Pius X, at his desk in the Vatican, Rome. 2084 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cardinal Merry del Val, Secretary of State to His Holiness Pius X, at his desk in the Vatican, Rome. 2084 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Page, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
       RSN 13610

Video number 12881

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13608 and 13609.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Names: Del Val, Merry, Cardinal
       Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Clergy -- Vatican
       PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.
       Portraits -- Vatican
       Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
       Rome (Italy)
       Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Good Pius X who said, "Remember that I am only a poor man and that Jesus Christ is all," Vatican, Rome. 2086 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Good Pius X who said, "Remember that I am only a poor man and that Jesus Christ is all," Vatican, Rome. 2086 Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13611
Video number 12882
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Names: Pius, Pope, X,
Topic: Clergy -- Vatican
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The blessings of Almighty God"--the Holy Father blessing humble pilgrims in the Vatican, at Rome. 2088 Photonegative, 1903
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "The blessings of Almighty God"--the Holy Father blessing humble pilgrims in the Vatican, at Rome. 2088 Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating along bottom and top borders both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 13612
Video number 12883
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13613; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171], moved from [127].

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Ceremonies -- Vatican
      Clergy -- Vatican
      PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.
      Religion -- Vatican
      popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
      Rome (Italy)
      Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"The blessings of Almighty God"--the Holy Father blessing humble pilgrims in the Vatican, at Rome. 2088 Photonegative, 1903
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "The blessings of Almighty God"--the Holy Father blessing humble pilgrims in the Vatican, at Rome. 2088 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13613

Video number 12884

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13612; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Ceremonies -- Vatican
      Clergy -- Vatican
      PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.
      Religion -- Vatican
      popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
      Rome (Italy)
      Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Happy Hungarian pilgrims in the Vatican, just after receiving the Holy Father's blessing, Rome. 2089 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Happy Hungarian pilgrims in the Vatican, just after receiving the Holy Father's blessing, Rome. 2089 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13614

Video number 12885

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Topic:
- Ceremonies -- Vatican
- PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.
- Religion -- Vatican
- popes -- Vatican

Place:
- Italy
- Rome (Italy)
- Vatican

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Pope Pius X bestowing his benediction as Supreme Pontiff, from his throne in the Vatican, Rome. 2090 Photonegative, 1903
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Pope Pius X bestowing his benediction as Supreme Pontiff, from his throne in the Vatican, Rome. 2090 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13615

Video number 12886

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Ceremonies -- Vatican
Clergy -- Vatican
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among treasures of Art in the Vatican, Rome. Active no. 2091: stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Among treasures of Art in the Vatican, Rome. Active no. 2091: stereo photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
108819 (associated number)

RSN 13616

Video number 12887

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 1361.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Emulsion beginning to peel slightly along right border.

Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
Art museums -- 1900-1910 -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Vatican
Museums -- Vatican

Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
Rome (Italy) -- 1900-1910
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among treasures of Art in the Vatican, Rome. 2091 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Among treasures of Art in the Vatican, Rome. 2091 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion beginning to peel slightly along left border.

Local Numbers
RSN 13617

Video number 12888

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Similar to RSN 13616

Topic: Architecture -- Vatican
Art -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Vatican
Museums -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The colossal Nile, surrounded by the sixteen children," Vatican, Rome.
2092 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "The colossal Nile, surrounded by the sixteen children," Vatican, Rome. 2092 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion peeling around all borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 13618

Video number 12889

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Similar to RSN 13619.

Copy and Version Identification Note
108633

| Topic:       | Art -- Vatican     |
|             | ITALY--Miscellaneous |
|             | Museums -- Vatican |
|             | Sculptures -- Vatican |

| Place:       | Italy         |
|             | Rome (Italy) |
|             | Vatican      |

| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|             | -- Glass    |
|             | Stereoscopic photographs |

"The colossal Nile, surrounded by the sixteen children," Vatican, Rome. 2092 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "The colossal Nile, surrounded by the sixteen children," Vatican, Rome. 2092 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13619

Video number 12890

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Similar to RSN 13618.
A beautiful corner in the Pope's home, Rome. [Active no. 2093 : stereo photonegative.], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): A beautiful corner in the Pope's home, Rome. [Active no. 2093 : stereo photonegative.] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13620

Video number 12891

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Company acc. no. 108762.

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Art -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Italy
Museums -- Italy
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Columns of the Temple of Saturn and Arch of Septimus Severus, Forum, Rome. 2101 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Columns of the Temple of Saturn and Arch of Septimus Severus, Forum, Rome. 2101 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13621

Video number 12892

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 2246.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108795

Topic:
Arches -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Ruins -- Italy
Temples -- Italy

Place:
Arch of Septimus Severus (Rome, Italy)
Forum (Rome Italy)
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Temple of Saturn

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A mirror view of the Forum, Rome. 2102 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A mirror view of the Forum, Rome. 2102 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
109228

RSN 13622

Video number 12893

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
       ITALY--Miscellaneous
       Ruins -- Italy -- Rome
       Temples -- Italy

Place: Forum (Rome Italy)
       Italy
       Rome (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Italy.] 2105 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Italy.] 2105 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13623

Video number 12894

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108718

Topic: ITALY--Miscellaneous
       Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
[Roadway in Italy.] 2114 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Roadway in Italy.] 2114 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13624

Video number 12895
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108637

Topic: Cows -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Colonnade, Naples. [Active no. 2115 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Grand Colonnade, Naples. [Active no. 2115 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13625

Video number 12896
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13626.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Company acc. no. 110750.

Topic: Architecture, Italian
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Italy

Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Colonnade, Naples. [Active no. 2115 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Grand Colonnade, Naples. [Active no. 2115 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13626

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13625.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Company acc. no. 109202.

Topic: Architecture, Italian
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Italy -- Naples

Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Milking goats in the streets of Naples. 2116 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Milking goats in the streets of Naples. 2116 Photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13627

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 25933

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Copy and Version Identification Note
108926

Topic: Goats -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Milking -- Italy
Streets -- Italy

Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Street scene in Italy.] 2117 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene in Italy.] 2117 Photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13628

Video number 12899

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108801
Topic: Architecture, Italian
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Streets -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant in Italy.] 2118 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Restaurant in Italy.] 2118 Photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13629

Video number 12900
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108627

Topic: ITALY--Miscellaneous
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in Italy.] 2119 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture in Italy.] 2119 Photonegative 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
"Where the waves and mountains meet," Positano, Southern Italy. [Active no. 2123 : photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): "Where the waves and mountains meet," Positano, Southern Italy. [Active no. 2123 : photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13631

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25934.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Company acc. no. 40411.

Topic: ITALY--Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Italy
Seacoasts

Place: Italy
Positano

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Mortola and the beautiful gardens of Sir Hanbury--east to Ventimigles on the Mediterranean. 2125 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Mortola and the beautiful gardens of Sir Hanbury--east to Ventimigles on the Mediterranean. 2125 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13632

Video number 12903

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Hanbury, Sir

Topic: Gardens -- Italy

ITALY--Miscellaneous

Seacoasts -- Italy

Place: Italy

Mediterranean

Mortola

Ventimigles

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Portofino, a picturesque hamlet on the Mediterranean coast--near Genoa. 2126 Photonegative, 1896

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Portofino, a picturesque hamlet on the Mediterranean coast--near Genoa. 2126 Photonegative 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13633

Video number 12904

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25935

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29983

Topic: ITALY--Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Italy
Seacoasts -- Italy

Place: Italy
Mediterranean
Portofino

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Railway to the hundreds of quarries in the marble mountains of Carrara. 2132 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Railway to the hundreds of quarries in the marble mountains of Carrara. 2132 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13634

Video number 12905

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30024

Topic: ITALY--Miscellaneous
Marble -- Italy
Mountains -- Italy
Quarrying -- Italy
Railroads -- Italy
Trains -- Italy

Place: Carrara (Italy)
Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marble refuse, from centuries of quarrying the famous art marble in mountains of Carrara. 2133 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Marble refuse, from centuries of quarrying the famous art marble in mountains of Carrara. 2133 Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13635
Video number 12906
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].
Copy and Version Identification Note
29995
Topic: ITALY--Miscellaneous
Marble -- Italy
Mountains -- Italy
Quarrying -- Italy
Place: Carrara (Italy)
Italy
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hauling marble from a marble sawmill to the station--famous quarries of Carrara. 2134 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Hauling marble from a marble sawmill to the station--famous quarries of Carrara. 2134 Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13636
Video number 12907

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25936

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30014

Topic: Cattle -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Marble -- Italy
Mountains -- Italy
Ox teams -- Italy
Oxen -- Italy
Quarrying -- Italy

Place: Carrara (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Sawing marble slabs by hand (about 4 in. per day) in the famous old quarries of Carrara. 2135 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Sawing marble slabs by hand (about 4 in. per day) in the famous old quarries of Carrara. 2135 Photonegative 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13637

Video number 12908

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note

30034

Topic: Handicraft -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Marble -- Italy
Mountains -- Italy
Quarrying -- Italy

Place: Carrara (Italy)
   Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Canova's "Venus"--Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence. 2138 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Canova's "Venus"--Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence. 2138
photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 13638

Video number 12909

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   67704

Names: Canova

Topic: Art -- Italy
   Galleries -- Italy
   ITALY--Miscellaneous
   Museums -- Italy
   Palaces -- Italy
   Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
   Italy
   Pitti Palace
   Venus

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

"Cain," by Dupre--Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence. 2139 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13639

Video number 12910

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67445

Names: Cain, (Biblical figure)
Dupre

Topic: Art -- Italy
Galleries -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Museums -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy
Pitti Palace

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Abel," by Dupre--Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence. Active no. 2140 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "Abel," by Dupre--Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence. Active no. 2140 : stereo photonegative, 1905...

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dupre Julien, 1851-1910
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13640

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Topic: Art museums -- 1900-1910 -- Italy -- Florence
Galleries -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Museums -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy -- 1900-1910
Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy) -- 1900-1910
Italy -- 1900-1910
Palazzo Pitti (Florence, Italy) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Niobe protecting her child," by Praxiteles (?)--Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 2141 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Niobe protecting her child," by Praxiteles (?)--Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 2141 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13641

Video number 12912

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note

68144

Names: Praxiteles ((ancient sculptor))
Uffizi Gallery (Florence, Italy)

Topic: Art -- Italy
Galleries -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Museums -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place:
Florence (Italy)
Italy
Niobe (ship)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The Wrestlers"--an ancient masterpiece--Tribuna, Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 2142 photonegative, 1905
1 item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13642

Video number 12913

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Uffizi Gallery (Florence, Italy)

Topic: Art -- Italy
Galleries -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Museums -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy
The Wrestlers (Sculpture)
Tribuna

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Baccus and Ampelus," Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 2143 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 13643

Video number 12914

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   68016; 5019

Names: Uffizi Gallery (Florence, Italy)
Topic: Art -- Italy
       Galleries -- Italy
       ITALY--Miscellaneous
       Museums -- Italy
       Palaces -- Italy
       Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Ampelus (Greek fictional character)
       Bacchus (Greek deity)
       Florence (Italy)
       Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

"The Dancing Faun"--restored by Michael Angelo--Tribuna, Uffizi Gallery,
Florence. 2144 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "The Dancing Faun"--restored by Michael Angelo--Tribuna, Uffizi
       Gallery, Florence. 2144 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13644

Video number 12915

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67801

Names: Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.
Uffizi Gallery (Florence, Italy)

Topic: Art -- Italy
Galleries -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Museums -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy
The Dancing Faun (Statue)
Tribuna

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Michael Angelo’s unfinished Tomb of Lorenzo de Medici, Florence. 2146 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Michael Angelo’s unfinished Tomb of Lorenzo de Medici, Florence. 2146 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13645

Video number 12916

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Same as RSN 25938.

Names: Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.

Topic: Art -- Italy
Figure on Medici Tomb, by Michael Angelo, New Sacristy, Florence. 2147 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Figure on Medici Tomb, by Michael Angelo, New Sacristy, Florence. 2147 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13646

Video number 12917

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
67538

Names: Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.

Topic: Art -- Italy
Galleries -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Museums -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy
New Sacristy
Tomb of Lorenzo de Medici

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Stooping Giant of Bologna," Dante--leaning feudal Towers (1109). 2151 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13647

Video number 12918
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68093

Names: Dante
Topic: ITALY--Miscellaneous
Towers -- Italy
Place: Bologna (Italy)
Italy
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Venetian Lion, in the Piazzette--from the Lagoon, Venice. 2152 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Venetian Lion, in the Piazzette--from the Lagoon, Venice. 2152 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13648

Page 7625 of 15344
Video number 12919

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13649 and 25939.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Lions -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy
Piazzette
Venetian Lion
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Venetian Lion, in the Piazzette--from the Lagoon, Venice. 2152 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Venetian Lion, in the Piazzette--from the Lagoon, Venice. 2152 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13649

Video number 12920

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13648 and 25939.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68202

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Doge's Palace, St. Mark's Church and Clock Tower--from the Place of Execution, Venice. 2153 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Doge's Palace, St. Mark's Church and Clock Tower--from the Place of Execution, Venice. 2153 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13650

Video number 12921

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68151

Names: Doge's Palace (Venice, Italy)

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Churches -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Palaces -- Italy
Towers -- Italy

Place: Italy
Place of Execution
St. Mark's Church
Venice (Italy)
St. Marco Cathedral. [Stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5’’ x 8”)

Image(s): St. Marco Cathedral. [Stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13651

Video number 12922

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 68053.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy)

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Birds -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Pigeons -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy
Streets -- Italy

Place: Italy
Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy)
Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal in Italy.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Canal in Italy.] Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13652

Video number 12923

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68092

Topic: Architecture, Italian Bridges -- Italy Canals -- Italy ITALY--Miscellaneous

Place: Italy Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

White sulphur beds--great crater of Solfatara (3 miles in circumference). 2164 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): White sulphur beds--great crater of Solfatara (3 miles in circumference). 2164 Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13653

Video number 12924

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Copy and Version Identification Note
109099

Topic: Craters -- Italy Formations (Geology) ITALY--Miscellaneous Sulphur -- Italy

Place: Italy
Solfatara

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast in Italy.] Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Seacoast in Italy.] Photonegative 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13654

Video number 12925

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30022

Topic: ITALY--Miscellaneous
Seacoasts -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

His Holiness Pius X, beloved Supreme Pontiff of the Catholic Church, enthroned on the Vatican. 2170 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): His Holiness Pius X, beloved Supreme Pontiff of the Catholic Church, enthroned on the Vatican. 2170 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13655

Video number 12926
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13656.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24652

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Clergy -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass

His Holiness Pius X, beloved Supreme Pontiff of the Catholic Church, enthroned on the Vatican. 2170 Photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): His Holiness Pius X, beloved Supreme Pontiff of the Catholic Church, enthroned on the Vatican. 2170 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13656

Video number 12927

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13655.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Clergy -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

His Holiness Pope Pius X, wise, devout and kindly--within the Vatican, Rome. 2171 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): His Holiness Pope Pius X, wise, devout and kindly--within the Vatican, Rome. 2171 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13657

Video number 12928

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Pius, Pope, X,
Topic: Clergy -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Puerta del Sol, the heart of Spain's capital city (looking east), showing troop of Lanceros--Madrid. 2177 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Puerta del Sol, the heart of Spain's capital city (looking east), showing troop of Lanceros--Madrid. 2177 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13658

Video number 12929

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89486

Topic:
Carriages -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Streetcars -- Spain
Streets -- Spain

Place:
Lanceros
Madrid (Spain)
Puerta del Sol (Madrid, Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Plaza Mayor--where heretics were burned during the Inquisition--and Royal Palace, west from Santa Cruz Church, Madrid. 2178 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Plaza Mayor--where heretics were burned during the Inquisition--and Royal Palace, west from Santa Cruz Church, Madrid. 2178 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13659

Video number 12930

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13660 and 13661.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Topic:
Palaces -- Spain
Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place:
Madrid (Spain)
Plaza Mayor
Royal Palace
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Plaza Mayor--where heretics were burned during the Inquisition--and Royal Palace, west from Santa Cruz Church, Madrid. 2178 Photonegative, 1902

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Plaza Mayor--where heretics were burned during the Inquisition--and Royal Palace, west from Santa Cruz Church, Madrid. 2178 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13660

Video number 12931

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13659 and 13661.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171], moved from [115].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24686

Topic: Palaces -- Spain
Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Plaza Mayor
Royal Palace
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Plaza Mayor--where heretics were burned during the Inquisition--and Royal Palace, west from Santa Cruz Church, Madrid. 2178 Photonegative, 1905
Image(s): Plaza Mayor--where heretics were burned during the Inquisition--and Royal Palace, west from Santa Cruz Church, Madrid. 2178 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating around upper borders.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13661
Video number 12932
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13659 and 13660.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89473

Topic: Palaces -- Spain
Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Plaza Mayor
Royal Palace
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The imposing Royal Palace, and Royal Park Campo del Moro--looking northwest--Madrid. [Active no. 2179 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): The imposing Royal Palace, and Royal Park Campo del Moro--looking northwest--Madrid. [Active no. 2179 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 13662

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Company acc. no. 89426.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       Parks -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR

Place: Campo del Moro (Madrid, Spain)
       Madrid (Spain)
       Royal Palace (Spain)
       Royal Park (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Guard mount in the Plaza de Armas, Royal Palace, Madrid. 2180
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Guard mount in the Plaza de Armas, Royal Palace, Madrid. 2180
Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13663

Video number 12934

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13664 and 25941.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note

34873

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Horses -- Spain
       Military -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
Parades -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Plaza de Armas
Royal Palace
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Guard mount in the Plaza de Armas, Royal Palace, Madrid. 2180
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Guard mount in the Plaza de Armas, Royal Palace, Madrid. 2180 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13664

Video number 12935

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13663 and 25941.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
676

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Military -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
Parades -- Spain

SPAIN TOUR

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Plaza de Armas
Royal Palace
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

The gorgeously decorated Throne Room, Royal Palace, Madrid. 2181
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The gorgeously decorated Throne Room, Royal Palace, Madrid. 2181 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13665

Video number 12936

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13666, 13667 and 23588

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Copy and Version Identification Note
89432; 89431

Topic:
Architecture -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Thrones -- Spain

Place:
Madrid (Spain)
Royal Palace
Spain
Throne Room

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The gorgeously decorated Throne Room, Royal Palace, Madrid. 2181 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13666

Video number 12937

Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13665. 13667 and 23588

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Interior architecture -- Spain
      Palaces -- Spain
      SPAIN TOUR
      Thrones -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
      Royal Palace
      Spain
      Throne Room

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass

The gorgeously decorated Throne Room, Royal Palace, Madrid. 2181
Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 13667

Video number 12938

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13665 and 13666; ["Song Negative/Home Sweet Home"] on
envelope; caption overlay in envelope

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Interior architecture -- Spain
      Palaces -- Spain
      SPAIN TOUR
      Thrones -- Spain

Place: Madrid (Spain)
      Royal Palace
      Spain
      Throne Room

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass

The Cibeles Fountain and Bank of Spain--looking (W.S.W.) up Calle Alcala,
Madrid. 2183 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Cibeles Fountain and Bank of Spain--looking (W.S.W.) up Calle Alcalá, Madrid. 2183 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13668

Video number 12939

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13669, 20342 and 25952

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Copy and Version Identification Note

34891

Names: Bank of Spain

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cibeles Fountain (Madrid, Spain)
Fountains -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Streets -- Spain

Place: Calle Alcalá (Madrid, Spain)
Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Cibeles Fountain and Bank of Spain--looking (W.S.W.) up Calle Alcalá, Madrid. 2183 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Cibeles Fountain and Bank of Spain--looking (W.S.W.) up Calle Alcalá, Madrid. 2183 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13669
Video number 12940

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 136689, 20342 and 25952

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Copy and Version Identification Note

677

Names: Bank of Spain
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Fountains -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Streets -- Spain

Place: Calle Alcalá (Madrid, Spain)
Cibeles Fountain (Madrid, Spain)
Madrid (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The Neptune Fountain, Monument "Second of May," and Stock Exchange on the Salon del Prado, Madrid. 2184 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Neptune Fountain, Monument "Second of May," and Stock Exchange on the Salon del Prado, Madrid. 2184 photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13670

Video number 12941

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35052

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Fountains -- Spain
Monuments -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Streets -- Spain

Place:
- Madrid (Spain)
- Neptune Fountain
- Salon del Prado
- Second of May Monument
- Spain
- Stock Exchange

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

In the main gallery--showing Murillo's "Annunciation"--Museum of Paintings, Madrid. 2185 photonegative, 1900

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): In the main gallery--showing Murillo's "Annunciation"--Museum of Paintings, Madrid. 2185 photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13671

Video number 12942

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Murillo, Angel Dr.

Topic:
- Architecture -- Spain
- Art -- Spain
- Galleries -- Spain
- Interior architecture -- Spain
- Museums -- Spain
- Paintings -- Spain
- SPAIN TOUR

Place:
- Madrid (Spain)
- Museum of Paintings
- Spain

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Old Toledo, from south bank of the Tagus, showing the Cathedral (centre) and Alcazar (right). 2188 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Old Toledo, from south bank of the Tagus, showing the Cathedral (centre) and Alcazar (right). 2188 Photonegative 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 13672

Video number 12943

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 13673

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Names: Alcazar (Toledo, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain

Cathedrals -- Spain

SPAIN TOUR

Place: Spain

Tagus River

Toledo (Spain)

Toledo Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Old Toledo, from south bank of the Tagus, showing the Cathedral (centre) and Alcazar (right). 2188 Photonegative, 1902

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Old Toledo, from south bank of the Tagus, showing the Cathedral (centre) and Alcazar (right). 2188 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13673

Video number 12944

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13672.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].
| Names: | Alcazar (Toledo, Spain) |
| Topic: | Architecture -- Spain |
|        | Cathedrals -- Spain |
|        | SPAIN TOUR |
| Place: | Spain |
|        | Tagus River |
|        | Toledo (Spain) |
|        | Toledo Cathedral |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|            | -- Glass |

Bridge of the Alcantara (XIII Cent.) and the Alcazar, Toledo. 2189 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Bridge of the Alcantara (XIII Cent.) and the Alcazar, Toledo. 2189 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13674

Video number 12945

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

| Names: | Alcazar (Toledo, Spain) |
| Topic: | Architecture -- Spain |
|        | Bridges -- Spain |
|        | Fortification -- Spain |
|        | Palaces -- Spain |
|        | SPAIN TOUR |
| Place: | Alcantara Bridge (Toledo, Spain) |
|        | Spain |
|        | Toledo (Spain) |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|            | -- Glass |

Municipal Plaza and south facade of the famous old Cathedral--seat of the Primate of Spain, Toledo. 2191 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Municipal Plaza and south facade of the famous old Cathedral--
seat of the Primate of Spain, Toledo. 2191 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 13675
Video number 12946
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].
Copy and Version Identification Note
34527

   Topic:      Architecture -- Spain
               Cathedrals -- Spain
               Plazas -- Spain
               SPAIN TOUR
               Streets -- Spain

   Place:      Municipal Plaza
               Spain
               Toledo (Spain)
               Toledo Cathedral

   Genre/      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Form:       Glass

A brilliant creation of Gothic art; cloisters of San Juan de los Reyes, Toledo.
2192 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A brilliant creation of Gothic art; cloisters of San Juan de los
Reyes, Toledo. 2192 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 13676
Video number 12947
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13677
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]
Copy and Version Identification Note
89501; 89749

Names: San Juan de los Reyes (Monastery: Toledo, Spain)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Spain
Convents -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Place: Spain
Toledo (Spain)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A brilliant creation of Gothic art; cloisters of San Juan de los Reyes, Toledo.
2192 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A brilliant creation of Gothic art; cloisters of San Juan de los Reyes, Toledo. 2192 Photonegative 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 13677
Video number 12948
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13676
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Copy and Version Identification Note
24688

Names: San Juan de los Reyes (Monastery: Toledo, Spain)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Spain
Convents -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Place: Spain
Toledo
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The ancient Arabic Puerta (Gate), Visagra (IX Cent.), Toledo, Spain. 2193 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The ancient Arabic Puerta (Gate), Visagra (IX Cent.), Toledo, Spain. 2193 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13678

Video number 12949

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Copy and Version Identification Note
35302

Topic:
Architecture -- Spain
Gates -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place:
Arabic Puerta (Toledo, Spain)
Spain
Toledo (Spain)
Visagra

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"A charity for the love of God!"--from old Moorish Bridge (N.N.E.) over the Guadalquivir and city, Cordova : stereoscopic photonegative, 1900
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): "A charity for the love of God!"--from old Moorish Bridge (N.N.E.) over the Guadalquivir and city, Cordova : stereoscopic photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13679

Video number 12950
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34860

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAN TOUR
Sculpture -- Spain

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Guadalquivir River (Spain)
Moorish Bridge
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs -- Glass -- 1900-1910.

Gate of Pardon, to the Court of Oranges and Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova.
2196 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Gate of Pardon, to the Court of Oranges and Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova. 2196 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13680

Video number 12951

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13681 and 13682.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Copy and Version Identification Note
89609

Names: Cathedral-Mosque (Cordova, Spain)
Court of Oranges (Cordova, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Gates -- Spain
SPAN TOUR

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Gate of Pardon (Cordova, Spain)
Spain
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gate of Pardon, to the Court of Oranges and Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova. 2196 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Gate of Pardon, to the Court of Oranges and Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova. 2196 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13681

Video number 12952

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13680 and 13682.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171], moved from [115]

Copy and Version Identification Note
24689

Names: Cathedral-Mosque (Cordova, Spain)
Court of Oranges (Cordova, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Gates -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Gate of Pardon (Cordova, Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Gate of Pardon, to the Court of Oranges and Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova. 2196 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 13682

Video number 12953

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13680 and 13681.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Names: Cathedral-Mosque (Cordova, Spain)

Court of Oranges (Cordova, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain

Cathedrals -- Spain

Gates -- Spain

SPAIN TOUR

Place: Cordova (Spain)

Gate of Pardon (Cordova, Spain)

Spain

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Court of Oranges and Belfry Tower (300 feet), and Gate of Pardon, Cathedral, Cordova. 2197 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Court of Oranges and Belfry Tower (300 feet), and Gate of Pardon, Cathedral, Cordova. 2197 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13683

Video number 12954

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89541

Names: Cordova Cathedral (Cordova, Spain)
       Court of Oranges (Cordova, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Cathedrals -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR
       Towers -- Spain

Place: Belfry Tower (Cordova, Spain)
       Cordova (Spain)
       Gate of Pardon (Cordova, Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

A forest of columns, in the old Moorish part of the Cathedral-Mosque,
Cordova. 2198 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): A forest of columns, in the old Moorish part of the Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova. 2198 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13684

Video number 12955

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13685.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Cordova Cathedral Mosque (Cordova, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Cathedrals -- Spain
       Mosques -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR

Place: Cordova (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
A forest of columns, in the old Moorish part of the Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova. 2198 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A forest of columns, in the old Moorish part of the Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova. 2198 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13685

Video number 12956

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13684.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

The baroque-carved bishop's seat and choir of the Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova. 2199 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The baroque-carved bishop's seat and choir of the Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova. 2199 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13686

Video number 12957

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89527

Names: Cordova Cathedral Mosque (Cordova, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificently carved seats in the Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova. 2200 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Magnificently carved seats in the Cathedral-Mosque, Cordova. 2200 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13687

Video number 12958

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89530

Names: Cordova Cathedral Mosque (Cordova, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
Mosques -- Spain

SPAIN TOUR

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A typical street in Cordova--looking toward the Cathedral-Mosque. 2201 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A typical street in Cordova--looking toward the Cathedral-Mosque. 2201 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13688

Video number 12959

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Cordova Cathedral Mosque (Cordova, Spain)
Topic: SPAIN TOUR
Streets -- Spain

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Cordovese orange-picker among the fruits and flowers of sunny Southern Spain, Cordova. 2202 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A Cordovese orange-picker among the fruits and flowers of sunny Southern Spain, Cordova. 2202 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13689

Video number 12960
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13690 and 13691.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Topic:
Fruit -- Spain
Oranges -- Spain
Orchards -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place:
Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A Cordovese orange-picker among the fruits and flowers of sunny Southern Spain, Cordova. 2202 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A Cordovese orange-picker among the fruits and flowers of sunny Southern Spain, Cordova. 2202 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13690

Video number 12961
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13689 and 13691; ["Song neg/Camera/Work for the Night is Coming"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Topic:
Fruit -- Spain
Oranges -- Spain
Orchards -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place:
Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
A Cordovese orange-picker among the fruits and flowers of sunny Southern Spain, Cordova. 2202 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A Cordovese orange-picker among the fruits and flowers of sunny Southern Spain, Cordova. 2202 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13691

Video number 12962

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13689 and 13690.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34711

Topic: Fruit -- Spain
Oranges -- Spain
Orchards -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Cordova (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 156 Cards 1941-2146

Box 157 RSN Numbers 13692-13779

Image(s)

The Alhambra and the Sierra Nevada (S.S.E.) from San Cristobal Church, Granada. 2203 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Alhambra and the Sierra Nevada (S.S.E.) from San Cristobal Church, Granada. 2203 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13692

Video number 12963

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13693, 13694 and 25943

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
684

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
Sierra Nevada Mountains
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The Alhambra and the Sierra Nevada (S.S.E.) from San Cristobal Church, Granada. 2203 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The Alhambra and the Sierra Nevada (S.S.E.) from San Cristobal Church, Granada. 2203 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13693

Video number 12964

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13692, 13694 and 25943

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Place: Granada (Spain)
Sierra Nevada Mountains
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Alhambra and the Sierra Nevada (S.S.E.) from San Cristobal Church, Granada. 2203 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The Alhambra and the Sierra Nevada (S.S.E.) from San Cristobal Church, Granada. 2203 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13694

Video number 12965
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13692, 13693 and 25943
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90133

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Place: Granada (Spain)
Sierra Nevada Mountains
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Torre del Homenaje, Generalife and "Chair of the Moor" (east) from Alcazaba, Granada. 2204 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Torre del Homenaje, Generalife and "Chair of the Moor" (east) from Alcazaba, Granada. 2204 Photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13695

Video number 12970

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Alcazaba (Malaga, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Ruins -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Chair of the Moor
Generalife
Granada (Spain)
Spain
Torre del Homenaje

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Generalife, the Alhanmbtra, and Granada (west) from the "Silla del Moro" (Chair of the Moor). 2205 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The Generalife, the Alhanmbtra, and Granada (west) from the "Silla del Moro" (Chair of the Moor). 2205 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13696

Video number 12971

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13697 and 13698

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171]

Copy and Version Identification Note
90076

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Place: Generalife
Granada (Spain)
Silla del Moro
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Generalife, the Alhambra, and Granada (west) from the "Silla del Moro" (Chair of the Moor). 2205 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Generalife, the Alhambra, and Granada (west) from the "Silla del Moro" (Chair of the Moor). 2205 Photonegative 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13697

Video number 12972

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13696 and 13698

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
24564

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
The Generalife, the Alhambra, and Granada (west) from the "Silla del Moro" (Chair of the Moor). 2205 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Generalife, the Alhambra, and Granada (west) from the "Silla del Moro" (Chair of the Moor). 2205 Photonegative 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13698

Video number 12973

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13696 and 13697

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171], moved from [107]

"Puerta Judiciari," or Gate of Justice, principal entrance to the Alhambra grounds, Granada. 2206 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "Puerta Judiciari," or Gate of Justice, principal entrance to the Alhambra grounds, Granada. 2206 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13699
Video number 12974
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90145

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
        Castles -- Spain
        Doorways -- Spain
        Entrances -- Spain
        Gates -- Spain
        SPAIN TOUR
Place: Gate of Justice (Granada, Spain)
        Granada (Spain)
        Puerta Judiciari
        Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Court of the Myrtles--"I seemed to stand among old scenes of Moorish power and grandeur," Alhambra, Granada. 2207 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Court of the Myrtles--"I seemed to stand among old scenes of Moorish power and grandeur," Alhambra, Granada. 2207 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13700
Video number 12975
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Court of the Myrtles (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Castles -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Hall of the Ambassadors--where the proud Moor Monarchs gave audience in oriental splendor--Alhambra, Granada. 2208 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hall of the Ambassadors--where the proud Moor Monarchs gave audience in oriental splendor--Alhambra, Granada. 2208 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13701

Video number 12976

Company catalog card included.

MAKES STEREO WITH RSN 13702

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34461

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Hall of the Ambassadors (Alhambra, Grenada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Castles -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hall of the Ambassadors--where the proud Moor Monarchs gave audience in oriental splendor--Alhambra, Granada. 2208 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hall of the Ambassadors--where the proud Moor Monarchs gave audience in oriental splendor--Alhambra, Granada. 2208 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13702

Video number 12977

Company catalog card included.

MAKES STEREO WITH RSN 13701.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34461

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Hall of the Ambassadors (Alhambra, Grenada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Castles -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Court of the Lions--silent but magnificent testimony to long departed grandeur--Alhambra, Granada. 2209 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Court of the Lions--silent but magnificent testimony to long departed grandeur--Alhambra, Granada. 2209 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13703

Video number 12978

Similar to RSN 13704, 13705 and 25944.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
        Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Castles -- Spain
       Lions -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Court of the Lions--silent but magnificent testimony to long departed grandeur--Alhambra, Granada. 2209 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Court of the Lions--silent but magnificent testimony to long departed grandeur--Alhambra, Granada. 2209 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13704

Video number 12979

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13703, 13705 and 25944.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
        Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Castles -- Spain
       Lions -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Court of the Lions--silent but magnificent testimony to long departed grandeur--Alhambra, Granada, 2209 Photonegative, 1905

1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Court of the Lions--silent but magnificent testimony to long departed grandeur--Alhambra, Granada. 2209 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13705
Video number 12980
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13703, 13704 and 25944.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90123

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Castles -- Spain
Lions -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lion Fountain, Court of the Lions--famous in story and song--Alhambra, Granada. 2210 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Lion Fountain, Court of the Lions--famous in story and song--Alhambra, Granada. 2210 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13706
Video number 12981
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].
Copy and Version Identification Note
35638
Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
       Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Castles -- Spain
       Fountains -- Spain
       Lion Fountain (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)
       SPAIN TOUR
Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
"Patio del Mexuar," or Court of the Council Chamber, Alhambra, Granada. 2211 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "Patio del Mexuar," or Court of the Council Chamber, Alhambra, Granada. 2211 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13707
Video number 12982
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Names:  
Alhambra (Granada, Spain)  
Court of the Council Chamber (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)  

Topic:  
Architecture -- Spain  
Castles -- Spain  
SPAIN TOUR  

Place:  
Granada (Spain)  
Spain  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Buildings on side of a mountain. Stereo photonegative,], 1905  
1 Item (5” x 8”).  

Image(s):  [Buildings on side of a mountain. Stereo photonegative,] 1905.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
McKern, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 13708  

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Orig. no. 40415.

Topic:  
Mountains -- United States  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Sculpture.] Photonegative, 1907  
1 Item (5” x 8”).  

Image(s):  [Sculpture.] Photonegative 1907.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13709

Video number 12984

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.24 [171].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109273

Topic: Sculpture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Court of the Two Sisters, the most delicate and beautiful of Moorish ornamentations, Alhambra, Granada. 2212 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Court of the Two Sisters, the most delicate and beautiful of Moorish ornamentations, Alhambra, Granada. 2212 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13710

Video number 12985

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35057

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Court of the Two Sisters (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Castles -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cabinet of Lindaraxa, Colurt of the Two Sisters—where sultanas dreamed and loved—Alhambra, Granada. 2213 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cabinet of Lindaraxa, Colurt of the Two Sisters—where sultanas dreamed and loved—Alhambra, Granada. 2213 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13711

Video number 12986
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34680

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Cabinet of Lindaraxa (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)
Court of the Two Sisters (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Castles -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Walls and towers of the Alhambra, on the majestic bank of the Darro River (looking S.W.), Granada. 2214 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Walls and towers of the Alhambra, on the majestic bank of the Darro River (looking S.W.), Granada. 2214 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13712
Video number 12987

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25945.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Castles -- Spain
       Palaces -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR
Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

Ruins of the old aqueduct, which supplied the Alhambra with water, Granada. 2215 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ruins of the old aqueduct, which supplied the Alhambra with water, Granada. 2215 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 13713

Video number 12988

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   35455

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Aqueducts -- Spain
       Architecture -- Spain
       Castles -- Spain
       Ruins -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR
Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain
The white towers of the Generalife (east), from the window of the Moorish Mosque, Alhambra, Granada. [Active no. 2216 : stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8"),

Image(s): The white towers of the Generalife (east), from the window of the Moorish Mosque, Alhambra, Granada. [Active no. 2216 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13714

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13715.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Company acc. no. 34465.

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Architecture -- Spain
Architecture, Islamic -- Spain
Castles -- Spain

Place: Generalife
Granada (Spain)
Moorish Mosque
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The white towers of the Generalife (east), from the window of the Moorish Mosque, Alhambra, Granada. [Active no. 2216 : photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The white towers of the Generalife (east), from the window of the Moorish Mosque, Alhambra, Granada. [Active no. 2216 : photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13715

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13714.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Architecture, Islamic -- Spain
Castles -- Spain
SPAIN
Tour

Place: Generalife
Granada (Spain)
Moorish Mosque
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A view of Granada (N.W.) from the walls of the Generalife, the summer palace of the Moors. 2217 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A view of Granada (N.W.) from the walls of the Generalife, the summer palace of the Moors. 2217 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13716

Video number 12991

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
Tombs of Ferdinand and Isabella (to right) and Philip I and Joanna "la loca" (to left), Royal chapel, Cathedral, Granada. 2218 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Tombs of Ferdinand and Isabella (to right) and Philip I and Joanna "la loca" (to left), Royal chapel, Cathedral, Granada. 2218 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13717

Video number 12992

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13718

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170]
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tombs of Ferdinand and Isabella (to right) and Philip I and Joanna "la loca" (to left), Royal chapel, Cathedral, Granada. 2218 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Tombs of Ferdinand and Isabella (to right) and Philip I and Joanna "la loca" (to left), Royal chapel, Cathedral, Granada. 2218 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13718
Video number 12993
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13717.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Names: Ferdinand, King
Isabella, Queen

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Tombs -- Spain

Place: Granada (Spain)
Philip I.
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A gem in marble--the sacristy of the Convent of Cartuja, near Granada. [Active no. 2219 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): A gem in marble--the sacristy of the Convent of Cartuja, near Granada. [Active no. 2219 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13719

Video number 12994

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170]. Acc. no. 90197.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
   SPAIN TOUR
   Sacristies -- Spain

Place: Cartuja (Spain) -- Convent
       Granada (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Pastimes of the Gypsies--Cave Dwellers near Granada. 2221
photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Pastimes of the Gypsies--Cave Dwellers near Granada. 2221
photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13720

Video number 12995

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13721.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34656

Topic: Caves -- Spain
       Dwellings -- Spain.
       Gypsies -- Spain -- Granada
       SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Pastimes of the Gypsies--Cave Dwellers near Granada. 2221
photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Pastimes of the Gypsies--Cave Dwellers near Granada. 2221
photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13721

Video number 12996
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Similar to RSN 13720

Topic: Caves -- Spain
Dwellings -- Spain.
Gypsies -- Spain -- Granada
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Mutely calling the passing peasants to devotion--the Cross by the wayside,
near Granada. [Active no. 2220 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13722
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

**Topic:** Religion -- Spain  
Roads -- Spain  
SPAN TOUR  
Shrines -- Spain

**Place:** Granada (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The Bull Ring and Bridge of Isabella II (west) from the Cathedral Tower, Seville. Caption no. 2224 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1905  
*1 Item (5" x 7").*

Image(s): The Bull Ring and Bridge of Isabella II (west) from the Cathedral Tower, Seville. Caption no. 2224 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Abbegg, Photographer

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 13723

Video number 12998

Company catalog card included.

Company accession no. 89662.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Spain  
Arenas -- Spain  
Bridges -- Spain  
Cathedrals -- Spain  
SPAN TOUR  
Stadia -- Spain

**Place:** Seville (Spain)  
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13724

Video number 12999
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Topic:
Architecture
Cathedrals
Interior architecture

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Gardens of the Alcazar, Seville. [Active no. 2226 : stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The Gardens of the Alcazar, Seville. [Active no. 2226 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13725

Video number 13000
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13727.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89582

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Gardens -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Moorish Alcazar and the great cigar factory, looking (S.S.E.) from the Cathedral, Seville. [Active no. 2225 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Moorish Alcazar and the great cigar factory, looking (S.S.E.) from the Cathedral, Seville. [Active no. 2225 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13726

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170]. Company catalog card included.
Associated number, 35018.

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Factories -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Gardens of the Alcazar, Seville. [Active no. 2226 : stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Gardens of the Alcazar, Seville. [Active no. 2226 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13727

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13725.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. company acc. no. 24694.

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Gardens -- Spain
      SPAIN TOUR
Place: Seville (Spain)
      Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Court of the Maidens, in the Alcazar, Seville. [Active no. 2227 : stereo
photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13728

Video number 13003

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13729.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 24695.

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Court of the Maidens (Alcazar, Seville, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      SPAIN TOUR
Place: Seville (Spain)
      Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Court of the Maidens, in the Alcazar, Seville. [Active no. 2227 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s): Court of the Maidens, in the Alcazar, Seville. [Active no. 2227 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13729
Video number 13004
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13728.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
Orig. no. 89773
Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Court of the Maidens (Alcazar, Seville, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Patio, or Main Court, House of Pilate--belonging to the Duke of Medinaceli--Seville. [Active no. 2229 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Patio, or Main Court, House of Pilate--belonging to the Duke of Medinaceli--Seville. [Active no. 2229 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13730

Video number 13005

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13731.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 89767

Names: House of Pilate (Seville, Spain)
       Medinaceli, Duke of

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR

Place: Seville (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Patio, or Main Court, House of Pilate--belonging to the Duke of Medinaceli--Seville. 2229 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Patio, or Main Court, House of Pilate--belonging to the Duke of Medinaceli--Seville. 2229 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13731

Video number 13006

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13730.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89767

Names: House of Pilate (Seville, Spain)
       Medinaceli, Duke of
Luxurious Andalusia—typical Patio or court of a home in Seville. [Active no. 2230 : stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Luxurious Andalusia—typical Patio or court of a home in Seville. [Active no. 2230 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13732

Video number 13007
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Holy Week in Seville—Procession passing the Puerta de la Macarona. [Active no. 2231 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Holy Week in Seville—Procession passing the Puerta de la Macarona. [Active no. 2231 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13733

Video number 13008

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 35306.

Topic: Gates -- Spain
      Parades -- Spain
      Religion -- Spain
      SPAIN TOUR
      Streets -- Spain

Place: Puerta de la Macarona
      Seville (Spain)
      Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Typical Spanish amusement--dancing in the wine gardens during fair time--Seville. [Active no. 2232 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Typical Spanish amusement--dancing in the wine gardens during fair time--Seville. [Active no. 2232 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13734

Video number 13009

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13735 and 13736.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 34934.

Topic: Dancing -- Spain
       Gardens -- Spain
Typical Spanish amusement—dancing in the wine gardens during fair time—Seville. 2232 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Typical Spanish amusement—dancing in the wine gardens during fair time—Seville. 2232 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13735

Video number 13010
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13734 and 13736.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 35132.

Topic: Dancing -- Spain
Gardens -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Fracas"—a not unusual ending to the dance—in the wine gardens, Seville. 2233 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Fracas"--a not unusual ending to the dance--in the wine gardens, Seville. 2233 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13736

Video number 13011
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13734 and 13735.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 34452.

Topic: Dancing -- Spain
Gardens -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A rope and matting factory in Seville. [Active no. 2234 : stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): A rope and matting factory in Seville. [Active no. 2234 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13737

Video number 13012
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
In the city famous for its sherry wine--Plaza Alfonso XII--Jerez. 2236 Photonegative, 1902
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): In the city famous for its sherry wine--Plaza Alfonso XII--Jerez. 2236 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner missing.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13738

Video number 13013

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13739.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
Image(s): In the city famous for its sherry wine--Plaza Alfonso XII--Jerez.
2236 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13739

Video number 13014
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13738.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89543

Topic:  Fountains -- Spain
        Plazas -- Spain
        SPAIN TOUR
        Streets -- Spain

Place:  Jerez (Spain)
        Plaza Alfonso XII
        Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Sherry a half century old and an aroma to gladden the heart of the
connoisseur, Jerez. [Active no. 2237 : stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Sherry a half century old and an aroma to gladden the heart of
the connoisseur, Jerez. [Active no. 2237 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13740
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13742.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170]. Company acc. no. 34382.

**Topic:** SPAIN TOUR
  Sherry
  Viticulture
  Wine and wine making

**Place:** Jerez (Spain)
  Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Cadiz and its Cathedral, looking southeast from "Torre de Vigia," (Watch-Tower) to the open Atlantic. 2238 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s): Cadiz and its Cathedral, looking southeast from "Torre de Vigia," (Watch-Tower) to the open Atlantic. 2238 Photonegative 1905.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers

  RSN 13741

Video number 13016

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13743, 13744, 20343 and 25947.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89883

**Names:** Cadiz Cathedral (Cadiz, Spain)

**Topic:** Architecture -- Spain
  Oceans -- Spain
  Ports -- Spain
  SPAIN TOUR

**Place:** Cádiz (Spain)
  Spain
  Torre de Vigia
Sherry a half century old and of aroma to gladden the heart of the connoisseur, Jerez. [Active no. 2237 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Sherry a half century old and of aroma to gladden the heart of the connoisseur, Jerez. [Active no. 2237 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13742

Video number 13017

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13740

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170]

Copy and Version Identification Note

34382

Topic: SPAIN TOUR
          Sherry -- Spain
          Viticulture -- Spain
          Wine and wine making -- Spain

Place: Jerez (Spain)
          Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Cadiz and its Cathedral, looking southeast from "Torre de Vigia," (Watch-Tower) to the Atlantic. 2238 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Cadiz and its Cathedral, looking southeast from "Torre de Vigia," (Watch-Tower) to the Atlantic. 2238 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13743

Video number 13018

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13741, 13744, 20343 and 25947.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89883

Names: Cadiz Cathedral (Cadiz, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Oceans -- Spain
Ports -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Cádiz (Spain)
Spain
Torre de Vigia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cadiz and its Cathedral, looking southeast from "Torre de Vigia," (Watch-Tower) to the Atlantic. 2238 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Cadiz and its Cathedral, looking southeast from "Torre de Vigia," (Watch-Tower) to the Atlantic. 2238 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13744

Video number 13019

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13741, 13743, 20343 and 25947.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89883
Names: Cadiz Cathedral (Cadiz, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
      Cathedrals -- Spain
      Oceans -- Spain
      Ports -- Spain
      SPAIN TOUR

Place: Cádiz (Spain)
      Spain
      Torre de Vigia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Duke of Tetuan street, the busiest thoroughfare of Cadiz. 2239
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Duke of Tetuan street, the busiest thoroughfare of Cadiz. 2239
Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13745

Video number 13020

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170]

Copy and Version Identification Note
34432

Names: Duke of Tetuan Street

Topic: SPAIN TOUR
      Streets -- Spain

Place: Cádiz (Spain)
      Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Merry hours with the pretty senoritas of Cadiz--gardens of a suburban home. 2240 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Merry hours with the pretty senoritas of Cadiz--gardens of a suburban home. 2240 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13746

Video number 13021
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35117

Topic: Dwellings -- Spain.
Gardens -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Cádiz (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Old Paris" Exposition 2242 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Old Paris" Exposition 2242 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13747

Video number 13022
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
Falls of the Gaudalevin, the great gorge and New Bridge (1761 A.D.), Ronda. 2243 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Falls of the Gaudalevin, the great gorge and New Bridge (1761 A.D.), Ronda. 2243 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13748
Video number 13023
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
Stereoscopic photographs

The Valley of the Gaudalevin River, Ronda. 2244 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Valley of the Gaudalevin River, Ronda. 2244 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13749

Video number 13024

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.23 [165].

Similar to RSN 13750.

Copy and Version Identification Note

90090

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Valleys -- Spain

Place: Gaudalevin River (Spain)
Gaudalevin Valley (Spain)
Ronda (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Valley of the Gaudalevin River, Ronda. Active no. 2244 : stereo photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Valley of the Gaudalevin River, Ronda. Active no. 2244 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13750

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13749. Company accession no., 24697.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Topic: Bridges -- Spain  
       Rivers -- Spain  
       SPAIN TOUR  
       Valleys -- Spain

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)  
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
            -- Glass  
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Gaudalevin River (Spain)  
       Gaudalevin Valley (Spain)  
       Ronda (Spain)  
       Spain

The Cave of the Doves, El Chorro, between Bobadilla and Malaga. 2245  
Photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13751

Video number 13026

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Topic: Formations (Geology)  
       Mountains -- Spain  
       SPAIN TOUR

Place: Bobadilla (Spain)  
       Cave of the Doves (El Chorro, Spain)  
       El Chorro (Spain)  
       Malaga  
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking from Gibralfaro Castle ruins (*S.W.*) over ruins of the Alcazaba to the Cathedral and city, Malaga. 2246 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking from Gibralfaro Castle ruins (*S.W.*) over ruins of the Alcazaba to the Cathedral and city, Malaga. 2246 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13752

Video number 13027

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note

34858

Names: Alcazaba (Malaga, Spain)

Topic: Castles -- Spain

Cathedrals -- Spain

Ruins -- Spain

SPAIN TOUR

Place: Gibralfaro Castle (Spain)

Malaga (Spain)

Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Under a canopy of grapes--picking, sorting and packing the famous "Malagas" for export, Malaga. [Active no. 2247 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Under a canopy of grapes--picking, sorting and packing the famous "Malagas" for export, Malaga. [Active no. 2247 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13753

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13754 and 25948.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 34911.

| Topic: | Grapes  
| SPAIN TOUR  
| Vineyards  
| Wine and wine making  
| Place: | Malaga  
| Spain  
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
| -- Glass  
| Stereoscopic photographs  

Under a canopy of grapes--picking, sorting and packing the famous "Malagas" for export, Malaga. 2247 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Under a canopy of grapes--picking, sorting and packing the famous "Malagas" for export, Malaga. 2247 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13754

Video number 13029

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13753 and 25948

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170]

| Topic: | Grapes -- Spain  
| SPAIN TOUR  
| Vineyards -- Spain  
| Place: | Malaga (Spain)  
| Spain  

One of the great wine cellars (Bodegas) of Malaga. [Active no. 2248 : stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): One of the great wine cellars (Bodegas) of Malaga. [Active no. 2248 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13755
Video number 13030
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13756.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
Company acc. no. 90204.

Topic: Barrels -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Wine and wine making -- Spain

Place: Malaga (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the great wine cellars (Bodegas) of Malaga. [Active no. 2248 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): One of the great wine cellars (Bodegas) of Malaga. [Active no. 2248 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13756

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13755.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Company acc. no. 24698.

Topic: Barrels
SPAIN TOUR
Wine and wine making

Place: Malaga
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Almeria, a port of great importance under Phoenicians, Romans and Moors--from the heights of the old Alcazaba. 2249 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Almeria, a port of great importance under Phoenicians, Romans and Moors--from the heights of the old Alcazaba. 2249 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13757

Video number 13032

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90167

Names: Alcazaba (Malaga, Spain)

Topic: Ports -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Almeria (Ancient Port, Malaga, Spain)
Malaga (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The blue Mediterranean--beaching the fishing boats, at Almeria. 2250 Photonegative

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The blue Mediterranean--beaching the fishing boats, at Almeria. 2250 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13758

Video number 13033

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Topic: Boats -- Spain

Fishing -- Spain

Oceans -- Spain

SPAIN TOUR

Place: Almeria (Ancient Port, Malaga, Spain)

Mediterranean

Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The mountains of solid limestone--the quarries of Almeria. 2251 Photonegative, 1902

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): The mountains of solid limestone--the quarries of Almeria. 2251 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13759

Video number 13034

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

**Topic:**
- Limestone -- Spain
- Mountains -- Spain
- Quarrying -- Spain
- Roads -- Spain

**Place:**
- Almeria (Ancient Port, Malaga, Spain)
- Spain

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Volcanic cliffs and Fortress, Cartagena--famous for its manganese deposits. 2252 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s): Volcanic cliffs and Fortress, Cartagena--famous for its manganese deposits. 2252 Photonegative 1900*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 13760

**Video number:** 13035

**Company catalog card included.**

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
- 34663

**Topic:**
- Formations (Geology)
- Mining -- Spain

**Place:**
- Cartagena (Spain)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Looking north toward the military hospital, from the Cathedral, Valencia.
2253 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking north toward the military hospital, from the Cathedral, Valencia. 2253 photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13761

Video number 13036

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35453

Topic: Hospitals -- Spain

SPAIN TOUR

Place: Spain

Valencia (Spain)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Looking southwest along Calle (Street) de la Paz to Santa Catalina Church, Valencia. [Active no. 2254 : stereo photonegative], 1900

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking southwest along Calle (Street) de la Paz to Santa Catalina Church, Valencia. [Active no. 2254 : stereo photonegative], 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13762

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Company acc. no. 35428.
Topic: Churches -- Catholic -- Spain -- Valencia
SPAIN TOUR
Streets -- Spain

Place: Calle de la Paz (Valencia, Spain)
Santa Catalina Church
Spain
Valencia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A busy street leading to the market, Valencia. 2255 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A busy street leading to the market, Valencia. 2255
Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13763

Video number 13038

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34709

Topic: Markets -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Streets -- Spain

Place: Spain
Valencia (Spain)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pottery vendors, in Market Square, Valencia. [Active no. 2256 : stereo
photonegative], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Pottery venders, in Market Square, Valencia. [Active no. 2256: stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13764

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13765.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 35275.

Topic:
Markets -- Spain
Pottery -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Streets -- Spain

Place:
Market Square -- (Valencia, Spain)
Spain
Valencia (Spain)

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pottery venders, in Market Square, Valencia. 2256 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Pottery venders, in Market Square, Valencia. 2256 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13765

Video number 13040

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13764.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35275

Topic: Markets -- Spain
Pottery -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Streets -- Spain

Place: Market Square
Spain
Valencia (Spain)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Rambla, the principal business thoroughfare of Barcelona. 2259
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Rambla, the principal business thoroughfare of Barcelona. 2259 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13766

Video number 13041

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89853

Topic: SPAIN TOUR
Streets -- Spain

Place: Barcelona (Spain)
Rambla
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The old Exchange (1551) and Ploaza de la Seo, Saragossa. 2260
photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): The old Exchange (1551) and Ploaza de la Seo, Saragossa. 2260 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13767

Video number 13042

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Names: Exchange (Saragossa, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Monuments -- Spain
       Plazas -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR
Place: Plaza de la Seo
       Saragossa
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

Quaint entrance to the City Hall, Saragossa. 2261 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Quaint entrance to the City Hall, Saragossa. 2261 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13768

Video number 13043

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89634
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
            Doorways -- Spain
            Entrances -- Spain
            SPAIN TOUR
            Sculptures -- Spain

Place: Saragossa (Spain)
            Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Town and Monastery of Escorial, the grand and gloomy conception of
Phillip II, looking S.E. 2262 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Town and Monastery of Escorial, the grand and gloomy
conception of Phillip II, looking S.E. 2262 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13769

Video number 13044

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20344.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Names: Escorial Monastery (Escorial, Spain)
        Philip, Prince, consort of Elizabeth II, Queen of Great
        Britain, 1921-

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
        Monasteries -- Spain
        SPAIN TOUR

Place: Escorial (Spain)
        Spain

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Humble apartments of the great Monarch, Philip II, where he died, his eyes
fixed on the altar steps, Escorial. 2264 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Humble apartments of the great Monarch, Philip II, where he died, his eyes fixed on the altar steps, Escorial. 2264 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 13770
Video number 13045
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
Copy and Version Identification Note
   34899
   Names: Escorial Monastery (Escorial, Spain)
          Philip, Prince, consort of Elizabeth II, Queen of Great Britain, 1921-
   Topic: Architecture -- Spain
          Monasteries -- Spain
          SPAIN TOUR
   Place: Escorial (Spain)
          Spain
   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Spain.] 2265 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape in Spain.] 2265 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 13771
Video number 13046
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
Copy and Version Identification Note

832

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Topic: SPAIN TOUR

The old aqueduct (of Trajan's time), the most important Roman structure in Spain, Segovia. [Active no. 2265 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s): The old aqueduct (of Trajan's time), the most important Roman structure in Spain, Segovia. [Active no. 2265 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13772

Video number 13047

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13773 and 25949.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 34868

Topic: Aqueducts -- Spain

Ruins -- Spain

SPAIN TOUR

Place: Segovia (Spain)

Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The old aqueduct (of Trajan's time), the most important Roman structure in Spain, Segovia. [Active no. 2265 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The old aqueduct (of Trajan's time), the most important Roman structure in Spain, Segovia. [Active no. 2265 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13773

Video number 13048
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13772 and 25949.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 34868.

Topic: Aqueducts -- Spain
Ruins -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Segovia (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking (S.W.) across the Plaza Mayor to the Cathedral (XVI Cent.), Segovia. [Active no. 2266 : stereo photonegative.] 1902

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Looking (S.W.) across the Plaza Mayor to the Cathedral (XVI Cent.), Segovia. [Active no. 2266 : stereo photonegative.] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13774

Video number 13049
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
[Burgos Cathedral, Spain.] The Gothic cloisters and old tapestries, in the Cathedral, Segovia [corrected information below]. [Active no. 2267 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s): [Burgos Cathedral, Spain.] The Gothic cloisters and old tapestries, in the Cathedral, Segovia [corrected information below]. [Active no. 2267 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
This caption is erroneous. It is an exterior view, not an interior, and no tapestries are shown. Joe Hursey it as Burgos Cathedral, not Segovia, on Feb. 15, 2018: "La fotografía muestra una vista de la ciudad de Burgos (España) desde lo alto de los restos del castillo, destacando en ella la catedral."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13775

Video number 13050

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 35286.

Names: Burgos Cathedral (Burgos, Spain)

Topic: Architecture, Gothic
        Cathedrals -- Spain
        SPAIN TOUR
        Sheep -- Spain

Place: Burgos (Spain)
        Segovia (Spain)
        Segovia Cathedral
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Within the Cathedral of Burgos, Spain--one of the richest monuments of Christian architecture. [Active no. 2270 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s): Within the Cathedral of Burgos, Spain--one of the richest monuments of Christian architecture. [Active no. 2270 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13776
Video number 13051

Hursey

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13777.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 89388.

Names: Burgos Cathedral (Burgos, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Burgos (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Within the Cathedral of Burgos, Spain--one of the richest monuments of Christian architecture. [Active no. 2270 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Within the Cathedral of Burgos, Spain--one of the richest monuments of Christian architecture. [Active no. 2270: non-stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13777

Video number 13052

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13776.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Orig. no. 89388.

Names: Burgos Cathedral (Burgos, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Interior architecture -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Burgos (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A picturesque bridge and country homes in the mountains of northern Spain--between San Sebastian and Bilbao. 2271 photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A picturesque bridge and country homes in the mountains of northern Spain--between San Sebastian and Bilbao. 2271 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13778

Video number 13053

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Dwellings -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Bilbao (Spain)
San Sebastian (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Harvesting wheat in the Basque Province of Guipúzcoa, Northern Spain.
2272 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Harvesting wheat in the Basque Province of Guipúzcoa, Northern Spain. 2272 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13779

Video number 13054
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13780, 13781 and 25950.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34710

Topic: Agriculture -- Spain
Harvesting -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Wheat -- Spain

Place: Basques
Guipúzcoa (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 158
RSN Numbers 13780-13874
Image(s)

Harvesting wheat in the Basque Province of Guipúzcoa, Northern Spain. 2272 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Harvesting wheat in the Basque Province of Guipúzcoa, Northern Spain. 2272 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13780

Video number 13055

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13779, 13781 and 25950.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
674

Topic:
Agriculture -- Spain
Harvesting -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Wheat -- Spain

Place:
Basques
Guipúzcoa (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Harvesting wheat in the Basque Province of Guipúzcoa, Northern Spain. 2272 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Harvesting wheat in the Basque Province of Guipúzcoa, Northern Spain. 2272 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13781

Video number 13056
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13779, 13780 and 25950.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24538

24538

Topic: Agriculture -- Spain
Harvesting -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Wheat -- Spain

Place: Basques
Guipúzcoa (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Women coaling ocean steamers on the Nervion River, Bilbao, Spain. 2275 photonegative

1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Women coaling ocean steamers on the Nervion River, Bilbao, Spain. 2275 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13782

Video number 13057

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Topic: Coal -- Spain
Ports -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Ships -- Spain

Place: Bilbao (Spain)
Nervion River
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Viscaya Bridge across Nervion River and its Flying Ferry at Portugalete, on Harbor of Bilbao. 2276 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Viscaya Bridge across Nervion River and its Flying Ferry at Portugalete, on Harbor of Bilbao. 2276 photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13783
Video number 13058
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
Similar to RSN 13785, 20345 and 25951.

Copy and Version Identification Note
678

Names: Flying Ferry (Bilbao, Spain)
Topic: Bridges -- Spain
       Ferries -- Spain
       Harbors -- Spain
       Rivers -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR
       Transportation -- Spain
Place: Bilbao (Spain)
       Nervion River
       Portugalete (Vizcaya, Spain)
       Spain
       Viscaya Bridge
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

A peasant girl and her patient servants, Northern Spain. 2273
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A peasant girl and her patient servants, Northern Spain. 2273
Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower right corner missing.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13784

Video number 13059

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35327

Topic: Agriculture -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

The Viscaya Bridge across Nervion River and its Flying Ferry at Portugalete, on Harbor of Bilbao. 2276 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Viscaya Bridge across Nervion River and its Flying Ferry at Portugalete, on Harbor of Bilbao. 2276 photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13785

Video number 13060

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Similar to RSN 13783, 20345 and 25952.

Copy and Version Identification Note
24702

Names: Flying Ferry (Bilbao, Spain)

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
       Ferries -- Spain
       Harbors -- Spain
       Rivers -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR
       Transportation
Mazantini, one of the most famous of bull fighters, and his "cuadrilla" (assistants), at the Bull Ring, Seville. [Active No. 2277: non-stereo photonegative], 1900

Image(s): Mazantini, one of the most famous of bull fighters, and his "cuadrilla" (assistants), at the Bull Ring, Seville. [Active No. 2277: non-stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13786

Video number 13061

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170]. Orig. no. 35305.

Names: Mazantini, matador

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
Athletics -- Spain
Bullfighters -- Spain
Bullfights -- Spain
SPAIN, BULL FIGHT
Sports -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Bull fighters entering the Ring to salute the President, at a bull fight. [No. 2278 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion faded, upper left corner.

Local Numbers
RSN 13787

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Topic: Arenas
Bullfighters -- Spain
Bullfights -- Spain
SPAIN, BULL FIGHT
Sports -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The magnificent bull entering the ring, halts, dazed by the noise of the multitude: Bull fight, Seville. [Active No. 2279: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion faded upper right corner.

Local Numbers
RSN 13788

Video number 13063

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
Athletics -- Spain
"Capeador" guiding the rushing bull past him with his red cape; Bull fight, Seville. [Active No. 2280 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion faded [silvering?] upper right corner.

Local Numbers

RSN 13789

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic:

Arenas
Bullfighters -- 1900-1910 -- Spain -- Seville
Bullfighters -- Spain -- Seville
Bulls
SPAIN, BULL FIGHT
Sports -- Spain -- Seville -- 1900-1910.
Stadia -- Spain -- Seville -- 1900-1910.

Place:

Seville (Spain) -- 1900-1910
Spain -- 1900-1910

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The bull plunging his sharp horn into the horse, lifts him from the ground; Bull fight, Seville. Caption no. 2281 : stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The bull plunging his sharp horn into the horse, lifts him from the ground; Bull fight, Seville. Caption no. 2281: stereoscopic photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion faded (damaged?) upper right corner.

Local Numbers
RSN 13790
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Topic:
Arenas -- Spain
Bullfighters -- Spain
Bullfights -- Spain
Bulls -- Spain
SPAIN, BULL FIGHT
Sports -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place:
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "espada" (swordsmen) meeting the plunging bull, buries his sword in his shoulder; Bull fight, Seville. 2285 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The "espada" (swordsmen) meeting the plunging bull, buries his sword in his shoulder; Bull fight, Seville. 2285 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13791
Video number 13066
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].
Same as RSN 25952
A glimpse of Granada (N.W.) from the walls of the Generalife, the summer palace of the Moors. 2217 Photonegative, 1902

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): A glimpse of Granada (N.W.) from the walls of the Generalife, the summer palace of the Moors. 2217 Photonegative 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13792

Video number 13067

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cathedral.] Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13793

Video number 13068

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.25 [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35286

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Interior architecture
SPAIN TOUR?

Place: Spain?

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The bull, with the 3-foot sword sticking down through his shoulder, staggers and falls; Bull fight, Seville. Caption no. 2286 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1902

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The bull, with the 3-foot sword sticking down through his shoulder, staggers and falls; Bull fight, Seville. Caption no. 2286 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13794

Video number 13069

Company catalog card included.

NOTE: MUCH MORE DETAIL IN PHOTONEGATIVE! Same as RSN 13795.
The bull, with the 3-foot sword sticking down through his shoulder, staggers and falls; Bull fight, Seville. [Active no. 2286 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902

1 item (piece; 3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): The bull, with the 3-foot sword sticking down through his shoulder, staggers and falls; Bull fight, Seville. [Active no. 2286 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13795

Video number 13070

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13794.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Negative has much more detail than shown in image file.

Topic: Arenas -- 1900-1910 -- Spain -- Seville
Bullfighters -- 1900-1910 -- Spain -- Seville
Bullfights -- Spain -- Seville
Bulls -- Spain
SPAIN, BULL FIGHT
Sports -- Spain -- Seville -- 1900-1910.
Stadia -- Spain -- Seville -- 1900-1910.

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spanish

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Duel to the death!—the "espada" (swordman) and maddened bull about to attack; Bull fight, Seville. No. 2284 : stereo photonegative, 1902

3 items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s): Duel to the death!—the "espada" (swordman) and maddened bull about to attack; Bull fight, Seville. No. 2284 : stereo photonegative, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Emulsion peeling slightly along broken edge upper left.

Local Numbers
RSN 13796

Video number 13071

Company catalog card included

NOTE! TWO PIECES NOT COPIED! Uncancelled frame is 99% complete; only sliver at upper left of this portion missing from linked image file.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Topic:
Arenas -- Spain
Bullfighters -- 1900-1910 -- Spain -- Seville
Bulls -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
SPAIN, BULL FIGHT
Sports -- Spain -- Seville -- 1900-1910.
Stadia -- Spain -- Seville -- 1900-1910.

Place:
Seville (Spain)
Spain -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Castle of St. George and city from the Tagus, Lisbon. 2305 photonegative, 1902

1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Castle of St. George and city from the Tagus, Lisbon. 2305 photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13797

Video number 13072
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Similar to RSN 13798, 20346 and 25955.

Copy and Version Identification Note

5634

Topic: Castles -- Portugal
       PORTUGAL TOUR
       Ports -- Portugal
       Rivers -- Portugal

Place: Lisbon (Portugal)
       Portugal
       St. George Castle
       Tagus River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

The Castle of St. George and city from the Tagus, Lisbon. 2305 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The Castle of St. George and city from the Tagus, Lisbon. 2305 photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13798

Video number 13073

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 13797, 20346 and 25955.

Copy and Version Identification Note

693

Topic: Castles -- Portugal
       PORTUGAL TOUR
       Ports -- Portugal
       Rivers -- Portugal

Place: Lisbon (Portugal)
       Portugal
St. George Castle
Tagus River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Commerce Square, Joseph I Statue, Augusta Arch, and Government Buildings--north from Tagus, Lisbon. [Active no. 2306 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4"x 3-1/2")

Image(s): Commerce Square, Joseph I Statue, Augusta Arch, and Government Buildings--north from Tagus, Lisbon. [Active no. 2306 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13799

Video number 13074

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Topic: Arches -- Portugal
Architecture -- Portugal
Harbors
Monuments
PORTUGAL TOUR
Rivers -- Portugal
Sculptures -- Portugal

Place: Augusta Arch (Lisbon, Portugal)
Commerce Square (Lisbon, Portugal)
Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal
Tagus River (Portugal)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Culture: Joseph I Statue (Lisbon, Portugal)

Statue of Joseph I and Augusta Arch, Praca do Comercio, Lisbon [Active no. 2307 : stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): Statue of Joseph I and Augusta Arch, Praca do Comercio, Lisbon [Active no. 2307 : stereo photonegative], 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13800

Video number 13075

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Orig. no. 35000.

Topic: Arches -- Portugal
Architecture -- Portugal
Augusta Arch (Lisbon, Portugal)
Joseph I Statue (Lisbon, Portugal)
Monuments -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Sculptures -- Portugal

Place: Commerce Square (Lisbon, Portugal)
Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The fish girls of Lisbon. 2309 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): The fish girls of Lisbon. 2309 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13801

Video number 13076

Company catalog card included.
Negative has more detail than video image.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note

35058

Topic: Fishing -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Ports -- Portugal

Place: Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Praca (Square and Column of Dom Pedro IV--north to Theatre of Dona Maria II, Lisbon. 2310 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Praca (Square and Column of Dom Pedro IV--north to Theatre of Dona Maria II, Lisbon. 2310 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13802

Video number 13077

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Names: Dona Maria II Theatre (Lisbon, Portugal)

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Monuments -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Plazas -- Portugal
Streets -- Portugal
Theaters -- Portugal
statues -- Portugal

Place: Dom Pedro IV Column (Lisbon, Portugal)
Dom Pedro IV Praca (Lisbon, Portugal)
Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A quaint street in the old quarter of Lisbon. 2311 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A quaint street in the old quarter of Lisbon. 2311 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13803

Video number 13078

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Topic: PORTUGAL TOUR Streets -- Portugal
Place: Lisbon (Portugal) Portugal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in Portugal : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Portrait in Portugal : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Piece missing at top center.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13804

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
Company acc. no. 34574.

Place: Lisbon (Portugal)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PORTUGAL TOUR

Pantheon of Kings and Queens, St. Vincent Monastery--highest in center, Luiz I, father of the present King--Lisbon. 2314 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Pantheon of Kings and Queens, St. Vincent Monastery--highest in center, Luiz I, father of the present King--Lisbon. 2314 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13805

Video number 13080

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13806.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89551

Names: Luiz, King, I,

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Interiors -- Portugal
Monasteries -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Pantheons -- Portugal
Royalty -- Portugal

Place: Lisbon (Portugal)
North Portugal
St. Vincent Monastery

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Pantheon of Kings and Queens, St. Vincent Monastery--highest in center, Luiz I, father of the present King--Lisbon. 2314 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Pantheon of Kings and Queens, St. Vincent Monastery--highest in center, Luiz I, father of the present King--Lisbon. 2314 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13806

Video number 13081

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13805.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35258

Names: Luiz, King, I,

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Interiors -- Portugal
Monasteries -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Pantheons -- Portugal
Royalty -- Portugal

Place: Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal
St. Vincent Monastery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where the old aqueduct (1729-49) crosses the Alcantara Valley--highest arch, 204 feet--Lisbon. 2315 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Where the old aqueduct (1729-49) crosses the Alcantara Valley--highest arch, 204 feet--Lisbon. 2315 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13807
Video number 13082
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34904

Topic: Aqueducts -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Valleys -- Portugal

Place: Alcantara Valley (Lisbon, Portugal)
Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Long walk along the old aqueduct--built 1729-49--which supplies the city with water, Lisbon. 2316 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)
Image(s): Long walk along the old aqueduct--built 1729-49--which supplies the city with water, Lisbon. 2316 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13808
Video number 13083
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25956.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
The water course, inside the aqueduct (1729-49) which brings water from 15 miles away, Lisbon. 2317 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The water course, inside the aqueduct (1729-49) which brings water from 15 miles away, Lisbon. 2317 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13809

Video number 13084

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13810 and 25957

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note

695

The water course, inside the aqueduct (1729-49) which brings water from 15 miles away, Lisbon. 2317 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")  
Image(s): The water course, inside the aqueduct (1729-49) which brings water from 15 miles away, Lisbon. 2317 Photonegative 1905  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Abbegg, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching  
Local Numbers  
RSN 13810  
Video number 13085  
Company catalog card included  
Similar to RSN 13809 and 25957  
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
89548  
Topic: Aqueducts -- Portugal  
PORTUGAL TOUR  
Place: Lisbon (Portugal)  
Portugal  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Tower of Belem, built A.D. 1520 for protection of Tagus River entrance--N.E. to Convent dos Jeronymos--Lisbon. 2318 Photonegative, 1900  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Tower of Belem, built A.D. 1520 for protection of Tagus River entrance--N.E. to Convent dos Jeronymos--Lisbon. 2318 Photonegative 1900.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
McKern, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 13811  
Video number 13086
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35009

Topic:
- Military -- Portugal
- PORTUGAL TOUR
- Towers -- Portugal

Place:
- Belem Tower (Lisbon, Portugal)
- Lisbon (Portugal)
- Portugal
- Sao Jeronymo Convent
- Tagus River

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Convent of Sao Jeronymo (St. Jerome) at Belem (Bethlehem), a suburb of Lisbon. 2319 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Convent of Sao Jeronymo (St. Jerome) at Belem (Bethlehem), a suburb of Lisbon. 2319 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13812

Video number 13087

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13813

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note
35514

Topic:
- Architecture -- Portugal
- Convents -- Portugal
- PORTUGAL TOUR

Place:
- Belem (Portugal)
- Lisbon (Portugal)
- Portugal
Sao Jeronymo Convent

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Convent of Sao Jeronymo (St. Jerome) at Belem (Bethlehem), a suburb of Lisbon. 2319 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Convent of Sao Jeronymo (St. Jerome) at Belem (Bethlehem), a suburb of Lisbon. 2319 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13813

Video number 13088
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13812
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note
89941

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Convents -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Belem (Portugal)
Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal
Sao Jeronymo Convent

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The elaborately adorned western portal of Sao Jeronymo Convent of Belem, near Lisbon. 2321 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): The elaborately adorned western portal of Sao Jeronymo Convent of Belem, near Lisbon. 2321 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13814

Video number 13089

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note
89943

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Convents -- Portugal
Doorways -- Portugal
Entrances
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Belem (Portugal)
Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal
Sao Jeronymo Convent

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The court and beautiful cloisters, the glory of Sao Jeronymo Convent, Belem, near Lisbon. 2322 Photonegative

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13815

Video number 13090

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13816 and 25959
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note

694

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Convents -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Belem (Portugal)
Portugal
Sao Jeronymo Convent

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The court and beautiful cloisters, the glory of Sao Jeronymo Convent, Belem, near Lisbon. 2322 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The court and beautiful cloisters, the glory of Sao Jeronymo Convent, Belem, near Lisbon. 2322 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13816

Video number 13091

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13815 and 25959

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note

89904

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Convents -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Belem (Portugal)
Portugal
Sao Jeronymo Convent

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Beautiful cloisters of Sao Jeronymo Convent (now an orphanage)--looking across the Court--Belem, Lisbon. 2323 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Beautiful cloisters of Sao Jeronymo Convent (now an orphanage)--looking across the Court--Belem, Lisbon. 2323 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13817

Video number 13092

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13818

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note

35312

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Convents -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Belem (Portugal)
Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal
Sao Jeronymo Convent

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful cloisters of Sao Jeronymo Convent (now an orphanage)--looking across the Court--Belem, Lisbon. 2323 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Beautiful cloisters of Sao Jeronymo Convent (now an orphanage)--looking across the Court--Belem, Lisbon. 2323 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 13818

Video number 13093
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13817
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note
35644

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Convents -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Belem (Portugal)
Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal
Sao Jeronymo Convent

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cintra, the royal summer seat and its royal palace (with two spires). 2324
Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13819

Video number 13094
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note
2324

Topic: PORTUGAL TOUR
Palaces -- Portugal
Royalty -- Portugal

Place: Cintra (Portugal)
Portugal
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Pena Castle, the summer residence of the Royal Family, above Cintra. 2325 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Pena Castle, the summer residence of the Royal Family, above Cintra. 2325 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13820

Video number 13095

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Topic: Castles -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Cintra (Portugal)
Pena Castle
Portugal

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Princes Felipe (Crown Prince) and Emanuel, with their tutor, Maj. Mowzinho d'Abuquerque, of S. African fame, Cintra. Active no. 2328 : stereo photonegative, 1900
3 Items (pieces; 5” x 7”)
Image(s): Princes Felipe (Crown Prince) and Emanuel, with their tutor, Maj. Mowzinho d'Abuquerque, of S. African fame, Cintra. Active no. 2328 : stereo photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13821

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 35349. Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
Uncancelled half complete, cancelled side broken in two.

Names: Emanuel, Prince
Felipe, Crown Prince
d’Albuquerque, Mowzinho, Maj.

Topic: Children -- Portugal
Education -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Royalty -- Portugal
Tutors -- Portugal

Place: Cintra (Portugal)
Portugal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The drawing room at Pena Castle, the private summer residence of the Royal Family, Cintra. 2329 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The drawing room at Pena Castle, the private summer residence of the Royal Family, Cintra. 2329 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13822

Video number 13097

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35309

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Castles -- Portugal
Interiors -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Royalty -- Portugal

Place: Cintra (Portugal)
Pena Castle
Portugal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Curious massive walls of ancient Moorish fortress--crowning a summit above Cintra. 2330 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Curious massive walls of ancient Moorish fortress--crowning a summit above Cintra. 2330 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13823

Video number 13098
Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! PHOTONEGATIVE HAS MUCH MORE DETAIL!

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Topic:
- Castles -- Portugal
- Fortification -- Portugal
- Mountains -- Portugal
- PORTUGAL TOUR

Place:
- Cintra (Portugal)
- Portugal

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Cintra, the "glorious Eden" of Portugal--Summer resort of the Royal Family. 2331 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Cintra, the "glorious Eden" of Portugal--Summer resort of the Royal Family. 2331 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13824

Video number 13099
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 20347; [negative made from positive] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
Magnificent interior and staircase in the palace of Viscount Cook of Monserrate, near Cintra. 2334 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling in cancelled frame
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13825

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

In the Gardens of the Viscount Cook of Monserrate, the most luxuriant in Portugal--near Lisbon. 2335 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): In the Gardens of the Viscount Cook of Monserrate, the most luxuriant in Portugal--near Lisbon. 2335 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13826

Video number 13101

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 2263.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35016

Topic: Flowers -- Portugal
Gardens -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Portraits -- Portugal

Place: Cintra (Portugal)
Monserrate
Portugal
Viscount Cook

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Convent, Place and Church--built by John V. 1715-30; cost (dollar)4,000,000, almost ruining the nation--Mafra. 2336 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Convent, Place and Church--built by John V. 1715-30; cost (dollar)4,000,000, almost ruining the nation--Mafra. 2336 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 13827

Video number 13102

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note
34611

Names: John V.
Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
       Churches -- Catholic -- Portugal
       Convents -- Portugal
       PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Mafra (Portugal)
       Portugal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Splendid vestibule in the great Monastery of Mafra--the folly of John V.
2337 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Splendid vestibule in the great Monastery of Mafra--the folly of
         John V. 2337 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13828

Video number 13103

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note
35358

Names: John V.
Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
       Convents -- Portugal
Rich interior of the church in the great Convent of Mafra. 2338 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rich interior of the church in the great Convent of Mafra. 2338 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13829

Video number 13104

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34916

Names: Convento de Mafra.

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Churches -- Portugal
Convents -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Mafra (Portugal)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

The Cistercian Abbey, one of the largest and richest Convents in the world--Alcobaca. 2340 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Cistercian Abbey, one of the largest and richest Convents in the world—Alcobaca. 2340 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 13830
Video number 13105
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]
Copy and Version Identification Note
35145
Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
     Convents -- Portugal
     PORTUGAL TOUR
Place: Alcobaca (Portugal)
      Cistercian Abbey
      Portugal
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Looking into a court, from one of the galleries of the great Cistercian Abbey of Alcobaca. 2341 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking into a court, from one of the galleries of the great Cistercian Abbey of Alcobaca. 2341 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 13831
Video number 13106
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35264

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
      Convents -- Portugal
      Military -- Portugal
      PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Alcobaca (Portugal)
       Cistercian Abbey
       Portugal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Monastery of Batalha, one of the grandest monuments of Christendom.
2342 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Monastery of Batalha, one of the grandest monuments of Christendom. 2342 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13832

Video number 13107

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35279

Names: Batalha Monastery (Batalha, Portugal)

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
       Monasteries -- Portugal
       PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Batalha (Portugal)
       Portugal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs
Court and cloisters of the celebrated Monastery of Batalha. 2343
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Court and cloisters of the celebrated Monastery of Batalha. 2343 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 13833
Video number 13108
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
Copy and Version Identification Note
35176
Names: Batalha Monastery (Batalha, Portugal)
Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Convents -- Portugal
Monasteries -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Place: Batalha (Portugal)
Portugal
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The cloisters of one of Christendom's most sumptuous monuments, Monastery of Batalha. 2344 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)
Image(s): The cloisters of one of Christendom's most sumptuous monuments, Monastery of Batalha. 2344 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 13834
Video number 13109
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34798

Names: Batalha Monastery (Batalha, Portugal)
Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Convents -- Portugal
Monasteries -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Place: Batalha (Portugal)
Portugal
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Leiria, an important town of Moorish times, and its ruined castle. 2346 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Leiria, an important town of Moorish times, and its ruined castle. 2346 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13835
Video number 13110
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
Copy and Version Identification Note
35256

Topic: Castles -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Ruins -- Portugal
Streets -- Portugal
Villages -- Portugal
Place: Leiria (Portugal)
Portugal
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Coimbra, showing the University--looking (N.E.) across the Bridge and River Mondego. 2347 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Coimbra, showing the University--looking (N.E.) across the Bridge and River Mondego. 2347 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13836

Video number 13111

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note
35652

Topic: Bridges -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910 -- Portugal

Place: Coimbra (Portugal)
Mondego River
Portugal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

From the bridge approach, looking up the Mondego River, Coimbra. 2348 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From the bridge approach, looking up the Mondego River, Coimbra. 2348 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion deteriorating slightly.

Right edge missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 13837
Video number 13112

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note

34528

Topic: Bridges -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Rivers -- Portugal

Place: Coimbra (Portugal)
Mondego River
Portugal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The National University--on the site of the old Royal Palace, Coimbra. 2349 photonegative, 1905
1 item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): The National University--on the site of the old Royal Palace, Coimbra. 2349 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13838

Video number 13113

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89833

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Universities and colleges -- Portugal

Place: Coimbra (Portugal)
National University
Portugal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Se Velha, the old castle-like Cathedral (XII Cent.), Coimbra. 2350
Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Se Velha, the old castle-like Cathedral (XII Cent.), Coimbra. 2350 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13839
Video number 13114
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Cathedrals -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Streets -- Portugal
Place: Coimbra (Portugal)
Portugal
Se Velha Cathedral
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Carmelite Convent and Palace, surrounded by woods, declared by Papal Bull (1643) a "sacred forest," Bussaco. 2351 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Carmelite Convent and Palace, surrounded by woods, declared by Papal Bull (1643) a "sacred forest," Bussaco. 2351 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13840
Video number 13115
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]
Copy and Version Identification Note

89844

Names: Carmelite Convent (Bussaco, Portugal)

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Convents -- Portugal
Forests -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Palaces -- Portugal

Place: Bussaco (Portugal)
Portugal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hermitage of "Caifaz," in the Sacred Woods of Bussaco. 2353
Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Hermitage of "Caifaz," in the Sacred Woods of Bussaco. 2353 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13841

Video number 13116

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
Forests -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Bussaco (Portugal)
Caifaz Hermitage
Portugal
Sacred Woods

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Cascade Falls in the beautiful Sacred Woods--around the Monastery,
Bussaco. 2354 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cascade Falls in the beautiful Sacred Woods--around the Monastery, Bussaco. 2354 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13842

Video number 13117

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34526

Topic:   Forests -- Portugal
         PORTUGAL TOUR
         Waterfalls -- Portugal

Place:   Bussaco (Portugal)
         Cascade Falls (Bussaco, Portugal)
         Portugal
         Sacred Woods

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

From Crystal Palace Park (S.E.) over the Douro River and Custom House, Oporto. 2355 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): From Crystal Palace Park (S.E.) over the Douro River and Custom House, Oporto. 2355 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Negative has much more detail than video image.

Local Numbers
RSN 13843

Video number 13118
Looking north over the great double roadway bridge of Dom Luiz I, across the Douro river, Oporto. 2358 photonegative, 1900
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking north over the great double roadway bridge of Dom Luiz I, across the Douro river, Oporto. 2358 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Negative has much more detail than video image.

Paper stuck to emulsion side of uncancelled frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 13844

Video number 13119

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

NOTE! PHOTONEGATIVE HAS MUCH MORE DETAIL!

Copy and Version Identification Note
35379

Topic: Bridges -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Rivers -- Portugal

Place: Dom Luiz I Bridge (Oporto, Portugal)
Douro River (Oporto, Portugal)
Oporto (Portugal)
Portugal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Rua Santo Antonio, principal business street of Oporto--church of the "Clerigos" at end (looking west). 2359 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13845

Video number 13120

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Topic: PORTUGAL TOUR
Streets -- Portugal

Place: Oporto (Portugal)
Portugal
Rua Santo Antonio

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Praca de Dom Henrique and Stock Exchange (looking N.W.), Oporto. 2361 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Praca de Dom Henrique and Stock Exchange (looking N.W.), Oporto. 2361 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13846

Video number 13121
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note

34876

Topic: Architecture -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Plazas -- Portugal
Streets -- Portugal

Place: Oporto (Portugal)
Portugal
Praca de Dom Henrique

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Peasant dances--a holiday in the outskirts of Braga. [Active no. 2363 : stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): Peasant dances--a holiday in the outskirts of Braga. [Active no. 2363 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13847

Video number 13122

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Company acc. no. 35683.

Occupation: Dancers -- Portugal

Topic: Gardens -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Braga (Portugal)
Portugal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A poultry vender, in the aristocratic residence district of Braga. 2364 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A poultry vender, in the aristocratic residence district of Braga. 2364 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13848

Video number 13123

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34702

Topic:
Dwellings -- Portugal
Homes -- Portugal
Markets -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place:
Braga (Portugal)
Portugal

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Acropolis and Theseion, from the northwest, Athens. Caption no. 2370: stereoscopic photonegative, 1907

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Acropolis and Theseion, from the northwest, Athens. Caption no. 2370: stereoscopic photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13849

Video number 13124

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note

109697

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece -- Athens
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Theseion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Parthenon, N.W. from the Temple of the Olympian Zeus, Athens. 2371 photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Parthenon, N.W. from the Temple of the Olympian Zeus, Athens. 2371 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13850

Video number 13125

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Same as RSN 20348, 25960 and 25961.

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Parthenon
Temple of Zeus (Athens, Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. Caption no. 2372 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. Caption no. 2372: photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13851

Video number 13126

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13852, 13853, 13854, 13855, 13856 and 20349.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note

762

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece -- Athens
Ruins -- Greece -- Athens

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Philopappos Monument

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. Caption no. 2372: photonegative.

1 Item (piece; 4" x 5")

Image(s): The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. Caption no. 2372: photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 13852

Video number 13127

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13851, 13853, 13854, 13855, 13856 and 20349

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece -- Athens
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
      Athens (Greece)
      Greece
      Philopappos Monument

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. Caption no. 2372 : photonegative, 1902

Image(s): The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. Caption no. 2372 : photonegative, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 13853

Video number 13128

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13851, 13852, 13854, 13855, 13856 and 20349

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note

24479

Topic: GREECE TOUR
      Monuments -- Greece -- Athens
      Ruins -- Greece -- Athens

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
      Athens (Greece)
      Greece
      Philopappos Monument

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. Caption no. 2372 : photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. Caption no. 2372 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass
Deteriorating along bottom border.
Emulsion deteriorated along top border.
Local Numbers
RSN 13854
Video number 13129
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13851, 13852, 13853, 13855, 13856 and 20349.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177], moved from [127].

The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens. Caption no. 2372 : photonegative
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Image(s): The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens. Caption no. 2372 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 13855
Video number 13130
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13851, 13852, 13853, 13854, 13856 and 20349
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Page 7769 of 15344

Topic:
GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece -- Athens
Ruins -- Greece -- Athens

Place:
Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. Caption no. 2372 : photonegative
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. Caption no. 2372 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 13856

Video number 13131

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13851, 13852, 13853, 13854, 13855 and 20349.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Topic:
GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece -- Athens
Ruins -- Greece -- Athens
Tourists -- Greece

Place:
Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Philopappos Monument

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Athens, from the Parthenon. [Active no. 2373 : stereo photonegative,]
1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Athens, from the Parthenon. [Active no. 2373 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
110762

RSN 13857

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Cancelled by scratching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>GREECE TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Greece -- Athens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temples, Greek -- Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Acropolis (Athens, Greece)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athens (Greece)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parthenon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Parthenon, E. from Acropolis entrance over ancient Pelasglan wall, Athens. 2374 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Parthenon, E. from Acropolis entrance over ancient Pelasglan wall, Athens. 2374 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13858

Video number 13133

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69366

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>GREECE TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monuments -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temples -- Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Erechtheion, the most revered temple of ancient Athens. Active no. 2375: stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Erechtheion, the most revered temple of ancient Athens. Active no. 2375: stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13859

Video number 13134

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 109771.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Names: Erechtheion (Athens, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoepscopic photographs

The Caryatids in Portico of the Maidens, the Erechtheion, Acropolis, Athens. Active no. 2376: stereo photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Caryatids in Portico of the Maidens, the Erechtheion, Acropolis, Athens. Active no. 2376: stereo photonegative, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13860

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 109810. Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Names: Erechtheion (Athens, Greece)
Topic: Caryatids
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Portico of the Maidens
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

North portico of the Erechtheion--sacred temple of ancient Greece--Acropolis, Athens. 2377 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13861

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13862. Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]. Company acc. no. 69855.

Names: Erechtheion (Athens, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

North portico of the Erechtheion--sacred temple of ancient Greece--Acropolis, Athens. 2377 Stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"?)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling very badly, both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 13862
69855 (company acc. no.?)
Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
Similar to RSN 13861.

Names: Erechtheion (Athens, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
      Ruins -- Greece -- Athens
      Temples -- Greece
Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
       Athens (Greece)
       Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Nike, Acropolis, Athens. 2378 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Temple of Nike, Acropolis, Athens. 2378 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13863
Video number 13138
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Similar to RSN 13865 and 20350.

Copy and Version Identification Note

85506

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Tourists -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Nike Temple

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Jupiter, Arch of Hadrian, and Stadium, S.E. from Acropolis, Athens. [Active no. 2379 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)]

Image(s): Temple of Jupiter, Arch of Hadrian, and Stadium, S.E. from Acropolis, Athens. [Active no. 2379 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13864

Video number 13139

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13866.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Company acc. no. 84648.

Topic: Arches -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Stadia -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Hadrian's Arch (Athens, Greece)
Jupiter Temple (Athens, Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Nike, Acropolis, Athens. 2378 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Temple of Nike, Acropolis, Athens. 2378 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13865

Video number 13140
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
Similar to RSN 13863 and 20350.

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Tourists -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Nike Temple

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Temple of Jupiter, Arch of Hadrian, and Stadium, S.E. from Acropolis, Athens. [Active no. 2379 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Temple of Jupiter, Arch of Hadrian, and Stadium, S.E. from Acropolis, Athens. [Active no. 2379 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13866

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13864.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Topic: Arches -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Hadrian's Arch (Athens, Greece)
Jupiter Temple (Athens, Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Athens from the Areopagus (Mars' Hill). 2380 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Athens from the Areopagus (Mars' Hill). 2380 Photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13867

Video number 13142

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note
110768

Place: Areopagus (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Hadrian's Arch, and Temple of the Olympian Zeus (S.E.), Athens. 2381 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Hadrian's Arch, and Temple of the Olympian Zeus (S.E.), Athens. 2381 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13868

Video number 13143

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109740

Topic: GREECE TOUR

Arches -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Hadrian's Arch (Athens, Greece)
Temple of Zeus (Athens, Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous ancient Stadium, Athens--where the Olympian games were held in 1896 2382 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Famous ancient Stadium, Athens--where the Olympian games were held in 1896 2382 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13869

Video number 13144

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109726

Topic: Arenas -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Stadia -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Theatre of Dionysos (Bacchus), Athens--the cradle of dramatic art (B.C. IV Cent.). 2383 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Theatre of Dionysos (Bacchus), Athens--the cradle of dramatic art (B.C. IV Cent.). 2383 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling very badly both frames.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13870

Video number 13145

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69207

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece
Place: Athens (Greece)
Bacchus (Greek deity)
Dionysos Theatre (Athens, Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Crouching Silenus, Theatre of Dionysos, looking (S.W.) to Philopappos Hill, Athens. 2384 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Crouching Silenus, Theatre of Dionysos, looking (S.W.) to Philopappos Hill, Athens. 2384 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13871

Video number 13146

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69477

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Dionysos Theatre (Athens, Greece)
Greece
Philopappos Hill
Silenus

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lysicrates Monument, oldest building of Corinthian order--and great Acropolis walls, Athens. [Active no.2385 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Lysicrates Monument, oldest building of Corinthian order—and great Acropolis walls, Athens. [Active no.2385 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13872

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Company acc. no. 83856.

Topic: Corinthian Order
GREECE TOUR
Lysikrates Monument (Athens, Greece)
Monuments -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece -- Athens

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument of the Two Sisters and tomb stones in an ancient cemetery (B.C. 500) looking N.W. to Athens. 2387 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Monument of the Two Sisters and tomb stones in an ancient cemetery (B.C. 500) looking N.W. to Athens. 2387 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13873

Video number 13148

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
Copy and Version Identification Note
84884

Topic: Cemeteries -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Tombstones -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Two Sisters Monument

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The "Triple-bodied Monster"--a curious ancient sculpture, Acropolis Museum, Athens. 2389 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Triple-bodied Monster"--a curious ancient sculpture, Acropolis Museum, Athens. 2389 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13874

Video number 13149

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84989

Names: Acropolis Museum (Athens, Greece)

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera] Olympia, oldest temple in all Greece (W.S.W.) where the Hermes of Praxiteles was found. Active no. 9334 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera] Olympia, oldest temple in all Greece (W.S.W.) where the Hermes of Praxiteles was found. Active no. 9334 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 1198??

Company catalog card included. Similar to RSN 23241. Company acc. no. 84678. Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Names: Heraeon Temple (Olympia, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
       Ruins -- Greece
       Temples -- Greece
Place: Greece
       Olympia (Greece)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Box 159  Cards 2147-2375

Box 160  RSN Numbers 13875-13963

Image(s)

One of the famous sepulchral reliefs of the ancient Greeks, National Museum, Athens. 2390 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of the famous sepulchral reliefs of the ancient Greeks, National Museum, Athens. 2390 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13875

Video number 13150
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69861

Names: National Museum (Athens, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
       Museums -- Greece
       Reliefs -- Greece
       Sculpture -- Greece
Place: Athens (Greece)
       Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Warrior from Delos, National Museum, Athens. [Prorably by Nikeratos] on envelope. 2392 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13876

Video number 13151
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109823

Names: National Museum (Athens, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
       Sculpture -- Greece
Place: Athens (Greece)  
Delos Warrior (Sculpture)  
Greece  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

The colossal Poseidon (Neptune), from Melos, National Museum, Athens. [Active no. 2393 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1907  
1 Item (4" x 5").  

Image(s): The colossal Poseidon (Neptune), from Melos, National Museum, Athens. [Active no. 2393 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1907.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Lower right corner missing.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 13877  

Company catalog card included.  

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].  

Company acc. no. 109797.  

Names: National Museum (Athens, Greece)  
Neptune  
Poseidon  

Topic: GREECE TOUR  
Sculpture -- Greece  
statues -- Greece  

Place: Athens (Greece)  
Greece  
Melos  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

The beautiful Hermes of Andros, National Museum, Athens. 2394 photonegative, 1907  
1 Item (4" x 5")  

Image(s): The beautiful Hermes of Andros, National Museum, Athens. 2394 photonegative 1907.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13878

Video number 13153

Company catalog card included,
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Same as RSN 25963.

Copy and Version Identification Note
109741

Names: National Museum (Athens, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
Place: Andros (Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Hermes (Greek deity)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The Victory of Athene--pediment of Parthenon (from model), Athens.
[Active no. 2395 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Victory of Athene--pediment of Parthenon (from model), Athens. [Active no. 2395 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13879

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].
Cancelled by scratching.

Company acc. no. 69203.

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece -- Athens
Sculpture -- Greece
Temples, Greek
Victory in art
Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
    Athens (Greece)
    Greece -- 1900-1910
    Parthenon (Greece
    Victory of Athene

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Looking over the Academy to Lykabettos and Frog's Mouth--best residence section of Athens. 2397 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking over the Academy to Lykabettos and Frog's Mouth--best residence section of Athens. 2397 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 13880

Video number 13155

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    69831

Topic: Architecture -- Greece
    GREECE TOUR
    Monuments -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
    Frog's Mouth (Athens, Greece)
    Greece
    Lykabettos (Athens, Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Athens and its Acropolis, S.W. to Piraeus, the seaport, from Lykabettos.
2399 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Athens and its Acropolis, S.W. to Piraeus, the seaport, from Lykabettos. 2399 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13881
Video number 13156

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69507

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ports -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Lykabettos (Athens, Greece)
Piraeus

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Great relief of Hadrian in Eleusis, one of the most ancient towns in Greece. 2400 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Great relief of Hadrian in Eleusis, one of the most ancient towns in Greece. 2400 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13882
Video number 13157
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note

69581

Names: Hadrian, Emperor of Rome

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Eleusis (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of second portico, Eleusis (founded A.D. 117-138), 2401
Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Ruins of second portico, Eleusis (founded A.D. 117-138), 2401
Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper left corner missing.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13883

Video number 13158

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25964.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note

100786

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece -- Eleusis

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Tholos, Temple of Asklepios and Heraion [or Heraeon; Temple of Hera] of Epidauros.e [Active no. 2402 : stereo photonegative], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Tholos, Temple of Asklepios and Heraion [or Heraeon; Temple of Hera] of Epidauros.e [Active no. 2402 : stereo photonegative], 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13884

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 109792. Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Names: Asklepios Temple (Epidaurus, Greece)
Tholos Temple (Epidauros, Greece)

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Epidauros (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Theatre at Epidauros, famous for its beauty and richness. 2403 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Theatre at Epidauros, famous for its beauty and richness. 2403 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13885

Video number 13160
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109747

| Topic:         | GREECE TOUR                    |
|               | Ruins -- Greece                |
|               | Theaters -- Greece            |

| Place:        | Epidauros (Greece)            |
|              | Greece                        |

| Genre/Form:  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|              | -- Glass                      |
|              | Stereoscopic photographs     |

Shepherds bringing their lambs to market, Nauplia. 2404 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Shepherds bringing their lambs to market, Nauplia. 2404 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13886

Video number 13161

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110790

| Topic:         | GREECE TOUR                    |
|               | Markets -- Greece              |
|               | Sheep -- Greece                |
|               | Streets -- Greece             |

| Place:        | Greece                        |
|              | Nauplia (Greece)              |

| Genre/Form:  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|              | -- Glass                      |
|              | Stereoscopic photographs     |
The gateway of "Wall-girt Tiryns"—most ancient ruins in Greece. 2406 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The gateway of "Wall-girt Tiryns"—most ancient ruins in Greece. 2406 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13887
Video number 13162
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85531

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Place: Greece
Tiryns (Extinct city)
Wall-girt
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great tower of Tiryns--birthplace of Hercules. ["Wall-girt Tiryns"--Homer. A prehistoric stronghold.] caption pasted on negative. 2407 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Great tower of Tiryns--birthplace of Hercules. ["Wall-girt Tiryns"--Homer. A prehistoric stronghold.] caption pasted on negative. 2407 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13888
Video number 13163
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109796

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Towers -- Greece

Place: Greece
Hercules
Tiryns (Extinct city)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Galleries of Tiryns--most ancient and noted examples of Cyclopean style of building. 2408 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Galleries of Tiryns--most ancient and noted examples of Cyclopean style of building. 2408 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13889

Video number 13164

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25965.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70039

Topic: Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Galleries -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Cyclops
Greece
Tiryns (Extinct city)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
The Acropolis of Larisa, from Argos. Caption no. 2409: stereoscopic photonegative, 1907
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").
Image(s): The Acropolis of Larisa, from Argos. Caption no. 2409: stereoscopic photonegative, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 13890

Video number 13165

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note
109772

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece -- Athens
Ruins -- Greece -- Athens
Streets -- Greece

Place: Argos (Greece)
Greece
Larisa (Greece)
Larisa Acropolis (Larisa, Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Tomb of Agamemnon, conqueror of Troy (B.C. 1194), Mycenae. 2410 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Entrance to Tomb of Agamemnon, conqueror of Troy (B.C. 1194), Mycenae. 2410 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13891

Video number 13166
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note

109683

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>GREECE TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tombs -- Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Greece</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mycenae (Greece)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Troy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |

Mycenae, over Gate of the Lions and tombs S. toward Argos. 2411 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mycenae, over Gate of the Lions and tombs S. toward Argos. 2411 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13892

Video number 13167

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note

69998

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>GREECE TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gates -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tombs -- Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Argos (Greece)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gate of the Lions (Argos, Greece)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mycenae (Greece)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stereoscopic photographs

Gate of the Lions, Mycenae--a famous piece of earliest art. [Active no. 2412 : stereo photonegative.], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gate of the Lions, Mycenae--a famous piece of earliest art. [Active no. 2412 : stereo photonegative.] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13893

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13894.

Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Company acc. no. 109861.

Topic: Art
GREECE TOUR
Gate of the Lions (Argos, Greece)
Gates
Ruins -- Mycenae (Greece)

Place: Greece
Mycenae (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gate of the Lions, Mycenae--a famous piece of earliest art. [Active no. 2412 : stereo photonegative.], 1907
5 Items (pieces; 5" x 8")

Image(s): Gate of the Lions, Mycenae--a famous piece of earliest art. [Active no. 2412 : stereo photonegative.] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled frame 99% complete.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 13894

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.26 [177].

Company acc. no. 109731.

Topic: Art
GREECE TOUR
Gate of the Lions (Argos, Greece)
Gates
Ruins -- Mycenae (Greece)

Place: Greece
Mycenae (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

On the summit of Acro-Corinth--Venetian and Turkish fortifications. [Active no. 2414 : stereo photonegative,] 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): On the summit of Acro-Corinth--Venetian and Turkish fortifications. [Active no. 2414 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13895

Video number 13170

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Company acc. no. 109656.

Topic: Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Acro-Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The ship canal, Corinth--N.W. from near its southern end--bridge in distance. 2415 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The ship canal, Corinth--N.W. from near its southern end--bridge in distance. 2415 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13896

Video number 13171

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69454

Topic: Canals -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ships -- Greece

Place: Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A father and son of the race of Homer, Patras. [Active no. 2416 : black-and-white photonegative.], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A father and son of the race of Homer, Patras. [Active no. 2416 : black-and-white photonegative.] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13897
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

109688 (company acc. no.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>GREECE TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ports -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sailboats -- Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Greece</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patras (Greece)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Birddseye view of Olympia and the plain of the Alpheus. 2417
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Birddseye view of Olympia and the plain of the Alpheus. 2417
Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13898

Video number 13173

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172]

Copy and Version Identification Note
69407

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Alpheus Plain (Olympia, Greece)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olympia (Greece)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Topic: GREECE TOUR
General view of Olympia, late Roman ruins in foreground. [Olympia, the center of ancient Greek thought. caption pasted on negative 2418 Photonegative], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): General view of Olympia, late Roman ruins in foreground. [Olympia, the center of ancient Greek thought. caption pasted on negative 2418 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13899

Video number 13174

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124547

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Olympia, from wall of Altis, showing Temple of Zeus, and Kronos Hill. 2419 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Olympia, from wall of Altis, showing Temple of Zeus, and Kronos Hill. 2419 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13900

Video number 13175

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].
Fallen columns of the great Temple of Zeus, Olympia (erected V Cent. B.C.). 2420 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13901

Video number 13176

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].
The Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera] and Kronos Hill, Olympia. Active no. 2421: stereo photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera] and Kronos Hill, Olympia. Active no. 2421: stereo photonegative, 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13902

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 124563. Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Names: 
Heraeon Temple (Olympia, Greece)

Topic: 
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece

Place: 
Greece
Kronos Hill (Olympia, Greece)
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Hera, ancient and revered shrine of Olympia--S.W. from Exedra of Herodes. 2422 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Temple of Hera, ancient and revered shrine of Olympia--S.W. from Exedra of Herodes. 2422 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13903

Video number 13178

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25966.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].
Copy and Version Identification Note
109765

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Exedra of Herodes (Olympia, Greece)
Greece
Olympia (Greece)
Temple of Hera (Olympia, Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Competitors' entrance to the Stadium Olympia--where for 1,000 years the games were celebrated. 2423 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Competitors' entrance to the Stadium Olympia--where for 1,000 years the games were celebrated. 2423 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13904

Video number 13179

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109730

Topic: Arenas -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Stadia -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hermes of Praxiteles--without doubt the most perfect of ancient statues, Olympia. 2424 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Hermes of Praxiteles--without doubt the most perfect of ancient statues, Olympia. 2424 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13905

Video number 13180

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85045

Topic: Art -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Hermes of Praxiteles
Sculpture -- Greece
statues -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fortress Vecchia and the harbor, Island of Corfu. 2425 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Fortress Vecchia and the harbor, Island of Corfu. 2425 Photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13906
Video number 13181

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13907.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Names: Fortress Vecchia (Corfu, Greece)
Topic: Boats -- Greece
Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Islands -- Greece
Ports -- Greece
Place: Corfu (Greece)
Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Fortress Vecchia and the harbor, Island of Corfu. 2425 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fortress Vecchia and the harbor, Island of Corfu. 2425 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13907

Video number 13182

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13906.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109657

Names: Fortress Vecchia (Corfu, Greece)
Topic: Boats -- Greece
Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Islands -- Greece
Ports -- Greece

Place: Corfu (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A shepherd and his flock in classic Greece. 2426 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): A shepherd and his flock in classic Greece. 2426 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13908

Video number 13183

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13809.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Sheep -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A shepherd and his flock in classic Greece. 2426 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A shepherd and his flock in classic Greece. 2426 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13909

Video number 13184
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13808.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
134559

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Sheep -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Peasants in the land of Homer. 2427 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Peasants in the land of Homer. 2427 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13910

Video number 13185

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109752

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
GREECE TOUR

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Choice red-figured vases from ancient Thebes, National Museum, Athens.
2429 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Choice red-figured vases from ancient Thebes, National Museum, Athens. 2429 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13911
Video number 13186
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69179
Names: National Museum (Athens, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
Museums -- Greece
Vases -- Greece
Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Thebes (Ancient Greek city)
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Relics from the graves of heroes who fell at Marathon (B.C. 490), National Museum, Athens. 2430 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Relics from the graves of heroes who fell at Marathon (B.C. 490), National Museum, Athens. 2430 photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13912
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Similar to RSN 13913

Copy and Version Identification Note

69426

Names: National Museum (Athens, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
Museums
Vases
Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Marathon (Greece)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Relics from the graves of heroes who fell at Marathon (B.C. 490), National Museum, Athens. 2430 photonegative, 1903
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Relics from the graves of heroes who fell at Marathon (B.C. 490), National Museum, Athens. 2430 photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13913

Video number 13188

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [127].

Frames in separate envelopes; similar to RSN 13912

Names: National Museum (Athens, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
Museums -- Greece
Vases -- Greece
Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Marathon (Greece)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Khan of Bachouni, a rest station on the mountainous Sparta road (looking north). 2431 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Khan of Bachouni, a rest station on the mountainous Sparta road (looking north). 2431 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13914

Video number 13189

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69177

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Roads -- Greece

Place: Greece
Khan of Bachouni (Greece)
Sparta

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of the ?Theatre (IV Cent. B.C.), largest in Greece, and the Thersilion, N.E.--Megalopolis. 2432 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Left half of left frame missing..

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13915
Video number 13190

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13916.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84226

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece

Place: Greece
Megalopolis (Greece)
Thersilion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of the ?Theatre (IV Cent. B.C.), largest in Greece, and the Thersilion, N.E.--Megalopolis. 2432 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ruins of the ?Theatre (IV Cent. B.C.), largest in Greece, and the Thersilion, N.E.--Megalopolis. 2432 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13916

Video number 13191

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13915.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24466

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece

Place: Greece
Megalopolis (Greece)
Thersilion

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Lykosoura, the oldest of Grecian cities--S.E. toward Megalopolis. 2433 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lykosoura, the oldest of Grecian cities--S.E. toward Megalopolis. 2433 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13917

Video number 13192

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172]

Copy and Version Identification Note
69369

Topic: GREECE TOUR Portraits -- Greece

Place: Greece
Lykosoura (Greece) Megalopolis (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Langada Gorge, on the mountain road between Kalamata and Sparta. 2434 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Picturesque Langada Gorge, on the mountain road between Kalamata and Sparta. 2434 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 13918

Video number 13193

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    69555

    Topic:  Bridges -- Greece
            Canyons -- Greece
            GREECE TOUR
            Gorges -- Greece
            Mountains -- Greece
            Roads -- Greece

    Place:  Greece
            Kalamata (Greece)
            Langada Gorge (Greece)
            Sparta

    Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
                  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                  -- Glass
                  Stereoscopic photographs

The Acropolis, site of the ancient temples of famous Sparta (S.W.), scene of glory and power. [Cat. No. 2435 : photonegative,] 1905
    1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Acropolis, site of the ancient temples of famous Sparta (S.W.), scene of glory and power. [Cat. No. 2435 : photonegative] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.

Local Numbers
    69630.

RSN 13919

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25967.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Cancelled by scratching.
West over Sparta to Mt. Taygetos, its famous mountain barricade. 2436 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): West over Sparta to Mt. Taygetos, its famous mountain barricade. 2436 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13920

Video number 13195

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172]. Orig. acc. no. 69628.

Copy and Version Identification Note
69628.

Arcadian gate, paved roadway defense of ancient Messene. [Active no. 2437 : stereo photonegative.], 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Arcadian gate, paved roadway defense of ancient Messene. [Active no. 2437 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 13921

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Topic:   Fortification -- Greece
   GREECE TOUR
   Mountains -- Greece
   Roads -- Greece
   Ruins -- Greece

Place:   Arcadian Gate (Messine, Greece)
   Greece
   Messene (Extinct city)

Genre/ Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Apollo Temple of Bassae (V Cent. B.C.)--S.W.--in wild mountain solitude. [Active no. 2438 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Apollo Temple of Bassae (V Cent. B.C.)--S.W.--in wild mountain solitude. [Active no. 2438 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   83966 (associated number)
   RSN 13922

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13923.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Names:   Apollo, Temple of (Messene, Greece)
Topic:   GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Mesene (Extinct city)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Apollo Temple of Bassae (V Cent. B.C.)--S.W.--in wild mountain solitude.
2438 : stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Apollo Temple of Bassae (V Cent. B.C.)--S.W.--in wild mountain solitude. 2438 : stereo photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
24478 (associated number)

RSN 13923

Video number 13198

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13922.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [107].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Apollo, Temple of (Mesene, Greece)

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Mesene (Extinct city)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Olympia, the sanctuary of ancient Greece--E. to platform of Temple of Zeus. Active no. 2439 : stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Olympia, the sanctuary of ancient Greece--E. to platform of Temple of Zeus. Active no. 2439 : stereo photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13924

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Topic:
- GREECE TOUR
- Ruins -- Greece
- Temples -- Greece

Place:
- Greece
- Olympia (Greece)
- Temple of Zeus (Olympia, Greece)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
- Topographical views -- Greece

Greek miners--just going down--at the famous mines of ancient Laurion. No. 2440 : photonegative, 1905

1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Greek miners--just going down--at the famous mines of ancient Laurion. No. 2440 : photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13925

Video number 13200

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13926.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Cancelled by scratching.
Copy and Version Identification Note

69302.

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Miners -- 1900-1910 -- Greece

Place: Greece -- 1900-1910
Laurion (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Greek miners--just going down--at the famous mines of ancient Laurion.
No. 2440 : photonegative, 1903
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Greek miners--just going down--at the famous mines of ancient
Laurion. No. 2440 : photonegative, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13926

Video number 13201

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13925.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Miners -- 1900-1910 -- Greece

Place: Greece -- 1900-1910
Laurion (Greece) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

East over temple where were celebrated the "Great Mysteries" symbolizing
future life, Eleusis. 2442 : photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").
Image(s): East over temple where were celebrated the "Great Mysteries"
symbolizing future life, Eleusis. 2442 : photonegative, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Peasant bride, in gold adorned costume at annual feast, Mandra, near Eleusis. 2443: photonegative, ca. 1903

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Peasant bride, in gold adorned costume at annual feast, Mandra, near Eleusis. 2443: photonegative, ca. 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13928

Video number 13203

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].
The Temple, decaying remnant of old Corinth's glory--S. to Arco-Corinth.  
[Active no. 2444 : stereo photonegative,], 1903  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  
Image(s): The Temple, decaying remnant of old Corinth's glory--S. to Arco-Corinth.  [Active no. 2444 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Two figures standing in front of Doric columns with mountains in background. Two separate plates taped to cover glass. The original nitrate film over the emulsion side has been removed by museum staff for preservation.  
Silver gelatin on glass, on glass support.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 13929  
AC0143-00013929 (AC Scan No.)  
Company catalog card included.  
Similar to RSN 13930, 25969 and 25970.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [107].  
Company acc. no. 24469.  

Topic:  Columns -- Greece  
       Figure in landscape  
       GREECE TOUR  
       Mountains -- Greece  
       Ruins -- Greece  
       Temples -- Greece  

Place:  Arco-Corinth  
       Corinth (Greece)  
       Greece  

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives  
            -- Glass  
            Stereoscopic photographs  

The Temple, decaying remnant of old Corinth's glory--S. to Arco-Corinth.  
2444 : photonegative, 1905  
1 Item (4" x 5").  
Image(s): The Temple, decaying remnant of old Corinth's glory--S. to Arco-Corinth. 2444 : photonegative, 1905.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13930

Video number 13205

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13929, 25969 and 25970.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84211.

Topic: Cattle -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Arco-Corinth
Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The famous spring of Pirene--recently excavated--S. to Acro-Corinth slope.
2445 : photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The famous spring of Pirene--recently excavated--S. to Acro-Corinth slope. 2445 : photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13931

Video number 13206

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24470.

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology) -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Acro-Corinth (Greece)
Greece
Pirene (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Larisa, or ancient citidel (950 feet high), W. from market place, Argos. 2446: photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Larisa, or ancient citidel (950 feet high), W. from market place, Argos. 2446: photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13932

Video number 13207

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13994.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69664.

Topic: Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Markets -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Argos (Greece)
Greece
Larisa (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The famous Fountain of Pirene, near the Agora of Corinth. 2445: photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The famous Fountain of Pirene, near the Agora of Corinth. 2445 : photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13933

Video number 13208

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25971.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84157.

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology) -- Greece
       GREECE TOUR
       Ruins -- Greece
       Springs -- Greece

Place: Acro-Corinth (Greece)
       Greece
       Pirene (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Larisa, or ancient citadel (950 feet high), W. from market place, Argos.
2446 : photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): The Larisa, or ancient citadel (950 feet high), W. from market place, Argos. 2446 : photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13934

Video number 13209

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13932.
Amphissa (Salona) N. to ruins of its rugged Acropolis. [Active no. 2447 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Amphissa (Salona) N. to ruins of its rugged Acropolis. [Active no. 2447 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13935

Company catalog card included.

Delphi, N.W. over ruins of the celebrated Temple and Oracle of Apollo.
[Active no. 2448 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Delphi, N.W. over ruins of the celebrated Temple and Oracle of Apollo. [Active no. 2448 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
69709.
RSN 13936
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].
Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Apollo, Temple of (Delphi, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
Roads -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Place: Delphi (Greece) Greece
Oracle of Apollo (Delphi, Greece) Temples, Greek -- Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Apollo, and most famous Oracle of Greece--N.E. to Rodini Cliffs, Delphi. 2449 : photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Temple of Apollo, and most famous Oracle of Greece--N.E. to Rodini Cliffs, Delphi. 2449 : photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 13937
Video number 13212
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13938.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note

60505.

Names: Apollo, Temple of (Delphi, Greece)

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Greece TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece
Oracle of Apollo (Greece)
Rodini Cliffs (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Apollo, and most famous Oracle of Greece--N.E. to Rodini Cliffs, Delphi. 2449: photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Temple of Apollo, and most famous Oracle of Greece--N.E. to Rodini Cliffs, Delphi. 2449: photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 13938

Video number 13213

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13937.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].
Rodini Cliffs (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass 
Stereoscopic photographs

Castalian Fountain, where pilgrims bathed before consulting the Oracle, Delphi. 2450 : photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Castalian Fountain, where pilgrims bathed before consulting the Oracle, Delphi. 2450 : photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13939

Video number 13214

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25972.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70030.

Topic: Formations (Geology) 
Fountains -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Castalian Fountain (Greece)
Delphi (Greece)
Greece
Oracle of Apollo (Delphi, Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass 
Stereoscopic photographs

Highest peak of Parnassos (8,070 feet) north side--sacred to Apollo and the Muses. 2451 : photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"). Images: Highest peak of Parnassos (8,070 feet) north side--sacred to Apollo and the Muses. 2451: photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13940

Video number 13215
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)
GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Muses -- Greece
Parnassos

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascending sacred Mount Parnassos (south slope)--crude shepherd hut way station. 2452: photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7"). Images: Ascending sacred Mount Parnassos (south slope)--crude shepherd hut way station. 2452: photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13941

Video number 13216
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13942.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].
Copy and Version Identification Note

69795.

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)
GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Muses (Greek deities)
Parnassus, Mount (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ascending sacred Mount Parnassos (south slope)--crude shepherd hut way station. 2452 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ascending sacred Mount Parnassos (south slope)--crude shepherd hut way station. 2452 Photonegative 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13942

Video number 13217

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13941

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].
Pass of Thermopylae, W.--immortal monument to heroic patriotism. 2453
Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Pass of Thermopylae, W.--immortal monument to heroic patriotism. 2453 Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13943

Video number 13218

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note

70042

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Passes -- Greece

Place: Greece
Thermopylae Pass

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

East over hillock where the heroic Leonidas and his Spartans died, Thermopylae. 2454 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): East over hillock where the heroic Leonidas and his Spartans died, Thermopylae. 2454 Photonegative 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13944

Video number 13219
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172]

Copy and Version Identification Note
69583

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Battlefields -- Greece</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GREECE TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leonidas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermopylae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paraporti, the ancient Spring of Ares, and cave of Dragon slain by Cadmus (S.E.), Thebes. 2456 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Paraporti, the ancient Spring of Ares, and cave of Dragon slain by Cadmus (S.E.), Thebes. 2456 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13945

Video number 13220

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69435

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Cadmus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>GREECE TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Ares Spring (Thebes, Greece)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paraporti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thebes (Ancient Greek city)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mt. Olympus (9,754 feet) N., on whose snow-clad summit dwelt the gods.  
2459 Photonegative, 1903  
1 Item (5" x 7")  
Image(s): Mt. Olympus (9,754 feet) N., on whose snow-clad summit dwelt the gods. 2459 Photonegative 1903  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

mountain is visible in negative  

Local Numbers  
RSN 13946  

Video number 13221  

Company catalog card included.  

Similar to RSN 13947; two-thirds of right frame missing  

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
69627  

Topic: GREECE TOUR  
Mountains -- Greece  

Place: Greece  
Mt. Olympus  

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

Mt. Olympus (9,754 feet) N., on whose snow-clad summit dwelt the gods.  
2459 Photonegative, 1903  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): Mt. Olympus (9,754 feet) N., on whose snow-clad summit dwelt the gods. 2459 Photonegative 1903  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13947

Video number 13222

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25973; similar to RSN 13946

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69627; 776

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>GREECE TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Greece</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mt. Olympus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lavidia, famed for the Oracle of Trophonios--N.W. to sacred Mt. Parnassos.
2458 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Lavidia, famed for the Oracle of Trophonios--N.W. to sacred Mt.
Parnassos. 2458 Photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13948

Video number 13223

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>GREECE TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Greece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Greece</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lavidia (Greece)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mt. Parsassos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trophonios Oracle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stereoscopic photographs

From Volo N.E. to Mt. Pelion on whose slopes are the wealthy twenty-four villages. 2460 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Volo N.E. to Mt. Pelion on whose slopes are the wealthy twenty-four villages. 2460 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13949

Video number 13224

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70002

Topic: Boats -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Mt. Pelion
Volo (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

North over Phersala and the plain where Caesar defeated Pompey (B.C. 48). 2461 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): North over Phersala and the plain where Caesar defeated Pompey (B.C. 48). 2461 Photonegative 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13950

Video number 13225
Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 25974; similar to RSN 13951 and 13952

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172]

Names: Caesar
Pompey

Topic: Battlefields -- Greece
GREECE TOUR

Place: Greece
Phersala

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

North over Phersala and the plain where Caesar defeated Pompey (B.C. 48). 2461 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): North over Phersala and the plain where Caesar defeated Pompey (B.C. 48). 2461 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13951

Video number 13226

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 13950 and 13952

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172]

Copy and Version Identification Note

69941

Names: Caesar
Pompey

Topic: Battlefields -- Greece
GREECE TOUR

Place: Greece
Phersala

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

North over Phersala and the plain where Caesar defeated Pompey (B.C. 48). 2461 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): North over Phersala and the plain where Caesar defeated Pompey (B.C. 48). 2461 Photonegative 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13952
Video number 13227
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 13950 and 13951
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172]

Names: Caesar
Pompey

Topic: Battlefields -- Greece
GREECE TOUR

Place: Greece
Phersala

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monastery of St. Barlaam, Meteora. 2464 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Monastery of St. Barlaam, Meteora. 2464 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Slight peeling of emulsion around edges both frames.
Local Numbers
RSN 13953

Video number 13228

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note

110815

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
GREECE TOUR
Monasteries -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place:
Greece
Meteora (Greece)
St. Barlaam Monastery

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Only access to Monastery of St. Barlaam--180 feet by rope--Meteora. 2465 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Only access to Monastery of St. Barlaam--180 feet by rope--Meteora. 2465 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13954

Video number 13229

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note

110818

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
GREECE TOUR
Monasteries -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Supplies -- Greece

Place: Greece
Meteora (Greece)
St. Barlaam Monastery

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vale of Temple, the "River of Dreams"--between Mts. Olympus and Ossa. 2466 photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Vale of Temple, the "River of Dreams"--between Mts. Olympus and Ossa. 2466 photonegative 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13955
Video number 13230
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25975.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Topic: Fishing -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Rivers -- Greece

Place: Greece
Mt. Olympus
Mt. Ossa
River of Dreams
Vale Temple

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Salonica, ancient Thessalonica, where Paul preached--from the Harbor--Turkey. 2467 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Salonica, ancient Thessalonica, where Paul preached--from the Harbor--Turkey. 2467 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 13956
Video number 13231
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13957.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69446
Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint
Topic: Boats -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Harbors -- Greece
Ports -- Greece
Place: Salonica (Greece)
Thessaloniki (Greece)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Salonica, ancient Thessalonica, where Paul preached--from the Harbor--Turkey. 2467 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Salonica, ancient Thessalonica, where Paul preached--from the Harbor--Turkey. 2467 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 13957
Video number 13232
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13956.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24689

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint

Topic: Boats -- Greece
       GREECE TOUR
       Harbors -- Greece
       Ports -- Greece

Place: Salonica (Greece)
       Thessaloniki (Greece)
       Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

A meat shop on horseback, by an old Roman Archway, Salonica, Turkey.  
2468 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A meat shop on horseback, by an old Roman Archway, Salonica, Turkey. 2468 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13958

Video number 13233

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25976.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Topic: Arches -- Greece
       GREECE TOUR
       Markets -- Greece
       Roman Archway (Salonica, Greece)
       Streets -- Greece

Place: Salonica (Greece)
       Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
The old Fortress, N.E. from Strada Marina, the favorite promenade, Corfu. Active no. 2469: stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The old Fortress, N.E. from Strada Marina, the favorite promenade, Corfu. Active no. 2469: stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13959

Company catalog card included. Company accession no., 69710. Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Topic: Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ports -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Corfu (Greece)
Greece
Strada Marina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One the Street of Tombs--Monument of the Bull, and Molossian Hound--Ancient Cemetery, looking to Acropolis, Athens. 2471 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): One the Street of Tombs--Monument of the Bull, and Molossian Hound--Ancient Cemetery, looking to Acropolis, Athens. 2471 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13960

Video number 13235

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69835
Topic: Cemeteries -- Greece
      GREECE--Miscellaneous
      Monuments -- Greece
      Ruins -- Greece
      Tombstones -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
       Athens (Greece)
       Greece
       Molossian Hound
       Monument of the Bull
       Street of Tombs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

[Street scene in Greece. Active no. 2475 : stereo photonegative,], 1897
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Street scene in Greece. Active no. 2475 : stereo photonegative,]
1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13961

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Company acc. no. 109629.

Topic: GREECE--Miscellaneous
       Streets -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene in Greece.] 2487 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military scene in Greece.] 2487 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13962

Video number 13237

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98150

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
       GREECE--Miscellaneous
       Military -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Market scene, Algiers. [Active no. 2507 : stereo photonegative.], 1896
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Market scene, Algiers. [Active no. 2507 : stereo photonegative.]
1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13963

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Company acc. no. 27948.

Topic: ALGERIA
       Markets -- Algeria
       Streets -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
       Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs
Box 161

RSN Numbers 13964-14034

Image(s)

Place du Government and Mosque el Djedid, Algiers. 2508 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Place du Government and Mosque el Djedid, Algiers. 2508 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13964

Video number 13239

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note

27822

Topic: ALGERIA
Monuments -- Algeria
Mosques -- Algeria
Streets -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)
Mosque el Djedid
Place du Government

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Arab women in their street costumes, Algiers. [Active no. 2509 : stereo photonegative], 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Arab women in their street costumes, Algiers. [Active no. 2509 : stereo photonegative] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13965

Video number 13240

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 27670.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172]

Topic: ALGERIA
      Streets -- Algeria
Place: Algeria
      Algiers (Algeria)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Arabs

An Algerian home. 2510 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): An Algerian home. 2510 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Uncancelled frame peeling badly.

Local Numbers
RSN 13966

Video number 13241

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24658

Topic: ALGERIA
      Dwellings -- Algeria
      Family -- Algeria
      Homes -- Algeria
Place: Algeria
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Algeria, possibly.] 2511 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Algeria, possibly.] 2511 Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 13967
Video number 13242
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 25977
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172]

Copy and Version Identification Note
123175

Topic: Streets -- Algeria
Place: Algeria
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Home in Algeria. Active no. 2512 : stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Home in Algeria. Active no. 2512 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13968
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25978.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172]. Orig. no. 27980.
Topic:  Children -- Algeria  
Dwellings -- Algeria  
Portraits -- Algeria
Place:  Algeria
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Algeria, possibly. Active no. 2514 : stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s):  [Algeria, possibly. Active no. 2514 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants stuck to emulsion around entire border.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers  
RSN 13969
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25980. Orig. no. 123115.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Topic:  Children -- Algeria
Place:  Algeria
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home in Algeria. Active no. 2515 : stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s):  [Home in Algeria. Active no. 2515 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers  
RSN 13970
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Similar to RSN 25981. Orig. no. 27688.

Topic: Dwellings -- Algeria  
Portraits -- Algeria  
Tea -- Algeria

Place: Algeria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Pompey's Pillar, the sailor's landmark, and modern Alexandria, N. toward the sea. Active no. 2518 : photonegative, 1910

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Pompey's Pillar, the sailor's landmark, and modern Alexandria, N. toward the sea. Active no. 2518 : photonegative, 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13971

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Similar to RSN 13972.

Names: Alexandria (Yacht)

Topic: Columns  
EGYPT TOUR  
Harbors  
Monuments  
Pillars

Place: Egypt  
Pompey's Pillar (Alexandria, Egypt)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Pompey's Pillar, the sailor's landmark, and modern Alexandria, N. toward the sea. 2518 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Pompey's Pillar, the sailor's landmark, and modern Alexandria, N. toward the sea. 2518 photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13972

Video number 13247

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Similar to RSN 13971

Copy and Version Identification Note
123148

Names: Alexandria (Yacht)
Topic: Columns -- Egypt
EGYP TOUR
Harbors -- Egypt
Monuments -- Egypt
Pillars

Place: Egypt
Pompey's Pillar (Alexandria, Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cairo, home of the Arabian Nights, greatest city of Africa, N.W. from Saladin's Citadel to Nile. [Active no. 2519 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13973

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].
Company acc. no. 24008.

**Topic:** Architecture -- Egypt  
EGYPT TOUR  
Minarets -- Egypt  
Mosques -- Egypt  

**Place:** Cairo (Egypt)  
Egypt  
Nile River -- Egypt  
Saladin's Citadel  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

Citadel and Mohammed Ali Mosque beyond Bab-el-Wezir cemetery, at feast of Bairam, Cairo. 2520 Photonegative, 1910  
1 Item (5” x 7”)  

Image(s): Citadel and Mohammed Ali Mosque beyond Bab-el-Wezir cemetery, at feast of Bairam, Cairo. 2520 Photonegative 1910.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 13974  
Video number 13249  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
123070  

**Topic:** Cemeteries -- Egypt  
Citadels -- Egypt  
EGYPT TOUR  
Fortification -- Egypt  
Mosques -- Egypt  

**Place:** Bab-el-Wezir Cemetery (Cairo, Egypt)  
Bairam feast  
Cairo (Egypt)  
Egypt  
Mohammed Ali Mosque  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
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Stereoscopic photographs

Cairo, looking S.W. across city to Pyramids that furnished stone for many of its buildings. [Active no. 2521 : photonegative,] 1897

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Cairo, looking S.W. across city to Pyramids that furnished stone for many of its buildings. [Active no. 2521 : photonegative,] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13975

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13976, 25982, 25983 and 28001

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Topic:

Donkeys -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Horses -- Egypt
Minarets -- Egypt
Mosques -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place:

Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt -- 1890-1900

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Cairo, looking S.W. across city to Pyramids that furnished stone for many of its buildings. [Active no. 2521 : stereo photonegative,] 1897

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Cairo, looking S.W. across city to Pyramids that furnished stone for many of its buildings. [Active no. 2521 : stereo photonegative,] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling and deteriorating badly, both views; left piece cracked.

Local Numbers

RSN 13976

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 13975, 25982, 25983 and 28001.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].
A “Ship of the desert” passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. [Active no. 2522 : stereo photonegative.,] 1896
1 Item (5” x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13977

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13978, 13979, 13980, 20352, 20353 and 25984. Orig. no. 27992.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

A "Ship of the desert" passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. 2522 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13978

Video number 13253
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13977, 13979, 13980, 20352, 20353 and 25984.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
123228

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Mosques -- Egypt
Tombs -- Egypt
Transportation -- Egypt
Walls -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A "Ship of the desert" passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. 2522 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A "Ship of the desert" passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. 2522 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13979
A "Ship of the desert" passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. 2522 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A "Ship of the desert" passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. 2522 Photonegative.
Tomb--Mosque of Sultan Kait Bey from the N.E.--most beautiful of tombs of Cairo. 2523 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Tomb--Mosque of Sultan Kait Bey from the N.E.--most beautiful of tombs of Cairo. 2523 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13981
Video number 13256
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13982.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98867

Topic: EGYPT TOUR
Minarets -- Egypt
Mosques -- Egypt
Streets -- Egypt.
Tombs -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt
Sultan Kait Bey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tomb--Mosque of Sultan Kait Bey from the N.E.--most beautiful of tombs of Cairo. [Active no. 2523 : stereo photonegative.], 1896
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Tomb--Mosque of Sultan Kait Bey from the N.E.--most beautiful of tombs of Cairo. [Active no. 2523 : stereo photonegative.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13982

Company catalog card included.

NOTE: VIDEONUM 13258 IS BLANK! Similar to RSN 13981. Orig. no. 27560.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Names: Kait Bey Tomb-Mosque (Cairo, Egypt)
Topic: EGYPT TOUR
Minarets -- Egypt
Mosques -- Egypt
Streets -- Egypt
Tombs -- Egypt
Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt -- 1890-1900

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Diorite statue of King Khafre, builder of the Second Pyramid at Gizeh, Cairo. [Active no. 2527 : stereo photonegative.] 1896
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Diorite statue of King Khafre, builder of the Second Pyramid at Gizeh, Cairo. [Active no. 2527 : stereo photonegative.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 13983

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 13987 and 13988.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172]
The prayer-niche (S.E. toward Mecca) and pulpit in the tomb-mosque of Kait Bey, Cairo. 2524 Photonegative

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The prayer-niche (S.E. toward Mecca) and pulpit in the tomb-mosque of Kait Bey, Cairo. 2524 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13984

Video number 13259

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Names: Kait Bey Tomb-Mosque (Cairo, Egypt)

Topic: Architecture -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Interiors -- Egypt
Mosques -- Egypt
Religion -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Holy Carpet parade with the Mahmal, before the departure of the pilgrims for Mecca--Cairo. 2525 Photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Holy Carpet parade with the Mahmal, before the departure of the pilgrims for Mecca--Cairo. 2525 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13985

Video number 13260

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

The harem window in the court of a wealthy Cairene's house. 2526 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The harem window in the court of a wealthy Cairene's house. 2526 photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13986

Video number 13261

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Copy and Version Identification Note
123254

Topic: Dwellings -- Egypt.
EGYPT TOUR
Homes -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt
Diorite statue of King Khafre, builder of the Second Pyramid at Giseh, Cairo. [Active no. 2527 : stereo photonegative.,] 1896
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Diorite statue of King Khafre, builder of the Second Pyramid at Giseh, Cairo. [Active no. 2527 : stereo photonegative.,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13987

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13983 and 13988. Orig. no. 28889.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Topic:
Diorite
EGYPT TOUR
statues -- Egypt

Place:
Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt
Jizah (Egypt)
King Khafre Statue (Gizeh, Egypt)
Second Pyramid (Gizeh, Egypt)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Diorite statue of King Khafre, builder of the Second Pyramid at Giseh, Cairo. [Active no. 2527 : stereo photonegative.,] 1896
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Diorite statue of King Khafre, builder of the Second Pyramid at Giseh, Cairo. [Active no. 2527 : stereo photonegative.,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 13988

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13983 and 13987. Orig. no. 29886.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

**Topic:**
- Diorite
- EGYPT TOUR
- statues -- Egypt

**Place:**
- Cairo (Egypt)
- Egypt -- 1890-1900
- Jizah (Egypt)
- King Khafre Statue (Gizeh, Egypt)
- Second Pyramid (Gizeh, Egypt)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

The famous wooden statue called the Shehk el-Beled, in the Museum, Cairo. 2528 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The famous wooden statue called the Shehk el-Beled, in the Museum, Cairo. 2528 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 13989

Video number 13264

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

**Names:**
- Cairo Museum

**Topic:**
- EGYPT TOUR
- Museums -- Egypt
- statues -- Egypt

**Place:**
- Cairo (Egypt)
- Egypt
- Shehk el-Beled

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

The body of Sethos I, who lived early in the XIV Cent. B.C., Museum of Cairo. 2529 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
The magnificent jewelry of the Pharaohs Queen Ahhotep, XVII cent. B.C.), Cairo. [Active no. 2530 : photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): The magnificent jewelry of the Pharaohs Queen Ahhotep, XVII cent. B.C.), Cairo. [Active no. 2530 : photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

The stela of Amenophis III, raised by Merneptah and bearing the earliest mention of Israel--Cairo. 2531 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The stela of Amenophis III, raised by Merneptah and bearing the earliest mention of Israel--Cairo. 2531 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 13992

Video number 13267

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].

Similar to RSN 25985

Copy and Version Identification Note

0425

Names: Amenophis, III

Topic: EGYPT TOUR

Museums -- Egypt

Stelas -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)

Egypt

Isrrael

Merneptah

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Portrait in Egypt.] Photonegative, 1913

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in Egypt.] Photonegative 1913

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13993

Video number 13268

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172].
Copy and Version Identification Note

161934

Topic: EGYPT TOUR
Minarets -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The road to the Pyramids--westward toward Gizeh, from near Cairo. 2533 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The road to the Pyramids--westward toward Gizeh, from near Cairo. 2533 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13994

Video number 13269

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25986; similar to RSN 20354; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [115].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Pyramids -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Roads -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt
Gizeh (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking up the N.E. corner of the Great Pyramid where tourists ascend. (Look upwards.) 2536 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking up the N.E. corner of the Great Pyramid where tourists ascend. (Look upwards.) 2536 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 13995

Video number 13270

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25989; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [115].

Topic:       EGYPT TOUR
        Pyramids -- Egypt

Place:       Egypt
        Great Pyramid (Egypt)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

Khufu's sarcophagus, broken by robbers in the sepulchre-chamber of the Great Pyramid. 2542 Photonegative, 1904

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Khufu's sarcophagus, broken by robbers in the sepulchre-chamber of the Great Pyramid. 2542 Photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 13996

Video number 13271

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [127].

Names:       Khufu, King of Egypt

Topic:       EGYPT TOUR
        Pyramids -- Egypt
Sarcophagi -- Egypt
Tombs -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Great Pyramid (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An Egyptian shaduf, the oldest of well-sweeps, lifting the Nile waters to the thirsty fields. [Active no. 2552 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13997

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25995.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [115].

Topic: EGYPT TOUR
Irrigation

Place: Egypt
Nile River -- Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Excavating the famous Avenue of Rams, ?S.E. to temple of Karnak, Thebes. [Active no. 2571 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 13998

Video number 13273
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [28].

Names: Karnak Temple (Thebes, Egypt)

Topic: EGYPT TOUR
       Excavations (Archaeology) -- Egypt
       Ruins -- Egypt.
       Temples -- Egypt

Place: Avenue of Rams (Karnak, Thebes)
       Egypt
       Thebes (Egypt)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The famous colonnade of the great Hypostyle Hall in the Temple of Karnak, Thebes. [Active no. 2574 : stereo photonegative,] 1897
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The famous colonnade of the great Hypostyle Hall in the Temple of Karnak, Thebes. [Active no. 2574 : stereo photonegative,] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 13999

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [28].

Names: Hypostyle Hall (Karnak, Egypt)
        Karnak Temple (Thebes, Egypt)

Topic: Architecture -- Egypt
       Columns -- Egypt
       EGYPT TOUR
       Temples -- Egypt

Place: Egypt -- 1890-1900
       Thebes (Upper Egypt)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Philae, the "Pearl of Egypt," bathed in the sacred Nile. [Active no. 2606 : stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Philae, the "Pearl of Egypt," bathed in the sacred Nile. [Active no. 2606 : stereo photonegative.] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14000
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [28].

Topic: EGYPT TOUR
Islands -- Egypt
Rivers -- Egypt
Temples -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Nile River -- Egypt
Philae

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Greatest of birds, the Ostrich, Matariya, Egypt. [Active no. 2669 : stereo photonegative.] 1897
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Greatest of birds, the Ostrich, Matariya, Egypt. [Active no. 2669 : stereo photonegative.] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14001
Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 24615.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [115].

Topic: Birds
EGYPT TOUR
Ostriches

Place: Egypt -- 1890-1900
Matariya
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Art in Egypt.] 2670 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Art in Egypt.] 2670 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14002

Video number 13277
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [128].

Topic: Art -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
hieroglyphics -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The great dam across the Nile at Assuan— the most gigantic masonry of modern times. [Active no. 2695 : stereo photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The great dam across the Nile at Assuan— the most gigantic masonry of modern times. [Active no. 2695 : stereo photonegative, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14003

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.27 [172], moved from [115].

Same as RSN 26023.

Topic: Dams
EGYPT TOUR  
Rivers -- Egypt

Place:  Aswan Dam (Egypt)  
         Egypt  
         Nile River -- Egypt

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
              -- Glass  
              Stereoscopic photographs

Cape Town and Table Mountain, west from foot of Signal Hill, South Africa.  
2711 Photonegative  
 2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
  RSN 14004

Video number 13279  
Frames in separate envelopes  
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic:  BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA  
        Mountains -- South Africa

Place:  Cape Town (South Africa)  
        Signal Hill  
        South Africa  
        Table Mountain

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)  
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
              -- Glass  
              Stereoscopic photographs

Ex-President Kruger's home at Pretoria. 2743 photonegative  
 2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Ex-President Kruger's home at Pretoria. 2743 photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scrtching.

Local Numbers  
  RSN 14005
Video number 13280

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

| Topic: | BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA  
|        | Dwellings -- South Africa  
|        | Homes -- South Africa  
| Place: | Pretoria (South Africa)  
|        | South Africa  
| Genre/ | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
| Form:  | -- Glass  
|        | Stereoscopic photographs  

Marines of H.M.S. "Niobe" cheering news from the front, Cape Town. 2774 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Marines of H.M.S. "Niobe" cheering news from the front, Cape Town. 2774 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 14006  

Video number 13281

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

| Topic: | BRITISH-BOER WAR  
|        | Marines -- South Africa  
|        | Military -- South Africa  
|        | Ships -- South Africa  
| Place: | Cape Town (South Africa)  
|        | Niobe (ship)  
|        | South Africa  
| Genre/ | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
| Form:  | -- Glass  
|        | Stereoscopic photographs  

[Mathematical scene in South Africa.] 2821 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): [Mathematical scene in South Africa.] 2821 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14007

Video number 13282

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [127].

Topic:   BRITISH-BOER WAR
Military -- South Africa
Tents -- South Africa

Place:   South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Munster Fusiliers fighting from behind the redout at Honey Nest Kloof (Feb. 13). 2864 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Royal Munster Fusiliers fighting from behind the redout at Honey Nest Kloof (Feb. 13). 2864 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14008

Video number 13283

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic:   BRITISH-BOER WAR
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa

Place:   Honey Nest Kloof (South Africa)
Royal Munster Fusiliers
South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in South Africa.] 2938 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Landscape in South Africa.] 2938 Photonegative 1901

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 14009

Video number 13284

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR

The Bazaar of Jaffa. 3081 Photonegative

2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): The Bazaar of Jaffa. 3081 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14010

Video number 13285

Similar to RSN 20364 and 26113; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [127].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24595

Topic: Bazaar -- Palestine
Markets -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jaffa (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lydda--the Old Testament "Lod." 3084 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion deteriorated along lower border both frames

Local Numbers
RSN 14011

Video number 13286
Frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128]

Topic: PALESTINE TOUR
Portraits -- Palestine

Place: Lod (Israel)
Lydda, Israel
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoic photographs

The Tower of David--from outside the City Wall--Jerusalem. 3088
Photonegative
3 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Tower of David--from outside the City Wall--Jerusalem. 3088 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14012

Video number 13287
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Towers -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Tower of David

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Jaffa Gate--from outside--Jerusalem. 3089 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The Jaffa Gate--from outside--Jerusalem. 3089 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Eulsion deteriorating and peeling along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14013

Video number 13288
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [127].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Gates -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR

Place: Jaffa Gate (Jerusalem)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Jerusalem, "the City of Zion," southwest from the northern wall. 3090 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Jerusalem, "the City of Zion," southwest from the northern wall. 3090 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14014

Video number 13289
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [107].
Copy and Version Identification Note

24577

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic: PALESTINE TOUR

The Pool of Siloam--outside of Jerusalem. 3094 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): The Pool of Siloam--outside of Jerusalem. 3094 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated along lower border both frames and at upper right of right frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 14015

Video number 13290

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: PALESTINE TOUR
Ponds -- Palestine
Pools -- Palestine
Water -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Pool of Siloam

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Garden of Gethsemane and Mount of Olives, from the eastern wall, Jerusalem. [Active no. 3096 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14016
Similar to RSN 25376.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

**Topic:** Gardens -- Palestine  
Mountains -- Palestine  
PALESTINE TOUR

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:** Garden of Gethsemane  
Jerusalem  
Mount of Olives  
Palestine

Jerusalem, the City of the Great King, from Mount of Olives. [Active no. 3097 : stereo photonegative.,] 1897  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Jerusalem, the City of the Great King, from Mount of Olives. [Active no. 3097 : stereo photonegative.] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Emulsion peeling, both views.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 14017

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

**Place:** Jerusalem  
Mount of Olives  
Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

**Topic:** PALESTINE TOUR

Christian Street--motley life in the Holy City's bazaar district--Jerusalem. [Active no. 3098 : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 14018

Same as RSN 26114; similar to RSN 26193.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: Markets -- Palestine
       PALESTINE TOUR
       Streets -- Palestine

Place: Christian Street (Jerusalem)
       Jerusalem
       Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem. 3100 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem. 3100 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion very seriously deteriorated both frames.

Local Numbers

RSN 14019

Video number 13294

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Names: Holy Sepulchre Church (Jerusalem)

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Cathedrals -- Palestine
       Interior architecture -- Palestine
       PALESTINE TOUR

Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Pilgrims on the Via Dolorosa, the route to Calvary, Jerusalem. 3102
Photonegative
Pilgrims on the Via Dolorosa, the route to Calvary, Jerusalem. 3102 Photonegative.

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Pilgrims on the Via Dolorosa, the route to Calvary, Jerusalem. 3102 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14020

Video number 13295

Similar to RSN 14021.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [127].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24642

Topic: PALESTINE TOUR
Religion -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Calvary (Jerusalem)
Jerusalem
Palestine
Via Dolorosa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Emulsion deteriorated along top and bottom borders both frames.

Pilgrims on the Via Dolorosa, the route to Calvary, Jerusalem. 3102 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Pilgrims on the Via Dolorosa, the route to Calvary, Jerusalem. 3102 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Video number 13296

Similar to RSN 14020.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Calvary (Jerusalem)
Jerusalem
Palestine
Via Dolorosa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful church of the Armenian Christians, Jerusalem. 3103
Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The beautiful church of the Armenian Christians, Jerusalem.
3103 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14022

Video number 13297
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Cathedrals -- Palestine
Churches -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Tomb of Our Lord, "New Calvary," outside of Jerusalem. 3106
Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The Tomb of Our Lord, "New Calvary," outside of Jerusalem.
3106 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14023
Video number 13298

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

**Topic:** Caves -- Palestine  
PALESTINE TOUR  
Religion -- Palestine  
Tombs -- Palestine

**Place:** Jerusalem  
New Calvary (Jerusalem)  
Palestine  
Tomb of Our Lord

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

**Image(s):** Damascus Gate, the northern entrance to Jerusalem. 3108 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Emulsion very badly deteriorated both frames.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 14024

Video number 13299

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

**Topic:** Gates -- Palestine  
PALESTINE TOUR  
Streets -- Palestine

**Place:** Damascus Gate (Jerusalem)  
Jerusalem  
Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Dome of the Rock," site of Solomon's Temple--from the northwest--Jerusalem. 3109 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The "Dome of the Rock," site of Solomon's Temple--from the northwest--Jerusalem. 3109 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14025
Video number 13300
Similar to RSN 14026.
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Names: Dome of the Rock (Jerusalem)
Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Churches -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Temples -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Solomon's Temple
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Dome of the Rock," site of Solomon's Temple--from the northwest--Jerusalem. 3109 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): The "Dome of the Rock," site of Solomon's Temple--from the northwest--Jerusalem. 3109 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion very badly deteriorated around borders, both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 14026
Video number 13301
Similar to RSN 14025.
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Names: Dome of the Rock (Jerusalem)
Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Churches -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Temples -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Solomon's Temple

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Pulpit of Omar, Mosque el-Aksa, Jerusalem. [Active no. 3111 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion very badly deteriorated around borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 14027

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128]

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Interior architecture -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Pulpits -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Mosque el-Aksa
Palestine
Pulpit of Omar

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bethany--where our Lord was anointed by Mary--looking south from eastern slope of Olivet. 3115 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated along lower border both images.
Local Numbers
RSN 14028

Video number 13303
Frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [127]

Copy and Version Identification Note
24482

Place: Bethany (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE TOUR

Ruins of the home of Martha, Mary and Lazarus at Bethany. 3116 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ruins of the home of Martha, Mary and Lazarus at Bethany.
3116 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14029

Video number 13304
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24513

Topic: Dwellings -- Palestine.
Homes -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Ruins -- Palestine
Place: Bethany (Palestine)
Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A barley harvest, near Bethlehem of Judea. 3119 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A barley harvest, near Bethlehem of Judea. 3119 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14030

Video number 13305
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24480

Topic: Agriculture -- Palestine
Barley -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in Palestine.] 3124 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene in Palestine.] 3124 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14031

Video number 13306
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: PALESTINE TOUR
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fountain of Elisha--miraculously sweetened by the Prophet--near Jericho.
3128 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Fountain of Elisha--miraculously sweetened by the Prophet--near Jericho. 3128 Photonegative 1899
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14032

Video number 13307

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115]

Topic: Fountain of Elisha (Jericho, Palestine)
       Fountains -- Palestine
       PALESTINE TOUR

Place: Jericho (Palestine)
       Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Marvelous gorge of brook Cherith and Elijah Convent. 3130 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Marvelous gorge of brook Cherith and Elijah Convent. 3130 Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14033

Video number 13308

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128]

Names: Elijah Convent (Palestine)

Topic: Canyons -- Palestine
       Convents -- Palestine
       Formations (Geology)
       Gorges -- Palestine
       PALESTINE TOUR

Place: Cherith Brook (Palestine)
       Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Jacob's Well, and Plain of Mukhna (looking southeast). 3134 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Entrance to Jacob's Well, and Plain of Mukhna (looking southeast). 3134 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14034

Video number 13309

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Jacob's Well (Palestine)
PALESTINE TOUR
Ruins -- Palestine
Wells -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
Plain of Mukhna

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 162

RSN Numbers 14035-14091

Image(s)

A Samaritan woman at Jacob's Well. 3136 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A Samaritan woman at Jacob's Well. 3136 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated badly both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14035

Video number 13310

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Jacob's Well (Palestine)
PALESTINE TOUR
Ruins -- Palestine
Wells -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Plain of Mukhna
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Village of Nain and Mt. Tabor--looking northeast. 3148 Photonegative
2 pièces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Village of Nain and Mt. Tabor--looking northeast. 3148 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14036

Video number 13311
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Villages -- Palestine
Place: Mt. Tabor (Palestine)
Nain
Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ancient "Fountain of the Virgin"--where Mary came for water for her household--Nazareth. 3151 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Ancient "Fountain of the Virgin"--where Mary came for water for her household--Nazareth. 3151 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion very badly deteriorated right frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 14037
Video number 13312

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Fountain of the Virgin (Nazareth, Palestine)
   Fountains -- Palestine
   PALESTINE TOUR
   Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Nazareth (Palestine)
   Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Druse women at the village oven, Dalieh, Mt. Carmel. [Active no. 3157 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling and deteriorated, both sides.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14038

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128]

Topic: Baking
   Druzes
   Food
   PALESTINE TOUR
   Stoves

Place: Dalieh (Mt. Carmel, Palestine)
   Mt. Carmel (Palestine)
   Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Life on the shore of Galilee, at Tiberias 3163 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Life on the shore of Galilee, at Tiberias 3163 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14039

Video number 13314

Same as RSN 26119; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
Fishes -- Palestine
Lakes -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Ports -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Seashores -- Palestine

Place: Galilee
Palestine
Tiberias (Palestine)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Traditional Capernaum, Christ's home by the Sea of Galilee--from the northwest. 3166 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Traditional Capernaum, Christ's home by the Sea of Galilee--from the northwest. 3166 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14040

Video number 13315

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Dwellings -- Palestine.
Homes -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR

Place: Capernaum (Extinct city)
Galilee
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nazareth, and the Plain of Esdraelon at S.W.--hills where the boy Jesus played, Palestine. 3183 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14041

Video number 13316

Frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
       TRAVEL LESSONS LIFE OF JESUS

Place: Nazareth
       Palestine
       Plain of Esdraelon

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Jerusalem, the Holy City, from the N.E., near the place from which it was first seen by Jesus. 3187 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Jerusalem, the Holy City, from the N.E., near the place from which it was first seen by Jesus. 3187 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14042

Video number 13317

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: TRAVEL LESSONS LIFE OF JESUS

From Mt. Ebal S. over Jacob's Well and Joseph's Tomb to Mt. Gerizim and summits toward Jerusalem. [Active no. 3194 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14043

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place:

Looking S.E. along the eastern shore of Galilee, where the draught of fishes was taken. 3215 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking S.E. along the eastern shore of Galilee, where the draught of fishes was taken. 3215 Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14044

Video number 13319

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Lakes -- Palestine
Seas -- Palestine
TRAVEL LESSONS LIFE OF JESUS

Place: Palestine
Sea of Galilee

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The road to the Pyramids, Egypt. 3226 Photonegative
3 pieces (5" x 7")

*Image(s): The road to the Pyramids, Egypt. 3226 Photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner of left frame cracked.

Local Numbers
RSN 14045

Video number 13320

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

**Topic:** Pyramids -- Egypt
Roads -- Egypt
TRAVEL LESSONS OLD TESTAMENT
Trees -- Egypt

**Place:** Egypt

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Mt. Nebo across the Jordan to the Promised Land--northwest to Mount Ebal, Palestine. 3233 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

*Image(s): From Mt. Nebo across the Jordan to the Promised Land--northwest to Mount Ebal, Palestine. 3233 Photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating along upper and lower borders, both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 14046

Video number 13321

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].
Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
Sheep -- Palestine
TRAVEL LESSONS OLD TESTAMENT

Place: Jordan River
Mount Ebal
Mt. Nebo
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:

Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The ancient Pool of Hezekiah--N.E. to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and Mt. Scopus, Jerusalem. 3259 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The ancient Pool of Hezekiah--N.E. to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and Mt. Scopus, Jerusalem. 3259 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14047

Video number 13322

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Names: Church of the Holy Sepulchre (Jerusalem)

Topic: Churches -- Palestine
Ponds -- Palestine
Pools -- Palestine
TRAVEL LESSONS OLD TESTAMENT

Place: Hezekiah Pool (Jerusalem)
Jerusalem
Mt. Scopus (Jerusalem)
Palestine

Genre/Form:

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Worshippers before an image in the exquisitely carved Temple of Vimala Sah, Mount Abu. 3431 Photonegative
**Image(s):** Worshippers before an image in the exquisitely carved Temple of Vimala Sah, Mount Abu. 3431 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion stuck to acetate cover and peeling badly.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 14048

**Video number: 13323**

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].

**Topic:** Architecture -- India  
INDIA TOUR  
Interiors -- India  
Religion -- India  
Temples -- India

**Place:** India  
Mount Abu (India)  
Vimala Sah Temple

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Curiously rigged camel-wagons, E. side of largest Mohammedan mosque in the world--Delhi. 3465 Photonegative, 1903

**Image(s):** Curiously rigged camel-wagons, E. side of largest Mohammedan mosque in the world--Delhi. 3465 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 14049

**Video number: 13324**

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [107].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

24510

**Topic:** Camels -- India  
INDIA TOUR  
Mosques -- India
Transportation -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Devous Mohammedans prostrate at prayer time--Court of Jumma Musjid, India's greatest mosque, Delhi. 3467 Photonegative, 1908
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Devous Mohammedans prostrate at prayer time--Court of Jumma Musjid, India's greatest mosque, Delhi. 3467 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Left frame cracked down center.

Local Numbers
RSN 14050

Video number 13325

Same as RSN 20370 and 26138.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)

Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA TOUR
Mosques -- India
Religion -- India
prayers -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Devous Mohammedans prostrate at prayer time--Court of Jumma Musjid, India's greatest mosque, Delhi. 3467 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Devous Mohammedans prostrate at prayer time--Court of Jumma Musjid, India's greatest mosque, Delhi. 3467 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion stuck to acetate cover and very badly deteriorated.
Local Numbers
RSN 14051

Video number 13326

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA TOUR
Mosques -- India
Religion -- India
prayers -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The fabulous wealth of India--native princes in the grand State Entry, Durbar, Delhi. Active no. 3468 : stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): The fabulous wealth of India--native princes in the grand State Entry, Durbar, Delhi. Active no. 3468 : stereo photonegative, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 14052

24521 (company accession no.)

Video number 13327

Similar to RSN 20369 and 26139; same as RSN 20371.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [107].

Names: Durbar (Delhi, India)
Topic: Elephants -- 1900-1910 -- India
INDIA TOUR
Parades -- India
Royalty -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
India -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Most beautiful tomb in the world--exquisitely carved and inlaid marbles at Taj Mahal, Agra. 3474 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14053

Video number 13328

Similar to RSN 26141; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115]

Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA TOUR
Interior architecture -- India
Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
India
Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Guardian of Hindu mysteries--S.W. to gateway and sculptured temple-tower, Tanjore. 3511 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Guardian of Hindu mysteries--S.W. to gateway and sculptured temple-tower, Tanjore. 3511 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14054

Video number 13329

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24578

Topic: Architecture -- India
Gates -- India
INDIA TOUR
Rosy flamingoes of India enjoying a watery promenade in the Maharaja's garden, Jeypore. 3586 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): Rosy flamingoes of India enjoying a watery promenade in the Maharaja's garden, Jeypore. 3586 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating slightly along top and bottom borders both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14055

Video number 13330

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Crossing Jhelum River by a bridge of three ropes, Garhi on Murree route, India to Cashmere. 3588 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): Crossing Jhelum River by a bridge of three ropes, Garhi on Murree route, India to Cashmere. 3588 photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14056

Video number 13331
A summer fairyland—H.E. Lady Curzon entering state barge of H.H. the Maharaja of Cashmere 3594 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A summer fairyland—H.E. Lady Curzon entering state barge of H.H. the Maharaja of Cashmere 3594 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 14057

"Grand Tusker," India's largest elephant, carrying Lord and Lady Curzon, grandest pageant of history. 3660 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Grand Tusker," India's largest elephant, carrying Lord and Lady Curzon, grandest pageant of history. 3660 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated along lower border both frames.
Local Numbers
RSN 14058

Video number 13332
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Names: Curzon, Lord
Topic: Elephants -- India
       GREAT DURBAR, DELHI, INDIA
       Parades -- India
       Royalty -- India
       Streets -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
       India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Sunset on an Orient Sea---off Ceylon, the "Pearl drop on the brow of India." [Active no. 3719 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated around all borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 14059

Video number 13333
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: CEYLON TOUR
       Oceans -- Ceylon
       Palm trees -- Ceylon
       Trees -- Ceylon
Place: Ceylon
       Orient Sea
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Giant bamboos, "king of grasses" (50 to 100 feet high), Peradeniya Gardens, near Kandy. 3726 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Giant bamboos, "king of grasses" (50 to 100 feet high), Peradeniya Gardens, near Kandy. 3726 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers

RSN 14060

Video number 13334

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Bamboo -- Ceylon
CEYLON TOUR

Place: Ceylon
Gardens -- Ceylon

Peradeniya Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful work from crude tools--native goldsmiths at work, Kandy. Caption no. 3735 : stereoscopic photonegative

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Beautiful work from crude tools--native goldsmiths at work, Kandy. Caption no. 3735 : stereoscopic photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14061

Video number 13335

Same as RSN 26256; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: Artisans -- Ceylon

CEYLON TOUR

Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- Sri Lanka

Goldsmiths -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon -- 1890-1920
Kandy (Ceylon)
Sri Lanka -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Charming valleys and mountains of interior Ceylon--at Katugastota, near Kandy. [Active no. 3740 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14062

Similar to RSN 26258.
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: CEYLON TOUR
    Family -- Ceylon
    Mountains -- Ceylon
    Valleys -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
    Kandy (Ceylon)
    Katugastota (Ceylon)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Ceylon Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Elephants in the timber yard--hauling and lifting--India. [Active no. 3750 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Emulsion deteriorating slightly along lower border, both halves.

Local Numbers
RSN 14063

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: ELEPHANT SERIES
    Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- India
Lumbering

Place: India -- 1890-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Two miles above the clouds--from summit of Fujiyama N.E. over Lake Yamanaka, 10 miles away. 3857 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Two miles above the clouds--from summit of Fujiyama N.E. over Lake Yamanaka, 10 miles away. 3857 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Scratch in emulsion of right frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 14064

Video number 13338

Same as RSN 20377 and 26288.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: JAPAN TOUR
Lakes -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan

Place: Fujiyama
Japan
Lake Yamanaka (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An arboreal wonder--a single Pine trained into shape of a boat (S.) Kinkaiji monastery, Kyoto. 3895 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): An arboreal wonder--a single Pine trained into shape of a boat (S.) Kinkaiji monastery, Kyoto. 3895 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated along lower half of both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14065
Video number 13339

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [127].

Names: Kinkaiji Monastery (Kyoto, Japan)

Topic: JAPAN TOUR
      Monasteries -- Japan
      Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan
      Kyoto (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Girls picking tea on famous plantation at Uji, among the sunny hills of old Japan. [Active no. 3915 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7.")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated slightly along lower border, both images.

Local Numbers

RSN 14066

Similar to RSN 26301; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Agriculture -- Japan
       JAPAN TOUR
       Mountains -- Japan
       Tea -- Japan

Place: Japan
       Uji

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Japan
            Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Lumber-makers in a Chinese mill, Ningpo. [Active no. 4134 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated along top and bottom borders, both sides.

Local Numbers

RSN 14067

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Artisans

CHINA TOUR

Lumbering

Place: China

Ningpo (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Horrors of war--dead Chinese floating in the Peiho--showing riddled buildings along French Bund, Tientsin. 4157 photonegative, 1900

2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Horrors of war--dead Chinese floating in the Peiho--showing riddled buildings along French Bund, Tientsin. 4157 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated along top and bottom borders both frames.

Local Numbers

RSN 14068

Video number 13342

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Frames in separate envelopes.

Topic: Boats -- China

CHINA TOUR

Dead bodies -- China

Rivers -- China

War damage -- China

Place: China

French Bund (Tientsin, China)

Peiho River (Tientsin, China)
Tientsin (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

From German Club (N.W.) to burning native city, during progress of the battle July 13, 1900, Tientsin. 4164 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): From German Club (N.W.) to burning native city, during progress of the battle July 13, 1900, Tientsin. 4164 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling slightly along upper border both frames

Local Numbers

RSN 14069

Video number 13343

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115]

Topic: CHINA TOUR
War destruction -- China

Place: China

Tientsin (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

One of the typical "freigh trains" of China--E. on Legation street at Caravan from Tientsin--Peking. 4181 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): One of the typical "freigh trains" of China--E. on Legation street at Caravan from Tientsin--Peking. 4181 Photonegative 1901

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14070

Video number 13344

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115]

Topic: CHINA TOUR
Caravans -- China
Streets -- China
Transportation -- China

Place: China
Legation St. (Peking, China)
Peking (China)
Tientsin (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lama (priest) at the Tung-ho Jung, the Great Lama Temple, Peking. 4197 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Lama (priest) at the Tung-ho Jung, the Great Lama Temple, Peking. 4197 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14071

Video number 13345

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: CHINA TOUR
Llamas -- China
Religion -- China
Temples -- China

Place: Beijing (China)
China
Tung-ho Jung, Grand Lama Temple

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent marble bridge at the Imperial Summer Palace, near Peking. 4204 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Magnificent marble bridge at the Imperial Summer Palace, near Peking. 4204 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14072

Video number 13346
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Frames in separate envelopes.

Names: Imperial Summer Palace (Peking, China)
Topic: Bridges -- China
      CHINA TOUR
      Rivers -- China
Place: Beijing (China)
       China
Genre/Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Minister Conger leaving Legation in his official chair--always used on official calls--Peking. 4206 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14073

Video number 13347

Frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115]

Topic: CHINA TOUR
       Chairs -- China
       Transportation
Place: China
       Minister Conger
       Peking (China)
Genre/Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Unchangeable China--a "freighting train" as in Confucius' day--caravan entering Peking. 4221 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Unchangeable China--a "freighting train" as in Confucius' day--caravan entering Peking. 4221 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14074

Video number 13348
AC0143-0014074 (AC scan number)

Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic:
Camels -- China
Natural landscapes
PEKING
Transportation -- China

Place:
Beijing (China)
China

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene in Port Arthur.] 4391 Photonegative, 1904
2 pièces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military scene in Port Arthur.] 4391 Photonegative 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14075

Video number 13349
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic:
Food -- China
Military -- China
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
War -- China

Place:
China
Lüshun (China)
Port Arthur

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Waiting for General Nogi's orders to advance--Japanese in a camp within
range of guns of Port Arthur. 4392 Photonegative, 1904
Image(s): Waiting for General Nogi's orders to advance--Japanese in a camp within range of guns of Port Arthur. 4392 Photonegative 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14076

Video number 13350

Frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Camps -- Manchuria
       Military -- Manchuria
       Mountains -- Manchuria
       RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
       War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A camp of the Third Japanese Army in the siege line--looking N.W. to Hoozan Hill--near Port Arthur. 4393 Photonegative, 1904

2 pieces (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14077

Video number 13351

Frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Camps -- Manchuria
       Military -- Manchuria
       Mountains -- Manchuria
       RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
       War -- Manchuria
Place: Hoozan Hill (Manchuria)
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Japanese transporting ammunition on the Russian railway--four miles above Port Arthur. 4398 photonegative, 1904
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Japanese transporting ammunition on the Russian railway--four miles above Port Arthur. 4398 photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14078

Video number 13352

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Railroads -- Manchuria
Trains -- Manchuria
Transportation -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Lüshun (China)
Manchuria

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Japanese war balloon in the rear of the besieging army--Port Arthur. 4400 photonegative, 1904
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Japanese war balloon in the rear of the besieging army--Port Arthur. 4400 photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14079
Video number 13353

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: Balloons -- China
       Military -- China
       RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
       War -- China

Place: China
       Japan
       Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Russian "bomb-proof" pit taken by Japanese after a desperate charge--looking west from Nanshan Hill, near Port Arthur. 4402 Photonegative, 1904
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Russian "bomb-proof" pit taken by Japanese after a desperate charge--looking west from Nanshan Hill, near Port Arthur. 4402 Photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14080

Video number 13354

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: Military -- China
       RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
       War -- China

Place: China
       Nanshan Hill
       Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A trench where 4,000 Japanese and Russians died during nine successive assaults--Nanshan Hill, near Port Arthur. 4403 Photonegative, 1904
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): A trench where 4,000 Japanese and Russians died during nine successive assaults--Nanshan Hill, near Port Arthur. 4403 Photonegative 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14081
Video number 13355
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].

Topic: Military -- China
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Trench warfare -- China
War -- China
Place: China
Nanshan Hill
Port Arthur
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monster Japanese siege guns, from which great 11-in. shells destroyed the ships and town at Port Arthur. 4418 Photonegative, 1904
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Monster Japanese siege guns, from which great 11-in. shells destroyed the ships and town at Port Arthur. 4418 Photonegative 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14082
Video number 13356
AC0143-0014082 (AC scan number)
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].

Topic: Artillery -- China
Guns -- China
Military -- China
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
War -- China

Place: China
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Nogi's compliments to Stoessel"--great shells ready to hurl into Russian ships and forts--before Port Arthur. 4421 Photonegative, 1904
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Nogi’s compliments to Stoessel"--great shells ready to hurl into Russian ships and forts--before Port Arthur. 4421 Photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14083

Video number 13357

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].

Topic: Artillery -- China
Military -- China
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Shells -- China
War -- China

Place: China
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Red Cross carrying Japanese wounded to the field hospital--after an assault on Port Arthur. 4434 Photonegative, 1904
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Red Cross carrying Japanese wounded to the field hospital--after an assault on Port Arthur. 4434 Photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14084
Looking east over the ruined city after evacuation by the Russians--Dalny, Manchuria. 4444 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Looking east over the ruined city after evacuation by the Russians--Dalny, Manchuria. 4444 Photonegative 1904
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling at center of both frames

Local Numbers
RSN 14085

Defenders of the Czar's empire in the Far East--Russian troops preparing to advance. 4452 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Defenders of the Czar's empire in the Far East--Russian troops preparing to advance. 4452 Photonegative 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14086

Video number 13360

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Parades
        RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
        War

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Secret of power of the man behind the gun--drilling the Imperial Body Guard, Tokyo. 4469 Photonegative, 1904
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Secret of power of the man behind the gun--drilling the Imperial Body Guard, Tokyo. 4469 Photonegative 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14087

Video number 13361

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].

Topic:  Military -- Japan
        RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
        Rifles -- Japan
        Soldiers -- Japan
        Training -- Japan

Place:  Japan
        Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sturdy soldiers of Japan--1st Regiment Tokyo Imperial Guards starting for the war in Manchuria--Tokyo. [Active no. 4474 : stereo photonegative], 1904
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”.)
Image(s): Sturdy soldiers of Japan--1st Regiment Tokyo Imperial Guards starting for the war in Manchuria--Tokyo. [Active no. 4474 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14088
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [127].

Topic: Military -- Japan
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Rifles -- Japan
Soldiers -- Japan
Training -- Japan

Place: Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The Nation's Hero--Admiral Dewey on his Flagship "Olympia," Manila Bay. [Active no. 4540 : stereo photonegative], [ca. 1899.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): The Nation's Hero--Admiral Dewey on his Flagship "Olympia," Manila Bay. [Active no. 4540 : stereo photonegative, ca. 1899.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14089
Video number 13363
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Heroes -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Portraits -- Philippines
Ships -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Manila Bay
Olympia (ship)
Philippines
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War,
1899-1902

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Heroic Washington Volunteers advancing across an open field--Filipinos
800 yards in front--Tagiug. 4608 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Heroic Washington Volunteers advancing across an open field--Filipinos 800 yards in front--Tagiug. 4608 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14090

Video number 13364

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].

Topic: Battlefields -- Philippines
Fighting -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Soldiers -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War,
1899-1902
Taguig (Philippines)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Filipino saw mill, in the island of Cebu 4658 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): A Filipino saw mill, in the island of Cebu 4658 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14091

Video number 13365

Similar to RSN 26491; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: Artisans -- Philippines
       Industry -- Philippines
       Laborers -- Philippines
       PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--CEBU I.
       Sawmills -- Philippines

Place: Cebu (Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Box 163

RSN Numbers 14092-14155

Image(s)

Bananas as they grow. 4675 stereoscopic photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Bananas as they grow. 4675 stereoscopic photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14092

Video number 13366

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].

Topic: Agriculture -- Hawaii -- 1890-1920
       Bananas
       Fruit -- 1890-1920 -- Hawaii
       HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

Place: Hawaii

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

In the heart of a banana plantation. No. 4676 : glass photonegatives,
stereo pair (cut apart), uncancelled
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): In the heart of a banana plantation. No. 4676 : glass photonegatives, stereo pair (cut apart), uncanceled.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14093

Video number 13367

Similar to RSN 26493 (VDF 25726).

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Hawaii -- 1890-1920</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bananas</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWAIIAN ISLANDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantations</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The whalers "Diana" and "Nova Zembla," cruising in the Arctics--Dexterity Harbor and Baffin Land. [Active no. 4698 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14094

Similar to RSN 20303 and 26506.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diana (Ship)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova Zembla (Ship)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Canada</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE ARCTIC REGIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Baffin Land
Canada
Dexterity Harbor (Canada)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Totem poles, records of families and deeds of the old Alaskans--Indian village of Klinkwan. [Active no. 4709 : stereo photonegative.]

**2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").**

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 14095

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].

**Topic:**
ALASKA
Totem poles -- Alaska
Villages -- Alaska

**Place:**
Alaska
Klinkwan (Alaska)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

**Culture:**
Indians of North America -- Alaska

"Brehmer Montreal" [on envelope]. photonegative

**1 Item (5" x 7")**

**Image(s):** "Brehmer Montreal" [on envelope]. photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 14096

**Video number 13370**

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [160].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

16-B

**Topic:**
CANADA
Railroads -- Quebec
Stations -- Quebec  
Trains -- Quebec  

Place:  
Canada  
Montréal (Québec)  
Quebec  

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Gannet ledges, the rugged home of the powerful gannets on the St. Lawrence River, near Perce village. 4780 photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): Gannet ledges, the rugged home of the powerful gannets on the St. Lawrence River, near Perce village. 4780 photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 14097  
Video number 13371  
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [28].  
Similar to RSN 16540 and 26541.  

Topic:  
Birds -- Quebec  
CANADA  
Formations (Geology) -- Quebec  
Rivers -- Quebec  

Place:  
Canada  
Perce (Québec)  
Quebec  
St. Lawrence River (Québec)  

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

The picturesque snow-clad Mt. Victoria, Rocky Mountains, Alberta. 4829 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): The picturesque snow-clad Mt. Victoria, Rocky Mountains, Alberta. 4829 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated along lower border and central middle border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14098

Video number 13372

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: CANADA
Lakes -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Mt. Victoria (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Throw your head back and look up one of the Big Trees, Stanley Park, Vancouver, British Columbia. 4832 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Throw your head back and look up one of the Big Trees, Stanley Park, Vancouver, British Columbia. 4832 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Emulsion deteriorated along lower and upper borders both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14099

Video number 13373

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Topic: CANADA
Forests -- British Columbia
Parks -- British Columbia
Trees -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Stanley Park (British Columbia)
Vancouver (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking into the lake of fire, crater of volcano Kilauea. 4679 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Looking into the lake of fire, crater of volcano Kilauea. 4679 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14100

Video number 13374

AC0143-0014100 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 26495. Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115].

Topic: HAWAII ISLANDS
Mountains -- Hawaii
Volcanoes -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Kilauea Volcano (Hawaii.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President McKinley delivering his inaugural address, March 4, 1897, Washington. [Active no. 4865 : stereo photonegative,] 1897
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): President McKinley delivering his inaugural address, March 4, 1897, Washington. [Active no. 4865 : stereo photonegative,] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14101

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [107]. Company acc. no. 24526.

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)

Topic: Capitols

MCKINLEY TOUR
Presidents -- United States -- 1890-1900.
"What a mighty power for good is a united nation"—President McKinley at Memphis, Tenn. [Active no. 4885 half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14102
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [107].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: McKinley tour
Political campaigns -- Tennessee
Presidents -- Tennessee

Place: Memphis (Tenn.)
Tennessee

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

On historic ground—President McKinley and Gov. Sayers at Plaza Alamo, San Antonio, Texas. [Active no. 4888 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated along upper and lower borders, both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 14103
Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Sayers, Governor

Topic: McKinley tour
Political campaigns -- Texas
Presidents -- Texas
The "City of the Angels" greets the nation's Chief--President McKinley at Los Angeles, California. 4897 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The "City of the Angels" greets the nation's Chief--President McKinley at Los Angeles, California. 4897 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated along upper and lower borders both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14104

Video number 13378

Currently stored in box 3.1.28 [115], moved from [128].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)

Topic: McKINLEY TOUR
Parades -- California
Presidents -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt and Senator Fairbanks at Sagamore Hill, Oyster Bay, N.Y. [Active no. 5001 : stereo photonegative,], 1904
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7")

Image(s): President Roosevelt and Senator Fairbanks at Sagamore Hill, Oyster Bay, N.Y. [Active no. 5001 : stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14105
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Names: Fairbanks, Senator
       Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
       Portraits -- New York
       Presidents -- New York

Place: New York
       Oyster Bay (N.Y.)
       Sagamore Hill

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14106

"Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer and Wyman" on negative.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].

Names: Brodie, Major
       Brown, Chaplain
       Dunn, Major
       Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
       Wheeler, Joseph, Major General
       Wood, Colonel

Topic: Battlefields -- Cuba
       Military -- Cuba
       Portraits -- Military -- Cuba
       SPANISH AMERICAN WAR--ARMY

Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Battleship "Iowa"--"Fighting Bob" Evans, Captain. Active no. 5164 : stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated along upper border.

Local Numbers
RSN 14107

Video number 13381

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].

Names: Battleship Iowa
        Evans, Bob, Captain

Topic: Battleships
       SPANISH AMERICAN WAR--NAVY
       Ships -- Cuba
       Spanish-American War, 1898
       War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The great 12-inch guns and brave gunner boys--seagoing battleship "Iowa." [Active no. 5165 : stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The great 12-inch guns and brave gunner boys--seagoing battleship "Iowa." [Active no. 5165 : stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated along upper border, both views.

Local Numbers
RSN 14108

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128].

"Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer and Wynant" [?] on negative.

Names: Battleship Iowa

Topic: Guns -- Cuba
       SPANISH AMERICAN WAR--NAVY
       Sailors -- Cuba
Seamen -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
Spanish-American War, 1898
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Artist's Dream, Hunnewell's Grounds, Wellesley 5257 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Artist's Dream, Hunnewell's Grounds, Wellesley 5257 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14109

Video number 13383

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Gardens -- Massachusetts
NEW ENGLAND
Trees -- Massachusetts.

Place: Hunnewell's Grounds (Wellesley, Mass.)
Massachusetts
Wellesley

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking north up West Street, over ocean steamship docks and Hudson River, from near the battery. 5277 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking north up West Street, over ocean steamship docks and Hudson River, from near the battery. 5277 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated along upper border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14110

Video number 13384
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].

Similar to RSN 26642.

**Topic:** Docks -- New York  
Harbors -- New York  
NEW YORK CITY  
Piers -- New York  
Rivers -- New York  
Wharves -- New York  

**Place:** Battery Park (New York, N.Y.)  
Hudson River  
New York (N.Y.)  
West Street  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Castle Garden, the Aquarium, and Liberty Statue (S.W.) from Washington Building. [Active no. 5285 : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").  

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 14111  

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].

Similar to RSN 26644.

**Names:** Aquarium -- New York  
Castle Garden (New York, N.Y.)  

**Topic:** Aquariums -- New York  
Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)  
Harbors -- New York  
Monuments -- New York  
NEW YORK CITY  
Ships -- New York  
Statue of Liberty (New York, N.Y.)  
statues -- New York  

**Place:** New York (N.Y.)  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Broadway, America's busiest thoroughfare, looking north from City Hall.  
[Active no. 5302 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Bird's-eye view, showing traffic on the street and skyscrapers.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14112
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].

Company acc. no. 24623.

Topic: NEW YORK CITY
Streets -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1890-1900
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

From Empire Building north, past Trinity Church steeple, up Broadway, showing towers of 29-story Park Row Building. [Active no. 5306 : stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): From Empire Building north, past Trinity Church steeple, up Broadway, showing towers of 29-story Park Row Building. [Active no. 5306 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated on lower half, both views.

Local Numbers
RSN 14113
Similar to RSN 26651.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128].

Names: Trinity Church (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Churches -- New York (N.Y.)
NEW YORK CITY
Streets -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Park Row
Broad Street, North to Stock Exchange, U.S. Sub-Treasury and Wall Street. [Active no. 5308 : stereo photonegative,] 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Broad Street, North to Stock Exchange, U.S. Sub-Treasury and Wall Street. [Active no. 5308 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated along upper half, both views.
Local Numbers
RSN 14114
Similar to RSN 20385-20387 and 26652.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].
Company acc. no. 24773.

Herald Square, junction of Broadway and Sixth Avenue, north, showing Herald Building and elevated railway. [Active no. 5317 : stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Herald Square, junction of Broadway and Sixth Avenue, north, showing Herald Building and elevated railway. [Active no. 5317 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14115
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107].
Company acc. no. 24471.

Names: Herald Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: NEW YORK CITY
      Railroads -- New York
      Streets -- New York (N.Y.)
      Trains -- New York
Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
      Herald Square (New York, N.Y.)
      New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Majestical Niagara, rolling in ceaseless-roar--American Falls from below.
5398 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion deteriorating along lower border both frames
Local Numbers
      RSN 14116

Video number 13390
Frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128]

Topic: NIAGARA TOUR
      Waterfalls -- New York
Place: American Falls (Niagara, New York)
      New York
      Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Niagara, and its great cloud of rising spray--from the distant tower. 5401
photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Niagara, and its great cloud of rising spray--from the distant tower. 5401 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14117

Video number 13391

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128].

Topic: NIAGARA TOUR
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marble whiteness of the seething waters--American and Luna Falls and River, from Goat Island. 5403 photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Marble whiteness of the seething waters--American and Luna Falls and River, from Goat Island. 5403 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14118

Video number 13392

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].

Topic: Islands -- New York
NIAGARA TOUR
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: American Falls (Niagara, New York)
Goat Island, Niagara
Luna Falls (Niagra)
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Niagara River

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tireless Niagara--Horseshoe Falls, from above. 5407 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling around borders both frames

Local Numbers
RSN 14119

Video number 13393
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115]

Topic: NIAGARA TOUR
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Horseshoe Falls (Niagara, N.Y.)
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dixon crossing Niagara below the great cantilever bridge [Active no. 5409 : stereo photonegative,], 1895
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): Dixon crossing Niagara below the great cantilever bridge [Active no. 5409 : stereo photonegative,] 1895.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating along lower half of both views.

Local Numbers
RSN 14120
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128].
Names: Dixon

Topic: Bridges
NIAGARA TOUR
Stunts
Waterfalls

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Luna Island, Niagara--"as gay as with its fringe of summer flowers." 5432 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Luna Island, Niagara--"as gay as with its fringe of summer flowers." 5432 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14121

Video number 13395

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107].

Similar to RSN 20406.

Copy and Version Identification Note
24556

Topic: NIAGARA IN WINTER
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Luna Island (New York)
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Wild waters of the Great Lakes hurrying seaward (north) in Whirlpool Rapids below Niagara Falls. 5467 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Wild waters of the Great Lakes hurrying seaward (north) in Whirlpool Rapids below Niagara Falls. 5467 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling badly both frames.
Local Numbers
RSN 14122
Video number 13396
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].
Similar to RSN 20429.

Topic: NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York
Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Whirlpool Rapids
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Love's wondrous charms amidst Nature's charming wonders--"The Pools," Watkins Glen. 5480 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14123
Video number 13397
Similar to RSN 20436.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New York
Ponds -- New York
Pools -- New York
Resorts -- New York
WATKINS AND HAVANA GLENS, NY

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Midsummer day ramble through Havana Glen. 5495 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Midsummer day ramble through Havana Glen. 5495 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14124

Video number 13398

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].

Similar to RSN 20447.

Topic: Rivers -- New York
WATKINS AND HAVANA GLENS, NY
Walkways -- New York

Place: Havana Glen (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Glass-making--drawing pot of red-hot liquid from glowing furnace (men balancing its weight). 5526 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Glass-making--drawing pot of red-hot liquid from glowing furnace (men balancing its weight). 5526 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14125

Video number 13399

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].
Simlar to RSN 26712.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
     Glass manufacture -- Pennsylvania
     Laborers -- Pennsylvania
     PENNSYLVANIA

Place: Pennsylvania
       Tarantum

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

President Theodore Roosevelt in the Cabinet Room, White House. 5598 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): President Theodore Roosevelt in the Cabinet Room, White House. 5598 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14126

Video number 13400

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
        United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
       WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Cabinet Room (White House, Washington, D.C.)
       Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

From Navy Department (S.E.) past the White House and Treasury to the Capitol. [Active no. 5605 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14127
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [127].

Similar to RSN 20546, 20547 and 26728.

Company acc. no. 24877.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of Agriculture
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Capitol(s)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cotton is King--Plantation scene, Georgia. Active no. 5678 : stereo photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Cotton is King--Plantation scene, Georgia. Active no. 5678 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly, right side.

Local Numbers

RSN 14128

See interpositive from this negative (RSN 20608) and variant, 26742.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].

Bibliography


Topic: African Americans -- Georgia
Agriculture -- Georgia
Children -- Georgia
Cotton -- Georgia
Laborers -- Georgia
SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA

Place: Georgia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Famous trotting ostrich, "Oliver W."--harnessed for a spin--record of 2.02--Jacksonville. 5722 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion deteriorated upper border left frame

Local Numbers
RSN 14129

Video number 13403

Similar to RSN 20629

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].

Topic: Carts -- Florida
    FLORIDA
    Ostriches -- Florida
    Racing -- Florida

Place: Florida
    Jacksonville (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Some of life's beauties and sweetness--a field of cannas in bloom. (U.S.)
Active no. 5741 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Some of life's beauties and sweetness--a field of cannas in bloom. (U.S.) Active no. 5741 : stereo photonegative, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14130

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107]. Company accession no., 24448.

Topic: Agriculture
    Cannas

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Away down among the cotton and the coons," La. [sic] [Active no. 5753 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14131

Similar to RSN 20646-20652.

Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic:
African Americans -- Louisiana
Agriculture -- Louisiana
Cotton -- Louisiana
Laborers -- Louisiana
MISSISSIPPI, TENNESSEE & LA
Racism

Place:
Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:
African-Americans -- 1900-1910

Skyscrapers of steel and stone--Randolph Street, Chicago, E. toward Lake shore. [Active no. 5767 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14132

Video number 13406

Similar to RSN 20666-20668.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic:
Automobiles -- Illinois
CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Horses -- Illinois
Skyscrapers -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Streetcars -- Illinois
Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Wagons -- Illinois

Place:
Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Randolph Street (Chicago, Ill.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cattle in the great Union Stock Yards, the greatest of live stock markets.
[Active no. 5769 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14133

Similar to RSN 26760.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Names:
Union Stock Yards (Chicago, Ill.)

Topic:
CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Cows -- Illinois
Markets -- Illinois
Stockyards -- Illinois

Place:
Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Feeding the chickens on a chicken farm. 5805 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Feeding the chickens on a chicken farm. 5805 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14134

Video number 13408

Same as RSN 20686-20688

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: Babies -- Kansas
       Chickens -- Kansas
       Family -- Kansas
       Farms -- Kansas
       KANSAS AND MINNESOTA

Place: Kansas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Gigantic lily leaf (Victoria regia) used as a raft--in charming Como Park, St.
Paul, Minn. [Active no. 5809 : stereo photonegative.,] 1903
   1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Gigantic lily leaf (Victoria regia) used as a raft--in charming Como
Park, St. Paul, Minn. [Active no. 5809 : stereo photonegative.] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14135

Similar to RSN 20690 and 20691.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: Children -- Minnesota
       Flowers -- Minnesota
       Gardens -- Minnesota
       KANSAS AND MINNESOTA
       Leaves -- Minnesota
       Lilies -- Minnesota
       Parks -- Minnesota
       Ponds -- Minnesota

Place: Como Park (St. Paul, Minn.)
       Minnesota
       St. Paul (Minn.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Laughing waters of the cascades and fountains, with Ferris Wheel at the west. [Active no. 5821 : stereo photonegative,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Laughing waters of the cascades and fountains, with Ferris Wheel at the west. [Active no. 5821 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14136
Similar to RSN 20700
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Ferris wheels -- Missouri
Fountains -- Missouri
Gondolas -- Missouri
Ponds -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beginning of travel by steam--the teakettle motor and a 1904 locomotive. [Active no. 5851 : stereo photonegative,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The beginning of travel by steam--the teakettle motor and a 1904 locomotive. [Active no. 5851 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14137
Same as RSN 2290.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Motors -- Missouri
Railroads -- Missouri
Steam engines -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
Trains -- Missouri
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt seated at desk.] 5942 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt seated at desk.] 5942 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating slightly along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14138

Video number 13412

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [127].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24661

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Portraits
Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Busy Market Street, of the City of the Golden Gate, San Francisco. [Active
no. 5949 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14139
Similar to RSN 20808.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

**Topic:** Buildings -- California -- San Francisco
CALIFORNIA
Horses -- California
Streetcars -- California
Streets -- California -- San Francisco
Wagons -- California

**Place:** California
Market Street (San Francisco, Calif.)
San Francisco (California)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cliff House, Seal Rocks and the Pacific Ocean from Sutro Heights, San Francisco. 5951 Photonegative

*1 Item (5" x 7")*

**Image(s):** Cliff House, Seal Rocks and the Pacific Ocean from Sutro Heights, San Francisco. 5951 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14140

Video number 13414

Same as RSN 20811 and 20812.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

**Names:** Cliff House (San Francisco)

**Topic:** Architecture -- California
CALIFORNIA
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- California -- San Francisco
Sculptures -- California
Seacoasts -- California

**Place:** California
San Francisco (California)
Seal Rocks
Sutro Heights

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
A palace hotel for pigeons, with sixteen thousand feathery guests--Los Angeles. [Active no. 6004 : stereo photonegative.]

2 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14141

Video number 13415

Similar to RSN 10856 and 10857.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: Birds -- California
CALIFORNIA
Coops -- California
Pigeons -- California

Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Avenue of Palms, Los Angeles. 6006 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14142

Video number 13416
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Streets -- California.

Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
El Capitan (3,000 feet high most imposing of granite cliffs--east to Half Dome and Clouds' Rest. [Active no. 6018 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")]

Image(s): El Capitan (3,000 feet high most imposing of granite cliffs--east to Half Dome and Clouds' Rest. [Active no. 6018 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower left corner left frame missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 14143

Same as RSN 14144 and 26794.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Yosemite Valley Tour

Place: California
Clouds' Rest (Yosemite National Park)
El Capitan (Yosemite National Park)
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

El Capitan (3,000 feet high most imposing of granite cliffs--east to Half Dome and Clouds' Rest. 6018 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): El Capitan (3,000 feet high most imposing of granite cliffs--east to Half Dome and Clouds' Rest. 6018 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14144

Video number 13418

Same as RSN 14143 and 26794.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107].
Yosemite Falls, from Glacier Point trail. Caption No. 6027 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Yosemite Falls, from Glacier Point trail. Caption No. 6027 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14145

Similar to RSN 20879.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Mirror Lake, where Nature multiplies her charms--looking (N.E.) to Mt. Watkins. [Active no. 6038 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14146

Video number 13420

Similar to RSN 20894 and 20896.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic:
- Formations (Geology) -- California
- Lakes -- California
- Mountains -- California
- Parks -- California
- Valleys -- California
- YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place:
- California
- Mirror Lake (California)
- Mt. Watkins (California)
- Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

From Clouds' Rest (S.E.) over Little Yosemite Valley to Mt. Clark (11,250 feet), Sierra Nevada Mountains. 6040 Photonegative, 1902

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): From Clouds' Rest (S.E.) over Little Yosemite Valley to Mt. Clark (11,250 feet), Sierra Nevada Mountains. 6040 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly center of left frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 14147

Video number 13421

Similar to RSN 20898 and 20899.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic:
- Formations (Geology)
- Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Tourists -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Clouds’ Rest (Yosemite National Park)
Little Yosemite Valley (Sierra Nevada Mountains)
Mt. Clark (California)
Sierra Nevada Mountains (California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A wonder to the primitive inhabitants--Santa Fe train crossing Canyon Diablo. 6072 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): A wonder to the primitive inhabitants--Santa Fe train crossing Canyon Diablo. 6072 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14148

Video number 13422

SEE VIDEO FRAME NUMBER 26042 WHICH IS SAME IMAGE PRINTED BACKWARDS; similar to RSN 20928.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: Bridges -- Arizona
Canyons -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Trains -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Canyon Diablo (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Santa Fe Railway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The sinuous Colorado, yellow as the Tiber," north from Bissell's Point.
6076 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): "The sinuous Colorado, yellow as the Tiber," north from Bissell's Point. 6076 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14149

Video number 13423

Similar to RSN 20931-20933 and 26808.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note

248537

Topic:

Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Mountains -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona

Place:

Arizona
Bissell's Point (Arizona)
Colorado River (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Down the Granite gorge of the Colorado (1,200 feet deep) from Pyrites Point. 6083 Photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Down the Granite gorge of the Colorado (1,200 feet deep) from Pyrites Point. 6083 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14150

Video number 13424

Similar to RSN 20940

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic:

Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Gorges -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Colorado River
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Pyrites Point

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the 30,000 cattle of Sierra Bonita Ranch--lassoing a yearling.
[Active no. 6156 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14151

Similar to RSN 26824.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: ARIZONA--Miscellaneous
Cowboys
Cows
Horses -- Arizona
Ranches

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Arizona
Sierra Bonita Ranch

Sheep Raising, an extensive industry in Northern Arizona. 6159
Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Sheep Raising, an extensive industry in Northern Arizona. 6159 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14152

Video number 13426

Similar to RSN 21013.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

**Topic:** ARIZONA--Miscellaneous
Cowboys -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Sheep -- Arizona

**Place:** Arizona

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Gorge, Grand Canyon of the Arkansas, Colorado. 6218
Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Royal Gorge, Grand Canyon of the Arkansas, Colorado. 6218 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14153

Video number 13427

Same as RSN 21078 and 26845.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

**Topic:** Canyons -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado
UNITED STATES TOUR

**Place:** Colorado
Grand Canyon of the Arkansas (Colorado)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse-team harvester, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Wash. 6226 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse-team harvester, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Wash. 6226 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14154
Video number 13428
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].
Similar to RSN 21082-21089; Frames in separate envelopes.
Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Combines -- Washington
Harvesting -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
UNITED STATES TOUR
Wheat -- Washington
Place: Walla Walla (Washington)
Washington (State)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Stupendous log raft, containing millions of feet--a camp's year's work, profit {dollar}20,000, Columbia river, Ore. 6233 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stupendous log raft, containing millions of feet--a camp's year's work, profit {dollar}20,000, Columbia river, Ore. 6233 photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Local Numbers
RSN 14155
Video number 13429
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].
Same as RSN 21094; similar to RSN 26851.
Topic: Laborers -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon
UNITED STATES TOUR
logs -- Oregon
rafts -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920 Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 164

RSN Numbers 14156-14223

Image(s)

Mt. Hood (11,225 feet), one of America's famous mountains, from Lost Lake. 6241 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Mt. Hood (11,225 feet), one of America's famous mountains, from Lost Lake. 6241 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14156

Video number 13430

Same as RSN 21103 and 21104.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Boats -- Oregon
Fishing -- Oregon
Lakes -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON

Place: Lost Lake (Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Grotesque shapes of geyserite among the pools of "Biscuit Basin." 6258 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Grotesque shapes of geyserite among the pools of "Biscuit Basin." 6258 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Sunrise in Yellowstone Park, where Mother Earth's great fires still burn--N.E. over Upper Geyser Basin. 6261 photonegative 2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sunrise in Yellowstone Park, where Mother Earth's great fires still burn--N.E. over Upper Geyser Basin. 6261 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14158

Video number 13432
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].
Similar to RSN 21121 and 26859; frames separated.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Lakes -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Ponds -- Yellowstone National Park
Pools -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The most famous sight in Yellowstone Park "Old Faithful" Geyser in action (height 180 feet). 6263 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The most famous sight in Yellowstone Park "Old Faithful" Geyser in action (height 180 feet). 6263 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14159

Video number 13433

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Same as RSN 26861.

Topic: Fountains -- Yellowstone National Park

Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park

Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Old Faithful (Yellowstone National Park)

Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Popocatepetl, from the old San Francisco Cathedral, Pueblo. [Active no. 6337 : stereo photonegative]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Popocatepetl, from the old San Francisco Cathedral, Pueblo. [Active no. 6337 : stereo photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Image taken from a high angle, overlooking the city.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14160

Video number 13434

Similar to RSN 21168

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: MEXICO

Mountains -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Popocatepetl
Puebla (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Mexicans

Crude native method of husking coffee, at Amatlan, near Cordova. [Active no. 6380 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling badly on both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 14161
Video number 13435
Same as RSN 26888.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: Agriculture -- Mexico
Coffee -- Mexico
Harvesting -- Mexico
MEXICO

Place: Amatlan (Mexico)
Cordova (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Mexicans

"A terrible volcanic explosion--Mont Pelee in eruption, June, 1902." Active no. 6683 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (4-1/4"x 6-1/2").

Image(s): "A terrible volcanic explosion--Mont Pelee in eruption, June, 1902." Active no. 6683 : stereo photonegative, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Film overlay has been removed, but sandwich is still taped together. Must be handled with extreme care. Single negative (not cut), uncancelled.

Local Numbers

RSN 14162

Same as RSN 21396, 21397 and 26970.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

**Topic:** Eruptions
Explosions
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Volcanoes -- Martinique

**Place:** Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Roxelane River valley, once filled with charming homes--from bridge covered with Mont Pelee's volcanic dust. No. 6695 : stereo photonegative, 1902

1 Item (piece; 5" x 7").

**Image(s):** Roxelane River valley, once filled with charming homes--from bridge covered with Mont Pelee's volcanic dust. No. 6695 : stereo photonegative, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling badly, both sides.

Local Numbers

RSN 14163

Similar to RSN 21409.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

**Topic:** Eruptions
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Mountains -- Martinique
Rivers
Ruins
Valleys
Volcanoes -- Martinique

**Place:** Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
Roxelane River
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Mont Pelee--Destroyed St. Pierre and St. Vincent." Active no. 6717 : stereo photonegative, 1902
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14164

Left view reversed on videodisc. Similar to RSN 21431.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Disasters -- Martinique Eruptions -- Martinique MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR Ruins -- Martinique Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dead bear and deer hanging near hunters and log cabin.] 6800 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Dead bear and deer hanging near hunters and log cabin.] 6800 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated along right border
Local Numbers
RSN 14165

Video number 13439
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].
Same as RSN 21490.
Hunting on a natural prairie of the West, the typical home of the prairie chicken, Kansas. 6828 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Hunting on a natural prairie of the West, the typical home of the prairie chicken, Kansas. 6828 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracking along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 14166

Video number 13440

Similar to RSN 21514

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24561

Topic:    Birds -- Kansas
          HUNTING SCENES
          Hunting -- Kansas
          Prairie chickens -- Kansas

Place:    Kansas

Genre/    Landscapes (representations)
Form:     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in home living room.] 6839 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Children in home living room.] 6839 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling around edges both frames.

Local Numbers

RSN 14167

Video number 13441

Similar to RSN 21520 and 21521.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24550

Topic: Children

Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

A faithful companion and friend [Active no. 6846 : black-and-white stereo photonegative,], 1902

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s): A faithful companion and friend [Active no. 6846 : black-and-white stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14168

Similar to RSN 21525 and 21526.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Children

Dogs

Dolls

Dwellings

Toys

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Papa's pocketbook--we'll clean it all out nice." [Active no. 6849 : photonegative,] 1902
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Papa's pocketbook--we'll clean it all out nice." [Active no. 6849 : photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated along upper border, both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 14169
Same as RSN 26999; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Cats
Children
Dwellings
Games
Money
Wit and humor

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"A little child shall lead them!" Caption no. 6854 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "A little child shall lead them!" Caption no. 6854 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along upper border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14170
Video number 13444
Similar to RSN 21531 and 21532.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Cattle
Children
Sheep

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children and animls.] 6857 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Children and animls.] 6857 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14171

Video number 13445

Similar to RSN 21534 and 21535.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128].

Topic: Animals
Children
Donkeys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6894 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 6894 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14172

Video number 13446

Similar to RSN 14173.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [115].

Topic: Chickens
Children
Flowers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Children.] 6894 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Children.] 6894 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14173

Video number 13447

Similar to RSN 14172.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24602

Topic: Chickens
Children
Flowers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children on horses in yard of country home.] 6899 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Children on horses in yard of country home.] 6899 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14174

Video number 13448

Similar to RSN 21545.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Horses
[Children.] 6946 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Children.] 6946 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14175

Video number 13449

Similar to RSN 21558.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic:
Barns
Cats
Children
Cows
Farms

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals in field with Yosemite's Half Dome in background.] 7031
Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Animals in field with Yosemite's Half Dome in background.] 7031 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14176

Video number 13450

Similar to RSN 21581.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic:
Cows -- California
Donkeys -- California
Formations (Geology)
Mules -- California
Parks -- California

Place:
California
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Taking the cream. [Active no. 7046 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.], 1904
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Taking the cream. [Active no. 7046 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Couple kissing, with cow behind them. She carries a milk bucket over her arm.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14177

Similar to RSN 21587.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107].

Company acc. no. 24572.

Topic:
Couples
Cows
Cream
Farms
Kissing
Love
Milk

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 7083 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 7083 Photonegative 1904
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling both frames.
Local Numbers
RSN 14178

Video number 13452

Similar to RSN 21603.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: Cows
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child and dog on bed in home.] 7108 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Child and dog on bed in home.] 7108 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14179

Video number 13453

Similar to RSN 21602 and 21610.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dogs
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Her guardian and companion, faithful as far as life can go. (Large St. Bernard dog with young girl.) 7109 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Her guardian and companion, faithful as far as life can go. (Large St. Bernard dog with young girl.) 7109 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14180
Video number 13454

Similar to RSN 14181, 21609 and 21611.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dogs
Dwellings
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Her guardian and companion, faithful as far as life can go. (Large St. Bernard dog with young girl.) 7109 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Her guardian and companion, faithful as far as life can go. (Large St. Bernard dog with young girl.) 7109 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14181

Video number 13455

Similar to RSN 14180, 21609 and 21611; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
DOGS
Dogs
Dwellings
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman playing the piano and man with an arm around her.] Active no.
7137 : Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Woman playing the piano and man with an arm around her.]
Active no. 7137 : Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14182

Video number 13456

Similar to RSN 21635.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Couples
Love
Musical instruments
Piano

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[House maid in kitchen of home.] 7253 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [House maid in kitchen of home.] 7253 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14183

Video number 13457

Same as RSN 2300.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24554

Topic: Cookery
Domestics
Dwellings
Maids

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Footsteps--"My Wife! Mum's the word!" [Active no. 7257 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Footsteps--"My Wife! Mum's the word!" [Active no. 7257 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling slightly on uncancelled image.

Local Numbers
RSN 14184
Same as RSN 2279.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107].
Company acc. no. 24574.

Topic:
Cooks
Domestics
Dwellings
Love
Maids

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hands! Hands!! What does she mean? [Active no. 7258 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Hands! Hands!! What does she mean? [Active no. 7258 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
From the "French maid" series.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14185
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [107].
Similar to RSN 2281.

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Marriage
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple in home bedroom.] photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14186

Video number 13460
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65082

Topic:
COMICS
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14187

Video number 13461

[Semi-nude]
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [3].

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Consider the lilies, how they grow." 7360 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "Consider the lilies, how they grow." 7360 Photonegative 1901
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14188

Video number 13462

Similar to RSN 21752

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Blossoms
Flowers
Lilies
MISCELLANEOUS

Genres/ Forms: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Loch Katrine--"The spot an angel deigned to grace." Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer and Wyman. 7540 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Loch Katrine--"The spot an angel deigned to grace." Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer and Wyman. 7540 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14189

Video number 13463

Similar to RSN 21872-21874 and 27201.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].
Topic: Boats -- Scotland
      Lakes -- Scotland
      SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Loch Katrine (Scotland)
      Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Inauguration of President Theodore Roosevelt at U.S. Capitol.] 7550
photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Inauguration of President Theodore Roosevelt at U.S. Capitol.]
7550 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14190

Video number 13464
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
       United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Presidents -- Inauguration -- Washington (D.C.)
       Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"We wish peace because it is right"--President Roosevelt delivering his
Inaugural address, Washington. [Active no. 7551 : stereo photonegative.]
2 items (pieces; 5” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14191

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Enormous 11-in. shell from Japanese siege gun, beginning its deadly flight into Port Arthur. 7559 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Enormous 11-in. shell from Japanese siege gun, beginning its deadly flight into Port Arthur. 7559 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated and peeling upper border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14192

Video number 13466

Similar to RSN 21884 and 21885; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Artillery -- China
Battlefields -- China
Cannon -- China
Guns -- China
Military -- China
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
War -- China

Place: China
Japan
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Japanese batteries firing on the Russian forts--siege of Port Arthur. 7562 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14193

Video number 13467

Similar to RSN 21888; frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28]

Topic: Artillery -- China
Battlefields -- China
Guns -- China
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
War -- China

Place: China
Japan
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Professor Ricalton with Japanese officers of 11th Division, at foot of Takushan, Port Arthur. Active no. 7593 : stereo photonegative.

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James (subject), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14194

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Fortification -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Soldiers -- Manchuria

Place: Japan -- 1900-1910
Manchuria
Port Arthur
Japanese transports carrying food from Choraizi Station to front lines--siege of Port Arthur. [Active no. 7604 : stereo photonegative.]

2 pieces (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling on right side.

Local Numbers
RSN 14195

Same as RSN 21928.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Battlefields -- Manchuria
Food -- Manchuria
Horses -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
War -- Manchuria

Place: Choraizi Station (Port Arthur, Manchuria)
Japan
Manchuria
Port Arthur

After the surrender--Russian prisoners awaiting transportation to Dalny and Japan. 7609 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): After the surrender--Russian prisoners awaiting transportation to Dalny and Japan. 7609 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14196
Video number 13470

Same as RSN 21933; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

**Topic:** Military -- Manchuria  
Prisoners -- Manchuria  
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR  
Railroads -- Manchuria  
War -- Manchuria

**Place:** Manchuria

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Russian battleship Peresvyet, wrecked by Japanese shells--aground in harbor of Port Arthur. 7611 photonegative  
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")  
Image(s): Russian battleship Peresvyet, wrecked by Japanese shells--aground in harbor of Port Arthur. 7611 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ricalton, James, Photographer  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated and peeling badly both frames.

Local Numbers  
RSN 14197

Video number 13471

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [132].

Similar to RSN 21936; frames in separate envelopes

**Names:** Peresvyet (Ship)

**Topic:** Battleships -- China  
Destruction -- China  
Guns -- China  
Military -- China  
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR  
War -- China

**Place:** China  
Manchuria  
Port Arthur  
Russia

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene in Manchuria.] 7615 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene in Manchuria.] 7615 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14198

Same as RSN 21939.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: Armaments -- China
      Military -- China
      Portraits -- China
      RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
      Shells -- China
      War -- China

Place: China
       Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

School boys and their priestly teacher having lessons out-of-doors beside the Irrawaddy, Burma. 7663 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): School boys and their priestly teacher having lessons out-of-doors beside the Irrawaddy, Burma. 7663 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14199

Video number 13473

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Topic: BURMA & STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
       Children -- Burma
       Rivers -- Burma
Schools -- Burma

Place: Burma
Irrawaddy River (Burma)

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ice skating in Manitoba, Canada. Active no. 7666 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated badly.

Local Numbers
RSN 14200

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Similar to RSN 21957 and 27206

Topic: Ice hockey
Ice ponds
Ice skating
Recreation
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Canada
Manitoba

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Russian ships Pallada (left) and Pobieda (right), wrecked below Golden Hill Fort, Port Arthur. 7709 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling badly both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14201
Video number 13475

Same as RSN 22001 and 22002.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Names: Pallada (Ship)
Pobieda (Ship)

Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
Fortification -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Golden Hill Fort (Port Arthur, Manchuria)
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Wrecked Russian ships Poltava (left) and Retvizan (right) from deck of Peresviet, Port Arthur. 7710 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wrecked Russian ships Poltava (left) and Retvizan (right) from deck of Peresviet, Port Arthur. 7710 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14202

Video number 13476

Similar to RSN 22003.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [99].

Names: Peresviet (Ship)
Poltava (Ship)
Retvizan (Ship)

Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
Guns -- Manchuria
Ports -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur (Manchuria)
After a fierce Japanese assault--every man killed--looking from Russian fort, Port Arthur. 7724 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14203

Video number 13477

Similar to RSN 22018

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28]

Topic: Battlefields -- Manchuria
      INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
      War -- Manchuria
      War casualties -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Working for peace--President Roosevelt with the Envoys of the Mikado and the Czar on the Mayflower. 7744 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Working for peace--President Roosevelt with the Envoys of the Mikado and the Czar on the Mayflower. 7744 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated around borders of right frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 14204

Video number 13478

AC0143-0014204 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Same as RSN 22038 and 27207.

Names: Mayflower (Ship)  
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Diplomacy  
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT  
Peace negotiations [proposed]  
Presidents  
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905  
Ships  
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt boarding ship.] 7745 photonegative  
2 pieces (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt boarding ship.] 7745 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along right edge right frame.

Local Numbers  
RSN 14205

Video number 13479

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Same as RSN 22039; frames in separate envelopes

Names: Mayflower (Ship)  
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Diplomacy  
Peace  
Presidents  
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905  
Sailors  
Sailors  
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Envoys of the Mikado [Active no. 7746 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14206

Same as RSN 22040.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Names: Mayflower (Ship)

Topic:

Diplomacy
International relations
Peace
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships
War

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Envoy of the Czar. [Active no. 7747 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14207

Video number 13481

Same as RSN 22041.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Names: Mayflower (Ship)

Topic:

Diplomacy
International relations
Peace
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships
War
Envoys of the Czar. 7748 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Envoys of the Czar. 7748 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14208

Video number 13482

Same as RSN 22042; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
Topic: Diplomacy
International relations
Peace
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships
War

[President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship. Active no. 7750 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; total 5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14209

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Same as RSN 22044.

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
Topic: Diplomacy
International relations
Peace
Presidents
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships
War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steamship Mayflower afloat.] 7751 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Steamship Mayflower afloat.] 7751 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14210

Video number 13484

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Same as RSN 22045; frames in separate envelopes.

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
Topic: Diplomacy
International relations
Peace
Presidents
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships
War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene in Manchuria.] 7762 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene in Manchuria.] 7762 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14211
Video number 13485

Same as RSN 22055.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128].

Topic: Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       War -- Manchuria
       War casualties -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene in Manchuria.] 7777 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene in Manchuria.] 7777 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14212

Video number 13486

Same as RSN 22070.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Artillery -- China
       Military -- China
       Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       War -- China

Place: China
       Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene in Manchuria.] 7778 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene in Manchuria.] 7778 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14213

Video number 13487

Same as RSN 22071.

Currently stored in box 3.1.29 [128], moved from [28].

Topic: Military -- China
       Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       Trench warfare -- China
       War -- China

Place:  China
        Manchuria
        Port Arthur

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Filipinos and Americans listening to Secretary Taft in the Marble Room of the City Hall, Manila. 7851 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Filipinos and Americans listening to Secretary Taft in the Marble Room of the City Hall, Manila. 7851 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14214

Video number 13488

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [28].

Names:  Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic:  Meetings -- Philippines
        Presidents -- United States

Place:  Manila (Philippines)
        Philippines

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

The Midnight Sun in July over cliffs of Spitzbergen and the Arctic Ocean, 78 degrees 15 minutes N. lat. 7943 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Midnight Sun in July over cliffs of Spitzbergen and the Arctic Ocean, 78 degrees 15 minutes N. lat. 7943 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14215

Video number 13489

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [99].
Same as RSN 27214

Topic: Formations (Geology)
NORWAY TOUR
Ocean -- Norway
Sunsets -- Norway

Place: Arctic Ocean (Norway)
Norway
Spitzbergen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes -- Norway
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking up beautiful Dalles of Wisconsin River beyond Romance Cliff, Wisconsin. 7987 photonegative

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Looking up beautiful Dalles of Wisconsin River beyond Romance Cliff, Wisconsin. 7987 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14216

Video number 13490

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [28].
Similar to RSN 27241.

Topic: Boats -- Wisconsin
FORMATIONS (GEOLOGY) -- WISCONSIN
RIVERS -- WISCONSIN
THE UNITED STATES TOUR

PLACE: Dalles (Wisconsin River)
Romance Cliff
Wisconsin
Wisconsin River

GENRE/FORM: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Bay Chaleur, near Dalhousie, N.B. 8045 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"

IMAGE(S)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion cracked and peeling badly both frames

LOCAL NUMBERS
RSN 14217

VIDEO NUMBER 13491

COMPANY CATALOG CARD INCLUDED

SAME AS RSN 22305 AND 22306

CURRENTLY STORED IN BOX 3.1.30 [225], MOVED FROM [28]

TOPIC: Bays -- Canada
CANADA TOUR
FORMATIONS (GEOLOGY)
WATERSCAPES -- CANADA

PLACE: Bay Chaleur (Canada)
Canada
Dalhousie (New Brunswick)
New Brunswick

GENRE/FORM: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene.] Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Park scene.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14218

Video number 13492

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Peasant children on the steps of the Temple of Vesta, Rome. 8094
Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Peasant children on the steps of the Temple of Vesta, Rome. 8094 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14219

Video number 13493

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22352 and 22353.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [115].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24809

Topic: Children -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Stairways -- Italy
Temples -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vesta Temple

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Chrysanthemums--500 varieties. Copyright 1897 by Strohmeyer and Wyman. [Active no. 8095 : stereo photonegative,] 1897
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Chrysanthemums--500 varieties. Copyright 1897 by Strohmeyer and Wyman. [Active no. 8095 : stereo photonegative,] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14220

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22354.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic:
Botanical gardens
Chrysanthemums
Flowers

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Japanese building a bridge of poles across a stream for the passage of troops in Manchuria. 8113 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Japanese building a bridge of poles across a stream for the passage of troops in Manchuria. 8113 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14221

Video number 13495

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22369 and 22370.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

**Topic:**
- Battlefields -- China
- Bridges -- China
- Construction -- China
- Military -- China
- RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
- Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
- Soldiers -- China
- War -- China

**Place:**
- China
- Manchuria

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Fleeing from the ruined city--California St., from Stockton to Ferry Tower, San Francisco, Cal. 8180 Photonegative, 1906

*Image(s): Fleeing from the ruined city--California St., from Stockton to Ferry Tower, San Francisco, Cal. 8180 Photonegative 1906.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 14222

Video number 13496

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22424 and 22425; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

**Topic:**
- CALIFORNIA
- Destruction -- California
- Disasters -- California
- Earthquakes -- California
- Fires -- California -- San Francisco.

**Place:**
- California
- San Francisco (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

In the wrecked retail district--from Turk St. near Market, S.E., San Francisco. 8181 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): In the wrecked retail district--from Turk St. near Market, S.E., San Francisco. 8181 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14223

Video number 13497

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22426 and 22427; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic:

CALIFORNIA
Destruction -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Fires -- California -- San Francisco.

Place:

California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Ruins from which a greater San Francisco will rise--from Pioneer Hall, N. to St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco. 8185 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ruins from which a greater San Francisco will rise--from Pioneer Hall, N. to St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco. 8185 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14225

Video number 13499
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22431.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

In the ruined city--from Powell to California Sts., N.E. to Telegraph Hill, San Francisco. 8186 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the ruined city--from Powell to California Sts., N.E. to Telegraph Hill, San Francisco. 8186 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14226

Video number 13500

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22432.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Destruction -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Fires -- California -- San Francisco.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

After the greatest of modern catastrophes--Market St., N.W. past the Call Building. Caption no. 8200 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): After the greatest of modern catastrophes--Market St., N.W. past the Call Building. Caption no. 8200 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14227

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22447.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic: Destruction
Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
Fires -- California -- San Francisco.

Place: California -- 1900-1910
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Union Street, rent by the great earthquake. 8201 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Union Street, rent by the great earthquake. 8201 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 14228

Video number 13502
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 27263.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [99].

Topic: Destruction -- California
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Kohn Building, south to the once great business center of destroyed San Francisco. 8220 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Kohn Building, south to the once great business center of destroyed San Francisco. 8220 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 14229

Video number 13503
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22466; frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic: Destruction -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Fires -- California -- San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE
Streets -- California.

Place:
California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Kohl Building, S.W., over great ruined business district to distant City Hall, San Francisco. 8221 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): From Kohl Building, S.W., over great ruined business district to distant City Hall, San Francisco. 8221 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating in sections along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14230

Video number 13504

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22467.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic:
Destruction -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Fires -- California -- San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE
Streets -- California.

Place:
California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Kohl Building, W. to Fairmont Hotel and Nob Hill, over rich and splendid San Francisco. 8222 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): From Kohl Building, W. to Fairmont Hotel and Nob Hill, over rich and splendid San Francisco. 8222 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14231

Video number 13505

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22468.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic: Destruction -- California
      Earthquakes -- California
      Fires -- California -- San Francisco.
      SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE
      Streets -- California.

Place: California
      San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Slowly clearing away the wreckage of earthquake and fire--from Kohl Building N., San Francisco. 8223 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Slowly clearing away the wreckage of earthquake and fire--from Kohl Building N., San Francisco. 8223 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14232

Video number 13506

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22469 and 22470.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [99].

Topic: Destruction -- California
      Earthquakes -- California
      Fires -- California -- San Francisco.
      SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE
      Streets -- California.

Place: California
      San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Union Street, sunk by the great earth convulsion which destroyed the city, San Francisco. 8224 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Union Street, sunk by the great earth convulsion which destroyed the city, San Francisco. 8224 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14233

Video number 13507
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22471 and 22472.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [99].

Topic: Destruction -- California
       Earthquakes -- California
       Fires -- California -- San Francisco.
       SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE
       Streets -- California.

Place: California
       San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

Searching for family relics in the ruins of the dear old home, San Francisco. 8235 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Searching for family relics in the ruins of the dear old home, San Francisco. 8235 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14234

Video number 13508
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 22483; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

**Topic:** Destruction -- California  
Earthquakes -- California  
Fires -- California -- San Francisco.  
SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE  
Streets -- California.

**Place:** California  
San Francisco (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[CLOSE-UP OF BUILDING DAMAGED IN EARTHQUAKE.] 8258 Photonegative, 1906  
2 pieces (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Close-up of building damaged in earthquake.] 8258 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 14235

Video number 13509

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22505; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

**Topic:** Destruction -- California  
Disasters -- California  
Earthquakes -- California  
SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE

**Place:** California  
San Francisco (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[CLOSE-UP OF BUILDINGS SEVERELY DAMAGED IN EARTHQUAKE.] 8260 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Close-up of buildings severely damaged in earthquake. 8260 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14236

Video number 13510

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22507; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic: Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14237

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22509; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Names: Stanford University

Topic: Angels
Art -- California
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE

Place: Angel of Grief
California
Palo Alto

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of street traffic with earthquake-damaged buildings in background.]
8263 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [View of street traffic with earthquake-damaged buildings in background.] 8263 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14238

Video number 13512
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22510; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic: Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Survivors searching in earthquake rubble.] 8269 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Survivors searching in earthquake rubble.] 8269 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14239

Video number 13513

AC0143-0014239 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22516; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic:
- Destruction -- California
- Disasters -- California
- Earthquakes -- California
- SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE

Place:
- California
- San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Fairmont Hotel and Nob Hill, west from Ferry Building, over miles of ruins, San Francisco. 8280 Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fairmont Hotel and Nob Hill, west from Ferry Building, over miles of ruins, San Francisco. 8280 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14240

Video number 13514

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22522 and 22523.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic:
- Destruction -- California
- Earthquakes -- California
- Fires -- California
- SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE

Place:
- California
- San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of severe earthquake destruction.] 8281 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of severe earthquake destruction.] 8281 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14241

Video number 13515

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22529.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

Topic: Destruction -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Fires -- California
SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Simple beach house under construction.] 8309 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Simple beach house under construction.] 8309 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14242

Video number 13516

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22553.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [99].

Topic: Architecture
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

East side of jail, showing window where Joseph Smith was shot and from which he fell. 8320 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): East side of jail, showing window where Joseph Smith was shot and from which he fell. 8320 Photonegative 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14243

Video number 13517

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22564

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [99].

Names: Smith, Joseph

Topic: Architecture -- Illinois
Jails -- Illinois

Place: Carthage (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Coronation Ascot--Twenty Starters for the Royal Hunt Cup. 8362 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Coronation Ascot--Twenty Starters for the Royal Hunt Cup. 8362 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14244

Video number 13518
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22595; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [127].

**Topic:** Horses -- England  
Racing -- England

**Place:** England

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Picking lemons in a grove on the Conca d'Oro (Golden Shell), outside Palermo, Sicily. Active No. 8565 : stereo photonegative  
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Picking lemons in a grove on the Conca d'Oro (Golden Shell), outside Palermo, Sicily. Active No. 8565 : stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14245

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 2735.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [99].

**Topic:** Children -- Sicily  
FRUITS  
Fruit -- Sicily  
Laborers -- Sicily  
Lemon -- Sicily  
Orchards -- Sicily

**Place:** Conca d'Oro (Palermo, Sicily)  
Italy  
Palermo (Sicily)  
Sicily (Italy)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Greek Theatre of 5th century B.C. with modern Syracuse and harbor at southeast. [Active no. 8585 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Greek Theatre of 5th century B.C. with modern Syracuse and harbor at southeast. [Active no. 8585 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14246

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14247 and 27352.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225]. Orig. company acc. no. 81944.

Copy and Version Identification Note

81944

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Sicily
Boats -- Sicily
Donkeys -- Sicily
Harbors -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Greek Theatre of 5th century B.C. with modern Syracuse and harbor at southeast. 8585 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Greek Theatre of 5th century B.C. with modern Syracuse and harbor at southeast. 8585 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14247

Video number 13521
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14246; same as RSN 27352.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note

745

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Sicily
Boats -- Sicily
Donkeys -- Sicily
Harbors -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Roman amphitheatre of Agustus's time, with part of modern Syracuse beyond at S.E. 8586 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Roman amphitheatre of Agustus's time, with part of modern Syracuse beyond at S.E. 8586 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14248

Video number 13522

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14249 and 22735.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note

82076

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Roman amphitheatre of Agustus's time, with part of modern Syracuse beyond at S.E. 8586 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Roman amphitheatre of Agustus's time, with part of modern Syracuse beyond at S.E. 8586 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14249

Video number 13523

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14248 and 22735.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Sicily Ruins -- Sicily SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy) Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Latomie del Paradiso (W.N.W.), ancient Greek prison quarry with watchtower, Syracuse. 8587 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Latomie del Paradiso (W.N.W.), ancient Greek prison quarry with watchtower, Syracuse. 8587 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Latomie del Paradiso (W.N.W.), ancient Greek prison quarry with
watchtower, Syracuse. Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Latomie del Paradiso (W.N.W.), ancient Greek prison quarry with
watchtower, Syracuse. Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14251

Video number 13525
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14250 and 22736.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].
Copy and Version Identification Note
82020

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Prisons -- Sicily
Quarrying -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Towers -- Sicily

Place: Latomie del Paradiso (Syracuse, Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Ear of Dionysius," cavern where the tyrant of Syracuse spied on political prisoners. 8588 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Ear of Dionysius," cavern where the tyrant of Syracuse spied on political prisoners. 8588 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14252

Video number 13526

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22737.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81938

Topic: Caverns -- Sicily
Caves -- Sicily
Donkeys -- Sicily
Formations (Geology) -- Sicily
Prisons -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Ear of Dionysius (Cavern) (Syracuse, Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Church of S. Giovanni (N.), built 1182 above crypt where St. Paul once preached, Syracuse. 8589 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Church of S. Giovanni (N.), built 1182 above crypt where St. Paul once preached, Syracuse. 8589 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14253

Video number 13527

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22738.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note

81981

Names: Church of S. Giovanni (Syracuse, Sicily) Paul, the Apostle, Saint

Topic: Churches -- Catholic -- Sicily -- Syracuse Ruins -- Sicily SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy) Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Underground chapel of St. Marcian (S.E.), where St. Paul preached to people of Syracuse. 8590 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Underground chapel of St. Marcian (S.E.), where St. Paul preached to people of Syracuse. 8590 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14254

Video number 13528

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22739.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81941

Names: Chapel of S. Marcian (Syracuse, Sicily)
Paul, the Apostle, Saint

Topic:
Caverns -- Sicily
Chapels -- Sicily
Churches -- Sicily
Crypts -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Latomie de' Cappuccini (S.S.W.), where 7,000 captive Athenians suffered in 414 B.C. 8591 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Latomie de' Cappuccini (S.S.W.), where 7,000 captive Athenians suffered in 414 B.C. 8591 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14255

Video number 13529

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22740.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81917

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Prisons -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Latomie de' Cappuccini (Syracuse, Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Spring of Arethusa, where the nymph was metamorphosed by Diana--W. over Syracuse harbor. [Active no. 8592 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Spring of Arethusa, where the nymph was metamorphosed by Diana--W. over Syracuse harbor. [Active no. 8592 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14256

Video number 13530

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22741 and 27353.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Company acc. no. 81931.

Topic: Boats -- Sicily
Harbors -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Springs -- Sicily

Place:
Sicily (Italy)
Spring of Arethusa
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Syracuse cathedral from N.W., showing Doric columns of older pagan temple in N. wall. Active no. 8593 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Syracuse cathedral from N.W., showing Doric columns of older pagan temple in N. wall. Active no. 8593 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14257

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225]. Company catalog card included.
Company acc. no.(?), 81942.

Similar to RSN 22742

Topic: Buggies -- Sicily
Cathedrals -- Sicily
Horses -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Streets -- Sicily

Place:
Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)
Syracuse Cathedral

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Court of Archers (W.N.W.), to towers of Dionysius--Euryalos Fort, Syracuse. 8594 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Entrance to Court of Archers (W.N.W.), to towers of Dionysius--Euryalos Fort, Syracuse. 8594 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14258

Video number 13532

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14259.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82007

Names: Court of Archers (Euryalos Fort, Syracuse, Sicily) Euryalos Fort (Syracuse, Sicily)
Topic: Ruins -- Sicily SICILY TOUR
Place: Dionysius Towers (Euryalos Fort, Syracuse, Sicily) Sicily (Italy) Syracuse (Sicily)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Court of Archers (W.N.W.), to towers of Dionysius--Euryalos Fort, Syracuse. Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Entrance to Court of Archers (W.N.W.), to towers of Dionysius--Euryalos Fort, Syracuse. Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14259

Video number 13533

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14258.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].
Copy and Version Identification Note
81990

Names: Court of Archers (Euryalos Fort, Syracuse, Sicily)
       Euryalos Fort (Syracuse, Sicily)

Topic: Ruins -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR

Place: Dionysius Towers (Euryalos Fort, Syracuse, Sicily)
       Sicily (Italy)
       Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Farming at the foot of Fort Euryalos, where Syracuse held off the
Athenians, 414 B.C. 8595 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Farming at the foot of Fort Euryalos, where Syracuse held off the
Athenians, 414 B.C. 8595 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14260

Video number 13534

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82011

Names: Euryalos Fort (Syracuse, Sicily)

Topic: Agriculture -- Sicily
       Ruins -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy)
       Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs
Looking from Fort Euryalos E. along ruined wall of Dionysius to the sea, Syracuse. 8596 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Looking from Fort Euryalos E. along ruined wall of Dionysius to the sea, Syracuse. 8596 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14261

Video number 13535
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82092

Names: Euryalos Fort (Syracuse, Sicily)
Topic: Dionysius (Greek deity)
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking S.E. from Euryalos Fort to Syracuse and harbor where the Athenians were defeated. Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Looking S.E. from Euryalos Fort to Syracuse and harbor where the Athenians were defeated. Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14262
Papyrus-bordered Spring of Cyane, the nymph who tried to save Proserpine, Syracuse. 8598 photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Papyrus-bordered Spring of Cyane, the nymph who tried to save Proserpine, Syracuse. 8598 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14263

Similar to RSN 22747 and 27354; frames separated.

Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral where St. Agatha's relics rest and old Elephant fountain, from the west, Catania. 8599 Photonegative, 1905

2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cathedral where St. Agatha's relics rest and old Elephant fountain, from the west, Catania. 8599 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled framed cracked diagonally.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14264

Video number 13538

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note

82015

Names: Catania Cathedral (Catania, Sicily)

Topic: Cathedrals -- Sicily

Fountains -- Sicily

Plazas -- Sicily

Ruins -- Sicily

SICILY TOUR

Streets -- Sicily

Place: Catania (Sicily)

Sicily (Italy)

St. Agatha

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Fine modern street of Stesicoro Etnca (N.), and its Sunday throng of townfolk, Catania. Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Fine modern street of Stesicoro Etnca (N.), and its Sunday throng of townfolk, Catania. Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14265

Video number 13539

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14266 and 22749

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81864

Topic: Crowds -- Sicily
        SICILY TOUR
        Streets -- Sicily

Place: Catania (Sicily)
        Sicily (Italy)
        Stesicoro Etnca

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

Fine modern street of Stesicoro Etnca (N.), and its Sunday throng of townfolk, Catania. 8600 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Fine modern street of Stesicoro Etnca (N.), and its Sunday throng of townfolk, Catania. 8600 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14266

Video number 13540
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14265 and 22749

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81849

Topic: Crowds -- Sicily
      SICILY TOUR
      Streets -- Sicily

Place: Catania (Sicily)
       Sicily (Italy)
       Stesicoro Etnca

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Mount Etna smoking above its cloak of snow, N. from St. Nicolai Church
tower, Catania. 8601 Photonegative, 1905

1 item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Mount Etna smoking above its cloak of snow, N. from St. Nicolai
Church tower, Catania. 8601 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14267

Video number 13541

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14268, 14269, 14270, 27355 and 27356

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1098

Topic: Mountains -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR
       Volcanoes -- Sicily

Place: Catania (Sicily)
       Mt. Etna
       Sicily (Italy)
Mount Etna smoking above its cloak of snow, N. from St. Nicolai Church tower, Catania. 8601 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Mount Etna smoking above its cloak of snow, N. from St. Nicolai Church tower, Catania. 8601 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14268

Video number 13542

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14267, 14269, 14270, 27355 and 27356

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225], moved from [99].

Topic: Mountains -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Volcanoes -- Sicily

Place: Catania (Sicily)
Mt. Etna
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14267. 14268, 14270, 27355 and 27356

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note

82047

Topic: Mountains -- Sicily
     SICILY TOUR
     Volcanoes -- Sicily

Place: Catania (Sicily)
       Mt. Etna
       Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Mount Etna smoking above its cloak of snow, N. from St. Nicolai Church tower, Catania. 8601 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Mount Etna smoking above its cloak of snow, N. from St. Nicolai Church tower, Catania. 8601 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14270

Video number 13544

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14267. 14268, 14269, 27355 and 27356

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note

746

Topic: Mountains -- Sicily
     SICILY TOUR
     Volcanoes -- Sicily

Place: Catania (Sicily)
       Mt. Etna
       Sicily (Italy)
Work and gossip at a fountain by the Cappuccini gate in Taormini’s old city wall. 8602 Photonegative, 1905

Image(s): Work and gossip at a fountain by the Cappuccini gate in Taormini’s old city wall. 8602 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14271

Video number 13545

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22750.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81906

Names: Cappuccini Gate (Taormini, Sicily)

Topic: Donkeys -- Sicily

Fountains -- Sicily

Gates -- Sicily

Pottery -- Sicily

Ruins -- Sicily

SICILY TOUR

Streets -- Sicily

Walls -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Taormina (Sicily)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Looking W.S.W. over Taormina’s ancient theatre to snowy Etna, twenty miles away. 8603 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking W.S.W. over Taormina's ancient theatre to snowy Etna, twenty miles away. 8603 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14272

Video number 13546
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22751
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82061

Topic: Mountains -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Theaters -- Sicily
Volcanoes -- Sicily

Place: Mt. Etna
Sicily (Italy)
Taormina (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Theatre of old Greek and Roman eras overlooking Taormina and mountains at west. 8604 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Theatre of old Greek and Roman eras overlooking Taormina and mountains at west. 8604 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14273
Video number 13547

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22752.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note

82043

Topic: Columns -- Sicily
Mountains -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Theaters -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Taormina (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Humble folks of today and their home inside a medieval nobleman's palace, Taormina. Active no. 8605: stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Humble folks of today and their home inside a medieval nobleman's palace, Taormina. Active no. 8605: stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14274

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Similar to RSN 22753. Company accession number (?), 81871.

Topic: Donkeys
Dwellings -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy -- 1900-1910
SICILY TOUR
Wheelbarrows

Place: Italy -- 1890-1920
Sicily (Italy)
Taormina (Sicily)
Messina, west between harbor and mountains--Italy's busiest commercial port. 8606 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Messina, west between harbor and mountains--Italy's busiest commercial port. 8606 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14275

Video number 13549
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14276 and 27357.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
748

Topic: Harbors -- Sicily
Mountains -- Sicily
Ports -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Messina (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Messina, west between harbor and mountains--Italy's busiest commercial port. 8606 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Messina, west between harbor and mountains--Italy's busiest commercial port. 8606 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14276

Video number 13550

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14275 and 27357.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83040

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Harbors -- Sicily</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Sicily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ports -- Sicily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SICILY TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Messina (Sicily)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Charybdis to Scylla--N.E. from Faro Point, Sicily, across Messina Strait to Italian mainland. 8607 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): From Charybdis to Scylla--N.E. from Faro Point, Sicily, across Messina Strait to Italian mainland. 8607 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14277

Video number 13551

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14278 and 27358.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83101

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Channels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Sicily</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Oceans -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Ships -- Sicily
Straits -- Sicily

Place: Charybdis
Faro Point (Sicily)
Messina
Messina Strait
Scylla
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Charybdis to Scylla--N.E. from Faro Point, Sicily, across Messina Strait to Italian mainland. 8607 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): From Charybdis to Scylla--N.E. from Faro Point, Sicily, across Messina Strait to Italian mainland. 8607 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14278

Video number 13552

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14277 and 27358.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
747

Topic: Channels
Mountains -- Sicily
Oceans -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Ships -- Sicily
Straits -- Sicily

Place: Charybdis
Faro Point (Sicily)
Messina
Messina Strait
Scylla
Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 8608 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 8608 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14279
Video number 13553
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22754.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85336
Topic: Offices
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[India.] 8610 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [India.] 8610 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14280
Video number 13554
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22756.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93953

Topic: Architecture -- India
      Ceremonies -- India
      Military -- India
      Mosques -- India
      Palaces -- India

Place: India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in India.] 8611 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in India.] 8611 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14281

Video number 13555

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22757; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94174

Topic: Carriages -- India
      Celebrations -- India
      Gates -- India
      Horses -- India
      Royalty -- India
      Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 8612 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8612 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14282
Video number 13556
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22758.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   93971
   Topic: Ceremonies -- India
          Military -- India
          Parades -- India
          Soldiers -- India
   Place: India
   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

Ben Pagoda, Bhamo 8613 Photonegative, 1906
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ben Pagoda, Bhamo 8613 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14283
Video number 13557
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22759.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].
Copy and Version Identification Note

94308

Topic: Architecture -- India
Pagodas -- India
Shrines -- India
Temples -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in India.] 8614 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in India.] 8614 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14284

Video number 13558

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22760.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94240

Topic: Camels -- India
Deserts -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 8616 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8616 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14285

Video number 13559
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94242

Topic:
Camels -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India

Place:
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 8617 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 8617 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14286

Video number 13560
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22763; frames separated.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94046
Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Camels -- India
Military -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 8618 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 8618 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14287

Video number 13561

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22764; frames separated.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94047

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Military -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 8619 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8619 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14288

Video number 13562

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22765.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94270

Topic: Carriages -- India
      Horses -- India
      Military -- India
      Parades -- India
      Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats in India.] 8620 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boats in India.] 8620 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14289

Video number 13563

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22767.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94149

Topic: Boats -- India
      Military -- India
      Royalty -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 8621 Photonegative, 1906
1 item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 8621 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14290
Video number 13564
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22768.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94098

Topic: Arches -- India
Architecture -- India
Military -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8623 photonegative, 1906
1 item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8623 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14291

Video number 13565

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Similar to RSN 22769

Copy and Version Identification Note
95227

Topic: Celebrations
Flags -- India
Rites and ceremonies -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8625 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8625 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14292

Video number 13566

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Similar to RSN 14293 and 22770-22772.

Copy and Version Identification Note
94243

Topic: Celebrations -- India
Ceremonies -- India
Flags -- India
Royalty -- India
Tents -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8626 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8626 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14293

Video number 13567

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].
Similar to RSN 14292 and 22770-22772

Copy and Version Identification Note
94378

Topic: Celebrations -- India
Ceremonies -- India
Flags -- India
Royalty -- India
Tents -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8627 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8627 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14294

Video number 13568
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22773.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94058

Topic: Celebrations -- India
Rites and ceremonies -- India
Royalty -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8628 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8628 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14295

Video number 13569
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22774.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93935

Topic: Celebrations -- India
Rites and ceremonies -- India
Royalty -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Exposition in India. Active no. 863 :1 stereo photonegative.,] 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Image(s): [Exposition in India. Active no. 863 :1 stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14296

Company catalog card included.
NOTE: VIDEONUMS 13571-13652 ARE BLANK! Similar to RSN 14297 and 22777.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].
Company acc. no. 94100.

Genre/ Form: Expositions Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Gates
Place: India

[Exposition in India.] [Active no. 8631 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Exposition in India.] [Active no. 8631 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14297

Company catalog card included.
NOTE! VIDEONUMS 13654-13667 ARE BLANK! Similar to RSN 14296 and 22777.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Company acc. no. 94184.

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |
| Topic:       | Gates |
| Place:       | India |

[India] Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [India] Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14298

Video number 13668
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 22778; frames separated

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225]

| Topic: | Architecture -- India Crowds -- India Streets -- India |
| Place: | India -- 1900-1910 |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Flag-bedecked city building in India.] 8633 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Flag-bedecked city building in India.] 8633 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
lower right corner missing both frames
Local Numbers
RSN 14299

Video number 13669

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Similar to RSN 22779

Copy and Version Identification Note
94362

Topic: Architecture -- India
Flags -- India
Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 166 Cards 2376-2531a, 8585-8705

Box 167 RSN Numbers 14300-14359

Image(s)

[Parade in India.] 8634 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8634 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14300

Video number 13670

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22780; frames separated.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94030
[Parade in India.] 8635 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8635 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14301

Video number 13671

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22781.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94200

[Parade in India.] 8636 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8636 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Pieces missing along lower and right borders.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14302

Video number 13672
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22782.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94384

Topic: Horses -- India
      Military -- India
      Parades -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 8637 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8637 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14303

Video number 13673
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94106

Topic: Horses -- India
      Military -- India
      Parades -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 8637 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8637 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14304

Video number 13674

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94349

Topic: Horses -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in India.] 8638 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in India.] 8638 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14305

Video number 13675

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22784; frames separated.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94276

Topic: Portraits -- India
      Tents -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Family portrait outdoors in India.] 8639 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family portrait outdoors in India.] 8639 photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Cancelled frame split diagonally.

Local Numbers
  RSN 14306

Video number 13676

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Similar to RSN 22785

Copy and Version Identification Note
94397

Topic: Family -- India
      Portraits -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in India.] 8640 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Portrait in India.] 8640 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14307
Video number 13677
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22786.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94396

Topic: Portraits -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8645 Photonegative, 1906
3 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8645 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled frame in three pieces.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14308
Video number 13678
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22791.
Currently stored in box 3.1.30 [225].
Copy and Version Identification Note

94336

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in India.] 8646 Photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in India.] 8646 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14309

Video number 13679

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14310, 22792 and 22793.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

88777

Names: Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: Portraits -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India
Princess of Wales

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in India.] 8646 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in India.] 8646 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14310

Video number 13680

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14309, 22792 and 22793.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93937

Names: Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: Portraits -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India
Princess of Wales

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty in India.] 8650 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty in India.] 8650 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14311

Video number 13681

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22797.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94329

Topic: Carriages -- India
       Royalty -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:  -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty in India.] 8651 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Royalty in India.] 8651 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 14312

Video number 13682
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14313 and 22798.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94322

Topic: Architecture -- India
       Rites and ceremonies -- India
       Royalty -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:  -- Glass

[Ceremony in India.] 8651 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8651 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 14313
Video number 13683
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14312 and 22798.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94322
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8655 photonegative, 1906
3 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8655 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
cancelled frame in three pieces

Local Numbers
RSN 14314
Video number 13684
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].
Similar to RSN 22799
Copy and Version Identification Note
94002

Topic: Flags -- India
Rites and ceremonies -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8656 photonegative, 1906
3 pieces (5“ x 8“)

Image(s): [Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8655 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
One-sixth missing.
Uncancelled frame in three pieces.

Local Numbers
RSN 14315

Video number 13685
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Company catalog card included.

SEE ENVELOPE IN BACK OF STORAGE BOX FOR ADDITIONAL FRAGMENTS Similar to RSN 22803

Copy and Version Identification Note
94006

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Flags -- India
Horses -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Park in India.] 8657 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Park in India.] 8657 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14316

Video number 13686

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22804; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94158

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Parks -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 8658 Photonegative, 1906
4 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8658 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled frame in four pieces.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14317

Video number 13687

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22805 NOTE: SEE RSN 2274 FOR MISSING CENTRAL FRAGMENT IN RIGHT FRAME.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94001

Topic: Military -- India
Parades -- India
Photographers -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8659 Photonegative, 1906
4 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8659 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

One-eighth missing.

Uncancelled frame in four pieces.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14318

Video number 13688

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22806.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94061

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Elephants -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Flag-bedecked city building, India.] Active no. 8663 : stereo photonegative, 1906
2 Items (pieces; 4" x 5").
Image(s): [Flag-bedecked city building, India.] Active no. 8663 : stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate split diagonally (check)

Local Numbers
RSN 14319
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22810. Company acc. no. 94054.

Topic:
Architecture -- India
Carts -- India
Flags -- India
Gates -- India
Horses -- India

Place:
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Ceremony in India.] 8664 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8664 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14320
Video number 13690
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22811; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].
Copy and Version Identification Note

94310

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India. Active no. 8665 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Image(s): [Ceremony in India. Active no. 8665 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14321

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22812.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Company acc. no. 94055.

Topic: Jungles -- India
        Rites and ceremonies
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 8666 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 8666 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14322

Video number 13692

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22813; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94314

Topic: Architecture -- India
Dining rooms -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 8667 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 8667 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14323

Video number 13693

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22814; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93987

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 8668 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 8668 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14324
Video number 13694
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22815.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94318

Topic: Architecture -- India
   Art -- India
   Interior architecture -- India
   Palaces -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 8669 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 8669 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14325
Video number 13695
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22816; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93990

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fortification -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walls -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tomb of Abdulla Knib Shob [Active no. 8670 : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Tomb of Abdulla Knib Shob [Active no. 8670 : stereo photonegative], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 14326

Video number 13696

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52]

Company acc. no. 93978.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Tombs -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Golconda (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Architecture in India.] 8671 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 8671 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14327
Video number 13697
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22817.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94168

Topic: Architecture -- India
Carriages -- India
Horses -- India

Place: India

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 8676 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture in India.] 8676 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14328
Video number 13698
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22822; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].
Copy and Version Identification Note

94086

Topic: Architecture -- India
Horses -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 8677 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8677 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14329

Video number 13699

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22823.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94083

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Horses -- India
Parades -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in India.] 8678 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene in India.] 8678 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14330

Video number 13700

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22824; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94087

Topic:
Gates -- India
Horses -- India
Royalty -- India
Streets -- India
Wagons -- India

Place:
India

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military in India.] 8679 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military in India.] 8679 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14331

Video number 13701

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22825; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].
Copy and Version Identification Note

94090

Topic: Military -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene in India.] 8680 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene in India.] 8680 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14332

Video number 13702

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22826; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Streets -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 8681 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8681 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14333

Video number 13703
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22827.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94140

Topic: Horses -- India
      Parades -- India
      Roads -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Carriage in India. Active no. 8683 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): [Carriage in India. Active no. 8683 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Men in foreground, seen from the back.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion beginning to peel along left border.

Local Numbers

RSN 14334

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22829.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Company acc. no. 93975.

Topic: Carriages

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in India.] 8684 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in India.] 8684 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14335

Video number 13705
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22830; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93972

Topic: Portraits -- India
Tents -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops line road beside hospital in India.] photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Troops line road beside hospital in India.] photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14336

Video number 13706
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22831; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Topic: Hospitals -- India
Military -- India
Roads -- India

Place: India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8689 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8689 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14337

Video number 13707

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22835.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94376

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8691 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8691 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14338

Video number 13708
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22837; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94334

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
   Gates -- India
   Military -- India
   Parades -- India
   Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Ceremony in India.] 8692 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8692 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14339

Video number 13709

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22838; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94355

Topic: Gates -- India
   Rites and ceremonies -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Ceremony in India. Active no. 8693 : stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Ceremony in India. Active no. 8693 : stereo photonegative] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14340

Video number 13710

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22839.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Company acc. no. 93949.

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Another image description with similar details]
Company acc. no. 94049.

**Topic:** Gates -- India  
Rites and ceremonies -- India

**Place:** India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India. Active no. 8695 : stereo photonegative,], 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8").

*Image(s):* [Ceremony in India. Active no. 8695 : stereo photonegative,]  
1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Gridwood, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 14342

Video number 13712

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Similar to RSN 22841. Company accession no. 94179.

**Topic:** Bands (Music) -- 1900-1910 -- India  
Ceremonies -- India  
Military -- India  
Musical instruments -- India

**Place:** India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India. Active no. 8696 : stereo photonegative,], 1906  
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

*Image(s):* [Parade in India. Active no. 8696 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Gridwood, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 14343

Video number 13713
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22842. Company acc. no. 94425.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Topic: Military -- India
Parades -- India
Transportation -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group portrait in India. Active no. 8697 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
2 items (pieces; 5" x 8".)

Image(s): [Group portrait in India. Active no. 8697 : stereo photonegative,]
1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14344

Video number 13714

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22843; company acc. no. 94328.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Topic: Portraits, Group
Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8698 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8698 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14345

Video number 13715
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22844; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
9999994262

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Rites and ceremonies -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Royalty -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Parade in India.] 8699 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8699 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14346

Video number 13716
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22845; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94353

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Military -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parades -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rifles -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in India.] 8700 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Roadway in India.] 8700 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14347

Video number 13717

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22846.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94022

Topic: Military -- India
Mountains -- India
Roads -- India
Valleys -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 8702 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8702 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14348

Video number 13718
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22848.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94295

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fortification -- India</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Ceremony in India.] 8704 Photonegative, 1906
4 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8704 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled frame in four pieces.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14349

Video number 13719

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22850.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94287

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rites and ceremonies -- India</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in India.] 8706 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait in India.] 8706 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14350
Video number 13720
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22852.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94273
Topic: Military -- India
Portrait -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway in India.] 8708 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway in India.] 8708 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14351
Video number 13721
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22854; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94021

Topic: Mountains -- India
      Roads -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in India.] 8709 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains in India.] 8709 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14352

Video number 13722

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94015

Topic: Military -- India
      Mountains -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in India.] 8710 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains in India.] 8710 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14353

Video number 13723

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22855.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94239

Topic: Fortification -- India
      Military -- India
      Mountains -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- India
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains in India.] 8711 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Mountains in India.] 8711 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14354

Video number 13724

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22856.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94017

Topic: Military -- India
       Mountains -- India
       Rifles -- India
       Soldiers -- India
Valleys -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- India

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Scenes at the last Indian Durbar; beautiful camp of Maharajo of Patiala; Punjab chiefs camp at Lahora. 8714 Photonegative, 1906

2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Scenes at the last Indian Durbar; beautiful camp of Maharajo of Patiala; Punjab chiefs camp at Lahora. 8714 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14355

Video number 13725

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22859; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94283

Names: Durbar (Delhi, India)

Topic: Art -- India

Camps -- India

Celebrations -- India

Sculptures -- India

Tents -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920

Lahora (India)

Maharajo of Patiala

Punjab

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Сeremony in India.] 8715 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8715 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14356

Video number 13726

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22860; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94151

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
       Elephants -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8716 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8716 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14357

Video number 13727

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22861; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94155
Topic:  Ceremonies -- India
       Elephants -- India
       Horses -- India

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture in India.] 8717 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s):  [Architecture in India.] 8717 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 14358

Video number 13728

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 22862.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    94036

Topic:  Architecture -- India

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8719 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s):  [Ceremony in India.] 8719 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14359

Video number 13729
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22864.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94238

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Military -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 168
RSN Numbers 14360-14431

Image(s)

[Ceremony in India.] 8720 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8720 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14360

Video number 13730
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22865.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94277

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in India.] 8722 Photonegative, 1906

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in India.] 8722 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14361

Video number 13731

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22867.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93968

Topic: Horses -- India

Ruins -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

This foundation stone of the Medical College erected by the peoples of the United Provinces in commemoration of the visit of their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales. [Active no. 8723 : stereo photonegative,] 1906

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): This foundation stone of the Medical College erected by the peoples of the United Provinces in commemoration of the visit of their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales. [Active no. 8723 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14362

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22868.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Company acc. no. 94349.

Names: Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: Cornerstones
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8724 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8724 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14363

Video number 13733

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 22869; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94428

Topic: Architecture -- India
Electricity -- India
Night photography -- 1890-1900 -- India
Rites and ceremonies -- India

Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8725 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8725 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14364
Video number 13734
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22870.
Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94125

Topic: Gates -- India
Rites and ceremonies -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Gateway in India.] 8726 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Gateway in India.] 8726 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14365
Video number 13735
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94338

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Gates -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Gateway in India.] 8727 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Gateway in India.] 8727 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14366

Video number 13736

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22871; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94414

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Elephants -- India Gates -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Gateway in India.] 8728 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Gateway in India.] 8728 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 14367

Video number 13737

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22872; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94415

Topic:   Elephants -- India
         Gates -- India

Place:   India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in India.] 8729 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Portrait in India.] 8729 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14368

Video number 13738

Currently stored in box 3.1.31 [52].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94013

Topic:   Portraits -- India

Place:   India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Costumed crowd beside train tracks in India.] 8730 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Costumed crowd beside train tracks in India.] 8730 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14369

Video number 13739

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22874.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94260

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Portraits -- India
Railroads -- India
Stations -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in India.] 8731 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in India.] 8731 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14370

Video number 13740

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22875.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].
Copy and Version Identification Note

94207

Topic: Architecture -- India
Portraits -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 8732 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade in India.] 8732 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14371

Video number 13741

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22876; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94382

Topic: Architecture -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in India.] 8735 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in India.] 8735 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14372

Video number 13742
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22879.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94004

Topic: Portraits -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8736 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8736 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14373

Video number 13743
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22880.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94350

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8737 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8737 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14374

Video number 13744
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22881.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94129

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8739 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8739 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14375

Video number 13745

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22883; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94377

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- India
Place:  India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8740 Photonegative, 1906
4 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8740 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14376

Video number 13746

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! UPPER QUARTER OF LEFT FRAME NOT PHOTOGRAPHED; ONLY SMALL SCALLOP OF SKY IN BOTH FRAMES MISSING Similar to RSN 22884

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93960

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- India
Place:  India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs
[Harbor scene in India.] 8741 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Harbor scene in India.] 8741 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14377
Video number 13747
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22885; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94190

Topic: Boats -- India
Harbors -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Transportation in India.] 8742 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Transportation in India.] 8742 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14378
Video number 13748
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22886; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Topic: Carriages -- India
Transportation -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait in India.] 8743 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait in India.] 8743 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14379
Video number 13749

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22887; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94352

Topic: Portraits -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8744 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8744 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14380

Video number 13750
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22888; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94411

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river in India.] 8748 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boats on river in India.] 8748 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14381

Video number 13751

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 22892; frames in separate envelopes.

Topic: Boats -- India
Rivers -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8749 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8749 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 14382

Video number 13752

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22893; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94101

Topic: Boats -- India
      Ceremonies -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Steroscopic photographs:

[Boats on river in India.] 8750 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Boats on river in India.] 8750 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14383

Video number 13753

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 22894.

Copy and Version Identification Note
94389

Topic: Boats -- India
      Rivers -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of Mandalay River in India.] 8751 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [High view of Mandalay River in India.] 8751 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14384

Video number 13754

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 22895.

Copy and Version Identification Note
94309

Topic: Architecture -- India
Rivers -- India

Place: India
Mandalay River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river in India.] 8752 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Boats on river in India.] 8752 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14385

Video number 13755

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 22896; frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note

94102

Topic: Boats -- India
      Rivers -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephants in India.] 8756 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Elephants in India.] 8756 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14386

Video number 13756

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22900.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94122

Topic: Elephants -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephants in India.] 8755 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Elephants in India.] 8755 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14387

Video number 13757

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22899.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94363

Topic: Elephants -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephants in India.] 8757 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Elephants in India.] 8757 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14388

Video number 13758

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22901; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94247
Topic: Elephants -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Gateway in India.] 8758 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Gateway in India.] 8758 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14389

Video number 13759

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22902; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94141

Topic: Arches -- India
Gates -- India
Rites and ceremonies -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8760 Photonegative, 1906
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8760 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14390
Video number 13760

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22904.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94291

Topic:    Rites and ceremonies -- India

Place:    India

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremonies beside train in India.] 8762 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremonies beside train in India.] 8762 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14391

Video number 13761

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22906 and 22907.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94292

Topic:    Ceremonies -- India
          Military -- India
          Railroads -- India
          Streets -- India
          Trains -- India

Place:    India

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:     -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Transportation in India.] 8763 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Transportation in India.] 8763 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14392

Video number 13762

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22908; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94320

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Horses -- India
Military -- India
Transportation -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military in India.] 8764 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military in India.] 8764 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14393

Video number 13763

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22909.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94073

Topic: Arches -- India
Military -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military in India.] 8767 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military in India.] 8767 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14394

Video number 13764

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22912.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94028

Topic: Military -- India
Mountains -- India
Parades -- India
Rifles -- India
Training -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military in India.] 8768 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military in India.] 8768 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14395

Video number 13765

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22913; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94359

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
      Military -- India
      Tents -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion in India.] 8769 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Religion in India.] 8769 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14396

Video number 13766

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22914; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94302
Topic: Religion -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line in India.] 8770 photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rail line in India.] 8770 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14397

Video number 13767
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22915; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94356

Topic: Mountains -- India
Photographers -- India
Railroads -- India
Roads -- India
Trains -- India
Place: India -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military in India.] 8771 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military in India.] 8771 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14398

Video number 13768

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22916; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94032

| Topic:     | Ceremonies -- India                  |
|           | Military -- India                    |
| Place:     | India                                |
| Genre/     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form:      | -- Glass                             |
|            | Stereoscopic photographs             |

[Street scene in India.] 8775 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene in India.] 8775 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14399

Video number 13769

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94258

| Topic:     | Streets -- India                    |
| Place:     | India                                |
| Genre/     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form:      | -- Glass                             |

[Ceremonies in India.] 8775 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ceremonies in India. 8775 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14400

Video number 13770
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22920.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94258

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Shiva Dagon Pagoda. 8781 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Entrance to Shiva Dagon Pagoda. 8781 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14401

Video number 13771
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22926.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94229

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
    Pagodas -- Burma

Place: Burma
    Rangoon (Burma)
    Shiva Dagon Pagoda

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Pagoda in Burma.] 8785 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pagoda in Burma.] 8785 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 14402

Video number 13772

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22930.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94221

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
    Pagodas -- Burma

Place: Burma
    Rangoon (Burma)
    Shiva Dagon Pagoda

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river in India.] 8786 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boats on river in India.] 8786 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling slightly along left border of uncanceled frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 14403
Video number 13773
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].
Similar to RSN 22931.

Copy and Version Identification Note
94051
Topic: Boats -- India
Rivers -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremonies in India.] 8787 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremonies in India.] 8787 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14404
Video number 13774
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22932; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94404

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade?, India. Active no. 8794 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Image(s): [Parade?, India. Active no. 8794 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14405

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].
Company catalog card included.

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! Image same as RSN 27359 [Videonum 26597].

Topic: Horses -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade, India. Active no. 8797 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Image(s): [Parade, India. Active no. 8797 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14406

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56]. Company catalog card included.
Company acc. no. 94169.
NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC, but plate in file. Same as RSN 22941 [VIDEONUM 22176].

**Topic:** Horses -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India

**Place:** India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremonies in India.] 8799 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

**Image(s):**[Ceremonies in India.] 8799 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 14407

**Video number 13775**

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22943; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
94250

**Topic:** Ceremonies -- India
Horses -- India
Parades -- India

**Place:** India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremonies in India.] 8801 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):**[Ceremonies in India.] 8801 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14408

Video number 13776

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22945.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94114

Topic: Carriages -- India
Ceremonies -- India
Horses -- India
Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Huge street crowd in India.] 8802 photonegative, 1906
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Huge street crowd in India.] 8802 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14409

Video number 13777

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 22946; frame in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note
94183

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Military -- India
Monuments -- India
Parades -- India
Rifles -- India
Streets -- India

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Transportation in India.] 8804 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Transportation in India.] 8804 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14410

Video number 13778

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22948; frame in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94305

Topic:  Architecture -- India
Carriages -- India
Horses -- India
Transportation -- India

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[India] Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [India] Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14411
Video number 13779

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56]

Copy and Version Identification Note

94343

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- India
      Streets -- India

Place: India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Architecture in Burma.] 8784 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture in Burma.] 8784 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14412

Video number 13780

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22929; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94408

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
      Religion -- Burma
      Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[India] Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [India] Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14413

Video number 13781
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94123

Topic: Elephants -- India
Logging -- India
Lumber industry -- India

Place: India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group portrait.] Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Group portrait.] Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14414

Video number 13782
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94430
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[India] Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [India] Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14415
Video number 13783
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56]

Copy and Version Identification Note
94290

Topic: Architecture -- India
Portraits -- India
Place: India -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Well done, mine got away. '94 S&W. 8859 Photonegative, 1894
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Well done, mine got away. '94 S&W. 8859 Photonegative 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14416
Video number 13784
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 27360.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

76612

Topic: Deer
Hunting
Snow

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Deer in snow.] 8860 Photonegative, 1894
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Deer in snow.] 8860 Photonegative 1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14417

Video number 13785

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27361.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

76590

Topic: Deer
Hunting
Snow

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Boating in the rough waters of the Moon Dam Rapids, Moon River, Muskoka. 8861 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Boating in the rough waters of the Moon Dam Rapids, Moon River, Muskoka. 8861 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14418

Video number 13786

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 27362.

Copy and Version Identification Note
31330

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
CANADA TOUR
Rapids -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada -- 1890-1900
Moon Dam Rapids
Moon River
Muskoka
Ontario

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rapids of Moon River in Ontario.] 8862 photonegative, 1896
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Rapids of Moon River in Ontario.] 8862 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14419

Video number 13787
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 27363; frames in separate envelopes.

**Topic:** Boats -- Ontario
   Rapids -- Ontario
   Rivers -- Ontario

**Place:** Canada -- 1890-1900
   Moon Dam Rapids
   Moon River
   Muskoka
   Ontario

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremonies in India.] 8864 Photonegative, 1905
*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** [Ceremonies in India.] 8864 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Johnson, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 14420

**Video number** 13788

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

58633

**Topic:** Celebrations -- India
   Military -- India
   Rifles -- India

**Place:** India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Women with sled in snowy woods.] 8865 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Women with sled in snowy woods.] 8865 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14421

Video number 13789

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 27365.

Copy and Version Identification Note
36161

Topic: Children -- New York
Recreation -- New York
Sledding -- New York
Snow -- New York

Place: New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pacific Coast scene.] 8866 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Pacific Coast scene.] 8866 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14422

Video number 13790

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22953.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42793

Place: Pacific Coast
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls.] 8867 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 8867 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14423

Video number 13791
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22954.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

42485

Topic: Waterfalls
Place: Pacific Coast
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of equine street traffic with buildings in background.] 8868 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Low view of equine street traffic with buildings in background.] 8868 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14424

Video number 13792

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27366.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Copy and Version Identification Note

43035

Topic: Architecture -- California
Buildings -- California
Carriages -- California
Horses -- California
Hotels -- California

Place: California
San Diego (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lumberring scene. Active no. 8869 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Lumberring scene. Active no. 8869 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14425

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56]. Company acc. no. 42476.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Donkeys
Forests
Lumbering
Tents

Place: Pacific Coast
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene. Active no. 8870 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".) Image(s): [Farm scene. Active no. 8870 : stereo photonegative], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14426
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11957.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Company acc. no. 42327.

Topic: Farms Orchards Valleys
Place: Pacific Coast
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Homeward Bound, or a Happy New Year. 8873 Photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7") Image(s): Homeward Bound, or a Happy New Year. 8873 Photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14427
Video number 13795
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 27368.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

**Topic:** Alcoholism
Snow

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mother and child in home living room.] 8874 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s):* [Mother and child in home living room.] 8874 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 14428

Video number 13796

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22958.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

61842

**Topic:** COMICS
Children
Dwellings

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Calverley's Daring Feat on the Cable over the Rapids; Niagara, U.S.A.
[Active no. 8875 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

*Image(s)*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14429

Video number 13797

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 14432, 27369 and 27372.

Names: Calverley, Clifford

Topic: Acrobatics -- New York
Acrobats -- New York
Athletics -- New York
Bridges -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Stunts -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Low side view of Niagara Falls in winter.] 8876 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Low side view of Niagara Falls in winter.] 8876 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14430

Video number 13798

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 27370.

Topic: Ice -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great Ice Mountain and Crevasses, below the American Falls, Niagara, U.S.A. 8877 Photonegative, 1902
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Great Ice Mountain and Crevasses, below the American Falls, Niagara, U.S.A. 8877 Photonegative 1902

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 14431

Video number 13799
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 27371; frames in separate envelopes

Topic: Ice -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Tourists -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 169
RSN Numbers 14432-14519

[Man crossing on wire high over Niagara River.] 8878 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14432
Video number 13800

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 14429, 27369 and 27372.

Copy and Version Identification Note

36397

Names: Calverley, Clifford

Topic: Acrobatics -- New York
Acrobats -- New York
Bridges -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Stunts -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoepscopic photographs

[Walkway in jungle setting.] ...Copyright 1889 by Geo. Barker. [Active no. 8879 : stereo photonegative.], 1889
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Walkway in jungle setting.] ...Copyright 1889 by Geo. Barker. [Active no. 8879 : stereo photonegative.] 1889.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14433

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27373; frames separated

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Topic: Jungles -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.
Walkways -- Florida

Place: Florida
Rockledge
"...Hospital Grounds, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." Active no. 8880 : Stereo photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "...Hospital Grounds, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." Active no. 8880 : Stereo photonegative, 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14434

Video number 13802

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27375.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Topic: Trees -- Hawaii
Walkways -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1890-1900
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

The High School Spelling Class. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman.
8881 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The High School Spelling Class. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 8881 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14435

Video number 13803
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27374.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Topic: Cats
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Reading

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Our Cherub. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 8882
Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Our Cherub. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 8882
Photonegative 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14436

Video number 13804

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27376.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Topic: Children
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Weaning the Twins." 8883 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Weaning the Twins." 8883 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14437

Video number 13805

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27377; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Topic:
Calves
Children
Cows
Farms

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Swine. Active no. 8884 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Swine. Active no. 8884 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14438

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14439 and 27378.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Company acc. no. 63534.

Topic:
Animals
COMICS
Swine
pigs

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Swine. Active no. 8884 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Pigs. Active no. 8884 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14439

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27378; similar to RSN 14438.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Topic:
Animals
COMICS
Swine
pigs

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Gondolas in Venice?] [Active no. 8886 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14440

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22959.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

A.S. 1508.

Topic:
Architecture -- Italy
Boats and boating
Gondolas -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Gondolas, Venice.] [Active no. 8887 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14441
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22960.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Company acc. no. 71481.

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Boats and boating
Gondolas -- Italy

Place: Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene. Active no. 8888 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14442
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 22961.
Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].
Company acc. no. 71841.
On a Kansas Stock Farm, U.S.A. [Active no. 8892 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14443

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 28379.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

[Tent over chairs, India.] [Active no. 8893 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Tent over chairs, India.] [Active no. 8893 : stereo photonegative.]
1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14444

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11965.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].
Company acc. no. 58613.

Topic: Tents -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Transportation in India.] [Active no. 8894 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man in cart being pulled by cattle.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion beginning to peel along lower border.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14445

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 22966.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Topic: Cows -- India
Horses -- India
Transportation -- India
Wagons -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow scene in New York.] [Active no. 8895 : stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Snow scene in New York.] [Active no. 8895 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Figure in sleigh being pulled by a horse.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14446

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27380.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Company acc. no. 36255.

**Topic:** Horses -- New York
Sleighs -- New York
Snow -- New York
Transportation -- New York
Trees -- New York.

**Place:** New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boat on large river.] 8896 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Small boat on large river.] 8896 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14447

Video number 13815

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56].

Similar to RSN 22967.

**Topic:** Boats and boating
Rivers

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Timber raft coming down the Irrawaddy River--the floating home of a group of natives, Burma. 9052 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): Timber raft coming down the Irrawaddy River—the floating home of a group of natives, Burma. 9052 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14448

Video number 13816

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56], moved from [127].

Same as RSN 27436; frames in separate envelopes.

Topic:  Dwellings -- Burma
       Rivers -- Burma
       logs -- Burma
       rafts -- Burma

Place:  Burma
       Irrawaddy River (Burma)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Londonderry, N.W. across the Foyle, toward St. Columba's Cathedral.
[Active no. 9110 : stereo photonegative.]

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14449

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23070. Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56], moved from [127].

Topic:  Bridges -- Ireland
        Cathedrals -- Ireland
        IRELAND TOUR
        Rivers -- Ireland

Place:  Foyle River (Londonderry, Northern Ireland)
        Ireland
        Londonderry (Ireland)
St. Columba's Cathedral (Londonderry, Ireland)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sligo Abbey, founded by Maurice Fitzgerald for the Dominicans in 1252. 9112 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Sligo Abbey, founded by Maurice Fitzgerald for the Dominicans in 1252. 9112 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated badly both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14450

Video number 13818

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23072; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56], moved from [127].

**Names:**
Dominican Order
Fitzgerald, Maurice

**Topic:**
Abbeys -- Ireland
Architecture -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

**Place:**
Ireland
Sligo (Ireland)
Sligo Abbey

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ice-covered Chimborazo (20,498 ft.), Ecuador. 9197 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ice-covered Chimborazo (20,498 ft.), Ecuador. 9197 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14451

Video number 13819

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27472.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56], moved from [99].

Topic: Agriculture -- Ecuador
      Cows -- Ecuador
      Farmers -- Ecuador
      Mountains -- Ecuador
      VOLCANIC PHENOMENA
      Volcanoes -- Ecuador

Place: Chimborazo (Ecuador)
      Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grinding oats by hand for bread, Ecuador. 9199 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grinding oats by hand for bread, Ecuador. 9199 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14452

Video number 13820

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23130; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56], moved from [127].

Topic: Agriculture -- Ecuador
      CEREAL INDUSTRIES
      Cows -- Ecuador
      Farmers -- Ecuador
      Mountains -- Ecuador
      Volcanoes -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Planting sugar-cane, Peru. [Active no. 9235 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14453

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27481.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56], moved from [99].

Topic: Agriculture -- Peru
Irrigation
Mountains -- Peru
Planting
SUGAR INDUSTRY
Sugarcane

Place: Peru
Santa Clara (Peru)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cuzco, once the richest city in America, S.E. from fort of the Inca kings,
seized by Pizarro. 9268 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Cuzco, once the richest city in America, S.E. from fort of the Inca kings, seized by Pizarro. 9268 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14454

Video number 13822

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27496.
Selling potatoes in their native land—market before Jesuit church and college, Cuzco. 9270 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Selling potatoes in their native land—market before Jesuit church and college, Cuzco. 9270 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14455

Video number 13823

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23180; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56], moved from [127].
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Athens, old and new, S.W. from Lykabettos past Royal Palace (left) and Acropolis to the sea. 9278 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14456

Video number 13824

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27497.

Currently stored in box 3.1.32 [56], moved from [99].

Topic: GREECE TOUR/ATHENS TOUR
        Palaces -- Greece
        Portraits -- Greece
        Ruins -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
        Athens (Greece)
        Greece
        Lykabettos (Athens, Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Sunion's rocky steep, the outpost of Mainland Greece (W.N.W.), with temple of protecting Poseidon. 9302 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sunion's rocky steep, the outpost of Mainland Greece (W.N.W.), with temple of protecting Poseidon. 9302 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14457

Video number 13825

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23208 and 27502.
Shattered sanctuary of Aphaia (E.N.E.), pride of rich and powerful Greeks 2,500 years ago, Aegina. Active no. 9303 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Shattered sanctuary of Aphaia (E.N.E.), pride of rich and powerful Greeks 2,500 years ago, Aegina. Active no. 9303 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14458

It is situated on the top of a hill covered with pines, in the NE part of the island, and is distinguished by the very good preservation of the Late Archaic temple. The sanctuary was initially dedicated to the cult of Aphaia, a local deity later assimilated by Athena. Finds dating from the prehistoric period--including figurines of breeding women--point to the conclusion that the cult was established very early, possibly in the beginning of the 2nd millenium B.C. Judging from votive offerings and, mostly, from building activity, the sanctuary flourished mainly in the Archaic period. At the end of the period, around 500 B.C. and a little later, the sanctuary assumed the monumental form it preserves today. ... Pottery evidence of the following periods suggests restricted activity on the site until the beginning of the 1st century B.C., when the sanctuary definitely declined. (Hellenic Ministry of Culture web site, 2/6/2002).

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Similar to RSN 23209. Orig. no. 84200.
Old Greek types of beauty among village women at an Easter dance (outlook east), Megara. 9304 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Old Greek types of beauty among village women at an Easter dance (outlook east), Megara. 9304 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14459

Video number 13827

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23210 and 27503

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139]

Copy and Version Identification Note
83774

Topic:
Crowds -- Greece
Dance -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Holidays -- Greece
Rites and ceremonies -- Greece

Place:
Easter (Greece)
Greece
Megara (Greece)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth. 9305 Photonegative, 1905

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth. 9305 Photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14460

Video number 13828

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14461, 14462, 23211 and 27504.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84817

Topic: Canals -- Greece
GRECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Ships -- Greece

Place: Aegina (Greece)
Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth. 9305 Photonegative, 1905

2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth. 9305 Photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14461

Video number 13829
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14460, 14462, 23211 and 27504.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139], moved from [99].

Topic: Canals -- Greece  
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE  
Ships -- Greece

Place: Aegina (Greece)  
Corinth (Greece)  
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth. 9305 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth. 9305 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 14462

Video number 13830

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14460, 14461, 23211 and 27504.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
769

Topic: Canals -- Greece  
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE  
Ships -- Greece

Place: Aegina (Greece)  
Corinth (Greece)  
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass
General view of excavations at old Corinth--W. past Apollo temple. 9306 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): General view of excavations at old Corinth--W. past Apollo temple. 9306 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14463

Video number 13831

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23212 and 27505; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83910

Names: Apollo, Temple of (Corinth, Greece)
Topic: Excavations (Archaeology) -- Greece GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Ruins -- Greece Temples -- Greece
Place: Corinth (Greece) Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Isthmus of Corinth, pathway of Greek armies--E.N.E. from Acropolis. 9307 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Isthmus of Corinth, pathway of Greek armies--E.N.E. from Acropolis. 9307 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14464

Video number 13832
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23213; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139]

Copy and Version Identification Note

83964

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
      Landscapes (Greece)
Place: Corinth (Greece)
       Greece
       Isthmus of Corinth
       Isthmus of Corinth

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Zeus, where famous games were held (N.N.E.), Nemea. 9308
Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Temple of Zeus, where famous games were held (N.N.E.),
          Nemea. 9308 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14465

Video number 13833

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 23214 and 23215.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84014

Topic: Columns -- Greece
       GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
       Ruins -- Greece
       Temples -- Greece

Place: Corinth (Greece)
Greece
Nemea (Greece)
Temple of Zeus (Nemea, Greece)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Agamemnon's council hall in "the innermost corner of Argos"--S.S.W. over plain to sea, Mykenae. [Active no. 9309 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Agamemnon's council hall in "the innermost corner of Argos"--S.S.W. over plain to sea, Mykenae. [Active no. 9309 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

83959
RSN 14466

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14467, 23216 and 27506.
Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Names:
Agamemnon

Topic:
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Halls
Ruins -- Greece

Place:
Argos (Greece)
Greece
Mykenae

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Agamemnon's council hall in "the innermost corner of Argos"--S.S.W. over plain to sea, Mykenae. [Active no. 9309 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Agamemnon's council hall in "the innermost corner of Argos"--S.S.W. over plain to sea, Mykenae. [Active no. 9309 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14467

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14466, 23216 and 27506.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139]. Orig. no. 770.

Names: Agamemnon

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Argos (Greece)
Greece
Mykenae

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Gate of the Lions, oldest sculpture in Europe (S.E.), guarding walled Acropolis of Mykenae. 9310 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gate of the Lions, oldest sculpture in Europe (S.E.), guarding walled Acropolis of Mykenae. 9310 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14468

Video number 13836

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23217.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].
Copy and Version Identification Note

84242

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
  Gates -- Greece
  Lions -- Greece
  Ruins -- Greece
  Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Acropolis of Mykenae (Greece)
  Gate of the Lions (Argos, Greece)
  Greece
  Mykenae (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Massive doorway into so-called "Treasury of Atreus" or "Tomb of Agamemnon," (W.) Mykenae. [Active no. 9311 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
  1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Massive doorway into so-called "Treasury of Atreus" or "Tomb of Agamemnon," (W.) Mykenae. [Active no. 9311 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 14469

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23218.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139]. Company acc. no. 84262.

Names: Agamemnon

Topic: Atreus Treasury
  GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
  Gates
  Ruins -- Greece
  Tombs

Place: Mykenae

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs
The Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera] (E.), where the chiefs of Greece swore fealty to Agamemnon before Trojan War. [Active no. 9312 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera] (E.), where the chiefs of Greece swore fealty to Agamemnon before Trojan War. [Active no. 9312 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14470

Company catalog card included. Similar to RSN 23219. Company acc. no. 83876. Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Names: Agamemnon
Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
       Ruins -- Greece
       Temples -- Greece
Place: Greece
       Heraeon (Mykene, Greece)
       Mykenae
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Argos, where Greek homes have stood since earliest times--N.N.W. to Acropolis of Larisa. 9313 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Argos, where Greek homes have stood since earliest times--N.N.W. to Acropolis of Larisa. 9313 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14471

Video number 13839

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23220.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84098

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples, Greek -- Greece

Place: Argos (Greece)
Greece
Larisa (Greece)
Larisa Acropolis (Larisa, Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Argos and the plain whose horses were famed in Homer's day, S.E. from Larisa to Nauplia. 9314 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Argos and the plain whose horses were famed in Homer's day, S.E. from Larisa to Nauplia. 9314 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Local Numbers
RSN 14472

Video number 13840

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14473; 23221 and 23222.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Argos (Greece)
Greece
Larisa (Greece)
Nauplia (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Argos and the plain whose horses were famed in Homer's day, S.E. from Larisa to Nauplia. 9314 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Argos and the plain whose horses were famed in Homer's day, S.E. from Larisa to Nauplia. 9314 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14473

Video number 13841

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14472; 23221 and 23222.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

83738

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Argos (Greece)
Greece
Larisa (Greece)
Nauplia (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace wall and windows of prince whose splendor died before history began--(N.), Tiryns. 9315 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Palace wall and windows of prince whose splendor died before history began--(N.), Tiryns. 9315 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14474

Video number 13842
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23223.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84224

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Palaces -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
Tiryns (Extinct city)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cyclopean gateway of "wall-girt Tiryns," ancient when Homer sang--N.N.W. toward rival Argos. 9316 Photonegative, 1905
1Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cyclopean gateway of "wall-girt Tiryns," ancient when Homer sang--N.N.W. toward rival Argos. 9316 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating along upper border.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14475

Video number 13843

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23224.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84198

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Gates -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
Tiryns (Extinct city)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mediaeval fortress of Palamidi (E.S.E.) watching over the best harbor of Greece. 9317 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mediaeval fortress of Palamidi (E.S.E.) watching over the best harbor of Greece. 9317 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14476

Video number 13844

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23225.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84050

Topic:
Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Harbors -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Sailboats -- Greece
Seascapes -- Greece

Place:
Greece
Palamidi (Greece)
Tiryns (Extinct city)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Argolic Plain with Tiryns and Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera], N.N.W. from Palamidi to Mykenae in the mountains. Active no. 9318 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Argolic Plain with Tiryns and Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera], N.N., W. from Palamidi to Mykenae in the mountains. Active no. 9318: stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14477

Company catalog card included. Similar to RSN 23226. Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139]. Company acc. no. 84102.

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Heraeon (Mykene, Greece)
Mykenae
Palamidi
Tiryns (Extinct city)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tholos in the sanctuary of Aesculapius, god of healing--theatre at S.E. Epidauros. 9319 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tholos in the sanctuary of Aesculapius, god of healing--theatre at S.E. Epidauros. 9319 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14478

Video number 13846

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23227.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].
Copy and Version Identification Note

84183

Names: Tholos Temple (Epidauros, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Ruins -- Greece
Sanctuaries -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece
Place: Aesculapius (Greek deity)
Epidauros (Greece)
Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking over stately theatre N.W. to gymnasium and temple of Aesculapius at Epidauros. 9320 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking over stately theatre N.W. to gymnasium and temple of Aesculapius at Epidauros. 9320 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14479

Video number 13847
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23228.
Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84168

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Gymnasiuims -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece
Place: Aesculapius (Greek deity)
Epidauros (Greece)
Greece
General view of the plain and walls of Mantinea and snowy Arcadian Mts. (W.). 9321 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14480

Video number 13848

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14481, 23229 and 23230.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83881

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Snow -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Place: Arcadian Mountains (Greece)
Greece
Mantinea (Greece)

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

General view of the plain and walls of Mantinea and snowy Arcadian Mts. (W.). 9321 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14481

Video number 13849

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14480, 23229 and 23230.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84141

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
       Mountains -- Greece
       Ruins -- Greece
       Snow -- Greece
       Valleys -- Greece
       Walls -- Greece

Place: Arcadian Mountains (Greece)
       Greece
       Mantinea (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Mantinea’s many-towered wall and scene of Theban victory 362 B.C., W.S.W. to Arcadian Mts. 9322 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Mantinea’s many-towered wall and scene of Theban victory 362 B.C., W.S.W. to Arcadian Mts. 9322 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 14482

Video number 13850

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23231.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

83882

Topic: Battlefields -- Greece
Donkeys -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Place: Arcadian Mountains (Greece)
Greece
Mantinea (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Athene Alea, 394 B.C., recently excavated in village where Old Tegea stood (W.N.W.). [Active no. 932 :3 stereo photonegative., 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").]

Image(s): Temple of Athene Alea, 394 B.C., recently excavated in village where Old Tegea stood (W.N.W.). [Active no. 932 :3 stereo photonegative., 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14483

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23232.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Orig no. 84009.
Looking over modern homes in ancient Sparta, west to famous Taygetos Mountains. 9324 photonegative, 1905 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking over modern homes in ancient Sparta, west to famous Taygetos Mountains. 9324 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14484

Video number 13852

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14485, 14486 and 27507.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].
Looking over modern homes in ancient Sparta, west to famous Taygetos Mountains. 9324 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking over modern homes in ancient Sparta, west to famous Taygetos Mountains. 9324 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14485

Video number 13853

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14484, 14486 and 27507.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84691

Topic: Children -- Greece

Family -- Greece

GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE

Mountains -- Greece

Portraits -- Greece

Place: Greece

Sparta (Greece)

Taygetos Mountains

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form: -- Glass
Video number 13854

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14484, 14485 and 27507

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

85024

Topic: Children -- Greece
Family -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Mountains -- Greece
Portraits -- Greece

Place: Greece
Sparta (Greece)
Taygetos Mountains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In Sparta--villagers and countrymen on market day--W, through Ares St. to mountains. 9325 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In Sparta--villagers and countrymen on market day--W, through Ares St. to mountains. 9325 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14487

Video number 13855

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14487.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84991

Topic: Children -- Greece
Cows -- Greece
Dwellings -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Homes -- Greece
Markets -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Sheep -- Greece
Villages -- Greece

Place: Greece
Sparta (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where old Sparta stood--S.S.W. from near theatre to mountains Menalaus and Helen knew. 9326 Photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where old Sparta stood--S.S.W. from near theatre to mountains Menalaus and Helen knew. 9326 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14488

Video number 13856

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14488.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83861

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Villages -- Greece

Place: Greece
Sparta (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Spartan plain, E. from heights of mediaeval Mistra, where Venetians fought Turks. 9327 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Spartan plain, E. from heights of mediaeval Mistra, where Venetians fought Turks. 9327 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14489

Video number 13857

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14489.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84154

Topic:
Battlefields -- Greece
Greece TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place:
Greece
Sparta (Greece)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grim defile of Langada Gorge (from N.E. end), Sparta's warpath toward the west. 9328 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grim defile of Langada Gorge (from N.E. end), Sparta's warpath toward the west. 9328 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14490

Video number 13858
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14491 and 27508.
Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84811

Topic: Canyons -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Gorges -- Greece
Horses
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Langada Gorge (Greece)
Sparta (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grim defile of Langada Gorge (from N.E. end), Sparta's warpath toward the west. 9328 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Grim defile of Langada Gorge (from N.E. end), Sparta's warpath toward the west. 9328 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14491

Video number 13859
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14490 and 27508
Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
772

Topic: Canyons -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Gorges -- Greece
Horses -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Langada Gorge (Greece)
Sparta (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Pylos harbor and island of Sphacteria (S.S.E.), where Athens defeated Sparta. 9329 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Pylos harbor and island of Sphacteria (S.S.E.), where Athens defeated Sparta. 9329 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14492

Video number 13860

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23236.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

70027

Topic: Battlefields -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Harbors -- Greece
Islands -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Seascapes -- Greece

Place: Greece
Pylos (Greece)
Sparta (Greece)
Sphacteria Island

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Watch-towers in splendid wall around the Acropolis on Mt. Ithome (N.), Messene. 9330 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Watch-towers in splendid wall around the Acropolis on Mt. Ithome (N.), Messene. 9330 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14493

Video number 13861

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23237.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84772

Topic: Donkeys -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Towers -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Messene, Greece)
Greece
Messene (Extinct city)
Mt. Ithome

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Arcadian Gate of old-time Messene (N.), from within the pricinct of Sparta's rival. 9331 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Arcadian Gate of old-time Messene (N.), from within the pricinct of Sparta's rival. 9331 Photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14494

Video number 13862

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14495 and 23238.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84744

Topic: Donkeys -- Greece
       GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
       Gates -- Greece
       Ruins -- Greece

Place: Arcadian Gate (Messine, Greece)
       Greece
       Messene (Extinct city)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The Arcadian Gate of old-time Messene (N.), from within the pricinct of Sparta's rival. 9331 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Arcadian Gate of old-time Messene (N.), from within the pricinct of Sparta's rival. 9331 Photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14495
Video number 13863

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14494 and 23238.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84741

Topic: Donkeys -- Greece
      GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
      Gates -- Greece
      Ruins -- Greece

Place: Arcadian Gate (Messine, Greece)
       Greece
       Messene (Extinct city)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque interior of a modern Greek villager's home, Messene. 9332 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Picturesque interior of a modern Greek villager's home, Messene. 9332 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14496

Video number 13864

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23239.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84664

Topic: Dwellings -- Greece
      GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
      Homes -- Greece
Interior architecture -- Greece

Place: Greece
Messene (Extinct city)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Olympia's desolated grandeur--N.E. over ground where the noblest Greek culture was developed. 9333 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Olympia's desolated grandeur--N.E. over ground where the noblest Greek culture was developed. 9333 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14497

Video number 13865
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23240.
Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84927

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Zeus, Olympia (E.S.E.), where the greatest of Greeks worshipped for 850 years. 9335 Photonegative, 1905
**1 Item (5" x 8")**

*Image(s): Temple of Zeus, Olympia (E.S.E.), where the greatest of Greeks worshipped for 850 years. 9335 Photonegative 1905.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14499

Video number 13867

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23242.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84768

**Topic:** GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

**Place:** Greece
Olympia (Greece)
Temple of Zeus (Olympia, Greece)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marbles from W. pediment, Temple of Zeus (Apollo interposing between Lapiths and Centaurs), Olympia. 9336 photonegative, 1905

**1 Item (5" x 8")**

*Image(s): Marbles from W. pediment, Temple of Zeus (Apollo interposing between Lapiths and Centaurs), Olympia. 9336 photonegative 1905.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14500
Video number 13868

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Similar to RSN 23243.

Copy and Version Identification Note

83866

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)
Art -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Marbles -- Greece
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)
Temple of Zeus -- Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Athletes' entrance (E.) to the Stadium, Olympia. 9337 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Athletes' entrance (E.) to the Stadium, Olympia. 9337 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14501

Video number 13869

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23244 and 27509.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

80561

Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Gates -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Stadia -- Greece

Place:
Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Megaspelaeon Monastery, richest in all Greece, built into rugged cliffs below Mt. Chelmos. 9338 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Megaspelaeon Monastery, richest in all Greece, built into rugged cliffs below Mt. Chelmos. 9338 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14502

Video number 13870

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23245.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84623

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Monasteries -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place:
Greece
Megaspelaeon
Megaspelaeon Monastery
Mt. Chelmos

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pious monks of the Eastern Orthodox Church at door of cavern-monastery, Megaspelaeon. [Active no. 9339 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Pious monks of the Eastern Orthodox Church at door of cavern-monastery, Megaspelaeon. [Active no. 9339 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14503

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23246. Orig. no. 84910.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Names: Orthodoxos Ekklēsia tēs Hellados
Topic:
Churches -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE
Monasteries -- Greece
Monks -- Greece
Religion -- Greece

Place:
Greece
Megaspelaeon (Greece)
Megaspelaeon Monastery

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking across the battlefield of Plataea, N.W. to modern Plataea and Kithaeron. [Active no. 9340 : stereo photonegative,] 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s): Looking across the battlefield of Plataea, N.W. to modern Plataea and Kithaeron. [Active no. 9340 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14504

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23247.
Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Company acc. no. 83574.

Topic: Battlefields
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Kithaeron (Greece)
Plataea (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Leuktra (N.E.), where Thebes overcame Sparta 371 B.C. and gained leadership of all Greece. 9341 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Leuktra (N.E.), where Thebes overcame Sparta 371 B.C. and gained leadership of all Greece. 9341 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14505

Video number 13873

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23248.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83581

Topic: Battlefields -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Horses -- Greece
Walkways -- Greece

Place: Greece
Leuktra (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Thebes from the north--a centre of human life long before the beginning of history. 9342 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Thebes from the north--a centre of human life long before the beginning of history. 9342 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14506

Video number 13874

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14507 and 23249.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69951

Topic: Children -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Ruins -- Greece
Villages -- Greece

Place: Greece
Thebes (Ancient Greek city)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Thebes from the north--a centre of human life long before the beginning of history. 9342 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Thebes from the north--a centre of human life long before the beginning of history. 9342 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14507

Video number 13875

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14506 and 23249; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Topic: Children -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Ruins -- Greece
Villages -- Greece

Place: Greece
Thebes (Ancient Greek city)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The home of legends without number--Thebes, N.N.W. from Ismenios hill.
9343 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The home of legends without number--Thebes, N.N.W. from Ismenios hill. 9343 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14508

Video number 13876

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23250.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83309

Topic: GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Ruins -- Greece
Villages -- Greece
Place: Greece
Thebes (Ancient Greek city)

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Walls twenty feet thick that protected a long-forgotten city from her foes (E.)
Goulas. 9344 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Walls twenty feet thick that protected a long-forgotten city from her foes (E.) Goulas. 9344 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14509

Video number 13877

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23251.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83496

Topic:
Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Portraits -- Greece
Ports -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Place:
Goulas (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Outlook E. from castle heights over Boeotian Orchomenos, rich and mighty in Homeric times. 9345 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Outlook E. from castle heights over Boeotian Orchomenos, rich and mighty in Homeric times. 9345 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14510

Video number 13878

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14511 and 23252.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

83565

Topic: Castles -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece
Villages -- Greece

Place: Greece
Orchomenos (Greece)

Genre/

Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Outlook E. from castle heights over Boeotian Orchomenos, rich and mighty in Homeric times. 9345 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Outlook E. from castle heights over Boeotian Orchomenos, rich and mighty in Homeric times. 9345 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14511

Video number 13879
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14510 and 23252.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

83565

Topic: Castles -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece
Villages -- Greece

Place: Greece
Orchomenos (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Treasure of Minyas," tomb of prehistoric Boeotian kings (W.S.W.), Orchomenos. 9346 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14512

Video number 13880

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23253.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note

83365

Topic: GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Ruins -- Greece
Tombs -- Greece
The Lion of Chaeronea, guarding grave of patriots of 338 B.C.--Mt. Parnassos at W.N.W. 9347 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Lion of Chaeronea, guarding grave of patriots of 338 B.C.--Mt. Parnassos at W.N.W. 9347 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14513

Video number 13881

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Similar to RSN 23254.

Copy and Version Identification Note

83523

Topic:
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Gates -- Greece
Lions -- Greece
Monuments -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
Tombs -- Greece

Place:
Greece
Lion of Chaeronea (Mt. Parnassos, Greece)
Mt. Parnassos (Greece)
Orchomenos (Greece)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
The Sacred Plain and distant Delphi, seat of Apollo's oracle--N.E. to Mt. Parnassos. 9348 Photonegative, 1905

Image(s): The Sacred Plain and distant Delphi, seat of Apollo's oracle--N.E. to Mt. Parnassos. 9348 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14514

Video number 13882

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23255

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83419

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Mountains -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece
Mt. Parnassos
Orchomenos (Greece)
Sacred Plain

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking from mountain heights over Delphi and W. across Sacred Plain to distant sea. [Active no. 9349 : stereo photonegative,] 1905

Image(s): Looking from mountain heights over Delphi and W. across Sacred Plain to distant sea. [Active no. 9349 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14515

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14516, 27510 and 27511.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Company acc. no. 85595.

Topic: GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Mountains -- Greece
Plains

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece
Sacred Plain

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking from mountain heights over Delphi and W. across Sacred Plain to distant sea. 9349 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking from mountain heights over Delphi and W. across Sacred Plain to distant sea. 9349 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14516

Video number 13884

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14515, 27510 and 27511

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
773

Topic: GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Mountains -- Greece
Plains -- Greece
Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece
Sacred Plain

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Bronze charioteer, votive offering of a Greek prince 2,400 years ago,
Museum at Delphi. 9351 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Bronze charioteer, votive offering of a Greek prince 2,400 years ago, Museum at Delphi. 9351 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14517

Video number 13885

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Similar to RSN 14518, 23258 and 27513.

Topic: Art -- Greece
Bronzes -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Bronze charioteer, votive offering of a Greek prince 2,400 years ago,
Museum at Delphi. 9351 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bronze charioteer, votive offering of a Greek prince 2,400 years ago, Museum at Delphi. 9351 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling along left edge of uncancelled frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 14518

Video number 13886

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Similar to RSN 14517, 23258 and 27513.

Copy and Version Identification Note
83477

Topic: Art -- Greece
Bronzes -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Apollo's temple (6th cent. B.C.) built over chasm of the Oracle--E. from above theatre, Delphi. Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Apollo's temple (6th cent. B.C.) built over chasm of the Oracle--E. from above theatre, Delphi. Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14519

Video number 13887

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23256, 23257 and 27513

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83442
Topic: GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN Mountains -- Greece
Place: Delphi (Greece) Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 170
Cards 8706-8896, 9301-9410

Box 171
RSN Numbers 14520-14605

Image(s)

[Mountains in Greece.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Mountains in Greece.] Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14520

Video number 13888

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83463

Topic: GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN Mountains -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Soros or Mound at Marathon. Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Soros or Mound at Marathon. Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling badly uncancelled frame
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
  RSN 14521
Video number 13889
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139]
Copy and Version Identification Note
  83518
  Place: Greece
  Marathon (Greece)
  Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs
  Topic: GREECE TOUR/SOUTHERN GREECE

[Landscape.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 14522
Video number 13890
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].
Copy and Version Identification Note
84705

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Landscapes (Greece)

Place: Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14523

Video number 13891

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.33 [139].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84996

Topic: Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sacred Omphalos from Apollo's temple, that marked the world's centre--Museum at Delphi. 9352 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sacred Omphalos from Apollo's temple, that marked the world's centre--Museum at Delphi. 9352 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14524

Video number 13892

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23259.

Copy and Version Identification Note
83451

Names: Delphi Museum

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)
Art -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Museums -- Greece
Religion -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece
Omphalos

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pass of Thermopylae (W.S.W.), where Leonidas and his men held back Persia's best, 480 B.C. [Active no. 9353 : stereo photonegative,]. 1905
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Pass of Thermopylae (W.S.W.), where Leonidas and his men held back Persia's best, 480 B.C. [Active no. 9353 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14525

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23260.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Company acc. no. 85609.
"Go tell to Sparta, thou who passest by, that here obedient to her laws, we lie"--Thermopylae. [Active no. 9354 : photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): "Go tell to Sparta, thou who passest by, that here obedient to her laws, we lie"--Thermopylae. [Active no. 9354 : photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14526

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 14527 and 27514.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Orig. no. 774.

"Go tell to Sparta, thou who passest by, that here obedient to her laws, we lie"--Thermopylae. 9354 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): "Go tell to Sparta, thou who passest by, that here obedient to her laws, we lie"--Thermopylae. 9354 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14527

Video number 13895

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 14526 and 27514

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85632

Topic:
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Mountains -- Greece
Passes -- Greece

Place:
Greece
Thermopylae (Greece)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kalabaka and Pencios river, W. from St. Stephen's lofty monastery to Pindos mountains. 9355 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Kalabaka and Pencios river, W. from St. Stephen's lofty monastery to Pindos mountains. 9355 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14528

Video number 13896
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23261.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note

85624

Topic: Formations (Geology)
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Monasteries -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Rivers -- Greece

Place: Greece
Kalabaka (Greece)
Pencios River
Pindos Mountains (Greece)
St. Stephen's Monastery
Thermopylae (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Holy Trinity Monastery on its sky-island (W.S.W.), one of the famous cliffs at Meteora. [Active no. 9356 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Holy Trinity Monastery on its sky-island (W.S.W.), one of the famous cliffs at Meteora. [Active no. 9356 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14529

Video number 13897

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23262.

Company acc. no. 85547.

Names: Holy Trinity Monastery (Meteora, Greece)

Topic: Cliffs -- Greece

GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Monasteries -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Rivers -- Greece

Kalabaka (Greece)
Pencios River
Pindos Mountains (Greece)
St. Stephen's Monastery
Thermopylae (Greece)

Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Holy Trinity Monastery on its sky-island (W.S.W.), one of the famous cliffs at Meteora. [Active no. 9356 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Holy Trinity Monastery on its sky-island (W.S.W.), one of the famous cliffs at Meteora. [Active no. 9356 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14529

Video number 13897

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23262.

Company acc. no. 85547.
Dogs -- Greece
Formations (Geology) -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Horses -- Greece
Monasteries -- Greece
Rivers -- Greece

Place: Greece
Meteora (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chalkis, Euboea's old seaport, parent of rich colonial cities in its day, E.S.E. from fort. 9357 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Chalkis, Euboea's old seaport, parent of rich colonial cities in its day, E.S.E. from fort. 9357 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14530

Video number 13898

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23263 and 23264.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83343

Topic: GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Harbors -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Portraits -- Greece
Ports -- Greece

Place: Chalkis (Euboea, Greece)
Euboea (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Eretria, ancient in power and fame—outlook S.S.E. over theatre to mainland of Greece. 9358 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Eretria, ancient in power and fame—outlook S.S.E. over theatre to mainland of Greece. 9358 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14531

Video number 13899
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23265.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83376

Topic: GREECE TOUR/MIDDLE NORTHERN
Mountains -- Greece
Portraits -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece

Place: Eretria (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt running an American steam-shovel at Culebra Cut. [Active no. 9359 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”.)

Image(s): President Roosevelt running an American steam-shovel at Culebra Cut. [Active no. 9359 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14532

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23266 and 23267.

Company acc. no. 95885.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Presidents -- Panama
Steam shovels -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Giant steam-shovel "making the dirt fly" in deep cut Culebra, Panama Canal. 9360 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Giant steam-shovel "making the dirt fly" in deep cut Culebra, Panama Canal. 9360 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14533

Video number 13901

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23268.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88838
Topic: Canals -- Panama
Excavations -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Steam shovels -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men on rough street and row of homes in Panama.] 9361 photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Men on rough street and row of homes in Panama.] 9361 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14534

Video number 13902

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23269.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88846

Topic: Dwellings -- Panama.
Homes -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Streets -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
A busy day at Bas Obispo Cut, pushing the canal through the mountains. 9363 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A busy day at Bas Obispo Cut, pushing the canal through the mountains. 9363 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14535

Video number 13903
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23271.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89034

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Excavations -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
Mountains -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Railroads -- Panama

Place:
Bas Obispo Cut (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking through Bas Obispo Cut, where the great canal enters mountain range. 9364 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking through Bas Obispo Cut, where the great canal enters mountain range. 9364 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14536

Video number 13904

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23272

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89037

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Excavations -- Panama
      Mountains -- Panama
      PANAMA TOUR

Place: Bas Obispo Cut (Panama)
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Steam-drill clearing a way for the world's shipping through the Isthmus of Panama. 9365 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Steam-drill clearing a way for the world's shipping through the Isthmus of Panama. 9365 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14537

Video number 13905

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23273.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89035
Palm-shaded buildings of Ancon hospital, best equipped in the tropical world, Panama. 9366 photonegative, 1906

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Palm-shaded buildings of Ancon hospital, best equipped in the tropical world, Panama. 9366 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14538

Video number 13906

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 14540 and 27515

Copy and Version Identification Note
330

Names: Ancon Hospital (Ancon, Panama)
Topic: Hospitals -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Palm trees -- Panama
Place: Panama
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

One of the better better streets of Panama--modern pavements and lights. 9368 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): One of the better streets of Panama--modern pavements and lights. 9368 Photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14539
Video number 13907
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23274
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45]

Copy and Version Identification Note
92807

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Carts -- Panama</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PANAMA TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- Panama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Panama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Palm-shaded buildings of Ancon hospital, best equipped in the tropical world, Panama. 9366 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Palm-shaded buildings of Ancon hospital, best equipped in the tropical world, Panama. 9366 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14540
Video number 13908
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 14538 and 27515.

Copy and Version Identification Note

92809

Names: Ancon Hospital (Ancon, Panama)
Topic: Hospitals -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Palm trees -- Panama
Place: Panama
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A hint of the picturesque Spanish South in one of the narrow streets of Panama. 9369 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A hint of the picturesque Spanish South in one of the narrow streets of Panama. 9369 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14541

Video number 13909

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23275.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89223

Topic: Dwellings -- Panama.
Goats -- Panama
Homes -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Palm trees -- Panama
Streets -- Panama
Place: Panama
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunset in the tropics—the Caribbean Sea from Colon. 9370 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Sunset in the tropics—the Caribbean Sea from Colon. 9370 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14542

Video number 13910
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23276
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45]

Copy and Version Identification Note
89108

Topic: PANAMA TOUR
Sailboats -- Panama
Seascapes -- Panama
Sunsets -- Panama

Place: Caribbean Sea
Colon (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Housewives looking for bargains at boat landing, beach market, Colon.
[Active no. 9371 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Housewives looking for bargains at boat landing, beach market, Colon. [Active no. 9371 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14543

Video number 13911

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23277.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Company acc. no. 89217.

Topic:
- Boats -- Panama
- Docks -- Panama
- Markets -- Panama
- PANAMA TOUR
- Piers -- Panama
- Railroads -- Panama
- Wharves -- Panama

Place:
- Colon (Panama)
- Panama

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Stereoscopic photographs

[River in Panama.] 9373 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River in Panama.] 9373 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14544

Video number 13912

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23279.

Copy and Version Identification Note
89216
Topic: PANAMA TOUR
Rivers -- Panama
Villages -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rough street and rows of homes in Panama.] 9372 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rough street and rows of homes in Panama.] 9372 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14545

Video number 13913
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23278.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88816

Topic: Dwellings -- Panama.
Homes -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Streets -- Panama

Place: Colon (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Exploring the upper Chagres river (W) among wooded hills of the Isthmus of Panama. 9374 photonegative, 1905
Image(s): Exploring the upper Chagres river (W) among wooded hills of the Isthmus of Panama. 9374 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14546

Video number 13914
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].
Similar to RSN 23280 and 27516.

Copy and Version Identification Note
89084

Topic:
Boats -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Rivers -- Panama

Place:
Chagres River (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The celebrated Gothic chapel of King’s College, finest architecture in Cambridge. [Active no. 9375 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The celebrated Gothic chapel of King’s College, finest architecture in Cambridge. [Active no. 9375 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14547
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23281.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Company acc. no. 48168.

Names: King's College (Cambridge, England)
Chapels -- England
Church buildings -- England
Colleges -- England
ENGLAND

Place: Cambridge (England)
England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Carved choir-stalls and fan-vaulted roof of King's College chapel, Cambridge. 9377 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Carved choir-stalls and fan-vaulted roof of King's College chapel, Cambridge. 9377 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14548

Video number 13916

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14551 and 23283.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4829

Names: King's College (Cambridge, England)
Topic: Architecture -- England
Art -- England
Cathedrals -- England
Chapels -- England
ENGLAND
Interior architecture -- England
Place: Cambridge (England)  England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

The Great Court of King's College, monumental fountain and gateway, Cambridge. 9376 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The Great Court of King’s College, monumental fountain and gateway, Cambridge. 9376 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14549

Video number 13917

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23282.

Names: King’s College (Cambridge, England)

Topic: ENGLAND
Fountains -- England
Gates -- England
Monuments -- England
Universities and colleges -- England

Place: Cambridge (England)  England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

All Saints’ Cross in a green space among the college buildings at Cambridge.  [Active no. 9378 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): All Saints' Cross in a green space among the college buildings at Cambridge. [Active no. 9378 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14550

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 14552; similar to RSN 23284.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Company acc. no. 48266.

Topic: Architecture -- England
       Chapels -- England
       Church buildings -- England
       Crosses -- England
       ENGLAND

Place: All Saints' Cross (Cambridge, England)
       Cambridge (England)
       England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Carved choir-stalls and fan-vaulted roof of King's College chapel, Cambridge. [Active no. 9377 : photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): Carved choir-stalls and fan-vaulted roof of King's College chapel, Cambridge. [Active no. 9377 : photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14551

Video number 13919

Company catalog card included.

NOTE: VIDEONUMS 13922-13940 ARE BLANK! Similar to RSN 14548 and 23283.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Names: King's College (Cambridge, England)

Topic: Architecture -- England
       Art -- England
       Cathedrals -- England
       Chapels -- England
       ENGLAND
Interior architecture -- England

Place: Cambridge (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

All Saints' Cross in a green space among the college buildings at Cambridge. 9378 Photonegative, 1905

Image(s): All Saints' Cross in a green space among the college buildings at Cambridge. 9378 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Westrop, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Left frame missing.

Local Numbers

RSN 14552

Video number 13941

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 14550; similar to RSN 23284.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note

48266

Topic: Architecture -- England

Crosses -- England

ENGLAND

Universities and colleges -- England

Place: All Saints' Cross (Cambridge, England)

Cambridge (England)

England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Lime-tree avenue of Trinity College, one of the picturesque landmarks of Cambridge. 9379 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lime-tree avenue of Trinity College, one of the picturesque landmarks of Cambridge. 9379 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14553

Video number 13942

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23285.

Copy and Version Identification Note

48198

Names: Trinity College (Cambridge, England)
Topic: Babies -- England
       Dogs -- England
       ENGLAND
       Infants -- England
       Lime trees -- England
       Universities and colleges -- England
       Walkways -- England

Place: Cambridge (England)
       England
       Lime-tree Avenue (Cambridge, England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Mirrored arches of the "Bridge of Sighs," over the Cam, St. John's College, Cambridge. 9380 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mirrored arches of the "Bridge of Sighs," over the Cam, St. John's College, Cambridge. 9380 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
On the Cam—a glimpse from the bowery bank of the Upper River at Cambridge. 9381 photonegative, 1905 
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): On the Cam—a glimpse from the bowery bank of the Upper River at Cambridge. 9381 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14555

Video number 13944
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].
Similar to RSN 23287.

Topic: Bridges -- England
ENGLAND
Rivers -- England
Universities and colleges -- England

Place: Bridge of Sighs (Cambridge, England)
Cam, River (England)
Cambridge (England)
England
St. John's College

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Universities and colleges -- England

Place: Bridge of Sighs (Cambridge, England)
Cam, River (England)
Cambridge (England)
England
St. John's College

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Oxford, west over High St. and college buildings to St. Mary's and the Bodleian Library. 9382 photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Oxford, west over High St. and college buildings to St. Mary's and the Bodleian Library. 9382 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

cancelled frame split vertically

Local Numbers
RSN 14556

Video number 13945

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23288

Copy and Version Identification Note

48213

Names: Bodleian Library (Oxford, England)

Topic: ENGLAND
Universities and colleges -- England

Place: England
Oxford (England)
St. Mary's

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Christ Church College gate-tower whose bell, "Big Tom," rings the curfew, Oxford. 9383 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Christ Church College gate-tower whose bell, "Big Tom," rings the curfew, Oxford. 9383 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14557
Video number 13946
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23289.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].
Copy and Version Identification Note
48250
Names: Christ Church College (Oxford, England)
Topic: ENGLAND
Streets -- England
Towers -- England
Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910 -- England
Place: England
Oxford (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Aldate's Street, south past municipal buildings to old Christ Church College, Oxford. 9384 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): St. Aldate's Street, south past municipal buildings to old Christ Church College, Oxford. 9384 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14558
Video number 13947

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23290.

Copy and Version Identification Note

48242

Names: Christ Church College (Oxford, England)

Topic: ENGLAND

Streets -- England

Towers -- England

Universities and colleges -- England

Place: England

Oxford (England)

St. Aldate's Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The Martyrs' Memorial to Cranmer, Latimer and Ridley, on the spot where they died, Oxford. 9385 photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Martyrs' Memorial to Cranmer, Latimer and Ridley, on the spot where they died, Oxford. 9385 photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Westrop, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

upper part of uncancelled frame missing

Local Numbers

RSN 14559

Video number 13948

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23291

Names: Cranmer

Latimer, Glenna M. (Glenna Montague), 1898-1980

Ridley
Chapel of New College, founded 1379, one of the oldest college buildings in Oxford. 9386 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Chapel of New College, founded 1379, one of the oldest college buildings in Oxford. 9386 Photonegative 1905,

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14560

Video number 13949

Company catalog card included,

Similar to RSN 23292,

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45],

Copy and Version Identification Note
48197

Names: All Souls' College Chapel (Cambridge, England)
"Addison's Walk"--a famous forest-aisle in Magdalen College grounds, Oxford. [Active no. 9387 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Addison's Walk"--a famous forest-aisle in Magdalen College grounds, Oxford. [Active no. 9387 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14561

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23293.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Topic: ENGLAND
Parks -- England
Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910 -- England
Walkways -- England

England
Magdalen College (Oxford, England)
Oxford (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Sunny garden of Worcester College, dear to many generations of Englishmen, Oxford. 9388 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sunny garden of Worcester College, dear to many generations of Englishmen, Oxford. 9388 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14562

Video number 13951

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].
Similar to RSN 23294.

Copy and Version Identification Note
48239

Topic: ENGLAND
Gardens -- England
Universities and colleges -- England
Walkways -- England

Place: England
Oxford (England)
Worcester College

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The dance around the Maypole--springtime festival in the west of England. 9389 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The dance around the Maypole--springtime festival in the west of England. 9389 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbetter AC, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14563

Video number 13952

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23295

Copy and Version Identification Note
52545

Topic: Children -- England
Dance -- England
ENGLAND
Festivals -- England
Games -- England
Maypoles -- England
Recreation -- England

Place: England
Looking from Times Building, 362 ft. above street, N.E. past Fifth Ave. churches and hotels, New York City. 9391 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking from Times Building, 362 ft. above street, N.E. past Fifth Ave. churches and hotels, New York City. 9391 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14564

Video number 13953

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23296

"Imported Americans" shopping at push-carts, lower East Side. [Active No. 9392: stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Imported Americans" shopping at push-carts, lower East Side. [Active No. 9392: stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Page, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

78551 (associated number)

RSN 14565

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23297.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Cancelled by scratching.

**Topic:** Immigrants -- United States -- 1900-1910
Markets -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Streets -- New York (N.Y.)

**Place:** New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"How the other half lives" in a crowded Hebrew district on the lower East Side. Active no. 9393 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "How the other half lives" in a crowded Hebrew district on the lower East Side. Active no. 9393 : stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

86141

RSN 14566

Video number 13955

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23298

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Cancelled by scratching.

**Topic:** Markets -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Streets -- New York

**Place:** New York (N.Y.)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt and his traveling companions at the Hanging Bridge, Royal Gorge, Colorado. Caption no. 9394 : stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): President Roosevelt and his traveling companions at the Hanging Bridge, Royal Gorge, Colorado. Caption no. 9394: stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14567

Video number 13956

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23299.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81321

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Bridges -- Colorado.
       Canyons -- Colorado
       Mountains -- Colorado
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
       ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
       Railroads -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
       Hanging Bridge (Royal Gorge, Colo.)
       Royal Gorge

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sport in the huge Rocky Mountain bathtub at Hot Sulphur Springs, Glenwood Springs. 9395 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sport in the huge Rocky Mountain bathtub at Hot Sulphur Springs, Glenwood Springs. 9395 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14568

Video number 13957

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23300; frames separated.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81399

Topic: COLORADO--Miscellaneous
Resorts -- Colorado
Swimming -- Colorado
hot springs -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Glenwood Springs (Colo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Geronimo, the famous Apache chief, skinning the buffalo after the hunt, Oklahoma. 9397 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Geronimo, the famous Apache chief, skinning the buffalo after the hunt, Oklahoma. 9397 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14569

Video number 13958

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23302.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82212
Fancy "roping" at a cowboys' camp, Oklahoma. [Active no. 9398 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s): Fancy "roping" at a cowboys' camp, Oklahoma. [Active no. 9398 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14570
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].
Similar to RSN 23303.

Indian braves assembled in traditional magnificence for a buffalo hunt, Oklahoma. [Active no. 9399 : black-and-white stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Indian braves assembled in traditional magnificence for a buffalo hunt, Oklahoma. [Active no. 9399 : black-and-white stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14571

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23304.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Company acc. no. 82210.

Topic:
- HUNTING SCENES
- Horses -- Oklahoma
- Hunting -- Oklahoma
- Indians of North America -- Oklahoma

Place: Oklahoma

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Peach Tree St. from the east--a typical business district of a southern metropolis, Atlanta. 9400 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Peach Tree St. from the east--a typical business district of a southern metropolis, Atlanta. 9400 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14572

Video number 13961

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23305
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90956

Topic:    Automobiles -- Georgia
          Carts -- Georgia
          HUNTING SCENES
          Horses -- Georgia
          Skyscrapers -- Georgia -- Atlanta.
          Streetcars -- Georgia
          Streets -- Georgia

Place:    Atlanta (Ga.)
          Georgia
          Peachtree Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Foxhounds of the Meadowbrook Club--first meet of the season--Long Island. 9401 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Foxhounds of the Meadowbrook Club--first meet of the season--Long Island. 9401 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14573

Video number 13962

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 14574 and 23306.

Topic:    Competitions -- New York
          Dogs -- New York
          Foxhounds -- New York
          Horses -- New York
          Hunting -- New York
          NEW YORK CITY/CONSEY ISLAND
          Sports -- New York

Place:    Long Island (N.Y.)
          Meadowbrook Club
          New York
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Foxhounds of the Meadowbrook Club--first meet of the season--Long Island. [Active no. 9401 : photonegative], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Foxhounds of the Meadowbrook Club--first meet of the season--Long Island. [Active no. 9401 : photonegative], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14574

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 14573 and 23306.

Company acc. no. 86169.

Topic: Competitions -- New York
Dogs -- New York
Foxhounds -- New York
Horses -- New York
Hunting -- New York
NEW YORK CITY/CONEY ISLAND
Sports -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Meadowbrook Club
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[William Jennings Bryan seated at desk.] [Active no. 9402 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14575
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14576, 23307 and 23308.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925

Topic: OTHER FAMOUS MEN

Offices

Politicians -- 20th century

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Portraits -- Men

Stereoscopic photographs

[William Jennings Bryan seated at desk.] [Active no. 9402 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated badly along upper and lower borders, both frames.

Local Numbers

RSN 14576

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14575, 23307 and 23308.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45], moved from [127].

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925

Topic: OTHER FAMOUS MEN

Offices

Politicians

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Portraits -- Men

Stereoscopic photographs

[Five figures: men and women in an outdoor setting.] [Active no. 9403 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Five figures: men and women in an outdoor setting.] [Active no. 9403 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
One seated woman apparently is holding a baby.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14577

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23309.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Company acc. no. 95689.

Topic:
Beggars
COMICS OUTDOORS
Couples
Infants
Infants

Genre/
Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 9404 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 9404 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14578

Video number 13967

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23310.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note

95695

Topic: Beggars
COMICS OUTDOORS
Couples
Infants

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Babies.] 9405 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Babies.] 9405 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14579

Video number 13968
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23311.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note

95696

Topic: Beggars
COMICS OUTDOORS
Couples
Infants

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beggars.] 9406 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Beggars.] 9406 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14580

Video number 13969
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23312.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95708

Topic: Beggars
COMICS OUTDOORS
Couples

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beggars.] 9407 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Beggars.] 9407 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14581

Video number 13970
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23313.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].
Copy and Version Identification Note
95711

Topic: Beggars
COMICS OUTDOORS
Couples

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beggars.] 9408 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Beggars.] 9408 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14582

Video number 13971
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23314.
Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95724

Topic: Beggars
COMICS OUTDOORS
Couples

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man putting love note in tree trunk beside river.] 9409 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Man putting love note in tree trunk beside river.] 9409 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14583

Video number 13972

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23315.

**Topic:** Couples
Love
Rivers
Trees

**Genre/ Form:** Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Girl reading love note left in tree trunk beside river.] 9410 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Girl reading love note left in tree trunk beside river.] 9410 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14584

Video number 13973

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.34 [45].

Similar to RSN 23316; frames separated.

**Topic:** Couples
Love
Rivers
Trees

**Genre/ Form:** Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Couple, seated on grass, holding hands.] Active no. 9411. Stereo photonegative, 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Couple, seated on grass, holding hands.] Active no. 9411. Stereo photonegative, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled with scratches. Original cover glass and nitrate film discarded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>RSN 14585</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Similar to RSN 23317. Company acc. no. 95674.

| Topic: | COMICS OUTDOORS
Couples
Love |
| Genre/ Form: | Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs |

[Policeman with raised nightstick frightening couple on grass, with man tumbling backward. Active no. 9412. Stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s): [Policeman with raised nightstick frightening couple on grass, with man tumbling backward. Active no. 9412. Stereo photonegative], 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled with scratches. Original cover glass and nitrate film discarded, cut plates hanging together by tape.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>RSN 14586</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39]

Similar to RSN 23318. Company acc. no. 95672.

| Topic: | COMICS OUTDOORS
Couples |
Love
Police
Wit and humor

Genre/Form: Comics
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man holding luggage, with well-dressed woman at railway station with "Arcola" sign. Active no. 9413a : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4-1/2 x 3-5/8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Black masking tape strip at top and bottom of plate. Cancelled by scratching? Not this piece.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0014587 (AC Scan No.)
RSN 14587

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23319.

Topic: Couples
Love
Railroad terminals
Railroads

Place: Arcola

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman kissing during picnic on grass in wooded area. Active no. 9414. Black-and-white stereo photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").]

Image(s): [Man and woman kissing during picnic on grass in wooded area. Active no. 9414. Black-and-white stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14588

Company catalog card included.

Cf. RSN 23320, positive from this negative. Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Couples
Kissing
Love
Picnicking
Trees

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic scene.] 9415 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Romantic scene.] 9415 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14589

Video number 13978

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23321 and 23322.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Children
Couples
Cupids (Art)
Hunting
Love
Trees

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple and child in graduation gowns.] 9416 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple and child in graduation gowns.] 9416 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14590

Video number 13979

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Similar to RSN 23323.

Copy and Version Identification Note
95026

   Topic:    COMICS OUTDOORS
   Children
   Couples
   Cupids (Art)
   International education
   Love
   Rivers
   Trees

   Genre/     Narrative cycles
   Form:     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[African American boy with tools and wheel. Active no. 9417 : stereo photonegative,] 1906

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): [African American boy with tools and wheel. Active no. 9417 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Davidson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14591
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23324.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Issuing Body Note
Company acc. no. 94599.

Topic: COMICS
Children
Equipment
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Racism
Tools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans

[Children circling around Maypole in field.] 9418 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children circling around Maypole in field.] 9418 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14592

Video number 13981

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Similar to RSN 23325

Copy and Version Identification Note
82270

Topic: Balls (Parties)
Children
Dogs
Gates
Maypoles
Recreation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children with organ grinder in field. Active no. 9419: black-and-white stereo photonegative.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Children with organ grinder in field. Active no. 9419: black-and-white stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14593
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23326 and 23327.

Topic: Children
Horses
Monkeys
Music
Organ grinders
Recreation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Young student group outside with teacher.] 9420 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Young student group outside with teacher.] 9420 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schenck, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14594

Video number 13983

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Similar to RSN 23328 and 23329.

Copy and Version Identification Note
95452

Topic: CHILDHOOD
Children
International education
Schools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 9422 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Children.] 9422 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14595

Video number 13984

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23330.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Children
Flowers
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The favorite sport of Mexico--bullfight and a crowd of spectators on a public holiday. [Active no. 9423 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The favorite sport of Mexico--bullfight and a crowd of spectators on a public holiday. [Active no. 9423 : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14596
Video number 13985
Similar to RSN 23331.

34092 : company accession number.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic:
Arenas -- Mexico -- 1900-1910
Bullfights -- Mexico -- 1900-1910.
Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Mexico
MEXICO TOUR
Sports -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Gathering the luscious fruit of a heavily laden mango tree, Cuernavaca."
No. 9424 : stereo photonegative, 1900

1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): "Gathering the luscious fruit of a heavily laden mango tree, Cuernavaca." No. 9424 : stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood
McKern, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 14597
Video number 13986
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14598, 27517 and 27518
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].
Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note

33260

Topic: Agriculture -- Mexico
Fruit -- 1900-1910 -- Mexico
MEXICO TOUR
Mango trees -- Mexico

Place: Cuernavaca (Mexico)
Mexico -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gathering the luscious fruit of a heavily laden mango tree, Cuernavaca.
[Active no. 9424 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Gathering the luscious fruit of a heavily laden mango tree, Cuernavaca. [Active no. 9424 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14598

Video number 13987

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14597, 27517 and 27518.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Agriculture -- Mexico
Fruit -- 1900-1910 -- Mexico
MEXICO TOUR
Mango trees -- Mexico

Place: Cuernavaca (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Small bridge over river in Mexico. Active no. 9425 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Small bridge over river in Mexico. Active no. 9425 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14599

Video number 13988
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].
Similar to RSN 23333.

Company acc. no. 34324.

Topic: Bridges -- Mexico
MEXICO TOUR
Rivers -- Mexico

Place: Amatlan (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Tropical luxury of breakfast in an airy patio at Cordoba. [Active no. 9426 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Tropical luxury of breakfast in an airy patio at Cordoba. [Active no. 9426 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14600

Video number 13989
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 14601 and 23334.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Company acc. no. 33208.

**Topic:** Architecture -- Mexico  
Dwellings -- Mexico  
Eating -- Mexico  
MEXICO TOUR

**Place:** Cordoba (Mexico)  
Mexico

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Tropical luxury of breakfast in an airy patio at Cordoba. [Active no. 9426 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900  
1 Item (4” x 5”).

**Image(s):** Tropical luxury of breakfast in an airy patio at Cordoba. [Active no. 9426 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
McKern, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 14601  

Video number 13990  
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 14600 and 23334; “Used by Touriscope” on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Company acc. no. 33208.

**Topic:** Architecture -- Mexico  
Dwellings -- Mexico  
Eating -- Mexico  
MEXICO TOUR

**Place:** Cordoba (Mexico)  
Mexico

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

ABC in Spanish--flowers, birds and little folks at a primary school, Jalapa. [Active no. 9427 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): ABC in Spanish--flowers, birds and little folks at a primary school, Jalapa. [Active no. 9427 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14602

Video number 13991
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].
Similar to RSN 23335.

Other nos.: 33127; 5572.

Topic: Children -- Mexico
Education -- Mexico
MEXICO TOUR
Schools -- Mexico

Place: Jalapa (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] 9430 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 9430 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14603

Video number 13992
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 27519.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Copy and Version Identification Note

61215

Topic: Camps
Deer
HUNTING SCENES
Hunting
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cutting and carting sugar-cane on an Isthmus plantation. [Active no. 9428 : non-stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Cutting and carting sugar-cane on an Isthmus plantation. [Active no. 9428 : non-stereo photonegative], 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14604

Video number 13993

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23336.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Company acc. no. 33459.

Topic: Agriculture -- Mexico
Carts -- Mexico
Cattle -- 1900-1910 -- Mexico
Farms -- Mexico
Laborers -- Mexico
MEXICO TOUR
Plantations -- Mexico
Sugar cane -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Low view beneath bridge of flooding river. Active no. 9434 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14605

Video number 13994
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Bridges -- Missouri
Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri
Rivers -- Missouri

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 172
RSN Numbers 14606-14698

Image(s)

[Flooded river in factory building area.] 9436 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14606

Video number 13995
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of flooded river, buildings and railroad yard. Active no. 9437: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14607

Video number 13996
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Buildings -- Kansas City (Mo.)
Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri
Railroads -- Missouri
Trains -- Missouri

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Seated men view flooded city street.] 9439 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14608

Video number 13997
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].
Topic: Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri
Streets -- Missouri

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of flooded baggage area and ticket offices.] Active no. 9440:
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Interior of flooded baggage area and ticket offices.] Active no.
9440: stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14609
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23339.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Architecture
Floods
Interior architecture
Ticket offices

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of flooded buildings and sheds.] 9441 Photonegative
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14610
Video number 13999
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Disasters -- Missouri</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flooding -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Kansas City (Mo.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missouri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[View down flooded city street.] 9442 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14611

Video number 14000

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Disasters -- Missouri</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flooding -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Kansas City (Mo.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missouri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Side view of building severely damaged in flood. Active no. 9443 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14612

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
       Disasters
       Flooding

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
       Missouri

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Long overview of flooded area.] 9444 Photonegative
   1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14613

Video number 14002

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
       Disasters -- Missouri
       Flooding -- Missouri

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
       Missouri

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of flood-damaged buildings.] 9445 Photonegative
   1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

emulsion peeling around edges
Local Numbers
RSN 14614

Video number 14003

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The flood in Kansas City; overview of flooded buildings and streets.] 9446
Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14615

Video number 14004

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14616 and 27530

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Copy and Version Identification Note

190

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri
UNITED STATES--MISSOURI

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
[The flood in Kansas City; overview of flooded buildings and streets.] 9446 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14616

Video number 14005
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14615 and 27530
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Copy and Version Identification Note
326

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri
UNITED STATES--MISSOURI

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview down flooded city street.] 9447 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14617

Video number 14006
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].
[Overview of flooded city buildings.] 9449 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14618

Video number 14007

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

[Low view of flooded city buildings and street.] 9451 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14619
Video number 14008

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

**Topic:**  
Buildings -- Missouri  
Disasters -- Missouri  
Flooding -- Missouri  
Streets -- Missouri

**Place:**  
Kansas City (Mo.)  
Missouri

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Train half-covered by flood waters.] 9452 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** [Train half-covered by flood waters.] 9452 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 14620

Video number 14009

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

**Topic:**  
Buildings -- Missouri  
Disasters -- Missouri  
Flooding -- Missouri  
Railroads -- Missouri  
Streets -- Missouri  
Trains -- Missouri

**Place:**  
Kansas City (Mo.)  
Missouri

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man viewing flooded city buildings and street.] 9453 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14621

Video number 14010

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic:
Buildings -- Missouri
Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri
Streets -- Missouri

Place:
Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of flooded city buildings and street.] 9456 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14622

Video number 14011

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic:
Buildings -- Missouri
Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri
Streets -- Missouri

Place:
Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of flooded city buildings and street.] 9457 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
emulsion peeling along upper border both frames

Local Numbers
RSN 14623

Video number 14012

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri
Streets -- Missouri

Place:
Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of flood-damaged railroad bridge and train.] 9458 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4“ x 7“)

Image(s): [Overview of flood-damaged railroad bridge and train.] 9458 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14624

Video number 14013

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23341.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic:  Disasters -- Missouri
        Engines -- Missouri
        Flooding -- Missouri
        Railroads -- Missouri
        Rivers -- Missouri
        Trains -- Missouri

Place:  Kansas City (Mo.)
        Missouri

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of flood-damaged buildings.] 9459 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14625

Video number 14014

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic:  Buildings -- Missouri
        Disasters -- Missouri
        Flooding -- Missouri
        Streets -- Missouri

Place:  Kansas City (Mo.)
        Missouri

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men inspect flood-damaged buildings.] Active no. 9460. Stereo
photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Two men inspect flood-damaged buildings.] Active no. 9460.
Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14626
Video number 14015
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri
Streets -- Missouri
Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Many men inspect flood-damaged buildings.] 9461 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14627
Video number 14016
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri
Streets -- Missouri
Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Many men in flood-damaged city area.] 9462 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14628

Video number 14017
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39].

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Disasters -- Missouri
Flooding -- Missouri
Streets -- Missouri

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of flood-damaged buildings and street.] 9466 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14629

Video number 14018
Company catalog card included.
[See 28:131/Kansas City Flood] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39], moved from 39.

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
       Disasters -- Missouri
       Flooding -- Missouri
       Streets -- Missouri

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)
       Missouri

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway through rock formation.] 9542 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Railway through rock formation.] 9542 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing watermark along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14630

Video number 14019

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39], moved from 127.

Similar to RSN 23375; frames in separate envelopes.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Railroads
       Railroads -- Trains
       Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Along the Boulevard (E.S.E.), afternoon throngs passing Porte St. Denis,
Paris. [Active No. 9570 : stereoscopic photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14631

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23390 and 23391.
Other numbers: 24790.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39], moved from [115].

Topic:
Carriages -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Gates -- France
Horses -- France -- Paris
Monuments -- France -- Paris
Streets -- France
Wagons -- France

Place:
France -- 1890-1920
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920
Porte St. Denis (Paris, France)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Late afternoon on the beautiful highway (N.) to Chartres--sheep going home. 9582 Photonegative, 1907
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Late afternoon on the beautiful highway (N.) to Chartres--sheep going home. 9582 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing watermark along lower border both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14632

Video number 14021
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23400; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39], moved from 127.

Topic:
Dogs -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Parks -- France
Roads -- France
Sheep -- France
Place: Chartres (France)
France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vineyards covering sunny fields at Ay in the champagne district. 9583 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Vineyards covering sunny fields at Ay in the champagne district. 9583 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14633

Video number 14022

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27539.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39], moved from [99].

Topic: Agriculture -- France
Champagne -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Laborers -- France
Vineyards -- France

Place: Ay (France : Canton)
France

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Glacier-covered heights of the Pyrenees, S. from road to Gavarnie. 9595 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Glacier-covered heights of the Pyrenees, S. from road to Gavarnie. 9595 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14634

Video number 14023

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27543.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39], moved from [99].

Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Mountains -- France
Rivers -- France
Valleys -- France
glaciers -- France

Place: France
Gavarnie (France)
Pyrenees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Children collecting salt for the stacks, salt fields, Le Croisie, France. 9601 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Children collecting salt for the stacks, salt fields, Le Croisie, France. 9601 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14635

Video number 14024

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27544.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39], moved from [99].

Topic: Children -- France
Laborers -- France
Salt -- France

Place: France
Le Croisie (France)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous "Lines of Carnac," aisles of unhewn stone made by prehistoric men. 9603 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Famous "Lines of Carnac," aisles of unhewn stone made by prehistoric men. 9603 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14636

Video number 14025

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39], moved from [127].

Similar to RSN 23417.

Topic: Children -- France
Cows -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Monuments -- France
Quarrying -- France
Ruins -- France
Sculptures -- France
Stones -- France

Place: Auray (France)
France
Lines of Carnac (Auray, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Acres of oyster beds at Cancale, France. [Active no. 9610 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4-3/4" x 7-3/4" (not 5" x 8").)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Woman in foreground extends arms, holding baskets. Apparently a copy negative, from same negative as the interpositive RSN 23422, but a portion of the image at the bottom is cropped off.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants stuck to emulsion. Not cancelled.
Water marks (?) along lower border.

Local Numbers
RSN 14637

Company catalog cards included in box; most bear dates from 1905 to 1910.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39], moved from [127].

Topic: Bays -- France
   Boats -- France
   Fishing industry -- France
   Islands -- France
   Oceans -- France
   Oysters -- France

Place: Cancale (France)
   France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Perilous climbing over the ice crags of Stevens Glacier, Mount Tacoma.  
Active no. 9931. [Stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14638

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 23613; similar to RSN 27572.

Currently stored in box 3.1.35 [39], moved from [99].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Washington (State)
       Mountains -- Washington State
       WASHINGTON glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Mount Tacoma (Washington)
       Stevens Glacier
       Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs
President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill, Oyster Bay, N.Y. Caption no. 10003: stereoscopic photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Image(s): President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill, Oyster Bay, N.Y. Caption no. 10003: stereoscopic photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14639

Video number 14028

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23659-23663; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127].

Yellowing watermark along lower border of both frames.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Dogs -- New York
Dwellings -- New York
FAMOUS MEN
Family -- 1900-1910 -- New York
Homes -- New York
Portraits -- New York
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910 -- New York

Place: New York -- 1900-1910
Oyster Bay (N.Y.)
Sagamore Hill

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Building a gigantic cradle raft on the Columbia river, Oregon. 10037 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Building a gigantic cradle raft on the Columbia river, Oregon. 10037 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14640
Video number 14029

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127].

Similar to RSN 23694.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>LUMBERING INDUSTRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lumber industry -- Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Machinery -- Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rafts -- Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920 Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Children.] 10043 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Children.] 10043 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14641

Video number 14030

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23700; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Children Rabbits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Outdoor scene with angel and children.] Active no. 10048 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Outdoor scene with angel and children.] Active no. 10048 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Angelich figure has wings; a double exposure.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14642

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127].
Similar to RSN 23705.

Genre/ Form:
Multiple exposure
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Spirit photographs
Spirit photography
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Angels
Children

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14643

Video number 14032
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 and 27582 are duplicates

Names:
Battleship Connecticut

Topic:
Seascapes -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia

Place:
Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia
U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling badly both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 14644

Video number 14033

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut
Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14645

Video number 14034

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut
Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
       Virginia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14646
Video number 14035
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates

Names: Battleship Connecticut
Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
       Virginia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14647

Video number 14036

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut

Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia

Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14648

Video number 14037

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut

Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14649

Video number 14038

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut

Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia

Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14650

Video number 14039
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].
RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names:    Battleship Connecticut
Topic:    Seascapes -- Virginia
          Ships -- Virginia
Place:    Hampton Roads (Virginia)
          Virginia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14651

Video number 14040

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].
RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names:    Battleship Connecticut
Topic:    Seascapes -- Virginia
          Ships -- Virginia
Place:    Hampton Roads (Virginia)
          Virginia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14652

Video number 14041
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].
RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut
Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
       Virginia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14653

Video number 14042
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].
RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut
Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14654

Video number 14043

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut
Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
       Virginia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
.......... Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14655

Video number 14044
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut
Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
       Virginia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14656

Video number 14045

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut
Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
       Virginia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14657

Video number 14046
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].
RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut
Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
       Virginia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14658

Video number 14047
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].
RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut
Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
       Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14659

Video number 14048

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut

Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia

Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14660

Video number 14049
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Battleship Connecticut</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Seascapes -- Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ships -- Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Hampton Roads (Virginia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14661

Video number 14050

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 are duplicates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Battleship Connecticut</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Seascapes -- Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ships -- Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Hampton Roads (Virginia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14662

Video number 14051

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14643 thru 14662 and 27582 are duplicates.

Names: Battleship Connecticut
Topic: Seascapes -- Virginia
Ships -- Virginia
Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

William H. Taft at his desk, Washington, D.C. 10062 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): William H. Taft at his desk, Washington, D.C. 10062 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14663

Video number 14052

AC0143-0014663 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14663 thru 14666 are duplicates; similar to RSN 23715.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Offices -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

William H. Taft at his desk, Washington, D.C. 10062 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): William H. Taft at his desk, Washington, D.C. 10062 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14664

Video number 14053

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14663 thru 14666 are duplicates; similar to RSN 23715.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

William H. Taft at his desk, Washington, D.C. 10062 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): William H. Taft at his desk, Washington, D.C. 10062 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14665

Video number 14054

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14663 thru 14666 are duplicates; similar to RSN 23715.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930  
United States. Department of Agriculture
Topic: Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)  
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

William H. Taft at his desk, Washington, D.C. 10062 photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): William H. Taft at his desk, Washington, D.C. 10062 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 14666

Video number 14055

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [127], moved from [99].

RSN 14663 thru 14666 are duplicates; similar to RSN 23715.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930  
United States. Department of Agriculture
Topic: Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)  
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children. Active no. 10066 : black-and-white stereo photonegative,], 1908  
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children. Active no. 10066 : black-and-white stereo photonegative,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
HS, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14667

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23719.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Company acc. no. 112721.

Topic: Bedrooms
CHILDREN
Children
Guns
Horses
Pistols
Rifles
Teddy bears
Toys

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 10067 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 10067 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
HS, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14668

Video number 14057

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14669 and 23720.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112725

Topic: Bedrooms
CHILDREN
Children
Horses
Rifles
Teddy bears
Toys

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child in bedroom with toy rifle, teddy bears, etc. Active no. 10067 : photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): [Child in bedroom with toy rifle, teddy bears, etc. Active no. 10067 : photonegative,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
HS, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14669

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! Videonumber 14058 is blank. Similar to RSN 23720 [Videonum 22955].
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]. Company acc. no. 112725.

Topic: Bedrms
CHILDREN
Children
Horses
Rifles
Teddy bears
Toys

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Angel and child? Active no. 10068 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): [Angel and child? Active no. 10068 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
HS, Photographer
English.
Possibly a double exposure.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14670

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Similar to RSN 23721. Orig. no. or company acc. no. 112749.

Topic:  Angels
        CHILDREN
        Children
        Cribs (Children's furniture)
        Infants
        Music
        Violin

Genre/ Form: Multiple exposure
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Spirit photographs
            Spirit photography
            Stereoscopic photographs

Battleship Maine, with her 12-inch guns that guard the nation's honor.
10069 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Battleship Maine, with her 12-inch guns that guard the nation's honor. 10069 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14671

Video number 14060

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23722

Names: Battleship Maine

Topic: Battleships
      Boats and boating
      Sailors
      U.S. NAVY

Place: U.S. Navy
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Battleship Illinois, showing 13-inch and 6-inch guns; U.S. Navy. 10070
photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Battleship Illinois, showing 13-inch and 6-inch guns; U.S. Navy.
10070 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
most of right frame missing

Local Numbers
RSN 14672

Video number 14061
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].
Similar to RSN 23723

Copy and Version Identification Note
86810

Names: Battleship Illinois

Topic:
Battleships
Boats and boating
Flags
Guns
Sailors
U.S. NAVY

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Battleship Kentucky, with powerful 13-inch and 8-inch guns, U.S. Navy.
10071 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Battleship Kentucky, with powerful 13-inch and 8-inch guns, U.S.
Navy. 10071 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14673

Video number 14062

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Similar to RSN 14674 and 23724.

Names: Battleship Kentucky
Topic: Battleships
Boats and boating
Flags
Guns
U.S. NAVY

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Battleship Kentucky, with powerful 13-inch and 8-inch guns, U.S. Navy. 10071 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Battleship Kentucky, with powerful 13-inch and 8-inch guns, U.S. Navy. 10071 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14674

Video number 14063

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Similar to RSN 14673 and 23724.

Copy and Version Identification Note
86833

Names: Battleship Kentucky
Topic: Battleships
Boats and boating
Flags
Guns
U.S. NAVY

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture.] 10072 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Sculpture.] 10072 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14675

Video number 14064

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23725.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112185

Topic: Portraits
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and boy seated on living room sofa.] 10073 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Man and boy seated on living room sofa.] 10073 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14676

Video number 14065
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23726.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Copy and Version Identification Note

112190

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"In the good old summer time," [sic] holiday crowds on beach, Coney Island, New York. [Active no. 10074 : stereoscopic photonegative.], 1907
2 items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): "In the good old summer time," [sic] holiday crowds on beach, Coney Island, New York. [Active no. 10074 : stereoscopic photonegative.] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14677
94-3582 (OPPS Neg. No.: half of stereo pair)

Company catalog card included. Company accession no., 105036.

Similar to RSN 23727; images separated.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Beaches -- New York (N.Y.) -- Coney Island
Children -- 1900-1910
Crowds -- 1900-1910
Swimmers -- Coney Island -- New York -- 1900-1910
Swimming

UNITED STATES TOUR

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Group of common bats [Active no. 10112 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Group of common bats [Active no. 10112 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14678
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].
Company acc. no. 81526.

Topic: Bats
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Blackbird, its nest and eggs. 10113 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Blackbird, its nest and eggs. 10113 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14679
Video number 14068
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]
Copy and Version Identification Note
81531
Topic: Blackbirds
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chiffchaff, its nest and eggs. [Active no. 10114 : stereo photonegative,],
1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Chiffchaff, its nest and eggs. [Active no. 10114 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14680

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Company no. 81672.

Topic: Birds
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chiffchaff, its nest and eggs. [Active no. 10114 : stereo photonegative,],
1905
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): Chiffchaff, its nest and eggs. [Active no. 10114 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14681

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Company acc. no. 81672.

Topic: Birds
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chiffchaff, its nest and eggs. [Active no. 10114 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): Chiffchaff, its nest and eggs. [Active no. 10114 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14682

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Company acc. 81672.

Topic: Birds
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old and young greenfinches leaving home. [Active no. 10121 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): Old and young greenfinches leaving home. [Active no. 10121 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
upper left corner of cancelled frame missing.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 14683

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 23774.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Company acc. 81682.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Birds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenfinches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

Young greenfinches. 10122 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Young greenfinches. 10122 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14684

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23775.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Company acc. no. 81641.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Birds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenfinches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

Goldfinch, its nest and eggs. 10123 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Goldfinch, its nest and eggs. 10123 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14685

Video number 14074

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14686 and 27584

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Topic: Birds
Goldfinches
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Goldfinch, its nest and eggs. 10123 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Goldfinch, its nest and eggs. 10123 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14686

Video number 14075

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14685 and 27584

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81643

Topic: Birds
Goldfinches
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Jay, its nest and eggs. 10124 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Jay, its nest and eggs. 10124 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14687

Video number 14076
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23776
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81542

Topic: Birds
Eggs
Jays
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Young jays. 10125 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Young jays. 10125 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14688
Grey linnet, its nest and eggs. 10126 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Grey linnet, its nest and eggs. 10126 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14689

Video number 14078
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23778
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81656

Topic: Birds
Eggs
Gray linnets
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Love birds. 10128 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Love birds. 10128 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14690
Video number 14079
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23780
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]
Copy and Version Identification Note
81809
  Topic: Love birds
    TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
  Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

The house martin. 10130 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The house martin. 10130 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14691
Video number 14080
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23782
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]
Copy and Version Identification Note
81597

Topic: Birds
  House martins
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Young magpies. 10131 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Young magpies. 10131 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14692

Video number 14081
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23783
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81811

Topic: Birds
  Magpies
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Barn owl, its nest and eggs. 10134 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Barn owl, its nest and eggs. 10134 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14693

Video number 14082

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23786

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81788

Topic: Barn owls
Birds
Eggs
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pheasant, sitting. 10135 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Pheasant, sitting. 10135 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14694

Video number 14083

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23787

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81633

Topic: Birds
Pheasants
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Meadow pipit, its nest and eggs. 10137 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Meadow pipit, its nest and eggs. 10137 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14695

Video number 14084
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23789
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81759

Topic: Birds
Eggs
Meadow pipits
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Robin sitting on nest. 10139 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Robin sitting on nest. 10139 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14696
Video number 14085

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23792

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81779

Topic: Birds
Nests
Robins
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Lesser redpole, its nest and eggs. 10140 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Lesser redpole, its nest and eggs. 10140 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14697

Video number 14086

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23791

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81735

Topic: Birds
Eggs
Lesser redpoles
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Sparrow hawk, its nest and eggs. 10141 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Sparrow hawk, its nest and eggs. 10141 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14698
Video number 14087
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23793
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81518

Topic: Birds
Eggs
Nests
Sparrow hawks
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 173
RSN Numbers 14699-14715

Image(s)

Skylark, its nest and eggs. 10142 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Skylark, its nest and eggs. 10142 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14699
Video number 14088
Company catalog card included

NOTE: THERE IS NO RSN 14700 IN FILE BOX [VIDEONUM 14089 IS BLANK] Similar to RSN 23794

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81747

Topic: Birds
   Eggs
   Nests
   Skylarks
   TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Turtle-dove, its nest and eggs. 10144 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Turtle-dove, its nest and eggs. 10144 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Westrop, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 14701

Video number 14090

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23796

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81558

Topic: Birds
   Eggs
   Nests
   TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
   Turtle-doves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Missel-thrush attending her young. 10145 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Missel-thrush attending her young. 10145 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14702
Video number 14091
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23797
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Topic: Birds
Missel-thrushes
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The great tit [titmouse, a bird], its nest and eggs. Caption no. 10146: photonegative, 1905
1 Item (piece; 5” x 7”.)
Image(s): The great tit [titmouse, a bird], its nest and eggs. Caption no. 10146: photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 14703
Video number 14092
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23798
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].
Cancelled by scratching.
Copy and Version Identification Note

81572

Topic:
- Birds -- 1900-1910
- Eggs
- Great tit [bird] -- 1900-1910
- Nests
- TRAVEL STUDIES--BIRDS
- Titmice -- 1900-1910

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Young great tits [titmice]. Caption 10147 : glass stereo photonegative, 1905
1 Item (piece; 5" x 7".)

Image(s): Young great tits [titmice]. Caption 10147 : glass stereo photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
- RSN 14704

Video number 14093

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23799.

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note

81564

Topic:
- Birds -- 1900-1910
- Eggs
- Great tit [bird] -- 1900-1910
- Nests
- TRAVEL STUDIES--BIRDS

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Long-tailed tit and its nest. 10149 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Long-tailed tit and its nest. 10149 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14705
Video number 14094
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23801
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]
Copy and Version Identification Note
81787

Topic: Birds
Long-tailed tits
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Young hammer, its nest and eggs. 10150 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Young hammer, its nest and eggs. 10150 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14706
Video number 14095
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23802
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]
Pied wagtail, its nest and eggs. 10151 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Pied wagtail, its nest and eggs. 10151 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14707

Video number 14096

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23803

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

The wren and its nest. 10152 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The wren and its nest. 10152 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion yellowing
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14708

Video number 14097
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23804
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Topic:  
Birds
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
Wrens

Genre/  
Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14709

Video number 14098
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 14710, 14711, 14712, 27585 and 27586
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]
Copy and Version Identification Note

81667

Topic: Birds
Song thrushes
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14710

Video number 14099

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14709, 14711, 14712, 27585 and 27586

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Topic: Birds
Song thrushes
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14711

Video number 14100
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14709, 14710, 14712, 27585 and 27586

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81665

Topic: Birds
   Song thrushes
   TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14712

Video number 14101

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14709, 14710, 14711, 27585 and 27586

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Topic: Birds
   Song thrushes
   TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

Song-thrushes attending their young. 10156 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Song-thrushes attending their young. 10156 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14713

Video number 14102
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23807
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81775

Topic: Birds
Nests
Song thrushes
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Young song-thrushes. 10158 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Young song-thrushes. 10158 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14714

Video number 14103
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23809
Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81727

Topic: Birds
Song thrushes
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Oldf garden warbler, sitting. 10159 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Oldf garden warbler, sitting. 10159 Photonegative 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14715

Video number 14104

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23810

Currently stored in box 3.1.36 [217]

Copy and Version Identification Note
91624

Topic: Birds
Garden warblers
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 174
Cards 9411-9466, 10066-10160

Box 175
RSN Numbers 14716-14818

Image(s)

The Avon and Clifton Bridge, S.E. from the Downs, Bristol. [Active no. 10161 : stereo photonegative], 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Avon and Clifton Bridge, S.E. from the Downs, Bristol. [Active no. 10161 : stereo photonegative], 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14716

Video number 14105

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 23812

Company acc. 113830.

Topic: Bridges -- England
      ENGLAND TOUR
      Rivers -- England

Place: Avon (England)
      Bristol (England)
      Clifton Bridge (Bristol, England)
      Downs (Bristol, England)
      England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships on and suspension bridge over wide river.] 10162 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ships on and suspension bridge over wide river.] 10162 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14717

Video number 14106

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 23813.

Copy and Version Identification Note
113824
Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Rivers
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man holding child while cooking, with woman lying in bed.] [Active no. 10163 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Man holding child while cooking, with woman lying in bed.] [Active no. 10163 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Image(s): [Man holding child while cooking, with woman lying in bed.] [Active no. 10163 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Formerly stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0014718 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 14718

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23814. Company accession no., 112935.

Topic: COMICS MARRIAGE
Children
Cookery
Dwellings
Family -- 1890-1930
Infants
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920
Women's rights -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dogs.] Active No. 10164 : glass stereo photonegative, 1908
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): [Dogs.] Active No. 10164: glass stereo photonegative, 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14719

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23815.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]. Company acc. no., 113697.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Animals
COMICS
Dogs -- 1890-1920
Operations
Pets -- Photographs
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Tails
Veterinarians
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dog in home living room.] 10165 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dog in home living room.] 10165 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14720

Video number 14109

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23816.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].
Copy and Version Identification Note
113715

Topic: COMICS
Disasters
Dogs
Dwellings
Floor coverings
Rugs
Umbrellas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The President, Governors and other leading men at the National Resources Conference. 10166 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): The President, Governors and other leading men at the National Resources Conference. 10166 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14721

Video number 14110

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 14722, 14723, 14724 and 23817; [Neg. made from positive] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
113926

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Conferences -- Washington (D.C.)
Governors -- Washington (D.C.)
Meetings -- Washington (D.C.)
NATIONAL RESOURCES CONFERENCE
Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Resources -- Washington (D.C.)
The President, Governors and other leading men at the National Resources Conference. [Active no. 10166 : stereo photonegative,] 1908 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The President, Governors and other leading men at the National Resources Conference. [Active no. 10166 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14722
Video number 14111
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49], moved from [99].

Similar to RSN 14721, 14723, 14724 and 23817

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Conferences -- Washington (D.C.)
Governors -- Washington (D.C.)
NATIONAL RESOURCES CONFERENCE
Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Resources -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The President, Governors and other leading men at the National Resources Conference. 10166 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The President, Governors and other leading men at the National Resources Conference. 10166 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14723
Video number 14112
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 14721, 14722, 14724 and 23817.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Conferences -- Washington (D.C.)
Governors -- Washington (D.C.)
Meetings -- Washington (D.C.)
NATIONAL RESOURCES CONFERENCE
Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
Resources -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The President, Governors and other leading men at the National Resources Conference. 10166 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): The President, Governors and other leading men at the National Resources Conference. 10166 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14724
Video number 14113

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 14721, 14722, 14723 and 23817.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
        United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Conferences -- Washington (D.C.)
       Governors -- Washington (D.C.)
       Meetings -- Washington (D.C.)
       NATIONAL RESOURCES CONFERENCE
       Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
       Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
       Resources -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Andrew Carnegie, Wm. J. Bryan, J.J. Hill and John Mitchell at the White House. [Caption no. 10167 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14725

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 14726 and 23818.

Associated number: 113928.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
        Carnegie, Andrew, 1835-1919
        Hill, J. J.
        Mitchell, John, (President, United Mine Workers)
        United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Politicians
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Photographs -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Andrew Carnegie, Wm. J. Bryan, J.J. Hill and John Mitchell at the White House. [Caption No. 10167 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14726

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 14725 and 23818.

Associated no.: 113928.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Carnegie, Andrew, 1835-1919
Hill, J. J.
Mitchell, John, (President, United Mine Workers)
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Portraits -- 1900-1910

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Photographs -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Singer Building (47 stories) and City Investing Building (13 acres floor space). 10168 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Singer Building (47 stories) and City Investing Building (13 acres floor space). 10168 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14727

Video number 14116

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14728 and 27587

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Copy and Version Identification Note

36

Names: City Investing Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Skyscrapers -- New York (N.Y.)
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Singer Building (New York, N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Singer Building (47 stories) and City Investing Building (13 acres floor space). 10168 Photonegative, 1908
1 item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Singer Building (47 stories) and City Investing Building (13 acres floor space). 10168 Photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14728

Video number 14117

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14727 and 27587

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Copy and Version Identification Note

113896

Names: City Investing Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Skyscrapers -- New York (N.Y.)
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Singer Building (New York, N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of campus building.] 10171 photonegative, 1908
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Low view of campus building.] 10171 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14729

Video number 14118
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27590

Copy and Version Identification Note
113969

Names: Lafayette College (Pennsylvania)
Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania
       Universities and colleges -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of campus building, Lafayette College, Pennsylvania.] Active no. 10172 : stereo photonegative, 1908
1 item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): [Front view of campus building, Lafayette College, Pennsylvania.] Active no. 10172 : stereo photonegative, 1908.

Image(s): [Front view of campus building, Lafayette College, Pennsylvania.] Active no. 10172 : stereo photonegative, 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Students shown standing in front, others sitting on steps.
Formerly stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

AC0143-0014730 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 14730

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27591. Company accession no., 113973.

Names: Lafayette College (Pennsylvania)

Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania

Universities and colleges -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of campus building, Lafayette College, Pa. Active no. 10173 : stereo photonegative.], 1908

1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ashton, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14731

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27592.

Company acc. no. 13967.

Names: Lafayette College (Pennsylvania)

Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania

Universities and colleges -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of campus building.] 10174 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Side view of campus building.] 10174 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14732

Video number 14121

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 27593

Copy and Version Identification Note
113970

Names: Lafayette College (Pennsylvania)

Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania
Universities and colleges -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Student group posing in entrance to campus building.] 10175 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Student group posing in entrance to campus building.] 10175 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14733

Video number 14122

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 27594.

Copy and Version Identification Note
113964

Names: Lafayette College (Pennsylvania)

Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania
Portraits -- Pennsylvania
Universities and colleges -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Opened bridge over river in England.] 10178 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Opened bridge over river in England.] 10178 photonegative
1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14734

Video number 14123

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 23821.

Copy and Version Identification Note
113841

Topic: Bridges -- England
Children -- England
Rivers -- England
Colwyn Bay S. and its charming shores; a favorite summer resort, Wales.
[Active no. 10179 : stereo photonegative.,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Colwyn Bay S. and its charming shores; a favorite summer resort, Wales. [Active no. 10179 : stereo photonegative.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14735

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23822.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 133839.

Topic:
Bays -- Wales
Children -- Wales
Harbors -- Wales
Resorts -- Wales

Place:
Colwyn Bay (Wales)
Wales

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- Wales
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Local Numbers
RSN 14736

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23823.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 113840

Topic: Waterfalls
Place: Bettws-y-Coed (Wales)
Swallow Falls
Wales

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A kill in the Exe valley, with the Devonshire and Somerset stag hounds.
[Active no. 10183 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): A kill in the Exe valley, with the Devonshire and Somerset stag hounds. [Active no. 10183 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14737

Video number 14126

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23826. Company acc. no. 113820.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Topic: Deer -- England
Dogs -- England
Horses -- England
Hounds -- England
Hunting -- England
Stags (Deer)

Place: Devonshire (England)
England
Exe Valley (England)
Somerset (England)
Devonshire and Somerset stag-hounds--in the Exe valley--the finish. 10184 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Devonshire and Somerset stag-hounds--in the Exe valley--the finish. 10184 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14738

Video number 14127

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23827.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113823

Topic: Deer -- England
Dogs -- England
Horses -- England
Hounds -- England
Hunting -- England
Stags (Deer)

Place: Devonshire (England)
England
Exe Valley (England)
Somerset (England)

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Sandpiper's nest with four young, in a strawberry bed. 10188 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Sandpiper's nest with four young, in a strawberry bed. 10188
Photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14739

Video number 14128
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23831
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113808

Topic:       Birds
            Nests
            Sandpipers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Bird scene.] 10189 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Bird scene.] 10189 Photonegative 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14740

Video number 14129
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23832.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].
A fine group of Barbary doves 10191 Photonegative, 1908

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A fine group of Barbary doves 10191 Photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

slightly fogged along left and right borders

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 14741

Video number 14130

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23834

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Young cuckoo crying for food. 10192 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Young cuckoo crying for food. 10192 Photonegative 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14742

Video number 14131
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23835
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113806

Topic: Birds
Cuckoos
Nests

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Young Kestrel hawks after leaving the nest. 10193 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Young Kestrel hawks after leaving the nest. 10193 Photonegative 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14743

Video number 14132
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 23836
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113861
Topic: Birds
   Kestrel hawks
   Nests

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Incubator chicks taking their first glimpse of the world. 10194
Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Incubator chicks taking their first glimpse of the world. 10194
Photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14744
Video number 14133
Similar to RSN 23837
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113865

Topic: Chickens
   Eggs
   Incubators
   Poultry

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Haddon Hall, E. from the gardens, an old baronial home in Derbyshire.
10196 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Haddon Hall, E. from the gardens, an old baronial home in Derbyshire. 10196 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14745

Video number 14134
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23839.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113833

Names:  Haddon Hall (Derbyshire, England)
Topic:  Castles -- England
Columns -- England
Gardens -- England
Homes -- England
Sculpture -- England
statues -- England
Place:  Derbyshire (England)
England
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street parade in Canada.] 10197 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street parade in Canada.] 10197 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14746

Video number 14135
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23840.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].
Copy and Version Identification Note
114384
Topic: Buildings -- Quebec
Crowds -- Quebec
Parades -- Quebec
QUEBEC PAGEANT
Streets -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument ceremony in Quebec.] 10198 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Monument ceremony in Quebec.] 10198 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14747

Video number 14136

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 23841.

Copy and Version Identification Note

114387

Topic: Celebrations -- Quebec
Ceremonies -- Quebec
Crowds -- Quebec
Monuments -- Quebec
QUEBEC PAGEANT
Sculptures -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument ceremony in Quebec.] 10198 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Monument ceremony in Quebec.] 10198 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14748

Video number 14137
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114395

Topic: Celebrations -- Quebec
Monuments -- Quebec
QUEBEC PAGEANT
Sculptures -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tent scene in Canada.] 10202 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tent scene in Canada.] 10202 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14749

Video number 14138
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 23845 and 27596.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].
Copy and Version Identification Note

114307

Topic: Indians of North America -- Quebec
        Log forts -- Quebec
        Portraits -- Quebec
        QUEBEC PAGEANT
        Tents -- Quebec
        Wigwams -- Quebec

Place: Canada
        Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic scene in Quebec. Active no. 10204 : stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Romantic scene in Quebec. Active no. 10204 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14750

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23847 and 27597.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 114346.

Topic: Couples -- Quebec
        Love -- Quebec
        QUEBEC PAGEANT
        Trees -- Quebec

Place: Canada
        Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[River docks and city buildings in Quebec.] 10205 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River docks and city buildings in Quebec.] 10205 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14751
Video number 14140
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].
Copy and Version Identification Note
114276
Topic: Boats -- Quebec
Buildings -- Quebec
QUEBEC PAGEANT
Rivers -- Quebec
Place: Canada
Quebec
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene in Canada.] 10206 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boat scene in Canada.] 10206 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14752
Video number 14141
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23849.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114370

Topic: Boats -- Quebec
      Military -- Quebec
      QUEBEC PAGEANT
      Sailors -- Quebec
      Seamen -- Quebec
      Ships -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[[Monument ceremony in Quebec.] 10209 photonegative, 1908
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [[Monument ceremony in Quebec.] 10209 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14753

Video number 14142
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].
Similar to RSN 23852.

Copy and Version Identification Note
114379

Topic: Celebrations -- Quebec
       Crowds -- Quebec
       Monuments -- Quebec
       QUEBEC PAGEANT
       statues -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
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Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene in Canada.] 10210 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boat scene in Canada.] 10210 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14754

Video number 14143

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14755, 23853 and 27598.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114392

Topic: Boats -- Quebec
Canoes -- Quebec
QUEBEC PAGEANT
Sails -- Quebec
Ships -- Quebec
Waterscapes -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Quebec waterscape.] Active no. 10210 : stereo photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Quebec waterscape.] Active no. 10210 : stereo photonegative, 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14755
Video number 14144

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14754, 23853 and 27598.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Cancelled with scratches.

Copy and Version Identification Note
114416.

Topic: Boats -- Quebec
Canoes -- Quebec
QUEBEC PAGEANT
Sails -- Quebec
Ships -- Quebec
Waterscapes -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene in Canada.] 10211 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boat scene in Canada.] 10211 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14756

Video number 14145

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23854.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114408

Topic: QUEBEC PAGEANT
Sailboats -- Quebec
Ships -- Quebec
Waterscapes -- Quebec

Place: Canada
   Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene in Canada.] 10212 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Boat scene in Canada.] 10212 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14757

Video number 14146

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23855; [Negative made from positive] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   114414

   Topic: QUEBEC PAGEANT
   Sailboats -- Quebec
   Ships -- Quebec
   Waterscapes -- Quebec

   Place: Canada
   Quebec

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade scene in Canada.] 10218 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade scene in Canada.] 10218 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14758

Video number 14147

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23861.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114460

Topic: Celebrations -- Quebec
Crowds -- Quebec
Military -- Quebec
Parades -- Quebec
QUEBEC PAGEANT
Religion -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ste. Anne de Beaupre, Canada's miracle-working shrine, with a throng of pilgrims. 10219 Photonegative, 1908
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ste. Anne de Beaupre, Canada's miracle-working shrine, with a throng of pilgrims. 10219 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14759

Video number 14148

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23862.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114501

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Cathedrals -- Quebec
Religion -- Quebec
Shrines -- Quebec

Place: Canada
    Quebec
    Ste. Anne de Beaupre (Quebec)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass

Woodland beauty at St. Joachim, summer home of priests from Laval University. 10222 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Woodland beauty at St. Joachim, summer home of priests from Laval University. 10222 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 14760

Video number 14149

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23865.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    114513

Names: Laval University (Quebec, Canada)

Topic: CANADA TOUR
    Convents -- Quebec
    Gardens -- Quebec
    Parks -- Quebec
    Walkways -- Quebec

Place: Canada
    Quebec
    St. Joachim (Quebec)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Tent scene in Canada.] 10223 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Tent scene in Canada.] 10223 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14761

Video number 14150
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23866.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114524

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Indians of North America -- Quebec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QUEBECK PAGEANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tents -- Quebec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quebec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Group portrait.] 10224 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Group portrait.] 10224 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14762

Video number 14151
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23867.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114519

Topic: Indians of North America -- Quebec
QUEBEC PAGEANT

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tent scene in Canada.] 10226 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tent scene in Canada.] 10226 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14763

Video number 14152

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23869.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114517

Topic: Children -- Quebec
Cooking -- Quebec
Indians of North America -- Quebec
QUEBEC PAGEANT
Tents -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dirigible balloon in flight.] 10229 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Dirigible balloon in flight.] 10229 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14764

Video number 14153

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14765 and 23872.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114557

Topic: Airships
Balloons
DIRIGIBLES
Transportation

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Dirigible balloon in flight.] 10229 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Dirigible balloon in flight.] 10229 photonegative 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14765

Video number 14154

AC0143-0014765 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14764 and 23872.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].
Copy and Version Identification Note

114557

Topic: Airships
Balloons
DIRIGIBLES
Transportation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A busy morning on Barrack St., in Perth, its capital. [Active no. 10230 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A busy morning on Barrack St., in Perth, its capital. [Active no. 10230 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Druig, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion severely wrinkled and cracked.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14766

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23873; "Neg. no good" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 103911.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Carts -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Barrack St. (Perth, Australia)
Perth
Victoria (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King William St., south toward Post Office (at right), Adelaide. [Active no. 10231 : stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): King William St., south toward Post Office (at right), Adelaide. [Active no. 10231 : stereo photonegative.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14767

Video number 14156
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23874.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 113525.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Carriages -- Australia
Carts -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Streetcars -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Adelaide (Australia)
        Australia
        King William St. (Adelaide, Australia)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

A water-mirror framed in drooping willows, Zoological Gardens, Adelaide. [Active no. 10233 : stereo photonegative.], 1908

1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14768
Video number 14157

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 23876; [Fern trees] on envelope.

Company acc. no. 113557.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>AUSTRALIA &amp; NEW ZEALAND TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lakes -- Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Willows -- Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zoological gardens -- Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zoos -- Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Adelaide (Australia)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sedate flamingoes in conference in a quiet corner of the Zoo, Adelaide. 10234 photonegative, 1908

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Sedate flamingoes in conference in a quiet corner of the Zoo, Adelaide. 10234 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14769

Video number 14158

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 23877.

Copy and Version Identification Note
113555

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>AUSTRALIA &amp; NEW ZEALAND TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flamingos -- Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gardens -- Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lakes -- Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palms -- Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trees -- Australia
Waterscapes -- Australia
Zoological gardens -- Australia
Zoos -- Australia

Place: Adelaide (Australia)
Australia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Unley and its great vineyards, west from a private villa. [Active no. 10235 : stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Unley and its great vineyards, west from a private villa. [Active no. 10235 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14770

Video number 14159

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23878

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Company acc. no. 113535.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Vineyards -- Australia

Place: Australia
Unley (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hillside gardens of wealthy citizens on Mt. Lofty, Adelaide's beautiful suburb. [Active no. 10236 : stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hillside gardens of wealthy citizens on Mt. Lofty, Adelaide's beautiful suburb. [Active no. 10236 : stereo photonegative.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14771

Video number 14160

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23879.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 113577.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Dwellings -- Australia
Gardens -- Australia
Homes -- Australia
Mountains -- Australia

Place: Adelaide (Australia)
Australia
Mt. Lofty (Australia)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking toward Treasury Building, along Collins St., N.E. from Queen St., Melbourne. [Active no. 10237 : stereo photonegative],[1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking toward Treasury Building, along Collins St., N.E. from Queen St., Melbourne. [Active no. 10237 : stereo photonegative.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14772
Video number 14161

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23880.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 113161.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
       Architecture -- Neoclassical
       Streetcars -- Australia
       Streets -- Australia
       Treasury Building -- Melbourne (Australia)

Place: Australia
       Collins St. (Melbourne, Australia)
       Melbourne (Australia)
       Queen St

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The fashionable shopping district, Collins St., at Swanston St., Melbourne.
[Active no. 10238 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The fashionable shopping district, Collins St., at Swanston St., Melbourne. [Active no. 10238 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14773

Video number 14162

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14774; same as RSN 27601.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Orig. no. 983.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
       Streetcars -- Australia
       Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
       Collins St. (Melbourne, Australia)
       Melbourne (Australia)
Swanston St. (Melbourne, Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The fashionable shopping district, Collins St., at Swanston St., Melbourne.
[Active no. 10238 : stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): The fashionable shopping district, Collins St., at Swanston St., Melbourne. [Active no. 10238 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14774

Video number 14163

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14773 and 27601.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Company acc. no. 113126.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Collins St. (Melbourne, Australia)
Melbourne (Australia)
Swanston St. (Melbourne, Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Hotel, Spring St., Melbourne. [Active no. 10239 : stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Grand Hotel, Spring St., Melbourne. [Active no. 10239 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14775

Video number 14164

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23881.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 112780.

Names: Grand Hotel (Melbourne, Australia).

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
        Architecture -- Australia
        Horses -- Australia
        Hotels -- Australia
        Streets -- Australia
        Wagons -- Australia

Place: Australia
        Melbourne (Australia)
        Spring St

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

St. Peter's Church and Parliament Building, N.W. from Grand Hotel, Melbourne. [Active no. 10240 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): St. Peter's Church and Parliament Building, N.W. from Grand Hotel, Melbourne. [Active no. 10240 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14776

Video number 14165

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23882.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].
Company acc. no. 113627.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Buildings -- Australia
Churches -- Australia
Parliaments -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)
Parliament Building (Melbourne, Australia)
St. Peter's Church (Melbourne, Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Parliament Building, Melbourne. [Active no. 10241 : stereo photonegative,], 1908

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Parliament Building, Melbourne. [Active no. 10241 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14777

Video number 14166

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23883 and 27602.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 113160.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Buildings -- Australia
Carriages -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Parliaments -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne
Parliament Building (Melbourne, Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

H.E. Lord Northcote and Lady Northcote, with visiting Governors, Melbourne. [Active no. 10242 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): H.E. Lord Northcote and Lady Northcote, with visiting Governors, Melbourne. [Active no. 10242 : stereo photonegative] 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14778

Video number 14167

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23066 and 27603.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Company acc. no. 113281.

Names: Northcote, Lord

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Governors -- Australia
Portraits -- Australia
Royalty -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church scene in Canada.] Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Church scene in Canada.] Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14779

Video number 14168

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114503

Topic: Churches -- Quebec
Crowds -- Quebec
QUEBEC PAGEANT

Place: Canada
Quebec
Ste. Anne de Beaupre (Quebec)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Gothic Examination Hall, one of the University buildings, Melbourne. [Active no. 10243 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Beautiful Gothic Examination Hall, one of the University buildings, Melbourne. [Active no. 10243 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14780

Video number 14169

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23885

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Company acc. no. 113056.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Architecture, Gothic -- Australia
Buildings -- Australia
Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910 -- Australia
Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Melbourne's beautiful Public Library, housing nearly 200,000 volumes, Victoria. [Active no. 10244 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Melbourne's beautiful Public Library, housing nearly 200,000 volumes, Victoria. [Active no. 10244 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14781

Video number 14170

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 23886.

Company acc. no. 113377.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Buildings -- Australia
Libraries -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)
Victoria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A boxing kangaroo, one of Australia's famous "old men," in the Zoo, Melbourne. [Active no. 10245 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): A boxing kangaroo, one of Australia's famous "old men," in the Zoo, Melbourne. [Active no. 10245 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14782

Video number 14171

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 14783, 27600 and 27604.

Company acc. no. 113058.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Kangaroos -- Australia
Zoological gardens -- Australia
Zoos -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A boxing kangaroo, one of Australia's famous "old men," in the Zoo, Melbourne. [Active no. 10245 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1908
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): A boxing kangaroo, one of Australia's famous "old men," in the Zoo, Melbourne. [Active no. 10245 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14783

Video number 14172

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 14782 and 27604; same as RSN 27600.

Orig. no. 984.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Kangaroos -- Australia
Zoological gardens -- Australia
Zoos -- Australia
Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Throngs on the grandstand at the most popular race meeting in the world. [Active no. 10246 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Throngs on the grandstand at the most popular race meeting in the world. [Active no. 10246 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14784

Video number 14173

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 23887.

Company acc. no. 113148.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Crowds -- Australia
Fountains -- Australia
Grandstands -- Australia
Racing -- Australia
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Betting on the races--a typical throng of bookmakers and their clients, Melbourne. No. 10247 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Betting on the races--a typical throng of bookmakers and their clients, Melbourne. No. 10247 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14785
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23888.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]. Company acc. no. 113141.

Place: Australia
Melbourne
Victoria (Australia)

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Australia -- Melbourne
Gambling -- 1900-1910 -- Australia -- Melbourne
Racing
Sports betting -- 1900-1910 -- Australia -- Melbourne

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A busy afternoon on Princess St., looking across bridge over the Yarra, Melbourne. 10249 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A busy afternoon on Princess St., looking across bridge over the Yarra, Melbourne. 10249 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14786
Video number 14175
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23890.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113074

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
  Bridges -- Australia
  Horses -- Australia
  Streetcars -- Australia
  Streets -- Australia
  Wagons -- Australia

Place: Australia
  Melbourne (Australia)
  Princess St

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Melbourne's Henley on the river Yarra, a great event of November. 10250 photonegative, 1908
  1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Melbourne's Henley on the river Yarra, a great event of November. 10250 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14787

Video number 14176

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 23891.

Copy and Version Identification Note

112791

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
  Boats -- Australia
  Crowds -- Australia
  Regattas -- Australia
  Rivers -- Australia
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne
Yarra River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great international cricket match on the grounds at Melbourne. 10251 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Great international cricket match on the grounds at Melbourne. 10251 photonegative 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14788

Video number 14177

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].
Similar to RSN 23892

Copy and Version Identification Note
113765

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Competitions -- Australia
Contests -- Australia
Cricket -- Australia
Sports -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Washing butter in a model factory (a ton of butter in sight), Melbourne. 10252 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Washing butter in a model factory (a ton of butter in sight), Melbourne. 10252 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14789

Video number 14178
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23893.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113384

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Butter -- Australia
Dairying -- Australia
Factories -- Australia
Industry -- Australia
Laborers -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Diving at St. Kilda baths, largest in the world (palings keep out sharks).
10253 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Diving at St. Kilda baths, largest in the world (palings keep out sharks). 10253 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14790
Video number 14179

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 23894.

Copy and Version Identification Note

113672

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Baths -- Australia
High diving -- Australia
Resorts -- Australia
Seascapes -- Australia
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Australia
Swimming -- Australia

Place: Australia
St. Kilda (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where a sheep is shorn in five minutes by electrical machinery;
Newmarket. 10254 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where a sheep is shorn in five minutes by electrical machinery;
Newmarket. 10254 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14791

Video number 14180

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14792, 14793 and 27606.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113035

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Electrical machinery -- Australia
Factories -- Australia
Laborers -- Australia
Sheep -- Australia
Wool -- Australia

Place: Australia
Newmarket (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where a sheep is shorn in five minutes by electrical machinery;
Newmarket. 10254 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Where a sheep is shorn in five minutes by electrical machinery;
Newmarket. 10254 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14792
Video number 14181
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14791, 14793 and 27606.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
985

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Electrical machinery -- Australia
Factories -- Australia
Laborers -- Australia
Sheep -- Australia
Wool -- Australia

Place: Australia
Newmarket (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Where a sheep is shorn in five minutes by electrical machinery;
Newmarket. 10254 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Where a sheep is shorn in five minutes by electrical machinery; Newmarket. 10254 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14793

Video number 14182

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14791, 14792 and 27606.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
985

Topic:
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Electrical machinery -- Australia
Factories -- Australia
Laborers -- Australia
Sheep -- Australia
Wool -- Australia

Place:
Australia
Newmarket (Australia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Dalgetty's salesrooms, where wool buyers come from all parts of the world. 10255 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Dalgetty's salesrooms, where wool buyers come from all parts of the world. 10255 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14794

Video number 14183

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14795 and 27605.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note

936

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Markets -- Australia
Wool -- Australia

Place: Australia
Dalgetty (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Dalgetty's salesrooms, where wool buyers come from all parts of the world.
10255 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Dalgetty's salesrooms, where wool buyers come from all parts of
the world. 10255 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14795

Video number 14184

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14794 and 27605.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113252

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Markets -- Australia
Wool -- Australia

Place: Australia
Dalgetty (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
One of the most fertile valleys in the continent--S.E. from Tower Hill ober Koroit. 10258 Photonegative, 1908

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): One of the most fertile valleys in the continent--S.E. from Tower Hill ober Koroit. 10258 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14796

Video number 14185

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14797 and 27607.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
987

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Horses -- Australia

Place: Australia
Koroit (Australia)
Tower Hill

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

One of the most fertile valleys in the continent--S.E. from Tower Hill ober Koroit. 10258 Photonegative, 1908

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of the most fertile valleys in the continent--S.E. from Tower Hill ober Koroit. 10258 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14797

Video number 14186
Similar to RSN 14796 and 27607.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113650

Topic:  AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
        Horses -- Australia

Place:  Australia
        Koroit (Australia)
        Tower Hill

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Reaping oats, part of the commonwealth's 13,611,987 bushels, Koroit, Victoria. 10259 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Reaping oats, part of the commonwealth's 13,611,987 bushels, Koroit, Victoria. 10259 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14798

Video number 14187

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23897.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113686

Topic:  AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
        Agriculture -- Australia
        Harvesting -- Australia
        Horses -- Australia
        Oats -- Australia

Place:  Australia
        Koroit (Australia)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where tons of luscious fruit ripen in the southern sun, W. from tower, Doncaster. 10260 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where tons of luscious fruit ripen in the southern sun, W. from tower, Doncaster. 10260 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14799

Video number 14188
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23898.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113366

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Farms -- Australia
Fruit -- Australia
Orchards -- Australia

Place: Australia
Doncaster (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Power plant and quartz refuse at one of Ballarat's gold mines, town at N.W.
[Active no. 10261 : stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Power plant and quartz refuse at one of Ballarat's gold mines, town at N.W. [Active no. 10261 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14800

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23899.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Orig. company acc. no. 113776.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Gold mines and mining
Landscapes (representations) -- Australia
Mines
Power plants

Place: Australia
Ballarat (Vic.)
Victoria (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking south up Stuart St. past the Town Hall, Ballarat, Victoria. [Active no. 10262 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Looking south up Stuart St. past the Town Hall, Ballarat, Victoria. [Active no. 10262 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14801

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23900.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 113736.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Snow -- Australia
Streetcars -- Australia
Streets -- Australia
Place: Australia
    Ballarat (Vic.)
    Stuart St
    Victoria (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

A gold mine in the heart of a beautiful city--view W. across Bendigo, Victoria. [Active no. 10263 : photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): A gold mine in the heart of a beautiful city--view W. across Bendigo, Victoria. [Active no. 10263 : photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Local Numbers
RSN 14802

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27608.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Orig. no. 988.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
    Gold mines and mining
    Mines

Place: Australia
    Bendigo (Vic.)
    Victoria (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass

[Streetcars in Australia.] 10263 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Streetcars in Australia.] 10263 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14803

Video number 14192

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113562

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Australia

Place: Australia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Weathering cliffs at South Head and outlook S.E. from harbor entrance, Sydney. [Active no. 10264 : stereo photonegative], 1908
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s): Weathering cliffs at South Head and outlook S.E. from harbor entrance, Sydney. [Active no. 10264 : stereo photonegative], 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14804

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14805 and 23902.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 112884.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Cliffs
Formations (Geology)
Harbors

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
South Head
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)

Weathering cliffs at South Head and outlook S.E. from harbor entrance, Sydney. [Active no. 10264 : stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Weathering cliffs at South Head and outlook S.E. from harbor entrance, Sydney. [Active no. 10264 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14805

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14804 and 23902.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Company acc. no. 112805.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
   Cliffs
   Formations (Geology)
   Harbors

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Seascapes
   Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Australia
   New South Wales (Australia)
   South Head
   Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)

The circular quay where ocean steamships, freighters and pleasure boats meet, Sydney. [Active no. 10265 : stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The circular quay where ocean steamships, freighters and pleasure boats meet, Sydney. [Active no. 10265 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14806

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23903.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Company acc. no. 113604.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Harbors -- Australia
Seascapes -- Australia
Ships -- Australia
Streetcars -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
Sydney (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bridge St., east from George St., toward the park, Sydney. [Active no. 10266 : stereo photonegative,] 1908

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Bridge St., east from George St., toward the park, Sydney. [Active no. 10266 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14807
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23901.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Company acc. no. 113318.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Carts -- Australia
Horses -- Australia

Place: Australia
Bridge St. (Sydney, Australia)
George St. (Sydney, Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Admiral Sir Harry Rawson, Miss Rawson, Secretary and Aide-de-Camp, Sydney. [Active no. 10267 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Admiral Sir Harry Rawson, Miss Rawson, Secretary and Aide-de-Camp, Sydney. [Active no. 10267 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14808

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23904.

Other numbers: 112404.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Rawson, Harry, Admiral

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Portraits
Seamen -- 1900-1910 -- Australia

Place: Australia -- 1900-1910
New South Wales (Australia)
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)
The General Post Office, one of Sydney's finest municipal buildings. [Active no. 10268 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): The General Post Office, one of Sydney's finest municipal buildings. [Active no. 10268 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
High angle view showing pedestrians on street.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14809
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14810 and 27609.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].
Company acc. no. 112444.

Names: General Post Office (Sydney, Australia)
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Buildings -- Australia
Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The General Post Office, one of Sydney's finest municipal buildings. [Active no. 10268 : photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): The General Post Office, one of Sydney's finest municipal buildings. [Active no. 10268 : photonegative,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Page 8380 of 15344
Local Numbers
RSN 14810

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14809 and 27609.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 111444.

Names: General Post Office (Sydney, Australia)
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Buildings
Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

George St., past Post Office (left) to Victoria Market, Sydney. [Active no. 10269 stereo photonegative], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): George St., past Post Office (left) to Victoria Market, Sydney. [Active no. 10269 stereo photonegative], 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14811

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23905.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 113592.

Names: General Post Office (Sydney, Australia)
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Buildings
Place: Australia
George St. (Sydney, Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)
Victoria Market

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

St. Andrew's Cathedral, one of the finest church buildings in Australia, Sydney. [Active no. 10270 : stereo photonegative], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): St. Andrew's Cathedral, one of the finest church buildings in Australia, Sydney. [Active no. 10270 : stereo photonegative.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Gothic-style church.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14812

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23906.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 112239 (stamped on both plate, both views).

Names: St. Andrew's Cathedral (Sydney, Australia)
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR Architecture, Gothic -- Australia Cathedrals -- Australia
Place: Australia
          New South Wales (Australia)
          Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Among Sydney's delightful harbor suburbs--west from St. Leonard's ferry landing. [Active no. 10271 : stereo photonegative], 1908

Page 8382 of 15344
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Among Sydney's delightful harbor suburbs--west from St. Leonard's ferry landing. [Active no. 10271 : stereo photonegative.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.

Image shows boat in harbor, with smoke.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14813

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23907.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 112485.

Topic:
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Boats -- Australia
Ferries -- Australia
Harbors -- Australia
Ships -- Australia
Waterscapes -- Australia

Place:
Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
St. Leonard's Ferry
Sydney (Australia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Australia's most popular summer resort--sea beach at Manly. [Active no. 10272 : stereo photonegative,] 1908

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Australia's most popular summer resort--sea beach at Manly. [Active no. 10272 : stereo photonegative.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14814
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23908.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 112857.

| Topic:       | AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR |
|             | Beaches -- Australia         |
|             | Resorts -- Australia         |
|             | Seascapes -- Australia       |
|             | Swimmers -- Australia        |

| Place:       | Australia                   |
|             | Manly (Australia)            |
|             | New South Wales (Australia)  |

| Genre/Form: | Landscapes (representations) -- Australia |
|            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|            | -- Glass |
|            | Stereoscopic photographs |

Famous Hawksbury Bridge and river (S.), near Sydney. [Active no. 10273 : stereo photonegative,], 1908

1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Famous Hawksbury Bridge and river (S.), near Sydney. [Active no. 10273 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14815

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 14816 and and 23909.

Company acc. no. 113600.

| Names:       | Hawksbury Bridge (Sydney, Australia) |
|             |                                          |
| Topic:      | AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR            |
|             | Bridges -- Australia                    |
|             | Rivers -- Australia                     |

| Place:       | Australia                                |
|             | New South Wales (Australia)              |
|             | Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)      |
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Famous Hawkesbury Bridge and river (S.), near Sydney. [Active no. 10273 : stereo photonegative,] 1908 1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Famous Hawkesbury Bridge and river (S.), near Sydney. [Active no. 10273 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14816

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 14815 and and 23909.

Company acc. no. 113597.

Names: Hawksbury Bridge (Sydney, Australia)
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
   Bridges -- Australia
   Rivers -- Australia

Place: Australia
   New South Wales (Australia)
   Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Sons of Australia's aboriginal huntsmen and warriors--with their boomerangs. [Active no. 10275 : stereo photonegative,] 1908 1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Sons of Australia's aboriginal huntsmen and warriors--with their boomerangs. [Active no. 10275 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14817

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14819 and 27610

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Company acc. no. 113647.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Aborigines
Boomerangs
 hunters

Place: Australia
 New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ostriches on a farm near Sydney, with outlook over the Tasman Sea.
[Active no. 10274 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Ostriches on a farm near Sydney, with outlook over the Tasman Sea. [Active no. 10274 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14818

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23910.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 112847.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Birds -- Australia
Ostriches

Place: Australia
 New South Wales (Australia)
 Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)
 Tasman Sea
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Australia
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 176 RSN Numbers 14819-14915

Image(s)

Sons of Australia’s aboriginal huntsmen and warriors, with their boomerangs. [Active no. 10275 : stereo photonegative,], 1908 1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): Sons of Australia's aboriginal huntsmen and warriors, with their boomerangs. [Active no. 10275 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14819

Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 14817 and 27610
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Orig. no. 990.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Aborigines
Boomerangs
hunters

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Boomerangs in mid air, on the curving flight which will bring them back to the thrower. [Active no. 10276 : black-and-white non-stereo photonegative,], 1908
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Boomerangs in mid air, on the curving flight which will bring them back to the thrower. [Active no. 10276 : black-and-white non-stero photonegative.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14820

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14821 and 23911.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

113192 (company acc. no.)

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Boomerangs
Sports

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Boomerangs in mid air, on the curving flight which will bring them back to the thrower. No. 10276 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1908

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Boomerangs in mid air, on the curving flight which will bring them back to the thrower. No. 10276 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14821

Video number 14210

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14820 and 23911.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]
Silvery downpour of the waters at Leura Falls, Katoomba Valley. 10277 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Silvery downpour of the waters at Leura Falls, Katoomba Valley. 10277 Photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14822

Video number 14211

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23912

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]
"Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife"--Katoomba Valley from Echo Point. [Active no. 10278 : stereo photonegative,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife"--Katoomba Valley from Echo Point. [Active no. 10278 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14823

Video number 14212

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14824 and 23913.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 112387.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
  Cliffs -- Australia
  Formations (Geology)
  Valleys -- Australia

Place: Australia
  Echo Point (New South Wales, Australia)
  Katoomba Valley (New South Wales, Australia)
  New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

"Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife"--Katoomba Valley from Echo Point. 10278 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife"--Katoomba Valley from Echo Point. 10278 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14824

Video number 14213
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14823 and 23913.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112471

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Cliffs -- Australia
Formations (Geology)
Valleys -- Australia

Place: Australia
Echo Point (New South Wales, Australia)
Katoomba Valley (New South Wales, Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Three Sisters from Echo Point, and hazy depths of Katoomba Valley.
10279 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Three Sisters from Echo Point, and hazy depths of Katoomba Valley. 10279 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14825

Video number 14214
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23914.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112430
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Cliffs -- Australia
Formations (Geology) -- Australia
Valleys -- Australia

Place: Australia
Echo Point (New South Wales, Australia)
Katoomba Valley (New South Wales, Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)
Three Sisters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to the "Marguerita Chamber," veiled by stalactite draperies, Jenclan. [Active no. 10281 : stereo photonegative], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Entrance to the "Marguerita Chamber," veiled by stalactite draperies, Jenclan. [Active no. 10281 : stereo photonegative], 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14826

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23916.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Company acc. no. 112288.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Caves -- Australia
Formations (Geology) -- Australia
Stalactites -- Australia

Place: Australia
Jenelan (New South Wales, Australia)
Marguerita Chamber
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking through Carlotta Arch at the Jenclan Caves in wooded mountainside. 10282 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking through Carlotta Arch at the Janclan Caves in wooded mountainside. 10282 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14827

Video number 14216
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23917.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112497

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Arches -- Australia
Caves -- Australia
Formations (Geology) -- Australia
Mountains -- Australia

Place: Australia
Carlotta Arch (New South Wales, Australia)
Janclan Caves (New South Wales, Australia)
Jenelan (New South Wales, Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

How Mr. Cottontail goes to market--1,000 rabbits on way to freezing plant. 10283 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): How Mr. Cottontail goes to market--1,000 rabbits on way to freezing plant. 10283 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14828

Video number 14217

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23918.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112337

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Horses -- Australia
Rabbits -- Australia
Transportation -- Australia
Wagons -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Fourteen-ox team hauling wool--a typical sight in New South Wales. 10284 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): "Fourteen-ox team hauling wool--a typical sight in New South Wales. 10284 Photonegative 1908."
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14829

Video number 14218

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23919.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113319

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Cows -- Australia
Transportation -- Australia
Wagons -- Australia
Wool -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Drink for 5,000 thirsty sheep on a big ranch at Warrah. 10285
Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Drink for 5,000 thirsty sheep on a big ranch at Warrah. 10285
Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14830

Video number 14219

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14831 and 27611.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note
991

Topic:
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Sheep -- Australia

Place:
Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
Warrah (Australia)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Drink for 5,000 thirsty sheep on a big ranch at Warrah. 10285
Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Drink for 5,000 thirsty sheep on a big ranch at Warrah. 10285 Photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14831

Video number 14220

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14830 and 27611.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113328

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Sheep -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
Warrah (Australia)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Overlook Brisbane, southeast from the Observation Tower, Queensland. [Active no. 10286 : stereo photonegative,] 1908

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Overlook Brisbane, southeast from the Observation Tower, Queensland. [Active no. 10286 : stereo photonegative,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14832

Video number 14221
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 23920

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Orig. cat. no. 113458.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Aerial views -- Australia

Place: Australia
Brisbane (Australia)
Queensland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Brisbane, east from lofty Observation Tower. 10287 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Brisbane, east from lofty Observation Tower. 10287 Photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14833

Video number 14222

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23921

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Copy and Version Identification Note

113459

Place: Australia
Brisbane (Australia)
Queensland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Looking down George St. toward the Government buildings, Brisbane.  
10288 Photonegative, 1908  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Looking down George St. toward the Government buildings, Brisbane. 10288 Photonegative 1908.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ricalton, James, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 14834  
Video number 14223  
Company catalog card included.  
Similar to RSN 23922.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
113448  
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR  
Buildings -- Australia  
Carts -- Australia  
Horses -- Australia  
Streets -- Australia  
Place: Australia  
Brisbane (Australia)  
George St. (Brisbane, Australia)  
Queensland  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  
Stately building where Queensland’s Parliament meets, Brisbane. 10289 Photonegative, 1908  
1 Item (5" x 7")  
Image(s): Stately building where Queensland’s Parliament meets, Brisbane. 10289 Photonegative 1908  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ricalton, James, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 14835

Video number 14224

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23923

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Copy and Version Identification Note

113445

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Buildings -- Australia
Parliaments -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Brisbane (Australia)
Queensland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Victoria Bridge over Brisbane River, Brisbane. 10290 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Victoria Bridge over Brisbane River, Brisbane. 10290 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14836

Video number 14225

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Similar to RSN 23924.

Copy and Version Identification Note

113437

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Bridges -- Australia
Rivers -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
   Brisbane (Australia)
   Brisbane River (Australia)
   Queensland
   Victoria Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Hobart, Tasmania's progressive capital city, S.W. from the Post Office. 10291 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hobart, Tasmania’s progressive capital city, S.W. from the Post Office. 10291 Photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14837

Video number 14226

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 23925

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49]

Copy and Version Identification Note

113509

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
   City overview. -- Tasmania, Australia

Place: Australia
   Hobart (Tasmania, Australia)
   Tasmania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Liverpool St., one of the principal thoroughfares of Hobart, the capital of Tasmania. 10292 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Liverpool St., one of the principal thoroughfares of Hobart, the capital of Tasmania. 10292 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14838
Video number 14227
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23926.
Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Hobart (Tasmania, Australia)
Liverpool St. (Hobart, Tasmania)
Tasmania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Christmas holiday pleasures at the Fern Tree Bower, near Hobart. 10293 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Christmas holiday pleasures at the Fern Tree Bower, near Hobart. 10293 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14839
Video number 14228
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 23927.

Currently stored in box 3.1.37 [49].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113502

**Topic:** AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR  
Children -- Australia  
Christmas trees -- Australia  
Ferns -- Australia  
Gardens -- Australia  
Holidays -- 1890-1920 -- Australia  
Parks -- Australia

**Place:** Australia  
Fern Tree Bower (Australia)  
Hobart (Tasmania, Australia)  
Tasmania

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street parade.] 10377 Photonegative, 1908  
2 pieces (5" x 7")

**Image(s):** [Street parade.] 10377 Photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ricalton, James, Photographer  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Right frame cracked and small section missing at top.

Local Numbers

RSN 14840

Video number 14229

Company catalog card included.

["Raymond Prefontaine/Wilford Loire"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55], moved from [160].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3-10377

**Topic:** Celebrations  
Parades  
Streets

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picking coffee in Moschi province. Active no. 10481 : stereo photonegative
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Picking coffee in Moschi province. Active no. 10481 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14841

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55], moved from [127].

Topic:
Agriculture -- East Africa
Coffee -- East Africa
Harvesting -- East Africa

Place:
Africa
German East Africa
Moschi Province

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The dead man-eater, Behar jungle. [Active no. 10536 : photonegative,]
1905
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The dead man-eater, Behar jungle. [Active no. 10536 : photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14842

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24153; views stored separately.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55], moved from [127].
Cancelled by scratching.
Water marks, yellowing and gouges along lower border both images.
Company acc. no. 40536.

Topic:
- Elephants -- 1900-1910 -- India
- Hunting
- INDIA TOUR/BENGAL TIGER HUNT
- Jungles -- India
- Tigers -- India

Place:
- Behar Jungle (India)
- Bengal (India)
- India -- 1900-1910

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Shaw Memorial, a masterpiece by the sculptor St. Gaudens, Boston. 10739 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Shaw Memorial, a masterpiece by the sculptor St. Gaudens, Boston. 10739 photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14843

Video number 14232

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 24310.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note

121272

Topic:
- Horses -- Massachusetts
- Memorials -- Massachusetts
- Monuments -- Massachusetts
- Sculptures -- Massachusetts
- UNITED STATES/MASSACHUSETTS

Place:
- Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
- Massachusetts
- Shaw Memorial
- St. Gaudens

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14844

Video number 14233

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14845, 14846 and 27673-27675.

Copy and Version Identification Note
192796

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
Capitols -- Massachusetts
Parks -- Massachusetts
UNITED STATES/MASSACHUSETTS

Place: Beacon Hill (Boston, Mass.)
Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Common (Boston, Massachusetts) Massachuetts
State House (Massachusetts)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14845

Video number 14234

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14844, 14846 and 27673-27675; same as RSN 24311.

Copy and Version Identification Note
121291

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
Capitols -- Massachusetts
Parks -- Massachusetts
UNITED STATES/MASSACHUSETTS

Place: Beacon Hill (Boston, Mass.)
Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Common (Boston, Massachusetts)
Massachusetts
State House (Massachusetts)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14846

Video number 14235

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14844 and 14845; same as RSN 27673-27675.

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
Capitols -- Massachusetts
Parks -- Massachusetts
UNITED STATES/MASSACHUSETTS

Place: Beacon Hill (Boston, Mass.)
King’s Chapel (E.), a famous landmark of eighteenth century times, Boston. 10741 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): King’s Chapel (E.), a famous landmark of eighteenth century times, Boston. 10741 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14847
Video number 14236
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24312 and 27676.

Copy and Version Identification Note
121286

Names: King’s Chapel (Boston, Mass.)
Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
       Chapels -- Massachusetts
       Children -- Massachusetts
       Churches -- Massachusetts
       Streets -- Massachusetts
UNITED STATES/MASSACHUSETTS

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

Old South Church (N.), on Washington St., scene of “Tea Party,” 1773, Boston. 10742 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Old South Church (N.), on Washington St., scene of "Tea Party," 1773, Boston. 10742 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14848

Video number 14237
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14849; same as RSN 27677.

Topic: Churches -- Massachusetts
Horses -- Massachusetts
Streetcars -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts
UNITED STATES/MASSACHUSETTS
Wagons -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Old South Church
Washington St. (Boston, Mass.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Old South Church (N.), on Washington St., scene of "Tea Party," 1773, Boston. 10742 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Old South Church (N.), on Washington St., scene of "Tea Party," 1773, Boston. 10742 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14849

Video number 14238
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14848 and 27677.

Copy and Version Identification Note

121267

Topic: Churches -- Massachusetts
       Streetcars -- Massachusetts
       Streets -- Massachusetts
       UNITED STATES/MASSACHUSETTS

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts
       Old South Church
       Washington St. (Boston, Mass.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Law-code (in cuneiform writing) and portrait of Hammurabi, Babylonia, 2250 B.C. [Caption no. 10745: stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewich, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants stuck to glass; right view unusable.

Local Numbers
RSN 14850

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24316.

Company acc. no. 121253.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Names: Hammurabi, King of Babylonia

Topic: Cuneiform inscriptions
       Language and languages -- Babylonia
       Laws -- Babylonia
       MISCELLANEOUS
       Portraits
       Sculptures -- Babylonia

Place: Babylon (Extinct city)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
[Street scene in England.] 10746 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Street scene in England.] 10746 Photonegative 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14851

Video number 14240

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24317.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52602

Topic: Buildings -- England
      EDWARD VII CORONATION
      Royalty -- England
      Streets -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Tavrischisky Palace, Gosydarstvemia Duoma (Parliament) St. Petersburg, Russia--1910.] in ink on plate. 10762 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnant stuck to emulsion side lower left of left frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 14852

Video number 14241

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24332 and 27680.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note

121788

Topic: Carriages -- Russia
      Horses -- Russia
      Palaces -- Russia
      Parliaments -- Russia
      Streets -- Russia

Place: Russia
      St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Pete?]rsburg, Russia, 1910 [in ink on film]. [Active no. 10766 : photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [St. Pete?]rsburg, Russia, 1910 [in ink on film]. [Active no. 10766 : photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers

RSN 14853

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Similar to RSN 24336.

Names: Morrison, Alexander H., II

Topic: Buildings -- Russia
       Horses -- Russia
       Monuments -- Russia
       Plazas -- Russia
       Sculpture -- Russia

Place: Russia
       St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Acetate film

Cows coming home on the lane at milking time. 10770 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cows coming home on the lane at milking time. 10770 Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
some paper remnants stuck to glass along left border left frame

Local Numbers
RSN 14854

Video number 14242

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14855 and 24337

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55]

Copy and Version Identification Note
106463

Topic:
Cows -- New York
DAIRYING INDUSTRY
Dairying industry -- New York
Farms -- New York
Milk -- New York

Place:
Long Island (N.Y.)
New York
Saguamne Hill

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cows coming home on the lane at milking time. 10770 Photonegative, 1907
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cows coming home on the lane at milking time. 10770 Photonegative 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14855

Video number 14243
Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14854 and 24337; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55]

Copy and Version Identification Note

106464

Topic: Cows -- New York
DAIRYING INDUSTRY
Dairying industry -- New York
Farms -- New York
Milk -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York
Saguamne Hill

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A pet dairy cow and her calf on an American farm. Active no. 10771:
stereo photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A pet dairy cow and her calf on an American farm. Active no. 10771: stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14856

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Similar to RSN 24338.

Topic: Calves
Cows
DAIRYING INDUSTRY
Dairying
Dwellings
Milk

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Aparatus for pasteurizing milk in an up-to-date dairy. [Active no. 10774: stereo photonegative.]
A typical butter factory at Colac, one of Australia's centers of dairy work. 10778 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A typical butter factory at Colac, one of Australia's centers of dairy work. 10778 photonegative 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14858

Video number 14246
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24345.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113661
Separating cream from milk in a modern dairy. 10780 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Separating cream from milk in a modern dairy. 10780 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14859

Video number 14247

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24347; ["Neg. made from positive"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Churn that works and salts its own butter--a great invention for the dairy.
[Active No. 10781 : photonegative], 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”.)
Image(s): Churn that works and salts its own butter--a great invention for the dairy. [Active No. 10781 : photonegative], 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14860

Video number 14248

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27681.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Orig. no. 67.

Topic:
Butter -- New York
DAIRYING INDUSTRY
Dairying -- New York
Factories -- New York
Industry -- New York
Machinery -- New York
Milk -- New York

Place: New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

How butter is worked by machinery in an up-to-date American dairy. 10782 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): How butter is worked by machinery in an up-to-date American dairy. 10782 photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14861

Video number 14249

Similar to RSN 24348.

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115893

Topic:
Butter
DAIRYING INDUSTRY
Dairying
Factories
Industry
Machinery
Milk

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Packing butter in tubs for city markets. 10784 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Packing butter in tubs for city markets. 10784 photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14862

Video number 14250
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24350.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115897

Topic: Butter
DAIRYING INDUSTRY
Dairying
Factories
Industry
Milk

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Making up butter in pound packages at a model dairy. 10785 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Making up butter in pound packages at a model dairy. 10785 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14863

Video number 14251

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 14864 and 27682.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68

Topic: Butter -- New York
            DAIRYING INDUSTRY
            Dairying -- New York
            Factories -- New York
            Industry -- New York
            Milk -- New York

Place: New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Making up butter in pound packages at a model dairy. 10785 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Making up butter in pound packages at a model dairy. 10785 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14864

Video number 14252

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 14863 and 27682.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Topic: Butter -- New York
            DAIRYING INDUSTRY
            Dairying -- New York
            Factories -- New York
            Industry -- New York
            Milk -- New York

Place: New York
Weighing and packing butter for export trade, Australia. 10786 photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Weighing and packing butter for export trade, Australia. 10786 photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14865

Video number 14253
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24351.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113666

Topic: Butter -- Australia
DAIRYING INDUSTRY
Dairying -- Australia
Factories -- Australia
Industry -- Australia
Milk -- Australia

Place: Australia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Assorting raw wool into three grades in an American woolen mill. 10787 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Assorting raw wool into three grades in an American woolen mill. 10787 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14866
Video number 14254

Similar to RSN 27683.

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note

17

Topic: Blue collar workers
   Factories
   WOOLEN INDUSTRY
   Wool

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

Tons of assorted wool ready for use in woolen mills. 10788 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Tons of assorted wool ready for use in woolen mills. 10788 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14867

Video number 14255

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24352.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Topic: Blue collar workers
   Factories
   WOOLEN INDUSTRY
   Wool industry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

Carding machine which makes wool into rolls preparatory to spinning.
10789 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Carding machine which makes wool into rolls preparatory to spinning. 10789 photonegative 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14868

Video number 14256
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24353.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115909

Topic: Carding
Factories
Machinery
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Feeding wool into a carding machine in a great woolen mill. 10790 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Feeding wool into a carding machine in a great woolen mill. 10790 photonegative 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14869

Video number 14257
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 14870, 14871 and 27684.
Feeding wool into a carding machine in a great woolen mill. 10790 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Feeding wool into a carding machine in a great woolen mill. 10790 photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14870

Video number 14258

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 14869, 14871 and 27684.

Copy and Version Identification Note
115914

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Laborers -- Massachusetts
Machinery -- Massachusetts
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Feeding wool into a carding machine in a great woolen mill. 10790 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Feeding wool into a carding machine in a great woolen mill. 10790 photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14871

Video number 14259

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 14869, 14870 and 27684.

Copy and Version Identification Note
18

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Laborers -- Massachusetts
Machinery -- Massachusetts
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

One section of carding machine which prepares the wool for spinning. 10791 photonegative, 1909

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): One section of carding machine which prepares the wool for spinning. 10791 photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14872

Video number 14260

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24354.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115913

Topic: Factories
Machinery
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Spinning machine showing bobbins and spools in a great woolen mill.
10793 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Spinning machine showing bobbins and spools in a great woolen mill. 10793 photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14873

Video number 14262

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14874, 14875 and 27685.

Copy and Version Identification Note
115906

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Machinery -- Massachusetts
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Spinning machine showing bobbins and spools in a great woolen mill.
10793 photonegative, 1909
Image(s): Spinning machine showing bobbins and spools in a great woolen mill. 10793 photonegative, 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14874

Video number 14261

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14873, 14875 and 27685.

Copy and Version Identification Note
115906

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Machinery -- Massachusetts
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Spinning machine showing bobbins and spools in a great woolen mill. 10793 photonegative, 1909

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Spinning machine showing bobbins and spools in a great woolen mill. 10793 photonegative, 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14875

Video number 14263

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14873, 14874 and 27685.

Copy and Version Identification Note

19

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Machinery -- Massachusetts
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Close-up of wool processing machine.] photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of wool processing machine.] photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14876

Video number 14264

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note

115902

Topic: Factories
Machinery
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of wool processing machine.] photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of wool processing machine.] photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14877

Video number 14265
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115903

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Factories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WOOLEN INDUSTRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>-- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Slashing machine which sizes the warp yarn in a modern woolen mill.  
10795 photonegative, 1909  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Slashing machine which sizes the warp yarn in a modern woolen mill. 10795 photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14878

Video number 14266
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24357.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115933

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Factories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WOOLEN INDUSTRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Warping machine at work in a big, up-to-date woolen mill. 10796 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Warping machine at work in a big, up-to-date woolen mill. 10796 photonegative 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14879

Video number 14267
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14880 and 27686.

Copy and Version Identification Note
115925

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Laborers -- Massachusetts
Machinery -- Massachusetts
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Warping machine at work in a big, up-to-date woolen mill. 10796 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Warping machine at work in a big, up-to-date woolen mill. 10796 photonegative 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14880

Video number 14268
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14879; same as RSN 27686.

Copy and Version Identification Note
22

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
       Laborers -- Massachusetts
       Machinery -- Massachusetts
       WOOLEN INDUSTRY
       Wool -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

Drawing-in, preparatory to actual weaving of a woolen fabric. 10797 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Drawing-in, preparatory to actual weaving of a woolen fabric. 10797 photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14881

Video number 14269
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14882 and 27687.

Copy and Version Identification Note
115901

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
       Machinery -- Massachusetts
       WOOLEN INDUSTRY
       Women laborers -- Massachusetts
Wool -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Drawing-in, preparatory to actual weaving of a woolen fabric. 10797 photonegative, 1909

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Drawing-in, preparatory to actual weaving of a woolen fabric. 10797 photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14882

Video number 14270

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14881 and 27687.

Copy and Version Identification Note

23

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Machinery -- Massachusetts
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Women laborers -- Massachusetts
Wool -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Looms that produce woolen fabrics, in the largest weaving room in America. 10798 photonegative, 1909

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looms that produce woolen fabrics, in the largest weaving room in America. 10798 photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14883

Video number 14271

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Same as RSN 27688.

Topic: Factories
Looms
Machinery
Textile fabrics
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Close view of a modern loom in a great woolen mill. [Active no. 10799 : stereo photonegative,] 1909
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Close view of a modern loom in a great woolen mill. [Active no. 10799 : stereo photonegative,] 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14884

Video number 14272

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24358.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company acc. no. 115927.

Topic: Factories
Looms
Machinery
Mills and mill-work
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fulling the woven fabrics in a large American woolen mill. 10800 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Fulling the woven fabrics in a large American woolen mill. 10800 photonegative 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14885
Video number 14273
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24359. Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Topic:
Factories
Machinery
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool

Genre:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

The teaseling-machine which produces the nap of fine woolen goods.
10801 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The teaseling-machine which produces the nap of fine woolen goods. 10801 photonegative 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14886
Video number 14274
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24360.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].
Copy and Version Identification Note

115916

Topic: Factories
    Industry
    Machinery
    Mills and mill-work
    Teasing
    WOOLEN INDUSTRY
    Wool

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Shearing the nap on woolen fabrics in a big modern mill. 10802
photonegative, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Shearing the nap on woolen fabrics in a big modern mill. 10802
photonegative 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14887

Video number 14275

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24361.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Topic: Blue collar workers
    Factories
    Industry
    Machinery
    Mills and mill-work
    WOOLEN INDUSTRY
    Wool

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass

Milk in the separating room passing over refrigerating pipes of a dairy.
10803 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Milk in the separating room passing over refrigerating pipes of a dairy. 10803 Photonegative 1913
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14888

Video number 14276

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14889; same as RSN 27689.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Topic:
Butter -- New York
DAIRYING INDUSTRY
Dairying -- New York
Industry -- New York
Machinery -- New York
Milk -- New York

Place: New York

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Milk in the separating room passing over refrigerating pipes of a dairy. 10803 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Milk in the separating room passing over refrigerating pipes of a dairy. 10803 Photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14889

Video number 14277

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14888; same as RSN 27689.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].
[President Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street parade. Active no. 10804 : photonegative], 1910
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14890

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Same as RSN 14891 and 24362.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Carriages -- New York
Horses -- New York
Parades -- New York
Presidents -- New York
Streets -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Fifth Avenue (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street parade. Active no. 10804 : stereo photonegative], 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street parade. Active no. 10804 : stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Local Numbers
RSN 14891

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 14890 and 24362.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages -- New York
Horses -- New York
Parades -- New York
Presidents -- New York
Streets -- New York (N.Y.)
Place: Fifth Avenue (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street parade. Active No. 10804 : stereo photonegative,] 1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street parade. Active No. 10804 : stereo photonegative,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14892

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company Acc. No. 123434.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Arches -- New York (N.Y.)
Military -- New York
Parades -- New York
Presidents -- New York

Place: Fifth Avenue (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Plain of Jezreel & Carmel [on envelope]. 10805 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14893

Video number 14280

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 24363 and 27690; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55]

Topic: Plains

Place: Carmel
Palestine
Plain of Jezeel

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mount of Moses, where the Law was given to Israel's leader, Sinai
Wilderness. 10806 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Mount of Moses, where the Law was given to Israel's leader,
Sinai Wilderness. 10806 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14894
Video number 14281

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14895; same as RSN 14896 and 27691.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Wilderness -- Sinai

Place: Mount of Moses
Sinai (Egypt)
Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Mount of Moses, where the Law was given to Israel's leader, Sinai Wilderness. 10806 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mount of Moses, where the Law was given to Israel's leader, Sinai Wilderness. 10806 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Glass cracked lengthwise across middle.

Local Numbers
RSN 14895

Video number 14282

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14894, 14896 and 27691.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122674

Topic: Mountaineers -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Wilderness -- Sinai

Place: Mount of Moses
Sinai (Egypt)
Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Mount of Moses, where the Law was given to Israel's leader, Sinai Wilderness. 10806 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Mount of Moses, where the Law was given to Israel's leader, Sinai Wilderness. 10806 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14896

An oriental feast of rice and lamb, Beeroth, Palestine. 10807 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): An oriental feast of rice and lamb, Beeroth, Palestine. 10807 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14897

Video number 14284
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14898 and 24364.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

**Topic:** Dining -- Palestine  
Feasts -- Palestine  
Restaurants -- Palestine

**Place:** Beeroth (Palestine)  
Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

An oriental feast of rice and lamb, Beeroth, Palestine. 10807  
Photonegative, 1900  
1 Item (5" x 7")

**Image(s):** An oriental feast of rice and lamb, Beeroth, Palestine. 10807  
Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked badly and peeling right frame only.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 14898

Video number 14285

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 13897 and 24364; ["Copyrighted...1900"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
98695

**Topic:** Dining -- Palestine  
Feasts -- Palestine  
Restaurants -- Palestine

**Place:** Beeroth (Palestine)  
Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins in Palestine.] 10808 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins in Palestine.] 10808 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14899

Video number 14286

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24365.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   26843
       Topic:  Horses -- Palestine
              Ruins -- Palestine
       Place:  Palestine
       Genre/Form:  Landscapes (representations)
       Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Bedouin tent in Judea. 10809 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): Bedouin tent in Judea. 10809 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 14900

Video number 14287

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24366, 24374, 24375 and 27692; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

   Topic: Camps -- Palestine
          Dwellings -- Palestine.
          Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
Tents -- Palestine

Place:
- Bedouins (Palestine)
- Beersheba (Palestine)
- Hebron (Palestine)
- Judea (Palestine)
- Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape with figures, Palestine. Active no. 10810 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Landscape with figures, Palestine. Active no. 10810 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Figures at a well?

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 14901

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14367.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Company acc. no. 101278.

Topic:
- Cows -- Palestine
- Horses -- Palestine
- Roads -- Palestine
- Water -- Palestine
- Wells -- Palestine

Place:
- Palestine

Genre/
Form:
- Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10811 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10811 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14902

Video number 14289

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14368.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100753

Topic: Ark -- Palestine
Carriages -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Roads -- Palestine
Villages -- Palestine

Place: Kirjath-Jearim (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A poor woman of Zarephath gathering firewood, Palestine (south). 10812 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (4" x 5")

Image(s): A poor woman of Zarephath gathering firewood, Palestine (south). 10812 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14903

Video number 14290
Company catalog card included.

Stereo image with RSN 14904; similar to RSN 27693.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note

100686

Topic: Firewood -- Palestine
      PALESTINE TOURS
      Trees -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
      Tyre
      Zarephath

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass

A poor woman of Zarephath gathering firewood, Palestine (south). 10812 Photonegative, 1906
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A poor woman of Zarephath gathering firewood, Palestine (south). 10812 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14904

Video number 14291

Company catalog card included.

Stereo image with RSN 14903; similar to RSN 27693.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Topic: Firewood -- Palestine
      PALESTINE TOURS
      Trees -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
      Tyre
      Zarephath

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
[River rapids in mountains in Palestine.] 10814 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [River rapids in mountains in Palestine.] 10814 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14905

Video number 14292
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24371.
Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105137

Topic: Bridges -- Palestine
Canyons -- Palestine
Gorges -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Rapids -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of Asur-Bani-Pal; Kuyunjik, human headed lion British Museum. 10815 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace of Asur-Bani-Pal; Kuyunjik, human headed lion British Museum. 10815 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14906
Video number 14293

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Similar to RSN 24372.

Copy and Version Identification Note
124964

Topic: Art
Lions
Museums
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10816 Photonegative, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10816 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14907

Video number 14294

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24373; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99012

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
A Bedouin boy and his mother at a camp in the wilderness of Beersheba. 10817 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): A Bedouin boy and his mother at a camp in the wilderness of Beersheba. 10817 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14908

Video number 14295

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14900, 14909, 14919; 24366, 24374, 24375 and 27692.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98669

Topic:
Children -- Palestine
Dwellings -- Palestine.
Formations (Geology)
Homes -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Tents -- Palestine

Place:
Beersheba (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

A Bedouin boy and his mother at a camp in the wilderness of Beersheba. 10817 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): A Bedouin boy and his mother at a camp in the wilderness of Beersheba. 10817 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14909
Video number 14296

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14900, 14908, 14919; 24366, 24374, 24375 and 27692.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Topic:  
- Children -- Palestine
- Dwellings -- Palestine
- Formations (Geology)
- Homes -- Palestine
- Mountains -- Palestine
- Tents -- Palestine

Place:  
- Beersheba (Palestine)
- Palestine

Genre/Form:  
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Stereoscopic photographs

A lion of old Mesopotamia and royal huntsman in chariot, about 870 B.C.  
10818 photonegative  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A lion of old Mesopotamia and royal huntsman in chariot, about 870 B.C. 10818 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14910

Video number 14297

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Similar to RSN 14911, 14912, 14913, 24376 and 24377.

Topic:  
- Art -- Mesopotamia
- Chariots -- Mesopotamia
- Horses -- Mesopotamia
- Lions -- Mesopotamia
- Museums -- Mesopotamia
- Sculptures -- Mesopotamia

Place:  
- Mesopotamia
- Palmyra

Genre/Form:  
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
A lion of old Mesopotamia and royal huntsman in chariot, about 870 B.C. 10818 photonegative 
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A lion of old Mesopotamia and royal huntsman in chariot, about 870 B.C. 10818 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14911

Video number 14298

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Forms stereo with RSN 14912; similar to RSN 14910, 14913; 24376 and 24377.

Topic:
  Art -- Mesopotamia
  Chariots -- Mesopotamia
  Horses -- Mesopotamia
  Lions -- Mesopotamia
  Museums -- Mesopotamia
  Sculptures -- Mesopotamia

Place:
  Mesopotamia
  Palmyra

Genre/ Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A lion of old Mesopotamia and royal huntsman in chariot, about 870 B.C. 10818 photonegative 
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A lion of old Mesopotamia and royal huntsman in chariot, about 870 B.C. 10818 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14912

Video number 14299

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].
Forms stereo with RSN 14911; similar to RSN 14910, 14913; 24376 and 24377.

Topic: Art -- Mesopotamia
Chariots -- Mesopotamia
Horses -- Mesopotamia
Lions -- Mesopotamia
Museums -- Mesopotamia
Sculptures -- Mesopotamia

Place: Mesopotamia
Palmyra

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A lion of old Mesopotamia and royal huntsman in chariot, about 870 B.C.: stereoscopic photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”).


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14913

Video number 14300

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14910, 14911, 14912, 24376 and 24377.

124957.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Sculptures -- Mesopotamia

Place: Mesopotamia
Palmyra

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A soldier of King Darius, sculptured 2,400 years ago, Mesopotamia. 10819 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A soldier of King Darius, sculptured 2,400 years ago, Mesopotamia. 10819 photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14914

Video number 14301

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Similar to RSN 24378.

Copy and Version Identification Note
124960

Names: Darius, King

Topic: Art -- Mesopotamia
Museums -- Mesopotamia
Sculptures -- Mesopotamia
Soldiers -- Mesopotamia

Place: Mesopotamia
Palmyra

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace of Ashur-Bani-Pal; Kuyunjik, King and Queen Banqueting in Garden, British Museum 151] caption under image. 10821 photonegative, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Palace of Ashur-Bani-Pal; Kuyunjik, King and Queen Banqueting in Garden, British Museum 151] caption under image. 10821 photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14915
Video number 14302

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Similar to RSN 24380 and 24381.

Copy and Version Identification Note

124958

Topic:  Art -- Mesopotamia
Dining -- Mesopotamia
Gardens -- Mesopotamia
Museums -- Mesopotamia
Royal houses -- Mesopotamia
Sculptures -- Mesopotamia

Place:  Mesopotamia

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 177  Cards 10161-10860

Box 178  RSN Numbers 14916-14980

Image(s)

Looking across the Red Sea from Sinai Peninsula west towards Egypt. 10822 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Looking across the Red Sea from Sinai Peninsula west towards Egypt. 10822 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14916

Video number 14303

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24382 and 27694; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122667
Topic: Camels -- Sinai
Seascapes -- Sinai
Seashores -- Sinai

Place: Egypt
Red Sea
Sinai (Egypt)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Oasis of Elim, where the Israelites found water; half of a caravan to Sinai. 10823 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Oasis of Elim, where the Israelites found water; half of a caravan to Sinai. 10823 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14917

Video number 14304

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24383 and 27695.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Topic: Camels -- Sinai
Oases -- Sinai

Place: Oasis of Elim
Sinai (Egypt)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Bedouins with camels traversing wilderness between Elim and Sinai. 10824 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bedouins with camels traversing wilderness between Elim and Sinai. 10824 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14918

Video number 14305
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24384 and 27696; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122649

| Topic: Camels -- Sinai            |
| Place: Bedouins -- Sinai          |
|                   Mountains -- Sinai |
| Wilderness -- Sinai               |
|                Elim                |
|                   Sinai (Egypt)    |
| Place: Bedouins -- Sinai          |
|       Mountains -- Palestine      |
|       PALESTINE TOURS             |
|       Tents -- Palestine          |

A Bedouin boy and his mother at a camp in the wilderness of Beersheba. 10817 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A Bedouin boy and his mother at a camp in the wilderness of Beersheba. 10817 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14919

Video number 14306
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14908 and 14909

Currently stored in box 3.1.38 [55].

| Topic: Landscapes (representations) |
| Place: Bedouins (Palestine)         |
| Mountains -- Palestine              |
| PALESTINE TOURS                      |
| Tents -- Palestine                   |
Beersheba (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Traveler, o'er yon mountain's height/See that glory beaming star!"
Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Traveler, o'er yon mountain's height/See that glory beaming star!" Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14920

Video number 14307
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14971
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Topic:
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Snow -- Palestine

Place:
Mt. Hermon
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Traveler, yes; it brings the day,/Promised day of Israel." Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Traveler, yes; it brings the day,/Promised day of Israel." Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14921

Video number 14308
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].
Similar to RSN 14946.

**Topic:** Cattle -- 1890-1920 -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Rivers -- Palestine

**Place:** Palestine -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape in Palestine.] Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Landscape in Palestine.] Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14922

Video number 14309

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

124777

**Place:** Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

**Topic:** PALESTINE TOURS

A Bedouin camp on the Israelites' old ground at base of Mount Sinai 10825
Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** A Bedouin camp on the Israelites' old ground at base of Mount Sinai 10825 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14923
Video number 14310

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24385 and 27697.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122665

Topic: Camels -- Sinai
Camps -- Sinai
Children -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Tents -- Sinai
WANDERINGS OF ISRAEL

Place: Bedouins (Sinai)
Mount Sinai
Sinai (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Wayside spring on Horeb, near where Moses saw the burning rock; Sinai. [Active no. 10826 : stereo photonegative,], 1910
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Wayside spring on Horeb, near where Moses saw the burning rock; Sinai. [Active no. 10826 : stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14924

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 24386 and 27698.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Company acc. no. 122516.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Sinai
Springs -- Sinai
WANDERINGS OF ISRAEL
Water -- Sinai
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Horeb (Sinai) Moses Sinai (Egypt)

From Mount where Moses received the Law, N.W. over the Plain of Assembly, Sinai. 10827 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Mount where Moses received the Law, N.W. over the Plain of Assembly, Sinai. 10827 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14925

Video number 14312

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14926, 24387 and 27699; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122459

Topic: Crosses
Mountains -- Sinai
WANDERINGS OF ISRAEL

Place: Moses
Mount Sinai
Plain of Assembly
Sinai

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From Mount where Moses received the Law, N.W. over the Plain of Assembly, Sinai. 10827 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Mount where Moses received the Law, N.W. over the Plain of Assembly, Sinai. 10827 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14926

Video number 14313

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14925

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44], moved from [137].

Topic: Crosses
Mountains -- Sinai
WANDERINGS OF ISRAEL

Place: Moses
Mount Sinai
Plain of Assembly
Sinai

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In beautiful Lebanon, E. over upper Jordan Valley to Mt. Hermon. 10828 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): In beautiful Lebanon, E. over upper Jordan Valley to Mt. Hermon. 10828 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14927

Video number 14314

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24388 and 27700; frames in separate envelopes; [Dup of 18078] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
126310

Topic: Horses -- Lebanon
Mountains -- Lebanon
PALESTINE TOURS
Valleys -- Lebanon

Place: Jordan Valley
Lebanon
Mt. Hermon

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10829 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10829 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14928

Video number 14315

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24389; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125073

Topic: PALESTINE TOURS
Sheep -- Palestine
Villages -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape in Palestine.] 10830 Photonegative, 1907
2 pieces (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10830 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14929

Video number 14316

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24390 and 27701; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105785

Topic: PALESTINE TOURS
Sheep -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gideon's battlefield and Hill of Moreh. N. from Jezreel, Palestine. 10831
Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14930

Video number 14317

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44]

Topic: Battlefields -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS

Place: Gideon (Palestine)
Hill of Moreh (Palestine)
Jezreel (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10834 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10834 Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14931

Video number 14318

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127223

Topic: PALESTINE TOURS
Portraits -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10835 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10835 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 14932

Video number 14319

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14933 and 24394; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125107

Topic: Camels -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Tents -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10835 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10835 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14933

Video number 14320

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14932. 

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Topic: Camels -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Fishermen mending nets at Jordan's entrance to N. end of Galilee. Caption no. 10836: photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Fishermen mending nets at Jordan's entrance to N. end of Galilee. Caption no. 10836: photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14934

Video number 14321

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 24395.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Topic: FISHING INDUSTRY
Fishers -- 1890-1920 -- Jordan
Fishing -- Jordan
Laborers -- Jordan
Lakes -- Jordan
Nets -- 1890-1920 -- Jordan
Waterscapes -- Jordan

Place: Galilee
Jordan
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Inside a Jewish synagogue showing holy place and reader's platform.
10838 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Inside a Jewish synagogue showing holy place and reader's platform. 10838 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14935

Video number 14322
Company catalog card included.

Similar to 24397; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

126237

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
      Interiors -- Palestine
      PALESTINE TOURS
      Religion -- Palestine
      Synagogues -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
      Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10839 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10839 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 14936

Video number 14323

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14937 and 27702; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

123935

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
       PALESTINE TOURS
       Seacoasts -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape in Palestine.] 10839 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10839 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14937

Video number 14324

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14936 and 27702.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
854

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Seacoasts -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Grain market, Bethlehem. 10840 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Grain market, Bethlehem. 10840 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14938

Video number 14325

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24398; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].
Copy and Version Identification Note

127378

Topic:
- Camels -- Palestine
- Grains -- Palestine
- Laborers -- Palestine
- Markets -- Palestine
- PALESTINE TOURS
- Streets -- Palestine

Place:
- Bethlehem (Palestine)
- Palestine

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10841 Photonegative, 1910
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10841 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14939

Video number 14326

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24399 and 27703; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

124755

Topic:
- Mountains -- Palestine
- PALESTINE TOURS
- Valleys -- Palestine
- Villages -- Palestine

Place:
- Palestine

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

From Olivet, east over the Wilderness, Jordan Valley and Dead Sea to Moab. 10842 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): From Olivet, east over the Wilderness, Jordan Valley and Dead Sea to Moab. 10842 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14940

Video number 14327

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24400.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Topic:
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Seas -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine
Wilderness -- Palestine.

Place:
Dead Sea
Jordan Valley
Moab (Palestine)
Olivet (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Followers of Peter's trade emptying nets on shore of Galilee (S.W.). 10843 Photonegative, 1910

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Followers of Peter's trade emptying nets on shore of Galilee (S.W.). 10843 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14941

Video number 14328

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14942 and 24401; [Work, for the night is coming,/ Work through the sunny noon;].
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44]

**Topic:**  Boats -- Palestine  
Fishing -- Palestine  
PALESTINE TOURS  
Seascapes -- Palestine

**Place:**  Galilee (Palestine)  
Palestine -- 1890-1920

**Genre/ Form:**  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Followers of Peter's trade emptying nets on shore of Galilee (S.W.).  
Caption no. 10843 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1910  
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Followers of Peter's trade emptying nets on shore of Galilee (S.W.). Caption no. 10843 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Dutkewitch, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 14942  
Video number 14329

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14941 and 24401: "Work, for the night is coming,/ Work through the sunny noon."

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
124769

**Topic:**  Boats -- Palestine  
Fishers -- Palestine  
PALESTINE TOURS  
Seascapes -- Palestine

**Place:**  Galilee (Palestine)  
Palestine -- 1890-1920

**Genre/ Form:**  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

From lonely Machaerus--John's prison--W. across Dead Sea to Judea.  
10844 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): From lonely Machaerus--John's prison--W. across Dead Sea to Judea. 10844 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14943

Video number 14330

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24402; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125010

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS

Place: Dead Sea
Judea (Palestine)
Machaerus (Jordan)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10845 Photonegative, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10845 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants stuck to glass of uncancelled frame.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14944

Video number 14331
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24403.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124919

Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: PALESTINE TOURS

West over Sea of Galilee from above Kersa (Gergesa) to Horns of Hattin. 10846 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): West over Sea of Galilee from above Kersa (Gergesa) to Horns of Hattin. 10846 Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14945
Video number 14332
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 24404
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44]
Copy and Version Identification Note
124777

Topic: PALESTINE TOURS
Seas -- Palestine
Place: Gergesa (Palestine)
Horns of Hattin (Palestine)
Kersa (Palestine)
Palestine
Sea of Galilee
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Seascapes

[Winding river in Palestine.] 10847 photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14946

Video number 14333

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Similar to RSN 14919 and 24405; frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note
124888

Topic: Cows -- Palestine
       PALESTINE TOURS
       Rivers -- Palestine
       Sailboats -- Palestine
       Seas -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10848 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10848 Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14947

Video number 14334

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14407 and 24407.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

126439

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE TOURS

Work and play beside leafy booths; Caesarea Philippi, foot of Mt. Hermon.
10849 photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Work and play beside leafy booths; Caesarea Philippi, foot of Mt.
Hermon. 10849 photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14948

Video number 14335

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Similar to RSN 14408

Copy and Version Identification Note

126436

Topic: Children -- Palestine

Dwellings -- Palestine.

Homes -- Palestine

PALESTINE TOURS

Recreation -- Palestine

Place: Caesarea Philippi (Palestine)

Mt. Hermon

Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Little folks studying at the village school in Samuel's home town, Ramah 10850 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Little folks studying at the village school in Samuel's home town, Ramah 10850 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14949
Video number 14336
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].
Same as RSN 24409, 27704 and 27705.

Topic:
Children -- Palestine
Education -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Schools -- Palestine

Place:
Palestine
Ramah (Palestine)
Samuel

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Haifa and the plain of Akka, east from Mt. Carmel. 10854 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Haifa and the plain of Akka, east from Mt. Carmel. 10854 Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14950
Video number 14337
Company catalog card included
Frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44]

Copy and Version Identification Note

127209

Place: Akka (Palestine)
Haifa (Palestine)
Mt. Carmel (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Format: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE TOURS

[Waterscape in Sweden.] 10851 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Waterscape in Sweden.] 10851 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14951

Video number 14338

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24410.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

AS-931

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Forests -- Sweden
Fountains -- Sweden
Waterscapes -- Sweden

Place: Lake Husqvarna (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Format: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Gaza, lowland stronghold of the Philistines, from the southeast. 10856 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gaza, lowland stronghold of the Philistines, from the southeast.
10856 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14952

Video number 14339

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 24411; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44]

Copy and Version Identification Note

127103

Place: Gaza
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Philistines

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR

Highlands of Upper Galilee, northeast past Safed, "a city that is set on a hill." [Active no. 10858 : stereo photonegative,] 1910
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Highlands of Upper Galilee, northeast past Safed, "a city that is set on a hill." [Active no. 10858 : stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14953
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24413.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Company acc. no. 126229.

**Topic:** BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine

**Place:** Galilee
Palestine
Safed

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Israel
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lower Galilee, northeast from Mt. Tabor, past Horns of Hattin to Upper Galilee. 10859 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** Lower Galilee, northeast from Mt. Tabor, past Horns of Hattin to Upper Galilee. 10859 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 14954

Video number 14341

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24414; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

126247

**Topic:** BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine

**Place:** Galilee
Horns of Hattin (Palestine)
Mt. Tabor (Palestine)
Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Broad sunny plain of Esdraelon and Mt. Carmel west from Mt. Gilboa. 10862 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Broad sunny plain of Esdraelon and Mt. Carmel west from Mt. Gilboa. 10862 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14955
Video number 14342
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24415 and 27706; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124744

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Esdraelon Plain (Palestine)
Mt. Carmel (Palestine)
Mt. Gilboa
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

South from Mt. Gilboa to Mt. Ebal and hills of northern Samaria. 10864 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): South from Mt. Gilboa to Mt. Ebal and hills of northern Samaria. 10864 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14956

Video number 14343

Company catalog card included

Frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44]

Copy and Version Identification Note
124831

Place: Mt. Ebal
Mt. Gilboa
Palestine
Samaria

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR

Rocky gorge of Wady Fara, where a western branch descends to the Jordan. 10865 photonegative, 1910

2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): Rocky gorge of Wady Fara, where a western branch descends to the Jordan. 10865 photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14957

Video number 14344
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24417; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

125225

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Canyons -- Palestine
Formations (Geology)
Gorges -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Jordan
Palestine
Wady Fara

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The plain of Dothan west from Tell Dothan, where the town stood. 10866
Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): The plain of Dothan west from Tell Dothan, where the town stood. 10866 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14958

Video number 14345

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24418; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

124872

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Gatherers -- Palestine
Laborers -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine  
Plains -- Palestine  
Valleys -- Palestine

Place:  Dothan (Palestine)  
Palestine  
Tell Dothan

Genre/Form:  Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

From the Mount of Olives south over Jordan wilderness to Frank Mountain.  
10875 Photonegative, 1910  
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): From the Mount of Olives south over Jordan wilderness to Frank Mountain. 10875 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Dutkewitch, Photographer  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14959

Video number 14346

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24452.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
126278

Topic:  BIBLE LANDS TOUR  
Mountains -- Palestine  
Roads -- Palestine  
Wilderness -- Palestine.

Place:  Frank Mountain (Palestine)  
Jordan  
Mount of Olives  
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:  Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape in Palestine.] 10867 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10867 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14960

Video number 14347

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24419.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Barley -- Palestine
Donkeys -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Ebal (Palestine)
Gerizim (Palestine)
Palestine
Sechem

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Gerizim and hills of southern Samaria; S. from Mt. Ebal over Sychar. 10868 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Gerizim and hills of southern Samaria; S. from Mt. Ebal over Sychar. 10868 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14961

Video number 14348

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24420.
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Barley -- Palestine
Donkeys -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Gerizim (Palestine)
Mt. Ebal
Palestine
Samaria
Sychar

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10869 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10869 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14962

Video number 14349

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24421; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127214

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Donkeys -- Palestine
Jacob's Well (Palestine)
Mountains -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Gerizim (Palestine)
Mt. Ebal
Palestine
Sychar

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hill country of Ephraim (from near Bethel). 10870 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14963
Video number 14350
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 14964, 24422 and 27707.
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Topic:
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Rifles -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place:
Bethel (Palestine)
Ephraim (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hill country of Ephraim (from near Bethel). 10870 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14964
Video number 14351
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 14963 and 27707; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127271

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
      PALESTINE TOURS
      Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Bethel (Palestine)
       Ephraim (Palestine)
       Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Mizpah from the southwest, an old centre of Hebrew history. 10871
Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mizpah from the southwest, an old centre of Hebrew history.
10871 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14965

Video number 14352
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 24423; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127249

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
       Mountains -- Palestine
       PALESTINE TOURS
       Rocks -- Palestine
       Valleys -- Palestine
Place: Mizpah
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Jews

Looking S.E. from Mizpah--Jerusalem, from four miles away. 10872
Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking S.E. from Mizpah--Jerusalem, from four miles away.
10872 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14966

Video number 14353

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24424 and 24425.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127140

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Mizpah
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

Hills and fields of Judea, N. from Bethlehem, showing road to Jerusalem.
10874 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hills and fields of Judea, N. from Bethlehem, showing road to Jerusalem. 10874 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14967

Video number 14354

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14968 and 24451; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

127231

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Roads -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Judea (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hills and fields of Judea, N. from Bethlehem, showing road to Jerusalem. 10874 Photonegative, 1910

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hills and fields of Judea, N. from Bethlehem, showing road to Jerusalem. 10874 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 14968
Video number 14355

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 14967 and 24451.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

127229

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Roads -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Judea (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Palestine.] 10876 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Landscape in Palestine.] 10876 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14969

Video number 14356

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note

127140

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic: PALESTINE TOURS
Arabs and their tents in wilderness of Tekoa; outlook N. to Bethlehem.  
10877 Photonegative, 1910

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Arabs and their tents in wilderness of Tekoa; outlook N. to Bethlehem. 10877 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14970

Video number 14357

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24457

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127171

Topic: Camps -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Tents -- Palestine

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Tekoa

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The snow-clad summit of Mt. Hermon (9,166 ft.), grandest height in Palestine. Active no. 10879 : stereo photonegative, 1910

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): The snow-clad summit of Mt. Hermon (9,166 ft.), grandest height in Palestine. Active no. 10879 : stereo photonegative, 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14971

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 14920 and 24453; company accession no. 126258.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Snow -- Palestine

Place: Caesarea Philippi (Palestine)
Mt. Hermon
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in mountains in Palestine. Active No. 10880 : stereo photonegative,] 1910
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): [River in mountains in Palestine. Active No. 10880 : stereo photonegative,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14972

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24454 and 24455.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Orig. acc. no. 126434.

Topic: Cows
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Rivers -- Palestine

Place: Banias (Palestine)
Jordan
Mt. Herman
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Plain of the upper Jordan, N. from near Lake Hulch to Mt. Hermon. 10882 photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Plain of the upper Jordan, N. from near Lake Hulch to Mt. Hermon. 10882 photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14973

Video number 14360

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24456; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
126427

Topic: Lakes -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Rivers -- Palestine
Swamps -- Palestine
Wetlands -- Palestine

Place: Jordan
Lake Hulch (Palestine)
Mt. Hermon
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Palestine.] Active no. 10885 : stereo photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains, Palestine.] Active no. 10885 : stereo photonegative, 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 14974

Video number 14361

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24458; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
11124796

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Seas

Place: Galilee
Hippos (Palestine)
Palestine
Tarchiea

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, Palestine.] Active no. 10886 : stereo photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains, Palestine.] Active no. 10886 : stereo photonegative, 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14975

Video number 14362

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24459; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125135

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Seas

Place: Dead Sea
Jerico (Palestine)
Moab (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lower bed of the Jordan, N.W. from Moab cliffs to Judean Highlands, Palestine. 10887 photonegative, 1896
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lower bed of the Jordan, N.W. from Moab cliffs to Judean Highlands, Palestine. 10887 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14976

Video number 14363

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Similar to RSN 14979 and 24460.

Copy and Version Identification Note
26682

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
Cliffs -- Palestine
Forests -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Rifles -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
hunters -- Palestine

Place: Jordan
Judea (Palestine)
Moab (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Wilderness south of Dead Sea--N.W. from Ain-et-Beida to Jebel Usdum.
10890 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Wilderness south of Dead Sea--N.W. from Ain-et-Beida to Jebel
Usdum. 10890 Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14977

Video number 14364
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 14978, 24461 and 24462.
Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44]

Copy and Version Identification Note
125257

Topic: Formations (Geology)
PALESTINE TOURS
Wilderness -- Palestine.

Place: Ain-et-Beida (Palestine)
Dead Sea
Jebel Usdum (Salt Mountain, Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wilderness south of Dead Sea--N.W. from Ain-et-Beida to Jebel Usdum.
10890 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Wilderness south of Dead Sea--N.W. from Ain-et-Beida to Jebel
Usdum. 10890 Photonegative 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 14978
Video number 14365

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 14977, 24461 and 24462

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44]

Copy and Version Identification Note
125259

Topic: Formations (Geology)  
PALESTINE TOURS  
Wilderness -- Palestine.

Place:  
Ain-et-Beida (Palestine)  
Dead Sea  
Jebel Usdum (Salt Mountain, Palestine)  
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Lower bed of the Jordan, N.W. from Moab cliffs to Judean Highlands, Palestine. 10887 photonegative, 1896  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): Lower bed of the Jordan, N.W. from Moab cliffs to Judean Highlands, Palestine. 10887 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  

Baker, Photographer  

English.  

Silver gelatin on glass.  

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 14979

Video number 14366

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.39 [44].

Similar to RSN 14976 and 24460.

Copy and Version Identification Note
26809

Topic: Boats -- Palestine  
Cliffs -- Palestine  
Forests -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Rifles -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
hunters -- Palestine
Place: Jordan
Judea (Palestine)
Moab (Palestine)
Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the heart of the Arabah; caravan going north between Petra and Dead Sea. 10891 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): In the heart of the Arabah; caravan going north between Petra and Dead Sea. 10891 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 14980

Video number 14367

Company catalog card included......................

Similar to RSN 24463 and 24464; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.40 [35].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125077

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Camels -- Palestine
Caravans -- Palestine
Deserts -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Place: Arabah (Palestine)
Dead Sea
Palestine
Petra (Extinct city)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>RSN Numbers</th>
<th>Image(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>17981-15044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>15045-15134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typical Turkish homes with latticed windows for the women. 11305 photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Typical Turkish homes with latticed windows for the women. 11305 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Left frame cracked vertically.

Watermarks and yellowing along bottom border.

Local Numbers

RSN 15045

Video number 14433

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16], moved from [127].

**Topic:** CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR
Dwellings -- Turkey
Homes -- Turkey
Streets -- Turkey

**Place:** Constantinople (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hill of the Golden Calf (Jebel Aaron) and its Moslem tower, below Sinai's ridge. [Active no. 11370 : stereo photonegative], 1910
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Hill of the Golden Calf (Jebel Aaron) and its Moslem tower, below Sinai's ridge. [Active no. 11370 : stereo photonegative], 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15046

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24562 and 27852.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Company acc. no. 122552.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
THE WANDERINGS OF ISRAEL
Towers -- Sinai
Wilderness -- Sinai

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Golden Calf
Jebel Aaron (Hill of the Golden Calf, Sinai)
Muslims
Sinai (Egypt)

Chapel of Elijah and spring on Plain of the Cypress, part way up Mt. Sinai
11371 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Chapel of Elijah and spring on Plain of the Cypress, part way up Mt. Sinai 11371 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15047

Video number 14435

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122528

Names: Elijah Chapel (Mt. Sinai)
Topic: Ruins -- Sinai
THE WANDERINGS OF ISRAEL
Place: Cypress Plain
Mt. Sinai
Sinai (Egypt)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Resting under palms at the brackish "Springs of Moses" (Ex. 15:22-26), Sinai Wilderness. 11372 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Resting under palms at the brackish "Springs of Moses" (Ex. 15:22-26), Sinai Wilderness. 11372 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15048

Video number 14436

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15049, 25464 and 27853.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122686

Topic: Camels -- Sinai
Palm trees -- Sinai
Ponds -- Sinai
Springs -- Sinai
THE WANDERINGS OF ISRAEL
Wilderness -- Sinai
Place: Sinai (Egypt)
Sinai Wilderness
Springs of Moses
Resting under palms at the brackish "Springs of Moses" (Ex. 15:22-26), Sinai Wilderness. 11372 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Resting under palms at the brackish "Springs of Moses" (Ex. 15:22-26), Sinai Wilderness. 11372 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15049

Video number 14437

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15048, 25464 and 27853.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122686

Topic:
Camels -- Sinai
Palm trees -- Sinai
Ponds -- Sinai
Springs -- Sinai
THE WANDERINGS OF ISRAEL
Wilderness -- Sinai

Place:
Sinai (Egypt)
Sinai Wilderness
Springs of Moses

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The ground where the Hebrews fought the Amalekites; outlook S.E., Sinai Wilderness. 11373 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): The ground where the Hebrews fought the Amalekites; outlook S.E., Sinai Wilderness. 11373 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15050

Video number 14438
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122611

Topic:       Battlefields -- Sinai
             Mountains -- Sinai
             THE WANDERINGS OF ISRAEL
             Valleys -- Sinai

Place:      Sinai (Egypt)
             Sinai Wilderness

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:    Amalekites -- Sinai
             Jews

The whole ridge of Sinai (Jebel Safsaf, left peak; Jebel Musa, right peak),
looking E. 11374 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): The whole ridge of Sinai (Jebel Safsaf, left peak; Jebel Musa,
right peak), looking E. 11374 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15051

Video number 14439
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122512

Topic:       Mountains -- Sinai
THE WANDERINGS OF ISRAEL

Place: Jebel Musa (Sinai)
Jebel Safsaf (Sinai)
Sinai

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stairway up Sinai's steep side, above the convent, used for centuries by pilgrims. 11375 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Stairway up Sinai's steep side, above the convent, used for centuries by pilgrims. 11375 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15052

Video number 14440

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24567 and 27854; stereo with RSN 15053.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Convents -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Pilgrims -- Sinai
Stairways -- Sinai
Walkways -- Sinai

Place: Sinai (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stairway up Sinai's steep side, above the convent, used for centuries by pilgrims. 11375 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Stairway up Sinai's steep side, above the convent, used for centuries by pilgrims. 11375 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15053

Video number 14441
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24567 and 27854; stereo with RSN 15052.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Convents -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Pilgrims -- Sinai
Stairways -- Sinai
Walkways -- Sinai

Place: Sinai (Egypt)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Modern Medeba on site of old Moabite town; outlook S. towards Dibon.
11377 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Modern Medeba on site of old Moabite town; outlook S. towards Dibon. 11377 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 15054
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic: Ruins -- Palestine
Place: Dibon (Palestine)
Medeba
Moab (Palestine)

An oriental room on two levels, where honored guests "go up higher,"
Damascus. 11378 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 15055

Video number 14442

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]

Copy and Version Identification Note

AS 1991

Topic: Architecture -- Syria

Interior architecture -- Syria

PALESTINE TOURS

Place: Damascus (Syria)

Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 11379 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 11379 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15056

Video number 14443

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Buildings

Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Buildings and traffic today on the street called "straight" in Damascus.
11380 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Buildings and traffic today on the street called "straight" in Damascus. 11380 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower left corner cracked.

Local Numbers
RSN 15057
Video number 14444
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24571 and 27855.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Buildings -- Syria
Horses -- Syria
Streets -- Syria

Place: Damascus (Syria)
Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Down the upper Jordan Valley, S.W. from Caesarea Philippi on Mt. Hermon. 11381 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Down the upper Jordan Valley, S.W. from Caesarea Philippi on Mt. Hermon. 11381 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15058
Video number 14445
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Rivers -- Palestine
Sailboats -- Palestine  
Valleys -- Palestine  
Waterscapes -- Palestine

Place: Caesarea Philippi (Palestine)  
Jordan Valley  
Mt. Hermon  
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Roman bridge over Hasbany river on the Jerusalem-to-Damascus highway.  
11382 photonegative

1 Item

Image(s): Roman bridge over Hasbany river on the Jerusalem-to-Damascus highway. 11382 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Local Numbers

RSN 15059

Video number 14446

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Bridges -- Palestine  
PALESTINE TOURS  
Rivers -- Palestine  
Roads -- Palestine

Place: Damascus (Syria)  
Hasbany River (Palestine)  
Jerusalem  
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

The storied Sea of Galilee and its wall of hills; N. over Tiberias on W. bank.  
11383 Photonegative, 1910

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The storied Sea of Galilee and its wall of hills; N. over Tiberias on W. bank. 11383 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15060

Video number 14447

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124802

Topic:  Horses -- Palestine
        Lakes -- Palestine
        PALESTINE TOURS
        Seashores -- Palestine

Place:  Palestine
        Sea of Galilee
        Tiberias (Palestine)

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

From "Little Hermon" N.W. across Esdraelon Plain to Nazareth, among the
hills, Palestine.  11385 Photonegative, 1911
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): From "Little Hermon" N.W. across Esdraelon Plain to Nazareth,
among the hills, Palestine.  11385 Photonegative 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15061

Video number 14448

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
134195

Topic:  Mountains -- Palestine
        PALESTINE TOURS
        Valleys -- Palestine

Place:  Esdraelon Plain (Palestine)
Little Hermon  
Nazareth  
Palestine -- 1890-1920  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Endor, home of the storied witch, and its broad outlook N.W. over Esdraelon Plain, Palestine. 11386 Photonegative, 1910  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): Endor, home of the storied witch, and its broad outlook N.W. over Esdraelon Plain, Palestine. 11386 Photonegative 1910  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Dutkewitch, Photographer  

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 15062  

Video number 14449  

Company catalog card included.  

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
124899  

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine  
PALESTINE TOURS  
Portraits -- Palestine  

Place: Endor (Palestine)  
Esdraelon Plain (Palestine)  
Little Hermon  
Palestine -- 1890-1920  

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Fertile plain of Dothan, S.W. from hill where the town stood in Elisha's day, Palestine. 11387 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fertile plain of Dothan, S.W. from hill where the town stood in Elisha's day, Palestine. 11387 Photonegative 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15063

Video number 14450

Company catalog card included.

Images in separate envelopes; left side oriented backwards.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124856

Names: Elisha

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS

Place: Dothan (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stately stairway approach to Herod's temple of 1900 years ago; Samaria, Palestine. 11388 Photonegative, 1911

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stately stairway approach to Herod's temple of 1900 years ago;
Samaria, Palestine. 11388 Photonegative 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15064

Video number 14451

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
134185

Names: Herod
Topic: PALESTINE TOURS
       Ruins -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
       Samaria (Palestine)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Samaria, once proud and beautiful center of Northern Kingdom, seen from S. Palestine. 11389 Photonegative, 1911
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Samaria, once proud and beautiful center of Northern Kingdom, seen from S. Palestine. 11389 Photonegative 1911

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15065

Video number 14452
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]

Copy and Version Identification Note
133782

Topic: Arches -- Palestine
       Donkeys -- Palestine
       PALESTINE TOURS
Place: Northern Kingdom
       Palestine
       Samaria (Palestine)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

Mt. Gerizim, where Samaritans worshipped, S.W. from entrance to Jacob's Well, Palestine. 11390 Photonegative, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mt. Gerizim, where Samaritans worshipped, S.W. from entrance to Jacob's Well, Palestine. 11390 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15066
Video number 14453
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Copy and Version Identification Note
124752
Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Religion -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Place: Jacob's Well (Palestine)
Mt. Gerizim
Palestine
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Samaritans

From Ramoth Gilead, N.W. over Jordan Valley toward distant Carmel, Palestine. 11391 Photonegative, 1911
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Ramoth Gilead, N.W. over Jordan Valley toward distant Carmel, Palestine. 11391 Photonegative 1911.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15067
Video number 14454
Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

133825

| Topic:               | Donkeys -- Palestine          |
|                     | PALESTINE TOURS               |
|                     | Valleys -- Palestine          |
| Place:              | Carmel (Palestine)            |
|                     | Jordan Valley                |
|                     | Palestine -- 1910-1920        |
|                     | Ramoth Gilead                |
| Genre/ Form:        | Photographs -- 1910-1920      |
|                     | -- Black-and-white negatives  |
|                     | Stereoscopic photographs      |

Modern Jericho and its gardens, with traditional Mount of Temptation at N.W., Palestine. 11393 Photonegative, 1911

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Modern Jericho and its gardens, with traditional Mount of Temptation at N.W., Palestine. 11393 Photonegative 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15068

Video number 14455

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15069

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

134034

| Topic:               | Gardens -- Palestine          |
|                     | Mountains -- Palestine        |
|                     | PALESTINE TOURS               |
| Place:              | Jericho (Palestine)           |
|                     | Mount of Temptation           |
Palestine

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Modern Jericho and its gardens, with traditional Mount of Temptation at N.W., Palestine. 11393 Photonegative, 1911
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Modern Jericho and its gardens, with traditional Mount of Temptation at N.W., Palestine. 11393 Photonegative 1911.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 15069
Video number 14456

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15068.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic:
- Gardens -- Palestine
- Mountains -- Palestine
- PALESTINE TOURS

Place:
- Jericho (Palestine)
- Mount of Temptation
- Palestine

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass

The spot where the manger stood; grotto below Church of the Nativity.
11395 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The spot where the manger stood; grotto below Church of the Nativity. 11395 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Some paper remnants stuck to glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 15070

Video number 14457
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Names: Church of the Nativity (Bethlehem)
Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Caves -- Palestine
Churches -- Palestine
Interior architecture
PALESTINE TOURS
Religion -- Palestine

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Jerusalem, the center of Christian history, seen west from tower on Olivet. 11397 Photonegative, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Jerusalem, the center of Christian history, seen west from tower on Olivet. 11397 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15071

Video number 14458

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
126483

Place: Jerusalem
Olivet
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE TOURS

Devout pilgrims carrying a great cross through the Via Dolorosa, Jerusalem. 11398 Photonegative, 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Devout pilgrims carrying a great cross through the Via Dolorosa, Jerusalem. 11398 Photonegative 1911.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15072

Video number 14459

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
134208

Topic: Crosses -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Parades -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Via Dolorosa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A money changer and his patrons just inside the Jaffa gate at Jerusalem. 11399 Photonegative, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A money changer and his patrons just inside the Jaffa gate at Jerusalem. 11399 Photonegative 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15073

Video number 14460
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

126378

Topic: Markets -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jaffa (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gihon [or Gibon?] cattle market and Jerusalem's west wall, N.E. from the Bethlehem road. 11400 Photonegative, 1910
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”.)

Image(s): Gihon [or Gibon?] cattle market and Jerusalem's west wall, N.E. from the Bethlehem road. 11400 Photonegative 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15074

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 126272. Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Markets -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Gihon
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ain Karim, supposed birthplace of John the Baptist, among hills S. from Jaffa road. [Active no. 11401: non-stereo photonegative,], 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ain Karim, supposed birthplace of John the Baptist, among hills S. from Jaffa road. [Active no. 11401: non-stereo photonegative.] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15075

Video number 14462

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Company acc. no. 127295

Names: John, the Baptist, Saint
Topic: PALESTINE TOURS
        Valleys -- Palestine
Place: Ain Karim (Palestine)
        Jaffa (Palestine)
        Mizpah
        Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Israel
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

El Salt from the south; a Peraean town still full of homes and business. 11402 Photonegative, 1911
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): El Salt from the south; a Peraean town still full of homes and business. 11402 Photonegative 1911

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15076

Video number 14463

Company catalog card included

Frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]
Copy and Version Identification Note

134158

Place: El Salt (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Peraea

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE TOURS

Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and tent cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : stereo photonegative]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and tent cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : stereo photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15077

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15078, 15079, 15080, 15081, 24592 and 27857-27860.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

221504 (company acc. no.)

Names: Woolworth Building (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Gothic revival (Architecture)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Skyscrapers

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and tent cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : half-stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and tent cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : half-stereo photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15078

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15077, 15079, 15080, 15081, 24592 and 27857-27860.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Names: Woolworth Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Gothic revival (Architecture)
Skyscrapers

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and tent cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : non-stereo photonegative, 1913 or later]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and tent cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : non-stereo photonegative, 1913 or later].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15079

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15077, 15078, 15080, 15081, 24592 and 27857-27860; "Used by Touriscope" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]

37 (orig. no.)

Names: Woolworth Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Gothic revival (Architecture)
Skyscrapers

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and tent cent pieces. [Active no. 11403: non-stereo photonegative], [1913 or later] 1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and tent cent pieces. [Active no. 11403: non-stereo photonegative, 1913 or later].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15080

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15077, 15078, 15079, 15081, 24592 and 27857-27860.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Names: Woolworth Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Gothic revival (Architecture)
Skyscrapers

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and tent cent pieces. [Active no. 11403: non-stereo photonegative], [1913 or later] 1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and tent cent pieces. [Active no. 11403: non-stereo photonegative, 1913 or later].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15081

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15077, 15078, 15079, 15080, 24592 and 27857-27860.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
221305 (company acc. no.)

Names: Woolworth Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Gothic revival (Architecture)
Skyscrapers
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Little neighbors "building houses" on a playground near the cathedral, Burgos. [Active no. 11404 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Little neighbors "building houses" on a playground near the cathedral, Burgos. [Active no. 11404 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15082
Video number 14469
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Orig. no. 89442.

Names: Burgos Cathedral (Burgos, Spain)
Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
Children -- Spain
Playgrounds -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Place: Burgos (Spain)
Spain
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Spain
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Moki Indians and their strange homes beside the Dance Rock at Wolpi, Arizona. [Active no. 11405 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15083

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes; [S&W? 4432] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Company acc. no. 23301.

Names: American Indians
Topic: Dwellings -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
Dance Rock (Wolpi, Arizona)
Hopi Indians
Wolpi (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Indians of North America -- Arizona

New York -- Dancing around the May-pole at a school festival in a park, New York City. 11406 photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): New York -- Dancing around the May-pole at a school festival in a park, New York City. 11406 photonegative 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Small gouge in emulsion of uncancelled frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 15084

Video number 14471
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

117166

Topic: Children -- New York
Games -- New York
Parks -- New York
REAL CHILDREN OF MANY LANDS
Schools -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Turkey -- Turkish boys feeding pigeons in the court of Bayezid Mosque, Constantinople. 11407 Photonegative, 1911

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Turkey -- Turkish boys feeding pigeons in the court of Bayezid Mosque, Constantinople. 11407 Photonegative 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15085

Video number 14472

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

135843

Names: Bayezid Mosque (Constantinople, Turkey)

Topic: Birds -- Turkey
Children -- Turkey
Mosques -- Turkey
REAL CHILDREN OF MANY LANDS

Place: Istanbul (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where "East and West meet," a modern thoroughfare in picturesque Hong Kong. 11408 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Where "East and West meet," a modern thoroughfare in picturesque Hong Kong. 11408 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15086

Video number 14473

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: CHINA TOUR
Streetcars -- China
Streets -- China

Place: China
Hong Kong

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

West down the promenade of Brooklyn Bridge to towering buildings of Manhattan. 11409 Photonegative, 1901
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): West down the promenade of Brooklyn Bridge to towering buildings of Manhattan. 11409 Photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15087

Video number 14474

Company catalog card included

Frames in separate envelopes; [Series of 1901 by R.Y. Young] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

21749

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Walkways -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.)
Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cross section of Pennsylvania R.R. tubes under the Hudson River, showing concrete flooring. [Active no. 11410: non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15088

Video number 14475

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27861

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Orig. no. 105

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.

Topic: Construction -- New Jersey
NEW JERSEY
Railroads -- New Jersey
Tunnels -- New Jersey

Place: Hudson River
Jersey City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Waterscape.] 11411 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Waterscape. 11411 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15089

Video number 14476
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Westminster Abbey south to Victoria Tower, London. [Active no. 11412 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15090

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15091, 15092 and 27863.

Names: Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
ENGLAND TOUR
Towers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Victoria Tower

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Westminster Abbey south to Victoria Tower, London. [Active no. 11412: half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15091

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15090, 15092 and 27863.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Names: Westminster Abbey
Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
ENGLAND TOUR
Towers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Victoria Tower

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Westminster Abbey south to Victoria Tower, London. [Active no. 11412: photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15092

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15090, 15091 and 27863.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Orig. no. 504.

Names: Westminster Abbey
Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
ENGLAND TOUR
Towers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Victoria Tower

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

West facade of famous York Minster and historic Bootham Bar, York. 11413 Photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): West facade of famous York Minster and historic Bootham Bar, York. 11413 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15093

Video number 14480

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Names: York Minster

Topic: Cathedrals -- England
ENGLAND TOUR

Place: Bootham Bar (York, England)
England
York (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ascot Sunday at Boulter's Lock on the Thames, pleasure resort of fashionable London. [Active no. 11415 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 item (5" x 4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15094

Video number 14481

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic:  
Boats -- England  
Canals -- England  
ENGLAND TOUR  
Resorts -- England  

Place:  
Boulter's Lock (Thames River, London, England)  
England  
London (England)  
Thames River (England)  

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

Where silk is king--view over silkworm plantation in Lebanon Mts., Syria.  
11430 Photonegative, 1913  
1 Item (5" x 7")  
1 Image(s): Where silk is king--view over silkworm plantation in Lebanon Mts., Syria. 11430 Photonegative 1913.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Dutkewitch, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Yellowing and some deterioration of emulsion along upper border.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 15095  

Video number 14482  
Company catalog card included.  
Similar to RSN 24618.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
157941  

Topic:  
Children -- Syria  
Mountains -- Syria  
Plantations -- Syria  
SILK INDUSTRY  
Silkworms -- Syria  
Valleys -- Syria  

Place:  
Lebanon Mountains (Syria)  
Syria  

Genre/ Form:  
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A basketful of wriggling silkworms hungry for the morning meal, Syria.
11431 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): A basketful of wriggling silkworms hungry for the morning meal, Syria. 11431 Photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15096

Video number 14483
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24619.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
157904

Topic: Baskets -- Syria
SILK INDUSTRY
Silkworms -- Syria

Place: Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Feeding silkworms their breakfast of mulberry leaves, Mt. Lebanon, Syria.
11432 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Feeding silkworms their breakfast of mulberry leaves, Mt. Lebanon, Syria. 11432 Photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15097

Video number 14484

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15098 and 27864.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
157901

| Topic                                      | Children -- Syria                             |
|                                           | Laborers -- Syria                             |
|                                           | SILK INDUSTRY                                 |
|                                           | Silkworms -- Syria                            |

| Place                                      | Mt. Lebanon                                   |
|                                           | Syria                                        |

| Genre/Form                                 | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                                           | -- Glass                                      |
|                                           | Stereoscopic photographs                     |

Feeding silkworms their breakfast of mulberry leaves, Mt. Lebanon, Syria.
11432 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Feeding silkworms their breakfast of mulberry leaves, Mt. Lebanon, Syria. 11432 Photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15098

Video number 14485

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15097; same as RSN 27864.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

| Topic                                      | Children -- Syria                             |
|                                           | Laborers -- Syria                             |
|                                           | SILK INDUSTRY                                 |
|                                           | Silkworms -- Syria                            |

| Place                                      | Mt. Lebanon                                   |
|                                           | Syria                                        |
Boiling cocoons to loosen fibre ends in Syria's largest silk reeling plant, Mt. Lebanon. 11433 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Boiling cocoons to loosen fibre ends in Syria's largest silk reeling plant, Mt. Lebanon. 11433 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15099

Video number 14486

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27865.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Gathering the silk ends, fine spun as cobwebs and connecting with reels, Syria. 11434 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Gathering the silk ends, fine spun as cobwebs and connecting with reels, Syria. 11434 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15100

Video number 14487

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 27866.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- Syria
Factories -- Syria
Laborers -- Syria
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- Syria

Place: Mt. Lebanon
Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

In a Syrian silk plant -- examining and weighing raw silk ready for export.
11435 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): In a Syrian silk plant -- examining and weighing raw silk ready for export. 11435 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15101

Video number 14488
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27867.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- Syria
Factories -- Syria
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- Syria
Women laborers -- Syria

Place: Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Winding the fine raw silk in a large American silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. 11436 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Winding the fine raw silk in a large American silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. 11436 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15102

Video number 14489

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15103; same as RSN 27868.

Topic:
Factories -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey
Women laborers -- New Jersey

Place:
New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Winding the fine raw silk in a large American silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. 11436 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Winding the fine raw silk in a large American silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. 11436 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15103

Video number 14490

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15102 and 27868.

Topic:
Factories -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey
Women laborers -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Machines that double and spin for the warp, silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. Active no. 11437 : photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Machines that double and spin for the warp, silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. Active no. 11437 : photonegative.
Image(s): Machines that double and spin for the warp, silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. Active no. 11437 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Image shows two women workers with machines.

Formerly stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Serious deterioration and peeling of emulsion along left and right borders. One-half of stereo pair.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0015104 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 15104

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 15105 and 27869.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Industry -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey
Women laborers -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Machines that double and spin for the warp, silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. 11437 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Machines that double and spin for the warp, silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. 11437 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Loss and peeling of emulsion along top and left borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 15105
Video number 14492
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Same as RSN 15104 and 27869.

Copy and Version Identification Note
93

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey
Women laborers -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Reeling and lacing silk, preparing skeins for weavers or dyers, silk throwing plant, New Jersey. 11439 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Reeling and lacing silk, preparing skeins for weavers or dyers, silk throwing plant, New Jersey. 11439 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15106
Video number 14493
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Similar to RSN 27870.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
      Machinery -- New Jersey
      SILK INDUSTRY
      Silk -- New Jersey
      Women laborers -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

"Weighing" and washing silk skeins before dyeing, in Paterson factory, N.J.
11441 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Weighing" and washing silk skeins before dyeing, in Paterson factory, N.J. 11441 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 15107

Video number 14494

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 27871

Copy and Version Identification Note
   96

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
       Laborers -- New Jersey
       Machinery -- New Jersey
       SILK INDUSTRY
       Silk -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
       Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

"Stripping" and color dyeing skeins, in an immense silk dying works, Paterson, N.J. 11442 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Stripping" and color dyeing skeins, in an immense silk dying works, Paterson, N.J. 11442 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15108
Video number 14495
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Same as RSN 27872
Copy and Version Identification Note
95
Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
"Finishing" silk skeins after dyeing and making into bales to send to weavers, Paterson, N.J. 11443 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Finishing" silk skeins after dyeing and making into bales to send to weavers, Paterson, N.J. 11443 photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15109
Video number 14496
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Similar to RSN 15110; same as RSN 27873.
"Finishing" silk skeins after dyeing and making into bales to send to weavers, Paterson, N.J. 11443 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Finishing" silk skeins after dyeing and making into bales to send to weavers, Paterson, N.J. 11443 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15110

Video number 14497

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15109 and 27873.

Copy and Version Identification Note
159729

"Winding for the warp in an up-to-date plain silk weaving mill, Paterson, N.J. 11445 photonegative, 1913"
Winding for the warp in an up-to-date plain silk weaving mill, Paterson, N.J. 11445 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Winding for the warp in an up-to-date plain silk weaving mill, Paterson, N.J. 11445 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15111

Video number 14498

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Stereo with RSN 15112; similar to RSN 24623.

Copy and Version Identification Note

160788

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
       Laborers -- New Jersey
       Machinery -- New Jersey
       SILK INDUSTRY
       Silk -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
       Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Winding for the warp in an up-to-date plain silk weaving mill, Paterson, N.J. 11445 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Winding for the warp in an up-to-date plain silk weaving mill, Paterson, N.J. 11445 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15112

Video number 14499

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Stereo with RSN 15111; similar to RSN 24623.

Copy and Version Identification Note
160788

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
      Laborers -- New Jersey
      Machinery -- New Jersey
      SILK INDUSTRY
      Silk -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
      Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

"Warping"--view in a great silk weaving plant, Paterson, N.J. 11446
photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Warping"--view in a great silk weaving plant, Paterson, N.J.
11446 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15113

Video number 14500

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Same as RSN 24624 and 27874.

Copy and Version Identification Note
98

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
      Laborers -- New Jersey
      Machinery -- New Jersey
      SILK INDUSTRY
      Silk -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
      Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Twisting (new method) in a modern plain silk weaving mill, Paterson, N.J. 11447 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Twisting (new method) in a modern plain silk weaving mill, Paterson, N.J. 11447 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15114

Video number 14501

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 24625.

Topic:
Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey

Place:
New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Entering," a process that requires skill and patience; silk weaving plant, New Jersey. 11448 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Entering," a process that requires skill and patience; silk weaving plant, New Jersey. 11448 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15115

Video number 14502

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Similar to RSN 24626.

**Topic:** Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey

**Place:** New Jersey

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Weaving plain silk cloth--hundreds of automatic looms in a modern American silk mill. 11449 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Weaving plain silk cloth--hundreds of automatic looms in a modern American silk mill. 11449 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15116

Video number 14503

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15117; same as RSN 27875.

**Topic:** Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Weaving plain silk cloth--hundreds of automatic looms in a modern American silk mill. 11449 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Weaving plain silk cloth--hundreds of automatic looms in a modern American silk mill. 11449 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15117

Video number 14504

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [48].

Similar to RSN 15116 and 27875.

Copy and Version Identification Note

160794

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Picking the cloth" after weaving--scene in a modern silk mill, Paterson, N.J. 11450 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4" x 5"")

Image(s): "Picking the cloth" after weaving--scene in a modern silk mill, Paterson, N.J. 11450 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15118

Video number 14505

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 24627.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey
Women laborers -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Dyeing silk in the piece in a mammoth silk dyeing works, Paterson, N.J. [Active no. 11452 : stereo photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Dyeing silk in the piece in a mammoth silk dyeing works, Paterson, N.J. [Active no. 11452 : stereo photonegative,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15119

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15120; same as RSN 27876.

Topic:
Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey

Place:
New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Dyeing silk in the piece in a mammoth silk dyeing works, Paterson, N.J. [Active no. 11452 : stereo photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Dyeing silk in the piece in a mammoth silk dyeing works, Paterson, N.J. [Active no. 11452 : stereo photonegative,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15120

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15119 and 27876.

Company acc. no. 159747.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
      Laborers -- New Jersey
      Machinery -- New Jersey
      SILK INDUSTRY
      Silk -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
       Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Printing color designs on silk cloth, 10 colors at once, in a great silk dyeing works, N.J. 11453 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Printing color designs on silk cloth, 10 colors at once, in a great silk dyeing works, N.J. 11453 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15121

Video number 14508

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15122 and 27877.

Copy and Version Identification Note

159736

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
      Laborers -- New Jersey
      Machinery -- New Jersey
      SILK INDUSTRY
      Silk -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Printing color designs on silk cloth, 10 colors at once, in a great silk dyeing works, N.J. 11453 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Printing color designs on silk cloth, 10 colors at once, in a great silk dyeing works, N.J. 11453 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15122

Video number 14509

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15121; same as RSN 27877.

Copy and Version Identification Note
101

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Finishing processes for silk cloth--breaking, folding and pressing in a Paterson Silk Dyeing Works. 11456 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Finishing processes for silk cloth--breaking, folding and pressing in a Paterson Silk Dyeing Works. 11456 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15123

Video number 14510
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Same as RSN 15124 and 2324.

**Topic:** Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey

**Place:** New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass

Finishing processes for silk cloth -- breaking, folding and pressing in a Paterson Silk Dyeing Works. 11456 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** Finishing processes for silk cloth -- breaking, folding and pressing in a Paterson Silk Dyeing Works. 11456 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 15124

Video number 14511

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Same as RSN 15123 and 2324.

Copy and Version Identification Note

102

**Topic:** Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey

**Place:** New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
In the folding and making-up room--rolls of finished silk ready for the market; Paterson Silk Works. 11457 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): In the folding and making-up room--rolls of finished silk ready for the market; Paterson Silk Works. 11457 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15125

Video number 14512

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15126; same as RSN 27878.

Copy and Version Identification Note
105

Topic:
Factories -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey
Women laborers -- New Jersey

Place:
New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15125 and 27878.

Copy and Version Identification Note

159727

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey
Women laborers -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cutting the Jacquards that produce the fancy woven designs in silk goods, New Jersey. 11458 photonegative, 1913
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cutting the Jacquards that produce the fancy woven designs in silk goods, New Jersey. 11458 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15127

Video number 14514

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 24631.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Weaving beautiful fancy patterns, called Jacquard weaving, silk mill, New Jersey. 11459 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Weaving beautiful fancy patterns, called Jacquard weaving, silk mill, New Jersey. 11459 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ross, E. R., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15128

Video number 14515

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 24632.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey

Laborers -- New Jersey

Machinery -- New Jersey

SILK INDUSTRY

Silk -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Weaving silk taffeta ribbons with printed warp and plain woof, Paterson, N.J. 11460 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Weaving silk taffeta ribbons with printed warp and plain woof, Paterson, N.J. 11460 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ross, E. R., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15129

Video number 14516

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15130 and 27879.
Weaving silk taffeta ribbons with printed warp and plain woof, Paterson, N.J. 11460 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Weaving silk taffeta ribbons with printed warp and plain woof, Paterson, N.J. 11460 photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15130
Video number 14517
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Similar to RSN 15129 and 27879.

Copy and Version Identification Note
104

Boiling cocoons and reeling silk--the most primitive way, Syria. 11461 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boiling cocoons and reeling silk—the most primitive way, Syria. 11461 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15131

Video number 14518

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24633.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: 
Artisans -- Syria
Cocoons -- Syria
Dwellings -- Syria
Factories -- Syria
Homes -- Syria
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- Syria
Women laborers -- Syria

Place: 
Syria

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form: 
-- Glass

The most primitive reeling tools for silk thread, Mt. Lebanon, Syria. 11462 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The most primitive reeling tools for silk thread, Mt. Lebanon, Syria. 11462 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15132

Video number 14519

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24634.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
157928

Topic: Children -- Syria
Dwellings -- Syria
Factories -- Syria
Homes -- Syria
Laborers -- Syria
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- Syria

Place: Mt. Lebanon
Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chimpanzees, most manlike of the apes (natives of the Congo), Bronx Zoo, New York. 11472 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Chimpanzees, most manlike of the apes (natives of the Congo), Bronx Zoo, New York. 11472 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15133

Video number 14520

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15146, 24639 and 27884

Copy and Version Identification Note
24868

Topic: Chimpanzees -- New York
Congo Apes -- New York
WILD ANIMALS
Zoos -- New York

Place: Bronx Zoo
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seated artisans in Syria.] 11464 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Seated artisans in Syria.] 11464 photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15134
Video number 14521
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15135 and 24636.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Artisans -- Syria
Business enterprises -- Syria
Factories -- Syria
Laborers -- Syria
Markets -- Syria
Shops -- Syria

Place: Mesopotamia
Mt. Lebanon
Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Box 181
RSN Numbers 15135-15239

Image(s)

[Seated artisans in Syria.] 11464 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seated artisans in Syria.] 11464 photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15135
Video number 14522

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15134 and 24636.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

149531

Topic: Artisans -- Syria
Business enterprises -- Syria
Factories -- Syria
Laborers -- Syria
Markets -- Syria
Shops -- Syria

Place: Mesopotamia
Mt. Lebanon
Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Weaving the finest of Syrian silk on a primitive loom, Mt. Lebanon district, Syria. [Active no. 11465 : stereo photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (5” x 7”.)

Image(s): Weaving the finest of Syrian silk on a primitive loom, Mt. Lebanon district, Syria. [Active no. 11465 : stereo photonegative,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15136

Video number 14523

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24637.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Company acc. no. 157896.

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Topic: Artisans -- Syria
Laborers -- Syria
A skilled Arab weaver and his primitive loom weaving the finest of Syrian silk. [Active no. 11466 : stereo photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s): A skilled Arab weaver and his primitive loom weaving the finest of Syrian silk. [Active no. 11466 : stereo photonegative,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15137
Video number 14524
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24638.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Company acc. no. 157937

Names: Adamson, Glenn
Topic: Artisans -- Syria
       Laborers -- Syria
       Looms -- Syria
       Silk -- Syria
       Weaving

Place: Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Arabs

A skilled Arab weaver and his primitive loom weaving the finest of Syrian silk. [Active no. 11467 : stereo photonegative,] 1913
Image(s): A skilled Arab weaver and his primitive loom weaving the finest of Syrian silk. [Active no. 11467 : stereo photonegative.] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15138

Video number 14525

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15139, 15140 and 27880.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Company acc. no. 157938.

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Topic: Artisans -- Syria
Looms -- Syria
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- Syria
Weaving

Place: Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Arabs

A skilled Arab weaver and his primitive loom weaving the finest of Syrian silk. 11467 Photonegative, 1913

Image(s): A skilled Arab weaver and his primitive loom weaving the finest of Syrian silk. 11467 Photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower left corner missing.

Local Numbers

RSN 15139
Video number 14526

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15138, 15140 and 27880.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Topic: Artisans -- Syria
Looms -- Syria
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- Syria

Place: Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A skilled Arab weaver and his primitive loom weaving the finest of Syrian silk. [Active no. 11467 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1913

1 Item (5" x 4".)

Image(s): A skilled Arab weaver and his primitive loom weaving the finest of Syrian silk. [Active no. 11467 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants stuck to glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15140

Video number 14527

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15138, 15139 and 27880.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Orig. no. 871.

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Topic: Artisans -- Syria
Looms -- Syria
SILK INDUSTRY
Silk -- Syria
Weaving

Place: Syria
Cedars of Lebanon—once mighty groves that supplied wood for Solomon's temple. 11468 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Cedars of Lebanon—once mighty groves that supplied wood for Solomon's temple. 11468 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15141

Video number 14528

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27881

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

872

Topic: Cedars -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Trees -- Palestine

Place: Cedars of Lebanon
Mt. Lebanon
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Solomon

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Making costly Persian rugs by hand in a Persian rug factory. 11469 photonegative, 1912
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Making costly Persian rugs by hand in a Persian rug factory. 11469 photonegative 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15142

Video number 14529
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15143; same as RSN 27882.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Topic: Artisans -- Turkey
CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR
Factories -- Turkey
Rugmaking -- Turkey
Women laborers -- Turkey

Place: Constantinople (Turkey)
Iran
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Making costly Persian rugs by hand in a Persian rug factory. 11469 photonegative, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Making costly Persian rugs by hand in a Persian rug factory.
11469 photonegative 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15143

Video number 14530
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15142 and 27882.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

138423

Topic: Artisans -- Turkey
CONSTANTINOPEL TOUR
Factories -- Turkey
Rugmaking -- Turkey
Women laborers -- Turkey

Place: Constantinople (Turkey)
Iran
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A pair of Nubian (three-horned) giraffes, from German East Africa, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. 11470 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A pair of Nubian (three-horned) giraffes, from German East Africa, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. 11470 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15144

Video number 14531

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 2.2.3 [104].

Same as RSN 27883.

Copy and Version Identification Note
819

Topic: Animals -- New York
Giraffe -- New York
Parks -- New York
WILD ANIMALS
Zoos -- New York

Place: Bronx Park (New York)
German East Africa
New York (N.Y.)
Nubia
Tanzania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Atlantic Walrus ("whale horse") relative to seal and sea lion, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. 11471 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Atlantic Walrus ("whale horse") relative to seal and sea lion, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. 11471 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15145

Video number 14532

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Same as RSN 27862.

Copy and Version Identification Note
50

Topic: Animals -- New York
Parks -- New York
WILD ANIMALS
Walruses -- New York
Zoos -- New York

Place: Bronx Park (New York)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Chimpanzees, most manlike of the apes (native of the Congo), Bronx Zoo, New York City. [Active no. 11472 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15146

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15133, 24639 and 27884.

Original number 827.
Bulky hippopotamus, over a ton in weight, in Bronx Park, N.Y. City. (Native of German East Africa.) [Active no. 11473 : half stereo photonegative,], 1913

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Bulky hippopotamus, over a ton in weight, in Bronx Park, N.Y. City. (Native of German East Africa.) [Active no. 11473 : half stereo photonegative,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15147

Video number 14534

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Same as RSN 27885.

Orig. no. 820.

Names: New York Zoological Park

Topic: Animals -- New York
Hippopotamus -- New York
Parks -- New York
WILD ANIMALS
Zoos -- New York

Place: German East Africa
New York (N.Y.)
Tanzania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Beaver dam, 40 feet long, built by beavers in beaver pond, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. [Active no. 11474 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1913
Image(s): Beaver dam, 40 feet long, built by beavers in beaver pond, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. [Active no. 11474 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15148
Video number 14535
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Same as RSN 27886.
Orig. no. 52.

Names: New York Zoological Park
Topic: Animals -- New York
Beavers -- New York
Dams -- New York
Parks -- New York
Ponds -- New York
WILD ANIMALS
Zoos -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

American beaver, busy craftsman of the woods, enjoying a breakfast of maplewood. [Active no. 11475 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): American beaver, busy craftsman of the woods, enjoying a breakfast of maplewood. [Active no. 11475 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15149
Video number 14536
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Same as RSN 15150 and 27887.

Orig. no. 51.

Names: New York Zoological Park
Topic: Animals -- New York
       Beavers -- New York
       Parks -- New York
       Ponds -- New York
       WILD ANIMALS
       Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

American beaver, busy craftsman of the woods, enjoying a breakfast of maplewood. [Active no. 11475 : stereo photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): American beaver, busy craftsman of the woods, enjoying a breakfast of maplewood. [Active no. 11475 : stereo photonegative,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnant stuck to emulsion uncancelled frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 15150

Video number 14537

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Same as RSN 15149 and 27887.

Company acc. no. 152421.

Names: New York Zoological Park
Topic: Animals -- New York
       Beavers -- New York
       Parks -- New York
       Ponds -- New York
       WILD ANIMALS
       Zoos -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Persian design artists bringing out design of old faded Persian rug. 11476 Photonegative, 1912
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Persian design artists bringing out design of old faded Persian rug. 11476 Photonegative 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15151

Video number 14538
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 15152 and 27888
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]

Copy and Version Identification Note
784

Topic: Artisans
CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR
Rugmaking

Place: Constantinople (Turkey)
Iran
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 15152

Video number 14539

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 15151 and 27888

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]

Copy and Version Identification Note
138421

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Artsans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rugmaking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Constantinople (Turkey)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turkey -- 1890-1920.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

East chamber, lower locks, from construction trestle toward Panama, Miraflores. 1913 state--the completed canal and canal locks before letting in the water. Active no. 11477 : photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): East chamber, lower locks, from construction trestle toward Panama, Miraflores. 1913 state--the completed canal and canal locks before letting in the water. Active no. 11477 : photonegative, 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15153

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]. Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15154 and 24640.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Canals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Locks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PANAMA CANAL &amp; ZONE TOUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Miraflores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panama Canal (Panama)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Photographs -- 1910-1920

East chamber, lower locks, from construction trestle toward Panama, Miraflores. 1913 stage--the completed canal and canal locks before letting in the water. 11477 Photonegative, 1913

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): East chamber, lower locks, from construction trestle toward Panama, Miraflores. 1913 stage--the completed canal and canal locks before letting in the water. 11477 Photonegative 1913

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 15154

Video number 14541

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 15153 and 24640

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]

Copy and Version Identification Note

157232

Topic: Canals -- Panama
        Construction -- Panama
        Locks -- Panama
        PANAMA CANAL & ZONE TOUR

Place: Miraflores (Panama)
        Panama
        Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

South over upper guard gate of west chamber, upper locks, Miraflores. 1913 state--the completed canal and canal locks before letting in the water. 11478 Photonegative, 1913

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): South over upper guard gate of west chamber, upper locks, Miraflores. 1913 state--the completed canal and canal locks before letting in the water. 11478 Photonegative 1913

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 15155

Video number 14542

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 15156 and 24641

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]

Copy and Version Identification Note

157236

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Construction -- Panama
       Locks -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL & ZONE TOUR

Place: Miraflores (Panama)
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

South over upper guard gate of west chamber, upper locks, Miraflores. 1913 state--the completed canal and canal locks before letting in the water. 11478 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): South over upper guard gate of west chamber, upper locks, Miraflores. 1913 state--the completed canal and canal locks before letting in the water. 11478 Photonegative 1913

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15156

Video number 14543

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 15155 and 24641

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Construction -- Panama
       Locks -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL & ZONE TOUR

Place: Miraflores (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Steam shovel and tripod drills deepening canal prism in 70-ft. berm, Culebra Cut (W). 1913 stage--canal excavations. 11479 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Steam shovel and tripod drills deepening canal prism in 70-ft. berm, Culebra Cut (W). 1913 stage--canal excavations. 11479 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15157

Video number 14544

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15158 and 24642.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic:

Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL & ZONE TOUR
Railroads -- Panama
Steam shovels -- Panama
Trains -- Panama

Place:

Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Steam shovel and tripod drills deepening canal prism in 70-ft. berm, Culebra Cut (W). 1913 stage--canal excavations. 11479 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Steam shovel and tripod drills deepening canal prism in 70-ft. berm, Culebra Cut (W). 1913 stage--canal excavations. 11479 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15158

Video number 14545

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15157 and 24642.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note

157244

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Construction -- Panama
      Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
      PANAMA CANAL & ZONE TOUR
      Railroads -- Panama
      Steam shovels -- Panama
      Trains -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Looking south from Obispo toward Las Cascadas, over finished canal. 1913 stage--completed canal and locks before letting in water. 11480 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking south from Obispo toward Las Cascadas, over finished canal. 1913 stage--completed canal and locks before letting in water. 11480 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Looking north from west berm, Miraflores, showing inclines from lower to upper locks. 1913 stage--completed canal and locks before letting in water. 11481 Photonegative, 1913

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Looking north from west berm, Miraflores, showing inclines from lower to upper locks. 1913 stage--completed canal and locks before letting in water. 11481 Photonegative 1913

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15160

Video number 14547

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 15190 and 27889

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]

Copy and Version Identification Note

336

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Locks -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL & ZONE TOUR
Place: Miraflores (Panama)
Panama Canal (Panama)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Peculiar double-decked horse cars on a suburban street, Bagdad, Mesopotamia. No. 11483 : photonegative, 1912
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Peculiar double-decked horse cars on a suburban street, Bagdad, Mesopotamia. No. 11483 : photonegative, 1912.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15161

Video number 14548

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15162; same as RSN 27891.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic: Horsecars -- Iraq
Horses -- 1910-1920 -- Iraq
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Streets -- Iraq

Place: Baghdad (Iraq)
Mesopotamia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Peculiar double-decked horse cars on a suburban street, Bagdad, Mesopotamia. No. 11483 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Peculiar double-decked horse cars on a suburban street, Bagdad, Mesopotamia. No. 11483 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1912.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15162

Video number 14549

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15161 and 27891

144862 (company registration number).

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Cancelled by scratching.

Paper remnants stuck to emulsion, uncancelled frame.

Topic:
Horsecars -- Iraq
Horses -- 1910-1920 -- Iraq
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Streets -- Iraq

Place:
Baghdad (Iraq)
Mesopotamia

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A brick factory near Nineveh--making sun-dried bricks, Mesopotamia.
Active no. 11484 : photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): A brick factory near Nineveh--making sun-dried bricks, Mesopotamia. Active no. 11484 : photonegative, 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15163

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 879.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Same as RSN 15164 and 27892.

Topic:
Brickmaking -- Iraq.
Bricks -- Iraq
Factories -- Iraq
Laborers -- Iraq
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
A brick factory near Nineveh--making sun-dried bricks, Mesopotamia. 11484 photonegative, 1913

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A brick factory near Nineveh--making sun-dried bricks, Mesopotamia. 11484 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15164

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 149395.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Same as RSN 15163 and 27892.

Topic:
Brickmaking -- Iraq.
Bricks -- Iraq
Factories -- Iraq
Laborers -- Iraq
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Haran (Mesopotamia)
Iraq
Nineveh

Pontoon bridge and old round boats called "kufas" on the Tigris River, at Bagdad. 11485 photonegative, 1912
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Pontoon bridge and old round boats called "kufas" on the Tigris River, at Bagdad. 11485 photonegative 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15165

Video number 14552

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Same as RSN 27893.

Copy and Version Identification Note
144728

Topic: Boats -- Iraq
Bridges -- Iraq
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Rivers -- Iraq
Waterscapes -- Iraq

Place: Baghdad (Iraq)
Iraq
Mesopotamia
Tigris River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Building the peculiar round boats called "kufas" on the Tigris River, at Bagdad. 11486 photonegative

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Building the peculiar round boats called "kufas" on the Tigris River, at Bagdad. 11486 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15166

Video number 14553

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Same as RSN 27894.

Copy and Version Identification Note

880

Topic:
Artisans -- Iraq
Boats -- Iraq
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Rivers -- Iraq
Waterscapes -- Iraq

Place:
Baghdad (Iraq)
Iraq
Tigris River

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Desolate ruins of mighty Babylon, showing palace of Nebuchadnezzar
(sixth century B.C.). [Caption no. 11487 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewich, Photographer
English.
Possibly taken by Dutkewich.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15167

Video number 14554

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 15168 and 27895.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Orig. no. 873.

Names:
Nebuchadnezzar

Topic:
Antiquities -- Babylon
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Palaces -- Babylon
Ruined cities -- Iraq
Ruins -- Babylon

Place:
Babylon (Extinct city)
Iraq
Desolate ruins of mighty Babylon, showing palace of Nebuchadnezzar (sixth century B.C.). [Caption no. 11487 : stereoscopic photonegative.]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewich, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15168

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 15167 and 27895.

Same as 11676.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Nebuchadnezzar

Topic: Antiquities -- Babylon
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Palaces -- Babylon
Ruins -- Iraq

Place: Babylon (Extinct city)
Iraq

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

S.E. over site of Nineveh, showing tomb of Jonah, Mesopotamia. 11488 photonegative, 1912

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): S.E. over site of Nineveh, showing tomb of Jonah, Mesopotamia. 11488 photonegative 1912.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15169
S.E. over site of Nineveh, showing tomb of Jonah, Mesopotamia. 11488 photonegative, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): S.E. over site of Nineveh, showing tomb of Jonah, Mesopotamia.
11488 photonegative 1912.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15170

Video number 14557
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Similar to RSN 15169 and 27896

Copy and Version Identification Note
144841
Names: Jonah (Biblical prophet)
Topic: MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
       Rivers -- Mesopotamia
       Tombs -- Mesopotamia
Place: Mesopotamia
Nineveh

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

East over Tigris to mound of Nineveh, showing wool-laden keleks and arched bridge, Mosul. 11489 photonegative, 1912
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): East over Tigris to mound of Nineveh, showing wool-laden keleks and arched bridge, Mosul. 11489 photonegative 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15171

Video number 14558

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15181 and 15182; same as RSN 27897.

Copy and Version Identification Note

878

Topic: Boats -- Iraq
Bridges -- Iraq
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Rivers -- Iraq
Waterscapes -- Iraq

Place: Iraq
Mosul (Iraq)
Nineveh
Tigris River

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Sugar after leaving vacuum pan, before entering mould, sugar refinery, Jersey City. 11490 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Sugar after leaving vacuum pan, before entering mould, sugar refinery, Jersey City. 11490 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15172

Video number 14559

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Similar to RSN 27898.

Copy and Version Identification Note
89

Topic:
Factories -- New Jersey
NEW JERSEY
Refineries -- New Jersey
Sugar -- New Jersey

Place:
Jersey City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Filled moulds standing 48 hours to crystalize, sugar refinery, Jersey City. 11491 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Filled moulds standing 48 hours to crystalize, sugar refinery, Jersey City. 11491 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15173

Video number 14560

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].
Similar to RSN 15174 and 27899
Copy and Version Identification Note

90

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
NEW JERSEY
Refineries -- New Jersey
Sugar -- New Jersey

Place: Jersey City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Filled moulds standing 48 hours to crystalize, sugar refinery, Jersey City. 11491 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Filled moulds standing 48 hours to crystalize, sugar refinery, Jersey City. 11491 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15174

Video number 14561

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15173 and 27899

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
NEW JERSEY
Refineries -- New Jersey
Sugar -- New Jersey

Place: Jersey City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Moving dry pans, where each Domino sugar plate travels for two days, Jersey City refinery." Caption no. 11492 : photonegative
"Moving dry pans, where each Domino sugar plate travels for two days, Jersey City refinery." Caption no. 11492 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15175

Video number 14562

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15176.

Associated number: 91.

In box 3.1.41 [16].

Names: Domino (sugar manufacturer)
Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
NEW JERSEY
Refineries -- New Jersey
Sugar -- Manufacture and refining -- New Jersey

Place: Jersey City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Moving dry pans, where each Domino sugar plate travels for two days, Jersey City refinery." Caption no. 11492 : photonegative

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Moving dry pans, where each Domino sugar plate travels for two days, Jersey City refinery." Caption no. 11492 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15176

Video number 14563

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15175.

Currently stored In box 3.1.41 [16].

Cancelled by scratching.
Names: Domino (sugar manufacturer)

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
      NEW JERSEY
      Refineries -- New Jersey
      Sugar -- Manufacture and refining -- New Jersey

Place: Jersey City (N.J.)
       New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Looking southeast over Santa Marta, center of banana industry of Colombia. 11493 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking southeast over Santa Marta, center of banana industry of Colombia. 11493 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15177

Video number 14564

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15178 and 27900

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
447

Topic: Bananas -- Colombia
       COLOMBIA TOUR
       Mountains -- Colombia

Place: Colombia
       Santa Marta (Colombia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Looking southeast over Santa Marta, center of banana industry of Colombia. 11493 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking southeast over Santa Marta, center of banana industry of Columbia. 11493 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15178

Video number 14565
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15177 and 27900
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96488

Topic: Bananas -- Colombia
       COLOMBIA TOUR
       Mountains -- Colombia

Place: Colombia
       Santa Marta (Colombia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A fine residence and typical street scene of Barranquilla, Colombia. 11494 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A fine residence and typical street scene of Barranquilla, Colombia. 11494 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15179

Video number 14566
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 15180; same as RSN 27901

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]

Copy and Version Identification Note

449

Topic: Architecture -- Colombia
Buildings -- Colombia
COLOMBIA TOUR
Carts -- Colombia
Donkeys -- Colombia
Streets -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A fine residence and typical street scene of Barranquilla, Colombia. 11494
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A fine residence and typical street scene of Barranquilla, Colombia. 11494 Photonegative 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers

RSN 15180

Video number 14567

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 15179 and 27901

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16]

Copy and Version Identification Note

96478

Topic: Architecture -- Colombia
Buildings -- Colombia
COLOMBIA TOUR
Carts -- Colombia
Donkeys -- Colombia
Streets -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

East over Tigris to mound of Nineveh, showing wool-laden keleks and arched bridge, Mosul. Caption no. 11489 stereoscopic photonegative, 1913

Image(s): East over Tigris to mound of Nineveh, showing wool-laden keleks and arched bridge, Mosul. Caption no. 11489 stereoscopic photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15181

Video number 14568

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15171, 15182 and 27897.

149344.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic:
- Boats -- Iraq
- Bridges -- Iraq
- MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
- Rivers -- Iraq
- Waterscapes -- Iraq

Place:
- Iraq
- Mosul (Iraq)
- Nineveh
- Tigris River

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

East over Tigris to mound of Nineveh, showing wool-laden keleks and arched bridge, Mosul. Caption no. 11489 : stereoscopic photonegative, 191
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): East over Tigris to mound of Nineveh, showing wool-laden keleks and arched bridge, Mosul. 11489 photonegative 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15182

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! PHOTONEGATIVE IN FILE BOX!
Similar to RSN 15171 [Videonum 14558, but stereo], 15181 and 27897.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Topic:
- Boats -- Iraq
- Bridges -- Iraq
- MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
- Rivers -- Iraq
- Waterscapes -- Iraq

Place:
- Iraq
- Mosul (Iraq)
- Nineveh
- Tigris River

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Man with boulder [on envelope] [stereo photonegative,], 1913

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Man with boulder [on envelope] [stereo photonegative,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15183

Video number 14569

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15214, 15215 and 27909.

Company acc. no. 152477.

Names: New York Zoological Park

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- New York
Rocks -- New York
Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Hippopotamus in large outdoor cage in Bronz Zoo. Stereo photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Hippopotamus in large outdoor cage in Bronz Zoo. Stereo photonegative,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15184

Video number 14570

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15147 and 27005.

Company acc. no. 152456.

Names: New York Zoological Park

Topic: Animals -- New York
Hippopotamus -- New York
Parks -- New York
WILD ANIMALS
Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Giraffe in large outdoor cage in Bronx Zoo. Stereo photonegative.], 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15186

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15144 and 27003.

Company acc. no. 152485

Names: New York Zoological Park
Topic: Animals -- New York
Giraffe -- New York
Parks -- New York
WILD ANIMALS
Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Company acc. no. 1524865.

Names: New York Zoological Park

Topic: Animals -- New York
       Giraffe -- New York
       Parks -- New York
       WILD ANIMALS
       Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Walrus in large outdoor cage in Bronz Zoo. Stereo photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 15187

Video number 14573

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Similar to RSN 15145 and 27062.

Company acc. no. 152543.

Names: New York Zoological Park

Topic: Animals -- New York
       Parks -- New York
       WILD ANIMALS
       Walrus -- New York
       Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beaver dam [stereo photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Beaver dam [stereo photonegative,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15188

Video number 14574

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Company acc. no. 152545.

Names: New York Zoological Park
Topic: Beavers -- New York
Dams -- New York
Parks -- New York
WILD ANIMALS
Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bear in large outdoor cage in Bronz Zoo. Stereo photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Bear in large outdoor cage in Bronz Zoo. Stereo photonegative,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15189
Video number 14575

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Company acc. no. 152555.

Names: New York Zoological Park

Topic: Animals -- New York
Bears -- New York
Parks -- New York
WILD ANIMALS
Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal construction in Panama.] Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Canal construction in Panama.] Photonegative 1913

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15190

Video number 14576

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15160 and 27889.

Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
157234

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL & ZONE TOUR

Place: Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Canal construction in Panama.] Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Canal construction in Panama.] Photonegative 1913
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15191
Video number 14577
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15159 and 24643.
Currently stored in box 3.1.41 [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
157238

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Construction -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL & ZONE TOUR
Place: Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

A street in Santa Marta, Colombia, where gamecocks are tied in front of each house. 11495 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A street in Santa Marta, Colombia, where gamecocks are tied in front of each house. 11495 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15192
Video number 14578
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15193; same as RSN 27902.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40], moved from [48].

Copy and Version Identification Note

448

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
Gamecocks -- Colombia
Streets -- Colombia
Villages -- Colombia

Place: Colombia
Santa Marta (Colombia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

A street in Santa Marta, Colombia, where gamecocks are tied in front of each house. 11495 Photonegative, 1906
3 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): A street in Santa Marta, Colombia, where gamecocks are tied in front of each house. 11495 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Two fragments lower border of uncancelled frame.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15193

Video number 14579

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15192 and 27902.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note

96472

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
Gamecocks -- Colombia
Streets -- Colombia
Villages -- Colombia

Place: Colombia
Santa Marta (Colombia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Water carriers and thatched roof homes, Barranquilla, Colombia. 11496 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Water carriers and thatched roof homes, Barranquilla, Colombia. 11496 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15194
Video number 14580
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15195, 15196 and 27903.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96611

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
Children -- Colombia
Donkeys -- Colombia
Dwellings -- Colombia
Homes -- Colombia
Water barrels -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Water carriers and thatched roof homes, Barranquilla, Colombia. [Active no. 11496 : photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Water carriers and thatched roof homes, Barranquilla, Colombia. [Active no. 11496 : photonegative,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15195
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15194 and 15196; same as RSN 27903; "Used by Touriscope" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40], moved from [48].

Orig. no. 450.

**Topic:** COLOMBIA TOUR
Children -- Colombia
Donkeys -- Colombia
Dwellings -- Colombia
Homes -- Colombia
Water barrels -- Colombia

**Place:** Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Water carriers and thatched roof homes, Barranquilla, Colombia. 11496 photonegative, 1906

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** Water carriers and thatched roof homes, Barranquilla, Colombia. 11496 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

- **RSN 15196**

**Video number 14582**

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15194, 15195 and 27903.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

- **96612**

**Topic:** COLOMBIA TOUR
Children -- Colombia
Donkeys -- Colombia
Dwellings -- Colombia
Homes -- Colombia
Water barrels -- Colombia
Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
       Colombia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Among England's thrifty farmers, unloading and stacking hay near Boston, Lincolns[hire, England]. [Active No. 11497 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15197

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15198 and 27904. Company acc. no. 159597.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Topic: Agriculture -- England
       Carts -- England
       ENGLAND TOUR
       Farmers -- England
       Hay -- England

Place: Boston (England)
       England -- 1910-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Among England's thrifty farmers, unloading and stacking hay near Boston, Lincolns[hire, England]. [Active no. 11497 : photonegative, cropped stereo], 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15198

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15197; same as RSN 27904. Orig. no. 527.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Topic:
Agriculture -- England
Carts -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Farmers -- England
Hay -- England
Horses -- England

Place:
Boston (England)
England

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

How a forest planted as windbreak is being buried by drifting sand, Cape Cod. 11498 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): How a forest planted as windbreak is being buried by drifting sand, Cape Cod. 11498 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15199

Video number 14585

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company catalog card included.

Copy and Version Identification Note
158994

Topic: Forests -- Massachusetts
Among the desolate waste of sand dunes on Cape Cod. 11499
Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Among the desolate waste of sand dunes on Cape Cod. 11499
Photonegative 1913
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15200

Video number 14586

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15201, 15202, 24644 and 27906

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
158991

Topic: MASSACHUSETTS
Sand dunes -- Massachusetts
Place: Cape Cod (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Among the desolate waste of sand dunes on Cape Cod. Active no. 11499:
Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Among the desolate waste of sand dunes on Cape Cod. Active no. 11499: Photonegative, 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15201

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15200, 15202, 24644 and 27906; "Used by Touriscope" on envelope. Original no. 10.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Topic: MASSACHUSETTS
Sand dunes

Place: Cape Cod (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Among the desolate waste of sand dunes on Cape Cod. [Caption no. 11499 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,], 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Among the desolate waste of sand dunes on Cape Cod. [Caption no. 11499 : glass stereoscopic photonegative,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15202

Video number 14588

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15200, 15201 and 27906; same as RSN 24644.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40]. Company acc. no. 157997.

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Dogs -- 1890-1920 -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Sand dunes -- Massachusetts

Place: Cape Cod (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Turning up the soil of "Old England" with a modern motor plow. [Active no. 11500 : photonegative,], 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Turning up the soil of "Old England" with a modern motor plow. [Active no. 11500 : photonegative,] 1905,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15203

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15204 and 15205; same as RSN 17907.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 90630.

Topic: Agriculture
Agriculture -- England
Agriculture -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Farming -- England
Tractors
plowing

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- England
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Turning up the soil of "Old England" with a modern motor plow. [Active no. 11500 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Turning up the soil of "Old England" with a modern motor plow. [Active no. 11500 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15204

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15203, 15205 and 27907.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].
Copy and Version Identification Note

90630

Topic: Agriculture -- England
      ENGLAND TOUR
      Farming -- England
      Plows -- England
      Tractors -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass

Turning up the soil of "Old England" with a modern motor plow. [Active no. 11500 : stereo photonegative], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Turning up the soil of "Old England" with a modern motor plow. [Active no. 11500 : stereo photonegative] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15205

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15203, 15204 and 27907.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 76756.

Topic: Agriculture -- England
      ENGLAND TOUR
      Farming -- England
      Plows -- England
      Tractors -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Country home surrounded by trees.] 11500 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Country home surrounded by trees.] 11500 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15206
Video number 14592
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Topic: Dwellings  
Trees  

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

S. over Gatun Lake, showing approach wall and mechanism for towing boats through the locks. 11501 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): S. over Gatun Lake, showing approach wall and mechanism for towing boats through the locks. 11501 Photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15207
Video number 14593
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15208 and 24645.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
159000

Topic: Canals -- Panama  
Construction -- Panama  
Laborers -- Panama
S. over Gatun Lake, showing approach wall and mechanism for towing boats through the locks. 11501 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): S. over Gatun Lake, showing approach wall and mechanism for towing boats through the locks. 11501 Photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15208
Video number 14594
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15207 and 24645.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
159000

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Lakes -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL & ZONE TOUR
Waterscapes -- Panama

Place: Gatun Lake (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

East chamber of Gatun Lock, showing Gatun Lighthouse. Completed canal after filling with water. 11502 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): East chamber of Gatun Lock, showing Gatun Lighthouse. Completed canal after filling with water. 11502 Photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15209

Video number 14595
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15210 and 24646.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
159003

Topic:  Canals -- Panama
        Construction -- Panama
        Gatun Lighthouse (Panama)
        Lakes -- Panama
        Lighthouses -- Panama
        Locks -- Panama
        PANAMA CANAL & ZONE TOUR
Place:  Gatun Locks (Panama)
        Panama
        Panama Canal (Panama)
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                                 -- Glass
                                 Stereoscopic photographs

East chamber of Gatun Lock, showing Gatun Lighthouse. Completed canal after filling with water. 11502 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): East chamber of Gatun Lock, showing Gatun Lighthouse. Completed canal after filling with water. 11502 Photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15210

Video number 14596
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15209 and 24646.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note

159003

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Construction -- Panama
      Gatun Lighthouse (Panama)
      Lakes -- Panama
      Lighthouses -- Panama
      Locks -- Panama
      PANAMA CANAL & ZONE TOUR

Place: Gatun Locks (Panama)
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

The traditional "Garden of Eden," looking east over the Euphrates Valley, 250 miles N.W. of Babylon. [Caption no. 11503 : photonegative,] 1913

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The traditional "Garden of Eden," looking east over the Euphrates Valley, 250 miles N.W. of Babylon. [Caption no. 11503 : photonegative,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15211

Company catalog card included.

Stereo with RSN 15212; similar to RSN 15213; same as RSN 27908.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 149803.

Topic: Gardens -- Mesopotamia
       Islands -- Mesopotamia
       MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
       Valleys -- Mesopotamia
       Waterscapes -- Mesopotamia

Place: Babylon (Extinct city)
       Eden
Euphrates Valley
Mesopotamia

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Iraq
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The traditional "Garden of Eden," looking east over the Euphrates Valley, 250 miles N.W. of Babylon. [Caption no. 11503 : photonegative,] 1913

Image(s): The traditional "Garden of Eden," looking east over the Euphrates Valley, 250 miles N.W. of Babylon. [Caption no. 11503 : photonegative,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15212
Company catalog card included.
Stereo with RSN 15211; similar to RSN 15213; same as RSN 27908.
Company acc. no. 149803.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Topic: Gardens -- Mesopotamia
Islands -- Mesopotamia
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Valleys -- Mesopotamia
Waterscapes -- Mesopotamia

Place: Babylon (Extinct city)
Eden
Euphrates Valley
Mesopotamia

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Iraq
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The traditional "Garden of Eden," looking east over the Euphrates Valley, 250 miles N.W. of Babylon. [Caption no. 11503 : photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15213

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15211, 15212 and 27908.

Company acc. no. 149750.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Topic: Gardens -- Mesopotamia
Islands -- Mesopotamia
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Valleys -- Mesopotamia
Waterscapes -- Mesopotamia

Place: Babylon (Extinct city)
Eden
Euphrates Valley
Mesopotamia

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Iraq
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Work of a glacial age--30-ton boulder left on glacier grooved native rock, Bronx Park. [Active no. 11504 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1913
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Work of a glacial age--30-ton boulder left on glacier grooved native rock, Bronx Park. [Active no. 11504 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15214

Video number 14600

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Similar to RSN 15103, 15215 and 27909.

Company acc. no. 152477.

Names: New York Zoological Park

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       NEW YORK CITY TOUR
       Parks -- New York
       Rocks -- New York
       Zoos -- New York

Place: Bronx Park (New York)
       New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

Work of a glacial age--30-ton boulder left on glacier grooved native rock, Bronx Park. [Active no. 11504 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1913
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Work of a glacial age--30-ton boulder left on glacier grooved native rock, Bronx Park. [Active no. 11504 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15215

Video number 14601

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Similar to RSN 15103, 15214 and 27909.

Orig. no. 152477.

Names: New York Zoological Park

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       NEW YORK CITY TOUR
       Parks -- New York
       Rocks -- New York
       Zoos -- New York

Place: Bronx Park (New York)
       New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Feathered and mounted braves of the warlike Sioux Indians. 11505 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Feathered and mounted braves of the warlike Sioux Indians. 11505 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15216

Video number 14602

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 15217, 15218 and 27910 ["Hiawatha"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Orig. no. 56144.

Topic:
American Indians
Horses -- Nebraska
Indians of North America -- Nebraska

Place:
Nebraska

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Culture:
Sioux Indians -- Nebraska

Feathered and mounted braves of the warlike Sioux Indians. 11505 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Feathered and mounted braves of the warlike Sioux Indians. 11505 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15217

Video number 14603
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 15216, 15218 and 27910 ["Song of Hiawatha Set"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
56144

| Topic                  | American Indians                        |
|                       | Horses -- Nebraska                      |
|                       | Indians of North America -- Nebraska    |
| Place                 | Nebraska                                |
| Genre/ Form           | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                       | -- Glass                                |
| Culture               | Sioux Indians -- Nebraska               |

Feathered and mounted braves of the warlike Sioux Indians. 11505 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Feathered and mounted braves of the warlike Sioux Indians. 11505 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15218

Video number 14604

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 15216, 15217 and 27910.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
56144

| Topic                  | American Indians                        |
|                       | Horses -- Nebraska                      |
|                       | Indians of North America -- Nebraska    |
| Place                 | Nebraska                                |
| Genre/ Form           | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                       | -- Glass                                |
| Culture               | Sioux Indians -- Nebraska               |
Home life of the Sac and Fox Indians, showing sleeping papoose; S.&.F. Reservation, Oklahoma. 11506 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): Home life of the Sac and Fox Indians, showing sleeping papoose; S.&.F. Reservation, Oklahoma. 11506 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Broadman JR, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15219

Video number 14605

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 15220, 15221, 15222 and 27911; ["Hiawatha ; Sac and Fox Indians, Okla. Used by Touriscope"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Topic: American Indians
Children -- Oklahoma
Dwellings -- Oklahoma
Homes -- Oklahoma
Indians of North America -- Oklahoma

Place: Fox Indians
Oklahoma
Sauk Indians

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Home life of the Sac and Fox Indians, showing sleeping papoose; S.&.F. Reservation, Oklahoma. 11506 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): Home life of the Sac and Fox Indians, showing sleeping papoose; S.&.F. Reservation, Oklahoma. 11506 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Broadman JR, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15220

Video number 14606

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 15219, 15221, 15222 and 27911; ["Song negative Hiawatha set"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

**Topic:**
- American Indians
- Children -- Oklahoma
- Dwellings -- Oklahoma
- Homes -- Oklahoma
- Indians of North America -- Oklahoma

**Place:**
- Fox Indians
- Oklahoma
- Sauk Indians

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Home life of the Sac and Fox Indians, showing sleeping papoose; S.&.F. Reservation, Oklahoma. 11506 Photonegative, 1905

1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** Home life of the Sac and Fox Indians, showing sleeping papoose; S.&.F. Reservation, Oklahoma. 11506 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Broadman JR, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

- Video number 14607
- RSN 15221

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 15219, 15220, 15222 and 27911.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

**Topic:**
- American Indians
- Children -- Oklahoma
- Dwellings -- Oklahoma
- Homes -- Oklahoma
- Indians of North America -- Oklahoma

**Place:**
- Fox Indians
- Oklahoma
- Sauk Indians

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Home life of the Sac and Fox Indians, showing sleeping papoose; S.&.F. Reservation, Oklahoma. 11506 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Home life of the Sac and Fox Indians, showing sleeping papoose; S.&.F. Reservation, Oklahoma. 11506 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Broadman JR, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15222
Video number 14608
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 15219, 15220, 15221 and 27911.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].
Copy and Version Identification Note
61028

Topic: American Indians
Children -- Oklahoma
Dwellings -- Oklahoma
Homes -- Oklahoma
Indians of North America -- Oklahoma

Place: Fox Indians
Oklahoma
Sauk Indians

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cano Mercado, Barranquilla, crowded with canoes laden with corn and fruits. 11507 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Cano Mercado, Barranquilla, crowded with canoes laden with corn and fruits. 11507 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15223
Video number 14609

AC0143-0015223 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24647.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note

96562

Topic: Boats -- Colombia
       COLOMBIA TOUR
       Canoes -- Colombia
       Corn -- Colombia
       Docks -- Colombia
       Fruit -- Colombia
       Markets -- Colombia
       Piers -- Colombia
       Wharves -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
       Cano Mercado (Barranquilla, Colombia)
       Colombia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

North along the main business street of tropical Barranquilla. 11508
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): North along the main business street of tropical Barranquilla. 11508 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15224

Video number 14610

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24648.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].
The church on Central Plaza. Barranquilla. 11509 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The church on Central Plaza. Barranquilla. 11509 Photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15225

Video number 14611

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24649.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].
Stereoscopic photographs

Calle Mercado (W.) past market place thronged with typical Colombians, Barranquilla. 11510 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Calle Mercado (W.) past market place thronged with typical Colombians, Barranquilla. 11510 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15226
Video number 14612
AC0143-0015226 (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24650.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96532

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
  Donkeys -- Colombia
  Markets -- Colombia
  Streets -- Colombia
Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
  Calle Mercado (Barranquilla, Colombia)
  Colombia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

North over Barranquilla, quaint city of Spanish homes with inner courts. 11511 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): North over Barranquilla, quaint city of Spanish homes with inner courts. 11511 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15227

Video number 14613

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24651.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96545

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
Dwellings -- Colombia
Homes -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

S. over Cano Mercado, Barranquilla, with drawbridge and canoes. 11512
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): S. over Cano Mercado, Barranquilla, with drawbridge and canoes. 11512 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15228

Video number 14614

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24652.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96532

Topic: Boats -- Colombia
Bridges -- Colombia
COLOMBIA TOUR
Canoes -- Colombia
Carts -- Colombia
Donkeys -- Colombia
Markets -- Colombia
Streets -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Cano Mercado (Barranquilla, Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shelling beans for dinner in the yard of a humble Colombian home, Barranquilla. 11513 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Shelling beans for dinner in the yard of a humble Colombian home, Barranquilla. 11513 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15229

Video number 14615

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Similar To RSN 15230 and 24653.

Topic: Beans -- Colombia
COLOMBIA TOUR
Children -- Colombia
Dwellings -- Colombia
Family -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Shelling beans for dinner in the yard of a humble Colombian home, Barranquilla. 11513 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Shelling beans for dinner in the yard of a humble Colombian home, Barranquilla. 11513 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15230

Video number 14616

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Similar To RSN 15229 and 24653.

Copy and Version Identification Note
96497

Topic:
Beans -- Colombia
COLOMBIA TOUR
Children -- Colombia
Dwellings -- Colombia
Family -- Colombia
Homes -- Colombia

Place:
Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Little girls jumping rope in the garden of Catholic school, Barranquilla [Colombia]. [Active no. 11515 : photonegative,] 1906

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Little girls jumping rope in the garden of Catholic school, Barranquilla [Colombia]. [Active no. 11515 : photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15231

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].
Similar to RSN 24655.

Company acc. no. 96615.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>COLOMBIA TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Games -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jumping ropes -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rope skipping -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Barranquilla (Colombia)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colombia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A typical thatch-roofed home in picturesque Barranquilla. [Active no. 11516 : photonegative,] 1906

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): A typical thatch-roofed home in picturesque Barranquilla. [Active no. 11516 : photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15232

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Similar to RSN 24656.

Company acc. no. 96473.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>COLOMBIA TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Huts -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Barranquilla (Colombia)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colombia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Colombian washing day--along the Magdalena river, near Barranquilla. 11517 photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A Colombian washing day--along the Magdalena river, near Barranquilla. 11517 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15233

Video number 14619

AC0143-0015233 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Similar to RSN 24657.

Copy and Version Identification Note

96574

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
Laundry -- Colombia.
Rivers -- Columbia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia
Magdalena River (Colombia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Charming garden of a wealthy family in tropical Barranquilla. 11518 photonegative, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Charming garden of a wealthy family in tropical Barranquilla. 11518 photonegative 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15234

Video number 14620

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24658.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96458

Topic:        COLOMBIA TOUR
Dwellings -- Colombia
Fountains -- Colombia
Gardens -- Colombia
Homes -- Colombia

Place:        Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Women pounding corn for bread in the yard of a Barranquilla home. 11519
photonegative, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Women pounding corn for bread in the yard of a Barranquilla
home. 11519 photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15235

Video number 14621

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24659.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96467

Topic:        Breadmaking -- Columbia
COLOMBIA TOUR
Papaya fruit on tree, Barranquilla. 11521 Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Papaya fruit on tree, Barranquilla. 11521 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15236
Video number 14622
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24660.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].
Copy and Version Identification Note
96466

Topic: FRUIT INDUSTRY
Fruit -- Colombia
Orchards -- Colombia
Papaws -- Colombia
Papaya trees -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoed photographs

Calle de Sacarnaca, La Paz, with native shops and picturesque patrons.
[Active no. 11541 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Calle de Sacarnaca, La Paz, with native shops and picturesque patrons. [Active no. 11541 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15237


Similar to RSN 15256 and 24679.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company Acc. No. 93592.

Topic: BOLIVIA
Markets -- Bolivia
Streets -- Bolivia

Place: Bolivia
Calle de Sacarnaca (La Paz, Bolivia)
La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Spanish laborers at work in Culebra Cut and loaded train hauling dirt from canal. 11525 photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Spanish laborers at work in Culebra Cut and loaded train hauling dirt from canal. 11525 photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15238

Video number 14624
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24663.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note

157245

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Construction -- Panama
       Laborers -- Panama
       Railroads -- Panama
       Trains -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Concrete mixer, preparing concrete for east and center walls and Miraflores Spillway. [Active no. 11526 : stereo photonegative,] 1913

Image(s): Concrete mixer, preparing concrete for east and center walls and Miraflores Spillway. [Active no. 11526 : stereo photonegative,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15239

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24664.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 157160.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Concrete -- Panama
       Construction -- Panama
       Laborers -- Panama
       Machines -- Panama

Place: Miraflores Spillway
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 182
Cards 10861-10954, 11370-11525

Box 183
RSN Numbers 15240-15350

Image(s)

West over Gatun Lake, showing long south approach wall. The completed canal after filling with water. 11527 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): West over Gatun Lake, showing long south approach wall. The completed canal after filling with water. 11527 Photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15240

Video number 14626

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24665.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
158999

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Lakes -- Panama
Locks -- Panama

Place: Gatun Lake (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

New Municipal Building, Cathedral Plaza, Panama City. 11528
Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): New Municipal Building, Cathedral Plaza, Panama City. 11528 Photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15241
Video number 14627
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24666.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].
Copy and Version Identification Note
157266

    Topic:       Buildings -- Panama
            Canals -- Panama
            Cathedrals -- Panama
            Plazas -- Panama

    Place:       Cathedral Plaza (Panama City, Panama)
               Panama
               Panama City (Panama)

    Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                  Stereoscopic photographs

West emergency dam machine to control water if gates give way, Gatun Locks. 11529 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): West emergency dam machine to control water if gates give way, Gatun Locks. 11529 Photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15242
Video number 14628
Company catalog card included.
The finished canal as cut through a mountain of rock 218 ft. above sea level at Bas Obispo. 11530 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The finished canal as cut through a mountain of rock 218 ft. above sea level at Bas Obispo. 11530 Photonegative 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15243

Video number 14629

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 24668.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
157233

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama

Place: Bas Obispo (Panama)
Gatun Locks, Canal Zone, Panama
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Working below sea level on canal just south of Miraflores Locks. 11531 Photonegative, 1913
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Working below sea level on canal just south of Miraflores Locks. 11531 Photonegative 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15244
Video number 14630
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 24669.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
157163

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama

Place: Miraflores Locks
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

West along busy and quaint Calle de Mercado, La Paz. [Active no. 11532 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”.)
Image(s): West along busy and quaint Calle de Mercado, La Paz. [Active no. 11532 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15245


Similar to RSN 24670.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 93091.

Topic: BOLIVIA
Buildings -- Bolivia
Crowds
Streets

Place: Bolivia
Calle de Mercado (La Paz, Bolivia)
La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Indian bread market in La Paz. [Active no. 11533 : photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): Indian bread market in La Paz. [Active no. 11533 : photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 15246


Stereo with RSN 15247; similar to RSN 24671.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].
Company acc. no. 93322.

Topic: BOLIVIA
Markets -- Bolivia
Streets -- Bolivia

Place: Bolivia
La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Culture: Indians of South America

Indian bread market in La Paz. [Active no. 11533 : photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Indian bread market in La Paz. [Active no. 11533 : photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15247


Stereo with RSN 15246; similar to RSN 24671.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 93322.

Topic: BOLIVIA
Markets -- Bolivia
Streets -- Bolivia

Place: Bolivia
La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Culture: Indians of South America

East through the grand arch of the Alameda, promenade of quaint La Paz. [Active no. 11534 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
Image(s): East through the grand arch of the Alameda, promenade of quaint La Paz. [Active no. 11534 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15248


Similar to RSN 24672.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 93022.

Topic: Arches -- Bolivia

BOLIVIA

Gates -- Bolivia

Streets -- Bolivia

Place: Alameda (La Paz, Bolivia)

Bolivia

La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Sunday market scene in picturesque La Paz. [Active no. 11535 : stereo photonegative.] 1906

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Sunday market scene in picturesque La Paz. [Active no. 11535 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15249

Similar to RSN 24673.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 93042.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>BOLIVIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children -- Bolivia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Markets -- Bolivia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- Bolivia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Bolivia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>La Paz (Bolivia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form    | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

Making the soft wool of the vicuna into rugs, La Paz. [Active no. 11536: stereo photonegative,] 1906

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Making the soft wool of the vicuna into rugs, La Paz. [Active no. 11536: stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 15250


Similar to RSN 24674.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 93563.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Artisans -- Bolivia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOLIVIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children -- Bolivia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Page 8636 of 15344
Rug making
Vicuna wool

Place: Bolivia
La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of the President of Bolivia with Military Guard, La Paz. [Active no. 11537 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Palace of the President of Bolivia with Military Guard, La Paz. [Active no. 11537 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Some paper remnants stuck to glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15251


Similar to RSN 24675.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 93112.

Topic: 
Armed Forces -- Bolivia
BOLIVIA
Guards
Palaces -- Bolivia
Streets -- Bolivia

Place: Bolivia
La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Church "San Francisco" and typical street scene in La Paz. [Active no. 11538 : stereo photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Church "San Francisco" and typical street scene in La Paz. [Active no. 11538 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15252


Similar to RSN 24676.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 93593.

Names: San Francisco (Church: La Paz, Bolivia)
Topic: BOLIVIA
Churches -- Catholic -- Bolivia -- La Paz
Streets -- Bolivia
Place: Bolivia
La Paz (Bolivia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The "ups and downs" of La Paz, city of 40 hills, Calle de Graneros. [Active no. 11539 : photonegative.,] 1906
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The "ups and downs" of La Paz, city of 40 hills, Calle de Graneros. [Active no. 11539 : photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15253

Company catalog card included. C. L. Chester is listed in "Pioneer Photography in Bolivia: Directory of Daguerreotypists & Photographers,
Similar to RSN 24677.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

**Topic:** BOLIVIA
- Mountains -- Bolivia
- Streets -- Bolivia

**Place:** Bolivia
- Calle de Graneros (La Paz, Bolivia)
- La Paz (Bolivia)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

**Image(s):** West entrance to Alameda, the promenade of La Paz. [Active no. 11540 : photonegative,] 1906
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (hotographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 15254


Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Similar to RSN 15255 and 24678.

**Topic:** BOLIVIA
- Monuments -- Bolivia
- Streets -- Bolivia
- Trees -- Bolivia
- Walkways -- Bolivia

**Place:** Alameda (La Paz, Bolivia)
- Bolivia
- La Paz (Bolivia)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
West entrance to Alameda, the promenade of La Paz. [Active no. 11540 : stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): West entrance to Alameda, the promenade of La Paz. [Active no. 11540 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15255


Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Similar to RSN 15254 and 24678.

Company acc. no. 93026.

Topic:
BOLIVIA
Monuments -- Bolivia
Streets -- Bolivia
Trees -- Bolivia
Walkways -- Bolivia

Place:
Alameda (La Paz, Bolivia)
Bolivia
La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Calle de Sacarnaca, La Paz, with native shops and picturesque patrons. [Active no. 11541 : photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Calle de Sacarnaca, La Paz, with native shops and picturesque patrons. [Active no. 11541 : photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer)
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15256

Similar to RSN 15237 and 24679.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company acc. no. 93552.

Topic:
- BOLIVIA
- Donkeys -- Bolivia
- Markets -- Bolivia
- Streets -- Bolivia

Place:
- Bolivia
- Calle de Sacarnaca (La Paz, Bolivia)
- La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Titicaca, largest lake in S.A., 12,645 ft. above sea. [Active no. 11542 : photonegative,] 1906
1 item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Titicaca, largest lake in S.A., 12,645 ft. above sea. [Active no. 11542 : photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15257

Similar to RSN 15258 and 24680.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].
Titicaca

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Bolivia
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Titicaca, largest lake in S.A., 12,645 ft. above sea. [Active no. 11542 : stereo photonegative,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Titicaca, largest lake in S.A., 12,645 ft. above sea. [Active no. 11542 : stereo photonegative,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15258


Similar to RSN 15257 and 24680.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93320

Topic: BOLIVIA
Cemeteries -- Bolivia
Lakes -- Bolivia
Mountains -- Bolivia
Valleys -- Bolivia

Place: Bolivia
Titicaca

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Bolivia
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ye Olde Cheshire Cheeze Tavern; resort of Johnson and Goldsmith, London. 11543 Photonegative, 1912
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ye Olde Cheshire Cheeze Tavern; resort of Johnson and Goldsmith, London. 11543 Photonegative 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 15259
Video number 14645
Company catalog card included
Similar to RSN 15259
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40]
Copy and Version Identification Note
139442
Names: Cheshire Cheese Tavern (London, England)
        Goldsmith
        Johnson
Topic: ENGLAND TOUR
        Inns -- England
        Streets -- England
        Taverns -- England
Place: England
        London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The old curiosity shop of Dickens' story--home of Little Nell, London.
[Active no. 11544 : stereo photonegative,] 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The old curiosity shop of Dickens' story--home of Little Nell, London. [Active no. 11544 : stereo photonegative,] 1912.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15260
Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Similar to RSN 15260. Company accession no. 140162.

Names: Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870
Old Curiosity Shop (London, England)

Topic: Buildings -- England
Children -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Plazas -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Home of Ralph Waldo Emerson, Concord. [Active no. 11545 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Home of Ralph Waldo Emerson, Concord. [Active no. 11545 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Horse and buggy shown outside house.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15261

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15261. Orig. no. 38839.

Names: Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 1803-1882

Topic: Buggies -- Massachusetts
Carts -- Massachusetts
Dwellings -- Massachusetts
Horses -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS

Place: Concord (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Auburn Cemetery, burial-place of Longfellow, Cambridge. [Active no. 11546 : photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Mt. Auburn Cemetery, burial-place of Longfellow, Cambridge. [Active no. 11546 : photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15262

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15262.

Company acc. no. 38853.

Names: Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 1807-1882

Topic: Cemeteries -- Massachusetts
Gardens -- Massachusetts MASSACHUSETTS
Parks -- Massachusetts
Tombstones -- Massachusetts
Trees -- Massachusetts.

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Mt. Auburn Cemetery (Massachusetts)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Clemens's country home 11547 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Clemens's country home 11547 Photonegative 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15263

Video number 14649

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15263.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114008

Names: Branchville
       Clemens

Topic: Buildings -- Connecticut
       Dwellings -- Connecticut

Place: Connecticut

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Large farm house with trees.] 11548 photonegative, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Large farm house with trees.] 11548 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Page, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15264

Video number 14650

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15265, 24687 and 27912.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77298

Topic: Buildings -- New Hampshire
       Dwellings -- New Hampshire
       Family -- New Hampshire
       Farms -- New Hampshire
Homes -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large farm house with trees.] 11548 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Large farm house with trees.] 11548 photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Page, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15265
Video number 14651
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15264, 24687 and 27912.
Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77294

Topic: Buildings -- New Hampshire
Dwellings -- New Hampshire
Family -- New Hampshire
Farms -- New Hampshire
Homes -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The "House of Seven Gables," immortalized by Hawthorne, Salem. 11549 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The "House of Seven Gables," immortalized by Hawthorne, Salem. 11549 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15266

Video number 14652

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.42 [40].

Similar to RSN 24688.

Copy and Version Identification Note
38959

Names: House of Seven Gables (Salem, Mass.)

Topic: Buildings -- Massachusetts
Dwellings -- Massachusetts
Homes -- Massachusetts
Literature -- Massachusetts

Place: Hawthorne
Massachusetts
Salem (Massachusetts)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers preparing to inflate large balloon.] 12141 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Soldiers preparing to inflate large balloon.] 12141 photonegative
1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Angel, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Slight peeling of emulsion at extreme left middle.

Local Numbers
RSN 15267

Video number 14653

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].
Copy and Version Identification Note
107113

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Balloons -- Washington (D.C.)
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
US ARMY BALLOONS
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers preparing to inflate large balloon.] 12142 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Soldiers preparing to inflate large balloon.] 12142 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Angel, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15268
Video number 14654
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
107109

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Balloons -- Washington (D.C.)
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
US ARMY BALLOONS
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers inflating large balloon.] 12147 photonegative, 1907
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Item (5&quot; x 8&quot;)</td>
<td>Image(s): [Soldiers inflating large balloon.] 12147 photonegative 1907.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Underwood &amp; Underwood, Publisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angel, Photographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silver gelatin on glass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cancelled by scratching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSN 15269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video number 14655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Company catalog card included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

107131

**Names:** United States. Army

**Topic:** Balloons -- Washington (D.C.)
           Military -- Washington (D.C.)

**US ARMY BALLOONS**

**Place:** Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

---

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Soldiers inflating large balloon.] 12148 photonegative, 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Angel, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15270

Video number 14656

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

**Names:** United States. Army

**Topic:** Balloons -- Washington (D.C.)
           Military -- Washington (D.C.)
US ARMY BALLOONS

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers inflating large balloon.] 12149 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Soldiers inflating large balloon.] 12149 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Angel, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15271
Video number 14657
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
107125

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Balloons -- Washington (D.C.)
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
US ARMY BALLOONS
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of two male passengers in gondola of balloon.] 12151 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Close-up of two male passengers in gondola of balloon.] 12151 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Angel, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
lower right section missing
Local Numbers
RSN 15272

Video number 14658
Company catalog card included.

Copy and Version Identification Note
107101
Names: United States. Army
Topic: Balloons -- Washington (D.C.)
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
US ARMY BALLOONS
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Outdoor group.] 12164 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Outdoor group.] 12164 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15273

Video number 14659
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191339
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Bridge construction. Active no. 12168 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Figures (children?) attempting to build a crude wooden bridge over a small body of water.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15274

Video number 14660

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15275.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Company acc. no. 191343.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Bridges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Bridge construction. Active no. 12168 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Figures (children?) attempting to build a crude wooden bridge over a small body of water.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15275

Video number 14661

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15274.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Company acc. no. 191342.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Bridges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Stacked lumber on railroad cars, Wisconsin or Minnesota?] [Active no. 12170 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Stacked lumber on railroad cars, Wisconsin or Minnesota?]
[Active no. 12170 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15276

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 85074.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Paper mills/industries?
Topic: Factories
Railroads
Place: Minnesota
Wisconsin
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Stacked lumber on railroad cars.] 12172 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Stacked lumber on railroad cars.] 12172 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15277

Video number 14663
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Paper mills/industries?

Copy and Version Identification Note
85072
Topic: Factories -- Minnesota
Railroads -- Minnesota
Trains -- Minnesota
Place: Minnesota
        Wisconsin

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene.] 12173 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boat scene.] 12173 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15278

Video number 14664

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113984

Topic: Boats and boating
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat scene.] 12177 Photonegative, 1908
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Boat scene.] 12177 Photonegative 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15279

Video number 14665

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113982

Topic: Boats and boating
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 12179 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 12179 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15280

Video number 14666
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25116.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108103

Topic: Agriculture
Buggies
Cranberries
Horses
PICKING CRANBERRIES

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Kneeling men and women harvesting cranberries.] 12183 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Kneeling men and women harvesting cranberries.] 12183 photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15281
Video number 14667
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].
Similar to RSN 25120.
Copy and Version Identification Note
108134
Topic: Agriculture -- Massachusetts Cranberries -- Massachusetts PICKING CRANBERRIES
Place: Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Stereoscopic photographs

[Kneeling men and women harvesting cranberries. Active no. 12184 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Kneeling men and women harvesting cranberries. Active no. 12184 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15282
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25088.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Company acc. no. 108102.

Topic: African Americans -- Massachusetts
       Agriculture -- Massachusetts
       Cranberries -- Massachusetts
       Harvesting -- Massachusetts
       Laborers -- Massachusetts
       PICKING CRANBERRIES

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 12185 Photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 12185 Photonegative 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15283

Video number 14669

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108129

Topic: Buggies
       Cranberries
       Horses
       PICKING CRANBERRIES

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Women sorting cranberries at tables in cannery in Massachusetts],
photonegative, No. 14183, 1907
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Women sorting cranberries at tables in cannery in Massachusetts], photonegative, No. 14183 : 1907.

Underwood & Underwood
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15284

Video number 14670

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25122.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108147

Topic: Canners -- Massachusetts
      Cranberries -- Massachusetts
      Food industry -- Massachusetts
      PICKING CRANBERRIES
      Women laborers -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen moving boxes of cranberries in warehouse. Active no. 12187 : stereo photonegative,], 1907
1 item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Workmen moving boxes of cranberries in warehouse. Active no. 12187 : stereo photonegative,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15285

Video number 14671
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Similar to RSN 25123.

Copy and Version Identification Note

Company acc. no. 108144.

Topic: Cranberries -- Massachusetts
       Laborers -- Massachusetts
       PICKING CRANBERRIES
       Shipping -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing industry scene.] 12188 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fishing industry scene.] 12188 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15286

Video number 14672

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note

38747

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Fishing
       Industry

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing industry scene.] 12189 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fishing industry scene.] 12189 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15287
Video number 14673
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38836

Topic: Blue collar workers
Fishing
Industry

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing industry scene.] 12190 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fishing industry scene.] 12190 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15288
Video number 14674
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38670

Topic: Blue collar workers
Fishing Industry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing industry scene.] 12191 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Fishing industry scene.] 12191 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15289
Video number 14675
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38884

Topic: Blue collar workers
Fishing Industry
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing industry scene.] 12192 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Fishing industry scene.] 12192 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15290
Video number 14676
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note

38705

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Fishing
       Industry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in warehouse processing codfish. Active no. 12193 : stereo photonegative], [1900.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Worker in warehouse processing codfish. Active no. 12193 : stereo photonegative, 1900.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15291

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Company acc. no. 38947.

Topic: Codfish -- Minnesota
       Fishing -- Minnesota
       Industry -- Minnesota
       Laborers -- Minnesota

Place: Duluth (Minn.)

Minnesota

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing industry scene.] 12194 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fishing industry scene.] 12194 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15292

Video number 14678

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38707

Topic: Blue collar workers
Fishing
Industry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women workers packing fish in "Mother of Pearl" boxes.] Active no.
12195 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Women workers packing fish in "Mother of Pearl" boxes.] Active
no. 12195 : stereo photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15293

Video number 14679

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38777
Topic:    Fishing
         Industry
         Women laborers

Place:   Mother-of-Pearl

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:    -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Women workers at long tables indoors processing fish products], No. 12196 : Photonegative, 1900
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Women workers at long tables indoors processing fish products], No. 12196 : Photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Glass

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15294

Video number 14680

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38688

Topic:    Fishing
         Industry
         Women laborers

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles and trucks. Active no. 12258 : stereo photonegative.]
2 items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15295
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Automobiles -- 1900-1910 Streets Trucks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ Military scene. ] 12259 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")
**Image(s):** [Military scene.] 12259 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15296

Video number 14682

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191561

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Armed Forces Artillery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ Military scene. ] 12260 Photonegative
2 pièces (5" x 7")
**Image(s):** [Military scene.] 12260 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15297
Video number 14683

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191562

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12261 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Military scene.] 12261 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15298

Video number 14684

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes; ["Slide of Ill"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191558

Topic: Armed Forces
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12262 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 12262 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15299

Video number 14685

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes; ["Slide of Ill"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191564

Topic: Armed Forces
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12264 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 12264 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15300

Video number 14686

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes; ["Slide of Ill"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191563

Topic: Armed Forces
Bridges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12264 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 12264 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15301

Video number 14687
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes; ["Slide of Ill"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191563

Topic: Armed Forces
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene with barbed wire.] Active no. 12265 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Military scene with barbed wire.] Active no. 12265 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15302

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25182.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Company acc. no. 191617.

Topic: Armed Forces
Barricades
Battlefields
Obstacles (Military science)
Sands
barbed wire

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Unser Helden (our heroes) Res Jager Batt No. 3 1914/15] on monument 12266 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Unser Helden (our heroes) Res Jager Batt No. 3 1914/15] on monument 12266 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15303

Video number 14689

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191628

Topic: Armed Forces
Monuments

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12267 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 12267 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15304

Video number 14690

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191618

Topic: Armed Forces
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12268 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Military scene.] 12268 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15305

Video number 14691

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191621

Topic: Armed Forces
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12269 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Military scene.] 12269 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15306

Video number 14692
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191622

Topic: Armed Forces
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Famous British collier "River Clyde" @ Sedd-el-Bahr, Dardanelles] on envelope 12271 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 15307

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6]

Copy and Version Identification Note
19170?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Seascapes
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Ships
Place: Dardanelles
Sedd-el-Bahi

[Beach at Gallipoli where French landing took place, Dardanelles] on envelope 12272 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15308

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6]

Copy and Version Identification Note
191696

Topic: Beaches
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Dardanelles
Gallipoli Peninsula (Turkey)

[Lenedo's Castle in Algean Sea near Dardanelles, occupied by Allies] on envelope 12273 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Lenedo's Castle in Algean Sea near Dardanelles, occupied by Allies] on envelope 12273 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15309

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].
Copy and Version Identification Note

191697

Topic: Sailboats
     Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Seascapes
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Aegean Sea
       Dardanelles
       Lenedo's Castle (Dardanelles)

[West Beach, Gallipoli, Dardanelles] on envelope 12274 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [West Beach, Gallipoli, Dardanelles] on envelope 12274 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15310

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Battlefields -- Turkey
       Beaches -- Turkey
       Military -- Turkey

Place: Dardanelles
       Gallipoli Peninsula (Turkey)
       Turkey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Outdoor view.] 12275 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Outdoor view.] 12275 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15311

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191699

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12276 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 12276 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15312

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191695

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12277 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 12277 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15313

Video number 14693

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191660

Topic: Armed Forces
    Roads
    Trucks

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12278 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 12278 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Film

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15314

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
192835

Topic: Armed Forces
    Carriages and carts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Lenedo Islands @ entrance to Dardanelles, and its ancient castle] on envelope 12279 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 15315
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6]

Copy and Version Identification Note
192836

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Dardanelles
Lenedo Islands

[Seascape.] 12280 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Seascape.] 12280 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15316
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
192839

Topic: Boats and boating
Seascapes
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landing place of allied troops (Lancashire) Gallipoli Peninsula] on envelope 12281 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 15317

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6]

Copy and Version Identification Note
192838

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Gallipoli Peninsula (Turkey)
Lancashire

[Seascape.] 12282 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Seascape.] 12282 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15318

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
192841

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Ships

[Military scene.] 12283 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 12283 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15319
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].
Copy and Version Identification Note
192840

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Training

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12284 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 12284 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15320
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].
Copy and Version Identification Note
192839

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12285 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 12285 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15321
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
192864

Topic: Armed Forces
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[German Torpedo; Salved from Emden] on sign 12286 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 15322
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
192863
Topic: Armed Forces
Torpedoes
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early airplane on ground.] 12287 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Early airplane on ground.] 12287 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15323

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
192862

Topic: Airplanes
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 12288 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 12288 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15324

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
193923

Topic: Crowds
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 12289 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 12289 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15325
Video number 14694
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191656

Topic: Buildings
Floods
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 12290 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 12290 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15326
Video number 14695
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].
Copy and Version Identification Note

191659

Topic: Bridges
Floods
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of factory.] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Interior of factory.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15327

Video number 14696

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation.] 12291 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Geological formation.] 12291 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15328

Video number 14697

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note

191655

Topic: Formations (Geology)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rugged terrain.] 12293 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [River in rugged terrain.] 12293 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 15329

Video number 14698

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note

191657

Topic: Formations (Geology)

Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 12294 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 12294 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15330

Video number 14699
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Boats and boating  
Fortification  
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery scene with church. Active no. 12295 : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 15331

Video number 14700

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Company acc. no. 191654.

Topic: Cemeteries  
Church buildings  
Sepulchral monuments

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene. Active no. 12298 : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 15332

Video number 14701

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 27917.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Camps
      Dinners and dining

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal scene with ships. Stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15333

Video number 14702

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Canals
      Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

12317 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15334

Video number 14703

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Company acc. no. 157871.

Topic: Books
      Libraries
      Reading

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Portraits -- Men
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Huge dockside crane in Panama.] 12318 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Huge dockside crane in Panama.] 12318 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15335

Video number 14704

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27918.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
338

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Hoisting machinery -- Panama
       Military -- Panama
       Railroads -- Panama
       Ships -- Panama
       Trains -- Panama

Place: Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Gatun Lock, Panama 12320 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Gatun Lock, Panama 12320 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15336

Video number 14705
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 15337 and 27919.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Ships -- Panama

Place: Gatun Locks, Canal Zone, Panama
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Gatun Lock, Panama 12320 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Gatun Lock, Panama 12320 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 15337

Video number 14706
Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15336
and 27919.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
339

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Ships -- Panama

Place: Gatun Locks, Canal Zone, Panama
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Rail line beside boat in Panama Canal.] 12322 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Rail line beside boat in Panama Canal.] 12322 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 15338

Video number 14707

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 17920.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
340

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Railroads -- Panama
Ships -- Panama
Trains -- Panama

Place:
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Culebra Cut, Panama. 12325 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Culebra Cut, Panama. 12325 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15339

Video number 14708

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 15340 and 27921.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Ships -- Panama
Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

Culebra Cut, Panama. 12325 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Culebra Cut, Panama. 12325 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15340

Video number 14709

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15339
and 27921.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
334

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Ships -- Panama
Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

[Panama Canal.] 12326 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Panama Canal.] 12326 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15341

Video number 14710

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
335

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Ships -- Panama

Place:
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Panama Canal.] 12328 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Panama Canal.] 12328 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15342

Video number 14711

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
337

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Ships -- Panama

Place:
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

H.M.S. King Edward VII. 12334 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): H.M.S. King Edward VII. 12334 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Support glass broken in half.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15343

Video number 14712
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
177974

Topic: Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view.] 12336 Photonegative
1 Item (Size 1 3/4 x 3 3/4)
Image(s): [High view.] 12336 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15344

Video number 14713
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6], moved from [2].

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Tall city buildings from high angle. Active no. 12340 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15345
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Company acc. no. 196186.

Topic: Buildings
Genre/ Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 12341 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 12341 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15346
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
196187

Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Early automobile on country road. Active no. 12342 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15347

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Company acc. no. 196188.

Topic: Automobiles -- 1900-1910
   Streets
   cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene.] 12343 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Park scene.] 12343 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15348

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
196189

Topic: Buildings
   Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 12344 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 12344 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 15349

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].
Copy and Version Identification Note
    196190
    Topic: Streets
    Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings.] 12345 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Buildings.] 12345 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 15350

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].
Copy and Version Identification Note
    196191
    Topic: Buildings
    Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Box 184  

RSN Numbers 15351-15469

Image(s)

[Park scene.] 12346 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Park scene.] 12346 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Film

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15351

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note

196192

Topic:        Buildings
             Parks

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery scene.] 12347 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cemetery scene.] 12347 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15352

Video number 14714

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic:        Cemeteries
             Sepulchral monuments

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
[Landscape.] 12344 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 12344 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 15353

Video number 14715
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197381

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 12345 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Roadway.] 12345 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15354

Video number 14716
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197383

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Roads
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 12346 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 12346 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15355

Video number 14717

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197390

Topic: Mountains glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 12359 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 12359 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15356

Video number 14718

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].
Copy and Version Identification Note
197279

Topic: Buildings
Cathedrals

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Skull.] 12360 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Skull.] 12360 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15357

Video number 14719

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197384

Topic: skulls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Blankets.] 12362 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Blankets.] 12362 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Some gouges in emulsion of uncancelled (left) frame.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15358

Video number 14720
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
187124

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Blankets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Machinery.] 12363 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Machinery.] 12363 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15359

Video number 14721
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Machinery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Workers in a factory. Active no. 12374 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15360

Video number 14722
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Blue collar workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Factories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Workers in factory.] 12380 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12380 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15361

Video number 14723
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Workers in factory.] 12382 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12382 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15362

Video number 14724
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Worker in factory.] 12385 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12385 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15363

Video number 14725
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Worker in factory.] 12386 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12386 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15364

Video number 14726
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Workers in factory.] 12394 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12394 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15365

Video number 14727
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Overview of factory interior.] 12398 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Overview of factory interior.] 12398 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15366

Video number 14728
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Waterscape.] 12402 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 12402 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15367

Video number 14729
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Lighthouses
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12404 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12404 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Serious peeling of emulsion both frames.
Local Numbers
RSN 15368
Video number 14730
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line and workers.] [Active no. 12405 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Male figure in foreground, looking down tracks.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15369
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].
Topic: Excavations (Archaeology)
Railroads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machinery.] [Active no. 12406 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man operating heavy machinery in field.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15370

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

193999 (company acc. no.)

Topic: Machinery
Welding

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machinery.] [Active no. 12407 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Machine emptying load into car on railroad tracks.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15371

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

194000 (company acc. no.)
Topic: Excavations (Archaeology)
Machinery
Railroad tracks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior view.] 12408 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Exterior view.] 12408 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15372

Video number 14734
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
193997

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of an industrial building? Active no. 12409 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15373

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Interior views

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborer working at a machine. Active no. 12410 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 15374

Video number 14736

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [46].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Factory interior with workers. Active no. 12411 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15375

Video number 14737

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborer with large machine. Active no. 12412 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15376

Video number 14738

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Company acc. no. 194005.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Heavy machinery

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Worker with machine on rails. Active no. 12413 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15377

Video number 14739

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Blue collar workers

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers.] 12414 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Laborers.] 12414 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling badly both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 15378

Video number 14740

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture.] 12418 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Sculpture.] 12418 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15380

Video number 14742

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Topic: Sculptures
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Waterscape.] 12419 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 12419 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 15381

Video number 14743
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191326

Topic: Boats and boating
Waterscapes
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape with water. Active no. 12420 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15382

Video number 14744
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Company acc. no. 191330.

Topic: Boats and boating
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing scene.] 12422 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Fishing scene.] 12422 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15383
Video number 14745
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191346
Topic: Fishing
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers.] 12423 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Laborers.] 12423 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15384
Video number 14746
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note

191456

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers loading railroad car.] photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers loading railroad car.] photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15385

Video number 14747
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note

95206

Topic:
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Transportation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Laborers.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15386

Video number 14748
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191444

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Local Numbers
RSN 15387

Video number 14749
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191653

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 12425 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Local Numbers
RSN 15388

Video number 14750

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191268

Topic:  Blue collar workers
Boats and boating
Seascapes

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups and country home.] 12426 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family groups and country home.] 12426 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Gouge in center of uncancelled (right) frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 15389

Video number 14751

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
191401

Topic:  Dwellings

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 12431 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15390

Video number 14752

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Topic: Armed Forces
Machine guns

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Trees.] 12432 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Trees.] 12432 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15391

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197542

Topic: Blue collar workers
Pruning
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 12433 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Trees.] 12433 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15392

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197543

Topic: Blue collar workers
Pruning
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 12434 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): [Trees.] 12434 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Paper stuck to emulsion of uncancelled (left) frame.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15393

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197544

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Trees

[Trees.] 12435 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Trees.] 12435 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15394
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197543

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Trees

[Trees.] 12436 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Trees.] 12436 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15395
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197540

Topic: Blue collar workers
Trees

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 12437 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Trees.] 12437 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15396

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197553

Topic: Blue collar workers
Trees

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 12438 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Trees.] 12438 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15397

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197554

Topic: Blue collar workers
Trees

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Lumber.] 12439 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"
Image(s): [Lumber.] 12439 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15398

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197546

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Lumber trade Tractors

[Trees.] 12440 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7"
Image(s): [Trees.] 12440 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15399

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197547
Topic: Blue collar workers
Trees
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 12441 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Trees.] 12441 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15400
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197549
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Trees

[Landscape.] 12442 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 12442 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15401
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197550
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- United States

[Wagon and large water pipe. Active no. 12443 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Two men on wheeled vehicle, attending to water pipe.

Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15402
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Company acc. no. 197551.

Topic: Irrigation
Trees
Wagons
Water

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Irrigation. Active no. 12444 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man and water wagon.

Silver gelatin on film.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15403
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].
Company acc. no. 197552.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Irrigation
Wagons
Water

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 12445 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Trees.] 12445 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15404

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197539

Topic: Blue collar workers
Trees

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 12446 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Trees.] 12446 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15405

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197541

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Blue collar workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 --</td>
<td>Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Military scene.] 12447 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 12447 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15406

Video number 14753

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
200956

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artillery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form                   | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- |
|------------------------------| Glass            |

[Workers outside factory.] 12449 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers outside factory.] 12449 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15407

Video number 14754
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
199819

Topic: Buildings
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12450 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12450 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15408

Video number 14755

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12451 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12451 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15409

Video number 14756

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note

197319

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12452 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12452 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15410

Video number 14757

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note

199824

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12453 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12453 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15411

Video number 14758
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note

197315

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Brick oven.] 12454 Photonegative
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Brick oven.] 12454 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15412

Video number 14759

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27923.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Brick ovens
Dryers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Brick oven.] 12455 Photonegative
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Brick oven.] 12455 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants stuck to glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15413

Video number 14760
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
199815

Topic: Blue collar workers
        Brick ovens
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Brick oven.] 12457 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Brick oven.] 12457 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15414

Video number 14761
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
199815

Topic: Blue collar workers
        Brick ovens
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass

[Brick oven.] 12456 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Brick oven.] 12456 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15415

Video number 14762
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
199817

| Topic | Blue collar workers  
|       | Brick ovens |
| Genre/ | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form: | -- Glass  
|       | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Brick oven.] 12458 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Brick oven.] 12458 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15416

Video number 14763
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197288

| Topic | Blue collar workers  
|       | Brick ovens |
| Genre/ | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form: | -- Glass  
|       | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Worker overlooking factory yard.] 12459 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Worker overlooking factory yard.] 12459 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
(Incorrect) video linked is #14763

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15417

Video number 14764

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
199821

  Topic:  Blue collar workers
          Factories

  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers.] 12460 Photonegative
  1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Laborers.] 12460 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15418

Video number 14765

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197311

  Topic:  Blue collar workers

  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12461 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12461 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15419

Video number 14766
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
199828

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12462 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12462 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15420

Video number 14767
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad cars beside factory.] 12463 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Railroad cars beside factory.] 12463 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15421

Video number 14768
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197291
Topic: Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Transportation
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers outside factory building.] 12464 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers outside factory building.] 12464 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15422

Video number 14769
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
199835
Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12467 photonegative
3 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12467 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Uncancelled (left) frame cracked horizontally at middle.
Local Numbers
RSN 15423
Video number 14770
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelope.s
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].
Copy and Version Identification Note
197301
Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12468 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12468 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15424
Video number 14771
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].
Copy and Version Identification Note
199832

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12469 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12469 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15425

Video number 14772

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
199829

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Building interior.] 12479 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Building interior.] 12479 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15426

Video number 14773
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
197298

Topic: Interior architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers.] 12480 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Laborers.] 12480 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15427
Video number 14774
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
199840

Topic: Blue collar workers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12481 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12481 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15428
Video number 14775

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note

199833

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Excavation Laborers.] 12482 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Excavation Laborers.] 12482 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15429

Video number 14776

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note

38912

Topic: Blue collar workers
Excavations (Archaeology)
Quarries and quarrying

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers. Active no. 12483 : stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Laborers. Active no. 12483 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15430

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Company acc. no. 38831.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Excavations (Archaeology)
Quarries and quarrying

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line.] 12484 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rail line.] 12484 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15431

Video number 14778

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38900

Topic: Blue collar workers
Excavations (Archaeology)
Quarries and quarrying
Railroads
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers and horses in quarry.] 12485 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Workers and horses in quarry.] 12485 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Page, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15432
Video number 14779
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
77317
Topic: Excavations (Archaeology) -- New Hampshire
Horses -- New Hampshire
Laborers -- New Hampshire
Quarrying -- New Hampshire
Place: New Hampshire
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers.] 12486 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Laborers.] 12486 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15433
Video number 14780

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38903

  Topic:  Blue collar workers
          Quarries and quarrying

  Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Quarrying.] 12487 Photonegative, 1900
  1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Quarrying.] 12487 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15434

Video number 14781

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38946

  Topic:  Quarrying

  Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock view.] 12488 Photonegative, 1900
  1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Dock view.] 12488 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15435

Video number 14782

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38702

Topic: Boats and boating
Docks
Piers
Quarries and quarrying
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Quarrying. Active no. 12489 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Quarrying. Active no. 12489 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15436

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Orig. no. 38892.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Quarries and quarrying
Shipping

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[River waterfalls.] 12491 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River waterfalls.] 12491 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15437
Video number 14784
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].
Copy and Version Identification Note
201065
Topic: Rivers
Waterfalls
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail lines.] 12492 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rail lines.] 12492 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15438
Video number 14785
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].
Copy and Version Identification Note
201054
Topic: Quarries and quarrying
Railroads
Shipping
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Quarrying.] 12494 Photonegative  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): [Quarrying.] 12494 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 15439

Video number 14786  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
200991  
Topic: Excavations (Archaeology) Quarries and quarrying
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Quarrying.] 12495 Photonegative  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): [Quarrying.] 12495 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 15440

Video number 14787  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].
Copy and Version Identification Note

201038

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology)
Quarries and quarrying

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Quarrying.] 12496 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Quarrying.] 12496 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15441

Video number 14788

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note

201001

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology)
Quarries and quarrying

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Quarrying.] 12499 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Quarrying.] 12499 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15442

Video number 14789

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

**Topic:** Blue collar workers  
Excavations (Archaeology)  
Quarries and quarrying

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Quarrying.] 12500 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Quarrying.] 12500 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 15443

**Video number** 14790

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
200981

**Topic:** Blue collar workers  
Excavations (Archaeology)  
Quarries and quarrying

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Quarrying.] 12501 Photonegative  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [Quarrying.] 12501 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 15444

**Video number** 14791
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15445.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41]

Copy and Version Identification Note
201046

Topic: Blue collar workers
Excavations (Archaeology)
Quarries and quarrying

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Quarrying.] 12501 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Quarrying.] 12501 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15445

Video number 14792

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15444.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
201046

Topic: Blue collar workers
Excavations (Archaeology)
Quarries and quarrying

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers loading railroad flatcar.] 12502 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers loading railroad flatcar.] 12502 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 15446
Video number 14793
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].
Copy and Version Identification Note
   200997
   Topic: Blue collar workers
   Excavations (Archaeology)
   Quarries and quarrying
   Railroads
   Railroads -- Trains
   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers loading railroad flatcar.] 12503 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers loading railroad flatcar.] 12503 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 15447
Video number 14794
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].
Copy and Version Identification Note
   201020
   Topic: Blue collar workers
Excavations (Archaeology)
Quarries and quarrying
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers loading railroad flatcar.] 12504 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers loading railroad flatcar.] 12504 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15448

Video number 14795

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
200993

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Excavations (Archaeology)
Horses
Quarries and quarrying
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of factory.] 12507 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Interior of factory.] 12507 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15449
Video number 14796

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note

192826

Topic: Factories
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of factory.] 12508 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Interior of factory.] 12508 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15450

Video number 14797

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note

200972

Topic: Factories
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses.] 12509 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Horses.] 12509 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15451

Video number 14798
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
201056
Topic: Horses
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12510 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12510 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15452

Video number 14799
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
200985
Topic: Factories
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12511 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12511 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15453

Video number 14800

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
201009

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 12512 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15454

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note
201008

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 12513 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15455

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Company acc. no. 200978.

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Workers in factory. Active no. 12514 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15456

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Company acc. no. 200995.

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 12515 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15457

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Company acc. no. 192815.

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 12516 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15458

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Company acc. no. 192820.

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 12517 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15459

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Company acc. no. 192812.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers outside factory. Active no. 12519 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Two figures looking at rows of boxes?
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15460

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Quarrying. Active no. 12520 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15461

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Company acc. no. 201012.

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Horses
       Quarries and quarrying

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers outside factory. Active no. 12521 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 15462

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Company acc. no. 201015.

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers loading small rail carrier. Active no. 12522 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 15463

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].
Company acc. no. 201058.

**Topic:** Blue collar workers  
Quarries and quarrying  
Railroads

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disasters.] Photonegative  
*1 Item (3 3/4” x 7")*  
**Image(s):** [Disasters.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 15464

**Video number 14811**

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.44 [41].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
200588

**Topic:** Disasters

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Girl with calf on farm. Active no. 13183 : stereo photonegative,], 1905  
*1 Item (5” x 8")*

**Image(s):** [Girl with calf on farm. Active no. 13183 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Boardman, J. R., Photographer  
English.  
The woman wears a bonnet.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15465
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Company catalog card included.

Company acc. no. 82173.

Topic: Agriculture -- Oklahoma
Calves -- Oklahoma
Cattle
Farms -- Oklahoma

Place: Oklahoma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cowboy on horse with two standing American indians. Active no. 13185: stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): [Cowboy on horse with two standing American indians. Active no. 13185: stereo photonegative,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15466
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Company acc. no. 82174.

Topic: Cowboys -- Oklahoma
Horses -- Oklahoma
Indians of North America -- Oklahoma

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Oklahoma

[Group of American indians and tepee.] 13186 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15467
Video number 14814
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
82195
Topic: Indians of North America -- Oklahoma
Tents -- Oklahoma
Tepees -- Oklahoma
Place: Oklahoma
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group of cowboys on horses and line of American indians.] 13187 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Group of cowboys on horses and line of American indians.] 13187 Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15468
Video number 14815
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82184

Topic: Cowboys -- Oklahoma
Horses -- Oklahoma
Indians of North America -- Oklahoma

Place: Oklahoma

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Spinning wheel.] 13188 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Spinning wheel.] 13188 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15469

Video number 14816

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97267

Topic: Interior architecture
Spinning-wheel

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 185
Cards 11526-11553, 12120-12417

Box 186
RSN Numbers 15470-15575

Image(s)

[Workers in factory.] 13189 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13189 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15470

Video number 14817
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97264

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exhibition.] 13190 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Exhibition.] 13190 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15471

Video number 14818
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97271

Topic: Exhibitions

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 13191 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Workers in factory. Active no. 13191 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15472

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Company acc. no. 89391.

Topic: Factories
Textile fabrics

Place: Iberia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 13192 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Workers in factory. Active no. 13192 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15473

Video number 14820

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Orig. no. 34957
Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 13193 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13193 photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15474

Video number 14821
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35113

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of men and women workers in factory in Iberia.] No. 994:
Photonegative, 1905
1 piece (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Overall of men and women workers in factory in Iberia.] No. 994:
Photonegative, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15475
Video number 14822

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89579

Topic: Factories
Women laborers

Place: Iberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Distant view of city. Active no. 13195 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Distant view of city. Active no. 13195 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15476

Video number 14823

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Dissertation Note

Company acc. no. 38932.

Genre/Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of men and women workers in factory.] 13196 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Overall of men and women workers in factory.] 13196
Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15477
Video number 14824
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
38798
Topic: Factories
Women laborers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Shoe factory? Active no. 13197 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s): [Shoe factory? Active no. 13197 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15478
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Company acc. no. 38791
Topic: Factories
Shoes
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men and women workers in doorway of factory in Iberia], No. 13198 : Photonegative, 1905
1 piece (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Men and women workers in doorway of factory in Iberia], No. 13198 : Photonegative, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15479
Video number 14826
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
90047
Topic: Factories
Women laborers
Place: Iberia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Shoe workers outside.] 13199 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Shoe workers outside.] 13199 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15480
Video number 14827
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Shoes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Shoe store. Active no. 13200 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15481

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Topic: Business enterprises
Children
Shoes
Stores
Stores, Retail

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 13201 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Portrait.] 13201 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15482

Video number 14829
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
219394

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes.] 13202 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Landscapes.] 13202 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15483
Video number 14830
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
14
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Quarrying.] 13203 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Quarrying.] 13203 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15484
Video number 14831
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Quarries and quarrying
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Quarrying.] 13204 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Quarrying.] 13204 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15485

Video number 14832
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Quarries and quarrying

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Portrait.] 13206 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 13206 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15486

Video number 14833
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
223567

Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 13207 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 13207 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15487

Video number 14834

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
223605

Topic:  Armed Forces
Mess halls
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 13209 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 13209 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15488

Video number 14835

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
223630

Topic:  Armed Forces
Training
Trees
Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 13210 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 13210 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15489
Video number 14836
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note

223571

Topic:
Armed Forces
Training
Trees

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Military band and formation of troops with U.S. Flag.] [Active no. 13211 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15490
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Company acc. no. 223570.

Topic: Armed Forces
       Bands (Music)
       Flags -- United States
       Musicians
       Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[ Military scene.] 13212 Photonegative
  1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 13212 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 15491

Video number 14838

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   223561

   Topic: Armed Forces
          Training

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[ Soldiers and railroad train.] 13213 photonegative
  1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Soldiers and railroad train.] 13213 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 15492
Video number 14839
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
223607

Topic: Armed Forces
      Horses
      Railroads
      Railroads -- Trains
      Streets
      Training
      Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 13214 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 13214 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15493

Video number 14840
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
223618

Topic: Armed Forces
      Artillery
      Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 13218 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 13218 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15494

Video number 14841

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
223573

Topic: Armed Forces
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobile on country road. Active no. 13224 : stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15495

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Company acc. no. 223617.

Topic: Armed Forces
Automobiles -- 1900-1910
Training

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 13227 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Military scene.] 13227 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 15496
Video number 14843
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
   223575
   Topic: Armed Forces
       Training
   Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls.] 13234 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 13234 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 15497
Video number 14844
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15498.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note

209842

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls.] 13234 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 13234 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15498

Video number 14845

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15497.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note

209842

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 13217 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 13217 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15499

Video number 14846
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note

223622

Topic: Armed Forces
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountains.] 13237 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mountains.] 13237 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15500

Video number 14847

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note

210135

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13236 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mountains.] 13236 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15501
Video number 14848

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209860

Topic: Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Female figure in lake and mountain landscape, possibly photographing.
Active no. 13238 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15502

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Company acc. no. 210071.

Topic: Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Photographers -- United States
Snow -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13239 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13239 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15503

Video number 14850

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15504.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
210137

Topic: Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13239 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 13239 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15504

Video number 14851

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15503.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Topic: Mountains
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountains.] 13240 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 13240 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15505

Video number 14852

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
210103

Topic: Snow
Trees
Valleys

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home in mountainous area.] 13241 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Home in mountainous area.] 13241 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Slight gouges in emulsion both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 15506

Video number 14853

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
210129

Topic: Dwellings
Snow
Trees
Valleys

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13242 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13242 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15507

Video number 14854
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209859

Topic:
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13243 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13243 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15508

Video number 14855
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209929

Topic:
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13244 Photonegative
1 item (5˝ x 7˝)

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13244 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15509

Video number 14856
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209879

Topic: Horses
Mountains
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple and lakeside homes in mountainous area.] 13246 photonegative
1 item (5˝ x 7˝)

Image(s): [Couple and lakeside homes in mountainous area.] 13246 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15510

Video number 14857
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note

210029

Topic: Dwellings -- United States
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains, lake, trees. Active no. 13249 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15511

Video number 14858

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Company acc. no. 210009.

Topic: Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Trees -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13248 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 13248 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15512

Video number 14859
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Topic: Lakes -- United States
      Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass

[Mountains.] 13250 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mountains.] 13250 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Upper section missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 15513

Video number 14860

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15514; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209997

Topic: Mountains
      Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13250 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Mountains.] 13250 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15514
Video number 14861

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15513.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Mountains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Mountains.] 13251 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13251 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15515

Video number 14862

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note

210046

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Mountains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glaciers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Mountains.] 13252 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13252 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15516

Video number 14863

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209901

Topic: Mountains
    glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13253 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13253 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15517

Video number 14864

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209884

Topic: Mountains
    glaciers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13254 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mountains.] 13254 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15518
Video number 14865
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
209885
 Topic: Mountains
   glaciers
 Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13255 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mountains.] 13255 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15519
Video number 14866
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
209893
 Topic: Lakes -- United States
   Mountains -- United States
 Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains. Active no. 13256 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15520

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Company acc. no. 209889.

Topic:  Horses
        Mountains
        Paths
        Trails

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

"The largest bridge in the world over Columbia River, Ore." on envelope
13258 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "The largest bridge in the world over Columbia River, Ore." on envelope 13258 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15521

Video number 14868
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Company catalog card included.
Copy and Version Identification Note
211258
Topic: Bridges -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15522

Video number 14869

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209814

Topic: Horses
Mountains
Trees
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13271 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13271 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15523

Video number 14870
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209817

Topic: Lakes -- United States
       Mountains -- United States
       Trees -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal and river.] 13272 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Canal and river.] 13272 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15524

Video number 14871

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209915

Topic: Bridges
       Canals
       Rivers

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 13274 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 13274 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15525

Video number 14872

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211349

Topic: Buildings
Streets
Towers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City buildings overview.] 13275 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [City buildings overview.] 13275 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15526

Video number 14873

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211307

Topic: Buildings

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"U.S.N.Y.P.S. No. 1" on boat with derrick 13276 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "U.S.N.Y.P.S. No. 1" on boat with derrick 13276 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15527
Video number 14874
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
210093

Topic: Boats and boating
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge.] 13277 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Bridge.] 13277 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15528
Video number 14875
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
211245

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Lumber trade
"Hull 83 U.S.S. No. 2" on sign. 13278 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "Hull 83 U.S.S. No. 2" on sign. 13278 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15529

Video number 14876
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211372

Topic: Shipbuilding
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River waterfalls and bridge.] 13280 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [River waterfalls and bridge.] 13280 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15530

Video number 14877
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
209834

Topic: Bridges
Buildings
Rivers
Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River bridge.] 13281 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [River bridge.] 13281 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15531

Video number 14878

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211341

Topic: Bridges
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobile.] 13282 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Early automobile.] 13282 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15532
Video number 14879
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
210048

Topic: Automobiles
Forests
Roads
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lumber on river near factory.] 13283 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Lumber on river near factory.] 13283 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15533

Video number 14880
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211233

Topic: Factories
Lumber trade
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene.] 13284 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Agricultural scene.] 13284 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15534

Video number 14881

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209328

Topic: Agriculture
Harvesting
Natural landscapes
Threshing machines
Wheat

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene.] 13285 Photonegative
1 item (5" x 7"

Image(s): [Agricultural scene.] 13285 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15535

Video number 14882

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211232

Topic: Agriculture
Harvesting
Horses
Machinery
Wheat

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene.] 13289 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Agricultural scene.] 13289 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled (left) frame complete but cracked diagonally.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 15536
Video number 14883
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
   211356
   Topic: Agriculture
          Blue collar workers
       Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
                 Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                                -- Glass
                                Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of field with women workers harvesting a vine crop.] 13291 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Overview of field with women workers harvesting a vine crop.] 13291 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 15537
Video number 14884
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
211293

Topic:
Agriculture
Harvesting
Women laborers

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of man and women workers after harvesting a vine crop.] 13292
photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Close-up of man and women workers after harvesting a vine crop.] 13292 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15538

Video number 14885

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211295

Topic:
Agriculture
Harvesting
Women laborers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles in city.] 13293 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 13293 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15539

Video number 14886
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211382

Topic:  Automobiles
       Streets
       Transportation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[ Agricultural scene.] 13294 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [ Agricultural scene.] 13294 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15540

Video number 14887
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211332

Topic:  Agriculture

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[ Orchard scene.] 13295 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7") 
Image(s): [Orchard scene.] 13295 Photonegative. 
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher 
English. 
Silver gelatin on glass. 
Cancelled by scratching. 
Local Numbers 
RSN 15541 
Video number 14888 
Company catalog card included. 
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7]. 
Copy and Version Identification Note 
240037 
Topic: Fruit 
Harvesting 
Orchards 
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass 
Stereoscopic photographs 

[Trees.] 13296 Photonegative 
1 Item (5" x 7") 
Image(s): [Trees.] 13296 Photonegative. 
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher 
English. 
Silver gelatin on glass. 
Cancelled by scratching. 
Local Numbers 
RSN 15542 
Video number 14889 
Company catalog card included. 
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7]. 
Copy and Version Identification Note 
209835 
Topic: Trees 
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Orchard.] 13297 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Orchard.] 13297 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15543
Video number 14890
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
209830

Topic: Irrigation
Orchards
Trees
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Orchard.] 13299 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Orchard.] 13299 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15544
Video number 14891
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note
209801
Topic: Irrigation
Orchards
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of street with houses. Active no. 13300 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15545

Video number 14892
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Company acc. no. 213832.

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene.] 13301 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Port scene.] 13301 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15546

Video number 14893
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].
Copy and Version Identification Note

213834

Topic: Harbors
      Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Open air theatre at San Diego [on envelope]. 13302 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Open air theatre at San Diego [on envelope]. 13302 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15548

Video number 14894

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note

213829

Topic: Stadia -- California
       Theaters -- California

Place: California
       San Diego (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15548

Video number 14895

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209721

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15549

Video number 14896

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209346

Topic: Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Trees -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15550

Video number 14897

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
210042

Topic: Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Tepees -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of women workers at tables in a factory.] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Overall of women workers at tables in a factory.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15551

Video number 14898

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.45 [7].

Copy and Version Identification Note
231919

Topic: Factories
Women laborers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[City buildings.] 13303 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [City buildings.] 13303 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15552

Video number 14899

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
213765

Topic: Buildings
Ports
Rivers
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 13305 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Garden.] 13305 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15553

Video number 14900

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].
Copy and Version Identification Note
213826

Topic: Buildings
Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

{Park scene.] 13311 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): {lcub}Park scene.] 13311 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing cancelled (right) frame.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15554

Video number 14901

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
213746

Topic: Parks
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain rail line. Active no. 13312 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Yellowing on cancelled (right) frame.
Local Numbers
RSN 15555

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Company acc. no. 213751.

Topic: Mountains
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
cable cars (streetcars)

Place: Echo Mountain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad flatcars. Active no. 13313 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Yellowing cancelled (right) frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 15556

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Company acc. 213750.

Topic: Mountains
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
cable cars (streetcars)

Place: Echo Mountain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13314 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13314 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15557

Video number 14904

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
213768

Topic: Mountains -- United States
       Pipelines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles in city.] 13315 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 13315 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing uncancelled (right) frame
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15558

Video number 14905

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
213741

Topic: Automobiles
       Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"San Pedro Harbor, Los Angeles, destined to be a great commercial port" on envelope 13317 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "San Pedro Harbor, Los Angeles, destined to be a great commercial port" on envelope 13317 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15559

Video number 14906

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Topic: Harbors -- California
        Ports -- California
        Rivers -- California
        Ships -- California

Place: California
        Los Angeles (Calif.)
        San Pedro (Los Angeles, California)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Early automobiles in city.] 13318 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 13318 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15560

Video number 14907

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].
Copy and Version Identification Note

213782

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Country homes.] 13319 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Country homes.] 13319 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15561

Video number 14908

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

213784

Topic: Dwellings
Parks

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 13320 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Trees.] 13320 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15562
Video number 14909
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].
Copy and Version Identification Note
207483
   Topic:   Trees
   Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                 -- Glass
                 Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles on country bridge.] 13320 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Early automobiles on country bridge.] 13320 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 15563

Video number 14910
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].
Copy and Version Identification Note
207480
   Topic:   Automobiles
             Bridges
             Roads
   Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                 -- Glass
                 Stereoscopic photographs

[Park scene.] 13321 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Park scene.] 13321 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15564

Video number 14911

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
213787

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Parks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Buildings.] 13323 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Buildings.] 13323 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15565

Video number 14912

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
213792

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Machinery.] 13324 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Machinery.] 13324 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
      RSN 15566

Video number 14913
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
      213806

      Topic:       Blue collar workers
                    Machinery
      Genre/       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      Form:        -- Glass
                    Stereoscopic photographs

[Machinery.] 13327 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Machinery.] 13327 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
      RSN 15567

Video number 14914
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
      213810

      Topic:       Blue collar workers
                    Machinery
      Genre/       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      Form:        -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 13329 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Trees.] 13329 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15568
Video number 14915
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].
Copy and Version Identification Note
212694

Topic: Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 13330 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Trees.] 13330 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15569
Video number 14916
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].
Copy and Version Identification Note
212691

Topic: Trees
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Machinery.] 13334 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Machinery.] 13334 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15570
Video number 14917
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
218315
Topic: Blue collar workers
Machinery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory.] 13343 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of factory.] 13343 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15571
Video number 14918
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].
Copy and Version Identification Note
211392

Topic: Factories
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory.] 13344 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Overview of factory.] 13344 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15572

Video number 14919
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Topic: Factories
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Interior view of factory.] 13347 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Interior view of factory.] 13347 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15573

Video number 14920
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].
Copy and Version Identification Note
211445

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 13351 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13351 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 15574

Video number 14921

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211404

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Workers in factory.] 13352 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13352 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15575

Video number 14922

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211421

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 187
RSN Numbers 15576-15681

Image(s)

[Overview of factory.] 13353 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of factory.] 13353 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15576

Video number 14923

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211396

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city street.] 13354 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of city street.] 13354 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15577

Video number 14924

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211498

Topic: Buildings
    cable cars (streetcars)
Genre/Form:
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city.] 13355 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of city.] 13355 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15578

Video number 14925

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211496

Topic: Buildings
Genre/Form:
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 13360 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 13360 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15579

Video number 14926
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211648

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city.] 13361 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of city.] 13361 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15580

Video number 14927
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211643

Topic: Buildings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city.] 13363 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Overview of city.] 13363 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15581

Video number 14928

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

211651

Topic: Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of wide river and city buildings.] 13365 photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [High view of wide river and city buildings.] 13365 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15582

Video number 14929

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

211515

Topic: Rivers

Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city.] 13366 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Overview of city.] 13366 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15583
Video number 14930
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].
Copy and Version Identification Note
211505

Topic: Buildings
Parks
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles in city.] 13367 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 13367 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15584
Video number 14931
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].
Copy and Version Identification Note
211430

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles in city.] 13368 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 13368 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15585

Video number 14932
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
211511

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape and buildings.] 13369 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape and buildings.] 13369 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15586

Video number 14933
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

211504

Topic: Buildings
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers.] 13371 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Laborers.] 13371 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15587

Video number 14934
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

207474

Topic: Berries
Blue collar workers
Harvesting
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Orchard view.] 13372 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Orchard view.] 13372 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15588
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

207472

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Berries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue collar workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harvesting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Orchard view.] 13373 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Orchard view.] 13373 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15589

Video number 14936

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

207473

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Berries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue collar workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harvesting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Vats.] 13377 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Vats.] 13377 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15590

Video number 14937

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
212684

Topic: Vats
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers.] 13381 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Laborers.] 13381 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15591

Video number 14938

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
212668

Topic: Blue collar workers
Paper
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers.] 13382 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Laborers.] 13382 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15592

Video number 14939

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

212685

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Paper

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[View of ships in river dock area.] 13388 photonegative, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [View of ships in river dock area.] 13388 photonegative 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15593

Video number 14940

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

108864

Topic: Ports -- Wisconsin
       Rivers -- Wisconsin
       Ships -- Wisconsin

Place: Wisconsin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
[Battleship Louisiana dockside, with U.S. Flag on bow.] 13389
Photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Battleship Louisiana dockside, with U.S. Flag on bow.] 13389 Photonegative 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schenck, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15594
Video number 14941
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95614

Topic: Flags -- United States
Ships -- New York

Place: Navy Yard
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Shipbuilding.] 13391 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Shipbuilding.] 13391 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15595
Video number 14942
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
24934

Topic: Architecture
Shipbuilding
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Shipbuilding.] 13391 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Shipbuilding.] 13391 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15596

Video number 14943
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
232956

Topic: Architecture
Shipbuilding
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Road machinery 13395 Photonegative, 1909
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Road machinery 13395 Photonegative 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dauson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15597

Video number 14944

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118550

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Laborers -- New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Machinery -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roads -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trench diggers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Long Island (N.Y.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form:     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|                 | Glass                      |
|                 | Stereoscopic photographs   |

She is paying her road taxes by doing this kind of work a few hours daily for a week. [Underwood caption.] [Active no. 13396 : black-and-white stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling badly on right side. Yellowing badly.

Local Numbers
RSN 15598

Video number 14945

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 2249 which is interpositive filed in box 3.2.43 behind RSN 25274] THERE IS NO RSN 15599!

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Babies -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Construction -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infants -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laborers -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roads -- Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:          | Amstutter (Germany)        |
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow scene.] 13398 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Snow scene.] 13398 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15600
Video number 14947
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
217172

Topic: Blue collar workers
Horses
Ice
Snow

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow scene.] 13399 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Snow scene.] 13399 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15601
Video number 14948
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
216048

Topic:  Blue collar workers
        Horses
        Ice
        Snow

Genre/  Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow scene.] 13400 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Snow scene.] 13400 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15602

Video number 14949
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
216049

Topic:  Blue collar workers
        Horses
        Ice
        Snow

Genre/  Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow scene.] 13401 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Snow scene.] 13401 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15603

Video number 14950

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

217164

Topic: Blue collar workers
Ice
Snow

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow/ice scene.] 13402 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Snow/ice scene.] 13402 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15604

Video number 14951

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

217178

Topic: Blue collar workers
Ice
Snow

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Snow/ice scene.] 13403 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Snow/ice scene.] 13403 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15605

Video number 14952
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
217168

Topic: Blue collar workers
Ice
Snow

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow/ice scene.] 13404 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Snow/ice scene.] 13404 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15606

Video number 14953
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
216021

Topic: Blue collar workers
Ice
Snow

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow/ice scene.] 13405 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Snow/ice scene.] 13405 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15607

Video number 14954

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

216031

Topic: Blue collar workers

Ice

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow/ice scene.] 13406 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Snow/ice scene.] 13406 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15608

Video number 14955

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

216023

Topic: Blue collar workers
Ice

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow/ice scene.] 13407 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Snow/ice scene.] 13407 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15609

Video number 14956

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

216161

Topic: Blue collar workers
Ice

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow/ice scene.] 13408 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Snow/ice scene.] 13408 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15610
Video number 14957

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
216037

| Topic                | Blue collar workers  
| Ice                 |  
| Genre/Form          | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
|                     | -- Glass  
|                     | Stereoscopic photographs  

[Snow/ice scene.] 13410 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Snow/ice scene.] 13410 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15611

Video number 14958

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
216027

| Topic                | Blue collar workers  
| Ice                 |  
| Snow                |  
| Genre/Form          | Landscapes (representations)  
|                     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
|                     | -- Glass  
|                     | Stereoscopic photographs  

[Mountains.] 13411 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13411 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15612

Video number 14959

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209875

Topic: Horses -- United States
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lakeside homes in mountainous area.] 13413 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Lakeside homes in mountainous area.] 13413 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15613

Video number 14960

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209968

Topic: Dwellings
Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13414 Photonegative
[Mountains.] 13414 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13414 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15614

Video number 14961

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15615.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note

209970

Topic:

Indians of North America
Mountains
Tents
Tipis

Genre/Form:

Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 13414 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 13414 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15615

Video number 14962

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15614.

Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Topic:

Indians of North America
Mountains
Tents
Tipis

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[American indians.] 13415 Photonegative
1 item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [American indians.] 13415 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15616
Video number 14963
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
210005

Topic: Indians of North America
Tipis

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene.] 13418 Photonegative
1 item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Agricultural scene.] 13418 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15617
Video number 14964
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].
Copy and Version Identification Note
213740

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wagons.] 13419 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Wagons.] 13419 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15618

Video number 14965

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
235256

Topic: Horses
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of factory.] 13420 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Exterior of factory.] 13420 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15619

Video number 14966
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
235258

Topic: Factories
     Railroads
     Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in railroad car.] 13421 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Workers in railroad car.] 13421 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 15620

Video number 14967

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
235240

Topic: Blue collar workers
     Railroads
     Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 13423 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 13423 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15621

Video number 14968
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
235239

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Roanoke Refined Granulated Sugar" on bags. 13424 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "Roanoke Refined Granulated Sugar" on bags. 13424 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15622

Video number 14969
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.46 [215].

Copy and Version Identification Note
235236

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Sugar

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Industrial site, distant view" on envelope. 13??? photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "Industrial site, distant view" on envelope. 13?? photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15623
Video number 14970
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Copy and Version Identification Note
229555
Topic: Bridges
Children
Factories
Rivers
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 13??? photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13??? photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15624
Video number 14971
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Copy and Version Identification Note
229574
Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 13???. photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13???. photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15625

Video number 14972
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
229623

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 13???. photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13???. photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15626

Video number 14973
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Copy and Version Identification Note

229627

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sheep in pen. Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Sheep in pen. Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 15627

Video number 14974

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note

235249

Topic: Sheep

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of interior of factory.] 13430 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Overview of interior of factory.] 13430 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15628

Video number 14975
Company catalog card included.

["Negative from positive"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57], moved from [61].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 13432 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13432 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15629

Video number 14976

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
228268

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Industrial interior" on envelope. 13433 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "Industrial interior" on envelope. 13433 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15630
Video number 14977

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
228271

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene.] 13437 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Agricultural scene.] 13437 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15631

Video number 14978

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57], moved from [61].

Topic: Agriculture
Trees

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Industrial interior.] 13435 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Industrial interior.] 13435 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15632

Video number 14979
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Copy and Version Identification Note
228274

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Blue collar workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Factories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Landscapes.] 13438 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscapes.] 13438 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15633

Video number 14980
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Copy and Version Identification Note
228223

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Bridges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[River dam and waterfalls.] 13440 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [River dam and waterfalls.] 13440 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15634

Video number 14981

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
228241

Topic:
Bridges
Dams
Rivers
Waterfalls

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 13441 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 13441 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15635

Video number 14982

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
228237

Topic:
Children
Cows
Dogs
Natural landscapes

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 13442 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 13442 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15636
Video number 14983
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 27925.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
233043
Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Docks
Fishing
Lobsters
Piers
Wharves
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 13443 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 13443 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15637
Video number 14984
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Copy and Version Identification Note
233040

Topic: Blue collar workers
Docks
Fishing
Lobsters
Piers
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles in city.] 13444 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 13444 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15638

Video number 14985

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
237798

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of city buildings and street.] 13445 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [High view of city buildings and street.] 13445 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15639

Video number 14986
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Company catalog card included.

Copy and Version Identification Note
237797

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flags -- United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Open pit mining" on envelope. 13447 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "Open pit mining" on envelope. 13447 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion extremely discolored and faded.

Local Numbers
RSN 15640

Video number 14987
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15641.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Excavations (Archaeology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mineral industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Open pit mining" on envelope. 13447 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "Open pit mining" on envelope. 13447 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15641

Video number 14988

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15640.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
237638

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology)
Machinery
Mineral industries
Railroads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship in canal.] 13450 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Ship in canal.] 13450 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15642

Video number 14989

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
228234
Topic: Canals -- Panama
Ships -- Panama

Place: Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene.] [No. 13??? stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15643

Video number 14990

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 229578.

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Harvesting
Horses
Tobacco

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tobacco harvesting.] [Active no. 13??? stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15644
Video number 14991

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 229581.

Topic: Agriculture
      Barns
      Blue collar workers
      Harvesting
      Horses
      Tobacco

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Avery Company, Peoria, Ill. on tractor : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15645

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 235226.

Topic: Agriculture
      Machinery
      Tractors

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene. Active no. 13453 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15646

Company catalog card included.

"Negative made from positive" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57], moved from [61].

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Farms
Horses
Silos
Tractors

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lincoln monument.] 13454 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Lincoln monument.] 13454 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15647

Video number 14994

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57], moved from [61].

Company catalog card included.

Names: Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
Topic: Monuments
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Electricity. Active no. 13457 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15648

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 230726.

Topic:
Electricity
Energy
Power plants

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory exterior.] 13456 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Overview of factory exterior.] 13456 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15649

Video number 14996

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
230730

Topic:
Factories
Industry

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene: man in pumpkin patch?.] [Active no. 13458 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15650

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 229634.

Topic:
Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Farms
Harvesting
Pumpkin

Genre/
Form: Landscape (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene.] 13459 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Agricultural scene.] 13459 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15651

Video number 14998

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
229569

Topic:
Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Children
Harvesting
Horses
Machinery

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Workers in factory.] 13466 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13466 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15652
Video number 14999
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Copy and Version Identification Note
231906
Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory with heavy machinery. Active no. 13467 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15653
Video number 15000
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Company acc. no. 231907.
Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry
Machinery

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory. Active no. 13470 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15654

Video number 15001
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Active no. 231911.

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry
Machinery

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory exterior.] 13474 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Overview of factory exterior.] 13474 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15655

Video number 15002
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 27926.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
229686

Topic: Brickmaking
Factories
Industry

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory exterior.] 13475 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Overview of factory exterior.] 13475 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15656

Video number 15003
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
229684

Topic: Factories
Industry

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 13477 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13477 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15657
Video number 15004

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

**Topic:** Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Brickyard, building interior [on envelope]. [Active no. 13478 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 15658

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 229681.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

**Topic:** Blue collar workers
Bricks
Factories

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Brickyard [on envelope]. [Active no. 13479 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 15659

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 27927.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 229676.

Topic: Blue collar workers
     Bricks
     Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene. Active no. 13485 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 15660

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 233053.

Topic: Docks
     Piers
     Shipping
     Ships
     Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass
               Seascapes
               Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 13486 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 15661
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 233009.

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
       Industry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[High angle view of factory.] [Active no. 13491 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 15662

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 233060.

Topic: Factories
       Industry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Researcher in laboratory.] [Active no. 13492 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 15663

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 233030.

Topic: Laboratories
       Research facilities

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy rail yards beside river boat.] [Active no. 13493 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15664

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 233039.

Topic: Boats and boating
       Railroads
       Railroads -- Trains
       Shipping

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory exterior.] 13494 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Overview of factory exterior.] 13494 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15665

Video number 15012
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
233047

Topic: Factories
Harbors
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Shipping

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad shipping.] 13495 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Railroad shipping.] 13495 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15666

Video number 15013

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
233021

Topic: Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Shipping

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mining.] 13496 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mining.] 13496 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15667

Video number 15014

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
233003

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Mineral industries
       Rocks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Mining.] 13497 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Mining.] 13497 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15668

Video number 15015

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
232067

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Explosives
       Mineral industries

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Mining.] 13498 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mining.] 13498 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15669

Video number 15016

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
233004

Topic: Blue collar workers
Mineral industries

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Geological formation.] 13499 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Geological formation.] 13499 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15670

Video number 15017

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
233001

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology)
Formations (Geology)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of male and female workers in a factory.] 13500 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Overall of male and female workers in a factory.] 13500 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15671
Video number 15018
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
237699

Topic: Factories
        Industry
        Women laborers

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 13501 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 13501 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15672
Video number 15019
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Copy and Version Identification Note
237696

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Glass manufacture
Kilns

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 13502 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 13502 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion cracked and peeling badly.

Local Numbers
RSN 15673

Video number 15020
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
237695

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machinery.] 13504 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Machinery.] 13504 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15674

Video number 15021

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
237691

Topic: Blue collar workers
Industry
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Factory interior, bootmaker [on envelope]. [Active no. 13505 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling badly. Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15675

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 229565.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Topic: Boots
Factories
Interior architecture -- Factories
Shoes
Women laborers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of workers in factory.] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Overview of workers in factory.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15676

Video number 15023

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57], moved from [61].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Boots
       Factories
       Interior architecture
       Shoes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of workers in factory.] photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Overview of workers in factory.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Glass discolored.

Local Numbers

RSN 15677

Video number 15024

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
       Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women workers in a shoe factory.] 13509 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Women workers in a shoe factory.] 13509 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15678
Video number 15025
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Copy and Version Identification Note
229562

Topic: Factories
   Interior architecture
   Shoes
   Women laborers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

"Homemaking class?" [on envelope]. Active no. 13511 : photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "Homemaking class?" [on envelope]. Active no. 13511 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15679
Video number 15026
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Copy and Version Identification Note

230705

Topic: Classes
Homemaking
Interior architecture
Schools

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Typing class?" [on envelope]. Active no. 13512 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "Typing class?" [on envelope]. Active no. 13512 : stereo
photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15680

Video number 15027
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note

230707

Topic: Classes
Interior architecture
Schools
Typing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Woodworking class? [on envelope]. [Active no. 13513 : stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15681

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 230710.

Topic: Classes
Interior architecture
Schools
Woodwork

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 188
Cards 12418-12522, 13183-13489

Box 189
RSN Numbers 15682-15795

Image(s)

[Overview of workers in factory. Active no. 13515 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15682

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Company acc. no. 232987.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industries
Interior architecture -- Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 13518 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13518 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15683

Video number 15030
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
232983

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry
Interior architecture
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 13520 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13520 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15684

Video number 15031
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
232974

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry
Interior architecture
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 13521 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13521 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15685

Video number 15032
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
231926

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry
Interior architecture
Shoes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Miner.] 13522 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mining.] 13522 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15686
Video number 15033

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
229620

Topic: Blue collar workers
Mineral industries
Rocks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mineral.] 13523 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mineral.] 13523 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15687

Video number 15034

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
229621

Topic: Blue collar workers
Mineral industries
Rocks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 13525 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 13525 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15688

Video number 15035

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
229606

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women workers in a shoe factory.] 13526 photonegative
1 item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Women workers in a shoe factory.] 13526 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15689

Video number 15036

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
231917

Topic: Factories
Interior architecture
Shoes
Women laborers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Women workers in a shoe factory. Active no. 13527 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15690

Video number 15037

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Orig. no. 228258.

Topic:
Clothing and dress
Factories
Interior architecture
Shoes
Women laborers

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 13529 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13529 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15691

Video number 15038

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
228260

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture
Shoes

Genre:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 13530 Photonegative
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Garden.] 13530 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15692

Video number 15039

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
231884

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Gardens

Genre:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mary Baker Eddy monument 13531 photonegative
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Mary Baker Eddy monument 13531 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15693

Video number 15040

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].
Same as RSN 27928.

Copy and Version Identification Note

231880

Names: Eddy, Mary Baker

Topic: Monuments
       Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mining.] 13533 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mining.] 13533 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15694

Video number 15041

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57], moved from [61].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Elevators
       Mineral industries

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mining.] 13534 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mining.] 13534 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15695

Video number 15042
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
235342

Topic: Blue collar workers
    Machinery
    Mineral industries

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Mining.] 13535 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mining.] 13535 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 15696

Video number 15043

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.47 [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
235343

Topic: Blue collar workers
    Machinery
    Mineral industries

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 14349 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 14349 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15697

Video number 15044

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261891

Topic: Armed Forces
Machine guns
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Cemetery--graves on hillside, tombstones marking dead of 1917 battle.
Active No. 14352 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Cemetery--graves on hillside, tombstones marking dead of 1917 battle. Active No. 14352 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15698

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic: Cemeteries
Tombstones
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

[Disaster.] 14354 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Disaster.] 14354 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15699

Video number 15046

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261935

Topic: Church buildings
Destruction
Disasters
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 14355 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 14355 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 15700

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic: Destruction
Disasters

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Military scene.] 14356 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 14356 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15701

Video number 15047
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261968

Topic: Armed Forces
     Rifles
     Soldiers
     Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 14357 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 14357 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15702

Video number 15048
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261987

Topic: Armed Forces
     Rifles
     Soldiers
     Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 14358 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 14358 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15703

Video number 15049
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15704.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261977

Topic: Armed Forces
Decorations
Soldiers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 14358 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 14358 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15704

Video number 15050
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15703.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic: Armed Forces
Decorations
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 14359 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 14359 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15705

Video number 15051
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15707.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261976

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Severely damaged railroad cars.] 14350 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Severely damaged railroad cars.] 14350 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 15706
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Horses
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
War casualties

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military scene.] 14359 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 14359 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15707

Video number 15052
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15705.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Artillery
Soldiers
Tanks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Soldier views gravesite markers of Lt. Quentin Roosevelt. Active no. 14360 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15708

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 261941.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].
Names: Roosevelt, Quentin, Lieutenant

Topic:
- Armed Forces
- Cemeteries
- Tombstones

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 14361 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 14361 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15709

Video number 15054

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261919

Topic: Armed Forces

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 14363 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 14363 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15710

Video number 15055

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261963

Topic: Architecture
Armed Forces
Artillery
Buildings
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Koln-Dusseldorfer Rhein-Dampfschifffahrt. 14364 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Koln-Dusseldorfer Rhein-Dampfschifffahrt. 14364 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Some holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 15711

Video number 15056
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261970

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rhine River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 14367 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 14367 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15712
Video number 15057
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].
Copy and Version Identification Note
261906
Topic: Armed Forces
Cemeteries
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops on parade field.] 14368 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Troops on parade field.] 14368 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film
Local Numbers
RSN 15713
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].
Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Parades
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Troops in field with stacked rifles.] 14369 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Troops in field with stacked rifles.] 14369 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15714
Video number 15058
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].
Copy and Version Identification Note
261969

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Landscapes (representations)
Rifles
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 14370 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 14370 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15715
Video number 15059
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].
Copy and Version Identification Note
261969

Topic: Armed Forces
Tanks
Vehicles
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Troops in field on parade.] 14388 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Troops in field on parade.] 14388 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15716

Video number 15060

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Horses
Parades
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military scene.] 14389 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military scene.] 14389 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15717

Video number 15061

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note

262014

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Soldiers
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Observation balloon destroyed by shell fire of U.S. plane] on copied print mounting 14392 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Observation balloon destroyed by shell fire of U.S. plane] on copied print mounting 14392 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 15718

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic: Balloons Explosions War
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military scene.] 14398 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 14398 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15719

Video number 15062
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
261938

Topic: Armed Forces Destruction War
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Proud men of the North who 'fought like shining angels' on Flanders Field [on copied print mount], No. 14419 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (piece; 5" x 7").

Image(s): Proud men of the North who 'fought like shining angels' on Flanders Field [on copied print mount], No. 14419 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 15720

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 262066.

Similar to RSN 15721.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic: Destruction
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Place: Belgium
Flanders (Belgium)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Proud men of the North who "fought like shining angels on Flanders Field". [Active no. 14419 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15721

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15720.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143]. Company acc. no. 262066.
Topic: Destruction
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Place: Belgium
Flanders (Belgium)

Genre/Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[War casualties.] 14420 Photonegative
1 Item (+Size 2 x 5)
Image(s): [War casualties.] 14420 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 15722

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic: War
War casualties

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War casualties.] 14421 Photonegative
1 Item (+Size 2 x 5)
Image(s): [War casualties.] 14421 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 15723

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].
[War destruction.] 14422 Photonegative
1 Item (+Size 2 x 5)

Image(s): [War destruction.] 14422 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 15724

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic: Destruction
War

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 14426 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Seascape.] 14426 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15725

Video number 15065
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15726.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250858

Topic: Islands
Seals (Animals)
Seascapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 14426 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Seascape.] 14426 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15726
Video number 15066
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15725.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250857

Topic: Islands
Seals (Animals)
Seascapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dirigible balloon on ground.] 14427 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Dirigible balloon on ground.] 14427 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15727
Video number 15067
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15728.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].
Copy and Version Identification Note

264239

Topic: Airships
Balloons
Dirigibles

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dirigible balloon on ground.] 14427 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Dirigible balloon on ground.] 14427 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15728

Video number 15068

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15727, 25366, 27931 and 27932.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note

264237

Topic: Airships
Balloons
Dirigibles

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd of troops in field.] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Crowd of troops in field.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15729

Video number 15069
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
264143

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Seascape.] Photonegative,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15730

Video number 15070
Company catalog card included,
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143],

Copy and Version Identification Note
249636

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Seals (Animals)
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene. Active no. 14428 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15731

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15732.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Company acc. no. 245975.

Topic: Agriculture
Agriculture
Machinery
Plows
Tractors

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene. Active no. 14428 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15732

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15731.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Company acc. no. 245972.

Topic: Agriculture
Agriculture
Machinery
Plows
Tractors

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Caterpillar tractor. Active no. 14429 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15733
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Topic:
Agriculture
Horses
Machinery
Threshing machines
Tractors

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene.] 14430 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Agricultural scene.] 14430 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15734
Video number 15074
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15735.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].
Copy and Version Identification Note

245950

Topic: Agriculture
      Binders
      Horses
      Machinery
      Wheat

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                  -- Glass
                  Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene.] 14430 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Agricultural scene.] 14430 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 15735

Video number 15075
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15734.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note

245950

Topic: Agriculture
      Binders
      Horses
      Machinery
      Wheat

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                  -- Glass
                  Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene.] 14433 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Agricultural scene.] 14433 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15736

Video number 15076

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
230713

Topic: Agriculture
Corn
Horses
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agricultural scene.] 14434 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Agricultural scene.] 14434 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15737

Video number 15077

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
248376

Topic: Cows

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm or ranch scene. Active no. 14435 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly around edges.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15738
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].
Company acc. no. 248561.

Topic: Cowboys
Cows
Farms
Horses
Ranches

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm or ranch scene with cattle. Active no. 14436 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15739
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].
Company acc. no. 248491.

Topic: Cows
Farms

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene. Active no. 14437 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15740

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Company acc. no. 248373.

Topic:
- Cows
- Farms

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene. Active no. 14438 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Barn interior with cows.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15741

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Company acc. no. 150894.

Topic:
- Barns
- Cows
- Interior architecture
- Milk
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows. Active no. 14439 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15742

Video number 15082
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Orig. no. 250897.

Topic: Barns
Cows
Interior architecture
Milk

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 14440 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Farm scene.] 14440 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15743

Video number 15083
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].
Copy and Version Identification Note

 Topic: Barns
       Cows
       Interior architecture
       Milk

 Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

 [Farm scene.] 14441 Photonegative
 1 Item (5” x 7”)
 Image(s): [Farm scene.] 14441 Photonegative.
 Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
 English.
 Silver gelatin on glass.
 Cancelled by scratching.

 Local Numbers
 RSN 15744

 Video number 15084

 Company catalog card included.

 Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

 Copy and Version Identification Note

 Topic: Barns
       Cows
       Interior architecture
       Milk

 Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

 [High view of city street.] 14442 Photonegative
 1 Item (4” x 5”)
 Image(s): [High view of city street.] 14442 Photonegative.
 Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
 English.
 Silver gelatin on glass.

 Local Numbers
 RSN 15745
Video number 15085

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 17546.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250865

Topic: Buildings
       Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

[High view of city street.] 14442 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [High view of city street.] 14442 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15746

Video number 15086

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 17545; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37], moved from [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250865

Topic: Buildings
       Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Mountains.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15747

Video number 15087
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250854

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of city street.] 14443 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [High view of city street.] 14443 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling badly both frames.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15748

Video number 15088
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15749.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250873

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of city street.] 14443 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [High view of city street.] 14443 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling lower part of uncalled (left) frame.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15749
Video number 15089
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15748.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250871

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 14444 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Seascape.] 14444 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15750
Video number 15090
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250912

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 14444 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Seascape.] 14444 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15751

Video number 15091
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250912

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape with cattle.] Active no. 14448 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape with cattle.] Active no. 14448 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15752

Video number 15092

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15753.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 250877.

Topic: Bulls
Cows
Trees

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 14448 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 14448 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15753

Video number 15093

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15752.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250879

Topic: Bulls
Cows
Trees

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape.] 14449 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 14449 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15754

Video number 15094
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250875

Topic:
Bulls
Cows
Trees

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 14450 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 14450 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15755

Video number 15095
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
248485

Topic:
Fountains
Swine
pigs

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 14451 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 14451 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15756

Video number 15096

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
248483

Topic: Buildings
Swine
pigs

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 14452 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 14452 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15757

Video number 15097
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
248488

Topic: Fountains
Swine
pigs

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 14453 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 14453 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15758

Video number 15098

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
248426

Topic: Sheep

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 14454 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Farm scene.] 14454 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15759

Video number 15099

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250332

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Barns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form  | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Farm scene.] 14455 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Farm scene.] 14455 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15760

Video number 15100

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250891

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Cows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form  | Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Farm scene.] 14456 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Farm scene.] 14456 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15761

Video number 15101

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15762.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
248497

Topic: Cows
Trees

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 14456 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Farm scene.] 14456 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 15762

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15761.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Topic: Cows
Trees

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
[Farm scene.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Farm scene.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15763
Video number 15102
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].
Copy and Version Identification Note
248432
Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Horses
Machinery
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 14460 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Farm scene.] 14460 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15764
Video number 15103
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].
Copy and Version Identification Note
248461
Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 14461 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 14461 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15765

Video number 15104
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note

249613

Topic: Formations (Geology) Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles in city.] 14462 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 14462 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15766

Video number 15105
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].
Copy and Version Identification Note
249401

Topic: Automobiles
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail lines beside steamboat.] 14463 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Rail lines beside steamboat.] 14463 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15767

Video number 15106

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
248386

Topic: Harbors
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene.] 14464 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Beach scene.] 14464 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15768
Video number 15107

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note

249605

Topic: Beaches
Buildings
Resorts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes.] 14465 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscapes.] 14465 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15769

Video number 15108

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note

249596

Topic: Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of city street.] 14467 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [High view of city street.] 14467 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15770

Video number 15109

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
249686

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/      | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form:       | -- Glass |
|             | Stereoscopic photographs |

[High view of city buildings.] 14468 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [High view of city buildings.] 14468 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15771

Video number 15110

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
249692

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Genre/      | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form:       | -- Glass |
|             | Stereoscopic photographs |

[Overview of city buildings and street.] 14469 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15772

Video number 15111
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
249677

Topic: Buildings
Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Petroleum industry scene.] 14470 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Petroleum industry scene.] 14470 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15773

Video number 15112
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
248529

Topic: Energy
Oil
Oil derricks
Petroleum industry and trade

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain scene.] 14471 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 14471 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15774

Video number 15113
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
249585

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Figure with cross in rocky mountainous area Active no. 14472 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Photographer's shadow in foreground.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15775
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 249711.

Topic:
- Crosses
- Figure in landscape
- Mountains
- Photographers

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 14486 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 14486 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15776

Video number 15115

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
245775

Topic:
- Blue collar workers
- Factories
- Interior architecture

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 14488 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 14488 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15777

Video number 15116

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
245800

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 14489 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 14489 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15778

Video number 15117

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
245801

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mining rescue scene.] 14490 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mining rescue scene.] 14490 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15779

Video number 15118

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
245761

Topic: Casualties
      Mines
      Mining
      Rescue laborers

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 14491 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 14491 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15780

Video number 15119

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15781.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
248405

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
       Interior architecture

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

[Worker in factory.] 14491 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 14491 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Film

Local Numbers

RSN 15781

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15780.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Worker in factory.] 14492 photonegative

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 14492 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15782

Video number 15120

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note

248408

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of female worker in a factory.] 14493 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Close-up of female worker in a factory.] 14493 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15783
Video number 15121
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].
Copy and Version Identification Note
248412

Topic:  Factories
       Interior architecture
       Women laborers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

[Worker in factory.] 14494 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 14494 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15784
Video number 15122
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].
Copy and Version Identification Note
248415

Topic:  Blue collar workers
       Factories
       Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

[Military scene.] 14506 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 14506 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15785
Video number 15123
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].
Copy and Version Identification Note
264183

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Soldiers
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Street scene.] 14507 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 14507 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15786
Video number 15124
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].
Copy and Version Identification Note
261897

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Military scene.] 14508 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 14508 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 15787

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Topic: Armed Forces
Boats and boating
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Military scene.] 14509 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 14509 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15788

Video number 15125

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
264108

Topic: Armed Forces
Boats and boating
Soldiers
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Military scene.] 14510 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 14510 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15789
Video number 15126
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].
Copy and Version Identification Note
264150
Topic:  Armed Forces
Buildings
Castles
Soldiers
Streets
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Early automobiles in city.] 14513 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 14513 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15790
Video number 15127
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].
Copy and Version Identification Note
279851
Topic:  Automobiles
Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers and rail line.] 14521 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers and rail line.] 14521 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15791

Video number 15128
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
268716

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Harbors
Railroads
Ships
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculptures and paintings displayed in art museum. Active no. 14522 : stereo photonegative.] 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15792
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 268713.

Topic: Art
Interior architecture
Museums
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior garden in museum.] 14523 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Interior garden in museum.] 14523 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15793

Video number 15130

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Copy and Version Identification Note
268708

Topic: Gardens
Interior architecture
Museums

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[High concrete bridge over river. Active no. 14524 : stereo photonegative.] 
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15794

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 268741.

Topic: Bridges
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City street scene with cable cars. Active no. 14529 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15795

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 268705.

Topic: Buildings
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 190
RSN Numbers 15796-15880

Image(s)

[River in rugged terrain. Active no. 14531 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15796

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 268745.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Rivers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Building interior. Active no. 14532: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Either a church or a courtroom?
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15797

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 268718.

Topic: Buildings
       Interior architecture
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Building interior: theater? Active no. 14533: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15798

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 268702.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interior architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theaters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Outdoor conversation between two men. Active no. 14535. Half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15799

Company catalog card included.
"4x5 neg made from pos" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 271856.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

French reserves watching their comrades... [on copied print mount Active no. 14542 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Copy of a mounted stereograph.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15800

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 273812.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Copy photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Landscape. Active no. 14549 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15801

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 273858.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Landscapes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Troops parade down street lined with crowds in major city.] [Half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15802

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 2271 and 25398
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

**Topic:** Parades  
Soldiers  
Streets  
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape with tree. Active no. 14562 : half-stereo photonegative.]  
*1 Item (5" x 4").*

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on film.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 15803

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

**Topic:** Trees

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

[Two men in pith helmets and uniforms standing before a thatched hut. Active no. 14567 : stereo photonegative.]  
*1 Item (5" x 8").*

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Film  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 15804

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

**Active no. 290457.**

**Topic:** Armed Forces  
Portraits
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line on bridge. Active no. 14568 : stereo photonegative.]

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15805

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15806.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Topic: Bridges

Railroads

Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line over bridge. Active no. 14568 : stereolo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 15806

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15805.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 262035.

Topic: Bridges
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line among oil derricks. Active no. 14570 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15807

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25409.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 279823.

Topic: Oil well drilling rigs
Petroleum industry
Power (Mechanics)
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Aerial view of city street with tall buildings. Active no. 14572 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15808

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 15809.
Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 279814.

Topic: Aerial views
Buildings
Cityscape photography
Skyscrapers
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Aerial view of city street scene. Active no. 14572: half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15809

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15808.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Topic: Aerial views
Buildings
Cityscape photography
Skyscrapers
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountainous landscape. Active no. 14574: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 15810

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 270791.

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountainous landscape and dam. Active no. 14575 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 15811

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 70800.

Topic: Dams
Mountains -- United States
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[City street scene, from high angle. Active no. 14576 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 15812

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.48 [37].

Company acc. no. 224881.

Topic: Automobiles -- Stereographs
Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fireside scene, County Kerry, Ireland [on negative] [Active no. 20002 : half-
stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Interior with man and woman and two pigs.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15813

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
Swine -- Ireland
pigs -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Kerry (Ireland : County)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Castle in Ireland. Active no. 20006 : stereo photonegative.], 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Castle in Ireland. Active no. 20006 : stereo photonegative.]
1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15814

"Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Blarney Castle, Ireland. Active no. 20009 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Blarney Castle, Ireland. Active no. 20009 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15815

"Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[City street scene from high angle. Active no. 20015 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [City street scene from high angle. Active no. 20015 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Very murky appearance.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 15816

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15817

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Interior architecture
Sculpture -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Poet's Corner

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Trafalgar Square, London, England. Copyright 1897 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative] [Active no. 20020 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1897
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15818
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Buildings -- England
Monuments -- England
Plazas -- England
Streets -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Trafalgar Square
Genre/Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Dock scene with pedestrians strolling. 20024.5 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15819
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Boats and boating
Docks
Piers
Resorts
Streets
Wharves
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[City plaza and regal building. Active no. 20026 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15820

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Monuments
Plazas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Tower, Magdaline [sic] College, Oxford, England. [on negative] [Active no. 20036 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15822

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
Names: Magdalen College (University of Oxford)

Topic: Architecture -- England
Towers -- England
Universities and colleges -- England

Place: England
Oxford (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[City view. Active no. 20038 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15823

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Approach to Dryburgh Abbey, Dryburgh, Scotland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20046 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Approach to Dryburgh Abbey, Dryburgh, Scotland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20046 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15824

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Dryburgh Abbey (Dryburgh, Scotland)

Topic: Gardens -- Scotland
Walkways -- Scotland

Place: Dryburgh (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Reindeer and Laps, North Sweden. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [Label on negative.] [Active no. 20053 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1897
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15825

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Reindeer

Place: Lapland
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Culture: Sami (European people)

---

On the Beach, Wales [on negative]. [Active no. 20069 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15826

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Beaches -- Wales
       Buildings -- Wales
       Resorts -- Wales

Place: Wales

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
[Garden with building in background. Active no. 20074 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15827
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Buildings
Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Market Place, Cologne, Germany. Series 1894 by Bert Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20076 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1894
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Market Place, Cologne, Germany. Series 1894 by Bert Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20076 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15828
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Markets -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The cathedral & pontoon bridge crossing Rhine, Cologne, Germany. [on negative] Active no. 20085 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion stuck to cover glass and deteriorated beyond use.

Local Numbers
RSN 15829

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Same as RSN 27933.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       Rivers -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
       Germany
       Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Gesprengte Tower, Heidelberg Castle, Germany. Series 1894 by Bert Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20086 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1894
1 Item (3-3/4 x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Gesprengte Tower, Heidelberg Castle, Germany. Series 1894 by Bert Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20086 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15830

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Castles -- Germany
       Heidelberg Castle, Gesprengte Tower
       Towers -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Heidelberg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Boating on the Thames. [on negative] [Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15831

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Boats -- England
      Recreation -- England
      Rivers -- England

Place: England
      Thames River (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Cafe, Germany [on negative] [Active no. 20089 : non-stereo
gotonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Ornate baroque decor, with tables and chairs.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15832

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Architecture, Baroque
       Interior architecture -- Germany
       Restaurants -- 1890-1920
       Restaurants -- Germany -- 1890-1920

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A Washerwoman of Yokohama, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer &
Wyman. [On negative.] [Active no. 20097 : half-stereo photonegative.],
1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15833

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Laundry -- Japan.
       Streets -- Japan
Place: Japan -- 1890-1900
       Yokohama
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

In picturesque Kameido, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20100 : half-stereo photonegative], 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): In picturesque Kameido, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20100 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15834

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68]

Topic: Streets
Place: Japan -- 1890-1900
       Kameido (Japan)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Stone fence? Active no. 20101 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4 x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15835
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Architecture
Fences

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Bridge. Active no. 20102 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15836
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Bridges
Gardens
Ponds

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A Rustic Arbor, Japanese Garden, Sugita, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20103 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s): A Rustic Arbor, Japanese Garden, Sugita, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20103 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion losses and continued peeling.
Local Numbers
RSN 15837

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Company acc. no. 46498.

Topic: Gardens -- Japan
Place: Japan -- 1890-1900
       Sugita
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

Copenhagen from the Exchange Tower, Denmark. Copyright 1897 by
Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20106 : non-stereo
photonegative,] 1897
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Copenhagen from the Exchange Tower, Denmark. Copyright
1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20106 : non-
stereo photonegative,] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15838

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Boats -- Denmark
       Ports -- Denmark
       Rivers -- Denmark
       Waterscapes -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
       Denmark
Genre/Form: Aerial Photographs
           Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Wide river in large city, with steeples and towers. Active no. 20120 : non-
stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 31/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15839
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Company acc. no. 103234.

Topic: Boats and boating  
Bridges  
Buildings  
Cathedrals  
Rivers  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

[Church, exterior view with figures Active no. 20122 : non-stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers  
RSN 15840

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Company acc. no. 102196.

Topic: Church buildings  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

The Falls of the Giesbach, Switzerland. Copyright 1898 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20121 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1898  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): The Falls of the Giesbach, Switzerland. Copyright 1898 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20121 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1898.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 15841

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Rivers -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Giesbach River (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Group of four figures, possibly Arabs? Active no. 20127 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15842

Same as RSN 15843.

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Culture: Arabs

[Group of four men, Arabs? Active no. 20127 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15843

Same as RSN 15842.

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Culture: Arabs

The Garden-Home of Lazarus, Martha and Mary, Bethany. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20128 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s): The Garden-Home of Lazarus, Martha and Mary, Bethany. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20128 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15844

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Orig. no. 3116.

Names: Lazarus (Biblical character)
Martha, Saint
Mary, of Bethany, Saint

Topic: Gardens -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Bethany (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Hebron, the Home of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, Palestine. (Gen. xiii: 18.) Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [Label on negative]. [Active no. 20130 : photonegative.,] 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s): Hebron, the Home of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, Palestine. (Gen. xiii: 18.) Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [Label on negative]. [Active no. 20130 : photonegative.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15845

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Orig. no. 164.

Names: Abraham, (Biblical patriarch)
Isaac, (Biblical patriarch)
Jacob, (Biblical patriarch)

Topic: Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Hebron (Palestine)
Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Tree, male figure, animals. Active no. 20134 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): [Tree, male figure, animals. Active no. 20134 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling around all edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 15846

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic:
Camels
Figure in landscape
Mosques
Sheep

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Landscape in Palestine: trees and fields. Active no. 20137 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15847

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Place: Beit (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Gorge of Brook Cherith, the Most Sublime Ravine in Palestine (1 Kings XVII, 3-?). Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20139 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Gorge of Brook Cherith, the Most Sublime Ravine in Palestine (1 Kings XVII, 3-?. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20139 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling around edges.

Local Numbers

RSN 15848

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Cherith Brook Gorge (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Ceremony of washing the Saint's feet, Jerusalem. [on negative]. [Active no. 20141 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1896

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Ceremony of washing the Saint's feet, Jerusalem. [on negative]. [Active no. 20141 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along left edge.

Local Numbers

RSN 15849

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Palestine
Ceremonies -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Great Ice Bridge, Niagara [on negative] [Active no. 20147 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15850
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
     Ice -- New York
     Snow -- New York
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass

[Two figures amid snow-covered trees. Active no. 20151 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15851
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Figure in landscape
     Snow
     Trees
     Walkways
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass

Beautiful Luna Island, Niagara [caption on loose glass cover]. [Active no. 20158 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15852

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic:
Gardens -- New York
Resorts -- New York
Walkways -- New York

Place:
Luna Island (New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Frostbound Niagara [on negative] [Active no. 20159 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15853

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic:
Buildings -- New York
Resorts -- New York
Snow -- New York
Trees -- New York.
Winter

Place:
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Canadian convent girls [on negative]. [Active no. 20161 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4 x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15854

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
Frost bound cottage, Niagara [on negative] [Active no. 20163 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15855
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

[Man balancing on wire next to railroad bridge. Active no. 20164 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Some peeling of emulsion around edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 15856
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Down by the River, Niagara [on negative] [Active no. 20168 :non-stereo photonegative.], 1900-1910
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”)

Image(s): Down by the River, Niagara [on negative] [Active no. 20168 : non-stereo photonegative.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Topic: Resorts
Rivers
Trees
Place: Niagara
Niagara River
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Active no. 20177 : photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3-1/2” x 3-3/4”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15858

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Architecture
Flags -- United States
Palaces
Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Havana (Cuba) -- 1890-1900
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Col. Letcher Hardman, Field and Staff Officers, 5th Mo. Vol, Camp Columbia, Havana. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Active no. 20179 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15859
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Hardman, Letcher, Colonel
Topic: Military -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Cuba
Place: Camp Columbia (Havana, Cuba)
Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[U.S. Flag on pole, troops celebrating.] [Active no. 20181 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling badly.

Local Numbers
RSN 15860
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A Small Farmer's Tobacco patch, Province of Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Caption no. 20183 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): A Small Farmer's Tobacco patch, Province of Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Caption no. 20183 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15861

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Agriculture -- Cuba -- 1890-1920
Farms
Tobacco -- Cuba -- 1890-1920

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Havana (Cuba) -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Viscount Lord Wolseley--K.P., P.C.; G.C.M.G.; Field Marshal and Commander-in-chief of the British Army. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20186 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Britain mourns the loss of her Sons in South Africa. Series 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20186 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15862

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Sculptures -- South Africa
Tombs -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Viscount Lord Wolseley--K.P., P.C.; G.C.M.G.; Field Marshal and Commander-in-chief of the British Army. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20191 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Standing portrait in office.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15863

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Wolsley, Viscount

Topic: Armed Forces

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Portraits -- Men -- England

Viscount Lord Wolsley--K.P., P.C.; G.C.M.G.; Field Marshal and Commander-in-chief of the British Army. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20192 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Subject is seated at book-laden desk.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15864

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Wolsley, Viscount

Topic: Armed Forces

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Portraits -- Men -- England
Marquis of Lansdowne--Sec't of State. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20194 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Marquis of Lansdowne--Sec't of State. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20194 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Subject is standing in library.

Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion cracked and peeling at center right.

Local Numbers

RSN 15865

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68]

Names: Lansdowne, Marquis of

Topic: Libraries -- 1900-1910

Place: England

London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Portraits -- Men -- England

[Portrait of a man writing. Active no. 20199 : non-stereo photonegative,]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15866

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Portraits -- Men -- England

[Profile portrait of seated man with moustache. Active no. 20202 : non-stereo photonegative,]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15867
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men -- England

[Military scene in South Africa.] [Active no. 20207 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15868
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Military -- South Africa
Ships -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
South African War, 1899-1902
War

Place: South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Military scene in South Africa. Active no. 20211 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15869
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
Senior Officers of H.M.S. "Niobe," Cape Town, South Africa, Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20214 non-stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Senior Officers of H.M.S. "Niobe," Cape Town, South Africa, Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20214 non-stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15870

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

[Military scene? Active no. 20215 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15871

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
Restauration and Defense of British Liberty in South Africa. Series 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20218 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15872
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Hoisting of the boats, H.M.S. "Niobe," Cape Town, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20222 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Hoisting of the boats, H.M.S. "Niobe," Cape Town, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20222 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15873
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
Seamen -- South Africa
Ships -- South Africa
South African War, 1899-1902
War

Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
Niobe (ship)
South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Seascape with ship. Active no. 20223 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15874

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes

Jack Frost's Niagara [on negative] [Active no. 20224 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15875

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Horses -- New York
Sleds -- New York
Sleighs
Snow -- New York
Trees -- New York.

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Dock scene. Active no. 20226: non-stereo photonegative.
1 item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15876

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Senior Officers of H.M.S. "Niobe," Cape Town, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20228: non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Senior Officers of H.M.S. "Niobe," Cape Town, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20228: non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15877

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Place:
Cape Town (South Africa)

Guns -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Portraits -- South Africa
Sailors -- South Africa
Seamen -- South Africa
Ships -- South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
United States Cruiser 'Philadelphia.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Half-stereo photonegative.,] 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4" 1)
Image(s): United States Cruiser 'Philadelphia.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Half-stereo photonegative.,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15878
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Cruise Philadelphia (Ship)
Topic: Flags
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Seascapes

Warwickshire Regiment disembarking at Cape Town, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] non-stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)
Image(s): Warwickshire Regiment disembarking at Cape Town, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] non-stereo photonegative.,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15879
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Ships -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
South Africa
Warwickshire (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

"Stack Arms," U.S. Monitor "Monterey" (forward). Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wynan. [on negative] [Non-stereo photonegative.,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): "Stack Arms," U.S. Monitor "Monterey" (forward). Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wynan. [on negative] [Non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15880

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Monterey (ship)
Topic: Guns
Rifles
Ships
Soldiers
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Box 191

RSN Numbers 15881-15984

Image(s)

An awful solitude--Alone on the great Northwest Prairies, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative], [non-stereo photonegative,], 1900

Image(s): An awful solitude--Alone on the great Northwest Prairies, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 15881

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Cowboys
Horses -- Canada -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Canada
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
The first class Battleship "Massachusetts" in Dry Dock (rear view).
Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer and Wyman. [on negative] Non-stereo photonegative., 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): The first class Battleship "Massachusetts" in Dry Dock (rear view). Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer and Wyman. [on negative] Non-stereo photonegative.] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15882
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
Names: Battleship Massachusetts
Topic: Battleships
      Drydocks
      Piers
      Ship industry
      Wharves
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Officers of the U.S. Monitor 'Monterey' (reinforcements for Dewey).
Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [half-stereo photonegative.], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): Officers of the U.S. Monitor 'Monterey' (reinforcements for Dewey). Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [half-stereo photonegative.] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15883
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Armed Forces
      Sailors
      Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Portraits, Group -- 19th century

"What we have we'll hold." Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): "What we have we'll hold." Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15884

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68]

Topic: Lions
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Marine Guard--Admiral Schley's Flagship "Brooklyn"--Inspection. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Caption no. 20236 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15885

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Flagship Brooklyn
Schley, Admiral

Topic: Armed Forces
Marines
Ships
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Marine Guard--Admiral Schley's Flagship "Brooklyn." Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. Caption no. 20237 : photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15886

Similar to RSN 155887.

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Flagship Brooklyn
Schley, Admiral

Topic: Armed Forces
Marines
Ships
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Marine Guard--Admiral Schley's Flagship "Brooklyn." Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Caption 20237 : half-stereo photonegative,]. 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Marine Guard--Admiral Schley's Flagship "Brooklyn." Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Caption 20237 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15887

Similar to RSN 155886.

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Flagship Brooklyn
Schley, Admiral
U.S. Marines, Mare Island Naval Yard, California. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman [on negative]. [Active no. 20247 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): U.S. Marines, Mare Island Naval Yard, California. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman [on negative]. [Active no. 20247 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15888

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

[U.S. Marines, Mare Island Naval Yard, California. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman [on negative]. [Active no. 20247 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15889

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Armed Forces
Marines
Ships
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Patrick family group singing in home] Active no. 20250 : stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15889

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Dwellings
Flags
Patriotism
Singing
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Cathedral, Toronto. Active no. 20251 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4 x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15890
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Cathedrals -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
St. James Cathedral
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Four persons in shallow stream. Active no. 20252 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15891
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Cows
Fishing
Rivers

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

["Welcome Home" archway. Active no. 20253 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15892
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Gates

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Exterior view of McMaster University building. Active no. 20256 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15893
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Buildings -- Ontario
Universities and colleges -- Ontario

Place: Canada
McMaster University
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Tit-willow in Locks of Rideau Canal, Ottawa, Canada [on negative : Active no. 20258 : photonegative]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): The Tit-willow in Locks of Rideau Canal, Ottawa, Canada [on negative : Active no. 20258 : photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 15894

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
Canals -- Ontario
Docks -- Ontario
Houses -- Ontario
Piers -- Ontario
Wharves -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)
Rideau Canal (Ottawa, Canada)
Tit-willow

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Shady Ledge Camp, Heart Island, Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20259 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): Shady Ledge Camp, Heart Island, Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20259 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15895

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Camps -- Ontario
Islands -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Heart Island (Ontario)
Ontario
Shady Ledge Camp
St. Lawrence River (Ontario)
Thousand Islands (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Group on field, exercising. Active no. 20263 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15896

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Athletics

Exercises

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Base of Hackett Monument. Active no. 20269 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Monument in Memory of Thos. Lett Hackett. Quebec. Canada.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15897

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Hackett, Thomas Lett

Topic: Monuments

Place: Canada

Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Ryerson Statue, Normal School, Toronto, Canada [on envelope]. Active no. 20270 : half-stereo photonegative

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Ryerson Statue, Normal School, Toronto, Canada [on envelope].

Active no. 20270 : half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15898
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

**Topic:** Monuments -- Ontario  
Schools -- Ontario  
Statues -- Ontario

**Place:** Canada  
Ontario  
Ryerson  
Toronto (Ontario)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

The Chicora on ?ak [on envelope] [Active no. 20271 : non-stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4")

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 15899

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

**Topic:** Ships

**Place:** Chicora

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Seascapes

A vine clad cottage in Muskoka, Canada. [On negative.] [Active no. 20277 : non-stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 15900

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

**Topic:** Dwellings -- Ontario  
Homes -- Ontario

**Place:** Canada  
Muskoka (Ontario)
Ontario

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Canada Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The British Lioness--"Empress of Africa." Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20278 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): The British Lioness--"Empress of Africa." Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20278 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15901
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68]

Topic: Lions
Place: Africa -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Sleepy Jim"--A typical Canadian Indian, Sarcees tribe, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20279 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): "Sleepy Jim"--A typical Canadian Indian, Sarcees tribe, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20279 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man sitting on fence.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15902
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Indians of North America -- Alberta Portraits -- Alberta
Place: Alberta
Canada -- 1890-1900
Bathing in the Sulphur Basin, Banff, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20293 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): Bathing in the Sulphur Basin, Banff, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20293 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15903
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Valley of the Bow, Selkirk Mountains, British Columbia, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20298 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): Valley of the Bow, Selkirk Mountains, British Columbia, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20298 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15904
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
"Me Ome," A Sarcees Squaw hunting Prairie Chickens, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20300 : nonb-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): "Me Ome," A Sarcees Squaw hunting Prairie Chickens, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20300 : nonb-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15905
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Half-way Rock and Mt. Victoria, Laggan, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20301 non-stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): Half-way Rock and Mt. Victoria, Laggan, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20301 non-stereo photonegative], 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15906
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Forests -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta

Place:
Alberta
Canada -- 1890-1900
Laggan (Alberta, Canada)
Mt. Victoria

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- Canada

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The "Chippewa" on Toronto Bay. [on negative] [Active no. 20302 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15907

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic:
Seascapes -- Ontario
Ships -- Ontario

Place:
Canada
Chippewa (ship)
Ontario
Toronto Bay

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

Mt. Field, Field, British Columbia, Canada. Copyright 1900 by
Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20303 : non-stereo photonegative],583, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): Mt. Field, Field, British Columbia, Canada. Copyright 1900 by
Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20303 : non-stereo photonegative],583 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15908

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic:
Mountains -- British Columbia
Trees -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada -- 1890-1900
Mt. Field

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Canada
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Nevada Falls (700 feet high), Yosemite Valley, California. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20310 : stereo photonegative,] 1894.
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Nevada Falls (700 feet high), Yosemite Valley, California. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20310 : stereo photonegative,] 1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 15909

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Waterfalls

Place: California
Nevada Falls (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Yosemite Falls from Glacier Point Trail, California. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20315 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Yosemite Falls from Glacier Point Trail, California. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20315 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 15910

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Cowboys
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Paths
Trails
Waterfalls

Place: California
Glacier Point Trail (Yosemite National Park, California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Yosemite Falls from Glacier Point Trail, California. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20320 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Yosemite Falls from Glacier Point Trail, California. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20320 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15911

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Cowgirls
Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Path
Trails
Waterfalls

Place: California
Glacier Point Trail (Yosemite National Park, California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Bound for Santiago de Cuba and Havana. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20323 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Bound for Santiago de Cuba and Havana. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20323 : non-stereo photonegative, cub] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15912

Formerly stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Military -- Cuba
Mules -- Cuba
Tents -- Cuba
Wagons -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Yosemite Falls from Glacier Point Trail, Yosemite Valley, California. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on envelope] [Caption No. 20329 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1894
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Yosemite Falls from Glacier Point Trail, Yosemite Valley, California. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on envelope] [Caption No. 20329 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15913

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Horses -- California
Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California -- 1890-1900
Glacier Point Trail (Yosemite National Park, California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Low view of Yosemite Falls, woman in foreground. Active no. 20334 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15914

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Street parade. Active no. 20337 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15915

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Bands (Music)
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Three Brothers, Yosemite Valley, California. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20339 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): The Three Brothers, Yosemite Valley, California. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20339 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15916
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Valleys -- California

Place: California
Three Brothers
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

North and South Dome, Yosemite Valley, Cal., U.S.A. Copyright 1893 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20341 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1893
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): North and South Dome, Yosemite Valley, Cal., U.S.A. Copyright 1893 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20341 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1893.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15917
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Valleys -- California

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Large 3-story building. Active no. 20371 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15918

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic:
Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Manning a little max---- Crescent Halifax [on negative]. [Active no. 20378 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15919

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic:
Sailors -- Nova Scotia
Seamen -- Nova Scotia
Ships -- Nova Scotia

Place:
Canada
Halifax (Nova Scotia)
Nova Scotia

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 20379 non-stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 15920

Formerly stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Mountains -- Canada
Place: British Columbia
       Canada -- 1890-1900
       Field (British Columbia)
       Van Horn Mountains
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

Bow River and Castle Mountain from Banff, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20380 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Bow River and Castle Mountain from Banff, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20380 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 15921

Formerly stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Children -- Alberta
       Forests -- Alberta
       Mountains -- Alberta
       Rivers -- Alberta
Place: Alberta
       Banff (Alta.)
       Bow River (Alta.)
       Canada -- 1890-1900
       Castle Mountain (Alberta, Canada)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

[Hopewell Hall, a palatial Summer Home of the Thousand Islands (W.C. Browning, New York). Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative] [Active no. 20381 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): [Hopewell Hall, a palatial Summer Home of the Thousand Islands (W.C. Browning, New York). Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative [Active no. 20381 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 15922

Formerly stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names:  Browning, W.C.
         Hopewell Hall (Quebec)

Topic:  Dwellings -- Quebec
        Homes -- Quebec
        Islands -- Quebec
        Rivers -- Quebec

Place:  Canada
        Quebec
        Thousand Islands (Quebec)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Alexandria Bay north from Little Round Island, Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 20383 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Alexandria Bay north from Little Round Island, Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 20383 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 15923

Formerly stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic:  Boats -- Ontario
        Rivers -- Ontario
        Waterscapes -- Ontario

Place:  Alexandria Bay (Ontario)
Canada
Little Round Island (Ontario)
Ontario
St. Lawrence River (Ontario)
Thousand Islands (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Frontal/side view of ship in harbor. Active no. 20389 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15924

Formerly stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Ships -- Maine
       Waterscapes -- Maine

Place: Maine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Summer days [on negative] [Active no. 20388 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Two women in front of tent.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15925

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Campers (Persons)
       Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Personnel on ship with American flag flying. Active no. 20391 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15926

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Marines
Riflemen
Ships
Training

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Soldiers firing rifles. Active no. 20400 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15927

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Riflemen
Training

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Operating during the "wet" season--the Twentieth Kansas on the line.
Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 20401 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Operating during the "wet" season--the Twentieth Kansas on the line. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 20401 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15928
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

**Topic:** Military -- Kansas
Rifles
Soldiers -- Kansas

**Place:** Kansas

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Drexel Beaureguard / Chicago, U.S.A. [?--handwritten label on negative].
Active no. 20408 : half-stereo photonegative

*2 Items (3-1/2” x 3-3/4”).*

**Image(s):** Drexel Beaureguard / Chicago, U.S.A. [?--handwritten label on negative]. Active no. 20408 : half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Adhesive stuck to glass at upper left.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 15929

Also in envelope: severely damaged, totally unusable, unnumbered negative with printed caption: "A Wall of Tina Jeros, pierced by a storm of American Bullets [sic], Philippine Islands. / Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood."

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

**Topic:** Buildings
Gardens
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Fighting Washing Volunteers... [on negative.] [Active no. 20403 : non-stereo photonegative.]

*1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”).*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Soldiers with rifles at attention in drill.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion damaged by adhering transparent covering.
Local Numbers

RSN 15930

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

**Topic:** Military -- Philippines
Rifles
Soldiers -- 1890-1920 -- Philippines
Training -- Philippines

**Place:** Philippines

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Ships. Active no. 20394 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion badly damaged by adhering transparent covering.

Local Numbers

RSN 15931

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

**Topic:** Ships

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass


1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion severely damaged by adhering transparent covering.

Local Numbers

RSN 15932

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

**Topic:** Military -- Philippines
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
Training -- Philippines
Place: Pasig (Manilla, Philippines)
Philippines
Washington Volunteers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Soldiers standing at attention in line. Active no. 20418 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion damaged along all borders.
Local Numbers
RSN 15933
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Celebrations; view down street with pedestrians and horse-drawn vehicles.
Active no. 20420 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 15934
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
Topic: Celebrations -- Illinois
Horses -- Illinois
Parades
Streets -- Illinois
Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Cows? Water buffalo? Active no. 20423 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15935

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Cows
Water buffalo

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Flag flying in park setting with palm tree. Active no. 20424 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight deterioration of emulsion along left border.

Local Numbers
RSN 15936

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Flags
Palms
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20425 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20425 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15937

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Horses -- California
       Streets -- California.
       Trees -- California

Place: California
       Magnolia Avenue (Riverside, Cal.)
       Riverside (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Line of men with rifles. Active no. 20428 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15938

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Rifles
       Soldiers
       Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

West Point Cadets passing under the Triumphal Arch, Dewey Celebration, New York. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on envelope] [Active no. 20429 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): West Point Cadets passing under the Triumphal Arch, Dewey Celebration, New York. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on envelope] [Active no. 20429 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15939

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
United States Military Academy

Topic: Arches -- New York
Military -- New York
Parades -- New York
Soldiers -- New York
Streets -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Triumphal Arch (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

Victors of land and sea--the famous Brooklyn and Tomb of General Grant--from across the Hudson. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20432 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1899

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Victors of land and sea--the famous Brooklyn and Tomb of General Grant--from across the Hudson. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20432 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15940

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Grant, Ulysses S. (Ulysses Simpson), 1822-1885

Topic: Boats -- New York
Monuments -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Ships -- New York
Tombs -- New York
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.)
Grant's Tomb National Monument (New York, N.Y.)
Hudson River
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Bankston Johnson, Full-blooded Choctaw Indian "Rough Rider." Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Caption 20439 : glass non-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Bankston Johnson, Full-blooded Choctaw Indian "Rough Rider." Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Caption 20439 : glass non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Some peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 15941

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Names: Johnson, Bankston

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses -- 1890-1900
Indians of North America -- 1890-1900
Rifles
Rough Riders
Soldiers -- 1890-1900
United States -- History -- War of 1898

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Culture: Choctaw
Indians of North America -- 1890-1900

[Soldiers on railroad flatcar. Active no. 20440 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Some peeling of emulsion along borders.
Local Numbers
RSN 15942

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Armed Forces
Blue collar workers
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Monument & Plain of Abraham, Quebec. [on negative.] [Active no. 20444 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Some peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 15943

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].

Topic: Coaches -- Quebec
Horses -- Quebec
Monuments -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Plain of Abraham
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Soldier on horseback. Active no. 20442 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Some peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 15944

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [68].
Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Uniforms, Military -- 20th century.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Y.M.C.A. Building and Dorchester square, Montreal, Canada. [on negative] [non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15945

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Architecture -- Quebec
Buildings -- Quebec
Gardens -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Dorchester Square (Quebec)
Montréal (Québec)
Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Canada greets with pride her gallant sons [sign on building]. [Active no. 20449 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15946

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Buildings -- Canada
Military -- Canada
Parades -- Canada

Place: Canada
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Scenic Bridge, Island Park, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20451 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1894
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Scenic Bridge, Island Park, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20451 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15947
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
       Bridges -- Ontario
       Parks -- Ontario
       Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
       Island Park (Ontario)
       Ontario
       Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[St. George's Cathedral, Canada. Active no. 20452 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15948
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
       Cathedrals -- Ontario

Place: Canada
       Kingston (Ontario)
       Ontario (Canada)
St. George's Cathedral

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Brigadier General George Moore Smith and Staff, Camp Black, New York. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Caption no. 20457 : half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (piece; 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15949

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Names: Smith, George Moore

Topic: Horses -- New York
       Military -- New York
       Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- New York

Place: Camp Black (N.Y.)
       New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

On the Transport "Arizona" on day of sailing, Port Tampa, Fla. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20462 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1898

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): On the Transport "Arizona" on day of sailing, Port Tampa, Fla. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20462 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 15950

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Military -- Florida
       Ships -- Florida

Place: Florida
Tampa (Fla.)
Transport Arizona

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Seascape with figures in water. Active no. 20468 : stereo photonegative.]
2 items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15951
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84], moved from [127].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Seascapes

[Man with large batch of fish; fishing industry. Active no. 20469 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15952
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Boats and boating
Fishes
Fishing
Industries

[Figures on mountain ledge, observing waterfalls. Active no. 20480 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion damaged and flaking.

Local Numbers
RSN 15953
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Figure in landscape
Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Tourists
Valleys
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Home from the Insurgent Army--Lovers' Reunion--Havana, Cuba.
Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20486 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Home from the Insurgent Army--Lovers' Reunion--Havana, Cuba.
Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20486 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15954
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Dwellings -- Cuba
Love -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Veterans -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Ships. Active no. 20488 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnant stuck to emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 15955

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Destruction
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Spanish Block House on the outskirts of Santiago, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] Active no. 20490: half-stereo photonegative, 1899

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Spanish Block House on the outskirts of Santiago, Cuba.
Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] Active no. 20490: half-stereo photonegative, 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15956

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84]

Topic: Buildings -- Cuba
Horses -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Columbus Memorial, Havana--"Under this Tree he celebrated his first Mass in America." Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative] [Active no. 20497: photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Columbus Memorial, Havana--‘Under this Tree he celebrated his first Mass in America.’ Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative] [Active no. 20497 : photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15957

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Names:
Columbus, Christopher

Topic:
Buildings
Memorials
Monuments

Place:
Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Spanish fort near Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20500 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Spanish fort near Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20500 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15958

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic:
Fortification -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Soldiers -- Cuba

Place:
Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Morro Castle and Harbor Entrance--from the Sea--Santiago, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20502 : Photonegative], 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Morro Castle and Harbor Entrance--from the Sea--Santiago, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20502 : Photonegative] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15959

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Castles -- Cuba
Seascapes -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Morro Castle (Cuba)
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A Spanish Blockhouse near Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Caption no. 20508 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): A Spanish Blockhouse near Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Caption no. 20508 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15960

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Buildings
Carts
Cattle -- 1890-1900 -- Cuba

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Havana (Cuba) -- 1890-1900
Spain
The Spanish Prison on the Yumuri River, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active 20510 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2 ").
Image(s): The Spanish Prison on the Yumuri River, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active 20510 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15961
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic:
Buildings -- Cuba
Prisons -- Cuba
Rivers -- Cuba

Place:
Cuba
Yumuri River (Cuba)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Cliff House, San Francisco. Active no. 20514 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2 ").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
This version of Cliff House, a seven-story Victorian chateau, built by Adolph Sutro in 1896, burned down in 1907.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15962
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Names:
Cliff House (San Francisco)

Topic:
Architecture, Victorian -- 1900-1910
Buildings -- California -- San Francisco
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place:
California -- 1900-1910 -- San Francisco
San Francisco (California) -- 1900-1910.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Seascapes

[Family group with donkey. Active no. 20517 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15963
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Children
Donkeys
Family

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Fallen Monarch (24 feet in diameter), Maryposa Grove, California. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20518 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1894 1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): The Fallen Monarch (24 feet in diameter), Maryposa Grove, California. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20518 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15964
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Forests -- California
Laborers -- California
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Maryposa Grove
A Morning's Catch, Coronado Beach, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Non-stereo photonegative,] 1898

Image(s): A Morning's Catch, Coronado Beach, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15965

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Fishing

Place: California
   Coronado Beach (California)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A typical Home of the Wealthy Cuban, Matanzas, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Caption no. 20523 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899

Image(s): A typical Home of the Wealthy Cuban, Matanzas, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Caption no. 20523 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15966

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Dwellings -- Cuba

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
   Matanzas (Cuba) -- 1890-1900

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Little Cuban Orphans, Matanzas, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20527 : half-stereo photonegative], 1899. 
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Little Cuban Orphans, Matanzas, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20527 : half-stereo photonegative], 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 15967

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic:  Children -- Cuba
        Orphans -- Cuba
Place:  Cuba
        Matanzas (Cuba)
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

As cold as ever Ca-- [on negative] [Active no. 20536 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Snow with footprints.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 15968

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic:  Snow
        Trees
        footprints
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

[Country home and snow. Active no. 20539 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15969

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Dwellings
Snow

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Trees covered with snow. Active no. 20540 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15970

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Snow
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A Frost-bound Evergreen. Pino agreste cubierto de escaicha. [on negative. Caption no. 20545 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15971

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Snow
Trees

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15972

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Ships -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Trees in snow. Non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15973

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Snow
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Shore with boats, a canoe, and children. Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15974

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Boats and boating
Canoes
Children
Coasts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Vacuum Condensers in a Sugar Mill, Caracas, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [non-stereo photonegative,], 1899

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Vacuum Condensers in a Sugar Mill, Caracas, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15975

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Factories -- Cuba
Machinery -- Cuba
Sugar -- Cuba

Place: Caracas (Cuba)
Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Trees in California, with man leaning between them. Active no. 20551 : non-stereo photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): [Trees in California, with man leaning between them. Active no. 20551 : non-stereo photonegative], 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15976

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Figure in landscape
Trees
Place: California
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Yosemite Valley from Inspiration Point, California, U.S.A. [on negative] [Active no. 20558 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15977

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Valleys -- California
Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- California
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Sea Gulls' Paradise, San Francisco Bay, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] [Active no. 20562 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): "Sea Gulls' Paradise, San Francisco Bay, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] [Active no. 20562 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15978
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic:
- Birds -- California
- Seagulls
- Seascapes -- California
- Ships -- California

Place:
- California
- San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Seal Rocks and Cliff House, San Francisco, California. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20566 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1898

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Seal Rocks and Cliff House, San Francisco, California. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20566 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15979
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Names:
- Cliff House (San Francisco)

Topic:
- Architecture -- California -- San Francisco
- Beaches -- California
- Buildings -- California -- San Francisco
- Formations (Geology) -- California
- Seacoasts

Place:
- California -- San Francisco
- Seal Rocks
The Home of a Sugar Planter, Caracas, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20568 : non-stereo photonegative], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): The Home of a Sugar Planter, Caracas, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20568 : non-stereo photonegative], 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15980
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

45766 (orig. no.).

Topic: Dwellings -- Cuba
Trees -- Cuba.

Place: Caracas (Cuba)
Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Six soldiers on horseback. Active no. 20573 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15981
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
American divers at work--coming up--"Maine" Wreck, Havana Harbor. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20577 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): American divers at work--coming up--"Maine" Wreck, Havana Harbor. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20577 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15982
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84]

Names: Battleship Maine
Topic: Disasters -- Cuba
Diving -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
War damage -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[?] jumbled Wreck of the "Maine"--"Viscaya" in the distance--Havana Harbor. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20577 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): [?] jumbled Wreck of the "Maine"--"Viscaya" in the distance--Havana Harbor. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20577 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15983
Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84].

Names: Battleship Maine
Topic: Disasters -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
War damage -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Vizcaya (ship)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A tobacco plantation, Pina del Rio, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Cat. No. 20580 : half-stereo photonegative,]. 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 15984

Currently stored in box 3.1.49 [84]

Topic: Agriculture -- Cuba -- 1890-1920
Labor and laboring classes -- 1890-1900 -- Cuba
Tobacco -- Cuba -- 1890-1920

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Pina del Rio (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Box 192
RSN Numbers 19858-16090
Image(s)

Box 193
RSN Numbers 16091-16193
Image(s)

A Cottage by the Lake, Swiss Village, Exposition 1900, Paris. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Caption no. 20882 : photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): A Cottage by the Lake, Swiss Village, Exposition 1900, Paris. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Caption no. 20882 : photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16091

Currently stored in box 3.1.50 [92].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Dwellings -- 1900-1910 -- France
Exhibitions -- France -- 1900-1910
Lakes -- France
Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Gate of Ptolemy II [on envelope] [Active no. 20886 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16092

Currently stored in box 3.1.50 [92].

Same as RSN 16086

Names: Ptolemy, II
Topic: Arches -- Egypt
Gates -- Egypt
Monuments -- Egypt
Place: Egypt
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Egypt
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

In the Picturesque Swiss Village, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Label on negative.] Active no. 20895 : Photonegative, 1900
In the Picturesque Swiss Village, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Label on negative.] Active no. 20895 : Photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16093
Currently stored in box 3.1.50 [92].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Dwellings -- France
Expositions -- France
Place: France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

In the Transportation Building, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative] Active no. 20896 : Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16094
Currently stored in box 3.1.50 [92].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Carriages -- France
Expositions -- France
Interior architecture -- France
Transportation
Place: France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Paterson [on envelope : New Jersey?] [Active no. 20899 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16095

Currently stored in box 3.1.50 [92].

Topic: Bridges
       Formations (Geology)
       Rivers

Place: New Jersey
       Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Snow scene. Active no. 20901 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16096

Currently stored in box 3.1.50 [92].

Topic: Snow
       Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Grand Palais des Beaux Arts (40,000 sq. meters) and Ave. Nicholas II,
Exposition 1900, Paris. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20904 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (4-1/8" x 3-1/8" [corrected from original error].)

Image(s): Grand Palais des Beaux Arts (40,000 sq. meters) and Ave.
Nicholas II, Exposition 1900, Paris. Copyright 1900 by Underwood &
Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20904 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Tape residue at top and bottom of plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 16097
Currently stored in box 3.1.50 [92].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Buildings -- France -- Paris
Expositions -- France
Streets -- France -- Paris
Place: France
Nicholas II Avenue
Palais des Beaux Arts
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

In the Picturesque Swiss Village, Exposition 1900, Paris. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20909 : non-stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").]

Image(s): In the Picturesque Swiss Village, Exposition 1900, Paris. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20909 : non-stereo photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Includes two women dressed in Swiss costume.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16098
Currently stored in box 3.1.50 [92].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Dwellings -- France
Exhibitions
Expositions -- France
Women's clothing
Place: France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16099

Currently stored in box 3.1.50 [92].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Expositions -- France
Laborers -- France
Pottery -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Tunisia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Two figures, male and female, standing beside river in rural setting. Active no. 20913 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16100
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].
Orig. no. 52363.
In the Flower Market--near Palace of Justice, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20914 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): In the Flower Market--near Palace of Justice, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20914 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16101

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Looking across the Pasig River from Fort Santiago, Manila, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20923 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s): Looking across the Pasig River from Fort Santiago, Manila, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20923 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16102

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].
The Alligator Fountain and beautiful Statuary—Chateau d'Eau, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative] [Active no. 20924 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): The Alligator Fountain and beautiful Statuary—Chateau d'Eau, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative] [Active no. 20924 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16103

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Expositions -- France
Fountains -- France -- Paris
Sculptures -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Neoclassical building. Active no. 20926 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
National Archives?
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16104

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Comfort and Cure for the Wounded--Filipino Ward, 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20930 : half-stereo photonegative., 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s): Comfort and Cure for the Wounded--Filipino Ward, 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20930 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16105

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Hospitals -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[High view of garden and city homes. Active no. 20931 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16106

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

**Topic:** Dwellings  
Gardens

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Looking Northwest from Tower of the Church of Bmondo, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20935 : non-stereo photonegative.,, 1899  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").]  
Image(s): Looking Northwest from Tower of the Church of Bmondo, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20935 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 16107  
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

**Topic:** Aerial views

**Place:** Manila (Philippines)  
Philippines

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Co. H., Fighting Washington Volunteers at Taquig, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20938 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899  
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").]  
Image(s): Co. H., Fighting Washington Volunteers at Taquig, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20938 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 16108  
Company catalog card included.
Names: Washington Volunteers
Topic: Military -- Philippines
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
Training -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Taquig (Philippines)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The 14th Regulars lining up for Mess, Pasay, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 20940 non-stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): The 14th Regulars lining up for Mess, Pasay, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 20940 non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16109

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Military -- Philippines
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
Soldiers -- Philippines
Place: Pasay (Philippines)
Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Heliograph Station--signalling between land and naval forces--near Pasay, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20943 : non-stereo photonegative], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): The Heliograph Station--signalling between land and naval forces--near Pasay, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 20943 : non-stereo photonegative], 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16110

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Communications -- Philippines
       Military -- Philippines
       Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
       Soldiers -- Philippines

Place: Pasay (Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Troop ship. Active no. 20952 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16111

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Ships
       Troops

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Lumbering. Active no. 20959 non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16112

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic:  Blue collar workers  
        Lumbering  
        Trees  

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
              -- Glass  

Calverley Cumbered with Baskets on the Wire over the Rapids, Niagara, U.S.A. [on negative] [Active no. 20962 half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16113
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Names:  Calverley, Clifford  

Topic:  Acrobatics  
        Aerialists  
        Bridges  
        Tightrope walking  

Place:  New York  
        Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)  

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
              -- Glass  

Whirlpool Rapids and Cantilever Bridge, Niagara Falls, U.S.A. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20963 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1894
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Whirlpool Rapids and Cantilever Bridge, Niagara Falls, U.S.A. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20963 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16114
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Names: Cantilever Bridge (Niagara, N.Y.)
Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Railroads -- New York
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Trains -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York
Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Niagara River
Whirlpool Rapids
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Frostwork. [on negative] [Active no. 20964 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16115
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100], moved from [90].

Topic: Snow
Trees
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The great Whirlpool Rapids and Gorge--Niagara Falls. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20966 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): The great Whirlpool Rapids and Gorge--Niagara Falls. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 20966 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16116
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100], moved from [90].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rapids
Rivers
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Niagara River
Whirlpool Rapids
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[City street scene with pedestrians and horse-drawn vehicle. Active no. 20968 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16117

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100], moved from [90].

Topic: Horses
Streets
Wagons
cable cars (streetcars)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Landscape with two rows of palm trees. Active no. 20971 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16118

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100], moved from [90].
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Striking a Bargain--a buyer and seller on Market Day, Ponce, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [printed label on negative.] [Caption No. 20974 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (3-1/8" x 4-1/4").

Image(s): Striking a Bargain--a buyer and seller on Market Day, Ponce, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [printed label on negative.] [Caption No. 20974 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16119

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100], moved from [90].

Columbus Square, and Fortress of San Cristobol, San Juan, Porto Rico. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [label on negative.] [Active no. 20976 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1899
1 Item (4-1/4" x 3-1/8" (corrected 9/27/00).)

Image(s): Columbus Square, and Fortress of San Cristobol, San Juan, Porto Rico. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [label on negative.] [Active no. 20976 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion side damaged, mottled appearance. Black masking tape on one edge.

Local Numbers
RSN 16120

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100], moved from [90].
Company catalog card included.

Names: San Cristóbal (Prison)
Topic: Buildings -- Puerto Rico
       Fortification -- Puerto Rico
       Plazas -- Puerto Rico
Place: Columbus Square (San Juan, Puerto Rico)
       Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
       San Juan (P.R.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[City street scene with vehicles. Active no. 20981 : non-stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16121

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Horses
       Streets
       cable cars (streetcars)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Broadway, the Busy Thoroughfare, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1897
by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 20982 : half-stereo
photonegative,] 1897
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s): Broadway, the Busy Thoroughfare, New York, U.S.A. Copyright
1897 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 20982 : half-
stereo photonegative,] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16122

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Buildings -- New York  
       Streetcars -- New York  
       Streets -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1890-1900  
       New York (N.Y.)  
       New York (New York ) -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[On board ship. Active no. 20989 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 16123

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[City street scene, winter? Active no. 20993 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 16124

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Buildings  
       Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
Lunch Hour, Lower Broadway, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1893 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 20994 : non-stereo photonegative], 1893
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Lunch Hour, Lower Broadway, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1893 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 20994 : non-stereo photonegative], 1893.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16125

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Streets -- New York (N.Y.)
Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1890-1900
       Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1890-1900
       New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Dock scene with many men. Active no. 21007 v: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16126

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Crowds
       Docks
       Piers
       Ships
       Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
[Dock scene, view of ship. Active no. 21010 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16127

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

(55) Resting Place for Tourists, Jericho, Palestine. Copyright 1898 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21015 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): (55) Resting Place for Tourists, Jericho, Palestine. Copyright 1898 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21015 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Four figures standing foreground.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16128

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 16129.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Orig. no. 98414.

Topic: Buildings -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine
Tourists -- Palestine

Place: Jericho (Palestine)
Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

(55) Resting Place for Tourists, Jericho, Palestine. Copyright 1898 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21015 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s): (55) Resting Place for Tourists, Jericho, Palestine. Copyright 1898 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21015 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16129

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 16128.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Buildings -- Palestine
       Streets -- Palestine
       Tourists -- Palestine

Place: Jericho (Palestine)
       Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Restaurant or large dining room interior. Active no. 21015 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16130

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Dining rooms
       Interior architecture
       Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Building. Active no. 21016 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling around all borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16131

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[House surrounded by palm trees. Active no. 21032 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16132

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Dwellings
Gardens
Palms
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Low view of Natural Bridge, Virginia. Active no. 21046 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16133

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Virginia
Place: Natural Bridge (Virginia)
Rockbridge County (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Virginia
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Woman with two children in tent. Active no. 21049: non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16134

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Children
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A Bunch of Indian River Oranges. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active No. 21050: non-stereo photonegative.], 1895
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): A Bunch of Indian River Oranges. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active No. 21050 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1895.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16135

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Fruit
Oranges
Trees

Place: Florida -- 1890-1900
Indian River (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Camp near Sunday Bluff, Ocklawaha River, Florida, U.S.A. Copyright 1891 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21052 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1891

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Camp near Sunday Bluff, Ocklawaha River, Florida, U.S.A. Copyright 1891 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21052 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1891.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16136

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Camps -- Florida
Rivers -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida
Ocklawaha River (Florida)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Old Spanish Cathedral, St. Augustine, Florida, U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active no. 21056 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1895
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Old Spanish Cathedral, St. Augustine, Florida, U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active no. 21056 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1895.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16137

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Florida

Place: Florida
St. Augustine (Fla.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Wizard Oak and Spring, Fort George Island, U.S.A. Copyright 1891 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21057 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1891
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): The Wizard Oak and Spring, Fort George Island, U.S.A. Copyright 1891 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21057 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1891,

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16138

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100]

Topic: Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida
Fort George Island ( Fla.)
Wizard Oak (Fort George's Island, Florida)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

U.S. Senator W. E. Mason and Son. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21058 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)
Image(s): U.S. Senator W. E. Mason and Son. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21058 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16139

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Names: Mason, W. E., Senator
Topic: Children
Senators (United States)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Hon. J. H. Mitchell, Ex-Senator from Oregon. / Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21059 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)
Image(s): Hon. J. H. Mitchell, Ex-Senator from Oregon. / Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21059 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16140

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].
Place: Mitchell, J. H.  
Oregon  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Portraits -- Men  

Occupation: Senators (United States)  

Dr. Joseph LeConte--the Eminent Geologist. / Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21060 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").  

Image(s): Dr. Joseph LeConte--the Eminent Geologist. / Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21060 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 16141  

Company catalog card included  
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100]  

Names: LeConte, Joseph, Dr.  

Topic: Geologists  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Portraits -- Men  

Hon. William A. Stone, Member of Congress from Pennsylvania. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [half-stereo photonegative,] 1898  
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").  

Image(s): Hon. William A. Stone, Member of Congress from Pennsylvania. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [half-stereo photonegative,] 1898.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 16142  
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].
Company catalog card included.

Names: Stone, William A.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Portraits -- Men
Place: Pennsylvania

Hon. Charles A. Russell, Member of Congress from Connecticut. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 21065 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Hon. Charles A. Russell, Member of Congress from Connecticut. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 21065 Photonegative 1898
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16143

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Portraits -- Men
Place: Connecticut
Russell, Charles A.

[River in Bermuda. Active no. 21068 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16144

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Gardens -- Bermuda
Palms
Rivers -- Bermuda
Trees -- Bermuda
Place: Bermuda
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Ruins of bombed buildings. Active no. 21069 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16145
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].
Topic: Armed Forces
Destruction
Disasters
Ruins
Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Disaster. Active no. 21070 non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16146
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].
Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
[Soldier or fireman standing in street before severely damaged city buildings, Patterson, N.J. Active no. 21072 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16147
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Destruction -- New Jersey
          Disasters -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
          Paterson (N.J.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

[Men walking in street before severely damaged city buildings, Paterson, N.J.. Active no. 21075 : non-stereo photonegative], 1906
1 Item (5" x 4").
Image(s): [Men walking in street before severely damaged city buildings, Paterson, N.J.. Active no. 21075 : non-stereo photonegative], 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16148
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Orig. no. 40244.

Topic: Destruction -- New Jersey
          Disasters -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
          Paterson (N.J.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

[Elaborate formal funeral. Active no. 21083 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16149

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Funeral rites and ceremonies
      Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass

[View from street of seriously damaged city buildings. Active no. 21084: non-stereo photonegative.], 1906

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s): [View from street of seriously damaged city buildings. Active no. 21084: non-stereo photonegative.], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16150

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Orig. no. 40246.

Topic: Destruction
      Disasters

Place: New Jersey
      Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass

[Crowd in street before seriously damaged city buildings. Active no. 21086: non-stereo photonegative.], 1906
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): [Crowd in street before seriously damaged city buildings. Active no. 21086 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16151

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Destruction
Disasters

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Rapids of wide river in winter. Active no. 21087 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16152

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Bridges
Rapids
Rivers
Snow
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

A Wolf hunt on the Plains. / Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 21092 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16153
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100]
Topic: Wolves
hunters
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Entrance to building with giant columns. Active no. 21094 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16154
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].
Topic: Architecture, Classical
Columns
Crowds
Doorways
 Entrances
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Bridge.] [Active no. 21098 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16155

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Children in patriotic flag display.] [Active no. 21103 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16156

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Company catalog card included.

Topic: Armed Forces
Children
Displays
Flags
Scales (Weighing instruments)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[House with trees, figures in snow. Active no. 21109 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16157

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Major-General H. F. Grant, C.B., Inspector-General of Cavalry, England. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21113 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16158

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Names: Grant, H. F., Major-General

Topic: Cavalry -- England
Military -- England
Portraits -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16159
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Horses -- England
Parks
Riders
Place: England -- 1890-1900
Hyde Park -- England -- London
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Husking Cocoanuts, Port Maria, Jamaica. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21117 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Husking Cocoanuts, Port Maria, Jamaica. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21117 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16160
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Coconuts -- Jamaica
Harvesting -- Jamaica
Laborers -- Jamaica
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica
Port Maria
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Co. B., Fighting Washington Volunteers at Pasig, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 21120 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Co. B., Fighting Washington Volunteers at Pasig, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 21120 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16161

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Company catalog card included.

Names: Washington Volunteers

Topic: Military -- Philippines
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
Training -- Philippines

Place: Pasig (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Disaster.] [Active no. 21125 : non-stereo photonegative,]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16162

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Monk holding up glass of wine : Active no. 21129 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16163

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Monks
Wine and wine making

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men

[Portrait of man with moustache. Active no. 21136 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16164

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Moustaches

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men

Hon. G. A. Hobart, Vice President of the United States. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21138 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Hon. G. A. Hobart, Vice President of the United States. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21138 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16165

Company catalog card included. Company acc. no. 54630.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Names: Hobart, G. A., Hon.
Topic: Portraits
       Vice presidents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Neo-classical buildings. Active no. 21153 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16166
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Buildings
       Neoclassicism (Architecture)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Seated man viewing city buildings. Active no. 21167 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16167

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Orig. no. 40286.

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

View of destroyed city buildings. Active no. 21171 : non-stereo photonegative.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16168

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Buildings -- New Jersey
Destruction
Disasters

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Man in ruins of destroyed city buildings. Active no. 21172 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16169

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Orig. no. 40279.

Topic: Buildings -- New Jersey
Destruction
Disasters

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[View of severely destroyed city buildings. Active no. 21181: non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16170

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Buildings -- New Jersey
Destruction
Disasters

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Plaza. Active no. 21186: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16171

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Plazas
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Large house with trees. Active no. 21192 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16172

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Gardens
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Low view of domed building. Active no. 21196 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16173
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Buildings
      Domes
      Flags
      Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Major General Joseph Wheeler of Alabama. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21197 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Major General Joseph Wheeler of Alabama. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21197 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16174

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Names: Wheeler, Joseph, Major General

Topic: Armed Forces

Place: Alabama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Biblical scene. Active no. 21046 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16175

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Orig. no. 22046.

**Topic:** Biblical scenes
Displays
Religion

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Hon. Warren B. Hooker, Member of Congress from New York. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21137 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

**Image(s):** Hon. Warren B. Hooker, Member of Congress from New York. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21137 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 16176
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

**Names:** Hooker, Warren B.

**Topic:** Legislators -- United States
Legislators -- United States -- 1890-1920.

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men

**Place:** New York

[Man with large mustache. [Active no. 21198 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 16177
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Moustaches
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Portraits -- Men

Major General Fitzhugh Lee, Ex-Consul General at Havana. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21200 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Major General Fitzhugh Lee, Ex-Consul General at Havana. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21200 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16178
AC0143-0016178 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Names: Lee, Fitzhugh, Maj. General
Topic: Armed Forces
Diplomats
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Seated tourists and tall monument. Active no. 21205 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16179

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

**Topic:**
- Monuments
- Tourists
- Waterscapes

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

'To North and South, the Great War's Memories are priceless heritages of honor'--Prest. [sic?] Roosevelt; Exposition, Charleston, S.C. Copyright 1902 by U&U. [on negative] [Active no. 21209 : photonegative.], 1902

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): 'To North and South, the Great War's Memories are priceless heritages of honor'--Prest. [sic?] Roosevelt; Exposition, Charleston, S.C. Copyright 1902 by U&U. [on negative] [Active no. 21209 : photonegative.] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Johnson, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

- RSN 16180
- AC0143-0016180 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100]. Orig. no. 60992.

**Names:**
- Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

**Topic:**
- Celebrations -- South Carolina
- Civil war -- South Carolina
- Exhibitions -- South Carolina
- Expositions -- South Carolina
- Presidents -- South Carolina
- United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865 -- South Carolina
- Veterans -- South Carolina

**Place:**
- Charleston (S.C.)
- South Carolina

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

[Street scene. Active no. 21211 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16181

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Arches
Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Deer Hunting in Winter--A Pull through the Snow. Copyright 1893 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21218 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1893
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Deer Hunting in Winter--A Pull through the Snow. Copyright 1893 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21218 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1893.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16183

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Rifles
Snow
hunters

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Outdoor ceremony. Active no. 21219 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16184

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Arches
Buildings
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Man in overcoat shows bouquet of flowers to woman seated at typewriter
desk. Active no. 21234 : black-and-white half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16185

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic: Comic, The
Dwellings
Flowers
Flowers
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Typewriters
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Be the Howly St. Patrick!--there's Mickie's Ghost." Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] : [half-stereo photonegative,], 1894
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): "Be the Howly St. Patrick!--there's Mickie's Ghost." Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] : [half-stereo photonegative,] 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16186

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Names: Patrick, Saint
Topic: Comic, The
Ghosts
Irish-American wit and humor -- 1890-1900
Wit and humor -- Irish -- 1890-1900
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Caught Out on a Fly." [sic] Wild Swan Killed by the Tornado. Copyright 1893 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21242 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1893
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16187

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Birds
Disasters
Swans
Tornadoes
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Exposition interior. Active no. 21259 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along left border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16188

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Man seated with arm around woman seated at typewriter desk. Active no, 21264 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16189

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].
Disturbed--Blue Heron. Copyright 1892 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Non-stereo photonegative,], 1892
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”.

Image(s): Disturbed--Blue Heron. Copyright 1892 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Non-stereo photonegative,] 1892.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16190
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108]

Hawthorn Blossoms. Copyright 1892 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Non-stereo photonegative,], 1892
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”.

Image(s): Hawthorn Blossoms. Copyright 1892 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Non-stereo photonegative,] 1892.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16191
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].
Hawthorns
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Col. William Jennings Bryan in his recruiting office. [Active no. 21251 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Col. William Jennings Bryan in his recruiting office. [Active no. 21251 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16192

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Topic: Armed Forces
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men

[Profile portrait of man with mustache, George B. Cortelyou. Active no. 21253 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16193

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Names: Cortelyou, George B.
Topic: Moustaches
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men

Box 194
RSN Numbers 16194-16293

[Rambunctious young lady pulls hair of seated woman as young man prayerfully oversees scene. Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16194

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: COMIC SERIES
Comic, The
Dwellings
Love
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Park with large building. Active no. 21269 : non-stereo photonegative.],
1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16195

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Orig. no. 32703.

Topic: Buildings
Parks
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The South Arch from Administration Bldg. [on envelope.] [Active no. 21280 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16196
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108]

Topic: Arches
Gates
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Mexican Circus Knife Throwers [on envelope]. [Active no. 21283 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16197
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Circuses (performances)
Knife throwers
Knives

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

For we are jolly good fellows [on negative]. [Active no. 21294 : half-stereo photonegative]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): For we are jolly good fellows [on negative]. [Active no. 21294 : half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16198

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Celebrations
      Loggers
      Lumbering
      Snow

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

The Hunters in Camp. [on negative] [Active no. 21296 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16199

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Deer
      Snow
      hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

The Miracle of the Louisville Cyclone, U.S.A. / Copyright 1890 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21298 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1890
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): The Miracle of the Louisville Cyclone, U.S.A. / Copyright 1890 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21298 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1890.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16200

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Cyclones -- Kentucky
Destruction -- Kentucky
Disasters -- Kentucky
Sculptures -- Kentucky

Place: Kentucky
Louisville (Ky.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Birds. Active no. 21304 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16201

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Birds

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Will I be an Angel, Mamma? Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21305 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Will I be an Angel, Mamma? Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21305 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16202

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Children
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Horticulture Building [on envelope] [Active no. 21314 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16203

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108]

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Exhibitions

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Omaha [on building sign] [Active no. 21321 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16204

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Walkway in wooded area. Active no. 21325 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16205

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Donkeys
Parks
Trees
Walkways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Hunters in fur coats with two moose, in snow : Active no. 21326 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along left border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16206

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Topic: Moose
Snow
hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Mexican Circus / The Strong Senorita [on envelope]. [Active no. 21328 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16207

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Circus
Circuses (performances)
Entertainers
Performers

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Waiting and Watching for Thee." (Diamond Rattlesnake.) Copyright 1893 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21331 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1893

Image(s): "Waiting and Watching for Thee." (Diamond Rattlesnake.) Copyright 1893 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21331 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1893.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16209

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108]

Orig. no. 55083.

Topic: Rattlesnakes
Snakes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Deep within the Forest is the Indian's Wigwam Home." Copyright 1895 by Geo. Barker. [on negative.] [Active no. 21336 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1895
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): "Deep within the Forest is the Indian's Wigwam Home." Copyright 1895 by Geo. Barker. [on negative.] [Active no. 21336 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1895.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16209

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Forests
Indians of North America
Snow
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

On Glacier Rock, Yosemite (3,200 feet from the ground below), California, U.S.A. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21344 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1894
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): On Glacier Rock, Yosemite (3,200 feet from the ground below), California, U.S.A. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21344 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16210

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California
Valleys -- California

Place: California
Glacier Rock (Yosemite National Park, California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

On Glacier Rock, Yosemite (3,200 feet from the ground below), California, U.S.A. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21345 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1894
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): On Glacier Rock, Yosemite (3,200 feet from the ground below), California, U.S.A. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21345 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16211

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California
Valleys -- California

Place: California
Glacier Rock (Yosemite National Park, California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Circus in Mexico. Active no. 21346 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16212

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

**Topic:** Circuses (performances)  
Donkeys  

**Place:** Mexico  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Overlooking Nature’s Grandest Scenery, Yosemite Valley, Cal., U.S.A.  
Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21346 : half-stereo photonegative  
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").]  
**Image(s):** Overlooking Nature’s Grandest Scenery, Yosemite Valley, Cal., U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21346 : half-stereo photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Emulsion flaking along right border.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 16213  

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- California  
Mountains -- California  
Tourists -- California  
Valleys -- California  

**Place:** California  
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Fighting the "Hard Master." Copyright 1895 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21360 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1895  
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").]  
**Image(s):** Fighting the "Hard Master." Copyright 1895 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 21360 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1895.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer  
English.  
Firefighters trying to control fire in snow.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16214

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Disasters
        Fire fighters
        Fires
        Snow
        Streets

[Theodore Roosevelt.] [Active no. 21365: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Background opaqued.

Local Numbers
RSN 16215

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 16216.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents -- United States
Genre/ Form: Opaque
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men

[Portrait of Theodore Roosevelt. Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16216

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 16215.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Genre/Form: Portraits -- Men

Sir Thomas Lipton watching "Shamrock II.'s" progress from the Erin, Sandy Hook, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21370 : half-stereo photonegative], 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Sir Thomas Lipton watching "Shamrock II.'s" progress from the Erin, Sandy Hook, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21370 : half-stereo photonegative] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16217

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Names: Erin (Ship)
Lipton, Thomas, Sir
Topic: Races -- New Jersey
Seascapes -- New Jersey
Ships -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
Sandy Hook
Shamrock II (ship)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Genre/Form: -- Glass

Theatre [on far right building sign]. [Active no. 21372 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16218

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Buildings
Camels
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Omaha Ex." [on envelope: statue of goddess and exposition buildings.]
[Active no. 21382 : half-stereo photonegative., 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").]
Image(s): "Omaha Ex." [on envelope: statue of goddess and exposition buildings.] [Active no. 21382 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16219

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Buildings -- Nebraska
Expositions -- Nebraska
Flags -- Nebraska
statues -- Nebraska

Place: Nebraska
Omaha (Nebraska)
Trans-Mississippi Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

["Omaha Ex." on envelope; two small boats with U.S. Flags in river.] [Active no. 21386 : half-stereo photonegative., 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").]
Image(s): ["Omaha Ex." on envelope; two small boats with U.S. Flags in river.] [Active no. 21386 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16220

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].
The Grand Court by Electric Light, Trans-Mississippi Exposition, Omaha, Neb. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Active no. 21389 : half-stereo photongative,] 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): The Grand Court by Electric Light, Trans-Mississippi Exposition, Omaha, Neb. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Active no. 21389 : half-stereo photongative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16221

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Nearly a mile down and only a step, Yosemite from Glacier Point, Cal. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21397 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1894
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Nearly a mile down and only a step, Yosemite from Glacier Point, Cal. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21397 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16222

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 16293.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

On Glacier Rock, Yosemite (3,200 ft. from the ground below) California, U.S.A. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21401 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): On Glacier Rock, Yosemite (3,200 ft. from the ground below) California, U.S.A. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21401 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16223

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California
Valleys -- California

Place: California
Glacier Rock (Yosemite National Park, California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Redlands from Smiley Heights, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21405 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s): Redlands from Smiley Heights, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 21405 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16224

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Plazas
Place: California
Redlands (Calif.)
Smiley Heights (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Snow scene. Active no. 21416 : Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16225

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Snow
Trees
Battleship "Ohio" leaving [on envelope] [Active no. 21426 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16226
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].
Company catalog card included.

Topic:
Crowds
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

River Boats, alive with native Passengers, Canton, China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21434 : non-stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s): River Boats, alive with native Passengers, Canton, China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21434 : non-stereo photonegative], 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16227
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic:
Boats -- China
Docks -- China
Piers -- China
Wharves -- China

Place:
Canton (China)
China
Guangzhou (China)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Landscape with figures. Active no. 21436 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16228
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Figure in landscape
Ponds
Pools

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[High view of crowd at outdoor sports event. Active no. 21438 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16229
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Competitions
Contests
Crowds
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[High-angle view of exposition buildings and central pond.] [Active no. 21443 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [High-angle view of exposition buildings and central pond.]
[Active no. 21443 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16230

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Company catalog card included.

Topic: Buildings -- Nebraska
Expositions -- Nebraska
Lakes -- Nebraska
Ponds -- Nebraska
Pools -- Nebraska

Place: Nebraska
Omaha (Nebraska)
Trans-Mississippi Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Greek Patriarchal Easter Ceremony, Jerusalem. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on envelope] [Active no. 21446 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1896

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): The Greek Patriarchal Easter Ceremony, Jerusalem. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on envelope] [Active no. 21446 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16231

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Palestine
Crowds -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Easter (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image(s)</th>
<th>Underwood &amp; Underwood, Publisher</th>
<th>English.</th>
<th>Silver gelatin on glass.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Numbers</td>
<td>RSN 16232</td>
<td>Company catalog card included.</td>
<td>Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names:</td>
<td>Aschley, Miss</td>
<td>Battleship Ohio</td>
<td>Nash, Gov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Flowers</td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image(s)</th>
<th>Underwood &amp; Underwood, Publisher</th>
<th>English.</th>
<th>Silver gelatin on glass.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Numbers</td>
<td>RSN 16233</td>
<td>Company catalog card included.</td>
<td>Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Cemeteries</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Sepulchral monuments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First National Bank, Paterson, N.J. [on envelope]. Active no. 21458 : photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): First National Bank, Paterson, N.J. [on envelope]. Active no. 21458 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16234

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Buildings
Disasters
Fires

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Flag-draped streets and buildings, huge parade of marching military veterans; "Ottawa, Kansas" on envelope.] [Active no. 21460 : non-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16235

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Celebrations
Crowds
Flags -- United States
Parades
Streets -- Kansas

Place: Kansas
Ottawa (Kansas)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Workers in factory. Active no. 21468 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16236

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Blue collar workers

Factories

Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Sheep and shepherd.] [Active no. 21474 : non-stereo photonegative.

1 Item (5" 4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16237

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Blue collar workers

Sheep

Shepherds

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

[Sausages. Active no. 21475 : non-stereo photonegative.

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16238
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

**Topic:** Blue collar workers
- Factories
- Industry
- Meat -- Packing
- Sausages

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass

Looking over the "Whirlpool" and down the river--from Canadian side--Niagara, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21496 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Looking over the "Whirlpool" and down the river--from Canadian side--Niagara, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21496 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Man wearing hat watches from a cliff.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 16239

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

**Topic:** Figure in landscape
- Rapids
- Rivers

**Place:** Niagara
- Niagara River

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass

The rolling "Whirlpool" below the Falls, Niagara River, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21497 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): The rolling "Whirlpool" below the Falls, Niagara River, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 21497 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16240

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Rapids
Rivers

Place: Niagara
Niagara River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Autumn beauties along Niagara's precipitous banks--looking towards the Falls--Niagara. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.]
[Active no. 21498 :half-stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Autumn beauties along Niagara's precipitous banks--looking towards the Falls--Niagara. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.][Active no. 21498 :half-stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16241

Company catalog card included.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Niagara River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Waterfalls and bridge.] [Active no. 21502 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16242
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Bridges  
Waterfalls  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Admiring Tourists viewing the Falls from Prospect Point, Niagara, U.S.A.  
Copyright by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative. [Caption no. 21508 : stereoscopic photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 16243

Company catalog card included

Orig. no. 2951.5

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108]

Topic: Tourists  
Waterfalls  

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

"Niagara, thou Eternal Drop from God's Right Hand!' [sic] U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 21521 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1901  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 16244

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass

Enchanting beauty of mighty Niagara, American Falls--looking over Luna Falls--from [---- ] Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 21523 : non-stereo photonegative,

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): Enchanting beauty of mighty Niagara, American Falls--looking over Luna Falls--from [---- ] Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 21523 : non-stereo photonegative,

Underwood & Underwood

Local Numbers

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108]

Topic: Bridges

Place: American Falls (Niagara, New York)

Luna Falls (Niagra)

Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass

[Parade on city street.] [Active no. 21525 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Bands (Music)

Celebrations

Parades
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Streets
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:-- Glass

[Parade on city street.] [Active no. 21527 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16247
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic:
Bands (Music)
Celebrations
Parades
Streets

Geo. Washington coach [on envelope]. [Active no. 21532 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Viewed from high angle.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16248
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic:
Carriages
Crowds
Horses
Streets

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:-- Glass
[Large military parade in city. Active no. 21533 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16249

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
Parades

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Military parade in a city. Active no. 21544 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16250

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
Parades

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Labor Day Parade, Union Square, New York. [on negative] [Active no. 21547 half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 16251

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [100].

Topic:  Crowds -- New York
        Parades -- New York (State) -- New York
        Plazas -- New York
        Streets -- New York (N.Y.)

Place:  New York (N.Y.)
        Union Square (New York, N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[People in snow scene. Active no. 21555 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 16252

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic:  Horses
        Sleds
        Snow
        Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Large military parade in a city. Active no. 21559 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 16253

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Part of a parade. Active no. 21568 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16254

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Bands (Music)
Parades

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Frozen waterfalls. Active no. 21575 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16255

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Ice
Snow
Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Bridal Veil Falls. Active no. 21577 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16256

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108]

Topic: Waterfalls
Place: Bridalveil Fall (Calif.)
California

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Street scene. Active no. 21582: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16257

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Horses
Snow
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Walkway in wooded area.] [Active no. 21593: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16258
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

**Topic:** Parks
Trees
Walkways

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Woman scrubbing steps of home with mischievous boy behind her. Active No. 21601 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 16259

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

**Topic:** Children
Dwellings
Photography, Humorous -- 1890-1920
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:** Comics
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Man on sofa and woman on chair draw reaction from her mother. Active no. 21612 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 16260

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

**Topic:** COMIC SERIES
Dwellings
[Man wearing top hat leans over woman in bed, with whisky bottle in background. Active no. 21615, non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16261

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.51 [108].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Top hats

Genre/Form: Comics
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[From behind, man amorously leans over woman seated on sofa.] Active no. 22029, photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [From behind, man amorously leans over woman seated on sofa.] Active no. 22029, photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16262

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Comics
Log cabin, hunters, and a bear. Active no. 22030: non-stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16263
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Bears
Deer
Forests
Log cabins
hunters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

River scene. Active no. 22031: non-stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16264
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

River and forest scene. Active no. 22033: non-stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16265

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Forests
Rapids
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Husband kisses maid in kitchen.] [Active no. 22034 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16266

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Adultery
Couples
Dwellings
Kitchens
Maids
Wit and humor

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Skirmish Line halting for a rest before wading a paddy-field, Philippine Campaign. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22037 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1899
1 item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Skirmish Line halting for a rest before wading a paddy-field, Philippine Campaign. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22037 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16267

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Military -- Philippines
Soldiers -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

[People.] 22039 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [People.] 22039 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
One line of standing men, with a line of men squatting in front of them, photographed from an oblique angle.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16268

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Buildings
Portraits, Group -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military training.] [Active no. 22040 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16269

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Armed Forces
Dinners and dining
Soldiers
Soldiers
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Seascape with sailboat.] [Active no. 22042: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16270

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Boats and boating
Seascapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Shipwreck. Active no. 22044 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16271

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Disasters
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Exterior of building with columns, trees, figures. Active no. 22045 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16272

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Architecture, Classical
Buildings
Trees

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

In the gorgeous residence of King Oscar II, Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22046 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): In the gorgeous residence of King Oscar II, Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22046 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16273

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124]

Names: Oscar, King, II,

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Interior architecture -- Sweden
       Palaces

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form:
photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Paddy's Market, Cork, Ireland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22047 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Paddy's Market, Cork, Ireland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22047 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16274

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Names: Paddy's Market (Cork, Ireland)

Topic: Markets -- Ireland
       Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Palace in Sweden. Active no. 22048 : non-stereo photonegative,.], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Emphasis on many chandeliers.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16275

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Chandeliers
Interior architecture -- Sweden
Palaces

Place: Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

[Man and woman in Scottish clothes standing in a field cheek-to-cheek, with man's arm around woman. Active no.22049 : Photonegative,.], 1895
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): [Man and woman in Scottish clothes standing in a field cheek-to-cheek, with man's arm around woman. Active no.22049 : Photonegative.] 1895.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16276

Similar to RSN 16282 Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman [on envelope].

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Costume
Couples
Love

Place: Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Child with toys in home.] [Active no. 22050 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1895
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): [Child with toys in home.] [Active no. 22050 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1895.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16277

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Dock scene. Active no. 22053 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1 Item (item, 3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16278

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Boats and boating
Docks
Piers
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Rocky ruins. Active no. 22054 : non-stereo photonegative,]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16279

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Rocks
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military training: soldiers with rifles in line. Active no. 22056 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16280

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Wedding ceremony staged in house interior.] [Active no. 22058 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16281

Same as RSN 16368
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124]

Topic: Dwellings
       Love
       Rites and ceremonies
       Weddings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

“Gin a body meet a body comin’ tho’ the rye; Gin a body kiss a body need a body cry?” [sic.] Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22061 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1895
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): "Gin a body meet a body comin’ tho’ the rye; Gin a body kiss a body need a body cry?” [sic.] Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22061 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1895.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16282

Similar to RSN 16276.

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Couples -- Scotland
       Love -- Scotland

Place: Scotland

[Waterfalls. Active no. 22062 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16283

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Forests
       Mountains
       Waterfalls
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Seacoast with figure on rock. Active no. 22063 :? non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16284
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Coasts
Figure in landscape
Formations (Geology)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Milk Punches. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]
Active no. 22066 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1895

[Little girl standing in front of fireplace.] [Active no. 22065 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16285
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Fireplaces

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): Milk Punches. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22066 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1895.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Sow nursing a litter of pigs.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16286

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Swine
pigs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Mosque of Sultan Barkuk, Cairo, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22067 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1896

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Mosque of Sultan Barkuk, Cairo, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22067 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16287

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Names: Barkuk, Sultan

Topic: Mosques -- Egypt
Streets -- Egypt.

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Tall monument with cross on top. Active no. 22068 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16288

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Crosses
Memorials
Monuments

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Mr. and Mrs. Newlywed's new French Cook. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 22069 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Mr. and Mrs. Newlywed's new French Cook. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 22069 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16289

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Comic, The
Cookery
Dwellings
Wit and humor -- 1880-1900
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Child in nightgown standing in home. Active no. 22070 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16290

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Nightgowns

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Irrigation. Farmer in field : Active no. 22071 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16291

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Agriculture
Fields
Figure in landscape
Irrigation

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Military scene: three men in uniform. Active no. 22072 non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16292

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers
Veterans
Genres/Forms:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Tourists on dramatic projecting rock ledge, Yosemite Falls in background. Active no. 22076: non-stereo photonegative.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16293

Similar to RSN 16222.
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topics:
Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Places:
California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Stephen Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16294

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topics:
Churches -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland
Thun (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16295

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Caves -- Palestine
      Tombs -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
       Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Boat on Thames River, London.] [Active no. 22079 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16296

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].


Topic: Boats -- England
       Buildings -- England
       Waterscapes -- England

Place: England
       London (England)
       Thames River (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Seascape. Active no. 22080 : non-stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16297
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic:
Fortification
Islands
Seascapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Elegant interior. Active no. 22081 : non-stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16298
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Family group outside rustic home.] [Active no. 22082 : non-stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16299
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].  

**Topic:**  
Dwellings  
Dwellings  
Family  

**Genre/ Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

[Landscape with riders on donkeys? Active no. 22083 : non-stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").  

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 16300  

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].  

**Topic:**  
Donkeys  

**Genre/ Form:**  
Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

[Hospital ward with beds. Active no. 22085 : non-stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")  

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 16301  

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].  

**Topic:**  
Hospitals  
Interior architecture  
beds  

**Genre/ Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

[Soldiers on rocky landscape : Active no. 22086 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and with gouges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16302
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Armed Forces
Buglers
Mountains
Rocks
Soldiers
War casualties

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[City street with buildings and skyscrapers from high angle. Active no. 22087 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16303
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Buildings
Skyscrapers
Streets

Genre/ Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Street market. Active no. 22088 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16304

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Markets
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[River and bridge in rural setting in winter. Active no. 22089 : non-stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16305

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Bridges
Rivers
Snow
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

----from Prince St., New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1897 by Strohmeyer &
Wyman. [on negative.] [Active no. 22090 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1897
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): ----from Prince St., New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1897 by
Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Active no. 22090 : half-stereo
photonegative.,] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16306

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Buildings -- New York
Streetcars -- New York
Streets -- New York

Place: New York
New York (New York) -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Orchard. Active no. 22091: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16307

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Bananas
Orchards
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Two women fishing. Active number 22092: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16308

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Fishing

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Seascapes

Windsor Castle from across the Thames, England. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. Active No.: 22093: half-stereo photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4")

Image(s): Windsor Castle from across the Thames, England. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. Active No.: 22093 : half-stereo photonegative, 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16309

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Architecture -- England
Boats -- England
Castles -- England
Rivers -- England

Place: England
Thames River (England)
Windsor Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Military scene: soldier patrolling? Active no. 22094 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (item, 3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16310

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Armed Forces

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

A Farmer's Life for Me. / Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active no. 22095 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1894
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): A Farmer's Life for Me. / Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active no. 22095 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16311
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Emulsion peeling along right border.

Topic: Cattle -- 1890-1900
Horses -- 1890-1900
Milking
Sheep

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Political train stop with crowd and U.S. Flag. Active no. 22096 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16312
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Crowds
Flags -- United States
Political campaigns
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Incomparable Void--North from head of Red Canon Trail, Grand Canyon of Arizona. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22097 : non-stereo photonegative], 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

**Image(s):** Incomparable Void--North from head of Red Canon Trail, Grand Canyon of Arizona. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22097 : non-stereo photonegative], 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16313

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

**Topic:** Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Valleys -- Arizona

**Place:** Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

**Image(s):**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Uniformed figures on horseback.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Top third of negative missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 16314

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

**Topic:** Armed Forces
Horses

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Fighting from Stone Wall Defences--Washington Volunteers, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22100 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): Fighting from Stone Wall Defences--Washington Volunteers, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22100 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16315
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Names: Washington Volunteers
Topic: Military -- Philippines
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
Rifles -- Philippines
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
War -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Lake scene. with mountains and figure : Active no. 22102 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along borders.
Local Numbers
RSN 16316
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Figure in landscape
Formations (Geology)
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Flirtation" Walk, Military Academy, West Point, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22103 : non-stereo photonegative.]
**Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates**

**1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").**

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers**

RSN 16317  
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

**Names:** United States Military Academy  
**Topic:** Academies -- New York  
Gardens -- New York  
International education -- New York  
Military -- New York  
Walkways -- New York  
**Place:** New York  
West Point (New York)  
**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Edinburgh's Popular Seaside Resort, Portobello, Scotland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 22104 Photonegative  
**1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").**

**Image(s): Edinburgh's Popular Seaside Resort, Portobello, Scotland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 22104 Photonegative.**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers**

RSN 16318  
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

**Topic:** Beaches -- Scotland  
Resorts -- Scotland  
**Place:** Edinburgh (Scotland)  
Portobello  
Scotland  
**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

[Theodore Roosevellt.] Active no. 22106 : photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt.] Active no. 22106 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along right border. Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 16319
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Military memorial. Active no. 22108 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16320
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flowers
Memorials
Monuments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[ African American child in house. Active no. 22109 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16321

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Children
Dwellings

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Cultural: African-Americans -- 1900-1910

---al boys stripped as they fought Cervera's Fleet. [On negative.] [Active no. 22111: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers
4957

RSN 16322

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Sailors
Ships

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Pyramids and Sphinx, Egypt.] Active no. 22112: half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Pyramids and Sphinx, Egypt.] Active no. 22112: half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight gouges.
Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16323
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

**Topic:** Camels -- Egypt  
Pyramids -- Egypt

**Place:** Egypt  
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

[Rocky landscape. Active no. 22115 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 16324

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)  
Mountains -- United States

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

[Child with pig in front of painted studio backdrop. Active no. 22116 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 16325

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

**Topic:** Children  
Swine

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

[Grapes, arbor. Active no. 22117 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight peeling of emulsion along borders

Yellowing

Local Numbers

RSN 16326

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Arbors
Bowers
Grapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

"That's where I hit him." Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22118 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1894

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): "That's where I hit him." Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22118 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers

RSN 16327

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Deer
Snow
der hunting
hunters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[maid in kitchen. Active no. 22119 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16328
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic:
Dishwashing
Dwellings
Maids
Wit and humor

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

The Great City Market--"Halles Central"--Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22120 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): The Great City Market--"Halles Central"--Paris, France.
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22120 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16329
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Names:
Les Halles -- Paris (France)

Topic:
Markets -- France -- Paris
Streets -- France

Place:
France
Paris (France)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

[Soldiers on horseback. Active no. 22121 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16330

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Mosque from high angle. Active no. 22122 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16331

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Mosques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Military.] 22123 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Military.] 22123 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16332

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Picking Oranges, Riverside, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22125 : non-stereo photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): Picking Oranges, Riverside, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22125 : non-stereo photonegative 1898.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16333
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Fruit -- California
Laborers -- California
Oranges -- California
Orchards -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Riverside (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Geological formations.] 22126 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Geological formations.] 22126 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight peeling of emulsion along borders

Local Numbers
RSN 16334
Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Climbing Mountain Paths, Yosemite Valley, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22127 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16335

Topic: Donkeys -- California
Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Waterfalls.] 22128 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 22128 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling badly along all borders

Local Numbers
RSN 16336

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Waterfalls

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Farm scene.] 22129 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Farm scene.] 22129 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16337

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Cows

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

(Laughing Water) Falls, in Watkins Glen, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22130 : non-stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): (Laughing Water) Falls, in Watkins Glen, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22130 : non-stereo photonegative], 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along all borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16338

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- New York
Waterfalls

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Children and cattle?] Active no. 22131 : photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Children and cattle?] Active no. 22131 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16339

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].
Topic: Calves
Children
Cows

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Majestic Niagara, rolling in ceaseless roar--American Falls from below--U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22132 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling badly along all borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16340

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Waterfalls

Place: American Falls (Niagara, New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Two strings to her bow! Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22133 : non-stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Two strings to her bow! Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22133 : non-stereo photonegative], 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Two males and one female in 18th century costume.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16341

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Topic: Costume -- 18th century
Drama
Love
Stage settings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Seal Rocks and Cliff House, San Francisco, California. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22134 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): Seal Rocks and Cliff House, San Francisco, California. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22134 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16342

Currently stored in box 3.1.52 [124].

Names: Cliff House (San Francisco)

Topic: Architecture -- California
Beaches -- California
Buildings -- California
Children -- California
Formations (Geology)

Place: California
San Francisco (California)
Seal Rocks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[War scene.] 22138 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [War scene.] 22138 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16343

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
War
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Great Sphinx and Pyramid of Chefren, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22139 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1896.
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): The Great Sphinx and Pyramid of Chefren, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22139 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16344

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: Chefren, King of Egypt

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

From Washington Building, near Battery Park, west across North River and Bay to Jersey City, New York. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Undrwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 22137 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1902.
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): From Washington Building, near Battery Park, west across North River and Bay to Jersey City, New York. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Undrwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 22137 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16345

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Similar to RSN 16349.

Orig. no. 2787.5.

Topic: Docks -- New York
Piers -- New York
Seascapes -- New York
Ships -- New York
Wharves -- New York

Place: New Jersey
New York (N.Y.)
North River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Children.] 22140 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Children.] 22140 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 16346
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Children
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountains.] 22142 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 22142 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16347
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- United States
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Beach scene. Active no. 22143 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Children in bathing suits?
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16348
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Beaches
Children
Resorts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

From Washington Building, near Battery Park, west across North River
and Bay to Jersey City, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by Underwood &
Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22144 : non-stereo photonegative,]
1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): From Washington Building, near Battery Park, west across
North River and Bay to Jersey City, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by
Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22144 : non-stereo
photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16349
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Similar to RSN 16345

Topic: Docks -- New York
Piers -- New York
Seascapes -- New York
Ships -- New York
Wharves -- New York

Place: Battery Park (New York, N.Y.)
Jersey City (N.J.)
New York (N.Y.)
North River
"Shameen Canal from the French bridge, Canton, China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood" [on negative]. Active no. 22145 : photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): "Shameen Canal from the French bridge, Canton, China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood" [on negative]. Active no. 22145 : photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion damaged along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16350
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132]. Associated number, 4283.

Topic: Boats -- China
Canals -- China

Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
Shameen Canal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military scene. Active no. 22146 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 16351
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
[Military.] 22147 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Military.] 22147 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16352

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Tents

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Portrait, 3/4 length, of a woman, in domestic interior. Active no. 22149: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16353

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Women

[Children.] 22150 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Children.] 22150 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16354

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].
Topic: Children
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt.] Active no. 22152 : photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2” x 3-3/4”).

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt.] Active no. 22152 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16355
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22155 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16356
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964

Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22155 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16356
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964

Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22155 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16356
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964

Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22155 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16356
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964

Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22155 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16356
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964

Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22155 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16356
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964

Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22155 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16356
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964

Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22155 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16356
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964

Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22155 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”).

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16356
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964
[Seascape.] 22156 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Seascape.] 22156 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion craked and peeling along borders

Local Numbers
RSN 16357

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

[Street scene.] 22158 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 22158 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 16358

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Buildings
Cows
Streets
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Ruins of the Temple, Sphinx and Great Pyramid, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22159 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Ruins of the Temple, Sphinx and Great Pyramid, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22159 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16359
Similar to RSN 16367.
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132]. Orig. no. 1040.

Topic:
Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.

Place:
Egypt
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

Panorama World [on sign] [Active no. 22160 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16360
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132]

Copy and Version Identification Note

1040

Topic: Interior architecture
Genre/
Expositions
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple in home living room, dressed in evening wear. Active no. 22161 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
There appears to be a framed image of a female nude at the left.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16361

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Evening dress
Love
Nude in art

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Figures and buildings.] [Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Photograph of Toner?

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling along top and bottom borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16362

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Orig. no. 69533.

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Man on horse, with log cabin. Active no. 22165 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16363
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Orig. no. 6335.

Topic: Cowboys
Horses
Log cabins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Toronto University, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22166 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): Toronto University, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22166 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man photographing a woman on grounds.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16364
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Buildings -- Ontario
Photographers -- Ontario
Universities and colleges -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)
Toronto University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Students seated on university campus lawn. Active no. 22166 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s): [Students seated on university campus lawn. Active no. 22166: non-stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16365
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Buildings -- Ontario
Universities and colleges -- Ontario
Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)
Toronto University
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Park.] 22167 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Park.] 22167 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16366
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Topic: Parks

Ruins of the Temple, Sphinx and Great Pyramid, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative]. [Active no. 22167: half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.
Local Numbers
RSN 16367

Similar to RSN 16359.
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.

Place: Egypt
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Wedding in house. Active no. 22171 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16368

Same as RSN 16281.
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Orig. no. 63520.

Topic: Architecture, Victorian
Dwellings
Interior architecture
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Funeral of Queen Victoria, England. Active no. 22174 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16369

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, 1819-1901
Topic: Crowds
Funeral rites and ceremonies
Processions
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Ships.] 22175 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Ships.] 22175 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16370

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Exterior of rustic country home with thatched roof. Active no. 22182 non-
sterio photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Mountain landscape in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16371

Topic: Dwellings
Mountains
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Grand Canal and Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 22185 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1897
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s): Grand Canal and Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 22185 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16372
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Boats -- Denmark
Canals -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

[Machinery.] 22189 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Machinery.] 22189 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16373
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Carriage. Active no. 22194 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
With two men dancing in foreground.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16374
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].
Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Dancers
Horses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Nile River. Active no. 22195 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along left border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16375
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Boats -- Egypt
Waterscapes -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Nile River -- Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Carriers of the Nile, Egypt. [on negative] [Active no. 22195 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16376
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16377
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: Der-el-Bahair Temple (Thebes, Egypt)
Topic: Ruins -- Egypt.
Temple -- Egypt
Place: Egypt
Thebes (Upper Egypt)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Boats.] 22198 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Boats.] 22198 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16378
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Architecture.] 22203 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 22203 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 16379

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Flag-bedecked city street. Active no. 22207 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16380

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Celebrations
Flags
Streets

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[?]-oochow Creek from Garden Bridge--a scene in Shanghai, China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22213 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16381

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Boats -- China
Rivers -- China

Place: China
Shanghai (China)

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
--- "Olympia,"--just prior to the long homeward voyage--Manila Bay, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 22216 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): --- "Olympia,"--just prior to the long homeward voyage--Manila Bay, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 22216 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16382

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Sailors -- Philippines
Seamen -- Philippines
Ships -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

More ornamental in peace than useful in war--inside the Spanish Fort Santiago, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22221 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): More ornamental in peace than useful in war--inside the Spanish Fort Santiago, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22221 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16383

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armaments -- Philippines
Cannonballs -- Philippines
Fortification -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902

Place: Fort Santiago (Manila, Philippines)
Manila (Philippines)
Philippines
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143
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Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Puerta de Isabel [above archway] [Active no. 22224 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16384

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Arches
Gates
Roads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 22229 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 22229 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16385

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 22233 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 22233 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16386
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Buildings
Carts
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Ruins.] 22234 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 22234 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16387

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

--Church Top watching the Filipinos--Taquig, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 22235 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16388

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Churches -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
Taquig (Philippines)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
"...[?] route from Manila to Iloilo, on Transport 'Grant,' Philippine Islands. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative] Active no. 22236 : photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s): "...[?] route from Manila to Iloilo, on Transport 'Grant,' Philippine Islands. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative] Active no. 22236 : photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16389

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: Grant (Ship)

Topic: Military -- Philippines
       Ships -- Philippines
       Soldiers -- 1910-1920 -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Promenade and Monument, Manila, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 22240 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").]


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16390

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Monuments -- Philippines
       Streets -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

[Military scene.] 22244 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 22244 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16391

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic:
- Armed Forces
- Tents

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

A Welcome to Uncle Sam's Protection--three Filipinos entering American Lines, Pasay, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 22245 : non-stereo photonegative], 1899

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2"

Image(s): A Welcome to Uncle Sam's Protection--three Filipinos entering American Lines, Pasay, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 22245 : non-stereo photonegative], 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16392

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic:
- Military -- Philippines
- Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
- War -- Philippines

Place:
- Pasay (Philippines)
- Philippines

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Box 196

RSN Numbers 16393-16474

Image(s)

[Military scene.] 22247 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 22247 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16393
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
Fortification
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[G]atling Gun, driving Insurgents out of the brush, Pasay, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22248 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): [G]atling Gun, driving Insurgents out of the brush, Pasay, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative] [Active no. 22248 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16394
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Gatling Guns -- Philippines
Machine guns -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
War -- Philippines

Place: Pasay (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

----- the Taquig Church, just before they charged the Filipinos--Sentinals...
[?] ...the enemy, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22250 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1899
Image(s): ----- the Taquig Church, just before they charged the Filipinos--Sentinals...[?] ...the enemy, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22250 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16395
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Churches -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
       Taquig (Philippines)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

----- the government Wharf, Cape Town, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22252 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1900

Image(s): ----- the government Wharf, Cape Town, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22252 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16396
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132]

Topic: Carts
       Donkeys
       Streets -- South Africa
       Troops
       Wharves
Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
       South Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
Camp of the Royal Irish Regt. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22258 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Camp of the Royal Irish Regt. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22258 : half-stereo photonegative,]
1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16397
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Place:
Ireland
Slingersfontein
South Africa

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- South Africa
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Woman standing at wall.] [Active no. 22262 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16398
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Women

[Portrait: woman in long dress seated on rocks. Active no. 22263 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16399
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Women's clothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits -- Women</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Landscapes.] 22265 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)
Image(s): [Landscapes.] 22265 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16400
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Rocks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Military scene.] 22267 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)
Image(s): [Military scene.] 22267 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16401
[Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood] on negative.
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Military -- South Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits -- South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Cape Town (South Africa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
His Excellency, Sir Alfred Milner, Governor of the Cape Colony, and U.S. Consul General James G. Stowe, Cape Town, S.,A. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22273 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1900

Image(s): His Excellency, Sir Alfred Milner, Governor of the Cape Colony, and U.S. Consul General James G. Stowe, Cape Town, S.,A. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22273 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16402

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132]

Names: Milner, Alfred
Stowe, James G.

Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Portraits, Group -- Men

[Military scene.] 22280 Photonegative

Image(s): [Military scene.] 22280 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16403

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Carts -- South Africa
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
Green Point (Capetown, South Africa)
South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Some of Britain's Empire Makers, ashore in South Africa--Warwickshire Battalion disembarking, Cape Town. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22284 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Some of Britain's Empire Makers, ashore in South Africa--Warwickshire Battalion disembarking, Cape Town. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22284 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16404

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Docks -- South Africa
      Military -- South Africa
      Piers -- South Africa
      Ships -- South Africa
      Soldiers -- South Africa
      Wharves -- South Africa

Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
      South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16405

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 22297 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16406
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

--- ready for inspection at De Aar, South Africa. (On negative.) Active no. 22305 : photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): --- ready for inspection at De Aar, South Africa. (On negative.)
Active no. 22305 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16407
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Camps -- South Africa
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Tents -- South Africa
Training -- South Africa
Place: De Aar (South Africa)
South Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

6th Dragoon Guards, on board the "Wakool"--going to defend her Majesty's Flag in South Africa. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22327 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): 6th Dragoon Guards, on board the "Wakool"--going to defend her Majesty's Flag in South Africa. Copyright 1899 by Underwood &
Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22327 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16408
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132]

Topic: Military -- South Africa
       Ships -- South Africa
       Soldiers -- South Africa
Place: South Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Military scene.] 22328 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 22328 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16409
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Horses
       Ships
       Soldiers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Military scene.] 22329 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 22329 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16410
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].
Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection

NMAH.AC.0143

Topic: Armed Forces
Ships
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

...[?] Zealand Hill...[?] Royal Irish. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] Active no. 22342 : photonegative, 1900
1 item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4").

Image(s): ...[?] Zealand Hill...[?] Royal Irish. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] Active no. 22342 : photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16411

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa

Place: Ireland
South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Military scene.] 22346 Photonegative
1 item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 22346 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16412

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Screent crowd with small U.S. Flags.] 22347 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Street crowd with small U.S. Flags.] 22347 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16413

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Crowds
Flags
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Street scene.] 22348 Photonegative

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 22348 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16414

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Crowds
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Carriage, street crowd and U.S. Flag.] 22353 photonegative

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Carriage, street crowd and U.S. Flag.] 22353 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16415

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Carriages
Flags -- United States
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

President McKinley's last journey to the scene of his life work--carrying the body into the Capitol, Washington, D.C. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 22355 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): President McKinley's last journey to the scene of his life work--carrying the body into the Capitol, Washington, D.C. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 22355 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16416
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Man descending front steps of U.S. Capitol. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 22364 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s): Man descending front steps of U.S. Capitol. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 22364 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16417
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].
Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Capitols
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Crowd.] 22358 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Crowd.] 22358 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16418
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

---Cummings, Member of Congress from New York. Copyright 1898 by
Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 22365 : half-stereo
photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): ---Cummings, Member of Congress from New York. Copyright
1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 22365 : half-
stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
First name illegible.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16419
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: Cummings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Hon. Henry H. Bingham, Member of Congress from Pennsylvania. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22366 : non-stereo photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")]
Image(s): Hon. Henry H. Bingham, Member of Congress from Pennsylvania. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22366 : non-stereo photonegative 1898
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16420

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: Bingham, Henry H.
Topic: Legislatos -- United States
Legislatos -- United States -- 1890-1920.
Moustaches
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men

Congress [on envelope]. [Active no. 22369 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16421

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132]

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men

[Portrait of a man. Active no. 22367 : non-stereo photonegative.]
Hon. Joseph B. Foraker, U.S. Senator from Ohio. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22368 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4".)

Image(s): Hon. Joseph B. Foraker, U.S. Senator from Ohio. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22368 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Names: Foraker, Joseph B.


Place: Ohio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Hon. Joseph W. Bailey, Member of Congress from Texas. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22370 : non-stereo photonegative, 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16424

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132]

Orig. no. 5035

Names: Bailey, Joseph W.

Topic: Legislators -- United States
Legislators -- United States -- 1890-1920.

Place: Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Portraits, Group -- Men

[Portrait of man with long beard. Active no. 22372 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16425

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Beards

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men

[Portrait of Minnesota legislator. Active no. 22373 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Subject has large moustache.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16426

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

       Moustaches
Place: Minnesota
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Portraits -- Men

[Portrait: man with moustache. Active no. 22375 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16427

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Moustaches
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Portraits -- Men

Charles S. Hartman, Member of Congress from Montana. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22376 : non-stereo photonegative,]. 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Charles S. Hartman, Member of Congress from Montana. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22376 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16428

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Names: Hartman, Charles S.
Place: Montana

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Portraits -- Men

[Military scene.] 22377 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 22377 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants stuck to glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16429

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [132].

Topic: Armed Forces
Ships

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

[Military scene.] 22378 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 22378 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16430

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic:
- Armed Forces
- Boats and boating
- Ships

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass

Admiral Dewey honored by his countrymen--Parade, Dewey Celebration, New York. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active No. 22379 : half-stereo photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").] Image(s): Admiral Dewey honored by his countrymen--Parade, Dewey Celebration, New York. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active No. 22379 : half-stereo photonegative, 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16431

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61], moved from [4].

Names:
- Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic:
- Carriages
- Crowds -- 1890-1900
- Horses -- 1890-1900
- Parades
- Streets

Place:
- New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 16432

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61], moved from [212]. Associated number, 2768.

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Military -- New York
      Ships -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
      North River
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Riverside Drive, passing Fleet anchorage--Admiral Schley in carriage. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Active No. 22381 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Riverside Drive, passing Fleet anchorage--Admiral Schley in carriage. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Active No. 22381 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16433

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
        Schley, Admiral
Topic: Parades -- New York
       Rivers -- New York
       Ships -- New York
       Streets -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genres: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Sailing Day, New York Harbor, U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22385 L photonegative,] 1895
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Sailing Day, New York Harbor, U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22385 L photonegative,] 1895.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16434
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61], moved from [212].

Orig. no. 2831.

Topic: Crowds -- New York (N.Y.)
Ships -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Niagara and its great cloud of rising Spray--from the distant Tower, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. (on negative). [Caption no. 22387 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16435
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Rapids
Rivers
Waterfalls -- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Place: New York -- 1900-1910
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1900-1910
Niagara—Horseshoe Falls from above—U.S.A. Copyright (?) by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22391 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight peeling of emulsion along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16436
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61]

Topic: Waterfalls
Place: Horseshoe Falls (Niagara, N.Y.)
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Snow scene.] 22397 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Snow scene.] 22397 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16437
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Snow
       Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Wonderful Ice Grotto, Cave of the Winds, Niagara Falls, U.S.A. Copyright 1893 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22400 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1893
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): Wonderful Ice Grotto, Cave of the Winds, Niagara Falls, U.S.A. Copyright 1893 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22400 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1893.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16438
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Ice -- New York
       Snow -- New York
       Waterfalls -- New York
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Home Dog Show. Copyright 1892 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22404 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1892
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s): Home Dog Show. Copyright 1892 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22404 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1892.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Four children with dogs.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16439
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Children
       Dogs
       Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

A Strike in the Nursery. [on negative] [Caption 22408 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Three children marching and carrying picket signs.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16440
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Children
Dogs -- 1890-1920
Dwellings
Picketing
Wit and humor

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Where is your Mama? [on negative] [Active no. 22412 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Little girl with calf in field.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16441
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Calves
Children

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Woman in home living room.] 22416 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Woman in home living room.] 22416 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16442

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61], moved from [212].

Topic:
- Dwellings
- Dwellings
- Love

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Two are Company 1897. Copyright 1892 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 22420 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1892
1 item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s):
Two are Company 1897. Copyright 1892 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 22420 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1892.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Formally dressed man and woman kissing in home interior, seen in profile.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight peeling of emulsion along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16443

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic:
- Couples
- Dwellings
- Kissing
- Love

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

[Section of huge tree lying beside small circular building. Active No. 22428 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight peeling of emulsion along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16444
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Buildings
Horses
Logging
Lumber trade
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Rural river scene.] 22434 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Rural river scene.] 22434 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion seriously cracked and peeling at center.

Local Numbers
RSN 16445

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Buildings
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Paw-Paw Tree and Fruit. U.S.A. Copyright 1891 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 22435 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1891
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4".)

Image(s): Paw-Paw Tree and Fruit. U.S.A. Copyright 1891 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 22435 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1891.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16446

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Orig. no. 4492.

Topic: Fruit -- United States
Orchards -- United States
Paw-paws
Trees -- United States

Place: USA
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Florida scene.] 22436 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16447

"...by George Barker" on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Trees -- Florida.
Place: Florida
Fort George Island (Fla.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

---sought shelter here, only 8 in this corner were saved--Galveston.
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22438 : half of stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): ---sought shelter here, only 8 in this corner were saved--Galveston. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22438 : half of stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along top and right borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16448
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61], moved from [212]. Orig. no. 4507-1/2.

Topic: Disasters -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.
Ruins -- Texas
Place: Galveston (Tex.)
Texas
"---done by the Sea seemed loth to leave its prey"--26th street...on. ....Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 22440 : non-stereo photonegative,, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): "---done by the Sea seemed loth to leave its prey"--26th street...on. ....Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 22440 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16449

*Not a U&U #; "S&W"? on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61], moved from [212]

Orig. no. 4515.5*

Topic: Disasters
Floods

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Sir Thomas Lipton watching the Yacht Race from the Bridge of the "Erin," Sept. 26, 1901. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22443 : non-stereo photonegative,, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): Sir Thomas Lipton watching the Yacht Race from the Bridge of the "Erin," Sept. 26, 1901. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22443 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16450

*U&U # Philippines?; S&W?" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61], moved from [212].

Orig. no. 4560*.

Names: Erin (Ship)
Lipton, Thomas, Sir
Topic: Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Purgatory, Newport, R.I., U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22445 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s): Purgatory, Newport, R.I., U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22445 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion seriously damaged and peeling beyond use

Local Numbers
RSN 16451
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Orig. no. 4572.
Place: Newport (R.I.)
Purgatory
Rhode Island

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Softly gliding, Bashful Stream. [on negative] [Active no. 22447 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s): The Softly gliding, Bashful Stream. [on negative] [Active no. 22447 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Two children looking at stream.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16451
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61], moved from [212].
*Not in HCW cat. S&W? [on envelope].

Orig. no. 4584*

Topic: Children
Rivers
Streams
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Sioux Indians--Two fine Types of a Dying Race. Copyright 1894 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 22448 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1894
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Sioux Indians--Two fine Types of a Dying Race. Copyright 1894 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 22448 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16452
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

---amity--Searching for Bodies and Clearing the Wreck, U.S.A....Copyright 1889 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 22452 : stereo photonegative,], 1889
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): ---amity--Searching for Bodies and Clearing the Wreck, U.S.A....Copyright 1889 by Geo. Barker. [on negative] [Active no. 22452 : stereo photonegative,] 1889.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16454
"S&WJ" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61]
Orig. no. 4613*. 
San Francisco Cathedral at Monterey, Mexico. Copyright by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22453 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2” x 3-3/4”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16455

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Names: San Francisco Cathedral (Monterey, Mexico)
Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
Mountains -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Monterey (Mexico)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

---Austrian, Japanese and Swedish Military attaches.... Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. Active no. 22455 : photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3-1/2” x 3-3/4”).

Image(s): ---Austrian, Japanese and Swedish Military attaches.... Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. Active no. 22455 : photonegative, 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16456

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61]. Orig. no. 4754.

Topic: Diplomats -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

-------- 6th U.S. Cavalry, Camp Tampa. Florida, U.S.A. [on negative.]
[Caption no. 22468 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16457

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Cavalry -- Florida
Horses -- 1890-1900 -- Florida
Military -- Florida

Place: Camp Tampa (Florida)
Florida -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

--th U.S. Cavalry, Camp Tampa. Florida, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22470 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): --th U.S. Cavalry, Camp Tampa. Florida, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22470 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16458

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Orig. no. 4810(a)

Topic: Cavalry -- Florida
Horses -- Florida
Military -- Florida

Place: Camp Tampa (Florida)
Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Military scene.] 22475 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)

Image(s): [Military scene.] 22475 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16459

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rifles
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Soldier bouncing on man-held trampoline. Active no. 22478 : non-stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/4”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16460

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Armed Forces
Games
Soldiers
Trampolines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
U.S. Army, Camp Tampa, Florida, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22481 : photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4")

Image(s): U.S. Army, Camp Tampa, Florida, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22481 : photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16461

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic:
Military -- Florida
Rifles -- Florida
Soldiers -- Florida
Training -- Florida

Place:
Camp Tampa (Florida)
Florida

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

U.S. Army, Camp Tampa, Florida, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22482 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4")

Image(s): U.S. Army, Camp Tampa, Florida, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22482 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16462

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic:
Military -- Florida
Rifles -- Florida
Soldiers -- Florida
Training -- Florida

Place:
Camp Tampa (Florida)
Florida
U.S. Marines, Mare Island Naval Yard, California. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22492 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s): U.S. Marines, Mare Island Naval Yard, California. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22492 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16463
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].
Orig. no. 4861.5.

Topic:
Marines -- California
Military -- California
Rifles -- California
Training -- California

Place:
California
Mare Island Naval Yard

Soldiers....Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22493 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): Soldiers....Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22493 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Cannon on wheels.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16464
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Orig. no. 4862.

**Topic:**
- Armed Forces
- Cannon
- Ordnance
- Soldiers -- 1890-1900

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

---- guns of the Battleship "Oregon." Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22498 : stereo photonegative,], 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

**Image(s):** ---- guns of the Battleship "Oregon." Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22498 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 16465

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

**Topic:**
- Battleships
- Guns
- Ships

**Place:**
- Oregon

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

United States Monitor "Amphitrite." Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22500 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

**Image(s):** United States Monitor "Amphitrite." Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22500 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along borders.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 16466
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Names: Amphitrite (Ship)
Topic: Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

United States Monitor "Monterey." Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22501 : non-stereo photonegative,]. 1898 1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s): United States Monitor "Monterey." Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22501 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16467

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Names: Monterey (ship)
Topic: Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

United States Monitor 'Monterey.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22503 : non-stereo photonegative,]. 1898 1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): United States Monitor 'Monterey.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22503 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16468

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Orig. no. 4950(a).
Names: Monterey (ship)

Topic: Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Leonard Wood and his Secretary, Governor's Palace, Santiago, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22508 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): [Leonard Wood and his Secretary, Governor's Palace, Santiago, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22508 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16469

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Names: Wood, Leonard

Topic: Governors -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Offices -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[?] on Flag raising day, Jan. 1st, 1899. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22515 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): [?] on Flag raising day, Jan. 1st, 1899. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22515 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16470

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].
Copy and Version Identification Note
5002

Topic:
- Armed Forces
- Horses
- Streets

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

Four little Cubans of Havana. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active No. 22516 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): Four little Cubans of Havana. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active No. 22516 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16471
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic:
- Children -- Cuba

Place:
- Cuba
- Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

[?] of Royal Palms, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22517 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1899/
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): [?] of Royal Palms, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22517 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899/
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16472
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61]

Orig. no. 5013.
Topic: Carts -- Cuba
Roads -- Cuba
Trees -- Cuba.

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

--- the once-proud Battleship "Maine," Havana, Cuba. [on negative] [Active no. 22519 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16473
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Orig. no. 5026.

Names: Battleship Maine

Topic: Destruction
Ships -- Cuba
War

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"----- from port side--Old Glory still flying--" Havana. [on negative.] [Active no. 22521 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16474
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61]. Orig. no. 5031.

Names: Battleship Maine

Topic: Destruction
Flags -- United States
Ships -- Cuba
War

Place:
Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Box 197

RSN Numbers 16475-16539

Image(s)

[Seamen.] Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Seamen.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16475

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic:
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Birdseye view of Matanzas, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22522 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): Birdseye view of Matanzas, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22522 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16476

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61]

Orig. no. 5033.

Place:
Cuba
Matanzas
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

---- and Staff, 6th Ohio Vols., Cienfuegos, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22523 half-stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): ---- and Staff, 6th Ohio Vols., Cienfuegos, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22523 half-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16477
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic:
Military -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba

Place:
Cienfuegos (Cuba)
Cuba
Ohio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Cocoanut Grove, Guantanamo, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22531 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): Cocoanut Grove, Guantanamo, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22531 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16478
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61]

Topic:
Coconuts -- Cuba
Trees -- Cuba.

Place:
Cuba
Guantánamo (Cuba)
--- City Wall toward Morro Castle, San Juan, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Originally on negative, now lost?]. Active no. 22532 : half-stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (4-1/4 x 3-1/8" (originally erroneously recorded as 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").)
Image(s): --- City Wall toward Morro Castle, San Juan, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Originally on negative, now lost?]. Active no. 22532 : half-stereo photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Male figure wearing hat stands on wall and looks over city.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Printed label missing from negative when checked 9/27/00.
Local Numbers
RSN 16479
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

--- View of a Tenament Building, San Juan, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22534 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): --- View of a Tenament Building, San Juan, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22534 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16480
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61]
San Juan (P.R.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

---e looking toward the Cathedral, Ponce, Porto Rico. [torn label on negative] [Active no. 22535 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4-1/4 x 3-1/4" (erroneously recorded as 3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Only left half of stereo pair, but with cover glass still bound to it, nitrate film overlay removed previously.

Local Numbers
RSN 16481

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Puerto Rico
       Streets -- Puerto Rico.

Place: Ponce (Puerto Rico)
       Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Cathedral at Ponce, Porto Rico. [on negative] [Active no. 22536 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling badly at center.

Local Numbers
RSN 16482

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Puerto Rico
       Horses -- Puerto Rico
       Streets -- Puerto Rico.

Place: Ponce (Puerto Rico)
       Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

---Market, Kingston, J...Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman [on negative] [Active no. 22537 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): ---Market, Kingston, J...Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman [on negative] [Active no. 22537 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16483
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Markets -- Jamaica
Streets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Judging the horses, Kingston, Jamaica, W.I. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22538 : photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Judging the horses, Kingston, Jamaica, W.I. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22538 : photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16484
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Competitions -- Jamaica
Horses -- Jamaica
Sports -- 1900-1910 -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Toronto, from the tower of the Canada Life Building, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22543. Non-stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (item, 3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): Toronto, from the tower of the Canada Life Building, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22543. Non-stereo photonegative.,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man standing at railing, looking down.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16485
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Main Corridor, City Hall, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22545 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): Main Corridor, City Hall, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22545 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16486
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Buildings -- Ontario
Interior architecture -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Horticulture Gardens, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22548 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s): Horticulture Gardens, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22548 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Local Numbers
RSN 16487
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Gardens -- Ontario
Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Monument and regal building.] photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Monument and regal building.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16488
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

NOTE: ENVELOPE AND PHOTONEGATIVE MISSING! NOT IN FILE BOX!

Topic: Buildings
Carriages and carts
Horses
Monuments
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Cathedral in Canada.] 22552 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Cathedral in Canada.] 22552 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16489

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Ontario
Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Church in Canada.] 22553 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Church in Canada.] 22553 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16490

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Churches -- Ontario
Interior architecture -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Metropolitan Church
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Cemetery in Canada. Active no. 22555 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16491

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Bridges -- Canada
       Cemeteries -- Canada

Place: Canada
       Mount Pleasant Cemetery (Ontario)
       Ontario
       Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[opewa on Toronto Bay, Toronto, Canada. [on negative] [Active no. 22556 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16492

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Ships -- Ontario

Place: Canada
       Ontario
       Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Hanlan's Point from the Small Boys' Resort, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22559 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1895
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): Hanlan's Point from the Small Boys' Resort, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22559 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1895.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16493
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

**Topic:** Beaches -- Ontario  
Children -- Ontario  
Resorts -- Ontario  
Swimmers -- Ontario

**Place:** Canada  
Hanlan's Point (Toronto, Ontario)  
Ontario  
Toronto (Ontario)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

[Cathedral in Canada.] 22563 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

**Image(s):** [Cathedral in Canada.] 22563 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along left border.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 16494

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Quebec  
Cathedrals -- Quebec  
Interior architecture -- Quebec

**Place:** Canada  
Montréal (Québec)  
Québec  
St. Peter's Cathedral (Québec)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

[?] an Steamers at the Docks, Montreal, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 22565 : non-stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 16495
Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Ships -- Quebec
Place: Canada
Montréal (Québec) Quebec
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Monument and large building.] 22567 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Monument and large building.] 22567 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16496

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Architecture Carriages Horses Monuments
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Sleeping Giant--Government Lighthouse, Fort Williams, Ontario, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]
[Active no. 22569 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s): The Sleeping Giant--Government Lighthouse, Fort Williams, Ontario, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22569 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16497

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Agriculture -- Ontario Dogs -- Ontario Lighthouses -- Ontario
Place: Canada Fort Williams
Ontario (Canada)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Wesley Hall, Wesley College, Manitoba, Canada.] Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] Active no. 22572 : non-stereo photonegative,, 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Wesley Hall, Wesley College, Manitoba, Canada.] Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] Active no. 22572 : non-stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16498

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Names: Wesley College (Canada)
Topic: Architecture -- Manitoba
Buildings -- Manitoba
Education, Higher -- Manitoba
Universities and colleges -- Manitoba
Place: Canada
Manitoba
Winnipeg (Manitoba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Roundup"--A Horse Ranch, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22573 : non-stereo photonegative,, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): "Roundup"--A Horse Ranch, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22573 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16499

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61]

Topic: Horses -- Alberta
Ranches

Place: Alberta
Canada
Lethbridge (Alberta, Canada)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military parade in Canada.] 22577 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Military parade in Canada.] 22577 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16500

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5527

Topic: Arches -- Quebec
Military -- Quebec
Parades -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Canada? [on envelope] [Active no. 22578 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Parade of men in military uniforms?

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16501

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61]

Topic: Architecture
Armed Forces
Buildings

Place: Canada -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[ Military scene. ] 22588 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [ Military scene. ] 22588 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16502

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Armed Forces
Celebrations
Parades
Streets
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Rail lines under lighted welcome arch in New York City. Active no. 22590 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (item, 3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16503

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic: Arches -- New York (N.Y.)
Electricity -- New York
Night photography -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1900
Railroads -- New York
Royalty -- New York

Place: New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Royal welcome arch and parading troops. ] [Active no. 22593 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (item, 3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16504

Currently stored in box 3.1.53 [61].

Topic:
Arches
Armed Forces
Celebrations
Flags
Parades
Royal houses

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Celebration.] 22594 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Celebration.] 22594 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion severely cracked and peeling at center

Local Numbers
RSN 16505

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Celebrations
Crowds

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Parade.] 22595 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Parade.] 22595 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16506
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Arches
Carriages
Crowds
Horses
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Parade.] 22599 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Parade.] 22599 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16507

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Bands (Music)
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Parade.] 22603 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Parade.] 22603 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16508

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Fisherman beside river rapids.] 22606 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")  
Image(s): [Fisherman beside river rapids.] 22606 photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 16509  
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].  

Topic: Fishing  
Rapids  
Rivers  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  

[Fisherman in boat near river rapids.] 22607 photonegative  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")  
Image(s): [Fisherman in boat near river rapids.] 22607 photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 16510  
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].  

Topic: Boats and boating  
Fishing  
Rapids  
Rivers  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  

[Boatman in river rapids.] 22610 photonegative  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")  
Image(s): [Boatman in river rapids.] 22610 photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 16511  
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].  

Topic: Boats and boating
Fishing
Rapids
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Forest scene.] 22612 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Forest scene.] 22612 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16512
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Forests
Formations (Geology)
Rocks
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A young Brave. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 22615 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16513
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Children
Indians of North America
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[landscape.] 22616 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 22616 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion severely cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 16514
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Genre/ Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic: Tents

----Regiment---the indomitable Col. Roosevelt and his valliant "Rough Riders," Montauk Point, L.I. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22627 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1902
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): ----Regiment---the indomitable Col. Roosevelt and his valliant "Rough Riders," Montauk Point, L.I. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22627 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16515
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Orig. no. 5938.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Rough Riders

Topic: Cavalry -- New York
Horses -- New York
Military -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Montauk Point (Long Island, N.Y.)
New York

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
---Morne Rouge, the beautiful summer resort of St. Pierre's wealthy residents—from P.... Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 22635 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902
2 Items (pieces; 3 1/2" x 3 3/4" [?])
1 Item (item, 3-3/4" x 3-1/2"
Image(s): ---Morne Rouge, the beautiful summer resort of St. Pierre's wealthy residents—from P.... Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 22635 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right corner cracked.
Local Numbers
RSN 16516
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69]
Orig. no. 6116.5

Topic: Landscapes
Place: Martinique
Morne Rouge (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Martinique
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Hilly landscape with male figure, buildings in distance. Active no. 22638 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2"
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16517
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Figure in landscape
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 22639 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 22639 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16518

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

---and the lofty Pilatus, Switzerland. Copyright 1898 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22644 : non -stereo photonegative,].
1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2"
Image(s): ---and the lofty Pilatus, Switzerland. Copyright 1898 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22644 : non -stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16519

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland

Place: Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[City and wide river in mountains.] 22645 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [City and wide river in mountains.] 22645 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16520
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

**Topic:** Rivers

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

**Image(s):** [Wide river in mountains.] 22650 photonegative.  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

**Underwood & Underwood, Publisher**
**English.**
**Silver gelatin on glass.**

**Local Numbers**
RSN 16521

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

**Image(s):** [Cathedral.] 22653 Photonegative.
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

**Underwood & Underwood, Publisher**
**English.**
**Silver gelatin on glass.**

**Local Numbers**
RSN 16522

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

**Image(s):** [Brooklyn Bridge.] 22653 Photonegative.  
1 Item (5" x 7")

**Underwood & Underwood, Publisher**
**English.**
**Silver gelatin on glass.**
Local Numbers
RSN 16523

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69], moved from [77].

Topic:
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Walkways -- New York

Place:
Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Country roadway and rail line.] 22662 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Country roadway and rail line.] 22662 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling along all borders

Local Numbers
RSN 16524

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic:
Railroads
Roads

The Great Pyramids from a Home of the Wandering Arab, Egypt. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [on negative.] [Active no. 22664 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s): The Great Pyramids from a Home of the Wandering Arab, Egypt. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [on negative.] [Active no. 22664 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16525

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].
Topic: Pyramids -- Egypt
Tents -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Song Negative: "Battle Hymn of the Republic" [on envelope] [Active no. 22668 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right corner broken off.

Local Numbers
RSN 16526
Same as RSN 16527, without song text.
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Battle hymn of the republic (Song)
Flowers
Lilies
Patriotism

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Song negatives

[Lilies. Active no. 22668 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling along left and lower borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16527
Same as RSN 16526 without song text.
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].
Patriotism

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Song negatives

Taking the Cream. [on negative] [Active no. 22658 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Couple kissing, with cow in front.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16528
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Orig. no. 3370.5.

Topic: Couples
Cows
Kissing
Wit and humor

Good Night Baby [on envelope; little girl kissing image in mirror. Active no.
22671. Non-stereo black-and white photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16529
Same as RSN 27987.
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Kissing
Mirrors
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[ Jord]an and the "Promised Land" west from Cliffs of Moab, Palestine. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22680 : non-stereo photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3-3 3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): [ Jord]an and the "Promised Land" west from Cliffs of Moab, Palestine. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22680 : non-stereo photonegative, 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16530
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Orig. no.1230

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine

Place: Jordan
Moab (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Exposition, Paris, with Trocadero. Active no. 22680 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): [Exposition, Paris, with Trocadero. Active no. 22680 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16531
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Bridges
Palaces

Place: France
Paris (France)
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Dramatic view of rapids of Niagara River.] 22686 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Dramatic view of rapids of Niagara River.] 22686 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16532
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Rapids
Rivers
Place: Niagara River
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Stairway.] 22690 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Stairway.] 22690 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling severely along all borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16533
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Lakes
Ponds
Pools
Stairways
Tourists
[Suspension bridge over river.] 22692 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Suspension bridge over river.] 22692 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16534
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Bridges
Rivers

American Falls from Canada, Niagara Falls, U.S.A. [on negative]. [Active
no. 22700 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4".)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Eumulsion peeling along right and bottom borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16535
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Orig. no. AS-511

Topic: Waterfalls

Jaffa by the Sea, Palestine. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [on negative]
[Active no. 22701 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Jaffa by the Sea, Palestine. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [on negative] [Active no. 22701 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16536
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69]

Topic: Beaches -- Palestine
Place: Jaffa (Palestine) Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Entrance to Shintoo Temple Grounds, Nara, Japan. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. [on negative] [Active no. 22702 : stereo photonegative]m, 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): Entrance to Shintoo Temple Grounds, Nara, Japan. Copyright 1901 by R.Y. Young. [on negative] [Active no. 22702 : stereo photonegative]m 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Eulsion peeling along bottom edge.
Local Numbers
RSN 16537
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Entrances -- Japan Gardens -- Japan Temples -- Japan
Place: Japan -- 1900-1910 Nara (Japan) Shintoo Temple
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Philae, the "Pearl of Egypt"--bathed by the sacred Nile. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active No. 22782 : half-stereo photonegative.], 1903
Image(s): Philae, the "Pearl of Egypt"--bathed by the sacred Nile. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active No. 22782 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16538
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic:
Rivers -- Egypt
Sailboats
Place:
Egypt
Nile River -- Egypt
Philae

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Roadway.] 22786 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 22786 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16539
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic:
Donkeys
Roads
Trees
Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Box 198
RSN Numbers 16540-16619

Image(s)

[Waterfalls.] 22703 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 22703 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16540

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Tourists
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

On the Pai-Ho River transporting U.S. Army stores from Tsientsin to China. [on envelope.] Active no. 22707. Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16541

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Military -- China
Rivers -- China
Sailboats -- China

Place: China
Pai-Ho River (China)
Tsientsin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Battleship "Iowa" fighting. Bob Evans captain. [on negative] [Active no. 22708 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16542

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].
Names: Battleship Iowa  
Evans, Bob, Captain  

Topic: Battleships  
Ships  
War  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

Pike's Peak from Peep-Hole, Col., U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [on negative] [Active no. 22713 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900  
1 Item (5" x 4").  

Image(s): Pike's Peak from Peep-Hole, Col., U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by R.Y. Young. [on negative] [Active no. 22713 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1900.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Young, R.Y., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 16543  
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].  

Orig. no. AS-570  

Topic: Formations (Geology)  
Mountains -- Colorado  

Place: Colorado  
Pike's Peak  

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

President McKinley at the head of the Council Table, Cabinet Room, White House, Washington. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no.22732 : Photonegative,] 1900  
1 Item (piece; 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").  

Image(s): President McKinley at the head of the Council Table, Cabinet Room, White House, Washington. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no.22732 : Photonegative,] 1900.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher  
English.  
Glass  

Local Numbers  
RSN 16544
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Portraits
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape with figures in field. Active no. 22737 : non-stereo
photonegative.]
1 Item (3 3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16545

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Orig. no. 1196.5.

Topic: Figure in landscape

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

For Cuban Invasion, Tampa [label on loose glass cover.] [Active no.
22740 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16546

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Docks -- Florida
Horses -- Florida
Military -- Florida
Piers -- Florida
Ships -- Florida
War -- Florida
Wharves -- Florida

Place: Cuba
Florida
Tampa (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military parade.] 22745 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military parade.] 22745 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16547
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Parades
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

--- eight week's siege--ruins of French Legation, on Legation.... Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 22751
Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): --- eight week's siege--ruins of French Legation, on Legation.... Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 22751 Photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 16548
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Ruins
Streets
War
On the Skirmish Line--Ready for the Enemy.... Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22755 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): On the Skirmish Line--Ready for the Enemy.... Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22755 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating.

Local Numbers
RSN 16549

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69]

Orig. no. 4771.

Topic: Military history
Soldiers
War

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

---- Macdonald's Statue and House of Parliament, Toronto, Can. [on negative.] [Active no. 2275900 : non-stereo photonegative,]
1 item (3- 3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16550

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Orig. no. 5460.

Names: Macdonald

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Monuments -- Ontario
Parliaments -- Ontario
statues -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Niagara, "As gay as with its fringe of summer flowers"--U.S.A. Copyright 1893 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22759 : half-stereo photonegative,,] 1893

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4"

Image(s): Niagara, "As gay as with its fringe of summer flowers"--U.S.A. Copyright 1893 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22759 : half-stereo photonegative,,] 1893.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16551

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Trees -- New York.

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[High angle view of buildings, China? Active no. 22766 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling.

Local Numbers

RSN 16553

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].
...After the last Bull is dead--crowd dispersing and entering the Arena.... Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] Caption no. 22768 : non-stereo photonegative., 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4")

Image(s): ...After the last Bull is dead--crowd dispersing and entering the Arena.... Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] Caption no. 22768 : non-stereo photonegative., 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16553

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Orig. no. 5862.

[Children playing in home.] 22770 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Children playing in home.] 22770 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16554

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].
[Waterfalls.] 22795 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 22795 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16555

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic:
Forests
Formations (Geology)
Waterfalls

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Landscape.] 22798 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Landscape.] 22798 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along left border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16556

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4405.5

Topic:
Forests
Mountains
Waterfalls

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Tomb.] Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Tomb.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16557

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Genre/Form:

Topic: Religion
Tombs

[Interior tomb sculpture.] 22836 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Interior tomb sculpture.] 22836 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16558

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Genre/Form:

Topic: Monuments
Sculpture
Tombs

[River in rugged mountains.] 22800 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [River in rugged mountains.] 22800 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16559

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Mountains
'Rivers
Valleys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

--- of Mammoth Springs and Mammoth.... Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [incomplete label on negative] [Active no. 22802 non-stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): --- of Mammoth Springs and Mammoth.... Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [incomplete label on negative] [Active no. 22802 non-stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Transparent covering stuck to emulsion at bottom.

Local Numbers
RSN 16560

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park Springs
Place: Mammoth Springs
Wyoming
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[River in rugged mountains.] 22806 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [River in rugged mountains.] 22806 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16561

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Forests
Mountains
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Old Faithful, Yellowstone--but plate damaged beyond use! Active no. 22807 : photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Transparent cover stuck to damaged emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 16562
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Place: Old Faithful (Yellowstone National Park) Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

----side Geyser in eruption, Yellowstone Park, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22808 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s): ----side Geyser in eruption, Yellowstone Park, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22808 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16563
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Orig. no. 4410.

Topic: Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Parks -- Yellowstone National Park}
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Picking the famous Uji Tea near Tokyo, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22814 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Picking the famous Uji Tea near Tokyo, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 22814 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16564

Same as RSN 16565, 22290, and 22291.

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Agriculture -- Japan
Harvesting -- Japan
Tea -- Japan
Women laborers -- Japan

Place: Japan -- 1900-1910
Tokyo (Japan)
Uji Tea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Orig. no. 1340.

Topic: Agriculture -- Japan
Harvesting -- Japan
Tea -- Japan
Women laborers -- Japan

Place: Japan -- 1890-1900
Tokyo (Japan)
Uji Tea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Farm scene.] 22816 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Farm scene.] 22816 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16566

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1340

Topic: Barns
Chickens
Farms
Horses
Watermelons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Street scene.] 22817 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 22817 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16567

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].
Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Little girl standing on bed with pillow. [Active no. 22827 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion stuck to transparent covering.

Local Numbers
RSN 16568
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children -- 1900-1910
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Ruins in Ireland.] 22823 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Ruins in Ireland.] 22823 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling and stuck to transparent covering.

Local Numbers
RSN 16569

[Song Neg] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Names: Muckross Abbey (Kilkarney, Ireland)

Topic: Abbeys -- Ireland
Architecture -- Ireland
Monasteries -- Ireland
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Kilkarney (Ireland)
Flagship Olympia, Dewey, ca. 1898. Per AEP 2/7/91 [on envelope]. [Active no. 22828 : photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s): Flagship Olympia, Dewey, ca. 1898. Per AEP 2/7/91 [on envelope]. [Active no. 22828 : photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16570
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69]. Associated number, AS-336.

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Olympia (ship)

Topic: Dogs
Mascots
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 22830 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 22830 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16571
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 22831 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 22831 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16572

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Strassburg, from the first platform of the Cathedral. Copyright 1902 by
Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22832 : non-stereo
photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").
Image(s): Strassburg, from the first platform of the Cathedral. Copyright
1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22832 : non-
stereo photonegative,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16573

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
Place: Germany
Strasburg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Cathedral.] 22833 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 22833 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16574
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Architecture
       Cathedrals

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Schumann Monument in Germany. Active no. 22834 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16575

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Names: Schumann, Robert

Topic: Memorials
       Monuments

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 22835 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Cathedral.] 22835 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16576

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Architecture
       Cathedrals
       Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Sculptures and paintings displayed in art museum.] 22840 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Sculptures and paintings displayed in art museum.] 22840 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16577
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interior architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Museums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sculpture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Park scene in New York City.] 22870 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Park scene in New York City.] 22870 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 16578
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Fountains -- New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parks -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sculptures -- New York</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Bethesda Fountain (Central Park, New York, N.Y.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Central Park (New York, N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Home of Joseph Smith--Emma Smith's grave, and lot where martyred brothers were buried, Nauvoo, Ill. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22956 : non-stereo photonegative., 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): Home of Joseph Smith--Emma Smith's grave, and lot where martyred brothers were buried, Nauvoo, Ill. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22956 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16579

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Names: Smith, Emma
        Smith, Joseph
Topic:  Dwellings -- Illinois
        Homes -- Illinois
        Tombs -- Illinois
Place:  Illinois
        Nauvoo (Ill.)
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Culture:  Mormons

[Man (Charles Blondin?) balancing on wire beside railroad bridge. Active no. 22943 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16580

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Names:  Blondin, Charles
Topic:  Acrobatics
        Acrobats
        Bridges
        Railroads
        Railroads -- Trains
        Tightrope walking
Place:  Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 22954 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 22954 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion cracked and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 16581
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Buildings
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Garden.] 22946 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Garden.] 22946 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along lower border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16582
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Buildings
Gardens
Lakes
Ponds
Pools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Farm scene. Active no. 22947 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16583
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic:
Agriculture
Agriculture
Cattle
Cows
Ox teams
Oxen
plowing

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The home of the Prophet Joseph Smith--looking southwest across the Mississippi river--Nauvoo, Illinois. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22955 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): The home of the Prophet Joseph Smith--looking southwest across the Mississippi river--Nauvoo, Illinois. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22955 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16584
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Names: Smith, Joseph

Topic:
Dwellings -- Illinois
Homes -- Illinois
Mormons

Place:
Illinois
Nauvoo (Ill.)

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
The home of John Taylor, Nauvoo, Illinois. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22958 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): The home of John Taylor, Nauvoo, Illinois. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22958 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16585
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].
Names: Taylor, John
Topic: Dwellings -- Illinois
Homes -- Illinois
Mormons
Place: Illinois
Nauvoo (Ill.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The home of Lorenzo Snow, Nauvoo, Illinois. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22959 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): The home of Lorenzo Snow, Nauvoo, Illinois. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22959 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16586
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].
Names: Snow, Lorenzo
Topic: Dwellings -- Illinois
Homes -- Illinois
Mormons
Place: Illinois
Nauvoo (Ill.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Jailor's parlor, where mob slew Joseph and Hyrum Smith--bullet hole in door--old jail, Carthage, Ill. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22961 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1904
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Jailor's parlor, where mob slew Joseph and Hyrum Smith--bullet hole in door--old jail, Carthage, Ill. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 22961 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16587
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Names: Smith, Hyrum
        Smith, Joseph

Topic: Jails
       Mormons

Place: Carthage (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Mosque.] 22964 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Mosque.] 22964 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16588
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Mosques

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Before the Ball. 1897 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 22974 Photonegative, 1897
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1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Before the Ball. 1897 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 22974 Photonegative 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16589
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Dwellings
Love
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

After the Ball. Copyright 1897 by Strohmeyer & Wyman [on negative] [Active no. 22976 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1897 1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").
Image(s): After the Ball. Copyright 1897 by Strohmeyer & Wyman [on negative] [Active no. 22976 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Woman lying on bed.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16590
Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Bedrooms -- 1890-1900
Dwellings
Love
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Summer Sports, Atlantic City, N.J. Copyright 1891 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [paper label on negative]. [Active no. 22978 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1891
1 Item (4" x 3-1/8" (erroneously recorded as 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").)

Image(s): Summer Sports, Atlantic City, N.J. Copyright 1891 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [paper label on negative]. [Active no. 22978 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1891.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Male swimmer in act of diving. Sky opaqued.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Black opaque in sky area. Paper and tape residue on plate edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16591

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic:
- Beaches -- New Jersey
- High diving -- New Jersey
- Resorts -- New Jersey
- Swimmers -- New Jersey
- Swimming -- New Jersey

Place:
- Atlantic City (N.J.)
- New Jersey

Genre/Form:
- Opaque
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

[Palace interior.] 22983 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Palace interior.] 22983 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion cracked and peeling along all borders

Local Numbers
RSN 16592

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic:
- Architecture
- Interior architecture
- Palaces

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

[Paris scene. Active no. 22984 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16593

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
Topic: Crowds -- France -- Paris
       Streets -- France -- Paris
       Towers -- France.
Place: France -- 1900-1910
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
       Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Couple in home living room.] 22989 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 22989 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16594

Currently stored in box 3.1.54 [69].

Topic: Couples
       Courtship
       Dwellings
       Love
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Pyramids and Sphinx, Egypt.] Active no. 22992 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s): [Pyramids and Sphinx, Egypt.] Active no. 22992 : half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling around edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16595

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Camels.] 22994 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Camels.] 22994 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion stuck to transparent covering and cracked and peeling beyond use.

Local Numbers
RSN 16596

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Camels

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Pyramids and Sphinx, Egypt.] Active no. 22995 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s): [Pyramids and Sphinx, Egypt.] Active no. 22995 : half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16597

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[St. Peter's Cathedral, Montreal, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 22998 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [St. Peter's Cathedral, Montreal, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 22998 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16598
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Architecture -- Quebec
       Cathedrals -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Montréal (Québec)
       Quebec
       St. Peter's Cathedral (Quebec)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

In the Harem/Single [on envelope] [Active no. 23001 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16599
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Bedrooms
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Harems
       Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
"Pot Luck" with the "boys"--President Roosevelt's cowboy breakfast, Hugo, Colorado. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. " [on negative] No. 23004 : non-sterep photonegative., 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16600
4945; 6064 original numbers
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Cowboys
Food
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Place: Colorado
Hugo (Colorado)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Buddha shrine.] 23007 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Buddha shrine.] 23007 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked with many small holes.

Local Numbers
RSN 16601
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Names: Buddha
Topic: Religion
Sculpture
Shrines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
[Crowd on London Bridge. Active no. 23013 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling along right and lower borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16602

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Same as RSN 11537, 11538, 25434 and 25435

Topic: Bridges -- England
Crowds -- England
Horses -- England
Rivers -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
London (England)
London Bridge (London, England)
Thames River (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Children in home living room.] 23014 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Children in home living room.] 23014 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling slightly along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16603

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Children
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Swamp scene.] 23019 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Swamp scene.] 23019 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16604

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5483

Topic: Swamps
Trees
Wetlands

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

In Amsterdam, Holland, the Venice of the North. Series 1894 by Bert Underwood [on negative]. [Active no. 23024 : half-stereo photonegative], 1894
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): In Amsterdam, Holland, the Venice of the North. Series 1894 by Bert Underwood [on negative]. [Active no. 23024 : half-stereo photonegative], 1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16605

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]. Associated number, 500.

Topic: Buildings -- Holland
Canals -- Holland

Place: Amsterdam (Holland)
Holland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Preaching to the Rough Riders" [on envelope]. 23045 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Preaching to the Rough Riders" [on envelope]. 23045 Photonegative 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16606

Same as RSN 27995 [c/o 1898 Strohmeyer and Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Names: Rough Riders
Topic: Armed Forces
Religion
Rites and ceremonies
Soldiers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"A man who is worth his salt will work"--President Roosevelt at Dunsmuir, Cal. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. Active No. 23046 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s): "A man who is worth his salt will work"--President Roosevelt at Dunsmuir, Cal. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. Active No. 23046 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Whistle stop.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16607

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Emulsion cracked and peeling along borders.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- California
Political campaigns -- California
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Railroads -- California
Trains -- California

Place: California -- 1900-1910
Dunsmuir (California)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

------arshall Royal Gardens and Christiania, from the Chateau, Norway.
Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 23054
Photonegative, 1897
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): ------arshall Royal Gardens and Christiania, from the Chateau, Norway. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 23054
Photonegative 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16608

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
210

Topic: Gardens -- Norway
       Waterscapes -- Norway

Place: Norway
       Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Fishing industry.] 23057 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Fishing industry.] 23057 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16609

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Fishing
       Industries

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Finest Pulpit in the World Cathedral, Brussels, Bel[gium]. [On negative.]
[Active no. 23058 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16610
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Orig. no. 471.

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
       Cathedrals -- Belgium
       Interior architecture -- Belgium
       Pulpits

Place: Belgium
       Brussels (Belgium)

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Monument in busy city plaza.] 23061 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Monument in busy city plaza.] 23061 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16611
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Buildings
       Monuments
       Plazas
       Sculpture

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Beautiful Village of Montreaux, on Lake Geneva, Switzerland. Copyright
1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23065 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Beautiful Village of Montreaux, on Lake Geneva, Switzerland. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23065 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers

RSN 16612

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Montreaux (Switzerland)

Switzerland

Church of God (12th Century), near Christiania, Norway. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 23066 Photonegative, 1897

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Church of God (12th Century), near Christiania, Norway. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 23066 Photonegative 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16613

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Churches -- Norway

Place: Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The King's Palace, Christiania, Norway. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23069 : photonegative.], 1897
1 Item (3-1/2” x 3-3/4”).

Image(s): The King’s Palace, Christiania, Norway. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23069 : photonegative.] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers

RSN 16614

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]. Associated number, 236.

Topic: Architecture

Palaces -- Norway

Place: Norway

Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Dogs with child.] [Active No. 23070 : non-stereo glass photonegative.]

1 Item (3-3/4” x 3-1/2”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood

Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer

English.

"Copyright by Strohmeyer & Wyman" on negative.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and seriously peeling at center.

Local Numbers

RSN 16615

Topic: Children

Dogs -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

[?]ler in the home of a silver king, Guanajuata, Mexico. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23073 : half-stereo photonegative:], 1901
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)
Image(s): [?]ler in the home of a silver king, Guanajuata, Mexico. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23073 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16616

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Orig. no. 4685.

Topic: Dwellings -- Mexico
       Interior architecture -- Mexico
       Silver -- Mexico

Place: Guanajuato (Mexico)
       Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

The Tiber, Castle of St. Angelo and St. Peter's Church, Rome, Italy. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23077 : stereo photonegative.,] 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)
Image(s): The Tiber, Castle of St. Angelo and St. Peter's Church, Rome, Italy. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23077 : stereo photonegative.,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16617

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

NOTE! POOR QUALITY IN VIDEODISC COPY; NEG HAS MUCH MORE DETAIL!

Topic: Boats -- Italy
       Bridges -- Italy
       Castles -- Italy
       Churches -- Italy
       Rivers -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Angelo
Tiber River (Italy)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Moonlight in the Marshes. [On negative.] Active no. 23090 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Moonlight in the Marshes. [On negative.] Active no. 23090 : half-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16618
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]. Orig. no. AS-1264.

Topic:
Moonlight
Night photography -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1900

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes

Place:
Moon

The Toppo Falls, Trollhattan, Sweden. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23095 : non-stereo photonegative, 1897
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): The Toppo Falls, Trollhattan, Sweden. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23095 : non-stereo photonegative, 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16619
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Orig. no. 299.

Topic:
Rapids -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
Toppo Falls
Trollhatten

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Box 199

RSN Numbers 16620-16718

Image(s)

[Beauties of summer in the Arctic Seas--the Torghattan (Torgen Island), Northern Norway. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood] on negative 23099 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Beauties of summer in the Arctic Seas--the Torghattan (Torgen Island), Northern Norway. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23099 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16620

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note

220

Topic: Islands -- Norway.
Waterscapes -- Norway

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Place: Norway
Torgen Island (Norway).
Torghattan

[River waterfalls in rugged mountains.] 23102 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [River waterfalls in rugged mountains.] 23102 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.
Local Numbers
RSN 16621

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
769.5

Topic:     Forests
          Mountains
          Rivers
          Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass

[Bridge in Scandinavia. Active no. 23103 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s): [Bridge in Scandinavia. Active no. 23103 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16622

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Company acc. no. 29580.

Topic:     Bridges
          Buildings
          Waterscapes

Place:    Scandinavia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass

Gotenberg's great Market--largest in Sweden. Copyright 1900 by
Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23104 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Gotenberg's great Market--largest in Sweden. Copyright 1900 by
Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23104 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16623

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Buildings -- Sweden
       Markets -- Sweden
       Streets -- Sweden

Place: Gotenberg (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Song Negatives Home Sweet Home [on envelope] [Active no. 23107 : non-
stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 4").

Image(s)
underwood & underwood, publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Glass cracked apart horizontally at top.

Local Numbers
RSN 16624

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Fishing
       Rivers
       Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Clifford Calverly standing on one foot over the Whirlpool Rapids, Niagara,
U.S.A. Copyright 1893 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23108
photonegative, 1893
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Clifford Calverly standing on one foot over the Whirlpool Rapids,
Niagara, U.S.A. Copyright 1893 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]
23108 photonegative 1893.

underwood & underwood, publisher
strohmeyer & wyman, publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16625
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note

2983

Topic: Acrobatics
Acrobats
Bridges
Rapids
Rivers

Place: Niagara
Whirlpool Rapids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Woman descending stairs in home.] Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 23109 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1897
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Woman descending stairs in home.] Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 23109 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16626

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Orig. no. 742.

Topic: Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Autumn beauties along Niagara's precipitous banks--looking up towards the Falls--U.S.A. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 23121 : non-stereo photonegative], 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): Autumn beauties along Niagara's precipitous banks--looking up towards the Falls--U.S.A. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 23121 : non-stereo photonegative], 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16627

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York
Trees -- New York.
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

'My Country Calls, and I Must Go.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23122 : non-stereo photonegative], 1899
1 item (3-3/4" x 3-1/2".)

Image(s): 'My Country Calls, and I Must Go.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23122 : non-stereo photonegative], 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Soldier bidding woman goodbye.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16628

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Orig. no. 3630.

Topic: Armed Forces
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Burial Place of Sir Walter Scott, Dryburgh, Scotland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active No. 23133 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Burial Place of Sir Walter Scott, Dryburgh, Scotland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active No. 23133 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling beyond use.

Local Numbers
RSN 16629

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Orig. No. 157.5.

Names: Dryburgh Abbey (Dryburgh, Scotland)
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832

Topic: Cemeteries -- Scotland
Tombs

Place: Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[The Famous Hall of Pillars, Temple of Karnak, Upper Egypt.] on negative 23134 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [The Famous Hall of Pillars, Temple of Karnak, Upper Egypt.] on negative 23134 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight peeling of emulsion along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16630

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1084

Names: Hall of Pillars (Temple of Karnak, Egypt)
Karnak Temple (Thebes, Egypt)

Topic: Ruins -- Egypt.
Temples -- Egypt
Place: Egypt
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Art scene.] 23137 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Art scene.] 23137 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16631
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
270

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Louis XIV's famous palace, from its lovely Gardens, Versailles, France. Copyright by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23146 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Louis XIV's famous palace, from its lovely Gardens, Versailles, France. Copyright by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23146 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16632
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
564(E)

Names: Louis, XIV

Topic: Gardens -- France
Palaces -- France

Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France) France
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Central Square, Amsterdam, Holland. Copyright 1898 by R.Y. Young." [on negative] 23150 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): "Central Square, Amsterdam, Holland. Copyright 1898 by R.Y. Young." [on negative] 23150 Photonegative 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16633

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
AS-688

Topic: Buildings -- Holland
Plazas -- Holland
Streets -- Holland

Place: Amsterdam (Holland)
Holland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Mountain castle beside river.] 23154 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Mountain castle beside river.] 23154 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16634

Same as RSN 27998.

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
427

Topic: Castles
Mountains
Rivers
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Exposition in Sweden.] 23162 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Exposition in Sweden.] 23162 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16635

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
650

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Place: Sweden

[The Forth Bridge, from the Bluff, Scotland. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Undewood.] on negative 23164 photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [The Forth Bridge, from the Bluff, Scotland. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Undewood.] on negative 23164 photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16636

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
155

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
Rivers -- Scotland

Place: Firth of Forth Bridge (Scotland)
Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"The Forth Bridge, from the Bluff, Scotland. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23165 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16637

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
155.5

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
Rivers -- Scotland

Place: Firth of Forth Bridge (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military parade.] 23167 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Military parade.] 23167 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16638

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Rites and ceremonies
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
"Brooklyn Bridge, near view, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative.] Active no. 23169 : photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): "Brooklyn Bridge, near view, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative.] Active no. 23169 : photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16639

Similar to RSN 16640.

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2825

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Ships -- New York

Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Brooklyn Bridge, near view, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Active no. 23171 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1895
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Brooklyn Bridge, near view, New York, U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Active no. 23171 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1895.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16640

Similar to RSN 16639.

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]. Orig. no. 2825(A).

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Ships -- New York

Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Portrait.] 23173 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 23173 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16641

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Looking from the old wall--east side--of Mukden, the strong capital of the Manchu Emperors, Manchuria. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23174 Photonegative, 1904
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Looking from the old wall--east side--of Mukden, the strong capital of the Manchu Emperors, Manchuria. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23174 Photonegative 1904
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16642

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]

Copy and Version Identification Note
2539

Topic: Portraits
Walls

Place: Manchuria
Mukden (Manchuria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
[Close-up of U.S. Flag in breeze.] 23182 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Close-up of U.S. Flag in breeze.] 23182 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16643

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Flags -- United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Large U.S. Flag on bow of battleship in harbor.] 23182 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Large U.S. Flag on bow of battleship in harbor.] 23182 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16644

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Battleships
Flags -- United States
Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Woman milking cow outside barn. Active no. 23186 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion severely cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 16645
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Cows
      Farms
      Milking
      Women laborers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

[War ruins.] 23187 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [War ruins.] 23187 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16646

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Fortification
      Ruins
      War
      War casualties

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

[Palace interior.] 23188 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Palace interior.] 23188 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along edges

Local Numbers
RSN 16647

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Architecture
      Interior architecture
      Palaces

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
[Landscape.] 23192 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 23192 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16648

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1196

Topic: Horses
Portraits

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[...???...nt (N.E.) up Tenaiya Canon, over Mirror Lake, Half Dome and Clouds Rest, Yosemite Valley, Cal. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23196 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [...???...nt (N.E.) up Tenaiya Canon, over Mirror Lake, Half Dome and Clouds Rest, Yosemite Valley, Cal. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23196 Photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16649

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4279

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Valleys -- California

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Waterfalls.] 23199 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 23199 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling along edges

Local Numbers
RSN 16650

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4263

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Waterfalls, mountains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Geological formation.] 23201 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Geological formation.] 23201 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16651

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Formations (Geology)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Grand Dining Hall, Frederiksborg Castle, Denmark. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23203 Photonegative, 1897
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Grand Dining Hall, Frederiksborg Castle, Denmark. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23203 Photonegative 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 16652
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].
Copy and Version Identification Note
345
Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
      Castles -- Denmark
      Dining rooms -- Denmark
      Interior architecture -- Denmark
Place: Denmark
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass

Kyrka, Stockholm, Sweden's Royal Burial Place. Copyright 1897 by
Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 23204 Photonegative, 1897
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Kyrka, Stockholm, Sweden's Royal Burial Place. Copyright 1897
by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 23204 Photonegative 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 16653
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].
Copy and Version Identification Note
303
Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
      Churches -- Sweden
      Streets -- Sweden
Place: Stockholm (Sweden) Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 23205 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 23205 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion peeling slightly along edges

Local Numbers
RSN 16654

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Geological formation.] 23206 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Geological formation.] 23206 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16655

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Formations (Geology)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Husband kissing maid in home kitchen. Active no. 23211 : black-and-white half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

A scene from the comic series, "The French Maid." She is seated on the table with a big smile as the man aggressively hugs and kisses her, and her skirt is pulled up to reveal her petticoat.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers

RSN 16656

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Orig. no. or company acc. no. 3622.

Topic: Couples

Domestics

Dwellings

Kissing

Love

Maids

Wit and humor

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

French Cook [on envelope. Active no. 23252 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers

RSN 16657

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]. Orig. no. 3620(e).

Topic: Comic, The

Cooks

Couples

Domestics

Dwellings

Maids

Wit and humor -- 1880-1900
Genre/ Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Staged photographs

[Husband kissing maid in home kitchen.] Active no. 23253 : half-stereo photonegative
1 Item (3-01/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): [Husband kissing maid in home kitchen.] Active no. 23253 : half-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion stuck to transparent covering and damaged severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 16658
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Orig. no. 3622(a).

Topic: Cooks
Couples
Domestics
Dwellings
Kissing
Maids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Copenhagen's busy Harbor, Denmark. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23212 Photonegative, 1897
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Copenhagen's busy Harbor, Denmark. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23212 Photonegative 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16659
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77],

Copy and Version Identification Note
343
The "Palace Church," Frederiksborg Castle, Denmark. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 23213 Photonegative, 1897

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The "Palace Church," Frederiksborg Castle, Denmark. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 23213 Photonegative 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.

Local Numbers

RSN 16660

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark

Castles -- Denmark

Churches -- Denmark

Interior architecture

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)

Denmark

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

"Carrick-a-rede Rope Bridge, the only approach to the Promontory.... Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23216 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4")

Image(s): "Carrick-a-rede Rope Bridge, the only approach to the Promontory.... Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative]

23216 Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16661

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]

Copy and Version Identification Note
98

Topic: Bridges
      Formations (Geology)
      Ropes
      Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Architecture.] 23219 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 23219 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16662

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Architecture
      Buildings
      Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16663

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

They were soldier boys together. Pres. Roosevelt greeting Sp--- Veterans, Laramie, Wyoming. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23221 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1903
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): They were soldier boys together. Pres. Roosevelt greeting Sp--- Veterans, Laramie, Wyoming. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23221 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16664

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Military -- Wyoming
Presidents -- Wyoming
Railroads -- Wyoming
Trains -- Wyoming
Veterans -- Wyoming

Place: Laramie (Wyo.)
Wyoming

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Hello! Little One. Copyright 1891 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative].
Active no. 23226 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1891
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Hello! Little One. Copyright 1891 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. Active no. 23226 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1891.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16665

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]

Orig. no. 3171(a).

Names: Father Christmas
Topic: Christmas
Dwellings
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

I just knew it would be a boy. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman [on negative]. [Active no. 23240 : half-stereo photonegative:], 1895
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s): I just knew it would be a boy. Copyright 1895 by Strohmeyer & Wyman [on negative]. [Active no. 23240 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1895.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16666

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]. Active no. 3371.

Topic: Dwellings
Interior architecture
Postal service

[...??...g to Jerusalem from the "Mohammedan Tomb of Moses."
Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23241
Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [...??...g to Jerusalem from the "Mohammedan Tomb of Moses." Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23241
Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16667
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1243

Topic: Crowds -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Mohammad
Moses
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple in home living room.] 23246 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 23246 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16668

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3617.5

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Marvelously inlaid gateway, N.W. to tomb of Akbar, Mogul emperor
of 16th Century, Sikandarah, India. Copyright 1903 by Underwood &
Underwood." [on negative] 23249 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): "Marvelously inlaid gateway, N.W. to tomb of Akbar, Mogul
emperor of 16th Century, Sikandarah, India. Copyright 1903 by Underwood
& Underwood." [on negative] 23249 Photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion severely damaged along left border.
Local Numbers

RSN 16669

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]

Names: Akbar, Mogul emperor of the 16th century

Topic: Architecture
Cows
Gates -- India
Tombs

Place: India
Mogul
Sikandarah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Family in home.] 23251 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Couple in home.] 23251 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16670

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3772.5

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Woman seated on home living room floor.] 23254 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Woman seated on home living room floor.] 23254 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion severely cracked and peeling.
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Orig. no. 15.

[Woman lying on home living room floor.] 23261 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Woman lying on home living room floor.] 23261 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16673
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

Buddhist Temple at Loong Wah (8 miles south from Shanghai), China.
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23262 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Buddhist Temple at Loong Wah (8 miles south from Shanghai), China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23262 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16674
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Orig. no. 1685.

Names: Buddha
Topic: Rickshaws -- China
Temple -- China
Place: China
Loong Wah
Shanghai (China)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

---tain, over Imperial Grounds toward White Ming Pagoda and Pei-tang...al, Peking China. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] 23266 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): ---tain, over Imperial Grounds toward White Ming Pagoda and Pei-tang.....al, Peking China. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood.
[On negative.] 23266 Photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along lower edge.

Local Numbers
RSN 16675
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Topic: Gardens -- China
         Pagodas
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Place: Beijing (China)
       China

[Actors in 18th century costume. Photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16676
Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77]. Orig. no. 1640.

Topic: Costume -- 18th century
         Drama
         Plays
Occupation: Actors
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

"I Caught Sister this Time." Copyright 1896 by R.Y. Young." [on negative]
23269 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): "I Caught Sister this Time." Copyright 1896 by R.Y. Young." [on negative] 23269 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16677

Currently stored in box 3.1.55 [77].

Copy and Version Identification Note
AS-120

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Architecture.] 23270 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 23270 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion peeling along lower border

Local Numbers
RSN 16678

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Architecture.] 23272 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 23272 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16679

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6806

Topic:   Architecture
Buildings

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:    -- Glass

---d by shells during the bombardment, Tientsin, China. Copyright 1901 by
Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. 23276 photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): ---d by shells during the bombardment, Tientsin, China.
Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. 23276
photonegative 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16680

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1579.5

Topic:   Damages -- China
Dwellings -- China
War -- China

Place:   China
Tientsin (China)

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:    -- Glass

[Damaged beyond use.] 23282 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Damaged beyond use.] 23282 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion stuck to transparent cover and damaged beyond use.
Local Numbers
RSN 16681

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Troops and flag in tent camp.] 23285 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Troops and flag in tent camp.] 23285 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along left border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16682

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Soldiers
Tents
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

"... U.S.S. 'Brooklyn.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (On negative.) Active no. 23286 : photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s): "... U.S.S. 'Brooklyn.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (On negative.) Active no. 23286 : photonegative, 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16683

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]. Original number 4935?

Names: Brooklyn (Ship)
Topic: Sailors
Sailors
Ships
Avenue of Cryptomerias, Nikko, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 2329 :1 half-stereo photonegative.,] 1896 1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): Avenue of Cryptomerias, Nikko, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 2329 :1 half-stereo photonegative.,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16684

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Orig. no. 1355.

Topic: Rickshaws -- Japan
Roads -- Japan
Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan -- 1890-1900
Nikko (Japan)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Temple of Hachimen, God of War, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23295 Photonegative, 1896 1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Temple of Hachimen, God of War, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23295 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling along left border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16685

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
Temples -- Japan
War -- Japan
Place: Hachimen Temple (Japan)

Japan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

----Moki refuge from the Spanish Conqueror, Arizona, U.S.A.. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23299 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1901
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4".)

Image(s): ----Moki refuge from the Spanish Conqueror, Arizona, U.S.A.. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23299 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16686

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Orig. no. 4426.

Topic: Fortification -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Ruins -- Arizona

Place: Arizona

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Dancers at Wolpi--the mysterious Cliff Dwellers of Arizona. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23306 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Dancers at Wolpi--the mysterious Cliff Dwellers of Arizona. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23306 Photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16687

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4437
Topic: Cliff-dwellers -- Arizona
       Indians of North America -- Arizona
       Portraits -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
       Wolpi (Arizona)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Image(s): [Portrait.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion damaged and peeling along right border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16688
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Children
       Indians of North America
       Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Image(s): [...]ld's greatest Gorge--13 miles wide, 200 long--Grand Canon, Arizona. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. on negative 23308 Photonegative, 1901
       1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16689
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4439

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Gorges -- Arizona
Valleys -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[...??...the brink of a fearful Chasm thirteen miles across, Grand Canon, Arizona. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23310 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [...??...the brink of a fearful Chasm thirteen miles across, Grand Canon, Arizona. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23310 Photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16690

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4441

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Gorges -- Arizona
Valleys -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Crowd scene.] 23312 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Crowd scene.] 23312 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16691

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].
Copy and Version Identification Note

6073

Topic: Celebrations
Crowds

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Ball Room in the Queen's Apartments, Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23314 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Ball Room in the Queen's Apartments, Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23314 Photonegative 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16692

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]

Copy and Version Identification Note

272

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Palaces

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape.] 23318 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 23318 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16693

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].
Copy and Version Identification Note

6398

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Topic: Mountains Trees

[River in rugged mountains.] photonegative 1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [River in rugged mountains.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16694

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Formations (Geology) Mountains Rivers Valleys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Wayside Inn, Japan. 23323 Photonegative 1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Wayside Inn, Japan. 23323 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16695

Same as RSN 28012.

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Buildings -- Japan Hotels -- Japan Inns -- Japan Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 23325 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 23325 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16696

Similar to RSN 16697.
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4678

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 23325 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 23325 Photonegative,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16697

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 16696.
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Fish Market, Tokyo, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23343 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Fish Market, Tokyo, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23343 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16698

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1342

Topic: Boats -- Japan
Fishing -- Japan
Industry -- Japan
Markets -- Japan

Place: Japan
Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A tug of war, Tieno Park, Tokyo. Happy land of the Rising sun. [In emulsion of negative.] Active no. 23346 : photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A tug of war, Tieno Park, Tokyo. Happy land of the Rising sun. [In emulsion of negative.] Active no. 23346 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16699

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Children -- Japan
Games -- Japan
Parks -- Japan

Place: Japan
Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
A toy Shop in Tokyo, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active no. 23347 : stereo photonegative., 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").]

Image(s): A toy Shop in Tokyo, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active no. 23347 : stereo photonegative.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16700

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85], moved from [118].

Orig. no. 1349.

Topic: Business enterprises -- Japan
Markets -- Japan
Shops -- Japan
Stores -- Japan

Place: Japan -- 1890-1900
Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Semi-Circular Bridge in Quaint Old Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Caption no. 23348 : photonegative, 1896.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): A Semi-Circular Bridge in Quaint Old Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Caption no. 23348 : photonegative, 1896.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling badly at center.

Local Numbers
RSN 16701

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Orig. no. 1350.

Topic: Bridges -- Japan
Place: Japan -- 1890-1900
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Avenue of Cryptomerias, Nikko, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23350 Photonegative, 1896
1 item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Avenue of Cryptomerias, Nikko, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23350 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16702

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1355(a)

Topic: Rickshaws -- Japan
Roads -- Japan
Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan
Nikko (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Region of Countless Images, Nikko, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23356 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Region of Countless Images, Nikko, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23356 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16703

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Roads -- Japan
Sculptures -- Japan
Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan
Nikko-shi (Japan)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16704

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85], moved from [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1360

Topic: Gardens -- Japan
Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan
Nikko (Japan)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Entrance to the Shinto Temple grounds. Nara, Japan.] on negative 23359 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Entrance to the Shinto Temple grounds. Nara, Japan.] on negative 23359 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16705

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85], moved from [118].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1360
Topic: Entrances -- Japan
      Gardens -- Japan
      Parks -- Japan
      Temples -- Japan

Place: Japan
      Nara (Japan)
      Shinto Temple (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

--- of Lanterns, Nara, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] 23361 Photonegative, 1896
  1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16706

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1366.5

Topic: Gardens -- Japan
      Lanterns -- Japan
      Trees -- Japan
      Walkways -- Japan

Place: Japan
      Nara (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

A Japanese Street on a Hot Day. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] Caption no. 23362 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1896
  1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16707

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Orig. no. 1369.

Topic: Streets -- Japan
Place: Japan -- 1890-1900
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Boats on the Kamogawa, Kyoto, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23366 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): "Boats on the Kamogawa, Kyoto, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23366 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16708

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1378

Topic: Boats -- Japan
Buildings -- Japan
Rivers -- Japan

Place: Japan
Kamogawa River (Japan)
Kyoto (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Folks of Japan, Otani Park, Kyoto, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23369 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Folks of Japan, Otani Park, Kyoto, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23369 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16709

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1378

Topic: Children -- Japan
Parks -- Japan

Place: Japan
Kyoto (Japan)
Otani Park (Japan)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Before the Great Dai Butsu Idol, Hyogo, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23373 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16710

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1385

Topic: Dai Butsu Idol (Hyogo, Japan)
Religion -- Japan
Sculptures -- Japan
Shrines -- Japan

Place: Hyogo (Japan)
Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Wayside Scene, Japan.] on negative 23374 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Wayside Scene, Japan.] on negative 23374 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16711

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1386

Topic: Gardens -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Parasol.] 23376 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Parasol.] 23376 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16712

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Parasols
Umbrellas
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Flag Merchants, Kobe, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman.
[on negative] [Active no. 23377 : half-stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Flag Merchants, Kobe, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23377 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16713
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Orig. no. 1390.

Topic:
Flags -- Japan
Markets -- Japan
Walkways -- Japan

Place:
Japan -- 1890-1900
Kōbe-shi (Japan)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

[Lighting the Departed Spirit into the Next World, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23378 : half-stereo photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3-1/2” x 3-3/4”).]

Image(s): [Lighting the Departed Spirit into the Next World, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23378 : half-stereo photonegative, 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16714

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]

Copy and Version Identification Note
1392

Topic:
Cemeteries -- Japan
Religion -- Japan
Tombstones -- Japan

Place:
Japan

Genre/
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

Saying 'Good Morning,' in Japan. A Salutation in Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23380 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.
Local Numbers
RSN 16715
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1395.5

Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
Rites and ceremonies -- Japan
Rituals -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form: -- Glass

[Architecture in Japan.] 23382 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Architecture in Japan.] 23382 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16716
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Place: Japan

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form: -- Glass

At the Foot of the Great Sacred Fujiyama, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23388 : half-stereo photonegative,,] 1896
Image(s): At the Foot of the Great Sacred Fujiyama, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23388 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16717

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]. Orig. no. 1409. Orig. no. 1409.

Topic: Children -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan

Place: Fujiyama
Japan

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Japan
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

At the Foot of the Great Sacred Fujiyama, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23389 : half-stereo photonegative, 1896

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): At the Foot of the Great Sacred Fujiyama, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23389 : half-stereo photonegative, 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16718

Mountain visible in negative.

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]. Orig. no. 1409.5

Copy and Version Identification Note
1409.5

Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan
Rickshaws -- Japan

Place: Fujiyama
Japan
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Japan
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Box 200
RSN Numbers 16719-16785

Image(s)

[Street scene in Japan.] 23392 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Street scene in Japan.] 23392 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16719

Same as RSN 28027.
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note

648

Topic: Buildings -- Japan
Entrances -- Japan
Shrines -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Architecture in Japan.] 23393 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Architecture in Japan.] 23393 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16720

Same as RSN 28028.
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

"Arch, Chino-Japanese War, Kobe, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23394 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16721

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note

60

Topic: Arches -- Japan
Roads -- Japan
Streets -- Japan
War -- Japan

Place: Japan
Kōbe-shi (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

A Load of Tea-Plants, Japan. (on negative). [Caption no. 23396 : photonegative], [undated]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): A Load of Tea-Plants, Japan. (on negative). [Caption no. 23396 : photonegative]: undated

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16722

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Orig. no. 1416.

Topic: Children -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Tea

Place: Japan -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"------e, 500 years old, 3 1/2 feet high, 5 in. in diameter, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23398 Photonegative, 1896

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): "------e, 500 years old, 3 1/2 feet high, 5 in. in diameter, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23398 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16723

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1418

Topic: Agriculture -- Japan

Plants -- Japan

Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass


1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16724

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]. Orig. no. 1420.

Topic: Business enterprises -- Japan
Markets -- Japan  
Shoes -- Japan  
Shops -- Japan  
Stores -- Japan  

Place: Japan  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

A Japanese Isaac and Rebecca. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. Caption no. 23402 : photonegative, 1896  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 16725  
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
1421.5  
Topic: Couples -- Japan  
Dwellings -- Japan  
Water -- Japan  
Wells -- Japan  
Place: Japan  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Woman seated behind low reading table in home in Japan.] 23403 photonegative, 1896  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")  
Image(s): [Woman seated behind low reading table in home in Japan.] 23403 photonegative 1896.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 16726  
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].
Dining in Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23404 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Dining in Japan. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23404 photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16727
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1423

[The Magnificent Gate of Nikko's Celebrated Temple, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Stroymeyer & Wyman.] on negative 23405 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [The Magnificent Gate of Nikko's Celebrated Temple, Japan. Copyright 1896 by Stroymeyer & Wyman.] on negative 23405 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16728
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1424
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Topic: Buildings -- Japan
Gates -- Japan
Temples -- Japan

Place: Japan
Nikkō-shi (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground: Chicamauga Battlefield, Tennessee, U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Stroymeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Active no. 23408 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1895
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Tenting on the Old Camp Ground: Chicamauga Battlefield, Tennessee, U.S.A. Copyright 1895 by Stroymeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Active no. 23408 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1895.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16729
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]. Orig. no. 4546.

Topic: Battlefields -- Tennessee
Camps -- Tennessee
Eating -- Tennessee
Tents -- Tennessee
Veterans -- Tennessee

Place: Chicamauga battlefield (Tennessee)
Tennessee

"The Chief of the World's greatest Republic--President Roosevelt at Waukesha, Wisc. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 23409 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): "The Chief of the World's greatest Republic--President Roosevelt at Waukesha, Wisc. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 23409 photonegative 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16730
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents

Place: Waukesha
Wisconsin

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"A high caste Lady's dainty 'Lily Feet'--as the world sees them--China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative). Caption no. 23410 : photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): "A high caste Lady's dainty 'Lily Feet'--as the world sees them--China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative). Caption no. 23410 : photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling badly.

Local Numbers
RSN 16731

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Dwellings -- China
Interior architecture -- China
Women -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Recreation on the Thames, Henley, England. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23414 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): Recreation on the Thames, Henley, England. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23414 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16732

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].
Topic: Boats -- England
Recreation -- England
Rivers -- England

Place: England
Henley (England)
Thames River (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"[?] the beloved Empress--Queen Victoria, through Britain's sorrowing missions....Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative) : Active no. 23417 : photonegative, 1896
1 Item (piece; 3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): "[?] the beloved Empress--Queen Victoria, through Britain's sorrowing missions....Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative) : Active no. 23417 : photonegative, 1896.

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass
Emulsion stuck to transparent covering and damaged beyond use.

Local Numbers
RSN 16733
47 (company number?)

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, 1819-1901
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Victoria's greatest Conquest, the World's Love--Kings, Princes and Ambassadors honoring the dead Queen, Funeral Cortege, London. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23420 : half-stereo photonegative,]. 1901
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Victoria's greatest Conquest, the World's Love--Kings, Princes and Ambassadors honoring the dead Queen, Funeral Cortege, London. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23420 : half-stereo photonegative,]. 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

47 (temp. company number?)

RSN 16734

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, 1819-1901

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- England -- London
       Funeral rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 -- England
       -- London
       Horses -- England
       Parades -- England
       Royalty -- England

Place: England
       London (England)

Genres/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23422
Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23422
Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16735

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Buildings -- France
       Carriages -- France
       Fountains -- France
       Horses -- France
       Streets -- France

Place: France
       Paris (France)
       Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genres/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Representative Orangemen, New Zealanders, Canadians and Australians, Alexandra Palace, England. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23423 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Representative Orangemen, New Zealanders, Canadians and Australians, Alexandra Palace, England. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23423 Photonegative 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16736

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Armed Forces

Portraits

Place: Alexandra Palace (England)

Australia

Canada

England

New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Canadian Officers off duty with their friends in camp, Alexandra Palace, England. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 23425 Photonegative, 1902

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling badly at center.

Local Numbers

RSN 16737

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note

8591

Topic: Military -- England

Portraits -- England

Place: Alexandra Palace (England)

Canada

England

Page 9337 of 15344
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Tommy Atkins at the Great Camp--Queen's Review at Aldershot, June 16th, 1902. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23426 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 1/2″ x 3 3/4″)
Image(s): [Tommy Atkins at the Great Camp--Queen's Review at Aldershot, June 16th, 1902. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23426 Photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16738
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8645

Names: Atkins, Tommy

Topic: Camps -- England
Military -- England
Soldiers -- England
Tents -- England

Place: Aldershot (England)
England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Sturdy soldiers of a King whose sway extends to every Continent and Sea--Fiji Island Contingent, London, England. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23427 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 1/2″ x 3 3/4″)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16739
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].
Copy and Version Identification Note

8658

Topic:  
- Camps -- England
- Military -- England
- Soldiers -- England
- Tents -- England

Place:  
- England
- Fiji
- London (England)

Genre/  
Form:  
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

A noble woman honoring noble women--Queen Alexandra and heroic nurses of the South African War--Devonshire House London. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Caption 23430 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1902

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16740

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names:  
- Alexandra, Queen
- Devonshire House (London, England)

Topic:  
- Buildings -- England
- Ceremonies -- England
- Kings and rulers -- England
- Nurses -- England
- Royalty -- England
- War -- England

Place:  
- England -- 1900-1910
- London (England) -- 1900-1910

Genre/  
Form:  
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

"Capt. Seddon (by his tent to right)--son of the Premier, New Zealand Contingent, Alexandra Palace, London, Eng. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 23432 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16741

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Camps -- England
       Military -- England
       Soldiers -- 1890-1920 -- England
       Tents -- England

Place: Alexandra Palace (England)
       England
       London (England)
       New Zealand
       Seddon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives


1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16742

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note

C10015?

Topic: Camps -- England
       Military -- England
       Soldiers -- England
       Tents -- England

Place: Alexandra Palace (England)
       England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Cathedral Ruins, main entrance--old castle on left--on the famous Rock of Cashel, Ireland. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23442 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Cathedral Ruins, main entrance--old castle on left--on the famous Rock of Cashel, Ireland. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23442 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16743

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note

138

Topic: Castles -- Ireland
      Cathedrals -- Ireland
      Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
      Rock of Cashel

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Charming Enniskillen, west from Cole Monument, Northern Ireland. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23445 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Charming Enniskillen, west from Cole Monument, Northern Ireland. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23445 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16744

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Cole Monument (Enniskillen, Ireland)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Topic: Monuments

Place: Enniskillen (County Fermanagh, Ireland)
Ireland

[Grandeur of Ireland's Coast--S.W. from Lookout Cliff to Bishop's Island and ruined oratory--Kilkee. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23447 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Grandeur of Ireland's Coast--S.W. from Lookout Cliff to Bishop's Island and ruined oratory--Kilkee. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23447 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling badly at center.

Local Numbers
RSN 16745

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Islands -- Ireland
Ruins -- Ireland
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Bishop's Island (Ireland)
Ireland
Kilkee (Ireland)
Lookout Cliff (Kilkee, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"A square deal for every man, big or small, rich or poor"--President Roosevelt, Lynn, Massachusetts. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative). No. 23448 : photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): "A square deal for every man, big or small, rich or poor"--President Roosevelt, Lynn, Massachusetts. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative). No. 23448 : photonegative, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16746
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Celebrations
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Place: Lynn (Mass.)
Massachusetts -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

Burns Monument, Edinburgh, Scotland. Copyright 1897 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 23450 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1897
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").
Image(s): Burns Monument, Edinburgh, Scotland. Copyright 1897 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 23450 : half-stereo photonegative,] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16747
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Orig. no. 161.
Topic: Burns Monument (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Monuments
Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[An ancient Viking ship being boarded by passengers who went out to meet the craft in their modern rowboats. The ship flies the U.S. & British flags and on its bow is a figurehead of a dragon. KEYSTONE-UNDERWOOD] caption in envelope 23451 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [An ancient Viking ship being boarded by passengers who went out to meet the craft in their modern rowboats. The ship flies the U.S.
& British flags and on its bow is a figurehead of a dragon. KEYSTONE-UNDERWOOD] caption in envelope 23451 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16748

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].
Same as RSN 28035.

Topic: Flags
        Sailboats
        Ships

Place: British Flag
        U.S. Flag
        Viking

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The Ide Fjord, Norway. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. 23452 Photonegative, 1897
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The Ide Fjord, Norway. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. 23452 Photonegative 1897
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16749

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]
Copy and Version Identification Note
239

Topic: Fjords

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
        Seascapes

Place: Ide Fjord (Norway)
        Norway

Saltsjobaden, Stockholm, Sweden. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23457 : stereo photonegative.], 1897
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Saltsjobaden, Stockholm, Sweden. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23457 : stereo photonegative.] 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16750
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]

Orig. no. 267.

Place:

Saltsjobaden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes

[In the gorgeous residence of King Oscar II, Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23458 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [In the gorgeous residence of King Oscar II, Royal Palace, Stockholm, Sweden. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23458 Photonegative 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16751
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]

Topic:

Architecture
Interior architecture
Palaces

Place:

Oscar II
Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Norrbro, with Hotel Rydberg, Stockholm, Sweden. Series 1894 by Bert Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23461 : photonegative,] 1894

Image(s): Norrbro, with Hotel Rydberg, Stockholm, Sweden. Series 1894 by Bert Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23461 : photonegative,] 1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16752
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]. Orig. no. 301.

Names: Hotel Rydberg (Stockholm, Sweden)
Topic: Buildings -- Sweden
Carts -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Streetcars -- Sweden
Streets -- Sweden
Place: Norrbro
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Smoking Room, Grand Opera, Stockholm, Sweden. Copyright 1897 by Underwood and Underwood. [on negative] 23463 Photonegative, 1897

Image(s): Smoking Room, Grand Opera, Stockholm, Sweden. Copyright 1897 by Underwood and Underwood. [on negative] 23463 Photonegative 1897

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16753
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]

Copy and Version Identification Note

305

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

[The Crowd around President Roosevelt's Train, at Ellsworth, Kansas. Copyright 1903 by Underwood and Underwood.] on negative 23468 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [The Crowd around President Roosevelt's Train, at Ellsworth, Kansas. Copyright 1903 by Underwood and Underwood.] on negative 23468 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16754

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5926

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds -- Kansas
Flags -- Kansas
Political campaigns -- Kansas
Presidents -- Kansas
Railroads -- Kansas
Trains -- Kansas

Place: Ellsworth (Kansas)
Kansas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23470 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23470 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16755

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23471
photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23471 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16756

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents
Place: Redlands (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"A Democratic Ruler of a Great Nation--President Roosevelt...with Mayor Smy...the 'Algonquin,' Charleston, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative.) Caption No. 23477 : photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "A Democratic Ruler of a Great Nation--President Roosevelt...with Mayor Smy...the 'Algonquin,' Charleston, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative.) Caption No. 23477 : photonegative, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16757

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
[The United Nation's President, Roosevelt, viewing the famous historic sights--from the "Algonquin," Charleston, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23478 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16758

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Presidents -- South Carolina
Ships -- South Carolina

Place: Algonquin Indians
Charleston (S.C.)
South Carolina -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The President and Mrs. Roosevelt and Party reviewing the Parade--before the Exposition Auditorium, Charleston, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 23482 : stereo photonegative,]. 1902
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): The President and Mrs. Roosevelt and Party reviewing the Parade--before the Exposition Auditorium, Charleston, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 23482 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16759

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Buildings
Celebrations
Presidents

Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Place: Charleston (S.C.)
South Carolina

[The Military Parade passing in review before President Roosevelt--Exposition Auditorium, Charleston, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23484 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [The Military Parade passing in review before President Roosevelt--Exposition Auditorium, Charleston, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23484 photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16760

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Copy and Version Identification Note
962

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Expositions -- South Carolina
Horses -- South Carolina
Parades -- South Carolina
Presidents -- South Carolina

Place: Charleston (S.C.)
South Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[The Military Parade passing in review before President Roosevelt--Exposition Auditorium, Charleston, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23485 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16761

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Expositions -- South Carolina

Horses -- South Carolina

Parades -- South Carolina

Presidents -- South Carolina

Place: Charleston (S.C.)

South Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[The President, Mrs. Roosevelt and other Guests of Captain Wagener, Pine Forest, Sommerville, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23488 photonegative, 1902

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [The President, Mrs. Roosevelt and other Guests of Captain Wagener, Pine Forest, Sommerville, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23488 photonegative 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16762

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds

Presidents

Place: Pine Forest

South Carolina

Sommerville

Wagener
"I am a better American now than before"--President Roosevelt returning from Charleston--Columbia, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. (on negative) 23493 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "I am a better American now than before"--President Roosevelt returning from Charleston--Columbia, S.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. (on negative) 23493 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16763

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- South Carolina
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Railroads -- South Carolina
Trains -- South Carolina

Place: Charleston (S.C.)
Columbia (S.C.)
South Carolina -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

President Roosevelt and his party (Mr. Strohmeyer third from left), Corbin Park, N.H. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. (on negative). [Caption no. 23495 : non-stereoscopic photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): President Roosevelt and his party (Mr. Strohmeyer third from left), Corbin Park, N.H. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. (on negative). [Caption no. 23495 : non-stereoscopic photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16764

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Strohmeyer, H. A.
Listening to President Roosevelt at the State Fair, Bangor, Maine. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 23498 : non-stereoscopic photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Listening to President Roosevelt at the State Fair, Bangor, Maine. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 23498 : non-stereoscopic photonegative, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16765
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

"You are to be congratulated, not pitied, that you had infinitely difficult work"--President Roosevelt to G.A.R., Worcester, Mass. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 23501: stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "You are to be congratulated, not pitied, that you had infinitely difficult work"--President Roosevelt to G.A.R., Worcester, Mass. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 23501: stereo photonegative, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16766
Currently stored in box 3.1.43 [85].
Names: G.A.R.
       Grand Army of the Republic

Place: Massachusetts
      Worcester (Mass.)

Topic: Crowds
       Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

President Roosevelt and some of his hosts--an excursion on the border waters--Detroit, Mich. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Caption no. 23502 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")]

Image(s): President Roosevelt and some of his hosts--an excursion on the border waters--Detroit, Mich. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Caption no. 23502 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16767

Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85]. Orig. no. 6007.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Presidents -- Michigan
       Ships -- Michigan

Place: Detroit (Michigan) -- 1900-1910
       Michigan -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

"Hardness of heart and softness of head are equally undesirable"--President Roosevelt, Tipton, Ind. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] Active no. 23503 : stereo photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "Hardness of heart and softness of head are equally undesirable"--President Roosevelt, Tipton, Ind. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] Active no. 23503 : stereo photonegative, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16768
Currently stored in box 3.1.56 [85].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Place: Indiana -- 1900-1910
Tipton (Ind.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23504 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23504 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16769

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

"President Roosevelt and Governor McMillin reviewing Troops, on the site of a desperate charge, Chicamauga battlefield, Tenn. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative). Caption No. 23506 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): "President Roosevelt and Governor McMillin reviewing Troops, on the site of a desperate charge, Chicamauga battlefield, Tenn. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative). Caption No. 23506 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16770

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].
Copy and Version Identification Note

6012.5

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Battlefields
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Place: Chicamauga battlefield (Tennessee)
McMillin
Tennessee -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"President Roosevelt on his arrival at Asheville, N.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. 23509 : stereo photonegative, 1902
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "President Roosevelt on his arrival at Asheville, N.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. 23509 : stereo photonegative, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16771

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].
Frames in separate envelopes

Copy and Version Identification Note

6018; 60553

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages
Presidents
Place: Asheville (N.C.)
North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"President Roosevelt on the Speakers' Stand, Asheville, N.C. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. 23512 : stereo photonegative, 1902
President Roosevelt, in the Green Mountain State, steamer landing, Burlington, Vt. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. (on negative) 23513 : stereo photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): President Roosevelt, in the Green Mountain State, steamer landing, Burlington, Vt. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. (on negative) 23513 : stereo photonegative, 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 16773

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6022

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Rough Riding by the Black Hill Pioneers--cheering President Roosevelt--Edgemont, S.D. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23514 : stereo photonegative,] 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Rough Riding by the Black Hill Pioneers--cheering President Roosevelt--Edgemont, S.D. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23514 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16774

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Orig. no. 6029.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Rough Riders

Topic: Cowboys -- 1900-1910
Military
Presidents
Veterans

Place: Black Hills (South Dakota)
Edgemont (S.D.)
South Dakota

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"President Roosevelt's special Train, at Cinnabar, Montana. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 23516 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "President Roosevelt's special Train, at Cinnabar, Montana. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 23516 photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16775

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6041

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Mountains -- Montana
Railroads -- Montana
Trains -- Montana
Place: Cinnabar (Montana)
Montana
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"President Roosevelt speaking from his Train, at Crawford, Nebraska. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 23517 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "President Roosevelt speaking from his Train, at Crawford, Nebraska. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 23517 photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16776

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6045
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds -- Nebraska
Presidents -- Nebraska
Railroads -- Nebraska
Trains -- Nebraska

Place: Crawford (Nebraska)
Nebraska

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"President Roosevelt speaking at Grand Island, Nebraska. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative.] 23519 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "President Roosevelt speaking at Grand Island, Nebraska. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative.] 23519 photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16777

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6048

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds
Presidents

Place: Grand Island (Neb.)
Nebraska

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The crowds eagerly listening to President Roosevelt, at Hastings, Nebraska. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative.] 23520 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "The crowds eagerly listening to President Roosevelt, at Hastings, Nebraska. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative.] 23520 photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16778

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6049

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds
Presidents

Place: Hastings (England)
Nebraska

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"A sea of faces--President Roosevelt's splendid welcome to Lincoln, Nebraska. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative). Active no. 23521 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "A sea of faces--President Roosevelt's splendid welcome to Lincoln, Nebraska. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative). Active no. 23521 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16779

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]. Associated number, 6051.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Lincoln (Neb.)
Nebraska

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Roosevelt's journey through the West--a brief stop at Louisiana, Missouri. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23522
Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [President Roosevelt's journey through the West--a brief stop at Louisiana, Missouri. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23522 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16780

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6055

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds -- Missouri
Presidents -- Missouri
Railroads -- Missouri
Trains -- Missouri

Place: Missouri

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Cheering President Roosevelt as he leaves the stand for his train, at Russell, Kansas. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative). No.23525 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Cheering President Roosevelt as he leaves the stand for his train, at Russell, Kansas. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative). No.23525 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16781

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6061

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Kansas
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Railroads -- Kansas
Place: Kansas
Russell
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Crowd of Russian-Germans greeting President Roosevelt, Victoria, Kansas. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. No. 23526 : stereoscopic photonegative.,] 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Crowd of Russian-Germans greeting President Roosevelt, Victoria, Kansas. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. No. 23526 : stereoscopic photonegative.,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16782

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]. Orig. no. 6062.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Place: Kansas -- 1900-1910
Victoria (Australia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Cowboys following the train and cheering President Roosevelt, Hugo, Colorado. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. No. 23527 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): "Cowboys following the train and cheering President Roosevelt, Hugo, Colorado. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. No. 23527 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16783
6065
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Cowboys -- Colorado
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Railroads -- Colorado
Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Hugo (Colorado)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"President Roosevelt at Unveiling of Navy Monument, San Francisco, California. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood."(on negative)
23529 : stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "President Roosevelt at Unveiling of Navy Monument, San Francisco, California. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood."(on negative) 23529 : stereo photonegative, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16784
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6951
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Buildings
Crowds
Monuments
Presidents

Place: California -- 1900-1910
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

"President Roosevelt reviewing troops at the Presidio--Maj. Gen. McArthur on left--California. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. 23531 : stereo photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion peeling on cancelled (right) frame

Local Numbers
RSN 16785

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6953

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Horses -- California
Military -- California
Parades -- California
Presidents -- California
Soldiers -- California

Place: California
McArthur
Presidio

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Box 201
RSN Numbers 16786-16846

Page 9365 of 15344
Image(s)

President Roosevelt on the Pacific Coast--speaking at Olympia, Washington. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 23532 : stereo photonegative], 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16786
AC0143-0016786 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]. Associated number, 6959.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Place: Olympia (Wash.)
Washington (State)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

No. 23534 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16787
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].
Copy and Version Identification Note
6963
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Place: Minnesota -- 1900-1910
St. Paul (Minn.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"Crowds at Mitchell, S.D., while President Roosevelt says 'It rests upon yourself to win success.' Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. No. 23537 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Crowds at Mitchell, S.D., while President Roosevelt says 'It rests upon yourself to win success.' Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. No. 23537 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16788

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6967
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Place: Mitchell (S.D.)
South Dakota -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"Long may it thrive!--President Roosevelt plants a tree near San Jose, Cal. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative) Active no. 23538 : Photonegative, 1903
**1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").**

**Image(s):** "Long may it thrive!--President Roosevelt plants a tree near San Jose, Cal. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative)

Active no. 23538: Photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 16789

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]. Orig. no. 6968.

**Names:** Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

**Topic:** Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Rites and ceremonies

**Place:** California -- 1900-1910

San Jose (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

'This State is destined to assert our dominance in the Pacific,'--Pres. Roosevelt, Seattle, Wash. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.

[On negative.] [Active no. 23539: stereo photonegative,] 1903

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** 'This State is destined to assert our dominance in the Pacific,'--Pres. Roosevelt, Seattle, Wash. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 23539: stereo photonegative,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

6970 (associated number)

RSN 16790

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Cancelled by scratching.

**Names:** Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

**Topic:** Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Washington -- Seattle

Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

**Place:** Seattle (Wash.) -- 1900-1910
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 16791

Associated number: 6971

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Emulsion peeling slightly at bottom of cancelled (right) side.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Alaska -- 1900-1910
Seattle (Wash.)
Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Pres. Roosevelt on deck enjoying a friendly chat, and enjoying [?] of Puget Sound. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." (On negative)
Caption no. 23542 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 16792

6975 (associated number)
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].
Cancelled by scratching.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Boats
Presidents
Place: Puget Sound (Wash.) -- 1900-1910
Washington -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[?] "Spokane" on beautiful.... Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.
[on negative] [Active no. 23543 : stereo photonegative], 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [?] "Spokane" on beautiful.... Copyright 1903 by Underwood &
Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23543 : stereo photonegative], 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16793
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Orig. no. 6976.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Sailboats
Place: Spokane (Wash.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Workmen at Navy Yard, Bremerton, Wash., presenting souvenir of the
"Oregon" to Pres. Roosevelt. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.
(On negative.) 23544 : Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16794

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6977

Names: Oregon (ship)
       Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Presidents
       Rites and ceremonies

Place: Bremerton (Wash.)
       Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street parade.] 23545 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street parade.] 23545 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16795

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Same as RSN 28059.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Armed Forces
       Carriages
       Political campaigns
       Presidents
Pres. Roosevelt speaks on Irrigation and Public Schools to wide-awake audience at Wallula, Wash. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Caption no. 23547 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1903

1 Item (4-1/4" x 6-1/2" (incorrectly recorded as 3-3/4" x 7" in original cataloging).

Image(s): Pres. Roosevelt speaks on Irrigation and Public Schools to wide-awake audience at Wallula, Wash. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Caption no. 23547 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Listeners in crowd include woman holding baby, with two other children, shown from back in foreground. "O.K. Saloon" sign appears behind Roosevelt.

Formerly stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Silver gelatin on glass.

One side cancelled. Fragile because the nitrate film overlay has been removed, and a minimal amount of taping around the edges holds the two plates onto a cover glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16796

AC0143-0016796 (AC Scan number)

Cancelled by scratching. Associated number, 6981.

Exhibitions Note


Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Politicians -- 20th century
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Whistle-stop campaigning -- 1900-1910

Place: Wallula (Wash.) -- 1900-1910
Washington -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Secretary of Navy, Moody and Pres. Roosevelt, facing great crowd at Pocatello, Idaho. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23549 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16797
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6983

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Place: Idaho
Moody
Pocatello
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23551 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23551 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16798
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Same as RSN 28063

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
"I envy no man a life of ease."--President Roosevelt at Shoshone, Idaho. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. (on negative) 23553 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): "I envy no man a life of ease."--President Roosevelt at Shoshone, Idaho. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. (on negative) 23553 Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 16799
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

"Nothing takes the place of common sense,"--President Roosevelt at the Capitol, Helena, Mont. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. "on negative. No. 23554 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): "Nothing takes the place of common sense,"--President Roosevelt at the Capitol, Helena, Mont. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. "on negative. No. 23554 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16800
6991.

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
        Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Place: Helena (Mont.)
        Montana -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
        Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt on horse in field.] 23556 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt on horse in field.] 23556 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
        RSN 16801

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Horses
        Presidents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        Glass

U.S. Senator Warren mounted for his 60-mile ride with the President,
Laramie to Cheyenne. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative] [Active no. 23557 : stereo photonegative,], 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): U.S. Senator Warren mounted for his 60-mile ride with the
President, Laramie to Cheyenne. Copyright 1903 by Underwood &
Underwood. [On negative] [Active no. 23557 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
        RSN 16802

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].
Orig. no. 6995.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Warren, Senator

Topic: Horses -- Wyoming
Legislators -- United States -- 1890-1920.
Presidents -- Wyoming
Senators -- Wyoming

Place: Wyoming

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt.] "...Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. No. 23559 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16803
6997

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs


[President Theodore Roosevelt leaving city building.] 23560 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt leaving city building.] 23560 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16804
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Sports at Cheyenne, Wyo., Roosevelt Day--Excitement of the Steeple-chase. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23561 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 16805

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6999

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Cheyenne (Wyoming)
Competitions -- Wyoming
Horses -- Wyoming
Presidents -- Wyoming
Sports -- Wyoming
Place: Wyoming
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

A bucking bronco showing off for the President--Roosevelt Day, Cheyenne, Wyo. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative. Active No. 23563 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16806
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]. Orig. no. 7001.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Competitions
Contests
Cowboys
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Rodeos
Sports -- 1900-1910
Place: Cheyenne (Wyoming)
Wyoming -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

No use kicking--Cowboys saddling a wild horse--Roosevelt Day, Cheyenne, Wyo. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active No. 23564 : stereoscopic photonegative.], 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16807
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]. Orig. no. 7002.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Competitions
Contests
Cowboys
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Rodeos
Sports -- 1900-1910

Place: Cheyenne (Wyo.) -- 1900-1910
Wyoming -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Utah’s snow-capped mountains and sturdy citizens greeting President Roosevelt at Ogden. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Caption no. 23566 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Utah’s snow-capped mountains and sturdy citizens greeting President Roosevelt at Ogden. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Caption no. 23566 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16808

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]. Orig. no. 7005.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Mountains -- Utah
Presidents

Place: Ogden (Utah)
Utah -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Sec. of Agriculture, Wilson, President Roosevelt and Senator Smoot of Utah, at Ogden. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 23568 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Sec. of Agriculture, Wilson, President Roosevelt and Senator Smoot of Utah, at Ogden. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 23568 photonegative 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16809

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note

7007

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Ogden
Smoot
Utah
Wilson
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Bright-Faced young folks listening to President Roosevelt at Waterloo, Iowa. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative] No. 23569 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Bright-Faced young folks listening to President Roosevelt at Waterloo, Iowa. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative] No. 23569 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16810

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note

7008

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Iowa
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Railroads -- Iowa
Trains -- Iowa
Place: Iowa -- 1900-1910
Waterloo (Iowa)
"Earnest crowds listening to President Roosevelt, Court House Park, Quincy, Illinois. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. No. 23570 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Earnest crowds listening to President Roosevelt, Court House Park, Quincy, Illinois. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. No. 23570 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16811

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7012

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Illinois -- 1900-1910
Quincy (Ill.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Roosevelt speaking from his car at Lake City, Minn. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23571 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [President Roosevelt speaking from his car at Lake City, Minn. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23571 photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16812

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].
| Names: | Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919 |
| Topic: | Presidents -- Minnesota |
| | Railroads -- Minnesota |
| | Trains -- Minnesota |
| Place: | Lake City (Minn.) |
| | Minnesota |
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| | -- Glass |

Fort Yellowstone Cavalry--the U.S. Soldiers who guard the great National Park. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23572 : stereo photonegative,]. 1903

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Fort Yellowstone Cavalry--the U.S. Soldiers who guard the great National Park. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23572 : stereo photonegative,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 16813

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Orig. no. 6036.

| Topic: | Cavalry -- Yellowstone National Park |
| | Horses -- Yellowstone National Park |
| | Military -- Yellowstone National Park |
| | Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park |
| | Roads -- Yellowstone National Park |
| | Soldiers -- Yellowstone National Park |
| Place: | Fort Yellowstone (Wyo.) |
| | Wyoming |
| | Yellowstone National Park |
| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| | -- Glass |
| | Stereoscopic photographs |

[S]oldier--with his 'Rough Rider' Comrades, during the Cuban War. Copyright by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Caption No. 23576 : stereoscopic photonegative
Image(s): [?]...[S]oldier--with his 'Rough Rider' Comrades, during the Cuban War. Copyright by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Caption No. 23576 : stereoscopic photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 16814
5939.
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Names:   Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
         Rough Riders
Topic:   Armed Forces
         Portraits
         Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
         Soldiers
         Veterans
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

"Looking aft from the forward bridge of the 'Iowa.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23581 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "Looking aft from the forward bridge of the 'Iowa.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23581 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 16815
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4873
Names:   Battleship Iowa
"On the Battleship 'Iowa,'--lowering a Steam Launch. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23582 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "On the Battleship 'Iowa,'--lowering a Steam Launch. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23582 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16816
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4874

Names: Battleship Iowa

Topic: Battleships
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---- the 'Iowa,' looking toward the 'Oregon.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 23583 : stereo photonegative], 1899
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): ---- the 'Iowa,' looking toward the 'Oregon.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 23583 : stereo photonegative], 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 16817

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]. Associated number: 4875.

Topic:

- Battleships
- Flags
- Iowa (battleship)
- Oregon (battleship)
- Seascapes
- Ships

Genre/Form:

- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Stereoscopic photographs

"----- the "Texas"--beside the Searchlight captured from the 'Vizcaya.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23585

Photonegative, 1898

1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): "----- the "Texas"--beside the Searchlight captured from the 'Vizcaya.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23585

Photonegative 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling both frames, especially uncancelled (right ) frame.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 16818

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4890

Topic:

- Battleships
- Ships

Place:

- Texas (ship)
- Vizcaya (ship)

Genre/Form:

- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---Mascot of the 'Iowa,' after tobacco. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active no. 23590 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ---Mascot of the 'Iowa,' after tobacco. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active no. 23590 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
4899
RSN 16819

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Names: Battleship Iowa
Topic: Battleships
Mascots
Sailors
Seamen -- 1890-1900
Ships
Tobacco
elk

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"----- "Massachusetts" in Dry Dock, Brooklyn. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23595 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "----- "Massachusetts" in Dry Dock, Brooklyn. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23595 Photonegative 1898

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16820

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4909.5

Topic: Battleships  
Drydocks  
Ship industry

Place: Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.)  
Massachusetts  
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[A]dmiral Schley's Flagship "Brooklyn"--Aim! Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23596 Photonegative, 1899  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along border of uncancelled (left) frame.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16821

Similar to RSN 16822.

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4912

Names: Brooklyn (Ship)

Topic: Armed Forces  
Rifles  
Ships  
Soldiers  
Training

Place: Schley
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 16822

Similar to RSN 16821

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Cancelled by scratching. Orig. no. 4912-1/2.

Names: Schley, Admiral

Topic: Armed Forces
Rifles
Ships
Soldiers -- 1890-1900
Training

Place: Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"-----er-Deck--looking forward--Admiral Schley's Flagship "Brooklyn"--Aim! Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23599 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16823

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4917

Names: Brooklyn (Ship)
Topic: Armed Forces
Ships
Place: Schley
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Aux?]iliary Cruiser 'St. Paul,' Capt. Sigsbee Commander. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. (On negative.) [Active no. 23600 : stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Aux?]iliary Cruiser 'St. Paul,' Capt. Sigsbee Commander. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. (On negative.) [Active no. 23600 : stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion cracked and peeling, center of both views.

Local Numbers
4924

RSN 16824

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint
Topic: Flags
Sailors
Seamen -- 1890-1900
Ships
Place: Sigsbee
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"-----away, looking aft, U.S.S. 'Brooklyn.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23603 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "-----away, looking aft, U.S.S. 'Brooklyn.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23603 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16825
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4927

Names: Brooklyn (Ship)
Topic: Sailors
Sailors
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"-----away, looking forward, U.S.S. 'Brooklyn.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23604 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "-----away, looking forward, U.S.S. 'Brooklyn.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23604 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16826
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4928

Names: Brooklyn (Ship)
Topic: Sailors
Sailors
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): 
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16827

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4929

Names: Brooklyn (Ship)
Topic: Sailors
Sailors
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"[?]scarred Capstan.--Admiral Schley's Flagship 'Brooklyn.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23609 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "[?]--scarred Capstan,--Admiral Schley's Flagship 'Brooklyn.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23609 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along right border of uncancelled (left) frame.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16828

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4933

Names: Brooklyn (Ship)
Topic: Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

-----ch Turret trained ahead, U.S.S. 'Brooklyn.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23611 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): -----ch Turret trained ahead, U.S.S. 'Brooklyn.' Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23611 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along borders.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16829
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Orig. no. 4936.

Names: Brooklyn (Ship)
Topic: Guns
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Lieut. Richmond Pearson Hobson--the hero of the 'Merrimac.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (on negative) Active no. 23623: stereo photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Lieut. Richmond Pearson Hobson--the hero of the 'Merrimac.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (on negative) Active no. 23623: stereo photonegative, 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
4956 (associated number)
RSN 16830

NOTE! PHOTONEGATIVE MISSING! NOT IN FILE BOX! RSN 16831 WAS COPIED TWICE! Similar to RSN 16832.

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion seriously cracked and peeling, both sides.

Names: Hobson, Richmond Pearson, Lt.
Topic: Merrimac (ship)
Sailors -- 1890-1900
Seamen -- 1890-1900
Ships -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
"Lieut. Richmond Pearson Hobson--the hero of the 'Merrimac.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (on negative). Active no. 23623: stereo photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Lieut. Richmond Pearson Hobson--the hero of the 'Merrimac.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (on negative). Active no. 23623: stereo photonegative, 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
4956 (associated number)

RSN 16831

Similar to RSN 16832.

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion seriously cracked and peeling, both sides.

Names: Hobson, Richmond Pearson, Lt.
Topic: Merrimac (ship)
   Sailors -- 1890-1900
   Seamen -- 1890-1900
   Ships -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

"Lieut. Richmond Pearson Hobson--the hero of the 'Merrimac.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman."(on negative.) Active no. 23624: stereo photonegative, 1898
2 Items (pieces(?); 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Lieut. Richmond Pearson Hobson--the hero of the 'Merrimac.' Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman."(on negative.) Active no. 23624: stereo photonegative, 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
4956.5 (associated number).
RSN 16832

Similar to RSN 16830 and 16831.

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Cancelled by scratching.

Emulsion peeling slightly along left border of uncanceled (left) view.

Names: Hobson, Richmond Pearson, Lt.

Topic: Merrimac (ship)

Sailors -- 1890-1900
Seamen -- 1890-1900
Ships -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

------er, Commander of the "Maine"--blown up in Havana Harbor. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23625 : stereo photonegative,], 1898

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ------er, Commander of the "Maine"--blown up in Havana Harbor. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23625 : stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 16833

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Orig. no. 4968.

Names: Battleship Maine

Topic: Ship captains

Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
"----- lots were shot by the Spaniards, Cabana Castle, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23633
Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "----- lots were shot by the Spaniards, Cabana Castle, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23633
Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16834
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4973

Names: Cabana Castle (Havana, Cuba)
Topic: Castles -- Cuba
Casualties -- Cuba
Massacres -- Cuba
Walls -- Cuba
War -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Spain
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"----- on south of Cabana Castle, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23637
Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "----- on south of Cabana Castle, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23637
Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16835

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4976.5

Names: Cabana Castle (Havana, Cuba)
Topic: Boats -- Cuba
       Seascapes -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
       Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"-----d Custom House, from the Municipal Building, Havana, Cuba.
Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23638
Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "-----d Custom House, from the Municipal Building, Havana,
Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23638
Photonegative 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbetter, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16836

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]

Copy and Version Identification Note

4977

Place: Cuba
       Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Sp]anish Army in Havana, Cuba (under the Palace Colonnade. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Caption no. 23640 : stereoscopic photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling both sides, especially cancelled (left) side.

Local Numbers
RSN 16837

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]. Orig. no. 4980.

Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Military -- Cuba
Palaces -- 1890-1900 -- Cuba
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Cuba

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Havana (Cuba) -- 1890-1900
Spain -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs


1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16838

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4982

Topic: Gardens -- Cuba
      Palaces -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
      Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

"The Cathedral, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23644 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16839

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4984

Topic: Architecture -- Cuba
      Cathedrals -- Cuba
      Horses -- Cuba
      Wagons -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
      Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

"---tle to La Punta and the entrance to the Harbor, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23646 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "---tle to La Punta and the entrance to the Harbor, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23646 Photonegative 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion cracked and peeling beyond use right frame

transparent cover stuck to emulsion of uncancelled (left) frame

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 16840

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]

Copy and Version Identification Note
4998

Topic: Harbors
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

"-----st from south of Cabana Castle, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23648 Photonegative, 1899

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "-----st from south of Cabana Castle, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23648 Photonegative 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion cracked and peeling uncancelled (left) frame

transparent cover stuck to emulsion of cancelled (right) frame

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 16841

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]

Copy and Version Identification Note
4999.5

Topic: Harbors
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

"------ and Plaza, from near the Columbus Memorial, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23651 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "------ and Plaza, from near the Columbus Memorial, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23651 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16842

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5004.5

Topic: Buildings -- Cuba
Gardens -- Cuba
Plazas -- Cuba
Tents -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
---key peddlers, Havana, Cuba. [on negative] 23652 Photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): ---key peddlers, Havana, Cuba. [on negative] 23652 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16843
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5005

Topic: Donkeys -- Cuba
Markets -- Cuba
Peddlers -- Cuba
Streets -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----rk and Inglaterra Hotel, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23654 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): ----rk and Inglaterra Hotel, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23654 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16844
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].
Copy and Version Identification Note

5007

Topic: Gardens -- Cuba
Horses -- Cuba
Hotels -- Cuba
Parks -- Cuba
Wagons -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

-----ones exhumed from graves, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative]e [Active no. 23656 : stereo photonegative,], 1899
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 16845

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]. Orig. no. 5011.

Topic: Atrocities
Bones
Tombstones

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

-----rooke, Governor General of Cuba, and Staff, Havana. [on negative]
[Active no. 23658 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16846
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93]

Orig. no. 5016.

Topic:
Military -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba

Place:
Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 202

RSN Numbers 16847-16904

Image(s)

------- Fitzhugh Lee and Staff, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23659 : stereo photonegative,], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ------- Fitzhugh Lee and Staff, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23659 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16847
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Orig. no. 5017.

Names: Lee, Fitzhugh, Maj. General
Topic: Military -- Cuba
Portraits, Group -- African Americans -- Cuba
Spanish-American War, 1898

Place: Cuba
   Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

"-----field and Staff Officers, 49th Iowa Vol., Camp Columbia, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23661
Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "-----field and Staff Officers, 49th Iowa Vol., Camp Columbia, Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23661 Photonegative 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Transparent cover stuck to emulsion of uncancelled (right) frame.

Local Numbers
   RSN 16848

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   5020

Topic: Military -- Cuba
   Portraits -- Cuba

Place: Battleship Iowa
   Camp Columbia (Havana, Cuba)
   Cuba
   Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

"The Crane and the Jumbled Wreck of the 'Maine,' Havana Harbor, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23663
Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16849

Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5022

Names: Battleship Maine
Topic: Battleships -- Cuba
Damages -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
War -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Captain Sigsbee, visiting the wreck of the Battleship 'Maine,' Havana Harbor, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23664 photonegative, 1899

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Captain Sigsbee, visiting the wreck of the Battleship 'Maine,' Havana Harbor, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23664 photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16850
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5023

Names: Battleship Maine
Topic: Battleships -- Cuba
        Damages -- Cuba
        Ships -- Cuba
        War -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
        Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
        Sigsbee
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

"--------- --from the Conning Tower--Havana Harbor, Cuba. Copyright 1899
by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23665 Photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "--------- --from the Conning Tower--Havana Harbor, Cuba.
Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23665
Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16851
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.57 [93].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5024

Names: Battleship Maine
Topic: Battleships -- Cuba
        Damages -- Cuba
        Ships -- Cuba
        War -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
        Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"----- River from the Yumuri Bridge, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23668 photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): "----- River from the Yumuri Bridge, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23668 photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion seriously cracked and peeling both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 16852

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].
Frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note
5037

Topic: Boats -- Cuba
Rivers -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----io Volunteers, Cienfuegos, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23673 photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): ----io Volunteers, Cienfuegos, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23673 photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16853
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5045.5

Topic: Military -- Cuba
      Soldiers -- Cuba
      Training -- Cuba

Place: Cienfuegos (Cuba)
      Cuba
      Ohio

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"[Sp?]anish Camp in Cuba--Cienfuegos. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23676 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16854

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]

Copy and Version Identification Note
5047(a)

Topic: Barracks -- Cuba
      Camps -- Cuba
      Military -- Cuba

Place: Cienfuegos (Cuba)
      Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"[Sp?]anish Camp in Cuba--Cienfuegos. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (on negative) Caption 23679: photonegative, 1899
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 16855

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note

5047(d)

Topic: Armed Forces
Barracks
Interior architecture
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Cuba

Place: Cienfuegos (Cuba)
Cuba -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship scene.] 23681 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Ship scene.] 23681 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16856

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5050

Topic: Ships
Slaughtering and slaughter-houses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Spanish Officers in one of the Cafes of Cienfuegos....Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23683 Photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): Spanish Officers in one of the Cafes of Cienfuegos....Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] 23683 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling and corner of glass missing cancelled (left) frame.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16857
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].
Copy and Version Identification Note
5051
Topic: Military -- Cuba
Soldiers -- Cuba
Place: Cienfuegos (Cuba)
Cuba
Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"[Ins?]urgents in Villa Clara, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23685 Photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): "[Ins?]urgents in Villa Clara, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23685 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 16858

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5055

Topic: Buildings -- Cuba
       Cavalry -- Cuba
       Horses -- Cuba
       Military -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
       Villa Clara

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"-----s of Gen. Gomez' Staff, Remedios, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by
Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23686 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "-----s of Gen. Gomez' Staff, Remedios, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by
Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23686 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 16859

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5056

Names: Gomez, General

Topic: Buildings -- Cuba
       Cavalry -- Cuba
       Horses -- Cuba
       Military -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Remedios

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"-----rge of Cuban Troops, Remedios, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23688 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): "-----rge of Cuban Troops, Remedios, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23688 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16860
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]

Copy and Version Identification Note
5057.5

Topic: Cavalry -- Cuba
Horses -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Place: Cuba
Remedios

----- on bars--White Prisoners, Remedios, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23690 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
2 Items (pieces; 3 3/4" x 7").
Image(s): ----- on bars--White Prisoners, Remedios, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23690 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16861

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5061 orig. no.

Topic: Military -- Cuba
Prisoners -- Cuba
Prisons -- Cuba
Soldiers -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Remedios

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Glass

Transparent overlay (nitrate film?) stuck to emulsion, which is cracked and peeling badly.

Local Numbers
RSN 16862

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Cancelled by scratching.

5071

Names: Breckenridge
United States. Army

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Soldiers -- 1890-1900
Training

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

"-----rella Battery from Morro, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23702 Photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "-----rella Battery from Morro, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23702 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 16863

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5079

Topic: Fortification -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Seascapes -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Morro

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

Santiago de Cuba, from the Bay. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman.
[on negative] [Active no. 23703 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
2 items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Santiago de Cuba, from the Bay. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23703 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16864

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Orig. no. 5080.

Topic: Boats -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba
Ports -- Cuba
Seascapes -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Port scene in Cuba.] 23704 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Port scene in Cuba.] 23704 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16865

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5081; 45872

Topic: Ports -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---- from San Juan Hill--site of the destroyed Block House. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active no. 23706 : stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ---- from San Juan Hill--site of the destroyed Block House. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [On negative.] [Active no. 23706 : stereo photonegative.] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16866

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Orig. nos. 5090; 45977.

Topic: Cavalry -- Cuba
      Horses -- Cuba
      Military -- Cuba
      Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
      San Juan Hill (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Cuba
           Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

"----- Capt. Capron's battery--Stone Fort, El Caney, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23708 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16867

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5097; 45704
Names: Capron, Cap't.
Topic: Damages -- Cuba
       Fortification -- Cuba
       Ruins -- Cuba
       War -- Cuba

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Cuba
       El Caney (Cuba)
       Stone Fort

--------er "Reina Mercedes"--sunk by our Navy--near Morro Castle, Santiago, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23711 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): --------er "Reina Mercedes"--sunk by our Navy--near Morro Castle, Santiago, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23711 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly cancelled (right) frame.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 16868

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Orig. nos. 5111; 46165.

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Damages -- Cuba
       Ships -- Cuba
       War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
       Morro Castle (Cuba)
       Reina Mercedes
       Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs
--------nish Cruiser "Reina Mercedes," Santiago Harbor, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23712 : stereo photonegative], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): --------nish Cruiser "Reina Mercedes," Santiago Harbor, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23712 : stereo photonegative], 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16869

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Orig. no. 5113.

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Damages -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
War -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Morro Castle (Cuba)
Reina Mercedes
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

-------- Reina Mercedes" --the day after raising--Santiago Harbor, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23714 : stereo photonegative], 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): -------- Reina Mercedes" --the day after raising--Santiago Harbor, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23714 : stereo photonegative], 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 16870
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Orig. no. 5114-1/2.

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Damages -- Cuba
      Ships -- Cuba
      War -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
      Morro Castle (Cuba)
      Reina Mercedes
      Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

------ forward from outside Coffer Dam--Day of raising, Santiago....
Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 23716 : stereo photonegative,], 1899
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): ------ forward from outside Coffer Dam--Day of raising,
Santiago.... Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active
no. 23716 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16871
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].
Orig. no. 5116.

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Damages -- Cuba
      Ships -- Cuba
      War -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
      Morro Castle
      Reina Mercedes
      Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----- Almendares, near Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23721: stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ----- Almendares, near Havana, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23721: stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 16872
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Orig. no. 5141.

Topic: Camps -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Tents -- Cuba
Trees -- Cuba.

Place: Almendares (Havana, Cuba)
Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Almendares, from Camp of 7th Army Corps. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative.] Caption no. 23722 : photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16873

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note
5141.5

Topic: Camps -- Cuba
       Military -- Cuba
       Tents -- Cuba
       Trees -- Cuba.

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Almendares (Havana, Cuba) -- 1890-1900
       Cuba -- 1890-1900
       Havana (Cuba) -- 1890-1900

"------er Carrying Grass to Market, Province of Havana;.... Copyright 1899
by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative.] Caption no. 23723 : stereoscopic
photonegative, 1899
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "------er Carrying Grass to Market, Province of Havana;....
Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative.] Caption no.
23723 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16874

Plates in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Cancelled by scratching.

Copy and Version Identification Note
5142

Topic: Donkeys -- Cuba
       Markets -- Cuba
       Roads -- Cuba
       Trees -- Cuba.
grass -- Cuba

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Havana (Cuba)

"The Canal Albears--Supplies Havana with Water. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." on negative. Caption no. 23724 : photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16875

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].
Emulsion peeling slightly, left side.

Copy and Version Identification Note
5143

Topic: Canals -- Cuba
Trees -- Cuba.
Water -- Cuba

Place: Canal Albears (Cuba)
Cuba -- 1890-1900
Havana (Cuba) -- 1890-1900

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"------rts with Sugar-cane for the Mill, Marianao, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [On negative.] Active no. 23726 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "-----rts with Sugar-cane for the Mill, Marianao, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [On negative.] Active no. 23726 Photonegative 1899
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16876
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]

Copy and Version Identification Note
5145

Topic:
Carts
Cattle
Cows
Ox teams
Oxen
Sugar
Sugarcane

Place:
Cuba
Marianao (Cuba)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"------ a scene of first Land Fight in War with Spain, Guantanamo, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (on negative.) Caption no. 23728 stereoscopic photonegative, 1899
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "------ a scene of first Land Fight in War with Spain, Guantanamo, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (on negative.) Caption no. 23728 stereoscopic photonegative, 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16877
Associated number: 5146
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Topic: Battlefields
United States -- History -- War of 1898
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Guantanamo (Cuba) -- 1890-1900
Spain -- 1890-1900

On the Guantanamo River, Cuba. [on envelope] 23729 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): On the Guantanamo River, Cuba. [on envelope] 23729 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16878

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic: Rivers -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Guantánamo (Cuba)

[Military parade.] Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Military parade.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16879

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Topic: Armed Forces
Cavalry
Horses
Parades
"[?] washing in the river at Guantanamo, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23731 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "[?] washing in the river at Guantanamo, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23731 photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16880

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note
5149

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Rivers -- Cuba
Washing

Place:
Cuba
Guantánamo (Cuba)

"'[?] washing in the river at Guantanamo, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23732 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "'[?] washing in the river at Guantanamo, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23732 photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16881

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].
Copy and Version Identification Note

5149.5

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Rivers -- Cuba
Washing

Place: Cuba
Guantanamo (Cuba)

"[?] the Home of a wealthy Cuban Planter, Province of Santiago. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23736 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): "[?] the Home of a wealthy Cuban Planter, Province of Santiago. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23736 photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16882

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]

Copy and Version Identification Note

5154; 45684

Topic: Dwellings -- Cuba
Forests -- Cuba
Homes -- Cuba
Trees -- Cuba.

Place: Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba : Province)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"[?] on Country Road, Province of Santiago, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23737 Photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "[?] on Country Road, Province of Santiago, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23737 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16883

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5156; 45674

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Roads -- Cuba
Place:
Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba : Province)

"[?] Dos Bocas," Province of Santiago, Cuba. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23738 photonegative, 1899

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16884

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5157; 45806

Topic:
Dwellings -- Cuba
Homes -- Cuba
Trees -- Cuba.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Cuba Santiago de Cuba (Cuba : Province)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prince Henry's visit to New York. [on negative] [Active no. 23749 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Transparent cover stuck to emulsion, which is peeling badly on both views.

Local Numbers
RSN 16885
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Orig. no. 51914.

Names: Henry, Prince

Topic: Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Crowds -- New York (N.Y.)
Rites and ceremonies
Streets -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Frederiksborg Castle from the Village Inn, Denmark. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 23751 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): Frederiksborg Castle from the Village Inn, Denmark. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 23751 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16886
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].
Copy and Version Identification Note

355; 29354

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Topic: Carriages -- Denmark
      Castles -- Denmark
      Horses -- Denmark

Place: Denmark

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

In the Gardens of Sans Souci, Potsdam, Germany. Series 1894 by Bert Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 23754 : stereo photonegative,] 1894
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): In the Gardens of Sans Souci, Potsdam, Germany. Series 1894 by Bert Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 23754 : stereo photonegative,] 1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16887

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Company acc. no. 20082.

Topic: Gardens -- Germany
      Palaces

Place: Germany
       Potsdam (Germany)
       Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

"From the famous Tuileries (east) to the Ministry of Finance, Paris, France. Series of 1901 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative]. Active no. 23756 : stereo photonegative, 1901
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7".)

Image(s): "From the famous Tuileries (east) to the Ministry of Finance, Paris, France. Series of 1901 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative].
Active no. 23756 : stereo photonegative, 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16888

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note

514; 50849

Topic: Buildings -- France
Gardens -- France

Place: France
Ministry of Finance
Paris (France)
Tuileries

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Notre Dame] Cathedral from Tower of St. Germain--Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Caption no. 23762 : photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7".)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16889

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Orig. no. 575.

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- France
Boats -- France
Cathedrals -- France
Rivers -- France

Place:
France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
St. Germain Tower

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---'s Sons and Daughters in the Swiss Village, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative]. Active no. 23765 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ---'s Sons and Daughters in the Swiss Village, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative]. Active no. 23765 : stereo photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16890

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Orig. no. 692.

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Genre/Form:
Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Switzerland

The great 1900 Exposition--awaiting the President--Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. Active no. 23771 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The great 1900 Exposition--awaiting the President--Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. Active no. 23771 : stereo photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16891

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Orig. nos. 703; 23772.
Topic: Crowds
Streets

Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

[Chate]au d'Eau and Palace of Electricity, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. No. 13777 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16892

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Orig. no. 707.

Copy and Version Identification Note

707

Names: Electricity Palace (Paris, France)
Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Buildings -- France
Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
Streets -- France
World's fairs -- France

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the Four Magnificent White Marble Pylons of the Alexander III Bridge, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23775 : stereo photonegative.,] 1900

Image(s): One of the Four Magnificent White Marble Pylons of the Alexander III Bridge, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900
by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23775 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16893

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Orig. no. 703(a).

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Bridges -- France.
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
Expositions -- France
Sculptures -- France

Place: Alexander III Bridge (Paris, France)
France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---Nations Buildings--from Pont d'Alma, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23782 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16894

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Orig. no. 712.

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Bridges -- France.
Buildings -- France
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
Expositions -- France
Horses -- France
Streetcars -- France

Place: France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
Pont d'Alma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----Room of the Russian Building, Exposition 1900, Paris, France.
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23783 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (4-1/4" X 6-1/2" (previously recorded incorrectly as 3-3/4" x 7").)

Image(s): ----Room of the Russian Building, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23783 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cut and transposed plates taped to glass. Cover film has been removed.
HANDLE WITH CARE.

Local Numbers
RSN 16895

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Orig. nos. 713; 51748.

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Buildings -- France -- Paris
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
Expositions -- France
Interior architecture -- France -- Paris

Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---- families from Tunis, Africa--Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 23786 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16896
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Orig. nos. 715; 51271.

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
Expositions -- France
Family -- France
Tents -- France
Place: France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Tunisia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

---- and his Son--from Tunis, Africa--Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] Active no. 23787 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): ---- and his Son--from Tunis, Africa--Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] Active no. 23787 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16897
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
716; 52378

Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
Family -- France
Place: France
   Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
   Tunisia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

"...[?] Dahomey Village, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. Active no. 23789 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 16898
AC0143-0016898 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   718

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Boats -- France
       Expositions -- France

Place: Dahomey
       France
       Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

"...[?] Children of Dahomey, Africa--Dahomey Village, Exposition 1900, Paris, France. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. Active no. 23791 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling, both views.

Local Numbers
RSN 16899
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
719; 51295
Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Children -- France
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
Place: Dahomey
France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 23799 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 23799 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion seriously damaged both side borders.
PAPER remnants stuck to emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 16900
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].
Topic: Donkeys
Portraits
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
[Pyramids in Egypt.] 23802 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pyramids in Egypt.] 23802 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16901

Same as RSN 16902.

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Topic:
Camels -- Egypt
Ponds -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Trees -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Pyramids in Egypt.] 23802 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pyramids in Egypt.] 23802 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16902

Same as RSN 16901.

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Topic:
Camels -- Egypt
Ponds -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Trees -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Downed top section of obelisk.] 23803 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Downed top section of obelisk.] 23803 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along left edge.

Local Numbers
  RSN 16903

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  1104
  Topic: Monuments
         Obelisks
         Ruins
         hieroglyphics
  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Thun, Switzerland. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 23795 photonegative, 1897
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Thun, Switzerland. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 23795 photonegative 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 16904

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  755; 101813
  Topic: Rivers -- Switzerland
  Place: Switzerland
         Thun
  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives

Stereoscopic photographs

Box 203
RSN Numbers 16905-16960
Image(s)

[The earliest occupation of man and the oldest structure, the Step Pyramid, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23800 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [The earliest occupation of man and the oldest structure, the Step Pyramid, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23800 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16905

Similar to RSN 16906.

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1065; 27894

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Step Pyramid

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The earliest occupation of man and the oldest structure, the Step Pyramid, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23801 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [The earliest occupation of man and the oldest structure, the Step Pyramid, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23801 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16906

Similar to RSN 16905.

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].
Copy and Version Identification Note

1065.5;28058

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Step Pyramid

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[...??...from the Valley of the Nile, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23802 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [...??...from the Valley of the Nile, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23802 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight peeling of emulsion along borders between frames.

Local Numbers

RSN 16907

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Nile Valley

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[...??...resher--Harvesting in the Great Wheat Fields, Manitoba, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23808 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [...??...resher--Harvesting in the Great Wheat Fields, Manitoba, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23808 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16908
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5364

Topic: Agriculture -- Manitoba
Harvesting -- Manitoba
Threshers -- Manitoba
Wheat -- Manitoba

Place: Canada
Manitoba (Manitoba)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

----- this Sarcees Teepee Village on the great Prairies of Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 23809 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ----- this Sarcees Teepee Village on the great Prairies of Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 23809 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16909

5370 (associated number)

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Topic: Horses -- Canada -- Alberta
Indians of North America -- 1900-1910 -- Canada -- Alberta
Tepees -- 1900-1910 -- Canada -- Alberta

Place: Alberta -- 1900-1910
Canada -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Canada
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1900-1910

Culture: Sarsi Indians

---and Razor Back Mountain, Banff, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. 23811 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): ---and Razor Back Mountain, Banff, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. 23811 photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Holister, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16910

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5396; 31177

Topic: Dwellings -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Alberta
Banff (Alberta)
Canada
Razor Back Mountain

[Mt. Hector, from Laggan, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23812 Photonegative, 1896

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Mt. Hector, from Laggan, Alberta, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23812 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Holister, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16911

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5399; 31079

Topic: Forests -- Alberta
Laborers -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
Place: Alberta
Canada
Laggan (Alberta, Canada)
Mt. Hector

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---est giant, Stanley Park, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 23814 : stereo photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Holister, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16912
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Orig. no.s 5410, 31054.

Topic: Bicycles -- British Columbia
Forests -- British Columbia
Parks -- British Columbia
Trees -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Stanley Park (British Columbia)
Vancouver (British Columbia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Toronto's Pride--City Hall, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23817 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [ Toronto's Pride--City Hall, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23817 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Holister, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16913

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5456; 31093

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Buildings -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance, Ontario Parliament Building, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23818 : stereo photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Entrance, Ontario Parliament Building, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23818 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Holister, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16914

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Orig. nos. 5459; 30963.

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Buildings -- Ontario
Horses -- Ontario
Wagons -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----- Party, Queen's Park. Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active 23819 : stereo photonegative,] 1896
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ---- Party, Queen's Park, Toronto, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active 23819 : stereo photonegative.] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Holister, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16915

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Orig. nos. 05463; 30973.

Topic: Celebrations -- Ontario
Horses -- Ontario
Parks -- Ontario
Sculptures -- Ontario
Wagons -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Queen's Park (Toronto, Ontario)
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Highland Fling. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. (on negative). [Caption no. 23822 : stereo photonegative.] 1894
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16916

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]. Orig. no. 5476.

Topic: Dancers
Highland fling (Dance)
Kilts -- Scotland

Place: Scotland
House of Parliament and Grounds, Ottawa, Canada. [on negative] [Active no. 23824 : stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [House of Parliament and Grounds, Ottawa, Canada. [on negative] [Active no. 23824 : stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16917

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Orig. nos. 5477, 31286.

Grave of Sir John MacDonald, Kingston, Ontario, Canada. [on negative.] [Active no. 23827 : stereo photonegative,], 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hollister, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
5490
30840
RSN 16918

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].
Names: MacDonald, Kevin John, 1946-2006

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ontario
Tombstones -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Kingston (Ontario)
Ontario (Canada)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---mes Methodist Church, Montreal, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Label on negative.] 23830 Photonegative, 1896 1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): ---mes Methodist Church, Montreal, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Label on negative.] 23830 Photonegative 1896. Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Hollister, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16919

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5497; 30988

Topic: Architecture -- Quebec
Churches -- Quebec
Streetcars -- Quebec
Streets -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Montréal (Québec)
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hollister, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16920

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5509; 31087

Topic: Bridges -- Ontario
Railroads -- Ontario
Rapids -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario

Rat Portage

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Northwest Mounted Police, Northwest Territories, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23832 Photonegative, 1896

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Northwest Mounted Police, Northwest Territories, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23832 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hollister, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants stuck to glass cover at center.

Local Numbers
RSN 16921

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5514; 31147

Topic: Horses -- Canada
Police -- Canada
Place: Canada
Northwest Mounted Police
Northwest Territories
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene in Canada.] 23834 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4'' x 7'')
Image(s): [Military scene in Canada.] 23834 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16922
Similar to RSN 16923.
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5520; 31355

Topic: Buildings -- Canada
Military -- Canada
Parades -- Canada
Training -- Canada
Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene in Canada.] 23835 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4'' x 7'')
Image(s): [Military scene in Canada.] 23835 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16923
Similar to RSN 16922.
Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5521; 31292

Topic: Buildings -- Canada
Military -- Canada
Parades -- Canada
Training -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Welcome to British future sovereigns, Duke and Duchess of York, Parliament, Ottawa, Canada [on next negative], [Active no. 23837 : black-and-white stereo photonegative,], 1896

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16924

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101].

Orig. nos. 5544; 31237.

Names: York, Duke of

Topic: Aristocracy (Social class)
Buildings -- Ontario
Carriages -- Ontario
Ceremonies -- Ontario
Horses -- Ontario
Royalty -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Welcome to British future sovereigns, Duke and Duchess of York, Parliament, Ottawa, Canada. [on negative] [Active no. 23838 : black-and-white stereo photonegative,] 1896

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Welcome to British future sovereigns, Duke and Duchess of York, Parliament, Ottawa, Canada. [on negative] [Active no. 23838 : black-and-white stereo photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16925

Currently stored in box 3.1.58 [101]

Orig. no. 5545.

Names: York, Duke of

Topic: Aristocracy (Social class)
Buildings -- Ontario
Carriages -- Ontario
Ceremonies -- Ontario
Horses -- Ontario
Parliaments -- Ontario
Royalty -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Welcome to British future sovereigns, Duke and Duchess of York, Parliament, Ottawa, Canada.] on previous negative 23840 Photonegative, 1896

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Welcome to British future sovereigns, Duke and Duchess of York, Parliament, Ottawa, Canada.] on previous negative 23840 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16926
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]

Copy and Version Identification Note

5547; 31356

Names: York, Duke of

Topic:
Buildings -- Ontario
Carriages -- Ontario
Ceremonies -- Ontario
Horses -- Ontario
Royalty -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Welcome to British future sovereigns, Duke and Duchess of York, Parliament, Ottawa, Canada.] on a previous negative 23843 Photonegative, 1896

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Welcome to British future sovereigns, Duke and Duchess of York, Parliament, Ottawa, Canada.] on a previous negative 23843 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16927

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5558; 31296

Names: York, Duke of

Topic: Buildings -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
[Welcome to British future sovereigns, Duke and Duchess of York, Parliament, Ottawa, Canada.] on a previous negative 23845 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Welcome to British future sovereigns, Duke and Duchess of York, Parliament, Ottawa, Canada.] on a previous negative 23845 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16928
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]

Copy and Version Identification Note
5565; 31266

Names: York, Duke of

Topic: Arches -- Ontario
Electricity -- Parliament
Parliaments -- Ontario
Royalty -- Ontario
Streets -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Copy and Version Identification Note
5566; 31238

Names: York, Duke of

Topic: Arches -- Ontario
      Electricity -- Ontario
      Royalty -- Ontario
      Streets -- Ontario

Place: Canada
       Ontario
       Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[God Bless Our Prince. Welcome to the ??????? of Montreal.] on arch
23847 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [God Bless Our Prince. Welcome to the ??????? of Montreal.] on
arch 23847 Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16930

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]

Copy and Version Identification Note
5567; 31406

Topic: Arches
       Royalty
       Streets

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene in Canada.] 23851 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene in Canada.] 23851 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16931

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5577

Topic: Horses -- Canada
Military -- Canada
Parades -- Canada
Streets -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

The Luxury of Occidental Travel--Canadian Pacific Limited Express.
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23855 : stereo photonegative], 1896
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): The Luxury of Occidental Travel--Canadian Pacific Limited Express. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23855 : stereo photonegative], 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hollister, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cover glass cracked at upper left.

Local Numbers
RSN 16932

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. nos. 5596; 30956.

Topic: Interior architecture -- Canada
Passengers -- Canada
Railroads -- Canada
Trains -- Canada

Place: Canada
Canadian-Pacific Railway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hollister, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16933

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5598; 30966

Topic:
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
British Columbia
Canada
Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)

[Church in Canada.] 23859 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Church in Canada.] 23859 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbott, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16934

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K-8802; 31648

Topic:
Architecture -- Canada
Churches -- Canada
Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Along the Docks, St. John, N.B. Series 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23861 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbott, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16935
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K-8827;31430

Topic: Docks -- New Brunswick
Piers -- New Brunswick
Ships -- New Brunswick
Wharves -- New Brunswick

Place: Canada
New Brunswick (Canada)
St. John (New Brunswick)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape in Canada.] 23864 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape in Canada.] 23864 Photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbott, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling slightly along edges
Local Numbers
RSN 16936
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Page 9459 of 15344
Copy and Version Identification Note
K-8844;32038

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Canada

[Farm scene in Canada.] 23865 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Farm scene in Canada.] 23865 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbott, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16937

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K-8845;31606

Topic: Agriculture -- Canada
Harvesting -- Canada
Hay -- Canada
Horses -- Canada

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Canada

---[o]nce prosperous section of beautiful homes near the beach.... Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23868 : stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ---[o]nce prosperous section of beautiful homes near the beach.... Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23868 : stereo photonegative], 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling at center.
Local Numbers

RSN 16938

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4502.

Topic: Beaches -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas
Dwellings -- Texas
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

--[r?]eceding Flood, 33rd St. and Avenue M, Galveston, Texas. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23872 : stereo photonegative], 1900

1 Item (3-3/4“ x 7“.)

Image(s): --[r?]eceding Flood, 33rd St. and Avenue M, Galveston, Texas. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23872 : stereo photonegative], 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16939

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4504, acc. no. 32550.

Topic: Buildings -- Texas
Destruction -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----ad from the Debris of the Fallen City, Galveston, Texas. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23874 : stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ----ad from the Debris of the Fallen City, Galveston, Texas. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23874 : stereo photonegative], 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16940

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4505.

Topic: Buildings -- Texas
Destruction -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[B?]odies of the dead covered over with wreckage of their former / ...1900. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Partial label on cover glass.]
[Active no. 23876 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (4-1/4 x 6-1/2").

Image(s): [B?]odies of the dead covered over with wreckage of their former / ...1900. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Partial label on cover glass.] [Active no. 23876 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Two cut negatives taped to glass. A film overlay, possibly nitrate, was removed during rehousing. Portions of tape still on plates.

Local Numbers
RSN 16941

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4506.

Topic: Buildings -- Texas
Casualties -- Texas
Destruction -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---te O--the sight of Homes and happiness before the terrible storm....
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23887 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
2 items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ---te O--the sight of Homes and happiness before the terrible storm.... Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23887 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16942

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4513.

Topic: Buildings -- Texas
Destruction -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Gr?]nd Opera House, Galveston Disaster, 1900. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23891 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Gr?]nd Opera House, Galveston Disaster, 1900. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23891 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16943

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4517, acc. no. 32553.

Topic:
Buildings -- Texas
Destruction -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place:
Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---- building to fall, killing three prominent Citizens, Galveston Flood. / Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Partial label on cover glass.]
[Active no. 23892 : stereo photonegative.], 1900
1 Item (4-1/4 x 6-1/2").

Image(s):
---- building to fall, killing three prominent Citizens, Galveston Flood. / Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [Partial label on cover glass.][Active no. 23892 : stereo photonegative.], 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Two cut negatives taped to glass. A film overlay, possibly nitrate, was removed during rehousing. Portions of tape still on plates.

Emulsion peeling slightly along left border.

Local Numbers
RSN 16944

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4518, acc. no. 32553.

Topic:
Destruction -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place:
Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[...?]torm, looking down Church St. from Tremont Hotel, Galveston, Texas. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23895 : stereo photonegative,] 1900 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [...?]torm, looking down Church St. from Tremont Hotel, Galveston, Texas. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23895 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16945
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Original no. 4520.

Topic: Buildings -- Texas
Destruction -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----d St. from Corner of Avenue T, Ruins of Galveston, Texas. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23896 : stereo photonegative,] 1900 1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ----d St. from Corner of Avenue T, Ruins of Galveston, Texas. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 23896 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cracked at upper left corner.

Local Numbers
RSN 16946
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4521'.

Topic: Buildings -- Texas
Destruction -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas  
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place:  
Galveston (Texas)  
Texas

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

----- [?] beautiful First Baptist Church, Galveston Disaster, 1900. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23898 stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ----- [?] beautiful First Baptist Church, Galveston Disaster, 1900. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23898 stereo photonegative], 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16947

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4523.

Topic:  
Buildings -- Texas  
Churches -- Texas  
Destruction -- Texas  
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston  
Floods -- Texas  
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place:  
Galveston (Texas)  
Texas

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Chur?]ch was filled with children, most of whom were saved--Galveston.... Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23901 : stereo photonegative], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Chur?]ch was filled with children, most of whom were saved--Galveston.... Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23901 : stereo photonegative], 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16948

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4525.

Topic: Buildings -- Texas
      Churches -- Texas
      Destruction -- Texas
      Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
      Floods -- Texas
      Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Texas)
       Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[The imposing Catholic Cathedral of Galveston, Texas. / Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on cover glass] [Active no. 23903 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (4-1/4 x 6-1/2").]

Image(s): [The imposing Catholic Cathedral of Galveston, Texas. / Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on cover glass] [Active no. 23903 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Two cut negatives taped to glass. A film overlay, possibly nitrate, was removed during rehousing. Portions of tape still on plates. Emulsion loosening at edges of plates.

Local Numbers
RSN 16949

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4527. Company accession number 32552.

Topic: Cathedrals -- United States.
       Destruction -- Texas
       Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
       Floods -- Texas
       Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Texas)
       Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
----- 4th St., a Magnificent Building destroyed by Storm, Galveston, Texas. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23904 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ----- 4th St., a Magnificent Building destroyed by Storm, Galveston, Texas. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23904 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16950

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4529; company acc. no. 32533.

Topic:  Buildings -- Texas
Destruction -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place:  Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

-----re repaired in a "rush" to save the city from a water famine.... Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23909 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): -----re repaired in a "rush" to save the city from a water famine.... Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23909 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C.

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16951

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4533.5; company acc. no.32571.

Topic:  Buildings -- Texas
Destruction -- Texas
Disasters -- Texas -- Galveston
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

-----nd Wreckage on the beach at Texas City--Galveston Disaster.
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23911: stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): -----nd Wreckage on the beach at Texas City--Galveston Disaster. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23911: stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16952

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4536; company acc. no. 32565.

Topic: Boats -- Texas
Buildings -- Texas
Destruction -- Texas
Floods -- Texas
Hurricanes -- Texas -- Galveston.

Place: Galveston (Texas)
Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---ches of south size [side?] of Aibonita Pass, Porto Rico. [Printed label on negative, fragment missing.] [Active no. 23915 : stereo photonegative,], 1905
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7" when assembled)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass, with glass support.

With glass support and passe-partout tape; film overlay removed; 1 plate is loose.

Local Numbers
RSN 16953

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Company accession no. 46879; other associated no., 5261.

Topic: Mountains -- Puerto Rico
Passes -- Puerto Rico

Place: Aibonita Pass (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Puerto Rico
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fourth Artillery, Light Battery, U.S.A., Camp Tampa, Florida. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] Active no. 23921 : stereo photonegative, 1898

1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Fourth Artillery, Light Battery, U.S.A., Camp Tampa, Florida. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] Active no. 23921 : stereo photonegative, 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16954

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. nos. 4829a; 53607.

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Artillery -- Florida
Guns -- Florida
Military -- Florida
Training -- Florida

Place: Camp Tampa (Florida)
Florida

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---tro Baths, San Francisco, Cal., U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 23924 : stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ---tro Baths, San Francisco, Cal., U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 23924 : stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16955

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. nos. 4324, 42621.

Topic: Baths
Buildings -- California -- San Francisco
Interior architecture
Swimming

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----yama from the interior, by the Military Road, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative : half-stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (4-1/8 x 3-1/8").

Image(s): ----yama from the interior, by the Military Road, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative : half-stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Passe-partout tape on emulsion side.

Local Numbers
RSN 16956
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Original number (or active no.?), 5221.

Topic: Mountains -- Puerto Rico
Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Puerto Rico

"Fern Gully, St. Anns, Jamaica, W.I." [on negative]. 23925 Photonegative, 1905
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Fern Gully, St. Anns, Jamaica, W.I." [on negative]. 23925 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion severely cracked and peeling, both frames.

Local Numbers
  RSN 16957

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  5321; 43492

Topic: Canyons -- Jamaica
Roads -- Jamaica
Trees -- Jamaica.

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Jamaica
St. Anns
West Indies

[The Indian's lonely Prairie Home--Northwest Territories, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23926 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

**Image(s):** [The Indian's lonely Prairie Home--Northwest Territories, Canada. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23926 Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hollister, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16958

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5515; 30937

**Topic:** Indians of North America -- Northwest Territories (Canada)
Tepees -- Northwest Territories

**Place:** Canada
Northwest Territories (Canada)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Millards Canyon, Mt. Lowe, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23927 : stereo photonegative,] 1898.

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

**Image(s):** Millards Canyon, Mt. Lowe, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23927 : stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16959

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. no. 4328.

**Topic:** Cowboys -- California
Horses -- California
Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California
Valleys -- California

Place: California
Millards Canyon
Mt. Lowe

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over the Nile, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23928 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Bridge over the Nile, Egypt. Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 23928 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16960

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1106; 27568

Topic: Bridges -- Egypt
Horses -- Egypt
Sculptures -- Egypt
Streets -- Egypt.
Wagons -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 204

RSN Numbers 16961-17019

Image(s)

Allspice tree near Kingston, Jamaica, W.I. [on negative]. [Active no. 23933 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Allspice tree near Kingston, Jamaica, W.I. [on negative]. [Active no. 23933 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16961
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].
Orig. nos. 5310; 43510.

Topic: Trees -- Jamaica.
Place: Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)
West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Cocoa tree, Hope Gardens, Kingston, Jamaica, W.I. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23934 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): The Cocoa tree, Hope Gardens, Kingston, Jamaica, W.I. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23934 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16962
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].
Orig. nos. 5310; 43466.

Topic: Coconuts -- Jamaica
Gardens -- Jamaica
Trees -- Jamaica.
Place: Hope Gardens (Kingston, Jamaica)
Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)
West Indies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"[?] market of Montego Bay, Jamaica, W.I. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative]. Active no. 23936 : stereo photonegative, 1900
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1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "[?] market of Montego Bay, Jamaica, W.I. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative]. Active no. 23936 : stereo photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16963
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. 5315, 46995 (associated numbers).

Topic:
- Markets -- Jamaica
- Streets -- Jamaica

Place:
- Jamaica -- Jamaica
- Montego Bay
- West Indies

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Valley in Jamaica.] 23939 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Valley in Jamaica.] 23939 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16964
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5318

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
- Valleys -- Jamaica

Place:
- Jamaica
- Way Water Valley
- West Indies

[Tourists in Jamaica.] 23941 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Tourists in Jamaica.] 23941 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16965
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5319

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Jamaica
Tourists -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Natural Bridge (Jamaica)
West Indies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Prick?]ly Pear in Bloom, Riverside, California.... Underwood & Underwood.
[on negative] Active no. 23947 : stereo photonegative., 1906
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16966
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. nos. 4206; 42029.

Topic: Cactus -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Riverside (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist group in mountainous terrain.] 23949 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Tourist group in mountainous terrain.] 23949 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16967

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4257; 40602

Topic: Cowboys -- Colorado
Donkeys -- Colorado
Tourists -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado

Place: Colorado

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Photographer on dramatic projecting rock ledge, Yosemite Falls in background. Active no. 23952 : stereo photonegative], 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [Photographer on dramatic projecting rock ledge, Yosemite Falls in background. Active no. 23952 : stereo photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Photograph by Bert or Elmer Underwood?

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16968

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. nos. 4276a; 42138.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Photographers -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Washington Column and South Dome, Yosemite Valley, U.S.A. [on negative] [Active no. 23953 : stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Washington Column and South Dome, Yosemite Valley, U.S.A. [on negative] [Active no. 23953 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Bert or Elmer Underwood, photographer?
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16969
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].
Orig. nos. 4285; 42418.

**Topic:**
Formations (Geology) -- California
Tourists -- California
Trees -- California
Valleys -- California

**Place:**
California
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Washington Column
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Our Camp in the Yosemite Valley, near the famous Falls, California. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23954 : stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Our Camp in the Yosemite Valley, near the famous Falls, California. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 23954 : stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Bert or Elmer Underwood, photographer?
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16970

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. nos. 4300; 42982.

Topic: Tourists -- California
Trees -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Our Party, Yosemite Valley, California. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23955 : stereo photonegative,], 1894
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Our Party, Yosemite Valley, California. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23955 : stereo photonegative,] 1894.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16971

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4302.

Topic: Horses -- California
Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Summit of Cloud's Rest, Highest Point above the Yosemite Valley, California. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23960 : stereo photonegative,], 1894
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Summit of Cloud's Rest, Highest Point above the Yosemite Valley, California. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23960 : stereo photonegative,] 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16972

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. nos. 4306a, 42966.

Topic: Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California
Valleys -- California

Place: California
Clouds' Rest (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Climbing the Rockies, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23961: stereo photonegative,] 1894
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")
Image(s): Climbing the Rockies, California, U.S.A. Copyright 1894 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23961: stereo photonegative,] 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16973

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4308.

Topic: Donkeys -- California
Mountains -- California
Tourists -- California
Valleys -- California

Place: California
Rocky Mountains (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
"Seagulls on the Pacific Ocean. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23964 photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)
Image(s): "Seagulls on the Pacific Ocean. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23964 photonegative 1898

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16974

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4320

Topic: Birds
Seagulls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Pacific Ocean

"[?]--Army Troops--Off for Santiago de Cuba. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (on negative) Caption 23966 : photonegative, 1898
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”.)
Image(s): "[?]--Army Troops--Off for Santiago de Cuba. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (on negative) Caption 23966 : photonegative, 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer

Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Glass

Emulsion peeling along edges both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 16975

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4806; 53868

Topic: Armed Forces
Ships
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Cuba
United States -- History -- War of 1898

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
New York
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)
Vigilancia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[F?]rom Major Gen'l Wheeler's Headquarters, Camp Wikoff. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. Active no. 23967 : stereo photonegative.,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): [F?]rom Major Gen'l Wheeler's Headquarters, Camp Wikoff. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. Active no. 23967 : stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16976

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. no. 4807; company acc. no. 53511.

Names: Wheeler, Joseph, Major General

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Horses
Tents

Place: Camp Wikoff

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"[?]e "Rough Riders"--to be loosed on the Spaniards. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23979 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): "[?]e "Rough Riders"--to be loosed on the Spaniards. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 23979 Photonegative 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along center borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 16977
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4834; 53786

Names: Rough Riders
Topic: Armed Forces
Dogs
Soldiers -- 1890-1900

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---nez drilling the Cuban Volunteers.... [on negative]. 23982 Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): ---nez drilling the Cuban Volunteers.... [on negative]. 23982 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16978
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4836.5

Topic: Camps -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Soldiers -- Cuba
Training -- Cuba
Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"William McKinley, the Nation's President, in the Cabinet Room of the White House, Washington, U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative]. Active no. 23983. Stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "William McKinley, the Nation's President, in the Cabinet Room of the White House, Washington, U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative]. Active no. 23983. Stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Film overlay (nitrate?) stuck to deteriorated emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 16979

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note

2361(a)

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Portraits
Presidents

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----- for Cuban Invasion, Tampa, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23994 : stereo photonegative.], 1898
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): ----- for Cuban Invasion, Tampa, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 23994 : stereo photonegative.], 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 16980

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. no. 4853.5.

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Docks -- Florida
      Horses -- Florida
      Military -- Florida
      Piers -- Florida
      Ships -- Florida
      War -- Florida
      Wharves -- Florida

Place: Cuba
      Florida
      Tampa (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Seoul, capital of Korea--looking S.E. from North Wall, over the old Palace to Mt. Nam San. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24002 Photonegative, 1904

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Seoul, capital of Korea--looking S.E. from North Wall, over the old Palace to Mt. Nam San. Copyright 1904 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24002 Photonegative 1904

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ponting, Herbert George, 1870-1935, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16981

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
73592

Topic: Mountains -- Korea
       Portraits

Place: Korea
       Mt. Nam San
       Seoul (Korea)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Happy Hungarian Pilgrims in the Vatican, just after receiving the Holy Father's blissing, Rome. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24005 : stereo photonegative.], 1903
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s): Happy Hungarian Pilgrims in the Vatican, just after receiving the Holy Father's blissing, Rome. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24005 : stereo photonegative.] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Right upper and lower corners missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 16982

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Topic: Pilgrims -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place: Hungary
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountains. Active no. 24007 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 16983

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Seacoasts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Flamingos. Active no. 24021 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16984
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. no. 0407.

Topic: Birds
Flamingos

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Monument in busy city plaza. Active no. 24023 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16985
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109], moved from [127].

Orig. no. 0266.

Topic: Buildings
Monuments
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors on ship. Active no. 24024 : stereo photonegative.], 1905
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): [Sailors on ship. Active no. 24024 : stereo photonegative.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 16986

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. nos. 1532; 54201.

Topic: Sailors
Ships
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----dy to join Dewey--Mare Island, California. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 24026 stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): ----dy to join Dewey--Mare Island, California. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 24026 stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 16987

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4860

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic: Sailors -- California
Seamen -- California
Ships -- California

Place: California
Mare Island

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A?]ction--Rough Riders. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24030 : stereo photonegative,] 1898
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): A?ction--Rough Riders. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24030 : stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16988

Orig. nos. 4365; 53561.

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Names: Rough Riders
Topic: Armed Forces
Cavalry
Horses -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

------- as Miles and Staff--At the Front. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] No. 24031 : stereo photonegative, 1898

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): ------- as Miles and Staff--At the Front. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] No. 24031 : stereo photonegative, 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16989

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. no. 4750.

Names: Miles
Topic: Cavalry -- Cuba
Horses -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Admi]ral Adna R. Chaffee and Staff. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24033 : stereo photonegative,]. 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Admi]ral Adna R. Chaffee and Staff. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24033 : stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 16990
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].
Orig. nos. 4752; 53734.

Names: Chaffee, Adna R.
Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[?] Astor Chanler--at the Front. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active No. 24034 : stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [?] Astor Chanler--at the Front. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active No. 24034 : stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16991
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].
Orig. nos. 4753; 53871.
Names: Chanler, Astor
Topic: Armed Forces
Horses -- Cuba
Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fo?]urth U.S. Infantry, Tampa, Fla., U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 24037 Stereo photonegative,] 1898
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Fo?]urth U.S. Infantry, Tampa, Fla., U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Active no. 24037 Stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges, right side.

Local Numbers
RSN 16992
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]. Orig. nos. 4757; 53726.

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Military -- Florida
Rifles -- Florida
Soldiers -- Florida
Tents -- Florida
Training -- Florida
Place: Florida
Tampa (Fla.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Eighth U.S. Infantry ready to embark for Cuba. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24038 : stereo photonegative,] 1898
2 pieces (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Eighth U.S. Infantry ready to embark for Cuba. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24038 : stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along edges, both sides.

Local Numbers

RSN 16993

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. no. 4758.

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Armed Forces
Railroads -- 19th century
Ships
Soldiers -- 1890-1900

Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Eighth U.S. Infantry Camp, Tampa, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24040 : stereo photonegative.], 1898.

2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Eighth U.S. Infantry Camp, Tampa, U.S.A. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24040 : stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along edges, both sides.

Local Numbers

RSN 16994

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. no. 4759.
Names: United States. Army

Topic: Camps -- Florida
Landscapes (representations) -- Florida
Military -- Florida
Tents -- Florida

Place: Florida
Tampa (Fla.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---- Cavalry as Infantry for Cuban Invasion. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24044 : stereo photonegative,], 1898
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): ---- Cavalry as Infantry for Cuban Invasion. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24044 : stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along edges of both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 16995

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. nos. v4767; 20839.

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Armed Forces
Cavalry
Soldiers -- 1890-1910

Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---- U.S. Cavalry--Famous Indian Fighters. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24046 : stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): U.S. Cavalry—Famous Indian Fighters. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24046 : stereo photonegative.] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges, both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 16996
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].
Orig. no. 4770.5.

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Armed Forces
Cavalry
Soldiers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Officers of the Famous 'Rough Riders'--U.S. Volunteer Cavalry. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24048 : stereo photonegative.], 1898
1 Item (3-3/4” x 7”).
Image(s): Officers of the Famous 'Rough Riders'--U.S. Volunteer Cavalry. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24048 : stereo photonegative.] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16997
Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].
Orig. no. 4772.

Names: Rough Riders
United States. Army
Topic: Armed Forces
Cavalry
Soldiers
"Rough Riders" as they went into Cuba. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24052 : stereo photonegative.], 1898
2 items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): "Rough Riders" as they went into Cuba. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24052 : stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16998

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. no. 4779.

Names: Rough Riders
United States. Army

Topic: Cavalry -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Soldiers -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

--- boarding the St. Paul for Santiago de Cuba. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24054 : stereo photonegative.], 1898
2? pieces (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): --- boarding the St. Paul for Santiago de Cuba. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24054 : stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 16999

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].
Original nos. 4783; 54116.

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Armed Forces
      Ships
      Soldiers

Place: Cuba
      St. Paul (ship)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

------ Ohio Vols.--On Pier N.Y.--Sailing day for Santiago. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24055 : stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): ------ Ohio Vols.--On Pier N.Y.--Sailing day for Santiago. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24055 : stereo photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17000

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. nos. 4784; 53965.

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Docks -- New York
       Military -- New York
       Piers -- New York
       Soldiers
       Wharves -- New York

Place: Cuba
       New York (N.Y.)
       Ohio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"Calm Before the Storm"--Waiting Orders for Cuban Invasion. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24060 : stereo photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Calm Before the Storm"--Waiting Orders for Cuban Invasion. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24060 : stereo photonegative,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17001

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Orig. no. 4793.

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Camps -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hugh sculptures of seated figures in Egypt.] 24064 photonegative, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hugh sculptures of seated figures in Egypt.] 24064 photonegative 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17002

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1087; 98861

Topic: Monuments
Place: Egypt
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

[...???...ments made by Jesuit Priests,...bservatory, Peking. Copyright 190? by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24066 Photonegative, 190?

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [...???...ments made by Jesuit Priests,...bservatory, Peking. Copyright 190? by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24066 Photonegative 190?.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17003

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1557; 24067

Names: Church of the Jesuits (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Astronomical observatories -- China
Religion -- China
Place: Beijing (China)
China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

---[bea]utiful Capital--east over Marble Bridge toward the Forbidden City--..... Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 24069 Photonegative, 1901
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): ---[bea]utiful Capital--east over Marble Bridge toward the Forbidden City--..... Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 24069 Photonegative 1901

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17004

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109]

Copy and Version Identification Note
1566.5

Topic: Arches
Architecture
Bridges
Place: China
Forbidden City (Peking, China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 24073 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 24073 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17005

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
10388

Topic: Disasters
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Wagons loaded with silver from Chinese mint] caption from RSN 28105
24078 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Wagons loaded with silver from Chinese mint] caption from RSN 28105 24078 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17006

Currently stored in box 3.1.59 [109], moved from [107].

Same as RSN 28105.

Topic: Flags -- China
Horses -- China
Military -- China
Mints -- China
Silver -- China
Wagons -- China
Place:  China
U.S. Flag

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Lady's dainty "Lily Feet"--as they really are--China.] on negative Photonegative
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17007

Frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]

Copy and Version Identification Note
1681

Topic:  feet
Place:  China
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[China.] 24088 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s):  [China.] 24088 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17008

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117], moved from [109].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1682; 44604

Topic:  feet
Place:  China
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---nn daughters at Recreation--Recess at So. Gate Presbyterian Mission...Shanghai. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 24089 photonegative, 1901
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): ---nn daughters at Recreation--Recess at So. Gate Presbyterian Mission...Shanghai. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 24089 photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17009

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1687; 44493

Topic: Children -- China
Education -- China
Religion -- China
Schools -- China

Place: China
Shanghai (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

---d Canal at Soo-chow--looking toward Mitu Bridge, China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative.] 24090 Photonegative, 1900
2 pieces (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): ---d Canal at Soo-chow--looking toward Mitu Bridge, China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative.] 24090 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17010

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1692
Topic: Boats -- China
      Bridges -- China
      Canals -- China
Place: China
      Mitu Bridge
      Soo-chow Canal
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

---over the Yongow Branch of the Yung River at Ningpo, China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 24091 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): ---over the Yongow Branch of the Yung River at Ningpo, China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. [Active no. 24091 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 17011

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Orig. no. 1697.

Topic: Boats -- China
      Bridges -- China
      Rivers -- China
Place: China
      Ningpo (China)
      Yong River (Zhejiang Sheng, China)
      Yongow
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

------the City Wall--Coolie Carriages awaiting hirers--Old Shanghai, China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Stereo photonegative,], 1900
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s): ------the City Wall--Coolie Carriages awaiting hirers--Old Shanghai, China. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17012

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]

Copy and Version Identification Note
1728

Topic: Carriages
       Streets -- China

Place: China
       Shanghai (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[The "Leaning Tower" of Soo-chow (1300 years old)--full view. Copyright
1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24045 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [The "Leaning Tower" of Soo-chow (1300 years old)--full view. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24045 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17013

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1740; 64541

Topic: Architecture -- China
       Towers -- China

Place: China
       Soo-chow

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

"[?]el from Corregidor Island, through which Dewey's Fleet passed into...P.I.
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative]. 24098 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "[?]el from Corregidor Island, through which Dewey's Fleet passed into...P.I. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative]. 24098 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17014

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1761; 48706

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Children -- Philippines.
Dwellings -- Philippines
Place: Corregidor Island (Philippines)
Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"In the Harbor, Island of Corregidor--from which first shot was fired at Dewey, Manila Bay, P.I. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative.] 24099 Photonegative, 1901
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "In the Harbor, Island of Corregidor--from which first shot was fired at Dewey, Manila Bay, P.I. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative.] 24099 Photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17015

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1762; 48598

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Harbors -- Philippines

Place: Corregidor Island (Philippines)
Manila Bay
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----[F]ort Santiago, overlooking the Bay--Manila, Philippine Islands.
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no.
24100 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): ----[F]ort Santiago, overlooking the Bay--Manila, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24100 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17016

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Orig. no. 1772.

Topic: Artillery -- Philippines
Fortification -- Philippines
Guns -- Philippines

Place: Fort Santiago (Manila, Philippines)
Manila (Philippines)
Manila Bay
Philippines

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Philippines
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gateway through the parapeted Wall of old Manila--entrance from Calle
Nueva--Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on
cover glass] 24103 Photonegative, 1899
3 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): Gateway through the parapeted Wall of old Manila--entrance from Calle Nueva--Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on cover glass] 24103 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17017

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1775

Topic: Architecture -- Philippines
Gates -- Philippines
Walls -- Philippines

Place: Fort Santiago (Manila, Philippines)
Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

----Church and Convent, Manila, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood." [On cover glass.] [Active no. No 24105 : stereo photonegative], 1899

1 Item (5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17018

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Orig. nos. 1777; 49262.

Topic: Church buildings -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines -- Manila
Churches -- Catholic -- Philippines -- Manila
Streets -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

-----en by the Wall of Old Manila, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on cover glass] [Active no. 24106 : stereo photonegative.,] 1899
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s): -----en by the Wall of Old Manila, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on cover glass] [Active no. 24106 : stereo photonegative.] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Remnants of transparent cover stuck to emulsion, right side.

Local Numbers
RSN 17019

Frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]

Topic: Streets -- Philippines
Walls -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 205
RSN Numbers 17020-17077

Image(s)

"---Camp on the Luneta--after their crossing in the interior--Manila, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood." [Label on cover glass.]
24108 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17020

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1801; 49181

Topic: Camps -- Philippines
       Military -- Philippines
       Tents -- Philippines

Place: Luneta (Manila, Philippines)
       Manila (Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Co. L, 12th U.S. Infantry, on the Luneta, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on cover glass] 24109 Photonegative, 1899

1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17021

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1803; 48516

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Military -- Philippines
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
Training -- Philippines

Place: Luneta
Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene in Philippines. Active no. 24110 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17022
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Orig. nos. 1805; 49128.

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Camps -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
Soldiers -- Philippines
Tents -- Philippines
Training -- Philippines

Place: Luneta (Manila, Philippines)
Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

--- 8th U.S. Infantry on the Luneta Common, Manila, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 24111 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 item (5” x 7”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17023
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]. Orig. nos. 1813; 48429.

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Camps -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
Soldiers -- Philippines
Training -- Philippines
Place: Luneta (Manila, Philippines)
Manila (Philippines)
Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Convalescent Filipinos--the work of our 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24112
Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Convalescent Filipinos--the work of our 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24112 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17024
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1820

Topic: Casualties -- Philippines
Hospitals -- Philippines
War -- Philippines
Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Convalescent Filipinos--the work of our 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24115 Photonegative, 1899
Image(s): Convalescent Filipinos--the work of our 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24115 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17025

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1820

Topic: Casualties -- Philippines
Hospitals -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Taken with fever--more deadly than Filipino bullets--1st Reserve Hospital, Manila, P.I. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24116 Photonegative, 1900

Image(s): Taken with fever--more deadly than Filipino bullets--1st Reserve Hospital, Manila, P.I. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24116 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17026

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1821

Topic: Casualties -- Philippines
Hospitals -- Philippines
War -- Philippines
Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"---Flood Tide, near Manila, P.I. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. 24119 photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "---Flood Tide, near Manila, P.I. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative. 24119 photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17027

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1825; 48866

Topic: Disasters -- Philippines
Dwellings -- Philippines
Floods -- Philippines
Huts -- Philippines
Rivers -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----ins, Paco Cemetery Chapel--"A Hero as great as he was modest."
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24120 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): ----ins, Paco Cemetery Chapel--"A Hero as great as he was modest." Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24120 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 17028

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1827; 48866

Topic:  Casualties -- Philippines
       Cemeteries -- Philippines
       Ceremonies -- Philippines
       Chapels -- Philippines
       Coffins -- Philippines
       Flags -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines

Place:  Philippines

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[La Loma Church, scene of the hard fighting at the beginning of the war, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24123 Photonegative, 1899

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [La Loma Church, scene of the hard fighting at the beginning of the war, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24123 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Transparent cover stuck to emulsion which is peeling badly both frames.

Local Numbers

RSN 17029

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1831

Names:  La Loma Church (Philippines)

Topic:  Churches -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines

Place:  Philippines

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---tle village in the Philippines--a street scene in Las Piñas. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. 24125 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17030
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1831

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines
Streets -- Philippines
Place: Las Piñas (Philippines)
Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Spanish prisoners freed by the Americans on the capture of Imus--Las Piñas, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24128 Photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Spanish prisoners freed by the Americans on the capture of Imus--Las Piñas, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24128 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17031
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].
Filipino Soldiers--prisoners of war coming into Las Piñas, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24129 Photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (5" x 7"


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17032

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

[The Sacred Church where our wounded were carried, Battle of Santa Ana, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24131 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [The Sacred Church where our wounded were carried, Battle of Santa Ana, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24131 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17033

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1849; 49544

Topic: Churches -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
       Santa Ana (Philippines)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Building destroyed to erect Filipino Breastworks--captured by American Troops, Pasig, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24132 Photonegative, 1899

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Building destroyed to erect Filipino Breastworks--captured by American Troops, Pasig, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24132 Photonegative 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17034

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]

Copy and Version Identification Note
1857

Topic: Buildings
       Destruction
       War

Place: Pasig (Manilla, Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"---which the Washington boys charged the Filipinos--from the Church...Taquig, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative] 24134 Photonegative, 1899

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "---which the Washington boys charged the Filipinos--from the Church...Taquig, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative] 24134 Photonegative 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17035

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]

Copy and Version Identification Note
1861; 49530

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: War

Place: Philippines Taquig

Wretched Inhabitants and principal Street of Aguinaldo's abandoned Capital, Malolos, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24136 : stereo photonegative,], 1899

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s): Wretched Inhabitants and principal Street of Aguinaldo's abandoned Capital, Malolos, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24136 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17036
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]. Orig. no. 1872.

Names: Aguinaldo, Emilio, 1869-1964.

Topic: Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
       Streets
       War

Place: Malolos (Philippines)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[War destruction in Philippines.] 24138 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [War destruction in Philippines.] 24138 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17037

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1877; 49561

Topic: Bridges
       Destruction
       War

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"[Tre]e-top Look-out at Jaro, near Iloilo, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1900
by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 24139 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "[Tre]e-top Look-out at Jaro, near Iloilo, Philippine Islands.
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 24139
Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17038

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1888; 49540

Topic: Military -- Philippines
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
Trees -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Iloilo (Philippines)
Jaro (Island of Panay, Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Adm. entering his launch." (on copied print-mounting) Active no. 24140 : stereo photonegative, 1899
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7")

Image(s): "Adm. entering his launch." (on copied print-mounting) Active no. 24140 : stereo photonegative, 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17039

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
Sailors -- Philippines
Seamen -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Admiral Dewey on his Launch--leaving the dock--last visit ashore at
Manila, May 20th, 1899. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [On
negative] [Active no. 24142 : stereo photonegative.], 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Admiral Dewey on his Launch--leaving the dock--last visit ashore at Manila, May 20th, 1899. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative] [Active no. 24142 : stereo photonegative], 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17040

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]. Associated number, 1911.

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Boats -- Philippines
       Military -- Philippines
       Sailors -- Philippines
       Seamen -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
Place: Manila (Philippines)
       Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
           Stereoscopic photographs

---- Gunners of Dewey's Flagship 'Olympia,' in Manila Bay, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative] [Active no. 24143 : stereo photonegative], 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): ---- Gunners of Dewey's Flagship 'Olympia,' in Manila Bay, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative] [Active no. 24143 : stereo photonegative], 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17041

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]. Associated number 1913.

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Guns -- Philippines
       Sailors -- Philippines
       Seamen -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
       Ships -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines
Place: Manila (Philippines)
Olympia (ship)
Philippines

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"---- was ready to fire"--the after turret of Dewey's Flagship 'Olympia,'....
Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. Active no.
24150 : stereo photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): "---- was ready to fire"--the after turret of Dewey's Flagship
'Olympia,'.... Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative].
Active no. 24150 : stereo photonegative, 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17042

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Orig. no. 1914.

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917

Topic:
Guns -- Philippines
Ships -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place:
Manila (Philippines)
Olympia (ship)
Philippines

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[...???...iver, from the Wall of Old Manila, Philippine Islands. Copyright
1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24153 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [...???...iver, from the Wall of Old Manila, Philippine Islands.
Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24153
photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17043

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1924; 48394

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Rivers -- Philippines
Ships -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17044

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1925; 49529

Topic: Children -- Philippines.
Dwellings -- Philippines
Family -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[...??...
Place, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24157 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [...??...Place, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24157 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17045
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1928; 49041

Topic: Buildings -- Philippines
Trees -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[?]lacio, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.
[on negative] [Active no. 24158 : stereo photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")]
Image(s): [?]lacio, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24158 : stereo photonegative, 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17046
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Orig. nos. 1929; 49590.

Topic: Children -- Philippines.
Gardens -- Philippines
Monuments -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Bridge of "Spain"--between old and new Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 24159 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Bridge of "Spain"--between old and new Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 24159 photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17047

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1930

Topic: Bridges -- Philippines
Rivers -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Pasig River, from the north bank-- under the Suspension Bridge--Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24167 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Pasig River, from the north bank-- under the Suspension Bridge--Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24167 photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17048

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].
Copy and Version Identification Note

1935

Topic: Bridges -- Philippines
Children -- Philippines.
Rivers -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Pasig River (Luzon, Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Operations in the Philippines--arrival of a Military Train from Calumpit--Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24169 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17049

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1936; 49568

Topic: Military -- Philippines
Streets -- Philippines
Trains -- Philippines
Wagons -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Calumpit (Philippines)
Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Block House No. II, near Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24170 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17050

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1937; 49050

Topic: Buildings -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

...???
...man's (2nd Battalion, 20th Kansas, Volunteers) Mess, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24171 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): ...???

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17051

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1938; 48297

Topic: Military -- Philippines
Soldiers -- Philippines

Place: Kansas
Manila (Philippines)
Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Col. Smith's Headquarters and Colors of the 12th Regulars, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 24172 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17052

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1939; 49082

Names: Smith, Colonel

Topic: Camps -- Philippines
Flags -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
Tents -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines) Philosophy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---lion 20th Kansas Volunteers, Cuartel del Fortin, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24173 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17053

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1940; 48481

Topic:       Military -- Philippines
             Soldiers -- Philippines

Place:        Cuartel del Fortín (Manila, Philippines)
              Kansas
              Manila (Philippines)
              Philippines

Genre/        Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:        -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

---'s Fighting 20th Kansas Volunteers, at their quarters, Manila, Philippines.
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24174
Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): ---'s Fighting 20th Kansas Volunteers, at their quarters, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24174 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17054

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1941; 48748

Topic:       Barracks -- Philippines
             Military -- Philippines
             Soldiers -- Philippines
             Training -- Philippines

Place:       Kansas
             Manila (Philippines)
             Philippines

Genre/        Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:        -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs
"[?]ar--Co. K., 20th Kansas Volunteers, before embarking for home, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative) Caption no. 24177 : glass stereoscopic photonegative, 1900
1 Item (piece; 5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 17055

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1944.5; 8955 [check this number against envelope]

Topic: Armed Forces
Barracks
Soldiers -- 1890-1900
Spanish-American War, 1898
Training
United States -- History -- War of 1898

Place: Kansas
Manila
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mucho Combate!--1st Reserve Hospital, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24178 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Mucho Combate!--1st Reserve Hospital, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24178 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17056
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Orig. nos. 1947; 49465

Topic: Casualties -- Philippines
       Hospitals -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

One of Aguinaldo’s Warriors--saved at our 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24179 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): One of Aguinaldo's Warriors--saved at our 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24179 photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17057

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1948; 49584

Topic: Hospitals -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Civilized Warfare--restoring men we had to shoot--Reserve Hospital, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 24180 : stereo photonegative., 1899
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s): Civilized Warfare--restoring men we had to shoot--Reserve Hospital, Manila, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 24180 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper left corner of right view missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 17058

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Orig. no. 1949.

Topic: Hospitals -- Philippines
Tents -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[...???...n's dream--insurgent on the battle-field of Imus, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24182
Photonegative, 1899

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [...???...n's dream--insurgent on the battle-field of Imus, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24182 Photonegative 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17059

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]

Copy and Version Identification Note
1950

Topic: War
War casualties

Place: Imus (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Soldiers, near Pasay, Philippines. / Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24184 : stereo photonegative,] 1899 1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Soldiers, near Pasay, Philippines. / Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24184 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17060

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1956; 49593

Topic:
Military -- Philippines
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
Tents -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place:
Pasay
Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"General King's Headquarters, San Pedro Macati, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative). Caption no. 24185 : stereo photonegative, 1899 1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17061
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]

Copy and Version Identification Note

1958

Names: King, General

Topic: Barracks -- Philippines
Camps -- Philippines
Carts -- Philippines
Cows -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
San Pedro Macati (Philippines)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

San Pedro Macati, from Church Tower--where Filipinos were routed--Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative].
24187 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): San Pedro Macati, from Church Tower--where Filipinos were routed--Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. 24187 Photonegative 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17062

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]

Copy and Version Identification Note

1960; 49570

Topic: Battlefields
Destruction
War

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Philippines
San Pedro Macati (Philippines)
Pasig River Boats, carrying U.S. Soldiers to "Laguna de Bay," Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24188 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17063

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1962

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
       Military -- Philippines
       Rivers -- Philippines
       Soldiers -- Philippines

Place: Pasig River (Luzon, Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

--- on the main highway at Pasig, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by
Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 24190 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): --- on the main highway at Pasig, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by
Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 24190 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17064

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1967
"---elling, interior of Luzon, Taquig, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood." [Label on negative.] Active no. 24192 : stereo photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion severely cracked and peeling at center of right side.

Local Numbers
RSN 17065

In box 3.1.60 [117]. Associated numbers 1971, 49583.

[Deserted Village of Tina Jeros, scene of hard fighting--Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24193 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17066

Similar to RSN 17967

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1972

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines
Roads -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
Tina Jeros

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Deserted Village of Tina Jeros, scene of hard fighting--Philippines.
Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24195
photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Deserted Village of Tina Jeros, scene of hard fighting--
Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative
24195 photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17067

Similar to RSN 17966

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1972(a)

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines
Roads -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
Tina Jeros

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
and Filipino Barricade, at Tina Jeros, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. 24197 photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (5” x 7”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17068

Frames in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1973

Topic: Barricades -- Philippines
       Dwellings -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
       Tina Jeros

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Insurgent Intrenchments across the Road, at Tina Jeros, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24199 Photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Insurgent Intrenchments across the Road, at Tina Jeros, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24199 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17069

Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].
Copy and Version Identification Note

1974

Topic: Military -- Philippines
Soldiers -- Philippines
Trench warfare -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
Tina Jeros (Philippines)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge at Tina Jeros--repaired by American Engineers, Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24201
Photonegative, 1899
2 pieces (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17070

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1975

Topic: Bridges -- Philippines
Laborers -- Philippines
Roads -- Philippines
Stones -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
Tina Jeros

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The First Idaho--encampment among the Bamboos--Philippines. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24204 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17071

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1977

Topic: Bamboo -- Philippines
Encampments -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Idaho
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"[?] Duty, Caloocan, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood."] on negative 24206 Photonegative, 1899

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [?] Duty, Caloocan, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood."] on negative 24206 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17072

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1978

Topic: Military -- Philippines
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Caloocan (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old Church and smoking Ruins of Aguinaldo's Headquarters, Malolos, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24210 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s): Old Church and smoking Ruins of Aguinaldo's Headquarters, Malolos, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.
[on negative] [Active no. 24210 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17073

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]. Orig. no. 1983.

Names: Aguinaldo, Emilio, 1869-1964.
Topic: Churches -- Philippines
Destruction -- Philippines
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
Ruins -- Philippines -- 1890-1900.
Streets -- Philippines

Place: Malolos (Philippines)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Aguinaldo's ruined Headquarters, after the American capture, Malolos, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. No. 24212 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s): Aguinaldo's ruined Headquarters, after the American capture, Malolos, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.
[on negative] [Active no. No. 24212 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17074
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]. Orig. no. 1984.

Names: Aguinaldo, Emilio, 1869-1964.
Topic: Church buildings -- 1890-1900 -- Philippine Islands
Destruction
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
Ruins -- Philippine Islands -- 1890-1900.
Streets
Place: Malolos (Philippines)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Headquarters of Aguinaldo's "Secretary of War"--our "Boys" resting after the taking of Malolos, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24214 : stereo photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Headquarters of Aguinaldo's "Secretary of War"--our "Boys" resting after the taking of Malolos, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24214 : stereo photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17075

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]. Orig. no. 1985.

Names: Aguinaldo, Emilio, 1869-1964.
Topic: Destruction -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
Ruins -- Philippines
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
War -- Philippines
Place: Malolos (Philippines)
Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Fighting 22nd before Malalos--lost a Colonel at San Juan, Cuba, and at Malolos, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24216 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [The Fighting 22nd before Malalos--lost a Colonel at San Juan, Cuba, and at Malolos, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24216 Photonegative 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17076

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1986

Topic: Military -- Philippines
       Soldiers -- Philippines
       Training -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines
Place: Malolos (Philippines)
       Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Co. I, 22nd U.S. Infantry, encamped at Malolos, Philippine Islands.
Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24218
Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17077

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1987

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Encampments -- Philippines
Box 206
RSN Numbers 17078-17136

Image(s)

[Victors of many Battles—the famous Utah Battery, after the capture of Malolos, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24220 photonegative, 1899

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Victors of many Battles—the famous Utah Battery, after the capture of Malolos, Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24220 photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17078

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1988

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Encampments -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
Soldiers -- Philippines
Training -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Malolos (Philippines)
Philippines
Utah

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
1 piece (5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17079
1989.

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Armed Forces
Guns
Hotchkiss
War
Place: Malolos (Philippines)
Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"[Church] at Guadalupe--burned during Filipino retreat--Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 24227
Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "[Church] at Guadalupe--burned during Filipino retreat--Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 24227
Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17080

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1992; 49577

Topic: Churches -- Philippines
Destruction -- Philippines
Ruins -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Guadalupe (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Church at Guadalupe--destroyed by fire--the scene of hard fighting. Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24228 Photonegative, 1899

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [The Church at Guadalupe--destroyed by fire--the scene of hard fighting. Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24228 Photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17081
Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1993; 49336

Topic:
Churches -- Philippines
Destruction -- Philippines
Ruins -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place:
Guadalupe (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tagalo Beauty--"A charm that thrills the savage beast"--Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24229 Photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Tagalo Beauty--"A charm that thrills the savage beast"--Philippine Islands. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24229 Photonegative 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17082

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117]

Copy and Version Identification Note
1994; 49516

Place: Philippines
tagaloupe

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[President's Palace, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [Printed label on negative.] [Caption No. 24231? : stereoscopic photonegative.], 1896
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 7”).]


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Images separated, in separate envelopes.

Local Numbers
RSN 17083

AC0143-0017083 (AC Scan No.)

In box 3.1.60 [117].

Associated number: 2513.

Topic: Architecture -- Hawaii -- 1890-1900
Military -- Hawaii
Palaces -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1890-1900
Honolulu (Hawaii) -- 1890-1900

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): 

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17084

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2515; 46279

Names: Kamehameha, King of Hawaii, I,

Topic: Architecture -- Hawaii
Monuments -- Hawaii
Palaces -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1890-1900
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fishermen, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Caption no. 24233 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1896
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Fishermen, Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands. Copyright 1896 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative]. [Caption no. 24233 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17085

Currently stored in box 3.1.60 [117].

Orig. nos. 2520; 46278.

Topic: Boats
Fishers
Fishing

Place: Hawaii -- 1890-1900
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1890-1900

[Ruins in Italy.] Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Ruins in Italy.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17086

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Topic: Arches -- Italy
Castles -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"...?...ebron where David hanged Reehab and Baanah (2 Sam. IV, 12). Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 24243
Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "...?...ebron where David hanged Reehab and Baanah (2 Sam. IV, 12). Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 24243
Photonegative 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17087

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]

Copy and Version Identification Note
1252; 99021

Topic: Portraits
Place: Hebron (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---f Brook Cherith, where Elijah hid from Ahab (1 Kings XVII, 3-7).
Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24245
Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): ---f Brook Cherith, where Elijah hid from Ahab (1 Kings XVII,
3-7). Copyright 1896 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24245
Photonegative 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17088

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1254; 27899

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

[Young Girls of Bethlehem of Judea, Palestine. Copyright 1896 by
Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24250 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17089

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1267; 28011

Topic: Children -- Palestine
Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
       Judea (Palestine)
       Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs


1 Item (5” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17090

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1267.5;27896

Topic: Children -- Palestine
Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
       Judea (Palestine)
       Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Moving Palace of the Nation's Chief--Presidential Party's superb train en route to the Pacific. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood." (on negative) No. 24269 : stereoscopic photonegative, 1901
1 Item (5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17091

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note

2634; 39338

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Charles Emory Smith, speaking at Quincy, Illinois--President's Western Trip. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] Caption no. 24271 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Charles Emory Smith, speaking at Quincy, Illinois--President's Western Trip. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] Caption no. 24271 : stereo photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17092

2638 (associated number)
24271 (associated number)

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].
Names: Smith, Charles Emory

Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Illinois -- Quincy
      Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
      Rites and ceremonies

Place: Illinois -- 1900-1910
       Quincy (Ill.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Flower-draped train engine of McKinley presidential campaign.] 24274
photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Flower-draped train engine of McKinley presidential campaign.] 24274 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17093

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2652; 39488

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)

Topic: Celebrations
       Presidents
       Railroads
       Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Where the Martyred President McKinley died--Buffalo, N.Y. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24278 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Where the Martyred President McKinley died--Buffalo, N.Y. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24278 photonegative 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17094
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2662; 39573

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Dwellings -- New York
       Homes -- New York
       Presidents -- New York
       Streets -- New York
Place: Buffalo (New York)
       New York
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Flower-draped wagon of McKinley presidential campaign.] 24285 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Flower-draped wagon of McKinley presidential campaign.] 24285 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling center of both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 17095

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2688; 39474

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Horses
       Presidents
       Wagons
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd and U.S. Flag at ramp after ship launching.] 24288 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Crowd and U.S. Flag at ramp after ship launching.] 24288 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17096

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2693; 39335

Topic:
Crowds
Drydocks
Flags -- United States
Launchings
Ship industry

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Puerto Rico. Active no. 24291: half-stereo photonegative,], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5",)

Image(s): [Puerto Rico. Active no. 24291: half-stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Street with business establishments on both sides, people and a cart in the street, etc. The image is out of focus.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Considerable silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 17097
AC0143-0017097 (AC Scan).

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Company acc. no. 47030.

Topic: Streets -- Puerto Rico.
Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
-----[d]ead--tombs of the poorer classes--Cemetery Caguas, Porto Rico. [on negative] [Active no. 24292 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4-1/8" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

5208 label on negative. Overexposed, dense image shows a small boy and a man standing near the above-ground cemetery.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering, edge chips, etc.

Local Numbers
RSN 17098

AC0143-0017098 (AC Scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

---cave[?] of the Winds"--Niagara Falls, U.S.A. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [On negative.] [Active no. 24259 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17099

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]. Orig. no. 3005.5.


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17099

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]. Orig. no. 3005.5.
Place: New York -- 1890-1910
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The great Ice Mountain, Ice Bridge, and American Falls, from near the Inclined Railway Station, Niagara, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24262 photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [The great Ice Mountain, Ice Bridge, and American Falls, from near the Inclined Railway Station, Niagara, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24262 photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17100

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3058(a)

Topic: Snow -- New York
Tourists -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wintry robes of purest white--Luna Island, Niagara, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24264 Photonegative, 1902
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Wintry robes of purest white--Luna Island, Niagara, U.S.A. Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24264 Photonegative 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17101

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].
Copy and Version Identification Note

3074

Topic: Islands -- New York
      Snow -- New York
      Trees -- New York.

Place: Luna Island (New York)
      New York
      Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            Stereoscopic photographs

--- across Porto Rico from Aibonito towards Ponce. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative]. [Caption No. 24293 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17102
AC0143-0017102 (AC Scan Number)

Associated numbers: 5214; 46809.

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Place: Aibonito (P.R.)
      Ponce (Puerto Rico) -- 1900-1910
      Puerto Rico -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Puerto Rico
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

----atre, Ponce, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] Active no. 24295 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17103

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]

Orig. no. 5227; 46970.

Topic: Buildings -- Puerto Rico
       Cows
       Streets -- Puerto Rico.
       Wagons

Place: Ponce (Puerto Rico)
       Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

---ere Gen. Miles' Army first landed in Porto Rico. Copyright 1899
by Stroymeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24297 : stereo
photonegative,] 1899
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): ---ere Gen. Miles' Army first landed in Porto Rico. Copyright
1899 by Stroymeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24297 : stereo
photonegative,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17104

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. nos. 5237; 46952.

Names: Miles, General

Topic: Boats -- Puerto Rico
       Seascapes -- Puerto Rico
       Shipping -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

----I --struck by a 13-inch Shell from Sampson's Guns, San Juan, Porto Rico. [on negative] [Active no. 24299 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17105
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]

Orig. no. 5250.

Topic: Buildings -- Puerto Rico
Destruction -- Puerto Rico
War -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Sampson
San Juan (P.R.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Puerto Rico. Active no. 24300 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17106
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. nos. 5251; 46965.

Topic: Boats -- Puerto Rico
Seascapes -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
San Juan (P.R.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Puerto Rico. Active no. 24301 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17107

Similar to RSN 28124.
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Names: San Cristóbal (Prison)
Topic: Fortification -- Puerto Rico
Ports -- Puerto Rico
Sailboats -- Puerto Rico
Ships -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

--- barracks from Morro, San Juan, Porto Rico. [on negative] [Active no. 24302 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17108

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. nos. 5253; 46957.

Topic: Barracks -- Puerto Rico
Buildings -- Puerto Rico

Place: Morro
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
San Juan (P.R.)

Genre/ Landscapes (representations) -- Puerto Rico
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
"[?] all on North Side of the City, San Juan, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (on negative). Caption no. 24303: stereoscopic photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): "[?] all on North Side of the City, San Juan, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." (on negative). Caption no. 24303: stereoscopic photonegative, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17109

Associated numbers: 5254; 46722.

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Topic: Coasts -- 1900-1910 -- Puerto Rico
Fortification -- 1900-1910 -- Puerto Rico
Seashore -- 1900-1910 -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1900-1910
San Juan (P.R.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A chicken peddler, Porto Rico. [Label on negative.] [Caption No. 24306: stereoscopic photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17110

Company accession no. 46984.

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Topic: Chickens -- Marketing -- 1890-1920 -- Puerto Rico
Horses -- Puerto Rico
Markets -- Puerto Rico
Peddlers and peddling -- 1890-1920 -- Puerto Rico
Roadside marketing -- 1890-1920 -- Puerto Rico
Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---es on a Vaccine Farm, Coamo Springs, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] Active no. 24307. Stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17111
AC0143-0017111 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5263; 46717
Topic: Cows -- Puerto Rico
Health -- Puerto Rico
Hospitals -- Puerto Rico
Tents -- Puerto Rico
Vaccinations -- Puerto Rico
Place: Coamo Springs (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---es on a Vaccine Farm, Coamo Springs, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] Active no. 24308. Stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17112

AC0143-0017112 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5263.5; 46820

Topic: Cows -- Puerto Rico
Health -- Puerto Rico
Hospitals -- Puerto Rico
Tents -- Puerto Rico
Vaccinations -- Puerto Rico

Place: Coamo Springs (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Stereoscopic photographs

---- around the Market, Ponce, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24311 : stereo photonegative,], 1900

Image(s): ---- around the Market, Ponce, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24311 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17113

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Company acc. no. 46784.

Topic: Markets -- Puerto Rico
Streets -- Puerto Rico.

Place: Ponce (Puerto Rico) 
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

-- road in the interior of Porto Rico near Myaguez. [damaged label on negative] [Active no 24313 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 7" (4-1/4 x 6-1/2")

Image(s): -- road in the interior of Porto Rico near Myaguez. [damaged label on negative] [Active no 24313 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17114
AC0143-0017114 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. nos. 5268; 46889.

Topic: Horses -- Puerto Rico
Roads -- Puerto Rico
Trees -- Puerto Rico

Place: Mayaguez (Puerto Rico) 
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

-- peddler, Aguadilla, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24314 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (4-1/4 x 6-3/8")

Image(s): -- peddler, Aguadilla, Porto Rico. Copyright 1900 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24314 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Two pieces taped to cover glass, film backing removed. Fragile.
Local Numbers

RSN 17115

AC0143-0017115 (AC Scan Number)

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. nos. 5270; 46874.

Topic: Markets -- Puerto Rico
Peddlers -- Puerto Rico
Streets -- Puerto Rico.

Place: Aguadilla (P.R.)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"[?]ingley, Jr., Member of Congress from Maine. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 24317 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "[?]ingley, Jr., Member of Congress from Maine. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 24317 Photonegative 1898

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 17116

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note

2715; 54717

Portraits

Place: Maine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

-----armer, Member of Congress from Pennsylvania, the Father of the House. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24318 : stereo photonegative,], 1898
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Armer, Member of Congress from Pennsylvania, the Father of the House. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative] [Active no. 24318 : stereo photonegative.] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17117

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. no. 2720; company acc. no. 54757.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Pennsylvania

"[?] H, Bromwell, Member of Congress from Ohio. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 24319 photonegative, 1898

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "[?] H, Bromwell, Member of Congress from Ohio. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 24319 photonegative 1898

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17118

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note

2728; 54741

Names: Bromwell, Ohio Congressman

Topic: Legislators -- United States
Legislators -- United States -- 1890-1920.
Portraits

Place: Ohio
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Hon. S.M. Cullom, U.S. Senator from Illinois. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 24320 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17119

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2732; 54754

Names: Cullom, S.M., Hon.

Topic: Legislators -- United States
Legislators -- United States -- 1890-1920.
Portraits

Place: Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Champ Clark, Member of Congress from Missouri. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Caption 24322 : photonegative,] 1898
1 Item (5" x 7".)

Image(s): Champ Clark, Member of Congress from Missouri. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. [on negative.] [Caption 24322 : photonegative,] 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17120
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]. Associated numbers: 2740; 54592.

Names: Clark, Champ
Topic: Legislators -- United States -- 1890-1900
Portraits -- 1880-1900
Place: Missouri -- 1890-1900
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Hon. Jonathan P. Dolliver, Member of Congress from Iowa. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 24323 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "Hon. Jonathan P. Dolliver, Member of Congress from Iowa. Copyright 1898 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative] 24323 Photonegative 1898
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17121

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2743; 54605

Names: Dolliver, Jonathan P.
Portraits
Place: Battleship Iowa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man on street in front of U.S. Capitol.] 24326 photonegative, 1898
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Man on street in front of U.S. Capitol.] 24326 photonegative 1898
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion cracked and peeling along lower border both frames

Local Numbers
RSN 17122

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2752; 54665

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Portraits
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral interior.] 24327 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cathedral interior.] 24327 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17123

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Interior architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

--neta," coming into the Harbor at Vera Cruz, Mexico. Copyright by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24329 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): --neta," coming into the Harbor at Vera Cruz, Mexico. Copyright by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24329 : stereo photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17124

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. no. 4669; Company acc. no. 34314.

Topic: Sailboats -- Mexico
Seascapes -- Mexico
Ships -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Vera Cruz (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---- at Ixmal, Yucatan. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [On
negative.] [Caption 24330 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 7".)

Image(s): ---- at Ixmal, Yucatan. Copyright 1901 by Underwood &

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17125

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]. Company acc. no. 33931.

Topic: Arches
Carriages
Horses -- Mexico
Ruins

Place: Ixmal (Yucatan, Mexico)
Mexico
Yucatan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---- Great Altar of the Cathedral, Guadalajara, Mexico. Copyright 1901
by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24331 : Stereo
photonegative,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): Great Altar of the Cathedral, Guadalajara, Mexico. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24331 : Stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17126

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. no. 4690; company acc. no. 34248.

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico
Interior architecture

Place: Guadalajara (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

---r a Tree--in a Climate always spring-like, Irapuato, Mexico. / Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. Active no. 24332 : stereo photonegative,] 1900

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): ---r a Tree--in a Climate always spring-like, Irapuato, Mexico. / Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. Active no. 24332 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17127

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. nos. 4694; 34031.

Topic: Laundry -- Mexico.
Peasants

Place: Irapuato (Mexico)
Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---Venders [?] in the Market Place, Aguas Calientes, Mexico. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24333 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): ---Venders [?] in the Market Place, Aguas Calientes, Mexico. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24333 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17128
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. nos. 4646; 33679

Topic: Markets -- Mexico
Place: Aguas Calientes (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists on dramatic projecting rock ledge, Yosemite Half Dome in background.] 24339 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Tourists on dramatic projecting rock ledge, Yosemite Half Dome in background.] 24339 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 17129
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4272(a)

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Tourists -- California

Place: California
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"[Mrs. William] Jennings Bryan at Home, Lincoln, Nebraska. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [On negative.] Active no. 24343 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17130

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]. Associated number, 4576.

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, Mrs.

Topic: Dwellings -- Nebraska
Portraits -- Nebraska

Place: Lincoln (Neb.)
Nebraska

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[William Jennings Bryan on his Farm, Lincoln, Nebraska. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative; portion of title missing.] [Active no. 24348 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [William Jennings Bryan on his Farm, Lincoln, Nebraska. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative; portion of title missing.] [Active no. 24348 : stereo photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17131

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]. Associated number, 4578.
Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Topic: Farms -- Nebraska
       Horses -- Nebraska
Place: Lincoln (Neb.)
       Nebraska
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

William Jennings Bryan and his wife at their home, Lincoln, Nebraska. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 24350 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s): William Jennings Bryan and his wife at their home, Lincoln, Nebraska. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active no. 24350 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
The couple stand on the porch of their house.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling, center of both images.

Local Numbers
RSN 17132
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]. Associated number, 4579.

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
       Bryan, William Jennings, Mrs.
Topic: Couples
       Dwellings -- Nebraska
       Portraits -- Nebraska
Place: Lincoln (Neb.)
       Nebraska
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The Hon. William Jennings Bryan and Wife [sic?] at their home, Lincoln, Nebraska. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. (on negative) [Active no. 24352 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Hon. William Jennings Bryan and Wife [sic?] at their home, Lincoln, Nebraska. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. (on negative) [Active no. 24352 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Couple standing on front porch.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 17133

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. no. 4579(a).

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925

Topic: Dwellings -- Nebraska

Portraits -- Nebraska

Place: Lincoln (Neb.)

Nebraska

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Long Market Street--looking south--Cape Town, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24355 Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Long Market Street--looking south--Cape Town, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24355 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 17134

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]

Copy and Version Identification Note

2030; 25693

Topic: Buildings

Streets

Place: Cape Town (South Africa)

South Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 24356 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 24356 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17135

Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2031

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[...???...s from the "Norman" to the "Roslin Castlek," Cape Town, S.A.
Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24368
Photonegative, 1900
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [...???...s from the "Norman" to the "Roslin Castlek," Cape Town, S.A. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24368 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17136

Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2455

Topic: Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Ships -- South Africa

Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
Norman
Roslin Castle
South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 207
RSN Numbers 17137-17204

Image(s)

[...???...ng in Wounded from the Front--Cape Town, S.A. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24369 Photonegative, 1900
1 item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [...???...ng in Wounded from the Front--Cape Town, S.A. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24369 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion cracked and peeling both frames

Local Numbers
RSN 17137

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]

Copy and Version Identification Note

2459; 25744

Topic: War
War casualties
Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---- Hospital Hill at Slingersfontein (reconnaissance column of Feb. 7th in...S. Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 24375 Photonegative, 1900
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): Hospital Hill at Slingersfontein (reconnaissance column of Feb. 7th in...S. Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] 24375 Photonegative 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 17138

Frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]

Copy and Version Identification Note

2080

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: War

Place: Slingersfontein
South Africa

"[?]g the Yorks at Naauwpoort, S.A., before pursuit of Boars was...5th. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 24380

Photonegative, 1900

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): "[?]g the Yorks at Naauwpoort, S.A., before pursuit of Boars was...5th. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." on negative 24380 Photonegative 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 17139

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note

2237.5

Topic: Boars -- South Africa
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Parades -- South Africa
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- South Africa
Place: Naauwpoort (South Africa)
South Africa
Yorks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

---tion--drawn on to make up French's losses--Naauwpoort, S.A. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24382 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): ---tion--drawn on to make up French's losses--Naauwpoort, S.A. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24382 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Transparent cover stuck to emulsion which is peeling both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 17140

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2240.5;25409

Topic: Horses -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: France
Naauwpoort (South Africa)
South Africa

---hans in the Orange Free State, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24388 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): ---hans in the Orange Free State, South Africa. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] 24388 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17141
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]

Copy and Version Identification Note
2272.5;24387

Topic: Birds
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Orange Free State (South Africa) South Africa

[Crowd and U.S. Flag at ship launching.] 24391 photonegative 2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Crowd and U.S. Flag at ship launching.] 24391 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cover glass cracked in middle.

Local Numbers
RSN 17142

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2694

Topic: Crowds Flags -- United States Launches Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of Battleship Wisconsin with U.S. Flag.] 24392 photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Front view of Battleship Wisconsin with U.S. Flag.] 24392 photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17143

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2697; 54403

Names: Battleship Wisconsin
Topic: Battleships
Flags -- United States
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The victorious 'Texas' saluting the Admiral's Flagship Olympia'--Dewey's Naval Parade, New York. Copyright 1899 by Strohmeyer & Wyman." [on negative]. 24393 photonegative, 1899
1 Item (5" x 7")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17144

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2772

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Military -- New York
Parades -- New York
Ships -- New York

Place: New York
Olympia (ship)
Texas (ship)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
"[Resolut]e." The splendid 60-foot racing yacht which will defend the America's Cup. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative, with portion of label missing.] [Active no. 24399 : photonegative,] 1903

Image(s): "[Resolut]e." The splendid 60-foot racing yacht which will defend the America's Cup. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative, with portion of label missing.] [Active no. 24399 : photonegative,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17145

Craig O'Donnell of Sinepuxent Ancestors & Boats wrote 2/17/03 to identify this boat as the "Resolute," designed by N. G. Herreshoff (the name was missing from the label on the glass plate).

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]. Orig. nos. 4558; 44185.

Names: America's Cup
Topic: America's Cup
Competitions
Contests
Races
Sailboats
Sports -- 1920-1930
Yachts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Thomas Lipton's Present to America's Sons of St. Patrick--beautiful Bog Oak Harp, in the 'Erin's' palatial Saloon. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative]. [Caption 24402 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1900

Image(s): Thomas Lipton's Present to America's Sons of St. Patrick--beautiful Bog Oak Harp, in the 'Erin's' palatial Saloon. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative]. [Caption 24402 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17146

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. nos. 4565; 39022.

Names: Erin (Ship)
Lipton, Thomas, Sir

Topic: Dwellings
Musical instruments -- 1900-1910
harps

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Irish Americans

[Bullfight.] Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.]
Caption no. 24406 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s): [Bullfight.] Copyright 1902 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] Caption no. 24406 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17147

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. no. 5860.5.

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
Bullfights -- Spain
Bulls -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

A hunting party on the great western plains. / Copyright 1900 by
Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active No. 24409 : stereo photonegative,] 1900
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): A hunting party on the great western plains. / Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative.] [Active No. 24409 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 17148

Other numbers: 5695; 61179.
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Topic: Cowboys
Dogs -- 1900-1910
Horses -- 1900-1910
hunters

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"In the Wild Cat's den. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative] 24410 Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): "In the Wild Cat's den. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative] 24410 Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling very seriously, right image.

Local Numbers
RSN 17149
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5696; 61006

Topic: Dogs
Felidae
Formations (Geology)
hunters
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

An Indian Cradle. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24411 : stereo photonegative,], 1900
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s): An Indian Cradle. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24411 : stereo photonegative,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17150

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Orig. no. 5712.

Topic: Children -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Indians of North America

"Family and contemporary home of an Indian Chief. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood."
[on negative] Photonegative, 1900
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): "Family and contemporary home of an Indian Chief. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative] Photonegative 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17151

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5715

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Indians of North America
Tents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

"Camps of an Indian hunting Party. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative]. 24415 Photonegative, 1900
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17152
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5718

Topic: Camps
Indians of North America
Tents
Trees
hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

"Curing venison in a Shawnee camp. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative] 24416 Photonegative, 1900
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17153
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5720

Topic: Camps
Deer
Indians of North America
Tents
Trees
hunters

Place: Shawnee Indians

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] 24417 Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 24417 Photonegative 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17154

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5681; 55096

Topic: Deer
Lakes
Trees
hunters

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Escorting Secretary of War Root from South Dock, Military Academy, West Point, U.S.A. Copyright by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24418 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Transparent cover (nitrate film?) stuck to emulsion, which is cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 17155

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].
Orig. no. 2887.

**Names:** Root, Secretary of War  
United States Military Academy

**Topic:** Academies -- New York  
Bands (Music) -- New York  
Ceremonies -- New York  
Military -- New York  
Musicians -- New York  
Parades -- New York

**Place:** New York  
West Point (New York)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

An eight-camel carriage of the Lieut. Governor of the Punjab, Durbar, Delhi, India. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. Active no. 24424 : stereo photonegative, 1903

1 Item (5" x 7").

**Image(s):** An eight-camel carriage of the Lieut. Governor of the Punjab, Durbar, Delhi, India. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. Active no. 24424 : stereo photonegative, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Johnson, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
D10189 (associated number)

58685 (associated number)

RSN 17156

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

**Names:** Durbar (Delhi, India)

**Topic:** Camels -- India  
Carriages -- India

**Place:** Delhi (India)  
India -- 1900-1910

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

A Prince of Burmah (Sawbwa of Yawng Hwe), wife and daughter, at the Durbar, Delhi, India. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative]. [Active no. 24426 : stereoscopic photonegative,], 1903
1 Item (5" x 7".)

Image(s): A Prince of Burmah (Sawbwa of Yawng Hwe), wife and daughter, at the Durbar, Delhi, India. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. [On negative]. [Active no. 24426 : stereoscopic photonegative,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17157

Other numbers: D10203; 58820.

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Names: Durbar (Delhi, India)
Topic: Family -- India
Kings and rulers -- India
Portraits -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd scene in India.] 24427 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Crowd scene in India.] 24427 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17158

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
D10221;58629

Topic: Crowds -- India
Photographers -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India. Active no. 24428 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17159
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].
Company acc. no. 56686.

Topic: Musical instruments
Rites and ceremonies
Rituals
Snake charming -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Gwalior elephants passing the amphitheatre, Durbar, Delhiu, India. [on negative]. [Active no. 24430 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
D10264
RSN 17160
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Emulsion peeling slightly around edges.

Names: Durbar (Delhi, India)

Topic: Elephants -- 1900-1910 -- India
Parades

Place: Delhi (India)
Gwalior (India)
India -- 1900-1910
[Parade in India.] 24431 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Parade in India.] 24431 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly around edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 17161
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].
Copy and Version Identification Note
D10265;24433
Topic: Acrobatics
Acrobats
Parades
Place: Delhi (India)
India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 24434 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Parade in India.] 24434 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly around edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 17162
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].
Copy and Version Identification Note
D10268;24435
Topic: Military -- India
Parades -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 24436 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Parade in India.] 24436 Photonegative 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17163
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
D10271;58692

Topic: Crowds -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India
Photographers -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 24437 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Parade in India.] 24437 Photonegative 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17164
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
D10272;59253
Names: Durbar (Delhi, India)
Topic: Cows
Parades
Place: Delhi (India)
India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 24440 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Parade in India.] 24440 Photonegative 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17165

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
D10518

Topic: Crowds
Parades
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of outdoor event with horses in India.] 24442 photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Overall of outdoor event with horses in India.] 24442 photonegative 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17166

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].
Copy and Version Identification Note
D10519;59827

Topic: Competitions
Contests
Crowds
Parades
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade in India.] 24446 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Parade in India.] 24446 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17167

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
D10552

Topic: Horses -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"And you are sure to be an old man's darling.' Copyright 1897 by Strohmeyer & Wyman," [on negative] 24450 Photonegative, 1897
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): "And you are sure to be an old man's darling.' Copyright 1897 by Strohmeyer & Wyman," [on negative] 24450 Photonegative 1897
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
RSN 17168

Frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107]

Copy and Version Identification Note
3404

Topic: Fortune telling
Love
Palmreading

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17169

Additional numbers: 5574 and 31255.

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107].

Names: York, Duke of

Topic: Carriages -- Ontario
Celebrations -- Ontario
Flags -- Ontario
Horses -- Ontario
Royal houses -- Ontario
Streets -- Ontario

Place: Adelaide Street (Toronto, Ontario)
Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)
Guarding the Bridge near the Church at Taquiz, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative.] 24453 photonegative, 1899 2 pieces (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Guarding the Bridge near the Church at Taquiz, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [label on negative.] 24453 photonegative 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17170

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107].

Frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note

1970

Topic: Bridges -- Philippines
       Military -- Philippines
       Rivers -- Philippines
       Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
       Taquiz (Philippines)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

---fought the Filipinos--Bamboos and Huts in San Pedro Macati, P.I. Copyright 1899 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative]. 24456 photonegative, 1899 1 Item (5” x 7”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion cracked and peeling at center both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 17171

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1966

Topic: Bamboo -- Philippines
      Dwellings -- Philippines
      Huts -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
      San Pedro Macati (Philippines)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Man standing in elaborate home garden.] 24458 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Man standing in elaborate home garden.] 24458 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17172

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2689.5

Topic: Dwellings
      Dwellings
      Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Sir Thomas Lipton and the Hon. Mr. Russell--deck of the Steam
Yacht "Erin", off Sandy Hook, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood &
Underwood.] on negative 24464 photonegative, 1901
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Sir Thomas Lipton and the Hon. Mr. Russell--deck of the Steam Yacht "Erin", off Sandy Hook, U.S.A. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24464 photonegative 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17173
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4564

Names: Erin (Ship)
Lipton, Thomas, Sir

Topic: Boats -- New Jersey
Yachts -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Russell
Sandy Hook

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 24465 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 24465 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17174
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1207

Topic: Fortification
Walls

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Farm scene.] 24535 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Farm scene.] 24535 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17175

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
54??

Topic: Cows
  Farms
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass

[Parade.] Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Parade.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17176

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
D-1????

Topic: Armed Forces
  Carriages
  Horses
  Parades
  Royal houses
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass

[Military scene.] 24552 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 24552 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17177
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Horses

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[India] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [India] Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17178
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2443; 59825

Topic:
Horses -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India

Place:
India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[India] Photonegative, 1905
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [India] Photonegative 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17179

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [107].

Topic:  Horses -- India
        Military -- India
        Parades -- India

Place:  India -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

[Landscape.] 24608 Photonegative
  1 Item (4" x 5")
  Image(s): [Landscape.] 24608 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 17180

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

Topic:  Mountains
        Valleys

[Cows.] 24611 Photonegative
  1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
  Image(s): [Cows.] 24611 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17181

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Topic:  Cows
        Ox teams
        Quarrying
        Wagons
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

1 Item (5" x 7")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17182
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1237

Topic: Lakes -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine
Ponds -- Palestine
Pools -- Palestine

Place: Hezekiah Pool (Jerusalem)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 24622 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 24622 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17183
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[William Jennings Bryan?] ...on his favorite Saddle Horse, at his home, Lincoln, Nebraska. Copyright Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.]
[Active no. 24646 : stereo photonegative,] ca. 1900
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s): [William Jennings Bryan?] ...on his favorite Saddle Horse, at his home, Lincoln, Nebraska. Copyright Underwood & Underwood. [on negative.] [Active no. 24646 : stereo photonegative,] ca. 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cut in two. Opaquing treatment on one plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 17184

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115]. Associated number, 4577.

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925

Topic: Horses -- Nebraska
Portraits -- Nebraska

Place: Lincoln (Neb.)
Nebraska

Genre/ Form: Opaque
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

"A Hamlet on the Hardanger Fjord, Western Norway. Copyright 1898 by R. Y. Young." [on negative] 24647 Photonegative, 1898
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17185

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].
Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Natural landscapes
Villages -- Norway

Place: Hardanger Fjord (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The great oil fire. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. [on negative] 24653
Photonegative, 1900
1 item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): The great oil fire. Copyright 1900 by R. Y. Young. [on negative]
24653 Photonegative 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17186

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115]

Topic: Disasters
Fires
Oil
Petroleum industry and trade

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Interior tomb sculpture.] 24654 photonegative
1 item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Interior tomb sculpture.] 24654 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17187

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Topic: Monuments
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Military scene.] 24656 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 24656 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling along left edge.

Local Numbers
RSN 17188

Same as RSN 20362.
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Topic:     Armed Forces
          Camps
          Mountains
          Tents

Genre/     Landscapes (representations)
Form:      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Portrait.] 24657 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 24657 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17189

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Topic:     Portraits

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:      -- Glass

[Man drinking beer from stein. Active no. 24663 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17190
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

**Topic:** Beer

Drinking

Steins

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

[Street scene.] 24666 Photonegative

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

**Image(s):** [Street scene.] 24666 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling at upper right.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 17191

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

**Topic:** Streets

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

[Interior.] 24667 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Interior.] 24667 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 17192

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

**Topic:** Architecture

Interior architecture

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

[Tourists.] 24673 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Tourists.] 24673 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17193

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Tourists

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Flowers.] 24683 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Flowers.] 24683 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17194

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Topic: Flowers
Ponds

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape.] 24748 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 24748 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17195

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic: Trees

[Obelisk in city park. "Land where my fathers died, Land of the pilgrims' pride" imprinted on image.] 24771 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Obelisk in city park. "Land where my fathers died, Land of the pilgrims' pride" imprinted on image.] 24771 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17196

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Topic: Monuments
Obelisks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Convenience and architectural beauty--elevated R.R., W. along Bulow Strasse, Berlin, Germany. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. {On negative.] 24785 photonegative, 1903
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): Convenience and architectural beauty--elevated R.R., W. along Bulow Strasse, Berlin, Germany. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood. {lcub}On negative.] 24785 photonegative 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17197

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125], moved from [115].

Topic: Railroads -- 19th century

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Bulow Strasse (Berlin Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Aerial view of city.] Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24814 : stereo photonegative.,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Aerial view of city.] Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 24814 : stereo photonegative.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17198

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]

Copy and Version Identification Note
1552b

Topic: Cities and towns
Genre/ Form: Aerial Photographs
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"[Fr?]om the Place Theatre du Francais to the Grand Opera House--Paris. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative]. Active no. 24815 : stereo photonegative, 1900
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): "[Fr?]om the Place Theatre du Francais to the Grand Opera House--Paris. Copyright 1900 by Underwood & Underwood." [on negative]. Active no. 24815 : stereo photonegative, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17199

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1543a

Topic: Horses -- France -- Paris
Streets
Wagons

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[One of the World's famous streets--Unter den Linden, Berlin, W. from beside palace--Germany. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24817 Photonegative, 1903
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [One of the World's famous streets--Unter den Linden, Berlin, W. from beside palace--Germany. Copyright 1903 by Underwood & Underwood.] on negative 24817 Photonegative 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling along edges both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 17200

Frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1300a

Topic: Horses -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 24820 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Mosque.] 24820 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17201

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3091a
Topic: Mosques

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 17202

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125]. Orig. no. 117.

Topic: Buildings -- England
Carriages -- England
Horses -- England
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Albert Memorial, London. Active no. 24841: stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 5"x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17203

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Topic: Monuments -- England
Parks -- England

Place: Albert Memorial (Hyde Park, London, England)
England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 24845 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Architecture.] 24845 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling beyond use both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 17204
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 208
RSN Numbers 17205-17290

Image(s)

[Mountain scene.] 24865 photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Mountain scene.] 24865 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17205
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

[Street scene.] 24879 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 24879 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Transparent cover stuck to emulsion which is peeling both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 17206
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Topic:
Buildings
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 24909 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 24909 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17207
Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7722

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President McKinley.] 24942 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [President McKinley.] 24942 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17208

Currently stored in box 3.1.61 [125].

Copy and Version Identification Note
54712

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple kissing in home dining area.] 25677 photonegative 
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple kissing in home dining area.] 25677 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Uncancelled frame broken vertically.

Local Numbers
RSN 17209

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Kissing
Love
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 25678 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 25678 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17210

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Dwellings
Dwellings
Rifles
Soldiers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory exterior.] 25687 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Overview of factory exterior.] 25687 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17211

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Factories
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape.] 25695 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 25695 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Glass split vertically at middle.

Local Numbers
RSN 17212

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Villages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Interior of factory.] 25689 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Interior of factory.] 25689 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17213

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Factories Interior architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Military parade.] 25703 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military parade.] 25703 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17214
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Architecture
Armed Forces
Buildings
Horses
Parades
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boatman on river.] 25712 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boatman on river.] 25712 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17215

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Standard & National Banks - Pretoria." [on envelope.] [No. 25717 stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 17216

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 28140.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

**Topic:**
- Banks and banking -- South Africa
- Buildings -- South Africa
- Cows -- South Africa
- Hotels, taverns, etc. -- South Africa -- Pretoria
- Plazas -- South Africa
- Streets -- South Africa -- Pretoria
- Wagons -- South Africa

**Place:**
- Pretoria (South Africa)
- South Africa

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

---

[Farm scene.] 25722 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Farm scene.] 25722 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 17217

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

**Topic:**
- Cows
- Farms

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
  - Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Interior of factory.] 25733 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Interior of factory.] 25733 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 17218
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Factories
      Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of rustic home.] 25736 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Interior of rustic home.] 25736 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17219

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Copy and Version Identification Note
25006

Topic: Children
      Dwellings
      Dwellings
      Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25749 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 25749 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17220

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Rocks

[Ceremony.] 25753 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 25753 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17221

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Dances
Rites and ceremonies
Rituals

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 25758 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 25758 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17222

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Church buildings
Horses
Wagons
Genres/Forms:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 25765 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 25765 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17223
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
Architecture
Armed Forces
Buildings
Crowds
Streets

Genres/Forms:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony. Active no. 25766 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling lower half.
Local Numbers
RSN 17224
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
Dances
Rites and ceremonies
Rituals
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Family group outside rustic home.] 25770 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family group outside rustic home.] 25770 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17225
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Family

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25780 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 25780 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17226
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Donkeys
Roads

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military training.] 25785 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military training.] 25785 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching,
Local Numbers
RSN 17227
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rifles
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 25789 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 25789 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17228
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bridges
Horses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25790 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 25790 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17229

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Cowboys
Horses

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group portrait outdoors.] 25811 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Group portrait outdoors.] 25811 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17230

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Portraits

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 25812 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Roadway.] 25812 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17231
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Cows
Horses
Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 25814 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Portrait.] 25814 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17232
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Buildings

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25818 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 25818 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17233

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Lakes
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group outside rustic home, cooking in large pots. Active no. 25820 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17234

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Cookery
Dwellings
Family

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Four soldier guards in kilts. Active no. 25827 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 17235

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Flags
        Kilts

Genre/Form:
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25831 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 25831 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 17236

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Horses

Genre/Form:
    Landscapes (representations)
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers.] 25839 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Laborers.] 25839 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17237
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group portrait outdoors.] 25844 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Group portrait outdoors.] 25844 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17238
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Family
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Young man reclining on rock.] 25850 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 17239

Company catalog card included

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73]

Topic: Figure in landscape

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes.] 25851 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscapes.] 25851 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17240

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Roads

[Rivers in flatland area.] 25854 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rivers in flatland area.] 25854 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17241

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Rivers

[Architecture.] 25855 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 25855 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17242

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad bridge.] 25856 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Railroad bridge.] 25856 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17243

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].
Topic: Bridges
Railroads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Living room of elegant home.] 25864 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Living room of elegant home.] 25864 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17244

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple outside domed home.] 25867 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple outside domed home.] 25867 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17245

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Elaborate costume and cone-shaped homes.] 25869 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Elaborate costume and cone-shaped homes.] 25869 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17246
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Copy and Version Identification Note
26063

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Infants
Infants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction materials.] 25871 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Construction materials.] 25871 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17247
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Architecture
Bridges
Railroads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 25873 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 25873 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17248

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture

[Landscapes.] 25876 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscapes.] 25876 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17249

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Rocks
[Landscape.] 25879 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 25879 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17250
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

| Genre/ Form: | Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |
| Topic: | Rocks Walls |

[Workmen and cows crossing shallow river.] 25880 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workmen and cows crossing shallow river.] 25880 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17251
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

| Topic: | Cows Rivers |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Street scene.] 25885 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 25885 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17252

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Architecture
Armed Forces
Buildings
Dogs
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 25887 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military scene.] 25887 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and seriously peeling both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 17253

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Fortification

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 25902 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 25902 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17254

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Copy and Version Identification Note
25108

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Rifles
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Family group in home.] 25905 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family group in home.] 25905 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17255

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Dogs
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 25906 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 25906 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17256
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
Architecture
Armed Forces
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Rifles

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 25908 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 25908 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17257
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Portraits

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 25912 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 25912 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17258
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Dances
Rites and ceremonies
Rituals

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 25921 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Children.] 25921 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17259
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Children
Horses
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25926 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 25926 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling both frames.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17260
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Cowboys
Horses

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25927 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 25927 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17261
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Dinners and dining
Wagons

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25929 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 25929 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17262

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Cowboys
      Dinners and dining
      Horses

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25934 Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 25934 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along upper edge both frames.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17263

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Horses
      Wagons

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25936 Photonegative
4 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape] 25936 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled frame broken vertically in four pieces.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17264

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Wagons

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene] 25940 Photonegative
5 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military scene] 25940 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled frame broken vertically in five pieces.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17265

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory] 25950 Photonegative
3 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 25950 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Uncancelled frame broken vertically in three pieces.
Local Numbers
RSN 17266
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Interior architecture
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25953 Photonegative
7 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 25953 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled frame broken vertically in two pieces.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17267
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Horses
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of factory.] 25954 photonegative
4 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Exterior of factory.] 25954 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Uncancelled frame broken vertically in two pieces.
Local Numbers
RSN 17268
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Factories
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 25955 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 25955 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17269
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Horses
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line.] 25956 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Rail line.] 25956 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17270
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
      Railroads
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 25969 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military scene.] 25969 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17271
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Cavalry
      Horses
      Training
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Military training.] 25974 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military training.] 25974 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17272

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 25979 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 25979 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17273

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Dwellings
Dwellings
Interior architecture
Rifles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 25982 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 25982 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17274

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Dinners and dining
      Interior architecture
      Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in patriotic flag display.] 25988 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children in patriotic flag display.] 25988 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17275

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Children
      Flags
      Justice
      Signs and symbols
      Stage settings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 25991 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 25991 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17276

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Formations (Geology)

Horses

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 25994 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 25994 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17277

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces

Cavalry

Horses

Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 26006 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 26006 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17278
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 26010 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 26010 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17279
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26019 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26019 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17280

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Destruction
Drinking

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 26021 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 26021 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17281

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group outside rustic home.] 26022 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family group outside rustic home.] 26022 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17282

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Children
Corn
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church.] 26024 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Church.] 26024 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17283
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Architecture
Church buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line.] 26027 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Rail line.] 26027 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17284
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Railroads

[Landscape.] 26029 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26029 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17285
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Natural landscapes
Rocks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26030 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26030 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17286
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Horses

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 26032 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 26032 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17287
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Buildings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 26056 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 26056 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17288
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Portraits

[Military scene.] 26060 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26060 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17289

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:  Armed Forces
       Buglers
       Buildings
       Musical instruments

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple pounding grain in home yard.] 26062 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Couple pounding grain in home yard.] 26062 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17290

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:  Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Food

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Box 209  RSN Numbers 17291-17389
Image(s)

[Group portrait outdoors.] 26070 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Group portrait outdoors.] 26070 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17291

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group portrait outside.] 26074 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17292

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73]

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Portraits

[Romantic home scene.] 26083 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Romantic home scene.] 26083 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17293

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Love
Rifles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The War in South Africa 1899-1900 [sign above map]. [Active no. 26090 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17294

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Maps
Schools
War

Place: South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26091 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 26091 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17295
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

**Topic:** Armed Forces
- Camps
- Horses
- Tents
- Wagons

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 26094 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
**Image(s):** [Children.] 26094 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 17296

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

**Topic:** Children
- Justice
- Signs and symbols
- Stage settings

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26108 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
**Image(s):** [Landscape.] 26108 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 17297
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Cows
      Wagons

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 26113 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Animals.] 26113 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17298

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Animals
       Buildings
       Monkeys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 26119 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 26119 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17299

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Rites and ceremonies
Rituals

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 26123 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 26123 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17300
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Buildings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 26126 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 26126 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17301
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Dances
Rites and ceremonies
Rituals
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Ceremony.] 26127 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 26127 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17302
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
Dances
Rites and ceremonies
Rituals

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 26128 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 26128 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17303
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
Dances
Rites and ceremonies
Rituals

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26138 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26138 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17304
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Horses
Tents
Wagons

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26146 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26146 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17305
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Camps
Tents
Training

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Babies. Active no. 26147 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17306

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Infants
Infants
Nursing
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26153 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military scene.] 26153 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17307

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
War

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 26154 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 26154 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17308
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] 26159 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Restaurant.] 26159 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17309
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Architecture
Dining rooms
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crew inflating large balloon.] 26164 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crew inflating large balloon.] 26164 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17310
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
   Armed Forces
   Balloons
   Cows
   Horses
   Wagons

Genre/
Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 26165 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 26165 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17311
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:
   Crowds
   Horses
   Streets
   Wagons

Genre/
Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Den I wish I was in Dixie, Hoo-ray! Hoo-ray!.... [on transparent cover].
[Active no. 26166 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17312

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Cavalry
Horses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 26171 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 26171 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17313

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Agriculture
Buildings
Grain
Harvesting
Plazas
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad yard.] 26177 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Railroad yard.] 26177 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17314

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Portraits
Railroads
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 26190 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 26190 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17315

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Cows

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26195 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26195 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17316
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Landscape.] 26196 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26196 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17317
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Hay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Military.] 26203 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 26203 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17318

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mother with babies seated outside.] Active no. 26209 : stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Mother with babies seated outside.] Active no. 26209 : stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17319

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Family
Infants
Nursing
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 26216 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Walkway.] 26216 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17320
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Walkways

[Family group outside rustic home.] 26219 photonegative 1 Item (5" x 8") Image(s): [Family group outside rustic home.] 26219 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17321

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Breadmaking Dwellings Family Infants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26221 Photonegative 1 Item (5" x 8") Image(s): [Landscape.] 26221 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17322

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in rustic home.] 26250 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family group in rustic home.] 26250 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17323

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Love
Rifles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 26259 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 26259 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17324

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Buildings
Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 26260 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 26260 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17325

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

[Portrait] 26267 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait] 26267 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17326

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces

Rifles

Local Numbers

RSN 17326

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Buildings

[Portrait] 26267 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait] 26267 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17326

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape.] 26269 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26269 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17327

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Fortification
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26270 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26270 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17328

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Horses
Wagons
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses and river in rural area.] 26272 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Horses and river in rural area.] 26272 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17329

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Horses
Rivers
Trees

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 26278 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 26278 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17330

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Cavalry
Horses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rugged terrain.] 26283 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River in rugged terrain.] 26283 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17331

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers
Rocks

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded open train cars.] 26291 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowded open train cars.] 26291 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17332

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mother with two children outside rustic home.] 26296 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Mother with two children outside rustic home.] 26296 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17333
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:  Children
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Family
       Infants

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Rustic home in open field.] 26297 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Rustic home in open field.] 26297 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17334
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic:  Dwellings
       Dwellings

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)

[Workers in factory.] 26301 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 26301 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Uncancelled frame broken horizontally in two pieces.

Local Numbers
 RSN 17335

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Factories
       Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 26303 photonegative
3 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 26303 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Uncancelled frame broken horizontally in three pieces.

Local Numbers
 RSN 17336

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
       Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Mathal.] 26304 Photonegative
3 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 26304 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled frame broken horizontally in three pieces.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17337

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.62 [73].

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Horses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military training.] 26315 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military training.] 26315 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17338

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Tents
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military training.] 26327 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military training.] 26327 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17339
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic:       Armed Forces
             Buildings
             Training
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                      -- Glass
                      Stereoscopic photographs

[Military training.] 26334 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military training.] 26334 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17340
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic:       Armed Forces
             Buildings
             Training
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                      -- Glass
                      Stereoscopic photographs

[Building interior.] 26338 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Building interior.] 26338 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17341

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Buildings
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in home.] 26339 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family group in home.] 26339 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17342

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
First aid
War casualties

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 26355 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 26355 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17343

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Dogs
Rifles

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Groups outside rustic home.] 26358 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Groups outside rustic home.] 26358 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17344

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Family

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 26365 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 26365 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17345

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
    Artillery
    Guns
    Horses
    Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 26366 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 26366 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17346

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 26383 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 26383 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17347

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Roads
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 26382 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 26382 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17348

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Children

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[African woman with baby. Active no. 26384 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Woman is nude to the waist.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17349

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Infants
Infants

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Africans

[Family groups outside rustic home.] 26385 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family groups outside rustic home.] 26385 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17350

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rugged terrain.] 26391 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River in rugged terrain.] 26391 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17351

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 26395 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 26395 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17352

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Rifles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 26396 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 26396 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 17353
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Mountains
       Parades
       Soldiers
       Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 26397 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 26397 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
       RSN 17354

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Arches
       Armed Forces
       Bands (Music)
       Parades
       Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 26399 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 26399 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
       RSN 17355
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Topic:** Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 26400 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 26400 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17356

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Topic:** Buildings
Streets

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[[Mountains.] 26403 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [[Mountains.] 26403 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17357

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Rocks

[Military training.] 26407 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military training.] 26407 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17358

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers
Training

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 26410 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 26410 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17359

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Buildings
Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 26413 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 26413 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17360
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 26422 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 26422 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17361
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Royalty
Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military parade.] 26423 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military parade.] 26423 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 17362

Company catalog card included.

[1 of 2] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Buildings
Horses
Parades
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wagon.] 26432 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Wagon.] 26432 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion discolored and deteriorating seriously.

Local Numbers
RSN 17363

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! ADDITIONAL DETAIL IN NEGATIVE!

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic:
Grocers
Horses
Wagons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26433 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26433 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling lower right corner.

Local Numbers
RSN 17364
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military training.] 26434 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military training.] 26434 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17365
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Parades
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad bridge.] 26439 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Railroad bridge.] 26439 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowed completely.
Local Numbers
RSN 17366
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Bridges
Railroads
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26441 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26441 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17367
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Roads
Wagons
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26442 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26442 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17368

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd scene.] 26443 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Crowd scene.] 26443 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 17369

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Crowds

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowded railroad flatcars.] 26444 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Crowded railroad flatcars.] 26444 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17370

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Freight and freightage
Railroads

[Military scene.] 26445 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26445 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 17371
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rifles
Rocks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26446 Photonegative
2 pièces (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26446 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17372
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Dinners and dining
Soldiers
Tents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26447 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26447 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17373
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Wagons
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

[Troops and flag in tent camp.] 26449 photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Troops and flag in tent camp.] 26449 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17374
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Flags
Mountains
Tents
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
[Military scene.] 26450 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26450 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17375

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic:        Armed Forces
              Portraits
              Rifles
              Soldiers

Genre/        Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:        -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

P.J.Bastians Up-to-date Grocers [on wagon] 26451 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 17376

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic:        Armed Forces
              Grocers
              Portraits
              Wagons

Genre/        Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:        -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26452 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 26452 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 17377

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military training.] 26453 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military training.] 26453 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17378

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26454 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 26454 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17379

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
   Horses
   Landscapes (representations)
   Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Military training.] 26455 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Military training.] 26455 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17380

Company catalog card included.

"Not to be used for slides until Jan 1, 1910" [on envelope].
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Soldiers
       Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26463 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26463 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17381

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Topic:**
- Armed Forces
- Camps
- Horses
- Tents
- Wagons

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military scene.] 26465 Photonegative

*1 Item (4” x 5")*

**Image(s):** [Military scene.] 26465 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 17382

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Topic:**
- Armed Forces
- Horses
- Roads

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military scene.] 26466 Photonegative

*1 Item (4” x 5")*

**Image(s):** [Military scene.] 26466 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 17383

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Topic:**
- Armed Forces
- Camps
- Soldiers
- Tents
[Horsemen crossing shallow river.] 26467 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26466 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower part of frame missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 17384

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Rivers

[Military scene.] 26468 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26468 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 17385

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

[Military scene.] 26469 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26469 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17386

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Surveying

Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Patients on line of beds in military hospital.] 26470 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Patients on line of beds in military hospital.] 26470 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17387

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Hospitals
Interior architecture
War casualties

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Military scene.] 26471 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26471 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17388

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military scene.] 26472 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26472 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17389

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
Dogs
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Box 210
RSN Numbers 17390-17481

Image(s)

[Military scene.] 26473 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26473 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17390

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].
[Military scene.] 26474 Photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26474 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17391

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

[Landscap.] 26475 Photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscap.] 26475 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17392

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

[Military scene.] 26476 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26476 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17393

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Horses
       Landscapes (representations)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Military scene.] 26477 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26477 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17394

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Horses
       Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Military scene.] 26478 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26478 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17395
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Topic:**  
Armed Forces  
Horses

**Genre/Form:**  
Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Military scene.] 26448 Photonegative  
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 26448 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling along edges.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 17396

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Topic:**  
Armed Forces  
Horses

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 26480 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 26480 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 17397

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Topic:**  
Buildings  
Ruins
Seascapes

[ruins.] 26489 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 26489 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17398

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 26508 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 26508 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17399

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Religion
Rites and ceremonies
Sheep

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape.] 26511 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26511 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17400
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].
Topic: Buildings
Cows
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 26523 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26523 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17401
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Ruins

[Landscape.] 26525 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26525 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17402

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Horses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rifles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Landscape.] 26529 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26529 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17403

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Horses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Ruins.] 26533 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 26533 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling uncalled frame.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17404

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 26536 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 26536 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17405

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Ruins
Seascapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26542 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26542 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 17406

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Horses
Rifles

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26544 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26544 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17407

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Valleys

[Landscape.] 26547 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26547 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17408

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Bridges
Horses
Mountains

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26549 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26549 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17409

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Camels
Mountains
Roads

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26551 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26551 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17410
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Tents
Trees

[Family group outside entrance to home.] 26554 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family group outside entrance to home.] 26554 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17411
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Rifles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Large family group portrait outside building entrance.] 26557 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Large family group portrait outside building entrance.] 26557 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17412
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Children
Family
Portraits
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26558 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26558 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17413
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26561 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26561 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17414

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Horses

Rocks

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26568 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26568 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17415

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Horses

Rifles

Rocks

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 26571 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26571 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17416
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Ruins

[Landscape.] 26575 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26575 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17417
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26577 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26577 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17418

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Horses
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 26579 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 26579 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17419

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Bridges
Horses
Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Camping scene.] 26580 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Camping scene.] 26580 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17420

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 22153.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Camps
Cookery
Food
Nomads
Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 26583 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26583 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17421

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Horses
Rifles
Rocks

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26585 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26585 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17422

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Valleys

[Military scene.] 26587 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military scene.] 26587 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17423
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Armed Forces Dinners and dining Tents

[Formations (Geology) Valleys”]

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26588 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26588 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17424
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Formations (Geology) Valleys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26589 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26589 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17425

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Horses
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26598 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26598 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17426

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Stereographs.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 26604 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Garden.] 26604 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17427
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Gardens
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26605 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26605 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17428
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Ruins

[Landscape.] 26611 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26611 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17429
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Columns
Ruins
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26613 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26613 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17430
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Horses
Rocks
Valleys
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 26618 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cows.] 26618 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17431

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Animals
       Cows
       Horses

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 26621 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26621 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling very seriously both frames.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17432

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Buildings
       Horses
       Roads
       Rocks
       Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26624 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26624 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17433
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Donkeys
Roads
Valleys

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape.] 26628 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26628 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17434
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic: Cemeteries
Religion
Rites and ceremonies
Sepulchral monuments

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26631 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26631 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17435

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic:

Horses
Landscapes (representations)
Rifles
Tents

Genre/
Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat on river in rural area. Active no. 26642 : stereo photonegative.]

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17436

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic:

Boats and boating
Rivers

Genre/
Form:

Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 26650 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 26650 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17437

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26651 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26651 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17438

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Nomads
Tents

[Horses.] 26656 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Horses.] 26656 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17439

Company catalog card included,
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81],

Topic: Horses -- 1900-1910
       Rifles
       Rocks

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Stereographs.

[Landscape.] 26657 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26657 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17440

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81],

Topic: Formations (Geology)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

[Young students and teachers pose in front of school.] 26661
photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Young students and teachers pose in front of school.] 26661
photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17441
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Topic:**
- Children
- Portraits
- Schools

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 26662 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [landscape.] 26662 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 17442

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Topic:**
- Columns
- Ruins

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 26664 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [landscape.] 26664 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 17443

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

**Topic:**
- Columns
Horses
Ruins

Genre/
Form:  Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery.] 26666 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cemetery.] 26666 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17444

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic:  Cemeteries
        Religion
        Rites and ceremonies
        Sepulchral monuments

Genre/
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26671 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26671 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17445

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Topic:  Horses
        Rifles
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 26673 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26673 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17446

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].

Copy and Version Identification Note
466B

Topic: Horses
Rifles
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26681 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26681 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17447

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81].
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 26697 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [landscape.] 26697 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17448

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Columns
Horses
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 26699 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [landscape.] 26699 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17449

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 26700 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Landscape.] 26700 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 17450

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

**Topic:**

- Horses
- Mountains
- Nomads
- Valleys

**Genre/ Form:**

- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 26702 Photonegative

1 item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Landscape.] 26701 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17451

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

**Topic:**

- Camels
- Nomads
- Rocks

**Genre/ Form:**

- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seascape.] 26702 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling slightly cancelled frame.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17452
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses
Seascapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26706 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26706 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17453
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Valleys

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26708 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26708 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17454

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Portraits
Rocks

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups in front of home.] 26712 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family groups in front of home.] 26712 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17456

Currently stored in box 3.1.63 [81]

Topic:
- Children
- Dwellings
- Dwellings
- Family
- Portraits

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Asian? family groups in front of home. Active no. 26713: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17457

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:
- Children
- Dwellings
- Dwellings
- Family

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 26715 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26715 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17458

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26716 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26716 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17459

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Mountains
Rocks

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26727 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26727 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17460
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Columns
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26728 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26728 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17461
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Cows
Horses
Seascapes

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 26728 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 26728 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17462

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:        Armed Forces
            Tents
Genre/        Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:        -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26732 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26732 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17463

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:        Horses
Genre/        Landscapes (representations)
Form:        Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26735 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26735 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17464

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26736 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26736 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17465

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Rocks
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26740 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26740 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers

RSN 17466

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26741 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26741 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17467

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains
Rocks
Valleys

[Landscape.] 26742 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26742 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17468
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Mosques
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26744 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26744 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Slight holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 17469

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses
Mountains
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26747 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26747 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17470

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].
Topic: Buildings
   Donkeys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26749 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26749 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17471

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
   Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26753 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26753 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17472

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Columns
   Rocks
   Ruins
[Seascape.] 26758 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Seascape.] 26758 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Emulsion cracked and peeling left frame.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 17473  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].  
Topic:  
Form:  
Genre/ Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 26759 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Seascape.] 26759 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 17474  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].  
Topic:  
Form:  
Genre/ Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Mountains -- United States  
Ruins
Valleys

[Large family group portrait outside building entrance.] 26772 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Large family group portrait outside building entrance.] 26772 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17475
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Children
Family
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26777 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26777 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17476
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Children
Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Military scene.] 26781 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 26781 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17477

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Armed Forces
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26782 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26782 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17478

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Ruins
Valleys

[Landscape.] 26783 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26783 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17479

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Ruins

[Military scene. Active no. 26787 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17480

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Armed Forces
Cookery
Photographers
Tents
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups in front of home.] 26791 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family groups in front of home.] 26791 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17481
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].
Frames in separate envelopes.

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 211
RSN Numbers 17482-17575
Image(s)

[Landscape.] 26793 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26793 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17482
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26794 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26794 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17483

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26811 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26811 Photonegative,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17484

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26812 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26812 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17485

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

| Genre/ Form: | Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |
| Topic:       | Mountains -- United States Ruins |

[Waterscape.] 26820 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 26820 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17486

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

| Topic:       | Boats and boating Ships Waterscapes |
| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Aerial view of mosque and surrounding buildings. Active no. 26825 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17487

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Mosques
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26827 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26827 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17488

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Donkeys, Ruins
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26828 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26828 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17489

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Topic: Ruins  

[Seascape.] 26831 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Seascape.] 26831 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Emulsion cracked and peeling both frames.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 17490  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].  

Topic: Formations (Geology)  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Seascapes  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Seascape.] 26836 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Seascape.] 26836 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 17491  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].  

Topic: Horses  
Mountains  
Valleys
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 26838 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seascape.] 26838 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17492
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Seascapes Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26841 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26841 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17493
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Mountains
Rifles
Rocks
Valleys
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26848 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26848 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17494
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

[Ruins.] 26849 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26849 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17495
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Columns
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26850 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26850 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17496

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:
Dogs
Horses
Sheep

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26851 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26851 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17497

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Mountains
Valleys

[Landscape.] 26854 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26854 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17498
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street market.] 26855 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street market.] 26855 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17499
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Buildings
Donkeys
Markets
Streets

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Architecture.] 26856 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 26856 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17500

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Arches
Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26863 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26863 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling slightly left frame lower left.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17501
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Cemeteries
Rites and ceremonies
Sepulchral monuments

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26865 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26865 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17502

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Donkeys
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26873 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26873 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17503

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Valleys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 26876 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 26876 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17504

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

**Architecture**

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[**Landscape.**] 26878 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [**Landscape.**] 26878 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17505

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

**Horses**

Genre/ Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[**Landscape.**] 26879 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [**Landscape.**] 26879 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17506

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

**Horses**

Genre/ Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Ruins

**Rocks**

**Ruins**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast.] 26882 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Seacoast.] 26882 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17507
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:
Coasts
Formations (Geology)
Horses
Ruins

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape.] 26887 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26887 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17508
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:
Coasts
Horses

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26894 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26894 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17509

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Columns
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26895 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26895 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17510

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Ruins

[Landscape.] 26901 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26901 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling both frames.

Local Numbers
RSN 17511

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Cows
Mountains -- United States
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26904 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26904 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching

Local Numbers
RSN 17512

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Valleys

[Landscape.] 26906 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26906 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17513
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

**Topic:** Horses  
Mountains

**Genre/Form:**  
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26911 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s): [Landscape.] 26911 Photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 17514

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

**Topic:** Donkeys

**Genre/Form:**  
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26914 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s): [Landscape.] 26914 Photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 17515

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Ruins

[Family groups in front of rustic home.] 26921 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Family groups in front of rustic home.] 26921 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17516

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26923 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26923 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17517

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Amphitheatres
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups in front of rustic home.] 26925 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family groups in front of rustic home.] 26925 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17518

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Tents

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26927 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26927 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight peeling of emulsion along edges right frame.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17519

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Donkeys
Ruins

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26928 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26928 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17520
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Ruins

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 26930 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26930 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17521
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Rifles
Ruins

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26936 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17522

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

| Genre/ Form: | Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |
| Topic: | Rocks |

[Landscape.] 26938 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26938 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Slight peeling of emulsion along borders.

Local Numbers
RSN 17523

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

| Genre/ Form: | Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |
| Topic: | Mountains Valleys |

[Rocky hill with tree, overlooking valley.] 26942 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Rocky hill with tree, overlooking valley.] 26942 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17524

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Mountains
Rocks
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 26949 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [landscape.] 26949 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17525

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Rocks
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26954 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion browning and dense.

Local Numbers

RSN 17526

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 17527.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
     Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 26954 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26954 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17527

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 17526.

Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
     Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26955 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26955 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17528

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Amphitheaters
Columns
Mountains -- United States
Rocks
Ruins
Valleys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26959 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 26959 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17529

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Camels
Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26961 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26961 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
silvering
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17530
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Columns
Rocks
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26971 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26971 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
silvering
Local Numbers
RSN 17531
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Agriculture
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups in front of home.] 26976 photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family groups in front of home.] 26976 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17532
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26978 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26978 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17533
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Mosques
Portraits
Trees

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26983 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26983 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17534
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Camels
Roads
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26984 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26984 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight loss of emulsion along borders right frame.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17535
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Columns
Rocks
Ruins
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 26989 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade.] 26989 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17536

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Buildings
       Children
       Parades
       Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 26993 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26993 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17537

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Buildings
       Horses
       Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 26996 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26996 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17538
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:
Columns
Mountains -- United States
Rocks
Ruins
Valleys

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27005 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27005 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight loss of emulsion along borders.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17539
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:
Camels
Carriages and carts
Horses
Roads

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27008 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27008 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17540

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:
Agriculture
Cattle
Ox teams
Oxen

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape.] 27012 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27012 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17541

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:
Horses

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27015 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27015 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17542

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27017 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27017 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17543

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Children
Formations (Geology)
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27019 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27019 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17544

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Horses</th>
<th>Rifles</th>
<th>Ruins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Genre/ Form</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Ruins</td>
<td>Trees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Landscape.] 27022 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27022 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17545

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

| Genre/ Form | Landscapes (representations) | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |
| Topic       | Ruins  | Trees  |       |

[Landscape.] 27023 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27023 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17546

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27024 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27024 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17547

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Donkeys
Roads
Walls

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27031 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27031 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17548

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups and rustic homes.] 27039 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27038 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17549

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Donkeys
Valleys

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups and rustic homes.] 27039 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family groups and rustic homes.] 27039 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17550

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:  
Dwellings
Dwellings
Horses
Tents

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes.] 27040 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscapes.] 27040 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17551

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic:  
Horses
Ruins
Valleys

Genre/ Form:  
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins. Active no. 27044 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17552

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Columns
Rifles
Ruins

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27054 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27054 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17553

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.64 [89].

Topic: Horses
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27056 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27056 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 17554
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Horses
      Ruins
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27057 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27057 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 17555
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Cows
      Rocks
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Funeral: burial scene. Active no. 27059 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17556

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Cemeteries
Funeral rites and ceremonies
Rites and ceremonies
Sepulchral monuments
burials

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Camels.] 27060 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Camels.] 27060 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17557

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Camels

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27062 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27062 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17558
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].
Topic: Horses
Mountains
Valleys
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27063 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27063 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17559
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].
Topic: Horses
Mountains
Valleys
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27066 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27066 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17560

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Donkeys
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 27067 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Seascape.] 27067 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight gouges in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 17561

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Rocks
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes

[Landscape.] 27073 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27073 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17562

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27074 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27074 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17563

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs
Topic:  Rifles  Seascapes

[Landscape.] 27078 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27078 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17564

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27084 Photonegative 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27084 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17565

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings  Horses  Trees

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 27089 Photonegative 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Seascape.] 27089 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17566

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Sailboats  Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27090 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27090 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17567
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Columns
Ruins

Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27091 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27091 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17568
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Amphitheaters
Mountains -- United States
Ruins

Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 27094 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 27094 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17569

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Columns
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27096 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27096 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17570

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27100 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27100 Photonegative,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight peeling of emulsion along upper border.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17571

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:    Horses
          Rocks

Genre/   Landscapes (representations)
Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27103 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27103 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17572

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:    Columns
          Ruins

Genre/   Landscapes (representations)
Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27110 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27110 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17573
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:
- Horses
- Rocks
- Ruins

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
-Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27114 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27114 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 17574

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:
- Horses
- Mountains
- Valleys

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
-Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27117 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27117 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 17575

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].
Box 212

RSN Numbers 17576-17670

Image(s)

[Landscape.] 27120 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27120 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17576

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Fortification
Ruins
Seascapes

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 27124 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seascape.] 27124 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17577

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].
Topic: Mountains -- United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27132 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27132 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17578

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains
Rifles
Valleys

[Family group in front of rustic home.] 27135 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family group in front of rustic home.] 27135 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17579

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Children
Family
Tents
Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27137 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27137 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17580
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic:  Mosques Mountains -- United States Ruins Valleys

[Landscape.] 27138 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27138 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17581
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:  Horses Mountains Rifles
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27148 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27148 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17582
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27150 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27150 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17583
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Camels
Horses
Mountains
Roads

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27153 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27153 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17584
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Horses
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Eating.] 27162 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Eating.] 27162 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17585
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Dinners and dining
Tents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27163 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27163 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17586

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27165 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27165 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17587

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
- Mountains -- United States
- Ruins

[Landscape.] 27170 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27170 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17588

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Camels
Horses
Mountains
Roads
Valleys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family groups outside home.] 27172 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family groups outside home.] 27172 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17589

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Children
Family
Horses
Mountains
Rocks
Valleys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27174 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17590

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:

- Horses
- Mountains
- Rocks
- Valleys

Genre/

Form:

- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27183 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27183 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17591

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:

- Columns
- Ruins

Genre/

Form:

- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 27197 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 27197 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17592
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Arches
Buildings
Streets
Walkways
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 27200 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [landscape.] 27200 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17593
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Horses
Mountains -- United States
Ruins
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 27203 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27203 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17594

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Camels

Mountains

Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27204 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27204 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17595

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Horses

Rifles

Rocks

Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 27212 Photonegative
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27212 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17596

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rural area.] 27213 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River in rural area.] 27213 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17597

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- United States Rivers -- United States Waterscapes

[Landscape.] 27219 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27219 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17598

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Landscape.] 27221 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27221 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17599

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Donkeys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Eating.] 27226 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Eating.] 27226 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17600

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Dinners and dining
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27229 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27229 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17601

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Donkeys
Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Roads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27229 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27229 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17602

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Ruins

[Landscape.] 27230 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27230 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17603

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Waterscapes

[Children.] 27234 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Children.] 27234 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17604

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Children
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27241 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27241 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 17605

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Wagons

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 27243 Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Military scene.] 27243 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 17606

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Armed Forces
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 27244 Photonegative
3 pieces (3 3/4" x 7"

Image(s): [Military scene.] 27244 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 17607

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Guns

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape, Howard University, Washington, D.C. Active no. 27245 : stereo photonegative.]
1 item (3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Image shows group of tents in a very grassy area.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 17608

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Names: Howard University
Topic: Tents
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- United States.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27249 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27249 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
slight holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 17609

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 28180.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Palestine
Children -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine
Rocks -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Place: Palestine

[Agriculture.] 27258 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 27258 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17610

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Architecture
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 27261 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ruins.] 27261 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17611
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27262 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27262 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17612
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Boats and boating
Forests
Rifles
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27269 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27269 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17613

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Horses
Mountains
Valleys
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over river in rural area.] 27271 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Bridge over river in rural area.] 27271 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion cracked and peeling lower left corner of cancelled frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 17614

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Bridges
Cows
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street and rustic homes.] 27273 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street and rustic homes.] 27273 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17615
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Children
Donkeys
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 27274 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 27274 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17616
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 27279 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 27279 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 17617

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Mosques
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscapes] 27280 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Landscapes] 27280 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 17618

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic: Rocks

[Landscapes] 27282 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Landscapes] 27282 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 17619

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Cemeteries
Religion
Rites and ceremonies
Sepulchral monuments

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape.] 27283 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27283 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17620

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape.] 27284 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27284 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17621

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Roads
Ruins

[Cemetery.] 27285 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cemetery.] 27285 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17622

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Cemeteries
Religion
Rites and ceremonies
Sepulchral monuments

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 27308 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27308 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17623

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Children
Crowds
Mountains -- United States
Rites and ceremonies
Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape.] 27319 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27319 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17624

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Flowers
Gardens
Trees

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 27327 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Garden.] 27327 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17625

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Gardens
Religion
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 27335 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Garden.] 27335 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17626

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Gardens
Religion
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd.] 27338 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowd.] 27338 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17627

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Crowds
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27356 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27356 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17628
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Mosques
Trees

[Fortification.] 27369 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fortification.] 27369 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17629
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:
Buildings
Fortification
Streets

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 27378 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 27378 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17630

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Boats and boating
Swimming
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes.] 27386 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Landscapes.] 27386 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17631

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Camels
Mosques

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd. Active no. 27425 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17632

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:

Buildings
Crows
Photographers

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27428 Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27428 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17633

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:

Camels
Rifles
Ruins
Waterscapes

Genre/Form:

Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd.] 27415 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd.] 27415 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17634
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Crowds
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 27432 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 27432 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17635
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Religion
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 27455 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 27455 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17636

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Mosques
Religion
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 27458 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Walkway.] 27458 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17637

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Religion
Streets
Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27459 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27459 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17638
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 27461 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 27461 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17639
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Crowds
Religion
Rites and ceremonies
Walls
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 27480 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 27480 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling right frame.
Local Numbers
RSN 17640
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27481 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27481 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17641
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Ruins

[Walkway.] 27488 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Walkway.] 27488 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17642

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Crowds
    Religion
    Streets
    Walkways
    prayers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 27494 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 27494 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17643

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
    Crowds
    Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27496 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27496 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17644

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Genre/ Form:
   Landscapes (representations)
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
   Mosques
   Walkways

[Landscape.] 27526 Photonegative
   1 Item (5" x 8")
   Image(s): [Landscape.] 27526 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17645

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:
   Horses
   Waterscapes

Genre/ Form:
   Landscapes (representations)
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27539 Photonegative
   1 Item (5" x 8")
   Image(s): [Landscape.] 27539 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17646

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

**Topic:** Mosques
Walls

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 27545 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

**Image(s):** [Portrait.] 27545 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 17647

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

**Topic:** Portraits

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 27559 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Street scene.] 27559 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 17648

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

**Topic:** Pottery
Streets

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27563 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27563 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17649

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:
- Horses
- Roads
- Ruins

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Figure of lion on street memorial.] 27568 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Figure of lion on street memorial.] 27568 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17650

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:
- Camels
- Lions
- Monuments
- Streets

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs
[Street scene.] 27578 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 27578 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17651

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:
Donkeys
Streets

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27579 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27579 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17652

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:
Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Tents -- Egypt

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Egypt

[Street scene.] 27582 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 27582 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion stained both frames.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17653
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Carriages and carts
Horses
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group of women in outdoor setting.] Active no. 27586 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): [Group of women in outdoor setting.] Active no. 27586 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17654
Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Gardens
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape.] 27587 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27587 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 17655

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Irrigation
Wells

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Greatest of Solomon's Pools, near Bethlehem of Judea] on negative
27588 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17656

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Names: Solomon, King of Israel

Topic: Donkeys
Mountains -- Palestine
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Judea (Palestine)
Palestine

[Hieroglyphics.] 27585 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 27585 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17657

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Buildings
Columns
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd.] 27594 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd.] 27594 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17658

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Crowds
Portraits
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 27596 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Cows.] 27596 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17659
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:  Cows
       Sheep
       Trees

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Travellers on the River Jordan, Palestine.] on negative 27606 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Travellers on the River Jordan, Palestine.] on negative 27606 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17660
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic:  Boats -- Palestine
       Eating -- Palestine
       Rivers -- Palestine
       Waterscapes -- Palestine

Place:  Jordan River
        Palestine

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape.] 27614 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27614 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17661

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Cows
Donkeys
Trees
Waterscapes

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 27616 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 27616 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17662

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Photographers
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 27621 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 27621 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17663

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Children
Pottery
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 27630 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 27630 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17664

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Boats and boating
Horses
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 27635 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 27635 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17665

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Buildings
       Waterscapes

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27664 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27664 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17666

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Children

Genre/Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] 27665 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Restaurant.] 27665 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17667
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Dining rooms
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27670 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27670 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17668
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Donkeys
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Yaks.] 27683 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Yaks.] 27683 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17669

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Children
Palms
Trees
Yak

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 27691 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 27691 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17670

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Buildings
Crowds
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 213

RSN Numbers 17671-17762

Image(s)

[Pyramids.] 27694 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Pyramids.] 27694 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling along edges both frames.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17671

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Camels -- Egypt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pyramids -- Egypt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Egypt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Great Sphinx (Egypt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image(s):</th>
<th>[Hieroglyphics.] 27699 Photonegative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Item (5&quot; x 7&quot;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion missing along lower border both frames.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17672

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Donkeys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obelisks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hieroglyphics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form:    | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image(s):</th>
<th>[Street parade.] 27701 Photonegative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Street parade.] 27701 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17673
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:
Crowds
Parades
Religion
Rites and ceremonies
Streets

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramids.] 27702 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pyramids.] 27702 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
sections of emulsion missing.
Local Numbers
RSN 17674
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:
Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Waterscapes -- Egypt

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Place: Egypt

[Family group outside home.] 27703 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Family group outside home.] 27703 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17675
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donkeys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Seated young woman with pottery jug.] 27705 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Seated young woman with pottery jug.] 27705 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17676
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Portraits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pottery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Crowd.] 27706 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Crowd.] 27706 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17677

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Crowds
Donkeys

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 27708 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 27708 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17678

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Boats and boating
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 27717 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [landscape.] 27717 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17679

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Columns
Ruins
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 27730 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 27730 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17680

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 27744 Photonegative
91 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 27744 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17681
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 27767 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 27767 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17682

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 27771 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 27771 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17683

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Obelisks
Rocks
Ruins
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Group beside river.] 27784 photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Group beside river.] 27784 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17684
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].
Frames in separate envelopes.

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Rivers

[Ceremony.] 27820 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 27820 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17685
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Buildings
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 27829 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 27829 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17686
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 27833 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 27833 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17687
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Buildings
Carriages
Horses
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 27843 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 27843 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17688
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 27856 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 27856 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17689
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Camels.] 27864 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Camels.] 27864 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17690

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Camels
Carriages

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A produce of Sahara. [Active no. 27865 : stereo photonegative,], 1901

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A produce of Sahara. [Active no. 27865 : stereo photonegative,] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17691

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 10699 and 28199

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105]

Topic: Ostriches

Place: Egypt
Sahara

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 27868 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 27868 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17692
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:  Portraits
Pottery
Genre/
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 27873 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Children.] 27873 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17693
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:  Children
Religion
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 27884 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Roadway.] 27884 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17694

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Copy and Version Identification Note
648

Topic: Carriages and carts
Crowds
Horses
Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramids.] 27887 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Pyramids.] 27887 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17695

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Egypt
[Pyramids.] 27892 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Pyramids.] 27892 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion gouged, peeling slightly.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17696

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105], moved from [121].

Topic: Camels
Pyramids

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jerusalem Jews at the Wa....] on negative 27897 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Jerusalem Jews at the Wa....] on negative 27897 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17697

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
West Wall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Architecture.] 27902 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 27902 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17698
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden. Active no. 27914 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Tall trees with two figures in foreground, one of whom holds a bicycle.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17699
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Bicycles
Gardens
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramids.] 27916 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Pyramids.] 27916 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17700
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Palm trees -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Trees -- Egypt
Waterscapes -- Egypt

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Egypt

[Architecture.] 27919 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 27919 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17701
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 27925 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 27925 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17702
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Arches
Ruins
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 27935 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 27935 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17703
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Portraits
Pottery
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 27938 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 27938 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17704

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
     Ruins
     Temples

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27945 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27945 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17705

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Crowds
     Horses

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
     -- Glass
     Stereoscopic photographs

[Banquet. Active no. 27950 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17706
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
Banquets -- 1890-1920
Dining rooms
Interior architecture
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 27951 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27951 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17707

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Portraits
Trees

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 27954 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 27954 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17708

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Mosques
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group with pottery in front of building.] 27955 photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Family group with pottery in front of building.] 27955 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17709
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].
Frames in separate envelopes.

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family
Handicraft
Pottery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 27957 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 27957 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Fingerprints on uncancelled frame.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17710
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].
Topic: Buildings
   Religion
   Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 27973 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 27973 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17711
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Pottery
   Temples
   hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 27981 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 27981 Photonegative,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
right half missing
Local Numbers
   RSN 17712
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 28198.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Harbors
   Mountains -- United States
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Two women seated on floor in home.] 27982 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Two women seated on floor in home.] 27982 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling along top edge.
Local Numbers
RSN 17713
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Portraits
Pottery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 27984 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 27984 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17714
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 27989 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 27989 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
    RSN 17715
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Boats and boating
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Floating in the dense fluid of the Dead Sea, Palestine." [on negative]
27990 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching
Local Numbers
    RSN 17716
Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105]

Topic: Swimming
Waterscapes

Place: Dead Sea
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape.] 27995 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 27995 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 17717
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Mountains
Rifles

[Landscape.] 28012 Photonegative
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 28012 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17718
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Rocks
Ruins

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Osiris Columns, Temple of Rameses III, Thebes, Upper Egypt.] on negative 28??? Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Osiris Columns, Temple of Rameses III, Thebes, Upper Egypt.] on negative 28??? Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17719

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Names: Rameses, III
Topic: Columns -- Egypt
Sculptures -- Egypt
Temples -- Egypt
Place: Egypt
Osiris
Thebes (Upper Egypt)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group on street.] 28019 photonegative
1 item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Family group on street.] 28019 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17720

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Pottery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28022 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28022 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right corner missing.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17721
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Crowds
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street parade.] 28023 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Street parade.] 28023 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17722
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Buildings
Parades
Religion
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28032 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28032 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17723
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

   Topic:  Buildings
          Ruins
   Genre/  Landscapes (representations)
   Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

[Street scene.] 28042 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 28042 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling badly along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 17724
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

   Topic:  Armed Forces
          Buildings
          Streets
   Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Form:  -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 28056 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Military scene.] 28056 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 17725
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:
  Armed Forces
  Dinners and dining
  Horses
  Photographers
  Tents

Genre/
Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 28057 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Children.] 28057 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
  RSN 17726
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:
  Children
  Portraits
  Pottery

Genre/
Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramids, Egypt.] Active no. 28060 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along left edge.
Local Numbers
RSN 17727
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:
Camels -- Egypt
Palm trees -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Trees -- Egypt
Waterscapes -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Roadway.] 28061 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Roadway.] 28061 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17728
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Camels
Roads
Transportation

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Camel market?] 28062 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Camel market?] 28062 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Two men with group of camels.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17729
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Camels
Markets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Roadway.] 28063 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 28063 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17730
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Camels
Roads
Transportation
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Roadway.] 28064 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 28064 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17731
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Camels
Roads
Transportation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Pyramids.] 28065 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pyramids.] 28065 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling badly along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 17732

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 17733.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Sheep -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Pyramids.] 28066 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pyramids.] 28066 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17733

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 17732.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

[Pyramids.] 28075 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pyramids.] 28075 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17734

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

[Portrait.] 28076 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 28076 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17735

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 28078 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28078 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17736

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Topic: Tents

[Landscape.] 28079 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28079 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17737

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Topic: Mountains -- United States

[Street market.] 28080 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street market.] 28080 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17738

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Markets
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[landscape.] 28090 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [landscape.] 28090 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17739

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Horses
Rocks
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28091 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28091 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17740

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Columns
       Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                       -- Glass
                       Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28092 Photonegative
   1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28092 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17741

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
                       -- Glass
                       Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28094 Photonegative
   1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
   RSN 17742

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Constructions
       Horses
       Minarets
       Obelisks
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 28099 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 28099 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17743
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
        Interior architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28100 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28100 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17744
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Children
        Columns
        Ruins
        Temples
        hieroglyphics
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28108 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28108 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17745

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:     Ruins
           hieroglyphics

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 28110 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Architecture.] 28110 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17746

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:     Architecture
           Interior architecture

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28113 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28113 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17747

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Ruins
Waterscapes

[Hieroglyphics.] 28125 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28125 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17748

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
Columns
Temples
Hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28129 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28129 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17749

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
      Sculpture
      Temples
      hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28138 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28138 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating along end edges.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17750

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
      Temples
      hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28139 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28139 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17751

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Boats and boating
Waterscapes

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28141 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28141 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17752

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Ruins
Waterscapes

[Waterscape.] 28145 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28145 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17753

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins
Walls

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 28147 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 28147 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17754

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28148 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28148 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17755

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Ruins
Sheep

[Landscape.] 28162 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 28162 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17756

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:
Cows
Palms
Trees

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28164 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28164 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17757
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28169 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17758
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
- Buildings
- Rocks
- Waterscapes

[Bridge.] 28172 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Bridge.] 28172 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17759
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:        Bridges
             Waterscapes
Genre/        Landscapes (representations)
Form:        Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28173 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28173 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17760
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Genre/        Landscapes (representations)
Form:        Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs
Topic:        Ruins

[Ruins.] 28176 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28176 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17761
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28184 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28184 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17762
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
Hieroglyphics
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 214
RSN Numbers 17763-17863
Image(s)

[Ruins.] 28198 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28198 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17763

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28208 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28208 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17764

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28211 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28211 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17765

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:
Archeology -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt
Sculptures -- Egypt
Temples -- Egypt
Hieroglyphics -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28213 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28213 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17766

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:
Archeology
Ruins
Temples
Hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28216 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28216 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17767

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
         Ruins
         Temples
         hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28220 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 28220 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17768

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
         Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
         Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Temple.] Active no. 28221. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): [Temple.] Active no. 28221. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17769

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].
Cancelled by scratching.

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture
Temples
Hieroglyphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 28224 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Architecture.] 28224 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17770

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Architecture
Graffiti
Interior architecture
Temples
Hieroglyphs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28228 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28228 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17771

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
Temples
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28231 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28231 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17772

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
Temples
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28234 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28234 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17773
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Donkeys
Formations (Geology)
Rocks
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28241 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28241 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17774
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
Sculpture
Temples
Hieroglyphics
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins] 28246 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins] 28246 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17775

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
Sculpture
Temples
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28255 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28255 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17776

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
Rocks
Ruins
Sculpture
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28258 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28258 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17777

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
      Architecture
      Interior architecture
      Ruins
      Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28262 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28262 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17778

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
      Rocks
      Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28263 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28263 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17779

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
       Buildings
       Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28267 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28267 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17780

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
       Columns
       Ruins
       Temples

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28268 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 28268 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17781

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Trees

[Men beside river.] 28269 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Men beside river.] 28269 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17782

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Rivers
Trees
Waterscapes

[Landscape.] 28286 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28286 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17783

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Valleys

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28287 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28287 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17784

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses
Valleys

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28288 Photonegative
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

[Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection]

NMAH.AC.0143
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1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 28288 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17785

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:

Formations (Geology)

Mountains

Valleys

Genre/

Form:

Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 28294 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17786

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic:

Formations (Geology)

Mountains -- United States

Genre/

Form:

Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28295 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28295 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17787
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.66 [105].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
Temples
hieroglyphics

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28301 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28301 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17788
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.
Sculptures -- Egypt
Temples -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28308 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape] 28308 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17789

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Waterscapes

[Landscape] 28312 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape] 28312 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17790

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Agriculture
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics] 28313 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics] 28313 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17791

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

| Topic: Archaeology |
| Sculpture |
| hieroglyphics |

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Hieroglyphics.] 28316 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28316 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17792

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

| Topic: Archaeology |
| Sculpture |
| hieroglyphics |

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28317 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28317 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17793

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Topic: Archaeology
Columns
Sculpture
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28323 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28323 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17794

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Donkeys
Lions
Ruins
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28324 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28324 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17795

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28326 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28326 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17796

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Columns
hieroglyphics
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28330 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28330 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17797

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Columns
Ruins
hieroglyphics
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28334 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28334 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17798
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Trees
Waterscapes

[Landscape.] 28337 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28337 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17799
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Mountains -- United States
Rocks
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Hieroglyphics.] 28343 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28343 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17800
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
       Ruins
       hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28345 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28345 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17801
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
       Buildings
       Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

{Landscape.} 28354 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): {Landscape} 28354 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17802
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rocks
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28358 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28358 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17803
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Columns
Ruins
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28359 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28359 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17804
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic:
- Archaeology
- Columns
- Ruins
- Sculpture

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28362 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28362 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17805
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Copy and Version Identification Note
540

Topic:
- Archaeology
- Columns
- Ruins
- Sculpture

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
[Ruins.] 28363 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28363 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17806

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic:
- Archaeology
- Buildings
- Rocks
- Ruins

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 28365 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Children.] 28365 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17807

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic:
- Children
- Crowds
- Streets

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 28366 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seascape.] 28366 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17808
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rocks
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

[Structures with hieroglyphics.] 28367 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Structures with hieroglyphics.] 28367 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17809
Currently stored in box 3.1.65 [97].
Company catalog card included.

Topic: Buildings
Monuments
Obelisks
Ruins
hieroglyphics
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28377 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28377 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17810

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Columns
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- United States
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 28380 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 28380 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17812

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Minarets
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28383 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28383 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17813

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28385 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28385 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight gouges in emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17814

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Hieroglyphics.] 28389 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28389 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

slight gouges in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 17815

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hieroglyphics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Hieroglyphics.] 28390 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28390 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17816

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28392 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28392 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17817

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28397 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28397 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight gouges in emulsion.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17818

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].
Topic: Buildings
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28405 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28405 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17819
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Mountains
Rocks
Waterscapes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28406 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28406 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17820
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Buildings
Machinery
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28407 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28407 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17821

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Portraits

[Ruins.] 28414 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28414 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17822

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology Art Columns Ruins hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
[Street scene.] 28421 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 28421 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17823

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Minarets
Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28422 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28422 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17824

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
Hieroglyphics
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28425 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28425 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17825

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic:
Archaeology
Formations (Geology)
Ruins

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28427 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28427 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17826

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Ruins
Waterscapes

[Ruins.] 28431 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28431 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
 RSN 17827
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Excavations (Archaeology)
Ruins

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28433 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28433 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
 RSN 17828
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of long building and street.] 28441 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [View of long building and street.] 28441 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17829

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Dwellings
Dwellings
Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28446 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28446 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17830

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Columns
Ruins
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28447 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28447 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17831

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Copy and Version Identification Note
541

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28450 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28450 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17832

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Copy and Version Identification Note
541

Topic: Archaeology
Art
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Military scene.] 28454 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military scene.] 28454 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17833

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Architecture
Armed Forces
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28465 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28465 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17834

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28468 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28468 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17835

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Ruins

[Rustic temporary home.] 28475 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rustic temporary home.] 28475 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17836

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Donkeys
Dwellings
Dwellings
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men beside river.] 28479 photonegative
**1 Item (5" x 8")**

**Image(s):** [Men beside river.] 28479 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17837

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

**Genre/Form:**

Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

**Topic:**

Rivers

---

**[Ruins.] 28489 Photonegative**

**1 Item (5" x 8")**

**Image(s):** [Ruins.] 28489 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17838

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

**Topic:**

Formations (Geology)

Ruins

**Genre/Form:**

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

---

**[Ruins.] 28490 Photonegative**

**1 Item (5" x 8")**

**Image(s):** [Ruins.] 28490 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17839

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Donkeys
Mountains -- United States
Ruins

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28495 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28495 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17840

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Boats and boating
Ruins
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28501 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28501 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17841

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 28502 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 28502 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17842

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Children
Crowds
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28506 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28506 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17843

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Columns
Ruins
hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28510 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28510 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17844

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28519 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28519 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17845

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
Sculpture
hieroglyphics

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28527 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28527 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17846

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Boats and boating
Formations (Geology)
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Waterscape.] 28531 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28531 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17847

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28537 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28537 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17848
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Boats and boating
   Formations (Geology)
   Waterscapes
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photo Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28541 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28541 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17849
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
   Art
   hieroglyphics
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28544 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28544 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17850
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Topic: Waterscapes

[Ruins.] 28545 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28545 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17851
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Topic: Mountains -- United States
Ruins
Walls

[Ruins.] 28547 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28547 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17852

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28548 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28548 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17853

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military scene.] 28550 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military scene.] 28550 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17854
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Architecture
Armed Forces
Buildings

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28551 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28551 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17855
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
hieroglyphics

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28553 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28553 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 17856  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].  

Topic: 
- Archaeology  
- Columns  
- Ruins  
- hieroglyphics  

Genre/ Form:  
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
- Glass  
- Stereoscopic photographs  

[Ruins.] 28557 Photonegative  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28557 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 17857  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].  

Topic: 
- Archaeology  
- Obelisks  
- Ruins  
- hieroglyphics  

Genre/ Form:  
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
- Glass  
- Stereoscopic photographs  

[Ruins.] 28558 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28558 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17858

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28559 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28559 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17859

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Obelisks
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28564 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28564 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17860

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line.] 28566 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rail line.] 28566 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17861

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Mineral industries
Mines and mineral resources
Railroads
Valleys

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hieroglyphics. 28567 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28567 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17862

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology

Art

Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28569 Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28569 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17863

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology

Obelisks

Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Box 215

RSN Numbers 17864-17965

Image(s)

[Ruins.] 28575 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28575 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17864

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Ruins
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28576 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28576 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17865

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.
Sculptures -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 28578 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 28578 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17866
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Donkeys
Roads
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28579 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28579 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17867
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Rocks
Waterscapes

[Family beside river.] 28583 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family beside river.] 28583 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17868
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Mountains
Sailboats

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family beside river.] 28583 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family beside river.] 28583 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17869
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Mountains
Sailboats

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Crowd around rustic homes.] 28593 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowd around rustic homes.] 28593 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17870

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28595 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28595 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17871

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Donkeys
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28597 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape] 28597 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17872

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28600 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape] 28600 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17873

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Boats and boating
Carriages and carts
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28602 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28602 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17874

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Sailboats
      Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.]. 28603 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.]. 28603 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17875

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior view of military museum.] 28607 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Interior view of military museum.] 28607 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17876

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Armed Forces
Interior architecture
Museums
Ordnance
Rifles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28608 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28608 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17877

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28610 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28610 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17878

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 25419.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

**Topic:** Archaeology -- Egypt  
Art -- Egypt  
Ruins -- Egypt.  
Sculptures -- Egypt  
hieroglyphics -- Egypt

**Place:** Egypt

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28611 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 28611 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 17879

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

**Topic:** Gardens  
Trees

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28618 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28618 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 17880

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hieroglyphics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Huge sculptures of seated figures in Egypt. Active no. 28622 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17881

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Company catalog card included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monuments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sculptures -- Egypt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Huge sculptures of seated figures in Egypt. Active no. 28623 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17882

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Company catalog card included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Monuments
Sculptures -- Egypt
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28628 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28628 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17883

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28631 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28631 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17884

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in front of rustic building.] 28638 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family group in front of rustic building.] 28638 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17885

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
       Children
       Family
       Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat on river. Active no. 28640 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17886

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Rivers
       Sailboats
       Waterscapes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28642 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28642 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17887
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
       Art
       hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28650 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28650 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17888
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Donkeys
       Formations (Geology)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Waterscape.] 28653 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28653 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17889
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Boats and boating
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Loaded open rail cars.] 28659 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Loaded open rail cars.] 28659 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17890
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Railroads
Transportation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings.] 28661 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Buildings.] 28661 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17891

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28666 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28666 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17892

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Boats and boating
Pottery
Waterscapes
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28669 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28669 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17893

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Armed Forces
   Beaches
   Boats and boating
   Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28671 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28671 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17894

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Armed Forces
   Beaches
   Boats and boating
   Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28676 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28676 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17895

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology)  
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28677 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28677 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17896

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology  
Buildings  
Ruins  
hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28682 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28682 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17897

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Trees

[Ruins.] 28687 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28687 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17898
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology Columns Ruins
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28690 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28690 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17899
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology Art hieroglyphics

Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of river.] 28697 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [High view of river.] 28697 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17900
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

[Ruins.] 28699 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28699 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17901
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
Ruins
Hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Ruins.] 28700 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28700 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17902

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic:
- Archaeology
- Buildings
- Ruins
- Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28702 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28702 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17903

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic:
- Archaeology
- Buildings
- Ruins
- Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28723 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28723 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17904
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Architecture
Ruins
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28725 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28725 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17905
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Architecture
Ruins
hieroglyphics
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28731 Photonegative
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28731 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17906

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Architecture
Ruins
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28732 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28732 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17907

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Architecture
Ruins
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes.] 28742 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 28742 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17908

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd rock formation beside river.] 28747 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Odd rock formation beside river.] 28747 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17909

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic:
- Boats and boating
- Formations (Geology)
- Rivers

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Hieroglyphics.] 28751 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28751 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17910

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Art
Buildings
Columns
hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28752 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28752 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17911

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28754 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28754 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17912

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28755 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28755 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17913

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Topic: Buildings
Mountains -- United States
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28757 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28757 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17914
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.67 [113].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- United States Ruins

[Landscapae.] 28770 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscapae.] 28770 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17915

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Archaeology Art Buildings Donkeys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28774 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28774 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17916

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Topic: Archaeology
    Art
    Buildings
    Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28777 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28777 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 17917

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Archaeology
    Art
    Ruins
    hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
    -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Entrances.] 28778 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Entrances.] 28778 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
    RSN 17918

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 28779 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 28779 Photonegative,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17919
Company catalog card included,
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121],

Topic: Archaeology
      Art
      hieroglyphics
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Art.] 28780 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Art.] 28780 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling slightly along upper edge.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17920
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Archaeology
      Art
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs
"Rock Temple at Abu Simbel Egypt/Colossal statue of Ramses II" on envelope. Active no. 28782 : Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Rock Temple at Abu Simbel Egypt/Colossal statue of Ramses II" on envelope. Active no. 28782 : Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17921

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121]

Names: Abu Simbel Temple (Egypt)
        Ramses, II

Topic: Archaeology -- Egypt
       Art -- Egypt
       Ruins -- Egypt
       Sculptures -- Egypt
       Temples -- Egypt
       hieroglyphics -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
       Rock Temple

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Hieroglyphics. 28783 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hieroglyphics. 28783 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17922

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Archaeology
       Art
Columns
Ruins
Sculpture
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Abu Simbel. 28784 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Abu Simbel. 28784 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17923

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Names: Abu Simbel Temple (Egypt)
        Ramses, II

Topic: Archaeology -- Egypt
       Art -- Egypt
       Ruins -- Egypt
       Sculptures -- Egypt
       Temples -- Egypt
       hieroglyphics -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
       Rock Temple

[Ruins.] 28788 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28788 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17924
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Archaeology
       Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28789 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28789 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17925

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Archaeology
       Art
       Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 28792 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 28792 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17926

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 28798 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 28798 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion damaged slightly at lower left.
Glass corner missing at lower right.
Yellowing slightly.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17927

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:
Bridges
Carts
Donkeys
Lions
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two ancient wooden boats displayed inside museum. 28800 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Two ancient wooden boats displayed inside museum. 28800 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Emulsion peeling slightly along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 17928
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

**Topic:** Archaeology
  Art
  Boats and boating
  Museums
  Sculpture

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28810 Photonegative
  *1 Item (5" x 8")*

*Image(s): [Ruins.] 28810 Photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 17929

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

**Topic:** Ruins

[Art.] 28811 Photonegative
  *1 Item (5" x 8")*

*Image(s): [Art.] 28811 Photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 17930

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Topic: Architecture
      Art
      Interior architecture
      Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 28816 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 28816 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17931

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

[Architecture.] 28816 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 28816 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Gouges, slight loss of emulsion along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 17932

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

[Architecture.] 28816 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 28816 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17931

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Architecture
      Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of lion with human face inside museum.] 28828 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Sculpture of lion with human face inside museum.] 28828 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17932

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Art
      Lions
Museums
Sculpture
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28832 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28832 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight loss of emulsion along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17933
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Rocks
Ruins

[Street market.] 28834 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street market.] 28834 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight loss of emulsion along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17934
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Crowds
Markets
Streets

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 28849 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 28849 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17935
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:
Architecture
Columns
Interior architecture

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of wide river.] 28852 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [High view of wide river.] 28852 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17936
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:
Bridges
Rivers

Genre/Landscapes (representations)
Form:Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28855 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28855 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17937

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:
Graffiti
Ruins

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal scene.] 28856 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Canal scene.] 28856 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17938

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:
Boats and boating
Buildings
Canals
Dams

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28858 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28858 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17939

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Buildings
Donkeys
Ruins
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[“Wall painting/Tomb of...Ti/Sakkara/Egypt”] on envelope 28863
Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17940

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121]

Topic: Art
Tombs
Hieroglyphics

Place: Egypt
Sakkara
Ti

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[High view of wide river.] 28864 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [High view of wide river.] 28864 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17941
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Columns
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flat roofs of buildings. Active no. 28866 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17942
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Buildings
Roofs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military training.] 28869 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military training.] 28869 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17943

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: 
- Armed Forces
- Fortification
- Training

Genre/ Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass
  - Stereoscopic photographs

[Rocks.] 28880 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rocks.] 28880 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17944

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: 
- Constructions
- Rocks

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  - Glass
  - Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 28890 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 28890 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17945

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 28895 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 28895 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17946

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture
Religion

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28896 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 28896 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17947

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 28898 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 28898 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17948

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28900 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 28900 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17949

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- United States

[Ruins.] 28901 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28901 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17950

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Donkeys
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28902 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28902 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17951

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Donkeys
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 28910 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 28910 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17952
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Boats and boating
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 28918 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 28918 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17953
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 28920 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Garden.] 28920 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17954

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Buildings
Gardens
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 28922 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17955

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Carts
Donkeys
Minarets
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 28927 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 28927 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17956

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river.] 28933 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boats on river.] 28933 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17957

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28934 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28934 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17958

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Art
Ruins
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 28940 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Architecture.] 28940 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17959

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28947 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28947 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17960

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

**Topic:** Archaeology  
Art  
Buildings  
Columns  
Ruins

**Genre/ Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

**[Boats on river.] 28950 photonegative**  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Boats on river.] 28950 photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 17961  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

**[Ruins.] 28929 Photonegative**  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28929 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Slight loss of emulsion along edges.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 17962  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Topic: Donkeys
   Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28954 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 28954 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17963

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Donkeys
   Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 28964 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Garden.] 28964 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17964

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Buildings
   Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of mummy head.] 28967 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of mummy head.] 28967 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17965

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Frames in separate envelopes

Topic:
Mummies
Museums
Tombs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 216
RSN Numbers 17966-18065

Image(s)

[Sculptures with hieroglyphics inside museum.] 28969 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Sculptures with hieroglyphics inside museum.] 28969 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17966

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:
Museums
Sculpture
hieroglyphics

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculptures and two ancient wooden boats displayed in museum.] 28970 photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Sculptures and two ancient wooden boats displayed in museum.] 28970 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17967
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Frames in separate envelopes.

Topic:
Archaeology
Art
Boats and boating
Museums
Sculpture

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of wide river.] 28974 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [High view of wide river.] 28974 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17968
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:
Bridges
Rivers

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Outdoor military sports event.] 28975 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Outdoor military sports event.] 28975 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17969
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Company catalog card included.

Topic: Armed Forces
       Contests
       Contests
       Crowds
       Sports -- 1920-1930
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Cave.] 28979 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Cave.] 28979 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17970
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Caves
       Formations (Geology)
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 28981 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mosque.] 28981 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Slight peeling of emulsion along edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 17971
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Topic: Minarets
Mosques
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Camels.] 28994 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Camels.] 28994 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right corner of right frame missing.
Local Numbers
RSN 17972
Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Topic: Buildings
Camels
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 28995 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28995 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17973

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Donkeys
Rocks
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29000 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29000 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 17974

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Topic: Ruins

[Rail line.] 29001 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rail line.] 29001 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
slight gouges in emulsion
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17975

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Donkeys
Railroads

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 29021 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Market.] 29021 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17976

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Cows
Donkeys
Trees

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 29021 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Market.] 29021 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17977

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Markets

[Ruins.] 29038 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29038 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17978

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river.] 29039 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boats on river.] 29039 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17979

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

**Topic:** Boats and boating  
Buildings  
Rivers  
Rocks

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats on river.] 29041 photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Sailboats on river.] 29041 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 17980

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

**Topic:** Rivers  
Sailboats

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings beside river.] 29042 photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Buildings beside river.] 29042 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 17981

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

**Topic:** Boats and boating  
Buildings  
Donkeys
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 29044 Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Mosque.] 29044 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17982

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Donkeys

Minarets

Mosques

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 29046 Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Architecture.] 29046 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 17983

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Architecture

Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Architecture.] 29053 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 29053 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17984
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 29056 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 29056 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17985
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Buildings
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 29061 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 29061 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17986
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:  Architecture
Columns
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramids.] 29073 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pyramids.] 29073 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17987
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:  Camels -- Egypt
Donkeys -- Egypt
Palm trees -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Waterscapes -- Egypt
Place:  Egypt
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Graffiti.] 29076 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Graffiti.] 29076 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 17988

Company catalog card included.

Double exposure?

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:
Graffiti
Rooms

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Landscape.] 29078 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 29078 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17989

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Trees
Waterscapes

[Art.] 29082 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Art.] 29082 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17990

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramids.] 29090 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pyramids.] 29090 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17991

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Palm trees -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Egypt

[Ruins.] 29095 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29095 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17992

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Rocks
Ruins

[Pyramids.] 29098 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pyramids.] 29098 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17993

Company catalog card included. Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Pyramids -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.

Place:
Egypt

[Landscape.] 29100 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 29100 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17994
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: 
- Buildings
- Donkeys

Genre/Form: 
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 29101 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Garden.] 29101 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 17995

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: 
- Buildings
- Gardens

Genre/Form: 
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[River through city.] 29102 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River through city.] 29102 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
- RSN 17996

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: 
- Bridges
- Camels
Rivers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Brickmaking.] 29104 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Brickmaking.] 29104 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17997
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121], moved from [61].
Copy and Version Identification Note
11484?
Topic: Blue collar workers
Brickmaking
handicrafts
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramids.] 29108 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Pyramids.] 29108 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 17998
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Copy and Version Identification Note
11484?
Topic:
Camels -- Egypt
Palm trees -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Waterscapes -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29110 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29110 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 17999

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:
Archaeology
Columns
Ruins

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 29113 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 29113 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18000

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic:
Archaeology
Hieroglyphics
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cannons.] 29115 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cannons.] 29115 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18001

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Carriages
       Ordnance

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal.] 29118 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Canal.] 29118 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner missing.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18002

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Canals
       Dams
       Sailboats

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military training.] 29120 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military training.] 29120 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18003
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Armored Forces
Buildings
Palms
Rifles
Training
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29124 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29124 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18004
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Buildings
Donkeys
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 29127 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cows.] 29127 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18005
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Cows
Donkeys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 29128 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 29128 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18006
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camels

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 29130 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 29130 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18007

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Waterways

[Ruins.] 29131 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29131 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18008

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Natural landscapes
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 29137 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mosque.] 29137 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18009

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Buildings
Minarets
Mosques

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 29143 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 29143 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18010

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hieroglyphics.] 29144 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 29144 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 18011

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Archaeology
       Art
       Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

[Ruins.] 29146 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 29146 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
  RSN 18012

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Mountains -- United States
       Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29155 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 29155 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18013

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 29168 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mosque.] 29168 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18014

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Donkeys
Minarets
Mosques

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 29159 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 29159 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18015
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

**Topic:**  
Boats and boating  
Buildings  
Cows  
Machinery  
Waterscapes

**Genre/Form:**  
Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 29161 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Mosque.] 29161 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 18016

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

**Topic:**  
Donkeys  
Minarets  
Mosques  
Streets

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 29162 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Landscape.] 29162 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 18017
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Waterways

[Ruins.] 29166 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 29166 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18018

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
          Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 29169 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Market.] 29169 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18019

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Boats and boating
          Children
          Markets
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sheep.] 29179 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Sheep.] 29179 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18020

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Pottery
Pyramids
Railroads
Sheep

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 29186 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [landscape.] 29186 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18021

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Donkeys

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29188 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ruins.] 29188 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18022

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Buildings
Columns
Ruins
Sailboats
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Swimming.] 29189 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Swimming.] 29189 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight loss of emulsion along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18023

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Rocks
Swimming
Trees
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 29190 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mosque.] 29190 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18024
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Crowds
Minarets
Mosques
Streets

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military parade.] 29191 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military parade.] 29191 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18025
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
Horses
Minarets
Parades
Portraits

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pyramids.] 29193 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pyramids.] 29193 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18026
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Buildings
Donkeys
Pyramids

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Entrance arch.] 29197 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Entrance arch.] 29197 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18027
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Arches
Bridges
Railroads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 29198 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 29198 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18028
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Topic: Buildings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins beside river.] 29200 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins beside river.] 29200 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18029
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Topic: Donkeys
Rivers
Ruins
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 29204 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Garden.] 29204 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight loss of emulsion along lower edge.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18030

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Buildings
Gardens

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 29207 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 29207 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18031

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Minarets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29212 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18032
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Donkeys
Minarets
Ruins
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29220 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29220 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18033

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

Topic: Donkeys
Rocks
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 29222 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 29222 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18034

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
[Hieroglyphics.] 29230 Photonegative
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hieroglyphics.] 29230 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18035

Company catalog card included.
Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].

[ Military parade. [Active no. 29231 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18036

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
Topic: Armed Forces  
Bands (Music)  
Crowds  
Musicians  
Parades  

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Ruins.] 29242 Photonegative  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29242 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 18037  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].  

[Ostriches.] 29243 Photonegative  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): [Ostriches.] 29243 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 18038  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.68 [121].
[Ruins beside river.] 29307 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins beside river.] 29307 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18039
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2607

[Luandescape.] 29246 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 29246 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight loss of emulsion along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18040
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].
Copy and Version Identification Note
96754
Topic: Donkeys
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Donkeys.] 29247 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Donkeys.] 29247 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18041
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Donkeys
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29248 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29248 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18042
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].
Copy and Version Identification Note
116891
Topic: Formations (Geology)
      Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of large group of families in garden.] 29252 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait of large group of families in garden.] 29252 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18043
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Children
      Family
      Gardens
      Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 29255 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mosque.] 29255 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18044
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Donkeys
      Minarets
Mosques
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Open market scene beside river.] 29268 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Open market scene beside river.] 29268 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Slight gouges in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 18045

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100780

Topic:
Boats and boating
Markets
Rivers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river.] 29279 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Boats on river.] 29279 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18046

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].
Topic: Boats and boating  
Bridges  
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 29280 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Garden.] 29280 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 18047

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings  
Gardens  
Trees  
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 29283 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers  
RSN 18048

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Donkeys  
Minarets  
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men and donkey outside gated fence, entrance to ruins in cave. Active no. 29284: stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

AC0143-0018049 (AC scan no.)

RSN 18049

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Company catalog card included. Associated number: 91225.

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! PHOTONEGATIVE IN FILE BOX!

Topic: Caves

Donkeys

Formations (Geology)

Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29298 Photonegative

2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 29298 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Cancelled frame fogged.

Local Numbers

RSN 18050

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Minarets  
Mosques  
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29301 Photonegative  
2 pieces (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29301 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers  
RSN 18051  
Company catalog card included.  
Frames in separate envelopes.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Obelisks  
Ruins

[Ruins.] 29302 Photonegative  
1 item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29302 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Slight gouges in emulsion.  
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers  
RSN 18052  
Company catalog card included.

NOTE! DENSE UNCANCELLED FRAME HAS SAME DETAIL AS CANCELLED FRAME!
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Rocks Ruins

[Ruins beside river.] 29306 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins beside river.] 29306 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18053

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Boats and boating Buildings Rivers Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 29310 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 29310 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18054

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Waterscapes

[Ruins.] 29324 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29324 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18055
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 18057 & 18059.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Archaeology
      Art
      Columns
      Ruins
      hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

[Ruins.] 29325 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29325 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18056
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Archaeology
      Art
      Buildings
      Ruins
      hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

[Ruins.] 29328 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 29328 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18057

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 18055 & 18059.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:
Archaeology
Art
Columns
Ruins
Hieroglyphics

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Brick workers.] 29330 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Brick workers.] 29330 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18058

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Bricks
Donkeys

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29332 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29332 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18059

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 18055 & 18057.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
Columns
Ruins
Hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Ruins.] 29336 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 29336 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18060

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Copy and Version Identification Note
121576

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Ruins
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape.] 29337 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 29337 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18061

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 29338 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Ruins.] 29338 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18062

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Archaeology
Art
Ruins
Hieroglyphics

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[The Entrance to a Swiss Home] on negative 29347 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [The Entrance to a Swiss Home] on negative 29347 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18063

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Business enterprises -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Markets -- Switzerland
Shops -- Switzerland
Stores -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in city.] 29350 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River in city.] 29350 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18064

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Cathedrals
Rivers
Sailboats

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal.] 29358 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Canal.] 29358 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18065

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Canals
   Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Box 217
RSN Numbers 18066-18164

Image(s)

[Street scene.] 29378 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 29378 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18066

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
       Carriages and carts
       Markets
       Streets
       Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 29385 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 29385 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18067

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:
- Boats and boating
- Cathedrals
- Waterscapes

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway beside river in mountains.] 29390 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Roadway beside river in mountains.] 29390 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18068

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:
- Formations (Geology)
- Mountains
- Rivers
- Roads

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

"---lilng and ever falling, sweetest sound of water."--H.E.W. King. Copyright 1897 by Underwood & Underwood. [on negative] [Active no. 29406 : stereo photonegative.]
2 Items (pieces; 3-3/4" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18069
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Orig. no. 23761.

**Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- France
Waterfalls -- France

**Place:** Chateau Waterfall (Nice, France)
France
Nice

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscapes.] 29409 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

*Image(s):* [Landscapes.] 29409 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18070

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

**Topic:** Buildings
Formations (Geology)
Waterscapes

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 29412 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

*Image(s):* [Street scene.] 29412 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18071
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
   Horses
   Streets
   Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat on river. Active no. 29421: stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Water marks.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18072

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Same as RSN 28209; "Made from Pos." on envelope.

Topic: Boats and boating
   Rivers
   Trees
   Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

[Architecture.] 29428 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 29428 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18073
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

**Topic:**  
Architecture  
Art  
Interior architecture

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 29432 Photonegative  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*  
*Image(s): [Ruins.] 29432 Photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 18074

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

**Topic:**  
Columns  
Ruins

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats on river.] 29434 photonegative  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*  
*Image(s): [Boats on river.] 29434 photonegative.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Cancelled by scratching.  
Slight losses of emulsion along edges.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 18075

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].
[Bridge.] 29474 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Bridge.] 29474 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18076

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

["Balloon Ascension; July 20, 1896; Switzerland."] on envelope 29483 photonegative, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): ["Balloon Ascension; July 20, 1896; Switzerland."] on envelope 29483 photonegative 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
slight losses of emulsion along edges
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18077

Company catalog card included.
[Suchard Chocolate] on upside-down sign in foreground. Similar to RSN 18132.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Balloons
Buildings

Place: Suchard
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] 29490 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Restaurant.] 29490 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18078

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 29500 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 29500 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18079

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Mountains
Telescopes

glaciers

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Canal.] 29501 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Canal.] 29501 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight losses of emulsion along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18080
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Boats and boating
Canals
Waterways

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain.] 29502 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Fountain.] 29502 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight losses of emulsion along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18081
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Fountains
Horses
Trees
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle beside river and rail line.] 29504 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Castle beside river and rail line.] 29504 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight losses of emulsion along edges.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18082

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Railroads
Waterways

[Castle beside river and rail line.] 29504 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Castle beside river and rail line.] 29504 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18082

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Bridges
Buildings
Rapids
Rivers
Waterways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Huge building beside river.] 29509 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Huge building beside river.] 29509 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18084

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:
Boats and boating
Bridges
Buildings
Rivers
Waterways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 29511 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 29511 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18085

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:
Mountains -- United States
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 29515 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 29515 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18086

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology)
Mountains
Roads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids.] 29519 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River rapids.] 29519 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18087

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Formations (Geology)
Rapids
Rivers
Walkways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Family group outside entrance to building.] 29526 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family group outside entrance to building.] 29526 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18088
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 29528 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 29528 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18089
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture
Pottery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship launching.] 29530 Photonegative, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ship launching.] 29530 Photonegative 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18090

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:  Boats and boating
        Launches
        Rites and ceremonies
        Ships
        Waterscapes

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

[Monument and large building.] 29535 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Monument and large building.] 29535 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Slight losses of emulsion along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 18091

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125483

Topic:  Bridges
        Buildings
        Carriages and carts
        Horses
        Monuments
        Streets

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line and river.] 29537 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Rail line and river.] 29537 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18092
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].
Copy and Version Identification Note
125483
Topic: Mountains
Railroads
Waterscapes
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal.] 29561 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Canal.] 29561 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18093
Company catalog card included.
Lower section missing.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].
Topic: Boats and boating
Canals
Ships
Waterways
[Street scene.] 29577 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 29577 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18094

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:
Buildings
Carriages and carts
Dogs
Streets

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountain restaurant.] 29579 Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountain restaurant.] 29579 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18095

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal.] 29581 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Canal.] 29581 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18096
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Canals
      Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Exposition area beside river.] 29583 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Exposition area beside river.] 29583 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18097
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
       Crowds
       Exhibitions
       Horses
       Rivers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group and large building.] 29586 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family group and large building.] 29586 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18098

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Company catalog card included.

Topic: Buildings
Children
Family
Monuments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Female tourists viewing mountain through telescope. Active no. 29587 : half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18099

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Mountains
Telescopes
Tourists
glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Long entrance way to large building.] 29600 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Long entrance way to large building.] 29600 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18100
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Company catalog card included.

Topic:
Buildings
Horses
Monuments
Streets
Wagons

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women on steps of city building.] Active no. 29609. Stereo photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Two women on steps of city building.] Active no. 29609. Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18101
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:
Dwellings

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on river.] 29611 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Small boats on river.] 29611 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 18102

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Boats and boating

Buildings

Rivers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 29618 Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Architecture.] 29618 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 18103

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Architecture

Chandeliers

Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 29620 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 29620 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18104

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 29629 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 29629 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18105

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman viewing river valley.] 29631 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Woman viewing river valley.] 29631 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18106

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Bridges
Rivers
Valleys

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of country home.] 29638 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Exterior of country home.] 29638 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 18107

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
-- Stereoscopic photographs

[Windmill.] 29644 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Windmill.] 29644 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18108

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 28217; [Single Negative from Positive] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Windmills

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mountains.] 29646 photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 29646 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18109

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology)
Mountains
Roads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children on swings in park. Active no. 29660: black-and-white stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Slight gouges in emulsion.

Local Numbers

   RSN 18110

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:

Children
Parks
Recreation
Swings

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Human scene exhibit inside museum.] 29662 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Human scene exhibit inside museum.] 29662 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

   RSN 18111

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:

Agriculture
Armed Forces
Chickens
Exhibitions
Museums

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 29664 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 29664 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18112

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:
Boats and boating
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 29680 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 29680 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18113

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:
Children
Portraits

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 29682 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 29682 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 18114
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:                     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Carriages and carts
Horses
Mountains
Waterscapes

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls above roadway.] 29697 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterfalls above roadway.] 29697 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
   RSN 18115
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic:                     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Carriages and carts
Horses
Mountains
Rivers
Roads
Waterfalls

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exhibit.] 29701 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Exhibit.] 29701 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18116

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Exhibits
Floor coverings
Rugs
Tapestry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 29702 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Park.] 29702 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18117

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Parks
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 29808 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Park.] 29808 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18118

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 28219; [Single Neg. made from Pos.] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Gazebos
Lakes
Parks
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 29814 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 29814 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18119

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Horses
Streets
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boats on river.] 29704 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Small boats on river.] 29704 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18120

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 29719 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 29719 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling at top edge.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18121

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Buildings
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in large city.] 29731 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River in large city.] 29731 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18122

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Buildings
Carriages and carts
Horses
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in large city.] 29738 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River in large city.] 29738 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18123

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Cathedrals
Rivers
Walkways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument.] 29742 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Tall monument.] 29742 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18124

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Monuments
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 29744 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Market.] 29744 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18125

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Bridges
Carriages and carts
Flowers
Markets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Art.] 29749 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Art.] 29749 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18126
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Chandeliers
Interior architecture
Sculpture

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rural setting.] 29765 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River in rural setting.] 29765 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18127
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers
Rocks
Trees

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 29770 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 29770 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18128

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Art.] 29780 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Art.] 29780 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18129

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 29782 Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 29782 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18130
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Dogs
Minarets
Railroads
Streets
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in large city.] 29783 photonegative
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [River in large city.] 29783 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18131
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Bridges
Church buildings
Rivers
Towers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Round balloon rising.] 29787 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Round balloon rising.] 29787 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18132
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 18077.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].
Topic: Balloons
Buildings
Place: Suchard
Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 29796 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 29796 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18133
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].
Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 29799 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 29799 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18134

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Boats and boating
Buildings
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 29800 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 29800 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18135

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman viewing river valley.] 29805 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Woman viewing river valley.] 29805 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18136
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

[River valley.] 29817 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River valley.] 29817 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18137
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

[Park.] 29852 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Park.] 29852 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18138
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Parks
Trees
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 29855 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 29855 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Slight gouges in emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 18139
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- United States
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 29870 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 29870 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18140
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Architecture
Chandeliers
Interior architecture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal.] 29880 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Canal.] 29880 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18141
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Canals
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River valley in mountains.] 29888 photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River valley in mountains.] 29888 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18142

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Mountains
Railroads
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 29889 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Market.] 29889 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18143

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Children
Markets
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 29895 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Market.] 29895 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18144
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Flowers
Markets
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 29908 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 29908 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18145
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Boats and boating
Children

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 29910 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 29910 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18146
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Roads
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 29911 Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Market.] 29911 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.
Local Numbers
RSN 18147
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Markets
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Moutains.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18148

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93546

Topic: Buildings
Mountains -- United States
Portraits
Streets

Place: Western Hemisphere

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18149

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [57].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96454

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Place: Western Hemisphere
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Nomads.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Nomads.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18150

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [134].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98951

Topic: Nomads
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Father and son engaged in handicraft work.] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Father and son engaged in handicraft work.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 18151

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [48].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3088;157888

Topic: Children
Family
Handicraft
Spinning-wheel

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in rugged terrain.] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [River rapids in rugged terrain.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely along top and bottom edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 18152

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [61].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Rapids
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Snow scene.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Snow scene.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion severely cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 18153

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [61].

Topic: Horses
Sleds
Snow
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Country river in snow.] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Country river in snow.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18154

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
CE-3

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Topic: Rivers
Snow

[Portrait.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18155

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
CE-15

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Snow scene.] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Snow scene.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18156

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-38

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Topic: Snow
Trees

[Landscape.] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18157

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 18158.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-39a

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Topic: Trees
Waterscapes

[Landscape.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18158

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 18157.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-39

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic:
Trees
Waterscapes

[Portrait.] 18707 Photonegative

1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Landscape.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18159

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-40

Topic:
Clouds
Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 18707 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18160

Company catalog card included.
[Brom Thompson Co. (?)] on envelope Same as RSN 25433.
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-70
Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Sunset on inland sea] on envelope Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18161

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.1.69 [149], moved from [13]

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-79
Topic: Formations (Geology)
Sailboats
Waterscapes
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Dock scene.] 1720 Photonegative
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 1720 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18162
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

LtoR: Elizabeth Howe of Camden, Virginia, president of senior class;
Dorothy Butler of Summit, New Jersey, who won the hoop rolling contest.
1720 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): LtoR: Elizabeth Howe of Camden, Virginia, president of senior
class; Dorothy Butler of Summit, New Jersey, who won the hoop rolling
contest. 1720 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion severely cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 18163
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Gilliam, Dorothy Butler, 1936-
Turnbull, Elizabeth (Betty) Howe

Topic: Commencement ceremonies
Education
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Large passenger steamship in dock area.] 1721 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Large passenger steamship in dock area.] 1721 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18164
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Docks
Piers
Ships
Waterscapes
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Box 218
RSN Numbers 18165-18288

Dorothy Butler of Summit, New Jersey, who won hoop contest. 1721 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Dorothy Butler of Summit, New Jersey, who won hoop contest. 1721 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18165
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Gilliam, Dorothy Butler, 1936-
Topic: Commencement ceremonies
Education
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Large passenger steamship in dock area.] 1722 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Large passenger steamship in dock area.] 1722 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18166

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Cinematographers], [caption no. 1724? : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Two men with motion picture camera on tripod, man, two women, two children standing nearby.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18167

In box 3.1.70 [227A].

Yellowing severely.

Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Family -- 20th century
Motion pictures
Photographers -- 1890-1920
Occupation: Cinematographers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[High overview of country homes.] 1724 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [High overview of country homes.] 1724 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18168
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Antennas
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

[Students form "1926" on school lawn. Active no. 1725 : photonegative.], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5",)
Image(s): [Students form "1926" on school lawn. Active no. 1725 : photonegative.] 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18169
Similar to RSN 18172.
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Buildings Celebrations
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
[Woman on dock, large passenger steamship in background.] 1726 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Woman on dock, large passenger steamship in background.] 1726 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight loss of emulsion along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 18170
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

HICKSVILLE, L.I.: The Goodyear Zeppelin "Mayflower" flying over the Long Island Aviation Country Club, after making aerial survey of Long Island. [Active no. 1726 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 18171
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-14.

Names: Goodyear (Airship)
Mayflower (zeppelin)

Topic: Balloons
Blimps

Place: Hicksville (N.Y.)
Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Students form "1926" on school lawn.] 1726 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Students form "1926" on school lawn.] 1726 photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18172

Similar to RSN 18169.
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Buildings
Celebrations

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Woman on dock, large passenger steamship in background.] 1727 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Woman on dock, large passenger steamship in background.] 1727 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18173

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass

[Outdoor polo competition.] 1727 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Outdoor polo competition.] 1727 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight losses of emulsion along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 18174

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic:
Contests
Contests
Horses
Polo
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives Glass

[Small crowd scene.] 1727 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Small crowd scene.] 1727 photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing partially

Local Numbers
RSN 18175

Similar to RSN 18177.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic:
Buildings
Celebrations
Crowds

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Woman on dock, large passenger steamship in background.] 1728 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Woman on dock, large passenger steamship in background.] 1728 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18176

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Docks

Piers

Ships

Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Students form "1926" on school lawn.] 1728 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Students form "1926" on school lawn.] 1728 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing slightly

Local Numbers

RSN 18177

Similar to RSN 18175.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Buildings

Celebrations
Crowds

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Woman on dock, large passenger steamship in background.] 1729 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Woman on dock, large passenger steamship in background.] 1729 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18178

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic:
Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[University graduation procession outdoors.] 1729 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [University graduation procession outdoors.] 1729 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18179

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic:
Commencement ceremonies
Communication in education
Rites and ceremonies
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Outdoor polo competition.] 1730 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Outdoor polo competition.] 1730 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight losses of emulsion along edges.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18180
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Contests
Contests
Horses
Polo
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[No image.] 1730 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [No image.] 1730 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion cracked and peeling and deteriorated beyond use

Local Numbers
RSN 18181
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204
[Outdoor polo competition.] 1731 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Outdoor polo competition.] 1731 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18182

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Contests
Contests
Horses
Polo
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Women with oars, seated in canoe dockside (caption in drawer) : Active no. 1731 : photonegative,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Women with oars, seated in canoe dockside (caption in drawer) : Active no. 1731 : photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18183

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Associated number: A-204.

Names: Lasell Seminary for Girls (Auburndale, Mass.)

Topic: Boats -- Massachusetts
Canoes -- Massachusetts
Competitions -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Auburndale (Mass.)
Charles River (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Beach scene.] 1731 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Beach scene.] 1731 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 18184
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-907

Topic: Beaches
Portraits
Swimmers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Nine Lasell Seminary girls in boat in Charles River in Massachusetts.] 1732 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Nine Lasell Seminary girls in boat in Charles River in Massachusetts.] 1732 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18185
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Boats -- Massachusetts
Canoes -- Massachusetts
Competition -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities -- Massachusetts

Place: Charles River (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Nine Lasell Seminary girls in boat in Charles River in Massachusetts.]
1733 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Nine Lasell Seminary girls in boat in Charles River in Massachusetts.] 1733 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18186

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic:
Boats -- Massachusetts
Canoes -- Massachusetts
Competitions -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities -- Massachusetts

Place:
Charles River (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

MINEOLA, L.I.: A general view during the running of an exciting trotting race at the Annual Mineola Horse Show. [Crowd watching sulky race.] 1734 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): MINEOLA, L.I.: A general view during the running of an exciting trotting race at the Annual Mineola Horse Show. [Crowd watching sulky race.] 1734 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18187

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14
[Woman on small-wheel bicycle with young boy standing beside her. Active no. 1751: non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Automobiles in background.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18188

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.: Miss Helen Freeman, of Grand Rapids, Mich., a Radcliffe College girl, also a student attending Sargent School, takes lessons from little Carl Behr, of Cambridge, Mass., in the art of riding the latest edition of children's bicycle. 5/4/26. [Active no. 1752: photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing at center.
Local Numbers
RSN 18189

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Behr, Carl
Freeman, Helen
Radcliffe College

Topic: Automobiles -- Massachusetts
Bicycles -- Massachusetts
Children -- Massachusetts
Dwellings -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Fire scene with automobiles, looking down street. Active no. 1753 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18190

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Disasters
Fires
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Bond Bread parade, from high angle. Active no. 1754 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.
Local Numbers
RSN 18191

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-14.

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Automobiles -- 1900-1910
       Bread
       Horses
       Parades
       Wagons
       advertising -- 1890-1900

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

BOSTON, MASS.--Exclusive Beacon Street has something new in signs to keep autos from parking in front of the houses on the street. Photo shows a sign on the front stoop of one of the residences. May 5, 1926. [Low view of house entrance. "Please do not park your car in front of this house" on sign.] 1755 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): BOSTON, MASS.--Exclusive Beacon Street has something new in signs to keep autos from parking in front of the houses on the street. Photo shows a sign on the front stoop of one of the residences. May 5, 1926. [Low view of house entrance. "Please do not park your car in front of this house" on sign.] 1755 photonegative 1926

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 18192

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Dwellings -- Massachusetts
       Signs -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.--Photo shows the tennis courts of Harvard University, at Cambridge. Here is where the tennis devotees while away their spare
hours, when not studying. In the background may be seen Perkins Hall.
[Overview of tennis action on multiple courts.] 1756 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): CAMBRIDGE, Mass.--Photo shows the tennis courts of Harvard
University, at Cambridge. Here is where the tennis devotees while
away their spare hours, when not studying. In the background may be
seen Perkins Hall. [Overview of tennis action on multiple courts.] 1756
photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 18193

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Harvard University

Topic: Buildings -- Massachusetts
Competition -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Tents -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Parade of horse-drawn Bond Bread wagons. Active no. 1757 : black-and-
white photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Several automobiles are also shown in this high-angle street scene.
Company logo appears on sides and tops of wagons.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering. Black tape on base side, left.

Local Numbers
RSN 18194

Orig. no. A-14. Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Names: Bond Bread [baking company]

Topic: Automobiles
Bread
Buildings
Horses
Parades
Wagons
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Group scene.] 1759 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Group scene.] 1759 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18195

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]

Topic: Blue collar workers
Buildings
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

BOSTON, MASS.--A photo of the oldest bell tower in the state of Massachusetts, which is over 100 years old, and at one time was used to sound alarms of fire. Now, it rings at 6 a.m. for men to go to work in the freight yards on Northern Avenue. May 6, 1926. [View of building from street.] 1759 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): BOSTON, MASS.--A photo of the oldest bell tower in the state of Massachusetts, which is over 100 years old, and at one time was used to sound alarms of fire. Now, it rings at 6 a.m. for men to go to work in the freight yards on Northern Avenue. May 6, 1926. [View of building from street.] 1759 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion severely cracked and peeling.

Parts missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18196

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Automobiles -- Massachusetts
Buildings -- Massachusetts
Towers -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Early automobiles in city.] 1760 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 1760 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18197

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Horses
Parades
Trucks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

BOSTON, Mass.--Picture shows in excellent fashion how the black diamonds [coal] are unloaded. The boat ties up at the warf. Then the coal passers hoist the precious fuel to the proper place and dump it into chutes. From the chutes it is shot into open freight cars, which convey it to its destination. 5/6/26. 1760 photonegative, 1926
Image(s): BOSTON, Mass.--Picture shows in excellent fashion how the black diamonds [coal] are unloaded. The boat ties up at the warf. Then the coal passers hoist the precious fuel to the proper place and dump it into chutes. From the chutes it is shot into open freight cars, which convey it to its destination. 5/6/26. 1760 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18198

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Boats -- Massachusetts
      Docks -- Massachusetts
      Machinery -- Massachusetts
      Piers -- Massachusetts
      Ships -- Massachusetts
      Wharves -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

[Motorcycles and Bond Bread wagons in parade. Active no. 1761: black-and-white photonegative.]

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18199

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-14

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]

Topic: Automobiles
       Bread
       Horses
Motorcycles
Parades
Trucks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

BOSTON, Mass.--Picture shows an excellent idea of the way in which the black diamonds [coal] are loaded into freight cars. The coal-conveying vessel, having tied up to the wharf, sends up the fuel by passers to the proper place, whence it is dumped into chutes. From the chutes it is shot into long lines of freight cars on the other side of the wharf. 5/6/26. 1761 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): BOSTON, Mass.--Picture shows an excellent idea of the way in which the black diamonds [coal] are loaded into freight cars. The coal-conveying vessel, having tied up to the wharf, sends up the fuel by passers to the proper place, whence it is dumped into chutes. From the chutes it is shot into long lines of freight cars on the other side of the wharf. 5/6/26. 1761 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion severely cracked and peeling and deteriorated beyond use.

Parts missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18200

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Coal -- Massachusetts
Railroads -- Massachusetts
Ships -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Group scene.] 1762 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Group scene.] 1762 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18201

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Blue collar workers
Buildings
Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Workers in factory.] 1762 photonetative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 1762 photonetative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18202

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Factories
Machinery
Railroads
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Beach scene.] 1762 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Beach scene.] 1762 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 18203

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
   A-907

   Topic: Beaches
   Crowds
   Streets
   Swimmers
   Waterscapes

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

   [Group scene.] 1763 photonegative
   1 Item (4" x 5")

   Image(s): [Group scene.] 1763 photonegative.
   Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   English.

   Yellowing slightly.

   Local Numbers
   RSN 18204

   Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   A-14

   Names: Bond Bread [baking company]

   Topic: Blue collar workers
   Buildings

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

   [Early automobiles in city.] 1763 photonegative
   1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

   Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 1763 photonegative.
   Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   English.

   Film

   Local Numbers
   RSN 18205

   Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   A-907
[Early automobiles in city.] 1764 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 1764 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18206
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic:
Automobiles
Horses
Streets
Trucks
Wagons

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

EVERETT, Mass.--Carmine La Priore, an Everett man, who was charged with annoying a girl on the street, opened fire on police officers, killing Patrolman Staples, and fatally wounding Inspector Lonegran. The masher, after shooting the police, barricaded himself in a house, and only surrendered when he was shot. Photo shows the house where he was captured. May 7, 1926. 1764 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): EVERETT, Mass.--Carmine La Priore, an Everett man, who was charged with annoying a girl on the street, opened fire on police officers, killing Patrolman Staples, and fatally wounding Inspector Lonegran. The masher, after shooting the police, barricaded himself in a house, and only surrendered when he was shot. Photo shows the house where he was captured. May 7, 1926. 1764 photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing at lower left.
Local Numbers
RSN 18207

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: La Priore, Carmine
Topic: Crime -- Massachusetts
       Dwellings -- Massachusetts
Place: Everett (Mass.)
       Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Group scene.] 1765 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Group scene.] 1765 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18208

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Blue collar workers
       Buildings
       Portraits
Genres/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Group scene.] 1766 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Group scene.] 1766 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18209
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Blue collar workers
Buildings
Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Family group seated on door steps.] 1766 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family group seated on door steps.] 1766 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18210

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Group scene.] 1767 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Group scene.] 1767 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18211

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Blue collar workers
Buildings
Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Group scene.] 1768 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Group scene.] 1768 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18212

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Blue collar workers
Buildings
Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Close-up of woman telephone operator with early equipment. Active no. 1768 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Probably non-stereo; plate does not show portion of another image.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18213

AC0143-0018213 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.
Topic: Telephone operators
Women employees telephone

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Early automobiles in city.] 1769 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 1769 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18214
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Streets
Trucks
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Mrs. Fuller at sewing machine. [No. 1769 : photonegative,]. 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”).  
Image(s): Mrs. Fuller at sewing machine. [No. 1769 : photonegative,] 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
BOSTON, Mass.--Mrs. Alvan T. Fuller, wife of the Governor of the Bay State, entered the ranks of the garment workers of Boston long enough yesterday morning to sew the first Prosanis label on a Boston made garment. She took her needle in hand in the dress shop of Saul F. Matthews Co. and then at the coat shop of Carnicelli and Collins, and attached the new sanitary labels to garments just completed. Her action was the signal for thousands of needle workers in Boston to start sewing Prosanis labels on their products. Photo shows Mrs. Fuller at sewing machine. 5/8/26. [Caption with picture.]

Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18215

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Fuller, Alvan T., Mrs.
Topic: Factories
Seamstresses
Sewing machines
Women laborers
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Line of more than a dozen Bond Bread trucks. Active no. 1770 : black-and-white photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18216

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-14.

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Blue collar workers
Bread
Trucks
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mrs. Alvan T. Fuller at sewing machine. Active No. 1770 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1926
BOSTON, Mass.--Mrs. Alvan T. Fuller, wife of the Governor of the Bay State, entered the ranks of the garment workers of Boston long enough yesterday morning to sew the first Prosanis label on a Boston made garment. This little ceremony marked the adoption by the Joint Board of Sanitary Control of New England of the new label. The label shows that the factory wherein the garment is made had complied with the hygienic measures recommended by representatives of the public, the employers, and the workers sitting jointly. Photo shows Mrs. Fuller sitting among the workers and sewing on label by hand. On her left are Anne Antewe and Rosie Angee. 5/8/26.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18217

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Fuller, Alvan T., Mrs.
Topic: Factories
       Seamstresses
       Sewing machines
       Women laborers
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass.

[Line of Bond Bread trucks. Active no. 1771 : black-and-white photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Men are standing in front of the trucks.

Silver gelatin on film.

Yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 18218

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-14.

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Blue collar workers
        Bread
        Trucks
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Close-up of Mrs. Alvan T. Fuller and other women seamstresses at work in Boston textile factory with audience looking on. See also RSN18223/VN17551, not copied, in file box only, of Mrs. Fuller receiving union card.]
1771 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Close-up of Mrs. Alvan T. Fuller and other women seamstresses at work in Boston textile factory with audience looking on. See also RSN18223/VN17551, not copied, in file box only, of Mrs. Fuller receiving union card.] 1771 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18219

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Fuller, Alvan T., Mrs.
Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
        Seamstresses -- Massachusetts
        Women laborers -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
        Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Truck with "Bond Bread" sign, and three men in suits standing beside it. Active no. 1772 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18220

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-14.

Topic: Bread
Portraits, Group -- African Americans
Trucks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Close-up of Mrs. Alvan T. Fuller and other women seamstresses at work in Boston textile factory, with audience looking on.] 1772 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Close-up of Mrs. Alvan T. Fuller and other women seamstresses at work in Boston textile factory, with audience looking on.] 1772 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18221

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Fuller, Alvan T., Mrs.

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Seamstresses -- Massachusetts
Women laborers -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
[Three men in suits standing beside Bond Bread truck. Active no. 1773: black-and-white photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18222

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-14.

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Bread
Trucks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Three men in suits standing beside Bond Bread truck. Active no. 1774: black-and-white photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18224

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-14.

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Bread
Trucks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Women in fashionable outfits. Active no. 1774: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18225

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Clothing and dress
Dress
Fashions

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.
Portraits, Group -- Women

Bond Bread [sign on truck; three men in suits standing in front of truck.
Active no. 1775 : black-and-white photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Two of the men are shaking hands.

Silver gelatin on film.

Gouges in emulsion.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18226

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-14.

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]

Topic: Bread
Trucks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Nine standing women, all wearing hats. Caption: BOSTON, Mass.--Picture shows (L to R): Miss Eliza R. Ridgway, National Recording Secretary; Mrs. Alfred W. Tozzer of Cambridge, in charge of the New England-Labrador Guild Exhibit; Miss Marion S. Bettle, East Orange, N.J., National Vice President; Miss Rosamond K. Bender, National Executive Secretary, Philadelphia, Pa.; Mrs. Thomas J. Preston, Jr., of Princeton, N.J., National President; Mrs. James M. Newell, President of the Boston Branch; Mrs. Truman H. Newberry, President for Fifteen Years; Mrs. Wadsworth Baylor, Santa Barbara, Calif.; and Mrs. George H. Flint Boston Secretary. These ladies met yesterday morning in the Swiss Room of the Copley-Plaza Hotel to consider the question of whether the Needlework Guild of America shall have an exhibit at the sesqui-centennial in Philadelphia. 5/8/26.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Names: Needlework Guild of America

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Massachusetts
Dress -- Massachusetts
Fashions -- Massachusetts
Portraits -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18228
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-14.

Names: Bond Bread [baking company]
Topic: Bread
Trucks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

BOSTON, Mass.--A group of 50 or more international officials of the Girl Scout-Girl Guide movements reached Boston recently for a short visit, ending today. The visitors toured the city, were received at the State House at 11:30 a.m. by Gov. Fuller. Tea was taken with Mrs. Lowell at Harvard, and the Scouts visited the Art Museum. Photo shows visitors with Governor Fuller on the steps of the State House. 1776 photonegative

Image(s): BOSTON, Mass.--A group of 50 or more international officials of the Girl Scout-Girl Guide movements reached Boston recently for a short visit, ending today. The visitors toured the city, were received at the State House at 11:30 a.m. by Gov. Fuller. Tea was taken with Mrs. Lowell at Harvard, and the Scouts visited the Art Museum. Photo shows visitors with Governor Fuller on the steps of the State House. 1776 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18229
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Girl Scouts -- Massachusetts
Portraits -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Early airplane in front of hangar.] 1777 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Early airplane in front of hangar.] 1777 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18230
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Airplanes
Hangars

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

BOSTON, Mass.--This portrait of the American Chief Executive [President Coolidge] was painted recently by Edwin C. Tarbell, celebrated oil artist. It is life size and will be unveiled Monday, May 10, in the State House here. 5/8/26. [Active no. 1777: non-stereo photonegative,] 1926

1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): BOSTON, Mass.--This portrait of the American Chief Executive [President Coolidge] was painted recently by Edwin C. Tarbell, celebrated oil artist. It is life size and will be unveiled Monday, May 10, in the State House here. 5/8/26. [Active no. 1777: non-stereo photonegative,] 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18231
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Coolidge, Calvin, 1872-1933

Topic: Art -- Massachusetts
Paintings -- Massachusetts
Portraits -- Massachusetts
Presidents -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Tarbell, Edwin C.
BOSTON, Mass.--A solemn scene during the ordination services held in the Holy Cross Cathedral in Boston, yesterday. Cardinal O'Connell may be observed at the high altar step, and kneeling at the foot of the altar are the 19 candidates for the priesthood. [Active no. 1778 : photonegative,] 1926

Image(s): BOSTON, Mass.--A solemn scene during the ordination services held in the Holy Cross Cathedral in Boston, yesterday. Cardinal O'Connell may be observed at the high altar step, and kneeling at the foot of the altar are the 19 candidates for the priesthood. [Active no. 1778 : photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18232

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Holy Cross Cathedral (Boston, Mass.)
O'Connell, William, 1859-1944

Topic: Cathedrals -- Massachusetts
Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Interior architecture
Religion -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Two men wearing suits and ties talking to each other, with a third man wearing a cap in the background. Active no. 1779 : black-and-white photonegative,]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18233
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Active no. A-204.

Original catalog description included the erroneous "five laborers."

**Topic:** Portraits

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Aviation's newest aid--remarkable anti-fog invention guides Lieut. Doolittle's blind plane to safe landing. MITCHEL FIELD, L.I.--Photo shows Sergent Harry Dalton with the tiny radio transmitter used on Lieut. Doolittle's plane which had two-way communication equipment. With this small transmitter, Doolittle sent messages to the radio beacon station on the field. [Active no. 1780 : half-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 18234

This image forms a stereo pair with 0143.VDF 175560. Catalogued separately in error, then the following incorrect note was entered: "NOTE: THERE IS NO RSN 18235 IN FILE BOX [VIDEONUM 17560 IS BLANK]."

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

**Orig. no. A-14.**

**Names:** Dalton, Harry, Sgt.

   Doolittle, James Harold, 1896-1993

**Topic:** Aeronautics

   Laborers -- New York

   Radios -- New York

   Transmitters -- New York

**Place:** Long Island (N.Y.)

   Mitchel

   New York

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[No image. Active no. 1781 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorated beyond use

Local Numbers
RSN 18236

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Troops drilling.] 1782 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Troops drilling.] 1782 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18237

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Aviation's newest aid--remarkable anti-fog invention guides Lieut. Doolittle's blind plane to safe landing. MITCHEL FIELD, I.i.--The field beacon station's aerial. It is of the loop-type and is entirely enclosed in a small building on the field, no outside wires being used. In center is the Gonemeter, which tunes the loop areas, from which the guiding beam is transmitted to the blind flyer. [Active no. 1783 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18238

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-14

Names: Doolittle, James Harold, 1896-1993

Topic: Aeronautics

Gonemeter

Radio -- Receivers and reception

Research instruments

Science

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)

Mitchel Field

New York

Genre/

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

[Inspecting troops.] Active no. 1783 : black-and-white photonegative

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): [Inspecting troops.] Active no. 1783 : black-and-white photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing and slight loss of emulsion along left edge.

Local Numbers

RSN 18239

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Armed Forces

Rites and ceremonies

Genre/

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
[Civilian inspects short line of soldiers. Active no. 1784 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing along left edge.

Local Numbers

RSN 18240
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
      Military -- Massachusetts
      Soldiers

Place:  Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
        Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Wilbur inspects the cadets on the training ship Nantucket. 1785 photonegative, 1926]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Wilbur inspects the cadets on the training ship Nantucket. 1785 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18242

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Wilbur, Curtis D.
Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
       Military -- Massachusetts
       Ships -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts
       Nantucket (ship)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

[No image.] 1786 photonegative
2 pieces (4" x 5")
Image(s): [No image.] 1786 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion deteriorated beyond use

Local Numbers
RSN 18243

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Father holds son beside automobile in Massachusetts. Caption in drawer.
Active no. 1787 : black-and-white photonegative], 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Father holds son beside automobile in Massachusetts. Caption in drawer. Active no. 1787: black-and-white photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18244

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Andrews, Philip, Rear Admiral
Brandt, Vincent
Wilbur, Curtis D.

Topic: Automobiles -- Massachusetts
Children -- Massachusetts
Family -- Massachusetts
Military -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

LtoR: Captain A. Rust of the Nantucket; Sec. Wilbur, Rear Admiral Francis Bowles (Ret.); Capt. T. McKay, Capt. C.E. Perkins. These men are on the nautical school commission. 1788 photonegative

Image(s): LtoR: Captain A. Rust of the Nantucket; Sec. Wilbur, Rear Admiral Francis Bowles (Ret.); Capt. T. McKay, Capt. C.E. Perkins. These men are on the nautical school commission. 1788 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18245

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Armed Forces
Rites and ceremonies
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[The Royalty of Radio/Kennedy] on sign 1790 photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [The Royalty of Radio/Kennedy] on sign 1790 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18247
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Portraits
Radio -- Receivers and reception
Women laborers

Place: Kennedy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Sailors with U.S. Flag in ceremony in city.] 1790 photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Sailors with U.S. Flag in ceremony in city.] 1790 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18248
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Flags -- United States
Rites and ceremonies
Sailors
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Royalty of Radio/Kennedy [on sign]. [Active no. 1791 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Group of women standing and leaning toward center.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18249
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Portraits -- Women laborers
Radio -- Receivers and reception

Place: Kennedy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Secretary of the Navy Wilbur greets officers of the Charlestown Navy Yard and of the training ship USS Nautilus. 1791 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Secretary of the Navy Wilbur greets officers of the Charlestown Navy Yard and of the training ship USS Nautilus. 1791 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18250

U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Wilbur, Curtis D.
Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Military -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Charlestown Navy Yard (Charlestown, Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass.

[Ten women in shiny uniforms saluting, with large early radio and "Kennedy" banner at center.] 1792 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ten women in shiny uniforms saluting, with large early radio and "Kennedy" banner at center.] 1792 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18251

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Portraits
Radio -- Receivers and reception
Women laborers

Place: Kennedy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass.

[130 businessmen from Tulsa board USS Constitution at Charlestown Navy Yard, Boston.] 1792 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [130 businessmen from Tulsa board USS Constitution at Charlestown Navy Yard, Boston.] 1792 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18252

U&U caption in file box.
BOSTON, Mass.--130 businessmen, most of them from Tulsa, were guests of the Boston Chamber of Commerce yesterday. They arrived on a special train. The party visited the Charlestown Navy Yard and inspected the historic USS Constitution. Secretary of the Navy Wilbur was present, and addressed the visitors. 5/11/26. 1793 photonegative, 1926 1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): BOSTON, Mass.--130 businessmen, most of them from Tulsa, were guests of the Boston Chamber of Commerce yesterday. They arrived on a special train. The party visited the Charlestown Navy Yard and inspected the historic USS Constitution. Secretary of the Navy Wilbur was present, and addressed the visitors. 5/11/26. 1793 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.
[Military.] 1793 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 1793 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 18254

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-902

Names: Wilbur, Curtis D.

Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Portraits -- Massachusetts
Rowing -- Massachusetts
Ships -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Charlestown Navy Yard (Charlestown, Mass.)
Massachusetts
USS Constitution

Genre/Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:-- Glass.

Secretary of the Navy Wilbur holding a block of the new wood which will be
put into the USS Constitution. On his right is Commandant Andrews. 1795
photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Secretary of the Navy Wilbur holding a block of the new wood
which will be put into the USS Constitution. On his right is Commandant
Andrews. 1795 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 18256
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Wilbur, Curtis D.
Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Military -- Massachusetts
Ships -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Charlestown Navy Yard (Charlestown, Mass.)
Massachusetts
USS Constitution
Genre/Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:-- Glass.

Secretary Wilbur is seen here inspecting one of the old guns on the USS
Constitution. On left is Commandant Andrews. 1796 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Secretary Wilbur is seen here inspecting one of the old
guns on the USS Constitution. On left is Commandant Andrews. 1796
photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing
The mystery radio!--Dr. Riggs granted 40 patents on revolutionary set based on entirely new principles. NEW YORK--Left, Donald F. Hastings, assistant to Dr. Riggs, discussing the amplifier with the inventor. This amplifier is but 5 inches wide by 3 inches high, yet it will fill the largest auditorium with music, it is asserted. Two of the revolutionary tubes are shown on top of the amplifier. The box contains a complete outfit for operating a set from house current. The set can operate on either A.C. or D.C. with identical quality and volume. 1797 photonegative, 1926
The mystery radio!--Dr. Riggs granted 40 patents on revolutionary set based on entirely new principles. NEW YORK--Left, Donald F. Hastings, assistant to Dr. Riggs, discussing the amplifier with the inventor. This amplifier is but 5 inches wide by 3 inches high, yet it will fill the largest auditorium with music, it is asserted. Two of the revolutionary tubes are shown on top of the amplifier. The box contains a complete outfit for operating a set from house current. The set can operate on either A.C. or D.C. with identical quality and volume. 1797 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion deteriorated beyond use

Local Numbers

RSN 18259

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Andrews, Philip, Rear Admiral
Wilbur, Curtis D.

Topic: Guns -- Massachusetts
Ships -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
USS Constitution

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass.

The Mystery Radio!--Dr. Riggs granted 40 patents on revolutionary set based on entirely new principles. New York: Left, Donald F. Hastings, assistant to Dr. Riggs, discussing the amplifier with the inventor. This amplifier is but 5 inches wide by 3 inches high, yet it will fill the largest auditorium with music, it is asserted. Two of the revolutionary tubes are shown on top of the amplifier. The box contains a complete outfit for operating a set from house current. The set can operate on either A.C. or D.C. with identical quality and volume. 1796 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The mystery radio!--Dr. Riggs granted 40 patents on revolutionary set based on entirely new principles. NEW YORK: Left, Donald F. Hastings, assistant to Dr. Riggs, discussing the amplifier with the inventor. This amplifier is but 5 inches wide by 3 inches high, yet it will fill the largest auditorium with music, it is asserted. Two of the revolutionary tubes are shown on top of the amplifier. The box contains a complete outfit
for operating a set from house current. The set can operate on either A.C. or D.C. with identical quality and volume. 1796 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18260

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-14

Names: Hastings, Donald F.

Topic: Radio -- Receivers and reception

Research facilities

Scientists

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Riggs, Dr.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Mary Brewer... [Active no. 1799 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1926

1 Item (5” x 4”).

Image(s): Mary Brewer... [Active no. 1799 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

"Boston, Mass.: This exceedingly attractive costume was shown yesterday by Miss Mary Brewer of Boston at the style show at the Home Beautiful Exposition in the Mechanics Building. It is of black taffeta with cretonne sunflower applique, and any girl handy with scissors and needle can make the costume herself. A pleasing parasol makes the effect complete. 5/11/26."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers

RSN 18261

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Brewer, Mary

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Massachusetts

Dress -- Massachusetts
Fashions -- Massachusetts
Portraits -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Early radio tubes.] 1800 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Early radio tubes.] 1800 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18262

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Radio -- Receivers and reception
Research facilities
Science
Vacuum-tubes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Automobile raffle.] 1801 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Automobile raffle.] 1801 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18263

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Automobiles
Lotteries
Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Place: Transitone
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Boston, Mass.: Although they are noted among their friends for their hospitality, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hagan of 35 Swallow Street, South Boston, could not help registering dismay, the day before yesterday when this auto crashed into their home just as they had seated themselves at the dinner table. They managed to escape injury, thru luck as the dinner table was covered with bricks and mortar, which the auto threw into the room. May 12, 1926. [Active no. 1801 : photonegative,] 1926

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Although they are noted among their friends for their hospitality, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hagan of 35 Swallow Street, South Boston, could not help registering dismay, the day before yesterday when this auto crashed into their home just as they had seated themselves at the dinner table. They managed to escape injury, thru luck as the dinner table was covered with bricks and mortar, which the auto threw into the room. May 12, 1926. [Active no. 1801 : photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18264

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Hagan, Charles

Topic: Accidents -- Massachusetts
Automobiles -- 1920-1930 -- Massachusetts
Disasters -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930 Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Automobile raffle.] 1802 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Automobile raffle.] 1802 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.
Local Numbers
RSN 18265

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Automobiles
Lotteries
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Transitone

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Automobile raffle.] 1803 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Automobile raffle.] 1803 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18266

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Automobiles
Lotteries
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Transitone

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Portrait of lady seated outside.] 1803 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait of lady seated outside.] 1803 photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 18267
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Arsenault, Mary Sophia
Topic: Portraits
       Rowing
Place: Massachusetts
       Revere
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Aged cook working in home kitchen.] 1805 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Aged cook working in home kitchen.] 1805 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18269

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Aged persons
       Aging
       Cookery
       Dwellings
       Kitchens
       Older people

[The biggest man to ever join the United States Army, William C.
Vaillancourt.] 1805 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [The biggest man to ever join the United States Army, William C.
Vaillancourt.] 1805 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion yellowed and deteriorated beyond use
Local Numbers
RSN 18270

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass

New York City: Mrs. Francoise Levapresto celebrates her 108th birthday, wants an airplane ride as a birthday present from her children. She is shown with her dog Gyp. [Active no. 1806 : photonegative.,] 1926
1 Item (5" dx 4").

Image(s): New York City: Mrs. Francoise Levapresto celebrates her 108th birthday, wants an airplane ride as a birthday present from her children. She is shown with her dog Gyp. [Active no. 1806 : photonegative.] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18271

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-14.

Topic: Aged persons -- New York
Aging -- New York
Birthdays
Dogs -- New York
Dwellings -- New York
Seniors -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass.

[Family portrait in front of building.] 1806 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family portrait in front of building.] 1806 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and yellowing and peeling severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 18272

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Armed Forces
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Sailors

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Rye, N.Y.: Miss Frances Gray, daughter of General I. Thord Gray, President of the Metropolitan Archery Association, shooting, for the championship, in the opening round for women; archery tournament at Westchester Biltmore Country Club. [Active no. 1807 : non-stereo photonegative,], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): Rye, N.Y.: Miss Frances Gray, daughter of General I. Thord Gray, President of the Metropolitan Archery Association, shooting, for the championship, in the opening round for women; archery tournament at Westchester Biltmore Country Club. [Active no. 1807 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18273

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Yellowing slightly.

Orig. no. A-2.

Names: Gray, Frances

Topic: Competitions
Contests
Recreation
Sports -- 1920-1930
archery -- 1920-1930

Place: New York (State)
Rye (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930

Genre/Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass.
Grant City, Staten Island, N.Y.C.): Mrs. Francoise Levapresto with her daughter, Mrs. Jennie Lauria, on "granny's" 108th birthday. 1807 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Grant City, Staten Island, N.Y.C.): Mrs. Francoise Levapresto with her daughter, Mrs. Jennie Lauria, on "granny's" 108th birthday. 1807 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.
Local Numbers
RSN 18274
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14
Names: Levapresto, Francoise
Topic: Aged persons -- New York
       Aging -- New York
       Dwellings -- New York
       Homes -- New York
       Seniors -- New York
Place: Grant City (New York)
       New York
       Staten Island
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Group portrait in front of building.] 1807 Stereo photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Group portrait in front of building.] 1807 Stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 18275
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204
Topic: Dwellings
Family
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Archer aiming bow. Caption no. 1808: black-and-white photonegative, non-stereo.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
The archer wears knickerbockers or knee pants. Two cars appear in the background.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18276
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Competitions
Contests
Knee pants
Knickerbockers
Recreation
Sports -- 1920-1930
archery -- 1920-1930

Damaged safe in west end burglary, Boston; ---- remove staircase step to forestall pursuit. [Cat. No. 1808: photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Damaged safe in west end burglary, Boston; ---- remove staircase step to forestall pursuit. [Cat. No. 1808: photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18277

Orig. no. A-204.
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Yellowing severely.

Topic: Crime
Explosions
Offices -- 1890-1920
Police
Robberies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Archer aiming bow : Neg. no. 1809A2 photonegative.,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Archer aiming bow : Neg. no. 1809A2 photonegative.] 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
5/31/26: "Archery Tournament at Westchester Biltmore Country Club / Rye, N.Y.--Photo shows:--Dr. Paul Crouch, of Boston, Mass., national archery champion, who won the opening round in the championship for men, in the contest held under the auspece [sic] of the Metropolitan Archery Association."

Silvber gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18278
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Slight gouges in emulsion; slight yellowing.

Names: Crouch, Paul, Dr.
Topic: Competitions
Contests
Recreation
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930
archery -- 1920-1930

Place: New York
Rye

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

The big show in Westville, Conn.: Folks wait to get a glimpse of the famous honeymooners, Mr. and Mrs. John Collidge. [Photographer and group of young bicyclists in front academic style buildings.] 1809 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The big show in Westville, Conn.: Folks wait to get a glimpse of the famous honeymooners, Mr. and Mrs. John Collidge. [Photographer
and group of young bicyclists in front academic style buildings.] 1809 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18279
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Coolidge, John Mrs.
Topic: Automobiles -- Connecticut
       Bicycles -- Connecticut
       Buildings -- Connecticut
       Streets -- Connecticut
Place: Connecticut
       Westville (Conn.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Excavation workers.] 1809 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Excavation workers.] 1809 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18280
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Excavations (Archaeology)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

1 Item (4” x 5”.


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Tournament, May 31, 1926.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers

RSN 18281

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

U&U caption in file box.

Topic: Competitions

Contests

Recreation

Rowing

Sports -- 1920-1930

archery

Place: New York

Rye

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass.

[Square-shaped two-story building with awnings.] Active no. 1810?

Photonegative

1 Item (4” x 5”.

Image(s): [Square-shaped two-story building with awnings.] Active no. 1810? Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18282

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-14.

Topic: Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
[Fire-fighters working water pump : Active no. 1810. photonegative,], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Fire-fighters working water pump : Active no. 1810. photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

"Four Fires Menace South Sudbury, Mass. : Incendiaries Said to Be at Work. [...] Four forest fires again threatened this district May 12. [...] fire fighters are of the opinion the fires are being set. [...] 5/14/26."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 18283

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

U&U caption in file box. Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Arson
Disasters
Fire fighters
Firemen
Fires
Motors
Rowing
Water pumps

Place: Massachusetts
South Sudbury (Mass.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Two men in outdoor archery action, Rye, New York. Active no. 1811. Photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight gouges in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 18284

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Competitions
Contests
Recreation
Sports -- 1920-1930
archery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Early automobiles in city. Active no. 1811 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 18285
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-14.

Topic: Automobiles -- 1900-1910
Buildings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[ Woman in outdoor archery action. Active no. 1812 : black-and-white photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18286
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Competitions
Contests
Recreation
Sports -- 1920-1930
archery
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives, Glass

Canny, courageous little owl, sits tight in home from which other birds tried to drive him; Dorchester, Mass. 5/14/26. [Caption no. 1812: non-stereo photonegative.], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Canny, courageous little owl, sits tight in home from which other birds tried to drive him; Dorchester, Mass. 5/14/26. [Caption no. 1812: non-stereo photonegative.], 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18287

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Birds -- Massachusetts
      Electricity -- Massachusetts
      Owls -- Massachusetts
      Power lines -- Massachusetts
      Trees -- Massachusetts

Place: Dorchester (Mass.)
      Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives, Glass

[Young boy in outdoor archery action. Active no. 1813: black-and-white non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18288

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Children
       Contests
Aviation's newest aid--remarkable anti-fog invention guides Lieut. Doolittle's blind plane to safe landing. MITCHEL FIELD, L.I.--Photo shows Sergent Harry Dalton with the tiny radio transmitter used on Lieut. Doolittle's plane which had two-way communication equipment. With this small transmitter, Doolittle sent messages to the radio beacon station on the field. [Active no. 1780 : half-stereo photonegative.] Active no. 1780 : half-stereo photonegative.
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Aviation's newest aid--remarkable anti-fog invention guides Lieut. Doolittle's blind plane to safe landing. MITCHEL FIELD, L.I.--Photo shows Sergent Harry Dalton with the tiny radio transmitter used on Lieut. Doolittle's plane which had two-way communication equipment. With this small transmitter, Doolittle sent messages to the radio beacon station on the field. [Active no. 1780 : half-stereo photonegative.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18235

The catalog entry for RSN 18234 had an incorrect note, saying "THERE IS NO RSN 18235 IN FILE BOX [VIDEONUM 17560 IS BLANK]." This image forms a stereo pair with 0143.VDF 17559. Catalogued separately in error.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 18289

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

[Adult couple outside building entrance.] Active no. 1815 : Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Adult couple outside building entrance.] Active no. 1815 : Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18291

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Couples
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

[Close-up of woman posing outside.] 1815 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Close-up of woman posing outside.] 1815 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Faults in emulsion.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18292
Westville, Conn.: All smiles! Ex-President's son, John Coolidge and bride, set up housekeeping in their $78 a month apartment. [Active no. 1816 : photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

[Adult couple in front of building entrance.] 1817 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

[Adapted couple in front of building entrance.] 1817 Photonegative.

U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-14

Names: Coolidge, John Mrs.

Topic: Couples -- Connecticut
Dwellings -- Connecticut
Portraits -- Connecticut

Place: Connecticut
Westville (Conn.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Mrs. George T. Barlow walking in street. Active no. 1819 : photonegative,], 1927
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): [Mrs. George T. Barlow walking in street. Active no. 1819 : photonegative.] 1927.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

U&U label transferred to emulsion at center.

Local Numbers

RSN 18295

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

U&U caption in file box.

Orig. no. A-907.

Names: Brokaw, George T., Mrs.

Topic: Automobiles -- 1920-1930
Streets -- Rhode Island
Walkers

Place: Newport (R.I.)
Rhode Island

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Costumed horse riders.] 1824 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Costumed horse riders.] 1824 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18296
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Horses
       Riders

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

[Outdoor ballet.] 1825 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Outdoor ballet.] 1825 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18297
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Ballet
       Dancers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

South Hadley, Mass.: Mount Holyoke College students give play entitled
"Fairy Queen". 5/15/26. 1826 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): South Hadley, Mass.: Mount Holyoke College students give play entitled "Fairy Queen". 5/15/26. 1826 photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18298

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Ballet Dancers
Place: Massachusetts
Mount Holyoke College
South Hadley
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Ballet dancers in park setting. Active no. 1827 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18299

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Ballet Dancers
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Place: Massachusetts
Mount Holyoke College
South Hadley

[Ballet dancers in park setting.] 1828 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Ballet dancers in park setting.] 1828 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18300
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Ballet
Dancers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

Place: Massachusetts
Mount Holyoke College
South Hadley

Boston, Mass.: Mildred Demerest of Los Angeles, Mary Louise Killman and Matilda Robertshaw of Woonsocket, R.I., in the "Butterfly Dance": The annual costume parade and dance of the Emerson College of Oratory. 1829 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Mildred Demerest of Los Angeles, Mary Louise Killman and Matilda Robertshaw of Woonsocket, R.I., in the "Butterfly Dance": The annual costume parade and dance of the Emerson College of Oratory. 1829 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18301

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Emerson College
Topic: Ballet -- Massachusetts
Occupation: Dancers -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass.

Boston, Mass.: Ruth Dobson of Burralo, N.Y. as the giant and Laura Shepard of Syracuse, N.Y. as the witch; the annual costume parade and dance of the Emerson College of Oratory. 1830 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Bostn, Mass.: Ruth Dobson of Burralo, N.Y. as the giant and Laura Shepard of Syracuse, N.Y. as the witch; the annual costume parade and dance of the Emerson College of Oratory. 1830 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18302

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Emerson College
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Actors outdoors in Eastern costumes at Emerson College.] Active no. 1832 . Photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Actors outdoors in Eastern costumes at Emerson College.] Active no. 1832. Photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18304

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Emerson College

Occupation: Actors -- Massachusetts

Topic: Drama -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930

Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass.

[Actors, Emerson College, Massachusetts.] Active no. 1834. Photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Actors, Emerson College, Massachusetts.] Active no. 1834. Photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely.

Local Numbers

RSN 18306

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Emerson College

Occupation: Actors -- Massachusetts

Topic: Drama -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930

Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass.
[Actors in costumes posing outdoors.] Active no. 1835. Photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Actors in costumes posing outdoors.] Active no. 1835. Photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18307

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Emerson College
Occupation: Actors -- Massachusetts
Topic: Drama -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930 Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Actors in costumes posing outdoors. Active no. 1836. Photonegative,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Actors in costumes posing outdoors. Active no. 1836. Photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18308

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Emerson College
Occupation: Actors -- Massachusetts
Topic: Drama -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930 Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
[Actors in costumes posing outdoors beside pool, Emerson College.] Active no. 1837. Photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): [Actors in costumes posing outdoors beside pool, Emerson College.] Active no. 1837. Photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18309

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Emerson College

Occupation: Actors -- Massachusetts

Dancers -- Massachusetts

Topic: Ballet -- Massachusetts

Drama -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930

Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass.

[Actors in costumes posing outdoors beside pool, Emerson College.] Active no. 1838. Photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): [Actors in costumes posing outdoors beside pool, Emerson College.] Active no. 1838. Photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18310

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204?

Names: Emerson College

Occupation: Actors -- Massachusetts

Dancers -- Massachusetts

Topic: Ballet -- Massachusetts

Drama -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930

Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[General view, actors, Emerson College.] Active no. 1839. Photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): [General view, actors, Emerson College.] Active no. 1839. Photonegative, 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and cracked, peeling severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 18311

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. A-204.

Names: Emerson College
Occupation: Actors -- Massachusetts
Dancers -- Massachusetts

Topic: Ballet -- Massachusetts
Drama -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Dancers in costumes posing outdoors, Emerson College.] Active no. 1840. Photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): [Dancers in costumes posing outdoors, Emerson College.] Active no. 1840. Photonegative, 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating.
Local Numbers
RSN 18312

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. A-204.

Names: Emerson College
Occupation: Actors -- Massachusetts
Dancers -- Massachusetts

Topic: Ballet -- Massachusetts
Drama -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Image lost.] 1841 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Image lost.] 1841 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion cracked and peeling and deteriorated beyond use

Local Numbers
RSN 18313

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Portrait of clergyman.] Active no. 1843 : non-stereo photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Portrait of clergyman.] Active no. 1843 : non-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Subject wears large pectoral cross.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18314

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Clergy
Religion

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Portraits -- Men

[University graduation procession outdoors. Active no. 1843: photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18315

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: College graduates
       International education
       Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

[Ships.] 1844 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Ships.] 1844 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18316

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass

[Image lost.] 1844 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Image lost.] 1844 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion yellowed and deteriorated beyond use

Local Numbers
RSN 18317
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Men wearing caps boarding ship via a ladder. Active no. 1845 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18318
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Outdoor archery action in Boston. Active no. 1845 : black-and-white photonegative, non-stereo.,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Outdoor archery action in Boston. Active no. 1845 : black-and-white photonegative, non-stereo.,] 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowed and deteriorated severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 18319

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Buildings -- Massachusetts
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Massachusetts
archery -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Simmons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Boston, Mass.: Sacco and Vanzetti sympathizers parade in front of state house with mourning bands on sleeves. 8/10/27. 1845 photonegative, 1927
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Sacco and Vanzetti sympathizers parade in front of state house with mourning bands on sleeves. 8/10/27. 1845 photonegative 1927.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18320

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-907

Topic: Crimes -- Massachusetts
Police -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Sacco
Vanzetti

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Image lost.] 1846 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Image lost.] 1846 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion yellowed and deteriorated severely

Local Numbers

RSN 18321

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Boston, Mass.: Annual Simmons track day events; Ethel Wiley of Boston wins shot put. 5/16/26. 1847 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Annual Simmons track day events; Ethel Wiley of Boston wins shot put. 5/16/26. 1847 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18322

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts

Shot putting -- Massachusetts

Sports -- Massachusetts

Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.)

Massachusetts

Simmons

Wiley, Ethyl

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
Boston, Mass.: Annual Simmons track day events; Marian Raymond, winner of broad jump. 5/16/26. [Active no. 1848 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Annual Simmons track day events; Marian Raymond, winner of broad jump. 5/16/26. [Active no. 1848 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18323

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Raymond, Marian

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Jumping -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Track and field -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Simmons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Image lost.] 1848 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Image lost.] 1848 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion cracked and peeling and yellowed and deteriorated beyond use

Local Numbers

RSN 18323

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Seated crowd at ceremony in city park.] 1849 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Seated crowd at ceremony in city park.] 1849 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18325
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Crowds
      Flags
      Rites and ceremonies
      Towers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Bird's-eye view of pedestrians walking on sidewalk, several automobiles showing street.] Cat. no. 1849.A-907 : non-stereo photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): [Bird's-eye view of pedestrians walking on sidewalk, several automobiles showing street.] Cat. no. 1849.A-907 : non-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 18326
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Topic: Automobiles -- 1920-1930
      Buildings
      Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
West Point, N.Y.: A procession of members of the graduating class arriving at Battle Monument. The speaker of the day was Hon. Hanford Mac Nider, Assistant secretary of War. 6/13/26. [Active no. 1850 : photonegative,] 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): West Point, N.Y.: A procession of members of the graduating class arriving at Battle Monument. The speaker of the day was Hon. Hanford Mac Nider, Assistant secretary of War. 6/13/26. [Active no. 1850 : photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18327

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-2.

Names: United States Military Academy

Topic: Academies -- New York

Ceremonies -- New York

Military -- New York

Universities and colleges -- New York

Place: New York

West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass.

[Image lost.] 1850 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Image lost.] 1850 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion cracked and peeling and deteriorated beyond use

Local Numbers

RSN 18328

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Image lost.] 1851 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Image lost.] 1851 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion yellowed and deteriorated beyond use

Local Numbers
RSN 18330

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Trumpeter. No. 1852 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18331

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Musical instruments Musicians Trumpet

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

LtoR: Margaret Colgate of Mass., Elizabeth Ertv of Boston, Helen Hobbs of Washington, D.C., Katherine Putman of Oak Park, Ill., with the mascot, a dog. Caption 1853 : photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): LtoR: Margaret Colgate of Mass., Elizabeth Ert of Boston, Helen Hobbs of Washington, D.C., Katherine Putman of Oak Park, Ill., with the mascot, a dog. Caption 1853 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18332

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Dogs
Mascots

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Runners kneeling for start of outdoor race.] 1854 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Runners kneeling for start of outdoor race.] 1854 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18333

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Dartmouth College
Harvard University

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot racers -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard athletes defeat Dartmouth in track meet. Finish of the mile run, which was won by J.N. Watters, of Harvard. Time 4:29 1/5. W.L.M. Tibbers, of Harvard, was second; F.K. Auer, of Dartmouth, was third. 5/16.26. 1855 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18334

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Dartmouth College
Harvard University

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot racers -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Track and field -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard-Dartmouth track race. Finish of 440-yard run, which was won by F.P. Kane, of Harvard (time 0:49, new dual meet record). D.F. McCall, of Dartmouth, was second, and J.H. Broome, of Harvard, third. 5/16/26. 1856 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard-Dartmouth track race. Finish of 440-yard run, which was won by F.P. Kane, of Harvard (time 0:49, new dual
meet record). D.F. McCall, of Dartmouth, was second, and J.H. Broome, of Harvard, third. 5/16/26. 1856 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling and yellowing severely.

Local Numbers

RSN 18335

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Dartmouth College
Harvard University

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot racers -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Track and field -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Men competing in outdoor foot race in Cambridge, Massachusetts.] 1857 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Men competing in outdoor foot race in Cambridge, Massachusetts.] 1857 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers

RSN 18336

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Harvard University

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot racers -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University interscholastic track meet. Finish of 100-yard dash, won by Ellis of Exeter; trull of Lowess was second; and Ticnor of Milton and Gay of Lawrence, 3rd and 4th respectively. 5/16/26.

1858 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University interscholastic track meet. Finish of 100-yard dash, won by Ellis of Exeter; trull of Lowess was second; and Ticnor of Milton and Gay of Lawrence, 3rd and 4th respectively.

5/16/26. 1858 photonegative 1926,

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing severely and deteriorating beyond use.

Local Numbers

RSN 18337

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Harvard University

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot racers -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Track and field -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University interscholastic track meet.
Rockaway of Culver winning high hurdles. Callender of Culver was second. Rockaway's time was 16 seconds. 5/16/26. 1859 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University interscholastic track meet. Rockaway of Culver winning high hurdles. Callender of Culver was second. Rockaway's time was 16 seconds. 5/16/26. 1859 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing severely and deteriorating beyond use.

Local Numbers
RSN 18338
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204
Names: Harvard University
Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Hurdle racing -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Runners on track in stadium with part of crowd showing.] 1861 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Runners on track in stadium with part of crowd showing.] 1861 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18339
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204
Names: Harvard University
Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Stadia -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Image(s): [Men competing in outdoor foot race in Cambridge, Massachusetts.] 1860 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18340

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

[Long line of graduates in cap and gown on street.] 1863 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Long line of graduates in cap and gown on street.] 1863 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18341
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Boston University
Topic: Commencement ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

Boston, Mass.: Dr. Daniel L. Marsh was inaugurated President of Boston University yesterday. At head of procession, LtoR: Prof. D. S. Brightman, Allen W. Rose, Bishop Anderson, ex-Governor Beten, President L.H. Murlin of De Paul U. and Dr. Garden. 1865 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Dr. Daniel L. Marsh was inaugurated President of Boston University yesterday. At head of procession, LtoR: Prof. D. S. Brightman, Allen W. Rose, Bishop Anderson, ex-Governor Beten, President L.H. Murlin of De Paul U. and Dr. Garden. 1865 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18342

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Boston University
Topic: College teachers -- Massachusetts
Commencement ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass

Revere, Mass.: Young lassie kicking a ball along the sands of Revere Beach. 5/18/26. 1866 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Revere, Mass.: Young lassie kicking a ball along the sands of Revere Beach. 5/18/26. 1866 photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 18343
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Beaches
Recreation
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Massachusetts
Revere

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Military ceremony.] 1867 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military ceremony.] 1867 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18344
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-35

Topic: Armed Forces

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Image lost.] 1867 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Image lost.] 1867 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely

Local Numbers
RSN 18345
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204
Topic: Buildings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Boston, Mass.: Sun-painted windows in Beacon Street; glass sensitive to sunlight. Strangers in town visiting Beacon Hill not infrequently ask about the famous purple glass that is found in some of the windows of the older houses. Photo shows view of some of these windows. 5/18/26. 1869 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Sun-painted windows in Beacon Street; glass sensitive to sunlight. Strangers in town visiting Beacon Hill not infrequently ask about the famous purple glass that is found in some of the windows of
the older houses. Photo shows view of some of these windows. 5/18/26.
1869 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18347
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Buildings -- Massachusetts
Place: Beacon Hill (Boston, Mass.)
       Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Three figures in theatrical costumes.] 1871 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Three figures in theatrical costumes.] 1871 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18348
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Occupation: Actors
Topic: Couples
         Drama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Boston, Mass.: Vermonters visit Boston and take hub by storm when
they boost state. A delegation of Vermont boosters, headed by Governor
Billings, arrived on "sugar train" and were greeted by Governor Fuller of
Massachusetts. 5/20/26. [Active no. 1874 : non-stereo photonegative.],
1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Vermonters visit Boston and take hub by storm when they boost state. A delegation of Vermont boosters, headed by Governor Billings, arrived on "sugar train" and were greeted by Governor Fuller of Massachusetts. 5/20/26. [Active no. 1874 : non-stereo photonegative.] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18349

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Railroads -- Massachusetts
Trains -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Sugar Train
Vermont

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Boston, Mass.: Rare lobster exhibited at hotel exposition. Ann Donnelly, an attendant at the exposition in the Mechanics Building, holds a blue lobster, one of the very few which has been taken out of New England waters in many years. 5/20/26. 1875 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Rare lobster exhibited at hotel exposition. Ann Donnelly, an attendant at the exposition in the Mechanics Building, holds a blue lobster, one of the very few which has been taken out of New England waters in many years. 5/20/26. 1875 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18350

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Donnelly, Ann

Topic: Exhibitions -- Massachusetts
Food -- Massachusetts
Lobsters -- Massachusetts
Portraits -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18351

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Boston University
R.O.T.C.

Topic: Military -- Massachusetts
Students -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Boston, Mass.: Celestine Madererios, charged with the murder of James E. Carpenter, cashier of Wrentham National Bank, is taken back to jail after a trial session. At front row center, he is in the custody of Deputy Sheriff William F. Lynch, right, and Deputy Sheriff Howard Capen, left. 5/20/26. 1877 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Celestine Madererios, charged with the murder of James E. Carpenter, cashier of Wrentham National Bank, is taken back to jail after a trial session. At front row center, he is in the custody of Deputy Sheriff William F. Lynch, right, and Deputy Sheriff Howard Capen, left. 5/20/26. 1877 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers

RSN 18352

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Crime -- Massachusetts
Prisoners -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Madererios, Celestine
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Exercise session.] 1878 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Exercise session.] 1878 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18353

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Athletics
Exercising
Physical fitness

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Students forming letters outdoors.] 1880 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Students forming letters outdoors.] 1880 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing slightly
Local Numbers
RSN 18354
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Celebrations
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Campus queen seated outside with king and court at college in Massachusetts.] Cat. no. 1881 : non-stereo photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Campus queen seated outside with king and court at college in Massachusetts.] Cat. no. 1881 : non-stereo photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked, peeling, and yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18355
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Celebrations -- Massachusetts
      May Day
      Students -- Massachusetts
      Universities and colleges -- 1920-1930 -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts
       Simmons College

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Boston, Mass.: Scholarships were awarded to Emerson College students yesterday at graduation exercises. Highest scholastic honors went to, from left: Phyllis Marschall, Margaret Kelly and Olive Holmes. 5/21/26.
[Active no. 1882 : photonegative], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Scholarships were awarded to Emerson College students yesterday at graduation exercises. Highest scholastic honors went
to, from left: Phyllis Marschall, Margaret Kelly and Olive Holmes. 5/21/26. [Active no. 1882 : photonegative], 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18356
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Emerson College
        Kelly, Margaret M.
        Marschell, Phyllis.

Topic: Commencement ceremonies -- Massachusetts
        Portrait -- Massachusetts
        Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

Boston, Mass.: Seven scholarship honors winners at Emerson College graduation exercises. 5/21/26. Active No. 1883 : photonegative, 1926
1 item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Seven scholarship honors winners at Emerson College graduation exercises. 5/21/26. Active No. 1883 : photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18357
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

A-204 (original number)

Names: Emerson College (Boston, Mass.) -- 1920-1930.

Topic: Portraits -- Massachusetts
       Students -- Massachusetts
       Universities and colleges -- 1920-1930 --
       Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Ruth Morgan, swimmer, prepares to enter outdoor competition.] Active no. 1884. Photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): [Ruth Morgan, swimmer, prepares to enter outdoor competition.] Active no. 1884. Photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18358

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-2.

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Names: Morgan, Ruth

Topic: Athletics

Sports -- 1920-1930

Swimmers

Place: Long Beach (N.Y.)

New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Newtonville, Mass.: A fire recently in a large factory here caused damage estimated at {dollar}50,000. View shows valiant firemen directing stream of water on burning building. 5/21/26. 1884 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): Newtonville, Mass.: A fire recently in a large factory here caused damage estimated at {dollar}50,000. View shows valiant firemen directing stream of water on burning building. 5/21/26. 1884 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly

Local Numbers

RSN 18359

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.
[Female swimmer prepares to enter outdoor competition.] Active no. 1885 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Female swimmer prepares to enter outdoor competition.] Active no. 1885 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18360
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-2.

Cambridge, Mass.: Alvar Jacobson, the "human target," at whom guns have been fired more than 2500 times, received (dollar)25 yesterday for wearing an improved bullet-proof vest while policeman Finnegan shot at it several times. From left, Jacobson, Mayor Quinn, Chief McBride and John J. de Bowers examine the vest. 5/21/26. [Active no. 1885 : black-and-white photonegative,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cambridge, Mass.: Alvar Jacobson, the "human target," at whom guns have been fired more than 2500 times, received (dollar)25 yesterday for wearing an improved bullet-proof vest while policeman Finnegan shot at it several times. From left, Jacobson, Mayor Quinn, Chief McBride and John J. de Bowers examine the vest. 5/21/26. [Active no. 1885 : black-and-white photonegative.] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.
Local Numbers
RSN 18361

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Jacobson, Alvar
Topic: Bulletproof vests -- Massachusetts
       Crime -- Massachusetts
       Police -- Massachusetts
       Protection -- Massachusetts
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
       Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass.

Cambridge, Mass.: Alvar Jacobson, the "human target," wearing bulletproof vest. Policeman Finnegan fired point blank at the vest, and the missiles fell harmlessly. The test took place in front of police headquarters. Mayor Quinn and other city dignitaries were present. 5/21/26. [Active no. 1886 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Cambridge, Mass.: Alvar Jacobson, the "human target," wearing bulletproof vest. Policeman Finnegan fired point blank at the vest, and the missiles fell harmlessly. The test took place in front of police headquarters. Mayor Quinn and other city dignitaries were present. 5/21/26. [Active no. 1886 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silvery gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18362

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Jacobson, Alvar
Topic: Bulletproof vests -- Massachusetts
       Crime -- Massachusetts
       Police -- Massachusetts
       Protection -- Massachusetts
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
       Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Human Target; close-up of man wearing bullet-proof vest. Active no. 1887 : black-and-white non-stereo photonegative], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Human Target; close-up of man wearing bullet-proof vest. Active no. 1887 : black-and-white non-stereo photonegative]. 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers

RSN 18363

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Jacobson, Alvar

Topic: Bulletproof vests -- Massachusetts
Crime -- Massachusetts
Police -- Massachusetts
Protection -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Cambridge, Mass.: "Human Target" Alvar Jacobson, left, and policeman Finnegan a test of bullet-proof vest. [Active no. 1888 : black-and-white non-stereo photonegative.], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers

RSN 18364

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.
Names: Jacobson, Alvar

Topic: Bulletproof vests -- Massachusetts
         Crime -- Massachusetts
         Police -- Massachusetts
         Protection -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
     Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Boston, Mass.: Mrs. Mary L. Young, housekeeper for 52 years for the late Charles H. Shaw and a witness in the contest over his will. 5/22/26. 1889 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Mrs. Mary L. Young, housekeeper for 52 years for the late Charles H. Shaw and a witness in the contest over his will. 5/22/26. 1889 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18365

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Portraits -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
      Massachusetts
      Young, Mary L.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[New Motorboat. Active no. 1889 : photonegative,], 1927
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")

Image(s): [New Motorboat. Active no. 1889 : photonegative,] 1927.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 18366

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Boston, Mass.: Mrs. Arthur G. Rotch, left, handed over the gavel to the newly elected president of the Massachusetts League of Women Voters, Mrs. Robert DeNormandie, right. Mrs. Joseph A 1890 photonegative, 1926

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Mrs. Arthur G. Rotch, left, handed over the gavel to the newly elected president of the Massachusetts League of Women Voters, Mrs. Robert DeNormandie, right. Mrs. Joseph A 1890 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18367

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

[Student (?), young man in coat and tie studying at desk. Active no. 1891 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film, possibly nitrate.
U&U label transferred to emulsion side; large paper remnants adhering; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 18368
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-907.

Topic:
Books and reading
Desks
Students
telephone

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 19th-20th century -- Black-and-white negatives -- Nitrate
Photographs -- Black-and-white negatives -- Nitrate film.

[Crowd standing in front of a building, with "Singer Sewing" on doorway sign. Active no. 1892 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
The group includes a policeman, standing in the center.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18369
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-907.

Names:
Singer Sewing Machine Co.

Topic:
Buildings
Crowds
Police

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Man and bird.] 1893 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Man and bird.] 1893 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing severely

Local Numbers

RSN 18370

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Birds

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Six sailboats and motor boat on open sea.] New London, Conn.: Sixteen yachts start 660-mile international race to Bermuda; race broadcast by radio direct from scene. Photo shows start of one class of racers, with the cruiser MU-I, owned by Douglass Rigney, operating a broadcasting station (WRMU). 62126. [Active no. 1894 : photonegative,], 1926

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): [Six sailboats and motor boat on open sea.] New London, Conn.: Sixteen yachts start 660-mile international race to Bermuda; race broadcast by radio direct from scene. Photo shows start of one class of racers, with the cruiser MU-I, owned by Douglass Rigney, operating a broadcasting station (WRMU). 62126. [Active no. 1894 : photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18371

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Competitions

Contests

Sailboats

Sports -- 1920-1930

Waterscapes

Place: Connecticut

New London (Conn.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Boston, Mass.: Louis A. Pasco, in charge of Boston City Hospital morgue for 40 years, retired today. 5/22/26. 1894 photonegative, 1926 1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Louis A. Pasco, in charge of Boston City Hospital morgue for 40 years, retired today. 5/22/26. 1894 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18372

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Pasco, Louis A.

Topic: Hospitals -- Massachusetts
Medicine -- Massachusetts
Physicians -- 1920-1930 -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Boston, Mass.: Louis A. Pasco, in charge of Boston City Hospital morgue for 40 years, retired today. 5/22/26. [No. 1895 : photonegative,] 1926 1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Louis A. Pasco, in charge of Boston City Hospital morgue for 40 years, retired today. 5/22/26. [No. 1895 : photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18373

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Pasco, Louis A.
Topic: Hospitals -- Massachusetts
       Medicine -- Massachusetts
       Physicians -- 1920-1930 -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

New London, Conn.: Mrs. and Mrs. George T. Jacocks leaving boat he as just invented. Boat is 32 feet long, has 2 45 horsepower motors, 2 rudders to insure safety, five berths, a complete galley, washroom and four large lockers and other conveniences. The hull is of stainless steel. 6/21/26. [Active no. 1895 : photonegative,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): New London, Conn.: Mrs. and Mrs. George T. Jacocks leaving boat he as just invented. Boat is 32 feet long, has 2 45 horsepower motors, 2 rudders to insure safety, five berths, a complete galley, washroom and four large lockers and other conveniences. The hull is of stainless steel. 6/21/26. [Active no. 1895 : photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18374
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Names: Jacocks, George T.
Topic: Couples -- Connecticut
       Inventors -- Connecticut
       Waterscapes -- Connecticut
Place: Connecticut
       New London (Conn.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Adult couple posing on boat; sea and buildings in background.] Mr. and Mrs. George T. Jacocks in New London, Conn., after viewing start of 660-mile New London-Bermuda race. 1896 Photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Adult couple posing on boat; sea and buildings in background.]
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Jacocks in New London, Conn., after viewing start of 660-mile New London-Bermuda race. 1896 Photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18375

AC0143-0018375 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Names: Jacocks, George T.
Topic: Couples -- Connecticut
       Inventors -- Connecticut
       Waterscapes -- Connecticut

Place: Connecticut
       New London (Conn.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Boston, Mass.: Young ladies of Simmons college selling toy balloons for the benefit of a Freshman fund. 5/22/26. 1896 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: Young ladies of Simmons college selling toy balloons for the benefit of a Freshman fund. 5/22/26. 1896 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18376

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Balloons -- Massachusetts
       Education -- Massachusetts
       Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Massachusetts
Students -- Massachusetts
advertising -- 1890-1900 -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Simmons College

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Cambridge, Mass.: At the Harvard Stadium, Yale triumphed over Harvard by one third of a point in their dual track meet. A crowd numbering 10,000 saw the meet. Photo shows the finish of the freshman mile race, won by Smith of Harvard. 5/23/26. 1897 photonegative, 1926

Image(s): Cambridge, Mass.: At the Harvard Stadium, Yale triumphed over Harvard by one third of a point in their dual track meet. A crowd numbering 10,000 saw the meet. Photo shows the finish of the freshman mile race, won by Smith of Harvard. 5/23/26. 1897 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18377

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot racers -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18378

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic:
Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot races -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts

Place:
Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Runners kneeling at start of outdoor race, Yale.] 1899 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Runners kneeling at start of outdoor race, Yale.] 1899 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18379

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic:
Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot races -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts

Place:
Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Group on front of cabin cruiser; sailboats in background.] 1899 Photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Group on front of cabin cruiser; sailboats in background.] 1899 Photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18380
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Boats -- Connecticut
Motorboats -- Connecticut
Waterscapes -- Connecticut

Place: Connecticut
New London (Connecticut)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Two cabin cruisers at anchor in open sea.] 1900 Photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Two cabin cruisers at anchor in open sea.] 1900 Photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18381
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Boats -- Connecticut
Motorboats -- Connecticut
Waterscapes -- Connecticut

Place: Connecticut
New London (Connecticut)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Garden party on large home lawn.] 19?? photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Garden party on large home lawn.] 19?? photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18382

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Cambridge, Mass.: Yale triumphs over Harvard in dual track meet. Photo shows contestants in the one mile race (varsity) going round the track. 5/23/26. 1900 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cambridge, Mass.: Yale triumphs over Harvard in dual track meet. Photo shows contestants in the one mile race (varsity) going round the track. 5/23/26. 1900 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling and yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18383

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot racers -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Cambridge, Mass.: Yale triumphs over Harvard in dual track meet. Photo shows contestants in the one mile race (varsity) going round the track. 5/23/26. 1901 photonegative, 1926
1 item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Cambridge, Mass.: Yale triumphs over Harvard in dual track meet. Photo shows contestants in the one mile race (varsity) going round the track. 5/23/26. 1901 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing

Local Numbers

RSN 18384

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Stadia -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

1 item (4” x 5”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18386
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Mansfield, Mass.: Four persons were injured, one fatally, when the Owl, a crack Boston-New York train of the New York, New Haven and Hartford railroad crashed into a freight train at a cross-over here last night. Photo shows the wrecked engine of the Owl. 5/24/26. [Active no. 1917: non-stereo photonegative.], 1926.

Image(s): Mansfield, Mass.: Four persons were injured, one fatally, when the Owl, a crack Boston-New York train of the New York, New Haven and Hartford railroad crashed into a freight train at a cross-over here last night. Photo shows the wrecked engine of the Owl. 5/24/26. [Active no. 1917: non-stereo photonegative.] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18388

AC0143-0018388 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. No. A-204.

Topic: Disasters -- Massachusetts
       Railroad accidents
       Trains -- Massachusetts

Place: Mansfield (Massachusetts)
       Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

---


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18389

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204
Boston, Mass.: New England School Band and Orchestra Festival drew 2,200 children. Photo shows the tallest and smallest boys who played in the festival. 5/24/26. 1915 Photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: New England School Band and Orchestra Festival drew 2,200 children. Photo shows the tallest and smallest boys who played in the festival. 5/24/26. 1915 Photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling and yellowing and severely deteriorated.

Local Numbers
RSN 18390

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Cambridge, Mass.: Yale triumphed over Harvard in dual track meet. Photo shows iller of Harvard winning the 100 yard dash (varsity). His time of 9 4/5 ties the dual meet record. 5/23/26. 1903 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18391

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Harvard Stadium (Cambridge, Mass.)
Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Stadia -- Massachusetts
Track and field -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Side view of three-masted sailboat anchored in open sea.] 1909
Photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Side view of three-masted sailboat anchored in open sea.] 1909
Photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18392

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Sailboats
Waterscapes
Place: Connecticut
New London (Conn.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Pole vaulter clearing bar in stadium, Yale.] 1904 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pole vaulter clearing bar in stadium, Yale.] 1904 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18393

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Pole vaulters -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Vaulting -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Blue Water (left) and Malabar VII taking a nice lead in race. 1905
Photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Blue Water (left) and Malabar VII taking a nice lead in race. 1905
Photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18394

U&U caption in box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Competitions
Contests
Sailboats
Sports -- 1920-1930
Waterscapes
Blue Water and Malabar VII sailing out to sea. 1906 Photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Blue Water and Malabar VII sailing out to sea. 1906 Photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
slight gouges in emulsion
Local Numbers
RSN 18395
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

[Pole vaulter clearing bar in stadium, Yale.] 1906 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pole vaulter clearing bar in stadium, Yale.] 1906 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
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Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Pole vaulters -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Vaulting -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

GUIDE TO USE: Figure 21

Image(s): [Pole vaulter clearing bar in stadium, Yale.] 1907 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18397

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Pole vaulters -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Vaulting -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

GUIDE TO USE: Figure 21

Image(s): [Pole vaulter clearing bar in stadium, Yale? Active no. 1907 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 18398

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A]. Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Harvard Stadium (Cambridge, Mass.)
Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Pole vaulters -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Stadia -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Pole vaulter clearing bar in stadium, Yale.] 1909 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Pole vaulter clearing bar in stadium, Yale.] 1909 photonegative
1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18399

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Pole vaulters -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Vaulting -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

dual track meet. 5/23/26. 1910 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18400
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
       Pole vaulters -- Massachusetts
       Sports -- Massachusetts
       Vaulting -- Massachusetts
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
       Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Close-up of three men in crowded sports stadium.] 1911 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Close-up of three men in crowded sports stadium.] 1911 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18401
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Contests
       Sports -- 1920-1930
       Stadia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
[Active no. 1912 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1926  
1 Item (4" x 5").  
[Active no. 1912 : non-stereo photonegative.,] 1926.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 18402  
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
A-204  

Topic:  
Alumni -- Massachusetts  
Baseball -- Massachusetts  
Parades -- Massachusetts  
Sports -- Massachusetts  
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts  

Place:  
Cambridge (Mass.)  
Massachusetts  
Soldiers Field  

Philadelphia, Pa.: "Miss Philadelphia" (Miss Kathleen Goyle) and "Miss Wichita" (Miss Mildred Orr), entrants in the Atlantic Beauty Pageant, enjoy a camel ride at the zoo here. 9/9/27. 1918 photonegative, 1927  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): Philadelphia, Pa.: "Miss Philadelphia" (Miss Kathleen Goyle) and "Miss Wichita" (Miss Mildred Orr), entrants in the Atlantic Beauty Pageant, enjoy a camel ride at the zoo here. 9/9/27. 1918 photonegative 1927.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 18404  
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
A-907  

Topic:  
Camels -- Pennsylvania
Zoos -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
   Philadelphia (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Rail yard.] 1919 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Rail yard.] 1919 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18405

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Disasters
   Railroads
   Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Rail yard.] 1920 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Rail yard.] 1920 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18406

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Disasters
   Railroads
   Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Boston, Mass.: The Rev. Paul M. Carasig, S.J., a native of the Philippine Islands, who has been a guest of the Boston College High School, on James Street. 5/25/26. 1921 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Boston, Mass.: The Rev. Paul M. Carasig, S.J., a native of the Philippine Islands, who has been a guest of the Boston College High School, on James Street. 5/25/26. 1921 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18407
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204
Names: Carasig, Paul M.
        Church of the Jesuits (Cologne, Germany)
Topic:  Clergy -- Massachusetts
        Portraits -- Massachusetts
        Religion -- Massachusetts
Place:  Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
        Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
        -- Glass

Boston, Mass.: This group had a leading part in the May procession in honor of the Blessed Virgin at the Church of the Immaculate Conception. From left: Sadie McLaughlin, heart bearer; Mary Waggett, arch bearer; Louise Lyons, queen; Ruth Waggott, arch bearer, and Mary Donohoe, bearer of the golden rose. 5/25/26. 1923 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Boston, Mass.: This group had a leading part in the May procession in honor of the Blessed Virgin at the Church of the Immaculate Conception. From left: Sadie McLaughlin, heart bearer; Mary Waggett, arch bearer; Louise Lyons, queen; Ruth Waggott, arch bearer, and Mary Donohoe, bearer of the golden rose. 5/25/26. 1923 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18408
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
Boston, Mass.: The Italians War Veterans Association yesterday celebrated the 11th anniversary of Italy's entry into the World War in exercises before the mounted statue of Washington. Italian war veterans were decorated by the Italian Consul with medals received from Italy. Photo shows placing a wreath on the statue of Washington. 5/25/26. 1925 [photonegative,] 1926. 1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: The Italians War Veterans Association yesterday celebrated the 11th anniversary of Italy's entry into the World War in exercises before the mounted statue of Washington. Italian war veterans were decorated by the Italian Consul with medals received from Italy. Photo shows placing a wreath on the statue of Washington. 5/25/26. 1925 [photonegative,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 18409

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

1 Item (4” x 5”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18410

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
        Military -- Massachusetts
        Minutemen (Militia) -- Massachusetts
        United States -- History -- Revolution, 1775-1783 -- Massachusetts

Place: Concord (Massachusetts)
        Great Britain
        Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
                -- Glass.

Concord, Mass.: In celebration of 150th anniversary of beginning of the Revolutionary War, members of the British Veterans association, Legion Men, National Guard, and Minute Men joined in tribute to the dead of 1775. Photo shows Major General Preston Brown placing a wreath on the grave of an English Regular. 5/25/26. 1928 Photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Concord, Mass.: In celebration of 150th anniversary of beginning of the Revolutionary War, members of the British Veterans association, Legion Men, National Guard, and Minute Men joined in tribute to the dead of 1775. Photo shows Major General Preston Brown placing a wreath on the grave of an English Regular. 5/25/26. 1928 Photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18411
U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Flags -- Massachusetts
Military -- Massachusetts

Place: Concord (Massachusetts)
Great Britain
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Concord, Mass.: British veterans pay tribute to Minutemen and Redcoats alike at 150th anniversary of the beginning of the Revolutionary War. Photo shows taps being sounded at a grave of a British soldier. 5/25/26. [Active no. 1929 : photonegative, 5/25/26 [1926]
1 item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18412

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Flags -- Massachusetts
Military -- Massachusetts

Place: Concord (Massachusetts)
Great Britain
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Box 220

RSN Numbers 18413-18537

Image(s)

[Rained out ceremony in stadium? Active no. 1931 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18413

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-204

Topic: Stadia
rain and rainfall

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Portrait.] 1933 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): [Portrait.] 1933 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 18414

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Old Orchard, Me.-- As tickled as a child after his first ride on a merry-go-round, Almatia Bennett of Chicopee, Mass., made her first airplane ride to this city and really enjoyed it, earning the title of 'Grandma of the Air'. She liked it so well that she expects to make another ride soon. Photo shows: Mrs. Bennett in the plane."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18415

Video number 17736

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box: 1934-A907.

Names: Bennett, Almatia, Mrs.

Topic: Aged persons

Aging

Airplanes -- Maine

Place: Maine

Old Orchard (Maine)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass.

The cornerstone of the new headquarters of the American Unitarian Association laid. [High view of cornerstone ceremony, with crowd.] [photonegative], 05/26/26

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The cornerstone of the new headquarters of the American Unitarian Association laid. [High view of cornerstone ceremony, with crowd.] [photonegative], 05/26/26.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Boston, Mass- The cornerstone of the new headquarters of the American Unitarian Association was laid at 32 Beacon Street, yesterday with high officials of the laity and church attending. Photo Shows- left to right- Rev. Ulysses G.B. Pierce D.D. of Washington, D.C.; Rev. Samuel A. Elliot, D.D.; and the Rev. Howard N. Brown, D.C. at the cornerstone laying".

Silver gelatin on glass.
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Local Numbers

RSN 18417

Video number 17738

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].

U&U caption in file drawer: 1936-A204.

Names: American Unitarian Association

Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Crowds -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.


[High view with crowd.] 1937 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4” x 5”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18418

Video number 17739

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227B].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: American Unitarian Association
Eliot, Samuel A., Rev.

Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Crowds -- Massachusetts
Boston, Mass.: The cornerstone of the new headquarters of the American Unitarian Association was laid at 32 Beacon Street, yesterday. 5/26/26. [High view of cornerstone ceremony, with crowd.] 1938 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boston, Mass.: The cornerstone of the new headquarters of the American Unitarian Association was laid at 32 Beacon Street, yesterday, 5/26/26. [High view of cornerstone ceremony, with crowd.] 1938 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18419

Video number 17740

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: American Unitarian Association

Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Crowds -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

The only woman baker at bakers convention. [Non-stereo photonegative], 05/26/1925
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The only woman baker at bakers convention. [Non-stereo photonegative], 05/26/1925.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Swampscott, Mass - Mrs. Mercedes M. Barnard of Quincy, Mass. is known all over the United States as one of the few successful women bakers, is the only woman baker to attend the Convention of New England
bakers which is now being held at Swampscott." Woman wears hat, seated in rocking chair with newspaper outdoors.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18420

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 1939-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Barnard, Mercedes M.
Topic: Bakers and bakeries
Portraits -- Women
Rocking chairs
Place: Massachusetts
Quincy (Mass.)
Swampscott (Mass.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

"She" is a "he"... [photonegative], 05/26/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): "She" is a "he"... [photonegative], 05/26/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Dorchester, Mass- [sic] One would never guess that the ‘young lady' in the photo is William L. Prince, who is one of the principals in the show, 'The Boob', to be given by the Dorchester Boys' High School. It is a laugh provoking comedy and was written by a teacher in the school." [Subject is seated in an office chair near an electric fan.]

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18421

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box: 1940-A204.

Yellowing.

Topic: Fans (Machinery)
Female impersonators
High school
Offices -- 1920-1930
Students
Theater
Transvestism

Occupation: Actors
Place: Dorchester (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Massachusetts to be seat of evolution fight -- 1941 [photonegative], 05/26/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Massachusetts to be seat of evolution fight -- 1941
[photonegative], 05/26/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Boston -- Massachusetts is one of the 12 states picked as the campaign grounds for a drive against evolution this summer by a national group of fundamentalists known as "The Supreme Kingdom" was the announcement made at the annual meeting of the Unitarian Laymen's League, held in Boston. Photo shows--men who took a prominent part in the convention (l to r) Rev. Vivian T. Pomeroy, Rev Frederick R. Griffin, Philadelphia, new president of the Unitarian Ministerial Union; Dr. Preston Bradley, Chicago; Dr. Sidney B. Snow."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling seriously.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18422

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 1941-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Evolution -- Massachusetts
Fundamentalism
Religion -- Massachusetts
Unitarianism

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.
Straight Lines and Shorter Skirts for Summer Wear. [photonegative], 5/26/1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Straight Lines and Shorter Skirts for Summer Wear. [photonegative], 5/26/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Boston, Mass - Cotton frocks, with shorter skirts and straight lines are in vogue for summer wear, according to a style show held in Boston. The frocks shown were designed by Mrs. Mabel Tiffany, New York fashion designer who used Massachusetts materials - left to right - the Misses Ruth Farrar, Peggy Hall, Helen Mann, Mildred Farrar, Grace Tuernay and Faye Lahey."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18423

Video number 17745

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box:1942-A204.

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Massachusetts
       Dress -- Massachusetts
       Fashions -- Massachusetts
       Models (Persons) -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass.

The cornerstone of the new headquarters of the American Unitarian Association was laid at 32 Beacon Street, yesterday, with high officials of the church and laity attending. Rev. Samuel A. Eliot, D.D., son of the President Emeritus of Harvard, lays the cornerstone, while behind him stands the Rev. Howard N. Brown. Active no. 1943 : photonegative, 26/05/1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The cornerstone of the new headquarters of the American Unitarian Association was laid at 32 Beacon Street, yesterday, with high officials of the church and laity attending. Rev. Samuel A. Eliot, D.D., son of the President Emeritus of Harvard, lays the cornerstone, while behind
him stands the Rev. Howard N. Brown. Active no. 1943 : photonegative, 26/05/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 18424

Video number 17746
Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: American Unitarian Association
Topic: Cornerstone laying -- Massachusetts
Rites and ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Straight lines and shorter skirts for summer wear. [Non-stereo photonegative], 05/26/1926
1 Item (5” x 4”).

Image(s): Straight lines and shorter skirts for summer wear. [Non-stereo photonegative], 05/26/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Boston, Mass - Cotton frocks, with shorter skirts and straight lines are in vogue for summer wear, according to a style show held in Boston. The frocks shown were designed by Mrs. Mabel Tiffany, New York fashion designer who used Massachusetts materials exclusively. Photo shows some of the models as displayed at the show."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18425

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 1943-A204.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
[Crowd posing in front of large home.] 1946 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Crowd posing in front of large home.] 1946 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18426

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

[Three dancers outside.] 1948 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Three dancers outside.] 1948 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18427

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204
Skipper of Harvard 1927 football team. [photonegative], 09/17/1927
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Skipper of Harvard 1927 football team. [photonegative], 09/17/1927.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Close up of Capt. Charlie Pratt who will take charge of his team
during the gridiron struggle with other challengers."
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18428
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box: 1948-A207.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Pratt, Charlie
Topic: Football -- Massachusetts
       Portraits -- Men -- Massachusetts
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
       Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Garden portrait.] 1949 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Garden portrait.] 1949 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18429
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Flowers
      Gardens
      Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

[Portrait.] 1949 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 1949 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 18430

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-907

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[No image.] 1950 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [No image.] 1950 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion deteriorated beyond use

Local Numbers
RSN 18431

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204
[Six college coeds pose in graduation gowns. Active no. 1951: photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18432
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Academic costume
College graduates
Education
Universities and colleges

[University graduation procession outdoors. Active no. 1952: photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18433
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: College graduates
Communication in education
Universities and colleges
[Passenger portrait.] 1953 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Passenger portrait.] 1953 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18434

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

New York City: Miss Clarabelle Barrett, swimming teacher of the James Monroe High School, illustrating her "crawl" swimming stroke, with which she hopes to paddle herself across the mischievous English Channel. 6/28/26. [No. 1954 Silver gelatin glass photonegative, non-stereo], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): New York City: Miss Clarabelle Barrett, swimming teacher of the James Monroe High School, illustrating her "crawl" swimming stroke, with which she hopes to paddle herself across the mischievous English Channel. 6/28/26. [No. 1954 Silver gelatin glass photonegative, non-stereo] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18435

Video number 17756

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Barrett, Clarabelle
Topic: High school athletes
Swimming
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Harvard University oarsmen to go on scientific cruise. [photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Harvard University oarsmen to go on scientific cruise. [photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Boston, Mass.: Photo shows the Auxiliary schooner Chance, which is to carry a scientific expedition under the leadership of O'Donnell Iselin, to the Coast of Labrador this summer. Mr. Iselin a student at Harvard will captain the boat, while the expedition will be under the direction of Dr. Henry Bigelow of the Peabody Museum of Harvard. The Chance is 77 feet overall, has a 16-foot beam and an 11-foot [draft?] (see press dispatches)."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18436

Video number 17757

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.1954-A204

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Harvard University -- 1920-1930
Topic: Research facilities -- Massachusetts Sailboats -- Massachusetts Universities and colleges -- 1920-1930 -- Massachusetts Waterscapes -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930 Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Swimming instructor of James Monroe High School aspirant for English Channel swim. [photonegative], 06/28/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Swimming instructor of James Monroe High School aspirant for English Channel swim. [photonegative]. 06/28/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "New York city. Photo shows: - Miss Clarabelle Barrett, swimming teacher of the James Monroe High School, illustrating her 'crawl' swimming stroke, with which she hopes to paddle herself across the mischievous English Channel".

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18437

Video number 17758

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].


Names: Barrett, Clarabelle

Topic: Swimmers

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Lobster season now on - unloading them at Boston. [photonegative], 05/28/1926

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Lobster season now on - unloading them at Boston. [photonegative]. 05/28/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Boston, Mass- The lobster season is now on and the shellfish are plentiful and are selling around 50 cents per pound. Photo shows- lobsters being unloaded at the Boston Fish Pier.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers

RSN 18438

Video number 17759

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box: 1956-A204.

**Topic:** Boats -- Massachusetts  
Fishing -- Massachusetts  
Industry -- Massachusetts  
Lobsters -- Massachusetts

**Place:** Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930  
Massachusetts

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass.

New York City: Swimming instructor Miss Clarabelle Barrett, aspirant for English Channel swim. 6/28/26. 1956 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** New York City: Swimming instructor Miss Clarabelle Barrett, aspirant for English Channel swim. 6/28/26. 1956 photonegative 1926

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18439

Video number 17760

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

**Names:** Barrett, Clarabelle

**Topic:** Portraits  
Swimmers

**Place:** New York (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

New York City: Swimming instructor Miss Clarabelle Barrett, aspirant for English Channel swim. 6/28/26. 1957 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** New York City: Swimming instructor Miss Clarabelle Barrett, aspirant for English Channel swim. 6/28/26. 1957 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18440

Video number 17761

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Names: Barrett, Clarabelle
Topic: Boats -- New York
Portraits -- New York
Swimmers -- New York
Waterscapes -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Athlete prepares to throw football : Active no. 1958 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18441

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-907

Topic: Contests
Contests
Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Boy of 11 to try 40-mile hike. [photonegative], 50/29/26
Caption: "West Somerville, Mass- Donald A. Howe, 11 years, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Allan A. Howe, of Simpson Avenue, is out to win a record as a boy hiker. Next Sunday Morning at 7 o'clock he will leave the Lincoln Park Bridge, Worcester, on a 40 mile hike to Boston. Along the route he will make no stops and hopes to reach Copley Plaza by 6:30P.M. the same evening. His father will accompany him part of the way. Photo shows Donald A. Howe".

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18442

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box. 1959-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Howe, Donald A.
Topic: Children -- Massachusetts
Portraits -- Massachusetts
Place: Massachusetts
West Somerville (Massachusetts)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Football player in crouch. Active no. 1959 : photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18443

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Topic: Contests
Contests
Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges
Genres/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Sophomores win annual Wellesley College spring meet. [photonegative], 05/29/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Sophomores win annual Wellesley College spring meet. [photonegative]. 05/29/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Wellesley, Mass - Top honors in the annual Wellesley College Spring meet were carried off by the competitors of the sophomore class. The events were baseball, archery, tennis, lacrosse and track. The meet was held on the athletic field of the college. Photo shows- The classes massed with banners." [Wellesley College students pose behind 1926, 1927 and 1928 signs on campus.]

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18444

Video number 17765

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 1960-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Celebrations -- Massachusetts
Students -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts
Wellesley
Wellesley College

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Football player in crouch. Active no. 1960 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Gouges in emulsion. Lower right corner lost.

Local Numbers

RSN 18445
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Topic: Contests
Contests
Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Woman prepares for high dive outdoors.] 1961 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Woman prepares for high dive outdoors.] 1961 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18446
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Boats and boating
Contests
Contests
High diving
Sports -- 1920-1930
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Six college athletes in group portrait outdoors. Active no. 1961 : non-
stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
The men are standing in a row.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18448
Sophomores win Annual Wellesley College spring meet. [Non-stereo photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Sophomores win Annual Wellesley College spring meet. [Non-stereo photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Wellesley, Mass - Top honors in the annual Wellesley College Spring meet were carried off by the competitors of the sophomore class. The events were baseball, archery, tennis, lacrosse and track. The meet was held on the athletic field of the college. Photo shows- Girls going over the hurdles."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18449

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box: 1961-A204.

Topic:
- Contests
- Hurdlers
- Hurdling (Track and field)
- Sports -- 1920-1930
- Stadia

Genre/
- Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
- Glass.
[Football player prepares to snap ball. Active no. 1962: non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18450

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Topic:

Contests
Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/

Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass.

[Lumbermen.] 1963 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Lumbermen.] 1963 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing

Local Numbers

RSN 18451

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Topic:

Axes
Blue collar workers
Lumber trade

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:

-- Glass.

[Hurdles competition outdoors in stadium.] 1963 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Hurdles competition outdoors in stadium.] 1963 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18452

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Contests
Hurdling (Track and field)
Sports -- 1920-1930
Stadia
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Football player in crouch. Active no. 1963 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 18453

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Topic: Contests
Contests
Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.
[Boxing.] Active no. 1964 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boxing.] Active no. 1964 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing and cracked and peeling along edges.

Local Numbers

RSN 18454


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Boxing
Contests
Contests
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Football players practice on outdoor field. Active no. 1964 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18455

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-907

Topic: Contests
Contests
Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.
[Close-up of two standing football players. Active no. 1965 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion damaged along top border.
Local Numbers
RSN 18457
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Topic:
Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Men competing in outdoor foot race in Cambridge, Massachusetts.] 1966 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Men competing in outdoor foot race in Cambridge, Massachusetts.] 1966 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 18458
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic:
Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot racers -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Stadia -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Football player in crouch. Active no. 1966 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18459

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Topic: Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Football player in crouch. Active no. 1967 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18461

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Topic: Athletes
Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Football player in crouch. Active no. 1968 : non-stereo photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Football player in crouch. Active no. 1968 : non-stereo photonegative.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18463

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Topic: Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Football player in crouch. Active no. 1969 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18465

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Topic: Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Football player in crouch. Active no. 1970 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Water marks on emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 18466

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

Topic: Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Athletes exercising outdoors.] 1971 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Athletes exercising outdoors.] 1971 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18467

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Contests
Contests
Exercise
Sports -- 1920-1930
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Football player in crouch. Active no. 1971 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5."

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 18468
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

**Topic:** Football  
Sports -- 1920-1930  
Universities and colleges

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass.

[Football player in crouch. Active no. 1972 : stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (4" x 5").

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 18469

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-907.

**Topic:** Football  
Sports -- 1920-1930  
Universities and colleges

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass.

[Football player in crouch. Active no. 1973 : non-stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (4" x 5").

**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 18470

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].  
Orig. no. A-907.

**Topic:** Football  
Sports -- 1920-1930  
Universities and colleges
[Football player in crouch.] 1974 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Football player in crouch.] 1974 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18471

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-907

Topic: Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Light heavyweight champion Paul Berlenbach trains at Summit, N.J. for upcoming battle with Jack Delaney at Ebbets Field on July 15. [photonegative], 06/29/1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Light heavyweight champion Paul Berlenbach trains at Summit, N.J. for upcoming battle with Jack Delaney at Ebbets Field on July 15. [photonegative], 06/29/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Summit N.J. Photo shows- Paul berlenbach building up his "wind" take a turn on the road with his dog 'Shorty', the Great Dane as pace maker, and his mentor Dan Hickey. Paul is training at Madame Bey's Summit, N.J., camp for his coming battle with Delaney".

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18472

Video number 17793

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Berlenbach, Paul
Topic: Boxing
Dogs -- 1920-1930
Training
Place: New Jersey -- 1920-1930
Summit
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Football player in crouch outdoors.] 1975 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Football player in crouch outdoors.] 1975 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18473
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-907

Topic: Football
Sports -- 1920-1930
Universities and colleges
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Paul Berlenbach. Active No. 76 : photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Paul Berlenbach. Active No. 76 : photonegative. 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18474

Video number 17795
Company catalog card included; U & U caption missing in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-2.

Names: Berlenbach, Paul

Topic: Boxing
Dogs -- 1920-1930
Training

Place: New Jersey
Summit

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Monument and buildings.] 1976 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Monument and buildings.] 1976 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18475

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Buildings
Monuments

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Monument in park setting.] 1978 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Monument in park setting.] 1978 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 18476

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Buildings
Church buildings
Monuments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Monument and buildings.] 1978 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Monument and buildings.] 1978 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18477

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Buildings
Monuments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard
Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative],
05/20/26
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 05/20/26.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Photo Shows: Ellsworth Haggerty, of Harvard University, winner of mile run, runs distance in 4 min. 24 sec."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating.

Local Numbers

RSN 18478

Video number 17799

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 1979-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Haggerty, Ellsworth

Harvard University

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts

Foot racers -- Massachusetts

Runners -- Massachusetts

Sports -- Massachusetts

Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)

Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Monument.] 1980 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Monument.] 1980 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers

RSN 18479

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Monuments
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Track athlete posing outdoors. Active no. 1980 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man wears a shirt with an "H."
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling, deteriorating severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18480
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Harvard University
Topic: Athletes
Sports -- 1920-1930
Track and field
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Portraits -- Men

[Canadian? Active no. 1981 : non-stereo photonegative.], 1926
1 item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18481
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
U&U caption in file box.

Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Clubs
Flags
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Canada
New York (N.Y.)
Rotary Club

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 05/20/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 05/20/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Photo shows:- Cecil Cooke, of Syracuse University winning 440 yard run in 48 8-10. James Burgess of Georgetown and Oliver Proudlock of Syracuse were second and third respectively".

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18482

Video number 17803

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].


Names: Harvard Stadium (Cambridge, Mass.)

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Stadia -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 05/30/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 05/30/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.


Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18483

Video number 17804

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 1982-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Harvard Stadium (Cambridge, Mass.)

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot racers -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
IC4A
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Fiftieth; finish of foot race in crowded stadium.] 1983 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Fiftieth; finish of foot race in crowded stadium.] 1983 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18484

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Harvard Stadium (Cambridge, Mass.)
IC4A

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Foot racers -- Massachusetts
Runners -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 05/30/1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 05/30/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "[Oakbridge?], Mass.- Photo shows:- Willard Tibbetts, of Harvard University, winning two mile mile run in 9.27 8-10."

Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18485

Video number 17806

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 1984-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
Canadian Day celebrated by Rotary Club with all Canadian celebration at the Hotel Mc Alpin. [photonegative], 07/01/1926

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Canadian Day celebrated by Rotary Club with all Canadian celebration at the Hotel Mc Alpin. [photonegative], 07/01/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "New York City.- Dominion Day, a great Canadian celebration has been organised by Canadian in the Rotary Club, at a special luncheon given at the Hotel McAlpine, at which a Canadian menu was prepared. Pirie MacDonald, President of New York Rotary Club presented the American Flag to Senator C.P. Beaubien, of Canada. Photo shows:- Edmund Burke, member of Metropolitan Opera Company, and Canada's best singer, Pirie McDonald, President of Rotary Club, Senator C.P. Beaubien, and Raymond Knoeppel, International Rotarian."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18486

Video number 17807

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Company catalog card included.


Topic: Clubs
Flags
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Canada
New York (N.Y.)
Rotary Club

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Fiftieth; finish of foot race in crowded stadium.] 1985 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Fiftieth; finish of foot race in crowded stadium.] 1985 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18487

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Harvard Stadium (Cambridge, Mass.)

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
       Runners -- Massachusetts
       Sports -- Massachusetts
       Stadia -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
       IC4A Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

---

Harvard Football (1927 team) [photonegative]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Harvard Football (1927 team) [photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Photo shows: Joe Crosby, back".

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18488

Video number 17809

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
Names: Crosby, Joe  
Harvard University -- 1920-1930

Topic: Football -- Massachusetts  
Sports -- Massachusetts  
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)  
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass.

[Seated man holding ukulele. Active no. 1968 : non-stereo photonegative.]  
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18489

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].


Topic: Musical instruments  
Musicians  
Ukulele

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass

Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 05/30/1926

1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4").

Image(s): Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 05/30/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.
Caption: "Cambridge, Mass. - Photo shows:- [Clarence?] 'Bud' Houser, of University of Southern California, throwing 16 pound shot for a distance of 49 feet [11 3-4?] inches, thereby breaking Ralph G. Hills, of Princeton, 1925 record of 49 feet 9 5-8 inches."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 18490

Video number 17811

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 1986-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Harvard Stadium (Cambridge, Mass.)

Topic: Competitions -- Massachusetts
Shot putting -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Stadia -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
IC4A
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Harvard Football (1927 team) [Close-up of football player with football, Harvard]. [photonegative], 09/28/1927
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Harvard Football (1927 team) [Close-up of football player with football, Harvard]. [photonegative], 09/28/1927.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Photo shows: H. Burns, Quarterback."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion damaged

Local Numbers
RSN 18491

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Harvard University

Topic: Football -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Fiftieth; close-up of track athlete in crowded stadium.] 1987 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Fiftieth; close-up of track athlete in crowded stadium.] 1987 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18492

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Harvard Stadium (Cambridge, Mass.)
Topic: Athletes -- Massachusetts
       Competitions -- Massachusetts
       Sports -- Massachusetts
       Stadia -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
       IC4A
       Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Harvard Football (1927 team) [Football player in kneeling stance].
[photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Harvard Football (1927 team) [Football player in kneeling stance]. [photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18493
Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Harvard University
Topic: Football -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard
Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative],
05/30/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A.
at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California.
[photonegative], 05/30/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Charles Harlow of Leland Stanford University winning javelin
throw with a throw of 195 feet 3 inches".

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing; emulsion reticulating; silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 18494

AC0143-0018494 (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 1988-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Harlow, Charles
Harvard University
Topic: Athletes -- Massachusetts
Javelin -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
IC4A
Massachusetts
Harvard Football (1927 team). [Football player in kneeling stance] [photonegative], 09/28/1927
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Photo Shows: J. Turner, center."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18495

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Harvard University
        Turner, J.

Topic: Football -- Massachusetts
       Sports -- Massachusetts
       Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
       Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

The only Ukelele to cross the North Pole. [photonegative], 07/01/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The only Ukelele to cross the North Pole. [photonegative], 07/01/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "New York City. - Photo shows:- The ukelele, property of Chicago Petty Officer R.W. Konter, which flew over the North Pole on the Byrd Polar Expedition, bearing the autographs of Commander Byrd, Pilot Bennett, and others of Polar Flight fame."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18496

Video number 17817
AC0143-0018496

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Byrd Polar Expedition (1926)
        Konter, R.W.

Topic: Musical instruments -- 1920-1930
       Ukeleles

Place: New York (N.Y.)
       North Pole

[Javelin thrower in action in crowded stadium.] 1989 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Javelin thrower in action in crowded stadium.] 1989
photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18497

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Harvard Stadium (Cambridge, Mass.)

Topic: Athletes -- Massachusetts
       Javelin -- Massachusetts
       Sports -- Massachusetts
       Stadia -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
       Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

Harvard Football (1927 team). [Football player in kneeling stance]
[photonegative], 09/28/1927
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Photo shows: Shapiro, back."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18498

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Harvard University
Shapiro
Topic: Football -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Close-up of track athlete in crowded stadium.] 1990 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Close-up of track athlete in crowded stadium.] 1990 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18499

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Harvard University
Topic: Athletes -- Massachusetts
[Crowd scene.] 1991 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Crowd scene.] 1991 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
gouge in emulsion

Local Numbers
RSN 18500
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

[ Pole vaulter clearing bar in crowded stadium.] 1991 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [ Pole vaulter clearing bar in crowded stadium.] 1991 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18501
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204
Names: Harvard University

Topic:
- Pole vaulters -- Massachusetts
- Sports -- Massachusetts
- Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts
- Vaulting -- Massachusetts

Place:
- Cambridge (Mass.)
- Massachusetts

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass

[Political rally or outdoor meeting or celebration, Atlanta, Ga. : Active no.
1993 A-2 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Line of men wearing straw hats with ribbons attached to their suit coats;
one man holds a long pole bearing a large photograph with what appears
to be an Atlanta newspaper masthead above it. Several African American men wearing uniforms and pillbox hats stand at one side. Two satchels sit on the ground, one in the foreground. Image obviously is related to RSN 18505.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18503

Company captions included with group, but a caption for this image has not been found. Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Celebrations -- Open air -- Georgia -- Atlanta.
     Demonstrations
     Hats
     Meetings -- Open air -- Georgia -- Atlanta.
     straw hats

Place: Atlanta (Ga.)
       Georgia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

Culture: African Americans

[Broad jumper in action in crowded stadium.] 1993 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Broad jumper in action in crowded stadium.] 1993 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18504

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Harvard Stadium (Cambridge, Mass.)

Topic: Sports -- Massachusetts
       Stadia -- Massachusetts
       Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
       Massachusetts

1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18505

Company caption labels included in set, but none located for this image.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 05/30/1926

1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 05/30/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Cambridge, Mass.- Photo shows:- William Dowding, of Georgetown, winning broad jump with a leap of 23 feet 1 1-2 inches".

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18506

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 1994-A204.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Dowding, William.
Harvard Stadium (Cambridge, Mass.)

Topic: Sports -- Massachusetts
Stadia -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
IC4A
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Bus welcomer.] 1996 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Bus welcomer.] 1996 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18507

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Buses
Celebrations

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 5/30/26
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s): Fiftieth Annual championship of inter-collegiate A.A.A.A. at Harvard Stadium -- won by the University of Southern California. [photonegative], 5/30/26.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Cambridge, Mass. Photo shows: Arthur Duffey, Holder of the world's record for 100 yard dash: 09 3-5 second, talking over old times with Maxey Long holder of quarter mile record time 47 seconds.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18508

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box: 1997-A204.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Sheep and bagpiper near golfer holing out on green.] 1997 photonegative 1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Sheep and bagpiper near golfer holing out on green.] 1997 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18509

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Similar to RSN 18512

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Bagpipers
Golf
Sheep
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Fiftieth IC4A, Oldtimers Parade. [Active no. 1998 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Men riding high-wheeled bicycles.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18510

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names: Harvard University

Topic: Bicycles -- Massachusetts
Parades -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
IC4A
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Six women dressed in fashionable outfits pose for the camera]

Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Film

Local Numbers

RSN 18511

AC0143-0018511 (AC scan)

Company catalog card included

U&U caption in file box

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-309

Topic: Clothing and dress
Dress
Fashions
Models (Persons)
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Acetate film
[Sheep and bagpiper near golfer holing out on green.] 1998 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Sheep and bagpiper near golfer holing out on green.] 1998 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18512

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Similar to RSN 18509.

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Bagpipers
Golf
Sheep
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Twenty Third Annual Chestnut Hill Open Air Horse Show. [photonegative],
06/12/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Twenty Third Annual Chestnut Hill Open Air Horse Show.
[photonegative], 06/12/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Chestnut Hill, Mass - On the Chestnut Hill grounds of the
Longwood Cricket Club, The 23rd Annual Chestnut Hill Open Air Horse Show
was held on Memorial Day. Photo shows - Miss. Jessie Bancroft, caught by
the camera while attending the show. She is an allround sportswoman, and
is a niece of Mr Clarence Barron, well known edutor of Boston and New
York."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18513

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Similar to RSN 18509.

U&U caption in file box: 1999-A204.

Names: Bancroft, Jessie
Topic: Buggies
Sports -- 1920-1930
Place: Chestnut Hill (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.
Portraits -- Men

"Always lead with your chin" - Husky daughter of Dr. St. Louis Estes gets a Lesson in the "Gentle Art" from her father. [Photonegative]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): "Always lead with your chin" - Husky daughter of Dr. St. Louis Estes gets a Lesson in the "Gentle Art" from her father. [Photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Boy and girl wearing swimsuits (?) and boxing gloves. Caption: "Los Angeles, California - Five year old Suzanne Estes, husky daughter of Dr. St. Louis Estes, noted exponent of raw foods, has developed remarkable prowess with the gloves and boxes daily with her brother--and holds her own, too. Her father attributes her prowess to the result of a program of back-to-nature and raw food living which he advocates. Photo shows: Dr. Estes instructing his daughter, Suzanne, in the art of fisticuffs. St. Louis III is an interested spectator".

Silver gelatin on film.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18514

AC0143-0018514 (AC scan)

Video number 27599

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 18509.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].


Names: Estes, Dr. (St. Louis)
Topic: Boxing -- California
Children -- California  
Recreation -- California  
Sports -- California  

Place:  
California  
Los Angeles (Calif.)  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Acetate film  

[Buggy driver.] 2000 photonegative, 1926  
1 Item (4" x 5")  

Image(s):  [Buggy driver.] 2000 photonegative 1926.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Gouges in emulsion.  

Yellowing.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 18515  

Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
A-204  

Topic:  
Buggies -- Massachusetts  
Tents -- Massachusetts  

Place:  
Chestnut Hill (Mass.)  
Massachusetts  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass  

Inland "Yacht Harbor" opened - novel plot on exclusive Wiltshire Boulevard in Los Angeles is anchor age for cruisers, launches and pleasure boats.  
[photonegative], 1926  
1 Item (4" x 5").  

Image(s):  Inland "Yacht Harbor" opened - novel plot on exclusive Wiltshire Boulevard in Los Angeles is anchor age for cruisers, launches and pleasure boats.  [photonegative], 1926.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  

Caption:  "Los Angeles, California - Photo shows: A view of the inland 'yacht harbor' on Wiltshire Boulevard in the heart of the city's exclusive residential district, which is a novel 'anchorage' for cruisers, launches and other
pleasure boats, and serves as a sales service for boat makers catering to wealthy yachtsmen."

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 18516

AC0143-0018516 (AC scan)

Video number 27600

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box 2000-A309.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Automobiles -- 1920-1930</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buildings -- California -- Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sailboats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- California -- Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>California</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Los Angeles (Calif.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Acetate film |

[Image(s): Golfer posing beside small table outdoors.] 2001 photonegative

1 Item (4” x 5”)

| Image(s): | Golfer posing beside small table outdoors. 2001 photonegative. |

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18517

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Golf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sports -- 1920-1930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Twenty Third Annual Chestnut Hill Open Air Horse Show-- [photonegative], 06/1/1926
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Image(s): Twenty Third Annual Chestnut Hill Open Air Horse Show-- [photonegative], 06/1/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Chestnut Hill, Mass- On the Chestnut Hill grounds of the Longwood Cricket Club, the 23rd Annual Chestnut Hill Open Air Horse Show, was held on Memorial Day. Photo shows- Nancy Kickey of Worchester, Mass- the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Franck Hickey. She was entered in the children's class under 12 years, and won first prize out of 36 competitors."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18518

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2001-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Kickey, Nancy
Topic: Children
   Competitions
   Contests
   Dwellings
   Homes
   Horses -- 1920-1930
Place: Chestnut Hill (Mass.)
       Massachusetts -- 1920-1930
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

First steam driven all-metal dirigible nearly ready for first flight. [photonegative], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): First steam driven all-metal dirigible nearly ready for first flight. [photonegative], 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Glendale, Cal. - Photo shows: Capt. T.B. Slate (right) designer and builder of the revolutionary steam-driven all-metal dirigible 'City of Glendale' arriving at the hangars. The craft is being readied for its first flight".
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers

RSN 18519

AC0143-0018519 (AC scan)

Video number 27601

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2001-A309.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Airships -- California
       Automobiles -- California
       Balloons -- California
       Dirigibles -- California

Place: California
       Glendale (Calif.)
       Slate, T.B.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Nitrate film

[Woman on horse, No. 2002 : photonegative], 1926
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Woman on horse, No. 2002 : photonegative], 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18520

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Horses -- 1920-1930
       Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Chestnut Hill (Mass.)
       Massachusetts -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass.

First steam driven all-metal dirigible nearly ready for first flight.
[photonegative]
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): First steam driven all-metal dirigible nearly ready for first flight. [photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
caption: "Glendale Cal. - Photo shows: Capt. T.B. Slate (kneeling at right), designer and builder of the first steam driven all-metal Dirigible, part of which is shown in background in the hangar. At left is T.N. Pritchard, formerly with the Shenandoah, who will be pilot of the ‘City of Glendale’ which is being readied for its first flight”.
Silver gelatin on film.
Local Numbers
RSN 18521
AC0143-0018521 (AC scan)
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box: 2002-A309.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Airships -- California
Automobiles -- 1920-1930
Automobiles -- California
Balloons -- California
Dirigibles -- California

Place: California
Glendale (Calif.)
Pritchard, T.N.
Slate, T.B.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Four women outdoors with field hockey sticks and ball.] Active no. 2005 : photonegative, 1927
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s): [Four women outdoors with field hockey sticks and ball.] Active no. 2005 : photonegative, 1927.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18522
Video number 17838
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-907

Topic: Field hockey
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Massachusetts
Wellesley

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Architecture.] 2003 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 2003 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18523

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Horse and rider clear barrier in steeplechase competition.] 2003 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Horse and rider clear barrier in steeplechase competition.] 2003 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18524

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Contests
   Contests
   Horses
   Sports -- 1920-1930
   Steeplechasing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

[Group of men with dirigible model and in automobile near hangar.] 2003 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Group of men with dirigible model and in automobile near hangar.] 2003 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Local Numbers
   RSN 18525
   AC0143-0018525 (AC scan)
   Video number 27603
   Company catalog card included.
   U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-309

Topic: Airships -- California
       Automobiles -- California
       Balloons -- California
       Dirigibles -- California

Place: California
       Glendale (Calif.)
       Slate, T.B.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Nitrate film

"Freshies" at Wellesley not allowed to have cars, so they ride bicycles instead. [photonegative], 9/27/1927
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): "Freshies" at Wellesley not allowed to have cars, so they ride bicycles instead. [photonegative], 9/27/1927.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Wellesley, Mass. - at Wellesley the possession of automobiles by freshmen is frowned upon as the putting on of too much 'dog' by members of the first year class, so they ride bicycles around the campus and elsewhere".
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18526
Video number 17841
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Bicycles -- Massachusetts
Students -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts
Wellesley

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Twenty Third Annual Chestnut Hill Open Air Horse Show-- [photonegative], 6/1/26
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Image(s): Twenty Third Annual Chestnut Hill Open Air Horse Show-- [photonegative], 6/1/26.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Chestnut Hill, Mass- On the Chestnut Hill grounds of the Longwood Cricket Club, the 23rd Annual Chestnut Hill Open Air Horse Show, was held on Memorial Day. Photo Shows- Miriam Winslow, one of the prize winners".
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18527
Video number 17842
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box: 2004-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Winslow, Miriam

Topic: Harness racing -- 1920-1930
      Horses -- 1920-1930
      Sulkies -- 1920-1930

Place: Chestnut Hill (Mass.)
       Massachusetts -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass.

First steam driven all-metal dirigible nearly ready for first flight.
[photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): First steam driven all-metal dirigible nearly ready for first flight.
[photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Glendale Cal. - Photo shows: Capt. T.B. Slate designer and
builder of the first steam driven all-metal dirigible "City of Glendale" on his
arrival at the hangar. Members of the crew of the revolutionary craft are
shown with a tiny model of the ship which is being readied for its first flight."

Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Local Numbers
   RSN 18528

AC0143-0018528 (AC scan)

Video number 17843

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Airships -- California
       Automobiles -- California
       Balloons -- California
       Dirigibles -- California
       Hangars -- California

Place: California
       Glendale (Calif.)
       Slate, T.B.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Nitrate film
[Wellesley] 2004 photonegative, 1927
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18529

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-907

Topic: Field hockey -- Massachusetts
       Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Massachusetts
       Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts
       Wellesley

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass.

[Buildings and lawn.] 2005 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18530

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Buildings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass
[Horses (poor image)], No. 2005 : photonegative, 1926
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5".)

Image(s): [Horses (poor image)], No. 2005 : photonegative, 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18531

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Buildings
Competitions
Contests
Horses -- 1920-1930
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Chestnut Hill (Mass.)
Massachusetts -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Woman holding horse], No. 2006 : photonegative, 1926
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5".)

Image(s): [Woman holding horse], No. 2006 : photonegative, 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18532

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Competitions
Contests
Horses -- 1920-1930
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Chestnut Hill (Mass.)
Massachusetts -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Woman on horse]: No. 2007: photonegative, 1926
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Woman on horse]: No. 2007: photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18533

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Topic: Competitions
Contests
Horses -- 1920-1930
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Chestnut Hill (Mass.)
Massachusetts -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Meet our new staff cameraman! He’s taking his first “human interest” picture. [photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Meet our new staff cameraman! He’s taking his first “human interest” picture. [photonegative].

Image(s): Meet our new staff cameraman! He’s taking his first “human interest” picture. [photonegative].

Image(s): Meet our new staff cameraman! He’s taking his first “human interest” picture. [photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Culver City, Cal. - Photo shows: Left, the newest addition to our staff of hocus-focus experts - Jim Pansy - out on his first assignment, a human interest picture of his friend on the hobby horse."
Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Local Numbers
RSN 18534
AC0143-0018534 (AC scan)

Video number 27604

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Children -- California
Chimpanzees -- California
Monkeys -- California
Photographers -- California
Tricycles -- California

Place: California
Culver City (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Buggy driver.] 2008 photonegative, 1926
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Buggy driver.] 2008 photonegative 1926

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing

Local Numbers
A-204

RSN 18535

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Buggies

Place: Chestnut Hill (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Buildings and lawn.] 2009 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5")
Image(s): [Buildings and lawn.] 2009 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18536

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Buildings
   Golf

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

Mrs. [I.] Tucker Burr who is the only master of hounds in the country.
[photonegative]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)
Image(s): Mrs. [I.] Tucker Burr who is the only master of hounds in the
country. [photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "She is the master of hounds at the health and country club Mass.
In order to be a master of hounds you must complete against men and
must never be thrown and always the first one in.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18537

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box:2009-A204.

Topic: Automobiles -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
Cornerstone of the new headquarters of the American Unitarian Association laid. [Black-and-white photonegative], 05/26/26

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cornerstone of the new headquarters of the American Unitarian Association laid. [Black-and-white photonegative], 05/26/26.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Boston Mass.- The cornerstone of the new headquarters of the American Unitarian Association was laid at 32 Beacon Street, yesterday with high officials of the church and laity attendin[g]. Photo shows Rev. Samuel A. Eliot, D.D. holding in his hand the box that was placed in the cornerstone."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18416

AC0143-0018416 (AC scan)

Stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U & U caption in box:1935-A204.

Names: American Unitarian Association
        Eliot, Samuel A., Rev.

Topic: Cornerstone laying -- Massachusetts
       Rites and ceremonies -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.)
       Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

50th Annual track and field meet of the I.C.A.A.A.A. - [black-and-white photonegative], 05/29/1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): 50th Annual track and field meet of the I.C.A.A.A.A. - [black-and-white photonegative], 05/29/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Cambridge, Mass- At the Harvard Stadium, where the first session of the meet was held, yesterday, Photo shows - the first heat of the 100 yard dash won by Norton of Yale, McCall of Dartmouth, 2nd, and Smith of California, 3rd. time 9 8/10 seconds thus establishing a new record."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18456
AC0143-0018456 (AC scan)

Stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U & U caption in box: 1965-A204.

Names: Harvard University -- 1920-1930
Topic: Runners -- Massachusetts
       Running races
       Track and field
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

Light heavyweight champion Berlenbach trains Summit New Jersey, camp for battle with Jack Delaney at Ebbets Field on July 15. [Black-and-white photonegative], 06/29/1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Light heavyweight champion Berlenbach trains Summit New Jersey, camp for battle with Jack Delaney at Ebbets Field on July 15. [Black-and-white photonegative], 06/29/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: Summit N. J. - Photo shows:-The fighting face of Paul Berlenbach, the Astoria Assasin, who will battle Jack Delaney for the title at Ebbets Field on July 15. Berlenbach is training at Madame Bey's Summit N. J. camp."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18460

AC0143-0018460 (AC scan)

Stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U & U caption in box: 1967-A2

Names: Berlenbach, Paul
Topic: Boxers (Sports) -- 1920-1930
Place: New Jersey
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

Berlenbach, Light Heavy Champion, Develops wind with Saxophone while training for Delaney bout. [Black-and-white photonegative], 06/30/1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Berlenbach, Light Heavy Champion, Develops wind with Saxophone while training for Delaney bout. [Black-and-white photonegative], 06/30/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: Summit, N.J. - Paul Berlenbach, light heavy-weight champion is training in Summit N.J. for his coming argument with Jack Delaney. To develop his wind, The Astoria Assassin plays daily on his favorite instrument, the saxophone, on which he is no mean performer, while 'Shorty', his Great Dane mascot turns an attentive ear."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18462
AC0143-0018462 (AC scan)
Stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Berlenbach, Paul
Topic: Boxers (Sports) -- 1920-1930
Dogs -- Great Dane
Saxophone
Place: New Jersey
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Light Heavyweight Champion Berlenbach trains at Summit, N.J. camp for battle with Jack Delaney at Ebbets Field on July 15. [black-and-white photonegative], 06/29/1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Light Heavyweight Champion Berlenbach trains at Summit, N.J. camp for battle with Jack Delaney at Ebbets Field on July 15. [black-and-white photonegative], 06/29/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Summit N.J. - Photo Shows:- Paul Berlenbach sawing wood as part of his training for coming battle with Delaney. He is training at Madame Bey's Summit, N.J. camp."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling from glass over half the plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 18464
AC0143-0018464 (AC scan)

Stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].


Names: Berlenbach, Paul
Topic: Boxers (Sports) -- 1920-1930
Labor
Place: New Jersey
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
Glass.

Box 221  RSN Numbers 18538-18639

Image(s)

Erudite, Entrancing Editors of "The Radcliffe Daily" take duties seriously. [photonegative], 9/29/1927
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Erudite, Entrancing Editors of "The Radcliffe Daily" take duties seriously. [photonegative], 9/29/1927.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

[Three Radcliffe coed graduates pose outdoors in caps and gowns.] caption: "Cambridge Mass. - The ambitious and attractive editors of "The Radcliffe Daily," the new and interesting seven-times-a-week paper at Radcliffe College, are on the job and taking their arduous duties with becoming seriousness. They are, left to right, Charlotte Hickey, Frances Cooper, and Travas Small. Miss Hickey hails from Arlington, Mass., and Misses Cooper and Small are from Brookline, same state"

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18538

Video number 17852

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2010-A907.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Commencement ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Education -- Massachusetts
Students -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Radcliffe
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Three men in a boat.] 2011 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Three men in a boat.] 2011 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 18539
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204
Topic: Accidents
  Automobiles
  Boats and boating
  Disasters
  Shipwrecks
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Interior view.] 2012 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Interior view.] 2012 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18540
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2
Topic: Architecture
  Interior architecture
Dad gets first sight of baby born in England- [photonegative], 6/2/1926

Image(s): Dad gets first sight of baby born in England- [photonegative], 6/2/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Boston Mass- Mrs. L. W. Best, and her baby Eileen Patricia Best, of Brookline, Mass, as they arrived in Boston on the S.S. Celtic. It was dad's first sight of his child for Eileen was born in England".

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18541

Video number 17855

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2012-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Best, Eileen Patricia
        Best, Mrs. L.W.

Topic: Babies -- Massachusetts
       Family -- Massachusetts
       Infants -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass.

Golf pro gives Scotch version of the sword dance - [photonegative], 1926

Image(s): Golf pro gives Scotch version of the sword dance - [photonegative], 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Redbank, N.J. - At the Suneagle Golf Club, Redbank, a herd of sheep is used to crop the grass, thus saving the use of a mechanical mower. Seymour Dunn, the pro, who is also herdsman; with his _Doris does a sword dance "A La Scotch", with golf clubs."

Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18542

Video number 17856

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Dunn, Seymour
Suneagle Golf Club

Topic: Bagpipers -- 1920-1930
      Golf -- 1920-1930
      Kilts -- 1920-1930
      Musical instruments -- 1920-1930
      Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
Redbank (N.J.) -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

Piping herdsman and golf pro uses toe as tee, while playing tuneful strains too. [photonegative], 7/3/1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Piping herdsman and golf pro uses toe as tee, while playing tuneful strains too. [photonegative], 7/3/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Redbank, N.J. - The Suneagle Golf Club of Redbank has a herd of sheep to mow their fairway and the herdsman, Seymour Dunn, in kilts, who is also the pro, when not herding, plays tunes, while ambitious golfers use the toe of his boot as a tee, while he plays music to soothe their nerves. Photo shows - max Phillips driving off Dunn's toe, while Dunn plays 'Annie Laurie'."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling and yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18543

Video number 17857

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Dunn, Seymour

Topic: Bagpipers -- 1920-1930
Golf -- 1920-1930
Kilts -- 1920-1930
Musical instruments -- 1920-1930
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
Redbank (N.J.) -- 1920-1930
Suneagle Golf Club

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Damaged wood building.] 2014 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Damaged wood building.] 2014 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

slight losses of emulsion at ends

Local Numbers
RSN 18544

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Buildings
Disasters
Houses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Chasing the "golf blues" with the aid of a bagpipe. [photonegative],
7/3/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Chasing the "golf blues" with the aid of a bagpipe.
[photonegative], 7/3/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Redbank, N.J. - Seymour Dunn, pro at the Suneagle Golf Club at
the 18th Hole plays the bagpipes to drive the 'golf blues' away."
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18546

Video number 17860

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2016-A2.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Dunn, Seymour

Topic: Bagpipers -- 1920-1930
       Golf -- 1920-1930
       Kilts -- 1920-1930
       Musical instruments -- 1920-1930
       Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey -- 1920-1930
       Redbank (N.J.) -- 1920-1930
       Suneagle Golf Club

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Cardinal O'Connell placing a wreath on the grave of his parents. [photonegative], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Cardinal O'Connell placing a wreath on the grave of his parents. [photonegative], 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18547

Video number 17861

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box: 2016-A204.

Names: O'Connell, William, 1859-1944

Topic: Cemeteries -- Massachusetts
       Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Doris Dunn drives off to the tune of bagpipes played by Seymour Dunn. [photonegative], 1926
1 item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Doris Dunn drives off to the tune of bagpipes played by Seymour Dunn. [photonegative], 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating.

Local Numbers
RSN 18548

Video number 17862

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].


Names: Dunn, Doris
        Dunn, Seymour

Topic: Bagpipers -- 1920-1930
        Golf -- 1920-1930
        Kilts -- 1920-1930
        Musical instruments -- 1920-1930
        Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey -- 1920-1930
        Redbank (N.J.) -- 1920-1930
        Suneagle Golf Club

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
        Glass.

Cardinal O'Connell, entering St. Patrick's Cemetery. [photonegative], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Cardinal O'Connell, entering St. Patrick's Cemetery. [photonegative], 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating.

Local Numbers

RSN 18549

Video number 17863

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box: 2017-A204.

Names: O'Connell, William, 1859-1944

Topic: Cemeteries -- Massachusetts

Religion -- Massachusetts

Tombstones -- Massachusetts

Place: Lowell (Massachusetts)

Massachusetts

St. Patricks Cemetery (Lowell, Mass.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass.

Driving off to the tune of Bagpipes at the Suneagle Golf Club. [photonegative], 07/03/1926

1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): Driving off to the tune of Bagpipes at the Suneagle Golf Club. [photonegative], 07/03/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Redbank, N.J. The Suneagle Golf Club, has a herd of sheep to mow their fairway, thus saving the use of a mechanical mower. Seymour Dunn, club pro, is the herdsman. Photo shows - Doris Dunn, daughter of Seymour Dunn driving off to the tune of the music played by her father on his bagpipes."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing and cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers

RSN 18550

Video number 17864
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].


Names: Dunn, Doris
       Dunn, Seymour

Topic: Bagpipers -- 1920-1930
       Golf -- 1920-1930
       Kilts -- 1920-1930
       Musical instruments -- 1920-1930
       Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
       Redbank (N.J.) -- 1920-1930
       Suneagle Golf Club

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

Boston Prelate pays homage to parents memory- [photonegative],
06/02/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Boston Prelate pays homage to parents memory-
[photonegative], 06/02/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Lowell, Mass- In common with many thousands of Americans
who made memorial visits to the shrines of their dead, Cardinal O'Connell,
of Boston, journeyed from Boston to lay a wreath on the grave of his
parents in St. Patrick's cemetary in Lowell. After visiting the cemetary
he presided overan outdoor Military Mass, conducted by the American
Legion on South Common. - A view of the mass presided over by Cardinal
O'Connell."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
   RSN 18551

Video number 17865

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2018-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: O'Connell, William, 1859-1944

Topic: Cemeteries -- Massachusetts
       Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Doris Dunn, drives off to the tune of a merry air played on the bagpipes. [photonegative], 1926
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): Doris Dunn, drives off to the tune of a merry air played on the bagpipes. [photonegative], 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18552

Video number 17866

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].


Names: Dunn, Doris
       Dunn, Seymour

Topic: Bagpipers -- 1920-1930
       Golf -- 1920-1930
       Kilts -- 1920-1930
       Musical instruments -- 1920-1930
       Sheep
       Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
       Redneck
       Suneagle Golf Course?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Waitress on Boston Newspaper row weds curate of her parish church.
[photonegative], 06/03/1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Waitress on Boston Newspaper row weds curate of her parish church. [photonegative], 06/03/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Boston, Mass. Rose Beatrice Dodds a former waitress on Newspaper Row in Boston, and the Curate of her Parish Church, the Rev. Arthur Webber Perry Wylie of all Saints Episcopal Church, who were married by the Rev. Dr. Simon B. Blunt of the same church."
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18553

Video number 17867
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box: 2019-A204.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Dodds, Rosa Beatrice.
        Wylie, Arthur Webber Perry, Rev.

Topic:
   Brides -- Massachusetts
   Couples -- Massachusetts
   Marriages -- Massachusetts
   Weddings -- Massachusetts

Place:
   Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
   Massachusetts

Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass.

[Golf, with a bagpiper. Caption no. 2020 : photonegative,], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18554
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
First woman to be head of a Boston school. [photonegative], 06/03/1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): First woman to be head of a Boston school. [photonegative], 06/03/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Caption: "Boston, Mass- Miss. Myrtle C. Dickson, is the first woman in Boston to be selected as head master of a Boston high school. The appointment carries with it a salary of $4464 with yearly increases until it is $5328. Photo shows Miss. Dickson with flowers presented to her by her pupils."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing and cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 18555

Video number 17869

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2020-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Dickson, Myrtle C.

Topic: Education -- Massachusetts
Portraits -- Massachusetts
Schools -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- 1920-1930
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
Crimson's Shell skipper shows oarsmen how. [photonegative], 10/04/1927
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): Crimson's Shell skipper shows oarsmen how. [photonegative], 10/04/1927.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Cambridge, Mass. -- Interesting and instructive photograph showing Captain Jack Watts. of Marstham, N.J., explaining to his crew just how an oar should be handled to get first-class results in a race."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18556

Video number 17870

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2021-A907.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]:

Names: Harvard University
Watts, Jack

Topic: Rowers -- Massachusetts
Rowing -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Plays a rough game with glasses on - but University of California basketball star wears special protective mask. [photonegative]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): Plays a rough game with glasses on - but University of California basketball star wears special protective mask. [photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Los Angeles, Cal. -- Photo shows: The 'masked guard'' Al Sunseri, star basketeer of the University of California varsity quintet, who doesn't let his weak eyesight keep him on the sidelines. He had a special mask devised to cover his glasses and protect his eyes, and wears it during every game."

Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)
Local Numbers
RSN 18557
AC0143-0018557 (AC scan)
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box: 2021-A309.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Sunseri, Al
Topic: Basketball
Protection
Sports
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930
Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)
University of California
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Seated woman posing in school in Massachusetts.] 2021 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Seated woman posing in school in Massachusetts.] 2021 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18558
Video number 17872
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Dickson, Myrtle C.
Topic: Education -- Massachusetts
Portraits -- Massachusetts
Schools -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- 1920-1930

An innovation in golf- Piping pro acts as herdsman and fairway is trimmed by sheep as they graze. [photonegative], 07/03/1926

1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): An innovation in golf- Piping pro acts as herdsman and fairway is trimmed by sheep as they graze. [photonegative], 07/03/1926.

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Caption: "Redbank, N.J. - The Suneagle Golf Club has a herd of sheep to mow their fairway, and Seymour Dunn, pro, dressed in kilts plays bagpipes to herd the sheep as they mow the grass, thus saving the use of a mechanical mower."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18559

Video number 17873

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2021-A2.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Dunn, Seymour

Suneagle Golf Club

Topic: Bagpipers -- 1920-1930

Golf -- 1920-1930

Kilts -- 1920-1930

Musical instruments -- 1920-1930

Sheep

Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey

Redbank (N.J.) -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

It's freshman week at simmons college: rules are rules and surveillance is strict. [photonegative], 10/04/1927
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): It's freshman week at Simmons College: rules are rules and surveillance is strict. [photonegative], 10/04/1927.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Boston Mass. - Meekly, with lowered heads, the Freshmen at Simmons are attending their classes, fearing to raise an eyebrow lest it be considered against the rules. Freshman week is on, and with it the youngest class is given definite rules as to the behaviour which is deemed proper for 'green children.' Freshies are watched closely by the seniors, who are shown here inspecting rigidly. Photo shows, left to right:- Helen Hunt, of Bridgewater Mass., Shimae Shimada, of Kobe Japan, Florence Aliber, of Keene, N.H., Miriam Finsterwald, of Detroit, Marian Hendrigues, of Havana, Cuba, and Elizabeth Drummond, of Auburn N.Y. The first and the last mentioned young ladies are seniors."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18560

Video number 17874

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Education -- Massachusetts
Students -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Simmons College

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Climbs 20,000 feet in altitude flight - 25 year old Marvel Crosson attempts to break existing altitude record for women at Los Angeles. [photonegative]

1 Item (3 3/4" x 7").

Image(s): Climbs 20,000 feet in altitude flight - 25 year old Marvel Crosson attempts to break existing altitude record for women at Los Angeles. [photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Los Angeles, California - Photo shows: Miss Marvel Crosson, who piloted her Travelair plane to a point more than 20,000 feet above the earth here. Whether Miss Crosson bettered the existing mark of 20,700 feet held by Miss [Louis McPhetridge?] of Oakland Cal., will be determined
when an official reading of her altimeter is made. The instrument which is
graduated to 20,000 feet showed that she had passed that height."

Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Local Numbers
RSN 18561
AC0143-0018561 (AC scan)

Video number 27605

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Crosson, Marvel
Topic: Airplanes -- California
Pilots -- California
Records -- California
Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

"Suneagle Golf Club." Caption no. 2022 : photonegative, 1926
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18562

Video number 17875

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Names: Dunn, Seymour
Suneagle Golf Club
Who wouldn't believe in signs? - Pretty girls help Automobile Club of Southern California to replace over 200,000 road signs. [photonegative] 1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Who wouldn't believe in signs? - Pretty girls help Automobile Club of Southern California to replace over 200,000 road signs. [photonegative].

Image(s): Who wouldn't believe in signs? - Pretty girls help Automobile Club of Southern California to replace over 200,000 road signs. [photonegative].

Image(s): Who wouldn't believe in signs? - Pretty girls help Automobile Club of Southern California to replace over 200,000 road signs. [photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Los Angeles, Cal. - Photo shows: Left to right: Connie Rogers; Julia Davies; Dorothy Barton; and above, Viola Myer, who are helping the Automobile Club of Southern California to replace over 200,000 road signs in Southern California, to conform to the standardized road marking system adopted by the Government."

Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Local Numbers

RSN 18563

AC0143-0018563 (AC scan)

Video number 27606

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2023-A309.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Associations -- California
Automobiles -- California
Highways -- California
Signs -- California
Traffic signs -- California

Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

Art school students construct weird masks and even their sweethearts wouldn't recognize 'em. [photonegative], 06/04/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Art school students construct weird masks and even their sweethearts wouldn't recognize 'em. [photonegative], 06/04/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Boston, Mass-- Girl art students of the Veker George School, as a part of their art course are taught how to make masks. They are shown here with a trio of masks weird and fantastic. Left to right a Russian Peasant Mask; Queen Guenivere and a fantastic mask shown by students of the school."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18564

Video number 17876

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2023-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Art -- Massachusetts
Education -- Massachusetts
Masks -- Massachusetts
Students -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Veker George School

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Suneagle Golf Club has sheep herd to mow green and thus saves mechanical mower; pro wears kilts, plays bagpipes thus minimizing the "golf blues." [photonegative], 07/03/1926
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”).
Image(s): Suneagle Golf Club has sheep herd to mow green and thus saves mechanical mower; pro wears kilts, plays bagpipes thus minimizing the "golf blues." [photonegative], 07/03/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Redbank, N.J. - An innovation in golfing. The Suneagle Golf Club at Redbank has a herd of sheep to crop the green and fairways, thus saving a mechanical mower. Seymour Dunn, the Club’s pro wears kilts and plays the bagpipe to herd the sheep, while he also gives the players some tunes to chase the 'golf blues' away. - Doris Dunn putting, while Seymour Dunn, pro, watches, with the sheep in the background."
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 18565
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box: 2023-A2.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names:
Dunn, Doris
Dunn, Seymour
Suneagle Golf Club

Topic:
Bagpipers -- 1920-1930
Golf -- 1920-1930
Kilts -- 1920-1930
Musical instruments -- 1920-1930
Sheep
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place:
New Jersey -- 1920-1930
Redbank (N.J.) -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Doris Dunn drives, while Seymour Dunn watches. [photonegative], 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s): Doris Dunn drives, while Seymour Dunn watches.
[photonegative], 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing
Local Numbers
RSN 18567

Video number 17879

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].


Names: Dunn, Doris
       Dunn, Seymour

Topic: Bagpipers -- New Jersey
       Golf -- New Jersey
       Sheep -- New Jersey
       Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
       Redbank (N.J.) -- 1920-1930
       Suneagle Golf Club

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Bert Haines, new coach of Harvard's rowing crew. [No. 2025 : photonegative,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Subject is wearing a cap and talking through a megaphone. Bridge in background.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
A-204.

RSN 18568

Video number 17880

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Haines, Bert
Harvard University

Topic: Bridges -- Massachusetts
Rowing -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts
Waterscapes -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- 1920-1930
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Golfers on country course. 2025 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Golfers on country course. 2025 photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18569

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
Redbank (N.J.) -- 1920-1930
Suneagle Golf Club

Genre/ Form: Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- 1920-1930
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Close-up of rowing coach.] 2026 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Close-up of rowing coach.] 2026 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18570

Video number 17882
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Haines, Bert
Harvard University

Topic: Rowing -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- 1920-1930
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Williams and bride : active no. 2026. Photonegative.,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Williams and bride : active no. 2026. Photonegative.] 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18571

Video number 17883

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-2

Names: United States. Navy
Williams, Lt. Alford

Topic: Aviation -- New York
Couples -- New York
Love -- New York
Marriages -- New York
Pilots -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Early automobile and crowded stadium.] 2026 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Early automobile and crowded stadium.] 2026 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18572

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Automobiles
Crowds
Rites and ceremonies
Stadia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Harvard crew coach, who resigned because of differences with crew -- [photonegative], 06/04/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Harvard crew coach, who resigned because of differences with crew -- [photonegative], 06/04/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Cambridge, Mass - Photo shows Ed Stevens, crew coach of Harvard University, who resigned on account of differences with the crew. Stevens was the former Cornell Varsity oarsman who came from the west to drag the Harvard crew out of a tangle.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18573

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2027-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Harvard University
Stevens, Edward A.

Topic: Portraits -- Massachusetts
Rowing -- Massachusetts
Sports -- Massachusetts
America's speed king of the air weds beauty of south. Lieutenant Williams forsakes flying for matrimony and practice of law. [photonegative], 07/06/1926.

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): America's speed king of the air weds beauty of south. Lieutenant Williams forsakes flying for matrimony and practice of law. [photonegative], 07/06/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "New York, N.Y. - Lieutenant Alfred Williams, speed champion of the air and winner of both the Pulitzer Trophy and Schneider Cup for the Navy, married Mrs. Florence Hawes Selby of Bainbridge, Georgia, and will resign from the Navy to take up the practice of law. Lieut. Williams established a new world speed record while practicing for the Pulitzer race of 303.2 miles per hour in a Curtiss Racing plane. Photo shows Lieutenant Williams and bride leaving for honeymoon immediately after the wedding."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18574

Video number 17886

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2027-A2.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Williams, Lt. Alford

Topic: Automobiles -- New York

Couples -- New York

Love -- New York

Military -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Always lead with your chin" - Husky daughter of Dr. St. Louis Estes gets a Lesson in the "Gentle Art" from her father. [Photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "San Fernando, Cal. - Photo shows: A closeup of the huge 30-inch outlook valve with which the impounded waters are controlled in the new Pacoima Dam which has just been completed at a cost of $2,500,000. It was built by Los Angeles county as a part of its water conservation program and drains 25 sq. miles in the Sierra Madre Mts. It is 660 feet long at the top and 100 feet thick at the bottom. It has a maximum stress of 600 pounds to the square inch."

Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Local Numbers

RSN 18575

AC0143-0018575 (AC scan)

Video number 27607

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box: 2028-A309.

Topic: Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Nitrate film

[Close-up portrait of rowing coach.] 2028 photonegative, 1926

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Close-up portrait of rowing coach.] 2028 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 18576

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Harvard University
Stevens, Edward A.

Topic: Coaches -- Massachusetts
Portraits -- Massachusetts
Rowing -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Large interior dining area.] 2028 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Large interior dining area.] 2028 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling along edges
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18577

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Architecture
Dining rooms
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Naval couple.] 2028 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Naval couple.] 2028 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18578

Video number 17889
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Names: Williams, Lt. Alford
Topic: Couples -- New York
       Love -- New York
       Marriages -- New York
       Military -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Police officer directing traffic from box in street.] 2029 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Police officer directing traffic from box in street.] 2029
photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18579
Video number 17890

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Buildings -- Massachusetts
       Police -- Massachusetts
       Streets -- Massachusetts
       Traffic -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts
       Walkins, John J.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Boat rowers in action.] 2029 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Boat rowers in action.] 2029 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18580

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Boats and boating
Canoes and canoeing
Crews
Rowing
Waterscapes

Place: Georges Island (Hudson River)
Hudson River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"100 per cent perfect" man succumbs to Dan Cupid. [photonegative], 06/04/1926
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): "100 per cent perfect" man succumbs to Dan Cupid.
[photonegative], 06/04/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Boston, Mass - Photoshows:- John J. Walkins, Boston traffic officer, known as the '100 per cent perfect man', who is to be married to Miss Josephine Mae Wood of Everett, Mass., after a courtship of five years, which began when Officer Walkins helped Miss Wood during a traffic tie-up, by walking her across the street."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18581

Video number 17892
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box: 2030-A204.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
Topic: Police -- Massachusetts
   Portraits -- Massachusetts
   Traffic -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
   Massachusetts
   Walkins, John J.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass.

[Fire fighters in action.] 2031 photonegative
   1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Fire fighters in action.] 2031 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing

Local Numbers
   RSN 18582
Company catalog card included. Orig. no. A-204.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Buildings
   Disasters
   Fires

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

[Four rowers in boat on Hudson River.] 2031 photonegative
   1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Four rowers in boat on Hudson River.] 2031 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
   RSN 18583
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   A-2
[Four rowers receive silver cup trophy.] 2032 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Four rowers receive silver cup trophy.] 2032 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18584

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

[Cars in race track parking lot], No. 2033 : photonegative, 1926
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Cars in race track parking lot], No. 2033 : photonegative, 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass
Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating.
Local Numbers
RSN 18585

Video number 17896

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic:
Automobiles -- 1920-1930
Horses -- 1920-1930
Sports -- 1920-1930
Steeplechases

Place:
Framingham Centre (Framingham, Mass.)
Massachusetts -- 1920-1930
Millwood Hunt Horse Show

Genre/
Black-and-white negatives -- Glass -- 1920-1930

Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
- Glass.

[Water athletes with various trophies.] 2033 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s):
[Water athletes with various trophies.] 2033 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18586

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic:
Crews -- New York
Prizes -- New York
Rewards -- New York
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York
Trophies -- New York
Universities and colleges -- New York

Place:
Georges Island (Hudson River)
Hudson River
New York
Girls from every land - "Foreign Trade Week" opened in Los Angeles by co-eds in colorful costumes. [photonegative]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Girls from every land - "Foreign Trade Week" opened in Los Angeles by co-eds in colorful costumes. [photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Los Angeles, Cal. Photo shows: Pretty University of Southern California co-eds, in foreign costumes ready to welcome incoming ships - celebrating the opening of Foreign Trade Week. They donned the costumes of the countries which export goods to Los Angeles. On the bumper is Miss Czechoslovakia (Muriel Phelps); behind her is Miss Scotland (Inga Gerup); while at right is Miss Germany (Dorothy Pyles)."

Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Local Numbers

RSN 18587

AC0143-0018587 (AC scan)

Video number 27608

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2033- A309.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Automobiles -- California

Celebrations -- California

Costumes -- California

Foreign Trade Week.

Portraits -- California

Place: California

Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Nitrate film

Annual Regatta of the Atlantic Division of the American Canoe Association at Georges Island on the Hudson. [photonegative], 07/03/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Annual Regatta of the Atlantic Division of the American Canoe Association at Georges Island on the Hudson. [photonegative], 07/03/1926

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Georges Island - on the Hudson River - Photo shows:- Veteran canoeist Frank Kelley presenting four trophies to Ernest Riedel, of the Pendleton Canoe Club of Edgewater, N.J., which he won in four different events. He is world's champion double paddle canoeist. The four trophies are: Bonk trophy, Cornelius Vanderbilt, donor; McLister trophy, Pendleton trophy and Gould trophy."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18588

Video number 17898

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Kelley, Frank

Riedel, Ernest

Topic: Crews

Prizes

Rewards

Sports -- 1920-1930

Trophies

Universities and colleges -- 1920-1930

Place: Georges Island (Hudson River)

Hudson River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass.

Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show held at Framingham Centre [photonegative], 06/05/1926

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show held at Framingham Centre [photonegative], 06/05/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Framingham Centre, Mass. The Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show was held at Wavenly farm, with more than 700 entr[ie[s] participating. Photo shows- A panoram[ic] view of the show."

Silver gelatin on glass.
Annual regatta of Atlantic Division of the American Canoe Association at Georges Island on the Hudson. [photonegative], 07/05/1926

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Annual regatta of Atlantic Division of the American Canoe Association at Georges Island on the Hudson. [photonegative], 07/05/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Georges Island - on the Hudson R. - Photo shows:- Ernest Riedel, of the Pendleton Canoe Club with the four trophies which he won in four different events. They are: the Bonk trophy, Cornelius Vanderbilt, donor; McLister trophy, Pendleton trophy and Gould trophy. Riedel is world's champion double paddle canoeist."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers

RSN 18589

Video number 17899

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2033-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: American Canoe Association
Riedel, Ernest

Topic: Crews
Prizes
Rewards
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930
Trophies
Universities and colleges -- 1920-1930

Place: Georges Island (Hudson River)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Portrait of woman seated on couch. Active no. 2035 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
French doors visible behind subject.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18592

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-3.

Topic: Portraits -- Women

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Steeplechase rider in action over barrier.] {Active no. 2035 : non-stereo photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Steeplechase rider in action over barrier.] {lcub}Active no. 2035 : non-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18593

Video number 17902
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic:  Horses -- Massachusetts  
        Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Massachusetts  
        Steeplechases -- Massachusetts

Place:  Framingham Centre (Framingham, Mass.)  
        Massachusetts  
        Millwood Hunt Horse Show

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives  
               -- Glass

Opening of Foreign Trade Week celebrated in Los Angeles - Co-eds hold picturesque ceremony aboard incoming ships in harbor. [photonegative]  
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Opening of Foreign Trade Week celebrated in Los Angeles - Co-eds hold picturesque ceremony aboard incoming ships in harbor. [photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Los Angeles, Cal. Celebrating the opening of Foreign Trade Week, pretty University of Southern California co-eds donned costumes of the countries which which the city trades by sea, and held picturesque ceremonies aboard incoming ships. Photo shows: 'Miss Los Angeles (left) extends her greetings to the nations of the earth in a picturesque ceremony aboard the S.S. Witell, first of the ships to be visited."

Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Local Numbers

RSN 18594

AC0143-0018594 (AC scan)

Video number 27610

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic:  Celebrations -- California  
        Costumes -- California  
        Foreign Trade Week.  
        Portraits -- California  
        Ships -- California

Place:  California  
        Los Angeles (Calif.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Acetate film

[Portrait.] 2036 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 2036 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 18595

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Horse and rider clear barrier in steeplechase competition.] 2036 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Horse and rider clear barrier in steeplechase competition.] 2036 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18596

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Horses
Sports -- 1920-1930
Steeplechasing
[Man in suit talking on telephone. Active no. 2037 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Black tape on two sides of negative.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0018597 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 18597
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: telephone

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Portraits -- Men

Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse show held at Framingham Centre,
Mass- [photonegative], 06/05/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse show held at Framingham Centre, Mass- [photonegative], 06/05/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Framingham Centre, Mass - The Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show was held at Wavenly Farm, with more than 700 entries participating. Photo shows - Miss. Elizabeth Sprague, of 199 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston on Stonewall. (social register)"

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18598

Video number 17906
Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2037-A204.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Millwood Hunt Horse Show
       Sprague, Elizabeth

Topic: Horses -- 1920-1930
       Sports -- 1920-1930
       Steeplechases

Place: Framingham Centre (Framingham, Mass.)
       Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

[Man seated at office desk.] Cat. No. 2038 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Man seated at office desk.] Cat. No. 2038 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18599

Company catalog card included.

A-2.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Yellowing.

Topic: Offices -- 1890-1920
       Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show held at Framingham Centre,
Mass - [photonegative], 06/05/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show held at Framingham
Centre, Mass - [photonegative], 06/05/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Framingham Centre, Mass - The Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt
Horse Show, was held at Wavenly Farm, with more than 700 entries
participating. 'A Fall', the horse on the right ridden by Arthur Vignoll had a
bad spill."

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18600

Video number 17908
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U&U caption in file box: 2038-A204.

Topic: Horses -- Massachusetts
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Massachusetts
Steeplechases -- Massachusetts

Place: Framingham Centre (Framingham, Mass.)
Massachusetts
Millwood Hunt Horse Show

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

"Pet Wash Laundry - 10 cents a pound!" - Los Angeles has a dog and
cat laundry where they scrub 'em in a tub and hang 'em up to dry.
[photonegative]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): "Pet Wash Laundry - 10 cents a pound!" - Los Angeles has a
dog and cat laundry where they scrub 'em in a tub and hang 'em up to dry.
[photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Los Angeles, Cal. - Photo shows: The Dog and Cat Laundry Inc. - A novel
establishment recently opened here. Left to right: Lucille Butler, May
Betteridge and Noreen Harwood, Rubbing and scrubbing and tubbing their
pet wash. The laundry is conducted by Richard Goodwin and is a success."

Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Poor condition.

Local Numbers
RSN 18601

AC0143-0018601 (AC scan)

Video number 27611
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box: 2038-A309.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Dogs -- California
Pets -- California

Place: California
   Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- Black-and-white negatives -- Acetate film

[Man seated at office desk.] cat. No. 2039: photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 18602

Company catalog card included.

A-2.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Yellowing.

Topic: Offices -- 1890-1920
   Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show held at Framingham Centre, Mass- [photonegative], 06/05/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show held at Framingham Centre, Mass- [photonegative], 06/05/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Framingham Centre, Mass- The fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show was held at Wavenly Farm, With more than 700 entries participating. Photo shows - Spectators watching the show."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 18603

Video number 17910

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2039-A204.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Automobiles -- 1920-1930 Shows

Place: Framingham Centre (Framingham, Mass.) Massachusetts Millwood Hunt Horse Show

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Pet Wash : Active no. 2039 : photonegative.] 1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English. Silver gelatin on film (possibly nitrate).

Local Numbers

RSN 18604

AC0143-0018604 (AC scan: negative)

AC0143-0018604-1 (AC scan: envelope)

AC0143-0018604-2 (AC scan: verso of envelope)

Company catalog card included.


Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Topic: Clothespins

Dogs -- California Laundry -- 1930-1940 Pets -- California

Place: California

Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- Black-and-white negatives -- Acetate film

Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show held at Framingham Centre, Mass- [photonegative], 06/05/1926
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): Fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show held at Framingham Centre, Mass- [photonegative], 06/05/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Framingham Centre, Mass- The fourth Annual Millwood Hunt Horse Show, was held at Wavenly Farm, with more than 700 entries participating. Photo shows - Miss. Betty Bird on Chocolate Soldier, a winner in the Saddle Class."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18605

Video number 17911

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2040-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names:

Bird, Betty  
Millwood Hunt Horse Show

Topic:

Horses -- 1920-1930  
Shows

Place:

Framingham Centre (Framingham, Mass.)  
Massachusetts -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass.

Novel race held at Annual Los Angeles Snow Carnival -- Contest starts on toboggans in mountain slopes and ends in semi-tropical hot springs pool. [Non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Los Angeles, California -- Starting on toboggans from the mountain slopes of Los Angeles County Park and terminating with a dip into the semi-tropical pool at Arrowhead Hot Springs, youthful Los Angeles couples staged a unique race. An hour and four minutes after they had left the snowy mountains, the winners were stripping off furry garments underneath which they wore bathing suits, and were plunging into the warm pool in the valley below. The unusual contest was part of the program of winter sports at the annual snow carnival of the L.A. Junior Chamber of Commerce. Photo shows: The start of the race -- left to right--Miss Joyzelle Joynier and Chris Christensen, the winners; Miss Jean Boring and Dr. Alex Linck, and Manuella Sarsabal with Hudson Drake. Adolff Dorr, at the right, served as starter."
Silver gelatin on film (possibly nitrate).

Local Numbers
RSN 18606

AC0143-0018606 (AC scan)

Video number 27613

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2040-A309.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Bibliography

Topic: Competitions -- California
Recreation -- California
Snow -- California
Sports -- California
toboggans -- California

Place: California
Los Angeles County (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Novel "Winter to Summer" race -- Miss Joynier wins California contest which starts on snow-capped peak and ends in semi-tropical pool in 1 hour. [Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Caption: "Los Angeles, Cal. -- Photo shows: Miss Joyzelle Joynier, of the winning couple, as she stepped in the pool at Arrowhead Hot Springs, winning the Winter to Summer Race staged by the Chamber of Commerce. On her head she is carrying her snow shoes and winter outfit which she wore at the start of the race - on the mountain slopes of Los Angeles County Park. The contestants started on toboggans and raced down the snowy slopes. Snow shoes were also used. When they reached the Hot Springs pool, they stripped off their winter garments to their bathing suits and plunged in. All in an hour and 4 minutes."

Silver gelatin on film (possibly nitrate).

Local Numbers
RSN 18607
AC0143-0018607 (AC scan)

Video number 27614

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2041-A309.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Bibliography


Topic:  
Bathing suits  
Competitions  
Contests  
Ponds  
Snowshoes and snowshoeing  
Sports -- 1920-1930  
Swimming pools

Place:  
Arrowhead Hot Springs (Calif.)  
California  
Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/ 
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Nitrate film

Submarine S-51 goes aground in East River after wreck of two forward pontoons. [photonegative], 07/07/1926

1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): Submarine S-51 goes aground in East River after wreck of two forward pontoons. [photonegative], 07/07/1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "New York City. - Photo shows:- Lieut. W.H. Hamberger, standing on top of pontoons which were wrecked during the towing of the submarine S-51. They are in the Brooklyn Navy Yard for repairs."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowning.

Local Numbers  
RSN 18608

Video number 17912

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2042-A2.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Pontoons -- New York
       Ships -- New York
       Submarines -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Couple in early automobile.] 2042 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple in early automobile.] 2042 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18609

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
       Couples
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Brookline High School students in annual Class Day exercises.
[photonegative], 06/06/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Brookline High School students in annual Class Day exercises.
[photonegative], 06/06/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Boston Mass. - Photo shows: - The student body of Brookline
High School leaving building in parade formation to participate in the
Annual Class Day exercises. The girl seniors dressed in old fashioned
costumes, whereas the undergrads dressed in the modern athletic type
costume. Unlike other class days, there was no dancing of the quaint folk
dances, but instead, the girls went thru a series of drills, and parades."

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18610

Video number 17914

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2024-A204.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Brookline High School (Brookline, Mass.)

Topic:
- Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
- Education -- Massachusetts
- Students -- Massachusetts

Place:
- Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
- Massachusetts

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass.

Snow Queen Crowned Beneath Palms -- Catherine Curby will reign over snow carnival on mountains above tropical Los Angeles. [black-and-white photonegative]

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s): Snow Queen Crowned Beneath Palms -- Catherine Curby will reign over snow carnival on mountains above tropical Los Angeles. [black-and-white photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption: "Los Angeles, Cal.-- Photo shows: Winter clothing in a summer setting. Miss Catherine Curby after being crowned Snow Queen in Westlake Park here. She is to reign over the snow sports in the mountains not far from here, and her furry costume in a semi-tropical setting presents a novel contrast." Subject wears a fur coat, holding her crown, and a pair or snowshoes is shown. No date shown in caption or elsewhere on envelope. Film has one V-shaped code notch, may be nitrate.

Silver gelatin on film (possibly nitrate).

Local Numbers
RSN 18611

AC0143-0018611 (AC scan)

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box: 2042-A309.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
Bibliography


Names: Curby, Catherine

Topic: Beauty contestants
Celebrations -- California
Clothing -- California
Crowns
Dress -- California
Fashions -- California
Fur garments
Palm trees -- California
Portraits -- California
Snow -- California
Snowshoes and snowshoeing
Sports -- California
Winter

Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Woman and array of hats. Active no. 2043 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18612

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Hats

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Student outdoor ceremonies at Brookline High School in Massachusetts.]
2043 Photonegative, 1926
**1 Item (4" x 5")**

**Image(s):** [Student outdoor ceremonies at Brookline High School in Massachusetts.] 2043 Photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers

RSN 18613

Video number 17916

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

**Names:** Brookline High School (Brookline, Mass.)

**Topic:** Ceremonies -- Massachusetts

Education -- Massachusetts

Parades -- Massachusetts

Students -- Massachusetts

**Place:** Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930

Massachusetts

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass.


---

**Image(s):** [Woman tennis player in action outdoors.] 2438 photonegative

**1 Item (4" x 5")**

[2438 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18614

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2
Topic: Contests
   Contests
   Sports -- 1920-1930
   Tents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Prime Minister S.M. Bruce of Australia arrives in New York City.] 2440 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Prime Minister S.M. Bruce of Australia arrives in New York City.] 2440 photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18615

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Bruce, Stanley M.
Topic: Portraits
Place: Australia
   New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Princess Boncompagni [nee Margaret Draper] arrives in New Yok City.
[Active no. 2441 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Princess Boncompagni [nee Margaret Draper] arrives in New Yok City. [Active no. 2441 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Subject standing in fur coat, full length. Margaret Draper was a Washington debutante who married Prince Andrea Boncompagni Ludovici of Rome in 1916

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18616

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-3.

Names: Boncompagni, Princess
Draper, Margaret

Topic: Fur garments
Nobility
Portraits -- Women

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Man at work in workshop. Active no. 2441 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man wears vest and tie.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18617

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-907.

Topic: Tools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Eugene Thomas, chef at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York City. Active no. 2442 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18618

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-2.

Names: Thomas, Eugene
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Chefs -- New York
Food -- New York
Kitchens -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel (New York, N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Group of Slaves / Members of Society Researce for Presentation of Alibaba Ball at Hotel Astor." Company no. 2442A-3 : photonegative, 1926
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): "Group of Slaves / Members of Society Researce for Presentation of Alibaba Ball at Hotel Astor." Company no. 2442A-3 : photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18619

Company caption included: "...The younger set responded enthusiastically when a call was made for candidates to take part in the Midnight Cabaret[,] slated to be one of the most interesting features at the Astor on Friday, January 14th, for the benefit of the Junior League Baby Shelter. / PHOTO SHOWS: Group of 'Alibaba Slaves.' Left to right, standing, are: Miss Frederick [sic] Steif; Miss Violet Grubb; Miss Shally [sic] Shonk; Miss Rosamond Starr; Miss Sarah Heaton; (Sitting,) [sic] Miss Hope Richardson; Miss Mildred Vander Poel."

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Astor Hotel (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Alibaba Ball
Baby shelters -- 1920-1930 -- New York (State) -- New York
Benefit performances -- 1920-1930 -- New York (State) -- New York
Junior League -- 1920-1930 -- New York (N.Y.)
Portraits, Group -- 1920-1930 -- New York (State) -- New York
Upper class -- 1920-1930

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Man at work.] 2442 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Man at work.] 2442 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18620

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-907

Topic: Blue collar workers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Chinatown street scene, New York City : Active no. 2443 : photonegative],
1926
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): [Chinatown street scene, New York City : Active no. 2443 : photonegative] 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18621

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Streets
Trucks
Wagons

Place: Chinatown (New York, N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

"Donkey Boys" at Alibaba Ball at Hotel Astor in New York City. [Caption no. 2443 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18622

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Note: shows women (or men in drag?) dancing. Verify other data.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-3.

Topic: Alibaba Ball
Celebrations

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Chinatown, New York City : Active no. 2444 : photonegative.,] 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): [Chinatown, New York City : Active no. 2444 : photonegative.]
1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18623

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-2.
Topic: Streets
   Trucks
   Wagons

Place: Chinatown (New York, N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
   Mott Street (New York, N.Y.)
   New York (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass.

[Cathryn Williams advertises for husband.] U&U caption in drawer 2446
photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cathryn Williams advertises for husband.] U&U caption in
drawer 2446 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
   RSN 18624

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   A-907

Topic: Love
   Portraits

Place: Pennsylvania
   Stony Creek Mills
   Williams, Kathryn

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Portrait of man and woman. Active no. 2458 : photonegative.]
1 item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Possibly Douglas Fairbanks?
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 18625
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-2.

   Topic:  Portraits -- Couples
   Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Form:   -- Glass

[Portrait.] 2459 photonegative
   1 Item (4" x 5")
   Image(s): [Portrait.] 2459 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

   RSN 18626

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

   A-2

   Topic:  Portraits
   Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Form:   -- Glass

Mae Ayer arrives in New York City with fashion doll from Europe. [Active
   no. 2461 : non-stereo photonegative,,] 1926
   1 Item (5" x 4").
   Image(s): Mae Ayer arrives in New York City with fashion doll from Europe.
   [Active no. 2461 : non-stereo photonegative,,] 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

   RSN 18627

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-2.
Names: Ayer, Mae
       S.S. Majestic
Topic: Clothing -- New York
       Dolls -- New York
       Dress -- New York
       Fashions -- New York
       Ships -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Marjorie Bourne arrives in New York City from Europe. [Active no. 2462: non-stereo photonegative], 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Marjorie Bourne arrives in New York City from Europe. [Active no. 2462: non-stereo photonegative], 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   AC0143-0018628 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 18628

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-2.

Names: Bourne, Marjorie
       S.S. Majestic
Topic: Portraits -- New York
       Ships -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Three young girls in indoor swimming pool.] 2463 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5")

Image(s): [Three young girls in indoor swimming pool.] 2463 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18629

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-907

Topic: Children
Sports -- 1920-1930
Swimming pools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Couple dancing.] [Active no. 2467 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5-1/8” x 2-1/4”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Unusual vertical format, cut down from a larger plate. Number 24667A2 inscribed in black ink on plate.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Silvering; emulsion frilling at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 18630

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Couples
Dance

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass
[Three ice skaters racing outdoors.] 2467 photonegative, 1927
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Three ice skaters racing outdoors.] 2467 photonegative 1927

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18631

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Biales, Valentine
       Farrel, O'Neil
       Gorman, Charles

Topic: Competitions
       Contests
       Ice skating
       Recreation
       Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New York
       Newburgh (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass

[Start of ice skating race outdoors.] 2469 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Start of ice skating race outdoors.] 2469 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18632

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3
[Early automobiles and flag-draped building.] 2470 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Early automobiles and flag-draped building.] 2470 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18633

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

[Young woman ice skating outdoors.] 2470 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Young woman ice skating outdoors.] 2470 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18634

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Elsie Muller and Leila Brooks ice skating outdoors. Active no. 2471 : photonegative,], 1927
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Elsie Muller and Leila Brooks ice skating outdoors. Active no. 2471 : photonegative,] 1927.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18635

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-3.

Names: Brooks, Leila
        Muller, Elsie

Topic: Competitions
       Contests
       Ice skating
       Recreation
       Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New York
       Newburgh (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Flag-bedecked building on city street.] 2471 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Flag-bedecked building on city street.] 2471 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18636

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Company catalog card included.
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Celebrations
Flags
Horses
Streets
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Crowds seek admission to view body of Rudolph Valentino in New York City: Active no. 2473: photonegative.,] 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Crowds seek admission to view body of Rudolph Valentino in New York City: Active no. 2473: photonegative.] 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 18637

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B]. Orig. no. A-2.

Names: Campbell's Funeral Church (New York, N.Y.)
Valentino, Rudolph

Topic: Churches -- New York
Crowds -- 1920-1930 -- New York
Streets -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Ice skaters racing on rural pond. Active no. 2473: non-stereo photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Ice skaters racing on rural pond. Active no. 2473: non-stereo photonegative].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18638

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Orig. no. A-3.

| Topic:      | Competitions      |
|            | Contests          |
|            | Ice skating       |
|            | Recreation        |
|            | Sports            |
| Genre/     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form:      | -- Glass          |

["Mayor La Guardia" The Publisher's Photo Service Inc.] on envelope. photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): ["Mayor La Guardia" The Publisher's Photo Service Inc.] on envelope. photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18639

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

| Names:     | La Guardia, Fierello |
| Topic:     | Parades -- New York  |
|            | Stadia -- New York   |
| Place:     | New York (N.Y.)      |
| Genre/     | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives |
| Form:      | -- Glass             |

Golf Pro does Charleston to sooth ragged nerves of players, between drives. [Black-and-white photonegative], 07/03/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Golf Pro does Charleston to soothe ragged nerves of players, between drives. [Black-and-white photonegative], 07/03/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: "Redbank N.J. - Seymour Dunn, the pro at the Suneagle Golf Club, dressed in kilts, does the Charleston, between drives, so as to soothe the ragged nerves of the 'not so lucky players'. Photo shows Dunn, playing the bagpipes and Charlestoning."
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18545
AC0143-0018545 (AC scan)
Stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

Names: Dunn, Seymour
Topic: Bagpipe music
Golf -- 1920-1930
Golf courses
Kilts
Place: New Jersey -- 1920-1930
Redbank (N.J.) -- 1920-1930
Suneagle Golf Club
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

New coach of Harvard's rowing crew-- [black-and-white photonegative], 06/04/1926
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): New coach of Harvard's rowing crew-- [black-and-white photonegative], 06/04/1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption: Cambridge, Mass -- Photo shows Bert Haines, coach of the Harvard Freshmen, who will take the place of Ed. Stevens, as coach of the Harvard crew, because of differences between the crew and Stevens. With the race with Yale, only three weeks away, the Crimson crew will have to do some tall rowing in order to have any chance to triumph over Yale (see press dispatches)." Haines holds a large megaphone.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18566

AC0143-0018566 (AC scan)

Stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U & U caption in box: 2024-A204.

Names: Haines, Bert
Harvard University

Topic: Megaphones
Rowing -- Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Opening of Foreign Trade week celebrated in Los Angeles -- co-eds hold
Picturesque ceremonies aboard incoming ships in harbor. [Black-and-white
photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Caption: "Los Angeles, Cal. - Celebrating the opening of Foreign Trade
Week, pretty University of S. California co-eds donned costumes of
the countries with which the city trades by sea, and held picturesque
ceremonies aboard incoming ships. Photo shows: The co-eds, attired in
colorful costumes of foreign lands, ready to welcome incoming ships. 'Miss
Czechoslovakia' (Muriel Phelps) is seated on the bumper, Inga Gerup as
'Miss Scotland' is just behind her, and Dorothy Piles as 'Miss Germany' is
at the right."

Silver gelatin on film (possibly nitrate).

Local Numbers
RSN 18590

AC0143-0018590 (AC scan)

Stored in box 3.1.71 [227B].

U & U caption in box: 2034-A309.

Topic: Automobiles -- 1920-1930
Commerce
Costumes
Foreign Trade Week.
International trade
Students -- 1920-1930

Place: California -- 1920-1940
Box 222  

RSN Numbers 18640, 18647-18767  

Image(s)  

[Waterscape.] Photonegative  
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): "Always lead with your chin" - Husky daughter of Dr. St. Louis Estes gets a Lesson in the "Gentle Art" from her father. [Photonegative].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Local Numbers  
RSN 18640  

AC0143-0018640.tif (AC Scan number)  

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A], moved from [226].

Topic:  
Crowds  
Waterscapes

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:  
-- Nitrate film

[Elephant being hoisted by crane onto transport ship.] 1234 Photonegative, 1927  
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Elephant being hoisted by crane onto transport ship.] 1234 Photonegative 1927.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on film.

yellowing  

Local Numbers  
RSN 18641  

AC0143-0018641.tif (AC Scan number)  

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-309

Topic: Cranes, derricks, etc. -- California
Elephants -- California
Hoisting machinery -- California
Ships -- California
Transportation -- California

Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Model on toboggan outdoors on snow.] 1235 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Model on toboggan outdoors on snow.] 1235 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18642

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Morgan, Jeanne S.

Topic: Recreation -- New York
Sleds -- New York
Snow -- New York
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York
Toboggans -- New York

Place: Lake Placid, New York
New York
Paramount

[Musicians in crowded classroom. Active no. 1235 : photonegative,]. 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Musicians in crowded classroom. Active no. 1235 : photonegative,] 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18643

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Topic: Ceremonies -- Massachusetts
Classrooms -- Massachusetts
Flags -- Massachusetts
Harmonicas -- Massachusetts
Music -- Massachusetts
Schools -- Massachusetts
Students -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Philadelphia (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Two women walking on city sidewalk.] 1235 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Two women walking on city sidewalk.] 1235 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight losses of emulsion along left edge.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18644

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Automobiles -- Rhode Island
Clothing and dress -- Rhode Island
Fashions -- Rhode Island
Models (Persons) -- Rhode Island

Place:
Rhode Island
Watch Hill (Rhode Island)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Fashion.] 1235 Photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): [Fashion.] 1235 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Local Numbers
RSN 18645
AC0143-0018645.tif (AC Scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-309

Topic:
Clothing and dress
Dress
Fashions
Models (Persons)
Portraits

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Model on toboggan outdoors on snow.] 1236 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Model on toboggan outdoors on snow.] 1236 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18646

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Names: Morgan, Jeanne S.
Topic: Recreation -- New York
       Sleds -- New York
       Snow -- New York
       Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York
toboggans -- New York
Place: Lake Placid, New York
       New York
       Paramount
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Woman on beach with dog. Caption no. 1236 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Woman on beach with dog. Caption no. 1236 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption on envelope: "Miss Maudie Overall of St. Louis with her playful
canine on the beach at Watch Hill."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18647

Captioned original envelope included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-14

Names: Overall, Maudie
Topic: Children -- Rhode Island
       Dogs -- Rhode Island
Place: Rhode Island -- 1920-1930
       Watch Hill (Rhode Island) -- 1920-1930
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Man seated at office desk.] Cat. No. 1236 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Man seated at office desk.] Cat. No. 1236 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18648
Company catalog card included.
A-204.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Emulsion peeling and deteriorating severely.

Topic: Desks
Offices -- 1890-1920
Portraits
telephone

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Model on toboggan outdoors on snow.] 1237 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Model on toboggan outdoors on snow.] 1237 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18649
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Morgan, Jeanne S.

Topic: Recreation -- New York
Skiers -- New York
Skiing -- New York
Sleds -- New York
Snow -- New York
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York
toboggans -- New York
Place: Lake Placid, New York
New York
Paramount

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Crowded sidewalk.] 1237 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Crowded sidewalk.] 1237 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion yellowing and peeling along edges
Local Numbers
RSN 18650
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3
Topic: Portraits
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Acrobatics on a ladder.] 1237 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Acrobatics on a ladder.] 1237 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight gouges in emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 18651
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-4
Topic: Acrobatics
Acrobats
Ladders

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Large group of swimmers resting on beach.] 1237 photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Large group of swimmers resting on beach.] 1237 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 18652
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Topic: Beaches
Recreation
Place: Rhode Island
Watch Hill (R.I.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Santa Claus on beach with swimmers splayed around Christmas tree. non stereo photonegative.], 1927/
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Santa Claus on beach with swimmers splayed around Christmas tree. non stereo photonegative.] 1927/
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film (possibly nitrate).

Local Numbers
RSN 18653
AC0143-0018653.tif (AC Scan Number)

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-309.

Topic: Bathing suits
      Beaches
      Celebrations
      Christmas
      Santa Claus

Place: California
      Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Nitrate film

[Crowd and stately funeral casket. Active n o. 1238 : non-stereo
photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Crowd and stately funeral casket. Active n o. 1238 : non-stereo
photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers

RSN 18654

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-1.

Topic: Coffins
      Flags
      Funeral rites and ceremonies
      Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Model on skis outdoors on snow.] 1238 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Model on skis outdoors on snow.] 1238 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18655

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Morgan, Jeanne S.
Topic: Motion pictures -- New York
Recreation -- New York
Skiers -- New York
Skiing -- New York
Snow -- New York
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York

Place: Lake Placid, New York
New York
Paramount

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Workers in factory elevator. Active no. 1258 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 18656

AC0143-0018656.tif (AC Scan Number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-3.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Elevators
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[U.S. Flag on small pleasure boat.] 10059 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [U.S. Flag on small pleasure boat.] 10059 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18657

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Boats and boating
Flags -- United States
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[U.S. Flag on small pleasure boat.] 10060 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [U.S. Flag on small pleasure boat.] 10060 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18658

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Boats and boating
Flags -- United States
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[U.S. Flag on small pleasure boat.] 10061 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [U.S. Flag on small pleasure boat.] 10061 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18659
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Boats and boating
Flags -- United States
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Small power boat.] 10062 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Small power boat.] 10062 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18660
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Boats and boating
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Crew working on early airplane outside.] 10063 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Crew working on early airplane outside.] 10063 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18661

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Aeronautics
       Airplanes
       Blue collar workers
       Repairing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Portrait. Active no. 10065 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 4”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man in double-breasted suit, holding hat and walking stick.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18662

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-3.

Topic: Hats -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass
            Portraits -- Men

[Portrait.] 10066 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 10066 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18663

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Man inspects fuselage of early airplane.] 10067 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Man inspects fuselage of early airplane.] 10067 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight loss of emulsion along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 18664

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Aeronautics
Airplanes
Blue collar workers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10067 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10067 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18665

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Portrait.] 10067 photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 10067 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18666

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Portraits

Place: Laming
New York (N.Y.)
Worthington-Evans

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Men working on early small airplane. 10068 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Men working on early small airplane. 10068 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18667

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Airplanes -- New Jersey
Aviation -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
North Star
Teeterboro
Williams, Roger Q.
Yancey, Lewis A.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10068 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10068 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18668

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Portrait of couple.] 10068 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait of couple.] 10068 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18669

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Cushing, Harry C.
Topic: Portraits -- New York
       Ships -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
       S.S. Olympic
       White Star Line

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10069 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10069 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18670

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2
Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Young girl on beach.] 1238 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Young girl on beach.] 1238 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 18671

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
U&U caption in file box.

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Hillman, Patsy
Topic: Beaches -- Rhode Island
Children -- Rhode Island
Place: Rhode Island
Watch Hill (Rhode Island)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Building fire.] [Active no. 1238 : non-stereo photonegative], 1926
1 Item (5" x 4")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 18672

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A]. Orig. no. A-204.

**Topic:** Buildings -- Massachusetts  
Disasters -- Massachusetts  
Fire fighters -- Massachusetts  
Fires -- Massachusetts  
Streets -- Massachusetts

**Place:** Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930  
Massachusetts

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass.

[**Golf foursome with drivers on course.**] 1238 Photonegative, 1927  
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [**Golf foursome with drivers on course.**] 1238 Photonegative 1927

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)

Local Numbers  
RSN 18673

AC0143-0018673.tif (AC Scan Number)

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
A-309

**Names:** Armour, Tommy  
Conier  
Diegel, Lee  
Fairbanks, Douglas, 1883-1939  
Harry

**Topic:** Golf  
Portraits  
Sports -- 1920-1930

**Place:** California  
Los Angeles (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Acetate film

[**Snow scene.**] Caption no. 1239 : photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Snow scene.] Caption no. 1239: photonegative, 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18674

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
In box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names:  Gray, Iris
        Kenvin, Ida
        Morgan, Jeanne S.
        Morris, Dorothy

Topic:  Motion pictures -- New York
        Recreation -- New York
        Sleds -- New York
        Snow -- New York
        Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York
        toboggans -- New York

Place:  Lake Placid, New York
        New York -- 1920-1930
        Paramount

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass.

[Woman with dog on beach.] 1239 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Woman with dog on beach.] 1239 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film. (possibly nitrate)
Slight losses of emulsion along edges.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18675
AC Scan - AC0143-0018675.tif
Video number 17973

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-14

Topic: Beaches -- Rhode Island
Dogs -- Rhode Island

Place: Marvel, Ann
Rhode Island
Watch Hill (Rhode Island)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Nitrate film

[Snow scene]. caption no. 1240 : photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Snow scene], caption no. 1240 : photonegative, 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18676

Company catalog card included.

In box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

G-1

Topic: Motion pictures -- New York
Recreation -- New York
Sleds -- New York
Snow -- New York
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York
toboggans -- New York

Place: Lake Placid, New York
New York -- 1920-1930
Paramount

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Young girl posing beside automobile.] 1240 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Young girl posing beside automobile.] 1240 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18677

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Danis, Betty
       Danis, Mrs. William

Topic: Automobiles -- Rhode Island
       Children -- Rhode Island
       Portraits -- Rhode Island

Place: Rhode Island
       Watch Hill (Rhode Island)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Couple walking on beach boardwalk.] 1252 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on beach boardwalk.] 1252 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18678

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: Cooley, Arthur

Topic: Beaches
Portraits

Place: Narragansett Pier
Norris, Liza
Rhode Island

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Low view of football action and crowd at Rose Bowl game. Active no. 1252 : photonegative,] 1928
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Low view of football action and crowd at Rose Bowl game. Active no. 1252 : photonegative,] 1928.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 18679
AC0143-0018679.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-309.

Names: Stanford University

Topic: Crowds -- California
      Football -- California
      Sports -- California
      Stadia -- California
      Universities and colleges -- California

Place: California
      Pasadena (California)
      Pittsburgh University
      Rose Bowl
      Tournament of Roses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Acetate film

[Group skijoring behind 1920's automobile.] 1253 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Group skijoring behind 1920's automobile.] 1253 photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18680

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Lake Placid Club
Topic: Automobiles -- New York
       Skiers -- New York
       Skiing -- New York
       Skijoring -- New York
       Snow -- New York
       Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York
Place: Lake Placid, New York
       New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass.

[U.S. Flag on steamship leaving harbor.] 1253 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [U.S. Flag on steamship leaving harbor.] 1253 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18681

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Flags -- United States
       Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Cathedral interior during service.] 1253 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cathedral interior during service.] 1253 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and cracked and peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 18682

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Cathedrals
Interior architecture
Religion
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Woman walking on pier.] 1253 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Woman walking on pier.] 1253 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and cracked and peeling along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 18683

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

U&U caption in file box.

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14
Topic:  Portraits -- Rhode Island
       Ships -- Rhode Island

Place:  Murchison, Mrs. Kenneth M.
        Narragansett Pier
        Rhode Island

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

[Low view of football action and crowd at Rose Bowl game; Stanford sign in background. Active no. 1254: non-stereo photonegative.], 1928
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s):  [Low view of football action and crowd at Rose Bowl game; Stanford sign in background. Active no. 1254: non-stereo photonegative.]
1928.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers

RSN 18684

AC0143-0018684.tif (AC Scan Number)

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-204.

Names:  Stanford University

Topic:  Crowds -- California
        Football -- California
        Sports -- California
        Stadia -- California
        Universities and colleges -- California

Place:  California
        Pasadena (California)
        Pittsburgh University
        Rose Bowl
        Tournament of Roses

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Nitrate film

[Skiers with 1920's automobile.] 1254 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Skiers with 1920's automobile.] 1254 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18685
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

   Topic:        Automobiles -- New York
              Skiers -- New York
              Skiing -- New York
              Skijoring -- New York
              Snow -- New York
              Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York

   Place:        Lake Placid, New York
              New York

   Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass.

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10070 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10070 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18686
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

   Topic:        Portraits
              Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Portrait of couple.] 10070 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait of couple.] 10070 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18687

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Portraits -- New York
      Ships -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, with early automobiles on street. Active no. 10071 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
She wears a fur stole, he wears a dark overcoat.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18688

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
A-2 (orig. no.)

Topic: Automobiles -- New York
       Streets -- New York (N.Y.)
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Portrait of couple.] 10071 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait of couple.] 10071 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18689

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Portraits -- New York
      Ships -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
      S.S. Olympia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10072 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10072 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18690

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles -- New York
      Portraits -- New York
Streets -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Portrait of couple.] 10072 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait of couple.] 10072 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18691

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Topic: Portraits -- New York

Ships -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10073 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10073 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18692

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Portraits

Streets

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Portrait of couple.] 10073 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait of couple.] 10073 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18693

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Portraits -- New York
       Ships -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles in street. Active no. 10074 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18694

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

A-2 (orig. no.)

Topic: Automobiles -- New York
       Streets -- New York (N.Y.)
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10075 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10075 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18695

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Automobiles -- New York
      Portraits -- New York
      Streets -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Football player kicking ball. Caption no. 10075 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18696

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box, identifying D.A. Lowry, Princeton U.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-3.

Names: Lowry, D.A.

Princeton University

Topic: Football players -- New Jersey
      Sports -- New Jersey
      Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10076 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10076 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18697

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles -- New York
Portraits -- New York
Streets -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genres/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Football player, caption no. 10076 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18698

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A]. Orig. no. A-3.

Names: Nicholson, H.A.

Topic: Automobiles -- New Jersey
Football players -- New Jersey
Sports -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
    Princeton (New Jersey)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10077 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10077
photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18699

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles -- New York
       Portraits -- New York
       Streets -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass

[Intercollegiate rowing regatta] 10078 : photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Intercollegiate rowing regatta] 10078 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18700

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

U&U caption in file box.
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Intercollegiate Rowing Regatta
Topic: Boats -- New York
      Crews -- New York
      Regattas -- New York
      Rivers -- New York
      Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930 -- New York
Place: New York
      Poughkeepsie (New York)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles. ] 10078 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles. ] 10078 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18701

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
      Portraits
      Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Rowing regatta at Poughkeepsie, New York. ] 10079 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Rowing regatta at Poughkeepsie, New York. ] 10079 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.
Local Numbers
RSN 18702

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names:    Intercollegiate Rowing Regatta
Topic:    Boats and boating
              Crews
              Regattas
              Rivers -- New York
Place:    New York
              Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)
Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:    -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10079 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10079 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18703

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic:    Automobiles -- New York
              Portraits -- New York
              Streets -- New York
Place:    New York (N.Y.)
Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:    -- Glass

[Football], caption no. 10079 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Football], caption no. 10079 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18704

Company catalog card included, identifying Weatherly Reinmund.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Yellowing slightly.

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Reinmund, Weatherly
Topic: Football -- New Jersey
      Sports -- New Jersey
      Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
      Princeton (New Jersey)
      Princeton University
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Sculpture of frontiersman.] 10080 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Sculpture of frontiersman.] 10080 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 18705

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Art
      Frontier and pioneer life
      Frontiersmen
Sculpture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10080 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10080 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18706
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles -- New York
Portraits -- New York
Streets -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Football player, caption no. 10080 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18707
Company catalog card included, identifying W. H. Yeckley.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A]. Orig. no. A-3.

Yellowing slightly.

Names: Yeckley, W.H.

Topic: Football players -- New Jersey
Sports -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Sculpture of frontiersman.] 10081 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Sculpture of frontiersman.] 10081 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18708

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Art
Frontier and pioneer life
Frontiersmen
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10081 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10081 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18709

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2
Topic:  Automobiles -- New York  
Portraits -- New York  
Streets -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football center with ball on field in empty stadium. 10081 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football center with ball on field in empty stadium. 10081 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18710

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Yeckley, W.H.

Topic:  Football -- New Jersey  
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey  
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Early automobiles in New York City. Active no. 10082 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18711

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-1.

       Streets -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Harlem (New York, N.Y.) -- 20th century
       New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10082 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10082 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 18712

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

       Streets

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Football center with ball on field in empty stadium. 10082 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Football center with ball on field in empty stadium. 10082 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 18713

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Names: Yeckley, W.H.
Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[City street corner.] 10083 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [City street corner.] 10083 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18714

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Topic: Streets
Place: Manhattan
New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10083 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10083 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18715
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

    Streets
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10083 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10083 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18716

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Lavine, Samuel
Topic: Football -- New Jersey
    Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
    Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
    Princeton (New Jersey)
    Princeton University
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Early automobiles in New York City.] 10084 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Early automobiles in New York City.] 10084 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18717

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Streets

Place: Manhattan
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Football player on field in empty stadium. 10084 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10084 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18718

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Streets

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Football player on field in empty stadium. 10084 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10084 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18719

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Lavine, Samuel
Topic: Football -- New Jersey
      Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
      Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
      Princeton (New Jersey)
      Princeton University
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Early automobiles in New York City. Active no. 10085 : photonegative.]
1 item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18720

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-1.

      Streets -- New York (N.Y.)
Place: Harlem (New York, N.Y.) -- 20th century
      New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10085 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10085 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18721
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: Moore, W.A.
New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10086 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10086 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18722
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: Moore, W.A.
New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Football center with ball on field in empty stadium. 10087 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Football center with ball on field in empty stadium. 10087 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18723

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Caldwell, W.G.

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Football center with ball on field in empty stadium. 10088 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Football center with ball on field in empty stadium. 10088 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18724

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Names: Caldwell, W.G.

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Football player preparing to pass ball on field. 10089 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Football player preparing to pass ball on field. 10089 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18725

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Names: Bennett, H.T.

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[City firefighters in action.] 10090 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [City firefighters in action.] 10090 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18726

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. A-1.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Topic: Buildings
Disasters
Fires
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10090 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10090 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18727

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Streets

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Football player preparing to pass ball on field. 10090 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player preparing to pass ball on field. 10090 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18728

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Company catalog card included.

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Bennett, H.T.
Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Damaged city buildings and early automobiles.] 10091 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Damaged city buildings and early automobiles.] 10091 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18729

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Disasters
Fires
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Football player on field in empty stadium. 10091 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10091 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18731
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3
Names: Byles, J.
Topic: Football -- New Jersey
      Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place:
New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Damaged buildings and early automobiles. Active no. 10092: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18732

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-1.

Topic:
Automobiles
Buildings
Disasters
Fire fighters
Fires

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10092 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10092 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18733

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic:
Portraits
Streets

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10092 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10092 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18734

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Names: Byles, J.

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Damaged high-rise buildings and early automobiles. Active no. 10093 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18735

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Orig. no. A-1.

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Disasters
Fire fighters
Fires

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10093 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10093 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18736

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Streets

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Football player kicking ball on field in empty stadium. 10093 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Football player kicking ball on field in empty stadium. 10093 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18737

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Bennett, H.T.

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Golf], Caption no. 10094 : photonegative
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”.)

Image(s): [Golf], Caption no. 10094 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 18738

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10094 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10094 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18739

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10094 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10094 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18740
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University
Wittmer, E.O.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Two golfers in knickers outdoors.] 10095 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Two golfers in knickers outdoors.] 10095 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18741
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Golf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>1920-1930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Genre/Form    | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
| Form          | Glass        |

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10095 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10095 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18742

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Portraits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Streets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>New York (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Genre/Form    | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
| Form          | Glass     |

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10095 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10095 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18743

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3
Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University
Wittmer, E.O.

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10096 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10096 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18744

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10096 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10096 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18745

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2
Football player on field in empty stadium. 10096 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10096 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18746

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Janney, J.S.

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10097 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10097 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18747

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10097 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10097 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18748

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Buses
Streets

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10097 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10097 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18749

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2
Names: Janney, J.S.

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10098 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10098 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18750

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10098 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10098 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18751

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2
Topic:  
Streets

Place:  
New York (N.Y.)

genre/ 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:  
-- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10098 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10098 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18752

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Topic:  
Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place:  
New Jersey
Pendergast, S.W.
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

genre/ 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:  
-- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10099 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10099 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18753

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10099 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10099 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18754

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2
Topic: Portraits
Streets
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10099 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10099 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18755

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3
Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: 
New Jersey
Pendergast, S.W.
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/ 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form: 
 -- Glass

[Two golfers outdoors.] 10100 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Two golfers outdoors.] 10100 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18756

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: 
Farrell, Johnny

Topic: 
Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: 
Mamaroneck (N.Y.)
New York
Winged Foot Country Club

Genre/ 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form: 
 -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10100 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10100 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18757

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Portraits
       Streets
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10100 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10100 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18758

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
       Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
       Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
       Princeton (New Jersey)
       Princeton University
       Whyte, John R.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10101 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10101 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18759

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Portraits
     Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10101 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10101 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18760

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
     Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
     Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
     Princeton (New Jersey)
     Princeton University
     Whyte, John R.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10102 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10102 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18761
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10102 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10102 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18762

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10102 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10102 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18763

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Names: Barfield, W.D.

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10103 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10103 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18764

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10103 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10103 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18765

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player with ball on field in empty stadium. 10103 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Football player with ball on field in empty stadium. 10103 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18766

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Carey, P.J.

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10104 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10104 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18767
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

      Streets
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

Box 223
RSN Numbers 18768-18867

Image(s)

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10104 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10104 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18768

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Lowry, D.A.
Topic: Football -- New Jersey
      Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
      Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
      Princeton (New Jersey)
      Princeton University
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10105 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10105 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18769
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
  Topic: Golf
          Sports -- 1920-1930
  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10105 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10105 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18770
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2
  Topic: Portraits
          Streets
  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10105 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10105 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18771

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Lowry, D.A.

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors. Active no. 10106 : non-stereo photonegative],
[ca. 1920s.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors. Active no. 10106 : non-stereo photonegative, ca. 1920s.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18772

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Original number A-1.

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10106 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10106 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18773

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10106 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10106 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18774

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: Mistres, R.A.
New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10107 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10107 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18775
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10107 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10107 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18776
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10107 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10107 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18777

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: Mistres, R.A.
New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10108 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10108 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18778

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10108 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18779

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Streets
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player on field in empty stadium. 10108 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player on field in empty stadium. 10108 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18780

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Duncan, A.J.
Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10109 photonegative
2 pieces (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 10109 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
frame cracked horizontally near top

Local Numbers
RSN 18781
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Close-up of football player. 10109 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Close-up of football player. 10109 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18782
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University
Whyte, John R.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[10110 photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Golfer outdoors.] 10110 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18783

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[10110 photonegative]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10110 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18784

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Streets

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player with ball on field in empty stadium. 10110 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Football player with ball on field in empty stadium. 10110 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18785
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University
Vogt, Richard

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10111 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10111 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18786
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10111 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10111 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18787

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Street

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football player with ball on field in empty stadium. 10111 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Football player with ball on field in empty stadium. 10111 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18788

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University
Vogt, Richard

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10112 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10112 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18789

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Football team practicing on field. 10112 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Football team practicing on field. 10112 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 18790

AC0143-0018790.tif (AC Scan Number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Three football players practicing. Active no. 10113 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Three parked automobiles appear in the background.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 18791
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
NOTE! VIDEO NUM 27625 IS BLANK! NO IMAGE!

Orig. no. A-3.

Topic: Automobiles -- New Jersey
Football -- New Jersey
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey
Universities and colleges -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)
Princeton University

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10114 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10114 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18792
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Flower farm portrait.] 10114 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Flower farm portrait.] 10114 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18793

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Dahlias
Flowers

Genre/ Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Place: Monaco, Fay
New York (N.Y.)
Peacock Dahlia Farms
Shepard, Eliza London

[Golfer in knickers outdoors, swinging. Active No. 10115, non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18794
AC0143-00188794

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-1.

Names: Hilgendorff, Charles

Topic: Golf
Knickerbockers
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Mamaroneck (N.Y.)
New York
Winged Foot Country Club

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Busy sidewalk in New York City.] 10116 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Busy sidewalk in New York City.] 10116 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18795

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Streets

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Overview of golf course green and crowd.] 10118 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Overview of golf course green and crowd.] 10118 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18796

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Crowds
Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Golf.] Caption no. 10119 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Golf.] Caption no. 10119 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18797

Box includes captions on envelopes for some images.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Crowds
Golf -- 1920-1930
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10121 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10121 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18798

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10123 photonegative

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10123 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18799

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Five women shooting pistols outdoors. Active no. 10123 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18800

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-3.

Topic: Firearms
Handguns
Pistols
Shooting
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10124 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10124 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18801

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10126 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 10126 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18802

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Five women shooting pistols outdoors. Active no. 10126 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
All wear flapper-style dresses (several with pleated skirts) and hats.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18803

Company envelopes with captions included in drawer, but no caption found for this shooting series.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].


Topic: Firearms
Handguns
Pistols
Shooting
Sports -- 1920-1930

[Mother and daughter outdoors.] 10127 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mother and daughter outdoors.] 10127 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18804

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress
Clothing and dress
Fashions
Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Woman shooting a pistol outdoors. Active no. 10127: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Woman wears hat and pleated skirt. Second woman holding gun is seen at extreme right edge of image.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18805

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-3.

Company envelopes with captions included in drawer, but no caption found for this shooting series.

Topic: Firearms
Handguns
Pistols
Shooting
Sports -- 1920-1930
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Mother and daughter outdoors.] 10128 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mother and daughter outdoors.] 10128 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18806

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress
Clothing and dress
Fashions
Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Woman shooting a pistol outdoors. Active no. 10128 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Figure is shown at medium close range, lower portion excluded. Gun is a revolver. Shadow of another figure with gun is shown behind the subject.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Silvering on one side; fingerprint visible.

Local Numbers
RSN 18807

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-3.

Company envelopes with captions included in drawer, but no caption found for this shooting series.
Topic: Firearms
Handguns
Pistols
Shooting
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Mother and daughter outdoors.] 10129 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Mother and daughter outdoors.] 10129 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18808

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress
Clothing and dress
Fashions
Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Mother and daughter outdoors.] 10130 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Mother and daughter outdoors.] 10130 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18809

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
[Woman shooting a pistol (revolver) outdoors, being aided by a uniformed policeman. Active no. 10130 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Woman wears hat and pleated skirt.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight silvering.
Local Numbers
RSN 18810
AC0143-0018810 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Company envelopes with captions included in drawer, but no caption found for this shooting series.

Orig. no. A-3.

[Daughter outdoors.] 10131 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Daughter outdoors.] 10131 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18811
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress
Clothing and dress
Fashions
Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Daughter outdoors.] 10132 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18812

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress
Clothing and dress
Fashions
Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Five women in line, shooting pistols outdoors. Active no. 10132:
photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering on right side.
Local Numbers
RSN 18813

AC0143-0018813 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Company envelopes with captions included in drawer, but no caption found for this shooting series.

Orig. no. A-3.

Topic: Firearms
   Handguns
   Pistols
   Shooting
   Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass.

[Daughter outdoors.] 10133 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Daughter outdoors.] 10133 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18814

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
   Clothing and dress
   Clothing and dress
   Fashions
   Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass

[Daughter outdoors.] 10134 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Daughter outdoors.] 10134 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18815

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress
Clothing and dress
Fashions
Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

[Daughter outdoors. Active no. 10135 : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Daughter outdoors.] 10135 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18816

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress
Clothing and dress
Fashions
Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

[Daughter outdoors. Active no. 10136 : stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18817

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress
Clothing and dress
Fashions
Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 10142 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 10142 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18818

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 10144 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 10144 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18819

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Portrait.] 10145 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 10145 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18820

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Davis, Charles H. (Charles Harold), 1856-1933
Miller, Mrs. Olive Beaupre

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Portrait.] 10146 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Portrait.] 10146 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18821

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Davis, Charles H. (Charles Harold), 1856-1933
       Miller, Mrs. Olive Beaupre

Topic: Portraits

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Portrait.] 10147 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Portrait.] 10147 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18822

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Davis, Charles H. (Charles Harold), 1856-1933
       Miller, Mrs. Olive Beaupre

Topic: Portraits

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Portrait.] 10147 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 10147 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18823

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Davis, Charles H. (Charles Harold), 1856-1933
       Miller, Mrs. Olive Beaufre

Topic: Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[City street scene.] 10148 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [City street scene.] 10148 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18824

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Architecture
       Automobiles
       Buses
       Repairing
       Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Family group portrait outside building in New York City.] 10148
photonegative
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family group portrait outside building in New York City.] 10148 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18825

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.70 [227A].
U&U caption in file box.

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Book House For Children (New York, N.Y.)
       Miller, Mrs. Olive Beaupre
       S.S. Leviathan

Topic: Authors -- New York (State)
       Family -- New York
       Portraits -- New York
       Ships -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Portrait.] 10149 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 10149 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18826

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: S.S. Leviathan
[Portrait.] 10150 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 10150 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18827
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3
Names: S.S. Leviathan
Topic: Portraits -- New York
Ships -- New York
Place: Mahoney, Kathleen
New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Eddie Cantor in airplane ceremony. Active no. 10151 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Cantor was a popular comedian and vaudeville star.
Comedian with several men and small airplane.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18828
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-3.

Names: Cantor, Eddie, 1892-1964
       Henriques, E.Q.B., Lt.
       Hitz, Ralph
       Kanner, Mack
       Stevenson, H. Fuller

Topic: Airplanes -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
       New York
       Roosevelt Field (Long Island, N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Popular comedian and vaudeville star.
Eddie Cantor with several men and small airplane.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18829

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-3.

Names: Cantor, Eddie, 1892-1964
       Henriques, E.Q.B., Lt.
       Hitz, Ralph
       Kanner, Mack
       Stevenson, H. Fuller

Topic: Airplanes -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
       New York
       Roosevelt Field (Long Island, N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Woman at early radio microphone.] 10154 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5")
Image(s): [Woman at early radio microphone.] 10154 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18830
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Contests
Radio
Place: Transitone
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Two women shooting pistols (revolvers) outdoors. Active no. 10131 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Silvering and fingerprints at top.
Local Numbers
RSN 18831
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Company envelopes with captions included in drawer, but no caption found for this shooting series.

Orig. no. A-3.

Topic: Firearms
Handguns
Pistols
Shooting
Sports -- 1920-1930
[Automobile raffle.] 10155 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Automobile raffle.] 10155 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18832

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Automobiles
Contests
Radio

Place: Transitone

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Two men shaking hands.] 10161 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Two men shaking hands.] 10161 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18833

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Place: RKO

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Football action and crowd at Yankee Stadium. Active no. 10162 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18834

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

U&U caption in file box.

Orig. no. A-2.

Names: United States Military Academy
University of Notre Dame Art Gallery
Yankee Stadium (New York, N.Y. : 1923-2009)

Topic: Football -- New York
Sports -- New York
Stadia -- New York
Universities and colleges -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Two men shaking hands.] 10162 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Two men shaking hands.] 10162 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18835

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Place: RKO
[Football action and crowd at Yankee Stadium. Active no. 10163 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Army-Notre Dame football game, caption no. 10166 : photonegative.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18836

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-2.

Names: United States Military Academy
University of Notre Dame Art Gallery
Yankee Stadium (New York, N.Y. : 1923-2009)

Topic: Crowds -- New York
Football -- New York
Sports -- New York
Stadia -- New York
Universities and colleges -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Plaque.] 10164 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Plaque.] 10164 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18837

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Names: Franklin, Benjamin, 1706-1790
       Hewes, Joseph
       Hopkinson, Francis

Topic: Cemeteries
       Church buildings
       Declaration of Independence

Place: Morris, Robert
       Ross, George
       Rush, Benjamin
       Wilson, James

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Football action and crowd at Yankee Stadium. Active no. 10164 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Army-Notre Dame football game, Active no. 10167 : photonegative.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18838

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-2.

Names: United States Military Academy
        University of Notre Dame Art Gallery
        Yankee Stadium (New York, N.Y. : 1923-2009)

Topic: Football -- New York
       Sports -- New York
       Stadia -- New York
       Universities and colleges -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
       West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Plaque.] 10165 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Plaque.] 10165 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18839

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Cemeteries
      Church buildings
      Declaration of Independence

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

[Football action and crowd at Yankee Stadium. Active no. 10165 : non-
stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18840

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

U&U caption in file box.

Orig. no. A-2.

Names: United States Military Academy
        University of Notre Dame Art Gallery
        Yankee Stadium (New York, N.Y. : 1923-2009)

Topic: Football -- New York
       Sports -- New York
       Stadia -- New York
       Universities and colleges -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
West Point (New York)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10186 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Man and woman walking on city sidewalk. Active no. 10185 : photonegative.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18841
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Couples
Portraits
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10187 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10187 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18842
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10188 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10188 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18843

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Early automobiles at toll gates.] 10189 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Early automobiles at toll gates.] 10189 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18844

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Automobiles
Tolls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10189 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10189 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18845

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10190 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10190 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18846

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10191 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10191 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18847

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10192 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10192 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 18848

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10193 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10193 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18849

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10194 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10194 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18850

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

The Delaware River Bridge Joint Commission [on building facade]. [Active no. 10195 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18851

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-1.

Topic: Bridges -- Delaware
Buildings -- Delaware
Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10195 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10195 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18852
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic:    Portraits
Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass

[Early automobiles on city streets.] 10196 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Early automobiles on city streets.] 10196 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18853
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic:    Automobiles
Buildings
Streets
Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:     -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10196 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10196 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 18854
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Early automobiles on city streets.] 10197 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Early automobiles on city streets.] 10197 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18855
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10197 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10197 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18856

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10198 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10198 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18857

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Early automobiles on suspension bridge.] 10199 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Early automobiles on suspension bridge.] 10199 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18858

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic:       Automobiles
             Bridges
             Buses
             Roads
Genre/       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:       -- Glass

[ Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10199 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [ Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10199 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing slightly
Local Numbers
RSN 18859

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic:       Portraits
Genre/       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form:       -- Glass

[ Early automobiles on suspension bridge.] 10200 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [ Early automobiles on suspension bridge.] 10200 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18860
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Automobiles
      Bridges
      Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10200 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10200 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18861

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Early automobiles on suspension bridge.] 10201 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Early automobiles on suspension bridge.] 10201 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18862

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Automobiles
      Bridges
      Roads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10201 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10201 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 18863

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10202 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10202 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 18864

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10203 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10203 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly
Local Numbers
RSN 18865
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10204 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10204 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly
Local Numbers
RSN 18866
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].
Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Man and woman walking on street. Caption no. 10205 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Woman wears a fur coat.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18867

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Orig. no. A-2.

Topic: Fur garments
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Box 224

RSN Numbers 18868-18986

Image(s)

[Military portrait: man wearing overcoat and cap.] Active no. 1254 : non-stereo photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Military portrait: man wearing overcoat and cap.] Active no. 1254 : non-stereo photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18868

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-2

Topic: Armed Forces
[Sun bathers on beach. Active no. 1254: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Printed caption on original envelope: SOCIETY AT WATCH HILL / WATCH HILL, R.I.—PHOTO SHOWS: Master Samuel G. Dunham II; Mrs. Austin Dunham; and Mrs. Gates Lloyd of Philadelphia on the beach at Watch Hill. / ...(SOCIAL REGISTER)..."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18869

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption on original envelope in file box.

Orig. no. A-1456.

Names:  
Dunham, Austin, Mrs.  
Dunham, Samuel G., II  
Lloyd, Horatio Gates Mr. Mrs.

Topic:  
Beaches -- Rhode Island  
Children -- Rhode Island  
Upper class -- 1920-1930 -- Rhode Island

Place:  
Rhode Island  
Watch Hill (Rhode Island)

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass.

[Boat rowers training indoors.] 1254 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boat rowers training indoors.] 1254 photonegative 1926
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely

Local Numbers
RSN 18870
Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.72 [220A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Harvard University

Topic: Rowers -- Massachusetts
Rowing -- Massachusetts
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Newell Boathouse

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Skijoring behind 1920's automobile.] 1255 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Skijoring behind 1920's automobile.] 1255 photonegative. 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18871

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Topic: Automobiles -- New York
Skiing -- New York
Skijoring -- New York
Snow -- New York
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York

Place: Lake Placid, New York
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Military portrait.] 1255 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military portrait.] 1255 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18872

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Harvard University] 1255 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Harvard University] 1255 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18873

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Harvard University
Slater, Irving E.
Stevens, Edward A.

Topic: Rowing -- Massachusetts
Snow -- Massachusetts
Universities and colleges -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
[Four men, two in American Legion caps. Active no. 1255 : photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Silver gelatin on film.

Broad gouges in emulsion. Paper remnants adhering in important areas.

Local Numbers

RSN 18874

AC0143-0018874.tif (AC Scan No.)

Company catalog card included. Associated number, A-309.

NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! FILM PHOTONEGATIVE IN FILE BOX!

Names: American Legion

Topic: Portraits, Group -- African Americans

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Genre/ Form: -- Nitrate film

Culture: African Americans

[Skijoring behind 1920's automobile. Caption 1256 A-1: photonegative,]

1926

1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18875

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Automobiles -- New York

Skiing -- New York

Skijoring -- New York

Snow -- New York

Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York

Place: Lake Placid, New York
New York
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Military portrait.] 1256 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military portrait.] 1256 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18876
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[No image.] 1256 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [No image.] 1256 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion deteriorated beyond use

Local Numbers
RSN 18877
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
[Skijoring behind 1920's automobile.] 1257 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Skijoring behind 1920's automobile.] 1257 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18878
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Topic: Automobiles -- New York
     Skiing -- New York
     Skijoring -- New York
     Snow -- New York
     Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York
Place: Lake Placid, New York
     New York
Genre/Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Boarding assistance.] 1257 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Boarding assistance.] 1257 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18879
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2
Topic: Armed Forces
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Children.] No. 1257 : photonegative, 1926
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4")
Image(s): [Children.] No. 1257 : photonegative, 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18880

Company catalog card included.

Videodisc image detail poor. U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Names: Margaret Fuller Settlement House
Topic: Bands (Music) -- Massachusetts
   Children -- Massachusetts
   Musical instruments -- Massachusetts
   Toys -- Massachusetts
Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
   Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass.

[Ice skater outdoors.] 1258 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ice skater outdoors.] 1258 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18881

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

U&U caption in file box.

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Lake Placid Club
Topic: Ice skating
Recreation -- New York
Skaters -- New York
Snow -- New York
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York

Place: Lake Placid, New York
Mitchell, Malcolm T.
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Man at ship deck rail.] 1258 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Man at ship deck rail.] 1258 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18882
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Sidewalk group portrait.] 1258 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Sidewalk group portrait.] 1258 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18883
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-14

Topic: Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Young musicians.] 1258 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Young musicians.] 1258 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing severely.

Local Numbers

RSN 18884

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-204

Names: Margaret Fuller Settlement House

Topic: Bands (Music) -- Massachusetts

Children -- Massachusetts

Musical instruments -- Massachusetts

Toys -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)

Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Young women with signs on and around automobile. Active no. 1258 : photonegative,] 1928
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): [Young women with signs on and around automobile. Active no. 1258 : photonegative,] 1928.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers

RSN 18885

AC0143-0018885.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box; associated number A-309.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Names: Wilshire Country Club
Topic: Automobiles -- 1920-1930
       Golf
       Sports -- 1920-1930
Place: California
       Los Angeles (Calif.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Nitrate film

[Military ceremonies.] 1259 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military ceremonies.] 1259 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 18886

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    A-2

    Topic: Armed Forces
           Rites and ceremonies
    Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
               -- Glass

[Horse and wagon in vaulted area; caption in drawer.] 1259 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Horse and wagon in vaulted area; caption in drawer.] 1259 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 18887

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Horses -- Massachusetts
Wagons -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Commonwealth Pier (Boston, Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Two golfers, Everett Grubb and Tommy Armour, standing beside automobile. Active no. 1259A309: non-stereo photonegative.], 1928
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Separate caption (not on envelope): "AT LOS ANGELES' OPEN GOLF TOURNAMENT--CHAIRMAN GRUBB GREETS NATIONAL OPEN CHAMPION, TOMMY ARMOUR / LOS ANGELES, Cal.--PHOTO SHOWS: Everett Grubb, president of the Los Angeles Junior Chamber of Commerce and chairman of the tournament committee, greeting the national open golf champion, Tommy Armour, at the Los Angeles Open Golf tourney which was held at the Wilshire Country Club.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 18888

AC0143-0018888.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Names: Armour, Tommy
Grubb, Everett
Wilshire Country Club

Topic: Automobiles -- 1920-1930
Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
      -- Acetate film

[Military ceremonies.] 1260 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military ceremonies.] 1260 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 18889

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  A-2

  Topic: Armed Forces
         Rites and ceremonies

  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass.

[Three governors and Captain inspect long-range gun on USS Bushnell.] 1260 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Three governors and Captain inspect long-range gun on USS Bushnell.] 1260 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 18890

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  A-14

  Names: Bushnell (Battleship)

  Topic: Governors -- Connecticut
         Guns -- Connecticut
         Military -- Connecticut
Submarines -- Connecticut

Place: Connecticut
New London (Connecticut)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Commonwealth Docks, Boston.] 1260 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Commonwealth Docks, Boston.] 1260 photonegative 1926.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18891

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Docks -- Massachusetts
Piers -- Massachusetts
Wharves -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Commonwealth Docks (Boston, Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Three golfers chatting beside automobile. Caption 1260 A-309 : photonegative,] 1928
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 18892

AC0143-0018892.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Names:  
Painter, Ollie  
Seaver, E.H.  
Watrous, Al  
Wilshire Country Club

Topic:  
Automobiles -- 1920-1930  
Golf  
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place:  
California  
Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Nitrate film  
Portraits -- Men

[Military ceremonies.] 1261 photonegative  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [Military ceremonies.] 1261 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 18893

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
A-2  

Topic:  
Armed Forces  
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Glass.

[Connecticut Governor's daughter waves from hatch of submarine O-1 in harbor.] 1261 Photonegative  
1 Item (4" x 5")  

Image(s)  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18894

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-14

Names: United States. Navy
Topic: Governors -- Connecticut
       Military -- Connecticut
       Sailors -- Connecticut
       Submarines (Ships)
Place: Connecticut
       New London (Connecticut)
       Trumbell, Florence
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass.

[Portrait.] 1261 photonegative, 1926
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 1261 photonegative 1926.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18895

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-204

Topic: Portraits -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
       Massachusetts
       Penney, Herbert C.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Troops with U.S. Flag parading in city.] 9907 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Troops with U.S. Flag parading in city.] 9907 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18896
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Armed Forces
Celebrations
Flags -- United States
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Close-up of track athletes posing outdoors. Active no. 9908 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man in foreground has "Blair" on his shirt.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18897
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Names: Blair
Topic: Athletes
Sports -- 1920-1930
Track and field

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass. Portraits -- Men

[Troops with U.S. Flag parading in city.] 9908 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Troops with U.S. Flag parading in city.] 9908 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18898

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Armed Forces
Celebrations
Flags -- United States
Horses
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9909 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9909 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18899

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Pole vault
Sports -- 1920-1930
Vaulting

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Early automobiles on parade in crowded city.] 9909 photonegative
1 Item (4“ x 5“)
Image(s): [Early automobiles on parade in crowded city.] 9909 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18900

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Automobiles
Celebrations
Horses
Horses
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9910 photonegative
1 Item (4“ x 5“)
Image(s): [Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9910 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18901

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Pole vault
Sports -- 1920-1930
Vaulting

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Troops with U.S. Flag parading in city.] 9910 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Troops with U.S. Flag parading in city.] 9910 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18902

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Topic: Armed Forces
      Bands (Music)
      Flags -- United States
      Horses
      Parades
      Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9911 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9911 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18903

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Topic: Pole vault
      Sports -- 1920-1930
Vaulting

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Close-up of track athletes posing outdoors. Active no. 9912 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18904

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Topic: Athletes
Sports -- 1920-1930
Track and field

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.
Portraits -- Men

[Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9913 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9913 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18905

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Pole vault
Sports -- 1920-1930
Vaulting
[Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9914 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9914 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18906

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Pole vault
Sports -- 1920-1930
Vaulting

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Crowd at race track], Caption 9914 : photonegative, 1929
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Image(s): [Crowd at race track], Caption 9914 : photonegative, 1929.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 18907

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Belmont Park International Aviation Meet
Topic: Competitions
Contests
Crowds
Horses -- 1920-1930
Stadiums
Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York -- 1920-1930
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9915 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pole vaulter goes over bar outdoors.] 9915 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18908
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Topic: Pole vault
Sports -- 1920-1930
Vaulting
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Overview of grandstand crowd and horses racing. Active no. 9915 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18909
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Original no. A-3
Names: Belmont Park International Aviation Meet
Topic: Competitions -- New York
Crowds -- New York
Horse racing -- New York
Horses -- New York
Sports -- New York
Stadia -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Close-up of two track athletes posing outdoors. Active no. 9916 : non-
stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18910

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. No. A-1.

Topic: Athletes
Portraits, Group -- 1920-1930
Sports -- 1920-1930
Track and field

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Horse race, Belmont Park, New York. Caption no. 9916 : glass black-and-
white photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 18911

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Orig. no. A-3.

Names: Belmont Park International Aviation Meet

Topic: Competitions
Contests
Crowds -- 1890-1920 -- New York -- Long Island
Horse racing
Horses -- New York -- Long Island

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Blair track team posing outdoors. Active no. 9917 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Nine young men arranged in two rows.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18912

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Names: Blair

Topic: Athletes
Portraits, Group -- 1920-1930
Sports -- 1920-1930
Track and field

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Low side view of horse race looking toward crowd. Active no. 9917 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Crop marks and writing on glass; yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 18913

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-3.

Names: Belmont Park International Aviation Meet
Topic: Competitions -- New York
Horse racing -- New York
Horses -- New York
Races -- New York
Racetracks (Horse racing)
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Track team posing outdoors. Active no. 9918 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Nine young men arranged in two rows.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18914

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Names: Blair
Topic: Athletes
Portraits, Group -- 1920-1930
Sports -- 1920-1930
Track and field

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Horse racers in action. Active no. 9918 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely.

Local Numbers

RSN 18915

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Names: Belmont Park International Aviation Meet

Topic:

Competitions -- New York
Horse racing -- New York
Horses -- New York
Races -- New York
Sports -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Track team posing outdoors. Active no. 9919 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Fifteen young men in two rows.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18916

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Names: BMI Cadets
Topic: Athletes
         Portraits, Group -- 1920-1930
         Sports -- 1920-1930
         Track and field

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass.

[Horse racers in action. Active no. 9919 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely.

Local Numbers
   RSN 18917

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   A-3

Names: Belmont Park International Aviation Meet

Topic: Competitions -- New York
         Horse racing -- New York
         Horses -- New York
         Races -- New York
         Sports -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
       New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
             -- Glass.

[Track team posing outdoors. Active no. 9920 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 18918
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Names: BMI Cadets
Topic: Athletes
Portraits, Group -- 1920-1930
Sports -- 1920-1930
Track and field

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Horse racers in action. Active no. 9920 : photonegative.]
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18919

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-3.

Names: Belmont Park International Aviation Meet
Topic: Competitions -- New York
Horse racing -- New York
Horses -- New York
Races -- New York
Sports -- New York
Stadia -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Female pilot and early airplane.] 9921 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Female pilot and early airplane.] 9921 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18920

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Air pilots
      Airplanes
      Aviation
      Aviatrix
      Parachutes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Horse racers in action. Active no. 9921 : photonegative.
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and deteriorating severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 18921

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-3.

Names: Belmont Park International Aviation Meet
Topic: Competitions -- New York
      Horse racing -- New York
      Horses -- New York
      Races -- New York
      Sports -- New York
Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Formal group portrait.] 9927 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Formal group portrait.] 9927 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18922
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3
Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Formal group portrait.] 9928 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Formal group portrait.] 9928 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18923
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3
Topic: Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Female pilot and early airplane.] 9929 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Female pilot and early airplane.] 9929 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18924

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Air pilots
       Airplanes
       Aviation
       Aviatrix

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Early airplane pilot.] 9933 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Early airplane pilot.] 9933 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18925

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Air pilots
       Aviation
       Aviatrix

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

Long view of golf country club buildings. 9934 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Long view of golf country club buildings. 9934 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18926

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Buildings
Clubs
Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Practice putting green and golf club house. 9936 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Practice putting green and golf club house. 9936 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18927

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Buildings
Clubs
Golf
Practice putting green and golf club house. [Active no. 9937 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18928

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

[Close-up of golfer R. Gnobe in knickers. Active no. 9938 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18929

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.
A-1

Names: Gnobe, R.
Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930
Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9939 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9939 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18930

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Gnobe, R.
Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930
Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9940 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9940 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18931

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club
Sharkey, Jack

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9941 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9941 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18932

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club
Sharkey, Jack

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9942 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9942 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 18933
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
  A-1

  Names: Lauckner, Dr. R.R.
  Topic: Golf
  Sports -- 1920-1930
  Place: New Jersey
  Plainfield (N.J.)
  Plainfield Country Club
  Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
  -- Glass

Close-up of golfer. 9943 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Close-up of golfer. 9943 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 18934
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
  A-1

  Topic: Golf
  Sports -- 1920-1930
  Place: New Jersey
  Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club
Wooton, T.B.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9944 photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9944 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18935

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Ackerman, J.H.

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9945 photonegative
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9945 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18936

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club
Wild, E.M.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9946 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9946 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18937

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club
Shoemaker, J.R.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Golfers putting on green. 9947 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Golfers putting on green. 9947 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 18938

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   A-1

   Topic:    Golf
             Sports -- 1920-1930
   Place:    New Jersey
             Plainfield (N.J.)
             Plainfield Country Club
   Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Form:     -- Glass

Close-up of two golfers in knickers. 9948 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Close-up of two golfers in knickers. 9948 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 18939

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   A-1

   Names:    Arnott, E.
             Homans, E.
   Topic:    Golf
             Sports -- 1920-1930
   Place:    New Jersey
             Plainfield (N.J.)
             Plainfield Country Club
   Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   Form:     -- Glass
Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9949 photonegative
1 item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9949 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18940

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Homans, E.
Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930
Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club

Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9950 photonegative
1 item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9950 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18941

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Arnott, E.
Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930
Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club

Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9951 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9951 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18942

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930
Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club
Pryor, R.N.

Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9952 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9952 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18943

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Brown, L.W.
Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
     Plainfield (N.J.)
     Plainfield Country Club

[Golfer John Cunniff wearing knickers. Active no. 9953 : photonegative.]
1 item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Two automobiles can be seen in the background.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18944

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Names: Cunniff, John

Topic: Automobiles -- New Jersey
       Golf -- New Jersey
       Recreation -- New Jersey
       Sports -- 1920-1930 -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
       Plainfield (N.J.)
       Plainfield Country Club

Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9954 photonegative
1 item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): Close-up of golfer in knickers. 9954 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18945

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club
Robinson, H.C.

[Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 9955 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Golfer in knickers outdoors.] 9955 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18946

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Hale, J.E.

Topic: Golf
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club

[Golf], 9956 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Golf], 9956 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
gouge in emulsion

Local Numbers
RSN 18947

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

U&U caption in file box

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Anderson, F.P., Jr
Topic: Golf
Sports
Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Golf], 9957 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Golf], 9957 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellow spots

Local Numbers
RSN 18948

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

U&U caption in file box

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Berrien, J.B.
Lindgrove, M.S.
Topic: Golf
Sports
Place: New Jersey
Plainfield (N.J.)
Plainfield Country Club
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Pilot and early airplane on ground.] 9962 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pilot and early airplane on ground.] 9962 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18950
Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Names: Army Air Corps
       Davidson, Trubee
       Russell, Frank H.
Topic: Airplanes -- New York
       Curtiss Condor (Airplane)
       Pilots -- New York
Place: Long Island, Mitchel Field
       New York
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
[Early bi-plane on ground.] 9963 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Early bi-plane on ground.] 9963 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18951
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B]
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Names: Army Air Corps
Topic: Airplanes -- New York
       Curtiss Condor (Airplane)
Pilots -- New York

Place: Long Island, Mitchel Field
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 9963 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 9963 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18952

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Fueling early bi-plane on ground.] 9964 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Fueling early bi-plane on ground.] 9964 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18953

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Names:  Army Air Corps

Topic:  Airplanes -- New York
        Curtiss Condor (Airplane)
        Pilots -- New York

Place:  Long Island (N.Y.)
        Mitchel Field
        New York

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 9964 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 9964 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18954

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic:  Automobiles
        Portraits
        Streets

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Examining early bi-plane on ground.] 9965 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Examining early bi-plane on ground.] 9965 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18955

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Names: Army Air Corps

Topic: Airplanes -- New York
Curtiss Condor (Airplane)

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Mitchel Field
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 9965 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 9965 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18956

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Talking with pilot of early bi-plane on ground.] 9966 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Talking with pilot of early bi-plane on ground.] 9966 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18957

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Names: Army Air Corps
Topic: Airplanes -- New York
Curtiss Condor (Airplane)
Pilots -- New York
Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Mitchel Field
New York
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 9966 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 9966 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18958

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Talking with pilot of early bi-plane on ground.] 9967 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Talking with pilot of early bi-plane on ground.] 9967 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18959

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Army Air Corps
Topic: Airplanes -- New York
Curtiss Condor (Airplane)
Pilots -- New York
Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Mitchel Field
New York
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[ Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles. ] 9967 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [ Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles. ] 9967 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18960

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[ Early bi-plane on ground. ] 9968 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Early bi-plane on ground.] 9968 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18961

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Army Air Corps
Topic: Airplanes -- New York
       Curtiss Condor (Airplane)
Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
       Mitchel Field
       New York
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 9968 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles.] 9968 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18962

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
       Portraits
       Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Early bi-plane on ground.] 9969 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Early bi-plane on ground.] 9969 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18963

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Names: Army Air Corps

Topic: Airplanes -- New York
     Curtiss Condor I. (Airplane)

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
       Mitchel Field
       New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Claridge Hotel, Broadway, New York.] Active no. 9969 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Claridge Hotel, Broadway, New York.] Active no. 9969 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18964

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Names: Claridge Hotel (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Buildings
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- New York (State) -- New York

Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Early bi-plane on ground. Active no. 9970 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18965

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Army Air Corps

Topic: Airplanes -- New York
Curtiss Condor (Airplane)

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Mitchel Field
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Early bi-plane in flight.] 9971 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Early bi-plane in flight.] 9971 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18966

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Names: Army Air Corps
Topic: Airplanes -- New York
Curtiss Condor (Airplane)
Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Mitchel Field
New York
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Early bi-plane in flight.] 9972 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Early bi-plane in flight.] 9972 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18967
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Army Air Corps
Topic: Airplanes -- New York
Airports -- New York
Airviews -- New York
Curtiss Condor (Airplane)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Mitchel Field
New York

[Early bi-plane in flight.] 9973 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Early bi-plane in flight.] 9973 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18968
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Names: Army Air Corps

Topic: Airplanes -- New York
      Airviews -- New York
      Curtiss Condor (Airplane)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
      Mitchel Field
      New York

[Early bi-plane in flight.] 9974 photonegative

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Early bi-plane in flight.] 9974 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18969

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Names: Army Air Corps

Topic: Airplanes -- New York
      Airviews -- New York
      Curtiss Condor (Airplane)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
      Mitchel Field
      New York

[Early bi-plane in flight.] 9975 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Early bi-plane in flight.] 9975 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 18970

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   A-1
   
   Names: Army Air Corps
   Topic: Airplanes -- New York
          Airviews -- New York
          Curtiss Condor (Airplane)
   Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
   Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
          Mitchel Field
          New York

[Early bi-plane in flight.] 9976 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Early bi-plane in flight.] 9976 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 18971

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   A-1
   
   Names: Army Air Corps
   Topic: Airplanes -- New York
          Airviews -- New York
          Curtiss Condor (Airplane)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Mitchel Field
New York

[Little boy on tricycle.] 9977 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Little boy on tricycle.] 9977 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18972

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
Gardens
Tricycles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Little boy on tricycle.] 9978 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Little boy on tricycle.] 9978 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18973

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
Gardens
Tricycles

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Children playing with dogs? Active no. 9979. Photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18974

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Topic: Balls (Sporting goods)
Children
Dogs
Gardens
Pets
Toys

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Children playing with dogs. Active no. 9980. Photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18975

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Topic: Balls (Sporting goods)
Children
Dogs
Gardens
Pets
Toys

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Little boy and dog. Active no. 9981 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18976
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Topic:
Balls (Sporting goods)
Children
Dogs
Gardens
Pets
Toys

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Little boy and dog. Active no. 9982 : photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18977
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Topic:
Balls (Sporting goods)
Children
Dogs
Gardens
Pets
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Child with toy tennis racket.] 9983 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Child with toy tennis racket.] 9983 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18978

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
Tents
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Little girl outdoors.] 9984 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Little girl outdoors.] 9984 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18979

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
[Little girl outdoors.] 9985 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Little girl outdoors.] 9985 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18980
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Topic: Children
Trees
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Little boy outdoors.] 9986 photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Little boy outdoors.] 9986 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18981
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Topic: Children
Trees
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Little girl outdoors.] 9987 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Little girl outdoors.] 9987 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18982

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
      Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

[Little boy outdoors.] 9988 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Little boy outdoors.] 9988 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18983

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
      Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Glass

[Little boy outdoors.] 9989 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Little boy outdoors.] 9989 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 18984

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form    | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |

[Little boy outdoors. Active no. 9990 : black-and-white non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18985

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form    | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |

[Coed ornithology students seated outdoors on Long Island, New York. Active no. 10005 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18986
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

U&U caption in file box

Orig. no. A-1.

Names: Fry, Gladys Gordon, Mrs.

Topic: Coeducation
        Education
        Ornithology
        Students

Place: Locust Valley (Long Island, New York)
        Long Island (N.Y.)
        New York
        Piping Rock Club

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

Box 225

RSN Numbers 18987-19120

[Three men conferring outdoors.] 9991 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Three men conferring outdoors.] 9991 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18987

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Construction

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Three men conferring outdoors.] 9992 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5"
Image(s): [Three men conferring outdoors.] 9992 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18988

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Construction
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Office work.] 9993 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5"
Image(s): [Office work.] 9993 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18989

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Office work.] 9994 photonegataive
1 Item (4" x 5"
Image(s): [Office work.] 9994 photonegataive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18990
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass

[Three boys playing outside.] 9997 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Three boys playing outside.] 9997 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 18991
AC0143-0018991.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
Games
Recreation

Genre/Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Acetate film

[Children.] 9998 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 9998 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18992
AC0143-0018992.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic:
Buildings
Children

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[ Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles. ] 9999 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [ Couple walking on city sidewalk, early automobiles. ] 9999 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 18993

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic:
Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[ Two boys outdoors. ] 10000 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [ Two boys outdoors. ] 10000 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 18994
AC0143-0018994.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Children
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Acetate film

[Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10000 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple walking on city sidewalk.] 10000 photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18995

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Ornithology students outdoors on Long Island, New York.] 10004 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18996

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Names: Fry, Gladys Gordon, Mrs.

Topic: Education -- New York
Gardens -- New York
Ornithology -- New York
Students -- New York

Place: Locust Valley (Long Island, New York)
Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Ornithology students seated outdoors on Long Island, New York.] 10006
photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ornithology students seated outdoors on Long Island, New
York.] 10006 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 18997

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Fry, Gladys Gordon, Mrs.

Topic: Education -- New York
Gardens -- New York
Ornithology -- New York
Students -- New York

Place: Locust Valley (Long Island, New York)
Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Ornithology students walking outdoors on Long Island, New York.] 10008
photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18998

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Names: Fry, Gladys Gordon, Mrs.

Topic: Education -- New York

Gardens -- New York

Ornithology -- New York

Students -- New York

Place: Locust Valley (Long Island, New York)

Long Island (N.Y.)

New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

[Ornithology students outdoors on Long Island, New York.] 10009 photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 18999

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

U&U caption in file box

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Names: Fry, Gladys Gordon, Mrs.
Topic: Education -- New York
      Gardens -- New York
      Ornithology -- New York
      Photographers -- New York
      Students -- New York

Place: Locust Valley (Long Island, New York)
       Long Island (N.Y.)
       New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Ornithology students outdoors on Long Island, New York.] 10010
photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ornithology students outdoors on Long Island, New York.] 10010
photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19000

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

U&U caption in file box

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Fry, Gladys Gordon, Mrs.

Topic: Education -- New York
      Gardens -- New York
      Ornithology -- New York
      Photographers -- New York
      Students -- New York

Place: Locust Valley (Long Island, New York)
       Long Island (N.Y.)
       New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[West Point cadet receives graduation diploma. Caption 10012A-1 : photonegative.], 1929
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19001

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Names: Good, James W.
United States Military Academy

Topic: Ceremonies -- New York
Commencement ceremonies -- New York
International education -- New York
Military -- New York

Place: New York
West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[West Point cadets and band marching outdoors. Caption 10013A-1 : photonegative.,] 1929
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19002

Company catalog card included.
U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Names: United States Military Academy

Topic: Bands (Music) -- New York
International education -- New York
Military -- New York
Parades -- New York

Place: New York
West Point (New York)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.


1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19003

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Caption on original envelope: "Hunter and Lott win matches in first round of Men's National Tennis Championship...Forest Hills, L.I. ...Big Bill (William) Tilden, 2nd, who defeated Donald Strathan of Princeton, 6-2, 6-1, 6-0 in the first round of the men's national tennis championship here this afternoon."

Names: Strahan, Donald, tennis player
Tilden, Bill, tennis player

Topic: Sports -- 1920-1930
Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[West Point cadets and band marching outside. 10014A-1: photonegative.], 1929
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [West Point cadets and band marching outside. 10014A-1: photonegative.] 1929.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19004

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Names: United States Military Academy

Topic: Academies -- New York
Bands (Music) -- New York
International education -- New York
Military -- New York
Parades -- New York

Place: New York
West Point (New York)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[High-angle view of tennis singles action with crowd. Caption 10014: black-and-white non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19005

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-3

Topic: Sports -- New York
Stadia -- New York
Tennis -- New York

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Overview of crowd at West Point graduation ceremonies.] 10015
Photonegative, 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Overview of crowd at West Point graduation ceremonies.] 10015 Photonegative 1929.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19006
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: United States Military Academy
Topic: Academies -- New York
       Ceremonies -- New York
       Commencement ceremonies -- New York
       Crowds -- New York
       Education -- New York
       Military -- New York
Place: New York
       West Point (New York)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass.

[Two men with tennis rackets posing outdoors. Caption no. 10015A3:
black-and-white non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19007

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Caption on original envelope: "...Photo shows: Edward McKnight (left) who
was defeated by John Van Ryn, 6-2, 6-2, 6-2.

Names: McKnight, Edward M., tennis player
        Van Ryn, John, tennis player
Topic: Sports -- 1920-1930
       Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.
Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
       Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
       New York -- 1920-1930
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Two men with tennis rackets posing outdoors. Active no. 10016:
black-and-white non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19008

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-3.

Names:  Austin, A.W.
        Herndon, Edward T., tennis player

Topic:  Sports -- 1920-1930
        Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.

Place:  Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
        Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
        New York -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Glass

[West Point graduation ceremonies, viewed from behind speaker.] 10017 Photonegative, 1929
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [West Point graduation ceremonies, viewed from behind speaker.] 10017 Photonegative 1929.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19009

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names:  Good, James W.
        United States Military Academy

Topic:  Academies -- New York
        Ceremonies -- New York
Commencement ceremonies -- New York
Education -- New York
Military -- New York

Place: New York
West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Two men with tennis rackets posing outdoors.] caption no. 10017-A-3 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Two men with tennis rackets posing outdoors.] caption no. 10017-A-3 : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19010

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Caption on original envelope: "...Photo shows: Left to right--A.W. Austin, top man of British tennis who defeated Edward T. Herndon, (right) [sic] former Princeton hockey player, 6-4, 7-5, 6-4."

Names: Austin, A. W., tennis player
Herndon, Edward T., tennis player

Topic: Sports -- 1920-1930
Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[West Point graduation ceremonies; overall side view. Active no. 10018 : photonegative], 1929
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [West Point graduation ceremonies; overall side view. Active no. 10018 : photonegative], 1929.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19011

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B]. Orig. no. A-1.

Names: United States Military Academy
Topic: Academies -- New York
Commencement ceremonies -- New York
International education -- New York
Military -- New York
Place: New York
West Point (New York)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Two tennis players posing at court net.] caption no. 10018 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Two tennis players posing at court net.] caption no. 10018 :
photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19013

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Caption on original envelope: "...Photo shows: Frank Hunter (left) youthful
Baltimore player, who put up a game but losing fight against Frank Hunter
(right) [sic] [probably should be Lott]."

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Hunter, Frank
Topic: Sports -- 1920-1930
Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.
Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York -- 1920-1930
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
[West Point graduation ceremonies; overview from rear.] Photonegative, 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [West Point graduation ceremonies; overview from rear.]
Photonegative 1929.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19014

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: Good, James W.
United States Military Academy

Topic: Academies -- New York
Ceremonies -- New York
Commencement ceremonies -- New York
Education -- New York
Military -- New York

Place: New York
West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Two tennis players posing at court net.] caption no. 10019-A-3 :
photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Two tennis players posing at court net.] caption no. 10019-A-3 :
photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19015

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Caption on original negative: "...Photo shows: George M. Lott, Jr., the Davis Cup player, who led off with the outstanding victory as the nation's ranking racket men went into action today in the forty-eighth national championship lawn tennis singles. He defeated Elliott F. Binzer (shown here), 6-1, 6-0, 6-1."

| Names:        | Binzen, Elliott F. (tennis player) |
|              | Lott, George M., Jr., tennis player |
| Topic:       | Sports -- 1920-1930                |
|              | Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930. |
| Place:       | Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930 |
|              | Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930    |
| Genre/Form:  | Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|              | -- Glass                         |

[West Point graduation ceremonies; overall side view.] 10020
Photonegative, 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [West Point graduation ceremonies; overall side view.] 10020 Photonegative 1929.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19016

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

| Names:        | United States Military Academy |
| Topic:       | Academies -- New York          |
|              | Ceremonies -- New York         |
|              | Commencement ceremonies -- New York |
|              | Education -- New York          |
|              | Military -- New York           |
| Place:       | New York                      |
|              | West Point (New York)          |
| Genre/Form:  | Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives |
|              | -- Glass.                      |

[Two tennis players posing at court net.] caption no. 10020 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Two tennis players posing at court net.] caption no. 10020: photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19017

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names: Binzen, Elliott F. (tennis player)
       Lott, George M., Jr., tennis player

Topic:
Sports -- 1920-1930
Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.

Place:
Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[West Point graduation ceremonies; view from rear.] 10021 Photonegative, 1929

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [West Point graduation ceremonies; view from rear.] 10021 Photonegative 1929.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19018

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Names: United States Military Academy

Topic: Academies -- New York
Ceremonies -- New York
Commencement ceremonies -- New York
Education -- New York
Military -- New York

Place:
New York
West Point (New York)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass.

[Waterscape with boat, skyscraper skyline in background. Active no. 10002 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Probably New York City.

Silver gelatin on film.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 19019

AC0143-0019019.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

Topic:
Ships
Waterscapes

Place:
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Acetate film

[Two men with tennis rackets posing outdoors.] caption 10021-A-3 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Two men with tennis rackets posing outdoors.] caption 10021-A-3 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19020

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Caption on original envelope: "...Photo shows: Left--Wilmer Allison who defeated Emmett Pare, (right) 6-4, 6-2, 6-4.

Names: Allison, Wilmer, tennis player
       Pare, Emmett, tennis player

Topic: Sports -- 1920-1930
       Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
       Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
       New York -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives

[West Point graduation; rear view] Active no. 10022 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1929
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [West Point graduation; rear view] Active no. 10022 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1929.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19021

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Names: Good, James W.
       United States Military Academy

Topic: Academies -- New York
       Ceremonies -- New York
       Commencement ceremonies -- New York
       Commencements -- New York
       Education -- New York
       Military -- New York

Place: New York
       West Point (New York)
[Two men with tennis rackets posing outdoors.] caption no. 10022 : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Two men with tennis rackets posing outdoors.] caption no. 10022 : photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19022

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Names:  Allison
        Pare, Emmett, tennis player
        Wilmer

Topic:  Sports -- 1920-1930
        Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.

Place:  Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
        Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
        New York -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass.

[High-angle view of tennis stadium and two singles matches. Caption no. 10023 : non-stereo black-and-white photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19023

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-3.
[High-angle view of tennis stadium and two singles matches. Active no. 10024: black-and-white non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19024

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-3.

[Overview of tennis action on several courts.] caption no. 10025: photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Overview of tennis action on several courts.] caption no. 10025: photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19025

Company catalog card included.
[Four policemen posing with muzzled dogs. Active no. 10026 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Printed caption on original envelope: "NEW YORK DETECTIVES ENLIST AID OF FORTY POLICE DOGS IN HUNT FOR DARING PANTS BURGLAR / NEW YORK CITY -- Police Commissioner Whalen's forty police dogs returned to their kennels at five o'clock this morning, tired and rain soaked, but happy after trekking through Staten Island's finest residential streets since early the night before. For the first time in the past six months there had been no Saturday night burglaries or hold-ups on the island. Even the insidious 'pants' burglar had refrained from plying his trade. The dogs have been specially trained to trip up burglars so that the heavy handed and heavy footed arms of the law might come upon them. PHOTO SHOWS: A squad of the midnight searchers returning to the station house.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19026

U&U caption in file box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

A-3.

Topic: 
Burglary -- New York
Crime -- New York
Dogs -- New York
Police -- New York
Police dogs -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Ki Ebright posing dockside; U&U caption in drawer. Active no. 10027A1: non-stereo photonegative], 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ki Ebright posing dockside; U&U caption in drawer. Active no. 10027A1: non-stereo photonegative], 1929.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Caption headline: "CALIFORNIA CREW TO DEFEND ROWING TITLE--COAST EIGHT ROWS THROUGH FAST TIME TRIAL IN PREPARATION FOR POUGHKEEPSIE REGATTA."

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19027

Original captioned envelope in box.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Names: Ebright, Ki

Topic: Athletes
Regattas
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
Portraits -- Men

[Man posing with two muzzled dogs in field. Active no. 10027: non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19028

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Orig. no. A-3.

**Topic:** Dogs -- New York
Police -- New York

**Place:** New York (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Man posing dockside. Active no. 10028 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1929

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Man posing dockside. Active no. 10028 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1929.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19029

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

A-1.

**Names:** Ebright, Ki

**Topic:** Athletes
Regattas
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

**Place:** New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
Portraits -- Men

[Policemen with dogs leaving building. 10028 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Policemen with dogs leaving building. 10028 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19030

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Buildings -- New York
Dogs -- New York
Police -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Boat racing crew posing with long oars on deck.] 10029 Photonegative, 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boat racing crew posing with long oars on deck.] 10029 Photonegative 1929

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19031

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Regattas
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Four policemen with muzzled dogs in field.] 10029 Photonegative, 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Four policemen with muzzled dogs in field.] 10029 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19032
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic:  Dogs -- New York
       Police -- New York

Place:  New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

[Boat racing crew posing on dock.] 10031 Photonegative, 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s):  [Boat racing crew posing on dock.] 10031 Photonegative 1929
          Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
          English.
          Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19033

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic:  Regattas
       Rowing
       Sports -- 1920-1930

Place:  New York
       Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass

[Seven businessmen seated indoors for portrait.] 10031 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19034

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Boat racing crew posing on dock, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. Active no. 10032: non-stereo photonegative], 1929

1 item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): [Boat racing crew posing on dock, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. Active no. 10032: non-stereo photonegative, 1929.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption from file: "CALIFORNIA CREW TO DEFEND ROWING TITLE--COAST EIGHTS ROW THROUGH FAST TIME TRIAL IN PREPARATION FOR POUGHKEEPSIE REGATTA. / POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y.--A broiling sun that reminded one convincingly that Regatta Day will soon be here, burned on the Hudson River today and forced a cancellation of the plans for heavy workouts in each of the nine crews' camps which now compose the regatta colony. The 1929 roster was completed today with the arrival of Washington and Wisconsin from the West. / PHOTO SHOWS: The husky California varsity eight, 1928 Olympic champions, who will defend their intercollegiate title at the annual rowing of the Poughkeepsie Regatta on June 24th. Left to right--Y.W. Von Tillow, J. Brinck, B. Kelly, J. Workman, F. Frederick, B. Thompson, H. Caldwell, B. Ronlon and V. Mullins (Coxswain) and Ki Ebright in front.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 19035

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Original number A-1.

Topic: Regattas
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)
[Machinery in a shed.] 10032 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Machinery in a shed.] 10032 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19036
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Machinery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Crewmen putting racing shell into water. Photonegative.,] 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Crewmen putting racing shell into water. Photonegative.] 1929.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19037
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Regattas
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930
Place: New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
[Machinery in a shed.] 10033 Photonegative  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [Machinery in a shed.] 10033 Photonegative.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 19038  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
A-3  
Topic: Machinery  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Eight-man racing shell passing under bridge. Caption 10033A-3 : photonegative,] 1929  
1 Item (4" x 5").)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 19039  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)  
Crews  
Regattas  
Rivers -- New York  
Rowers  
Sports -- 1920-1930  
Place: Hudson River  
New York  
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
[Machinery in a shed.] 10034 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Machinery in a shed.] 10034 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19040

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Topic: Machinery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Washington Varsity boat racing crew posing with long oars on dock.] [Active no. 10035 : non-stereo photonegative,] 1929
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19041

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box. Headline, "All college crews practice for Poughkeepsie regatta as day of race nears." Photo shows the Washington Varsity crew, ident. in caption.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B]. Orig. no. A-1.

Topic: Regattas
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.
[Doors and brick walls.] 10035 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19042

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Crewmen putting racing shell into water. Caption 10036A-1: photonegative,] 1929
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): [Crewmen putting racing shell into water. Caption 10036A-1: photonegative,] 1929.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19043

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic:
Crews
Regattas
Rivers -- New York
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place:
Hudson River
New York
Poughkeepsie

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Man checking electrical outlet.] 10036 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19044

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Telephone on a wall. Active no. 10037 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Oblique view. Cf. RSN 19049.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancellation mark on plate.

Local Numbers

RSN 19046

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Original no. A-3.

Topic: telephone

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Eight-man racing shell on river. Caption 10038A-1 : photonegative,] 1929

1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19047

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Regattas

Rivers -- New York

Rowsers

Rowing

Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Hudson River

New York

Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass.

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10038 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10038 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.
Local Numbers
RSN 19048
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2
Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Steets
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Close-up of telephone on a wall, head-on view. Active no. 10038: photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19049
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Orig. no. A-3. Cf. RSN 19046.

Topic: telephone
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Boat racing crew posing with long oars on dock.] 10039 Photonegative, 1929
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Boat racing crew posing with long oars on dock.] 10039 Photonegative 1929
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19050

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Regattas
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)
Wisconsin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10039 Photonegative
2 pieces (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10039 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Glass cracked at lower right.

Local Numbers
RSN 19051

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Construction pipes and platform.] 10039 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19052

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Boat racing crew posing with long oars on dock. Caption 10040A-1 : photonegative,] 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19053

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Regattas
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10040 Photonegative
**1 Item (4" x 5")**

**Image(s):** [Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10040 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers

RSN 19054

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Automobiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |

[Wooden door and wall.] 10040 Photonegative

**1 Item (4" x 5")**

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19055

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-3

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass |

[Eight-man raicing shell on river. Caption 10041A-1: photonegative], 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19056

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Rivers -- New York
Rowers
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Hudson River
New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10041 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10041 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19057

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Machinery in wall.] 10041 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19058

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-3

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10042 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10042 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19059

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

TILDEN KING OF COURTS FOR SEVENTH TIME--AWARDED CUP BY SAMUEL COLLUM AFTER DEFEATING HUNTER IN SINGLES CHAMPIONSHIP. [Caption no. 10042-A-3 : photonegative.], 1929
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): TILDEN KING OF COURTS FOR SEVENTH TIME—AWARDED CUP BY SAMUEL COLLUM AFTER DEFEATING HUNTER IN SINGLES CHAMPIONSHIP. [Caption no. 10042-A-3 : photonegative.] 1929.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19060

Company catalog card included.

Caption on original envelope: 
"...Left to right: Francis Hunter, smiling in defeat; William T. Tilden 2nd, receiving the championship cup from Mr. Samuel Collum, president of the U.S. Lawn Tennis Association, after Tilden won the national lawn tennis singles championship for the seventh time."

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B]

Names: Collum, Samuel, tennis official
Hunter, Francis, tennis player
Tilden, Bill, tennis player

Topic: Sports -- 1920-1930
Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Eight-man racing shell passing under bridge. Caption 10043A-1 : photonegative.] 1929
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19061

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York
Rowers
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place:
Hudson River
New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass.

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street. Active no. 10043 : non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19062

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

A-2 (orig. no.)

Topic:
Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Glass

[Two men receiving tennis trophies.] Caption no. 10043A-3 : photonegative, 1929

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Two men receiving tennis trophies.] Caption no. 10043A-3 : photonegative 1929.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19063

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Names:
Hunter, Francis, tennis player
Tilden, Bill, tennis player
Topic: Sports -- 1920-1930
Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Two eight-man racing shells passing under bridge. Caption no. 10044A-1: photonegative.] 1929
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Two eight-man racing shells passing under bridge. Caption no. 10044A-1: photonegative.] 1929.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19064

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York
Rowers
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Hudson River
New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10044 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19065

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Table: Portraits

Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Two men receiving tennis trophies. Active no. 10044A-3 : black-and-white non-stereo photonegative], 1929

1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19066

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Names: Hunter, Francis, tennis player

Tilden, Bill, tennis player

Topic: Sports -- 1920-1930

Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930

Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930

New York -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Eight-man racing shell on river. Caption no. 10045A-1: photonegative,], 1929

1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19067

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Topic: Regattas
Rivers -- New York
Rowers
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Hudson River
New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10045 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19068

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Man walking at boatyard; river in background.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Man walking at boatyard; river in background.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19069

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1
Topic: Rivers -- New York
Place: Hudson River
       New York
       Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10046 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 19070

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Portraits
       Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass

[Overview of tennis stadium crowd and singles action. Caption no. 10046A-3 : photonegative.], 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19071

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Sports -- New York
       Stadia -- New York
Tennis -- New York

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
      Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
      New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Boat racing crews boarding bus.] 10047 Photonegative, 1929
  1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boat racing crews boarding bus.] 10047 Photonegative 1929

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19072

Company catalog card included.

U&U caption in file box.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-1

  Topic: Buses
       Regattas
       Rowing
       Sports -- 1920-1930

  Place: New York
       Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10047 Photonegative
  1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19073

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2
Topic: Portraits
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Five boat racing crewmen posing on dock. Active no. 10048A-1: photonegative.], 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19074

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Regattas
Rowing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: New York
Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10048 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19075

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
[Close-up of tennis player swinging racket.] Caption no. 10048A-3: photonegative, 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19076
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Sports -- 1920-1930
       Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.
Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
       Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
       New York -- 1920-1930
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass.

[Overview of boat dock and steamer on river.] 10049 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19077
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Boats -- New York
       Rivers -- New York
       Waterscapes -- New York
Place: Hudson River
       New York
       Poughkeepsie (New York)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10049 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19078

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Close-up of Bill Tilden receiving tennis trophy in Forest Hills, Long Island, New York.] Caption 10049A-3 : photonegative, 1929

1 Item (4” x 5”.)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19079

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Names: Tilden, Bill, tennis player

Topic: Awards
Rites and ceremonies
Sports -- 1920-1930
Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Crewmen on dock with boat on river and bridge in background. Active No. 10050A-1 : photonegative.], 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19080

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Boats -- New York
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York
Place: Hudson River
New York
Poughkeepsie (New York)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10050 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19081

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Well dressed couple walking down city street.] 10051 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19082

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Close-up of Bill Tilden in singles tennis action.] Caption no 10051A-3 : photonegative, 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Close-up of Bill Tilden in singles tennis action.] Caption no 10051A-3 : photonegative 1929.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19083

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Names: Tilden, Bill, tennis player

Topic: Sports -- 1920-1930
Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Man posing in field near railway.] 10052 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Man posing in field near railway.] 10052 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19084

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Topic: Portraits Railroads

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10052 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10052 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19085

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles Portraits Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Close-up of Bill Tilden in singles tennis action. Caption no 10052A-3 : photonegative.], 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 19086

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Names: Tilden, Bill, tennis player
Topic: Sports -- 1920-1930
Tennis -- Tournaments -- 1920-1930.
Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York -- 1920-1930
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Man posing in field near railway.] 10053 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Man posing in field near railway.] 10053 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19087

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Topic: Portraits
Railroads

[Small motorboat on river.] 10055 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Small motorboat on river.] 10055 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19088
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Boats and boating
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10053 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10053 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19089

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Policemen and onlookers view crashed auto on side off road.] 10053 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Policemen and onlookers view crashed auto on side off road.] 10053 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19089

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Names: Jessel, Joseph

Topic: Accidents -- New Jersey
      Automobiles -- New Jersey
      Disasters -- New Jersey
      Shipwrecks -- New Jersey

Place: Lakehurst (New Jersey)
       New Jersey

[Overview of tennis stadium with singles action. Caption no. 10053A3 : photonegative,] 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating along right edge; gouged.

Local Numbers

RSN 19090

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 19091

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Sports -- New York
       Stadia -- New York
       Tennis -- New York

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
       Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
       New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Overview of tennis stadium with singles action. Caption no. 10053A3 : photonegative,] 1929
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Gouge in emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 19091
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 19090 without deterioration of emulsion.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Topic: Sports -- New York
      Stadia -- New York
      Tennis -- New York

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
      Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
      New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Small motorboat on river.] 10054 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Small motorboat on river.] 10054 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19092
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Boats and boating
      Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10054 Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10054 Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19093

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

A-2

Topic:
- Automobiles
- Portraits
- Streets

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass

[Overview of tennis stadium with singles action. Caption no. 10054A-3: photonegative,] 1929

1 Item (4” x 5”.)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19094

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Gouges, emulsion deteriorating along right edge.

Topic:
- Sports -- New York
- Stadia -- New York
- Tennis -- New York

Place:
- Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
- Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
- New York

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Glass.
[Overview of tennis stadium with singles action. caption no. 10054A-3 : photonegative.], 1929
2 Items (pieces; 4" x 5").

Image(s): [Overview of tennis stadium with singles action. caption no. 10054A-3 : photonegative.] 1929.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19095

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].
Glass split vertically; gouges; upper left corner lost.

Topic: Sports -- New York
Stadia -- New York
Tennis -- New York

Place: Forest Hills, L.I. (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
Long Island (N.Y.) -- 1920-1930
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass.

[Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10055 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Well-dressed couple walking down city street.] 10055 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19096

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-2

Topic: Automobiles
Portraits
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

[Open indoor elevator. Active no. 10055 : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19097
AC0143-0019097.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-3.

Topic: Elevators
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Acetate film

[Motorboat with American Flag on river.] 10056 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Motorboat with American Flag on river.] 10056 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19098
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Boats and boating
Flags -- United States
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
[Open elevator. Active no. 10056: non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
With sign for Pelham Operating Company.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19099
AC0143-0019099.tif (AC scan negative)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Orig. no. A-1.

Topic: Elevators
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Motorboat with American Flag on river.]

10057 Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Motorboat with American Flag on river.] 10057 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19100
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Boats and boating
Flags -- United States
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Motorboat on river.] 10058 Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Motorboat on river.] 10058 Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19101

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
A-1

Topic: Boats and boating
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

"Train pulling into town of Mojave" on envelope. Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Train pulling into town of Mojave" on envelope. Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19102
AC0143-0019102.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51X20R

Topic: Railroads -- California
Stations -- California
Trains -- California
Villages -- California

Place: California
Mojave (California)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film
Part of Mojave Desert [on envelope]. Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19103
AC0143-0019103.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53X20R

Topic: Clouds
Deserts
Place: California
Mojave Desert
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film.

"Railroad station at Mojave" on envelope. Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Railroad station at Mojave" on envelope. Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19104
AC0143-0019104.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52X20R

Topic: Automobiles -- California
Railroads -- California
Roadways -- California
Stations -- California
Place: California
Mojave


[Girl on beach with toy balloons.] photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Girl on beach with toy balloons.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19105

AC0143-0019105.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
31X20R

Topic: Balloons
Beaches
Clothing and dress
Dress
Fashions
Portraits
Swimmers


[Religion.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Religion.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19106

AC0143-009106.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].
Copy and Version Identification Note
8X20R

Topic: Religion
     Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Acetate film.

[Religion.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Religion.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19107
AC0143-0019107.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7X20R

Topic: Flowers
     Religion
     Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Acetate film.

[Religion.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Religion.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19108
AC0143-0019108.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].
Copy and Version Identification Note

6X20R

Topic: Crowds  
Religion  
Rites and ceremonies  
Stadia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Acetate film.

[Should be listed 5X20R BGH 4/89] on envelope Photonegative  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Should be listed 5X20R BGH 4/89] on envelope Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers  
RSN 19109

AC0143-0019109.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5X20R

Topic: Flowers  
Religion  
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives  
-- Acetate film.

[Priests and altar servers at an outdoor Roman Catholic ceremony. Non- 
stereo photonegative  
1 Item (4" x 5").]

Image(s): [Priests and altar servers at an outdoor Roman Catholic 
    ceremony. Non-stereo photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers  
RSN 19110

AC0143-0019110.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Orig. no. 4X20R.

Names: Roman Catholic Church
Topic: Religion
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Outdoor religious ceremony with large crowd. Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19111
AC0143-0019111.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Orig. no. 3X20R.

Topic: Crowds
Religion
Rites and ceremonies
Stadia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

See F.P. 23' Sir Frances [sic?] L.C. Flood, new British High Commissioner (no royalty) [on envelope] [half-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (3-1/2" x 3-3/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Flood being filmed by cinematographer amid deep snowbanks.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19112
AC0143-0019112.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Severely damaged? Yellowing slightly.

Orig. no. 44X46R

Names: Flood, Francis L.C.
Occupation: Cinematographers
Topic: Motion pictures
Photographers
Snow

[Woman opens gift box of wine bottles addressed to Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, White House : non-stereo photonegative,], 1934
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Woman opens gift box of wine bottles addressed to Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, White House : non-stereo photonegative,] 1934.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Woman wears hat and suit. November 1934 calendar on wall has portrait of Franklin D. Roosevelt. The wine box is labelled "Redwood Empire Wine / From Italy Industries Corp'n / San Francisco, Calif." Note: Prohibition ended in 1933.

This film may be nitrate.

Silver gelatin on film.

Silvering and sulfiding.

Local Numbers

RSN 19113

AC0143-0019113.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181]. Orig. no. 50X20R.

Names: Roosevelt, Eleanor, 1884-1962
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945

Topic: Gifts
Portraits -- Women
Presidents -- United States
Wine and wine making

Genre/Form: Calendars
Nitrate negatives -- 1900-1960
Photographs -- 1930-1940 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Nitrate
Portraits -- Men

[Girl holding fish : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5” x 4”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19114
AC0143-0019114.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].
Orig. no. 48X20R.

Topic: Children
Fishing

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film.

[Many people fishing. Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19115
AC0143-0019115 (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].
Orig. no. 47X20R.

Topic: Fishing
Waterscapes

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Seacoast with bathing beauty posed on large rocks. Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers

RSN 19116

AC0143-0019116.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

"Nitrate" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

46X20R

Topic:  Formations (Geology)
Glamour photography -- 1920-1970
Portraits -- Women
Seacoasts
Swimmers
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Seacoast with large rocks. non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers

RSN 19117

AC0143-0019117.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Orig. no. 45X20R.

Topic:  Coasts
Formations (Geology)
Islands
Waterscapes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Nitrate film

[Landscape.] Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19118
AC0143-0019118.tif (AC scan negative)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44X20R

Topic: Clouds
Trees

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

[Fishing.] Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Fishing.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19119
AC0143-0019119.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43X20R

Topic: Children
Fishing
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Acetate film

[Fishing.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Fishing.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19120
AC0143-0019120.tif (AC scan negative)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
43X20R

Topic: Children
Fishing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Acetate film

Box 226
RSN Numbers 19121-19203
Image(s)

[Girl in swimsuit running on beach with balloons : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19121
AC0143-0019121.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].
Orig. no. 42X20R.

Topic: Balloons
Bathing suits
Beaches
Clothing and dress
Dress
Fashions
Glamour photography
Swimmers


[Fashion.] Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Fashion.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19122
AC0143-0019122.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40X20R

Topic: Beaches
Clothing and dress
Dress
Fashions
Masks
Portraits
Swimmers


[Streamlined train.] photonegative
1 Item (3 1/2” x 3 3/4”)

Image(s): [Streamlined train.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19123
AC0143-0019123.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

   F12;11x11F

   Topic:         Railroads
                   Railroads -- Trains

   Genre/           Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
        Form:                 -- Acetate film.

   [Architecture.] Photonegative
   1 Item (4" x 5")

   Image(s): [Architecture.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers

   RSN 19124

   AC0143-0019124.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

   10X12F

   Topic:         Architecture
                   Buildings
                   Towers

   Genre/           Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
        Form:                 -- Acetate film.

   [Architecture.] Photonegative
   1 Item (4" x 5")

   Image(s): [Architecture.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers

   RSN 19125

   AC0143-0019125.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

9X12F

Topic:
- Architecture
- Buildings
- Towers

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Acetate film

[Four young women in bathing suits, lying prone on beach, smiling and holding large masks. Non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers

RSN 19126

AC0143-0019126.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Orig. no. 41AS20R.

Topic:
- Bathing suits
- Beaches
- Glamour photography
- Masks
- Portraits, Group -- Women
- Swimmers

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
- -- Acetate film

[Clock tower. Photonegative

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Clock tower.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers

RSN 19127

AC0143-0019127.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

8x12F

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film.

[Clock tower.] Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Clock tower.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19128
AC0143-0019128.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

7X12F

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Early automobiles on city streets.] photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Early automobiles on city streets.] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19129
AC0143-0019129.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.

["Nitrate"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6X12F

Topic: Architecture
Automobiles
Buildings
Streets
Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Early automobiles on city streets.] photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Early automobiles on city streets.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers

RSN 19130

AC0143-0019130.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

["Nitrate"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5X12F

Topic: Automobiles
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Automobiles, pedestrians, and large clock on city street : non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on film.
Local Numbers
RSN 19131

AC0143-0019131.tif (AC Scan)
Company catalog card included.
"Nitrate" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Orig. no. 4X12F

Topic:     Automobiles -- 1920-1930
          Buildings
          Clocks and watches
          Streets

Genre/     Cityscapes
Form:      Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Nitrate film

[Clock on corner of building exterior. Nitrate photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19132

AC0143-0019132.tif (AC Scan)
Company catalog card included.
"Nitrate" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Orig. no. 3X12F

Topic:     Buildings
          Clocks and watches

Genre/     Nitrate negatives
Form:      Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
          -- Nitrate film

[Clock tower.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Clock tower.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19133
AC0143-0019133.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2X12F

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
            -- Acetate film.

[A trench in a war scene with figures.] Photonegative
1 Item (3 3/4" x 7")
Image(s): [A trench in a war scene with figures.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19134
AC0143-0019134.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1X12F

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
                            -- Acetate film.
                            Stereoscopic photographs

[Clock tower.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Clock tower.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19135
AC0143-0019135.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
54X20R

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Towers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Three Asian girls with musical instruments.] : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): [Three Asian girls with musical instruments.] : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19136
AC0143-0019136.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40X20R

Topic: Children
Musical instruments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

[Children. Photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19137
AC0143-0019137.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Orig. no. 39X20R

Topic: Children
Dancers
Fans

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Asian girl with stringed instrument] : photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Asian girl with stringed instrument] : photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19138
AC0143-0019138.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38X20R

Topic: Children
Musical instruments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Young woman in swimsuit, posed provocatively on a pedestal. Black-and-white photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19139
AC0143-0019139.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Original no. 37x20R.

Topic:
Clothing and dress
Dress
Fashion
Glamour photography -- 1920-1970
Portraits -- Women
Swimmers

Genre/
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Acetate film

[Fashion.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Fashion.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19140
AC0143-0019140.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
36X20R

Topic:
Clothing and dress
Dress
Fashions
Portraits
Swimmers
[Fashion.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Fashion.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19141
AC0143-0019141.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
35X20R

Topic: Clothing and dress
Clothing and dress
Fashions
Portraits
Swimmers
Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Attractive young woman in bathing suit with masks: black-and-white photonegative, non-stereo.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Subject is lying on the sand, smiling, while holding up five rather exotic masks.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19142
AC0143-0019142.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].
Orig. no. 34x20R.

NEW SCAN.

Topic: Bathing suits
Beaches
Clothing and dress
Fashions
Glamour photography
Masks
Swimmers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Four smiling young women, standing on beach, each holding a mask: black-and-white photonegative, non-stereo.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19143
AC0143-0019143.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
32x20R

Topic: Beaches
Clothing and dress
Fashion
Glamour photography
Masks
Swimmers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Acetate film

[Fashion.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Fashion.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.
Local Numbers
RSN 19144

AC0143-0019144.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

["The Publishers Photo Service Inc"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

32X20R

Topic:
Beaches
Clothing and dress
Dress
Fashions
Masks
Portraits
Swimmers

Genre/
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

Form:
-- Acetate film

[Swimmer carrying paddleboard on beach.] Photonegative
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption "Water glass is built into this paddleboard which is the invention of Captain Charles H Watkins, Chief of the Santa Monica California Life Guards. With the plate glass fitted into the bottom of the hollow paddleboard and an eye piece fitted to the top it can be used for locating lost anchors and cables and for any work requiring a quick search of the bottom at a depth of up to 30 or 40 feet. The new device is expected to be adopted in many quarters for individual sight seeing of submarine gardens. the inventor's son is shown demonstrating the new paddleboard with its all seeing eye." Publishers Photo Service.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19145

AC0143-0019145.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note

9X21R
[Swimmer in action on paddleboard.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Caption "? can see what's going on. Water glass is built into this paddleboard used by the life guards at Santa Monica, California. With the plate glass fitted into the bottom of the hollow paddleboard and an eye piece fitted to the top, the old style water-box is dispensed with for viewing the ocean bottom. Operating just like a miniature gales bottom boat the Santa Monica guards use it for locating lost anchors and cables in the yacht harbor and for any work requiring a quick search of the bottom at any depth up to 30 or 40 feet if necessary. The new device is expected to be adapted in many quarters for individual sight seeing of submarine gardens. It is the invention of Captian Charles H. Watkins, Chief of the Santa Monica Lifeguard Corps. The photo shows his son demonstrating the new board" 8X26R Publishers Photo Service.

Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19146

AC0143-0019146.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8X21R

Topic: Paddleboards
Sports -- 1920-1930
Swimmers

Place: California
Santa Monica (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Cow being milked by young woman. Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19147
AC0143-0019147.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5X21R

Topic: Agriculture
Cows
Milking

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Agriculture.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19148
AC0143-0019148.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4X21R

Topic: Agriculture
Fairs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Agriculture.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19149

AC0143-0019149.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5X21R

Topic: Agriculture
      Fairs
      Haymaking

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Agriculture.] Photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 19150

AC0143-0019150.tif (AC scan number)

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2X21R

Topic: Agriculture
      Butter making
      Churning
      Fairs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film
[10 young women holding milk pails, standing beside cows.] [Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Some of the women are in European costumes (Dutch?) with wooden shoes.
Silver gelatin on film.
Local Numbers
RSN 19151
AC0143-0019151.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].
Orig. no. 1X21R.

Topic: Agriculture
Clogs
Cows
Fairs
Milking

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Nitrate film

[Woman posing in cornfield? Non-stereo photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Shown full figure.
Silver gelatin on film.
Local Numbers
RSN 19152
AC0143-0019152.tif (AC scan number)
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from [181].
Orig. no. 6X21R

Topic: Agriculture
Corn
[Smiling young woman posing in cornfield. Non-stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Closeup version of RSN 19152.

Silver gelatin on film, possibly nitrate.

Local Numbers
RSN 19153
AC0143-0019153.tif (AC Scan No.)

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.1.73 [220B], moved from 181.

Orig. no. 7X21R.

NEW SCAN.

Topic: Agriculture
Corn
Portraits -- Women

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1920-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Nitrate film

[Jesus aided by Simon the Christian; fifth station] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus aided by Simon the Christian; fifth station] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Slight cracking of emulsion along lower edge.

Local Numbers
RSN 19154
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
RR-13x

Names: Jesus Christ
[Jesus falls for the second time; seventh station] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus falls for the second time; seventh station] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and deteriorating.

Local Numbers
RSN 19155
Same as RSN 19156 and 19157.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
RR-13.5

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus falls for the second time; seventh station] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus falls for the second time; seventh station] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and deteriorating.

Local Numbers
RSN 19156
Same as RSN 19155, 19157 and 19158.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

15A

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus falls for the second time; seventh station] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus falls for the second time; seventh station] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion cracked and deteriorating

Local Numbers
RSN 19157

Same as RSN 19155, 19156 and 19158.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

15B

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus falls for the second time; seventh station] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus falls for the second time; seventh station] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19158

Same as RSN 19155, 19156 and 19157.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
15
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus consoles the women of Jerusalem; eighth station] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus consoles the women of Jerusalem; eighth station] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19159

Same as RSN 19160, 19161, 19162 and 19163.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
16
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus consoles the women of Jerusalem; eighth station] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus consoles the women of Jerusalem; eighth station] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers

RSN 19160

Same as RSN 19159. 19161, 19162 and 19163.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

16.5

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art

Crosses

Religion

Place: Stations of the Cross

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus consoles the women of Jerusalem; eighth station] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus consoles the women of Jerusalem; eighth station] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers

RSN 19161

Same as RSN 19159. 19160, 19162 and 19163.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].
Copy and Version Identification Note

16X

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Place: Stations of the Cross

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus consoles the women of Jerusalem; eighth station] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus consoles the women of Jerusalem; eighth station] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers

RSN 19162

Same as RSN 19159, 19160, 19161 and 19163.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

16

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Place: Stations of the Cross

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus consoles the women of Jerusalem; eighth station] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus consoles the women of Jerusalem; eighth station] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 19163

Same as RSN 19159, 19160, 19161 and 19162.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

16A

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Place: Stations of the Cross

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Jésus tombe pour la 3me fois IXme Stn. ["Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station of the cross" : stereo photonegative.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): J(acute)esus tombe pour la 3me fois IXme Stn. ["Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station of the cross" : stereo photonegative.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Copy negative of a half-tone photomechanical print (lithoprint stereo card); thumbtack visible above images. Caption in French on card: "Jésus tombe pour la 3me fois IXme Stn."

Formerly stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Silver gelatin on glass, with cover glass.

Film cover has been removed; cover glass remains taped to glass. Uncancelled.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0019164 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 19164

Same as RSN 19165, 19166, 19167, 19168, 19169 and 19170. Orig. no. RR17 (label on plate).

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Christianity
Crosses
Stations of the Cross

Genre/ Form: Copy negatives
Lithoprints
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.
slight yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 19165
Same as RSN 19164, 19166, 19167, 19168, 19169 and 19170.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
17A

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.
Slight yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 19166

Same as RSN 19164, 19165, 19167, 19168, 19169 and 19170.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
17B
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Slight yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 19167

Same as RSN 19164, 19165, 19166, 19168, 19169 and 19170.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
17X
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling.
Slight yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 19168
Same as RSN 19164, 19165, 19166, 19167, 19169 and 19170.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
17.5

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
       Crosses
       Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
              -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling.
Slight yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 19169
Same as RSN 19164, 19165, 19166, 19167, 19168 and 19170.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
17.5
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus falls for the third time; ninth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 19170
Same as RSN 19164, 19165, 19166, 19167, 19168 and 19169.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
17B

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is stripped of his clothes; tenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus is stripped of his clothes; tenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19171
Same as RSN 19172, 19173, 19174, 19175 and 19176.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

18X

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is stripped of his clothes; tenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus is stripped of his clothes; tenth station] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 19172

Same as RSN 19171, 19173, 19174, 19175 and 19176.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

18A

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is stripped of his clothes; tenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus is stripped of his clothes; tenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19173

Same as RSN 19171, 19172, 19174, 19175 and 19176.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
18B

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Place: Stations of the Cross
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is stripped of his clothes; tenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus is stripped of his clothes; tenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19174

Same as RSN 19171, 19172, 19173, 19175 and 19176.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
18

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
[Jesus is stripped of his clothes; tenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus is stripped of his clothes; tenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19175
Same as RSN 19171, 19172, 19173, 19174 and 19176.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
18.5

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers

RSN 19177

Same as RSN 19178, 19179, 19180, 19181, 19182 and 19183.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

19.5

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers

RSN 19178

Same as RSN 19177, 19179, 19180, 19181, 19182 and 19183.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

19A

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
   Crosses
   Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 19179

Same as RSN 19177, 19178, 19180, 19181, 19182 and 19183.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

19A

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
   Crosses
   Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
   -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.
Local Numbers
RSN 19180

Same as RSN 19177, 19178, 19179, 19181, 19182 and 19183.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
19B

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
       Crosses
       Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19181

Same as RSN 19177, 19178, 19179, 19180, 19182 and 19183.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
19

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
       Crosses
       Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
           -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 19182

Same as RSN 19177, 19178, 19179, 19180, 19181 and 19183.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
19A

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19183

Same as RSN 19177, 19178, 19179, 19180, 19181 and 19182.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
19B

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus is attached to the cross; eleventh station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19184

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus dies on the cross; twelfth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus dies on the cross; twelfth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19185

NOTE: RSN 19186 NOT USED [VIDEONUM 18421 IS BLANK] Same as 19187, 19188, 19189 and 19190.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Orig. no. 20.

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus dies on the cross; twelfth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus dies on the cross; twelfth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19187
Same as 19185, 19188, 19189 and 19190.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus dies on the cross; twelfth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus dies on the cross; twelfth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19188
Same as 19185, 19187, 19189 and 19190.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20.5

Names: Jesus Christ
[Jesus dies on the cross; twelfth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus dies on the cross; twelfth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19189
Same as 19185, 19187, 19188 and 19190.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20.5

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Copy and Version Identification Note

20B

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus removed from the cross; thirteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Jesus removed from the cross; thirteenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19191

NOTE! RSN 19192 NOT USED [VIDEONUM 18427 IS BLANK] Same as
RSN 19193, 19194, 19195 and 19196.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

21

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus removed from the cross; thirteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Jesus removed from the cross; thirteenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 19193

Same as RSN 19191, 19194, 19195 and 19196.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
21B

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus removed from the cross; thirteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Jesus removed from the cross; thirteenth station] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and deteriorating slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 19194

Same as RSN 19191, 19193, 19195 and 19196.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
21.5

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus removed from the cross; thirteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus removed from the cross; thirteenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 19195
Same as RSN 19191, 19193, 19194 and 19196.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].
Copy and Version Identification Note
21.5
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus removed from the cross; thirteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus removed from the cross; thirteenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 19196
Same as RSN 19191, 19193, 19194 and 19195.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].
Copy and Version Identification Note
21
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion.] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Religion.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19197
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22A

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion.] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Religion.] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19198
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
21A

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion.] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Religion.] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19199

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
21a

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Covers: 
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19200

Same as 19201, 19202, 19203, 19204, 19205 and 19206.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22B
[Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 19201
NOTE! PHOTONEGATIVE MISSING! NOT IN FILE BOX! Same as 19200, 19202, 19203, 19204, 19205 and 19206.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].
Copy and Version Identification Note
22B
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 19202
Same as 19200, 19201, 19203, 19204, 19205 and 19206.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

22B

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19203
Same as 19200, 19201, 19202, 19204, 19205 and 19206.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

22

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 227

RSN Numbers 19204-19218

Image(s)

[Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19204
Same as 19200, 19201, 19202, 19203, 19205 and 19206.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19205
Same as 19200, 19201, 19202, 19203, 19204 and 19206.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22.5

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion
[Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Jesus is put in the tomb; fourteenth station] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19206

Same as 19200, 19201, 19202, 19203, 19204 and 19205.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
22

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Crosses
Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Resurrection] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [The Resurrection] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight losses of emulsion along edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 19207

Same as RSN 19208, 19209, 19210, 19211 and 19212.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
23.5
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Resurrection] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [The Resurrection] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19208
Same as RSN 19207, 19209, 19210, 19211 and 19212.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note
23
Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Resurrection] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [The Resurrection] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 19209
Same as RSN 19207, 19208, 19210, 19211 and 19212.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].
Copy and Version Identification Note

23B

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Resurrection] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [The Resurrection] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 19210

Same as RSN 19207, 19208, 19209, 19211 and 19212.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

23

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Resurrection] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 19211

Same as RSN 19207, 19208, 19209, 19210 and 19212.
Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

23.5

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The Resurrection] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [The Resurrection] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19212

Same as RSN 19207, 19208, 19209, 19210 and 19211.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

23B

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 19213
Same as RSN 19214, 19215, 19217 and 19218.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 19214

Same as RSN 19213, 19215, 19217 and 19218.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24B

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.
Local Numbers
RSN 19215

Same as RSN 19213, 19214, 19217 and 19218.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24.5

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
       Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers
RSN 19216

NOTE! PHOTONEGATIVE MISSING! NOT IN FILE BOX!

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24.5

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
       Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
       -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion cracked and peeling severely.

Local Numbers

RSN 19217

Same as RSN 19213, 19214, 19215 and 19218.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24.5

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art

Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [The ascension of Jesus] Photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked and peeling slightly.

Local Numbers

RSN 19218

Same as RSN 19213, 19214, 19215 and 19217.

Currently stored in box 3.1.74 [135].

Copy and Version Identification Note

24A

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art

Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Subseries 3.2: Underwood and Underwood Positives

Box 228

RSN Numbers 19219-19316
Image(s)

Ludgate Hill, London. 106 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ludgate Hill, London. 106 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19220

Similar to RSN 11547 and 19401.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: ENGLAND
    Railroads -- England
    Streetcars -- England
    Trains -- England

Place: England
    London (England)
    Ludgate Hill (London, England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19221

Similar to RSN 11548; same as 11549.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-2907

Names: Bank of England

Topic: Buildings -- England
    Carriages -- England
    ENGLAND
    Horses -- England
    Streets -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Exchange, London. Active no. 109 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19222

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]. Similar to RSN 11550-11552.

Topic: Buildings -- England
Carriages -- England
Construction -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Royal Exchange

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fleet Street, London. 110 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Fleet Street, London. 110 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19223

Similar to RSN 11553.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Buildings -- England
Carriages -- England
Carts -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
Fleet Street (London, England)
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Oxford Street, London. 111 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Oxford Street, London. 111 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19224

Similar to RSN 11554.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Buildings -- England
Carriages -- England
Carts -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Oxford Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Oxford Street, London. 111 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Oxford Street, London. 111 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19225

Similar to RSN 11554.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Buildings -- England
       Carriages -- England
       Carts -- England
       ENGLAND
       Horses -- England
       Streets -- England
       Wagons -- England

Place: England
       London (England)
       Oxford Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Regent Street, London--England's famous shopping street. 112 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Regent Street, London--England's famous shopping street. 112 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19226

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Automobiles -- England
       Bicycles -- England
       ENGLAND
       Horses -- England
       Streets -- England
       Wagons -- England

Place: England
       London (England)
       Regent Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Regent Street, London--England's famous shopping street. [Active no. 112 : stereo interpositive.], 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Regent Street, London--England's famous shopping street.
[Active no. 112 : stereo interpositive.] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19227

Same as RSN 11555. Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Carts -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Regent Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

In the heart of modern Babylon, Piccadilly Circus, London. 114 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the heart of modern Babylon, Piccadilly Circus, London. 114 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19228

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 11558-11560 and 19229.

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-2924

Topic: Automobiles -- England
Carts -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Monuments -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Piccadilly Circus

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the heart of modern Babylon, Piccadilly Circus, London. 114 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): In the heart of modern Babylon, Piccadilly Circus, London. 114 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19229

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 11558-11560 and 19228.

Topic:
Carts -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Monuments -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England

Place:
England
London (England)
Piccadilly Circus

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the heart of modern Babylon, Piccadilly Circus, London. 114 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): In the heart of modern Babylon, Piccadilly Circus, London. 114 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19230

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].
Similar to RSN 11561 and 11562.

**Topic:** Carts -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Monuments -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England

**Place:** England
London (England)
Piccadilly Circus

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Strand looking toward Fleet St., London. 115 interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Strand looking toward Fleet St., London. 115 interpositive 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19231

Similar to RSN 11563, 11564, 19232 and 19233.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

**Topic:** Architecture -- England
Automobiles -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England

**Place:** England
Fleet Street (London, England)
London (England)
Strand

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Strand looking toward Fleet St., London. 115 interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Strand looking toward Fleet St., London. 115 interpositive 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 19232

Similar to RSN 11563, 11564, 19231 and 19233.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note

R2915;139487

Topic: Architecture -- England
Automobiles -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
Fleet Street (London, England)
London (England)
Strand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street Scene.] 115 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street Scene.] 115 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19233

Similar to RSN 11563, 11564, 19231 and 19232.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Architecture -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
Fleet Street (London, England)
London (England)
Strand
London's greatest hotels, Cecil and Savoy, Victoria Embankment. 117 interpositive, 1912

Image(s): London's greatest hotels, Cecil and Savoy, Victoria Embankment. 117 interpositive 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19234

Similar to RSN 11566, 11567 and 19235.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names:  
Cecil Hotel (London, England)
Savoy Hotel (London, England)

Topic:  
Architecture -- England
Automobiles -- England
ENGLAND
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England

Place:  
England
London (England)
Victoria Embankment (London, England)

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

London's greatest hotels, Cecil and Savoy, Victoria Embankment. 117 Interpositive

Image(s): London's greatest hotels, Cecil and Savoy, Victoria Embankment. 117 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19235

Similar to RSN 11566, 11567 and 19234.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names:  
Cecil Hotel (London, England)
Savoy Hotel (London, England)

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- England
- Carts -- England
- ENGLAND
- Horses -- England
- Streets -- England
- Wagons -- England

**Place:**
- England
- London (England)
- Victoria Embankment (London, England)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass 
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Albert Memorial, Hyde Park, London. [Caption No. 118 : stereo interpositive.]

*1 Item (5" x 8").*

**Image(s):**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 19236

Similar to RSN 11568 and 19237.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

**Topic:**
- Carriages
- ENGLAND
- Horses -- England
- Memorials
- Monuments -- England -- London
- Parks

**Place:**
- Albert Memorial (Hyde Park, London, England)
- England -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Albert Memorial, Hyde Park, London. [Caption no. 118 stereo interpositive.], 1912

*1 Item (5" x 8").*

**Image(s): The Albert Memorial, Hyde Park, London. [Caption no. 118 stereo interpositive.], 1912.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 19237

Similar to RSN 11568 and 19236

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Automobilies -- England
ENGLAND
Memorials -- England
Monuments -- England -- London
Parks -- England -- London

Place: Albert Memorial (Hyde Park, London, England)
England -- 1910-1920
Hyde Park -- England -- London
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Crowns and Sceptres of the Kingdom's Sovereigns, Tower of London;
{dollar}15,000,000 in gold and gems. 122 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19238

Similar to RSN 11574

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Copy and Version Identification Note
R2906

Topic: Crowns
ENGLAND
Jewels
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)
Tower of London

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Yeomen of the Guard," Warders at the Tower of London (Henri VIII uniforms). 123 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19239

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Topic: ENGLAND
Guards
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)
Tower of London

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street Scene.] 125 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street Scene.] 125 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19240

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Buildings
ENGLAND
Streets

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Throne Room, Buckingham Palace, London. 127 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19241

Similar to RSN 11575 and 19242

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Copy and Version Identification Note
R2921

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty
Thrones

Place: England
London (England)
Throne Room

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Throne Room, Buckingham Palace, London. 127 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19242

Similar to RSN 11575 and 19241

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty
Thrones

Place: England
London (England)
Throne Room
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

128 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Her Majesty's beautiful White Drawing Room, Buckingham Palace, London. 128 Interpositive 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19243

Similar to RSN 11576

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)

Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)
White Drawing Room

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Queen's gorgeous Blue Room, Buckingham Palace, London. 129 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19244

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Names: Blue Room (Buckingham Palace, London, England)
Buckingham Palace (London, England)

Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace.] 130 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Palace.] 130 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19245

Similar to RSN 11577 and 19246.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110010

Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace.] 130 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Palace.] 130 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19246

Similar to RSN 11577 and 19245.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111617

Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace.] 131 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Palace.] 131 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19247

Similar to RSN 11578.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111619

Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace.] 132 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Palace.] 132 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19248
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98090

Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace.] 134 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Palace.] 134 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19249
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Architecture
Art
ENGLAND
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Westminster Abbey; the cherished resting place of famous Britons, Eng.
[Active no. 135 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 19250

Similar to RSN 11580, 11581, 19251 and 19252.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Orig. nos. R2919; 136.

Names: Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Carts -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Westminster Abbey; the cherished resting place of famous Britons, Eng.
[Active no. 136 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19251

Similar to RSN 11580, 11581, 19250 and 19252.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Original nos. R2724; 136.

Names: Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Carts -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Westminster Abbey; the cherished resting place of famous Britons, Eng.
[Active no. 136 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19252

Similar to RSN 11580, 11581, 19250 and 19251.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
Carts -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Active no. 137 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19253

Same as RSN 11582, 11583 and 19254.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]. Orig. nos. 18 and R2920.

Names: Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
ENGLAND
Interior architecture

Place:
England
London (England)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Active no. 137 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19254

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 11582, 11583 and 19253.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]. Orig. no. 18-1/2.

Names:
Westminster Abbey

Topic:
Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
ENGLAND
Interior architecture

Place:
England
London (England)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19255

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 11584.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].
Names: Westminster Abbey
Topic: Abbeys -- England
Altars -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England
ENGLAND
Interiors -- England
Religion -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A good-natured elephant--free rides for the children--Zoological Gardens, London. 139 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A good-natured elephant--free rides for the children--Zoological Gardens, London. 139 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19256

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 11585, 11586 and 19257.

Topic: Children -- England
ENGLAND
Elephants -- England
Parks -- England
Zoological gardens -- England
Zoos -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A good-natured elephant--free rides for the children--Zoological Gardens, London. 139 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A good-natured elephant--free rides for the children--Zoological Gardens, London. 139 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19257

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 11585, 11586 and 19256.

Copy and Version Identification Note
57 1/2

Topic: Children -- England
ENGLAND
Elephants -- England
Parks -- England
Zoological gardens -- England
Zoos -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tomb.] 141 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Tomb.] 141 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19258

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: ENGLAND
Sculpture -- England
Tombs -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Milton, John

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

The oldest grape vine in the world, Hampton Court Palace. 143
Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The oldest grape vine in the world, Hampton Court Palace. 143 Interpositive 1913

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19259

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 11590 and 11591

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: ENGLAND
Grapes
Palaces
Vineyards

Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

East front of Windsor Castle, from the Queen's private grounds. 145
Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): East front of Windsor Castle, from the Queen's private grounds. 145 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19260

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Architecture -- England
Castles -- England
ENGLAND
Gardens -- England
North walk, Windsor Castle--gun recovered from warship wreck, after being 100 years in the sea. 146 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): North walk, Windsor Castle--gun recovered from warship wreck, after being 100 years in the sea. 146 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19261

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Going to see the races, Henley Bridge, just below the finishing point, July 10, 1902, Heley. 151 interpositive, 1902

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Going to see the races, Henley Bridge, just below the finishing point, July 10, 1902, Heley. 151 interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19262

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8648

Topic: Boats -- England
Bridges -- England
Competitions -- England
ENGLAND
Races -- England
Sports -- England

Place: England
Henley (England)
Henley Bridge (Henley, England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Derby Day, when King and Peer and Commoner join in sport--Derby race-course. 156 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Derby Day, when King and Peer and Commoner join in sport--Derby race-course. 156 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19263

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 19264.

Topic: Competitions -- England
Crowds -- England
Derby Day (England)
ENGLAND
Races -- England
Sports -- England
Stadia -- England

Place: England
Epsom (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Derby Day crowds at the race-course, Epsom. 156 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Derby Day crowds at the race-course, Epsom. 156 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19264
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 19263.

Copy and Version Identification Note

8720; R2922

Topic: Competitions -- England
Crowds -- England
Derby Day (England)
ENGLAND
Races -- England
Sports -- England
Stadia -- England

Place: England
Epsom (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Coster" side of the Derby (the "fakirs" section of the great race-course), Derby Day, Epsom. [Active no. 157 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Apparently "coster" in the title is a slang term for costermongers or vendors.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19265

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Competitions -- England
Costers
Crowds -- England
Derby Day (England)
ENGLAND
Fakirs
Horses -- England
Races -- England
Racetracks (Horse racing)
Sports -- England
Vendors -- Street sellers
Wagons -- England

Place: England
Epsom (England)
The porch of St. Mary's Church--decorated by a master-hand--Oxford. 159 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The porch of St. Mary's Church--decorated by a master-hand--Oxford. 159 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19266

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 11605.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Churches -- England
ENGLAND
Universities -- England

Place: England
Oxford (England)
St. Mary's Church

The birthplace of the immortal Shakespeare, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 160 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The birthplace of the immortal Shakespeare, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 160 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19267

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 11606.

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic: Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND
Historical sites -- England
The room where Shakespeare was born, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 161: stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The room where Shakespeare was born, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 161: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19268
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616
Topic: Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND
Historical sites -- England
Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The library in Shakespeare's house, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 162: stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The library in Shakespeare's house, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 162: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19269
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 11607.

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616
Topic: Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND
Historical sites -- England
Libraries -- England

Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Shakespeare's Birthplace (interior), Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 163: stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shakespeare's Birthplace (interior), Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 163: stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19270

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic: Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND
Historical sites -- England

Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The museum, Shakespeare's house, Stratford-on-Avon. Active No. 164: stereo interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The museum, Shakespeare's house, Stratford-on-Avon. Active No. 164: stereo interpositive, 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19271

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 11608.

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic: Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND
Historical sites -- England
Museums -- England
Sculpture -- England

Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Entrance to Stratford Church, burial place of Shakespeare, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 166 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s): Entrance to Stratford Church, burial place of Shakespeare, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 166 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19272

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic: Churches -- England
ENGLAND
Parks -- England
Tombs -- England
Trees -- England

Place: England
Stratford Church
Stratford-on-Avon (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Church at Stratford-on-Avon, where lie the remains of Shakespeare. Active no. 167 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s): Church at Stratford-on-Avon, where lie the remains of Shakespeare. Active no. 167 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19273

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]. Orig. nos. R2714; 107.
Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic: Cemeteries -- England
      Churches -- England
      ENGLAND
      Parks -- England
      Tombs -- England
      Tombstones -- England
      Trees -- England

Place: England
       Stratford Church
       Stratford-on-Avon (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Shakespeare Memorial Theatre beside the river Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 169 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8 ").

Image(s): Shakespeare Memorial Theatre beside the river Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 169 : stereo interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 19274

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 11612. Orig. nos. R2718;169.

Names: Shakespeare Memorial Theatre
       Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic: Architecture
       ENGLAND
       Rivers -- England
       Theaters -- England

Place: England
       Stratford-on-Avon (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Cloisters of the great Canterbury Cathedral, where Becket was murdered in 1170. 171 Interpositive
Image(s): Cloisters of the great Canterbury Cathedral, where Becket was murdered in 1170. 171 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19275

Similar to RSN 11614.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Becket, Thomas a, Saint
Canterbury Cathedral (Canturbury, England)

Cathedrals -- England
Cemeteries -- England
Convents -- England
ENGLAND
Monasteries -- England
Tombstones -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The old Pharos of Dover, the most unique specimen of Roman work in England. 174 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The old Pharos of Dover, the most unique specimen of Roman work in England. 174 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19276

Similar to RSN 11615, same as RSN 11616.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Architecture -- England
ENGLAND
Ruins -- England

Place: England
Pharos of Dover
Roman Empire
"A welcome wave from a restless sea," Brighton. 175 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): "A welcome wave from a restless sea," Brighton. 175 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19277
Similar to RSN 11617.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Bathers -- England
Beaches -- England
Children -- England
ENGLAND
Resorts -- England

Place: Brighton (England)
England

Northwest facade of the great Gothic Cathedral of Salisbury. [Active no. 177 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19278
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Orig. no. R2709.

Names: Salisbury Cathedral

Cathedrals -- England
ENGLAND

Place: England
Salisbury
Stonehenge—a remarkable relic of earlier ages—greatest curiosity in England. 178 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stonehenge—a remarkable relic of earlier ages—greatest curiosity in England. 178 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19279
Similar to RSN 11621.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic:
Bicycles -- England
Children -- England
ENGLAND
Historical sites -- England
Ruins -- England
Stones -- England

Place:
England
Stonehenge (England)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stones -- England

The most ancient religious ruin in England--St. Joseph's Chapel, Glastonbury Abbey. 179 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The most ancient religious ruin in England--St. Joseph's Chapel, Glastonbury Abbey. 179 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19280
Similar to RSN 11622 and 11623.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Glastonbury Abbey (Glastonbury, England)
Topic: Churches -- England
ENGLAND
Ruins -- England

Place: England
  Glastonbury (England)
  St. Joseph's Chapel

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Exeter Cathedral. 180 Interpositive, 1911
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Interior of Exeter Cathedral. 180 Interpositive 1911
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19281

Similar to RSN 11624 and 11625
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Names: Exeter Cathedral (Exeter, England)

  Cathedrals -- England
  ENGLAND
  Interior architecture

Place: England
  Exeter (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

General view of Truro, Cornwall. 183 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): General view of Truro, Cornwall. 183 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19282

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: ENGLAND
  Gardens -- England

Place: Cornwall (England)
  England
Truro

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The pulpit and choir of Truro Cathedral 184 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19283

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Topic: Cathedrals -- England
ENGLAND
Interior architecture

Place: England
Truro
Truro Cathedral

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

St. Michael's Mount and ancient Benedictine monastery, Penzance, Cornwall. [Active no. 185 : stereo interpositive.,] 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): St. Michael's Mount and ancient Benedictine monastery, Penzance, Cornwall. [Active no. 185 : stereo interpositive.] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19284

Similar to RSN 11629.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Orig. no. R2711.

Names: Benedictine Monastery (Penzance, Cornwall)

Topic: ENGLAND
Monasteries -- England
Mountains -- England
Ruins -- England
Place: Cornwall (England)
   England
   Penzance (England)
   St. Michael's Mount

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fishwives of Cornwall--at Newlyn, near Land's End. 186 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fishwives of Cornwall--at Newlyn, near Land's End. 186 interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19285

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 11630.

Topic: Boats -- England
   ENGLAND
   Fishing -- England
   Portraits -- England
   Rivers -- England

Place: Cornwall (England)
   England
   Lands End (England)?
   Newlyn (Cornwall, England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The old Roman Bath, Bath. [Active no. 187 : stereo interpositive,], 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): The old Roman Bath, Bath. [Active no. 187 : stereo interpositive,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19286

Similar to RSN 11631
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Orig. no. R2713.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Baths -- England
ENGLAND
Health resorts
Resorts -- England
Roman baths -- England
Spas -- England

Place: Bath (England)
England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Relic of the Time of James I, (1603-25), the "Old House," Hereford. 188 Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A Relic of the Time of James I, (1603-25), the "Old House," Hereford. 188 Interpositive 1913

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19287

Similar to RSN 11632

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Names: Gordon, James, I.

Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND
Historical sites

Place: England
Hereford (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Friars Street, Worcester. 190 Interpositive, 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Friars Street, Worcester. 190 Interpositive 1911
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19288
Similar to RSN 11633
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>ENGLAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friars Street (Worchester, England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worcester (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Severn Valley and Old Bridgeworth, Shropshire. 191 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19289
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Cows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Old Bridgeworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severn Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shropshire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ocean Steamship Landing, Liverpool. 193 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Ocean Steamship Landing, Liverpool. 193 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19290

Similar to RSN 11634.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Boats -- England
Docks -- England
ENGLAND
Piers -- England
Ports -- England
Streets -- England
Wharves -- England

Place: England
Liverpool (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Incoming tide, at Blackpool. 195 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Incoming tide, at Blackpool. 195 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19291

Similar to RSN 11635
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Topic: Beaches
ENGLAND
Ocean
Sailboats

Place: Blackpool (England)
England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

Wordsworth's lodgings, in Hawkshead, the village of "irregularities, twists and angles." 197 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wordsworth's lodgings, in Hawkshead, the village of "irregularities, twists and angles." 197 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19292

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Dwellings -- England

ENGLAND

Homes -- England

Place: England

Hawkshead (England)

Wordsworth

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

The school at Hawkshead (founded 1585), attended by Wordsworth, Lake District. 198 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The school at Hawkshead (founded 1585), attended by Wordsworth, Lake District. 198 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19293

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [193].

Topic: Children -- England

ENGLAND

Schools -- England

Place: England

Hawkshead (England)

Lake District (England)

Wordsworth
The church at Rydal, near the home of Wordsworth, Lake District. 200 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The church at Rydal, near the home of Wordsworth, Lake District. 200 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19294

Similar to RSN 11638.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [193].

Topic:
Churches -- England
ENGLAND
Gates -- England

Place:
England
Lake District (England)
Rydal (England)
Wordsworth

Beautiful Rydal Mount, Wordsworth's home (1817-1850) until his death, Lake District. 201 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Beautiful Rydal Mount, Wordsworth's home (1817-1850) until his death, Lake District. 201 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19295

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic:
Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND
Historical sites -- England
Homes -- England

Place:
England
Lake District (England)
Rydal
Rydal Mount
Wordsworth

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The church with "roof upheld by naked rafters," celebrated in Wordsworth's poems, Grasmere. 202 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The church with "roof upheld by naked rafters," celebrated in Wordsworth's poems, Grasmere. 202 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19296
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Churches -- England
ENGLAND
Interior architecture

Place: England
Grasmere (England)
Wordsworth

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Farming in England--harrowing the land. [Active no. 204 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19297
In box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Agriculture -- England -- 1890-1920
ENGLAND
Horses -- England

Place: England -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- England
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The charming ruins of Tintern Abbey, Monmouthshire. [Active no. 205 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19298

Same as RSN 11640 and 11643.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic:
Abbeys -- England
Churches -- England
ENGLAND
Gardens -- England
Ruins -- England

Place:
England
Monmouthshire (England)
Tintern Abbey

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Tintern Abbey--England's most enchanting ruin, a relic of the Decorated Period. 206 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interior of Tintern Abbey--England's most enchanting ruin, a relic of the Decorated Period. 206 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19299

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic:
Churches -- England
ENGLAND
Ruins -- England

Place:
England
Monmouthshire (England)
Tintern Abbey
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Tintern Abbey--England's most enchanting ruin, a relic of the Decorated Period. 206 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interior of Tintern Abbey--England's most enchanting ruin, a relic of the Decorated Period. 206 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19300

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Churches -- England

ENGLAND

Ruins -- England

Place: England

Monmouthshire (England)

Tintern Abbey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The ivy-clad towers of Raglan Castle, the last stronghold of Charles I., Monmouthshire. 208 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The ivy-clad towers of Raglan Castle, the last stronghold of Charles I., Monmouthshire. 208 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19301

Similar to RSN 11644.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [193].

Names: Charles, King, I,

Topic: Castles -- England

ENGLAND

Royalty -- England

Ruins -- England

Place: England

Monmouthshire (England)
Raglan Castle (Monmouthshire, England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cooling stream and old-fashioned homestead--July in the Severn Valley.
[Active no. 210 : stereo interpositive], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8"

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19302

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 11645.

Topic: Cows -- England
Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND
Homes -- England
Rivers -- England
Valleys -- England

Place: England
Severn Valley

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Valley of the Wye, from Symonds Yat, Herefordshire. 212 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): The picturesque Valley of the Wye, from Symonds Yat, Herefordshire. 212 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Most of right frame missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 19303

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [193].

Similar to RSN 11646.
Historic ruins, Kenilworth Castle, Warwickshire. 213 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Historic ruins, Kenilworth Castle, Warwickshire. 213 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19304

Similar to RSN 11649 and 11650.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Kenilworth Castle (Warwickshire, England)

Topic: Castles -- England
ENGLAND
Ruins -- England

Place: England
Warwickshire (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Battlefield of Hastings--on this mound King Harold fell. (Taken by kind permission of the Duchess of Cleveland.) [Caption no. 214 : glass stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19305

Similar to RSN 11651.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [193].
Names: Duchess of Cleveland
Harold, King

Topic: Battlefields
Dogs -- 1890-1920
ENGLAND

Place: England
Hastings (England)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- England
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

The gate to Battle Abbey on the historic battlefield of Hastings. 215
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19306

Similar to RSN 11652

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [193]

Names: Battle Abbey (Hastings, England)

Topic: Battlefields -- England
Dogs -- England
ENGLAND
Gates -- England

Place: England
Hastings (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 216 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 216 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19307

Similar to RSN 11653.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [193].

**Topic:** ENGLAND
- Ruins -- England

**Place:** England

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

An automobile plow at work--in a field in England. [Tractor plow with inventor driving.] [Caption no. 219 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):**
- Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
- English.
- Image identified by J. S. Ceasel, University of Reading, U.K., as depicting Dan Albone Biggleswade of Bedfordshire, driving his invention, the Ivel tractor, "the first successful English tractor, ca. 1906."
- Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 19308

Similar to RSN 11654 and 11655.

In box 3.2.1 [183].

**Names:** Biggleswade, Dan Albone

**Topic:**
- Agricultural machinery -- 1900-1910 -- England
- Agriculture -- England -- 1890-1920
- ENGLAND
- Inventions -- 1900-1910 -- England
- Ivel (tractors)
- Plows -- 1900-1910 -- England
- Tractors -- 1900-1910 -- England

**Place:** England -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Craig and the beautiful Borrowdale Valley, Lake District. 220 interpositive

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** Castle Craig and the beautiful Borrowdale Valley, Lake District. 220 interpositive.

**Underwood & Underwood, Publisher**

- English.
- Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19309

Similar to RSN 11656.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Castle Craig (England)

Topic: Castles -- England
ENGLAND
Formations (Geology) -- England.
Mountains -- England
Rivers -- England
Valleys -- England

Place: Borrowdale (England : Valley)
England
Lake District (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The strangely poised Bowder stone (2,000 tons) above the beautiful Valley of Borrowdale. 221 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The strangely poised Bowder stone (2,000 tons) above the beautiful Valley of Borrowdale. 221 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19310

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Boulders -- England
Bowder Stone (Borrowdale, England)
ENGLAND
Stones -- England
Tourists -- England

Place: Borrowdale (England : Valley)
England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

House Holme Islet, and Birk Fell (1,670 ft.), N.E. over Ullswater, Lake District. 222 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): House Holme Islet, and Birk Fell (1,670 ft.), N.E. over Ullswater, Lake District. 222 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19311

Similar to RSN 11657.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [193].

Copy and Version Identification Note

R2722

Topic: ENGLAND
    Formations (Geology)
    Lakes -- England
    Mountains -- England
    Seacoasts -- England

Place: Birk Fell (England)
    England
    House Holme Islet (Ullswater, England)
    Lake District (England)
    Ullswater (Lake District, England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Vale of St. John, scene of Scott's "Bridal of Triermain," N. from Castle Rock, Lake District. 223 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19312

Similar to RSN 11658.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Scott

Topic: Bridal of Triermain

ENGLAND
Mountains -- England
Valleys -- England

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Castle Rock (Lake District, England)
England
Lake District (England)
Vale of St. John

Brantwood, home of John Ruskin, on west bank of Coniston Lake, Lake District. 224 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Brantwood, home of John Ruskin, on west bank of Coniston Lake, Lake District. 224 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19313

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Names: Brantwood (Lake District, England)
Topic: Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND
Homes -- England

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Coniston Lake (England)
England
Lake District (England)
Ruskin, John

Furness Abbey (XII Cent.) once rich and powerful; among most picturesque ruins in England. 225 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Furness Abbey (XII Cent.) once rich and powerful; among most picturesque ruins in England. 225 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19314
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

**Topic:** ENGLAND
Furness Abbey (England)
Ruins -- England
Tourists -- England

**Place:** England

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Thirlmere, a lake reservoir; the water supply of Manchester (96 miles distant), Lake District. 226 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Thirlmere, a lake reservoir; the water supply of Manchester (96 miles distant), Lake District. 226 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19315

Similar to RSN 11659.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [193].

**Topic:** Cows
ENGLAND
Lakes
Mountains -- England

**Place:** England
Lake District (England)
Manchester (England)
Thirlmere

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Dungeon Gill waterfall (70 ft.) and curious natural bridge above it, Longdale. 227 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Dungeon Gill waterfall (70 ft.) and curious natural bridge above it, Longdale. 227 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19316
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Bridges -- England
      ENGLAND
      Waterfalls -- England

Place: Dungeon Gill (waterfall) (Longdale, England)
      England
      Longdale (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Box 229

RSN Numbers 19317-19410

Image(s)

Excursion steamer on the charming Windermere, Lake District. 228 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Excursion steamer on the charming Windermere, Lake District.
228 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19317

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Boats -- England
      ENGLAND
      Lakes -- England
      Rivers -- England

Place: England
      Lake District (England)
      Windermere

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Osborne House--King Edward's gift to the nation--Isle of Wight. 229
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19318
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Names: Edward VII, King
Osborne House (Isle of Wight, England)

Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND
Houses

Place: England
Isle of Wight (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The chalky cliffs of "The Needles," Isle of Wight. 235 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The chalky cliffs of "The Needles," Isle of Wight. 235 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19319

Similar to RSN 11660.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: ENGLAND
Formations (Geology) -- England.
Islands -- England
Mountains -- England
Tourists -- England

Place: England
Isle of Wight (England)
Needles (Isle of Wight, England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The tiny Norman church; quaintest spot in England, Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. 236 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The tiny Norman church; quaintest spot in England, Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. 236 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 19320

Same as RSN 11661 and 11662.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Bonchurch (Isle of Wight, England)

Topic: Cemeteries -- England
         Churches -- England
         ENGLAND
         Tombstones

Place: England
       Isle of Wight (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Shanklin Chine of world-wide fame, Isle of Wight. 237 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shanklin Chine of world-wide fame, Isle of Wight. 237 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19321

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Dwellings -- England
         ENGLAND
         Gardens -- England
         Homes -- England
         Tourists -- England

Place: England
       Isle of Wight (England)
       Shanklin Chine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 238 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 238 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19322

Similar to RSN 11663.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: Children -- England
ENGLAND
Formations (Geology)
Islands -- England
Oceans -- England
Rocks -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

H.M.S. "Ocean," flagship of British fleet in the Yellow Sea, Wei-hai-wei, Shantung, China. 239 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): H.M.S. "Ocean," flagship of British fleet in the Yellow Sea, Wei-hai-wei, Shantung, China. 239 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19323

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2548

Topic: ENGLAND
Ships -- China

Place: China
England
Shantung
Wei-hai-wei
Yellow Sea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Off duty--British flagship "Blake." 240 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Off duty--British flagship "Blake." 240 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19324

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note

10189

Names: Blake (Ship)

Topic: ENGLAND
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street parade.] 250 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street parade.] 250 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19325

Similar to RSN 11667 and 11668.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note

49

Topic: ENGLAND
Parades
Streets

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 256 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Royalty.] 256 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19326

Similar to RSN 11671.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8644

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: Carriages -- England
       ENGLAND
       Horses -- England
       Royalty -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The crowned King, Edward VII and Queen Alexandra in coronation robes, on their return from Westminster Abbey, Buckingham Palace. [Active no. 257 : stereo interpositive,] 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”.)
Image(s): The crowned King, Edward VII and Queen Alexandra in coronation robes, on their return from Westminster Abbey, Buckingham Palace. [Active no. 257 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19327

Similar to RSN 11672 and 11673

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Names: Alexandra, Queen
       Buckingham Palace (London, England)
       Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations
Kings and rulers -- England
Palaces
Portraits
Queens -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Edward VII, King and Emperor, with royal family and distinguished officers, honoring Indian guests, Buckingham Palace. 258 Interpositive, 1902

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Edward VII, King and Emperor, with royal family and distinguished officers, honoring Indian guests, Buckingham Palace. 258 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19328

Same as RSN 11674 and 19329

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Copy and Version Identification Note
8759

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty

Place: England
India
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Edward VII, King and Emperor, with royal family and distinguished officers, honoring Indian guests, Buckingham Palace. 258 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Edward VII, King and Emperor, with royal family and distinguished officers, honoring Indian guests, Buckingham Palace. 258 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19329

Same as RSN 11674 and 19328

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Copy and Version Identification Note

8759

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty

Place: England
India
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

His Majesty Edward VII, with members of the royal family and high British officials--on the royal yacht. Active no. 259. Stereo interpositive, 1902

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): His Majesty Edward VII, with members of the royal family and high British officials--on the royal yacht. Active no. 259. Stereo interpositive, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19330

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Same as RSN 11675 and 19331

Copy and Version Identification Note

8666
His Majesty Edward VII, with members of the royal family and high British officials--on the royal yacht. 259 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): His Majesty Edward VII, with members of the royal family and high British officials--on the royal yacht. 259 interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19331
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].
Same as RSN 11675 and 19330.

Copy and Version Identification Note
8666
Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Family -- England
Royalty -- England
Ships -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King Edward VII and his gracious Queen passing down Whitehall to Westminster Abbey to be crowned. 260 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King Edward VII and his gracious Queen passing down Whitehall to Westminster Abbey to be crowned. 260 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19332

Similar to RSN 11676.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8665

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Whitehall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

H.M. Queen Alexandra reviewing Britain’s Colonial Troops, Horse Guards Parade. [Active No. 262 : stereoscopic interpositive,], 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): H.M. Queen Alexandra reviewing Britain’s Colonial Troops, Horse Guards Parade. [Active No. 262 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19333

Similar to RSN 11679 and 19355. Orig. no. 8596.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Alexandra, Queen
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Kings and rulers -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Queens -- England

Place: England
Horse Guards
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Queen Alexandra, loving and beloved, rewarding the heroes of the S.A. War Ambulance Corps, Devonshire House. [Active No. 263 : stereoscopic interpositive,], 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Queen Alexandra, loving and beloved, rewarding the heroes of the S.A. War Ambulance Corps, Devonshire House. [Active No. 263 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19334

Same as RSN 11680 and 19335. Orig. no. 8668.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Alexandra, Queen
        Devonshire House (London, England)

Topic: Awards -- England
       CORONATION EDWARD VII
       Kings and rulers -- England
       Military -- England
       Queens -- England

Place: England
       London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Queen Alexandra, loving and beloved, rewarding the heroes of the S.A. War Ambulance Corps, Devonshire House. [Active no. 263 : stereo interpositive,], 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Queen Alexandra, loving and beloved, rewarding the heroes of the S.A. War Ambulance Corps, Devonshire House. [Active no. 263 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19335
Same as RSN 11680 and 19334.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]. Orig. no. 8668.

Names: Alexandra, Queen
Devonshire House (London, England)

Topic: Awards -- England
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Kings and rulers -- England
Military -- England
Queens -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Late and present Archbishops of Canterbury and Archbishop of York. 264 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Late and present Archbishops of Canterbury and Archbishop of York. 264 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19336

Similar to RSN 11681.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
56

Names: Archbishop of Canterbury
Archbishop of York
Edward VII, King

Topic: Archbishops -- England
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Clergy -- England
Portraits -- England
Religion -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Edward VII's throne and his ancient chair, the crowning seat of sovereigns for a thousand years, Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 266. Stereo interpositive,] 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Edward VII's throne and his ancient chair, the crowning seat of sovereigns for a thousand years, Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 266. Stereo interpositive,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19337

Similar to RSN 11684. Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]. Orig. no. 8766.

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Royalty
 Thrones
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The thrones from which our crowned King and Queen first received the homage of their loyal subjects, Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 267 : stereo interpositive,] 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The thrones from which our crowned King and Queen first received the homage of their loyal subjects, Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 267 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19338

Similar to RSN 11685.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].
Orig. no. 8788.

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey
Coronation stone of the First Edward--May 19, 1902, Millennium Day, Kingston-on-Thames. Active no. 268 : stereo interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Coronation stone of the First Edward--May 19, 1902, Millennium Day, Kingston-on-Thames. Active no. 268 : stereo interpositive, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19339

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Same as RSN 11686 and 19340.

Names: Edward VII, King
   Edward, King, I,

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
   Coronations
   Historical sites
   Monuments
   Royalty
   Streets

Place: England
   Kingston-on-Thames (England)
   London (England)
   Millennium Day

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Coronation stone of the First Edward--May 19, 1902, Millennium Day, Kingston-on-Thames. Active no. 268 : stereo interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Coronation stone of the First Edward--May 19, 1902, Millennium Day, Kingston-on-Thames. Active no. 268 : stereo interpositive, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 19340

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Same as RSN 11686 and 19339. Orig. no. 8590?

Names: Edward VII, King
Edward, King, I,

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations
Historical sites
Monuments
Royalty
Streets

Place: England
Kingston-on-Thames (England)
London (England)
Millennium Day

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

H.I.M. the Shah of Persia, H.R.H. Prince Arthur, Earl Roberts, Persian Prime Minister and Staff Officers. 269 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): H.I.M. the Shah of Persia, H.R.H. Prince Arthur, Earl Roberts, Persian Prime Minister and Staff Officers. 269 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

lower section missing

Local Numbers

RSN 19341

Same as RSN 2262 and 2314

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Portraits
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)
Prince Arthur Roberts, Earl
Shah of Persia
"Attention, Left Dress!"--Military Gymnasium, Aldershot 270 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Attention, Left Dress!"--Military Gymnasium, Aldershot 270 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19342
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8646

Topic: Athletics -- England
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Exercises -- England
Gymnasiums -- England
Military -- England

Place: Aldershot (England)
England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. James Street in coronation attire--charming scene of decoration along the coronation route. 271 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): St. James Street in coronation attire--charming scene of decoration along the coronation route. 271 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19343
Similar to RSN 11687.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8652
Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
        Celebrations -- England
        Coronations -- England
        Horses -- England
        Royalty -- England
        Streets -- England
        Wagons -- England

Place: England
        London (England)
        St. James Street

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Indian Princes of the Imperial Service Corps--Hampton Court Palace.
[Active no. 272 : stereo interpositive,], 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Indian Princes of the Imperial Service Corps--Hampton Court Palace. [Active no. 272 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
            English.
            Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
            RSN 19344

Similar to RSN 11688.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Orig. no. 8591.

Names: Edward VII, King
        Hampton Court Palace (England)
        Imperial Service Corps

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
        Coronations
        Leaders -- England
        Military -- England
        Portraits -- England
        Royalty -- England
        Tents -- England

Place: England
        India
        London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Indian Prince doing homage to his Sovereign Queen--showing King Edward, Earl Roberts and Lord Kitchener--Buckingham Palace. [Active no. 273 : stereo interpositive.], 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Indian Prince doing homage to his Sovereign Queen--showing King Edward, Earl Roberts and Lord Kitchener--Buckingham Palace. [Active no. 273 : stereo interpositive.] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19345

Similar to RSN 11689. Orig. no. 543.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [193].

Names:
Alexandra, Queen
Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Edward VII, King
Kitchener, Lord (Earl, Field Marshall, Secretary of State)
Roberts, Earl B.

Topic:
CORONATION EDWARD VII
East Indians
Imperialism -- England
Kings and rulers -- England
Palaces
Queens -- England
Rites and ceremonies

Place:
England
India -- Kings and rulers
London (England)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Westminster Bridge and Houses of Parliament ready for the King. 274 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Westminster Bridge and Houses of Parliament ready for the King. 274 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19346

Similar to RSN 11690 and 19347.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note

8713

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: Bridges -- England
       CORONATION EDWARD VII
       Carriages -- England
       Horses -- England
       Parliaments -- England
       Streets -- England

Place: England
       London (England)
       Parliament
       Westminster Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Westminster Bridge and Houses of Parliament ready for the King. 274 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Westminster Bridge and Houses of Parliament ready for the King. 274 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19347

Similar to RSN 11690 and 19346.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note

8713a

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: Bridges -- England
       CORONATION EDWARD VII
       Carriages -- England
       Horses -- England
       Parliaments -- England
       Streets -- England

Place: England
       London (England)
       Parliament
       Westminster Bridge
London Bridge in coronation dress. 275 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): London Bridge in coronation dress. 275 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19348
Similar to RSN 11691
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Copy and Version Identification Note
8716

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
       Celebrations
       Coronations
       Royalty
Place: England
       London (England)
       London Bridge (London, England)

[Part of parade for coronation of King Edward VII : Active no. 276 : stereo interpositive.], 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Part of parade for coronation of King Edward VII : Active no. 276 : stereo interpositive.] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19349
Same as RSN 11692. Orig. no. 8785.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Alexandra, Queen
       Edward VII, King
Canada's Coronation Arch, Whitehall—a loving tribute from the empire's "Granary" to its king. 277 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Canada's Coronation Arch, Whitehall—a loving tribute from the empire's "Granary" to its king. 277 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19350

Similar to RSN 11694 and 11695.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8659

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Kings and rulers -- England
Streets -- England

Place: Canada
England
London (England)
Whitehall

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Westminster Bridge, from the Borough, route of Coronation Procession.
278 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Westminster Bridge, from the Borough, route of Coronation Procession. 278 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19351

Similar to RSN 11696.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8582

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: Bridges -- England
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Westminster Bridge
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Coronation decorations in Fleet Street. 279 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Coronation decorations in Fleet Street. 279 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19352

Similar to RSN 11697.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8583

Topic: Coronations -- England
Horses -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
Fleet Street (London, England)
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, Colonial Secretary, reviewing African troops.
Active no. 282: stereo interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19353
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 11698.

Copy and Version Identification Note
8599

Names: Chamberlain, Joseph.

Topic: Coronations -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place: Africa
England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 283 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 283 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19354
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].
Copy and Version Identification Note
8721

Topic: Military -- England
      Portraits -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

H.M. Queen Alexandra reviewing Britain's Colonial Troops; Horse Guards Parade. [Active No. 286 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): H.M. Queen Alexandra reviewing Britain's Colonial Troops; Horse Guards Parade. [Active No. 286 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19355

Similar to RSN 11679 and 19333. Orig. no. 8766.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Names: Alexandra, Queen

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
      Carriages -- England
      Coronations -- England
      Horses -- England
      Kings and rulers -- England
      Military -- England
      Parades -- England
      Queens -- England

Place: England
      Horse Guards
      London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Coronation parade for Edward VII? Active no. 287 : interpositive,] 1902 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Coronation parade for Edward VII? Active no. 287 : interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19356

Similar to RSN 11700.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]. Orig. no. 8594.

Names: Alexandra, Queen
                Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
                Carriages -- England
                Horses -- England
                Kings and rulers -- England
                Military -- England
                Parades -- England

Place: England
                London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 288 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 288 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19357

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8600

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
                Carriages -- England
                Horses -- England
                Military -- England
                Parades -- England
                Royalty -- England

Place: England
                London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 289 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 289 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19358

Similar to RSN 11701.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8608

Topic:  CORONATION EDWARD VII
        Coronations -- England
        Horses -- England
        Military -- England
        Parades -- England
        Royalty -- England

Place:  England
        London (England)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 293 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 293 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19359

Similar to RSN 11703.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8587

Topic:  CORONATION EDWARD VII
        Military -- England
        Parades -- England
        Wagons -- England

Place:  England
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 294 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 294 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19360

Similar to RSN 11704.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8586

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Crowds -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 298 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 298 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19361

Similar to RSN 11708.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8585

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: England

[Military.] 300 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 300 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19362

Similar to RSN 11709.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8593

Topic:
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England

Place:
England

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Loyal Fiji Islanders waiting for orders in camp (close view), Alexandra Palace, England. 301 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Loyal Fiji Islanders waiting for orders in camp (close view), Alexandra Palace, England. 301 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19363

Similar to RSN 11710.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8750
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Tents -- England

Place: Alexandra Palace (England)
England
Fiji

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 304 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 304 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19364

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8606

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Tents -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 306 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 306 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19365

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8598

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Tents -- England

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: England

[Military.] 307 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 307 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19366
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8605

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Tents -- England

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: England

[Military.] 308 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 308 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19367
Similar to RSN 11711 and 11712.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8751

Topic: Bands (Music) -- 1900-1910 -- England
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Parades -- England

Place: England
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Celebration.] 310 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Celebration.] 310 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19368
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8603
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII Celebrations -- England Parks -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 311 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 311 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19369
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8729
Training -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 312 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 312 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19370

Similar to RSN 11713.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8730

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Tents -- England
Training -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 315 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 315 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19371

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8782

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Crowds -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 321 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 321 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19372

Similar to RSN 11718.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note

8740

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Portraits -- England
Tents -- England
Training -- England

Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque uniforms of Britain's East Indian warriors. 326 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Picturesque uniforms of Britain's East Indian warriors. 326 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19373

Similar to RSN 11720.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].
Copy and Version Identification Note
8656

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Rifles -- England
Training -- England
Place: East Indies
England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 328 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 328 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19374

Similar to RSN 11722.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8701

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Duke of Connaught and Lord Kitchener, commander-in-chief Indian Army, reviewing His Majesty's royal forces. [Active no. 336 : stereo interpositive,] 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Duke of Connaught and Lord Kitchener, commander-in-chief Indian Army, reviewing His Majesty's royal forces. [Active no. 336 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19375

Similar to RSN 11723.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Orig. no. 8651.

Names: Arthur, Prince, Duke of Connaught, 1850-1942
Hampton Court Palace (England)
Kitchener, Lord (Earl, Field Marshall, Secretary of State)

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Training -- England

Place: England
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lord Kitchener receiving submission from Indian Officers by touching their swords. 339 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lord Kitchener receiving submission from Indian Officers by touching their swords. 339 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19376

Similar to RSN 11727
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Copy and Version Identification Note
8607

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)

Topic: Armed Forces
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Indian National Army
Parades
Training

Place: England
Lork Kitchener
[Military.] 341 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 341 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19377

Similar to RSN 11728.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8601

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Mess -- England
Military -- England
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- England
Tents -- England

Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 342 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 342 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19378

Similar to RSN 11729.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8604

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Dining -- England  
Mess -- England  
Military -- England  
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- England  
Tents -- England

Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

At the King's Dinner--July 5th, 1902--Toynbee Hall, Whitechapel, London.
343 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): At the King's Dinner--July 5th, 1902--Toynbee Hall, Whitechapel, London. 343 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19379

Similar to RSN 11730.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8602

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)  
Toynbee Hall (Whitechapel, London, England)  
Whitechapel (London, England)

Topic: Architecture -- England  
CORONATION EDWARD VII  
Dining -- England  
Interior architecture -- England  
Restaurants -- England  
Royalty -- England

Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 344 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 344 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 19380

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note

8753

Topic: Armed Forces
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 346 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Garden.] 346 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19381

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Gardens
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Office. Active no. 347 : stereo interpositive,] 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Office. Active no. 347 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19382

Similar to RSN 11731.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Orig. caption no.2491

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Offices
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

King reviewing troops. 349 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King reviewing troops. 349 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19383
Similar to RSN 11732
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [196]

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Edward VII, King
Topic:
Armed Forces
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations
Parades
Royalty
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

King reviewing troops. 350 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King reviewing troops. 350 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19384
Same as RSN 19386; similar to RSN 11733
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]
Copy and Version Identification Note
8756
Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
King Edward VII and his two successors, Prince of Wales and little Prince Edward--Reviewing Indian Coronation Contingent, Buckingham Palace. [Active no. 351 : stereo Interpositive,] 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): King Edward VII and his two successors, Prince of Wales and little Prince Edward--Reviewing Indian Coronation Contingent, Buckingham Palace. [Active no. 351 : stereo Interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19385

Similar to RSN 11724.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Company acc. no. (?) 01526.

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Edward VII, King
Edward, Prince
Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: Armed Forces
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations
Indian National Army
Parades
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King reviewing troops. 350 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King reviewing troops. 350 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19386

Same as RSN 19384; similar to RSN 11733
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183]

Copy and Version Identification Note
8756

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Edward VII, King
Topic: Armed Forces
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations
Parades
Royalty
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 354 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 354 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19387

Similar to RSN 19332, 19388 and 11736.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8779

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
    London (England)
    Whitehall

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 355 Interpositive, 1902
  1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military.] 355 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 19388

Similar to RSN 19332, 19387 and 11736.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    8768

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
    Horses -- England
    Military -- England
    Parades -- England
    Royalty -- England

Place: England
    London (England)
    Whitehall

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 356 Interpositive, 1902
  1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military.] 356 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 19389

Similar to RSN 19332, 19387, 19388 and 11736.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note

8777

Names: Edward VII, King
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Whitehall
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19390

Similar to RSN 11737.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note

10016

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 359 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 359 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19391

Similar to RSN 19392 and 11738.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8774

Topic:
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place:
England
London (England)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 360 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 360 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19392

Similar to RSN 19391 and 11738.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8773

Topic:
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England

Place:
England
London (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 361 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 361 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19393
Similar to RSN 11740.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].
Copy and Version Identification Note
8776
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Streets -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 364 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 364 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19394
Similar to RSN 11741.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].
Copy and Version Identification Note
8761
Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Throne and Coronation Chair, the crowning seat of sovereigns for a thousand years, in Westminster Abbey, London. [Active no. 365 : stereo interpositive,], 1902
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Image(s): Throne and Coronation Chair, the crowning seat of sovereigns for a thousand years, in Westminster Abbey, London. [Active no. 365 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19395

Similar to RSN 11742. Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183], moved from [196].

Names: Edward VII, King
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Royalty
Thrones

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Back home with Lord Kitchener from Cape Town, July 12th, 1902. 368 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Back home with Lord Kitchener from Cape Town, July 12th, 1902. 368 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19396

Similar to RSN 11743.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8650

Names: Kitchener, Lord (Earl, Field Marshall, Secretary of State)

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Military -- England
Ships -- England
Soldiers -- England

Place: England
Liverpool (England)
Orotava
Southampton (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Coronation Naval Review. 371 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Coronation Naval Review. 371 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19397

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8770

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England
Waterscapes -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

An array of Mighty Engines of Destruction--Coronation Naval Review. 374 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): An array of Mighty Engines of Destruction--Coronation Naval Review. 374 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19398

Similar to RSN 11745.
Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8609

Topic:
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Ships -- England
Soldiers -- England
Waterscapes -- England

Place:
England
Spithead

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sturdy Teutons on board Prince Henry's Flagship "Kaiser Frederich"--Coronation Review. Active no. 373 : stereo interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8",
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19399

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Similar to RSN 11748. Associated number, 8719.

Names:
Henry, Prince
Kaiser Frederich (Ship)

Topic:
CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Guns -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place:
   England
   Germany
   Spithead

Genre/
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Mouthpieces of the British Navy--on the Admiral's flagship "Royal
Spovereign," Coronation Review. 375 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mouthpieces of the British Navy--on the Admiral's flagship "Royal
Spovereign," Coronation Review. 375 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19400

Similar to RSN 11750

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8762

Topic:  CORONATION EDWARD VII
   Coronations -- England
   Guns -- England
   Sailors -- England
   Seamen -- England
   Ships -- England

Place:
   England
   Royal Sovereign
   Spithead

Genre/
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 375 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 375 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19401
Similar to RSN 11547 and 19220.

Currently stored in box 3.2.1 [183].

Copy and Version Identification Note

8762

Topic: Horses -- England
      Streetcars -- England
      Streets -- England
      Wagons -- England

Place: England
       London (England)
       Ludgate Hill (London, England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mouthpieces of the British Navy--on the Admiral's flagship "Royal
Sovereign," Coronation Review. 376 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mouthpieces of the British Navy--on the Admiral's flagship "Royal
Sovereign," Coronation Review. 376 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19402

Similar to RSN 11751.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

8775

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
      Coronations -- England
      Guns -- England
      Ships -- England

Place: England
       Royal Sovereign
       Spithead

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ship.] 379 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8")
Image(s): [Ship.] 379 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19403

Similar to RSN 11752.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8771

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Guns -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
Spithead

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship.] 381 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8")
Image(s): [Ship.] 381 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19404

Similar to RSN 11755.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186], moved from [196].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8771

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Guns -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
Spithead
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19405

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11756.

Orig. no. 8662.

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII

Coronations -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
Nile (battleship)
Spithead

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

England's first Naval Coronation Review--the Royal Yacht passing H.M. Battleship "Nile," Spithead, Aug. 16, 1902. 382 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19406

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11756.
Copy and Version Identification Note

8784

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Flags -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
Nile (battleship)
Spithead

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Miners' Bridge, Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales. 386 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Miners' Bridge, Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales. 386 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19407

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Topic: Bridges -- Wales
Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Wales
Rocks
WALES

Place: Bettws-y-Coed (Wales)
Miners' Bridge
North Wales

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great suspension bridge (579 feet long), spanning Menai Strait, North Wales. [Active no. 387 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19408
Similar to RSN 11761.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Bridges -- Wales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Penrhyn slate quarry, North Wales. 389 Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Penrhyn slate quarry, North Wales. 389 Interpositive 1913
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19409

Similar to RSN 11764

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Excavations -- Wales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cathedral, arch-supported roadway and main street, N.E. from near docks, Queenstown. 396 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Cathedral, arch-supported roadway and main street, N.E. from near docks, Queenstown. 396 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19410

Similar to RSN 11768 and 19411.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

130 1/2

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
      Buggies -- Ireland
      Cathedrals -- Ireland
      Horses -- Ireland
      IRELAND TOUR
      Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cobh (Ireland)
       Ireland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 230

RSN Numbers 19411-19507

Image(s)

Cathedral, arch-supported roadway and main street, N.E. from near docks, Queenstown. 396 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cathedral, arch-supported roadway and main street, N.E. from near docks, Queenstown. 396 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19411

Similar to RSN 11768 and 19410.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

130

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
      Buggies -- Ireland
      Cathedrals -- Ireland
      Horses -- Ireland
      IRELAND TOUR
      Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cobh (Ireland)
       Ireland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
St. Patrick's Street, bridge and hill--thoroughfare of Cork. 397 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): St. Patrick's Street, bridge and hill--thoroughfare of Cork. 397 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19412
Similar to RSN 11769, 11770 and 19413.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note
133

Topic:
Buggies -- Ireland
Carts -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Streets -- Ireland

Place:
Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
St. Patrick's Street

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Patrick's Street, bridge and hill--thoroughfare of Cork. 397 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): St. Patrick's Street, bridge and hill--thoroughfare of Cork. 397 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19413
Similar to RSN 11769, 11770 and 19412.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note
133

Topic: Buggies -- Ireland
Paddy's market, N.N.W. along Market street, near centre of Cork. 398 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Paddy's market, N.N.W. along Market street, near centre of Cork. 398 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19414

Similar to RSN 11771.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
134

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Market Street
Paddy's Market (Cork, Ireland)

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Mardyke walk, a pretty promenade—E. toward the city, Cork. 399 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mardyke walk, a pretty promenade--E. toward the city, Cork. 399 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19415
Similar to RSN 11772.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note
136
Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Parks -- Ireland
Walkways -- Ireland
Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Mardyke Walk (Cork, Ireland)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sea Gulls on the river Lee, Cork. 400 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sea Gulls on the river Lee, Cork. 400 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19416
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Similar to RSN 11773.
Copy and Version Identification Note
76
Topic: Birds -- Ireland
Boats -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Ports -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland
Seagulls -- Ireland
Ships -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Lee River (Cork, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Anne Shandon Church (left), St. Mary's Cathedral (right), from
Richmond Hill (W.), Cork. 401 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): St. Anne Shandon Church (left), St. Mary's Cathedral (right),
from Richmond Hill (W.), Cork. 401 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19417

Similar to RSN 11775.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
135

Topic: Cathedrals -- Ireland
Churches -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Richmond Hill
St. Anne Shandon Church
St. Mary's Cathedral

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of St. Mary's Catholic Church, Cork. 402 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interior of St. Mary's Catholic Church, Cork. 402 Interpositive
1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19418

Similar to RSN 11774.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

79

Topic:  Architecture -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
Churches -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Interior architecture

Place:  Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland
St. Mary's Cathedral

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Blarney Castle--the shrine of Irish wit--near Cork. [Active no. 403 : stereo interpositive,] 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Blarney Castle--the shrine of Irish wit--near Cork. [Active no. 403 : stereo interpositive,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19419

Similar to RSN 11784, 11785, 11786, 11787 and 19420.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Orig. no. 81.

Names:  Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)

Topic:  Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place:  Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Blarney Castle--the shrine of Irish wit--near Cork. [Active no. 403 : stereo interpositive], 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Blarney Castle--the shrine of Irish wit--near Cork. [Active no. 403 : stereo interpositive], 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19420

Similar to RSN 11784, 11785, 11786, 11787 and 19419.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Orig. no. 81 1/2

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Rock of Cashel, a stronghold of the early Kings of Munster 404 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Rock of Cashel, a stronghold of the early Kings of Munster 404 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19421

Similar to RSN 11788.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
137

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Fortification -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
Munster
Rock of Cashel

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral, burned by the famous Earl of Kildare--(from N.E.) Rock of Cashel. 405 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cathedral, burned by the famous Earl of Kildare--(from N.E.) Rock of Cashel. 405 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19422

Similar to RSN 11789.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
139

Names: Earl of Kildare
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Rock of Cashel

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Kilkenny, S. from top of Round Tower--the Castle in the distance. 406 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Kilkenny, S. from top of Round Tower--the Castle in the distance. 406 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19423

Similar to RSN 11790.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
140

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- Ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Castles -- Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRELAND TOUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kilkenny (Ireland : County)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interior of St. Canice Cathedral, rich in historic monuments, Kilkenny. 407 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interior of St. Canice Cathedral, rich in historic monuments, Kilkenny. 407 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19424

Similar to RSN 11791.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
142

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- Ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cathedrals -- Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRELAND TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interior architecture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kilkenny (Ireland : County)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Canice Cathedral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dignified beauty of a typical Irish castle, Kilkenny mirrored in the river. 408 interpositive, 1905

Image(s): Dignified beauty of a typical Irish castle, Kilkenny mirrored in the river. 408 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19425

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11792.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01055

Names: Kilkenny Castle (Kilkenny, Ireland)
Topic: Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Rivers -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Kilkenny (Ireland : County)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Proud ancestors of a noble family--stately picture gallery of Kilkenny Castle. 409 Interpositive, 1905

Image(s): Proud ancestors of a noble family--stately picture gallery of Kilkenny Castle. 409 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19426

Similar to RSN 11793 and 11794.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01056
Library, Trinity College, containing some of the world's choicest manuscripts, Dublin. 411 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Library, Trinity College, containing some of the world's choicest manuscripts, Dublin. 411 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19427

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11798.

Copy and Version Identification Note

143

Names: Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland)

Topic: Communication in education -- Ireland

IRIELAND TOUR

Libraries -- Ireland

Universities and colleges -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)

Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

O'Connell Monument and Nelson Pillar, Sackville Street, N.N.W. from O'Connell Bridge, Dublin. 412 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): O'Connell Monument and Nelson Pillar, Sackville Street, N.N.W. from O'Connell Bridge, Dublin. 412 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19428

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11799, 11800 and 19429.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6800

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland
Streetcars -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Nelson Pillar
O'Connell Monument
Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

O'Connell Monument and Nelson Pillar, Sackville Street, N.N.W. from O'Connell Bridge, Dublin. 412 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): O'Connell Monument and Nelson Pillar, Sackville Street, N.N.W. from O'Connell Bridge, Dublin. 412 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19429

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11799, 11800 and 19428.
Copy and Version Identification Note

6800 1/2

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland
Streetcars -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Nelson Pillar
O'Connell Monument
Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Patrick's Cathedral (XII Cent.), site of ancient St. Patrick's Church, Dublin. [Active no. 413 : stereo interpositive], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s): St. Patrick's Cathedral (XII Cent.), site of ancient St. Patrick's Church, Dublin. [Active no. 413 : stereo interpositive], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Exterior of the building, seen from a road.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19430

Similar to RSN 11801.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Orig. no. 6803.

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
St. Patrick's Cathedral
St. Patrick's Church

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin. 414 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interior of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin. 414 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19431

Similar to RSN 11802.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Interior architecture

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
St. Patrick's Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Four Courts (E.) down the Liffey River from Bridge street, Dublin. 415 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Four Courts (E.) down the Liffey River from Bridge street, Dublin. 415 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19432

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11803.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6804

Names: Four Courts (Dublin, Ireland)
Topic: Architecture
Bridges -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Bridge Street (Dublin, Ireland)
Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Liffey River (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Round Tower Monument to O'Connell Prospect Cemetery (E.) Glasnevin, Dublin. 416 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Round Tower Monument to O'Connell Prospect Cemetery (E.) Glasnevin, Dublin. 416 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19433

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11804.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6801

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland
Tombstones -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Glasnevin (Dublin, Ireland)
Ireland
O'Connell
Prospect Cemetery
Round Tower Monument

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The grave of Charles Steward Parnell, Ireland's great leader. Active no. 417 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The grave of Charles Stewart Parnell, Ireland's great leader. Active no. 417 : stereo interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

77

RSN 19434

Similar to RSN 11805

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Names: Parnell, Charles Stewart

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Sepulchral monuments -- Ireland
Tombstones

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mansion of Lord Powerscourt (S. facade), on his 26,000 acre estate, near Dublin. 418 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mansion of Lord Powerscourt (S. facade), on his 26,000 acre estate, near Dublin. 418 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19435

Similar to RSN 11806.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6806

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Powerscourt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gorgeous drawing-room, in the mansion of Lord Powerscourt, on Ireland's finest estate near Dublin. 419 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gorgeous drawing-room, in the mansion of Lord Powerscourt, on Ireland's finest estate near Dublin. 419 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19436

Similar to RSN 11807.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6807

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Interiors -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Powerscourt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vine-covered Dargle bridge, amidst the charms of the Emerald Isle--near Enniskerry. 421 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Vine-covered Dargle bridge, amidst the charms of the Emerald Isle--near Enniskerry. 421 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 19437

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11810.

Copy and Version Identification Note

6816

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland

Dogs -- Ireland

IRELAND TOUR

Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Dargle Bridge (Enniskerry, Ireland)

Enniskerry (Ireland)

Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Glendalough of the Seven Churches, the hill-locked retreat of St. Kevin (VI Cent.). 422 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Glendalough of the Seven Churches, the hill-locked retreat of St. Kevin (VI Cent.). 422 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19438

Similar to RSN 11811.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6813

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland

Churches -- Ireland

IRELAND TOUR

Laborers -- Ireland

Valleys -- Ireland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Glendalough (Ireland)

Ireland
Round Tower
St. Kevin

Grand entrance to sacred enclosure of the Seven Churches of Glendalough (S.). 423 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Grand entrance to sacred enclosure of the Seven Churches of Glendalough (S.). 423 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19439

Similar to RSN 11812.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6814

Topic: Arches -- Ireland
Churches -- Ireland
Entrances -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Glendalough (Ireland)
Ireland
Seven Churches of Glendalough

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Kevin's Kitchen, Round Tower, Cathedral ruins and lake, Glendalough of the Seven Churches. 424 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): St. Kevin's Kitchen, Round Tower, Cathedral ruins and lake, Glendalough of the Seven Churches. 424 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19440

Similar to RSN 11813.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note
125

Topic:  Architecture -- Ireland
        Cathedrals -- Ireland
        IRELAND TOUR
        Ruins -- Ireland

Place:  Glendalough (Ireland)
        Ireland
        Round Tower
        Seven Churches of Glendalough
        St. Kevin’s Kitchen

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Vegetable market, and bridge over the River Shannon (E.), Athlone, central Ireland. 425 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Vegetable market, and bridge over the River Shannon (E.), Athlone, central Ireland. 425 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19441

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11814.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6817

Topic:  Bridges -- Ireland
        Horses -- Ireland
        IRELAND TOUR
        Markets -- Ireland
        Rivers -- Ireland
        Wagons -- Ireland

Place:  Athlone (Ireland)
        Ireland
        Shannon River (Ireland)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Market-place of Athlone--(E.) monthly Sheep Fair of adjoining Counties. 426 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Market-place of Athlone--(E.) monthly Sheep Fair of adjoining Counties. 426 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19442
Similar to RSN 11815.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6819

Topic:
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Sheep -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place:
Athlone (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

O'Rourke's Tower and Great Cross, N.W. in sacred Clonmacnoise. 427 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): O'Rourke's Tower and Great Cross, N.W. in sacred Clonmacnoise. 427 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19443
Similar to RSN 11816.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6823

Topic:
Cemeteries -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Tombstones -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Clonmacnoise (Ireland)
Great Cross
Ireland
O’Rourke’s Tower

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ivy-shrouded memento of Erin's turbulent greatness--Roscommon Castle. 430 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Ivy-shrouded memento of Erin's turbulent greatness--Roscommon Castle. 430 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19444

Similar to RSN 11820.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6826

Topic: Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Roscommon Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Making fine texture hosiery, an old and important industry of Balbriggan. [Active no. 431 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Making fine texture hosiery, an old and important industry of Balbriggan. [Active no. 431 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19445
Similar to RSN 11821. Orig. no. 6828.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
       Hosiery -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Industries -- Ireland
       Manufacturing -- Ireland
       Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Balbriggan (Ireland)
       Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

St. Lawrence's, a most perfect ancient Gate (E.) in old walls of Drogheda. 432 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): St. Lawrence's, a most perfect ancient Gate (E.) in old walls of Drogheda. 432 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19446

Similar to RSN 11822.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6829

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
       Carts -- Ireland
       Gates -- Ireland
       Horses -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR

Place: Drogheda (Ireland)
       Ireland
       St. Lawrence

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Drogheda and Boyne River (N.W.), an important port and ancient town of Ireland. 433 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Drogheda and Boyne River (N.W.), an important port and ancient town of Ireland. 433 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19447

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Similar to RSN 11823.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6830

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Ports -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Boyne River (Ireland)
Drogheda (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of the Baptistry, Mellifont--N.E.--(1142), the oldest Cistercian Abbey in Ireland. Active no. 434. Stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Ruins of the Baptistry, Mellifont--N.E.--(1142), the oldest Cistercian Abbey in Ireland. Active no. 434. Stereo interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19448

Similar to RSN 11824. Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]. Orig. no. 6835.

Topic: Abbeys -- Ireland
Churches -- Ireland
Cistercian Abbey
IRELAND TOUR
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Mellifont (Ireland)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A Cromlech, sepulchral monument of ancient inhabitants, near Dundalk. 435 interpositive, 1905

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** A Cromlech, sepulchral monument of ancient inhabitants, near Dundalk. 435 interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 19449

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

**Similar to RSN 11825**

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
6836

**Topic:** Cromlechs (sepulchral monuments)  
IRELAND TOUR  
Monuments

**Place:** Dundalk (Ireland)  
Ireland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Albert Memorial, N.E. through Queens Square to Custom House, Belfast.  
[Active No. 437 : stereo interpositive.]  
*1 Item (5" x 8").*

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 19450

Similar to RSN 11828.

Other numbers: 6840.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Names: Custom House (Belfast, Ireland)

Topic: Albert Memorial (Belfast, Ireland)
Horses -- Ireland -- Belfast
IRELAND TOUR
Memorials
Monuments -- Ireland -- Belfast
Streetcars
Towers

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland -- 1890-1920
Queens Square

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wishing Arch, curiously formed by marine erosion (N.E.) north coast of Ireland. 440 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wishing Arch, curiously formed by marine erosion (N.E.) north coast of Ireland. 440 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19451

Similar to RSN 11833.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6849

Topic: Arches -- Ireland
Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Tourists -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Wishing Arch

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Wishing Chair, Giant's Causeway. 443 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Wishing Chair, Giant's Causeway. 443 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19452

Similar to RSN 11839

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

Copy and Version Identification Note

117

Topic: Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Wishing Chair

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Carrick-a-rede bridge and chasm N.W. to sea, north coast of Ireland. 444 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Carrick-a-rede bridge and chasm N.W. to sea, north coast of Ireland. 444 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19453

Similar to RSN 11840.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6851

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Chasms -- Ireland
Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR
Seacoasts

Place: Carrick-a-rede Bridge (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Carrick-a-rede, a slender rope bridge over an 80-ft. chasm (N.N.W.). 445 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Carrick-a-rede, a slender rope bridge over an 80-ft. chasm (N.N.W.). 445 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19454

Similar to RSN 11841.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6852

Market place, N.W. to Cathedral--dressed pork for shipment--Armagh. 447 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Market place, N.W. to Cathedral--dressed pork for shipment--Armagh. 447 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19455

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6854
From Navan Fort, famous in Irish history—(S.E.) Armagh. 448 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): From Navan Fort, famous in Irish history—(S.E.) Armagh. 448 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19456

Similar to RSN 11844 and 11845.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6856

Poultry and egg market, principal street—S.W.—Ballybay, County Monaghan. 449 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Poultry and egg market, principal street--S.W.--Ballybay, County Monaghan. 449 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19457

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6860

Topic:
- Carts -- Ireland
- Horses -- Ireland
- IRELAND TOUR
- Markets -- Ireland
- Streets -- Ireland

Place:
- Ballybay (Ireland)
- Ireland
- Monaghan County

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Coming to visit grandma--a country cottage County Monaghan. Active no. 450 : stereo interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Coming to visit grandma--a country cottage County Monaghan. Active no. 450 : stereo interpositive, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19458

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11846 and 11847; orig. no. 6857.

Topic:
- Carts -- Ireland
- Children -- Ireland.
- Dwellings -- Ireland
- Family -- Ireland
- Horses -- Ireland
- IRELAND TOUR

Place:
- Ireland
Monaghan County

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Fine day, sir, and welcome"--a hospitable home in Ireland. 451 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Fine day, sir, and welcome"--a hospitable home in Ireland. 451 interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19459

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11848, 11849 and 19460.

Copy and Version Identification Note

127

Topic: Chickens -- Ireland
     Dwellings -- Ireland
     Family -- Ireland
     Goats -- Ireland
     Homes -- Ireland
     IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
       Monaghan County

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Fine day, sir, and welcome"--a hospitable home in Ireland. 451 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Fine day, sir, and welcome"--a hospitable home in Ireland. 451 interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19460

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11848, 11849 and 19459.
Copy and Version Identification Note

127

Topic: Chickens -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Goats -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
Monaghan County

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Milking the goat--country life in County Monaghan. 452 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Milking the goat--country life in County Monaghan. 452 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19461

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11850

Copy and Version Identification Note

6858

Topic: Chickens -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Goats -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Milking -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Monaghan County

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The postman's cottage; a neat and pretty country home, County Monaghan. 453 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The postman's cottage; a neat and pretty country home, County Monaghan. 453 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19462
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Similar to RSN 11851.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6859

Topic: Buggies -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
Monaghan County

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Erin's little sons and daughters--country school, County Monaghan. [Active no. 454 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Erin's little sons and daughters--country school, County Monaghan. [Active no. 454 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19463
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11852; orig. no. 6861.

Topic: Children -- Ireland.
Education
IRELAND TOUR
Schools

Place: Ireland
Monaghan County
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Spinning flax with a spinning-wheel--beginning of the great linen industry.
455 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19464

Similar to RSN 11854 and 11855
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6862

Topic: Artisans
Flax
Home industry
IRELAND TOUR
Irish Linen
Linen
Textile fabrics

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"A rall convanience--a woife," a country farm-yard in Ireland. 456
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "A rall convanience--a woife," a country farm-yard in Ireland. 456
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19465

Similar to RSN 11856.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note

6863

Topic:  Carts -- Ireland
       Couples -- Ireland
       Dwellings -- Ireland
       Farms -- Ireland
       Homes -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR

Place:  Ireland

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

More traffic than roadway--a country lane of picturesque Erin. 457
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): More traffic than roadway--a country lane of picturesque Erin. 457 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19466

Similar to RSN 11857.

 Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6864

Topic:  Carts -- Ireland
       Horses -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Roads -- Ireland
       Swine -- Ireland
       pigs -- Ireland

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Place:  Ireland

Charming Enniskillen, east from the Military Hospital, northern Ireland. 458
Interpositive
Pilgrims with bared heads and feet at St. Patrick's Cross, Saint's Island, Lough Derg. [Active no. 459 : stereo interpositive,], 1904

Image(s): Pilgrims with bared heads and feet at St. Patrick's Cross, Saint's Island, Lough Derg. [Active no. 459 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19468

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11859 and 11860.

Topic: Ceremonies -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland
Religion -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Lough Derg
Saint's Island
St. Patrick's Cross
Ballyshannon, the river Erne and the famous salmon-leap (S.W.). 460 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ballyshannon, the river Erne and the famous salmon-leap (S.W.). 460 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19469

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11861.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6870

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Rapids -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland
Salmon -- Ireland

Place: Ballyshannon (Ireland)
Erne River (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Donegal Castle, for defense and residence--looking S.E. 461 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Donegal Castle, for defense and residence--looking S.E. 461 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19470

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6879

Names: Donegal Castle (Ireland)
From mountain roadway, N.E. over Kilcar village, County Donegal. 462 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): From mountain roadway, N.E. over Kilcar village, County Donegal. 462 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19471

Similar to RSN 11862.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

"Bee-hive" cottages, with roped roofs--country dwellings along the highway in County Donegal. 463 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): "Bee-hive" cottages, with roped roofs--country dwellings along the highway in County Donegal. 463 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19472

Similar to RSN 11863.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
126

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
      Dwellings -- Ireland
      Homes -- Ireland
      Horses -- Ireland
      IRELAND TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Donegal (Ireland : County)
      Ireland

Wall defense during famous siege (1689), near town hall (N.W.),
Londonderry. 464 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wall defense during famous siege (1689), near town hall (N.W.),
Londonderry. 464 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19473

Similar to RSN 11864.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6874

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
      Horses -- Ireland
      IRELAND TOUR
      Military -- Ireland
      Streetcars -- Ireland
      Streets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
      Londonderry (Ireland)
Bishop’s Gate, in old city wall--N.E. into Bishop Street, Londonderry. 465 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Bishop’s Gate, in old city wall--N.E. into Bishop Street, Londonderry. 465 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19474

Similar to RSN 11865
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6875

Topic: Architecture
Gates
IRELAND TOUR
Streets

Place: Bishop Street (Londonderry, Ireland)
Bishop’s Gate (Londonderry, Ireland)
Ireland
Londonderry (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Londonderry and River Foyle, N.E. from Cathedral Tower. 466 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Londonderry and River Foyle, N.E. from Cathedral Tower. 466 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19475

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Similar to RSN 11866.

Copy and Version Identification Note

6876

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Foyle River (Londonderry, Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Londonderry (Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Curious formations from sea erosion--N.E. over Lough Swilly. 467 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Curious formations from sea erosion--N.E. over Lough Swilly. 467 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19476

Similar to RSN 11867

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

Copy and Version Identification Note

6877

Topic: Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR
Seacoasts

Place: Ireland
Lough Swilly

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sligo--W. from across the Shelly River--an important port on the N.W. coast of Ireland. 468 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sligo--W. from across the Shelly River--an important port on the N.W. coast of Ireland. 468 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19477

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11868.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6881

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Portraits -- Ireland
Ports -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Shelly River (Ireland)
Sligo (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Lough Gill (S.E.), a gem of Northwest Ireland, near Sligo. 469 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Beautiful Lough Gill (S.E.), a gem of Northwest Ireland, near Sligo. 469 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19478

Similar to RSN 11869.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6884

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Lakes -- Ireland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Ireland
Lough Gill
Sligo (Ireland)

A holy well and wayside shrine, on the shore of charming Lough Gill, Sligo.
470 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A holy well and wayside shrine, on the shore of charming Lough Gill, Sligo. 470 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19479

Similar to RSN 11870.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6883

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Religion -- Ireland
Shrines -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Lough Gill
Sligo

High Street, Galway. 473 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): High Street, Galway. 473 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19480

Similar to RSN 11875.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Galway (Ireland : County)
High Street (Galway, Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The hay market, Galway. 474 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The hay market, Galway. 474 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19481

Similar to RSN 11876.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
107

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Hay -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland

Place: Galway (Ireland : County)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Selling the Irishman’s "Staff of Life," the potato market, Galway. 475 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Selling the Irishman’s "Staff of Life," the potato market, Galway. 475 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19482

Similar to RSN 11877.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Potatoes -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Galway (Ireland : County)
Ireland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In Claddagh, where old Irish customs and language survive--suburb of Galway. 476 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): In Claddagh, where old Irish customs and language survive--suburb of Galway. 476 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19483

Similar to RSN 11878.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108
Lookout Cliff, N.E. over Kilkee Bay, near Kilkee, Ireland's finest watering place. 477 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Lookout Cliff, N.E. over Kilkee Bay, near Kilkee, Ireland's finest watering place. 477 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19484

Similar to RSN 11879

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6888
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Fair, the great pig market day--N.E. toward railway station, Kilrush, County Clare. 478 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19485

Similar to RSN 11880 and 11881.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6887

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Expositions -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Swine -- Ireland
pigs -- Ireland

Place: Clare (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Kilrush (County Clare, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Thamond Bridge and King John's Castle (XIII Cent), E.--Limerick. [Active no. 479 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Thamond Bridge and King John's Castle (XIII Cent), E.--Limerick. [Active no. 479 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19486

Similar to RSN 11882.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Orig. no. 6891.
Names: King John's Castle (Limerick, Ireland)

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland
Limerick (Ireland : County)
Thamond Bridge (Limerick, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Treaty Stone," on which the famous 1691 treaty was signed, E. to King John's Castle, Limerick. 480 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Treaty Stone," on which the famous 1691 treaty was signed, E. to King John's Castle, Limerick. 480 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19487

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11883

Copy and Version Identification Note
6892

Names: King John's Castle (Limerick, Ireland)

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Limerick (Ireland : County)
Treaty Stone

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Cathedral Tower, N.W. over King John's Castle, and River Shannon, Limerick. 481 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Cathedral Tower, N.W. over King John's Castle, and River Shannon, Limerick. 481 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19488
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Similar to RSN 11884.
Copy and Version Identification Note
6893
Names: King John's Castle (Limerick, Ireland)
Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
      Castles -- Ireland
      IRELAND TOUR
      Rivers -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
      Limerick (Ireland : County)
      Shannon River (Ireland)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A general merchandise store, Killorgin. 482 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A general merchandise store, Killorgin. 482 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19489
Similar to RSN 11885.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note
111
Topic: Business enterprises -- Ireland
      Carts -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Stores -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killorgin (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market day in Killarney. 483 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Market day in Killarney. 483 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19490
Currenty stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killorgin (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Types of Kerry Irish at the sheep fair, Killarney. 484 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Types of Kerry Irish at the sheep fair, Killarney. 484 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19491
Similar to RSN 11887.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

92
Topic: Expositions -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Sheep -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Kerry (Ireland : County)
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

County Kerry commerce--a picturesque corner in Killarney. 485 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): County Kerry commerce--a picturesque corner in Killarney. 485 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19492

Similar to RSN 11888 and 11889.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

95

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Kerry (Ireland : County)
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of nature's choicest jewels--Islands and Upper Lake of charming Killarney. 486 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of nature's choicest jewels--Islands and Upper Lake of charming Killarney. 486 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19493

Similar to RSN 11890, 11891, 11892 and 11894.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88 1/2

Topic:
IRELAND TOUR
Islands -- Ireland
Lakes -- Ireland

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Ross Castle, Lakes of Killarney. 488 Interpositive, 1901

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ross Castle, Lakes of Killarney. 488 Interpositive 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19494

Similar to RSN 11897 and 11898.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6900

Topic:
Carts -- Ireland
Castles -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Roads -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney Lakes (Killarney, Ireland)
Ross Castle

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 486 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 486 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19495

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
86

Topic:
Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Ruins -- Ireland

Place:
Ireland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

At the meeting of the waters, Lake of Killarney. 490 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): At the meeting of the waters, Lake of Killarney. 490 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19496

Similar to RSN 11900.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82

Topic:
Boats -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Lakes -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney Lakes (Killarney, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Prince of Wales' route between Glengleniff and Killarney. [Active no. 491 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): On the Prince of Wales' route between Glengleniff and Killarney. [Active no. 491 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19497

Similar to RSN 11901.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Orig. no. 87.

Names: Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Carts -- Ireland
Formations (Geology)
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Glengleniff (Ireland)
Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tenants of Ireland's country farms, in town for supplies, Kanturk, County Cork. 492 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tenants of Ireland's country farms, in town for supplies, Kanturk, County Cork. 492 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19498

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6904

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
      Children -- Ireland.
      IRELAND TOUR
      Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
       Ireland
       Kanturk (County Cork, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Off on a holiday in a jaunting car. 494 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Off on a holiday in a jaunting car. 494 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19499

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11906.

Copy and Version Identification Note
118

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
       Dwellings -- Ireland
       Family -- Ireland
       Homes -- Ireland
       Horses -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR

Place: Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Interior of Cathedral, from the organ loft to main altar, Queenstown. 495 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Interior of Cathedral, from the organ loft to main altar, Queenstown. 495 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19500

Similar to RSN 11907.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
131

Names: Queenstown Cathedral

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Interior architecture

Place: Cobh (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Sackville Street (N.N.W.), showing O'Connell Monument and Nelson Pillar, Dublin. 496 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sackville Street (N.N.W.), showing O'Connell Monument and Nelson Pillar, Dublin. 496 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19501

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11908.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6802

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Monuments -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Nelson Pillar
O'Connell Monument
Sackville Street (Dublin, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From parlor (W.) through oak room into round room, residence Lord Mayor, Dublin. 497 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From parlor (W.) through oak room into round room, residence Lord Mayor, Dublin. 497 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19502

Similar to RSN 11909

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6805

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Lord Mayor

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From the mansion, S. over estate of Lord Powerscourt, to Sugar Loaf Mt., near Dublin. 498 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From the mansion, S. over estate of Lord Powerscourt, to Sugar Loaf Mt., near Dublin. 498 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19503
Similar to RSN 11910
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note
6808
Topic:
Fountains
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Ireland
Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place:
Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Lord Powerscourt
Sugar Loaf Mountain

An Irish maiden and a modern harp, in a home in Dublin. 499 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): An Irish maiden and a modern harp, in a home in Dublin. 499 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19504
Similar to RSN 11911 and 11912.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note
6810
Topic:
Dwellings -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Musical instruments -- Ireland
harps -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Training horses for the great fox-hunts--testing endurance, speed and
daring--Dublin. 500 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Training horses for the great fox-hunts--testing endurance, speed
and daring--Dublin. 500 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19505

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11913.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6811

Topic:
Competitions -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Races -- Ireland
Sports -- Ireland
Stadia -- Ireland

Place:
Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Round Tower (110 ft. high--IX Cent.) in the ancient cemetery of
Glendalough, the sacred retreat of St. Kevin. 502 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Round Tower (110 ft. high--IX Cent.) in the ancient cemetery
of Glendalough, the sacred retreat of St. Kevin. 502 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19506

Similar to RSN 11914.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Tombstones -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Glendalough (Ireland)
Ireland
Round Tower
St. Kevin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Round Tower (110 ft. high--IX Cent.) in the ancient cemetery of Glendalough, the sacred retreat of St. Kevin. 503 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Round Tower (110 ft. high--IX Cent.) in the ancient cemetery of Glendalough, the sacred retreat of St. Kevin. 503 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19507

Similar to RSN 11915.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6815

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Glendalough (Ireland)
Ireland
Round Tower
St. Kevin

Box 231

RSN Numbers 19508-19600

Image(s)

The cattle market, held monthly--near G.S.&W. Ry. station, N.E.--Athlone. 504 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The cattle market, held monthly--near G.S.&W. Ry. station, N.E.--Athlone. 504 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19508

Similar to RSN 11916.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6820

Topic: Cows -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Markets -- Ireland

Place: Athlone (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Modern looms for fine texture hosiery, in a factory at Balbriggan. 505 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Modern looms for fine texture hosiery, in a factory at Balbriggan. 505 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19509

Similar to RSN 11917.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note

6827

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Laborers -- Ireland
Machinery -- Ireland
Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Balbriggan (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Boyne bridge and docks (E.) Drogheda--scene of Cromwell's ferocious assault. 506 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Boyne bridge and docks (E.) Drogheda--scene of Cromwell's ferocious assault. 506 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19510

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6832

Names: Cromwell

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
Bridges -- Ireland
Docks -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Piers -- Ireland
Ports -- Ireland
Wharves -- Ireland

Place: Boyne Bridge (Drogheda, Ireland)
Drogheda (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

North over Drogheda, old and historic seaport of eastern Ireland. 507 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): North over Drogheda, old and historic seaport of eastern Ireland. 507 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19511
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6833
Place: Drogheda (Ireland)
   Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: IRELAND -- Miscellaneous

Muiredach's Cross and Round Tower (110 ft. high), S.W.--Monasterboice. 508 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Muiredach's Cross and Round Tower (110 ft. high), S.W.--Monasterboice. 508 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19512
Similar to RSN 11918.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6834
Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
   Crosses -- Ireland
   IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
   Religion -- Ireland
   Ruins -- Ireland
   Tombstones -- Ireland
   Towers -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
   Monasterboice (Ireland)
   Muiredach's Cross
Round Tower
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Cedric," the world's largest ship (21,000 tons) two days before launching, Belfast. 509 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Cedric," the world's largest ship (21,000 tons) two days before launching, Belfast. 509 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19513
Similar to RSN 11919.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note
6839
Names: Cedric (Ship)
Topic: Factories -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Shipbuilding -- Ireland
Ships -- Ireland
Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Conservatories and beautiful flower beds, Royal Botanical Gardens, Belfast. 510 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Conservatories and beautiful flower beds, Royal Botanical Gardens, Belfast. 510 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19514
Similar to RSN 11920.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6841

Topic: Botanical gardens -- Ireland
      Children -- Ireland.
      Flowers -- Ireland
      Greenhouses -- Ireland
      IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
      Tourists -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
       Ireland
       Royal Botanical Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Warping room, factory of the famous Irish linen, Belfast. 511 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Warping room, factory of the famous Irish linen, Belfast. 511 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19515

Similar to RSN 11921.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6844

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
       IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
       Industries -- Ireland
       Laborers -- Ireland
       Linen -- Ireland
       Machinery -- Ireland
       Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
       Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Reeling room, factory of the famous Irish linen, Belfast. 512 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Reeling room, factory of the famous Irish linen, Belfast. 512 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19516

Similar to RSN 11922.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6845

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Laborers -- Ireland
Linen -- Ireland
Machinery -- Ireland
Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Damask weaving room, making the richly patterned Irish linen, Belfast. 513 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Damask weaving room, making the richly patterned Irish linen, Belfast. 513 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19517

Similar to RSN 11923.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note

6846

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Linen -- Ireland
Machinery -- Ireland
Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1,000 plain weaving looms, great linen factory, Belfast. 514 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): 1,000 plain weaving looms, great linen factory, Belfast. 514 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19518

Similar to RSN 11924.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6848

Topic: Factories -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Linen -- Ireland
Machinery -- Ireland
Textile fabrics -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Amphitheatre," Giant's Causeway--along the wild Antrim coast. 517 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Amphitheatre," Giant's Causeway--along the wild Antrim coast. 517 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19519

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

123

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Ireland
Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Oceans -- Ireland
Seacoasts -- Ireland
Tourists -- Ireland

Place: Antrim (Northern Ireland : County)
Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument to member of the Irish Brigade of the Boer Army, Armagh. 520 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Monument to member of the Irish Brigade of the Boer Army, Armagh. 520 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19520

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11930.

Copy and Version Identification Note

6855

Names: Boer Army
Irish Brigade of the Boer Army
Enniskillen, N.W. from station, over the cattle fair, County Fermanagh. 521 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Enniskillen, N.W. from station, over the cattle fair, County Fermanagh. 521 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19521

Similar to RSN 11935

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6867

Haying in the outskirts of Bundoran, a popular watering place of N.W. Ireland. 522 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Haying in the outskirts of Bundoran, a popular watering place of N.W. Ireland. 522 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19522

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6872

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
Farms -- Ireland
Hay -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Laborers -- Ireland

Place: Bundoran (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old ocean's waves cutting into fantastic forms the rocks of Ireland's coast--Kilkee. 523 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Old ocean's waves cutting into fantastic forms the rocks of Ireland's coast--Kilkee. 523 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19523

Similar to RSN 11931.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6890

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Oceans -- Ireland
Seacoasts -- Ireland
Tourists -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Kilkee (Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From the tunnel W. over the isle-studded, mountain-embraced Upper Lake, Killarney. 527 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From the tunnel W. over the isle-studded, mountain-embraced Upper Lake, Killarney. 527 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19524

Similar to RSN 11934.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6894

Topic:
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Islands -- Ireland
Lakes -- Ireland
Mountains -- Ireland

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
Upper Lake

Library, showing portrait of Lady Kenmare--Lord Kenmare's Mansion, Killarney. 528 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Library, showing portrait of Lady Kenmare--Lord Kenmare's Mansion, Killarney. 528 interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19525

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Similar to RSN 11936

Copy and Version Identification Note

6898

Names: Kenmare, Lady

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
      IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
      Interior architecture
      Libraries -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
      Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
      Lord Kenmare's Mansion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Erin's modest thrift--selling hay in the market place, Killarney. [Active no.
529: black-and-white stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Erin's modest thrift--selling hay in the market place, Killarney.
[Active no. 529: black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19526

Similar to RSN 11937.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Orig. no/ 6899.

Topic: Children -- Ireland.
      Donkeys -- Ireland
      Hay -- Ireland
      Horses -- Ireland
      IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
      Markets -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
      Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"By Killarney's rocks and rills." 530 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "By Killarney's rocks and rills." 530 interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19527
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Similar to RSN 11938-11940 and 25527.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6902
Topic: Boats -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Upper Lake of pretty Killarney. 531 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): On the Upper Lake of pretty Killarney. 531 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19528
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Lakes -- Ireland
Mountains -- Ireland
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
Upper Lake

Cattle fair, the great market day--N. on Main street, Kanturk, County Cork.
536 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Cattle fair, the great market day--N. on Main street, Kanturk, County Cork. 536 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19529

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6903

Topic: Cows -- Ireland
       Expositions -- Ireland
       Fairs -- Ireland
       IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
       Markets -- Ireland
       Streets -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
       Ireland
       Kanturk (County Cork, Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Market day in Kanturk, countrymen of County Cork. 537 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Market day in Kanturk, countrymen of County Cork. 537 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19530

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6905

Topic: Cows -- Ireland
       Expositions -- Ireland
       Fairs -- Ireland
       IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
       Markets -- Ireland
       Streets -- Ireland
Place: Cork (Ireland : County)  
Ireland  
Kanturk (County Cork, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of the Abbey and Round Tower (N.E.), Island of Devenish. 539 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ruins of the Abbey and Round Tower (N.E.), Island of Devenish. 539 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 19531

Similar to RSN 11941.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
6868

Topic: Churches -- Ireland  
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous  
Islands -- Ireland  
Ruins -- Ireland  
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Devenish Island (Ireland)  
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque life and customs of an Irish village. 540 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Picturesque life and customs of an Irish village. 540 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 19532

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Topic: Carts -- Ireland  
Children -- Ireland.
Donkeys -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Villages -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A fireside scene, County Kerry. 542 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A fireside scene, County Kerry. 542 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19533

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101

Topic: Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Ireland
Swine -- Ireland
pigs -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Kerry (Ireland : County)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A fireside scene, County Kerry. 542 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A fireside scene, County Kerry. 542 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19534

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note

101

Topic: Dwellings -- Ireland
Family -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Interior architecture -- Ireland
Swine -- Ireland
pigs -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Kerry (Ireland : County)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists.] 546 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tourists.] 546 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19535

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6837

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rocks
Tourists

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Giles' Cathedral (interior), Edinburgh. 565 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): St. Giles' Cathedral (interior), Edinburgh. 565 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19536

Similar to RSN 11942.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Topic: Architecture -- Scotland
      Cathedrals -- Scotland
      Interior architecture
      SCOTLAND-Miscellaneous

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
       Scotland
       St. Giles' Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Burns' birthplace, Ayr (interior). 583 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Burns' birthplace, Ayr (interior). 583 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19537

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Names: Burns, Robert, 1759-1796

Topic: Dwellings -- Scotland
       Homes -- Scotland
       Interior architecture -- Scotland
       Poets -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND-Miscellaneous

Place: Ayr (Scotland)
       Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[River waterfalls in rural setting.] 586 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River waterfalls in rural setting.] 586 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19538

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note

98065

Topic: Boats and boating
       Rivers
       Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"Rob Roy" at the pier, Loch Katrine. 589 Interpositive. 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Rob Roy" at the pier, Loch Katrine. 589 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19539

Similar to RSN 11948.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Topic: Boats -- Scotland
       Lakes -- Scotland
       Mountains -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND-Miscellaneous

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Loch Katrine (Scotland)
       Rob Roy
       Scotland

[River in rural area of Switzerland.] 593 interpositive. 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River in rural area of Switzerland.] 593 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19540

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Rivers -- Scotland
Place: Scotland

[Tomb.] 595 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tomb.] 595 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19541
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Topic: Bicycles
Donkeys
Sculpture
Tombs

Place: Sinclair, John

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Christiania and her busy harbor, northwest from the Ekeberg (Royal Palace at right). 600 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Christiania and her busy harbor, northwest from the Ekeberg (Royal Palace at right). 600 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19542
Similar to RSN 11957.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0948

Topic: Harbors -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Palaces -- Norway
Ports -- Norway
Place: Christiania (Norway)
Ekeberg (Christiania, Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Norway's fine capital city, Christiania. 602 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Norway’s fine capital city, Christiania. 602 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Glass cracked horizontally at middle.

Local Numbers
RSN 19543

Similar to RSN 11958-11960, 19544 and 25538.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Topic: NORWAY TOUR
Streetcars -- Norway
Streets -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Norway's fine capital city, Christiania. 602 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Norway’s fine capital city, Christiania. 602 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19544

Similar to RSN 11958-11960, 19543 and 25538.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Topic: NORWAY TOUR
The Royal Palace (southeastern facade) and statue of King Charles XIV ([Jean Baptiste] Bernadotte), Christiania. Active no. 603 : stereo interpositive, 1905

1 item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): The Royal Palace (southeastern facade) and statue of King Charles XIV ([Jean Baptiste] Bernadotte), Christiania. Active no. 603 : stereo interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19545

Similar to RSN 11963 and 11964. Orig. no. 0952. Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

French marshal Jean Baptiste Bernadotte, adopting the name Charles XIV John, was king of Sweden and Norway, 1818-1844.

Names: Charles, King of Sweden and Norway, XIV John, 1763-1844
Charles, King of Sweden and Norway, XIV John, 1763-1844

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
Children -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Palaces -- Norway
Sculptures -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Palace

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great ball room at the palace, Christiania. 604 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The great ball room at the palace, Christiania. 604 Interpositive 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19546

Similar to RSN 11963 and 11964

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

Copy and Version Identification Note

201

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
NORWAY TOUR
Palaces

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Palace

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Great Market: around statue of Christian IV--east to Church of Our Saviour, Christiania. 605 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Great Market: around statue of Christian IV--east to Church of Our Saviour, Christiania. 605 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19547

Similar to RSN 11967-11969

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

Copy and Version Identification Note

0953

Names: Christian, IV
Church of Our Saviour (Christiania, Norway)

Topic: Churches -- Norway
Markets -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Streets -- Norway
statues -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Christiania's largest market. 606 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Christiania's largest market. 606 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19548

Similar to RSN 11970 and 11971.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
209

Topic: Markets -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Streets -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Henrik Ibsen, the dramatic poet to whom all the world pays homage, in his house at Christiania. [Active no. 607 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Similar--but not identical--to RSN 11972. Both exposures obviously made at same sitting.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19549

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Orig. no. 0957.

Names: Ibsen, Henrik

Occupation: Dramatists

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Poets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Portraits -- Men
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Christiania (Norway)
       Norway
       Oslo (Norway)

The old Church of Gol, a quaint 12th century church reconstructed in the royal park at Oscarshal. [Active no. 610 : stereo interpositive,] 1905 1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The old Church of Gol, a quaint 12th century church reconstructed in the royal park at Oscarshal. [Active no. 610 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19550

Similar to RSN 6355 and 11976.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Orig. no. 0962

Names: Church of Gol (Christiania, Norway)

Topic: Architecture -- Norway
       Architecture, Medieval
       Churches -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       Parks -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
       Norway
       Oscarshal
Oslo (Norway)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
| Stereoscopic photographs    |

The Oscarshal Royal Gardens and Christiania from the Chateau. 611 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Oscarshal Royal Gardens and Christiania from the Chateau. 611 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19551

Similar to RSN 11977, 12026 and 12028.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0961

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gardens -- Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harbors -- Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWAY TOUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christiania (Norway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscarshal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
| Stereoscopic photographs    |

The old Fortress of Fredrikshald. 612 Interpositive, 1896

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The old Fortress of Fredrikshald. 612 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19552

Similar to RSN 11978 and 11979.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note

213

Topic: Children -- Norway
Fortresses -- Norway
Harbors -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Portraits -- Norway

Place: Fredrikshald (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Village church and homes of Kongsberg, beside the bridge-spanned rapids of the Laagen. 613 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Village church and homes of Kongsberg, beside the bridge-spanned rapids of the Laagen. 613 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19553

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Similar to RSN 11980.

Copy and Version Identification Note

0968

Topic: Bridges -- Norway
Children -- Norway
Churches -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Rapids -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Kongsberg (Norway)
Laagen River (Norway)
Norway

Victoria Hotel, adorned with reindeer antlers--at Kongsberg, in rugged Norway. 614 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Victoria Hotel, adorned with reindeer antlers— at Kongsberg, in rugged Norway. 614 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19554

Similar to RSN 11981.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0966

Names: Victoria Hotel (Kongsberg, Norway)
Topic: Carriages -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.
NORWAY TOUR
Place: Kongsberg (Norway)
Norway
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Government small-arms factory beside the picturesque rapids in the Laagen, at Kongsberg. 615 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Government small-arms factory beside the picturesque rapids in the Laagen, at Kongsberg. 615 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19555

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Similar to RSN 11982.
Copy and Version Identification Note
0969

Topic: Factories -- Norway
Industry -- Norway
Lumber industry -- 1900-1910 -- Norway
Country girls in haying time--outlook over Bolkesjo and Folsjo (lakes) to Himingen Mts. 616 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Country girls in haying time--outlook over Bolkesjo and Folsjo (lakes) to Himingen Mts. 616 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19556
Similar to RSN 11983.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01007

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
Farms -- Norway
Hay -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Natural landscapes
Women laborers -- Norway
Place: Bolkesjo Lake (Norway)
Folsjo Lake (Norway)
Himingening Mountains (Norway)
Norway
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Waiting for passengers on the road near Bolkesjo--peak of Mt. Gausta over height at left. 617 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Waiting for passengers on the road near Bolkesjo--peak of Mt. Gausta over height at left. 617 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19557

Similar to RSN 11984.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01009

Topic:
- Carts -- Norway
- Dwellings -- Norway
- Homes -- Norway
- Horses -- Norway
- Mountains -- Norway
- NORWAY TOUR

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)

Place:
- Bolkesjø (Norway)
- Gausta Mountain (Norway)
- Norway

When the lake steamer calls at Tinoset pier--outlook across the rippling Tinsjo to the hills. 618 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): When the lake steamer calls at Tinoset pier--outlook across the rippling Tinsjo to the hills. 618 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19558

Similar to RSN 11992.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0992
Topic: Boats -- Norway  
Carts -- Norway  
Horses -- Norway  
Lakes -- Norway  
Mountains -- Norway  
NORWAY TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Norway  
Tinoset  
Tinsjo Lake

Treffic splendor of the mighty Rjukan Falls, where it begins its 800-foot drop. 621 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Treffic splendor of the mighty Rjukan Falls, where it begins its 800-foot drop. 621 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19559

Similar to RSN 11990

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01040

Topic: NORWAY TOUR  
Waterfalls

Place: Norway  
Rjukan Falls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Rainbow in the spray of the Rjukanfoss, "the foaming fall," spanning the terrific mountain gorge. 622 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Rainbow in the spray of the Rjukanfos, "the foaming fall," spanning the terrific mountain gorge. 622 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 19560

Similar to RSN 11991 and 11993
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  01041

  Topic: Canyons
  Formations (Geology)
  Mountains -- Norway
  NORWAY TOUR
  Rainbows
  Waterfalls

  Place: Norway
  Rjukan Falls

  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Many-gabled timber church with curious 12th century arcade and turrets, Hitterdal. 623 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Many-gabled timber church with curious 12th century arcade and turrets, Hitterdal. 623 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 19561

Similar to RSN 11994.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

  Topic: Carts -- Norway
  Churches -- Norway
  Horses -- Norway
  NORWAY TOUR
Place: Hitterdal (Norway)  
Norway  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

On the picturesque Telemarken road--changing horses at Grundesbroskyds station. 625 interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  

Image(s): On the picturesque Telemarken road--changing horses at Grundesbroskyds station. 625 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 19562  

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
01011  

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway  
Homes -- Norway  
Horses -- Norway  
Mountains -- Norway  
NORWAY TOUR  
Roads -- Norway  

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Grundesbroskyds (Norway)  
Norway  
Telemarken

Halt of a stolkjaerre on the Telemarken road beside the foaming "Little Rjukan Falls." 626 interpositive, 1905  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  

Image(s): Halt of a stolkjaerre on the Telemarken road beside the foaming "Little Rjukan Falls." 626 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 19563  

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Similar to RSN 11999.

Copy and Version Identification Note

01090

Topic: Carts -- Norway
      Horses -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      Rapids -- Norway
      Rivers -- Norway
      Roads -- Norway
      Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Little Rjukan Falls (Norway)
       Norway
       Stolkjærre
       Telemarken (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Gossip at a wayside inn at Hotten, overlooking the Voxli Lake--view towards the Haukeli Mts. 627 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gossip at a wayside inn at Hotten, overlooking the Voxli Lake--view towards the Haukeli Mts. 627 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19564

Similar to RSN 11997.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01003

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway
       Homes -- Norway
       Inns -- Norway
       Lakes -- Norway
       Mountains -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR

Place: Haukelí Mountains (Norway)
       Hotten (Norway)
       Norway
       Voxli Lake
Digging a road through the deep July snowdrifts upon Dyreskard Pass (3,715 feet). 628 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Digging a road through the deep July snowdrifts upon Dyreskard Pass (3,715 feet). 628 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19565

Similar to RSN 12000.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01026

Looking through a great snow-tunnel on a midsummer journey over the Dyreskard Pass (3,715 feet). 629 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking through a great snow-tunnel on a midsummer journey over the Dyreskard Pass (3,715 feet). 629 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19566

Similar to RSN 12001.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].
Pretty Norwegian girls tending cows and goats on the Haukeli Mts. (Midtlaeger sector). 630 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Pretty Norwegian girls tending cows and goats on the Haukeli Mts. (Midtlaeger sector). 630 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19567

Similar to RSN 12002

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Great zigzag loops of road descending from Dyreskard Pass--west to mountain-walled Rolsdal Lake. 631 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Great zigzag loops of road descending from Dyreskard Pass--west to mountain-walled Rolsdal Lake. 631 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19568
Similar to RSN 12003.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Topic: Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Passes -- Norway
Roads -- Norway

Place: Dyreskard Pass (Norway)
Norway
Rolsdal Lake

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Travelers on mountain road through the wild ravine Seljestad, N.W. to snowy Folgefond. 633 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Travelers on mountain road through the wild ravine Seljestad, N.W. to snowy Folgefond. 633 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19569
Similar to RSN 12007.
Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0978

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
ESPÉLANDFOS, one of the loveliest waterfalls in all Scandinavia--a gem in superb setting. 634 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): ESPÉLANDFOS, one of the loveliest waterfalls in all Scandinavia--a gem in superb setting. 634 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19570

Similar to RSN 12008.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01037

Topic:
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Rivers -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place:
ESPÉLANDFOS Waterfalls (Norway)
Norway

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

SKARSFOS and LOTEFOS leaping over the rocks to the meeting-place of their waters, Western Norway. 635 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): SKARSFOS and LOTEFOS leaping over the rocks to the meeting-place of their waters, Western Norway. 635 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19571

Similar to RSN 12009.

Currently stored in box 3.2.2 [186].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01043

Topic: Bridges -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Rapids -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Lotefos
Norway
Skarsfos

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gudvangen's outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19572

["Made by Foley"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1907 79584

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Cows -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Gudvangen (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Families and neighbors on a Sunday morning before the village church at Odde. 637 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Families and neighbors on a Sunday morning before the village church at Odde. 637 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19573

Similar to RSN 12012.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0973

Topic:
Churches -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Religion -- Norway
Streets -- Norway

Place:
Norway
Odde (Norway)

Leaving Odde for an excursion down the picturesque mountain-walled Sorfjord--looking north. 638 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Leaving Odde for an excursion down the picturesque mountain-walled Sorfjord--looking north. 638 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19574

Similar to RSN 12013.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
The wonderful Bratlandsdal road, blasted through mountain walls of solid rock. 640 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The wonderful Bratlandsdal road, blasted through mountain walls of solid rock. 640 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19575

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Old log houses, down in the Bratlandsdal, with trees growing on their sod-covered roofs. 641 interpositive, 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old log houses, down in the Bratlandsdal, with trees growing on their sod-covered roofs. 641 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19576

Similar to RSN 12016.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0997

Topic:
Dwellings -- Norway
Homes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Rapids -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Bratlandsdal (Norway)
Norway

A farmer's water-power grindstone and sod-roofed grist mill, Bratlands Valley. 642 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A farmer's water-power grindstone and sod-roofed grist mill, Bratlands Valley. 642 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19577

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01133

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway
Grindstones -- Norway
Gristmills -- Norway
Homes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Rivers -- Norway

Place: Bratlandsdal (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The narrow rock-shelf, where the road to the Voring Falls creeps past Lake Ofjords' deep waters. 643 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Digging a road through the deep July snowdrifts upon Dyreskard Pass (3,715 feet). 628 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19578

Similar to RSN 12019.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0986

Topic: Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Roads -- Norway

Place: Norway
Ofjord
Voringsfos

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The seething waters of the mighty Voringsfos, one of the largest waterfalls of Norway. 644 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The seething waters of the mighty Voringsfos, one of the largest waterfalls of Norway. 644 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19579
Similar to RSN 12020 and 12022.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01046

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls
Place: Norway
Voringsfos
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The flood from a melting glacier--where the sparkling Rembesdal Falls comes even a towering precipice. 645 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The flood from a melting glacier--where the sparkling Rembesdal Falls comes even a towering precipice. 645 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19580
Similar to RSN 12021 and 12023.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01032

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place:
Norway
Rembesdalfos

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shy reindeer, doubtfully watching the traveler's approach to the herd on the Hardanger Glacier. 647 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Shy reindeer, doubtfully watching the traveler's approach to the herd on the Hardanger Glacier. 647 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19581

Similar to RSN 12030 and 12031.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01029

Topic:
NORWAY TOUR
Reindeer -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place:
Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sternly picturesque old fortress (Bergenhus) seen from a square in the modern town, Bergen. 649 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Sternly picturesque old fortress (Bergenhus) seen from a square in the modern town, Bergen. 649 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19582

Similar to RSN 12034.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0944

Names: Fortress Bergenhus (Bergen, Norway)

Topic:
- Harbors -- Norway
- Mountains -- Norway
- NORWAY TOUR
- Ships -- Norway
- Squares -- Norway
- Streets -- Norway

Place:
- Bergen (Norway)
- Norway

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

In the great market-place of busy, prosperous Bergen--from the Flower Market, N. to the Fish Market. 650 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the great market-place of busy, prosperous Bergen--from the Flower Market, N. to the Fish Market. 650 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19583

Similar to RSN 12035.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0945

Topic:
- Markets -- Norway
- Mountains -- Norway
- NORWAY TOUR
- Streets -- Norway

Place:
- Bergen (Norway)
- Norway

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The harbor N.W. from the market-place in Bergen, the greatest fish market of Norway. 651 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The harbor N.W. from the market-place in Bergen, the greatest fish market of Norway. 651 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19584

Similar to RSN 12036.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0943

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fishes -- Norway
Harbors -- Norway
Markets -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ships -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Warehouses along the quay in the old town of Bergen, for centuries the great fish-mart of Norway. 652 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Warehouses along the quay in the old town of Bergen, for centuries the great fish-mart of Norway. 652 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19585

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Similar to RSN 12037

Copy and Version Identification Note
0947

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Carts -- Norway
Flags -- Norway
Harbors -- Norway
Markets -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Streets -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Children at play in a farmer's field before terraced Tvinde waterfall, near Vossevangen. 653 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Children at play in a farmer's field before terraced Tvinde waterfall, near Vossevangen. 653 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19586

Similar to RSN 12038.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01134

Topic: Children -- Norway
Dwellings -- Norway
Homes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place: Norway
Tvinde Falls
Vossevangen (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A log-built mill and a water-wheel grindstone, on Stalheim's river, Naerodal. 654 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A log-built mill and a water-wheel grindstone, on Stalheim's river, Naerodal. 654 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19587
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01135

Topic:
- Grindstones
- Gristmills
- NORWAY TOUR
- Rivers -- Norway
- Waterwheels

Place:
- Naerodal (Norway)
- Norway
- Stalheim

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The zigzag mountain road up to Stalheim's Falls and Hotel, on a cliff above the Naerodal. 655 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The zigzag mountain road up to Stalheim's Falls and Hotel, on a cliff above the Naerodal. 655 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19588
Similar to RSN 12041.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01136

Topic:
- Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.
- Mountains -- Norway
- NORWAY TOUR
Rivers -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place:
Naerodal (Norway)
Norway
Stalheim's Falls (Norway)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

The Sevie Falls--dashing and splashing--near Stalheim's Hotel--in the Naerodal. 656 Interpositive, 1905

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Sevie Falls--dashing and splashing--near Stalheim's Hotel--in the Naerodal. 656 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19589

Similar to RSN 12042 and 12043.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01137

Topic:
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Valleys -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway

Place:
Naerodal (Norway)
Norway
Sevie Falls

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Stalheim's Hotel, and its superb view, through the famous Naerodal. 657 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stalheim's Hotel, and its superb view, through the famous Naerodal. 657 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19590

["New Feby 8th 1913"] on envelope; similar to RSN 19591, 12044 and 12045.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Names: Stalheim's Hotel (Naerodal, Norway)

Topic: Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Valleys -- Norway

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Naerodal (Norway)
Norway

Stalheim's Hotel, and its superb view, through the famous Naerodal. 657 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stalheim's Hotel, and its superb view, through the famous Naerodal. 657 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19591

Similar to RSN 19590, 12044 and 12045.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01138

Names: Stalheim's Hotel (Naerodal, Norway)

Topic: Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Valleys -- Norway

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Naerodal (Norway)
Norway

Rocky Jordalsnut (3,620 feet) from beside the road filled with tourists carts.
658 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Rocky Jordalsnut (3,620 feet) from beside the road filled with tourists carts. 658 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19592

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01139

Topic:
Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Roads -- Norway
Tourists -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place:
Jordalsnut (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down the deep still Naerofjord, from near Gudvangen. 659 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Looking down the deep still Naerofjord, from near Gudvangen. 659 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19593

Similar to RSN 12040-12048 and 19594.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01140

Topic:
- Boats -- Norway
- Fjords -- Norway
- Mountains -- Norway
- NORWAY TOUR

Place:
- Gudvangen (Norway)
- Naerofjord
- Norway

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down the deep still Naerofjord, from near Gudvangen.
Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking down the deep still Naerofjord, from near Gudvangen. Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19594

[Old No. 79807 made by Carl verified by D.D. Second choice... ] on envelope; similar to RSN 12046-12048 and 19593.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Topic:
- Boats -- Norway
- Fjords -- Norway
- Mountains -- Norway
- NORWAY TOUR

Place:
- Gudvangen (Norway)
- Naerofjord
- Norway

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking across Esselfjord from Tjugum to mountain-side homes below ice-shrouded Kjeipen. 661 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking across Esselfjord from Tjugum to mountain-side homes below ice-shrouded Kjeipen. 661 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19595

Similar to RSN 12055.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01036

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Dwellings -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Homes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Esselfjord (Norway)
Kjeipen (Norway)
Norway
Tjugum (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fisherman arranging nets for a salmon trap at Balestrand on the Sognefjord--Balholm in distance. Caption no. 662 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Fisherman arranging nets for a salmon trap at Balestrand on the Sognefjord--Balholm in distance. Caption no. 662 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19596

Similar to RSN 12056. Original no. 0994. Photographer identified as E. Underwood, presumably Elmer?

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Young farmers of the Nordfjord country before their turf-roofed cottage home. 663 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Young farmers of the Nordfjord country before their turf-roofed cottage home. 663 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19597

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01142

Farmhouses of Yri nestled at the mountain's base, with Yri Falls pouring down from the glacier. 668 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Farmhouses of Yri nestled at the mountain's base, with Yri Falls pouring down from the glacier. 668 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19598

Similar to RSN 12064.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01048

Topic:
Boats -- Norway
Farms -- Norway
Homes -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place:
Norway
Yri
Yri Falls

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pebbly beach and moss-covered freight house on the little wharf at Olden under the mountains. 669 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Pebbly beach and moss-covered freight house on the little wharf at Olden under the mountains. 669 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19599

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0988
Harvesting barley on a Mindresunde farm in the valley near Olden. 670 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Harvesting barley on a Mindresunde farm in the valley near Olden. 670 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19600

Similar to RSN 12065.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Cavernous mouth of huge Brigsdal Glacier where its melting ice forms mountain torrents. 673 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cavernous mouth of huge Brigsdal Glacier where its melting ice forms mountain torrents. 673 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19601

Similar to RSN 12071 and 12072.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01023

Topic: Mountains -- Norway

NORWAY TOUR

glaciers -- Norway

Place: Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)

Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Utigards Fall, leaping 2,000 feet from Ravenfjeld Glacier into Lake Loen--seen from Naesdal. 675 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Utigards Fall, leaping 2,000 feet from Ravenfjeld Glacier into Lake Loen--seen from Naesdal. 675 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19602

Similar to RSN 12075.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0982
Tourists crossing the rippling Lake Loen--view across to a huge glacier between the heights. 676 Interpositive, 1905
*1 Item (5" x 8")*

Image(s): Tourists crossing the rippling Lake Loen--view across to a huge glacier between the heights. 676 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19603

Similar to RSN 12076.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0983

Tourists -- Norway
Norway

Local Numbers
RSN 19603

Similar to RSN 12076.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Lake Loen--fed by glaciers on its cloud-capped mountain shores. 677 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Lake Loen--fed by glaciers on its cloud-capped mountain shores. 677 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19604

Similar to RSN 12077.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01144

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Loen Lake (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mountain-walled Loen Lake--unrivaled in beauty and grandeur from Seten farm. 678 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mountain-walled Loen Lake--unrivaled in beauty and grandeur from Seten farm. 678 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19605

Similar to RSN 12078 and 12079.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01145
Hogrending farm, nestling at the mountain base, on the east shore of Lake Loen. 679 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Hogrending farm, nestling at the mountain base, on the east shore of Lake Loen. 679 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19606

Similar to RSN 12080.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Looking from Hjelle across quiet Stryns Lake to the steeps and glaciers of Mt. Skaala. 680 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Looking from Hjelle across quiet Stryns Lake to the steeps and glaciers of Mt. Skaala. 680 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 19607

Similar to RSN 12081.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  01147

  Topic: Dwellings -- Norway
         Homes -- Norway
         Lakes -- Norway
         Mountains -- Norway
         NORWAY TOUR
         glaciers -- Norway

  Place: Hjelle (Norway)
         Norway
         Skaala Mountain
         Stryns Lake

  Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

A Laplander family and sledge-dog outside their summer home--on a hillside in NORway. 682 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): A Laplander family and sledge-dog outside their summer home--on a hillside in NORway. 682 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 19608

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Similar to RSN 12084.

Copy and Version Identification Note
  01149
Zigzag steeps of Grjotlid road to Marok--(10 miles travel for 3 3/4 miles straight distance). 683 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19609

Similar to RSN 12085 and 12086.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01150

Zigzags of the famous Grjotlid road--mountain milk-maids along the way near Marok. 684 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Zigzags of the famous Grjotlid road--mountain milk-maids along the way near Marok. 684 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19610

Similar to RSN 12087.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01151

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Grjotlid (Norway)
Marok (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Haying on a mountain shelf high above Marok village and the mirror-clear Geirangerfjord. 685 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Haying on a mountain shelf high above Marok village and the mirror-clear Geirangerfjord. 685 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19611

Similar to RSN 12088 and 12089
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01152

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Over Geirangerfjord to Mt. Torvioisa--from Marok, beside torrent from melting Glacier. 686 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Over Geirangerfjord to Mt. Torvioisa--from Marok, beside torrent from melting Glacier. 686 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19612

Similar to RSN 12090.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01153

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Rapids -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
Marok (Norway)
Norway
Torvioisa Mountain (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Steamer "Mira" at anchor in the deep Geirangerfjord at Marok, under the mountains. 687 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Steamer "Mira" at anchor in the deep Geirangerfjord at Marok, under the mountains. 687 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19613

Similar to RSN 12091.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01154

Topic:
Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ships -- Norway

Place:
Geirangerfjord (Norway)
Marok (Norway)
Mira
Norway

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ragged range of the Troldtinder, or Witch Pinnacles (5,055 feet) from valley road, Horgheim. 688 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ragged range of the Troldtinder, or Witch Pinnacles (5,055 feet) from valley road, Horgheim. 688 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19614

Similar to RSN 12092 and 12093.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01155
Restoring a burned city--Aalesund, an island port, and important codfish market. 689 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Restoring a burned city--Aalesund, an island port, and important codfish market. 689 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19615

Similar to RSN 12094.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01156

Receiving fish from sea vessels and packing for export--in a fish warehouse at Aalesund. [Active no. 690 : stereo interpositive], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Receiving fish from sea vessels and packing for export--in a fish warehouse at Aalesund. [Active no. 690 : stereo interpositive], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19616

Similar to RSN 12095.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Orig. no. 01157.

Topic: Factories -- Norway
Fish -- Norway
Industry -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Women laborers -- Norway

Place: Aalesund (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Trondhjem, its homes, warehouses and cathedral, between River Nid and the fjord (68 degrees 30 minutes N. latitude). 691 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Trondhjem, its homes, warehouses and cathedral, between River Nid and the fjord (68 degrees 30 minutes N. latitude). 691 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19617

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Similar to RSN 12096 and 12098.

Copy and Version Identification Note
0979

Topic: Cathedrals -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Rivers -- Norway

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Nid River (Norway) Norway Trondhjem (Norway)

Trondhjem Cathedral, whose traditions reach back eight centuries--the grandest church of Norway. 692 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Trondhjem Cathedral, whose traditions reach back eight centuries--the grandest church of Norway. 692 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19618

Similar to RSN 12097.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0980

Topic: Cathedrals -- Norway Cemeteries -- Norway Gardens -- Norway NORWAY TOUR

Place: Norway Trondhjem (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Landing from a steamer in the Arctic Country (68 1/2 degrees Lat.), Svolvaer, Lofoten Islands, Northern Norway. Active no. 693 : stereo interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Landing from a steamer in the Arctic Country (68 1/2 degrees Lat.), Svolvaer, Lofoten Islands, Northern Norway. Active no. 693 : stereo interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19619

Similar to RSN 12099. Associated number: 222.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Topic:  Boats -- Norway
        Docks -- Norway
        Islands -- Norway.
        NORWAY TOUR
        Piers -- Norway
        Wharves -- Norway

Place:  Lofoten Islands
        Norway
        Svolvaer

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Svolvaer, a far north (68-1/2 degrees N. lat.). Fishing Station, Lofoten Islands, Northern Norway. Active no. 694 : stereo interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Picturesque Svolvaer, a far north (68-1/2 degrees N. lat.). Fishing Station, Lofoten Islands, Northern Norway. Active no. 694 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19620

Same as RSN 12100 and 19621. Associated number: 223.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Topic:  Boats -- Norway
        Children -- Norway
        Fishing -- Norway
        Islands -- Norway.
        Mountains -- Norway
        NORWAY TOUR

Place:  Arctic regions -- 1900-1910
        Lofoten Islands
        Norway
        Svolvaer (Norway)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs
Picturesque Svolvaer, a far north (68 1/2 degrees N. lat.). Fishing Station, Lofoten Islands, Northern Norway. [Active no. 694 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19621

Same as RSN 12100 and 19620.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Orig. no. 223-1/2.

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Children -- Norway
Fishing -- Norway
Islands -- Norway.
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR

Place: Arctic -- Norway
Lofoten Islands
Norway
Svolvaer (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Buying fish in a busy Arctic trading post, Tromsoe (69 degrees 38 minutes N. Lat.), Northern Norway. [Active no. 695 : stereo interpositive.], 1902

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Buying fish in a busy Arctic trading post, Tromsoe (69 degrees 38 minutes N. Lat.), Northern Norway. [Active no. 695 : stereo interpositive.] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19622

Similar to RSN 12101.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Orig. no. 225.

Topic: Docks -- Norway
Fishes -- Norway
Industry -- Norway
Markets -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Piers -- Norway
Wharves -- Norway

Place: Arctic
Norway
Tromsoe (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

People of the Frigid North--Lapp home and family, in the Tromsdal, near Tromsoe, Northern Norway. 696 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): People of the Frigid North--Lapp home and family, in the Tromsdal, near Tromsoe, Northern Norway. 696 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19623

Similar to RSN 12101, 12103 and 25560.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [58].

Copy and Version Identification Note

228 1/2

Topic: Cows -- Norway
Dwellings -- Norway
Family -- Norway
Homes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Valleys -- Norway

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Arctic
Lapland
Norway
Tromsdal
Tromsoe (Norway)

Hammerfest, the world's northernmost town (70 degrees 40 minutes N. Lat.)--no sunset from May 13 to July 29--Northern Norway. 697 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hammerfest, the world's northernmost town (70 degrees 40 minutes N. Lat.)--no sunset from May 13 to July 29--Northern Norway. 697 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19624

Similar to RSN 12105 and 12106.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
230

Topic: NORWAY TOUR
Portraits -- Norway
Ports -- Norway

Place: Hammerfest (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

En route to the North Cape--skirting the precipitous cliffs and narrow straits of Lyngenfjord, Northern Norway. 698 Interpositive, 1902

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): En route to the North Cape--skirting the precipitous cliffs and narrow straits of Lyngenfjord, Northern Norway. 698 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19625

Similar to RSN 12107.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
231

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Place: Lyngenfjord (Norway) 
North Cape 
Norway 

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass 
Stereoscopic photographs 

North Cape--from the west--land of the Midnight Sun--(71 degrees N.Lat.), 
(near midnight), Northern Norway. 699 Interpositive, 1905 
1 Item (5" x 8") 

Image(s): North Cape--from the west--land of the Midnight Sun--(71 degrees N.Lat.), (near midnight), Northern Norway. 699 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer 
English. 
Silver gelatin on glass. 

Local Numbers 
RSN 19626 

Similar to RSN 12108. 

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A]. 

Copy and Version Identification Note 
234 

Topic: Boats -- Norway 
Mountains -- Norway 
NORWAY TOUR 
Seacoasts -- Norway 
Ships -- Norway 

Place: North Cape 
Norway 

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass 
Stereoscopic photographs 

Inlets and hilly shores of the fjords around Christiania (E. from Akershus fortress to Oslo). 703 Interpositive, 1905 
1 Item (5" x 8") 

Image(s): Inlets and hilly shores of the fjords around Christiania (E. from Akershus fortress to Oslo). 703 Interpositive 1905 

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer 
English. 
Silver gelatin on glass. 

Local Numbers 
RSN 19627
Similar to RSN 12110

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A]

Copy and Version Identification Note

0954

Topic: Fjords
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Akershus Fortress (Christiania, Norway)
Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fortress of Akershus, once the fortified palace of the kings of Norway, Christiania. 704 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fortress of Akershus, once the fortified palace of the kings of Norway, Christiania. 704 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19628

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0955

Topic: Fortification -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Palaces -- Norway

Place: Akershus Fortress (Christiania, Norway)
Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gallant soldiers of King Oscar, marching from the fortress (Akershus), Christiania. 705 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Gallant soldiers of King Oscar, marching from the fortress (Akershus), Christiania. 705 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering to glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19629
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0956

Topic: Fortification -- Norway
       Military -- Norway
       NORWAY--Miscellaneous
       Soldiers -- 1890-1920 -- Norway
       Streets -- Norway
Place: Akershus Fortress (Christiania, Norway)
       Christiania (Norway)
       Norway
       Oscar
       Oslo (Norway)
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Oscarshall, a beautiful and picturesque royal chateau, west over the bay from Christiania. 712 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Oscarshall, a beautiful and picturesque royal chateau, west over the bay from Christiania. 712 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19631
Similar to RSN 12112.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0958
Yachts of the Royal Yacht Club in their harbor, S.E. from Oscarshal tower, Christiania. 713 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Yachts of the Royal Yacht Club in their harbor, S.E. from Oscarshal tower, Christiania. 713 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19632

Similar to RSN 12113.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A]

Copy and Version Identification Note
0960
The Royal Chateau of Oscarshal, west from the bay, Christiania. 714 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Royal Chateau of Oscarshal, west from the bay, Christiania. 714 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19633

Similar to RSN 12114.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0959

Topic: Boats -- Norway
      Harbors -- Norway
      NORWAY--Miscellaneous
      Palaces -- Norway
      Ships -- Norway
      Waterscapes -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)
      Norway
      Oscarshal
      Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Visitors coming out from the government silver mines--worked since 1623--at Kongsberg. 718 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Visitors coming out from the government silver mines--worked since 1623--at Kongsberg. 718 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19634

Same as RSN 25564.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184].

Topic: Mines -- Norway
Mt. Gausta (6,180 feet) seen on the sunset horizon from a country road at Telemarken. 719 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Mt. Gausta (6,180 feet) seen on the sunset horizon from a country road at Telemarken. 719 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19635
Similar to RSN 12117 and 25565.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01008

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway

Place: Gausta Mountain (Norway)
Norway
Telemarken

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A wayside mill and its primitive water-wheel, Telemarken. 720 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A wayside mill and its primitive water-wheel, Telemarken. 720 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19636
Similar to RSN 12118 and 25566
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01012

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mills and mill-work
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Waterwheels

Place: Norway
Telemarken

A Telemarken storehouse with carven decorations, the work of an old Norse builder--near Christiania. 721 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Telemarken storehouse with carven decorations, the work of an old Norse builder--near Christiania. 721 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19637
Similar to RSN 12119 and 25567
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01012

Topic: Architecture
Art
Passengers in a stolkjaerre pausing to look down the charming Westfjord Valley. 722 Interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Passengers in a stolkjaerre pausing to look down the charming Westfjord Valley. 722 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19638
Similar to RSN 12120 and 25568.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184].

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Norway
Stolkjaerre
Westfjord Valley

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Norse maiden listening to the roar of Rjukan Falls, in its mad plunge of 800 feet. 723 Interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Norse maiden listening to the roar of Rjukan Falls, in its mad plunge of 800 feet. 723 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19639

Similar to RSN 12121 and 25569
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01039

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Waterfalls

Place: Norway
Rjukan Falls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Travelers lingering for a frolic with July snowballs, on road over the Haukeli Mountains. 724 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Travelers lingering for a frolic with July snowballs, on road over the Haukeli Mountains. 724 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19640

Similar to RSN 12122 and 25570.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0999

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Snow -- Norway
Tourists -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Haukeli Mountains (Norway)
Norway
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Haukeli saeter, a cosy Inn--looking over the Staavand (lake) to the snowy Haukeli Mountains. 725 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Haukeli saeter, a cosy Inn--looking over the Staavand (lake) to the snowy Haukeli Mountains. 725 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19641
Similar to RSN 12123 and 25571.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184].

Topic:
Cows -- Norway
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place:
Haukeli Mountains (Norway)
Norway
Staavand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Foaming waters of the Geislaus tearing through their rock-bound chanel, before Haukeli Hotel. 726 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Foaming waters of the Geislaus tearing through their rock-bound chanel, before Haukeli Hotel. 726 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19642
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184].
Similar to RSN 12124 and 25572.
Traveling on a highway over the Haukeli Mountains away above the tree-line. 727 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Traveling on a highway over the Haukeli Mountains away above the tree-line. 727 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19643

Similar to RSN 12125 and 25573.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184].

Milking the goats at lonely Tarjebudal saeter, away up among the Haukeli Mountains. 728 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Milking the goats at lonely Tarjebudal saeter, away up among the Haukeli Mountains. 728 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19644

Similar to RSN 12126 and 25574

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01004

Topic: Goats
Milking
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Haukeli Mountains (Norway)
Norway
Tarjebudal

Pretty mountain-walled village and lake of Roldal, in ruggest Western Norway. 730 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Pretty mountain-walled village and lake of Roldal, in ruggest Western Norway. 730 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19645

Similar to RSN 12127 and 25575.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01017

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Haying on a little farm beside the river in the depths of the craggy Gronsdal. 731 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Haying on a little farm beside the river in the depths of the craggy Gronsdal. 731 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19646

Same as RSN 25576.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01013

Topic:
Agriculture -- Norway
Farms -- Norway
Haying -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place:
Gronsdal (Norway)
Norway

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Snowy ridge of the Folgefond looming up into the sky above the steep sides of the Tyssedal. 732 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Snowy ridge of the Folgefond looming up into the sky above the steep sides of the Tyssedal. 732 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19647

Similar to RSN 12128.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0976

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Valleys -- Norway

Place:
Folgefond (Norway)
Norway
Tyssedal

Freight from the little steamer for neighbors on the Fagerstrand piet--view across the Tinsjo. 733 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Freight from the little steamer for neighbors on the Fagerstrand piet--view across the Tinsjo. 733 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19648
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0991

Topic:
Boats -- Norway
Docks -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Piers -- Norway
Wharves -- Norway

Place: Fagerstrand (Norway)
Norway
Tinsjo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The steep zigzag road through Seljestad ravine with the icy heights of Folgefond at N.W. 734 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The steep zigzag road through Seljestad ravine with the icy heights of Folgefond at N.W. 734 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19649
Similar to RSN 12929.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0977

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Folgefond (Norway)
Norway
Seljestad

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 737 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 737 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19650

Similar to RSN 12930.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0971

Topic: Fjords
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Norway
Odde
Sorfjord

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ships lying in mirror-like Sorfjord, along its rugged snow-capped banks--north from Odde. 738 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ships lying in mirror-like Sorfjord, along its rugged snow-capped banks--north from Odde. 738 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19651

Similar to RSN 12933.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0975

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Ships -- Norway

Place: Norway
Odde (Norway)
Sorfjord

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Superb fall of the Skjaeggedal (525 feet) reflected in the rippling waters of Ringedals Lake. 740 Interpositive, 1905

*Image(s): Superb fall of the Skjaeggedal (525 feet) reflected in the rippling waters of Ringedals Lake. 740 Interpositive 1905.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19652

Similar to RSN 12935.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01044

**Topic:** Boats -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Waterfalls -- Norway

**Place:**
Norway
Ringedals Lake
Skjaeggedal

**Genre/ Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tunnel cut from living rock for the road through the magnificent gorge of Bratlandsdal. 741 Interpositive, 1905

*Image(s): Tunnel cut from living rock for the road through the magnificent gorge of Bratlandsdal. 741 Interpositive 1905.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19653

Similar to RSN 12936.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Where gigantic ice-masses from the Hardanger Glacier melt to form the Rembesdals Lake. 742 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where gigantic ice-masses from the Hardanger Glacier melt to form the Rembesdals Lake. 742 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19654

Similar to RSN 12137 and 12138.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of Hardanger Glacier. 743 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19655

Same as RSN 12139-12142, 19656 and 25580.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [123].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Reindeer -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of Hardanger Glacier. 743 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of Hardanger Glacier. 743 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19656

Same as RSN 12139-12142, 19655 and 25580.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A], moved from [123].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01028

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Reindeer -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bergen, the picturesque--N.E. from Laksevaag over war-vessels in the Puddelfjord to the Floifjeld. 746 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bergen, the picturesque--N.E. from Laksevaag over war-vessels in the Puddelfjord to the Floifjeld. 746 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Gouges.

Paper remnants adhering to glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19657

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Similar to RSN 12143

Copy and Version Identification Note

0940

Topic: Children -- Norway

Family -- Norway

Fjords -- Norway

Harbors -- Norway

Islands -- Norway.

NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Ships -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)

Floifjeld (Norway)

Laksevaag (Norway)

Norway

Puddefjord (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In the great market of Bergen, the greatest fish mart of Norway. 747 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the great market of Bergen, the greatest fish mart of Norway. 747 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19658
Similar to RSN 12144.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0946
Topic: Fishes -- Norway
       Industry -- Norway
       Markets -- Norway
       NORWAY--Miscellaneous
       Streets -- Norway
Place: Bergen (Norway)
       Norway
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 748 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 748 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19659
Similar to RSN 12145.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0942
Topic: Horses -- Norway
       Mountains -- Norway
       NORWAY--Miscellaneous
       Ports -- Norway
Streets -- Norway
Wagons -- Norway
Warehouses -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)
Hanseatic Quarter (Bergen, Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Along the mountain roads of Western Norway. 750 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Along the mountain roads of Western Norway. 750 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19660

Similar to RSN 12146 [Made by ABH] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110104

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Tunnels -- Norway

Place: Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Homes and little village church of Bakke, beside the deep and sombre Naerofjord 751 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Homes and little village church of Bakke, beside the deep and sombre Naerofjord 751 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19661
Similar to RSN 12147.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01014

**Topic:** Churches -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Valleys -- Norway
Villages -- Norway

**Place:** Bakke (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Naerofjord's mountain gateway—a narrow portal of ragged cliffs rising from the sea. 752 Interpositive, 1905

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** The Naerofjord's mountain gateway—a narrow portal of ragged cliffs rising from the sea. 752 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19662

Similar to RSN 12148

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01016

**Topic:** Fjords
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

**Place:** Naerofjord
Norway

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From "Stalheim's" down the Naerodal--of worldwide fame for its beauty and grandeur. 753 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From "Stalheim's" down the Naerodal--of worldwide fame for its beauty and grandeur. 753 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19663

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01158

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
Norway--Miscellaneous
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Naerodal (Norway)
Norway
Stalheim

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pretty Balholm on the Sognefjord, a favorite resort of Norse painters. 757 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Pretty Balholm on the Sognefjord, a favorite resort of Norse painters. 757 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19664

Similar to RSN 12150.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0993

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Homes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
Norway--Miscellaneous
Villages
Place: Balholm (Norway)
Norway
Sognefjord

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Path blasted out of the towering cliffs for a road around Oifjords Lake. 758 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Path blasted out of the towering cliffs for a road around Oifjords Lake. 758 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19665
Similar to RSN 12151.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0985

Topic: Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway

Place: Norway
Oifjords Lake

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where the Jostedals Glacier gleams on the mountain-side above a deep inlet of the Vetlefjord. 759 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where the Jostedals Glacier gleams on the mountain-side above a deep inlet of the Vetlefjord. 759 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19666
Similar to RSN 12152.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01033

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Jostedals Glacier (Norway)
Norway
Vetlefjord

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Aabrekka Glacier melting into waterfalls--looking from a hayfield in the Olden Valley. [Active no. 760 : stereo interpositive], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Aabrekka Glacier melting into waterfalls--looking from a hayfield in the Olden Valley, [Active no. 760 : stereo interpositive], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19667

Similar to RSN 12153.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Orig. no. 01159

Topic: Children -- Norway
Family -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway
Waterfalls -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Aabrekka Glacier (Norway)
Norway
Olden Valley (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Rustoon Pier at low tide—looking across Lake Olden to the mountains. 761 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Rustoon Pier at low tide—looking across Lake Olden to the mountains. 761 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19668
Similar to RSN 12154.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0987

Topic:        Boats -- Norway
             Lakes -- Norway
             Mountains -- Norway
             NORWAY--Miscellaneous
             Piers -- Norway

Place:       Norway
             Olden Lake (Norway)
             Rustoon Pier

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Threatening steeps of the Kjendals glacier whose perilous crevasses forgid exploration. 763 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Threatening steeps of the Kjendals glacier whose perilous crevasses forgid exploration. 763 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19669
Similar to RSN 12157.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01034

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Kjendal Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where the Grytereidsnib (5,615 feet), with glaciers around its rocky shoulders, reaches the clouds. 764 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where the Grytereidsnib (5,615 feet), with glaciers around its rocky shoulders, reaches the clouds. 764 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19670

Similar to RSN 12158.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01027

Topic: Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Grytereidsnib (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The majestic Ravnefjeld (6,575 feet). its glacier and a 2,000 feet waterfall, mirrored in Lake Loen. 765 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The majestic Ravnefjeld (6.575 feet), its glacier and a 2,000 feet waterfall, mirrored in Lake Loen. 765 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19671
Similar to RSN 12159.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0981
Topic: Boats -- Norway
      Lakes -- Norway
      Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY--Miscellaneous
      Piers -- Norway
      Waterfalls -- Norway
      glaciers -- Norway
Place: Loen Lake (Norway)
      Norway
      Ravnefjeld
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Haystacks and grassgrown roofs of a farmer's sheds, on a sunny slope beside Loen Lake. 766 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Haystacks and grassgrown roofs of a farmer's sheds, on a sunny slope beside Loen Lake. 766 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19672
Similar to RSN 12160.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0984
Over fertile fields of Vide Valley, near Skaare, to Mt. Skaala's icy heights (6,360 feet). 767 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Over fertile fields of Vide Valley, near Skaare, to Mt. Skaala's icy heights (6,360 feet). 767 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19673

Similar to RSN 12161.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01160

Cold and icy waste of Tystig glacier and Lake seen from beside the road to Vide sector. 768 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cold and icy waste of Tystig glacier and Lake seen from beside the road to Vide sector. 768 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19674

Similar to RSN 12162.

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01161

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Norway
Tystig Glacier
Vide

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Across the glassy Geirangerfjord to Marok Village and cloud-wreathed Vinsaasfjeld. 769 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Across the glassy Geirangerfjord to Marok Village and cloud-wreathed Vinsaasfjeld. 769 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19675

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01162

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Hay -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Villages -- Norway

Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
         Marok (Norway)
         Norway
         Vinsaasfjeld

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Udsigten Hotel (above Marok) a welcome sight to tired travelers over mountain roads.  770 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Udsigten Hotel (above Marok) a welcome sight to tired travelers over mountain roads. 770 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19676

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01163

Names: Udsigten Hotel (Marok, Norway)

Topic: Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Norway.
       Mountains -- Norway
       NORWAY--Miscellaneous
       Tourists -- Norway

Place: Marok (Norway)
       Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Mountain gateway of the Geirangerfjord with the slender streams of the "Seven Sisters" falls. 771 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mountain gateway of the Geirangerfjord with the slender streams of the "Seven Sisters" falls. 771 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19677
Similar to RSN 12163
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01164

Topic: Fjords
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Waterfalls

Place: Geirangerfjord (Norway)
Norway
Seven Sisters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The sharp pinnacles of the Romsdalshorn crowning the mountain wall above Rauma River. 772 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The sharp pinnacles of the Romsdalshorn crowning the mountain wall above Rauma River. 772 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19678
Similar to RSN 12164 and 12165.
Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01165

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Place: Norway
Rauma River (Norway)
Romsdalshorn (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city and river in Norway.] 773 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of city and river in Norway.] 773 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19679

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].

Similar to RSN 12166.

Copy and Version Identification Note
215

Topic: NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Norway

Place: Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Trondhjem Cathedral, whose traditions reach back eight centuries--the grandest church in Norway. 774 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Trondhjem Cathedral, whose traditions reach back eight centuries--the grandest church in Norway. 774 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19680

Currently stored in box 3.2.3 [187A].
"The Hole," a natural tunnel (535 feet long), through the Torghatten Hill, Island of Torgen, Northern Norway. Active no. 775 : stereo interpositive, 1902

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): "The Hole," a natural tunnel (535 feet long), through the Torghatten Hill, Island of Torgen, Northern Norway. Active no. 775 : stereo interpositive, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Two men and two women are shown at the bottom of the tunnel. The women, apparently having moved during exposure, are blurred.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Good condition except slight edge chips.

Local Numbers

RSN 19681

Similar to RSN 12168 and 19682. Old no. 221.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

"The Hole," a natural tunnel (535 feet long), through the Torghatten Hill, Island of Torgen, Northern Norway. Active no. 775 : stereo interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** "The Hole," a natural tunnel (535 feet long), through the Torghatten Hill, Island of Torgen, Northern Norway. Active no. 775 : stereo interpositive, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Two men and two women are shown at the bottom of the tunnel. The women, apparently having moved during exposure, are blurred.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19682

Similar to RSN 12168 and 19681. Orig. no. 221-1/2.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology) -- Norway

Islands -- Norway.

NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Tunnels -- Norway

**Place:** Norway

Torghatten Hill (Island of Torgen, Norway).

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Boats.] 777 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Boats.] 777 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19683

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

219

**Topic:** Boats -- Norway

NORWAY--Miscellaneous

**Place:** Norway

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Mo (Ranenfjord) from its harbor--an important trading port of the Northland.
778 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mo (Ranenfjord) from its harbor--an important trading port of the Northland. 778 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19684

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Topic:
Boats -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Piers -- Norway
Ports -- Norway

Place:
Mo (Norway)
Norway
Ranenfjord (Norway)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 779 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boats.] 779 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19685

Similar to RSN 12169.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

218

Topic:
Boats -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Norway
In the harbor of Svolvaer--among the rugged Arctic Mountain Islands, Lofoten Islands, Northern Norway. 780 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): In the harbor of Svolvaer--among the rugged Arctic Mountain Islands, Lofoten Islands, Northern Norway. 780 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19686
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

224

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Harbors -- Norway
Islands -- Norway.
Mountains -- Norway.
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Arctic -- Norway
Lofoten Islands
Norway
Svolvaer

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

At midnight in a birch tree grove--land of the Midnight Sun--Tromsoe (69 degrees 38 minutes N. Lad.), Northern Norway. 781 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): At midnight in a birch tree grove--land of the Midnight Sun--Tromsoe (69 degrees 38 minutes N. Lad.), Northern Norway. 781 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19687
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

227
Unloading dried fish from boats into the warehouses at Tromsoe, Northern Norway. 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Unloading dried fish from boats into the warehouses at Tromsoe, Northern Norway. 782 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baler, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19688

Similar to RSN 12170 and 19689.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].
Local Numbers
RSN 19689

Similar to RSN 12170 and 19688.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
226

Topic:        Boats -- Norway
             Fishes -- Norway
             Industry -- Norway
             Laborers -- Norway
             NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Place:        Norway
             Tromsoe (Norway)
Genre/Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Box 233

RSN Numbers 19690-19775
Image(s)

Lapps and their Reindeer, in the rugged hills of the Tromsdal near Tromsoe (69 degrees 38 minutes N.Lat.), Northern Norway. 784 Interpositive, 1902 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lapps and their Reindeer, in the rugged hills of the Tromsdal near Tromsoe (69 degrees 38 minutes N.Lat.), Northern Norway. 784 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19690

Similar to RSN 12171.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
229

Genre/Form:   Landscapes (representations)
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs
Topic:        NORWAY--Miscellaneous
             Reindeer -- Norway
             Valleys -- Norway
Place:        Norway
Sami (European people)
Tromsdal
Tromsoe (Norway)

[Seacoast.] 785 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seacoast.] 785 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19691
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
232
Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Seacoasts
Place: Norway
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stockholm, old and new, north from Katarina-Hissen--Royal Palace at distant left. 801 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stockholm, old and new, north from Katarina-Hissen--Royal Palace at distant left. 801 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19692
Similar to RSN 12175.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01167
Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Harbors -- Sweden
The Katrina-Hissen (elevator to heights of South Stockholm) and boats on the Saltsjon. 802 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Katrina-Hissen (elevator to heights of South Stockholm) and boats on the Saltsjon. 802 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19693

Similar to RSN 12176.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01168

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Children -- Sweden
Elevators -- Sweden
Katarina-Hissen (Stockholm, Sweden)
Military -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Saltsjon
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stockholm from the Maria-Hissen N. across Lake Malaren to Riddarholms Church. 803 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stockholm from the Maria-Hissen N. across Lake Malaren to Riddarholms Church. 803 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19694
Similar to RSN 12177.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01169
Names: Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)
Topic: Boats -- Sweden
       Churches -- Sweden
       Lakes -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Malaren Lake
       Maria-Hissen
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Looking east from Maria-Hissen (elevator) past old city to Saltsjon and Djurgarden, Stockholm. 804 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking east from Maria-Hissen (elevator) past old city to Saltsjon and Djurgarden, Stockholm. 804 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19695
Similar to RSN 12178.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01170
Royal Guards on parade, seen from before the Palace, looking N.W. over the North Bridge, Stockholm. 806 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Royal Guards on parade, seen from before the Palace, looking N.W. over the North Bridge, Stockholm. 806 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19697

Similar to RSN 12180 and 12181.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01171

King Oscar II landing at Stockholm. [Active no. 807 : stereo interpositive.]


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19699

Similar to RSN 12182.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01172

Names: Eugene, Prince.
Gustav, Crown Prince.

Topic: Carriages -- Sweden
Ceremonies -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Council Chamber of King Oscar II, in the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 809 Interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19700
Similar to RSN 12183, 12184 and 25583
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01173

Topic: Art
Interior architecture
Palaces
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Oscar II
Royal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Private room of H.M. King Oscar II with some treasured family portraits, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 810 Interpositive, 1905
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Private room of H.M. King Oscar II with some treasured family portraits, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 810 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19701
Similar to RSN 12185
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]
Copy and Version Identification Note

01174

Topic: Art
   Interior architecture
   Palaces
   Royalty
   SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Oscar II
       Royal Palace
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Audience room in the apartments of H.R.H. Crown Prince Gustav at the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 811 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Audience room in the apartments of H.R.H. Crown Prince Gustav at the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 811 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19702

Similar to RSN 12186

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01175

Names: Gustav, Crown Prince.

Topic: Art
   Interior architecture
   Palaces
   Royalty
   SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Royal Palace
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

In the gorgeous reception rooms of King Oscar’s palace at Stockholm. 812 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): In the gorgeous reception rooms of King Oscar's palace at Stockholm. 812 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19703

Similar to RSN 12187 and 25584

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B], moved from [168]

Copy and Version Identification Note
79226

Topic: Art
   Interior architecture
   Palaces
   Royalty
   SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Oscar II
   Royal Palace
   Stockholm (Sweden)
   Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The Great Banquet Hall, the "white sea," in the Royal Palace at Stockholm. 813 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Great Banquet Hall, the "white sea," in the Royal Palace at Stockholm. 813 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19704

Similar to RSN 12188

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B], moved from [168]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01177
Lofty nave and splendid rose window over altar in the great St. Nicholas Church, Stockholm. [Active no. 814 : stereo interpositive,] 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Lofty nave and splendid rose window over altar in the great St. Nicholas Church, Stockholm. [Active no. 814 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19705

Similar to RSN 12189.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Company acc. no. 01178.

Names: St. Nicholas Church (Sweden)

Among the street markets of Stockholm, Sweden. 815 Interpositive, 1907

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Among the street markets of Stockholm, Sweden. 815 Interpositive 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schultz, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19706

"Made by Schultz" "Old No. Jarvis" Date 1907 [on envelope]; similar to RSN 12190 and 19707.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Topic: Markets -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the street markets of Stockholm, Sweden. 815 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19707

Similar to RSN 12190 and 19706

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01521

Gustavus Vasa statue and bridge, looking N.W. from the Knight's House to Post-office, Stockholm. 816 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Gustavus Vasa statue and bridge, looking N.W. from the Knight's House to Post-office, Stockholm. 816 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19708

Similar to RSN 12191.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01179

Names: Gustavus Vasa

Topic:
Bridges -- Sweden
Gardens -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
statues -- Sweden

Place:
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Riddarholms Church with 290 foot spire of iron lace--the tomb of kings and heroes, Stockholm. 817 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Riddarholms Church with 290 foot spire of iron lace--the tomb of kings and heroes, Stockholm. 817 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19709

Similar to RSN 12192 and 12193.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01180

Names: Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)
Where great Gustavus Adolphus rests among hard-won battle flags, Riddarholms Church, Stockholm. 818 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where great Gustavus Adolphus rests among hard-won battle flags, Riddarholms Church, Stockholm. 818 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19710

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01181

Names: Gustavos Adolphus, King
Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Cathedrals -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
Flags -- Sweden
Interior architecture
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Tombs -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Railway bridge, Custom House and Riddarholms Church, south across Lake Malaren, Stockholm. 819 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Railway bridge, Custom House and Riddarholms Church, south across Lake Malaren, Stockholm. 819 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19711

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01182

Names: Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)
Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Cathedrals -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streetcars -- Sweden
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Malaren Lake (Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Hotel (left) and National Museum (right) N.E. from garden cafe by the Norrbro, Stockholm. Active no. 820 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Grand Hotel (left) and National Museum (right) N.E. from garden cafe by the Norrbro, Stockholm. Active no. 820 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19712

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]. Orig. no. 01183.

Names: Grand Hotel (Stockholm, Sweden).
Gustav, King., III,
National Museum (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Hotels -- Sweden
Museums -- Sweden
The Norrstrom and the Norrbro, from the Grand Hotel, Stockholm. 821 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Norrstrom and the Norrbro, from the Grand Hotel, Stockholm. 821 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19713
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].
Similar to RSN 12194.

Bust of H.M. Oscar II and painting (Soldiers with body of Charles XII) Nat. Museum, Stockholm. 822 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bust of H.M. Oscar II and painting (Soldiers with body of Charles XII) Nat. Museum, Stockholm. 822 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19714

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Similar to RSN 12195.

Copy and Version Identification Note

01184

Names: Charles, King, XII,
National Museum (Stockholm, Sweden)
Oscar, King, II,

Topic: Art, Swedish
Interior architecture
Museums -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Sculptures -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The fountain of the river-god, and little folks of Stockholm, in the King's Garden. 824 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The fountain of the river-god, and little folks of Stockholm, in the King's Garden. 824 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19715

Similar to RSN 12199 and 12200.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01186

Topic:
- Children -- Sweden
- Fountains -- Sweden
- Gardens -- Sweden
- Royalty -- Sweden

SWEDEN TOUR

Place:
- King's Garden (Stockholm, Sweden)
- Stockholm (Sweden)
- Sweden

Genre/

Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Stockholm's Enskilda Bank, along Birger Jarlsgatan, modern residence quarter. 825 Interpositive, 1902

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stockholm's Enskilda Bank, along Birger Jarlsgatan, modern residence quarter. 825 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19716

Similar to RSN 12201

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

263

Topic:
- Buildings
- SWEDEN TOUR
- Streets

Place:
- Birger Jarlsgatan (Stockholm, Sweden)
- Enskilda Bank (Stockholm, Sweden)
- Stockholm (Sweden)
- Sweden

Genre/

Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Devil's Bible with leaves made of asses' skins, a treasure of the Royal Library, Stockholm. Active no. 826 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Devil's Bible with leaves made of asses' skins, a treasure of the Royal Library, Stockholm. Active no. 826: stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19717

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]. Orig. no. 01187.

Similar to RSN 12202.

Topic: Bibles -- Sweden
Books and reading -- Sweden
Libraries -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Devil's Bible
Royal Library
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Buying and selling in the crowded Hotorget, one of the busy market places of Stockholm. 827 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Buying and selling in the crowded Hotorget, one of the busy market places of Stockholm. 827 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19718

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01188

Topic: Markets -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Hotorget (Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shops and shoppers in Drottninggatan, a famous retail thoroughfare of Stockholm. 828 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shops and shoppers in Drottninggatan, a famous retail thoroughfare of Stockholm. 828 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19719

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01189

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
Markets -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Drottninggatan (Stockholm, Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The city of Stockholm, west from the wooded heights of Skansen. 830 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The city of Stockholm, west from the wooded heights of Skansen. 830 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19720

Similar to RSN 12206.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].
Maiden and youth on a holiday, by a creek in the woods at Skansen, near Stockholm. 831 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Maiden and youth on a holiday, by a creek in the woods at Skansen, near Stockholm. 831 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19721

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Similar to RSN 12207.
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Old country house at Skansen--little girls in Lapp costume--near Stockholm. 832 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19722

Similar to RSN 12208.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01193

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Sami (European people)

Place: Skansen
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Light-hearted young folks dancing out-of-doors at a summer festival in Skansen, near Stockholm. 833 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Light-hearted young folks dancing out-of-doors at a summer festival in Skansen, near Stockholm. 833 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19723

Similar to RSN 12209

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01194

Topic: Dance
Festivals
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Skansen
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Charming villas, hotels and gardens of the Saltsjobaden, near Stockholm.
834 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Charming villas, hotels and gardens of the Saltsjobaden, near Stockholm. 834 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19724

Similar to RSN 12210.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01195

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Gardens -- Sweden
Resorts -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Waterscapes -- Sweden

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Saltsjobaden
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Rosendal Palace--from the south--a summer home of H.M. King Oscar II, near Stockholm. 835 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rosendal Palace--from the south--a summer home of H.M. King Oscar II, near Stockholm. 835 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19725

Similar to RSN 12211.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01196

Names: Oscar, King, II,

Topic: Palaces -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Sculptures -- Sweden

Place: Rosendal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

His Majesty Oscar II, King of Sweden and Norway, at his country palace, Rosendal, near Stockholm. 836 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): His Majesty Oscar II, King of Sweden and Norway, at his country palace, Rosendal, near Stockholm. 836 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19726

Similar to RSN 12212, 12213 and 19727

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
0907
Names: Oscar, King, II,
Topic: Portraits
   Royalty
   SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Rosendal Palace
   Stockholm (Sweden)
   Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

His Majesty Oscar II, King of Sweden and Norway, at his country palace,
Rosendal, near Stockholm. 836 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): His Majesty Oscar II, King of Sweden and Norway, at his country
castle, Rosendal, near Stockholm. 836 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 19727

Similar to RSN 12212, 12213 and 19726

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
   0907 1/2

Names: Oscar, King, II,
Topic: Portraits
   Royalty
   SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Rosendal Palace
   Stockholm (Sweden)
   Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Splendid (XIV Cent.) Gripsholm castle--scene of romantic and tragic
history--Mariefred. 837 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Splendid (XIV Cent.) Gripsholm castle--scene of romantic and tragic history--Mariefred. 837 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19728

Similar to RSN 12214.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01197

Names: Gripsholm Castle (Mariefred, Sweden)
Topic: Boats -- Sweden
       Castles -- Sweden
       Historical sites -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
Place: Mariefred (Sweden)
       Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Inner court of Gripsholm castle--restored to its mediaeval magnificence--Mariefred. 838 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Inner court of Gripsholm castle--restored to its mediaeval magnificence--Mariefred. 838 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19729

Similar to RSN 12215.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01198

Names: Gripsholm Castle (Mariefred, Sweden)
Topic: Castles -- Sweden
      Historical sites -- Sweden
      SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Mariefred (Sweden)
      Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Vessels passing on the beautiful tree-bordered Soderteige Canal. 839
Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Vessels passing on the beautiful tree-bordered Soderteige
Canal. 839 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19730
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01199

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
      Canals -- Sweden
      SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Soderteige Canal
      Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The University Building from the Cathedral Steeple--at the famous historic
town of Upsala. 840 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The University Building from the Cathedral Steeple--at the
famous historic town of Upsala. 840 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19731
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].
The University Building from the Cathedral Steeple--at the famous historic
town of Upsala. 840 interpositive, 1905

Image(s): The University Building from the Cathedral Steeple--at the
famous historic town of Upsala. 840 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19732

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

The famous Slott of Castle (XVI Cent.) and park (from S.E.) at Upsala, the
historic centre of Sweden. 841 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The famous Slott of Castle (XVI Cent.) and park (from S.E.) at Upsala, the historic centre of Sweden. 841 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19733

Similar to RSN 12218.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
288

Topic:
- Castles -- Sweden
- Children -- Sweden
- Gardens -- Sweden
- Parks -- Sweden

Place:
- Sweden
- Upsala (Sweden)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Looking past the great cathedral to burial mounds of pagan kings (on horizon), Upsala. 842 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking past the great cathedral to burial mounds of pagan kings (on horizon), Upsala. 842 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19734

Similar to RSN 12219.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01200

Topic:
- Cathedrals -- Sweden
- Cemeteries -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Sweden
Upsala (Sweden)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tumuli of Pagan Kings, named after Scandinavian gods, and Church, Gamla, Upsala. 843 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Tumuli of Pagan Kings, named after Scandinavian gods, and Church, Gamla, Upsala. 843 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19735

Similar to RSN 12220.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
289

Topic: Cemeteries -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Gamla (Sweden)
Sweden
Tumuli
Upsala (Sweden)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Docks and shipping along the waterways of Gefle, one of the thriving lumber centres of Sweden. 844 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Docks and shipping along the waterways of Gefle, one of the thriving lumber centres of Sweden. 844 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19736

Similar to RSN 12221.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01201

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumber industry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWEDEN TOUR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gävle (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Market day in Ostersund--across the busy square to the wooded islands of Froso, Jemtland. 845 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Market day in Ostersund--across the busy square to the wooded islands of Froso, Jemtland. 845 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19737

Similar to RSN 12222.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01202

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plazas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWEDEN TOUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Froso Island (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jemtland (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostersund (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Busy farmers in a hillside field above Are, a favorite summer resort in Jemtland. 846 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Busy farmers in a hillside field above Are, a favorite summer resort in Jemtland. 846 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19738

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01203

Topic:
Agriculture -- Sweden
Farms -- Sweden
Hay -- Sweden
Resorts -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Waterscapes -- Sweden

The quaint old church at Are, where Jemtland country people gather for worship. 847 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The quaint old church at Are, where Jemtland country people gather for worship. 847 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19739

Similar to RSN 12223.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01204

Topic: Churches -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Villages -- Sweden
Place: Åre (Sweden)
       Jemtland (Sweden)
       Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Floating Bridge of Leksand--thrifty farmers' wives and daughters going to town. 848 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Floating Bridge of Leksand--thrifty farmers' wives and daughters going to town. 848 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19740

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Similar to RSN 12224.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01205

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
       Bridges -- Sweden
       Rivers -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Villages -- Sweden
Place: Floating Bridge of Leksand (Sweden)
       Leksand (Sweden)
       Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Townspeople of Leksand--an open-air meeting, on Midsummer Eve, at the church wall. 849 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Townspeople of Leksand--an open-air meeting, on Midsummer Eve, at the church wall. 849 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19741
Similar to RSN 12225.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01206

Topic: Cameras -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
Religion -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Coming home from church--a summer Sunday among the townsfolk of Leksand. 850 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Coming home from church--a summer Sunday among the townsfolk of Leksand. 850 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19742
Similar to RSN 12227.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01207

Topic: Churches -- Sweden
Religion -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Leksand (Sweden) Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The "midsummer pole," raised midnight, June 23--midsummer festival--on Church Street, Leksand. 851 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "midsummer pole," raised midnight, June 23--midsummer festival--on Church Street, Leksand. 851 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19743

Similar to RSN 12226

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01208

Topic: Festivals
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets

Place: Leksand (Sweden) Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Lumbermen driving logs through a narrow channel alongside pier of a lake steamer, Ladsand. 852 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lumbermen driving logs through a narrow channel alongside pier of a lake steamer, Ladsand. 852 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19744
Similar to RSN 12228.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01209

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
       Industry -- Sweden
       Lakes -- Sweden
       Lumber industry -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Workmen -- Sweden

Place: Leksand (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A church boat bringing families to church from farms around Lake Siljan, Leksand. 853 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5\" x 8")

Image(s): A church boat bringing families to church from farms around Lake Siljan, Leksand. 853 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19745

Similar to RSN 12229.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01210

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
       Lakes -- Sweden
       Religion -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Leksand (Sweden)
       Siljan Lake (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Passengers by the lake steamer coming and going--townspeople on the pier at Leksand. 854 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Passengers by the lake steamer coming and going--townspeople on the pier at Leksand. 854 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19746

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].
Similar to RSN 12230.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01211

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Docks -- Sweden
Flags -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
Piers -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Wharves -- Sweden

Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Siljan Lake (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Railway train and station at Rattvik among the fair green hills of Dalecarlia. 855 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Railway train and station at Rattvik among the fair green hills of Dalecarlia. 855 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19747

Similar to RSN 12231.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01212
Delecarlia young folks before the lakeside memorial of their hero, Gustavus Vasa, Rattvik. 856 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Delecarlia young folks before the lakeside memorial of their hero, Gustavus Vasa, Rattvik. 856 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19748

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Similar to RSN 12232.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01213

Names: Gustavus Vasa

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
Memorials -- Sweden
Monuments -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Dalecarlia (Sweden)
Rattvik (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Along the shady road toward home--a Dalecarlian farmer's carriage near Rattvik town. [Active No. 857 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
A farmer's wife and daughter making bread in the kitchen of a country home near Rattvik. 858 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A farmer's wife and daughter making bread in the kitchen of a country home near Rattvik. 858 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19750

Similar to RSN 12234.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01215

Topic:
Baking -- Sweden
Breadmaking -- Sweden
Children -- Sweden
At a newly-made grave in the churchyard--on the way to church--at Rattvik.
Active No. 859 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): At a newly-made grave in the churchyard--on the way to church--at Rattvik. Active No. 859 : stereo interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
01216
RSN 19751

Similar to RSN 12235.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Riding home from Rattvik--a farmer's carriage on the road near the church.
860 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Riding home from Rattvik--a farmer's carriage on the road near the church. 860 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19752

Similar to RSN 12236 and 12237.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01217

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
Farms -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Dalecarlia (Sweden)
Rattvik (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lerdal folks coming home from town--view across Lake Siljan to Rattvik Church. 862 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Lerdal folks coming home from town--view across Lake Siljan to Rattvik Church. 862 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19753

Similar to RSN 12240.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01219

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
Farms -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
Piers -- Sweden
Roads -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Dalecarlia (Sweden)
Lerdal (Sweden)
Rattvik (Sweden)
Siljan Lake (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Morning greetings of neighbors before a fine old country home in Dalarn. 863 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Morning greetings of neighbors before a fine old country home in Dalarn. 863 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19754

Similar to RSN 12241.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01220

Topic:
Dwellings -- Sweden
Farms -- Sweden
Goats -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place:
Dalarn (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The beginning of a hospitable home--Dalecarlian villagers building a house at Lerdal. Caption no. 864 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): The beginning of a hospitable home--Dalecarlian villagers building a house at Lerdal. Caption no. 864 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19755

Similar to RSN 12242

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01221

Topic:     Carpenters -- 1900-1910 -- Sweden
Construction -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Laborers -- Sweden
Lumber industry -- 1900-1910 -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place:     Dalecarlia (Sweden)
Lerdal (Sweden)
Sweden -- 1900-1910

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:      Stereoscopic photographs

An old well, vine-shaded porch and little folks at home, Lerdal, beside Lake Siljan. 865 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): An old well, vine-shaded porch and little folks at home, Lerdal, beside Lake Siljan. 865 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19756

Similar to RSN 12243 and 12244.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01222

Topic:     Children -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Wells -- Sweden

Place:     Dalecarlia (Sweden)
Lerdal (Sweden)
Siljan Lake (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Almost supper time—milking the favorite cow in a farmyard at Lerdal. 866 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Almost supper time—milking the favorite cow in a farmyard at Lerdal. 866 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19757

Similar to RSN 12245.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01223

Topic: Cattle -- 1900-1910 -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Farms -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Milking -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Dalecarlia (Sweden)
Lerdal (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Old Castle (XIII Cent.) at Oerebro, one of Sweden's mediaeval Capitals. 868 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Old Castle (XIII Cent.) at Oerebro, one of Sweden's mediaeval Capitals. 868 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19758
Similar to RSN 12247 and 12263.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
       Castles -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Oerebro (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Old Castle (XIII Cent.) at Oerebro, one of Sweden's mediaeval Capitals. 868 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Old Castle (XIII Cent.) at Oerebro, one of Sweden's mediaeval Capitals. 868 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19759

Similar to RSN 12247 and 12263.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
       Castles -- Sweden
       Children -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Oerebro (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The old bridge at Oerebro, one of the most ancient towns of Sweden. 869 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The old bridge at Oerebro, one of the most ancient towns of Sweden. 869 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19760

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
285

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Oerebro (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Market--held one day each week--in the Market Place of Oerebro. 870 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Market--held one day each week--in the Market Place of Oerebro. 870 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19761

Similar to RSN 12248.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
284

Topic: Cathedrals -- Sweden
Markets -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Oerebro (Sweden)
Sweden
School children with their teachers beside the curving mirror of East Gota Canal, Motala. 871 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): School children with their teachers beside the curving mirror of East Gota Canal, Motala. 871 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19762
Similar to RSN 12249.
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01225

Topic:
Canals -- Sweden
Children -- Sweden
Education -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place:
East Gota Canal (Motala, Sweden)
Motala (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

A glimpse in Norrkoping from across the Motala--steamers and sail boats at the pier. 872 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A glimpse in Norrkoping from across the Motala--steamers and sail boats at the pier. 872 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19763
Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].
Similar to RSN 12250.
Copy and Version Identification Note

01226

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
      Piers -- Sweden
      Portraits -- Sweden
      Rivers -- Sweden
      SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Motala River (Sweden)
      Norrkoping
      Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A wind-power grist mill, with its four-arm wheel, at Wisby. 873 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A wind-power grist mill, with its four-arm wheel, at Wisby. 873 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19764

Similar to RSN 12251

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B]

---

Copy and Version Identification Note

283

Topic: Gristmills
      SWEDEN TOUR
      Windmills

Place: Sweden
      Wisby

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A narrow street of cosy Swedish homes-looking horth from the old city wall at Wisby. 874 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A narrow street of cosy Swedish homes—looking north from the old city wall at Wisby. 874 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19765

Similar to RSN 12252.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01227

Topic: Dwellings -- Sweden
       Homes -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Sweden
       Wisby

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Market day in the square—the ruined St. Lars' church and quaint old houses—Wisby. 875 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Market day in the square—the ruined St. Lars' church and quaint old houses—Wisby. 875 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19766

Similar to RSN 12253.

Currently stored in box 3.2.4 [187B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01228?

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
       Churches -- Sweden
       Horses -- Sweden
       Markets -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
Ruins -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Sweden
Wisby (Sweden)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Children of Sweden--in the square before the statue of Charles XI, Karlskrona. 876 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Children of Sweden--in the square before the statue of Charles XI, Karlskrona. 876 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19767

Similar to RSN 12254.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01229

Names: Charles, King of Sweden, XI

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Sculptures -- Sweden
statues -- Sweden

Place: Karlskrona (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lund cathedral, finest in Scandinavia (XII Cent.) said to have been built by Norse giants. 877 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Lund cathedral, finest in Scandinavia (XII Cent.) said to have been built by Norse giants. 877 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19768
Similar to RSN 12255.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01230

Topic:
Architecture -- Sweden
Cathedrals -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place:
Lund (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the vast cathedral where pious Swedes have worshipped since 1145, Lund. 878 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Interior of the vast cathedral where pious Swedes have worshipped since 1145, Lund. 878 Interpositive 1905..

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19769
Similar to RSN 12256.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01231

Topic:
Architecture -- Sweden
Cathedrals -- Sweden
Interior architecture
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Lund (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Living room and study of the great Tegner, Scandinavia's beloved poet, at
Lund. 879 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Living room and study of the great Tegner, Scandinavia's beloved
poet, at Lund. 879 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19770

Similar to RSN 12257

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01282

Topic: Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Interior architecture -- Sweden
Poets -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Lund (Sweden)
Sweden
Tegner

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Principal Square and ancient Radhus, Malmo. 880 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Principal Square and ancient Radhus, Malmo. 880 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19771

Same as RSN 19772.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

**Topic:** Carriages -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Markets -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

**Place:** Malmo (Sweden)
Radhus
Sweden

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Principal Square and ancient Radhus, Malmo. 880 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s): Principal Square and ancient Radhus, Malmo. 880 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19772

Same as RSN 19771.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

**Topic:** Carriages -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Markets -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

**Place:** Malmo (Sweden)
Radhus
Sweden

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market day at the stands around the fountain before the old Town Hall, Jonkoping. 881 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s): Market day at the stands around the fountain before the old Town Hall, Jonkoping. 881 Interpositive 1905.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19773

Similar to RSN 12258.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01232

Topic: Fountains -- Sweden
Markets -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sturdy boys and pretty girls, the pride of Scandinavia--before the High School, Jonkoping. 882 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sturdy boys and pretty girls, the pride of Scandinavia--before the High School, Jonkoping. 882 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19774

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12259.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01233

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Schools -- Sweden
Streets -- Sweden

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Looking over the white-roofed booths of the new market to the old church of Jonkoping. 883 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Looking over the white-roofed booths of the new market to the old church of Jonkoping. 883 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19775

Similar to RSN 12260.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01234

Topic: Churches -- Sweden
Markets -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

---

Prosperous and beautiful Jonkoping--beside Lake Vettern--from heights of city park. 884 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Prosperous and beautiful Jonkoping--beside Lake Vettern--from heights of city park. 884 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19776

Similar to RSN 12261.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01235

Topic: Cannon -- Sweden
      Lakes -- Sweden
      Military -- Sweden
      Parks -- Sweden
      Portraits
      SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
       Sweden
       Vettern Lake

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Spring sowing and harrowing on a farm with outlook over Jonkoping and Lake Vettern. 886 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Spring sowing and harrowing on a farm with outlook over Jonkoping and Lake Vettern. 886 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19777

Similar to RSN 12266.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01237

Topic: Agriculture -- Sweden
       Farms -- Sweden
       Horses -- Sweden
       Laborers -- Sweden
       Lakes -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
       Sweden
       Vettern Lake

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Husqvarna looking across Lake Vettern— in the springtime of life and of the year. 887 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Husqvarna looking across Lake Vettern--in the springtime of life and of the year. 887 interpositive 1905..
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19778
Similar to RSN 12267.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01238
Topic: Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden
Vettern Lake

Looking down the wooded ravine of Husqvarna to broad and beautiful Lake Vettern. 888 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking down the wooded ravine of Husqvarna to broad and beautiful Lake Vettern. 888 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19779
Similar to RSN 12268.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01239
Topic: Forests -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
Parks -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Valleys -- Sweden
Walkways -- Sweden

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden
Vettern Lake

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Foaming falls of Husqvarna dashing down through the tree-shaded ravine, near Jonkoping. 889 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Foaming falls of Husqvarna dashing down through the tree-shaded ravine, near Jonkoping. 889 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19780

Similar to RSN 12269.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01240

Topic: Forests -- Sweden
Parks -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Valleys -- Sweden
Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Husqvarna
Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Upper Falls at Husqvarna--laughing girls beside the laughing waters. 890 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Upper Falls at Husqvarna--laughing girls beside the laughing waters. 890 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19781
Similar to RSN 12270 and 12271.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01241
Topic: Forests -- Sweden
Parks -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Valleys -- Sweden
Waterfalls -- Sweden
Place: Husqvarna (Jonkoping, Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Steamer passing the wonderful locks in Gota Canal, at Trollhattan. 891 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Steamer passing the wonderful locks in Gota Canal, at Trollhattan. 891 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19782
Similar to RSN 12272.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Ships -- Sweden
Place: Gota Canal (Sweden)
Looking up the river from Grand Hotel to the bridge-spanned waterfalls at Trollhattan. 893 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking up the river from Grand Hotel to the bridge-spanned waterfalls at Trollhattan. 893 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19783
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Similar to RSN 12275.

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
       Hotels -- Sweden
       Restaurants -- 1890-1920
       Rivers -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
       Trollhattan (Sweden)

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Goteborg, chief commercial port of western Sweden, from Lindholmen ship-yards over the harbor. 894 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Goteborg, chief commercial port of western Sweden, from Lindholmen ship-yards over the harbor. 894 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19784
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01245

Names: Lindholmen Shipyard (Goteborg, Sweden)
Topic: Boats -- Sweden
       Harbors -- Sweden
       Portraits -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Ships -- Sweden
Place: Göteborg (Sweden)
       Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kings Bridge over the glassy canal--and a principal business street,
Goteborg. 895 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Kings Bridge over the glassy canal--and a principal business
street, Goteborg. 895 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19785

Similar to RSN 12277.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01246

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
       Canals -- Sweden
       Portraits
       SWEDEN TOUR
       Streets -- Sweden
Place: Göteborg (Sweden)
       Kings Bridge (Goteborg, Sweden)
       Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking east along Stora Canal, one of the waterways of Goteborg. 896
Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking east along Stora Canal, one of the waterways of Göteborg. 896 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19786

Similar to RSN 12280.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01247

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Canals -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Göteborg (Sweden)
Stora Canal (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Göteborg's great Market--crowds of busy country folk and townspeople. [Active no. 897 : stereo interpositive], 1905

1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Göteborg's great Market--crowds of busy country folk and townspeople. [Active no. 897 : stereo interpositive], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19787

Similar to RSN 12282.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

01248 (orig. no.)

Topic: Markets -- Sweden
Plazas -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Göteborg (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A health to the traveler!—pretty maids at Hinriksborg overlooking harbor, Goteborg. 898 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): A health to the traveler!—pretty maids at Hinriksborg overlooking harbor, Goteborg. 898 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19788

Similar to RSN 12283.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01249

Topic:
Harbors -- Sweden
Portraits -- Sweden
Restaurants -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Ships -- Sweden

Place:
Göteborg (Sweden)
Hinriksborg (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Farewell to the homeland--emigrants bound for England and America--on steamer at Goteborg. 899 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Farewell to the homeland--emigrants bound for England and America--on steamer at Goteborg. 899 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19789

Similar to RSN 12284.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01250

Topic: Children -- Sweden
      Docks -- Sweden
      Emigration and immigration -- Sweden
      Piers -- Sweden
      SWEDEN TOUR
      Ships -- Sweden
      Wharves -- Sweden

Place: Göteborg (Sweden)
      Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19790

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12278.

Names: Lindberg, Gusten, sculptor
        National Museum (Stockholm, Sweden)

Topic: Dimman (Statue)
       Interior architecture
       Museums -- Sweden
       SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
       Sculptures -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Berns-Salonger dining-room, beautiful and popular, Stockholm. 904 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Berns-Salonger dining-room, beautiful and popular, Stockholm. 904 Interpositive 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19791

Similar to RSN 12286
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01359

Names: Bernd-Salonger (dining room) (Stockholm, Sweden)
Topic: Interior architecture
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Passenger cables, Stockholm. 905 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Passenger cables, Stockholm. 905 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19792

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12287.

Topic: Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
cable cars (streetcars)
Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
A cozy corner in the Queen's parlors, Royal Palace, Stockholm. 907 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19793

Similar to RSN 12281

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic:
Art
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place:
Stockholm; Royal Palace
Sweden

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the beautiful apartments of Her Majesty, the Queen, at the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 908 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the beautiful apartments of Her Majesty, the Queen, at the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 908 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 19794

Same as RSN 12288 and 19795

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic:
Art
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place:
Stockholm; Royal Palace
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the beautiful apartments of Her Majesty, the Queen, at the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 908 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the beautiful apartments of Her Majesty, the Queen, at the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 908 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19795

Same as RSN 12288 and 19794

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01252

Topic: Art
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Stockholm; Royal Palace
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Dining-room of H.R.H. Crown Prince Gustav in the Royal Palace at Stockholm. 909 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19796

Similar to RSN 12289
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01253

Names: Gustav, Crown Prince.

Topic: Art
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Stockholm; Royal Palace
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dining-room of the Royal Family in the King's Palace at Stockholm. 910 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Dining-room of the Royal Family in the King's Palace at Stockholm. 910 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19797

Similar to RSN 12290

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01254

Topic: Art
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Stockholm; Royal Palace
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lion-guarded statue of Charles XIII in the King's Garden, Stockholm. 911 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lion-guarded statue of Charles XIII in the King's Garden, Stockholm. 911 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19798

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12291.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01255

Names: Charles, King, XIII,

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Gardens -- Sweden
Monuments -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
Sculptures -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Stockholm (northern districts) looking N.W. from St. John's Church to Observatory. 912 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stockholm (northern districts) looking N.W. from St. John's Church to Observatory. 912 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19799

Similar to RSN 12292

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01256
Great stained glass windows and stately arches of St. Jacob's Church, Stockholm. 913 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Great stained glass windows and stately arches of St. Jacob's Church, Stockholm. 913 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19800

Similar to RSN 12293.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01257

Topic: Cathedrals -- Sweden
Churches -- Sweden
Interior architecture
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: St. Jacob’s Church
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old palace of Drottningholm, the home of many of Sweden's monarchs, near Stockholm. 914 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old palace of Drottningholm, the home of many of Sweden's monarchs, near Stockholm. 914 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19801
Similar to RSN 12279

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01258

Names: Drottningholm Palace (Stockholm, Sweden)
Topic: Palaces
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Splendid chapel guarding the royal dust of Charles XIV, Riddarholms Church, Stockholm. 915 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Splendid chapel guarding the royal dust of Charles XIV, Riddarholms Church, Stockholm. 915 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19802

Similar to RSN 12294.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01259

Names: Charles, King of Sweden and Norway, XIV John, 1763-1844
Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)
Topic: Cathedrals -- Sweden
Interior architecture
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
TOMBS -- Sweden
Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
North Bridge, Grand Hotel and National Museum, east from Palace of the Crown Prince, Stockholm. 916 interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19803

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12295.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01260

Names: National Museum (Stockholm, Sweden)
Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Hotels -- Sweden
Museums -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
Streetcars -- Sweden

Place: North Bridge
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kabinettskammarherre Baron Akerhjelm and Riksmarkalken Von Essen at Rosendal Palace, Stockholm. 917 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19804

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01261
Names: Akerhjelm, Baron

Topic: Palaces
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Rosendal Palace
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden
Von Essen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace.] 922 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Palace.] 922 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19805

Similar to RSN 12296.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Art
Interior architecture
Palaces
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cosy cottage home and outbuildings of a Halland man at Skansen, near
Stockholm. 924 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cosy cottage home and outbuildings of a Halland man at
Skansen, near Stockholm. 924 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19806

Similar to RSN 12298
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Dwellings -- Sweden
      Homes -- Sweden
      SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Halland (Sweden)
       Skansen (Sweden)
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Royal elegance of rooms used by Sweden's former kings, castle of Gripsholm, Mariefred. 925 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Royal elegance of rooms used by Sweden's former kings, castle of Gripsholm, Mariefred. 925 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19807

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01263

Names: Gripsholm Castle (Mariefred, Sweden)

Topic: Castles -- Sweden
       Interiors -- Sweden
       Palaces -- Sweden
       Royalty -- Sweden
       SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Mariefred (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Old-fashioned comfort and elegance within a Halland man's home at Skansen, near Stockholm. 926 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Old-fashioned comfort and elegance within a Halland man's home at Skansen, near Stockholm. 926 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19808
Similar to RSN 12299
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01264

Topic:
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Interior architecture -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place:
Halland
Skansen (Sweden)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Great cathedral (320 feet long)--a place of worship for almost 800 years--Linkoping. 927 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Great cathedral (320 feet long)--a place of worship for almost 800 years--Linkoping. 927 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19809
Similar to RSN 12300.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01265

Topic:
Cathedrals -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Linkoping (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Carriage and costume of a sixteenth century landowner, displayed at Bergvik. 928 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Carriage and costume of a sixteenth century landowner, displayed at Bergvik. 928 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19810

Similar to RSN 12301.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01266

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Bergvik (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Everyday life around the picturesque south gate in the old city wall (XIII Cent.) of Wisby. 929 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Everyday life around the picturesque south gate in the old city wall (XIII Cent.) of Wisby. 929 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19811
Similar to RSN 12302.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01267

Topic: Gates -- Sweden
      Ruins -- Sweden
      SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
      Walls -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
      Wisby (Sweden)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 930 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 930 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19812

Similar to RSN 12303.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

282

Topic: Portraits
      SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Sculptured figure of the old warrior King John III on his tomb in Upsala Cathedral. 931 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sculptured figure of the old warrior King John III on his tomb in Upsala Cathedral. 931 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19813

Similar to RSN 12304.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Names: John, King, III,
Topic: Cathedrals -- Sweden
       Royalty -- Sweden
       SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
       Sculptures -- Sweden
       Tombs -- Sweden
Place: Sweden
       Upsala (Sweden)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Marble memorial of Gustavus Vasa, Sweden's great monarch of 400 years ago--Upsala Cathedral. 932 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Marble memorial of Gustavus Vasa, Sweden's great monarch of 400 years ago--Upsala Cathedral. 932 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19814

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Names: Gustavus Vasa
Topic: Cathedrals -- Sweden
       Monuments -- Sweden
       SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
       Tombs -- Sweden
Place: Sweden
       Upsala (Sweden)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural home in Sweden.] 933 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rural home in Sweden.] 933 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19815

Similar to RSN 12306.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Topic: Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Sweden

Smoking chimneys and spacious warves along the Gota-Elv, from Navigation School, Goteborg. 934 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Smoking chimneys and spacious warves along the Gota-Elv, from Navigation School, Goteborg. 934 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19816

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12307.

Copy and Version Identification Note

Topic: Harbors -- Sweden
Railroads -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
Trains -- Sweden

Place: Gota-Elv (Sweden)
Göteborg (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Holiday pleasure-seekers in the School Park, West Storgatan, Jonkoping. 937 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Holiday pleasure-seekers in the School Park, West Storgatan, Jonkoping. 937 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19817

Similar to RSN 12308.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01271

Topic: Armed Forces
Bridges -- Sweden
Horses -- Sweden
Parks -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden
West Storgatan (Sweden)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Planting-time on a farm in the beautiful country near Jonkoping. 938 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lund cathedral, finest in Scandinavia (XII Cent.) said to have been built by Norse giants. 877 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 19818

Similar to RSN 12309.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01272

Topic: Agriculture -- Sweden
      Farms -- Sweden
      Railroads -- Sweden
      SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
      Women laborers -- Sweden

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
       Sweden

Thrifty country-folk with their cattle at work on a farm near Jonkoping. 939 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Thrifty country-folk with their cattle at work on a farm near Jonkoping. 939 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19819

Similar to RSN 12310.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01273

Topic: Cows -- Sweden
       Farms -- Sweden
       Hay -- Sweden
       Laborers -- Sweden
       SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden

Thrifty country-folk with their cattle at work on a farm near Jonkoping. 939
Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19819

Similar to RSN 12310.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01273

Topic: Cows -- Sweden
Farms -- Sweden
Hay -- Sweden
Laborers -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden

Ostra Storgatan, principal street of Jonkoping, and bridge over Canal. 940
Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ostra Storgatan, principal street of Jonkoping, and bridge over Canal. 940 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19820

Similar to RSN 12311.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
The happy valley of Husqvarna seen from a hill above the town. 941 Interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The happy valley of Husqvarna seen from a hill above the town. 941 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19821

Similar to RSN 12312.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Landscape at Husqvarna. 942 Interpositive, 1897
1 Item (5” x 8")
Image(s): Landscape at Husqvarna. 942 Interpositive 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19822

Similar to RSN 12313.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
298

Topic:  SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
        Valleys -- Sweden

Place:  Husqvarna (Jonkoping, Sweden)
        Sweden

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
              Stereoscopic photographs

Midsummer Festival, June 23--holiday crowds strolling through Church
Street-Leksand. 950 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Midsummer Festival, June 23--holiday crowds strolling through
Church Street-Leksand. 950 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19823

Similar to RSN 12317
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01276

Topic:  Festivals
        SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
        Streets

Place:  Leksand (Sweden)
        Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Families, friends and neighbors at the open-air meeting on Midsummer Eve (June 23rd), Leksand 951 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Families, friends and neighbors at the open-air meeting on Midsummer Eve (June 23rd), Leksand 951 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19824

Similar to RSN 12318

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic: Crowds
Festivals
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
Streets

Place: Leksand (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Leksand and the S. end of beautiful Lake Siljan from the wooded heights of Karinsberg. 952 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Leksand and the S. end of beautiful Lake Siljan from the wooded heights of Karinsberg. 952 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19825

Similar to RSN 12319.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01278
The pretty and hospitable hotel at Rattvik--seen from Railway Station. 953 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The pretty and hospitable hotel at Rattvik--seen from Railway Station. 953 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19826

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01279

[Home in Sweden.] 955 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Home in Sweden.] 955 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19827
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic:  Homes -- Sweden  
        Roads -- Sweden  
        SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place:  Sweden

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:   Stereoscopic photographs

Friendly gossip after the Sunday service--groups of neighbors by the roadside in Rattvik. 957 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Friendly gossip after the Sunday service--groups of neighbors by the roadside in Rattvik. 957 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19828

Similar to RSN 12320.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01280

Topic:  Religion -- Sweden  
        Roads -- Sweden  
        SWEDEN-Miscellaneous  
        Streets -- Sweden

Place:  Rattvik (Sweden)  
        Sweden

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:   Stereoscopic photographs

At home on the old farm--overlooking sunny Lake Vettern, Sweden. 962 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): At home on the old farm--overlooking sunny Lake Vettern, Sweden. 962 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19829

Similar to RSN 12322.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01281

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Farms -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Sweden
Vettern Lake

[Crowd at outdoor ski jumping event.] 968 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowd at outdoor ski jumping event.] 968 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19830

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12326 and 19831

Copy and Version Identification Note
315 1/2

Topic: Competitions
Contests
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
Ski jumping
Skiing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd at outdoor ski jumping event.] 968 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd at outdoor ski jumping event.] 968 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19831

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Similar to RSN 12326 and 19830

Copy and Version Identification Note
315

Topic: Competitions
Contests
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
Ski jumping
Skiing
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The little turf-covered cottage in the Woods, Smaland. 970 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The little turf-covered cottage in the Woods, Smaland. 970 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19832

Similar to RSN 12327.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Forests -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Smaland (Sweden)
Sweden
[Waterfalls.] 973 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 973 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19833

["10/2/1907/Made by Carl/Verified by D.D./Size Full"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98093

Topic: Rapids -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home in Sweden.] 974 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Home in Sweden.] 974 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19834

Similar to RSN 12328
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous

Place: Sweden
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Village life and homes. 975 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Village life and homes. 975 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19835

Similar to RSN 12329 and 12330.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
292

Topic: Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
SWEDEN-Miscellaneous
Villages -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 978 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Children.] 978 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19836

Same as RSN 25606.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98173

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Flowers -- Sweden
Gardens -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
[Horse rider.] 980 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Horse rider.] 980 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19837
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Horses
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Copenhagen, the metropolis of all Scandinavia. 1000 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Copenhagen, the metropolis of all Scandinavia. 1000 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19838
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12332, 19839 and 25608.

Topic: Bridges -- Denmark
Cathedrals -- Denmark
DENMARK
Portraits
Rivers -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Copenhagen, the metropolis of all Scandinavia. 1000 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Copenhagen, the metropolis of all Scandinavia. 1000 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19839

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12332, 19838 and 25608.

Copy and Version Identification Note

340

Topic:

Bridges -- Denmark
Cathedrals -- Denmark
DENMARK
Portraits
Rivers -- Denmark

Place:

Copenhagen (Denmark)

Denmark

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Street scene, and old Tower, Copenhagen. Active no. 1001 : stereo interpositive, 1896

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Street scene, and old Tower, Copenhagen. Active no. 1001 : stereo interpositive, 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19840

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]. Similar to RSN 12333.

Topic:

Carts -- Denmark
DENMARK
Policemen -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark
Towers -- Denmark
Wagons -- Denmark

Place:

Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs

Fish market and fishing boats in the canal (west along the Gammelstrand, Copenhagen. 1002 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fish market and fishing boats in the canal (west along the Gammelstrand, Copenhagen. 1002 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19841
Similar to RSN 12334.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0882

Topic: Boats -- Denmark
Canals -- Denmark
DENMARK
Fishes -- Denmark
Industries -- Denmark
Markets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Gammelstrand (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Live fish market and its throngs of buyers on the Gammelstrand, Copenhagen. 1003 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Live fish market and its throngs of buyers on the Gammelstrand, Copenhagen. 1003 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19842
Similar to RSN 12335.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0883

Topic: DENMARK
Fishes -- Denmark
Industries -- Denmark
Markets -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Gammelstrand (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The vegetable market beside the statue of Bishop Absalon, founder of the city, Copenhagen. 1004 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The vegetable market beside the statue of Bishop Absalon, founder of the city, Copenhagen. 1004 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19843

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12336.

Copy and Version Identification Note
0885

Names: Absalon, Bishop

Topic: DENMARK
Markets -- Denmark
Monuments -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark
statues -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Busy harbor of Copenhagen, a famous port of old times, where great ships now come and go. 1005 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Busy harbor of Copenhagen, a famous port of old times, where great ships now come and go. 1005 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19844

Similar to RSN 12337 and 12338.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184], moved from [123].

Topic: DENMARK
Docks -- Denmark
Harbors -- Denmark
Piers -- Denmark
Ships -- Denmark
Wharves -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Harbor from which the old sea-kings used to sail (seen from the Royal Yacht Club), Copenhagen. [Active no. 1007 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Harbor from which the old sea-kings used to sail (seen from the Royal Yacht Club), Copenhagen. [Active no. 1007 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19845

Similar to RSN 12339.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Orig. no. 0880.

Topic: Boats -- Denmark
DENMARK
Docks -- Denmark
Harbors -- Denmark
Piers -- Denmark
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Denmark
Ships -- Denmark
Wharves -- Denmark

Place:
Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palaces and docks of Copenhagen, from dome of Marble Church, east to Malmo. 1008 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Palaces and docks of Copenhagen, from dome of Marble Church, east to Malmo. 1008 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19846
Similar to RSN 12340
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
0881

Topic:
DENMARK
Docks
Harbors
Palaces
Piers
Portraits
Wharves

Place:
Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Malmo

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hall of the Knights where Danish Sovereigns and nobles used to meet,
Rosenborg Castle, Copenhagen. 1009 Interpositive, 1905
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hall of the Knights where Danish Sovereigns and nobles used to meet, Rosenborg Castle, Copenhagen. 1009 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19847

Similar to RSN 12341 and 12342.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Names: Hall of the Knights (Rosenborg Castle, Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
      Art -- Denmark
      Castles -- Denmark
      DENMARK
      Interior architecture -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
      Denmark
      Rosenborg Castle
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Many-towered Palace of Rosenborg, once the home of powerful monarchs. 1010 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Many-towered Palace of Rosenborg, once the home of powerful monarchs. 1010 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19848

Similar to RSN 12343.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0894

Topic: Children -- Denmark
DENMARK
Gardens -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Rosenborg Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Kremlin, Moscow--"There lie our ancient Czars asleep." 1011 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Kremlin, Moscow--"There lie our ancient Czars asleep." 1011 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19849

Same as RSN 12440 and 19926.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Castles -- Russia
Palaces -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of Christiansborg, where Parliament and Supreme Court used to assemble, Copenhagen. 1013 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Palace of Christiansborg, where Parliament and Supreme Court used to assemble, Copenhagen. 1013 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19850

Similar to RSN 12345.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
0917

Names: Christiansborg Palace (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Topic: Carriages -- Denmark
denmark
Horses -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark
Plazas -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Stately palace of good King Christian IX and bronze statue of Frederick V, Copenhagen. 1014 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stately palace of good King Christian IX and bronze statue of Frederick V, Copenhagen. 1014 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19851

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12346.

Copy and Version Identification Note
0897

Names: Christian, King, IX,
Frederick, V

Topic: Children -- Denmark
denmark
Monuments -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark
Plazas -- Denmark
statues -- Denmark

Stately palace of good King Christian IX and bronze statue of Frederick V, Copenhagen. 1014 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stately palace of good King Christian IX and bronze statue of Frederick V, Copenhagen. 1014 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Royal Guards parading past the Crown Prince’s palace (seen from the King’s Palace), Copenhagen. 1015 Interpositive, 1905

Image(s): Royal Guards parading past the Crown Prince’s palace (seen from the King’s Palace), Copenhagen. 1015 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19852
Similar to RSN 12347
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
0898

Topic: Armed Forces
DENMARK
Palaces
Parades

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Town Hall, where councils set the the affairs of a proud old municipality, Copenhagen. 1016 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Town Hall, where councils set the the affairs of a proud old municipality, Copenhagen. 1016 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19853
Similar to RSN 12349.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note

0884

Topic: Buildings -- Denmark DENMARK
Plazas -- Denmark Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark) Denmark

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent Marble Church and the Royal Guards marching toward Palace Square, Copenhagen. 1017 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Magnificent Marble Church and the Royal Guards marching toward Palace Square, Copenhagen. 1017 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19854

Similar to RSN 12350, 12351 and 12352.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Churches -- Denmark DENMARK
Military -- Denmark Parades -- Denmark Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark) Denmark Marble Church

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Outlook N.E. from dome of the Marble Church over Parliament Building to harbor, Copenhagen. 1018 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Outlook N.E. from dome of the Marble Church over Parliament Building to harbor, Copenhagen. 1018 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19855

Similar to RSN 12350, 12351 and 12352

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note
0902

Topic: DENMARK
Harbors
Portraits

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Along canal to Our Saviour's Church with spiral staircase--Exchange spire at right--Copenhagen. 1019 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Along canal to Our Saviour's Church with spiral staircase--Exchange spire at right--Copenhagen. 1019 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19856

Similar to RSN 12353.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0900

Topic: Boats -- Denmark
Canals -- Denmark
Churches -- Denmark
DENMARK
Towers -- Denmark

Place:
Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Our Saviour's Church

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Curious spiral staircase around tower of Our Saviour's Church, S.E. from St. Annae St., Copenhagen. 1020 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Curious spiral staircase around tower of Our Saviour's Church, S.E. from St. Annae St., Copenhagen. 1020 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19857

Similar to RSN 12354 and 12355.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic:
Churches -- Denmark
DENMARK
Streets -- Denmark

Place:
Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Our Saviour's Church

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Impressive interior of the metropolitan Church of our Lady (Vor Frue Kirke), Copenhagen. 1021 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Impressive interior of the metropolitan Church of our Lady (Vor Frue Kirke), Copenhagen. 1021 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19858

Similar to RSN 12356.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note

0904

Names: Church of our Lady (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Churches -- Denmark
DENMARK
Interior architecture
Sculptures -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Vor Freu Kirke
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Danish people coming and going before the picturesque Exchange with its spire of dragons, Copenhagen. 1022 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Danish people coming and going before the picturesque Exchange with its spire of dragons, Copenhagen. 1022 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19859

Similar to RSN 12357

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Copy and Version Identification Note

0899

Names: Exchange (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Buildings
DENMARK
Streets
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Business men and shoppers on the Ostergrade, east from Amagertory, Copenhagen, Denmark's busy capital. 1023 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Business men and shoppers on the Ostergrade, east from Amagertery, Copenhagen, Denmark's busy capital. 1023 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19860
Similar to RSN 12358
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0886
Topic: Buildings -- Denmark DENMARK
Horses -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark
Wagons -- Denmark
Place: Amagertery (Copenhagen, Denmark) Copenhagen (Denmark) Denmark Ostergrade
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Mid-day traffic in the street before Copenhagen's beautiful National Theatre. 1025 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mid-day traffic in the street before Copenhagen's beautiful National Theatre. 1025 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19861
Similar to RSN 12361.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0888
Topic: Carriages -- Denmark
DENMARK
Horses -- Denmark
Plazas -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark
Theaters -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
National Theatre

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Holiday crowds of townspeople filling the crooked and picturesque Nygade (New St.), Copenhagen. 1026 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Holiday crowds of townspeople filling the crooked and picturesque Nygade (New St.), Copenhagen. 1026 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19862

Similar to RSN 12362 and 12363.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0889

Topic: DENMARK
Markets -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Nygade

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Crowds around the booths in the Gammelstorv contributing money for children's outings, Copenhagen. 1027 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Crowds around the booths in the Gammelstorv contributing money for children's outings, Copenhagen. 1027 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19863

Similar to RSN 12364.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0918

Topic: DENMARK
Markets -- Denmark
Plazas -- Denmark
Streets -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Gammelstorv (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fun for the boys and girls in their favorite playground, Ostre Anlaeg, Copenhagen. 1028 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fun for the boys and girls in their favorite playground, Ostre Anlaeg, Copenhagen. 1028 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19864

Similar to RSN 12365.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0919

Topic: Children -- Denmark
DENMARK
Frederiksborg Castle, from within the moat. 1030 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19865

Similar to RSN 12367

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Bicycles -- Denmark
Castles -- Denmark
DENMARK
Palaces -- Denmark
statues -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Palace Church, Frederiksborg Castle--splendid interior, where old-time kings were crowned. 1031 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Palace Church, Frederiksborg Castle--splendid interior, where old-time kings were crowned. 1031 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19866

Similar to RSN 12368.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Copy and Version Identification Note

0892

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Topic: Castles -- Denmark
      Churches -- Denmark
      DENMARK
      Interior architecture
      Palaces -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
      Denmark
      Palace Church

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Dining Hall, Frederiksborg Castles (near Copenhagen), restored to
XVII Cent. splendor. 1033 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Royal Dining Hall, Frederiksborg Castles (near Copenhagen),
restored to XVII Cent. splendor. 1033 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19867

Similar to RSN 12369.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Topic: Art -- Denmark
      Castles -- Denmark
      DENMARK
      Interior architecture -- Denmark
      Palaces -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
      Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Royalty's old home--a beautiful vista in the Price's apartments, Palace of
Frederiksborg. 1035 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Royalty's old home—a beautiful vista in the Princess' apartments, Palace of Frederiksborg. 1035 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19868

Similar to RSN 12370.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0893

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Topic: Art -- Denmark
Castles -- Denmark
DENMARK
Interior architecture -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sir Knight's Hall with its elaborate magnificence of decoration—Royal Palace, of Frederiksborg. 1036 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sir Knight's Hall with its elaborate magnificence of decoration—Royal Palace, of Frederiksborg. 1036 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19869

Similar to RSN 12371 and 12372.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0891
Names: Frederiksborg Palace (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Topic: Art -- Denmark
Castles -- Denmark
DENMARK
Interior architecture -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Sir Knights' Hall

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mirrored beauties of the wooded park around Frederiksborg Palace, near Copenhagen. 1037 Interpositive, 1905

Image(s): Mirrored beauties of the wooded park around Frederiksborg Palace, near Copenhagen. [Active no. 1037 : stereo interpositive.] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19870

Same as RSN 12373 and 19871.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Frederiksborg Palace (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Topic: Castles -- Denmark
DENMARK
Gardens -- Denmark
Love -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mirrored beauties of the wooded park around Frederiksborg Palace, near Copenhagen. 1037 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Mirrored beauties of the wooded park around Frederiksborg Palace, near Copenhagen. 1037 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19871
Same as RSN 12373 and 19870.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0890

Names: Frederiksborg Palace (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Castles -- Denmark
DENMARK
Gardens -- Denmark
Love -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In the Royal Park, Frederiksborg. 1038 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): In the Royal Park, Frederiksborg. 1038 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19872
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Children -- Denmark
DENMARK
Parks -- Denmark
Place: Denmark
Frederiksborg (Denmark)
Royal Park
Hundreds of delicious big cheeses curing, in the largest dairy in the world, Haslev. 1041 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hundreds of delicious big cheeses curing, in the largest dairy in the world, Haslev. 1041 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19873

Similar to RSN 12378 and 12379.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Cheeses -- Denmark
DENMARK
Dairying -- Denmark
Factories -- Denmark
Industries -- Denmark

Place: Denmark
Haslev (Denmark)

A forest of shipping beside the dock at Esbjerg, King Christian's prosperous new city, Jutland. 1042 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A forest of shipping beside the dock at Esbjerg, King Christian's prosperous new city, Jutland. 1042 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19874

Similar to RSN 12380

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]
A cozy Danish home. [Active no. 1043 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19875

Similar to RSN 12381.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

[Castle.] 1044 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Castle.] 1044 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19876

Similar to RSN 12382.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Frederiksborg Castle (Copenhagen, Denmark)
Topic: Castles -- Denmark
Palaces -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
Denmark
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Helsingfors, the capital city of Finland, from Observatory Hill. 1047 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Helsingfors, the capital city of Finland, from Observatory Hill. 1047 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19877
Similar to RSN 12383
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic: Harbors
Portraits
RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Finland
Helsinki (Finland)
Helsinki (Finland)
Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market boats, Helsingfors, Finland. 1048 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Market boats, Helsingfors, Finland. 1048 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19878
Similar to RSN 12384 and 12385.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

**Topic:**
- Boats -- Finland
- Harbors -- Finland
- Markets -- Finland
- Plazas -- Finland
- RUSSIA TOUR

**Place:**
- Finland
- Helsinki (Finland)
- Helsinki (Finland)
- Russia

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Norra Esplanad-Gatan, the principal Street of Helsingfors, Finland. 1049 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 19879

Similar to RSN 12386

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

**Topic:**
- Bicycles -- Finland
- RUSSIA TOUR
- Streets -- Finland

**Place:**
- Finland
- Helsinki (Finland)
- Helsinki (Finland)
- Norra Esplanad-Gatan (Helsinki, Finland)
- Russia

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A Forest in Finland--"This is a forest primeval." 1050 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A Forest in Finland--"This is a forest primeval." 1050 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19880

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic:    Forests -- Finland
RUSSIA TOUR
Walkways -- Finland
Place:    Finland
Russia
Genre/Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The mad waters of the famous Imatra Falls, Finland. 1051 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The mad waters of the famous Imatra Falls, Finland. 1051
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19881

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12387.

Topic:    Bridges -- Finland
RUSSIA TOUR
Rapids -- Finland
Rivers -- Finland
Waterfalls -- Finland
Place:    Finland
Imatra Falls (Finland)
Russia
Genre/Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Saima Canal at Lavola, Finland. 1052 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The picturesque Saima Canal at Lavola, Finland. 1052
Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19882
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

**Topic:** Boats -- Finland  
Canals -- Finland  
RUSSIA TOUR

**Place:** Finland  
Lavola (Finland)  
Russia  
Saima Canal

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**The Market Place, Viborg, Finland. 1053 Interpositive**  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*

Image(s): The Market Place, Viborg, Finland. 1053 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 19883

Similar to RSN 12388.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

**Topic:** Markets -- Finland  
Plazas -- Finland  
RUSSIA TOUR  
Streets -- Finland

**Place:** Finland  
Russia  
Viborg (Finland)

**Genre/Form:**  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Monument of Catherina II and Alexander Theatre, St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1055 : stereo interpositive.]**  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 19884

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Similar to RSN 12392.

Names: Catherine, II

Topic: Monuments -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Theaters -- Russia
statues -- Russia

Place: Alexander Theatre (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Allegorical statue--Man conquering the brute--Fontanka Bridge, St. Petersburg. 1056 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Allegorical statue--Man conquering the brute--Fontanka Bridge, St. Petersburg. 1056 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19885

Similar to RSN 12393.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184], moved from [197].

Topic: Bridges -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Sculpture -- Russia

Place: Fontanka Bridge (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bolschaya Moskaya, the street leading to the Czar's winter Palace, St. Petersburg. 1057 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19886
Similar to RSN 12394

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184], moved from [197]

**Topic:** Buildings
RUSSIA TOUR
Streets

**Place:** Bolschaya Morskaya (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument to Alexander I, arch of triumph, and the Staab Building, St. Petersburg. 1058 interpositive
1 Item (5“ x 8”)

**Image(s):** Monument to Alexander I, arch of triumph, and the Staab Building, St. Petersburg. 1058 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19887

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12395.

**Names:** Alexander, I

**Topic:** Arches -- Russia
Buildings -- Russia
Monuments -- Russia
Plazas -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

**Place:** Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)
Staab Building

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Imperial Winter Palace from Nevsky Prospect, St. Petersburg. 1059 Interpositive
1 Item (5“ x 8”)

**Image(s):** The Imperial Winter Palace from Nevsky Prospect, St. Petersburg. 1059 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19888

Similar to RSN 12396.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Imperial Winter Palace (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Topic: Horses -- Russia
       Palaces -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Streetcars -- Russia
       Wagons -- Russia

Place: Nevsky Prospect (St. Petersburg, Russia)
       Russia
       St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The Peristyle of the Hermitage, St. Petersburg. 1060 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Peristyle of the Hermitage, St. Petersburg, 1060 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19889

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Same as RSN 12397 and 19890.

Names: Hermitage (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Topic: Buildings -- Russia
       Museums -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       statues -- Russia

Place: Peristyle
       Russia
       St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The Peristyle of the Hermitage, St. Petersburg. 1060 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Peristyle of the Hermitage, St. Petersburg. 1060 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19890

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Same as RSN 12397 and 19889.

Names: Hermitage (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Topic: Buildings -- Russia
       Museums -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       statues -- Russia
Place: Peristyle
       Russia
       St. Petersburg (Russia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Gallery of modern sculpture, in the Hermitage, St. Petersburg. [Active no. 1061 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19891

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Same as RSN 12398.

Names: Hermitage (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Topic: Art -- Russia
       Buildings -- Russia
       Museums -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Sculpture -- Russia
       statues -- Russia
Place: Russia
       St. Petersburg (Russia)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Imperial Summer Garden, St. Petersburg. 1062 Interpositive
1 Item (5“ x 8“)
Image(s): The Imperial Summer Garden, St. Petersburg. 1062 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19892
Same as RSN 12399.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Gardens -- Russia
Parks -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
statues -- Russia
Place: Imperial Summer Garden (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Equestrian statue of Peter the Great, St. Petersburg. 1063 interpositive
1 Item (5“ x 8“)
Image(s): Equestrian statue of Peter the Great, St. Petersburg. 1063 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19893
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Same as RSN 12400.

Names: Peter, Emperor of Russia, I, 1672-1725
Topic: Monuments -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
statues -- Russia
Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)
St. Petersburg from the dome of St. Isaac's Cathedral. 1065 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19894

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic: Portraits
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

St. Petersburg from the dome of St. Isaac's Cathedral. 1065 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19894

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Names: Admiralty Building, University and Vasilii Ostrof, St. Petersburg.

Topic: Buildings
Portraits
RUSSIA TOUR
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)
Vasilii Ostrof

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Admiralty Building, University and Vasilii Ostrof, St. Petersburg. 1066 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19895

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Names: Admiralty Building, University and Vasilii Ostrof, St. Petersburg.

Topic: Buildings
Portraits
RUSSIA TOUR
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930

Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)
Vasilii Ostrof

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Barracks, Senate, Academy and Vasilii Ostrof, St. Petersburg. 1067
Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19896
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic: Buildings
Portraits
RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)
Vasilii Ostrof

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Catherine Church and holy water procession, St. Petersburg. 1068
Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): St. Catherine Church and holy water procession, St. Petersburg.
1068 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19897
Similar to RSN 12404 and 12405.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Russia
Churches -- Russia
Parades -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Religion -- Russia

Place: Russia
St. Catherine Church
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Blessing the waters of the Neva, St. Petersburg. 1069 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Blessing the waters of the Neva, St. Petersburg. 1069 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19898
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Religion -- Russia
Rivers -- Russia (Federation)
Place: Neva River (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace bridge, Admiralty and St. Isaac's Church, from the Exchange, St. Petersburg. 1070 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Palace bridge, Admiralty and St. Isaac's Church, from the Exchange, St. Petersburg. 1070 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19899
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12406.

Topic: Bridges -- Russia
Buildings -- Russia
Churches -- Russia
Portraits
RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Admiralty (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Palace Bridge (Russia)
Russia
St. Isaac's Church (Russia)
St. Petersburg (Russia)
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bourse Place, Vasilii Ostrof, St. Petersburg. 1071 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bourse Place, Vasilii Ostrof, St. Petersburg. 1071 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19900

Similar to RSN 12407.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Plazas -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Streetcars -- Russia
Streets -- Russia
Wagons -- Russia

Place: Bourse Place (Vasilii Ostrof, St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)
Vasilii Ostrof

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Exchange Building, St. Petersburg. 1072 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Exchange Building, St. Petersburg. 1072 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19901

Similar to RSN 12408.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Exchange Building (St. Petersburg, Russia)

Topic: Buildings -- Russia
Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Plazas -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Burial place of the Czars, in the Peter-Paul Church of the Fortress, St.
Petersburg. 1073 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Burial place of the Czars, in the Peter-Paul Church of the
Fortress, St. Petersburg. 1073 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19902

Similar to RSN 12410.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Russia
Churches -- Russia
Interior architecture
RUSSIA TOUR
Tombs -- Russia

Place: Peter-Paul Church of the Fortress
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Peterhof Palace, the Czar's Summer Residence. 1076 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Peterhof Palace, the Czar's Summer Residence. 1076
Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19903

Similar to RSN 12417 and 12418.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Children -- Russia
Equipages before Peterhof Palace, the Czar's home in summer. 1077 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Equipages before Peterhof Palace, the Czar's home in summer. 1077 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19904

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

The Fountains from Peterhof Palace, the summer residence of the Czar of Russia. 1078 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19905

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Place: Peterhof
  Peterhof Palace
  Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Narcissus Fountain on Empress Island, "Colonist's Park," Palace Grounds of Peterhof. 1080 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19906

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Fountains -- Russia
  Gardens -- Russia
  Islands -- Russia
  Palaces -- Russia
  Parks -- Russia
  RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Empress Island (Peterhof, Russia)
  Narcissus Fountain
  Peterhof (Russia)
  Peterhof Palace (Russia)
  Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

The Russian Imperial Guard awaiting the German Emperor, Peterhof Pier.
1081 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19907

Similar to RSN 12425

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184], moved from [197]
Founding of the Alexander Hospital, St. Petersburg, by the Emperor and Empress of Germany, 1897. 1083 interpositive, 1897
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Founding of the Alexander Hospital, St. Petersburg, by the Emperor and Empress of Germany, 1897. 1083 interpositive 1897

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19908

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12430

Names: Alexander Hospital (St. Petersburg, Russia)

The Czar of Russia and the French President laying the cornerstone of the Troitsky Bridge, St. Petersburg. 1084 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Czar of Russia and the French President laying the cornerstone of the Troitsky Bridge, St. Petersburg. 1084 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19909

Similar to RSN 12431.
The Soldier's Church, St. Petersburg, with its monument built of Turkish cannon captured 1877. 1085 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Soldier's Church, St. Petersburg, with its monument built of Turkish cannon captured 1877. 1085 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19910

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12432.

The Alexander Palace, built by Catherine II for Alexander I, Tsarskoe Selo. [Active no. 1086 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19911

Similar to RSN 12433.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Alexander, I
        Catherine, II

Topic: Love -- Russia
       Palaces -- Russia
       Parks -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Alexander Palace (Tsarskoe Selo, Russia)
       Russia
       Tsarskoe Selo (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The largest of the Imperial Palaces, Tsarskoe Selo. 1087 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The largest of the Imperial Palaces, Tsarskoe Selo. 1087 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19912

Similar to RSN 12409 and 12421.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Imperial Palace (Tsarskoe Selo, Russia)

Topic: Carriages -- Russia
       Horses -- Russia
       Palaces -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Russia
       Tsarskoe Selo

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lake and Island in the Imperial Grounds, Tsarskoe Selo. 1088 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Lake and Island in the Imperial Grounds, Tsarskoe Selo. 1088 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19913

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Imperial Palace (Tsarskoe Selo, Russia)
Topic: Islands -- Russia
       Lakes -- Russia
       Palaces -- Russia
       Parks -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Russia
       Tsarskoe Selo (Russia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Their Imperial Majesties, the Czar and Czarina of Russia, Krasnoe Selo, August 25, 1897. 1089 Interpositive, 1897
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Their Imperial Majesties, the Czar and Czarina of Russia, Krasnoe Selo, August 25, 1897. 1089 Interpositive 1897
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19914

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic: Czars
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Royalty
Place: Krasnoe Selo (Russia)
       Russia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
           Stereoscopic photographs

Review of the Russian Troops by the French President, Krasnoe Selo, August 25, 1897. 1090 Interpositive, 1897
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Review of the Russian Troops by the French President, Krasnoe Selo, August 25, 1897. 1090 Interpositive 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19915

Similar to RSN 12422.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Military -- Russia
Parades -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: France
Krasnoe Selo (Russia)
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Foreign Representatives at the Military Review, Krasnoe Selo, August 25, 1897. 1091 Interpositive, 1897
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Foreign Representatives at the Military Review, Krasnoe Selo, August 25, 1897. 1091 Interpositive 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19916

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Military -- Russia
Parades -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Krasnoe Selo (Russia)
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs
Their Imperial Majesties, the Czar and Czarina, and the President of France leaving Krasnoe Selo. 1092 Interpositive, 1897

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Their Imperial Majesties, the Czar and Czarina, and the President of France leaving Krasnoe Selo. 1092 Interpositive 1897

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19917

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic:

Czars

RUSSIA TOUR

Rites and ceremonies

Royalty

Place:

France

Krasnoe Selo (Russia)

Russia

Genre/

Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

From Sparrow Hills, Napoleon's first view of Moscow. 1093 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19918

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Names:

Napoleon

Topic:

Battlefields

Portraits

RUSSIA TOUR

Genre/

Landscapes (representations)

Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Place:

Moscow

Russia

Sparrow Hills (Moscow, Russia)

The historical Novo Devitchi Convent, near Moscow. 1094 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The historical Novo Devitchi Convent, near Moscow. 1094 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19919

Similar to RSN 12423.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Children -- Russia
Convents -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Religion -- Russia
Roads -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Novo Devitchi Convent
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Our Saviour, the Greatest Church in Moscow. 1095 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Temple of Our Saviour, the Greatest Church in Moscow. 1095 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19920

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Temple of Our Saviour (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Carts -- Russia
Churches -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Plazas -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The magnificent altar, Temple of Our Savior, Moscow's greatest Church. 1096 Interpositive  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*  
**Image(s):** The magnificent altar, Temple of Our Savior, Moscow's greatest Church. 1096 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 19921  
Similar to RSN 12434.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

**Names:** Temple of Our Saviour (Moscow, Russia)  
**Topic:** Altars -- Russia  
Art -- Russia  
Cathedrals -- Russia  
Churches -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR  
**Place:** Moscow (Russia)  
Russia  
**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

"Holy Moscow," looking north from the Temple of Our Saviour. 1097 Interpositive  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*  
**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 19922  
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]  

**Names:** Temple of Our Saviour (Moscow, Russia)  
**Topic:** Portraits  
RUSSIA TOUR  
**Place:** Moscow  
Russia  
**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs
Moscow, "the Pride of the Czars" (South from the Temple of Our Saviour). 1098 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Moscow, "the Pride of the Czars" (South from the Temple of Our Saviour). 1098 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19923

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12435.

Names: Temple of Our Saviour (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Portraits
RUSSIA TOUR
Rivers -- Russia (Federation)
Temples -- Russia
Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"'Tis the Kremlin Wall! 'Tis Moscow, the jewel of the Czars." 1100 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "'Tis the Kremlin Wall! 'Tis Moscow, the jewel of the Czars." 1100 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19924

Same as RSN 12438 and 19925.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110207

Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Castles -- Russia
Palaces -- Russia
Portraits -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"'Tis the Kremlin Wall! 'Tis Moscow, the jewel of the Czars." 1100
Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "'Tis the Kremlin Wall! 'Tis Moscow, the jewel of the Czars." 1100
Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19925

["May 11, 1908/Made by A.B.H. [or N.]/Verified by D.D./Jarvis/Size Full"] on
envelope; same as RSN 19924.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110207

Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Castles -- Russia
Palaces -- Russia
Portraits -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Kremlin, Moscow--"There lie our ancient Czars asleep." 1101
Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Kremlin, Moscow--"There lie our ancient Czars asleep." 1101
Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19926
Same as RSN 12440 and 19849.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Castles -- Russia
       Czars -- Russia
       Palaces -- Russia
       Portraits -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Tombs -- Russia
Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Russia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Kremlin Wall and Tower of the Sacred Gate, Moscow. 1102
Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Kremlin Wall and Tower of the Sacred Gate, Moscow. 1102
Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19927

Similar to RSN 12441.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Castles -- Russia
       Czars
       Gates -- Russia
       Markets -- Russia
       Palaces -- Russia
       Portraits -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Tombs -- Russia
       Towers -- Russia
Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Russia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Spaski Vorota, sacred gate of the Kremlin, where all heads must be uncovered, Moscow. 1103 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Spaski Vorota, sacred gate of the Kremlin, where all heads must be uncovered, Moscow. 1103 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19928

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Carriages -- Russia
Castles -- Russia
Czars -- Russia
Gates -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Palaces -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Tombs -- Russia
Towers -- Russia
Wagons -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Voznesenski Devitchi (Ascension Convent), ancient burial place of Czarinas and Princesses, Moscow. 1104 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Voznesenski Devitchi (Ascension Convent), ancient burial place of Czarinas and Princesses, Moscow. 1104 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19929

Similar to RSN 12242 and 12243.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Ascension Convent (Moscow, Russia)
The "King of Bells" weighing 200 tons, Kremlin Arsenal, Moscow. 1106 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "King of Bells" weighing 200 tons, Kremlin Arsenal, Moscow. 1106 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19930
Similar to RSN 5409 and 12446.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names:  Kremlin Arsenal (Moscow, Russia)

"Holy Moscow," from the Tower of Ivan the Great. 1107 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Holy Moscow," from the Tower of Ivan the Great. 1107 Interpositive 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19931

Similar to RSN 12247

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic: Ivan the Great Tower (Moscow, Russia)
Portraits
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Moscow
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cathedral of the Assumption, where Emperors of Russia are crowned, Moscow. 1108 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cathedral of the Assumption, where Emperors of Russia are crowned, Moscow. 1108 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19932

Similar to RSN 12248.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Cathedral of the Assumption (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Cathedrals -- Russia

RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Cathedral of the Annunciation, where the Czars have been baptized and married, Moscow. 1109 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cathedral of the Annunciation, where the Czars have been baptized and married, Moscow. 1109 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19933
Similar to RSN 12249.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Cathedral of the Annunciation (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Carriages -- Russia
      Cathedrals -- Russia
      Horses -- Russia
      RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Russia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The great Czar Cannon, weighing 40 tons, Kremlin Arsenal, Moscow. 1110 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The great Czar Cannon, weighing 40 tons, Kremlin Arsenal, Moscow. 1110 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19934
Similar to RSN 12250.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names:  Kremlin Arsenal (Moscow, Russia)
Topic:  Armories -- Russia
       Arsenals -- Russia
       Artillery -- Russia
       Cannon -- Russia
       Castles -- Russia
Gostinnoi Dvor, the great bazaar in the Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1111 Interpositive

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gostinnoi Dvor, the great bazaar in the Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1111 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19935

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

The Historical Museum and the Resurrection Gate of the Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1113 interpositive, 1910

1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Historical Museum and the Resurrection Gate of the Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1113 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19936

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Similar to RSN 12453.

Topic: Carriages -- Russia
Gates -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Monuments -- Russia
Museums -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Historical Museum (Moscow)
Kitai Gorod (Moscow, Russia)
Moscow (Russia)
Resurrection Gate
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The market in the Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1114 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The market in the Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1114 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19937

Similar to RSN 12454.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Markets -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Streets -- Russia

Place: Kitai Gorod (Moscow, Russia)
Moscow (Russia)
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Romanoff House, Moscow--Birthplace of Michael, first Czar of the reigning dynasty. Active no. 1115 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Romanoff House, Moscow--Birthplace of Michael, first Czar of the reigning dynasty. Active no. 1115 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled?

Local Numbers
RSN 19938

Similar to RSN 12255. Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Romanoff, Michael, Czar
       Romanov, House of

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Castles -- Russia
       Czars -- Russia
       Dwellings -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Royalty -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Romanoff House (Moscow, Russia)
       Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Rumiantsof Museum, Moscow. 1116 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Rumiantsof Museum, Moscow. 1116 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19939

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12456.

Topic: Dogs -- Russia
       Horses -- Russia
       Museums -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Streets -- Russia
       Wagons -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Rumiantsof Museum
       Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Petrofski Imperial Palace, Moscow. 1117 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Petrofski Imperial Palace, Moscow. 1117 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19940

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Palaces -- Russia
Plazas -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Troikas -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Petrofski Imperial Palace
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great Sunday market of Moscow. 1118 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The great Sunday market of Moscow. 1118 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19941

Similar to RSN 12257.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Markets -- Russia
Portraits -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Moscow (Russia)
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Church of the Nativity, one of the 500 Greek Churches in Old Moscow.
1119 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Church of the Nativity, one of the 500 Greek Churches in Old Moscow. 1119 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
    RSN 19942
Similar to RSN 12258.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Church of the Nativity (Moscow, Russia)
Topic: Cathedrals -- Russia
       Churches -- Russia
       Horses -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Streets -- Russia
       Wagons -- Russia
Place: Greece
       Moscow (Russia)
       Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Nijni-Novgorod, the summer market place of all nations. 1120 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Nijni-Novgorod, the summer market place of all nations. 1120 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
    RSN 19943
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Markets -- Russia
       Portraits -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)
       Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
Interior of the Church of the Nativity of the Holy Virgin, Nijni-Novgorod. 1121 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Interior of the Church of the Nativity of the Holy Virgin, Nijni-Novgorod. 1121 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19944
Similar to RSN 12259 and 12260.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Church of the Nativity of the Holy Virgin (Nijni Novgorad, Russia)
Topic: Art -- Russia
Cathedrals -- Russia
Churches -- Russia
Interior architecture
RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)
Russia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The floating bridge over the Oka, and the fair of Nijni-Novgorod. 1122 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The floating bridge over the Oka, and the fair of Nijni-Novgorod. 1122 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19945
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Similar to RSN 12261.

Topic: Boats -- Russia
Bridges -- Russia
Markets -- Russia
Portraits -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
That cosmopolitan mart, "The Fair," at Nijni-Novgorod. 1123 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19946
Similar to RSN 12262.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

One of the busy streets of "The Fair" of Nijni-Novgorod. 1124 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): One of the busy streets of "The Fair" of Nijni-Novgorod. 1124 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19947
Similar to RSN 12263.
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].
Principal street of ancient Kief. 1129 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Principal street of ancient Kief. 1129 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19948

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Topic: Carts -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Streets -- Russia

Place: Kiev (Ukraine)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The St. Vladimir monument and the murmuring Dnieper, Kief. 1131 interpositive, 1907

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The St. Vladimir monument and the murmuring Dnieper, Kief. 1131 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19949

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Similar to RSN 12473; ["1907/Made by Co Schultz ? /Jarvis 110248" [With note signed D.D.]] on envelope.
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Monuments -- Russia RUSSIA TOUR Rivers -- Russia (Federation) St. Vladimir Monument (Kief, Ukraine)

Place: Dnieper River (Kiev, Russia) Kiev (Russia) Russia

The Podol portion of ancient Kief. 1132 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English. Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19950

Similar to RSN 12474 and 12475
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic: Portraits RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Kiev (Ukraine) Podol (Kief, Ukraine) Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Milkmaids of Kief. 1133 Interpositive, 1910 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Milkmaids of Kief. 1133 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher Jarvis, Photographer English. Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19951

Similar to RSN 12476
Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic: Dairying
Milk
RUSSIA TOUR
Place: Kiev (Ukraine)
Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The fairyland of "Little Russia." 1134 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19952

Similar to RSN 12477 and 19953

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic: Art
Costumes
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Little Russia
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The fairyland of "Little Russia." 1134 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19953

Similar to RSN 12477 and 19952

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184]

Topic: Art
Costumes
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Little Russia
Russia
Interior of the Vladimir Cathedral, Kief—most beautifully decorated church in Russia. 1135 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Interior of the Vladimir Cathedral, Kief—most beautifully decorated church in Russia. 1135 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19954

Similar to RSN 12378 and 12379; [Cathedral of St. Vladimir, Kiev -- ident. 1/11.91 by Victor Minakhine] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.5 [184].

Names: Vladimir Cathedral (Kief, Ukraine)
Topic: Art -- Russia
      Cathedrals -- Russia
      Interior architecture
      RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Kiev (Russia)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Vladimir Cathedral, Kief—most beautifully decorated church in Russia. 1136 Interpositive
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Interior of the Vladimir Cathedral, Kief--most beautifully decorated church in Russia. 1136 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Top half missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 19955

Similar to RSN 12480.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Names: Vladimir Cathedral (Kief, Ukraine)
"The Resurrection," in the Vladimir Cathedral, Kief. 1137 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19956

Similar to RSN 12481.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Names: Vladimir Cathedral (Kief, Ukraine)

Topic: Art -- Russia
Cathedrals -- Russia
Interior architecture
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Kiev (Russia)
Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Richelieu Street, Odessa. 1138 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Richelieu Street, Odessa. 1138 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19957

Similar to RSN 12482.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

**Topic:** RUSSIA TOUR  
Streets -- Russia  
Streetcars -- Russia  

**Place:** Odessa (Russia)  
Richelieu Street  
Russia  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The handsome opera house of Odessa--one of the finest in Europe. 1139 Interpositive, 1910  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): The handsome opera house of Odessa--one of the finest in Europe. 1139 Interpositive 1910.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 19958

Similar to RSN 12483 and 12484.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Russia  
Gardens -- Russia  
Opera houses -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR  

**Place:** Odessa  
Russia  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Cathedral, Odessa. 1140 Interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): The Cathedral, Odessa. 1140 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 19959

Similar to RSN 12485.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

**Topic:** Cathedrals -- Russia  
Plazas -- Russia  
RUSSIA TOUR

**Place:** Odessa (Russia)  
Russia

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

**Interior of the Cathedral, Odessa. 1141 Interpositive**  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*

*Image(s): Interior of the Cathedral, Odessa. 1141 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 19960

Similar to RSN 12486.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

**Topic:** Cathedrals -- Russia  
Interior architecture  
RUSSIA TOUR

**Place:** Odessa (Russia)  
Russia

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

**The great staircase, Odessa. 1142 Interpositive, 1910**  
*2 pieces (5" x 8")*

*Image(s): The great staircase, Odessa. 1142 Interpositive 1910*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Jarvis, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
cracked at lower right corner

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 19961

Similar to RSN 12487

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]
A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19962

Similar to RSN 12489, 12490, 12491, 19964, 19965 and 25628.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Overlooking the extensive salt fields of Solinen (20,000 tons of salt). [Active no. 1144 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19963

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Solinen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Interpositive
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")

Image(s): A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19964

Similar to RSN 12489, 12490, 12491, 19962, 19965 and 25628.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note

37

Topic:

RUSSIA TOUR
Salt -- Russia
Women laborers -- Russia

Place:

Russia
Solinen

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19965

Similar to RSN 12489, 12490, 12491, 19962, 19964 and 25628.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic:

RUSSIA TOUR
Salt -- Russia
Women laborers -- Russia

Place: Russia
Solinen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Black Sea from the Russian coast. 1146 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Black Sea from the Russian coast. 1146 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19966

Similar to RSN 12492.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: Boats -- Russia
Coastlines -- Russia
Oceans -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Rocks -- Russia
Waterscapes -- Russia

Place: Black Sea
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nicholas Church, Helsingfors. [Active no. 1148 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19967

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Names: Nicholas Church

Topic: Churches -- Finland
FINLAND
Horses -- Finland
A glimpse of the rushing Vuoksen River at Imatra. 1157 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A glimpse of the rushing Vuoksen River at Imatra. 1157 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19968
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

The rushing Vuoksen River above the Falls at Imatra. 1158 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The rushing Vuoksen River above the Falls at Imatra. 1158 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19969
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Imatra (Finland)
Vuoksen River (Finland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fair maids of the Finnish Lakes, Taipale. 1159 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Fair maids of the Finnish Lakes, Taipale. 1159 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19970
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: Boats -- Finland
       FINLAND
       Lakes -- Finland

Place: Finland
       Taipale (Finland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Locks at Sarkjarvi on the famous Salma Canal. 1161 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Locks at Sarkjarvi on the famous Salma Canal. 1161 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19971
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: Boats -- Finland
       Canals -- Finland
       FINLAND

Place: Finland
       Salma Canal
       Sarkjarvi (Finland)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Czarina's Garden, Empress' Isle, Peterhof. 1178 Interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Czarina's Garden, Empress' Isle, Peterhof. 1178 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19973
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: Gardens -- Russia  
Islands -- Russia  
RUSSIA-Miscellaneous

Place: Czarina Garden (Peterhof, Russia)  
Empress Isle (Peterhof, Russia)  
Peterhof  
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A Russian Troika, Sokolniki Park, Moscow. 1198 Interpositive, 1910  
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): A Russian Troika, Sokolniki Park, Moscow. 1198 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19973
Similar to RSN 12494-12496.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: Carriages -- Russia  
Horses -- Russia  
Parks -- Russia  
RUSSIA-Miscellaneous  
Troikas -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)  
Russia
Sokolniki Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 236 RSN Numbers 19974-20070

Image(s)

Stacking salt in the great fields of Solinen, Black Sea. 1218 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stacking salt in the great fields of Solinen, Black Sea. 1218 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19974

Similar to RSN 12497.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: RUSSIA-Miscellaneous
Salt -- Russia
Women laborers -- Russia

Place: Black Sea
Russia
Solinen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Wheeling salt to the stacks, salt fields of Solinen. 1219 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wheeling salt to the stacks, salt fields of Solinen. 1219 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19975

Similar to RSN 12498 and 12499.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
The bridge of boats across the Rhine--looking from Deutz to Cologne. 1228 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The bridge of boats across the Rhine--looking from Deutz to Cologne. 1228 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19976
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12500.

Copy and Version Identification Note
390

The cathedral, the world's finest Gothic structure (towers 512 feet high), Cologne. [Active no. 1229 : stereo interpositive,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The cathedral, the world's finest Gothic structure (towers 512 feet high), Cologne. [Active no. 1229 : stereo interpositive,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19977

Similar to RSN 12501-12503 and 25630; "Made by ABH" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Orig no. 379.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
Place: Cologne (Germany)
       Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Main portal and elaborately ornamental facade, cathedral, Cologne. [Active no. 1230 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19978

Similar to RSN 12504.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Orig. no. 382.

Names: Cologne Cathedral (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
       Automobiles -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
Place: Cologne (Germany)
       Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The market place, Cologne. 1231 Interpositive, 1900
**Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates**

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

NMAH.AC.0143

---

1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s): The market place, Cologne. 1231 Interpositive 1900.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19979

Similar to RSN 12506.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

**Topic:**

GERMANY TOUR

Markets -- Germany

Streets -- Germany.

**Place:**

Cologne (Germany)

Germany

**Genre/Form:**

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

---

Charlemagne’s Cathedral (S. side) where thirty-five German Emperors were crowned, Aix-la-Chapelle. 1232 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s): Charlemagne’s Cathedral (S. side) where thirty-five German Emperors were crowned, Aix-la-Chapelle. 1232 Interpositive.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19980

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

0676

**Names:**

Charlemagne

**Topic:**

Architecture -- Germany

Cathedrals -- Germany

GERMANY TOUR

**Place:**

Aachen (Germany)

Germany

**Genre/Form:**

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
The market place, Cologne. Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The market place, Cologne. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19981

Similar to RSN 12507.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
431

Topic:
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Markets -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place:
Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Vineyards on the mountain terraces along the River Ahr. [Active no. 1234 : stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Vineyards on the mountain terraces along the River Ahr. [Active no. 1234 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19982

Similar to RSN 12508. Orig. no. 421.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic:
Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Vineyards

Place:
Ahr River (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The ruined castle of Drachenfels (XII Cent.)—a type of midaeval fortress-- on the Rhine. 1235 Interpositive, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The ruined castle of Drachenfels (XII Cent.)—a type of midaeval fortress-- on the Rhine. 1235 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19983

Similar to RSN 12509.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note

416

Topic: Castles -- Germany Fortification -- Germany GERMANY TOUR Ruins -- Germany

Place: Drachenfels (Germany) Germany Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Storied castle of the Brothers and moat, Bornhofen on the Rhine, south from river road. 1236 Interpositive, 1904

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Storied castle of the Brothers and moat, Bornhofen on the Rhine, south from river road. 1236 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19984


Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Copy and Version Identification Note

443

Topic: Castles -- Germany
       Children -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Religion -- Germany
       Roads -- Germany

Place: Bornhofen (Germany)
       Germany
       Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Lorelei Rocks, where the sirens lured boatmen to destruction, Rhine. 1237 interpositive, 1908
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lorelei Rocks, where the sirens lured boatmen to destruction, Rhine. 1237 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19985

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12512-12514 and 25631; [Made by A.C.L. "Reproduce 6/25/7"] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note

462

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       GERMANY TOUR
       Rivers -- Germany
       Rocks
       Sirens

Place: Germany
       Lorelei Rocks (Rhineland, Germany)
       Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Castle of Gutenfels and island fortress of the Pfalz--E. across Rhine.
[Active no. 1238 : stereo interpositive,], 1904
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Castle of Gutenfels and island fortress of the Pfalz--E. across Rhine. [Active no. 1238 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19986

Similar to RSN 12516 and 12542; "2/5/1904 Verified by D.D." on envelope; similar to RSN 19987.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]. Orig. no. 441.

Names: Gutenfels Castle (Caub, Germany)

Topic: Castles -- Germany
       Fortification -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Islands -- Germany
       Mountains -- Germany
       Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Pfalz (Germany)
       Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Castle of Gutenfels and island fortress of the Pfalz--E. across Rhine. 1238 interpositive, 1904

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Castle of Gutenfels and island fortress of the Pfalz--E. across Rhine. 1238 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 19987

[New Neg. 12/16/08] on envelope; similar to RSN 19986.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note

11787

Names: Gutenfels Castle (Caub, Germany)

Topic: Boats -- Germany
       Castles -- Germany
The Rheinstein, most picturesque of Rhenish castles--N. from S. wall of bastion. 1239 interpositive, 1896

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Rheinstein, most picturesque of Rhenish castles--N. from S. wall of bastion. 1239 interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19988

Similar to RSN 12515 and 25632.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1239

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rheinstein (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Ehrenfels castle (XIII Cent.) S.W. across the Rhine to Bingen. 1240 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (3 1/2" x 3 3/4")
Image(s): Ehrenfels castle (XIII Cent.) S.W. across the Rhine to Bingen. 1240 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19989

Same as RSN 12517, 12518 and 19990.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185], moved from [123].

Copy and Version Identification Note

448

Names: Ehrenfels Castle (Bingen, Germany)
Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Bingen (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Ehrenfels castle (XIII Cent.) S.W. across the Rhine to Bingen. 1240 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ehrenfels castle (XIII Cent.) S.W. across the Rhine to Bingen. 1240 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19990

Same as RSN 12517, 12518 and 19989.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185], moved from [123].

Copy and Version Identification Note

448

Names: Ehrenfels Castle (Bingen, Germany)
Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bingen (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Bingen on the Rhine, S.E. past Klopp castle to Rudesheim. [Active no. 1241 : stereo interpositive,] 1896
1 Item (5\" x 8\")

Image(s): Bingen on the Rhine, S.E. past Klopp castle to Rudesheim. [Active no. 1241 : stereo interpositive,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19991
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12519.

Orig. no. 449.

Names: Klopp Castle (Bingen, Germany)

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bingen (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River (Germany)
Rudesheim (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Mayence, N.E. from St. Stephen's Church across the Rhine to the village of Castel. 1242 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5\" x 8\")

Image(s): Mayence, N.E. from St. Stephen's Church across the Rhine to the village of Castel. 1242 interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 19992

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Same as RSN 12520 and 19993.

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
      Portraits
      Rivers -- Germany

Place: Castel (Germany)
       Germany
       Mayence (Germany)
       Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Mayence, N.E. from St. Stephen's Church across the Rhine to the village of Castel. 1242 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Mayence, N.E. from St. Stephen's Church across the Rhine to the village of Castel. 1242 interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19993

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Same as RSN 12520 and 19992.

Copy and Version Identification Note
434

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
      Portraits
      Rivers -- Germany

Place: Castel (Germany)
       Germany
       Mayence (Germany)
       Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Palm Gardens, Frankfort. 1243 Interpositive, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): Palm Gardens, Frankfort. 1243 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19994

Similar to RSN 12521 and 12522; frames in separate envelopes; same as RSN 19995.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
       Fountains -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Gardens -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
       Germany
       Palm Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Palm Gardens, Frankfort. 1243 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palm Gardens, Frankfort. 1243 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19995

Similar to RSN 12521 and 12522; frames in separate envelopes; same as RSN 19994.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
396

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
       Fountains -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Gardens -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
       Germany
       Palm Gardens
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Heidelberg castle and Neckar River. 1244 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Heidelberg castle and Neckar River. 1244 interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19996
Similar to RSN 12524.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
400

Names: Heidelberg Castle (Heidelberg, Germany)
Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)
Neckar River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The facade--happily combining mediaeval French and German architecture--cathedral, Strassburg. 1246 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The facade--happily combining mediaeval French and German architecture--cathedral, Strassburg. 1246 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19997
Similar to RSN 12528.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Copy and Version Identification Note

402

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR

Place: France
       Germany
       Strasburg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Strassburg from the first platform of the cathedral tower. [Active No. 1247 : stereo interpositive,] 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Strassburg from the first platform of the cathedral tower. [Active No. 1247 : stereo interpositive,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19998

Similar to RSN 12529.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]. Orig. no. 401.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR

Place: France
       Germany
       Strasburg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Gutenbergs--Platz, and the statue of Gutenberg, the inventor of printing, Strassburg. 1248 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Gutenbergs--Platz, and the statue of Gutenberg, the inventor of printing, Strassburg. 1248 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 19999

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Similar to RSN 12530

Copy and Version Identification Note
407

Names: Gutenberg -- Statue
Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Portraits
Printing -- Germany
statues -- Germany
Place: Germany
Strasburg (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Metz, looking E. from St. Quentin to battlefields of Colombey--Novilly--and Noisseville (1870). 1249 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20000

Similiar to RSN 12531 and 12532

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
0680

Topic: Battlefields
GERMANY TOUR
Portraits
Place: Colombey (Germany)
Germany
Metz (Germany)
Noisseville (Germany)
Novilly (Germany)
St. Quentin (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint riverside houses and picturesque towers of the Upper Town, of historic Luxembourg. 1250 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Quaint riverside houses and picturesque towers of the Upper Town, of historic Luxembourg. 1250 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20001

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12533.

Copy and Version Identification Note
0679

Topic: Dwellings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Homes -- Germany
Portraits -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Luxembourg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Konig Strasse, main avenue of beautiful Stuttgart S.W. past the Stiftskirche. 1251 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Konig Strasse, main avenue of beautiful Stuttgart S.W. past the Stiftskirche. 1251 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20002

Similar to RSN 12524.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0676

Names: Stiftskirche (Stuttgart, Germany)

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
Churches -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Parks -- Germany
Portraits
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Konig Strasse (Stuttgart, Germany)
Stuttgart (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Hohenzollern near Tubingen, built in 1850 on site of mediaeval fortress. 1253 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Castle Hohenzollern near Tubingen, built in 1850 on site of mediaeval fortress. 1253 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20003

Similar to RSN 12526.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6778

Names: Hohenzollern Castle (Tubingen, Germany)

Topic: Agriculture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
Cows -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Wagons -- Germany

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Germany
Tubingen (Germany)

Marien Platz and the ancient pinnacled Rathhaus, A.D. 1365, Munich. 1255 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Marien Platz and the ancient pinnacled Rathhaus, A.D. 1365, Munich. 1255 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20004

Similar to RSN 12539.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0777

Names: Rathhaus (Munich, Germany)
Topic: Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Plazas -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany
Marien Platz (Munich, Germany)
Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The new Rathhaus, Munich. 1256 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The new Rathhaus, Munich. 1256 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20005

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12540

Copy and Version Identification Note
0774

Names: Rathhaus (Munich, Germany)
Topic: Architecture
Buildings
GERMANY TOUR
Monuments

Place: Germany
Munich (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Karls Platz and the new Courts of Justice, Munich. 1257 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Karls Platz and the new Courts of Justice, Munich. 1257 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20006

Similar to RSN 12541.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0776

Topic:
Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Carriages -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany

Place: Germany
Munich (Germany)
Parls Platz

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Statue of Bavaria and Hall of Fame, Munich. 1258 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Statue of Bavaria and Hall of Fame, Munich. 1258 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20007

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Copy and Version Identification Note

0778

Names: Hall of Fame (Munich, Germany)
Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Children -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Gardens -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
statues -- Germany
Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Munich (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 1258 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Park.] 1258 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20008
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6760

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Columns -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Gardens -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
statues -- Germany
Place: Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Berchtesgaden and the Watzmann (8,700 feet), Bavaria. 1259 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Berchtesgaden and the Watzmann (8,700 feet), Bavaria. 1259 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20009

Similar to RSN 12543 and 12544.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Resorts -- Germany
Villages -- Germany
Walkways -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Berchtesgaden (Germany)
Germany
Watzmann

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A glimpse of the Obersee--a gem in the Bavarian Alps. 1261 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A glimpse of the Obersee--a gem in the Bavarian Alps. 1261 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20010

Similar to RSN 12550 and 12551; [12/2/7 Made by Carl "Old No Jarvis"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany

Place: Alps
Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Obersee

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bavarian mountaineers. 1262 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bavarian mountaineers. 1262 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20011

Similar to RSN 20012.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic:
Deer -- Germany
Dwellings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Homes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany

Place:
Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rothenburg, Bavaria, and mediaeval fortifications, scene of sieges in Thirty Years' War. 1263 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Rothenburg, Bavaria, and mediaeval fortifications, scene of sieges in Thirty Years' War. 1263 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20013

Similar to RSN 12553 and 12554.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6771

Topic: Battlefields -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Portraits -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Rothenburg (Germany)
Thirty Years War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Made in Germany"--how willow twigs are stripped for basket weaving at Bamberg. Active no. 1264 : stereo interpositive, [1903]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): "Made in Germany"--how willow twigs are stripped for basket weaving at Bamberg. Active no. 1264 : stereo interpositive, [1903].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20014

Similar to RSN 12555. Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]. Orig. no. 6775.

Topic: Baskets -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Willows -- Germany
Women laborers -- Germany

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Bamberg (Germany)
Germany

Old city walls and watch tower at Nuremberg, looking N. toward castle.
1265 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old city walls and watch tower at Nuremberg, looking N. toward castle. 1265 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20015

Similar to RSN 12556.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6752

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Portraits -- Germany
Streetcars -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Towers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Dresden, Germany.] 1271 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of Dresden, Germany.] 1271 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20016

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12563 and 12564.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6739
Names: Kreuzkirche (Dresden, Germany)

Topic: Churches -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Portraits
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
Elbe River (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint old houses (XV-XVI Cent.) along Pegnitz, Nuremberg, N.W. across stream. 1267 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20017

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12558.

Copy and Version Identification Note

6753

Topic: Dwellings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Homes -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)
Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fascinating Nuremberg reflected in the calm Pegnitz--Heiligegeist Spital, XIV Cent. 1268 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fascinating Nuremberg reflected in the calm Pegnitz--Heiligegeist Spital, XIV Cent. 1268 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20018

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12559 and 12560.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6755

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Buildings -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GERMANY TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homes -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hospitals -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heiligegeist Spital (Nuremberg, Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuremberg (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|             | Stereoscopic photographs |

Henkerstag (hangman's bridge) over Pegnitz--curious bit of Middle Ages, Nuremberg. 1269 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Henkerstag (hangman's bridge) over Pegnitz--curious bit of Middle Ages, Nuremberg. 1269 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20019

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12561.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6754

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Bridges -- Germany.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GERMANY TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Towers -- Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henkerstag (Hangman's Bridge, Nuremberg, Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuremberg (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dresden on the Elbe--N.E. from tower of Kreuzkirche past Frauenkirche to Art Academy. [Active no. 1270 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20020
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Similar to RSN 12562.

Orig. no. 6742

Names: Frauenkirche (Nuremberg, Germany)
Topic: Bridges -- Germany,
Cathedrals -- Germany
Churches -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
Elbe River (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Royal opera house, one of the finest buildings in Dresden--S. entrance facing square. 1272 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Royal opera house, one of the finest buildings in Dresden--S. entrance facing square. 1272 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20021
Similar to RSN 12566.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Castle of Albrechtsburg and Meissen cathedral, W. across Elbe, Saxony.
[Active no. 1274: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20022

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 125678.

Orig. no. 6776.

Names: Albrechtsburg Castle (Saxony, Germany)

Topic: Bridges -- Germany,
       Castles -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Rivers -- Germany

Place: Elbe River (Germany)
       Germany
       Meissen Cathedral (Germany)
       Saxony (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Life on a Saxony farm--W. across hayfield to farm house near Meissen.
[Active no. 1275: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20023

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Orig. no. 6783.

Topic: Agriculture -- Germany
Dwellings -- Germany
Farms -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Hay -- Germany
Homes -- Germany
Windmills -- Germany
Women laborers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Meissen
Saxony (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Women laborers in beet industry, field near Meissen, Saxony. [Active no. 1276 : stereo Interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20024

Similar to RSN 12569.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Orig. no. 6717.

Topic: Agriculture -- Germany
Beets -- Germany
Fields -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Women laborers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Meissen
  Saxony (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Germany
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Morning call in Altenburg, Saxony, costumes of well-to-do villagers. 1277 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Morning call in Altenburg, Saxony, costumes of well-to-do villagers. 1277 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 20025

Similar to RSN 12570.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  6773

  Topic: Dwellings -- Germany
    GERMANY TOUR
    Homes -- Germany
    Villages -- Germany

  Place: Altenburg (Saxony, Germany)
    Germany
    Saxony (Germany)

  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Mountain fortress of Konigstein, Saxony, 815 feet above river and town--W. up heights. [Active no. 1278 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 20026

Similar to RSN 12571.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Orig. no. 6782.

Topic: Churches -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Villages -- Germany

Place: Germany
Konigstein (Saxony, Germany)
Saxony (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pinnacled cliffs of Bastel, Saxon Switzerland, 645 feet above River Elbe.
1279 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20027

Similar to RSN 12572

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6781

Topic: Cliffs
Formations (Geology)
GERMANY TOUR

Place: Bastel (Germany)
Elbe River (Germany)
Germany
Saxon Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

University Buildings, Leipsic, a seat of learning famous for five centuries.
1280 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): University Buildings, Leipsic, a seat of learning famous for five centuries. 1280 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20028

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12573.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6735

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Universities -- Germany

Place: Germany
Leipzig (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Theatre of Leipsic, N. side of Augusta Platz--finest modern building in the old city. 1281 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Theatre of Leipsic, N. side of Augusta Platz--finest modern building in the old city. 1281 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20029

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12574.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6736

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Carriages -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Theaters -- Germany

Place: Augusta Platz (Liepzig, Germany)
Germany
Leipzig (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument in market-place, Leipsic, commemorating Franco-Prussian War.
1282 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Monument in market-place, Leipsic, commemorating Franco-Prussian War. 1282 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20030

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12575

Copy and Version Identification Note
6738

Topic: Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871
GERMANY TOUR
Monuments
War

Place: Germany
Leipzig (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the market-place, Hanover. 1283 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the market-place, Hanover. 1283 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20031

Similar to RSN 12576.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

**Topic:** Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Markets -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Wagons -- Germany

**Place:**
Germany
Hannover (Germany)

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ancient Magdeburg, a power in the Middle Ages--S.W. across Elbe to cathedral. 1284 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** Ancient Magdeburg, a power in the Middle Ages--S.W. across Elbe to cathedral. 1284 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20032

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

**6779**

**Topic:**
Boats -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

**Place:**
Elbe River (Germany)
Germany
Magdeburg (Germany)

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Luther's church, Wittenberg, where Communion was first administered in both kinds. Active no. 1285. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 9")

**Image(s):** Luther's church, Wittenberg, where Communion was first administered in both kinds. Active no. 1285. Stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled?
Local Numbers
RSN 20033
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]. Similar to RSN 12278-12280. Orig. no. 6749.

Names: Luther, Martin, 1483-1546
Topic: Churches -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Plazas -- Germany
Place: Germany
Wittenberg (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Busy Berlin, S.W. from Alexander Sq. down Konig Strasse to city hall. 1286
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Busy Berlin, S.W. from Alexander Sq. down Konig Strasse to city hall. 1286 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20034
Similar to RSN 12781 and 20035.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: Automobiles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Streetcars -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Wagons -- Germany
Place: Alexander Square (Berlin, Germany)
Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Konig Strasse (Berlin, Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Busy Berlin, S.W. from Alexander Sq. down Konig Strasse to city hall. 1286
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Busy Berlin, S.W. from Alexander Sq. down Konig Strasse to city hall. 1286 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20035

Similar to RSN 12781 and 20034.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
488

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Streetcars -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Wagons -- Germany

Place: Alexander Square (Berlin, Germany)
Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Konig Strasse (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Splendor and sturdy industry in Berlin--S. up the Spree to cathedral. 1287 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Splendor and sturdy industry in Berlin--S. up the Spree to cathedral. 1287 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20036

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12785 and 12786; [New neg 12/16/08] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
11178

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Monument Wilhelm I, by Begas, with statues N. and S. Germany--west side palace square, Berlin. [Active no. 1289 : stereo interpositive.]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20038

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]. Similar to RSN 12789. Associated number 6700.

Names: Begas, sculptor
Wilhelm, Kaiser, I,

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Palace Square

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Berlin seat of a great power--W. from city hall past cathedral to Parliament Bldg. 1290 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Berlin seat of a great power--W. from city hall past cathedral to Parliament Bldg. 1290 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20039

Similar to RSN 12790-12792.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
457

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Parliaments -- Germany
Portraits -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Parliament

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

People and palace--Berlin children playing under Kaiser's north windows.
1291 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): People and palace--Berlin children playing under Kaiser's north windows. 1291 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20040

Similar to RSN 12793.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note

469

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)
   Kaiser

Topic: Children -- Germany
   GERMANY TOUR
   Monuments -- Germany
   Palaces -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
   Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Bronze statue of St. George and the dragon in first court, Imperial Palace, Berlin. [Active no. 1292 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20041

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12794.

Orig. no. 6701.

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
   Military -- Germany
   Monuments -- Germany
   Palaces -- Germany
St. George
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Throne Room, Royal Palace, Berlin with plate-laden sideboard and regal decorations. 1293 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20042

Similar to RSN 12595, 12596, 2230, 2231 and 25639

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6702

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Art
GERMANY TOUR
Interior architecture
Palaces

Place: Berlin (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Imperial picture gallery along N.W. side palace, Berlin, overlooking the gardens. 1294 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20043

Similar to RSN 2232 and 12579
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note

6713

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Art
GERMANY TOUR
Interior architecture
Palaces
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old art museum, Berlin, filled with treasures N. from window in Imperial Palace. 1295 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old art museum, Berlin, filled with treasures N. from window in Imperial Palace. 1295 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20044

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12598.

Copy and Version Identification Note

6714

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Carriages -- Germany
Carts -- Germany
Fountains -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Museums -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
New National Gallery, Berlin--guarding art treasures--W. from Bourse across River Spree. 1296 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): New National Gallery, Berlin--guarding art treasures--W. from Bourse across River Spree. 1296 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20045
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Similar to RSN 12599 and 12600.
Copy and Version Identification Note
6711
Topic: Art
Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY TOUR
Museums -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
National Gallery (Germany)
Spree River (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Royalty's outlook--W. up Under den Linden from windows of palace. 1297 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Royalty's outlook--W. up Under den Linden from windows of palace. 1297 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20046
Similar to RSN 12601.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Copy and Version Identification Note
6704
German officers at "Royal Guards," Unter den Linden (S. across Pariser Platz), Berlin. 1298 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): German officers at "Royal Guards," Unter den Linden (S. across Pariser Platz), Berlin. 1298 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20047
Similar to RSN 12602.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6706

University Buildings, Berlin, once home of a prince, now frequented by 6,500 students. [Active no. 1299 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20048

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12603. Orig. no. 6708.

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Carriages
GERMANY TOUR
Horses
Parks
Universities and colleges -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] 1299 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Plaza.] 1299 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20049

[Cathedral & market, Germany] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6758

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Markets -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the world's famous streets--Under den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. 1300 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of the world's famous streets--Under den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. 1300 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20050

Similar to RSN 12604-12606, 20051, 20052 and 25640; same as RSN 2276.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185], moved from [123].

Topic: Automobiles -- Germany GERMANY TOUR Streets

Place: Berlin (Germany) Germany Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

One of the world's famous streets--Under den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. 1300 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of the world's famous streets--Under den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. 1300 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20051

[Made by ABH Verified by DD] on envelope; same as RSN 20052; similar to RSN 12604-12606, 20050 and 25640.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185], moved from [123].

Copy and Version Identification Note

459

Topic: Carriages -- Germany GERMANY TOUR Horses -- Germany Streets -- Germany.

Place: Berlin (Germany) Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the world's famous streets--Under den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. 1300 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of the world's famous streets--Under den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. 1300 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20052

[Made by Al [?]] on envelope; same as RSN 20051; similar to RSN 12604-12606, 20050 and 25640.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185], moved from [123].

Copy and Version Identification Note
459

Topic:
Carriages -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place:
Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Noble statue of Frederick the Great--E. end Unter den Linden opp. Academy Bldg, Berlin. Active no. 1301 : stereo interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Noble statue of Frederick the Great--E. end Unter den Linden opp. Academy Bldg, Berlin. Active no. 1301 : stereo interpositive, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20053

Similar to RSN 12607. Associated number: 6707.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Names: Frederick, the Great.

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Refreshing Unter den Linden Cafe, Berlin. 1302 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Refreshing Unter den Linden Cafe, Berlin. 1302 Interpositive 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20054

Similar to RSN 12608
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
368

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Restaurants
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stately Brandenburg Gate, Berlin W. entrance to famous Unter den Linden.
1303 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stately Brandenburg Gate, Berlin W. entrance to famous Unter
den Linden. 1303 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20055

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12609.

Copy and Version Identification Note
465

Names: Brandenburg Gate
Topic: Carts -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Gates -- Germany
Horses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Silver gelatin on glass.

Avenue of Victory, with statues of Prussian Kings, N. through promenade, Berlin. 1304 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Avenue of Victory, with statues of Prussian Kings, N. through promenade, Berlin. 1304 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.

Local Numbers
RSN 20056

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
466

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Parks -- Germany
Royalty -- Germany
statues -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

An Empire's centre--Parliament Building, Berlin (from W.) where Imperial Diet meets. 1305 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): An Empire's centre--Parliament Building, Berlin (from W.) where Imperial Diet meets. 1305 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20057

Similar to RSN 12611

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6715

Topic: Buildings
GERMANY TOUR
Parliaments

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Parliament Building (Melbourne, Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Statue of Bismarck, "The Iron Chancellor" and Empire Maker--and the Reichstag, Berlin. 1306 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20058

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12612.
Copy and Version Identification Note

432

Names: Bismarck, Chancellor
       Iron Chancellor

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Monuments -- Germany
       Parliaments -- Germany
       statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany
       Reichstag (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Hall where German Parliament meets, Berlin--E. wall with seats of
President and Speaker. 1307 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hall where German Parliament meets, Berlin--E. wall with seats
of President and Speaker. 1307 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20059

Similar to RSN 12613

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note

6718

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
       Interior architecture
       Parliaments

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A family party enjoying a leisurely hour in Kroll's famous beer-garden,
Berlin. 1308 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A family party enjoying a leisurely hour in Kroll's famous beer-garden, Berlin. 1308 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20060
Similar to RSN 12614
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
0877

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Beergardens
GERMANY TOUR
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Theatre, Berlin, grand E. facade--Schiller Square at foot of steps. 1309 interpositive, 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Royal Theatre, Berlin, grand E. facade--Schiller Square at foot of steps. 1309 interpositive 1911.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20061
Similar to RSN 12615.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: Automobiles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Plazas -- Germany
Theaters -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Royal Theater
Schiller Square

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Theatre, Berlin, grand E. facade--Schiller Square at foot of steps.
1309 Interpositive, 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Royal Theatre, Berlin, grand E. facade--Schiller Square at foot of steps. 1309 Interpositive 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20062

Similar to RSN 12615.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Convenience and architectural beauty--elevated R.R. W. along Bulow Strasse, Berlin. 1310 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20063

Similar to RSN 12616, 12617 and 25641; [9/19/1910 CB] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: Automobiles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Railroads -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Wagons -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Bulow Strasse (Berlin Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Memorial church of Kaiser Wilhelm I, Tauenziestrasse (over subway), Berlin. [Active no. 1311 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Memorial church of Kaiser Wilhelm I, Tauenziestrasse (over subway), Berlin. [Active no. 1311 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20064

Similar to RSN 12618.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Orig. no. 464.

Names: Wilhelm, Kaiser, I,

Topic: Churches -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Tauenziestrasse

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of monarchs past--Charlottenburg, home of Frederick I (died 1713), Berlin. 1312 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Palace of monarchs past--Charlottenburg, home of Frederick I (died 1713), Berlin. 1312 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20065

Similar to RSN 12619.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6708

Names: Charlottenburg (Berlin, Germany)
Frederick, King, I,

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Horses -- Germany
Military -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Potsdam, summer home of German monarchs, N. from Brauhausberg, overlooking river. 1313 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20066

Similar to RSN 12620
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6721

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Portraits
Royalty

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ballroom in Emperor William's summer palace, Potsdam--scene of court gayeties. 1314 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Ballroom in Emperor William's summer palace, Potsdam--scene of court gayeties. 1314 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20067

Similar to RSN 12621

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6731

Topic: Ballrooms
GERMANY TOUR
Interior architecture
Palaces

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
William

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Great Frederick's refuge from cares of state, Sans Souci, Potsdam.
Active no. 1315 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): The Great Frederick's refuge from cares of state, Sans Souci, Potsdam. Active no. 1315 : stereo interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20068
Similar to RSN 12622 and 12623. Associate number: 6724.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Names: Frederick, the Great.

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Gardens -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Room used by Voltaire, palace of Frederick the Great, Sans Souci, Potsdam. Active no. 1316 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Room used by Voltaire, palace of Frederick the Great, Sans Souci, Potsdam. Active no. 1316 : stereo interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20069

Similar to RSN 12624. Associated number: 6734.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Names: Voltaire.

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Interior architecture
Palaces

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Charlottenhof, where Humboldt wrote and Kaiser Wilhelm takes tea--Sans Souci, Potsdam. [Active no. 1317 : stereo interpositive,], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Charlottenhof, where Humboldt wrote and Kaiser Wilhelm takes tea--Sans Souci, Potsdam. [Active no. 1317 : stereo interpositive.] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20070

Similar to RSN 12625

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Orig. no. 6726.

Names: Charlottenhof (Potsdam, Germany)
Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859
Wilhelm, Kaiser, I,

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Gardens -- Germany
Palaces

Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 237
RSN Numbers 20071-20166

Image(s)

Marketing in Stettin, quay beside the Oder, looking N.E. down stream. 1318 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Marketing in Stettin, quay beside the Oder, looking N.E. down stream. 1318 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20071

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12626.
Beautiful monumental fountain in square by town hall, Stettin (Pomerania). 1319 interpositive, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Beautiful monumental fountain in square by town hall, Stettin (Pomerania). 1319 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner broken.

Local Numbers
RSN 20072

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12627; pieces in separate envelopes.
Picturesque rig of Monchgut fishermen--beach on W. shore, Baltic Sea.
1320 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Picturesque rig of Monchgut fishermen--beach on W. shore, Baltic Sea. 1320 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20073
Similar to RSN 12628 and 12629.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6784

Topic: Beaches -- Germany
Boats -- Germany
Fishes -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR

Place: Baltic Sea
Germany
Monchgut

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Market place, Schwerin, beside cathedral--20th century business in a 12th century town. 1321 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Market place, Schwerin, beside cathedral--20th century business in a 12th century town. 1321 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20074
Similar to RSN 12630.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6780

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Markets -- Germany

Place: Germany
Schwerin (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mediaeval gateway of old town of Lubeck--the Holstenthor from the E. 1322 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mediaeval gateway of old town of Lubeck--the Holstenthor from the E. 1322 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20075

Similar to RSN 12631.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6763

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Gates -- Germany
Towers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Holstenthor (Lubeck, Germany)
Lubeck (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lubeck, once a great power in European affairs--E, across the beautiful river. 1323 interpositive, 1907
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lubeck, once a great power in European affairs--E, across the beautiful river. 1323 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower left corner broken off.

Page 11159 of 15344
Local Numbers
RSN 20076

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12632 and 12634; [3/13/1907 AL] on main envelope; pieces in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6766

**Topic:** Boats -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

**Place:** Germany
Lubeck (Germany)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Splendid war engines--formidable battleships bearing Germany's flag o'er the seas. 1325 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20077

Same as RSN 25643

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6785

**Topic:** Battleships
GERMANY TOUR

**Place:** Germany

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great bridge over the Elbe, Hamburg. 1326 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Great bridge over the Elbe, Hamburg. 1326 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20078

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12638; [1/27/1907] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
378?

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Elbe River (Germany)
Germany
Hamburg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Farewell to the Fatherland--German passengers on the S.S. Konigin Luise leaving Bremen for America. 1327 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Farewell to the Fatherland--German passengers on the S.S. Konigin Luise leaving Bremen for America. 1327 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20079

Similar to RSN 12639.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0878

Names: Konigin Luise (Ship)

Topic: Emigration and immigration -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Ships -- Germany
Rapid transit in Berlin—elevated railway E. along Landwehr Canal. 1328 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Rapid transit in Berlin—elevated railway E. along Landwehr Canal. 1328 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20080

Similar to RSN 12640.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note

460

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Canals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Railroads -- Germany
Ships -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Landwehr Canal (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

New Cathedral (W. front) to hold the ashes of all the Hohenzollerns, Berlin. 1329 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): New Cathedral (W. front) to hold the ashes of all the Hohenzollerns, Berlin. 1329 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20081

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Similar to RSN 12641.

Copy and Version Identification Note

463

**Topic:** Bridges -- Germany.
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Wagons -- Germany

**Place:** Berlin (Germany)
Germany

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Emperor's Palace, from across the Spree, Berlin. 1331 interpositive, 1911

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Emperor's Palace, from across the Spree, Berlin. 1331 interpositive 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20082

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12646 and 20083.

**Names:** Emperor's Palace (Berlin, Germany)

**Topic:** Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Streetcars -- Germany
Wagons -- Germany

**Place:** Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Spree River

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Emperor's Palace, from across the Spree, Berlin. 1331 interpositive, 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Emperor's Palace, from across the Spree, Berlin. 1331 interpositive 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20083

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12646 and 20082.

Copy and Version Identification Note
363

Names: Emperor's Palace (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Streetcars -- Germany
Wagons -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Spree River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Red Eagle room, Imperial Palace, Berlin, where Kaiser awards national honors. 1332 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Red Eagle room, Imperial Palace, Berlin, where Kaiser awards national honors. 1332 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20084

Similar to RSN 12647

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]
Copy and Version Identification Note

6703

Names: Imperial Palace (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Art
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture
Palaces
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Schiller Square, with Royal Theatre (left) and French Church, two of the finest buildings in Berlin. 1333 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Schiller Square, with Royal Theatre (left) and French Church, two of the finest buildings in Berlin. 1333 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20085

Similar to RSN 12648.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6709

Names: French Church (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Churches -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Plazas -- Germany
Theaters -- Germany
Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Royal Theatre
Schiller Square
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Impressive S. entrance to New Museum (opposite Cathedral), Berlin. 1334 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Impressive S. entrance to New Museum (opposite Cathedral), Berlin. 1334 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20086
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Similar to RSN 12649.
Copy and Version Identification Note
6712

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Museums -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Statue of Bismarck and lofty pillar of Victory, W. from Parliamnet Building, Berlin. 1335 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Statue of Bismarck and lofty pillar of Victory, W. from Parliamnet Building, Berlin. 1335 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20087
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Similar to RSN 12650.
Copy and Version Identification Note
6716

Names: Bismarck, Chancellor
Topic: Columns -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Monuments -- Germany
Pillar of Victory and west front of Parliament Building, Berlin. 1336 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Pillar of Victory and west front of Parliament Building, Berlin. 1336 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20088
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12651.

Topic: Carriages -- Germany
Columns -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Parliaments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Parliament Building (Melbourne, Australia)
Victory Pillar (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kroll's Beer Garden, Berlin, fashionable open-air theatre patronized by good society. [Active no. 1338 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20089
Similar to RSN 12653, 12654 and 20090.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Orig. no. 6719.

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Beergardens -- Germany
Children -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany
Theaters -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kroll's Beer Garden, Berlin, fashionable open-air theatre patronized by good society. 1338 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Kroll's Beer Garden, Berlin, fashionable open-air theatre patronized by good society. 1338 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20090

Similar to RSN 12653, 12654 and 20089.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6719 1/2

Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)

Topic: Beergardens -- Germany
Children -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany
Theaters -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Kroll's beautiful Beer Gardens, Berlin, the prominent society resort for musical diversion. 1339 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 20091  
Similar to RSN 12555 and 12656  
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
6720  
Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)  
Topic: Beergardens  
GERMANY--Miscellaneous  
Restaurants -- 1890-1920  
Theaters  
Place: Berlin (Germany)  
Germany  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

Kroll's beautiful Beer Gardens, Berlin, the prominent society resort for musical diversion. 1340 Interpositive, 1894
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): Kroll's beautiful Beer Gardens, Berlin, the prominent society resort for musical diversion. 1340 Interpositive 1894  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 20092  
Similar to RSN 12657  
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
370  
Names: Kroll's Beer Garden (Berlin, Germany)
Topic: Beergardens
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Theaters

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] 1343 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Restaurant.] 1343 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20093

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
369

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

City Palace of the Kaisers, Potsdam, N. from the riverside gardens. 1346
Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): City Palace of the Kaisers, Potsdam, N. from the riverside gardens. 1346 Interpositive 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20094

Similar to RSN 12660

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6722
Names: City Palace (Potsdam, Germany)
Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Gardens -- Germany
Palaces
Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Town Palace and St. Nicholas Church, Potsdam, N. across the Havel. 1347
interpositive, 1903
t 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Town Palace and St. Nicholas Church, Potsdam, N. across the
Havel. 1347 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20095

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12661.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6723

Names: City Palace (Potsdam, Germany)
St. Nicholas Church (Potsdam, Germany)
Topic: Churches -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Palaces -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Swans -- Germany
Place: Germany
Havel River (Potsdam, Germany)
Potsdam (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Loot from Pekin--ancient Chinese astronomical globe in court of Orangerie,
Potsdam. [Active no. 1348 : stereo Interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Loot from Pekin--ancient Chinese astronomical globe in court of Orangerie, Potsdam. [Active no. 1348 : stereo Interpositive.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20096

Similar to RSN 12662.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Company acc. no. 6725.

Names: Orangerie (Potsdam, Germany)
Topic: Architecture -- China
GERMANY--Miscellaneous Gardens -- China
Globes -- China

Place: China
Germany
Potsdam (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of Sans Souci, Potsdam, beloved by Frederick the Great--(look N. up terraces). 1349 Interpositive, 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace of Sans Souci, Potsdam, beloved by Frederick the Great--(look N. up terraces). 1349 Interpositive 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20097

Similar to RSN 12663
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6728

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Gardens -- Germany
Palaces
Place: Germany
   Potsdam (Germany)
   Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sans Souci (Potsdam), dear to Federick the Great--"Quand je serai la, je serai sans souci." [Active no. 1350 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Sans Souci (Potsdam), dear to Federick the Great--"Quand je serai la, je serai sans souci." [Active no. 1350 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20098

Similar to RSN 12664

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Orig. no. 6730.

Topic: Armed Forces
   GERMANY--Miscellaneous
   Gardens -- Germany
   Palaces

Place: Germany
   Potsdam (Germany)
   Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Room of Frederick the Great, where he died, 1786; Palace of Sans Souci, Potsdam. [Active no. 1351 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Room of Frederick the Great, where he died, 1786; Palace of Sans Souci, Potsdam. [Active no. 1351 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20099

Similar to RSN 12665. Associated number: 6733.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Names:  Frederick, the Great.
Topic:  GERMANY--Miscellaneous
        Interior architecture -- Germany
        Palaces -- Germany
        Sculpture -- Germany
Place:  Germany
        Potsdam (Germany)
        Sans Souci (Palace : Potsdam, Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Home of Emperors---New Palace at Potsdam used by Frederick the Great, now by Wilhelm II. Active no. 1353 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Home of Emperors---New Palace at Potsdam used by Frederick the Great, now by Wilhelm II. Active no. 1353 : stereo interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20100

Similar to RSN 12666. Associated number: 6724.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Names:  Frederick, the Great.
          William, German Emperor, II,, 1859-1941
Topic:  GERMANY--Miscellaneous
        Palaces
Place:  Germany
        Potsdam (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Shell room, New Palace, Potsdam, inlaid with precious curios--apartment of Kaiser. 1354 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Shell room, New Palace, Potsdam, inlaid with precious curios--apartment of Kaiser. 1354 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20101

Similar to RSN 12667

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6732

Names: Kaiser
Topic: Art
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Palaces
Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shell room, New Palace, Potsdam, inlaid with precious curios--apartment of Kaiser. 1354 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Shell room, New Palace, Potsdam, inlaid with precious curios--apartment of Kaiser. 1354 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20102

Similar to RSN 12667

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6727

Names: Kaiser
Topic: Art
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Palaces
Place: Germany
Potsdam (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Where Germany builds her ships--S.S. Kaiser Wilhelm II in ship-yards, Stettin. 1356 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Where Germany builds her ships--S.S. Kaiser Wilhelm II in ship-yards, Stettin. 1356 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20103

Similar to RSN 12669.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6765

Names: Kaiser Wilhelm II
Kaiser Wilhelm II (Steamship)

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Factories -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Ships -- Germany
Shipyards -- Germany

Place: Germany
Stettin (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Inside Luther's old church, Wittenberg--first communion in both kinds here, 1521. Active no. 1357. Stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s): Inside Luther's old church, Wittenberg--first communion in both kinds here, 1521. Active no. 1357. Stereo interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20104

Similar to RSN 12670. Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]. Orig. no. 6780.

Names: Luther, Martin, 1483-1546

Topic: Churches -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture

Place: Germany
Wittenberg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral at Lubeck (XII Cent.), tower 394 feet high--historical museum at S. side. 1358 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cathedral at Lubeck (XII Cent.), tower 394 feet high--historical museum at S. side. 1358 interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20105

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12671

Copy and Version Identification Note
6767

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Museums

Place: Germany
Lubeck (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Kiel, headquarters German navy--N.E. end of Canal from Baltic to North Sea. 1359 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Kiel, headquarters German navy--N.E. end of Canal from Baltic to North Sea. 1359 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20106

Similar to RSN 12672.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6770

Topic: Canals -- Germany
Docks -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Military -- Germany
Piers -- Germany
Ships -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany

Place: Baltic Sea
Germany
Kiel (Germany)
North Sea

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Town Hall, Leipsic (XVI Cent.) with marketplace and War Monument. 1361 interpositive, 1903
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Town Hall, Leipsic (XVI Cent.) with marketplace and War Monument. 1361 interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cracked from upper right to lower left center.

Local Numbers

RSN 20107

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Pieces in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note

6737

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Carriages -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Germany
Leipzig (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Frauenkirche, Dresden, with lofty lantern (312 feet) N.E. across square by Luther Statue. Active no. 1363. Stereo interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Frauenkirche, Dresden, with lofty lantern (312 feet) N.E. across square by Luther Statue. Active no. 1363. Stereo interpositive, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20108

Similar to RSN 12673. Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]. Orig. no. 6743-1/2.

Names: Frauenkirche (Nuremberg, Germany)
Luther, Martin, 1483-1546

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
Churches -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Lanterns
Plazas -- Germany
Streetcars -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sophienkirche (Protestant court church) from W.--Dresden. 1364
Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sophienkirche (Protestant court church) from W.--Dresden. 1364 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20109

Similar to RSN 12674.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Copy and Version Identification Note
6744

Topic: Churches -- Germany
       GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Plazas -- Germany
       Streetcars -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
       Germany
       Sophienkirche

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful court of the Zwinger, Dresden--behind the world-famous Art Museum. 1365 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Beautiful court of the Zwinger, Dresden--behind the world-famous Art Museum. 1365 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20110

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12675.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6747

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
       Gardens -- Germany
       Museums -- Germany
       Parks -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
       Germany
       Zwinger

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Dresden, Germany.] 1367 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of Dresden, Germany.] 1367 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 20111

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6740

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
     Cathedrals -- Germany
     GERMANY--Miscellaneous
     Rivers -- Germany

Place: Dresden (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Facade and lower part of huge towers, Cathedral, Cologne. 1368
Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Facade and lower part of huge towers, Cathedral, Cologne. 1368 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20112

Similar to RSN 12676 and 12677.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note

381

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
      GERMANY--Miscellaneous
      Plazas -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Cathedral, Cologne. [Active no. 1369 : stereo interpositive.], 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interior of Cathedral, Cologne. [Active no. 1369 : stereo interpositive.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20113

Similar to RSN 12680.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

The grave of Robert Schumann, the great composer, cemetery of Bonn. 1378 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The grave of Robert Schumann, the great composer, cemetery of Bonn. 1378 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20114

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
393

Names: Schumann, Robert

Topic: Cemeteries -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Tombs -- Germany
Tombstones -- Germany

Place: Bonn (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Warriors' Monument--to the soldiers of the Franco-Prussian War, cemetery of Bonn. 1379 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The Warriors' Monument--to the soldiers of the Franco-Prussian War, cemetery of Bonn. 1379 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20115

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12688.

Topic: Cemeteries -- Germany
Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Military -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
War -- Germany

Place: Bonn (Germany)
Germany
Warriors' Monument

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palm Garden, the famous beer garden of Frankfort. 1381 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Palm Garden, the famous beer garden of Frankfort. 1381 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20116

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
395

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Gardens -- Germany
beer gardens -- Germany

Place: Frankfort (Germany)
Germany
Palm Garden

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palm Garden Bridge, Frankfort. [Active no. 1382 : stereo interpositive,], 1896
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Palm Garden Bridge, Frankfort. [Active no. 1382 : stereo interpositive,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20117
Similar to RSN 12690.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]. Orig. no. 397.

Topic:
Boats -- Germany
Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Gardens -- Germany

Place:
Frankfort (Germany)
Germany
Palm Garden Bridge

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the cathedral, Strassburg. 1384 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Interior of the cathedral, Strassburg. 1384 Interpositive 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20118
Similar to RSN 12691
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
405
Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture

Place: Germany
Strassburg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Monumental crypt in Germany.] 1388 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Monumental crypt in Germany.] 1388 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20119

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12695.

Copy and Version Identification Note
418

Topic: Crypts -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Monuments -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Stuttgart and its beautiful country suburbs--N. over city from Karls-Hohe. 1390 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stuttgart and its beautiful country suburbs--N. over city from Karls-Hohe. 1390 Interpositive 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20120

Similar to RSN 12697
The Misplaced Thumb—Promenade Platz, Munich. 1396 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Misplaced Thumb—Promenade Platz, Munich. 1396 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20121

Similar to RSN 12698.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68012;5103

Topic: Fountains -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Germany
Misplaced Thumb
Munich (Germany)
Promenade Platz

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Linderhof, the favorite retreat of King Ludwig II, Bavaria. 1398 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Castle Linderhof, the favorite retreat of King Ludwig II, Bavaria.
1398 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20122

Similar to RSN 12699.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0781

Names: Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)
Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Linderhof, the home of an artist king (Ludwig II). Bavarian Alps. [Active no. 1399 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20123

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Company no. 0780.

Names: Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)
Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Linderhof Castle.] [Active no. 1401 : stereo interpositive,] 1898
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20124

Similar to RSN 12700.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Names:  Linderhof Castle (Bavaria, Germany)
         Ludwig, King, II,

Topic:    Castles
          Fountains
          GERMANY--Miscellaneous
          Mountains -- Germany

Place:    Alps (Germany)
          Bavaria (Germany)
          Germany

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

King Ludwig's "Peep into Paradise," Hohenschwangan and the Alps-See, Bavaria. 1403 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): King Ludwig's "Peep into Paradise," Hohenschwangan and the Alps-See, Bavaria. 1403 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20125

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0781
Names: Ludwig, King, II,

Topic: Castles -- Germany  
GERMANY--Miscellaneous  
Lakes -- Germany  
Mountains -- Germany

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Alps  
Alps-See (Bavaria, Germany)  
Bavaria (Germany)  
Germany  
Hohenschwangau (Germany)

Nuremberg, from the tower of St. Lorenzo, N.W. to old Castle. 1407 Interpositive, 1905  
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Nuremberg, from the tower of St. Lorenzo, N.W. to old Castle. 1407 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Abbegg, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper left corner broken off.

Local Numbers  
RSN 20126

Similar to RSN 12701; pieces in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
6781

Topic: Castles -- Germany  
GERMANY--Miscellaneous  
Portraits -- Germany

Place: Germany  
Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint old houses on Pegnitz, Nuremberg, and dome of synagogue. 1408 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Quaint old houses on Pegnitz, Nuremberg, and dome of synagogue. 1408 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20127

Similar to RSN 12702
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6786

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Houses
Synagogues

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)
Pegnitz River (Nuremberg, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

West portal St. Lorenzo, Nuremberg, with sculptured doors and rose window 600 years old. 1409 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): West portal St. Lorenzo, Nuremberg, with sculptured doors and rose window 600 years old. 1409 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cracked from upper right to lower left center.

Local Numbers
RSN 20128

Similar to RSN 12703; pieces in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6787
Names: St. Lorenzo Cathedral (Nuremberg, Germany)

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Germany
Wagons -- Germany

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 1411 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 1411 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20129

Similar to RSN 12704.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Copy and Version Identification Note
68063;5091

Topic: Children -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Streets -- Germany.

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 1412 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Market.] 1412 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20130

[ABH] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Rothenburg on Tauger--S. across market-place to quaint old Town Hall. 1413 Interpositive, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rothenburg on Tauger--S. across market-place to quaint old Town Hall. 1413 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cracked from upper right to lower center.

Local Numbers
RSN 20131

Similar to RSN 12705; pieces in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Ruined "Mouse Castle" of Thurnberg, above Welmich, east from across the Rhine. 1414 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Ruined "Mouse Castle" of Thurnberg, above Welmich, east from across the Rhine. 1414 interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20132

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12706 and 12707.

Copy and Version Identification Note

446

Topic:
Bridges -- Germany.
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY–Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany
Sailors

Place:
Germany
Mouse Castle (Germany)
Rhine River (Germany)
Thurnberg (Germany)
Welmich (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Bingen on the Rhine, N.E. across the Nahe, near the Roman Bridge.
[Active no. 1416 : stereo interpositive.,] 1896

1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s): Bingen on the Rhine, N.E. across the Nahe, near the Roman Bridge. [Active no. 1416 : stereo interpositive.] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20133

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12708.
Orig. No. 480.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bingen (Germany)
Germany
Nahe (Germany)
Rhine River (Germany)
Roman Bridge (Bingen, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Goarshausen, and Castle Katz, N. along the Rhine. 1417 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): St. Goarshausen, and Castle Katz, N. along the Rhine. 1417 interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20134

Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similar to RSN 12709.

Copy and Version Identification Note
451

Names: Katz Castle (St. Goarhausen, Germany)

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Lumber industry -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rhine River (Germany)
St. Goarshausen (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Katz, above St. Goarhausen--N.E. across the Rhine. 1418 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Castle Katz, above St. Goarshausen--N.E. across the Rhine. 1418 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20135
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Copy and Version Identification Note
453
Names: Katz Castle (St. Goarhausen, Germany)
Topic: Boats -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
Rhine River (Germany)
St. Goarhausen (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Ruin Katz and St. Goar on the Rhine. 1419 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ruin Katz and St. Goar on the Rhine. 1419 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20136
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Simular to RSN 12710.
Copy and Version Identification Note
734
Names: Katz Castle (St. Goarhausen, Germany)
Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Portraits
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rhine River (Germany)
St. Goar (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle on mountainside overlooking Rhine River.] 1420 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Castle on mountainside overlooking Rhine River.] 1420 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20137
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Similiar to RSN 12711.

Copy and Version Identification Note
432

Names: Katz Castle (St. Goarhausen, Germany)

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle of Stolzenfels, above the Rhine, S.E. to Oberlahnstein. 1421 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Castle of Stolzenfels, above the Rhine, S.E. to Oberlahnstein. 1421 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20138
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].
Simular to RSN 12712-12714.

Copy and Version Identification Note
455
Topic: Castles -- Germany
      GERMANY--Miscellaneous
      Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
      Oberlahnstein (Germany)
      Rhine River (Germany)
      Stolzenfels Castle (Germany)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Ruincl Heimburg, on the Rhine. Caption no. 1425 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20139
Simular to RSN 12715.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Orig. no. 436.

Topic: Castles -- Germany
      GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Place: Germany
      Oberlahnstein (Germany)
      Stolzenfels Castle
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruin Heimburg, on the Rhine. Caption no. 1425 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20140
Similar to RSN 12717.
Currently stored in box 3.2.6 [185].

Names: Heimburg Castle (Niederheimbach, Germany)
Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany
Ships -- Germany
Place: Germany -- 1890-1900
Rhine River (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Rhine Castle of Labneck, from S.W. above Oberlahnstein 1427 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Rhine Castle of Labneck, from S.W. above Oberlahnstein 1427 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20141
Similar to RSN 12719.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Copy and Version Identification Note
454

Names: Labneck Castle (Oberlahnstein, Germany)
Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Ruins -- Germany
Valleys -- Germany

Place: Germany
Oberlahnstein (Germany)
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Rhine Castle of Labneck, from S.W. above Oberlahnstein 1428
Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rhine Castle of Labneck, from S.W. above Oberlahnstein 1428
Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20142

Simular to RSN 12720.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
399

Names: Labneck Castle (Oberlahnstein, Germany)

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Ruins -- Germany
Valleys -- Germany

Place: Germany
Oberlahnstein (Germany)
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle.] 1432 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Castle.] 1432 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20143
[dak 2/5 1904 verified by D.D] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note

442

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY-Miscellaneous
Ruins -- Germany
Valleys -- Germany

Place: Germany
Oberlahnstein (Germany)
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steamboat on river in Germany.] 1433 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Steamboat on river in Germany.] 1433 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20144

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Similar to RSN 12723.

Copy and Version Identification Note

447

Topic: Docks -- Germany
GERMANY-Miscellaneous
Piers -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Ships -- Germany
Towers -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] 1442 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Restaurant.] 1442 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20145
Simlar to RSN 12728.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01535

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful S. front of XIV Cent. Town Hall, from Charlemagne's old
cathedral, Aix-la-Chapelle. 1452 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Beautiful S. front of XIV Cent. Town Hall, from Charlemagne's old
cathedral, Aix-la-Chapelle. 1452 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20146
Similar to RSN 12735.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0677

Names: Charlemagne

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Plazas -- Germany

Place: Aix-la-Chapelle (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Clustered roofs and spires of Luxembourg overlooking the river and lower town, 200 feet below. 1453 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Clustered roofs and spires of Luxembourg overlooking the river and lower town, 200 feet below. 1453 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20147

Similar to RSN 12736

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]

Copy and Version Identification Note
0678

Topic:
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Portraits

Place:
Germany
Luxembourg

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bismarck and the Emperor of Austria. 1463 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20148

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]

Names:
Bismarck, Chancellor

Topic:
Art
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Portraits
Royalty
Place: Austria
   Germany

Genre/ Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The Cathedral of st. Gudule (XII Cent.) famed for its richly painted windows, Brussels. 1467 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Cathedral of st. Gudule (XII Cent.) famed for its richly painted windows, Brussels. 1467 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20149

Similar to RSN 12737 and 12738.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0665

Topic: BELGIUM
   Carriages -- Belgium
   Cathedrals -- Belgium
   Horses -- Belgium
   Streets -- Belgium.

Place: Belgium
   Brussels (Belgium)
   St. Gudule Cathedral

Genre/ Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Cathedral, Brussels. 1468 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interior of Cathedral, Brussels. 1468 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20150

Similar to RSN 12739; [Made by W.F.S.] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:     BELGIUM
          Cathedrals -- Belgium
          Interior architecture
Place:     Belgium
          Brussels (Belgium)
          St. Gudule Cathedral
Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:      Stereoscopic photographs

Famous pulpit whose sculptures tell of the Fall and the Redemption of man, Brussels. [Active no. 1469 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20151

Similar to RSN 12740-12742.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Orig. no. 0660.

Topic:     Art -- Belgium
          BELGIUM
          Cathedrals -- Belgium
          Interior architecture
          Pulpits
          Sculptures -- Belgium
Place:     Belgium
          Brussels (Belgium)
          St. Gudule Cathedral
Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:      Stereoscopic photographs

The Grand Stairway, Palace of Justice, Brussels. [Active no. 1472 : stereo interpositive.], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Grand Stairway, Palace of Justice, Brussels. [Active no. 1472 : stereo interpositive.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Similar to RSN 12745; "Jun 2 1908 / Made by ABH / Verified by D.D." on envelope.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20152
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
       BELGIUM
       Stairways

Place: Belgium
       Brussels (Belgium)
       Palace of Justice

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

In the flower market, Brussels. 1474 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the flower market, Brussels. 1474 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20153
Similar to RSN 12748.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0667

Topic: BELGIUM
       Buildings -- Belgium
       Markets -- Belgium
       Streets -- Belgium.

Place: Belgium
       Brussels (Belgium)
Mannikin Fountain, Brussels. 1475 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mannikin Fountain, Brussels. 1475 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20154
Similar to RSN 12749.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

The Cemetery, Brussels. [Caption no. 1476 : stereo interpositive,], 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Cemetery, Brussels. [Caption no. 1476 : stereo interpositive,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20155
Similar to RSN 12750; "Made by W.F. Schultz" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
In the Catacombs, Brussels. 1477 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the Catacombs, Brussels. 1477 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20156

Similar to 12751-12754.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
475

Topic:
BELGIUM
Caves -- Belgium
Cemeteries -- Belgium
Tombs -- Belgium
Vaults -- Belgium
catacombs -- Belgium

Place:
Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dog-cart and milk woman, Antwerp. 1479 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20157

Similar to RSN 12755 and 12756
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]

Topic:
BELGIUM
Carts -- Belgium
Dairying -- Belgium
Dogs -- Belgium
Milk -- Belgium

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)
Belgium

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Cathedral, one of the most famous Gothic structures, Antwerp. 1480 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Interior of Cathedral, one of the most famous Gothic structures, Antwerp. 1480 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20158

Similar to RSN 12757.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0660

Topic: BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium
Interior architecture

Place: Antwerp (Belgium)
Belgium

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Calvary, St. Paul's, Antwerp. [Active no. 1481 : stereo interpositive,], 1896
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Mt. Calvary, St. Paul's, Antwerp. [Active no. 1481 : stereo interpositive,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20159

Similar to RSN 12758 and 12759; [W.F.S.] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

**Topic:**
- BELGIUM
- Cathedrals -- Belgium
- Sculptures -- Belgium

**Place:**
- Antwerp (Belgium)
- Belgium
- Mt. Calvary
- St. Paul's Church (Antwerp, Belgium)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
- Stereoscopic photographs

East from quay Van Dyck along busy street to the stately Cathedral, Antwerp. 1483 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8"")

**Image(s):** East from quay Van Dyck along busy street to the stately Cathedral, Antwerp. 1483 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 20160

Similar to RSN 12762.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
- 0659

**Topic:**
- BELGIUM
- Carts -- Belgium
- Cathedrals -- Belgium
- Horses -- Belgium
- Streetcars -- Belgium
- Streets -- Belgium.

**Place:**
- Antwerp (Belgium)
- Belgium
- Van Dyck

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of Notre Dame, Bruges. [Active no. 1484 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20161

Similar to RSN 12763.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Notre Dame -- Bruges (Belgium)
Topic: BELGIUM
       Cathedrals -- Belgium
       Interior architecture
Place: Belgium
       Bruges (Belgium)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

In the Fish Market, Bruges. 1485 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the Fish Market, Bruges. 1485 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20162

Similar to RSN 12764.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0661

Topic: BELGIUM
       Fishes -- Belgium
       Markets -- Belgium
Place: Belgium
       Bruges (Belgium)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
Old ramparts near Porte St. Croix, surrounded by picturesque windmills, Bruges. 1486 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Old ramparts near Porte St. Croix, surrounded by picturesque windmills, Bruges. 1486 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20163
Similar to RSN 12765.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0662

Topic: BELGIUM
    Boats -- Belgium
    Windmills -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
    Bruges (Belgium)
    Porte St. Croix

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"In the market place of Bruges stands the belfry, old and brown"--view N.W. across canal. [Active no. 1487 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8",)
Image(s): "In the market place of Bruges stands the belfry, old and brown"--view N.W. across canal. [Active no. 1487 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20164
Similar to RSN 12766.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Orig. no. 0682.

Topic: BELGIUM
    Canals -- Belgium
Churches -- Belgium  
Portraits -- Belgium  
Towers -- Belgium

Place:  
Belgium  
Bruges (Belgium)

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

One of Europe's famous bathing resorts, Ostend. 1488 Interpositive, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of Europe's famous bathing resorts, Ostend. 1488 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 20165

Similar to RSN 12767; [Made by W.F.S.] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:  
BELGIUM  
Resorts -- Belgium  
Streets -- Belgium.

Place:  
Belgium  
Ostend

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tower (at left) whose bells for centuries called burghers to council and war (view E.), Ghent. 1489 Interpositive, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tower (at left) whose bells for centuries called burghers to council and war (view E.), Ghent. 1489 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Abbegg, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 20166

Similar to RSN 12768.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0672

Topic: BELGIUM
Streets -- Belgium.
Towers -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
Ghent (Belgium)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 238
RSN Numbers 20167-20265

Image(s)

Dinant, clustered at the foot of the fort-crowned cliffs beside the Meuse (N.W.). 1493 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Dinant, clustered at the foot of the fort-crowned cliffs beside the Meuse (N.W.). 1493 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20167

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188], moved from [167].

Frames in separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note
12256

Topic: BELGIUM
Children -- Belgium
Formations (Geology)
Fortification -- Belgium
Portraits -- Belgium
Rivers -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
Dinant (Belgium)
Meuse River (Belgium)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A charming chateau perched on lofty, mirrored cliffs beside the winding Lesse, near Dinant. 1494 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A charming chateau perched on lofty, mirrored cliffs beside the winding Lesse, near Dinant. 1494 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20168

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Similar to RSN 12775.

Copy and Version Identification Note
0671

Topic: BELGIUM
Castles -- Belgium
Chateaux
Rivers -- Belgium

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Belgium
Dinant (Belgium)
Lesse River (Belgium)

A green-house of Araucaria, in the great nurseries at Ghentbrugge. 1495 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A green-house of Araucaria, in the great nurseries at Ghentbrugge. 1495 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20169

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0673 1/2

Topic: BELGIUM
Greenhouses -- Belgium
Laborers -- Belgium

Place: Araucaria
Belgium
Ghentbrugge (Belgium)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Town Hall, splendidly sculptured, scene of historic tragedies, and young Belgians of to-day, Louvain. 1496 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Town Hall, splendidly sculptured, scene of historic tragedies, and young Belgians of to-day, Louvain. 1496 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20170

Similar to RSN 12777.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0674

Topic: Architecture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Children -- Belgium
Plazas -- Belgium
Streets -- Belgium.

Place: Belgium
Louvain (Belgium)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bargain-hunters in the market-place--S.W. to lofty tower of cathedral 700 years old, Malines. 1497 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Bargain-hunters in the market-place--S.W. to lofty tower of cathedral 700 years old, Malines. 1497 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20171

Similar to RSN 12778.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0675

Topic: BELGIUM
Cathedrals -- Belgium
Markets -- Belgium
Streets -- Belgium.
Towers -- Belgium

Place: Belgium
Malines (Belgium)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful bath-house, pier and North Sea surf at Scheveningen, Holland's favorite seashore resort. [Active no. 1500 : stereo Interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Beautiful bath-house, pier and North Sea surf at Scheveningen, Holland’s favorite seashore resort. [Active no. 1500 : stereo Interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20172

Similar to RSN 12779.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Orig. no. 0649.

Topic: Bathhouses
Beaches -- Holland
HOLLAND
Piers -- Holland
Resorts -- Holland

Place: Holland
North Sea
Scheveningen (Netherlands)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cosy homes of Dutch herring fishermen--and the wives they leave behind them, Scheveningen. 1501 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cosy homes of Dutch herring fishermen--and the wives they leave behind them, Scheveningen. 1501 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20173
Similar to RSN 12780.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0650
Topic: Dwellings -- Holland
Fisheries -- Holland
HOLLAND
Herring -- Holland
Homes -- Holland
Streets -- Holland
Place: Holland
Scheveningen (Netherlands)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
From Zeider Kerk N.W. over market, weigh house, canal and St. Nicholas Kerk to suburbs, Amsterdam. 1503 Interpositive, 1905.
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Zeider Kerk N.W. over market, weigh house, canal and St. Nicholas Kerk to suburbs, Amsterdam. 1503 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20174
Similar to RSN 12783.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0632
Topic: Canals -- Holland
In Amsterdam, the Venice of the North--over tree-lined canal north to Zuider Kerk. 1504 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In Amsterdam, the Venice of the North--over tree-lined canal north to Zuider Kerk. 1504 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20175
Similar to RSN 12784.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0633

Shimmering mirror of the Voorburgwal (N.) reflecting St. Nicholas Church and houses, Amsterdam. 1507 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Shimmering mirror of the Voorburgwal (N.) reflecting St. Nicholas Church and houses, Amsterdam. 1507 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20176

Similar to RSN 12787.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0635

Topic: Boats -- Holland
Canals -- Holland
Churches -- Holland
HOLLAND

Place: Amsterdam (Holland)
Holland
St. Nicholas Kerk (Holland)
Voorburgwal (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Market day bargainers in the Nieuwe Market--north to mediaeval weigh house, Amsterdam. 1508 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Market day bargainers in the Nieuwe Market--north to mediaeval weigh house, Amsterdam. 1508 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20177

Similar to RSN 12788.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0636

Topic: Buildings -- Holland
HOLLAND
Markets -- Holland
Plazas -- Holland

Place:
Amsterdam (Holland)
Holland
Nieuwe Market (Holland)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

East across the Oudehaven with its shipping, its handsome bridges and roomy quays, Rotterdam. 1510 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): East across the Oudehaven with its shipping, its handsome bridges and roomy quays, Rotterdam. 1510 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20178

Similar to RSN 12789.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0641

Topic:
Boats -- Holland
Bridges -- Holland
HOLLAND
Harbors -- Holland
Ships -- Holland

Place:
Holland
Oudehaven (Holland)
Rotterdam (Holland)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The busy Leuvehaven and its bridge to the Boompje--N. to fish market and the Groote Kerk, Rotterdam. 1511 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The busy Leuvehaven and its bridge to the Boompje--N. to fish market and the Groote Kerk, Rotterdam. 1511 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 20179

Similar to RSN 12790.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0648

Names: Groote Kerk (Rotterdam, Holland)

Topic: Boats -- Holland
Bridges -- Holland
Churches -- Holland
HOLLAND
Harbors -- Hollands
Horses -- Holland
Markets -- Holland
Wagons -- Holland

Place: Boompje (Leuvehaven, Holland)
Holland
Louvehaven (Rotterdam, Holland)
Rotterdam (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Prosperous and charming Groningen--St. Martin's Kerk and university museum beyond canal. 1517 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Prosperous and charming Groningen--St. Martin's Kerk and university museum beyond canal. 1517 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20180

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Similar to RSN 12799.

Copy and Version Identification Note

0647

Topic: Boats -- Holland
Canals -- Holland
Churches -- Holland
HOLLAND

Page 11221 of 15344
Holland
Museums -- Holland
Universities -- Holland

Place: Groningen (Netherlands)
Holland
St. Martin's Kerk

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Home again from the stormy North Sea--long rows of fishing boats at the pier, Helder. [Active no. 1518 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Home again from the stormy North Sea--long rows of fishing boats at the pier, Helder. [Active no. 1518 : stereo interpositive,] 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20181

Similar to RSN 12800.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]

Orig. No. 0642.

Topic: Docks
Fish
Fishing
HOLLAND
Industry
Piers
Sailboats
Wharves

Place: Helder (Netherlands)
Holland
North Sea

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old town weigh house and market, with its half acre of Dutch cheese, at Hoorn. 1519 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Old town weigh house and market, with its half acre of Dutch cheese, at Hoorn. 1519 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20182

Similar to RSN 12801.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0643

Topic: Buildings -- Holland
Cheeses -- Holland
HOLLAND
Markets -- Holland
Plazas -- Holland

Place: Holland
Hoorn (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint houses and bridges and clumsy fishing boats in the quiet harbor at Hoorn. 1520 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Quaint houses and bridges and clumsy fishing boats in the quiet harbor at Hoorn. 1520 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20183

Similar to RSN 12802.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0644

Topic: Bridges -- Netherlands
HOLLAND
Harbors -- Netherlands
Sailboats

Place: Holland
Hoorn (Netherlands)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bustling market place with quaint old weigh house (at right), N. to Groote Kerk, Nymegen. 1523 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bustling market place with quaint old weigh house (at right), N. to Groote Kerk, Nymegen. 1523 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20184

Similar to RSN 12808.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0646

Names: Groote Kerk (Nymegen, Netherlands)

Topic: Buildings -- Holland
Churches -- Holland
HOLLAND
Markets -- Holland
Plazas -- Holland

Place: Holland
Nymegen (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beside the Zuider Zee--thrifty Dutch villagers on the fishermen's wharf at Volendam. 1524 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Beside the Zuider Zee--thrifty Dutch villagers on the fishermen's wharf at Volendam. 1524 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20185

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Similar to RSN 12809 and 25689.

Copy and Version Identification Note
0651

Topic: Docks -- Holland
       Family -- Holland
       Fish -- Holland
       HOLLAND
       Piers -- Holland
       Sailboats -- Holland
       Wharves -- Holland

Place: Holland
       Volendam (Holland)
       Zuider Zee (Holland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Everyday business on the narrow water-way of a little Dutch town,
Volendam. 1525 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Everyday business on the narrow water-way of a little Dutch
town, Volendam. 1525 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20186

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Similar to RSN 12810.

Copy and Version Identification Note
0652

Topic: Boats -- Holland
       Canals -- Holland
       Family -- Holland
       HOLLAND
       Houses -- Holland

Place: Holland
       Volendam (Holland)
Neighbors big and little in a tidy street along the dike, Volendam. 1526 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Neighbors big and little in a tidy street along the dike, Volendam. 1526 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20187

Similar to RSN 12811.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0653

Topic: Children -- Holland
Dikes -- Holland
Dwellings -- Holland
HOLLAND
Homes -- Holland
Wooden shoes -- Holland

Place: Holland
Volendam (Holland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Huge windmills beside the canal at Zaandyk--view W. along the rear of the village street. 1527 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Huge windmills beside the canal at Zaandyk--view W. along the rear of the village street. 1527 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20188

Similar to RSN 12812
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]

Copy and Version Identification Note

0654

Topic: Canals
    HOLLAND
    Windmills

Place: Holland
    Zaandyk

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque and thrifty countrywomen with milkpails balanced on wooden yokes--Goes (Zeeland). 1528 interpositive, 1905
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Picturesque and thrifty countrywomen with milkpails balanced on wooden yokes--Goes (Zeeland). 1528 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20189

Frames in separate envelopes Similar to RSN 12813-12815 and 25690.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188], moved from [66].

Topic: Dairying -- Holland
    Dwellings -- Holland
    HOLLAND
    Homes -- Holland
    Milk -- Holland

Place: Goes (Holland)
    Holland
    Zeeland (Holland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

A milkmaid of Goes on her morning rounds--a typical costume and tank, Zeeland. 1529 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A milkmaid of Goes on her morning rounds--a typical costume and tank, Zeeland. 1529 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20190

Similar to RSN 12816.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0656

Topic: Dairying -- Holland
Dwellings -- Holland
HOLLAND
Homes -- Holland
Milk -- Holland

Place: Goes (Holland)
Holland
Zeeland (Holland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Goes farmer and his grand-daughter in their three-wheeled cart, out for a ride, Zeeland. interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Goes farmer and his grand-daughter in their three-wheeled cart, out for a ride, Zeeland. interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20191

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0657

Topic: Carts -- Holland
Dwellings -- Holland
HOLLAND
Homes -- Holland
Horses -- Holland

Place: Goes (Holland)
Holland
Zeeland (Holland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535 : stereo interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535 : stereo interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20192
Similar to RSN 20193.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188], moved from [66].

Topic: Carriages
FRANCE
Horses -- France -- Paris
Portraits
Streets
Wagons

Place: Arch of Triumph (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
Champs Elysees (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1535 : stereo interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20193

Similar to RSN 20192.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188], moved from [66].

Topic:

Carriages

FRANCE

Horses -- France -- Paris

Portraits

Streets

Wagons

Place:

Arch of Triumph (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Champs Elysees (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

France -- 1900-1910

Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Paris' magnificent Avenue, Champs Elysees--from Place de la Concorde to Arch of Triumph 1536 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Paris' magnificent Avenue, Champs Elysees--from Place de la Concorde to Arch of Triumph 1536 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20194

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note

516

Topic:

Arch of Triumph (Paris, France)

Arches -- France.

Bicycles -- France
Carriages -- France
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Plazas -- France
Streets -- France
Wagons -- France

Place: Champs Elysees (Paris, France)
France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Seine bridges, from St. Gervais church tower--showing Eiffel Tower and Arch of Triumph in the distance--Paris. [Active no. 1537 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Seine bridges, from St. Gervais church tower--showing Eiffel Tower and Arch of Triumph in the distance--Paris. [Active no. 1537 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20195

Similar to RSN 12824 and 2245.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Arches -- France.
Bridges -- France.
Churches -- France
FRANCE
Rivers -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Seine River (France)
St. Gervais Church (France)
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Driveway of Parisian wealth and beauty--Avenue Bois de Boulogne, and Arch of Triumph, Paris. Active no. 1538 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Driveway of Parisian wealth and beauty--Avenue Bois de Boulogne, and Arch of Triumph, Paris. Active no. 1538 : stereo interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20196

Similar to RSN 12826 and 12827.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Arches -- France
Automobiles -- France
Carriages -- France
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Streets -- France

Place: Arch of Triumph (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
Bois de Boulogne (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A narrow street in the Latin Quarter of Paris. Active no. 1539 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A narrow street in the Latin Quarter of Paris. Active no. 1539 : stereo interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20197

Similar to RSN 12828.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Children -- France
FRANCE
Streets -- France

Place: France
Latin Quarter (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Business men of France--on the steps of the Bourse, the Stock Exchange of Paris. Active no. 1540 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Business men of France--on the steps of the Bourse, the Stock Exchange of Paris. Active no. 1540 : stereo interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20198

Similar to RSN 12829 and 20199; "WFS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Bourse Stock Exchange (Paris, France)
Topic: Buildings
FRANCE
Markets -- France -- Paris

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Business men of France--on the steps of the Bourse, the Stock Exchange of Paris. 1540 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Business men of France--on the steps of the Bourse, the Stock Exchange of Paris. 1540 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20199

Similar to RSN 12829 and 20198.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Names:  Bourse Stock Exchange (Paris, France)

Topic: Buildings -- France
      FRANCE
      Markets -- France -- Paris

Place: France
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Bastille Monument, Paris. Caption 1542 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20200

Similar to RSN 12831, 12832 and 20201; "CB" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

       Carriages -- France
       Columns -- France
       FRANCE
       Horses -- France -- Paris
       Monuments -- France -- Paris
       Plazas -- France

Place: Bastille Monument (Paris, France)
       France -- 1890-1920
       Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
            Stereoscopic photographs

Bastille Monument, Paris. 1542 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bastille Monument, Paris. 1542 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20201

Similar to RSN 12831, 12832 and 20200.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Topic: Bastille Monument (Paris, France)
Carriages -- France
Columns -- France
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Monuments -- France
Plazas

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Avenue de l'Opera--from the Place Theatre du Francais to the Grand Opera House, Paris. 1543 Interpositive, 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Avenue de l'Opera--from the Place Theatre du Francais to the Grand Opera House, Paris. 1543 Interpositive 1911.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20202

Similar to RSN 12833, 20203 and 20204.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)

Topic: Automobiles -- France
Carts -- France
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Opera houses -- France
Streets -- France

Place: Avenue de l'Opera (Paris, France)
France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Place Theatre du Francais

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Avenue de l'Opera--from the Place Theatre du Francais to the Grand Opera House, Paris. 1543 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Avenue de l'Opera--from the Place Theatre du Francais to the Grand Opera House, Paris. 1543 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20203

Similar to RSN 12833, 20202 and 20204.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)

Topic: Carts -- France
      FRANCE
      Horses -- France
      Opera houses -- France
      Streetcars -- France
      Streets -- France

Place: Avenue de l'Opera (Paris, France)
      France
      Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
      Place Theatre du Francais

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Avenue de l'Opera--from the Place Theatre du Francais to the Grand Opera House, Paris. 1543 Interpositive, 1911

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Avenue de l'Opera--from the Place Theatre du Francais to the Grand Opera House, Paris. 1543 Interpositive 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20204

Similar to RSN 12833, 20202 and 20204; [9/18/11 CB] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)

Topic: Automobiles -- France
      Carts -- France
      FRANCE
      Horses -- France
      Opera houses -- France
Streets -- France
Place: Avenue de l'Opera (Paris, France)
France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Place Theatre du Francais
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Opera House, Paris. 1544 Interpositive, 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grand Opera House, Paris. 1544 Interpositive 1911.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20205

Similar to RSN 12834, 12835 and 20206; [9/18/11 CB] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)
Topic: Automobiles -- France
Carriages -- France
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Opera houses -- France
Streets -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Opera House, Paris. 1544 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grand Opera House, Paris. 1544 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20206

Similar to RSN 12834, 12835 and 20205.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)
Topic: Carriages -- France
       FRANCE
       Horses -- France
       Opera houses -- France
       Streets -- France
Place: France
       Paris (France) -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Grand staircase in the world's most magnificent opera building, Grand Opera, Paris. 1545 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grand staircase in the world's most magnificent opera building, Grand Opera, Paris. 1545 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20207

Similar to RN 12836.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)
Topic: FRANCE
       Opera houses -- France
       Stairways -- France
Place: France
       Paris (France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Foyer, Grand Opera House, Paris. 1546 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Foyer, Grand Opera House, Paris. 1546 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20208

Similar to RN 12837 and 12838.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note

525

Names: Grand Opera House (Paris, France)
Topic: FRANCE
      Interior architecture -- France
      Opera houses -- France
Place: France -- 1890-1920
      Paris (France) -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sarcophagus containing remains of the mighty warrior--surrounded by battle flags--Tomb of Napoleon I, Paris. 1549 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sarcophagus containing remains of the mighty warrior--surrounded by battle flags--Tomb of Napoleon I, Paris. 1549 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20209

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Invalides (Paris, France)
      Napoleon, I
Topic: FRANCE
      Flags -- France
      Tombs -- France
      statues -- France
Place: France
      Paris (France) -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Dome des Invalides, where rests the mighty warrior--Tomb of Napoleon I, Paris. Active no. 1550 : stereo interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Dome des Invalides, where rests the mighty warrior--Tomb of Napoleon I, Paris. Active no. 1550 : stereo interpositive, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20210

Similar to RSN 12843; "6/12/08 ABH" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98119

Names: Invalides (Paris, France)
       Napoleon, I

Topic: FRANCE
       Flags -- France
       Tombs -- France
       statues -- France

Place: France
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The Avenue Bois de Boulogne looking west from the top of the Arch of
Triumph, Paris. 1551 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Avenue Bois de Boulogne looking west from the top of the
Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1551 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20211

Similar to RSN 12844 and 12845.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Arc de Triomphe (Paris, France)
       FRANCE
       Parks -- France
       Portraits
       Streets -- France

Place: Bois de Boulogne Avenue (Paris, France)
       France
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
The Avenue of the Grand Army, looking northwest from the top of the Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1552 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Avenue of the Grand Army, looking northwest from the top of the Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1552 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20212
Similar to RSN 12846 and 20213; [5/13/08 ABH] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Arc de Triomphe (Paris, France)
FRANCE
Parks -- France
Portraits
Streets -- France

Place: France
Grand Army Avenue (Paris, France)
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Avenue of the Grand Army, looking northwest from the top of the Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1552 Interpositive, 1911
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Avenue of the Grand Army, looking northwest from the top of the Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1552 Interpositive 1911.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20213
Similar to RSN 12846 and 20212; [9/18/11 CB] on envelope; TWO PLATES THE SAME IN ENVELOPE!
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Arc de Triomphe (Paris, France)
FRANCE
Parks -- France
Portraits
Streets -- France

Place: France
Grand Army Avenue (Paris, France)
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Avenue Hoche, Avenue de Friedland and Montmartre Heights, from the top of the Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1553 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Avenue Hoche, Avenue de Friedland and Montmartre Heights, from the top of the Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1553 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20214

Similar to RSN 12847; [WFS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:
Arch of Triumph (Paris, France)
FRANCE
Portraits -- France

Place:
Avenue Hoche (Paris, France)
Avenue de Friedland (Paris, France)
France
Montmartre
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rue Rivoli, Hotel de Ville, Church St. Gervais, and Bastile Monument in distance, from St. Jacques. 1554 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rue Rivoli, Hotel de Ville, Church St. Gervais, and Bastile Monument in distance, from St. Jacques. 1554 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20215

Similar to RSN 12848 amd 25697.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Names: Church St. Gervais (Paris, France)
       Hotel de Ville (Paris, France)
Topic: FRANCE
      Portraits -- France
Place: Bastille Monument (Paris, France)
       France
       Paris (France)
       Rue de Rivoli (Paris, France).
       St. Jacques
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The Arch of Triumph, Paris. Caption 1555 : stereo interpositive, 1900
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").
Image(s): The Arch of Triumph, Paris. Caption 1555 : stereo interpositive, 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20216

Similar to RSN 12851

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188], moved from [66].

Topic: Arch of Triumph (Paris, France)
       Arches
       Carriages
       FRANCE
       Horses -- France -- Paris
       Monuments -- France -- Paris
       Plazas
       Streetcars
Place: France -- 1900-1910
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris. 1556
Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris. 1556 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20217

Similar to RSN 12852-12854 and 25699.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
534

Topic: Carriages -- France
       FRANCE
       Fountains -- France
       Horses -- France
       Obelisks -- France
       Plazas -- France

Place: France
       Paris (France)
       Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the great Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris. [Active no. 1558 : stereo interpositive.], 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering to glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20218

Similar to RSN 12856 and 25701.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)
Looking north from the tower of Notre Dame--St. Jacques Tower and Montmartre Heights in distance--Paris. [Active no. 1559 : stereo interpositive.], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20219

Similar to RSN 12857-12859 and 25702.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)
Topic: Cathedrals -- France
FRANCE
Gargoyles -- France

Place: France
Montmartre Heights (France)
Paris (France)
St. Jacques Tower (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. [Active no. 1560 : stereo interpositive.], 1905
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. [Active no. 1560 : stereo interpositive.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20220

NOTE! SECOND PLATE IN ENVELOPE, SHOWING CLOUD AREA ONLY, NOT COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 12860, 12861, 20221, 20222 and 25703.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]. Orig. no. 537.

Topic: Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Monuments -- France
Rivers -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Seine River (France)
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Trocadero (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. [Active no. 1560 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. [Active no. 1560 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20221

Similar to RSN 20220 and 20222.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]. Orig. no. 72.

Topic: Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Monuments -- France
Rivers -- France

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Seine River (France)
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Trocadero (France)
Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. [Active No. 1560 : stereoscopic interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. [Active No. 1560 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20222

Similar to RSN 20220 and 20221.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]. Orig. no. 537.

Topic:
Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Monuments -- France
Rivers -- France
Towers -- France.

Place:
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Seine River (France)
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Trocadero (France)

Looking straight down a thousand feet from the top of Eiffel Tower, Paris (look down). 1561 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking straight down a thousand feet from the top of Eiffel Tower, Paris (look down). 1561 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20223

Similar to RSN 12062.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Topic: FRANCE
Plazas -- France
Portraits -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great City Market--"Halles Centrales"--Paris. Active no. 1564 : stereo Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The great City Market--"Halles Centrales"--Paris. Active no. 1564 : stereo Interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20224

Similar to RSN 12863 and 25707

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: FRANCE
Markets -- France -- Paris
Streets

Place: Halles Centrales (Paris, France)
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Chamber of Deputies, Paris. 1566 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interior of the Chamber of Deputies, Paris. 1566 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20225

Same as RSN 12870 and 20226.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note

543

Names: Chamber of Deputies (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Art -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Parliaments -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Chamber of Deputies, Paris. 1566 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Interior of the Chamber of Deputies, Paris. 1566 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20226

Same as RSN 12870 and 20225.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Chamber of Deputies (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Art -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France
Parliaments -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Hotel de Ville (City Hall) and d'Arcola Bridge, Paris. [Active no. 1567 : stereo interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Hotel de Ville (City Hall) and d'Arcola Bridge, Paris. [Active no. 1567 : stereo interpositive.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20227

Similar to RSN 12871; "WS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Hotel de Ville (Paris, France)
Topic: Bridges -- France.
Buildings -- France
FRANCE
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
d'Arcola Bridge (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the Louvre's richest gems--Raphael's "Madonna of the Diadem," Paris. 1568 Interpositive, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20228

Similar to RSN 12872.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0326

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)
Topic: Art -- France
FRANCE
Museums -- France
Place: France
Madonna of the Diadem
Paris (France)
Raphael

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Masterful Beauty in Art--the "Immaculate Conception," by Murillo, Louvre, Paris. 1569 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20229

Similar to RSN 12873 and 20230; [April 1910 MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)
Murillo, Angel Dr.

Topic: Art -- France
FRANCE
Museums -- France

Place: France
Immaculate Conception
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Masterful Beauty in Art--the "Immaculate Conception," by Murillo, Louvre, Paris. 1569 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20230
Same as RSN 20229.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Names: Louvre (Paris, France)  
Murillo, Angel Dr.

Topic: Art -- France  
FRANCE  
Museums -- France

Place: France  
Immaculate Conception  
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Fighting Hero," Hall of Melpomene, in the splendid Louvre (gallery of statuary), Paris. 1571 Interpositive, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Fighting Hero," Hall of Melpomene, in the splendid Louvre (gallery of statuary), Paris. 1571 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 20231

Similar to RSN 12875; [April 1910 CB] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Musée du Louvre

Topic: Art -- France  
FRANCE  
Fighting Hero (Statue)  
Museums -- France  
Sculptures -- France  
statues -- France

Place: France  
Melpomene  
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The most popular lady in Paris--the charming Venus de Milo, Louvre. 1572 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The most popular lady in Paris--the charming Venus de Milo, Louvre. 1572 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20232

Similar to RSN 12876, 12877 and 25710.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)
Topic: Art -- France
FRANCE
Museums -- France
Sculptures -- France
Venus de Milo (Sculpture).
statues -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Winged Victory, a most famous statue, the Louvre, Paris. 1573 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Winged Victory, a most famous statue, the Louvre, Paris. 1573 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20233

Similar to RSN 12878 and 12879; [WFS(?)] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)
Topic: Art -- France
FRANCE
Museums -- France
Sculptures -- France
statues -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Winged Victory

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Louvre gardens, Paris. 1574 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the Louvre gardens, Paris. 1574 Interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20234

Same as RSN 12880.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
FRANCE
Gardens -- France
Museums -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gallery of Apollo, Louvre, Paris. 1576 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Gallery of Apollo, Louvre, Paris. 1576 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20235

Similar to RSN 12882.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
The Flower Market, Old City Island, showing the Palace of Justice Tower and the Louvre in the distance, Paris. [Active no. 1577 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): The Flower Market, Old City Island, showing the Palace of Justice Tower and the Louvre in the distance, Paris. [Active no. 1577 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20236
Similar to RSN 12883 and 25712.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

The Church of the Madeleine, Paris. Active no. 1579 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Church of the Madeleine, Paris. Active no. 1579 : stereo interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20237

Similar to RSN 12884
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
551

Names: Church of the Madeleine (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture
Churches -- Catholic -- France -- Paris
FRANCE
Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Patrimonial photographs

Palace of Luxembourg, Paris. 1580 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Palace of Luxembourg, Paris. 1580 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20238

Similar to RSN 12885, 12886 and 25713.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Luxembourg Palace (Paris, France)
Topic: Children -- France
FRANCE
Gardens -- France
Palaces -- France
Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fountain de Medici, Garden of Luxembourg, Paris. 1582 Interpositive, 1901

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fountain de Medici, Garden of Luxembourg, Paris. 1582 Interpositive 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20239

Similar to RSN 12888 and 25715

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: FRANCE
Fountains -- France
Gardens -- France
Parks -- France
de Medici Fountain (Garden of Luxemburg, Paris, France)

Place: France
Luxembourg Garden (Paris, France)
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Throne Room, Palace of Fontainebleau 1585 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20240

Similar to RSN 12896-12898

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]

Copy and Version Identification Note

559

Topic: Art
FRANCE
Interior architecture
Palaces
Thrones

Place: Fontainebleau (France)
France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bedroom of Marie Antoinette, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1587 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20241

Similar to RSN 12900

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]

Topic:
Art
Bedrooms
FRANCE
Interior architecture
Palaces

Place: Fontainebleau (France)
France
Marie Antoinette

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Reception-room of Catherine de Medicis, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1588 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20242

Similar to RSN 12901 and 12902

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]
Copy and Version Identification Note

562

Names: Medicis, Catherine de

Topic: Art
    FRANCE
    Interior architecture
    Palaces

Place: Fontainebleau (France)
    France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Bedroom of Catherine de Medicis, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1589
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 20243

Similar to RSN 12903, 12904 and 25718
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]

Copy and Version Identification Note

863

Names: Medicis, Catherine de

Topic: Art
    Bedrooms
    FRANCE
    Interior architecture
    Palaces

Place: Fontainebleau (France)
    France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Gallery of Francis I, Palace of Fontainebleau. 1590 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20244

Similar to RSN 12905 and 12906

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]

Names: Francis, King, I,
Topic: Art
FRANCE
Interior architecture
Palaces
Place: Fontainebleau (France)
France
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chateau d'Eau, Palais de Long Champs, Marseilles, France. [Active no.
1599 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Chateau d'Eau, Palais de Long Champs, Marseilles, France.
[Active no. 1599 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20245

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Similar to RN 12918.

Orig. no. 5135.

Topic: FRANCE
Fountains -- France
Monuments -- France
Palaces
Place: France
Marseilles
Palais de Long Champs
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The French squadron in the harbor of Ville Franche, South France. 1607
Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The French squadron in the harbor of Ville Franche, South France. 1607 Interpositive 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20246

Similar to RSN 12924.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0766 1/2

Topic:

FRANCE
Harbors -- France
Military -- France
Mountains -- France
Ships -- France

Place:

France
Mediterranean
Ville Franche

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Ships -- France

Place:
- France
- Mediterranean
- Ville Franche

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The Riviera coast, Menton, Cap Martin and Monte Carlo, South France. 1611 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Riviera coast, Menton, Cap Martin and Monte Carlo, South France. 1611 Interpositive 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20248

Similar to RSN 12926

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0769

Topic:
- Beaches
- FRANCE
- Harbors
- Mountains -- France
- Seacoasts

Place:
- Cap Martin (France)
- France
- Mediterranean
- Menton (France)
- Monte Carlo
- Riviera

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
- Stereoscopic photographs

From Grimaldi on the Italian frontier (W.) over Menton and bay to distant Monte Carlo. 1612 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): From Grimaldi on the Italian frontier (W.) over Menton and bay to distant Monte Carlo. 1612 Interpositive 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorated and peeling horizontally at center

Local Numbers

RSN 20249

Same as RSN 12927, 12928 and 20250

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:
Beaches
FRANCE
Harbors
Mountains -- France
Portraits
Seacoasts

Place:
France
Grimaldi (Italy)
Italy
Mediterranean
Menton (France)
Monte Carlo
Riviera

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

From Grimaldi on the Italian frontier (W.) over Mentone and bay. 1612 Interpositive, 1896

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Grimaldi on the Italian frontier (W.) over Mentone and bay. 1612 Interpositive 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20250

Same as RSN 12927, 12928 and 20249

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Menton, the famous Mediterranean winter resort, from one of its charming villas. [Active no. 1613 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5\" x 7\")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20251
Same as RSN 20252.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Menton, the famous Mediterranean winter resort, from one of its charming villas. [Active no. 1613 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20252

Same as RSN 20251.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Orig. no. 588.

Topic: FRANCE
Harbors -- France
Resorts -- France
Seacoasts -- France

Place: France
Mediterranean
Menton (France)
Riviera (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From the water-front west over the Bay to Menton. [Active no. 1614 : stereo interpositive], 1896

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): From the water-front west over the Bay to Menton. [Active no. 1614 : stereo interpositive], 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20253

Similar to RSN 12929.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Orig. no. 587.

Topic: FRANCE
Harbors -- France
Resorts -- France
Seacoasts -- France

Place: France
Mediterranean
Menton (France)
Riviera (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

The Corniche road (constructed under Napoleon I), South France. 1618
Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Corniche road (constructed under Napoleon I), South France. 1618 Interpositive 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20254

Same as RSN 12930 and 20255.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0767

Names: Napoleon, I

Topic: FRANCE
Mountains -- France
Roads -- France
Tunnels -- France

Place: Corniche Road (France)
France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Corniche road (constructed under Napoleon I), South France. 1618
Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Corniche road (constructed under Napoleon I), South France. 1618 Interpositive 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20255
Same as RSN 12930 and 20254.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Napoleon, I

Topic: FRANCE
Mountains -- France
Roads -- France
Tunnels -- France

Place: Corniche Road (France)
France

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rugged terrain in France. Active no. 1620 : stereo interpositive,], 1898
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River in rugged terrain in France. Active no. 1620 : stereo interpositive,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20256

Similar to RSN 12931.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]. Orig. no. 5183.

Topic: Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Mountains -- France
Rapids -- France
Rivers -- France

Place: France

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the picturesque Borrigo Valley, Alpes Maritimes, South France. 1621 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the picturesque Borrigo Valley, Alpes Maritimes, South France. 1621 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20257

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0773

Topic: Children -- France
Dwellings -- France
FRANCE
Homes -- France
Mountains -- France
Valleys -- France

Place: Alpes-Maritimes (France)
Borrigo Valley (Alpes Maritimes, France)
France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Agnes Day, village of St. Agnes, Mt. St. Agnes, South France. [Active no. 1624 : stereo interpositive,], 1898
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): St. Agnes Day, village of St. Agnes, Mt. St. Agnes, South France. [Active no. 1624 : stereo interpositive.] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20258

Same as RSN 12932 and 20259.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Orig. no. 0772.

Topic: Ceremonies -- France
Churches -- France
FRANCE
Mountains -- France
Religion -- France
Villages -- France

Place: France
St. Agnes (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
St. Agnes Day, village of St. Agnes, Mt. St. Agnes, South France. 1624
Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): St. Agnes Day, village of St. Agnes, Mt. St. Agnes, South France. 1624 Interpositive 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20259

Same as RSN 12932 and 20258.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:
Ceremonies -- France
Churches -- France
FRANCE
Mountains -- France
Religion -- France
Villages -- France

Place:
France
St. Agnes (France)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Peasants of the Riviera, South France. [Caption No. 1625 : stereoscopic interpositive], [1898?]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Peasants of the Riviera, South France. [Caption No. 1625 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1898?]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20260

Woman carrying large baskets filled with objects; two children behind her near wall with exterior stairs and walkway; variant of VDF 12202.

Similar to RSN 12933 (VDF 12202), but note date discrepancy. Orig. no. 0765.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:
Baskets -- 1890-1900 -- France
Children -- France -- 1890-1900.
FRANCE
Family -- France
Stairs -- 1890-1900 -- France
Walkways -- 1890-1900 -- France

Place: France -- 1890-1900
Riviera (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1890-1900

The Riviera coast, Menton, Cap Martin and Monte Carlo, South France.
[Active no. 1626 : stereo interpositive.,] 1898
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Riviera coast, Menton, Cap Martin and Monte Carlo, South France. [Active no. 1626 : stereo interpositive.] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Female figure in foreground.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20261

Same as RSN 12934.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Orig. nos. 67680; 517.

Topic: Beaches
FRANCE
Harbors
Mountains -- France
Seacoasts

Place: Cap Martin (France)
France
Mediterranean
Menton (France)
Monte Carlo
Riviera (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Herding sheep under the olives. 1627 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Herding sheep under the olives. 1627 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20262
SIMILAR TO rsn 12335; [ABH] [Jarvis] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110312

Topic: FRANCE
 Olives -- France
 Sheep -- France
 Trees -- France

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The late President Faure of France 1629 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The late President Faure of France 1629 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20263

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Faure

Topic: Armed Forces
 FRANCE
 Flags
 Presidents
 Rites and ceremonies

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
President Loubet, in his office in the Elysees Palace. Cat. No. 1630: interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20264

Similar to RSN 12937.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names:  Elysees Palace (Paris, France)
         Loubet, President

Topic:   FRANCE
         Offices -- 1900-1910 -- France
         Palaces -- France
         Portraits -- France
         Presidents -- France

Place:   France
         Paris (France)

Genre/  Interpositives
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

Pastor Charles Wagner, famous author of "Simple Life," one of the world's greatest teachers. [Active no. 1631: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20265

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Orig. no. 0934.

Names:  Wagner, Charles

Topic:   Education
         FRANCE
         Literature
         Ministers (Clergy)
Simple Life

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: France

Box 239

RSN Numbers 20266-20359

Image(s)

The Pont and Place de la Concorde, from the Chamber of Deputies. [Active no. 1637 : stereo interpositive.,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): The Pont and Place de la Concorde, from the Chamber of Deputies. [Active no. 1637 : stereo interpositive.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20266

Similar to RSN 20267 and 20268.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Automobiles -- France
Boats -- France
Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Plazas -- France
Rivers -- France
Streetcars -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Pont and Place de la Concorde, from the Chamber of Deputies. [Active no. 1637 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 20267

"WFS" on envelope; similar to RSN 20266 and 20268.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:
Boats -- France
Bridges -- France
Carriages -- France
Expositions -- France
Horses -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France
Streetcars -- France

Place:
France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Pont and Place de la Concorde, from the Chamber of Deputies. [Active no. 1637 : stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): The Pont and Place de la Concorde, from the Chamber of Deputies. [Active no. 1637 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20268

Similar to RSN 20266 and 20267.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:
Automobiles -- France
Boats -- France
Bridges -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France
Streetcars -- France

Place:
France
Paris (France)
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The beautiful Exposition--looking from the Trocadero tower to the Monumental Entrance. [Active no. 1642 : stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The beautiful Exposition--looking from the Trocadero tower to the Monumental Entrance. [Active no. 1642 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20269

Similar to RSN 12941.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Bridges -- France.
Buildings -- France
Exhibitions -- France -- 1900-1910
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking from under the great Eiffel Tower to the beautiful Chateau d'Eau. [Active no. 1647 : stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking from under the great Eiffel Tower to the beautiful Chateau d'Eau. [Active no. 1647 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20270

Similar to RSN 12948-12950; [WFS(?)] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Towers -- France.

Place:  France -- 1900-1910
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
       Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The Champs de Mars from the Eiffel Tower. 1651 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Champs de Mars from the Eiffel Tower. 1651 Interpositive 1900,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20271

Same as RSN 20273,
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
624 1/2

Topic:  Architecture -- France
        Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
        PARIS EXPOSITION

Place:  Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
        France -- 1900-1910
        Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
        Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Berlin Royal Porcelain--Manufactures Section. Active no. 1694 : stereo interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Berlin Royal Porcelain--Manufactures Section. Active no. 1694 : stereo interpositive, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20272

Similar to RSN 13001 and 25786; "WFS" (?) on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Art -- France
       Berlin Royal Porcelain
       Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
       Interior architecture -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION
       Porcelains -- France
       Vases -- France

Place: France -- 1900-1910
       Germany
       Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Champs de Mars from the Eiffel Tower. No. 1651 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Champs de Mars from the Eiffel Tower. No. 1651 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20273

Same as RSN 20271

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
624 1/2

Topic: Architecture -- France
       Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
       France -- 1900-1910
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
       Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Interpositives
            Stereoscopic photographs

The splendid Alexander III Bridge and Grand Palace of Fine Arts. [Active
no. 1702 : stereo interpositive.], 1900
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The splendid Alexander III Bridge and Grand Palace of Fine Arts. [Active no. 1702: stereo interpositive.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20274

Similar to RSN 13007.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Names: Grand Palace of Fine Arts (Paris, France)

Topic: Boats -- France

Bridges -- France

Expositions -- France

Museums -- France

PARIS EXPOSITION

Palaces -- France

Place: Alexander III Bridge (Paris, France)

France

Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Monte Carlo's capital, Monaco -- smallest principality on Earth. 1718

Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Monte Carlo's capital, Monaco -- smallest principality on Earth. 1718 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20275

Similar to RSN 13012-13015 and 25800.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188], moved from [66].

Topic: Castles -- France

Formations (Geology) -- France

MONACO

Portraits -- France

Seacoasts -- France

Place: France

Mediterranean
Monaco
Monte Carlo
Riviera

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Casino, Monte Carlo--the gambler's paradise. [Active no. 1719 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20276

Similar to RSN 13016 and 13017. Orig. nos. 0380; 5738.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Architecture -- Monaco
Casinos
Gambling -- 1900-1910
MONACO
Streets -- Monaco

Place: Monaco
Monte Carlo
Riviera

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The famous Roulette Salon, Casino, Monte Carlo. Active no. 1720 : stereo interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The famous Roulette Salon, Casino, Monte Carlo. Active no. 1720 : stereo interpositive, 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20277

"Jarvis" and "Learl[?] 12/28/07" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Copy and Version Identification Note

110316

Topic: Architecture
Casinos
Gambling -- 1900-1910 -- Monte Carlo
Interior architecture
MONACO

Place: Monaco
Monte Carlo
Riviera

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Trente et Quante Salon, Monte Carlo. Active no. 1721 : stereo interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Trente et Quante Salon, Monte Carlo. Active no. 1721 : stereo interpositive, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20278

Similar to RSN 13021

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Architecture
Casinos
Gambling -- 1900-1910 -- Monte Carlo
Interior architecture
MONACO

Place: Monte Carlo
Riviera

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gardens from the Casino, Monte Carlo. Active no. 1722 : stereo interpositive], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Gardens from the Casino, Monte Carlo. Active no. 1722 : stereo interpositive.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20279
Similar to RSN 13022 and 25802.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Orig. no. 5160.

Topic:  Architecture -- Monaco
Casinos -- France
Gardens -- France
MONACO
Mountains -- France
Place:  France
Monaco
Monte Carlo
Riviera
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Casino from its lovely gardens, Monte Carlo. 1723 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Casino from its lovely gardens, Monte Carlo. 1723 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20280
Same as RSN 13023, 20281 and 20282.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:  Architecture -- France
Casinos -- France
Fountains -- France
Gardens -- France
MONACO
Place:  France
Monaco
Monte Carlo
Riviera

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Casino from its lovely gardens, Monte Carlo. 1723 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Casino from its lovely gardens, Monte Carlo. 1723 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20281

Same as RSN 13023, 20280 and 20282.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
573

Topic: Architecture -- France
Casinos -- France
Fountains -- France
Gardens -- France
MONACO

Place: France
Monaco
Monte Carlo
Riviera

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Casino from its lovely gardens, Monte Carlo. 1723 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Casino from its lovely gardens, Monte Carlo. 1723 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20282

Same as RSN 13023, 20280 and 20281.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Casinos -- France
Fountains -- France
Gardens -- France
MONACO

Place: France
Monaco
Monte Carlo
Riviera

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Throne Room. 1729 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Throne Room. 1729 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20283

Similar to RSN 13024 and 13025

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]

Copy and Version Identification Note
5158

Topic: Art
Interior architecture
Palaces
 Thrones

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Gall, historic and beautiful, once a famous seat of learning. 1737 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): St. Gall, historic and beautiful, once a famous seat of learning. 1737 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20284

Similar to RSN 13028 and 13029.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
Portraits -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: St. Gall (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Luxurious interior of the Monastery church, St. Gall. 1738 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Luxurious interior of the Monastery church, St. Gall. 1738 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20285

Similar to RSN 13059.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Art -- Switzerland
Churches -- Switzerland
Interior architecture
Monasteries -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Monastery Church
St. Gall (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Zurich, the metropolis of Switzerland. 1739 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Zurich, the metropolis of Switzerland. 1739 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20286

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Similar to RSN 13060 and 13061.

Topic: Boats -- Switzerland
       Bridges -- Switzerland
       Portraits -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland
       Zurich (Switzerland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The village favorite. 1740 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The village favorite. 1740 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20287

Similar to RSN 13067.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
731

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
       Farms -- Switzerland
       Homes -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Villages -- Switzerland
       Women laborers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Lucerne and her beautiful lake. 1741 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Lucerne and her beautiful lake. 1741 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20288

Similar to RSN 13062; [7/13/07 AL] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
732

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Portraits -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Bridge, Tower and Church of Old Lucerne. 1742
Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The picturesque Bridge, Tower and Church of Old Lucerne. 1742
Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20289

Similar to RSN 13063 and 13064.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Churches -- Switzerland
Portraits
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Towers -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland
The Lion of Lucerne. 1743 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Lion of Lucerne. 1743 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20290
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
Similar to RSN 13065.

Copy and Version Identification Note
728

Topic: Art -- Switzerland
      Lion of Lucerne (Lucerne, Switzerland)
      Lions -- Switzerland
      Monuments -- Switzerland
      SWITZERLAND TOUR
      Sculptures -- Switzerland

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/ Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

The summit of historic Pilatus. 1746 Interpositive, 1897
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The summit of historic Pilatus. 1746 Interpositive 1897,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20291
Similar to RSN 13083,
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Hotels -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lake of Lucerne from the Axenstein. [Active no. 1748 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): The Lake of Lucerne from the Axenstein. 1748 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20292
Similar to RSN 13086-13089.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Orig. no. 737.

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Axenstein (Swiss Alps)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sisikon and the mighty Uti-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sisikon and the mighty Uti-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20293
Similar to RSN 13090-13093, 25808 and 25809; frames in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
The bold Axenstrasse, hewn from the cliffs 360 feet above Lake Lucerne.
[Active no. 1750 : stereo interpositive,] 1896
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s): The bold Axenstrasse, hewn from the cliffs 360 feet above Lake Lucerne. [Active no. 1750 : stereo interpositive,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20294
Similar to RSN 10394, 10395 and 20295.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:
Cliffs -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place:
Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs
Local Numbers
RSN 20295

Similar to RSN 10394, 10395 and 20294.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
739

Topic: Cliffs -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Axenstrasse (lake Lucerne, Switzerland)
Lake Lucerne (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Berne and her great mountain chain--the Bernese Oberland, 40 miles away. 1753 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Berne and her great mountain chain--the Bernese Oberland, 40 miles away. 1753 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20296

Similar to RSN 13103.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Switzerland
Children -- Switzerland
Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Portraits -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
Bernese Oberland
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
At the village fountain. 1755 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): At the village fountain. 1755 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20297
Similar to RSN 13111.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Fountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Streets -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Swiss home and its home maker--a love spirit of the wild Alpine range.
[Active no. 1756 : stereo interpositive,]. 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Swiss home and its home maker--a love spirit of the wild
Alpine range. [Active no. 1756 : stereo interpositive,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20298
Similar to RSN 13112 and 13113. Orig. no. 0399.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Portraits -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Ancient Thun and its Lake, from the Castle. 1757 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ancient Thun and its Lake, from the Castle. 1757 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20299

Similar to RSN 13114-13116.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
743

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
       Lakes -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       Portraits -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Switzerland
       Thun (Switzerland)

Interlaken; Jungfrau (13,670 feet). 1758 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interlaken; Jungfrau (13,670 feet). 1758 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20300

Similar to RSN 13117, 13118 and 13121.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
       Lakes -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       Portraits -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Interlaken (Switzerland)
Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Grindelwald Valley, the Wetterhorn and Schreckhorn, from Schynige Platte. 1759 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Grindelwald Valley, the Wetterhorn and Schreckhorn, from Schynige Platte. 1759 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20301

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110343

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Grindelwald Valley (Switzerland)
Schreckhorn
Schynige Platte
Switzerland
Wetterhorn

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Staubbach Waterfall (nearly 1,000 feet), in beautiful Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1760 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20302

Similar to RSN 13120, 13122-13126.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
746
Cloud hidden heights and appalling depths—the Monch, Eiger, and Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1761 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Cloud hidden heights and appalling depths—the Monch, Eiger, and Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1761 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20303

Similar to RSN 13127.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Murren, the loftiest of Switzerland's hamlets, and the Monch and Eiger. 1762 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20304

Similar to RSN 13128.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND TOUR

Valleys -- Switzerland

Villages -- Switzerland

glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Eiger (Wengern Alps, Switzerland)

Monch

Murren (Switzerland)

Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The Breighorn (12,400 feet), and Tschingelhorn (11,748 feet), Upper Lauterbrunnen Valley. [Active no. 1763 : stereo interpositive,]. 1896

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Breighorn (12,400 feet), and Tschingelhorn (11,748 feet), Upper Lauterbrunnen Valley. [Active no. 1763 : stereo interpositive,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20305

Similar to RSN 13129 and 25814; "W. Schultz" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188]. Orig. no. J 110349.

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND TOUR

Valleys -- Switzerland

glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Breithorn (Switzerland)

Switzerland

Tschingelhorn (Switzerland)
Upper Lauterbrunnen Valley

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grindelwald Valley and the Wetterhorn from the summit of Scheidegg. 1765 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grindelwald Valley and the Wetterhorn from the summit of Scheidegg. 1765 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20306

Similar to RSN 13129 and 25814; [W. Schultz] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place:
Grindelwald Valley (Switzerland)
Scheidegg
Switzerland
Wetterhorn

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Immense glacier basin beneath the Fiescherhorn, looking through Grindelwald Gorge. 1766 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Immense glacier basin beneath the Fiescherhorn, looking through Grindelwald Gorge. 1766 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20307
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Fiescherhorn (Switzerland)
Grindelwald Gorge (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Ascent of Jungfrau--crossing the glacier. 1767 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Ascent of Jungfrau--crossing the glacier. 1767 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20308

Similar to RSN 13134-13136 and 25816.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0798

Topic: Crevasses -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Upper Grindelwald glacier. 1769 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Upper Grindelwald glacier. 1769 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20309

Same as RSN 20310.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01362

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Upper Grindelwald glacier. 1769 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Upper Grindelwald glacier. 1769 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20310

Same as RSN 20309.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Grindelwald Glacier (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down (east) the Rhine Valley from Dissentis. 1772 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking down (east) the Rhine Valley from Dissentis. 1772 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20311

Similar to RSN 13146.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Dissentis (Switzerland)
Rhine Valley
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down (north) the profound gorge via Mala toward Thusis and the Rhine Valley. 1773 interpositive
3 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking down (north) the profound gorge via Mala toward Thusis and the Rhine Valley. 1773 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Left end broken in two pieces.

Local Numbers
RSN 20312

Similar to RSN 13147.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Canyons -- Switzerland
Gorges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Mala (Switzerland)
Rhine Valley (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Thusis (Switzerland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nature's cathedrals, Piz Bernina and Roseg; Roseg Valley, Engadine. 1774 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Nature's cathedrals, Piz Bernina and Roseg; Roseg Valley, Engadine. 1774 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20313

Similar to RSN 13148.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Engadine (Switzerland)
Piz Bernina
Roseg Valley
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Bella Vista, Piz Bernina and the Morteratsch glacier, Engadine. 1775
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bella Vista, Piz Bernina and the Morteratsch glacier, Engadine. 1775 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20314

Similar to RSN 13149.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Bella Vista (Switzerland)
Engadine (Switzerland)
Morteratsch
Piz Bernina
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Peaks of Palu--wrapped in eternal snows, Bernine group, Engadine. 1776 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Peaks of Palu--wrapped in eternal snows, Bernine group, Engadine. 1776 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20315
Similar to RSN 13150.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Engadine (Switzerland)
Palu
Piz Bernina
Switzerland

Upper Engadine, most admired of Swiss valleys, northeast from the Hahnensee. 1777 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Upper Engadine, most admired of Swiss valleys, northeast from the Hahnensee. 1777 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20316
Similar to RSN 13152.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].
The beauty and splendor of the Engadine--looking southwest from Hahnensee to the Maloja. 1778 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The beauty and splendor of the Engadine--looking southwest from Hahnensee to the Maloja. 1778 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20317

Similar to RSN 13153, 13154 and 20319.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Looking south from the Eggishorn over Rhone Valley to Monte Leone and Fletschhorn. 1784 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking south from the Eggishorn over Rhone Valley to Monte Leone and Fletschhorn. 1784 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20318
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND TOUR  
Valleys -- Switzerland

**Place:** Eggishorn (Switzerland)  
Fletschhorn (Switzerland)  
Monte Leone  
Rhone Valley  
Switzerland

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The beauty and splendor of the Engadine--looking southwest from Hahnensee to the Maloja. 1778 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** The beauty and splendor of the Engadine--looking southwest from Hahnensee to the Maloja. 1778 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 20319

Similar to RSN 13153, 13154 and 20317.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

**Topic:** Lakes -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND TOUR  
Valleys -- Switzerland

**Place:** Engadine (Switzerland)  
Hahnensee (Switzerland)  
Maloja  
Switzerland

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Engineering feats on the St. Gotthard Railroad--circular tunnels at Giornico, Italian side, Alps. [Active no. 1780 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (5" x 8").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 20320

Similar to RSN 13159.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:    Bridges -- Italy
          Mountains -- Italy
          Railroads -- Italy
          Rapids -- Italy
          Rivers -- Italy
          SWITZERLAND TOUR
          Trains -- Italy
          Tunnels -- Italy

Place:    Alps Mountains (Italy)
          Giornico (Italy)
          Italy
          St. Gotthard Railroad (Italy)
          Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Gotthard Railroad at Wassen (north side of Alps). Windgalle in distance.] 1781 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [St. Gotthard Railroad at Wassen (north side of Alps). Windgalle in distance.] 1781 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20321

Similar to RSN 13160.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic:    Mountains -- Switzerland
          Railroads -- Switzerland
          SWITZERLAND TOUR
          Valleys -- Switzerland
          Villages -- Switzerland

Place:    Alps
          St. Gotthard Railroad
          Switzerland
          Wassen (Switzerland)
          Windgalle (Switzerland)
Grimsel Pass, Oberaarhorn and Finsteraarhorn, W. from Furka Pass. 1782 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grimsel Pass, Oberaarhorn and Finsteraarhorn, W. from Furka Pass. 1782 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20322
Similar to RSN 13161.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Military -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Passes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Finsteraarhorn (Switzerland)
Furka Pass (Switzerland)
Grimsel Pass (Switzerland)
Oberaarhorn
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent view of Rhone Valley, with Weisshorn and Monte Rosa Group 50 miles away--southwest from Furka Pass. 1783 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Magnificent view of Rhone Valley, with Weisshorn and Monte Rosa Group 50 miles away--southwest from Furka Pass. 1783 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20323
Similar to RSN 13162.
Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188].

Topic: Military -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Passes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Furka Pass (Switzerland)
Monte Rosa
Switzerland
Weisshorn

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Alpine Spirit's" sanctuary--the charming Zermatt and the Matterhorn.
[Active no. 1790 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schultz, C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20324

Similar to RSN 13173-13175 and 25824; C. Schultz (made by) "Old No. Jarvis" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.7 [188], moved from [66].

Topic: Farmers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Matterhorn
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Frightful Alpine precipices, looking from Aiguille Rouge (Brevent) to Mt. Blanc, Alps. 1814 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Frightful Alpine precipices, looking from Aiguille Rouge (Brevent) to Mt. Blanc, Alps. 1814 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20325

Similar to RSN 13220, 13221 and 25829.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [74].

Topic: Cliffs -- Switzerland
Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Aiguille Rouge
Alps
Brevent (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mediaeval weapons, the Castle, Salsburg. [Active no. 1873 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20326

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [192].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Armaments -- Austria
Arms -- Austria
Castles -- Austria
Military -- Austria
Weapons -- Austria

Place: Austria
Salsburg (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Where royal food was prepared; kitchen in the ancient castle of Salsburg. 1874 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where royal food was prepared; kitchen in the ancient castle of Salsburg. 1874 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20327

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [192].

Place: Austria
Salsburg (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Linz, on the Danube. 1875 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Linz, on the Danube. 1875 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20328

Similar to RSN 13280, 13281 and 13322.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [192].

Place: Austria
Danube River (Austria)
Linz (Austria)

Mountains -- Austria
Portraits
Rivers -- Austria
An Austrian hamlet, Val Ampezzo. 1920 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): An Austrian hamlet, Val Ampezzo. 1920 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 20329

Similar to RSN 13351, 13352 and 25857; ["Use this for Touriscope Dept."] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Austria
Val Ampezzo (Austria)

The ancient Tiber and its Island--from the southeast--Rome. Caption 1965 : interpositive, 1905
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20330

Similar to RSN 13396, 13397 and 13399; "12/8/07 Made by Carl; verified by D.D." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].
Copy and Version Identification Note

87979

Topic:
- Bridges -- Italy
- ITALY TOUR
- Islands
- Monuments -- Italy -- Rome
- Rivers

Place:
- Italy -- 1900-1910
- Rome (Italy)
- Tiber River (Italy)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter’s. 1968 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter’s. 1968 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20331

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Same as RSN 20332; similar to RSN 13402-13405 and 25863.

Topic:
- ITALY TOUR
- Monuments -- Italy
- Plazas -- Italy
- Portraits
- Sculptures -- Italy

Place:
- Italy
- Rome (Italy)
- St. Peter’s Square (Rome, Italy)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter’s. 1968 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Rome, the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter’s. 1968 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20332
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].
Same as RSN 20331; similar to RSN 13402-13405 and 25863.

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Monuments -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy
Portraits
Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Peter's Square (Rome, Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. [Active no. 2011 : stereo interpositive.], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Flaw in emulsion of right frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 20333
Same as RSN 20334
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)
Vesuvius

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. [Active no. 2011 : stereo interpositive], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. [Active no. 2011 : stereo interpositive], 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Flaw in emulsion of right frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 20334

Same as RSN 20333.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)
Vesuvius

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Three architectural gems--"fortunate in their solitude and society"--Bapistery, Cathedral and Campanile, Pisa. 2039 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Three architectural gems--"fortunate in their solitude and society"--Bapistery, Cathedral and Campanile, Pisa. 2039 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20335

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [112].

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Campaniles -- Italy
Carriages -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Horses -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Towers -- Italy

Place: Italy
Pisa (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. 2052 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20336

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54]. Similar to RSN 13570-13572, 20337, 20338, 25912 and 25913

Copy and Version Identification Note
809 1/2

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
      Cathedrals -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR

Place: Italy
      Milan
      Milan Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20337

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54]. Similar to RSN 13570-13572, 20336, 20338, 25912 and 25913.

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
      Cathedrals -- Italy
      Horses -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
Streetcars -- Italy

Place: Italy
Milan (Italy)
Milan Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. 2052 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. 2052 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20338

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54]. Similar to RSN 13570-13572, 20336, 20337, 25912 and 25913.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Italy
Horses -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Streetcars -- Italy

Place: Italy
Milan (Italy)
Milan Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Cathedral, Milan--among its hundred spires. 2053 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20339

"Old # Jarvis 64" on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54]. Orig. no. 64.

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR

Place: Italy
Milan
Milan Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in thy nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. 2056 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in thy nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. 2056 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20340

Similar to RSN 13579-13581, 20341, 25918 and 25919; [12/2/7 Made by Carl verified by DD] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54]

Copy and Version Identification Note
68010

Names: Doge's Palace (Venice, Italy)
Topic: Boats -- Italy
Buildings -- Italy
Campaniles -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Italy
Prisons -- Italy
Towers -- Italy

Place: Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in thy nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. 2056 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in thy nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. 2056 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20341

Similar to RSN 13579-13581, 20340, 25918 and 25919; [Made by Schultz; Old # Jarvis] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Names:
Doge's Palace (Venice, Italy)

Topic:
Boats -- Italy
Buildings -- Italy
Campaniles -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Italy
Prisons -- Italy
Towers -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Cibeles Fountain and Bank of Spain--looking (W.S.W.) up Calle Alcala, Madrid. 2183 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Cibeles Fountain and Bank of Spain--looking (W.S.W.) up Calle Alcala, Madrid. 2183 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20342

Similar to RSN 13668, 13669 and 25942.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
841

Topic:
Buildings -- Spain
Fountains -- Spain
Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place:
Alcala Calle (Madrid, Spain)
Cibeles Fountain (Madrid, Spain)
Madrid (Spain)
Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cadiz and its Cathedral, looking southeast from "Torre de Vigia" (Watch-Tower) over the sea. 2238 Interpositive 2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s) Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English. Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers RSN 20343

Similar to RSN 13941, 13943, 13944 and 25947; frames in separate envelopes

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54]

Copy and Version Identification Note 896

Names: Cadiz Cathedral (Cadiz, Spain)

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain Harbors SPAIN TOUR

Place: Cádiz (Spain) Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Town and Monastery of Escorial, the grand and gloomy conception of Philip II, looking S.E. 2262 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Town and Monastery of Escorial, the grand and gloomy conception of Philip II, looking S.E. 2262 Interpositive. Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English. Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers RSN 20344

Similar to RSN 13769.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [170].

Names: Philip, Prince, consort of Elizabeth II, Queen of Great Britain, 1921-
The Viscaya Bridge across Nervion River and its Flying Ferry at Portugalete, on Harbor of Bilboa. 2276 interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Viscaya Bridge across Nervion River and its Flying Ferry at Portugalete, on Harbor of Bilboa. 2276 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20345

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Similar to RSN 13783, 13785 and 25951; frames in separate envelopes

Names: Flying Ferry (Bilbao, Spain)

Topic: Boats -- Spain
Bridges -- Spain
Ferries -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Transportation -- Spain

Place: Bilbao (Spain)
Nervion River (Spain)
Portugalete (Spain)
Spain
Viscaya Bridge (Spain)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Castle of St. George and city from the Tagus, Lisbon. 2305 interpositive, 1902
6 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Castle of St. George and city from the Tagus, Lisbon. 2305 interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
One piece missing in left frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 20346

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Similar to RSN 13797, 13798 and 25955; pieces in two separate envelopes.

Copy and Version Identification Note
950

| Topic | Castles -- Portugal  
PORTUGAL TOUR  
Portraits  
Ports -- Portugal  
Rivers -- Portugal |
|--------|--------------------------------------------------|
| Place  | Lisbon (Portugal)  
Portugal  
St. George Castle (Portugal)  
Tagus River (Portugal) |
| Genre/Form | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs |

Cintra, the "glorious Eden" of Portugal--Summer resort of the Royal Family.  
2331 Interpositive  
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cintra, the "glorious Eden" of Portugal--Summer resort of the Royal Family. 2331 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Left frame split vertically.

Local Numbers
RSN 20347

Similar to RSN 13824; pieces in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

| Topic | PORTUGAL TOUR  
Portraits -- Portugal  
Resorts -- Portugal  
Royalty -- Portugal |
|--------|--------------------------------------------------|
| Genre/Form | Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs |
| Place  | Cintra (Portugal) |
Portugal

The Parthenon, N.W. from the Temple of the Olympian Zeus, Athens. 2371 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Parthenon, N.W. from the Temple of the Olympian Zeus, Athens. 2371 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20348
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].
Same as RSN 13850, 25960 and 25961.

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Parthenon
Temple of Zeus (Athens, Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. 2372 : interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s): The Acropolis, the glory of ancient Athens, N.E. from Philopappos monument. 2372 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20349
Similar to RSN 13851-13856.
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].
Copy and Version Identification Note
85030

Topic: GREECE TOUR

Page 11320 of 15344
Monuments -- Greece -- Athens
Ruins -- Greece
Tourists -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Philopappos Monument

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Temple of Nike, Acropolis, Athens. 2378 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Temple of Nike, Acropolis, Athens. 2378 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20350

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Similar to RSN 13863 and 13865; ["New for Chris Rush"] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
84634

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Monuments -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Tourists -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Nike Temple

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Plataea, N.W. over ruined fortifications--famous for destruction of Persian army. [Active no. 2457 : stereo i\Interpositive.]
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20351
Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Orig. no. 6284.

Topic: Battlefields -- Greece
      Fortification -- Greece
      GREECE TOUR
      Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
      Iran
      Plataea (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A "Ship of the desert" passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. 2522 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A "Ship of the desert" passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. 2522 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20352

Similar to RSN 13977-13980, 20353 and 25984.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1049 1/2

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
       EGYPT TOUR
       Tombs -- Egypt
       Transportation -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
       Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A "Ship of the desert" passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. 2522 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A "Ship of the desert" passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. 2522 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20353
Similar to RSN 13977-13980, 20352 and 25984.
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].
Copy and Version Identification Note
1049
Topic: Camels -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Mosques -- Egypt
Tombs -- Egypt
Transportation -- Egypt
Walls -- Egypt
Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
The road to the Pyramids--westward toward Gizeh, from near Cairo. 2533 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The road to the Pyramids--westward toward Gizeh, from near Cairo. 2533 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20354
Similar to RSN 13994 and 25986.
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].
Topic: Camels -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Pyramids -- Egypt
Roads -- Egypt
Trees -- Egypt
Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt
Gizeh (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King Khufu's tomb, the great Pyramid of Gizeh, and the sepulchres of his nobles (from N.W.). 2535 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King Khufu's tomb, the great Pyramid of Gizeh, and the sepulchres of his nobles (from N.W.). 2535 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20355

Similar to RSN 25987 and 25988.
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1042 1/2

Names: Khufu, King of Egypt

Topic:
Camels -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Pyramids -- Egypt
Tombs -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt
Gizeh (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Second Pyramid with crown of original casing masonry, S.W. from summit of Great Pyramid. 2538 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Second Pyramid with crown of original casing masonry, S.W. from summit of Great Pyramid. 2538 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20356

Same as RSN 25991.
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].
Copy and Version Identification Note
1117 1/2

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
EGYPT TOUR
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt

Khufu's sarcophagus, broken by robbers in the sepulcre-chamber of the Great Pyramid. 2542 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Khufu's sarcophagus, broken by robbers in the sepulcre-chamber of the Great Pyramid. 2542 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20357

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [121].

Copy and Version Identification Note
28853

Names:
Khufu, King of Egypt

Topic:
EGYPT TOUR
Great Pyramid (Egypt)
Pyramids -- Egypt
Tombs -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Watching a sand whirlwind from top of Hawara Pyramid (view S.E. to Pyramid of Illahun). 2551 Interpositive, 1907
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Watching a sand whirlwind from top of Hawara Pyramid (view S.E. to Pyramid of Illahun). 2551 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20358
Same as RSN 25994 [Made by AL] on other envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: EGYPT TOUR  Pyramids -- Egypt  Sand -- Egypt  Windstorms -- Egypt

Place: Egypt  Hawara Pyramid (Egypt)  Illahun Pyramid (Egypt)

Looking down (N.E.) upon the island of Philae and its temples from the Island of Bigeh. 2607 Interpositive

Image(s): Looking down (N.E.) upon the island of Philae and its temples from the Island of Bigeh. 2607 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20359

Similar to RSN 20360, 20361 and 25998.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Topic: Boats -- Egypt  EGYPT TOUR  Islands -- Egypt  Ruins -- Egypt.

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bigeh (Egypt)  Egypt  Philae (Egypt)

Box 240  RSN Numbers 20360-20450

Image(s)

Looking down (N.E.) upon the island of Philae and its temples from the Island of Bigeh. 2607 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking down (N.E.) upon the island of Philae and its temples from the Island of Bigeh. 2607 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20360

Similar to RSN 20359, 20361 and 25998.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0488

Topic: Boats -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Islands -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.
Temples -- Egypt

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bigeh (Egypt)
Egypt
Philae (Egypt)

Looking down (N.E.) upon the island of Philae and its temples from the Island of Bigeh. 2607 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking down (N.E.) upon the island of Philae and its temples from the Island of Bigeh. 2607 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20361

Similar to RSN 20359, 20360 and 25998.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0488 1/2

Topic: Boats -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Islands -- Egypt  
Ruins -- Egypt  
Temples -- Egypt

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:** Bigeh (Egypt)  
Egypt  
Philae (Egypt)

[Military.] Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s): [Military.] Interpositive.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 20362

Same as RSN 17188.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
2078

**Topic:** Armed Forces  
Camps  
Mountains  
Tents

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tourists.] 2959 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s): [Tourists.] 2959 Interpositive.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 20363

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [106].

**Topic:** Tourists  
Waterfalls
The Bazaar of Jaffa. 3081 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Bazaar of Jaffa. 3081 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20364

Similar to RSN 14010 and 26113.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Topic: Markets -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jaffa (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Palestine--the Wilderness of the Scapegoat, Judea. [Active no. 3123 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Male figure wearing Arab headdress sits in foreground in a hilly or mountainous region.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20365

Similar to RSN 20366 and 26115 (apparently this image and RSN 26115 derive from the same negative).

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Topic: Figure in landscape
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Wildernesses

Place: Judea (Palestine)
Palestine
Wilderness of the Scapegoat (Palestine)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Palestine--the Wilderness of the Scapegoat, Judea. [Active no. 3123 : stereo interpositive
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 8”).]

Image(s): Picturesque Palestine--the Wilderness of the Scapegoat, Judea.
[Active no. 3123 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20366

Similar to RSN 20365 and 26115.
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Figure in landscape
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Wildernesses

Place: Judea (Palestine)
Palestine
Wilderness of the Scapegoat (Palestine)

The covered street, called "Straight"--from the east--Damascus, Syria. 3177 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The covered street, called "Straight"--from the east--Damascus, Syria. 3177 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20367

Same as RSN 26122.
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Topic: Minarets -- Syria
Mosques -- Syria
PALESTINE TOUR
Portraits -- Syria
Towers -- Syria

Place: Damascus (Syria)
Straight
Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Relief Map of Palestine by Pal. Ex. Soc. (vertical scale 3-1/2 times greater than the horizontal). [Active no. 3186 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20368

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54]

Orig. no. 0594.

Topic: Art
Maps
TRAVEL LESSONS/LIFE OF JESUS

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The fabulous wealth of India--native princes in the grand State Entry, Durbar, Delhi 3400 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The fabulous wealth of India--native princes in the grand State Entry, Durbar, Delhi 3400 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20369

Similar to RSN 14052 and 20371.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
10171
Devout Mohammedans prostrate at prayer time--Court of Jumma Musjid, India's greatest mosque, Delhi. 3467 Interpositive, 1908

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Devout Mohammedans prostrate at prayer time--Court of Jumma Musjid, India's greatest mosque, Delhi. 3467 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20370

Same as RSN 14050 and 26138 [3/9/08 ABH verified by DD] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

The fabulous wealth of India--native princes in the grand State Entry, Durbar, Delhi. Active no. 3468 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (piece; 5” x 8”).

Image(s): The fabulous wealth of India--native princes in the grand State Entry, Durbar, Delhi. Active no. 3468 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Glass
Local Numbers

RSN 20371

Similar to RSN 20369; same as RSN 14052.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54].

Names: Durbar (Delhi, India)

Topic: Armed Forces
      Elephants -- 1900-1910 -- India
      INDIA TOUR
      Parades
      Royalty

Place: Delhi (India)
       India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Up to the everlasting snows of Mt. Kinchinjanga (28,155 feet), 45 miles North from Darjeeling. 3520 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20372

Similar to RSN 20373 and 26252

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [82].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: INDIA TOUR
      Mountains -- India
      Snow

Place: Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
       India
       Kinchinjanga Mountain (India)

Up to the everlasting snows of Mt. Kinchinjanga (28,155 feet), 45 miles North from Darjeeling. 3520 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Up to the everlasting snows of Mt. Kinchinjanga (28,155 feet), 45 miles North from Darjeeling. 3520 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20373
Similar to RSN 20372 and 26252
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [82].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7235

Topic: Flags
INDIA TOUR
Mountains -- India
Snow

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Darjeeling (Bengal, India)
India
Kinchinjanga Mountain (India)

An elephant "siesta" --basking in the sun in their beautiful native home, interior Ceylon. 3745 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): An elephant "siesta" --basking in the sun in their beautiful native home, interior Ceylon. 3745 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20374
Similar to RSN 26261.
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [82].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6159 1/2

Topic: ELEPHANT SERIES
Elephants -- Ceylon
Place: Ceylon
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Native farming in tropical Ceylon--plowing a paddy field. Interpositive 2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Native farming in tropical Ceylon--plowing a paddy field. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left frame split vertically.
Local Numbers
RSN 20375

Pieces in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [82].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6153 1/2

Topic: Agriculture -- Ceylon
ELEPHANT SERIES
Elephants -- Ceylon
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Ceylon

Looking W. toward Kumamoto across fertile rice-fields in the old crater of Aso-San. 3935 Interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looking W. toward Kumamoto across fertile rice-fields in the old crater of Aso-San. 3935 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20376

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [90].

Topic: Agriculture -- Japan
Craters -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR
Mountains -- Japan
Rice -- Japan

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Aso-San volcano (Japan)
Japan
Kumamoto (Japan)

Two miles above the clouds--from summit of Fujiyama N.E. over Lake Yamanaka, 10 miles away. 3857 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Two miles above the clouds--from summit of Fujiyama N.E. over Lake Yamanaka, 10 miles away. 3857 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20377

Same as RSN 14064 and 26288.
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [90].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0167

Topic: Clouds -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR
Lakes -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan

Place: Fujiyama
Japan
Yamanaka Lake (Japan)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking across the Bay to Kowloon and mainland, from Bowen Road, above Hong Kong. 4111 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking across the Bay to Kowloon and mainland, from Bowen Road, above Hong Kong. 4111 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20378
Similar to RSN 26308.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [90].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1431

Topic: CHINA TOUR
Portraits -- China
Seascapes -- China
Ships -- China

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bowen Road (Hong Kong)
China
Hong Kong
Kowloon (Hong Kong)

Grand Porcelain Tower, one of the buildings of the Imperial Summer Palace, Peking. 4205 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Grand Porcelain Tower, one of the buildings of the Imperial Summer Palace, Peking. 4205 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20379

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [90].

Copy and Version Identification Note

1525;R-1408

Names: Imperial Summer Palace (Peking, China)

Topic: Architecture -- China
CHINA TOUR
Palaces -- China
Porcelains -- China

Place: Beijing (China)
China
Grand Porcelain Tower (Peking, China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Clumsy Chinese Junk under full sail on the Yellow Sea--coast of Manchuria in distance. 4376 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20380

Similar to RSN 26427

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [98]

Topic: CHINA-MANCURIA

Junks

Sailboats

Place: China

Manchuria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Among the queer Koreans—a pack train in the suburbs outside Seoul—looking west to East Gate. [Note: this is the original caption, provided by the publisher.] [Active no. 4486 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20381

Similar to RSN 26432. Please note that the picture captions provided by the publisher often contained phrases which are offensive or insensitive; the company's attitude toward non-American cultures was usually patronizing.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [98].

Topic: Horses -- Korea

KOREA

Roads -- Korea

Villages -- Korea

Place: Korea

Seoul (Korea)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
On the Luneta Beach during a Typhoon--looking south--Manila. 4545 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): On the Luneta Beach during a Typhoon--looking south--Manila. 4545 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20382

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [98].

Topic: Beaches -- Philippines
      Ocean -- Philippines
      PHILIPPINE ISLANDS-LUZON
      Storms -- Philippines
      Typhoons -- Philippines

Place: Luneta Beach (Manila, Philippines)
       Luzon (Philippines)
       Manila (Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The whalers "Diana" and "Nova Zembla," cruising in the Arctics--Dexterity Harbor and Baffin Land. [Active no. 4698 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20383

Similar to RSN 14094 and 26506. Associated number: 5822.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [98].

Names: Diana (Ship)

Topic: Icebergs
       Nova Zembla (Ship).
       Ships
       THE ARCTIC REGIONS
       Whaling ships

Place: Alaska
       Arctic regions -- 1900-1910
Baffin Land
Canada
Dexterity Harbor (Canada)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Immigrants just arrived from foreign countries--Immigrant Building, Ellis Island. [Stereo interpositive, ca. 1910?]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Immigrants just arrived from foreign countries--Immigrant Building, Ellis Island. [Stereo interpositive, ca. 1910?]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
0408, associated number.

RSN 20384

AC0143-0020384.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [106].

Topic: Immigrants -- United States -- 1900-1910
NEW YORK CITY

Place: Ellis Island (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Broad Street, North to Stock Exchange, U.S. Sub-Treasury and Wall Street.
5308 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Broad Street, North to Stock Exchange, U.S. Sub-Treasury and Wall Street. 5308 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20385

Similar to RSN 14114, 20386, 20387 and 26652.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [106].

Topic: Automobiles -- New York
NEW YORK CITY
Skyscrapers -- New York
Streets -- New York

Place:  Broad Street (New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.)
       Stock Exchange
       U.S. Sub-Treasury
       Wall Street

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Broad Street, North to Stock Exchange, U.S. Sub-Treasury and Wall Street.
5308 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Broad Street, North to Stock Exchange, U.S. Sub-Treasury and Wall Street. 5308 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20386

Similar to RSN 14114, 20385, 20387 and 26652.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [106].

Topic:  Automobiles -- New York
        NEW YORK CITY
        Skyscrapers -- New York
        Streets -- New York

Place:  Broad Street (New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.)
       Stock Exchange
       U.S. Sub-Treasury
       Wall Street

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Broad Street, North to Stock Exchange, U.S. Sub-Treasury and Wall Street.
5308 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Broad Street, North to Stock Exchange, U.S. Sub-Treasury and Wall Street. 5308 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20387
Similar to RSN 14114, 20385, 20386 and 26652.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [106].

Topic: Automobiles -- New York
      NEW YORK CITY
      Skyscrapers -- New York
      Streets -- New York

Place: Broad Street (New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.)
       Stock Exchange
       U.S. Sub-Treasury
       Wall Street

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20388

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5351

Topic: Canyons
       Gorges
       Mountains -- United States
       Rocks
       Seacoasts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Autumn beauties along Niagara's precipitous banks--looking up toward the Falls. 5400 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Autumn beauties along Niagara's precipitous banks--looking up toward the Falls. 5400 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20389

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [106].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29636

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
NIAGARA TOUR
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Marble whiteness of the seething waters--American and Luna Falls and River, from Goat Island. 5403 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Marble whiteness of the seething waters--American and Luna Falls and River, from Goat Island. 5403 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20390

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [106].

Similar to RSN 26670.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Islands -- New York
NIAGARA TOUR
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: American Falls (Niagra, New York)
Goat Island (Niagra, New York)
Luna Falls (Niagra, New York)
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Autumn beauties along Niagra's precipitous banks--looking up toward the Falls. 5408 Interpositive
1 piece (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 20391

Similar to RSN 26673

Topic:

Bridges
NIAGARA TOUR
Rivers
Waterfalls

Genre/Form:

Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:

New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Looking over the "Whirlpool" and down the river--Canadian side. 5412 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Looking over the "Whirlpool" and down the river--Canadian side. 5412 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20392

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Genre/Form:

Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:

NIAGARA TOUR
Rapids -- Canada
Rivers -- Canada
Whirlpools -- Canada

Place:

Canada
Niagara (Canada)

The great ice bridge and American Falls. 5413 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The great ice bridge and American Falls. 5413 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 20393
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  3032
  Topic:  Ice -- New York
          NIAGARA IN WINTER
          Rivers -- New York
          Snow -- New York
          Tourists -- New York
          Waterfalls -- New York
  Place: American Falls (Niagra, New York)
          Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920
  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Ice bridge and steel foot bridge--from ice mountain, below American Falls. 5414 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ice bridge and steel foot bridge--from ice mountain, below American Falls. 5414 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 20394
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].
  Topic:  Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
          Ice -- New York
          NIAGARA IN WINTER
          Rivers -- New York
          Snow -- New York
          Tourists -- New York
          Waterfalls -- New York
  Place: American Falls (Niagra, New York)
          Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
From Goat Island to Luna Island, American Falls and ice mountain to Steel Bridge. 5415 Interpositive

1 piece (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 20395

Topic:

Bridges
Ice
Islands
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Rivers
Snow
Tourists
Waterfalls

Place:
American Falls (Niagara, New York)
Goat Island, Niagara
Luna Island, Niagara
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

The plunging, seething Horse-shoe Falls--from Canadian side (E.) up the river past Goat Island. 5416 interpositive

1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The plunging, seething Horse-shoe Falls--from Canadian side (E.) up the river past Goat Island. 5416 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20396

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic:

Ice -- New York
Islands -- New York
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York
Winter's stilled cataracts, suspended from Table Rock--and the mighty Horse-shoe Falls--Canadian side. [Active no. 5417 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20397

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic:

Ice -- New York
Islands -- New York
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place:

Canada
Horseshoe Falls (Niagara, N.Y.)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Table Rock (New York)

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

Whirlpool Rapids in Winter--looking through the great gorge to the railroad bridge, Niagara Falls. 5418 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Whirlpool Rapids in Winter--looking through the great gorge to the railroad bridge, Niagara Falls. 5418 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20398

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic:

Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Ice -- New York
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Trains -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Whirlpool Rapids (New York)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Niagara's crystal gem--snow-covered Luna Island. 5421 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Niagara's crystal gem--snow-covered Luna Island. 5421 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20399

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic: Ice -- New York
Islands -- New York
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Luna Island (New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Glistening sunlight on a forest of snow and ice--Luna Island. 5422 Interpositive
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20400

Topic: Ice
Islands
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Goat Island under winter's glistening mantle--from walk above the Horseshoe Falls. 5424 Interpositive
  1 piece (5" x 8")
**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20401

**Topic:**
- Ice
- Islands
- NIAGARA IN WINTER
- Snow
- Tourists
- Walkways

**Place:**
- Goat Island, Niagara
- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) – 1890-1920

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Winter half conquers the mighty cataract--from Prospect Point over the ice-fringed Falls and River. 5426 interpositive
  1 Item (5" x 8")
**Image(s):** Winter half conquers the mighty cataract--from Prospect Point over the ice-fringed Falls and River. 5426 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20402

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3055

**Topic:**
- Ice -- New York
- NIAGARA IN WINTER
- Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Tourists -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place:  Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
        Prospect Point (New York)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Majestic beauty of ice-bound Niagara--from Prospect Park (S.W.) over the Falls and river. 5428 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Majestic beauty of ice-bound Niagara--from Prospect Park (S.W.)
over the Falls and river. 5428 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20403

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic:
    Ice -- New York
    NIAGARA IN WINTER
    Rivers -- New York
    Snow -- New York
    Tourists -- New York
    Waterfalls -- New York

Place:
    Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
    Prospect Park (New York)

Genre/Form:
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

From inclined Railway station over ice mountain to ice-clad precipice and American Falls. 5429 Interpositive
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20404

Topic:
    Ice
    NIAGARA IN WINTER
    Railroads
    Rivers
    Snow
Stations
Tourists
Waterfalls

Place: American Falls (Niagara, New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A crystal grotto in the great ice mountain, under the American Falls. 5431
Interpositive
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20405

Topic: Ice
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Rivers
Snow
Tourists
Waterfalls

Place: American Falls (Niagara, New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Luna Island, Niagara--"as gay as with its fringe of summer flowers." 5432
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Luna Island, Niagara--"as gay as with its fringe of summer flowers." 5432 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20406

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Similar to RSN 14121.

Copy and Version Identification Note
3038
Topic: Ice -- New York
Islands -- New York
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Tourists -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Luna Island (New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Prospect Point to Canada. 5433 Interpositive
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20407

Topic: Horses
Ice
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Sleighs
Snow
Tourists

Place: Canada
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920
Prospect Point

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Amid glistening boughs they dream of love." 5435 Interpositive
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20408

Topic: Ice
Love
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Snow
Tourists

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sparkling crystals on every bough. 5437 Interpositive
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20409

Topic: Ice
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Snow
Tourists

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wandering cherubs. 5439 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wandering cherubs. 5439 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20410

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic: Children -- New York
Ice -- New York
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Snow -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"The branches bent beneath the bright cold burden." 5441 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "The branches bent beneath the bright cold burden." 5441 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20411

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic:

Family -- New York
Ice -- New York
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Snow -- New York

Place:

Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow.] 5444 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Snow.] 5444 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20412

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [102].

Topic:

Ice -- New York
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Snow -- New York
Trees -- New York.

Place:

Niagara

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

World's greatest waterfall, Niagara, from Prospect Point. 5450 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): World's greatest waterfall, Niagara, from Prospect Point. 5450 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20413

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Similar to RSN 20414

Topic: NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous Waterfalls
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Prospect Point
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

World's greatest waterfall, Niagara, from Prospect Point. 5450 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): World's greatest waterfall, Niagara, from Prospect Point. 5450 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20414

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2968 1/2

Topic: NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous Waterfalls
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Prospect Point
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The deep Gorge and Rapids overlooking the Whirlpool, from Canadian side. 5457 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The deep Gorge and Rapids overlooking the Whirlpool, from Canadian side. 5457 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20415
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201]

Copy and Version Identification Note

2980

**Topic:**
- Canyons -- Canada
- Gorges -- Canada
- NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
- Rapids -- Canada
- Rivers -- Canada

**Genre/ Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:**
- Canada
- Niagara (Canada)

Rock of Ages and Luna Falls--one of the beauty spots of the great Cataract. 5454 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rock of Ages and Luna Falls--one of the beauty spots of the great Cataract. 5454 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20416

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201]

**Topic:**
- NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
- Rivers -- New York
- Rocks
- Waterfalls -- New York

**Place:**
- Luna Falls (New York)
- Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
- Rock of Ages (New York)

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Enchanting beauty of mighty Niagara, American Falls--looking over Luna Falls, from Goat Island. 5458 Interpositive

1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 20417

Similar to RSN 20418 and 20419

Copy and Version Identification Note
2981

Topic: Islands
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rivers
Waterfalls

Place: American Falls (Niagara, New York)
Goat Island, Niagara
Luna Falls (Niagra)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Enchanting beauty of mighty Niagara, American Falls--looking over Luna Falls, from Goat Island. 5458 Interpositive
1 piece (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20418

Similar to RSN 20417 and 20419

Copy and Version Identification Note
2981 1/2

Topic: Islands
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rivers
Waterfalls

Place: American Falls (Niagara, New York)
Goat Island, Niagara
Luna Falls (Niagra)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Enchanting beauty of mighty Niagara, American Falls--looking over Luna Falls, from Goat Island. 5458 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Enchanting beauty of mighty Niagara, American Falls—looking over Luna Falls, from Goat Island. 5458 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20419
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].
Similar to RSN 20417 and 20418.

Copy and Version Identification Note
2981(a)

Topic: Islands -- New York
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: American Falls (Niagra, New York)
Goat Island (Niagara, New York)
Luna Falls (Niagra, New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Niagara--rapids above the Falls. 5459 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Niagara--rapids above the Falls. 5459 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20420
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].
Similar to RSN 20421.

Topic: NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Niagara--rapids above the Falls. 5459 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Niagara--rapids above the Falls. 5459 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20421

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Similar to RSN 20420.

Copy and Version Identification Note
2902

Topic:
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Clifford Calverley standing on one foot over the Whirlpool Rapids. 5460
Interpositive
1 piece (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20422

Copy and Version Identification Note
2983

Names: Calverley, Clifford

Topic: Acrobatics
Acrobats
Bridges
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rapids
Rivers

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920
Whirlpool Rapids

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

New bridge to Goat Island, from steel Observation Tower. 5461 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): New bridge to Goat Island, from steel Observation Tower. 5461 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20423

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2985

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Islands -- New York
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York

Place: Goat Island (Niagara, New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Listening to the birds--heart of Goat Island. 5462 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Listening to the birds--heart of Goat Island. 5462 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20424

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic: Children -- New York
Family -- New York
Islands -- New York
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Walkways -- New York

Place: Goat Island (New York)
       New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

New Suspension Bridge. 5463 interpositive
5 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): New Suspension Bridge. 5463 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20425

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Orig. no. 2987,

Topic: Bridges -- New York
       Carriages -- New York
       Horses -- New York
       NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
       Rivers -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

New bridge over the river, below the falls, from Canadian side. 5464 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): New bridge over the river, below the falls, from Canadian side. 5464 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20426

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic: Bridges -- Canada
       NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
       Rapids -- Canada
       Rivers -- Canada
       Tourists -- Canada
Man hath no part in all this glorious work. 5465 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Man hath no part in all this glorious work. 5465 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20427
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].
Similar to RSN 20468.

Copy and Version Identification Note
4575

Topic: Clouds
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Wild waters of the Great Lakes hurrying seaward (north) in Whirlpool Rapids below Niagara Falls. 5467 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wild waters of the Great Lakes hurrying seaward (north) in Whirlpool Rapids below Niagara Falls. 5467 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20429

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Similar to RSN 14122.

Copy and Version Identification Note

2948

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)

NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous

Rapids -- New York

Rivers -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Whirlpool Rapids (New York)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Rapids -- New York  
Rivers -- New York  

Place:  
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)  
Whirlpool Rapids (New York)  

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Side view of Niagara Falls.] 547? interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  

Image(s):  [Side view of Niagara Falls.] 547? interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 20431  

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
2913  

Topic: Waterfalls  
Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Low view of Niagara River rapids.] interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)  

Image(s):  [Low view of Niagara River rapids.] interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 20432  

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].  

Topic: Rapids -- New York  
Rivers -- New York  

Place:  
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)  

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Horseshoe Falls from the Canadian side--showing Goat Island, Niagara, U.S.A. 5475 Interpositive
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20433

Topic: Islands
Rivers
Waterfalls

Place: Canada
Goat Island, Niagara
Horseshoe Falls (Niagara, N.Y.)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Fat Man's Delight"--above entrance, cascade, Watkins Glen. 5478 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Fat Man's Delight"--above entrance, cascade, Watkins Glen. 5478 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20434

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic: Caves -- New York
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Tunnels -- New York
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shadow Gorge--looking east above platform stairs, Watkins Glen. 5479 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Shadow Gorge--looking east above platform stairs, Watkins Glen. 5479 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20435

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic: Canyons -- New York
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Gorges -- New York
Love -- New York
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
Walkways -- New York

Place: New York
Shadow Gorge
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Love’s wondrous charms amidst Nature’s charming wonders--"The Pools," Watkins Glen. 5480 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20436

Similar to RSN 14123.

Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2917

Topic: Canyons -- New York
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Gorges -- New York
Love -- New York
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
Walkways -- New York

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Minnehaha (Laughing Water) Falls, in Watkins Glen. 5481 Interpositive
3 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Minnehaha (Laughing Water) Falls, in Watkins Glen. 5481 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20437

Pieces in three separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.2.8 [54], moved from [201].

Topic:
- Canyons -- New York
- Formations (Geology) -- New York
- Gorges -- New York
- Love -- New York
- WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
- Walkways -- New York
- Waterfalls -- New York

Place:
- Minnehaha Falls (Watkins Glen, N.Y.)
- New York
- Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Grandly picturesque--the Pools, "Baptismal Font"--Watkins Glen. 5482 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grandly picturesque--the Pools, "Baptismal Font"--Watkins Glen. 5482 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20438
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Topic:
- Canyons -- New York
- Formations (Geology) -- New York
- Gorges -- New York
Love -- New York
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
Walkways -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Artist's Dream"--one of the grandest scenes in Watkins Glen. 5483 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): "Artist's Dream"--one of the grandest scenes in Watkins Glen. 5483 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20439
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0257

Topic: Canyons -- New York
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Gorges -- New York
Love -- New York
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
Walkways -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nature's sculpture--Profile Rock and Rainbow Falls, from platform staircase, Watkins Glen. 5486 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Nature's sculpture--Profile Rock and Rainbow Falls, from platform staircase, Watkins Glen. 5486 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 20440

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Topic:
- Canyons -- New York
- Formations (Geology) -- New York
- Gorges -- New York
- Love -- New York
- WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
- Walkways -- New York
- Waterfalls -- New York

Place:
- New York
- Profile Rock
- Rainbow Falls
- Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Minnehaha Falls, Sentry Bridge and Stilwater Gorge, Watkins Glen. 5487
Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Minnehaha Falls, Sentry Bridge and Stilwater Gorge, Watkins Glen. 5487 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20441

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Topic:
- Canyons -- New York
- Formations (Geology) -- New York
- Gorges -- New York
- WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
- Walkways -- New York
- Waterfalls -- New York

Place:
- Minnehaha Falls (Watkins Glen, N.Y.)
- New York
- Sentry Bridge
- Stilwater Gorge
- Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down a winding deep-cut gorge of Watkins Glen. 5489
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20442

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201]

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Love
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Vista, Havana Glen. 5490 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20443

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201]

Copy and Version Identification Note
2925

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.

Place: Havana Glen (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Council Chamber"--traditionally where the Indians held council to plan their last defense--Havana Glen. 5491 Interpositive
Image(s): "Council Chamber"--traditionally where the Indians held council to plan their last defense--Havana Glen. 5491 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20444

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2926

Topic:
- Canyons -- New York
- Formations (Geology) -- New York
- Gorges -- New York
- Love -- New York
- WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
- Walkways -- New York

Place:
- Havana Glen (N.Y.)
- New York

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

"Jacob's Ladder"--ascending from the deep perpendicular walled "Central Gorge"--Havana Glen. 5493 Interpositive

Image(s): "Jacob's Ladder"--ascending from the deep perpendicular walled "Central Gorge"--Havana Glen. 5493 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Most of left frame missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 20445

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Topic:
- Canyons -- New York
- Formations (Geology) -- New York
- Gorges -- New York
- WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
- Walkways -- New York

Place:
- Havana Glen (N.Y.)
- New York
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canyons -- New York</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formations (Geology) -- New York</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorges -- New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATKINS &amp; HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walkways -- New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterfalls -- New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana Glen (N.Y.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Central Gorge--stairways ascending the deep perpendicular chasm--Havana Glen. 5494 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Central Gorge--stairways ascending the deep perpendicular chasm--Havana Glen. 5494 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Havana Glen (N.Y.)</td>
<td>Canyons -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Formations (Geology) -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gorges -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WATKINS &amp; HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walkways -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterfalls -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Midsummer day ramble through Havana Glen. 5495 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Midsummer day ramble through Havana Glen. 5495 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 14124.

Copy and Version Identification Note
2932

Topic: Canyons -- New York
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Gorges -- New York
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
Walkways -- New York

Place: Havana Glen (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Spending pleasant vacation days in Havana Glen. 5496 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Spending pleasant vacation days in Havana Glen. 5496 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20448

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Topic: Canyons -- New York
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Gorges -- New York
Tourists -- New York
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
Walkways -- New York

Place: Havana Glen (New York)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Summit Falls in pretty Havana Glen. 5497 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20449

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201]

Topic: Formations (Geology)
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
Waterfalls

Place: Havana Glen (N.Y.)
New York
Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Atlantic City's crowded beach. [Active no. 5502 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Uncancelled plate. Bathers and fully dressed people on beach with pier in
background, including Moerlein's beer and "Eastman Kodaks" signs.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Some paper residue at top of plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 20450
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Topic: ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
Bathing beaches -- New Jersey
Beaches -- New Jersey
Resorts -- New Jersey
Swimmers -- New Jersey

Place: Atlantic City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 241
RSN Numbers 20451-20550

Image(s)

Atlantic City's crowded beach. [Active no. 5502 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Bathers and fully clothed people, some with umbrellas and men with straw
hats, on beach. Pier in background, includes "Eastman Kodaks" and
"Hoster's Famous Beer" signs. Plate uncancelled.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20451
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Topic: ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
Bathing beaches -- New Jersey
Beaches -- New Jersey
Resorts -- New Jersey
Swimmers -- New Jersey

Place: Atlantic City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ocean and bathing beach from behind the life savers' observation stand.
[Active no. 5504 : stereo interpositive,] July 17, 1908
1 item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Ocean and bathing beach from behind the life savers' observation stand. [Active no. 5504 : stereo interpositive,] July 17, 1908. Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Uncancelled plate. People on beach and in ocean, some with dark umbrellas. Date from original envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20452
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Topic: ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
Bathing beaches -- New Jersey
Beaches -- New Jersey
Resorts -- New Jersey
Swimmers -- New Jersey

Place: Atlantic City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Neptune's smiles--Old Ocean's playful dashing breakers on the beach.
[Active no. 5507 : stereo interpositive.]
1 item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Uncancelled plate. Bathers shown on beach and in ocean, with man seated on sand, arm around child.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Some paper residue around plate edges.
Local Numbers
RSN 20453

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Topic: ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
Bathing beaches -- New Jersey
Beaches -- New Jersey
Resorts -- New Jersey
Swimmers -- New Jersey

Place: Atlantic City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Independence Bell, which first proclaimed the birth of Freedom, as "government by the people, for the people," Philadelphia. 5511 interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Independence Bell, which first proclaimed the birth of Freedom, as "government by the people, for the people," Philadelphia. 5511 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20454

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 26706

Topic: Bells
Historical sites
Independence Bell
Liberty Bell
PENNSYLVANIA

Place: Pennsylvania
Philadelphia (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Home of William Penn, who gained the Indians' lasting friendship, Philadelphia. 5512 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Home of William Penn, who gained the Indians' lasting friendship. Philadelphia. 5512 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20455
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Topic: Dwellings -- Pennsylvania
       Homes -- Pennsylvania
       PENNSYLVANIA

Place: Penn, William
       Pennsylvania
       Philadelphia (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Horticultural Hall and the beautiful Garden Avenue, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. 5513 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Horticultural Hall and the beautiful Garden Avenue, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. 5513 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20456
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Names: Horticultural Hall (Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, Pa.)

Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania
       Gardens -- Pennsylvania
       PENNSYLVANIA
       Parks -- Pennsylvania

Place: Fairmount Park (Philadelphia, Pa.)
       Pennsylvania
       Philadelphia (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A beautiful garden avenue in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. 5514 interpositive
A beautiful garden avenue in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. 5514 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A beautiful garden avenue in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. 5514 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20457

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20458.

Copy and Version Identification Note

4569

Names: Horticultural Hall (Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, Pa.)

Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania

Gardens -- Pennsylvania

PENNSYLVANIA

Parks -- Pennsylvania

Place: Fairmount Park (Philadelphia, Pa.)

Pennsylvania

Philadelphia (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Gardens -- Pennsylvania
PENNISYLVANIA
Parks -- Pennsylvania

Place: Fairmount Park (Philadelphia, Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Repairing locomotives, Penn R.R. shops, Altoona--engine hoisted for replacing wheels. 5517 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Repairing locomotives, Penn R.R. shops, Altoona--engine hoisted for replacing wheels. 5517 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20459

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201], moved from [102].

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.

Topic: Engines -- Pennsylvania
Factories -- Pennsylvania
PENNISYLVANIA
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Repairing -- Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Workmen -- Pennsylvania

Place: Altoona (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Giant Buildings in the city of giant fortunes--business blocks on Wood St., Pittsburg." [sic]. No. 5519 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20460

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].
Steel works, Pittsburg, aglow with white-hot metal—converters where iron become steel. 5521 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Atlantic City’s crowded beach. [Active no. 5502 : stereo interpositive.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20461
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Blooming Mill, Pittsburg, red-hot steel freed from slag, shaping under enormous pressure. 5522 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Blooming Mill, Pittsburg, red-hot steel freed from slag, shaping under enormous pressure. 5522 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20462
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Names:  Blooming Mill (Pittsburg, Pennsylvania)
Steel works, Pittsburg--beam of red-hot iron in rolling mill, drawn out 90 feet long. 5523 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Steel works, Pittsburg--beam of red-hot iron in rolling mill, drawn out 90 feet long. 5523 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20463

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 26709.

General view of the wrecked city, Johnstown. 5530 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): General view of the wrecked city, Johnstown. 5530 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20464

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Topic: Disasters -- Pennsylvania

Floods -- Pennsylvania

Place: Johnstown (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Wreck of the stone bridge, Johnstown. 5531 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wreck of the stone bridge, Johnstown. 5531 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20465

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20466.

Topic: Bridges -- Pennsylvania
Disasters -- Pennsylvania
Floods -- Pennsylvania

Place: Johnstown (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Wreck of the stone bridge, Johnstown. 5531 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wreck of the stone bridge, Johnstown. 5531 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20466

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20465.

Copy and Version Identification Note
4595

Topic: Bridges -- Pennsylvania
Disasters -- Pennsylvania
Floods -- Pennsylvania

PENNSYLVANIA

Place: Johnstown (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Wreck of the day express, P.R.R., Conemaugh. [Active no. 5532: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20467

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201]. Orig. no. 4596.

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.

Topic: Disasters -- Pennsylvania
Engines -- Pennsylvania
Floods -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
PENNSYLVANIA
Railroads -- Pennsylvania

Place: Conemaugh (Pennsylvania)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Coke ovens near Altoona--filling with soft coal from overhead--opening and sealing doors. 5533 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Coke ovens near Altoona--filling with soft coal from overhead--opening and sealing doors. 5533 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20468

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].
Mining coal three miles underground. 5534 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Mining coal three miles underground. 5534 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20469
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
48

Boring toward the heart of a hill--beginning construction of a railroad tunnel.
5536 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Boring toward the heart of a hill--beginning construction of a railroad tunnel. 5536 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20470
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].
Building a 20th century railroad--tunnel, culvert and embankment in process of construction. 5537 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Building a 20th century railroad--tunnel, culvert and embankment in process of construction. 5537 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20471

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Same as RSN 20472

Building a 20th century railroad--tunnel, culvert and embankment in process of construction. 5537 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Building a 20th century railroad--tunnel, culvert and embankment in process of construction. 5537 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20472
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Same as RSN 20471.

**Topic:**
- Construction -- Pennsylvania
- Excavations (Archaeology) -- Pennsylvania
- Laborers -- Pennsylvania
- PENNSYLVANIA
- Railroads -- Pennsylvania
- Trains -- Pennsylvania
- Tunnels -- Pennsylvania

**Place:** Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Two powerful engines pulling freight up 89 feet grade around Horseshoe Curve, Allegheny Mountains. [Active no. 5538 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 20473

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

**Names:** Pennsylvania Railroad.

**Topic:**
- Mountains -- Pennsylvania
- PENNSYLVANIA
- Railroads -- Pennsylvania
- Trains -- Pennsylvania

**Place:** Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)
- Altoona (Pa.)
- Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pa.)
- Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Fast mail train climbing steep grade of Horseshoe Curve, Allegheny Mts. [Active no. 5539 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20474
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.
Topic: Mountains -- Pennsylvania
      PENNSYLVANIA
      Railroads -- Pennsylvania
      Trains -- Pennsylvania
Place: Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)
       Altoona (Pa.)
       Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Famous Horseshoe Curve, Pennsylvania R.R., near Altoona, 2,571 feet long; further curve 75 feet higher. [Active no. 5541 : stereo interpositive.]
1911
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Famous Horseshoe Curve, Pennsylvania R.R., near Altoona, 2,571 feet long; further curve 75 feet higher. [Active no. 5541 : stereo interpositive.] 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20475
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.
Topic: Mountains -- Pennsylvania
      PENNSYLVANIA
      Railroads -- Pennsylvania
      Rivers -- Pennsylvania
      Trains -- Pennsylvania
Place: Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)
       Altoona (Pa.)
       Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pennsylvania)
       Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Confederate sharpshooters' position above Devil's Den--E. to fiercely contested Little Round Top. [Active no. 5544 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20476

AC0143-0020476.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201]. Orig. no. 216.

Topic:

Battlefields
Civil war
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
Mountains -- Pennsylvania

Place:

Confederate States of America
Devil's Den (Gettysburg, Pa.)
Gettysburg (Pa.)
Little Round Top (Gettysburg, Pa.)
Pennsylvania
United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Devil's Den--Confederate sharpshooters' stronghold--67 dead found among these rocks. [Active no. 5545 ; stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20477

AC0143-0020477.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201]. Orig. no. 122.

Topic:

Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
Civil war
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
Mountains -- Pennsylvania
Rocks -- Pennsylvania
Tourists -- Pennsylvania

Place:

Devil's Den (Gettysburg, Pa.)
Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Devil's Den--where 67 Confederate sharpshooters died--cleft where bodies were found. [Active no. 5546 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s):
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20478
AC0143-0020478.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201]. Orig. no. 11.

Topic: Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
Civil war
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
Mountains -- Pennsylvania
Rocks -- Pennsylvania
Tourists -- Pennsylvania

Place: Devil's Den (Gettysburg, Pa.)
Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Forget not the fallen! 3,500 of the great battle's dead--New York State Monument. [Active no. 5548 : stereo interpositive,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Forget not the fallen! 3,500 of the great battle's dead--New York State Monument. [Active no. 5548 : stereo interpositive.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20479
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

"D. Schultz 1908" on envelope.

Topic: Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
Cemeteries -- Pennsylvania
Civil war
Family -- Pennsylvania
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
Monuments -- Pennsylvania

Place: Gettysburg (Pa.)
New York (State)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Little Round Top, N. to Cemetery Hill--forces swept six times over fields below. [Active no. 5549: interpositive., 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): From Little Round Top, N. to Cemetery Hill--forces swept six times over fields below. [Active no. 5549: interpositive., 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20480
AC0143-0020480.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

111283 (Company acc. no.)

Topic: Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
Carriages -- Pennsylvania
Cemeteries -- Pennsylvania
Civil war
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
Horses -- Pennsylvania
Monuments -- Pennsylvania
Roads -- Pennsylvania

Place: Cemetery Hill (Gettysburg, Pa.)
Gettysburg (Pa.)
Little Round Top (Gettysburg, Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Little Round Top over wheat field, where second day's battle fiercely surged. [Active no. 5550 : stereo interpositive.]
From Seminary Ridge, S.E. to Penn. College, Gettysburg--used as a hospital during battle. [Active no. 5551 : stereo interpositive,] 1908

**Image(s):** From Seminary Ridge, S.E. to Penn. College, Gettysburg--used as a hospital during battle. [Active no. 5551 : stereo interpositive,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20482
AC0143-0020482.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

**Topic:**
- Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
- Cemeteries -- Pennsylvania
- Civil war
- GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
- Monuments -- Pennsylvania
- Tourists -- Pennsylvania

**Place:**
- Gettysburg (Pa.)
- Little Round Top (Gettysburg, Pa.)
- Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

**Company acc. no.** 111285.

**Topic:**
- Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
- Cemeteries -- Pennsylvania
- Colleges -- Pennsylvania
- GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
- Monuments -- Pennsylvania
- Tourists -- Pennsylvania

**Place:**
- Gettysburg (Pa.)

**Image(s):**
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20481
AC0143-0020481.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

**Topic:**
- Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
- Cemeteries -- Pennsylvania

**Place:**
- Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania College
Seminary Ridge

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gen. Lee's Headquarters, Chambersburg road, Gettysburg--Confederate wounded passed here after battle. [Active no. 5552 : stereo interpositive.], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Gen. Lee's Headquarters, Chambersburg road, Gettysburg--Confederate wounded passed here after battle. [Active no. 5552 : stereo interpositive.]. 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20483

AC0143-0020483.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201]. Company acc. no. 111286.

Names: Lee, Robert E. (Robert Edward), 1807-1870

Topic: Battlefields
Civil war
Dwellings -- Pennsylvania
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD

Place: Chambersburg Road (Gettysburg, Pa.)
Confederate States of America
Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gen. Meade's Headquarters, Taneytown road--27 horses killed before door--Battle of Gettysburg. [Active no. 5553 : stereo interpositive.], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20484
AC0143-0020484.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Company acc. no. 111287.

Names: Meade, George

Topic: Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
       Civil war
       Dwellings -- Pennsylvania
       GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD

Place: Gettysburg (Pa.)
       Pennsylvania
       Taneytown Road (Pennsylvania)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Hancock Avenue, Bloody Angle and "High Water Mark" clump of trees, S. to Round Top. 5554 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hancock Avenue, Bloody Angle and "High Water Mark" clump of trees, S. to Round Top. 5554 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20485

AC0143-0020485.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note

220

Topic: Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
       Cannon -- Pennsylvania
       Carriages -- Pennsylvania
       Cemeteries -- Pennsylvania
       Civil war
       GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
       Horses -- Pennsylvania
       Roads -- Pennsylvania

Place: Bloody Angle (Gettysburg, Pennsylvania)
       Gettysburg (Pa.)
       Hancock Avenue (Gettysburg, Pa.)
       Pennsylvania
       Round Top
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass - Stereoscopic photographs

Monument on Culp's Hill, where one-half the 2d Maryland Confederates were killed or wounded. 5555 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Monument on Culp's Hill, where one-half the 2d Maryland Confederates were killed or wounded. 5555 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20486
AC0143-0020486.tif (AC scan number)

["Slightly out of focus"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111289

Topic:
Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
Cemeteries -- Pennsylvania
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
Monuments -- Pennsylvania
Tombstones -- Pennsylvania

Place:
Culp's Hill (Gettysburg, Pa.)
Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Monument to Irish Brigade, who prayed under fire, then bravely dashed to their death. 5556 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Monument to Irish Brigade, who prayed under fire, then bravely dashed to their death. 5556 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20487
AC0143-0020487.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].
Monument where Lincoln's famous address was made—979 of the great battle's unknown dead. 5557 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Monument where Lincoln's famous address was made—979 of the great battle's unknown dead. 5557 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20488
AC0143-0020488.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Pennsylvania College used as Hospital during the great, bloody battle of Gettysburg. 5558 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Pennsylvania College used as Hospital during the great, bloody battle of Gettysburg. 5558 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20489

AC0143-0020489.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

["Negative slightly out of focus"] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
111292

Topic: Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
Hospitals -- Pennsylvania
Students -- Pennsylvania
Universities and colleges -- Pennsylvania

Place: Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania College

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Spangler Spring, where boys in blue and gray drank together in pauses of the battle, Gettysburg. 5559 interpositive, 1908

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Spangler Spring, where boys in blue and gray drank together in pauses of the battle, Gettysburg. 5559 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20490

AC0143-0020490.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111293

Topic: Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
Springs -- Pennsylvania

Place: Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Spangler's Spring (Gettysburg, Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Battlefield picture in Gettysburg cyclorama.] 5564 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Battlefield picture in Gettysburg cyclorama.] 5564 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20491

AC0143-0020491.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111298

Topic: Art
BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
Battlefields
Cycloramas
War

Place: Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Field hospital and General Meade's headquarters--Battle of Gettysburg.
5565 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Field hospital and General Meade's headquarters--Battle of Gettysburg. 5565 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20492

AC0143-0020492.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

[Neg made 11/17/25] on envelope

**Topic:** Art  
BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG  
Battlefields  
Cycloramas  
War

**Place:** Gettysburg (Pa.)  
Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Charge of the 19th Regiment--Battle of Gettysburg. 5566 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s):* Charge of the 19th Regiment--Battle of Gettysburg. 5566 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 20493  
AC0143-0020493.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
218

**Topic:** Art  
BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG  
Battlefields  
Cycloramas  
War

**Place:** Gettysburg (Pa.)  
Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Wheeler's N.Y. Battery coming into action--Battle of Gettysburg. 5567 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Wheeler's N.Y. Battery coming into action—Battle of Gettysburg. 5567 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20494
AC0143-0020494.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
221a

Topic: Art
   BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
   Battlefields
   Cycloramas
   War

Place: Gettysburg (Pa.)
   New York
   Pennsylvania
   Wheeler, Joseph

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

General Hancock and Staff—Battle of Gettysburg. 5568 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): General Hancock and Staff—Battle of Gettysburg. 5568 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20495
AC0143-0020495.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
167

Names: Hancock, Winfield Scott
Topic: Art
   BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
Battlefields
Cycloramas
War

Place: Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

First Delaware, 12th New Jersey and 14th Connecticut at Stone Wall--Battle of Gettysburg. Active no. 5569 : stereo interpositive.
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20496
AC0143-0020496.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Orig. no. 156.

Topic: Art
BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
Battlefields
Civil war
Cycloramas
War

Place: Connecticut
Delaware
Gettysburg (Pa.)
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Stone Wall
United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Grand repulse of Longstreet by Pennsylvania Volunteers--Battle of Gettysburg. [Active no. 5570 : stereo interpositive.]
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20497

AC0143-0020497.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Names: Longstreet, James

Topic: Art
BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
Battlefields
Civil war
Cycloramas
War

Place: Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Capture of Confederate Color Guard--Battle of Gettysburg. [Photograph of a Cyclorama painting? Active no. 5571 : stereo interpositive.,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Capture of Confederate Color Guard--Battle of Gettysburg. [Photograph of a Cyclorama painting? Active no. 5571 : stereo interpositive.,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20498

AC0143-0020498.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201]. Company acc. no. 111318.

Topic: Art
BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
Battlefields
Civil war
Cycloramas
War

Place: Confederate States of America
Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Explosion of ammunition case, near 28th Mass. Infantry--Battle of Gettysburg. 5572 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20499

AC0143-0020499.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
215

Topic: Art
BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
Battlefields
Cycloramas
War

Place: Gettysburg (Pa.)
Massachusetts
Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View down street with horse-drawn vehicles and pedestrians; statue-topped tower and church spire in background, possibly in Baltimore, Md.] 5573 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [View down street with horse-drawn vehicles and pedestrians; statue-topped tower and church spire in background, possibly in Baltimore, Md.] 5573 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20500
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4117

Topic: Carriages -- Maryland
On Baltimore Street, looking east--clearing away the ruins of the great fire. 5574 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): On Baltimore Street, looking east--clearing away the ruins of the great fire. 5574 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20501
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4121

Topic: BALTIMORE'S GREAT FIRE
Disasters -- Maryland
Portraits -- Maryland
Ruins -- Maryland

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Winter hardships of the heroic firemen fighting the great fire; on Pratt Street, W. 5575 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Winter hardships of the heroic firemen fighting the great fire; on Pratt Street, W. 5575 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20502
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].
Copy and Version Identification Note

4122

Topic: BALTIMORE'S GREAT FIRE
Disasters -- Maryland
Ice -- Maryland
Portraits -- Maryland
Ruins -- Maryland
Streets -- Maryland -- Baltimore

Place: Baltimore (Md.)
Maryland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins and skeletons of huge buildings destroyed in the great fire--N.E. over Hurst Building. [Caption no. 5576 : stereoscopic interpositive], [ca. 1904.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Ruins and skeletons of huge buildings destroyed in the great fire--N.E. over Hurst Building. [Caption no. 5576 : stereoscopic interpositive, ca. 1904.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20503

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201]. Associated number: 4118.

Topic: BALTIMORE'S GREAT FIRE
City views -- 1900-1910
Disasters
Fires -- Maryland -- Baltimore
Ruins -- Maryland -- Baltimore -- 1900-1910.

Place: Baltimore (Md.) -- 1900-1910
Maryland -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The centre of the Nation's life--Washington, N.N.W. across the east branch of river to the Capitol. 5578 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The centre of the Nation's life--Washington, N.N.W. across the east branch of river to the Capitol. 5578 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20504

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Capitols
Portraits
WASHINGTON TOUR
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Washington (E.) from Arlington, across the Potomac--the Monument, Capitol and Library in sight. Caption no. 5579 : stereo interpositive.,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass
Upper left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 20505

Similar to RSN 20506.

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Names: Arlington National Cemetery (Arlington, Va.)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Capitols
Cemeteries
Libraries
Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Tombstones
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Place: Arlington (Va.)
Library of Congress (Washington, D.C.)
Potomac River
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Washington (E.) from Arlington, across the Potomac--the Monument, Capitol and Library in sight. [Active no. 5579 : stereo interpositive.], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20506
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].
Similar to RSN 20505; "Jarvis 1908" on envelope.

107511 (company acc. no.)

Names: Arlington National Cemetery (Arlington, Va.)
Library of Congress
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Cemeteries -- Washington (D.C.)
Libraries -- Washington (D.C.)
Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Tombstones -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Potomac River
Virginia -- Arlington
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From State Dept., S. over Executive grounds, Monument and Potomac River. [Active no. 5580 : stereo interpositive.], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): From State Dept., S. over Executive grounds, Monument and Potomac River. [Active no. 5580 : stereo interpositive.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20507

Page 11406 of 15344
AC0143-0020507.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Company acc. no. 106191.

Names: United States. Department of State  
Topic: Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)  
Rivers -- Washington (D.C.)  
WASHINGTON TOUR  
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910  
Place: Ellipse, The (Washington, D.C.)  
Potomac River (Washington (D.C.)  
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From Washington Monument (N.), the White House, Treasury and State Department. [Active no. 5581 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 20508  
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].  
Similar to RSN 20509.

Company acc. no. 105945.

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture  
Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)  
Parks -- Washington (D.C.)  
WASHINGTON TOUR  
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910  
Place: Ellipse, The (Washington, D.C.)  
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From Washington Monument (N.), the White House, Treasury and State Department. [Active no. 5581 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20509

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20508.

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

United States. Department of State

United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)

Parks -- Washington (D.C.)

WASHINGTON TOUR

Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Ellipse, The (Washington, D.C.)

Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

From Washington Monument, south along the wharves and the Potomac River. 5582 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): From Washington Monument, south along the wharves and the Potomac River. 5582 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20510

AC0143-0020510.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20511.

Topic:

Bridges -- Washington (D.C.)

Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)

Harbors -- Washington (D.C.)

Parks -- Washington (D.C.)

Portraits

Rivers -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From Washington Monument, south along the wharves and the Potomac River. 5582 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): From Washington Monument, south along the wharves and the Potomac River. 5582 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20511

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20510.

Topic: Bridges -- Washington (D.C.)
Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Harbors -- Washington (D.C.)
Parks -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits
Rivers -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From Washington Monument, south along the wharves and the Potomac River. 5582 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): From Washington Monument, south along the wharves and the Potomac River. 5582 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20512

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].
Similar to RSN 20513.

Copy and Version Identification Note

106109

Topic: Bridges -- Washington (D.C.)
Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Harbors -- Washington (D.C.)
Parks -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits
Rivers -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

From Washington Monument, south along the wharves and the Potomac River. 5582 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Washington Monument, south along the wharves and the Potomac River. 5582 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20513

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20512.

Topic: Bridges -- Washington (D.C.)
Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Harbors -- Washington (D.C.)
Parks -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits
Rivers -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

From Washington Monument (N.E.), past General Post Office and other Government buildings. 5583 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Washington Monument (N.E.), past General Post Office and other Government buildings. 5583 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20514
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106161

Topic: Buildings
Portraits
Post offices
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From Washington Monument (E.) over Agricultural grounds to Capitol. 5584 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Washington Monument (E.) over Agricultural grounds to Capitol. 5584 interpositive,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20515
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20516

Copy and Version Identification Note
107479

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (D.C.)
Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Mall
Smithsonian
Washington (D.C.)
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Washington Monument (E.) over Agricultural grounds to Capitol.
[Active no. 5584 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20516
Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].
Similar to RSN 20515.

Orig. no. 84?

Names: Smithsonian Institution
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (D.C.)
Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Mall
Washington (D.C.)
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

United States Capitol from the N.E.--most beautiful building in America.
[Active no. 5585 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): United States Capitol from the N.E.--most beautiful building in America. [Active no. 5585 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20517

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20517, 20519, 20520 and 26722.

Orig. nos. 1910; 41.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Tourists -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

United States Capitol from the N.E.--most beautiful building in America.
5585 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): United States Capitol from the N.E.--most beautiful building in America. 5585 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20518

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20517, 20519, 20520 and 26722.

Copy and Version Identification Note
1910

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Tourists -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

United States Capitol from the N.E.--most beautiful building in America.
5585 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): United States Capitol from the N.E.--most beautiful building in America. 5585 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20519

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20517. 20518, 20520 and 26722.

Copy and Version Identification Note

58

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)

Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)

Tourists -- Washington (D.C.)

WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

United States Capitol from the N.E.--most beautiful building in America. 5585 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): United States Capitol from the N.E.--most beautiful building in America. 5585 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20520

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20517. 20518, 20519 and 26722.

Copy and Version Identification Note

81

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)

Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)

Tourists -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A touching tribute to McKinley's memory--Secretary Hay's eulogy before Congress. 5588 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A touching tribute to McKinley's memory--Secretary Hay's eulogy before Congress. 5588 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20521

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 26723

Copy and Version Identification Note
5887

Names: Congress
Hay, John, 1838-1905
McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Architecture
Capitols
Congresses
Interior architecture
WASHINGTON TOUR
eulogies

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Senate Chamber, U.S. Capitol--scene of some of the most famous debates in American history. 5589 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Senate Chamber, U.S. Capitol--scene of some of the most famous debates in American history. 5589 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20522

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20523

Names: Congress
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Architecture
Capitols
Congresses
Interior architecture
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Senate
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Senate Chamber, U.S. Capitol--scene of some of the most famous debates in American history. 5589 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Senate Chamber, U.S. Capitol--scene of some of the most famous debates in American history. 5589 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20523

Currently stored in box 3.2.9 [201].

Similar to RSN 20522

Names: Congress
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Architecture
Capitols
Congresses
Interior architecture
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Senate
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The magnificent new Congressional Library--most spacious of book repositories. 5591 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The magnificent new Congressional Library--most spacious of book repositories. 5591 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20524

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20525 and 20526; [Made by ABS] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
106175

Names: Library of Congress
Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Libraries -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The magnificent new Congressional Library--most spacious of book repositories. 5591 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The magnificent new Congressional Library--most spacious of book repositories. 5591 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20525

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20524 and 20526.

Names: Library of Congress
Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Libraries -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection

NMAH.AC.0143

Page 11418 of 15344

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The magnificent new Congressional Library--most spacious of book repositories. 5591 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The magnificent new Congressional Library--most spacious of book repositories. 5591 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20526

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20524 and 20525.

Names: Library of Congress

Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Libraries -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Grand staircase, Library of Congress. 5593 interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20527

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20528.

Names: Library of Congress

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Interior architecture
Libraries -- Washington (D.C.)
Staircases -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Grand staircase, Library of Congress. 5593 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20528
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20527; [Made by C.B.] on envelope.

Names: Library of Congress
Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
      Interior architecture
      Libraries -- Washington (D.C.)
      Staircases -- Washington (D.C.)
      WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of Library of Congress building.] 5593 interpositive, 1921
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Interior of Library of Congress building.] 5593 interpositive, 1921.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20529
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: Library of Congress
Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
      Interior architecture
      Libraries -- Washington (D.C.)
      Staircases -- Washington (D.C.)
      WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From the dome of the Capitol west down Pennsylvania Avenue to Post Office and over the Mall. [Active no. 5594 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20530

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20531.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Post offices -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.)

Place: Mall
Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From the dome of the Capitol west down Pennsylvania Avenue to Post Office and over the Mall. 5594 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From the dome of the Capitol west down Pennsylvania Avenue to Post Office and over the Mall. 5594 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20531

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20530

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
Post offices -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.)

Place:
Mall
Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The White House, the historic residence of the Nation's Chief--north front.
5595 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The White House, the historic residence of the Nation's Chief--north front. 5595 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

glass cracked upper left corner (through tree)

Local Numbers
RSN 20532

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names:
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic:
Architecture
Buildings
Flowers
Fountains
Mansions
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place:
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The White House, the historic residence of the Nation's Chief--north front.
5595 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The White House, the historic residence of the Nation's Chief--north front. 5595 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20533

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].
Similar to RSN 26726

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture
Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Flowers
Fountains
Mansions
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The White House, the historic residence of the Nation's Chief--north front.
5595 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The White House, the historic residence of the Nation's Chief--north front. 5595 interpositive 1913
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20534

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20535

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture
Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Flowers
Fountains
Mansions
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The White House, the historic residence of the Nation's Chief--north front.
5595 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The White House, the historic residence of the Nation's Chief--north front. 5595 interpositive 1913
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20535

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20534

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture
Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       Flowers
       Fountains
       Mansions
       WASHINGTON TOUR
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

East Room, where presidential receptions are held (north toward front),
White House. 5596 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): East Room, where presidential receptions are held (north toward front), White House. 5596 interpositive 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20536

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20537

Names: East Room (White House, Washington, D.C.)
       United States. Department of Agriculture
Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       Interior architecture
       Mansions
       WASHINGTON TOUR
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

East Room, where presidential receptions are held (north toward front),
White House. 5596 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): East Room, where presidential receptions are held (north toward front), White House. 5596 interpositive 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20537

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

[Made by C.B.] on envelope; similar to RSN 20536

Names:  East Room (White House, Washington, D.C.)

United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic:  Architecture

Buildings

Interior architecture

Mansions

WASHINGTON TOUR

Place:  Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Dignified beauty of the State dining room in the White House (facing west wall). [Active no. 5597 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Uncancelled plate. No. 5597 originally was on a portion of the envelope stuck to the plate.

Formerly stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering to glass (but most removed 2004/05/05).

Local Numbers

RSN 20538

AC0143-0020538 (AC Scan No.)

Names:  United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic:  Architecture

Dining rooms

Mansions

WASHINGTON TOUR
Place: State Dining Room
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, at home in the White House. 5599 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, at home in the White House. 5599 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20539

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20540

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Interior architecture
Mansions
Portraits
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Roosevelt, Mrs. Theodore
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, at home in the White House. 5599 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, at home in the White House. 5599 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20540

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20539

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture
Charming northern outlook over Lafayette Square from the President's home. 5600 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Charming northern outlook over Lafayette Square from the President's home. 5600 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

State, War and Navy Building, where National business of vast importance goes on. 5602 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): State, War and Navy Building, where National business of vast importance goes on. 5602 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20542

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: Executive Office Building (Washington, D.C.)
        State, War and Navy Building (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Diplomats and other distinguished guests at a reception--the White House.
5604 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Diplomats and other distinguished guests at a reception--the
White House. 5604 interpositive 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20543

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

[W Schultz] on envelope

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       Diplomats
       Doorways
       Entrances
       Mansions
       WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Diplomatic Room, State Department, for conferences with representatives
of foreign governments. 5603 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Diplomatic Room, State Department, for conferences with representatives of foreign governments. 5603 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20544

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: Diplomatic Room (State Department, Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of State

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Diplomats
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Market.] Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20545

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: Horses
Markets
Streets
WASHINGTON TOUR
Wagons
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Navy Department (S.E.) past the White House and Treasury to the Capitol. [Active no. 5605 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): From Navy Department (S.E.) past the White House and Treasury to the Capitol. [Active no. 5605 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20546
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].
Similar to RSN 14127, 20547 and 26728; "W Schultz" on envelope.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of Agriculture
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Mansions
Portraits
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Navy Department (S.E.) past the White House and Treasury to the Capitol. [Active no. 5605 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): From Navy Department (S.E.) past the White House and Treasury to the Capitol. [Active no. 5605 : black-and-white stereo interpositive,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20547
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].
Similar to RSN 14127, 20546 and 26728

Company acc. no. 107507.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of Agriculture
United States. Department of the Treasury
Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury, S.E. to the United States Capitol.
[Active no. 5606 : stereo interpositive.]
1 item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20548
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20549, 20550, 20551, 20552 and 20553.

Names:
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic:
Automobiles -- Washington (D.C.)
Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place:
Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury, S.E. to the United States Capitol.
[Active no. 5606 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20549
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20548, 20550, 20551, 20552 and 20553.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury, S.E. to the United States Capitol.
[Active no. 5606 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20550

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20548, 20549, 20551, 20552 and 20553.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 242

RSN Numbers 20551-20654
Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury, S.E. to the United States Capitol.
[Active no. 5606 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20551

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20548, 20549, 20550, 20552 and 20553.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury, S.E. to the United States Capitol.
[Active no. 5606 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20552

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 20548, 20549, 20550, 20551 and 20553.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Automobiles -- Washington (D.C.)
Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury, S.E. to the United States Capitol.
[Active no. 5606 : black-and-white interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20553

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

[Made by CD Verified by MS] on envelope; similar to RSN 20548, 20549, 20550, 20551 and 20552.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury, S.E. to the United States Capitol.
[Active no. 5606 : black-and-white interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20553

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

[Made by CD Verified by MS] on envelope; similar to RSN 20548, 20549, 20550, 20551 and 20552.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury, S.E. to the United States Capitol.
[Active no. 5606 : black-and-white interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20553

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

[Made by CD Verified by MS] on envelope; similar to RSN 20548, 20549, 20550, 20551 and 20552.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury, S.E. to the United States Capitol.
[Active no. 5606 : black-and-white interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20553

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

[Made by CD Verified by MS] on envelope; similar to RSN 20548, 20549, 20550, 20551 and 20552.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury, S.E. to the United States Capitol.
[Active no. 5606 : black-and-white interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20553

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

[Made by CD Verified by MS] on envelope; similar to RSN 20548, 20549, 20550, 20551 and 20552.

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pennsylvania Avenue from the Treasury, S.E. to the United States Capitol.
[Active no. 5606 : black-and-white interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20553

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

[Made by CD Verified by MS] on envelope; similar to RSN 20548, 20549, 20550, 20551 and 20552.
Mrs. Marion L. Polli believes the figures shown at lower left include her parents, John Marion Bishop (with suitcase) and Olive Mae Bond, on their honeymoon, spring 1919 (telephone conversation and subsequent letter to DEH, 9/10/93). Mrs. Polli saw the photograph reproduced on the cover of WEEKEND, a Washington Post magazine section.

High-angle view of State Dept., with trolleys, automobiles, and pedestrians carrying umbrellas in the street.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>91-4033 (OPPS Neg.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>91-9824 (OPPS Neg.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSN 20554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

| Names: | United States. Department of the Treasury |
| Topic: | Architecture -- Neoclassical |
|        | Automobiles -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Buildings -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Monuments -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Public buildings -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.) |
|        | WASHINGTON TOUR |
|        | Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910 |
| Place: | Washington (D.C.) |
| Genre/ | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
| Form:  | Stereoscopic photographs |

U.S. Treasury Building (south front), guarding millions upon millions in coin and notes. [Active no. 5607 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

| RSN 20555 |
| 91-4033 (OPPS Neg. no.) |

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

| Names: | United States. Department of the Treasury |
| Topic: | Architecture -- Washington (D.C.) |
U.S. Treasury Building (south front), guarding millions upon millions in coin and notes. 5607 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): U.S. Treasury Building (south front), guarding millions upon millions in coin and notes. 5607 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering to glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20556

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Wagons -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Fruits of the Sunny South and their buyers, in famous old Centre Market. [Caption No. 5608 : stereoscopic interpositive], [ca. 1900.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fruits of the Sunny South and their buyers, in famous old Centre Market. [Caption No. 5608 : stereoscopic interpositive, ca. 1900.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Image shows crowds with delivery trucks and automobiles in background. Delivery truck or van is painted on side, "SHERBY'S WHOLESALE & RETAIL SUPPLY MARKET". Cf. variant view, VDF 19793, which emphasizes sale tables. Photographer unidentified.

Neg. No. 91-4036 (half of stereo pair). Prints may be ordered from Smithsonian Office of Imaging, Printing, and Photographic Services,
Silver gelatin on glass plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 20557
91-4036 (OPPS Neg.)

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Bibliography

Names: Sherby's Wholesale & Retail Supply Market (Washington, D.C.)

Centre Market (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Markets -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
Trucks -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Fruits of the Sunny South and their buyers, in famous old Centre Market."
Caption No. 5608 : stereoscopic interpositive, ca. 1900
1 Plate (5" x 8").

Image(s): "Fruits of the Sunny South and their buyers, in famous old Centre Market." Caption No. 5608 : stereoscopic interpositive, ca. 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Image emphasizes tables of sale produce. Cf. variant, VDF 19792, which emphasizes crowds. Both views employed same caption.

Neg. No. 91-4035 (half of stereo pair). Prints may be ordered from Smithsonian Office of Imaging, Printing, and Photographic Services, 202-357-1933. Copyright expired, image in public domain; but reproduction fees payable to Archives Center for commercial use.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20558
91-4035 (OPPS Neg.)

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].
Photographer unidentified.

**Topic:** Centre Market (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Markets -- 1900-1910 -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

**Place:** Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/ Form:** Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. Patent Office, where fortunes have been secured for investors. [Active no. 5609 : stereo interpositive], 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

*Image(s): U.S. Patent Office, where fortunes have been secured for investors. [Active no. 5609 : stereo interpositive] 1900.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

High angle view showing street in front of building (G St.? ) with horse-drawn vehicles and women carrying umbrellas.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
91-9823 (OPPS Neg.)

RSN 20559

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

**Names:** Patent Office Building (Washington, D.C.)

**Topic:** Architecture -- Neoclassical
Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Wagons -- Washington (D.C.)

**Place:** Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. Patent Office, where fortunes have been secured for investors. [Active no. 5609 : interpositive], [1900.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

*Image(s): U.S. Patent Office, where fortunes have been secured for investors. [Active no. 5609 : interpositive, 1900.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
91-4032 (OPPS Neg.)

RSN 20560
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: Patent Office Building (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Architecture -- Neoclassical
       Automobiles -- Washington (D.C.)
       Bicycles -- Washington (D.C.)
       Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
       Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
       Streets -- Washington (D.C.)

WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. Patent Office, where fortunes have been secured for investors. [Active
no. 5609 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20561
91-9825 (OPPS Neg. no.)
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: Patent Office Building (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
       Automobiles -- Washington (D.C.)
       Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
       Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)

WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Massachusetts Avenue (west from Thomas Circle); favorite centre of
fashionable society. 5610 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Massachusetts Avenue (west from Thomas Circle); favorite centre of fashionable society. 5610 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20562

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

[Made by ADH verified by DD] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
105907

Topic: Circles -- Washington (D.C.)
Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
Streetcars -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Massachusetts Avenue
Thomas Circle
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Homes of some of the most distinguished residents--Massachusetts Avenue (W. from Scott Circle). 5611 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Homes of some of the most distinguished residents--Massachusetts Avenue (W. from Scott Circle). 5611 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20563

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

[Made by ADH verified by DD] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
111378Jarvis

Topic: Circles -- Washington (D.C.)
Dwellings -- Washington (D.C.)
Homes -- Washington (D.C.)
Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Massachusetts Avenue (Washington (D.C.))
Scott Circle (Washington (D.C.))
Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Peace and sunshine at the Soldiers' Home for war-worn Veterans. 5612 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Peace and sunshine at the Soldiers' Home for war-worn Veterans. 5612 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20564

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic:
Cannon -- Washington (D.C.)
Children -- Washington (D.C.)
Dwellings -- Washington (D.C.)
Family -- Washington (D.C.)
Homes -- Washington (D.C.)
Veterans -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
War -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Soldiers' Home (Washington (D.C.))
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Inspiring outlook from the President's south windows to the lofty monument. 5613 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Inspiring outlook from the President's south windows to the lofty monument. 5613 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20565

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20566

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Same as RSN 20567 and 26729.

Names:
Arlington National Cemetery (Arlington, Va.)
Lee, Robert E. (Robert Edward), 1807-1870

Topic:
Cemeteries -- Virginia
Children -- Virginia
Dwellings -- Virginia
Mansions -- Virginia
Parks -- Virginia
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place:
Arlington (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Same as RSN 20566 and 26729.

Names: Arlington National Cemetery (Arlington, Va.)
Lee, Robert E. (Robert Edward), 1807-1870

Topic: Cemeteries -- Virginia
Children -- Virginia
Dwellings -- Virginia
Mansions -- Virginia
Parks -- Virginia
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Arlington (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

National Cemetery, Arlington, Va. 5615 interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20568

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: Arlington National Cemetery (Arlington, Va.)

Topic: Cemeteries -- Virginia
Children -- Virginia
Tombstones -- Virginia
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Arlington (Va.)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ravine at Bladensburg, Md., famed for fatal duels; near scene of British victory, 1814. [Active no. 5616 : stereo interpositive.]
1 item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20569

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: Battlefields
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Bladensburg (Md.)
Great Britain
Maryland
War of 1812

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Christ Church, where Washington joined with his neighbors in public worship, Alexandria, Va. 5617 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Christ Church, where Washington joined with his neighbors in public worship, Alexandria, Va. 5617 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20570

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

"Made by ABH verified by DD" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
10599

Names: Alexandria (Yacht)
Christ Church
Washington, George, 1732-1799

Topic: African Americans -- Virginia
Children -- Virginia
Churches -- Virginia
Streets -- Virginia
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Alexandria (Va.)
Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Christ Church, where Washington joined with his neighbors in public worship, Alexandria, Va. 5617 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Christ Church, where Washington joined with his neighbors in public worship, Alexandria, Va. 5617 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20571

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: Alexandria (Yacht)
Christ Church
Washington, George, 1732-1799

Topic: African Americans -- Virginia
Churches -- Virginia
Streets -- Virginia
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Alexandria (Va.)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Home of Washington; preserved in memory of the Republic's founder--Mount Vernon, Va. 5618 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Home of Washington; preserved in memory of the Republic's founder--Mount Vernon, Va. 5618 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20572

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Same as RSN 20574.

Names: Washington, George, 1732-1799

Topic: Children -- Virginia
Dwellings -- Virginia
Mansions -- Virginia
Presidents -- Virginia
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Mount Vernon (Virginia)
Virginia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Home of Washington; preserved in memory of the Republic's founder--Mount Vernon, Va. [Active no. 5618 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Light section of right image missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 20573
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 26731; "Use this for Touriscope" on envelope.

Names: Washington, George, 1732-1799
Topic: Children -- Virginia
Dwellings -- Virginia
Mansions -- Virginia
Presidents -- Virginia
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Mount Vernon (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Home of Washington; preserved in memory of the Republic's founder--Mount Vernon, Va. 5618 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Home of Washington; preserved in memory of the Republic's founder--Mount Vernon, Va. 5618 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20574
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

"Made by ABH 'W. Douglas'" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
111391
Names: Washington, George, 1732-1799

Topic: Children -- Virginia
Dwellings -- Virginia
Mansions -- Virginia
Presidents -- Virginia
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Mount Vernon (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tomb of America's greatest citizen, Washington, at Mount Vernon, Va. 5619 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Tomb of America's greatest citizen, Washington, at Mount Vernon, Va. 5619 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20575
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Washington, George, 1732-1799</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Presidents -- Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tombs -- Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WASHINGTON TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Mount Vernon (Virginia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

House of Representatives, U.S. Capitol. 5620 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): House of Representatives, U.S. Capitol. 5620 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20577

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United States. Congress. House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Capitols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interior architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legislatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WASHINGTON TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table in the East Room, ready for President Roosevelt's dinner to Diplomatic Corps, Jan. 9, 1902, White House. 5623 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Table in the East Room, ready for President Roosevelt's dinner to Diplomatic Corps, Jan. 9, 1902, White House. 5623 interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20578

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

| Names               | East Room (White House, Washington, D.C.) |
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Banquets -- 1890-1920
Dining rooms
Mansions
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautifully decorated East Room, President's Mansion. [Active no. 5624 : stereo interpositive,], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The beautifully decorated East Room, President's Mansion. [Active no. 5624 : stereo interpositive.] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Uncancelled plate. Date 6/5/07 on original envelope, with "old #", "Jarvis."
Formerly stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20579
AC0143-0020579 (AC Scan No.)

Names: East Room (White House, Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Mansions
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Blue Room, in which the President holds receptions and receives distinguished visitors, White House. 5625 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Blue Room, in which the President holds receptions and receives distinguished visitors, White House. 5625 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20580

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
215

Names: Blue Room (White House, Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Mansions
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The exquisitely decorated Green Room, one of the Executive reception rooms, White House. 5626 stereo interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The exquisitely decorated Green Room, one of the Executive reception rooms, White House. 5626 stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20581

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
221A

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Mansions
Presidents
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Green Room (White House, Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Red Room, private parlor and reception room of the ladies of the White House. [Active no. 5627 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Uncancelled plate.
Formerly stored in box 3.2.10 [29].
Silver gelatin on glass.
Gouge in emulsion, top of one side.

Local Numbers
RSN 20582
AC0143-0020582 (AC Scan No.)

Orig. no. 221.

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture
Topic: Mansions
WASHINGTON TOUR
Place: Red Room
Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grounds from the Agricultural Department. 5630 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grounds from the Agricultural Department. 5630 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20583
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: Department of Agriculture
Topic: Malls -- Virginia
Parks -- Virginia
Portraits
WASHINGTON TOUR
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lincoln statue of Emancipation; Lincoln Park. 5632 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lincoln statue of Emancipation; Lincoln Park. 5632 interpositive 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20584

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111411

Names: Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865

Topic: Emancipation

Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Parks -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
statues -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Lincoln Park (Washington, D.C.)

Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Fourteenth Street Circle, from Portland Flats. 5633 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fourteenth Street Circle, from Portland Flats. 5633 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20585

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
Churches -- Washington (D.C.)
Circles -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Portraits
WASHINGTON TOUR
statues -- Washington (D.C.)

Place: Portland Flats

Washington (D.C.)
Washington Monument (555 feet high) from (N.W.) across one of the Fish Ponds. Caption no. 5634 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5” x 7”).

Image(s): Washington Monument (555 feet high) from (N.W.) across one of the Fish Ponds. Caption no. 5634 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Copyright expired; public domain. Reproduction fees for commercial use. Order copy from neg. no. 91-4034 (half of stereo pair).

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 20586
91-4034 (OPPS Neg.: half of stereo pair).

Same as RSN 20587.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Ponds
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Washington Monument (555 feet high) from (N.W.) across one of the Fish Ponds. Caption no. 5634 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5” x 7”).

Image(s): Washington Monument (555 feet high) from (N.W.) across one of the Fish Ponds. Caption no. 5634 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Copyright expired; public domain. Reproduction fees for commercial use. Order copy from neg. no. 91-4034 (half of stereo pair).

Glass

Flaw in sky on left side not in interpositive.

Right section missing.
Local Numbers

RSN 20587

91-4034 (OPPS Neg.: half of stereo pair).

Same as RSN 20586; "Made by CB"; "Verified by M.S."; "Touriscope Only" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29], moved from [114].

Topic: Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Ponds
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Washington Monument, tallest stone structure in the world (555 feet). 5635 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Washington Monument, tallest stone structure in the world (555 feet). 5635 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20588

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111417

Topic: Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Parks -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Smithsonian Institution--from Agricultural Building E. to Capitol and Congressional Library. [Active no. 5636 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Order from SI Neg. no. 97-45. Public domain. Fees for commercial use.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20589
97-45 (OPPS Neg.)
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29]. 111420 (associated number).

Names: Library of Congress
Topic: Buildings -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Libraries -- Washington (D.C.)
Museums -- Washington (D.C.)
Parks
Portraits
WASHINGTON TOUR
Place: Smithsonian Institution (Washington (D.C.)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of railroad workers.] 5637 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of railroad workers.] 5637 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20590
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Railroads
Tunnels
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President's Mansion (south front). 5644 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): President's Mansion (south front). 5644 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20591

AC0143-0020591.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Flowers
Fountains
Mansions
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Opening day on the new speedway. 5647 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Opening day on the new speedway. 5647 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20592

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

"Made by ABH / certified by GD" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note

111422

Topic: Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Parades -- Washington (D.C.)
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
The lawn, and Temple of Fame (on left), National Cemetery, Arlington, Va. 5653 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8")

Image(s): The lawn, and Temple of Fame (on left), National Cemetery, Arlington, Va. 5653 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Extreme lower right corner missing.

Local Numbers

RSN 20593

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: Arlington National Cemetery (Arlington, Va.)

Topic: Cemeteries -- Virginia

Monuments -- Virginia

Temples -- Virginia

WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Arlington (Va.)

Temple of Fame

Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs


1 Item (5” x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20594

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: Arlington National Cemetery (Arlington, Va.)

Lee, Robert E. (Robert Edward), 1807-1870

Topic: Cemeteries -- Virginia

Children -- Virginia

Mansions -- Virginia

WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Arlington (Va.)

Virginia
One of Nature's curious structures--the famous Natural Bridge, Rockbridge County, Virginia. 5656 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

*Image(s): One of Nature's curious structures--the famous Natural Bridge, Rockbridge County, Virginia. 5656 interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20595

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 26733.

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

4484

**Topic:**

Bridges -- Virginia
Formations (Geology)

VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA

**Place:**

Natural Bridge (Virginia)
Rockbridge County (Virginia)
Virginia

**Genre/ Form:**

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the great pine forests of the South -- gathering crude terpentine, North Carolina. 5658 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

*Image(s): In the great pine forests of the South -- gathering crude terpentine, North Carolina. 5658 interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20596

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Similar to RSN 26734.

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

4448
A humble but happy negro home down South in Dixie Land, North Carolina. 5660 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A humble but happy negro home down South in Dixie Land, North Carolina. 5660 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Free and happy in his crude prosperity -- life in the "sand belt" of North Carolina. 5661 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Free and happy in his crude prosperity -- life in the "sand belt" of North Carolina. 5661 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20598
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4453

Topic: African Americans -- North Carolina
Carts -- North Carolina
Cows -- North Carolina
Family -- North Carolina
Roads -- North Carolina
Sand -- North Carolina
VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: North Carolina

Typical negro home -- log cabin with stick chimney -- in the turpentine region, North Carolina. [Active No. 5663 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20599
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. 4451.

Topic: Dwellings -- North Carolina
Family -- North Carolina
Homes -- North Carolina
Log cabins -- North Carolina
Turpentine
VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA
Vernacular architecture -- North Carolina

Place: North Carolina

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
StereoPPhotographs

Culture: African Americans -- North Carolina

Live oaks, fringed with Spanish moss, old Goose Creek Plantation, Charleston, South Carolina. [Active no. 5665 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20600

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. 4459.

Topic:
Children -- South Carolina
Gates -- South Carolina
Moss -- South Carolina
Oaks -- South Carolina
Plantations -- South Carolina
SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA
Trees -- South Carolina

Place:
Charleston (S.C.)
Goose Creek Plantation (Charleston, S.C.)
South Carolina

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fallen of the mighty conflict—graves of Confederate soldiers, Charleston, S.C. [Active no. 5666 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Women viewing gravestones.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20601
AC0143-0020601.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29]. Orig. no. 4462.

Topic:
Cemeteries -- South Carolina
Civil war -- South Carolina
Military -- South Carolina
Monuments -- South Carolina
SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA
Tombstones
War -- South Carolina
Place: Charleston (S.C.)
Confederate States of America
South Carolina
United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Battery, pride of old historic Charleston--cradle of many conflicts, S.C.
[Active no. 5667 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20602
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4463;0316

Topic: Armed Forces
Ordnance
SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA
Soldiers

Place: Battery (Charleston, S.C.)
Charleston (S.C.)
South Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Old City Hall, birthplace of Independent Government in America (1774), Charleston, S.C. [Active no. 5668 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20603
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. 4464.

Topic: Buildings -- South Carolina
City halls
Mules
SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA
Wagons

Place: Charleston (S.C.)
South Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans

In the great spinning room--104,000 spindles--Olympian Cotton Mills,
Columbia, S.C. [Active no. 5670 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8"),

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20604

AC0143-0020604.tif (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 26738.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29], moved from [114].

Orig. no. 4454.

Names: Olympian Cotton Mills (Columbia, S.C.)
Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- South Carolina
Cotton -- South Carolina
Factories -- South Carolina
SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA
Textile fabrics -- South Carolina
Women laborers -- South Carolina

Place: Charleston (S.C.)
South Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Warping room in the great Olympian Cotton Mills, Columbia, S.C. 5672
interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20605
AC0143-0020605.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29]. moved from [114].
Similar to RSN 26739.

Copy and Version Identification Note
4456 1/2

Names: Olympian Cotton Mills (Columbia, S.C.)
Topic: Cotton -- South Carolina
Factories -- South Carolina
SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA
Textile fabrics -- South Carolina
Women laborers -- South Carolina

Place: Charleston (S.C.)
South Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Spanish moss, draping the forests of the tropical South--Ashley River, S.C. 5675 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8")

Image(s): Spanish moss, draping the forests of the tropical South--Ashley River, S.C. 5675 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20606

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4460

Topic: Forests -- South Carolina
Moss
Rivers -- South Carolina
SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA

Place: Ashley River (S.C.)
South Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A charming retreat of the Sunny South--Magnolia Gardens, Ashley River, S.C. 5676 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A charming retreat of the Sunny South--Magnolia Gardens, Ashley River, S.C. 5676 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20607

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4461

Topic: Forests -- South Carolina

Gardens -- South Carolina

Magnolias

Moss

Rivers -- South Carolina

SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA

Place: Ashley River (S.C.)

Magnolia Gardens (South Carolina)

South Carolina

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cotton is King -- Plantation scene, Georgia. Active no. 5678 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Cotton is King -- Plantation scene, Georgia. Active no. 5678 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20608

Interpositive from the negative, RSN 14128. RSN 26742 is a variant image.
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29]. Original numbers 4467 and 22726.

**Topic:**
- African Americans -- Georgia
- Agriculture -- Georgia
- Children -- Georgia
- Cotton -- Georgia
- Fields -- Georgia
- Laborers -- Georgia
- Plantation -- Georgia

**Place:**
- Georgia

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cabins where slaves were raised for market -- the famous Hermitage, Savannah, Ga. [Active no. 5679 : stereo Interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”.)

**Image(s):**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

- English.
- Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 20609

AC0143-0020609.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. 4446.

**Topic:**
- Cabins -- Georgia
- Dwellings -- Georgia

**Place:**
- Georgia
- Savannah (Georgia)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Culture:**
- African Americans

The Spanish moss of Bonaventure Cemetery, Savannah, Ga. 5681 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s):** The Spanish moss of Bonaventure Cemetery, Savannah, Ga. 5681 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

- English.
- Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20610

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Names: Bonaventure Cemetery (Savannah, Ga.)
Topic: Cemeteries -- Georgia
Moss -- Georgia
SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA
Trees -- Georgia
Place: Georgia
Savannah (Georgia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The famous Ponce de Leon, America's finest example of Spanish architecture, St. Augustine. 5686 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The famous Ponce de Leon, America's finest example of Spanish architecture, St. Augustine. 5686 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20611

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01292

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
FLORIDA
Gardens -- Florida
Hotels -- Florida
Resorts -- Florida
Place: Florida
Ponce de Leon
Spain
St. Augustine (Fla.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In old St. George Street, looking north to Spanish gate in the city wall, St. Augustine. 5687 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In old St. George Street, looking north to Spanish gate in the city wall, St. Augustine. 5687 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20612

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01293

Topic: African Americans
Carts
Cows
FLORIDA
Gates -- Florida
Streets

Place: Florida
Spain
St. Augustine (Fla.)
St. George Street

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Spanish gateway in the city wall, St. Augustine -- oldest town in United States. 5688 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Picturesque Spanish gateway in the city wall, St. Augustine -- oldest town in United States. 5688 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20613

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01294

Topic: African Americans
Carts
Cows
FLORIDA
Gates -- Florida
Streets
Place: Florida
Spain
St. Augustine (Fla.)
St. George Street
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The palatial Alcazar from over the court of the splendid Ponce de Leon (hotels), St. Augustine. 5689 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The palatial Alcazar from over the court of the splendid Ponce de Leon (hotels), St. Augustine. 5689 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20614
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01295

Names: Alcazar (Florida)
Topic: Architecture -- Florida
FLORIDA
Hotels -- Florida
Parks -- Florida
Resorts -- Florida
Place: Florida
Ponce de Leon
St. Augustine (Fla.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral of the old Spanish times, on Constitution Place, St. Augustine.
5690 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Cathedral of the old Spanish times, on Constitution Place, St. Augustine. 5690 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20615
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01296

Topic: African Americans -- Florida
      Cathedrals -- Florida
      FLORIDA
      Plazas -- Florida

Place: Constitution Place (St. Augustine, Florida)
      Florida
      Spain
      St. Augustine (Fla.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Where the luscious pineapple grows. 5696 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where the luscious pineapple grows. 5696 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20616

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4469

Topic: Agriculture -- Florida
      FLORIDA
      Fields -- Florida
      Pineapples -- Florida
      Windmills -- Florida

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Where the luscious pineapple grows. 5696 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where the luscious pineapple grows. 5696 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20617

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4469

Topic: Agriculture -- Florida
FLORIDA
Fields -- Florida
Pineapples -- Florida

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"And the palm tree nodded to the mirror in the Jungle." 5697 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "And the palm tree nodded to the mirror in the Jungle." 5697 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20618

Similar to RSN 26745; [Made by ACL] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0373

Topic: Alligators -- Florida
FLORIDA
Palm trees -- Florida
Ponds -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Harvesting the cocoanuts. 5701 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Harvesting the cocoanuts. 5701 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20619
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4474

Topic:  African Americans -- Florida
        Cocoanuts -- Florida
        FLORIDA
        Laborers -- Florida
        Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pelican Islands, "City of Refuge" for pelicans--protected by Uncle Sam from extinction. 5702 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Pelican Islands, "City of Refuge" for pelicans--protected by Uncle Sam from extinction. 5702 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20620
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4475

Topic: Birds -- Florida.
        Boats -- Florida
        FLORIDA
        Islands -- Florida
        Pelicans -- Florida

Place: Florida
Pelican Islands
"The silvery moon shone down, and all was still." 5706 Interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)

*Image(s): "The silvery moon shone down, and all was still." 5706 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20621

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

**Topic:** FLORIDA  
Palm trees -- Florida  
Trees -- Florida.  
Waterscapes -- Florida

**Place:** Florida  
Moon

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The Diamond Pass, Ocklawaha River. 5707 Interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)

*Image(s): The Diamond Pass, Ocklawaha River. 5707 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20622

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

4478

**Topic:** FLORIDA  
Rivers -- Florida  
Trees -- Florida.

**Place:** Diamond Pass (Ocklawaha River, Florida)  
Florida  
Ocklawaha River (Florida)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The silvery draperies of Daytona. 5708 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8") Image(s): The silvery draperies of Daytona. 5708 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20623
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: Bicycles -- Florida
FLORIDA
Moss -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.
Place: Daytona (Florida)
Florida

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Automobiles on the world's finest race-track--the 20-mile Ormond sea-beach, Daytona. No. 5709 : stereoscopic interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8") Image(s): Automobiles on the world's finest race-track--the 20-mile Ormond sea-beach, Daytona. No. 5709 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20624
Similar to RSN 26749.
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note 01298.

Topic: Automobiles -- Florida
Beaches -- Florida
Competitions -- Florida
FLORIDA
Sports -- Florida

Place: Daytona (Florida)
A glimpse of the Suwanee River. 5713 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A glimpse of the Suwanee River. 5713 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20625
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].
Topic: Dwellings -- Florida.
   FLORIDA
   Homes -- Florida
   Log cabins -- Florida
   Rivers -- Florida
Place: Florida
   Suwanee River (Florida)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs
"Way down upon the Suwanee River." 5714 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Way down upon the Suwanee River." 5714 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20626
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4466
Topic: Boats -- Florida
   FLORIDA
   Rivers -- Florida
   Trees -- Florida.
Place: Florida
   Suwanee River (Florida)
A superbly plumed ostrich in the plucking pen at the big ostrich farm, Jacksonville. 5720 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A superbly plumed ostrich in the plucking pen at the big ostrich farm, Jacksonville. 5720 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20627

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01300

Topic: FLORIDA
Farms -- Florida
Laborers -- Florida
Ostriches -- Florida

Place: Florida
Jacksonville (Florida)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The fleetest of bipeds--riding a swiftly running ostrich--on an ostrich farm, Jacksonville. 5721 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20628

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01301

Topic: FLORIDA
Farms
Ostriches

Place: Florida
Jacksonville (Florida)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous trotting ostrich, "Oliver W."--harnessed for a spin--record of 2:02--Jacksonville. 5722 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20629

Similar to RSN 14129

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01302

Topic: Carts
FLORIDA
Farms
Ostriches
Racing

Place: Florida
Jacksonville (Florida)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Acrobats far from their mountain home--grizzly bears in a street at Jacksonville. [Active no. 5723 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20630

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. 01303.

Topic: Bears
Circuses (performances)
FLORIDA
Grizzly bear
Streets -- Florida

Place: Florida
Jacksonville (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Royal Poinciana at Palm Beach, one of the most fashionable winter hotels in the world. [Active no. 5724 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20631

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. 01304.

Topic: Architecture -- Florida
FLORIDA
Hotels -- Florida
Parks -- Florida
Resorts -- Florida

Place: Florida
Palm Beach (Florida)
Royal Poinciana

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A resort of wealth, where horses are not allowed--typical street and vehicle of Palm Beach. 5725 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A resort of wealth, where horses are not allowed--typical street and vehicle of Palm Beach. 5725 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20632

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01305

Topic: FLORIDA
Palm trees -- Florida
Pedicabs -- Florida
Resorts -- Florida
Rivers -- Florida
Transportation -- Florida

Place: Florida
Palm Beach (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Alligator Joe's" famous Alligator and American Crocodile preserve, at Palm Beach. 5726 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Alligator Joe's" famous Alligator and American Crocodile preserve, at Palm Beach. 5726 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20633

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01306

Topic: Alligators -- Florida
FLORIDA
Farms -- Florida
Parks -- Florida

Place: Florida
Palm Beach (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A great orange grove at East Palatka, in the famous orange-belt of Florida. 5727 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A great orange grove at East Palatka, in the famous orange-belt of Florida. 5727 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20634

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01307

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Florida</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Giant oak at Port Orange, the largest and oldest tree in Florida. 5728 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Giant oak at Port Orange, the largest and oldest tree in Florida. 5728 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20635

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01308

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>FLORIDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Florida</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An excursion through the winding reaches of sleepy Tomoka River. [Active no. 5729 : stereo interpositive.]
A merry party of pleasure explorers--at the last boat landing up the Tomoka River above Ormond. [Active no. 5730 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20637

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. 01310.

Topic: Boats -- Florida
FLORIDA
Moss -- Florida
Rivers -- Florida
Tourists -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida
Tomoka River (Florida)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The sunny home of the Florida alligator--the palm-fringed Tomoka River.
[Active no. 5731 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20638
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. 01311.

Topic: Alligators -- Florida
FLORIDA
Palm trees -- Florida
Rivers -- Florida

Place: Florida
Tomoka River (Florida)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Near the head of Tomoka River, where sleepy waters wind through tropical forests, above Ormond. [Active no. 5732 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20639
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. 01312.

Topic: Boats -- Florida
FLORIDA
Palm trees -- Florida
Rivers -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida
Ormond (Florida)
Tomoka River (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ancient Spanish Causeway, built through the jungle and swamps, near Ormond. 5733 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Ancient Spanish Causeway, built through the jungle and swamps, near Ormond. 5733 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20640

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01313

Topic:
Causeways -- Florida
Children -- Florida
FLORIDA
Jungles -- Florida
Swamps -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.
Wetlands -- Florida

Place:
Florida
Ormond (Florida)
Spanish Causeway (Ormond, Fla.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Woodland mirror of the upper Tomoka River--last landing for excursionists, above Ormond. [Active no. 5734 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20641

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. 01314.
An athletic family--jovial negro life in the Sunny South, Mississippi. [Active
no. 5744 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Several children stand on their heads while others watch.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20642
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].
Company acc. no. 39909.
Cathedral of St. Louis and old Spanish Council House (at left), Jackson
Square, New Orleans, La. 5747 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cathedral of St. Louis and old Spanish Council House (at left),
Jackson Square, New Orleans, La. 5747 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20643

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01315

Names: Cathedral of St. Louis
       Spanish Council House (New Orleans, La.)

Topic: Cathedrals -- Louisiana
       LOUISIANA
       Parks -- Louisiana
       Plazas -- Louisiana
       Portraits

Place: Jackson Square (New Orleans, La.)
       Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
       New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The old French market and its morning assemblage of wagons, New Orleans, La. 5748 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The old French market and its morning assemblage of wagons, New Orleans, La. 5748 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20644

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01316

Topic: Horses -- Louisiana
       LOUISIANA
       Markets -- Louisiana
       Wagons -- Louisiana

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
       New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Canal Street, New Orleans, La. 5749 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Canal Street, New Orleans, La. 5749 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20645
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: Horses -- Louisiana
LOUISIANA
Portraits -- Louisiana
Streetcars -- Louisiana
Streets -- Louisiana
Wagons -- Louisiana

Place: Canal Street (New Orleans, Louisiana)
Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
New Orleans (La.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Away down among the cotton and the coons, La. [Caption no. 5753 : glass stereo interpositive,], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Away down among the cotton and the coons, La. [Caption no. 5753 : glass stereo interpositive,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schultz, Photographer
English.
The title shown is the original company caption for this image, reflecting the racism and stereotyping of the period.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20646
RSN 20646 through 20653 and 14131 are similar; "Made by Schultz" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. J111432.

Cotton
LOUISIANA
Laborers
Racism -- 1890-1920
Place: Louisiana -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: African-Americans -- 1900-1910

"Away down among the cotton and the coons," La. [Active no. 5753 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20647

RSN 20646 through 20653 and 14131 are similar.

Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- Louisiana Cotton -- Louisiana Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920 LOUISIANA Laborers -- Louisiana Racism
Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: African Americans -- Louisiana

"Away down among the cotton and the coons," La. [Active no. 5753 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20648

RSN 20646 through 20653 and 14131 are similar.
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. no. J111433.

Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- Louisiana Cotton -- Louisiana Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920 LOUISIANA Laborers -- Louisiana Racism

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans -- Louisiana

"Away down among the cotton and the coons," La. [Active no. 5753 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20649

RSN 20646 through 20653 and 14131 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Company acc. no. 111431.

Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- Louisiana Cotton -- Louisiana Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920 LOUISIANA Laborers -- Louisiana Racism

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: African Americans -- Louisiana

"Away down among the cotton and the coons," La. [Active no. 5753 : stereo interpositive.], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Away down among the cotton and the coons," La. [Active no. 5753 : stereo interpositive.] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20650

RSN 20646 through 20653 and 14131 are similar. "Made by Schultz verified by D.D." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Company acc. no. 111429.

Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- Louisiana
Cotton -- Louisiana
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
LOUISIANA
Laborers -- Louisiana
Racism

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans -- Louisiana

"Away down among the cotton and the coons," La. [Active no. 5753 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20651

RSN 20646 through 20653 and 14131 are similar. "Made by Schultz Jarvis" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Company acc. no. 111427.

Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- Louisiana
      Cotton -- Louisiana
      Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
      LOUISIANA
      Laborers -- Louisiana
      Racism

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans -- Louisiana

"Away down among the cotton and the coons," La. [Active no. 5753 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20652

RSN 20646 through 20653 and 14131 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Company acc. no. 111428.

Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- Louisiana
      Cotton -- Louisiana
      Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
      LOUISIANA
      Laborers -- Louisiana
      Racism

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
"Away down among the cotton and the coons," La. [Active no. 5753 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

This image, unlike other views with the same title, shows figures on a wide sidewalk and houses.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 20653

RSN 20646 through 20653 and 14131 are similar. "Made by A.B.H." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Orig. company acc. no. 111428.

Editorial comment: The title of this image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. --David Haberstich, Archives Center.

**Topic:**

- Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- Louisiana
- Cotton -- Louisiana
- Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
- LOUISIANA
- Laborers -- Louisiana
- Racism

**Place:**

- Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish

**Genre/ Form:**

- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Culture:**

- African Americans
- African Americans -- Louisiana

Old soldiers at dinner--dining-room capacity 2,000. 5756 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** Old soldiers at dinner--dining-room capacity 2,000. 5756 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 20654
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Same as RSN 20655; [Made by A.B.H. verified by D.D.] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note

111435

Topic: Dining rooms -- Ohio
Dwellings -- Ohio
Homes -- Ohio
SOLDIERS' HOME, DAYTON, OHIO
Veterans -- Ohio

Place: Dayton (Ohio)
Ohio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 243

RSN Numbers 20655-20746

Image(s)

Old soldiers at dinner--dining-room capacity 2,000. 5756 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old soldiers at dinner--dining-room capacity 2,000. 5756 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20655

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Same as RSN 20654; [After 1910 Made by C.B. verified by M.S.] on envelope.

Topic: Dining rooms -- Ohio
Dwellings -- Ohio
Homes -- Ohio
SOLDIERS' HOME, DAYTON, OHIO
Veterans -- Ohio

Place: Dayton (Ohio)
Ohio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of the busiest streets in the world--State Street, Chicago (18 miles long), N. from Madison Street. 5760 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): One of the busiest streets in the world--State Street, Chicago (18 miles long), N. from Madison Street. 5760 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20656

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Horses -- Illinois
Skyscrapers -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Streetcars -- Illinois
Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Wagons -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Madison Street (Chicago, Ill.)
State Street (Chicago, Ill.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View down street with pedestrians and streetcars.] 5760 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [View down street with pedestrians and streetcars.] 5760 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20657

Similar to RSN 26758.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: Automobiles -- Illinois
CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Skyscrapers -- Illinois
Streetcars -- Illinois
Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View down street with pedestrians and streetcars.] 5760 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [View down street with pedestrians and streetcars.] 5760 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20658
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Horses -- Illinois
Skyscrapers -- Illinois
Streetcars -- Illinois
Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Wagons -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chicago's greatest thoroughfare--State Street (18 miles long), N. toward Lake Michigan. 5761 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Chicago's greatest thoroughfare--State Street (18 miles long), N. toward Lake Michigan. 5761 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20659
Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Horses -- Illinois
Skyscrapers -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Streetcars -- Illinois
Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Wagons -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
State Street (Chicago, Ill.)

Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

---State Street, Chicago, (N. from Adams), noonday crowds on a thoroughfare 18 miles long. 5762 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): ---State Street, Chicago, (N. from Adams), noonday crowds on a thoroughfare 18 miles long. 5762 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20660

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: Automobiles -- Illinois
CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Skyscrapers -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Streetcars -- Illinois
Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
State Street (Chicago, Ill.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Streetcars in city.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Streetcars in city.] interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20661

[No Envelope] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29].

Topic: Automobiles
Skyscrapers
Streets
Wagons
cable cars (streetcars)
[Theodore Roosevelt : stereoscopic interpositive.]  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Roosevelt stands in office with large conference table.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Good, uncancelled. Some emulsion loss, and paper envelope residue at bottom of plate.

Local Numbers

RSN 20662

Currently stored in box 3.2.10 [29]. Orig. no. 5943.

Names:  Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic:  Offices -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Portraits -- Men

Stereoscopic photographs

[View down street with pedestrians and streetcars.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [View down street with pedestrians and streetcars.] Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20663

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic:  Horses -- Illinois

Skyscrapers -- Illinois

Streetcars -- Illinois

Streets -- Illinois -- Chicago.

Wagons -- Illinois

Place:  Chicago (Ill.)

Illinois

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal.] 5006 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Canal.] 5006 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering to glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20664

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0613

Topic: Boats and boating
Canals
Exhibitions

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 5009 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 5009 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20665

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0709

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Skyscrapers of steel and stone--Randolph Street, Chicago, E. toward Lake shore. 5767 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Skyscrapers of steel and stone--Randolph Street, Chicago, E. toward Lake shore. 5767 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20666

Similar to RSN 14132.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic:

CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Horses -- Illinois
Skyscrapers -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Streetcars -- Illinois
Streets -- Illinois
Wagons -- Illinois

Place:

Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Randolph Street (Chicago, Ill.)

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

Skyscrapers of steel and stone--Randolph Street, Chicago, E. toward Lake shore. 5767 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Skyscrapers of steel and stone--Randolph Street, Chicago, E. toward Lake shore. 5767 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20667

Similar to RSN 14132.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic:

CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Horses -- Illinois
Skyscrapers -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Streetcars -- Illinois
Streets -- Illinois
Wagons -- Illinois

Place:

Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois  
Randolph Street (Chicago, Ill.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Skyscrapers of steel and stone--Randolph Street, Chicago, E. toward Lake shore. 5767 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Skyscrapers of steel and stone--Randolph Street, Chicago, E. toward Lake shore. 5767 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 20668

Similar to RSN 14132.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Automobiles -- Illinois  
CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS  
Skyscrapers -- Illinois -- Chicago.  
Streets -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)  
Illinois  
Randolph Street (Chicago, Ill.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Union Stock Yards--a wild lot from Texas. [Active no. 5771 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 20669

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 4110.

Names: Union Stock Yards (Chicago, Ill.)

Topic: CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS  
Cows -- Illinois
Stockyards -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of stockyards filled with cattle.] 5776 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of stockyards filled with cattle.] 5776 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner broken off.

Local Numbers
RSN 20670

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111462

Topic: CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Cows -- Illinois
Stockyards -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Globe at Washington Park. 5777 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Globe at Washington Park. 5777 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20671

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4107

Topic: CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Children -- Illinois
Gardens -- Illinois
Globes -- Illinois
Parks -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Washington Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Gates Ajar, Washington Park 5778 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20672

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Children -- Illinois
Parks -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois
Washington Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chicago River, small, but of immense commercial importance (connecting lakes with Mississippi). [Active no. 5782 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20673

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Boats -- Illinois
CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Factories -- Illinois
Rivers -- Illinois
Ships -- Illinois
Down in a soft coal mine (2 1/2 miles) the men who dig and the motor that hauls off products. 5788 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Down in a soft coal mine (2 1/2 miles) the men who dig and the motor that hauls off products. 5788 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20674

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Coal mines and mining -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Mines -- Illinois
Railroads -- Illinois
Trains -- Illinois

Place: Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dinner 2 1/2 miles underground--miners with safety lamp in a soft coal mine. 5789 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Dinner 2 1/2 miles underground--miners with safety lamp in a soft coal mine. 5789 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20675

Same as RSN 20676

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Coal mines and mining -- Illinois
Laborers -- Illinois
Dinner 2 1/2 miles underground—miners with safety lamp in a soft coal mine. 5789 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Dinner 2 1/2 miles underground—miners with safety lamp in a soft coal mine. 5789 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20676
Same as RSN 20675
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Latest methods in man's oldest occupation—plowing on a prairie farm. 5790 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Latest methods in man's oldest occupation—plowing on a prairie farm. 5790 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20677
Same as RSN 20678; similar to RSN 26767.
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].
Latest methods in man's oldest occupation--plowing on a prairie farm. 5790 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Latest methods in man's oldest occupation--plowing on a prairie farm. 5790 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Same as RSN 20677; similar to RSN 26767.
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Son and sire of a proud stock--thoroughbred Black Angus bull--Shirley.
5792 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Son and sire of a proud stock--thoroughbred Black Angus bull--Shirley. 5792 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].
Bulls
CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS
Cows
Farms

Place: Illinois
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Uncle Tom's Cabin -- the Old Folks at Home--Kentucky. [Active no. 5795 : stereo interpositive.]
2 items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cracked vertically at extreme left.

Local Numbers
RSN 20680
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Cabins
Dwellings -- Kentucky
KENTUCKY AND MICHIGAN

Place: Kentucky
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: African Americans

Shearing sheep on one of America's great sheep ranches. 5799
Interpositive
1 item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Shearing sheep on one of America's great sheep ranches. 5799 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20681
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: KENTUCKY AND MICHIGAN
Laborers -- Michigan
Shearing -- Michigan
Sheep -- Michigan

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Michigan

Fine results of scientific sheep raising--thoroughbred Rambouillets with magnificent pelts. 5800 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fine results of scientific sheep raising--thoroughbred Rambouillets with magnificent pelts. 5800 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20682

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Farms -- Michigan  KENTUCKY AND MICHIGAN  Laborers -- Michigan  Sheep -- Michigan

Place: Michigan  Rambouillet

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"The chaff of the summer threshing floors"--how threshing is done on a Michigan farm. [Active no. 5801 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20683

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Farms -- Michigan  Horses -- Michigan  KENTUCKY AND MICHIGAN  Machinery -- Michigan  Threshing -- Michigan  Tractors -- Michigan
Wagons -- Michigan
Place: Michigan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A forest of corn--how the Indians' legacy brings white men wealth, Michigan. 5802 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A forest of corn--how the Indians' legacy brings white men wealth, Michigan. 5802 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20684

Similar to RSN 20685.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Agriculture -- Michigan
Corn -- Michigan
Fields -- Michigan
KENTUCKY AND MICHIGAN

Place: Michigan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A forest of corn--how the Indians' legacy brings white men wealth, Michigan. 5802 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): A forest of corn--how the Indians' legacy brings white men wealth, Michigan. 5802 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20685

Similar to RSN 20684.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Agriculture -- Michigan
Corn -- Michigan
Fields -- Michigan
KENTUCKY AND MICHIGAN
Place: Michigan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Feeding the chickens on a chicken farm. 5805 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Feeding the chickens on a chicken farm. 5805 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20686
Same as RSN 14134. 20687, and 20688
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Babies -- Kansas
Chickens -- Kansas
Family -- Kansas
Farms -- Kansas
KANSAS AND MINNESOTA

Place: Kansas
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Feeding the chickens on a chicken farm. 5805 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Feeding the chickens on a chicken farm. 5805 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20687
Same as RSN 14134. 20686, and 20688
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Babies -- Kansas
Chickens -- Kansas
Family -- Kansas
Farms -- Kansas
KANSAS AND MINNESOTA

Place: Kansas
Feeding the chickens on a chicken farm. 5805 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Feeding the chickens on a chicken farm. 5805 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20688

Same as RSN 14134. 20686, and 20687
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4592

Topic:
Babies -- Kansas
Chickens -- Kansas
Family -- Kansas
Farms -- Kansas
KANSAS AND MINNESOTA

Place:
Kansas

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

To Fairyland--up a stairway of flowers and through living gates, Como Park, St. Paul, Minn. 5808 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): To Fairyland--up a stairway of flowers and through living gates, Como Park, St. Paul, Minn. 5808 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20689

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4116

Topic:
Children -- Minnesota
Flowers -- Minnesota
Gates -- Minnesota
KANSAS AND MINNESOTA
Parks -- Minnesota

Place:
Como Park (St. Paul, Minn.)
Fairyland (Como Park, St. Paul, Minn.)
Minnesota
St. Paul (Minn.)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Giant lily leaf (Victoria regia) used as a raft--in charming Como Park, St. Paul, Minn. [Active no. 5809 : stereo interpositive,], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Giant lily leaf (Victoria regia) used as a raft--in charming Como Park, St. Paul, Minn. [Active no. 5809 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20690

Similar to RSN 14135 and 20691.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 4116.

Topic:
Children -- Minnesota
Flowers -- Minnesota
KANSAS AND MINNESOTA
Leaves -- Minnesota
Lilies -- Minnesota
Parks -- Minnesota
Ponds -- Minnesota

Place:
Como Park (St. Paul, Minn.)
Minnesota
St. Paul (Minn.)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Giant lily leaf (Victoria regia) used as a raft--in charming Como Park, St. Paul, Minn. [Active no. 5809 : stereo interpositive,], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Giant lily leaf (Victoria regia) used as a raft--in charming Como Park, St. Paul, Minn. [Active no. 5809 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20691

Similar to RSN 14135 and 20690.
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 4115.

Topic: Children -- Minnesota
Flowers -- Minnesota
KANSAS AND MINNESOTA
Leaves -- Minnesota
Lilies -- Minnesota
Parks -- Minnesota
Ponds -- Minnesota

Place: Como Park (St. Paul, Minn.)
Minnesota
St. Paul (Minn.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Life's happy hours--best, I guess, is the old recess. / Schoolhouse in rural Kansas. [Active no. 5810 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20692

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Children -- Kansas
Education -- Kansas
KANSAS AND MINNESOTA
Schools -- Kansas

Place: Kansas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the busy levee of the Mississippi, N. to great bridge (central arch 520 feet). [Active no. 5812 : stereo interpositive.]
Ten million dollar bridge over Mississippi—2,500 feet long, arches 60 feet above water. [Active no. 5814 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20693

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Bridges -- Missouri
Docks -- Missouri
Laborers -- Missouri
Levees -- Missouri
Piers -- Missouri
Rivers -- Missouri
ST. LOUIS
Wharves -- Missouri

Place: Mississippi River (Missouri)
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Beauty in a huge metropolis--Shaw Botanical Gardens. [Active no. 5815 : black-and-white stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Several figures are shown walking the path in the gardens.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20695
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Botanical gardens -- Missouri
Children -- Missouri
Parks -- Missouri
ST. LOUIS

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Shaw Botanical Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Green country in the heart of a great city--Shaw Botanical Gardens. [Active no. 5816 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20696
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Topic: Botanical gardens -- Missouri
Parks -- Missouri
ST. LOUIS

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Shaw Botanical Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gate to World's Fair (Festival Hall and Louisiana Purchase Monument over trees). [Active no. 5818 : stereo interpositive.], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Gate to World's Fair (Festival Hall and Louisiana Purchase Monument over trees). [Active no. 5818 : stereo interpositive.] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20697
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Original no. 0730.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Gates -- Missouri
Halls -- Missouri
Monuments -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Venice in America--picturesque gondolas in the Basin before Festival Hall.
[Active no. 5819 : stereo interpositive.], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Venice in America--picturesque gondolas in the Basin before Festival Hall. [Active no. 5819 : stereo interpositive.] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20698
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0699.

Names: Festival Hall (St. Louis World's Fair)
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Boats -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Gondolas -- Missouri
Halls -- Missouri
Ponds -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
Festival Hall, celebrating the world's advance since the Louisiana Purchase. [Active no. 5820 : stereo interpositive.], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Festival Hall, celebrating the world's advance since the Louisiana Purchase. [Active no. 5820 : stereo interpositive.] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20699

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0698.

Names: Festival Hall (St. Louis World's Fair)
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Boats -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Fountains -- Missouri
Gondolas -- Missouri
Halls -- Missouri
Ponds -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Laughing waters of the cascades and fountains, with Ferris Wheel at the west. [Active no. 5821 : stereo interpositive.], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Laughing waters of the cascades and fountains, with Ferris Wheel at the west. [Active no. 5821 : stereo interpositive.] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20700
Similar to RSN 14136.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0874.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Ferris wheels -- Missouri
Fountains -- Missouri
Gondolas -- Missouri
Ponds -- Missouri
Sculptures -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Splashing waterfalls and sparkling fountains at foot of the long cascades. [Active no. 5822 : stereo interpositive,] 1903

1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Splashing waterfalls and sparkling fountains at foot of the long cascades. [Active no. 5822 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20701

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0809.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Ferris wheels -- Missouri
Fountains -- Missouri
Ponds -- Missouri
Sculptures -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A water-stairway lined with dancing fountains--from Festival Hall over Basin. [Active no. 5823 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A water-stairway lined with dancing fountains--from Festival Hall over Basin. [Active no. 5823 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20702

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0611.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Fountains -- Missouri
Ponds -- Missouri
Sculptures -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Colonade [colonnade] of colossal statues symbolic of the Louisiana Purchase States. [Active no. 5824 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Colonade [colonnade] of colossal statues symbolic of the Louisiana Purchase States. [Active no. 5824 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20703

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0807.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Sculptures -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of Education, N.E. over fountain and heroic statues from Festival Hall. [Active no. 5825 : stereo Interpositive,] 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace of Education, N.E. over fountain and heroic statues from Festival Hall. [Active no. 5825 : stereo Interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20704

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0596.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri

Fountains -- Missouri

Sculptures -- Missouri

THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)

World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri

Palace of Education

Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

U.S. Government Building from Education Building over sunken gardens. [Active no. 5826 : stereo Interpositive,] 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): U.S. Government Building from Education Building over sunken gardens. [Active no. 5826 : stereo Interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20705

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0831.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Twelve-inch disappearing gun on Government Hill--Uncle Sam's huge coast-defender. [Active no. 5827 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Twelve-inch disappearing gun on Government Hill--Uncle Sam's huge coast-defender. [Active no. 5827 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20706
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0840.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Cannon -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Military -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Skeleton and cast of biggest known whale, 75 feet long, caught off Newfoundland. 5828 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Skeleton and cast of biggest known whale, 75 feet long, caught off Newfoundland. 5828 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20707
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0432

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
          Skeletons -- Missouri
          THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
          Whales -- Missouri
          World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
          Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Across the sunken gardens west to the stately obelisks of the Mines Building. Active no. 5829 : stereo interpositive, 1903

Image(s): Across the sunken gardens west to the stately obelisks of the Mines Building. Active no. 5829 : stereo interpositive, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20708

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26]. Associated no.: 0817.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
          Expositions -- Missouri
          Gardens -- Missouri
          Obelisks -- Missouri
          THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
          World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
          Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Prize winners of the great cattle-show, on parade around the judges' stand.

5830 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Prize winners of the great cattle-show, on parade around the judges' stand. 5830 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20709

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0862

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Competitions -- Missouri
Cows -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Gardens -- Missouri
Parades -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stalwart Basutos (South African aborigines) and their extraordinary homes. 5831 Interpositive, 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stalwart Basutos (South African aborigines) and their extraordinary homes. 5831 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20710

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0727

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Bones -- Missouri
Dwellings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
An exciting skirmish in the battle of Colenso ("Boer War" Exhibit). [Active no. 5832 : glass stereoscopic interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): An exciting skirmish in the battle of Colenso ("Boer War" Exhibit). [Active no. 5832 : glass stereoscopic interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20711

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26]. Associated no.:0859.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Armed Forces
Basuto (African People)
Colenso, Battle of, Colenso, South Africa, 1899
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Soldiers -- 1900-1910
South African War, 1899-1902
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
War
World's fairs

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910
South Africa

Genre/ Form: Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs

Biggest wheel on earth (240 feet diam.) with heaviest axle ever forged (56 tons). 5834 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Biggest wheel on earth (240 feet diam.) with heaviest axle ever forged (56 tons). 5834 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20712

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0823

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Ferris wheels -- Missouri
Flags -- Missouri
Rides -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Giant steel cobwebs of the 240 feet Ferris Wheel seen from one of its cars.
5835 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Giant steel cobwebs of the 240 feet Ferris Wheel seen from one of its cars. 5835 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20713

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0690

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Ferris wheels -- Missouri
Flags -- Missouri
Rides -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place:
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of Agriculture, 1,600 feet long and gardens, from high up in the Ferris Wheel. 5836 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace of Agriculture, 1,600 feet long and gardens, from high up in the Ferris Wheel. 5836 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20714

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0822

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic:
Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Ferris wheels -- Missouri
Gardens -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place:
Missouri
Palace of Agriculture
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

"Jerusalem," Festival Hall and Fine Arts Building from the Ferris Wheel. [Active no. 5839 : stereo interpositive,]. 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Jerusalem," Festival Hall and Fine Arts Building from the Ferris Wheel. [Active no. 5839 : stereo interpositive,] 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20715
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0806.

Names: Festival Hall (St. Louis World's Fair)
       Fine Arts Building (St. Louis World's Fair)
       Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
       Expositions -- Missouri
       Ferris wheels -- Missouri
       Gardens -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Jerusalem
       Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Japan in America--pretty maids in garden before a Japanese teahouse.
5840 Interpositive, 1903
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Japan in America--pretty maids in garden before a Japanese teahouse. 5840 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
upper left corner cracked

Local Numbers
RSN 20716

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0619

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
       Expositions -- Missouri
       Ferris wheels -- Missouri
       Gardens -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
       Teahouses -- Missouri
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Japan
       Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)
Plow used by Daniel Webster on New England hills and steam plow of the vast prairies. 5844 Interpositive, 1903
3 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Plow used by Daniel Webster on New England hills and steam plow of the vast prairies. 5844 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cracked horizontally both sides.

Local Numbers
RSN 20717

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0843

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Webster, Daniel, 1782-1852

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Farming -- Missouri
Plows -- Missouri
Steam engines -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint, straw-thatched houses of a Moro village in the Philippine section.
5845 Interpositive, 1903
3 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Quaint, straw-thatched houses of a Moro village in the Philippine section. 5845 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Right frame only cracked horizontally and vertically.

Local Numbers
RSN 20718
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0693

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Boats -- Missouri
Dwellings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Homes -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
Villages -- Missouri
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Moros
Philippines
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Machinery Palace, filled with the wonders of modern invention (view S.E.).
5847 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Machinery Palace, filled with the wonders of modern invention
(view S.E.). 5847 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20719

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0688

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Machinery Palace (Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904)
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
"Bullock" generator (3,500 kilowatts), and "Allis-Chalmers" 5,000-horsepower engine. 5848 Interpositive, 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Bullock" generator (3,500 kilowatts), and "Allis-Chalmers" 5,000-horse-power engine. 5848 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20720

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0422

Names: Allis-Chalmers
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Engines -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Generators -- Missouri
Machinery -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Bullock generator
Machinery Palace (Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904)
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of Transportation (east end) and novel pleasure launches. 5849 Interpositive, 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace of Transportation (east end) and novel pleasure launches. 5849 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20721

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6816
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Boats -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buildings -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expositions -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ponds -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE WORLD’S FAIR TOUR (LPE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World’s fairs -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palace of Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Primitive methods of carrying freight and passengers--Transportation Building. 5850 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Primitive methods of carrying freight and passengers--Transportation Building. 5850 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Current stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0644

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Animals -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expositions -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE WORLD’S FAIR TOUR (LPE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World’s fairs -- Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palace of Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[St. Louis World's Fair], Caption no. 5854 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair], Caption no. 5854 interpositive, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20723

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0856

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Carriages -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Horses -- Missouri
Parades -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Birds and beasts in Hagenbeck's million-dollar collection. 5858
Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Birds and beasts in Hagenbeck's million-dollar collection. 5858
Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20724

Similar to RSN 20725.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0694

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Animals -- Missouri
Birds -- Missouri
Collections -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Ponds -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Hagenbeck
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Birds and beasts in Hagenbeck's million-dollar collection. 5858
Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Birds and beasts in Hagenbeck's million-dollar collection. 5858
Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20725

Similar to RSN 20724

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Animals -- Missouri
Birds -- Missouri
Collections -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Ponds -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Hagenbeck
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Irish Village--pretty lassies in jaunting cars before Carmac's Chapel.
5859 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the Irish Village--pretty lassies in jaunting cars before Carmac's Chapel. 5859 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20726
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0825

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Carriages -- Missouri
Chapels -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Horses -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Cormac's Chapel
Ireland
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Remington's jolly "Cowboys off the trail" on the festive Pike. 5860
Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Remington's jolly "Cowboys off the trail" on the festive Pike. 5860
Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20727

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0748

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Cowboys -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Horses -- Missouri
Sculptures -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Remington
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[St. Louis World's Fair], 586? Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair], 586? Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20728
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0814

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Parades -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Varied Industries Building
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking S.E. through the swinging colonade [colonnade] of the Varried Industries Building. 5862 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking S.E. through the swinging colonade [colonnade] of the Varried Industries Building. 5862 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20729
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0813

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Columns -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri
statues -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Varied Industries Building

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From tower of the Electricity Building N.E. over Basin and Plaza to Manufactures Building. 5863 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From tower of the Electricity Building N.E. over Basin and Plaza to Manufactures Building. 5863 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20730

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0812

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Flags -- Missouri
Plazas -- Missouri
Ponds -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Statuary, fountain terraces, monument and exhibit buildings about the Basin. 5864 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Statuary, fountain terraces, monument and exhibit buildings about the Basin. 5864 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20731

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0729

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
       Expositions -- Missouri
       Fountains -- Missouri
       Monuments -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
       World's fairs -- Missouri
       statues -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

North over the lagoon between Electricity (right) and Machinery Building, from west pavilion. 5865 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): North over the lagoon between Electricity (right) and Machinery Building, from west pavilion. 5865 interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20732

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0875

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
       Expositions -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Grand Basin and splendid Electricity Building from west pavilion of Festival Hall. 5866 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grand Basin and splendid Electricity Building from west pavilion of Festival Hall. 5866 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20733
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0701

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Fountains -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri
statues -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Over bridge-spanned lagoon to Telegraph Tower--Mines Building at right with obelisks. 5864 Interpositive, 1903
5 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Over bridge-spanned lagoon to Telegraph Tower--Mines Building at right with obelisks. 5864 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Both views broken.
Local Numbers
RSN 20734
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0704

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Obelisks -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Manufactures and Education Buildings from Wireless Telegraph Tower S. to Festival Hall. 5868 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Manufactures and Education Buildings from Wireless Telegraph Tower S. to Festival Hall. 5868 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20735

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0708

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Night splendors at the World's Fair--brilliant illuminations of Mines and Liberal Arts Buildings. 5870 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Night splendors at the World's Fair--brilliant illuminations of Mines and Liberal Arts Buildings. 5870 Interpositive 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20736
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0818

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Electricity
Night photography
Obelisks
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)

Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Magic splendor of the electric blaze--Festival Hall and fountains in the Basin. 5871 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Magic splendor of the electric blaze--Festival Hall and fountains in the Basin. 5871 Interpositive 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20737

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0704

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Electricity
Night photography
Obelisks
THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)

Genre/Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

From Festival Hall pavilion N.W. over Basin to Louisiana Purchase Monument. 5872 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Festival Hall pavilion N.W. over Basin to Louisiana Purchase Monument. 5872 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20738

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0622

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri

Expositions -- Missouri

Fountains -- Missouri

Monuments -- Missouri

THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.

World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri

Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Steroscopic photographs

From Festival Hall over fountain and Basin, past Electricity and Industries Buildings. 5873 Interpositive, 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Festival Hall over fountain and Basin, past Electricity and Industries Buildings. 5873 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20739

Similar to RSN 20740.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0609

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri

Expositions -- Missouri
From Festival Hall over fountain and Basin, past Electricity and Industries Buildings. 5874 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Festival Hall over fountain and Basin, past Electricity and Industries Buildings. 5874 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20740

Similar to RSN 20739.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0610

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Fountains -- Missouri
Ponds -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
statues -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Reflected glories of the night illuminations at Festival Hall and cascades.
5875 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Reflected glories of the night illuminations at Festival Hall and cascades. 5875 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20741
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01076

Names:   Festival Hall (St. Louis World's Fair)
         Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic:   Electricity -- Missouri
         Expositions -- Missouri
         Night photography -- Missouri
         THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
         World's fairs -- Missouri
Place:   Missouri
         Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

Night at the World's Fair--illuminations on great exhibit buildings reflected in the Basin. 5876 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Night at the World's Fair--illuminations on great exhibit buildings reflected in the Basin. 5876 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20742
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01048

Names:   Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic:   Electricity -- Missouri
         Expositions -- Missouri
         Night photography -- Missouri
         THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Plaza of St. Louis beside Varied Industries Bldg., and Louisiana PURchase Monument. 5878 Interpositive, 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Plaza of St. Louis beside Varied Industries Bldg., and Louisiana PURchase Monument. 5878 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20743

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01083

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Monuments -- Missouri
Plazas -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From west pavilion of Festival Hall north to the dome of "Creation." 5879 Interpositive, 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From west pavilion of Festival Hall north to the dome of "Creation." 5879 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20744

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].
Copy and Version Identification Note

0686

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR—Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Education and Mining Bldg., E. from W. pavilion of Festival Hall over cascades. 5880 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Education and Mining Bldg., E. from W. pavilion of Festival Hall over cascades. 5880 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20745

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0687

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Fountains -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR—Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Colossal iron statue of Vulcan, 56 feet high, weight 100,000 pounds, in Mines Building. [Caption no. 5881 : glass stereo interpositive.], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Colossal iron statue of Vulcan, 56 feet high, weight 100,000 pounds, in Mines Building. [Caption no. 5881 : glass stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20746

Same as RSN 20747.

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 01087.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Iron
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
Vulcan (Roman deity)
World's fairs

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 244

Image(s)

Colossal iron statue of Vulcan, 56 feet high, weight 100,000 pounds, in Mines Building. [Caption 5881 : glass stereo interpositive,] 1903

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Colossal iron statue of Vulcan, 56 feet high, weight 100,000 pounds, in Mines Building. [Caption 5881 : glass stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20747

Same as RSN 20746

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Iron
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
Vulcan (Roman deity)
World's fairs

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Active no. 5882 : stereo interpositive,], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8"


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20748
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 01077.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Electricity -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Night photography -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Through watery lace from Festival Hill to promenades below fountain, east pavilion. 5883 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): Through watery lace from Festival Hill to promenades below fountain, east pavilion. 5883 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20749
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0808

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
       Fountains -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       World's fairs -- Missouri
       statues -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Where the fountains dance and play at the head of the Grand Basin. 5884 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Where the fountains dance and play at the head of the Grand Basin. 5884 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20750

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0810

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Boats -- Missouri
       Expositions -- Missouri
       Fountains -- Missouri
       Gondolas -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       World's fairs -- Missouri
       statues -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Vigorous beauty of MacNeil's "Captive Bull" on terrace above fountain and Basin. 5885 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Vigorous beauty of MacNeil's "Captive Bull" on terrace above fountain and Basin. 5885 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20751

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0811

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Captive Bull
Expositions -- Missouri
Fountains -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
statues -- Missouri

Place: MacNeil
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Feathery fountains above the Basin, Electricity and Varied Industries Buildings. 5887 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Feathery fountains above the Basin, Electricity and Varied Industries Buildings. 5887 Interpositive 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20752

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01082

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Fountains -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR—Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
statues -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grotesque and gigantic monster shown in U.S. Government Exhibit. 5888
Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Grotesque and gigantic monster shown in U.S. Government
Exhibit. 5888 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20753

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0733

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Monsters
THE WORLD'S FAIR—Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
statues -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Playful creations of sculptors' fancy, exhibited in Palace of Manufactures.
5890 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Playful creations of sculptors' fancy, exhibited in Palace of
Manufactures. 5890 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20754
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0834

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
statues -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Evening effect of electric lights on Manufactures Bldg., reflected in lagoon.
5891 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Evening effect of electric lights on Manufactures Bldg., reflected in lagoon. 5891 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20755

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01070

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Electricity -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Night photography -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mines Building 5891 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mines Building 5891 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20756
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0819

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Children -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Obelisks -- Missouri
THE WORLD’S FAIR---Misc.
World’s fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Typical Italian sculpture of the present generation, Manufactures Building.
5892 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Typical Italian sculpture of the present generation, Manufactures Building. 5892 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20757
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01054

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Sculptures -- Missouri
THE WORLD’S FAIR---Misc.
World’s fairs -- Missouri

Place: Italy
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ornamental Statuary--"First Quarter Moon"--a Grand Prize Statue. 5894 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ornamental Statuary--"First Quarter Moon"--a Grand Prize Statue. 5894 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering to glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20758
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
First Quarter Moon
Sculptures -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Miniature railroad under the giant Ferris Wheel--contrasted sights at the World's Fair. 5897 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Miniature railroad under the giant Ferris Wheel--contrasted sights at the World's Fair. 5897 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

upper left corner missing (see below)

Local Numbers
RSN 20759
NOTE: SEE RSN 2299 FOR MISSING SEGMENT
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01089

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
       Ferris wheels -- Missouri
       Rides -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       Trains -- Missouri
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis World's Fair"], 5898 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair"], 5898 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20760

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0712

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis World's Fair"], 5899 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair"], 5899 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20761

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0711

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD’S FAIR---Misc.
World’s fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Winning the prizes--fine blooded cattle in competition. 5900 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Winning the prizes--fine blooded cattle in competition. 5900 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20762

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0861

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Competitions -- Missouri
Cows -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD’S FAIR---Misc.
World’s fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rival air-ships, their inventors’ price, ready for race to Washington, D.C., from World's Fair. 5901 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Rival air-ships, their inventors' price, ready for race to Washington, D.C., from World's Fair. 5901 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering to glass

Local Numbers
RSN 20763

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0725

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Balloons -- Missouri
      Competitions -- Missouri
      Expositions -- Missouri
      Sports -- Missouri
      THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
      World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of Transportation--through flying flags on Electricity Bldg. 5902 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Palace of Transportation--through flying flags on Electricity Bldg. 5902 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20764

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0815

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
       Expositions -- Missouri
First tank locomotive used in England (1829) and other early styles. 5904 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): First tank locomotive used in England (1829) and other early styles. 5904 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20765
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0844

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Engines -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Locomotives -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: England
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

First railway train to make regular runs in N.Y. State (1831), Transportation Exhibit 5903 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): First railway train to make regular runs in N.Y. State (1831), Transportation Exhibit 5903 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20766
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0842

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Engines -- Missouri
       Expositions -- Missouri
       Locomotives -- Missouri
       Railroads -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       Trains -- Missouri
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"King Cotton" (gigantic figure modeled in cotton fiber), Mississippi Exhibit.
[Caption no. 5905 : stereoscopic Interpositive,], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): "King Cotton" (gigantic figure modeled in cotton fiber),
Mississippi Exhibit. [Caption no. 5905 : stereoscopic Interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20767

RSN 20767

Other associated numbers: 0853.

In box 3.2.11 [26].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Cotton -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri
       Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri
       Stereotypes (Social psychology)
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri -- 1900-1910
       Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Interpositives
            Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis World's Fair, Active no. 5906 : stereo interpositive], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair, Active no. 5906 : stereo interpositive], 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20768

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0853.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: California
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis World's Fair, Active no. 5907 : stereo Interpositive], 1903

1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair, Active no. 5907 : stereo Interpositive], 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20769

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Orig. no. 0855.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: California
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Designs in grains and fruits from farms of many states, Agricultural Building. [Active no. 5908 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): Designs in grains and fruits from farms of many states, Agricultural Building. [Active no. 5908 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20770

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26]. Orig. no. 0849.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Indiana
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long interior view of Kansas exhibit, St. Louis World's Fair.] Active no. 5909, stereo interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): [Long interior view of Kansas exhibit, St. Louis World's Fair.] Active no. 5909, stereo interpositive, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20771

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26]. Orig. no. 0851.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Kansas
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[St. Louis World's Fair], 5910 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair], 5910 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20772
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0852

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Texas
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Up-to-date farm machinery on the 22-acre floor of the Agricultural Building.
5911 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Up-to-date farm machinery on the 22-acre floor of the Agricultural Building. 5911 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20774
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01090

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down the long aisle of the huge Palace of Agriculture. 5912 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking down the long aisle of the huge Palace of Agriculture. 5912 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20774

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01086

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD’S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Aztecs from, Mexico smelting copper by primitive methods many centuries old. [Active no. 5913 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Aztecs from, Mexico smelting copper by primitive methods many centuries old. [Active no. 5913 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20775

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26]. Associated number: 0842.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Copper
Exhibitions -- Missouri
Laborers -- Missouri
Smelters -- Missouri
THE WORLD’S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Aztecs -- Mexico
Mexico
Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Aztecs -- Mexico

[St. Louis World's Fair], 5914 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair], 5914 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20776

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0824

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Queen Charlotte's 18th century castle, reproduced for housing Germany's Exhibit. 5915 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Queen Charlotte's 18th century castle, reproduced for housing Germany's Exhibit. 5915 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20777

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].
Copy and Version Identification Note

0714

Names: Charlotte, Queen
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Castles -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Germany
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous Temple court guarded by the Imperial Eagle, German Section
Varied Industries Bldg. 5916 Interpositive, 1903
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Famous Temple court guarded by the Imperial Eagle, German Section Varied Industries Bldg. 5916 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20778

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0855

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
Temples -- Missouri
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Germany
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Trianon, historic and beautiful, reproduced by the sister republic, France. 5917 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grand Trianon, historic and beautiful, reproduced by the sister republic, France. 5917 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20779

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0692

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Gates -- Missouri
Grand Trianon (Versailles)
THE WORLD’S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: France
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sweden's official Bldg., a typical "country house"--from Chinese pavilion.
5918 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sweden's official Bldg., a typical "country house"--from Chinese pavilion. 5918 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20780

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0829

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD’S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: China
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Far East in America--stately pagoda-roofed gateway to "Fair Japan."
5919 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Far East in America--stately pagoda-roofed gateway to "Fair Japan." 5919 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20781

Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0838

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Pagodas -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR—Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Japan
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Home life of the bearded Ainus of northern Japan. 5920 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Home life of the bearded Ainus of northern Japan. 5920 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

upper right corner missing

Local Numbers
RSN 20782
Currently stored in box 3.2.11 [26].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0694

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic:
Ainu
Children -- Missouri
Dwellings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Family -- Missouri
Homes -- Missouri
THE WORLD’S FAIR—Misc.
World’s fairs -- Missouri

Place:
Japan
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Blarney Castle, home of the magic “Blarney stone,” reproduced in the Irish Village. [Active no. 5921 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Blarney Castle, home of the magic “Blarney stone,” reproduced in the Irish Village. [Active no. 5921 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20783

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 0826.

Names: Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Castles -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD’S FAIR—Misc.
World’s fairs -- Missouri

Place: Ireland
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Indian braves, splendid with savage finery, riding their ponies down the Pike. 5922 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Indian braves, splendid with savage finery, riding their ponies down the Pike. 5922 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20784
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0876

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Horses -- Missouri
Indians of North America -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cheyenne chief and family, descendants of America's aboriginal princes. Active no. 5923 : stereo interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cheyenne chief and family, descendants of America's aboriginal princes. Active no. 5923 : stereo interpositive, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20785.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216]. Associated number: 0696.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Cheyenne Indians
Expositions -- Missouri
Family -- Missouri
Indians of North America -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
Tents -- Missouri
Tepees -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Basuto chief and men (So. Africa) with "the long and the short" of the Boer army. 5924 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Basuto chief and men (So. Africa) with "the long and the short" of the Boer army. 5924 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20786

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0726

Names: Boer Army
Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
Military -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR—Misc.
Toys -- Missouri
World's fairs

Place: Basuto (African People)
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The return from the Bear Hunt–Eskimo Village. 5925 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The return from the Bear Hunt–Eskimo Village. 5925 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20787
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0617

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Children -- Missouri
       Dogs -- Missouri
       Eskimos -- Missouri
       Eskimos -- Missouri
       Expositions -- Missouri
       Sleds -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       Tents -- Missouri
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Play-fellows from the frozen Arctic--Eskimo youngsters and their tame bear. 5926 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Play-fellows from the frozen Arctic--Eskimo youngsters and their tame bear. 5926 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20788

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0618

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Bears -- Missouri
       Children -- Missouri
       Dogs -- Missouri
       Eskimos -- Missouri
       Eskimos -- Missouri
       Expositions -- Missouri
       Sleds -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tragedy in a Chinese theatre--fantastic and gorgeous. 5927 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Tragedy in a Chinese theatre--fantastic and gorgeous. 5927 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20789
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0623

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Occupation: Actors -- Missouri
Topic: Drama -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR -- Misc.
Theaters -- Missouri
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: China
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis World's Fair. [Active no. 5928 : stereo interpositive.], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").]
Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair. [Active no. 5928 : stereo interpositive.] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20790
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 0857.
Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Camels -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis World's Fair], 5929 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair], 5929 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20791

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0858

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Boats -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Rides -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mystery and fun for everybody--tourists on the "Pike," near door of "Creation." 5930 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mystery and fun for everybody--tourists on the "Pike," near door of "Creation." 5930 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20792

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0719

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Fine horses and their admirers before a gorgeous Chinese house on the "Pike." 5931 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fine horses and their admirers before a gorgeous Chinese house on the "Pike." 5931 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20793

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0720

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
       Horses -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: China
       Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Holiday crowds and giddy damsels who entertain them on the swarming "Pike." 5932 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Holiday crowds and giddy damsels who entertain them on the swarming "Pike." 5932 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20794

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0724

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Camels -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR—Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: China
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Charmers from the Orient--dancing girls from "Mysterious Asia." 5933 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Charmers from the Orient--dancing girls from "Mysterious Asia." 5933 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20795

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0745

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Occupation: Dancers -- Missouri
Topic: Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR—Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
   Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Dancing girls riding on camels through street in "Mysterious Asia." 5934 Interpositive, 1903
   1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Dancing girls riding on camels through street in "Mysterious Asia." 5934 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   English.
   Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 20796

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   0695

   Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
   Topic: Camels -- Missouri
   Expositions -- Missouri
   THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
   World's fairs -- Missouri
   Occupation: Dancers -- Missouri
   Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Illinois' impressive and hospitable headquarters--and happy little sightseers. [Active no. 5935 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
   1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Illinois' impressive and hospitable headquarters--and happy little sightseers. [Active no. 5935 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   English.
   Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 20797

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 0717.
Indiana's handsome building (French renaissance architecture). Active no. 5936: stereo interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Indiana's handsome building (French renaissance architecture). Active no. 5936: stereo interpositive, 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20798

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216]. Orig. no. 0838.

The "New Kentucky Home" (State headquarters) one of the finest at the World's Fair. [Active no. 5937: stereo interpositive], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The "New Kentucky Home" (State headquarters) one of the finest at the World's Fair. [Active no. 5937: stereo interpositive], 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20799
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Company acc. no. 0737.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR—Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Kentucky
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Massachusetts State Building, a model of old colonial architecture at the World's Fair. 5938 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Massachusetts State Building, a model of old colonial architecture at the World's Fair. 5938 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20800

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0738

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR—Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Massachusetts
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Michigan's official headquarters--airy and inviting. [Active no. 5939 : stereo interpositive.], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Michigan's official headquarters--airy and inviting. [Active no. 5939 : stereo interpositive.] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20801
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 0735.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Michigan
Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dignified colonial Building for New York headquarters (from Ohio Building).
[Active no. 5940 : stereo interpositive.,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20802
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 0716.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
New York (State)
Saint Louis (Mo.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ohio's fine State headquarters from New York Building. 5941 Interpositive, 1903 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ohio's fine State headquarters from New York Building. 5941 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20803
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0736

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
World's fairs -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Ohio
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Pennsylvania's magnificent $75,000 headquarters at the World's Fair. 5942 Interpositive, 1903 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Pennsylvania's magnificent $75,000 headquarters at the World's Fair. 5942 Interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20804
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0739
Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
    Expositions -- Missouri
    THE WORLD’S FAIR—Misc.
    World’s fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
    Pennsylvania
    Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

Washington's unique State building framed with native timbers, 110 feet long. [Active no. 5943 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Washington's unique State building framed with native timbers, 110 feet long. [Active no. 5943 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20805
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 0835.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
    Expositions -- Missouri
    THE WORLD’S FAIR—Misc.
    World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
    Saint Louis (Mo.)
    Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis World's Fair, Active no. 5944 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair, Active no. 5944 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20806
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Company acc. no. 79848.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
        Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
       Exhibitions -- Missouri
       Presidents -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Log cabin home of President Roosevelt, brought from North Dakota to the World's Fair. [Caption no. 5945 : stereoscopic interpositive,], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Log cabin home of President Roosevelt, brought from North Dakota to the World's Fair. [Caption no. 5945 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

        RSN 20807

Associated numbers: 01085.

In box 3.2.12 [216].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
        Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Buildings -- Missouri
       Exhibitions -- Missouri
       Log cabins -- North Dakota
       Presidents -- Missouri
       THE WORLD'S FAIR---Misc.
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
       North Dakota
       Saint Louis (Mo.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
       Interpositives
       Stereoscopic photographs

Busy Market Street, of the City of the Golden Gate, San Francisco. Active no. 5949 : stereo Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Busy Market Street, of the City of the Golden Gate, San Francisco. Active no. 5949 : stereo Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20808

Similar to RSN 14139.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216]. Orig. no. 4185.

Topic: Buildings -- California

CALIFORNIA

Horses -- California

Streetcars -- California

Streets -- California.

Wagons -- California

Place: California

Market Street (San Francisco, Calif.)

San Francisco (California)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Cliff House and Seal Rocks, from the Beach--showing the tide coming in--San Francisco. Active no. 5950 : stereo Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Cliff House and Seal Rocks, from the Beach--showing the tide coming in--San Francisco. Active no. 5950 : stereo Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20809

Same as RSN 20810.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216]. Orig. no. 4186.

Names: Cliff House (San Francisco)

Topic: Architecture -- California

Beaches -- California

CALIFORNIA

Horses -- California

Hotels, taverns, etc. -- California -- San Francisco

Seacoasts -- California

Tourists -- California
Wagons -- California

Place:
- California
- San Francisco (California)
- Seal Rocks

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Cliff House and Seal Rocks, from the Beach--showing the tide coming in--San Francisco. No. 5950 : stereoscopic interpositive

1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Cliff House and Seal Rocks, from the Beach--showing the tide coming in--San Francisco. No. 5950 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20810

Same as RSN 20809.

Other numbers: 4186.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Names:
- Cliff House (San Francisco)

Topic:
- Architecture -- California -- San Francisco
- Beaches
- CALIFORNIA
- Horses -- California -- San Francisco
- Hotels, taverns, etc. -- California -- San Francisco
- Seacoasts
- Tourists
- Wagons

Place:
- California -- 1890-1920
- San Francisco (Calif.)
- Seal Rocks (Cal.)

Genre/Form:
- Interpositives
- Stereoscopic photographs

Cliff House, Seal Rocks and the Pacific Ocean from Sutro Heights, San Francisco. Active no. 5951 : stereo Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Cliff House, Seal Rocks and the Pacific Ocean from Sutro Heights, San Francisco. Active no. 5951 : stereo Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20811

Same as RSN 14140 and 20812.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216]. Active no. 4187.

Names: Cliff House (San Francisco)

Topic:
Architecture -- California
CALIFORNIA
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- California -- San Francisco
Sculptures -- California
Seacoasts -- California
Tourists -- California

Place: California
Pacific Ocean
San Francisco (California)
San Francisco (California)
Seal Rocks
Sutro Heights

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cliff House, Seal Rocks and the Pacific Ocean from Sutro Heights, San Francisco. Active no. 5951 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Cliff House, Seal Rocks and the Pacific Ocean from Sutro Heights, San Francisco. Active no. 5951 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20812

Same as RSN 14140 and 20811.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216]. Orig. no. 4187.

Names: Cliff House (San Francisco)

Topic:
Architecture -- California
CALIFORNIA
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- California -- San Francisco
Sculptures -- California
Seacoasts -- California
Tourists -- California

Place: California
Pacific Ocean
San Francisco (California)
San Francisco (California)
Irrigating an orange grove, Riverside. 5957 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Irrigating an orange grove, Riverside. 5957 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20813

Similar to RSN 20814.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4191

Topic: Agriculture -- California
CALIFORNIA
Irrigation -- California
Laborers -- California
Oranges -- California
Orchards -- California

Place: California
Riverside (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Magnolia Avenue--tropical beauties of Riverside. [Active no. 5959 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20815

Similar to RSN 26779.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 4193-1/2

A giant cactus, in a vegetable paradise, Riverside. 5960 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A giant cactus, in a vegetable paradise, Riverside. 5960 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20816
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4194

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Cactus -- California
Gardens -- California

Place: California
Magnolia Avenue (Riverside, Cal.)
Riverside (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The world-renowned Lick Observatory, on Mount Hamilton. 5961 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The world-renowned Lick Observatory, on Mount Hamilton. 5961 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20817

[Made by ABH verified by DD] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Names: Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton, California)

Topic: Astronomical observatories
CALIFORNIA
Mountains -- California

Place: California
Mount Hamilton (California)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The wonderful universe explorer, the great 30-inch equatorial telescope,. Lick Observatory, Mt. Hamilton. 5962 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20818

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4197

Names: Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton, California)
Topic: Astronomical observatories
CALIFORNIA
Telescopes
Place: California
Mount Hamilton (California)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Crossley reflector— a wonderful mirror of the stars— under small dome,
Lick Observatory, Mt. Hamilton. 5963 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20819

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0317

Names: Lick Observatory (Mt. Hamilton, California)
Topic: Astronomical observatories
Astronomy -- 20th century
CALIFORNIA
Crossley reflector
Mirrors
Telescope -- 20th century
Place: California
Mount Hamilton (California)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Full moon. Active no. 5964 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Full moon. Active no. 5964 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20820

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Moons

Place: Moon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Charming Avalon and its bay--fair as the oldtime sun-god's retreat---Santa Catalina Island, off California. [Active no. 5965 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20821

Similar to RSN 20822 and 20823.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Company acc. no. 249630.

Topic: Beaches -- California
Boats -- California
CALIFORNIA
Harbors -- California
Islands -- California
Ships -- California

Place: Avalon (Santa Catalina Island, California)
California
Santa Catalina Island (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Charming Avalon and its bay--fair as the oldtime sun-god's retreat--Santa Catalina Island, off California. 5965 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Charming Avalon and its bay--fair as the oldtime sun-god's retreat--Santa Catalina Island, off California. 5965 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20822

Similar to RSN 20821 and 20823.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4199

Topic: Beaches -- California
      Boats -- California
      CALIFORNIA
      Harbors -- California
      Islands -- California
      Ships -- California

Place: Avalon (Santa Catalina Island, California)
      California
      Santa Catalina Island (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Charming Avalon and its bay--fair as the oldtime sun-god's retreat--Santa Catalina Island, off California. 5965 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Charming Avalon and its bay--fair as the oldtime sun-god's retreat--Santa Catalina Island, off California. 5965 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20823

Similar to RSN 20821 and 20822.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4199 1/2
Reminders of things which have passed away--tomb and ruined gate, old Santa Barbara Mission. [Active no. 5967 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20824

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 4200.

A pleasant retreat from the world--Gardens of the old Santa Barbara Mission. [Active no. 5968 : stereo Interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20825

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].
Orig. no. 4201.

**Topic:**
CALIFORNIA
Gardens -- California
Missions -- California
Parks -- California
Ruins -- California

**Place:**
California
Santa Barbara (California)

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The crucifix, a sign of suffering and sacrifice, among nature's luxuriant beauties, Santa Barbara Mission. [Active no. 5969 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20826

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 4202.

**Topic:**
CALIFORNIA
Gardens -- California
Missions -- California
Parks -- California
Religion -- California

**Place:**
California
Santa Barbara (California)

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Grizzly Giant," one of the largest living trees in the world, Mariposa Grove.
5972 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Grizzly Giant," one of the largest living trees in the world, Mariposa Grove. 5972 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Gouges in emulsion both frames.
Local Numbers
RSN 20827

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Military -- California
Soldiers -- 1890-1920 -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Grizzly Giant (Tree) (Mariposa Grove, California)
Mariposa Grove

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Distant View of "Grizzly Giant"--base girth 104 feet, largest branch 20 feet circumference--Mariposa Grove. 5973 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Distant View of "Grizzly Giant"--base girth 104 feet, largest branch 20 feet circumference--Mariposa Grove. 5973 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20828

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4208

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Trees -- California

Place: California
Grizzly Giant (Tree) (Mariposa Grove, California)
Mariposa Grove

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Throw head back and look up the great "Grizzly Giant"--largest branch 20 ft. cir.--Mariposa Grove. 5974 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Throw head back and look up the great "Grizzly Giant"--largest branch 20 ft. cir.--Mariposa Grove. 5974 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20829

Similar to RSN 20830

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4209

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Trees -- California

Place: California
Grizzly Giant (Tree) (Mariposa Grove, California)
Mariposa Grove

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Throw head back and look up the great "Grizzly Giant"--largest branch 20 ft. cir.--Mariposa Grove. 5974 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Throw head back and look up the great "Grizzly Giant"--largest branch 20 ft. cir.--Mariposa Grove. 5974 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20830

Similar to RSN 20829.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4209 1/2

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Trees -- California

Place: California
Grizzly Giant (Tree) (Mariposa Grove, California)
Mariposa Grove

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Troop I, 15th U.S. Cavalry on the trunk of the "Fallen Monarch," Mariposa Grove. 5975 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Troop I, 15th U.S. Cavalry on the trunk of the "Fallen Monarch," Mariposa Grove. 5975 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20831
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4222

Topic:  CALIFORNIA
        Horses -- California
        Military -- California
        Soldiers -- California
        Trees -- California

Place:  California
        Fallen Monarch (Mariposa Grove, California)
        Mariposa Grove

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Wawona," as we drove through it, Mariposa Grove. 5977 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Wawona," as we drove through it, Mariposa Grove. 5977 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20832
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4225

Topic:  CALIFORNIA
        Horses -- California
        Trees -- California
        Wagons -- California

Place:  California
        Mariposa Grove
        Wawona
Throw your head back and look up the great "Wawona," Mariposa Grove.

5978 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Throw your head back and look up the great "Wawona," Mariposa Grove. 5978 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20833

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Trees -- California

Place: California
Mariposa Grove
Wawona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Faithful Couple," the forest giant and giantess--two trees with but one trunk--(Look up). 5980 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Faithful Couple," the forest giant and giantess--two trees with but one trunk--(Look up). 5980 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20834

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4224

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Faithful Couple
Trees -- California

Place: California
Woodmen at work cutting down a giant Sequoia tree, Converse Basin.
5981 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Woodmen at work cutting down a giant Sequoia tree, Converse Basin. 5981 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20835

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4211

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Laborers -- California
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Converse Basin (California)
Sequoia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ending a life of centuries--a giant tree falling--logging among the big trees, Converse Basin. 5982 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ending a life of centuries--a giant tree falling--logging among the big trees, Converse Basin. 5982 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20836

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4212

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Laborers -- California
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Converse Basin (California)
Sequoia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cutting down the big trees--just after the great 100 foot Sequoia had fallen--Converse Basin. 5983 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cutting down the big trees--just after the great 100 foot Sequoia had fallen--Converse Basin. 5983 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20837

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4213

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Laborers -- California
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Converse Basin (California)
Sequoia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(1) Big tree logging--preparing to blast a section of the great tree, Converse Basin. 5986 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): (1) Big tree logging--preparing to blast a section of the great tree, Converse Basin. 5986 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20838

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4217

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>CALIFORNIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laborers -- California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logging -- California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lumber industry -- California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees -- California</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>California</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Converse Basin (California)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sequoia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

(3) Big tree logging--rent sections of the great log after the blast--Converse Basin. 5988 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): (3) Big tree logging--rent sections of the great log after the blast--Converse Basin. 5988 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20839

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4219

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>CALIFORNIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laborers -- California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logging -- California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lumber industry -- California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees -- California</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>California</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Converse Basin (California)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sequoia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

Logging among the big trees of California--mules hauling logs to the mill on skids--Converse Basin. 5990 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Logging among the big trees of California—mules hauling logs to the mill on skids—Converse Basin. 5990 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20840

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4228

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Laborers -- California
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Mules -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Converse Basin (California)
Sequoia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 245

RSN Numbers 20841-20930

Image(s)

Cutting down the Big Trees, group of Ax-men sitting in the undercut, Cal.
5991 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Cutting down the Big Trees, group of Ax-men sitting in the undercut, Cal. 5991 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20841

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4210

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Laborers -- California
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Vegetable mammoths--remnants of species of a past epoch--Scientist group, Big Trees, Calaveras Grove. 5992 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Vegetable mammoths--remnants of species of a past epoch--Scientist group, Big Trees, Calaveras Grove. 5992 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20842

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4238

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Trees -- California
Place: Calaveras Grove (California)
California
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Mother of the Forest" (90 feet diam.)--sacrificed to curiosity--died when bark (now in London) was stripped for exhibition, Calaveras Grove. 5993 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): "Mother of the Forest" (90 feet diam.)--sacrificed to curiosity--died when bark (now in London) was stripped for exhibition, Calaveras Grove. 5993 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20843

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].
"Mother of the Forest" (321 feet), died when bark was cut off (throw back head and look up), Calaveras Grove. 5994 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Mother of the Forest" (321 feet), died when bark was cut off (throw back head and look up), Calaveras Grove. 5994 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

"Father of the Forest," a giant of giants--fallen centuries ago--originally 435 feet high, 110 feet cir., Calaveras Grove 5995 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Father of the Forest," a giant of giants--fallen centuries ago--originally 435 feet high, 110 feet cir., Calaveras Grove 5995 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
**Local Numbers**

RSN 20845

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

4241

**Topic:** CALIFORNIA
- Logging -- California
- Lumber industry -- California
- Trees -- California

**Place:** Calaveras Grove (California)
- California

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

"Father of the Forest," a giant of giants--fallen centuries ago--originally 435 feet high, 110 feet cir., Calaveras Grove 5995 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): "Father of the Forest," a giant of giants--fallen centuries ago--originally 435 feet high, 110 feet cir., Calaveras Grove 5995 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 20846

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

4241 1/2

**Topic:** CALIFORNIA
- Logging -- California
- Lumber industry -- California
- Trees -- California

**Place:** Calaveras Grove (California)
- California

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The prostrate "Hercules," a mighty fallen Sequoia, Calaveras Grove of Big Trees. 5996 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The prostrate "Hercules," a mighty fallen Sequoia, Calaveras Grove of Big Trees. 5996 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20847

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4242

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Trees -- California

Place: Calaveras Grove (California)
California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

"Eagle's Wing" roots of a fallen giant Sequoia, Calaveras Grove of Big Trees. 5997 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Eagle's Wing" roots of a fallen giant Sequoia, Calaveras Grove of Big Trees. 5997 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20848

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4243

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Trees -- California

Place: Calaveras Grove (California)
California
Calaveras Big Tree Grove Hotel, a beautiful retreat among the giant Sequoias, Calaveras Grove 5998 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Calaveras Big Tree Grove Hotel, a beautiful retreat among the giant Sequoias, Calaveras Grove 5998 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20849
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4237

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- California
Trees -- California

Place: Calaveras Grove (California)
California
Sequoia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Oldest and greatest of living objects--Big Tree "General Grant," (base cir. 106 feet), Gen. Grant National Park. 5999 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Oldest and greatest of living objects--Big Tree "General Grant," (base cir. 106 feet), Gen. Grant National Park. 5999 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20850
Similar to RSN 20851.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4244

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Horses -- California
Parks -- California
Trees -- California

Place:
California
General Grant National Park (California)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Oldest and greatest of living objects--Big Tree "General Grant," (base cir. 106 feet), Gen. Grant National Park. 5999 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Oldest and greatest of living objects--Big Tree "General Grant," (base cir. 106 feet), Gen. Grant National Park. 5999 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20851

Similar to RSN 20850.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4244

Topic:
CALIFORNIA
Parks -- California
Tourists -- California
Trees -- California

Place:
California
General Grant National Park (California)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Team of oxen pulling logs on crude forest road.] 6000 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Team of oxen pulling logs on crude forest road.] 6000 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20852

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].
Copy and Version Identification Note

4232

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Cows -- California
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Parks -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Team of oxen pulling log on crude forest road.] 6001 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Team of oxen pulling log on crude forest road.] 6001 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20853

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4231

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Cows -- California
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Parks -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Flowers and fruit and winter sunshine on an orange tree in a forty-acre grove, near Pasadena. 6002 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Flowers and fruit and winter sunshine on an orange tree in a forty-acre grove, near Pasadena. 6002 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20854
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
      Flowers -- California
      Oranges -- California
      Orchards -- California
      Trees -- California

Place: California
      Pasadena (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Blossoms and juicy fruit on one tree--in an orange grove, near Pasadena.
6003 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Blossoms and juicy fruit on one tree--in an orange grove, near Pasadena. 6003 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20855
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4162

Topic: CALIFORNIA
      Flowers -- California
      Oranges -- California
      Orchards -- California
      Trees -- California

Place: California
      Pasadena (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A palace hotel for pigeons, with sixteen thousand feathery guests--Los Angeles. 6004 Interpositive
A palace hotel for pigeons, with sixteen thousand feathery guests—Los Angeles. 6004 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20856

Similar to RSN 14141 and 20857
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4161

Topic: Birds
CALIFORNIA
Coops
Pigeons

Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A palace hotel for pigeons, with sixteen thousand feathery guests—Los Angeles. 6004 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20857

Similar to RSN 14141 and 20856
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4161 1/2

Topic: Birds
CALIFORNIA
Coops
Pigeons

Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)
[Cows near farm yard.] 6004 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20858
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].
Topic: CALIFORNIA
Cows
Farms
Place: California
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sixteen thousand pigeons and their model apartment houses, on a great pigeon farm, Los Angeles. 6005 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20859
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4160
Topic: Birds
CALIFORNIA
Coops
Pigeons
Place: California
Los Angeles (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Avenue of Palms, Los Angeles. 6006 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Avenue of Palms, Los Angeles. 6006 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 20860

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4195

Topic:
   CALIFORNIA
   Carts -- California
   Children -- California
   Horses -- California
   Palm trees -- California
   Streets -- California.
   Trees -- California

Place:
   California
   Los Angeles (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Big Tree logging in the Sierra Nevadas--hauling sections of a great tree over trestle of logs. 6008 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Big Tree logging in the Sierra Nevadas--hauling sections of a great tree over trestle of logs. 6008 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 20861

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4227

Topic:
   CALIFORNIA
   Laborers -- California
   Logging -- California
   Lumber industry -- California
   Trees -- California

Place:
   California
Sierra Nevadas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Huge steam traction dray (13 feet wheels) hauling logs in a logging camp. 6010 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Huge steam traction dray (13 feet wheels) hauling logs in a logging camp. 6010 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20862

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4230

Topic: CALIFORNIA Laborers -- California Logging -- California Lumber industry -- California Machinery -- California Tractors -- California Trees -- California

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen loading logs on railcar.] 6012 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workmen loading logs on railcar.] 6012 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20863

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4233

Topic: CALIFORNIA Laborers -- California
Looking through summer clad boughs to grand snow-capped Mount Shasta (14,442 feet). 6014 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20864

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4236 1/2

Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Mountains -- California

Place: California
Mount Shasta

Ribbon Falls (2,000 feet leap) looking north from the Valley near Merced River. 6019 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ribbon Falls (2,000 feet leap) looking north from the Valley near Merced River. 6019 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20865

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4248
The "Three Brothers" (Eagle Peak in centre) from down the Valley--one of the strange formations of wonderful Yosemite. 6021 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Three Brothers" (Eagle Peak in centre) from down the Valley--one of the strange formations of wonderful Yosemite. 6021 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20866

Similar to RSN 20867.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4253A

The "Three Brothers" (Eagle Peak in centre) from down the Valley--one of the strange formations of wonderful Yosemite. 6021 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Three Brothers" (Eagle Peak in centre) from down the Valley--one of the strange formations of wonderful Yosemite. 6021 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20867

Similar to RSN 20866.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4253 1/2

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: California
Eagle Peak
Three Brothers

North Dome, Half Dome and Clouds' Rest (E.N.E.) from north of river opposite "Three Brothers." 6022 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): North Dome, Half Dome and Clouds' Rest (E.N.E.) from north of river opposite "Three Brothers." 6022 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20868

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4258

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Mirror view of the majestic Cathedral Rocks--looking (W.S.W.) down the Valley. 6023 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mirror view of the majestic Cathedral Rocks--looking (W.S.W.) down the Valley. 6023 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20869

Similar to RSN 20870.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4250

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterscapes
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: California
Cathedral Rocks (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Mirror view of the majestic Cathedral Rocks--looking (W.S.W.) down the Valley. 6023 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mirror view of the majestic Cathedral Rocks--looking (W.S.W.) down the Valley. 6023 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20870

Similar to RSN 20869.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4250

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterscapes -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: California
Cathedral Rocks (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Amidst Yosemite’s charms--Sentinel Hotel, looking north across Valley to Yosemite Falls. 6024 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Amidst Yosemite’s charms--Sentinel Hotel, looking north across Valley to Yosemite Falls. 6024 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20871

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4260

Names: Sentinel Hotel (Yosemite National Park, California)

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)
Majestic Yosemite Point, and wind-sprayed Yosemite Falls (1,000 feet leap) (looking N.N.E.). 6025 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Majestic Yosemite Point, and wind-sprayed Yosemite Falls (1,000 feet leap) (looking N.N.E.). 6025 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20872

["Use 42517 for Touriscope"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
42517

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place:
California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

The Valley, Half Dome, Nevada Falls, Cap of Liberty and imposing Sierras (E.S.E.) from Eagle Peak. 6026 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Valley, Half Dome, Nevada Falls, Cap of Liberty and imposing Sierras (E.S.E.) from Eagle Peak. 6026 Interpositive. 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20873

RSN 20873 through 20877 are similar; [Made by ABH, verified by DD] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Cap of Liberty
Eagle Peak
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Nevada Falls (Yosemite National Park)
Sierras
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Valley, Half Dome, Nevada Falls, Cap of Liberty and imposing Sierras (E.S.E.) from Eagle Peak. 6026 Interpositive, 1908

Image(s): The Valley, Half Dome, Nevada Falls, Cap of Liberty and imposing Sierras (E.S.E.) from Eagle Peak. 6026 Interpositive. 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20874
RSN 20873 through 20877 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4254

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Cap of Liberty
Eagle Peak
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Nevada Falls (Yosemite National Park)
Sierras
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The Valley, Half Dome, Nevada Falls, Cap of Liberty and imposing Sierras (E.S.E.) from Eagle Peak. 6026 Interpositive, 1908

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

Image(s): The Valley, Half Dome, Nevada Falls, Cap of Liberty and imposing Sierras (E.S.E.) from Eagle Peak. 6026 Interpositive. 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20875

RSN 20873 through 20877 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)

Mountains -- California

Parks -- California

Valleys -- California

Waterfalls -- California.

**YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR**

**Place:** California

Cap of Liberty

Eagle Peak

Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)

Nevada Falls (Yosemite National Park)

Sierras

Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The Valley, Half Dome, Nevada Falls, Cap of Liberty and imposing Sierras (E.S.E.) from Eagle Peak. 6026 Interpositive, 1908

*2 pieces (5" x 7")*

Image(s): The Valley, Half Dome, Nevada Falls, Cap of Liberty and imposing Sierras (E.S.E.) from Eagle Peak. 6026 Interpositive. 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20876

RSN 20873 through 20877 are similar; frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4254B
The Valley, Half Dome, Nevada Falls, Cap of Liberty and imposing Sierras (E.S.E.) from Eagle Peak. 6026 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Valley, Half Dome, Nevada Falls, Cap of Liberty and imposing Sierras (E.S.E.) from Eagle Peak. 6026 Interpositive. 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Look straight up the sheer face of Glacier Point, 3,000 feet to the overhanging rocks. 6028 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Look straight up the sheer face of Glacier Point, 3,000 feet to the overhanging rocks. 6028 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20878

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4271 1/2

Topic: Formations (Geology)

Mountains -- California

Parks -- California

YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California

Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)

Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Yosemite Falls from Glacier Point trail. Caption No. 6027 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1901

1 Item (piece; 5” x 8”).

Image(s): Yosemite Falls from Glacier Point trail. Caption No. 6027 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20879

Similar to RSN 14145.

4270.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: Formations (Geology)

Horses -- California

Mountains -- California

Parks

Tourists

Waterfalls -- California.

YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR
Place: California -- 1900-1910  
Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)  
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)  
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Look straight down from overhanging rocks, Glacier Point, 3,257 feet into the Valley below. 6029 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Look straight down from overhanging rocks, Glacier Point, 3,257 feet into the Valley below. 6029 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 20880  
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
4277 1/2  

Topic: Formations (Geology)  
Mountains -- California  
Parks -- California  
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR  

Place: California  
Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)  
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Nearly a mile straight down and only a step--from Glacier Point (N.W.) across Valley to Yosemite Falls. 6030 Interpositive, 1910  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Nearly a mile straight down and only a step--from Glacier Point (N.W.) across Valley to Yosemite Falls. 6030 Interpositive 1910.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 20881  
Similar to RSN 20802, 20803 aned 26795.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].
Nearly a mile straight down and only a step--from Glacier Point (N.W.) across Valley to Yosemite Falls. 6030 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Nearly a mile straight down and only a step--from Glacier Point (N.W.) across Valley to Yosemite Falls. 6030 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20882

Similar to RSN 20801, 20803 and 26795; [Use 23951 Touriscope & Slide] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].
**Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates**

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

**NMAH.AC.0143**

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Nearly a mile straight down and only a step--from Glacier Point (N.W.) across Valley to Yosemite Falls. 6030 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20883

Similar to RSN 20801, 20802 and 26795; [Made by C.B. verified by M.S.] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)

Mountains -- California

Parks -- California

Tourists -- California

Waterfalls -- California.

**YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR**

**Place:** California

Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)

Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Overlooking Nature's grandest scenery--from Glacier Point (N.E.) over Half Home and Clouds' Rest. 6031 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Overlooking Nature's grandest scenery--from Glacier Point (N.E.) over Half Home and Clouds' Rest. 6031 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20884

Similar to RSN 26796.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4272

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)

Mountains -- California

Parks -- California

Tourists -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Clouds' Rest (Yosemite National Park)
Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Glacier Point (N.E.) up Tenaiya Canyon, over Mirror Lake, Half Dome and Clouds' Rest. 6032 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Glacier Point (N.E.) up Tenaiya Canyon, over Mirror Lake, Half Dome and Clouds' Rest. 6032 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20885

Similar to RSN 20886 and 20887.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4279 1/2

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Clouds' Rest (Yosemite National Park)
Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Mirror Lake
Tenaiya Canyon
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Glacier Point (N.E.) up Tenaiya Canyon, over Mirror Lake, Half Dome and Clouds' Rest. 6032 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Glacier Point (N.E.) up Tenaiya Canyon, over Mirror Lake, Half Dome and Clouds' Rest. 6032 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20886

Similar to RSN 20885 and 20887.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4279

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Clouds' Rest (Yosemite National Park)
Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Mirror Lake
Tenaiya Canyon
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

From Glacier Point (N.E.) up Tenaiya Canyon, over Mirror Lake, Half Dome and Clouds' Rest. 6032 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): From Glacier Point (N.E.) up Tenaiya Canyon, over Mirror Lake, Half Dome and Clouds' Rest. 6032 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20887

Similar to RSN 20885 and 20886; ["Touriscope"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Clouds’ Rest (Yosemite National Park)
Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Mirror Lake
Tenaiya Canyon
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Nevada and Vernal Falls, and Cap of Liberty--from Glacier Point (E.S.E.) to Mt. Clark (11,250 feet). 6033 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Nevada and Vernal Falls, and Cap of Liberty--from Glacier Point (E.S.E.) to Mt. Clark (11,250 feet). 6033 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20888
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 4280.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Cap of Liberty
Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)
Mt. Clark
Nevada Falls (Yosemite National Park)
Vernal Falls (California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Amidst the majestic heights and chasms of wonderful Yosemite Valley--from trail (N.N.W.). 6034 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5'' x 8'')
Image(s): Amidst the majestic heights and chasms of wonderful Yosemite Valley--from trail (N.N.W.). 6034 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20889

Similar to RSN 20890; [Made by C.B. verified by M.S.] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place:
California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Amidst the majestic heights and chasms of wonderful Yosemite Valley--from trail (N.N.W.). 6034 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5'' x 8'')
Image(s): Amidst the majestic heights and chasms of wonderful Yosemite Valley--from trail (N.N.W.). 6034 Interpositive 1910..
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20890

Similar to RSN 20889.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4284 1/2

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place:
California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)
On the brink of a fearful chasm--from Glacier Canyon (N.E.) to Half Dome. 6035 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): On the brink of a fearful chasm--from Glacier Canyon (N.E.) to Half Dome. 6035 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20891
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4282

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Yosemite Valley Tour

Place: California
Glacier Canyon (Yosemite National Park, California)
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Climbing up the steep zig-zag trail, at the eastern end of Yosemite Valley. 6036 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Climbing up the steep zig-zag trail, at the eastern end of Yosemite Valley. 6036 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20892
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4295
Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses -- California
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Trails -- California
Valleys -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Image(s): [Low view of high rock formation in Yosemite Valley.] Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20893

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mirror Lake, where Nature multiplies her charms--looking (N.E.) to Mt. Watkins. 6038 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mirror Lake, where Nature multiplies her charms--looking (N.E.) to Mt. Watkins. 6038 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20894

Similar to RSN 14146 and 20896; ["Use this new pos. for Touriscope"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Lakes -- California
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Mirror Lake
Mt. Watkins
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nevada Falls (605 feet high) and Cap of Liberty (1,800 feet high) from trail, looking E. 6037 Interpositive
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Nevada Falls (605 feet high) and Cap of Liberty (1,800 feet high) from trail, looking E. 6037 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20895

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses -- California
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Trails -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Cap of Liberty
Nevada Falls (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mirror Lake, where Nature multiplies her charms--looking (N.E.) to Mt. Watkins. 6038 Interpositive
Image(s): Mirror Lake, where Nature multiplies her charms—looking (N.E.) to Mt. Watkins. 6038 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20896

Similar to RSN 14146 and 20894.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4286

From Clouds' Rest (N.N.E.) over Lake Tenaiya to the distant Matterhorn (12,176 feet), Sierra Nevada Mountains. [Active no. 6039 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20897

Similar to RSN 26797.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 4296-1/2.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- California
Lakes -- California
Mountains -- California

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Page 11630 of 15344
From Clouds' Rest (S.E.) over Little Yosemite Valley to Mt. Clark (11,250 feet), Sierra Nevada Mountains. 6040 Interpositive, 1902

Image(s): From Clouds' Rest (S.E.) over Little Yosemite Valley to Mt. Clark (11,250 feet), Sierra Nevada Mountains. 6040 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20898

Similar to RSN 14147 and 20899.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4298 1/2

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Tourists -- California
Valleys -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Clouds' Rest (Yosemite National Park)
Mt. Clark
Sierra Nevada Mountains (California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Clouds' Rest (S.E.) over Little Yosemite Valley to Mt. Clark (11,250 feet), Sierra Nevada Mountains. 6040 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Clouds' Rest (S.E.) over Little Yosemite Valley to Mt. Clark (11,250 feet), Sierra Nevada Mountains. 6040 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20899
Similar to RSN 14147 and 20898.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Tourists -- California
Valleys -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: California
Clouds' Rest (Yosemite National Park)
Mt. Clark
Sierra Nevada Mountains (California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bridal Veil Falls. 6041 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bridal Veil Falls. 6041 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20900
"Made by W.S." on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Waterfalls -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: Bridalveil Fall (Calif.)
California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)
Cathedral Spires and the majestic Cathedral Rocks, from across the Merced River. 6042 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cathedral Spires and the majestic Cathedral Rocks, from across the Merced River. 6042 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20901

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4249

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Rivers -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Cathedral Rocks (California)
Merced River (California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Eagle Peak east over the magnificent Yosemite Valley to Half Dome, Clouds' Rest and the snow-capped Sierras. 6043 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Eagle Peak east over the magnificent Yosemite Valley to Half Dome, Clouds' Rest and the snow-capped Sierras. 6043 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20902

Similar to RSN 20903.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].
From Eagle Peak east over the magnificent Yosemite Valley to Half Dome, Clouds' Rest and the snow-capped Sierras. 6043 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Eagle Peak east over the magnificent Yosemite Valley to Half Dome, Clouds' Rest and the snow-capped Sierras. 6043 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20903

Similar to RSN 20902.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216],

Copy and Version Identification Note

4255(A)


Place: California Clouds' Rest (Yosemite National Park) Eagle Peak (British Columbia) Half Dome (Yosemite National Park) Sierra Nevada Mountains (California) Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Above the clouds on Eagle Peak. 6044 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Above the clouds on Eagle Peak. 6044 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20904

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Eagle Peak (British Columbia)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Yosemite's surpassing beauty--mirrored image of the distant majestic Yosemite Falls. 6045 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Yosemite's surpassing beauty--mirrored image of the distant majestic Yosemite Falls. 6045 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20905

Similar to RSN 20906.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4259

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
**Form:** Stereoscopic photographs

Yosemite’s surpassing beauty--mirrored image of the distant majestic Yosemite Falls. 6045 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** Yosemite’s surpassing beauty--mirrored image of the distant majestic Yosemite Falls. 6045 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20906

Similar to RSN 20905.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

4259 1/2

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
Yosemite Valley--Misc.

**Place:** California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
**Form:** Stereoscopic photographs

Room in the old Hutchings house--first in the Valley--built around an 8-foot cedar tree. [Active no. 6046 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")]

**Image(s):** Room in the old Hutchings house--first in the Valley--built around an 8-foot cedar tree. [Active no. 6046 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20907

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 4261.
Names: Hutchings House (Calif.)

Topic: Cedars -- California
Dwellings -- California
Interior architecture -- California
Trees -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Yosemite Falls (2,600 feet high, 30 feet stream), the grandest of the many falls of Yosemite Valley. 6047 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Yosemite Falls (2,600 feet high, 30 feet stream), the grandest of the many falls of Yosemite Valley. 6047 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20908

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4262

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Paths -- California
Trails -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Look down into vapory 30-foot stream from top of Yosemite Falls, 2,600 feet to Valley below. 6050 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Look down into vapory 30-foot stream from top of Yosemite Falls, 2,600 feet to Valley below. 6050 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20909

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4265

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
Yosemite Valley--Misc.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

Look up steep slope to Yosemite Point showing Upper Falls, and "Thumb" or "Lost Arrow" of Indian legend. 6051 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Look up steep slope to Yosemite Point showing Upper Falls, and "Thumb" or "Lost Arrow" of Indian legend. 6051 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20910

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4266

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
Yosemite Valley--Misc.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)
Yosemite Point

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Side view of high rock formation in Yosemite Valley.] 6053 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Side view of high rock formation in Yosemite Valley.] 6053 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20911

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4267

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Agassiz Column, Nature's memorial of her renowned disciple, amidst her grandest handiwork--from Union Point (N.N.W.) to Yosemite Falls. 6055 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Agassiz Column, Nature's memorial of her renowned disciple, amidst her grandest handiwork--from Union Point (N.N.W.) to Yosemite Falls. 6055 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20912

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4269

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Rocks -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.
Place: Agassiz Column (Yosemite National Park)
            California
Union Point (Yosemite National Park)
            Yosemite National Park (Calif.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

On overhanging rocks, Glacier Point, 3,257 feet above Valley (E.) over Cap of Liberty and snow-capped Sierras. 6056 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): On overhanging rocks, Glacier Point, 3,257 feet above Valley (E.) over Cap of Liberty and snow-capped Sierras. 6056 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
            English.
            Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
            RSN 20913
Similar to RSN 20914.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
            4273
Topic: Formations (Geology)
            Mountains -- California
            Parks -- California
            Rocks -- California
            Valleys -- California
            YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.
Place: California
            Cap of Liberty
            Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)
            Sierra Nevada Mountains
            Yosemite National Park (Calif.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

On overhanging rocks, Glacier Point, 3,257 feet above Valley (E.) over Cap of Liberty and snow-capped Sierras. 6056 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): On overhanging rocks, Glacier Point, 3,257 feet above Valley (E.) over Cap of Liberty and snow-capped Sierras. 6056 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
            English.
            Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20914

Similar to RSN 20913.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4273

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Rocks -- California
Valleys -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Cap of Liberty
Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)
Sierra Nevada Mountains
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the point of Glacier Rock, suspended above a 3,200-foot chasm. 6057
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): On the point of Glacier Rock, suspended above a 3,200-foot chasm. 6057 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20915

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4275

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Rocks -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Glacier Rock (Yosemite National Park, California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marvelous Yosemite--Tenaiya Canyon--North Dome, Mt. Watkins (to left) and Clouds' Rest (to right) from Glacier Point (N.E.). 6058 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Marvelous Yosemite--Tenaiya Canyon--North Dome, Mt. Watkins (to left) and Clouds' Rest (to right) from Glacier Point (N.E.). 6058 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20916

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4278

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Clouds' Rest (Yosemite National Park)
Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)
Mt. Watkins
North Dome
Tenaiya Canyon
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Glacier Canyon (N.E.) over Half Dome and Clouds' Rest, showing Vernal Falls. 6059 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): From Glacier Canyon (N.E.) over Half Dome and Clouds' Rest, showing Vernal Falls. 6059 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20917
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4281

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
Yosemite Valley--Misc.

Place: California
Clouds' Rest (Yosemite National Park)
Glacier Canyon (Yosemite National Park, California)
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Vernal Falls (California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

From Glacier Canyon (N.E.) over Half Dome to snow-capped Mt. Hoffman (10,921 feet. 6060 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Glacier Canyon (N.E.) over Half Dome to snow-capped Mt. Hoffman (10,921 feet. 6060 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20918

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4283

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Yosemite Valley--Misc.

Place: California
Glacier Canyon (Yosemite National Park, California)
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Mt. Hoffman
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Nature’s marvelous architecture--North Dome (3,700 feet high), Royal Arches and Washington Tower (looking N.E.). 6061 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20919

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4287

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place:
California
North Dome
Royal Arches
Washington Tower
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Tis-sa-ack Bridge (N.) along Merced River to Royal Arches, and North Dome. 6062 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): From Tis-sa-ack Bridge (N.) along Merced River to Royal Arches, and North Dome. 6062 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20920

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4288

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Rivers -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Merced River (California)
North Dome (California)
Royal Arches (California)
Tis-sa-ack Bridge (California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The dashing rapids of the Merced River, where they pass the Happy Isles.
6063 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The dashing rapids of the Merced River, where they pass the Happy Isles. 6063 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20921

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4290

Topic: Islands -- California
Parks -- California
Rapids -- California
Rivers -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Happy Isles (California)
Merced River (California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple pauses on rustic forest trail. Active no. 6064 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20922

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 4289.

Topic: Forests -- California
      Love -- California
      Parks -- California
      Paths -- California
      Trails -- California
      YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
       Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The enchanted Vale--roaring Merced River and beautiful Vernal Falls, from Lade Franklin Rock. [Active no. 6065 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20923

Similar to RSN 20924.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Orig. no. 4291.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Mountains -- California
       Parks -- California
       Rapids -- California
       Rivers -- California
       Waterfalls -- California.
       YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
       Lade Franklin Rock (California)
       Merced River (California)
       Vernal Falls (California)
       Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
The enchanted Vale--roaring Merced River and beautiful Vernal Falls, from Lade Franklin Rock. 6065 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The enchanted Vale--roaring Merced River and beautiful Vernal Falls, from Lade Franklin Rock. 6065 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20924

Similar to RSN 20923.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216],

Copy and Version Identification Note
4291 1/2

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Rapids -- California
Rivers -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Lade Franklin Rock (California)
Merced River (California)
Vernal Falls (California)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Nevada Falls (605 feet fall), the most majestic of Yosemite's waterfalls. 6067 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Nevada Falls (605 feet fall), the most majestic of Yosemite's waterfalls. 6067 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20925

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].
From Clouds' Rest (N.E.) to Cathedral Peaks, in the snow-clad Sierra Nevada mountains. 6068 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Clouds' Rest (N.E.) to Cathedral Peaks, in the snow-clad Sierra Nevada mountains. 6068 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20926

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

[Vehicle tracks in snow on Yosemite Valley floor, falls in background.] 6069 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Vehicle tracks in snow on Yosemite Valley floor, falls in background.] 6069 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20927

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4301

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Snow -- California
Waterfalls -- California.
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A wonder to the primitive inhabitants--Santa Fe train crossing Canyon Diablo. 6072 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A wonder to the primitive inhabitants--Santa Fe train crossing Canyon Diablo. 6072 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20928

Same as RSN 14140 and 26804.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6424

Topic: Bridges -- Arizona
Canyons -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Trains -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
Canyon Diablo (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Santa Fe (N.M.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From Red to San Francisco Mountains--a woody wilderness in sun-kissed Arizona. 6073 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Red to San Francisco Mountains--a woody wilderness in sun-kissed Arizona. 6073 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20929

Similar to RSN 26805.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6390 1/2

Topic: GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Horses -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Red Mountains
San Francisco Mountains

Labyrinthine ways through the lava-ash formations, Red Mountain crater. 6075 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Labyrinthine ways through the lava-ash formations, Red Mountain crater. 6075 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20930
Similar to RSN 26807; ["Use 41303 for Touriscope slide"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6394

Topic: Craters -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Lava -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Volcanic rock -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Red Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Image(s): "The sinuous Colorado, yellow as the Tiber," north from Bissell's Point.
6076 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20931

Similar to RSN 14149, 20932, 20933 and 26808.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Parks -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Bissell's Point (Arizona)
Colorado River (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
"The sinuous Colorado, yellow as the Tiber," north from Bissell's Point.
6076 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "The sinuous Colorado, yellow as the Tiber," north from Bissell's Point. 6076 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20932

Similar to RSN 14149, 20931, 20933 and 26808.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic:
Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Parks -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Bissell's Point (Arizona)
Colorado River (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The sinuous Colorado, yellow as the Tiber," north from Bissell's Point.
6076 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "The sinuous Colorado, yellow as the Tiber," north from Bissell's Point. 6076 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20933

Similar to RSN 14149, 20931, 20932 and 26808.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
"Like 6328"
Among the buttes, Red Canyon trail. 6077 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Among the buttes, Red Canyon trail. 6077 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20934

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6331

Fathoming the depth of a vanished sea--Grand Canyon from Hance's Cove. 6078 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fathoming the depth of a vanished sea--Grand Canyon from Hance's Cove. 6078 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20935

Similar to RSN 20936.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6336(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Canyons -- Arizona</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formations (Geology) -- Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valleys -- Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Canyon (Ariz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hance's Cove (Arizona)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fathoming the depth of a vanished sea--Grand Canyon from Hance's Cove. 6078 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fathoming the depth of a vanished sea--Grand Canyon from Hance's Cove. 6078 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20936

[Made by C.B. verified by M.S.] on envelope; similar to RSN 20935.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Canyons -- Arizona</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formations (Geology) -- Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valleys -- Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Canyon (Ariz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hance's Cove (Arizona)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dendrite stalagmites in a limestone cave. 6080 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Dendrite stalagmites in a limestone cave. 6080 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20937

Similar to RSN 26810.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6362 1/2

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Caves -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Stalagmites -- Arizona
Valleys -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Angels' Gateway and Newberry Terrace from Cottonwood Spring. Active no. 6081 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Angels' Gateway and Newberry Terrace from Cottonwood Spring. Active no. 6081 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20938

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216]. Orig. no. 6364.

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Valleys -- Arizona

Place: Angels' Gateway (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
Arizona
Cottonwood Spring (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Beside the Colorado, looking up to Zoroaster Tower from Pipe Creek. 6082
Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20939

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6352

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Rivers -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Valleys -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Colorado River (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Pipe Creek (Arizona)
Zoroaster Tower (Arizona)

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Down the Granite gorge of the Colorado (1,200 feet deep) from Pyrites Point. 6083 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Down the Granite gorge of the Colorado (1,200 feet deep) from Pyrites Point. 6083 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20940

Similar to RSN 14150.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Topic:  Canyons -- Arizona
        Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
        GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
        Gorges -- Arizona
        Rivers -- Arizona
        Valleys -- Arizona

Place:  Arizona
        Colorado River (Arizona)
        Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
        Pyrites Point

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Prosppecting for gold--Indian Garden Creek. 6084 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Prospecting for gold--Indian Garden Creek. 6084 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

  RSN 20941

Similar to RSN 26811.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

  6354(A)

  Topic:  Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
          GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
          Gold -- Arizona
          Mules -- Arizona
          Prospectors -- Arizona
          Valleys -- Arizona

  Place:  Arizona
          Grand Canyon (Arizona)
          Indian Garden Creek (Grand Canyon, Arizona)

  Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

Rounding "Cape Horn" on the Bright Angel trail. 6085 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Rounding "Cape Horn" on the Bright Angel trail. 6085 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20942
Similar to RSN 20943.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6358 1/2

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Horses -- Arizona
Paths -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Bright Angel Trail (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Paths -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Bright Angel Trail (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Arizona)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Thomas Moran, America’s greatest scenic artist, sketching at Bright Angel Cove. 6086 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”) Image(s): Thomas Moran, America’s greatest scenic artist, sketching at Bright Angel Cove. 6086 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20944

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6357

Topic: Artists -- Arizona
Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA

Place: Arizona
Bright Angel Cove (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Moran, Thomas

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Over all broods a solemn silence"--sunset at O'Neill's Point. 6087 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”) Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20945
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6346

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
O'Neill's Point

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the brink, one mile above the river--N.W. from Rowe's Point. 6089 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): On the brink, one mile above the river--N.W. from Rowe's Point. 6089 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20946

Similar to RSN 20947.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6340

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Children -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Rivers -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Rowe's Point

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the brink, one mile above the river--N.W. from Rowe's Point. 6089 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): On the brink, one mile above the river--N.W. from Rowe's Point. 6089 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20947
Similar to RSN 20946.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6340(A)

 Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
         Children -- Arizona
         Formations (Geology)
         GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
         Rivers -- Arizona

 Place: Arizona
         Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
         Rowe's Point (Arizona)

 Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

A labyrinth of canyons--north from Moran's Point. 6090 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A labyrinth of canyons--north from Moran's Point. 6090 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20948
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6326

 Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
         Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
         GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
         Tourists -- Arizona

 Place: Arizona
         Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Moran's Point

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Going into a yawning chasm 5,000 feet deep, Moran's Point. 6091
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Going into a yawning chasm 5,000 feet deep, Moran's Point. 6091 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20949

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6329

Topic:  Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Tourists -- Arizona

Place:  Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Moran's Point

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman beside horse looking into Grand Canyon.] 6092 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Woman beside horse looking into Grand Canyon.] 6092 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20950

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6325

Topic:  Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Looking down upon Ayer's Peak, a mountain 6,000 feet high. 6093 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking down upon Ayer's Peak, a mountain 6,000 feet high. 6093 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20951

Similar to RSN 20952 and 20953.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6337

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Ayer's Peak (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down upon Ayer's Peak, a mountain 6,000 feet high. 6093 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking down upon Ayer's Peak, a mountain 6,000 feet high. 6093 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering to glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20952

Similar to RSN 20951 and 20953.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6337 1/2

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Ayer's Peak (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down upon Ayer's Peak, a mountain 6,000 feet high. 6093 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking down upon Ayer's Peak, a mountain 6,000 feet high. 6093 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20953

Similar to RSN 20951 and 20952.
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6337(b)

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Ayer's Peak (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the rim one mile above the plateau, O'Neill's Point. 6094 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): On the rim one mile above the plateau, O'Neil's Point. 6094 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20954
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6341

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
O'Neil's Point

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon; odd rock formations.] 6095 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20955
Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6343

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Rocks

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon.] 6096 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20956

Similar to RSN 20957

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6342

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon.] 6096 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20957

Similar to RSN 20956

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6342 1/2

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Place: Arizona
   Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Image(s): [Tourists and photographer looking into Grand Canyon.] 6097 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6344

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
   Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
   GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
   Photographers -- Arizona
   Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
   Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An eroded sentinel--survivor of the primeval flood. 6098 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6345

Topic: Canyons
   Formations (Geology)
   GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Arizona
Rocks

Place:
Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Up the Colorado River from Pyrites Point to Zoroaster Tower. 6099 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Up the Colorado River from Pyrites Point to Zoroaster Tower. 6099 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20960

Similar to RSN 20961.

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6349(A)

Topic:
Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Colorado River (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Pyrites Point (Arizona)
Zoroaster Tower (Arizona)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Up the Colorado River from Pyrites Point to Zoroaster Tower. 6099 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Up the Colorado River from Pyrites Point to Zoroaster Tower. 6099 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20961

Similar to RSN 20960

Currently stored in box 3.2.12 [216].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6349

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Colorado River
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Pyrites Point
Zoroaster Tower

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman looking into Grand Canyon.] 6101 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Woman looking into Grand Canyon.] 6101 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20962

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Thirteen miles from rim to rim--north from Sentinel Point. 6103 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20963

Similar to RSN 26813.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6360

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Horses -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Sentinel Point (Grand Canyon)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

W.N.W.--down Colorado River from foot of Grand View trail (1,200 feet cut through solid granite). 6104 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): W.N.W.--down Colorado River from foot of Grand View trail (1,200 feet cut through solid granite). 6104 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20964

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6363

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
Colorado River
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Grand View Trail (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where a misstep means destruction--looking from head of Grand View trail.
6105 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20965

Same as RSN 20966
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6365 1/2

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Grand View Trail (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where a misstep means destruction--looking from head of Grand View trail.
6105 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20966

Same as RSN 20965
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].
Copy and Version Identification Note

6365

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Grand View Trail (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Coppermine Ridge, from the plateau, Grand View trail. 6106 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Coppermine Ridge, from the plateau, Grand View trail. 6106 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20967
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Coppermine Ridge (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Grand View Trail (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Crossing the lower plateau toward the Colorado River, Grand View trail. 6107 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Crossing the lower plateau toward the Colorado River, Grand View trail. 6107 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20968

Similar to RSN 20970.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6367

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Horses -- Arizona
Paths -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Grand View Trail (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Serpentine Fault (asbestos deposit) from the South Cliff of the Colorado River. 6108 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Serpentine Fault (asbestos deposit) from the South Cliff of the Colorado River. 6108 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20969

Similar to RSN 20971.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6368

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Horses -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Serpentine Fault
Crossing the lower plateau toward the Colorado River, Grand View trail.
6107 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Crossing the lower plateau toward the Colorado River, Grand View trail. 6107 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20970
Similar to RSN 20968.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6367(A)

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Horses -- Arizona
Paths -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Grand View Trail (Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Serpentine Fault (asbestos deposit) from the South Cliff of the Colorado River. 6108 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Serpentine Fault (asbestos deposit) from the South Cliff of the Colorado River. 6108 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20971
Similar to RSN 20969.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6368 1/2

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
            Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
            GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
            Horses -- Arizona
            Mountains -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
            Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
            Serpentine Fault

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Gigantic Red Sandstone terrace, looking south from lower plateau. 6109 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gigantic Red Sandstone terrace, looking south from lower plateau. 6109 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20972

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6370

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
            Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
            GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
            Horses -- Arizona
            Mountains -- Arizona
            Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
            Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A mighty sentinel in a trackless waste--Zoroaster Tower. 6110 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20973

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6371

Topic: Canyons
Donkeys
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Arizona
Mules

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Zoroaster Tower

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Angels' Gateway and Newberry Terrace from across the Colorado River.
Caption no. 6111 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5” x 8”).

Image(s): Angels' Gateway and Newberry Terrace from across the Colorado River. Caption no. 6111 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 20974

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209]. Orig. no. 6374.

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona

Place: Angels' Gateway (Grand Canyon, Arizona)
Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Newberry Terrace
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkers with horses on trail in Grand Canyon.] 6112 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Walkers with horses on trail in Grand Canyon.] 6112 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20975
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].
Copy and Version Identification Note
6375
Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Horses -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Young mountaineers--a dangerous playground. 6113 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Young mountaineers--a dangerous playground. 6113 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20976
Similar to RSN 20977 and 20978.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].
Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Children -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Young mountaineers--a dangerous playground. 6113 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Young mountaineers--a dangerous playground. 6113 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20977

Similar to RSN 20976 and 20978.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic:  Canyons -- Arizona
Children -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous

Place:  Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Young mountaineers--a dangerous playground. 6113 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Young mountaineers--a dangerous playground. 6113 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20978

Similar to RSN 20976 and 20977.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6378 1/2

Topic:  Canyons -- Arizona
Children -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders on train in Grand Canyon. Active no. 6114: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20979

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Orig. no. 6384.

Topic: Canyons
Donkeys
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON--Miscellaneous
Horses
Paths
Trails

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders on trail in Grand Canyon.] 6116 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Riders on trail in Grand Canyon.] 6116 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20980

Similar to RSN 20981.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6333a
[Riders on trail in Grand Canyon.] 6116 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Riders on trail in Grand Canyon.] 6116 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20981
Similar to RSN 20980.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6333

[Riders on trail in Grand Canyon.] 6118 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Riders on trail in Grand Canyon.] 6118 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20982

Similar to RSN 20983.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6332a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Canyons -- Arizona</th>
<th>Formations (Geology) -- Arizona</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- Arizona</td>
<td>Tourists -- Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trails -- Arizona</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Arizona</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Canyon (Ariz.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Riders on trail in Grand Canyon.] 6118 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Riders on trail in Grand Canyon.] 6118 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20983

Similar to RSN 20982.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6332

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Canyons -- Arizona</th>
<th>Formations (Geology) -- Arizona</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- Arizona</td>
<td>Tourists -- Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trails -- Arizona</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Arizona</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Canyon (Ariz.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A vast incomparable void—north from head of Red Canyon Trail, Grand Canyon of Arizona. 6119 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20984

Same as RSN 20985

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Red Canyon Trail

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A vast incomparable void—north from head of Red Canyon Trail, Grand Canyon of Arizona. 6119 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20985

Same as RSN 20984

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Red Canyon Trail

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon.] 6120 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20986

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6353

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 6121 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 6121 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20987

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6338

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Children -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 6122 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 6122 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20988

Similar to RSN 20989.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6379

Topic:

Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Horses -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona

Place:

Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 6122 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 6122 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20989

Similar to RSN 20988.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6379 1/2

Topic:

Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Horses -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of cliff in Grand Canyon.] 6123 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20990
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6355

Topic: Canyons
Cliffs
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group with tent and camp fire in Grand Canyon.] 6125 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family group with tent and camp fire in Grand Canyon.] 6125 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20991
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6386

Topic: Camps -- Arizona
[Campers sleeping on narrow ledge in Grand Canyon.] 6126 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20992
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6361

Topic: Campers
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
Sleepers

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View into Grand Canyon.] 6130 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20993
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6381
Topic: Canyons  
Formations (Geology)  
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous  

Place: Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

[Riders at bottom of Grand Canyon; odd rock formations. Active no. 6131: stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 20994  

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].  

Orig. no. 6395.  

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona  
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona  
GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous  
Horses -- Arizona  
Paths  
Trails  

Place: Arizona  
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

[Riders at bottom of Grand Canyon.] 6132 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): [Riders at bottom of Grand Canyon.] 6132 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 20995  

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].
[Riders at bottom of Grand Canyon.] 6133 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Riders at bottom of Grand Canyon.] 6133 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20996
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6393

Nature's barriers conquered by human genius--Railway over Canyon Diablo. 6134 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Nature's barriers conquered by human genius--Railway over Canyon Diablo. 6134 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 20997

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6402

Topic: Bridges -- Arizona
      Canyons -- Arizona
      Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
      GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
      Railroads -- Arizona
      Trains -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
      Canyon Diablo (Arizona)
      Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group under blankets in Grand Canyon.] 6136 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8")

Image(s): [Family group under blankets in Grand Canyon.] 6136 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 20998

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6377

Topic: Campers -- Arizona
      Family -- Arizona
      GRAND CANYON-Miscellaneous
      Sleepers -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
      Grand Canyon (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Where Copper is king, Clifton. 6139 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where Copper is king, Clifton. 6139 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 20999

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6404

Topic:

ARIZONA-Miscellaneous
Copper mining -- Arizona
Family -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Mines -- Arizona
Tents -- Arizona
Villages -- Arizona

Genre/
Form:

Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:

Arizona
Clifton (Arizona)

Climbing the last loop on the mountain railway to Morenci copper mines.

6140 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Climbing the last loop on the mountain railway to Morenci copper mines. 6140 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21000

Similar to RSN 26817.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6405 1/2

Topic:

ARIZONA-Miscellaneous
Bridges -- Arizona
Copper mining -- Arizona
Mines -- Arizona
A street in the mining camp of Morenci. 6141 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A street in the mining camp of Morenci. 6141 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21001
Same as RSN 21002.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6406

Topic: ARIZONA-Miscellaneous
Children -- Arizona
Copper mining -- Arizona
Donkeys -- Arizona
Dwellings -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Mines -- Arizona
Villages -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Morenci (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A street in the mining camp of Morenci. 6141 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A street in the mining camp of Morenci. 6141 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21002
Same as RSN 21001.
The Detroit Copper Company's concentrator in the copper hills of Morenci. 6142 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Detroit Copper Company's concentrator in the copper hills of Morenci. 6142 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21003

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6409

Names: Detroit Copper Company
Topic: ARIZONA-Miscellaneous
       Copper mining -- Arizona
       Dogs -- Arizona
       Donkeys -- Arizona
       Factories -- Arizona
       Mines -- Arizona
       Mountains -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Morenci (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The mountains of copper ore, King Canyon, near Metcalf. 6143 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21004

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6407

Topic: ARIZONA-Miscellaneous
       Canyons
       Copper mining
       Formations (Geology)
       Mines
       Mountains -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       King Canyon (Metcalf, Arizona)
       Metcalf (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Drilling copper ore, one mile underground--the Wilson mine, Metcalf. 6146 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Drilling copper ore, one mile underground--the Wilson mine, Metcalf. 6146 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21005

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6411

Topic: ARIZONA-Miscellaneous
       Copper mining -- Arizona
       Laborers -- Arizona
       Mines -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Metcalf (Arizona)
Wilson

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Agatized ruins of a great primeval forest, near Adamana. 6149 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Agatized ruins of a great primeval forest, near Adamana. 6149 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21006

Similar to RSN 21007.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

41514;41671

Topic:

ARIZONA-Miscellaneous

Children -- Arizona

Mountains -- Arizona

Petrified forests -- Arizona

Trees -- Arizona

Genre/ Form:

Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Place:

Adamana (Ariz.)

Arizona

Agatized ruins of a great primeval forest, near Adamana. 6149 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Agatized ruins of a great primeval forest, near Adamana. 6149 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21007

Similar to RSN 21006.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: ARIZONA-Miscellaneous
A fallen monarch of an unknown age, Petrified Forest. 6150 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): A fallen monarch of an unknown age, Petrified Forest. 6150 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21008
Similar to RSN 21009 and 26822.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].
Ruins of the Cliff Dwellers, in the sheer walls of Bonito Canyon. 6151
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ruins of the Cliff Dwellers, in the sheer walls of Bonito Canyon.
6151 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21010

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6397

Home of a vanished race--cliff dwellings in Walnut Canyon. 6153
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Home of a vanished race--cliff dwellings in Walnut Canyon. 6153 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21011

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6397

Topic: ARIZONA-Miscellaneous
   Canyons -- Arizona
   Cliff-dwellers -- Arizona
   Cliffs -- Arizona
   Dwellings -- Arizona
   Formations (Geology)
   Homes -- Arizona
   Ruins -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
   Walnut Canyon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The spring round-up, Sierra Bonito Ranch--the greatest cattle ranch in Arizona. 6154 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21012

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6413

Topic: ARIZONA-Miscellaneous
   Cows
   Ranches

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Arizona
   Sierra Bonita Ranch

Sheep Raising, an extensive industry in Northern Arizona. 6159 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sheep Raising, an extensive industry in Northern Arizona. 6159 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21013

Similar to RSN 14152.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6417

Topic: ARIZONA-Miscellaneous
Cowboys -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Sheep -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Arizona

A crevice in the lava beds, near Sunset Mountain. 6160 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A crevice in the lava beds, near Sunset Mountain. 6160 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21014

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6399

Topic: ARIZONA-Miscellaneous
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Lava -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Volcanic rock -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Sunset Mountain

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man kneeling and shooting rifle in desert area.] 6161 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Man kneeling and shooting rifle in desert area.] 6161 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 21015

Same as RSN 26827.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Arizona
Rifles -- Arizona
hunters -- Arizona

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:** Arizona

Indian pictographs, undeciphered writing of antiquity, near Adamana, Arizona. 6164 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Indian pictographs, undeciphered writing of antiquity, near Adamana, Arizona. 6164 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21016

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6421

**Topic:** American Indians
Art -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Evening on the desert--Navajo Indian Reservation, Indian trading post, Canyon Diablo, Navajo Reservation, Arizona. [Active no. 6165 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21017
Same as RSN 21018.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: American Indians
Deserts -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Canyon Diablo (Arizona)

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Indians of North America -- Arizona
Navajo Indians -- Arizona

Evening on the desert--Navajo Indian Reservation, Indian trading post, Canyon Diablo, Navajo Reservation, Arizona. [Active no. 6165 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21018
Same as RSN 21017.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].
[American Indians with donkeys in front of home.] 6166 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [American Indians with donkeys in front of home.] 6166 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21019
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6425

Navajo blanket weaving—an Indian Hogan (hut) on the Navajo Reservation, Arizona. [Active no. 6168 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21020
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].
Orig. No. 6427.

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Topic: American Indians
Blankets -- Arizona
Handicraft
Hogans -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona

Place: Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Indians of North America -- Arizona
Navajo Indians -- Arizona

Government well, sole water supply for Indian village of Oraibi, Arizona. 6169 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Government well, sole water supply for Indian village of Oraibi, Arizona. 6169 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21021

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6428

Topic: American Indians
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Water -- Arizona
Wells -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Arizona
Oraibi (Arizona)

The metropolis of the Hopi--Oraibi, Arizona. Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The metropolis of the Hopi--Oraibi, Arizona. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21022

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6429

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
American Indians
Donkeys -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Oraibi (Arizona)

The rain dancers (Kachinas) leaving Oraibi, largest of the Hopi Indian villages, Arizona. 6171 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The rain dancers (Kachinas) leaving Oraibi, largest of the Hopi Indian villages, Arizona. 6171 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21023

Same as RSN 26829.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
American Indians
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Rain dancers -- Arizona
Villages -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Kachinas
Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A morning promenade, Oraibi, Hopi Reservation, Arizona. 6172 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): A morning promenade, Oraibi, Hopi Reservation, Arizona. 6172 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21024

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6431

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
American Indians
Children -- Arizona
Family -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Terrace homes of Hopi Indians--street scenes in Oraibi, Hopi Reservation, Arizona. 6173 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Terrace homes of Hopi Indians--street scenes in Oraibi, Hopi Reservation, Arizona. 6173 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21025

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6432

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
American Indians
Children -- Arizona
Family -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "strenuous" (?) life of the Hopi Indians--an afternoon scene, Oraibi village, Arizona. 6174 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "strenuous" (?) life of the Hopi Indians--an afternoon scene, Oraibi village, Arizona. 6174 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21026

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6433

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
American Indians
Children -- Arizona
Family -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 247

Image(s)

Jesters and sacred "rain bringers" (Kachinas), Hopi Indian village of Oraibi, Arizona. 6175 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Jesters and sacred "rain bringers" (Kachinas), Hopi Indian village of Oraibi, Arizona. 6175 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21027
Same as RSN 26830.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
      American Indians
      Dwellings -- Arizona
      Indians of North America -- Arizona

Occupation: Dancers -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Hopi Indians -- Arizona
       Kachinas
       Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

"Runaway Fox" (Kewanwahtiwa) and his home at Oraibi, Hopi Indian Reservation, Arizona. 6176 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Runaway Fox" (Kewanwahtiwa) and his home at Oraibi, Hopi Indian Reservation, Arizona. 6176 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21028

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6435

Names: Kewanwahtiwa, Hopi

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
       American Indians
       Donkeys -- Arizona
       Dwellings -- Arizona
       Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Hopi Indians -- Arizona
       Oraibi (Arizona)
       Runaway Fox

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Hopi Indian woman's occupation--baby nursing and basket-weaving--Oraibi, Arizona. 6177 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hopi Indian woman's occupation--baby nursing and basket-weaving--Oraibi, Arizona. 6177 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21029

Similar to RSN 21030 and 26832.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Names: Adamson, Glenn
Topic: American Indians
Children -- Arizona
Handicraft -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi -- Arizona
Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hopi Indian woman's occupation--baby nursing and basket-weaving--Oraibi, Arizona. 6177 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hopi Indian woman's occupation--baby nursing and basket-weaving--Oraibi, Arizona. 6177 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21030

Similar to RSN 21029 and 26832.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6436

Names: Adamson, Glenn
Topic: American Indians
Children -- Arizona
Handicraft -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place:
- Arizona
- Hopi Indians -- Arizona
- Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Primitive methods--a Hopi squaw coiling clay into pottery--Oraibi, Arizona. 6179 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Primitive methods--a Hopi squaw coiling clay into pottery--Oraibi, Arizona. 6179 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
- RSN 21031

Same as RSN 21032 and 21033.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic:
- American Indians
- Children -- Arizona
- Handicraft -- Arizona
- Homes -- Arizona
- Indians of North America -- Arizona
- Pottery -- Arizona

Place:
- Arizona
- Hopi Indians -- Arizona
- Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Primitive methods--a Hopi squaw coiling clay into pottery--Oraibi, Arizona. 6179 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Primitive methods--a Hopi squaw coiling clay into pottery--Oraibi, Arizona. 6179 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower right corner missing.
Local Numbers
RSN 21032
Same as RSN 21031 and 21033.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6438

Topic:
American Indians
Children -- Arizona
Handicraft -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Pottery -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Primitive methods--a Hopi squaw coiling clay into pottery--Oraibi, Arizona. 6179 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Primitive methods--a Hopi squaw coiling clay into pottery--Oraibi, Arizona. 6179 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 21033
Same as RSN 21031 and 21032.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic:
American Indians
Children -- Arizona
Handicraft -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Pottery -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Oraibi (Arizona)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Principal street of the Indian village of Shonghopavi, Hopi Reservation, Arizona. 6180 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Principal street of the Indian village of Shonghopavi, Hopi Reservation, Arizona. 6180 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21034

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6439

Topic:
Adobe houses -- Arizona
American Indians
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Rocks -- Arizona
Villages -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Shonghopavi (Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Kachina dance to the rain god, Hopi Indian village, Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6181 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Kachina dance to the rain god, Hopi Indian village, Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6181 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21035

Same as RSN 21036.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6440
The Kachina dance to the rain god, Hopi Indian village, Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6181 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Kachina dance to the rain god, Hopi Indian village, Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6181 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21036
Same as RSN 21035.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

The Hopi Indian rain dancers whose masks are held sacred, Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6182 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Hopi Indian rain dancers whose masks are held sacred, Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6182 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21037

Same as RSN 21038.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6441

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
American Indians
Dogs -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Masks -- Arizona

Occupation: Dancers -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Kachinas
Shonghopavi (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Hopi Indian rain dancers whose masks are held sacred, Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6182 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Hopi Indian rain dancers whose masks are held sacred, Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6182 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21038

Same as RSN 21037.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
American Indians
Dogs -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Masks -- Arizona

Occupation: Dancers -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Kachinas
Shonghopavi (Arizona)
The masked Kachinas (Hopi Indian "rain-makers"), village of Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6183 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The masked Kachinas (Hopi Indian "rain-makers"), village of Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6183 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21039
Same as RSN 21040.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
American Indians
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Masks -- Arizona

Occupation: Dancers -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Kachinas
Shonghopavi (Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The masked Kachinas (Hopi Indian "rain-makers"), village of Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6183 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The masked Kachinas (Hopi Indian "rain-makers"), village of Shonghopavi, Arizona. 6183 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21040
Same as RSN 21039.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6442
Indian girls weaving baskets--village of Shipaulovi, Hopi Reservation, Arizona. 6184 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Indian girls weaving baskets--village of Shipaulovi, Hopi Reservation, Arizona. 6184 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21041
Same as RSN 21042.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6443

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
American Indians
Baskets -- Arizona
Handicraft -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Shipaulovi (Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Indian girls weaving baskets--village of Shipaulovi, Hopi Reservation, Arizona. No. 6184 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 21042

Same as RSN 21041

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6443

Names: Adamson, Glenn
Topic: Adobe houses
      American Indians
      Baskets
      Handicraft
      Indians of North America -- 1890-1920
Place: Arizona -- 1890-1920
      Shipaulovi (Ariz.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Culture: Hopi Pueblo

Hopi Indian girls grinding corn--a home scene at Shonghopavi, Arizona. No. 6185 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Hopi Indian girls grinding corn--a home scene at Shonghopavi, Arizona. No. 6185 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 21043

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209]. Uncancelled.

Copy and Version Identification Note
6444

Topic: Adobe houses
      American Indians
      Corn
Indians of North America -- 1890-1920 -- Arizona

Place:
- Arizona -- 1890-1920
- Shonghopavi (Ariz.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
- Stereoscopic photographs

Culture:
- Hopi Pueblo

South to picturesque village of Wolpi, first mesa, Hopi Indian Reservation, Arizona. No. 6186 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): South to picturesque village of Wolpi, first mesa, Hopi Indian Reservation, Arizona. No. 6186 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21044

Similar to RSN 26834.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6445

Topic:
- Adobe houses -- Arizona
- American Indians
- Indians of North America -- Arizona
- Mesas -- Arizona
- Villages -- Arizona

Place:
- Arizona
- Hopi Indians -- Arizona
- Wolpi (Arizona)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
- Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Wolpi (N.), 600 feet above desert, Hopi Indian Reservation, Arizona. 6187 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Picturesque Wolpi (N.), 600 feet above desert, Hopi Indian Reservation, Arizona. 6187 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21045
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6446 1/2

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
      American Indians
      Dwellings -- Arizona
      Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
      Hopi Indians -- Arizona
      Wolpi (Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Blanket weaving--a Hopi Indian at work, Wolpi, Arizona. 6188 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Blanket weaving--a Hopi Indian at work, Wolpi, Arizona. 6188 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21046

Same as RSN 21047 and 26835.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Topic: American Indians
      Blankets -- Arizona
      Handicraft -- Arizona
      Homes -- Arizona
      Hopi Indians -- Arizona
      Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
      Wolpi (Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Blanket weaving--a Hopi Indian at work, Wolpi, Arizona. 6188 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Blanket weaving--a Hopi Indian at work, Wolpi, Arizona. 6188 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower right corner missing.
Local Numbers
RSN 21047
Same as RSN 21046 and 26835.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6448

Names: Adamson, Glenn
Topic: American Indians
Blankets -- Arizona
Handicraft -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Wolpi (Arizona)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Hopi Indian woman with papoose beside odd rock formations.] 6193 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Hopi Indian woman with papoose beside odd rock formations.] 6193 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21048
Similar to RSN 26840.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: American Indians
Babies -- Arizona
Chickens -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Infants -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Typical Hopi Indian home, Mishongnovi, Arizona. 6194 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Typical Hopi Indian home, Mishongnovi, Arizona. 6194 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21049

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic:
Adobe houses -- Arizona
American Indians
Children -- Arizona
Donkeys -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Turkeys -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Mishongnovi (Arizona)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stairway through cliff, north entrance to Hopi Indian village, Mishongnovi, Arizona. 6195 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stairway through cliff, north entrance to Hopi Indian village, Mishongnovi, Arizona. 6195 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21050

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6450
Primitive artists--Indian women decorating pottery, Hopi Reservation, Arizona. 6196 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Primitive artists--Indian women decorating pottery, Hopi Reservation, Arizona. 6196 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21051
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6452

Art as understood by Pueblo Indian women--a doorway in Islata, New Mexico. 6197 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Art as understood by Pueblo Indian women--a doorway in Islata, New Mexico. 6197 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21052

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6422

| Topic: | American Indians  |
|        | Arts -- New Mexico |
|        | Handicraft -- New Mexico |
|        | Homes -- New Mexico |
|        | Indians of North America -- New Mexico |
|        | Pottery -- New Mexico |

| Place: | Islata (New Mexico)  |
|        | New Mexico |
|        | Pueblo Indians -- New Mexico |

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass    |
|              | Stereoscopic photographs |

The Pride of the Mormons--the Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah. [Active no. 6200. Stereo interpositive.], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Pride of the Mormons--the Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah. [Active no. 6200. Stereo interpositive.], 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21053

Same as RSN 21054 and 26841; "Made by CB verified by MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

| Topic: | Architecture -- Utah  |
|        | Temples, Mormon -- 1900-1910 -- Utah -- Salt Lake City |
|        | UTAH AND COLORADO |

| Place: | Mormon Temple  |
|        | Salt Lake City (Utah) |
|        | Utah |

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass    |
|              | Stereoscopic photographs |

The Pride of the Mormons--the Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah. 6200 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Pride of the Mormons--the Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah. 6200 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21054

Same as RSN 21053 and 26841.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4150

Topic: Architecture -- Utah
Temple -- Utah
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Mormon Temple
Salt Lake City (Utah)
Utah

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pike's Peak from Peephole, Colorado. 6201 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Pike's Peak from Peephole, Colorado. 6201 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21055

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4130

Topic: Children -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Pike's Peak (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Manitou and Pike's Peak, Colorado. 6202 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Manitou and Pike's Peak, Colorado. 6202 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21056

Same as RSN 21057.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO
Valleys -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Manitou (Colorado)
Pike's Peak (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Manitou and Pike's Peak, Colorado. 6202 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Manitou and Pike's Peak, Colorado. 6202 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21057

["Made by W.S."] on envelope; same as RSN 21056.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO
Valleys -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Manitou (Colorado)
The great natural gateway, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6203 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The great natural gateway, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6203 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21058
Same as RSN 21059 and 21060.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6203

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
Pike's Peak (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great natural gateway, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6203 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The great natural gateway, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6203 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21059
Same as RSN 21058 and 21060.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].
Copy and Version Identification Note

4133

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
Pike's Peak (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great natural gateway, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6203
Interpositive
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The great natural gateway, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6203 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21060

Same as RSN 21058 and 21059; one frame loose from glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4133

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
Pike's Peak (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Majestic Pike's Peak, through the Gateway of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6204 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Majestic Pike's Peak, through the Gateway of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6204 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21061

Same as RSN 21062, 21063 and 26842.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4134

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado

Mountains -- Colorado

UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado

Garden of the Gods (Colorado)

Pike's Peak (Colorado)

Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Majestic Pike's Peak, through the Gateway of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6204 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Majestic Pike's Peak, through the Gateway of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6204 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21062

Same as RSN 21061, 21063 and 26842.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4134

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado

Mountains -- Colorado

UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
Pike's Peak (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Majestic Pike's Peak, through the Gateway of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6204 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Majestic Pike's Peak, through the Gateway of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6204 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21063

Same as RSN 21061, 21062 and 26842.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
Pike's Peak (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The gateway of the Garden of the Gods and Pike's Peak, Colorado. 6205 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The gateway of the Garden of the Gods and Pike's Peak, Colorado. 6205 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21064

Same as RSN 26843.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
  Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
  Pike's Peak (Colorado)
  Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Little lovers in elfland, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. [Active no. 6206: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21065
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Children -- Colorado
  Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
  Love -- Colorado
  Mountains -- Colorado

UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
  Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
  Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"A sight so splendid in its majesty," Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6207 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21066
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
  Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Balancing Rock (300 tons), Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6209
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Balancing Rock (300 tons), Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6209 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21067
Same as RSN 21068.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4139

Topic:
Children -- Colorado
Donkeys -- Colorado
Family -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
Tourists -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Balancing Rock (Garden of the Gods, Colorado)
Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Balancing Rock (300 tons), Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6209
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Balancing Rock (300 tons), Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6209 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21068

Same as RSN 21067.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4139

Topic: Children -- Colorado
Donkeys -- Colorado
Family -- Colorado
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
Tourists -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Balancing Rock (Garden of the Gods, Colorado)
Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Siamese Twins, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6210 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Siamese Twins, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6210 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21069

Same as RSN 21070.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4140

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
Siamese Twins (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Siamese Twins, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6210 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Siamese Twins, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6210 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21070

Same as RSN 21069.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4140

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place:
Colorado
Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
Siamese Twins (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"I helped to build Pike's Peak railroad myself." 6211 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): "I helped to build Pike's Peak railroad myself." 6211 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21071

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4141

Topic: Donkeys -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
UTHA AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Pike's Peak (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

All aboard for Pike's Peak, Colorado. 6212 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): All aboard for Pike's Peak, Colorado. 6212 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21072
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Tourists -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado
UTHA AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Pike's Peak (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fourteen thousand feet above the sea--Pike's Peak, Colorado. 6213
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fourteen thousand feet above the sea--Pike's Peak, Colorado.
6213 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21073
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Tourists -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Pike's Peak (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Young explorers--Williams Canyon, Colorado. 6214 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Young explorers--Williams Canyon, Colorado. 6214 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21074

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Canyons -- Colorado
Children -- Colorado
Donkeys -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Manitou (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
Williams Canyon (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Williams Canyon, Manitou, Colorado 6215 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Williams Canyon, Manitou, Colorado 6215 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21075

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Canyons -- Colorado
Children -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Manitou (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
Williams Canyon (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Room for one more--Williams Canyon, Colorado. 6216 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Room for one more--Williams Canyon, Colorado. 6216 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21076

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4145a

In the heart of the Rockies, Grand Canyon, of the Arkansas, Colorado.
[Active no. 6217 : stereo Interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the heart of the Rockies, Grand Canyon, of the Arkansas, Colorado. [Active no. 6217 : stereo Interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21077
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

**Topic:**
- Canyons -- Colorado
- Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
- Mountains -- Colorado
- Rivers -- Colorado
- UTAH AND COLORADO

**Place:**
- Arkansas River (Colorado)
- Colorado
- Grand Canyon (Colorado)
- Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Gorge, Grand Canyon of the Arkansas, Colorado. [Active no. 6218 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5“ x 8”).

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 21078

Same as RSN 14153 and 26845.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

**Topic:**
- Canyons -- Colorado
- Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
- Mountains -- Colorado
- Railroads -- Colorado
- Rivers -- Colorado
- Trains -- Colorado
- UTAH AND COLORADO

**Place:**
- Arkansas River (Colorado)
- Colorado
- Grand Canyon (Colorado)
- Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
- Royal Gorge (Colorado)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The famous railraod loop, near Georgetown, Colorado. 6220 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The famous railroad loop, near Georgetown, Colorado. 6220 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21079

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Canyons -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Georgetown (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Courtship in the Rockies, Colorado. 6221 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Courtship in the Rockies, Colorado. 6221 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21080

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Carts -- Colorado
Children -- Colorado
Donkeys -- Colorado
Love -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mount of the Holy Cross, Colorado. 6222 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mount of the Holy Cross, Colorado. 6222 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21081
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO
Place: Colorado
Mount of the Holy Cross (Colorado)
Rocky Mountains (Colorado)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 : Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21082
RSN 14154 and 21082 through 21089 are similar.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Combines -- Washington
Fields -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WASHINGTON AND OREGON
Wheat -- Washington
Place: Walla Walla (Washington)
Washington (State)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21083

RSN 14154 and 21082 through 21089 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic:
- Agriculture -- Washington (State)
- Combines -- Washington
- Fields -- Washington
- Horses -- Washington
- WASHINGTON AND OREGON
- Wheat -- Washington

Place:
- Walla Walla (Wash.)
- Washington (State)

Genre:/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21084

RSN 14154 and 21082 through 21089 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4378

Topic:
- Agriculture -- Washington (State)
- Combines -- Washington
- Fields -- Washington
- Horses -- Washington
- WASHINGTON AND OREGON
- Wheat -- Washington
Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21085
RSN 14154 and 21082 through 21089 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Combines -- Washington
Fields -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WASHINGTON AND OREGON
Wheat -- Washington

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21086
RSN 14154 and 21082 through 21089 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Combines -- Washington
Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive

Image(s): Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21087

RSN 14154 and 21082 through 21089 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic:

Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Combines -- Washington
Fields -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WASHINGTON AND OREGON
Wheat -- Washington

Place:

Walla Walla (Wash.)
Washington (State)

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive

Image(s): Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21088

RSN 14154 and 21082 through 21089 are similar
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Combine -- Washington
Fields -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WASHINGTON AND OREGON
Wheat -- Washington

Place: Walla Walla (Wash.)
Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Evolution of sickle and flail--33-horse team harvester cutting, threshing and sacking wheat, Walla Walla, Washington. 6226 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21089

RSN 14154 and 21082 through 21089 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Combine -- Washington
Fields -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WASHINGTON AND OREGON
Wheat -- Washington

Place: Walla Walla (Wash.)
Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Modern American harvesting in the great western wheat fields--combined harvester, cutting, threshing and sacking--Walla Walla, Washington. 6227 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Modern American harvesting in the great western wheat fields--combined harvester, cutting, threshing and sacking--Walla Walla, Washington. 6227 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21090

Similar to RSN 26848.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4377

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Combines -- Washington
Fields -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WASHINGTON AND OREGON
Wheat -- Washington
Place: Walla Walla (Wash.)
Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"A pot full of fish"--Trap-fishing for salmon in Puget Sound, Washington. Active no. 6228 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 21091

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4375

Topic: Fishing
Industry
Nets -- 1900-1910 -- Washington
Salmon
WASHINGTON AND OREGON

Place: Puget Sound
Washington -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Brailing--taking salmon from the trap for the great canneries, Puget Sound, Washington. 6229 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Brailing--taking salmon from the trap for the great canneries, Puget Sound, Washington. 6229 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21092

Similar to RSN 26849.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4376 1/2

Topic: Brailing -- Washington
Fishing -- Washington
Industry -- Washington
Laborers -- Washington
Nets -- Washington
Salmon -- Washington

Place: Puget Sound
Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Portland, a metropolis of the Pacific coast, from the City Park, Oregon. 6232 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Portland, a metropolis of the Pacific coast, from the City Park, Oregon. 6232 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21093
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4366

Topic: Parks -- Oregon
       Portraits
       WASHINGTON AND OREGON

Place: Oregon
       Portland (Or.)

Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Stupendous log raft, containing millions of feet--a camp's year's work, profits $20,000--Columbia River, Oregon. [Active no. 6233 : stereo interpositive,] 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Stupendous log raft, containing millions of feet--a camp's year's work, profits $20,000--Columbia River, Oregon. [Active no. 6233 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21094

Video number 20329

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209], moved from [130].

Similar to RSN 14155 and 26851.

Topic: Laborers -- Oregon
       Lumber industry -- Oregon
       Rivers -- Oregon
       WASHINGTON AND OREGON
       logs -- Oregon
       rafts -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Oregon) -- 1890-1920
       Oregon

Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque grandeur of the great Columbia River "Pillars of Hercules"; remarkable rock formation (looking west), Oregon. [Active no. 6234 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21095

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Same as RSN 21096.

Orig. no. 4368.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Oregon
Railroads -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon
Trains -- Oregon
WASHINGTON AND OREGON

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Oregon) -- 1890-1920
Oregon
Pillars of Hercules (Oregon)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque grandeur of the great Columbia River "Pillars of Hercules"; remarkable rock formation (looking west), Oregon. 6234 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Picturesque grandeur of the great Columbia River "Pillars of Hercules"; remarkable rock formation (looking west), Oregon. 6234 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21096

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Same as RSN 21095

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Oregon
Railroads -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon
Trains -- Oregon
WASHINGTON AND OREGON

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Oregon) -- 1890-1920
Oregon
Pillars of Hercules (Oregon)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Seining for Salmon in the Columbia River--hauling in the seine--Oregon.
6235 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Seining for Salmon in the Columbia River--hauling in the seine--Oregon. 6235 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21097

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4372

Topic:
Fishing -- Oregon
Horses -- Oregon
Industry -- Oregon
Laborers -- Oregon
Nets -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon
Salmon -- Oregon
WASHINGTON AND OREGON

Place:
Columbia River Gorge (Oregon) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Seining for Salmon in the Columbia River--hauling in the seine--Oregon.
6235 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Seining for Salmon in the Columbia River--hauling in the seine--Oregon. 6235 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21098

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].
Copy and Version Identification Note

4372 1/2

Topic:
- Fishing -- Oregon
- Horses -- Oregon
- Industry -- Oregon
- Laborers -- Oregon
- Nets -- Oregon
- Rivers -- Oregon
- Salmon -- Oregon

WASHINGTON AND OREGON

Place:
- Columbia River Gorge (Oregon) -- 1890-1920

Oregon

Genre/
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
- Stereoscopic photographs

Chenook Salmon on the floor of a great cannery, Astoria, Columbia River, Oregon. [Active no. 6237 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21099

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Similar to RSN 26853.

Orig. no. 4374.

Topic:
- Canneries
- Chinook Indians
- Fisheries
- Food industry
- Salmon

WASHINGTON AND OREGON

Place:
- Astoria (Or.)
- Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920

Oregon

Genre/
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Small sailboat on river.] 6238 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Small sailboat on river.] 6238 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21100

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4369

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Rivers -- Oregon
       Sailboats
       WASHINGTON AND OREGON

Place: Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[High waterfalls in forest area. Active no. 6239 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21101

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Similar to RSN 21102. Orig. no. 4371.

Topic: WASHINGTON AND OREGON
       Waterfalls

Place: Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[High waterfalls in forest area.] 6239 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [High waterfalls in forest area.] 6239 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21102

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Similar to RSN 21101

Copy and Version Identification Note
4371 1/2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>WASHINGTON AND OREGON Waterfalls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mt. Hood (11,225 feet), one of America's famous mountains, from Lost Lake, Oregon. 6241 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Mt. Hood (11,225 feet), one of America's famous mountains, from Lost Lake, Oregon. 6241 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21103

Same as RSN 14156 and 21104.

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4365

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats -- Oregon Fishing -- Oregon Lakes -- Oregon Mountains -- Oregon WASHINGTON AND OREGON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Lost Lake (Oregon) Mt. Hood (Oregon) Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/ Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mt. Hood (11,225 feet), one of America's famous mountains, from Lost Lake, Oregon. 6241 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mt. Hood (11,225 feet), one of America's famous mountains, from Lost Lake, Oregon. 6241 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21104

Same as RSN 14156 and 21103
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4365

Topic: Boats -- Oregon
Fishing -- Oregon
Lakes -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
WASHINGTON AND OREGON

Place: Lost Lake (Oregon)
Mt. Hood (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Arriving by N. Pac. Ry. at Gardiner, Mont., for visit to Yellowstone Park—looking west to Gallatin Range. 6243 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Arriving by N. Pac. Ry. at Gardiner, Mont., for visit to Yellowstone Park—looking west to Gallatin Range. 6243 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21105

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
099

Topic: Mountains -- Montana
Parks -- Montana
Railroads -- Montana
Stations -- Montana
Trains -- Montana
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Gallatin Range (Mont.)
Gardiner (Mont.)
Montana
Northern Pacific Railway (Montana)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Yellowstone Park, N. through its gateway over Gardiner to Gallatin Range (left) and Buffalo Plateau. 6245 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Yellowstone Park, N. through its gateway over Gardiner to Gallatin Range (left) and Buffalo Plateau. 6245 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21106

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0101

Topic: Carts -- Montana
Gateways -- Montana
Horses -- Montana
Mountains -- Yellowstone Park
Parks -- Montana
Portraits
Roads -- Montana

YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Buffalo Plateau (Yellowstone National Park)
Gallatin Range (Mont.)
Gardiner (Mont.)
Montana
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A mountain of "petrified water"--Pulpit Terrace and Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. 6247 interpositive
Image(s): A mountain of "petrified water"--Pulpit Terrace and Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. 6247 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21107

Same as RSN 26856.
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0106

Names: Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel (Yellowstone National Park)
Topic: Formations (Geology)
Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR
Place: Pulpit Terrace
Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

How an overflowing spring begins to build a terrace of "geyserite" deposits.
6248 interpositive

Image(s): How an overflowing spring begins to build a terrace of "geyserite" deposits. 6248 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21108

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0108

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Cleopatra Terrace and its mirror-like pools--Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 6249 : stereo interpositive]. [probably 1904.]

1 Item (5" x 8")
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cleopatra Terrace and its mirror-like pools--Mammoth Hot Springs. [Active no. 6249 : stereo interpositive, probably 1904.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21109

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0107

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Springs -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Cleopatra Terrace (Yellowstone National Park)
Mammoth Hot Springs (Yellowstone National Park,
Wyo.)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Yellowstone National Park.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Golden Gate--entrance to picturesque ravine of "golden rocks." 6251 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Golden Gate--entrance to picturesque ravine of "golden rocks." 6251 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21110
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0102

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Roads -- Yellowstone National Park
Valleys -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Golden Gate (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Black Growler" whose stream kills trees, and whose roaring startles tourists. 6252 interpositive

Image(s): "Black Growler" whose stream kills trees, and whose roaring startles tourists. 6252 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21111

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0122

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Black Growler (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Glittering spray from "Constant" Geyser and stream from "Black Growler."
6253 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Glittering spray from "Constant" Geyser and stream from "Black Growler." 6253 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21112
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0121 1/2

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR
Place: Black Growler (Yellowstone National Park)
Constant Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Devil's Ink Well" bubbling and boiling over hidden fires, in famous Yellowstone Park. 6254 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The "Devil's Ink Well" bubbling and boiling over hidden fires, in famous Yellowstone Park. 6254 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21113
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0124

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR
Place: Devil's Ink Well (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park
Grizzly bear at home in the wilderness of famous Yellowstone Park. 6255 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grizzly bear at home in the wilderness of famous Yellowstone Park. 6255 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21114

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Similar to RSN 26858

Copy and Version Identification Note
0133 1/2

Topic: Forests -- Yellowstone National Park
Grizzly bear -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Great Fountain" Geyser, throwing up clouds of steam and boiling water. 6256 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Great Fountain" Geyser, throwing up clouds of steam and boiling water. 6256 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21115

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0112

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
The "Black Warrior" Geyser waving a banner of steam and spray. 6257 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The "Black Warrior" Geyser waving a banner of steam and spray. 6257 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21116
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0119 1/2

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Black Warrior Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grotesque shapes of geyserite among the pools of "Biscuit Basin." 6258 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grotesque shapes of geyserite among the pools of "Biscuit Basin." 6258 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21117
Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Similar to RSN 14157
Fifteen-minute display of "Riverside" Geyser--boiling water 100 feet in air. 6259 interpositive

Image(s): Fifteen-minute display of "Riverside" Geyser--boiling water 100 feet in air. 6259 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21118

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Similar to RSN 21119.
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Fifteen-minute display of "Riverside" Geyser--boiling water 100 feet in air. 6259 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21119

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Similar to RSN 21118.

Copy and Version Identification Note
109927

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place:
Riverside Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Tea Kettle" boiling hot from Mother Earth's hidden fire. 6260 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The "Tea Kettle" boiling hot from Mother Earth's hidden fire. 6260 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellow stains.

Local Numbers
RSN 21120

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0118

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place:
Tea Kettle Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Sunrise in Yellowstone Park, where Mother Earth's great fires still burn--N.E. over Upper Geyser Basin. 6261 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Sunrise in Yellowstone Park, where Mother Earth’s great fires still burn--N.E. over Upper Geyser Basin. 6261 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21121

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].

Similar to RSN 14158 and 26859.

Copy and Version Identification Note
0113 1/2

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Lakes -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Ponds -- Yellowstone National Park
Pools -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Upper Geyser Basin (Yellowstone National Park)

Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Mirrored beauty of majestic "Old Faithful," east to Continental Divide. 6264 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Mirrored beauty of majestic "Old Faithful," east to Continental Divide. 6264 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21122

Currently stored in box 3.2.13 [209].
Copy and Version Identification Note

109913

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Old Faithful (Yellowstone National Park)
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Keppler Cascade, one of the gems of Yellowstone Park. 6266 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Keppler Cascade, one of the gems of Yellowstone Park. 6266 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Both lower corners missing.

Local Numbers

RSN 21123

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4395

Topic: Cascades -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
       Rapids -- Yellowstone National Park
       Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Waterfalls -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Keppler’s Cascade (Yellowstone National Park)
       Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

West from the Continental Divide over Shoshone Lake to the distant Grand Teton. 6267 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): West from the Continental Divide over Shoshone Lake to the distant Grand Teton. 6267 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21124

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0125

Topic: Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
Lakes -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Trees -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Grand Teton
Shoshone Lake
Yellowstone National Park

Fisherman at lake turning to cook in a boiling spring, the trout just caught. Caption no. 6268: stereoscopic interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fisherman at lake turning to cook in a boiling spring, the trout just caught. Caption no. 6268: stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21125

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0126

Topic: Cooking -- Yellowstone National Park
Fishing -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Recreation -- Yellowstone National Park
Springs -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR
trout -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs

From Point Lookout north down the glorious canyon to river 1,200 feet below. 6270 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): From Point Lookout north down the glorious canyon to river 1,200 feet below. 6270 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21126

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0128

Topic: Canyons -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park

PLACE: Point Lookout (Yellowstone National Park)

YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form: Stereoscopic photographs

BOX 248

RSN Numbers 21127-21211

Image(s)

Incredible heights and depths of the canyon, N.E. from Artist's Point. 6272 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Incredible heights and depths of the canyon, N.E. from Artist's Point. 6272 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21127
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0132

Topic: Canyons -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Artists' Point (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Through "Silver Gate" of limestone rocks, S.E. to Bunsen Peak (9,100 feet). 6273 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Through "Silver Gate" of limestone rocks, S.E. to Bunsen Peak (9,100 feet). 6273 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21128

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0103

Topic: Carriages -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology)
Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Roads -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Bunsen Peak
Silver Gate
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the weird "Hoodoos"--strange sculptures by rain and wind. 6274 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Among the weird "Hoodoos"--strange sculptures by rain and wind. 6274 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21129

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0104

Topic: Carriages -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology)
Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Roads -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Hoodoos (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fantastic beauty of "Lone Star" Geyser's cone (deposit from its waters). 6275 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fantastic beauty of "Lone Star" Geyser's cone (deposit from its waters). 6275 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21130

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0110

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Lone Star Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Curious cone of "Grotto" Geyser, formed by deposits from its boiling waters. 6277 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Curious cone of "Grotto" Geyser, formed by deposits from its boiling waters. 6277 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21131

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0111

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park Parks -- Yellowstone National Park YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Grotto Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)

Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

South over Norris Geyser Basin, snowing "Black Warrior" (left), "New Crater" and "Constant." [Active no. 6278 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21132

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200]. Orig. no. 0120.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park Parks -- Yellowstone National Park YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Black Warrior Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)

Constant Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
New Crater Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Norris Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Down the river and canyon, N.E. from dizzy brink of Lower Falls (308 feet).
6279 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Down the river and canyon, N.E. from dizzy brink of Lower Falls (308 feet). 6279 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21133

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0129

Topic: Canyons -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Canyon road, 900 feet above river, S.E. to Upper Falls (109 feet high).
6280 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Canyon road, 900 feet above river, S.E. to Upper Falls (109 feet high). 6280 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21134

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0130
Jupiter Terrace, Mammoth Springs Fountain--wonderful deposits formed by the boiling pools. 6281 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Jupiter Terrace, Mammoth Springs Fountain--wonderful deposits formed by the boiling pools. 6281 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21135

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4397

Where the earth's great fires are still unquenched--the Black Pearl Geyser.
[Active no. 6283 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21136

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

NOTE! IMAGES FOR RSN 21136 AND 21137 ARE THE SAME BUT IMAGE APPEARS ONLY ON VIDEODISC (VN 20371)! Same as RSN 21137. Orig. no. 4399.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Black Pearl Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where the earth's great fires are still unquenched--the Black Pearl Geyser.
[Active no. 6283 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21137

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

NOTE! IMAGES FOR RSN 21136 AND 21137 ARE THE SAME BUT IMAGE APPEARS ONLY ON VIDEODISC (VN 20371)! Same as RSN 21136. Orig. no. 4399.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE PARK--Misc

Place: Black Pearl Geyser (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway and bridge over stream in mountains.] 6289 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Roadway and bridge over stream in mountains.] 6289 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21138

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4417

Topic: Bridges -- United States

Mountains -- United States

Rivers -- United States

Roads -- United States

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Where the earth drank streams of brave men's blood--scene of the Custer massacre, Little Big Horn, Wyoming [Active no. 6293 : stereo interpositive 1 Item (5” x 8”)]

Image(s): Where the earth drank streams of brave men's blood--scene of the Custer massacre, Little Big Horn, Wyoming [Active no. 6293 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21139

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 6526.

Names: Custer, George Armstrong, 1839-1876

Topic: Battlefields -- Montana

Cemeteries -- Montana

Little Big Horn, Battle of, Montana, 1876.

Tombstones -- Montana

WYOMING AND MONTANA

Place: Montana
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "strenuous" life of the cowboy--breaking a bucking broncho, Wyoming.
6294 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "strenuous" life of the cowboy--breaking a bucking broncho, Wyoming. 6294 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21140

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Same as RSN 21141.

Copy and Version Identification Note
0143

Topic:
Cowboys -- Wyoming
Horses -- Wyoming
Rodeos -- Wyoming
WYOMING AND MONTANA

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Wyoming

The "strenuous" life of the cowboy--breaking a bucking broncho, Wyoming.
6294 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "strenuous" life of the cowboy--breaking a bucking broncho, Wyoming. 6294 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21141

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Same as RSN 21140.

Copy and Version Identification Note
4363
Stock raising on the plains of Wyoming--branding the wild horses. 6295 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stock raising on the plains of Wyoming--branding the wild horses. 6295 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Sculptured by Nature through countless years--natural bridge over Warm Spring Creek, Wyoming. 6296 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sculptured by Nature through countless years--natural bridge over Warm Spring Creek, Wyoming. 6296 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Copy and Version Identification Note

4355

Topic: Bridges -- Wyoming
Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Wyoming
WYOMING AND MONTANA

Place: Warm Spring Creek (Wyoming)
Wyoming

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Some of America's most famous and fast disappearing natives—herd of wild buffalo, near Flathead Lake, Montana. [Active no. 6300 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21144

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4381.

Topic: Buffalo -- Montana
Cowboys -- Montana
Horses -- Montana
Lakes -- Montana
WYOMING AND MONTANA

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Flathead Lake (Mont.)
Montana

City of Mexico, north from east tower of Cathedral. 6306 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): City of Mexico, north from east tower of Cathedral. 6306 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21145

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4730

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
MEXICO
Mountains -- Mexico
Portraits -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

National Palace, S.E. from Cathedral bell tower over Plaza Mayor, Mexico City. 6309 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): National Palace, S.E. from Cathedral bell tower over Plaza Mayor, Mexico City. 6309 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21146

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4731

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
MEXICO
Palaces -- Mexico
Plazas -- Mexico
Portraits -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)
Plaza Mayor

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Plaza and Church of Santa Domingo, City of Mexico. [Active no. 6310 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21147

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4733.

Topic:
Cathedrals -- Mexico
Children -- Mexico
Fountains -- Mexico
MEXICO
Parks -- Mexico
Plazas -- Mexico

Place:
Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)
Santo Domingo Church (Mexico)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Water's Leap"--fountain at end of aqueduct bringing water from Chapultepec, Mexico City. 6311 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Water's Leap"--fountain at end of aqueduct bringing water from Chapultepec, Mexico City. 6311 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21148

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4735

Topic:
Aqueducts -- Mexico
Fountains -- Mexico
MEXICO
Plazas -- Mexico

Place:
Chapultepec (Mexico City)
Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)
Water's Leap

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In the Alameda, Mexico City's beautiful park. 6312 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the Alameda, Mexico City's beautiful park. 6312 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21149

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4734

Topic: MEXICO Parks -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Calle del Reloj (Clock Street), one of Mexico City's business thoroughfares. 6313 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Calle del Reloj (Clock Street), one of Mexico City's business thoroughfares. 6313 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21150

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4623

Topic: Carriages -- Mexico
Horses -- Mexico
MEXICO
Portraits -- Mexico
Streetcars -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Calle del Reloj (Mexico City)
Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Natives trading in the Market Square, Mexico City. 6314 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Natives trading in the Market Square, Mexico City. 6314 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21151

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4624

Topic: MEXICO
Markets -- Mexico
Plazas -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Market Square -- Mexico
Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tomb of President Benito Juarez, Mexico City--covered with wreaths from all the Mexican States. 6315 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tomb of President Benito Juarez, Mexico City--covered with wreaths from all the Mexican States. 6315 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21152

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].
Copy and Version Identification Note

4626

Names: Juarez, Benito

Topic: MEXICO
Presidents
Tombs
Wreaths

Place: Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Statue of Guatemozin, last and noblest of Aztec Emperors, Paseo de la Reforma, Mexico City. [Active no. 6316 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21153

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4627.

Names: Guatemozin (Aztec emperor)

Topic: MEXICO
Monuments -- Mexico
statues -- Mexico

Place: Aztecs -- Mexico
Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)
Paseo de la Reforma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tree of Noche Triste (sad night), traditionally where Cortes wept after his defeat, Mexico City. 6317 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Tree of Noche Triste (sad night), traditionally where Cortes wept after his defeat, Mexico City. 6317 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21154

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4628

Names: Cortes
Topic: Donkeys -- Mexico
       Historical sites -- Mexico
       MEXICO
       Trees -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
       Mexico City (Mexico)
       Noche Triste
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Wonderful witness to Aztec enlightenment--calendar stone discovered
1790--National Museum, Mexico City. [Active no. 6318 : stereo
interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21155

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4629.

Names: National Museum, Mexico City
Topic: MEXICO
       Museums -- Mexico
       Stones -- Mexico
Place: Aztecs -- Mexico
       Mexico
       Mexico City (Mexico)
Genre/Form: Calendars
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

A remnant of Mexican imperialism--Maximilian's coach, Museum, Mexico City. 6319 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A remnant of Mexican imperialism--Maximilian's coach, Museum, Mexico City. 6319 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21156

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4630

Names: National Museum, Mexico City
Topic: Coaches
MEXICO
Museums
Royalty
Place: Maximillian
Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cigarette girls making up packages--great factory "El Buen Fono," Mexico City. [No. 6323 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21157

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200]. Orig. no. 4738.

Copy and Version Identification Note
4738

Names: El Buen Fono
Topic: Cigarettes -- Mexico -- Mexico City -- 1890-1920.
Factories -- Mexico -- Mexico City -- 1890-1920.
Interiors -- Mexico -- Mexico City -- 1890-1920.
MEXICO
Tobacco -- Mexico -- Mexico City -- 1890-1920.
Women laborers -- Mexico -- Mexico City -- 1890-1920.
Making cigarettes in the great factory "El Buen Fono," Mexico City. No. 6322 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21158

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4737

Names: El Buen Fono

Topic: Cigarettes -- Mexico -- Mexico City -- 1890-1920.
Factories -- Mexico -- Mexico City -- 1890-1920.
Interiors -- Mexico -- Mexico City -- 1890-1920.
MEXICO
Tobacco -- Mexico -- Mexico City -- 1890-1920.
Women laborers -- Mexico -- Mexico City -- 1890-1920.

Place: Mexico -- 1890-1920
Mexico City (Mexico)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs
Names: Chapultepec Castle (Mexico City)
Topic: Castles -- Mexico
       Interiors -- Mexico
       Living rooms -- Mexico
       MEXICO
Place: Mexico
       Mexico City (Mexico)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Castle] 6325 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Castle] 6325 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21160
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4638

Names: Chapultepec Castle (Mexico City)
Topic: Castles -- Mexico
       Interiors -- Mexico
       Living rooms -- Mexico
       MEXICO
Place: Mexico
       Mexico City (Mexico)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 6328 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Park.] 6328 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21161
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4635

Topic: MEXICO
   Parks -- Mexico
   Portraits

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Dining room in the Castle of Chapultepec, Mexico's Presidential mansion.
6327 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Dining room in the Castle of Chapultepec, Mexico's Presidential
   mansion. 6327 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   English.
   Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 21162
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4640

Names: Chapultepec Castle (Mexico City)

Topic: Castles -- Mexico
   Dining rooms -- Mexico
   Interiors -- Mexico
   MEXICO

Place: Mexico
   Mexico City (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

A pastoral scene near Chapultepec, the Presidential mansion of Mexico.
6330 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A pastoral scene near Chapultepec, the Presidential mansion of
   Mexico. 6330 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   English.
   Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 21163
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4641

Names: Chapultepec Castle (Mexico City)
Topic: Goats
MEXICO
Palaces -- Mexico
Rivers -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In Santa Anita, the village of floating gardens, near Mexico City. 6331
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In Santa Anita, the village of floating gardens, near Mexico City. 6331 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21164

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4639

Topic: Boats -- Mexico
Gardens -- Mexico
MEXICO
Place: Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)
Santa Anita (Mexico)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the charmingly picturesque floating gardens, Santa Anita, Mexico City. 6332 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the charmingly picturesque floating gardens, Santa Anita, Mexico City. 6332 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21165
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4640

Topic: Boats -- Mexico
Gardens -- Mexico
MEXICO

Place: Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)
Santa Anita (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6334 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 6334 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21166
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4632

Topic: Children -- Mexico
MEXICO
Plants -- Mexico
Trees -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple.] 6335 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple.] 6335 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21167

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4633

Topic: Couples -- Mexico
MEXICO
Place: Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Popocatepetl, from the old San Francisco Cathedral, Pueblo. 6337 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Popocatepetl, from the old San Francisco Cathedral, Pueblo. 6337 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21168

Similar to RSN 14160.

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4644

Topic: MEXICO
Mountains -- Mexico
Portraits -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Popocatepetl
Puebla (Mexico)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pottery-making, City of Puebla. 6338 Interpositive
**Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates**

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

**NMAH.AC.0143**

---

1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s): Pottery-making, City of Puebla. 6338 Interpositive.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21169

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4647

**Topic:** Handicraft -- Mexico  
MEXICO  
Pottery -- Mexico

**Place:** Mexico  
Puebla (Mexico)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Buildings seen from a balustrade. Active no. 6341 : stereo Interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21170

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

**Orig. no. 4645.**

**Topic:** MEXICO  
Streetcars -- Mexico

**Place:** Mexico

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Garden.] 6342 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s): [Garden.] 6342 Interpositive.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21171

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111497

Topic: Gardens -- Mexico
MEXICO
Parks -- Mexico
Trees -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Indian fair at Amecameca--N.E. to Ixtaccihuatl. 6344 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Indian fair at Amecameca--N.E. to Ixtaccihuatl. 6344 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21172

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5177

Topic: Fairs -- Mexico
Indians of Mexico
MEXICO
Markets -- Mexico
Mountains -- Mexico

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Amecameca (Mexico)
Ixtaccihuatl (Mexico)
Mexico

Native Indian fair, at Amecameca, near the foot of the great volcanoes.
6345 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Native Indian fair, at Amecameca, near the foot of the great volcanoes. 6345 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21173

[Verified by D.C.] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5178

Topic:  Fairs -- Mexico
           Indians of Mexico
           MEXICO
           Markets -- Mexico
           Mountains -- Mexico

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:  Amecameca (Mexico)
        Mexico

Buying and selling in Amecameca. 6346 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Buying and selling in Amecameca. 6346 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21174

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4650

Topic:  Fairs -- Mexico
           MEXICO
           Markets -- Mexico

Place:  Amecameca (Mexico)
        Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Native Indian market at Omealca. 6348 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Native Indian market at Omealca. 6348 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21175

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4654

Topic: Indians of Mexico
MEXICO
Markets -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Omealca (Mexico)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

San Francisco Cathedral, on a pyramid built for an Aztec shrine, Cholula.
[Active no. 6350 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21176

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4656.

Names: San Francisco Cathedral (Cholula, Mexico)

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico
MEXICO
Pyramids -- Mexico
Shrines -- Mexico

Place: Aztecs -- Mexico
Cholula (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From San Francisco Cathedral, on the largest Aztec pyramid, looking over Cholula. [Active no. 6351 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Young boy seated on wall.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21177
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4657.

Names: San Francisco Cathedral (Cholula, Mexico)
Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
Children -- Mexico
Dogs -- Mexico
MEXICO
Portraits -- Mexico

Place: Aztecs -- Mexico
Cholula (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The magnificent Popocatepetl, from the largest of the ancient Aztec pyramids, Cholula. [Active no. 6352 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21178
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4658.

Topic: Crosses -- Mexico
MEXICO
Mountains -- Mexico
Pyramids -- Mexico

Place: Aztecs -- Mexico
Cholula (Mexico)
Mexico
Popocatepetl

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Mexico
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old Cathedral from the ancient village cross, Cuernavaca, a famous resort of Mexico. 6353 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Old Cathedral from the ancient village cross, Cuernavaca, a famous resort of Mexico. 6353 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21179

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4662

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
Crosses -- Mexico
MEXICO
Resorts -- Mexico

Place: Cuernavaca (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shrine of the Virgin at the north entrance to Cuernavaca. 6354 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Shrine of the Virgin at the north entrance to Cuernavaca. 6354 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21180
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4749

Topic: Arches -- Mexico
Gates -- Mexico
MEXICO
Monuments -- Mexico
Religion -- Mexico
Shrines -- Mexico

Place: Cuernavaca (Mexico)
Mexico
Shrine of the Virgin

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old palace of Hernando Cortes (1525) used by the famous conqueror, Cuernavaca. 6355 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old palace of Hernando Cortes (1525) used by the famous conqueror, Cuernavaca. 6355 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21181

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5163

Names: Cortes, Hernando

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Children -- Mexico
MEXICO
Monuments -- Mexico
Palaces -- Mexico
statues -- Mexico

Place: Cuernavaca (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A facade of one of Mexico's most remarkable ruins, prehistoric Mitla. 6356 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A facade of one of Mexico's most remarkable ruins, prehistoric Mitla. 6356 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21182

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5181

Topic: MEXICO
Ruins -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Mitla Site (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hall of monolith columns, prehistoric ruins of Mitla. 6358 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hall of monolith columns, prehistoric ruins of Mitla. 6358 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21183

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5183

Topic: Columns -- Mexico
MEXICO
Ruins -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Mitla Site (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pyramid of the Sun, from Pyramid of the Moon, over maguey field, San Juan, Teotihuacan. [Active no. 6359 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21184

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 5173.

Topic: Agaves
MEXICO
Pyramids -- Mexico
Trees -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Pyramid of the Sun
Teotihuacán Site (San Juan Teotihuacán, Mexico)

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- Mexico
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gathering prickly pear fruit--near the Pyramid of the Sun, San Juan, Teotihuacan. 6361 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gathering prickly pear fruit--near the Pyramid of the Sun, San Juan, Teotihuacan. 6361 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21185

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4659;5176

Topic: Agaves
Donkeys -- Mexico
Laborers -- Mexico
MEXICO
Pears -- Mexico
Pyramids -- Mexico
Trees -- Mexico

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Mexico
Pyramid of the Sun
Teotihuacán Site (San Juan Teotihuacán, Mexico)

Orizaba, amidst fertile plains and gigantic mountains. 6365 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21186

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4659

Topic: MEXICO
Mountains -- Mexico
Portraits

Place: Mexico
Orizaba (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Over charming "La Joya" (the gem) valley to the magnificent mountain, Orizaba. 6366 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Over charming "La Joya" (the gem) valley to the magnificent mountain, Orizaba. 6366 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21187

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5164

Topic: Children -- Mexico
Donkeys -- Mexico
MEXICO
Mountains -- Mexico
Valleys -- Mexico

Place: La Joya Valley (Orizaba, Mexico)
Mexico
Orizaba (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Splendidly equipped carpet factory of Santa Gertrudes, near Orizaba. 6367 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Splendidly equipped carpet factory of Santa Gertrudes, near Orizaba. 6367 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21188
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5166

Topic: Carpets -- Mexico
Factories -- Mexico
Industry -- Mexico
Laborers -- Mexico
MEXICO
Textile fabrics -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Orizaba (Mexico)
Santa Gertrudes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral and the beautiful Plaza, Cordova. 6369 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Cathedral and the beautiful Plaza, Cordova. 6369 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21189
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Mexico
MEXICO
Monuments -- Mexico
Plazas -- Mexico
Wood -- Mexico

Place: Cordova (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Front porch of home in Mexico.] 6371 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Front porch of home in Mexico.] 6371 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21190

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4661

Topic: Buildings -- Mexico
Children -- Mexico
Dwellings -- Mexico
Homes -- Mexico
MEXICO
Palm trees -- Mexico
Trees -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where 100 bananas are sold for 8 cents, Cordova, Hot Lands of Mexico.
6372 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where 100 bananas are sold for 8 cents, Cordova, Hot Lands of Mexico. 6372 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21191
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4662

Topic:  Bananas -- Mexico
MEXICO
Markets -- Mexico
Pineapples -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place:  Cordova (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Selling "hot" peppers, the Mexican's choicest delicacy--market, Cordova. 6373 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Selling "hot" peppers, the Mexican's choicest delicacy--market, Cordova. 6373 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21192

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4744

Topic:  MEXICO
Markets -- Mexico
Peppers -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place:  Cordova (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lime sellers, in the streets of Cordova. 6374 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lime sellers, in the streets of Cordova. 6374 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21193

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4743

Topic: Lime -- Mexico
MEXICO
Markets -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Cordova (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Delicious product of the "Hot Lands," coffee on the drying floors--near Cordova. 6376 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Delicious product of the "Hot Lands," coffee on the drying floors--near Cordova. 6376 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21194

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4745

Topic: Coffee -- Mexico
Laborers -- Mexico
MEXICO
Shrines -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Cordova (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A scene in the primitive Aztec village of Amatlan, Hot Lands of Mexico.
[Active no. 6377 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21195
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4665.

Topic: Children -- Mexico
Dwellings -- Mexico
Family -- Mexico
Homes -- Mexico
MEXICO
Rivers -- Mexico

Place: Amatlan (Mexico)
Aztecs -- Mexico
Cordova (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Leaving church--village of Amatlan, near Cordova. [Active no. 6378 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21196
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4742.

Topic: Children -- Mexico
Churches -- Mexico
Family -- Mexico
MEXICO
Villages -- Mexico

Place: Amatlan (Mexico)
Aztecs -- Mexico
Mexico
Amatecan women at a public well--showing floor for drying corn, Amatlan. [Active no. 6379 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21197
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4748.

Topic:
Agriculture -- Mexico
Corn -- Mexico
MEXICO
Villages -- Mexico
Water -- Mexico
Wells -- Mexico

Place:
Amateca
Amatlan (Mexico)
Aztecs -- Mexico
Cordova (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 6382 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 6382 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21198
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4663 1/2

Topic:
Agriculture -- Mexico
Fields -- Mexico
Laborers -- Mexico
MEXICO
Pineapples -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Vera Cruz, from the light-house tower. 6383 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Vera Cruz, from the light-house tower. 6383 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21199

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4666

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
MEXICO
Portraits -- Mexico
Towers -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Vera Cruz (Mexico)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Vultures around the meat market--the scavengers of Vera Cruz. 6384 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Vultures around the meat market--the scavengers of Vera Cruz. 6384 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21200

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4668

Topic: Carts -- Mexico
Donkeys -- Mexico
MEXICO
Markets -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico
Vultures -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Vera Cruz (Mexico)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Colon" Street, in quaint and beautiful old Jalapa. 6385 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Colon" Street, in quaint and beautiful old Jalapa. 6385 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21201

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5168

Topic: MEXICO
Portraits -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico
Villages -- Mexico

Place: Colon Street (Jalapa, Mexico)
Jalapa (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Jalapa, famed for its scenery and pretty maidens. 6386 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Jalapa, famed for its scenery and pretty maidens. 6386 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21202

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].
Copy and Version Identification Note

5167

Topic: Children -- Mexico
Laundry -- Mexico.
MEXICO
Pottery -- Mexico
Villages -- Mexico

Place: Jalapa (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking over the beautiful park to the Cathedral, Jalapa. 6387 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Looking over the beautiful park to the Cathedral, Jalapa. 6387 Interpositive...
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21203

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5169

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
Children -- Mexico
Fountains -- Mexico
MEXICO
Parks -- Mexico

Place: Jalapa (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral (XVI Cent.) Jalapa, the mountain resort of the "Hot Lands." 6388 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Cathedral (XVI Cent.) Jalapa, the mountain resort of the "Hot Lands." 6388 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21204

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5170

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
       MEXICO
       Streets -- Mexico
Place: Jalapa (Mexico)
       Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Drying skeins at a cotton mill, Jalapa. 6389 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Drying skeins at a cotton mill, Jalapa. 6389 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21205

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5172

Topic: Cotton -- Mexico
       Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- Mexico
       Factories -- Mexico
       MEXICO
       Skeins
Place: Jalapa (Mexico)
       Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Luxurious parlor in the home of a silver king, Guanajuato. 6392
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Luxurious parlor in the home of a silver king, Guanajuato. 6392 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21206
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4685

Topic: Dwellings -- Mexico
Family -- Mexico
Homes -- Mexico
Interior architecture -- Mexico
MEXICO
Portraits -- Mexico

Place: Guanajuato (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Village.] 6393 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Village.] 6393 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21207
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Topic: Horses -- Mexico
MEXICO
Villages -- Mexico

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Mexico

[Village.] 6394 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Village.] 6394 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21208

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200], moved from [130].

Topic: MEXICO
Portraits -- Mexico
Villages -- Mexico

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Mexico

[Theater.] 6395 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Theater.] 6395 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21209

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4683

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Buildings -- Mexico
MEXICO
Sculptures -- Mexico
Theaters -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Teatro Juarez (Mexico)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mummies.] 6396 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mummies.] 6396 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21210
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4686
Topic: MEXICO
Mummies
Place: Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Overlooking the market house, at Guadalajara. 6397 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Overlooking the market house, at Guadalajara. 6397 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21211
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4687
Topic: MEXICO
Markets -- Mexico
Portraits -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico
Place: Guadalajara (Mexico)
Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 249 RSN Numbers 21212-21312
Image(s)

The Cathedral at Guadalajara, one of the handsomest cities of Mexico.  
6398 Interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8")

Image(s): The Cathedral at Guadalajara, one of the handsomest cities of Mexico. 6398 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21212
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4688

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cathedrals -- Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits -- Mexico</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guadalajara (Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guadalajara Cathedral (Guadalajara, Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the beautiful altars of the Cathedral, Guadalajara. 6399 Interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8")

Image(s): One of the beautiful altars of the Cathedral, Guadalajara. 6399 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21213
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4689

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Christ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Altars -- Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cathedrals -- Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEXICO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guadalajara (Mexico)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Guadalajara Cathedral (Guadalajara, Mexico)
Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque dry river bed of the sometimes magnificent waterfalls, near Guadalajara. 6400 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Picturesque dry river bed of the sometimes magnificent waterfalls, near Guadalajara. 6400 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21214
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4691

Topic: MEXICO
Rivers -- Mexico
Waterfalls -- Mexico

Place: Guadalajara (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A street scene in the city of the hot springs, Aguas Calientes. [Active no. 6401 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A street scene in the city of the hot springs, Aguas Calientes. [Active no. 6401 : stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21215
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

4695 (orig. no.)

Topic: Carts
Donkeys
MEXICO
Streets -- Mexico

Place: Aguas Calientes (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Cathedral at Aguas Calientes. 6402 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Interior of the Cathedral at Aguas Calientes. 6402 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21216

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4698

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
Interior architecture
MEXICO

Place: Aguas Calientes (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

San Marcos Garden avenue, Aguas Calientes. 6403 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): San Marcos Garden avenue, Aguas Calientes. 6403 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21217

[Made by ABH Verified by DD] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111498

Topic: MEXICO
Parks -- Mexico
Washing and bathing in the stream fed by the hot springs, Aguas Calientes. 6404 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Washing and bathing in the stream fed by the hot springs, Aguas Calientes. 6404 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21218

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Topic: Laundry -- Mexico.
MEXICO

Rivers -- Mexico
bathing

Place: Aguas Calientes (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6407 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 6407 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21219

Same as RSN 26893.

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Topic: Children -- Mexico
Donkeys -- Mexico
MEXICO

Place: Mexico
The great Cathedral at San Luis Potosi. 6408 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The great Cathedral at San Luis Potosi. 6408 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21220

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4703

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
MEXICO
Place: Mexico
San Luis Potosi (Mexico)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great Cathedral at Guadalupe. 6409 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The great Cathedral at Guadalupe. 6409 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21221

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4704

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
MEXICO
Place: Guadalupe (Mexico)
Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Interior of Cathedral, showing altar and silver railing, Guadalupe. 6410 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Interior of Cathedral, showing altar and silver railing, Guadalupe. 6410 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21222

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
Interior architecture
MEXICO

Place: Guadalupe (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 6411 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 6411 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21223

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4706

Topic: Art -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico
Interior architecture
MEXICO
Sculptures -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Zacatecas, showing Cathedral with one tower destroyed by cannon-shot during revolution. 6412 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Zacatecas, showing Cathedral with one tower destroyed by cannon-shot during revolution. 6412 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21224
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4707

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
       Destruction -- Mexico
       MEXICO
       Portraits -- Mexico
       War -- Mexico
Place:  Mexico
       Zacatecas (Zacatecas, Mexico)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Market tents and native groups in the mountainside city of Zacatecas. 6413 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Market tents and native groups in the mountainside city of Zacatecas. 6413 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21225
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4709

Topic: Children -- Mexico
       Fountains -- Mexico
       MEXICO
       Markets -- Mexico
       Mountains -- Mexico
       Portraits -- Mexico
       Tents -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Zacatecas (Zacatecas, Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chihuahua, the most important city of northern Mexico--from the Cathedral. 6414 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Chihuahua, the most important city of northern Mexico--from the Cathedral. 6414 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21226

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4710

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
MEXICO
Portraits -- Mexico

Place: Chihuahua (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cows.] Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Watermark on emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 21227

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200], moved from [130].

Topic: Animals
Cows
MEXICO

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Mexico

Monterey and its Plaza (public square). 6415 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Monterey and its Plaza (public square). 6415 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21228

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4713

Topic: MEXICO
Mountains -- Mexico
Plazas -- Mexico
Portraits -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Monterey (Mexico)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A prototype of the Orient--a street in Monterey. 6416 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A prototype of the Orient--a street in Monterey. 6416 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21230

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4714

Topic: Donkeys -- Mexico
MEXICO
Mountains -- Mexico
Streets -- Mexico
Villages -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Monterey (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Cathedral at Monterey. 6417 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Cathedral at Monterey. 6417 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21230

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4716

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
MEXICO

Place: Mexico
Monterey (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 6420 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 6420 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21231
[Made by W.S.] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
MEXICO
Portraits -- Mexico

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Mexico

Market boats at Tampico. 6421 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Market boats at Tampico. 6421 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21232

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

[Verified by D.D.] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
4721

Topic: Boats -- Mexico
       MEXICO
       Markets -- Mexico
       Rivers -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
       Tampico (Mexico)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery.] 6422 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cemetery.] 6422 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21233

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4720

Topic: Cemeteries -- Mexico
       MEXICO
       Tombstones -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tehuantepec, an important town on the Atlantic-Pacific Isthmian Railway--near the Pacific. 6424 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tehuantepec, an important town on the Atlantic-Pacific Isthmian Railway--near the Pacific. 6424 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21234

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4725

Names: Atlantic-Pacific Isthmian Railway (Mexico)
Topic: MEXICO
Portraits -- Mexico
Railroads -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Tehuantepec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Native fruit sellers in a forest on Tehuantepec Isthmus--iron wood tree in foreground. 6425 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Native fruit sellers in a forest on Tehuantepec Isthmus--iron wood tree in foreground. 6425 Interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21235

[Verified by D.D.] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4726

Topic: Children -- Mexico
Native girls of Tehuantepec Isthmus--a pretty nook in the tropical forest. 6428 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Native girls of Tehuantepec Isthmus--a pretty nook in the tropical forest. 6428 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21236

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4729

Topic:   Forests -- Mexico
         MEXICO
         Pottery -- Mexico
         Trees -- Mexico

Place:   Mexico
         Tehuantepec

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

Club life in the Spanish-American tropics--interior Spanish Club at Merida, Yucatan. 6429 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21237
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200]

Copy and Version Identification Note

4672

Topic: Clubs
     Interior architecture
     MEXICO

Place: Merida
       Mexico
       Spanish Club
       Yucatan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Windmill.] 6430 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Windmill.] 6430 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21238

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4670

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico
       MEXICO
       Portraits -- Mexico
       Windmills -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 6432 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 6432 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21239
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4674

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: MEXICO Ruins -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

[Ruins.] 6433 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 6433 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21240

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4675

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: MEXICO Ruins -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

[Ruins.] 6434 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 6434 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21241

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4676
[Ruins.] 6435 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 6435 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21242

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4677

King of Mexico’s mountains—Popocatepetl (17,754 feet high), from San Juan Hill. [Active no. 6436 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21243

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4651.

Topic: MEXICO
Mountains -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Popocatepetl
San Juan Hill (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Cuba
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 6437 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 6437 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21244

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4652

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: MEXICO
Mountains -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

A glimpse of the Falls of Juanacatlan--Niagara of Mexico. [Active no. 6438 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21245

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Topic: Cows
MEXICO
Rivers -- Mexico
Waterfalls -- Mexico

Place: Juanacatlan (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Strawberry field at Irapuato, where strawberries are picked every day in the year. 6439 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Strawberry field at Irapuato, where strawberries are picked every day in the year. 6439 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21246

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4692

Topic: Agriculture -- Mexico
      Laborers -- Mexico
      MEXICO
      Strawberries -- Mexico

Place: Irapuato (Mexico)
       Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The delicious product of Irapuato, where strawberries ripen every day in the year. [Active no. 6440 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21247

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Orig. no. 4693.

Topic: Agriculture -- Mexico
      Children -- Mexico
      Laborers -- Mexico
      MEXICO
      Strawberries -- Mexico

Place: Irapuato (Mexico)
Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 6442 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 6442 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21248

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4723

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Donkeys
Horses
Plants
Pottery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Among the finest bananas in the world--shipping station on a great banana plantation, Zent. Caption no. 4446 [?] stereo interpositive
1 item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Among the finest bananas in the world--shipping station on a great banana plantation, Zent. Caption no. 4446 [?] stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21249

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0544

Topic: Bananas -- Costa Rica
COSTA RICA
Donkeys -- Costa Rica
Laborers -- Costa Rica
Railroads -- Costa Rica
Stations -- Costa Rica
Transportation -- Costa Rica

Place: Costa Rica
Zent

Genre/ Form:
Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs

The city of Panama, capital of the new Republic and its harbor--looking S.E. over the Pacific Ocean. 6452 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The city of Panama, capital of the new Republic and its harbor--looking S.E. over the Pacific Ocean. 6452 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21250
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0518

Topic:
Harbors -- Panama
PANAMA
Ports -- Panama

Place:
Pacific Ocean
Panama
Panama City (Panama)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The city of Panama, capital of the new Republic, from the Fort--looking toward the Cathedral. 6454 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The city of Panama, capital of the new Republic, from the Fort--looking toward the Cathedral. 6454 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21251
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].
Dr. Amador, President and members of the first Congress of the new republic. 6456 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Dr. Amador, President and members of the first Congress of the new republic. 6456 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Landing pigs for market in the harbor of Panama City. 6457 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Landing pigs for market in the harbor of Panama City. 6457 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
0524  
Topic: Boats -- Panama  
Harbors -- Panama  
Markets -- Panama  
PANAMA  
Swine -- Panama  
pigs -- Panama  
Place: Panama  
Panama City (Panama)  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

U.S. soldiers guarding the Panama Railway, near Obispo, military headquarters in the Canal zone. 6458 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): U.S. soldiers guarding the Panama Railway, near Obispo, military headquarters in the Canal zone. 6458 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 21254  

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
0526  
Topic: Guards -- Panama  
Military -- Panama  
PANAMA  
Railroads -- Panama  
Soldiers -- Panama  
Tents -- Panama  
Place: Canal Zone  
Obispo (Panama Canal Zone)  
Panama  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

Where ships will sail through a mountain--famous Culebra Cut, finished depth 330 feet--(S.E.)--Panama Canal. 6459 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Where ships will sail through a mountain--famous Culebra Cut, finished depth 330 feet--(S.E.)--Panama Canal. 6459 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21255

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0527

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Excavations (Archeology) -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA
Railroads -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The enormous Culebra Cut (330 feet deep), one of the engineering tasks in building the monster Canal. 6460 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The enormous Culebra Cut (330 feet deep), one of the engineering tasks in building the monster Canal. 6460 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21256

Currently stored in box 3.2.14 [200].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0528

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Excavations (Archeology) -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
Workmen digging away a mountain, where the great Canal cuts through the Culebra ridge. Active no. 6461 : stereo interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Workmen digging away a mountain, where the great Canal cuts through the Culebra ridge. Active no. 6461 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 21257

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]. Associated number, 0529.

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama

Place:
Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Copy and Version Identification Note
0530

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Construction -- Panama
       Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
       Laborers -- Panama
       PANAMA

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Unfinished cuts in the world's greatest Canal, from top of Culebra, N.W. toward the Atlantic Ocean. 6463 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Unfinished cuts in the world's greatest Canal, from top of Culebra, N.W. toward the Atlantic Ocean. 6463 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21259

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0531

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Construction -- Panama
       Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
       Laborers -- Panama
       PANAMA

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
       Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

An unfinished cut on the line of the great Canal--looking northwest at Obispo. 6464 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): An unfinished cut on the line of the great Canal--looking northwest at Obispo. 6464 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21260

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0532

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
PANAMA
Villages -- Panama

Place: Obispo (Panama Canal Zone)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Disastrous results of the Frenchman's folly--many millions in idle decaying machinery--Panama Canal. 6465 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Disastrous results of the Frenchman's folly--many millions in idle decaying machinery--Panama Canal. 6465 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21261

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0533

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA
Ruins -- Panama
Great Panama Canal—(dollar)200,000,000 spent; French estimate to complete (dollar)600,000,000 more--near Colon. 6466 Interpositive 1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Great Panama Canal—(dollar)200,000,000 spent; French estimate to complete (dollar)600,000,000 more--near Colon. 6466 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21262

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0534

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
PANAMA
Ruins -- Panama

Place: Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Panama Railroad and River Chagres at Gutan near where the river crosses the Canal (west). [Active no. 6467 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21263

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Orig. no. 0535.
Names: Panama Railroad Co.

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction
PANAMA
Railroads -- Panama
Rivers -- Panama

Place: Chagres River (Panama)
Gutan (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Street in the town of luxurious residences built by the Canal Company for its officers, Colon. 6469 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Street in the town of luxurious residences built by the Canal Company for its officers, Colon. 6469 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21264

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0525

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Dwellings -- Panama.
PANAMA
Streets -- Panama

Place: Colon (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Homes in the Banana belt, Chagres River valley. 6470 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Homes in the Banana belt, Chagres River valley. 6470 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21265

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0536

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Dwellings -- Panama
Homes -- Panama
PANAMA
Streets -- Panama

Place: Chagres River Valley (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Bayano River, interior Panama--Indians supplying Panama soldiers at a frontier pass. 6474 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): On the Bayano River, interior Panama--Indians supplying Panama soldiers at a frontier pass. 6474 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21266

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0540

Topic: Boats -- Panama
Indians of Central America -- Panama
Markets -- Panama
PANAMA
Rivers -- Panama
Soldiers -- Panama

Place: Bayano River (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
General Huertas, hero of many battles, idol of the Panama people, surrounded by his officers. 6475 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): General Huertas, hero of many battles, idol of the Panama people, surrounded by his officers. 6475 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21267

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0522

Names: Huertas, Estaban, General, 1876-1943
Topic: Dogs -- Panama
Military -- Panama
PANAMA
Portraits -- Panama
Soldiers -- Panama

Place: Panama
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Panama soldiers at a village on the Bayano River, guarding the pass on the route from Columbia. 6476 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Panama soldiers at a village on the Bayano River, guarding the pass on the route from Columbia. 6476 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21268

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0541

Topic: Children -- Panama
Military -- Panama
PANAMA
Soldiers -- Panama
Training -- Panama
Place: Bayano River (Panama)  
    Panama  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
    Stereoscopic photographs

Boy soldiers in the regular Panama Army--contrasted with U.S. officer--part of a frontier guard, Bayano River. 6477 Interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Boy soldiers in the regular Panama Army--contrasted with U.S. officer--part of a frontier guard, Bayano River. 6477 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
    RSN 21269

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
    0542

Topic: Children -- Panama  
    Military -- Panama  
    PANAMA  
    Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Panama  
    Training -- Panama

Place: Bayano River (Panama)  
    Panama  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
    Stereoscopic photographs

Morro Castle, N. from La Punta across entrance to splendid harbor of Havana. 6480 Interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Morro Castle, N. from La Punta across entrance to splendid harbor of Havana. 6480 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
    RSN 21270

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
    173(?).
Names: La Punta Fortress (Havana, Cuba)

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Castles -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Morro Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Moat once defending Morro Castle, S.E. over Cabana Fortress to Harbor, Havana. 6481 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Moat once defending Morro Castle, S.E. over Cabana Fortress to Harbor, Havana. 6481 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21271

"Made by A.B.H." and "Verified by D.D." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111503

Names: Cabana Fortress (Havana, Cuba)

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Castles -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Morro Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A heavy old-time gun, Morro Castle, S.E. up harbor entrance--Cathedral (distant right). 6482 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A heavy old-time gun, Morro Castle, S.E. up harbor entrance--Cathedral (distant right). 6482 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21272

"Made neg. for Touriscope" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Publisher: Touriscope, Publisher
Topic: Artillery -- Cuba
CUBA/HAVANA
Castles -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Guns -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Morro Castle
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From within Morro Castle, S. over harbor entrance to City. [Active no. 6483 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21273

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Castles -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Morro Castle
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Over Morro Castle (built XVI Cent.) and Lighthouse S. to the City. 6484 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Over Morro Castle (built XVI Cent.) and Lighthouse S. to the City. 6484 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21274
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Castles -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba
Lighthouses -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Morro Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From Morro Castle, S.E. over "Twelve Apostles" Battery, Cabana Fortress and Harbor. 6485 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): From Morro Castle, S.E. over "Twelve Apostles" Battery, Cabana Fortress and Harbor. 6485 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21275
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Names: Cabana Fortress (Havana, Cuba)

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Castles -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Morro Castle
Twelve Apostles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Saluting the new-born Star, Cuba--fireworks May 20, 1902, from Morro Castle (S.). [Active no. 6486 : stereo interpositive,] 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Saluting the new-born Star, Cuba--fireworks May 20, 1902, from Morro Castle (S.). [Active no. 6486 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21276

"Made by ABH/Verified by DD" Aug. 29, 1908 on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Company acc. no.111509.

Topic: Boats -- Cuba
CUBA/HAVANA
Fireworks -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Morro Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21277

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Artillery -- Cuba
CUBA/HAVANA
Fortification -- Cuba
Guns -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Morro Castle
Twelve Apostles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cabana, the largest fortress in Cuba--S.E. to "Maine" wreck (centre distance). 6488 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cabana, the largest fortress in Cuba--S.E. to "Maine" wreck (centre distance). 6488 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21278
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Names: Cabana Fortress (Havana, Cuba)

Topic: Artillery -- Cuba
CUBA/HAVANA
Disasters -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Guns -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba
Shipwrecks -- Cuba
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Maine (Battleship)
Morro Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace Square (centre), Cathedral (right), Custom House (lower left), S.W. from Cabana. Active no. 6489 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace Square (centre), Cathedral (right), Custom House (lower left), S.W. from Cabana. Active no. 6489 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21279

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Names: Cabana Fortress (Havana, Cuba)

Topic: Artillery -- Cuba
CUBA/HAVANA
Cathedrals -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Guns -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seascape.] 6489 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Seascape.] 6489 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21280

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Palm trees -- Cuba
Seascapes -- Cuba
Trees -- Cuba.

Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Cabana Fortress, S.S.W. over Palace Square and centre of city. 6490 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): From Cabana Fortress, S.S.W. over Palace Square and centre of city. 6490 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21281
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Names:  Cabana Fortress (Havana, Cuba)
Topic:  CUBA/HAVANA
Fortification -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba
Place:  Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Havana and its harbor, from near Cabana Fortress, south. 6491
Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Havana and its harbor, from near Cabana Fortress, south. 6491 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21282

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Names:  Cabana Fortress (Havana, Cuba)
Topic:  Boats -- Cuba
CUBA/HAVANA
Harbors -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
Place:  Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gen. Fitzhugh Lee, entering Havana at the head of his Army, January 1, 1899. [Active no. 6493 : stereo interpositive,], 1899
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Gen. Fitzhugh Lee, entering Havana at the head of his Army, January 1, 1899. [Active no. 6493 : stereo interpositive,] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21283

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]
Orig. no. 4979(?)

Names: Lee, Fitzhugh, Maj. General

Topic: Armed Forces
      CUBA/HAVANA
      Parades
      Spanish-American War, 1898

Place: Cuba
      Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

American and Spanish soldiers, in front of the Captain General's palace, January 1, 1899. [Active no. 6494 : stereo interpositive,]. 1899
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): American and Spanish soldiers, in front of the Captain General's palace, January 1, 1899. [Active no. 6494 : stereo interpositive,] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21284

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Armed Forces
      CUBA/HAVANA
      Palaces
      Training

Place: Cuba
      Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Columbus Memorial and old tree under which was celebrated the first Mass in Havana. 6495 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Columbus Memorial and old tree under which was celebrated the first Mass in Havana. 6495 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21285
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4983

Topic: Buildings -- Cuba
CUBA/HAVANA
Columbus Memorial (Havana, Cuba)
Historical sites -- Cuba
Memorials -- Cuba
Monuments -- Cuba
Parks -- Cuba
Religion -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hotel Ingleterra--the finest hotel in Cuba. 6496 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hotel Ingleterra--the finest hotel in Cuba. 6496 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21286

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Names: Hotel Inglaterra (Havana, Cuba)

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Hotels -- Cuba
Streets -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Selling donkey milk. 6497 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Selling donkey milk. 6497 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21287
Grave of the "Maine" dead—martyrs for the cause of Cuba and humanity. 6498 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grave of the "Maine" dead—martyrs for the cause of Cuba and humanity. 6498 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21288

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Names: Battleship Maine
Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Cemeteries -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Two hundred thousand skeletons--Cemetery, Colon. 6499 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Two hundred thousand skeletons--Cemetery, Colon. 6499 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21289

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].
Names: Battleship Maine
Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Cemeteries -- Cuba
Human skeleton -- Cuba
Skeletons -- Cuba
Place: Colon (Cuba)
Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Prado, the Boulevard of Havana, S.S.W. from La Punta Fortress. 6502 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Prado, the Boulevard of Havana, S.S.W. from La Punta Fortress. 6502 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21290
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Names: La Punta Fortress (Havana, Cuba)
Topic: Artillery -- Cuba
CUBA/HAVANA
Fortification -- Cuba
Guns -- Cuba
Streets -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Prado
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Prado, from Hotel Ingleterra, N.N.E. to Morro Castle. [Active no. 6503 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21291
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Buildings -- Cuba
      CUBA/HAVANA
      Carriages -- Cuba
      Horses -- Cuba
      Streets -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
      Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
      Morro Castle
      Prado

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

East over old City Wall, on Lamparilla Street Custom House (with tower).
[Active no. 6504 : stereo Interpositive,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): East over old City Wall, on Lamparilla Street Custom House (with tower). [Active no. 6504 : stereo Interpositive,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 21292

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Company acc. no. 98166.

Names: Lamparilla Street Custom House (Havana, Cuba)

Place: Cuba
      Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA

Cleaned by American occupation--O'Reilly, an important shopping street (W.). [Caption No. 6505 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 21293
Covered horse-drawn vehicle coming down narrow street toward viewer, with passers-by on sidewalks. Signs stretched across street include Kodak advertisement in English, with image of folding camera, for "Suarez & Lychenheim, / Opticians and Dealers in Photographic Supplies / Agents for Eastman Kodak Co." The Suarez & Lychenheim shop, at no.106, appears at left.

Names: Eastman Kodak Company
Suarez & Lychenheim

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Cameras -- 1890-1920 -- Cuba
Carriages and carts -- 1890-1920 -- Cuba
Horse-drawn vehicles -- 1890-1920 -- Cuba
Horses -- Cuba
Opticians -- 1890-1920 -- Cuba
Photography -- Apparatus and supplies -- 1890-1920 -- Cuba
Signs and signboards -- 1890-1920 -- Cuba
Streets -- Cuba
advertising -- Photography--Apparatus and supplies -- 1890-1920 -- Cuba

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1920
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
O'Reilly (street, Havana, Cuba) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1890-1920

The Cathedral, Havana (W.) from which Columbus' remains were removed to Spain, 1898. 6506 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Cathedral, Havana (W.) from which Columbus' remains were removed to Spain, 1898. 6506 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21294

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
134 1/2

Names: Columbus, Christopher

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Cathedrals -- Cuba
Interior of the Cathedral, Havana, where Columbus' remains rested from 1796 to 1898 [Active no. 6507 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21295

AC0143-0021295.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Orig. no. 201

Names: Columbus, Christopher

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA

Cathedrals -- Cuba

Interior architecture

Place: Cuba

Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

General view in a great cigar factory (1,000 employees), the largest in Havana. Active no. 6508 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): General view in a great cigar factory (1,000 employees), the largest in Havana. Active no. 6508 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21296

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Making "pure Havanas," the world's most famous cigars, largest factory in Havana. Active no. 6510 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Making "pure Havanas," the world's most famous cigars, largest factory in Havana. Active no. 6510 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21297

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Cigars -- Cuba
Factories -- Cuba
Tobacco -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cuba's principal cargo carriers--horses in the Market Place. 6511 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cuba's principal cargo carriers--horses in the Market Place. 6511 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21298

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Horses -- Cuba
Markets -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Unloading vessels at the busy docks of Havana, chief port or Cuba. 6512 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Unloading vessels at the busy docks of Havana, chief port or Cuba. 6512 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21299
AC0143-0021299.tif (AC scan number)
["Made by ABH"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111525

Topic: CUBA/HAVANA
Docks -- Cuba
Laborers -- Cuba
Piers -- Cuba
Ports -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
Wharves -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palms of Cuba, the "Pearl of the Antilles," Botanical Gardens. 6513 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Palms of Cuba, the "Pearl of the Antilles," Botanical Gardens. 6513 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21300
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

**Topic:** Botanical gardens -- Cuba
CUBA/HAVANA
Palm trees -- Cuba
Trees -- Cuba.

**Place:** Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Old Glory" lowered in honor, that the Star of the Cuban Republic may rise--on the Palace, Havana, May 20, 1902. 6517 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s):* "Old Glory" lowered in honor, that the Star of the Cuban Republic may rise--on the Palace, Havana, May 20, 1902. 6517 interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 21301

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

[Aug. 28, 1908 "Made by ABH"] on envelope

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

111528

**Topic:** BIRTH OF THE CUBAN REPUBLIC
Flags
Palaces
Rites and ceremonies

**Place:** Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
U.S. Flag

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The birth of a nation--the Star of the Cuban Republic raised over the palace, noon, May 20, 1902. [Caption no. 6518 : stereo interpositive,]. 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s):* The birth of a nation--the Star of the Cuban Republic raised over the palace, noon, May 20, 1902. [Caption no. 6518 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21302

"Made by ABH" "Verified by DD" on envelope.

Company "accession" no. 111529?

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: BIRTH OF THE CUBAN REPUBLIC
Flags -- Cuba
Palaces
Rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 -- Cuba
Star of Cuba flag

Place: Cuba -- History -- 1900-1910
Havana (Cuba) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

General Wood transferring Cuba's Government and delivering President Roosevelt's letter to President Palma, May 20, 1902. 6520 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): General Wood transferring Cuba's Government and delivering President Roosevelt's letter to President Palma, May 20, 1902. 6520 Interpositive, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21303

"Aug. 28, 1908 'Made by ABH/Verified by DD'" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Copy and Version Identification Note
111531

Names: Palma, President
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Wood, Leonard

Topic: Armed Forces
BIRTH OF THE CUBAN REPUBLIC
Historical sites
Palaces
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Cuba -- 1900-1910
Havana (Cuba) -- 1900-1910
Cubans at the dock waiting to bid General Wood good-by, May 20, 1902.
6521 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Cubans at the dock waiting to bid General Wood good-by, May 20, 1902. 6521 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21304

[June 2, 1908 "Made by ABH"] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Copy and Version Identification Note

111532

Names:  Wood, Leonard

Topic:  BIRTH OF THE CUBAN REPUBLIC
       Docks
       Harbors
       Piers
       Sailboats
       Wharves

Place:  Cuba
       Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

America’s mission in Cuba fulfilled--the Cruiser Brooklyn passing Morro Castle carrying General Wood from Havana, May 20 1902. 6522 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): America’s mission in Cuba fulfilled--the Cruiser Brooklyn passing Morro Castle carrying General Wood from Havana, May 20 1902. 6522 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21305

["Made by ABH/Verified by DD"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111533

Names:   Cruiser Brooklyn (Ship)
         Wood, Leonard

Topic:   BIRTH OF THE CUBAN REPUBLIC
         Harbors -- Cuba
         Ships -- Cuba

Place:   Cuba
         Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
         Morro Castle

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:   Stereoscopic photographs

President Palma and his Cabinet, Secretaries Zaldo, Tamayo, Terry, Montez, Diaz and Yerro--in the palace. [Active no. 6524 : black-and-white interpositive,], 1902

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): President Palma and his Cabinet, Secretaries Zaldo, Tamayo, Terry, Montez, Diaz and Yerro--in the palace. [Active no. 6524 : black-and-white interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21306

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

"Made by ABH/Verified by DD" Aug. 28, 1908" on envelope.

Company acc. no. 111536.

Names:   Diaz, Mexican President
         Montez, Secretary
         Palma, President
         Tamayo, Secretary
         Terry, Secretary
         Yerro, Secretary
         Zaldo, Secretary

Topic:   BIRTH OF THE CUBAN REPUBLIC
         Cabinet officers
         Palaces
         Portraits -- Men -- 1890-1920
         Presidents

Place:   Cuba
         Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Making laws for the new nation--Cuba's first Senate--Senate Chamber. 6525 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Making laws for the new nation--Cuba's first Senate--Senate Chamber. 6525 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21307
[12/17/7 "Made by Carl" (?) "Verified by D.D." "Old No. Jarvis"] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Topic: BIRTH OF THE CUBAN REPUBLIC
Legislatures
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The new nation's law-makers--the first House of Representatives of the Cuban Republic. 6526 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The new nation's law-makers--the first House of Representatives of the Cuban Republic. 6526 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21308
[Aug. 28, 1908 "Made by A.B.H." "Verified by D.D."] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Copy and Version Identification Note
111539

Topic: BIRTH OF THE CUBAN REPUBLIC
Legislatures
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Near view of the "Maine" wreck, showing tremendous force of the explosion. 6530 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Near view of the "Maine" wreck, showing tremendous force of the explosion. 6530 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21309
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5027

Names: Battleship Maine
Topic: Disasters -- Cuba
MAINE WRECK-HAVANA HARBOR
Ships -- Cuba
War -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The "Maine" wreck from Merritt wrecking rig "Chief." 6531 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The "Maine" wreck from Merritt wrecking rig "Chief." 6531 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21310
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5028

Names: Battleship Maine
The enchanting Yumuri Valley, near Matanzas 6532 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The enchanting Yumuri Valley, near Matanzas 6532 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21311
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Matanzas Bay, from road to the Caves of Bellamar. 6533 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Matanzas Bay, from road to the Caves of Bellamar. 6533 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21312
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].
Waterscapes -- Cuba

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bellamar Caves (Cuba) Cuba Matanzas Bay

Box 250 RSN Numbers 21313-21414

Image(s)

The wonderful Caves of Bellamar, near Matanzas. 6534 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The wonderful Caves of Bellamar, near Matanzas. 6534 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21313

["Made by W.F. Schultz"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous Caves -- Cuba Stalactites -- Cuba

Place: Bellamar Caves (Cuba) Cuba Matanzas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking south from the Cathedral Tower. [Active no. 6536 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking south from the Cathedral Tower. [Active no. 6536 : stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher Schutz, F.W., Photographer?
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21314
"Made by W.F. Schultz" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
      Harbors
Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

A typical Cuban window, Cienfuegos. 6537 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A typical Cuban window, Cienfuegos. 6537 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 21315

["W.F. Sch."] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
      Dwellings -- Cuba
      Homes -- Cuba
Place: Cienfuegos (Cuba)
      Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

The last of Spain's army--at their Block House, Cienfuegos. 6538
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The last of Spain's army--at their Block House, Cienfuegos. 6538
Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 21316

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
      Fortification -- Cuba
      Military -- Cuba
Place: Cienfuegos (Cuba)
Cuba
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Plaza, Villa Clara. 6542 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Plaza, Villa Clara. 6542 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21317

["Made by W.F.S."] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Buildings -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Plazas -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Villa Clara

Fortuni Street, Remedios. 6544 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21318

["W.S."] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Topic: Buildings
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Streets

Place: Cuba
Remedios
The Governor's Palace, Plaza de Armas. 6550 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21319
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
       Palaces
Place: Cuba
       Plaza de Armas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Bacilio Street, in the poor quarter. 6551 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bacilio Street, in the poor quarter. 6551 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21320
["Made by W.S."] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
       Dwellings -- Cuba
       Homes -- Cuba
       Streets -- Cuba
Place: Bacilio Street (Cuba)
       Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Burial vaults above ground, Cemetery at Santiago. [Active no. 6555 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21321
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Cemeteries -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Peace" Tree--where Lieut. Hobson was exchanged--near Santiago. Active no. 6556 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): The "Peace" Tree--where Lieut. Hobson was exchanged--near Santiago. Active no. 6556 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21322
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Names: Hobson, Richmond Pearson, Lt.

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Peace Tree
Trees -- Cuba.
Wars -- Historical sites -- 1890-1900

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba) -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Graves of American heroes who fell before Santiago--Siboney. [Active no. 6558 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21323

"W.F. Schultz" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Cemeteries -- Cuba
Landscapes (representations) -- Cuba
Tombstones -- Cuba
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)
Siboney

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

General view of San Juan Hill--showing Bloody Pond (looking west).
[Active no. 6561 : stereo interpositive]

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").
Image(s): General view of San Juan Hill--showing Bloody Pond (looking west). [Active no. 6561 : stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21324

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27], moved from [130]

Topic: Battlefields
CUBA--Miscellaneous
War

Place: Bloody Pond (Cuba)
Cuba
San Juan Hill (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Cuba
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs
Scene of the great battle--the Hill, from below--San Juan. [Active no. 6563 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21325

"W.S." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Topic: Battlefields
CUBA--Miscellaneous
War

Place: Cuba
San Juan Hill (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Cuba
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Rough Riders" first view of Santiago--trenches on San Juan Hill. [Active no. 6565 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21326

"W.F.S." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Names: Rough Riders

Topic: Battlefields -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Soldiers -- Cuba
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
San Juan Hill (Cuba)
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)
Cuba Street--principal thoroughfare--village of El Caney. 6570 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cuba Street--principal thoroughfare--village of El Caney. 6570 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21327

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Streets -- Cuba
Villages -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Cuba Street (El Caney, Cuba)
El Caney (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cuban farmers with their "stick" plows and oxen. [Caption no. 6572: stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21328

In box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Agriculture -- Cuba -- 1890-1920
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Cows
Fields
Plows

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

A typical country house. 6573 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A typical country house. 6573 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21329
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
       Dwellings -- Cuba
       Family -- Cuba
       Homes -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cubans in their trenches--awaiting the Spaniards. 6574 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21330
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Copy and Version Identification Note
S-126

Topic: Battlefields
       CUBA--Miscellaneous
       Soldiers -- 1890-1900
       Trench warfare
       War

Place: Cuba
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
A company of the Cuban Army, Pinar del Rio Province. 6575 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A company of the Cuban Army, Pinar del Rio Province. 6575 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21331

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Military -- Cuba
Soldiers -- 1890-1920 -- Cuba
Training -- Cuba
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Pinar del Rio Province (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Primitive Cuba--oxen power and solid wheel cart. 6576 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Primitive Cuba--oxen power and solid wheel cart. 6576 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21332

["Made by W.S."] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Carts -- Cuba
Cows -- Cuba
Dwellings -- Cuba
Farms -- Cuba
Homes -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A village in the interior of Cuba. 6578 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A village in the interior of Cuba. 6578 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21333

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
S-131

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous Villages -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Street of a village in the interior of Cuba. [Active no. 6579 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21334

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous Dwellings -- Cuba Family -- Cuba -- 1880-1910 Streets -- Cuba Villages -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cuban lovers--courting through the barred windows. [Active no. 6580 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21335

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Couples -- Cuba
Love -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wretched poverty of a Cuban peasant's home, Province of Santiago. Active no. 6582 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wretched poverty of a Cuban peasant's home, Province of Santiago. Active no. 6582 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21336

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Children -- Cuba
Dwellings -- Cuba
Family -- Cuba -- 1880-1910
Poverty -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba : Province)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A sugar plantation, Caracas. 6586 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A sugar plantation, Caracas. 6586 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21337

Similar to RSN 26940.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
S-118 1/2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture -- Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBA--Miscellaneous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cane -- Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fields -- Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantations -- Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar -- Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caracas (Cuba)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An iron mining camp in Santiago Province. 6581 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): An iron mining camp in Santiago Province. 6581 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21338

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUBA--Miscellaneous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camps -- Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron mining -- Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines -- Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains -- Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valleys -- Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villages -- Cuba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Place: Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba : Province)

On "La Union" sugar plantation, San Luis, Santiago Province. 6588 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): On "La Union" sugar plantation, San Luis, Santiago Province. 6588 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21339
"W.S." on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Agriculture -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Cane -- Cuba
Laborers -- Cuba
Plantations -- Cuba
Sugar -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
La Union (Plantation) (San Luis, Santiago Province, Cuba)
San Luis (Santiago Province, Cuba)
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba : Province)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A typical tobacco plantation, Province of Havana. 6589 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A typical tobacco plantation, Province of Havana. 6589 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21340
["Made by W. Tch"(?)] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Agriculture -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Fields -- Cuba
Laborers -- Cuba
Plantations -- Cuba
Tobacco -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana Province (Cuba)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Drying tobacco--a typical plantation, Province of Havana. 6591 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Drying tobacco--a typical plantation, Province of Havana. 6591 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21341

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Agriculture -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Plantations -- Cuba
Tobacco -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana Province (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Kingston, looking northeast. [Active no. 6595 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21342

"Made by W.S." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Place: Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: JAMAICA

Scenes in the Jubilee Market, Kingston. 6596 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Scenes in the Jubilee Market, Kingston. 6596 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21343

"W.F.S." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Names: Jubilee Market (Kingston, Jamaica)
Topic: JAMAICA
Markets -- Jamaica
Place: Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Home of the Governor-General, Kingston. 6597 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Home of the Governor-General, Kingston. 6597 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21344

"Made by W.S." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Dwellings -- Jamaica
Homes -- Jamaica
JAMAICA
Place: Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Village of Port Royal, near Kingston [Jamaica]. [Active no. 6600 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21345
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: JAMAICA
   Villages -- Jamaica
Place: Jamaica
   Kingston (Jamaica)
   Port Royal (Jamaica)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 6601 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Park.] 6601 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21346
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5326

Topic: JAMAICA
   Palms -- Jamaica
   Parks -- Jamaica
   Trees -- Jamaica.
Place: Jamaica
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Jamaica.] 6602 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21347

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5331

Topic: JAMAICA
    Palms -- Jamaica
    Parks -- Jamaica
    Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

A picturesque village of the tropics, Port Antonio. 6603 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A picturesque village of the tropics, Port Antonio. 6603 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21348

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: JAMAICA
    Villages -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
    Port Antonio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

East Indian cattle farm of Hon. Evelyn Ellis, Montpelier. 6604 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21349

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]
Names: Ellis, Evelyn, Hon.

Topic: Cows
Farms
JAMAICA

Place: Jamaica
Montpelier

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The largest field of tobacco in the world, Montpelier. 6606 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The largest field of tobacco in the world, Montpelier. 6606 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21350

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5303

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
Fields -- Jamaica
JAMAICA
Laborers -- Jamaica
Tobacco -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Montpelier

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 6607 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 6607 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21351

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
The Rio Cobre, Bog Walk. 6608 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Rio Cobre, Bog Walk. 6608 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21352
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: JAMAICA
Rivers -- Jamaica
Place: Bog Walk (Jamaica)
Jamaica
Rio Cobre (Jamaica)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home in Jamaica.] 6611 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Home in Jamaica.] 6611 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21353
Similar to RSN 26949.
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0406

Topic: Dwellings -- Jamaica
Homes -- Jamaica
JAMAICA
Palm trees -- Jamaica
Portraits -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"West Indian pickaninnies--scholars and teacher before school house in Jamaica." [Company catalog caption.] 6614 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "West Indian pickaninnies--scholars and teacher before school house in Jamaica." [Company catalog caption.] 6614 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21354

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

"Made by W.S." on envelope.

Topic: Children -- Jamaica
          Education -- Jamaica
          JAMAICA
          Schools -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A native family and their home amidst the palm groves of Jamaica. Active no. 6616 : stereo interpositive.
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21355

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Dwellings -- Jamaica
          Family -- Jamaica -- 1880-1910
          JAMAICA
          Palms -- Jamaica
          Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica
Carrying bananas to market, Jamaica. 6617 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Carrying bananas to market, Jamaica. 6617 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21356
AC0143-0021356 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Bananas -- Jamaica
JAMAICA
Laborers -- Jamaica
Markets -- Jamaica
Transportation -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

[Trees.] 6618 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Trees.] 6618 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21357
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5327

Topic: JAMAICA
Laborers -- Jamaica
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs
San Juan from Fort San Cristobal--looking northward toward Morro Castle. [Active no. 6623 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21358
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Morro Castle--defending the harbor and city of San Juan. [Active no. 6624 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Street sweepers in "Calle de la Cruz" (Street of the Cross), San Juan. [Active no. 6625 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
W.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21360
AC0143-0021360.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

"Made by W.S." on envelope.

Bibliography
Reproduced in microfilm by NEDCC for University of Puerto Rico.

Topic:
Laborers -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO
Streets -- Puerto Rico.

Place:
Calle de la Cruz (San Juan, Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico
San Juan (P.R.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Governor's palace--showing old city wall and gate, San Juan. Active no. 6627 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Governor's palace--showing old city wall and gate, San Juan. Active no. 6627 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21361
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic:
Fortification -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO
Palaces -- Puerto Rico

Place:
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
San Juan (P.R.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Vending the "staff of life" in San Francisco Street, San Juan. [Bread vendor?] 6629 : Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Vending the "staff of life" in San Francisco Street, San Juan. [Bread vendor?] 6629 : Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21362
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Bread -- Puerto Rico
Markets -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO
Street vendors -- Puerto Rico
Streets -- Puerto Rico.

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
San Juan (P.R.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Calle de la Princesa--a beautiful promenade at San Juan. [Male and female figures in street.] Active no. 6630 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Calle de la Princesa--a beautiful promenade at San Juan. [Male and female figures in street.] Active no. 6630 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21363
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: PORTO RICO
Streets -- Puerto Rico.

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
San Juan (P.R.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
House built by and containing the remains of Ponce de Leon, San Juan. Active no. 6631 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): House built by and containing the remains of Ponce de Leon, San Juan. Active no. 6631 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21364
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Names: Ponce de Leon, Juan.
Topic: Dwellings -- Puerto Rico
      Historical sites -- Puerto Rico
      PORTO RICO
      Tombs -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Plantation and sugar mill at Caguas--between San Juan and Guayama. Active no. 6635 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Plantation and sugar mill at Caguas--between San Juan and Guayama. Active no. 6635 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21365
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Topic: Agriculture -- Puerto Rico
      Cows -- Puerto Rico
      Factories -- Puerto Rico
      Fields -- Puerto Rico
      Mills -- Puerto Rico
      PORTO RICO
      Plantations -- Puerto Rico
      Sugar -- Puerto Rico

Place: Caguas (P.R.)
       Guayama (P.R.)
       Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
       San Juan (P.R.)
The business section of an interior village, Caguas. 6636 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The business section of an interior village, Caguas. 6636 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21366
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: PORTO RICO
Streets -- Puerto Rico.
Villages -- Puerto Rico

Place: Caguas (P.R.)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Commerce Street, village of Cayey, interior of Porto Rico. 6638 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Commerce Street, village of Cayey, interior of Porto Rico. 6638 Interpositive..
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21367
AC0143-0021367.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Laborers -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO

Place: Cayey (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
"Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home"—Cayey. Active no. 6639 : stereo interpositive, 1904

Image(s): "Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home"—Cayey. Active no. 6639 : stereo interpositive, 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man, three children, and woman holding baby stand outside thatched hut.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled plate.

Local Numbers
2000-9640 (OIPP Scan #)
RSN 21368
AC0143-0021368.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]. Original no. 5210.

Topic: Dwellings -- Puerto Rico
Family -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO
Thatched buildings -- Puerto Rico.
Thatched roofs -- Puerto Rico

Place: Cayey (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Mountainside farms and homes at Cayey, where Porto Rico's finest tobacco is grown. [Active no. 6640 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21369
AC0143-0021369.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Children -- Puerto Rico
Dwellings -- Puerto Rico
Family -- Puerto Rico
Adjuntas, a picturesque mountain village in the heart of Porto Rico.

[Caption no. 6642: stereoscopic interpositive.]  
3 items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Extreme lower left corner broken, two pieces.

Local Numbers

RSN 21370

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Men with oxen?, Puerto Rico. : Active no. 6644: stereo interpositive

1 item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21371

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Men with oxen?, Puerto Rico. : Active no. 6644: stereo interpositive

1 item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21371

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Men with oxen?, Puerto Rico. : Active no. 6644: stereo interpositive

1 item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21371

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].
Laborers -- Puerto Rico

PORTO RICO

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

The Cathedral and public square at Guayama. Active no. 6647 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Cathedral and public square at Guayama. Active no. 6647 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21372

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Little farms on the hillsides--near Guayama. 6648 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21373

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Birdseye view, Ponce. [Active no. 6649 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21374

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Place: Ponce (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PORTO RICO

Yauco--one of Porto Rico's important sugar exporting towns. [Active no. 6652 : interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing and darkening.

Local Numbers
RSN 21375

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Orig. no. 5231.

Topic: PORTO RICO
Sugar

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Yauco (P.R.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Life and trade in Commerce Street, Yauco. 6653 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Life and trade in Commerce Street, Yauco. 6653 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21376
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Markets -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO
Streets -- Puerto Rico.

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Yauco (P.R.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rapid transit in Yauco. Active no. 6654 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Rapid transit in Yauco. Active no. 6654 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled plate.

Local Numbers
2000-9641 (OIPP Scan #)
RSN 21377
AC0143-0021377 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Cows -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO
Streets -- Puerto Rico.
Transportation
Wagons -- Puerto Rico.

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Yauco (Puerto Rico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cock fight--a favorite holiday sport at Yauco. Active no. 6655 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Cock fight--a favorite holiday sport at Yauco. Active no. 6655: stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled plate.

Local Numbers
2000-9636 (OIPP Scan #)

RSN 21378

AC0143-0021378 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Chickens
Cockfights
PORTO RICO
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Yauco (P.R.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Plaza del Mercada (Market Place), on market day, Yauco. [Caption No. 6656: stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21379

AC0143-0021379 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Markets -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO
Plazas -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Yauco (P.R.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs
Amidst the charms of Porto Rico--delicious pineapples in the fields of Mayaguez. [Active no. 6660 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled plate. Fingerprint on emulsion, right side.

Local Numbers
2000-9638 (OIPP Scan #)

RSN 21380
AC0143-0021380 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 26964. Original number 5242.
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27], moved from [59].

Topic:
Agriculture -- Puerto Rico
Children -- Puerto Rico
Fields -- Puerto Rico
Fruit -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO
Pineapples -- Puerto Rico

Place:
Mayaguez (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Young banana plants--growing prospects of a country home near Mayaguez. [With children.] [Active no. 6662 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing and darkening, milky appearance of emulsion; right edge deteriorating.

Local Numbers
RSN 21381
AC0143-0021381 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].
Orig. no. 5244.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Bananas -- Puerto Rico</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children -- Puerto Rico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings -- Puerto Rico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PORTO RICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees -- Puerto Rico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Mayaguez (Puerto Rico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cocoanut palms near Aguadilla, Porto Rico—as the tree is bent the box [boy?] is inclined. [Children are shown climbing the trees.] [Active no. 6664 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering from envelope seams.

Local Numbers

RSN 21382

AC0143-0021382 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Orig. no. 5246.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Children -- Puerto Rico</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coconuts -- Puerto Rico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PORTO RICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palm trees -- Puerto Rico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees -- Puerto Rico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Aguadilla (P.R.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Columbus fountain at Aguadilla, where the great discoverer first quenched his thirst in Porto Rico. [Active no. 6665 : sterep interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21383

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Names: Columbus, Christopher
Topic: Fountains
Historical sites
PORTO RICO
Place: Aguadilla (P.R.)
Puerto Rico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Drying coffee--in the rich coffee district of Porto Rico. [Active no. 6666 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Red masking tape on base side.

Local Numbers
RSN 21384

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Coffee
PORTO RICO
Place: Puerto Rico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dusky belles, Porto Rico [sic]. [Caption No. 6667 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled plate.

Local Numbers
2000-9639 (OIPP Scan #)

RSN 21385
AC0143-0021385 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: PORTO RICO
Portraits -- Women -- Puerto Rico
Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Interpositives

First company of native Porto Ricans enlisted in the American Colonial Army. [Caption No. 6668 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 21386

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Armed Forces
PORTO RICO
Soldiers -- 1890-1920
Training
Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives

A country home in the interior of Porto Rico--between Cayey and Aibonito. [Active no. 6669 : stereo Interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Scratches on emulsion side.

Local Numbers
RSN 21387

AC0143-0021387 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Children -- Puerto Rico
Dwellings -- Puerto Rico
Mountains -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO

Place: Aibonito (P.R.)
Cayey (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

San Juan and Ponce Road, Porto Rico--tramp! tramp! came our "Boys" to face the Spaniards on these Aibonito Heights. [Male figure with straw hat in landscape.] [Active no. 6670 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21388
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Battlefields -- Puerto Rico
Mountains -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Puerto Rico
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Aibonito (P.R.)
Ponce (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico
San Juan (P.R.)
Spain

Porto Rican boys in their Sunday dress, near Aibonito. [Caption No. 6671 : stereoscopic interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Porto Rican boys in their Sunday dress, near Aibonito. [Caption No. 6671 : stereoscopic interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Children in very ragged, torn clothing, standing on wood plank bridge.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Uncancelled plate.
Local Numbers
2000-9635 (OIPP Scan #)

RSN 21389

AC0143-0021389 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

        PORTO RICO

Place:  Aibonito (P.R.)
        Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:  Landscapes (representations) -- Puerto Rico

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

Difficult travel--highway between Yauco and Mayaguez, through luxuriant
western Porto Rico. [Active no. 6674 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21390

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic:  Buggies -- Puerto Rico
        Horses -- Puerto Rico
        PORTO RICO
        Roads -- Puerto Rico

Genre/Form:  Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

Place:  Mayaguez (P.R.)
        Puerto Rico
        Yauco (P.R.)

[Ox-carts, Puerto Rico. Active no. 6676 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21391
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Cows -- Puerto Rico
Roads -- Puerto Rico
Wagons -- Puerto Rico

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Puerto Rico

[Family groups pose in wooded area.] Active no. 677 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family groups pose in wooded area.] Active no. 677 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21392
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family -- 1880-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

One of the steam explosions of Mont Pelee, southwest slope, June, 1902. 6680 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of the steam explosions of Mont Pelee, southwest slope, June, 1902. 6680 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21393
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]. Orig. no. 6082.

Topic: MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Mountains -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique
Waterscapes

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A terrible volcanic explosion--sudden outbreak near Riviere Blanche, Mont Pelee, June, 1902. 6682 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A terrible volcanic explosion--sudden outbreak near Riviere Blanche, Mont Pelee, June, 1902. 6682 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21394

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Mountains -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique
Waterscapes

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
Riviere Blanche

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"The intrepid Prof. Heilprin going to examine the mud-flow at base of steaming Mont Pelee." Active no. 6681: stereo interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "The intrepid Prof. Heilprin going to examine the mud-flow at base of steaming Mont Pelee." Active no. 6681: stereo interpositive, 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Five figures in rowboat with mountains behind them.
Silver gelatin on glass.
No obvious silvering from envelope seam. Uncancelled. Paper residue at top of plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 21395

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].
Names: Heilprin, Professor.
Topic: Boats -- Martinique
   MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
   Mountains -- Martinique
   Volcanoes -- Martinique
   Waterscapes -- Martinique
Place: Martinique
   Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A terrible volcanic explosion--Mont Pelee in eruption, June 1902. 6683 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A terrible volcanic explosion--Mont Pelee in eruption, June 1902. 6683 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 21396
Same as RSN 14162, 21397 and 26970
Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Topic: Eruptions
   Explosions
   MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
   Volcanoes -- Martinique
Place: Martinique
   Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A terrible volcanic explosion--Mont Pelee in eruption, June 1902. 6683 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A terrible volcanic explosion--Mont Pelee in eruption, June 1902. 6683 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 21397
Same as RSN 14162, 21396 and 26970

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Topic: Eruptions
Explosions
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Enormous smoke-column, three miles high, mushrooming above terrible Mont Pelee; eruption, June, 1902. 6684 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Enormous smoke-column, three miles high, mushrooming above terrible Mont Pelee; eruption, June, 1902. 6684 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21398

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6143

Topic: MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Mountains -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Volcano.] Interpositive, 1902
3 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Volcano.] Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21399
Similar to RSN 26971; SANDWICH: boats in foreground on separate interpositives in separated envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Boats -- Martinique  
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR  
Mountains -- Martinique  
Portraits -- Martinique  
Ports -- Martinique  
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique  
Pélée, Mount (Martinique)  
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Pierre, its roadstead, and Mont Pelee, before the terrible eruption of May 8, 1902. 6685 Interpositive, 1902  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): St. Pierre, its roadstead, and Mont Pelee, before the terrible eruption of May 8, 1902. 6685 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Water marks on emulsion.

Local Numbers  
RSN 21400

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Disasters -- Martinique  
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR  
Mountains -- Martinique  
Ruins -- Martinique  
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique  
Pélée, Mount (Martinique)  
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Street in Fort de France and refugees from Mont Pelee's terrible eruption.  
6686 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Street in Fort de France and refugees from Mont Pelee's terrible eruption. 6686 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21401

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Disasters -- Martinique
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Refugees -- Martinique
Streets -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Fort-de-France (Martinique)
Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Street in Fort de France and refugees from Mont Pelee's terrible eruption. 6686 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Street in Fort de France and refugees from Mont Pelee's terrible eruption. 6686 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21402

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Disasters -- Martinique
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Refugees -- Martinique
Streets -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Fort-de-France (Martinique)
Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Southern part of ash-buried St. Pierre, south to cliff marking the southern limit of the zone of destruction. 6688 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Southern part of ash-buried St. Pierre, south to cliff marking the southern limit of the zone of destruction. 6688 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21403

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6108

Topic: Disasters
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Harbor, from the docks. Active no. 6500 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Harbor, from the docks. Active no. 6500 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21404

Currently stored in box 3.2.15 [27].

Topic: Barrels -- Cuba
CUBA--Havana
Docks -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba
Piers -- Cuba
Ports -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
Wharves -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Tombs of the once beautiful cemetery, from boulevard over the ruined city to base of Orange Hill, St. Pierre. 6691 Interpositive

Image(s): Tombs of the once beautiful cemetery, from boulevard over the ruined city to base of Orange Hill, St. Pierre. 6691 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21405

AC0143-0021405 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Cemeteries -- Martinique
Disasters -- Martinique
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A modern steel-frame building after Mont Pelee's tornado of fire--one of St. Pierre's best structures. 6692 Interpositive

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21406

AC0143-0021406 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note

6092

Topic: Disasters
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From the boulevard, S.W. over the dead city and the bay, St. Pierre. [Active no. 6693 : stereo interpositive,], 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From the boulevard, S.W. over the dead city and the bay, St. Pierre. [Active no. 6693 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man wearing hat surveys scene of destruction from the Mt. Pelee eruption. Uncancelled plate.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Minor glass chips and emulsion chips at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 21407

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic:
Disasters
Figure in landscape
Figure in landscape
Harbors
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place:
Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Overlooking the mud-filled Roxelane River bed and ash-covered ruins to Mont Pelee. 6694 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Overlooking the mud-filled Roxelane River bed and ash-covered ruins to Mont Pelee. 6694 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21408
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6094
Topic: Disasters -- Martinique
      MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
      Rivers -- Martinique
      Volcanoes -- Martinique
Place: Martinique
       Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
       Roxelane River (Martinique)
       St. Pierre (Martinique)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Roxelane River valley, once filled with charming homes--from bridge covered with Mont Pelee's volcanic dust. 6695 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Roxelane River valley, once filled with charming homes--from bridge covered with Mont Pelee's volcanic dust. 6695 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner cracked.

Local Numbers
RSN 21409

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Similar to RSN 14163; [(5/27/86?)] on envelope.

Topic: Disasters -- Martinique
      MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
      Rivers -- Martinique
      Ruins -- Martinique
      Volcanoes -- Martinique
Place: Martinique
       Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
       Roxelane River (Martinique)
       St. Pierre (Martinique)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Terrible Mont Pelee from bridge over the Capot River looking S.W., Martinique. 6696 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Terrible Mont Pelee from bridge over the Capot River looking S.W., Martinique. 6696 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21410

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6122

Topic: Bridges -- Martinique
Disasters -- Martinique
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Rivers -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Capot River (Martinique)
Martinique
Peleé, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Distributing relief-supplies to Mont Pelee refugees, before the city hall, Fort de France, Martinique. [Active no. 6697 : stereoscopic interpositive.,] 1902

1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Distributing relief-supplies to Mont Pelee refugees, before the city hall, Fort de France, Martinique. [Active no. 6697 : stereoscopic interpositive.] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Large crowd of people waiting; "distribution" cannot be seen readily.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering from original envelope seams.

Local Numbers
RSN 21411

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]. "Old 6134" on edge of plate.
Uncancelled plate.

Topic: Assistance -- Martinique
Disasters -- Martinique
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Refugees -- Martinique
Relief (Aid) -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Fort-de-France (Martinique)
       Martinique
       Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Great clouds of steam and smoke sweeping down from the crater--Mont Pelee in eruption. 6698 Interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21412

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note

6084

Topic: Disasters
       MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRRE & VINCENT
       Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
       Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Mont Pelee, the most terrible life-destroying volcano in all history--showing steam and river of volcanic mud. 6699 Interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21413

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note

6086
Climbing Mont Pelee--the great gorge through which the mud torrent swept over St. Pierre. 6700 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21414

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note

6087

Box 251

RSN Numbers 21415-21515

Image(s)

[Volcano.] 6701 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Volcano.] 6701 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21415

AC0143-0021415 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].
Copy and Version Identification Note

6085

Topic: Boats -- Martinique
Disasters -- Martinique
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique
Waterscapes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Volcano.] 6702 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Volcano.] 6702 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21416

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6127

Topic: Disasters -- Martinique
Donkeys -- Martinique
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Roads -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Volcano.] 6704 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Volcano.] 6704 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21417
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6121

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Disasters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE &amp; VINCENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volcanoes -- Martinique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Martinique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pelée, Mount (Martinique)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Volcano.] 6705 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Volcano.] 6705 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21418

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6089?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Disasters -- Martinique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE &amp; VINCENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seascapes -- Martinique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ships -- Martinique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volcanoes -- Martinique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Martinique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pelée, Mount (Martinique)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Along the boulevard (military road) northwest showing northern part of city, and coast, St. Pierre. [Active no, 6706 : stereoscopic interpositive.,] 1902

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Along the boulevard (military road) northwest showing northern part of city, and coast, St. Pierre. [Active no, 6706 : stereoscopic interpositive.,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Man in hat, dark jacket, and shoes surveys scene of destruction from above. Uncancelled plate.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering from original envelope seams.

Local Numbers
RSN 21419

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]. "Old 6091" on plate edge.

Topic: Disasters
Figure in landscape
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Seacoasts
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Genre/ Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

St. Pierre, Mont Pelee’s ill-fated victim--ruins and volcanic ashes entombing her perished thousands. [Active no. 6707 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21420

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

6096 (orig. no.)

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Ash-covered ruins of St. Pierre, and Mont Pelee, with its great ascending cloud of steam." Active no. 6708 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Three men with backs to camera inspecting ruins.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21421

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]. "Old 6103" on plate.

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Destroyed St. Pierre, from its southern end; north to steaming Mont Pelee.

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21422

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note

6104 1/2

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
St. Pierre, the mud flows, and steaming new crater from which burst the
gas cloud that destroyed the city. [Active no. 6710 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21423

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

6105 (orig. no.)

Topic: Disasters
Figure in landscape
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Pierre, and its destroyer, Mont Pelee--showing synchronous explosions of upper and lower craters. 6711 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): St. Pierre, and its destroyer, Mont Pelee--showing synchronous explosions of upper and lower craters. 6711 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21424

Similar to RSN 21425 and 26974

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6106

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Pierre, and its destroyer, Mont Pelee--showing synchronous explosions of upper and lower craters. 6711 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21425

Similar to RSN 21424 and 26974

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6106b

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Along Rue Victor Hugo, principal street of the late charming St. Pierre--after Mont Pelee's eruption. 6712 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21426

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6110

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Genre/ Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

[Mt. Pelee, Martinique. Active no. 6713 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21427
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

6097 (orig. no.)

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Martinique. Active no. 6714 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21428
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

6101 (orig. no.)

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Martinique. Active no. 6715: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21429

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

6109 (orig. no.)

Topic: Disasters

MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique

Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Black man viewing volcanic destruction, Martinique. Active no. 6716: stereo interpositive.], 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Black man viewing volcanic destruction, Martinique. Active no. 6716: stereo interpositive.], 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering from envelope seam. Uncancelled.

Local Numbers

RSN 21430

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]. "Old 6712-1/2" on plate edge.
[Martinique.] 6717 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Martinique.] 6717 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21431
Similar to RSN 14164.
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6090 1/2

Topic: Disasters -- Martinique
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Portraits -- Martinique
Ruins -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[White man in white suit inspecting devastation after Mt. Pelee volcanic eruption, Martinique. Active no. 6718 stereo interpositive,] 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [White man in white suit inspecting devastation after Mt. Pelee volcanic eruption, Martinique. Active no. 6718 stereo interpositive,] 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Silvering from envelope seams. Uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 21432
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]. "Old 6098" on plate edge.

Topic: Disasters
Figure in landscape
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Portraits
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Martinique.] 6719 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21433

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6097

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bed cut through Precheur by the river of mud from Mont Pelee--showing destroyed Cathedral. 6721 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bed cut through Precheur by the river of mud from Mont Pelee--showing destroyed Cathedral. 6721 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21434

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6113; 147

Topic: Cathedrals -- Martinique
Disasters -- Martinique
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Peléé, Mount (Martinique)
Precheur (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In the Cemetery, where ashes from Mont Pelee fell three feet deep, Precheur. [Active no. 6722 : stereo photonegative,] [1902]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): In the Cemetery, where ashes from Mont Pelee fell three feet deep, Precheur. [Active no. 6722 : stereo photonegative,] [1902].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Cemetery monument with broken column. Uncancelled plate.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Silvering from envelope seams. Small emulsion loss, left edge.

Local Numbers
RSN 21435
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]. Old nos.: 6119? 6114?

Topic: Cemeteries -- Martinique
Disasters -- Martinique
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Tombstones -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Peléé, Mount (Martinique)
Precheur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Martinique.] 6723 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Martinique.] 6723 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21436
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].
Looking over route of the "stations" to summit of Prayer Hill, or Calvary, Morne Rouge. 6724 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking over route of the "stations" to summit of Prayer Hill, or Calvary, Morne Rouge. 6724 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21437
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].
Local Numbers
RSN 21438

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

6117 (orig. no.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Disasters</th>
<th>MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE &amp; VINCENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Volcanoes -- Martinique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Martinique</td>
<td>Pelée, Mount (Martinique)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Martinique.] 6727 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Martinique.] 6727 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21439

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6175?;147

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Churches -- Mexico</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disasters -- Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE &amp; VINCENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets -- Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volcanoes -- Martinique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Martinique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pelée, Mount (Martinique)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form:</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basse Pointe, on the northeastern base of Mont Pelee. 6728 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21440

[Broken LR corner (8/27/87?)] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6124

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Portraits
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Basse-Pointe (Martinique)
Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Principal street of Basse Pointe--boulders brought in mud torrent from Mont Pelee's eruption. 6729 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21441

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6125

Topic: Boulders
Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Streets
Volcanoes

Place: Basse-Pointe (Martinique)
Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Harbor at Basse Pointe (formerly 60 feet deep), blocked with mud from Mont Pelee. 6730 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21442

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6126

Topic: Disasters
Harbors
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Basse-Pointe (Martinique)
Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Marie and its rock-bound harbor—a refuge of fugitives from Mont Pelee eruptions—east coast of Martinique. 6731 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21443

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6128

Topic: Disasters
Harbors
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Portraits
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Marie
Cleaning up the volcanic ashes before the Cathedral of Gros Morne, 12 miles from Mont Pelee. 6732 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cleaning up the volcanic ashes before the Cathedral of Gros Morne, 12 miles from Mont Pelee. 6732 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21444

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6129

Topic: Cathedrals -- Martinique
Disasters -- Martinique
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Gros Morne (Martinique)
Martinique
Peleé, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fort de France, from the church tower--north to Carbet Peaks 6733 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21445

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6131

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Portraits
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Carbet (Martinique)
    Fort-de-France (Martinique)
    Martinique
    Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to the market place, Fort de France. [Active no. 6734 : Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21446

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]. Orig. no. 6135.

Topic: Disasters -- Martinique
    MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
    Markets -- Martinique
    Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Fort-de-France (Martinique)
    Martinique
    Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Statue of Empress Josephine, in the Esplanade, Fort de France--near destroyed St. Pierre, her birthplace. [Active no. 6735 : stereo interpositive], 1902
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21447

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].
Orig. no. 6136.
King Behenzin of Dahomey, and his two wives—French government prisoner in Martinique—Fort de France. [Active no. 6736 : stereo interpositive,] 1902

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): King Behenzin of Dahomey, and his two wives—French government prisoner in Martinique—Fort de France. [Active no. 6736 : stereo interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

King stands between two wives, one of whom holds an umbrella, on porch of building.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21448

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]. "Old # 6137" on original envelope?

Names: Behenzin, King.

Topic: Disasters

MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT

Portraits

Prisoners

Royalty

 volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Dahomey

Fort-de-France (Martinique)

Martinique

Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Martinique.] 6737 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21449

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6132?

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Distributing supplies to refugees from the volcano La Souffriere's devastation, Georgetown, St. Vincent. 6739 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Distributing supplies to refugees from the volcano La Souffriere's devastation, Georgetown, St. Vincent. 6739 Interpositive,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21450

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147],

Copy and Version Identification Note
6139

Topic: Assistance -- St. Vincent
Disasters -- St. Vincent
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Refugees -- St. Vincent
Relief (Aid) -- St. Vincent
Volcanoes -- St. Vincent

Place: Georgetown (St. Vincent)
La Souffriere (Volcano) (St. Vincent)
St. Vincent
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Vive Plantation (Clerc Estate) S.W. to steaming Mont Pelee. 6740 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21451

[Lower rt. corner broken 5/27/86?] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6120

Topic: Disasters
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT Plantations
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Clerc Estate (Martinique)
Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
Vive Plantation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Loading boats with rum from the Vive Plantation distillery (Clerc Estate), near Mont Pelee. 6741 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Loading boats with rum from the Vive Plantation distillery (Clerc Estate), near Mont Pelee. 6741 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21452

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6123
A village between Fort de France and Trinite--showing the splendid vegetation which formerly covered all Martinique. 6742 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A village between Fort de France and Trinite--showing the splendid vegetation which formerly covered all Martinique. 6742 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21453

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6130

Moonlight on the ocean, from deck of relief steamer "Fontabelle"--nearing Martinique. 6743 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Moonlight on the ocean, from deck of relief steamer "Fontabelle"--nearing Martinique. 6743 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21454

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6138

Names: Fontabelle (Ship)
Topic: Disasters -- Martinique
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Relief (Aid) -- Martinique
Ships -- Martinique
Volcanoes -- Martinique
Waterscapes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Picturesque St. Vincent, just outside the destroyed section--eight miles from La Souffriere's crater. 6744 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Picturesque St. Vincent, just outside the destroyed section--eight miles from La Souffriere's crater. 6744 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21455

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6141

Topic: Disasters -- St. Vincent
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Villages -- St. Vincent
Volcanoes -- St. Vincent

Place: La Souffriere (Volcano) (St. Vincent)
St. Vincent

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A plantation, native workers and refugees from La Souffriere's eruptions--between Georgetown and Kingstown, St. Vincent. 6745 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21456

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6142

Topic:
Disasters -- St. Vincent
MT.PELEE/ST.PIERRE & VINCENT
Plantations -- St. Vincent
Refugees -- St. Vincent
Volcanoes -- St. Vincent

Place:
Georgetown (St. Vincent)
Kingstown (St. Vincent)
La Souffriere (Volcano) (St. Vincent)
St. Vincent

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A plantation, native workers and refugees from La Souffriere's eruptions--between Georgetown and Kingstown, St. Vincent. 6746 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A plantation, native workers and refugees from La Souffriere's eruptions--between Georgetown and Kingstown, St. Vincent. 6746 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21457

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6142 1/2
African lioness (Felix leo) listening for sounds of feeding time. 6750 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21458

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

African porcupine (Hystrix cristata) angry and in an attitude of defense. 6751 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21459

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]
Place: Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Alaskan bear (Ursus horribilis) most formidable of all North American flesh eaters. 6752 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21460
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: ANIMALS
Alaskan Bear (Ursus horribilis)
Animals
Bears

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beaver (Castor fiber)--seldom seen in daylight--the most gifted "builder" among animals. 6753 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21461
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: ANIMALS
Animals
Beavers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Black bear (Ursus americanus) in prime physical condition just before his period of hibernation. 6754 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21462

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: ANIMALS
Animals
Bears

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Buffalo cow and calf (Bison americanus). 6755 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21463

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: ANIMALS
Animals
Buffalo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bull snake and its eggs (Pituophis melanoleucus). 6756 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21464

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: ANIMALS
Animals
Snakes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

California condor (Pseudogryphus californianus) one of the largest of the birds of prey. 6757 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21465

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: ANIMALS

Birds

Condors

Place: California

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Jennie," the Indian leopard (Felis leopardus), in an attitude of mischievous attention. 6758 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21466

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: ANIMALS

Animals -- Leopards

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Lobengula"--a full-grown African Lion (Felis leo). 6759 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21467
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic:
ANIMALS
Animals
Lions

Place:
Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Male Zebu (Bos indicus). 6760 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21468
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic:
ANIMALS
Animals
Zebus

Place:
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Male Zebu (Bos indicus). 6760 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21469
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]
Male Zebu (Bos indicus) cows and calf—humped cattle from India. 6761 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21470
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Moose deer (Alces americanus), largest and most ungainly of the deer family. 6762 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21471
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Raccoons (Procyon lotor). The coon tree at the Zoo. [Active no. 6763 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21472
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: ANIMALS
   Animals
   Raccoon
   Trees
   Zoos

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Rocky Mountain sheep (Ovis montana)--the only specimen known to be in captivity. 6764 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rocky Mountain sheep (Ovis montana)--the only specimen known to be in captivity. 6764 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21473
[LR corner broken 5/27/87?] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: ANIMALS
   Animals
   Sheep

Place: Rocky Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Bengal tiger (Felis tigris) taking a noonday bath--showing fondness for water characteristic of the animal. [Active no. 6765 : stereo interpositive.]
Woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus), the horns still in the "velvet." 6766 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 21475

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic:  ANIMALS
   Animals -- India
   Tigers -- India

Place:  Bengal (India)
   India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Yak from Chinese Tartary (Bos grunniens), sometimes called the grunting ox. 6767 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 21476
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: ANIMALS
      Animals
      Yaks

Place: China
       Tartary

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Young African lioness (Felis leo) curiously watching some unusual occurrence outside the cage. 6768 Interpositive 1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21477

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: ANIMALS
      Animals
      Lions

Place: Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Young male African leopard (Felis leopardus), from Aiden on the Red Sea. 6769 Interpositive 1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21478

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: ANIMALS
      Animals
      Leopards

Place: Africa
Moorhen's nest on a floating plank. 6770 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21479

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: BIRDS AND ANIMALS
Birds
Eggs
Moorhens
Nests

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Partridge's nest in the long grass. 6771 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21480

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: BIRDS AND ANIMALS
Birds
Eggs
Nests
Partridges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nightingale's nest in the roots of a thick bush. 6772 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21481

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: BIRDS AND ANIMALS
Birds
Eggs
Nests
Nightingales

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Plover's nest in a rough plowed field. 6773 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21482

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: BIRDS AND ANIMALS
Birds
Eggs
Nests
Plovers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Birds.] 6774 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Birds.] 6774 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21483
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

**Topic:** BIRDS AND ANIMALS
- Birds
- Eggs
- Nests

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bird.] 6776 Interpositive

*1 Item (5” x 8”)*

Image(s): [Bird.] 6776 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21484

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

**Topic:** BIRDS AND ANIMALS
- Birds
- Eggs
- Nests

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bird.] 6777 Interpositive

*1 Item (5” x 8”)*

Image(s): [Bird.] 6777 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21485

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

**Topic:** BIRDS AND ANIMALS
- Birds
- Eggs
- Nests

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

An Easter morning in the desert (ostrich chicks). 6780 Interpositive
Giving the children their suppers--white rabbits. 6787 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21487
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Copy and Version Identification Note
4331

Topic: BIRDS AND ANIMALS
Birds
Chicks
Eggs
Nests
Ostriches

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bear Hunters of the Northwest--big game. 6798 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Bear Hunters of the Northwest--big game. 6798 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 21488

Same as RSN 21489.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147], moved from [59].

Topic: Bears
  HUNTING SCENES
  Rifles
  hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Bear Hunters of the Northwest--big game. 6798 Interpositive
  1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bear Hunters of the Northwest--big game. 6798 Interpositive.
  Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
  English.
  Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 21489

Same as RSN 21488.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147], moved from [59].

Topic: Bears
  HUNTING SCENES
  Rifles
  hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Hunters in camp in Northern Wisconsin. 6800 interpositive
  1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hunters in camp in Northern Wisconsin. 6800 interpositive.
  Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
  English.
  Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 21490

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147], moved from [59].

Same as RSN 14165

Topic: Bears -- Wisconsin
Cabins -- Wisconsin
Deer -- Wisconsin
Dogs -- Wisconsin
HUNTING SCENES
hunters -- Wisconsin

Place: Wisconsin

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A double kill in the early morning twilight--Indian Territory. 6817 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21491

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: Deer
HUNTING SCENES
hunters

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunday morning in camp. 6818 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Sunday morning in camp. 6818 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21492

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Deer
HUNTING SCENES
Rifles
Tents
hunters

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Elk hunters' shelter camp--in the pine forests of Wyoming. 6820 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Elk hunters' shelter camp--in the pine forests of Wyoming. 6820 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21493
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4348
Topic: Forests -- Wyoming
HUNTING SCENES
Pines -- Wyoming
elk -- Wyoming
hunters -- Wyoming
Place: Wyoming
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A primitive camp--elk hunters in northwest, Wyoming. 6821 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A primitive camp--elk hunters in northwest, Wyoming. 6821 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21494
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4349
Topic: Dogs -- Wyoming
Forests -- Wyoming
HUNTING SCENES
Pines -- Wyoming
Rifles -- Wyoming
elk -- Wyoming
hunters -- Wyoming
Place: Wyoming

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Amos, the Deerslayer, and his pony. 6801 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Amos, the Deerslayer, and his pony. 6801 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21495
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5665

Names: Amos, Deerslayer
Deerslayer

Topic: Deer
HUNTING SCENES
Horses
Log cabins
elk
hunters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Life in the woods--A hunter's cabin. 6802 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Life in the woods--A hunter's cabin. 6802 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21496
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Deer
HUNTING SCENES
Log cabins
Rifles
Snow
elk
hunters
Now or never--A shot at a buck. 6803 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Now or never--A shot at a buck. 6803 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21497
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Deer
HUNTING SCENES
Rifles
elk
hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Floating the buck to camp. 6804 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Floating the buck to camp. 6804 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21498
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Boats and boating
Deer
HUNTING SCENES
elk
hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Camp fire stories after the chase. 6806 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Camp fire stories after the chase. 6806 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21499
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
HUNTING SCENES
Snow
Tents
hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dragging the caribou--making for camp after a hard day's haul. 6807 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Dragging the caribou--making for camp after a hard day's haul. 6807 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21500
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Caribou
HUNTING SCENES
Snow
hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"A pretty fair morning's work, I think." 6808 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "A pretty fair morning's work, I think." 6808 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21501

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Caribou
Deer
HUNTING SCENES
Snow
elk
hunters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Nearing home with our share of the week's hunt. 6809 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Nearing home with our share of the week's hunt. 6809 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21502

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Caribou
Deer
HUNTING SCENES
Horses
Sleighs
Snow
elk
hunters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

An early breakfast with canadian hunters. 6810 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): An early breakfast with canadian hunters. 6810 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21503

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].
The duck hunters--A day at Long Point, Canada. 6812 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The duck hunters--A day at Long Point, Canada. 6812 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21504
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Quail shooting in the stubble--A point--Look out! 6813 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Quail shooting in the stubble--A point--Look out! 6813 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21505
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

**Topic:** Dogs  
**HUNTING SCENES**  
Quails  
Rifles  
hunters  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A morning with Rover and the grouse. 6814 Interpositive  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*  
**Image(s):** A morning with Rover and the grouse. 6814 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 21506

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

**Topic:** Dogs  
Grouse  
**HUNTING SCENES**  
Rifles  
hunters  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Shooting wild turkeys in Indian Territory. 6815 Interpositive  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*  
**Image(s)**  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 21507

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

**Topic:** HUNTING SCENES  
Turkeys  
hunters  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A temporary camp in the "Big Bottom," Indian Territory. 6816 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21508

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: Deer
HUNTING SCENES
hunters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Homeward bound--an old hunter and daughter in the Ramshorn Mountains, Wyoming. 6822 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Homeward bound--an old hunter and daughter in the Ramshorn Mountains, Wyoming. 6822 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21509

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4356

Topic: HUNTING SCENES
Horses -- Wyoming
Mountains -- Wyoming
Rivers -- Wyoming
hunters

Place: Ramshorn Mountains (Wyoming)
Wyoming

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Elk hunting in the mountain woods of northwestern Wyoming. 6823 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Elk hunting in the mountain woods of northwestern Wyoming.
6823 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21510
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4358

Topic: HUNTING SCENES
Horses -- Wyoming
elk -- Wyoming
hunters -- Wyoming

Place: Wyoming

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fair huntresses in the elk country of northwestern Wyoming. 6824 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fair huntresses in the elk country of northwestern Wyoming.
6824 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21511
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4359

Topic: HUNTING SCENES
Horses -- Wyoming
elk -- Wyoming
hunters -- Wyoming

Place: Wyoming

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
One good shot did the work--bear hunting in Wyoming. 6825 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): One good shot did the work--bear hunting in Wyoming. 6825 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21512
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4360

Topic: Bears -- Wyoming
HUNTING SCENES
Rifles -- Wyoming
Snow -- Wyoming
hunters -- Wyoming

Place: Wyoming

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Wyoming wolf hunter and his pack of hounds, Wyoming. Active No.
6826 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21513
4361.
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Dogs -- Wyoming
HUNTING SCENES
Horses -- Wyoming
Wolves -- Wyoming
hunters -- Wyoming

Place: Wyoming
Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

Hunting on a natural prairie of the West, the typical home of the prairie chicken, Kansas. 6828 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hunting on a natural prairie of the West, the typical home of the prairie chicken, Kansas. 6828 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21514

Similar to RSN 14166

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5659

Topic: 
Birds
HUNTING SCENES
Prairie chickens
hunters

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Kansas

Hunting in the western prairies--a covey of quail and a pointer in a field of corn stubble, Kansas. 6829 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21515

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5658

Topic: 
Corn -- Kansas
Dogs -- Kansas
Fields -- Kansas
HUNTING SCENES
Quail -- Kansas
hunters -- Kansas

Place: Kansas

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 252
RSN Numbers 21516-21614

Image(s)

"In at the finish"--the end of a fox chase--Eastern Kansas. 6830 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "In at the finish"--the end of a fox chase--Eastern Kansas. 6830 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21516

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5657

Topic:
Dogs -- Kansas
Foxes -- Kansas
HUNTING SCENES
Horses -- Kansas
hunters -- Kansas

Place: Kansas

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A packet of fox hounds and their victims--two prairie wolves and a gray fox--a hunting camp, Kansas. 6831 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A packet of fox hounds and their victims--two prairie wolves and a gray fox--a hunting camp, Kansas. 6831 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21517
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5656

Topic: Dogs -- Kansas
Foxes -- Kansas
HUNTING SCENES
Horses -- Kansas
Wolves -- Kansas
hunters -- Kansas

Place: Kansas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Before the hunt--getting ready for a fox chase, Eastern Kansas. Caption no. 6832 : glass stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Before the hunt--getting ready for a fox chase, Eastern Kansas. Caption no. 6832 : glass stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 21518

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Dogs -- 1890-1920 -- Kansas
Foxes
HUNTING SCENES
Horses -- Kansas
hunters

Place: Kansas -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

A field of wheat stubble, a choice hunting ground of the prairie country, Kansas. 6833 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A field of wheat stubble, a choice hunting ground of the prairie country, Kansas. 6833 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 21519

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic:
Dogs -- Kansas
Fields -- Kansas
HUNTING SCENES
Wheat -- Kansas
hunters -- Kansas

Place:  Kansas

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children on interior home steps.] 6839 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children on interior home steps.] 6839 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21520

Similar to RSN 14167 and 21521.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic:
Children
Dwellings

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children on interior home steps.] 6839 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children on interior home steps.] 6839 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21521

Similar to RSN 14167 and 21520.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic:  Children
Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mother and young daughter in home living room.] 6843 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Mother and young daughter in home living room.] 6843 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21522
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3417
Topic: Children
Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Aren't you big enough to talk? I am. [Small child looking up into the face of a large St. Bernard dog. Caption no. 6845 : stereoscopic interpositive]
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s): Aren't you big enough to talk? I am. [Small child looking up into the face of a large St. Bernard dog. Caption no. 6845 : stereoscopic interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21523
Similar to RSN 21524.
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Toys
Place: St. Bernard
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs

Aren't you big enough to talk? I am. [Small child looking up into the face of a large St. Bernard dog. Caption no. 6845: glass stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21524

Similar to RSN 21523.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children Dogs -- 1890-1920 Dwellings Toys

Place: St. Bernard

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs

[Child with large dog in home living room.] 6846 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Child with large dog in home living room.] 6846 interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21525

Similar to RSN 14168 and 21526.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children Dogs Dolls Dwellings Toys
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child with large dog in home living room.] 6846 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Child with large dog in home living room.] 6846 interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21526

Similar to RSN 14168 and 21525.
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child with large dog in home living room.] 6847 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Child with large dog in home living room.] 6847 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21527

Similar to RSN 21528.
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child with large dog in home living room.] 6847 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child with large dog in home living room.] 6847 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21528

Similar to RSN 21527.
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic:          Children
                Dogs
                Dolls
                Dwellings
                Toys

Genre/          Narrative cycles
Form:           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Child and cat and home dining table.] 6853 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child and cat and home dining table.] 6853 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21529

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic:          Cats
                Children
                Dwellings

Genre/          Narrative cycles
Form:           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Bird.] 6853 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Bird.] 6853 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper portion of right frame missing.

Local Numbers
   RSN 21530
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic:
   Birds
   Eggs
   Nests

Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 6854 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Animals.] 6854 Interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 21531
Same as RSN 14170 and 21532.
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic:
   Animals
   Children
   Cows
   Sheep

Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6854 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 6854 Interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 21532
Same as RSN 14170 and 21531.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Animals
Children
Cows
Sheep

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Playing with the puppies. (A little girl with the mother dog and four small puppies.) 6855 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Playing with the puppies. (A little girl with the mother dog and four small puppies.) 6855 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21533

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Animals
Children
Dogs
Puppies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 6857 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Animals.] 6857 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21534

Similar to RSN 14171 and 21535.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Animals
Children
Donkeys
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 6857 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Animals.] 6857 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21535

Similar to RSN 14171 and 21534.
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Animals
Children
Donkeys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Angel hovering or flying over child's bed. Active no. 6858 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Multiple exposure.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21536

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Angels
Bedrooms
Children
Dwellings
Religion

Genre/ Form: Multiple exposure
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Spirit photography
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group in front of home entrance.] 6860 interpositive

Page 11974 of 15344
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family group in front of home entrance.] 6860 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21537
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: African Americans
Children
Dwellings
Family -- 1880-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 6871 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Animals.] 6871 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21538
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Animals
Children
Cows
Farms
Hay
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6873 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 6873 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21539
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
      Dogs
      Puppies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6874 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 6874 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21540

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
      Dogs
      Puppies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Child using table telephone in home.] 6881 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child using table telephone in home.] 6881 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21541

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
      Dolls
      Dwellings
      Dwellings telephone

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Christmas.] 6882 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Christmas.] 6882 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21542
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Christmas
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Santa Claus
Toys
telephone

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 6892 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 6892 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21543
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Easter. Active no. 6894 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21544
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Chickens
Children
Easter
Eggs
Flowers
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Lilies
Rabbits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two children on horses.] 6899 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Two children on horses.] 6899 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21545

Similar to RSN 14174.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Horses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6902 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 6902 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21546

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Bedrooms
Cats
Children
[Children.] 6903 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 6903 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21547
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Calves
Children
Cows
Farms

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child kneeling in prayer in home living room.] 6931 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child kneeling in prayer in home living room.] 6931 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21548
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Religion
prayers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three children in home living room.] 6931 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Three children in home living room.] 6931 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21549

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Religion
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three children in home living room.] 6932 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Three children in home living room.] 6932 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21550

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Religion
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children playing in rustic yard.] 6933 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children playing in rustic yard.] 6933 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21551

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Dwellings
Recreation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Have a peanut?" Little Miss Molly makes friends with furry stranger (squirrel) in the park. 6942 Interpositive

Image(s): "Have a peanut?" Little Miss Molly makes friends with furry stranger (squirrel) in the park. 6942 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21552

Same as RSN 21553.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3264

Topic: Children
  Parks
  Squirrels
  WILD ANIMALS-Squirrel

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Have a peanut?" Little Miss Molly makes friends with furry stranger (squirrel) in the park. 6942 Interpositive

Image(s): "Have a peanut?" Little Miss Molly makes friends with furry stranger (squirrel) in the park. 6942 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21553

Same as RSN 21552.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic: Children
  Parks
  Squirrels
WILD ANIMALS-Squirrel

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6943 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”) Image(s): [Children.] 6943 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21554

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4553

Topic: Barns
        Cats
        Children
        Cows
        Farms

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6943 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”) Image(s): [Children.] 6943 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21555

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4553

Topic: Barns
        Cats
        Children
        Cows
        Farms
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6943 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Children.] 6943 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21556
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4544

Topic:    Barns
          Cats
          Children
          Cows
          Farms

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 6944 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Farm scene.] 6944 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21557
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4555

Topic:    Barns
          Cows
          Farms

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6946 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 6946 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21558

Similar to RSN 14175.
Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4543

Topic:   Barns
        Cats
        Children
        Cows
        Farms

Genre/Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 6948 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 6948 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21559

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3265

Topic:   Children
        Dogs
        Horns

Genre/Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children with animal pets.] 6947 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children with animal pets.] 6947 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21560

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3266

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple and children. Active no. 6949 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Children in baby buggy in foreground, with a maid and a policeman in the background.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21561

Similar to RSN 21562.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Orig. no. 3412.

Topic: Buggies
Children
Domestics
Dwellings
Maids
Police

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple and children. Active no. 6950 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Children in foreground, with maid and policeman in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21562

Similar to RSN 21561.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Orig. no. 3412.

Topic: Buggies
Children
Domestics
Dwellings
Maids
Police

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child asleep with doll in home bedroom.] 6951 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Child asleep with doll in home bedroom.] 6951 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21563

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147]

Topic: Bedrooms
Cats
Children
Dolls
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child asleep with doll and cat in home bedroom. Active no. 6952 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21564

Similar to RSN 21565

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic:

- Bedrooms
- Cats
- Children
- Dolls
- Dwellings

Genre/Form:

- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Child asleep with doll and cat in home bedroom. Active no. 6952 : stereo interpositive.]

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Left frame broken vertically.

Local Numbers

RSN 21565

Similar to RSN 21564.

Currently stored in box 3.2.16 [147].

Topic:

- Bedrooms
- Cats
- Children
- Dolls
- Dwellings
- Sleep

Genre/Form:

- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Child in home.] 6963 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child in home.] 6963 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21566

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3240

Topic:  Cats
       Children
       Dwellings

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Child with dog.] 6965 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child with dog.] 6965 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21567

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic:  Buggies
       Cats
       Children
       Dogs
       Dwellings

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Two children in home yard.] 6973 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Two children in home yard.] 6973 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21568

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3260

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Hose -- garden (watering)
Water

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two children in home yard.] 6974 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Two children in home yard.] 6974 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21569

Same as RSN 21570

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3261

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Hose -- garden (watering)
Water

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two children in home yard.] 6974 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Two children in home yard.] 6974 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21570

Same as RSN 21569.
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3261

Topic: Children
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Hose -- garden (watering)
       Water

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Children in snow. Active no. 6975 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21571

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Orig. no. 01357.

Topic: Children
       Horses
       Sleds
       Snow
       Snowmen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

He’s afraid they’ll bite--baby’s introduction to the chickens. (A small child with a group of young chickens, some in an old basket and others in an old straw hat.) 6976 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): He’s afraid they’ll bite--baby’s introduction to the chickens. (A small child with a group of young chickens, some in an old basket and others in an old straw hat.) 6976 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21572

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01355

Topic:    Chickens
          Children

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman seeks love note in tree beside rural stream.] 6984 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Woman seeks love note in tree beside rural stream.] 6984 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21573

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3304

Topic:    Boats and boating
          Love
          Rivers
          Trees

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy home dining room scene.] 6993 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Busy home dining room scene.] 6993 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21574

Same as RSN 21575.

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01797

Topic: Dining rooms
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy home dining room scene.] 6993 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Busy home dining room scene.] 6993 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21575

Same as RSN 21574.
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Dining rooms
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man seated at a table looking at himself in the mirror. Active no. 6999 : interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21576

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bedrooms
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic scene.] 7010 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Romantic scene.] 7010 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 21577

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    3334

    Topic: Children
           Dwellings
           Love

    Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
                Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple dressing in home bedroom.] 7012 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple dressing in home bedroom.] 7012 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 21578

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    62322

    Topic: Bedrooms
           Dwellings
           Love

    Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
                Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Father carrying baby in home bedroom.] 7024 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Father carrying baby in home bedroom.] 7024 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21579
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3348

Topic: Bedrooms
       Dwellings
       Infants
       Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Domestic quarrel in home living room.] 7029 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Domestic quarrel in home living room.] 7029 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21580
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0362

Topic: Children
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals in field with Yosemite's Half Dome in background.] 7031
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Animals in field with Yosemite's Half Dome in background.] 7031 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21581

Similar to RSN 14176.
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3355

Topic: Cows -- California
Donkeys -- California
Formations (Geology)
Mules -- California
Parks -- California

Place: California
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Amorous couple in home living room.] Active no. 7039 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home living room.] Active no. 7039 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21582

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218]. Orig. no. 3363.

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Seated couple.] 7041 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seated couple.] 7041 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21583
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].
Copy and Version Identification Note
3365
Topic: Clogs
   Couples
   Dwellings
   Love
Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 7042 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Farm scene.] 7042 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21584
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].
Copy and Version Identification Note
3266
Topic: Barns
   Cows
   Farms
   Milking
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 7043 Interpositive
[Children.] 7043 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 7043 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21585

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3267

Topic: Barns
Children
Cows
Farms
Milking

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman embracing in front of a cow. Active no. 7046 : Interpositive], [1904.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Man and woman embracing in front of a cow. Active no. 7046 : Interpositive 1904.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21587

Similar to RSN 14177.

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Couples
Cows
Farms
Kissing
Love
Milking

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman smiling and sitting in a chair while reading a letter. Active no. 7047 : Interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21588

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01800

Topic: Dwellings
Letters in art
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 7048 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 7048 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21589

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Children

Dogs

Flowers

Flowers

Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Smooching couple fishing from river canoe in rural setting.] 7051 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Smooching couple fishing from river canoe in rural setting.] 7051 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21590

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Similar to RSN 21591.

Copy and Version Identification Note

3367

Topic: Boats and boating

Fishing

Love

Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Smooching couple fishing from river canoe in rural setting.] Active no.

7051: stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): [Smooshing couple fishing from river canoe in rural setting.]
Active no. 7051: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21591
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].
Similar to RSN 21590. Orig. no. 3376.

Topic:  Boats and boating
Fishing
Kissing -- 1890-1920
Love
Rivers

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family scene in home.] 7057 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family scene in home.] 7057 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21592
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic:  Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women in theatrical poses while others look on. Active no. 7059: Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21593

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3385 1/2

Topic: Dance
Drama
Harems
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family quarrel in home living room.] 7073 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family quarrel in home living room.] 7073 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21594

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3422

Topic: Children
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Amorous couple in home living room.] 7075 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home living room.] 7075 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21595

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].
Copy and Version Identification Note

3420

Topic:
- Children
- Couples
- Dwellings
- Love

Genre/
Form:
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Table tennis.] 7076 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Table tennis.] 7076 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21596

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3421

Topic:
- Children
- Dwellings
- Love
- Sports -- 1920-1930
- Table tennis

Genre/
Form:
- Narrative cycles
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Table tennis.] 7076 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Table tennis.] 7076 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21597

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].
Topic: Children  
Dwellings  
Love  
Sports -- 1920-1930  
Table tennis

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Recreation room scene.] 7077 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Recreation room scene.] 7077 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 21598

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
3413

Topic: Bicycles  
Children  
Love  
Musical instruments  
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in nightshirt with arms around woman. Active no. 7078 : Interpositive.]  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 21599

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Hotels  
Love  
Water

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Four ladies chatting as they are sitting around a table.] [Active no.7080 : Interpositive.]  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 21600  
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].  

Topic: Education  
Food  
Love  

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Home bedroom scene.] 7081 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Home bedroom scene.] 7081 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 21601  
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].  

Topic: Bedrooms  
Dwellings  
Love  

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Child and dog in bed.] 7108 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Child and dog in bed.] 7108 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 21602

Similar to RSN 14179 and 21610.

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 7083 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 7083 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21603

Similar to RSN 14178.

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Cows

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman sitting in an embrace in front of a haystack. Active no. 7084 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21604

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Children
Corn
Fields
Love

Pumpkin

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tipsy man on bed in home.] 7084 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tipsy man on bed in home.] 7084 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21605

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Dwellings
Sewing

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Amorous couple in home dining room.] Active no. 7106 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Amorous couple in home dining room.] Active no. 7106 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21606

Same as RSN 21607.

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Dining rooms
Dwellings
Kissing
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Amorous couple in home dining room.] Active no. 7106 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Amorous couple in home dining room.] Active no. 7106 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21607

Same as RSN 21606.

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Dining rooms
Dwellings
Kissing
Love

Genre:/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman looking at one another; woman sitting on desk, man sitting in chair. Active no. 7107 Interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21608

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Church buildings
Clergy
Love

Genre:/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 7106 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 7106 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21609

Same as RSN 21611; similar to RSN 14189 and 14181.
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dogs
Prayers

Place: St. Bernard

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Child with dog in bed.] 7108 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child with dog in bed.] 7108 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21610

Similar to RSN 14179 and 21602.
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dogs
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Her guardian and companion, faithful as far as life can go. (Large St. Bernard dog and young girl.) 7109 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Her guardian and companion, faithful as far as life can go. (Large St. Bernard dog and young girl.) 7109 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21611

Same as RSN 21609; similar to RSN 14180 and 14181.

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic:  
Bedrooms  
Children  
Dogs  
Prayers  

Place:  
St. Bernard  

Genre/Form:  
Narrative cycles  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman punishes young boy in home living room.] 7110 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Woman punishes young boy in home living room.] 7110 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21612

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic:  
Children  
Dwellings  
Sewing  

Genre/Form:  
Narrative cycles  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman looking at oval photograph of man, hanging on while, while eating an apple. Active no. 7111 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21613

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Apples
Candles
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Home living room scene.] 7115 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Home living room scene.] 7115 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21614

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bibles
Clergy
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 253
RSN Numbers 21615-21710
Image(s)

[Amorous couple in living room.] 7116 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Amorous couple in living room.] 7116 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21615

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bibles
Clergy
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman looking at one another; man behind the counter, woman in front of it. Active no. 7117 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21616

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Business
Love
Musical instruments
Piano
Shops
Stores

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man behind counter gesturing to woman in front of it. Active no. 7118 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21617

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Business
Love
Musical instruments
Piano
Shops
Stores

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman embracing on a colorful seat. Active no. 7119: Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, Al, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21618

["Made by Al C. Leadbeater"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3715

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men and two women in very colorful room. Active no. 7120: Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21619

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Love

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Amorous couple in home living room.] 7121 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home living room.] 7121 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21620
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple grooming in home. Active no. 7122 : stereo interpositive.] 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Elderly man lays his head on a table as an elderly woman is bending over him to examine it.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21621
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Hair
Older people

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple grooming in home.] 7123 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Couple grooming in home.] 7123 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21622
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Hair
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple grooming in home.] 7124 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Couple grooming in home.] 7124 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21623
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Hair
Love
Wigs

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family quarrel in home.] 7126 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Family quarrel in home.] 7126 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21624

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Kitchens
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family quarrel in home.] 7127 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Family quarrel in home.] 7127 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21625

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Kitchens
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family scene in home.] 7128 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Family scene in home.] 7128 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21626

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Family scene in home.] 7129 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family scene in home.] 7129 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21627
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

[Amorous couple in home.] 7130 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home.] 7130 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21628
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

[Amorous couple in home.] 7131 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home.] 7131 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21629
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Dogs
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[A man and a woman standing near a door, while a woman is sitting at a desk.] [Active no.7132 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21630
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Children
Couples
Love
Offices

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[A man and two women sitting at a table, while another man stands near a door.] [Active no.7133 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21631
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Children
Couples
Love
Masks
Offices

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[A woman sitting on a bed, while a man is kneeling at the foot of the bed.] [Active no.7134 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21632

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bedrooms Couples Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[A man looking into a mirror.] [Active no.7135 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21633

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bedrooms Couples Infants Infants Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two people sitting at and playing the piano.] [Active no.7136 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21634

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3424

Topic: Couples
Love
Musical instruments
Piano

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman at piano, man has arm around woman.] [Active no.7137 : Interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21635

Similar to RSN 14182.

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3424

Topic: Couples
Love
Musical instruments
Piano

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Several people in the picture, a man and a woman in the foreground looking at each other.] [Active no.7138 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21636
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic:
Business enterprises
Dresses
Love
Shops
Stores

Genre/
Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in formal attire in home.] 7140 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Man in formal attire in home.] 7140 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21637
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3729

Topic:
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family scene at home.] 7141 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family scene at home.] 7141 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21638

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3730

Topic:   Bedrooms
         Children
         Dwellings
         Infants
         Infants
         Love

Genre/   Narrative cycles
Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Man ironing clothes, domestic interior.] Active no. 7142 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Man ironing clothes, domestic interior.] Active no. 7142 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21639

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic:   Clothing and dress
         Dwellings
         Irons (Pressing)
         Textile fabrics

Genre/   Narrative cycles
Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 7143 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 7143 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21640

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Clothing and dress
Couples
Dwellings
Irons (Pressing)
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 7144 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 7144 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21641

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 7145 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 7145 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21642

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Firearms
Guns
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple quarrel in home.] 7147 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple quarrel in home.] 7147 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21643

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple quarrel in home.] 7148 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple quarrel in home.] 7148 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21644

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Alcoholism
Couples
Dwellings
Kitchens
Love

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home.] 7149 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home.] 7149 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21645

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Kitchens
Love

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 7150 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 7150 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21646

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3739

Topic: Bedrooms
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Man and woman seated; woman playing the banjo, man watches her.]
[Active no.7150 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21647
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Banjo
Dwellings
Love
Musical instruments

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 7151 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 7151 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21648
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Bedrooms
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tipsy man in home bedroom.] 7153 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tipsy man in home bedroom.] 7153 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21649

Multiple exposure.

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home family scene.] 7156 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Home family scene.] 7156 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21650

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Occupation: Artists

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Painting
Practical jokes

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 7158 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 7158 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21651

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Occupation: Artists

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Painting
Practical jokes

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 7160 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 7160 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21652
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Dwellings
Narcotics
Smoking

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman in home.] 7162 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Woman in home.] 7162 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21653
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church choir?] Active no. 7165 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Church choir?] Active no. 7165 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21654
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Choirs (Music)
Church buildings
Music
Religion
Singing

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in home.] 7167 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Man in home.] 7167 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21655
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Alcoholism
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group portrait in home.] 7168 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Group portrait in home.] 7168 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21656
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].
Topic: Dwellings
    Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group portrait in home.] 7169 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Group portrait in home.] 7169 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21657
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Dwellings
    Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 7178 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Children.] 7178 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21658
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Children
    Offices
    Practical jokes

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 7174 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 7174 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21659
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic:
Accidents
Children
Offices

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Young boy in home dining room.] 7184 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Young boy in home dining room.] 7184 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21660
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic:
Children
Dwellings
Fruit

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Young boy in home dining room.] 7185 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Young boy in home dining room.] 7185 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21661
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].
[Young boy in home dining room.] 7186 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Young boy in home dining room.] 7186 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21662
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0931

[Children.] 7199 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 7199 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21663
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family group in front of home entrance.] 7200 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21664
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: African Americans
Children
Dwellings
Family -- 1880-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[African American children with watermelons sitting on a rail fence. Active No. 7206 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21665
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Editorial comment: This image was intended to amuse white audiences, pandering to and reinforcing negative racial stereotypes of the period. -- David Haberstich, Archives Center.

Topic: African American children -- 1920-1940
Children
Ethnic wit and humor -- 1890-1920
Racism
Recreation
Stereotypes (Social psychology)
Watermelons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: African Americans

[Farm scene.] 7210 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Farm scene.] 7210 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21666
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic:
- Corn
- Farms
- Fields
- Rifles
- Scarecrows
- Watermelons

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Church. Active no. 7212 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21668
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Church buildings  
Ponds  
Umbrellas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing.] 7214 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fishing.] 7214 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 21669

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: African Americans  
Boats and boating  
Fishing

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 7216 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 7216 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 21670

Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: African Americans  
Animals  
Children  
Raccoon  
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing.] 7215 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Fishing.] 7215 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21671
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: Accidents
African Americans
Boats and boating
Fishing

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 7217 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Animals.] 7217 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21672
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

Topic: African Americans
Animals
Raccoon
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic home.] 7223 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Rustic home.] 7223 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21673
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].
[Large family groups in front of home entrance.] 7224 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Large family groups in front of home entrance.] 7224 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21674
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

[Children.] 7225 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 7225 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21675
Currently stored in box 3.2.17 [218].

[Animals.] 7226 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Animals.] 7226 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21676

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3994

Topic: African Americans
Animals
Dogs
Raccoon
Watermelons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 7227 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Farm scene.] 7227 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21677

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3995

Topic: African Americans
Barns
Chickens
Farms
Horses
Watermelons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 7228 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 7228 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21678

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3996

Topic: African Americans
Children
Crime
Farms

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[African American boy holding watermelon. Active no. 7229 : stereo interpositive.]

2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Right image broken diagonally from upper left.

Local Numbers
RSN 21679

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Acc. No. 3997.

Topic: Children
Farms
Watermelons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: African Americans

[African American boy. Active no. 7230 : stereo interpositive.]
**1 Item (5" x 8").**

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 21680

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

**Orig. no. 3998.**

**Topic:** Children

Farms

Watermelons

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

**Culture:** African Americans

---

[**Couple in home living room.**] 7235 interpositive

**1 Item (5" x 8")**

**Image(s):** [**Couple in home living room.**] 7235 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 21681

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

3601

**Topic:** Dwellings

Love

**Genre/Form:** Narrative cycles

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

---

[**Woman at the piano, man seated near her. Both are gazing at each other.**]

[**Active no.7236 : Interpositive.**]

**1 Item (5" x 8")**

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21682

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3602

Topic: Dwellings
Love
Musical instruments -- 1890-1920
Piano

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman sitting on man's lap, boy looking at them.] [Active no.7237 : interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21683

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3603

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Family -- 1880-1910
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family punishment in home setting.] 7238 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family punishment in home setting.] 7238 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21684
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3604

Topic:  Children
        Dwellings
        Family -- 1880-1910
        Love

Genre/ Form:  Narrative cycles
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Amorous couple in home living room.] 7239 interpositive
1 Item (5″ x 8″)
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home living room.] 7239 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21685

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3605

Topic:  Dwellings
        Love

Genre/ Form:  Narrative cycles
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home dining room.] 7240 interpositive
1 Item (5″ x 8″)
Image(s): [Action in home dining room.] 7240 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21686

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3606
Topic: Dwellings
   Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 7241 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 7241 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21687

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3607

Topic: Children
   Dwellings
   Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 7242 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Wedding.] 7242 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21688

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3608

Topic: Dwellings
   Love
   Religion
   Rites and ceremonies
   Weddings
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Several people dining at a table.] [Active no. 7243: Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21689
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note 3609

Topic: Dinners and dining
Love
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wedding.] 7244 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Right side cracked at top.

Local Numbers
RSN 21690
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note 3610

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Amorous couple in home living room. Active no. 7245 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21691

Multiple exposure (children)
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3611.

Topic: Children
      Christmas
      Couples
      Dwellings
      Holidays -- 1890-1920
      Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in family dining room.] 7247 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in family dining room.] 7247 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21692

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3613

Topic: Dining rooms
      Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Action in family living room.] 7248 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in family living room.] 7248 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21693

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3614

Topic: Couples
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parents with baby in home setting.] 7249 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parents with baby in home setting.] 7249 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21694

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3615

Topic: Dwellings
Family -- 1880-1910
Infants
Infants

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in family living room.] 7250 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Action in family living room.] 7250 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21695
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].
Copy and Version Identification Note
3616
Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in family living room.] 7251 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Action in family living room.] 7251 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21696
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].
Copy and Version Identification Note
3617
Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parents with babies in home setting. Active no. 7252 : stereo interpositive.] 1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21697

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60]. Orig. no. 3618.

Topic: Dwellings
Family -- 1880-1910
Infants
Infants
Toys

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in family kitchen.] 7254 interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in family kitchen.] 7254 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Parts missing.

Plate broken diagonally from upper right.

Local Numbers
RSN 21698

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3620

Topic: Cooks
Domestics
Dwellings
Love
Maids

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in family wash room.] 7278 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in family wash room.] 7278 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21699
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3707

Topic: Dwellings
Genre/Form: Narrative cycles

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[FAMILY HOME SCENE.] 7279 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Family home scene.] 7279 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21700
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3710

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Genre/Form: Narrative cycles

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[FAMILY HOME SCENE.] 7280 interpositive
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Family home scene.] 7280 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate broken diagonally from upper right center.

Local Numbers
RSN 21701
Broken pieces in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].
Copy and Version Identification Note
3711

Topic:  Couples
Dwellings

Genre/ Form:  Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 7281 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 7281 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21702

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3641

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:  Pathways

[Landscape.] 7282 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 7282 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21703

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3642

Topic:  Indians of North America

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 7283 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 7283 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21704

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3643

Topic: Indians of North America
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family living room.] 7300 interpositive
4 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Family living room.] 7300 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower right corner broken.
Parts missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 21705

Pieces in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3643

Topic: Armor
Candles
Dwellings
Love
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family living room.] Active no. 7301 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Family living room.] Active no. 7301 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21706

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60]. Orig. no. 3784.

Topic: Armor
Candles
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tipsy man in home living room.] 7302 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tipsy man in home living room.] 7302 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21707

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3785

Topic: Armor
Dwellings
Love
Practical jokes

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in costume standing at the foot of a staircase.] [Active no.7304 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21708

Video number 20942
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3787.

Topic: Armor
Dwellings
Practical jokes

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 7305 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 7305 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21709

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3788

Topic: Armor
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Coeds capture male intruder in college dormitory setting. Active no. 7306 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21710

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3679.

Topic:
Apples
Dormitories
Games
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/
Narrative cycles
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 254
RSN Numbers 21711-21804

Image(s)

[Couple in home living room.] interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Glass cracked diagonally from upper right.

Local Numbers
RSN 21711

Pieces in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note

???9

Topic:
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Narrative cycles
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Action in home living room.] 7307 interpositive
3 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7307 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Parts missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 21712

Pieces in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3670

Topic: Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7308 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7308 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21713

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3671

Topic: Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man wearing mask and costume standing near a bed.] [Active no.7310 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21714

Video number 20948
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3673.

Topic: Bedrooms
Costumes
Drama
Dwellings
Masks

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7311 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7311 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21715

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3674

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7319 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7319 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21716

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3682

Topic: Children

Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7320 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7320 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21717

["To lab for rep 8/6/8 by D.D."] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3680

Topic: Children

Dwellings

Rifles

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Red Cross. Active no. 7321 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21718

Video number 20952
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3684.

Topic: Accidents
Dwellings
Nurses
War casualties

Place: Red Cross

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7322 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7322 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21719

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3685

Topic: Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7323 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7323 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21720

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3686

Topic: Dwellings
   Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7324 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7324 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21721

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3687

Topic: Dwellings
   Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7325 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7325 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21722

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3688

Topic: Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7312 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7312 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21723

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3675

Topic: Costumes
Dwellings
Love
Masks

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7313 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7313 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21724

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].
Copy and Version Identification Note

3676

Topic: Costumes
Dwellings
Love
Masks

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coeds capture male intruder in college dormitory setting. Active no. 7314: stereo interpositive.]

1 item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21725

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3677.

Topic: Apples
Dormitories
Games
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Coeds with male intruder in college dormitory setting. Active no. 7315: stereo interpositive.]

1 item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21726

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3678.

Topic: Apples
Dormitories
Games
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7318 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7318 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21727
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3681

Topic: Children
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic couple playing in home setting.] 7326 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Romantic couple playing in home setting.] 7326 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21728
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3689

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Games
Love
Playing cards
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic couple playing in home setting.] 7327 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Romantic couple playing in home setting.] 7327 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21729
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3690

Topic: Couples Dwellings Games Love Playing cards

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic couple playing in home setting.] 7328 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Romantic couple playing in home setting.] 7328 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21730
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3691

Topic: Couples Dwellings Games Love Playing cards
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic couple playing in home setting.] 7329 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Romantic couple playing in home setting.] 7329 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21731
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3692

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Games
Love
Playing cards

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Five coeds in dormitory, one in a canopied bed, holding stuffed dummy of a man. Active no. 7330 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21732
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3775.

Topic: Bedroooms
Dormitories (rooms)
Mannequins (Figures)
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Comics Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Five coeds in dormitory room, one in bridal gown on bed, and a stuffed dummy of a man seated on chair. Part of comic narrative series. Active no. 7331: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21733

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60]. Associated number 3776.

Topic:  Bedrooms
        Dormitories (rooms)
        Dwellings
        Mannequins (Figures)
        Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910
        Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920
        Women -- Education

Genre/
Form:  Comics
        Narrative cycles
        Narrative cycles
        Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
        Staged photographs
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Five coeds in dormitory room; woman in bridal gown dances with stuffed dummy of a young man as others serenade. Active no. 7332, stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21734

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3777.

Topic:  Dormitories (rooms)
        Guitars
        Musical instruments
        Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/

Narrative cycles

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Five coeds in dormitory room; woman in bridal gown kisses stuffed dummy of a young man as others watch. Active no. 7333 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21735

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3778.

Topic: Bedrooms

Dance

Dormitories (rooms)

Dummies

Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/

Comics

Form:
Narrative cycles

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Five coeds in dormitory room seated around table toasting woman in bridal gown with tea and champagne. Active no. 7334 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21736

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3779.

Topic: Dinners and dining

Dormitories (rooms)

Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910

Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Comics Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Five coeds in dormitory room at rough end of bridal party of drinking and eating. Active no. 7335 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21737
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3780.

Topic: Dormitories (rooms) Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Comics Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two coeds in dormitory as housemother enters with lighted candle. Active no. 7336 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21738
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3781.

Topic: Candles Dormitories (rooms) Dwellings Music Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Comics Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Five coeds in dorm, as housemother with lighted candle discovers two of them hiding under bed. Active no. 7337 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21739
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3782.

Topic: Candles
Dormitories (rooms)
Wit and humor, Pictorial -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7338 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7338 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21740
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3693

Topic: Drama
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7339 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7339 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21741

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3694

Topic: Drama
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fencers in home living room.] Active no. 7340 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Fencers in home living room.] Active no. 7340 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21742

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3695.

Topic: Dueling
Dwellings
Fencing
Swords

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fencers, one lying on floor of living room.] Active no. 7341 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fencers, one lying on floor of living room.] Active no. 7341: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21743

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3696.

Topic:
Dueling
Dwellings
Fencing
Swords

Genre/
Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7343 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7343 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21744

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3698

Topic:
Drama
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Action in home living room.] 7344 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Action in home living room.] 7344 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21745
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3699

Topic: Drama
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Baby being weighed. Active no. 7345 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21746
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3700.

Topic: Infants
Infants
Scales (Weighing instruments)
Weighing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man drinking beer from stein. Active no. 7346 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21747

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3701 1/2.

Topic: Beer
Drinking
Sculpture
Steins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Obese lady sitting on man's lap in home setting. Active no. 7347 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21748

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3702.

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love
Obesity

Genre/ Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seated man in tuxedo courting woman in home setting.] Active no. 7348 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Seated man in tuxedo courting woman in home setting.] Active no. 7348 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21749
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Copy and Version Identification Note

3703

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overweight woman seated on man's lap in home setting. Active no. 7349 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21750

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3704.

Topic: Couples
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Chair collapses under obese woman seated on man's lap in home setting. Active no. 7350 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21751

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Orig. no. 3705.
"Consider the lilies, how they grow." 7360 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Consider the lilies, how they grow." 7360 Interpositive 1901
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21752

Similar to RSN 14188

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Eucalyptus--blossoms and leaves. 7362 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Eucalyptus--blossoms and leaves. 7362 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21753

Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].
Among the prize chrysanthemums. 7363 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21754
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60]

Topic: Blossoms
Chrysanthemums
Flowers
MISCELLANEOUS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

George and Martha Washington--in flower wreath. [Active no. 7365 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21755
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Names: Washington, George, 1732-1799
Topic: Flowers
MISCELLANEOUS
Memorials
Presidents
Wreaths

Place: Washington, Martha

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Wreath portraits

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21756
AC0143-0021756 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Names: Lee, Robert E. (Robert Edward), 1807-1870

Topic: Armed Forces
Civil war
Flowers
MISCELLANEOUS
Wreaths

Place: United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of Jefferson Davis with wreath. Active no. 7368. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21757
AC0143-0021757 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.18 [60].

Names: Davis, Jefferson

Topic: Flowers
MISCELLANEOUS
Memorials
Presidents
Wreaths

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Wreath portraits

The Ascension. 7433 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Ascension. 7433 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21758

Right frame missing.
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names: Jesus Christ
Topic: Art
RELIGIOUS SUBJECTS
Religion
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Horses.] 7436 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Horses.] 7436 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21759

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3712

Topic: Costumes
Horses
Indians of North America
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses.] 7437 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Horses.] 7437 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21760

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3713

Topic: Costumes
Horses
Indians of North America

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses.] 7438 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Horses.] 7438 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21761

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3714

Topic: Costumes
Horses
Indians of North America
Pyres

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in front of tent home.] Active no. 7439 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Couple in front of tent home.] Active no. 7439 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21762

"Feb. 26, 1908 Made by ABH Verified by DD Size-cut" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

**Topic:** Indians of North America
   Tents

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rustic home.] 7441 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Rustic home.] 7441 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 21763

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

61165

**Topic:** Dwellings
   Dwellings
   Indians of North America

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

His Holiness, Pope Pius X walking in the Vatican Gardens--St. Peter's in the distance, Rome. 7451 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** His Holiness, Pope Pius X walking in the Vatican Gardens--St. Peter's in the distance, Rome. 7451 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 21764

Similar to RSN 21765.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

01283

**Names:** Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
   Pius, Pope, X,
His Holiness, Pope Pius X walking in the Vatican Gardens--St. Peter's in the distance, Rome. 7451 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): His Holiness, Pope Pius X walking in the Vatican Gardens--St. Peter's in the distance, Rome. 7451 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21765

Similar to RSN 21764.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
80104

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
Gardens -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Holy Father, Pope Pius X preaching the Gospel--in the Court of San Damaso at the Vatican, Rome. 7452 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Holy Father, Pope Pius X preaching the Gospel--in the Court of San Damaso at the Vatican, Rome. 7452 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21766

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 21767.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican

Ceremonies -- Vatican

ITALY--Miscellaneous

Religion -- Vatican

popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy

Rome (Italy)

San Damaso

Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The Holy Father, Pope Pius X preaching the Gospel--in the Court of San Damaso at the Vatican, Rome. 7452 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Holy Father, Pope Pius X preaching the Gospel--in the Court of San Damaso at the Vatican, Rome. 7452 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21767

Same as RSN 21766.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01284

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican

Ceremonies -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place:
Italy
Rome (Italy)
San Damaso
Vatican

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pope Pius X in the Court of the Pigna--returning from a morning walk in the Vatican Gardens, Rome. 7453 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Pope Pius X in the Court of the Pigna--returning from a morning walk in the Vatican Gardens, Rome. 7453 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21768

Same as RSN 21769.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Topic:
Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place:
Italy
Pigna Court
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pope Pius X in the Court of the Pigna--returning from a morning walk in the Vatican Gardens, Rome. 7453 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Pope Pius X in the Court of the Pigna--returning from a morning walk in the Vatican Gardens, Rome. 7453 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21769
Same as RSN 21768.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names:  Pius, Pope, X,
Topic:   Cathedrals -- Vatican
        ITALY--Miscellaneous
        Portraits -- Vatican
        Religion -- Vatican
        popes -- Vatican
Place:   Italy
         Pigna Court
         Rome (Italy)
         Vatican
Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

The beloved Pope Pius X returning to the Vatican after his morning walk in the gardens, Rome. 7454 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The beloved Pope Pius X returning to the Vatican after his morning walk in the gardens, Rome. 7454 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21770

Same as RSN 21771.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names:  Pius, Pope, X,
Topic:   Cathedrals -- Vatican
        ITALY--Miscellaneous
        Portraits -- Vatican
        Religion -- Vatican
        popes -- Vatican
Place:   Italy
         Rome (Italy)
         Vatican
Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

The beloved Pope Pius X returning to the Vatican after his morning walk in the gardens, Rome. 7454 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The beloved Pope Pius X returning to the Vatican after his morning walk in the gardens, Rome. 7454 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21771

Same as RSN 21770.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

His Holiness Pope Pius X with members of his household passing through a loggia of the Vatican, Rome. 7455 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): His Holiness Pope Pius X with members of his household passing through a loggia of the Vatican, Rome. 7455 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21772

Same as RSN 21773.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
His Holiness Pope Pius X with members of his household passing through a loggia of the Vatican, Rome. 7455 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): His Holiness Pope Pius X with members of his household passing through a loggia of the Vatican, Rome. 7455 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21773

Same as RSN 21772.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Gardens of the Vatican where Pope Pius X takes his morning walks--N. from St. Peter's dome, Rome. 7456 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Gardens of the Vatican where Pope Pius X takes his morning walks--N. from St. Peter's dome, Rome. 7456 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21774

Same as RSN 21775.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].
Gardens of the Vatican where Pope Pius X takes his morning walks--N. from St. Peter's dome, Rome. 7456 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gardens of the Vatican where Pope Pius X takes his morning walks--N. from St. Peter's dome, Rome. 7456 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21775

Same as RSN 21774.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

The beloved Pope Pius X taking his morning walk in the gardens of the Vatican, Rome. 7457 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The beloved Pope Pius X taking his morning walk in the gardens of the Vatican, Rome. 7457 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21776

Similar to RSN 21777.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01289

Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beloved Pope Pius X taking his morning walk in the gardens of the Vatican, Rome. 7457 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The beloved Pope Pius X taking his morning walk in the gardens of the Vatican, Rome. 7457 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21777

Similar to RSN 21776.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01289 1/2

Names: Pius, Pope, X,
Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place:  Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Castle, ancient seat of Scottish kings, on precipitous Castle Rock, Edinburgh. 7460 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Castle, ancient seat of Scottish kings, on precipitous Castle Rock, Edinburgh. 7460 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21778

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01391

Topic:  Castles -- Scotland
Children -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streets -- Scotland.

Place:  Castle Rock (Scotland)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

National Gallery, Scott Monument, Princes Street and Calton Hill, N.E. from Edinburgh Castle. 7461 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21779
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Same as RSN 27181.

**Topic:**  Castles -- Scotland  
Museums -- Scotland  
Portraits -- Scotland  
SCOTLAND TOUR

**Place:**  Calton Hill (Edinburgh, Scotland)  
Edinburgh (Scotland)  
National Gallery  
Scotland  
Scott Monument

**Genre/Form:**  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

National Gallery and Royal Institution--N.W. across the Mound to Princes St., Edinburgh. Caption no. 7462 : stereoscopic interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): National Gallery and Royal Institution--N.W. across the Mound to Princes St., Edinburgh. Caption no. 7462 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21780

Same as RSN 21781. Associated number: 01393.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

**Topic:**  City views -- 1900-1910 -- Scotland  
Museums -- Scotland  
SCOTLAND TOUR  
Streetcars -- Scotland  
Streets -- Scotland.

**Place:**  Edinburgh (Scotland)  
National Gallery  
Royal Institution  
Scotland

**Genre/Form:**  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

National Gallery and Royal Institution--N.W. across the Mound to Princes St., Edinburgh. Active no. 7462 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): National Gallery and Royal Institution--N.W. across the Mound to Princes St., Edinburgh. Active no. 7462 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21781

Same as RSN 21780.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Topic: City views -- 1900-1910 -- Scotland
Museums -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Scotland
Streets -- Scotland.

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
National Gallery
Royal Institution
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Princes St. Gardens--holiday throngs listening to a band concert, Edinburgh. [Active no. 7463 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21782

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A]

Topic: Bands (Music) -- Scotland
Gardens -- Scotland
Holidays -- 1890-1920 -- Scotland
Musical instruments -- Scotland
Musicians -- Scotland -- 1900-1950
Parks -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Princess St. Gardens
Scotland
Flora's time-piece—a great clock made of living plants in Princes St. Gardens, Edinburgh. [Active no. 7464 : stereo Interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21783

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Company acc. no. 01395.

**Topic:**
Clocks and watches
Flowers
Gardens
Plants
SCOTLAND TOUR

**Place:**
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Princess St. Gardens
Scotland

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Princes St., N.E. from Royal Institution past Scott Monument to Calton Hill, Edinburgh. 7465 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s):**
Princes St., N.E. from Royal Institution past Scott Monument to Calton Hill, Edinburgh. 7465 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21784

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

**Topic:**
Monuments -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streets -- Scotland.

**Place:**
Calton Hill (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Royal Institution
Scotland
Scott Monument

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Auld Reekie" from Calton Hill--a western outlook through Princess Street, Edinburgh. [Caption 7469 : glass stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21785

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Orig. no. 01398.

Topic:
Dogs -- 1890-1920 -- Scotland -- Edinburgh
Monuments -- Scotland -- Edinburgh
Ordnance
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place:
Auld Reekie
Calton Hill (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Edinburgh, from Calton Hill, S.W. to the Castle, over old burial ground.
7470 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Edinburgh, from Calton Hill, S.W. to the Castle, over old burial ground. 7470 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21786

Same as RSN 21787.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Topic:
Castles -- Scotland
Cemeteries -- Scotland
Portraits -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Place: Calton Hill (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Edinburgh, from Calton Hill, S.W. to the Castle, over old burial ground.
7470 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Edinburgh, from Calton Hill, S.W. to the Castle, over old burial ground. 7470 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21787
Same as RSN 21786.
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Topic: Castles -- Scotland
Cemeteries -- Scotland
Portraits -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Calton Hill (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Home of John Knox, Canongate, Edinburgh. 7471 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Home of John Knox, Canongate, Edinburgh. 7471 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21788
Same as RSN 21789.
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names: Canongate (Edinburgh, Scotland) (home of John Knox)
Knox, John
Home of John Knox, Canongate, Edinburgh. 7471 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Home of John Knox, Canongate, Edinburgh. 7471 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21789

Same as RSN 21788.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names: Canongate (Edinburgh, Scotland) (home of John Knox)
        Knox, John

Topic: Carriages -- Scotland
        Dwellings -- Scotland
        Homes -- Scotland
        Horses -- Scotland
        SCOTLAND TOUR
        Streets -- Scotland.

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
        Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Holyrood Palace, old home of ill-fated Mary, Queen of Scots--Edinburgh.
7472 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21790
Similar to RSN 27187

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names: Holyrood Palace (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Mary, Queen of Scots, 1542-1587

Topic: Mountains -- Scotland
Palaces
Portraits
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Queen of Scots
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful old fountain at Holyrood, the sad palace--home of Queen Mary, Edinburgh. 7473 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The beautiful old fountain at Holyrood, the sad palace--home of Queen Mary, Edinburgh. 7473 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21791

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01400

Names: Holyrood Palace (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Mary, Queen of Scots, 1542-1587

Topic: Fountains -- Scotland
Palaces -- Scotland
Plazas -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Queen of Scots
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The University, N.N.W. over South Bridge to Tron Church, Edinburgh. 7474 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The University, N.N.W. over South Bridge to Tron Church, Edinburgh. 7474 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21792
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Topic: Children -- Scotland
Churches -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streets -- Scotland.
Universities -- Scotland

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Tron Church

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Giles, Edinburgh's oldest parish-church and High Street, N.E. to Tron Church. 7475 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): St. Giles, Edinburgh's oldest parish-church and High Street, N.E. to Tron Church. 7475 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21793
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01401

Topic: Architecture -- Scotland
Churches -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streets -- Scotland.

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
St. Giles
Tron Church
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Martyrs' Memorial in Greyfriars' Churchyard where the Covenant was signed, 1638, Edinburgh. 7476 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Martyrs' Memorial in Greyfriars' Churchyard where the Covenant was signed, 1638, Edinburgh. 7476 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21794
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01402

Names: Greyfriars' Church (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Topic: 1638 Covenant Churches -- Scotland Historical sites -- Scotland Monuments -- Scotland SCOTLAND TOUR
Place: Edinburgh (Scotland) Martyrs' Memorial Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Famously picturesque costumes of the "Fish-wives" of Newhaven, near Edinburgh. 7477 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Famously picturesque costumes of the "Fish-wives" of Newhaven, near Edinburgh. 7477 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21795
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01403
Roslyn Chapel and the banks of the Esk, a favorite resort of Edinburgh folk. 7478 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Roslyn Chapel and the banks of the Esk, a favorite resort of Edinburgh folk. 7478 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21796

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01404

Roslyn Chapel, a beautiful art-inheritance from the fifteenth century, near Edinburgh. 7479 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Roslyn Chapel, a beautiful art-inheritance from the fifteenth century, near Edinburgh. 7479 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21797

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01405

Topic: Chapels -- Scotland
Children -- Scotland
Churches -- Scotland
Resorts -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Roslyn Chapel
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hawthornden, where "rare Ben Johnson" was Drummond's guest (1618),
seen from foot of cliffs. 7480 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hawthornden, where "rare Ben Johnson" was Drummond's guest
(1618), seen from foot of cliffs. 7480 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21798

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01406

Names: Davis, Richard Drummond
Hawthornden (historic home, Edinburgh, Scotland)
Jonson, Ben

Topic: Cliffs -- Scotland
Formations (Geology) -- Scotland
Gardens -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
"Classic Hawthornden," an historic home of three hundred years ago, near Edinburgh. 7481 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Classic Hawthornden," an historic home of three hundred years ago, near Edinburgh. 7481 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21799
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01407
Names: Hawthornden (historic home, Edinburgh, Scotland)
Topic: Castles -- Scotland
Dwellings -- Scotland
Homes -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Abbotsford, where Sir Walter Scott wrote the world-famous Waverley novels. [Active no. 7482. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21800
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].
Orig. company acc. no. 01408.
Names: Abbotsford (House : Roxburgh District, Scotland). Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832
Topic: Castles -- Scotland
Dwellings -- Scotland
Gardens -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Place: Scotland -- 1890-1920
Waverley

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Sir Walter Scott's Library--portrait of Lieut. Scott, son of the poet, Abbotsford. [Active no. 7483 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21801

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names: Abbotsford (House : Roxburgh District, Scotland).
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832

Topic: Art -- Scotland
Castles -- Scotland
Dwellings -- Scotland
Interiors -- Scotland
Libraries -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Scotland
Waverley

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great east window famous for its beautiful Gothic design (XV Cent.), Melrose Abbey. 7484 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Great east window famous for its beautiful Gothic design (XV Cent.), Melrose Abbey. 7484 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21802

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01409

Topic: Abbeys -- Scotland
Architecture, Gothic -- Scotland
Cemeteries -- Scotland
Churches -- Scotland
Ruins -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Tombstones

Place: Melrose Abbey
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Melrose, once rebuilt by Robert Bruce, where his heart still lies buried. 7485 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Beautiful Melrose, once rebuilt by Robert Bruce, where his heart still lies buried. 7485 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21803

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01410

Names: Bruce, Robert

Topic: Abbeys -- Scotland
Churches -- Scotland
Ruins -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Melrose Abbey
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Burial Place of Sir Walter Scott, Dryburgh Abbey. [Active no. 7487 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21804
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Orig. no. 01412.

Names: Dryburgh Abbey (Dryburgh, Scotland)
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832

Topic: Abbeys -- Scotland
Churches -- Scotland
Ruins -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Tombs -- Scotland

Place: Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 255

RSN Numbers 21805-21904

Image(s)

The noble Gothic cathedral, associated with centuries of history and romance, Glasgow. 7518 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The noble Gothic cathedral, associated with centuries of history and romance, Glasgow. 7518 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21819

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01437

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Scotland
Cathedrals -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Glasgow (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Necropolis, where many of Scotia's famous sons lie buried, Glasgow. 7519 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Necropolis, where many of Scotia's famous sons lie buried, Glasgow. 7519 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21820

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01438

Topic:

Cemeteries -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Tombstones -- Scotland

Place:

Glasgow (Scotland)
Necropolis
Scotland

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Magnificent University crowning Gilmore Hill with its 300 foot tower, Glasgow. 7520 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Magnificent University crowning Gilmore Hill with its 300 foot tower, Glasgow. 7520 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21821

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01439

Topic:

Architecture -- Scotland
Gardens -- Scotland
Parks -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Towers -- Scotland
Universities -- Scotland

Place:

Gilmore Hill (Glasgow, Scotland)
Glasgow (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Robert Burns' Monument on the green in the village where he was a boy, Ayr. 7522 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Robert Burns' Monument on the green in the village where he was a boy, Ayr. 7522 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21822

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01440

Names: Burns, Robert, 1759-1796
Topic: Gardens -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
statues -- Scotland

Place: Ayr (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Burns Monument, seen from the "Auld Brig" of the poet's verse, Ayr. 7523 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Burns Monument, seen from the "Auld Brig" of the poet's verse, Ayr. 7523 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21823

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01441
Names: Burns, Robert, 1759-1796
Topic: Gardens -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Place: Auld Brig
Ayr (Scotland)
Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Auld Brig O’Doon. 7524 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Auld Brig O’Doon. 7524 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21824
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names: Burns, Robert, 1759-1796
Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
Rivers -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Place: Auld Brig
Ayr (Scotland)
Doon River (Scotland)
Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Twa Brigs" over the Doon at Ayr, immortalized by Burns. 7525 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The "Twa Brigs" over the Doon at Ayr, immortalized by Burns. 7525 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21825
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01442

Names: Burns, Robert, 1759-1796

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
       Rivers -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Ayr (Scotland)
       Doon River (Scotland)
       Scotland
       Twa Brigs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Auld Kirk, Ayr. [Caption no. 7526 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21826

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Topic: Cemeteries -- Scotland
       Churches -- Scotland
       Ruins -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR
       Sepulchral monuments -- Scotland
       Tombstones

Place: Auld Kirk
       Ayr (Scotland)
       Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The modest roof that sheltered Robert Burns during his dying hours,
Dumfries. 7527 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The modest roof that sheltered Robert Burns during his dying
hours, Dumfries. 7527 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21827

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01443

Names: Burns, Robert, 1759-1796
Topic: Dwellings -- Scotland
       Homes -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR
       Streets -- Scotland.
Place: Dumfries (Scotland)
       Scotland
Genre / Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Scotia's memorial to her beloved plowman-poet, Robert Burns, Dumfries. 7528 interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Scotia’s memorial to her beloved plowman-poet, Robert Burns, Dumfries. 7528 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21828

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01444

Names: Burns, Robert, 1759-1796
Topic: Memorials
       Monuments
       SCOTLAND TOUR
Place: Dumfries (Scotland)
       Scotland
Genre / Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Birthplace of the great Thomas Carlyle and village street he knew as a boy--Ecclefechan. [Active no. 7529 : stereo interpositive.]
Outlook N.,E. from Stirling Castle--scene of heroic struggles--to Wallace Monument. 7531 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Outlook N.,E. from Stirling Castle--scene of heroic struggles--to Wallace Monument. 7531 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21830

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01447

Topic: Castles -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
Mountains -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Scotland
Stirling
Wallace Monument
Abbey Craig and Monument where Wallace gathered the Scots for battle Stirling. [Active no. 7532 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21831

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Orig. no. 01448.

Names: Abbey Craig (Scotland)
Wallace, William

Topic: Dwellings -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Scotland
Stirling
Wallace Monument

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old stone bridge mirrored in the storied River Forth at Stirling. 7534 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old stone bridge mirrored in the storied River Forth at Stirling, 7534 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21832

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01450

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
Rivers -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Place: Forth, River (Scotland)
Scotland
Stirling

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Where the rude Trossach's dread defile opens on Katrine's Lake and Isle."
7539 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Where the rude Trossach's dread defile opens on Katrine's Lake and Isle." 7539 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21833

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
167

Topic: Islands -- Scotland
Lakes -- Scotland
Mountains -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Katrine (Scotland)
Scotland
Trossach

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Oban, and the hills about its land-locked harbor. 7507 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Oban, and the hills about its land-locked harbor. 7507 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21834

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Topic: Boats -- Scotland
Harbors -- Scotland
Mountains -- Scotland
Portraits -- Scotland
Railroads -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Ships -- Scotland
Trains -- Scotland

Place: Oban
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fine hotels and shops along the main street of thrifty Oban. 7508
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fine hotels and shops along the main street of thrifty Oban. 7508 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21835

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01427

Topic: Carriages -- Scotland
Horses -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streets -- Scotland.

Place: Oban
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fingal's Cave, looking from entrance into its mysterious depths, Staffa.
7510 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fingal's Cave, looking from entrance into its mysterious depths, Staffa. 7510 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21836
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01429

Topic: Caves -- Scotland
   SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Fingal's Cave (Scotland)
   Scotland
   Staffa (Scotland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The Causeway where the wild Atlantic beats on the strange columnar cliffs of Staffa. 7511 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21837

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01430

Topic: Causeways
   Causeways
   Cliffs
   Formations (Geology)
   SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Scotland
   Staffa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Strangely beautiful architecture of the rocky shore of Staffa--nature's work in ages past. 7512 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Strangely beautiful architecture of the rocky shore of Staffa--nature's work in ages past. 7512 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21838

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01431

Topic: Causeways -- Scotland
       Cliffs -- Scotland
       Formations (Geology) -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR
       Ships -- Scotland

Place: Scotland
       Staffa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Glasgow Bridge, looking north across the Clyde to Jamaica St., Glasgow. 7513 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Glasgow Bridge, looking north across the Clyde to Jamaica St., Glasgow. 7513 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21839

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01432

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
       Rivers -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Clyde River (Glasgow, Scotland)
       Glasgow (Scotland)
       Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A Clyde excursion boat ready to start from the Broomielaw, Glasgow. 7514 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Clyde excursion boat ready to start from the Broomielaw, Glasgow. 7514 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21840
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01433

Topic: Boats -- Scotland
      Docks -- Scotland
      Piers -- Scotland
      Rivers -- Scotland
      SCOTLAND TOUR
      Ships -- Scotland
      Wharves -- Scotland

Place: Broomielaw (Glasgow, Scotland)
       Clyde River (Glasgow, Scotland)
       Glasgow (Scotland)
       Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Buchanan St., one of the popular business thoroughfares of prosperous
Glasgow. 7515 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21841
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01434

Topic: Carriages
      SCOTLAND TOUR
      Streets
      Wagons
Inaugural oath; second term
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Inaugural oath; second term 7550 interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21842

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01382

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

"We wish peace because it is right"--President Roosevelt delivering his
Inaugural address, Washington. 7551 interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "We wish peace because it is right"--President Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural address, Washington. 7551 interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21843

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Same as RSN 21844, similar to RSN 21845 and 21846
Copy and Version Identification Note

01383

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Presidents
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"We wish peace because it is right"--President Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural address, Washington. 7551 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "We wish peace because it is right"--President Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural address, Washington. 7551 interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
upper left corner missing

Local Numbers
RSN 21844

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Same as RSN 21843, similar to RSN 21845 and 21846

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Presidents
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"We wish peace because it is right"--President Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural address, Washington. 7551 interpositive, 1905
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): "We wish peace because it is right"--President Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural address, Washington. 7551 interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21845

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Similar to RSN 21843, 21844 and 21846

Copy and Version Identification Note

01383

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Presidents
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

"We wish peace because it is right"--President Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural address, Washington. 7551 interpositive, 1905

1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): "We wish peace because it is right"--President Roosevelt delivering his Inaugural address, Washington. 7551 interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21846

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Similar to RSN 21843, 21844 and 21845

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Presidents
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roosevelt inauguration, long view. Caption no. 7552 : stereoscopic interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Roosevelt inauguration, long view. Caption no. 7552 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21847
01384.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roosevelt inauguration, long view]. Caption no. 7553 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Roosevelt inauguration, long view]. Caption no. 7553 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21848

Similar to RSN 21849.

01385; 80252.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitals
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roosevelt inauguration, long view]. Caption no. 7553 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): President Roosevelt, after Inauguration, leaving the Capitol to head the great parade, Washington. Caption no. 7554 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905.
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21849
Similar to RSN 21848.
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitals
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt, after Inauguration, leaving the Capitol to head the great parade, Washington. Caption no. 7554 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): President Roosevelt, after Inauguration, leaving the Capitol to head the great parade, Washington. Caption no. 7554 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21850

AC0143-0021850 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01386

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pennsylvania Avenue from Treasury to Capitol--President Roosevelt's Inaugural Parade, Washington. [Active no. 7555 : stereoscopic interpositive], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Pennsylvania Avenue from Treasury to Capitol--President Roosevelt's Inaugural Parade, Washington. [Active no. 7555 : stereoscopic interpositive], 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled?

Local Numbers
RSN 21851

AC0143-0021851
01387 (orig. no.)
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Parades
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910
[Inaugural parade for Roosevelt] 7556 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Inaugural parade for Roosevelt] 7556 interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21852
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01388

Names:  Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic:  Armed Forces
Parades
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place:  Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Inaugural parade for Roosevelt] 7557 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Inaugural parade for Roosevelt] 7557 interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21853
AC0143-0021853
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01389

Names:  Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic:  Armed Forces
The beloved Pope Pius X taking his daily walk in the Vatican gardens. 7457 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The beloved Pope Pius X taking his daily walk in the Vatican gardens. 7457 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21854

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: Gardens -- Vatican
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 7458 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 7458 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Large hole in right frame.

Slight holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 21855

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01290

Topic: Portraits -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Edinburgh Castle--from Grassmarket--the strong fortress of the early kings of Scotland. 7459 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Edinburgh Castle--from Grassmarket--the strong fortress of the early kings of Scotland. 7459 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21856

Same as RSN 21857.

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01390

Topic: Castles -- Scotland
Fortification -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Grassmarket (Scotland)
Scotland
Genres/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Edinburgh Castle--from Grassmarket--the strong fortress of the early kings of Scotland. 7459 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Edinburgh Castle--from Grassmarket--the strong fortress of the early kings of Scotland. 7459 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21857

Same as RSN 21856.

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Topic: Castles -- Scotland
       Fortification -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Castle Rock (Lake District, England)
       Edinburgh (Scotland)
       Grassmarket (Scotland)
       Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Castle, ancient seat of Scottish kings, on precipitous Castle Rock, Edinburgh. 7460 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Castle, ancient seat of Scottish kings, on precipitous Castle Rock, Edinburgh. 7460 Interpositive..

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21858

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Topic: Castles -- Scotland
       Children -- Scotland
       Fortification -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Castle Rock (Lake District, England)
       Edinburgh (Scotland)
       Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Princes St. Gardens--holiday throngs listening to a band concert, Edinburgh. [Active no. 7463 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21859

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Orig. no. 01394.

Topic: Bands (Music) -- Scotland
       Gardens -- Scotland
       Musical instruments -- Scotland
       Musicians -- Scotland
       Parks -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
       Princes St. Gardens
       Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Flora's time-piece--a great clock made of living plants in Princes St. Gardens, Edinburgh. [Active no. 7464 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21860

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Topic: Clocks and watches
       Flowers
       Gardens
       Parks
       Plants
       SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
       Princes St. Gardens
       Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21861

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Mountains -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place:
Scotland

Princes St., N.E. from Royal Institution past Scott Monument to Calton Hill,
Edinburgh. 7465 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Princes St., N.E. from Royal Institution past Scott Monument to Calton Hill, Edinburgh. 7465 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21862

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Topic:
Memorials -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Scotland
Streets -- Scotland.

Place:
Calton Hill (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Royal Institution
Scotland
Scott Memorial

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Princes St., Edinburgh. 7466 interpositive
Princes St., Edinburgh. 7466 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Princes St., Edinburgh. 7466 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21863

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Similar to RSN 21864, 27182-27184 and 27277.

Copy and Version Identification Note
148

Topic: Memoriials -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Scotland
Streets -- Scotland.

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Scott Memorial

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Scotland
Scott Memorial

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Princes St., looking N.E. from Scott Monument over Market to Calton Hill, Edinburgh. 7467 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Princes St., looking N.E. from Scott Monument over Market to Calton Hill, Edinburgh. 7467 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21865

Similar to RSN 27185.

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01397

Topic: Gardens -- Scotland
Markets -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Scotland
Streets -- Scotland.

Place: Calton Hill (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Waterloo Place and Calton Hill, Edinburgh. 7468 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Waterloo Place and Calton Hill, Edinburgh. 7468 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21866

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Same as RSN 27186.
**Topic:** Carts -- Scotland
Horses -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
Plazas -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Scotland
Streets -- Scotland.

**Place:** Calton Hill (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Waterloo Place (Edinburgh, Scotland)

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Auld Reekie" from Carlton Hill—a western outlook through Princes Street, Edinburgh. [Active no. 7469 : glass stereoscopic interpositive.]

*1 Item (5" x 8").*

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

**Local Numbers**
RSN 21867

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

**Topic:** Dogs -- 1890-1920 -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland -- Edinburgh
Ordnance
SCOTLAND TOUR

**Place:** Auld Reekie
Calton Hill (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Union Terrace Gardens and the dignified Free Library, Aberdeen. [Active no. 7497 : stereo interpositive.]

*1 Item (5" x 8").*

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 21868
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Orig. no. 01416.

Names: Free Library (Aberdeen, Scotland)
Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
       Gardens -- Scotland
       Libraries -- Scotland
       Railroads -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR
Place: Aberdeen (Scotland)
       Scotland
       Union Terrace Gardens (Aberdeen, Scotland)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Union St. and its handsome granite buildings--looking ?E. from the bridge, Aberdeen. [Active no. 7498 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")]
Image(s): Union St. and its handsome granite buildings--looking ?E. from the bridge, Aberdeen. [Active no. 7498 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21869

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Orig. no. 01417.

Topic: SCOTLAND TOUR
       Streetcars -- Scotland
       Streets -- Scotland.
Place: Aberdeen (Scotland)
       Scotland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Handsome municipal building of a model city--E. from Bank across George
Square, Glasgow. 7516 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Handsome municipal building of a model city--E. from Bank
across George Square, Glasgow. 7516 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21870

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Copy and Version Identification Note
01435

Topic: Architecture -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
Plazas -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: George Square (Glasgow, Scotland)
Glasgow (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

George Square, one of the chief business centres of famous old Glasgow. 7517 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): George Square, one of the chief business centres of famous old Glasgow. 7517 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21871

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01436

Topic: Architecture -- Scotland
Horses -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
Plazas -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Wagons -- Scotland

Place: George Square (Glasgow, Scotland)
Glasgow (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Loch Katrine--"The spot an angel deigned to grace." 7540 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Loch Katrine--"The spot an angel deigned to grace." 7540 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21872

Similar to RSN 14189, 21873, 21874 and 27201.

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0139

Topic: Boats -- Scotland
       Lakes -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Loch Katrine (Scotland)
       Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Loch Katrine—"The spot an angel deigned to grace." 7540 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Loch Katrine—"The spot an angel deigned to grace." 7540 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21874

Similar to RSN 14189, 21872, 21873 and 27201.

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0139

Topic: Boats -- Scotland
Lakes -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Loch Katrine (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Rob Roy, Loch Katrine. 7541 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Rob Roy, Loch Katrine. 7541 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21875

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Topic: Boats and boating
Lakes
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Loch Katrine (Scotland)
Rob Roy
Scotland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Dean Bridge with its lofty arches spanning the waters at Leith. 7543 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Dean Bridge with its lofty arches spanning the waters at Leith. 7543 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21876
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01456

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
Rivers -- Scotland
SCOTLAND-Miscellaneous

Place: Dean Bridge (Leith, Scotland)
Leith (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Firth of Tay and the magnificent two-mile Tay Bridge., crossing to Dundee. 7544 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Firth of Tay and the magnificent two-mile Tay Bridge., crossing to Dundee. 7544 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21877
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01457

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
Rivers -- Scotland
SCOTLAND-Miscellaneous
[Inaugural parade for Theodore Roosevelt. Active no. 7545 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Inaugural parade for Theodore Roosevelt. Active no. 7545 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled?

Local Numbers
RSN 21878
AC0143-0021878 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01377; 80264 (associated numbers).

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages
Horses -- 1900-1910
Parades
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Inaugural parade for Theodore Roosevelt : Active no. 7546, stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Inaugural parade for Theodore Roosevelt : Active no. 7546, stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21879
AC0143-0021879

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

01378 (orig. no.)

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Armed Forces
Horses -- 1900-1910
Parades
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Inaugural parade] 7547 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Inaugural parade] 7547 interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21880
AC0143-0021880

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01379

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Streets
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt arriving at Capitol to complete his first and begin his second term, Washington. Caption no. 7548 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): President Roosevelt arriving at Capitol to complete his first and begin his second term, Washington. Caption no. 7548 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21881
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01380

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Streets -- Washington (D.C.)
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Inaugural ceremony] 7549 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Inaugural ceremony] 7549 interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21882
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01381

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Capitols
Horses -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Inaugural ceremonies for Theodore Roosevelt" 7550 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Inaugural ceremonies for Theodore Roosevelt" 7550 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21883
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC.
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Capitols
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Enormous 11-in. shell from Japanese siege gun, beginning its deadly flight
into Port Arthur. 7559 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21884
["July 2, 1906 Made by Al Verified by Douglas"] ON ENVELOPE Similar to
RSN 14192 and 21885
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01459
Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Ordnance
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Enormous 11-in. shell from Japanese siege gun, beginning its deadly flight into Port Arthur. 7559 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21885

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! ["July 2, 1906 Made by Al Verified by Douglas"] ON ENVELOPE Similar to RSN 14192 and 21884

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01459

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Ordnance
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great 11-in. Japanese siege guns firing 500 lb. shells into Port Arthur. 7560 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21886

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01460

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Artillery
        Ordnance
        RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
        Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
        War

Place:  Manchuria
        Port Arthur

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:   Stereoscopic photographs

Russian 500 lb. shell exploding near the Japanese siege guns, Port Arthur.

7561 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21887

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01461

Topic:  Artillery
        Ordnance
        RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
        Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
        War

Genre/  Landscapes (representations)
Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Japanese batteries firing on the Russian forts—siege of Port Arthur. 7562
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21888

Similar to RSN 14193
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01462

Topic:
Artillery
Ordnance
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Close to the enemy!—in Japanese "siege parallel" within 200 yards of the
Russian fort, Port Arthur. 7563 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21889

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01463
A short rest on the fighting lines--the Japanese hillside trenches--siege of Port Arthur. 7564 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21890

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01464

Japanese troops advancing into position--on the investment line--siege of Port Arthur. 7565 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21891

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]
Copy and Version Identification Note

01465

Topic: Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Advancing across an open field--Japan's sturdy soldiers at Port Arthur.
7566 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21892

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01466

Topic: Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Detachments advancing by rushes--Japanese crossing a field toward the
front, Port Arthur. 7567 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Detachments advancing by rushes--Japanese crossing a field
toward the front, Port Arthur. 7567 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21893
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01467

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Military -- Manchuria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rifles -- Manchuria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>War -- Manchuria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Manchuria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Port Arthur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Military.] 7568 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7568 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21894

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01468

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Military -- Manchuria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rifles -- Manchuria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>War -- Manchuria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Manchuria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Port Arthur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Russian prisoners just after the surrender--at Choraizi Station, near Port Arthur. 7569 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21895

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01469

Topic: Armed Forces
   Prisoners
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Choraizi Station (Port Arthur, Manchuria)
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Japanese troops resting on side of Itzushan Hill--looking over a charming
valley, Port Arthur. 7570 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Japanese troops resting on side of Itzushan Hill--looking over a
charming valley, Port Arthur. 7570 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21896

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01470

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Rifles -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Place: Itzushan Hill (Port Arthur, Manchuria)
Manchuria
Port Arthur
Reserves held ready for a fierce assault on forts near Namakoyama--siege of Port Arthur. 7571 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Reserves held ready for a fierce assault on forts near Namakoyama--siege of Port Arthur. 7571 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21897

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01471

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Rifles -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Namakoyama (Manchuria)
Port Arthur

Japanese of the 1st Division ready to move into the fighting lines--siege of Port Arthur. 7572 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Japanese of the 1st Division ready to move into the fighting lines--siege of Port Arthur. 7572 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21898

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01472

Topic: Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Tents -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Reserves awaiting orders to advance--during an assault on the Russian forts--siege of Port Arthur. 7573 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Reserves awaiting orders to advance--during an assault on the Russian forts--siege of Port Arthur. 7573 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21899

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01473

Topic: Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Tents -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7574 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military.] 7574 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21900

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01474
Japanese (9th Reg, 4th Div.) ready for battle--awaiting orders for the advance--siege of Port Arthur. 7575 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21901

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01475

[Military.] 7576 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7576 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21902

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01476

Topic: Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7577 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7577 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21903

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01477

Topic: Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Japan's dauntless soldiers--at the foot of Itzushan Hill--during famous siege of Port Arthur. No. 7578 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Japan's dauntless soldiers--at the foot of Itzushan Hill--during famous siege of Port Arthur. No. 7578 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21904
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01478

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Military -- Manchuria RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR Rifles -- Manchuria Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905 Trench warfare -- Manchuria War -- Manchuria

Place: Itzushan Hill (Port Arthur, Manchuria) Manchuria Port Arthur

[Ruins.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21805

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note

014132

Topic: Abbeys -- Scotland Churches -- Scotland Ruins -- Scotland SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Jedburgh (Scotland)? Norman Abbey? Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Forth Bridge--the most remarkable in the world--from the Bluff. 7490 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Forth Bridge--the most remarkable in the world--from the Bluff. 7490 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21806

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01415

Topic: Boats -- Scotland
      Bridges -- Scotland
      Railroads -- Scotland
      Rivers -- Scotland
      SCOTLAND TOUR
      Trains -- Scotland

Place: Firth of Forth Bridge (Scotland)
      Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The great Forth Bridge. 7491 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The great Forth Bridge. 7491 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21807

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

["Verified by Douglas"] on envelope.

Topic: Boats -- Scotland
      Bridges -- Scotland
      Railroads -- Scotland
      Rivers -- Scotland
      SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Firth of Forth Bridge (Scotland)
      Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Looking through the great Forth Bridge (8,300 feet long). 7493 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking through the great Forth Bridge (8,300 feet long). 7493 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21808

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
156

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland  
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Firth of Forth Bridge (Scotland)  
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Balmoral Castle, King Edward's favorite summer palace--and a Scottish Piper. [Caption No. 7494 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Balmoral Castle, King Edward's favorite summer palace--and a Scottish Piper. [Caption No. 7494 : stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21809

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Orig. no. 173

Names: Balmoral Castle (Scotland)
Edward VII, King

Topic: Bagpipes -- Scotland  
Castles -- Scotland  
Kilts -- Scotland  
Musical instruments -- Scotland  
Palaces -- Scotland  
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Scotland
Edward VII, Scotland's King, in the Kilt of his loyal Highlanders, Balmoral Castle. [Caption no. 7495 : glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21810
Similar to RSN 21811 and 21812.
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names: Balmoral Castle (Scotland)
Edward VII, King

Topic: Castles -- Scotland
Kilts -- Scotland
Palaces
Royalty
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Edward VII, Scotland's King, in the Kilt of his loyal Highlanders, Balmoral Castle. [Caption no. 7495 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21811
Similar to RSN 21810 and 21812.
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Company acc. no. 82495

Names: Balmoral Castle (Scotland)
Edward VII, King
Edward VII, Scotland's King, in the Kilt of his loyal Highlanders, Balmoral Castle. [Caption no. 7495 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21812
Similar to RSN 21810 and 21811.
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Company acc. no. 82500.

Names: Balmoral Castle (Scotland)
Edward VII, King

Topic: Castles -- Scotland
Kilts -- Scotland
Palaces -- Scotland
Portraits -- Scotland
Royalty -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From cares of Empire to the joys of Home--Edward VII and his grandchildren, Balmoral Castle. [Caption no. 7496 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21813

Similar to RSN 21814.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names:  Balmoral Castle (Scotland)
         Edward VII, King

Topic:  Castles -- Scotland
        Children -- Scotland
        Kilts -- Scotland
        Palaces -- Scotland
        Portraits -- British -- 1890-1920
        Royalty -- Scotland
        SCOTLAND TOUR

Place:  Scotland

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From cares of Empire to the joys of Home--Edward VII and his grandchildren, Balmoral Castle. [Caption no. 7496 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21814

Similar to RSN 21813.

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Names:  Balmoral Castle (Scotland)
         Edward VII, King

Topic:  Castles -- Scotland
        Children -- Scotland
        Kilts -- Scotland
        Palaces -- Scotland
        Portraits -- British -- 1890-1920
        Royalty -- Scotland
        SCOTLAND TOUR

Place:  Scotland

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Bridge-spanned river and fair green country about Inverness, seen from Castle. 7499 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bridge-spanned river and fair green country about Inverness, seen from Castle. 7499 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21815
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01418

Topic:  Bridges -- Scotland 
        Rivers -- Scotland 
        SCOTLAND TOUR

Place:  Inverness (Scotland) 
        Scotland

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass 
              Stereoscopic photographs

Unloading and cleaning fish from the herring boats crowded at the quay--Wick. 7502 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Unloading and cleaning fish from the herring boats crowded at the quay--Wick. 7502 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21816
Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01421

Topic:  Boats -- Scotland 
        Docks -- Scotland 
        Fishing -- Scotland 
        Herring -- Scotland 
        Horses -- Scotland 
        Laborers -- Scotland 
        Piers -- Scotland
Wives and bairns of the sturdy toilers of the sea, at Wick, the center of the herring trade. [Active no. 7504 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21817

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].

Lads and lassies of the fisher-fold--a band of school children at Wick. 7505 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lads and lassies of the fisher-fold--a band of school children at Wick. 7505 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21818

Currently stored in box 3.2.19 [204A].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01424

Topic: Children -- Scotland
       Fishing -- Scotland
       Portraits -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR
       Schools -- Scotland

Place: Scotland
       Wick (Scotland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 256

RSN Numbers 21905-22005

Image(s)

Japanese skirmishers seeking cover--advancing on the great fortress, Port Arthur. 7579 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Japanese skirmishers seeking cover--advancing on the great fortress, Port Arthur. 7579 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21905

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01479

Topic: Military -- Manchuria
       RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
       Rifles -- Manchuria
       Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 7580 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military.] 7580 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21906

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01480

Topic: Military -- Manchuria

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR

Rifles -- Manchuria

Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905

War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria

Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Great Japanese siege guns firing over the hills into Port Arthur. 7581 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21907

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01481

Topic: Armed Forces

Artillery

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR

Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905

War

Place: Manchuria

Port Arthur
Japanese siege guns firing the deadly 500 lb. shells into the doomed harbor and city, Port Arthur. 7583 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21908

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01483

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

In a hillside trench, watching effects of the Japanese guns, siege of Port Arthur. 7584 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21909

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Manchuria Port Arthur

[Military.] 7586 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7586 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21910
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01486

Topic: Armed Forces Artillery RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905 War
Place: Manchuria Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7587 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7587 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21911
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01487

Topic: Armed Forces Artillery RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7588 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7588 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21912

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01488

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Arrival of huge 11-in. Japanese siege guns, which destroyed Port Arthur--derrick for unloading. [Active no. 7589 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21913

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]. Orig. no. 01489.

Topic: Artillery -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Railroads -- Manchuria
Great guns ready to take over the hills to their emplacements in Japanese siege lines, Port Arthur. 7590 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Great guns ready to take over the hills to their emplacements in Japanese siege lines, Port Arthur. 7590 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21914
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01490

Topic: Artillery -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Railroads -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hundreds of Japanese dragging a massive 11-in. gun six miles to its emplacement, Port Arthur. 7591 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hundreds of Japanese dragging a massive 11-in. gun six miles to its emplacement, Port Arthur. 7591 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21915
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01491

*Topic:* Artillery -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Railroads -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

*Place:* Manchuria
Port Arthur

*Genre/Form:* Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Japanese sheltered under walls of dynamited North Fort--part still occupied by Russians, Port Arthur. 7592 Interpositive

*1 item (5" x 8")*

Image(s): Japanese sheltered under walls of dynamited North Fort--part still occupied by Russians, Port Arthur. 7592 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21916

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01492

*Topic:* Caves -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

*Place:* Manchuria
Port Arthur (Manchuria)

*Genre/Form:* Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Japanese "Parallel" near the Russian forts--a victim of the desperate siege, Port Arthur. 7594 Interpositive

*1 item (5" x 8")*

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21917

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01694;82424

Topic: Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War
War casualties

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7595 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7595 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21918

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01493

Topic: Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Digging to victory--Japanese "siege parallel" nearing the Russian forts, siege of Port Arthur. 7595 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21919

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01495

Topic: Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Keeping below the dead line—in Japanese trenches near the Russian forts, Port Arthur. 7596 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21920

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01496

Topic: Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Port Arthur] : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21921
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01500

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Tents -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Japanese in a captured Russian fort--showing a broken Russian gun--siege of Port Arthur. 7597 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Japanese in a captured Russian fort--showing a broken Russian gun--siege of Port Arthur. 7597 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21922
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01497

Topic: Artillery -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Rifles -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

In the trenches--watching a fire assault through the hyposcope--before PortArthur. Active no. 7598 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the trenches--watching a fire assault through the hyposcope--before Port Arthur. Active no. 7598 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21923

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]. Original no. 01498.

Topic:
Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Camp of the famous 9th Division--under sheltering hills, close to fighting line, Port Arthur. 7599 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Camp of the famous 9th Division--under sheltering hills, close to fighting line, Port Arthur. 7599 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21924

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01499

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Military -- Manchuria RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905 Tents -- Manchuria War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria Port Arthur

Japanese winter camp near investment lines--siege of Port Arthur. 7601 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Japanese winter camp near investment lines--siege of Port Arthur. 7601 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21925

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01501

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Military -- Manchuria RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905 Tents -- Manchuria War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria Port Arthur

Japanese soldiers cooking rice close to the fighting lines--siege of Port Arthur. [Active no. 7602 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21926

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Orig. no. 01502

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Cookery
        Food
        RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
        Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
        War

Place:  Manchuria
        Port Arthur

Genre/Form:  Landscapes (representations)
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7603 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7603 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21927

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01503

Topic:  Armed Forces
        RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
        Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
        War
        War casualties

Place:  Manchuria
        Port Arthur
Japanese transports carrying food from Choraizi Station to front lines--siege of Port Arthur. 7604 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Japanese transports carrying food from Choraizi Station to front lines--siege of Port Arthur. 7604 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21928

Same as RSN 14195.

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01504

Topic:
Battlefields -- Manchuria
Food -- Manchuria
Horses -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Soldiers -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7605 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7605 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21929

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01505

Topic: Horses -- Manchuria
      Military -- Manchuria
      RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
      Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
      Wagons -- Manchuria
      War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Hole in ground near Ho-o-shan made by 12-in. shell--from Russian warships, Port Arthur. 7606 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21930

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01506

Topic: Armed Forces
      Artillery
      RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
      Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
      War

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7607 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7607 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21931

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01507

Topic: Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Tents -- Manchuria
Trench warfare -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7608 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7608 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21932

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01508

Topic: Children -- Manchuria
Dancing -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Place: Lüshun (China)
Manchuria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

After the surrender--Russian prisoners awaiting transportation to Dalny and Japan, Port Arthur. 7609 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): After the surrender--Russian prisoners awaiting transportation to Dalny and Japan, Port Arthur. 7609 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21933
Same as RSN 14196.
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01509

Genre /
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Military -- Manchuria
Prisoners -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Railroads -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

A Russian prisoner, just brought into the Japanese lines--siege of Port Arthur. 7610 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Russian prisoner, just brought into the Japanese lines--siege of Port Arthur. 7610 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21934
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01510

Genre /
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
General Baron Nogi--skillful, brave, patient, irresistible--captor of Port Arthur.
7614 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Russian battleship Peresvyet, wrecked by Japanese shells--aground in harbor of Port Arthur. 7611 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Russian battleship Peresvyet, wrecked by Japanese shells--aground in harbor of Port Arthur. 7611 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21936

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Similar to RSN 14197

Copy and Version Identification Note
01511

Names: Peresvyet (Ship)
Topic: Armed Forces
Battleships
Destruction
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Donkey-power grist mill--Village life in Toboshin, just outside Japanese fighting lines, Port Arthur. [Caption 7612 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21937

Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Orig. no. 01512.

Topic: Donkeys
Mills and mill-work
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Toboshin (Manchuria)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Manchurians shelling corn with flails--at Toboshin near Japanese lines--4 miles from Port Arthur. 7613 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21938
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01513

Topic: Corn
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Toboshin (Manchuria)

[Military.] 7615 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7615 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower right corner broken off.

Local Numbers
RSN 21939
Same as RSN 14198.
Currently stored in box 3.2.20 [204B].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01515

Topic: Armaments
Armed Forces
Portraits
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Shells
War
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7616 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 7616 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21940
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206], moved from [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01516

Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7617 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 7617 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21941
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01517
Topic: Armed Forces
    Portraits
    RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
    Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
    War
Place: Manchuria
    Port Arthur
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7618 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7618 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
    RSN 21942
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01518

Topic: Armed Forces
    Portraits
    RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
    Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
    War
Place: Manchuria
    Port Arthur
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7619 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7619 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
    RSN 21943
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01519

Topic: Horses -- Manchuria
      Military -- Manchuria
      Portraits -- Manchuria
      RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
      Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
      War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7620 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7620 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21944

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01520

Topic: Military -- Manchuria
      Portraits -- Manchuria
      RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
      Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
      Tents -- Manchuria
      War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of the Tabernacle (seating 8,000) and the Great Organ. [Active no.
7646 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21945

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]. Orig. no. 6585.

Topic:  Church architecture -- 20th century.
       Interior architecture
       Mormons
       Musical instruments
       Pipeorgans
       Tabernacles
       UTAH

Place:  Mormon Tabernacle
        Salt Lake City (Utah)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Court House--City and County Buildings--height 256 feet, cost
{dollar}800,000. 7652 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Court House--City and County Buildings--height 256 feet, cost
{dollar}800,000. 7652 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21946

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6578

Topic:  Architecture
       Buildings
       UTAH

Place:  Salt Lake City (Utah)
        Utah

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Looking southeast along Main Street. 7654 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking southeast along Main Street. 7654 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21947

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6580

Topic: Carriages -- Utah
Horses -- Utah
Streetcars -- Utah
Streets -- Utah.
UTAH

Place: Salt Lake City (Utah)
Utah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great Pavilion at Saltair Beach, Salt Lake, 13 miles due west from Salt Lake City. 7655 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Great Pavilion at Saltair Beach, Salt Lake, 13 miles due west from Salt Lake City. 7655 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21948

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6592

Topic: Architecture -- Utah
Lakes -- Utah
Pavilions -- Utah
Railroads -- Utah
Resorts -- Utah
Salt -- Utah
UTAH

Place: Salt Lake City (Utah)
Saltair Beach
Utah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Great Salt Lake and the Pavilion—bathing scene, showing density of water in Great Salt Lake. [Active no. 7656 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21949
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Orig. no. 6593.

Topic:  
Lakes -- Utah
Pavilions -- Utah
Railroads -- Utah
Resorts -- Utah
Salt -- Utah
Swimming -- Utah
UTAH

Place:  
Great Salt Lake (Utah)
Salt Lake City (Utah)
Utah

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Inaugural Ball Room--from President Roosevelt's box--Pension Building. 7659 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Inaugural Ball Room--from President Roosevelt's box--Pension Building. 7659 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21950
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Names:  
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic:  
Architecture
Interior architecture
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place:  
Pension Building
Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beginning the great hunt--President Roosevelt and party entering the bear country, Colorado. [Active No. 7660 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21951

Orig. no. 01522.
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Dogs -- 1900-1910 -- Colorado
Horses -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT--Western Tours
hunters
Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the great bear hunt--President Roosevelt after leaving Newcastle for the mountains. [Active No. 7661 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21952

Company acc. no. 80973.
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Horses -- 1900-1910 -- Colorado
Portraits -- 1900-1910 -- Colorado
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT--Western Tours
Rifles -- Colorado
hunters -- Colorado

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910
Newcastle (Colo.)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(France) Little Parisians out for a holiday in Monceau Park. 7662 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): (France) Little Parisians out for a holiday in Monceau Park. 7662 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21953

Same as RSN 21954.

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01576

Topic: Children -- France
Parks -- France
REAL CHILDREN IN MANY LANDS

Place: France -- 1890-1920
Monceau Park
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

(France) Little Parisians out for a holiday in Monceau Park. 7662 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): (France) Little Parisians out for a holiday in Monceau Park. 7662 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21954
Same as RSN 21953.
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01576

Topic: Children -- France
Parks -- France
REAL CHILDREN IN MANY LANDS
Place: France -- 1890-1920
Monceau Park
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Canadian winter sports--skiing. 7664 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Canadian winter sports--skiing. 7664 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21955
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01578

Topic: CANADA-Manitoba
Recreation -- Manitoba
Skiing -- Manitoba
Snow -- Manitoba
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Manitoba
Place: Canada
Manitoba
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Canadian winter sports--sleighing. 7665 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Canadian winter sports--sleighing. 7665 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21956

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01571

Topic: CANADA-Manitoba
Horses -- Manitoba
Recreation -- Manitoba
Sleds -- Manitoba
Sleighs -- Manitoba
Snow -- Manitoba
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Manitoba

Place: Canada
Manitoba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hockey. 7666 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hockey. 7666 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21957

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Similar to RSN 14200 and 27206

Copy and Version Identification Note
01580

Topic: Ice hockey
Ice ponds
Ice skating
Recreation
SPORTS-Winter Sports
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Canada
Manitoba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ice-yachting 7667 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ice-yachting 7667 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21958

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01581

Topic: Ice -- Manitoba
Recreation -- Manitoba
SPORTS-Winter Sports
Sailboats -- Manitoba
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Manitoba
Yachts -- Manitoba

Place: Canada
Manitoba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tobogganing. 7668 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tobogganing. 7668 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21959

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01582

Topic: Recreation -- Manitoba
SPORTS-Winter Sports
Sleds -- Manitoba
Snow -- Manitoba
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Manitoba
toboggans -- Manitoba

Place: Canada
Manitoba
Snow-shoeing. 7669 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Snow-shoeing. 7669 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The enchanting Shadow River, Muskoka. 7670 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The enchanting Shadow River, Muskoka. 7670 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Recreation -- Manitoba
SPORTS-Winter Sports
Skis -- Manitoba
Snow -- Manitoba
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Manitoba
snowshoes -- Manitoba

Place: Canada
Manitoba

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
CANADA--Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Muskoka

Local Numbers
RSN 21960

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01583

Local Numbers
RSN 21961

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01584
Ontario
Shadow River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Among the islands, Muskoka Lake, Muskoka. 7671 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Among the islands, Muskoka Lake, Muskoka. 7671 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21962

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01585

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
CANADA--Ontario
Islands -- Ontario
Lakes -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Muskoka
Ontario (Canada)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Highlands of Ontario--beautiful Lake Rosseau. 7672 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Highlands of Ontario--beautiful Lake Rosseau. 7672 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21963

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01586

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
CANADA--Ontario
Lakes -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Highlands (Ontario)
Ontario (Canada)
Rosseau Lake (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Thoroughbred Durhams on an Ontario farm. [Active no. 7673 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21964
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

01587 (orig. no.)

Topic: CANADA--Ontario
Cows -- Ontario
Farms -- Ontario
Horses -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Milking time on an Ontario farm. 7674 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Milking time on an Ontario farm. 7674 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21965
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01588

Topic: CANADA--Ontario
Cows -- Ontario
Farms -- Ontario
Milking -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7675 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7675 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21966

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01589

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents
Railroads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7676 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7676 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21967

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Similar to RSN 21968.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01590
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Photographers
Political campaigns
Presidents
Railroads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7676 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7676
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21968

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Similar to RSN 21967

Copy and Version Identification Note
01590 1/2

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Photographers
Political campaigns
Presidents
Railroads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7677 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7677
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21969

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01591

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents
Railroads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street crowd of Theodore Roosevelt campaign.] 7678 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street crowd of Theodore Roosevelt campaign.] 7678 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21970

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01592

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street crowd and Theodore Roosevelt campaigning.] 7679 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street crowd and Theodore Roosevelt campaigning.] 7679 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21971

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01593

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Elections
Horses
Political campaigns
Presidents
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7680 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7680 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21972

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01594

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents
Railroads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street crowd and Theodore Roosevelt campaigning.] 7681 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Street crowd and Theodore Roosevelt campaigning.] 7681 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 21973

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01595

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
       Flags
       Political campaigns
       Presidents
       Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7682 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7682 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21974
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01596

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
       Political campaigns
       Presidents
       Railroads
       Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning, walking from building.] 7683 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning, walking from building.] 7683 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21975
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01597

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
        Political campaigns
        Presidents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning, in wagon in street.] 7684 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning, in wagon in street.] 7684
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21976

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01598

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages
        Elections
        Flags
        Horses
        Political campaigns
        Presidents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigninig, in wagon in street.] 7685 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigninig, in wagon in street.] 7685
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21977
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01599

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages
Elections
Parades
Political campaigns
Presidents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 7686
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.]
7686 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21978

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01600

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 7687
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.]
7687 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21979

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01601

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
      Horses
      Parades
      Political campaigns
      Presidents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt planting tree.] 7688 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt planting tree.] 7688 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21980

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01602

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
      Planting
      Political campaigns
      Presidents
      Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt in carriage.] 7689 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt in carriage.] 7689 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21981
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01603
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages
Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt and street crowd.] 7690 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt and street crowd.] 7690 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21982
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01604
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Horses
Political campaigns
Presidents
Streets
[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7691 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 7691 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21983
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01605
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 7692 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 7692 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 21984
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01606
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 7693 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 7693 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21985
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01607
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 7694 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 7694 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21986
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01608
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt and street crowd.] 7695 interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt and street crowd.] 7695 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21987
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01609

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt and group of military veterans.] 7696 interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Portrait of Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt and group of military veterans.] 7696 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21988
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01610

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Portraits
Presidents
Veterans

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt and group of military veterans.] 7697 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait of Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt and group of military veterans.] 7697 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21989

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01611

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Portraits
Presidents
Veterans

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt with military veterans.] 7698 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt with military veterans.] 7698 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21990

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01612
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street. ] 7699 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21991

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01613

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages
Elections
Horses
Political campaigns
Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt leaving building. ] 7700 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21992

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01614

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 7701 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 7701 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21993

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01615

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages
Elections
Political campaigns
Presidents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 7702 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 7702 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21994

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01616

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Carriages
       Elections
       Political campaigns
       Presidents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 7703 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7703 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21995

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01617

Topic: Armed Forces
       Horses
       Parades
       Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 7704 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7704 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21996

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01618

Topic: Armed Forces
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Horses
Parades
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7705 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7705 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21997

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01619

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7706 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7706 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21998

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01620

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Glad greeting to his little Colorado friend--President Roosevelt returning from his hunt. No. 7707 : stereoscopic interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Glad greeting to his little Colorado friend--President Roosevelt returning from his hunt. No. 7707 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 21999

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01621;81251

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Children -- Colorado
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910 -- Colorado
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
hunters -- Colorado

Place: Colorado -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Happy hunters--President Roosevelt returning from his famous bear hunt to Glenwood Springs. 7708 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22000

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01622

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Horses -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
hunters
Russian ships Pallada (left) and Pobieda (right), wrecked below Golden Hill Fort, Port Arthur. 7709 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Russian ships Pallada (left) and Pobieda (right), wrecked below Golden Hill Fort, Port Arthur. 7709 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22001

Same as RSN 14201 and 22002.

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01623

Names: Pallada (Ship)
       Pobieda (Ship)

Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
       Fortification -- Manchuria
       RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
       Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       Ships -- Manchuria
       War -- Manchuria

Place: Golden Hill Fort (Port Arthur, Manchuria)
       Manchuria
       Port Arthur (Manchuria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Russian ships Pallada (left) and Pobieda (right), wrecked below Golden Hill Fort, Port Arthur. 7709 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Russian ships Pallada (left) and Pobieda (right), wrecked below Golden Hill Fort, Port Arthur. 7709 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22002
Same as RSN 14201 and 22001.
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01623

Names: Pallada (Ship)
Pobieda (Ship)
Topic: Damages -- Manchuria
Fortification -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria
Place: Golden Hill Fort (Port Arthur, Manchuria)
Manchuria
Port Arthur (Manchuria)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wrecked Russian ships Poltava (left) and Retvizan (right), from deck of Peresviet, Port Arthur. 7710 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Wrecked Russian ships Poltava (left) and Retvizan (right), from deck of Peresviet, Port Arthur. 7710 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22003
Similar to RSN 14202.
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01624

Names: Peresvet (Ship)
      Poltava (Ship)
      Retvizan (Ship)

Topic: Cannon -- Manchuria
       Destruction -- Manchuria
       RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
       Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       Ships -- Manchuria
       War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7711 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [War.] 7711 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22004

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01625

Topic: Damages -- Manchuria
       Formations (Geology)
       Fortification -- Manchuria
       Ports -- Manchuria
       RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
       Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       Ships -- Manchuria
       War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur (Manchuria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Distant transports sunk in harbor entrance, and Russian ships wrecked by
Japanese, Port Arthur. 7712 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Distant transports sunk in harbor entrance, and Russian ships wrecked by Japanese, Port Arthur. 7712 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22005

Same as RSN 22006 and 22007.

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01626

Topic:
- Damages -- Manchuria
- Harbors -- Manchuria
- Ports -- Manchuria
- RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
- Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
- Ships -- Manchuria
- War -- Manchuria

Place:
- Manchuria
- Port Arthur (Manchuria)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Box 257

RSN Numbers 22006-22106

Image(s)

Distant transports sunk in harbor entrance, and Russian ships wrecked by Japanese, Port Arthur. 7712 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Distant transports sunk in harbor entrance, and Russian ships wrecked by Japanese, Port Arthur. 7712 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22006

Same as RSN 22005 and 22007.

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01626
Distant transports sunk in harbor entrance, and Russian ships wrecked by Japanese, Port Arthur. 7712 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Distant transports sunk in harbor entrance, and Russian ships wrecked by Japanese, Port Arthur. 7712 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22007

Same as RSN 22005 and 22006.

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01626

[War.] 7713 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [War.] 7713 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22008

Same as RSN 22009.

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01627

Topic: Damages -- Manchuria
Harbors -- Manchuria
Laborers -- Manchuria
Ports -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur (Manchuria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

-[War.] 7713 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [War.] 7713 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22009

Same as RSN 22008.

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01627

Topic: Damages -- Manchuria
Harbors -- Manchuria
Laborers -- Manchuria
Ports -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur (Manchuria)
The mountains wrecked by war--from near Keekwan to North Fort--after the surrender of Port Arthur. 7714 Interpositive

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22010

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01628

Topic: Artillery
Damages
Mountains -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Keekwan (Manchuria)
Manchuria
North Fort (Manchuria)
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In Ehrlung, one of the great "key" forts--wrecked by the terrific Japanese bombardments--Port Arthur. 7715 Interpositive

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22011

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01629

Topic: Artillery
Russian barrier and wire entanglements closing road against Japanese advance to Port Arthur. 7717 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22012

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01631

Topic: Fortifications
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Sharpened stakes, pitfalls, barriers and wire entanglements forbidding approach to Port Arthur. 7718 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sharpened stakes, pitfalls, barriers and wire entanglements forbidding approach to Port Arthur. 7718 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22013
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01632

Topic:
Carts -- Manchuria
Donkeys -- Manchuria
Fortifications -- Manchuria
Horses -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

A trainload of Russian prisoners after surrender, leaving Port Arthur for Dalny and Japan. 7719 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): A trainload of Russian prisoners after surrender, leaving Port Arthur for Dalny and Japan. 7719 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22014

Same as RSN 22015.

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01633;13677

Topic:
Prisoners -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Railroads -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trains -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A trainload of Russian prisoners after surrender, leaving Port Arthur for Dalny and Japan. 7719 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A trainload of Russian prisoners after surrender, leaving Port Arthur for Dalny and Japan. 7719 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22015
Same as RSN 22014.
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01633

Topic:  Prisoners -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Railroads -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trains -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place:  Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cotton gins--one of the greatest industrial inventions--separating fibre from seed. 7723 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cotton gins--one of the greatest industrial inventions--separating fibre from seed. 7723 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22016
Same as RSN 22017.
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206], moved from [67].

Topic:  Cotton -- Texas
Cotton gins and ginning -- Texas
Factories -- Texas
Laborers -- Texas
Machinery -- Texas
TEXAS
Place: Texas
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cotton gins--one of the greatest industrial inventions--separating fibre from seed. 7723 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Cotton gins--one of the greatest industrial inventions--separating fibre from seed. 7723 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22017

Same as RSN 22016.

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206], moved from [67].

Copy and Version Identification Note

38516;38452

Topic: Cotton -- Texas

Cotton gins and ginning -- Texas
Factories -- Texas
Laborers -- Texas
Machinery -- Texas

TEXAS

Place: Texas
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

After a fierce Japanese assault--every man killed--looking from Russian fort, Port Arthur. 7724 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22018

Similar to RSN 14203

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]
The horrors of modern war! a trench filled with Japanese dead--in a Russian fort, Port Arthur. 7725 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22019

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]
Burying the Russians killed in the desperate fighting on 203 Metre Hill—in besieged Port Arthur. 7727 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

The shattered remains of Russian heroes who were killed near 203 Metre Hill, Port Arthur. 7728 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22022

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01642;82374

Topic: Funeral rites and ceremonies
INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
War casualties
burials

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A sentinel over the dead--guarding mangled comrades who died defending Russia's forts--Port Arthur. 7729 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22023

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01643;82372

Topic: Funeral rites and ceremonies
INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
War casualties
burials

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In besieged Port Arthur--Russians praying over dead comrades brought back from the front. 7730 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In besieged Port Arthur--Russians praying over dead comrades brought back from the front. 7730 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22024

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01644;82364

Topic: Casualties -- Manchuria
       Ceremonies -- Manchuria
       Funeral rites and ceremonies -- Manchuria
       INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
       Religion -- Manchuria
       Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       War -- Manchuria
       burials -- Manchuria
       prayers -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hasty funeral rites--last honors to the dead Russian heroes--in besieged
Port Arthur. 7731 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hasty funeral rites--last honors to the dead Russian heroes--in besieged Port Arthur. 7731 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22025

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Russians at dinner in a trench while comrades watch for the Japanese, during siege of Port Arthur. 7732 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Russians at dinner in a trench while comrades watch for the Japanese, during siege of Port Arthur. 7732 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22026

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

The heroine of Port Arthur--the only woman soldier--killed here a few hours later. 7733 Interpositive
**1 Item (5" x 8")**

**Image(s):** The heroine of Port Arthur—the only woman soldier—killed here a few hours later. 7733 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 22027

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
   01647;82309

**Topic:** INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
Military -- Manchuria
Rifles -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria
Women soldiers -- Manchuria

**Place:** Manchuria
Port Arthur

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Russian officers watching Japanese assault on one of the forts, during siege, Port Arthur. 7734 Interpositive

**1 Item (5" x 8")**

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 22028

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
   01648

**Topic:** Armed Forces
INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Telescopes
Trench warfare
War
Bursting Japanese shell 200 ft. away, seen from Russian trench near Wolf Battery, Port Arthur. 7735 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22029

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01649;82470

Topic:

Artillery
Battlefields
INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place:

Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

Russians advancing to take the place of fallen comrades in outer forts--Port Arthur. 7736 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22030

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01650;82422

Topic:

Battlefields
INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Russians in Port Arthur a few days before the surrender--along the old
Chinese Wall. 7737 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22031

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01651;82358

Topic:
Battlefields
INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place: Chinese Wall (Port Arthur, Manchuria)
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The surrender--Japanese sentinels relieving Russian sentinels in an outer
fort--Port Arthur. 7738 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22032

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]
Destroying a fleet--Battleship Pallada struck by a 500 lb. Japanese shell--Port Arthur harbor. 7739 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22033

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

[Russo-Japanese War. Active no. 7740 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 22034

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Orig. nos. 01654; 82441.

Topic: Artillery
INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Early morning in a Russian battery during the siege of Port Arthur. 7741
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22035

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

Copy and Version Identification Note

01655

Topic: Artillery
INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the best restaurant during the awful siege--wrecked by Japanese shells--Port Arthur. 7742 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22036

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01656;82457

Topic: Artillery
Damage
INSIDE PORT ARTHUR
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Field Marshall Marquis Oyama, at Mukden, Manchuria--commanding
Japan's victorious armies. 7743 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22037

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01657

Names: Oyama, Field Marshall Marquis

Topic: Officers
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Mukden (Manchuria)
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Working for peace--President with the Envoys of the Mikado and Czar on
the Mayflower. 7744 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Working for peace--President with the Envoys of the Mikado and Czar on the Mayflower. 7744 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22038

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Same as RSN 14204 and 27207.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01658

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Diplomacy
Peace negotiations [proposed]
Presidents
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships
War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt boarding ship.] 7745 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt boarding ship.] 7745 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22039

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Same as RSN 14205.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01659;83160

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Diplomacy
Peace
Presidents
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Sailors
Sailors
Ships
War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt boarding ship. Active no. 7746 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22040
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Same as RSN 14206.

Orig. nos. 01660; 83150

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Diplomacy
Peace
Presidents
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Sailors
Ships
War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Peace negotiators boarding ship.] 7747 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Peace negotiators boarding ship.] 7747 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22041

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Same as RSN 14207.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01661;83155

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Diplomacy
Peace
Presidents
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Sailors
Sailors
Ships
War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Peace negotiators aboard ship.] 7748 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Peace negotiators aboard ship.] 7748 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22042

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Same as RSN 14208.

Copy and Version Identification Note
01662;83163

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Diplomacy
Peace
Presidents
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships
War
[Japanese peace negotiators aboard ship.] 7749 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Japanese peace negotiators aboard ship.] 7749 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22043

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01663;83177

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Diplomacy
Peace
Presidents
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships
War

[Peace negotiators aboard ship. Active no. 7750 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22044

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Same as RSN 14209.

Orig. nos. 01664 and 83167.

Names: Mayflower (Ship)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Diplomacy
Peace
Presidents
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships
War

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Steamship Mayflower afloat. Active no. 7751 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22045
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Same as RSN 14210.

Orig. nos. 01665; 83162.

Names:
Mayflower (Ship)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic:
Diplomacy
Peace
Presidents
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships
War

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

80,000 miners listening to President Roosevelt at the temperance
convention, Wilkesbarre, Penna. [Caption no. 7752 : stereo interpositive.] 
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22046
Orig. no. 01666.
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Elections
Miners -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Political campaigns
Presidents
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Temperance -- 1900-1910

Place: Pennsylvania -- 1900-1910
Wilkesbarre (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt, Cardinal Gibbons and John Mitchell, mine workers' day, Wilkesbarre, Penna. [Active No. 7753 : stereo interpositive.]
1 item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22047

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Orig. no. 01667.

Names: Gibbons, Cardinal
Mitchell, John, (President, United Mine Workers)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Meetings
Miners -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: Pennsylvania -- 1900-1910
Wilkesbarre (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mine workers' day. [Caption No. 7754 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22048

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Orig. no. 01668.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Miners -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: Pennsylvania -- 1900-1910
Wilkes-Barre (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A tribute from the children to President Roosevelt--at the monument,
Wyoming, Penna. 7756 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A tribute from the children to President Roosevelt--at the monument, Wyoming, Penna. 7756 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22049

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01670

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Ceremonies -- Pennsylvania
Children -- Pennsylvania
Monuments -- Pennsylvania
Presidents -- Pennsylvania
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: Pennsylvania
Wyoming (Pennsylvania)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Submarine Plunger manoeuvering during the inspection by President Roosevelt, Oyster Bay. 7757 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Submarine Plunger manoeuvring during the inspection by President Roosevelt, Oyster Bay. 7757 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22050

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01671

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Sailboats
Submarines (Ships)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: New York
Oyster Bay (N.Y.)
Plunger

The abandoned palace of Viceroy Alexieff, destroyed by Japanese shells--Port Arthur. No. 7758 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22051

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01672; 82300

Names: Alexieff, Viceroy
Topic: Destruction
Palaces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
In Port Arthur during the bombardment--raging fire near Golden Hill, started by Japanese shells. 7759 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22052
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]

Copy and Version Identification Note
01673;82423

Topic: Artillery
Destruction
Fires
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Under a hail of death--mining-ship Amur wrecked by Japanese shells--harbor of Port Arthur. 7760 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22053
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note

01674;82362

Names: Amur (Mining ship)
Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7761 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7761 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22054

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01675;82427

Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7762 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7762 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22055
Same as RSN 14211.
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01676

Topic: Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
War casualties
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7763 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [War.] 7763 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22056
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01677;82453

Topic: Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
War casualties
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7764 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [War.] 7764 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22057
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01678;82415

Topic: Funeral rites and ceremonies
Harbors
Rites and ceremonies
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
War casualties
burials

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7765 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7765 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22058

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01679;82354

Topic: Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of war casualties waiting outside hospital in Manchuria.] 7766
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Line of war casualties waiting outside hospital in Manchuria.] 7766
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22059

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01680;82412

Topic: Hospitals
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
War casualties

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7767 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7767 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22060

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01681;82347

Topic: Horses -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Wagons -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

[War.] 7768 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [War.] 7768 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22061

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01682;82388

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7769 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [War.] 7769 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22062

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01683;82467

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7770 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [War.] 7770 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22063

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01684;82386

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7771 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [War.] 7771 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22064

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01685;82303

Topic: Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7772 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7772 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22065

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01686;82475

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

[War.] 7773 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7773 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22066

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01687;82381

Topic:
Armed Forces
Artillery
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[War.] 7774 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [War.] 7774 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22067

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01688;82466

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

[War.] 7775 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [War.] 7775 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22068

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01689;82356

Topic: Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7776 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [War.] 7776 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22069
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01690;82512

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7777 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 7777 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22070
Same as RSN 14212.
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01691;82302

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7778 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7778 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22071

Same as RSN 14213.
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01692

Topic: Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7779 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7779 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22072

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01693;82490

Topic: Military -- Manchuria
Rifles -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7780 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7780 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22073

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01694;25022

Topic: Armed Forces
Carts
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

[Military.] 7781 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7781 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22074

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01695;82314

Topic: Horses -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

[Military.] 7782 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7782 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22075
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01696;82304

Topic: Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Russo-Japanese War. Active no. 7783 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22076
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Orig. nos. 01697; 82346.

Topic: Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7784 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7784 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22077
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01698;82462

Topic: Carts -- Manchuria
Horses -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

[Exterior of military hospital in Manchuria.] 7785 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Exterior of military hospital in Manchuria.] 7785 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22078
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01699;82382
[Processing war casualties outside hospital in Manchuria.] 7786 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Processing war casualties outside hospital in Manchuria.] 7786 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22079

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01700;82392

[Military.] 7787 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 7787 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22080
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01701;82499

Topic:  Carts -- Manchuria
        Casualties -- Manchuria
        Horses -- Manchuria
        Military -- Manchuria
        Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
        War -- Manchuria

Place:  Manchuria
        Port Arthur

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Processing war casualties outside hospital in Manchuria.] 7788
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Processing war casualties outside hospital in Manchuria.] 7788
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22081

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01702

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Hospitals
        Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
        War
        War casualties

Place:  Manchuria
        Port Arthur

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Processing war casualties outside hospital in Manchuria.] 7789
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Processing war casualties outside hospital in Manchuria.] 7789 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22082

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01703;82401

Topic: Armed Forces
    Hospitals
    Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
    War
    War casualties

Place: Manchuria
    Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Processing war casualties outside hospital in Manchuria.] 7790 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Processing war casualties outside hospital in Manchuria.] 7790 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22083

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01704;82394

Topic: Armed Forces
    Hospitals
    Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
    War
    War casualties

Place: Manchuria
    Port Arthur
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7791 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7791 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22084

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01705;82399

Topic: Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Trench warfare
War
War casualties

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 7792 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 7792 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22085

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01706;82418

Topic: Armed Forces
Carts
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
War casualties
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

[Children.] 7793 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 7793 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22086

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01707;82350

Topic: Children -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Streets -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Lüshun (China)
Manchuria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7794 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7794 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22087

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01708;82313

Topic: Carts
Donkeys
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Streets
War

Place: Manchuria
      Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hospital in Manchuria.] 7795 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hospital in Manchuria.] 7795 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22088

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01709;82308

Topic: Destruction
      Hospitals
      Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
      War
      War casualties

Place: Manchuria
      Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7796 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [War.] 7796 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22089

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01710;82373

Topic: Destruction
      Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7797 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7797 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22090

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01711;82465

Topic: Destruction
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7798 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7798 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22091

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01712;82454

Topic: Destruction
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War
Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7799 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [War.] 7799 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22092
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01713;82420

Topic: Laborers -- Manchuria
Lumber industry -- Manchuria
Reconstruction -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Damaged train and street scene in Manchuria.] 7800 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Damaged train and street scene in Manchuria.] 7800 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22093
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01714;82322

Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
Railroads -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7801 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [War.] 7801 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22094

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01715;82330

Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
Docks -- Manchuria
Harbors -- Manchuria
Piers -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria
Wharves -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7802 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [War.] 7802 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22095

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01716;82367
Topic: Artillery -- Manchuria
Harbors -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7803 Interpositive
1 Item (5'' x 8'')
Image(s): [War.] 7803 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22096
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01717;82435

Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7804 Interpositive
1 Item (5'' x 8'')
Image(s): [War.] 7804 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22097
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01718;82426

Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7805 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7805 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22098

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01719

Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
Harbors -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7806 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7806 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22099

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01720;82376

Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
      Harbors -- Manchuria
      Military -- Manchuria
      Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
      Ships -- Manchuria
      War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7807 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [War.] 7807 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22100

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01721;82440

Topic: Destruction -- Manchuria
      Harbors -- Manchuria
      Military -- Manchuria
      Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
      Ships -- Manchuria
      War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7808 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [War.] 7808 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22101

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01722;82349

Topic: Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7809 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7809 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22102

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01723;82390

Topic: Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 7811 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7811 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22103
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01725;82352

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

[War.] 7812 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7812 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22104

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01722;82341

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place:
Manchuria
Port Arthur

[War.] 7815 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [War.] 7815 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22105
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01726;82437

Topic: Armed Forces
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Linlithgow Palace where Queen Mary Stuart was born, old home of
Scottish monarchs. 7816 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Linlithgow Palace where Queen Mary Stuart was born, old home
of Scottish monarchs. 7816 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22106

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01731

Names: Linlithgow Palace (Jedburgh, Scotland)
Stuart, Mary (Mary, Queen of Scots)

Topic: Architecture -- Scotland
Children -- Scotland
Palaces -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Jedburgh (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 258
RSN Numbers 22107-22207

Image(s)

Battle ground of Bannockburn (1314), and stone where Bruce set the
Scottish standard. 7817 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Battle ground of Bannockburn (1314), and stone where Bruce set the Scottish standard. 7817 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22107

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01732

Names:  Bruce
Topic:  Battlefields -- Scotland
Children -- Scotland
Historical sites -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place:  Bannockburn (Scotland)
Scotland
Stirling

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt leaving city building.] 7818 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Presidential candidate Theodore Roosevelt leaving city building.] 7818 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22108

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01733;86177

Names:  Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic:  Presidents
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
President Roosevelt praising the courage of the South in war and in peace.  
7819 : stereo interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): President Roosevelt praising the courage of the South in war and in peace. 7819 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22109

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01734

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Presidents
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: Richmond (Va.)
Virginia -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Broad Street, lined with school children applauding President Roosevelt.  
[Caption no. 7820 : stereoscopic interpositive.]  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22110

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Orig. no. 01735.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Horses -- 1890-1920
Parades
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Streets

Place: Richmond (Va.)
Virginia -- 1890-1920
President Roosevelt and Lieut. Governor Winston on speakers' stand, Fair Ground. [Caption no. 7821 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22111

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Orig. no. 01736.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Winston, Lt. Gov.

ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: North Carolina -- 1900-1910
Raleigh (N.C.) -- 1900-1910

Listening to President Roosevelt's plea for saving the forests. 7822 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Listening to President Roosevelt's plea for saving the forests. 7822 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22112

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01737

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Audiences
Crowds -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: North Carolina -- 1900-1910
Raleigh (N.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President and Mrs. Roosevelt splendidly honored at Raleigh. [Caption no. 7823 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22113
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Orig. no. 01738.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Carriages -- North Carolina
Horses -- North Carolina
Parades -- North Carolina
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: North Carolina -- 1900-1910
Raleigh (N.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt urges Trinity students to be worthy their alma mater. [Active no. 7824 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): President Roosevelt urges Trinity students to be worthy their alma mater. Active no. 7824 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22114
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206]. Orig. no. 01739.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Trinity College (Durham, N.C.).
[Theodore Roosevelt during presidential campaign.] 7825 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt during presidential campaign.] 7825 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22115
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01740

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd at presidential campaign speech of Theodore Roosevelt.] 7826 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Crowd at presidential campaign speech of Theodore Roosevelt.] 7826 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22116
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01741

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Audiences
Crowds
Presidents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President and Mrs. Roosevelt at the home of the President's mother.
[Caption no. 7827 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22117

Same as RSN 22118.

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Orig. no. 01742.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Dwellings -- Georgia
Family -- Georgia
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: Georgia
Roswell (Georgia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President and Mrs. Roosevelt at the home of the President's mother.
[Caption no. 7827 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22118

Same as RSN 22117.

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Dwellings -- Georgia
      Family -- Georgia
      Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
      ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: Georgia
      Roswell (Georgia)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Bullock Mansion, the home of his mother, visited by President Roosevelt. 7828 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bullock Mansion, the home of his mother, visited by President Roosevelt. 7828 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22119

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01743

Names: Bullock Mansion (Roswell, Georgia)
      Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Architecture -- Georgia
      Dwellings -- Georgia
      Homes -- Georgia
      Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
      ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: Georgia
      Roswell (Georgia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Governor Broward genially presents President Roosevelt to the people of Florida. 7829 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Governor Broward genially presents President Roosevelt to the people of Florida. 7829 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22120

Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01744

Names: Broward, Governor
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Governors
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: Florida -- 1890-1920.
Jacksonville (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Sunny South" applauds President Roosevelt's assurances of a Panama Canal. 7830 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Sunny South" applauds President Roosevelt's assurances of a Panama Canal. 7830 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
right frame broken vertically at center

Local Numbers
RSN 22121

Pieces in separate envelopes
Currently stored in box 3.2.21 [206].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01745

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Audiences
Crowds
Presidents
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous

Place: Florida
Jacksonville (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
President Roosevelt "at home" among his Southern friends--at the State House. [Active no. 7831: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22122

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226]. Orig. no. 01746.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Portraits, Group -- 1900-1910
Presidents
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Place: Alabama
Montgomery (Ala.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

President Roosevelt and Booker Washington reviewing the 61 "Industry" floats. [Active no. No. 7832: stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22123

Associated number 01747.

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Washington, Booker T., 1856-1915
Topic: African Americans
Celebrations
Parades
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
ROOSEVELT--Miscellaneous
Place: Alabama
Tuskegee (Ala.)
Genre/Form: Stereoscopic photographs
[President Theodore Roosevelt with horses and military veterans.] 7833 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt with horses and military veterans.] 7833 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22124
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01748
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Horses
Presidents
Veterans
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Manchuria New York] on circular objects 7834 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Manchuria New York] on circular objects 7834 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22125
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01749
Topic: Portraits
Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Manchuria New York] on circular objects 7835 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Manchuria New York] on circular objects 7835 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22126
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01750

Topic: Portraits
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 7836 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 7836 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22127
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01751

Topic: Portraits
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 7837 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 7837 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22128
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01752

Topic: Portraits
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship.] 7838 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ship.] 7838 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22129

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01753

Topic: Passengers
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 7839 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 7839 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22130

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01754

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- United States Portraits
[Harbor scene.] 7840 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 7840 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22131

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01755

Topic: Docks
Harbors
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 7841 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 7841 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22132

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01756

Topic: Docks
Harbors
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Parade carriage in city street.] 7842 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade carriage in city street.] 7842 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22133

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01757

Topic: Carriages
Flags
Horses
Parades
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 7843 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 7843 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22134

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01758

Topic: Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man holding child beside train car.] 7844 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Man holding child beside train car.] 7844 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22135

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01759

Topic: Infants
Infants
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 7845 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Boats.] 7845 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22136

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01760

Topic: Boats and boating
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small crowd and flag-bedecked building.] 7846 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Small crowd and flag-bedecked building.] 7846 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22137

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01761
Topic: Flags
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small crowd and flag-bedecked building.] 7847 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Small crowd and flag-bedecked building.] 7847 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22138

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01762

Topic: Celebrations
Flags

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small crowd and flag-bedecked building.] 7848 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Small crowd and flag-bedecked building.] 7848 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22139

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01763

Topic: Celebrations
Flags

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small crowd and flag-bedecked building.] 7849 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Small crowd and flag-bedecked building.] 7849 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22140

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01764

Topic: Celebrations
Flags

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion.] 7850 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Religion.] 7850 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22141

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01765

Topic: Clergy
Religion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of men before flag-draped entrances to huge building; Idaho and New
York shields on wall.] 7852 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Line of men before flag-draped entrances to huge building;
Idaho and New York shields on wall.] 7852 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
"Welcome Our Dear Sec. Taft Germinal Cigar Factory" on signs. Active no. 7853 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8"),

Image(s): "Welcome Our Dear Sec. Taft Germinal Cigar Factory" on signs. Active no. 7853 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

[Street scene.] 7854 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 7854 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Copy and Version Identification Note

01769

Topic: Celebrations
    Children
    Crowds
    Parades
    Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of busy city harbor dock area.] 7855 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Overview of busy city harbor dock area.] 7855 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 22145

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01770

Topic: Flags
    Harbors
    Ships
    Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Train and street scene.] 7856 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Train and street scene.] 7856 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 22146

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01771

Topic: Celebrations
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt in group portrait. Active no. 7857 : stereo
interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22147
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Company acc. no. 01772.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Washington, George, 1732-1799

Topic: Art
Dogs
Painting
Portraits
Presidents
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seated crowd dining under flag-bedecked tent.] 7858 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Seated crowd dining under flag-bedecked tent.] 7858
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22148
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01773

Topic: Celebrations
Dining rooms
Flags
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd outside building with U.S. Flags. Active no. 7859 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion damaged, right view.

Local Numbers
RSN 22149
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Company acc. no. 01774.

Topic: Architecture
Celebrations
Crowds
Flags -- United States
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 7860 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 7860 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22150
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01775

Topic: Architecture
Celebrations
Crowds
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rear view of flag-decked train car.] 7861 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rear view of flag-decked train car.] 7861 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22151

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01776

Topic: Flags
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd crossing footbridge bedecked with U.S. Flags.] 7863 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowd crossing footbridge bedecked with U.S. Flags.] 7863 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 22152

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01778

Topic: Bridges
Celebrations
Children
Flags
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Group of men and women, standing in line. Active no. 7864 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22153
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Orig. no. 01779.

Topic: Gardens
Portraits, Group -- African Americans

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Small crowd near U.S. Flag. Active no. 7865 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22154
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01780

Topic: Flags -- United States
Gardens
Portraits, Group -- African Americans

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 7866 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Garden.] 7866 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22155
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01781

Topic: Gardens
       Palms
       Parks
       Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[House with U.S. Flags on boat dock. Active no. 7867 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22156
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Orig. no. 01782.

Topic: Boats and boating
       Docks
       Flags
       Piers
       Seascapes
       Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade crowd in city street.] 7868 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Parade crowd in city street.] 7868 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22157
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01783
Topic: Cows
Flags
Parades
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd.] 7869 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Crowd.] 7869 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22158
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].
Copy and Version Identification Note
01784
Topic: Cows
Crowds
Horses
Rodeos
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 7870 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boats.] 7870 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22159

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01785

Topic: Boats and boating
Seascapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small indoor classroom scene. Active no. 7871 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22160

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Orig. no. 01786.

Topic: Children
Classrooms
International education
Maps
Schools
geography

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small indoor classroom scene. Active no. 7872 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22161

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Orig. no. 01787.

Topic: Children
       Classrooms
       Dogs
       International education
       Maps
       Schools

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass stereoscopic photographs

[Small indoor classroom scene. Active no. 7873: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22162

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Orig. no. 01788.

Topic: Children
       Classrooms
       International education
       Maps
       Schools

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass stereoscopic photographs

Small indoor classroom scene. Active no. 7874: stereo interpositive.
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22163

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].
Orig. no. 01789.

Topic: Children
Classrooms
International education
Maps
Schools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Small indoor classroom scene. Active no. 7875 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22164
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Orig. no. 01790.

Topic: Children
Classrooms
International education
Maps
Punishment
Schools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room with Victorian interior. Active no. 7876 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Seated young couple in romantic or playful position.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22165
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Orig. no. 01791.
[Couple kissing in home living room. 7877 interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room. 7877 interpositive.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22166

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01792

[Couple kissing in home living room. 7878 interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room. 7878 interpositive.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22167

Similar to RSN 22168.

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01793
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple kissing in home living room.] 7878 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room.] 7878 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22168

Similar to RSN 22167.
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man wearing top hat, in domestic interior with guitar and banjo. Active no. 7879 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
VDF 21403
RSN 22169

AC0143-0022169 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Orig. no. 01794.

Topic: Banjo
Dwellings
Guitars
Musical instruments
top hats
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple in home living room.] 7880 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple in home living room.] 7880 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22170

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01795

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple kissing in home living room.] 7881 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room.] 7881 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22171

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01796

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Kissing
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Couple kissing in home living room.] 7883 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple kissing in home living room.] 7883 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22172

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01798

Topic:
Couples
Dwellings
Kissing
Love

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple and intruder in home living room.] 7884 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple and intruder in home living room.] 7884 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22173

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01799

Topic:
Bayonets
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Rifles

Genre/Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Home living room.] 7886 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Home living room.] 7886 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22174
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01801
Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love
Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two couples in home living room.] 7888 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Two couples in home living room.] 7888 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22176

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01803

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Action in home living room. 7889 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Santa Claus in home living room.] 7890 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22177

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01804

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Santa Claus in home living room.] 7890 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Santa Claus in home living room.] 7890 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22178

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note

01805

Topic: Christmas
Dwellings
Gifts
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Santa Claus

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Office scene; part of a series. Active no. 7893 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man with pained expression listening to telephone.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22179

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226]

Topic: Offices
telephone

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Office scene; part of a series. Active no. 7894 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man talking on telephone, with sneering expression of disbelief.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 22180

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Offices
telephone

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Office scene with man on telephone, part of a series. Active no. 7895: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Calendar on wall has date, but it's difficult to read. Subject has humorous expression. Stereo pair produces a reverse stereo effect because views have not been transposed.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  AC0143-0022181 (AC Scan)
  RSN 22181

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Offices
Wit and humor
telephone

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Office scene; part of a series. Active no. 7896: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man on telephone has delighted expression, big self-satisfied grin.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 22182
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Offices
telephone

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Office scene; part of a series. Active no. 7896 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man holds telephone receiver in one hand and appears to shout.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22183

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Offices
telephone

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Office scene, from narrative sequence. Active no. 7897 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man talking on telephone and laughing.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22184

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Offices
telephone

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Domestic interior, from narrative sequence. Active no. 7899 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Woman talking on telephone, as man listens.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22185

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
telephone

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Domestic interior with man and woman. Active no. 7900 : stereo interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Domestic interior with man and woman. Active no. 7900 : stereo interpositive.], 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Standing woman handing telephone to seated man.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22186

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love
telephone

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Domestic interior with telephone. Active no. 7901 stereo interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Domestic interior with telephone. Active no. 7901 stereo interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man on telephone cringes, woman stands in background.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22187

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
telephone

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Domestic scene. Active no. 7902 : stereo interpositive.,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Domestic scene. Active no. 7902 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man smiles while talking on phone, casually throwing his knee over the arm of a chair.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22188

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Dwellings
telephone

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Kissing couple.] Active no. 7903 : stereo interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Kissing couple.] Active no. 7903 : stereo interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22189

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic:  Couples  
Dwellings  
Kissing  
Love  

Genre/  Narrative cycles  
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Couple.] Active no. 7904 : stereo interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Couple.] Active no. 7904 : stereo interpositive, 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 22190  

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic:  Couples  
Dwellings  
Love  

Genre/  Narrative cycles  
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Romantic couple.] Active no. 7905 : stereo interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Romantic couple.] Active no. 7905 : stereo interpositive, 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 22191  

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].
Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic couple.] Active no. 7906 : stereo interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Romantic couple.] Active no. 7906 : stereo interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22192
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic couple.] Active no. 7907 : stereo interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Romantic couple.] Active no. 7907 : stereo interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22193
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman and intruder in home.] 7908 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Woman and intruder in home.] 7908 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 22194

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Crime
  Dwellings
  Firearms
  Pistols
  Pistols
  Thieves

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman and intruder in home.] 7909 interpositive, 1906
  1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Woman and intruder in home.] 7909 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
  English.
  Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 22195

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Crime
  Dwellings
  Firearms
  Pistols
  Pistols
  Thieves

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic couple.] Active no. 7910 : stereo interpositive, 1906
  1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Romantic couple.] Active no. 7910 : stereo interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
  English.
  Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 22196

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love
Photographers

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Romantic couple posing for photographer.] Active no. 7911 : stereo interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5'' x 8'').
Image(s): [Romantic couple posing for photographer.] Active no. 7911 : stereo interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22197
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Kissing
Love
Photographers

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Couple in home bedroom.] 7912 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5'' x 8'').
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 7912 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22198
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hunting mountain sheep in the dangerous crags of the Gallatin Mountains, Montana. 7913 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Hunting mountain sheep in the dangerous crags of the Gallatin Mountains, Montana. 7913 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22199

Same as RSN 22200.

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: HUNTING SERIES-America
Hunting
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Sheep -- Montana
Snow -- Montana

Place: Gallatin Range (Mont.)
Montana

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hunting mountain sheep in the dangerous crags of the Gallatin Mountains, Montana. 7913 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Hunting mountain sheep in the dangerous crags of the Gallatin Mountains, Montana. 7913 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22200

Same as RSN 22199.

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].
Snow -- Montana

Place: Gallatin Range (Mont.)
Montana

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Montana mountains, home of the mountain sheep--most difficult to capture of all American game. 7914 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Montana mountains, home of the mountain sheep--most difficult to capture of all American game. 7914 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22201

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: HUNTING SERIES-America
Hunting -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Sheep -- Montana
Snow -- Montana

Place: Gallatin Range (Mont.)
Montana

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Carrying mountain sheep down from the storm-swept heights of the Gallatin Mountains, Montana. 7915 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Carrying mountain sheep down from the storm-swept heights of the Gallatin Mountains, Montana. 7915 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22202

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: HUNTING SERIES-America
Hunting -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Sheep -- Montana
Snow -- Montana

Place: Gallatin Range (Mont.)
Montana

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sheep hunter in snowy mountains.] 7916 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sheep hunter in snowy mountains.] 7916 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22203

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Hunting -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Sheep -- Montana
Snow -- Montana

Place: Montana

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mountain sheep hunting in Montana (a hunter carrying his game, a sheep, to camp). 7917 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mountain sheep hunting in Montana (a hunter carrying his game, a sheep, to camp). 7917 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22204

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Hunting -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Sheep -- Montana
Snow -- Montana
TRAVEL STUDIES--WILD ANIMALS
Place: Montana

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunter puts dead sheep on horse's back in snowy mountains.] 7918 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hunter puts dead sheep on horse's back in snowy mountains.] 7918 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22205

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Horses -- Montana
Hunting -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Sheep -- Montana
Snow -- Montana

Place: Montana

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sheep hunter with horse and dog in snowy mountains.] 7919 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sheep hunter with horse and dog in snowy mountains.] 7919 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22206

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Dogs -- Montana
Horses -- Montana
Hunting -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Sheep -- Montana
Snow -- Montana
Place: Montana
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunter with dead elk in snowy mountains.] 7920 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunter with dead elk in snowy mountains.] 7920 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22207
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Hunting -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Snow -- Montana
elk -- Montana
Place: Montana
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 259
RSN Numbers 22208-22300

Image(s)

[Ostriches : Active no. 8013 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schultz, B. F., Photographer?
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22276
Currently stored in box 3.2.23.

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! INTERPOSITIVE IN FILE BOX!
Similar to RSN 27961 (VDF 27199], "B.F. Schultz" on envelope.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Ostriches
The elk as they fell--a pair together--on the head of Ram's Horn Creek, Montana. 7921 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The elk as they fell--a pair together--on the head of Ram's Horn Creek, Montana. 7921 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22208
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Dogs -- Montana
HUNTING SCENES-America
Horses -- Montana
Hunting -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Snow -- Montana
elk -- Montana

Place: Montana
Ram's Horn Creek

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunter shooting and downed elk in snowy mountains.] 7922 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunter shooting and downed elk in snowy mountains.] 7922 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22209
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Hunting -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Snow -- Montana
elk -- Montana

Place: Montana
Hunting elk in the Gallatin Mountains--an easy shot--Montana. 7923 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hunting elk in the Gallatin Mountains--an easy shot--Montana. 7923 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22210

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: HUNTING SCENES-America
Hunting -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Snow -- Montana
elk -- Montana

Place: Gallatin Range (Mont.)
Montana

Catching trout in the Upper Gallatin River--amidst the grandeur of the Rocky Mountains, Mont. 7924 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Catching trout in the Upper Gallatin River--amidst the grandeur of the Rocky Mountains, Mont. 7924 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22211

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Fishing
Mountains -- Montana
Rivers -- Montana
SPORTS--Fishing
tROUT

Place: Gallatin River (Montana)
Montana
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The fisherman's joy--seven trout (16 pounds), caught in the Upper Gallatin River, Mont. [Caption no. 7925 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22212

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic:
Fishers
Fishing -- Montana
Rivers -- Montana
SPORTS--Fishing
tROUT

Place:
Gallatin River (Montana)
Montana -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

With rods and flies--a morning's catch of trout in the Upper Gallatin River, Montana. 7926 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): With rods and flies--a morning's catch of trout in the Upper Gallatin River, Montana. 7926 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22213

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic:
Fishing
Rivers -- Montana
SPORTS--Fishing
tROUT

Place:
Gallatin River (Montana)
Montana

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Landscape.] 7928 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 7928 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22214

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic:
Horses
Mountains

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 7941 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 7941 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22215

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic:
Agriculture
Cows
Farms
Milking

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marok, and the giant heights behind it, S.S.E. from steamship on Geirangerfjord. 7942 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Marok, and the giant heights behind it, S.S.E. from steamship on Geirangerfjord. 7942 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22216
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

**Topic:** Boats -- Norway  
Fjords -- Norway  
Mountains -- Norway  
NORWAY TOUR

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:** Geirangerfjord (Norway)  
Marok (Norway)  
Norway

Iron miners before shaft house, ready for work in underground shafts, Hibbing, Minn. 7945 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Iron miners before shaft house, ready for work in underground shafts, Hibbing, Minn. 7945 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22217

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

**Topic:** IRON MINING AND SHIPPING  
Iron -- Minnesota  
Laborers -- Minnesota  
Mining -- Minnesota

**Place:** Hibbing (Minnesota)  
Minnesota

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hauling up a skip full of ore to dump at mouth of a shaft--from mine at Hibbing, Minn. 7949 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hauling up a skip full of ore to dump at mouth of a shaft--from mine at Hibbing, Minn. 7949 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22218

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].
Great open pit iron mine (with steam shovels), Hibbing, Minn. 7951 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Great open pit iron mine (with steam shovels), Hibbing, Minn. 7951 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22219

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Digging iron ore with steam shovel and loading cars, open pit iron mine, Hibbing, Minn. 7954 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Digging iron ore with steam shovel and loading cars, open pit iron mine, Hibbing, Minn. 7954 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22220

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].
Scooping out 5-ton loads of iron ore with steam shovel, open pit iron mine, Hibbing, Minn. 7955 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Scooping out 5-ton loads of iron ore with steam shovel, open pit iron mine, Hibbing, Minn. 7955 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22221

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Giant steam shovels dumping 5-ton load of iron ore into car, open pit iron mine, Hibbing, Minn. 7956 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Giant steam shovels dumping 5-ton load of iron ore into car, open pit iron mine, Hibbing, Minn. 7956 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22222

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].
Unloading iron ore from lake vessels (old method foreground, new in distance). 7965 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Unloading iron ore from lake vessels (old method foreground, new in distance). 7965 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22223
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Similar to RSN 27229.

Topic: IRON MINING AND SHIPPING
Iron ore -- Ohio
Laborers -- Ohio
Railroads -- Ohio
Ships -- Ohio
Trains -- Ohio

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1890-1930
Ohio

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hydraulic ore-unloaders that lift 1,800 tons an hour, and laden lake vessels. 7966 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hydraulic ore-unloaders that lift 1,800 tons an hour, and laden lake vessels. 7966 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22224
Ore unloaders (capacity 10 tons each) from deck of ore-laden vessels. 7967 interpositive 
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Ore unloaders (capacity 10 tons each) from deck of ore-laden vessels. 7967 interpositive.

Lowering clam of hydraulic ore-unloader into ship's hold for 10-ton load. 7968 interpositive 
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Lowering clam of hydraulic ore-unloader into ship's hold for 10-ton load. 7968 interpositive.
[Workmen on deck of steamship with smoking stack.] 7969 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workmen on deck of steamship with smoking stack.] 7969 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22227
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Lifting 10 tons of iron ore from hold of Lake Superior steamer to dock. 7970 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Lifting 10 tons of iron ore from hold of Lake Superior steamer to dock. 7970 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22228
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].
Same as RSN 22229 and 22230.
Lifting 10 tons of iron ore from hold of Lake Superior steamer to dock. 7970 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Lifting 10 tons of iron ore from hold of Lake Superior steamer to dock. 7970 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22229
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Same as RSN 22228 and 22230.

Topic: Iron -- Ohio
Laborers -- Ohio
Machinery -- Ohio
Ships -- Ohio
THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1890-1930
Ohio

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lifting 10 tons of iron ore from hold of Lake Superior steamer to dock. 7970 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Lifting 10 tons of iron ore from hold of Lake Superior steamer to dock. 7970 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22230
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].
Same as RSN 22228 and 22229.

Topic:  
Iron -- Ohio  
Laborers -- Ohio  
Machinery -- Ohio  
Ships -- Ohio  
THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Place:  
Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1890-1930  
Ohio

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Copper ore just hoisted up the shaft, Calumet and Hecla Mines. 7972 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Copper ore just hoisted up the shaft, Calumet and Hecla Mines. 7972 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 22231

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic:  
Copper -- Michigan  
Horses -- Michigan  
Laborers -- Michigan  
MICHIGAN  
Mining -- Michigan  
Railroads -- Michigan  
Trains -- Michigan

Place:  
Calumet Mine (Michigan)  
Hecla Mine (Michigan)  
Michigan

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Copper ore just hoisted up the shaft, Calumet and Hecla Mines. 7972 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Copper ore just hoisted up the shaft, Calumet and Hecla Mines. 7972 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22232

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Copper -- Michigan
Horses -- Michigan
Laborers -- Michigan
MICHIGAN
Mining -- Michigan
Railroads -- Michigan
Trains -- Michigan

Place: Calumet Mine (Michigan)
Hecla Mine (Michigan)
Michigan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Huge flour-mills where grain crops are made into food for the world. [Active
no. 7974 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22233

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Similar to RSN 27232.

Topic: Factories -- Minnesota
Flour -- Minnesota
MINNESOTA
Mills and mill-work -- Minnesota
Railroads -- Minnesota
Trains -- Minnesota

Place: Minneapolis (Minn.)
Minnesota

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Plant and switchyards of a great wood preserving company. 7978
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Plant and switchyards of a great wood preserving company. 7978 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22234

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Similar to RSN 27236

Topic: Factories -- Michigan
Lumbering industry -- Michigan
MICHIGAN
Railroads -- Michigan
Trains -- Michigan
Wood -- Michigan

Place: Escanaba (Michigan)
Michigan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Timber for railroad ties in great retort for chemical treatment. 7979 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Timber for railroad ties in great retort for chemical treatment. 7979 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22235

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Factories -- Michigan
Lumber industry -- Michigan
MICHIGAN
Wood -- Michigan

Place: Escanaba (Michigan)
Michigan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Thousands of logs from northern forests in Menominee River, near Marinette 7980 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Thousands of logs from northern forests in Menominee River, near Marinette 7980 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22236

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Lumber industry -- Wisconsin
Rivers -- Wisconsin
WISCONSIN

Place: Marinette (Wisconsin)
Menominee River (Wisconsin)
Wisconsin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fantastically carved islands and banks in Dalles of the Wisconsin River. 7986 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fantastically carved islands and banks in Dalles of the Wisconsin River. 7986 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22237

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Islands -- Wisconsin
Rivers -- Wisconsin
WISCONSIN

Place: Dalles (Wisconsin River)
Wisconsin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous Dalles of Wisconsin River, water 140 ft. deep between curiously eroded rocky banks. 7988 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Famous Dalles of Wisconsin River, water 140 ft. deep between curiously eroded rocky banks. 7988 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22238

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Islands -- Wisconsin
       Rivers -- Wisconsin
       WISCONSIN

Place: Dalles (Wisconsin River)
       Wisconsin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Leaping chasms between cliffs sculptured by prehistoric streams, Dalles of Wisconsin River. 7989 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Leaping chasms between cliffs sculptured by prehistoric streams, Dalles of Wisconsin River. 7989 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22239

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Islands -- Wisconsin
       Rivers -- Wisconsin
       WISCONSIN

Place: Dalles (Wisconsin River)
       Wisconsin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Folding and packing paper made from pulp of forest trees, Marinette. 7985 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Folding and packing paper made from pulp of forest trees, Marinette. 7985 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22240
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic:
Factories -- Wisconsin
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Wisconsin
Paper -- Wisconsin
WISCONSIN
Women laborers -- Wisconsin

Place:
Marinette
Wisconsin

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterfalls.] interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22241
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic:
Bridges
Rivers
Tourists
Waterfalls

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two hunters on horses in mountain forest.] 7929 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Two hunters on horses in mountain forest.] 7929 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22242

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: 
- Forests -- Montana
- Horses -- Montana
- hunters -- Montana

Place: 
Montana

Genre/Form: 
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Camp Plentiful"--in the elk country on the Madison Mountains. 7930 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Camp Plentiful"--in the elk country on the Madison Mountains. 7930 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22243

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: 
- Camps -- Montana
- Forests -- Montana
- Mountains -- Montana
- Tents -- Montana
- elk -- Montana
- hunters -- Montana

Place: 
Madison Mountains (Montana)
Montana

Genre/Form: 
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunters beside tents on edge of mountain forest.] 7931 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hunters beside tents on edge of mountain forest.] 7931 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22244

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].
Topic: Camps -- Montana
Dogs -- Montana
Forests -- Montana
Horses -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rifles -- Montana
Tents -- Montana
elk -- Montana
hunters -- Montana

Place: Montana

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunters beside stream and tents on edge of mountain forest.] 7932
interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hunters beside stream and tents on edge of mountain forest.] 7932 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22245

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Camps -- Montana
Dogs -- Montana
Forests -- Montana
Horses -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Rivers -- Montana
Tents -- Montana
elk -- Montana
hunters -- Montana

Place: Montana

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

["Camp Plentiful" in the elk country of Madison Mountains.] 7933
interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): ["Camp Plentiful" in the elk country of Madison Mountains.] 7933 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22246

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Camps -- Montana
       Forests -- Montana
       Mountains -- Montana
       Tents -- Montana
       elk -- Montana
       hunters -- Montana

Place: Montana

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunters' camp on edge of mountain forest.] 7934 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunters' camp on edge of mountain forest.] 7934 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22247

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Camps -- Montana
       Forests -- Montana
       Mountains -- Montana
       Tents -- Montana
       elk -- Montana
       hunters -- Montana

Place: Montana

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunters and horses near tents on edge of mountain forest.] 7935 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunters and horses near tents on edge of mountain forest.] 7935 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22248

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic:
- Camps -- Montana
- Forests -- Montana
- Mountains -- Montana
- Snow -- Montana
- Tents -- Montana
- elk -- Montana
- hunters -- Montana

Place: Montana

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

A hunter's cabin in the Rocky Mountains--on the Upper Gallatin, Montana. 7936 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A hunter's cabin in the Rocky Mountains--on the Upper Gallatin, Montana. 7936 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22249

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic:
- Cabins -- Montana
- Camps -- Montana
- Forests -- Montana
- HUNTING SCENES
- Mountains -- Montana
- Rifles -- Montana
- elk -- Montana
- hunters -- Montana

Place: Gallatin River (Montana)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 7937 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 7937 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22250

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Cows
Mountains
Snow

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 7938 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 7938 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22251

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Cows
Mountains
Snow

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.]d 7939 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains.]d 7939 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22252

NOTE: VIDEONUM 21487 IS BLANK!

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Cows
Log cabins
Mountains
Snow
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 7940 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 7940 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22253
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Topic: Horses
Log cabins
Mountains
Snow

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In hold of steamer unloading iron ore, filling a 1-ton hoisting bucket. 7961 interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): In hold of steamer unloading iron ore, filling a 1-ton hoisting bucket. 7961 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Left frame cracked vertically.

Local Numbers
RSN 22254
Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Pieces in separate envelopes

Topic: Iron -- Ohio
Laborers -- Ohio
Machinery -- Ohio
Ore -- Ohio
Ships -- Ohio
THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1890-1930
Ohio
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Huge rail crane digging in Panama.] photonegative
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Huge rail crane digging in Panama.] photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers

RSN 22255

Currently stored in box 3.2.22 [226].

Copy and Version Identification Note

157252

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
Railroads -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Breasting rapids of Sault Ste. Marie with an Indian guide (N.W. towards Lake Superior). 7992 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22256

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Boats -- Michigan
Bridges -- Michigan
Indians of North America -- Michigan
Lakes -- Michigan
MICHIGAN
Rapids -- Michigan
### Place:
- Michigan
- Sault Ste. Marie (Michigan)
- Superior, Lake (Michigan)

### Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

### Vessels with 15,736 tons of iron ore passing down through the canal, Sault Ste. Marie. 7995 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Vessels with 15,736 tons of iron ore passing down through the canal, Sault Ste. Marie. 7995 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 22257

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

### Topic:
- Canals -- Michigan
- Iron -- Michigan
- Lakes -- Michigan
- MICHIGAN
- Ore -- Michigan
- Ships -- Michigan

### Place:
- Michigan
- Sault Ste. Marie (Michigan)

### Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

### East-bound vessels passing locks and leaving canal (Canada in distance), Sault Ste. Marie. 7997 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): East-bound vessels passing locks and leaving canal (Canada in distance), Sault Ste. Marie. 7997 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 22258

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

### Topic:
- Canals -- Michigan
- Iron -- Michigan
- Lakes -- Michigan
- MICHIGAN
Ore -- Michigan
Ships -- Michigan

Place: Canada
Michigan
Sault Ste. Marie (Michigan)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Across Sault Ste. Marie, N.E. from Michigan end of Canal over waiting vessels to Canada. 7998 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22259
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Canals -- 1890-1920 -- Michigan
Iron -- Michigan
Lakes -- Michigan
MICHIGAN
Ore -- Michigan
Ships -- Michigan

Place: Canada
Michigan
Sault Ste. Marie (Michigan)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boy feigns hanging himself, standing on stool in home setting.] Active no. 7999 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boy feigns hanging himself, standing on stool in home setting.] Active no. 7999 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22260
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Hanging
Suicide

Genre/Form:
Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Shocked father discovers boy hanging by neck in home setting.] Active no. 8000: stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s):
[Shocked father discovers boy hanging by neck in home setting.]
Active no. 8000: stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22261

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic:
Children
Dwellings
Hanging
Suicide

Genre/Form:
Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Irate father spanks boy hanging by neck in home setting. Active no. 8001: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22262

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic:
Children
Corporal punishment
Hanging
Punishment
Spanking
Suicide

Genre/ Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Father applies strap to boy after his faked hanging in home setting. Active no. 8002 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22263

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Children
Corporal punishment
Hanging
Punishment
Suicide

Genre/ Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Christmas.] 8003 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Christmas.] 8003 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22264

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Children
Christmas
Dolls
Gifts
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Santa Claus
Toys
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Grover Cleveland's private study in his home, Princeton, N.J. (Mr. Cleveland seated.) [Active no. 8005 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22265
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names:  Cleveland, Grover, 1837-1908
Topic:  Dwellings -- New Jersey
        FAMOUS MEN
        Presidents -- New Jersey
Place:  New Jersey
        Princeton (New Jersey)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Ex-President Grover Cleveland, scholar and statesman, at his desk, Princeton, N.J. [Active no. 8006 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22266
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Same as RSN 22267.

Names:  Cleveland, Grover, 1837-1908
Topic:  Dwellings -- New Jersey
        FAMOUS MEN
        Homes -- New Jersey
        Portraits -- New Jersey
        Presidents -- New Jersey
Place:  New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Ex-President Grover Cleveland, scholar and statesman, at his desk, Princeton, N.J. [Active no. 8006 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22267

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Same as RSN 22266.

Names: Cleveland, Grover, 1837-1908

Topic: Dwellings -- New Jersey
FAMOUS MEN
Homes -- New Jersey
Portraits -- New Jersey
Presidents -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Ex-President Grover Cleveland, scholar and statesman, at his desk, Princeton, N.J. [Active no. 8007 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22268

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Same as RSN 22270.

Names: Cleveland, Grover, 1837-1908

Topic: Dwellings -- New Jersey
Homes -- New Jersey
Portraits -- New Jersey
Presidents -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Andrew Carnegie in the library of his home, New York City. [Active no. 8008 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 22269

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Same as RSN 22271

Names: Carnegie, Andrew, 1835-1919

Topic: Dwellings -- New York
FAMOUS MEN
Libraries -- New York
Portraits -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

Ex-President Grover Cleveland, scholar and statesman, at his desk, Princeton, N.J. [Active no. 8007 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22270

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Same as RSN 22268.
Names: Cleveland, Grover, 1837-1908
Topic: Dwellings -- New Jersey
       Homes -- New Jersey
       Portraits -- New Jersey
       Presidents -- New Jersey
Place: New Jersey
       Princeton (New Jersey)
Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Andrew Carnegie in the library of his home, New York City. [Active no. 8008 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8.")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22271
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE REVERSE ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 22269.

Names: Carnegie, Andrew, 1835-1919
Topic: Dwellings -- New York
       Libraries -- New York
       PROMINENT MEN
       Portraits -- Men -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Andrew Carnegie portrait. Active no. 8009 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8.")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22272
AC0143-0022272 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].
Names: Carnegie, Andrew, 1835-1919
Topic: Dwellings -- New York
PROMINENT MEN
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great humorist, the late "Mark Twain" (S.L. Clemens), and his peculiar
methods of work, New York. [Active no. 8010 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22273
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Same as RSN 22274.

Names: Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, 1835-1910
Twain, Mark, 1835-1910
Topic: Dwellings -- New York
PROMINENT MEN
Portraits -- New York
Place: New York
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The great humorist, the late "Mark Twain" (S.L. Clemens), and his peculiar
methods of work, New York. Active no. 8010 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The great humorist, the late "Mark Twain" (S.L. Clemens),
and his peculiar methods of work, New York. Active no. 8010 : stereo
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22274
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Same as RSN 22273.
Names: Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, 1835-1910  
Twain, Mark, 1835-1910

Topic: Dwellings -- New York  
PROMINENT MEN  
Portraits -- New York

Place: New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 8011 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 8011 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22275

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Children  
Streets  
Villages

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion.] 8014 Interpositive, 1908  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Religion.] 8014 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22277

["A.B.H." "Jan. 24, 1908" "Jarvis"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98297

Topic: Portraits  
Religion
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stereo.] 8015 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Religion.] 8015 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22278

NOTE! IMAGE OF RSN 22278 COPIED TWICE ON VIDEODISC! (Also VN 21513).

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

98320

Topic: Portraits

Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 8016 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 8016 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22279

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

100288

Topic: Dogs

Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Home.] 8017 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Home.] 8017 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22280
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
J 100097

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Pottery
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 8018 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 8018 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22281
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
101329

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Ruins
Villages

[Pottery.] 8019 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pottery.] 8019 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22282

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98615

Topic: Pottery
Tents
Villages

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Elaborate home.] 8021 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Elaborate home.] 8021 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 22283

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6193

Topic: Architecture
Dwellings
Dwellings
Gardens

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephants.] 8022 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Elephants.] 8022 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22284

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].
Copy and Version Identification Note
10535

Topic: Elephants
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman beside river in Japan.] 8023 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Woman beside river in Japan.] 8023 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22285

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1393

Topic: Gardens -- Japan
Rivers -- Japan
Umbrellas -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City street in Japan.] 8024 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [City street in Japan.] 8024 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22286

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1380

Topic: Children -- Japan
Dogs -- Japan
Flags -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 8025 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Walkway.] 8025 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22287

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1368

Topic: Babies -- Japan
Children -- Japan
Infants -- Japan
Trees -- Japan
Walkways -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 8026 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade.] 8026 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22288

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1368

Topic: Parades
Portraits

Place: Japan
**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

*[Rickshaws.]* 8028 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): *[Rickshaws.] 8028 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22289

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Rickshaws
  Streets

Place: Japan

*Picking the famous Uji Tea near Tokyo.* 8029 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): *Picking the famous Uji Tea near Tokyo. 8029 Interpositive 1896.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22290

Same as RSN 22291, 16564 and 16565.

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1340

Topic: Agriculture -- Japan
  Babies -- Japan
  Fields -- Japan
  Harvesting -- Japan
  Infants -- Japan
  Women laborers -- Japan

Place: Japan
  Tokyo (Japan)
  Uji Tea
Picking the famous Uji Tea near Tokyo. 8029 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Picking the famous Uji Tea near Tokyo. 8029 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22291

Same as RSN 22290, 16565 and 16565.
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1340

Topic: Agriculture -- Japan
Babies -- Japan
Fields -- Japan
Harvesting -- Japan
Infants -- Japan
Women laborers -- Japan

Place: Japan
Tokyo (Japan)
Uji Tea

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy city street in Japan.] 8030 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Busy city street in Japan.] 8030 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22292

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1382

Topic: Carts
Flags
Streets

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Celebration crowd in street.] 8034 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Celebration crowd in street.] 8034 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22293

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0755

Topic: Celebrations
Flags
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small stream and walkway in park area.] 8035 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Small stream and walkway in park area.] 8035 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22294

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0759

Topic: Parks
Rivers
Trees
Walkways
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls.] 8036 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 8036 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22295
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0754

Topic: Mountains
Trees
Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 8037 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Mountains.] 8037 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22296
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0753

Topic: Mountains
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 8038 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 8038 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22297

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0756

Topic: Buildings
       Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene.] 8039 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Beach scene.] 8039 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22298

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0757

Topic: Beaches
       Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8040 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8040 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22299
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0758

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Bridges -- United States
        Ceremonies -- United States
        Mountains -- United States

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 8041 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 8041 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22300

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0760

Topic:  Architecture
        Parks

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  Stereoscopic photographs

Box 260
RSN Numbers 22301-22390

Image(s)

Yarmouth Harbor at high tide, Nova Scotia. 8042 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Yarmouth Harbor at high tide, Nova Scotia. 8042 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22301

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Same as RSN 22302.
Yarmouth Harbor at high tide, Nova Scotia. 8042 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Yarmouth Harbor at high tide, Nova Scotia. 8042 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22302

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 22301.

Copy and Version Identification Note
K 10157

From Citadel Hill over Halifax and her landlocked harbor. 8043
Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Citadel Hill over Halifax and her landlocked harbor. 8043
Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass. 
Local Numbers
RSN 22303

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
32241

Topic:
- Boats -- Nova Scotia
- CANADA TOUR
- Children -- Nova Scotia
- Clock towers -- Nova Scotia
- Harbors -- Nova Scotia

Place:
- Canada
- Citadel Hill (Halifax, Nova Scotia)
- Halifax (Nova Scotia)
- Nova Scotia

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Image(s): Reversing Falls, St. John River, N.B.--water running up-stream. 8044 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Reversing Falls, St. John River, N.B.--water running up-stream. 8044 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22304

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8831

Topic:
- Bridges -- New Brunswick
- CANADA TOUR
- Rapids -- New Brunswick
- Rivers -- New Brunswick

Place:
- Canada
- New Brunswick
- St. John River

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The picturesque Bay Chaleur, near Dalhousie, N.B. 8045 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22305

Same as RSN 14217 and 22306

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213]

Copy and Version Identification Note

4759

Topic: Bays

CANADA TOUR

Formations (Geology)

Waterscapes

Place: Bay Chaleur (Canada)

Canada

Dalhousie (New Brunswick)

New Brunswick

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The picturesque Bay Chaleur, near Dalhousie, N.B. 8045 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22306

Same as RSN 14217 and 22305

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213]

Copy and Version Identification Note

K 8809

Topic: Bays

CANADA TOUR

Formations (Geology)

Waterscapes

Place: Bay Chaleur (Canada)

Canada
New Brunswick -- Dalhousie

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The landing place, Les Eboulements, lower St. Lawrence, Quebec. 8047 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The landing place, Les Eboulements, lower St. Lawrence, Quebec. 8047 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22307

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K 8804

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Carriages -- Quebec
Docks -- Quebec
Piers -- Quebec
Rivers -- Quebec
Wharves -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Les Eboulements (Quebec)
Quebec
St. Lawrence River (Quebec)

Unloading dry cod, Paspebiac, Bay Chaleur, Quebec. [Active no. 8046 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22308

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Orig. no. K 8810.
No room to space--looking from Little Champlain St. up the Breakneck Steps, Quebec. 8049 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): No room to space--looking from Little Champlain St. up the Breakneck Steps, Quebec. 8049 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22309

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K 10848

Hotel "Chateau Frontenac" and Dufferin Terrace, Quebec, above old town and river. 8050 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hotel "Chateau Frontenac" and Dufferin Terrace, Quebec, above old town and river. 8050 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22310

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K 10854

Names: Chateau Frontenac (Hotel) (Quebec, Canada)
Topic: CANADA TOUR
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Quebec
Rivers -- Quebec
Terraces -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Dufferin Terrace (Quebec)
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cosy Canadian homes that delight an artist's eye--Beaufort Road from Quebec to Montmorenci. 8051 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cosy Canadian homes that delight an artist's eye--Beaufort Road from Quebec to Montmorenci. 8051 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22311

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K 10849

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Carts -- Quebec
Children -- Quebec
Dwellings -- Quebec
Homes -- Quebec
Horses -- Quebec
Place: Beaufort Road (Quebec)  
Canada  
Montmorenci (Quebec)  
Quebec  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Looking toward Mont Royal, from near Dominion Square, Montreal. 8052 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Looking toward Mont Royal, from near Dominion Square, Montreal. 8052 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 22312  
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
5557  

Topic: CANADA TOUR  
Mountains -- Quebec  

Place: Canada  
Dominion Square (Quebec)  
Mont Royal (Quebec)  
Montréal (Québec)  
Quebec  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

The Ottawa River--N. from roof of Parliament Bldg. past spire of Library and over lumber yards. 8054 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): The Ottawa River--N. from roof of Parliament Bldg. past spire of Library and over lumber yards. 8054 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 22313  
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].
A moonlight night on the broad St. Lawrence. 8055 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A moonlight night on the broad St. Lawrence. 8055 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

House where Gen. Brock died, Queenston Heights, Canada. [Active no. 8056 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22315

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Same as RSN 22316.

Orig. no. K 10022.

Names: Brock, Isaac

Topic: Battlefields -- Ontario
      CANADA TOUR
      Dwellings -- Ontario
      Homes -- Ontario
      Monuments -- Ontario
      Villages -- Ontario

Place: Canada
      Ontario
      Queenston (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

House where Gen. Brock died, Queenston Heights, Canada. [Active no.
8056 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22316

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Same as RSN 22315.

Orig. no. K 10022.

Names: Brock, Isaac

Topic: Battlefields -- Ontario
      CANADA TOUR
      Dwellings -- Ontario
      Monuments -- Ontario
      Villages -- Ontario

Place: Canada
      Ontario
      Queenston (Ontario)
Yonge Street, looking north from King Street, the busy centre of Toronto. 8057 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Yonge Street, looking north from King Street, the busy centre of Toronto. 8057 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22317

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Same as RSN 22318.

Copy and Version Identification Note

0415

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Flags -- Ontario
Streetcars -- Ontario
Streets -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Copy and Version Identification Note

0415

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Flags -- Ontario
Streetcars -- Ontario
Streets -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sheep raising on an Ontario farm. 8058 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): No room to space--looking from Little Champlain St. up the Breakneck Steps, Quebec. 8049 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22319

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5335

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Farms -- Ontario
Sheep -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario (Canada)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Harvester cutting and binding oats, Bruce Co., Toronto. 8059 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Harvester cutting and binding oats, Bruce Co., Toronto. 8059 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22320
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5333

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Farms -- Ontario
Harvesting -- Ontario
Horses -- Ontario
Oats -- Ontario

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bruce Co. (Toronto, Ontario)
Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Indian children, Port Coldwell, Ontario. 8061 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Indian children, Port Coldwell, Ontario. 8061 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22321

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5501

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Children -- Ontario
Indians of North America -- Ontario
Portraits -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Port Coldwell (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Loading steamers with wheat from elevators--Fort William, Ontario. 8062 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Loading steamers with wheat from elevators--Fort William, Ontario. 8062 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22322

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5504

Topic: CANADA TOUR
   Docks -- Ontario
   Elevators -- Ontario
   Grain -- Ontario
   Laborers -- Ontario
   Piers -- Ontario
   Ships -- Ontario
   Wharves -- Ontario
   Wheat -- Ontario

Place: Canada
   Fort William (Ontario)
   Ontario (Canada)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Cowboy of the prairies--Morley, Alberta. No. 8063 : glass stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Cowboy of the prairies--Morley, Alberta. No. 8063 : glass stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 22323

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0402

Topic: CANADA TOUR
   Cowboys
   Dogs -- 1890-1920 -- Canada -- Alberta
Horses -- Canada -- Alberta
Prairies

Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Alberta
Canada -- 1890-1920
Morley (Alberta, Canada) -- 1890-1920

In the Valley of the Kicking Horse, Field, British Columbia. 8064
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the Valley of the Kicking Horse, Field, British Columbia. 8064
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22324

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5599

Topic:
CANADA TOUR
Mountains -- Canada
Rivers -- Canada
Valleys -- Canada

Place:
British Columbia
Canada
Field (British Columbia)
Kicking Horse Valley (Field, British Columbia)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the heart of the Selkirks--from summit--looking west--B.C. 8065
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the heart of the Selkirks--from summit--looking west--B.C. 8065
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22325
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5505

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Laborers -- British Columbia
Mountains -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Selkirk Mountains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Old Pete," a big tree in Stanley Park, Vancouver. 8066 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Old Pete," a big tree in Stanley Park, Vancouver. 8066 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 22326

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5597

Topic: Bicycles -- British Columbia
CANADA TOUR
Parks -- British Columbia
Trees -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Old Pete
Stanley Park
Vancouver (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 8067 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 8067 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22327

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Grain
Harvesting
Horses
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt on a horse.] 8068 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt on a horse.] 8068 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 22328

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6032

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses
Presidents
Resorts

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt standing with four men; Grand Canyon in background.] 8069 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt standing with four men; Grand Canyon in background.] 8069 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22329
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6071

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Presidents
Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Native Americans at train station.] 8070 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Native Americans at train station.] 8070 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22330
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6984

Topic: Children
Indians of North America
Railroad stations
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailboats.] 8071 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sailboats.] 8071 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22331

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4566

Topic: Sailboats

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Erecting the 23-story steel skeleton for the new Times Building from 42nd Street N., up Broadway, New York City. Active no. 8072 : Stereo interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Erecting the 23-story steel skeleton for the new Times Building from 42nd Street N., up Broadway, New York City. Active no. 8072 : Stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22332

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213]. Orig. no. 2852.

city views -- 1890-1920
Laborers -- New York
Streetcars -- New York THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
Times Building

Genre/ Form: Cityscapes

Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1890-1920

[Eskimos] 8073 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Eskimos] 8073 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22333
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0628

Topic: Children
Dogs
Eskimos
Exhibitions
Igloos

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 8074 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 8074 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22334
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0703

Topic: Architecture
Children
Fountains
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[St. Louis World's Fair, Active no. 8075 : stereo interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [St. Louis World's Fair, Active no. 8075 : stereo interpositive.]
1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22335

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Orig. no. 0629.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Boats -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Ferris wheels -- Missouri
Rides -- Missouri
Waterscapes -- Missouri
Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Wild deer in the Yellowstone National Park during the winter. 8076 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wild deer in the Yellowstone National Park during the winter. 8076 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22336

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6035

Topic: Deer -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Snow -- Yellowstone National Park
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Wyoming
Yellowstone National Park

[Landscape.] 8077 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 8077 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 22337
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4353

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Lakes
Snow

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow.] 8078 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Snow.] 8078 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22338
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4354

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Lakes
Snow

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Man with dog beside rural stream.] 8079 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Man with dog beside rural stream.] 8079 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22339

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4350

Topic: Bridges
Dogs
Log cabins
Mountains
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] 8080 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 8080 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22340

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Deer
Rifles
elk
hunters

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains. Active no. 8081: stereo interpositive.] 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22341

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Orig. no. 4357.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses
Mountains
Paths
Trails

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of granite mine.] 8082 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of granite mine.] 8082 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22342

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Granite -- Massachusetts
Laborers -- Massachusetts
Mining -- Massachusetts
Quarrying -- Massachusetts
Railroads -- Massachusetts

Place: Cape Ann (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Blasting granite. 8084 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Blasting granite. 8084 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22343

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].
Topic: Granite -- Massachusetts
Laborers -- Massachusetts
Mining -- Massachusetts
QUARRIES
Quarrying -- Massachusetts

Place: Cape Ann (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker cutting granite block.] 8083 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Worker cutting granite block.] 8083 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22344

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Granite -- Massachusetts
Laborers -- Massachusetts
Machinery -- Massachusetts
Mining -- Massachusetts
Quarrying -- Massachusetts
Railroads -- Massachusetts

Place: Cape Ann (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Weaving cloth. [Active no. 8085 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22345

AC0143-0022345.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Names: Olympia Mills

Topic: Cotton -- South Carolina
Factories -- South Carolina
Machinery -- South Carolina
THE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES
Textile -- South Carolina
Textile fabrics -- South Carolina
Women laborers -- South Carolina

Place: Adamson, Glenn
Columbia (S.C.)
South Carolina

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cotton in cart loads at mill where gin will clean it. 8087 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cotton in cart loads at mill where gin will clean it. 8087 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22346

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Cotton -- Texas
Factories -- Texas
THE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES
Textile fabrics -- Texas
Wagons -- Texas

Place: Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cotton in cart loads at mill where gin will clean it. 8087 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cotton in cart loads at mill where gin will clean it. 8087 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22347

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Cotton -- Texas
Donkeys -- Texas
Factories -- Texas
Laborers -- Texas
THE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES
Textile fabrics -- Texas
Wagons -- Texas

Place: Texas
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cotton in wagons at mill, and clean baled cotton to be weighed. 8088 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cotton in wagons at mill, and clean baled cotton to be weighed. 8088 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22348

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Cotton -- Texas
Donkeys -- Texas
Factories -- Texas
Laborers -- Texas
Scales -- Texas
THE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES
Textile fabrics -- Texas
Wagons -- Texas

Place: Texas
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborers.] 8091 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Laborers.] 8091 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22349

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Cane
Horses
Sugar

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings.] 8092 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Buildings.] 8092 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22350

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
57164

Topic: Buildings
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Skilled workmen completing by hand the molds for fine bronze casts, John Williams' foundry. 8093 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Skilled workmen completing by hand the molds for fine bronze casts, John Williams' foundry. 8093 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22351

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Art -- New York
Bronze -- New York
Casts -- New York
Foundries -- New York
Laborers -- New York
NEW YORK CITY

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Peasant children on the steps of the Temple of Vesta. 8094 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Peasant children on the steps of the Temple of Vesta. 8094 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22352

Similar to RSN 14219 and 22353.
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Children -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Stairways -- Italy
Temples -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Temple of Vesta

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Peasant children on the steps of the Temple of Vesta. 8094 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Peasant children on the steps of the Temple of Vesta. 8094 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22353

Similar to RSN 14219 and 22352.
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Children -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Stairways -- Italy
Temples -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Temple of Vesta

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Woman's face among flowers. Active no. 8095 : stereo interpositive.], 1897
1 Item (5" x 8"
)

Image(s): [Woman's face among flowers. Active no. 8095 : stereo interpositive.] 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22354

Similar to RSN 14220.

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Orig. no. 4612.

Topic: Botanical gardens
Chrysanthemums
Flowers
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8096 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8"
)

Image(s): [Military.] 8096 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22355

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8097 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 8097 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22356

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Agriculture -- Fiji
      Military -- Fiji
      Rifles -- Fiji
      Training -- Fiji

Place: Fiji

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Festival.] 8099 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Festival.] 8099 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22357

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Dances
      Festivals

Place: Fiji

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Feast day in the Fiji Islands--natives gaily bedecked for their national
dance. 8100 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22358
Feast day in the Fiji Islands--natives gaily bedecked for their national dance. 8101 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22359

Grove of the famous "Traveler" trees--an avenue at the vice-regal residence. 8102 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grove of the famous "Traveler" trees--an avenue at the vice-regal residence. 8102 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22360

Trees -- Fiji
Walkways -- Fiji
Fiji
Suva

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Festival.] 8103 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Festival.] 8103 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22361

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Festivals
Place: Fiji
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 8104 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 8104 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22362

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Villages -- Fiji
Waterscapes -- Fiji
Place: Fiji
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Festival.] 8105 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Festival.] 8105 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22363

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].
Topic: Festivals
Place: Fiji
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Natives making pottery. 8106 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8")

Image(s): Natives making pottery. 8106 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22364

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Artisans
Pottery
Place: Fiji
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bearded man with long bamboo pole in jungle setting.] Active no. 8107 : interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”,)

Image(s): [Bearded man with long bamboo pole in jungle setting.] Active no. 8107 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0022365.tif (AC scan no.)
RSN 22365

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Jungles
Portraits
Place: Fiji
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Russian earth-mine exploding near base of Antzushan--600 lbs. of powder.

8109 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22366

NOTE! THIS IMAGE COPIED TWICE ON VIDEODISC! ALSO VIDEONUM 21601!

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

81337

Topic: Battlefields

Mines

Mining

Mountains -- Manchuria

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR

Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905

War

Place: Antzushan (Port Arthur, Manchuria)

Manchuria

Port Arthur

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Marquis Oyama (centre front), General Nogi (next beyond), and officers.

8110 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22367

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213]

Copy and Version Identification Note

88121

Names: Nogi, General Baron
Oyama, Field Marshall Marquis

Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Fakurmen
Manchuria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rapid-fire guns hastily emplaced in a millet field--Japanese at Paichaho.
8111 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22368

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213]

Copy and Version Identification Note
88174

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Machine guns
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Soldiers
War

Place: Manchuria
Paichaho (Manchuria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Japanese building a bridge of poles across a stream for the passage of troops in Manchuria. 8113 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Japanese building a bridge of poles across a stream for the passage of troops in Manchuria. 8113 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22369

Same as RSN 14221 and 22370.
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields -- Manchuria
Bridges -- Manchuria
Construction
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Soldiers
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Japanese building a bridge of poles across a stream for the passage of troops in Manchuria. 8113 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Japanese building a bridge of poles across a stream for the passage of troops in Manchuria. 8113 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22370

Same as RSN 14221 and 22369.
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields -- Manchuria
Bridges -- Manchuria
Construction
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Soldiers
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Why the Japanese were always ready--practice behind loop-holes of walls.
8114 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Why the Japanese were always ready--practice behind loopholes of walls. 8114 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22371

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic:
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Rifles -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Soldiers -- Manchuria
Training -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place:
Fakumen
Manchuria

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Peace Festival, in Manchuria--Japanese after months of bloody war enjoying an open-air theatre. 8115 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22372

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213]

Copy and Version Identification Note

88227

Topic:
Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Soldiers
Theaters
War

Place:
Manchuria
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Going home after the war--horses and men on a transport leaving Dalny for Japan. 8116 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Going home after the war--horses and men on a transport leaving Dalny for Japan. 8116 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22373

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88713

Topic: Horses -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Ships -- Manchuria
War -- Manchuria

Place: Dalny (Manchuria)
Manchuria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

How Japanese wounded were transported to hospitals--stretchers beside railway. 8117 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): How Japanese wounded were transported to hospitals--stretchers beside railway. 8117 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22374

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Casualties -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Railroads -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Place: Liao-yang
Manchuria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Japan's famous medical service--battle-maimed soldiers recovering in Kojimachi Hospital. 8118 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Japan's famous medical service--battle-maimed soldiers recovering in Kojimachi Hospital. 8118 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22375

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84382

Names: Kojimachi Hospital (Tokyo, Japan)

Topic: Casualties -- Japan
Hospitals -- Japan
Military -- Japan
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Japan

Place: Japan
Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Expert surgeons operating on a wounded soldier in Kojimachi Hospital. 8119 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Expert surgeons operating on a wounded soldier in Kojimachi Hospital. 8119 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22376
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Names: Kojimachi Hospital (Tokyo, Japan)

Topic: Casualties -- Japan
Hospitals -- Japan
Military -- Japan
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Japan

Place: Japan
Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Torpedo-destroyer Biedovi, on which the Russian Admiral Rodjesvenski was captured by the Japanese. 8120 Interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Torpedo-destroyer Biedovi, on which the Russian Admiral Rodjesvenski was captured by the Japanese. 8120 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22377

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88406

Names: Biedovi (Ship)

Topic: Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Seascapes
Ships
War

Place: Rodjesvenski

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Battleship Asahi, one of Togo's fighters in the famous battle of the Sea of Japan. No. 8121 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Battleship Asahi, one of Togo’s fighters in the famous battle of the Sea of Japan. No. 8121 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 22378

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88277

Names: Asahi (Battleship)
Togo, Admiral

Topic: Armed Forces
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Seascapes
Ships
War

Place: Sea of Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marchioness Oyama and family, at the home of the famous Field Marshal in Tokyo. 8122 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Marchioness Oyama and family, at the home of the famous Field Marshal in Tokyo. 8122 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22379

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83778

Names: Oyama, Field Marshall Marquis

Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
Family -- Japan
Triumphal arch and immense throngs to welcome heroic Admiral Togo after his victories. 8123 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Triumphal arch and immense throngs to welcome heroic Admiral Togo after his victories. 8123 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22380

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

88397

Names: Togo, Admiral

Topic: Arches -- Japan

Carriages -- Japan

Celebrations -- Japan

Flags -- Japan

Horses -- Japan

Parades -- Japan

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR

Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905

War -- Japan

Place: Japan

Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Celebrating naval victory of Sea of Japan--holiday gathering in park. 8124 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Celebrating naval victory of Sea of Japan--holiday gathering in park. 8124 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers

RSN 22381

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

82237

Topic:  Celebrations -- Japan
        Flags -- Japan
        Parks -- Japan
        RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
        Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
        War -- Japan

Place:  Japan
        Yokohama-shi (Japan)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Admiral and Madame Togo leaving Aoyama cemetery after service for dead sailors. No. 8125: stereo interpositive

1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Admiral and Madame Togo leaving Aoyama cemetery after service for dead sailors. No. 8125: stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 22382

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

88266

Names:  Togo, Admiral

Topic:  Cemeteries -- Japan
        RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
        Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
        Seamen -- Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905 -- Japan
War casualties  
Wars -- 1900-1910

Place:  
Aoyama (Japan)  
Japan -- 1900-1910  
Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Admiral Togo, Japan's naval hero, alighting from a jinrikisha at Hongwanji Temple. No. 8126 : stereo interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Admiral Togo, Japan's naval hero, alighting from a jinrikisha at Hongwanji Temple. No. 8126 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers  
RSN 22383

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
88266

Names:  
Hongwanji Temple (Tokyo, Japan)  
Togo, Admiral

Topic:  
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR  
Rickshaws -- Japan  
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905  
Temples -- Japan  
War -- Japan

Place:  
Japan -- 1900-1910  
Tokyo (Japan) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Benten-dori, an important native street of Yokohama, with feast day decorations. 8127 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Benten-dori, an important native street of Yokohama, with feast day decorations. 8127 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22384

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88239

Topic: Celebrations
Flags
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Rickshaws
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
Streets
War

Place: Benten-dori (Yokohama, Japan)
Japan
Yokohama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Elaborate home.] 8128 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Elaborate home.] 8128 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22385

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
01538

Topic: Architecture
Dwellings
Dwellings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Port Antonio, the great fruit-shipping port and winter resort, N. from Richmond Hill. 8129 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Port Antonio, the great fruit-shipping port and winter resort, N. from Richmond Hill. 8129 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22386
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: JAMAICA
Portraits -- Jamaica
Ports -- Jamaica
Resorts -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Port Antonio (Jamaica)
Richmond Hill

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Loading a fruit steamer with bananas for northern markets. 8130 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Loading a fruit steamer with bananas for northern markets. 8130 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22387
AC0143-0022387 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88626

Topic: Bananas -- Jamaica
Docks -- Jamaica
JAMAICA
Piers -- Jamaica
Railroads -- Jamaica
Ships -- Jamaica
Wharves -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Ploughing the fertile soil of the tropics for a tobacco crop--south from near Kingston. 8131 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s):* Ploughing the fertile soil of the tropics for a tobacco crop--south from near Kingston. 8131 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 22388

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
88089

**Topic:**
- Agriculture -- Jamaica
- Cows -- Jamaica
- Farming -- Jamaica
- JAMAICA
- Plows -- Jamaica
- Tobacco -- Jamaica

**Place:**
- Jamaica
- Kingston (Jamaica)

In a banana grove--wrapping cut bananas in leaves and carting to wharf--Kingston. 8132 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s):* In a banana grove--wrapping cut bananas in leaves and carting to wharf--Kingston. 8132 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 22389

AC0143-0022389 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

**Topic:**
- Agriculture -- Jamaica
Bananas -- Jamaica
Cows -- Jamaica
JAMAICA
Trees -- Jamaica.
Wagons -- Jamaica
Women laborers -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Kingston (Jamaica)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Cannon ball" tree, mahogany tree (left) and coffee bushes in distance.
8133 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Cannon ball" tree, mahogany tree (left) and coffee bushes in distance. 8133 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22390

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88640

Topic: Coffee -- Jamaica
Gardens -- Jamaica
JAMAICA
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Castleton Gardens (Jamaica)
Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 261

RSN Numbers 22391-22488

Image(s)

The Paradise of the West Indies--E. from Castleton Road over Wog Water to Blue Mts. 8134 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Paradise of the West Indies--E. from Castleton Road over Wog Water to Blue Mts. 8134 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22391

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88602

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
JAMAICA
Mountains -- Jamaica
Rivers -- Jamaica
Valleys -- Jamaica

Place:
Blue Mountains (Jamaica)
Castleton Road (Jamaica)
Jamaica
Wog Water

Waves of the Caribbean Sea breaking in surf and spray on the rocks, (N.), Port Antonio. 8135 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22392

Same as RSN 27254

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213]

Copy and Version Identification Note
88591

Topic:
JAMAICA
Ocean
Seacoasts
Waterscapes

Place:
Caribbean Sea
Jamaica
Port Antonio

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Homes of coolie laborers under palm tree, N. to Caribbean Sea. 8136 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Homes of coolie laborers under palm tree, N. to Caribbean Sea. 8136 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22393
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88604

Topic:  Dwellings -- Jamaica
Homes -- Jamaica
Huts -- Jamaica
JAMAICA
Laborers -- Jamaica
Palm trees -- Jamaica
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place:  Caribbean Sea
Jamaica

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Barrington Valley, where rich soil and sunshine grow millions of bananas. 8137 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Barrington Valley, where rich soil and sunshine grow millions of bananas. 8137 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22394
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88564

Topic:  Bananas -- Jamaica
Children -- Jamaica
JAMAICA
Mountains -- Jamaica
Valleys -- Jamaica

Place: Barrington Valley (Jamaica)
Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Golfer on bed indoors.] 8140 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Golfer on bed indoors.] 8140 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22395

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88564

Topic:
Bedrooms
Dwellings
Golf
Love
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/ Form:
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sheep in outdoor pen.] 8141 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Sheep in outdoor pen.] 8141 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22396

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90362

Topic:
Farms -- Colorado
Sheep -- Colorado
THE PRODUCTION OF WOOL

Place: Colorado
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

(2) Feeding at the grain troughs--on a sheep ranch. 8142 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): (2) Feeding at the grain troughs--on a sheep ranch. 8142 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22397

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90367

Topic: Farms -- Colorado
Sheep -- Colorado
THE PRODUCTION OF WOOL

Place: Colorado
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ready for dinner--in the feeding pens on a great sheep ranch. 8143 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ready for dinner--in the feeding pens on a great sheep ranch. 8143 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22398

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90369

Topic: Farms -- Colorado
Sheep -- Colorado
THE PRODUCTION OF WOOL
Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Interior of shed for shelter of the lambs--on a sheep ranch. 8144 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Interior of shed for shelter of the lambs--on a sheep ranch. 8144 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 22399

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90374

Topic: Farms -- Colorado Sheep -- zColorado THE PRODUCTION OF WOOL

Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sheep crowded together in open field.] 8145 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Sheep crowded together in open field.] 8145 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22400

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90376

Topic: Farms -- Colorado Sheep -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sheep crowded together on hillside.] 8146 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sheep crowded together on hillside.] 8146 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22401

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90377

Topic: Farms -- Colorado
Sheep -- Colorado

Place: Colorado

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

At the watering place--great sheep ranges of South Colorado. 8147 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): At the watering place--great sheep ranges of South Colorado. 8147 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22402

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90379

Topic: Farms -- Colorado
Sheep -- Colorado
THE PRODUCTION OF WOOL

Place: Colorado

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
John Mitchell, President of the United Mine Workers of America. [Active no. 8148 : interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22403
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Orig. no. 89061.

Names: Mitchell, John, (President, United Mine Workers)
Topic: Labor unions
Place: United Mine Workers of America
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] 8149 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 8149 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 22404
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1077?

Topic: Dogs
Hunting
Rifles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tourists.] 8156 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tourists.] 8156 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22405
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6400

Topic: Caves
Formations (Geology)
Tourists

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[W.J. Lloyd U.S. Geological Survey Helena, Montana] on sign 8157
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22406

[OK 5/14/6] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6339

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Surveying

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 8158 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 8158 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22407

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6388

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 8160 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 8160 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22408

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunters in Grand Canyon.] 8160 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunters in Grand Canyon.] 8160 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22409

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41782

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Rifles -- Arizona
hunters -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists in Grand Canyon.] 8162 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tourists in Grand Canyon.] 8162 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22410

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41180

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Paths -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists in Grand Canyon.] 8163 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tourists in Grand Canyon.] 8163 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22411

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90528

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Paths -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Trails

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists in Grand Canyon.] 8164 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tourists in Grand Canyon.] 8164 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22412

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41213

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Paths -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Donkeys in Grand Canyon.] 8165 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22413

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note
41136

Topic: Canyons
      Donkeys
      Formations (Geology)

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunters looking into Grand Canyon.] 8166 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hunters looking into Grand Canyon.] 8166 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22414

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
      Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
      Rifles -- Arizona
      hunters -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Solomon' Temple, from Lower Plateau, Grand View Trail, Grand Canon, Arizona. 8167 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Solomon' Temple, from Lower Plateau, Grand View Trail, Grand Canon, Arizona. 8167 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22415
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].
Copy and Version Identification Note
41785
Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
GRAND CANON OF ARIZONA TOUR
Horses -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Solomon's Temple
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders on narrow trail in Grand Canyon.] 8168 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Riders on narrow trail in Grand Canyon.] 8168 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22416
Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].
Copy and Version Identification Note
41428
Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Paths -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Riders on narrow trail in Grand Canyon.] 8169 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Riders on narrow trail in Grand Canyon.] 8169 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22417

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

41437

Topic:
Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Paths -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon.] 8170 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22418

Currently stored in box 3.2.23 [213].

Copy and Version Identification Note

41762

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremonial crowd outdoors at Wilson School.] interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremonial crowd outdoors at Wilson School.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 22419
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229], moved from [65].

Pieces is separate envelopes; same as RSN 22547

Copy and Version Identification Note
6077

Topic: Celebrations
Crowds
Education
Schools

Place: Wilson School

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 8171 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Tourists looking into Grand Canyon.] 8171 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate cracked diagonally from upper right.

Local Numbers
RSN 22420
Pieces in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona
Valleys -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
   Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Court. Palace Hotel (destroyed in the great earthquake and fire of 1906).
   [Active no. 8172 : stereo interpositive.]
   1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 22421

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Orig. no. 4325.

Names: Palace Hotel (San Francisco, California)

Topic: Architecture -- California
       CALIFORNIA SF BEFORE QUAKE
       Disasters -- California
       Hotels -- California
       Interior architecture -- California

Place: California
       San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 8174 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Trees.] 8174 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 22422

Same as RSN 22423.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: Bananas
       Trees
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 8174 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Trees.] 8174 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22423
Same as RSN 22422.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: Bananas
Trees

Fleeing from the ruined city--California St., from Stockton to Ferry Tower.
8180 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fleeing from the ruined city--California St., from Stockton to Ferry Tower. 8180 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22424
Same as RSN 14222 and 22425.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Fleeing from the ruined city--California St., from Stockton to Ferry Tower.
8180 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fleeing from the ruined city--California St., from Stockton to Ferry Tower. 8180 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22425

Same as RSN 14222 and 22424.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In the wrecked retail district--from Turk St., near Market, S.E. 8181 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the wrecked retail district--from Turk St., near Market, S.E. 8181 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22426

Same as RSN 14223 and 22427.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
In the wrecked retail district--from Turk St., near Market, S.E. 8181 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): In the wrecked retail district--from Turk St., near Market, S.E. 8181 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22427
Same as RSN 14223 and 22426.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic:
CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place:
California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Horrors of earthquake and fire--near Union Square E. to Call Building. 8182 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Horrors of earthquake and fire--near Union Square E. to Call Building. 8182 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22428
Same as RSN 14224.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic:
CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.
Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Palace Hotel, once the greatest hotel in the world--destroyed by the fire.
8183 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace Hotel, once the greatest hotel in the world--destroyed by the fire. 8183 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22429

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Names: Palace Hotel (San Francisco, California)

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22430

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
Ruins from which a greater San Francisco will rise--from Pioneer Hall, N. to St. Francis Hotel. 8185 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ruins from which a greater San Francisco will rise--from Pioneer Hall, N. to St. Francis Hotel. 8185 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22431
Same as RSN 14225.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

In the ruined city--from Powell to California Sts., N.E. to Telegraph Hill. 8186 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the ruined city--from Powell to California Sts., N.E. to Telegraph Hill. 8186 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22432
Same as RSN 14226.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

United States Mint, surrounded by the ruins of earthquake and fire. 8187 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): United States Mint, surrounded by the ruins of earthquake and fire. 8187 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22433

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

From Howard and 7th Sts., over blocks of ruins to Post Office and City Hall. 8188 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Howard and 7th Sts., over blocks of ruins to Post Office and City Hall. 8188 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22434

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Havoc of the terrible earthquake--ruins of the once magnificent City Hall.  
[Active no. 8189 : stereo interpositive,], 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Havoc of the terrible earthquake--ruins of the once magnificent City Hall. [Active no. 8189 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 22435

Same as RSN 27262.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE  
Destruction -- California  
Disasters -- California  
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake, San Francisco. Caption 8190 : stereoscopic interpositive,], 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 22436

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE  
Destruction
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
Monuments

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nob Hill, from which wealth and splendor were driven by the great fire.
8191 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Nob Hill, from which wealth and splendor were driven by the great fire. 8191 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22437
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
Nob Hill (San Francisco, Calif.)
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Skeleton of the famous Fairmount Hotel gutted by the great fire. 8192
Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Skeleton of the famous Fairmount Hotel gutted by the great fire. 8192 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22438
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of earthquake damage to streets, San Francisco. Stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Low view of earthquake damage to streets, San Francisco. Stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22439
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Claus Spreckel's residence, on Van Ness Ave., where the great fire was checked. Caption no. 8194 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Claus Spreckel's residence, on Van Ness Ave., where the great fire was checked. Caption no. 8194 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22440
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Names: Spreckel, Claus

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
Mansions

Place: California -- 1900-1910
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city buildings. Active no. 8195 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Overview of city buildings. Active no. 8195 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22441

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where one of the great earth-waves that destroyed San Francisco burst
the pavement. 8196 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where one of the great earth-waves that destroyed San
Francisco burst the pavement. 8196 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22442

Same as RSN 22443.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note

91125
Where one of the great earth-waves that destroyed San Francisco burst the pavement. 8196 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Where one of the great earth-waves that destroyed San Francisco burst the pavement. 8196 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22443
Same as RSN 22442.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Homeless among ruins of former wealth--crude shelters in Union Square.
8197 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Homeless among ruins of former wealth--crude shelters in Union Square. 8197 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22444
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Dwellings of the homeless--shelter built of wreckage, near ruined City Hall. Caption no. 8198 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Dwellings of the homeless--shelter built of wreckage, near ruined City Hall. Caption no. 8198 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22445
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

After the greatest of modern catastrophes--Market St. N.E. past the Call Building. Caption no. 8200 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): After the greatest of modern catastrophes--Market St. N.E. past the Call Building. Caption no. 8200 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22447

Same as RSN 14227.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco Streets

Place: California -- 1900-1910 -- San Francisco
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of domed building damaged by earthquake.] 8202 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Low view of domed building damaged by earthquake.] 8202 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22448
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
       Destruction -- California
       Disasters -- California
       Earthquakes -- California
       Streets -- California.

Place: California
       San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street-level view of earthquake rubble.] 8203 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street-level view of earthquake rubble.] 8203 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22449

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
       Great destruction wrought by earthquake and fire--showing Temple Emanuel. 8204 Interpositive, 1906
       1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Great destruction wrought by earthquake and fire--showing Temple Emanuel. 8204 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22450

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Temple Emanuel

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hall of Justice, with tower shaken down by the great earthquake. 8205 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5″ x 8″)
Image(s): Hall of Justice, with tower shaken down by the great earthquake. 8205 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22451

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Street -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of earthquake destruction.] 8206 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5″ x 8″)
Image(s): [Low view of earthquake destruction.] 8206 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22452

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Police Headquarters in the ruined Golden Gate City--St. Dominick's Church beyond. [Active no. 8207 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Police Headquarters in the ruined Golden Gate City--St. Dominick's Church beyond. [Active no. 8207 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22453

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco
Earthquakes -- California -- San Francisco
Streets -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in earthquake rubble.] 8208 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in earthquake rubble.] 8208 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22454

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.
Dynamiting unsafe walls left by the earthquake and fire. 8209 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Dynamiting unsafe walls left by the earthquake and fire. 8209 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22455
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Survivors on sidewalk before buildings damaged by earthquake.] 8210 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Survivors on sidewalk before buildings damaged by earthquake.] 8210 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22456
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Temporary street shelters for earthquake victims.] 8211 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Temporary street shelters for earthquake victims.] 8211 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22457

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Fun making by the earthquake refugees--a temporary home. 8212 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fun making by the earthquake refugees--a temporary home. 8212 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22458

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
Homeless persons -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
Streets -- California.
Victims -- California.
Relief work--distributing clothes to the earthquake victims. 8213 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Relief work--distributing clothes to the earthquake victims. 8213 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22459
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.
Victims -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake survivors and temporary tent shelters.] 8214 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Earthquake survivors and temporary tent shelters.] 8214 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22460
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.
Victims -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake survivors and temporary tent shelters.] 8215 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Earthquake survivors and temporary tent shelters.] 8215 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22461

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.
Victims -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Trainloads of potatoes rushed to the homeless earthquake sufferers. 8216 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Trainloads of potatoes rushed to the homeless earthquake sufferers. 8216 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22462

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Potatoes -- California
Relief (Aid) -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers with earthquake relief supplies.] 8217 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers with earthquake relief supplies.] 8217 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22463

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Relief (Aid) -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Atrium of building.] 8218 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Atrium of building.] 8218 Interpositive 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22464

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85189

Topic: Architecture
CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Interior architecture
Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Atrium of building.] 8219 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Atrium of building.] 8219 Interpositive 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22465

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
86003

Topic: Architecture
CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Interior architecture

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Kohl Building, south to the once great business center of destroyed San Francisco. 8220 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Kohl Building, south to the once great business center of destroyed San Francisco. 8220 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22466

Similar to RSN 14229.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Kohn Building. S.W. over great ruined business district to distant City Hall. 8221 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Kohn Building. S.W. over great ruined business district to distant City Hall. 8221 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22467

Same as RSN 14230.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Kohn Building W. to Fairmount Hotel and Nob Hill, once rich and splendid. 8222 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Kohn Building W. to Fairmount Hotel and Nob Hill, once rich and splendid. 8222 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22468

Same as RSN 14231.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Portraits -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Slowly clearing away the wreckage of earthquake and fire--from Kohn Building, N. [Active no. 8223 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Slowly clearing away the wreckage of earthquake and fire--from Kohn Building, N. [Active no. 8223 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22469
Same as RSN 14232 and 22470.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Slowly clearing away the wreckage of earthquake and fires from Kohn Building, N. Active no. 8223 : stereo Interpositive,], 1906
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").

Image(s): [Slowly clearing away the wreckage of earthquake and fires from Kohn Building, N. Active no. 8223 : stereo Interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right corner broken off.

Local Numbers
RSN 22470
Same as RSN 14232 and 22469.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Union Street, sunk by the great earth convulsion which destroyed the city.  
8224 Interpositive, 1906  
2 pieces (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Union Street, sunk by the great earth convulsion which destroyed the city. 8224 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Right frame broken vertically.

Local Numbers  
RSN 22471

Same as RSN 14233 and 22472.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Same as RSN 14233 and 22471.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

**Topic:** CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

**Place:** California
San Francisco (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy area of horse-drawn vehicles before earthquake damaged buildings.] 8225 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Busy area of horse-drawn vehicles before earthquake damaged buildings.] 8225 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 22473

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

**Topic:** CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Horses -- California
Streets -- California.
Wagons -- California.

**Place:** California
San Francisco (California)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake survivors, including children, in tent area.] 8226 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Earthquake survivors, including children, in tent area.] 8226 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22474

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Tents -- California
Victims -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake survivors, including children, in tent area.] 8227 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Earthquake survivors, including children, in tent area.] 8227 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22475

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Tents -- California
Victims -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Residence of Senator Stanford, wrecked by the terrible earthquake. 8228 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Residence of Senator Stanford, wrecked by the terrible earthquake. 8228 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22476

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Dwellings -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Homes -- California

Place: California
Palo Alto
Stanford

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of the Library destroyed by the great earthquake, Stanford University. 8229 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ruins of the Library destroyed by the great earthquake, Stanford University. 8229 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22477

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Names: Stanford University

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.
Universities and colleges -- California

Place: California
Palo Alto (California)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shaken into ruins by the great earthquake--west side Gymnasium, Stanford University. 8230 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shaken into ruins by the great earthquake--west side Gymnasium, Stanford University. 8230 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22478

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Names: Stanford University

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE

Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California
Universities and colleges -- California

Place: California

Palo Alto (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street overview of earthquake damage.] 8231 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street overview of earthquake damage.] 8231 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22479

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE

Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California

San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in earthquake rubble.] 8232 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in earthquake rubble.] 8232 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22480
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Topic:    CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
          Destruction -- California
          Disasters -- California
          Earthquakes -- California
          Streets -- California.
Place:    California
          San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers and others view workers in earthquake rubble.] 8233 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers and others view workers in earthquake rubble.] 8233 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22481
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Topic:    CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
          Destruction -- California
          Disasters -- California
          Earthquakes -- California
          Streets -- California.
Place:    California
          San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Opening safes from the great business buildings wrecked by the earthquake. 8234 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Opening safes from the great business buildings wrecked by the earthquake. 8234 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22482
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Searching for family relics in the ruins of the dear old home. [Active no. 8235 : stereo interpositive.,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Searching for family relics in the ruins of the dear old home. [Active no. 8235 : stereo interpositive.,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22483
Same as RSN 14234.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Ruins -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Child in front of tent/post office in earthquake area.] 8237 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child in front of tent/post office in earthquake area.] 8237 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22484
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Children -- California
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Tents -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "Bread Line"--a world's gifts of food to the victims of earthquake and fire. Caption no. 8238: stereoscopic interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The "Bread Line"--a world's gifts of food to the victims of earthquake and fire. Caption no. 8238: stereoscopic interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22485
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Disaster relief -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
Victims

Place: California -- 1900-1910
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910
[Group of children in earthquake tent area.] 8239 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Group of children in earthquake tent area.] 8239 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22486
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Copy and Version Identification Note
91060
Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Children -- California
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Tents -- California
Place: California
San Francisco (California)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Child in midst of earthquake rubble.] 8240 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Child in midst of earthquake rubble.] 8240 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22487
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8241 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8241 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22488
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 262

Image(s)

[Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8242 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8242 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22489
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8243 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8243 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22490

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
       Destruction -- California
       Disasters -- California
       Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
       San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8244 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8244 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22491

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91135

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
       Destruction -- California
       Disasters -- California
       Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
       San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8245 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8245 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22492

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91147

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8246 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8246 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22493

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91143

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man in midst of earthquake rubble.] 8247 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Man in midst of earthquake rubble.] 8247 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22494
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Copy and Version Identification Note
91449
Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8248 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8248 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22495
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Copy and Version Identification Note
91526
Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8249 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8249 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22496

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91512

Topic:
CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place:
California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8250 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Low overview of earthquake rubble.] 8250 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22497

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91452

Topic:
CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place:
California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Burned-out car and wagons in earthquake area.] 8251 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Burned-out car and wagons in earthquake area.] 8251 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22498

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91086

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Billowing smoke of building explosion in earthquake area.] 8252 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Billowing smoke of building explosion in earthquake area.] 8252 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22499

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91355

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy street scene from ground level.] 8253 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Busy street scene from ground level.] 8253 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22500
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91344

Topic: Automobiles -- California
CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children on sidewalk and street.] 8254 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children on sidewalk and street.] 8254 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22501
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Children -- California
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (California)
[Huge mound of bags of earthquake relief material.] 8255 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Huge mound of bags of earthquake relief material.] 8255 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22502
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91367

Topic: Assistance -- California
CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Relief (Aid) -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake relief tent area.] 8256 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Earthquake relief tent area.] 8256 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22503
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91348

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Relief (Aid) -- California
Tents -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of U.S. Army officer in doorway.] 8257 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22504

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91480

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Military -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of building severely damaged in earthquake.] 8258 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of building severely damaged in earthquake.] 8258 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22505

Similar to RSN 14235.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Copy and Version Identification Note

91485

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of building severely damaged in earthquake.] 8259 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of building severely damaged in earthquake.] 8259 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22506

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note

91494

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of buildings severely damaged in earthquake.] 8260 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of buildings severely damaged in earthquake.] 8260 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22507

Similar to RSN 14236
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91493

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of buildings severely damaged in earthquake.] 8261 Interpositive, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of buildings severely damaged in earthquake.] 8261 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper left corner broken off.

Local Numbers
RSN 22508

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91490

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Angel of Grief," broken amid ruins of the terrible earthquake, Stanford Univ. 8262 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Angel of Grief," broken amid ruins of the terrible earthquake, Stanford Univ. 8262 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22509

Similar to RSN 14237.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91484

Names: Stanford University
Topic: Angel of Grief
Art -- California
CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Sculptures -- California

Place: California
Palo Alto (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View of street traffic with earthquake-damaged buildings in background.]
8263 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [View of street traffic with earthquake-damaged buildings in background.] 8263 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22510

Same as RSN 14238.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91620

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Horses -- California
Streets -- California.
Wagons -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wall crashing down in severely damaged earthquake area.] 8264 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Wall crashing down in severely damaged earthquake area.] 8264 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22511

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91612

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group of men in earthquake-damaged building.] 8265 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Group of men in earthquake-damaged building.] 8265 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22512
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note

91608

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Three men working in earthquake rubble.] 8266 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Three men working in earthquake rubble.] 8266 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22513

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note

91603

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Men working in earthquake rubble.] 8267 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Men working in earthquake rubble.] 8267 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22514
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91601

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group of men and women searching in earthquake rubble.] 8268 Interpositive, 1906
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Group of men and women searching in earthquake rubble.] 8268 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left frame split vertically.

Local Numbers
RSN 22515

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91614

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women searching in earthquake rubble.] 8269 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Two women searching in earthquake rubble.] 8269 Interpositive
1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22516

Same as RSN 14239.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91593

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group of men and bags of potatoes in earthquake relief area.] 8270 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Group of men and bags of potatoes in earthquake relief area.] 8270 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22517

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91567

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Horses -- California
Potatoes -- California
Relief (Aid) -- California
Tents -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake survivors in tent area.] 8271 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Earthquake survivors in tent area.] 8271 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22518

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91588

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Horses -- California
Streets -- California.
Tents -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse-drawn people transporter in earthquake area.] 8272 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Horse-drawn people transporter in earthquake area.] 8272 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22519

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
[Earthquake survivors preparing meals on side of street.] 8273 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Earthquake survivors preparing meals on side of street.] 8273 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22520

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

[Earthquake survivors preparing meals on side of street.] 8274 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Earthquake survivors preparing meals on side of street.] 8274 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22521

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91621

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Children -- California
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Horses -- California
Streets -- California.

Place:
California
San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fairmount Hotel and Nob Hill, west from Ferry Building tower, over miles of ruins. [Active no. 8280 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Fairmount Hotel and Nob Hill, west from Ferry Building tower, over miles of ruins. [Active no. 8280 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22522

Same as RSN 14240 and 22523.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Company acc. no. 91730.

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Ruins -- California -- San Francisco
Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fairmount Hotel and Nob Hill, west from Ferry Building tower, over miles of ruins. 8280 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fairmount Hotel and Nob Hill, west from Ferry Building tower, over miles of ruins. 8280 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22523
Same as RSN 14240 and 22522.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91730
Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of man standing beside automobile.] 8275 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait of man standing beside automobile.] 8275 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22524
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91585
[U.S. Army major general and captain at desk indoors.] 8276 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [U.S. Army major general and captain at desk indoors.] 8276 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22525
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91573

[Portrait of San Francisco Chief of Police on sidewalk.] 8277 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait of San Francisco Chief of Police on sidewalk.] 8277 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22526

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91578

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Police -- California
Portraits -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man writing at desk indoors.] 8278 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Man writing at desk indoors.] 8278 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22527

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91570

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Portraits -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Ferry Building tower up Market Street, after the greatest of modern disasters. 8279 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Ferry Building tower up Market Street, after the greatest of modern disasters. 8279 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22528
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91729

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of severe earthquake destruction.] 8281 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of severe earthquake destruction.] 8281 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22529
Same as RSN 14241.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91732

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of severe earthquake destruction, San Francisco. Active no. 8282 : stereo interpositive.,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Overview of severe earthquake destruction, San Francisco. Active no. 8282 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22530
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Company acc. no. 91733.

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ruins of the wholesale district, south from Telegraph Hill, after the disaster. [Active no. 8283 : stereo Interpositive.,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Ruins of the wholesale district, south from Telegraph Hill, after the disaster. [Active no. 8283 : stereo Interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22531
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
From Telegraph Hill, S.W. over the great ruined business section. [Active no. 8284 " stereo interpositive.,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): From Telegraph Hill, S.W. over the great ruined business section. [Active no. 8284 " stereo interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22532
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Company acc. no. 91721.

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Telegraph Hill, S.E. past Ferry Building tower to Union Iron Works and docks. [Active no. 8285 : stereo interpositive.,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): From Telegraph Hill, S.E. past Ferry Building tower to Union Iron Works and docks. [Active no. 8285 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22533
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Company acc. no. 91716.

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of severe earthquake destruction. Active no. 8286 : stereo interpositive,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of severe earthquake destruction. Active no. 8286 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22534
AC0143-0022534 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Company acc. no. 91718.

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tables for five-cent meals for men who are cleaning away ruins to rebuild San Francisco. Caption no. 8287 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Tables for five-cent meals for men who are cleaning away ruins to rebuild San Francisco. Caption no. 8287 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22535
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229]. Company acc. no. 91735.

Topic: CALIFORNIA SF AFTER QUAKE
Dining -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Laborers -- California
Streets -- California.

Place: California -- 1900-1910
San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Photographing New York City--on a slender support 18 stories above pavement of Fifth Avenue. [Caption no. 8288 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Howard W. (photographer attribution)
English.

Another copy (original negative?) is in the Keystone-Mast Collection, California Museum of Photography, University of Calif., Riverside. A reproduction on a poster from that organization did not use a true stereo pair, however (two identical images instead of images showing a parallax difference), indicating that one image may be damaged or missing. The Keystone-Mastversion uses same catalog number with variant caption: "Looking N. Up Fifth Ave. past Flatiron Building and Madison Square, New York."

Silver gelatin on glass plate.

Local Numbers
RSN 22536
Cf. RSN 22537 (video number 21772).

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Image shows photographer looking in camera while seated on an unfinished skyscraper.

Cameras -- 1890-1920
Cities and towns -- Growth -- 1890-1920
City views -- 1890-1920
Photographers -- 1890-1920

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1890-1920

Photographing New York City--on a slender support 18 stories above pavement of Fifth Avenue. [Caption no. 8288 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22537

From same negative as RSN 22536.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Image shows photographer looking in camera while seated on an unfinished skyscraper.

Topic:
- Building, Iron and steel -- 1890-1920 -- New York (State) -- New York
- Cameras -- 1890-1920
- Cities and towns -- Growth -- 1890-1920
- City views -- 1890-1920
- Photographers -- 1890-1920

Place:
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Cityscapes

Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene. Active no. 8289 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22538

"The lines in sky appear also in original neg 7/7/6" written on original envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Orig. no. 6741

Topic:
- Boats and boating
- Bridges
- Harbors
- Ships
President Washington with some famous friends of the Institute--25th Anniversary Tuskegee. [Caption no. 8290 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.


Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22539

Similar to RSN 27762.

Associated number (company accession no.?) 90662.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Names:
Abbot, Lyman
Carnegie, Andrew, 1835-1919
Eliot, Charles
Tuskegee Institute
Washington, Booker T., 1856-1915

Topic: Education
Portraits, Group -- 1900-1910

Place: Alabama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large group of people seated in auditorium, possibly African Americans. Active no. 8291 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Photographed from the back, from a great height. A large sign is suspended over the audience, but the message is illegible.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22540

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].
Company acc. no. 90634.

**Topic:** Meetings

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Culture:** African Americans

[Restaurant.] 8294 Interpositive

*1 Item (5” x 8”)*

*Image(s): [Restaurant.] 8294 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 22541

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

91687

**Topic:** Architecture

Dining rooms

Restaurants -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 8292 Interpositive

*1 Item (5” x 8”)*

*Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 8292 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 22542

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

91658

**Topic:** Docks

Harbors

Piers

Ships

Wharves
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] 8295 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Restaurant.] 8295 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22543

[Made by G Barber] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91686

Topic: Architecture
Dining rooms
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man looking into Grand Canyon.] 8298 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Man looking into Grand Canyon.] 8298 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22544

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6387

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Horses.] 8299 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Horses.] 8299 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22545

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6072

Topic: Horses
       Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family group.] 8301 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Family group.] 8301 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22546

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6451

Topic: Birds
       Children
       Dwellings
       Indians of North America
       Pottery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremonial crowd outside Wilson School.] interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremonial crowd outside Wilson School] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22547

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Same as RSN 22419

Copy and Version Identification Note
6077

Topic:
Celebrations
Crowds
Education
Schools

Place:
Wilson School

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait inside leaf or floral arrangement : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22548

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Topic:
Flowers
Portraits

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home.] 8305 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Home.] 8305 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22549

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6561

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 8306 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 8306 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22550

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6562

Topic: Agriculture
Fields

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of rural church school.] 8307 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Exterior of rural church school.] 8307 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22551

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
097
Topic: Architecture
  Church buildings
  Schools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 8308 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 8308 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22552

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6563

Topic: Buildings

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Home under construction.] 8309 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Home under construction.] 8309 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22553

Similar to RSN 14242.

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0350

Topic: Architecture
  Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs
[Home.] 8310 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Home.] 8310 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22554

Currently stored in box 3.2.24 [229].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0351

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 8312 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 8312 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22555

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1483

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene, town] : glass stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): [Street scene, town] : glass stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Lower right corner missing.
Local Numbers
RSN 22556

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0352

Topic: Carriages
Carts
Dogs -- 1890-1920
Horses -- 1890-1920
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home.] 8313 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Home.] 8313 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22557

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6570

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City home.] 8314 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [City home.] 8314 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22558

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].
Copy and Version Identification Note

6570

Topics:  Children
        Dwellings
        Dwellings
        Streets
        Wagons

Genres/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 8315 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 8315 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22559

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topics:  Buildings
        Streets

Genres/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City home.] 8316 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [City home.] 8316 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22560

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0354

Topics:  Children
        Dogs
        Dwellings
        Dwellings
        Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[City home.] 8317 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [City home.] 8317 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22561
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0355

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[City home.] 8318 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [City home.] 8318 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22562
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0356

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[City home.] 8319 interpositive
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [City home.] 8319 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22563

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0358
Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Jail.] 8320 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Jail.] 8320 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22564

Same as RSN 14243.

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6575

Names: Smith, Joseph
Topic: Architecture
Jails
Place: Carthage (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of home.] 8321 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Interior of home.] 8321 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22565
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6573

Topic:
Dwellings
Dwellings
Interior architecture

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of Lincoln in private home.] 8322 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait of Lincoln in private home.] 8322 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22566
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0345

Names: Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
Topic:
Art
Dwellings
Dwellings
Interior architecture
Painting
Portraits

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of home.] 8323 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Interior of home.] 8323 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22567
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0346

Topic:
Art
Dwellings
Dwellings
Interior architecture
Painting
Portraits

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 8324 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 8324 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22568
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6576

Topic:
Buildings
Children
Parks

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of Mormon Tabernacle and Temple. Active no. 8325 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22569

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202]. Orig. no. 6581.

Topic: Church architecture -- 20th century -- Utah
Mormons -- Utah
Religion -- Utah
Temples -- Utah

Place: Mormon Tabernacle
Mormon Temple
Salt Lake City (Utah)
Utah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Low view of Brigham Young Monument in center of street. Active no. 8326 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Streetcar, telegraph poles and lines visible.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22570

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202]. Orig. no. 6582.

Names: Young, Brigham

Topic: Monuments -- Utah
Religion -- Utah
Streetcars -- Utah
Temples -- Utah
statues -- Utah

Place: Mormon Temple (Utah)
Salt Lake City (Utah)
Utah

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Portrait of a bearded man in a floral or leaf design. Active no. 8327 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (5" x 8").  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 22571  
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].  
Topic: Flowers  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group portrait of three men at a desk. Active no. 8328 : stereo interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8").]  
Image(s): [Group portrait of three men at a desk. Active no. 8328 : stereo interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 22572  
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].  
Orig. no. 6577.  
Topic: Offices  
Portraits, Group -- African Americans  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 8329 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8").  
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 8329 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 22573
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

**Topic:** Harbors
Ships

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 8329 Interpositive

*1 Item (5” x 8”)*

**Image(s):** [Dock scene.] 8329 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 22574

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

**Topic:** Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8330 interpositive

*1 Item (5” x 8”)*

**Image(s):** [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8330 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 22575

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

6053

**Names:** Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

**Topic:** Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8331 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8331 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22576
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6054

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
       Presidents
       Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 8332 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning from rear car of train.] 8332 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22577
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6057

Topic: Crowds
       Presidents
       Railroads
       Railroads -- Trains
       Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8333 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8333 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22578
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6058

Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Chair-bearers of the Pope waiting for His Holiness in the Ducal Hall. 8334 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Chair-bearers of the Pope waiting for His Holiness in the Ducal Hall. 8334 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22579
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
87328

Names: Ducal Hall (Vatican City)
Pius, Pope, X,
Topic: A PILGRIMAGE TO THE POPE
Religion -- Vatican popes -- Vatican
Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Private study where Pope Pius X reads and writes (His Holiness at desk).
[Active no. 8335 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22580
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Company acc. no. 88061.

Names: Catholic Church
Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: A PILGRIMAGE TO THE POPE
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

His Eminence, Cardinal Merry del Val, Papal Secretary of State, at work at
his desk in the Vatican. [Active no. 8336 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22581
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Company acc. no. 87321.

Names: Catholic Church
Some of the Pope's faithful gendarmes in the Court of the Belvedere. 8337 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Some of the Pope’s faithful gendarmes in the Court of the Belvedere. 8337 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22582

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note

77429

Names: Belvedere Court (Vatican City)

Topic: A PILGRIMAGE TO THE POPE

Cathedrals -- Vatican

Guards -- Vatican

Military -- Vatican

Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy

Rome (Italy)

Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The world-famous Grotto of Lourdes, reproduced in the papal garden of the Vatican. [Active no. 8338 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22583

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Company acc. no. 88039.

Topic:  A PILGRIMAGE TO THE POPE
Cathedrals -- Vatican
Grottoes -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place:    Italy
Lourdes Grotto
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

The villa in the Vatican garden where the late Pope Leo XIII used to spend
the summer. 8339 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The villa in the Vatican garden where the late Pope Leo XIII used
to spend the summer. 8339 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22584

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88015

Topic:  A PILGRIMAGE TO THE POPE
Cathedrals -- Vatican
Gardens -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place:    Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

Northwest corner of the Vatican from the garden where the Pope takes the
air. 8340 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Northwest corner of the Vatican from the garden where the Pope takes the air. 8340 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22585

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
87362

Topic: A PILGRIMAGE TO THE POPE
Cathedrals -- Vatican
Gardens -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

His Eminence, Cardinal Azevedo, in the smaller Court of the Belvedere.
[Active no. 8341 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22586

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Company acc. no. 87348.

Names: Azevedo, Cardinal
Belvedere Court (Vatican City)

Topic: A PILGRIMAGE TO THE POPE
Cardinals -- Vatican
Catholic Church -- Vatican
Portraits -- Men -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 263  RSN Numbers 22587-22672

Image(s)

Looking through the door of the Pope's private chapel to its altar. [Active no. 8342 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22587
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].
Company acc. no. 88030.

Topic: A PILGRIMAGE TO THE POPE
Cathedrals -- Vatican
Interior architecture -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stately throne of Pope Pius X, in a magnificent room where he often receives pilgrims. 8343 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stately throne of Pope Pius X, in a magnificent room where he often receives pilgrims. 8343 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22588
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].
Copy and Version Identification Note
87347
Names: Pius, Pope, X,

Topic: A PILGRIMAGE TO THE POPE
Cathedrals -- Vatican
Interior architecture -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican
Thrones -- Vatican
popes -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Building the great steel-framed skyscrapers--working high above the street.
[Active no. 8346 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22589

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Construction -- New York
Laborers -- New York
NEW YORK CITY
Skyscrapers -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural home in Japan.] 8348 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rural home in Japan.] 8348 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22590

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1362
Topic: Dwellings -- Japan
Homes -- Japan
Laborers -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Fujiyama
Japan

[Park.] 8349 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Park.] 8349 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22591

[Made by W.S.] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Deer
Parks
elk

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River waterfalls in rural setting.] 8351 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River waterfalls in rural setting.] 8351 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22592

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4253 1/2

Topic: Bridges -- United States
Forests -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States
Waterfalls -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8358 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8358 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22593
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8359

Topic: Armed Forces
       Kilts
       Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 8360 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Park.] 8360 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22594
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6524

Topic: Flowers
       Gardens
       Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Start of horse race.] 8362 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Start of horse race.] 8362 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22595

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Similar to RSN 14244.

Copy and Version Identification Note
8647

Topic: Competitions -- England
Horses -- England
Parks -- England
Races -- England
Sports -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs

[Military.] 8364 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 8364 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22596

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8663

Topic: Armed Forces
Carriages
Horses
Parades
Royal houses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereooscopic photographs
[Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from balcony of city building.] 8384
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from balcony of city building.] 8384 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22597

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5922

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Flags
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8385
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8385 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22598

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5923

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8386 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8386 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22599
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].
Copy and Version Identification Note
5931

Names: Eureka Hotel
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8387 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8387 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22600
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].
Copy and Version Identification Note
5947

Topic: Armed Forces
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8363 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8363 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22601
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8660

Topic: Armed Forces
Carriages
Horses
Parades

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Archbishops of Canterbury (to left) and York (to right) in coronation robes--ready to crown Edward VII King. 8365 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Archbishops of Canterbury (to left) and York (to right) in coronation robes--ready to crown Edward VII King. 8365 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22602
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8667

Names: Archbishop of Canterbury

Topic: Archbishops -- England
Coronations -- England
Portraits -- England
Religion -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
London (England)
York (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The market, Eyre Square, Galway, the capital of Connaught (N.) 8368 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The market, Eyre Square, Galway, the capital of Connaught (N.) 8368 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22603
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6503 1/2

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Cows -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place: Connaught (Ireland : County)
Eyre Square (Galway, Ireland)
Galway (Ireland : County)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt on porch of house.] 8389 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt on porch of house.] 8389 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22604
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6031

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Dwellings
[Theodore Roosevelt on a horse.] 8390 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt on a horse.] 8390 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22605
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6033
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Horses
Presidents
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8391 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8391 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22606
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6038
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Mountains -- United States
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt and crowd.] 8392 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt and crowd.] 8392 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22607
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6040

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Horses
Mountains
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt walking in street.] 8393 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt walking in street.] 8393 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22608
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6042

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Parades
Presidents
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8394 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8394 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22609

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6043

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8395 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8395 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22610

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6044

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
[Train engine with Theodore Roosevelt portrait on front.] 8396 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Train engine with Theodore Roosevelt portrait on front.] 8396 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22611
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Copy and Version Identification Note
6045
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8397 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8397 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22612
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].
Copy and Version Identification Note
6050
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Theodore Roosevelt and crowd.] 8398 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt and crowd.] 8398 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22613

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6059

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8399 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8399 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22614

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6063

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8400 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8400 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22615
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6066
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8401 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8401 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22616
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6067
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
[Theodore Roosevelt walking from house.] 8402 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt walking from house.] 8402 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22617
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Copy and Version Identification Note
6068

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8403 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8403 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22618
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6069

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8404 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.]
8404 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22619

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6070

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass -- Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8406 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.]
8406 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22620

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6954

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from rear car of train.] 8407 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from rear car of train.] 8407 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22621
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6956
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Railroads -- Trains
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt walking from city building.] 8408 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt walking from city building.] 8408 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22622
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6957
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
Presidents
[Theodore Roosevelt and military parade.] 8409 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt and military parade.] 8409 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22623

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6958

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Crowds
Horses
Parades
Presidents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mother holding child outside train station.] 8411 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mother holding child outside train station.] 8411 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22624

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6969

Topic: Children
Flowers
Portraits
Railroad stations
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Music.] 8412 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Music.] 8412 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22625
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6972

Topic: Bands (Music)
Crowds
Musical instruments
Musicians
Parades
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt boarding a ship.] 8413 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt boarding a ship.] 8413 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22626
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6973

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Boats -- Washington
Ceremonies -- Washington
Portraits -- Washington
Presidents -- Washington
Ships -- Washington
Place: Spokane (Washington)
   Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8414 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8414 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22627

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6980

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds

Presidents

Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8415 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8415 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22628

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6990

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Theodore Roosevelt at ceremony.] 8416 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt at ceremony.] 8416 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22629
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7004
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8417 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 8417 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22630
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7006
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 8418 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 8418 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22631
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7037
Topic: Carriages
Horses
Mountains
Roads
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster: aftermath of San Francisco earthquake? Active no. 8422 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22632
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Orig. no. 4119.
Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster : aftermath of San Francisco earthquake? Active no. 8423 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22633

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Orig. no. 4120.

Topic: Destruction
Disasters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 8424 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ships.] 8424 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22634

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4878

Topic: Battleships
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 8425 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ships.] 8425 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22635

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].
Copy and Version Identification Note

4888

Topic:
- Battleships
- Guns
- Sailors
- Sailors
- Ships

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships..] 8427 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ships..] 8427 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22636

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic:
- Battleships
- Guns
- Sailors
- Sailors
- Ships

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 8428 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ships.] 8428 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22637


Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic:
- Battleships
- Blue collar workers
- Launches
- Ships
[Flag-bedecked battleship in harbor waters.] 8429 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Flag-bedecked battleship in harbor waters.] 8429 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22638
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

[W.S.?] on envelope

Topic: Battleships
Flags
Harbors
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 8432 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 8432 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22639


Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Children
Formations (Geology)
Horses
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 8433 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 8433 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22640


Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Children
Formations (Geology)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 8434 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 8434 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22641

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 8436 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 8436 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22642

[W.S.?] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

**Topic:**
- Children
- Donkeys
- Mountains -- United States

**Genre/ Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Railroad beside river in rugged terrain.] 8437 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Railroad beside river in rugged terrain.] 8437 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22643

[W.S.?] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

**Topic:**
- Bridges -- United States
- Canyons -- United States
- Formations (Geology)
- Mountains -- United States
- Railroads -- United States
- Rivers -- United States

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 8439 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Children.] 8439 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22644

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4108

**Topic:**
- Children
- Flowers
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boat sailing past fortification.] 8440 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Small boat sailing past fortification.] 8440 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22645

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4971

Topic: Flags
Fortification
Lighthouses
Sailboats

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 8441 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Park.] 8441 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22646

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5012

Topic: Palms
Parks
Trees
Walkways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Sculpture in park setting.] 8442 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Sculpture in park setting.] 8442 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22647

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5015

Topic: Monuments
Parks
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Restaurant.] 8444 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Restaurant.] 8444 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22648

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5871

Topic: Dining rooms
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Market.] 8445 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Market.] 8445 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22649

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Markets
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 8446 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Children.] 8446 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22650

[W.S.] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Children
Roads
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 8448 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 8448 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22651

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6217

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Palms
Ruins
Trees

The land of Lalla Kookh--westward from the "Throne of Solomon"--Srinigar, Cashmere 8451 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The land of Lalla Kookh--westward from the "Throne of Solomon"--Srinigar, Cashmere 8451 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22652
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Boats -- India
INDIA TOUR
Rivers -- India
Roads -- India

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Cashmere (India)
India
Lalla Kookh (Srinigar, Cachmere, India)
Srinigar (Cachmere, India)
Throne of Solomon (Srinigar, Cachmere, India)

Bathing at a ghat on the Ganges near Howrath Bridge, Calcutta. Active no. 8452 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8",)
Image(s): Bathing at a ghat on the Ganges near Howrath Bridge, Calcutta. Active no. 8452 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22653
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Boats -- India
INDIA TOUR
Rivers -- India
bathing -- India

Place: Calcutta (India)
Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) -- 1890-1920
  India -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass. Stereoscopic photographs

The Cashmere Gate, battered by shot and shell, where the British entered (1857), Delhi. 8454 Interpositive
  1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Cashmere Gate, battered by shot and shell, where the British entered (1857), Delhi. 8454 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 22654
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Names: Cashmere Gate (Delhi, India)
Topic: Carriages -- India
  Gates -- India
  Horses -- India
  Roads -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
  India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture.] 8455 Interpositive
  1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Sculpture.] 8455 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 22655
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  6200

Topic: Caves
  Columns
  Pillars
  Sculpture
[Boy and dogs in home yard.] 8456 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boy and dogs in home yard.] 8456 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22656

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99987

Topic:
Dogs
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Drawing in the last of the oat harvest--on a farm in western Ontario. 8462 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Drawing in the last of the oat harvest--on a farm in western Ontario. 8462 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22657

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5334

Topic:
Agriculture -- Ontario
CANADA TOUR
Farms -- Ontario
Fields -- Ontario
Horses -- Ontario
Laborers -- Ontario
Oats -- Ontario
Wagons -- Ontario
Place: Canada
Ontario (Canada)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small stream in rural setting.] 8463 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Small stream in rural setting.] 8463 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22658
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5336

Topic: Cows
Rivers -- Canada
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Canada

[River canal and locks in rural setting.] 8464 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River canal and locks in rural setting.] 8464 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22659
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5337

Topic: Canals -- Canada
Locks
Rivers -- Canada
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Canada

[River canal and locks in rural setting.] 8465 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River canal and locks in rural setting.] 8465 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22660
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].
Copy and Version Identification Note
5338

Topic: Boats -- Canada
Canals -- Canada
Locks -- Canada
Rivers -- Canada
Ships -- Canada

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Canada

Below the Cascade, De Cew Falls, near St. Catherine's, Ontario. 8466 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Below the Cascade, De Cew Falls, near St. Catherine's, Ontario. 8466 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22661
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].
Copy and Version Identification Note
5340

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Rapids -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
De Cew Falls (Ontario, Canada)
Ontario
St. Catherine’s

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Saugeen River, Ontario. 8467 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): On the Saugeen River, Ontario. 8467 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22662

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5341

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Dogs -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Canada
Ontario
Saugeen River (Canada)

Moonlight on Toronto Bay--looking toward the city. 8468 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Moonlight on Toronto Bay--looking toward the city. 8468 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22663

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5342

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Moonlight -- Ontario
Waterscapes -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto Bay

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 8471 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 8471 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22664

["Made by W.S." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Children -- Canada
Hotels -- Canada
Mountains -- Canada
Resorts -- Canada

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Canada

[Exhibit. Active no. 8475 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22665

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Animals -- Canada
Bears -- Canada
Exhibits -- Canada
Horns -- Canada
Lions -- Canada
Tigers -- Canada
skulls -- Canada
Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Macdonald statue.] 8478 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Macdonald statue.] 8478 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22666
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K9179

Topic: Monuments -- Canada
        Parks -- Canada
        statues -- Canada

Place: Canada
        Macdonald

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in park setting.] 8480 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Monument in park setting.] 8480 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22667
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

[W.S.?] on envelope.

Topic: Monuments -- Canada
        Parks -- Canada
        statues -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Architecture.] 8481 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 8481 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22668

[W.S.?] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Buildings -- Ontario
Parliaments -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River boats and Parliament Building in Ottawa.] 8482 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [River boats and Parliament Building in Ottawa.] 8482 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22669

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

[June 3, 1908, ABH Full Verified by D.D.] on envelope.

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Boats -- Ontario
Buildings -- Ontario
Parliaments -- Ontario
Rivers -- Canada

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Architecture.] 8485 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 8485 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22670
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Bridges -- Ontario
Buildings -- Ontario
Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three Children beside wide river. Active no. 8490 : stereo interpositive.] 1 Item (5” x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22671
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].


Topic: Children -- Canada
Rivers -- Canada
Ships -- Canada
Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 8495 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 8495 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 22672

[W.F. Schultz] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Topic: Celebrations -- Canada
       Horses -- Canada
       Streets -- Canada
       Wagons -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Box 264

RSN Numbers 22673-22770

Image(s)

Loeh's Rideau Canal. 8506 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Loeh's Rideau Canal. 8506 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22673

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Copy and Version Identification Note

5483

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
       CANADA TOUR
       Canals -- Ontario
       Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
       Loeh
       Ontario
       Ottawa (Ontario)
       Rideau Canal (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery.] 8509 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Cemetery.] 8509 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22674

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K8806

Topic: Cemeteries -- Canada
Churches -- Canada
Tombstones
Waterscapes -- Canada

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Canada

The River Saguenay at Chicoutimi. 8510 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The River Saguenay at Chicoutimi. 8510 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22675

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K8807

Topic: Boats -- Quebec
CANADA TOUR
Photographers -- Quebec
Rivers -- Quebec

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Canada
Chicoutimi (Quebec)
Quebec
Saguenay River (Quebec)

Perce village and rock from Bonaventure Island. [Active no. 8511 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22676
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Orig. no. K8812.

Topic:
Boats -- Quebec
CANADA TOUR
Formations (Geology) -- Quebec
Islands -- Quebec
Rivers -- Quebec
Rocks -- Quebec
Villages -- Quebec

Place:
Bonaventure Island (Quebec)
Canada
Perce (Quebec)
Quebec

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wide river beside village.] 8512 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Wide river beside village.] 8512 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22677
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K8817

Topic:
Boats -- Canada
Rivers -- Canada
Villages -- Canada
Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. John River, high tide, St. John. 8513 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): St. John River, high tide, St. John. 8513 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22678

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K8829

Topic: Bridges -- New Brunswick
CANADA TOUR
Rivers -- New Brunswick

Place: Canada
New Brunswick
St. John

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fortification.] 8514 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fortification.] 8514 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22679

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K8832

Topic: Fortification -- Canada
Guns -- Canada

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Canada

[Church. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22680
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Orig. no. K8836.

Topic: Churches -- Canada
       Harbors -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Boat dock on wide river.] 8516 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Boat dock on wide river.] 8516 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22681
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Boats -- Canada
       Children -- Canada
       Cows -- Canada
       Docks -- Canada
       Piers -- Canada
       Rivers -- Canada
       Wharves -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 8517 Interpositive
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 8517 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22682
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K8840

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Roads -- Canada
Trees -- Canada
Place: Canada

[Roadway.] 8518 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 8518 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22683
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K8841

Topic: Buggies -- Canada
Cows -- Canada
Horses -- Canada
Trees -- Canada

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Canada

[River waterfalls in rural setting.] 8519 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River waterfalls in rural setting.] 8519 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22684

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K8847

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Rivers -- Canada
       Waterfalls
Place: Canada
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast.] 8520 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seacoast.] 8520 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22685

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K9119

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Rocks
       Seacoasts
Place: Canada
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument in park setting.] 8521 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Monument in park setting.] 8521 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22686

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
10020

Topic: Columns -- Canada
Monuments -- Canada
Parks -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Isaac Brock monument in Canada.] 8522 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Isaac Brock monument in Canada.] 8522 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22687

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219]

Copy and Version Identification Note
K10021

Names: Brock, Isaac

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Monuments

Place: Canada

[Harbor scene. Active no. 8523 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22688

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Orig. no. K10158.

Topic: Churches -- Canada
Docks -- Canada
Harbors -- Canada
Piers -- Canada
Wharves -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast.] 8524 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Seacoast.] 8524 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22689

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K10158

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rocks
Seacoasts

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three women and boat? Active no. 8525 : stereo interpositive.]
The women, seen from the back, gaze out from the shore onto the water.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22690

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K10162

Topic: Roads -- Canada
Trees -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 8527 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 8527 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22692

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K10163

Topic: Agriculture -- Canada
       Haying -- Canada

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Canada

[Street scene, Canada. Active no. 8528 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnant removed from left frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 22693

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Orig. no. K10164.

Topic: Churches -- Canada
       Streets -- Canada
       Trees -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Church.] 8530 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Church.] 8530 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22694

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].
Copy and Version Identification Note
K10842
Topic: Architecture -- Canada
      Churches -- Canada
      Interior architecture
Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument.] 8530 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Tall monument.] 8530 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 22695
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K10842
Topic: Monuments -- Canada
      Sculptures -- Canada
Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene, Quebec. Active no. 8531 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 22696
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K10843
Topic: Carriages -- Quebec
       Horses -- Quebec
Streets -- Quebec
Streets -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 8532 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 8532 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22697

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K10844

Topic: Buildings
Streets

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint "Sous le Cap" St., lower town of Old Quebec, where a caleche can barely pass. 8534 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Quaint "Sous le Cap" St., lower town of Old Quebec, where a caleche can barely pass. 8534 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22698

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K10847

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Carts -- Quebec
Horses -- Quebec
Streets -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous Natural Steps and hurrying stream above the Falls of Montimorenci, near Quebec. 8535 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Famous Natural Steps and hurrying stream above the Falls of Montimorenci, near Quebec. 8535 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22699

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Similar to RSN 22700.

Copy and Version Identification Note
K10850

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Formations (Geology) -- Quebec
Rapids -- Quebec
Rivers -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Montimorenci Falls (Quebec)
Natural Steps (Quebec)
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous Natural Steps and hurrying stream above the Falls of Montimorenci, near Quebec. 8535 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Famous Natural Steps and hurrying stream above the Falls of Montimorenci, near Quebec. 8535 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22700

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].
Similar to RSN 22699.

Topic: CANADA TOUR
   Formations (Geology) -- Quebec
   Rapids -- Quebec
   Rivers -- Quebec

Place: Canada
   Montimorenci Falls (Quebec)
   Natural Steps (Quebec)
   Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Cliffs and mist fringed falls where the Montimorenci leaps into the St. Lawrence, near Quebec. [Active no. 8536 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 22701

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Orig. no. K10851.

Topic: CANADA TOUR
   Forests -- Quebec
   Formations (Geology) -- Quebec
   Rivers -- Quebec
   Waterfalls -- Quebec

Place: Canada
   Montimorenci Falls (Quebec)
   Quebec
   St. Lawrence River (Quebec)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The Basilica, Quebec's historic Cathedral, in the Upper Town, guardian of famous relics. 8537 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Basilica, Quebec's historic Cathedral, in the Upper Town, guardian of famous relics. 8537 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22702
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K10857

Topic: Basilicas -- Quebec
CANADA TOUR
Carts -- Quebec
Cathedrals -- Quebec
Horses -- Quebec
Streets -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in city dock area.] 8551 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony in city dock area.] 8551 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22703
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Boats and boating
Chimneys
Docks
Flags
Harbors
Piers
Rites and ceremonies
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8552 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8552 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22704

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Crowds
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8553 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8553 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22705

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Crowds
Photographers
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palermo the beautiful, N. from S. Maria di Gesu to Monte Pellegrino and the sea. 8554 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Palermo the beautiful, N. from S. Maria di Gesu to Monte Pellegrino and the sea. 8554 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22706

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Harbors -- Sicily
Mountains -- Sicily
Portraits -- Sicily
Religion -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Monte Pellegrino
Palermo (Sicily)
S. Maria di Gesu
Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Italy.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Winter noonday on Victor Emmanuel street--west through the New Gate, Palermo. 8555 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22707
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219]

Topic: Arches
Gates
Goats
SICILY TOUR
Streets

Place: Palermo (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace chapel of the old Norman kings, magnificent with colored mosaics, Palermo. 8556 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Palace chapel of the old Norman kings, magnificent with colored mosaics, Palermo. 8556 Interpositive..
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22708
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Architecture -- Sicily
Cathedrals -- Sicily
Chapels -- Sicily
Mosaics -- Sicily
Palaces -- Sicily
Royalty -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Norman
Palermo (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Saracenic domes and Christian cloisters of S. Giovanni (N.E.), oldest Norman church in Palermo. 8557 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22709

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Architecture -- Sicily
Churches -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Norman
Palermo (Sicily)
S. Giovanni
Saracen
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Sicily of tomorrow--schoolboys at their lessons in the Royal Technical School, Palermo. [Active No. 8559 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22710

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Children -- Italy
Classrooms -- Italy
International education
SICILY TOUR
Mummies of old Sicilians that startle the visitor to the Cappuccini Convent, Palermo. 8560 Interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Mummies of old Sicilians that startle the visitor to the Cappuccini Convent, Palermo. 8560 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22711
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Names: Cappuccini Convent (Palermo, Sicily)

Topic:
Art -- Sicily
Cathedrals -- Sicily
Convents -- Sicily
Mummies -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Palermo (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Village life at Rocca, between Palermo and Monreale (looking north). 8561 Interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Village life at Rocca, between Palermo and Monreale (looking north). 8561 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22712
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic:
Children -- Sicily
Mountains -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
North side of the quaint 19th century Cathedral built by Norman monarchs at Monreale. 8562 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): North side of the quaint 19th century Cathedral built by Norman monarchs at Monreale. 8562 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22713
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Carriages -- Sicily
       Cathedrals -- Sicily
       Horses -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR
       Streets -- Sicily

Place: Monreale (Sicily)
       Norman
       Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Benedictine cloisters of seven centuries ago (N.W.), world-famous for their beauty, Monreale. 8563 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Benedictine cloisters of seven centuries ago (N.W.), world-famous for their beauty, Monreale. 8563 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22714
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Architecture -- Sicily
       Convents -- Sicily
       Monasteries
SICILY TOUR

Place: Benedictine
Monreale (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The "Golden Shell" (rich garden land), and distant Palermo, E. from convent garden, Monreale. 8564 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Golden Shell" (rich garden land), and distant Palermo, E. from convent garden, Monreale. 8564 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22715

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Convents -- Sicily
Gardens -- Sicily
Military -- Sicily
Portraits -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Golden Shell (Monreale, Sicily)
Monreale (Sicily)
Palermo (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Italy.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque mountain shore of Sicily, north from ancient Soluntum to Cape Zaffarano. 8566 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Picturesque mountain shore of Sicily, north from ancient Soluntum to Cape Zaffarano. 8566 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22716

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Coasts
Military -- Sicily
Mountains -- Sicily
Rifles -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place:
Cape Zaffarano (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)
Soluntum

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Streets of stairs, and houses of an old Roman town ruined centuries ago (W.N.W.), Soluntum. 8567 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Streets of stairs, and houses of an old Roman town ruined centuries ago (W.N.W.), Soluntum. 8567 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight hole in emulsion of right frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 22717

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic:
Military -- Sicily
Mountains -- Sicily
Rifles -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Culture:
Romans

Place:
Sicily (Italy)
Soluntum (Sicily)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monte Varvaro (W.), site of an ancient Greek city traditionally founded by Trojans, Segesta. 8568 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22718
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Greece
Monte Varvaro
Segesta
Sicily (Italy)
Trojans

Doric temple at Segesta (S.W.), a splendid centre of Greek culture 2,500 years ago. [Active no. 8569. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 22719

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Architecture, Greek
Doric order
Ruins -- Greece
SICILY TOUR
Temples, Greek -- Sicily

Place: Segesta
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Theatre on a lonely mountain (E.S.E.), where Greek plays were given centuries ago, Segesta. [Active no. 8570 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22720
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

**Topic:** Amphitheaters
Mountains -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Theaters

**Place:** Segesta
Sicily (Italy)

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Italy.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

**Culture:** Greeks

Medieval castle of old Saracen masters of the land (S.E.), towering over Salemi. 8571 interpositive
*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** Medieval castle of old Saracen masters of the land (S.E.), towering over Salemi. 8571 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper left corner missing.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 22721

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

**Topic:** Castles -- Sicily
Children -- Sicily
Donkeys -- Sicily
Monuments -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

**Place:** Salemi (Sicily)
Saracen
Sicily (Italy)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Forsaken Selinunte--E.S.E. over plain where a splendid city stood 2,200 years ago. 8572 Interpositive
*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** Forsaken Selinunte--E.S.E. over plain where a splendid city stood 2,200 years ago. 8572 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22722

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Columns -- Sicily
Pillars -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Selinunte (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Majestic ruins of Greek temples to Hercules and Apollo (from the south), Selinunte. 8573 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Majestic ruins of Greek temples to Hercules and Apollo (from the south), Selinunte. 8573 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22723

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219]/

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)
Columns -- Sicily
Greeks
Pillars -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Temples -- Sicily

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Hercules
Selinunte (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Among fallen pillars of one of the largest Greek temples known (Apollo), Selinunte. [Active no. 8574. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22724

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)
Architecture, Greek
Columns
Pillars
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Temples, Greek

Place: Selinunte
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cutting and polishing Mediterranean coral, a common industry at Trapani. 8576 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22726

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219]

Topic: Artisans
     Coral
     Industry
     SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy)
       Trapani

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A typical courtyard of a local policeman on St. Michele St., Trapani. 8577 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A typical courtyard of a local policeman on St. Michele St., Trapani. 8577 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22727

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Dwellings -- Sicily
       Family -- Sicily
       Homes -- Sicily
       Interior architecture -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy)
       Trapani (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful girls of the mountain-top town of S. Giuliano--view S.E. to mediaeval castle. 8578 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Beautiful girls of the mountain-top town of S. Giuliano--view S.E. to mediaeval castle. 8578 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22728

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Castles -- Sicily
       Mountains -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR
       Walkways -- Sicily

Place: S. Giuliano (Sicily)
       Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Looking W.S.W. from the prison-castle on Monte S. Giuliano to Trapani, 2,400 feet below. 8579 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking W.S.W. from the prison-castle on Monte S. Giuliano to Trapani, 2,400 feet below. 8579 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22729

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Castles -- Sicily
       Mountains -- Sicily
       Prisons -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR
       Valleys -- Sicily

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Place: S. Giuliano (Sicily)
       Sicily (Italy)
       Trapani (Sicily)

North through gateway used by Greek, Carthagian and Roman masters of old Girgenti. [Active no. 8580 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22730
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Donkeys
Formations (Geology) -- Sicily
Gates
Goats
SICILY TOUR

Place: Girgenti (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Italy.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Concord (left) and fallen Temple of Zeus (E.S.E.), ancient in Cicero's day, Girgenti. 8581 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Temple of Concord (left) and fallen Temple of Zeus (E.S.E.), ancient in Cicero's day, Girgenti. 8581 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22731
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Temples -- Sicily
Zeus (Greek deity)

Place: Girgenti (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Most perfect Doric building in all Italy--Greek Temple of Concord (W.N.W.), at Girgenti. [Active no. 8582 : stereo interpositive.]
Shattered Temple of Juno (W.N.W.), in Girgenti, the old "Acragas" of Virgin's Aeneid. 8583 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shattered Temple of Juno (W.N.W.), in Girgenti, the old "Acragas" of Virgin's Aeneid. 8583 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22733

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Names: Vergil.

Topic: Goats -- Sicily
Juno (Roman deity)
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Temples -- Sicily

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoephotographs

Place: Acragas
Girgenti (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)
Virgil

Where almond trees bloom beside the ruined temples of Castor and Pollux (N.W.), Girgenti. 8584 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Where almond trees bloom beside the ruined temples of Castor and Pollux (N.W.), Girgenti. 8584 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22734

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Names: Fernandez, Castor

Topic: Almond trees -- Sicily
       Children -- Sicily
       Ruins -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR
       Temples -- Sicily

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Girgenti (Sicily)
       Pollux
       Sicily (Italy)

Roman amphitheatre of Augustus’ time, with part of modern Syracuse beyond at S.E. 8586 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Roman amphitheatre of Augustus’ time, with part of modern Syracuse beyond at S.E. 8586 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22735

Similar to RSN 14248 and 14249.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Sicily
       Ruins -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Romans
Place: Sicily (Italy) Syracuse (Sicily)

Latomie del Paradiso (W.N.W.), ancient Greek prison-quarry with watchtower, Syracuse. 8587 Interpositive, 1905 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Latomie del Paradiso (W.N.W.), ancient Greek prison-quarry with watchtower, Syracuse. 8587 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
    RSN 22736
Similar to RSN 14250 and 14251.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Formations (Geology) Greeks Prisons -- Sicily Quarrying -- Sicily Ruins -- Sicily SICILY TOUR Towers -- Sicily
Genre/ Place: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Form: Latomie del Paradiso (Syracuse, Sicily) Sicily (Italy) Syracuse (Sicily)

The "Ear of Dionysos," cavern where the tyrant of Syracuse spied on political prisoners. 8588 Interpositive, 1905 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The "Ear of Dionysos," cavern where the tyrant of Syracuse spied on political prisoners. 8588 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22737

Similar to RSN 14252.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Caverns -- Sicily
Caves -- Sicily
Dionysos (Greek deity)
Donkeys -- Sicily
Prisons -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Church of S. Giovanni (N.), built 1182 above crypt where St. Paul once preached, Syracuse. 8589 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Church of S. Giovanni (N.), built 1182 above crypt where St. Paul once preached, Syracuse. 8589 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22738

Similar to RSN 14253.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint

Topic: Churches -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: S. Giovanni Church
Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Underground chapel of St. Marcian (S.E.), where St. Paul preached to people of Syracuse. 8590 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Underground chapel of St. Marcian (S.E.), where St. Paul preached to people of Syracuse. 8590 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22739
Similar to RSN 14254.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint
Topic: Caverns -- Sicily
Chapels -- Sicily
Churches -- Sicily
Crypts -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy)
St. Marcian
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Latomie de' Cappuccini (S.S.W.), where 7,000 captive Athenians suffered in 414 B.C., Syracuse. 8591 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Latomie de' Cappuccini (S.S.W.), where 7,000 captive Athenians suffered in 414 B.C., Syracuse. 8591 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22740
Similar to RSN 14255.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Prisons -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Spring of Arethusa where the nymph was metamorphosed by Diana--W. over Syracuse border. 8592 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Spring of Arethusa where the nymph was metamorphosed by Diana--W. over Syracuse border. 8592 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22741
Similar to RSN 14256 and 27353.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Syracuse cathedral from N.W., showing Doric columns of older pagan temple in N. wall. [Active no. 8593 : stereo interpositive,]. 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Syracuse cathedral from N.W., showing Doric columns of older pagan temple in N. wall. [Active no. 8593 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22742
Similar to RSN 14257.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

**Topic:**
- Buggies -- Sicily
- Carriages -- Sicily
- Cathedrals -- Sicily
- Columns, Doric
- Doric order
- Horses -- Sicily
- Ruins -- Italy
- SICILY TOUR
- Streets -- Sicily

**Place:**
- Sicily (Italy)
- Syracuse (Sicily)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Court of Archers, W.N.W., to towers of Dionysos--Euryalos Fort, Syracuse. 8594 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Entrance to Court of Archers, W.N.W., to towers of Dionysos--Euryalos Fort, Syracuse. 8594 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22743

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

**Names:**
- Court of Archers (Euryalos Fort, Syracuse, Sicily)
- Euryalos Fort (Syracuse, Sicily)

**Topic:**
- Children -- Sicily
- Dionysos (Greek deity)
- Fortification -- Sicily
- Rocks -- Sicily
- Ruins -- Sicily
- SICILY TOUR
- Towers -- Sicily

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:**
- Sicily (Italy)
- Syracuse (Sicily)

Farming at the foot of Fort Euryalos, where Syracuse held off the Athenians, 414 B.C. 8595 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Farming at the foot of Fort Euryalos, where Syracuse held off the Athenians, 414 B.C. 8595 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22744

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Names: Euryalos Fort (Syracuse, Sicily)

Topic: Agriculture -- Sicily
Donkeys -- Sicily
Fortification -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking from Euryalos Fort E. along ruined wall of Dionysos to the sea, Syracuse. 8596 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking from Euryalos Fort E. along ruined wall of Dionysos to the sea, Syracuse. 8596 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22745

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Names: Euryalos Fort (Syracuse, Sicily)

Topic: Children -- Sicily
Dionysos (Greek deity)
Fortification -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Looking S.E. from Euryalos Fort to Syracuse and harbor where the Athenians were defeated. 8597 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Looking S.E. from Euryalos Fort to Syracuse and harbor where the Athenians were defeated. 8597 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22746
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Names: Euryalos Fort (Syracuse, Sicily)
Topic: Fortification -- Sicily
Harbors -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Papyrus-bordered Spring of Cyane, the nymph who tried to save Proserpine, Syracuse. 8598 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Papyrus-bordered Spring of Cyane, the nymph who tried to save Proserpine, Syracuse. 8598 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22747
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].
Similar to RSN 14263 and 27354.

Topic: Boats -- Sicily
Papyrus -- Sicily
Pottery -- Sicily
Rivers -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR
Springs -- Sicily

Place: Cyane Spring (Syracuse, Sicily)
Proserpine
Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral where St. Agatha's relics rest, and old Elephant fountain, from the west, Catania. Active no. 8599 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cathedral where St. Agatha's relics rest, and old Elephant fountain, from the west, Catania. Active no. 8599 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22748
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Names: Agatha, Saint

Topic: Cathedrals -- Sicily
Elephants -- Sculpture -- Sicily
Fountains -- Sicily
Plazas -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Catania (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fine modern street of Stesicoro Etnea (N.) and its Sunday throng of townsfolk, Catania. 8600 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fine modern street of Stesicoro Etnea (N.) and its Sunday throng of townsfolk, Catania. 8600 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22749

Similar to RSN 14265 and 14266
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219]

Topic: Crowds
      SICILY TOUR
      Streets

Place: Catania (Sicily)
      Sicily (Italy)
      Stesicoro Etnea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Work and gossip at a fountain by the Cappuccini gate in Taormina's old city wall. 8602 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Work and gossip at a fountain by the Cappuccini gate in Taormina's old city wall. 8602 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22750

Similar to RSN 14271

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219]

Names: Cappuccini Gate (Taormini, Sicily)

Topic: Donkeys -- Sicily
       Fountains -- Sicily
       Gates -- Sicily
       Pottery -- Sicily
       Ruins -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR
       Streets -- Sicily
       Walls -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)
       Taormina (Sicily)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Looking W.S.W. over Taormina's ancient theatre to snowy Etna, twenty miles away. 8603 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking W.S.W. over Taormina's ancient theatre to snowy Etna, twenty miles away. 8603 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22751

Similar to RSN 14272.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Mountains -- Sicily
       Ruins -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR
       Theaters -- Sicily
       Volcanoes -- Sicily

Place: Etna (Sicily)
       Sicily (Italy)
       Taormina (Sicily)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Theatre of old Greek and Roman eras overlooking Taormina and mountains at west. 8604 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Theatre of old Greek and Roman eras overlooking Taormina and mountains at west. 8604 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22752

Similar to RSN 14273.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Columns -- Sicily
       Greeks
       Mountains -- Sicily
       Ruins -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR
       Theaters -- Sicily
Humble folks of today and their home inside a mediaeval nobleman's palace, Taormina. Active no. 8605 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Humble folks of today and their home inside a mediaeval nobleman's palace, Taormina. Active no. 8605 : stereo interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22753

Similar to RSN 14274. Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic:
Donkeys
Dwellings -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy -- 1900-1910
SICILY TOUR
Streets
Wheelbarrows

Place:
Italy -- 1890-1920
Sicily (Italy)
Taormina (Sicily)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 8608 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 8608 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22754

Similar to RSN 14279.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic:
Offices
Portraits

Genres/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Carriage in flag-bedecked street in India.] 8609 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Carriage in flag-bedecked street in India.] 8609 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

White spots in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 22755

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Carriages -- India
Celebrations -- India
Flags -- India
Horses -- India
Tents -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[India.] Active no. 8610 : Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [India.] Active no. 8610 : Interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22756

Similar to RSN 14280.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Military -- India
Mosques -- India
Palaces -- India

Place: India -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8611 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8611 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22757
Similar to RSN 14281.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Carriages -- India
Celebrations -- India
Gates -- India
Horses -- India
Royalty -- India
Streets -- India

Place: India

[ Military. ] 8612 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [ Military. ] 8612 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22758
Similar to RSN 14282.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Rites and ceremonies
Soldiers

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ben Pagoda, Bhamo. 8613 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ben Pagoda, Bhamo. 8613 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22759
Similar to RSN 14283.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Pagodas -- India
Shrines -- India
Temples -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Desert in India.] 8614 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Desert in India.] 8614 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22760
Similar to RSN 14284.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Camels -- India
Deserts -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Stately building in India. Active no. 8615 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Stately building in India. Active no. 8615 : stereo interpositive,]
1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22761
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].
Topic: Architecture -- India
Armed Forces
Buildings
Celebrations
Flags
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8616 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8616 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22762
Similar to RSN 14285.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].
Topic: Camels -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8617 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 8617 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22763

Similar to RSN 14286.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Camels -- India
Military -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8618 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 8618 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22764

Similar to RSN 14287.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Architecture
Armed Forces
Buildings

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8619 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8619 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22765

Similar to RSN 14288.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Carriages -- India
Horses -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 8620 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 8620 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22766

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Ships -- India
Waterscapes -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8621 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 8621 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22767

Similar to RSN 14289.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Boats -- India
       Military -- India
       Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8622 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 8622 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22768

Similar to RSN 14290.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Arches
       Architecture
       Armed Forces
       Royalty

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8623 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8623 interpositive. 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22769
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Similar to RSN 14291

Topic: Flags
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty
Place: India
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8624 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8624 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22770
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Similar to RSN 14292, 14293, 22771 and 22772.

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Flags -- India
Royalty -- India
Tents -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 265
RSN Numbers 22771-22871

Image(s)

[Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8625 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8625 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22771

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Similar to RSN 14292, 14293, 22770 and 22772.

| Topic                          | Ceremonies -- India
|                               | Flags -- India
|                               | Royalty -- India
|                               | Tents -- India
| Place:                        | India
| Genre/                        | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
| Form:                         | Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8626 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd at royal ceremony in India.] 8626 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22772

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Similar to RSN 14292, 14293, 22770 and 22771.

| Topic                          | Ceremonies -- India
|                               | Flags -- India
|                               | Royalty -- India
|                               | Tents -- India
| Place:                        | India
| Genre/                        | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
| Form:                         | Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8627 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8627 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22773

Similar to RSN 14294.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Rites and ceremonies
Royalty
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8628 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8628 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22774

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14295.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Celebrations
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8629 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 8629 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22775
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Rites and ceremonies
Royalty

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8630 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 8630 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22776
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219]

Topic: Rites and ceremonies
Royalty

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 8631 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 8631 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22777
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14296 and 14297.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Genre/ Form: Expositions Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Gates

Place: India

[Crowd.] 8632 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd.] 8632 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22778

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN RSN 14298.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Architecture
Crowds
Streets

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flag-bedecked city building in India.] 8633 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Flag-bedecked city building in India.] 8633 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22779
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Similar to RSN 14299.
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Topic: Architecture -- India
      Carts -- India
      Flags -- India
      Horses -- India
      Streetcars -- India
      Streets -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 8634 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade.] 8634 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22780

Similar to RSN 14300.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
      Horses -- India
      Military -- India
      Parades -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 8635 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade.] 8635 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22781

Similar to RSN 14301.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Horses -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 8636 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade.] 8636 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22782

Similar to RSN 14302.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Rites and ceremonies

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops on parade ground in India.] 8637 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Troops on parade ground in India.] 8637 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22783

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Flags -- India
Horses -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 8638 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 8638 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22784

Similar to RSN 14305.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Portraits -- India
Tents -- India

Place: India

[Family portrait in front of building in India.] 8639 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family portrait in front of building in India.] 8639 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22785

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Similar to RSN 14306.

Topic: Family -- India
Portraits -- India

Place: India

[Portrait.] 8640 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 8640 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22786

Similar to RSN 14307.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Portraits
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8641 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8641 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22787

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Royalty -- India
Ships -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8642 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8642 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22788

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic:  Armed Forces
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8643 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8643 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22789

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic:  Gardens -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India
Royalty -- India

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8644 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8644 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22790

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic:  Gardens -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8645 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 8645 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22791

Similar to RSN 14308.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Rites and ceremonies
Royalty
Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8646 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 8646 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22792

Similar to RSN 14309, 14310 and 22793.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Names: Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: Portraits
Royalty
Place: India
Princess of Wales

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] [Active no. 8646 : stereo Interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Royalty.] [Active no. 8646 : stereo Interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22793

Similar to RSN 14309, 14310 and 22792; "Made by CB" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Associated numbers: 93938; 10747.

Names: Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: Portraits
Royalty

Place: India
Princess of Wales

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 8647 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 8647 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22794

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Portraits -- India
Tents -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8648 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8648 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22795
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Military -- India
       Portraits -- India
       Tents -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

["God Bless the Prince and Princess" in lights on building. Active no. 8649 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): ["God Bless the Prince and Princess" in lights on building. Active no. 8649 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22796
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Names: Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       Electricity
       Night photography -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1900

Place: India
       Princess of Wales
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8650 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8650 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22797
Similar to RSN 14311.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Carriages
Royalty
Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8651 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8651 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22798
Similar to RSN 14312 and 14313.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Architecture
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty
Place: India

[Royalty.] 8652 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8652 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22799

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Architecture -- India
       Ceremonies -- India
       Horses -- India
       Military -- India
       Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8653 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8653 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22800

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Columns -- India
       Military -- India
       Royalty -- India
       Ruins -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Landscape.] 8654 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Landscape] 8654 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silber gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22801

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Waterscapes
Place: India

[Royal ceremony in India.] 8655 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royal ceremony in India.] 8655 interpositive 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silber gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22802

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Similar to RSN 14314

Topic: Flags
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty
Place: India

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal ceremony in India.] 8656 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royal ceremony in India.] 8656 interpositive 1906..
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silber gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22803

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14315.

Topic:
Ceremonies -- India
Flags -- India
Horses -- India
Military -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 8657 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 8657 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22804

Similar to RSN 14316.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic:
Architecture -- India
Buildings -- India
Parks -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 8658 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade.] 8658 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
   RSN 22805

Similar to RSN 14317.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   94416

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

   Topic: Military -- India
          Parades -- India
          Photographers -- India

   Place: India

[Ceremony.] 8659 Interpositive, 1906
   1 Item (5" x 8")
   Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8659 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 22806

Similar to RSN 14318.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

   Topic: Ceremonies -- India
          Elephants -- India

   Place: India

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8660 Interpositive, 1906
   1 Item (5" x 8")
   Image(s): [Royalty.] 8660 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22807

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Rites and ceremonies
       Royalty
Place: India
Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8661 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8661 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22808

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94171

Topic: Carriages -- India
       Horses -- India
       Royalty -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 8662 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 8662 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22809

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94300

Topic: Children -- India
    Palaces -- India
    Portraits -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Flag-bedecked city building in India.] 8663 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Flag-bedecked city building in India.] 8663 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22810

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Similar to RSN 14319.

Copy and Version Identification Note
94054

Topic: Carts -- India
    Flags -- India
    Gates -- India
    Horses -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 8664 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 8664 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22811

Similar to RSN 14320.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94310

Topic:  Architecture
       Interior architecture
       Rites and ceremonies

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8665 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8665 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22812

Similar to RSN 14321.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Topic:  Jungles -- India
       Rites and ceremonies

Place:  India

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 8666 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 8666 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22813

Similar to RSN 14322.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].
Copy and Version Identification Note

94314

Topic: Architecture
    Dining rooms

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 8667 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 8667 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 22814

Similar to RSN 14323.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93987

Topic: Architecture
    Buildings

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 8668 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 8668 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 22815

Similar to RSN 14324.

Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].
Copy and Version Identification Note

94231

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture
Palaces

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 8669 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ruins.] 8669 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22816

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14325.
Currently stored in box 3.2.26 [219].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93990

Topic: Fortification -- India
Ruins -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Carriage.] 8671 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Carriage.] 8671 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Gouges in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 22817
Similar to RSN 14327.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93997

Topic: Architecture -- India
Carriages -- India
Horses -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd beside train in India.] 8672 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crowd beside train in India.] 8672 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22818

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94176

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Railroads -- India
Trains -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8673 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8673 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22819
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94082

Topic: Architecture
Carriages
Rites and ceremonies

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8674 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 8674 Interpositive 1906..

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22820

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94139

Topic: Portraits
Royalty

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8675 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 8675 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22821

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94085
Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
Rites and ceremonies
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Carriage.] 8676 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Carriage.] 8676 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22822
Similar to RSN 14328.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94086
Topic: Architecture -- India
Carriages -- India
Horses -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8677 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8677 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22823
Similar to RSN 14329.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94088

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Horses -- India
Parades -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8678 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8678 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22824

Similar to RSN 14330.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94087

Topic: Gates -- India
Horses -- India
Royalty -- India
Streets -- India
Wagons -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8679 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8679 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22825

Similar to RSN 14331.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94090

Topic: Armed Forces
Salutes

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 8680 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 8680 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22826

Similar to RSN 14332.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94089

Topic: Architecture
Streets

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 8681 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade.] 8681 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22827

Similar to RSN 14333.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94140

Topic: Horses -- India
Parades -- India
Roads -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] 8682 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Animals.] 8682 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22828

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94188

Topic: Animals -- India
Competitions -- India
Towers -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Carriage.] 8683 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Carriage.] 8683 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22829

Similar to RSN 14334.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93975

Topic: Carriages
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 8684 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 8684 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22830

Similar to RSN 14335.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93972

Topic: Portraits -- India
Tents -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops line road beside hospital in India.] 8685 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Troops line road beside hospital in India.] 8685 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 22831

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Similar to RSN 14336.

Copy and Version Identification Note

93806

Topic: Hospitals -- India
Military -- India
Roads -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd.] 8686 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd.] 8686 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22832

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94208

Topic: Crowds

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: India

[Troops parade in flag-bedecked street in India.] 8687 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Troops parade in flag-bedecked street in India.] 8687 interpositive 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22833

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94383

Topic: Armed Forces
Celebrations
Flags
Parades

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8688 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 8688 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22834

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94424

Topic: Armed Forces
Carriages

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8689 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 8689 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22835

Similar to RSN 14337.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94427

Topic: Rites and ceremonies
   Royalty

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Military] 8690 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military] 8690 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22836

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94143

Topic: Docks -- India
   Military -- India
   Piers -- India
   Royalty -- India
   Ships -- India
   Wharves -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Military] 8691 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 8691 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22837

Same as RSN 14338.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93343

Topic: Armed Forces
Gates
Parades
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Flag-bedecked archway in India.] 8692 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Flag-bedecked archway in India.] 8692 interpositive 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22838

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Same as RSN 14339

Copy and Version Identification Note
94355

Topic: Flags
Gates -- India
Rites and ceremonies

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8693 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8693 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22839
Similar to RSN 14340.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
93949
Topic: Crowds
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8694 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8694 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22840
Similar to RSN 14341.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94049
Topic: Gates
Rites and ceremonies
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8695 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8695 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22841
Similar to RSN 14342.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94179
Topic: Armed Forces
Bands (Music) -- 1900-1910.
Musical instruments
Rites and ceremonies
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8696 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8696 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22842
Similar to RSN 14343.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94425
Topic: Royalty -- India
Streets -- India
Transportation

Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8697 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8697 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22843

Similar to RSN 14344.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94328

Topic: Portraits
Royalty

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8698 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8698 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22844

Similar to RSN 14345.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94262
Topic: Rites and ceremonies
       Royalty

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8699 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 8699 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22845

Similar to RSN 14346.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94353

Topic: Military -- India
       Parades -- India
       Rifles -- India
       Training -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 8700 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Roadway.] 8700 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22846

Similar to RSN 14347.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94289

Topic: Horses -- India
      Mountains -- India
      Roads -- India
      Valleys -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8701 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8701 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 22847

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93947

Topic: Fortification -- India
       Military -- India
       Mountains -- India
       Rifles -- India
       Valleys -- India

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: India

[Military.] 8702 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8702 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22848

Similar to RSN 14348.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94127

Topic: Fortification -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India
Rifles -- India
Soldiers -- India
Training -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8703 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8703 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 22849
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94263

Topic: Fortification -- India
Military -- India
Mountains -- India
Soldiers -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8704 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8704 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22850

Similar to RSN 14349.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94019

Topic: Fortification -- India
      Military -- India
      Mountains -- India
      Soldiers -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8705 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8705 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22851

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94018

Topic: Fortification -- India
      Military -- India
      Mountains -- India
      Soldiers -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8706 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 8706 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22852
Similar to RSN 14350.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94294

Topic: Fortification -- India
Military -- India
Portraits -- India
Soldiers -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8707 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22853
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94020

Topic: Carriages -- India
Fortification -- India
Horses -- India
Military -- India
Soldiers -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8708 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22854
Similar to RSN 14351.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94021
Topic: Fortification -- India
       Military -- India
       Mountains -- India
       Roads -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8710 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8710 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22855
Similar to RSN 14353.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94298
Topic: Fortification -- India
       Military -- India

Mountains -- India

Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8711 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8711 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22856

Similar to RSN 14354.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94017

Topic: Military -- India
Mountains -- India
Rifles -- India
Soldiers -- India
Valleys -- India

Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8712 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8712 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22857

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94063
[Royalty.] 8713 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8713 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22858

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94039

Scene at the last Indian Durbar; beautiful camp of Maharajo of Patiala; Punjab chiefs camp at Lahora. [Active no. 8714 : stereo interpositive,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Scenes at the last Indian Durbar; beautiful camp of Maharajo of Patiala; Punjab chiefs camp at Lahora. [Active no. 8714 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22859

Same as RSN 14355.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Company acc. no. 94283.

Names: Durbar (Delhi, India)

Topic: Art -- India
      Camps -- India
      Celebrations -- India
      Sculptures -- India
      Tents -- India

Place: India -- 1890-1920
       Lahora (India)
       Maharajo of Patiala
       Punjab

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ceremony.] 8715 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8715 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22860

Same as RSN 14356.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94157

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
       Elephants -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ceremony.] 8716 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8716 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22861

Same as RSN 14357.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94155

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Ceremonies -- India</th>
<th>Elephants -- India</th>
<th>Horses -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Military.] 8717 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 8717 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22862

Same as RSN 14358.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94241

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>India</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Ceremony.] 8718 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8718 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22863
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94074
  Topic: Ceremonies -- India
        Tents -- India
  Place: India
  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8719 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8719 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22864
Similar to RSN 14359.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94041
  Topic: Armed Forces
        Rites and ceremonies
        Royalty
  Place: India
  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8720 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 8720 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22865

Similar to RSN 14360.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94274

Topic: Armed Forces
Rites and ceremonies

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Presented by the citizens of Lucknow to their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales December 1905 [on gift label]. [Active no. 8721 : stereo interpositive,] 1906

1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Presented by the citizens of Lucknow to their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales December 1905 [on gift label]. [Active no. 8721 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
94299 (associated number)

RSN 22866

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214]

Names: Wales, Prince of

Topic: Gifts
Royalty

Place: India -- 1900-1910

Lucknow (India)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8722 Interpositive, 1906
61 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8722 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22867

Similar to RSN 14361.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94045

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Horses -- India
Ruins -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

This foundation stone of the Medical College erected by the peoples of the United Provinces in commemoration of the visit of their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales. 8723 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): This foundation stone of the Medical College erected by the peoples of the United Provinces in commemoration of the visit of their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales. 8723 Interpositive 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22868

Similar to RSN 14362
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214]
Copy and Version Identification Note
94184

Topic: Cornerstones
       Rites and ceremonies
       Royalty

Place: India
       Prince and Princess of Wales

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 8724 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 8724 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22869

Similar to RSN 14363.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94428

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       Electricity
       Night photography -- New York (State) -- New York -- 1890-1900

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8725 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8725 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22870
Similar to RSN 14364.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94024

Topic: Arches
Rites and ceremonies
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8727 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8727 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22871

Similar to RSN 14366.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94414

Topic: Arches -- India
Ceremonies -- India
Elephants -- India
Military -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 266 RSN Numbers 22872-22970
Image(s)

[Military.] 8728 Interpositive, 1906
**1 Item (5" x 8")**

**Image(s):** [Military.] 8728 Interpositive 1906,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22872

Similar to RSN 14367,
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214],

Copy and Version Identification Note
94415

- **Topic:** Arches -- India
- **Ceremonies -- India**
- **Elephants -- India**
- **Military -- India**

- **Place:** India

- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**[Ruins.] 8729 Interpositive, 1906**

**1 Item (5" x 8")**

**Image(s):** [Ruins.] 8729 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22873

Similar to RSN 14368.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214],

Copy and Version Identification Note
94013

- **Topic:** Portraits -- India
- **Ruins -- India**

- **Place:** India

- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Crowd in train station in India.] 8730 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd in train station in India.] 8730 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22874

Similar to RSN 14369.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94027

Topic: Portraits -- India
       Railroads -- India
       Stations -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 8731 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 8731 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22875

Similar to RSN 14370.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94206

Topic: Buildings
       Portraits

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 8732 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade.] 8732 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22876
Similar to RSN 14371.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94382
Topic: Buildings -- India
Horses -- India
Parades -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 8733 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ships.] 8733 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22877
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
93942
Topic: Boats -- India
Seascapes -- India
Ships -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 8734 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ships.] 8734 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22878
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94076
Topic: Boats -- India
Ships -- India
Place: India

[Children.] 8735 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Children.] 8735 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22879
Similar to RSN 14372.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94012
Topic: Children -- India
Portraits -- India
Place: India
[Ceremony.] 8736 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8736 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22880
Similar to RSN 14373.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94234
Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Tents -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8737 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8737 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22881
Similar to RSN 14374.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94080
Topic: Rites and ceremonies
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8738 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8738 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22882

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94067

Topic: Carriages
Flowers
Rites and ceremonies

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony in India.] 8739 interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ceremony in India.] 8739 interpositive 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

lower right corner missing

Local Numbers
RSN 22883

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Similar to RSN 14375

Copy and Version Identification Note
94377

Topic: Flags
Rites and ceremonies
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8740 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8740 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22884
Similar to RSN 14376.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94145

Topic: Rites and ceremonies
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 8741 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 8741 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22885
Similar to RSN 14377.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94190

Topic: Boats -- India
Ships -- India
Waterscapes -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Carriage.] 8742 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Carriage.] 8742 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22886

Similar to RSN 14378.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94008

Topic: Carriages
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 8743 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 8743 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22887

Similar to RSN 14379.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94352

Topic: Portraits Royalty
Place: India
[Ceremony.] 8744 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8744 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22888
Similar to RSN 14380.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94111

Topic: Carriages
Rites and ceremonies
Place: India

[Ceremony.] 8744 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8744 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22889
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94433

Topic: Rites and ceremonies
Royalty
Place: India
[Harbor.] 8746 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Harbor.] 8746 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22890

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94335

Topic:
Architecture -- India
Boats -- India
Harbors -- India

Place:
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street parade in city in India.] 8747 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street parade in city in India.] 8747 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22891

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94412

Topic:
Carriages -- India
Flags -- India
Horses -- India
Parades -- India
Streets -- India

Place:
India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor.] 8748 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Harbor.] 8748 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22892

Similar to RSN 14381.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93973

Topic: Architecture -- India
      Boats -- India
      Harbors -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor.] 8749 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Harbor.] 8749 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22893

Similar to RSN 14382.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94101

Topic: Architecture -- India
      Boats -- India
      Harbors -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 8750 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boats.] 8750 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22894

Similar to RSN 14383.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94222

Topic: Architecture -- India
Boats -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of Mandalay River in India.] 8751 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of Mandalay River in India.] 8751 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22895

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Similar to RSN 14384.

Copy and Version Identification Note
94307

Topic: Architecture
Rivers -- India
Place: India
Mandalay River -- India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Boatman beside river in India.] 8752 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boatman beside river in India.] 8752 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22896

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Similar to RSN 14385.

Copy and Version Identification Note
94102

Topic: Architecture -- India
Boats -- India
Rivers -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8753 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8753 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22897

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94302

Topic: Architecture
Rites and ceremonies
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8754 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8754 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22898
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94297

Topic: Architecture
Rites and ceremonies

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephants.] 8755 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Elephants.] 8755 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22899
Similar to RSN 14387.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94423

Topic: Elephants -- India
Place: India
[Elephant.] 8756 Interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Elephant.] 8756 Interpositive 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Gridwood, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 22900  
Similar to RSN 14386.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
94160  
Topic: Elephants -- India  
Place: India  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Elephant.] 8757 Interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Elephant.] 8757 Interpositive 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Gridwood, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 22901  
Similar to RSN 14388.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
94247  
Topic: Elephants -- India  
Place: India
[Ceremony.] 8758 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8758 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22902

Similar to RSN 14389.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94141

Topic: Architecture
Rites and ceremonies

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8759 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8759 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22903

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94132

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Tents -- India

Place: India
[Ceremony.] 8760 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8760 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22904
Similar to RSN 14390.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94293
Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Tents -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers beside rail line in India.] 8761 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers beside rail line in India.] 8761 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22905
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94288
Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Military -- India
Railroads -- India
Streets -- India
Trains -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers beside train in India.] 8762 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers beside train in India.] 8762 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22906
Similar to RSN 14391; same as RSN 22907.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94292

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Military -- India
Railroads -- India
Streets -- India
Trains -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers beside train in India.] 8762 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers beside train in India.] 8762 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22907
Similar to RSN 14391; same as RSN 22906.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94292
Topic: Ceremonies -- India  
Military -- India  
Railroads -- India  
Streets -- India  
Trains -- India  

Place: India  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street parade in city in India.] 8763 interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Street parade in city in India.] 8763 interpositive 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Gridwood, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 22908  
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].  
Similar to RSN 14392.  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
94320  

Topic: Carriages -- India  
Flags -- India  
Horses -- India  
Military -- India  
Parades -- India  
Rifles -- India  

Place: India  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8764 Interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Military.] 8764 Interpositive 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Gridwood, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 22909
Similar to RSN 14393.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94162

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Arches -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carriages -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Military -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rifles -- India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:                        | India                                     |

| Genre/ Form:                 | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Architecture.] 8765 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 8765 Interpositive 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22910

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94157

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Architecture -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mosques -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:                        | India                                     |

| Genre/ Form:                 | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Outdoor celebration in India.] 8766 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Outdoor celebration in India.] 8766 interpositive 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22911

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94321

Topic: Arches
        Armed Forces
        Celebrations
        Flags
        Mountains -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8767 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 8767 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22912

Similar to RSN 14394.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94069

Topic: Military -- India
        Mountains -- India
        Rifles -- India
        Training -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8768 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 8768 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22913

Similar to RSN 14395.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94359

Topic: Military -- India
Mountains -- India
Tents -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion.] 8769 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Religion.] 8769 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22914

Similar to RSN 14396.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94302

Topic: Religion -- India
Tents -- India

Place: India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Rail line in India.] 8770 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rail line in India.] 8770 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22915
Similar to RSN 14397.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94356

Topic: Mountains -- India
Photographers -- India
Railroads -- India
Roads -- India
Trains -- India

Place: India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8771 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8771 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22916
Similar to RSN 14398.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94032

Topic: Armed Forces
Rites and ceremonies

Place: India
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Chinese community welcome for Prince of Wales. Active no. 8772 : stereo interpositive,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Chinese community welcome for Prince of Wales. Active no. 8772 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22917
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Company acc. no. 94431.

Names: Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: Architecture
Place: China
India

[Royalty.] 8773 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 8773 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22918
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94406

Topic: Carriages -- India
Horses -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 8774 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 8774 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22919
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94255

Topic: Streets
Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8775 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8775 Interpositive 1906,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22920
Similar to RSN 14400,
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214],

Copy and Version Identification Note
94257

Topic: Armed Forces
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8776 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8776 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22921

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94252

Topic: Architecture
Rites and ceremonies
Royalty

Place: India

[Royalty.] 8777 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8777 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22922

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94116

Topic: Carriages -- India
Horses -- India
Parades -- India
Royalty -- India

Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Lumber.] 8778 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Lumber.] 8778 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22923

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94403

Topic: Elephants -- India
Laborers -- India
Lumber industry -- India
Trees -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 8779 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 8779 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22924

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94408

Topic: Portraits
Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Royalty.] 8780 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 8780 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22925
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94029

Topic: Architecture
Portraits
Royalty

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Shiva Dagon Pagoda. 8781 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Entrance to Shiva Dagon Pagoda. 8781 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22926
Similar to RSN 14401.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94225

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma

Place: Burma
Rangoon (Burma)
Shiva Dagon Pagoda
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8782 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8782 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22927
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94254
Topic: Architecture -- Burma
       Ceremonies -- Burma
       Pagodas -- Burma
       Streets -- Burma
Place: Burma
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Pagoda.] 8783 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pagoda.] 8783 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22928
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94148
Topic: Architecture -- Burma
       Pagodas -- Burma
       Streets -- Burma
Place: Burma
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion.] 8784 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Religion.] 8784 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22929

Similar to RSN 14412.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94408

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pagoda.] 8785 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pagoda.] 8785 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22930

Similar to RSN 14402.

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94221

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Streets -- Burma
Place: Burma
Rangoon (Burma)
Shiva Dagon Pagoda

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wide river in India.] 8786 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Wide river in India.] 8786 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Dark spot in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 22931

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Similar to RSN 14403.

Copy and Version Identification Note
94407

Topic: Boats -- India
Rivers -- India
Ships -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8787 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8787 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22932

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94404

Topic: Architecture
      Rites and ceremonies

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Carriage.] 8788 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Carriage.] 8788 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22933

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94121

Topic: Architecture -- India
      Carriages -- India
      Horses -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8789 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8789 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22934

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Topic: Crowds
Rites and ceremonies

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 8790 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 8790 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22935

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94430

Topic: Architecture
Portraits
Pottery

Place: Burma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8791 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 8791 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22936

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94401

Topic: Military -- India
Tents -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8792 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8792 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22937
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94360

Topic: Horses -- India
      Military -- India
      Tents -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers beside train in India.] 8793 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers beside train in India.] 8793 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22938
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94011

Topic: Railroads -- India
      Stations -- India
      Trains -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8795 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8795 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22939
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94055
Topic: Horses -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 8796 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 8796 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22940
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94150
Topic: Armed Forces
Rites and ceremonies
Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Military.] 8797 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade, India. Active no. 8797 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22941

Same as RSN 14406.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94169

Topic:  Horses -- India
       Military -- India
       Parades -- India
Place:  India
Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:   Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8798 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8798 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22942

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94345

Topic:  Crowds
       Rites and ceremonies
       Streets
Place:  India
Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:   Stereoscopic photographs
[Royalty. 8799 Interpositive, 1906
 1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Royalty. 8799 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 22943

Similar to RSN 14407.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  94250

  Topic: Carriages -- India
        Ceremonies -- India
        Horses -- India
        Parades -- India
        Royalty -- India

  Place: India

  Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony. 8800 Interpositive, 1906
 1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ceremony. 8800 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 22944

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
  94351

  Topic: Architecture
        Rites and ceremonies

  Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 8801 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 8801 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22945
Similar to RSN 14408.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94113
Topic: Carriages -- India
Ceremonies -- India
Horses -- India
Streets -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street crowd in India.] 8802 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street crowd in India.] 8802 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22946
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Similar to RSN 14409.

Copy and Version Identification Note
94183
Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Military -- India
Monuments -- India
Parades -- India
Rifles -- India
Streets -- India

Place: India
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of wide river and city.] 8803 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of wide river and city.] 8803 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22947

Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94282

Topic: Architecture
Harbors
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Carriage.]d 8804 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Carriage.]d 8804 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22948

Similar to RSN 14410.
Currently stored in box 3.2.27 [214].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94305
Topic: Architecture -- India
Carriages -- India
Horses -- India

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Animals.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Animals.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22949
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4335

Topic: Animals
Rocks
Sea lions
Seals (Animals)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River waterfalls in rural setting.] 8857 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River waterfalls in rural setting.] 8857 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22950
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111615

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers
Waterfalls
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rural setting.] 8858 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River in rural setting.] 8858 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Spots and scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 22951

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Topic: Boats and boating
Mountains
Rivers

[Celebration.] 8865 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Celebration.] 8865 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22952

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
10212

Topic: Celebrations -- India
Military -- India
Rifles -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pacific Coast.] 8866 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pacific Coast.] 8866 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22953

Similar to RSN 14422.

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4336

Place: Pacific Coast
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Pacific Coast.] 8867 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pacific Coast.] 8867 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22954

Similar to RSN 14423.

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4292

Topic: Waterfalls
Place: Pacific Coast
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 8869 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 8869 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22955

Similar to RSN 14425.

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4339 1/2

Topic: Blue collar workers
Donkeys
Forests
Lumbering
Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Pacific Coast

[Landscape.] 8870 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 8870 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22956

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4204

Topic: Farms -- Pacific Coast
Mountains -- Pacific Coast
Orchards -- Pacific Coast
Valleys -- Pacific Coast

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Pacific Coast

[Landscape.] 8870 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 8870 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22957

Similar to RSN 14426.
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4204 1/2

Topic: Farms -- Pacific Coast
Mountains -- Pacific Coast
Orchards -- Pacific Coast
Valleys -- Pacific Coast

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Pacific Coast

[Children in home living room.] 8874 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Children in home living room.] 8874 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22958

Similar to RSN 14428.
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Copy and Version Identification Note
3418

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Electricity [on building.] [Active no. 8886 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22959

Similar to RSN 14440.

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Original no. 0614.

Topic: Architecture -- France

Boats and boating

Electricity

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain.] 8887 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fountain.] 8887 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22960

Similar to RSN 14441.

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

0683

Topic: Architecture

Boats and boating

Fountains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain.] 8888 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fountain.] 8888 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22961

Similar to RSN 14442.
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0700

Topic:   Flowers
         Fountains
         Streets

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 8889 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 8889 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22962

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0702 1/2

Topic:   Architecture

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

[Gondola, Venice? Active No. 8890 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection

Local Numbers
RSN 22963

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Orig. no. 0706.

Topic:
Architecture
Boats and boating
Monuments
Sculpture

Place: Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Canada] on building 8891 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Canada] on building 8891 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22964

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0724

Topic:
Architecture -- Canada
Gardens -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tents.] 8893 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Tents.] 8893 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22965

Similar to RSN 14444.
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

10219

Topic: Tents -- India
Place: India -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Transportation.] 8894 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Transportation.] 8894 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22966

Similar to RSN 14445.

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

10195

Topic: Cows -- India
Horses -- India
Transportation -- India
Wagons -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Small boat in large river.] 8896 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Small boat in large river.] 8896 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22967

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Similar to RSN 14447.
Copy and Version Identification Note
2978

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy street scene in New York City. Active no. 8900: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22968

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Orig. no. 284.

Topic: Horses -- New York (N.Y.)
Railroads -- New York
Streetcars -- New York
Streets -- New York
Trains -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 8902 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 8902 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22969

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4189

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- United States
[Portrait.] 8903 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 8903 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22970

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4337

Topic:
Initials
Portraits
Trees

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 267

RSN Numbers 22971-23060

Image(s)

[Portrait.] 8904 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 8904 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22971

Same as RSN 22972.

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4336

Topic:
Forests
Horses
Portraits
Trees
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 8904 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 8904 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22972
Same as RSN 22971.
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4336

Topic: Forests
Horses
Portraits
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Food.] 8905 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Food.] 8905 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22973
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4345

Topic: Cookery
Dinners and dining
Food
Formations (Geology)
Tents
Wagons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing. Active no. 8907 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man with boatload of fish.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22974

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Orig. nos. 4284; 4384.

Topic:
Boats and boating
Fisheries
Fishes
Fishing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 8910 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cows.] 8910 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22975

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4333

Topic: Cows

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Forests.] 8915 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Forests.] 8915 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22976
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4351
Topic: Forests
Formations (Geology)
Tents
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 8920 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Roadway.] 8920 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22977
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Copy and Version Identification Note
4351
Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses
Roads
Wagons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 8929 Interpositive, 1904
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 8929 Interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22978
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4711

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd at rear of train.] 8954 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd at rear of train.] 8954 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22979
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2637

Topic: Crowds
Railroads -- Trains
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Plaza.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22980

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0612

Topic: Architecture
   Plazas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 8957 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade.] 8957 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22981

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Topic: Architecture
   Carts
   Cows
   Parades
   Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Fountain in city plaza.] 8958 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fountain in city plaza.] 8958 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22982

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Topic: Architecture
   Children
   Fountains
   Monuments
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sculpture.] 8960 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sculpture.] 8960 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22984

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Topic: Architecture
Parks
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Junior class carrying the traditional daisy chain--graduation ceremonies, Vassar College. 9009 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22985

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203]

Topic: Commencement ceremonies
      Daisies
      Education
      Flowers
      Parades
      Rites and ceremonies
      VASSAR COLLEGE

Place: New York
       Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)
       Vassar College

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Commencement exercises at Vassar College--graduating class on stage.
9010 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22986

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203]

Topic: Commencement ceremonies
      Education
      Rites and ceremonies
      VASSAR COLLEGE

Place: New York
       Poughkeepsie (N.Y.)
       Vassar College

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Children of City Orphan Asylums, on annual automobile outing--before City Hall. [Active no. 9011 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22987

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK CITY</td>
<td>NEW YORK CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orphans</td>
<td>Orphans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parades</td>
<td>Parades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streets</td>
<td>Streets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:                     | New York (N.Y.)                      |
| Genre/Form:                | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                            | Stereoscopic photographs             |

An oasis in a great city--poor children at Day Nursery, Grace Church. [Active no. 9012 stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): An oasis in a great city--poor children at Day Nursery, Grace Church.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22988

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203]. Company acc. no. 91638.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churches</td>
<td>Churches -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day care centers</td>
<td>Day care centers -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games</td>
<td>Games -- New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK CITY</td>
<td>NEW YORK CITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:                     | New York (N.Y.)                      |
| Genre/Form:                | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                            | Stereoscopic photographs             |

East Bazaar road, with porters going on errands and children at play, Rangoon. 9013 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): East Bazaar road, with porters going on errands and children at play, Rangoon. 9013 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22989
Coolies unloading rice-boats from the up-country districts, Rangoon. 9015 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Coolies unloading rice-boats from the up-country districts, Rangoon. 9015 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22990

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59125

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Baskets -- Burma
Boats -- Burma
Docks -- Burma
Laborers -- Burma
Piers -- Burma
Rice -- Burma
Rivers -- Burma
Wharves -- Burma

Place: Burma
Rangoon (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The fortress garden with famous Shwe Dagon Pagoda mirrored in its lake, Rangoon. 9017 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22991

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

59588

Topic:

BURMA TOUR
Bridges -- Burma
Gardens -- Burma
Lakes -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Parks -- Burma

Place:

Burma
Rangoon (Burma)
Shwe Dagon Pagoda (Burma)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shwe Dagon Pagoda, Burma's most holy place of worship, 370 ft. high and richly gilded, Rangoon. 9018 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shwe Dagon Pagoda, Burma's most holy place of worship, 370 ft. high and richly gilded, Rangoon. 9018 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Scratch in emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 22992

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

59626

Topic:

BURMA TOUR
Children -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma

Place:  Burma
     Rangoon (Burma)
     Shwe Dagon Pagoda

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

A pause on the steep stairway up the side of sacred Shwe Dagon pagoda, Rangoon. 9019 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A pause on the steep stairway up the side of sacred Shwe Dagon pagoda, Rangoon. 9019 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22993

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59730

Topic:  BURMA TOUR
        Children -- Burma
        Pagodas -- Burma
        Stairways -- Burma

Place:  Burma
        Rangoon (Burma)
        Shwe Dagon Pagoda

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Gilded flagstaff and image-house in the grounds of Shwe Dagon pagoda, Rangoon. 9020 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gilded flagstaff and image-house in the grounds of Shwe Dagon pagoda, Rangoon. 9020 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22994

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Marvelous elaboration of a Buddhist shrine built by a rich citizen of Rangoon. 9021 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Marvelous elaboration of a Buddhist shrine built by a rich citizen of Rangoon. 9021 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 22995

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Alabaster statues in a Rangoon pagoda, symbolic of Buddha's spiritual experience. Active no. 9022. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Alabaster statues in a Rangoon pagoda, symbolic of Buddha's spiritual experience. Active no. 9022. Stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 22996

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59062

Names: Buddha

Topic: BURMA TOUR
      Pagodas -- Burma
      Religion -- Burma
      Shrines -- Burma
      Temples, Buddhist -- Burma
      statues -- Burma

Place: Burma
      Rangoon (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Hair, candles and flags offered before image of religious meditation, Rangoon. 9023 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hair, candles and flags offered before image of religious meditation, Rangoon. 9023 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22997

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59734

Names: Buddha

Topic: BURMA TOUR
      Children -- Burma
      Pagodas -- Burma
      Religion -- Burma
      Shrines -- Burma
      Temples -- Burma
      statues -- Burma

Place: Burma
      Rangoon (Burma)
Largest Buddhist statue on earth (181 ft.)--the Teacher finding Peace in Death, Pegu. 9025 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Largest Buddhist statue on earth (181 ft.)--the Teacher finding Peace in Death, Pegu. 9025 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22998
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59098

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Children -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
statues -- Burma

Place: Burma
Pegu (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King Mindon's old fort and the moat at Mandalay from the airy shelf at "Sensation Corner." 9026 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): King Mindon's old fort and the moat at Mandalay from the airy shelf at "Sensation Corner." 9026 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 22999
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59333
Names: Mindon, King

Topic: BURMA TOUR  
Fortification -- Burma  
Moats -- Burma

Place: Burma  
Mandalay (Burma)  
Sensation Corner (Mandalay, Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Northern section of the "450 pagodas," each enshrining a book of Buddhist wisdom, Mandalay. 9028 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8"")

Image(s): Northern section of the "450 pagodas," each enshrining a book of Buddhist wisdom, Mandalay. 9028 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 23000

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
59709

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA TOUR  
Pagodas -- Burma  
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma  
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Splendid audience hall of the old royal palace inside the fort, Mandalay. 9029 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8"")

Image(s): Splendid audience hall of the old royal palace inside the fort, Mandalay. 9029 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 23001
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59602

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
BURMA TOUR
Fortification -- Burma
Palaces -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Inside the gorgeous Audience Hall where ambassadors used to approach the King, Mandalay. 9030 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Inside the gorgeous Audience Hall where ambassadors used to approach the King, Mandalay. 9030 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23002

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59623

Topic: Architecture -- Burma
BURMA TOUR
Fortification -- Burma
Palaces -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fight between best of 50 couples (champion at left)--funeral festivity at Mandalay. 9031 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fight between best of 50 couples (champion at left)--funeral festivity at Mandalay. 9031 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23003

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59575

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Boxing
Funeral rites and ceremonies
Sports -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Buddhist Archbishop among assistant priests and attendants, Mandalay.
9032 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Buddhist Archbishop among assistant priests and attendants, Mandalay. 9032 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23004

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59049

Names: Buddha

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Children -- Burma
Portraits -- Burma
Religion -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The star and two soubrettes of a popular theatrical company, at a "Pwe," Mandalay. [Active no. 9033 : stereo interpositive.]
Native shop and varied types of customers near Mogok. 9039 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Native shop and varied types of customers near Mogok. 9039 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23006

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59334

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Business enterprises
Markets -- Burma
Shops -- Burma
Stores -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mogok (Burma)
Native passengers on an Irrawaddy steamboat. 9041 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Native passengers on an Irrawaddy steamboat. 9041 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23007
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59164

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Boats -- Burma
Children -- Burma
Passengers -- Burma
Ships -- Burma

Place: Burma
Irrawaddy River (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Up 400 steps to prayer--hilltop pagoda guarded by lions, Sagaing. 9042 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Up 400 steps to prayer--hilltop pagoda guarded by lions, Sagaing. 9042 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23008
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59317

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Children -- Burma
Lions -- Burma
Memorial shrines of Buddha, built by pious men to save their souls, Sagaing. 9043 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Memorial shrines of Buddha, built by pious men to save their souls, Sagaing. 9043 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23009

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

59187

Names: Buddha

Topic: BURMA TOUR

Children -- Burma

Pagodas -- Burma

Shrines -- Burma

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Burma

Sagaing (Burma)

Devotions of pious Burmese before statue of Buddha, the Founder of their faith, Sagaing. 9044 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Devotions of pious Burmese before statue of Buddha, the Founder of their faith, Sagaing. 9044 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23010
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59084

Names: Buddha -- Burma
Topic: BURMA TOUR
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Sculptures -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
Temples -- Burma
prayers -- Burma

Place: Burma
Sagaing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Workmen chiseling stone images of the Buddha for Burmese shrines, Sagaing. Active 9045 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Workmen chiseling stone images of the Buddha for Burmese shrines, Sagaing. Active 9045 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23011

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203]. Company acc. no. 59636.

Names: Buddha -- Burma
Topic: Artisans -- Burma
BURMA TOUR
Carvings -- Burma
Laborers -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Sculpture -- Burma
statues -- Burma

Place: Burma
Sagaing (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Curiously rigged freight boat with standing oarsmen, on the broad Irrawaddy river. 9046 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Curiously rigged freight boat with standing oarsmen, on the broad Irrawaddy river. 9046 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23012
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59738

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Rivers -- Burma
Sailboats

Place: Burma
Irrawaddy River (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Homes of the people seen from the roof of old Guadapalin pagoda, Pagan. 9048 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Homes of the people seen from the roof of old Guadapalin pagoda, Pagan. 9048 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23013
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59319

Names: Guadapalin Pagoda (Pagan, Burma)

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Dwellings -- Burma
Homes -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Villages -- Burma

Place: Burma
Pagan (Burma)
A tamarind market with leisurely frequenters, before the glittering spires of Pagan. 9049 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A tamarind market with leisurely frequenters, before the glittering spires of Pagan. 9049 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23014

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

59537

Place:

Burma

Pagan (Burma)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Toddy palms 100 ft. tall (bamboo ladder reaches to flower-stalk), Pagan. 9050 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Toddy palms 100 ft. tall (bamboo ladder reaches to flower-stalk), Pagan. 9050 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23015

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

59262
Beautiful old Prome with its clustering trees and spires beside the Irrawaddy river. 9053 interpositive

1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Beautiful old Prome with its clustering trees and spires beside the Irrawaddy river. 9053 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23016

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59148

Bells of a Buddhist pagoda, rung by worshippers to record devotions--Prome. 9054 Interpositive

1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Bells of a Buddhist pagoda, rung by worshippers to record devotions--Prome. 9054 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23017
"By the old Moulmein pagoda," looking off over town and river. 9055 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "By the old Moulmein pagoda," looking off over town and river. 9055 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23018

Beginning a new Buddhist shrine on hill overlooking Salween river and Moulmein. 9056 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "By the old Moulmein pagoda," looking off over town and river. 9055 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Spots and scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 23019

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59668

Names: Buddha
Topic: BURMA TOUR
Laborers -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Burma
Moulmein
Salween River

Buddhist temple interior with costly decorations in gold and colors, Moulmein. 9057 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Buddhist temple interior with costly decorations in gold and colors, Moulmein. 9057 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23020

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59270

Names: Buddha
Topic: Architecture -- Burma
BURMA TOUR
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Temples -- Burma

Place:  Burma
       Moulmein (Burma)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Extraordinary shrine of Buddha, on a rocking boulder in the Kelasa hills.
9058 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Extraordinary shrine of Buddha, on a rocking boulder in the Kelasa hills. 9058 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23021

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
59278

Names:  Buddha

Topic:  BURMA TOUR
        Boulders -- Burma
        Formations (Geology) -- Burma
        Religion -- Burma
        Shrines -- Burma

Place:  Burma
        Kelasa (Burma)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Kyaitteyo Pagoda, miraculously balanced by a hair of Buddha, on Kelasa Heights. 9059 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Kyaitteyo Pagoda, miraculously balanced by a hair of Buddha, on Kelasa Heights. 9059 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23022
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

59038

Names: Buddha

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Boulders -- Burma
Formations (Geology) -- Burma
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
Kelasa (Burma)
Kyaitteyo Pagoda (Kelasa Heights, Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The centre of traffic--Singapore River and Kavanagh Bridge, from Surveyor's office, Singapore. 9060 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The centre of traffic--Singapore River and Kavanagh Bridge, from Surveyor's office, Singapore. 9060 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23023

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90762

Topic: Boats -- Singapore
Bridges -- Singapore
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Portraits -- Singapore
Rivers -- Singapore

Place: Kavanagh Bridge (Singapore)
Singapore

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The new City Hall, and monument to Sir Stamford Raffles, the city's founder, Singapore. 9061 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The new City Hall, and monument to Sir Stamford Raffles, the city's founder, Singapore. 9061 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23024

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

91310

Topic: Architecture

JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

Monuments

Place: Raffles, Stamford

Singapore

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Raffles Hotel, one of the finest of the great eastern shipping port, Singapore. 9062 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Raffles Hotel, one of the finest of the great eastern shipping port, Singapore. 9062 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23025

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90761

Topic: Architecture -- Singapore

Carriages -- Singapore

Horses -- Singapore

Hotels -- Singapore

JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

Streets -- Singapore

Place: Raffles, Stamford

Singapore
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Cathedral at Batavia, Java. 9063 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Cathedral at Batavia, Java. 9063 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23026
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Copy and Version Identification Note
90748

Topic: Architecture -- Java
Cathedrals -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Place: Batavia (Java)
Java
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pier at Tandjong-Priok, from a steamer's deck--arrival at Batavia, capital of Java. 9064 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Pier at Tandjong-Priok, from a steamer's deck--arrival at Batavia, capital of Java. 9064 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23027
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Copy and Version Identification Note
90767

Topic: Boats -- Java
Docks -- Java
Harbors -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Piers -- Java
Ships -- Java
Wharves -- Java

Place: Batavia (Java)
Java
Tandjong-Priok

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Molenfleit Canal and the "North Walk"--the principal European thoroughfare of Batavia. 9065 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Molenfleit Canal and the "North Walk"--the principal European thoroughfare of Batavia. 9065 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23028

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90746

Topic: Canals -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Trees -- Java
Walkways -- Java

Place: Batavia (Java)
Java
Molenfleit Canal
North Walk

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"North Walk" and its picturesque Molenfleit Canal--the main Dutch thoroughfare of Batavia. 9066 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "North Walk" and its picturesque Molenfleit Canal--the main Dutch thoroughfare of Batavia. 9066 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23029

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Copy and Version Identification Note

90744

Topic: Canals -- Java
   JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
   Trees -- Java
   Walkways -- Java

Place: Batavia (Java)
   Java
   Molenfleit Canal
   North Walk

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Gang Parganongen, an important street in the Chinese district, Batavia.
9067 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Gang Parganongen, an important street in the Chinese district, Batavia. 9067 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 23030

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].....

Copy and Version Identification Note

90731

Topic: Carts -- Java
   Horses -- Java
   JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
   Streets -- Java

Place: Batavia (Java)
   Gang Parganongen (Java)
   Java

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

One of the many public laundries along the banks of the Molenfleit Canal, Batavia. 9068 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): One of the many public laundries along the banks of the Molenfleit Canal, Batavia. 9068 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23031
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90747

Topic: Canals -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Laundries -- Java

Place: Batavia (Java)
Java
Molenfleit Canal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A morning bath in the Molenfleit Canal, which runs through North Walk, a street of Batavia. 9069 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A morning bath in the Molenfleit Canal, which runs through North Walk, a street of Batavia. 9069 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23032
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90733

Topic: Canals -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Laundries -- Java
Swimmers -- Java

Place: Batavia (Java)
Java
Molenfleit Canal
North Walk
Koenigs Plein (King's Place), a public square in Batavia, capital of tropical Java. 9070 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Koenigs Plein (King's Place), a public square in Batavia, capital of tropical Java. 9070 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23033
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90423

Topic: JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Palm trees -- Java
Plazas -- Java
Streets -- Java
Trees -- Java

Place: Batavia (Java)
Java
Koenigs Plein (Batavia, Java)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bellevue Hotel, shaded by cocoanut palms--at Buitenzorg, the enchanting mountain resort of Java. [Active no. 9071 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")]
Image(s): Bellevue Hotel, shaded by cocoanut palms--at Buitenzorg, the enchanting mountain resort of Java. [Active no. 9071 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23034
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Company acc. no. 90435.

Names: Bellevue Hotel (Buitenzorg, Java)
Topic: Carts -- Java
Horses -- Java
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Palm trees -- Java
Resorts -- Java
Trees -- Java

Place: Buitenzorg (Java)
Java

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Hotel Bellevue, Buitenzorg, S.W. over forests of cocoanut palms to volcanic Mt. Salak. 9072 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Hotel Bellevue, Buitenzorg, S.W. over forests of cocoanut palms to volcanic Mt. Salak. 9072 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23035

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90848

Names: Bellevue Hotel (Buitenzorg, Java)

Topic: Forests -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Mountains -- Java
Palm trees -- Java
Resorts -- Java
Rivers -- Java
Trees -- Java

Place: Buitenzorg (Java)
Java
Mt. Salak -- Java

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of the Governor-General, within the Botanical Gardens, Buitenzorg.
9073 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23036

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203]

Copy and Version Identification Note

90780

Topic:

Architecture
Botanical gardens
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Palaces

Place:

Buitenzorg (Java)
Java

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Street market--in foreground are "durians," one of the most noted of fruits.

[Active no. 9075 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23037

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Company acc. no. 91278.

Topic:

Durians
Fruit -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Markets -- Java
Streets -- Java

Place:

Buitenzorg (Java)
Java

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Looking down the principal street of Buitenzorg to Bellevue Hotel--canary trees on walk. 9074 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking down the principal street of Buitenzorg to Bellevue Hotel--canary trees on walk. 9074 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23038
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91271

Names: Bellevue Hotel (Buitenzorg, Java)
Topic: Canary trees
Children -- Java
Hotels -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Streets -- Java
Walkways -- Java
Place: Buitenzorg (Java)
Java
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lily pond and banyan tree, in the finest botanical gardens in the world. 9077 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Lily pond and banyan tree, in the finest botanical gardens in the world. 9077 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23039
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90795

Topic: Banyan tree -- Java
Botanical gardens -- Java
Fountains -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Lilies -- Java
Ponds -- Java
Trees -- Java

Place: Buitenzorg (Java)
Java

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Deer in the great botanical gardens of Buitenzorg. 9078 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Deer in the great botanical gardens of Buitenzorg. 9078 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23040

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90821

Topic: Botanical gardens -- Java
Deer -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Trees -- Java

Place: Buitenzorg (Java)
Java

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Maze of roots and old decayed trunk of a banyan tree, botanical gardens, Buitenzorg. 9079 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Maze of roots and old decayed trunk of a banyan tree, botanical gardens, Buitenzorg. 9079 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23041

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
The big-leafed Victoria Regia and the curious "sausage" tree, botanical gardens, Buitenzorg. 9080 Interpositive

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

chip of glass missing at top

Local Numbers
RSN 23042

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203]

Screw pines in the botanical gardens of Buitenzorg. 9081 Interpositive

Image(s): Screw pines in the botanical gardens of Buitenzorg. 9081 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 23043

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90787

Topic: Botanical gardens -- Java
Children -- Java
JAVA AND STRAIT SETTLEMENTS
Screw pines -- Java
Trees -- Java

Place: Buitenzorg (Java)
Java

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Luxuriant palms in the finest botanical gardens in the world, Buitenzorg.
9082 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Luxuriant palms in the finest botanical gardens in the world,
Buitenzorg. 9082 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23044

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90923

Topic: Botanical gardens -- Java
Children -- Java
JAVA AND STRAIT SETTLEMENTS
Palm trees -- Java
Trees -- Java

Place: Buitenzorg (Java)
Java

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A band of alang-alang players--an ancient musical instrument of the
natives of Java--Garoe. 9084 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A band of alang-alang players—an ancient musical instrument of the natives of Java—Garoeit. 9084 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23045

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91184

Topic: Alang-alang
Children -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Musical instruments -- Java
Palm trees -- Java
Trees -- Java

Place: Garoeit (Java)
Java

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Soldiers crossing a stream during maneuvers—flooded rice fields in foreground—Garoeit. 9085 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Soldiers crossing a stream during maneuvers—flooded rice fields in foreground—Garoeit. 9085 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23046

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91197

Topic: Agriculture -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Landscapes (representations) -- Java
Military -- Java
Rice -- Java
Rivers -- Java
Soldiers -- Java

Place: Garoet (Java)
Java

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Natives fishing in the low waters of a pond--Garoet. 9086 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Natives fishing in the low waters of a pond--Garoet. 9086 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23047
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90894

Topic: Fishing -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Palm trees -- Java
Ponds -- Java
Trees -- Java

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Garoet (Java)
Java

Native vendors, ragged and dirty, awaiting arrival of the train at the station, Brambanam. 9087 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Native vendors, ragged and dirty, awaiting arrival of the train at the station, Brambanam. 9087 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23048
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
The outdoor market, on roadway leading to the noted temples, Brambanam. 9088 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The outdoor market, on roadway leading to the noted temples, Brambanam. 9088 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 23049
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Local Numbers
RSN 23050

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91309

Topic: JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Markets -- Java
Streets -- Java

Place: Brambanam (Java)
Java

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A world-famed example of Hindu art--elaborately sculptured temples at Brambanam. 9089 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A world-famed example of Hindu art--elaborately sculptured temples at Brambanam. 9089 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 23051

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90914

Topic: Architecture -- Java
Art -- Java
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Religion -- Java
Sculptures -- Java
Temples -- Java

Place: Brambanam (Java)
Java

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Loro Jouggran, the world-famed ninth century Brahmanic temple at Brambanam. 9090 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Temple of Loro Joggran, the world-famous ninth century Brahmanic temple at Brambanam. 9090 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23052

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90904

Topic: Architecture -- Java
Art -- Java
Brahman
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Loro Joggran Temple (Brambanam, Java)
Religion -- Java
Sculptures -- Java
Temples -- Java

Place: Brambanam (Java)
Java

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Loro Joggran, "the pure, exalted virgin," to whom were dedicated the temples at Brambanam. 9091 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Loro Joggran, "the pure, exalted virgin," to whom were dedicated the temples at Brambanam. 9091 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23053

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90911

Topic: Architecture -- Java
Art -- Java
Brahman
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Loro Jouggan Temple (Brambanam, Java)
Religion -- Java
Sculptures -- Java
Temples -- Java

Place: Brambanam (Java)
Java

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"The Three Graces"--a far-famed sculpture in a great temple at Brambanam, Java. 9092 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "The Three Graces"--a far-famed sculpture in a great temple at Brambanam, Java. 9092 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23054

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90912

Topic: Architecture -- Java
Art -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Religion -- Java
Sculptures -- Java
Temples -- Java

Place: Brambanam (Java)
Java
Three Graces

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A section of three miles of sculpture--a "picture-bible of Buddhism"--Boro Boedor Temple. 9094 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A section of three miles of sculpture--a "picture-bible of Buddhism"--Boro Boedor Temple. 9094 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23055

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90862

Names: Boro Boedor Temple (Java)
       Buddha -- Java

Topic: Architecture -- Java
       Art -- Java
       Bibles -- Java
       JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
       Religion -- Java
       Sculptures -- Java
       Temples -- Java

Place: Java

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Latticed shrines and central dome on summit of the remarkable temple of
Boro Boedor, Java. 9095 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Latticed shrines and central dome on summit of the remarkable
temple of Boro Boedor, Java. 9095 Interpositive.

Latticed shrines and central dome on summit of the remarkable
temple of Boro Boedor, Java. 9095 Interpositive.

Local Numbers
RSN 23056

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90865

Names: Boro Boedor Temple (Java)
       Buddha

Topic: Architecture -- Java
       Art -- Java
       JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
       Religion -- Java
       Sculptures -- Java
       Shrines -- Java
       Temples -- Java

Place: Java
One of the hundreds of statues of Buddha at the great temple of Boro Boedor. 9096 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of the hundreds of statues of Buddha at the great temple of Boro Boedor. 9096 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 23057

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90887

Names: Boro Boedor Temple (Java)
Buddha

Topic: Architecture -- Java
Art -- Java
JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Religion -- Java
Sculptures -- Java
Shrines -- Java
Temples -- Java
statues -- Java

Place: Java

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An avenue of trees leading north from the temple, Boro Boedor. 9097 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): An avenue of trees leading north from the temple, Boro Boedor. 9097 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23058

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Copy and Version Identification Note

90893

Names: Boro Boedor Temple (Java)

Topic: JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
   Roads -- Java
   Trees -- Java

Place: Java

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Custom House, Cork (N.), the gateway of the trade of the south of Ireland. [Active no. 9099 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23059

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Company acc. no. 50392.

Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
   Customs administration
   Horses -- Ireland
   IRELAND TOUR
   Ships -- Ireland
   Wagons -- Ireland

Place: Cork (Ireland : County)
   Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Holy Cross (W.), the beautiful Cistercian Abbey in Tipperary. [Active no. 9100: stereo interpositive.], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Holy Cross (W.), the beautiful Cistercian Abbey in Tipperary. [Active no. 9100: stereo interpositive.] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23060
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203]. Company acc. no. 47274.

Names: Holy Cross (Cistercian Abbey, Tipperary, Ireland)
Topic: Abbeys -- Ireland
      Cistercian Abbey (Ireland)
      IRELAND TOUR
      Rapids -- Ireland
      Rivers -- Ireland
      Temples -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
      Tipperary (Ireland)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

Box 268 RSN Numbers 23061-23160
Image(s)

Holy Cross Abbey interior (W.), forbidden to the living, it welcomed the dead. 9101 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Holy Cross Abbey interior (W.), forbidden to the living, it welcomed the dead. 9101 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23061

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47089

Names: Holy Cross (Cistercian Abbey, Tipperary, Ireland)
Topic: Abbeys -- Ireland
      Cemeteries -- Ireland
      Cistercian Abbey
      IRELAND TOUR
      Interiors -- Ireland
      Temples -- Ireland
      Tombstones -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
      Tipperary (Ireland)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs
St. Canice Cathedral (E.), dedicated to the sixth century founder of Kilkenny. 9102 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): St. Canice Cathedral (E.), dedicated to the sixth century founder of Kilkenny. 9102 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23062

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Ireland
Cemeteries -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Tombstones

Place: Ireland
Kilkenny (Ireland : County)
St. Canice Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Celtic cross and Round Tower of St. Kevin's home, Glendalough (W.).
Active no. 9103 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Celtic cross and Round Tower of St. Kevin's home, Glendalough (W.). Active no. 9103 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23063

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Names: Kevin, Saint, Abbot of Glendalough, d. 618.

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
Crosses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Sepulchral monuments -- Celtic -- Ireland
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Celts
Glendalough (Ireland)
Ireland
Round Tower
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

College Green and the Irish House of Parliament, now the Bank of Ireland, (W.), Dublin. 9104 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): College Green and the Irish House of Parliament, now the Bank of Ireland, (W.), Dublin. 9104 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23064

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Same as RSN 13065.

Copy and Version Identification Note
144

Topic: Banks and banking -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland
Parliaments -- Ireland
Streetcars -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland
statues -- Ireland

Place: College Green (Dublin, Ireland)
Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

College Green and the Irish House of Parliament, now the Bank of Ireland, (W.), Dublin. 9104 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): College Green and the Irish House of Parliament, now the Bank of Ireland, (W.), Dublin. 9104 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23065

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Same as RSN 13064.
City of Drogheda with viaduct over river Boyne; (N.E.), Louth. 9105 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): City of Drogheda with viaduct over river Boyne; (N.E.), Louth. 9105 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23066

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

River Boyne, with obelisk recording battle, 1690 (E.), Drogheda. 9106 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): River Boyne, with obelisk recording battle, 1690 (E.), Drogheda. 9106 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23067

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland
Obelisks -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland
War

Place: Boyne River (Ireland)
Drogheda (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monasterboice--the Celtic Cross Church and Round Tower; Louth (W.N.W.), 9107 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Monasterboice--the Celtic Cross Church and Round Tower; Louth (W.N.W.), 9107 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23068

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Names: Celtic Cross Church (Louth, Ireland)

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
Churches -- Ireland
Crosses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Religion -- Ireland
Ruins -- Ireland
Tombstones
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Louth (Ireland)
Monasterboice
Round Tower

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tomb of a prehistoric race, known as the Giant's Grave, (E.)
Ballymascanlan near Dundalk. 9108 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tomb of a prehistoric race, known as the Giant's Grave, (E.)
Ballymascanlan near Dundalk. 9108 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23069

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47354

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Tombs -- Ireland
Tombstones -- Ireland

Place: Ballymascanlan (Ireland)
Dundalk (Ireland)
Giant's Grave (Ballymascanlan, Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Londonderry, W. across the Foyle, toward St. Columba's Cathedral. Active
no. 9110 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Londonderry, W. across the Foyle, toward St. Columba's
Cathedral. Active no. 9110 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23070

Similar to RSN 14449. Company accession no., 47084. Currently stored in
box 3.2.28 [203].

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Foyle River (Londonderry, Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Londonderry (Ireland)
St. Columba's Cathedral (Londonderry, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Roaring Meg, used in famous siege, Londonderry (S.W.). [Active no. 9111:
stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23071
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Company acc. no. 47309.

Topic: Artillery
Cannon -- Ireland
Guns
IRELAND TOUR
War
battles

Place: Ireland
Londonderry (Ireland)
Roaring Meg

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sligo Abbey, founded by Maurice Fitzgerald for the Dominicans in 1252.
9112 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sligo Abbey, founded by Maurice Fitzgerald for the Dominicans in 1252. 9112 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23072
Similar to RSN 14450.
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Names: Dominican Order  
Fitzgerald, Maurice

Topic: Abbeys -- Ireland  
Cemeteries -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR  
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland  
Sligo Abbey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Sligo Abbey--Cloister walk of the old Dominican monks, (W.). 9113 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sligo Abbey--Cloister walk of the old Dominican monks, (W.). 9113 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23073

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47350

Names: Dominican Order  
Fitzgerald, Maurice

Topic: Abbeys -- Ireland  
Cemeteries -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR  
Monasteries -- Ireland  
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Ireland  
Sligo Abbey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Below Slievemore, Achill Island--bringing the harvest home, (W.). 9114 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Below Slievemore, Achill Island--bringing the harvest home, (W.). 9114 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23074

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47426

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
Haying -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Islands -- Ireland
Mountains -- Ireland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Achill Island (Ireland)
Ireland
Slievemore

Bridge over the Shannon from Leinster to Connaught, scene of many battles, (W.), Athlone. 9115 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bridge over the Shannon from Leinster to Connaught, scene of many battles, (W.), Athlone. 9115 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23075

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47327

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Athlone (Ireland)
Connaught (Ireland: County)
Ireland
Leinster (Ireland)
Shannon River (Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

MacCarthy's Tower, Clonmacnoise of the Seven Churches, Kings County, (N.). 9116 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): MacCarthy's Tower, Clonmacnoise of the Seven Churches, Kings County, (N.). 9116 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23076

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47917

Topic: Cemeteries -- Ireland
Churches -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
MacCarthy's Tower (King's County, Ireland)
Natural landscapes
Ruins -- Ireland
Seven Churches (King's County, Ireland)
Tombstones
Towers -- Ireland

Place: Clonmacnoise (Ireland)
Ireland
Kings County (Ireland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ruined church at Clonmacnoise with decorated Romanesque arches. 9117 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ruined church at Clonmacnoise with decorated Romanesque arches. 9117 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23077

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47178

Topic: Arches -- Ireland
Churches -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Ruins -- Ireland

Place: Clonmacnoise (Ireland)
Ireland

Culture: Romans

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of California building with light debris in foreground.] 9127 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Front view of California building with light debris in foreground.] 9127 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23078

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0837

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Flags

Place: California

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior of capitol-style building with "Iowa" on sign above entrance.] 9128 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Exterior of capitol-style building with "Iowa" on sign above entrance.] 9128 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23079
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0839

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Flags
Place: Battleship Iowa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Seals?] 9129 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23080
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203]

Copy and Version Identification Note
4035 1/2

Topic: Animals
Seals (Animals)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Women beside river rapids.] 9130 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Women beside river rapids.] 9130 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23081

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4664

Topic: Laundries
Rapids
Rivers
Swimmers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 8670 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Mosque.] 8670 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23082

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94163; 9131?

Topic: Architecture -- India
Mosques -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking over the tropical fields of Java, from the summit of Boro Boedor Temple. 9098 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking over the tropical fields of Java, from the summit of Boro Boedor Temple. 9098 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23083

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].
Copy and Version Identification Note

90897

Names: Boro Boedor Temple (Java)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Ruins -- Java
Temples -- Java
Place: Java

Statue of Sarsfield, heroic defender of Limerick in sieges of 1690-91. 9119 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Statue of Sarsfield, heroic defender of Limerick in sieges of 1690-91. 9119 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23084
Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note

50390

Topic: Children -- Ireland.
IRELAND TOUR
Monuments -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland
statues -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Limerick (Ireland : County)
Sarsfield
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Old Weir Bridge, on Long Range, joining the Lakes of Killarney,(S.). 9120 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23085

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50456

Topic: Bridges -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Lakes -- Ireland
Rapids -- Ireland
Rivers -- Ireland

Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
Long Range
Weir Bridge

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[City garden scene.] 9121 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [City garden scene.] 9121 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23086

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0710

Topic: Architecture
Gardens
Monuments
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Shoot the Chutes in Fairyland" on sign at top of hill. 9122 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Shoot the Chutes in Fairyland" on sign at top of hill. 9122 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23087

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

       Ships -- New York
       Waterscapes -- New York

Place: Fairyland (New York, N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Etoile du Nord Minnesota [on building]. [Caption no. 9123 : stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Etoile du Nord Minnesota [on building]. [Caption no. 9123 : stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23088

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203]. Orig. no. 0742.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Topic: Architecture -- Missouri
       Buildings -- Missouri
       Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- Missouri
       Gardens -- Missouri
       World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Minnesota
       Missouri
       Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Kansas [on building, exterior view]. [Caption [?]124 : glass stereo interpositive,] 1903
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Kansas [on building, exterior view]. [Caption [?]124 : glass stereo interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23089

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203]. Orig. no. 0744.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Architecture -- World's fairs
Buildings
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Flags
Gardens
World's fairs

Place: Kansas -- 1900-1910
Missouri -- 1900-1910
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Missouri (on building). [Active no. 9126 : stereo interpositive,], 1903
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Missouri (on building). [Active no. 9126 : stereo interpositive,]
1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23090

Currently stored in box 3.2.28 [203].

Orig. no. 0836.

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)
Topic: Architecture -- Missouri
Buildings -- Missouri
Expositions -- Missouri
Flags -- Missouri
Gardens -- Missouri
World's fairs -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 9131 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 9131 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23091

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4680

Topic: Mountains -- United States
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Drunken dance of the eight-armed divinity, Shiva (W.), rock-hewn temple, Elephanta. 9133 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Drunken dance of the eight-armed divinity, Shiva (W.), rock-hewn temple, Elephanta. 9133 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23092

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6201

Topic: Dancing -- India
INDIA TOUR
Religion -- India
Ruins -- India
Sculptures -- India
Shrines -- India
Temples, Hindu -- 1890-1920 -- India
prayers -- India

Place: Elephanta (India)
India -- 1890-1920
Shiva
[Rural scene.] 9138 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Rural scene.] 9138 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23093

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Horses
Parks
Trees

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

A fine pair -- deer hunting in the "Territory." 9143 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): A fine pair -- deer hunting in the "Territory." 9143 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23094

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Deer
Dogs
HUNTING SERIES
Rifles
hunters

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] 9144 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 9144 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23095

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Deer
Rifles
hunters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A supper in the woods, Indian Territory, U.S.A. 9145 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A supper in the woods, Indian Territory, U.S.A. 9145 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23096

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Cookery
Deer
HUNTING SERIES
Hides and skins
Hides and skins
Horses
hunters

Place: Indian Territory (U.S.A)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. John River, low tide, St. John. 9146 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): St. John River, low tide, St. John. 9146 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23097

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
K8830

Topic: Bridges -- New Brunswick
CANADA TOUR
Rivers -- New Brunswick

Place: Canada
New Brunswick
St. John (New Brunswick)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rural setting, location unidentified. Active no. 9146 : Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23098

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Orig. no. K8834,

Topic: Cows
Rivers

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls.] 9148 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 9148 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23099

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].
Copy and Version Identification Note

4246

Topic: Mountains -- United States
       Waterfalls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow.] 9149 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Snow.] 9149 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23100

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note

4304

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Mountains
       Snow

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[River waterfalls in rural setting. Active no. 9163 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23101

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Orig. no. 4386.

Topic: Canyons -- United States
       Formations (Geology) -- United States
       Gorges -- United States
       Mountains -- United States
       Rapids -- United States
       Rivers -- United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls.] 9164 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 9164 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 23102

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4387

Topic: Mountains -- United States
       Waterfalls
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 9165 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 9165 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 23103

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4388

Topic: Agriculture
       Blue collar workers
       Fields
       Harvesting
       Horses
       Machinery
       Wheat
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] 9166 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 9166 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23104

Same as RSN 23105.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5666

Topic: Camps
Cookery
Deer
Snow
hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] 9166 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 9166 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23105

Same as RSN 23104.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5666

Topic: Camps
Cookery
Deer
Snow
hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Clabby] on boardwalk building 9168 Interpositive
1 Item (5\" x 8\")

Image(s): [Clabby] on boardwalk building 9168 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23106

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic:

Beaches
Resorts
Swimmers

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two young girls in home living room.] 9169 interpositive

1 Item (5\" x 8\")

Image(s): [Two young girls in home living room.] 9169 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23107

AC0143-0023107 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic:

Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Dwellings
Puppets
Toys

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait of Mr. and Mrs. William Jennings Bryan surrounded by flowers.]
[Active no. 9170 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5\" x 8\")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23108

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Topic: Flags
Flowers
Politicians

Genre/Form: Floral frames
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Portraits -- Men Stereoscopic photographs

[Trees.] 9171 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Trees.] 9171 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23109

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4477

Topic: Trees
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 9172 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 9172 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23110

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3399

Topic: Donkeys
Formations (Geology)
Horses
Mountains
Waterfalls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 9175 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 9175 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23111
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic:
Horses
Roads
Trees
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Guayaquil, the great equatorial shipping port, N. from ferry on Guayas river. 9176 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Guayaquil, the great equatorial shipping port, N. from ferry on Guayas river. 9176 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23112
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic:
Boats -- Ecuador
Harbors -- Ecuador
Mountains -- Ecuador
Rivers -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place:
Ecuador
Guayaquil (Ecuador)
Guayas River (Ecuador)
Market-stalls in canoes along the water-front, with vendors and customers, Guayaquil. 9177 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Market-stalls in canoes along the water-front, with vendors and customers, Guayaquil. 9177 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23113
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Boats -- Ecuador
Canoes -- Ecuador
Children -- Ecuador
Harbors -- Ecuador
Markets -- Ecuador
Rivers -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place: Ecuador
Guayaquil (Ecuador)
Guayas River (Ecuador)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where donkeys wear trousers--cloth seller and bystanders on Malecon St., Guayaquil. 9178 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Where donkeys wear trousers--cloth seller and bystanders on Malecon St., Guayaquil. 9178 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23114
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Children -- Ecuador
Donkeys -- Ecuador
Markets -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Streets -- Ecuador
Place: Ecuador
Guayaquil (Ecuador)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

How imported goods are carried from Custom House--railway along street in Guayaquil. 9179 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): How imported goods are carried from Custom House--railway along street in Guayaquil. 9179 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23115

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Railroads -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Streets -- Ecuador
Trains -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador
Guayaquil (Ecuador)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sorting cacao for shipment to American and European chocolate factories. 9180 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sorting cacao for shipment to American and European chocolate factories. 9180 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23116

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199], moved from [210].

Topic: Cacao -- Ecuador
Chocolates -- Ecuador
Exports -- Ecuador
Laborers -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Transportation

Place: Ecuador
Guayaquil (Ecuador)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

High life and low life--a glimpse of a rich man's beautiful home in Guayaquil. 9181 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): High life and low life--a glimpse of a rich man's beautiful home in Guayaquil. 9181 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23117

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Children -- Ecuador
Dwellings -- Ecuador
Homes -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place: Ecuador
Guayaquil (Ecuador)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Home life in the family of a cultivated and wealthy Spanish citizen. 9182 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Home life in the family of a cultivated and wealthy Spanish citizen. 9182 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23118

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Children -- Ecuador
Dwellings -- Ecuador
Interiors -- Ecuador
Piano
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place: Ecuador
Guayaquil (Ecuador)
Volunteer firemen ready to run with the engine, Cathedral Square, Guayaquil. [Active no. 9184 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23119

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Buildings -- Ecuador
Children -- Ecuador
Fire fighters
Firemen
Plazas -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place: Cathedral Square (Guayaquil Ecuador)
Ecuador
Guayaquil (Ecuador)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Queer boats and market rafts before Custom House on Guayas river, Guayaquil. 9185 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Queer boats and market rafts before Custom House on Guayas river, Guayaquil. 9185 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23120

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Boats -- Ecuador
Harbors -- Ecuador
Markets -- Ecuador
Rivers -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place: Ecuador
Guayaquil (Ecuador)
Guayas River (Ecuador)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Way down on Babahoyo river--hacienda of a rich planter seen from passing steamer." Active no. 9186 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Way down on Babahoyo river--hacienda of a rich planter seen from passing steamer." Active no. 9186 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23121

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Boats -- Ecuador
Dwellings -- Ecuador
Haciendas.
Palm trees -- Ecuador
Rivers -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Trees -- Ecuador

Place: Babahoyo River (Ecuador)
Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

How the equatorial sun goes down in glory--outlook from a floating inn at Babahoyo. 9187 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): How the equatorial sun goes down in glory--outlook from a floating inn at Babahoyo. 9187 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23122

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Rivers -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Sunsets

Place: Babahoyo River (Ecuador)
Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Gliding up into the heart of the country--natives poling our boat up Babahoyo river. [Active no. 9188 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23123

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Boats -- Ecuador
Rivers -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place: Babahoyo River (Ecuador)
Ecuador

Gathering cacao pods from which chocolate and cocoa are produced, La Cloementina plantation. 9189 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gathering cacao pods from which chocolate and cocoa are produced, La Cloementina plantation. 9189 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23124

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92331

Topic: Cacao -- Ecuador
Chocolates -- Ecuador
Cocoa -- Ecuador
Harvesting -- Ecuador
Plantations -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Trees -- Ecuador
Place: Ecuador
La Clementina Plantation (Ecuador)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cacao pod cut open, showing "beans" that produce chocolate and cocoa--plantation in Ecuador. 9190 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cacao pod cut open, showing "beans" that produce chocolate and cocoa--plantation in Ecuador. 9190 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23125
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Beans -- Ecuador
Cacao -- Ecuador
Children -- Ecuador
Chocolates -- Ecuador
Cocoa -- Ecuador
Plantations -- Ecuador
Pods -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Trees -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Raking over 14 tons of cocoa beans on the "driers" at La Clementina plantation. 9191 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Raking over 14 tons of cocoa beans on the "driers" at La Clementina plantation. 9191 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23126
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91826
Houses on stilts where laborers’ families live--cacao plantation, La Clementina. 9193 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Houses on stilts where laborers’ families live--cacao plantation, La Clementina. 9193 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23127

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92251

Greeting guests in the patio (inner court) of hospitable Hotel California, Riobamba. 9194 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Greeting guests in the patio (inner court) of hospitable Hotel California, Riobamba. 9194 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23128

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Names: Hotel California (Riobamba, Ecuador)
Topic: Architecture -- Ecuador
Children -- Ecuador
Hotels -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place: Ecuador
Riobamba (Ecuador)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marketing on the way home from church--Spanish and Indians in S. Domingo Sq., Riobamba. 9195 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Marketing on the way home from church--Spanish and Indians in S. Domingo Sq., Riobamba. 9195 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23129

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Markets -- Ecuador
Plazas -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Streets -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador
Riobamba (Ecuador)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A country housewife grinding oats for bread--home on Ambato-Riobamba road. 9199 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A country housewife grinding oats for bread--home on Ambato-Riobamba road. 9199 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23130

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Similar to RSN 14452

**Topic:**
- Breadmaking -- Ecuador
- Children -- Ecuador
- Dwellings -- Ecuador
- Family -- Ecuador
- Grinding -- Ecuador
- Homes -- Ecuador
- Oats -- Ecuador

**Place:**
- Ambato (Ecuador)
- Ecuador
- Riobamba (Ecuador)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Ambato, basking in the equatorial sunshine on a shelf of the Andes mountains. 9200 Interpositive

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** Ambato, basking in the equatorial sunshine on a shelf of the Andes mountains. 9200 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23131

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

**Topic:**
- Mountains -- Ecuador

**Place:**
- Ambato (Ecuador)
- Andes Mountains (Ecuador)
- Ecuador

Curiosity, amusement and terror of children confronted by a photographer. 92001 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Curiosity, amusement and terror of children confronted by a photographer. 9201 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23132
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Children -- Ecuador
Portraits -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Schools -- Ecuador
Place: Ambato (Ecuador)
Andes Mountains (Ecuador)
Ecuador
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A squad of State Cavalry on Quito road during a little revolution--Mt. Inica at S.W. 9202 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A squad of State Cavalry on Quito road during a little revolution--Mt. Inica at S.W. 9202 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23133
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Cavalry -- Ecuador
Horses -- Ecuador
Military -- Ecuador
Mountains -- Ecuador
Revolutions -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Place: Ecuador
Mt. Inica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Prayers of a devout wayfarer before a lonely shrine on the road to Quito. 9203 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Prayers of a devout wayfarer before a lonely shrine on the road to Quito. 9203 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23134
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Crosses -- Ecuador
Mountains -- Ecuador
Religion -- Ecuador
Roads -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Shrines -- Ecuador
prayers -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quito, the city of the equator, 9350 ft. above the sea among the Andean volcanoes. 9204 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23135
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Mountains -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place: Ecuador
Quito (Ecuador)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Maldonado St., where mule-trains from Guayaquil enter Quito--S. Domingo church at right. 9205 Interpositive
**Image(s):** Maldonado St., where mule-trains from Guayaquil enter Quito--S. Domingo church at right. 9205 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23136

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

**Topic:** Churches -- Ecuador

Mules -- Ecuador

SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Streets -- Ecuador

**Place:** Ecuador

Quito (Ecuador)

S. Domingo Church

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

A pretty neighbor taking the air on a balcony overlooking Bolivar St., Quito.

9206 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s):** A pretty neighbor taking the air on a balcony overlooking Bolivar St., Quito. 9206 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23137

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

**Topic:** Buildings -- Ecuador

Hotels -- Ecuador

SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Streets -- Ecuador

**Place:** Ecuador

Quito (Ecuador)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Arcade of shops on E. side of Sucre Square with customers buying feminine finery. 9207 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Arcade of shops on E. side of Sucre Square with customers buying feminine finery. 9207 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23138

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Arcades -- Ecuador
Business enterprises -- Ecuador
Markets -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Shops -- Ecuador
Stores -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador
Quito (Ecuador)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunday morning before the superb old Spanish church, La Compania. 9208 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23139

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199]

Names: La Compania Church (La Compania, Ecuador)

Topic: Churches -- Catholic -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA--ECUADOR TOUR
Streets

Place: Ecuador
Quito (Ecuador)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Government Building and principal public square with cathedral at left. 9210 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Government Building and principal public square with cathedral at left. 9210 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23140
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Carriages -- Ecuador
Cathedrals -- Ecuador
Horses -- Ecuador
Plazas -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Streets -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador
Quito (Ecuador)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sumptuous splendor of official reception rooms in the President's palace.
9211 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23141
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199]

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Palaces
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place: Ecuador
Quito (Ecuador)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The rising generation and their elders in old San Blas market. 9212 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The rising generation and their elders in old San Blas market. 9212 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23142
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Children -- Ecuador
Markets -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place: Ecuador
Quito (Ecuador)
San Blas Market

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The usual crowd about the fountain in the market square before church of S. Francis. 9213 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The usual crowd about the fountain in the market square before church of S. Francis. 9213 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23143
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Churches -- Ecuador
Dogs -- Ecuador
Fountains -- Ecuador
Markets -- Ecuador
Plazas -- Ecuador
Pottery -- Ecuador
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR

Place: Ecuador
Quito (Ecuador)
S. Francis Church

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
A halt for breath 14,000 ft. up the volcano Pichincha--view W. towards distant summit. 9215 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23144

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Genre/ Form:

Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
Mountains -- Ecuador
Mules
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR
Volcanoes

Place:
Ecuador
Pichincha

The water-front of busy Callao--sea-going vessels and lighters along the quay. 9218 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The water-front of busy Callao--sea-going vessels and lighters along the quay. 9218 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23145

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic:
Boats -- Peru
Harbors -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Ships -- Peru

Place:
Callao (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

President Jose Pardo, Chief Magistrate of the Republic, at his desk in the Palace. [Active no. 9220 : stereo interpositive.]
Lima's beautiful cathedral, the heart of the city, fronting the palm-shaded Plaza. 9221 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lima's beautiful cathedral, the heart of the city, fronting the palm-shaded Plaza. 9221 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23147

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
15

Topic: Carriages -- Peru
Cathedrals -- Peru
Gardens -- Peru
Horses -- Peru
Palms -- Peru
Plazas -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR

Place: Lima (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral interior with famous golden pulpit and altar inlaid with jewels. 9222 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cathedral interior with famous golden pulpit and altar inlaid with jewels. 9222 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23148

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Architecture -- Peru Cathedrals -- Peru Interior architecture SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR

Place: Lima (Peru)

Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Treasured skeleton of Spanish Pizarro, Peru's 16th century conqueror, in cathedral at Lima. 9223 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Treasured skeleton of Spanish Pizarro, Peru's 16th century conqueror, in cathedral at Lima. 9223 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23149

Similar to RSN 23150.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note

17

Names: Pizarro, Mario

Topic: Cathedrals -- Peru Human skeleton
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Skeletons -- Peru
Tombs -- Peru

Place: Lima (Peru)
Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Treasured skeleton of Spanish Pizarro, Peru's 16th century conqueror, in cathedral at Lima. 9223 Interpositive

Image(s): Treasured skeleton of Spanish Pizarro, Peru's 16th century conqueror, in cathedral at Lima. 9223 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23150

Similar to RSN 23149.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Names: Pizarro, Mario

Topic: Cathedrals -- Peru
Human skeleton

SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Skeletons -- Peru
Tombs -- Peru

Place: Lima (Peru)
Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A fashionable shopping street (Calle de Huallago), International bank at right. 9224 Interpositive

Image(s): A fashionable shopping street (Calle de Huallago), International bank at right. 9224 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23151

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].
Relics of America's one native saint, Rosa, below jeweled altar, S. Domingo, Lima. 9225 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Relics of America's one native saint, Rosa, below jeweled altar, S. Domingo, Lima. 9225 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23152

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Overlooking mountains and skies from astronomical observatory of S. Domingo Convent. 9226 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23153
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199]

**Topic:** Astronomical observatories  
Convents  
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR  
Telescopes

**Place:** Lima (Peru)  
Peru  
S. Domingo Convent

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Paseo de Colon, a fashionable residence street--eastern outlook to mountains--Lima. 9228 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** Paseo de Colon, a fashionable residence street--eastern outlook to mountains--Lima. 9228 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 23154

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

**Topic:** Children -- Peru  
Dogs -- Peru  
Mountains -- Peru  
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR  
Streets -- Peru

**Place:** Lima (Peru)  
Peru

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Tropical luxuriance of the Botanical Gardens, favorite pleasure resort of Lima. 9229 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** Tropical luxuriance of the Botanical Gardens, favorite pleasure resort of Lima. 9229 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 23155

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].
Beaux and belles of the best society assembling at the Jockey Club grand stand, Lima. 9230 Interpositive
1 Item (5'' x 8'')

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23156

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199]

Names: Jockey Club (Lima, Peru)

Rich mahogany carvings and mosaic floor in the patio (court) of an old Spanish home. Active no. 9231 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5'' x 8'')

Image(s): Rich mahogany carvings and mosaic floor in the patio (court) of an old Spanish home. Active no. 9231 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23157

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Architecture -- Peru
Art -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR

Carvings -- Peru
Dwellings -- Peru
Sculpture -- Peru

Place: Lima (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Superb elaboration of the carved mahogany choir stalls, Church of S. Francisco, Lima. Active no. 9232 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Superb elaboration of the carved mahogany choir stalls, Church of S. Francisco, Lima. Active no. 9232 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23158

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Architecture -- Peru
Art -- Peru
Carvings -- Peru
Churches -- Peru
Religion -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Sculpture -- Peru

Place: Lima (Peru)
Peru
S. Francisco Church

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Romantic beauty of Spanish cloisters of S. Francisco (Cerro de S. Cristobal beyond), Lima. 9233 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Romantic beauty of Spanish cloisters of S. Francisco (Cerro de S. Cristobal beyond), Lima. 9233 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23159

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].
Names: Cerro de S. Cristobal (Lima, Peru)
Topic: Architecture -- Peru
Convents -- Peru
Monasteries -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
Religion -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Place: Lima (Peru)
Peru
S. Francisco Cloisters
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

San Bartolome town and terraced fields, on a shelf of the Andes 5000 ft. above the sea. 9237 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): San Bartolome town and terraced fields, on a shelf of the Andes 5000 ft. above the sea. 9237 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23160

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Mountains -- Peru
Railroads -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Valleys -- Peru
Villages -- Peru
Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Peru
San Bartolome (Peru)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 269 RSN Numbers 23161-23260
Image(s)

How the Oroya R.R. follows Rimac river up to its source in the Andes--gorge near Cacray. 9240 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): How the Oroya R.R. follows Rimac river up to its source in the Andes--gorge near Cacray. 9240 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23161

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Canyons -- Peru
Gorges -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
Railroads -- Peru
Rivers -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Valleys -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Cacray (Peru)
Oroya Railroad (Peru)
Peru
Rimac River (Peru)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the roof of the world--halt beside Oroya R.R. over Andes Mts., at about 14,000 ft. 9241 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): On the roof of the world--halt beside Oroya R.R. over Andes Mts., at about 14,000 ft. 9241 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23162

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Canyons -- Peru
Gorges -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
Railroads -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Valleys -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Cacray (Peru)
Oroya Railroad (Peru)
Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Where the Andes' glaciers meet the sky--Mt. Meiggs (17,575 ft.), at right seen from Oroya R.R. 9242 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Where the Andes' glaciers meet the sky--Mt. Meiggs (17,575 ft.), at right seen from Oroya R.R. 9242 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23163

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Mountains -- Peru
Railroads -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Valleys -- Peru
glaciers -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Mt. Meiggs
Oroyo Railroad (Peru)
Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Railway train near the Andean "Divide," east end Galera tunnel, 15,665 ft. above the oceans. 9243 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Railway train near the Andean "Divide," east end Galera tunnel, 15,665 ft. above the oceans. 9243 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23164

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Mountains -- Peru
Railroads -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Trains -- Peru
Tunnels -- Peru
Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
     Galera Tunnel (Peru)
     Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Everyday life in Cerro de Pasco--street lined with Spanish balconies and
Indian roofs. 9244 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Everyday life in Cerro de Pasco--street lined with Spanish
balconies and Indian roofs. 9244 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 23165

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Dwellings -- Peru
       Homes -- Peru
       Mules -- Peru
       SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
       Streets -- Peru

Place: Cerro de Pasco (Peru)
       Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint Chaupimarca Square with its usual variety of passers-by. 9245
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Quaint Chaupimarca Square with its usual variety of passers-by.
9245 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 23166

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Churches -- Peru
       Mules -- Peru
       Plazas -- Peru
       SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
       Streets -- Peru
Place: Cerro de Pasco (Peru)  
Cerro Pasco, Chacapacampa Square (Cerro de Pasco, Peru)  
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Selling ponchos (blankets), ice cream and vegetables in a native market.  
9246 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Selling ponchos (blankets), ice cream and vegetables in a native market. 9246 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 23167

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Children -- Peru  
Markets -- Peru  
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR  
Streets -- Peru

Place: Cerro de Pasco (Peru)  
Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The "bell-wether" leading a troop of llamas through an Indian street at Cerro de Pasco. 9247 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "bell-wether" leading a troop of llamas through an Indian street at Cerro de Pasco. 9247 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 23168

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
92831

Topic: Dwellings -- Peru  
Homes -- Peru  
Llamas -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR

Place: Cerro de Pasco (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Llamas, mountain cousins of the camel, resting between weary journeys at Cerro de Pasco. 9249 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Llamas, mountain cousins of the camel, resting between weary journeys at Cerro de Pasco. 9249 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23169

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic:
Dwellings -- Peru
Homes -- Peru
Llamas -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Villages -- Peru

Place: Cerro de Pasco (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ploughing a great field ready for irrigation in the rich levels at Miraflores. 9252 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Ploughing a great field ready for irrigation in the rich levels at Miraflores. 9252 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23170

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic:
Agriculture -- Peru
Cows -- Peru
Farming -- Peru
Fields -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
plowing -- Peru

Place: Miraflores (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chorilloos, a military centre and sea-shore resort between the Andes and the open Pacific. 9253 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Chorilloos, a military centre and sea-shore resort between the Andes and the open Pacific. 9253 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23171

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Mountains -- Peru
Portraits -- Peru
Ports -- Peru
Resorts -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Chorilloos (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The rising generation of a seaboard town (Indian, Chinese, Negro, etc.), Tamba St., Mollendo. 9255 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The rising generation of a seaboard town (Indian, Chinese, Negro, etc.), Tamba St., Mollendo. 9255 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23172

Similar to RSN 27489.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].
One of Arequipa's business streets with the usual traffic--E. toward chief square. 9257 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23173
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199]

Townspeople coming and going through the Portal de Flores--(cathedral at left); Arequipa. 9258 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Townspeople coming and going through the Portal de Flores--(cathedral at left); Arequipa. 9258 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23174
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].
Children -- Peru  
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR  
Streets -- Peru  

Place: Arequipa (Peru)  
Peru  
Portal de Flores  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Washing and drying wool from the Andean table-lands for foreign trade.  
9259 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): Washing and drying wool from the Andean table-lands for foreign trade. 9259 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 23175  

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].  

Topic: Laborers -- Peru  
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR  
Wool -- Peru  

Place: Arequipa (Peru)  
Peru  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Indian women and children sorting wool for twenty cents a day in market at Arequipa. 9260 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): Indian women and children sorting wool for twenty cents a day in market at Arequipa. 9260 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 23176  

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].  

Topic: Children -- Peru  
Markets -- Peru  
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR  
Women laborers -- Peru
Old Spanish aqueduct made of still older Inca stones, on Andean mountain-side at Cuzco. 9266 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Old Spanish aqueduct made of still older Inca stones, on Andean mountain-side at Cuzco. 9266 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23177

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
63

Topic: Aqueducts -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Cuzco (Peru)
Incas (Peru)
Peru
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Terraced walls of fort where in the 16th century Spaniards defeated native Inca king--Cuzco. 9267 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Terraced walls of fort where in the 16th century Spaniards defeated native Inca king--Cuzco. 9267 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23178

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Fortification -- Peru
Ruins -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Walls -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Cuzco (Peru)
Incas (Peru)
Peru
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Prayers at a churchyard shrine below wall of the ancient Inca princes’ fortress, Cuzco. 9269 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Prayers at a churchyard shrine below wall of the ancient Inca princes’ fortress, Cuzco. 9269 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23179
AC0143-0023179

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Crosses -- Peru
Fortification -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
Ruins -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Shrines -- Peru
Walls -- Peru
prayers -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Cuzco (Peru)
Incas (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Selling potatoes in their native land--market before Jesuit church and college, Cuzco. 9270 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Selling potatoes in their native land--market before Jesuit church and college, Cuzco. 9270 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23180

Similar to RSN 14455.
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Names: Church of the Jesuits (Cologne, Germany)
Topic: Churches -- Peru
Colleges -- Peru
Markets -- Peru
Plazas -- Peru
Potatoes -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Cuzco (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Drawing water from a fountain of curious design before old Spanish cathedral, Cuzco. 9271 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Drawing water from a fountain of curious design before old Spanish cathedral, Cuzco. 9271 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23181

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Peru
Children -- Peru
Fountains -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Streets -- Peru

Place: Cuzco (Peru)
Peru
Spain
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A metropolitan shop away up in the Andes--establishment of a Spanish firm at Cuzco. 9272 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A metropolitan shop away up in the Andes--establishment of a Spanish firm at Cuzco. 9272 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23182

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Business enterprises -- Peru
Markets -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Shops -- Peru
Stores -- Peru

Place: Cuzco (Peru)

Peru
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Stately arcade in La Merced monastery--old Spanish pictures and carved ceiling--Cuzco. 9273 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stately arcade in La Merced monastery--old Spanish pictures and carved ceiling--Cuzco. 9273 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23183

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Names: La Merced Monastery (Cuzco, Peru)

Topic: Arcades -- Peru
Art -- Peru
Monasteries -- Peru
Paintings -- Peru
Religion -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Place: Cuzco (Peru)
    Peru
    Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Typical architecture (Spanish and Inca styles), Calle de Triumfo (Triumph St.), Cuzco. 9274 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Typical architecture (Spanish and Inca styles), Calle de Triumfo (Triumph St.), Cuzco. 9274 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23184

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Architecture -- Peru
       Children -- Peru
       Dwellings -- Peru
       Homes -- Peru
       SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
       Streets -- Peru

Place: Cuzco (Peru)
       Incas (Peru)
       Peru
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Drawing-room of a wealthy citizen, its furniture inlaid with ivory and pearl; Cuzco. [Active no. 9275 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23185

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Decoration and ornament -- Peru
       Dwellings -- Peru
       Furniture -- Peru
Interior architecture -- Peru
Ivory -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR

Place: Cuzco (Peru)
Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wonderful masonry of the ancient Incas, laid without tools or mortar;
Cuzco. 9276 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Wonderful masonry of the ancient Incas, laid without tools or mortar; Cuzco. 9276 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23186

Similar to RSN 23187.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Architecture -- Peru
Donkeys -- Peru
Masonry -- Peru
Mules -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Streets -- Peru

Place: Cuzco (Peru)
Incas (Peru)
Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wonderful masonry of the ancient Incas, laid without tools or mortar;
Cuzco. 9276 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wonderful masonry of the ancient Incas, laid without tools or mortar; Cuzco. 9276 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23187

Similar to RSN 23186.
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Architecture -- Peru
Donkeys -- Peru
Masonry -- Peru
Mules -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Streets -- Peru

Place: Cuzco (Peru)
Incas (Peru)
Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautifully carved balcony overlooking an open sewer--a typical hillside street, Cuzco. 9277 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Beautifully carved balcony overlooking an open sewer--a typical hillside street, Cuzco. 9277 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23188

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Topic: Architecture -- Peru
Dwellings -- Peru
Homes -- Peru
Horses -- Peru
SOUTH AMERICA PERU TOUR
Streets -- Peru

Place: Cuzco (Peru)
Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The storied Acropolis crowned by the Parthenon (Theseion at base), S.E. from railway, Athens. 9279 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The storied Acropolis crowned by the Parthenon (Theseion at base), S.E. from railway, Athens. 9279 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23189

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83454

Topic: Children -- Greece
GRECE TOUR
Portraits -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Parthenon
Theseion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Pnyx on which Demosthenes spoke; E.S.E. to Parthenon and Hymettos, Athens. 9280 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Pnyx on which Demosthenes spoke; E.S.E. to Parthenon and Hymettos, Athens. 9280 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23190

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83440

Names: Demosthenes

Topic: GRECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Hymettos (Athens, Greece)
Parthenon
Pnyx

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking N.E. up through the Propylaea--entrance to Acropolis--Nike Temple at right. 9281 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking N.E. up through the Propylaea--entrance to Acropolis--Nike Temple at right. 9281 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23191

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84827

Topic: Carriages -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Horses -- Greece
Roads -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Nike Temple
Propylaea

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Earth proudly wears the Parthenon as the best gem upon her zone"--W.S.W., to east end. 9283 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Earth proudly wears the Parthenon as the best gem upon her zone"--W.S.W., to east end. 9283 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23192

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].
Copy and Version Identification Note
94846

Topic: Columns -- Greece
       GREECE TOUR
       Ruins -- Greece
       Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
       Athens (Greece)
       Greece
       Parthenon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

East end of far-famed Parthenon from among shattered columns at N. side, Acropolis. 9284 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): East end of far-famed Parthenon from among shattered columns at N. side, Acropolis. 9284 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23193

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83400

Topic: Columns -- Greece
       GREECE TOUR
       Ruins -- Greece
       Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
       Athens (Greece)
       Greece
       Parthenon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Horsemen in procession, part of the frieze by Phidias still on W. wall of Parthenon. [Active No. 9286 : stereoscopic interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Horsemen in procession, part of the frieze by Phidias still on W. wall of Parthenon. [Active No. 9286 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23194

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Company acc. no. 70007.

Names: Phidias

Topic: Art -- Greece
Friezes -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Horses in art -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece) -- 1890-1920
Greece -- 1890-1920
Parthenon -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Aeropagus (Mars' Hill), and Theseion, N.W. from Acropolis, Athens, toward Sacred Way to Eleusis. [Caption no. 9287 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23195

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Company acc. no. 83470.

Topic: Apples
Donkeys -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples, Greek
Genre/ Form: Interpositives
       Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
       Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
       Aeropagus (Mars' Hill, Athens, Greece)
       Athens (Greece)
       Eleusis (Greece)
       Greece
       Mars' Hill (Athens, Greece)
       Sacred Way
       Theseion

Crowds gathering at restored Stadium (S.E.), for 20th century celebration of old games. 9289 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Crowds gathering at restored Stadium (S.E.), for 20th century celebration of old games. 9289 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
              RSN 23196

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
              84974

Topic: Crowds -- Greece
       GRECCE TOUR
       Olympics -- Greece
       Sports -- Greece
       Stadia -- Greece
Place: Athens (Greece)
       Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Looking S.W. over Theatre of Dionysos where masterpieces of Greek drama were given. 9290 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking S.W. over Theatre of Dionysos where masterpieces of Greek drama were given. 9290 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23197

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83808

Topic: Arenas -- Greece
Dionysos (Greek deity)
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece

Seat of honor for Priest of Dionysos, N. side Theatre of 4th century B.C.-- below Acropolis. 9291 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23198

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83877

Topic: Arenas -- Greece
Chairs -- Greece
Dionysos (Greek deity)
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
The best preserved temple in all Greece, the Doric "Theseion" of time-yellowed marble. [Active no. 9292 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23199
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Company acc. no. 84136.

Topic: Carriages -- Greece
Columns -- Greece
Donkeys -- Greece
Doric order
GREECE TOUR
Horses -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Theseion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tower of the Winds, a "weather-bureau" and town-clock of 2,000 years ago on a street in Athens. [Active no. 9293 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23200
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Company acc. no. 84780.

Topic: Clocks and watches -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece -- Athens
Towers -- Greece
Weather bureau -- Greece
winds -- Greece
Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Tower of the Winds

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sepulchral vases whose proportions and contours are still ideal in beauty,
Nat'l Museum. 9294 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sepulchral vases whose proportions and contours are still ideal in beauty, Nat'l Museum. 9294 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Holes in emulsion of left frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 23201

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note

85565

Topic: Art -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Interior architecture
Museums -- Greece
Pottery -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
Vases -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Athena Parthenos, reduced from Phidias' gold and ivory statue (Eleusinian relief at left). [Active no. 9295 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23202

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].
Company acc. no. 84143.

Names: Phidias

Topic: Art -- Greece
Athena Parthenos (Athens, Greece)
Eleusinia (sculpture)
GREECE TOUR
Ivory
Museums -- Greece
Relief (Art) -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Piraeus, Athens' seaport, and outlook west over Salamis, where Greeks defeated Persians, 480 B.C. 9296 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Piraeus, Athens' seaport, and outlook west over Salamis, where Greeks defeated Persians, 480 B.C. 9296 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23203

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83835

Topic: Battlefields -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Harbors -- Greece
Portraits -- Greece
Ports -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Piraeus (Greece)
Salamis (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Thriasian Plain and distant Eleusis on the bay--E.S.E. from Mandra toward Athens. 9297 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23204

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84897

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Eleusis (Greece)
Greece
Mandra
Thriasian Plain

Initiation Hall of the Mysteries long frequented by the devout (N.N.W.), Eleusis. 9298 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Initiation Hall of the Mysteries long frequented by the devout (N.N.W.), Eleusis. 9298 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23205

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84899

Names: Initiation Hall of the Mysteries (Eleusis, Greece)

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Eleusis (Greece)
Greece
Seats in Hall of the Mysteries once occupied by the wise and great, S.S.W. to bay, Eleusis. 9299 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Seats in Hall of the Mysteries once occupied by the wise and great, S.S.W. to bay, Eleusis. 9299 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23206
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84869

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Eleusis (Greece)
Greece
Hall of the Mysteries (Eleusis, Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grave-mound of Greek heroes who routed the outnumbering Persians, 400 B.C. (E.S.E.)--Marathon. 9301 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Grave-mound of Greek heroes who routed the outnumbering Persians, 400 B.C. (E.S.E.)--Marathon. 9301 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23207
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83283

Topic: Agriculture -- Greece
Battlefields -- Greece
Farmers -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Tombs -- Greece
Tombstones -- Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Greece
Marathon (Greece)

Sunion's rocky steep, the outpost of mainland Greece (W.N.W.), with temple of protecting Poseidon. 9302 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sunion's rocky steep, the outpost of mainland Greece (W.N.W.), with temple of protecting Poseidon. 9302 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23208

Same as RSN 27502; similar to RSN 14457.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83841

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Islands -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Seacoasts -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Marathon (Greece)
Poseidon
Sunion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shattered sanctuary of Aphaia (E.N.E.), pride of rich and powerful Greeks 2,500 years ago, Aegina. Active no. 9303 : stereo Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Shattered sanctuary of Aphaia (E.N.E.), pride of rich and powerful Greeks 2,500 years ago, Aegina. Active no. 9303: stereo Interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23209

It is situated on the top of a hill covered with pines, in the NE part of the island, and is distinguished by the very good preservation of the Late Archaic temple. The sanctuary was initially dedicated to the cult of Aphaia, a local deity later assimilated by Athena. Finds dating from the prehistoric period—including figurines of breeding women—point to the conclusion that the cult was established very early, possibly in the beginning of the 2nd millennium B.C. Judging from votive offerings and, mostly, from building activity, the sanctuary flourished mainly in the Archaic period. At the end of the period, around 500 B.C. and a little later, the sanctuary assumed the monumental form it preserves today. ... Pottery evidence of the following periods suggests restricted activity on the site until the beginning of the 1st century B.C., when the sanctuary definitely declined. (Hellenic Ministry of Culture web site, 2/6/2002).

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199]. Similar to RSN 14450. Orig. no. 84176.

Names: Aphaia (Greek deity)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Sanctuaries -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Place: Aigina (Greece)
Greece
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Old Greek types of beauty among village women at an Easter dance (outlook east), Megara. 9304 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Old Greek types of beauty among village women at an Easter dance (outlook east), Megara. 9304 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23210

Same as RSN 27503; similar to RSN 14459
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199]

Copy and Version Identification Note
83771

Topic: Crowds
Dances
Easter
GREECE TOUR
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Greece
Megara

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth, Greece. 9305 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth, Greece. 9305 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23211

Similar to RSN 14460-14462 and 27504.
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84819

Topic: Canals -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ships -- Greece

Place: Aegina (Greece)
Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
General view of excavations at old Corinth--W. past Apollo temple. 9306 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): General view of excavations at old Corinth--W. past Apollo temple. 9306 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23212

Similar to RSN 14463 and 27505.
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84161

Names: Apollo, Temple of (Corinth, Greece)
Topic: Excavations (Archaeology) -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Place: Corinth (Greece)
Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Isthmus of Corinth, pathway of Greek armies--E.N.E. from Acropolis. 9307 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Isthmus of Corinth, pathway of Greek armies--E.N.E. from Acropolis. 9307 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23213

Similar to RSN 14464
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199]

Copy and Version Identification Note
84509
Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Greece
Isthmus of Corinth
Isthmus of Corinth

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GREECE TOUR

Temple of Zeus, where famous games were held (N.N.E.), Nemea. 9308 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Temple of Zeus, where famous games were held (N.N.E.), Nemea. 9308 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23214

Same as RSN 14465 and 23215.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83782

Topic: Columns -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Nemea (Greece)
Temple of Zeus (Nemea, Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Zeus, where famous games were held (N.N.E.), Nemea. 9308 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Temple of Zeus, where famous games were held (N.N.E.), Nemea. 9308 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23215

Same as RSN 14465 and 23214.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83782

Topic:
Columns -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place:
Greece
Nemea (Greece)
Temple of Zeus (Nemea, Greece)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Agamemnon's council hall in "the innermost corner of Argos"--S.S.W. over plain to sea, Mykenae. [Active no. 9309 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Agamemnon's council hall in "the innermost corner of Argos"--S.S.W. over plain to sea, Mykenae. [Active no. 9309 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23216

Similar to RSN 14466, 14467 and 27506.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199]. Company acc. no. 84113.

Names:
Agamemnon

Topic:
GREECE TOUR
Halls
Ruins -- Greece

Place:
Argos (Greece)
Greece
Mykenae

Genre/
Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Gate of the Lions, oldest sculpture in Europe (S.E.), guarding walled Acropolis of Mykenae. 9310 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gate of the Lions, oldest sculpture in Europe (S.E.), guarding walled Acropolis of Mykenae. 9310 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23217

Similar to RSN 14468.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84259

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Gate of the Lions (Argos, Greece)
Gates -- Greece
Lions -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Greece
Mykenae

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Massive doorway into so-called "Treasury of Atreus" or "Tomb of Agamemnon" (W.) Mykenae. 9311 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Massive doorway into so-called "Treasury of Atreus" or "Tomb of Agamemnon" (W.) Mykenae. 9311 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23218

Similar to RSN 14469.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].
Copy and Version Identification Note

84267

Topic: GREECE TOUR
   Gates -- Greece
   Ruins -- Greece
   Tombs -- Greece

Place: Greece
   Mykenae (Greece)
   Tomb of Agamemnon
   Treasury of Atreus

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

The Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera] (E.) where the chiefs of Greece swore fealty to Agamemnon before Trojan War. [Active no. 9312 : stereo photonegative,] 1905
   Image(s): The Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera] (E.) where the chiefs of Greece swore fealty to Agamemnon before Trojan War. [Active no. 9312 : stereo photonegative,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 23219

Similar to RSN 14470. Company acc. no. 84042. Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

   Names: Agamemnon
   Topic: GREECE TOUR
   Ruins -- Greece

   Place: Greece
   Heraeon (Mykene, Greece)
   Trojan War

   Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Argos, where Greek homes have stood since earliest times--N.N.W. to Acropolis of Larisa. 9313 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Argos, where Greek homes have stood since earliest times--N.N.W. to Acropolis of Larisa. 9313 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23220

Similar to RSN 14471.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84086

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples, Greek -- Greece

Place: Acropolis of Larisa
Argos (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Argos and the plain whose horses were famed in Homer's day, S.E. from Larisa to Nauplia. 9314 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Argos and the plain whose horses were famed in Homer's day, S.E. from Larisa to Nauplia. 9314 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23221

Similar to RSN 14472 and 14473; same as RSN 23222.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Argos (Greece)
Greece
Larisa (Greece)
Nauplia

Argos and the plain whose horses were famed in Homer's day, S.E. from Larisa to Nauplia. 9314 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Argos and the plain whose horses were famed in Homer's day, S.E. from Larisa to Nauplia. 9314 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23222

Similar to RSN 14472 and 14473; same as RSN 23221.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
844444108

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Argos (Greece)
Greece
Larisa (Greece)
Nauplia

Palace wall and windows of prices whose splendor died before history began--(N.), Tiryns. 9315 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace wall and windows of prices whose splendor died before history began--(N.), Tiryns. 9315 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23223
Similar to RSN 14474.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84197

Topic: GREECE TOUR  
Palaces -- Greece  
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece  
Tiryns (Extinct city)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Cyclopean gateway of "wall-girt Tiryns," ancient when Homer sang--N.N.W. towards rival Argos. 9316 Interpositive, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cyclopean gateway of "wall-girt Tiryns," ancient when Homer sang--N.N.W. towards rival Argos. 9316 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23224

Similar to RSN 14475.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note

84101

Topic: GREECE TOUR  
Gates -- Greece  
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Argos (Greece)  
Cyclops  
Greece  
Tiryns (Extinct city)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Mediaeval fortress of Palamidi (E.S.E.), watching over the best harbor of Greece. 9317 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mediaeval fortress of Palamidi (E.S.E.), watching over the best harbor of Greece. 9317 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23225

Similar to RSN 14476.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84039

Topic: Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Harbors -- Greece
Sailboats -- Greece

Place: Greece
Palamidi

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Argolic Plain with Tiryns and Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera], N.N.W. from Palamidi to Mykenae in the mountains. 9318 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Argolic Plain with Tiryns and Heraeon [or Heraion; Temple of Hera], N.N.W. from Palamidi to Mykenae in the mountains. 9318 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23226

Similar to RSN 14477.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199]. Company acc. no. 84195.

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece

Place:
- Argolic Plain (Greece)
- Greece
- Heraeon (Mykene, Greece)
- Mykenae
- Palamidi
- Tiryns (Extinct city)

Thosol in the sanctuary of Aesculapius, god of healing--theatre at S.E. Epidauros. 9319 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Thosol in the sanctuary of Aesculapius, god of healing--theatre at S.E. Epidauros. 9319 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23227

Similar to RSN 14478.

Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84065

Names: Tholos Temple (Epidauros, Greece)

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
- Aesculapius (Greek deity)
- GREECE TOUR
- Ruins -- Greece
- Sanctuaries -- Greece
- Theaters -- Greece

Place:
- Epidauros (Greece)
- Greece

Looking over stately theatre N.W. to gymnasium and temple of Aesculapius at Epidauros. 9320 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking over stately theatre N.W. to gymnasium and temple of Aesculapius at Epidauros. 9320 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23228

Similar to RSN 14479.
Currently stored in box 3.2.29 [199].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84201

Names: Aesclapius Temple (Epidaurus, Greece)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
Gymnasiums -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Place: Epidauros (Greece)
Greece

General view of the plain and walls of Mantinea and snowy Arcadian Mts. (W.). 9321 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): General view of the plain and walls of Mantinea and snowy Arcadian Mts. (W.). 9321 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23229

Similar to RSN 14480, 14481 and 23230.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Snow -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Place: Arcadian Mountains (Greece)
Greece
Mantinea (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

General view of the plain and walls of Mantinea and snowy Arcadian Mts. (W.). 9321 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): General view of the plain and walls of Mantinea and snowy Arcadian Mts. (W.). 9321 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23230

Similar to RSN 14480, 14481 and 23229.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84240

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Snow -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Place: Arcadian Mountains (Greece)
Greece
Mantinea (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mantinea's many-towered wall and scene of Theban victory 362 B.C.,
W.S.W. to Arcadian Mts. 9322 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mantinea's many-towered wall and scene of Theban victory 362 B.C., W.S.W. to Arcadian Mts. 9322 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23231
Similar to RSN 14482.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84263

Topic:  
Battlefields -- Greece
Donkeys -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Snow -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Place:  
Arcadian Mountains (Greece)
Greece
Mantinea (Greece)
Thebes (Ancient Greek city)

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:  
Stereoscopic photographs

Temple of Athene Alea, 394 B.C., recently excavated in village where Old Tegea stood (W.N.W.). 9323 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Temple of Athene Alea, 394 B.C., recently excavated in village where Old Tegea stood (W.N.W.). 9323 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23232
Similar to RSN 14483.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205]
Copy and Version Identification Note

84008

Names: Athene Alea Temple (Greece)

Topic: GREECE TOUR
   Ruins -- Greece
   Temples -- Greece
   Villages -- Greece

Place: Greece
   Mantinea (Greece)
   Old Tegea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In Sparta--villagers and countrymen on market day--W. through Ares St., to mountains. 9325 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In Sparta--villagers and countrymen on market day--W. through Ares St., to mountains. 9325 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23233
Similar to RSN 14487.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

85015

Topic: Children -- Greece
   Cows -- Greece
   Dwellings -- Greece
   GREECE TOUR
   Homes -- Greece
   Markets -- Greece
   Mountains -- Greece
   Sheep -- Greece
   Villages -- Greece

Place: Greece
   Sparta (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Where old Sparta stood--S.S.W. from near theatre to mountains Menelaus and Helen knew. 9326 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Where old Sparta stood--S.S.W. from near theatre to mountains Menelaus and Helen knew. 9326 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23234
Similar to RSN 14488.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84734

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Villages -- Greece

Place: Greece
Sparta (Greece)

The Spartan plain E. from heights of mediaeval Mistra, where Venetians fought Turks. [Active no. 9327 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Spartan plain E. from heights of mediaeval Mistra, where Venetians fought Turks. [Active no. 9327 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23235
Similar to RSN 14489.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Company acc. no. 84686.

Topic: Battlefields
Pylos harbor and island of Sphacteria (S.S.E.), where Athens defeated Sparta. [Active no. 9329 : stereo interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Pylos harbor and island of Sphacteria (S.S.E.), where Athens defeated Sparta. [Active no. 9329 : stereo interpositive.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23236
Similar to RSN 14492.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Company acc. no. 69957.
Topic: Battlefields -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Harbors -- Greece
Islands -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Seascapes -- Greece

Place: Greece
Pylos
Sparta (Greece)
Sphacteria Island

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Watch-towers in splendid wall around the Acropolis on Mt. Ithome (N.), Messene. 9330 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Watch-towers in splendid wall around the Acropolis on Mt. Ithome (N.), Messene. 9330 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23237
Similar to RSN 14493.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84752

Topic: Acropolis (Messene, Greece)
        Donkeys -- Greece
        GREECE TOUR
        Mountains -- Greece
        Ruins -- Greece
        Towers -- Greece
        Walls -- Greece

Place: Greece
        Ithome Mountain (Messene, Greece)
        Messene (Extinct city)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Arcadian Gate of old-time Messene (N.), from within the precinct of Sparta's rival. 9331 Interpositive, 1905
3 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Arcadian Gate of old-time Messene (N.), from within the precinct of Sparta's rival. 9331 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Right frame broken vertically in three pieces.
Local Numbers
RSN 23238
Similar to RSN 14494 and 14495.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Copy and Version Identification Note
84754

Topic: Arcadian Gate (Messine, Greece)
Donkeys -- Greece
Greece TOUR
Gates -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Place: Greece
Messene (Extinct city)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque interior of a modern Greek villager's home, Messene. 9332 interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Picturesque interior of a modern Greek villager's home, Messene. 9332 interpositive 1905.

Olympia's desolated grandeur--N.E. over ground where the noblest Greek culture was developed. 9333 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Olympia's desolated grandeur--N.E. over ground where the noblest Greek culture was developed. 9333 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23240

Similar to RSN 14497.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85042

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Heraeion [Temple of Hera], Olympia, oldest temple in all Greece (W.S.W.), where the Hermes of Praxiteles was found. 9334 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Heraeion [Temple of Hera], Olympia, oldest temple in all Greece (W.S.W.), where the Hermes of Praxiteles was found. 9334 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23241

Similar to RSN 14498.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84984

Names: Praxiteles ((ancient sculptor))
Topic: GREECE TOUR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Greece</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olympia (Greece)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Temple of Zeus, Olympia (E.S.E.), where the greatest of Greeks worshipped for 850 years. 9335 Interpositive, 1905**

1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** Temple of Zeus, Olympia (E.S.E.), where the greatest of Greeks worshipped for 850 years. 9335 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 23242

Similar to RSN 14499.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**

84879

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>GREECE TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temple of Zeus (Olympia, Greece)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temples -- Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olympia (Greece)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Marbles from W. pediment, Temple of Zeus (Apollo interposing between Lapiths and Centaurs). 9336 interpositive, 1905**

1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** Marbles from W. pediment, Temple of Zeus (Apollo interposing between Lapiths and Centaurs). 9336 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23243

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14500.

Copy and Version Identification Note
84916

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)
Art -- Greece
Centaurs
GREECE TOUR
Lapith
Marbles
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
Temple of Zeus (Olympia, Greece)
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Athletes' entrance (E.) to the Stadium, Olympia. 9337 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Athletes' entrance (E.) to the Stadium, Olympia. 9337 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23244

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14501 and 27509.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85060

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Gates -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Stadia -- Greece

Place: Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Megaspelaeon Monastery, richest in all Greece, built into rugged cliffs below Mt. Chelmos. 9338 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Megaspelaeon Monastery, richest in all Greece, built into rugged cliffs below Mt. Chelmos. 9338 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23245

Similar to RSN 14502.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84629

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
GREECE TOUR
Monasteries -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place:
Chelmos Mountain (Greece)
Greece
Megaspelaeon (Greece)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Pious monks of the Eastern Orthodox Church at door of cavern-monastery. [Active no. 9339 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Pious monks of the Eastern Orthodox Church at door of cavern-monastery. [Active no. 9339 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23246

Similar to RSN 14503.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205]. Orig. no. 84683.

Names:
- Eastern Orthodox Church
- Orthodoxos Ekklesia tēs Hellados

Topic:
- Churches -- Greece
- GREECE TOUR
- Monasteries -- Greece
- Monks -- Greece
- Religion -- Greece

Place:
- Chelmos Mountain
- Greece
- Megaspelaeon

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Looking across the battlefield of Plataea, N.W. to modern Plataea and Kithaeron. 9340 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking across the battlefield of Plataea, N.W. to modern Plataea and Kithaeron. 9340 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 23247

Similar to RSN 14504

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
- 83452

Topic:
- Battlefields
- GREECE TOUR
- Mountains -- Greece

Genre/ Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
- Greece
- Kithaeron (Greece)
- Plataea (Greece)

Leuktra (N.E.), where Thebes overcame Sparta 371 B.C. and gained leadership of all Greece. 9341 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Leuktra (N.E.), where Thebes overcame Sparta 371 B.C. and gained leadership of all Greece. 9341 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23248

Similar to RSN 14505.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83251

Topic: Battlefields -- Greece
Greece Tour
Horses -- Greece
Walkways -- Greece

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Greece
Leuktra (Greece)

Thebes from the north--a centre of human life long before the beginning of history. 9342 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Thebes from the north--a centre of human life long before the beginning of history. 9342 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23249

Similar to RSN 14506 and 14507.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
70000

Topic: Children -- Greece
Greece Tour
Ruins -- Greece
Villages -- Greece

Place: Greece
Thebes (Ancient Greek city)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The home of legends without number--Thebes, N.N.W. from Ismenios hill.
9343 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The home of legends without number--Thebes, N.N.W. from Ismenios hill. 9343 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23250

Similar to RSN 14508.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83308

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Portraits -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Villages -- Greece

Place: Greece
Ismenios (Thebes, Greece)
Thebes (Ancient Greek city)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Walls twenty feet thick that protected a long-forgotten city from her foes (E.), Goulas. 9344 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Walls twenty feet thick that protected a long-forgotten city from her foes (E.), Goulas. 9344 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23251

Similar to RSN 14509.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205]

Copy and Version Identification Note
83303

Topic:
Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Portraits -- Greece
Ports -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Walls -- Greece

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Goulas (Greece)
Greece

Outlook E. from castle heights over Boeotian Orchomenos, rich and mighty in Homeric times. 9345 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Outlook E. from castle heights over Boeotian Orchomenos, rich and mighty in Homeric times. 9345 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23252

Similar to RSN 14510 and 14511.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83367

Topic:
Castles
GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece
Villages -- Greece

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Boeotia (Greece)
Greece
Orchomenos (Greece)

"Treasury of Minyas," tomb of prehistoric Boeotian kings (W.S.W.), Orchomenos. 9346 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Treasury of Minyas," tomb of prehistoric Boeotian kings (W.S.W.), Orchomenos. 9346 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23253

Similar to RSN 14512.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83511

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Tombs -- Greece

Place: Boeotia (Greece)
Greece
Orchomenos (Greece)
Treasury of Minyas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Lion of Chaeronea guarding grave of patriots of 338 B.C.--Mt. Parnassos at W.N.W. 9347 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Lion of Chaeronea guarding grave of patriots of 338 B.C.--Mt. Parnassos at W.N.W. 9347 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23254
Similar to RSN 14513.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83253

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Gates -- Greece
Lion of Chaeronea (Mt. Parnassos, Greece)
Lions -- Greece
Monuments -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
Tombs -- Greece

Place: Greece
Orchomenos (Greece)
Parnassos Mountains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Sacred Plain and distant Delphi, seat of Apollo's oracle--N.E. to Mt. Parnassos. 9348 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Sacred Plain and distant Delphi, seat of Apollo's oracle--N.E. to Mt. Parnassos. 9348 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23255

Similar to RSN 14514.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83418

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)
GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece
Orchomenos (Greece)
Parnassos Mountain
Sacred Plain

Apollo's temple (6th cent. B.C.) built over chasm of the Oracle--E. from above theatre, Delphi. 9350 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Apollo's temple (6th cent. B.C.) built over chasm of the Oracle--E. from above theatre, Delphi. 9350 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
83316

RSN 23256

Similar to RSN 14519, 23257 and 27512.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)  
Chasms -- Greece  
GREECE TOUR  
Mountains -- Greece  
Ruins -- Greece  
Temples -- Greek  
Theaters -- Greece  
Valleys -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)  
Greece -- 1900-1910  
Oracle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Apollo's temple (6th cent. B.C.) built over chasm of the Oracle--E. from above theatre, Delphi. 9350 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Apollo's temple (6th cent. B.C.) built over chasm of the Oracle--E. from above theatre, Delphi. 9350 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23257

Similar to RSN 14519, 23256 and 27512.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83479

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)
      Chasms -- Greece
      GREECE TOUR
      Mountains -- Greece
      Ruins -- Greece
      Temples, Greek
      Theaters -- Greece
      Valleys -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)
       Greece
       Oracle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Bronze charioteer, votive offering of a Greek prince 2,400 years ago,
Museum at Delphi. 9351 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Bronze charioteer, votive offering of a Greek prince 2,400 years ago, Museum at Delphi. 9351 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23258

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14517, 14518 and 27513.

Copy and Version Identification Note
83479

Topic: Art -- Greece
       Bronzes
       GREECE TOUR
       Museums -- Greece
       Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Sacred Omphalos from Apollo's temple, that marked the world's center--Museum at Delphi. [Active no. 9352 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Sacred Omphalos from Apollo's temple, that marked the world's center--Museum at Delphi. [Active no. 9352 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23259
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Similar to RSN 10524.

Copy and Version Identification Note
83585

Topic: Apollo (Greek deity)
Art -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Museums -- Greece
Religion -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece
Omphalos

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Pass of Thermopylae (W.S.W.), where Leonidas and his men held back Persia's host, 480 B.C. 9353 Interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Pass of Thermopylae (W.S.W.), where Leonidas and his men held back Persia's host, 480 B.C. 9353 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23260
Similar to RSN 14525.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

85621

Names: Leonidas, King of Sparta, I., d. B.C. 480.
Topic: Battlefields -- Greece
Greece Tour
Mountains -- Greece
Passes -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Greece
Thermopylae (Greece)

Box 270

RSN Numbers 23261-23359

Image(s)

Kalabaka and Peneios river, W. from St. Stephen's lofty monastery to Pindos mountains. [Active no. 9355 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Kalabaka and Peneios river, W. from St. Stephen's lofty monastery to Pindos mountains. [Active no. 9355 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23261

Similar to RSN 14528.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Company acc. no. 85617.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
Greece Tour
Monasteries -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Rivers -- Greece

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Greece
Kalabaka (Greece)
Peneios River (Greece)
Pindos Mountains (Greece)
St. Stephen's
Thermopylae (Greece)

Holy Trinity Monastery on its sky-island (W.S.W.), one of the famous cliffs at Meteora. [Active noo. 9356 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Holy Trinity Monastery on its sky-island (W.S.W.), one of the famous cliffs at Meteora. [Active noo. 9356 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23262
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Similar to RSN 14529.

Company acc. no. 85628.

Names: Holy Trinity Monastery (Meteora, Greece)
Topic: Cliffs -- Greece
Dogs -- Greece
Formations (Geology) -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Horses -- Greece
Monasteries -- Greece
Rivers -- Greece

Place: Greece
Meteora

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chalkis, Euboea's old seaport, parent of rich colonial cities in its day, E.S.E. from fort. 9357 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Chalkis, Euboea's old seaport, parent of rich colonial cities in its day, E.S.E. from fort. 9357 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23263

Same as RSN 14530 and 23264.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83355

Topic: Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Harbors -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Portraits -- Greece

Place: Chalkis (Euboea, Greece)
Euboea (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chalkis, Euboea's old seaport, parent of rich colonial cities in its day, E.S.E. from fort. 9357 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Chalkis, Euboea's old seaport, parent of rich colonial cities in its day, E.S.E. from fort. 9357 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23264

Same as RSN 14530 and 23263.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Topic: Fortification -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Harbors -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece
Portraits -- Greece

Place: Chalkis (Euboea, Greece)
Euboea (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Eretria, ancient in power and fame—outlook S.S.E. over theatre to mainland of Greece. 9358 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23265

Same as RSN 14531

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

93495

Topic: GREECE TOUR

Mountains -- Greece

Portraits

Ruins -- Greece

Theaters

Place: Eretria (Greece)

Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt running an American steam-shovel at Culebra Cut. 9359 interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): President Roosevelt running an American steam-shovel at Culebra Cut. 9359 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Ashton, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23266

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14532 and 23267

Copy and Version Identification Note

95885

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
President Roosevelt running an American steam-shovel at Culebra Cut. 9359 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): President Roosevelt running an American steam-shovel at Culebra Cut. 9359 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23267

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14532 and 23266

Copy and Version Identification Note
95854

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Giant steam-shovel "making the dirt fly" in deep cut at Culebra, Panama Canal. 9360 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Giant steam-shovel "making the dirt fly" in deep cut at Culebra, Panama Canal. 9360 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23268
Similar to RSN 14533.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Copy and Version Identification Note
88839
Topic: Canals -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Steam shovels -- Panama
Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers outside homes in Panama.] 9361 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Workers outside homes in Panama.] 9361 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23269
Similar to RSN 14534.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Copy and Version Identification Note
88846
Topic: Dwellings -- Panama.
Homes -- Panama
President Roosevelt discussing America's task with workmen at Bas Obispo. 9362 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): President Roosevelt discussing America's task with workmen at Bas Obispo. 9362 : stereo interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23270
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95853

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Canals -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Presidents -- Panama

Place: Bas Obispo (Panama)
Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

A busy day at Bas Obispo Cut, pushing the canal through the mountains. 9363 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A busy day at Bas Obispo Cut, pushing the canal through the mountains. 9363 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23271
Similar to RSN 14535.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89029

Topic:
- Canals -- Panama
- Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
- Laborers -- Panama
- Machinery -- Panama
- Mountains -- Panama
- PANAMA TOUR
- Railroads -- Panama

Place:
- Bas Obispo (Panama)
- Panama

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Looking through Bas Obispo Cut, where the great canal enters the mountain range. 9364 interpositive, 1905

Image(s): Looking through Bas Obispo Cut, where the great canal enters the mountain range. 9364 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering to both sides of glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23272

Similar to RSN 14536.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Topic:
- Canals -- Panama
- Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
- Laborers -- Panama
- Machinery -- Panama
- Mountains -- Panama
- PANAMA TOUR
- Railroads -- Panama

Place:
- Bas Obispo (Panama)
- Panama

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Steam-drill clearing a way for the world's shipping through the Isthmus of Panama. 9365 Interpositive, 1905
Image(s): Steam-drill clearing a way for the world's shipping through the Isthmus of Panama. 9365 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23273

Similar to RSN 14537.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89036

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
Mountains -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Steam drills

Place: Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

One of the better streets of Panama--modern pavements and lights. 9368 Interpositive, 1906

Image(s): One of the better streets of Panama--modern pavements and lights. 9368 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23274

Similar to RSN 14539.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92815
A hint of the picturesque Spanish South in one of the narrow streets of Panama. 9369 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A hint of the picturesque Spanish South in one of the narrow streets of Panama. 9369 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23275
Similar to RSN 14541.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92222

Sunset in the tropics--the Caribbean Sea from Colon. 9370 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sunset in the tropics--the Caribbean Sea from Colon. 9370 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23276
Similar to RSN 14542

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205]

Copy and Version Identification Note

89104

Topic: PANAMA TOUR
       Sailboats
       Sunsets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Seascapes
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Caribbean Sea
       Colon (Panama)
       Panama

Housewives looking for bargains at boat landing, beach market, Colon.
9371 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Housewives looking for bargains at boat landing, beach market, Colon. 9371 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23277
Similar to RSN 14543.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89220

Topic: Boats -- Panama
       Docks -- Panama
       Markets -- Panama
       PANAMA TOUR
       Piers -- Panama
       Railroads -- Panama
       Wharves -- Panama

Place: Colon (Panama)
       Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Cass Street from the south, typical negro quarter of Colon. 9372 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)  
Image(s): Cass Street from the south, typical negro quarter of Colon. 9372 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23278

Similar to RSN 14545.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
88817

Topic: Dwellings -- Panama.
Homes -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Streets -- Panama

Place: Colon (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River in rural setting in Panama.] 9373 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [River in rural setting in Panama.] 9373 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23279

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14544.

Copy and Version Identification Note
10370

Topic: Rivers -- Panama
Villages -- Panama
Place: Panama
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Exploring the upper Chagres river (W.) among wooded hills of the Isthmus of Panama. 9374 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Exploring the upper Chagres river (W.) among wooded hills of the Isthmus of Panama. 9374 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23280
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14546 and 27516.

Copy and Version Identification Note
89083

Topic: Boats -- Panama
PANAMA TOUR
Rivers -- Panama

Place: Chagres River (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Celebrated Gothic chapel of King's College, England. 9375 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Celebrated Gothic chapel of King's College, England. 9375 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23281
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
The Great Court of King's College, monumental fountain and gateway. 9376 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Great Court of King's College, monumental fountain and gateway. 9376 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23282

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14549.

Carved choir-stalls and fan-vaulting of King's College Chapel. 9377 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Carved choir-stalls and fan-vaulting of King's College Chapel. 9377 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23283
Similar to RSN 14548 and 14551.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Copy and Version Identification Note
48255
Names: King's College (Cambridge, England)
Topic: Architecture -- England
Art -- England
Chapels -- England
ENGLAND TOUR--Cambridge Univ
Interior architecture -- England
Universities and colleges -- England
Place: Cambridge (England)
England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

All Saints' Cross in a green space among the college buildings at Cambridge. [Active no. 9378 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): All Saints' Cross in a green space among the college buildings at Cambridge. [Active no. 9378 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23284
Similar to RSN 14550 and 14552.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Company acc. no. 48206.
Topic: Chapels -- England
Church buildings -- England
Crosses -- England
ENGLAND TOUR--Cambridge Univ
Universities and colleges -- England

Place: All Saints' Cross (Cambridge, England)
Cambridge (England)
England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Trinity Ave. of lime-trees, one of the picturesque landmarks at Cambridge.
9379 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Trinity Ave. of lime-trees, one of the picturesque landmarks at Cambridge. 9379 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23285

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14553.

Copy and Version Identification Note
48224

Topic: Babies -- England
Dogs -- England
ENGLAND TOUR-Cambridge Univ
Lime trees -- England
Universities and colleges -- England
Walkways -- England

Place: Cambridge (England)
England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mirrored arches of the "Bridge of Sighs" over the Cam, St. John's College.
9380 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mirrored arches of the "Bridge of Sighs" over the Cam, St. John's College. 9380 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23286

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14554.

Copy and Version Identification Note
48204

Topic: Bridges -- England
ENGLAND TOUR-Cambridge Univ
Rivers -- England
Universities and colleges -- England

Place: Bridge of Sighs (Cambridge, England)
Cam, River (England)
Cambridge (England)
England
St. John's College (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On the Cam--a glimpse from the bowery bank of the Upper River. 9381 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): On the Cam--a glimpse from the bowery bank of the Upper River. 9381 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23287

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14555.

Copy and Version Identification Note
48263
Topic: Boats -- England
    Bridges -- England
    ENGLAND TOUR-Cambridge Univ
    Rivers -- England
    Universities and colleges -- England

Place: Cam, River (England)
    Cambridge (England)
    England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Oxford, High St. and college buildings of St. Mary's and Bodleian Library.
9382 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Oxford, High St. and college buildings of St. Mary's and Bodleian Library. 9382 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 23288

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14556.

Copy and Version Identification Note
    48231

Names: Bodleian Library (Oxford, England)

Topic: ENGLAND TOUR--Oxford
    Horses -- England
    Libraries -- England
    Streetcars -- England
    Universities and colleges -- England

Place: England
    Oxford (England)
    St. Mary's

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Christ Church College gate tower, where "Big Tom" rings curfew. 9383 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Christ Church College gate tower, where "Big Tom" rings curfew. 9383 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23289

Similar to RSN 14557.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
48232

Names: Christ Church College (Oxford, England)
Topic: Bands (Music) -- 1900-1910 -- England
Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- England
ENGLAND TOUR--Oxford
Horses -- 1900-1910 -- England
Parades -- England
Towers -- England
Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910 -- England

Place: Big Tom
England
Oxford (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Aldate's St., south past municipal buildings to old Christ Church College. 9384 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): St. Aldate's St., south past municipal buildings to old Christ Church College. 9384 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23290

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14558
Copy and Version Identification Note

84243

Names: Christ Church College (Oxford, England)
Topic: ENGLAND TOUR--Oxford
Streets -- England
Towers -- England
Universities and colleges -- England
Place: Big Tom
England
Oxford (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Martyrs’ Memorial to Cranmer, Latimer and Ridley on spot where they died. [Active no. 9385 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The Martyrs’ Memorial to Cranmer, Latimer and Ridley on spot where they died. [Active no. 9385 : stereo interpositive.,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23291

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14559. Company acc. no. 84248.

Names: Cranmer
Latimer, Glenna M. (Glenna Montague), 1898-1980
Ridley
Topic: ENGLAND TOUR--Oxford
Memorials -- England
Monuments -- England
Place: England
Martyrs' Memorial (England)
Oxford (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[All Souls College Chapel Cambridge] in glass image 9386 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [All Souls College Chapel Cambridge] in glass image 9386 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion damaged left frame lower right.
Local Numbers
RSN 23292
Similar to RSN 14560.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Copy and Version Identification Note
84213
Names: All Souls' College Chapel (Cambridge, England)
Topic: Architecture -- England
Chapels -- England
Interior architecture -- England
Universities and colleges -- England
Place: Cambridge (England)
England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Addison's Walk, a [famous?] forest aisle in Magdalen College grounds, Oxford. [Active no. 9387 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Addison's Walk, a [famous?] forest aisle in Magdalen College grounds, Oxford. [Active no. 9387 : stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23293
Similar to RSN 14561.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Company acc. no. 48171.
Names: Magdalen College (University of Oxford)

Topic: ENGLAND TOUR--Oxford
Trees -- England
Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910 -- England
Walkways -- England

Place: Addison's Walk (Oxford College grounds, England)
England
Oxford (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sunny garden of Worcester College, dear to many generations of Englishmen, Oxford. 9388 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sunny garden of Worcester College, dear to many generations of Englishmen, Oxford. 9388 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23294

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14562

Copy and Version Identification Note
48238

Topic: ENGLAND
Gardens -- England
Universities and colleges -- England
Walkways -- England

Place: England
Oxford (England)
Worcester College

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The dance around the May-pole--springtime festival in the west of England. 9389 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The dance around the May-pole--springtime festival in the west of England. 9389 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23295

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14563.

Copy and Version Identification Note
52547

Topic:
Children -- England
Dances -- England
ENGLAND
Games -- England
Maypoles -- England
Recreation -- England

Place:
England

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking from Times Building, 362 ft. above street, N.E. past Fifth Avenue churches and hotels. No. 9391 : stereoscopic interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Looking from Times Building, 362 ft. above street, N.E. past Fifth Avenue churches and hotels. No. 9391 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23296

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Topic: NEW YORK CITY
Skyscrapers

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs

"Imported Americans" shopping from push-carts on the lower East Side.
Active no. 9392 : stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Imported Americans" shopping from push-carts on the lower East Side. Active no. 9392 : stereo interpositive, 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Page, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
78549 (associated number)
RSN 23297
Similar to RSN 14565.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Immigrants -- United States -- 1900-1910
Markets -- 1900-1910 -- New York (State) -- New York
NEW YORK CITY
Streets

New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"How the other half lives" in a crowded Hebrew district on the lower East Side. 9393 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "How the other half lives" in a crowded Hebrew district on the lower East Side. 9393 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23298
Similar to RSN 14566.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
86139
President Roosevelt and his traveling companions at the Hanging Bridge, Royal Gorge. 9394 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): President Roosevelt and his traveling companions at the Hanging Bridge, Royal Gorge. 9394 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23299

Similar to RSN 14567.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81317

Sport in the huge Rocky Mountain bathtub at Hot Sulphur Springs, Glenwood Springs. 9395 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sport in the huge Rocky Mountain bathtub at Hot Sulphur Springs, Glenwood Springs. 9395 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23300

Similar to RSN 14568.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81401

Topic: COLORADO TOUR-Misc
Mountains -- Colorado
Resorts -- Colorado
Swimming -- Colorado
hot springs -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Glenwood Springs (Colo.)
Hot Sulphur Springs (Glenwood Springs, Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Our hospitable hosts at the time of the big buffalo hunt, Oklahoma. 9396 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Our hospitable hosts at the time of the big buffalo hunt, Oklahoma. 9396 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23301

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82222

Topic: HUNTING SCENES
Tents -- Oklahoma
hunters -- Oklahoma
Place: Oklahoma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Geronimo, the famous Apache chief, skinning the buffalo after the hunt. 9397 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Geronimo, the famous Apache chief, skinning the buffalo after the hunt. 9397 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23302

Similar to RSN 14569.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82213

Names: Geronimo, 1829-1909

Topic: Buffalos -- Oklahoma
HUNTING SCENES
Indians of North America -- Oklahoma
hunters -- Oklahoma

Place: Apache Indians -- Oklahoma
Oklahoma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fancy "roping" at a cowboys' camp. 9398 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Fancy "roping" at a cowboys' camp. 9398 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23303

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14570.
Indian braves assembled in traditional magnificence for a buffalo hunt. 9399 Interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Indian braves assembled in traditional magnificence for a buffalo hunt. 9399 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23304
Similar to RSN 14571.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Peach Tree St. from the east--a typical business district of a southern metropolis, Atlanta. 9400 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23305

Similar to RSN 145732.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90961

Topic: ATLANTA
Automobiles -- Georgia
Carts -- Georgia
Horses -- Georgia
Skyscrapers -- Georgia -- Atlanta.
Streetcars -- Georgia
Streets -- Georgia

Place: Atlanta (Ga.)
Georgia
Peach Tree Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Fox hounds of the Meadowbrook Club--first meet of the season. 9401 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fox hounds of the Meadowbrook Club--first meet of the season. 9401 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23306

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14573 and 14574.

Copy and Version Identification Note
86168
Topic: Competitions -- New York
Dogs -- New York
Foxhounds -- New York
HUNTING SERIES
Horses -- New York
Hunting -- New York
Sports -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
Meadowbrook Club
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. William Jennings Bryan. [Active no. 9402 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Bryan is seated at his desk.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23307

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 23308; similar to RSN 14575 and 14576

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Company acc. no. 94438.

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925

Topic: Offices
Politicians

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. William Jennings Bryan. [Active no. 9402 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Bryan is seated at his desk.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23308

Same as RSN 23307; similar to RSN 14575 and 14576

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Company acc. no. 94438.

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925

Topic: Offices
       Politicians

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Portraits -- Men
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Babies and beggars. Active no. 9403 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Babies and beggars. Active no. 9403 : stereo interpositive,]
1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23309

Similar to RSN 14577.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205]

Company acc. no. 95682.

Topic: Beggars
       Couples
       Infants
       Infants

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Three men and two women with a baby. Active no. 9404 : stereo
interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s): [Three men and two women with a baby. Active no. 9404 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23310

Similar to RSN 14578.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Company acc. no. 95694.

Topic: Beggars
Couples
Infants
Infants

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men and two women sitting on bench, another man standing. Active no. 9405 : stereo interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s): [Two men and two women sitting on bench, another man standing. Active no. 9405 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23311

Similar to RSN 14579.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Company acc. no. 95700.

Topic: Beggars
Couples
Infants
Infants

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couples.] 9406 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couples.] 9406 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23312
Similar to RSN 14580.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95709

Topic: Beggars
Couples

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couples.] 9407 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couples.] 9407 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23313
Similar to RSN 14581.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95717

Topic: Beggars
Couples

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couples.] 9408 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couples.] 9408 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23314

Similar to RSN 14582.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95722

Topic: Beggars
Couples

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man leaving love note in tree beside river.] 9409 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Man leaving love note in tree beside river.] 9409 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23315

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14583; company acc. no. 94995.

Topic: Couples
Letters in art
Love
Rivers
Trees

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Woman reads love note left in tree beside river.] 9410 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Woman reads love note left in tree beside river.] 9410 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23316
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Similar to RSN 14584.
Copy and Version Identification Note
94992
Topic:  Couples
Love
Rivers
Trees
Genre/ Form:  Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couples.] 9411 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couples.] 9411 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23317
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Copy and Version Identification Note
95680
Topic:  Couples
Love
Trees
Genre/ Form:  Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couples. Active no. 9412 : stereo interpositive,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couples. Active no. 9412 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Couple on lawn with policeman in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23318

Similar to RSN 14586.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Company acc. no. 95692.

Topic: Couples
Love
Police
Trees
Wit and humor

Genre/Form: Comics
Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couple with luggage rural leaving train station.] 9413 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couple with luggage rural leaving train station.] 9413 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23319

Similar to RSN 14587.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95653

Topic: Couples
Love
Railroad stations
Railroads

Place: Arcola

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman kissing during picnic on grass in wooded area. Active no. 9414 : Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23320

Printed from negative RSN 14588. Company acc. no. 94015. Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Topic: Couples
Kissing
Love
Picnicking
Trees

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couples.] 9415 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Couples.] 9415 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 23321

Same as RSN 14589 and 23322.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95022

Topic: Children
Couples
Cupids (Art)
Hunting
Love
Trees

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Couples.] 9415 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couples.] 9415 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23322

Same as RSN 14589 and 23321.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95011

Topic: Children
Couples
Cupids (Art)
Hunting
Love
Trees

Genre/
Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cupid?] Active no. 9416 : stereo interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cupid?] Active no. 9416 : stereo interpositive, 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23323
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Similar to RSN 14590.

Copy and Version Identification Note

95002

Topic: Children
Couples
Cupids (Art)
International education
Love
Rivers
Trees

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 9417 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 9417 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Davidson, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23324

Similar to RSN 14591.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

94600

Topic: African Americans
Children
Equipment
Tools

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children circling around Maypole in field.] 9418 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children circling around Maypole in field.] 9418 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23325

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14592.

Copy and Version Identification Note
82296

Topic:    Balls (Parties)
Children
Dogs
Games
Maypoles
Recreation

Genre/
Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children with organ grinder. Active no. 9419 : black-and-white stereo
Interpositive,], 1905

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Children with organ grinder. Active no. 9419 : black-and-white
stereo Interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23326

Similar to RSN 14593 and 23327.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Company acc. no. 82269.

Topic:    Children
Horses
Monkeys
Musical instruments
Organ grinders

Genre/
Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children with organ grinder. Active no. 9419 : black-and-white stereo
interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23327

Similar to RSN 14593 and 23326.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Company acc. no. 82288.

Topic: Children
Horses
Monkeys
Musical instruments
Organ grinders

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Young student group with teacher outdoors.] 9420 interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Young student group with teacher outdoors.] 9420 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schenck, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23328

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14594; same as RSN 23329.

Copy and Version Identification Note
95452

Topic: Children
International education
Schools

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Young student group with teacher outdoors.] 9420 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Young student group with teacher outdoors.] 9420 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schenck, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23329

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14594; same as RSN 23328.

Copy and Version Identification Note
95450

Topic: Children
        International education
        Schools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 9421 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 9421 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23330

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84493

Topic: Children
        Dogs
        Dolls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 9422 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 9422 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23331

Similar to RSN 14595.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93800

Topic: Children
Flowers
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The favorite sport in Mexico--bullfight and crowd of spectators on a public holiday. 9423 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The favorite sport in Mexico--bullfight and crowd of spectators on a public holiday. 9423 interpositive 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23332

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14596

Copy and Version Identification Note
33870

Topic: Arenas
Bullfights
Crowds
MEXICO TOUR
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Where the brook runs under the old stone bridge--roadside near Amatlan. [Active no. 9425 : stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where the brook runs under the old stone bridge--roadside near Amatlan. [Active no. 9425 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23333

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14598.

Company acc. no. 33998.

Topic: Bridges -- Mexico MEXICO TOUR Rivers -- Mexico
Place: Amatlan (Mexico) Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tropical luxury of breakfast in an airy patio at Cordoba. 9426 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tropical luxury of breakfast in an airy patio at Cordoba. 9426 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23334

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33213
ABC in Spanish--flowers, birds and little folks at a primary school. 9427 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): ABC in Spanish--flowers, birds and little folks at a primary school. 9427 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23335

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Similar to RSN 14602.

Copy and Version Identification Note
33430

Cutting and carting sugar-cane on an Isthmus plantation. 9428 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cutting and carting sugar-cane on an Isthmus plantation. 9428 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23336

Similar to RSN 14604.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33476

Topic: Agriculture -- Mexico
Cane -- Mexico
Carts -- Mexico
Cows -- Mexico
Farms -- Mexico
Laborers -- Mexico
MEXICO TOUR
Plantations -- Mexico
Sugar -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shipping at the quay, and a glimpse of Coatzacoaleos on Campeche Bay. 9429 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shipping at the quay, and a glimpse of Coatzacoaleos on Campeche Bay. 9429 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23337

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
33186

Topic: Docks -- Mexico
MEXICO TOUR
Piers -- Mexico
Railroads -- Mexico
Sailboats -- Mexico
Ships -- Mexico
Wharves -- Mexico

Place: Campeche Bay (Coatzacoaleos, Mexico)
Coatzacoaleos (Mexico)
Mexico
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunters and rural home.] 9432 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Hunters and rural home.] 9432 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23338
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3992

Topic: African Americans
Dogs
Dwellings
Dwellings
Rifles
hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 9440 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 9440 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23339
Similar to RSN 14609.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
78

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Ticket offices
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flooded river in city.] Active no. 9455 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): [Flooded river in city.] Active no. 9455 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23340

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Original number 723.

Topic:
Disasters
Floods
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of flood-damaged railroad bridge and train.] 9458 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of flood-damaged railroad bridge and train.] 9458 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23341

Similar to RSN 14624.

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Topic:
Disasters
Engines
Flooding
Railroads -- Missouri
Rivers -- Missouri
Trains -- Missouri

Place:
Kansas City (Mo.)
Missouri

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Flood.] 9465 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8“)
Image(s): [Flood.] 9465 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23342
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

733
Topic: Disasters
Floods
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Place: Missouri Pacific
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Damaged train.] 9467 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8“)
Image(s): [Damaged train.] 9467 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23343
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

736
Names: Union Pacific Railway Company
Topic: Disasters
Railroads
Ruins
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Mosque.] 9473 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mosque.] 9473 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23344
Similar to RSN 23345.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Copy and Version Identification Note
10230
Topic: Architecture -- India
Crowds -- India
Mosques -- India
Place: India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 9476 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mosque.] 9473 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23345
Similar to RSN 23344.
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].
Copy and Version Identification Note
10229
Topic: Architecture
Crowds
Mosques
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Children.] 9476 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23346
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6583

Topic: Cathedrals
Children
Streets
Walls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cathedral.] 9477 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 9477 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23347
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6584

Topic: Cathedrals
Church buildings
Parks
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[View from street of college building and Mormon Temple.] 6587
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [View from street of college building and Mormon Temple.] 6587 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23348
Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Copy and Version Identification Note
23331
Names: Latter Day Saints' College (Salt Lake City, Utah)
Topic: Colleges -- Utah
       Temples -- Utah
Place: Mormon Temple
       Salt Lake City (Utah)
       Utah
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

["Eagle Gate Erected by Brigham Young" on gate post.] [Active no. 9480 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23349
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

6588 (orig. no.)

Topic: Dwellings -- Utah
       Gates -- Utah
       Homes -- Utah
Place: Utah
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 9481 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 9481 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23350

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90507

Topic:

Architecture
Buildings
Horses
Wagons

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 9482 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 9482 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23351

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90489

Topic:

Architecture
Art
Interior architecture

Genre/

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Stereoscopic photographs

Inside a Hopi house furnished with Indian rugs, pottery and baskets. 9483 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Inside a Hopi house furnished with Indian rugs, pottery and baskets. 9483 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23352

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90505

Topic: Art -- Arizona
Baskets -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Masks -- Arizona
Pottery -- Arizona
Rugs -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Hopi Indians -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Inside a Hopi house furnished with Indian rugs, pottery and baskets. 9484 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Inside a Hopi house furnished with Indian rugs, pottery and baskets. 9484 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23353

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90502

Topic: American Indians
Art -- Arizona
Baskets -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Masks -- Arizona
Pottery -- Arizona
Rugs -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Hopi Indians -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Inside a Hopi house furnished with Indian rugs, pottery and baskets. 9488 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Inside a Hopi house furnished with Indian rugs, pottery and baskets. 9488 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23354

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90476

Topic: American Indians
Art -- Arizona
Baskets -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Masks -- Arizona
Pottery -- Arizona
Rugs -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Hopi Indians -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Navajo hogans (Indian huts) of timber and adobe, near the Grand Canon. 9487 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Navajo hogans (Indian huts) of timber and adobe, near the Grand Canon. 9487 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23355
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90500

Topic: Adobe -- Arizona
American Indians
Dwellings -- Arizona
Hogans -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Navajo Indians (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Inside the Hopi Indian's house, grand Canon--artistic handiwork of natives--Arizona. 9486 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Inside the Hopi Indian's house, grand Canon--artistic handiwork of natives--Arizona. 9486 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23356

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90501

Topic: American Indians
Art -- Arizona
Baskets -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Pottery -- Arizona
Rugs -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Hopi Indians -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Multi-story adobe homes.] 9488 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Multi-story adobe homes.] 9488 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23357
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
90499

Topic: Architecture -- Arizona
Dwellings -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

All Souls' College Chapel, a spiritual home of Jeremy Taylor and Bishop Heber. 9489 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): All Souls' College Chapel, a spiritual home of Jeremy Taylor and Bishop Heber. 9489 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23358
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
48245

Names: All Souls' College Chapel (Cambridge, England)
Heber, Bishop
Taylor, Jeremy

Topic: Architecture -- England
Chapels -- England
ENGLAND TOUR--Oxford
Interior architecture -- England
Universities and colleges -- England

Place: England
Oxford (England)
[Children playing with dog outside.] 9490 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children playing with dog outside.] 9490 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23359
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95157

Topic:
Children
Dogs
Recreation
Tricks

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Box 271
RSN Numbers 23360-23461
Image(s)

[Couple under tree.] 9491 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Couple under tree.] 9491 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23360
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Topic:
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Trees

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs
[Pony ride and rural home.] 9492 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Pony ride and rural home.] 9492 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23361
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95072
Topic: Automobiles
Dwellings
Dwellings
Horses
Roads
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 9493 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 9493 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23362
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
95076
Topic: Agriculture
Cows
Farms
Wagons
Windmills
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Changing tire of early automobile in the country.] 9494 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Changing tire of early automobile in the country.] 9494 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23363

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

95097

Topic: Automobiles

Cows

Farms

Repairing

Wagons

Windmills

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

A hunters' camp in the jungle--Southern Texas. 9495 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A hunters' camp in the jungle--Southern Texas. 9495 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23364

Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note

96418

Topic: Camps -- Texas

Deer -- Texas

HUNTING SCENES

Rifles -- Texas

Tents -- Texas

hunters -- Texas

Place: Texas
Packing a fine buck to camp in the jungle of Southern Texas. 9496 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Packing a fine buck to camp in the jungle of Southern Texas. 9496 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23365
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96388

Topic: Camps -- Texas
Deer -- Texas
HUNTING SCENES
Rifles -- Texas
Tents -- Texas
hunters -- Texas

Place: Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An abundance of deer--hunters in the Rio Grande Valley. 9498 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): An abundance of deer--hunters in the Rio Grande Valley. 9498 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23366
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96404

Topic: Deer -- Texas
HUNTING SCENES
Rifles -- Texas
hunters -- Texas

Place: Rio Grande Valley
Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Winding river in rural setting, geographic location unknown. Active no. 9499 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23367
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Topic: Dogs
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[High bridge over river in rural setting.] 9500 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [High bridge over river in rural setting.] 9500 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23368
Currently stored in box 3.2.30 [205].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98064

Topic: Bridges
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

["Panama" on right building sign. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23369

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207]. Original envelope lost.

Topic: Carriages -- Panama
       Horses -- Panama
       Streets -- Panama

Place: Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural home. Active no. 9518 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Some emulsion loss along lower edge. Uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 23370

"Envelope lost" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Dwellings
       Geese

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Statue of Columbus on palm-shaded shore at Cristobal--N. across bay of
Colon. [Active no. 9529 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 23371

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Company acc. no. 96505.

Names:  Columbus, Christopher

Topic:  Harbors -- Panama
        Monuments -- Panama
        PANAMA TOUR
        Palm trees -- Panama
        Ships -- Panama
        Trees -- Panama
        statues -- Panama

Place:  Colon Bay (Cristobal, Panama)
        Cristobal (Panama)
        Panama

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Unidentified building on street with tracks. Active no. 9532 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled plate.

Local Numbers

RSN 23372

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Orig. no. 6590.

Topic:  Architecture
        Buildings

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery. Active no. 9533 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 23373

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Orig. no. 6591.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Cemeteries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sepulchral monuments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/      | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
| Form:       | Stereoscopic photographs        |

[Portrait: man in office, seated at a desk. Active no. 9534 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man in suit, turns toward the viewer.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23374

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Orig. no. 6594.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Offices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Genre/      | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
| Form:       | Portraits -- Men               |
|             | Stereoscopic photographs       |

[Railway through rock formations.] 9542 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Railway through rock formations.] 9542 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23375

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Similar to RSN 14630.
Copy and Version Identification Note

4383

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal, Venice. Active no. 9544 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate unc取消.

Local Numbers
RSN 23376

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Boats -- Italy
Bridges -- Italy -- Venice
Canals -- Italy -- Venice

Place: Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural home.] 9545 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rural home.] 9545 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23377

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note

6695

Topic: Children
Cows
Dwellings
Dwellings
Horses
Milking
Sheep

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden.] 9546 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Garden.] 9546 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23378

"Made by CB Verified by MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic:
Gardens
Sculpture
Stairways

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Garden. Active no. 9546 : stereo interpositive.,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23379

"Made by CB Verified by MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic:
Gardens
Sculpture
Stairways

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Side view of U.S. Capitol from snowy street. Active no. 9553 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 23380

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

**Names:** United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

**Topic:** Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Neoclassicism (Architecture)
Snow -- Washington (D.C.)

**Place:** Washington (D.C.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Garden.] 9558 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Garden.] 9558 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23381

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

**Topic:** Flowers -- Japan
Gardens -- Japan
Trees -- Japan

**Place:** Japan

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

---

[Large restaurant or dining hall interior. Active no. 9561 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Rustic ceiling has exposed triangular trusses. Tables are covered with tablecloths.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 23382

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Company acc. no. 90479.

Topic: Architecture
Dining rooms
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Calais pier and surging waters of the Channel. [Active no. 9562 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 23383

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Company Acc. no. 97141.

Topic: Docks -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Oceans -- France
Piers -- France
Ships -- France
Wharves -- France

Place: Calais (France)
English Channel
France
Pastoral life to-day on battlefield of French and English [Agincourt]. [Active no. 9564 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23384
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
Orig. no. 123.

Topic: Battlefields -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Huts -- France
Sheep -- France
Swine -- France
pigs -- France
Place: Agincourt (France)
France

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Superb Town Hall, Arras, one of the finest civic buildings in northern France. 9565 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Superb Town Hall, Arras, one of the finest civic buildings in northern France. 9565 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23385
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
Copy and Version Identification Note
97156;124

Topic: Binoculars -- France
Clock towers -- France
Crowds -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Plazas -- France
Portraits -- France

Place: Arras (France)
France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Amiens, east from the belfry over town to the famous cathedral. 9566 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Amiens, east from the belfry over town to the famous cathedral.
9566 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23386

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97110;111

Topic: Cathedrals -- France
FRANCE TOUR

Genre/Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Amiens (France)
France

Wonderful elaboration of the famous carved choir-stalls, cathedral of Amiens. 9567 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23387

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207]

Copy and Version Identification Note
97122;114
Bird’s-eye view of Beauvais, N.N.W. to marvelous Gothic cathedral (unfinished). [Active no. 9568: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
A male figure stands looking out over a railing.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate uncancelled.

Local Numbers
RSN 23388
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
Company acc. no. 97101; orig. no. 108.

Girl employees of famous dress-making shops, Paris. 9569 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): Girl employees of famous dress-making shops, Paris. 9569 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23389
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207]. Orig. nos. 97246; 150.
Along the Boulevard (E.S.E.), afternoon throngs passing Porte St. Denis, Paris. No. 9570 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Along the Boulevard (E.S.E.), afternoon throngs passing Porte St. Denis, Paris. No. 9570 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23390

Similar to RSN 14631 and 23391.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Other numbers: 50876.

Along the Boulevard (E.S.E.), afternoon throngs passing Porte St. Denis, Paris. [No. 9570 : stereoscopic interpositive., 1911
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Along the Boulevard (E.S.E.), afternoon throngs passing Porte St. Denis, Paris. [No. 9570 : stereoscopic interpositive.] 1911.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23391

Similar to RSN 14631 and 23390; "Made by DB Verified by M.S." on envelope.

Other numbers: 50876; 50865.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Carriages
FRANCE TOUR
Gates -- France -- Paris
Horses -- France -- Paris
Monuments -- France -- Paris
Streets -- France -- Paris

Place: France -- 1910-1920
Paris (France) -- 1910-1920
Porte St. Denis (Paris, France) -- 1910-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shops and shoppers in the popular Rue de Rivoli, Paris. 9573 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shops and shoppers in the popular Rue de Rivoli, Paris. 9573 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23392

Same as RSN 27533.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
52001

Topic: Business enterprises -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Markets -- France -- Paris
Shops -- France
Stores -- France
Streets -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920
Rue de Rivoli (Paris, France).

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Making Gobelin tapestry--(weavers behind loom see results in mirrors),
Paris. 9574 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Making Gobelin tapestry--(weavers behind loom see results in mirrors), Paris. 9574 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23393

Same as RSN 27534; similar to RSN 27535.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
157

Names: Gobelins -- France

Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Factories -- France
Laborers -- France
Looms -- France
Tapestry -- France

Occupation: Weavers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tapestry weavers at loom (patterns on wall at left), Gobelins works, Paris.
9575 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tapestry weavers at loom (patterns on wall at left), Gobelins works, Paris. 9575 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23394

Same as RSN 27536.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97278;158

Names: Gobelins -- France
Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Factories -- France
Laborers -- France
Looms -- France
Tapestry -- France

Occupation: Weavers -- France
Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Grand Fountain in action, a holiday spectacle at Versailles. 9577
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23395

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207]

Copy and Version Identification Note
52231

Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Fountains
Grand Fountain (Versailles)

Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bedroom of Louis XIV, Versailles. 9578 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Bedroom of Louis XIV, Versailles. 9578 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23396

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Names: Louis, XIV

Topic: Art

Bedrooms

FRANCE TOUR

Museums

Royalty

Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)

France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

West front of the Abbey Church of St. Denis where French kings lie buried.

9579 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): West front of the Abbey Church of St. Denis where French kings lie buried. 9579 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23397

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note

97286;160

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- France

Churches -- France

FRANCE TOUR

Horses -- France

Plazas -- France

Royalty -- France

Wagons -- France

Place: France

Paris (France)

St. Denis
Among the quaint memorials of dead-and-gone French kings, St. Denis Church. Caption no. 9580: interpositive
1 item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Among the quaint memorials of dead-and-gone French kings, St. Denis Church. Caption no. 9580: interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 23398

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Chartres and its glorious cathedral, N.W. from the bank of the Eure. 9581 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Chartres and its glorious cathedral, N.W. from the bank of the Eure. 9581 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23399

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
Copy and Version Identification Note

96713

Topic: Architecture -- France
    Cathedrals -- France
    Children -- France
    FRANCE TOUR

Place: Chartres (France)
    Eure River (France)
    France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Late afternoon on the beautiful highway (N.) to Chartres--sheep going home. 9582 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Late afternoon on the beautiful highway (N.) to Chartres--sheep going home. 9582 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23400

Similar to RSN 14632.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note

7

Topic: Dogs -- France
        FRANCE TOUR
        Roads -- France
        Sheep -- France

Place: Chartres (France)
        France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Mediaeval splendor of cathedral's W. portal--and statue of Joan of Arc, Rheims. Caption no. 9585 : interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 23401

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note

97210;141

Names: Joan, of Arc, Saint, 1412-1431.

Topic: Architecture

Art

Cathedrals -- France

Equestrian statues -- France

FRANCE TOUR

Horses -- France

Monuments -- France -- Rheims

Place: France

Rheims (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Champagne in the refining racks, a glimpse in wine cellars at Rheims.

[Active no. 9587 : stereo Interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23402

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207]. Orig. nos. 97224; 145.

Topic: Bottles -- France

Cellars -- France

Champagne -- France

FRANCE TOUR

Laborers -- France

Wine and wine making -- France

Place: France

Rheims (France)
"The Last Cartridge," scene of French valor--1870--Bazeilles. [Active no. 9589 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23403

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Company acc. no. 97181; orig. no. 132.

Topic: Battlefields
FRANCE TOUR
Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871
Last Cartridge

Place: Bazeilles (France)
France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small sailboats on wide river.] 9559 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Small sailboats on wide river.] 9559 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23404

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
98905

Topic: Blue collar workers
Rivers
Sailboats

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
House near Sedan where capitulation papers were signed after battle (1870), France. 9590 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): House near Sedan where capitulation papers were signed after battle (1870), France. 9590 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23405

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note

97174;130

Topic:
Battlefields -- France
Dwellings -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Homes -- France

Place:
France
Sedan (France)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Birthplace of Joan of Arc (1411), Domremy la Pucelle. [sic] [Active No. 9591 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23406

Orig. nos. 97296; 164.

Names: Joan, of Arc, Saint, 1412-1431.

Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Monuments -- France -- Domremy
Sculptures -- France

Place: Domremy la Pucelle (France)
France

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
The "Maison Carree," one of the finest Roman temples extant--Nimes.
9592 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The "Maison Carree," one of the finest Roman temples extant--Nimes. 9592 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23407

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102317

Topic:
Architecture -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Monuments -- France
Temples -- France

Place:
France
Maison Carree
Nimes (France)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Highway among the Pyrenees--Pic du Midi d'Ossau (9465 ft.) in distance.
9593 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Highway among the Pyrenees--Pic du Midi d'Ossau (9465 ft.) in distance. 9593 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23408

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note

102319

Topic:
Children -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Mountains -- France
Roads -- France

Place:
France
Pic du Midi d'Ossau
Pyrenees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

King Carnival and his subjects--spring festival at Mentone. 9594
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King Carnival and his subjects--spring festival at Mentone. 9594 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23409
Same as RSN 23410.
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Names: King Carnival

Topic: Crowds -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Festivals -- France
Floats -- France
Horses -- France
Parades -- France
Streets -- France

Place: France
Menton (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

King Carnival and his subjects--spring festival at Mentone. 9594
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King Carnival and his subjects--spring festival at Mentone. 9594 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23410
Same as RSN 23409.
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
Names: King Carnival

Topic:
Crowds -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Festivals -- France
Floats -- France
Horses -- France
Parades -- France
Streets -- France

Place:
France
Menton (France)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral entrance with sculptured Last Judgment over doorway, Bourges. 9596 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cathedral entrance with sculptured Last Judgment over doorway, Bourges. 9596 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23411

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96703

Topic:
Art -- France
Automobiles -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Judgment Day
Sculptures -- France

Place:
Bourges (France)
France

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Staircase tower of Francis I, a marvel of splendor at Chateau of Blois. 9597 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Staircase tower of Francis I, a marvel of splendor at Chateau of Blois. 9597 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23412

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96730

Names: Francis, King, I,

Topic: Architecture -- France
Chateaux
FRANCE TOUR
Royalty -- France
Stairways -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: Blois (France)
France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

City Gate at Loches and the Chateaux, one of the finest in Touraine. 9598
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23413

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207]

Copy and Version Identification Note
96751

Topic: Chateaux
FRANCE TOUR
Gates

Place: France
Loches (Touraine, France)
Touraine (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nantes, the great manufacturing centre--S.W. down river Loire. 9599
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Nantes, the great manufacturing centre--S.W. down river Loire. 9599 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23414

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note

96773;21

Topic: Boats -- France
      Bridges -- France.
      Children -- France
      Docks -- France
      FRANCE TOUR
      Piers -- France
      Rivers -- France
      Wharves -- France

Place: France
      Loire River (France)
      Nantes (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Home from the stormy Atlantic--sardine fishermen's boats at Le Croisic.
[Active no. 9600 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23415

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Orig. No. 27.

Topic: Boats -- France
      Docks -- France
      FRANCE TOUR
      Fishing -- France
      Industries -- France
      Piers -- France
Sardines -- France
Wharves -- France

Place:
France
Le Croisie (France)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quaint timber houses and a lane of stairs, the delight of artists, Auray. 9602 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Quaint timber houses and a lane of stairs, the delight of artists, Auray. 9602 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23416

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96890;35

Topic:
Children -- France
Dogs -- France
Dwellings -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Homes -- France
Streets -- France

Place:
Auray (France)
France

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous "Lines of Carnac," aisles of unhewn stone made by prehistoric men. 9603 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Famous "Lines of Carnac," aisles of unhewn stone made by prehistoric men. 9603 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23417

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
Similar to RSN 14636.

Copy and Version Identification Note
96819;34

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Artisans -- France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Breton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dogs -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRANCE TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shoes -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women laborers -- France</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Clohars-Carnoet (France)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs |

Breton peasants making wooden shoes near Clohars-Carnoet. 9605 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Breton peasants making wooden shoes near Clohars-Carnoet. 9605 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23418

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96830;37

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Autumn in Brittany--peasants threshing grain near Carhaix. 9607</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpositive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Autumn in Brittany--peasants threshing grain near Carhaix. 9607</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpositive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs |

Breton peasants making wooden shoes near Clohars-Carnoet.
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Autumn in Brittany—peasants threshing grain near Carhaix. 9607 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23419

Same as RSN 27547.
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96924;60

Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Fields -- France
Grains -- France
Harvesting -- France
Horses -- France
Machinery -- France
Women laborers -- France

Place: Brittany (France)
Carhaix-Plouguer (France)
France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Crowds coming from church on a "Pardon" day, Guemene-sur-Scorf. 9608 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Crowds coming from church on a "Pardon" day, Guemene-sur-Scorf. 9608 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23420

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96961;76

Topic: Crowds -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Religion -- France
Streets -- France

Place:  France
       Guémené-sur-Scorff (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Gossip beside Oust river whose waters reflect the castle, Josselin. 9609 interpositive
1 Item (5' x 8")
Image(s): Gossip beside Oust river whose waters reflect the castle, Josselin. 9609 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23421

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96804;29

Topic:  Castles -- France
       FRANCE TOUR
       Laundries -- France
       Rivers -- France
       Roads -- France

Place:  France
       Josselin (France)
       Oust River (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Acres of oyster-beds at Cancale, and outlook N.E. over bay. [Active no. 9610 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5' x 8")
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Cancale, France. Woman in foreground extends arms, holding baskets. Apparently a copy, not printed from the original negative, but from same negative as RSN 14637, a copy negative.

Formerly stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled.
Local Numbers
RSN 23422
AC0143-0023422.tif (AC Scan No.)

Company acc. no. 96976. Box containing RSN 14637 has cards with dates 1905 to 1910.

Topic: Bays -- France
Boats -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Fishing industry -- France
Islands -- France
Oceans -- France
Oysters -- France

Place: Cancale (France)
France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wall-girt island of Mont St. Michel with its famous abbey. 9611 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wall-girt island of Mont St. Michel with its famous abbey. 9611 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23423

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96983;75

Topic: Abbeys -- France
Architecture, Gothic -- France
Children -- France
Cows -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Islands -- France

Genre/
Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: France
Mont St. Michel (France)

Queen Matilda's tapestry embroidered with historic pictures, Bayeux Museum. 9612 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Queen Matilda's tapestry embroidered with historic pictures, Bayeux Museum. 9612 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23424

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96997;79

Topic:
Art
Birds
FRANCE TOUR
Museums
Pictures
Tapestries

Place:
Bayeux (France)
France
Queen Matilda

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Typical Norman village homes and people at Gers, near Caen. 9613 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Typical Norman village homes and people at Gers, near Caen. 9613 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23425

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97016;84

Topic:
Children -- France
Cows -- France
Dwellings -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Family -- France
Homes -- France
Villages -- France

Place: Caen (France)
France
Gers (France)
Normandy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Norman horse-fair and its country visitors, Conde-sur-Noireau. 9614
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Norman horse-fair and its country visitors, Conde-sur-Noireau.
9614 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23426

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97022; 85

Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Fairs -- France.
Horses -- France
Markets -- France.

Place: Conde-sur-Noireau (France)
France
Norman

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The paradise of French children--on the sea-beach, Trouville. 9615
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The paradise of French children--on the sea-beach, Trouville.
9615 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23427

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
Castle of Robert the Devil where William the Conqueror was born (1027), Falaise. 9616 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Castle of Robert the Devil where William the Conqueror was born (1027), Falaise. 9616 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23428

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Making lace in a cottage garden, a famous art industry at Alencon. [Active no. 9617 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23429

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Orig. nos. 97010; 83

Topic:
Art
Artisans
Dwellings -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Industries -- France
Lace and lace making

Place:
Alençon (France)
France

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Rouen Cathedral and the old town, E. from Clock Tower. 9618 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23430

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207]

Copy and Version Identification Note
97082;103

Topic:
Architecture, Gothic -- France
Cathedrals -- France
FRANCE TOUR

Place:
France
Rouen (France)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

The Seine and its quays (west) at Rouen--ocean steamships discharging cargo. 9619 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Seine and its quays (west) at Rouen--ocean steamships discharging cargo. 9619 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23431

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97076;101

Topic: Docks -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Harbors -- France
Laborers -- France
Piers -- France
Rivers -- France
Ships -- France
Wharves -- France

Place: France
Rouen (France)
Seine River (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Court House (Palais de Justice), famous for its beauty, Rouen. 9620 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23432

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207]

Copy and Version Identification Note
97098;107

Topic: Architecture
Courts
FRANCE TOUR

Place: France
Palais de Justice
Rouen (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Where Joan of Arc died at the stake, market place, Rouen. [Active no. 9621 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23433

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Company acc. no. 97093; orig. no. 106.

Names: Joan, of Arc, Saint, 1412-1431.

Topic:
Carts -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Historic sites -- France
Horses -- France
Hundred Years' War, 1339-1453
Markets -- France.
Streets -- France
Wagons -- France

Place:
France
Rouen (France)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereosopic photographs

Home at last! Hauling a fishing-boat up on the beach below cliffs at Etretat. 9622 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Home at last! Hauling a fishing-boat up on the beach below cliffs at Etretat. 9622 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23434

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97045;926

Topic:
Beaches -- France
Boats -- France
Cliffs -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Fishing -- France
Harbors -- France
Industries -- France
Laborers -- France

Place:
Etretat (France)
France

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Battleground of 1346 (S.W.) from English king's position, Crecyen-Ponthieu. [Active no. 9624 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23435
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Company acc. no. 97127; orig. no. 116.

Topic: Battlefields
FRANCE TOUR
Hundred Years' War, 1339-1453

Place: Crecyen-Ponthieu (France)
France

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- France
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shipping and quays at Boulogne-sur-Mer, south across river. 9625 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shipping and quays at Boulogne-sur-Mer, south across river. 9625 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23436
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97137;119
Caesarea, where Paul was tried before Felix, Festus and Agrippa (N.).
9626 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Caesarea, where Paul was tried before Felix, Festus and Agrippa (N.). 9626 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23437

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
76601

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint
Topic: Beaches -- Palestine
Horseshoe -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
PALESTINE--Miscellaneous

Place: Caesarea Philippi (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Caesarea and harbor (W.), where Paul after imprisonment, sailed for Rome. 9627 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Caesarea and harbor (W.), where Paul after imprisonment, sailed for Rome. 9627 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23438

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72041

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint

Topic: Beaches -- Palestine
Boats -- Palestine
Harbors -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
PALESTINE--Miscellaneous
Villages -- Palestine

Place: Caesarea Philippi (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of damaged village homes.] 9628 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of damaged village homes.] 9628 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23439

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Disasters
Dwellings
Dwellings
Mountains
Villages

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of damaged village homes.] 9629 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of damaged village homes.] 9629 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23440

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic:  Disasters
        Dwellings
        Dwellings
        Mountains
        Villages

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of damaged village homes.] 9630 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of damaged village homes.] 9630 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23441

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97993

Topic:  Disasters
        Dwellings
        Dwellings
        Mountains
        Villages

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of damaged village homes.] 9631 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of damaged village homes.] 9631 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23442

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
Copy and Version Identification Note
97951

Topic:    Disasters
         Dwellings
         Dwellings
         Mountains
         Villages

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of damaged village homes.] 9632 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of damaged village homes.] 9632 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23443
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic:    Disasters
         Dwellings
         Dwellings
         Villages

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of damaged village homes.] 9633 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of damaged village homes.] 9633 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23444
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of damaged village homes.] 9634 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of damaged village homes.] 9634 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23445

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97954

Topic: Disasters
   Dwellings
   Dwellings
   Villages

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of damaged village homes.] 9635 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of damaged village homes.] 9635 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23446

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97947

Topic: Disasters
   Dwellings
   Dwellings
   Villages

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military ships in harbor.] 9739 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military ships in harbor.] 9739 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Glass cracked vertically left frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 23447

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Same as RSN 23448.

Topic: Flags
Guns
Rites and ceremonies
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military ships in harbor.] 9739 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military ships in harbor.] 9739 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23448

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Same as RSN 23447.

Topic: Flags
Guns
Rites and ceremonies
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military ships in harbor.] 9739 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military ships in harbor.] 9739 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23449

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99876

Topic: Flags
Guns
Rites and ceremonies
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military ships in harbor.] 9740 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military ships in harbor.] 9740 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23450

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99897

Topic: Flags
Guns
Rites and ceremonies
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 9741 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 9741 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23451
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 9742 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 9742 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23452
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 9743 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 9743 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23453
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Same as RSN 23454

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
       Presidents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 9743
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 9743 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23454

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Same as RSN 23453

Topic: Crowds
       Presidents
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 9744
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 9744 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23455

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Children
       Parades
       Presidents
       Sailors
Sailors

Place: Roosevelt, Theodore
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 9745 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 9745 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 23456
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Horses
Wagons
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 9747 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 9747 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23457
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Construction
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 9748 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 9748 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23458

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Construction
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 9749 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 9749 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23459

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Construction
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 9750 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 9750 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23460

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Construction
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Multi-story building under construction in urban setting. Active no. 9751: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23461

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Cityscapes -- 1900-1910
Construction

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 272

RSN Numbers 23462-23570

Image(s)

[Building railing and view of harbor? Active no. 9752 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23462

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Harbors

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large, elegant dining room interior with waiter. Active no. 9753 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23463

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Occupation: Waiters
Topic: Dining rooms
Interior architecture
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
[View of building with railing from wooded hill. Active no. 9754 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").]
Image(s): [View of building with railing from wooded hill. Active no. 9754 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23464
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Harbors
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles in city.] 9755 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 9755 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23465
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Automobiles
Crowds
Horses
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of row houses.] 9756 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of row houses.] 9756 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23466
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Housing developments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of row houses.] 9757 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of row houses.] 9757 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23467
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Housing developments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of earthquake destruction and reconstruction.] 9758 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of earthquake destruction and reconstruction.] 9758 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23468
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Construction -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Skyscrapers -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of earthquake destruction and reconstruction.] 9759 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of earthquake destruction and reconstruction.] 9759 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23469
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Construction -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Skyscrapers -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of earthquake destruction and reconstruction.] 9760 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of earthquake destruction and reconstruction.] 9760 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23470
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Names: Great Call Building (San Francisco, Calif.)

Topic: Construction -- California
Earthquakes -- California
Skyscrapers -- California

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[San Francisco street scene], Active no. 9761 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [San Francisco street scene], Active no. 9761 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23471
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Construction -- California
      Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco
      Skyscrapers

Place: California
      San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Interpositives

[Busy plaza in front of clock towered building.] 9762 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Busy plaza in front of clock towered building.] 9762 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23472
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Names: Great Ferry Building (San Francisco, Calif.)

Topic: Buildings -- California
      Carts -- California
      Clock towers -- California
      Earthquakes -- California
      Horses -- California
      Markets -- California
      Wagons -- California

Place: California
      San Francisco (California)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 9763 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 9763 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23473

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Boats and boating
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 9764 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 9764 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23474

Same as RSN 23475.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Boats and boating
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 9764 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 9764 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23475

Same as RSN 23474.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
[Waterscape.] 9765 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 9765 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23476
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

[Walkway.] 9766 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Walkway.] 9766 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23477
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

[Seacoast.] 9767 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seacoast.] 9767 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23478

Same as RSN 23479.
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Coasts
       Mountains
       Valleys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast.] 9767 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Seacoast.] 9767 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23479

Same as RSN 23478.
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Coasts
       Mountains
       Valleys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 9768 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 9768 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23480
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Arches
       Architecture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Music.] 9769 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Music.] 9769 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23481

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Bands (Music)
Musical instruments
Theaters

[Children.] 9770 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 9770 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23482

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Children
Parks
Trees

[Children.] 9771 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 9771 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23483
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Children
   Flowers
   Parks
   Trees
   Walkways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 9772 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Portrait.] 9772 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner missing.

Local Numbers
   RSN 23484

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Harbors
   Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor.] 9773 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Harbor.] 9773 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 23485

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   69512

Topic: Boats and boating
   Harbors
   Ships
[Laborers.] 9774 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Laborers.] 9774 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23486

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
73387

Topic: Blue collar workers
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Tall monument in city plaza.] 9776 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Tall monument in city plaza.] 9776 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23487

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Carriages
Columns
Horses
Monuments
Plazas

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Old-fashioned ox-team used in the work of fertilizing a farmer's field. [Active no. 9780 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Old-fashioned ox-team used in the work of fertilizing a farmer's field. [Active no. 9780 : stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23488

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Company acc. no. 89492; orig. no. 194.

Topic:
Agriculture -- Spain
Carts -- Spain
Cows -- Spain
Farms -- Spain
Fertilizers -- Spain
Laborers -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place:
Arteaga (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourist walkway above mountain stream.] 9781 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Tourist walkway above mountain stream.] 9781 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23489

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
89628;199

Topic:
Mountains
Rivers
Tourists
Valleys
Walkways
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 9783 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 9783 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23490

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89745;105

Topic: Agriculture
      Blue collar workers
      Irrigation
      Mules

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 9784 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 9784 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23491

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note

90004

Topic: Agriculture
      Agriculture
      Fields
      Mules
      plowing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
Irrigation of an artichoke field (opening sluice lets water pass off). 9785 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Irrigation of an artichoke field (opening sluice lets water pass off). 9785 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23492

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic:

Agriculture -- Spain
Artichokes -- Spain
Irrigation -- Spain
Palm trees -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Sheep -- Spain
Trees -- Spain

Place:

Elche (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great stacks of cork as it comes from the trees, and a bale ready to ship. 9786 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Great stacks of cork as it comes from the trees, and a bale ready to ship. 9786 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

BLEMISH IN EMULSION LEFT FRAME.

Local Numbers

RSN 23493

Same as RSN 23494.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207]

Topic:

Cork -- Spain
Donkeys -- Spain
Laborers -- Spain
TRAVEL STUDIES TREE PRODUCTS
Trees -- Spain

Place:

Almoraima (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Great stacks of cork as it comes from the trees, and a bale ready to ship. 9786 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Great stacks of cork as it comes from the trees, and a bale ready to ship. 9786 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23494

Same as RSN 23493.

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207]

Copy and Version Identification Note
90210;92

Topic: Cork -- Spain
Donkeys -- Spain
Industry -- Spain
Laborers -- Spain
Oaks -- Spain
TRAVEL STUDIES TREE PRODUCTS
Trees -- Spain

Place: Almoraima (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Trimming the cured cork and packing the bales for shipment. 9787 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Trimming the cured cork and packing the bales for shipment. 9787 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23495

Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
Copy and Version Identification Note
90211;91

Topic: Children -- Spain
   Cork -- Spain
   Industry -- Spain
   Laborers -- Spain
   Oaks -- Spain
   TRAVEL STUDIES TREE PRODUCTS
   Trees -- Spain

Place: Almoraima (Spain)
   Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 9788 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 9788 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23496
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Topic: Coasts
   Harbors
   Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city buildings.] 9789 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Overview of city buildings.] 9789 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23497
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].
Names: American Shoe Company
Topic: Flags
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Industrial area beside river.] 9790 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Industrial area beside river.] 9790 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper section of right frame missing.
Local Numbers
RSN 23498
Currently stored in box 3.2.31 [207].

Copy and Version Identification Note
87275
Topic: Boats and boating
Factories
Industries
Portraits
Rivers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 9792 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 9792 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23499
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
87280
Topic: Blue collar workers
Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to Royal Albert Docks, Tilbury on the Thames below London.
[Active no. 9793 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23500

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Company acc. no. 87282.

Topic:
Boats -- England
Docks -- England
Piers -- England
Rivers -- England
Ships -- England
Wharves -- England

Place:
England
London (England)
Royal Albert Docks (England)
Thames River (England)
Tilbury

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 9794 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 9794 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23501

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
87303
Down the Thames from Charing Cross pier past Waterloo Bridge. [Active no. 9795 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 23502

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

**Company acc. no. 87310.**

**Topic:**
- Boats -- England
- Bridges -- England
- Docks -- England
- ENGLAND TOUR
- Harbors -- England
- Piers -- England
- Rivers -- England
- Wharves -- England

**Place:**
- Charing Cross (London, England)
- England
- London (England)
- Thames River (England)
- Waterloo Bridge (London, England)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Stereoscopic photographs**

Loading Texas cotton on river barges for shipment to factories. 9799 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):**

Loading Texas cotton on river barges for shipment to factories. 9799 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 23503

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Copy and Version Identification Note

88553

Topic:  Barges -- Texas
        Boats -- Texas
        Cotton -- Texas
        Docks -- Texas
        Piers -- Texas
        Rivers -- Texas
        TEXTILE INDUSTRIES COTTON
        Wharves -- Texas

Place:  Texas

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Packing cotton in cylindrical bales. 9800 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Packing cotton in cylindrical bales. 9800 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23504

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic:  Cotton -- Texas
        Factories -- Texas
        Industry -- Texas
        Machinery -- Texas
        TEXTILE INDUSTRIES COTTON

Place:  Texas

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 9801 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 9801 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23505

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Copy and Version Identification Note
38592

Topic:  Agriculture
       Blue collar workers
       Grain
       Machinery
       Threshing

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Stripping off surface earth with steam shovels, Mahoning open pit iron mine, Minn. 9803 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s):  Stripping off surface earth with steam shovels, Mahoning open pit iron mine, Minn. 9803 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23506

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85481

Topic:  IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
       Iron -- Minnesota
       Machinery -- Minnesota
       Mining -- Minnesota
       Railroads -- Minnesota
       Steam shovels -- Minnesota
       Trains -- Minnesota

Place:  Mahoning
        Minnesota

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Hulett ore unloader handling 10 tons of iron ore. 9804 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s):  Hulett ore unloader handling 10 tons of iron ore. 9804 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23507

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85937

Names:  Stephenson, George C.
Topic:  Docks -- Ohio
       Docks -- Ohio
       Hulett (ore unloader)
       IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
       Iron -- Ohio
       Machinery -- Ohio
       Piers -- Ohio
       Ships -- Ohio
       Wharves -- Ohio

Place:  Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1890-1930
       Ohio

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Sorting logs for mill (distant) that produces 55,000 ft. lumber daily. 9805 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sorting logs for mill (distant) that produces 55,000 ft. lumber daily. 9805 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23508

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85086

Topic:  Factories -- Wisconsin
        Industry -- Wisconsin
        Laborers -- Wisconsin
        Lumber industry -- Wisconsin
        Rivers -- Wisconsin
        TRAVEL STUDIES LUMBERING

Place:  Menominee River (Wisconsin)
        Wisconsin
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Centrifugals, where crystallized sugar is separated from syrup by whirling motion. 9806 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Centrifugals, where crystallized sugar is separated from syrup by whirling motion. 9806 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23509
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
85100

Topic:
Factories -- Michigan
Laborers -- Michigan
MICHIGAN
Machinery -- Michigan
Sugar -- Michigan
Syrup -- Michigan

Place: Michigan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 9809 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 9809 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 23510
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84308

Topic: Boats and boating
Canals
Docks
Piers
Ships
Submarines (Ships)
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal.] 9810 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Canal.] 9810 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23511

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
84322

Topic: Boats and boating
Canals
Docks
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of wide river rapids, geographic location unknown. Active no. 9811 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23512

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Company acc. no. 84587.

Topic: Rapids
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy boat and ship docks on wide river.] 9814 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Busy boat and ship docks on wide river.] 9814 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23513
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Copy and Version Identification Note
31395
Topic: Boats and boating
Carriages and carts
Docks
Harbors
Horses
Piers
Rivers
Ships
Wharves
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 9816 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 9816 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23514
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Topic: Flowers
Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Stately city building exterior.] 9818 interpositive
**1 Item (5" x 8")**

**Image(s):** [Stately city building exterior.] 9818 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23515

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

**Topic:** Architecture  
Buildings  
Carriages  
Flags  
Horses

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Hon. William Jennings Bryan scoring a point in a public speech. [Active no. 9819 : stereo interpositive.]

**1 Item (5" x 8").**

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23516

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

**Names:** Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925

**Topic:** FAMOUS MEN  
Politicians

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Portraits -- Men  
Speeches  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 9820 Interpositive

**1 Item (5" x 8")**

**Image(s):** [Architecture.] 9820 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23517

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Exhibit.] 9822 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Exhibit.] 9822 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23518

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Business enterprises
Exhibits
Shops
Stores

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Largest tea pot in the world] 9823 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Largest tea pot in the world] 9823 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23519

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Exhibitions
Pottery
Tea

Place: He-No Tea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Overview of outdoor celebration.] 9824 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Overview of outdoor celebration.] 9824 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23520
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Same as RSN 27564.

Topic: Carriages
Celebrations
Crowds
Flags
Horses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 9825 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 9825 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right corner cracked.

Local Numbers
RSN 23521
Same as RSN 23522.
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Armed Forces
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 9825 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 9825 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23522

["Made by Carl," on envelope; same as RSN 23521.

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Armed Forces Training
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 9826 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade.] 9826 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23523

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Horses Indians of North America Parades
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children and city building.] 9827 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children and city building.] 9827 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23524

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Architecture Buildings Children Flags
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Exhibit.] 9828 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Exhibit.] 9828 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23525

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Boats and boating
Colonists
Exhibitions
Indians of North America
Portraits

Place: Smithsonian Institution

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

{Exposition.} 9829 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): {lcub}Exposition.} 9829 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23526

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Crowds

Genre/ Form: Expositions
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

{Exposition.} 9830 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): {lcub}Exposition.} 9830 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23527
Similar to RSN 2304.

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Carriages
  Crowds
  Exhibitions
  Horses
  Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

{Exposition.} 9832 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): {lcub}Exposition.} 9832 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23528

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Bands (Music)
  Crowds
  Exhibitions
  Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

{Exposition.} 9833 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): {lcub}Exposition.} 9833 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23529

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Carriages
  Children
  Exhibitions
  Horses

Place: Jell-O
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children riding on miniature train. Active no. 9834 : stereo interpositive.] 1 Item (5" x 8") Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English. Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23530

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

NO IMAGE.

Topic: Children Railroads -- Trains Recreation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children playing outside.] 9835 interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8") Image(s): [Children playing outside.] 9835 interpositive. Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English. Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23531

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Carriages and carts Children Recreation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children on footbridge over small stream.] 9836 interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8") Image(s): [Children on footbridge over small stream.] 9836 interpositive. Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English. Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23532

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Bridges
       Children
       Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Cooking.] 9837 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cooking.] 9837 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23533

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Cookery
       Indians of North America
       Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Carnival. Active no. 9838 stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23534

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Carnivals

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd.] 9839 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd.] 9839 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23535
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Camels
Crowds
Minarets
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Lions.] 9840 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Lions.] 9840 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23536
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Lions
Shows
Tamers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Lions.] 9841 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Lions.] 9841 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23537
["Varified by Douglas"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Topic: Dancers
Lions
Shows

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dirigible balloon in flight.] 9842 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dirigible balloon in flight.] 9842 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23538
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Airships
Airships
Balloons
Transportation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 9843 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 9843 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23539
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Names: Howard University

Topic: Ammunition
Artillery
Children
Guns
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 9844 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 9844 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23540

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Boats and boating
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Jefferson Davis ceremonies at monument. Active no. 9845 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23541

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Names: Davis, Jefferson

Topic: Crowds
Memorials
Monuments
Rites and ceremonies
Veterans

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Civil War memorial tombstone. Active no. 9846 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23542
AC0143-0023542 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Names: Howard University
Topic: Cemeteries
    Civil war
    Memorials
    Monuments
    Tombstones
Place: United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children and homes.] 9847 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children and homes.] 9847 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23543
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Children
    Dwellings
    Dwellings
    Streets
    Villages
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 9848 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 9848 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23544
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Caves
    Children
Place: Lord Cornwallis Cave
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Yorktown memorial.] 9849 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Yorktown memorial.] 9849 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23545
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Children
Columns
Monuments
Place: Yorktown
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 9850 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 9850 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23546
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Horses
Streets
Wagons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City street scene.] 9851 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [City street scene.] 9851 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23547

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Automobiles
      Horses
      Streets
      Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 9852 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 9852 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23548

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104592

Topic: Horses
      Streets
      Wagons
      cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 9853 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 9853 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23549

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104569
How forest giants are hauled up the slip into a saw-mill, harborside at Portland. 9855 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): How forest giants are hauled up the slip into a saw-mill, harborside at Portland. 9855 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23550

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Loading great sailing vessels with lumber at wharf in Portland. [Active no. 9856 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23551

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Companyn acc. no. 104581.
A picturesque lumber mill in the heart of the forest. [Active no. 9857: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight gouges in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 23552
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Company acc. no. 104588.

Building a flume 58 feet high, 2 miles long, for shooting lumber from mill to yards. 9858 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Building a flume 58 feet high, 2 miles long, for shooting lumber from mill to yards. 9858 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23553
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104589

Topic: Bridges -- Oregon
Construction -- Oregon
Flumes
Industry -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Oregon
TRAVEL STUDIES--LUMBERING

Place: Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking over lumber yard and mill, N.W., down valley of the Willamette. [Active no. 9860 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23554

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150]. Company acc. no. 104587.

Topic: Industry -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Oregon
Mills and mill-work -- Oregon
TRAVEL STUDIES--LUMBERING
Valleys -- Oregon

Place: Oregon
Springfield
Willamette (Oregon)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "slip" elevating logs from lake to the saws, lumber mill. 9861 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The "slip" elevating logs from lake to the saws, lumber mill. 9861 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23555

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104585

Topic: Industry -- Oregon
Lakes -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- Oregon
Mills and mill-work -- Oregon
TRAVEL STUDIES LUMBERING

Place: Oregon
Springfield

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Surfacing large timber in lumber mill. 9862 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Surfacing large timber in lumber mill. 9862 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23556

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104584

Topic: Industry -- Oregon
Laborers -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- Oregon
Machinery -- Oregon
Mills and mill-work -- Oregon
TRAVEL STUDIES LUMBERING

Place: Oregon
Springfield

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workmen harvesting strawberries in large field.] 9863 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Workmen harvesting strawberries in large field.] 9863 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23557

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104577

Topic: Agriculture -- Oregon
   Farms -- Oregon
   Fields -- Oregon
   Harvesting -- Oregon
   Laborers -- Oregon
   OREGON
   Strawberries -- Oregon

Place: Cedar Creek Farm (Hood River Valley, Ore.)
   Hood River Valley (Ore.)
   Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Laborors and machinery.] 9866 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Laborors and machinery.] 9866 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23558

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104551

Topic: Blue collar workers
   Excavations (Archaeology)
   Machinery
   Railroads
   Water
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Skyscraper construction site.] No. 9867 : interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Skyscraper construction site.] No. 9867 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23559
104550.

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Architecture
Excavations (Archaeology)
Railroads
Skyscrapers
Water

Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway beside river.] 9868 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Railway beside river.] 9868 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23560
104556

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Topic: Lumber trade
Railroads
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[City street scene.] 9869 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [City street scene.] 9869 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23561

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104543

Topic: Automobiles
      Horses
      Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobile on city street.] 9870 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Early automobile on city street.] 9870 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23562

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104546

Topic: Automobiles
      Horses
      Streets
      Wagons
      cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 9871 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 9871 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23563
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104577

Topic: Docks
     Harbors
     Piers
     Ships
     Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 9872 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 9872 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23564
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104560

Topic: Docks
     Piers
     Ships
     Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 9874 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 9874 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23565
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Copy and Version Identification Note
104569
Topic: Streets
cable cars (streetcars)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A big sailing vessel loaded with lumber—a typical sight at wharf in Tacoma.
[Active no. 9875 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23566
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150]. Company acc. no. 104564.

Topic: Docks -- Washington
Industry -- Washington
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Washington
Piers -- Washington
Ships -- Washington
TRAVEL STUDIES LUMBERING
Wharves -- Washington
Place: Tacoma (Washington)
Washington (State)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 9876 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 9876 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23567
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104562

Topic: Docks
Harbors
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Parliament House--north front, facing the harbor. 9878 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Parliament House--north front, facing the harbor. 9878 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23568
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105459

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Parliament House
Victoria (Australia)

Topic: Architecture -- British Columbia
CANADA TOUR
Children -- British Columbia
Parliaments -- British Columbia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Looking east along Esquimalt beach to the harbor entrance. Victoria. 9879 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Looking east along Esquimalt beach to the harbor entrance. Victoria. 9879 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23569

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105454

Topic: Beaches -- British Columbia
Boats -- British Columbia
CANADA TOUR
Harbors -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Esquimalt (Victoria, British Columbia)
Victoria (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Post Office, S.W. to harbor entrance and Strait of Juan de Fuca, Victoria. 9880 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): From Post Office, S.W. to harbor entrance and Strait of Juan de Fuca, Victoria. 9880 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23570

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105476

Topic: Boats -- British Columbia
CANADA TOUR
Harbors -- British Columbia
Portraits -- British Columbia
Box 273

RSN Numbers 23571-23675

Image(s)

Government Street, looking north, Victoria. 9881 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Government Street, looking north, Victoria. 9881 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23571

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105430

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Horses -- British Columbia
Streetcars -- British Columbia
Streets -- British Columbia
Wagons -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Victoria (British Columbia)

Genre:/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene.] 9882 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Beach scene.] 9882 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23572

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Beaches
Buildings
Resorts

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 9883 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 9883 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23573

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105444

Topic: Boats and boating
Portraits

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Sailors.] 9884 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Sailors.] 9884 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23574

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105432

Topic: Dogs
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Boatmen on wide rural stream.] 9885 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boatmen on wide rural stream.] 9885 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23575

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105445

Topic: Boats and boating
      Bridges
      Docks
      Mountains
      Piers
      Rivers
      Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Boatmen on wide rural stream.] 9886 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boatmen on wide rural stream.] 9886 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23576

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105433

Topic: Beaches
      Boats and boating
      Dogs
      Mountains
      Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[High overview of wide stream.] 9887 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [High overview of wide stream.] 9887 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23577

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105438

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Over the governor's mansion, east to the State Capitol. [Active no. 9888 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23578

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Company acc. no. 105482.

Topic: Capitols -- Washington
Dwellings -- Washington
Homes -- Washington
WASHINGTON

Place: Olympia (Wash.)
Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[State Capitol, Washington : Active no. 9889 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23579

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Company acc. no. 105472.

Topic: Architecture -- Washington Capitols
       Parks -- Washington

Place: Olympia (Wash.)
       Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 9892 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 9892 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23580

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105485

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Containers
       Factories
       Warehouses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

In the rich hop district, training the vines. 9893 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): In the rich hop district, training the vines. 9893 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23581
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105431

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Hops -- Washington
Laborers -- Washington
TRAVEL STUDIES BEVERAGES
Vines -- Washington

Place: Washington (State)
White River Valley

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Training the hop-vines in a sixty-acre field. 9894 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Training the hop-vines in a sixty-acre field. 9894 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23582
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105471

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Fields -- Washington
Hops -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
Laborers -- Washington
Vines -- Washington
WASHINGTO

Place: Washington (State)
White River Valley
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 9896 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cows.] 9896 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23583
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105440

Topic: Cows
           Farms
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 9897 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 9897 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23584
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92317

Topic: Cactus
           Fields
           Mountains -- United States
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
                   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[High view of landscape with sheep, Gothic-style church, possibly a cathedral, beyond. Active no. 9898 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23585

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Architecture, Gothic

Church buildings

Sheep

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 9899 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 9899 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23586

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note

89908

Topic: Architecture

Mountains -- United States

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 9900 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 9900 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23587
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Horses
Plazas
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Palace.] 9901 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Palace.] 9901 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23588

Similar to RSN 13665, 13666 and 13667.

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture
Palaces
Thrones

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Royal Palace
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 9902 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 9902 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23589

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Horses
Palms
Streets
Trees
Wagons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 9903 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 9903 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23590
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Buildings
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene, looking down into boat.] 9905 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Harbor scene, looking down into boat.] 9905 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23591
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
73418

Topic: Boats and boating Harbors Mountains Ships
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 9906 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 9906 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23592

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92957

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Shaft house, power house and dumps of a copper and silver mine. 9907 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Shaft house, power house and dumps of a copper and silver mine. 9907 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23593

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
92635

Topic: Copper mining -- Peru
Horses -- Peru
Mines -- Peru
Railroads -- Peru
Wagons -- Peru
Zinc -- Peru

Place: Cerro de Pasco (Peru)
Peru

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Horses.] 9909 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Horses.] 9909 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23594
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
38510

Topic: Blue collar workers
Horses
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 9910 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 9910 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23595
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96970

Topic: Boats and boating
Fishing
Harbors

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Store.] 9912 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Store.] 9912 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23596

[No duplicate uncuts in Japan books] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
23370

Topic:
Art
Business enterprises
Shops
Stores
Textile fabrics

Place:
Japan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 9913 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 9913 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23597

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic:
Fountains
Plazas
Streets
Water

Place:
Pulque de la Quemada

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal.] 9914 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Canal.] 9914 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23598
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

**Topic:**
- Boats and boating
- Canals
- Docks
- Piers
- Wharves

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The busy Pasig river near the Bridge of Spain. 9915 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s): The busy Pasig river near the Bridge of Spain. 9915 interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 23599

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

**Topic:**
- Docks -- Philippines
- Harbors -- Philippines
- Laborers -- Philippines
- PHILIPPINE ISLANDS TOUR
- Piers -- Philippines
- Rivers -- Philippines
- Ships -- Philippines
- Wharves -- Philippines

**Place:**
- Manila (Philippines)
- Pasig River (Luzon, Philippines)
- Philippines

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

In mid-air over the dizzy depths of Nisqually Canyon. 9916 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s): In mid-air over the dizzy depths of Nisqually Canyon. 9916 interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 23600

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Topic: Bridges -- Washington  
Canyons -- Washington  
Tourists -- Washington  

Place: Nisqually Canyon (Washington (State))  
Washington (State)  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Trees.] 9917 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): [Trees.] 9917 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 23601  

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
106718  

Topic: Trees  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Trees.] 9918 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): [Trees.] 9918 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 23602  

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
106320  

Topic: Forests  
Portraits  
Trees  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs
[Trees.] 9919 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Trees.] 9919 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23603
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Forests
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in rural setting.] 9920 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River rapids in rural setting.] 9920 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23604
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Rapids
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in rural setting.] 9921 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River rapids in rural setting.] 9921 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23605
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Copy and Version Identification Note
106327

Topic: Rapids
Rivers
Rocks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Perpetual winter, Mount Tacoma and Nisqually glacier, from Camp of the Clouds. 9922 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Perpetual winter, Mount Tacoma and Nisqually glacier, from Camp of the Clouds. 9922 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23606
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106331

Topic: Camps -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Camp of the Clouds (Washington)
Mount Tacoma (Washington)
Nisqually Glacier (Washington (State))
Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The broken summits of the Tatoesh Mountains. 9923 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The broken summits of the Tatoesh Mountains. 9923 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23607
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Mount Adams, south over the rugged summits of the Cascade Mountains.  
9924 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Mount Adams, south over the rugged summits of the Cascade Mountains. 9924 interpositive.

A July snow-fight on Mt. Rainier. 9925 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): A July snow-fight on Mt. Rainier. 9925 interpositive.
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note

106335

Topic: Mountaineers -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State
Recreation -- Washington (State)
Snow -- Washington (State)
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Mount Rainier
Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

At the mouth of Nisqually Glacier, Mt. Rainier. [Active no. 9926 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23610

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Mount Rainier
Nisqually Glacier (Washington (State))
Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long line of climbers on mountain glacier.] 9927 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Long line of climbers on mountain glacier.] 9927 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23611
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note

106342

Topic: Mountaineers -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State
Snow -- Washington (State)
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers in rugged mountain glacier area.] 9930 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Climbers in rugged mountain glacier area.] 9930 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23612

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note

106346

Topic: Mountaineers -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Perilous climbing over the ice crags of Stevens Glacier. 9931 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Perilous climbing over the ice crags of Stevens Glacier. 9931 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23613

Similar to RSN 14638 and 27572.

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Topic: Mountaineers -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Mount Tacoma (Washington)
Stevens Glacier
Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The boulder-strewn trail up Mt. Tacoma. 9932 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The boulder-strewn trail up Mt. Tacoma. 9932 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23614

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106362

Topic: Mountaineers -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State
Rocks -- Washington (State)
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Mount Tacoma (Washington)
Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Glittering summit of Mount Tacoma (12,526 feet), towering above the road to Paradise Park. [Active no. 9933 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23615

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Horses -- Washington
Mountains -- Washington
Parks -- Washington
Roads -- Washington
Tourists -- Washington
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Mount Tacoma (Washington)
Paradise Park (Washington)
Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Climbers on tree-covered mountain.] 9934 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Climbers on tree-covered mountain.] 9934 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23616

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106365

Topic: Landscapes (representations) -- Washington State
Mountaineers -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State

Place: Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nature's own sweet beverage, Paradise Park, foot of Mt. Rainier. [Active
no. 9935 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23617

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Company acc. no. 106367.
A stiff climb over the crests of the Cascade Range. 9936 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A stiff climb over the crests of the Cascade Range. 9936 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23618

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106369

Matchless glories of the Cascade Mountains. 9937 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Matchless glories of the Cascade Mountains. 9937 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23619
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note

106370

Topic: Mountains -- Washington State
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Cascade Mountains
Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Blooming flowers above never-ending frost, Mt., Tacoma. 9938 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Blooming flowers above never-ending frost, Mt., Tacoma. 9938 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23620

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note

106371

Topic: Flowers -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Mount Tacoma (Washington)
Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pinnacle Peak, Tatoesh Mountains. 9939 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Pinnacle Peak, Tatoesh Mountains. 9939 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23621
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106372

Topic: Mountains -- Washington State
Trees -- Washington (State)
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Pinnacle Peak
Tatoesh Mountains
Washington (State)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Homes beside wide river.] 9941 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Homes beside wide river.] 9941 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23622

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Dwellings
Rivers

Place: Congo River?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking up the lower Congo below Boma--Fetich Rock at left. 9942 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking up the lower Congo below Boma--Fetich Rock at left. 9942 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23623

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].
Mission stations on the picturesque Congo River bank at Underhill. 9944 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Mission stations on the picturesque Congo River bank at Underhill. 9944 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23624
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Matadi, on lower Congo River,. southern terminus of railway. 9945 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Matadi, on lower Congo River,. southern terminus of railway. 9945 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 23625

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96439

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Railroads -- Belgian Congo
Rivers -- Belgian Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Congo (Democratic Republic)
Congo River (Belgian Congo)
Matadi

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 9946 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 9946 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23626

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97593

Topic: Agriculture -- Congo
Fields -- Congo
Villages -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Prayer service at mission schoolhouse, M'binza, near Leopoldville. 9948 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Prayer service at mission schoolhouse, M’binza, near Leopoldville. 9948 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23627

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93880

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Children -- Congo
Education -- Congo
Religion -- Congo
Schools -- Congo
prayers -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Leopoldville (Congo)
M’binza (Congo)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ndome, chief of a tribe of 100,000, with part of his family. 9949 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ndome, chief of a tribe of 100,000, with part of his family. 9949 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23628

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93836

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Dwellings -- Congo
Family -- Congo
Homes -- Congo
Portraits -- Congo
Villages -- Congo
Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Ndombe
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Roadway.] 9950 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Roadway.] 9950 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23629
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93845

Topic: Roads
Transportation
Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bringing to a trading post crude rubber, rolled into balls. 9951 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bringing to a trading post crude rubber, rolled into balls. 9951 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23630
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93909

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Children -- Congo
Markets -- Congo
Roads -- Congo
Rubber -- Congo
Transportation -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Djoko Punda (Belgian Congo)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 9954 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 9954 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Some deterioration in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 23631
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Military -- Congo
Rifles -- Congo
Soldiers -- Congo
Training -- Congo

Place: Askari
Congo (Democratic Republic)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Women laborers in a banana field, state plantation, Irebu Camp. [Active no. 9955 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23632 (originally marked 23631, apparently in error)
AC0143-0023632 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Company acc. no. 86207.

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Agriculture -- Congo
Bananas -- Congo
Fields -- Congo
Plantations -- Congo
Women laborers -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Irebu Camp (Belgian Congo)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bangala people at a Catholic mission, Nouvelle Anvers. 9957 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bangala people at a Catholic mission, Nouvelle Anvers. 9957 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23633
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Bangala (African people)
Children -- Congo
Convents -- Congo
Laborers -- Congo
Religion -- Congo
Streets -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Nouvelle Anvers (Congo)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Upoto man making fish net for use in the Congo River. 9958 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Upoto man making fish net for use in the Congo River. 9958 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23634
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96247
Upoto blacksmith at his anvil--helper blowing bellows. 9959 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Upoto blacksmith at his anvil--helper blowing bellows. 9959 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23635

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note

96376

[Ship docked beside wide river.] 9960 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ship docked beside wide river.] 9960 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23636
Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Boats -- Belgian Congo
Docks -- Belgian Congo
Piers -- Belgian Congo
Rivers -- Belgian Congo
Ships -- Belgian Congo
Wharves -- Belgian Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tying poles together with vines, making frames for new houses. 9961 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tying poles together with vines, making frames for new houses. 9961 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23637

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note

96294

Carrying rubber and ivory to a river steamer at Basoko. [Active no. 9963: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23638

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Company acc. no. 96203.

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Ivory -- Congo
Laborers -- Congo
Rubber -- Congo
Transportation -- Congo
Villages -- Congo

Place: Basoko (Belgian Congo)
Congo (Democratic Republic)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Families working in field beside river.] 9964 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Families working in field beside river.] 9964 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23639

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96193

Topic: Agriculture -- Congo
Children -- Congo
Rivers -- Congo
Villages -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Basoko women making pottery in a village near the Congo. 9965
Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Basoko women making pottery in a village near the Congo. 9965 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23640

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96180

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Artisans -- Congo
Children -- Congo
Pottery -- Congo
Villages -- Congo

Place: Basoko (Congo)
Congo (Democratic Republic)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Market.] 996? Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23641

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96622

Topic: Markets
Villages

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Palace near water with boats.] [Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC.

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Topic: Architecture
Basins
Boats and boating
Buildings
Palaces

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bees.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Bees.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23643

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105477

Topic: Bees
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women workers sorting fruits and vegetables at tables in a cannery.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Women workers sorting fruits and vegetables at tables in a cannery.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23644

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
105484

Topic: Canning and preserving
Fruit
Vegetables  
Women laborers

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machinery.] Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Machinery.] Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23645

Currently stored in box 3.2.32 [150].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104544

Topic:  
Blue collar workers
Excavations (Archaeology)
Horses
Machinery
Steam shovels
Wagons

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway.] 9964 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Walkway.] 9964 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23646

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic:  
Walkways -- Congo

Place:  
Congo (Democratic Republic)

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  
Stereoscopic photographs

Conical huts of clay and thatch in a Yambuya village. 9968 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Conical huts of clay and thatch in a Yambuya village. 9968 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23647
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96170

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Children -- Congo
Dwellings -- Congo
Homes -- Congo
Huts -- Congo
Villages -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Yambuya (Congo)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 9969 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 9969 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23648
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96354

Topic: Boats -- Congo
Children -- Congo
Docks -- Congo
Piers -- Congo
Wharves -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

A railway train that crosses the equator, near Stanley Falls. 9974 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A railway train that crosses the equator, near Stanley Falls. 9974 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23649

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note

96209

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO

Lumber industry -- Congo

Railroads -- Congo

Trains -- Congo

Transportation -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)

Stanley Falls

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 9975 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 9975 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23650

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note

96327

Topic: Children -- Congo

Roads -- Congo

Transportation -- Congo
Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Young student group seated outdoors in Africa.] 9976 interpositive
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Young student group seated outdoors in Africa.] 9976 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left frame broken horizontally.

Local Numbers
RSN 23651
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97519

Topic: Children -- Congo
Education -- Congo
Schools -- Congo
Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Market near Wathen with Bakongo vendors and frequenters. 9977 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Market near Wathen with Bakongo vendors and frequenters. 9977 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23652
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
97540

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Blankets -- Congo
Children -- Congo
Kongo (African people)
Markets -- Congo
Rifles -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Wathen (Congo)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

De Cew Falls, near St. Catherine's. 9979 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): De Cew Falls, near St. Catherine's. 9979 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23653

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
31807

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Fishing -- Ontario
Waterfalls -- Ontario

Place: Canada
De Cew Falls (Ontario, Canada)
Ontario
St. Catherine's

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 9980 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 9980 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23654

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Soldiers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 9981 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 9981 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23655
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge.] 9982 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Bridge.] 9982 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23656

[Made by ABH] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110083

Topic: Bridges

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway beside river in rugged terrain.] Active no. 9983 : stereo interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Railway beside river in rugged terrain.] Active no. 9983 : stereo interpositive, 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23657

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope. Company acc. no. 111577.

Topic: Boats and boating

Formations (Geology)

Railroads

Railroads -- Trains

Rivers

Tunnels

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 9987 Interpositive, 1908

6 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 9987 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower left corner in five small pieces.

Local Numbers

RSN 23658

[Made by ABH] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note

114050

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill.

Caption no. 10003 : stereoscopic interpositive
President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill. [Caption no. 10003 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill. Caption no. 10003 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23659

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

RSN 14639 and 23659 thru 23663 are similar.

Copy and Version Identification Note

106790

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Dogs -- New York

Dwellings -- New York

Family -- 1900-1910 -- New York

Homes -- New York

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

Portraits -- New York

Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: New York -- 1900-1910

Oyster Bay (New York)

Sagamore Hill

Genre/ Form:

Interpositives

Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill.

[Caption no. 10003 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23660

RSN 14639 and 23659 thru 23663 are similar.

Company acc. no. 106788.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Dogs -- New York
Dwellings -- 1900-1910 -- New York  
Family -- 1900-1910 -- New York -- New York  
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT  
Portraits -- Men -- 1890-1920 -- New York  
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910 -- New York  

Place:  
New York -- 1900-1910  
Oyster Bay (New York)  
Sagamore Hill  

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill.  
Caption no. 10003 : stereoscopic interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8").)  

Image(s): President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill. Caption no. 10003 : stereoscopic interpositive.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 23661  
RSN 14639 and 23659 thru 23663 are similar.  

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].  

Names:  
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919  

Topic:  
Dogs -- New York  
Dwellings -- New York  
Family -- 1900-1910 -- New York  
Homes -- New York  
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT  
Portraits -- New York  
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.  

Place:  
New York -- 1900-1910  
Oyster Bay (New York)  
Sagamore Hill  

Genre/ Form:  
Interpositives  
Stereoscopic photographs  

President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill.  
Caption no. 10003 : stereoscopic interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8").)  

Image(s): President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill. Caption no. 10003 : stereoscopic interpositive.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23662

RSN 14639 and 23659 thru 23663 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Names:  Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic:  Dogs -- New York
Dwellings -- New York
Family -- New York
Homes -- New York
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
Portraits -- New York
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place:  New York
Oyster Bay (New York)
Sagamore Hill

Genre/Form:  Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill.
Caption no. 10003 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): President Roosevelt and his family at their summer home, Sagamore Hill. Caption no. 10003 : stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23663

RSN 14639 and 23659 thru 23663 are similar.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Names:  Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic:  Dogs -- New York
Dwellings -- New York
Family -- New York
Homes -- New York
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
Portraits -- New York
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place:  New York
Oyster Bay (New York)
Sagamore Hill
Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

Mrs. Roosevelt and daughter. [Caption No. 10004 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23664
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Company Acc. no. 106799.

Names: Roosevelt, Edith Kermit Carow, 1861-1948
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Family -- New York
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
Portraits -- New York
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: New York
Oyster Bay (New York)
Sagamore Hill (New York)

Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

Mrs. Roosevelt and daughter. [Caption No. 10004 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23665
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Names: Roosevelt, Edith Kermit Carow, 1861-1948
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Family -- New York
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
Portraits -- Women -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: New York
Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

[President and sons] Caption no. 10005: stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [President and sons] Caption no. 10005: stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23666

Similar to RSN 23667.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106795

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Family -- New York
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
Portraits -- New York
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: New York -- 1900-1910
Oyster Bay (New York)
Sagamore Hill (New York)

Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

[President and sons], Caption no. 10005: stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [President and sons], Caption no. 10005: stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23667

Similar to RSN 23666; "See Douglass" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Family -- New York
PRESEIDENT ROOSEVELT
Portraits -- New York
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: New York -- 1900-1910
Oyster Bay (New York)
Sagamore Hill (New York)

Genre/Form: Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs

Buckingham Palace, the home of H.M. Edward VII. 10007 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): Buckingham Palace, the home of H.M. Edward VII. 10007 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23668

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4661

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
Edward VII, King

Topic: Architecture -- England
Buggies -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Horses -- England
Palaces -- England
Parks -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Buckingham Palace, the home of H.M. George V. 10007 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): Buckingham Palace, the home of H.M. George V. 10007 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23669

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-2704

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)
George V, King of Great Britain, 1865-1936

Topic: Architecture -- England
Automobiles -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Monuments -- England
Palaces -- England
Parks -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tabernacle, where the great Spurgeon preached, in Newington Butts.
10009 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23670

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note
517804

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
ENGLAND TOUR
Tabernacles

Place: England
Newington Butts
Spurgeon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 10010 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 10010 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23671

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
87284;5179
Topic: Horses -- England
      Streets -- England
      Wagons -- England
Place: England
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Bridgnorth and the storied Severn River. 10011 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bridgnorth and the storied Severn River. 10011 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23672

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5179;R-2716
Topic: Children -- England
      Cows -- England
      ENGLAND TOUR
      Horses -- England
      Rivers -- England
Place: Bridgnorth (England)
       England
       Severn River (England)
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs
The falls at the upper end of Oneonta Gorge, a mountain cleft near the Columbia River. 10014 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The falls at the upper end of Oneonta Gorge, a mountain cleft near the Columbia River. 10014 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23673
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5181

Topic: Canyons -- Oregon
Children -- Oregon
Fishing -- Oregon
Formations (Geology)
OREGON
Rivers -- Oregon
Waterfalls -- Oregon

Place: Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oneonta Gorge (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

One of America's great waterways--Cascade Locks, in the Columbia River. 10015 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): One of America's great waterways--Cascade Locks, in the Columbia River. 10015 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23674
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5183

Topic: Boats -- Oregon
Canals -- Oregon
Locks -- Oregon
OREGON
Railroads -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon
Ships -- Oregon

Place: Cascade Locks (Oregon)
Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The "snout" of Eliot Glacier—the melting fringe of Mount Hood's great icecaps. 10016 interpositive, 1904

Image(s): The "snout" of Eliot Glacier—the melting fringe of Mount Hood's great icecaps. 10016 interpositive 1904.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23675

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5210

Topic: Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Rocks -- Oregon
Waterfalls -- Oregon
glaciers -- Oregon

Place: Eliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
Mount Hood
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 274
RSN Numbers 23676-23777

Image(s)

Mount St. Helens from lookout of Cloud Cap Inn, Mount Hood. 10017 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mount St. Helens from lookout of Cloud Cap Inn, Mount Hood. 10017 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23676

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5240 1/2

Names: Cloud Cap Inn (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
Topic: Forests -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Valleys -- Oregon
Place: Mount Hood
Mount St. Helens
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Where the spires of earth reach into eternal winter--Mount Hood, southwest from Cloud Cap Inn. 10018 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where the spires of earth reach into eternal winter--Mount Hood, southwest from Cloud Cap Inn. 10018 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23677

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
5240

Names: Cloud Cap Inn (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
Topic: Forests -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Valleys -- Oregon
Place: Mount Hood
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Railway beside odd rock formation.] 10020 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Railway beside odd rock formation.] 10020 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23678

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Children -- Oregon
Fishing -- Oregon
Formations (Geology)
OREGON
Railroads -- Oregon

Place: Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mount Baker, southeast from Lucky Strike Ridge. 10021 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mount Baker, southeast from Lucky Strike Ridge. 10021 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23679

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Mountains -- Washington State
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place: Lucky Strike Ridge (Washington)
Mount Baker (Washington)
Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[President Theodore Roosevelt viewing street parade from stand.] 10022
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt viewing street parade from
stand.] 10022 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23680
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Armed Forces
Bands (Music) -- 1900-1910.
Parades
Presidents
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt at dedication of McKinley monument, built by a million
contributors. No. 10023 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): President Roosevelt at dedication of McKinley monument, built
by a million contributors. No. 10023 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23681
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Ceremonies -- Kentucky
KENTUCKY
Monuments -- Kentucky
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
statues -- Kentucky
Place: Kentucky
Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs
[Dining room with "No charge for meals here" sign on wall. Active no. 10024 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23682
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Topic: Charities
      Dining rooms
      Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobile on city street.] 10025 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Early automobile on city street.] 10025 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23683
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Automobiles
       Covered wagons
       Cows
       Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Our honored ex-President Grover Cleveland, with his family, at home, Princeton, N.J. [Active no. 10026 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23684
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Names: Cleveland, Grover, 1837-1908

Topic: Dwellings -- New Jersey
Family -- New Jersey
Homes -- New Jersey
OTHER FAMOUS MEN
Portraits -- New Jersey
Presidents -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Princeton (New Jersey)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

His favorite sport--Ex-President Cleveland hunting ducks at South Island, S.C. 10027 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): His favorite sport--Ex-President Cleveland hunting ducks at South Island, S.C. 10027 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23685

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Names: Cleveland, Grover, 1837-1908

Topic: Ducks -- South Carolina
Hunting -- South Carolina
OTHER FAMOUS MEN
Presidents -- South Carolina
Rifles -- South Carolina

Place: South Carolina
South Island

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Thomas A. Edison with his family, at their beautiful home [Llewellyn Park, New Jersey]. [Active no. 10028 : stereo interpositive, [ca. 1900?]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Thomas A. Edison with his family, at their beautiful home [Llewellyn Park, New Jersey]. [Active no. 10028 : stereo interpositive, ca. 1900?]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.
Local Numbers
RSN 23686

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Names: Edison, Thomas A. (Thomas Alva), 1847-1931

Topic: Dwellings -- New Jersey
       Family -- New Jersey
       Other Famous Men (catalog "tour" title)
       Portraits, Group -- 1900-1910

Place: Llewellyn Park (New Jersey)
       New Jersey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Girl with pets. Active no. 10029 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Girl sitting in yard with cat and two dogs, in front of foliage and house with porch railing.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0023687.tif (AC scan number)
RSN 23687

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]. Associated numbers: 95095 (company accession number?); 827.

NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! Original VDF number VDF 22921?

BAD LINK.

Topic: Animals
       Cats
       Dogs
       Dwellings
       Pets
       Portraits -- Women -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Children playing around hay stacks in field. Active no. 10030 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23688

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Orig. no. 5163.

Topic: Children
Games
Hay
Recreation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where grow the best of cattle and the best of girls--on a prosperous American farm. 10031 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where grow the best of cattle and the best of girls--on a prosperous American farm. 10031 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23689

NOTE! THIS IMAGE COPIED TWICE ON VIDEODISC! ALSO VIDEONUM 22924.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Children
Cows
Dwellings
Dwellings
Farms
MISCELLANEOUS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hunting scene.] 10032 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 10032 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23690
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic:
- Hunting
- Portraits
- Rabbits
- Rifles

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt arrives in carriage at dock.] 10033 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt arrives in carriage at dock.] 10033 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23691
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

[Made by Carl] on envelope.

Names:
- Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic:
- Carriages
- Docks
- Horses
- Piers
- Presidents
- Ships
- Wharves

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 10035 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 10035 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23692

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

[Made by Carl] on envelope.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Beaches
Crowds
Docks
Piers
Presidents
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dining in the palatial banquet hall of Hotel Astor. 10036 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Dining in the palatial banquet hall of Hotel Astor. 10036 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23693

[Made by Carl MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Names: Astor Hotel (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Banquets -- 1890-1920 -- New York
Dining rooms -- New York
Hotels -- New York
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- New York
THE UNITED STATES TOUR

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Building a gigantic cradle raft on the Columbia River. 10037 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Building a gigantic cradle raft on the Columbia River. 10037 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23694
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Similar to RSN 14640; [Made by Carl] on envelope.

Topic:
Lumber industry -- Oregon
Machinery -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon
TRAVEL STUDIES LUMBERING
rafs -- Oregon

Place:
Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boatman crossing narrow stream.] 10038 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Boatman crossing narrow stream.] 10038 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23695
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

[Made by Carl] on envelope.

Topic:
Boats and boating
Bridges
Buildings
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Billy, Billy and Company. [A small boy, goat, and small dog.] Caption no. 10039: glass stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Billy, Billy and Company. [A small boy, goat, and small dog.] Caption no. 10039: glass stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23696

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Goats
TRAVEL STUDIES

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

"The Barnyard Zoo." (A small boy and girl surrounded with goats, dogs, fowl, rabbits, and ducks.) 10040 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "The Barnyard Zoo." (A small boy and girl surrounded with goats, dogs, fowl, rabbits, and ducks.) 10040 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23697

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Chickens
Children
Dogs
Ducks
Dwellings
Dwellings
Goats
Rabbits
TRAVEL STUDIES
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children playing in woods.] 10041 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children playing in woods.] 10041 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23698

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Children
Hunting
Recreation
Teddy bears
Toys

[Children.] 10042 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 10042 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23699

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Children
Dogs

[Children.] 10043 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 10043 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23700

Similar to RSN 14641.
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Children
Rabbits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 10044 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 10044 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23701

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Children
Ducks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Home and intruder.] 10045 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Home and intruder.] 10045 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23702

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic: Beggars
Dwellings
Flowers

Genre/Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Home and intruder.] 10046 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Home and intruder.] 10046 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23703
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic:  Beggars
Dwellings
Flowers
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Home and intruder.] 10047 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Home and intruder.] 10047 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23704
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Topic:  Beggars
Children
Dwellings
Flowers
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Angel and child in outdoor setting. Active no. 10048 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23705
Similar to RSN 14642; double exposure. Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]. Company accession no. 108790.

Genre/ Form: Multiple exposure
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Spirit photographs
Spirit photography
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Angels
Children

[President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship. Active no. 10052 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23706

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope. Company acc. no. 112165.

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Armed Forces
Presidents -- United States
Ships
Veterans

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Birds.] 10053 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Birds.] 10053 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23707

[Made by ABH] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].
Copy and Version Identification Note
108328

Topic: Birds
        Farms
        Pigeons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Swans.] 10054 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Swans.] 10054 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23708

[Made by ABH] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108318

Topic: Ponds
        Swans

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 10055 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 10055 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23709

[Made by ABH] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108307
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains
Snow

Drying raisins. 10056 stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Drying raisins. 10056 stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23710

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note
108313

Topic: Fields -- California
Fruit -- 1890-1920 -- California
Horses -- California
Laborers -- California
Raisins -- California
TRAVEL STUDIES--FRUIT

Place: California -- 1890-1920
San Joaquin Valley

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tourists.] 10058 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Tourists.] 10058 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23711

[Made by ABH] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].
Picking hops for a thirsty world on a ranch. 10059 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Picking hops for a thirsty world on a ranch. 10059 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23712

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

[Made by ABH] on envelope.

---

[Child in bath tub. Active no. 10060 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23713

"Made by ABH" on envelope. Company acc. no. 109981.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].
Traveling by the Underwood Travel System—stereographs, Guide-Books; Patent Map System. [Active No. 10061 : Stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man with goatee holds book open over map of Rome, while viewing stereograph in a stereoscope in a library filled with Underwood Travel System faux book slipcases for stereograph sets. The stereograph he views apparently shows St. Peter's Basilica, Vatican City, Rome. Details at the top of the image show that the room is merely a stage set.

Formerly stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Good condition: minor silvering; uncanceled.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0023714 AC Scan No.
RSN 23714

Company acc. no. 112648.

William H. Taft at his desk. [Active no. 10062 : stereo interpositive], ca. 1908-1913
Image(s): William H. Taft at his desk. [Active no. 10062 : stereo interpositive, ca. 1908-1913. Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English. Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23715

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]. Similar to RSN 14663-14666. Company acc. no. 88960.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: FAMOUS MEN
Offices
Portraits
Presidents -- United States

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobile on city street.] 10063 interpositive, 1908

Image(s): [Early automobile on city street.] 10063 interpositive 1908. Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English. Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23716

[Made by ABHarden] on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112668

Topic: Automobiles
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobile on city street.] 10064 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Early automobile on city street.] 10064 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23717
[Made by ABHarden] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].
Copy and Version Identification Note
112672
Topic: Automobiles
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 10065 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 10065 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23718
[Made by ABH] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].
Copy and Version Identification Note
112712
Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Toys
prayers
Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 10066 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 10066 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
HS, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23719

Similar to RSN 14667; [Made by ABH] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112720

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Horses
Pistols
Rifles
Teddy bears
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 10067 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Children.] 10067 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
HS, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23720

AC0143-0023720 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 14668 and 14669; [Made by ABH] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112724

Topic: Children
Rifles
Teddy bears
Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Three angels hovering over child in crib. Active no. 10068 : stereo interpositive], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Three angels hovering over child in crib. Active no. 10068 : stereo interpositive] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

HS, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23721

Similar to RSN 14670; "Made by ABH" on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]. Company acc. no. 112750.

Topic: Angels
Cradles
Infants
Infants
Music
Violin

Genre/ Form: Multiple exposure Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Spirit photography Stereoscopic photographs

Battleship Maine, with her 12-inch guns, that guard the nation's honor. [Active no. 10069 : stereo interpositive], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Battleship Maine, with her 12-inch guns, that guard the nation's honor. [Active no. 10069 : stereo interpositive] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23722

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Similar to RSN 14671.

Company acc. no. 86844.
Names: Battleship Maine
United States. Navy

Topic: Battleships
Ships
U.S. NAVY

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Battleship Illinois, showing 13-inch and 6-inch and 8-inch guns; U.S. Navy. 10070 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Battleship Illinois, showing 13-inch and 6-inch and 8-inch guns; U.S. Navy. 10070 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23723

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Similar to RSN 14672.

Copy and Version Identification Note
86853

Names: Battleship Illinois
United States. Navy

Topic: Battleships
Boats and boating
Flags
Guns
Sailors
Sailors
U.S. NAVY

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Battleship Kentucky, with powerful 13-inch and 8-inch guns; U.S. Navy. 10071 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Battleship Kentucky, with powerful 13-inch and 8-inch guns; U.S. Navy. 10071 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23724

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Similar to RSN 14673 and 14674.

Copy and Version Identification Note
86773

Names: Battleship Kentucky
         United States. Navy

Topic: Battleships
       Boats and boating
       Flags
       Guns
       U.S. NAVY

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 10072 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 10072 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23725

Similar to RSN 14675; [Made by ABH] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112184

Topic: Portraits
       Sculpture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Father and son in home living room.] 10073 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Father and son in home living room.] 10073 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23726
Similar to RSN 14676.
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112189
Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"In the good old summer time," [sic] holiday crowds on beach, Coney Island, New York. [Active no. 10074 : stereo interpositive,] 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "In the good old summer time," [sic] holiday crowds on beach, Coney Island, New York. [Active no. 10074 : stereo interpositive,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23727
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]. Orig. no. 105029.
Similar to RSN 14677; "Made by ABH" on envelope.

Beaches -- New York (N.Y.) -- Coney Island
Children -- New York
Crowds -- New York
Swimmers -- New York
THE UNITED STATES TOUR

Place:
Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (New York) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] Active no. 10075 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] Active no. 10075 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23728
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
103647;1MS

Topic:
Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of surgery in progress, from incision to closure. Active no. 10076 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23729
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Company acc. no. 96663.

Topic:
Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] Active no. 10077 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
Active no. 10077 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23730
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]. Company accession no. 99409?

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] Active no. 10078 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
Active no. 10078 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23731
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]. Company accession no., 99410.

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10079
terpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10079 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23732
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99412

Topic: Hospitals
       Operations
       Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10080 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10080 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23733
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99405

Topic: Hospitals
       Operations
       Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10081 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23734

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99407

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10082 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23735

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99418

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10083 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10083 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23736

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99415

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10084
interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10084 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23737

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
99420

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10085
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10085 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23738

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103651

| Topic: | Hospitals
|       | Operations
|       | Surgery

| Genre/ | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
| Form:  | Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10086 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10086 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23739

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103653

| Topic: | Hospitals
|       | Operations
|       | Surgery

| Genre/ | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
| Form:  | Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10087 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10087 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23740

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104531

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10088 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10088 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23741

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104642

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10089 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10089 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23742

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96660

Topic:
- Hospitals
- Operations
- Surgery

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of surgery in progress, from incision to closure. Active no. 10090 : stereo interpositive]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Close-up of surgery in progress, from incision to closure. Active no. 10090 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23743

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Orig. nos. 96651; 16MS

Topic:
- Hospitals
- Operations
- Surgery

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10091 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10091 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23744

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
96649; 17MS

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10092 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10092 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23745

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
99444; 18MS

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10093 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10093 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23746

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].
"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
99444; 19MS

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10094
interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10094 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23747

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].
"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
99771; 20MS

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10095
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10095 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23748

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note

99770;21MS

Topic: Hospitals
       Operations
       Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10096 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10096 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23749

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note

99763; 22MS

Topic: Hospitals
       Operations
       Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10097 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10097 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23750

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
99768; 23MS

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10098 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10098 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23751

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
99765; 24MS

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10099 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10099 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23752

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note

99775; 25MS

Topic:

Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre /
Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10100 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10100 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23753

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note

99774; 26MS

Topic:

Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre /
Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10101 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10101 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23754

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
99761; 27MS

Topic: Hospitals
       Operations
       Surgery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10102 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10102 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23755

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
104740; 28MS

Topic: Hospitals
       Operations
       Surgery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10103 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10103 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23756

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
104734; 29MS

Topic: Hospitals
      Operations
      Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10104 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10104 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23757

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
104736; 30MS

Topic: Hospitals
      Operations
      Surgery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10105 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10105 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23758

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
104737;31MS

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10106 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10106 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23759

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
104741; 32MS

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10107 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10107 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23760

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
104783;33MS

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10108 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10108 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23761

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
104772; 34MS

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10109 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.]
10109 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23762
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
104774; 35MS

Topic:
Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Birds.] 10110 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Birds.] 10110 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23763
[Made by ABH] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81791

Topic:
Birds

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Common bunting's nest and eggs. 10111 Interpositive, 1905
Common bunting's nest and eggs. 10111 Interpositive 1905

Group of common bats. 10112 Interpositive, 1905

Blackbird, its nest and eggs. 10113 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Blackbird, its nest and eggs. 10113 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23766

Similar to RSN 14679; "Made by ABH" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81531

Topic: Blackbirds
Eggs
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chiffchaff, its nest and eggs. 10114 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Chiffchaff, its nest and eggs. 10114 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23767

Similar to RSN 14680
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81590

Topic: Birds
Chiffchaffs
Eggs
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Corncrakes and young. 10115 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Corncrakes and young. 10115 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23768

[Made by ABH] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81561

Topic: Birds
Corncrakes
Eggs
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Flycatcher, its nest and eggs. 10116 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Flycatcher, its nest and eggs. 10116 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23769

[Made by ABH] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81595

Topic: Birds
Eggs
Flycatchers
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Chaffinch, its nest and eggs in an elder tree. 10117 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Chaffinch, its nest and eggs in an elder tree. 10117 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23770

[Made by ABH] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81617

Topic: Birds
Chaffinches
Eggs
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bullfinch, its nest and eggs. 10118 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bullfinch, its nest and eggs. 10118 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23771

[Made by ABH] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]
Copy and Version Identification Note

81581

Topic: Birds
Bullfinches
Eggs
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Young bullfinches in their nest. 10119 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Young bullfinches in their nest. 10119 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23772

[Made by ABH] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81582

Topic: Birds
Bullfinches
Eggs
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Greenfinch, its nest and eggs. 10120 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Greenfinch, its nest and eggs. 10120 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23773

[Made by ABH] on envelope
Old and young greenfinches leaving home. 10121 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Old and young greenfinches leaving home. 10121 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23774

Similar to RSN 14683; [Made by ABH] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81640

Topic: Birds
Greenfinches
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Young greenfinches. 10122 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Young greenfinches. 10122 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23775
Similar to RSN 14684; [Made by ABH] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81724

Topic: Birds
Greenfinches
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Jay. its nest and eggs. 10124 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Jay. its nest and eggs. 10124 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23776

Similar to RSN 14687; [Made by ABH] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81800

Topic: Birds
Eggs
Jays
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Young jays. 10125 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Young jays. 10125 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23777
Similar to RSN 14687; made by ABH on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81534

Topic: Birds
Jays
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 275

RSN Numbers 23778-23879

Image(s)

Gray linnet, its nest and eggs. 10126 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Gray linnet, its nest and eggs. 10126 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23778

Similar to RSN 14688; made by ABH on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81677

Topic: Birds
Eggs
Gray linnets
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Young linnets. 10127 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Young linnets. 10127 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23779

[Made by ABH] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81808

Topic: Birds
      Gray linnets
      TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Love birds. [Active no. 10128 : stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Love birds. [Active no. 10128 : stereo interpositive,] 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23780

"Made by ABH" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Company acc. no. 81810.

Topic: Love birds
      TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Moorhen, its nest and eggs. 10129 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Moorhen, its nest and eggs. 10129 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23781
[Made by ABH] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81541

Topic: Birds
Eggs
Moorhens
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Birds.] 10130 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Birds.] 10130 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23782

Similar to RSN 14691.

Currently stored in box 3.2.33 [145].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81598;72

Topic: Birds
House martins

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Young magpies. 10131 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Young magpies. 10131 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23783
Similar to RSN 14692

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81813

Topic:  
Birds
Magpies
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  
Stereoscopic photographs

Nightingale, its nest and eggs. 10132 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Nightingale, its nest and eggs. 10132 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23784

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81709

Topic:  
Birds
Eggs
Nests
Nightingales
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  
Stereoscopic photographs

Young tawny owls. 10133 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Young tawny owls. 10133 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23785

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]
Copy and Version Identification Note
81505

Topic:       Birds
            TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
            Tawny owls

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:      Stereoscopic photographs

Barn owl, its nest and eggs. 10134 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Barn owl, its nest and eggs. 10134 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23786

Similar to RSN 14693
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81509

Topic:       Barn owls
            Birds
            Eggs
            Nests
            TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:      Stereoscopic photographs

Pheasant, sitting. 10135 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Pheasant, sitting. 10135 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23787

Similar to RSN 14694
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]
Copy and Version Identification Note
81696

Topic: Birds
     Pheasants
     TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Red-backed shrike, its nest and eggs. 10136 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Red-backed shrike, its nest and eggs. 10136 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 23788

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81793

Topic: Birds
     Eggs
     Nests
     Red-backed shrikes
     TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Meadow pipit, its nest and eggs. 10137 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Meadow pipit, its nest and eggs. 10137 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 23789

Similar to RSN 14695

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]
Copy and Version Identification Note
81796

Topic: 
  Birds
  Eggs
  Meadow pipits
  Nests
  TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Rock pipit, its nest and eggs. 10138 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Rock pipit, its nest and eggs. 10138 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23790

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81797

Topic: 
  Birds
  Eggs
  Nests
  Rock pipits
  TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

Lesser redpole, its nest and eggs. 10140 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Lesser redpole, its nest and eggs. 10140 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23791

Similar to RSN 14697

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]
Copy and Version Identification Note
81736

Topic:  
Birds
Eggs
Lesser redpoles
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Robin sitting on nest. 10139 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Robin sitting on nest. 10139 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23792

Similar to RSN 14696

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81722

Topic:  
Birds
Nests
Robins
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Sparrow hawk, its nest and eggs. 10141 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sparrow hawk, its nest and eggs. 10141 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23793

Similar to RSN 14698

Page 13135 of 15344
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81517

Topic: 
Birds
Eggs
Nests
Sparrow hawks
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Skylark, its nest and eggs. 10142 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Skylark, its nest and eggs. 10142 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23794

Similar to RSN 14699

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81795

Topic: 
Birds
Eggs
Nests
Skylarks
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hedge sparrow, its nest and eggs. 10143 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hedge sparrow, its nest and eggs. 10143 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23795
Similar to RSN 14700

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81577

Topic:  
Birds  
Eggs  
Hedge sparrows  
Nests  
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Form:  
Stereoscopic photographs

Turtle-dove, its nest and eggs. 10144 Interpositive, 1905  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Turtle-dove, its nest and eggs. 10144 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Westrop, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 23796

Similar to RSN 14701

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81555

Topic:  
Birds  
Eggs  
Nests  
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS  
Turtle-doves

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Form:  
Stereoscopic photographs

Missel-thrush attending her young. Caption no. 10145 : glass stereo interpositive, 1905
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Missel-thrush attending her young. Caption no. 10145: glass stereo interpositive, 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 23797

Similar to RSN 14702.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81544

Topic:
Birds
Missel-thrushes
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES--BIRDS

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

The great tit, its nest and eggs. Caption 10146: glass stereo interpositive, 1905

1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): The great tit, its nest and eggs. Caption 10146: glass stereo interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 23798

Similar to RSN 14703.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81573

Topic:
Birds -- 1900-1910
Eggs
Great tit [bird] -- 1900-1910
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES--BIRDS
Titmice -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Young great tits" [titmice]. Caption no. 10147 : glass stereo interpositive, 1905
1 item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): "Young great tits" [titmice]. Caption no. 10147 : glass stereo interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 23799

Similar to RSN 14704.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81566

Topic: Birds -- 1900-1910
Great tit [bird] -- 1900-1910
TRAVEL STUDIES--BIRDS
Titmice -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tomtit, its nest and eggs. 10148 Interpositive, 1905
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tomtit, its nest and eggs. 10148 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23800

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81571

Topic: Birds
Eggs
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES--BIRDS
Tomtits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Long-tailed tit and its nest. 10149 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Long-tailed tit and its nest. 10149 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23801

Similar to RSN 14705
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81794

Topic: Birds
Long-tailed tits
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Yellow hammer, its nest and eggs. 10150 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Yellow hammer, its nest and eggs. 10150 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23802

Similar to RSN 14706
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81798
Pied wagtail, its nest and eggs. 10151 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Pied wagtail, its nest and eggs. 10151 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23803

Similar to RSN 14707

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81601

The wren and its nest. 10152 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The wren and its nest. 10152 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23804

Similar to RSN 14708

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]
Copy and Version Identification Note

85571

Topic:  Birds
       Nests
       TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
       Wrens

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wood lark, sitting. 10153 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wood lark, sitting. 10153 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23805

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81737

Topic:  Birds
       TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
       Wood larks

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Wheatear, its nest and eggs. 10154 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wheatear, its nest and eggs. 10154 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23806

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note

81792
Topic: Birds
Eggs
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
Wheatears

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Song-thrushes attending their young. 10156 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Song-thrushes attending their young. 10156 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23807

Similar to RSN 14713

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81773

Topic: Birds
Nests
Song thrushes
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old song-thrush feeding her young. 10157 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old song-thrush feeding her young. 10157 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23808

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81789
Topic:   Birds
        Nests
        Song thrushes
        TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

Young song-thrushes. 10158 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Young song-thrushes. 10158 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23809

Similar to RSN 14714
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81669

Topic:   Birds
        Song thrushes
        TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

Old garden warbler, sitting. 10159 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Old garden warbler, sitting. 10159 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23810

Similar to RSN 14715
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
81623
Foxhounds going to the meet, Shropshire. 10160 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Foxhounds going to the meet, Shropshire. 10160 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23811
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81583

The Avon and Clifton Bridge, S.E. from the Downs, Bristol. [Active no. 10161 : stereo interpositive.], 1098
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Avon and Clifton Bridge, S.E. from the Downs, Bristol. [Active no. 10161 : stereo interpositive.] 1098.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23812
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Similar to RSN 14716.

Company acc. no. 113828.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Bridges -- England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLAND TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Avon and Clifton Bridge (Bristol, England)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bristol (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Downs (Bristol, England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form             | Landscapes (representations) -- England     |
|                        | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs                   |

[Steamship on river in Bristol, England.] 10162 interpositive, 1098
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Steamship on river in Bristol, England.] 10162 interpositive 1098.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23813

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Similar to RSN 14717.

Copy and Version Identification Note
113831

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Bridges -- England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ships -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form             | Landscapes (representations) |
|                        | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
|                        | Stereoscopic photographs   |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Avon and Clifton Bridge (Bristol, England)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bristol (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Family group in bedroom setting.] 10163 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Family group in bedroom setting.] 10163 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23814
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Similar to RSN 14718.

Copy and Version Identification Note
112937

Topic: Bedrooms
Dwellings
Family
Infants

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Pets.] 10164 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Pets.] 10164 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23815
Similar to RSN 14719.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113689

Topic: Animals
Dogs
Pets
Veterinarians
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dog in home living room.] 10165 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Dog in home living room.] 10165 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23816
Similar to RSN 14720.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Copy and Version Identification Note
113714
Topic: Disasters
Dogs
Dwellings
Dwellings
Rugs
Umbrellas
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The President, Governors and other leading men at the National Resources Conference. [Caption no. 10166 : stereo interpositive,] 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”.)
Image(s): The President, Governors and other leading men at the National Resources Conference. [Caption no. 10166 : stereo interpositive,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23817
Similar to RSN 14721-14724.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]. Orig. acc. no. 113924.
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture
Andrew Carnegie, Wm. J. Bryan, J.J. Hill and John Mitchell at the White House. [Active no. 10167 : stereo interpositive.,] 1908
1 Item (5" x 8".)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23818

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Similar to RSN 14725 and 14726

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Carnegie, Andrew, 1835-1919
Hill, J. J.
Mitchell, John, (President, United Mine Workers)
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Politicians
Portraits, Group -- 1900-1910

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10176 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10176 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23819
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103944

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10177 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of body surgery in progress, from incision to closure.] 10177 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23820
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
103739

Topic: Hospitals
Operations
Surgery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge opening over river in England.] 10178 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Bridge opening over river in England.] 10178 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23821
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Similar to RSN 14734.

Copy and Version Identification Note

113835

Topic: Bridges -- England
      Children -- England
      Rivers -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

Colwyn Bay S. and its charming shores, a favorite summer resort, Wales.
[Active no. 10179 : stereo interpositive,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Colwyn Bay S. and its charming shores, a favorite summer resort, Wales. [Active no. 10179 : stereo interpositive,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23822

Similar to RSN 14735.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Company acc. no. 113838.

Topic: Bays -- Wales
       Children -- Wales
       ENGLAND TOUR
       Harbors -- Wales
       Resorts -- Wales

Place: Colwyn Bay (Wales)
       Wales

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Wales
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

The Swallow Falls, most beautiful in Great Britain, Bettws-y-Coed, Wales.
[Active no. 10180 : stereo Interpositive,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): The Swallow Falls, most beautiful in Great Britain, Bettws-y-Coed, Wales. [Active no. 10180 : stereo Interpositive.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23823
Similar to RSN 14736.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Company acc. no. 113843.

Topic: Cameras -- Wales
Children -- Wales
ENGLAND TOUR
Waterfalls -- Wales

Place: Bettws-y-Coed (Wales)
Swallow Falls
Wales

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Taking out the stag-hounds, Yeatnor Lodge. 10181 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Taking out the stag-hounds, Yeatnor Lodge. 10181 Interpositive
1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23824
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113811

Topic: Dogs -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Horses -- England
Hounds -- England
Hunting -- England
[Hunting scene.] 10182 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 10182 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23825

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113822

Topic: Dogs -- England
      Horses -- England
      Hounds -- England
      Hunting -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A kill in the Exe valley with the Devonshire and Somerset stag-hounds.
10183 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A kill in the Exe valley with the Devonshire and Somerset stag-
hounds. 10183 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23826

Similar to RSN 14737.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Devonshire and Somerset stag-hounds--in the Exe valley--the finish. 10184 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Devonshire and Somerset stag-hounds--in the Exe valley--the finish. 10184 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23827

Similar to RSN 14738.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
[Hunting scene.] 10185 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 10185 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23828
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113821

Topic: Dogs -- England
Hounds -- England
Hunting -- England
Stags (Deer) -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nest and young of the water ouzel. 10186 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Nest and young of the water ouzel. 10186 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23829
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113809

Topic: Birds
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
Water ouzels

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Young woodpeckers leaving home. 10187 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Young woodpeckers leaving home. 10187 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23830

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113804

Topic: Birds
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
Woodpeckers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sandpiper's nest with four young, in a strawberry bed. 10188 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sandpiper's nest with four young, in a strawberry bed. 10188 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23831

Similar to RSN 14739

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113858

Topic: Birds
Nests
Sandpipers
Strawberries
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
Young turtle-doves at home. 10189 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Young turtle-doves at home. 10189 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23832
Similar to RSN 14740
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]
Copy and Version Identification Note
113802
Topic: Birds
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
Turtle-doves
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A pair of long-eared owls. 10190 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): A pair of long-eared owls. 10190 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23833
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]
Copy and Version Identification Note
113876
Topic: Birds
Long-eared owls
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A fine group of Barbary doves. 10191 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): A fine group of Barbary doves. 10191 Interpositive 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23834

Similar to RSN 14741

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113859

Topic: Barbary doves
Birds
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Young cuckoo crying for food. 10192 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Young cuckoo crying for food. 10192 Interpositive 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23835

Similar to RSN 14742

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113879

Topic: Birds
Cuckoos
Nests
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Young Kestrel hawks after leaving their nest. 10193 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Young Kestrel hawks after leaving their nest. 10193 Interpositive 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23836

Similar to RSN 14743

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113862

Topic: Birds
Kestrel hawks
Nests

TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Incubator chicks taking their first glimpse of the world. 10194 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Incubator chicks taking their first glimpse of the world. 10194 Interpositive 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23837

Similar to RSN 14743

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113863
Haddon Hall, E. from the gardens, an old baronial home in Derbyshire. 10195 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Haddon Hall, E. from the gardens, an old baronial home in Derbyshire. 10195 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23838

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113836

Names: Haddon Hall (Derbyshire, England)
Topic: Architecture -- England
Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Gardens -- England
Homes -- England

Place: Derbyshire (England)
England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chatsworth, seat of the Duke of Devonshire, and gardens, Derbyshire. 10196 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Chatsworth, seat of the Duke of Devonshire, and gardens, Derbyshire. 10196 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23839

Similar to RSN 14745.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113837

Names: Duke of Devonshire

Topic: Architecture -- England
       Castles -- England
       Columns -- England
       Dwellings -- England
       ENGLAND TOUR
       Gardens -- England
       Homes -- England
       statues -- England

Place: Chatsworth (England)
       Derbyshire (England)
       England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 10197 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Parade.] 10197 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23840

Similar to RSN 14746.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114290

Topic: Crowds -- Quebec
       Horses -- Quebec
       Parades -- Quebec
       Streets -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Quebec
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremonies at monument in Quebec.] 10198 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremonies at monument in Quebec.] 10198 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23841
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Similar to RSN 14747 and 14748.

Copy and Version Identification Note
114289

Topic: Ceremonies -- Quebec
Crowds -- Quebec
Monuments -- Quebec
statues -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

[Ceremony.] 10199 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 10199 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23842
Same as RSN 27595.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114312

Topic: Indians of North America
Rites and ceremonies
Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 10200 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 10200 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23843

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note

114324

Topic: Rites and ceremonies

Royalty

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 10201 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade.] 10201 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23844

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note

114299

Topic: Children

Harbors

Horses

Parades

Rites and ceremonies

Royal houses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Portrait.] 10202 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 10202 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23845

Same as RSN 14749 and 27596.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114306

Topic: Indians of North America -- Quebec
Log forts -- Quebec
Portraits -- Quebec
Tents -- Quebec
Wigwams -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 10203 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 10203 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23846

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Topic: Art
Indians of North America
Painting
Tents

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Man and woman sitting on a log outdoors looking at each other. Active no.10204 : Interpositive], [1908.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Man and woman sitting on a log outdoors looking at each other. Active no.10204 : Interpositive 1908.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23847

Similar to RSN 14750; same as RSN 27597.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Topic: Couples -- Quebec
       Love -- Quebec
       Trees -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy harbor in Quebec.] 10205 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Busy harbor in Quebec.] 10205 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23848

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Similar to RSN 14751.

Topic: Boats -- Quebec
       Docks -- Quebec
       Harbors -- Quebec
       Military -- Quebec
       Piers -- Quebec
       Rivers -- Quebec
       Wharves -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Quebec
[Military.] 10206 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 10206 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23849
Similar to RSN 14752.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Topic:    Boats -- Quebec
          Military -- Quebec
          Sailors -- Quebec
          Seamen -- Quebec
          Ships -- Quebec
Place:    Canada
          Quebec
Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:     Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 10207 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 10207 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23850
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Topic:    Boats -- Quebec
          Military -- Quebec
          Sailors -- Quebec
          Seamen -- Quebec
          Ships -- Quebec
Place:    Canada
          Quebec
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 10208 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 10208 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23851
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114381

Topic: Crowds -- Quebec
Horses -- Quebec
Military -- Quebec
Parades -- Quebec
Streets -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremonies at monument in Quebec.] 10209 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Ceremonies at monument in Quebec.] 10209 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23852
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Similar to RSN 14753.

Copy and Version Identification Note
114378

Topic: Ceremonies -- Quebec
Crowds -- Quebec
Military -- Quebec  
Monuments -- Quebec  
statues -- Quebec  

Place:  
Canada  
Quebec  

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Waterscape.] 10210 Interpositive, 1908  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 10210 Interpositive 1908.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 23853  

Similar to RSN 14754 and 14755; same as RSN 27598.  

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
114410  

Topic:  
Boats -- Quebec  
Canoes -- Quebec  
Sails -- Quebec  
Ships -- Quebec  
Waterscapes -- Quebec  

Place:  
Canada  
Quebec  

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Waterscape.] 10211 Interpositive, 1908  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 10211 Interpositive 1908.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 23854  

Similar to RSN 14755.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note

114409

Topic: Sailboats -- Quebec
      Ships -- Quebec
      Waterscapes -- Quebec

Place: Canada
      Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 10212 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 10212 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23855

Similar to RSN 14756.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211], moved from [50].

Copy and Version Identification Note

114414

Topic: Sailboats -- Quebec
      Ships -- Quebec
      Waterscapes -- Quebec

Place: Canada
      Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 10213 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 10213 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23856

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114437

Topic: Ceremonies -- Quebec
Horses -- Quebec
Royalty -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 10214 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 10214 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23857

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114428

Topic: Ceremonies -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] 10215 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade.] 10215 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23858

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114429

Topic:
Ceremonies -- Quebec
Horses -- Quebec
Military -- Quebec
Parades -- Quebec

Place:
Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 10216 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 10216 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23859

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Topic:
Ceremonies -- Quebec
Royalty -- Quebec

Place:
Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 10217 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 10217 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23860
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Quebec
Ceremonies -- Quebec
Crowds -- Quebec
Parades -- Quebec
Religion -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 10218 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 10218 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23861

Similar to RSN 14758.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Quebec
Ceremonies -- Quebec
Crowds -- Quebec
Parades -- Quebec
Religion -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ste. Anne de Beaupre, Canada's miracle-working shrine, with a throng of pilgrims. 10219 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ste. Anne de Beaupre, Canada's miracle-working shrine, with a throng of pilgrims. 10219 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23862
Similar to RSN 14759.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

**Topic:** CANADA TOUR  
Cathedrals -- Canada  
Religion -- Canada  
Shrines -- Canada  

**Place:** Canada  
Ste. Anne de Beaupré (Canada)  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

[Parade.] 10221 Interpositive, 1908  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Parade.] 10221 Interpositive 1908.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 23863  

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].  

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
114408  

**Topic:** Parades -- Canada  
Royalty -- Canada  
Tents -- Canada  

**Place:** Canada  
Ste. Anne de Beaupré  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

[Crowd.] 10220 Interpositive, 1908  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Crowd.] 10220 Interpositive 1908.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 23864
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Topic: Buildings
Crowds

Place: Canada
Ste. Anne de Beaupre

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Woodland beauty at St. Joachim, summer home of priests from Laval University. 10222 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Woodland beauty at St. Joachim, summer home of priests from Laval University. 10222 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23865

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Similar to RSN 14760.

Copy and Version Identification Note
114514

Names: Laval University (Quebec, Canada)

Topic: CANADA TOUR
Convents -- Quebec
Monasteries -- Quebec
Parks -- Quebec
Walkways -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec
St. Joachim (Quebec)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tents.] 10223 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Tents.] 10223 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23866

Similar to RSN 14761.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Topic:  Indians of North America -- Quebec
        Tents -- Quebec

Place:  Canada
        Quebec

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Indians.] 10224 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s):  [Indians.] 10224 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23867

Similar to RSN 14762.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114518

Topic:  Indians of North America -- Quebec

Place:  Canada
        Quebec

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Tents.] 10225 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s):  [Tents.] 10225 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23868
Same as RSN 27599.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Topic: Indians of North America -- Quebec
        Tents -- Quebec
        Wigwams -- Quebec

Culture: Iroquois

Place: Canada
        Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Indians.] 10226 Interpositive, 1908

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Indians.] 10226 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23869

Similar to RSN 1447463.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Topic: Children -- Quebec
        Cooking -- Quebec
        Indians of North America -- Quebec
        Tents -- Quebec

Place: Canada
        Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Battlefield of Waterloo with La Haie Sainte, a centre of the hottest fighting.
10227 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Battlefield of Waterloo with La Haie Sainte, a centre of the hottest fighting. 10227 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23870
The Lion of Waterloo on its 200-foot mound, where German Allies shed their blood. 10228 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Lion of Waterloo on its 200-foot mound, where German Allies shed their blood. 10228 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23871

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note

114546

Topic: BELGIUM TOUR
Battlefields -- Belgium
Religion -- Belgium

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Belgium
La Haie Sainte (Waterloo, Belgium)
Waterloo (Belgium)

[Dirigible balloon in flight.] 10229 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Dirigible balloon in flight.] 10229 interpositive 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23872

Similar to RSN 14764 and 14765.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114554

Topic: Airships
Airships
Balloons
Transportation

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A busy morning on Barrack St., in Perth, the capital. [Active no. 10230 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”.)

Image(s): A busy morning on Barrack St., in Perth, the capital. [Active no. 10230 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Druig, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23873

Similar to RSN 14766.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
103892

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Carts -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Perth

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King William St., south toward Post Office (at right), Adelaide. 10231 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King William St., south toward Post Office (at right), Adelaide. 10231 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23874

Similar to RSN 14767.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113524

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Carriages -- Australia
Carts -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Streetcars -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Adelaide (S. Aust.)
Australia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The finest School of Mines in the southern hemisphere, Adelaide. 10232 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The finest School of Mines in the southern hemisphere, Adelaide. 10232 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23875

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
A water-mirror framed in drooping willows, Zoological Gardens, Adelaide. 10233 interpositive, 1908

Image(s): A water-mirror framed in drooping willows, Zoological Gardens, Adelaide. 10233 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23876

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Similar to RSN 14768.

Sedate flamingoes in conference in a quiet corner of the Zoo, Adelaide. 10234 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sedate flamingoes in conference in a quiet corner of the Zoo, Adelaide. 10234 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23877
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Similar to RSN 14769.

Copy and Version Identification Note
113556

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Flamingos -- Australia
Palm trees -- Australia
Willows -- Australia
Zoological gardens -- Australia
Zoos -- Australia

Place: Adelaide (S. Aust.)
Australia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Unley and its great vineyards, west from a private villa. 10235 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Unley and its great vineyards, west from a private villa. 10235 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23878

Similar to RSN 14770
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113533
Hillside gardens of wealthy citizens on Mt. Lofty, Adelaide's beautiful suburb. 10236 interpositive, 1908

Image(s): Hillside gardens of wealthy citizens on Mt. Lofty, Adelaide's beautiful suburb. 10236 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23879

Similar to RSN 14771.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113575

Image(s)

Looking toward Treasury Building, along Collins St., N.E. from Queen St., Melbourne. 10237 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking toward Treasury Building, along Collins St., N.E. from Queen St., Melbourne. 10237 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23880
Similar to RSN 14772.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113162

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand Hotel, Spring St., Melbourne. 10239 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grand Hotel, Spring St., Melbourne. 10239 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23881
Similar to RSN 14775.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112781

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Horses -- Australia
Hotels -- Australia
Streets -- Australia
Wagons -- Australia
Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Peter's Church and Parliament Building, N.W. from Grand Hotel, Melbourne. 10240 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): St. Peter's Church and Parliament Building, N.W. from Grand Hotel, Melbourne. 10240 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23882

Similar to RSN 14776.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113676

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Churches -- Australia
Parliaments -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)
St. Peter's Church (Melbourne, Australia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Parliament Building, Melbourne. 10241 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Parliament Building, Melbourne. 10241 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23883

Similar to RSN 14777; same as RSN 27602.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Copy and Version Identification Note

113159

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Architecture -- Australia
Carriages -- Australia
Carts -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Parliaments -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

H.E. Lord Northcote and Lady Northcote, with visiting Governors, Melbourne. 10242 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8"

Image(s): H.E. Lord Northcote and Lady Northcote, with visiting Governors, Melbourne. 10242 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23884

Similar to RSN 14778 and 27603

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note

113282

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Governors
Portraits
Royalty

Place: Australia
Melbourne
Northcote,

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Gothic Examination Hall, one of the University buildings, Melbourne. 10243 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Beautiful Gothic Examination Hall, one of the University buildings, Melbourne. 10243 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23885
Similar to RSN 14780
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]
Copy and Version Identification Note
113055
Names: Examination Hall (Melbourne, Australia)
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Architecture, Gothic
Buildings
Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910
Place: Australia
Melbourne
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Melbourne's beautiful Public Library, housing nearly 200,000 volumes, Victoria. 10244 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Melbourne's beautiful Public Library, housing nearly 200,000 volumes, Victoria. 10244 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23886
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Similar to RSN 14781.
Copy and Version Identification Note
113378
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Architecture -- Australia
Libraries -- Australia

Place:
Australia
Melbourne
Victoria (Australia)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Throng on the grandstand at the most popular race meeting in the world.
10246 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Throng on the grandstand at the most popular race meeting in the world. 10246 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23887

Similar to RSN 14784.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113147

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Crowds -- Australia
Fountains -- Australia
Grandstands -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Races -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Betting on the races--a typical throng of book-makers and their clients, Melbourne. Active no. 10247 : stereo interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Betting on the races--a typical throng of book-makers and their clients, Melbourne. Active no. 10247 : stereo interpositive, 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 23888

Similar to RSN 14785

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113142

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Australia -- Melbourne
Gambling -- 1900-1910 -- Australia -- Melbourne
Horses -- 1900-1910
Races
Sports betting -- 1900-1910 -- Australia -- Melbourne

Place: Australia -- 1900-1910
Melbourne

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Winning group on the home stretch, Melbourne Cup, Flemington. 10248 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Winning group on the home stretch, Melbourne Cup, Flemington. 10248 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23889

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note

112885

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Crowds -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Races -- Australia

Place: Australia
Flemington (Australia)
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
A busy afternoon on Princess St., looking across bridge over the Yarra, Melbourne. 10249 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A busy afternoon on Princess St., looking across bridge over the Yarra, Melbourne. 10249 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23890

Similar to RSN 14786.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113073

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Bridges -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Streetcars -- Australia
Streets -- Australia
Wagons -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)
Yarra River (Vic.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Melbourne's Henley on the river Yarra, a great event in November. 10250 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Melbourne's Henley on the river Yarra, a great event in November. 10250 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23891

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Similar to RSN 14787.
Great international cricket match on the grounds at Melbourne. 10251 interpositive, 1908

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Great international cricket match on the grounds at Melbourne. 10251 interpositive 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23892

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Similar to RSN 14788

Washing butter in a model factory (a ton of butter in sight), Melbourne. 10252 interpositive, 1908
Image(s): Washing butter in a model factory (a ton of butter in sight), Melbourne. 10252 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23893

Similar to RSN 14789.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113383

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Butter -- Australia
Dairying -- Australia
Factories -- Australia
Industry -- Australia
Laborers -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Diving at St. Kilda baths, largest in the world (palings keep out sharks). 10253 interpositive, 1908

Image(s): Diving at St. Kilda baths, largest in the world (palings keep out sharks). 10253 interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23894

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Similar to RSN 14789

Copy and Version Identification Note
113673

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Baths
High diving
Recreation
Swimmers

Place: Australia
St. Kilda

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Breezy heights and sunny valleys Healesville, Victoria's favorite summer resort. 10256 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Breezy heights and sunny valleys Healesville, Victoria's favorite summer resort. 10256 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23895

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113642

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Resorts -- Australia
Valleys -- Australia

Place: Australia
Healesville (Victoria, Australia)
Victoria (Australia)

Four thousand sheep changing pasture during a dry season. 10257 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Four thousand sheep changing pasture during a dry season. 10257 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23896

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113121

| Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR               |
| Sheep -- Australia                           |
| Place: Australia                            |
| Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

One of the most fertile valleys in the continent--S.E. from Tower Hill over Koroit. 10259 Interpositive, 1908

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): One of the most fertile valleys in the continent--S.E. from Tower Hill over Koroit. 10259 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23897

Similar to RSN 14798.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113687

| Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR               |
| Agriculture -- Australia                        |
| Farms -- Australia                             |
| Grain -- Australia                             |
| Harvesting -- Australia                        |
| Horses -- Australia                            |
| Valleys -- Australia                           |
| Place: Australia                               |
| Koroit (Victoria, Australia)                   |
| Tower Hill                                    |
| Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

Where tons of luscious fruit ripen in the southern sun, W. from tower, Doncaster. 10260 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Where tons of luscious fruit ripen in the southern sun, W. from tower, Doncaster. 10260 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23898
Similar to RSN 14799.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Copy and Version Identification Note
113375
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Farms -- Australia
Fruit -- Australia
Orchards -- Australia
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Australia
Doncaster (Victoria, Australia)

Power plant and quartz refuse at one of Ballarat's gold mines, town at N.W. [Active no. 10261 : stereo Interpositive,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Power plant and quartz refuse at one of Ballarat's gold mines, town at N.W. [Active no. 10261 : stereo Interpositive,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23899
Similar to RSN 14800.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Company acc. no. 113770.
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Gold mines and mining
Mines
Looking south up Stuart St. past the Town Hall, Ballarat, Victoria. 10262 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking south up Stuart St. past the Town Hall, Ballarat, Victoria. 10262 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23900
Similar to RSN 14801.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113735

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Snow -- Australia
Streetcars -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Ballarat (Vic.)
Victoria (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bridge St., east from George St., toward the park, Sydney, New South Wales. [Active no. 10266 : stereo interpositive,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bridge St., east from George St., toward the park, Sydney, New South Wales. [Active no. 10266 : stereo interpositive,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23901
Similar to RSN 14807.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Company acc. no. 113317.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Carts -- Australia
Horses -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Weathered cliffs at South Head and outlook, S.E. from harbor entrance, Sydney, N.S.W. 10264 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Weathered cliffs at South Head and outlook, S.E. from harbor entrance, Sydney, N.S.W. 10264 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23902

Similar to RSN 14804 and 14805

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note

113134

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Cliffs
Formations (Geology)
Seacoasts

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
South Head
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The circular quay where ocean steamships, freighters and pleasure boats meet, Sydney. [Active no. 10265 : stereo interpositive,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The circular quay where ocean steamships, freighters and pleasure boats meet, Sydney. [Active no. 10265 : stereo interpositive,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23903
Similar to RSN 14806.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Company acc. no. 113603.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Boats -- Australia
Harbors -- Australia
Ships -- Australia
Streetcars -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Admiral Sir Harry Rawson, Miss Rawson, Secretary and Aide-de-Camp, Sydney, N.S.W. Caption No. 10267 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1908

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Admiral Sir Harry Rawson, Miss Rawson, Secretary and Aide-de-Camp, Sydney, N.S.W. Caption No. 10267 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23904
Similar to RSN 14808.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Other numbers: 112436.
Names: Rawson, Harry, Admiral

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
   Armed Forces
   Portraits

Place: Australia -- 1900-1910
   New South Wales (Australia) -- 1900-1910
   Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)

Genre/ Form: Interpositives

George St., past Post Office (left) to Victoria Market, Sydney, N.S.W.
[Active no. 10269 : stereo interpositive,], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8"),

Image(s): George St., past Post Office (left) to Victoria Market, Sydney, N.S.W. [Active no. 10269 : stereo interpositive,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 23905

Similar to RSN 14811.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Company acc no. 113591.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
   Carts -- Australia
   Horses -- Australia
   Streetcars -- Australia

Place: Australia
   New South Wales (Australia)
   Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)
   Victoria Market

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

St. Andrew's Cathedral, one of the finest church buildings in Australia,
Sydney, N.S.W. 10270 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): St. Andrew's Cathedral, one of the finest church buildings in Australia, Sydney, N.S.W. 10270 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23906

Similar to RSN 14812.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112240

Names: St. Andrew's Cathedral (Sydney, Australia)
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Architecture -- Australia
Cathedrals -- Australia
Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Among Sydney's delightful harbor suburbs--west from St. Leonard's ferry landing. 10271 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Among Sydney's delightful harbor suburbs--west from St. Leonard's ferry landing. 10271 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23907

Similar to RSN 14813.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112382

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Boats -- Australia
Docks -- Australia
Ferries -- Australia
Harbors -- Australia
Piers -- Australia
Wharves -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
St. Leonard
Sydney (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Australia's most popular summer resort--sea beach at Manly, N.S.W. 10272
Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Australia's most popular summer resort--sea beach at Manly,
N.S.W. 10272 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23908

Similar to RSN 14814.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112866

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Beaches -- Australia
Resorts -- Australia
Swimmers -- Australia

Place: Australia
Manly (Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous Hawksbury Bridge and river (S.), near Sydney, N.S.W. [Active no.
10273 : stereo interpositive.], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Famous Hawksbury Bridge and river (S.), near Sydney, N.S.W. [Active no. 10273 : stereo interpositive,] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23909
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].
Similar to RSN 14815 and 14816.
Company acc. no. 113598.

Names: Hawksbury Bridge (Sydney, Australia)
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
       Bridges -- Australia
       Rivers -- Australia
Place: Australia
       New South Wales (Australia)
       Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Ostriches on a farm near Sydney, with outlook over the Tasman Sea.
10274 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23910
Similar to RSN 14818
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]
Copy and Version Identification Note
113137

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
       Farms
       Ostriches
Waterscapes

Place:
Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)
Tasman Sea

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Boomerangs in mid air, on the curving flight which will bring them back to the thrower, N.S.W. 10276 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Boomerangs in mid air, on the curving flight which will bring them back to the thrower, N.S.W. 10276 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23911

Similar to RSN 14820 and 14821

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113186

Topic:
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Boomerangs

Place:
Australia
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Silvery downpour of the waters at Leura Falls, Katoomba Valley, N.S.W. 10277 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Silvery downpour of the waters at Leura Falls, Katoomba Valley, N.S.W. 10277 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23912
Similar to RSN 14822

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
112275

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Formations (Geology)
Waterfalls

Place: Australia
Katoomba Valley (New South Wales, Australia)
Leura Falls (New South Wales, Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"Far from the maddening crowd's ignoble strife"--Katoomba Valley from Echo Point, N.S.W. 10278 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Far from the maddening crowd's ignoble strife"--Katoomba Valley from Echo Point, N.S.W. 10278 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23913

Similar to RSN 14823 and 14824.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112352

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Cliffs -- Australia
Formations (Geology) -- Australia
Valleys -- Australia

Place: Australia
Echo Point (New South Wales, Australia)
Katoomba Valley (New South Wales, Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Three Sisters from Echo Point, and hazy depths of Katoomba Valley, N.S.W. 10279 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Three Sisters from Echo Point, and hazy depths of Katoomba Valley, N.S.W. 10279 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23914

Similar to RSN 14825.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112429

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Cliffs -- Australia
Formations (Geology) -- Australia
Valleys -- Australia

Place: Australia
Echo Point (New South Wales, Australia)
Katoomba Valley (New South Wales, Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)
Three Sisters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Grand Arch (450 ft. long), Nature's passage-way through a mountain, Jenelan, N.S.W. 10280 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Grand Arch (450 ft. long), Nature's passage-way through a mountain, Jenelan, N.S.W. 10280 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23915

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112318

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Arches
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Australia

Place:
- Australia
- Grand Arch (Jenelan, New South Wales, Australia)
- Jenelan (New South Wales, Australia)
- New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Entrance to the "Marguerita Chamber," veiled by stalactite draperies, Jenelan, N.S.W. 10281 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Entrance to the "Marguerita Chamber," veiled by stalactite draperies, Jenelan, N.S.W. 10281 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 23916

Similar to RSN 14826.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
- 112253

Topic:
- AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
- Caves -- Australia
- Formations (Geology) -- Australia
- Stalactites -- Australia

Place:
- Australia
- Jenelan (New South Wales, Australia)
- Marguerita Chamber
- New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Looking through Carlotta Arch at the Jenelan Caves to wooded mountain side, N.S.W. 10282 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking through Carlotta Arch at the Jenelan Caves to wooded mountain side, N.S.W. 10282 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23917

Similar to RSN 14827.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112347

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Arches -- Australia
Caves -- Australia
Formations (Geology) -- Australia
Mountains -- Australia

Place: Australia
Carlotta Arch (New South Wales, Australia)
Jenelan (New South Wales, Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

How Mr. Cottontail goes to market--1200 rabbits on way to freezing plant, N.S.W. 10283 Interpositive, 1908

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): How Mr. Cottontail goes to market--1200 rabbits on way to freezing plant, N.S.W. 10283 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23918

Similar to RSN 14828.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112336
Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Horses -- Australia
Rabbits -- Australia
Wagons -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fourteen-ox team hauling wool--a typical sight in New South Wales. 10284 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Fourteen-ox team hauling wool--a typical sight in New South Wales. 10284 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23919

Similar to RSN 14829.

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113320

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Cows -- Australia
Transportation -- Australia
Wagons -- Australia
Wool -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Overlooking Brisbane, southeast from the Observation Tower, Queensland. 10286 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Overlooking Brisbane, southeast from the Observation Tower, Queensland. 10286 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23920

Similar to RSN 14832

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113457

Place: Australia
     Brisbane (Qld.)
     Queensland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR

Brisbane, east from lofty Observation Tower, Queensland. 10287
Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Brisbane, east from lofty Observation Tower, Queensland. 10287
Interpositive 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23921

Similar to RSN 14833

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113460

Place: Australia
     Brisbane (Qld.)
     Queensland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR

Looking down George St. toward the Government buildings, Brisbane, Queensland. 10288 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking down George St. toward the Government buildings, Brisbane, Queensland. 10288 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23922

Similar to RSN 14834.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113445

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Buildings -- Australia
Carts -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Brisbane (Qld.)
Queensland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Stately building where Queensland's Parliament meets, Brisbane. 10289 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Stately building where Queensland's Parliament meets, Brisbane. 10289 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23923

Similar to RSN 14835; "[Made by ABH]" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113447

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Bicycles -- Australia
Buildings -- Australia
Carts -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Parliaments -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Brisbane (Qld.)
Queensland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Victoria Bridge over Brisbane River, Brisbane, Queensland. 10290 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Victoria Bridge over Brisbane River, Brisbane, Queensland. 10290 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23924

Currently stored in box 3.2.34 [211].

Similar to RSN 14836.

Copy and Version Identification Note
113463

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Bridges -- Australia
Rivers -- Australia

Place: Australia
Brisbane (Qld.)
Queensland
Victoria Bridge (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hobart, Tasmania's progressive capital city, S.W. from the Post Office.
10291 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hobart, Tasmania’s progressive capital city, S.W. from the Post Office. 10291 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23925

Similar to RSN 14837
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113508

Place:  Australia
Hobart (Tasmania, Australia)
Tasmania

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:  AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR

Liverpool St., one of the principal thoroughfares of Hobart, the capital of Tasmania. 10292 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Liverpool St., one of the principal thoroughfares of Hobart, the capital of Tasmania. 10292 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23926

Similar to RSN 14838.
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113489

Topic:  AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Carts -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Streets -- Australia
Christmas holiday pleasures at the Fern Tree Bower, near Hobart, Tasmania. 10293 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Christmas holiday pleasures at the Fern Tree Bower, near Hobart, Tasmania. 10293 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23927

Similar to RSN 14839.

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113503

Tasmania’s greatest industry, apple-growing near New Norfolk. 10295 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tasmania’s greatest industry, apple-growing near New Norfolk. 10295 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Launceston, south from a hillside above the city, Tasmania. 10296 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Launceston, south from a hillside above the city, Tasmania. 10296 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23929

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113468?

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Children -- Australia
Place: Australia
Launceston (Tasmania)
Tasmania
Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Suspension bridge at upper end of the great gorge, Launceston, Tasmania. [Active no. 10297 : stereo interpositive.], 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Suspension bridge at upper end of the great gorge, Launceston, Tasmania. [Active no. 10297 : stereo interpositive.] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23930

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Company acc. no. 113478.

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Bridges -- Australia
Canyons -- Australia
Gorges -- Australia
Mountains -- Australia
Rivers -- Australia

Place: Australia
Launceston (Tasmania)
Tasmania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Up the magnificent gorge from near the bridge, Launceston, Tasmania. 10298 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Up the magnificent gorge from near the bridge, Launceston, Tasmania. 10298 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23931

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113476

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Canyons -- Australia
Gorges -- Australia
Rivers -- Australia
Looking from height above Devenport, S.E. across harbor to Mt. Eden. 10299 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Looking from height above Devenport, S.E. across harbor to Mt. Eden. 10299 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23932
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114495

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Harbors -- Australia
Mountains -- Australia
Ships -- Australia

Place: Australia
Devenport
Mt. Eden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Auckland's chief business thoroughfare, Queen St., looking south. 10300 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Auckland's chief business thoroughfare, Queen St., looking south. 10300 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23933
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Fountain and statue of Queen Victoria in Albert Park, Auckland. 10301 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fountain and statue of Queen Victoria in Albert Park, Auckland. 10301 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Looking west from heights of Albert Park across town to St. Matthew's Church, Auckland. 10302 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking west from heights of Albert Park across town to St. Matthew's Church, Auckland. 10302 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 23935

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

104483

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Children -- New Zealand.
Churches -- New Zealand
Parks -- New Zealand

Place: Albert Park (Auckland, New Zealand)
Auckland (N.Z.)
New Zealand
St. Matthew's Church

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking S.W. from St. Matthew's Church over the busy city of Auckland.
10303 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking S.W. from St. Matthew's Church over the busy city of Auckland. 10303 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23936

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

104454

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Churches -- New Zealand

Place: Auckland (N.Z.)
New Zealand
St. Matthew's Church

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Sifting kauri gum (resin of prehistoric trees) for varnish making, Auckland.
10304 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sifting kauri gum (resin of prehistoric trees) for varnish making, Auckland. 10304 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23937
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104180

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Factories -- New Zealand
Gum -- New Zealand
Laborers -- New Zealand
Resins -- New Zealand
Varnish -- New Zealand

Place: Auckland (New Zealand)
Kauri (New Zealand)
New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The son of a Maori king, his daughter and grandchild, Auckland. 10305 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The son of a Maori king, his daughter and grandchild, Auckland. 10305 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23938
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104148

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Babies -- New Zealand
Natives -- New Zealand
Portraits -- New Zealand
Royalty -- New Zealand
**Place:** Auckland (New Zealand)  
Maori (New Zealand people)  
New Zealand

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Southward outlook over Auckland from Mt. Eden, site of old Maori stronghold. 10306 Interpositive  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*  
Image(s): Southward outlook over Auckland from Mt. Eden, site of old Maori stronghold. 10306 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 23939

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
104458

**Topic:** AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR  
Children -- New Zealand.  
Mountains -- New Zealand

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:** Auckland (N.Z.)  
Mt. Eden  
New Zealand

**Culture:** Maori (New Zealand people)

Among the cosy homes of Auckland, looking E. from upper Pitt St., to Mt. Eden. 10307 interpositive  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*  
Image(s): Among the cosy homes of Auckland, looking E. from upper Pitt St., to Mt. Eden. 10307 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 23940

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Copy and Version Identification Note

106533

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Children -- New Zealand.
Dwellings -- New Zealand
Homes -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
Streets -- New Zealand

Place: Auckland (New Zealand)
Mt. Eden (New Zealand)
New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

"On us, on us, the unswerving season smiles"--fields, woods and sea below, One Tree Hill. 10309 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "On us, on us, the unswerving season smiles"--fields, woods and sea below, One Tree Hill. 10309 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23941

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

104472

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Cows -- New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: New Zealand
One Tree Hill

Devenport, with Auckland's harbor entrance, S. from Flagstaff Hill. 10310 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Devenport, with Auckland's harbor entrance, S. from Flagstaff Hill. 10310 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23942
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104159

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Cows -- New Zealand
Harbors -- New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Auckland (New Zealand)
Devenport (New Zealand)
Flagstaff Hill (Devenport, New Zealand)
New Zealand

Sunset splendor in the Southern Hemisphere--Northcote to Birkenhead near Auckland. 10311 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sunset splendor in the Southern Hemisphere--Northcote to Birkenhead near Auckland. 10311 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23943
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]

Copy and Version Identification Note
106650

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Docks -- New Zealand
Harbors -- New Zealand
Piers -- New Zealand
Sunsets -- New Zealand
Waterscapes -- New Zealand
Meeting-house of Maori natives, used for councils and social gatherings, Chinemutu. 10312 Interpositive

*1 Item (5” x 8”)*

**Image(s):** Meeting-house of Maori natives, used for councils and social gatherings, Chinemutu. 10312 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23944

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

106707

**Topic:** AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR

Art -- New Zealand

Buildings -- New Zealand

Children -- New Zealand.

**Place:** Chinemutu (New Zealand)

New Zealand

**Culture:** Maori (New Zealand people)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Maggie Papakura, the Maori guide, and her home at Whakarewarewa.

10313 interpositive

*1 Item (5” x 8”)*

**Image(s):** Maggie Papakura, the Maori guide, and her home at Whakarewarewa. 10313 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23945

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Copy and Version Identification Note
106664

Topic:
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Art -- New Zealand
Dwellings -- New Zealand
Guides -- New Zealand
Natives -- New Zealand

Place:
Maggie Papakura
Maori (New Zealand people)
New Zealand
Whakarewarewa

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

An eventide on Lake Rotorua--a Maori belle in kiwa feather cloak. 10314
Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): An eventide on Lake Rotorua--a Maori belle in kiwa feather
cloak. 10314 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23946

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106541

Topic:
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Babies -- New Zealand
Infants -- New Zealand
Lakes -- New Zealand
Natives -- New Zealand

Place:
Lake Rotorua (New Zealand)
New Zealand

Culture:
Maori (New Zealand people)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Waikorohihi geyser spouting boiling water 30 feet in air, Whakarewarewa.
10317 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Waikorohihi geyser spouting boiling water 30 feet in air, Whakarewarewa. 10317 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23947

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106714

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Fountains -- New Zealand
Geysers -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand
Waikorohihi (New Zealand)
Whakarewarewa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where Mother Nature cooks men's dinners in her natural oven, Whakarewarewa. 10318 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Where Mother Nature cooks men's dinners in her natural oven, Whakarewarewa. 10318 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23948

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106717

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Babies -- New Zealand
Cooking -- New Zealand
Dwellings -- New Zealand
Geysers -- New Zealand
Homes -- New Zealand
Infants -- New Zealand
Natives -- New Zealand

Place: Maori (New Zealand people)
New Zealand
Whakarewarewa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Maori girls performing the ceremonial "Haka" or Poi Dance, Whakarewarewa. 10319 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Maori girls performing the ceremonial "Haka" or Poi Dance, Whakarewarewa. 10319 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23949

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]

Copy and Version Identification Note
106478

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Ceremonies -- New Zealand
Dances -- New Zealand
Natives -- New Zealand
Poi -- New Zealand
Rites and ceremonies -- New Zealand
Rituals -- New Zealand

Place: Haka (Dance)
Maori (New Zealand people)
New Zealand
Poi Dance
Whakarewarewa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Rubbing noses, the customary salute among the Maoris, Whakarewarewa. 10320 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rubbing noses, the customary salute among the Maoris, Whakarewarewa. 10320 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23950

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106458

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Children -- New Zealand.
Kissing -- New Zealand
Noses -- New Zealand

Culture: Maori (New Zealand people)

Place: New Zealand
Whakarewarewa (New Zealand)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In Nature’s bath-tub where hot water never fails--Maori children, Whakarewarewa. 10321 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): In Nature’s bath-tub where hot water never fails--Maori children, Whakarewarewa. 10321 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23951

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106721

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Children -- New Zealand.
Dwellings -- New Zealand
Geysers -- New Zealand
Homes -- New Zealand
Swimmers -- New Zealand
bathing -- New Zealand

Place: Maori (New Zealand people)
New Zealand
Whakarewarewa (New Zealand)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Where you "wonder, mid the fern, why men depart to seek the Happy Isles." 10322 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where you "wonder, mid the fern, why men depart to seek the Happy Isles." 10322 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23952

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112475

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Ferns -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Wellington and its harbor, east from the terrace. 10323 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wellington and its harbor, east from the terrace. 10323 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23953

Similar to RSN 27616.

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113242

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Harbors -- New Zealand
Ports -- New Zealand
Ships -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand
Wellington (New Zealand)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Lyttleton, its harbors and shipping. 10324 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Lyttleton, its harbors and shipping. 10324 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23954

Similar to RSN 27617.
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113266

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Harbors -- New Zealand
Portraits -- New Zealand
Ports -- New Zealand
Ships -- New Zealand

Place: Lyttleton (New Zealand)
New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock scene.] 10325 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 10325 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23955

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113313

Topic: Boats -- New Zealand
Docks -- New Zealand
Harbors -- New Zealand
Laborers -- New Zealand
Piers -- New Zealand
Wharves -- New Zealand

Place: New Zealand
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nine yoke of oxen hauling big timber, Raffville, N.S.W., Australia. 10326 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Nine yoke of oxen hauling big timber, Raffville, N.S.W., Australia. 10326 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23956

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113436

Topic: Cows -- Australia
Industry -- Australia
Lumber industry -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES LUMBER
Transportation -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
Raffville

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Shawls, woven ages ago by slow action of underground streams, Jenolan, N.S.W., Australia. 10327 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Shawls, woven ages ago by slow action of underground streams, Jenolan, N.S.W., Australia. 10327 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23957

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Copy and Version Identification Note

112325

Topic: Caves -- Australia
Formations (Geology) -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES CAVES

Place: Australia
Jenolan (Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)
Shawls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 10328 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 10328 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23958

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

112367

Topic: Cliffs
Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Walkways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 10329 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 10329 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23959

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Copy and Version Identification Note
113088

Topic: Portraits
    Royalty

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of city plaza with central fountain and monument.] 10330
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of city plaza with central fountain and monument.]
10330 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23960

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113625

Topic: Carriages and carts
    Fountains
    Horses
    Monuments
    Plazas
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
    Stereoscopic photographs

[Sheep.] 10331 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sheep.] 10331 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23961

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Topic:
- Baths
- Blue collar workers
- Sheep
- Treatments

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ceremony.] 10332 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 10332 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
- RSN 23962

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113152

Topic:
- Crowds
- Photographers
- Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cliffs.] 10333 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cliffs.] 10333 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
- RSN 23963

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113690

Topic:
- Cliffs
- Formations (Geology)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Sheep.] 10334 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Sheep.] 10334 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23964
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113660

Topic: Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Sheep -- United States
Valleys -- United States

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in rugged terrain.] 10335 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River rapids in rugged terrain.] 10335 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23965
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112888

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rapids
Rivers
Rocks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dairying.] 10336 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dairying.] 10336 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23966

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113693

Topic: Carriages and carts
       Dairying
       Horses
       Milk

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture. Active no. 10337 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23967

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Company acc. no. 113696.

Topic: Agriculture
       Binders
       Farms
       Grain
       Harvesting
       Horses

Place: Massey Harris

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Laboratory.] 10338 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Laboratory.] 10338 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23968

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113388

Topic: Blue collar workers
Experiments
Laboratories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 10339 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 10339 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23969

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113566

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Portraits
Towers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Train at station.] 10340 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Train at station.] 10340 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23970

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113116

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Wool

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Separating cream from whey with centrifugal machinery, Colac, Australia.
10341 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Separating cream from whey with centrifugal machinery, Colac, Australia. 10341 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23971

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113669

Topic:
Butter -- Australia
Dairying -- Australia
Industry -- Australia
Laborers -- Australia
Machinery -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING

Place:
Australia
Colac (Australia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 10342 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 10342 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23972

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113695

Topic: Carriages and carts
Children
Dairying
Horses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Flowers.] 10343 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Flowers.] 10343 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23973

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112819

Topic: Flowers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Competition.] 10344 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Competition.] 10344 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23974

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112808
Topic: Competitions -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Races -- Australia

Place: Australia
Flemington (Australia)
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 10345 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 10345 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23975

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112812

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Wool

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two women sitting on a tree trunk outside; a man and something else sitting on the ground near them. Active no.10346 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23976

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113125

Topic: Dogs
Love
Churning by machinery in a Victoria butter factory, Colac, Australia. 10347 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Churning by machinery in a Victoria butter factory, Colac, Australia. 10347 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23977
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113664

Topic: Butter -- Australia
Dairying -- Australia
Factories -- Australia
Industry -- Australia
Machinery -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING

Place: Australia
Colac (Australia)
Victoria (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 10348 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 10348 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23978
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113398
Topic: Buildings
Horses
Streets
Wagons

Place: Holdenson
Nielson

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 10349 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 10349 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23979
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113402

Topic: Streetcars -- Australia
Place: Australia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 277

RSN Numbers 23980-24080
Image(s)

African lion--one of the pets of the Melbourne Zoo, Australia. Active no. 10350 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”),
Image(s): African lion--one of the pets of the Melbourne Zoo, Australia. Active no. 10350 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23980
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]. Associated number: 113083 (company accession no.?)

Topic: Cages -- Australia
Lions -- Australia  
TRAVEL STUDIES WILD ANIMALS  
Zoos -- Australia

Place:  
Australia  
Melbourne

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 10351 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Park.] 10351 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 23981

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
113053

Topic:  
Architecture  
Buildings  
Flowers  
Parks  
Towers  
Trees

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Birds and kangaroo in outdoor zoo cage.] 10352 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Birds and kangaroo in outdoor zoo cage.] 10352 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 23982

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
113060

Topic:  
Birds -- Australia  
Kangaroos -- Australia
Zoos -- Australia

Place: Australia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Kangaroos in the zoo, Melbourne, Australia. 10353 Interpositive 1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Kangaroos in the zoo, Melbourne, Australia. 10353 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23983

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note 113090

Topic: Kangaroos -- Australia TRAVEL STUDIES WILD ANIMALS Zoos -- Australia

Place: Australia Melbourne

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bird habitat exhibit inside museum.] 10354 interpositive 1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Bird habitat exhibit inside museum.] 10354 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23984

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note 113382

Topic: Birds Exhibitions Museums Nests
Good gallons of cream in vats ready to help make Australia's 160,000,000 lbs. of butter. 10355 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Good gallons of cream in vats ready to help make Australia's 160,000,000 lbs. of butter. 10355 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23985
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113386

Topic: Butter -- Australia
Dairying -- Australia
Factories -- Australia
Industry -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING

Place: Australia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 10356 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Park.] 10356 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23986
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113423

Topic: Lakes
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Cows.] 10357 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cows.] 10357 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23987

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113164

Topic: Barns
Cows
Dairying
Machinery
Milking

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On a model dairy farm, silo with owner's home beyond. 10358 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23988

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]

Copy and Version Identification Note
113202

Topic: Cows
Dairying
Farms
Silos
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING

Place: Australia
Victoria (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Climbing from one sculptured underground hall to another, Jenolan Caves, N.S.W., Australia. 10359 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Climbing from one sculptured underground hall to another, Jenolan Caves, N.S.W., Australia. 10359 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23989

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

112255

Topic:
Caves -- Australia
Formations (Geology) -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES CAVES

Place:
Australia
Jenolan (Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The largest stalagmite column in the world, a sight in the Jenolan Caves, N.S.W., Australia. 10360 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The largest stalagmite column in the world, a sight in the Jenolan Caves, N.S.W., Australia. 10360 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23990

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113211

Topic:
Caves -- Australia
Formations (Geology) -- Australia
Stalagmites -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES CAVES

Place:
Australia
Jenolan (Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Exploring the mysterious river 900 ft. underground at Jenolan Caves, N.S.W., Australia. 10361 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Exploring the mysterious river 900 ft. underground at Jenolan Caves, N.S.W., Australia. 10361 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23991

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112309

Topic: Boats -- Australia
Caves -- Australia
Formations (Geology) -- Australia
Rivers -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES CAVES

Place: Australia
Jenolan (Australia)
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Sheep.] 10362 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sheep.] 10362 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23992

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113321

Topic: Sheep -- Australia
Place: Australia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Steroscopic photographs]

[Intertitle] 10363 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Wooded valley.] 10363 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23993

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113232

Topic: Dwellings

Dwellings

Formations (Geology)

Mountains

Valleys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Intertitle] 10364 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ferns.] 10364 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 23994

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113281

Topic: Ferns

Place: New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Intertitle] 10365 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Home.] 10365 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23995

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112415

Topic: Architecture
Dwellings
Dwellings
Palms
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 10366 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 10366 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23996

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112443

Topic: Carts
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait.] 10367 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 10367 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 23997

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112247

Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of crowd at horse race.] 10368 interpositive
1 Item (5'' x 8'')
Image(s): [Overall of crowd at horse race.] 10368 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23998

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113358

Topic: Competitions
Contests
Crowds
Races
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Expert shearers clipping sheep in New South Wales. 10369 interpositive
1 Item (5'' x 8'')
Image(s): Expert shearers clipping sheep in New South Wales. 10369 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 23999

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Copy and Version Identification Note
113330

Topic: Competitions -- Australia
Laborers -- Australia
Shearing -- Australia
Sheep -- Australia
Sports -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL
Wool -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Assorting fleeces for baling in New South Wales. 10370 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Assorting fleeces for baling in New South Wales. 10370 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24000

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113291

Topic: Factories -- Australia
Laborers -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL
Wool -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dogs.] 10371 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Dogs.] 10371 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24001

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112414

Topic: Dogs
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Transportation.] 10372 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Transportation.] 10372 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24002

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113352

Topic: Horses
Transportation
Wagons
Wool

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Wool shearing contestants in action.] 10373 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Wool shearing contestants in action.] 10373 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24003

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112493
Topic: Contests
   Contests
   Sheep
   Sports -- 1920-1930
   Wool

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Wool shearing contestant in action.] 10374 interpositive
   1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Wool shearing contestant in action.] 10374 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24004

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

112354

[Early automobile on city street.] 10375 interpositive
   1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Early automobile on city street.] 10375 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24005

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

113549

[Automobiles
   Bicycles
   Carriages and carts]
Horses
Towers
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 10376 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Park.] 10376 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24006
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113583

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 10377 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 10377 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight holes, scratches in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 24007
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113573

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Valleys
[Landscape.] 10378 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 10378 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24008

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113553

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 10379 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 10379 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24009

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113759

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 10380 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Farm scene.] 10380 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 24010

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   113589

   Topic: Buggies
          Farms
          Horses
          Portraits

   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural scene.] 10381 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Rural scene.] 10381 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 24011

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   113579

   Topic: Dwellings
          Dwellings
          Parks
          Windmills

   Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
                Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 10382 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Park.] 10382 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24012
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113580

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Stately building with monument.] 10383 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Stately building with monument.] 10383 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24013
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113585

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Monuments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 10384 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 10384 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24014

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106489

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 10385 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Park.] 10385 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24015

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104500

Topic: Fountains
Parks
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Park.] 10386 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Park.] 10386 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24016

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
106634
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Topic: Lakes
      Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 10387 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 10387 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24017

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104203

Topic: Boats and boating
      Harbors
      Lakes
      Mountains
      Palms
      Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats.] 10389 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Boats.] 10389 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24018

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104206

Topic: Boats and boating
      Docks
      Piers
      Wharves
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Natives paddling out to meet a vessel and sell wares, Pago Pago harbor, Samoan Islands. 10388 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Natives paddling out to meet a vessel and sell wares, Pago Pago harbor, Samoan Islands. 10388 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24019

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104202

Topic: Boats -- Samoa Harbors -- Samoa Islands -- Samoa Markets -- Samoa Mountains -- Samoa SAMOA TOUR

Place: Pago Pago (Samoa) Samoan Islands

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Entering Fremantle Harbor. 10391 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s):Entering Fremantle Harbor. 10391 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24020

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114700

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR Harbors -- Australia Ships -- Australia
Place: Australia
Fremantle Harbor (Victoria, Australia)
Victoria (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Romantic sculpture inside museum.] 10392 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Romantic sculpture inside museum.] 10392 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 24021

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114705

Topic: Art
Love
Museums
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Where ocean surges beat on the old sea-wall--W. from near Cathedral, Cadiz. 10393 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24022

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]

Topic: Goats
Harbors
SPAIN TOUR
Seawalls

Place: Cádiz (Spain)
Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The most beautiful tower in Spain, the Giralda, seen from the Alcazar, Seville. 10395 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The most beautiful tower in Spain, the Giralda, seen from the Alcazar, Seville. 10395 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24023
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Giralda (Seville, Spain)
Palm trees -- Spain
Parks -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Towers -- Spain
Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Working people at market, Postige del Aceite, Seville. 10397 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Working people at market, Postige del Aceite, Seville. 10397 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24024
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Burros -- Spain
Donkeys -- Spain
Markets -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Streets -- Spain
Place: Postige del Aceite
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Charming patio (inner court) of a Seville home, the center of family life. 10398 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Charming patio (inner court) of a Seville home, the center of family life. 10398 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24025
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain Dwellings -- Spain Homes -- Spain SPAIN TOUR
Place: Seville (Spain) Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

La Rabida Monastery, where Columbus was befriended, and river down which he sailed. 10399 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): La Rabida Monastery, where Columbus was befriended, and river down which he sailed. 10399 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24026
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Names: Columbus, Christopher La Rabida Monastery (Spain)
Topic: Architecture Monasteries -- Spain Rivers -- Spain SPAIN TOUR
Picturesque reminders of Moorish days--glimpse towards Santo Tome, Toledo. 10400 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Picturesque reminders of Moorish days--glimpse towards Santo Tome, Toledo. 10400 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24027

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Burros -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Donkeys -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Streets -- Spain

Place: Moors (Spain)
Santo Tome (Spain)
Spain
Toledo (Spain)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steresoscopic photographs

Splendid state dining-room of His Majesty King Alfonso, Royal Palace, Madrid. 10401 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24028

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]

Copy and Version Identification Note
89458

Names: Alfonso, King of Spain, XIII, 1886-1941

Topic: Architecture
Humble housewives washing clothes in the river near the Toledo Bridge, Madrid. 10402 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Humble housewives washing clothes in the river near the Toledo Bridge, Madrid. 10402 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Gloomy splendor of the gigantic Royal Monastery of Philip II, (S.E.) Escorial. 10403 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Gloomy splendor of the gigantic Royal Monastery of Philip II, (S.E.) Escorial. 10403 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24029
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Local Numbers
RSN 24030
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Copy and Version Identification Note

89376

Names: Philip, Prince, consort of Elizabeth II, Queen of Great Britain, 1921-

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Burros -- Spain
Donkeys -- Spain
Monasteries -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Escorial (Spain)
Spain

Characteristic types of prosperous Spaniards, and a railway train at Segovia. [Active no. 10404 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24031

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Railroads -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Stations -- Spain
Trains -- Spain

Place: Segovia (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Segovia, traditionally founded by Hercules, great in Roman times, N.W. across valley. 10405 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Segovia, traditionally founded by Hercules, great in Roman times, N.W. across valley. 10405 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24032

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Valleys -- Spain

Place: Hercules
Segovia (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Leon Cathedral, far-famed for its beauty, and clustering houses of the town. 10406 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Leon Cathedral, far-famed for its beauty, and clustering houses of the town. 10406 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24033

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Cathedrals -- Spain
Cows -- Spain
Dwellings -- Spain.
Fields -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Leon (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famed octagon lantern, 180 ft. high, over center of the Burgos cathedral. [Active no. 10407 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Famed octagon lantern, 180 ft. high, over center of the Burgos cathedral. [Active no. 10407 : stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24034

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]

Names: Burgos Cathedral (Burgos, Spain)
Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
       Lanterns
       SPAIN TOUR
Place: Burgos (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque beauty of an old farmhouse near Lemona. 10408 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Picturesque beauty of an old farmhouse near Lemona. 10408
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24035

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Cows -- Spain
       Dwellings -- Spain.
       Farms -- Spain
       Homes -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR
Place: Lemona (Spain)
       Spain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Cutting grass with sickles on a farm at Villaro, among sunny hills of
northern Spain. 10409 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cutting grass with sickles on a farm at Villaro, among sunny hills
of northern Spain. 10409 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24036
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Farms -- Spain
      Fields -- Spain
      Haying -- Spain
      Homes -- Spain
      Mountains -- Spain
      SPAIN TOUR
      Valleys -- Spain
      Women laborers -- Spain

Place: Spain
      Villaro (Spain)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ragged heights and dizzy depths of mountainside around convent at Montserrat. 10410 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24037

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Convents
      Formations (Geology)
      Mountains -- Spain
      SPAIN TOUR

Place: Montserrat
      Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Making fans for senoritas' use in a factory at Valencia. [Active no. 10413 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24038

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Kitchen of a poor village home (fire for cooking built on top of stove), Paterna. 10414 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Kitchen of a poor village home (fire for cooking built on top of stove), Paterna. 10414 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24039
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Typical sights in a market-place near the harbor, Cartagena. 10415 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Typical sights in a market-place near the harbor, Cartagena. 10415 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24040
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Harbors -- Spain
Markets -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Cartagena (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old-fashioned diligencia (stage-coach), once the traveler's main reliance, Murcia. 10416 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old-fashioned diligencia (stage-coach), once the traveler's main reliance, Murcia. 10416 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24041

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Carriages -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Plazas -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Stagecoaches -- Spain
Streets -- Spain

Place: Murcia
Spain

Farmer's wife sorting dates, under feathery palm trees at Elche. 10417 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Farmer's wife sorting dates, under feathery palm trees at Elche. 10417 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24042

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Dates -- Spain
Dwellings -- Spain.
Farms -- Spain
Homes -- Spain
Palm trees -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Elche (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Harbor entrance with lighthouse overlooked by Gibralfaro Castle, Malaga.
10418 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Harbor entrance with lighthouse overlooked by Gibralfaro Castle, Malaga. 10418 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24043

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Castles -- Spain
Fishing -- Spain
Harbors -- Spain
Lighthouses -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
Nets -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Gibralfaro Castle (Spain)
Malaga (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Inside a cotton mill at Malaga—spooling room and girl employes. 10419 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Inside a cotton mill at Malaga—spooling room and girl employes. 10419 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24044
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Exquisitely ornamented doorway to Court of Lions, at the Alhambra, Granada. 10420 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Exquisitely ornamented doorway to Court of Lions, at the Alhambra, Granada. 10420 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24045

Gibraltar, once the landmark of civilization's end, seen from the north. 10422 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Gibraltar, once the landmark of civilization's end, seen from the north. 10422 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24046

Similar to RSN 27621.

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Topic: Beaches -- Gibraltar
Boats -- Gibraltar
Channels -- Gibraltar
Children -- Gibraltar
Islands -- Gibraltar
SPAIN TOUR
Straits -- Gibraltar

Place: Gibraltar
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hilltop Ronda with bridge spanning Guadalevin river-gorge 350 ft. deep.
[Active no. 10421 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24047

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Company acc. no. 10233.

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Canyons -- Spain
Formations (Geology) -- Spain
Laundry -- Spain.
Rivers -- Spain
Ruins -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Guadalevin River (Spain)
Moors (Spain)
Ronda
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Splendor of colored tiles in old Moorish Hall of Ambassadors, the Alcazar, Seville. 10423 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Splendor of colored tiles in old Moorish Hall of Ambassadors, the Alcazar, Seville. 10423 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24048

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)

Hall of Ambassadors (Alcazar, Seville)

Topic: Arches -- Spain

Architecture -- Spain

Art -- Spain

Fortification -- Spain

Palaces -- Spain

SPAIN TOUR

Place: Moors (Spain)

Seville (Spain)

Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Promenades along the water front of the famous Binnen-Alster, Hamburg. 10424 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Promenades along the water front of the famous Binnen-Alster, Hamburg. 10424 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24049

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

114056

Topic: Boats -- Germany

GERMANY TOUR

Harbors -- Germany

Ports -- Germany

Promenades -- Germany

Walkways -- Germany
Place: Binnen-Alster (Hamburg, Germany)  
Germany  
Hamburg (Germany)  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Beautiful old timber house on Andreasplatz, Hildesheim, beloved by artists.  
10425 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): Beautiful old timber house on Andreasplatz, Hildesheim, beloved by artists. 10425 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 24050  

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
111907  

Topic: Buildings -- Germany  
Children -- Germany  
Dwellings -- Germany  
GERMANY TOUR  
Homes -- Germany  
Plazas -- Germany  
Streets -- Germany.  

Place: Andreasplatz (Hildesheim, Germany)  
Germany  
Hildesheim (Germany)  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Old palace and monument of Henry the Lion (E.S.E. across Burg Platz), Brunswick. 10426 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): Old palace and monument of Henry the Lion (E.S.E. across Burg Platz), Brunswick. 10426 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 24051  

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Copy and Version Identification Note

111917

Names: Henry the Lion
Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany
Palaces -- Germany
Photographers -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Place: Brunswick (Germany)
Burgplatz (Braunschweig, Germany)
Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dizzy depths of the Bodethal, and distant witch-haunted Brocken (W.) Harz Mountains. 10427 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Dizzy depths of the Bodethal, and distant witch-haunted Brocken (W.) Harz Mountains. 10427 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24052

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111944

Topic: Cliffs
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Valleys -- Germany
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Bodethal (Harz Mountains, Germany)
Brocken (Harz Mountains, Germany)
Germany
Harz Mountains (Germany)

Acres of bloom and fragrance (N.), at a famous nursery establishment, Quedlinburg. 10428 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Acres of bloom and fragrance (N.), at a famous nursery establishment, Quedlinburg. 10428 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24053

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111938

Topic: Agriculture -- Germany
       Fields -- Germany
       Flowers -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Laborers -- Germany
       Nurseries -- Germany
Place: Germany
       Quedlinburg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Picking seed in a great onion field (E.) at Quedlinburg. 10429 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Picking seed in a great onion field (E.) at Quedlinburg. 10429 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24054

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111941

Topic: Agriculture -- Germany
       Fields -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Onions -- Germany
       Women laborers -- Germany
Place: Germany
       Quedlinburg (Germany)
A sea of white poppies--outlook south over a flowery level at Darmsdorf.
10430 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A sea of white poppies--outlook south over a flowery level at Darmsdorf. 10430 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24055

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111946

Topic: Agriculture -- Germany
Fields -- Germany
Flowers -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Laborers -- Germany
Poppies -- Germany

Place: Darmsdorf (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Room in Goethe's house, with piano that Mendelssohn used to play, Weimar. 10431 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Room in Goethe's house, with piano that Mendelssohn used to play, Weimar. 10431 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24056

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111967

Names: Goethe, Georges, 1897-1976
Schiller’s house at Weimar, where the world-famous poet spent his last years. 10432 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Schiller’s house at Weimar, where the world-famous poet spent his last years. 10432 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Jena, N.W. across the Saale to plateau where Napoleon gained victory in 1806. 10433 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24058

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]

Copy and Version Identification Note
111950

Names: Napoleon
Topic: Battlefields
GERMANY TOUR
Place: Germany
Jena (Germany)
Saale
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Where Luther and Bach in their times used to stroll--street in Eisenach. Active no. 10434. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Where Luther and Bach in their times used to stroll--street in Eisenach. Active no. 10434. Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24059

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]. Company acc. no.? 111979.

Names: Bach
Luther, Martin, 1483-1546
Topic: Dwellings -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Place: Eisenach (Germany)
Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cobourg's busy market place (N.W.) with statue of Prince Albert, Saxe-Cobourg-Gotha. 10435 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cobourg's busy market place (N.W.) with statue of Prince Albert, Saxe-Cobourg-Gotha. 10435 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24060

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

112032

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Markets -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Cobourg (Germany)
Germany
Prince Albert
Saxe-Cobourg-Gotha

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Town Hall (center) on its island, with 12th century Cathedral at S.W., [Bamberg]. Active no. 10437 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s): Town Hall (center) on its island, with 12th century Cathedral at S.W., [Bamberg]. Active no. 10437 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24061

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]. Orig. no. 112082.

Topic: Buildings
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Islands -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Bamberg (Germany)
Germany
Nature’s extraordinary watchtowers (N.), at Tuckersfeld village, Franconian Switzerland. [Active no. 10439 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24062
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Company acc. no. 112068.

Topic:
Bridges -- Germany.
Children -- Germany
Formations (Geology)
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Towers -- Germany
Villages -- Germany

Place:
Franconian Switzerland
Germany
Tuckersfeld

Precipitous valley of the Puttlack (E.) at Pottenstein, Franconian Switzerland. 10440 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Precipitous valley of the Puttlack (E.) at Pottenstein, Franconian Switzerland. 10440 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24063
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112065

Topic:
Children -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Valleys -- Germany

Place: Franconian Switzerland
Germany
Pottenstein
Puttlack

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Frauenkirche and the Schone Brunnen in the market-place, Nuremberg. 10441 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Frauenkirche and the Schone Brunnen in the market-place, Nuremberg. 10441 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24064

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112114

Names: Frauenkirche (Nuremberg, Germany)

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Churches -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Markets -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Towers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Nuremberg (Germany)
Schone Brunnen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The winding sweep of the Danube, E.S.E. from lofty "Valhalla," near Ratisbon. 10443 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The winding sweep of the Danube, E.S.E. from lofty "Valhalla," near Ratisbon. 10443 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24065

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112137

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Valleys -- Germany

Place: Danube River (Germany)
Germany
Ratisbon

Art student copying Murillo’s painting, The Beggar Boys, Pinakothek, Munich. 10444 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Art student copying Murillo’s painting, The Beggar Boys, Pinakothek, Munich. 10444 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24066

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Names: Murillo, Angel Dr.

Topic: Art
Education
GERMANY TOUR
Museums
Paintings

Place: Germany
Munich (Germany)
Pinakothek
The Beggar Boys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old watch-tower (1063), Cathedral and Town Hall, N. from Moritzkirche, Augsburg. 10445 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Old watch-tower (1063), Cathedral and Town Hall, N. from Moritzkirche, Augsburg. 10445 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24067
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112153

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
Churches -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Streets -- Germany.
Towers -- Germany

Place: Augsburg (Germany)
Germany
Moritzkirche

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Bavarian troops passing old Hercules fountain and Fuggerhaus, Augsburg. 10446 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24068
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228]

Copy and Version Identification Note
112156

Names: Fuggerhaus (Augsburg, Germany)

Topic: Bands (Music) -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Military -- Germany
Musical instruments -- Germany
Parades -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Place: Augsburg (Germany)
Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Hercules Fountain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Sigmaringen Castle, old seat of the Hohenzollerns, beside the Danube river. 10447 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Sigmaringen Castle, old seat of the Hohenzollerns, beside the Danube river. 10447 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24069

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112696

Names: Hohenzollern Castle (Tubingen, Germany)

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Danube River (Germany)
Germany
Sigmaringen Castle (Tubingen, Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hohenzollern castle (N.E.) stately ancestral home of Prussia's royal family. 10449 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hohenzollern castle (N.E.) stately ancestral home of Prussia's royal family. 10449 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24070

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].
Hohenzollern castle (N.E.) stately ancestral home of Prussia's royal family.  
10449 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hohenzollern castle (N.E.) stately ancestral home of Prussia's royal family. 10449 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24071
Similar to RSN 24070.
Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Freiburg, one of Baden's most beautiful old towns, S.W. past cathedral. 
10450 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Freiburg, one of Baden's most beautiful old towns, S.W. past cathedral. 10450 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24072

Currently stored in box 3.2.35 [228].

Copy and Version Identification Note

112665

Topic: Agriculture -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Women laborers -- Germany

Place: Baden (Germany)
Freiburg (Baden, Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ivy-grown court of Heidelberg Castle (N.), the most magnificent ruin in all Germany. Caption no. 10451 : glass stereo interpositive

1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): Ivy-grown court of Heidelberg Castle (N.), the most magnificent ruin in all Germany. Caption no. 10451 : glass stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
German.

Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 24073

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111750

Topic: Castles
Children
Dogs -- 1890-1920 -- Germany -- Heidelberg
GERMANY TOUR
Infants
Infants
Plazas
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

Würzburg and the river Main, N.E., from ramparts of the fortress. [Active no. 10452 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 24074

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 112100.

Topic: Cathedrals -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Germany -- 1900-1910
Main River (Germany)
Würzburg (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Marburg, N.W., past University to castle where Luther, Zwingli and Melanethon debated. Active no. 10453. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Marburg, N.W., past University to castle where Luther, Zwingli and Melanethon debated. Active no. 10453. Stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Two figures shown in landscape.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24075
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]. Company acc. no. 111850.

Names: Luther, Martin, 1483-1546
Melanethon
Zwingli

Topic: Castles -- Germany
Figure in landscape
GERMANY TOUR
Universities -- Germany

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Germany
Marburg (Germany)

University students enjoying argument, song and beer, Marburg. 10454 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): University students enjoying argument, song and beer, Marburg. 10454 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24076

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111353

Topic: Beer -- Germany
Celebrations -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Kegs -- Germany
Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- Germany
Students -- Germany
Universities and colleges -- Germany

Place: Germany
Marburg (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A comfortable old country house and some of the neighbors--Betziesdorf. 10455 interpositive
A comfortable old country house and some of the neighbors--Betizesdorf. 10455 interpositive.

1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24077

Similar to RSN 24078.

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111862
Hessian schoolgirls in holiday costume (14 petticoats), Mengsburg near Treysa. 10456 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hessian schoolgirls in holiday costume (14 petticoats), Mengsburg near Treysa. 10456 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24079

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111866

At the Kursaal in Wiesbaden, the fashionable health resort. 10457 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24080

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]

Copy and Version Identification Note
111779

Topic:
Architecture
GERMANY TOUR
Health resorts
Restaurants -- 1890-1920
Umbrellas

Place:
Germany
Kursaal (Wiesbaden, Germany)
Wiesbaden (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 278

RSN Numbers 24081-24180

The Mouse Tower, terraced vineyards of Rudesheim and Ehrenfels, N.
across Rhine. 10458 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Mouse Tower, terraced vineyards of Rudesheim and
Ehrenfels, N. across Rhine. 10458 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24081

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Similar to RSN 24082.

Copy and Version Identification Note
111783

Topic:
Boats -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Terraces -- Germany  
Towers -- Germany  
Vineyards -- Germany

Place: Ehrenfels (Bingen, Germany)  
Germany  
Mouse Tower (Germany)  
Rhine River (Germany)  
Rudesheim (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The Mouse Tower, terraced vineyards of Rudesheim and Ehrenfels, N. across Rhine. 10458 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Mouse Tower, terraced vineyards of Rudesheim and Ehrenfels, N. across Rhine. 10458 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 24082

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Similar to RSN 24081.

Topic: Boats -- Germany  
GERMANY TOUR  
Rivers -- Germany  
Terraces -- Germany  
Towers -- Germany  
Vineyards -- Germany

Place: Ehrenfels (Bingen, Germany)  
Germany  
Mouse Tower (Germany)  
Rhine River (Germany)  
Rudesheim (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Castle Katz (built in 1393) with outlook W.N.W. over the Rhine and St. Goar. 10459 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Castle Katz (built in 1393) with outlook W.N.W. over the Rhine and St. Goar. 10459 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24083

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111794

Names: Katz Castle (St. Goarhausen, Germany)

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Germany
Rhine River (Germany)
St. Goar

Fortress of Ehrenbreitstein seen N.W.E. across the Rhine from Coblenz.
10460 interpositive
2 pieces (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Fortress of Ehrenbreitstein seen N.W.E. across the Rhine from Coblenz. 10460 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24084

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Similar to RSN 27626; frames separated.

Copy and Version Identification Note
111795

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
Children -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Military -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Coblenz (Germany)
Ehrenbreitstein (Coblentz, Germany)
Germany
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Making beer mugs in the famous pottery works at Hohr. 10461 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Making beer mugs in the famous pottery works at Hohr. 10461 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24085

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111827

Topic: Artisans -- Germany

Beer mugs -- Germany

Factories -- Germany

GERMANY TOUR

Laborers -- Germany

Pottery -- Germany

Place: Germany

Hohr (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Girls picking grapes in a vineyard at Marienthal (S.W.), Ahr Valley. 10462 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24086

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111801

Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Grapes -- Germany
Harvesting -- Germany
Valleys -- Germany
Vineyards -- Germany
Women laborers -- Germany

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Ahr Valley (Germany)
Germany
Marienthal (Germany)

[Native Americans beside wide river.] 10464 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Native Americans beside wide river.] 10464 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24087

Same as RSN 24088.

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic: Boats and boating
Indians of North America
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Native Americans beside wide river.] 10464 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Native Americans beside wide river.] 10464 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24088

Same as RSN 24087.

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114481
The brotherhood of man--William H. Taft greeting the engineers of his train. [Caption no. 10465 : glass stereoscopic interpositive]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The brotherhood of man--William H. Taft greeting the engineers of his train. [Caption no. 10465 : glass stereoscopic interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 24089

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]. Company acc. no. 115059.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic: Laborers

PRESIDENT TAFT

Presidents -- United States

Railroads

Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

William H. Taft greeting a crowd in the great Middle West--Wolsey, S.D. [Active no. 10466 : stereo Interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24090

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic: Crowds -- South Dakota

PRESIDENT TAFT

Presidents -- United States

Trains -- South Dakota

Place: South Dakota
Wolsey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"To do things that are worth doing—that is to live!"—William H. Taft at Wymore, Neb. 10467 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24091

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
      PRESIDENT TAFT
      Presidents -- United States
Place: Nebraska, Wymore
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Caravan in a palm forest forty miles S. of Kilimanjaro. [Active no. 10469: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24092

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]. Associated no. 115490 (company accession?)

Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
      Forests -- Tanzania
      Horses -- Tanzania
      Jungles -- Tanzania
      Palm trees -- Tanzania
      hunters -- Tanzania
Place: Africa
      Kilimanjaro, Mount (Tanzania)
      Tanzania
Eternal snow amid equatorial jungles--Kilimanjaro (19,700 ft.) Africa's highest peak (S.W.). 10470 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24093
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115433

Topic:
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Jungles
Mountains -- Tanzania
Rocks
Snow
hunters

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Africa
Kilimanjaro, Mount (Tanzania)
Tanzania

Our photographer and his party, Serengeti plain, looking S.W. 10471 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Our photographer and his party, Serengeti plain, looking S.W. 10471 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24094
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115604
House-building by Masai women, their husbands looking on. 10472 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): House-building by Masai women, their husbands looking on. 10472 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24095

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115484

American hunters entertaining a native elephant hunter, in the jungle. 10473 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): American hunters entertaining a native elephant hunter, in the jungle. 10473 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24096
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

115509

Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Jungles
Tents
hunters

Place: Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ceremony honoring a chief's son who has killed a lion with a spear. 10474 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24097

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

115361

Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Jungles
Rites and ceremonies
hunters

Place: Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Swahili girls dressing their hair, Zanzibar. 10476 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24098

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].
Copy and Version Identification Note

115261

Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Hair
Portraits

Place: Africa
Zanzibar

Culture: Swahili-speaking peoples

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Swahili women, masked, holding a fetich that keeps off devils, Zanzibar.
10477 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24099

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

115289

Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Masks
Portraits
fetishes

Place: Africa
Zanzibar

Culture: Swahili-speaking peoples

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

National dance ("Ngoma Khu") by Wa-Swahili women. Active no. 10478 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): National dance ("Ngoma Khu") by Wa-Swahili women. Active no. 10478 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24100

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]. Company accession no. 115267.

Topic: Dance
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Portraits

Place: Africa
Ngoma Khu
Wa-Swahili

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque Masais watching the popular gambling game of "Bao." 10480 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Picturesque Masais watching the popular gambling game of "Bao." 10480 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24101

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115408

Topic: Bao (Game)
Children -- Africa
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Gamblers -- Africa
Games -- Africa
Recreation -- Africa
hunters -- Africa

Place: Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Culture: Maasai (African people)

Fleet game and crude weapons of the jungle--a hunter's camp. 10483 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fleet game and crude weapons of the jungle--a hunter's camp. 10483 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24102

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115614

Topic: Animals
Camps
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Jungles
Spears
hunters

Place: Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

After the hunt, natives smoking fresh-killed meat, Taveta. Caption no. 10484 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): After the hunt, natives smoking fresh-killed meat, Taveta. Caption no. 10484 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24103

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115623

Topic: Cookery (Meat) -- 1890-1920 -- Africa
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Meat -- 1890-1920 -- Africa
Smoked meat -- 1890-1920 -- Africa
hunters

Place: Africa -- 1890-1920
Taveta (Kenya)
Genre/ Form:
Interpositives  Stereoscopic photographs

East African hunters in camp after a day's work with spear and gun. 10485 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): East African hunters in camp after a day's work with spear and gun. 10485 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24104

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115622

Place: Africa

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

Hunters on the fever-haunted veldt below Kilimanjaro--19,700 ft.--(S.W.).
10487 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24105

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic:
Animals
Camps
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Spears
Tents
hunters

Genre/ Form:
LANDSCAPES (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Africa
Kilimanjaro, Mount (Tanzania)
Tanzania

[Plaza.] 10488 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Plaza.] 10488 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24106

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83019

Topic: Cathedrals
Crowds
Plazas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 10489 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 10489 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24107

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83038

Topic: Crowds
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Family portrait in a village.] 10490 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family portrait in a village.] 10490 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24108

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Similar to RSN 24109.

Copy and Version Identification Note

83035

Topic: Family
     Portraits
     Streets
     Villages

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Family portrait in a village.] 10490 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Family portrait in a village.] 10490 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24109

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Similar to RSN 24108.

Copy and Version Identification Note

83036

Topic: Family
     Portraits
     Streets
     Villages

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast.] 10491 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Seacoast.] 10491 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24110

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
82134

Topic: Coasts
Fortification
Portraits
Villages

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President William Howard Taft and family. 10492 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): President William Howard Taft and family. 10492 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24111

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115769

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
PRESIDENT TAFT
Portraits
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The richest man in the world -- John D. Rockefeller -- on the golf links.
10493 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The richest man in the world -- John D. Rockefeller -- on the golf links. 10493 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24112

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115843
Names: Rockefeller, John D.
Topic: African Americans
Golf -- 1890-1920
OTHER FAMOUS MEN
Portraits
Recreation
Sports
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Plaza.] 10494 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Plaza.] 10494 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24113

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
81876
Topic: Carriages
Cathedrals
Horses
Plazas
Streets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Ruined Church of Souls in Purgatory. Digging for worshippers' bodies, Messina. 10496 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ruined Church of Souls in Purgatory. Digging for worshippers' bodies, Messina. 10496 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24114

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

116045

Topic:
Casualties -- Sicily
Churches -- Catholic -- Sicily -- Messina
Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR--AFTER EARTHQUAKE

Place:
Church of Souls in Purgatory (Messina, Sicily)
Messina
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

American sailors digging for the bodies of American Consul and his wife, Messina. [Caption no. 10497 : stereoscopic interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

116041 (Company acc. no.)

RSN 24115

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic:
Casualties -- Sicily
Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR--AFTER EARTHQUAKE
Seamen -- Sicily
Place: Messina
   Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10498 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Disaster.] 10498 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24116
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116047

Topic: Casualties -- Sicily
   Disasters -- Sicily
   Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Messina
   Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10499 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Disaster.] 10499 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24117
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116046

Topic: Casualties -- Sicily
   Disasters -- Sicily
   Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)
The terrible work of the earthquake--a corpse in the wreckage, Messina.
10500 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The terrible work of the earthquake--a corpse in the wreckage, Messina. 10500 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24118
Similar to RSN 27637.
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].
Copy and Version Identification Note
116043
Topic: Casualties -- Sicily
Destruction -- Sicily
Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR-AFTER EARTHQUAKE
Place: Messina
Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10501 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 10501 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24119
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].
Copy and Version Identification Note
116081
Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Disaster.] 10502 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 10502 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24120

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116078

Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Disaster.] 10503 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 10503 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24121

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116080

Topic: Children -- Sicily
Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
Refugees -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Page 13314 of 15344
[Figures outside ruins of church?] Active no. 10504 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Figures outside ruins of church?] Active no. 10504 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24122

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]. 116097 (company accession no.?).

Topic: Cathedrals -- Sicily
Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10505 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Disaster.] 10505 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24123

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116096

Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10506 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Disaster.] 10506 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24124

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

{Elephants.} 10507 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): {lcub}Elephants.} 10507 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24125

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114600

Topic: Elephants -- India
Tigers -- India
Transportation -- India
hunters -- India
Place: Bengal (India)
India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10507 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 10507 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24126

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].
Copy and Version Identification Note
116071
Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10508 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 10508 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24127
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116087
Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Earthquake survivors in rail yard in Sicily.] 10508 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Earthquake survivors in rail yard in Sicily.] 10508 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24128
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116049
Topic: Children -- Sicily
Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
Railroads -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

President Taft before the Capitol on the day of his inauguration, Washington, D.C. 10511 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): President Taft before the Capitol on the day of his inauguration, Washington, D.C. 10511 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24129

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

116148

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Washington
PRESIDENT TAFT
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

President Roosevelt and his Cabinet, in regular session, Executive Office.
[Caption no. 10512 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24130

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 116104.
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Cabinet officers
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
Portraits, Group -- 1900-1910
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs

[President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 10513 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 10513 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24131

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

116113

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Boats and boating
Portraits
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10515 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 10515 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24132

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].
Copy and Version Identification Note

116086

Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10516 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Disaster.] 10516 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24133

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

116051

Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10517 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Disaster.] 10517 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24134

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

116088

Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Disaster.] 10518 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 10518 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24135

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116056

Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Disaster.] 10519 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 10519 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24136

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116053

Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Missing bridge.] 10520 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Missing bridge.] 10520 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24137

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6386 3

Topic: Disasters
Docks
Harbors
Piers
Railroads
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10521 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 10521 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24138

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116038

Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10522 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Disaster.] 10522 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24139

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

116052

Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10523 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Disaster.] 10523 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24140

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10524 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Disaster.] 10524 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24141
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116040

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Disasters -- Sicily</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Disaster.] 10525 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 10525 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24142

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116050

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Disasters -- Sicily</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Disaster.] 10526 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 10526 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24143

[Verified by E.M.] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116084
Topic: Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily

Place: Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 10527 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Disaster.] 10527 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24144

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116073

[Disaster.] 10528 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Disaster.] 10528 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24145

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116077
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dwelling in the tiger infested jungles of India. [Active no. 10529: stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24146
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 114583.

Topic: Dwellings -- India
       INDIA TOUR--BENGAL TIGER HUNT
       Jungles -- India
       Tigers -- India
       hunters -- India

Place: Bengal (India)
       India -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tiger fence encompassing a village in Behar jungle. [Active no. 10530: stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24147
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]. Orig. no. 114607.

Topic: Fences -- India
       INDIA TOUR--BENGAL TIGER HUNT
       Jungles -- India
       Tigers -- India
       Villages -- India

Place: Behar (India)
       Bengal (India)
       Bihar (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Trained elephants assembling for a tiger hunt, Behar. [Active no. 10531: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24148
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 114602.

Topic: Dwellings -- India
Elephants -- India
INDIA TOUR--BENGAL TIGER HUNT
Jungles -- India
Tigers -- India
Villages -- India
hunters -- India

Place: Behar (India)
Bengal (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Tiger hunters on their way into the Behar jungle. [Active no. 10532: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24149
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 114596.

Topic: Elephants -- India
INDIA TOUR--BENGAL TIGER HUNT
Jungles -- India
Tigers -- India
hunters -- India

Place: Behar (India)
Bengal (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mahout removing thorn from elephant's foot on Behar tiger "shoot." [Active no. 10533 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24150

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 114599.

Topic: Elephants -- India
Indonesia
Bengal Tiger Hunt
Jungles -- India
Tigers -- India
hunters -- India

Place: Behar (India)
Bengal (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beating the jungle to drive the tiger into the open, Behar. [Caption no. 10534 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24151

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 114628.
Tiger at bay after receiving his death wound, Behar jungle. [Active no. 10535 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24152
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 114611.

The dead man-eater, Behar jungle. [Active no. 10536 : stereoscopic interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The dead man-eater, Behar jungle. [Active no. 10536 : stereoscopic interpositive.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood
McKern, Photographer
English.
Glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24153

114617 (company accession no.)

Similar to RSN 14842.

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Elephants -- 1900-1910 -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INDIA TOUR--BENGAL TIGER HUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jungles -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tigers -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hunters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Behar (India)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bengal (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>India -- 1900-1910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Interpositives | Stereoscopic photographs |

Returning to camp after a day's shoot, Behar jungle. [Active no. 10538 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24154

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 114597.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Elephants -- India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INDIA TOUR--BENGAL TIGER HUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jungles -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tigers -- India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hunters -- India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Behar (India)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bengal (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>India -- 1890-1920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass. | Stereoscopic photographs |

Maharajah of Cooch Behar, his guests and results of their day's shoot. [Caption No. 10539 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
Skinning the tigers--shoot of H.H. Maharajah of Cooch Behar. 10540 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Skinning the tigers--shoot of H.H. Maharajah of Cooch Behar. 10540 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24156

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114631

Topic: INDIA TOUR--BENGAL TIGER HUNT
Jungles -- India
Skins -- India
Tigers -- India
hunters -- India

Place: Bengal (India)
Cooch Behar (India)
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Masai families and flocks near Lake Naivasha, on the plains of East Africa. 10541 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Masai families and flocks near Lake Naivasha, on the plains of East Africa. 10541 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24157

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116549

Topic: Children -- Africa
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Family -- Africa
Sheep -- Africa

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Africa
Lake Naivasha (East Africa)

Culture: Maasai (African people)

Warriors and women of a village near Mt. Kenia in festival dress. 10543 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24158

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]
Copy and Version Identification Note

116233

Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Festivals
Portraits
warriors

Place: Africa
Mt. Kenia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grinding corn--Kikuyu women decorated with beads and brass wire--Mt. Kenia district. 10544 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Grinding corn--Kikuyu women decorated with beads and brass wire--Mt. Kenia district. 10544 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24159

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

116317

Topic: Children -- Kenya
Corn -- Kenya
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Kikuyu (African people)
Portraits -- Kenya

Place: Africa
Kenya
Mt. Kenia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Headwaters of Guaso Nyiro, in the heart of the big game country. 10545 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Headwaters of Guaso Nyiro, in the heart of the big game country. 10545 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24160

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116214

Topic: Animals
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Games
Rivers -- Africa
hunters

Place: Africa
Guaso Nyiro

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King Wambugoo and his sixteen wives, the royal family of the Wa-Kikuyu. 10546 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King Wambugoo and his sixteen wives, the royal family of the Wa-Kikuyu. 10546 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24161

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116378

Names: Wa-Kikuyu, King
Wambugoo, King

Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Family -- Africa
Homes -- Africa
Portraits -- Africa
Royalty -- Africa
Villages -- Africa

Place: Africa

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Native chiefs--convened at a court--in their king's village, Central Africa. 10547 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Native chiefs--convened at a court--in their king's village, Central Africa. 10547 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24162
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].
Copy and Version Identification Note
116289
Topic: Dwellings -- Africa
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Homes -- Africa
Portraits -- Africa
Royalty -- Africa
Villages -- Africa
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Kikuyu warrior buying a wife from her father, the King (payment in goats). 10548 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Kikuyu warrior buying a wife from her father, the King (payment in goats). 10548 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24163
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].
Copy and Version Identification Note
116257
Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Family -- Africa
Goats -- Africa.
Homes -- Africa
Markets -- Africa
Portraits -- Africa
Royalty -- Africa
Maidens of a Kikuyu tribe planting beans--warriors on police duty. [Active no. 10550 : stereo Interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24165

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 116372.

Topic:

Agriculture -- Africa
Beans -- Africa
Children -- Africa
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Farming -- Africa
Kikuyu (African people)
Planting -- Africa
warriors -- Africa

Place: Africa

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Women of Kikuyu tribe bringing firewood to a British Government station. 10552 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Women of Kikuyu tribe bringing firewood to a British Government station. 10552 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24166

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

116204
Kavirondo people and hedged villages on plain N. of Victoria Nyanza. 10554 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Kavirondo people and hedged villages on plain N. of Victoria Nyanza. 10554 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24167

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116489

A Kavirondo village near Victoria Nyanza, with cages of decoy quail. 10555 interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A Kavirondo village near Victoria Nyanza, with cages of decoy quail. 10555 interpositive 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24168

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic:
- Children -- Africa
- Cows -- Africa
- EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
- Homes -- Africa
- Huts -- Africa
- Kavirondo (African people)
- Quail -- Africa
- Villages -- Africa

Place:
- Africa
- Victoria Nyanza

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

A Kavirondo village near Victoria Nyanza, with cages of decoy quail. 10555 interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A Kavirondo village near Victoria Nyanza, with cages of decoy quail. 10555 interpositive 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24169

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116315

Topic:
- Children -- Africa
- Cows -- Africa
- EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
- Homes -- Africa
- Huts -- Africa
- Kavirondo (African people)
- Quail -- Africa
- Villages -- Africa

Place:
- Africa
- Victoria Nyanza

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs
Villages and fertile fields beside Victoria Nyanza in equatorial Africa. 10556 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Villages and fertile fields beside Victoria Nyanza in equatorial Africa. 10556 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24170
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116178

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Villages -- Africa
Place: Africa
Victoria Nyanza (Africa)

Hauling hippopotamus to the shore of Victoria Nyanza, equatorial Africa. 10557 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24171
Same as RSN 27641
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116330

Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Hippopotamus
Jungles
hunters
Place: Africa
Uganda
Victoria Nyanza

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A big hippopotamus just shot beside Victoria Nyanza. 10558 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24172

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116446

Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Hippopotamus
Jungles
hunters

Place: Africa
Victoria Nyanza

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Nile here begins a 4,000-mile journey--from Victoria Nyanza to the sea. [Active no. 10560 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24173

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 116467.

Topic: Children -- Africa
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Rapids -- Africa
Rivers -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nile River -- Egypt
Victoria Nyanza

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Huge crocodile just landed, beside the upper Nile. [Active no. 10561 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24174
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 116454.

Topic: Crocodiles -- Africa
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Rifles -- Africa
Rivers -- Africa
hunters -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nile River -- Egypt

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A beautiful waterfall under the equatorial sun, Mt. Kenia district. 10562 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): A beautiful waterfall under the equatorial sun, Mt. Kenia district. 10562 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24175
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116415

Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Jungles -- Africa
Rivers -- Africa
Waterfalls -- Africa.

Place: Africa
Mt. Kenia (Africa)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Greetings and gossip among native women in a village of equatorial Africa. 10563 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Greetings and gossip among native women in a village of equatorial Africa. 10563 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24176
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116175

Topic: Children -- Africa
Dwellings -- Africa
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Homes -- Africa
Huts -- Africa
Villages -- Africa

Place: Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Under giant bamboo grasses, in equatorial Africa. [Active no. 10564 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24177
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 116555.

Topic: Bamboo -- Africa
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Grasses -- Africa
Jungles -- Africa
Trees -- Africa

Place: Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Carrying a large waterbuck to camp--in the game country of British East Africa. 10565 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24178
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116200

Topic: Animals
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Jungles
Waterbucks
hunters

Place: British East Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hunter's camp with thorn bush fence protection from lions--cooking dinner.
[Active no. 10566 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24179
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]. Company acc. no. 116185.

Copy and Version Identification Note
116185
"Step" Street, climbing up from the Bosphorus--the middle class section.
10567 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24180
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]

Copy and Version Identification Note
116663

Box 279
RSN Numbers 24181-24282

World famed St. Sophia, the greatest of the 641 mosques of
Constantinople. 10568 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): World famed St. Sophia, the greatest of the 641 mosques of
Constantinople. 10568 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24181
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note

116669

Topic: CONSTANTINOPLE, TURKEY
Horses -- Turkey
Minarets -- Turkey
Mosques -- Turkey
Streets -- Turkey
Wagons -- Turkey

Place: Constantinople (Turkey)
St. Sophia Mosque
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Group of shoe-makers, where repairing is done while you wait. [Active no. 10569 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24182

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]

Topic: Artisans
CONSTANTINOPLE, TURKEY
Shoemakers
Shoes

Place: Constantinople (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Barbers, grouped on side-walk, across from War Department grounds. Active no. 10570 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Barbers, grouped on side-walk, across from War Department grounds. Active no. 10570 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24183

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

**Topic:** Barbering
CONSTANTINOPLE, TURKEY
Streets

**Place:** Constantinople (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Letter-writers' stands--a much patronized trade--from Post Office steps.  
10571 Interpositive  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*  
Image(s): Letter-writers' stands--a much patronized trade--from Post Office steps. 10571 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24184

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**  
116720

**Topic:** CONSTANTINOPLE, TURKEY  
Horses -- Turkey  
Postal service -- Turkey  
Streets -- Turkey  
Wagons -- Turkey

**Place:** Constantinople (Turkey)  
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

On the Bosphorus, looking north--Asia on right--Europe on left--above Constantinople. 10573 Interpositive  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*  
Image(s): On the Bosphorus, looking north--Asia on right--Europe on left--above Constantinople. 10573 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24185

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]

Copy and Version Identification Note
116675

Topic: CONSTANTINOPLE, TURKEY
Channels -- Turkey
Ships -- Turkey
Straits -- Turkey
Waterscapes -- Turkey

Place: Bosporus
Istanbul (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The cosmopolitan crowd on the bridge over the Golden Horn. [Active no.
10574 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").]

Image(s): The cosmopolitan crowd on the bridge over the Golden Horn.
[Active no. 10574 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24186

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Company acc. no. 116719.

Topic: Bridges -- Turkey
CONSTANTINOPLE, TURKEY
Crowds -- Turkey

Place: Golden Horn (Turkey)
Istanbul (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President William H. Taft at his desk--Executive Office, Washington, ca.
1909-1913. Cat. No. 10575 : interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24187
116904.

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Offices -- 1900-1920
PRESIDENT TAFT
Presidents -- United States
Genre/ Form: Interpositives
Portraits -- Men
Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Washington (D.C.)


1 piece (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24188

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]. Associated number, 116906.

Upper right corner missing.

Names: Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930
Topic: Offices -- 1900-1920
PRESIDENT TAFT
Presidents -- United States
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs
Old Temple grounds with Olivet and the Bethany road at the east--Jerusalem. 10578 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old Temple grounds with Olivet and the Bethany road at the east--Jerusalem. 10578 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24189

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100337

Topic: Cathedrals -- Palestine
PALESTINE--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Palestine
Temples -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bethany (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Olivet (Palestine)
Palestine

From the Temple area (S.W.) over modern Jewish quarter of Jerusalem. 10579 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From the Temple area (S.W.) over modern Jewish quarter of Jerusalem. 10579 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24190

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic: PALESTINE--Miscellaneous
Plazas -- Palestine
Temples -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Terraced vineyards and old watchtower (S.W.) at Beeroth, Palestine. 10580 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Terraced vineyards and old watchtower (S.W.) at Beeroth, Palestine. 10580 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24191

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100152

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
PALESTINE--Miscellaneous
Terraces -- Palestine
Vineyards -- Palestine
Watchtowers -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Beeroth (Palestine)
Palestine

Jordan Valley and distant Moab east from old Jericho-Jerusalem road. 10581 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Jordan Valley and distant Moab east from old Jericho-Jerusalem road. 10581 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24192

Same as RSN 24193 and 24194.

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Jordan Valley and distant Moab east from old Jericho-Jerusalem road.

10581 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Jordan Valley and distant Moab east from old Jericho-Jerusalem road. 10581 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24193

Same as RSN 24192 and 24194.

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Jordan Valley and distant Moab east from old Jericho-Jerusalem road. 10581 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24194

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 24192 and 24193.
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
PALESTINE--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jericho (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Jordan Valley
Moab (Palestine)
Palestine

Cliff dwellings of prehistoric men (E.), Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado.
10584 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Cliff dwellings of prehistoric men (E.), Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado. 10584 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24195
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic: Archaeology -- Colorado
Cliffs -- Colorado
Homes -- Colorado
Indians of North America -- Colorado
Parks -- Colorado
THE UNITED STATES TOUR

Place: Colorado
Headman's axe and block, grim reminders of old times, in Tower of London.
10589 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Headman's axe and block, grim reminders of old times, in Tower of London. 10589 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24196
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

West portico of St. Paul's Cathedral, religious centre of old London. 10590 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): West portico of St. Paul's Cathedral, religious centre of old London. 10590 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24197
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic: Axes -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Historical artifacts -- England
Museums -- England
Palaces -- England
Prisons -- England
Towers -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Tower of London

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Cathedrals -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
H.M. King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra at entrance to St. Paul's Cathedral, London. [Active no. 10591 : stereo interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24198

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Names: Alexandra, Queen
Edward VII, King

Topic: Carriages -- England
Cathedrals -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Horses -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)
St. Paul's Cathedral (London)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Fleet St., famous old centre of literary London, east to St. Paul's. 10592 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Fleet St., famous old centre of literary London, east to St. Paul's. 10592 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24199
Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic: Automobiles -- England
       Cathedrals -- England
       ENGLAND TOUR
       Streetcars -- England
       Streets -- England

Place: England
       Fleet Street (London, England)
       London (England)
       St. Paul's Cathedral (London)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Fleet St., famous old centre of literary London, east to St. Paul's. 10592 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Fleet St., famous old centre of literary London, east to St. Paul's. 10592 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24200

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic: Carriages -- England
       ENGLAND TOUR
       Horses -- England
       Streets -- England
       Wagons -- England

Place: England
       Fleet Street (London, England)
       London (England)
       St. Paul's Cathedral (London)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Where St. Paul's lofty dome marks the heart of the old City--London. 10593 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where St. Paul's lofty dome marks the heart of the old City--London. 10593 Interpositive 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24201

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]

Topic: Cathedrals -- England
ENGLAND TOUR

Place: England
London (England)
St. Paul's Cathedral (London)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Oliver Goldsmith's grave in churchyard of the storied Temple, London.
10594 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Oliver Goldsmith's grave in churchyard of the storied Temple, London. 10594 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24202

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Names: Goldsmith, Oliver

Topic: Cemeteries -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Sculpture -- England
Temples -- England
Tombs -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Trafalgar Square and the Nelson monument, London. 10595 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24203

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31].

Topic: Carriages -- England
Columns -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Horses -- England
Monuments -- England
Plazas -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Trafalgar Square

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A military review at Aldershot. 10598 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A military review at Aldershot. 10598 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24204

Currently stored in box 3.2.36 [31]

Copy and Version Identification Note
294

Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
ENGLAND TOUR
Parades
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Aldershot (England)
England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Idyllic beauty of the Thames at Iffley. [Active no. 10601 : stereo interpositive.], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Idyllic beauty of the Thames at Iffley. [Active no. 10601 : stereo interpositive.] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24205

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Apr 1910 CB MS [on envelope].

Topic: Boats -- England
Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Homes -- England
Rivers -- England
Trees -- England

Place: England
Iffley (England)
Thames River (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[City homes in England.] 10602 interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [City homes in England.] 10602 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24206

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Dwellings -- England
Homes -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

An old country house at Bridgnorth, England. 10603 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24207
[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-2717

Topic: Dwellings -- England
       Farms -- England
       Homes -- England
       Wells -- England

Place: Bridgnorth (England)
       England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Boating on the Cam--a glimpse of the upper river at Cambridge. 10604 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Boating on the Cam--a glimpse of the upper river at Cambridge. 10604 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24208
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].
"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Topic: Boats -- England
       ENGLAND TOUR-Cambridge Univ
       Rivers -- England
       Universities and colleges -- England

Place: Cam, River (England)
       Cambridge (England)
       England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking through the choir to the altar, Lichfield Cathedral. 10605 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking through the choir to the altar, Lichfield Cathedral. 10605 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24209

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136]

Topic: Altars
Architecture
Cathedrals -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Interior architecture

Place: England
Lichfield (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Durham's noble Cathedral, towering over the River Wear. 10606 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Durham's noble Cathedral, towering over the River Wear. 10606 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24210

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
117048

Topic: Cathedrals -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Rivers -- England

Place: Durham (England)
England
Wear River (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The magnificent Exchange Building, business centre of Liverpool. 10609 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The magnificent Exchange Building, business centre of Liverpool. 10609 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24211

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-2723

Topic: Buildings -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Monuments -- England
Plazas -- England
Sculpture -- England

Place: England
Liverpool (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Arch of Welcome, 17th St. E., S.E. from railway station, Denver. 10610 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Arch of Welcome, 17th St. E., S.E. from railway station, Denver. 10610 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24212

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118683

Topic: Arches -- Colorado
COLORADO TOUR
Horses -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Streetcars -- Colorado
Streets -- Colorado
Wagons -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Denver (Colo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

State Capitol, built of Colorado granite, marble and onyx (E.), Denver. 10611 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): State Capitol, built of Colorado granite, marble and onyx (E.), Denver. 10611 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24213

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
116686

Topic: Architecture -- Colorado
COLORADO TOUR
Capitols -- Colorado
Parks -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Denver (Colo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Looking from Capitol, N.N.W. over Denver to the mountains. 10612 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking from Capitol, N.N.W. over Denver to the mountains. 10612 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24214

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118692

Topic:
Architecture
COLORADO TOUR
Capitols
Mountains -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Denver (Colo.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cabin of a gold-mine owner overlooking Clear Creek Canyon (E.N.E.). [Active no. 10613 : stereo interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24215

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic:
COLORADO TOUR
Cabins -- Colorado
Canyons -- Colorado
Dogs -- Colorado
Gold mines and mining
Mines -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Rapids -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado

Place: Clear Creek Canyon (Colorado)
Colorado

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Georgetown, a gold-mining centre on beautiful Clear Creek (S.). [Active no. 10614 : stereo interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Georgetown, a gold-mining centre on beautiful Clear Creek (S.). [Active no. 10614 : stereo interpositive,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24216

"March 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Company acc. no. 118706.

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Canyons -- Colorado
Gold mines and mining
Mines -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys

Place: Clear Creek Canyon (Colorado)
Colorado
Georgetown (Colo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Georgetown Loop (railway grade 185 ft. to mile) W.S.W. to Silver Plume.
[Active no. 10615 : stereo interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Georgetown Loop (railway grade 185 ft. to mile) W.S.W. to Silver Plume. [Active no. 10615 : stereo interpositive,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24217

"March 1910 CB" on envelope.
Cog railway near Mt. McClellan's summit, S. to Mts. Rosalie and Evans. 10616 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24218

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118722

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Cog railways -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Mt. Evans
Mt. McClellan
Mt. Rosalie

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tree-shaded Boulder and the curious Flatirons, S. from Lover's Hill. 10618 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tree-shaded Boulder and the curious Flatirons, S. from Lover's Hill. 10618 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24219

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118735

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Dwellings -- Colorado
Homes -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado

Place: Boulder (Colorado)
Colorado
Flatirons (Boulder, Colorado)
Lover's Hill (Boulder, Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Royal Arch from Devil's staircase on the Flatirons S.E. near Boulder. 10619 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Royal Arch from Devil's staircase on the Flatirons S.E. near Boulder. 10619 Interpositive 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24220

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118739

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Colorado
Natural arches

Place:
   Boulder (Colo.)
   Colorado
   Devil's Staircase (Boulder, Colorado)
   Flatirons (Boulder, Colorado)
   Royal Arch

Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

A summer day beside foaming Boulder Falls in Boulder Canon (N.N.W.).
   10620 Interpositive, 1910
   1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s):
   A summer day beside foaming Boulder Falls in Boulder Canon (N.N.W.). 10620 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 24221

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
   118756

   Topic:
   COLORADO TOUR
   Canyons -- Colorado
   Gorges -- Colorado
   Mountains -- Colorado
   Rivers -- Colorado
   Waterfalls -- Colorado

   Place:
   Boulder Canyon (Colo.)
   Boulder Falls (Colo.)
   Colorado

   Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Motoring past the Overhanging Rock, Canyon of the Big Thompson (E.S.E.).
   10621 Interpositive, 1910
   1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s):
   Motoring past the Overhanging Rock, Canyon of the Big Thompson (E.S.E.). 10621 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24222

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118763

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Automobiles -- Colorado</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLORADO TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canyons -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formations (Geology) -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roads -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Big Thompson Canyon (Colo.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overhanging Rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Long's Peak (14,271 ft.) Continental Divide, S. from Estes Park. [Active no. 10622 : stereo interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24223

"March 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Company acc. no. 118768.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Landscapes (representations) -- Colorado</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereoscopic photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>COLORADO TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parks -- Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continental Divide (Colorado)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estes Park (Colorado)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Long's Peak (Colorado)

Road up to Ute Pass, looking N.N.W. to where Rainbow Falls leap the cliff. 10624 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Road up to Ute Pass, looking N.N.W. to where Rainbow Falls leap the cliff. 10624 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24224

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118791,792

Topic:
COLORADO TOUR
Canyons -- Colorado
Gorges -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Passes -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Roads -- Colorado
Waterfalls -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Rainbow Falls (Colorado)
Ute Pass (Colorado)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Exploring South Cheyenne Canyon below towering Pillars of Hercules (W.S.W.). 10625 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Exploring South Cheyenne Canyon below towering Pillars of Hercules (W.S.W.). 10625 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24225

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].
Silvery downpour of the Seven Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon (S.S.W.).
10626 Interpositive, 1910

Image(s): Silvery downpour of the Seven Falls, South Cheyenne Canyon (S.S.W.). 10626 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24226

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Looking up (W.N.W.) to rugged height of Point Sublime, North Cheyenne Canyon. 10627 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking up (W.N.W.) to rugged height of Point Sublime, North Cheyenne Canyon. 10627 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24227

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118855

Topic: Bridges -- Colorado.
COLORADO TOUR
Canyons -- Colorado
Horses -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Roads -- Colorado
Wagons -- Colorado

Place: Cheyenne Canyon (Colorado)
Colorado
Point Sublime (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Helen Hunt Falls (S.W.) the Mecca of tourists, North Cheyenne Canyon. 10628 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Helen Hunt Falls (S.W.) the Mecca of tourists, North Cheyenne Canyon. 10628 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24228

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Bridges -- Colorado.
COLORADO TOUR
Mountains -- Colorado
Late afternoon on the wonderful Sky-line drive (S.E.) near Canon City. 10630 Interpositive, 1910  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Late afternoon on the wonderful Sky-line drive (S.E.) near Canon City. 10630 Interpositive 1910.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 24229  
[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
118877  

Topic: COLORADO TOUR  
Carts -- Colorado  
Horses -- Colorado  
Mountains -- Colorado  
Roads -- Colorado  

Place: Canyon City (Colorado)  
Colorado  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Leadville, the famous mining centre (dollar15,000,000 yearly) S.W. to Mt. Antero. 10632 Interpositive, 1910  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Leadville, the famous mining centre (dollar15,000,000 yearly) S.W. to Mt. Antero. 10632 Interpositive 1910.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 24230
Fun for the miners' children--a glimpse in the outskirts of Leadville. 10633 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fun for the miners' children--a glimpse in the outskirts of Leadville. 10633 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24231

As a bird sees Eagle River Canyon and Notch Mountain (S.E. from near Gilman). 10634 [Stereo interpositive.], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): As a bird sees Eagle River Canyon and Notch Mountain (S.E. from near Gilman). 10634 [Stereo interpositive,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24232

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Company acc. no. 118891.

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Cabins
Canyons -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Eagle River Canyon (Colorado)
Gilman (Colo.)
Notch Mountain (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cliffs of Eagle River Canyon--N.N.W. from railway tunnels up to Gilman. [Active no. 10635 : stereo interpositive,] 1910

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Cliffs of Eagle River Canyon--N.N.W. from railway tunnels up to Gilman. [Active no. 10635 : stereo interpositive,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24233

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Company acc. no. 118900.

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Cabins
Canyons -- Colorado
Cliffs -- Colorado
Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Tunnels -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Eagle River Canyon (Colorado)
Gilman (Colo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Nature's sternness and her loveliness, Grand River Canyon (W.S.W.) above Shoshone. 10636 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Nature's sternness and her loveliness, Grand River Canyon (W.S.W.) above Shoshone. 10636 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24234

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118903

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Canyons -- Colorado
Cliffs -- Colorado
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Shoshone

Place: Colorado
Grand River Valley (Colorado)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Lace-veiled mossy wall of the wonderful Hanging Lake near Shoshone. 10637 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lace-veiled mossy wall of the wonderful Hanging Lake near Shoshone. 10637 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24235

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118907

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Cliffs -- Colorado
Lakes -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Waterfalls -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Hanging Lake (Colorado)
Shoshone (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Grand River Valley and its famous peach orchards, N.N.W., Palisade. 10638 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Grand River Valley and its famous peach orchards, N.N.W., Palisade. 10638 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24236

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118915

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Mountains -- Colorado
Orchards -- Colorado
Peaches -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Grand River Valley (Colo.)
Palisade

Picking luscious peaches on the Yankee Fruit Ranch, Palisade. 10639 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Picking luscious peaches on the Yankee Fruit Ranch, Palisade. 10639 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24237

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118921

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
- Harvesting -- Colorado
- Laborers -- Colorado
- Mountains -- Colorado
- Orchards -- Colorado
- Peaches -- Colorado
- Valleys -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
- Grand River Valley (Colo.)
- Palisade
- Yankee Fruit Ranch

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Jagged spire of Curicanti Neddle (N.E.) Black Canyon of the Gunnison. 10640 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24238

Similar to RSN 24239; [March 1910 CB] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].
Jagged spire of Curicanti Needle (N.E.) Black Canyon of the Gunnison. 10640 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24239

Similar to RSN 24238; [March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].
Cebolla, a famous fishing place on Gunnison River (S.W.). 10641
Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cebolla, a famous fishing place on Gunnison River (S.W.). 10641 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24240

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Fishing
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Resorts -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Cebolla (Colorado)
Colorado
Gunnison River (Colo.)

Ladies taking trout in Gunnison River at Cebolla (S.E.). 10642 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ladies taking trout in Gunnison River at Cebolla (S.E.). 10642 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24241

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
118939

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Fishing
Mountains -- Colorado
Resorts -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
tROUT

Place: Cebolla (Colorado)
       Colorado
       Gunnison River (Colo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Ouray, the "Gem of the Rockies," in the setting of craggy heights (N.E.).
10643 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ouray, the "Gem of the Rockies," in the setting of craggy heights

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 24242

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
       Mountains -- Colorado
       Valleys -- Colorado
       Villages -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
       Ouray

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Light and shadow playing over Ballard Mts. (S.E.) above Telluride. 10646
Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Light and shadow playing over Ballard Mts. (S.E.) above
          Telluride. 10646 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 24243

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note

118987

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado

Place: Ballard Mountains (Colorado)
Colorado
Telluride (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Trailing timbers up to the Tomboy Mine (S.) near Telluride. [Active no. 10647 : stereo interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Trailing timbers up to the Tomboy Mine (S.) near Telluride. [Active no. 10647 : stereo interpositive,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24244

"March 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Company acc. no. 118996.

Names: Tomboy Mine

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Donkeys -- Colorado
Gold mines and mining -- Colorado
Lumber industry -- Colorado
Mines -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Roads -- Colorado
Timber -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Telluride (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Loads of gold coming down trail from Tomboy Mine to Telluride. [Active no. 10648 : stereo interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Loads of gold coming down trail from Tomboy Mine to Telluride. [Active no. 10648 : stereo interpositive.] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24245

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Company acc. no. 119002.

Names: Tomboy Mine
Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Gold mines and mining
Horses -- Colorado
Mines -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Roads -- Colorado
Tunnels -- Colorado
Wagons -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Telluride (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking west from Tomboy road to the Sneffle Mountains. 10649 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking west from Tomboy road to the Sneffle Mountains. 10649 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24246

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Buggies -- Colorado
COLORADO TOUR
Horses -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Roads -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Sneffle Mountains
Tomboy Road

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral Spires soaring skyward (N.E.) and Ophir Loop of D.&.R.G.R.R.
10650 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cathedral Spires soaring skyward (N.E.) and Ophir Loop of D.&.R.G.R.R. 10650 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24247

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
119020

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado

Place: Cathedral Spires (Garden of the Gods, Colorado)
Colorado
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
Ophir Loop

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Silverton, heart of a rich mining district (E.S.E.) at foot of Sultan Mountain.
10651 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Silverton, heart of a rich mining district (E.S.E.) at foot of Sultan Mountain. 10651 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24248

[March 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Children -- Colorado
Mining -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado

Place:
Colorado
Silverton (Colorado)
Sultan Mountain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Balcony House, Ruin Canon, and outlook S., Mesa Verde National Park.
Caption no. 10654: stereoscopic interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24249

"March 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Homes -- Colorado
Indians of North America -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado
Parks -- Colorado
Ruins -- Colorado

Place:
Balcony House (Mesa Verde National Park)
Colorado -- 1900-1910
Mesa Verde National Park (Colo.)
Ruin Canyon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

American railway climbing and tunneling the gold-bearing mountains.
[Active No. 10658 : stereo interpositive,,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): American railway climbing and tunneling the gold-bearing mountains. [Active No. 10658 : stereo interpositive,,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 24250

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: ALASKA
     Gold
     Laborers
     Mining
     Mountains -- Alaska
     Railroads
     Tunnels

Place: Alaska -- 1910-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Principal European street in Algiers looking toward the heights. 10659 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Principal European street in Algiers looking toward the heights. 10659 interpositive 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion yellowing and deteriorating along lower edge

Local Numbers
RSN 24251

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope

Copy and Version Identification Note
116837

Topic: ALGERIA
     Monuments
     Streets

Place: Algeria
     Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

On the famous zig zag terrace above the quay, overlooking Algiers. 10661 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): On the famous zig zag terrace above the quay, overlooking Algiers. 10661 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24252

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136]

Copy and Version Identification Note
116866

Topic: ALGERIA
Docks
Harbors
Piers
Streets
Wharves

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Raphael's Madonna of the Tempi family, Art Museum at Munich, Germany. 10662 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Raphael's Madonna of the Tempi family, Art Museum at Munich, Germany. 10662 interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24253

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Topic: Art
EXAMPLES OF FINE ART
Museums

Occupation: Artists

Place: Germany
Madonna of the Tempi Family
Munich (Germany)
Raphael

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The beautiful Apollino, Uffizi Gallery, Florence, Italy. Active no. 10663: stereo interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): The beautiful Apollino, Uffizi Gallery, Florence, Italy. Active no. 10663: stereo interpositive, 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24254
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].
"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Names: Uffizi Gallery (Florence, Italy)
Topic: Apollino
Art
EXAMPLES OF FINE ART
Museums
Sculpture

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Venus of Capua, Museum, Naples, Italy. Active no. 10664: stereo interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Venus of Capua, Museum, Naples, Italy. Active no. 10664: stereo interpositive, 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24255
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].
"Apr 1910 MB?" on envelope.

Topic: Art
EXAMPLES OF FINE ART
Museums
Sculpture
Venus of Capua.

Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Venus Genetrix, Uffizi Gallery, Florence, Italy. Active no. 10665 : stereo interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24256
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Names: Uffizi Gallery (Florence, Italy)
Topic: Art
EXAMPLES OF FINE ART
Museums
Sculpture
Venus Genetrix.

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Approach to Roman Theatre where St. Paul was denounced, Ephesus.
Caption no. 10667 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1910
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").
Image(s): Approach to Roman Theatre where St. Paul was denounced, Ephesus. Caption no. 10667 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Public domain, copyright expired. Reproduction fees for commercial use.
Order from OIPP, Neg. no. 99-2221.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
99-2221 (OPPS Neg.)
RSN 24257
"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Associated number 116754, apparently company accession number.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].
Uncancelled.

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint
Topic: Landscape photographs -- Turkey
       MISCELLANEOUS
       Mountains -- Turkey
       Ruins -- Turkey
       Theaters -- Turkey
Place: Asia Minor
       Ephesus (Ancient city)
       Turkey -- 1890-1920.
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs -- 1900-1920
            Topographical views -- Turkey.

Old Roman gateway of Ephesus, splendid in St. Paul's day. Caption no. 10668 : glass stereo interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24258
"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint
Topic: Gates
       MISCELLANEOUS
       Ruins -- Turkey
       Temples
Place: Asia Minor
       Ephesus (Ancient city)
       Turkey -- 1890-1920.
Diana’s temple (foreground) Roman gate (right) and fort at Ephesus. Active no. 10669: stereo interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8").

Image(s): Diana’s temple (foreground) Roman gate (right) and fort at Ephesus. Active no. 10669: stereo interpositive, 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24259

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Names: Diana’s Temple (Ephesus, Turkey)

Topic: Fortification -- Turkey

Gates -- Turkey

MISCELLANEOUS

Ruins -- Turkey

Temples, Greek -- Turkey

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Asia Minor

Ephesus (Ancient city)

Turkey -- 1890-1920.

St. Paul’s Bay, scene of the Apostle’s shipwreck, Malta. Active no. 10670: stereo interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24260

Apr 1910 CB MS [on envelope]. Company acc. no. 116841.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Bays

MISCELLANEOUS

Rocks
Sailboats

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Seascapes
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Malta
St Paul's Bay

Headquarters of last Commander of Knights of St. John, Valetta, Malta.
[Active no. 10671 : Interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Headquarters of last Commander of Knights of St. John, Valetta, Malta. [Active no. 10671 : Interpositive,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24261

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Names: Knights of St. John

Topic: Buildings -- Malta
Carriages -- Malta
Crowds -- Malta
Horses -- Malta
MISCELLANEOUS
Plazas -- Malta
Streets -- Malta

Place: Malta
Valetta (Malta)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Handling freight on a wharf below the Bridge of Spain, Manila, P.I. 10672
Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Handling freight on a wharf below the Bridge of Spain, Manila, P.I. 10672 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24262
Making cigarettes in a factory at Manila, P.I. [Active No. 10674 : stereoscopic interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24263

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Monument to Magellan, discoverer (1521) of the Philippines, Manila, P.I. 10675 interpositive, 1910

Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Monument to Magellan, discoverer (1521) of the Philippines, Manila, P.I. 10675 interpositive, 1910.
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Monument to Magellan, discoverer (1521) of the Philippines, Manila, P.I. 10675 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24264

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Names: Magellan, Ferdinand, d. 1521
Topic: Monuments -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS TOUR
Parks -- Philippines
Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

An airy corridor of the College of St. Augustine, Manila, P.I. Active no. 10676 : stereo interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): An airy corridor of the College of St. Augustine, Manila, P.I. Active no. 10676 : stereo interpositive, 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24265

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Names: St. Augustine College
Topic: Architecture
Buildings
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS TOUR
Streets
Universities and colleges -- 1910-1920
Place: Manila (Philippine Islands) -- 1910-1920
Philippine Islands -- 1910-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hotel De Oriente with its tropical Spanish arcade, Manila, P.I. 10677 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hotel De Oriente with its tropical Spanish arcade, Manila, P.I. 10677 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24266

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Names: Hotel De Oriente (Manila, Philippines)

Topic: Architecture -- Philippines
Children -- Philippines.
Hotels -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS TOUR
Streets -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From S. Sebastian Church west toward Cathedral and bay, Manila, P.I. 10678 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From S. Sebastian Church west toward Cathedral and bay, Manila, P.I. 10678 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24267

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Bays -- Philippines
Cathedrals -- Philippines
Harbors -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS TOUR

Place: Manila (Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Leisurely traffic on a business street in Cavite, P.I. 10679 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Leisurely traffic on a business street in Cavite, P.I. 10679 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24268

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136]

Topic: PHILIPPINE ISLANDS TOUR
       Streets
Place: Cavite (Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

In an old Spanish church near Jaro, Panay, P.I. 10680 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In an old Spanish church near Jaro, Panay, P.I. 10680 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24269

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Altars
       Church buildings
       Interior architecture
       PHILIPPINE ISLANDS TOUR
Place: Jaro (Island of Panay, Philippines)
Panay
Philippines

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Everyday life on a pleasant street in Jaro, Panay, P.I. 10681 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Everyday life on a pleasant street in Jaro, Panay, P.I. 10681 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24270

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136]

Topic: PHILIPPINE ISLANDS TOUR
Streets
Place: Jaro (Island of Panay, Philippines)
Panay
Philippines

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Picturesque nipa shacks on stilts--typical country homes of Panay, P.I.
[Active no. 10682 : stereo interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Picturesque nipa shacks on stilts--typical country homes of Panay, P.I. [Active no. 10682 : stereo interpositive.] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24271

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Family -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines
Huts -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS TOUR

Place: Nipa
      Panay (Philippines)
      Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Riding the surf of the rolling Pacific at Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands. Active no. 10684 : Stereo interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Riding the surf of the rolling Pacific at Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands. Active no. 10684 : Stereo interpositive. 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Scattered holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers

RSN 24272

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic:
      Boats -- Hawaii
      HAWAII TOUR
      Recreation -- Hawaii
      Seascapes -- Hawaii

Place:
      Hawaii -- 1900-1910
      Honolulu (Hawaii)
      Pacific

Genre/Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

Crowds and carriages at the pier to meet an ocean-liner, Honolulu, H.Is. 10685 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Crowds and carriages at the pier to meet an ocean-liner, Honolulu, H.Is. 10685 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24273

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Carriages -- Hawaii
Crowds -- 1900-1910 -- Hawaii
Docks -- Hawaii
HAWAII TOUR
Harbors -- Hawaii
Piers -- Hawaii
Ships -- Hawaii
Wharves -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1900-1910
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old Palace at Honolulu, now the Executive Building, H.Is. 10687
Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old Palace at Honolulu, now the Executive Building, H.Is. 10687
Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24274

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Architecture -- Hawaii
HAWAII TOUR
Palaces -- Hawaii
Parks -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1900-1910
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

West from Punchbowl's lower slope, over bowery streets of Honolulu, H.Is. 10689 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): West from Punchbowl's lower slope, over bowery streets of
Honolulu, H.Is. 10689 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24275

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Children -- Hawaii
Gardens -- Hawaii
HAWAII TOUR
Harbors -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1900-1910
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Where the mountain road reaches the Gap, up behind Honolulu, H.Is.
10690 Interpositive, 1910
1 piece (5" x 8")
Image(s): Where the mountain road reaches the Gap, up behind Honolulu,
H.Is. 10690 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 24276

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
HAWAII TOUR
Mountains -- Hawaii
Roads

Place: Hawaii -- 1900-1910
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Honolulu, N.W. from airy height of the Punchbowl to the sea, H.Is. 10691
Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Honolulu, N.W. from airy height of the Punchbowl to the sea,
H.Is. 10691 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 24277

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: HAWAII TOUR
        Harbors -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1900-1910
        Honolulu (Hawaii)
        Punchbowl

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The dignified Judiciary Building at Honolulu, H.Is. 10692 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The dignified Judiciary Building at Honolulu, H.Is. 10692 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24278

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Architecture -- Hawaii
        Buildings -- Hawaii
        HAWAII TOUR
        Palm trees -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1900-1910
        Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

From Judiciary Building, S.W. past old church to Diamond Head and sea, Honolulu, H.Is. 10693 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Judiciary Building, S.W. past old church to Diamond Head and sea, Honolulu, H.Is. 10693 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24279

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Churches -- Hawaii
HAWAII TOUR
Harbors -- Hawaii
Mountains -- Hawaii

Place: Diamond Head (Oahu, Hawaii)
Hawaii -- 1900-1910
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tropical beauty of an avenue of date palms, Moanalua near Honolulu, H.Is. 10695 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tropical beauty of an avenue of date palms, Moanalua near Honolulu, H.Is. 10695 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24280

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: HAWAII TOUR
Palm trees -- Hawaii
Roads -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1900-1910
Honolulu (Hawaii)
Moanalua

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Transplanting rice on a farm at the mountain's base, H.Is. 10696 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Transplanting rice on a farm at the mountain's base, H.Is. 10696 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24281

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Agriculture -- Hawaii
Farming -- Hawaii
Fields -- Hawaii
HAWAII TOUR
Laborers -- Hawaii
Rice -- Hawaii
Transplanting -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pawpaw trees with curiously marked trunks--plantation near Honolulu, H.Is. [Active no. 10698 : stereoscopic interpositive,] April 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Pawpaw trees with curiously marked trunks--plantation near Honolulu, H.Is. [Active no. 10698 : stereoscopic interpositive,] April 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Uncancelled plate. Male worker in straw hat, holding implement, standing, woman kneeling among trees, another male figure in background.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24282
AC0143-0024282 (AC scan number)

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: HAWAII TOUR
Laborers -- 1900-1910 -- Hawaii
Pawpaw trees -- Hawaii
Plantation workers -- 1900-1910 -- Hawaii
Plantations -- Hawaii
Box 280

RSN Numbers 24283-24379

**Image(s)**

U.S. Pacific naval station in sheltered harbor at Pago-Pago, Samoan Is. 10699 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): U.S. Pacific naval station in sheltered harbor at Pago-Pago, Samoan Is. 10699 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24283

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note

104200

**Topic:** Boats -- Samoa
Children -- Samoa
Harbors -- Samoa
Military -- Samoa
Naval stations -- Samoa
SAMOA TOUR
Ships -- Samoa

**Place:** Pago Pago (Samoa)
Samoa

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tutuila's tropical welcome to the traveler--road to Pago-Pago, Samoan Is. 10700 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Tutuila's tropical welcome to the traveler--road to Pago-Pago, Samoan Is. 10700 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24284

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
104187

Topic: Children -- Samoa
Palm trees -- Samoa
Portraits -- Samoa
Roads -- Samoa
SAMOA TOUR

Place: Pago Pago (Samoa)
Samoa
Tutuila Island (American Samoa)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Southwest front of stately Trinity Church from Copley Square, Boston.
10701 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Southwest front of stately Trinity Church from Copley Square, Boston. 10701 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24285

[May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Names: Trinity Church (Boston, Mass.)

Topic: Automobiles -- Massachusetts
Carriages -- Massachusetts
Churches -- Massachusetts
Horses -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Plazas -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Copley Square (Boston, Mass.)
Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Washington St. north from Avon, popular retail shopping district, Boston. 10702 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Washington St. north from Avon, popular retail shopping district, Boston. 10702 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24286

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Topic: MASSACHUSETTS
      Streetcars -- Massachusetts
      Streets -- Massachusetts

Place: Avon (Mass.)
      Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
      Massachusetts
      Washington Street

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Where they fought the first battle in the Revolutionary War, Lexington.
Active no. 10703 : stereo interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Where they fought the first battle in the Revolutionary War, Lexington. Active no. 10703 : stereo interpositive, 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24287

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Topic: Battlefields -- Massachusetts
      MASSACHUSETTS
      Minutemen (Militia) -- Massachusetts
      Monuments -- Massachusetts
      Parks -- Massachusetts
Revolutions -- Massachusetts
Stones -- Massachusetts
United States -- History -- Revolution, 1775-1783 -- Massachusetts

Place: Lexington (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

North Bridge and statue of the "Minute Man" on old battleground, Concord.
Active no. 10704 : stereo interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): North Bridge and statue of the "Minute Man" on old battleground, Concord. Active no. 10704 : stereo interpositive, 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24288

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Similar to RSN 27664; "Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Topic: Battlefields -- Massachusetts
Bridges -- Massachusetts
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Minutemen (Militia) -- Massachusetts
Monuments -- Massachusetts
Revolutions -- Massachusetts
United States -- History -- Revolution, 1775-1783
statues -- Massachusetts

Place: Concord (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts
North Bridge (Massachusetts)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Atlantic City's famous "boardwalk" along the beach, thronged with guests.
[Active no. 10706 : stereo interpositive,]. April 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Atlantic City's famous "boardwalk" along the beach, thronged with guests. [Active no. 10706 : stereo interpositive,] April 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Uncancelled plate. Small three-wheeled vehicles shown on boardwalk.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24289

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

**Topic:** Bathing beaches -- New Jersey
Beaches -- New Jersey
Boardwalks -- New Jersey
Crowds -- 1910-1920 -- New Jersey -- Atlantic City
NEW JERSEY
Resorts -- New Jersey

**Place:** Atlantic City (N.J.) -- 1910-1920
New Jersey -- 1910-1920

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Towerings temples of trade crowding lower Manhattan, N. from New York harbor. 10708 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)

**Image(s):** Towering temples of trade crowding lower Manhattan, N. from New York harbor. 10708 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24290

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

**Topic:** Crowds -- New York
Harbors -- New York
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Ships -- New York
Skyscrapers -- New York
Waterscapes -- New York

**Place:** Manhattan
New York (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Singer Building (47 stories) and City Investing Building (13 acres floor). 10710 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Singer Building (47 stories) and City Investing Building (13 acres floor). 10710 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24291

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136]

Topic: Buildings
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Skyscrapers
Place: Manhattan
New York (N.Y.)
Singer Building

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Singer Building N. up Broadway to Metropolitan Tower and Times Building. 10711 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8",)
Image(s): From Singer Building N. up Broadway to Metropolitan Tower and Times Building. 10711 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24292

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Buildings -- New York
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Streetcars -- New York
Towers -- New York
Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Metropolitan Tower
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene, with Trinity Church, New York. Active no. 10713 : stereo interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Street scene, with Trinity Church, New York. Active no. 10713 : stereo interpositive,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24293

Similar to RSN 27668; "old" Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Names: Trinity Church (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Buildings -- New York
Churches -- New York
Horses -- New York
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Skyscrapers -- New York
Streets -- New York (N.Y.)
Wagons -- New York

Place: Manhattan
New York (N.Y.)
Wall Street

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Wall St. W. past U.S. Sub Treasury, to old Trinity Church. 10713 interpositive, 1917
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Wall St. W. past U.S. Sub Treasury, to old Trinity Church. 10713 interpositive 1917.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24294

Same as RSN 27668.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136], moved from [83].
Names: Trinity Church (New York, N.Y.)

Topic:
- Automobiles -- New York
- Buildings -- New York
- Churches -- New York
- NEW YORK CITY TOUR
- Skyscrapers -- New York
- Streets -- New York
- Trucks -- New York

Place:
- Manhattan
- New York (N.Y.)
- Wall Street

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

From Brooklyn Bridge W. to famous skyscrapers of lower New York. No. 10715 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24295

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic:
- Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
- Harbors -- New York
- NEW YORK CITY TOUR
- Ships -- New York
- Skyscrapers -- New York

Place:
- Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
- Manhattan (New York)
- New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
- Interpositives
- Stereoscopic photographs

From World Building over Brooklyn Bridge (1 1/4 miles) to Brooklyn. 10716 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From World Building over Brooklyn Bridge (1 1/4 miles) to Brooklyn. 10716 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 24296

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Rivers -- New York
Ships -- New York

Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The water-front in business hours, West St. alongside the wharves. [Active no. 10719 : stereo Interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): The water-front in business hours, West St. alongside the wharves. [Active no. 10719 : stereo Interpositive.] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24297

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Docks -- New York
Horses -- New York (N.Y.)
Markets -- New York
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Piers -- New York
Wagons -- New York
Wharves -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Famous Flatiron Building, most remarkable commercial building on earth.
[Active No. 10720 : stereoscopic interpositive], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Famous Flatiron Building, most remarkable commercial building on earth. [Active No. 10720 : stereoscopic interpositive, 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24298

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Names: Flatiron Building (New York, N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York
Carriages -- New York
Cities and towns -- Growth -- 1900-1910 -- New York
City views -- 1900-1910 -- New York
NEW YORK CITY TOUR

Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1900-1910

East along 23rd St. to Metropolitan Tower, one-eighth mile high. [Active No. 10722 : stereoscopic interpositive.], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): East along 23rd St. to Metropolitan Tower, one-eighth mile high. [Active No. 10722 : stereoscopic interpositive.] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24299

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Buildings -- New York
Horses -- New York (N.Y.)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Skyscrapers -- New York
Streets -- New York
Towers -- New York

Place: Metropolitan Tower
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs

Dining in the magnificent banquet-hall of Hotel Astor. [Active no. 10725 : stereo interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Dining in the magnificent banquet-hall of Hotel Astor. [Active no. 10725 : stereo interpositive,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24300

"Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Names: Astor Hotel (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Banquets -- 1890-1920
Dining rooms
Hotels, taverns, etc. -- New York (State) -- New York
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Restaurants -- 1890-1920

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Plaza Hotel (cost $12,500,000), with glimpse of Cornelius Vanderbilt home. [Active no. 10727 : stereo interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Plaza Hotel (cost $12,500,000), with glimpse of Cornelius Vanderbilt home. [Active no. 10727 : stereo interpositive,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24301

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Names: Plaza Hotel (New York, N.Y.)
Vanderbilt, Cornelius

Topic: Buildings -- New York
Dwellings -- New York
Hotels -- New York
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Skyscrapers -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Fifth Ave. and Central Park, N. from 59th St. to Art Museum and Palisades. [Active no. 10728 : stereo interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”),
Image(s): Fifth Ave. and Central Park, N. from 59th St. to Art Museum and Palisades. [Active no. 10728 : stereo interpositive,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24302

Apr 1910 CB MS [on envelope].
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Parks -- New York

Place: Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
Fifth Avenue (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)
Palisades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Metropolitan Museum of Art. [Active no. 10729 : stereo interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”),
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Image shows automobiles lined up on the street near the Museum.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24303

Similar to RSN 24304; "Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- New York
- Bicycles -- New York
- Museums -- New York
- NEW YORK CITY TOUR

**Place:**
- Metropolitan Museum of Art
- New York (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Metropolitan Museum of Art. [Active no. 10729 : stereo interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8".)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Automobiles lined up on the street near the Museum.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24304

Similar to RSN 24303; "Apr 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- New York
- Bicycles -- New York
- Museums -- New York
- NEW YORK CITY TOUR

**Place:**
- Metropolitan Museum of Art
- New York (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

In the cosy library of Andrew Carnegie's own home, Fifth Avenue. 10730
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the cosy library of Andrew Carnegie's own home, Fifth Avenue. 10730 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24305

[Apr 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Names: Carnegie, Andrew, 1835-1919
Topic: Dwellings -- New York
       Homes -- New York
       Interior architecture
       Libraries -- New York
       NEW YORK CITY TOUR

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A summer Saturday afternoon in the people's playground, Central Park.
10731 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A summer Saturday afternoon in the people's playground, Central Park. 10731 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24306

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

[April 1910 CB MS] on envelope

Topic: Bicycles -- New York
       NEW YORK CITY TOUR
       Parks -- New York
       Recreation -- New York

Place: Central Park (New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Looking through arch of Washington Bridge over Speedway to Hall of Fame. [Active no. 10732 : stereo interpositive,], 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking through arch of Washington Bridge over Speedway to Hall of Fame. [Active no. 10732 : stereo interpositive.] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24307

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

"April 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Rivers -- New York (State) -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Washington Bridge (New York, N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Ancient tree traditionally known as Abraham's Oak, near Hebron, Palestine. 10735 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ancient tree traditionally known as Abraham's Oak, near Hebron, Palestine. 10735 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24308

Same as RSN 24309; [April 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100924

Topic: Monuments -- Palestine -- Hebron
Oaks -- Palestine
PALESTINE--Miscellaneous
Parks -- Palestine
Trees -- Palestine

Place: Abraham's Oak (Hebron, Palestine)
Hebron (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Ancient tree traditionally known as Abraham's Oak, near Hebron, Palestine.
10735 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Ancient tree traditionally known as Abraham's Oak, near Hebron, Palestine. 10735 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24309

Same as RSN 24308; [April 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100869

Topic: Monuments -- Palestine -- Hebron
Oaks -- Palestine
PALESTINE--Miscellaneous
Parks -- Palestine
Trees -- Palestine

Place: Abraham's Oak (Hebron, Palestine)
Hebron (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Shaw Memorial, a masterpiece by the sculptor St. Gaudens, Boston. 10739
interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shaw Memorial, a masterpiece by the sculptor St. Gaudens, Boston. 10739 interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24310

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Similar to RSN 14843; [May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Topic: Horses -- Massachusetts
The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24311

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Similar to RSN 14844-14846 and 27673-27675; [May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Parks -- Massachusetts

Place: Beacon Hill (Boston, Mass.)
Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
State House (Massachusetts)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

King's Chapel (E.), a famous landmark of eighteenth century times, Boston. 10741 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): King's Chapel (E.), a famous landmark of eighteenth century times, Boston. 10741 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24312
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Similar to RSN 14847 and 27676; [May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Names: King's Chapel (Boston, Mass.)

Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
Chapels -- Massachusetts
Children -- Massachusetts
Churches -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Streets -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Old South Church (N.) on Washington St., scene of "Tea Party," 1773, Boston. [Active no. 10742 : stereo interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old South Church (N.) on Washington St., scene of "Tea Party,"

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24313

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Same as RSN 14849, similar to RSN 14848 and 27677; "May 1910 CB MS" on envelope.

Topic: Boston Tea Party, 1773
Buildings -- Massachusetts
Churches -- Massachusetts
Horses -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Streetcars -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts
Tea party
Wagons -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Old South Church

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Solomon's Temple--reproduction of the famous Schick model at Jerusalem.
10743 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Solomon's Temple--reproduction of the famous Schick model at Jerusalem. 10743 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24314

NOTE! REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 24315; [May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4554

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Models and modelmaking -- Palestine
Temples -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Schick
Solomon's Temple

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Solomon's Temple--reproduction of the famous Schick model at Jerusalem.
10744 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Solomon's Temple--reproduction of the famous Schick model at Jerusalem. 10744 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24315

Same as RSN 24314; [May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Models and modelmaking -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS JERUSALEM
Temples -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Schick
Solomon's Temple

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Law-code (in cuneiform writing) and portrait of Hammurabi, Babylonia, 2250 B.C. [Caption no. 10745 : stereoscopic interpositive.,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): From World Building over Brooklyn Bridge (1 1/4 miles) to Brooklyn. 10716 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewich, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24316

Similar to RSN 14850; "May 1910 CB MS" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Upper left corner missing.

Names: Hammurabi, King of Babylonia
Topic: Cuneiform inscriptions
Language and languages -- Iraq
Laws -- Iraq
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Sculptures -- Iraq

Place: Babylon (Extinct city) Iraq

Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 10746 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 10746 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. G., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24317

Similar to RSN 14851; [May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].
Topic: Buildings
      Royalty
      Streets
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Milk.] 10748 Interpositive, 1910
  1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Milk.] 10748 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 24318

[May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Cans
      Dairying
      Milk
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Milk.] 10749 Interpositive, 1910
  1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Milk.] 10749 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 24319

[May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Cans
      Dairying
      Milk
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Milk.] 10750 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Milk.] 10750 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24320

[May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Cans
Dairying
Milk

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Milk.] 10751 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Milk.] 10751 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24321

[May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Cans
Dairying
Milk

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Milk.] 10752 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Milk.] 10752 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24322
[May 1910 CB MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

**Topic:**
- Cans
- Dairying
- Milk

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Milk.] 10753 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Milk.] 10753 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 24323

[May 1910 Made by CB Verified by MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

**Topic:**
- Cans
- Dairying
- Milk

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Milk.] 10754 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

**Image(s):** [Milk.] 10754 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower right corner missing.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 24324

Similar to RSN 27678.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

**Topic:**
- Cans
- Dairying
- Milk
[Dairying.] 10755 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dairying.] 10755 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24325
[May 1910 Made by CB Verified by MS] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Dairying
Equipment
Tools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dairying.] 10756 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dairying.] 10756 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24326
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Dairying
Equipment
Tools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dairying.] 10757 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dairying.] 10757 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cathedral, Resurrection of Christ, St. Petersburg, Russia, 1910. 10758 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cathedral, Resurrection of Christ, St. Petersburg, Russia, 1910. 10758 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cathedral, Resurrection of Christ Cathedral
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Architecture -- Russia
Cathedrals -- Russia

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Architecture.]

10759 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Architecture.] 10759 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24329

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Place:
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Local Numbers
RSN 24327

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Dairying
Tools

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cathedral, Resurrection of Christ, St. Petersburg, Russia, 1910. 10758 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cathedral, Resurrection of Christ, St. Petersburg, Russia, 1910. 10758 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24328

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
Cathedrals -- Russia

Place:
Resurrection of Christ Cathedral
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Architecture.]}
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Monument and streetcar line in St. Petersburg.] 10760 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Monument and streetcar line in St. Petersburg.] 10760 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24330
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Monuments -- Russia
Streetcars -- Russia
Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

[Buildings.] 10761 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24331
Similar to RSN 27679.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Buildings -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

[Palace.] 10762 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Palace.] 10762 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24332
Similar to RSN 14852; same as RSN 27680.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic:
Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Palaces -- Russia
Parliaments -- Russia
Police -- Russia

Place:
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 10763 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 10763 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24333
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic:
Buildings -- Russia
Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Streets -- Russia

Place:
Nevsky Prospect (St. Petersburg, Russia)
Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Street scene.] 10764 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 10764 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24334

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Buildings -- Russia
       Carriages -- Russia
       Horses -- Russia
       Streets -- Russia

Place: Nevsky Prospect (St. Petersburg, Russia)
       Russia
       St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Peter the Great equestrian monument in St. Petersburg.] 10765
interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Peter the Great equestrian monument in St. Petersburg.] 10765
interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24335

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Names: Peter, Emporer of Russia, I,, 1672-1725

Topic: Buildings -- Russia
       Monuments -- Russia
       Plazas -- Russia

Place: Russia
       St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Alexander III equestrian monument in St. Petersburg.] 10766 interpositive, 1910
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24336

Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Similar to RSN 14853; frames in separate envelopes.

Names: Alexander, III
Topic: Buildings -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Monuments -- Russia
Plazas -- Russia
Place: Russia
St. Petersburg (Russia)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Cows coming home up the lane at milking time. 10770 Interpositive, 1907
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cows coming home up the lane at milking time. 10770 Interpositive 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24337

Similar to RSN 14854 and 14855; [Made by Carl] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136]

Topic: Cows
Dairying industry
Farms
Milk
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A pet dairy cow with her calf on an American farm. 10771 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24338
[Made by Carl] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136]

Topic:          Calves
                Cows
                Dairying industry
                Farms
                Milk
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND

Genre/          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:           Stereoscopic photographs

Clipping dairy cows by machinery to secure perfect cleanliness of milk. 10772 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Clipping dairy cows by machinery to secure perfect cleanliness of milk. 10772 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24339
[Made by Carl] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic:          Blue collar workers
                Cows
                Dairying
                Farms
                Machinery
                Milk
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND

Genre/          Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:           Stereoscopic photographs

Milking by hand in a modern dairy. 10773 Interpositive
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24340
[Made by Carl] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136]

Apparatus for pasteurizing milk in an up-to-date dairy. 10774 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Apparatus for pasteurizing milk in an up-to-date dairy. 10774 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24341

Similar to RSN 14857; [Made by Carl] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115891

Cleaning milk bottles ready for the sterilizer in an up-to-date dairy. 10775 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Cleaning milk bottles ready for the sterilizer in an up-to-date dairy. 10775 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24342
Currently stored in box 3.2.37 [136].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Bottles
Dairying
Milk
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Bottling milk by machinery in a great American dairy. 10777 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bottling milk by machinery in a great American dairy. 10777 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24343
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Bottles
Dairying
Milk
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Milk bottles leaving the purifying heat of the sterilizer in a large dairy. 10776 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): Milk bottles leaving the purifying heat of the sterilizer in a large dairy. 10776 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24344

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Bottles
Dairying
Milk
Sterilization
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A typical butter factory at Colac, one of Australia's centers of dairy work. 10778 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): A typical butter factory at Colac, one of Australia's centers of dairy work. 10778 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24345

Similar to RSN 14858.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Butter -- Australia
Dairying industry -- Australia
Factories -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND

Place: Australia
Colac (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Weighing milk as it comes from farm to an American butter factory. 10779 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Weighing milk as it comes from farm to an American butter factory. 10779 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24346

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Butter
       Dairying
       Factories
       Milk
       Pails
       TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Separating cream from milk in a modern dairy. 10780 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Separating cream from milk in a modern dairy. 10780 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24347

Similar to RSN 14859.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Butter
       Dairying
       Factories
       Machinery
       Milk
       TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

How butter is worked by machinery in an up-to-date American dairy. 10782 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): How butter is worked by machinery in an up-to-date American dairy. 10782 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24348

Similar to RSN 14861.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Butter
   Dairying
   Factories
   Machinery
   TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Taking butter out of the churn in a modern factory. 10783 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Taking butter out of the churn in a modern factory. 10783 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24349

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Blue collar workers
   Butter
   Churning
   Dairying
   Factories
   Machinery
   TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

Packing butter in tubs for city markets. 10784 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Packing butter in tubs for city markets. 10784 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24350

Similar to RSN 14862.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic:  Blue collar workers
Butter
Churns
Dairying
Factories
Machinery
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Weighing and packing butter for export trade, Australia. 10786
interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Weighing and packing butter for export trade, Australia. 10786
interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricardon, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24351

Similar to RSN 14865.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic:  Butter -- Australia
Dairying industry -- Australia
Factories -- Australia
Laborers -- Australia
Machinery -- Australia
TRAVEL STUDIES DAIRYING IND

Place:  Australia

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tons of assorted wool ready for use in woolen mills. 10788 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Tons of assorted wool ready for use in woolen mills. 10788 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24352

Similar to RSN 14867.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Industry
       TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL INDUSTRY
       Wool

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Carding machine which makes wool into rolls preparatory to spinning.
10789 Interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Carding machine which makes wool into rolls preparatory to spinning. 10789 Interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24353

Similar to RSN 14868.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Carding
       Industry
       Machinery
       TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL INDUSTRY
       Wool

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

One section of carding machine which prepares the wool for spinning.
10791 Interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): One section of carding machine which prepares the wool for spinning. 10791 Interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24354

Similar to RSN 14872.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Carding
       Industry
       Machinery
       TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL INDUSTRI
       Wool

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

General view of the spinning room in a great American woolen mill. 10792 Interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): General view of the spinning room in a great American woolen mill. 10792 Interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24355

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Industry
       Machinery
       Mills and mill-work
       Spinning
       TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL INDUSTRI
       Wool

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Close view of spinning machine, showing bobbins full of woolen yarn. 10794 Interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Close view of spinning machine, showing bobbins full of woolen yarn. 10794 Interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24356
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Industry
       Machinery
       Mills and mill-work
       Spinning
       TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL INDUSTR
       Wool

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Slashing machine which sizes the warp yarn in a modern woolen mill. 10795 Interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Slashing machine which sizes the warp yarn in a modern woolen mill. 10795 Interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24357
Similar to RSN 14878.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Industry
       Machinery
       Mills and mill-work
       Slashing
       TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL INDUSTR
       Wool

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Close view of a modern loom in a great woolen mill. 10799 Interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Close view of a modern loom in a great woolen mill. 10799 Interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24358
Similar to RSN 14884.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Blue collar workers
        Industry
        Looms
        Machinery
        Mills and mill-work
        TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL INDUSTR
        Wool

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Fulling the woven fabrics in a large American woolen mill. 10800 Interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fulling the woven fabrics in a large American woolen mill. 10800 Interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24359
Similar to RSN 14885
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137]

Topic: Blue collar workers
        Industry
        Machinery
        Mills and mill-work
        TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL INDUSTR
        Wool
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The teazeling-machine which produces the nap of fine woolen goods. 10801 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The teazeling-machine which produces the nap of fine woolen goods. 10801 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24360

Similar to RSN 14886.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Industry
Machinery
Mills and mill-work
TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL INDUSTRY
Teazeling
Wool

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Shearing the nap on woolen fabrics in a modern mill. 10802 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Shearing the nap on woolen fabrics in a modern mill. 10802 interpositive 1909.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24361

Similar to RSN 14887.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Plain of Jezeel & Carmel [on envelope], 10805 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24363

Same as RSN 14893 and 27690

Plain of Jezeel & Carmel [on envelope], 10805 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24363

Same as RSN 14893 and 27690
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137]

Genre/ Form:
Landscaes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Plains
Place: Carmel (Calif.)
Palestine
Plain of Jezeel

An Oriental feast of rice and lamb at Beeroth, Palestine. 10807 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): An Oriental feast of rice and lamb at Beeroth, Palestine. 10807 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24364
Similar to RSN 14897 and 14898.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137]

Topic: Banquets -- Palestine
Dining -- Palestine
Feasts -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Restaurants -- Palestine
Place: Beeroth (Palestine)
Palestine
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 10808 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 10808 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24365
Similar to RSN 14899.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Horses -- Palestine  
Ruins -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Palestine

[Rural home in Palestine.] 10809 interpositive  
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Rural home in Palestine.] 10809 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24366

Similar to RSN 14900, 24374 and 24375; same as RSN 17692.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Camps -- Palestine  
Dwellings -- Palestine.  
Formations (Geology) -- Palestine  
Homes -- Palestine  
Tents -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Beersheba (Palestine)  
Hebron (Palestine)  
Palestine

Kirjath-Jearim, long the resting place of the sacred Ark. 10811 Interpositive, 1906  
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Kirjath-Jearim, long the resting place of the sacred Ark. 10811 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24368

Similar to RSN 14902.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Ark -- Palestine
Carriages -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Roads -- Palestine
Villages -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Kirjath-Jearim (Palestine)
Palestine
Plain of Sharon

A poor woman of Zarephath gathering firewood, Palestine (south). 10812 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): A poor woman of Zarephath gathering firewood, Palestine (south). 10812 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24369

Similar to RSN 14903-14904; same as RSN 27693.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
100677

Topic: Firewood -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Rocks -- Palestine
Trees -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Palestine
Tyre
Zarephath

[Landscape.] 10813 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 10813 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24370
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Architecture
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Palestine

[River in rugged terrain.] 10814 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [River in rugged terrain.] 10814 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24371
Similar to RSN 14905.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Bridges -- Palestine Canyons -- Palestine Gorges -- Palestine Mountains -- Palestine Rapids -- Palestine Rivers -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of Ashur-Bani-Pal; Kuyunjik, Human-headed Lion, British Museum. 152 [caption under image.][Active no. 10815 : stereo interpositive.], 1906
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Palace of Ashur-Bani-Pal; Kuyunjik, Human-headed Lion, British Museum. 152 [caption under image.] [Active no. 10815 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Bas-relief sculpture.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24372

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Similar to RSN 14906.

Topic: Art
Bas-relief
Lions
Lions
Museums
Sculpture

Place: Mesopotamia?

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[landscape.] 10816 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [landscape.] 10816 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24373

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Similar to RSN 14907.

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Palestine
A Bedouin boy and his mother at a camp in the wilderness of Beersheba. 10817 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A Bedouin boy and his mother at a camp in the wilderness of Beersheba. 10817 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24374

Same as RSN 24375; similar to RSN 14900, 14908, 14909, 14919, 24366 and 27692.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Bedouins -- Palestine
Camps -- Palestine
Children -- Palestine
Formations (Geology)
Homes -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Tents -- Palestine

Place: Beersheba (Palestine)
Hebron (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A Bedouin boy and his mother at a camp in the wilderness of Beersheba. 10817 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A Bedouin boy and his mother at a camp in the wilderness of Beersheba. 10817 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24375

Same as RSN 24374; similar to RSN 14900, 14908, 14909, 14919, 24366 and 27692.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Bedouins -- Palestine
Camps -- Palestine
A lion of old Mesopotamia and royal huntsman in chariot, about 870 B.C. "Palace of Ashur-Nazir-Pal; Nimrud, Lion Wounded, British Museum 127" (caption under image). 10818 interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): A lion of old Mesopotamia and royal huntsman in chariot, about 870 B.C. "Palace of Ashur-Nazir-Pal; Nimrud, Lion Wounded, British Museum 127" (caption under image). 10818 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24376
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Similar to RSN 14910-14913; same as RSN 24377.

A lion of old Mesopotamia and royal huntsman in chariot, about 870 B.C. "Palace of Ashur-Nazir-Pal; Nimrud, Lion Wounded, British Museum 127" [caption under image]. Active no. 10818 : stereo interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): A lion of old Mesopotamia and royal huntsman in chariot, about 870 B.C. "Palace of Ashur-Nazir-Pal; Nimrud, Lion Wounded,
British Museum 127" [caption under image]. Active no. 10818 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24377

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Similar to RSN 14910-14913; same as RSN 24376.

Topic:  Art -- Mesopotamia
Chariots -- Mesopotamia
Horses -- Mesopotamia
Lions -- Mesopotamia
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Museums -- Mesopotamia
Sculpture -- Mesopotamia

Place:  Mesopotamia
Palmyra
Syria

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A soldier of King Darius, sculptured 2,400 years ago, Mesopotamia. Active no. 10819 : stereo interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): A soldier of King Darius, sculptured 2,400 years ago, Mesopotamia. Active no. 10819 : stereo interpositive, 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24378

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Similar to RSN 14914.

Names:  Darius, King

Topic:  Art
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Museums
Sculpture
Soldiers

Place:  Mesopotamia
Palmyra
Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Procession of Lions Found at Susa Museum of the Louvre] caption under image. 10820 interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Procession of Lions Found at Susa Museum of the Louvre] caption under image. 10820 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24379

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Art

Lions

Museums

Sculpture

Place: Mesopotamia?

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Box 281

RSN Numbers 24380-24482

Image(s)

Palace of Bashur-Bani-Pal; Kuyunjik; King and Queen Banqueting in Garden, British Museum 151 [caption under image.] [Active no. 10821 : stereo interpositive,], 1910
1 item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Palace of Bashur-Bani-Pal; Kuyunjik; King and Queen Banqueting in Garden, British Museum 151 [caption under image.] [Active no. 10821 : stereo interpositive,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24380

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Similar to RSN 14915 and 24381.

Topic: Art

Banquets -- 1890-1920
[Palace of Bashur-Bani-Pal; Kuyunjik; King and Queen Banqueting in Garden, British Museum 151] caption under image. 10821 interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Palace of Bashur-Bani-Pal; Kuyunjik; King and Queen Banqueting in Garden, British Museum 151] caption under image. 10821 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24381

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Similar to RSN 14915 and 24380.

Looking across the Red Sea from Sinai Peninsula west towards Egypt. The Wanderings of Israel. 10822 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Looking across the Red Sea from Sinai Peninsula west towards Egypt. The Wanderings of Israel. 10822 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24382

Similar to RSN 14916; same as RSN 27694.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Camels -- Sinai
Seacoasts -- Sinai
Waterscapes -- Sinai
Wilderness -- Sinai

Place: Red Sea
Sinai (Egypt)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Oasis of Elim, where the Israelites found water; halt of a caravan to Sinai. 10823 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Oasis of Elim, where the Israelites found water; halt of a caravan to Sinai. 10823 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24383

Similar to RSN 14917; same as RSN 27695.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLICAL SINAI
Camels -- Sinai
Oases -- Sinai

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Oasis of Elim
Sinai (Egypt)

Bedouins with camels traversing wilderness between Elim and Sinai. The Wanderings of Israel. 10824 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bedouins with camels traversing wilderness between Elim and Sinai. The Wanderings of Israel. 10824 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24384

Similar to RSN 14918; same as RSN 27696.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic:
BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Camels -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Wilderness -- Sinai

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Bedouins (Sinai)
Elim
Sinai (Egypt)

A Bedouin camp on the Israelites' old ground at base of Mount Sinai. The Wanderings of Israel. 10825 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A Bedouin camp on the Israelites' old ground at base of Mount Sinai. The Wanderings of Israel. 10825 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24385

Similar to RSN 14923; same as RSN 27697.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic:
BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Bedouins -- Palestine
Camels -- Palestine
Camps -- Palestine
Children -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Tents -- Palestine
Wilderness -- Palestine.

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Palestine
Sinai (Egypt)

Wayside spring on Horeb, near where Moses saw the burning bush, Sinai. The Wanderings of Israel. 10826 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Wayside spring on Horeb, near where Moses saw the burning bush, Sinai. The Wanderings of Israel. 10826 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24386

Same as RSN 14924 and 27698.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Formations (Geology) -- Sinai
Springs -- Sinai
Water -- Sinai
Wilderness -- Sinai

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bedouins
Horeb (Sinai)
Moses
Sinai (Egypt)

From Mount where Moses received the Law, N.W. over the Plain of Assembly, Sinai. The Wanderings of Israel. 10827 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Mount where Moses received the Law, N.W. over the Plain of Assembly, Sinai. The Wanderings of Israel. 10827 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24387

Similar to RSN 14925, 14926 and 27699

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Crosses -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Wilderness -- Sinai

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Moses
Plain of Assembly
Sinai (Egypt)

[Landscape.] 10828 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 10828 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24388

Similar to RSN 14927 and 27700.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Horses -- Lebanon
Mountains -- Lebanon
Valleys -- Lebanon

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jordan Valley
Lebanon
Mt. Hermon

[Landscape.] 10830 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 10830 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24390

Similar to RSN 14929 and 27701.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Topic: Sheep0 -- Palestine
Place: Palestine

Gideon's battlefield and Hill of Moreh, N. from Jezreel, Palestine. 10831 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Gideon's battlefield and Hill of Moreh, N. from Jezreel, Palestine. 10831 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24391

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Battlefields -- Palestine
Family -- Palestine
Homes -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Place: Gideon (Palestine)
Hill of Moreh (Palestine)
Jezreel (Palestine)
Palestine

[Dock scene.] 10832 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 10832 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24392

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Barrels
       Blue collar workers
       Cranes, derricks, etc.
       Docks
       Hoisting machinery
       Piers
       Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs


[Dock scene.] 10833 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 10833 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24393

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Barrels
       Docks
       Piers
       Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs


[Landscape.] 10835 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 10835 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24394

Similar to RSN 14932 and 14933.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125263

Topic:
Camels -- Palestine
Tents -- Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Palestine

Fishermen mending nets at Jordan's entrance to N. end of Galilee. Caption no. 10836 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s): Fishermen mending nets at Jordan's entrance to N. end of Galilee. Caption no. 10836 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24395

Similar to RSN 14934.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124876; 10974

Topic:
Fisheries -- Jordan
Fishers -- Jordan
Laborers -- Jordan
Nets -- 1890-1920 -- Jordan
TRAVEL STUDIES--FISHING INDUSTRY
Waterscapes -- Jordan

Place:
Galilee
Jordan

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1890-1920

[Rural home.] 10837 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Rural home.] 10837 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24396

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

125234;10970

Topic: Dwellings -- Palestine.
Homes -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Inside a Jewish synagogue, showing holy place and reader's platform.

10838 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Inside a Jewish synagogue, showing holy place and reader's platform. 10838 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24397

Similar to RSN 14935.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

126234

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Interiors -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Religion -- Palestine
Synagogues -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Grain market, Bethlehem. 10840 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Grain market, Bethlehem. 10840 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24398
Similar to RSN 14938.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127176

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Camels -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grains -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laborers -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Markets -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRAVEL STUDIES CEREAL INDUST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Bethlehem (Palestine)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palestine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form: | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |

[Landscape.] 10841 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 10841 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24399
Similar to RSN 14939 and 27703.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124829

| Genre/ Form: | Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs |
From Olivet, east over the Wilderness, Jordan Valley and Dead Sea to Moab. 10842 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Olivet, east over the Wilderness, Jordan Valley and Dead Sea to Moab. 10842 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Followers of Peter's old trade emptying nets on shore of Galilee (S.W.),
10843 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Followers of Peter's old trade emptying nets on shore of Galilee (S.W.). 10843 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24401

Similar to RSN 14941 and 14942.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124805

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
       Fishing -- Palestine
       Laborers -- Palestine
       Nets -- Palestine
       PALESTINE TOURS
       Seas -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920
       Sea of Galilee

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 10844 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 10844 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24402

Similar to RSN 14944.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125078

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine

Place: Dead Sea
       Judea (Palestine)
       Machaerus (Jordan)
       Palestine

[Landscape.] 10845 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 10845 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24403

Similar to RSN 14945.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124918

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Palestine

West over Sea of Galilee from above Kersa (Gergesa) to Horns of Hattin. 10846 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): West over Sea of Galilee from above Kersa (Gergesa) to Horns of Hattin. 10846 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24404

Similar to RSN 14945

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137]

Copy and Version Identification Note
123801;10883

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: PALESTINE TOURS
Seas
Waterscapes

Place: Gergesa (Palestine)
Horns of Hattin (Palestine)  
Kersa (Palestine)  
Palestine  
Sea of Galilee  

The Jordan River above the Sea of Galilee, Palestine. 10847 interpositive, 1910  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): The Jordan River above the Sea of Galilee, Palestine. 10847 interpositive 1910.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Dutkewitch, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 24405  

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].  
Similar to RSN 14919 and 14946.  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
123890;10973  

Topic:  
Cows  
PALESTINE TOURS  
Rivers -- Palestine  
Sail boats  
Seas  

Place:  
Jordan River (Palestine)  
Palestine  
Sea of Galilee  
Tiberias, Lake (Israel)  

Genre/  
Landscapes (representations)  
Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

[Landscape.] 10847 Interpositive, 1910  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Landscape.] 10847 Interpositive 1910.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Dutkewitch, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 24406
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

125014

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Rocks -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Palestine

[Landscape.] 10848 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 10848 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24407

Similar to RSN 14947.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

126438;10881

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Palestine

Work and play beside leafy booths; Caeserea Philippi, foot of Mt. Hermon. 10849 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Work and play beside leafy booths; Caeserea Philippi, foot of Mt. Hermon. 10849 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24408
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Similar to RSN 14948.

Copy and Version Identification Note
126435

Topic: Children -- Palestine
Dwellings -- Palestine.
Homes -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Recreation -- Palestine

Place: Caesarea Philippi (Palestine)
Mt. Hermon
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Little folks studying at the village school in Samuel's home town, Ramah.
10850 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Little folks studying at the village school in Samuel's home town, Ramah. 10850 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24409

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Same as RSN 14949, 27704 and 27705.

Topic: Children -- Palestine
Education -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS
Schools -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Ramah (Palestine)
Samuel

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Hospital in Sweden.] 10851 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Hospital in Sweden.] 10851 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24410
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].
Similar to RSN 14951.

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Fountains -- Sweden
Hospitals -- Sweden
Lakes -- Sweden

Place: Lake Husqvarna (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gaza, lowland stronghold of the Philistines, from the southeast. 10856 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Gaza, lowland stronghold of the Philistines, from the southeast. 10856 interpositive, 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24411
Similar to RSN 14952
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137]

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Gaza
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Philistines

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
The Shephelah and Philistine plain--west from Tell Sandahannah (Maresha). 10857 Interpositive

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24412

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137]

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:** Mareshah (Extinct city)

Palestine

Philistines

Shephelah

Tell Sandahannah

**Topic:** BIBLE LANDS TOUR

Highlands of Upper Galilee, northeast past Safed, "a city that is set on a hill." [Active no. 10858 : stereo interpositive,] 1910

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** Highlands of Upper Galilee, northeast past Safed, "a city that is set on a hill." [Active no. 10858 : stereo interpositive,] 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24413

Similar to RSN 14953.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

**Topic:** BIBLE LANDS TOUR

Mountains -- Palestine

**Place:** Galilee

Palestine

Safed

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations) -- Israel

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Lower Galilee, northeast from Mt. Tabor, past horns of Hattin to Upper Galilee. 10859 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Lower Galilee, northeast from Mt. Tabor, past horns of Hattin to Upper Galilee. 10859 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24414

Similar to RSN 14954

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine

Place: Galilee
Horns of Hattin (Palestine)
Mt. Tabor (Palestine)
Palsetine

Broad sunny plain of Esdraelon and Mt. Carmel west from Mt. Gilboa. 10862 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Broad sunny plain of Esdraelon and Mt. Carmel west from Mt. Gilboa. 10862 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24415

Similar to RSN 14955; same as RSN 27706.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Esdraelon Plain (Palestine)
Mt. Carmel (Palestine)
Mt. Gilboa
Palestine -- 1890-1920

[Palestine] : interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24416

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Rocks -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Palestine -- 1890-1920

Rocky gorge of Wady Fara, where a western branch descends to the Jordan. 10865 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Rocky gorge of Wady Fara, where a western branch descends to the Jordan. 10865 interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24417

Similar to RSN 14957

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jordan River -- Palestine Wady Fara

The plain of Dothan west from Tell Dothan, where the town stood. 10866 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5'' x 8'')

Image(s): The plain of Dothan west from Tell Dothan, where the town stood. 10866 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24418

Similar to RSN 14958.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Gatherers -- Palestine
Laborers -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Plains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Palestine
Tell Dothan (Palestine)

The barley vale leading north toward Sheehem; Gerizim and Ebal ahead. 10867 Interpositive
1 Item (5'' x 8'')

Image(s): The barley vale leading north toward Sheehem; Gerizim and Ebal ahead. 10867 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24419

Similar to RSN 14960.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

**Topic:** BIBLE LANDS TOUR  
Barley -- Palestine  
Donkeys -- Palestine  
Mountains -- Palestine  
Roads -- Palestine  
Valleys -- Palestine

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:** Ebal (Palestine)  
Gerizim (Palestine)  
Palestine -- 1890-1920  
Sheehem (Palestine)

Mt. Gerizim and the hills of southern Samaria, south from Mt. Ebal over Sychar. 10868 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s):* Mt. Gerizim and the hills of southern Samaria, south from Mt. Ebal over Sychar. 10868 Interpositive,  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 24420

Similar to RSN 14961.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

**Topic:** BIBLE LANDS TOUR  
Barley -- Palestine  
Donkeys -- Palestine  
Mountains -- Palestine  
Roads -- Palestine  
Valleys -- Palestine

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:** Mt. Ebal  
Mt. Gerizim  
Palestine  
Samaria  
Sychar

Northeast from Mt. Gerizim over Jacob's Well and Sychar to Mt. Ebal (left).  
10869 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Northeast from Mt. Gerizim over Jacob's Well and Sychar to Mt. Ebal (left). 10869 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24421

Similar to RSN 14962.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127217

Topic:
BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Donkeys -- Palestine
Jacob's Well (Palestine)
Mountains -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Mt. Ebal
Mt. Gerizim
Palestine
Sychar

Prosperous hill country of Ephraim, northwest over Ain Yebrud from near Bethel. 10870 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Prosperous hill country of Ephraim, northwest over Ain Yebrud from near Bethel. 10870 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24422

Same as RSN 14963 and 27707.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].
Mizpah from the southwest, an old center of Hebrew history. 10871 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mizpah from the southwest, an old center of Hebrew history. 10871 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24423
Same as RSN 14965.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Looking southeast from Mizpah to Jerusalem, four miles away; Olivet at distant left. 10872 Interpositive, 1910
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking southeast from Mizpah to Jerusalem, four miles away; Olivet at distant left. 10872 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24424

Same as RSN 14966 and 24425.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Mizpah (Palestine)
Olivet (Palestine)
Palestine

Looking southeast from Mizpah to Jerusalem, four miles away; Olivet at
distant left. 10872 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking southeast from Mizpah to Jerusalem, four miles away; Olivet at distant left. 10872 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24425

Same as RSN 14966 and 24424.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
Mizpah (Palestine)
Olivet (Palestine)
Palestine

Bedouin gardens in the Sinai wilderness. 10919 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Bedouin gardens in the Sinai wilderness. 10919 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24426

Similar to RSN 15007 and 27713.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Gardens -- Syria
Mountains -- Syria
Rocks -- Syria
Wilderness -- Syria

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bedouins
Sinai (Egypt)
Syria

Making bread in a Bedouin tent. 10920 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Making bread in a Bedouin tent. 10920 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24427

Similar to RSN 15008-15010 and 27715.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137], moved from [35].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Breadmaking -- Syria
A powerful Bedouin sheikh (centre) and his hardy warriors in old Moab. 10922 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A powerful Bedouin sheikh (centre) and his hardy warriors in old Moab. 10922 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24428

Similar to RSN 15014.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Mt. Nebo, south from Wady Ayun Musa, showing ancient road that leads to Jordan. 10923 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Mt. Nebo, south from Wady Ayun Musa, showing ancient road that leads to Jordan. 10923 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24429
Same as RSN 10515, 110516, 24430, 24431 and 27716.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

125239

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Jordan
Mt. Nebo -- Palestine
Palestine
Wady Ayun Musa

Mt. Nebo, south from Wady Ayun Musa, showing ancient road that leads to Jordan. 10923 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mt. Nebo, south from Wady Ayun Musa, showing ancient road that leads to Jordan. 10923 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24430

Same as RSN 10515, 110516, 24429, 24431 and 27716.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

125239

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jordan
Mt. Nebo -- Palestine
Palestine
Wady Ayun Musa

Mt. Nebo, south from Wady Ayun Musa, showing ancient road that leads to Jordan. 10923 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Mt. Nebo, south from Wady Ayun Musa, showing ancient road that leads to Jordan. 10923 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24431

Same as RSN 10515, 110516, 24429, 24430 and 27716.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jordan
Mt. Nebo -- Palestine
Palestine
Wady Ayun Musa

Ruins of Jericho, showing buildings (left) and city wall (right); west to Judean mountains. 10924 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Ruins of Jericho, showing buildings (left) and city wall (right); west to Judean mountains. 10924 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24432

Similar to RSN 15017.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

**Topic:** BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Walls -- Palestine

**Place:** Jericho (Palestine)
Judean Mountains (Palestine)
Palestine

The outer wall of ancient Canaanite Jericho with house ruins beyond. 10925 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s):* The outer wall of ancient Canaanite Jericho with house ruins beyond. 10925 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 24433

Similar to RSN 15018.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

**Topic:** BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Walls -- Palestine

**Place:** Canaan (Palestine)
Jericho (Palestine)
Judean Mountains (Palestine)
Palestine

Old road from Jericho to Ai--a westward view up among hills of Benjamin. 10926 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

*Image(s):* Old road from Jericho to Ai--a westward view up among hills of Benjamin. 10926 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24434

Similar to RSN 15019.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine

Place: Ai (Palestine)
Benjamin (Palestine)
Jericho (Palestine)
Palestine

Rocky Bethel and its olive groves, from the south. 10928 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Rocky Bethel and its olive groves, from the south. 10928 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24435

Similar to RSN 15020.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Olives -- Palestine
Orchards -- Palestine

Place: Bethel (Palestine)
Palestine

Shiloh, scene of old religious assembles, from the southeast. 10931 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Shiloh, scene of old religious assemblies, from the southeast. 10931 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24436

Similar to RSN 15021.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Donkeys -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Palestine
Shiloh (Palestine)

Southeast from the ruins of Shiloh to neighboring hills of Benjamin. 10932 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Southeast from the ruins of Shiloh to neighboring hills of Benjamin. 10932 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24437

Similar to RSN 15022.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].
Shiloh (Palestine)

From a housetop at Ramah, traditional home of Samuel, northeast toward Gilead. 10933 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): From a housetop at Ramah, traditional home of Samuel, northeast toward Gilead. 10933 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24438

Similar to RSN 15023.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Dwellings -- Palestine.
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Gilead (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Ramah
Samuel

Gibeah of Saul, north from field below the little modern village. 10934 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Gibeah of Saul, north from field below the little modern village. 10934 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24439

Similar to RSN 15024 and 27717.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Donkeys -- Palestine
The Pass of Upper Beth-horon from the south—scene of Hebrew victories.
10935 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The Pass of Upper Beth-horon from the south—scene of Hebrew victories. 10935 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24440
Similar to RSN 15025.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Scene of Jonathan's victory at Michmash, head of precipitous Wady es Suweinit. 10936 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Scene of Jonathan's victory at Michmash, head of precipitous Wady es Suweinit. 10936 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24441

Similar to RSN 15026.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Names: Jonathan, (Biblical character)
Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Battlefields -- Palestine
Canyons -- Palestine
Gorges -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Michmash (Palestine)
Palestine
Wady es Suweinit

David's city, Bethlehem, southeast to Frank Mountain and heights of Moab beyond Dead Sea. [Active no. 10937 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24442

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137]. Company acc. no. 127234.

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Dead Sea
Frank Mountain (Palestine)
Moab (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A shepherd boy with his flock in a hillside pasture near Bethlehem. 10938 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A shepherd boy with his flock in a hillside pasture near Bethlehem. 10938 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24443

Similar to RSN 15027 and 15028.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Children -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Sheep -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Palestine

Scene of the slaying of Goliath in the valley of Elah. 10939 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Scene of the slaying of Goliath in the valley of Elah. 10939 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24444

Similar to RSN 15029.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Names: Goliath, (Biblical Giant)
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine
Place: Elah (Palestine)
Palestine

Site of priestly town of Nob, north of Jerusalem; outlook east to Olivet.
10940 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Site of priestly town of Nob, north of Jerusalem; outlook east to Olivet. 10940 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24445

Similar to RSN 15030.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Nob (Palestine)
Olivet (Palestine)
Palestine

[Landscape.] 10940 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 10940 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24446

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
126346

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
In one of the limestone caves at Endor, home of the storied witch. 10942 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In one of the limestone caves at Endor, home of the storied witch. 10942 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24447
Similar to RSN 15032-15034.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

From Mizpah north over the terraced hill of Gibeon to distant Ramallah. [Active no. 10944 : stereo Interpositive,]., 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From Mizpah north over the terraced hill of Gibeon to distant Ramallah. [Active no. 10944 : stereo Interpositive,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24448
Similar to RSN 15035-15036.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].
The valley of Rephaim, ancient Hebrew battleground, with Jerusalem at the northeast. 10945 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The valley of Rephaim, ancient Hebrew battleground, with Jerusalem at the northeast. 10945 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 24449

Similar to RSN 15037 and 27719.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Southern end of the Jebusite city--northeast past Ophel to Olivet, outside modern Jerusalem. 10946 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24450

Similar to RSN 15038.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Jebus (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Olivet (Palestine)
Ophel (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Hills and fields of Judea, north from Bethlehem, showing road to Jerusalem. 10874 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hills and fields of Judea, north from Bethlehem, showing road to Jerusalem. 10874 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24451

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Judea (Palestine)
Palestine

From the Mount of Olives south over Jordan wilderness to Frank Mountain.
10875 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From the Mount of Olives south over Jordan wilderness to Frank Mountain. 10875 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24452

Similar to RSN 14959.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine
Wilderness -- Palestine.

Place: Frank Mountain (Palestine)
Jordan
Mount of Olives
Palestine -- 1890-1920

The snow-clad summit of Mount Hermon (9,050 ft.), grandest height in Palestine. 10879 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The snow-clad summit of Mount Hermon (9,050 ft.), grandest height in Palestine. 10879 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24453

Similar to RSN 14971.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountaineers -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Snow -- Palestine

Place: Mount Hermon
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Source of the Jordan at Banias, southern base of Mt. Hermon. [Active no.
10880 : stereo interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Source of the Jordan at Banias, southern base of Mt. Hermon.
[Active no. 10880 : stereo interpositive,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24454

Same as RSN 14972 and 24455.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Cows
Mountains -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine

Place: Banias (Palestine)
Jordan
Mt. Hermon -- Palestine
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Source of the Jordan at Banias, southern base of Mt. Hermon. 10880
interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Source of the Jordan at Banias, southern base of Mt. Hermon.
10880 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24455

Same as RSN 14972 and 24454.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Cows
Mountains -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Banias (Palestine)
Jordan
Mt. Hermon
Palestine

Plain of the upper Jordan, north from near Lake Huleh to Mount Hermon. 10882 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Plain of the upper Jordan, north from near Lake Huleh to Mount Hermon. 10882 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24456

Same as RSN 14973.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Lakes -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
Swamps
Wetlands

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jordan
Lake Huleh (Palestine)
Mount Hermon (Palestine)
Palestine
[Landscape.] 10877 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 10877 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24457
Similar to RSN 14970.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic:
BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Camps -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Tents -- Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Bethlehem (Palestine)
Palestine
Tekoa

South end of Sea of Galilee, southwest from near old Hippos to site of Tarichea. 10885 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): South end of Sea of Galilee, southwest from near old Hippos to site of Tarichea. 10885 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24458
Similar to RSN 14974
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Seas
Place: 
Galilee
Hippos (Palestine)
Palestine
Tarichea

Plain of Jericho from the northwest, looking toward Dead Sea and Moab.
10886 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Plain of Jericho from the northwest, looking toward Dead Sea and Moab. 10886 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24459

Similar to RSN 14975
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/ Form: 
Landscapes (representations) 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: 
BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Seas

Place: 
Dead Sea
Jericho (Palestine)
Moab (Palestine)
Palestine

The lower bed of the Jordan; northwest from Moab cliffs to Judean highlands. 10887 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The lower bed of the Jordan; northwest from Moab cliffs to Judean highlands. 10887 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24460

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Similar to RSN 14976 and 14977.
Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Boats -- Palestine
Cliffs -- Palestine
Rifles -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
hunters -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jordan
Judea (Palestine)
Moab (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

The wilderness south of the Dead Sea--northwest from Ain et Beida to Jebel Usdum. 10890 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The wilderness south of the Dead Sea--northwest from Ain et Beida to Jebel Usdum. 10890 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24461
Same as RSN 14977, 14978 and 24462
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137]

Copy and Version Identification Note
125275

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Formations (Geology)
Wilderness

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Ain-et-Beida (Palestine)
Dead Sea
Jebel Usdum (Salt Mountain, Palestine)
Palestine

The wilderness south of the Dead Sea--northwest from Ain et Beida to Jebel Usdum. 10890 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The wilderness south of the Dead Sea—northwest from Ain et Beida to Jebel Usdum. 10890 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24462
Same as RSN 14977, 14978 and 24461
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137]

Copy and Version Identification Note
125275

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Formations (Geology)
Wilderness

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Ain-et-Beida (Palestine)
Dead Sea
Jebel Usdum (Salt Mountain, Palestine)
Palestine

In the heart of the Arabah; caravan going north between Petra and Dead Sea. 10891 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): In the heart of the Arabah; caravan going north between Petra and Dead Sea. 10891 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24463
Same as RSN 14980 and 24464.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Caravans -- Palestine
Deserts -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
In the heart of the Arabah; caravan going north between Petra and Dead Sea. 10891 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): In the heart of the Arabah; caravan going north between Petra and Dead Sea. 10891 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24464

Same as RSN 14980 and 24463.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125077

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Caravans -- Palestine
Deserts -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Arabah (Palestine)
Dead Sea
Palestine
Petra (Extinct city)

South from Engedi along Dead Sea shore to Jebel Usdum (Salt Mountain). 10892 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): South from Engedi along Dead Sea shore to Jebel Usdum (Salt Mountain). 10892 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24465

Similar to RSN 14981; same as RSN 24466 and 27708.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125267

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Formations (Geology)
Lakes -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Seas -- Palestine
Tents -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Dead Sea
Engedi (Palestine)
Jebel Usdum (Salt Mountain, Palestine)
Palestine

South from Engedi along Dead Sea shore to Jebed Usdum (Salt Mountain). 10892 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): South from Engedi along Dead Sea shore to Jebed Usdum (Salt Mountain). 10892 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24466

Similar to RSN 14981; same as RSN 24465 and 27708.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125267

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Formations (Geology)
Lakes -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Seas -- Palestine
Tents -- Palestine
The brook Jabbok (Zerka, the Blue River) at one of the main fords. 10896 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The brook Jabbok (Zerka, the Blue River) at one of the main fords. 10896 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24467
Similar to RSN 14983
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125291

The deep valley of the Arnon--outlook north along trail to northern Moab. 10899 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The deep valley of the Arnon--outlook north along trail to northern Moab. 10899 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 24468

Same as RSN 14988 and 24469.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

125299

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Horses -- Syria
Mountains -- Syria
Rifles -- Syria
Valleys -- Syria

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Arnon (Syria)
Moab (Palestine)
Syria

The deep valley of the Arnon--outlook north along trail to northern Moab.
10899 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The deep valley of the Arnon--outlook north along trail to northern Moab. 10899 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24469

Same as RSN 14988 and 24468.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

125299

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Horses -- Syria
Mountains -- Syria
Rifles -- Syria
Valleys -- Syria

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Place: Arnon (Syria)
       Moab (Palestine)
       Syria

Narrow gateway to Petra and Isis temple--seen through crevice in cliffs.
10901 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Narrow gateway to Petra and Isis temple--seen through crevice in cliffs. 10901 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24470

Same as RSN 14990, 24471 and 27711.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125264

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
       Cliffs -- Syria
       Doorways -- Syria
       Entrances -- Syria
       Formations (Geology) -- Syria
       Temples -- Syria

Place: Isis (Egyptian Deity) -- Temple (Petra, Syria)
       Petra (Extinct city)
       Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Narrow gateway to Petra and Isis temple--seen through crevice in cliffs.
10901 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Narrow gateway to Petra and Isis temple--seen through crevice in cliffs. 10901 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24471

Same as RSN 14990, 24470 and 27711.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].
Rock-hewn temple of Isis (the "Treasury"), probably of Hadrian's time; Petra. 10902 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Rock-hewn temple of Isis (the "Treasury"), probably of Hadrian's time; Petra. 10902 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24472
Same as RSN 14991 and 14995.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Names: Hadrian, Emperor of Rome
Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Cliffs -- Syria
Formations (Geology) -- Syria
Temples -- Syria
Place: Isis (Egyptian Deity) -- Temple (Petra, Syria)
Petra (Extinct city)
Syria
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Front view of great High Place at Petra, the best preserved one yet found. 10903 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Front view of great High Place at Petra, the best preserved one yet found. 10903 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24473

Similar to RSN 14992.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

125081

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: High Place (Petra, Syria)
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Petra (Extinct city)

Great altars for burnt offerings and libations on High Place at Petra. 10904 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Great altars for burnt offerings and libations on High Place at Petra. 10904 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24474

Same as RSN 14993, 24475 and 24476.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

125023

Topic: Altars -- Palestine
BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Religion -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Great altars for burnt offerings and libations on High Place at Petra. 10904 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Great altars for burnt offerings and libations on High Place at Petra. 10904 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24475
Same as RSN 14993, 24474 and 24476.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Great altars for burnt offerings and libations on High Place at Petra. 10904 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Great altars for burnt offerings and libations on High Place at Petra. 10904 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24476
Same as RSN 14993, 24474 and 24475.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].
Jerusalem from the south, showing Tyropoean and Kedron valleys with Ophel between. 10906 Interpositive, 1911
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Jerusalem from the south, showing Tyropoean and Kedron valleys with Ophel between. 10906 Interpositive 1911.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24477

Similar to RSN 14994.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Jerusalem from Mt. Scopus, at the northeast, showing nearly the whole city. 10907 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Jerusalem from Mt. Scopus, at the northeast, showing nearly the whole city. 10907 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24478

Similar to RSN 14996.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Donkeys -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jerusalem
Mt. Scopus (Jerusalem)
Palestine

Damascus gate in north wall of Jerusalem--south past Church of the Holy Sepulchre. [Active no. 10909 : stereo interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8").]


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer?
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer?

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24479

Similar to RSN 14999 and 15000. Possibly photographed by Bert or Elmer Underwood.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Names: Church of the Holy Sepulchre (Jerusalem)

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Churches -- Palestine
Damascus Gate (Jerusalem)
Gates -- Palestine
Gates -- Palestine
Walls -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Samaria from the north, with its olive groves and encircling hills. 10910
Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Samaria from the north, with its olive groves and encircling hills.
10910 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24480

Similar to RSN 15001.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Olives -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Palestine
Samaria

The mount of Gezer, from the northwest, site of Canaanite and Maccabean
forts. 10912 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The mount of Gezer, from the northwest, site of Canaanite and
Maccabean forts. 10912 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24481

Similar to RSN 15002.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Fortification -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Canaan (Palestine) Gezer (Palestine) Maccabean Fort site (Palestine) Palestine

The mound of Megiddo from the southeast. 10914 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The mound of Megiddo from the southeast. 10914 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24482

Similar to RSN 15003.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
133786

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Megiddo
Palestine

Box 282

RSN Numbers 24483-24585

Image(s)

Ruined houses and public buildings recently excavated at old Megiddo.
10915 interpositive, 1910
Image(s): Ruined houses and public buildings recently excavated at old Megiddo. 10915 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24483

Similar to RSN 15004.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
134014

Topic:
Archeology -- Palestine
BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Dwellings -- Palestine.
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Palestine
Homes -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)

Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place:
Megiddo (Palestine)
Palestine

Mount Seir, the barren Arabah, and eastern borders of the south country. 10917 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mount Seir, the barren Arabah, and eastern borders of the south country. 10917 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24484

Same as RSN 15005, 24485 and 24486.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125053
Mount Seir, the barren Arabah, and eastern borders of the south country.
10917 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mount Seir, the barren Arabah, and eastern borders of the south country. 10917 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24485
Same as RSN 15005, 24484 and 24486.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Mount Seir, the barren Arabah, and eastern borders of the south country.
10917 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mount Seir, the barren Arabah, and eastern borders of the south country. 10917 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24486
Same as RSN 15005, 24484 and 24485.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125053

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Arabah (Palestine)
Mount Seir
Palestine

The traditional Mount Sinai (southeast), towering above the Plain of Assembly, 1910
1 Item (5 x 8")

Image(s): The traditional Mount Sinai (southeast), towering above the Plain of Assembly, 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24487

Similar to RSN 15006.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Plains -- Palestine
Sheep -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Mount Sinai
Palestine
Plain of Assembly

The water-city of Rabbath Ammon, east-northeast along the Jabbok to the acropolis. [Active no. 10947 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24488

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Similar to RSN 15039.

Company acc. no. 124993.

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Horses -- Syria
Rivers -- Syria
Ruins -- Syria
Valleys -- Syria

Place: Acropolis (Syria)
Jabbok River (Syria and Palestine)
Rabbath Ammon
Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From Jerusalem's south wall southeast over valley scene of Adonijah's conspiracy. [Active no. 10949 : stereo interpositive,] 1910

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): From Jerusalem's south wall southeast over valley scene of Adonijah's conspiracy. [Active no. 10949 : stereo interpositive,] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24489

Similar to RSN 15041 (in this view the horse's head is down).

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137]. Company acc. no. 125186.

Names: Adonijah

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Horses -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Jerusalem, "beautiful for situation," northwest to site of Solomon's temple and palace. 10950 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Jerusalem, "beautiful for situation," northwest to site of Solomon's temple and palace. 10950 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24490
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125035

Names: Solomon, King of Israel
Genre/ Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Palaces -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Temples -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Shechem, where the Hebrew empire was divided--east past Mount Ebal. 10952 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Shechem, where the Hebrew empire was divided--east past Mount Ebal. 10952 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24491
Similar to RSN 15042.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].
A Syrian shepherd with his flock in the home country of Amos, near Tekoa. 10954 Interpositive, 1910

Image(s): A Syrian shepherd with his flock in the home country of Amos, near Tekoa. 10954 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24492

Similar to RSN 15043.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

The Samaritan high priest with the ancient Pentateuch roll at Shechem. 10956 Interpositive

Image(s): The Samaritan high priest with the ancient Pentateuch roll at Shechem. 10956 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24493

Similar to RSSN 15044.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
126250

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Portraits -- Palestine
Priests -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine
Scrolls -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Pentateuch
Shechem

Culture: Samaritans

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hill site of ancient Maresha, seen at southwest beyond modern town of Beit Jibrin. 10959 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hill site of ancient Maresha, seen at southwest beyond modern town of Beit Jibrin. 10959 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24494

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Beit Jibrin (Palestine)
Mareshah (Extinct city)
Palestine

The crowded bazaar and thoroughfare of David St., Jerusalem, east to Olivet. 10963 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): The crowded bazaar and thoroughfare of David St., Jerusalem, east to Olivet. 10963 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24495
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Arches -- Palestine
BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Markets -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Olivet
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Overgrown mound, site of Modein, home of Judas Maccabeus; southeast toward Jerusalem. 10964 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Overgrown mound, site of Modein, home of Judas Maccabeus; southeast toward Jerusalem. 10964 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24496
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Names: Judas Maccabeus

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Dwellings -- Palestine.
Homes -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Jerusalem
Modein (Palestine)
Palestine
Battleground of Bethsura and old Hebron-Jerusalem highway. 10965 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Battleground of Bethsura and old Hebron-Jerusalem highway. 10965 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24497
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Battlefields -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine
Sheep -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Bethsura (Palestine)
Hebron (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Ruins of homes at Capernaum and eastward outlook across the Sea of Galilee. 10970 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ruins of homes at Capernaum and eastward outlook across the Sea of Galilee. 10970 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24498
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
124940

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Dwellings -- Palestine.
Homes -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Seas -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Capernaum (Extinct city)
Galilee
Palestine

Fountain Tabighah and Gennesaret plain; southwest over Galilee to Horns of Hattin. 10971 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Fountain Tabighah and Gennesaret plain; southwest over Galilee to Horns of Hattin. 10971 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24499

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Donkeys
Fountain Tabighah (Galilee, Palestine)
Mountains -- Palestine
Plains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Seas -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Galilee
Gennesaret (Palestine)
Horns of Hattin (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Shattered remnants of old Chorazin's buildings; south over Sea of Galilee. [Active no. 10972 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24500

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].
Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Seas -- Palestine

Place: Chorazin (Palestine)
Galilee
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pilgrims in the old Temple courts; north-northwest from El Aksa to the Dome of the Rock. 10976 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Pilgrims in the old Temple courts; north-northwest from El Aksa to the Dome of the Rock. 10976 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24501

Same as RSN 24502.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125209

Names: Dome of the Rock (Jerusalem)

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Crowds -- Palestine
Plazas -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine
Temples -- Palestine

Place: El Aksa (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Pilgrims in the old Temple courts; north-northwest from El Aksa to the Dome of the Rock. 10976 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Pilgrims in the old Temple courts; north-northwest from El Aksa to the Dome of the Rock. 10976 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24502

Same as RSN 24501.
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125209

Names: Dome of the Rock (Jerusalem)
Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Crowds -- Palestine
Plazas -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine
Temples -- Palestine

Place: El Aksa (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Antioch in Galatia (northwest) where Paul preached to Jews and Gentiles. 10982 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Antioch in Galatia (northwest) where Paul preached to Jews and Gentiles. 10982 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24503

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint
Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Donkeys -- Syria
Mountains -- Syria
Valleys -- Syria

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Antioch (Syria)
      Asia Minor
      Galatia (Syria)
      Syria

Turkish railway town of Konia (Paul's "Iconium") with mountains at west. [Active no. 10983 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24504

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint
Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
       Mountains -- Turkey
Place: Asia Minor
       Iconium (Turkey)
       Konia (Turkey)
       Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Site of old Lystra, where Paul taught; outlook south to Taurus mountains. 10984 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Site of old Lystra, where Paul taught; outlook south to Taurus mountains. 10984 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24505

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Mountains -- Asia Minor
Ruins -- Asia Minor

Place:
Lystra (Asia Minor)
Taurus Mountains
Turkey

Life to-day on ground of Derbe (southwest), where Paul and Barnabas taught. 10985 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Life to-day on ground of Derbe (southwest), where Paul and Barnabas taught. 10985 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24506
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Names:
Barnabas, Apostle, Saint
Paul, the Apostle, Saint

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic:
BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Mountains -- Turkey
Ruins -- Turkey
Sheep -- Turkey

Place:
Asia Minor
Derbe (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Looking northwest over sand-barred harbor of old Troas toward Macedonia. 10986 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24507
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137]

Topic:
BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Beaches
Harbors

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Asia Minor
Macedonia
Troas

The great theatre at Ephesus (northwest) where the mob cheered for Diana. Caption no. 10989 : interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The great theatre at Ephesus (northwest) where the mob cheered for Diana. Caption no. 10989 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24508

Associated number 127796 (company accession number?)

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic:
Artemis (Greek deity)
BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Diana (Roman deity)
Landscape photographs -- Turkey
Mountains -- Turkey
Ruins -- Turkey
Theaters -- Turkey

Place:
Asia Minor
Ephesus (Ancient city)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs -- 1890-1920
Topographical views -- Turkey.

Miletus, where Paul called the convention, northwest from theatre toward sea. 10990 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Miletus, where Paul called the convention, northwest from theatre toward sea. 10990 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24509
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

127672

Names: Paul, the Apostle, Saint

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR

Mountains -- Turkey

Ruins -- Turkey

Theaters

Place: Asia Minor

Miletus

Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Hundreds of thousands of penguins on an island off South African coast.

10992 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Hundreds of thousands of penguins on an island off South African coast. 10992 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24510

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Copy and Version Identification Note

127672

Topic: AFRICA TOUR

Islands -- South Africa

Penguins -- South Africa

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: South Africa

[Ancient boxed book inside museum.] Active no. 10994 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ancient boxed book inside museum.] Active no. 10994: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24511
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Topic: Archives
Books and reading
Museums

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Monastery in shadow of Mt. Sinai, where old Bible MSS are treasured (N.W.). 10995 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Monastery in shadow of Mt. Sinai, where old Bible MSS are treasured (N.W.). 10995 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24512
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLICAL SINAI
Monasteries -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Valleys -- Sinai

Place: Bible
Sinai (Egypt)

Bedouin women at Sinai's base weaving cloth like that of tabernacle curtains. 10996 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Bedouin women at Sinai’s base weaving cloth like that of tabernacle curtains. 10996 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24513
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Names: Adamson, Glenn
Topic: Artisans -- Sinai
BIBLICAL SINAI
Portraits -- Sinai
Textile fabrics -- Sinai
Place: Bedouins
Sinai (Egypt)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 10997 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 10997 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24514
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Topic: Mountains
Rifles

The Baldwin dirigible airship in flight. [Active no. 11078 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”.)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24515

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137].

Names: Baldwin (airship)

Topic: Aircraft
Airships
Balloons
Dirigibles
SPORTS—Flying

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the Strait of Magellan, looking S.E. to snow-covered Mt. Sarmiento.
Active no. 11201 : interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): In the Strait of Magellan, looking S.E. to snow-covered Mt. Sarmiento. Active no. 11201 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24516

Same as RSN 27804.

Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137], moved from [91].

Topic: ARGENTINE
Channels -- Argentina
Mountains -- Argentina
Ships -- Argentina
Snow -- Argentina
Straits -- Argentina
Waterscapes -- Argentina

Place: Argentina
Mt. Sarmiento
Strait of Magellan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Assorting wool into three grades prior to its manufacture into cloth. [Active no. 11219 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24517
Currently stored in box 3.2.38 [137], moved from [91].

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Laborers -- Massachusetts
Mills and mill-work -- Massachusetts
Woolen industry -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Their Majesties, King George V and Queen Mary, at entrance to St. Paul's, London. 11312 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Their Majesties, King George V and Queen Mary, at entrance to St. Paul's, London. 11312 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24518
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: George V, King of Great Britain, 1865-1936
   Mary, Queen

Topic: Architecture -- England
Cathedrals -- England
Ceremonies -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
London (England)
St. Paul's Cathedral (London)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Ludgate Hill, east from Ludgate Circus to St. Paul's, heart of the city. 11313 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Ludgate Hill, east from Ludgate Circus to St. Paul's, heart of the city. 11313 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24519
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Automobiles -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Ludgate Hill (London, England)
St. Paul's Cathedral (London)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dray, cab and bus traffic on High Holborn; east from Kingsway 11315 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Dray, cab and bus traffic on High Holborn; east from Kingsway 11315 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24520
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Automobiles -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
High Holborn (London, England)
Kingsway (London, England)
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The "Rosetta Stone," key to Egyptian hieroglyphics, British Museum. 11316 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "Rosetta Stone," key to Egyptian hieroglyphics, British Museum. 11316 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24521

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: British Museum

Topic: ENGLAND TOUR Museums hieroglyphics writing

Place: Egypt England Greece London (England) Rosetta Stone

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The Strand, N.E. past St. Mary's to St. Clement's. 11317 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Strand, N.E. past St. Mary's to St. Clement's. 11317 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24522

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Tombs of gallant Knights Templars in their old Temple Church. [Active no. 11318, stereo Interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24523
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Knights Templar

Topic: Architecture -- England
Churches -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Interior architecture
Temples -- England
Tombs -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Temple Church

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Trafalgar Square, N. past Nelson monument to the National Gallery. 11319 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Trafalgar Square, N. past Nelson monument to the National Gallery. 11319 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24524
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Automobiles -- England
Raphael's "Madonna degli Ansidei," one of the National Gallery's treasures.
11320 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Raphael's "Madonna degli Ansidei," one of the National Gallery's treasures. 11320 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24525

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Tomb of Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth, Westminster Abbey. [Active no. 11321 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8",)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24526

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Elizabeth, Queen of England, I., 1553-1603
Mary, Queen
Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
Architecture, Gothic -- England.
ENGLAND TOUR
Tombs

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Buckingham Palace (E. facade) and Queen Victoria monument. 11324 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Buckingham Palace (E. facade) and Queen Victoria monument. 11324 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24527

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Buckingham Palace (London, England)

Topic: Architecture -- England
Automobiles -- England
Castles -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Monuments -- England
Parks -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Queen Victoria Monument (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Turner's "Fighting Temeraire," a popular masterpiece of the Tate Gallery.
11325 Interpositive
The country churchyard at Stoke Pogis, immortalized by Gray's "Elegy."

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The country churchyard at Stoke Pogis, immortalized by Gray's "Elegy." 11326 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24529

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Gray

Topic: Cemeteries -- England
       Churchyards -- England
       Crosses -- England
       ENGLAND TOUR
       Tombstones -- England

Place: England
       Stoke Pogis

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Picking peas in one of Surrey’s famous market gardens, Farnham. 11328
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Picking peas in one of Surrey’s famous market gardens, Farnham. 11328 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24530

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127562

Topic: Agriculture -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Gardens -- England
Harvesting -- England
Markets -- England
Peas -- England

Place: England
Farnham (Surrey, England)
Surrey (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Arundel Castle (10th-18th centuries), seat of Duke of Norfolk. [Active no. 11329 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24531

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Company acc. no. 127434.

Names: Arundel Castle (Arundel, England)
Norfolk, Duke of

Topic: Aristocracy (Social class)
Castles -- England
Cows -- England
ENGLAND TOUR

Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Canterbury's West Gate (14th century) and Falstaff Inn, looking east.
11331 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24532

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Copy and Version Identification Note
127430

Names: Falstaff Inn (Canterbury, England)

Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND TOUR
Gates
Inns
Streets
Taverns (Inns)

Place: Canterbury (England)
England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Canterbury Cathedral, embodying art of 11th-15th centuries, from S.E.
11332 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Canterbury Cathedral, embodying art of 11th-15th centuries, from S.E. 11332 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24533

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].
Blickling Hall, Norfolk, once home of Boleyns, now seat of Marquis Lothian. 11333 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Blickling Hall, Norfolk, once home of Boleyns, now seat of Marquis Lothian. 11333 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24534

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

West front of Peterborough Cathedral, with recessed arches 81 ft. high. 11334 Interpositive
Lincoln Cathedral (11th-16th centuries); W. front and central tower. 11335 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Lincoln Cathedral (11th-16th centuries); W. front and central tower. 11335 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24536

Currently stored in box 3.2.25 [202].

Names: Lincoln Cathedral (England)
Cathedrals -- England
ENGLAND TOUR

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Famous carved choir stalls (decorated Gothic) in Lincoln Cathedral. 11336 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Famous carved choir stalls (decorated Gothic) in Lincoln Cathedral. 11336 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24537
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127540

Names: Lincoln Cathedral (England)
      Cathedrals -- England
      ENGLAND TOUR
      Interior architecture
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

Lovely Derwentwater, with its wooded islands and mountainous shores.
11339 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Lovely Derwentwater, with its wooded islands and mountainous shores. 11339 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24538
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
117061

Topic: ENGLAND TOUR
       Islands -- England
       Lakes -- England
       Mountains -- England
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs
Place: England
Lake Derwentwater (England)

Warwick Castle seen from little ferry across river looking east. 11340 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Warwick Castle seen from little ferry across river looking east. 11340 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24539
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127528

Topic:
Boats -- England
Castles -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Ferries -- England
Rivers -- England

Place:
England
Warwick Castle

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Chained books of mediaeval times in the Minister library at Wimborne. Active no. 11341 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Chained books of mediaeval times in the Minister library at Wimborne. Active no. 11341 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24540
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic:
Books and reading -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Libraries -- England

Place:
England
Minister Library
Wimborne
Plymouth Sound, whence ships have sailed on epoch-making voyages. 
11342 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Plymouth Sound, whence ships have sailed on epoch-making voyages. 11342 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24541
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127479

Topic: ENGLAND TOUR
Harbors -- England
Lighthouses -- England
Parks -- England
Sounds

Place: England
Plymouth (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Truro, centre of Cornwall's mining country; N.W. from college terrace. 
11343 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Truro, centre of Cornwall's mining country; N.W. from college terrace. 11343 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24542
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127484

Topic: Cathedrals -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Where the stormy Atlantic has sculptured once solid cliffs, Perranporth.
11344 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24543

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Copy and Version Identification Note
127492

Topic: Beaches
ENGLAND TOUR
Formations (Geology)
Seacoasts

Place: England
Perranporth

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

St. Michael's Mount with castle, 230 ft. above sea--famous old legends.
11345 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): St. Michael's Mount with castle, 230 ft. above sea--famous old legends. 11345 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24544

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127480
Topic: Boats -- England  
         Castles -- England  
         Children -- England  
         ENGLAND TOUR  
         Islands -- England  
         Mountains -- England  
         Seacoasts -- England  
         Seascapes -- England

Place: England  
       St. Michael's Mount

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
             Stereoscopic photographs

The ancient swimming pool at Bath, dating from days of Roman rule.  
[Active no. 11346 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 24545

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Company acc. no. 127509.

Topic: Architecture -- England  
       Baths -- England  
       Baths, Roman  
       ENGLAND TOUR  
       Resorts -- England  
       Ruins -- England  
       Swimming pools -- England

Place: Bath (England)  
       England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
             Stereoscopic photographs

Investiture of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales at Carnarvon Castle, Wales.  
[Active no. 11347 : stereo interpositive..]  
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Edward was invested as Prince of Wales on 13 July 1911. (See http://www.debretts.co.uk/royal_connections/sovereigns_wales_20_century.html ).
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24546

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Edward, Prince of Wales, Earl of Chester, VIII (Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David), 1894-

Topic: Castles -- Wales
Ceremonies -- Wales
Crowds -- Wales
ENGLAND TOUR
Royalty -- Wales

Place: Carnarvon Castle (Caernarvon, Wales)
Wales

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Wilson taking the oath of office, U.S. Capitol, Washington, D.C. [Active no. 11350 : stereo interpositive,], 1913
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 8").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24547

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Wilson, Woodrow, 1856-1924

Topic: Capitols
Crowds -- 1910-1920 -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
WILSON INAUGURATION

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

West Point Cadets before north wing of the Capitol, Inauguration Day, 1913. [Active no. 11351 : stereo interpositive,], 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): West Point Cadets before north wing of the Capitol, Inauguration Day, 1913. [Active no. 11351 : stereo interpositive.] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24548

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States Military Academy
Wilson, Woodrow, 1856-1924

Topic: Cadets -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Horses -- Washington (D.C.)
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
WILSON INAUGURATION

Place: Washington (D.C.)
West Point (New York)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

President Wilson delivering his Inaugural Address, U.S. Capitol. [Active no. 11352 : stereo interpositive.], 1913

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): President Wilson delivering his Inaugural Address, U.S. Capitol. [Active no. 11352 : stereo interpositive.] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24549

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Wilson, Woodrow, 1856-1924

Topic: Capitols
Crowds
Presidents
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
WILSON INAUGURATION

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143
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Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Annapolis and West Point Cadets before the inauguration stand, Washington, D.C. [Active no. 11354 : stereo interpositive.], 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Annapolis and West Point Cadets before the inauguration stand, Washington, D.C. [Active no. 11354 : stereo interpositive.], 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24550

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States Military Academy
Wilson, Woodrow, 1856-1924

Topic: Cadets -- Washington (D.C.)
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)
Military -- Washington (D.C.)
Presidents -- United States -- 1910-1920.
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
WILSON INAUGURATION

Place: Annapolis (Maryland)
United States Naval Academy
Washington (D.C.)
West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Excavations in the great Culebra Cut, Panama Canal. 11355 interpositive, 1912
1 Item

Image(s): Excavations in the great Culebra Cut, Panama Canal. 11355 interpositive 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24551

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: BUILDING THE PANAMA CANAL
Canals -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
Railroads -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking down the great Gatun levels, nearing completion, Panama Canal. 11356 interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Looking down the great Gatun levels, nearing completion, Panama Canal. 11356 interpositive 1912.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24552

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: BUILDING THE PANAMA CANAL
Canals -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
Railroads -- Panama

Place: Gatun (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Brandenburg Gate at end of Unter-den-Linden, Berlin. 11357 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Beautiful Brandenburg Gate at end of Unter-den-Linden, Berlin. 11357 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24553

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Brandenburg Gate

Topic: Automobiles -- Germany
Carriages -- zGermany
GERMANY TOUR
Gates -- Germany
Horses -- Germany
Memorials -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The Reichstag and the statue of Bismarck, Berlin. 11358 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The Reichstag and the statue of Bismarck, Berlin. 11358 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

lower right section missing

Local Numbers
RSN 24554
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Bismarck, Chancellor
Topic: GERMANY TOUR
Monuments -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Parliaments -- Germany
statues -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Reichstag

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Schiller Place and the finest group of buildings in Berlin. 11359 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Schiller Place and the finest group of buildings in Berlin. 11359 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24555

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
       Automobiles -- Germany
       Buildings -- Germany
       Carriages -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Horses -- Germany
       Plazas -- Germany

Place: Berlin (Germany)
       Germany
       Schiller Place

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Long outlook E. from Sinai's summit over Wilderness towards Akaba and the Bay. 11361 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Long outlook E. from Sinai's summit over Wilderness towards Akaba and the Bay. 11361 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24556

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
       Bays -- Sinai
       Military -- Sinai
       Mountains -- Sinai
       Rifles -- Sinai
       Wilderness -- Sinai

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Akaba
       Sinai (Egypt)

Fount of Elisha, miraculously freshened by the prophet; near Jericho.
[Active no. 11362 : stereo interpositive.]
Beautiful Nazareth; outlook S. from hills above town to historic Esdraelon, Palestine. [Active no. 11363 : stereo interpositive.]
In splendid Ephesus; looking from theatre terrace to "library." Caption no. 11365 : glass stereoscopic interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): In splendid Ephesus; looking from theatre terrace to "library." Caption no. 11365 : glass stereoscopic interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Order from OIPP, Neg. No. 99-2222.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

99-2222 (SI Neg. No.)

RSN 24559

"127027" (on envelope?), or 127627 on plate (U&U accession no.?)

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Uncancelled.

Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Landscape photographs -- Turkey
Libraries -- Turkey
Mountains -- Turkey
Ruins -- Turkey
Theaters -- Turkey
Valleys -- Turkey

Place: Asia Minor
Ephesus (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs
Topographical views -- Turkey.

Smyrna’s busy waterfront, with shipping and mountain background. [Active no. 11367 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper left corner cracked and part missing.

Local Numbers

RSN 24560

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].
Company acc. no. 127694.

**Topic:** BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
- Camels -- Turkey
- Docks -- Turkey
- Harbors -- Turkey
- Mountains -- Turkey
- Piers -- Turkey
- Ships -- Turkey
- Wharves -- Turkey

**Place:** Asia Minor
- Smyrna
- Turkey -- 1890-1920.

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Heshbon in Moab, once capital of the Amorites; outlook S.W. towards Dead Sea. 11369 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** Heshbon in Moab, once capital of the Amorites; outlook S.W. towards Dead Sea. 11369 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24561

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

**Topic:** BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
- Donkeys -- Palestine
- Mountains -- Palestine
- Ruins -- Palestine
- Seas -- Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**Place:** Amorites
- Dead Sea
- Heshbon (Palestine)
- Moab (Palestine)
- Palestine

Hill of the Golden Calf (Jebel Aaron) and its Moslem tower, below Sinai's ridge. 11370 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Hill of the Golden Calf (Jebel Aaron) and its Moslem tower, below Sinai's ridge. 11370 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24562

Similar to RSN 15046 and 27852.
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Formations (Geology) -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Towers -- Sinai
Wilderness -- Sinai

Place: Golden Calf
Jebel Aaron (Hill of the Golden Calf, Sinai)
Muslims
Sinai (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Chapel of Elijah and spring on Plain of the Cypress, part way up Mt. Sinai. 11371 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Chapel of Elijah and spring on Plain of the Cypress, part way up Mt. Sinai. 11371 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24563

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Elijah Chapel (Mt. Sinai)

Topic: BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Chapels -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Plains -- Sinai
Springs -- Sinai

Place: Mt. Sinai
Plain of the Cypress
Sinai (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Resting under palms at the brackish "Springs of Moses" (Ex. 15:22-26), Sinai Wilderness. 11372 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Resting under palms at the brackish "Springs of Moses" (Ex. 15:22-26), Sinai Wilderness. 11372 Interpositive. 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24564

Similar to RSN 15048, 15049 and 27853.
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Camels -- Sinai
Palm trees -- Sinai
Ponds -- Sinai
Springs -- Sinai
Wilderness -- Sinai

Place: Sinai (Egypt)
Springs of Moses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

The ground where the Hebrews fought the Amalekites; outlook S.E., Sinai Wilderness. 11373 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The ground where the Hebrews fought the Amalekites; outlook S.E., Sinai Wilderness. 11373 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24565

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122610
Topic:  
Amalekites -- Sinai  
BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI  
Battlefields -- Sinai  
Mountains -- Sinai  
Oases -- Sinai  
Rifles -- Sinai  
Valleys -- Sinai  
Wilderness -- Sinai  

Place:  
Oasis of Elim  
Sinai (Egypt)  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

Culture:  
Jews  

The whole ridge of Sinai (Jebel Safsaf, left peak; Jebel Musa, right peak), looking E. 11374 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): The whole ridge of Sinai (Jebel Safsaf, left peak; Jebel Musa, right peak), looking E. 11374 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 24566  

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].  

Topic:  
BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI  
Mountains -- Sinai  
Ruins -- Sinai  
Valleys -- Sinai  

Place:  
Jebel Musa (Sinai)  
Jebel Safsaf (Sinai)  
Sinai (Egypt)  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

Stairway up Sinai's steep side, above the convent, used for centuries by pilgrims. 11375 Interpositive, 1910  
1 Item (5" x 8")  

Image(s): Stairway up Sinai's steep side, above the convent, used for centuries by pilgrims. 11375 Interpositive 1910.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Dutkewitch, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 24567

Similar to RSN 15052, 15053 and 27854

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note

122377

Topic: BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Convents
Mountains -- Sinai
Pilgrims
Stairways

Place: Sinai (Egypt)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Modern Medeba on site of old Moabite town; outlook S. towards Dibon.
11377 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Modern Medeba on site of old Moabite town; outlook S. towards Dibon. 11377 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers

RSN 24568

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173], moved from [16].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI, MOAB
Ruins -- Palestine
Villages -- Palestine

Place: Dibon (Palestine)
Medeba
Moab (Palestine)
Palestine

An oriental room on two levels, where honored guests "go up higher," Damascus. 11378 interpositive
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1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): An oriental room on two levels, where honored guests "go up higher," Damascus. 11378 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24569

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Architecture -- Syria
Dwellings -- Syria
Homes -- Syria
Interior architecture -- Syria
PALESTINE TOURS

Place: Damascus (Syria)
Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 11379 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 11379 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24570

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Buildings and traffic to-day on the street called "straight" in Damascus.
11380 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Buildings and traffic to-day on the street called "straight" in Damascus. 11380 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24571

Similar to RSN 15057 and 27855.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Buildings -- Syria
Horses -- Syria
PALESTINE TOURS
Streets -- Syria

Place: Damascus (Syria)
Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beyrout, the prosperous Christian seaport, N.E. from harbor toward Lebanon Mts. 11381 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Beyrout, the prosperous Christian seaport, N.E. from harbor toward Lebanon Mts. 11381 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24572

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Boats -- Lebanon
Harbors -- Lebanon
Mountains -- Lebanon
PALESTINE TOURS Mt. Lebanon
Ships -- Lebanon

Place: Beirut (Lebanon)
Lebanon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Roman bridge over Hasbany river on the Jerusalem-to-Damascus highway. 11382 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Roman bridge over Hasbany river on the Jerusalem-to-Damascus highway. 11382 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24573

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Bridges -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS Galilee Sea
Rivers -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Damascus (Syria)
Galilee (Palestine)
Hasbany River (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine

The storied Sea of Galilee and its wall of hills; N. over Tiberias on W. bank. 11383 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The storied Sea of Galilee and its wall of hills; N. over Tiberias on W. bank. 11383 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24574

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Harbors -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Lakes -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS Galilee Sea
Seacoasts -- Palestine
Seas -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Sea of Galilee
Tiberias (Palestine)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

From "Little Hermon" N.W. across Esdraelon Plain to Nazareth, among the hills, Palestine. 11385 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): From "Little Hermon" N.W. across Esdraelon Plain to Nazareth, among the hills, Palestine. 11385 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24575

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
133870

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS Mt. Gilboa
Plains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Esdraelon Plain (Palestine)
Little Hermon
Nazareth (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Endor, home of the storied witch, and its broad outlook N.W. over Esdraelon Plain, Palestine. 11386 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Endor, home of the storied witch, and its broad outlook N.W. over Esdraelon Plain, Palestine. 11386 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24576

NOTE! IMAGE COPIED TWICE ON VIDEODISC! ALSO VIDEONUM 23812.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Homes -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS Mt. Gilboa
Plains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine
Place: Endor (Palestine)
       Esdraelon Plain (Palestine)
       Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Fertile plain of Dothan, S.W. from hill where the town stood in Elisha's day,
Palestine. 11387 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Fertile plain of Dothan, S.W. from hill where the town stood in
Elisha's day, Palestine. 11387 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24577
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Elisha

Stately stairway approach to Herod's temple of 1900 years ago; Samaria,
Palestine. 11388 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Stately stairway approach to Herod's temple of 1900 years ago;
Samaria, Palestine. 11388 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24578
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
134180
Names: Herod

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS Samaria
Ruins -- Palestine
Stairways -- Palestine
Temples -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Samaria (Palestine)

Samaria, once proud and beautiful centre of Northern Kingdom, seen from S. Palestine. 11389 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24579

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Topic: Arches
Donkeys
PALESTINE TOURS Samaria

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Palestine
Samaria

Mt. Gerizim, where Samaritans worshipped, S.W. from entrance to Jacob's Well, Palestine. 11390 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Mt. Gerizim, where Samaritans worshipped, S.W. from entrance to Jacob's Well, Palestine. 11390 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24580

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].
From Ramoth Gilead, N.W. over Jordan Valley toward distant Carmel, Palestine. 11391 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Ramoth Gilead, N.W. over Jordan Valley toward distant Carmel, Palestine. 11391 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24581

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Donkeys -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS--Jordan East
Valleys -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Carmel (Palestine)
Jordan Valley
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Ramoth Gilead

Modern Jericho and its gardens, with traditional Mount of Temptation at N.W. Palestine. 11393 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Modern Jericho and its gardens, with traditional Mount of Temptation at N.W. Palestine. 11393 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

paper remnants adhering
Local Numbers
RSN 24582

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Children -- Palestine
Gardens -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS Jericho
Portraits -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Jericho (Palestine)
Mount of Temptation
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A shepherd in David's home country leading flocks over Judean hills.
11394 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): A shepherd in David's home country leading flocks over Judean hills. 11394 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24583

Same as RSN 27856.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: David, King of Israel

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS Bethlehem
Roads -- Palestine
Sheep -- Palestine

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Judea (Palestine)
Palestine

The spot where the manger stood; grotto below Church of the Nativity.
11395 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The spot where the manger stood; grotto below Church of the Nativity. 11395 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24584

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Church of the Nativity (Bethlehem)
        Jesus Christ

Topic:  Children -- Palestine
        Churches -- Palestine
        Grottoes -- Palestine
        Mangers -- Palestine
        Nativities -- Palestine
        PALESTINE TOURS Bethlehem
        Religion -- Palestine

Place:  Bethlehem (Palestine)
        Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The traditional tomb of Rachel beside the Jerusalem-Bethlehem highway.
11396 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): The traditional tomb of Rachel beside the Jerusalem-Bethlehem highway. 11396 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24585

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic:  Donkeys -- Palestine
        PALESTINE TOURS Bethlehem
        Roads -- Palestine
        Tombs -- Palestine
        Trees -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place:  Bethany (Palestine)
Bethlehem (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine
Rachel

Box 283  RSN Numbers 24586-24692

Image(s)

Jerusalem, the centre of Christian history, seen west from tower on Olivet.
11397 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Jerusalem, the centre of Christian history, seen west from tower on Olivet. 11397 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24586

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic:  PALESTINE TOURS
Portraits -- Palestine

Place:  Jerusalem
Olivet (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Devout pilgrims carrying a great cross through the Via Dolorosa, Jerusalem. 11398 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Devout pilgrims carrying a great cross through the Via Dolorosa, Jerusalem. 11398 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24587

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic:  Ceremonies -- Palestine
Crosses -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS JERUSALEM
Pilgrims -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine -- 1890-1920
Via Dolorosa

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A money changer and his patrons just inside the Jaffa gate at Jerusalem. 11399 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): A money changer and his patrons just inside the Jaffa gate at Jerusalem. 11399 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24588
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Markets -- Palestine
Money changers -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS JERUSALEM
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jaffa (Palestine)
Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Gibbon cattle market and Jerusalem's west wall, N.E. from the Bethlehem road. 11400 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Gibbon cattle market and Jerusalem’s west wall, N.E. from the Bethlehem road. 11400 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24589
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Cows -- Palestine
Donkeys -- Palestine
Markets -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS JERUSALEM
Roads -- Palestine
Ain Marim, supposed birthplace of John the Baptist, among hills from Jaffa road. [Active no. 11401 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24590

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: John, the Baptist, Saint
Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PLEISTONE TOURS Mizpah
Terraces -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Ain Karim (Palestine)
Jaffa (Palestine)
Mizpah
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Israel
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Es Salt from the south, a Peraean town still full of homes and business. [Active no. 11402 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24591

AC0143-0024591 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].
Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and ten cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : stereo interpositive, 1913 or later]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and ten cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : stereo interpositive, 1913 or later].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24592

Similar to RSN 10577-10581 and 27857-27860.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Woolworth Building (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Gothic revival (Architecture)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Skyscrapers

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

Little neighbors "building houses" on a playground near the cathedral, Burgos. [Active no. 11404 : stereo interpositive]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Little neighbors "building houses" on a playground near the cathedral, Burgos. [Active no. 11404 : stereo interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24593

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].
Orig. no. 89441

Topic: Cathedrals -- Spain
      Children -- Spain
      Playgrounds -- Spain
      Recreation -- Spain
      SPAIN TOUR

Place: Burgos (Spain)
      Spain

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Spain
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Moki Indians and their strange homes beside the Dance Rock at Wolpi, Arizona. 11405 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Moki Indians and their strange homes beside the Dance Rock at Wolpi, Arizona. 11405 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24594

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
       American Indians
       Children -- Arizona
       Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Dance Rock (Wolpi, Arizona)
       Hopi Indians -- Arizona
       Wolpi (Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

Dancing around the May-pole at a school festival in a public park. 11406 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Dancing around the May-pole at a school festival in a public park. 11406 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24595
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Children -- New York
      Dancing -- New York
      Festivals -- New York
      Games -- New York
      NEW YORK CITY Miscellaneous
      Parks -- New York
      Recreation -- New York
      Schools -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Turkey--Turkish boys feeding pigeons in the court of Bayezid Mosque, Constantinople. 11407 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Turkey--Turkish boys feeding pigeons in the court of Bayezid Mosque, Constantinople. 11407 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24596

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note

135845

Names: Bayezid Mosque (Constantinople, Turkey)

Topic: Birds -- Turkey
       Children -- Turkey
       Mosques -- Turkey
       Pigeons -- Turkey
       REAL CHILDREN OF MANY LANDS

Place: Istanbul (Turkey)
       Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Where "East and West meet," a modern thoroughfare in picturesque Hong-Kong 11408 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Where "East and West meet," a modern thoroughfare in picturesque Hong-Kong 11408 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24597

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
119887

Topic: CHINA TOUR Hong-Kong
      Streetcars -- China
      Streets -- China

Place: China
      Hong Kong (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

West down the promenade of Brooklyn Bridge to towering buildings of Manhattan. 11409 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): West down the promenade of Brooklyn Bridge to towering buildings of Manhattan. 11409 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24598

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
      NEW YORK CITY TOUR
      Skyscrapers -- New York (State) -- New York
      Walkways -- New York

Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
       Manhattan (New York)
       New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor.] 11411 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Harbor.] 11411 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24599
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Harbors
   Sailboats
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

West facade of famous York Minster and historic Bootham Bar, York. 11413 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): West facade of famous York Minster and historic Bootham Bar, York. 11413 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24600
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: York Minster
Topic: Architecture -- England
       Bicycles -- England
       Carriages -- England
       Cathedrals -- England
       ENGLAND TOUR
       Gates -- England
       Horses -- England
Place: Bootham Bar (York, England)
       England
       York (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

Late Norman nave and ancient choir of beautiful Ely Cathedral, Ely. 11414 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24601

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Topic: Cathedrals -- England
       Interior architecture
       Naves

Place: Ely (England)
       England
       Norman

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Ascot Sunday at Boulter's Lock on the Thames, pleasure resort of fashionable London. [Active no. 11415 : stereo interpositive.] 1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24602

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Boats -- England
       Canals -- England
       Celebrations -- England
       Locks -- England
       Races -- England
       Resorts -- England
       Rivers -- England

Place: Ascot (England)
       Boulter's Lock (Thames River, London, England)
       England
       London (England)
       Thames River (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] on sign in foreground. 11416 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] on sign in foreground. 11416 Interpositive 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24603
Same as RSN 24604
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173], moved from [91]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156138

Topic: Exhibitions
Flowers

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] on sign in foreground. 11416 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] on sign in foreground. 11416 Interpositive 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24604
Same as RSN 24603
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173], moved from [91]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156138

Topic: Exhibitions
Flowers

Place: England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11417 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11417 Interpositive 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24605
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173], moved from [91]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156134

Topic: Exhibitions
Flowers
Greenhouses
Sunspaces

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11418 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11418 Interpositive 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24606
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156133

Topic: Exhibitions
Flowers

Place: England
[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11419 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11419 Interpositive 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24607
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]
Copy and Version Identification Note
156137;7962
Topic: Exhibitions
   Flowers
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11420 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11420 Interpositive 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24608
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]
Copy and Version Identification Note
156140;7907
Topic: Exhibitions
   Flowers
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
   Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11421 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11421 Interpositive 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24609

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156136;7906

Topic: Exhibitions
Flowers

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11422 Interpositive, 1912

1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11422 Interpositive 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24610

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156132;7958

Topic: Exhibitions
Flowers

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11423 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11423 Interpositive 1912

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24611

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156140;7986

Topic: Exhibitions
       Flowers
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11424 Interpositive, 1912

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11424 Interpositive 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24612

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
156129

Topic: Exhibitions. -- England
       Flowers -- England
       Gardens -- England
       Ponds -- England
       Walkways -- England
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11425 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11425
Interpositive 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24613
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156130

Topic: Exhibitions
Flowers
Greenhouses
Sunspaces

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11426 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11426
Interpositive 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24614
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156131

Topic: Exhibitions
Flowers
Prizes
Rewards
Trophies

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11427 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11427 Interpositive 1912

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24615
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156135
Topic: Exhibitions
Flowers
Ponds
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11428 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11428 Interpositive 1912

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24616
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156139
Topic: Exhibitions
Flowers
Place: England
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912] 11429 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Royal International Horticultural Exhibit 1912
Interpositive 1912
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24617

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Copy and Version Identification Note
156142

Topic:
- Exhibitions
- Flowers
- Greenhouses
- Sunspaces

Place:
- England

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Where silk is king--view over silkworm plantation in Lebanon Mts., Syria. 11430 Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Where silk is king--view over silkworm plantation in Lebanon Mts., Syria. 11430 Interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24618

Similar to RSN 15095.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic:
- Children -- Syria
- Mountains -- Syria
- Plantations -- Syria
- Silkworms -- Syria
- TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY
- Valleys -- Syria

Place:
- Lebanon Mountains (Syria)
- Syria
A basketful of wriggling silkworms hungry for the morning meal, Syria.  
11431 Interpositive, 1913  
1 Item (5" x 7")  
*Image(s): A basketful of wriggling silkworms hungry for the morning meal, Syria. 11431 Interpositive 1913.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Dutkewitch, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 24619  

Similar to RSN 15096.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].  

*Topic:* Baskets -- Syria  
Silkworms -- Syria  
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY  

*Place:* Syria  

*Genre/Form:* Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Doubling many threads into one and spinning twice for filling, silk throwing plant, New Jersey. Active no. 11438 : stereo interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8").)  
*Image(s): Doubling many threads into one and spinning twice for filling, silk throwing plant, New Jersey. Active no. 11438 : stereo interpositive.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 24620  

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].  

*Topic:* Factories -- New Jersey  
Looms -- New Jersey  
Silk -- New Jersey  
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY  
Women laborers -- New Jersey  

*Place:* New Jersey
Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and woman at work in corner of a silk factory.] 11440 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Man and woman at work in corner of a silk factory.] 11440 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24621
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Factories
Silk
Women laborers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Quill winding for the filling--silk weaving plant, Paterson, N.J. 11444 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Quill winding for the filling--silk weaving plant, Paterson, N.J. 11444 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24622
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Winding for the warp in an up-to-date plain silk weaving mill, Paterson, N.J. 11445 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Winding for the warp in an up-to-date plain silk weaving mill, Paterson, N.J. 11445 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24623

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Similar to RSN 15111 and 15112.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/Form: Stereoscopic photographs

"Warping"--view in a great silk weaving plant, Paterson, N.J. 11446 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): "Warping"--view in a great silk weaving plant, Paterson, N.J. 11446 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24624

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Same as RSN 15113 and 27374.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)
Twisting (new method) in a modern plain silk weaving mill, Paterson, N.J. 11447 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Twisting (new method) in a modern plain silk weaving mill, Paterson, N.J. 11447 interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24625
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Similar to RSN 15114.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

"Entering," a process that requires skill and patience; silk weaving plant, New Jersey. 11448 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): "Entering," a process that requires skill and patience; silk weaving plant, New Jersey. 11448 interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24626
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Similar to RSN 15115.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey
Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

"Picking the cloth" after weaving--scene in a modern silk mill, Paterson, N.J. [Active no. 11450 : stereo interpositive.,] 1913
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): "Picking the cloth" after weaving--scene in a modern silk mill, Paterson, N.J. [Active no. 11450 : stereo interpositive.,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24627

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Similar to RSN 15118.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY
Women laborers -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Men and women workers at tables in a silk factory.] 11451 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Men and women workers at tables in a silk factory.] 11451 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24628

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Factories
Silk
Women laborers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Running the silk through great calender machines in a large piece dyeing works, New Jersey. [Active No.11454 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24629
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey

"Glossing," one of many silk finishing processes, piece dyeing works, Paterson, N.J. 11455 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): "Glossing," one of many silk finishing processes, piece dyeing works, Paterson, N.J. 11455 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24630
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Cutting the Jacquards that produce the fancy woven designs in silk goods, New Jersey. 11458 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Cutting the Jacquards that produce the fancy woven designs in silk goods, New Jersey. 11458 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24631

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Similar to RSN 15127.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Jacquards
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Weaving beautiful fancy patterns, called Jacquard weaving, silk mill, New Jersey. 11459 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Weaving beautiful fancy patterns, called Jacquard weaving, silk mill, New Jersey. 11459 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24632

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Similar to RSN 15128.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Jacquards
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey
Boiling cocoons and reeling silk—the most primitive way, Syria. 11461 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Boiling cocoons and reeling silk—the most primitive way, Syria. 11461 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

The most primitive reeling tools for silk thread, Mt. Lebanon, Syria. 11462 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): The most primitive reeling tools for silk thread, Mt. Lebanon, Syria. 11462 interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Factories -- Syria
Homes -- Syria
Laborers -- Syria
Silk -- Syria

TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: Mt. Lebanon (Syria)
Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and boy working in silk factory in Syria.] 11463 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Man and boy working in silk factory in Syria.] 11463 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24635

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Children -- Syria
Factories -- Syria
Laborers -- Syria
Silk -- Syria

Place: Mt. Lebanon (Syria)
Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in silk factory in Syria. Active no. 11464 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24636

Similar to RSN 15134 and 15135.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Artisan -- Syria
Factories -- Syria
Laborers -- Syria
Markets -- Syria
Silk -- Syria
Weaving

Place: Mesopotamia
Mt. Lebanon
Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: Arabs

[Workers in silk factory in Syria.] 11465 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in silk factory in Syria.] 11465 interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24637

Similar to RSN 15136.
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Artisans -- Syria
Factories -- Syria
Laborers -- Syria
Looms -- Syria
Silk -- Syria
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: Mt. Lebanon
Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in silk factory in Syria.] 11466 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Worker in silk factory in Syria.] 11466 interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24638

Similar to RSN 15137.
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

**Topic:**
- Artisans -- Syria
- Factories -- Syria
- Laborers -- Syria
- Looms -- Syria
- Silk -- Syria

**Place:**
- Mt. Lebanon
- Syria

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Chimpanzees, most manlike of the apes (natives of the Congo), Bronx Zoo, New York City. 11472 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

**Image(s):** Chimpanzees, most manlike of the apes (natives of the Congo), Bronx Zoo, New York City. 11472 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24639

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173], moved from [91].

Similar to RSN 15133, 15146 and 27884.

**Topic:**
- Apes -- New York
- Chimpanzees -- New York
- Congo Apes -- New York
- TRAVEL STUDIES WILD ANIMALS
- Zoos -- New York

**Place:**
- Bronx Zoo
- New York (N.Y.)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

East chamber, lower locks, from construction trestle toward Panama, Miraflores. 11477 Interpositive, 1913

1 Item (5" x 7")

**Image(s):** East chamber, lower locks, from construction trestle toward Panama, Miraflores. 11477 Interpositive 1913

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24640
Similar to RSN 15153 and 15154

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Topic: Canals
      Construction
      Locks
      PANAMA CANAL TOUR

Place: Miraflores
      Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

South over upper guard gate of west chamber, upper locks, Miraflores.  
11478 Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): South over upper guard gate of west chamber, upper locks,  
Miraflores. 11478 Interpositive 1913

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24641

Similar to RSN 15155 amd 15156

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Topic: Canals
      Construction
      Locks
      PANAMA CANAL TOUR

Place: Miraflores
      Panama

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Steam shovel and tripod drills deepening canal prism in 70-ft. berm,  
Culebra Cut (W.). 11479 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Steam shovel and tripod drills deepening canal prism in 70-ft.  
berm, Culebra Cut (W.). 11479 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24642
Similar to RSN 15157 and 15158.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

**Topic:**
- Canals -- Panama
- Construction -- Panama
- Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
- Laborers -- Panama
- PANAMA CANAL TOUR
- Railroads -- Panama
- Steam shovels -- Panama

**Place:**
- Culebra Cut (Panama)
- Panama

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Looking south from Obispo toward Las Cascadas, over finished canal. 11480 interpositive, 1913

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** Looking south from Obispo toward Las Cascadas, over finished canal. 11480 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

- RSN 24643

Similar to RSN 15159.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

**Topic:**
- Canals -- Panama
- Construction -- Panama
- Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
- Laborers -- Panama
- PANAMA CANAL TOUR
- Railroads -- Panama
- Trains -- Panama

**Place:**
- Las Cascadas (Panama)
- Obispo (Panama Canal Zone)
- Panama

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Among the desolate waste of sand dunes on Cape Cod. Caption no. 11499 : glass stereoscopic interpositive, 1913
1 Item (piece; 3-3/4" x 7").
Image(s): Among the desolate waste of sand dunes on Cape Cod. Caption no. 11499: glass stereoscopic interpositive, 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 24644

Similar to RSN 15200-15202 and 27906

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Capes
Dogs -- 1910-1920 -- Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Sand dunes

Place: Cape Cod (Mass.)
Massachusetts -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

S. over Gatun Lake, showing approach wall and mechanism for towing boats through the locks. 11501 Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): S. over Gatun Lake, showing approach wall and mechanism for towing boats through the locks. 11501 Interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24645

Similar to RSN 15207 and 15208.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Lakes -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL TOUR

Place: Gatun Lake (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
East chamber of Gatun Lock, showing Gatun Lighthouse.  11502 Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): East chamber of Gatun Lock, showing Gatun Lighthouse. 11502 Interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24646

Similar to RSN 15209 and 15210.
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Lakes -- Panama
Lighthouses -- Panama
Locks -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL TOUR

Place:
Gatun Lake (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Cano Mercado, Barranquilla, crowded with canoes laden with corn and fruit, Colombia, S.A.  11507 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): Cano Mercado, Barranquilla, crowded with canoes laden with corn and fruit, Colombia, S.A. 11507 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24647
AC0143-0024647 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 15223.
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96561

Topic:
Boats -- Colombia
COLOMBIA TOUR
Canoes -- Colombia
Corn -- Colombia
Docks -- Colombia
Fruit -- Colombia
Markets -- Colombia
Piers -- Colombia
Wharves -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
       Colombia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

North along the main business street of tropical Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. 11508 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): North along the main business street of tropical Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. 11508 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24648

Similar to RSN 15224.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96537

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
       Carts -- Colombia
       Horses -- Colombia
       Streets -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
       Colombia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The church on Central Plaza, Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. 11509 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): The church on Central Plaza, Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. 11509 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24649

Similar to RSN 15225.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96519

Topic: Architecture -- Colombia

COLOMBIA TOUR

Carriages -- Colombia
Churches -- Colombia
Horses -- Colombia
Parks -- Colombia
Plazas -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Calle Mercado (W.) past marketplace thronged with typical Colombians, Barranquilla, S.A. 11510 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Calle Mercado (W.) past marketplace thronged with typical Colombians, Barranquilla, S.A. 11510 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24650

AC0143-0024650 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 15226.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].
Copy and Version Identification Note
96532

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
Donkeys -- Colombia
Markets -- Colombia
Streets -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

North over Barranquilla, quaint city of Spanish homes, with inner courts.
11511 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): North over Barranquilla, quaint city of Spanish homes, with inner courts. 11511 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24651

Similar to RSN 15227.
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96544

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
Dwellings -- Colombia
Homes -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

S. over Cano Mercado, Barranquilla, with drawbridge and canoes,
Colombia, S.A. 11512 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): S. over Cano Mercado, Barranquilla, with drawbridge and canoes, Colombia, S.A. 11512 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24652

Similar to RSN 15228.
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96551

Topic:
Bridges -- Colombia
COLOMBIA TOUR
Canoes
Carts -- Colombia
Donkeys -- Colombia
Markets -- Colombia
Streets -- Colombia

Place:
Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Shelling beans for dinner in the yard of a humble Colombian home, Barranquilla, S.A. 11513 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Shelling beans for dinner in the yard of a humble Colombian home, Barranquilla, S.A. 11513 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24653

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].
Similar to RSN 15229 and 15230

Copy and Version Identification Note
96495
A Colombian setting for "Romeo and Juliet," Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. 11514 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A Colombian setting for "Romeo and Juliet," Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. 11514 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24654

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96456

Little girls jumping rope in the garden of Catholic school, Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. [Active no. 11515 : stereo interpositive,] 1906
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Little girls jumping rope in the garden of Catholic school, Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. [Active no. 11515 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24655

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Similar to RSN 15231.

Company acc. no. 96615.

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
  Children -- Colombia
  Games -- Colombia
  Jumping ropes -- Colombia
  Recreation -- Colombia
  Rope skipping -- Colombia
  Schools -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
  Colombia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

A typical thatch-roofed home in picturesque Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A.
11516 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): A typical thatch-roofed home in picturesque Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. 11516 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24656

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Similar to RSN 15232.

Copy and Version Identification Note
96475

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
  Children -- Colombia
  Dwellings -- Colombia
  Family -- Colombia
  Homes -- Colombia
  Huts -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
  Colombia
A Colombian washing day--along the Magdalena river, near Baranquilla, S.A. 11517 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): A Colombian washing day--along the Magdalena river, near Baranquilla, S.A. 11517 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24657
AC0143-0024657 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].
Similar to RSN 15233.

Copy and Version Identification Note
96574

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
Laundry -- Colombia.
Rivers -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia
Magdalena River (Colombia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Charming garden of a wealthy family in tropical Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. 11518 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Charming garden of a wealthy family in tropical Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. 11518 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24658
Similar to RSN 15234.
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96458

Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR
      Dwellings -- Colombia
      Fountains -- Colombia
      Gardens -- Colombia
      Homes -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
       Colombia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Women pounding corn for bread in the yard of a Barranquilla home, Colombia, S.A. 11519 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): Women pounding corn for bread in the yard of a Barranquilla home, Colombia, S.A. 11519 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24659

Similar to RSN 15235.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96458

Topic: Breadmaking -- Columbia
       COLOMBIA TOUR
       Children -- Colombia
       Corn -- Colombia
       Dwellings -- Colombia
       Homes -- Colombia

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
       Colombia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Where the luscious papaya (papaw) flourishes, Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. 11521 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): Where the luscious papaya (papaw) flourishes, Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A. 11521 Interpositive 1906.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Ashton, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 24660  
Similar to RSN 15236.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].  
Copy and Version Identification Note  
96466  
Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR  
Orchards -- Colombia  
Papaws -- Colombia  
Papayas -- Colombia  
Trees -- Colombia  
Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)  
Colombia  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  
A mighty excavating engine at work in the canal bottom. 11523 Interpositive, 1913  
1 Item (5" x 7")  
Image(s): A mighty excavating engine at work in the canal bottom. 11523 Interpositive 1913.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 24661  
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].  
Topic: Canals -- Panama  
Construction -- Panama  
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama  
Machinery -- Panama  
PANAMA CANAL TOUR  
Steam shovels -- Panama  
Place: Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

At the Pacific end of the canal, showing Naos Island, which is being fortified. 11524 Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): At the Pacific end of the canal, showing Naos Island, which is being fortified. 11524 Interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24662

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Islands -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL TOUR

Place: Naos Island
Panama

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Spanish laborers at work in Culebra Cut and loaded train hauling dirt from canal. 11525 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Spanish laborers at work in Culebra Cut and loaded train hauling dirt from canal. 11525 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24663

Similar to RSN 15238.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL TOUR
Railroads -- Panama
Trains -- Panama

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Concrete mixer, preparing concrete for east and centre walls and Miraflores Spillway. 11526 Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Concrete mixer, preparing concrete for east and centre walls and Miraflores Spillway. 11526 Interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24664

Similar to RSN 15239.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Building materials -- Panama
Canals -- Panama
Concrete -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
Machinery -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL TOUR

Place: Miraflores Spillway
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

West over Gatun Lake, showing long south approach wall. The completed canal after filling with water. 11527 Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): West over Gatun Lake, showing long south approach wall. The completed canal after filling with water. 11527 Interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24665

Similar to RSN 15240.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].
New Municipal Building, Cathedral Plaza, Panama City. 11528 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): New Municipal Building, Cathedral Plaza, Panama City. 11528 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24666
Similar to RSN 15241.
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].
Similar to RSN 15242,

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173],

**Topic:** Canals -- Panama  
Construction -- Panama  
Locks -- Panama  
Machinery -- Panama  
PANAMA CANAL TOUR

**Place:** Gatun Locks, Canal Zone, Panama  
Panama

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

The finished canal as cut through a mountain of rock 2,8 ft. above sea level at Bas Obispo. 11530 Interpositive, 1913

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** The finished canal as cut through a mountain of rock 2,8 ft. above sea level at Bas Obispo. 11530 Interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 24668

Similar to RSN 15243.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

**Topic:** Canals -- Panama  
Construction -- Panama  
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama  
PANAMA CANAL TOUR

**Place:** Bas Obispo (Panama)  
Panama  
Panama Canal (Panama)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

Working below sea level on canal just south of Miraflores Locks. 11531 Interpositive, 1913

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

**Image(s):** Working below sea level on canal just south of Miraflores Locks. 11531 Interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24669

Similar to RSN 15244.
Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Laborers -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL TOUR

Place:
Miraflores Locks
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

West along busy and quaint Calle de Mercado, La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11532 : stereo interpositive], [ca. 1906.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): West along busy and quaint Calle de Mercado, La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11532 : stereo interpositive, ca. 1906.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24670

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic:
BOLIVIA
Buildings -- Bolivia
Crowds -- Bolivia
Streets -- Bolivia

Place:
Bolivia
La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Indian bread market in La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11533 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Indian bread market in La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11533 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24671


Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93317

Topic:       BOLIVIA
             Bread
             Buildings -- Bolivia
             Markets -- Bolivia
             Streets -- Bolivia

Place:      Bolivia
             La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:      Stereoscopic photographs
Culture:   Indians of South America

East through the great arch of the Alameda, promenade of quaint La Paz/
[Active no. 11534 : stereo interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): East through the great arch of the Alameda, promenade of quaint La Paz/ [Active no. 11534 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24672

Similar to RSN 15248.

Company acc. no. 93027.

Topic: Arches -- Bolivia
    Architecture -- Bolivia
    BOLIVIA
    Gates -- Bolivia
    Streets -- Bolivia

Place: Alameda (La Paz, Bolivia)
    Bolivia
    La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Sunday market scene in picturesque La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11535: stereo interpositive,] 1906

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Sunday market scene in picturesque La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11535: stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24673

Similar to RSN 15249


Topic: BOLIVIA
    Children -- Bolivia
    Markets -- Bolivia
    Streets -- Bolivia

Place: Bolivia
    La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Making the soft wool of the vicuna into rugs, La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11536 : stereo interpositive,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Making the soft wool of the vicuna into rugs, La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11536 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24674

Similar to RSN 15250


Topic: Artisans -- Bolivia
       BOLIVIA
       Children -- Bolivia
       Rug making
       Vicuna wool

Place: Bolivia
       La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

Palace of the President of Bolivia with Military Guard, La Paz. [Active no. 11537 : stereo interpositive,] 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): Palace of the President of Bolivia with Military Guard, La Paz. [Active no. 11537 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24675

Similar to RSN 15251.


Company acc. no. 93113.

**Topic:**
- Armed Forces
- BOLIVIA
- Guards
- Palaces -- Bolivia
- Streets -- Bolivia

**Place:**
- Bolivia
- La Paz (Bolivia)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

Church "San Francisco" and typical street scene in La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11538 : stereo interpositive,], 1906

1 Item (5" x 8".)

**Image(s):** Church "San Francisco" and typical street scene in La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11538 : stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 24676

Similar to RSN 15252.


**Names:**
- San Francisco (Church: La Paz, Bolivia)

**Topic:**
- BOLIVIA
- Church buildings -- Bolivia
- Streets -- Bolivia

**Place:**
- Bolivia
- La Paz (Bolivia)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

The "ups and downs" of La Paz, city of 40 hills, Calle de Graneros, Bolivia. [Active no. 11539 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”.)
Image(s): The "ups and downs" of La Paz, city of 40 hills, Calle de Graneros, Bolivia. [Active no. 11539 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24677
Similar to RSN 15253

Copy and Version Identification Note
93568
Topic: BOLIVIA
   Mountains -- Bolivia
   Streets
Place: Bolivia
   La Paz (Bolivia)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

West entrance to Alameda, the promenade of La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11540 : stereo interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (5” x 8”.)
Image(s): West entrance to Alameda, the promenade of La Paz, Bolivia. [Active no. 11540 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24678

Similar to RSN 15254 and 15255.
Calle de Sacarnaca, La Paz, with native shops and picturesque patrons. [Active no. 11541: stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): Calle de Sacarnaca, La Paz, with native shops and picturesque patrons. [Active no. 11541: stereo interpositive,] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24679

Similar to RSN 15237 and 15256.


From Alto, La Paz, 12,226 ft. above the sea, over cemetery to snowy Illimani, Bolivia. [Active no. 11542 : stereo interpositive,], 1906
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): From Alto, La Paz, 12,226 ft. above the sea, over cemetery to snowy Illimani, Bolivia. [Active no. 11542 : stereo interpositive.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24680

Similar to RSN 15257 and 15258.


Topic: BOLIVIA
Cemeteries -- Bolivia
Lakes -- Bolivia
Mountains -- Bolivia
Valleys -- Bolivia

Place: Bolivia
Illimani (Bolivia)
La Paz (Bolivia)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Bolivia
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Old Cheshire Cheese Tavern, resort of Johnson and Goldsmith, London. 11543 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old Cheshire Cheese Tavern, resort of Johnson and Goldsmith, London. 11543 Interpositive 1912

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24681

Similar to RSN 15259

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173]

Names: Cheshire Cheese Tavern (London, England)
Goldsmith
Johnson
The old curiosity shop of Dickinson's story--home of Little Nell, London. 11544 Interpositive, 1912

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The old curiosity shop of Dickinson's story--home of Little Nell, London. 11544 Interpositive 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24682

Similar to RSN 15260 and 24683.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Dickins
        Old Curiosity Shop (London, England)

Topic: Buildings -- England
       Children -- England
       ENGLAND TOUR
       Little Nell (Fictitious character)
       Plazas -- England
       Streets -- England

Place: England
       London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
Local Numbers
RSN 24683

Similar to RSN 15260 and 24682.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173], moved from [40].

Copy and Version Identification Note
140168

Names: Dickins
Old Curiosity Shop (London, England)

Topic: Buildings -- England
Children -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Little Nell (Fictitious character)
Plazas -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Home of Ralph Waldo Emerson, Concord. [Active no. 11545 : stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Home of Ralph Waldo Emerson, Concord. [Active no. 11545 : stereo interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Horse and buggy shown outside house.

Formerly stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Uncancelled. Paper residue stuck to plate at top.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0024684 (AC Scan no.)

RSN 24684

Similar to RSN 15261.

Names: Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 1803-1882

Topic: Buggies -- Massachusetts
Dwellings -- Massachusetts
Horses -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS

Place: Concord (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mt. Auburn Cemetery, burial-place of Longfellow, Cambridge. 11546 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mt. Auburn Cemetery, burial-place of Longfellow, Cambridge. 11546 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24685

Similar to RSN 15262.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 1807-1882

Topic: Cemeteries -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Parks -- Massachusetts
Tombstones -- Massachusetts

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
Mt. Auburn Cemetery (Massachusetts)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Clemens's country home. 11547 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Clemens's country home. 11547 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24686

Similar to RSN 15263.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].
Copy and Version Identification Note

114009

Names: Branchville
       Clemens

Topic: Architecture -- Connecticut
       Buildings -- Connecticut
       Dwellings -- Connecticut

Place: Connecticut

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Large farm house with trees, New Hampshire. [Active no. 11548 : stereo interpositive], 1905
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Large farm house with trees, New Hampshire. [Active no. 11548 : stereo interpositive.] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Page, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24687

Similar to RSN 15264, 15265 and 27912.

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Topic: Buildings -- New Hampshire
       Children -- New Hampshire
       Dwellings -- New Hampshire
       Family -- New Hampshire
       Farms -- New Hampshire

Place: New Hampshire

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

The "House of Seven Gables," immortalized by Hawthorne, Salem. 11549 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The "House of Seven Gables," immortalized by Hawthorne, Salem. 11549 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24688

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Similar to RSN 15266.

Names: House of Seven Gables (Salem, Massachusetts)
Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
       Dwellings -- Massachusetts
       Homes -- Massachusetts
       Literature -- Massachusetts
       MASSACHUSETTS

Place: Hawthorne
       Massachusetts
       Salem (Massachusetts)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Old Orchard House, home of Louisa M. Alcott, Concord. 11550
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Old Orchard House, home of Louisa M. Alcott, Concord. 11550
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24689

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: Alcott, Louisa May, 1832-1888
Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
       Dwellings -- Massachusetts
       Homes -- Massachusetts
       Literature -- Massachusetts
       MASSACHUSETTS

Place: Concord (Massachusetts)
       Massachusetts
       Old Orchard House

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

A noble Barbary lion, the king of beasts, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. [Active no. 11551 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24690

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: New York Zoological Park
Topic: Barbary Lion
       Lions -- New York
       Parks -- New York
       TRAVEL STUDIES WILD ANIMALS
       Zoo animals -- New York
       Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

The Alaskan brown bear, sitting for his picture; Bronx Park, N.Y. [Active no. 11553 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24692

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: New York Zoological Park
Topic: Alaskan Bear (Ursus horribilis)
       Bears -- New York
       Parks -- New York
       TRAVEL STUDIES WILD ANIMALS
       Zoo animals -- New York
       Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Box 284 RSN Numbers 24693-24794
Image(s)

Cobra-de-capello, the terror of India that kills 20,000 people a year, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. [Active no. 11554 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24693

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: New York Zoological Park
Topic: Cobra-de-capello
Cobras -- New York
Parks -- New York
Snakes -- New York
TRAVEL STUDIES WILD ANIMALS
Zoos -- New York

Place: India
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The blue-eyed white alpaca from the Andean foothills of South America, Bronx Park. [Active no. 11555 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24694

Currently stored in box 3.2.39 [173].

Names: New York Zoological Park
Topic: Alpacas -- New York
Parks -- New York
TRAVEL STUDIES WILD ANIMALS
Zoo animals -- New York
Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Incidents of the Surrender. Russian prisoners at Chorinze Station awaiting transportation to Japan. 11741 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion deteriorating along lower edge.

Local Numbers

RSN 24695

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Names: Chorinze Station (Manchuria)

Topic: Battlefields -- Manchuria

Camps -- Manchuria

Mountains -- Manchuria

Prisoners -- Manchuria

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR

Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905

Tents -- Manchuria

War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

The Russian battleship "Retvizan" after the siege in Port Arthur harbor. 11742 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The Russian battleship "Retvizan" after the siege in Port Arthur harbor. 11742 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24696

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Names: Retvizan (Ship)

Topic: Battleships

Disasters

Guns
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

The end of the war--arms of many battles at last stacked in peace. 11743 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The end of the war--arms of many battles at last stacked in peace. 11743 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24697

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Battlefields -- Manchuria
Military -- Manchuria
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Rifles -- Manchuria
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Hop trailing on strings which are fastened on poles, Hemen, Germany. 11744 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Hop trailing on strings which are fastened on poles, Hemen, Germany. 11744 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24698

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112130
Threshing barley, Kitzingen, Bavaria, Germany. 11745 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Threshing barley, Kitzinge, Bavaria, Germany. 11745 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24699
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112103

Largest hop market in the world, Nuremberg, Germany. 11746 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Largest hop market in the world, Nuremberg, Germany. 11746 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24700
Great boilers for brewing beer in brewery, Culmboch, Bavaria, Germany. 11747 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Great boilers for brewing beer in brewery, Culmboch, Bavaria, Germany. 11747 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Wood carving shop in the Black Forest, Germany. 11748 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Wood carving shop in the Black Forest, Germany. 11748 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24702

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111676

Topic: Artisans -- Germany
Factories -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Laborers -- Germany
Wood-carving -- Germany

Place: Black Forest (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Making cuckoo clocks, Tryberg in the Black Forest, Germany. [Active no. 11749 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24703

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Company acc. no. 111680.

Topic: Artisans -- Germany
Cuckoo clocks -- Germany
Factories -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Laborers -- Germany
Wood-carving -- Germany

Place: Black Forest (Germany)
Germany
Tryberg

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Making toy boats and wooden horses, Hammern, Germany. 11750 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Making toy boats and wooden horses, Hammern, Germany. 11750 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24704
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
112026

Topic: Artisans -- Germany
Factories -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Laborers -- Germany
Toy boats -- Germany
Wood-carving -- Germany
Wooden horses -- Germany

Place: Black Forest (Germany)
Germany
Hammern (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Building boats at Eberboch, on the Neckar, Germany. 11751 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Building boats at Eberboch, on the Neckar, Germany. 11751 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24705
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111740

Topic: Artisans -- Germany
Boats -- Germany
Children -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Laborers -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Valleys -- Germany

Place: Black Forest (Germany)  
      Eberboch (Germany)  
      Germany  
      Neckar River (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
             Stereoscopic photographs

Moulding dolls' heads in the famous doll factory near Sonneburg, Germany. [Active no. 11752 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 24706

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Artisans -- Germany  
       Dollmakers -- 1900-1910 -- Germany  
       Dolls -- Germany  
       Factories -- Germany  
       GERMANY TOUR  
       Women laborers -- Germany

Place: Germany  
       Sonneburg

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
             Stereoscopic photographs

Painting the heads, arms and legs--doll factory, Germany. [Active no. 11753 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 24707

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Company acc. no. 112617.

Topic: Artisans -- Germany  
       Dollmakers -- 1900-1910 -- Germany
Dolls -- Germany
Factories -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Painting -- Germany
Women laborers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Sonneburg

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Making the eyes on dolls' heads--doll factory, Germany. [Active no. 11754 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24708

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Company acc. no. 112020.

Topic: Artisans -- Germany
Dollmakers -- 1900-1910 -- Germany
Dolls -- Germany
Factories -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Laborers -- Germany
Painting -- Germany

Place: Germany
Sonneburg

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Making the wigs for dolls in famous doll works, Germany. [Active no. 11755 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24709

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
Company acc. no. 112021.

Topic:  
Artisans -- Germany  
Dollmakers -- 1900-1910 -- Germany  
Dolls -- Germany  
Factories -- Germany  
GERMANY TOUR  
Wigs -- Germany  
Women laborers -- Germany  

Place:  
Germany  
Sonneburg  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Doll hair dressers at work in great doll factory, Germany. [Active no. 11756 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 24710  

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Company acc. no. 112022.

Topic:  
Artisans -- Germany  
Dollmakers -- 1900-1910 -- Germany  
Dolls -- Germany  
Factories -- Germany  
GERMANY TOUR  
Wigs -- Germany  
Women laborers -- Germany  

Place:  
Germany  
Sonneburg  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

Common gauzy-winged dragon-fly--the libellula pulchella. 11757 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Beautiful green, spine-covered larva of the Io moth (autoemeris io). 11758 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24712

Same as RSN 24713 and 24714

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32]

Topic: Insects
Io (Moth)
Larva
Moths
TRAVEL STUDIES INSECT

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Io (Moth)
Larva
Moths
TRAVEL STUDIES INSECT

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful green, spine-covered larva of the Io moth (automeris io). 11758 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24714

Same as RSN 24712 and 24713

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32]

Topic: Insects
Io (Moth)
Larva
Moths
TRAVEL STUDIES INSECT

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Night-flying moth (actias luna) of the Saturniidal family. 11759 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24715

Same as RSN 24716

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32]

Topic: Insects
Moths
TRAVEL STUDIES INSECT

Place: Saturniidal
Night-flying moth (actias luna) of the Saturniid family. 11759 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24716
Same as RSN 24715
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32]

Topic: Insects
Moths
TRAVEL STUDIES INSECT
Place: Saturniidal

The fires of Vesuvius at close range--a look into her fiery mouth, Italy.
11760 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24717
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32]

Topic: Fires
ITALY TOUR
Volcanoes -- Italy
Place: Italy
Vesuvius

A glimpse into the awful depths of terrible Vesuvius, Italy. [Active no. 11761 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24718

AC0143-0024718 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32]

Topic: Fires
ITALY TOUR
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Vesuvius

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

On top of Vesuvius, looking into larger crater. 11762 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24719

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32]

Topic: Craters
ITALY TOUR
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Vesuvius

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

In the great Grabkant clay quarries at Thorngruben, Germany. 11763 Interpositive
**Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates**

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

**NMAH.AC.0143**

---

**1 Item (5" x 8")**

Image(s): In the great Grabkant clay quarries at Thorngruben, Germany. 11763 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24720

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

**Topic:** Clay -- Germany

GERMANY TOUR

Laborers -- Germany

Quarrying -- Germany

**Place:** Cologne (Germany)

Germany

Grabkant (Thorngruben, Germany)

Thorngruben (Germany)

**Genre/ Form:**

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

---

Filling the moulds for porcelain figures, Graftenthal, Germany. 11764 interpositive

**1 Item (5" x 8")**

Image(s): Filling the moulds for porcelain figures, Graftenthal, Germany. 11764 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24721

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

**Topic:** Artisans -- Germany

Factories -- Germany

GERMANY TOUR

Laborers -- Germany

Porcelains -- Germany

**Place:** Germany

Graftenthal (Germany)

**Genre/ Form:**

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

---

Painting the porcelain statuettes, Graftenthal, Germany. 11765 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Painting the porcelain statuettes, Graftenthal, Germany. 11765 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24722
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Artisans -- Germany
Factories -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Laborers -- Germany
Painting -- Germany
Porcelains -- Germany

Place: Germany
Graftenthal (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A turner and his foot-power wheel "throwing" beer mugs, Hohr, Germany. 11766 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): A turner and his foot-power wheel "throwing" beer mugs, Hohr, Germany. 11766 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24723
Same as RSN 24724.
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111826

Topic: Artisans -- Germany
Beer mugs -- Germany
Factories -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Laborers -- Germany
Pottery -- Germany

Place: Germany
Hohr (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

A turner and his foot-power wheel "throwing" beer mugs, Hohr, Germany. 11766 interpositive

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

Image(s): A turner and his foot-power wheel "throwing" beer mugs, Hohr, Germany. 11766 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24724

Same as RSN 24723.

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:

- Artisans -- Germany
- Beer mugs -- Germany
- Factories -- Germany
- GERMANY TOUR
- Laborers -- Germany
- Pottery -- Germany

Place:

- Germany
- Hohr (Germany)

Expert workman fitting covers to mugs and pitchers, Hohr, Germany. Active no. 11767 : stereo interpositive

*1 Item (5" x 8")*

Image(s): Expert workman fitting covers to mugs and pitchers, Hohr, Germany. Active no. 11767 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24725

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:

- Artisans -- Germany
- Beer mugs -- Germany
- Factories -- Germany
- GERMANY TOUR
Decorating department of famous Hohr potteries--women painting mugs. 11768 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Decorating department of famous Hohr potteries--women painting mugs. 11768 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24726

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111833

Painting ornamental circles around mugs in pottery works, Hohr, Germany. 11769 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Painting ornamental circles around mugs in pottery works, Hohr, Germany. 11769 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24727
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111851

Topic: Artisans -- Germany  
    Beer mugs -- Germany  
    Factories -- Germany  
    GERMANY TOUR  
    Laborers -- Germany  
    Painting -- Germany  
    Pottery -- Germany

Place: Germany  
    Hohr (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
            Stereoscopic photographs

Making clay pipes in the Hohr Pottery Works, Germany. 11770 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Making clay pipes in the Hohr Pottery Works, Germany. 11770 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
    English.  
    Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
    RSN 24728

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note

111835

Topic: Artisans -- Germany  
    Clay pipes -- Germany  
    Factories -- Germany  
    GERMANY TOUR  
    Laborers -- Germany  
    Pottery -- Germany

Place: Germany  
    Hohr (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
            Stereoscopic photographs

Making pottery for baking--looking into kiln, Hohr, Germany. 11771 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Making pottery for baking--looking into kiln, Hohr, Germany.
11771 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24729
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
111832
Topic: Artisans -- Germany
Factories -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Kilns -- Germany
Laborers -- Germany
Pottery -- Germany
Place: Germany
Hohr (Germany)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking toward New York skyscrapers from parkway over Brooklyn Bridge.
No. 11772 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Looking toward New York skyscrapers from parkway over Brooklyn Bridge. No. 11772 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24730
106940
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
NEW YORK CITY--Miscellaneous
Skyscrapers -- New York
Walkways -- New York
Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

Wright aeroplane (close view), ready for a flight, Fort Myer, Va. [Active no. 11773 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24731
AC0143-0024731 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Company acc. no. 117437.

Names: Wright, Orville, 1871-1948
Wright, Wilbur, 1867-1912

Topic: Airplanes -- Virginia
SPORTS-- Flying: Aeroplanes

Place: Fort Myer (Va.)
Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Wright aeroplane just leaping from the starting-rail, Fort Myer, Va. 11774 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Wright aeroplane just leaping from the starting-rail, Fort Myer, Va. 11774 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24732
AC0143-0024732 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
117478

Names: Wright, Orville, 1871-1948
Topic: Airplanes -- Virginia
SPORTS-- Flying: Aeroplanes

Place: Fort Myer (Va.)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Baldwin dirigible airship, ready to ascend, Aero Club carnival, Arlington, N.J. [Active no. 11775 : stereo interpositive.]
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24733
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Company acc. no. 117110.

Names: Baldwin (airship)
Topic: Airships
Balloons
Crowds
Dirigibles
SPORTS-- Flying: Aeroplanes

Place: Arlington (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Dirigible air balloon, flying over crowd at aviation meet, Asbury Park. 11776 interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): Dirigible air balloon, flying over crowd at aviation meet, Asbury Park. 11776 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24734
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
125309
Riding the surf—favorite pastime in Honolulu's reef-encircled harbor. 11777 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Riding the surf—favorite pastime in Honolulu's reef-encircled harbor. 11777 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Vegetable market before a mosque at Konia (Iconium). 11778 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Vegetable market before a mosque at Konia (Iconium). 11778 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24735
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
142210

Riding the surf—favorite pastime in Honolulu's reef-encircled harbor. 11777 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Riding the surf—favorite pastime in Honolulu's reef-encircled harbor. 11777 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Vegetable market before a mosque at Konia (Iconium). 11778 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Vegetable market before a mosque at Konia (Iconium). 11778 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24736
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
Copy and Version Identification Note

128013

Topic:  
- BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
- Markets -- Turkey
- Mosques -- Turkey
- Plazas -- Turkey
- Vegetables -- Turkey

Place:  
- Asia Minor
- Iconium (Turkey)
- Konia (Turkey)
- Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form:  
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Primitive farming at village near Lystra's old site. 11779 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Primitive farming at village near Lystra's old site. 11779 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24737

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note

128004

Topic:  
- Agriculture -- Asia Minor
- BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
- Cows -- Asia Minor
- Farming -- Asia Minor
- Mountains -- Asia Minor
- Villages -- Asia Minor
- plowing -- Asia Minor

Genre/ Form:  
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place:  
- Asia Minor
- Lystra (Asia Minor)

Camel caravan plodding over a country road in Asia Minor. [Active no. 11780 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24738

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Camels -- Turkey
Donkeys -- Turkey
Mountains -- Turkey
Roads -- Turkey

Place: Asia Minor
Derbe (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Turkey
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Turkish travelers at supper in a village rest-house. 11781 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Turkish travelers at supper in a village rest-house. 11781 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24739

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Dining -- Turkey
Dwellings -- Turkey

Place: Asia Minor
Derbe (Turkey)
Turkey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Native metal workers in a primitive factory at Smyrna. 11782 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Native metal workers in a primitive factory at Smyrna. 11782 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24740
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note

134201

Topic: Artisans -- Turkey
       BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
       Factories -- Turkey
       Laborers -- Turkey
       Metals -- Turkey

Place: Asia Minor
       Smyrna
       Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Beautiful Smyrna from S., with fig and olive orchards beside harbor. [Active no. 11783 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24741
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
       Fig -- Turkey
       Harbors -- Turkey
       Olives -- Turkey
       Orchards -- Turkey

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Asia Minor
Smyrna
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Mosque near site of Diana's world-famed temple, Ephesus. 11784
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mosque near site of Diana's world-famed temple, Ephesus.
11784 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24742
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127765

Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Diana (Roman deity)
Laborers -- zTurkey
Mosques -- Turkey
Mountains -- Turkey
Ruins -- Turkey
Temples -- Turkey

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Asia Minor
Ephesus (Ancient city)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Supurb Greek theatre at Miletus, old centre of learning and commerce.
11785 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Supurb Greek theatre at Miletus, old centre of learning and commerce. 11785 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24743
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
127654
Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Horses -- Turkey
Ruins -- Turkey
Theaters -- Turkey

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Asia Minor
Greece
Miletus
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Sardis, city of Croesus; an early home of Christianity. 11786 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Sardis, city of Croesus; an early home of Christianity. 11786 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24744

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Mountains -- Turkey
Religion -- Turkey

Place: Asia Minor
Christianity
Croesus (Turkey)
Sardis (Extinct city)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Philadelphia, seat of a Christian church in apostolic times. [Active no. 11787 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24745

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
Old Byzantine church at Pergamos, with "Satan's seat" beyond. 11788 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Old Byzantine church at Pergamos, with "Satan's seat" beyond. 11788 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24746

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note

128160

Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Byzantine
Churches -- Turkey
Mountains -- Turkey
Rivers -- Turkey
Ruins -- Turkey

Place: Asia Minor
Pergamos
Satan's Seat
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Mitylene, port of Lesbos; E. over Aegean Sea to Asia Minor. 11789 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Mitylene, port of Lesbos; E. over Aegean Sea to Asia Minor. 11789 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24747
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
128034

Topic:     BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
           Harbors -- Greece
           Islands -- Greece
           Ports -- Greece

Place:     Aegean Sea
           Greece
           Lesbos (Greece)
           Mytilene (Lesbos, Greece)
           Turkey

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:      Stereoscopic photographs

Harbor of Assos, from road below the hilltop town. 11790 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Harbor of Assos, from road below the hilltop town. 11790 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24748
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:     BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
           Boats -- Turkey
           Harbors -- Turkey
           Ports -- Turkey

Place:     Assos (Extinct city)
           Turkey
           Turkey
           Turkey -- 1890-1920.
The Trojan plain of Homeric story; N.W. from city to Hellespont. 11791 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): The Trojan plain of Homeric story; N.W. from city to Hellespont. 11791 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24749

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
128211

Names: Homer

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Plains -- Asia Minor
Ruins -- Asia Minor

Place: Hellespont
Troas
Trojan
Turkey

One of ancient Troy's public buildings, uncovered by archaeologists. 11792 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): One of ancient Troy's public buildings, uncovered by archaeologists. 11792 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24750

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
128192
Scamander river of Homeric fame; S. from Troy to mountains. 11793 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): Scamander river of Homeric fame; S. from Troy to mountains. 11793 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24751

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
128022

Names: Homer

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: BIBLICAL ASIA MINOR
Mountains -- Asia Minor
Rivers -- Asia Minor
Sheep -- Asia Minor
Valleys -- Asia Minor

Place: Scamander River (Asia Minor)
Troy
Turkey

The white ragged arches of Stonewall Avenue, Luray Caverns, Va. [Photo and Copyright by C.H. Jones, Phila., 1883] on caption in image. 11794 interpositive, 1883
Image(s): The white ragged arches of Stonewall Avenue, Luray Caverns, Va. [Photo and Copyright by C.H. Jones, Phila., 1883] on caption in image. 11794 interpositive 1883.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jones, C.H., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24752

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Same as RSN 24753.

Copy and Version Identification Note
113

Topic: Caves -- Virginia
Stalactites -- Virginia
TRAVEL STUDIES CAVES

Place: Luray Caverns (Virginia)
Stonewall Avenue
Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Stone fountain and giant sentinel, Brand's Cascade, Luray Caverns, Va. 11795 interpositive, 1883
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Stone fountain and giant sentinel, Brand's Cascade, Luray Caverns, Va. 11795 interpositive 1883.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jones, C.H., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24754

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
138465

Topic: Caves -- Virginia
Stalactites -- Virginia
TRAVEL STUDIES CAVES

Place: Brand's Cascade (Luray Caverns, Virginia)
Luray Caverns (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A marvel of beauty, Titania'a Veil, in the Luray Caverns, Va. 11796 interpositive, 1882
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): A marvel of beauty, Titania'a Veil, in the Luray Caverns, Va. 11796 interpositive 1882.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jones, C.H., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24755
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Same as RSN 24756.

Copy and Version Identification Note

138402

Topic: Caves -- Virginia
Stalactites -- Virginia
TRAVEL STUDIES CAVES

Place: Luray Caverns (Virginia)
Titania's Veil
Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

A marvel of beauty, Titania’a Veil, in the Luray Caverns, Va. 11796 interpositive, 1882
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): A marvel of beauty, Titania’a Veil, in the Luray Caverns, Va. 11796 interpositive 1882.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jones, C.H., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24756

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Same as RSN 24755.

Copy and Version Identification Note

59

Topic: Caves -- Virginia
Stalactites -- Virginia
TRAVEL STUDIES CAVES

Place: Luray Caverns (Virginia)
Titania's Veil
Virginia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Stone drapery (40 ft. long), the Wet Blanket, Luray Caverns, Va. 11797 interpositive, 1882
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Stone drapery (40 ft. long), the Wet Blanket, Luray Caverns, Va. 11797 interpositive 1882.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jones, C.H., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24757
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:
Caves -- Virginia
Stalactites -- Virginia
TRAVEL STUDIES CAVES

Place:
Luray Caverns (Virginia)
Virginia
Wet Blanket

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Nature’s own cathedral--Giant’s Hall, Luray Caverns, Va. 11798 interpositive, 1882
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jones, C.H., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24758
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Same as RSN 24759.

Topic:
Caves -- Virginia
Stalactites -- Virginia
TRAVEL STUDIES CAVES

Place:
Giant’s Hall (Luray Caverns, Virginia)
Luray Caverns (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs
Nature's own cathedral--Giant's Hall, Luray Caverns, Va. 11798
interpositive, 1882
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Nature's own cathedral--Giant's Hall, Luray Caverns, Va. 11798
interpositive 1882.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jones, C.H., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24759
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Same as RSN 24758.

Topic: Caves -- Virginia
Stalactites -- Virginia
TRAVEL STUDIES CAVES
Place: Giant's Hall (Luray Caverns, Virginia)
Luray Caverns (Virginia)
Virginia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Vacuum pan--special preparation of syrups for Crystal Domino sugar.
[Active no. 11799 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24760
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Company acc. no. 147179.

Topic: Crystal Domino (sugar)
Factories -- New Jersey
Industry -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Sugar -- New Jersey
Syrups -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SUGAR INDUST
Vacuums -- New Jersey

Place: Jersey City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Centrifugal machines which extract all uncrystallized sugar. [Active no. 11800 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24761

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Centrifuges -- New Jersey

Factories -- New Jersey

Industry -- New Jersey

Machinery -- New Jersey

Sugar -- New Jersey

TRAVEL STUDIES SUGAR INDUST

Culture: Crystal Domino (sugar)

Place: Jersey City (N.J.)

New Jersey

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

The edge of lava stream of 1906, eruption at Bosco Tre Case, seven miles from Vesuvius. 11801 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): The edge of lava stream of 1906, eruption at Bosco Tre Case, seven miles from Vesuvius. 11801 Interpositive 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24762

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32]

Copy and Version Identification Note

116098

Topic: Destruction

Lava

TRAVEL STUDIES VOLCANOES
Volcanic rock
Volcanoes

Place: Bosco Trecase (Italy)
Italy
Vesuvius

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Famous sculptured lion of Babylon--excavated from debris of centuries.

[Caption no. 11802 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewich, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24763
Company acc. no. 144866.
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Archaeology -- Iraq
Lions -- Iraq
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
Sculptures -- Iraq

Place: Babylon (Extinct city)
Iraq

Genre/Form: Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs

The potter's wheel "throwing" mugs and vases--Royal Porcelain Works, Worcester. [Active no. 11803 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24764
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32]. Company acc. no. 127522.

Topic: Artisans -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Mugs -- England
Porcelains -- England
Pottery -- England
Vases -- England

Place: England
Royal Porcelain Works
Worcester (England)

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

Image(s): [Tourists and sculptures inside museum.] 11804 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24765
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Museums
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Image(s): [Ruins.] 11805 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24766
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Image(s): [Ruins.] 11806 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Local Numbers
RSN 24767

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Ruins -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
Place: Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculpture of standing nude male inside museum. Active no. 11810 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 24768

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Museums
Nude in art
Sculpture
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Sculptures inside museum.] 11807 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Sculptures inside museum.] 11807 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24769

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece
Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Storied Drachenfels from across the Rhine, Germany. 11808 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): Storied Drachenfels from across the Rhine, Germany. 11808 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24770

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:

Agriculture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany
THE RHINE TOUR

[Ruins.] 11811 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Ruins.] 11811 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24771

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

View over Village Deep Gold Mine, showing battery, tanks and shafts. [372. Village Deep Gold Mine: the Battery, tanks and No. 2 Shaft.] caption in image. 11815 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): View over Village Deep Gold Mine, showing battery, tanks and shafts. [372. Village Deep Gold Mine: the Battery, tanks and No. 2 Shaft.]
caption in image. 11815 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24772
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
Copy and Version Identification Note
117230;372

Topic: AFRICA TOUR
Factories -- South Africa
Gold -- South Africa
Mining -- South Africa

Place: South Africa
Village Deep Gold Mine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Tailings Wheel, Village Deep Gold Mine. 11813 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Tailings Wheel, Village Deep Gold Mine. 11813 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24773
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
Copy and Version Identification Note
117229;X827

Topic: AFRICA TOUR
Factories -- South Africa
Gold -- South Africa
Machinery -- South Africa
Mining -- South Africa
Wheels -- South Africa

Place: South Africa
Village Deep Gold Mine
Switchboard, electric pumping station, 2,100 feet underground, Village Deep Gold Mine. 11814 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Switchboard, electric pumping station, 2,100 feet underground, Village Deep Gold Mine. 11814 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24774
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
117226:325

Way down in Village Deep Gold Mine, workers ready to charge up, So. Africa. 11812 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Way down in Village Deep Gold Mine, workers ready to charge up, So. Africa. 11812 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24775
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
832
Excavating in stopes for gold ore, Village Deep Gold Mine, So. Africa. 11816 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24776
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
892

Filling a car with ore from a box hole, Village Deep Gold Mine, So. Africa. 11817 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): Filling a car with ore from a box hole, Village Deep Gold Mine, So. Africa. 11817 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24777
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note

170227;186

Topic: AFRICA TOUR
Gold -- South Africa
Laborers -- South Africa
Mining -- South Africa
Railroads -- South Africa

Place: South Africa
Village Deep Gold Mine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Civilians and soldiers inspect building rubble.] [Active no. 11818 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24778

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Dwellings
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Army bread-baking crew posing for picture outdoors.] [Active no. 11819 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24779

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
[Soldiers eating on ground and posing before line of large tents.] [Active no. 11820 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24780
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

[Soldier with rifle posing before building with rubble in street.] [Active no. 11821 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24781
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
[Woman and two children posing with army bread-baking crew outdoors. Active no. 11822 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24782
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Breadmaking
Camps
Children
Stoves
Tents
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers and civilians posing with line of horses in background.] [Active no. 11823 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24783
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Camps
Horses
Portraits
Rivers
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Army bread-baking crew in action outdoors.] [Active no. 11824 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24784
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Breadmaking
Camps
Stoves
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Large contingent of soldiers with rifles marching toward bridge over river to city square in background, civilians watching.] Active no. 11825 : stereo Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”).

Image(s): [Large contingent of soldiers with rifles marching toward bridge over river to city square in background, civilians watching.] Active no. 11825 : stereo Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24785
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Automobiles
Dogs
Horses
Parades
Plazas
Wagons
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Empty artillery shell casings near hole in open field.] Active no. 11826: stereo Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Empty artillery shell casings near hole in open field.] Active no. 11826: stereo Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24786
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:
Artillery
Battlefields
Shells
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two civilians view line of artillery pieces in open field.] Active no. 11827: stereo Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Two civilians view line of artillery pieces in open field.] Active no. 11827: stereo Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24787
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:
Artillery
Battlefields
Guns
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Civilian in military trench. Active no. 11828: stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24788
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Artillery
Battlefields
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Several units of soldiers with rifles in a city square.] Active no. 11829 : stereo Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s): [Several units of soldiers with rifles in a city square.] Active no. 11829 : stereo Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24789
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Automobiles
Parades
Plazas
Rifles
Streets
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldiers firing rifles from trench.] 11830 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers firing rifles from trench.] 11830 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24790
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Rifles
Trench warfare
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers firing rifles from trench.] 11831 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Soldiers firing rifles from trench.] 11831 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24791

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Rifles
Trench warfare
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers resting on pile of straw.] 11832 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24792

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cleric with Red Cross arm band sitting in damaged cathedral.] 11833 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cleric with Red Cross arm band sitting in damaged cathedral.]
11833 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24793
Similar to RSN 24855.
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:
Clergy
Crosses
Hospitals
Religion
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group of soldiers in rain with artillery piece.] 11834 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24794
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Artillery
Battlefields
Guns
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 285
RSN Numbers 24795-24897
Image(s)

[Soldier praying in courtyard with many overturned chairs.] 11835
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24795

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces

Chairs

World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers, including potato-pealers, posing before trucks.] 11836
Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24796

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces

Portraits

World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Field of large army tents. Active no. 11837 : stereo interpositive], [ca. 1917-1918.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Field of large army tents. Active no. 11837 : stereo interpositive, ca. 1917-1918.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24797
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Camps
      Dogs
      Horses
      Tents
      Wagons
      World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Group of soldiers outdoors waiting for food.] Active no. 11838 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s): [Group of soldiers outdoors waiting for food.] Active no. 11838 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24798

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Food
      World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Nurse with severely wounded soldier in hospital. Active no. 11839 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24799

Video number 24035

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Hospitals
      Nurses
      War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Large group of soldiers eating outdoors.] 11840 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24800

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Eating
Food
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Long line of soldiers firing rifles from trench.] 11842 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Long line of soldiers firing rifles from trench.] 11842 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24801

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Automobiles
Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Rifles
Trench warfare
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Group of soldiers with eating utensils.] 11841 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24802

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two soldiers with rifles and bayonets behind fallen tree trunk in field.]
11843 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Two soldiers with rifles and bayonets behind fallen tree trunk in field.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24803

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rifles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Lines of many civilians in city square with huge fountain and huge buildings.]
11844 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Lines of many civilians in city square with huge fountain and huge buildings.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24804

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Monuments
Sculpture

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers relaxing. Active no. 11845 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24805

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Form: -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long line of soldiers firing rifles from behind fallen tree log in field. Active no. 11848 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24806

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Rifles
Soldiers -- 1910-1920
Trees
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of soldiers with rifles resting in trenches. Active no. 11846 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24807

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Rifles
Soldiers -- 1910-1920
Trench warfare
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers in trench line firing rifles. Active no. 11847 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
On mount?: "Departmental Requisition and Consumption." This may be a copy photograph.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24808
AC0143-0024808.tif (AC scan number)

NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! Image missed in copying for videodisc.

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Rifles
Soldiers -- 1910-1920
Soldiers -- World War, 1914-1918
Trench warfare
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

[Army recruits and soldiers relaxing. Active no. 11849 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

[Army recruits and soldiers in rifle drill. Active no. 11850 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Recruits
Soldiers -- 1910-1920
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24809
RSN 24810

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
[Army recruits and soldiers in exercise drill. Active no. 11851 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24811

NOTE! IMAGE COPIED TWICE ON VIDEODISC! ALSO VIDEONUM 24047
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Drill and minor tactics
Exercising
Physical fitness
Recruits
Training
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men and boys rest in museum or cathedral with many long lines of mattresses with pillows on floor.] Active no. 11852 : Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Men and boys rest in museum or cathedral with many long lines of mattresses with pillows on floor.] Active no. 11852 : Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24812
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bedrooms
Children
Museums
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers with rifles in close order drill on open field. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24813
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Drill and minor tactics
Parades
Rifles
Training
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long line of soldiers with rifles, led by man on a horse, in open field.]
Active no. 11854 : stereo interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Long line of soldiers with rifles, led by man on a horse, in open field.] Active no. 11854 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24814
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Parades
Rifles
Training
World War, 1914-1918

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers with stucked rifles drilling.] Active no. 11855 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Soldiers with stacked rifles drilling.] Active no. 11855 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24815

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Rifles
Training
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers with rifles and band instruments in open field. Active no. 11856 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24816

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bands (Music) -- 1910-1920.
Musical instruments
Parades
Training
World War, 1914-1918

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers parading before civilian crowd in street.] Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Soldiers parading before civilian crowd in street.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24817

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
135855

Topic:       Armed Forces
Crowds
Parades
Rifles
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Civilians with Mideastern flags marching in street. Active no. 11858 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24818

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Orig. acc. no. 135867.

Topic:       Banners
Children
Flags
Parades
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers with rifles marching in street.] 11859 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Soldiers with rifles marching in street.] 11859 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24819
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note

135901

Topic:  
Armed Forces  
Parades  
Rifles  
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers on hospital cots.] 11860 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Soldiers on hospital cots.] 11860 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 24820

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:  
Armed Forces  
Hospitals  
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers on horse-drawn carts along side of road.] 11861 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Soldiers on horse-drawn carts along side of road.] 11861 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 24821

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:  
Armed Forces  
Bicycles  
Horses  
Wagons  
World War, 1914-1918
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Army kitchen crew relaxing and posing. Active no. 11862 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24822
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Butchers
Dogs
Kitchens
Meat
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Army bread-baking crew posing outdoors.] 11863 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Army bread-baking crew posing outdoors.] 11863 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24823
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Breadmaking
Camps
Tents
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers, including wounded, relaxing on side of town street.] 11864 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24824

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces

Streets

World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Group of soldiers with children in a village street.] 11865 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Group of soldiers with children in a village street.] 11865 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24825

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces

Children

Portraits

Streets

World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[British military funeral cortege in a city street.] 11866 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [British military funeral cortege in a city street.] 11866 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24826
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Ambulances
Architecture
Armed Forces
Automobiles
Horses
Parades
World War, 1914-1918

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Church tower showing artillery damage.] 11867 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Church tower showing artillery damage.] 11867 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24827

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Church buildings
Damages
Disasters
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group of soldiers in open field with stacked rifles.] 11868 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Group of soldiers in open field with stacked rifles.] 11868 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24828

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Portraits
Rifles
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Groups of soldiers relaxing in open field with stacked rifles.] 11869
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Groups of soldiers relaxing in open field with stacked rifles.]
11869 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24829

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Portraits
Rifles
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Groups of soldiers relaxing in open field with stacked rifles.] 11870
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Groups of soldiers relaxing in open field with stacked rifles.]
11870 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24830

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Horses
Portraits
Rifles
World War, 1914-1918

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Soldiers with stacked rifles line side of road.] 11871 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Soldiers with stacked rifles line side of road.] 11871
Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24831
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Rifles
        Roads
        World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/  Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers relaxing and eating near village.] 11872 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24832
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Bicycles
        Cookery
        Food
        World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/  Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  Stereoscopic photographs

[Severely damaged bridges over river in center of a town.] 11873
Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Severely damaged bridges over river in center of a town.] 11873
Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24833

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Bridges
Destruction
Disasters
Rivers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cleric, nurse, soldier and civilian posing before artillery-damaged buildings. Active no. 11874 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24834

Video number 24070

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Clergy
Destruction
Disasters
Nurses
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers standing in a city street.] 11875 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24835

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women and girls rest in museum or cathedral with many long lines of mattresses and pillows on floor.] 11876 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Women and girls rest in museum or cathedral with many long lines of mattresses and pillows on floor.] 11876 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24836
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bedrooms
Children
Museums
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Civilian men and boys before fountain in town square.] [Active no. 11877 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8"),

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24837
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Architecture
Children
Fountains
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Children, possibly orphans, on floor with toys.] 11878 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children, possibly orphans, on floor with toys.] 11878 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24838
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Children
Portraits
Toys
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rubble inside damaged cathedral.] 11879 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rubble inside damaged cathedral.] 11879 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24839
Same as RSN 24840.
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Cathedrals
Church buildings
Destruction
Disasters
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rubble inside damaged cathedral.] 11879 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rubble inside damaged cathedral.] 11879 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24840

Same as RSN 24839.
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Cathedrals
Church buildings
Destruction
Disasters
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rubble of almost completely destroyed buildings.] 11880 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24841

Similar to RSN 24842
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Destruction
Disasters
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rubble of almost completely destroyed buildings.] 11880 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24842

Similar to RSN 24841
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
[Dead soldier and dead horses in street of almost totally destroyed village.] 11881 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dead soldier and dead horses in street of almost totally destroyed village.] 11881 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24843

Similar to RSN 24844.

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

[Dead soldier and dead horses in street of almost totally destroyed village.] 11881 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dead soldier and dead horses in street of almost totally destroyed village.] 11881 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24844

Similar to RSN 24843.

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
War
World War, 1914-1918

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers and bicyclist beside military trucks in village street.] 11883 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers and bicyclist beside military trucks in village street.] 11883 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24845
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Automobiles
Bicycles
Streets
Trucks
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Village buildings showing artillery damage.] 11884 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Village buildings showing artillery damage.] 11884 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24846
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Destruction
Disasters
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Man posing before buildings showing artillery damage.] 11885
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Village buildings showing artillery damage.] 11884 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24847
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Destruction
Disasters
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers milling around in village.] 11887 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers milling around in village.] 11887 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24848
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rifles
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers posing before huge tent structure.] 11889 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers posing before huge tent structure.] 11889 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24849

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Hangars
Portraits
Tents
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Artillery shells stacked on end behind embankments.] 11890 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24850

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Cartridges
Shells
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lines of many civilians in city square before huge fountain and huge buildings. 11891 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")]

Image(s): [Lines of many civilians in city square before huge fountain and huge buildings. 11891 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24851

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Crowds
Monuments
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers with camouflaged artillery piece in field. Active no. 11852 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24852
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Camouflage
Guns
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers on horse-drawn carts along country road.] 11893 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Soldiers on horse-drawn carts along country road.] 11893 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24853
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Roads
Wagons
War
World War, 1914-1918
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers posing outside village.] 11894 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers posing outside village.] 11894 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24854
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits
Rifles
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Cleric with Red Cross arm band sitting in damaged cathedral.] 11895 Interpositive 1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cleric with Red Cross arm band sitting in damaged cathedral.] 11895 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24855
Similar to RSN 24793.
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Crosses
Hospitals
Religion
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Trenches with sand bags in open field.] 11886 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24856

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces

Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918

Trench warfare

War

World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldier in cathedral with rubble and many damaged chairs.] Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24857

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces

Buildings

Destruction

Disasters

War

World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers, including wounded, with motorcycles in city. Stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24858
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Motorcycles
Portraits
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rubble and severely damaged buildings, alongside cleared streets: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24859
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Destruction
Disasters
Streets
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Many soldiers with rifles inside a factory building.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Many soldiers with rifles inside a factory building.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24860
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Factories
Machinery
Rifles
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Severely damaged two-line railroad bridge with destroyed train engine.] 11898 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Severely damaged two-line railroad bridge with destroyed train engine.] 11898 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24861

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Rivers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Huge crowds of men sitting in open field with soldiers present. 11899 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24862

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
[Destroyed bridge over river, city in background.] 11902 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Destroyed bridge over river, city in background.] 11902 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24863
Similar to RSN 24833.
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:
Bridges
Destruction
Disasters
Rivers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three soldiers on motorcycles in city street, drawing attention of three young women.] Active no. 11903 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Three soldiers on motorcycles in city street, drawing attention of three young women.] Active no. 11903 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24864
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Motorcycles
Streets
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers with horses on city street.] 11904 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Soldiers with horses on city street.] 11904 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24865

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Streets
War
World War, 1914-1918

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long line of soldiers with rifles crossing temporary floating bridge over river; city in background.] 11905 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Long line of soldiers with rifles crossing temporary floating bridge over river; city in background.] 11905 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24866

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Boats and boating
Bridges
Portraits
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Army band group and bicyclist walking in city street.] 11906 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24867

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bands (Music) -- 1910-1920.
Bicycles
Musical instruments
Parades
World War, 1914-1918

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Four soldiers and boy in rubble of destroyed building.] 11908 Interpositive 1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Four soldiers and boy in rubble of destroyed building.] 11908 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24868

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Children
Destruction
Disasters
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Civilians on cleared streets viewing rubble of destroyed buildings.] 11909 Interpositive 1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Civilians on cleared streets viewing rubble of destroyed buildings.] 11909 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24869
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Buildings
Church buildings
Destruction
Disasters
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Army field kitchen crew posing outdoors. Active no. 11910 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24870

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Orig. no. 59.

Topic: Armed Forces
Butchers
Food
Meat
Tents
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three soldiers cooking over wood fire on side of street. Stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24871

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Orig. company acc. no. 116287.
[Three soldiers loading artillery piece; line of huge tents in background.]
Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Three soldiers loading artillery piece; line of huge tents in background.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24872

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

[Line of horse-drawn artillery pieces in field.] 11913 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Line of horse-drawn artillery pieces in field.] 11913 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24873

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].
[Cavalry troops parade down city street in England.] 11911 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cavalry troops parade down city street in England.] 11911 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24874
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

[ Military barber shaving soldier outside tent. ] 11912 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [ Military barber shaving soldier outside tent. ] 11912 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24875
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
154
Topic: Armed Forces
Barbering
Shaving
Tents
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Damaged artillery pieces in field.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24876

Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Battlefields
Guns
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Monument to Lord Nelson, Trafalgar Square, London. 10595 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): Monument to Lord Nelson, Trafalgar Square, London. 10595 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
right frame essentially complete

Local Numbers
RSN 24877

Pieces in separate envelopes.
Currently stored in box 3.2.40 [32].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-2914
Topic: Columns -- England
Monuments -- England
Plazas -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Nelson
Trafalgar Square

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Fire.] 11916 Interpositive
3 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fire.] 11916 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left frame complete.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 24878

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [102].

Topic: Explosions
Fires
Smoke
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 11918 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 11918 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24879

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Naval history
Religion
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11919 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11919 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24880
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Naval history
Rifles
Training

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd.] 11920 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd.] 11920 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24881
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic:
Architecture
Buildings
Crowds

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military crowd before temple in Greece.] 11921 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military crowd before temple in Greece.] 11921 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24882
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109449

Topic:
Architecture -- Greece
Flags -- Greece
Military -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place:
Athens (Greece)
Greece
Theseion

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11922 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11922 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24883
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109633

Topic:
Armed Forces
Plazas
Portraits
Rifles

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11923 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11923 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24884

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109670

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Portraits
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11924 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11924 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24885

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109537

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
Military -- Greece
Portraits -- Greece
Rifles -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11925 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11925 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24886

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].
Copy and Version Identification Note
109447

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Armed Forces
Mountains
Naval history
Rifles

[Military.] 11926 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11926 Interpositive,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24887

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109434

Topic: Armed Forces
Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Naval history
Rifles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11927 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11927 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24888

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].
Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Greece
      Military -- Greece
      Mountains -- Greece
      Rifles -- Greece
      Wars -- Greece

Place: Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 11928 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 11928 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24889

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109439

Topic: Bedouin ?
      Carts

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
              Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
              Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11929 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military.] 11929 Interpositive..

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24890

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109761

Topic: Armed Forces
      Destruction
      Disasters
Wars?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sailors.] 11930 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Sailors.] 11930 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24891

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Laundries
Portraits
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Math.] 11931 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Math.] 11931 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 24892

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Names: European War Fund

Topic: Ambulances
Armed Forces
Crosses
Crowds
Naval history
Parades

Place: Order of St. John of Jerusalem in England
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Boats in wide river.] 11932 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Boats in wide river.] 11932 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24893
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic:
Bridges
Harbors
Rivers
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11933 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 11933 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24894
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Bicycles
Horses
Parades
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11934 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 11934 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24895

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bicycles
Horses
Parades
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11935 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 11935 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24896

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Guns

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11936 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 11936 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24897

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits
Wars?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
Box 286

RSN Numbers 24898-25000

Image(s)

[Military.] 11937 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military.] 11937 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24898

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Eating
Food
Wars?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11938 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military.] 11938 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24899

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Eating
Food
Wars?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers and early automobile.] 11939 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Soldiers and early automobile.] 11939 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24900

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic:  
- Armed Forces
- Automobiles
- Bread
- Naval history
- Trucks

Genre/Form:  
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldier kneeling at gravesites; woman holding baby in background; wood crosses identify three British soldiers killed 9/19/14.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s):  
[Soldier kneeling at gravesites; woman holding baby in background; wood crosses identify three British soldiers killed 9/19/14.] Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24901

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic:  
- Casualties -- France
- Cemeteries -- France
- Flowers -- France
- Military -- France
- Tombstones -- France
- War -- France
- World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Place:  
- France

Genre/Form:  
- Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
- Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11941 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s):  
[Military.] 11941 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24902
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

**Topic:** Armed Forces
Goats
Portraits
Sheep

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural home.] 11942 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

*Image(s):* [Rural home.] 11942 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 24903

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

**Topic:** Destruction
Disasters
Dwellings
Dwellings
Naval history

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Destruction.] 11943 Interpositive

1 Item (5” x 8”)

*Image(s):* [Destruction.] 11943 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 24904

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

**Topic:** Buildings
Destruction
Disasters
Wars?

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11944 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11944 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24905
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Barbering
Camps
Naval history
Shaving
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 11945 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Children.] 11945 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24906
Same as RSN 27915.
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Buildings
Children
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion.] 11946 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Religion.] 11946 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24907
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Clergy
      Portraits
      Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Religion.] 11947 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Religion.] 11947 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24908

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Clergy
      Portraits
      Religion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11948 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] 11948 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24909

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Battlefields
      Carriages and carts
      Horses
      Naval history

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11949 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] 11949 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24910

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11950 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] 11950 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24911

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Architecture
Armed Forces
Buildings
Horses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11951 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] 11951 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24912

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11952 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] 11952 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24913

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Mountains
bathing

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11953 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] 11953 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24914

Same as RSN 24915.

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Roads
Trucks
Wars?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11953 Interpositive
3 pieces (+size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Military.] 11953 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Right frame unbroken.

Local Numbers
RSN 24915

Same as RSN 24914.
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Roads
Trucks
Wars?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Destruction.] 11954 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Destruction.] 11954 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24916

Similar to RSN 24917.
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Buildings
Destruction
Disasters
Wars?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Destruction.] 11954 Interpositive
1 Item (+size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Destruction.] 11954 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24917

Similar to RSN 24916.
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Copy and Version Identification Note
180265

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Buildings</th>
<th>Destruction</th>
<th>Disasters</th>
<th>Wars?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Military.] 11955 Interpositive
1 Item (size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Military.] 11955 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24918

Similar to RSN 24919.
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Copy and Version Identification Note
180266

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Armed Forces</th>
<th>Roads</th>
<th>Trucks</th>
<th>Wars?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Military.]d 11955 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.]d 11955 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24919

Similar to RSN 24918.

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Roads
Trucks
Wars?

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11956 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 11956 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24920

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Battlefields
Naval history
Rifles
Trench warfare

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Group portrait outside. Active no. 11957 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Two soldiers with group of children.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24921

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Assistance
Charities
Children
War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11958 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11958 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24922
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Animals
Armed Forces
Butchering
Hay
Wars?

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11959 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] 11959 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24923
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Naval history
Rifles
Trench warfare

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast.] 11960 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Seacoast.] 11960 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24924

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Seacoasts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11961 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 11961 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24925

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Wars?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Landscape.] 11962 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 11962 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24926

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Grasses
Sand dunes
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[ Military. ] 11963 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [ Military. ] 11963 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24927
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Naval history
Rifles
Sand dunes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[ Children. ] 11964 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [ Children. ] 11964 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24928
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Children
Sand dunes

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[ Military. ] 11965 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [ Military. ] 11965 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24929

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Battlefields
      Naval history
      Rifles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Beach scene.] 11966 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Beach scene.] 11966 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24930

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Beaches
       Sand dunes
       Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[ Military.] 11967 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11967 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24931

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Beaches
       Boats and boating
       Sand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs
[Steam shovel.] 11968 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Steam shovel.] 11968 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24932

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic:  Blue collar workers
Machinery
Sand
Steam shovels

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 11969 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Farm scene.] 11969 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24933

Same as RSN 24934.

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic:  Farms
Swine
pigs

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 11969 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Farm scene.] 11969 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24934
Same as RSN 24933.

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic:   Farms
         Swine
         pigs

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:   Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 11970 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cows.] 11970 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24935

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic:   Bulls
         Cows

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:   Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 11971 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cows.] 11971 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24936

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic:   Cows

Genre/  Landscapes (representations)
Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 11972 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cows.] 11972 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24937

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Cows
      Farmers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Cows.] 11973 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Cows.] 11973 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24938

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Cows
      Farms

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11974 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 11974 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24939

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Naval history
Rifles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 11975 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Farm scene.] 11975 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24940

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Agriculture
Disk harrowing
Farmers
Fields
Horses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11976 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 11976 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24941

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene.] 11977 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Farm scene.] 11977 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 24942

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Blue collar workers
  Corn
  Electric motors
  Farms
  Machinery
  Silos

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11978 Interpositive
  1 Item (5" x 8")
  Image(s): [Military.] 11978 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
  English.
  Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 24943

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
  Battlefields
  Naval history
  Rifles
  Trench warfare

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
  Stereoscopic photographs

[Farm scene. Active no. 11979 : stereo interpositive.]
  1 Item (5" x 8")
  Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
  English.
  Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 24944

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Agriculture
  Corn
  Cultivating
  Farmers
Horses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Culture: Stereoscopic photographs

African Americans

[Military.] 11980 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11980 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24945
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Naval history
Rifles
Trench warfare

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 11988 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 11988 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24946
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Skiers outdoors.] 11989 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Skiers outdoors.] 11989 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24947
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic:
Mountains
Recreation
Resorts
Skis and skiing
Snow
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Skiers outdoors.] 11990 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Skiers outdoors.] 11990 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24948
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic:
Mountains
Recreation
Resorts
Skis and skiing
Snow
Sports -- 1920-1930

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11991 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] 11991 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24949

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
Portraits
Stones
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd.] 11992 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Crowd.] 11992 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24950

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Children
Crowds
Excavations (Archaeology)
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Disaster.] 11993 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Disaster.] 11993 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24951

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129].

Topic: Baby carriages
Buildings
Destruction
Disasters
Streets
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11994 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11994 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24952
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Machine guns
Wars?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11995 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11995 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24953
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Naval history
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11996 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11996 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24954

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Naval history
       Rifles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                     Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11997 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11997 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24955

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Horses
       Naval history

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                     Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11998 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 11998 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24956

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Roads
       Wars?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
                     Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11999 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 11999 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24957

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
Roads
Trucks
Wars?

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12000 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 12000 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24958

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [109].

Topic: Armed Forces
Barbering
Camps
Horses
Naval history
Shaving

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12001 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 12001 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24959
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

**Topic:**
- Armed Forces
- Horses
- Naval history
- Roads

**Genre/ Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**[Military.] 12002 Interpositive**

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 12002 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24960

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

**Topic:**
- Armed Forces
- Camps
- Naval history
- Rifles

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**[Seacoast.] 12009 Interpositive**

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Seacoast.] 12009 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24961

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

**Topic:**
- Birds
- Rocks
- Seacoasts

**Genre/ Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

**[Seacoast.] 12010 Interpositive**
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Seacoast.] 12010 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24962

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Birds
Coasts
Photographers
Rocks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast.] 12011 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Seacoast.] 12011 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24963

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Boats and boating
Coasts
Formations (Geology)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Children.] 12012 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Children.] 12012 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 24964

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Carriages and carts
Children
Dogs
Roads
Waterscapes

Genre/Form:

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow.] 12013 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Snow.] 12013 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24965
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Dogs
Eskimos
Mountains
Sleds
Snow
Glaciers

Genre/Form:

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Snow.] 12014 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Snow.] 12014 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24966
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Dogs
Eskimos
Mountains
Sleds
Snow
Glaciers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Seacoast.] 12015 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Seacoast.] 12015 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Glass slightly cracked at upper right margin.
Local Numbers
RSN 24967
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Children
Coasts
Formations (Geology)
Rocks

[Ostriches.] 12016 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Ostriches.] 12016 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24968
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Farms
Mountains -- United States
Ostriches

[Waterfalls.] 12017 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 12017 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24969
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].
Topic: Waterfalls
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[High bridge over river in rugged terrain.] 12018 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [High bridge over river in rugged terrain.] 12018 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24970
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].
Topic: Bridges
Canyons
Gorges
Rapids
Rivers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12019 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 12019 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24971
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].
Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Dead
Litters
War
War casualties
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12020 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12020 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion peeling
yellowing
Local Numbers
RSN 24972
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].
Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Dead
War
War casualties
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12021 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12021 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24973
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].
Topic: Armed Forces
Employees
Lumber trade
Saws
Wood
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12022 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12022 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24974

Same as RSN 24975.

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Naval history
Rifles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12022 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12022 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24975

Same as RSN 24974.

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Naval history
Rifles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12023 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12023 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 24976

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Bicycles
      Naval history
      Rifles
      Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Train in station.] 12024 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Train in station.] 12024 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24977

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Naval history
      Railroad stations
      Railroads
      Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12025 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12025 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24978

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Bands (Music)
      Bicycles
      Naval history
      Parades
Villages
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12026 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] 12026 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24979
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Naval history
      Rifles
      Training
      Trench warfare

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory. Active no. 12027 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24980
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Barrels
      Blue collar workers
      Factories
      Hides and skins
      Leather

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory. Active no. 12028 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24981

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory. Active no. 12029 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24982

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory. Active no. 12030 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24983
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory. Active no. 12031 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24984

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory.] 12032 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in leather factory.] 12032 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24985

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Machine in leather factory. Active no. 12033 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 24986

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory. Active no. 12034 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24987

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory.] 12035 interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in leather factory.] 12035 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left frame broken diagonally from upper left.

Local Numbers
RSN 24988

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic:  Blue collar workers
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory.] 12036 interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in leather factory.] 12036 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Left frame broken diagonally from upper left.

Local Numbers
RSN 24989

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic:  Blue collar workers
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory.] 12037 interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in leather factory.] 12037 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Both frames broken diagonally from upper left.

Local Numbers
RSN 24990

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].
[Workers in leather factory.] 12039 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Workers in leather factory.] 12039 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24991
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

[Workers in leather factory.] 12040 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Workers in leather factory.] 12040 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24992
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

[Workers in leather factory.] 12041 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Workers in leather factory.] 12041 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24993

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory.] 12042 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Workers in leather factory.] 12042 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24994

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory.] 12043 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Workers in leather factory.] 12043 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24995
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

**Topic:**  Blue collar workers  
Factories  
Hides and skins  
Leather  
Machinery  

**Genre/Form:**  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory.] 12044 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Workers in leather factory.] 12044 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 24996

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

**Topic:**  Blue collar workers  
Factories  
Hides and skins  
Leather  
Machinery  

**Genre/Form:**  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of leather factory exterior.] 12045 interpositive  
2 pieces (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Overview of leather factory exterior.] 12045 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Emulsion peeling.  
Frames separated.  
Paper remnants adhering.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 24997

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

**Topic:**  Blue collar workers  
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory.] 12046 interpositive
3 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Workers in leather factory.] 12046 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling.

Paper remnants adhering.

Right frame cracked diagonally from upper right.

Local Numbers
RSN 24998

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Hides and skins
Leather
Machinery

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Agriculture.] 11981 Interpositive
1 item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): Agriculture.] 11981 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 24999

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic:
Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Fields
Hay -- Harvesting
Horses
Machinery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 11982 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 11982 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25000
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Farms
Fields
Hay -- Harvesting
Horses

Box 287
RSN Numbers 25001-25099

Image(s)

[Agriculture.] 11983 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 11983 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25001
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Fields
Hay -- Harvesting
Horses
Machinery
Mowing machines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Birds.] 11984 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Birds.] 11984 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25002
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic:  Birds
       Nests

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 11985 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Military.] 11985 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25003
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic:  Armed Forces
       Bicycles
       Naval history
       Rifles
       Roads

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:  Stereoscopic photographs

[Damaged rural home.] 11986 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Damaged rural home.] 11986 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25004
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].
Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Dwellings
Dwellings
Naval history

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Damaged rural home.] 11987 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Damaged rural home.] 11987 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering right frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 25005

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

1 Item (piece; 5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25006

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Evacuations
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Place: Lowicz (Poland)
Poland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (piece; 5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25007

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Funeral rites and ceremonies
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
burials

Place: Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

1 Item (piece; 5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25008
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Battlefields
       War
       War casualties
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Place: Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in leather factory.] 12050 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in leather factory.] 12050 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25009

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
       Iron
       Machinery
       Metal cutters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
          Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12051 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12051 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25010

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
       Iron
       Link chains
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12052 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12052 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25011
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Iron
Link chains

[Workers in factory.] 12053 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12053 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25012
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Iron
Link chains

[Worker in factory.] 12054 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12054 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25013

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Iron
Link chains
Machinery

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12055 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12055 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25014

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Iron
Link chains
Machinery

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12056 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12056 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25015

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Iron
Machinery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12057 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12057 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25016

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Iron
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 12058 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 12058 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25017

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Boats and boating
Harbors
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12059 interpositive
3 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12059 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Right frame complete.
Local Numbers
RSN 25018

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
187047

Topic: Blue collar workers
Facilities

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12060 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12060 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25019

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Facilities
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12061 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12061 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25020

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note
187071

Topic: Blue collar workers
Facilities
Machinery
Wheels

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12062 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12062 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25021

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note

187070

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12063 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12063 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25022

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Copy and Version Identification Note

187068

Topic: Automobiles
Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12064 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12064 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner cracked.

Local Numbers
RSN 25023
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic:
Automobiles
Blue collar workers
Factories
Paint sprayers

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12065 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12065 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25024
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Occupation:
Painters

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12066 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12066 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25025
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Automobiles
      Blue collar workers
      Factories

Genre/ Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 12067 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
      RSN 25026

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Automobiles
      Blue collar workers
      Factories

Genre/ Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12068 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12068 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
      RSN 25027

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Automobiles
      Blue collar workers
      Factories

Genre/ Form:
      Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
      Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12070 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12070 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25028
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic:
Automobiles
Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers at end of auto assembly line.] 12072 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers at end of auto assembly line.] 12072 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 25029
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Names: Ford Motor Company.

Topic:
Automobiles
Blue collar workers
Factories

Place: Model T.

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers at end of auto assembly line.] 12073 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers at end of auto assembly line.] 12073 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25030
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Names: Ford Motor Company.

Topic: Automobiles
      Blue collar workers
      Factories

Place: Model T.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12074 interpositive
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12074 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left frame broken vertically.
Right frame complete.

Local Numbers
RSN 25031

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
      Factories
      Founding
      Metals

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12075 interpositive
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12075 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Left frame broken diagonally from upper left.

Local Numbers
RSN 25032

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
      Factories
      Machinery
Metals

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12076 interpositive
2 pieces (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12076 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Right frame broken diagonally from upper right.
Local Numbers
RSN 25033
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery
Metals

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Office, Cat. No. 12077 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5” x 8”.)
Image(s): [Office, Cat. No. 12077 : stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
A seated man wearing a shirt and tie is shown writing or drawing.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25034
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Extreme upper left corner cracked.

Topic: Business enterprises
Offices -- 1890-1920
Painting

Genre/ Form: Interpositives Stereoscopic photographs

[Man and women behind counter with customers.] 12078 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Man and women behind counter with customers.] 12078 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25035
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Business enterprises
Offices
Women laborers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12079 interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12079 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and peeling.
Glass cracked diagonally from lower left.

Local Numbers
RSN 25036
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12080 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12080 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
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Local Numbers
RSN 25037

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Laboratories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12081 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12081 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion yellowing and peeling.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 25038

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Laboratories
Soldering

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12082 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12082 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 25039

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [102].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Soldering

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12083 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12083 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25040

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [102].

Topic: Artisans
Blue collar workers
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12084 interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12084 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling.

Right frame cracked diagonally from bottom.

Local Numbers
RSN 25041

Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [102].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machines in factory.] 12085 interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Machines in factory.] 12085 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Right frame broken lower right.

Local Numbers
RSN 25042
Currently stored in box 3.2.41 [129], moved from [102].

Topic: Factories
Machinery
Metal lathes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men and women workers at a long table in factory], No. 12087 :
Interpositive, 1915
2 pieces (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Men and women workers at a long table in factory], No. 12087 :
Interpositive, 1915.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass
right frame broken vertically
yellowing and peeling slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 25043
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Women laborers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12088 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12088 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers

RSN 25044

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of woman worker at a machine in a factory.] 12089 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Close-up of woman worker at a machine in a factory.] 12089 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers

RSN 25045

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery
Women laborers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of women workers at machines in a factory.] 12090 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Line of women workers at machines in a factory.] 12090 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers

RSN 25046

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery
Women laborers

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12091 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12091 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion peeling.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 25047
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12092 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12092 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25048
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12093 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12093 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25049
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12094 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12094 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25050
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12095 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12095 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25051
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12096 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12096 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25052

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers outside factory.] 12098 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers outside factory.] 12098 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25053

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
Local Numbers
RSN 25054

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers outside factory.] 12099 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers outside factory.] 12099 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25055

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery
Painting

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12100 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12100 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25056

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Funeral.] 12101 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Funeral.] 12101 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25057
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Carriages -- England
Crowds -- England
Funeral rites and ceremonies -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12102 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12102 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25058
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Carriages -- England
Crowds -- England
Funerals -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12103 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12103 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25059

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Castles -- England
Ceremonies -- England
Funerals -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
Windsor Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12104 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12104 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25060

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Castles -- England
Ceremonies -- England
Funerals -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
Windsor Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12105 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 12105 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25061

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Castles -- England
Ceremonies -- England
Funerals -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
Windsor Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12106 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 12106 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25062

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Castles -- England
Ceremonies -- England
Funerals -- England
Military -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
Windsor Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12107 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12107 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25063
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Castles -- England
       Ceremonies -- England
       Funerals -- England
       Military -- England
       Royalty -- England

Place: England
       Windsor Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12108 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12108 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25064
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Crowds -- England
       Funerals -- England
       Horses -- England
       Military -- England
       Parades -- England

Place: England
       London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12109 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 12109 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25065

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Crowds -- England
Funerals -- England
Horses -- England
Military -- England
Parades -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Parade.] No. 12110 : stereoscopic interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Parade.] No. 12110 : stereoscopic interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25066

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2]

Topic: Armed Forces
Bands (Music)
Funeral rites and ceremonies
Horses
Musical instruments
Parades

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 12111 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 12111 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25067

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Castles -- England
Flowers -- England
Funerals -- England
Royalty -- England
Wreaths -- England

Place: England
Windsor Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty.] 12112 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Royalty.] 12112 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25068

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Castles -- England
Flowers -- England
Funerals -- England
Royalty -- England
Wreaths -- England

Place: England
Windsor Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Royalty. Active no. 12113 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25069

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
Topic: Armed Forces
Funeral rites and ceremonies
Parades
Royalty

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12114 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Military.] 12114 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25070

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Guns

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12115 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Military.] 12115 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25071

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Formations (Geology)
Roads

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12116 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] 12116 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25072

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Fortification
Guns

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[ Military.? ] 12117 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] 12117 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25073

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Cemeteries
Crosses
Sepulchral monuments

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Germany?] 12118 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25074

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2]
Topic: Destruction  Disasters  War
Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12119 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12119 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25075
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces  Portraits  War
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12136 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12136 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 25076
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces  Bags
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  Stereoscopic photographs

[Deflated large round balloon on ground.] 12137 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Deflated large round balloon on ground.] 12137 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 25077
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Balloons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12138
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12138
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
yellowing and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 25078
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Balloons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12139
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12139
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 25079

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Balloons
Blue collar workers
Children
Tobacco pipes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground. Active no. 12140: stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25080

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Balloons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12141
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12141
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering

Yellowing and peeling
Local Numbers
RSN 25081
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Balloons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12142
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12142
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
yellowing and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 25082
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Balloons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12143
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12143
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
yellowing and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 25083
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
[Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12144 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crew preparing to inflate large round balloon on ground.] 12144 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 25084
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

[Crew inflating large round balloon on ground.] 12145 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crew inflating large round balloon on ground.] 12145 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
yellowing and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 25085
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
[Crew inflating large round balloon on ground.] 12146 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crew inflating large round balloon on ground.] 12146 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

peeling slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 25086
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Balloons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crew inflating large round balloon on ground.] 12147 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crew inflating large round balloon on ground.] 12147 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
yellowing and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 25087
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Balloons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Kneeling workers harvesting cranberries. Active no. 12148 interpositive.], 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Kneeling workers harvesting cranberries. Active no. 12148 interpositive.] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25088

Similar to RSN 15282.

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Agriculture -- Massachusetts
Cranberries -- Massachusetts
Harvesting -- Massachusetts
Laborers -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Culture: African Americans

[Crew inflating large round balloon on ground.] 12148 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Crew inflating large round balloon on ground.] 12148 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing and peeling

Local Numbers
RSN 25089

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2], moved from [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
107090

Topic: Armed Forces
Balloons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crew inflating large round balloon on ground.] 12149 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crew inflating large round balloon on ground.] 12149 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25090

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2], moved from [6].

Copy and Version Identification Note
107125

Topic: Armed Forces
Balloons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Gondola of large round balloon on ground.] 12150 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Gondola of large round balloon on ground.] 12150 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25091

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Balloons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Gondola of large round balloon on ground.] 12151 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Gondola of large round balloon on ground.] 12151 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

lower left corner missing
yellowing and peeling
Local Numbers
RSN 25092

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2], moved from [6].

Topic:  Armed Forces
       Balloons
       Passengers

Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] 12154 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Construction.] 12154 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

-yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25093

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:  Arches
       Architecture
       Blue collar workers
       Stonemasons

Genre/ Form:
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
       Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] 12155 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Construction.] 12155 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

-yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25094

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:  Arches
       Construction
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] 12156 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Construction.] 12156 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.
Local Numbers
RSN 25095
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Arches
Architecture
Blue collar workers
Stonemasons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] 12157 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Construction.] 12157 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Ppaper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.
Local Numbers
RSN 25096
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Arches
Architecture
Blue collar workers
Stonemasons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] 12158 Interpositive
[Construction.] 12158 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Construction.] 12158 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.
Local Numbers
RSN 25097
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
Topic: Arches
Architecture
Blue collar workers
Stonemasons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] 12159 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Construction.] 12159 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.
Local Numbers
RSN 25098
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
Topic: Arches
Buildings
Construction
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Construction.] 12160 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Construction.] 12160 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.
Local Numbers
RSN 25099
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Buildings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 288
RSN Numbers 25100-25203

Image(s)
[Construction.] 12161 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Construction.] 12161 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25100
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Buildings
Stonemasons
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12164 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12164 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Peeling slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 25101

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
War

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12165 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12165 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25102

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Excavations (Archaeology)
Trench warfare
War

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12166 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12166 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Yellowing and peeling.
Local Numbers
RSN 25103

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Rifles
Trench warfare
War

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12167 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12167 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25104

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Rifles
Trench warfare
War

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Men constructing small wooden bridge over stream.] 12168 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Men constructing small wooden bridge over stream.] 12168 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.
Local Numbers
RSN 25105

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:
- Architecture
- Armed Forces
- Bridges
- Lumber trade
- Rivers

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory exterior.] 12169 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Overview of factory exterior.] 12169 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25106

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:
- Factories
- Industrial chimneys
- Railroads
- Railroads -- Trains

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers outside factory.] 12170 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Workers outside factory.] 12170 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25107
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

**Topic:** Blue collar workers
Factories
Lumber trade
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Lumber factory.] 12171 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Lumber factory.] 12171 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 25108

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

**Topic:** Factories
Lumber trade
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers loading train cars outside factory.] 12172 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

**Image(s):** [Workers loading train cars outside factory.] 12172 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 25109

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

**Topic:** Blue collar workers
Factories
Lumber trade
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Place: Chicago and North-Western Railway

Genre/ Genre:
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 12173 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ships.] 12173 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25110
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/ Genre:
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 12174 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ships.] 12174 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25111
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Ships

Genre/ Genre:
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs
[Laborer at work in a tunnel? Active no. 12175: stereo interpositive.]
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25112
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Exterior view.] 12176 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Exterior view.] 12176 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25113
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
113986

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ships.] 12177 Interpositive
1 item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Ships.] 12177 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Yellowing and peeling.

Local Numbers
RSN 25114

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Ships
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 12178 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 12178 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing and peeling slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 25115

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Sail boats
       Waterscapes
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 12179 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 12179 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25116

Similar to RSN 15280.

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Agriculture
       Buggies
Cranberries
Fields
Horses

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dock area beside rural stream.] 12180 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Dock area beside rural stream.] 12180 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25117

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108104

Topic: Docks
Piers
Rivers
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 12181 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 12181 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25118

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Agriculture
Cranberries
Fields
Irrigation

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Agriculture.] 12182 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 12182 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25119

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
108155

Topic: Agriculture
Cranberries
Fields
Irrigation

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Men and women workers harvesting cranberries in irrigated field in Massachusetts], No. 12183 : interpositive, 1907
1 piece (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Men and women workers harvesting cranberries in irrigated field in Massachusetts], No. 12183 : interpositive, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25120

Similar to RSN 15281

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Agriculture
Cranberries
Fields
Harvesting
Irrigation
Women laborers

Place: Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 12185 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 12185 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25121
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:
Agriculture
Cranberries
Fields
Irrigation

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Women sorting cranberries at tables in Massachusetts], No. 12186 : Interpositive, 1907
1 piece (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Women sorting cranberries at tables in Massachusetts], No. 12186 : Interpositive, 1907.
Underwood & Underwood
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25122
Similar to RSN 15284
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:
Canneries
Cranberries
Food industry
Women laborers

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers moving boxes of cranberries in warehouse.] 12187 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers moving boxes of cranberries in warehouse.] 12187 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25123

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Similar to RSN 15285.

Copy and Version Identification Note
108143

Topic: Cranberries -- Massachusetts
       Laborers -- Massachusetts
       Shipping -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing.] 12188 Interpositive, 1900

1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Fishing.] 12188 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25124

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Fishing
       Industry

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Fishing.] 12189 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fishing.] 12189 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25125
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Fishing
       Industry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Fishing.] 12190 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fishing.] 12190 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25126
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Fishing
       Industry

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Fishing.] 12191 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fishing.] 12191 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25127
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:  
Blue collar workers  
Fishing  
Industry  

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910  
-- Interpositives -- Glass  
Form:  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Fishing.] 12192 Interpositive, 1900  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Fishing.] 12192 Interpositive 1900.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 25128  

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:  
Blue collar workers  
Fishing  
Industry  

Genre/  
Photographs -- 1900-1910  
-- Interpositives -- Glass  
Form:  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Fishing, Minnesota. Active no. 12193 : stereo interpositive], [1900.]  
1 Item (5" x 8").  
Image(s): [Fishing, Minnesota. Active no. 12193 : stereo interpositive, 1900.]  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 25129  

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:  
Codfish -- Minnesota  
Fishing -- Minnesota  
Industry -- Minnesota  
Laborers -- Minnesota  
Place:  
Duluth (Minn.)  
Minnesota
[Fishing.] 12194 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Fishing.] 12194 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25130
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Fishing
Industry

[Women workers packing fish products in "Mother of Pearl" boxes.] 12195
interpositive, 1900
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Women workers packing fish products in "Mother of Pearl" boxes.] 12195 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25131
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:
Fishing
Industry
Women laborers

[Women workers at long tables indoors processing fish products], No.
12196 : Interpositive, 1900
1 piece (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Women workers at long tables indoors processing fish products], No. 12196 : Interpositive, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25132

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Fishing
Industry
Women laborers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Home.] 12197 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Home.] 12197 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 25133

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Boats and boating
Dwellings
Dwellings
Rocks
Seashore

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Architecture.] 12198 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 12198 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25134

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Architecture
      Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Odd rock formations in Grand Canyon.] interpositive
1 Item (3 3/4” x 7”)

Image(s): [Odd rock formations in Grand Canyon.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 25135

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2], moved from [175].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology)
       Parks -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

[Warehouse.] 12218 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Warehouse.] 12218 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25136

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Bags
       Storage
       Warehouses
[Workers in factory.] 12219 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12219 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25137
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12220 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12220 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25138
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 12221 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 12221 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25139
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of factory.] 12222 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Interior of factory.] 12222 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25140

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of factory.] 12223 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Interior of factory.] 12223 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25141

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of factory.] 12224 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Interior of factory.] 12224 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25142
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of factory.] 12225 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Interior of factory.] 12225 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25143
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12226 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12226 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25144
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of women workers at machines in a factory.] 12227 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Overall of women workers at machines in a factory.] 12227 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25145
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:
Factories
Machinery
Women laborers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12228 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12228 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25146
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of women workers at tables in a factory.] 12229 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Overall of women workers at tables in a factory.] 12229 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25147
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
Topic: Factories  
Machinery  
Women laborers  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Close-up of woman worker at a machine in a factory.] 12230 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Close-up of woman worker at a machine in a factory.] 12230 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 25148  
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].  

Topic: Factories  
Machinery  
Women laborers  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Women workers in factory.] 12231 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Women workers in factory.] 12231 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 25149  
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].  

Topic: Factories  
Machinery  
Women laborers  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Close-up of woman worker at a huge metal stamping machine in a factory.] 12232 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of woman worker at a huge metal stamping machine in a factory.] 12232 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25150

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery
Women laborers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of woman worker at a huge metal stamping machine in a factory.] 12233 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Close-up of woman worker at a huge metal stamping machine in a factory.] 12233 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25151

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery
Women laborers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of factory.] Active no. 12234 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): [Interior of factory.] Active no. 12234 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25152

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12235 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12235 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25153
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12236 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12236 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25154
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Factory interior.] 12237 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Factory interior.] 12237 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 25155

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:
Factories
Forge shops
Machinery

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory interior.] 12238 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Overview of factory interior.] 12238 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25156

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note

191221

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12239 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12239 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25157

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note

191221

Topic:
Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Factory interior.] 12240 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Factory interior.] 12240 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25158
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of women at work in a factory.] 12241 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Overall of women at work in a factory.] 12241 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25159
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Factory interior.] 12242 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Factory interior.] 12242 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25160

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Factory interior.] 12243 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Factory interior.] 12243 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25161

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Factory interior.] 12244 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s): [Factory interior.] 12244 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25162

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12245 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12245 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25163
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12246 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12246 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25164
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12247 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12247 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25165
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12248 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12248 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25166

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12249 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12249 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25167

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Machine in factory.] 12250 interpositive

1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Machine in factory.] 12250 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25168

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machine in factory.] 12251 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Machine in factory.] 12251 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25169

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machine in factory.] 12252 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)

Image(s): [Machine in factory.] 12252 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25170

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machine in factory.] 12253 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Machine in factory.] 12253 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25171

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machine in factory.] 12255 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Machine in factory.] 12255 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25172

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machine in factory.] 12256 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Machine in factory.] 12256 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25173

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Machine in factory.] 12257 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Machine in factory.] 12257 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25174
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Tanks, No. 12258 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25175
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Company acc. no. 191588.

Topic: Armed Forces
Automobiles
Machine guns
Tanks (Military science) -- 1910-1920
Warfare, Conventional -- 1910-1920

Place: France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12259 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12259 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 25176
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:   Armed Forces
          Battlefields
          Shells
          Trench warfare
          War
Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12260 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12260 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 25177
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:   Armed Forces
          Battlefields
          Camps
          Horses
          Tents
          War
Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12261 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12261 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25178

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Rifles
       War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural home.] 12262 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Rural home.] 12262 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25179

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Battlefields
       Destruction
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers cross floating wooden bridge.] 12263 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Soldiers cross floating wooden bridge.] 12263 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25180

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Battlefields
       Bridges
       Rifles
       Rivers
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12264 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Military.] 12264 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25181

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Telegraph
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[War.] 12265 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [War.] 12265 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25182

Similar to RSN 15302.

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Barricades
Battlefields
Obstacles (Military science)
Sand
War
barbed wire

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"These Heroes of the Hunter Battalion 1914-15", No. 12266 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 7").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 25183

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Monuments
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Place: Germany -- 1910-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12267 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] 12267 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25184

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Telescopes
Trench warfare
War

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12268 Interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Military.] 12268 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25185

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Battlefields
       Rifles
       Trench warfare
       War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12269 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Military.] 12269 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25186

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Battlefields
       Camps
       Rifles
       War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Busy roadway.] 12270 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Busy roadway.] 12270 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25187

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Automobiles
       Bicycles
       Roads
       Tanks
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 12271 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 12271 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25188
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Boats and boating
Camps
Harbors
Ships
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 12272 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 12272 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25189
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Boats and boating
Camps
Harbors
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 12273 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 12273 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25190
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Fortification
Harbors
Sailboats

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 12274 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 12274 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25191
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Boats and boating
Camps
Harbors
Horses
Supplies
Tents
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12275 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12275 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25192

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Fortification

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12276 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12276 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25193

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Parades
War casualties

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles.] 12277 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Early automobiles.] 12277 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25194

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Automobiles
Roads

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12278 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Military.] 12278 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25195
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Tents
Wagons
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Harbor scene.] 12279 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 12279 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25196
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Boats and boating
Fortification
Harbors
Waterscapes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 12280 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 12280 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25197
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
Topic: Boats and boating
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 12281 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 12281 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25198

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Camps
Harbors
Ships
Tents
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterscape.] 12282 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 12282 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25199

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Camps
Disasters
Harbors
Ships
Tents
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12283 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military.] 12283 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25200

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Artillery
Buildings
Machine guns
Plazas

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12284 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s): [Military.] 12284 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25201

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Artillery
Buildings
Guns
Plazas

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

German naval mine 12285 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25202
German torpedo saved from 'Enden' [Active no. 12286 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): German torpedo saved from 'Enden' [Active no. 12286 : stereo interpositive].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25203

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Box 289
RSN Numbers 25204-25310

Image(s)

German airplane 12287 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): German airplane 12287 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25204

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armaments
Armed Forces
Arms
Naval mines
Weapons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Armaments
Armed Forces
Arms
Naval mines
Weapons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Topic: Airplanes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd scene.] 12288 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Crowd scene.] 12288 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25205
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Buildings
Crowds
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings beside mountain stream.] 12289 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Buildings beside mountain stream.] 12289 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25206
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Buildings
Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Bridge over stream in city.] 12290 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Bridge over stream in city.] 12290 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25207
Page 13857 of 15344
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

**Topic:** Bridges -- United States  
Buildings  
Mountains -- United States  
Rivers -- United States

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in rugged terrain.] 12291 interpositive  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*

*Image(s): [River rapids in rugged terrain.] 12291 interpositive.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 25208

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

**Topic:** Mountains  
Rapids  
Rivers  
Rocks

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Walkway beside mountain stream.] 12292 interpositive  
*1 Item (5" x 8")*

*Image(s): [Walkway beside mountain stream.] 12292 interpositive.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 25209

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

**Topic:** Mountains  
Rivers  
Villages  
Walkways

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[River rapids in rugged terrain.] 12293 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [River rapids in rugged terrain.] 12293 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25210

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Rapids
Rivers
Rocks
Trees

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 12294 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 12294 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 25211

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Architecture
Boats and boating
Castles
Ruins

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Cemetery.] 12295 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Cemetery.] 12295 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25212
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

**Topic:**
- Cathedrals
- Cemeteries
- Church buildings
- Sepulchral monuments

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Battlefield.] 12296 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Battlefield.] 12296 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 25213

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
- 195052

**Topic:**
- Battlefields
- Crosses
- Dogs
- Rescues
- War
- War casualties

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldier with Red Cross armband walks before totally destroyed village homes.] Active No. 12297 : interpositive
1 Item (2-1/4" x 5".)
Image(s): [Soldier with Red Cross armband walks before totally destroyed village homes.] Active No. 12297 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 25214

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
- 195055
Topic: Armed Forces
    Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
    Crosses
    Destruction
    Ruins
    War
    World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers and early automobile.] 12299 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Soldiers and early automobile.] 12299 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner cracked.

Local Numbers
RSN 25215
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195041

Topic: Armed Forces
    Automobiles
    Church buildings
    Machine guns
    Tanks
    War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12300 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Military.] 12300 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25216
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
Copy and Version Identification Note
195055

Topic:  
- Armed Forces
- Parades
- Rites and ceremonies
- War

Genre/ Form:  
- Awards
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Dirigible balloon near ground.] 12301 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Dirigible balloon near ground.] 12301 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25217

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195054

Topic:  
- Airships
- Armed Forces
- Balloons
- Dirigibles
- War

Genre/ Form:  
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two men playing chess outdoors in war setting. Active no. 12302 : interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Section missing; upper right corner cracked.

Local Numbers
RSN 25218

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2]. Company acc. no. 195047.
[Military.] 12303 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Military.] 12303 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25219
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195056

[Military.] 12304 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Military.] 12304 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25220
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195036

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlesfields
Trench warfare
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12305 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Military.] 12305 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25221

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195059

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Battlefields
Guns
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12306 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Military.] 12306 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25222

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195057

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Battlefields
Guns
War
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Rural home.] 12307 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Rural home.] 12307 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25223
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195040

Topic: Battlefields
Destruction
Dwellings
Trench warfare
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Math.] 12308 Interposition
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Mil.] 12308 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Section missing.
Upper right corner cracked.

Local Numbers
RSN 25224
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195043

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
War
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12309 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Military.] 12309 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25225

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195049

Topic: Armed Forces
       Battlefields
       Horses
       Roads
       War
       War casualties

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Machine gunner in early airplane.] 12310 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Machine gunner in early airplane.] 12310 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 25226

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195035

Topic: Airplanes
       Armed Forces
       Machine guns
       War
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12311 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Military.] 12311 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25227
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195044

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Destruction
Machine guns
Trench warfare

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of soldiers kneeling in military competition.] 12312 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Line of soldiers kneeling in military competition.] 12312 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25228
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195058

Topic: Armed Forces
Competitions
Contests
Recreation
Sports -- 1920-1930
War
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Men playing soccer outside. Active no. 12313, : interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25229
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2]. Company acc. no. 195042.

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Games
Recreation
Soccer
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers in outdoor recreation. 12314 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Soldiers in outdoor recreation.] 12314 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25230
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195037

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Games
Recreation
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12315 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Military.] 12315 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25231
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195051

Topic: Armed Forces
Religion
Rifles
Rites and ceremonies
War
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12316 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Military.] 12316 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25232
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Copy and Version Identification Note
195038

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Guns
Religion
Rites and ceremonies
War
prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Train and docked boat in Panama.] 12317 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Train and docked boat in Panama.] 12317 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25233

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Railroads -- Panama
Ships -- Panama
Trains -- Panama

Place: Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Portrait], Cat. No. 12317 : interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Portrait], Cat. No. 12317 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25234

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Offices -- 1890-1920
Portraits

Genre/Form: Interpositives
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ship in Panama Canal.] Active no. 12321. Stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s): [Ship in Panama Canal.] Active no. 12321. Stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25235

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
[Line of ships in Panama.] 12323 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Line of ships in Panama.] 12323 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25236
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

[Canal.] 12324 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Canal.] 12324 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25237
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
[Canal.] 12327 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 7")  
Image(s): [Canal.] 12327 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 25238  
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].  

Topic: Canals -- Panama  
Ships -- Panama  
Place: Panama  
Panama Canal (Panama)  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Canal.] 12329 Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 8")  
Image(s): [Canal.] 12329 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 25239  
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].  

Topic: Canals -- Panama  
Ships -- Panama  
Place: Panama  
Panama Canal (Panama)  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
Stereoscopic photographs  

[Rural scene.] 12330 interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 7")  
Image(s): [Rural scene.] 12330 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 25240
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Formations (Geology)
Mountains
Rocks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal.] 12331 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Canal.] 12331 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25241

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Formations (Geology) -- Panama
Rocks -- Panama
Ships -- Panama

Place: Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Canal.] 12333 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Canal.] 12333 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25242

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Ships -- Panama

Place: Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25243
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Crevasses
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

H.M.S. King Edward VII. [in image. Active no.12334 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25244
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Ruins.] 12335 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 12335 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25245
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Artillery
Fortification
Guns
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Ground view from airplane in flight. Active no. 12336 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25246

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Airplanes
Airviews

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers playing chess indoors. Active no. 12337 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25247

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Armed Forces
Board games
Candles
Chess
Games
Recreation
War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12338 Interpositive
1 Item (+2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Military.] 12338 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25248
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
Copy and Version Identification Note
195067
Topic: Armed Forces
      Battlefields
      Dogs
      Rescues
      War
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Military.] 12339 Interpositive
2 pieces (+2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Military.] 12339 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25249
Frames separated.
Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].
Topic: Armed Forces
      Battlefields
      Religion
      Rites and ceremonies
      War
      prayers
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Buildings.] 12340 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Buildings.] 12340 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25250

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2].

Topic: Buildings
       Skyscrapers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory interior.] 12398 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of factory interior.] 12398 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25251

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2], moved from [46].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
       Guns
       Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of factory interior.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of factory interior.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25252

Currently stored in box 3.2.42 [2], moved from [46].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
Guns
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12400 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12400 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25253
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [46].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery
Military supplies
Shells

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12401 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12401 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25254
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [46].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910.
Factories
Machinery
Military supplies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
[Steam shovel.] 12403 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Steam shovel.] 12403 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25255

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [46].

Topic:   Excavations (Archaeology)
         Horses
         Machinery
         Railroads
         Steam shovels

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12403 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12403 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25256

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [46].

Topic:   Blue collar workers
         Factories
         Machinery
         Military supplies
         Shells

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12404 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12404 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25257

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [46].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery
Military supplies
Shells

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory.] 12409 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 12409 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25258

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [46].

Topic: Factories
Machinery

Genre/Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory. Active no. 12410 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25259
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [46].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 12411 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25260

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [46].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory. Active no. 12413 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25261

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [46].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Workers in factory. Active no. 12414 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RFN 25262

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [46].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Cement
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory. Active no. 12415 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RFN 25263

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [46].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Cement
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 12430 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 25264

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [41].

Company acc. no. 198599.

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 12458 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25265

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [41].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Bricks
Factories
Quarries and quarrying

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

Slate hatcheries for fish at Bonneville near Cascade blocks of the Columbia; Ore. [on envelope] [Active no. 13257 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 7”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25266

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [7].

Topic: Fisheries
Hatcheries
Rivers -- Oregon

Place: Bonneville (Or.)
Cascade
Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machine in factory.] 13376 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Machine in factory.] 13376 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25267

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [102].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Machine in factory.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Machine in factory.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25268

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [102].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Machinery
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. Flag on bow of Battleship Louisiana in dock area.] 13389 interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [U.S. Flag on bow of Battleship Louisiana in dock area.] 13389 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25269
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [102].
Company catalog card included.

Names: Battleship Louisiana
Topic: Battleships
Flags -- United States
Guns
Harbors

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Battleship. Active no. 13390 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 8”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25270
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [102].

Names: Battleship Massachusetts
Topic: Battleships
Blue collar workers
Guns
Harbors
Machinery
Submarines (Ships)
Place: Submarine Plunger
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sch't Ella Pierce Thurlow [on sign] [Active No. 13391 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25271

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [102].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Dry docks
Harbors
Horses
Ship industry

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Construction. Active no. 13391 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25272

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [102].

Topic: Architecture
Blue collar workers
Dry docks
Machinery
Ship industry

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Construction. Active no. 13392 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25273

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [102].

Topic: Architecture

Blue collar workers

Dry docks

Ship industry

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 13406 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25274

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [102].

Topic: Blue collar workers

Factories

Ice

Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 13407 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25275

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [102].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Ice
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Workers in factory. Active no. 13408 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25276

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [101].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
Ice
Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture. Active no. 13437 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Left view has slight crack at top center.

Local Numbers
RSN 25277

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [61].
Topic: Agriculture
   Fields
   Orchards

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory. Active no. 13468 : stereo interpositive.]
2 Items (pieces; 5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cracked diagonally from lower left corner.

Local Numbers
   RSN 25278

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [61].

Topic: Blue collar workers
   Factories
   Machinery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Group of soldiers, possibly prisoners of war, some slightly wounded, walking surrounded by horse-mounted guards : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 25279

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields
   Prisoners
   Soldiers
   War
   World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wing struts of early airplane. Active no. 14330 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25280

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Airplanes
Airviews

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of battle-scarred area with damaged two-wheeled cart.] 14331
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Overview of battle-scarred area with damaged two-wheeled cart.] 14331 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25281

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Destruction
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Wounded soldier on ground surrounded by other soldiers.] 14332
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Wounded soldier on ground surrounded by other soldiers.]
14332 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25282
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields
      Soldiers
      War
      War casualties
      World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Group of U.S. soldiers eating rations beside building.] 14333 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Group of U.S. soldiers eating rations beside building.] 14333 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25283
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Crowds
      Eating
      Food
      Soldiers
      Streets
      War
      World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Large group of U.S. soldiers awaiting transit, beside L&N railroad car; buildings and U.S. flag in background.] 14334 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Large group of U.S. soldiers awaiting transit, beside L&N railroad car; buildings and U.S. flag in background.] 14334 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25284
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Crowds
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Soldiers
Streets
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. soldiers with full backpacks walking down stairs from ship.] 14335 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [U.S. soldiers with full backpacks walking down stairs from ship.] 14335 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25285
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Boats and boating
Docks
Piers
Ships
Soldiers
War
Wharves
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[World War I plane in flight, viewed from above through struts of another plane. Active no. 14336 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25286
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:                  Airplanes
                      Airviews
                      War
                      World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
         -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Side view of troop ship dockside, overloaded with U.S. soldiers.] No.
14338 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 7").

Image(s): [Side view of troop ship dockside, overloaded with U.S. soldiers.] No. 14338 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25287
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:                  Docks
                      Piers
                      Ships
                      Soldiers
                      War
                      Wharves
                      World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Front view of troop ship dockside, overloaded with U.S. soldiers.] interpositive
1 piece (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Front view of troop ship dockside, overloaded with U.S. soldiers.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25288

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Ships
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Bombed battlefield?, Active No. 14348 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25289

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Destruction
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[U.S. soldiers in battlefield area, examining German grenades, gas mask, ammunition. Active No. 14349 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25290

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Ammunition
Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Rifles
Soldiers
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Steroscopic photographs

[Overview of major war destruction, including dead horses, damaged railroad cars.] 14350 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Overview of major war destruction, including dead horses, damaged railroad cars.] 14350 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Cracked diagonally from lower left center.

Upper sections missing.

Local Numbers

RSN 25291

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields
Destruction
Horses
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Civilian man examines soldier's helmet in war-damaged railroad yard. Active no. 14351 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25292

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:
Battlefields
Destruction
Horses
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Soldiers
Wagons
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall of hillside with some 25 tombstones marking war dead of 1917 battle.] 14352 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 8").

Image(s): [Overall of hillside with some 25 tombstones marking war dead of 1917 battle.] 14352 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25293

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:
Battlefields
Cemeteries
Tombstones
War  
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

[Battlefield with destroyed tanks. No. 14353 : stereo interpositive.]  
1 item (5" x 8")  

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Glass  

Local Numbers  
RSN 25294  

Company catalog card included.  

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].  

Topic:  
Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918  
Tanks (Military science) -- 1910-1920  
Warfare, Conventional -- 1910-1920  
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs  

[Two soldiers view surviving crucifix in nearly totally destroyed church.] No. 14354 : stereo interpositive  
1 piece (5" x 8")  

Image(s): [Two soldiers view surviving crucifix in nearly totally destroyed church.] No. 14354 : stereo interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Glass  

Local Numbers  
RSN 25295  

Company catalog card included.  

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].  

Topic:  
Battlefields  
Church buildings  
Crosses  
Destruction  
Sculpture  
War  
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldier views war destruction of hillside forest.] No. 14355 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 7").

Image(s): [Soldier views war destruction of hillside forest.] No. 14355 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25296

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields Destruction War World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. soldiers on ground eating; lines of horse-drawn carts in background. Active no. 14356 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25297

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields Carriages and carts Dinners and dining Food Horses Rifles Soldiers War World War, 1914-1918
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Large contingent of U.S. soldiers, rifles stacked, relaxing on ground; horse carts in background. Active No. 14357 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25298

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:
Battlefields
Carts
Horses
Rifles
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of U.S. soldiers receiving war medals : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25299

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:
Battlefields
Medals
Rites and ceremonies
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Awards
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. soldiers with tank-drawn artillery pieces; huge balloon hangar in background.] No. 14359 : stereo interpositive
1 piece (5" x 7")

Image(s): [U.S. soldiers with tank-drawn artillery pieces; huge balloon hangar in background.] No. 14359 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25300

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Artillery
Soldiers
Tanks (Military science) -- 1910-1920
Warfare, Conventional -- 1910-1920
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Grave site of Lt. Quentin Roosevelt, Active No. 14360 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25301

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Names: Roosevelt, Quentin, Lieutenant

Topic: Tombstones
Wars -- 1910-1920
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs
[Long view of soldier walking in battle-scarred trench area.] No. 14361: stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 7"
Image(s): [Long view of soldier walking in battle-scarred trench area.] No. 14361: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25302

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields
Destruction
Fortification
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers on downtown street near severely damaged cathedral.] 14362 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7"
Image(s): [Soldiers on downtown street near severely damaged cathedral.] 14362 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25303

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Cathedrals
Destruction
Portraits
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[German tank, artillery pieces and automobiles in downtown plaza.] 14363 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [German tank, artillery pieces and automobiles in downtown plaza.] 14363 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25304
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Artillery -- Germany
Automobiles -- Germany
Guns -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Tanks (Military science) -- 1910-1920 -- Germany
Warfare, Conventional -- 1910-1920 -- Germany
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[River boat at dock on Rhine in Germany, fortress on hill in background.] 14364 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [River boat at dock on Rhine in Germany, fortress on hill in background.] 14364 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25305
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Boats -- Germany
Docks -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
Piers -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
Place: Coln-Dusseldorfer Rhein-Dampfschiffahrt
Germany
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[U.S. soldiers beside artillery piece overlooking river and city.] 14365 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [U.S. soldiers beside artillery piece overlooking river and city.] 14365 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25306

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Artillery
Monuments
Portraits
Rivers
Sculpture
Soldiers
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldier views equipment in battle-scarred trench area.] 14366 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Soldier views equipment in battle-scarred trench area.] 14366 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25307

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]

Topic: Battlefields
Soldiers
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers view cemetery for U.S. war dead in Europe.] 14367 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Soldiers view cemetery for U.S. war dead in Europe.] 14367 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25308
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields
Cemeteries
Sepulchral monuments
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

[Trooping the colors before very large formation of U.S. soldiers.] 14368 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Trooping the colors before very large formation of U.S. soldiers.] 14368 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly
Local Numbers
RSN 25309
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Flags
Parades
Rites and ceremonies
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Large contingent of U.S. soldiers relaxing in open field, with rifles stacked in foreground.] 14369 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Large contingent of U.S. soldiers relaxing in open field, with rifles stacked in foreground.] 14369 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25310

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:
Battlefields
Camps
Rifles
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Box 290
RSN Numbers 25311-25432

Image(s)

[Soldier maneuvers tracked vehicle up steep incline; river and large city in background.] 14370 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Soldier maneuvers tracked vehicle up steep incline; river and large city in background.] 14370 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25311

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:
Boats and boating
Bridges
Bulldozers
Portraits
Rivers
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. officer talking with another officer on country road.] 14371 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [U.S. officer talking with another officer on country road.] 14371 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25312

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Z-3412

Topic:
Generals
Portraits
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Trenches with soldiers peeping out, huge white clouds rising from ground in front of them.] 14372 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Trenches with soldiers peeping out, huge white clouds rising from ground in front of them.] 14372 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25313

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].
Copy and Version Identification Note
N-916

Topic: Artillery
       Battlefields
       Soldiers
       Trench warfare
       War
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Long view of battlefield with artillery shells exploding in distance.] 14373
interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Long view of battlefield with artillery shells exploding in
distance.] 14373 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25314

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
L-1214

Topic: Artillery
       Battlefields
       War
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers in trench, talking on phones and using artillery telescopes. Active
no. 14374 : interpositive
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5”)
Image(s): [Soldiers in trench, talking on phones and using artillery
telescopes. Active no. 14374 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

upper right corner missing
Local Numbers
RSN 25315

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Orig. no. N-1313.

Topic: Battlefields
        Soldiers
        Trench warfare
        War
        World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
        telephone

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of soldiers preparing to put up barbed wire barriers. Active no. 14375 stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25316

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Orig. no. L-2548.

Topic: Battlefields
        Machinery
        Soldiers
        War
        World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
        barbed wire

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
        Stereoscopic photographs

[Four soldiers examine the rubble of a destroyed building.] 14376 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Four soldiers examine the rubble of a destroyed building.] 14376 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25317

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
B-3348

Topic:
Battlefields
Destruction
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/
Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldier and worker examine destroyed bridge as others on boat prepare for new span across river.] 14377 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Soldier and worker examine destroyed bridge as others on boat prepare for new span across river.] 14377 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25318

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
B-5351

Topic:
Battlefields
Boats and boating
Bridges
Destruction
Rivers
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers peer out of trench as smoke rises from ground in front of them] 14378 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Soldiers peer out of trench as smoke rises from ground in front of them] 14378 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25319

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-1998

Topic:
Artillery
Battlefields
Soldiers
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. soldiers examine airplanes on ground, tethered observation balloon floats in background.] 14379 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [U.S. soldiers examine airplanes on ground, tethered observation balloon floats in background.] 14379 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25320

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:
Airplanes
Airships
Balloons
Dirigibles
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of soldiers receiving medals from man in top hat. Active no. 14380 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25321

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Awards
Medals
Rites and ceremonies
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Huge crowd of soldiers surrounding man and woman on stage, with U.S. flags and horse cavalry in ceremonial formation in background. 14381 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [Huge crowd of soldiers surrounding man and woman on stage, with U.S. flags and horse cavalry in ceremonial formation in background. 14381 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25322

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].
Topic: Flags
      Horses
      Rites and ceremonies
      Soldiers
      War
      World War, 1914-1918

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Horse cavalry soldiers with swords and rifles watch planes fly over.] 14382 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Horse cavalry soldiers with swords and rifles watch planes fly over.] 14382 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25323

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
B-5582

Topic: Airplanes
      Battlefields
      Horses
      Soldiers
      War
      World War, 1914-1918

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers fire huge artillery piece mounted on railroad transporter. Active no. 14383 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25324

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Original number R-2985.

Topic: Artillery
      Battlefields
      Railroads
      Soldiers
      War
      World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of soldiers four abreast in foreground, many more soldiers and
barracks-style buildings in background.] 14385 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Line of soldiers four abreast in foreground, many more soldiers
and barracks-style buildings in background.] 14385 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25325

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
H-1209

Topic: Camps
       Soldiers
       War
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers fire line of artillery pieces from trench.] 14385 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Soldiers fire line of artillery pieces from trench.] 14385
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25326
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note

R-4301

Topic: Artillery
       Battlefields
       Soldiers
       Trench warfare
       War
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers fire four huge artillery pieces mounted on railroad transporters.]
14386 interpositive
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Soldiers fire four huge artillery pieces mounted on railroad transporters.] 14386 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25327

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note

R-2082

Topic: Artillery
       Battlefields
       Railroads
       War
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Two officers in open field, drilling troops and hangars in background.]
14387 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Two officers in open field, drilling troops and hangars in background.] 14387 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25328

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-3618

Topic:
Camps
Generals
Portraits
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. horse cavalry troops in formal parade on huge field.] 14388 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")

Image(s): [U.S. horse cavalry troops in formal parade on huge field.] 14388 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25329

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:
Flags
Horses
Parades
Rites and ceremonies
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. infantry troops in formal parade on huge field. Active no. 14389 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25330

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Parades
Rifles
Rites and ceremonies
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
Stereoscopic photographs

[U.S. soldiers surround band playing on raised platform in front of huge city building. Active no. 14390 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25331

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Buildings
Musical instruments
Rites and ceremonies
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Black-and-white negatives
--- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Observatory balloon fatally pierced by shell fire from U.S. plane. No. 14391: stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 7")
Image(s): Observatory balloon fatally pierced by shell fire from U.S. plane. No. 14391: stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25332

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25333.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:
Airplanes
Airships
Balloons
Dirigibles
Explosions
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Observatory balloon fatally pierced by shell fire from U.S. plane. No. 14391: photonegative
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5")
Image(s): Observatory balloon fatally pierced by shell fire from U.S. plane. No. 14391: photonegative.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Silver gelatin on film.

Local Numbers
RSN 25333

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25332.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [3.1.48].

Topic:
Airplanes
Airships
Balloons
Dirigibles
Explosions
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass

Observatory balloon destroyed by shell fire from U.S. plane. No. 14392 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 5" x 7")
Image(s): Observatory balloon destroyed by shell fire from U.S. plane. No. 14392 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25334

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Airplanes
Airships
Balloons
Dirigibles
Explosions
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Low view of river boat at dock on Rhine in Germany; fortress on hill in background.] 14393 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Low view of river boat at dock on Rhine in Germany; fortress on hill in background.] 14393 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25334

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].
Topic: Boats -- Germany
Docks -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
Piers -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Place: Coln-Dusseldorfer Rhein-Dampfschiffahrt
Germany
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two U.S. observation balloons rise as soldiers underneath watch.] 14394
interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Two U.S. observation balloons rise as soldiers underneath
watch.] 14394 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25336

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Airships
Airships
Balloons
Camps
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers pose with children in a village street in Europe. Active no. 14396 :
interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25337
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Orig. no. GO-285.

Topic: Children -- Europe
       Soldiers -- Europe
       Villages -- Europe
       War -- Europe
       Wine and wine making -- Europe
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Place: Europe

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Log- and dirt-covered trenches, entrance marked with YMCA sign. Active no. 14397 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 x 6").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25338

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note

GO-7774

Names: YMCA

Topic: Battlefields
       Soldiers
       Trench warfare
       War
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Three soldiers view denuded trenched battlefield area.] 14398 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Three soldiers view denuded trenched battlefield area.] 14398 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25339

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields
      Destruction
      Soldiers
      War
      World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Destroyed tank in scarred battlefield area.] No. 14399 : interpositive

1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s): [Destroyed tank in scarred battlefield area.] No. 14399 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25340

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
      Tanks (Military science) -- 1910-1920
      Warfare, Conventional -- 1910-1920
      World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Dead soldier in scarred battlefield area.] 14400 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Dead soldier in scarred battlefield area.] 14400 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25341

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
79

Topic: Battlefields
       Destruction
       War
       War casualties
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Mortar or artillery piece in log-reinforced trench emplacement.] 14401 interpositive
1 Item (2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Mortar or artillery piece in log-reinforced trench emplacement.] 14401 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25342

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
75

Topic: Artillery
       Trench warfare
       War
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs
[Two dead soldiers in heavily damaged fortified structure.] 14402 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Two dead soldiers in heavily damaged fortified structure.] 14402 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25343

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note

58

Topic: Battlefields
Destruction
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers prepare to fire a motor-propelled artillery piece.] [Active no. 14403 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25344

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 67.

Topic: Artillery
Battlefields
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Close-up of two soldiers with camouflaged artillery piece.] [Active no. 14404 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25345

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 3.

Topic: Artillery
Battlefields
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of British Highlanders relaxing in battlefield trenches.] [Caption no. 14405 : glass stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25346

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 81.

Topic: Battlefields
Soldiers -- 1910-1920
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Destroyed tank in scarred battlefield area.] [Active no. 14406 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5".)
Image(s): [Destroyed tank in scarred battlefield area.] [Active no. 14406 : stereo interpositive.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25347
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 82.
Topic: Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
    Tanks (Military science) -- 1910-1920
    Warfare, Conventional -- 1910-1920
    World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Smoke of explosion in front of nearly totally destroyed row of buildings.] [Active no. 14407 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5".)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25348
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 31.
Topic: Artillery
    Battlefields
    Destruction
    Explosions
    Portraits
    War
    World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Line of soldiers tugging cable to raise heavy shell to artillery piece; battle-scarred village buildings in background.] [Active no. 14408 : stereo interpositive]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5 ")
Image(s): [Line of soldiers tugging cable to raise heavy shell to artillery piece; battle-scarred village buildings in background.] [Active no. 14408 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25349
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 64.

Topic: Artillery
Battlesfields
Destruction
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Destroyed tank in battlefield trench area.] No. 14409 : interpositive
1 Item (piece; 2-1/4 x 5 ").
Image(s): [Destroyed tank in battlefield trench area.] No. 14409 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 25350
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Tanks (Military science) -- 1910-1920
Warfare, Conventional -- 1910-1920
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Interior of war museum.] [Active no. 14410 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25351

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 52.

Topic: Ammunition

Exhibitions

Museums

Prisoners

War

World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Entrance to damaged underground battlefield structure.] [Active no. 14411 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25352

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 87 scratched in plate.

Topic: Battlefields

Destruction

War

World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Overall view of soldiers in trenches, with destroyed tank on scarred battlefield in background.] [Active No. 14412 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Formerly stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 78.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25353
AC0143-0025353 (AC Scan No.)
Company catalog card included.

Topic:
Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Soldiers
Tanks (Military science) -- 1910-1920
Trench warfare
Warfare, Conventional -- 1910-1920
War World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two dead soldiers in front of well-damaged concrete fortification.] [Active
no. 14413 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25354
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 63.

Topic:  
Battlefields
Deletion
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:
Stereoscopic photographs

[Tank rising into air on steep incline.] No. 14414 : interpositive
1 Item (piece; 2-1/4 x 5").
Image(s): [Tank rising into air on steep incline.] No. 14414 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25355

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
62

Topic: Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Tanks (Military science) -- 1910-1920
Warfare, Conventional -- 1910-1920
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Many tanks lined up in rows on open field.] No. 14415 : interpositive
1 Item (piece; 2-1/4 x 5").
Image(s): [Many tanks lined up in rows on open field.] No. 14415 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25356

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51

Topic: Battlefields -- World War, 1914-1918
Tanks (Military science) -- 1910-1920
Warfare, Conventional -- 1910-1920
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Close-up of two soldiers in battlefield trench.] [Active no. 14416 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5\textquotedbl{}.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25357

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 2.

Topic: Battlefields
       Soldiers
       Trench warfare
       War
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Three soldiers, one in kilt, and dead soldier behind battlefield barricade.]
[Active no. 14417 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (2-1/4 x 5\textquotedbl{}.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25358

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 66.

Topic: Battlefields
       Destruction
       Kilts
       Soldiers
       War
       War casualties
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
            Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers inside almost totally destroyed church.] [Active no. 14418 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25359

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 37.

Topic:
Battlefields
Church buildings
Destruction
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Proud men of the North who "fought like shining angels on Flanders Field"][2] [Active no. 14419 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25360

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 57.

Topic:
Battlefields
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three dead soldiers under scarred battlefield fortification.] Active no. 14420 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25361

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 68.

Topic: Battlefields
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Dead soldier in heavily damaged underground fortification.] [Active no. 14421 : stereo interpositive.]
5 Items (pieces; total size 2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25362

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 59.

Topic: Battlefields
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Overview of scarred battlefield area.] [Active no. 14422 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25363

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 83.

Topic: Battlefields
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers hoist ammunition round for huge cannon.] [Active no. 14423: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25364

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 61.

Topic: Ammunition
Artillery
Battlefields
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldier prepares to fire huge cannon.] [Active no. 14424: stereo interpositive.]
2 Items (pieces; total size 2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower left corner missing, upper right corner cracked.

Local Numbers
RSN 25365
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 56.

Topic: Ammunition
Artillery
Battlefields
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[R34 dirigible prepared for take-off.] [Active no. 14427 : stereo
interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25366

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 27931 and 27932

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Airships
Automobiles
Balloons
Rifles
Soldiers
World War, 1914-1918 -- Photographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Zobel's, the world's largest military store] on sign 14442 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Zobel's, the world's largest military store] on sign 14442
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25367
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
250865

Topic: Automobiles
Buildings
Portraits
Streets
Trucks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Agriculture.] 14456 Interpositive
2 pieces (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 14456 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25368

Company catalog card included.

Frames in separate envelopes.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Agriculture
Cows
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stereoscopic photographs

[Worker in factory.] 14491 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Worker in factory.] 14491 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25369

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].
Copy and Version Identification Note

248496

Topic: Blue collar workers
Butter
Factories
Industry

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd of soldiers on village street with oxen-drawn cart. Active no. 14506 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25370

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Cows
Soldiers
Streets
Wagons
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Walking and motorcycle police in front of municipal building. Active no. 14507 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25371

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Buildings
Guards
Motorcycles
Police
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Crowd of soldiers on river boat with bridge in background. Active no. 14508 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25372

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. company acc. no. 264162.

Topic: Armed Forces
Boats and boating
Bridges
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

[Two soldiers view boats on river from shore; fortification on hill and city in background. Active no. 14509 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25373

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Company acc. no. 264108.

Topic: Armed Forces
Boats and boating
Fortification
Harbors
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Small group of soldiers on city street; hotel signs in German. Active no.
14510 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25374

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Company cat. no. 248402.

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Soldiers
Streets
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three concealed soldiers observe artillery bursts in distance. Active no.
14534 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing
Local Numbers
RSN 25375

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers walk around tracked artillery pieces in muddy fields. Active no. 14536 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25376

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Company acc. no. 273862.

Topic: Armed Forces
Artillery
Battlefields
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[ Soldier inspecting long line of dead horses and damaged carts. Active no. 14537 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 25377

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Company acc. no. 273840?

Topic: Battlefields
Carriages and carts
Destruction
Horses
War
World War, 1914-1918

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldier moves lumber in severely scarred battlefield area around stream. Active no. 14538: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25378

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Company acc. no. 273825?

Topic: Battlefields
Destruction
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Three soldiers and severely scarred trench battlefield area; concealed artillery pieces in background. Active no. 14539: stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25379

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Company acc. no. 273838.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two wounded soldiers being treated by medics outdoors. Active no.
14541 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25380
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Company acc. no. 273796?

Topic: Battlefields
Physicians -- World War, 1914-1918
Soldiers
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldiers in formation on battlefield view line of soldiers, possibly prisoners
of war, walking in distance. Active no. 14542 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25381
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. 8593; company acc. no.
273612?

Topic: Battlefields
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Overview of soldiers with rifles peering out of battlefield trenches. Active no. 14543 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3 x 6").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25382
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. GO-727.

Topic: Battlefields
Soldiers
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Destroyed tank on severely scarred battlefield.] 14544 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Destroyed tank on severely scarred battlefield.] 14544 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25383
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
273827;85

Topic: Battlefields
Destruction
Tanks
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs
[Three dead soldiers on severely scarred battlefield.] 14545 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Three dead soldiers on severely scarred battlefield.] 14545 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25384

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
B-1258

Topic: Battlefields
Destruction
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Three soldiers and damaged trenches of severely scarred battlefield.] 14546 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Three soldiers and damaged trenches of severely scarred battlefield.] 14546 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25385

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
B-1256

Topic: Battlefields
Destruction
Soldiers
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldier reads book in primitive bunk room. Active no. 14547 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3” x 6”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25386

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. GO-7763.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic:
Books and reading
Recreation
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Four soldiers on stretchers on muddy floor of busy battlefield trench.] 14548 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Four soldiers on stretchers on muddy floor of busy battlefield trench.] 14548 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25387

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
8840

Topic:
Soldiers
Stretcher
Trench warfare
War
War casualties
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Many dead soldiers and medic on open battlefield.] 14549 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Many dead soldiers and medic on open battlefield.] 14549 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25388

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields
       Soldiers
       War
       War casualties
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Military dog kennel in farm setting.] 14550 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 x 6)

Image(s): [Military dog kennel in farm setting.] 14550 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25389

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
GO-708

Topic: Agriculture
       Carriages and carts
       Dogs
       Farms
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two camouflaged artillery pieces.] 14551 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Two camouflaged artillery pieces.] 14551 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25390

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Artillery
Battlefields
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two soldiers observe artillery blasts in distance.] 14552 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Two soldiers observe artillery blasts in distance.] 14552 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25391

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-2058

Topic: Artillery
Battlefields
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Long row of tanks in huge tank storage area.] 14553 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Long row of tanks in huge tank storage area.] 14553 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
upper left corner cracked

Local Numbers
RSN 25392

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Armed Forces
Tanks
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Four soldiers in middle of barbed wire barrier. Active no. 14554 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8".)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25393

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Orig. no. 143?

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
barbed wire
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldier with listening device in deep narrow trench.] 14555 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Soldier with listening device in deep narrow trench.] 14555 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25394
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
N-821

Topic: Research instruments
Science
Soldiers
Testing
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Two soldiers and dog beside airplane.] 14556 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Two soldiers and dog beside airplane.] 14556 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25395
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Airplanes
Dogs
Soldiers
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Four soldiers with heavy communications equipment in winding battlefield trench.] 14558 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)

Image(s): [Four soldiers with heavy communications equipment in winding battlefield trench.] 14558 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25396

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
N-802

Topic: Battlefields
Communications
Soldiers
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Four soldiers peer out of battlefield trench behind barbed wire barrier. Active no. 14559 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (2-1/4 x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25397

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Orig. no. N-937.

Topic: Battlefields
Soldiers
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs
barbed wire

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Troops parade down street lined with crowds in major city.] 14560 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Troops parade down street lined with crowds in major city.] 14560 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25398

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 15802 and 2271

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
B-7429

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Soldiers
Streets
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Soldier walks along path in severely scarred battlefield trench area.] Active no. 14561 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (2-1/4" x 5").
Image(s): [Soldier walks along path in severely scarred battlefield trench area.] Active no. 14561 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25399

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields
      Destruction
      Soldiers
      War

Genre/ Form: Stereoscopic photographs

[Army medic with two dead bodies near severely scarred battlefield trench.] Orig. no. 14562 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (2-1/4" x 5").

Image(s): [Army medic with two dead bodies near severely scarred battlefield trench.] Orig. no. 14562 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
     RSN 25400

Company catalog card included. Orig. no. 8587.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields
      Soldiers
      Trench warfare
      War
      War casualties
      World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldier views trench in severely scarred battlefield area.] Active no. 14563 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (2-1/4" x 5").

Image(s): [Soldier views trench in severely scarred battlefield area.] Active no. 14563 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
     RSN 25401

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. Orig. no. R-3556.

Topic: Battlefields
Destruction
Soldiers
Trench warfare
War
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Long line of warships in water.] Active no. 145564 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (3" x 6-1/2").

Image(s): [Long line of warships in water.] Active no. 145564 : stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25402

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Ships
Waterscapes
World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Long line of troops in victory parade down street lined with crowds in London. Active no. 14565 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25403

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bands (Music) -- 1910-1920.
Crowds
Horses
Parades
Streets
World War, 1914-1918

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldier poses in front of grass-covered field office.] Active no. 14567: stereo interpositive

4 Items (pieces; 1-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): [Soldier poses in front of grass-covered field office.] Active no. 14567: stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25405

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Portraits

Soldiers

World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldier poses in front of grass-covered field office.] Active no. 14567: stereo interpositive

4 Items (pieces; 1-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): [Soldier poses in front of grass-covered field office.] Active no. 14567: stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Left image complete.

Local Numbers

RSN 25405

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Rivers

Soldiers

World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Line of armed soldiers fording stream in battlefield area.] Active no. 14566: stereo interpositive

2 Items (pieces; 1-3/4" x 3-1/2").

Image(s): [Line of armed soldiers fording stream in battlefield area.] Active no. 14566: stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25404

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].
[Close-up of three soldiers in battlefield trench peering through observation chute.] interpositive

Image(s): [Close-up of three soldiers in battlefield trench peering through observation chute.] interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25406

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Battlefields
       Soldiers
       Trench warfare
       War
       World War, 1914-1918 -- Stereographs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Rail line on bridge.] 14568 interpositive

Image(s): [Rail line on bridge.] 14568 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25407

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Bridges
       Islands
       Railroads
       Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
           Stereoscopic photographs

[Agriculture.] 14569 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 14569 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25408

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Agriculture
       Farms
       Fields

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

"Texas? oil field" (on envelope). Active no. 14570 : stereo interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): "Texas? oil field" (on envelope). Active no. 14570 : stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25409

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Company catalog card included. Similar to RSN 15807.

Topic: Automobiles -- Texas
       Oil derricks -- Texas
       Petroleum -- Texas
       Railroads -- Texas
       Trains -- Texas
       Trucks -- Texas

Place: Texas -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles in San Antonio, Texas. Active no. 14571 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25410

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [37].

Topic: Automobiles -- Texas
Parks -- Texas

Place: San Antonio (Texas)
Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles in city. Active no. 14572 : interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25411

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Automobiles
Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

[Two boys overlooking city, buildings and park.] 14573 interpositive

1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Two boys overlooking city, buildings and park.] 14573 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25412

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Copy and Version Identification Note
270803

Names: Waukesha Hotel (Wisconsin)
Topic: Children -- Wisconsin
       Hotels -- Wisconsin
       Parks -- Wisconsin
       Portraits
Place: Wisconsin
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
         Stereoscopic photographs

[Mountains.] 14573 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 14573 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25413

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Mountains -- United States
       Portraits
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
             Stereoscopic photographs

[Waterfalls.] 14575 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 14575 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25414
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: 
- Dams
- Formations (Geology)
- Mountains -- United States
- Waterfalls

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Early automobiles in city.] 14576 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Early automobiles in city.] 14576 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25415

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: 
- Automobiles
- Buildings
- Parks
- Streets
- Trucks

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Huge Yosemite rocks in foreground; falls in background.] 14577 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Huge Yosemite rocks in foreground; falls in background.] 14577 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25416

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: 
- Formations (Geology) -- California
Mountains -- California
Rocks -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs

[Camp.] 26954 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Camp.] 26954 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion deteriorating.
Cancelled by scratching.

Local Numbers
RSN 25417

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [89? 99?].

Topic: Camps
Horses
Tents

[Donkey.] 27592 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Donkey.] 27592 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 25418

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [97].

Topic: Donkeys
Portraits
[Abu Simbel.] 28104 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 8”)
Image(s): [Abu Simbel.] 28104 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25419

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 17878.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [105].

Names: Abu Simbel Temple (Egypt)
Topic: Archaeology -- Egypt
       Art -- Egypt
       Sculptures -- Egypt
       hieroglyphics -- Egypt
Place: Egypt

[Palace of the Prince of Monaco. 64625 Interpositive
1 Item (5” x 7”)
Image(s)]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25420

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-2205

Topic: Architecture
       Guards
       Mountains -- Monaco
Palaces

Place: France
Monaco

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group on beach.] 89878 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Family group on beach.] 89878 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Right frame two-thirds missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 25421

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [212].

Topic: Beaches -- Spain
Boats -- Spain
Channels -- Spain
Family -- Spain
Islands -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
Straits -- Spain

Place: Gibraltar
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 19256 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 19256 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25422

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25423 and 25424.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [13].
Copy and Version Identification Note

CE-15

Names: Field, Lon
Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 19256 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 19256 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25423
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25422 and 25424.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note

CE-15

Names: Field, Lon
Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 19256 Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 19256 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 25424
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 25422 and 25423.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [13].
Copy and Version Identification Note
CE-15

Names: Field, Lon
Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sunset on inland sea Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): Sunset on inland sea Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25425

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-79

Topic: Islands
Lakes
Rocks
Sailboats
Sunsets
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 8")
Image(s): [Mountains.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25426

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [13].
**Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates**

**Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection**

**NMAH.AC.0143**

**Page 13964 of 15344**

**Topic:** Clouds  
Mountains -- United States

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Small stream in flower garden.] interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Small stream in flower garden.] interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 25427  
Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
CE-3  

**Topic:** Flowers  
Gardens  
Rivers  
Springs  
Trees

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Walkway.] Interpositive  
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Walkway.] Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 25428  
Company catalog card included.  
[ALS] on envelope.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note  
E-38  

**Topic:** Trees
Walkways

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Small stream in rural setting.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Small stream in rural setting.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25429

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [13].

[ALS] on envelope. Same as RSN 25430.

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-39

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic:
Rivers
Trees

[Small stream in rural setting.] interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")

Image(s): [Small stream in rural setting.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25430

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [13].

[ALS] on envelope; Same as RSN 25429.

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-39

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic:
Rivers
Trees

[Snow.] Interpositive
1 Item (5" x 7")
Image(s): [Snow.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25431

Company catalog card included.

[Thompson] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-62

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Topic: Roads
Snow
Trees

[Trees.] Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/2 x 7)
Image(s): [Trees.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25432

Company catalog card included.

[Ray White ? ALS Del 1/7/10] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143], moved from [13].

Copy and Version Identification Note
E-19

Topic: Trees
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Box 291

RSN Numbers 25436-25540

Image(s)

[Busy London Bridge.] 101 interpositive
2 Items (pieces; 5” x 4”.)

Image(s): [Busy London Bridge.] 101 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Frame cracked horizontally at middle.

Local Numbers
RSN 25436

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

NOTE: RSN 25434 and 25435 UNUSED! Same as RSN 11537, 11538, 16602 and 25437.

Topic: Bridges -- England
Crowds -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Rivers -- England
Wagons -- England

Place: England
London (England)
London Bridge (London, England)
Thames River (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25437

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 11537, 11538, 16602 and 25436.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Bridges -- England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crowds -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wagons -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London Bridge (London, England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thames River (England)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

R-2902-102-The New Tower Bridge with Tower of London beyond. 102 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25438

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Same as RSN 11539; similar to RSN 11541 and 27267.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bridges -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Tower Bridge (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tower of London (England)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Parliament.] 104 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Parliament.] 104 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25439

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25440.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Boats -- England
Buildings -- England
ENGLAND
Parliaments -- England
Towers -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Parliament Clock Tower
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Parliament.] 104 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3)
Image(s): [Parliament.] 104 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25440

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25439.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Boats -- England
Buildings -- England
ENGLAND
Parliaments -- England
Towers -- England
Place: England
London (England)
Parliament Clock Tower
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Woolsack of the Chancellor and throne of the King in the House of Lords; Houses of Parliament. 105 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25441

Company catalog card included
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58]


Topic:
Architecture
Chancellors
ENGLAND
Interior architecture
Parliaments
Royalty
Thrones

Place:
England
London (England)
Parliament

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cheapside, the world's commercial center, London. 113 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cheapside, the world's commercial center, London. 113 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25442

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11556.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58]

Topic:
Buildings -- England
Carriages -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Streetcars -- England
Streets -- England

Place:     Cheapside (London, England)
           England
           London (England)

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

[Full view of tall Nelson Monument in London.] 116 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Full view of tall Nelson Monument in London.] 116 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25443

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic:       Columns -- England
             Galleries -- England
             Monuments -- England
             Nelson Monument
             Plazas -- England

Place:      England
            London (England)
            National Gallery
            Trafalgar Square

Genre/     Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

[Park.] 119 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s):  [Park.] 119 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25444

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11569.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Tower of London—famous old palace and prison of royalty. 121 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Tower of London—famous old palace and prison of royalty. 121 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25445

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25446.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Same as RSN 25445.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Architecture -- England
Carriages -- England
ENGLAND
Horses -- England
Palaces -- England
Prisons -- England
Royalty -- England

Place: England
London (England)
Tower of London

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 135 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 135 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25447

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Greenhouse.] 140 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Greenhouse.] 140 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25448

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Botanical gardens
       Greenhouses
       Plants

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Queen Mary's Bower, Hampton Court. [Catalog no. 142 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 25449

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names: Hampton Court Palace (England)

Topic: Arbors -- England
       Bowers -- England
       ENGLAND
       Gardens -- England
       Love -- England
       Parks -- England
       Trees -- England
       Walkways -- England

Place: England
       Queen Mary's Bower

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Windsor Castle. 144 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s): Windsor Castle. 144 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 25450

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Same as RSN 11592.

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- England
- Boats -- England
- Castles -- England
- Children -- England
- ENGLAND
- Rivers -- England
- Royalty -- England

**Place:**
- England
- Thames River (England)
- Windsor Castle (England)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Course filling in after the races, "I told you so," July 10, 1902, Henley regatta. 150 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Course filling in after the races, "I told you so," July 10, 1902, Henley regatta. 150 interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 25451

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

**Topic:**
- Boats -- England
- Competitions -- England
- Derbies (Hats)
- ENGLAND
- Races -- England
- Regattas -- England
- Rivers -- England

**Place:**
- England
- Henley (England)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

At Oxford University, Britain's most famous seat of learning--showing Mary Magdalen College, Oxford. Orig. no. 158. Interpositive
2 Items (pieces; 4” x 5” (each).)

Image(s): At Oxford University, Britain's most famous seat of learning--showing Mary Magdalen College, Oxford. Orig. no. 158. Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cracked horizontally along bottom.
Lower right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 25452

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Architecture -- England
      Bridges -- England
      ENGLAND
      Education, Higher -- England
      Parks -- England
      Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930 -- England

Place: England
       Mary Magdalen College (England)
       Oxford University (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The living room in Shakespeare's house, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 165 : interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): The living room in Shakespeare's house, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 165 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25453

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Topic: Dwellings -- England
       ENGLAND
       Historical sites -- England
       Interior architecture -- England
Literature -- England
Place: England
Stratford-on-Avon (England)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Shakespeare's Memorial Theatre, Stratford-on-Avon. Active no. 169 : interpositive
1 Item (3-1/4" x 3").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25454

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names: Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616
Topic: Architecture
ENGLAND
Theaters
Place: England
Memorial Theatre
Stratford-on-Avon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Anne Hathaway's Cottage, Shottery. 170 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Anne Hathaway's Cottage, Shottery. 170 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25455

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names: Hathaway, Anne.
Topic: Children -- England
Cottages -- England
Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND
Homes -- England

Place: England
Shottery (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Beach scene.] 176 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Beach scene.] 176 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25456

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11620.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Bathers -- England
Beaches -- England
ENGLAND
Resorts -- England

Place: Brighton (England)
England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stonehenge--a remarkable relic of earlier ages--greatest curiosity in England. 178 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Stonehenge--a remarkable relic of earlier ages--greatest curiosity in England. 178 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25457

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Ancient Elizabethan house, used by Raleigh, Drake, Burleigh and Monk [sic?] as a club house, Exeter. [Active no. 182 : interpositive.]

1 Item (3-1/4" x 4-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25458
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25459.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [193].

Names:
Albemarle, George Monck, Duke of, 1608-1670
Burleigh, H. T. (Harry Thacker), 1866-1949
Drake, Francis, Sir
Elizabeth, Queen of England, I., 1553-1603
Raleigh, Walter, Sir

Topic:
Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND
Plazas -- England
Streets -- England

Place:
England
Exeter (England)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ancient Elizabethan house, used by Raleigh, Drake, Burleigh and Monk [sic?] as a club house, Exeter. [Active no. 182 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25459

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25458.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names: Albemarle, George Monck, Duke of, 1608-1670
       Burleigh, H. T. (Harry Thacker), 1866-1949
       Drake, Francis, Sir
       Elizabeth, Queen of England, I., 1553-1603
       Raleigh, Walter, Sir

Topic: Dwellings -- England
       ENGLAND
       Plazas -- England
       Streets -- England

Place: England
       Exeter (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

After a hard run with the otter pack—a bit of favorite sport in Wiltshire.
Caption no. 196: glass interpositive

1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): After a hard run with the otter pack—a bit of favorite sport in Wiltshire. Caption no. 196: glass interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25460

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Dogs -- 1890-1920
       ENGLAND
       Foxes
       Otters
       hunters
Ambleside, in the beautiful valley of the Rothay, Lake District. [Active no. 199: interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25461

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: ENGLAND
Mountains -- England
Sheep -- England
Valleys -- England

Place: Ambleside (England)
      England
      Lake District (England)
      Rothay

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
The boundless ocean from the wild and dreary cliffs of Land's End. 211 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The boundless ocean from the wild and dreary cliffs of Land's End. 211 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25463

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25464.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic:

- Cliffs -- England
- Formations (Geology) -- England.
- Oceans -- England
- Seacoasts -- England
- Ships -- England

Place:

- England
- Lands End (England)?

Genre/Form:

- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The boundless ocean from the wild and dreary cliffs of Land's End. 211 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): The boundless ocean from the wild and dreary cliffs of Land's End. 211 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25464
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25463 [U&U Lee] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [193].

- **Topic:** Cliffs -- England
  - ENGLAND
  - Formations (Geology) -- England.
  - Oceans -- England
  - Seacoasts -- England
  - Ships -- England

- **Place:** England
  - Lands End (England)?

- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Historic ruins, Kenilworth Castle, Warwickshire 213 Interpositive**

*1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)*

**Image(s):** Historic ruins, Kenilworth Castle, Warwickshire 213 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25465

Company catalog card included.

"U&U Lee" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [193].

- **Names:** Kenilworth Castle (Warwickshire, England)

- **Topic:** Castles -- England
  - ENGLAND
  - Ruins -- England

- **Place:** England
  - Warwickshire (England)

- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**The quaint homes of Shanklin, Isle of Wight. 234 interpositive**

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

**Image(s):** The quaint homes of Shanklin, Isle of Wight. 234 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25466

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-2705

Topic: Dwellings -- England
ENGLAND
Homes -- England
Islands -- England
Streets -- England

Place: England
Isle of Wight (England)
Shanklin (Isle of Wight, England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The tiny Norman church, quaintest spot in England, Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. 236 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The tiny Norman church, quaintest spot in England, Bonchurch, Isle of Wight. 236 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25467

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names: Bonchurch (Isle of Wight, England)

Topic: Cemeteries -- England
Churches -- England
ENGLAND
Islands -- England
Tombstones

Place: England
Isle of Wight (England)
Norman

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Memorial copy of seated portrait of Queen Victoria, surrounded by flowers. Active no. 242 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5 x 4"")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25468

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11664 and 11665.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names: Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, 1819-1901

Topic: ENGLAND
Flowers
Portraits
Royalty

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Royalty.] 251 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5"")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 251 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25469

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11669.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names: Edward VII, King

Topic: ENGLAND
Flowers
Portraits
Royalty

Place: England
London (England)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Queen Alexandra? Active no. 252 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25470

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11670.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names: Alexandra, Queen

Topic: ENGLAND
Flowers
Kings and rulers -- England
Portraits
Queens -- England

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Their Majesties Edward VII and Queen Alexandra drawn by Queen Victoria's famous "creams," coronation procession, August 26, 1902.
[Active no. 261 : half-stereo interpositive.,] 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Their Majesties Edward VII and Queen Alexandra drawn by Queen Victoria's famous "creams," coronation procession, August 26, 1902. [Active no. 261 : half-stereo interpositive.] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25471

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11677 and 11678.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names: Alexandra, Queen
Edward VII, King

Topic:  CORONATION EDWARD VII
Carriages -- England
Horses -- England
Parades -- England
Royalty -- England
Streets -- England

Place:  England
London (England)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Governors of an empire of nations--Hon. Jos Chamberlain, Premiers and administrative heads of the British colonies. 265 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Governors of an empire of nations--Hon. Jos Chamberlain, Premiers and administrative heads of the British colonies. 265 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25472

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11682, 11683 and 25473

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58]

Names:  Chamberlain, Jos
Edward VII, King

Topic:  CORONATION EDWARD VII
Governors
Portraits
Premiers
Prime ministers

Place:  England
London (England)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Governors of an empire of nations--Hon. Jos Chamberlain, Premiers and administrative heads of the British colonies. 265 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Governors of an empire of nations--Hon. Jos Chamberlain, Premiers and administrative heads of the British colonies. 265 Interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25473

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 11682, 11683 and 25472
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58]

Names: Chamberlain, Jos
Edward VII, King

Topic: CORONATION EDWARD VII
Governors
Portraits
Premiers
Prime ministers

Place: England
London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 303 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 303 Interpositive
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25474

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Rifles
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Military.] 305 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 305 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25475

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Camps
      Fires
      Soldiers
      Tents

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

[Military.] 309 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 309 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25476

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Buglers
      Parades
      Rites and ceremonies
      Soldiers

Genre/ Form:
Awards
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

[Military.] 313 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 313 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25477

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Portraits
Soldiers
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 316 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 316 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25478

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Portraits
Rifles
Soldiers
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Troops in formation.] 317 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Troops in formation.] 317 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25479

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

**Topic:**
- Armed Forces
- Flags
- Rifles
- Soldiers
- Training

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 318 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

_image(s): [Military.] 318 Interpositive._
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25480

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

**Topic:**
- Armed Forces
- Camps
- Portraits
- Soldiers
- Swords
- Tents

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 319 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

_image(s): [Military.] 319 Interpositive._
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25481

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
[Military.] 320 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 320 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25482

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

[Military.] 323 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 323 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25483

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 327 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 327 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Glass cracked upper left.

Local Numbers
RSN 25484

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Rifles
Soldiers
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 329 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 329 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25485

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Rifles
Soldiers
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Troops in formation.] 330 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Troops in formation.] 330 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25486

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Company catalog card included.

Topic:
Armed Forces
Camps
Flags
Portraits
Soldiers
Swords
Tents

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Audience at military show.] 334 interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Audience at military show.] 334 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25487

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Camps
Flags
Portraits
Soldiers
Swords
Tents

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 337 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 337 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25488

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Camps
       Parades
       Rifles
       Rites and ceremonies
       Soldiers
       Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cavalry parade near Nelson Monument in London.] 353 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cavalry parade near Nelson Monument in London.] 353
interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25489

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Company catalog card included.

Topic: Horses -- England
       Military -- England
       Monuments -- England
       Parades -- England
       Soldiers -- England
       Streets -- England

Place: England
       London (England)
       Nelson Monument (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Military.] 362 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 362 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25490

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Parades
Rifles
Soldiers
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 366 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 366 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25491

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11744.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Portraits

Place: England

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[King Edward and Queen Alexandra : Active no. 366 : half-stereo interpositive,], 1902
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [King Edward and Queen Alexandra : Active no. 366 : half-stereo interpositive.] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25492

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11745.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names:  Alexandra, Queen
         Edward VII, King

Topic:  CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
         Kings and rulers -- England
         Portraits
         Queens -- England

Place:  England

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

British Navy at Coronation Review by King Edward VII--"England's first line of defense." 372 interpositive, 1902

1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25493

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58],

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11747.

Topic:  CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
         Coronations -- England
         Flags -- England
         Sailors -- England
         Seamen -- England
         Ships -- England

Place:  England
Spithead

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

King Edward VII, on Royal Yacht Bridge, saluting each vessel of the British Fleet--Coronation Review. 380 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): King Edward VII, on Royal Yacht Bridge, saluting each vessel of the British Fleet--Coronation Review. 380 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25494

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11753.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
Spithead

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ceremonies aboard ship in harbor in England.] 385 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Ceremonies aboard ship in harbor in England.] 385 interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25495

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Company catalog card included.

Topic: CORONATION OF EDWARD VII
Coronations -- England
Flags -- England
Sailors -- England
Seamen -- England
Ships -- England

Place: England
Spithead

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Fairy Glen, Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales [Active no. 385 : interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 25496
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Similar to RSN 11758.

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Wales
WALES

Place: Bettws-y-Coed (Wales)
Fairy Glen (Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales)
Wales

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The bridge and castle, one of the strongest and noblest of mediaeval fortresses, Conway, Wales. [Active no. 388 : Interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The bridge and castle, one of the strongest and noblest of mediaeval fortresses, Conway, Wales. [Active no. 388 : Interpositive.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25497
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11762.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Architecture -- Wales
      Bridges -- Wales
      Castles -- Wales
      Children -- Wales
      Fortification -- Wales
      WALES

Place: Conway, Wales
       Wales

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

On the Llandudno beach, Wales. [Active no. 390 : interpositive,], 1896
1 Item (4" x 5").
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25498

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11765.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Architecture -- Wales
      Beaches -- Wales
      Children -- Wales
      Resorts -- Wales

Place: Llandudno (Wales)
       Wales

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Queenstown, its quay and big Cathedral, N.W. from the harbor. 395
Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Queenstown, its quay and big Cathedral, N.W. from the harbor. 395 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25499

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11766.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Ireland
       Harbors -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Portraits -- Ireland
       Ports -- Ireland
       Sailboats -- Ireland

Place: Cobh (Ireland)
       Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Queenstown, its quay and big Cathedral, N.W. from the harbor. [Active no. 395 : interpositive,] 1903

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Queenstown, its quay and big Cathedral, N.W. from the harbor. [Active no. 395 : interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25500

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25501.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Orig. no. 129-1/2?

Topic: Cathedrals -- Ireland
       Harbors -- Ireland
       IRELAND TOUR
       Ports -- Ireland
Sailboats -- Ireland

Place: Cobh (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Queenstown, its quay and big Cathedral, N.W. from the harbor. [Active no. 395 : interpositive.], 1903
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Queenstown, its quay and big Cathedral, N.W. from the harbor. [Active no. 395 : interpositive.] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25501

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 25500.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58]

Topic: Cathedrals -- Ireland
Harbors -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Ports -- Ireland
Sailboats -- Ireland

Place: Cobh (Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cathedral, arch-supported roadway and main street, N.E. from near docks, Queenstown. [Active no. 396 : half-stereo interpositive
1 Item (3-1/4 x 4-1/4").

Image(s): Cathedral, arch-supported roadway and main street, N.E. from near docks, Queenstown. [Active no. 396 : half-stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25502

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11768.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58; 196].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Ireland
Buggies -- Ireland
Cathedrals -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

**Place:** Ireland
Queenstown

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Blarney Castle--the shrine of Irish wit--near Cork. [Active no. 403 : half-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-1/4 x 4-1/4").

**Image(s):**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25503

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58; 163].

Orig. no. 142.

**Names:** Blarney Castle (Cork, Ireland)

**Topic:** Architecture, Medieval
Castles -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

**Place:** Cork (Ireland : County)
Ireland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Trinity College (right) and Bank of Ireland, old Parliament House (left), (N.);
Dublin. 410 Interpositive, 1903

1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** Trinity College (right) and Bank of Ireland, old Parliament House (left), (N.);
Dublin. 410 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25504

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11795.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58]

Names: Bank of Ireland.
Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland)

Topic: Banks and banking -- Ireland
Bicycles -- Ireland
Carts -- Ireland
Colleges -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Parliaments -- Ireland
Streetcars -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Parliament House

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Trinity College (right) and Bank of Ireland, old Parliament House (left), (N.);
Dublin. 410 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Trinity College (right) and Bank of Ireland, old Parliament House (left), (N.);
Dublin. 410 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25505

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Copy and Version Identification Note

145 1/2

Names: Bank of Ireland.
Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland)

Topic: Banks and banking -- Ireland
Bicycles -- Ireland
Carts -- Ireland
Colleges -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Parliaments -- Ireland
Streetcars -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Parliament House

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Trinity College (right) and Bank of Ireland, old Parliament House (left), (N.);
Dublin. 410 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Trinity College (right) and Bank of Ireland, old Parliament House (left), (N.); Dublin. 410 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25506

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Names: Bank of Ireland.
Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland)

Topic: Banks and banking -- Ireland
Bicycles -- Ireland
Carts -- Ireland
Colleges -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Parliaments -- Ireland
Streetcars -- Ireland

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Ireland
Parliament House

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Over beautiful Enniskerry; south to Sugar Loaf Mountain--near Dublin. 420 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Over beautiful Enniskerry; south to Sugar Loaf Mountain--near Dublin. 420 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25507

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11808

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6809

Topic: Buggies -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Mountains -- Ireland
Portraits -- Ireland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Dublin (Ireland)
Enniskerry (Ireland)
Ireland
Sugar Loaf Mountain

Cutting peat, Allen Bog--decayed vegetation forming one foot each 800 years. [Active no. 428 : interpositive,] 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cutting peat, Allen Bog--decayed vegetation forming one foot each 800 years. [Active no. 428 : interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25508

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11817.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Fireplace for burning peat, where all family cooking is done—a home in Ireland. 429 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Fireplace for burning peat, where all family cooking is done—a home in Ireland. 429 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25509

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11819

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Royal Avenue, N.W. from Donegal Place, most important street of Belfast. 436 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Royal Avenue, N.W. from Donegal Place, most important street of Belfast. 436 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25510

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11826.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6838

Topic:
Buggies -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland

Place:
Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Donegal Place (Belfast, Ireland)
Ireland
Royal Avenue

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hatcheling flax, first process in making the famous Irish linen, Belfast. 438 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Hatcheling flax, first process in making the famous Irish linen, Belfast. 438 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25511

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11830.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic:
Flax -- Ireland
Hatcheling
IRELAND TOUR
Industries -- Ireland
Irish Linen -- Ireland
Laborers -- Ireland
Linen -- Ireland
Manufacturing
Plain weaving room (1,000 looms), great linen factory, Belfast. 439 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Plain weaving room (1,000 looms), great linen factory, Belfast. 439 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25512

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11831.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6847

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking S.W. over the famous Giant's Causeway, northern Ireland. 441 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking S.W. over the famous Giant's Causeway, northern Ireland. 441 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25513

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11835.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6850

Topic: Children -- Ireland.
Dogs -- Ireland
Formations (Geology)
IRELAND TOUR
Seacoasts -- Ireland

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The "Organ," Giant's Causeway, a cliff of basaltic columns 120 feet high, north coast of Ireland. [Active no. 442 : non-stereo interpositive.,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The "Organ," Giant's Causeway, a cliff of basaltic columns 120 feet high, north coast of Ireland. [Active no. 442 : non-stereo interpositive.,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25514

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11836

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58]

Orig. no. 122.122.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Place: Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
Ireland
Organ (Giant's Causeway, Ireland)
Bleaching field, near linen mills (S.E. Lisburn), near Belfast. 446 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Bleaching field, near linen mills (S.E. Lisburn), near Belfast. 446 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25515

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 18842.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

From Navan Fort, famous in Irish history--(S.E.) Armagh. ["Killarney"] on envelope 448 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): From Navan Fort, famous in Irish history--(S.E.) Armagh. ["Killarney"] on envelope 448 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25516

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 18844 but with imprinted poem
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58; 163]

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Armagh (Northern Ireland : County)
Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
Navan Fort

Topic: IRELAND TOUR

The splendid cliffs of Menawn, S.E. across Keem Bay, over primitive Keel Village, Archill Island. 471 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The splendid cliffs of Menawn, S.E. across Keem Bay, over primitive Keel Village, Archill Island. 471 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25517

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11871.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6885

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
Bays -- Ireland
Cliffs -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Islands -- Ireland
Villages -- Ireland

Place: Achill Island (Ireland)
Ireland
Keel Village (Achill Island, Ireland)
Keem Bay (Achill Island, Ireland)
Menawn Cliffs (Achill Island, Ireland)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Harvesting on the Island of Achill--N.W. to Sleivemore, Western Ireland. 472 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Harvesting on the Island of Achill--N.W. to Sleivemore, Western Ireland. 472 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25518

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11873 and 11874.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
Harvesting -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Achill Island (Ireland)
Ireland
Sleivemore (Ireland)

One of nature's choicest jewels--Islands and Upper Lake of charming Killarney. 486 Interpositive, 1905
2 pieces (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): One of nature's choicest jewels--Islands and Upper Lake of charming Killarney. 486 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Cracked diagonally lower left corner.

Local Numbers
RSN 25519

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11890 but with imprinted poem.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58; 166].

Topic: IRELAND TOUR
Islands -- Ireland
Lakes -- Ireland
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Ireland Killarney (Kerry, Ireland) Upper Lake

Diadem of the Emerald Isle--Lower Lake, S.W. from Lord Kenmare's mansion, Killarney. 487 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Diadem of the Emerald Isle--Lower Lake, S.W. from Lord Kenmare's mansion, Killarney. 487 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25520

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11893.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6901

Names: Kenmare, Lord
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Lakes -- Ireland

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Ireland Killarney (Kerry, Ireland) Lower Lake (Killarney, Ireland)

Diadem of the Emerald Isle--Lower Lake, S.W. from Lord Kenmare's mansion, Killarney. 487 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Diadem of the Emerald Isle--Lower Lake, S.W. from Lord Kenmare's mansion, Killarney. 487 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.
Local Numbers
RSN 25521

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11893 but with imprinted poem.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58; 166].

Names: Kenmare, Lord
Topic: Architecture -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Lakes -- Ireland
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
Lower Lake (Killarney, Ireland)

The picturesque home of a prosperous tenant, County Kerry. 493 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The picturesque home of a prosperous tenant, County Kerry. 493 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25522

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11903.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Agriculture -- Ireland
Cows -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Geese -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND TOUR
Place: Ireland
Kerry (Ireland : County)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The wonderful Giant's Causeway, County Antrim. 515 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The wonderful Giant's Causeway, County Antrim. 515 Interpositive 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 25523

Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 11927
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58]

Topic: Formations (Geology)
        IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
        Seacoasts

Place: Antrim (Northern Ireland : County)
       Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
       Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The "Honeycombs," Giant's Causeway, one of the most remarkable of basaltic formations. 516 Interpositive, 1902

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The "Honeycombs," Giant's Causeway, one of the most remarkable of basaltic formations. 516 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 25524

Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 11928 and 11929
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58]

Topic: Formations (Geology)
        IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
        Seacoasts

Place: Antrim (Northern Ireland : County)
       Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland)
       Honeycombs (Antrim, Ireland)
       Ireland
[Man outside home in Ireland.] 524 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Man outside home in Ireland.] 524 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25525

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
Portraits -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 525 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 525 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
H.A.S., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25526

Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 11933.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Cows -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Markets -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland
Wagons -- Ireland

Place: Ireland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
"By Killarney's rocks and rills." 530 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): "By Killarney's rocks and rills." 530 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25527

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58; 166].

Similar to RSN 19527 but with imprinted poem

| Topic                  | English: Cows -- Ireland  
|                        | IRELAND -- Miscellaneous 
|                        | Markers -- Ireland 
| Place                  | Ireland 
|                        | Kerry (Ireland : County) 
|                        | Killarney (Kerry, Ireland) 
| Genre/ Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass 

The blooded stock of County Kerry--the cattle fair, Killarney. 532 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The blooded stock of County Kerry--the cattle fair, Killarney. 532 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25528

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

| Topic                  | English: Cows -- Ireland  
|                        | IRELAND -- Miscellaneous 
|                        | Markets -- Ireland 
|                        | Streets -- Ireland 
| Place                  | Ireland 
|                        | Kerry (Ireland : County) 
|                        | Killarney (Kerry, Ireland) 
| Genre/ Form            | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass 
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"An' phwat 'll yer give me for me sheep"--Killarney. 533 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "An' phwat 'll yer give me for me sheep"--Killarney. 533 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25529
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Topic: IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Markets -- Ireland
Sheep -- Ireland
Streets -- Ireland
Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Kate Kearney's Cottage, Lakes of Killarney. 534 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Kate Kearney's Cottage, Lakes of Killarney. 534 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25530
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Names: Kearney, Kate
Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Cottages -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
Horses -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Place: Ireland
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland)
Dennis O'Shaughnessy's home, County Tipperary. 541 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Dennis O'Shaughnessy's home, County Tipperary. 541 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25531
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Carts -- Ireland
Children -- Ireland.
Cottages -- Ireland
Cows -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous

Place: Ireland
O'Shaughnessy, Dennis
Tipperary (Ireland : County)

A farmyard on the "Owld Sod," County Kerry. 543 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A farmyard on the "Owld Sod," County Kerry. 543 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25532
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Cottages -- Ireland
Cows -- Ireland
Donkeys -- Ireland
Dwellings -- Ireland
Farms -- Ireland
Homes -- Ireland
IRELAND -- Miscellaneous
Swine -- Ireland
pigs -- Ireland

Place:
Ireland
Kerry (Ireland : County)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Image(s): [Children.] 567 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25533

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11944.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic:
Architecture -- Scotland
Children -- Scotland

Place:
Scotland

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Image(s): [Children.] 567 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25534

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11944.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Copy and Version Identification Note

53394

Topic: Architecture -- Scotland
      Children -- Scotland

Place: Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Edinburgh's Popular Seaside Resort, Portobello, Scotland. Copy right 1906 by Strohmeyer & Wyman. 569 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25535

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSNB 11945.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Beaches -- Scotland
      Resorts -- Scotland
      Seacoasts -- Scotland

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
      Portobello
      Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cemetery.] 577 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cemetery.] 577 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25536
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11946.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Copy and Version Identification Note

53367

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Karl Johan's Street W.N.W. to the Royal Palace, Christiania. 601 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Karl Johan's Street W.N.W. to the Royal Palace, Christiania. 601 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25538

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 11959.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Copy and Version Identification Note
53367

Topic:
Architecture -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Palaces -- Norway
Streetcars -- Norway
Streets -- Norway

Place:
Christiania (Norway)
Karl Johan’s Street (Christinia, Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Palace

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Old Viking ship, the explorer of northern seas and burial boat of a Norse chieftain, Christiania. 608 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Old Viking ship, the explorer of northern seas and burial boat of a Norse chieftain, Christiania. 608 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25539

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Same as RSN 11974.

Topic:
Boats -- Norway
Museums -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Ruins -- Norway
Ships -- Norway

Place:
Christiania (Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

Vikings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Leaving old homes and friends--waving good-byes to emigrants starting for America, Christiana. 609 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Leaving old homes and friends--waving good-byes to emigrants starting for America, Christiana. 609 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25540

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11975

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Crowds -- Norway

Docks -- Norway

Emigration and immigration -- Norway

NORWAY TOUR

Piers -- Norway

Ports -- Norway

Ships -- Norway

Wharves -- Norway

Place: Christiania (Norway)

Norway

Oslo (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 292

RSN Numbers 25541-25644

Image(s)

Snowy rock-ribbed heights of Mt. Gausta (6,180 ft.), towering over quiet homes in the Maan Valley. 619 interpositive, 1905
Image(s): Snowy rock-ribbed heights of Mt. Gausta (6,180 ft.), towering over quiet homes in the Maan Valley. 619 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25541

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11985 and 11987.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic:
- Dwellings -- Norway
- Homes -- Norway
- Mountains -- Norway
- NORWAY TOUR
- Snow -- Norway
- Valleys -- Norway
- glaciers -- Norway

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:
- Maan Valley (Norway)
- Mt. Gausta
- Norway

Image(s): Imposing beauty of spray-enshrouded Rjukanfos, the "foaming fall," in its 800-foot leap. 620 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25542

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 11989.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic:
- Carts -- Norway
- Forests -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Waterfalls -- Norway

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Norway
Rjukanfos

Steamboat climbing a steep hill beside the Vrang waterfall, by locks in Bandak-Nordsjo Canal. 624 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Steamboat climbing a steep hill beside the Vrang waterfall, by locks in Bandak-Nordsjo Canal. 624 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25543

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 11995

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58]

Topic: Canals
Locks
NORWAY TOUR
Steamboats
Waterfalls

Place: Bandak-Nordsjo Canal (Norway)
Norway
Vrang Waterfall

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A farmer's family making hay in a sunny field between the mountains, Rolsdal. 632 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A farmer's family making hay in a sunny field between the mountains, Rolsdal. 632 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25544

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12004 and 12006.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Agriculture -- Norway
       Family -- Norway
       Farms -- Norway
       Hay -- Norway
       Mountains -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Norway
       Rolsdal

Village roads and sunny fields of Odde, north up the narrow mountain-walled Sorfjord. [Active no. 636 : interpositive, 1905
1 item (4" x 5").]

Image(s): Village roads and sunny fields of Odde, north up the narrow mountain-walled Sorfjord. [Active no. 636 : interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25545

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12010; similar to RSN 12011.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Fjords
       Mountains -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR

Place: Norway
       Odde
       Sorfjord

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A humble mountain home at the foot of the cliffs, where the imposing Skjaeggedals Falls leap 525 feet. 639 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A humble mountain home at the foot of the cliffs, where the imposing Skjaeggedals Falls leap 525 feet. 639 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25546

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12014 and 12018.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic:   Dwellings -- Norway
         Homes -- Norway
         Mountains -- Norway
         NORWAY TOUR
         Waterfalls -- Norway

Place:   Norway
         Skjaeggedals Falls (Norway)

Genre/Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A stream of solid ice (Hardanger Glacier) and the lake (Rembesdalsvand) formed where it melts. 646 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A stream of solid ice (Hardanger Glacier) and the lake (Rembesdalsvand) formed where it melts. 646 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25547

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12024.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic:   Boats -- Norway
         Lakes -- Norway
         Mountains -- Norway
         NORWAY TOUR
         glaciers -- Norway
Place: Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway
Rembesdalsvand Lake

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bergen, west from the Floifjeld, over the harbor (right) and Puddefjord (distant). 648 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Bergen, west from the Floifjeld, over the harbor (right) and Puddefjord (distant). 648 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25548

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12032 (which is reverse copied).

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Boats -- Norway
Carriages -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Harbors -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Portraits -- Norway
Ports -- Norway
Ships -- Norway

Place: Bergen (Norway)
Floifjeld (Norway)
Norway
Puddefjord (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gudvagen’s outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Gudvagen’s outlook over the Naerofjord where the sea reaches far in among the mountains. 660 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25549

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12050

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

**Topic:**
Boats -- Norway
Cows -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Steamships -- Norway

**Place:**
Gudvangen (Norway)
Naerofjord
Norway

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Christiania, from the Ekeberg. 700 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”)

*Image(s):* Christiania, from the Ekeberg. 700 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25550

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12109 and 25561.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

**Topic:**
Horses -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Norway
Roads -- Norway
Wagons -- Norway

**Place:**
Christiania (Norway)
Ekeberg (Christiania, Norway)
Norway
Oslo (Norway)

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Where the road creeps under the jutting cliffs by the waters of the Naerofjord. 664 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Where the road creeps under the jutting cliffs by the waters of the Naerofjord. 664 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25551

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 25552; similar to RSN 12059

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Formations (Geology) -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Roads -- Norway

Place: Naerofjord
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
NORWAY TOUR
Roads -- Norway

Place:
Naerofjord
Norway

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A Nordfjord bride and groom with guests and parents at their home door, Brigsdal. 665 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A Nordfjord bride and groom with guests and parents at their home door, Brigsdal. 665 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25553

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Similar to RSN 12058 and 12059.

Topic:
Dwellings -- Norway
Family -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
Weddings -- Norway

Place:
Brigsdal (Norway)
Nordfjord
Norway

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

On sombre Lake Olden, lying deep between cloud-covered mountains--to Maelkevold glacier. 666 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): On sombre Lake Olden, lying deep between cloud-covered mountains--to Maelkevold glacier. 666 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25554
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12060 and 12061.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

**Topic:** Boats -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

**Place:** Lake Olden (Norway)
Maelkevold Glacier (Norway)
Norway

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Grytereids glacier glittering above drifting clouds, seen across placid Lake Olden. 667 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s):* Grytereids glacier glittering above drifting clouds, seen across placid Lake Olden. 667 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 25555

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12062 and 12063.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

**Topic:** Goats -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY TOUR
glaciers -- Norway

**Place:** Grytereids Glacier (Norway)
Lake Olden (Norway)
Norway

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Rustoen Falls, as they seem to come down out of the sky, above Rustoefjeld's rugged heights. 671 Interpositive, 1905
Image(s): The Rustoen Falls, as they seem to come down out of the sky, above Rustoefjeld's rugged heights. 671 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25556

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12066 and 12067

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
      NORWAY TOUR
      Waterfalls

Place: Norway
       Rustoefjeld
       Rustoen Falls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Perilous crevasses of the Brigsdal Glacier, one of the grandest in all Norway. 672 Interpositive, 1905

Image(s): Perilous crevasses of the Brigsdal Glacier, one of the grandest in all Norway. 672 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25557

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12068.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
       NORWAY TOUR
       glaciers -- Norway

Place: Brigsdal Glacier (Norway)
       Norway
Among mountains and chasms of ice--enormous crevasses of Brigsdal Glacier. 674 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Among mountains and chasms of ice--enormous crevasses of Brigsdal Glacier. 674 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25558
Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 12073 and 12074.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

From the mountain inn at Vide saeter down the Vide Valley--Mt. Skaala in right distance. 681 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): From the mountain inn at Vide saeter down the Vide Valley--Mt. Skaala in right distance. 681 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25559
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12082 and 12083
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].
Topic: Cows -- Norway  
Farms -- Norway  
Mountains -- Norway  
NORWAY TOUR  
Valleys -- Norway  
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Mt. Skaala  
Norway  
Vide Valley

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

People of the Frigid North--Lapp home and family, in the Tromsdal, near Tromsoe, Northern Norway. 696 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): People of the Frigid North--Lapp home and family, in the Tromsdal, near Tromsoe, Northern Norway. 696 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25560

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Same as RSN 12102, 12103 and 19623.

Topic: Dwellings -- Norway  
Family -- Norway  
Homes -- Norway  
NORWAY TOUR  
Reindeer -- Norway

Place: Norway  
Sami (European people)  
Tromsdal  
Tromsoe (Norway)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Christiania, from the Ekeberg. [Active no. 700 : interpositive,], 1908
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Christiania, from the Ekeberg. [Active no. 700 : interpositive,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Douglass, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25561

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12109 and 25550.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [123], moved from [58].

Topic:  Horses -- Norway
        NORWAY--Miscellaneous
        Roads -- Norway
        Wagons -- Norway

Place:  Christiania (Norway)
        Ekeberg (Christiania, Norway)
        Norway
        Oslo (Norway)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Ide Fjord from the Fortress of Fredrikssten. [Active no. 716 : stereo interpositive,] 1896
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): The Ide Fjord from the Fortress of Fredrikssten. [Active no. 716 : stereo interpositive,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25562

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12115.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:  Fjords -- Norway
        Fortification -- Norway
        Guards -- Norway
        Guns -- Norway
        Military -- Norway
        NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Place:  Fredrikssten (Norway)
        Ide Fjord (Norway)
        Norway
[Island.] 717 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Island.] 717 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25563

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12116.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Fjords -- Norway
Islands -- Norway.
NORWAY--Miscellaneous

Place: Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Visitors coming out from the government silver mines--worked since 1623--at Kongsberg. 718 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Visitors coming out from the government silver mines--worked since 1623--at Kongsberg. 718 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25564

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 19634.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Mines -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Silver mining -- Norway
Tourists -- Norway
Trains -- Norway

Place: Kongsberg (Norway)
Norway
Mt. Gausta (6,150 feet) seen on the sunset horizon from a country road at Telemarken. 719 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Mt. Gausta (6,150 feet) seen on the sunset horizon from a country road at Telemarken. 719 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25565

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12117 and 19635.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

A wayside mill and its primitive water-wheel, Telemarken. 720 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): A wayside mill and its primitive water-wheel, Telemarken. 720 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25566

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12118 and 19636.
A Telemarken storehouse with carven decorations, the work of an old Norse builder—near Christiania. 721 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A Telemarken storehouse with carven decorations, the work of an old Norse builder—near Christiania. 721 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25567

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12119 and 19637

Passengers in a stolkjaerre pausing to look down the charming Westfjord Valley. 722 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Passengers in a stolkjaerre pausing to look down the charming Westfjord Valley. 722 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25568

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12120 and 19638.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:
Carts -- Norway
Fjords -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Valleys -- Norway

Genre/
Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:
Norway
Westfjord Valley

A Norse maiden listening to the roar of Rjukan Falls, in its mad plunge of 800 feet. 723 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A Norse maiden listening to the roar of Rjukan Falls, in its mad plunge of 800 feet. 723 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25569

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12121 and 19639

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Waterfalls
Travelers lingering for a frolic with July snowballs, on road over the Haukeli Mountains. 724 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Travelers lingering for a frolic with July snowballs, on road over the Haukeli Mountains. 724 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25570

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12122 and 19640.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Haukeli saeter, a cosy Inn--looking over the Staavand (lake) to the snowy Haukeli Mountains 725 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Haukeli saeter, a cosy Inn--looking over the Staavand (lake) to the snowy Haukeli Mountains 725 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25571
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12123 and 19641.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:  Architecture -- Norway
        Cows -- Norway
        Hotels -- Norway
        Lakes -- Norway
        Mountains -- Norway
        NORWAY--Miscellaneous
        Resorts -- Norway

Place:  Haukeli Mountains (Norway)
        Haukeli Saeter (Norway)
        Norway
        Staavand Lake

Genre/  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

Foaming waters of the Geislaus tearing through their rock-bound chanel, before Haukeli Hotel. 726 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Foaming waters of the Geislaus tearing through their rock-bound chanel, before Haukeli Hotel. 726 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25572

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Same as RSN 12124 and 19642.

Names:  Haukeli Hotel (Haukeli, Norway)

Genre/  Landscapes (representations)
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Topic:  NORWAY--Miscellaneous
        Rapids -- Norway
        Rivers -- Norway

Place:  Geislaus River (Norway)
        Norway

Traveling on a highway over the Haukeli Mountains away above the tree-line. 727 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Traveling on a highway over the Haukeli Mountains away above the tree-line. 727 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25573

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12125 and 19643.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway

Place: Haukeli Mountains (Norway)
Norway

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Milking the goats at lonely Tarjebudal saeter, away up among the Haukeli Mountains. 728 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Milking the goats at lonely Tarjebudal saeter, away up among the Haukeli Mountains. 728 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25574

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12126 and 19644

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Goats
Milking
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Haukeli Mountains (Norway) Norway Tarjebudal Saeter

Pretty mountain-walled village and lake of Roldal, in rugged Western Norway. 730 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Pretty mountain-walled village and lake of Roldal, in rugged Western Norway. 730 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25575

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 12127 and 19645.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Carts -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Lakes -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Norway
Villages -- Norway

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Norway Roldal (Norway) Roldal Lake

Haying on a little farm beside the river in the depths of the craggy Gronsdal. 731 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Haying on a little farm beside the river in the depths of the craggy Gronsdal. 731 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25576

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 19646.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:       Agriculture -- Norway
            Farms -- Norway
            Haying -- Norway
            Mountains -- Norway
            NORWAY--Miscellaneous
            Rivers -- Norway
            Valleys -- Norway

Place:       Gronsdal (Norway)
            Norway

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Odde, and the southern end of mountain-walled Sorfjord--north from above the rapid Aabo river. [Active no. 736 : interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s):   Odde, and the southern end of mountain-walled Sorfjord--north from above the rapid Aabo river. [Active no. 736 : interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25577

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12131 and 25578.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:       Fjords
            Mountains -- Norway
            NORWAY--Miscellaneous
            Rivers -- Norway

Place:       Aabo River (Norway)
            Norway
            Odde
            Sorfjord

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Odde, and the southern end of mountain-walled Sorfjord--north from above the rapid Aabo river. [Active no. 736 : interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Odde, and the southern end of mountain-walled Sorfjord--north from above the rapid Aabo river. [Active no. 736 : interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25578

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12131 and 25577.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Fjords
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Norway

Place: Aabo River (Norway)
Norway
Odde
Sorfjord

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Odde, and the southern end of mountain-walled Sorfjord--north from above the rapid Aabo river. [Active no. 736 : interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Odde, and the southern end of mountain-walled Sorfjord--north from above the rapid Aabo river. [Active no. 736 : interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25579

Company catalog card included.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 12131, 12132, 25577 and 25578.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Fjords
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Norway

Place: Aabo River (Norway)
Norway
Odde
Sorfjord

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of Hardanger Glacier. 743 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Herd of reindeer, useful creatures of the frozen north on snowy heights of Hardanger Glacier. 743 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25580

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12139-12142, 19655 and 19656.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Reindeer -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Hardanger Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ragged ice-masses of Kjendal glacier at lower end, where snows of years ago feed the river. 762 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ragged ice-masses of Kjendal glacier at lower end, where snows of years ago feed the river. 762 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25581
Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12155 and 12156.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Norway
Mountains -- Norway
NORWAY--Miscellaneous
Rapids -- Norway
Rivers -- Norway
Tourists -- Norway
glaciers -- Norway

Place: Kjendal Glacier (Norway)
Norway

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Palaces, homes, churches and busy streets of beautiful Stockholm--N.W. from the Moseback. 800 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Palaces, homes, churches and busy streets of beautiful Stockholm--N.W. from the Moseback. 800 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25582

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12172, 12173 and 12174.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Churches -- Sweden
Palaces -- Sweden
Portraits -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Moseback
Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Council Chamber of King Oscar II, in the Royal Palace, Stockholm. 809 Interpositive
In the gorgeous reception rooms of King Oscar's palace at Stockholm. 812 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): In the gorgeous reception rooms of King Oscar's palace at Stockholm. 812 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25584

Company catalog card included

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 12187 and 19703

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123]
Names: Oscar, King, II,

Topic: Architecture
       Interior architecture
       Palaces
       Royalty
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Royal Palace
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Palace, St. Nicholas and Riddarholms Churches; W. across Norrstrom from Skeppsholmen, Stockholm. 823 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Palace, St. Nicholas and Riddarholms Churches; W. across Norrstrom from Skeppsholmen, Stockholm. 823 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25585

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Same as RSN 12196 and 12197.

Names: Riddarholms Church (Stockholm, Sweden)
       St. Nicholas Church (Sweden)

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
       Boats -- Sweden
       Bridges -- Sweden
       Churches -- Sweden
       Palaces -- Sweden
       Rivers -- Sweden
       SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Norrstrom (Sweden)
       Royal Palace (Sweden)
       Skeppsholmen (Sweden)
       Stockholm (Sweden)
       Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Everyday life and traffic on one of Stockholm's busy streets--looking N.W. up Vasagatan. 829 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Everyday life and traffic on one of Stockholm's busy streets--looking N.W. up Vasagatan. 829 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 25586

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12204.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:  Carts -- Sweden
        Horses -- Sweden
        SWEDEN TOUR
        Streetcars -- Sweden
        Streets -- Sweden

Place:  Stockholm (Sweden)
        Sweden
        Vasagatan

Genre/
Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Small crowded boat on small river.] interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Small crowded boat on small river.] interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 25587

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Copy and Version Identification Note
    79441

Topic:  Boats and boating
        Dwellings
        Dwellings
        Rivers
Dalecarlian maidens strolling through the fields on a hillside overlooking Rattvik. 861 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Dalecarlian maidens strolling through the fields on a hillside overlooking Rattvik. 861 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25588

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12239.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Children -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Portraits -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Villages -- Sweden

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Dalecarlia (Sweden)
Rattvik (Sweden)
Sweden

A farmer's family harvesting oats in a sunny field at Lerdal. 867 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A farmer's family harvesting oats in a sunny field at Lerdal. 867 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25589

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].
Same as RSN 12262, 25590 and 25591; similar to RSN 12246.

**Topic:** Agriculture -- Sweden  
Children -- Sweden  
Family -- Sweden  
Harvesting -- Sweden  
Oats -- Sweden  
SWEDEN TOUR

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Place:** Lerdal (Sweden)  
Sweden

A farmer's family harvesting oats in a sunny field at Lerdal. 867 interpositive, 1905  
1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** A farmer's family harvesting oats in a sunny field at Lerdal. 867 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 25590

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Same as RSN 12262, 25589 and 25591; similar to RSN 12246.

**Topic:** Agriculture -- Sweden  
Children -- Sweden  
Family -- Sweden  
Harvesting -- Sweden  
Oats -- Sweden  
SWEDEN TOUR

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Place:** Lerdal (Sweden)  
Sweden

A farmer's family harvesting oats in a sunny field at Lerdal. 867 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A farmer's family harvesting oats in a sunny field at Lerdal. 867 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25591

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Same as RSN 12262, 25589 and 25590; similar to RSN 12246.

Topic:
- Agriculture -- Sweden
- Children -- Sweden
- Family -- Sweden
- Harvesting -- Sweden
- Oats -- Sweden
- SWEDEN TOUR

Genre/
- Landscapes (representations)

Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:
- Lerdal (Sweden)
- Sweden

Happy crowds celebrating the Vorfest (Spring Festival) in the City Park, Jonkoping. 885 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Happy crowds celebrating the Vorfest (Spring Festival) in the City Park, Jonkoping. 885 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25592

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12264.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:
- Children -- Sweden
- Crowds -- Sweden
- Festivals -- Sweden
- Parks -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR

Place: Jonkoping (Sweden)
Sweden
Vorfest

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Toppo Falls, Trollhattan--watching the mad race of the struggling waters. 892 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Toppo Falls, Trollhattan--watching the mad race of the struggling waters. 892 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25593

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 12273; same as RSN 12274.

Topic: Rapids -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
SWEDEN TOUR
Waterfalls -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
Toppo Falls (Sweden)
Trollhattan (Sweden)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Humle Gardens from the Public Library, Stockholm. 900 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Humle Gardens from the Public Library, Stockholm. 900 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25594

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].
The National Museum from the Slottsbacke, Stockholm. 901 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  

Image(s): The National Museum from the Slottsbacke, Stockholm. 901 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 25595  

Company catalog card included.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].  

Names: National Museum (Stockholm, Sweden)  

Topic:  
Architecture -- Sweden  
Bridges -- Sweden  
Military -- Sweden  
Monuments -- Sweden  
Museums -- Sweden  
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous  
Ships -- Sweden  
Training -- Sweden  

Place: Slottsbacke (Sweden)  
Stockholm (Sweden)  
Sweden  

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

King Gustav III's Statue and Grand Hotel from the quay, Stockholm. 903 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): King Gustav III's Statue and Grand Hotel from the quay, Stockholm. 903 interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25596

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12295

Names: Grand Hotel (Stockholm, Sweden).
Gustav, King., III,

Topic: Harbors -- Sweden
Hotels -- Sweden
Monuments -- Sweden
Ports -- Sweden
Royalty -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Ships -- Sweden
statues -- Sweden

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[High view of wide river.] 920 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [High view of wide river.] 920 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25597

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Bridges -- Sweden
Docks -- Sweden
Piers -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden
Wharves -- Sweden

Place: Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park.] 923 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Park.] 923 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25598

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12297.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Forests -- Sweden
Parks -- Sweden
Roads -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous
Trees -- Sweden
Place: Sweden
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Rapids on river in Sweden.] 946 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Rapids on river in Sweden.] 946 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25599

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Same as RSN 12314.

Topic: Bridges -- Sweden
Rapids -- Sweden
Rivers -- Sweden

Place: Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Dock scene.] 947 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 947 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25600

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12315.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Boats -- Sweden
Docks -- Sweden
Piers -- Sweden
Steamships -- Sweden
Wharves -- Sweden

Place: Motalastrom
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Sailboats on small rural stream in Sweden.] 948 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Sailboats on small rural stream in Sweden.] 948 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25601

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 12316.
Topic: Rivers -- Sweden
Sailboats

Place: Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Canal.] 949 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Canal.] 949 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25602
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Canals
Locks
Steamboats

Place: Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Fair promises, Delsbo. 960 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Fair promises, Delsbo. 960 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25603
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12321.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Carts -- Sweden
Couples -- Sweden
Love -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place: Delsbo (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A farmhouse, Island of Oland, South Sweden. 964 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A farmhouse, Island of Oland, South Sweden. 964 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25604

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12323.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:
Children -- Sweden
Dwellings -- Sweden
Farms -- Sweden
Homes -- Sweden
Islands -- Sweden
SWEDEN--Miscellaneous

Place:
Oland Island
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 966 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 966 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25605

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12324.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].
Topic: Horses -- Sweden  
Military -- Sweden  

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Place: Sweden  

[Children.] 978 Interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Children.] 978 Interpositive. 
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher 
English. 
Silver gelatin on glass. 

Local Numbers 
RSN 25606 

Company catalog card included. 

Same as RSN 19036. 
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123]. 

Topic: Children -- Sweden  
Flowers -- Sweden  
Gardens -- Sweden  

Place: Sweden  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Children dancing?] No. 979 : interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”). 

Image(s): [Children dancing?] No. 979 : interpositive. 
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher 
English. 
Silver gelatin on glass. 

Local Numbers 
RSN 25607 

Company catalog card included. 

Same as RSN 12331. 
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123]. 

Topic: Children -- Sweden  
Dancing -- Sweden  
Musical instruments -- 1890-1920 -- Sweden  
Violins -- Sweden
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Place: Sweden

Copenhagen, the metropolis of all Scandinavia. 1000 interpositive 2 pieces (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): Copenhagen, the metropolis of all Scandinavia. 1000 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cracked vertically at left of frame.

Local Numbers
RSN 25608

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123;194].
Same as RSN 12332; pieces in separate envelopes; similar to RSN 19838 and 19839.

Copy and Version Identification Note
Serial #101

Topic: Boats -- Denmark Bridges -- Denmark DENMARK Portraits -- Denmark Rivers -- Denmark
Place: Copenhagen (Denmark) Denmark
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Palace.] 1012 Interpositive 1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Palace.] 1012 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25609

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12344.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Architecture -- Denmark
      Castles -- Denmark
      Palaces -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
       Denmark
       Rosenborg Castle

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Queen Louise Bridge and its gardens, with handsome streets at its eastern end, Copenhagen. 1024 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Queen Louise Bridge and its gardens, with handsome streets at its eastern end, Copenhagen. 1024 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

   RSN 25610

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12359.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Genre/Form: Cityscapes

Topic: Bridges -- Denmark
       DENMARK
       Gardens -- Denmark

Place: Copenhagen (Denmark)
       Denmark
       Queen Louise Bridge (Denmark)

Peasant children in the Royal Forest, Klampenborg. 1039 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Peasant children in the Royal Forest, Klampenborg. 1039 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

   RSN 25611
Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12374.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123]

Topic: Boats -- Denmark
Children -- Denmark
DENMARK
Docks -- Denmark
Forests -- Denmark
Piers -- Denmark
Wharves -- Denmark

Place: Denmark
Klampenborg (Denmark)
Royal Forest (Klampenborg, Denmark)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Packing prize butter for the European markets in the biggest dairy in the world, Hasley. 1040 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Packing prize butter for the European markets in the biggest dairy in the world, Hasley. 1040 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25612

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12375, 12376 and 12377.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Butter -- Denmark
DENMARK
Dairying -- Denmark
Industries -- Denmark
Laborers -- Denmark

Place: Denmark
Hasley (Denmark)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Nevsky Prospect, the principal street of St. Petersburg. 1054 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Nevsky Prospect, the principal street of St. Petersburg. 1054 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25613

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12389, 12390 and 12391.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:  Carts -- Russia
        Horses -- Russia
        RUSSIA TOUR
        Streetcars -- Russia
        Streets -- Russia

Place:  Nevsky Prospect (St. Petersburg, Russia)
        Russia
        St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

St. Isaac's Cathedral, St. Petersburg--the largest church in Russia. 1064 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): St. Isaac's Cathedral, St. Petersburg--the largest church in Russia. 1064 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25614

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12401, 12402 and 12403.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:  Architecture -- Russia
        Cathedrals -- Russia
        RUSSIA TOUR

Place:  Russia
        St. Isaac's Cathedral
        St. Petersburg (Russia)
Making hay in Russia. 1074 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): Making hay in Russia. 1074 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25615

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12412.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:
Agriculture -- Russia
Farms -- Russia
Haying -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Women laborers -- Russia

Place:
Russia

The Avenue of Fountains, Imperial Palace of Peterhof. 1075 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Avenue of Fountains, Imperial Palace of Peterhof. 1075 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25616

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12414, 12415 and 12416

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123]

Topic:
Architecture
Fountains
Palaces
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Avenue of Fountains (Peterhof Palace, Russia)
Peterhof
Peterhof Palace
Russia

Genres/Forms:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Their Majesties, the Empresses of Russia and Germany, driving through Peterhof Park. 1079 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Their Majesties, the Empresses of Russia and Germany, driving through Peterhof Park. 1079 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25617

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12420 and 12429.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Names:
German Empress -- Russia

Topics:
Carriages -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Parades -- Russia
Parks -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Royalty -- Russia
Streets -- Russia

Place: Peterhof Park
Russia

Genres/Forms:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Yacht "Alexandria" conveying the German Emperor--passing the German Cadet Ship "Charlotta," St. Petersburg. 1082 Interpositive, 1897
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The Yacht "Alexandria" conveying the German Emperor--passing the German Cadet Ship "Charlotta," St. Petersburg. 1082 Interpositive 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25618

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12426, 12427 and 12428.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Names: Alexandria (Yacht)  
        German Emporer

Topic: RUSSIA TOUR  
       Royalty -- Russia  
       Ships -- Russia

Place: Charlotta (Ship)  
       Russia  
       St. Petersburg (Russia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

The Moskwa River and the shimmering spires of "Holy Moscow." 1099 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Moskwa River and the shimmering spires of "Holy Moscow." 1099 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25619

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Same as RSN 12436 and 25620.

Names: Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Bridges -- Russia  
        Carts -- Russia  
        Horses -- Russia  
        Portraits -- Russia  
        RUSSIA TOUR  
        Rivers -- Russia (Federation)  
        Streetcars -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)  
       Moskwa River (Russia)  
       Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Moskwa River and the shimmering spires of "Holy Moscow." 1099 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/14 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): The Moskwa River and the shimmering spires of "Holy Moscow." 1099 interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25620

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123;197].

Same as RSN 12436 and 25619.

Names:

Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)

Topic:

Bridges -- Russia
Carts -- Russia
Horses -- Russia
Portraits -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Rivers -- Russia (Federation)
Streetcars -- Russia

Place:

Moscow (Russia)
Moskwa River (Russia)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Tower of Ivan the Great and Cathedral of the Archangel Michael, Kremlin, Moscow. 1105 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Tower of Ivan the Great and Cathedral of the Archangel Michael, Kremlin, Moscow. 1105 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25621

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12244 and 12245
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Names: Cathedral of the Archangel Michael (Moscow, Russia)
       Kremlin (Moscow, Russia)

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Minarets -- Russia
       Palaces -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Streets -- Russia
       Towers -- Russia

Place: Moscow (Russia)
       Russia
       Tower of Ivan the Great

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Central entrance to the Gostinnoi, Dvor the great bazaar, Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1112 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Central entrance to the Gostinnoi, Dvor the great bazaar, Kitai Gorod, Moscow. 1112 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25622

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Same as RSN 12451

Topic: Architecture -- Russia
       Buildings -- Russia
       Carriages -- Russia
       Dvor (Kitai Gorad, Moscow, Russia)
       Horses -- Russia
       Monuments -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Sculpture -- Russia

Place: Gostinnoi Dvor (Moscow)
       Kitai Gorod (Moscow, Russia)
       Moscow (Russia)
       Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Russian Cloth Market in "The fair" of Nijni-Novgorod. 1125 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Russian Cloth Market in "The fair" of Nijni-Novgorod. 1125 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25623

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12464 and 12465.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Markets -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Textile fabrics -- Russia

Place: Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)
       Russia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Siberian hides and village of the Tartars, Nijni-Novgorod 1127 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Siberian hides and village of the Tartars, Nijni-Novgorod 1127 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25624

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12467 and 12468.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Fur trade -- Russia
       Hides -- Russia
       Markets -- Russia
       RUSSIA TOUR
       Skins -- Russia
       Villages -- Russia

Place: Nijni-Novgorod (Russia)
       Russia
Siberia
Culure: Tatars
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A characteristic country house in the heart of Russia. 1128 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): A characteristic country house in the heart of Russia. 1128 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25625

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Same as RSN 12470.

Topic: Dwellings -- Russia
Family -- Russia
Farms -- Russia
Homes -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR

Place: Russia
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Alexandrofski slope and the winding Dnieper River, Kief. &lt;Kiev&gt; No. 130 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Alexandrofski slope and the winding Dnieper River, Kief. <Kiev> No. 130 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25626

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12471.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].
Topic: Horses -- Ukraine -- Kiev -- 1890-1920
RUSSIA TOUR
Rivers -- Russia (Federation)
Streetcars -- Russia
Wagons -- Russia

Genre/ Form: Interpositives
Landscapes (representations)

Place: Alexandrofski (Kiev, Ukraine)
Dnieper River (Kiev, Ukraine)
Kiev (Ukraine)
Russia -- 1890-1920

Wheat for export at South Russia's great seaport, Odessa. 1143
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Wheat for export at South Russia's great seaport, Odessa. 1143 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25627

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 12488.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123;191]

Topic: Cows -- Russia
Docks -- Russia
Piers -- Russia
Ports -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Wharves -- Russia
Wheat -- Russia

Place: Odessa (Russia)
Russia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A reservoir after evaporation--turning up the salt--Salt Fields, Solinen. 1145 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25628

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12490; similar to RSN 12489, 12491, 12498, 12499, 19962, 19964 and 19965.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Industry -- Russia
RUSSIA TOUR
Salt -- Russia
Women laborers -- Russia

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Russia
Sollenen

[Park.] 1187 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): [Park.] 1187 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25629

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Gardens
Parks
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The cathedral, the world's finest Gothic structure (towers 512 feet high),
Cologne. 1229 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): The cathedral, the world's finest Gothic structure (towers 512 feet high), Cologne. 1229 Interpositive 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25630

Company catalog card included

Similar to RSN 12501-12503 and 19977

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123;191]

Copy and Version Identification Note
Serial #106

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Germany
       Cathedrals -- Germany
       GERMAN TOUR

Place: Cologne (Germany)
       Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lurlei Rocks, where the sirens lured boatmen to destruction, Rhine. 1237
interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4“ x 5“)

Image(s): Lurlei Rocks, where the sirens lured boatmen to destruction,
Rhine. 1237 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Lower left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 25631

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 12512-125114 and 19985.

Topic: Boats -- Germany
       Formations (Geology) -- Germany
       GERMAN TOUR
       Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Lorelai (Rocks) (Rhineland, Germany)
       Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
The Rheinstein, most picturesque of Rhenish castles--N. from S. wall of bastion. 1239 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): The Rheinstein, most picturesque of Rhenish castles--N. from S. wall of bastion. 1239 interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Baker, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25632

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123;191].

Similar to RSN 12515 and 19988.

Copy and Version Identification Note

105

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Ships -- Germany

Place: Germany
Rheinstein Castle (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Heidelberg and Neckar River. [Active no. 1245 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25633

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Same as RSN 12523 and 12527.

Orig. no. 105.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
GERMAN TOUR
Rivers -- Germany

Place:
Germany
Heidelberg (Germany)
Neckar River (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Metz, looking E. from St. Quentin to battlefields of Colombey--Novilly--and Noisseville (1870). 1249 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25634

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12431 and 12532

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123;191]

Copy and Version Identification Note
825

Topic:
Battlefields
GERMAN TOUR
Portraits

Place:
Colombey (Germany)
Germany
Metz (Germany)
Noisseville (Germany)
Novilly (Germany)
St. Quentin (Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Neuschwanstein, from the heights, Bavarian Alps, magnificent creation of unfortunate King Ludwig II. 1254 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Neuschwanstein, from the heights, Bavarian Alps, magnificent creation of unfortunate King Ludwig II. 1254 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25635

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12537 and 12538

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Names: Ludwig, King, II,
Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Castles -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Mountains -- Germany

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Alps
Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Neuschwanstein Castle

The great Watzmann, on the Konigs-See, Bavaria. 1260 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The great Watzmann, on the Konigs-See, Bavaria. 1260 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25636

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12545, 12546 asnd 12548.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Boats -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Lakes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany
Konigs-See (Bavarian Alps, Germany)
Watzmann

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bavarian mountaineers. 1262 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): Bavarian mountaineers. 1262 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25637

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12552.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123;191].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Serial #48

Topic: Children -- Germany
Dwellings -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Homes -- Germany
Mountains -- Germany
hunters -- Germany

Place: Bavaria (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Zwinger, Dresden, with stately galleries and charming courtyard. 1273 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The Zwinger, Dresden, with stately galleries and charming courtyard. 1273 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25638

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12565

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123]

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
GERMAN TOUR
Place: Dresden (Germany)
    Germany
    Zwinger

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Throne Room, Royal Palace, Berlin, with plate-laden sideboard and regal decorations. 1293 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Throne Room, Royal Palace, Berlin, with plate-laden sideboard and regal decorations. 1293 Interpositive 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25639

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12595, 12596, 2230, 2231 and 20042

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123;164]

Topic: Architecture
    GERMAN TOUR
    Interior architecture
    Palaces

Place: Berlin (Germany)
    Germany
    Royal Palace

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

One of the world's famous streets--Under den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. 1300 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): One of the world's famous streets--Under den Linden, west from beside palace, Berlin. 1300 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25640

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12605; similar to RSN 12604, 12606 and 20050-20052.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].
Convenience and architectural beauty--elevated R.R. W. along Bulow Strasse, Berlin. 1310 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Convenience and architectural beauty--elevated R.R. W. along Bulow Strasse, Berlin. 1310 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25641

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12616, 12617 and 20063.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].
Local Numbers
RSN 25642

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12633, 12635 and 12637.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-1807

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
Canals -- Germany
GERMAN TOUR
Ships -- Germany

Place: Baltic Sea (Germany)
Germany
Kiel (Germany)
North Sea (Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Splendid war engines—formidable battleships bearing Germany's flag o'er the seas. [*German Fleet near Kiel*] on envelope 1325 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25643

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 20077

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123;164]

Copy and Version Identification Note
61

Topic: Battleships
GERMAN TOUR

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Home of Kaiser Wilhelm, head of the vast German Empire—Palace, Berlin, W. from City Hall. 1330 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25644

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12642
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123]

Topic:
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Palaces
Portraits

Place:
Berlin (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 293

RSN Numbers 25645-25752

Image(s)

[Overview of plaza fountain and Brandenburg Gate in Berlin.] 1342 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Overview of plaza fountain and Brandenburg Gate in Berlin.] 1342 interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25645

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 12609, 12658 and 12659

Names:
Brandenburg Gate

Topic:
Fountains -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Gates -- Germany
Horses -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Wagons -- Germany

Place:
Berlin (Germany)
Germany
Unter den Linden (Berlin, Germany)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Nave--145 feet high--from the high altar, interior of the cathedral, Cologne. 1370 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25646

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12681

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123]

Topic:
Architecture
Cathedrals -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Interior architecture

Place:
Cologne (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral spires overlooking river in Germany.] 1371 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cathedral spires overlooking river in Germany.] 1371 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25647

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].
Same as RSN 12682.

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals -- Germany
Portraits
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dock scene.] 1372 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 1372 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25648

Company catalog card included.

Same as RSN 12684.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Docks -- Germany
Piers -- Germany
Portraits -- Germany
Ports -- Germany
Ships -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rhine River and Cologne Cathedral in Germany.] 1373 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Rhine River and Cologne Cathedral in Germany.] 1373 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25649

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 3110.

**Topic:**
- Boats -- Germany
- Bridges -- Germany
- Cathedrals -- Germany
- Harbors -- Germany
- Rivers -- Germany

**Place:**
- Cologne (Germany)
- Germany
- Rhine River (Germany)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Railroad bridge over river in Germany.] 1374 interpositive, 1900

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Railroad bridge over river in Germany.] 1374 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 25650

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 12685.

**Topic:**
- Bridges -- Germany
- Cathedrals -- Germany
- Railroads -- Germany
- Rivers -- Germany
- Trains -- Germany

**Place:**
- Germany

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cologne Cathedral and bridge over Rhine River in Germany.] 1375 interpositive, 1900

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Cologne Cathedral and bridge over Rhine River in Germany.] 1375 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25651

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Same as RSN 12686.

Topic:
- Boats -- Germany
- Bridges -- Germany
- Cathedrals -- Germany
- Rivers -- Germany

Place:
- Cologne (Germany)
- Germany
- Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Monument of Frederick William III, of Prussia, in the Heumarket, Cologne.
1376 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Monument of Frederick William III, of Prussia, in the Heumarket, Cologne. 1376 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25652

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 12687.

Names:
Frederick William, III

Topic:
- GERMANY--Miscellaneous
- Monuments -- Germany
- Plazas -- Germany
- Sculpture -- Germany

Place:
- Cologne (Germany)
- Germany
- Heumarket (Cologne, Germany)
- Prussia

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
A tribute to genius—Beethoven's statue, in the city of his birth, Bonn. [Active no. 1377 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25653

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Names: Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous

Monuments -- Germany

Plazas -- Germany

Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Bonn (Germany)

Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bridge over river, Germany?] 1380 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Bridge over river, Germany?] 1380 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25654

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Boats -- Germany

Bridges -- Germany.

Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cathedral.] 1385 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Cathedral.] 1385 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25655

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12692.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:
Architecture -- Germany
Carriages -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Horses -- Germany

Place:
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 1386 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 1386 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25656

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12693.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:
Architecture -- Germany
Carts -- Germany
Cathedrals -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.

Place:
Germany

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Park.] 1387 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Park.] 1387 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25657

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12694.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Architecture -- Germany
Buildings -- Germany
Parks -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Kleine Frankreich (Little France)--the old French quarter of Strassburg, capital of Alsace and Lorraine. 1389 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Kleine Frankreich (Little France)--the old French quarter of Strassburg, capital of Alsace and Lorraine. 1389 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25658

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12696.

Place: Alsace (France)
Germany
Kleine Frankreich (Strassburg, Germany)
Strasburg (Germany)

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Falkenberg, on the Rhine--famous stronghold of ancient robbers. 1424 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s):* Falkenberg, on the Rhine--famous stronghold of ancient robbers. 1424 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25659

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12716.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

**Topic:** Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous

**Place:** Falkenberg (Germany)
Germany

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Castle Sooneck, on the Rhine. 1426 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s):* Castle Sooneck, on the Rhine. 1426 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25660

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12718.

**Topic:** Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany
Place: Germany
Rhine River (Germany)
Sooneck Castle (Rhineland, Germany)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Home of romance and legend--Drachenfels, Island of Nonnenwerth and Roland's Arch, from Rolandseck, Rhine. 1429 interpositive, 1900

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Home of romance and legend--Drachenfels, Island of Nonnenwerth and Roland's Arch, from Rolandseck, Rhine. 1429 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25661

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12721.

Topic: GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Hotels -- Germany
Islands -- Germany
Railroads -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Drachenfels (Germany)
Germany
Nonnenwerth
Rhine River (Germany)
Roland's Arch
Rolandseck

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in Germany.] 1430 interpositive, 1906

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River in Germany.] 1430 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25662
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 12725.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Castles -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:   | Germany               |
| Genre/   | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
| Form:    |                       |

[Wide river in Germany.] 1431 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Wide river in Germany.] 1431 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25663

Company catalog card included.

Simular to RSN 12722.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Boats -- Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mountains -- Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rivers -- Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place:   | Germany               |
| Genre/   | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
| Form:    |                       |

[Overview of river and bridge in German city.] 1435 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Overview of river and bridge in German city.] 1435 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25664

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].
Similar to RSN 12724.

**Topic:** Bridges -- Germany.  
Rivers -- Germany  
Ships -- Germany

**Place:** Germany

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bridge over river, Germany?] 1436 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Bridge over river, Germany?] 1436 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 25666

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

**Topic:** Bridges -- Germany.  
Rivers -- Germany  
Steamboats

**Place:** Germany

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dock area on river in Germany.] 1437 interpositive, 1900  
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Dock area on river in Germany.] 1437 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
McKern, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 25666

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 12726.

**Topic:** Docks -- Germany  
Piers -- Germany  
Rivers -- Germany
Ships -- Germany
Wharves -- Germany

Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dock area on river in Germany.] 1438 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Dock area on river in Germany.] 1438 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25667

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].
Similar to RSN 12727.

Topic: Docks -- Germany
Piers -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Ships -- Germany
Wharves

Place: Germany
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City plaza and street in Germany.] 1443 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [City plaza and street in Germany.] 1443 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25668

Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Buildings -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Plazas -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Place: Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Germany?] 1444 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Germany?] 1444 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25669
Company catalog card included.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Horses -- Germany
Portraits -- Germany
Streetcars -- Germany
Streets -- Germany.
Wagons -- Germany

Place: Germany
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[High view of river in German city.] 1447 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [High view of river in German city.] 1447 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25670
Company catalog card included.
Similar to RSN 12730.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Germany
Ivy-clad ruins of the Nunnery of Marienthal (Mary's Valley), and a typical vineyard, Valley of the Ahr. 1448 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ivy-clad ruins of the Nunnery of Marienthal (Mary's Valley), and a typical vineyard, Valley of the Ahr. 1448 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25671

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12731.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic:
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Nunneries -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany
Vineyards -- Germany

Place:
Ahr Valley (Germany)
Germany
Nunnery of Marienthal

The Bunte-Kuh, a jagged cliff along the River Ahr. 1449 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Bunte-Kuh, a jagged cliff along the River Ahr. 1449 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25672

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12732.

Topic:
Cliffs -- Germany
Formations (Geology)
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany
Roads -- Germany

Place: Ahr River (Germany)
Bunte-Kuh (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Altenahr and its ruined castle, Valley of the Ahr. 1450 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Altenahr and its ruined castle, Valley of the Ahr. 1450 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25673

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12733.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Portraits -- Germany
Railroads -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Aar Valley (Germany)
Altenahr (Germany)
Germany

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The ruined castle (X Cent.) above the Valley of the Altenahr. 1451 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The ruined castle (X Cent.) above the Valley of the Altenahr. 1451 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25674

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 12734.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
Castles -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany

Place: Altenahr Valley (Germany)
Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Their Majesties, the Emperor and Empress of Germany, with the Crown Prince. 1462 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Their Majesties, the Emperor and Empress of Germany, with the Crown Prince. 1462 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25675

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic: Children -- Germany
Family -- Germany
GERMANY--Miscellaneous
Palaces -- Germany
Royalty -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Magnificent Palace of Justice, S.E. from Notre Dame de la Chapelle, Brussels. 1471 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Magnificent Palace of Justice, S.E. from Notre Dame de la Chapelle, Brussels. 1471 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25676
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 12743, 12744, 25677 and 25678
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123]

Topic:
Architecture
BELGIUM
Palaces
Portraits

Place:
Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)
Notre Dame de la Chapelle
Palace of Justice

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Magnificent Palace of Justice, S.E. from Notre Dame de la Chapelle, Brussels. 1471 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Magnificent Palace of Justice, S.E. from Notre Dame de la Chapelle, Brussels. 1471 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25677
Company catalog card included
Same as RSN 12743, 12744, 25676 and 25678
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123;167]

Topic:
Architecture
BELGIUM
Palaces
Portraits
Place: Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)
Notre Dame de la Chapelle
Palace of Justice

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Magnificent Palace of Justice, S.E. from Notre Dame de la Chapelle, Brussels. 1471 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item

Image(s): Magnificent Palace of Justice, S.E. from Notre Dame de la Chapelle, Brussels. 1471 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25678

Company catalog card included

Same as RSN 12743, 12744, 25676 and 25677

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123;167]

Copy and Version Identification Note
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Topic: Architecture
BELGIUM
Palaces
Portraits

Place: Belgium
Brussels (Belgium)
Notre Dame de la Chapelle
Palace of Justice

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

North along the River Scheld, where shipping once made Antwerp Europe's richest commercial port. 1482 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): North along the River Scheld, where shipping once made Antwerp Europe's richest commercial port. 1482 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
  RSN 25679

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Same as RSN 12760.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BELGIUM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ports -- Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers -- Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steamboats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antwerp (Belgium)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheld River (Belgium)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910</td>
<td>Interpositives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flax in great stacks curing in sunny fields near Courtrai, centre of Belgium's linen industry. 1491 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Flax in great stacks curing in sunny fields near Courtrai, centre of Belgium's linen industry. 1491 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 25680

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12769, 12770 and 12771

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture -- Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELGIUM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children -- Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cows -- Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farms -- Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flax -- Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linen -- Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landscapes (representations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910</td>
<td>Interpositives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-- Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Place: Belgium
Courtrai (Belgium)

Flax taken from stacks and soaked in River Lys, preparing for spinning, Contrai, Belgium's linen market. 1492 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Flax taken from stacks and soaked in River Lys, preparing for spinning, Contrai, Belgium's linen market. 1492 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25681

Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 12772 and 12773.

Topic:
Agriculture -- Belgium
BELGIUM
Flax -- Belgium
Linen -- Belgium
Rivers -- Belgium

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:
Belgium
Courtrai (Belgium)
Lys River (Belgium)

Amsterdam, looking S.E. from Zuider Kerk over shady streets and glassy canals. 1502 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Amsterdam, looking S.E. from Zuider Kerk over shady streets and glassy canals. 1502 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25682

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12781 and 12782.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].
Looking N. up a tree-lined canal to the old weigh house, Zuider Kerk at right, Amsterdam. 1506 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking N. up a tree-lined canal to the old weigh house, Zuider Kerk at right, Amsterdam. 1506 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25683

Company catalog card included.
Same as RSN 12786.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

[Boats on river in city in Holland.] 1512 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boats on river in city in Holland.] 1512 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25684
Company catalog card included.

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Similar to RSN 12791.

**Topic:** Boats -- Holland  
Bridges -- Holland  
Canals -- Holland  
Cathedrals -- Holland  
Rivers -- Holland  

**Place:** Holland  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Church at Delfthaven, where the Pilgrim Fathers prayed before embarking for America. 1514 interpositive, 1905  

*Image(s):* Church at Delfthaven, where the Pilgrim Fathers prayed before embarking for America. 1514 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Abbegg, Photographer  

English.  

Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 25685  

Company catalog card included.  

Same as RSN 12792 and 12794.  

Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Holland  
Boats -- Holland  
Canals -- Holland  
Churches -- Holland  
HOLLAND  

**Place:** Delfthaven (Holland)  
Holland  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Industrious peasants and milk-cart passing a windmill on a dike road west of Dordrecht. 1515 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Industrious peasants and milk-cart passing a windmill on a dike road west of Dordrecht. 1515 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25686

Company catalog card included.

Similar to RSN 12793, 12795 and 12796.
Currently stored in box 3.2.44 [58], moved from [123].

Topic:
- Carts -- Holland
- Cows -- Holland
- Dogs -- Holland
- Farms -- Holland
- HOLLAND
- Milk -- Holland
- Roads -- Holland
- Windmills -- Holland

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:
- Dordrecht (Holland)
- Holland

Substantial dignity of a Dutch matron with her dog-team--outskirts of Enkhuysen. 1516 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Substantial dignity of a Dutch matron with her dog-team--outskirts of Enkhuysen. 1516 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25687

Similar to RSN 12797 and 12798.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic:
- Carts -- Holland
- Dogs -- Holland
- HOLLAND
Transportation -- Holland

Place: Enkhuysen (Netherlands)
Holland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Port scene.] 1522 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Port scene.] 1522 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25688

Similar to RSN 12806 and 12807.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Children -- Holland
Fishing -- Holland
Ports -- Holland
Sailboats -- Holland

Place: Holland
Zuider Zee

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beside the Zuider Zee--thrifty Dutch villagers on the fishermen's wharf at Volendam. 1524 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Beside the Zuider Zee--thrifty Dutch villagers on the fishermen's wharf at Volendam. 1524 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25689

Similar to RSN 12809 and 20185.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Children -- Holland
Fishing -- Holland
HOLLAND
Ports -- Holland
Sailboats -- Holland

Place:  Holland
Volendam (Holland)
Zuider Zee

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Picturesque and thrifty countrywomen with milk-pails balanced on wooden yokes--Goes (Zeeland). 1528 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Picturesque and thrifty countrywomen with milk-pails balanced on wooden yokes--Goes (Zeeland). 1528 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25690

Similar to RSN 12813-12815 and 20189.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic:  Dwellings -- Holland
HOLLAND
Homes -- Holland
Milk -- Holland
Women -- 1900-1910 -- Holland

Place:  Goes (Holland)
Holland
Zeeland (Holland)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Miles on miles of peaceful pastures where windmills beckon to each other--(N. of Amsterdam). 1531 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Miles on miles of peaceful pastures where windmills beckon to each other--(N. of Amsterdam). 1531 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25691
Same as RSN 12819 and 12820

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66]

**Topic:** Cows
           HOLLAND
           Windmills

**Genre/ Form:** Landscapes (representations)
**Place:** Holland

The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 535 : Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5".)

*Image(s): The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 535 : Interpositive, 1900.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 25692

Same as RSN 25693; similar to RSN 12821, 12822, 12823 and 12825.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

**Topic:** Automobiles -- France
           FRANCE
           Horses -- France
           Portraits -- France
           Streets -- France
           Wagons -- France

**Place:** Champs Elysees (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
           France -- 1900-1910
           Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
           Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1531 : interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3-1/4 x 4-1/4",)

*Image(s): The favorite drive, Avenue Champs Elysees--from the Arch of Triumph to the Place de la Concorde--Paris. Active no. 1531 : interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25693

Same as RSN 25691
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

Topic: Automobiles -- France
       FRANCE
       Horses -- France
       Portraits -- France
       Streets -- France
       Wagons -- France

Place: Champs Elysees (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
       France -- 1900-1910
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
       Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Grand Boulevard, Paris. 1541 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The Grand Boulevard, Paris. 1541 Interpositive 1906,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25694

Similar to RSN 12830,
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Carriages -- France
       FRANCE
       Horses -- France
       Streets -- France

Place: France
       Grand Boulevard (Paris, France)
       Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The finest of French cafes, Grand Hotel, Paris. [Active no. 1547 :
interpositive.], 1906
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The finest of French cafes, Grand Hotel, Paris. [Active no. 1547 : interpositive.] 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25695

Similar to RSN 12839 and 12840.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Grand Hotel (Paris, France).
Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
FRANCE Hotels, taverns, etc. -- 1900-1910 Interior architecture -- France -- Paris Restaurants -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris.

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Dome des Invalides, where rests the mighty warrior--Tomb of Napoleon I, Paris. Active no. 1548 : interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Dome des Invalides, where rests the mighty warrior--Tomb of Napoleon I, Paris. Active no. 1548 : interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25696

Same as RSN 12842

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Dome des Invalides (Paris, France)
Napoleon, I

Topic: Architecture
FRANCE Monuments Tombs
Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Rue [de] Rivoli, Hotel de Ville, Church St. Gervais, and Bastille Monument in distance, from St. Jacques. ("Rue de Rivoli and the City Hall, Paris" on envelope.) Caption no. 1554 : interpositive, 1905
1 Item (3-1/4" x 3-1/4")

Image(s): Rue [de] Rivoli, Hotel de Ville, Church St. Gervais, and Bastille Monument in distance, from St. Jacques. ("Rue de Rivoli and the City Hall, Paris" on envelope.) Caption no. 1554 : interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25697

Similar to RSN 12848 and 20215

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
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Names: Hotel de Ville (Paris, France)

Topic: Bastille Monument (Paris, France)
Churches -- Catholic -- France -- Paris
FRANCE
Monuments
Portraits

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Rue de Rivoli (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
St. Gervais Church

Genre/ Form: Interpositives

The Arch of Triumph, Paris. Caption 1555 : interpositive, 1911
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25698
Same as RSN 12850; "Positive of old negative" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Arch of Triumph (Paris, France)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automobiles -- France -- 1890-1920.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carriages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- France -- Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monuments -- France -- Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>France -- 1910-1920</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris (France) -- 1910-1920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form:                | Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass |

The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris. 1556 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): The Obelisk and Fountains, Place de la Concorde, Paris. 1556 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25699

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 12852-12854 and 20217.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note

51075

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Carriages -- France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fountains -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monuments -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obelisks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obelisks -- France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plazas -- France</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paris (France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/ Form:                | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |
The old historic cathedral, Notre Dame--old City Island--Paris. [Active no. 1557 : non-stereo interpositive,], 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The old historic cathedral, Notre Dame--old City Island--Paris. [Active no. 1557 : non-stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25700

Similar to RSN 12855.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- France
Carriages -- France
Cathedrals -- France
FRANCE
Horses -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Interior of the great Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris. [Active no. 1558 : non-stereo interpositive,], 1905

1 Item (+Size 3-1/4" x 3-1/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25701

Similar to RSN 12856 and 20218.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

Orig. nos. 98 and 51335.

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- France
Cathedrals -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

1 Item (3-1/4" x 3-1/4").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25702

Similar to RSN 12857-12859 and 20219.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

99 (orig. no.)

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)

Topic: FRANCE
Gargoyles -- France
Sculptures -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France
Montmartre Heights (France)
Paris (France)
St. Jacques Tower (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. 1560 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Eiffel Tower (300 meters) 984 feet high, looking across the Seine from Trocadero, Paris. 1560 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25703

Similar to RSN 12860, 12861 and 20220-20222.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51789

Topic: FRANCE
Portraits -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Eiffel Tower, Trocadero Palace and Exposition Grounds (south) from Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1562 Interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Eiffel Tower, Trocadero Palace and Exposition Grounds (south) from Arch of Triumph, Paris. 1562 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25704

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 12863, 12864 and 12865
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
FRANCE
Palaces -- France
Portraits -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
The Palace of Justice and the Bridge au Change, old City Island, Paris.
1563 Interpositive
1 item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The Palace of Justice and the Bridge au Change, old City Island, Paris. 1563 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25705

Similar to RSN 12866, 12867 AND 25706.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Architecture -- France
      Bridges -- France.
      FRANCE
      Horses -- France
      Palaces -- France
      Streetcars -- France

Place: Bridge au Change (Paris, France)
      City Island (Paris, France)
      France
      Palace of Justice (France)
      Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Horses -- France
Palaces -- France
Streetcars -- France

Place: Bridge au Change (Paris, France)
City Island (Paris, France)
France
Palace of Justice (France)
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The great City Market--"Halles Centrales"--Paris. 1564 Interpositive, 1905
1 item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): The great City Market--"Halles Centrales"--Paris. 1564 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25707

Similar to RSN 12868 and 20224.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
86

Topic: FRANCE
Markets -- France -- Paris
Streets -- France

Place: France
Halles Centrales (Paris, France)
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Chamber of Deputies--from the Place de la Concorde Bridge, Paris.
Active no. 1565 : interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Chamber of Deputies--from the Place de la Concorde Bridge, Paris. Active no. 1565 : interpositive, 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25708

Similar to RSN 12869.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Chamber of Deputies (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Bridges -- France.
FRANCE
Parliaments -- France
Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Place de la Concorde Bridge (France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Statuary Halls leading to the famous Venus de Milo Statue (in distance), Louvre, Paris. 1570 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Statuary Halls leading to the famous Venus de Milo Statue (in distance), Louvre, Paris. 1570 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25709

Similar to RSN 12874.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Art -- France
FRANCE
Interior architecture
Museums -- France
Sculptures -- France
Venus de Milo (Sculpture).

Place: France
  Paris (France)
  Statuary Halls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The most popular lady in Paris--the charming Venus de Milo, Louvre. 1572 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): The most popular lady in Paris--the charming Venus de Milo, Louvre. 1572 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25710

Similar to RSN 12876, 12877, and 20232.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
40

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)

Topic: Art -- France
  FRANCE
  Museums -- France
  Sculptures -- France
  Venus de Milo (Sculpture).

Place: France
  Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The world's great Art palace, the Louvre, Paris. 1575 Interpositive, 1901

1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): The world's great Art palace, the Louvre, Paris. 1575 Interpositive 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25711
Same as RSN 12881.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
       FRANCE
       Gardens -- France
       Museums -- France
Place: France
       Paris (France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Flower Market, Old City Island, showing the Palace of Justice Tower and the Louvre in the distance, Paris. [Active no. 1577 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (3-1/4" x 3-1/4".)

Image(s): The Flower Market, Old City Island, showing the Palace of Justice Tower and the Louvre in the distance, Paris. [Active no. 1577 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   91
RSN 25712

Similar to RSN 12883 and 20236.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

Names: Musée du Louvre
Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
       Bridges -- France.
       FRANCE
       Flower Market (Paris, France)
       Flowers
       Markets -- France -- Paris
       Rivers -- France
Place: France -- 1900-1910
       Palace of Justice (France)
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Palace of Luxembourg, Paris. 1580 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Palace of Luxembourg, Paris. 1580 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25713

Similar to RSN 12885, 12886 and 20238.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [176].

Copy and Version Identification Note
93;51774

Names: Luxembourg Palace (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
       FRANCE
       Gardens -- France
       Palaces -- France
Place: France
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Museum.] 1581 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Museum.] 1581 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25714

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Same as RSN 12887.

Topic: Art -- France
       Museums -- France
       Sculptures -- France
Place: France
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Fountain de Medici, Garden of Luxembourg, Paris. 1582 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Fountain de Medici, Garden of Luxembourg, Paris. 1582 Interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25715

Same as RSN 12888 and 20239.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [169].

Copy and Version Identification Note
94

Topic: FRANCE
Fountains -- France
Gardens -- France

Place: France
Luxembourg Garden (Paris, France)
Medici Fountain
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats on river in Paris.] 1583 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boats on river in Paris. 1583 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25716

Similar to RSN 12894 and 12895.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Boats -- France
Bridges -- France.
Portraits -- France
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bedroom of Napoleon I, Palace of Fontainbleau. 1586 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Bedroom of Napoleon I, Palace of Fontainbleau. 1586 Interpositive 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25717

Similar to RSN 12899

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66]

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)
Napoleon, I

Topic: Architecture
Bedrooms
FRANCE
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bedroom of Catherine de Medici, Palace of Fountainbleau. 1589 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25718

Same as RSN 12903; similar to RSN 12904 and 20343

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [169]

Copy and Version Identification Note

Series #64

Names: Fontainebleau Palace (France)
Medici, Catherine de

Topic: Architecture
Bedrooms
FRANCE
Interior architecture
Palaces
Royalty

Place: France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Fountains and Palace, Versailles. 1592 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Fountains and Palace, Versailles. 1592 Interpositive 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25719

Similar to RSN 12893 and 12907

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66]

Topic: Architecture
FRANCE
Fountains
Palaces

Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Louis XVI's famous palace, from its lovely gardens, Versailles, France.
1593 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Louis XVI's famous palace, from its lovely gardens, Versailles, France. 1593 Interpositive 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25720

Same as RSN 12908 and 25721.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Louis, XVI
Topic: Architecture -- France
       FRANCE
       Fountains -- France
       Gardens -- France
       Palaces -- France
Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
       France
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Louis XVI's famous palace, from its lovely gardens, Versailles, France.
1593 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Louis XVI's famous palace, from its lovely gardens, Versailles, France. 1593 Interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25721

Same as RSN 12908 and 25720.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Louis, XVI
Topic: Architecture -- France
       FRANCE
       Fountains -- France
       Gardens -- France
       Palaces -- France
Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
       France
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Chamber prepared for Queen Victoria (Empress Josephine's furniture), Grand Trianon, Versailles. 1594 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Chamber prepared for Queen Victoria (Empress Josephine's furniture), Grand Trianon, Versailles. 1594 Interpositive 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25722

Similar to RSN 12909; same as RSN 25723

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66]

**Topic:** Architecture
Bedrooms
FRANCE
Grand Trianon (Versailles)
Palaces

**Place:** Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
France

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Chamber prepared for Queen Victoria (Empress Josephine's furniture), Grand Trianon, Versailles. 1594 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s): Chamber prepared for Queen Victoria (Empress Josephine's furniture), Grand Trianon, Versailles. 1594 Interpositive 1906*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25723

Similar to RSN 12909; same as RSN 25722

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66]

**Topic:** Architecture
Bedrooms
FRANCE
Grand Trianon (Versailles)
Palaces

**Place:** Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
France

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gallery of Battles, Palace of Versailles. 1595 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s)*
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25724

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 12910

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66]

Names: Gallery of Battles, Palace of Versailles
Topic: Architecture
         Art
         FRANCE
         Galleries
         Palaces
Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
         France
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Garden.] 1596 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Garden.] 1596 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25725

Similar to RSN 12913.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Architecture -- France
         Gardens -- France
Place: France
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The grand fountain in action, Basin de Latone, Versailles. 1597
Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The grand fountain in action, Basin de Latone, Versailles. 1597
         Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25726

Similar to RSN 12914.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Fountains -- France
Gardens -- France
Place: Chateau de Versailles (Versailles, France)
France
Latone Basin (Versailles)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 1598 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 1598 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25727

Similar to RSN 12917.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Architecture -- France
Cathedrals -- France
Interior architecture
Place: France
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Nice, South France--the favorite winter resort of France. 1600 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Nice, South France--the favorite winter resort of France. 1600 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25728

Same as RSN 12919.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Beaches -- France
FRANCE
Portraits -- France
Resorts -- France
Seacoasts -- France

Place: France
Nice (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Nice, South France--the favorite winter resort of France. [Active no. 1600 : interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Nice, South France--the favorite winter resort of France. [Active no. 1600 : interpositive.] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25729

Same as RSN 12921.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Beaches -- France
FRANCE
Resorts -- France
Seacoasts -- France

Place: France
Nice (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The port of Nice, France, from the Chateau. [Active no. 1601 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25730

Same as RSN 12922 and 12923.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Boats -- France
Docks -- France
FRANCE
Harbors -- France
Piers -- France
Ports -- France
Ships -- France
Wharves -- France

Place: France
Nice (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The land of perpetual blossoms. 1628 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The land of perpetual blossoms. 1628 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25731

Similar to RSN 12936; same as RSN 25732.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: FRANCE
Flowers -- France
Trees -- France

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: France

The land of perpetual blossoms. 1628 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The land of perpetual blossoms. 1628 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25732

Similar to RSN 12936; same as RSN 25731.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

**Topic:**
- FRANCE
- Flowers -- France
- Trees -- France

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Place:**
- France

---

[Eiffel Tower, Paris. Active No. 1638 : interpositive.,] 1900


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 25733

Same as RSN 12939

---

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

**Names:**
- Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

**Topic:**
- Expositions -- France
- Monuments -- France
- Obelisks -- France
- Plazas -- France
- Streets -- France
- Towers -- France.

**Place:**
- France -- 1900-1910
- Monumental Gate
- Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
- Paris Exposition
- Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
- Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

**Genre/Form:**
- Interpositives

---

[Paris Exposition.] No. 1638 : interpositive, 1900


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25734

Similar to RSN 25733

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
Monuments -- France
Obelisks -- France
Plazas -- France
Streets -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Monumental Gate
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Paris Exposition
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Interpositives

Monumental Gate, grand entrance to the 1900 Exposition. 1639
Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Monumental Gate, grand entrance to the 1900 Exposition. 1639
Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25735

Similar to RSN 12940

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Expositions -- France
Gates -- France
Streets -- France

Place: France
Monumental Gate
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Place de la Concorde (Paris, France) -- 1900-1910
[Paris Exposition.] No. 1640 : interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").

**Image(s): Monumental Gate, grand entrance to the 1900 Exposition. 1639 Interpositive 1900.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25736

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

**Names:** Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

**Topic:** Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
Gates -- France
Plazas -- France
Streets -- France
Towers -- France.

**Place:** France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Paris Exposition
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

[View of Seine River bridges in Paris. Active no. 1641 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").

**Image(s): [View of Seine River bridges in Paris. Active no. 1641 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1900.**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Two children at railing.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25737

Same as RSN 12968.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].
Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
Rivers -- France
Sculptures -- France
Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Paris Exposition
Seine River (France)
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The wonderful Exposition--the Champ de Mars from Trocadero tower.
[Active no. 1643 : interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The wonderful Exposition--the Champ de Mars from Trocadero tower. [Active no. 1643 : interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25738

Similar to RSN 12943 and 12958.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Towers -- France.
Place: Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[High view of Paris Exposition. Active no. 1644 : interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [High view of Paris Exposition. Active no. 1644 : interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 25739

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names:  Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic:  Bridges -- France.
        Expositions -- France
        Globes -- France
        PARIS EXPOSITION
        Rivers -- France
        Sculptures -- France
Place:  France
        Paris (France)
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The famous Trocadero Palace--from the end of the Seine Bridge, Exposition, 1900. 1645 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The famous Trocadero Palace--from the end of the Seine Bridge, Exposition, 1900. 1645 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 25740

Similar to RSN 12945 and 12946.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names:  Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic:  Bicycles -- France
        Expositions -- France
        PARIS EXPOSITION
        Palaces -- France
        Sculptures -- France
        Streets -- France
Place:  France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Seine Bridge (France)
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition.] 1648 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Paris Exposition.] 1648 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25741
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Expositions -- France
Place: France
Palais Lumineux
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Eiffel Tower. Active no. 1649 : non-stereo interpositive.,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Eiffel Tower. Active no. 1649 : non-stereo interpositive.] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25742
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Towers -- France.
Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[High view of Paris Exposition. Active no. 1650 : interpositive.], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [High view of Paris Exposition. Active no. 1650 : interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25743

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Boats -- France
Crowds -- France
Expositions -- France
Palaces -- France
Rivers -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition.] 1652 Interpositive, 1900

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Paris Exposition.] 1652 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25744

Same as RSN 12952.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Fountains -- France
Place: France
Palace of Electricity
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition.] 1652 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Paris Exposition.] 1652 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25745

Same as RSN 12953.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Fountains -- France

Place: France
Palace of Electricity
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition.] 1653 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Paris Exposition.] 1653 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25746

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Fountains -- France

Place: France
Palace of Electricity
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition. Active no. 1654 : non-stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25747

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Chateau d'Eau (Paris, France)
Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
Expositions -- France
Fountains -- France -- Paris

Place: France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition
Water Palace

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The moving platform--carries passengers around the Exposition at the rate of a mile in 15 minutes. 1655 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The moving platform--carries passengers around the Exposition at the rate of a mile in 15 minutes. 1655 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25748

Same as RSN 12955.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Transportation -- France
Walkways -- France

Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The corridor of the Palace of Electricity, Exposition of 1900. 1656
Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The corridor of the Palace of Electricity, Exposition of 1900. 1656
Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25749
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Walkways -- France

Place: France
Palace of Electricity
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition.] 1657 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Paris Exposition.] 1657 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25750
Same as RSN 12956.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].
Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Machinery -- France

Place: France
Machinery Hall
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition.] 1658 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Paris Exposition.] 1658 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25751

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Machinery -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

In the Agricultural Palace 1659 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): In the Agricultural Palace 1659 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25752

Same as RSN 12975.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].
Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic:
Agriculture -- France
Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Interior architecture -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION

Place:
Agricultural Palace
France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 294  
RSN Numbers 25753-25859

Image(s)

Transportation and Model House Exhibits, Exposition, 1900. 1660 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Transportation and Model House Exhibits, Exposition, 1900. 1660 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25753

Same as RSN 12977

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic:
Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Housing -- France
Interior architecture -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Transportation -- France

Place:
France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Paris Exposition

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Merry times in the Swiss village. 1661 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Merry times in the Swiss village. 1661 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25754

Similar to RSN 12978.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       Interior architecture -- France
       Restaurants -- 1890-1920 -- France
Place: France
       Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
       Switzerland Exhibit
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Eiffel Tower to the Trocadero and Colonial section. No. 1662 : interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s): Eiffel Tower to the Trocadero and Colonial section. No. 1662 : interpositive, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25755

Same as RSN 12981.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
       Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
       Palaces -- France
       Towers -- France.
Place: France -- 1900-1910
       Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
       Paris Exposition
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Interpositives

[Paris Exposition.] 1663 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Paris Exposition.] 1663 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25756
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Globes -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Colonial section from across the Seine. [Active no. 1664 : Interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s): The Colonial section from across the Seine. [Active no. 1664 : Interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25757
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Boats -- France
Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France
Place:          France
                Paris (France)
                Seine River (France)

Genre/Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Exterior view of Paris Exposition. Active no. 1665 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): [Exterior view of Paris Exposition. Active no. 1665 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25758

Similar to RSN 12982.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names:         Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic:         Boats -- France
                Expositions -- France
                Palaces -- France
                Rivers -- France

Place:         France
                Paris (France)
                Paris Exposition 1900
                Trocadero Palace (Paris, France)

Genre/Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The French Dahomey soldiers--Dahomey Village. [Active no. 1666 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): The French Dahomey soldiers--Dahomey Village. [Active no. 1666 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25759
AC0143-0025759 (AC scan number)
Same as RSN 12983.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Boats -- France
Expositions -- France
Military -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Place: Dahomey Exhibit
France
Paris (France)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Indo-China pavilion--Colonial section. [Active no. 1667 : stereo interpositive,,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5".)
Image(s): The Indo-China pavilion--Colonial section. [Active no. 1667 : stereo interpositive,,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Exterior view, with figures.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25760

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Indo-China Exhibit (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- Asia
Colonization
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
World politics
Place: France
Indochina
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A street in Algiers. [Caption no. 1668 : interpositive,,] 1900
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”.)

Image(s): A street in Algiers. [Caption no. 1668 : interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 25761
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names:   Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic:   Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
          PARIS EXPOSITION
          Streets -- Algeria
Place:   Algerian Exhibit
          Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form:   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beautiful Trocadero fountains and Pavilion of Russian Colonies. [Active no.
1669 : interpositive from stereo pair,], 1900

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Beautiful Trocadero fountains and Pavilion of Russian Colonies. [Active no. 1669 : interpositive from stereo pair,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25762
Same as RSN 12989
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names:   Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic:   Architecture -- France -- Paris
          Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
          Fountains -- France
          PARIS EXPOSITION
Place:   France
          Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
          Paris Exposition
          Russian Exhibit
          Trocadero Fountains
Beautiful Trocadero fountains and Pavilion of Russian Colonies. [Active 1670 : stereo interpositive from stereo pair,], 1900

Image(s): Beautiful Trocadero fountains and Pavilion of Russian Colonies. [Active 1670 : stereo interpositive from stereo pair,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25763

Similar to RSN 12985

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France -- Paris
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
Fountains -- France -- Paris

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Paris Exposition
Russian Exhibit
Trocadero Fountains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

In the Russian section of the Exposition of 1900. [Active 1671 : ihalf-stereo iterpositive,], 1900

Image(s): In the Russian section of the Exposition of 1900. [Active 1671 : ihalf-stereo iterpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25763

Same as RSN 12986.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Japanese Pavilion. 1673 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Japanese Pavilion. 1673 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.
Local Numbers
RSN 25765
Same as RSN 12988.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names:  Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

[Paris Exposition.] 1674 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Paris Exposition.] 1674 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25766
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].
Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
     Expositions -- France

Place: France
      Paris (France)
      Paris Exposition
      South African Exhibit

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Old Paris"--from the passenger bridge. 1675 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Old Paris"--from the passenger bridge. 1675 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25767

Same as RSN 12989.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
     Boats -- France
     Expositions -- France
     PARIS EXPOSITION
     Rivers -- France

Place: France
      Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Types of former times--Ancient Paris, Exposition, 1900. 1676 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Types of former times--Ancient Paris, Exposition, 1900. 1676 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 25768

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 12990.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Boats -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Image(s): The street of Foreign Nations--from Pont d'Alma. 1677 Interpositive, 1900

1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25769

Same as RSN 12991.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Boats -- France
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Image(s): The street of Foreign Nations--from Pont d'Alma. 1677 Interpositive 1900.

The Archway Promenade along the Street of Nations--Pont Alexander III in the distance. 1678 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Archway Promenade along the Street of Nations--Pont Alexander III in the distance. 1678 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25770

Same as RSN 12993.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France

Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France

PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: Alexander III Bridge (Paris, France)

France

Paris (France) -- 1900-1910

Paris Exposition

Swedish Exhibit

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

President Loubet's boat passing the beautiful Horticultural Palace--Opening Day. [Active no. 1679 : interpositive,] 1900

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): President Loubet's boat passing the beautiful Horticultural Palace--Opening Day. [Active no. 1679 : interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25771

Same as RSN 12995.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Horticultural Palace (Paris, France)

Loubet, President

Topic: Architecture -- France

Boats -- France

Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France

Place: France
     Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Interior of the Horticultural Hall, Exposition, 1900. [Active no. 1680 : interpositive.], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Interior of the Horticultural Hall, Exposition, 1900. [Active no. 1680 : interpositive.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25772

Similar to RSN 257723.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
       Horticultural Palace (Paris, France)

Topic: Expositions -- France
       Flowers -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION
       Sculptures -- France

Place: France
       Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Interior of the Horticultural Hall, Exposition, 1900. [Active no. 1680 : interpositive.], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Interior of the Horticultural Hall, Exposition, 1900. [Active no. 1680 : interpositive.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25773

Similar to RSN 25772.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
       Horticultural Palace (Paris, France)
Topic: Expositions -- France
       Flowers -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION
       Sculptures -- France
Place: France
       Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The United States National Building, Exposition, 1900. 1681 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The United States National Building, Exposition, 1900. 1681
Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25774

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION
Place: France
       Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
       United States Exhibit
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The opening day of the United States National Building. 1682 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The opening day of the United States National Building. 1682
Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25775

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Crowds -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Place: France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
United States Exhibit
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Italian Exhibit at Paris Exposition.] 1683 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Italian Exhibit at Paris Exposition.] 1683 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25776

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Italian Exhibit (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Boats -- France
Expositions -- France
Rivers -- France
Place: France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The little Palace of Fine Arts. 1684 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The little Palace of Fine Arts. 1684 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25777

Same as RSN 12996.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Museums -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Streets -- France

Place: France
Palace of Fine Arts
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Grand Palace of Fine Arts. 1685 interpositive, 1900
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Grand Palace of Fine Arts. 1685 interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25778

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Same as RSN 12997.

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Grand Palace of Fine Arts (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
Museums -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Streets -- France

Place: France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Entrance to the Grand Palace of Fine Arts. 1686 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Entrance to the Grand Palace of Fine Arts. 1686 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25779

Same as RSN 12998.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
        Grand Palace of Fine Arts (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       Museums -- France
       PARIS EXPOSITION
       Streets -- France

Place: France
       Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
       Paris Exposition

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overview of museum interior crowded with sculptures in France.] 1687 Interpositive, 1900

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Overview of museum interior crowded with sculptures in France.] 1687 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25780

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
        Grand Palace of Fine Arts (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
       Expositions -- France
       Museums -- France
       Sculptures -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition.] 1688 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Paris Exposition.] 1688 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25781
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Expositions -- France
Sculptures -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bridge over Seine River in Paris.] 1689 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Bridge over Seine River in Paris.] 1689 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leadbeater, A. C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25782
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
Rivers -- France
Sculptures -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition.] 1690 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Paris Exposition.] 1690 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25783
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
      Bridges -- France
      Expositions -- France
      Flowers -- France
      Gardens -- France

Place: France
      Paris (France)
      Paris Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition.] 1691 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Paris Exposition.] 1691 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25784
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France
      Expositions -- France
      Flowers -- France
      Gardens -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The handsome cut glass in the Industrial Arts Building, Exposition, 1900.
Active no. 1692 : interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The handsome cut glass in the Industrial Arts Building, Exposition, 1900. Active no. 1692 : interpositive, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25785
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Industrial Arts Building (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Art -- France
Expositions -- France
Glassware -- France
Interior architecture -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Berlin Royal Porcelain--Manufactures Section. Active no. 1694 : interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Berlin Royal Porcelain--Manufactures Section. Active no. 1694 : interpositive, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25786
Same as RSN 13001; similar to RSN 20272.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].
Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Art -- France
Berlin Royal Porcelain
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France -- Paris
Interior architecture -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Porcelains -- France

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The children's Paradise--A German toy exhibit in the Industrial Arts Building. Active no. 1695 : interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The children's Paradise--A German toy exhibit in the Industrial Arts Building. Active no. 1695 : interpositive, 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25787

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture
Art
Exhibitions
Interior architecture
PARIS EXPOSITION
Toys

Place: France
German Exhibit
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Lion on the Alexander III Bridge and the beautiful Italian Palace. 1697 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Lion on the Alexander III Bridge and the beautiful Italian Palace. 1697 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25788

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Italian Exhibit (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
Lions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Sculptures -- France

Place: Alexander III Bridge (Paris, France)
France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Pont Alexander III and the little Palace of Fine Arts. 1698 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Pont Alexander III and the little Palace of Fine Arts. 1698 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25789

Similar to RSN 13003 and 13058.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
Lions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Sculptures -- France

Place: Alexander III Bridge (Paris, France)
France
Palace of Fine Arts (France)
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Pont Alexander III, most splendidly decorated bridge in the world. 1699 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Pont Alexander III, most splendidly decorated bridge in the world. 1699 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25790

Same as RSN 13004.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Bridges -- France.
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Sculptures -- France

Place: Alexander III Bridge (Paris, France)
France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From the first platform (190 feet high) on Eiffel Tower---the Champ de Mars (look down). [Active no. 1701 : interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): From the first platform (190 feet high) on Eiffel Tower---the Champ de Mars (look down). [Active no. 1701 : interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25791
Similar to RSN 13006.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Crowds -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Paris Exposition
Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The section of the city between Champ de Mars and Esplanade des Invalides from Trocadero Tower. [Active no. 1707 : interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The section of the city between Champ de Mars and Esplanade des Invalides from Trocadero Tower. [Active no. 1707 : interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25792

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Rivers -- France

Place: Champs de Mars (Paris, France)
Esplanade des Invalides (Paris, France)
France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Paris Exposition
Trocadero

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The main street of the Swiss Village. 1709 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The main street of the Swiss Village. 1709 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25793
Same as RSN 13007.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France Expositions -- France PARIS EXPOSITION Streets -- France
Place: France Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 Paris Exposition Switzerland Exhibit
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

In the picturesque Swiss Village. 1710 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): In the picturesque Swiss Village. 1710 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25794
Same as RSN 13010.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)
Topic: Architecture -- France Expositions -- France PARIS EXPOSITION Streets -- France
Place: France Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 Paris Exposition
Switzerland Exhibit

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The dance of the Sorcerer Priest--Russian Peasant Life. [Active no. 1708 : interpositive from stereo pair,], 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The dance of the Sorcerer Priest--Russian Peasant Life. [Active no. 1708 : interpositive from stereo pair,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25795

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Dances -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: France
Paris -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Russia Exhibit

Taking refreshments--merchants and their Employees, from Tunis, Africa.
1711 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Taking refreshments--merchants and their Employees, from Tunis, Africa. 1711 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25796

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Ceremonies -- France
Children -- France
Expositions -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION
Tea -- France

Place:
France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910
Paris Exposition
Tunisia Exhibit

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition. Active no. 1712 : interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25797

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names:
Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic:
Architecture -- France -- Paris
Expositions -- France

Place:
France
Paris (France)
Paris Exposition
Tunisia Exhibit

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Workmen from Dahomey, Africa, Dahomey Village. 1713 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Workmen from Dahomey, Africa, Dahomey Village. 1713 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25798

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic:
Architecture -- France
Children -- France
Drums -- France
Expositions -- France
Laborers -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: Dahomey Exhibit
France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Natives of Dahomey, Africa--Dahomey Village. 1714 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Natives of Dahomey, Africa--Dahomey Village. 1714 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25799
AC0143-0025799 (AC scan number)

Same as RSN 13011.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture -- France
Children -- France
Dwellings -- France
Expositions -- France
Family -- France
Homes -- France
PARIS EXPOSITION

Place: Dahomey Exhibit
France
Paris (France) -- Exhibitions -- 1900-1910

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Monte Carlo's capital, Monaco--smallest principality on Earth. 1718 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Monte Carlo's capital, Monaco--smallest principality on Earth. 1718 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25800

Similar to RSN 13012-13015 and 20275.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Architecture -- Monaco
MONACO
Resorts -- Monaco
Seacoasts -- Monaco

Place: France
Monaco
Monte Carlo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The famous Roulette Salon, Casino, Monte Carlo. 1720 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): The famous Roulette Salon, Casino, Monte Carlo. 1720 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25801

Similar to RSN 13018-13020 and 20277.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [223].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Serial #59

Topic: Architecture -- Monaco
Casinos -- Monaco
Interiors -- Monaco
MONACO
Resorts -- Monaco

Place: Monaco
Monte Carlo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gardens from the Casino, Monte Carlo. 1722 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Gardens from the Casino, Monte Carlo. 1722 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25802

Similar to RSN 13022 and 20279.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Architecture -- France
       Gardens -- France
       MONACO
       Resorts -- France

Place: France
       Monaco
       Monte Carlo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Falls of the Rhine and Laufen Castle. 1736 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The Falls of the Rhine and Laufen Castle. 1736 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25803

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Same as RSN 13026 and 13027.

Names: Laufen Castle (Switzerland)

Topic: Architecture
       Castles -- Switzerland
       Rivers -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Rhine River (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. [Active no. 1744 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-1/4 x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25804
Same as RSN 13079 and 25085.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [175].

Orig. no. 108.

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lucerne and the lofty Pilatus. [Active no. 1744 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25805
Same as RSN 13079 and 25084.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Lucerne (Switzerland)
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

An Alpine elevator to the clouds, Mt. Pilatus. 1745 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): An Alpine elevator to the clouds, Mt. Pilatus. 1745 interpositive 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25806

NOTE! IMAGE COPIED SIDEWAYS ON VIDEODISC; TOP IS AT RIGHT!
Similar to RSN 13080, 13081 and 13082.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Railroads -- 19th century
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Backbone of Europe, from the summit of Mt. Pilatus (7,000 feet). 1747 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Backbone of Europe, from the summit of Mt. Pilatus (7,000 feet). 1747 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25807

Same as RSN 13087.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Pilatus
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sisikon and the mighty Uri-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Sisikon and the mighty Uri-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25808

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 13090, 13091, 13092, 13093 and 25809.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Serial #51

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Sisikon (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Uri-Rothstock

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sisikon and the mighty Uri-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Sisikon and the mighty Uri-Rothstock (9,620 feet). 1749 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25809

Same as RSN 13090, 13091, 13092, 13093 and 25808.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Sisikon (Switzerland)
Switzerland
Uri-Rothstock
Tunnel of the Axenstrasse, overhanging Lake Lucerne. 1751 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Tunnel of the Axenstrasse, overhanging Lake Lucerne. 1751 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25810

Similar to RSN 13096, 13097 and 13098.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

The River Aare at Berne and distant Alps. [Active no. 1752 : interpositive,], 1896
1 Item (4" x 5",)
Image(s): The River Aare at Berne and distant Alps. [Active no. 1752 : interpositive.] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25811

Similar to RSN 13099-13102.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Churches -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Aar River (Switzerland)
      Bern (Switzerland)
      Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25812

Similar to RSN 13104-13110 and 25813.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Barrels -- Switzerland
       Carriages -- Switzerland
       Carts -- Switzerland
       Dogs -- Switzerland
       Horses -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR
       Sculptures -- Switzerland
       Streets -- Switzerland

Place: Bern (Switzerland)
       Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Principal street and old Clock, Berne. 1754 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25813

Similar to RSN 13104-13110 and 25813.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

**Topic:**
- Barrels -- Switzerland
- Carts -- Switzerland
- Dogs -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND TOUR
- Sculptures -- Switzerland
- Streets -- Switzerland

**Place:**
- Bern (Switzerland)
- Switzerland

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Breithorn (12,400 feet) and Tschingelhorn (11,748 feet), Upper Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1763 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

**Image(s):** The Breithorn (12,400 feet) and Tschingelhorn (11,748 feet), Upper Lauterbrunnen Valley. 1763 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 25814

Similar to RSN 13129 and 20305; ["Wonderland of Our Great West/ A glimpse in the Swiss Alps"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [175].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
- Serial #77

**Topic:**
- Mountains -- Switzerland
- SWITZERLAND TOUR
- Valleys -- Switzerland
- glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:**
- Breithorn (Switzerland)
- Switzerland
- Tschingelhorn (Switzerland)
- Upper Lauterbrunnen Valley

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Jungfrau (13,760 feet), from the summit of Scheidegg. 1764 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Jungfrau (13,760 feet), from the summit of Scheidegg. 1764 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25815

Same as RSN 13130 and 13131.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Scheidegg
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Ascent of Jungfrau--crossing the glacier. 1767 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Ascent of Jungfrau--crossing the glacier. 1767 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25816

Similar to RSN 13134-13136 and 20308.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Copy and Version Identification Note
749

Topic: Crevasses -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Jungfrau (Switzerland)
Switzerland
A country road. 1768 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): A country road. 1768 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25817
Same as RSN 13137-13139.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic:
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Villages -- Switzerland

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

All the world's the same, Switzerland included. 1770 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): All the world's the same, Switzerland included. 1770 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25818
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Same as RSN 13141-13143.

Topic:
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Family -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Restaurants -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place:
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
The wonderful gorge of the River Aare. 1771 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The wonderful gorge of the River Aare. 1771 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25819

Same as RSN 13144 and 13145.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic:
Canyons -- Switzerland
Gorges -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Walkways -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place:
Aar River (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The descent to Italy--road winding down from the Maloja Pass, Engadine. 1779 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The descent to Italy--road winding down from the Maloja Pass, Engadine. 1779 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25820

Similar to RSN 13155-13157.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic:
Mountains -- Switzerland
Passes -- Switzerland
Roads -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place:
Engadine (Switzerland)
Maloja Pass
Switzerland
Huge ice river--Fiescher glacier and Oberaarhorn, N.E. from the Eggishorn. 1785 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): Huge ice river--Fiescher glacier and Oberaarhorn, N.E. from the Eggishorn. 1785 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 25821  

Similar to RSN 13165 and 13166.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic:  Mountaineers -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND TOUR  
glaciers -- Switzerland  

Place:  Eggishorn (Switzerland)  
Fiescher Glacier (Switzerland)  
Oberaarhorn  
Switzerland  

The great Aletsch glacier and Marjelen Lake--west from the Eggishorn. 1786 Interpositive  
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 5)  
Image(s): The great Aletsch glacier and Marjelen Lake--west from the Eggishorn. 1786 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 25822  

Similar to RSN 13167 and 13168.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

Topic:  Lakes -- Switzerland  
Mountaineers -- Switzerland  
Mountains -- Switzerland  
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
- Aletsch Glacier
- Eggishorn (Switzerland)
- Marjelen Lake
- Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The "Alpine Spirit's" sanctuary--the charming Zermatt and the Matterhorn.

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The "Alpine Spirit's" sanctuary--the charming Zermatt and the Matterhorn.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Schultz, C., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25824

Same as RSN 13173-13175 and 20324.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

**Place:** Matterhorn
Switzerland
Zermatt (Switzerland)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Breithorn, Monte Rosa group, from the Gornergrat. 1796 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 5)
*Image(s):* Breithorn, Monte Rosa group, from the Gornergrat. 1796 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 25825

Same as RSN 13183 and 13184.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66].

**Topic:** Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Breithorn (Switzerland)
Gorner Grat (Switzerland)
Monte Rosa
Switzerland

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

World-famed Monastery and dogs--Great St. Bernard Pass. 1805 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 5)
*Image(s):* World-famed Monastery and dogs--Great St. Bernard Pass. 1805 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25826

Similar to RSN 13197-13199.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Dogs -- Switzerland
Monasteries -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Passes -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: St. Bernard Pass
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lake Geneva and the Dent du Midi, from Village of Glion. [Active no. 1809 interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25827

Similar to RSN 13205 and 13206.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Dent du Midi (Switzerland)
Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)
Glion (Switzerland)
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lovely Geneva--bridges crossing the Rhone. [Active no. 1812 : interpositive,] 1896
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Lovely Geneva--bridges crossing the Rhone. [Active no. 1812 : interpositive.] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25828

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Same as RSN 13215-13217.

Company acc. no. 29524.

Topic: Bridges -- Switzerland
Rivers -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Geneva (Switzerland)
Rhone River
Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Frightful Alpine precipices, looking from Aiguille Rouge (Brevent) to Mt. Blanc, Alps. 1814 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Frightful Alpine precipices, looking from Aiguille Rouge (Brevent) to Mt. Blanc, Alps. 1814 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25829

Similar to RSN 13220, 13221 and 20325.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR

Place: Aiguille Rouge
Alps
Brevent (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mont Blanc, Monarch of European Mountains, from the Brevent, Alps. 1815 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Mont Blanc, Monarch of European Mountains, from the Brevent, Alps. 1815 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25830

Similar to RSN 13222-13224.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
Alps
Brevent (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ascent of Mt. Blanc--crossing Bossons glacier crevasses--Grand Mulets Rocks, Dome and Aig. du Gouter in distance, Alps. 1820 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Ascent of Mt. Blanc--crossing Bossons glacier crevasses--Grand Mulets Rocks, Dome and Aig. du Gouter in distance, Alps. 1820 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25831

Similar to RSN 13228.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [174].

Copy and Version Identification Note

Serial #110

Topic: Crevasses -- Switzerland
Domes -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Aiguille du Gouter
Alps
Bossons Glacier (Switzerland)
Grands Mulets Rocks (Switzerland)
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Descent of Mt. Blanc--enormous crevasses near the summit, Alps. 1828
Interpositive, 1906
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Descent of Mt. Blanc--enormous crevasses near the summit, Alps. 1828 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25832

Same as RSN 13240-13242.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Crevasses -- Switzerland
Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Mt. Blanc
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Ascent of Aig. du Tacul--S.W. to Aig. du Geant (left) and Tour Ronde (right), Alps. 1831 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): Ascent of Aig. du Tacul--S.W. to Aig. du Geant (left) and Tour Ronde (right), Alps. 1831 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25833

Same as RSN 13248 and 13249.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
Snow -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Aiguille du Geant
Aiguille du Tacul
Alps
Switzerland
Tour Ronde

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mer de Glace from the "Chapeau," Aug. du Geant (13, 150 feet), Charmoz (11,295 feet), and Montanvert (6,303 feet), in distance, Alps. 1834
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Mer de Glace from the "Chapeau," Aug. du Geant (13, 150 feet), Charmoz (11,295 feet), and Montanvert (6,303 feet), in distance, Alps. 1834 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 25834

Similar to RSN 13250, 13252 and 13253.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
- Aiguille du Geant
- Alps
- Chapeau
- Charmoz
- Mer de Glace
- Montanvert
- Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Great Ice Fall at the end of the Mer de Glace, Alps. 1835 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Great Ice Fall at the end of the Mer de Glace, Alps. 1835 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 25835

Similar to RSN 13254 and 13255.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic:
- Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND TOUR
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place:
- Alps
- Mer de Glace
- Switzerland

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Eiger (13,040 feet), and Monch (13, 468 feet) from Wengern Alps. 1838 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Eiger (13,040 feet), and Monch (13, 468 feet) from Wengern Alps. 1838 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 25836
Same as RSN 13257.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

**Topic:** Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous

glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Eiger (Wengern Alps, Switzerland)

Monch

Switzerland

Wengern Alps

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Congealed billows in the great Ice Sea (Mer de Glace), Mt. Blanc Range, Alps. 1846 Interpositive, 1906

1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** Congealed billows in the great Ice Sea (Mer de Glace), Mt. Blanc Range, Alps. 1846 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 25837

Same as RSN 13263.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

**Topic:** Mountaineers -- Switzerland

Mountains -- Switzerland

SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous

glaciers -- Switzerland

**Place:** Alps

Mer de Glace

Mt. Blanc

Switzerland

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Math, 1848 Interpositive]

1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** [Mountains.] 1848 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25838

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountain homes in Switzerland.] 1849 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mountain homes in Switzerland.] 1849 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25839

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Valleys -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Snow.] 1850 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Snow.] 1850 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25840

Similar to RSN 13265.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Ice -- Switzerland
Snow -- Switzerland
Tunnels -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Alps
Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 1853 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 1853 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25841

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Children -- Switzerland
Churches -- Switzerland
Fishing -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountain home and waterfall in Switzerland.] 1856 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mountain home and waterfall in Switzerland.] 1856 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25842
Same as RSN 13266.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Dwellings -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The picturesque Chamonix Valley--mountain hamlets at the foot of Le Brevent, Alps. 1861 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25843

Same as RSN 13265, 13266 and 13272-13275.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic:
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Mountains -- Switzerland
SWITZERLAND--Miscellaneous
Valleys -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland

Place:
Alps
Chamonix Valley (Switzerland)
Le Brevent (Alps, Switzerland)
Switzerland

[Homes along waterway in Switzerland.] 1862 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Homes along waterway in Switzerland.] 1862 interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25844

Similar to RSN 13270.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic:
Boats -- Switzerland
Dwellings -- Switzerland
Homes -- Switzerland
Lakes -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Switzerland?] 1863 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4“ x 5“)
Image(s): [Switzerland?] 1863 Interpositive 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 25845

Similar to RSN 13271 and 13308
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Waterfalls -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Switzerland?] 1864 Interpositive
1 Item (4“ x 5“)
Image(s): [Switzerland?] 1864 Interpositive
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25846

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Plazas -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Switzerland?] 1865 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Switzerland?] 1865 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25847

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Plazas -- Switzerland
Villages -- Switzerland
Place: Switzerland
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Salzburg and the winding Salzach, from the Castle. [Active no. 1872: interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25848

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Same as RSN 13278 and 13279

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Rivers -- Austria
Place: Austria
Salzach
Salzburg
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Franzens-Ring, Vienna, architecturally the finest street in Europe. [Active no. 1883: interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25849

Same as RSN 13284.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture -- Austria
Parks -- Austria
Streetcars -- Austria

Place: Austria
Franzens-Ring (Vienna, Austria)
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Imperial Museum, from the Hofburg Theatre, Vienna. [Active no. 1884 : interpositive,] 1907
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The Imperial Museum, from the Hofburg Theatre, Vienna. [Active no. 1884 : interpositive,] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25850

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Similar to RSN 13286-13288.

Names: Hofburg Theater (Vienna, Austria)
Imperial Museum (Vienna, Austria)

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Gardens -- Austria
Museums -- Austria
Parks -- Austria
Theaters -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Imperial Armory, Vienna--the largest and finest collection in existence. 1886 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Imperial Armory, Vienna—the largest and finest collection in existence. 1886 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25851
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Same as RSN 13289

Names: Imperial Armory (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Armed Forces
Armor
Museums
Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lofty reception hall, Rathhaus, Vienna. 1890 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25852
Similar to RSN 13290 and 13291
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54]

Names: Rathhaus (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture
Interior architecture
Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Grand portal, Imperial Palace, Vienna. 1900 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Grand portal, Imperial Palace, Vienna. 1900 Interpositive 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25853

Similar to RSN 13303 [Our new American?] on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [192]

Names: Imperial Palace (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Architecture
Gates
Palaces

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Imperial Opera, Vienna. 1904 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Imperial Opera, Vienna. 1904 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25854

Similar to RSN 13302 and 13305-13308.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Names: Imperial Opera (Vienna, Austria)
Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Carriages -- Austria
Horses -- Austria
Opera houses -- Austria
Plazas -- Austria
Streetcars -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Vienna (Austria)
The Drei Zinnen from Lago Misurina, Tyrol. 1917 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Drei Zinnen from Lago Misurina, Tyrol. 1917 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25855

Similar to RSN 13346-13348; [Made by Schultz; Old No. Jarvis] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Cows -- Austria
Lakes -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
Drei Zinnen (Tyrol, Austria)
Lago Misurina (Tyrol, Austria)
Tyrol

School children's morning devotion, Val Ampezzo from Toblach. 1910 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): School children's morning devotion, Val Ampezzo from Toblach. 1910 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25856

Similar to RSN 13336 and 13337.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Children -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
Religion -- Austria
Roads -- Austria
Shrines -- Austria

Place:
Austria
Toblach (Austria)
Val Ampezzo (Austria)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

An Austrian hamlet, Val Ampezzo. 1920 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): An Austrian hamlet, Val Ampezzo. 1920 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 25857

Same as RSN 13351, 13352 and 20329.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Valleys -- Austria
Villages -- Austria

Place:
Austria
Val Ampezzo (Austria)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cortina--the gem of Val Ampezzo. [Active no. 1922 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5".)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25858

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Churches -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
Valleys -- Austria
Villages -- Austria
Place: Austria
Cortina (Austria)
Val Ampezzo (Austria)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Austria
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Ortler (12,800 feet), from Franzens-Hohe (7,180 feet), Tyrol. 1935
Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Ortler (12,800 feet), from Franzens-Hohe (7,180 feet), Tyrol. 1935 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25859

Same as RSN 13355.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria
Resorts -- Austria
glaciers -- Austria

Place: Austria
Franzens-Hohe (Austria)
Ortler
Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Innsbruck and the Waldraster-Spitze, looking south, Tyrol. [Active no. 1942 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-1/4 x 4-1/4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25860

Similar to RSN 13378 and 13379.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Serial #53.

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Churches -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
Innsbruck (Austria)
Tyrol
Waldraster-Spitze

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Picturesque Innsbruck, the capital of Tyrol--"Below the stern Bavarian Alps." [Active no. 1943 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1907
1 Item (3-1/4 x 3-1/4").

Image(s): Picturesque Innsbruck, the capital of Tyrol--"Below the stern Bavarian Alps." [Active no. 1943 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25861

Similar to RSN 13380. "Innsbruck the City on the Inn.." on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [195].

Orig. no. 112.

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Mountains -- Austria

Place: Austria
Bavarian Alps
Innsbruck (Austria)
Tyrol

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Marie Thresienstrasse--Principal street of Innsbruck, the beautiful Tyrolean capital. 1944 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Marie Theresienstrasse--Principal street of Innsbruck, the beautiful Tyrolean capital. 1944 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25862

Same as RSN 13381.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: AUSTRIA TOUR
Carts -- Austria
Horses -- Austria
Monuments -- Austria
Mountains -- Austria
Snow -- Austria
Streets -- Austria

Place: Austria
Innsbruck (Austria)
Marie Theresienstrasse
Tyrol

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Rome the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. [Active no. 1968 : interpositive,]. 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Rome the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. [Active no. 1968 : interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25863

Same as RSN 13402; similar to RSN 13403-13405, 20331 and 20332.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Rome the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. [Active no. 1968 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (3-1/4 x 4-1/4")

Image(s): Rome the Eternal City--from the dome of St. Peter's. [Active no. 1968 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25864

Similar to RSN 13403-13405, 20331 and 20332.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [195].

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Vatican

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

St. Peter's and the Vatican--greatest of churches, greatest of palaces, Rome. 1970 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25865

Similar to RSN 13409-13414.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [195].

Copy and Version Identification Note
117

Names: Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano
Topic: Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Plazas -- Vatican

Place:
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Library of the Vatican, Rome. 1980 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25866

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Similar to RSN 13433-13437.

Copy and Version Identification Note
830

Topic:
Architecture -- Vatican
Cathedrals -- Vatican
ITALY TOUR
Libraries -- Vatican
Palaces -- Vatican
Religion -- Vatican

Place:
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vatican

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Roman Forum--southeast from the Capitol--Rome. [Active no. 1991 : interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): The Roman Forum--southeast from the Capitol--Rome. [Active no. 1991 : interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Miller, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25867
Same as RSN 13460-13462.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Orig. no. 830.

Topic: Columns -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
      Plazas -- Italy
      Ruins -- Italy -- Rome

Place: Italy
      Roman Forum (Rome, Italy)
      Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sanctuary and home of Art and Piety--Pantheon, Pride of Rome. [Active no. 1987 : half-stereo interpositive,], 1896
1 Item (Size 3-1/4" x 4-1/4").

Image(s): Sanctuary and home of Art and Piety--Pantheon, Pride of Rome. [Active no. 1987 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25868

Same as RSN 13455 and 13456.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181]. Orig. nos. 48; 30015.

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
      Plazas -- Italy
      Temples -- Italy

Place: Italy
      Pantheon
      Rome (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

A mighty monument to heathen brutality and Christian courage--the Colosseum, Rome. Active no. 1994 : interpositive, 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”.)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25869

Same as RSN 13464.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)

Topic: Arenas
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
Rome (Italy) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Via Sacra--over which Rome's triumphal pageants passed--west from the Colosseum, Rome. 1997 Interpositive, 1907

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Via Sacra--over which Rome's triumphal pageants passed--west from the Colosseum, Rome. 1997 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25870

Same as RSN 13472.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181]

Copy and Version Identification Note

32845

Topic: Carriages -- Italy
Horses -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy
Streets -- Italy

Place: Italy
interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

interpositive 1907

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25871

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Same as RSN 13484

Copy and Version Identification Note
40

Names: Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.
S. Pietro in Vincoli (Church : Rome, Italy)

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy
statues -- Italy

Place: Italy
Moses
Rome (Italy)
Vincoli

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Gate of St. Paul and Pyramid of Gaius Cestius, Rome. 2004
Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): The Gate of St. Paul and Pyramid of Gaius Cestius, Rome. 2004
Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25872

Similar to RSN 13486.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
50

Topic: Gates -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Pyramids -- Italy

Place: Gaius Cestius Pyramid (Rome, Italy)
Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Paul Gate

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The splendid altar of St. Paul's--presented to Pius IX by an infidel--Rome.
2005 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The splendid altar of St. Paul's--presented to Pius IX by an infidel--Rome. 2005 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25873

Similar to RSN 25874.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
109023

Topic: Altars -- Italy
Architecture -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Interiors -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy

Place: Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Paul's
The splendid altar of St. Paul's--presented to Pius IX by an infidel--Rome. 2005 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): The splendid altar of St. Paul's--presented to Pius IX by an infidel--Rome. 2005 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25874

Similar to RSN 25873 ["Where Paul's dust lies buried"] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
51

Topic:
Altars -- Italy
Architecture -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Interiors -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Rome (Italy)
St. Paul's

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beautiful twisted columns, ancient cloisters of St. Paul's Rome. 2006 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25875

Similar to RSN 13488.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].
Along the Appian Way--constructed IV Cent. B.C. from Rome to Brindisi. 2008 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Along the Appian Way--constructed IV Cent. B.C. from Rome to Brindisi. 2008 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25876

Similar to RSN 13491 [The Appian Way that Paul followed to Rome] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. 2011 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/2 x 5)
Image(s): Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. 2011 Interpositive 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25877

Similar to RSN 13496-13500, 20333-20334, 25878 and 25879

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: Bays
ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)
Vesuvius

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. 2011 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. 2011 Interpositive 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25878

Similar to RSN 13496-13500, 20333-20334, 25877 and 25879

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Topic: Bays
ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)
Vesuvius

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. 2011 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Birdseye view of Naples and Vesuvius. 2011 Interpositive 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing
Local Numbers
RSN 25879

Similar to RSN 13496-13500, 20333-20334, 25877 and 25878 "A ramble in sunny Italy" "Bay of Naples and Vesuvius" on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
3

Topic:
Bays
ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Naples (Italy)
Vesuvius

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The "Lazzaroni" as they live in the streets of Naples. 2012 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): The "Lazzaroni" as they live in the streets of Naples. 2012 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25880

Similar to RSN 25880 [A ramble in sunny Italy] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
4
Topic: Dwellings -- Italy
   Homes -- Italy
   ITALY TOUR
   Streets -- Italy

Place: Italy
   Lazzaroni
   Naples (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Our wholesome macaroni drying in the dirty streets of Naples. [Active no. 2013 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1907
1 Item (3-1/4 x 3-1/4")

Image(s): Our wholesome macaroni drying in the dirty streets of Naples. [Active no. 2013 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 25881

Similar to RSN 13503.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Orig. nos. 6 and 109206

Topic: Children -- Italy
   Food -- Italy
   ITALY TOUR
   Pasta products
   Pasta products -- Italy
   Streets -- Italy

Place: Italy
   Naples (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beautiful Venus of Gallipede; Gallery of ancient statues, Museum, Naples. 2014 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Beautiful Venus of Gallipede; Gallery of ancient statues, Museum, Naples. 2014 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25882

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Similar to RSN 13504.

Copy and Version Identification Note
9;108782

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
      Art -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
      Interior architecture
      Museums -- Italy
      Sculptures -- Italy
      statues -- Italy

Place: Italy
      Naples (Italy)
      Venus of Gallipede

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Farnese Bull, grand National Museum, Naples. 2015 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25883

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Same as RSN 13505.

Copy and Version Identification Note
810184

Topic: Farnese Bull
      ITALY TOUR
      Museums -- Italy
      Sculptures -- Italy
      statues -- Italy

Place: Italy
      Naples (Italy)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ruins of Herculaneum, old Naples. [Active no. 2016 : half-stereo interpositive.], 1907
1 Item (3-1/4 x 3-1/4”.)
Image(s): Ruins of Herculaneum, old Naples. [Active no. 2016 : half-stereo interpositive.], 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25884
Similar to RSN 13506.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].
Orig no. 18; 116882.

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy
Place: Herculaneum (Extinct city)
Italy
Naples (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

On the road to Vesuvius. 2017 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): On the road to Vesuvius. 2017 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25885
Same as RSN 13508.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].
Copy and Version Identification Note
11

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Roads -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Italy Vesuvius

In the wilderness of lava, base of Vesuvius. 2018 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25886

Same as RSN 13510

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Lava
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanic rock
Volcanoes -- Italy

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Italy Vesuvius

In the wilderness of lava, base of Vesuvius. 2018 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25887

Same as RSN 13509

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110695

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Lava
Mountains -- Italy
Volcanic rock
Volcanoes -- Italy

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Italy
Vesuvius

The Forum of Pompeii and Vesuvius. 2020 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): The Forum of Pompeii and Vesuvius. 2020 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25888

Similar to RSN 13513.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
14

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Mountains -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Forum (Rome Italy)
Italy
Rome (Italy)
Vesuvius

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Inner Court, House of Marcus Lucretius, buried 1,800 years ago,
Pompeii. 2023 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): The Inner Court, House of Marcus Lucretius, buried 1,800 years ago, Pompeii. 2023 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25889

Same as RSN 13524 [BGH 9/89] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].

Copy and Version Identification Note
15

Topic: Dwellings -- Italy
      Homes -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
      Ruins -- Italy
      Tombs -- Italy

Place: Italy
      Marcus Lucretius House
      Pompeii (Extinct City)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25890
Same as RSN 13521-13523, 13525 and 25891.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
      Dwellings -- Italy
      Homes -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
      Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy
      Pompeii (Extinct City)
      Vettii

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Beautiful home of the Vettii--buried August 24, A.D. 79--Pompeii. 2024 interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25891
Same as RSN 13521-13523, 13525 and 25890.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [181].
Copy and Version Identification Note
16
Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Dwellings -- Italy
Homes -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ruins -- Italy
Place: Italy
Pompeii (Extinct City)
Vettii
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Amalfi, Italy--from the Capuchin Convent--"I beheld the scene and stood as one amazed"-- 2031 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Amalfi, Italy--from the Capuchin Convent--"I beheld the scene and stood as one amazed"-- 2031 Interpositive 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25892
Same as RSN 13535-13537 and 25893
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54]
Copy and Version Identification Note
808
Topic: Capuchin Convent
Amalfi, Italy--from the Capuchin Convent--"I beheld the scene and stood as one amazed"-- 2031 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Amalfi, Italy--from the Capuchin Convent--"I beheld the scene and stood as one amazed"-- 2031 Interpositive 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25893
Same as RSN 13535-13537 and 25892
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165]

Copy and Version Identification Note
19;109043

Topic: Capuchin Convent
Convents
ITALY TOUR
Portraits
Seacoasts

Place: Amalfi (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Proud Genoa and her harbor--from the west. 2032 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Proud Genoa and her harbor--from the west. 2032 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25894

Similar to RSN 13538 and 13539.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
72

Topic: Harbors -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Ports -- Italy
Ships -- Italy

Place: Genoa (Italy)
Italy

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Genoa--from the Rosazza Gardens. 2033 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Genoa--from the Rosazza Gardens. 2033 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 25895

Similar to RSN 13540.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
71;109052

Topic: Gardens -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Portraits -- Italy
Ports -- Italy

Place: Genoa (Italy)
Italy
Rosazza Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Marble blocks from the famous quarries, the world's best marble for art sculptures, a railway station, Carrara 2036 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Marble blocks from the famous quarries, the world's best marble for art sculptures, a railway station, Carrara 2036 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25896

Same as RSN 2234 and 2235.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note

74

Topic:

ITALY TOUR
Laborers -- Italy
Marble -- Italy
Mountains -- Italy
Quarrying -- Italy

Place:

Carrara (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The world-famed quarries which have furnished marble for Italy's master sculptures, Carrara. 2037 Interpositive, 1896

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The world-famed quarries which have furnished marble for Italy's master sculptures, Carrara. 2037 Interpositive 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Abbegg, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25897

Similar to RSN 13543, 13544 and 25898

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54]

Copy and Version Identification Note

808;26

Topic:

Cattle
ITALY TOUR
Marble
Mines  
Ox teams  
Oxen  
Quarrying  

Place: Carrara (Italy)  
Italy  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.  

The world-famed quarries which have furnished marble for Italy's master sculptures, Carrara. 2037 Interpositive, 1896  
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)  

Image(s): The world-famed quarries which have furnished marble for Italy's master sculptures, Carrara. 2037 Interpositive 1896  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Abbegg, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 25898  
Similar to RSN 13543, 13544 and 25897  
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165]  

Copy and Version Identification Note  
26  

Topic: Cattle  
ITALY TOUR  
Marble  
Mines  
Ox teams  
Oxen  
Quarrying  

Place: Carrara (Italy)  
Italy  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.  

The famous Leaning Tower and venerable Cathedral--800 years old--Pisa. 2038 interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): The famous Leaning Tower and venerable Cathedral--800 years old--Pisa. 2038 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25899

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Similar to RSN 13545-13547 and 25900.

Copy and Version Identification Note
26

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Monuments -- Italy
Towers -- Italy

Culture: Leaning Tower (Pisa, Italy)
Place: Italy
Pisa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Three architectural gems--"fortunate in their solitude and society"--Baptistery, Cathedral and Campanile, Pisa. 2039 Interpositive, 1907

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Three architectural gems--"fortunate in their solitude and society"--Baptistery, Cathedral and Campanile, Pisa. 2039 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25901

Same as RSN 13548.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
23

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Campaniles -- Italy
Carriages -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Horses -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Towers -- Italy

Place: Italy
Pisa (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Florence--“flower of all cities; city of all flowers,” from San Miniato. 2041 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Florence--"flower of all cities; city of all flowers," from San Miniato. 2041 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25902

Similar to RSN 13550-13553 and 25903.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
27;0504

Names: S. Miniato al Monte (Church : Florence, Italy)

Topic: Flowers -- Italy
Gardens -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Parks -- Italy
Portraits

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Names: S. Miniato al Monte (Church: Florence, Italy)

Topic: Flowers -- Italy
Gardens -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Parks -- Italy
Portraits

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Palazzo Vecchio and Piazza Della Signoria--where Savonarola was imprisoned and burned--Florence. 2042 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Palazzo Vecchio and Piazza Della Signoria--where Savonarola was imprisoned and burned--Florence. 2042 Interpositive..

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25904

Similar to RSN 13554.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
29;67835

Names: Palazzo vecchio (Florence, Italy)

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy
Towers -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy
Piazza Della Signoria
Savonarola

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Duomo--"the very great Heart" of Florence (A.D. 1296-1562). 2044 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Duomo--"the very great Heart" of Florence (A.D. 1296-1562). 2044 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25905

Similar to RSN 13556, 13557 and 25906

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54]

Copy and Version Identification Note

28;0505

Names: Duomo (Florence, Italy)

Topic:
Architecture
Cathedrals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR

Place:
Florence (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
ITALY TOUR

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Michael Angelo's "David"--Academy, Florence, Italy--"work of his youth, pride of his old age." 2045 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4.)

Image(s): Michael Angelo's "David"--Academy, Florence, Italy--"work of his youth, pride of his old age." 2045 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25907

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Similar to RSN 13558 and 13559.

Copy and Version Identification Note
15

Names: Academy (Florence, Italy)
Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.
David, King of Israel

Topic: ITALY TOUR
Museums -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Tomb of Michael Angelo--"The Great Master"--Church of Santa Croce, Florence. 2046 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Tomb of Michael Angelo--"The Great Master"--Church of Santa Croce, Florence. 2046 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25908

Similar to RSN 13560.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
37

Names: Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646. Church of Santa Croce (Florence, Italy)

Topic: Art -- Italy Churches -- Catholic -- Italy -- Florence ITALY TOUR Tombs -- Italy

Place: Florence (Italy) Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Wrestlers, Venus de Medici, and Knife Grinder, three masterpieces in the Tribuna, Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 2047 interpositive

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4.)

Image(s): The Wrestlers, Venus de Medici, and Knife Grinder, three masterpieces in the Tribuna, Uffizi Gallery, Florence. 2047 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25909

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Similar to RSN 13561 and 13562.

Copy and Version Identification Note
31

Names: Uffizi Gallery (Florence, Italy)

Topic: Art -- Italy Galleries -- Italy ITALY TOUR Knife Grinder (Sculpture) Museums -- Italy Sculptures -- Italy Venus de Medici (Sculpture) Wrestlers (Sculpture)

Place: Florence (Italy)
Italy
Tribuna

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Vecchio Bridge and the River Arno, Florence. [Active no. 2049 : half-stereo interpositive.], 1905
1 Item (3-1/4 x 3-1/4"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25910
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].
Similar to RSN 13565 and 13566. Other numbers: 33; 68153.

Topic: Bridges -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Rivers -- Italy

Place: Arno River (Italy)
Florence (Italy)
Italy
Ponte Vecchio (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Glimpse in the Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence--showing one of Raphael's famous Madonnas. 2050 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4"

Image(s): Glimpse in the Pitti Palace Gallery, Florence--showing one of Raphael's famous Madonnas. 2050 interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25911
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].
Similar to RSN 13567-13569
The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. 2052 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Milan Cathedral, one of the most splendid temples in the world. 2052 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25912

Similar to RSN 13570-13572. 20336-20338 and 25913.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].
Similar to RSN 13570-13572. 20336-20338 and 25912.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Horses -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Streetcars -- Italy

Place: Italy
Milan (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Cathedral, Milan--among its hundred spires. 2053 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Cathedral, Milan--among its hundred spires. 2053 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25914

Similar to RSN 13573-13575, 20339 and 59515.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
65.01363

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Streetcars -- Italy

Place: Italy
Milan (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Cathedral, Milan--among its hundred spires. 2053 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25915

Similar to RSN 13573-13575, 20339 and 59514. Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
66

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- Italy
       Cathedrals -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR

Place: Italy
       Milan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The old Roman "Ponte Pietro" and Castle of St. Pietro, Verona. 2054 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): The old Roman "Ponte Pietro" and Castle of St. Pietro, Verona. 2054 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25916

Similar to RSN 13576.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
39

Topic: Bridges -- Italy
       Castles -- Italy
       ITALY TOUR

Place: Italy
       Ponte Pietro (Italy)
       St. Pietro Castle (Italy)
       Verona (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Roman Amphitheatre, Verona, Italy--erected A.D. 260--second only to the Colosseum. 2055 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25917

Similar to RSN 13577 and 13578
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165]

Copy and Version Identification Note
40

Topic:
- Amphitheaters
- ITALY TOUR
- Portraits
- Roman Amphitheatre (Verona, Italy)
- Ruins -- Italy -- Verona

Place:
- Italy
- Verona

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in thy nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. 2056 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in thy nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. 2056 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25918

Similar to RSN 13579-13581, 20340, 20341 and 25919.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Names:
- Doge's Palace (Venice, Italy)

Topic:
- Architecture -- Italy
- Bell towers -- Italy
- Boats -- Italy
- Campaniles -- Italy
- Canals -- Italy
- Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Italy

Place:  Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in thy nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. 2056 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Venice--"White swan of cities, slumbering in thy nest"--Campanile, Doge's Palace and Prison. 2056 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25919

Similar to RSN 13579-13581, 20340, 20341 and 25918.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
46

Names:  Doge's Palace (Venice, Italy)
Topic:  Architecture -- Italy
Bell towers -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Campaniles -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Italy

Place:  Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Lion of Venice. [Active no. 2057 : black-and-white interpositive.]
1 Item (3-1/4 x 3-1/4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25920

Similar to RSN 13582.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Orig. no. 48.

Names: Doge's Palace (Venice, Italy)
Topic: Architecture -- Italy
         Bell towers -- Italy
         Boats -- Italy
         Campaniles -- Italy
         Canals -- Italy
         Gondolas -- Italy
         ITALY TOUR
         Palaces -- Italy

Place: Italy
       Lion of Venice (Doge's Palace, Venice, Italy)
       Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

San Marco, Venice--"An oriental poem in marble, mosaic and gold." [Active no. 2058 : half-stereo interpositive,], 1898
1 Item (3-1/4 x 3-1/4")
Image(s): San Marco, Venice--"An oriental poem in marble, mosaic and gold." [Active no. 2058 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25921

Similar to RSN 13583 and 13584. Orig. no. 50.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Names: Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy)
Topic: Architecture -- Italy
         Birds -- Italy
         Cathedrals -- Italy
         ITALY TOUR
         Pigeons -- Italy
         Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy
       Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy)
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Interior of San Marco Cathedral, Venice. [Active no. 2059 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (3-1/4 x 3-1/4"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25922

Similar to RSN 13585. Orig. no. 51.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Names: Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy)

Topic: Architecture, Italian
      Cathedrals -- Italy
      ITALY TOUR
      Interior architecture

Place: Italy
      Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy)
      Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060 Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060 Interpositive 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25923

Similar to RSN 13586-13589, 25924 and 25925.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].
Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060 Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060 Interpositive 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25924

Similar to RSN 13586-13589, 25923 and 25925.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060 Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Bridge of Sighs, Venice, Italy--between a palace and a prison. 2060 Interpositive 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly
Local Numbers
RSN 25925

Similar to RSN 13586-13589, 25923 and 25924.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
47

Topic:
Boats -- Italy
Bridges -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR

Place:
Bridge of Sighs (Venice, Italy)
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

"The Bride of the Sea," a view from the Campanile, Venice. 2061 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): "The Bride of the Sea," a view from the Campanile, Venice. 2061 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25926

Similar to RSN 13590 and 13591.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Topic:
Canals -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Portraits -- Italy
Ports -- Italy

Place:
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Grand Canal, Venice. 2062 Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): The Grand Canal, Venice. 2062 Interpositive 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25927

Same as RSN 13592, 13593 and 25928.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
Serial #114

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR

Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Grand Canal, Venice. 2062 Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): The Grand Canal, Venice. 2062 Interpositive 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 25928

Same as RSN 13592, 13593 and 25927.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
44

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR

Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Rialto, Grand Canal, Venice. 2063 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): The Rialto, Grand Canal, Venice. 2063 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 25929

Similar to RSN 13595.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].

Copy and Version Identification Note
42

Topic: Boats -- Italy
Bridges -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR

Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
Italy
Rialto (Italy)
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Palazza Ca d'Oro, Grand Canal—the mediaeval home of a "Merchant of Venice." 2064 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Palazzo Ca d'Oro, Grand Canal--the mediaeval home of a "Merchant of Venice." 2064 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25930

Similar to RSN 13596-13598 and 25931.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0513

Names: Palazzo Ca d'Oro (Venice, Italy)
Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Boats -- Italy
Canals -- Italy
Gondolas -- Italy
ITALY TOUR
Palaces -- Italy

Place: Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)
Italy
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Palazzo Ca d'Oro, Grand Canal--the mediaeval home of a "Merchant of Venice." 2064 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Palazzo Ca d'Oro, Grand Canal--the mediaeval home of a "Merchant of Venice." 2064 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 25931

Similar to RSN 13596-13598 and 25930.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [165].
Copy and Version Identification Note

43

Names: \(\text{Palazzo Ca d'Oro (Venice, Italy)}\)

Topic: \(\text{Architecture -- Italy}\
\text{Boats -- Italy}\
\text{Canals -- Italy}\
\text{Gondolas -- Italy}\
\text{ITALY TOUR}\
\text{Palaces -- Italy}\

Place: \(\text{Grand Canal (Venice, Italy)}\
\text{Italy}\
\text{Venice (Italy)}\

Genre/Form: \(\text{Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass}\

At the Holy Father's door--sunshine and shadow under a lofty portal of the Vatican, Rome. 2075 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): At the Holy Father's door--sunshine and shadow under a lofty portal of the Vatican, Rome, 2075 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 25932

Same as RSN 13602.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Names: \(\text{Pius, Pope, X,}\

Topic: \(\text{Architecture -- Vatican}\
\text{Cathedrals -- Vatican}\
\text{Entrances -- Vatican}\
PILGRIMAGE TO SEE PIUS X.\

Place: \(\text{Italy}\
\text{Rome (Italy)}\
\text{Vatican}\

Genre/Form: \(\text{Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass}\

Milking goats in the streets of Naples. 2116 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Milking goats in the streets of Naples. 2116 Interpositive 1907
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25933
Similar to RSN 13627
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [171]

Topic: Goats
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Milk
Streets

Place: Italy
Naples (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Where the waves and mountains meet," Positano, Southern Italy. 2123 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): "Where the waves and mountains meet," Positano, Southern Italy. 2123 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25934
Similar to RSN 13631
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [171]

Topic: ITALY--Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Italy
Portraits
Seacoasts

Place: Italy
Positano

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portofino, a picturesque hamlet on the Mediterranean coast—near Genoa. 2126 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Portofino, a picturesque hamlet on the Mediterranean coast—near Genoa. 2126 Interpositive 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25935

Similar to RSN 13633

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [171].

Topic: ITALY--Miscellaneous
Mountains -- Italy
Portraits
Sailboats
Seacoasts

Place: Italy
Mediterranean
Portofino

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Hauling marble from a marble sawmill to the station—famous quarries of Carrara. 2134 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Hauling marble from a marble sawmill to the station—famous quarries of Carrara. 2134 Interpositive 1896
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25936

Similar to RSN 13636

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [171].

Topic: Cattle
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Marble
Mountains -- Italy
Ox teams
Oxen
Quarrying

Place: Carrara (Italy)
Italy

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Gems.] 213? Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25937

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Gems

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Michael Angelo's unfinished Tomb of Lorenzo de Medici, Florence. 2146 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4.)

Image(s): Michael Angelo's unfinished Tomb of Lorenzo de Medici, Florence. 2146 interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25938

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [171].

Same as RSN 13645.

Names: Buonarroti, Michelangelo, 1568-1646.

Topic: Art -- Italy
Galleries -- Italy
ITALY--Miscellaneous
Museums -- Italy
Palaces -- Italy
Sculptures -- Italy
Tombs -- Italy
Place: Florence (Italy)
      Italy
      Tomb of Lorenzo de Medici

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Venetian Lion, in the Piazzette--from the Lagoon, Venice. 2152 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The Venetian Lion, in the Piazzette--from the Lagoon, Venice. 2152 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Littleton View Co., Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25939

Similar to RSN 13648 and 13649.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Topic: Architecture -- Italy
       Boats -- Italy
       Canals -- Italy
       Gondolas -- Italy
       ITALY--Miscellaneous
       Lions -- Italy
       Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy
       Piazzette
       Venetian Lion
       Venice (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Basilica di San Marco, Venice, Italy, Active no. 2159 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25940

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74].

Names: Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy)
Topic: Architecture -- Italy
Birds -- Italy
Cathedrals -- Italy
Children -- Italy -- 1890-1920.
Pigeons -- Italy
Plazas -- Italy

Place: Italy
Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy)
Venice (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Guard mount in the Plaza de Armas, Royal Palace, Madrid. [Active no. 2180 : interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Guard mount in the Plaza de Armas, Royal Palace, Madrid. [Active no. 2180 : interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25941

Similar to RSN 13663 and 13664.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Orig. no. 838.

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Horses -- Spain
Military -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
Parades -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Madrid (Spain)
Plaza de Armas
Royal Palace
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Cibeles Fountain and Bank of Spain--looking (W.S.W.) up Calle Alcala, Madrid. No. 2183 : interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Cibeles Fountain and Bank of Spain--looking (W.S.W.) up Calle Alcala, Madrid. No. 2183 : interpositive, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25942

Similar to RSN 13668, 13669 and 20342.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Names: Bank of Spain
Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Fountains -- Spain
       Horses -- Spain
       Military -- Spain
       Plazas -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR
       Streets -- Spain

Place: Calle Alcala (Madrid, Spain)
       Cibeles Fountain (Madrid, Spain)
       Madrid (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/ Form: Interpositives

The Alhambra and the Sierra Nevada (S.S.E.) from San Cristobal Church, Granada. 2203 Interpositive, 1900

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Alhambra and the Sierra Nevada (S.S.E.) from San Cristobal Church, Granada. 2203 Interpositive 1900

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25943

Similar to RSN 13692-13694

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].
Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Topic: Architecture
Mountains -- Spain
Palaces
Portraits
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Sierra Nevada
Spain -- Granada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Court of the Lions--silent but magnificent testimony to long departed grandeur--Alhambra, Granada. 2209 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Court of the Lions--silent but magnificent testimony to long departed grandeur--Alhambra, Granada. 2209 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25944

Similar to RSN 13703-13705.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note

867

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)
Court of the Lions (Alhambra, Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
Castles -- Spain
Palaces -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

Place: Granada (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Walls and towers of the Alhambra, on the majestic bank of the Darro River (looking S.W.), Granada. 2214 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Walls and towers of the Alhambra, on the majestic bank of the Darro River (looking S.W.), Granada. 2214 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25945

Same as RSN 13712.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [170].

Names: Alhambra (Granada, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain

Castles -- Spain

Palaces -- Spain

SPAIN TOUR

Place: Darro River (Granada, Spain)

Granada (Spain)

Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From the Banquet Hall of the Moors into the Hall of the Ambassadors, Alcazar, Seville. 2228 Interpositive

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): From the Banquet Hall of the Moors into the Hall of the Ambassadors, Alcazar, Seville. 2228 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25946

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [170].

Copy and Version Identification Note

13

Names: Alcazar (Seville, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain

Castles -- Spain

Palaces -- Spain

SPAIN TOUR

Place: Moors (Spain)

Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cadiz and its Cathedral, looking southeast from "Torre de Vigia," (Watch-Tower) over the sea. 2238 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cadiz and its Cathedral, looking southeast from "Torre de Vigia," (Watch-Tower) over the sea. 2238 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25947

Similar to RSN 13941, 13943, 13944 and 20343.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Names: Cadiz Cathedral (Cadiz, Spain)

Topic: Architecture -- Spain
       Cathedrals -- Spain
       Oceans -- Spain
       Ports -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR

Place: Cadiz (Spain)
       Spain
       Torre de Vigia

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Under a canopy of grapes--picking, sorting and packing the famous "Malagas" for export, Malaga. [Active no. 2247 : interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Under a canopy of grapes--picking, sorting and packing the famous "Malagas" for export, Malaga. [Active no. 2247 : interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25948

Similar to RSN 13753 and 13754.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Orig. no. 907.

**Topic:** Grapes
SPAIN TOUR
Vineyards
Wine and wine making

**Place:** Malaga
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The old aqueduct (of Trajan's time), the most important Roman structure in Spain, Segovia. 2265 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The old aqueduct (of Trajan's time), the most important Roman structure in Spain, Segovia. 2265 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25949

Similar to RSN 13772 and 13773.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

**Topic:** Aqueducts -- Spain
Ruins -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR

**Place:** Segovia (Spain)
Spain

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Harvesting wheat in the Basque Province of Guipúzcoa, Northern Spain 2272 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Harvesting wheat in the Basque Province of Guip(acute)uzcoa, Northern Spain 2272 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25950

Similar to RSN 13779-13781.
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
930;8124

Topic: Agriculture -- Spain
      Harvesting -- Spain
      SPAIN TOUR
      Wheat -- Spain

Place: Basques
       Guipuzcoa (Spain)
       Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Viscaya Bridge across Nervion River and its Flying Ferry at
Portugalete, on Harbor of Bilbao. 2276 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Viscaya Bridge across Nervion River and its Flying Ferry at
Portugalete, on Harbor of Bilbao. 2276 interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25951

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].
Similar to RSN 13783, 13785 and 20345.

Copy and Version Identification Note
934

Names: Flying Ferry (Bilbao, Spain)

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
       Ferries -- Spain
       Harbors -- Spain
       Rivers -- Spain
       SPAIN TOUR
       Transportation

Place: Bilbao (Spain)
       Nervion River (Spain)
       Portugalete (Vizcaya, Spain)
       Spain
Viscaya Bridge (Spain)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The "espada" (swordsman) meeting the plunging bull, buries his sword in his shoulder, Bull fight, Seville. No. 2285: interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The "espada" (swordsman) meeting the plunging bull, buries his sword in his shoulder, Bull fight, Seville. No. 2285: interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25952

Same as RSN 13791.

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note

5860

Topic: Arenas -- Spain
Athletics -- Spain
Bullfighters -- Spain
Bullfights -- Spain
Bulls -- Spain
Crowds -- Spain
SPAIN, BULL FIGHT
Sports -- Spain
Stadia -- Spain

Place: Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A street scene in Madeira. 2297 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25953

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [74]

Topic: Carts
Cattle
Ox teams
Oxen
SPAIN TOUR
Streets

Place: Madeira Islands
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 2300 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mountains.] 2300 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25954

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Boats -- Spain
Mountains -- Spain
Villages -- Spain
Waterscapes -- Spain

Place: Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Castle of St. George and city from the Tagus, Lisbon. 2305 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Castle of St. George and city from the Tagus, Lisbon. 2305 interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25955

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Similar to RSN 13797, 13798 and 20346.

Copy and Version Identification Note
950

Topic: Castles -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Portraits
Ports -- Portugal
Rivers -- Portugal

Place: Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal
St. George Castle (Portugal)
Tagus River (Portugal)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Long walk along the old aqueduct--built 1729-49--which supplies the city with water, Lisbon. 2316 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Long walk along the old aqueduct--built 1729-49--which supplies the city with water, Lisbon. 2316 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25956

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 13808.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122

Topic: Aqueducts -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Valleys -- Portugal
Walkways -- Portugal

Place: Alcantara Valley (Lisbon, Portugal)
Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The water course, inside the aqueduct (1729-49) which brings water from 15 miles away, Lisbon. 2317 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The water course, inside the aqueduct (1729-49) which brings water from 15 miles away, Lisbon. 2317 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Abbegg, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25957

Similar to RSN 13809 and 13810
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [177]

Copy and Version Identification Note
962

Topic: Aqueducts
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Lisbon (Portugal)
Portugal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Tomb of Dom Vasco da Gama, the great discoverer, Sao Jeronymo Convent, Belem, near Lisbon. 2320 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): Tomb of Dom Vasco da Gama, the great discoverer, Sao Jeronymo Convent, Belem, near Lisbon. 2320 Interpositive,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25958

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [177],

Copy and Version Identification Note
19

Topic: Convents -- Portugal
PORTUGAL TOUR
Sculptures -- Portugal
Tombs -- Portugal

Place: Belem (Portugal)
Portugal
Sao Jeronymo Convent (Portugal)
St. Jerome
Vasco da Gama Tomb (Portugal)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The court and beautiful cloisters, the glory of Sao Jeronymo Convent, Belem, near Lisbon. 2322 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25959

Similar to RSN 13815 and 13816

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54]

Copy and Version Identification Note
967

Topic: Architecture
Convents
PORTUGAL TOUR

Place: Belem (Portugal)
Portugal
Sao Jeronymo Convent
St. Jerome

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Parthenon, N.W. from the Temple of the Olympian Zeus, Athens. 2371 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Parthenon, N.W. from the Temple of the Olympian Zeus, Athens. 2371 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25960

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Same as RSN 13850, 20348 and 25961.

Copy and Version Identification Note
84691
The Parthenon, N.W. from the Temple of the Olympian Zeus, Athens. Active no. 2371. Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): The Parthenon, N.W. from the Temple of the Olympian Zeus, Athens. Active no. 2371. Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25961

Same as RSN 13850, 20348 and 25960.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
16;26

Vervakeion statuette--model of marvelous gold and ivory statue of Athene, Parthenon, Athens. [Active no. 2391 : interpositive.]
1 Item (3-1/4 x 4-1/4 in.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25962

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [177].

Orig. no. 15.

Topic: Athene (Greek deity)
GREECE TOUR
Ivory
Museums -- Greece
Sculptures -- Greece
statues -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Parthenon
Vervakeion

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The beautiful Hermes of Andros, National Museum, Athens. 2394 interpositive, 1907

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4.)

Image(s): The beautiful Hermes of Andros, National Museum, Athens. 2394 interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25963

Same as RSN 13878 [The Hermes found at Olympia] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
34;109741

Names: National Museum (Athens, Greece)

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Hermes (Greek deity)
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Andros (Greece)
      Athens (Greece)
      Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ruins of second portico, Eleusis (founded A.D. 117-138), 2401 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ruins of second portico, Eleusis (founded A.D. 117-138), 2401 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Douglass, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25964

Similar to RSN 13883.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [74].

Topic: GREECE TOUR
      Ruins -- Greece

Place: Eleusis (Greece)
      Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Galleries of Tiryns--most ancient and noted examples of Cyclopean style of building, 2408 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Galleries of Tiryns--most ancient and noted examples of Cyclopean style of building, 2408 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25965

Similar to RSN 13889 [Ancient Fortress Greece] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [177]

Topic: Fortification -- Greece
      GREECE TOUR
Galleries -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece

Place: Cyclops
Greece
Tiryns (Extinct city)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Temple of Hera, ancient and revered shrine of Olympia--S.W. from Exedra of Herodes. 2422 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Temple of Hera, ancient and revered shrine of Olympia--S.W. from Exedra of Herodes. 2422 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25966

Similar to RSN 13903.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [177].

Copy and Version Identification Note
20

Topic:
Exedra of Herodes (Olympia, Greece)
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Temple of Hera (Olympia, Greece)
Temples -- Greece

Place:
Greece
Olympia (Greece)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

The Acropolis, site of the ancient temples of famous Sparta (S.W.), scene of glory and power. [Caption no. 2435 : non-stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (3-1/4 x 4-1/4"

Image(s): The Acropolis, site of the ancient temples of famous Sparta (S.W.), scene of glory and power. [Caption no. 2435 : non-stereo interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass plate.
Local Numbers
RSN 25967


Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74]. 8; 69630 (other associated numbers).

Topic: GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples, Greek

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
Athens (Greece) -- 1900-1910
Greece -- 1900-1910
Mount Olympus
Sparta (Ancient city)

Genre/ Interpositives
Form: Topographical views -- Greece

Temple of Neptune, god of the sea, on Cape Colonna (Sunium) west. 2441 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Temple of Neptune, god of the sea, on Cape Colonna (Sunium) west. 2441 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25968

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74].

Names: Neptune Temple (Cape Sunium, Greece)

Topic: Capes -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Islands -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Seacoasts -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Ákrita Sounion (Greece)
Ákrita Sounion (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form: 

The Temple, decaying remnant of old Corinth's glory--S. to Arco-Corinth. 2444 Interpositive, 1905
Image(s): The Temple, decaying remnant of old Corinth's glory--S. to Arco-Corinth. 2444 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25970

Similar to RSN 13929, 13930 and 25969.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74].

Topic:
Columns -- Greece
Corinth Temple (Corinth, Greece)
Cows -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place:
Arco-Corinth
Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The famous spring of Pirene--recently excavated--S. to Acro-Corinth.
[Active no. 2445 : half-stereo interpositive], 1905

Image(s): The famous spring of Pirene--recently excavated--S. to Acro-Corinth. [Active no. 2445 : half-stereo interpositive], 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25971

Similar to RSN 13933.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74].

Orig. nlo. 37

Topic:
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Greece
GREECE TOUR
Ruins -- Greece
Springs -- Greece

**Place:**
- Acro-Corinth (Greece)
- Greece
- Pirene (Greece)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Castalian Fountain, where pilgrims bathed before consulting the Oracle, Delphi. 2450 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

*Image(s):* Castalian Fountain, where pilgrims bathed before consulting the Oracle, Delphi. 2450 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 25972

Similar to RSN 13939.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74].

**Copy and Version Identification Note**
- 30

**Topic:**
- Formations (Geology)
- Fountains -- Greece
- GREECE TOUR
- Ruins -- Greece

**Place:**
- Castalian Fountain (Greece)
- Delphi (Greece)
- Greece
- Oracle of Apollo (Delphi, Greece)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mt. Olympus (9,754 feet) N., on whose snow-clad summit dwelt the gods.
2459 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s):* Mt. Olympus (9,754 feet) N., on whose snow-clad summit dwelt the gods. 2459 Interpositive 1903

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25973

Same as RSN 13947
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
30

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Topic: GREECE TOUR
Place: Greece

North over Phersala and the plain where Caesar defeated Pompei (B.C. 48). 2461 Interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): North over Phersala and the plain where Caesar defeated Pompei (B.C. 48). 2461 Interpositive 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25974

Same as RSN 13950
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54]

Copy and Version Identification Note
6288

Names: Caesar
Pompey

Topic: Battlefields
GREECE TOUR
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Place: Greece

Box 296 RSN Numbers 25975-26080
Image(s)

Vale of Tempe, the "River of Dreams"--between Mts. Olympus and Ossa.
2466 interpositive, 1904
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Vale of Tempe, the "River of Dreams"--between Mts. Olympus and Ossa. 2466 interpositive 1904.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25975

Similar to RSN 13955.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
69924

Topic: Fishing
GREECE TOUR
Mountains -- Greece
Rivers -- Greece

Place: Greece
Mt Ossa (Greece)
Mt. Olympus (Greece)
River of Dreams
Vale of Tempe

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A meat shop on horseback, by an old Roman Archway, Salonica, Turkey.
2468 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): A meat shop on horseback, by an old Roman Archway, Salonica, Turkey. 2468 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25976

Similar to RSN 13958.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Arches -- Turkey
GREECE TOUR
Markets -- Turkey
Roman Archway (Salonica, Turkey)

Streets -- Turkey

Place: Salonica (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Algeria, possibly.] 2511 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Algeria, possibly.] 2511 Interpositive 1910
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25977

Similar to RSN 13967
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54]

Topic: Streets
Place: Algeria
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[ Possibly Algeria.] 2512 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Possibly Algeria.] 2512 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25978

Similar to RSN 13968.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Children -- Algeria
Dwellings -- Algeria
Portraits -- Algeria
Place: Algeria
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Algeria, possibly.] 2514 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Algeria, possibly.] 2514 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25980

Similar to RSN 13969.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Children -- Algeria
Place: Algeria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Algeria, possibly.] 2515 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Algeria, possibly.] 2515 interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25981

Similar to RSN 13970.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Dwellings -- Algeria
Tea -- Algeria
Place: Algeria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Cairo, looking S.W. across city to Pyramids that furnished stone for many of its buildings. 2521 Interpositive, 1897
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cairo, looking S.W. across city to Pyramids that furnished stone for many of its buildings. 2521 Interpositive 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25982

Similar to RSN 13975, 13976, 25983 and 28001.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1037

Topic: EGYPT TOUR
Horses -- Egypt
Minarets -- Egypt
Mosques -- Egypt
Portraits -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Cairo, looking S.W. across city to Pyramids that furnished stone for many of its buildings. 2521 Interpositive, 1897

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Cairo, looking S.W. across city to Pyramids that furnished stone for many of its buildings. 2521 Interpositive 1897.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25983

Similar to RSN 13975, 13976, 25982 and 28001.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: EGYPT TOUR
Horses -- Egypt
Minarets -- Egypt
Mosques -- Egypt
Portraits -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Place: Cairo (Egypt)  
Egypt  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

A "Ship of the desert" passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. 2522 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A "Ship of the desert" passing tombs of bygone Moslem rulers outside east wall of Cairo. 2522 Interpositive 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25984

Similar to RSN 13977-13980, 20352 and 20353.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:
Camels -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Mosques -- Egypt
Tombs -- Egypt
Transportation -- Egypt
Walls -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)  
Egypt  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The stela of Amenophis III, raised by Merneptah and bearing the earliest mention of Israel--Cairo. 2531 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The stela of Amenophis III, raised by Merneptah and bearing the earliest mention of Israel--Cairo. 2531 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25985

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [59].

Similar to RSN 13992

Names: Amenophis, III
The road to the Pyramids—westward toward Gizeh, from near Cairo. 2533 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The road to the Pyramids—westward toward Gizeh, from near Cairo. 2533 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25986

Same as RSN 13994; similar to RSN 20354.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1038

King Khufu's tomb, the great Pyramid of Gizeh, and the sepulchres of his nobles (from N.W.). 2535 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): King Khufu's tomb, the great Pyramid of Gizeh, and the sepulchres of his nobles (from N.W.). 2535 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25987
Similar to RSN 20355 and 25988.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
1042

Names: Khufu, King of Egypt
Topic: Camels -- Egypt
       EGYPT TOUR
       Pyramids -- Egypt
       Tombs -- Egypt
Place: Egypt
       Gizeh (Egypt)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

King Khufu's tomb, the great Pyramid of Gizeh, and the sepulchres of his nobles (from N.W.). 2535 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): King Khufu's tomb, the great Pyramid of Gizeh, and the sepulchres of his nobles (from N.W.). 2535 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25988

Similar to RSN 20355 and 25987.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [74].

Names: Khufu, King of Egypt
Topic: Camels -- Egypt
       EGYPT TOUR
       Pyramids -- Egypt
       Tombs -- Egypt
Place: Egypt
       Gizeh (Egypt)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking up the N.E. corner of the Great Pyramid where tourists ascend.
(Look upwards.) 2536 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Looking up the N.E. corner of the Great Pyramid where tourists ascend. (Look upwards.) 2536 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25989

Similar to RSN 13995 [Made by ABH] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0428

Topic: EGYPT TOUR
Great Pyramid (Egypt)
Pyramids -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From the summit of the Great Pyramid E. over the Valley of the Nile. 2537 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): From the summit of the Great Pyramid E. over the Valley of the Nile. 2537 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25990

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0429

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: EGYPT TOUR
Great Pyramid (Egypt)
Pyramids -- Egypt
Valleys -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Nile Valley

Second Pyramid with crown of original casing masonry, S.W. from summit of Great Pyramid. 2538 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Second Pyramid with crown of original casing masonry, S.W. from summit of Great Pyramid. 2538 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25991
Same as RSN 20356.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].
Copy and Version Identification Note
1117
Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Topic:
EGYPT TOUR
Pyramids -- Egypt
Valleys -- Egypt
Place:
Egypt

Looking down the main passage leading to Khufu's sepulchre within the Great Pyramid. 2541 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Looking down the main passage leading to Khufu's sepulchre within the Great Pyramid. 2541 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 25992
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].
Copy and Version Identification Note
0432
Names:
Khufu, King of Egypt
Topic:
EGYPT TOUR
Great Pyramid (Egypt)
Pyramids -- Egypt
Tombs -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ruins of the granite temple by the Sphinx, with the Great Pyramid of Gizeh at the N.W. [Active no. 2543 : interpositive.], 1907

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Ruins of the granite temple by the Sphinx, with the Great Pyramid of Gizeh at the N.W. [Active no. 2543 : interpositive.] 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25993

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54]. Orig. no. 1116.

Topic:
Camels -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Great Pyramid (Egypt)
Pyramids -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.
Sculptures -- Egypt
Temples -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Gizeh (Egypt)
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Watching a sand whirlwind from top of Hawara Pyramid (view S.E. to Pyramid of Illahun). 2551 Interpositive, 1907

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Watching a sand whirlwind from top of Hawara Pyramid (view S.E. to Pyramid of Illahun). 2551 Interpositive 1907.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25994

Same as RSN 20358 [Made by AL] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].
An Egyptian shaduf, the oldest of well-sweeps, lifting the Nile waters to the thirsty fields. [Active no. 2552 : Interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25995

Same as RSN 13997.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Orig. no. 1095.

Topic: EGYPT TOUR
Irrigation
Place: Egypt
Nile River -- Egypt
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Thou shalt not muzzle the ox when he treadeth out the corn"--threshing in modern Egypt. 2554 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Thou shalt not muzzle the ox when he treadeth out the corn"--threshing in modern Egypt. 2554 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25996
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54],

Copy and Version Identification Note

0440

Topic: Agriculture -- Egypt
Camels -- Egypt
Corn -- Egypt
Cows -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Harvesting -- Egypt

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Egypt

The most beautiful colonade [colonnade] in Egypt--S. across court of Amemhopet III, Luxor Temple, Thebes. [Active no. 2567 : half-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 25997

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Orig. no. 0453.

Names: Amenhotep, King of Egypt, III
Luxor Temple (Luxor, Egypt)

Topic: Columns -- Egypt
Cows -- Egypt
Donkeys -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Ruins -- Egypt.
Temples -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Luxor (Egypt)
Thebes (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking down (N.E.) upon the Island of Philae and its temples from the Island of Bigeh. 2607 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looking down (N.E.) upon the Island of Philae and its temples from the Island of Bigeh. 2607 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25998

Similar to RSN 20359-20361.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:
Boats -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Islands -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.
Temples -- Egypt

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:
Bigeh (Egypt)
Egypt
Philae

The Nilometer (measurer of inundations), Island of Elephante, first cataract. [Active no. 2603 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 25999

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

0485

Topic:
Boats -- Egypt
Children -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Islands -- Egypt
Rivers -- Egypt
Stairways -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt
Elephantine Island (Nile River, Egypt)
First Cataract (Nile River, Egypt)
Nile River -- Egypt
Looking down river across front of Abu Simbel temple, from the sand-drift at north. [Active no. 2613 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26000
Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Orig. no. 0494.

Names: Abu Simbel Temple (Egypt)
Topic: Boats -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Rivers -- Egypt
Sands -- Egypt
Sculptures -- Egypt
Temples -- Egypt
Place: Egypt
Nile River -- Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 2619 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 2619 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26001
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Crowds
Streets
Place: Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 2623 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 2623 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26002

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Portraits
Place: Egypt
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 2626 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 2626 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26003

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bands (Music)
Crowds
Horses
Music
Restaurants
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Line of boats on river.] 2633 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Line of boats on river.] 2633 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26004

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].
[Dock scene.] 2637 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 2637 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26005
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

[Children.] 2641 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 2641 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26006
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

1. [Pyramid.] 2644 Interpositive
   
   Image(s): [Pyramid.] 2644 Interpositive.
   
   Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   
   English.
   
   Silver gelatin on glass.

   Local Numbers
   
   RSN 26007

   Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

   Topic: Donkeys -- Egypt
   
   Oases -- Egypt
   
   Palm trees -- Egypt
   
   Pyramids -- Egypt

   Place: Egypt

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

2. [Camels.] 2655 Interpositive
   
   Image(s): [Camels.] 2655 Interpositive.
   
   Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   
   English.
   
   Silver gelatin on glass.

   Local Numbers
   
   RSN 26008

   Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

   Topic: Camels -- Egypt
   
   Palm trees -- Egypt
   
   Transportation -- Egypt

   Place: Egypt

   Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

3. [Camel.] 2658 Interpositive
   
   Image(s): [Camel.] 2658 Interpositive.
   
   Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   
   English.
   
   Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26009

AC0143-0026009 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
      Palm trees -- Egypt
      Transportation -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tomb.] 2659 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Tomb.] 2659 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26010

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Portraits
      Tombs
      hieroglyphics

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family groups in front of palm trees in Egypt.] 2660 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family groups in front of palm trees in Egypt.] 2660 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26011

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Dogs -- Egypt
      Family -- Egypt
      Palm trees -- Egypt
      Parks -- Egypt
Tents -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Large family group seated outside in Egypt.] 2661 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Large family group seated outside in Egypt.] 2661 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26012

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Same as RSN 26013.

Topic: Children -- Egypt
      Family -- Egypt
      Tents -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Large family group seated outside in Egypt.] 2663 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Large family group seated outside in Egypt.] 2663 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26013

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Same as RSN 26012.

Topic: Children -- Egypt
      Family -- Egypt
      Tents -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young student groups seated outdoors in Egypt.] 2663 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Young student groups seated outdoors in Egypt.] 2663 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26014
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:
Children -- Egypt
Education -- Egypt
Schools -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Camel.] 2673 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Camel.] 2673 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26015
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Architecture -- Egypt
Camels -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.

Place: Egypt
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Camel.] 2678 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Camel.] 2678 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26016
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Topic: Architecture -- Egypt
Camels -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 2680 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 2680 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26017
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology) -- Egypt
Laborers -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.
Sculptures -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 2681 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 2681 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26018
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Ruins -- Egypt.
hieroglyphics -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 2685 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 2685 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26019
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:
- Art -- Egypt
- Ruins -- Egypt.
- Sculptures -- Egypt
- Temples -- Egypt

Place:
- Egypt

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monumental arch in Egypt.] 2688 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Monumental arch in Egypt.] 2688 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26021
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].
The great dam across the Nile at Assuan--the most gigantic masonry of modern times. [Active no. 2695 : non-stereo interpositive,] 1902

Image(s): The great dam across the Nile at Assuan--the most gigantic masonry of modern times. [Active no. 2695 : non-stereo interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26023

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Same as RSN 14003.

Orig. no. 1122.

Topic: Dams -- Egypt
       EGYPT--Miscellaneous
       Rivers -- Egypt
Place: Aswan Dam (Egypt)
Egypt
Nile River -- Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 2697 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 2697 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26024

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Art -- Egypt
Children -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.
Sculptures -- Egypt
Hieroglyphics -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 2698 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children.] 2698 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26025

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Children -- Egypt
Cows -- Egypt
Palm trees -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children on rustic wooden Ferris wheel in Africa.] 2702 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children on rustic wooden Ferris wheel in Africa.] 2702 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26026
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Children -- Africa
Machinery -- Africa
Recreation -- Africa

Place: Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Magician.] 2704 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Magician.] 2704 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26027
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Coins
Magicians
Portraits

Place: Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 2705 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 2705 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26028
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].
The General Post Office and Adderly Street--looking west--Cape Town.  
2712 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): The General Post Office and Adderly Street--looking west--Cape Town. 2712 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 26029  
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

A moment from the cares of State--His Excellency Sir Alfred Milner, Cape Town. 2713 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 26030  
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54]
[Harbor scene.] 2714 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 2714 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26031
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Harbors
Harbors
Portraits

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Landscape.] ? Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Landscape.] ? Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26032
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2027

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- South Africa
Portraits

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: South Africa

[Interior view.] ? Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26033

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0361

Place: South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Exterior of factory.] 2730 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Exterior of factory.] 2730 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26034

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Factories -- South Africa
Machinery -- South Africa
Place: South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overview of city homes.] 2731 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Overview of city homes.] 2731 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26035

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Dwellings -- South Africa
Homes -- South Africa
Portraits -- South Africa
Place: South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Landscape.] 2735 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 2735 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26036

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Topic: Rocks
Place: South Africa

[Diamonds.] 2736 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Diamonds.] 2736 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26037

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Diamonds?
Place: South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

In the Kaffir Quarter of Hanover, Cape Colony. 2748 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): In the Kaffir Quarter of Hanover, Cape Colony. 2748 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26038

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA
Portraits -- South Africa
Villages -- South Africa
Water -- South Africa

Place:
British South Africa
Cape Colony (South Africa)
Hanover (Cape Colony, South Africa)
Kaffir Quarter (Hanover, Cape Colony, South Africa)

Genre/
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

A conspicuous inhabitant of the Great Karoo, Cape Colony. 2750
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26039

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54]

Topic:
BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA
Birds
Ostriches

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place:
British South Africa
Cape Colony (South Africa)
Great Karoo (South Africa)

Landscape.] 2751 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Landscape.] 2751 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26040

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:
Birds
Ostriches

Genre/
Landscapes (representations)
Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place:
British South Africa
Cape Colony (South Africa)
Great Karoo (South Africa)

[Street scene.] 2753 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 2753 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26041
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Huts -- South Africa
Streets -- South Africa
Villages -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Port scene.] 2754 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Port scene.] 2754 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26042
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Africa?
Boats and boating
Harbors
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Training for war--a Zulu rush. 2762 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 26043

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Topic: Armed Forces
Training
ZULULAND
Place: Zululand (South Africa)

[Ceremony.] 2763 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 2763 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26044

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Ceremonies -- South Africa
Huts -- South Africa
Villages -- South Africa
Place: South Africa
Zululand (South Africa)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2766 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2766 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26045

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Ships -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2767 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2767 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26046
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Ships -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa
Place: British South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

South African Light Horse, coming down Adderley Street, to entrain for the front, Cape Town. 2773 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): South African Light Horse, coming down Adderley Street, to entrain for the front, Cape Town. 2773 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26047
Similar to RSN 26048.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2028

Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR
British-Boer War
Buildings -- South Africa
Carriages -- South Africa
South African Light Horse, coming down Adderly Street, to entrain for the front, Cape Town. 2773 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): South African Light Horse, coming down Adderly Street, to entrain for the front, Cape Town. 2773 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26048

Similar to RSN 26047.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

[War.] 2775 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [War.] 2775 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26049
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

**Topic:**
- British-Boer War
- Military -- South Africa
- Sailors -- South Africa
- Seamen -- South Africa
- Ships -- South Africa
- War -- South Africa

**Place:**
- British South Africa

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

Ambulance wagons receiving wounded from the front for Wynberg Hospital, Cape Town. Caption 2776 : glass interpositive

*1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”).*

**Image(s):** Ambulance wagons receiving wounded from the front for Wynberg Hospital, Cape Town. Caption 2776 : glass interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 26050

---

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

**Topic:**
- Ambulances
- Armed Forces
- BRITISH-BOER WAR
- British-Boer War
- Soldiers -- South Africa -- Capetown -- 1890-1920
- War
- War casualties

**Place:**
- British South Africa
- Cape Town (South Africa)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

---

[War.] 2777 Interpositive

*1 Item (4” x 5”)*

**Image(s):** [War.] 2777 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 26051

---

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].
Topic:  
British-Boer War  
Docks -- South Africa  
Military -- South Africa  
Piers -- South Africa  
Ships -- South Africa  
Soldiers -- South Africa  
War -- South Africa  
Wharves -- South Africa

Place:  
British South Africa

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2778 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [War.] 2778 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 26052  
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:  
British-Boer War  
Docks -- South Africa  
Military -- South Africa  
Piers -- South Africa  
Ships -- South Africa  
Soldiers -- South Africa  
War -- South Africa  
Wharves -- South Africa

Place:  
British South Africa

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2780 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [War.] 2780 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 26053  
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:  
British-Boer War  
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Parades -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Training -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2781 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2781 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26054
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Training -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2783 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2783 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26055
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Casualties -- South Africa
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Training -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2784 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2784 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26056
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
British-Boer War
Soldiers
Training
War
War casualties

Place: British South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2785 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2785 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26057
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
British-Boer War
Parades
Soldiers
Training
War

Place: British South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[War.] 2786 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2786 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26058
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Parades -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Training -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2787 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2787 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26059
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Parades -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Training -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2788 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2788 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26060
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Ships -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2789 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2789 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26061
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Training -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military doctors treat war casualty in hospital in South Africa. Active no. 2791 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26062

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
British-Boer War
Hospitals
Soldiers
War
War casualties

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2792 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2792 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26063

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
British-Boer War
Soldiers
War

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

How the Hindu camp servants bake bread, British camp, Naauwpoort.
[Active no. 2796 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26064

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
BRITISH-BOER WAR
Breadmaking
British-Boer War
Hinduism -- 1890-1920
Soldiers
War

Place: British South Africa
Naauwpooort (South Africa)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2797 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2797 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26065
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Guards -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Villages -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2799 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2799 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26066
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
British-Boer War
Soldiers
War
Place: British South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2800 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2800 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26067

Same as RSN 26068.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Camps -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Tents -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2800 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2800 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26068

Same as RSN 26067.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].
[War.] 2801 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2801 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26069

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Camps -- South Africa
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Tents -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2802 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2802 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26070

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2803 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2803 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26071

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
       Military -- South Africa
       Rifles -- South Africa
       Soldiers -- South Africa
       Training -- South Africa
       War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2804 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2804 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26072

Similar to RSN 26073.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Breadmaking
       British-Boer War
       Soldiers
       War

Place: British South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2804 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2804 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26073

Similar to RSN 26072.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armee Forces
Breadmaking
British-Boer War
Soldiers
War

Place: British South Africa

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2805 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2805 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26074

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Breadmaking -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Wagons -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gallant storming of a Boer kopje by the Suffolks at Colesberg, Dec. 31--praised by Gen. French. 2806 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Gallant storming of a Boer kopje by the Suffolks at Colesberg, Dec. 31--praised by Gen. French. 2806 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26075

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: 
BRITISH-BOER WAR
Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- 1890-1920 -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: 
British South Africa
Colesberg (South Africa)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2811 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [War.] 2811 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26076

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: 
British-Boer War
Camps -- South Africa
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Tents -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: 
British South Africa

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2812 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2812 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26077
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2813 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2813 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26078
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldiers board train in British South Africa.] 2815 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Soldiers board train in British South Africa.] 2815 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26079

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Railroads -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

An Army baker’s wagon, British Camp, De Aar. 2817 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): An Army baker's wagon, British Camp, De Aar. 2817 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26080

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR
Breadmaking -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Camps -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Wagons -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa
De Aar (South Africa)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 297
RSN Numbers 26081-26186

Image(s)

Transport wagons ready for French’s movement North, De Aar. 2819 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Transport wagons ready for French's movement North, De Aar. 2819 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26081
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR
British-Boer War
Camps -- South Africa
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Tents -- South Africa
Wagons -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa
De Aar (South Africa)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2823 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2823 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26082
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
British-Boer War
Soldiers
War

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2824 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2824 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26083

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:
- British-Boer War
- Laundries -- South Africa
- Military -- South Africa
- Soldiers -- South Africa
- War -- South Africa

Place:
British South Africa

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2825 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2825 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26084

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:
- Breadmaking -- South Africa
- British-Boer War
- Horses -- South Africa
- Military -- South Africa
- Soldiers -- South Africa
- Wagons -- South Africa
- War -- South Africa

Place:
British South Africa

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2826 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2826 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26085

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
       Camps -- South Africa
       Horses -- South Africa
       Military -- South Africa
       Soldiers -- South Africa
       Tents -- South Africa
       Wagons -- South Africa
       War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldiers board train in British South Africa.] 2828 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Soldiers board train in British South Africa.] 2828 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26086

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
       Military -- South Africa
       Railroads -- South Africa
       Soldiers -- South Africa
       Trains -- South Africa
       War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2831 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2831 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26087
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
British-Boer War
Soldiers
War

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2832 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2832 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26088

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Armed Forces
British-Boer War
Soldiers
War

Place: British South Africa

[War.] 2838 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2838 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26089

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Camps -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: British South Africa

[War.] 2839 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2839 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26090
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Camps -- South Africa
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Tents -- South Africa
Wagons -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: British South Africa

[War.] 2841 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2841 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26091
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: British South Africa
A South African "Dust Devil" playing havoc in camp, Orange River. 2843 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A South African "Dust Devil" playing havoc in camp, Orange River. 2843 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26092

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR

British-Boer War
Camps -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Tents -- South Africa
War -- South Africa
Windstorms -- South Africa

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: British South Africa
Orange River

[War.] 2848 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2848 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26093

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces

Artillery
Battlefields
British-Boer War
Soldiers
War

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: British South Africa
[Soldier guarding long bridge over river.] 2850 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Soldier guarding long bridge over river.] 2850 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26094

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: Bridges -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Guards -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Rivers -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldiers butchering. Active no. 2854 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26095

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
British-Boer War
Butchering
Meat
Soldiers
War

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2855 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [War.] 2855 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26096

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
  British-Boer War
  Food
  Peeling potatoes
  Soldiers
  War

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2856 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [War.] 2856 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26097

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
  British-Boer War
  Portraits
  Soldiers
  War

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2858 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [War.] 2858 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26098

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:  Armed Forces
        British-Boer War
        Portraits
        Soldiers
        War

Place:  British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldiers carry war casualty on litter into hospital in South Africa.] 2860 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Soldiers carry war casualty on litter into hospital in South Africa.] 2860 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26099

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:  Armed Forces
        British-Boer War
        Hospitals
        Soldiers
        War
        War casualties

Place:  British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2870 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2870 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26100

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].
Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Caves -- South Africa
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa
South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2872 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2872 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26101

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Training -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2874 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2874 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26102

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place:
British South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hurriedly repairing Modder River Bridge to pass a train of supplies into Kimberly (Feb. 21). 2877 Interpositive

1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Hurriedly repairing Modder River Bridge to pass a train of supplies into Kimberly (Feb. 21). 2877 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26103

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic:
Armed Forces
BRITISH-BOER WAR
Bridges -- South Africa
British-Boer War (South Africa)
Destruction -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place:
British South Africa
Kimberley (South Africa)
Modder River Bridge (South Africa)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Draught bullocks just captured by mounted infantry from a Boer laager on the Modder (Feb. 13). [Active no. 2878 : interpositive.]

1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26104

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic:
Armed Forces
BRITISH-BOER WAR
Bridges -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Cows
Destruction
Rivers -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa -- 1890-1920.
War

Place: British South Africa
Modder River (South Africa)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Removing wounded from the wagons at the field hospital, Modder River.
2880 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26105
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54]

Topic: Armed Forces
BRITISH-BOER WAR
British-Boer War
Soldiers
War
War casualties

Place: British South Africa
Modder River

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Transports loaded with everything for Tommny's haversack at Modder River.
2881 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Transports loaded with everything for Tommny's haversack at Modder River. 2881 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26106
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR
British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Cronjes men at Modder River waiting to be assigned to tents in the prison camp. 2886 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26107
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54]

[War.] 2887 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2887 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26108
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2890 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2890 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26109
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2895 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2895 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26110
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [74], moved from [54].

Topic: British-Boer War
Camps -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Tents -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: British South Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Red Cross wagon beside river.] 2899 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Red Cross wagon beside river.] 2899 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26111

Currently stored in box 3.2.45 [66], moved from [54].

Topic: Armed Forces
British-Boer War
Rivers -- South Africa
Soldiers
Wagons
War
War casualties

Place: British South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lord Roberts' army advancing toward Johannesburg--84th Battery and Balloon Corps 2932 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Lord Roberts' army advancing toward Johannesburg--84th Battery and Balloon Corps 2932 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26112

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Copy and Version Identification Note
2135

Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR
Balloons -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
War -- South Africa
The Bazaar of Jaffa. 3081 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Bazaar of Jaffa. 3081 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26113

Similar to RSN 14010 and 20364 [Made by ABH] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Copy and Version Identification Note
110335

Topic: Bazaar -- Palestine
       Markets -- Palestine
       PALESTINE TOUR
       Streets -- Palestine

Place: Jaffa (Palestine)
       Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Christian Street--motley life in the Holy City's bazaar district--Jerusalem.
3098 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Christian Street--motley life in the Holy City's bazaar district--Jerusalem. 3098 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26114

Same as RSN 14018; similar to RSN 26193.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Topic: Markets -- Palestine
       PALESTINE TOUR
       Streets -- Palestine
Place: Jerusalem
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Picturesque Palestine--the Wilderness of the Scapegoat, Judea. [Active no. 3123 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Male figure in Arab headdress overlooking hilly or mountainous region.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26115

Similar to RSN 20365 and 20366; apparently this and the stereo positive RSN 20365 were both derived from the same negative.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Palestine

Topic: Figure in landscape
Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Wildernesses

Place: Judea (Palestine)
Palestine
Wilderness of the Scapegoat (Palestine)

On the north shore of Dead Sea--looking southwest. 3124 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26116

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74]

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
Lakes -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Seas -- Palestine
Waterscapes -- Palestine
Place: Dead Sea
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Women grinding at the mill. 3139 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Women grinding at the mill. 3139 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26117
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Topic:
Grain -- Palestine
Grinding -- Palestine
Mills -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Women laborers -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Joseph's Well, Dothan. [Active no. 3144 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26118
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Names: Joseph (Genesis)

Topic:
Camels -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Water -- Palestine
Wells -- Palestine

Place: Dothan (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Israel
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Life on the shore of Galilee, at Tiberias. 3163 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Life on the shore of Galilee, at Tiberias. 3163 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26119

Same as RSN 14039.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Copy and Version Identification Note
73

Topic:
Boats -- Palestine
Fishes -- Palestine
Lakes -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Ports -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Seashores -- Palestine

Place:
Galilee
Palestine
Tiberias (Palestine)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Jordan's main source--one of the world's largest springs--at Dan. 3167
interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The Jordan's main source--one of the world's largest springs--at
Dan. 3167 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26120

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Topic:
PALESTINE TOUR
Rapids -- Palestine
Rivers -- Palestine
Springs -- Palestine

Place:
Dan (Palestine)
Jordan River (Palestine)
Palestine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Colossal remnants of the Sun Temple--the grandest of antiquity--Baalbek, Syria. 3175 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Colossal remnants of the Sun Temple--the grandest of antiquity--Baalbek, Syria. 3175 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26121
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].
Topic: Columns -- Syria
PALESTINE TOUR
Ruins -- Syria
Temples -- Syria
Place: Baalbek (Syria)
Sun Temple
Syria

The covered street, called "Straight"--from the east--Damascus, Syria.
3177 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The covered street, called "Straight"--from the east--Damascus, Syria. 3177 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26122
Same as RSN 20367.
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].
Topic: Minarets -- Syria
Mosques -- Syria
PALESTINE TOUR
Portraits -- Syria
Towers -- Syria
Place: Damascus (Syria)
The inner court of a Damascus home, Syria. 3178 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The inner court of a Damascus home, Syria. 3178 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26123
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Topic: Dwellings -- Syria
Flowers -- Syria
Homes -- Syria
PALESTINE TOUR

Place: Damascus (Syria)
Syria

Plowing in the fertile Plain of Sharon, Lydda, Palestine. 3242 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Plowing in the fertile Plain of Sharon, Lydda, Palestine. 3242 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26124
Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Topic: Agriculture -- Palestine
Camels -- Palestine
Cows -- Palestine
Farming -- Palestine
Fields -- Palestine
TRAVEL LESSONS OLD TESTAMENT
plowing -- Palestine

Place: Lydda (Palestine)
Palestine
Plain of Sharon
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Jerusalem, "beautiful for situation" -- from the southeast, showing the Temple site, Palestine. 3250 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Jerusalem, "beautiful for situation" -- from the southeast, showing the Temple site, Palestine. 3250 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26125

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Copy and Version Identification Note
0587

Topic: Portraits -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
TRAVEL LESSONS OLD TESTAMENT
Temples -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A caravan of camels in the narrow road approaching Jaffa. 3276 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A caravan of camels in the narrow road approaching Jaffa. 3276 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26126

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Topic: Camels -- Palestine
Caravans -- Palestine
PALESTINE--Miscellaneous
Roads -- Palestine

Place: Jaffa (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920
A Caravan camp at Old Damascus. 3409 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): A Caravan camp at Old Damascus. 3409 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26127

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Topic: Camels -- Syria
Camps -- Syria
Caravans -- Syria
Minarets -- Syria
SYRIA

Place: Damascus (Syria)
Syria

A sword maker of Damascus--whose swords were once considered the finest in the world. 3412 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): A sword maker of Damascus--whose swords were once considered the finest in the world. 3412 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26128

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Topic: Artisans -- Syria
Laborers -- Syria
SYRIA
Swords -- Syria

Place: Damascus (Syria)
Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Women mixing dough before very primitive baking oven in primitive setting.] interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Women mixing dough before very primitive baking oven in primitive setting.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26129

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Food
Women laborers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] ? Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] ? Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26130

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Topic: Architecture
Carts
Cows
Streets

Place: India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Transportation.] 3445 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Transportation.] 3445 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 26131

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Copy and Version Identification Note

7117

Topic:
- Carriages -- India
- Cows -- India
- Transportation

Place:
- India

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

An earthly paradise, the world-famous Vale of Cashmere, watered by the winding Jhelum. 3449 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): An earthly paradise, the world-famous Vale of Cashmere, watered by the winding Jhelum. 3449 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26132

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Copy and Version Identification Note

7126

Genre/Form:
- Landscapes (representations)

Topic:
- INDIA TOUR
- Rivers -- India
- Valleys -- India

Place:
- India
  - Jhelum River (India)
  - Vale of Cashmere (India)

Shelling rice and gossiping with the neighbors--home life of contented citizens of Cashmere. 3452 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Shelling rice and gossiping with the neighbors--home life of contented citizens of Cashmere. 3452 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26133

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7129

Topic: Children -- India
Dwellings -- India
Family -- India
Homes -- India
INDIA TOUR
Rice -- India

Place: Cashmere (India)
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Humble shawl-weavers at Cashmere patiently creating wonderful harmonies of line and color. 3453 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Humble shawl-weavers at Cashmere patiently creating wonderful harmonies of line and color. 3453 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26134

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Copy and Version Identification Note
7132

Topic: Artisans -- India
Children -- India
INDIA TOUR
Looms -- India
Textile fabrics -- India

Occupation: Weavers -- India

Place: Cashmere (India)
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

India of to-morrow--handsome schoolboys of Amritsar, at the Golden Temple beside the Holy Tank. [Active no. 3458 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
7143 (associated number)

RSN 26135

AC0143-0026135 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Names: Golden Temple (Amristar, India)

Topic: Architecture -- India
Children -- India
Education -- India
Holy Tank (Amristar, India)
INDIA TOUR
Portraits, Group -- India
Sikhs
Temples -- India

Place: Amritsar (India)
India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Inflating bullock-skin boats -- for crossing the swift Himalayan river Sutlej, N. India. 3463 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Inflating bullock-skin boats -- for crossing the swift Himalayan river Sutlej, N. India. 3463 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26136

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Copy and Version Identification Note
6248

Topic: Boats -- India
Bullocks -- India
Cows -- India
INDIA TOUR
Rivers -- India

Place: Himalaya Mountains (India)
India
Sutlej River (India)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Curiously rigged camel-wagons, E. side of largest Mohammedan mosque in the world--Delhi. 3465 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Curiously rigged camel-wagons, E. side of largest Mohammedan mosque in the world--Delhi. 3465 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26137

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)

Topic: Camels -- India
INDIA TOUR
Mosques -- India
Wagons -- India

Place: Delhi (India)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Devout Mohammedans prostrate at prayer time--Court of Jumma Musjid, India's greatest mosque, Delhi. 3467 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Devout Mohammedans prostrate at prayer time--Court of Jumma Musjid, India's greatest mosque, Delhi. 3467 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26138

Same as RSN 14050 and 20370.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Copy and Version Identification Note
10533
Names: Jumma Musjid Mosque (Delhi, India)
Topic: Architecture -- India
INDIA TOUR
Mosques -- India
Religion -- India
prayers -- India
Place: Delhi (India)
India
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The fabulous wealth of India--native princes in the grand State Entry, Durbar, Delhi. Active no. 3468 : interpositive, 1903
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): The fabulous wealth of India--native princes in the grand State Entry, Durbar, Delhi. Active no. 3468 : interpositive, 1903.

Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 26139
10170 (company accession no.)

Similar to RSN 14052, 20369 and 20371

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Names: Durbar (Delhi, India)
Topic: Elephants -- 1900-1910 -- India
INDIA TOUR
Parades
Royalty
Place: Delhi (India)
India -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A marvel of beauty--looking N. to Taj Mahal, marble tomb of a Mogul queen, Agra. [Active no. 3473 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26140
Similar to RSN 26240.

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74].

Orig. no. 10170.

Names: Shah Jahan

Topic: Architecture -- Mughal -- Shah Jahan -- India
      Architecture, Mogul -- India
      INDIA TOUR
      Tombs -- India

Place: Agra (India)
      India
      Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Most beautiful tomb in the world--exquisitely carved and inlaid marbles at Taj Mahal, Agra. 3474 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26141

Similar to RSN 14053

Currently stored in box 3.2.46 [54], moved from [74]

Copy and Version Identification Note

7151

Topic: Architecture
      INDIA TOUR
      Interior architecture
      Tombs

Place: Agra (India)
      India
      Taj Mahal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Two uniformed men on horseback. Active No. 2970 : interpositive.]
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26142

Possibly depicts an Australian and an Englishman during the Boer War, according to Craig Orr, 1/5/93. Portion of one side of stereograph shows.

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Horses -- 1890-1910
      Military history, Modern
      Soldiers -- 20th century
      South African War, 1899-1902
      South African War, 1899-1902
      Uniforms, Military -- 20th century.
      Warfare, Conventional -- 20th century

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Interpositives

[War.] 2971 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2971 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26143

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: British-Boer War
      Horses -- South Africa
      Military -- South Africa
      Soldiers -- South Africa
      Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldiers on battlefield, running Active no. 2972 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26144

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: British-Boer War

Horses -- South Africa

Military -- South Africa

Soldiers -- South Africa

Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

General Sir George White, the hero of Ladysmith--Governor of Gibraltar.

2973 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26145

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82]

Names: White, George, General

Topic: Armed Forces

BRITISH-BOER WAR

British-Boer War

Portraits

Soldiers -- 1890-1920

War

Place: Gibraltar -- Governor

Ladysmith (South Africa)

South Africa

Genre/

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Scene of Gen. White's long heroic defence, Ladysmith--looking from Devonshire Hill to Caesar Hill. 2974 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26146

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82]

Topic: Armed Forces
BRITISH-BOER WAR
Battlefields
British-Boer War
Portraits
War

Place: Ladysmith (South Africa)
South Africa
White, General George

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2975 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [War.] 2975 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26147

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Architecture
British-Boer War
Buildings
Destruction
Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2976 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2976 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26148

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic:
Battlefields
British-Boer War
Trench warfare
Wars?

Place:
South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2977 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2977 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26149

Same as RSN 26150.

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic:
Battlefields
British-Boer War
Wars?

Place:
South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2977 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2977 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26150
Same as RSN 26149.

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

- **Topic:** Battlefields
  - British-Boer War
  - Wars?

- **Place:** South Africa

- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

[War.] 2978 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s): [War.] 2978 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 26151

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

- **Topic:** Battlefields -- South Africa
  - British-Boer War
  - Camps -- South Africa
  - Tents -- South Africa
  - Wars -- South Africa

- **Place:** South Africa

- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

[War.] 2979 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s): [War.] 2979 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 26152

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

- **Topic:** Battlefields
  - British-Boer War
  - Wars?

- **Place:** South Africa
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2980 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2980 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26153
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
      British-Boer War
      Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2981 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2981 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26154
Same as RSN 26155.
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
      British-Boer War
      Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2981 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2981 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26155

Same as RSN 26154.

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
       British-Boer War
       Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2982 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5“)
Image(s): [War.] 2982 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26156

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
       British-Boer War
       Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2983 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5“)
Image(s): [War.] 2983 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26157

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
       British-Boer War
       Cemeteries -- South Africa
       Crosses -- South Africa
Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2984 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2984 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26158

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields

British-Boer War

Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2985 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2985 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26159

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields

British-Boer War

Trench warfare

Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2986 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2986 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26160
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War
Wars?
Place: South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2987 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2987 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26161
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War
Wars?
Place: South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2988 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2988 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26162
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].
Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War
Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2989 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2989 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26163

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Buggies -- South Africa
Horses -- South Africa
Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2990 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2990 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26164

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Sheep -- South Africa
Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2991 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2991 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26165
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].
Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War
Wars?
Place: South Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2992 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2992 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26166
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].
Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War
Wars?
Place: South Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2993 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2993 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26167
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].
Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa  
British-Boer War  
Cemeteries -- South Africa  
Crosses -- South Africa  
Wars -- South Africa  

Place: South Africa  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Monument in South Africa.] 2994 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [Monument in South Africa.] 2994 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 26168  
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].  

Topic:  
Bridges -- South Africa  
British-Boer War  
Railroads -- South Africa  
Wars?  

Place: South Africa  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Railroad bridge.] 2995 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [Railroad bridge.] 2995 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 26169  
Same as RSN 26170.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Railroad bridge.] 2995 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Railroad bridge.] 2995 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26170

Same as RSN 26169.
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Bridges -- South Africa
      British-Boer War
      Railroads -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

[War.] 3002 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 3002 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26171

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
      British-Boer War
      Horses -- South Africa
      Military -- South Africa
      Soldiers -- South Africa
      Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

[War.] 3008 Interpositive
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1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 3008 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26172

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic:  British-Boer War
        Doorways -- South Africa
        Entrances -- South Africa
        Fortification -- South Africa
        Military -- South Africa
        Walls -- South Africa
        Wars -- South Africa

Place:  South Africa

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sighting one of the 4.7 naval guns on the Boer position at Schwartz Kop.
3012 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26173

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82]

Topic:  Armed Forces
        Artillery
        BRITISH-BOER WAR
        Battlefields
        British-Boer War
        Guns
        Soldiers

Place:  Schwartz Kop
        South Africa

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Horse-drawn wagon crossing stream] 3016 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Horse-drawn wagon crossing stream] 3016 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26174
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: British-Boer War
       Cows
       Horses
       Rivers
       Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lord Roberts' Infantry crossing the Zand River--balloon watching ahead for the Boers. 3022 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Lord Roberts' Infantry crossing the Zand River--balloon watching ahead for the Boers. 3022 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26175
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Armed Forces
       BRITISH-BOER WAR
       Balloons
       Battlefields -- South Africa
       Rivers -- South Africa
       Soldiers
       War

Place: South Africa
       Zand River (South Africa)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldiers and horses crossing stream.] 3027 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Soldiers and horses crossing stream.] 3027 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26176

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
British-Boer War
Horses
Rivers
Soldiers
Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 3029 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 3029 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26177

Same as RSN 26178.

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War
Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 3029 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 3029 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26178

Same as RSN 26177.
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War
Wars?
Place: South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 3030 Interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 3030 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26179

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Wars -- South Africa
Place: South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lord Roberts' army at Pretoria, June 5, 1900--waiting orders to enter the city. 3033 interpositive, 1900
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Lord Roberts' army at Pretoria, June 5, 1900--waiting orders to enter the city. 3033 interpositive 1900
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26180

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].
[War.] 3035 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 3035 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26181

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Britain's soldiers reviewed by Lord Roberts in Public Square of the Boers' fallen capital, Pretoria (June 5, 1900). 3036 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Britain's soldiers reviewed by Lord Roberts in Public Square of the Boers' fallen capital, Pretoria (June 5, 1900). 3036 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26182

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Armed Forces
British-Boer War
Flags
Soldiers
War

Place: Pretoria
South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Britain's soldiers reviewed by Lord Roberts in Public Square of the Boers' fallen capital, Pretoria (June 5, 1900). 3036 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Britain's soldiers reviewed by Lord Roberts in Public Square of the Boers' fallen capital, Pretoria (June 5, 1900). 3036 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26182

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR
British-Boer War
Buildings -- South Africa
Ceremonies -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Plazas -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: Pretoria (South Africa)
South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 3043 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 3043 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26183
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Cows -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 3045 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 3045 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26184
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 3047 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 3047 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26185
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Cows -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 3048 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 3048 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26186
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
British-Boer War
Eating
Soldiers
Wars?

Place: South Africa
Box 298

RSN Numbers 26187-26285

Image(s)

[War.] 3049 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 3049 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26187
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 3057 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 3057 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26188
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Rifles -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa
[War.] 3065 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 3065 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26189
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
       British-Boer War
       Camps -- South Africa
       Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldiers in open train cars.] 3066 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Soldiers in open train cars.] 3066 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26190
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
       British-Boer War
       Soldiers -- South Africa
       Trains -- South Africa
       Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 3069 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 3069 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26191

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefieldss -- South Africa
      British-Boer War
      Camps -- South Africa
      Military -- South Africa
      Rifles -- South Africa
      Soldiers -- South Africa
      Tents -- South Africa
      Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Garden of Gethsemane and Mount of Olives, from the eastern wall, Jerusalem. [Active no. 3096 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26192

Similar to RSN 14016.

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Gardens -- Palestine
      Mountains -- Palestine
      PALESTINE TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Garden of Gethsemane
       Jerusalem
       Mount of Olives
       Palestine -- 1890-1920
Christian Street--motley life in the Holy City's bazaar district--Jerusalem.
[Active no. 3098 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26193

Similar to RSN 14018 and 26114.

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Markets -- Palestine

PALESTINE TOUR

Streets -- Palestine

Place: Christian Street (Jerusalem)

Jerusalem

Palestine

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Jews' Wailing Place, outer wall of Solomon's Temple, Jerusalem. 3104 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Jews' Wailing Place, outer wall of Solomon's Temple, Jerusalem. 3104 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26194

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: PALESTINE TOUR

Religion -- Palestine

Ruins -- Palestine

Temples -- Palestine

Walls -- Palestine

prayers -- Palestine

Place: Jerusalem

Palestine

Solomon's Temple

Wailing Wall
[War.] 2903 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2903 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26195

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
       British-Boer War
       Horses -- South Africa
       Military -- South Africa
       Soldiers -- South Africa
       Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

[War.] 2904 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2904 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26196

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
       British-Boer War
       Wars?

Place: South Africa

[War.] 2905 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2905 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26197
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic:
Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Soldiers -- South Africa
Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2906 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2906 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26198
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
British-Boer War
Portraits
Soldiers
Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2908 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2908 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26199

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
      British-Boer War
      Horses -- South Africa
      Military -- South Africa
      Soldiers -- South Africa
      Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2929 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2929 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26200

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Armed Forces
      Battlefields
      British-Boer War
      Soldiers
      Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Impregnable defenses--Fort Methuen, south of Kimberley, on the Broshof Road. 2934 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Impregnable defenses--Fort Methuen, south of Kimberley, on the Broshof Road. 2934 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26201

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].
Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR
   Battlefields -- South Africa
   British-Boer War
   Fortification -- South Africa
   War -- South Africa

Place: Broshof Road (South Africa)
   Fort Methuen (South Africa)
   Kimberley (South Africa)
   South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2937 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2937 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26202

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: British-Boer War
   Church buildings
   Streets

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2939 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2939 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26203

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Armed Forces
   Battlefields
   British-Boer War
   Soldiers
   Telescopes
   Wars?
Place: South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

South slope of Spion Kop, the bloodiest battlefield of the war. 2941 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s):
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26204
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82]

Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR
Battlefields
British-Boer War
War
Place: South Africa
Spion Kop
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The long trench grave on Spion Kop, the resting place of the heroes who fell. 2942 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The long trench grave on Spion Kop, the resting place of the heroes who fell. 2942 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26205
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR
Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Cemeteries -- South Africa
Crosses -- South Africa
War -- South Africa
Place: South Africa
Spion Kop
[War.] 2943 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [War.] 2943 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 26206  
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].  
Topic: Battlefields  
British-Boer War  
Wars?  
Place: South Africa  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2944 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [War.] 2944 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 26207  
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].  
Topic: Battlefields  
British-Boer War  
Wars?  
Place: South Africa  
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2945 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [War.] 2945 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26208

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic:       Battlefields
             British-Boer War
             Wars?

Place:       South Africa

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2946 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2946 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26209

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic:       Battlefields
             British-Boer War
             Wars?

Place:       South Africa

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2947 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2947 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26210

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic:       Battlefields
             British-Boer War
             Wars?

Place:       South Africa
Dug-outs of the Boers, leading into the end of a Boer trench, Tugela River.
2948 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26211

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82]

Topic:

BRITISH-BOER WAR
Battlefields
British-Boer War
Trench warfare
War

Place:

South Africa
Tugela

Trenches on north bank of Tugela, from which Boers repulsed the Irish Brigade's desperate charge, Battle of Colenso. 2949 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Trenches on north bank of Tugela, from which Boers repulsed the Irish Brigade's desperate charge, Battle of Colenso. 2949 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26212

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic:

BRITISH-BOER WAR
Battle of Colenso (South Africa)
Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Rivers -- South Africa
Trench warfare
War

Place:

South Africa
Tugela (South Africa)
[Man beside rural stream.] 2951 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Man beside rural stream.] 2951 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26213

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War
Rivers
Wars?

Place: South Africa

[Stream in rural setting.] 2952 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Stream in rural setting.] 2952 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26214

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War
Rivers
Wars?

Place: South Africa

[Stream and waterfalls in rugged rural setting.] 2953 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Stream and waterfalls in rugged rural setting. 2953 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26215
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War
Rivers
Wars?
Waterfalls

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Railroad beside river in rural setting.] 2954 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Railroad beside river in rural setting. 2954 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26216
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Africa
British-Boer War
Naval history
Railroads -- South Africa
Rivers -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2955 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): War. 2955 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26217

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: British-Boer War
Horses -- South Africa
Police -- South Africa
Streets -- South Africa
Wagons -- South Africa
War -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2956 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2956 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26218

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: British-Boer War
Buildings
Rickshaws
Streets
Towers

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2957 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2957 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26219

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Architecture
British-Boer War
Buildings
Cathedrals
Horses
Rickshaws
Streets

Place: South Africa

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2958 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2958 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26220

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Topic: British-Boer War
Rickshaws -- South Africa
Roads -- South Africa

Place: South Africa

[War.] 2960 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2960 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26221

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War
Hay
Wars?

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Place: South Africa
[War.] 2961 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2961 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26222

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2962 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [War.] 2962 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26223

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Battlefields
British-Boer War Wars?

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

One of Mafeking's defenders--"The Wolf," 16-lb. gun, made during the siege by Maj. Panzera
2963 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26224
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82]

Topic: Artillery
       BRITISH-BOER WAR
       Battlefields
       British-Boer War
       Guns
       War

Place: Mafikeng (South Africa)
       Panzera
       South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The 6th Regiment of New South Wales Imperial Bushmen--volley firing--near Mafeking. 2964 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The 6th Regiment of New South Wales Imperial Bushmen--volley firing--near Mafeking. 2964 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26225

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: BRITISH-BOER WAR
       Battlefields -- South Africa
       British-Boer War
       Rifles -- South Africa
       Soldiers -- South Africa
       War -- South Africa

Place: Mafikeng (South Africa)
       South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2965 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [War.] 2965 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26226

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Topic: British-Boer War
Carriages and carts
Children
Horses
Streets
Villages

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home.] 2967 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Home.] 2967 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26227

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: British-Boer War
Destruction -- South Africa
Dwellings -- South Africa
Homes -- South Africa
Naval history

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War.] 2969 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War.] 2969 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26228

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: British-Boer War
Destruction -- South Africa
Dogs -- South Africa
Hotels -- South Africa
Military -- South Africa
Streets -- South Africa
Wars -- South Africa

Place: South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Church of the Nativity, built where Jesus was born, Bethlehem of Judea.
3117 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Church of the Nativity, built where Jesus was born, Bethlehem of Judea. 3117 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26229
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Names: Church of the Nativity (Bethlehem)
Jesus Christ

Topic: Children -- Palestine
Churches -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOUR
Ruins -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Judea (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 3282 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 3282 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26230
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Topic: Roads -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Place: Palestine

[Street scene.] 3296 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 3296 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26231
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].
Topic: Camels -- Palestine
Portraits -- Palestine
Streets -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Shrine.] 3297 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Shrine.] 3297 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26232
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].
Topic: Altars -- Palestine
Shrines -- Palestine
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 3298 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 3298 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26233
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Crowds  
Streets

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 3320 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 3320 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26234

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Horses -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Palestine

[Landscape.] 3321 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Landscape.] 3321 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26235

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Donkeys -- Palestine  
Mountains -- Palestine  
Roads -- Palestine  
Transportation -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Palestine

[Narrow river in deep valley in rugged terrain.] 3381 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Narrow river in deep valley in rugged terrain.] 3381 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26236
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

An old watch tower in Jezreel. 3349 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): An old watch tower in Jezreel. 3349 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26237
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: PALESTINE--Miscellaneous
Ruins -- Palestine
Towers -- Palestine

Place: Jezreel (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Figures, animals, and boat on shore of river, with mountains on the other side. [Active no. 3382 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26238

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Boats -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Water -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Art.] 3383 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Art.] 3383 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26239

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Interior architecture

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A marvel of beauty--looking N. to Taj Mahal, marble tomb of a Mogul queen, Agra. [Active no. 3473 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 26240

Similar to RSN 26140.

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Names: Shah Jahan
Great Durbar Hall in palace of H.H. the Maharaja of Gwalior, one of India's richest princes. 3484 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26241
AC0143-0026241
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82]

Names: Durbar Hall (India)
Topic: Architecture
INDIA TOUR
Interior architecture
Palaces

Place: India
Maharaja of Gwalior

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Benares, religious centre of India, N.E. down Ganges from minaret, Aurangzib Mosque 3490 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Benares, religious centre of India, N.E. down Ganges from minaret, Aurangzib Mosque 3490 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26242
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].
Names:  Aurangzib Mosque (Benares, India)
Topic:  Bridges -- India
INDIA TOUR
Portraits
Rivers -- India
Place:  Benares (India)
India
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Suttee pillar at a Benares burning ghat, where Hindu widows died on their husband's funeral pyres. 3494 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Suttee pillar at a Benares burning ghat, where Hindu widows died on their husband's funeral pyres. 3494 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26243

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic:  Ghats
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
INDIA TOUR
Monuments
Pyres
Place:  Benares (India)
India -- 1890-1920
Suttee Pillar

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Welcome fellows in thirsty India--bheestis (water carriers) with their leather bottles--Calcutta. 3495 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26244

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82]

Topic:  Bheestis
Clean and airy Chowringhee Road (Esplanade at left), looking N. over Calcutta. 3496 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Clean and airy Chowringhee Road (Esplanade at left), looking N. over Calcutta. 3496 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26245

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

How Hindu cows enjoy life in Calcutta--sidewalk scene on Harrison St., looking west. 3499 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26246

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82]
Street showmen exhibiting superbly handsome snakes before an admiring crowd—Calcutta. Active no. 3500: interpositive.

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26247
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: INDIA TOUR
Snake charming -- India
Street theater
Place: Calcutta (India)
India -- 1890-1920

Famous "man-eater" at Calcutta—devoured 200 men, women and children before he was captured. Caption no. 3504: interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Famous "man-eater" at Calcutta—devoured 200 men, women and children before he was captured. Caption no. 3504: interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26248
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Cages -- India
INDIA TOUR
Tigers -- India
Zoos -- India
Place: Calcutta (India)
India -- 1890-1920

Hindu devotee doing penance on a bed of spikes near the shrine of Kali, Calcutta. [Active no. 3507: half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Caption printed on film taped to the glass.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26249
Currently stored in New Box 298, formerly 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Ceremonies -- India
Children -- India
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- India
INDIA TOUR
Religion -- India

Place: Calcutta (India)
India -- 1890-1920
Shrine of Kali

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Substantial elegance of modern Madras--imposing Law Court Buildings --
view S.W. from Bank. [Active no. 3510 : interpositive]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Substantial elegance of modern Madras--imposing Law Court
Buildings --view S.W. from Bank. [Active no. 3510 : interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26250
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82]

Place: India -- 1890-1920
Madras (India)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: INDIA TOUR

20-women team on Darjeeling highway (N.)--who would not be a man in
India? 3519 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): 20-women team on Darjeeling highway (N.)--who would not be a man in India? 3519 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26251

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Construction -- India

INDIA TOUR

Roads -- India

Women laborers -- India

Place: Darjeeling (Bengal, India)

India

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Up to the everlasting snows of Mt. Kinchinjanga (28,155 feet), 45 miles North from Darjeeling. [Active no. 3520 : interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26252

Similar to RSN 20372 and 20373.

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: INDIA TOUR

Mountains -- India

Snow -- India

Place: Darjeeling (Bengal, India)

India

Mt. Kinchinjanga

Genre/Form:

Landscapes (representations) -- India

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park.] 3529 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Park.] 3529 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26253

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Architecture -- India
       Buildings -- India
       Parks -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in park in India.] 3531 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Monument in park in India.] 3531 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26254

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Children -- India
       Monuments -- India
       Parks -- India
       Sculptures -- India

Place: India

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bhutanese milkman with curious bamboo-jars, at the public water fountain, Darjeeling. 3622 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26255
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82]

**Topic:** Bamboo jars  
Fountains  
INDIA--Miscellaneous  
Milk

**Place:** Bhutan  
Darjeeling (Bengal, India)  
India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beautiful work from crude tools--native goldsmiths at work, Kandy. Caption no. 3735 : stereoscopic interpositive  
*1 Item (4" x 5").*

*Image(s):* Beautiful work from crude tools--native goldsmiths at work, Kandy. Caption no. 3735 : stereoscopic interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 26256

Same as RSN 14061.

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

**Topic:** Artisans  
CEYLON TOUR  
Elephants -- 1890-1920 -- Sri Lanka  
Goldsmiths

**Place:** Ceylon -- 1890-1920  
Kandy (Ceylon)  
Sri Lanka -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Charming valleys and mountains of interior Ceylon--at Katugastota, near Kandy. 3740 interpositive  
*1 Item (4" x 5").*

*Image(s):* Charming valleys and mountains of interior Ceylon--at Katugastota, near Kandy. 3740 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 26258
Similar to RSN 14062.

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: CEYLON TOUR
Family -- Ceylon
Mountains -- Ceylon
Valleys -- Ceylon

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Ceylon
Kandy (Ceylon)
Katugastota (Ceylon)

Country home, with muddy field and natives harvesting rice. 3742
interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Country home, with muddy field and natives harvesting rice.
3742 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26259

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Agriculture -- Ceylon
CEYLON TOUR
Dwellings -- Ceylon
Harvesting -- Ceylon
Homes -- Ceylon
Laborers -- Ceylon
Rice -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Coolies picking coffee on Sir Thomas Lipton's estate at Dambutenne. 3743
Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Coolies picking coffee on Sir Thomas Lipton's estate at
Dambutenne. 3743 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26260

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Names: Lipton, Thomas, Sir
Topic: Agriculture -- Ceylon
       CEYLON TOUR
       Coffee -- Ceylon
       Harvesting -- Ceylon
       Laborers -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
       Dambutennne (Ceylon)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

An elephant "siesta"--basking in the sun in their beautiful native home, interior Ceylon. 3745 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): An elephant "siesta"--basking in the sun in their beautiful native home, interior Ceylon. 3745 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26261

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Similar to RSN 20374.

Topic: ELEPHANT SERIES
       Elephants -- Ceylon
       Rivers -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Valley of paddy fields and charming hillsides of Ceylon--huge tame elephant and keeper. 3748 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Valley of paddy fields and charming hillsides of Ceylon--huge tame elephant and keeper. 3748 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26262

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: ELEPHANT SERIES
Elephants -- Ceylon
Mountains -- Ceylon
Transportation -- Ceylon
Valleys -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Native farming in tropical Ceylon--plowing a paddy field. 3749 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Native farming in tropical Ceylon--plowing a paddy field. 3749 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26263

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Agriculture -- Ceylon
ELEPHANT SERIES
Elephants -- Ceylon
Farming -- Ceylon
Fields -- Ceylon
plowing -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Tame elephants breaking down timber in stockade after "drive in"--"krall" of 1902, Ceylon. 3751 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Tame elephants breaking down timber in stockade after "drive in"--"krall" of 1902, Ceylon. 3751 Interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26264
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: ELEPHANT SERIES
Elephants -- Ceylon
Kraals -- Ceylon
Laborers -- Ceylon
Lumber industry -- Ceylon
Trees -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

An elephant mother six months after capture and her babe one month old--Ceylon. 3755 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): An elephant mother six months after capture and her babe one month old--Ceylon. 3755 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26265

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: ELEPHANT SERIES
Elephants -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Beach scene from high angle, Sri Lanka. Active no. 3762 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26266

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Beaches -- Sri Lanka
Boats -- Sri Lanka
Palm trees -- Sri Lanka
Seacoasts -- Sri Lanka
Trees -- Sri Lanka
Place: Sri Lanka
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Crowd.] 3763 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Crowd.] 3763 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26267
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Crowds
Streets
Place: Sri Lanka
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 3765 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 3765 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26268
Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Buggies
Cows
Streets
Place: Sri Lanka
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in park in Ceylon.] 3770 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Monument in park in Ceylon.] 3770 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26269

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Architecture -- Ceylon
Dwellings -- Ceylon
Homes -- Ceylon
Monuments -- Ceylon
Mountains -- Ceylon
Parks -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Crowded street and homes, Sri Lanka. Active no. 3773 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26270

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Crowds
Dwellings -- Sri Lanka
Streets -- Sri Lanka

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Culture: Sri Lankans

[Trees with two standing male figures, possibly in Sri Lanka. Active no. 3780 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5 x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26271

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Figure in landscape
Trees

Place: Sri Lanka
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Abhayagivi Dagoba (1,100 feet circum., 244 feet high), erected 88 B.C., Anuradhapura. Active no. 3783. Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): Abhayagivi Dagoba (1,100 feet circum., 244 feet high), erected 88 B.C., Anuradhapura. Active no. 3783. Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26272

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Architecture, Buddhist -- Ceylon

Buddhism and art -- Ceylon

Temples, Buddhist

Place: Abhayagivi Dagoba

Anuradhapura (Sri Lanka : District)

Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Coolie children picking tea--at Talawakele, near Nuwara Eliya. 3790 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Coolie children picking tea--at Talawakele, near Nuwara Eliya. 3790 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26273

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Agriculture -- Ceylon

CEYLON--Miscellaneous

Harvesting -- Ceylon

Mountains -- Ceylon

Tea -- Ceylon

Valleys -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Nuwara Eliya (Ceylon)
Talawakele (Ceylon)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Agriculture.] 3792 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 3792 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26274

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: Agriculture -- Ceylon
       Harvesting -- Ceylon
       Mountains -- Ceylon
       Tea -- Ceylon
       Valleys -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Docile jungle monsters obedient to their puny human masters--elephants in the interior of Ceylon. 3796 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Docile jungle monsters obedient to their puny human masters--elephants in the interior of Ceylon. 3796 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26275

Currently stored in box 3.2.47 [82].

Topic: CEYLON--Miscellaneous
       Dwellings -- Ceylon
       Elephants -- Ceylon
       Homes -- Ceylon
       Laborers -- Ceylon
       Valleys -- Ceylon

Place: Ceylon
Group of Tamil children by the beautiful Kandy Lake--English bungalow in
distance. 3814 interpositive
*1 Item (4" x 5")*

Image(s): Group of Tamil children by the beautiful Kandy Lake--English bungalow in distance. 3814 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26276

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic:

CEYLON--Miscellaneous
Children -- Ceylon
Dwellings -- Ceylon
Homes -- Ceylon
Lakes -- Ceylon
Tamil (Indic people)

Place:

Ceylon
Kandy Lake (Ceylon)

Splendid honors to a dead Buddhist--elevating coffin in car to a gilded
shrine, Mandalay, Burma. 3820 Interpositive

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

Image(s): Splendid honors to a dead Buddhist--elevating coffin in car to a
gilded shrine, Mandalay, Burma. 3820 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26277

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic:

BURMA & STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Buddhism
Ceremonies -- Burma
Coffins -- Burma
Elevators -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma
Temples -- Burma
Tombs -- Burma
Place: Burma
Mandalay (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Burmese natives dredging the river-bed and searching dried gravel for rubies, Mogok, Burma. 3826 interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Burmese natives dredging the river-bed and searching dried gravel for rubies, Mogok, Burma. 3826 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26278
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic:
Gems -- Burma
Laborers -- Burma
Mining -- Burma
RUBY MINE SERIES
Rivers -- Burma
Rubies -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mogok (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Washing-plant of the Burma Ruby Mining Company--washing the gravel from the rich ruby mines of Mogok, Burma. 3829 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Washing-plant of the Burma Ruby Mining Company--washing the gravel from the rich ruby mines of Mogok, Burma. 3829 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26279
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: Burma Ruby Mining Company

Topic:
Gems -- Burma
Laborers -- Burma
Machinery -- Burma
Mining -- Burma
RUBY MINE SERIES
Rubies -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mogok (Burma)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hindu Temple, Singapore, Straits Settlement, Asia. 3833 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Hindu Temple, Singapore, Straits Settlement, Asia. 3833 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26280

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture -- Singapore
BURMA & STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Carts -- Singapore
Cows -- Singapore
Hinduism -- 1890-1920 -- Singapore
Temples -- Singapore

Place: Singapore
Straits Settlement

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Mart of Singapore, Straits Settlements. 3834 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Mart of Singapore, Straits Settlements. 3834 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26281

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: BURMA & STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Carts -- Straits Settlements
Cows -- Straits Settlements
Markets -- Straits Settlements
Streets -- Straits Settlements

Place: Singapore (Straits Settlements)
Straits Settlements
[Dock scene.] 3838 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 3838 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26282
Same as RSN 26283.
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic:
Boats -- Burma
Carts -- Burma
Cows -- Burma
Docks -- Burma
Harbors -- Burma
Piers -- Burma
Ships -- Burma
Wharves -- Burma

Place:
Burma

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wharves -- Burma

Place: Burma
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Watching an eruption of steam and boiling mud half way up the volcano of Aso-San. 3936 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26284
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic: JAPAN TOUR
Steam
Volcanoes -- Japan

Place: Aso-San volcano (Japan)
Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Peasants cutting millet--looking eastward across field to farmhouses, near Yokohama. 3847 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Peasants cutting millet--looking eastward across field to farmhouses, near Yokohama. 3847 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26285
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Agriculture -- Japan
Farms -- Japan
Fields -- Japan
Harvesting -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR
Laborers -- Japan
Millet -- Japan

Place: Japan
Yokohama
Box 299  

RSN Numbers 26286-26387  

Image(s)  

East over Mississippi Bay, where Perry came (1854) opening Japan to the world, near Yokohama. [Active no. 3849 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26286

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic:  

Bays  
Harbors  
JAPAN TOUR  
Rickshaws  
Seacoasts

Place:  

Japan  
Mississippi Bay  
Perry  
Yokohama

Genre/  

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Form:

Peering from the lava-encrusted rim down into sacred Fujiyama's vast, mysterious crater. 3856 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Peering from the lava-encrusted rim down into sacred Fujiyama's vast, mysterious crater. 3856 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26287

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic:  

Formations (Geology) -- Japan  
JAPAN TOUR  
Mountaineers -- Japan  
Volcanoes -- Japan

Place:  

Fujiyama
Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Two miles above the clouds--from summit of Fujiyama N.E. over Lake Yamanaka, 10 miles away. 3857 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Two miles above the clouds--from summit of Fujiyama N.E. over Lake Yamanaka, 10 miles away. 3857 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26288

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Formations (Geology)

JAPAN TOUR

Lakes -- Japan
Mountaineers -- Japan
Volcanoes -- Japan

Place: Fujiyama

Japan

Yamanaka Lake (Japan)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Burden bearers of Japan--a street scene in Tokyo. 3860 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Burden bearers of Japan--a street scene in Tokyo. 3860 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26289

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Carts -- Japan

JAPAN TOUR

Laborers -- Japan
Markets -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan

Tokyo (Japan)
Under the cherry blossoms--looking N.E. along the main avenue of Shiba Park, Tokyo. 3861 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Under the cherry blossoms--looking N.E. along the main avenue of Shiba Park, Tokyo. 3861 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26290

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Babies -- Japan
Carriages -- Japan
Cherry blossoms -- Japan
Flowers -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR
Parks -- Japan
Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan
Shiba Park
Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Serene simplicity of home of Count Okuma, one of the Mikado's richest subjects, Tokyo. [Active no. 3864 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26291

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: Okuma, Count

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Homes -- Japan
Interior architecture -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR

Place: Japan
Mikado
Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"The groves were God's first temples"--avenue of noble cryptomerias at Nikko. [Active no. 3881 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26292

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Cryptomerias
JAPAN TOUR
Rickshaws -- Japan
Trees -- Japan
Walkways -- Japan

Place: Japan
Nikko (Japan)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Japanese lady in a yama-kago (mountain chair) crossing the torrential Daiya River near Nikko. 3883 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Japanese lady in a yama-kago (mountain chair) crossing the torrential Daiya River near Nikko. 3883 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26293

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Bridges -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR
Rivers -- Japan
Transportation

Place: Daiya River (Japan)
Japan
Nikkō-shi (Japan)
Yama-kago

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A gay Shinto procession carrying sacred objects—east over bridge to Imperial Museum, Kyoto. [Active no. 3902 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26294

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: Imperial Museum (Kyoto, Japan)

Topic: Bridges -- Japan
Crowds -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR
Parades -- Japan
Rites and ceremonies
Rivers -- Japan
Shinto
Shrines -- Japan
Streets -- Japan

Place: Japan
Kyoto (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

West side of 5-story Yasaka Pagoda, 300 years old, towering over the narrow street, Kyoto. 3903 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): West side of 5-story Yasaka Pagoda, 300 years old, towering over the narrow street, Kyoto. 3903 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26295

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR
Pagodas -- Japan
Rickshaws -- Japan
"Under the bamboo trees"--looking S.W. through the famous avenue near Kiyomizu, Kyoto. 3904 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26296

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

A potter and his wheel, fashioning a case of Awata porcelain--in the famous Kinkosan works, Kyoto. 3906 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A potter and his wheel, fashioning a case of Awata porcelain--in the famous Kinkosan works, Kyoto. 3906 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26297

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].
Porcelains -- Japan
Pottery -- Japan

Place:
Awata
Japan
Kyoto (Japan)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Expert workmen creating exquisite designs in cloisonne (Mr. Namikawa in background), Kyoto. 3908 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Expert workmen creating exquisite designs in cloisonne (Mr. Namikawa in background), Kyoto. 3908 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26298

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic:
Artisans -- Japan
Factories -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR
Laborers -- Japan
Porcelains -- Japan
Pottery -- Japan

Place:
Japan
Kyoto (Japan)
Namikawa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

South over gardens from home of Mr. Y. Namikawa, the famous leader in art-industries, Kyoto. [Active no. 3909 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Includes three figures in traditional Japanese dress.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26299

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic:
Ceremonies -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Gardens -- Japan
Interiors -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR

Place: Japan
Kyoto (Japan)
Namikawa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Patient laborers transplanting rice-shoots on a farm in beautiful interior of Japan--near Kyoto. 3914 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Patient laborers transplanting rice-shoots on a farm in beautiful interior of Japan--near Kyoto. 3914 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26300

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Agriculture -- Japan
Farms -- Japan
Fields -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR
Laborers -- Japan
Rice -- Japan

Place: Japan
Kyoto (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Girls picking tea on famous plantation at Uji, among the sunny hills of old Japan. [Active no. 3915 : Interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26301

Similar to RSN 14066

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]
Topic: Agriculture -- Japan
Harvesting -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR
Plantations -- Japan
Tea -- Japan
Women laborers -- Japan

Place: Japan
Uji

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

Flailing barley beside a fishing beach on the Inland Sea (looking S.E. to Oshima Island) 3933 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Flailing barley beside a fishing beach on the Inland Sea (looking S.E. to Oshima Island) 3933 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26302

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Barley -- Japan
Beaches -- Japan
Boats -- Japan
Fishing -- Japan
Harvesting -- Japan
Islands -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR

Place: Inland Sea (Japan)
Japan
Oshima Island

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gazing through sulphurous vapors into the crater's frightful depths, Aso-San. 3937 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26303
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

**Topic:** Formations (Geology)  
JAPAN TOUR  
Volcanoes -- Japan

**Place:** Aso-San volcano (Japan)  
Japan

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Little "Japs." 3942 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** Little "Japs." 3942 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 26304

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

**Topic:** Children -- India  
JAPAN--Miscellaneous

**Place:** India

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Coaling the Pacific Mail, S.S. "Siberia" at the fortified naval station or Nagasaki. 3939 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** Coaling the Pacific Mail, S.S. "Siberia" at the fortified naval station or Nagasaki. 3939 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 26305

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

**Topic:** Boats -- Japan  
Coal -- Japan  
Docks -- Japan  
JAPAN TOUR  
Laborers -- Japan  
Piers -- Japan  
Ships -- Japan
Wharves -- Japan

Place: Japan
Nagasaki (Japan)
S.S. Siberia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The wonderful double cherry-blossoms of Japan (slightly pink)--over a tea-house, near Atago Temple, Tokyo. 3943 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The wonderful double cherry-blossoms of Japan (slightly pink)--over a tea-house, near Atago Temple, Tokyo. 3943 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26306

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: Atago Temple (Tokyo, Japan)

Topic: Cherry blossoms -- Japan
Children -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Flowers -- Japan
JAPAN--Miscellaneous
Tea houses -- Japan
Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan
Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A part of Tokyo's 100 square miles--outlook northwest from Atago tower near Shiba Park. 3953 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A part of Tokyo's 100 square miles--outlook northwest from Atago tower near Shiba Park. 3953 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26307

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: JAPAN--Miscellaneous
Parks -- Japan
Portraits

Place: Atago Tower (Tokyo, Japan)
Japan
Shiba Park
Tokyo (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking across the Bay to Kowloon and mainland, from Bowen Road, above Hong Kong. 4111 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking across the Bay to Kowloon and mainland, from Bowen Road, above Hong Kong. 4111 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26308

Similar to RSN 20378.

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Bays -- China
CHINA TOUR
Harbors -- China
Mountains -- China
Portraits -- China
Ships -- China

Place: Bowen Road (Hong Kong)
China
Hong Kong
Kowloon (Hong Kong)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking down the Chukiang river into the houses of the 400,000 boat population of Canton. 4112 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking down the Chukiang river into the houses of the 400,000 boat population of Canton. 4112 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26309
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Boats -- China  
CHINA TOUR  
Dwellings -- China  
Harbors -- China  
Homes -- China  
Portraits -- China  
Rivers -- China

Place: China  
Chukiang River (Canton, China)  
Guangzhou (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From the Imperial Bank of China (N.) along Whangpoo River, over English and American quarters, Shanghai. 4125 interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): From the Imperial Bank of China (N.) along Whangpoo River, over English and American quarters, Shanghai. 4125 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26310

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Boats -- China  
CHINA TOUR  
Parks -- China  
Portraits -- China  
Rickshaws -- China  
Rivers -- China

Place: China  
Shanghai (China)  
Whangpoo River (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mission children with one little American girl, Canton--thousands of such massacred by "Boxers." [Active no. 4121 : interpositive.]  
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Rich native bazaars on Nankin Road--principal Chinese street of Shanghai. 4127 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Rich native bazaars on Nankin Road--principal Chinese street of Shanghai. 4127 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Coolies unloading tea at Hangkow, the great tea market of interior China. 4144 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Coolies unloading tea at Hangkow, the great tea market of interior China. 4144 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26313

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: CHINA TOUR
Docks -- China
Laborers -- China
Markets -- China
Piers -- China
Tea -- China
Wharves -- China

Place: China
Hangkow (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Paddy field and group of jeering natives, at Matin, 700 miles inland, Kiangsi Province. 4147 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26314

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic: Bridges -- China
CHINA TOUR
Fields
Rice paddies
Valleys -- China

Place: China
Kiangsi Province (China)
Matin (Kiangsi Province, China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cultivated bamboo--a plantation at Nankin. 4151 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Cultivated bamboo--a plantation at Nankin. 4151 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26315

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Agriculture -- China
Bamboo trees -- China
CHINA TOUR
Plantations -- China

Place: China
Nankin

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wheelbarrow transportation--China's best and cheapest freighters--at the boat landing, Tientsin. 4173 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Wheelbarrow transportation--China's best and cheapest freighters--at the boat landing, Tientsin. 4173 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26316

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: CHINA TOUR
Docks -- China
Laborers -- China
Piers -- China
Transportation -- China
Wharves -- China
Wheelbarrows -- China

Place: China
Tientsin (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Junk flotilla on the Peiho River transporting U.S. Army stores from Tientsin to Peking. 4177 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Junk flotilla on the Peiho River transporting U.S. Army stores from Tientsin to Peking. 4177 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26317

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Armed Forces
CHINA TOUR
Rivers -- China
Sail boats

Place: Beijing (China)
China
Peiho River (China)
Tientsin (China)
U.S. Army

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

West from Ha-ta-men Gate along huge ancient wall between Tartar and Chinese Peking--scene of a desperate charge during siege. 4178 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26318

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic: Battlegrounds
CHINA TOUR
Portraits
Walls

Place: China
Ha-ta-men Gate (Peking, China)
Peking (China)

Culture: Tatars

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

One of the typical "freight trains" of China--E. on Legation St., Caravan from Tientsin. 4181 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26319

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic: Animals -- China
CHINA TOUR
Streets -- China
Transportation

Place: China
Tientsin (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wan-Shou-Shan (Hill of Ten Thousand Ages) Summer Palace of the Empress, from island in Lake Kua-Ming-Hu, near Peking. 4203 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Wan-Shou-Shan (Hill of Ten Thousand Ages) Summer Palace of the Empress, from island in Lake Kua-Ming-Hu, near Peking. 4203 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26320

Same as RSN 26321.

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: CHINA TOUR
Islands -- China
Lakes -- China
Palaces -- China

Place: Beijing (China)

China

Hill of Ten Thousand Ages (Lake Kua-Ming-Hu, China)
Lake Kuo-Ming-Hu (Peking, China)
Wan-Shou-Shan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wan-Shou-Shan (Hill of Ten Thousand Ages) Summer Palace of the Empress, from island in Lake Kua-Ming-Hu, near Peking. 4203 Interpositive
Image(s): Wan-Shou-Shan (Hill of Ten Thousand Ages) Summer Palace of the Empress, from island in Lake Kua-Ming-Hu, near Peking. 4203 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26321

Same as RSN 26320.

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: CHINA TOUR
Islands -- China
Lakes -- China
Palaces -- China

Place: Beijing (China)
China
Hill of Ten Thousand Ages (Lake Kua-Ming-Hu, China)
Lake Kuo-Ming-Hu (Peking, China)
Wan-Shou-Shan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Grand Porcelain Tower, one of the splendid buildings of the Imperial Summer Palace, near Peking. 4205 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Grand Porcelain Tower, one of the splendid buildings of the Imperial Summer Palace, near Peking. 4205 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26322

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture -- China
CHINA TOUR
Palaces -- China
Porcelains -- China
Towers -- China

Place: Beijing (China)
China
Grand Porcelain Tower (Peking, China)
Edwin H. Conger, America's heroic Minister, whose message gave first news of besieged Legations—in his office. No. 4211: interpositive. 1 Item (4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26323
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: Conger, Edwin H.
Topic: CHINA TOUR—Peking
Offices -- 1890-1920
Portraits -- 1890-1920
Place: China -- 1890-1920
Peking (China)

Genre/ Form: Interpositives

Looking south over the palaces of the Forbidden City; from Mei shan (Coal Mountain), Peking. 4188 Interpositive. 1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26324
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic: CHINA TOUR
Palaces
Portraits
Place: China
Coal Mountain (Peking, China)
Forbidden City (Peking, China)
Mei shan
Peking (China)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Count Von Waldersee, escorted by officers of Allied Armies through lines of U.S. Infantry, toward Sacred Gate, Peking. 4189 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Count Von Waldersee, escorted by officers of Allied Armies through lines of U.S. Infantry, toward Sacred Gate, Peking. 4189 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26325
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: United States Army

Topic:
CHINA TOUR
Ceremonies -- China
Gates -- China
Horses -- China
Military -- China
Parades -- China
Tents -- China

Place:
Beijing (China)
China
Sacred Gate
Von Waldersee

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

U.S. Minister E. H. Conger and staff, heroes of the awful siege--in the American Legation. 4212 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): U.S. Minister E. H. Conger and staff, heroes of the awful siege--in the American Legation. 4212 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26326
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: Conger, E. H.

Topic:
CHINA TOUR -- Peking
Offices -- 1890-1920
Portraits

Place: China
   Peking (China)

Genre/ Form: Interpositives

Sec'y Bainbridge and his wife after the rescue—in their parlor American Legation (showing bullet holes in the wall). [Active no. 4213 : half-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26327

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Names: Bainbridge, Secretary

Topic: Boxer Rebellion, China, 1899-1901
   CHINA TOUR -- Peking
   Portraits -- Couples
   War damages

Place: China
   Peking (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Marks of Chinese treachery--U.S. Legation building (western facade) riddled by Chinese bullets. [Active no. 4214 : half-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Building has broken windows and many other bullet marks. Two men sitting on ground before building, a rickshaw nearby.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26328

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture -- China
   Boxer Rebellion, China, 1899-1901
   CHINA TOUR -- Peking
Rickshaws -- China
War damages

Place: China
Peking (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Top of wall opposite American Legation--barricades occupied by allies after capture by Capt. Meyer's gallant charge. [Active no. 4215 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Chinese man seated on top of wall.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26329
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: Meyer, Captain
Topic: Battlefields
Boxer Rebellion, China, 1899-1901
CHINA TOUR -- Peking
Stones
Walls
War damages

Place: China
Peking (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Tartar City, north from Wall, near Chien-men Gate--Coal Mountain and Forbidden City in distance. [Active no. 4216 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Rooftops.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26330
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].
9th U.S. Infantry lined before the Sacred Gate in honor of Count Waldersee--Minister Conger and family in foreground. [Active no. 4217 : half-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26331

AC0143-0026331.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Company of Bengal Lancers escorting Count Waldersee on his arrival at Peking--before the Sacred Gate. [Active no. 4218 ; interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26332

AC0143-0026332 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names:  Bengal Lancers  
         United States. Army  
         Waldersee, Count

Topic:   Architecture -- China  
         Boxer Rebellion, China, 1899-1901  
         CHINA TOUR -- Peking  
         Ceremonies -- China  
         Gates -- China  
         Horses -- China  
         Military -- China

Place:   Beijing (China)  
         China  
         Sacred Gate

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A market in Tartar (northern) City--looking toward Drum Tower from near Imperial City Gate. [Active no. 4222 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26333

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic:   CHINA TOUR -- Peking  
         Markets -- China  
         Streets -- China  
         Towers -- China

Place:   Beijing (China)  
         China  
         Drum Tower (Peking, China)  
         Imperial City Gate (Peking, China)  
         Tartar City (Peking, China)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A busy thoroughfare in the Tartar City from Drum Tower (west) to Tsung-Chimen Gate. [Active no. 4223 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26334

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic: CHINA TOUR -- Peking
Drum Tower (Peking, China)
Gates -- China
Streets -- China
Towers -- China

Place: China
Peking (China)
Tartar City (Peking, China)
Tsung-Chimen Gate

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man in courtyard of home in China.] 4228 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Man in courtyard of home in China.] 4228 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26335

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Dwellings -- China
Homes -- China
Portraits -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Art.] 4230 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Art.] 4230 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26336

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture
Art
Informations About Photographer
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 4232 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 4232 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26337

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Horses -- China
Military -- China
Parades -- China
Portraits -- China
Informations About Photographer
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 4234 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 4234 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26338

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Portraits
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 4235 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 4235 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26339

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic:
Architecture
Armed Forces
Buildings

Place:
China

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Greatest of China's statesmen--Li Hung Chang, in the court of his Yamen, Tientsin. 4236 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Greatest of China's statesmen--Li Hung Chang, in the court of his Yamen, Tientsin. 4236 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26340

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Names:
Li Hung Chang, 1821-1901

Topic:
CHINA TOUR - Tientsin
Portraits -- China
Royalty -- China
Transportation

Place:
China
Tientsin (China)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Allies' stern government at Tientsin--Chinese criminals immediately after being shot--soldiers posting execution proclamation. 4240 Interpositive
The Allies advancing--mounting one of the terrible lyddite guns to bombard Tientsin. 4242 Interpositive

Seiks bombarding Chinese positions with 10-pound English naval gun--arsenal in distance already taken--Battle of Tientsin. 4243 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26343

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic: Armed Forces

Artillery

Battlefields

CHINA TOUR - Tientsin

Guns

War

Place: China

Seiks

Tientsin (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Foreigners on German Club and City Hall Towers watching Battle of Tientsin--view from German Club Tower. 4244 Interpositive

A sad cargo--Japanese bringing boatload of dead into the moat behind the mud wall, Battle of Tientsin. 4245 Interpositive.
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A sad cargo--Japanese bringing boatload of dead into the moat behind the mud wall, Battle of Tientsin. 4245 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26345
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Battlefields -- China
Boats -- China
CHINA TOUR - Tientsin
Casualties -- China
War -- China

Place: China
Japan
Tientsin (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Japanese soldiers on the wall at South Gate immediately after Allies entered the city--Battle of Tientsin. 4246 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26346
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
CHINA TOUR - Tientsin
Walls
War

Place: China
Japan
South Gate
Tientsin (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Panorama from Clarence Hotel looking West over French Concession--showing buildings destroyed by bombardment, Tientsin. 4248 Interpositive
Tower within the Fort, near the French Cathedral--showing effects of bombardment--Tientsin. 4249 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Tower within the Fort, near the French Cathedral--showing effects of bombardment--Tientsin. 4249 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26347

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic: CHINA TOUR - Tientsin
Damages
Destruction
Portraits
War

Place: China
Tientsin (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

All that remains of the French Cathedral, Tientsin. 4250 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): All that remains of the French Cathedral, Tientsin. 4250 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26349

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: French Cathedral (Tientsin, China)

Topic: CHINA TOUR - Tientsin

Cathedrals -- China

Damages -- China

Destruction -- China

War -- China

Place: China

Tientsin (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Landscapes.] 4251 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Landscapes.] 4251 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26350

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: China

[Military and civilian crowd beside train in China.] 4252 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military and civilian crowd beside train in China.] 4252 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26351
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Ceremonies -- China
Military -- China
Railroads -- China
Trains -- China

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: China

[Military.] 4253 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 4253 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26352
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Casualties -- China
Military -- China
Tents -- China
Treatments -- China
War -- China

Place: China
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[War fire in China.] 4254 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [War fire in China.] 4254 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26353
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Damages -- China
Fires -- China
Flags -- China
Military -- China
Ruins -- China
War -- China

Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market.] 4255 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Market.] 4255 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26354

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Crowds -- China
Markets -- China
Streets -- China

Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 4257 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 4257 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26355

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits

Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 4258 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military.] 4258 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26356

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits
Rites and ceremonies

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 4259 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military.] 4259 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26357

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Armed Forces
Portraits
Rites and ceremonies

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 4260 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military.] 4260 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26358

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].
[Soldiers beside train tracks in China.] 4261 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Soldiers beside train tracks in China.] 4261 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26359
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Beheaded by order of Li Hung Chang, who executed 130 "Boxers," June 20, 1900. {active no 4263 : interpositive.,} 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Beheaded by order of Li Hung Chang, who executed 130 "Boxers," June 20, 1900. {lcub}active no 4263 : interpositive.,} 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26360
Similar to RSN 26361.

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: Li Hung Chang, 1821-1901
War
War casualties

Place: Canton (China)
China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beheaded by order of Li Hung Chang, who executed 130 "Boxers," June 20, 1900. [Active no. 4263 : interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Beheaded by order of Li Hung Chang, who executed 130 "Boxers," June 20, 1900. [Active no. 4263 : interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26361

Similar to RSN 26360.

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: Li Hung Chang, 1821-1901

Topic: Boxer Rebellion, China, 1899-1901
Boxers
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Crimes
War
War casualties

Place: Canton (China)
China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Li Hung Chang's reminder to the lawless--five pirate heads hanging over the wall at Honam. [Active no. 4265 : interpositive.] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26362

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Names: Li Hung Chang, 1821-1901
A "lily footed" woman of China--This outrage against nature has been in vogue 900 years. 4267 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26363

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Children of native Christians, who are hated and persecuted by the fanatical heathen. 4268 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Children of native Christians, who are hated and persecuted by the fanatical heathen. 4268 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26364

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].
Religion -- China
Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The western suburb of Canton, north from Custom House--showing watchman's tower. 4270 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The western suburb of Canton, north from Custom House--showing watchman's tower. 4270 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26365
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: CHINA TOUR -- Canton
    Portraits -- China
    Towers -- China
Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking northeast from the Custom House to the Roman Catholic Cathedral. 4271 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looking northeast from the Custom House to the Roman Catholic Cathedral. 4271 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26366
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: CHINA TOUR -- Canton
    Cathedrals -- China
    Portraits -- China
Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
A canal in the heart of Canton. 4287 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A canal in the heart of Canton. 4287 Interpositive,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26367

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90],

Topic: Boats -- China
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Canals -- China
Portraits -- China

Place: China
Guangzhou (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

View from the roof of the American Mission. 4272 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26368

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic: CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Construction
Portraits

Place: Canton (China)
China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Five-Story Pagoda on the northern Wall. 4273 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Five-Story Pagoda on the northern Wall. 4273 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26369
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture -- China
        CHINA TOUR -- Canton
        Pagodas -- China
        Towers -- China

Place: China
        Guangzhou (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

An ancient stone guardian of the five-story Pagoda at the northern Wall of Canton. 4274 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): An ancient stone guardian of the five-story Pagoda at the northern Wall of Canton. 4274 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26370
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture -- China
        CHINA TOUR -- Canton
        Pagodas -- China
        Sculptures -- China
        Towers -- China

Place: China
        Guangzhou (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Grounds of the Imperial Mint--there the cheap silver money of China is coined. [Active no. 4276 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26371

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture -- China
      CHINA TOUR -- Canton
      Gardens -- China
      Mints
      Money

Place: Canton (China)
       China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Central office of the Imperial Mint. [Active no. 4277 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26372

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture -- China
      CHINA TOUR -- Canton
      Gardens -- China
      Mints
      Money

Place: Canton (China)
       China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Government officials, who coin China's fifty-cent silver dollars--Imperial Mint gardens. [Active no. 4278 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26373

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90]

Topic: Architecture -- China
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Gardens -- China
Mints
Money

Place: Canton (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Watching the hated foreigners across Shameen Canal. 4280 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Watching the hated foreigners across Shameen Canal. 4280 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26374

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Boats -- China
Bridges -- China
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Canals -- China

Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
Shameen Canal (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Along the Shameen Canal, west from the English Bridge. 4281 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Along the Shameen Canal, west from the English Bridge. 4281 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26375

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Boats -- China
Bridges -- China
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Canals -- China

Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
Shameen Canal

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Shameen Canal from the French Bridge. 4283 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The Shameen Canal from the French Bridge. 4283 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26376

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Boats -- China
Bridges -- China
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Canals -- China

Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
Shameen Canal (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Victoria Hotel, Foreign Settlement. 4284 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Victoria Hotel, Foreign Settlement. 4284 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26377
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Names: Victoria Hotel (Canton, China)
Topic: Architecture -- China
Boats -- China
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Hotels -- China
Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking from the Shameen Canal into a lateral canal. 4286 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looking from the Shameen Canal into a lateral canal. 4286 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26378
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Boats -- China
Bridges -- China
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Canals -- China
Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
Shameen Canal (China)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Shappat-po Street, where European shops are found. 4288 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Shappat-po Street, where European shops are found. 4288 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26379

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Markets -- China
Streets -- China

Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
Shappat-po Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Row of cells, Examination Hall, for isolation of Ku-Yan (A.B. degree) competitors. 4290 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Row of cells, Examination Hall, for isolation of Ku-Yan (A.B. degree) competitors. 4290 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26380

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture -- China
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Education -- China
Universities and colleges -- China

Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
Ku-Yan (Chinese A.B. Degree)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Chukiang River from the Bund. 4291 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Chukiang River from the Bund. 4291 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26381
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Boats -- China
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Rivers -- China
Place: Bund (China)
China
Chukiang River (Canton, China)
Guangzhou (China)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Where the steamers land in the Chukiang River. 4292 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Where the steamers land in the Chukiang River. 4292 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26382
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Boats -- China
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Docks -- China
Piers -- China
Rivers -- China
Steamships -- China
Wharves -- China
Place: China
Chukiang River (Canton, China)
Guangzhou (China)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

At "chow" (breakfast) in China. 4294 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): At "chow" (breakfast) in China. 4294 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26383

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Dining -- China
Dwellings -- China
Family -- China

Place: Canton (China)
China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Figures clothed with growing plants in the Fati Gardens. 4295 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Figures clothed with growing plants in the Fati Gardens. 4295 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26384

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Art -- China
CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Flowers -- China
Gardens -- China
Sculptures -- China

Place: China
Fati Gardens (Canton, China)
Guangzhou (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

In the garden of the Governor's summer palace, Macao. 4297 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): In the garden of the Governor's summer palace, Macao. 4297 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26385
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: CHINA TOUR -- Canton
Gardens -- China
Palaces -- China

Place: China
Guangzhou (China)
Macau (China)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] 4300 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 4300 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26386
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Harbors -- China
Sailboats -- China
Ships -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 4301 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 4301 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26387

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
Parades
Streets

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 300 RSN Numbers 26388-26492

Image(s)

[Art.] 4303 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Art.] 4303 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26388

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Art -- China
Children -- China
Sculptures -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 4305 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children.] 4305 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26389

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture -- China
Buildings -- China
Children -- China
Place: China
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats.] 4306 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Boats.] 4306 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26390
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Boats -- China
Portraits -- China
Place: China
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 4307 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 4307 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26391
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Streets -- China
Trees -- China
Place: China
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 4308 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 4308 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26392

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Streets -- China
Trees -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 4309 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 4309 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26393

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture
Portraits

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 4310 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Street scene.] 4310 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26394

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Streets

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats.] 4311 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Boats.] 4311 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26395
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Boats -- China
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterscape.] 4313 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 4313 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26396
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Birds
Waterscapes
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Garden.] 4314 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Garden.] 4314 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26397
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Architecture -- China
Buildings -- China
Gardens -- China
Place: China
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats.] 4316 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Boats.] 4316 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26399
Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

[Chinese man smoking pipe : Active no. 4317 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26400

AC0143-0026400 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Agriculture -- China
Pipes -- China
Portraits -- China
Smoking -- 1890-1920 -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Agriculture.] 4318 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 4318 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26401

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].

Topic: Agriculture -- China
Architecture -- China
Pipes -- China
Portraits -- China
Smoking -- China
Towers -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking northeast over the Bay from the new Market. 4320 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looking northeast over the Bay from the new Market. 4320 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26402

Currently stored in box 3.2.48 [90].
In the Protestant cemetery at "Happy Valley." 4323 Interpositive  
*Image(s): In the Protestant cemetery at "Happy Valley." 4323 Interpositive.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 26403  
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Indian street musician and child at Hong Kong. 4326 Interpositive  
*Image(s): Indian street musician and child at Hong Kong. 4326 Interpositive.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 26404  
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].
Portraits -- China
Streets -- China
Violins -- China

Place: China
Hong Kong (China)
India

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Arrival of a Chinese fishing boat. 4328 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Arrival of a Chinese fishing boat. 4328 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26405

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Boats -- China
CHINA TOUR - Hong Kong
Fishing -- China
Harbors -- China

Place: China
Hong Kong (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 4333 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 4333 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26406

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Portraits -- China
Trees -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 4334 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 4334 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26407

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Portraits -- China
Trees -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 4336 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 4336 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26408

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Boats -- China
Mountains -- China
Portraits -- China
Ships -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The curse civilized nations force on China--an opium storage ship. 4338 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The curse civilized nations force on China--an opium storage ship. 4338 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26409
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:**
- Boats -- China
- CHINA TOUR - Shanghai
- Drugs -- China
- Harbors -- China
- Opium -- China
- Ships -- China

**Place:**
- China
- Shanghai (China)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

One of the pagodas to the ancient Buddhist Temple at Loong Wah. 4343 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): One of the pagodas to the ancient Buddhist Temple at Loong Wah. 4343 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26410

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- China
- Buddhism
- CHINA TOUR - Shanghai
- Pagodas -- China
- Temples -- China

**Place:**
- China
- Loong Wah
- Shanghai (China)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Landmark of an ancient religion--pagoda, 1,600 years old, Soo-chow. 4346 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Landmark of an ancient religion--pagoda, 1,600 years old, Soo-chow. 4346 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26411
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:**
- Architecture -- China
- CHINA -- Miscellaneous
- Pagodas -- China
- Temples -- China

**Place:**
- China
- Soo-chow (China)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Beautiful "Soo," once the centre of Chinese culture and commerce (founded B.C. 500), Soo-chow. 4347 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** The Beautiful "Soo," once the centre of Chinese culture and commerce (founded B.C. 500), Soo-chow. 4347 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 26412

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:**
- Boats -- China
- Bridges -- China
- CHINA -- Miscellaneous
- Harbors -- China
- Markets -- China
- Rivers -- China

**Place:**
- China
- Soo-chow (China)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Line of houseboats under small high bridge.] 4348 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Line of houseboats under small high bridge.] 4348 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 26413

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:**
- Boats -- China
- Bridges -- China
Rivers -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

In the European quarter north from Municipal Council Building--coolies carrying tea, Hangkow. 4349 Interpositive

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

*Image(s): In the European quarter north from Municipal Council Building--coolies carrying tea, Hangkow. 4349 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26414

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: CHINA -- Miscellaneous

Markets -- China

Streets -- China

Tea -- China

Transportation -- China

Place: China

Hangkow (China)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

An evil-doer wearing a "cangue" chained in the thoroughfare at Hangkow.

4350 Interpositive

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

*Image(s)*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26415

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: CHINA -- Miscellaneous

Cangue

Crime

Jails

Portraits

Punishment

Place: China
Hangkow (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A high caste Chinese family--the Mandarin (Mayor) of Kinkow--his young wife, sons and daughters. 4351 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A high caste Chinese family--the Mandarin (Mayor) of Kinkow--his young wife, sons and daughters. 4351 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26416

AC0143-0026416

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:
CHINA -- Miscellaneous
Family -- China
Portraits -- China

Place:
China
Kinkow (China)
Mandarin

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Chinese fort on left bank of river--taken by English when the Forts were captured--Taku. 4352 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Chinese fort on left bank of river--taken by English when the Forts were captured--Taku. 4352 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26417

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:
CHINA -- Miscellaneous
Fortification -- China
Rivers -- China

Place:
China
Taku (China)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Destruction of Tongu--Russians tearing down mud houses which might shelter the "Boxers." [Active no. 4353 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26418

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Boxers
CHINA -- Miscellaneous
Destruction
Dwellings -- China
War

Place: China
Russia
Tongu

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sailboats and smaller boats on wide river in city.] 4354 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Sailboats and smaller boats on wide river in city.] 4354 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26419

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Rivers -- China
Sailboats

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Canal.] 4355 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Canal.] 4355 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26420
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:
Boats -- China
Bridges -- China
Canals -- China
Portraits -- China

Place:
China

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Pagoda.] 4356 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Pagoda.] 4356 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26421
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:
Pagodas -- China
Temples -- China
Walls -- China

Place:
China

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Pagoda.] 4357 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Pagoda.] 4357 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26422
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].
Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Topic: Architecture -- China
Pagodas -- China
Temples -- China
Towers -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 4358 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 4358 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26423
Same as RSN 26424.
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Architecture -- China
Armed Forces -- China
Deer -- China
Sculptures -- China

Place: China

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 4358 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 4358 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26424
Same as RSN 26423.
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military. 4359 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military. 4359 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26425

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Fortification -- China
Horses -- China
Military -- China
Parades -- China
Portraits -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

China's old barrier against Tartar hordes--Great Wall crossing the mountains, Shan-hai-kwan. 4367 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26426

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: CHINA TOUR - Manchuria
Great Wall of China (China)
Mountains -- China
Walls

Place: China
Manchuria
Shan-hai-kwan (China)

Culture: Tatars

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Clumsy Chinese Junk under full sail on the Yellow Sea--coast of Manchuria in distance. 4376 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26427

Similar to RSN 20380

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: CHINA TOUR - Manchuria

Junks

Sailboats

Place: China

Manchuria

Yellow Sea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Long close line of soldiers firing across wide river.] 4378 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Long close line of soldiers firing across wide river.] 4378 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26428

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Military -- China

Rifles -- China

Rivers -- China

Ships -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A doorway for a Great Power--entrance to one of Asia's best harbors, Port Arthur. 4381 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A doorway for a Great Power—entrance to one of Asia’s best harbors, Port Arthur. 4381 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26429

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:

- Boats -- China
- Harbors -- China
- RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
- Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
- Ships -- China
- War -- China

Place:

- China
- Port Arthur

Genre/Form:

- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Japanese war balloon reconnoitering the Russian position at Port Arthur (looking north). 4399 interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26430

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:

- Balloons
- Battlefields
- RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
- Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
- War

Place:

- China
- Port Arthur

Genre/Form:

- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A corn roast--Japanese soldier boys and Chinese coolies--with the besieging army around Port Arthur. 4435 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A corn roast--Japanese soldier boys and Chinese coolies--with the besieging army around Port Arthur. 4435 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26431

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Children -- Manchuria
       Corn -- Manchuria
       Eating -- Manchuria
       Military -- Manchuria
       RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
       Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
       War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
       Port Arthur (Manchuria)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Among the queer Koreans--a pack train in the suburbs outside Seoul--looking west to East Gate. [Note: this is the original company caption.]
[Active no. 4486 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5",)

Image(s): Among the queer Koreans--a pack train in the suburbs outside Seoul--looking west to East Gate. [Note: this is the original company caption.] [Active no. 4486 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26432

Similar to RSN 10381.

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Horses -- Korea
       KOREA
       Streets -- Korea
       Transportation

Place: Korea
       Seoul (Korea)
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

House building in Korea--wall of stone and mud against a framework of grass ropes and sticks, Seoul. 4505 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): House building in Korea--wall of stone and mud against a framework of grass ropes and sticks, Seoul. 4505 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26433

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:
Construction -- Korea
Dwellings -- Korea
Homes -- Korea
KOREA
Laborers -- Korea

Place:
Korea
Seoul (Korea)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The "Hermit Kingdom" awakening--boys' school (boys with hats on are married)--Seoul. 4511 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The "Hermit Kingdom" awakening--boys' school (boys with hats on are married)--Seoul. 4511 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26434

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:
Children -- Korea
Education -- Korea
KOREA
Portraits -- Korea
Schools -- Korea

Place:
Korea
Seoul (Korea)
One of the ships that fought against Dewey--destroyed Spanish warship "Castillo"--Manila Bay. 4543 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): One of the ships that fought against Dewey--destroyed Spanish warship "Castillo"--Manila Bay. 4543 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26435

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Names:

Castillo (Ship)
DeWey, George, 1837-1917

Topic:

Bays -- Philippines
Disasters -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Ships -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place:

Manila (Philippines)
Philippines
Spain

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Manila Bay, from within the Breakwater--looking toward old Manila, showing Cathedral. 4544 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Manila Bay, from within the Breakwater--looking toward old Manila, showing Cathedral. 4544 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26436

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:

Bays -- Philippines
Boats -- Philippines
Cathedrals -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Portraits -- Philippines
Ships -- Philippines
Waterscapes -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

On the Luneta Beach during a Typhoon--looking south--Manila. 4545 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): On the Luneta Beach during a Typhoon--looking south--Manila. 4545 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26437
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Beaches -- Philippines
Ocean -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Storms -- Philippines
Typhoons -- Philippines

Place: Luneta Beach (Manila, Philippines)
Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Rosario Street and Binondo Church, from the Pasig River, Manila. 4552 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): Rosario Street and Binondo Church, from the Pasig River, Manila. 4552 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26438
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Copy and Version Identification Note
“Serial” 25

Names: Binondo Church (Manila, Philippines)
Honoring the soldier who lived and died a hero--Caisson bearing Gen. Lawton's remains on the Luneta, Manila. 4554 Interpositive

*Image(s):* Honoring the soldier who lived and died a hero--Caisson bearing Gen. Lawton's remains on the Luneta, Manila. 4554 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26439

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

The hope of the Philippines--class of boys in Normal High School, Manila. 4556 interpositive

*Image(s):* The hope of the Philippines--class of boys in Normal High School, Manila. 4556 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26440

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Education -- Philippines
      PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
      Portraits -- Philippines
      Schools -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
       Normal High School (Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Conception School--for bright little daughters of Unkle Sam's adoption,
Manila. 4557 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Conception School--for bright little daughters of Unkle Sam's adoption, Manila. 4557 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26441

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Names: Conception School

Topic: Education -- Philippines
      PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
      Portraits -- Philippines
      Schools -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Along the top of the wall of Old Manila (looking north). 4558 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Along the top of the wall of Old Manila (looking north). 4558 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26442
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:** Artillery -- Philippines
Fortification -- Philippines
Guns -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.

**Place:** Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Transports on the Pasig River, below Bridge of Spain, Manila. 4560
interpositive
*1 item (4" x 5")*

**Image(s):** Transports on the Pasig River, below Bridge of Spain, Manila. 4560
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 26443

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:** Boats -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Rivers -- Philippines
Ships -- Philippines

**Place:** Bridge of Spain (Manila, Philippines)
Manila (Philippines)
Pasig River (Philippines)
Philippines

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Escolta, the principal business street in Manila. 4561 interpositive
*1 item (4" x 5")*

**Image(s):** Escolta, the principal business street in Manila. 4561
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 26444

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].
Camp of the American army at Manila. 4564 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Camp of the American army at Manila. 4564 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26445

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Camps -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Tents -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

17th U.S. infantry--arrival on the Luneta--Manila. 4565 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): 17th U.S. infantry--arrival on the Luneta--Manila. 4565 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26446

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Camps -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Tents -- Philippines

Place: Luneta (Manila, Philippines)
Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Paying the death penalty for crime--garroting a criminal at Bilibid prison, Manila. 4570 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Paying the death penalty for crime--garroting a criminal at Bilibid prison, Manila. 4570 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26447

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Names: Bilibid Prison (Manila, Philippines)

Topic: Crime -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Prisons -- Philippines
Punishment -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Artillery fire on the Luneta Beach, by 3d Artillery, Manila. 4572 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Artillery fire on the Luneta Beach, by 3d Artillery, Manila. 4572 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26448

Same as RSN 26449.

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Artillery -- Philippines
Artillery Fire on the Luneta, by 3d Artillery, Manila. 4572 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Artillery Fire on the Luneta, by 3d Artillery, Manila. 4572 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26449
Same as RSN 26448.
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

A wounded Filipino on the operating table, 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila. 4573 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A wounded Filipino on the operating table, 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila. 4573 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26450
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Artillery -- Philippines
Battlefields -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
War -- Philippines
Place: Luneta (Manila, Philippines)
Manila (Philippines)
Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Casualties -- Philippines
Hospitals -- Philippines

Page 14495 of 15344
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Tents -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Carrying a wounded Filipino from the operating room, 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila. 4574 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Carrying a wounded Filipino from the operating room, 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila. 4574 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26451

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Casualties -- Philippines
Hospitals -- Philippines

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Tents -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wound from a bullet that entered the chest--operating room, 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila. 4575 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Wound from a bullet that entered the chest--operating room, 1st Reserve Hospital, Manila. 4575 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26452

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Casualties -- Philippines
Hospitals -- Philippines

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Tents -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A Native Home and Family in Ermita. 4579 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A Native Home and Family in Ermita. 4579 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26453

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Dwellings -- Philippines
Family -- Philippines
Homes -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.

Place: Ermita (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Making the famous "Manila" Rope, in Manila. 4580 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26454

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: Artisans
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Rope making
Streets

Place: Ermita (Philippine Islands)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sailboats on wide river in city, Philippines?] 4584 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Sailboats on wide river in city, Philippines?] 4584 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26455
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Harbors -- Philippines
Portraits -- Philippines
Rivers -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Steamships on wide river, Philippines?] 4585 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Steamships on wide river, Philippines?] 4585 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26456
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Harbors -- Philippines
Rivers -- Philippines
Ships -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Philippines?] 4586 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26457
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

**Topic:** Flowers  
Portraits  
Streets

**Place:** Philippines

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bridge over wide river, Philippines.] 4587 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Bridge over wide river, Philippines.] 4587 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 26458

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:** Boats -- Philippines  
Bridges -- Philippines  
Cows -- Philippines  
Laundries -- Philippines  
Rivers -- Philippines

**Place:** Philippines

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Philippines.] 4588 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Philippines.] 4588 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 26459

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:** Boats -- Philippines  
Ships -- Philippines

**Place:** Philippines

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home and garden beside wide river, Philippines.] 4589 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Home and garden beside wide river, Philippines.] 4589 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26460

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Dwellings -- Philippines
Gardens -- Philippines
Portraits -- Philippines
Rivers -- Philippines
Ships -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A Street in Pasay. 4594 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A Street in Pasay. 4594 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26461

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Military -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Rifles -- Philippines
Streets -- Philippines

Place: Pasay
Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Interior Santa Ana Church--our field hospital during the fight. 4598 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Interior Santa Ana Church--our field hospital during the fight. 4598 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26462

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Names: Santa Ana (Church : Philippines)
Topic: Casualties -- Philippines
       Churches -- Philippines
       Hospitals -- Philippines
       PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
       Rifles -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Our soldier "Boys," life in the Philippines--supper by the church of Santa Ana. 4600 Interpositive

[Philippines?] 4599 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Philippines?] 4599 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26463

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Palm trees -- Philippines
       Parks -- Philippines

Place: Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Our soldier "Boys," life in the Philippines--supper by the church of Santa Ana. 4600 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26464
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Names: Santa Ana (Church : Philippines)
Topic: Churches -- Philippines
       Eating -- Philippines
       Military -- Philippines
       PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
       War -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Church at San Pedro Macati, used as a hospital. 4601 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Church at San Pedro Macati, used as a hospital. 4601 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26465
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Churches -- Philippines
       Crosses -- Philippines
       Hospitals -- Philippines
       PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
       Pottery -- Philippines
       War -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
       San Pedro Macati (Philippines)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Filipinos in the stocks at Pasig. 4603 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26466

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: Armed Forces
Crime
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Punishment

Place: Pasig (Manilla, Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Wait till you can see the whites of their eyes, boys!"--Co. G, Washington Vols., Pasig. 4604 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): "Wait till you can see the whites of their eyes, boys!"--Co. G, Washington Vols., Pasig. 4604 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26467

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Battlefields -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Rifles -- Philippines

Place: Pasig (Manilla, Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Driving the insurgents through the jungle, near Pasig. 4605 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Driving the insurgents through the jungle, near Pasig. 4605 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26468
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:    Battlefields -- Philippines
          Military -- Philippines
          PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
          Rifles -- Philippines
          Trench warfare -- Philippines
          War -- Philippines

Place:   Pasig (Philippines)
          Philippines

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    

A short rest on the fighting line--during the Battle of Malabon. 4609 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A short rest on the fighting line--during the Battle of Malabon. 4609 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26469
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:    Battlefields -- Philippines
          Military -- Philippines
          PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
          Rifles -- Philippines
          War -- Philippines

Place:   Malabon
          Philippines

Genre/    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    

Our soldiers entering Malolos, after the Battle. 4615 Interpositive
Image(s): Our soldiers entering Malolos, after the Battle. 4615 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26470
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Battlefields -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Parades -- Philippines
Rifles -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place: Malolos (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The ending of two Filipino Sharpshooters--a rice field near Imus. [Active no. 4621 : interpositive.]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26471
Similar to RSN 26472
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: Armed Forces
Battlefields
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Rice fields
War
War casualties

Place: Imus (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The ending of two Filipino Sharpshooters--a rice field near Imus. [Active no. 4621: interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26472

Similar to RSN 26471.
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:    Armed Forces
          Battlefields
          PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
          Philippines -- History -- Philippine American War, 1899-1902
          Rice fields
          War
          War casualties

Place:    Imus (Philippines)
          Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gun and Intrenchment captured from the Insurgents at the Battle of the Zapote River. 4622 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26473

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic:    Armed Forces
          Artillery
          Battlefields
          Guns
          PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
          War

Place:    Philippines
          Zapote River

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Locomotive and cars wrecked by insurgents at Bamban Bridge. [Active no. 4626 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26474

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Similar to RSN 26475.

Topic:

Battlefields -- Philippines
Bridges -- Philippines
Destruction -- Philippines
Military -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
Rivers -- Philippines
Trains -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place:

Bamban Bridge (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
War -- Philippines

Place: Bamban Bridge (Philippines) 
    Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Typical Filipino farming scene—a rice field and water buffalo—resting between furrows. 4628 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 26476

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: Farms
    PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--LUZON I.
        Rice fields
        Water buffaloes

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Philippines?] 4632 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Philippines?] 4632 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 26477

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Children -- Philippines.
        Military -- Philippines
        Rifles -- Philippines

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Philippines

Native wagons drawn by Caraboas, Iloilo. 4636 Interpositive
**1 Item (4" x 5")**

**Image(s):** Native wagons drawn by Caraboas, Iloilo. 4636 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26478

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

**Topic:** Caraboas -- Philippines  
Cows -- Philippines  
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--Panay I.  
Streets -- Philippines  
Transportation  
Wagons -- Philippines

**Place:** Iloilo (Philippines)  
Philippines

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A Pima cloth weaver at Molo, two miles from Iloilo. [Active no. 4639 : interpositive.]

**1 Item (4" x 5").**

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26479

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Names:** Adamson, Glenn

**Topic:** Artisans -- Philippines  
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--Panay I.  
Textile fabrics -- Philippines  
Women laborers -- Philippines

**Place:** Iloilo (Philippines)  
Molo (Philippines)  
Philippines  
Pima Indians

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Philippines?] [Active no. 4641 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26480

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Children -- Philippines.
       Jungles -- Philippines
       Palm trees -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A favorite costume for boys at Jaro. 4642 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A favorite costume for boys at Jaro. 4642 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26481

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Carts -- Philippines
       Children -- Philippines.
       PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--Panay I.
       Streets -- Philippines

Place: Jaro (Island of Panay, Philippines)
       Philippines

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bamboo Bridge over river at Jaro, built by American Soldiers, Island of
Panay, Philippines. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood. [Caption
under image.] [Active no. 4643 : interpositive.,] 1901
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Bamboo Bridge over river at Jaro, built by American Soldiers,
Island of Panay, Philippines. Copyright 1901 by Underwood & Underwood.
[Caption under image.] [Active no. 4643 : interpositive.,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26482

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bamboo
Bridges -- Philippines
Rivers -- Philippines
War

Place: Jaro (Island of Panay, Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The landing stage at Cebu. 4644 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26483

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: Docks
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--CEBU I.
Piers
Wharves

Place: Cebu (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A street in Cebu. 4645 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26484

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--CEBU I.
Streets
Place: Cebu (Philippines)
        Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A load of "Manila Hemp," at Cebu. 4650 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26485
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: Carts
        Cows
        Hemp
        PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--CEBU I.
        Streets
Place: Cebu (Philippines)
        Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Philippines?] 4651 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Philippines?] 4651 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26486
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Children -- Philippines.
        Streets -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Philippines.] 4652 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Philippines.] 4652 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26487
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Docks -- Philippines
Piers -- Philippines
Wharves -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Traffic suspended; their first look at a camera, San Nicholas. 4654 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Traffic suspended; their first look at a camera, San Nicholas. 4654 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26488
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Children -- Philippines.
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--CEBU I.
Streets -- Philippines

Place: Philippines -- Philippines
San Nicholas (Philippines)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Philippines?] 4655 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Philippines?] 4655 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26489

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Churches -- Philippines
Place: Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Drying hemp on the Island of Cebu—the principal export of the Philippines. 4656 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Drying hemp on the Island of Cebu—the principal export of the Philippines. 4656 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26490

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Agriculture -- Philippines
Harvesting -- Philippines
Hemp -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--CEBU I.
Place: Cebu (Philippines)
Philippines
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A Filipino saw mill, in the island of Cebu. 4658 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): A Filipino saw mill, in the island of Cebu. 4658 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26491

Similar to RSN 14091.

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Artisans -- Philippines
Laborers -- Philippines
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Philippines
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS--CEBU I.
Sawmills -- 1890-1920 -- Philippines

Place:  Cebu (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mount Elliott and Jarvois Glacier, from McKinnona Pass (6,200 feet). 4666 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Mount Elliott and Jarvois Glacier, from McKinnona Pass (6,200 feet). 4666 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26492
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:  Mountains -- New Zealand
NEW ZEALAND
Passes -- New Zealand
glaciers -- New Zealand

Place:  Jarvois Glacier (New Zealand)
McKinnona Pass (New Zealand)
Mount Elliott (New Zealand)
New Zealand

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 301  RSN Numbers 26493-26599

Image(s)

In the heart of a banana plantation. No. 4676 : glass interpositive
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): In the heart of a banana plantation. No. 4676 : glass interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26493
AC0143-0026493 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 14093.
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Bananas
Fruit -- 1890-1920 -- Hawaii
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
Plantations -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

In the crater of volcano Kilauea--a gorge in the lava. 4678 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26494

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: Canyons
Gorges
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
Lava
Volcanic rock
Volcanoes -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Kilauea Volcano (Hawaii.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking into the lake of fire, crater of volcano Kilauea. 4679 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Looking into the lake of fire, crater of volcano Kilauea. 4679 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26495

Similar to RSN 14100.

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Craters
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
Lava
Volcanic rock
Volcanoes -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Kilauea Volcano (Hawaii.)

Genre/Form: Interpositives

Stones and lava thrown upwards--eruption of Mokuaweoweo Volcano, Hawaii, July 4 to 21, 1899. 4680 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Stones and lava thrown upwards--eruption of Mokuaweoweo Volcano, Hawaii, July 4 to 21, 1899. 4680 Interpositive 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26496

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
Lava
Stones
Volcanic rock
Volcanoes -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Mokuaweoweo

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Honolulu] 4682 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Honolulu] 4682 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26497

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Ferns -- Hawaii
Trees -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hawaii] 4683 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26498

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic:
Blossoms -- Hawaii
Flowers -- Hawaii
Trees -- Hawaii

Place:
Hawaii

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Arctic Explorers preparing for the long winter--historic Cape Sabine and Baffin Bay. (79 degrees N. lat.). Caption 4686 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Arctic Explorers preparing for the long winter--historic Cape Sabine and Baffin Bay. (79 degrees N. lat.). Caption 4686 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26499

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:
Bays -- Canada
Boats -- Canada
Camps -- Canada
Dogs -- Glass -- 1890-1920
Explorers -- Canada
Ice -- Canada
THE ARCTIC REGIONS

Place:
Arctic regions -- Discovery and exploration
Baffin Bay (Canada)
Canada
Cape Sabine (Canada)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Interior of Fort Magnesia, Cape Sabine, Ellesmere Land--winter visitors who accepted our hospitality. [Active no. 4688 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26500

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:

- Dwellings -- Canada
- Eskimos -- Canada
- Fortification -- Canada
- Interior architecture -- Canada
- THE ARCTIC REGIONS

Place:

- Canada
- Cape Sabine (Canada)
- Ellesmere Land (Canada)
- Fort Magnesia (Canada)

Genre/ Form:

- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cape Sabine and Baffin Bay--The Peary Ship "Diana" putting into Winter Quarters (1899). [Active no. 4690 : interpositive.], 1899

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Cape Sabine and Baffin Bay--The Peary Ship "Diana" putting into Winter Quarters (1899). [Active no. 4690 : interpositive.] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26501

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Names:

- Diana (Ship)
- Peary, R. E. (Robert Edwin), 1856-1920

Topic:

- Bays -- Canada
- Explorers -- Canada
- Ice -- Canada
- Ships -- Canada
- THE ARCTIC REGIONS

Place:

- Baffin Bay (Canada)
- Canada
- Cape Sabine (Canada)
Ellesmere Land (Canada)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

During the Arctic's long summer day--Esquimaux homes, Peteravik, Ellesmere Land (79 degree N. lat.). 4692 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): During the Arctic's long summer day--Esquimaux homes, Peteravik, Ellesmere Land (79 degree N. lat.). 4692 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26502
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Boats -- Canada
Dwellings -- Canada
Eskimos -- Canada
Homes -- Canada
Ice -- Canada
THE ARCTIC REGIONS

Place: Canada
Ellesmere Land (Canada)
Peteravik

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Esquimaux belles and their garb, in the frigid Arctic--Cape York, Greenland. 4693 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26504
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98]

Topic: Eskimos
Eskimos
Portraits
THE ARCTIC REGIONS

Place: Cape York (Greenland)
Greenland
West coast of Greenland (lat. 766 degree North)--little Auks covering the sea. Active no. 4696 : interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): West coast of Greenland (lat. 766 degree North)--little Auks covering the sea. Active no. 4696 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26505

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

The world's most unique inhabitants--Esquimaux, and their "toupiks" (summer tents), North Greenland. 4697 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The world's most unique inhabitants--Esquimaux, and their "toupiks" (summer tents), North Greenland. 4697 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26505

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].
The whalers "Diana" and "Nova Zembla," cruising in the Arctics--Dexterity Harbor and Baffin Land. 4698 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The whalers "Diana" and "Nova Zembla," cruising in the Arctics--Dexterity Harbor and Baffin Land. 4698 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26506

Similar to RSN 14094 and 20303.

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Names: Diana (Ship)
Nova Zembla (Ship)

Topic: Harbors -- Canada
Ice -- Canada
Islands -- Canada
Ships -- Canada
THE ARCTIC REGIONS
Whalers -- Canada

Place: Arctic (Canada)
Baffin Land
Dexterity Harbor (Canada)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Whaling in Baffin Bay--taking out the whale's bone (worth $8,000). 4701 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Whaling in Baffin Bay--taking out the whale's bone (worth $8,000). 4701 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26507

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Bays -- Canada
Bones -- Canada
Ships -- Canada
THE ARCTIC REGIONS
Whalers -- Canada

Place: Arctic
Baffin Bay (Canada)
Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Kasa An village. [Active no. 4707 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26508
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: ALASKA
Boats -- Alaska
Totem poles -- Alaska
Villages -- Alaska

Place: Alaska
Kasa An (Alaska)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Culture: Eskimos -- Alaska
Indians of North America -- Alaska

Mouth of “Troandik” (plenty fish) river--from which the Klondike mining region takes its name. [Active no. 4712 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26509
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: ALASKA
Boats -- Alaska
Bridges -- Alaska
Lumbering -- Alaska
Mining -- Alaska
Rivers -- Alaska

Place: Alaska
Klondike (Alaska)
Troandik River (Alaska)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overview of a city] 4720 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Overview of a city] 4720 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26510

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Cathedrals
Portraits
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park.] 4721 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Park.] 4721 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26511

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Buildings
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military. 4722 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military. 4722 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26512
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:**
- Architecture
- Armed Forces
- Buildings
- Parades
- Rites and ceremonies

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

[Garden.] 4723 Interpositive

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

**Image(s):** [Garden.] 4723 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 26513

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:**
- Buildings
- Gardens

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

[Park.] 4724 Interpositive

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

**Image(s):** [Park.] 4724 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 26514

Similar to RSN 26515.

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:**
- Couples
- Love
- Parks
- Walkways

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

[Park.] 4724 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Park.] 4724 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26515

Similar to RSN 26514.

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:** Couples

Love

Parks

Walkways

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Canal.] 4725 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Canal.] 4725 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26516

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

**Topic:** Boats and boating

Bridges

Canals

Crowds

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

King Street, Toronto. 4726 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** King Street, Toronto. 4726 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26517

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].
Topic: CANADA
Horses -- Ontario
Streetcars -- Ontario
Streets -- Ontario
Wagons -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in city park in Canada.] 4729 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Monument in city park in Canada.] 4729 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26518

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Buildings -- Canada
Monuments -- Canada
Parks -- Canada
Statues -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Building.] 4731 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Building.] 4731 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26519

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Buildings

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bicycle. Active no. 4733 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26520
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Bicycles -- Canada
Parks -- Canada
Roads -- Canada
Trees -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Fountain in park with children and baby carriages. Active no. 4734 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26521
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Baby carriages -- Canada
Children -- Canada
Flowers -- Canada
Fountains -- Canada
Parks -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 4735 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 4735 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26522

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

| Topic:       | Buildings -- Canada
|             | Children -- Canada
|             | Flowers -- Canada
|             | Fountains -- Canada
|             | Parks -- Canada

| Place:      | Canada
| Genre/ Form:| Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Greenhouse.] 4736 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Greenhouse.] 4736 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26523

Same as RSN 26524.

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

| Topic:       | Flowers
|             | Greenhouses
|             | Plants

| Place:      | Canada
| Genre/ Form:| Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Greenhouse.] 4736 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Greenhouse.] 4736 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26524

Same as RSN 26523.

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

| Topic:       | Flowers
Greenhouses
Plants
Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man fishing below low waterfalls of rural stream.] 4741 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Man fishing below low waterfalls of rural stream.] 4741 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26525
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Fishing
Rapids -- Canada
Rivers -- Canada
Waterfalls -- Canada
Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Frontenac Hotel, from Little Round Island, Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River. 4744 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Frontenac Hotel, from Little Round Island, Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River. 4744 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26526
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Names: Chateau Frontenac (Hotel) (Quebec, Canada)
Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Boats -- Ontario
CANADA
Hotels -- Ontario
Islands -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario
Place: Canada
Little Round Island (Ontario)
Ontario
St. Lawrence River (Ontario)
Thousand Islands (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hotel.] 4745 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Hotel.] 4745 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26527

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Names: Chateau Frontenac (Hotel) (Quebec, Canada)

Topic: Architecture -- Canada
Hotels -- Canada
Islands -- Canada

Place: Canada

[Boats.] 4746 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boats.] 4746 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26528

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Boats -- Canada
Buildings -- Canada

Place: Canada

Bluff Island--one of the pretty sites in the St. Lawrence--Thousand Islands.
[Active no. 4747 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26529

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:  Boats -- Ontario  
        CANADA  
        Couples -- Ontario  
        Formations (Geology) -- Ontario  
        Islands -- Ontario
        Love -- Ontario
        Rivers -- Ontario

Place:  Bluff Island (Ontario)
        Canada
        Ontario
        St. Lawrence River (Ontario)
        Thousand Islands (Ontario)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Isle of Devil's Oven, Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River. 4748 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s):  Isle of Devil's Oven, Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River. 4748 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26530

Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic:  Boats -- Ontario
        CANADA
        Islands -- Ontario
        Rivers -- Ontario

Place:  Canada
        Isle of Devil's Oven (Ontario)
        Ontario
        St. Lawrence River (Ontario)
        Thousand Islands (Ontario)
Among the Island Gems which adorn the St. Lawrence, Thousand Islands. 4749 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Among the Island Gems which adorn the St. Lawrence, Thousand Islands. 4749 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26531
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
CANADA
Islands -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
St. Lawrence River (Ontario)
Thousand Islands (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 4755 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 4755 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26532
Currently stored in box 3.2.49 [98].

Topic: CANADA
Cabins
Wooden plank roads

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Canada

Birdseye View of Montreal from Mount Royal, Quebec. 4756 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Birdseye View of Montreal from Mount Royal, Quebec. 4756 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 26533

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Bridges -- Quebec
       CANADA
       Rivers -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Montréal (Québec)
       Mount Royal (Québec)
       Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Interior of Notre Dame Cathedral, Montreal. 4757 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Interior of Notre Dame Cathedral, Montreal. 4757 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26534

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Architecture -- Quebec
       CANADA
       Cathedrals -- Quebec
       Interior architecture -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Montréal (Québec)
       Notre Dame Cathedral (Québec)
       Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[High overview of Montreal.] 4760 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [High overview of Montreal.] 4760 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26535

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Bridges -- Quebec
Portraits -- Quebec
Rivers -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Montréal (Québec)
Mount Royal (Québec)
Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in city plaza in Canada.] 4761 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Monument in city plaza in Canada.] 4761 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26536

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Same as RSN 26537.

Topic: Carts -- Canada
Horses -- Canada
Monuments -- Canada
Portraits -- Canada
Streets -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in city plaza in Canada.] 4760 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Monument in city plaza in Canada.] 4760 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26537

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].
Same as RSN 26536

Topic: Carts -- Canada
Horses -- Canada
Monuments -- Canada
Portraits -- Canada
Streets -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 4763 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cathedral.] 4763 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26538

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Canada
Plazas -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 4773 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cathedral.] 4773 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26539
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

**Topic:** Cathedrals -- Canada
- Interior architecture

**Place:** Canada

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gannet ledges, the rugged home of the powerful gannets on the St. Lawrence River, near Perce village. 4780 interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** Gannet ledges, the rugged home of the powerful gannets on the St. Lawrence River, near Perce village. 4780 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 26540

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Similar to RSN 14097 and 26541

**Topic:** Birds -- Quebec
- CANADA
- Formations (Geology) -- Quebec
- Ledges -- Quebec
- Rivers -- Quebec

**Place:** Canada
- Perce (Quebec)
- Quebec
- St. Lawrence River (Quebec)

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gannet ledges, the rugged home of the powerful gannets on the St. Lawrence River, near Perce village. 4780 interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** Gannet ledges, the rugged home of the powerful gannets on the St. Lawrence River, near Perce village. 4780 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 26541

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].
Similar to RSN 14097 and 26540.

Topic: Birds -- Quebec
CANADA
Formations (Geology) -- Quebec
Ledges -- Quebec
Rivers -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Perce (Quebec)
Quebec
St. Lawrence River (Quebec)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Seacoast.] 4782 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Seacoast.] 4782 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26542

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Canada
Islands -- Canada
Seacoasts -- Canada
Swimmers -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Seacoast.] 4783 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 4783 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26543

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Architecture -- Canada
Boats -- Canada
Buildings -- Canada
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Canada

[Dock scene.] 4784 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 4784 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26544
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Boats -- Quebec
Docks -- Quebec
Harbors -- Quebec
Piers -- Quebec
Portraits -- Quebec
Wharves -- Quebec
Place: Canada
Quebec
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Village of Grand Pre, N.S.--immortalized in Longfellow's "Evangeline."
4785 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Village of Grand Pre, N.S.--immortalized in Longfellow's "Evangeline." 4785 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26545
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 1807-1882
Topic: CANADA
Evangeline
Horses -- Nova Scotia
Roads -- Nova Scotia
Villages -- Nova Scotia
Wagons -- Nova Scotia
Place: Canada
Grand Pré (N.S.)
Nova Scotia

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bird's-eye View of Winnipeg--looking west--Manitoba. 4806 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Bird's-eye View of Winnipeg--looking west--Manitoba. 4806 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26546

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic:
CANADA
Portraits -- Manitoba

Place:
Canada
Manitoba
Winnipeg (Manitoba)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wonderful progress of the 19th century--from the flail to steam thresher, Manitoba. 4809 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Wonderful progress of the 19th century--from the flail to steam thresher, Manitoba. 4809 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26547

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic:
Agriculture -- Manitoba
CANADA
Harvesting -- Manitoba
Laborers -- Manitoba
Steam threshing machinery -- Manitoba

Place:
Canada
Manitoba
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The mountains White Niblock and the Bee Hive, Lake Louise, Laggan, Alberta. 4810 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The mountains White Niblock and the Bee Hive, Lake Louise, Laggan, Alberta. 4810 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26548

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic:
- Boats -- Alberta
- CANADA
- Lakes -- Alberta
- Mountains -- Alberta

Louise Valley and Mount Victoria, Laggan, Alberta. 4811 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Louise Valley and Mount Victoria, Laggan, Alberta. 4811 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26549

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic:
- CANADA
- Mountains -- Alberta
- Rapids -- Alberta
- Rifles -- Alberta
- Rivers -- Alberta
- Valleys -- Alberta
- glaciers -- Alberta
hunters -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Laggan (Alberta, Canada)
Louise Valley (Laggan, Alberta, Canada)
Mount Victoria (Alberta)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lake Louise, from the Great Glacier, Laggan, Alberta. 4812 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Lake Louise, from the Great Glacier, Laggan, Alberta. 4812 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26550

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: CANADA
Lakes -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta
glaciers -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Great Glacier (Laggan, Alberta)
Laggan (Alberta, Canada)
Lake Louise (Alberta, Canada)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountaineers.] 4813 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mountaineers.] 4813 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26551

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Canada
Mountaineers -- Canada
Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Horses.] 4814 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Horses.] 4814 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26552
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Horses -- Canada
Mountains -- Canada
Riders -- Canada

Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Hoodoos Monuments, Canmore, Alberta. 4815 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The Hoodoos Monuments, Canmore, Alberta. 4815 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26553
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: CANADA
Formations (Geology) -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Canmore (Alta.)
Hoodoos Monuments (Canmore, Alberta, Canada)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 4817 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 4817 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26554
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Lakes -- Canada
Mountains -- Canada
Valleys -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The "Three Sisters," from the Bow River Valley, Canmore, Alberta. 4818 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The "Three Sisters," from the Bow River Valley, Canmore, Alberta. 4818 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26555
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-2511

Topic: Mountains -- Alberta
Rivers -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Bow River Valley (Alta.)
Canada
Canmore (Alta.)
Three Sisters (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mt. Rundel and the Bow, Banff, Alberta. 4819 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Mt. Rundel and the Bow, Banff, Alberta. 4819 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26556
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Boats -- Alberta
CANADA
Docks -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
Piers -- Alberta
Rivers -- Alberta
Wharves -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Banff (Alta.)
Bow River (Alta.)
Canada
Mt. Rundel (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rural scene.] 4820 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Rural scene.] 4820 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26557
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Dwellings -- Canada
Forests -- Canada
Homes -- Canada
Mountains -- Canada
Valleys -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rural river in rugged mountain setting.] 4822 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Rural river in rugged mountain setting.] 4822 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26558

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Mountains -- Canada
       Rivers -- Canada
       Valleys -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bicycles.] 4823 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Bicycles.] 4823 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26559

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Bicycles -- Canada
       Buildings -- Canada
       Carriages -- Canada
       Horses -- Canada
       Mountains -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The first glimpse of the Rockies, from the Foothills, Morley, Alberta. 4824 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The first glimpse of the Rockies, from the Foothills, Morley, Alberta. 4824 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26560

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: CANADA
Children -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
Valleys -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Morley (Alberta)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 4825 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Mountains.] 4825 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26561

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Mountains -- Canada
Trees -- Canada
Valleys -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The placid waters of Lake Louise and Mt. Victoria, Rocky Mountains, Alberta. 4827 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The placid waters of Lake Louise and Mt. Victoria, Rocky Mountains, Alberta. 4827 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26562

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: CANADA
Lakes -- Alberta
Mountains -- Alberta
glaciers -- Alberta

Place: Alberta
Canada
Lake Louise (Alberta, Canada)
Mt. Victoria (Alberta)
Rocky Mountains (Alberta)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 4828 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 4828 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26563

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Mountains -- Canada
Valleys -- Canada
glaciers -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 4834 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 4834 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26564

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Bicycles -- Canada
Horses -- Canada
Streetcars -- Canada
Streets -- Canada
Wagons -- Canada

Place: Canada
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

{Train in station.] 4835 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): {lcub}Train in station.] 4835 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26565

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Engines -- Canada
Railroads -- Canada
Trains -- Canada

Place: Canada

{Train line through tunnel.] 4836 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Train line through tunnel.] 4836 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26566

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Railroads -- Canada
Tunnels -- Canada

Place: Canada

{Crowded train.] 4837 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Crowded train.] 4837 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26567

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Children -- Canada
Mountains -- Canada
Railroads -- Canada
Trains -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Carriage.] 4838 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Carriage.] 4838 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26568

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Buildings -- Canada
Carriages -- Canada
Horses -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Field--a pioneer city in the woods of British Columbia. 4830 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Field--a pioneer city in the woods of British Columbia. 4830 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26569

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Forests -- British Columbia
Railroads -- British Columbia
Trains -- British Columbia
Villages -- British Columbia
Place: British Columbia
Canada
Field (British Columbia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Great Illicillewaet Glacier of the Selkirks, Glacier, British Columbia. 4842 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Great Illicillewaet Glacier of the Selkirks, Glacier, British Columbia. 4842 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26570

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: CANADA
Mountains -- British Columbia
glaciers -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Illecillewaet Valley (Selkirk Mts., B.C.)
Selkirks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Village.] 4843 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Village.] 4843 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26571

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Mountains -- Canada
Reading -- Canada
Valleys -- Canada
Villages -- Canada

Place: Canada
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 4844 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Mountains.] 4844 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26572

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Canada
Mountains -- Canada
Trees -- Canada

Place: Canada

[Mountains.] Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Mountains.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26573

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Mountains -- Canada
Trees -- Canada
Valleys -- Canada

Place: Canada

[Rural home.] 4846 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Rural home.] 4846 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26574

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Dwellings -- Canada
       Homes -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rural home in Canada.] 4847 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Rural home in Canada.] 4847 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26575

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Dwellings -- Canada
       Fountains -- Canada
       Homes -- Canada
       Mountains -- Canada
       Ponds -- Canada
       Trees -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 4848 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 4848 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26576

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Fog -- Canada
       Mountains -- Canada
       Valleys -- Canada

Place: Canada
Junction of the two richest creeks on earth--the gold-laden Eldorado and Bonanza, Klondike. 4851 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Junction of the two richest creeks on earth--the gold-laden Eldorado and Bonanza, Klondike. 4851 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26577
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Gold miners at work in the Klondike mining district. 4852 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Gold miners at work in the Klondike mining district. 4852 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26578
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].
The mine where a single pan of gravel yielded $400.00 gold, Eldorado Creek, Klondike. 4853 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The mine where a single pan of gravel yielded $400.00 gold, Eldorado Creek, Klondike. 4853 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26579

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: CANADA
   Camps -- Canada
   Gold
   Mining
   Mountains -- Canada
   Rivers -- Canada
   Villages -- Canada

Place: Canada
   Eldorado Creek (Klondike, Canada)
   Klondike (Canada)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rowboaters on rural river.] 4855 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Rowboaters on rural river.] 4855 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26580

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Boats -- Canada
   Rivers -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Snow.] 4856 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Snow.] 4856 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26581
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Forests -- Canada
Horses -- Canada
Sleighs -- Canada
Snow -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The supreme moment--Chief Justice Fuller administering the oath of office to President McKinley, March 4, 1901. 4866 interpositive, 1901

1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The supreme moment--Chief Justice Fuller administering the oath of office to President McKinley, March 4, 1901. 4866 interpositive 1901
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26582
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Fuller, Chief Justice
McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
Presidents
Presidents -- United States -- Inauguration
Rites and ceremonies
UNITED STATES-McKinley Tour

Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

William McKinley, the martyred President--grand in public and private, heroic in life and death. 4920 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): William McKinley, the martyred President—grand in public and private, heroic in life and death. 4920 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26583

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names:  McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic:  Portraits
        Presidents
        UNITED STATES--McKinley Misc
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Knights Templars escorting President McKinley at their grand reception, San Francisco, California. [Active no. 4928 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26584

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names:  Knights Templar
        McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)
Topic:  Parades -- California
        Presidents -- California
        Streets -- California.
        UNITED STATES-McKinley Misc
Place:  California
        San Francisco (Calif.)
Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The people of Canton, Ohio, entering the Court House, Sept. 18, to pay respect to their greatest citizen. 4929 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The people of Canton, Ohio, entering the Court House, Sept. 18, to pay respect to their greatest citizen. 4929 interpositive 1901

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26585

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)

Topic: Buildings
Funeral rites and ceremonies
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
UNITED STATES-McKinley Misc

Place: Canton (Ohio)
Ohio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Hon. William Jennings Bryan in his home library, Lincoln, Nebraska. Active no. 5019 : interpositive, ca. 1900

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The Hon. William Jennings Bryan in his home library, Lincoln, Nebraska. Active no. 5019 : interpositive, ca. 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26586

Similar to RSN 16587.

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925

Topic: Dwellings -- Nebraska
Libraries -- Nebraska
Politicians
Portraits -- Nebraska
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life

Place: Lincoln (Neb.)
Nebraska
The Hon. William Jennings Bryan in his home library, Lincoln, Nebraska. [Caption no. 5019 : glass interpositive,], ca. 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): The Hon. William Jennings Bryan in his home library, Lincoln, Nebraska. [Caption no. 5019 : glass interpositive,] ca. 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26587

Similar to RSN 16586.

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Bryan, William Jennings, 1860-1925
Topic: Libraries
Politicians
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life
Place: Lincoln (Neb.)
Nebraska -- 1890-1920

Hon. Thomas B. Reed, Speaker of the House of Representatives. [Active no. 5022 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26588

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106]

Names: Reed, Thomas B.
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Portraits -- Men
Hon. Charles A. Boutelle, Member of Congress from Maine. Active no. 5023 : Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Hon. Charles A. Boutelle, Member of Congress from Maine. Active no. 5023 : Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26589

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Boutelle, Charles A.
Portraits
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life
Place: Maine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hon. Thomas C. Platt, U.S. Senator from New York. 5024 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26590

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Platt, Thomas C.
Portraits
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life
Place: New York
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hon. Sereno E. Payne, Member of Congress from New York. [Caption no. 5025 : glass interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26591

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Payne, Sereno E.
Portraits -- Men -- 1890-1920
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life
Place: New York -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Hon. John Dalzell, Member of Congress from Pennsylvania. Caption no. 5026 : glass interpositive
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): Hon. John Dalzell, Member of Congress from Pennsylvania. Caption no. 5026 : glass interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 26592

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Dalzell, John
Portraits -- 1890-1920
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life
Place: Pennsylvania -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 26593

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Hoar, George F.

Portraits -- 1890-1920
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life

Place: Massachusetts -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Hon. Henry Cabot Lodge, U.S. Senator from Massachusetts. Caption no. 5028 : glass interpositive
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 26594

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Lodge, Henry Cabot, 1850-1924

Portraits -- 1890-1920
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life

Place: Massachusetts -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Hon. Justin S. Morrill, Senator from Vermont. Caption no. 5029 : glass interpositive
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”).
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 26595
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Morrill, Justin S.
Portraits -- 1890-1920
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life
Place: Vermont -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Hon. Charles H. Grosvenor, Member of Congress from Ohio. [Caption no. 5030: glass interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26596
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Grosvenor, Charles H.
United States. Congress
Portraits -- 1890-1920
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life
Place: Ohio -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Hon. Robert R. Hitt, Member of Congress from Illinois. Caption no. 5032: glass interpositive
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): Hon. Robert R. Hitt, Member of Congress from Illinois. Caption no. 5032: glass interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 26597

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Hitt, Robert R.


Portraits -- 1890-1920

STATESMAN SERIES--From Life

Place: Illinois -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

---


1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 26598

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Mason, William E.


Portraits -- 1890-1920

STATESMAN SERIES--From Life

Place: Illinois -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

---

Hon. J.G. Cannon, of Illinois, and Hon. J.D. Sayers, of Texas. [Caption no. 5034: glass interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 26599

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Cannon, J.G.

Sayers, J.D.


STATESMAN SERIES--From Life

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Portraits -- Men

Place: Illinois -- 1890-1920

Texas -- 1890-1920

Box 302

RSN Numbers 26600-26704

Image(s)


1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 26600

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Jones, J.K.


Portraits -- 1890-1920

STATESMAN SERIES--From Life

Place: Arkansas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Hon. Richard P. Bland, Member of Congress from Missouri. Caption 5037: glass interpositive
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 26601
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Bland, Richard P.
Portraits -- 1890-1920
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life
Place: Missouri -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hon. Alexander M. Dockery, Member of Congress from Missouri. Caption no. 5038: glass interpositive
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").

Image(s): Hon. Alexander M. Dockery, Member of Congress from Missouri. Caption no. 5038: glass interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 26602
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Dockery, Alexander M.
Portraits -- 1890-1920
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life
Place: Missouri -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hon. William V. Allen, U.S. Senator from Nebraska. 5039 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Hon. William V. Allen, U.S. Senator from Nebraska. 5039 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26603

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Allen, William, 1803-1879
Topic: Portraits
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life
Place: Nebraska
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hon. William M. Stewart, U.S. Senator from Nevada. [Active no. 5040 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5",)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26604

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Stewart, William M., Senator
Portraits
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life
Place: Nevada
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hon. Henry M. Teller, U.S. Senator from Colorado. 5041 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26605

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Portraits
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life

Place: Colorado
Teller, Henry M.

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hon. John T. Morgan, U.S. Senator from Alabama. [Active no. 5042 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26606

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Morgan, John T.
Topic: Portraits
STATESMAN SERIES--From Life

Place: Alabama

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 5046 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 5046 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26607

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Architecture
Interior architecture

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Flag-decked banquet room for Prince Henry visit. [Active no. 5053 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26608

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Henry, Prince

Topic: Banquets -- 1890-1920
       Flags
       Tables

Place: Germany
       Prussia
       Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Prince Henry's visit.] Active no. 5076 : interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [Prince Henry's visit.] Active no. 5076 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26609

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Henry, Prince

Topic: Crowds -- Germany
       Railroads -- Germany
       Trains -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Prussia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Major-General Shafter, Commander of the Army of Invasion, at Santiago
de Cuba. 5100 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26610

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106]

Topic: Armed Forces

Portraits

SPANISH AMERICAN WAR--ARMY

Spanish-American War, 1898

Place: Cuba

Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Shafter

Genre/

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Spanish American War scene? Active no. 5103 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26611

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Armed Forces

Rifles

Spanish-American War, 1898

Training

Genre/

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Light Artillery for shipment to Santiago de Cuba. [Active no. 5105 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 26612

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: United States. Army
Topic:
Artillery -- Florida
Docks -- Florida
Guns -- Florida
Military -- Florida
Piers -- Florida
SPANISH AMERICAN WAR -- ARMY
Ships -- Florida
Spanish-American War, 1898
Wharves -- Florida

Place: Florida

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Third U.S. Cavalry on parade, Camp Tampa, Florida. [Active no. 5106: non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26613

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: United States. Army
Topic:
Cavalry -- Florida
Horses -- Florida
Military -- Florida
Parades -- Florida
SPANISH AMERICAN WAR -- ARMY
Spanish-American War, 1898
Training -- Florida

Place: Camp Tampa (Florida)
Florida

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Dearest Annie--To-morrow we move on toward Santiago, where we expect a hard battle." 5137 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Dearest Annie--To-morrow we move on toward Santiago, where we expect a hard battle." 5137 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26615

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: United States. Army

Topic: Camps -- Cuba
Letter writing -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
SPANISH AMERICAN WAR--ARMY
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Cuba
Spanish-American War, 1898
Tents -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Skirmish line U.S. Army--preparing to invade Cuba. [Active no. 5138 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26616
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Military -- Florida
Rifles -- Florida
SPANISH AMERICAN WAR--ARMY
Spanish-American War, 1898
Training -- Florida
Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Florida

In the line for rations, Camp Tampa, Florida. 5139 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): In the line for rations, Camp Tampa, Florida. 5139 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26617
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Camps -- Florida
Eating -- Florida
Food -- Florida
Military -- Florida
SPANISH AMERICAN WAR--ARMY
Spanish-American War, 1898
Tents -- Florida
Place: Camp Tampa (Florida)
Florida
In the camp of our brave soldier boys, Tampa, Florida. 5140 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): In the camp of our brave soldier boys, Tampa, Florida. 5140 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26618
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: United States. Army
Topic: Camps -- Florida
Military -- Florida
SPANISH AMERICAN WAR--ARMY
Spanish-American War, 1898
Tents -- Florida
Place: Camp Tampa (Florida)
Florida

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Major-General Fitzhugh Lee. [Active no. 5141 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 4”.)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26619
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Lee, Fitzhugh, Maj. General
United States. Army
Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
SPANISH AMERICAN WAR--ARMY
Spanish-American War, 1898
Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men
On the after deck of the destroyed "Vizcaya"--looking forward. Wrecks of Cervera's fleet. 5159 Interpositive

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

Image(s): On the after deck of the destroyed "Vizcaya"--looking forward. Wrecks of Cervera's fleet. 5159 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26620

Similar to RSN 26621 and 26622.

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Cervera

Topic: Destruction -- Cuba

Guns -- Cuba

SPANISH AMERICAN WAR-Wrecks

Ships -- Cuba

Spanish-American War, 1898

War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Vizcaya (ship)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

On the after deck of the destroyed "Vizcaya"--looking forward. Wrecks of Cervera's fleet. 5159 Interpositive

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

Image(s): On the after deck of the destroyed "Vizcaya"--looking forward. Wrecks of Cervera's fleet. 5159 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26621

Similar to RSN 26620 and 26622.

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Cervera

Topic: Destruction -- Cuba

Guns -- Cuba

SPANISH AMERICAN WAR-Wrecks

Ships -- Cuba

Spanish-American War, 1898
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Vizcaya (ship)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

On the after deck of the destroyed "Vizcaya"--looking forward. Wrecks of Cervera's fleet. 5159 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): On the after deck of the destroyed "Vizcaya"--looking forward. Wrecks of Cervera's fleet. 5159 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26622

Similar to RSN 26620 and 26621. Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Cervera

Topic: Destruction -- Cuba
Guns -- Cuba
SPANISH AMERICAN WAR-Wrecks
Ships -- Cuba
Spanish-American War, 1898
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Vizcaya (ship)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The great forward gun of the destroyed Spanish warship "Vizcaya." 5160 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The great forward gun of the destroyed Spanish warship "Vizcaya." 5160 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26623

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Cervera

Topic: Destruction -- Cuba
Guns -- Cuba
SPANISH AMERICAN WAR-Wrecks
Ships -- Cuba
Spanish-American War, 1898
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Vizcaya (ship)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The gallant Cervera's magnificent flagship "Colon"--where the great chase ended. 5161 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The gallant Cervera's magnificent flagship "Colon"--where the great chase ended. 5161 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26624

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Cervera
Colon (Battleship)

Topic: Destruction -- Cuba
SPANISH AMERICAN WAR-Wrecks
Ships -- Cuba
Spanish-American War, 1898
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The cruiser "Oquendo"--once the pride of Spain--destroyed by the American Navy. 5162 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The cruiser "Oquendo"--once the pride of Spain--destroyed by the American Navy. 5162 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26625

Similar to RSN 26626.

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].
The cruiser "Oquendo"—once the pride of Spain—destroyed by the American Navy. 5162 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The cruiser "Oquendo"—once the pride of Spain—destroyed by the American Navy. 5162 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26626

Similar to RSN 26625.

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

The crew of the victorious "Brooklyn"—returning our cheer as we met her coming from Santiago. [Active no. 5198 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26627
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic:
Flags -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
Spanish-American War, 1898
U.S. NAVY--Cruisers, Etc
War -- Cuba

Place:
Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)
USS Brooklyn

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Admiral Schley's flagship "Brooklyn" in dry dock--after the return from Santiago. [Active no. 5199 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26628

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names:
Schley, Admiral

Topic:
Drydocks
Ship industry
Spanish-American War, 1898
U.S. NAVY--Cruisers, Etc
War

Place:
Cuba -- 1890-1900
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba) -- 1890-1900
USS Brooklyn

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Morning drill on the U.S. monitor "Monterey"--aft. [Active no. 5212 : interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Morning drill on the U.S. monitor "Monterey"--aft. [Active no. 5212 : interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26629
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106]

Names: USS Monterey

Topic: Drill and minor tactics
       Guns
       Rites and ceremonies
       Sailors
       Sailors
       Ships
       Spanish-American War, 1898
       Training
       U.S. NAVY--Cruisers, Etc
       War

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

U.S. monitor "Puritan"--celebrating the destruction of Cervera's fleet. 5216 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): U.S. monitor "Puritan"--celebrating the destruction of Cervera's fleet. 5216 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26630

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Flags
       Ships
       Spanish-American War, 1898
       U.S. NAVY--Cruisers, Etc
       War

Place: USS Puritan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The converted yacht "Gloucester"--which so gallantly fought Cervera's ships at Santiago. [Active no. 5219 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26631
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Guns
Ships
Spanish-American War, 1898
U.S. NAVY--Cruisers, Etc
War

Place: USS Gloucester

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sir Thomas Lipton, the world's most popular yachtsman, on the deck of his magnificent steam yacht "Erin." [Active no. 5228 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26632

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Erin (Ship)
Lipton, Thomas, Sir

Topic: Contests
Contests
INTERNATIONAL YACHT RACES
Portraits
Ships
Sports -- 1920-1930
Yachts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sailboats.] 5232 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Sailboats.] 5232 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26633

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Sailboats
In the charming White Mountains--Mt. Pleasant, Mt. Stickney and the winding Ammonoosuc River, N.H. [Active no. 5242 : interpositive.]

1 item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26634

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic:
Mountains -- New Hampshire
NEW ENGLAND
Rivers -- New Hampshire

Place:
Ammonoosuc River (N.H.)
Mt. Pleasant (New Hampshire)
Mt. Stickney (New Hampshire)
New Hampshire
White Mountains (New Hampshire)

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations) -- New Hampshire
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Cradle of Liberty; interior Faneuil Hall, Boston--Scene of epoch-making meeting of two centuries. 5252 interpositive

1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Cradle of Liberty; interior Faneuil Hall, Boston--Scene of epoch-making meeting of two centuries. 5252 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26635

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names:
Faneuil Hall (Boston, Mass.)

Topic:
Architecture -- Massachusetts
Halls -- Massachusetts
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
Interior architecture -- Massachusetts
NEW ENGLAND

Place:
Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Elmwood--Birthplace and Residence of James Russel Lowell. 5259 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Elmwood--Birthplace and Residence of James Russel Lowell. 5259 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26636

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Authors -- Massachusetts
Dwellings -- Massachusetts
Homes -- Massachusetts
NEW ENGLAND

Place: Elmwood (Massachusetts)
Lowell, James Russel
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stately old Craigie House, Cambridge, Mass.--Washington's Headquarters; later home of Longfellow. [Active no. 5261 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26637

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Craigie House (Cambridge, Mass.)
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 1807-1882
Washington, George, 1732-1799

Topic: Authors -- Massachusetts
Dwellings -- Massachusetts
NEW ENGLAND

Place: Cambridge (Mass.)
Massachusetts
"Fish out of water"—drying cod from Grand Banks on racks at a Cape Ann wharf, Gloucester. [Active no. 5267 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26638

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic:

Codfish -- Massachusetts
Fisheries
NEW ENGLAND
Wharves

Place:

Cape Ann (Mass.)
Gloucester (Mass.)
Grand Banks (Gloucester, Mass.)
Massachusetts

What "Captains Courageous" bring home--cleaning codfish on a Cape Ann wharf, Gloucester. [Active no. 5268 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Some silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 26639

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic:

Cod
Codfish -- Massachusetts
Fisheries
NEW ENGLAND
Wharves

Place:

Cape Ann (Mass.)
Gloucester (Mass.)
Grand Banks (Gloucester, Mass.)
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Old Tower, relic of the Norsemen, America's earliest known visitors, Newport, R.I. [Active no. 5269 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26640

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Monuments -- Rhode Island

NEW ENGLAND

Ruins -- Rhode Island

Towers -- Rhode Island

Place: Newport (R.I.)

Norsemen

Rhode Island

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking northeast from the World Building, over the lower "east side." 5274 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26641

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106]

Topic: Construction

NEW YORK CITY

Portraits

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking north up West Street, over ocean steamship docks and Hudson River, from near the Battery. 5277 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking north up West Street, over ocean steamship docks and Hudson River, from near the Battery. 5277 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26642

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Similar to RSN 14110.

Topic: Docks -- New York
Harbors -- New York
NEW YORK CITY
Piers -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Ships -- New York
Wharves -- New York

Place: Hudson River -- New York (N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

West over City Hall and Home Insurance Building across the Hudson to New Jersey, from the World Building. 5280 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): West over City Hall and Home Insurance Building across the Hudson to New Jersey, from the World Building. 5280 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26643

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Buildings -- New York (State) -- New York
NEW YORK CITY
Portraits
Rivers -- New York (State) -- New York

Place: Hudson River -- New York (N.Y.)
New Jersey
New York (N.Y.)

Castle Garden, the Aquarium, and Liberty Statue (S.W.) from Washington Building. Active no. 5285 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Castle Garden, the Aquarium, and Liberty Statue (S.W.) from Washington Building. Active no. 5285 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 26644
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].
Similar to RSN 14111.

Names: Castle Garden (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Aquariums -- New York
       Gardens -- New York
       Harbors -- New York
       Monuments -- New York
       NEW YORK CITY
       Ships -- New York
       Statue of Liberty -- New York
       statues -- New York
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

New Jersey ferryboat bringing morning business crowds into New York City from their homes, 30 miles away. 5286 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): New Jersey ferryboat bringing morning business crowds into New York City from their homes, 30 miles away. 5286 interpositive,
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 26645
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Ferry boats
       Harbors
       NEW YORK CITY
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Immigrants just arrived from foreign countries--Immigrant Building, Ellis Island. [Active no. 5288 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 4")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Immigrant group is almost entirely women and children; the standing men seem to be immigration officials.

Formerly stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion yellowing. Surface stains and irregularities.

Local Numbers

RSN 26646

AC0143-0022646 (AC Scan No.)

Topic: Immigrants -- United States -- 1900-1910

NEW YORK CITY

Place: Ellis Island (New York, N.Y.)

New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The great Wonder of the age, Brooklyn Bridge, from the World Building. 5289 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The great Wonder of the age, Brooklyn Bridge, from the World Building. 5289 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26647

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Boats -- New York

Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)

NEW YORK CITY

Rivers -- New York

Ships -- New York

Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)

New York (N.Y.)
From Brooklyn Bridge west--great sky-scrapers, financial district of the New World's Metropolis. 5291 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): From Brooklyn Bridge west--great sky-scrapers, financial district of the New World's Metropolis. 5291 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26648

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic:

Boats -- New York
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
NEW YORK CITY
Portraits -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Ships -- New York

Place:

Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City view, possibly New York.] Active no. 5300 : interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [City view, possibly New York.] Active no. 5300 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26649

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic:

Horses -- New York
Skyscrapers -- New York
Streetcars -- New York
Streets -- New York
Wagons -- New York

Place:

New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[New York?] 5301 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): [New York?] 5301 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26650

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Horses -- New York
Skyscrapers -- New York
Streetcars -- New York
Streets -- New York
Wagons -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Empire Building, past Trinity Church steeple, up Broadway, showing towers of 29-story Park Row Building. Active no. 5306 : interpositive
1 Item (3-1/4 x 4-1/4").

Image(s): From Empire Building, past Trinity Church steeple, up Broadway, showing towers of 29-story Park Row Building. Active no. 5306 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26651

Similar to RSN 14113.

"Serial #2".

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: Trinity Church (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Church steeples -- New York
NEW YORK CITY
Portraits -- New York
Streetcars -- New York
Streets -- New York

Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (New York) -- 1900-1910
Park Row Building

Genre/ Form: Interpositives

Broad Street, North to Stock Exchange, U.S. Sub-Treasury and Wall Street.
5308 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Broad Street, North to Stock Exchange, U.S. Sub-Treasury and Wall Street. 5308 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers:
RSN 26652

Similar to RSN 14114 and 20385-20387.
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Crowds
NEW YORK CITY
Skyscrapers
Streets

Place: Broad Street (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
Stock Exchange
Wall Street

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Street Peddlers' carts on Elizabeth Street--looking north from Hester Street.
[Active no. 5313 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers:
RSN 26653

NOTE: IMAGE COPIED TWICE ON VIDEODISC! (VIDEO NUMBERS 25886 & 25887).
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Carts -- New York
Horses -- New York (N.Y.)
Markets -- New York
NEW YORK CITY
Peddlers -- New York
Streets -- New York
Wagons -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Palatial homes and hotels of upper Fifth Avenue--from Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church north to Central Park. [Active no. 5320 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26654

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Carts -- New York
Crowds -- New York
Horses -- New York (N.Y.)
NEW YORK CITY
Streets -- New York
Wagons -- New York

Place: Fifth Avenue (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A seaside acrobat--sports on the beach at Coney Island. [Active No. 5351 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26655

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106]

Topic: Acrobatics
Beaches -- New York (N.Y.) -- Coney Island
NEW YORK CITY--Coney Island
Ocean
Swimming -- 1900-1910

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"In the good old summer time" [sic] at Coney Island. [Active no. 5352 : stereo interpositive, [ca. 1900-1910.]

1 Item (5" x 8").

Image(s): "In the good old summer time" [sic] at Coney Island. [Active no. 5352 : stereo interpositive, ca. 1900-1910.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26656

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106]

Topic: Beaches
NEW YORK CITY--Coney Island
Ocean
Swimming

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Happy youngsters on the beach. [Coney Island.] [Active no. 5353 : half-stereo interpositive, [ca. 1900-1910.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Happy youngsters on the beach. [Coney Island.] [Active no. 5353 : half-stereo interpositive, ca. 1900-1910.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26657

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Beaches
Children -- New York
NEW YORK CITY--Coney Island
Oceans -- New York
Swimming -- New York

Place: Coney Island (New York, New York) -- 1900-1910
New York (New York) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Beach scene, Coney Island. Active no. 5368 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26658

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Beaches
Children -- New York
Oceans -- New York
Swimming -- New York

Place: Coney Island (New York, New York) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Beach scene, Coney Island. Active no. 5369 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26659

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106]

Topic: Beaches
Ocean
Swimming

Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Beach scene, Coney Island. Active no. 5371 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26660
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Beaches
            Ocean
            Swimming
Place: Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
            New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rural stream beside high rugged mountain.] 5376 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Rural stream beside high rugged mountain.] 5376 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26661
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106], moved from [107].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
            Mountains -- United States
            Rivers -- United States
            Villages -- United States
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking toward Newburg from Battle Monument, Military Academy. 5380 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking toward Newburg from Battle Monument, Military Academy. 5380 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26662
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: United States Military Academy
Topic: Boats -- New York
      Education -- New York
      Guns -- New York
      Monuments -- New York
      Rivers -- New York
      WEST POINT

Place: Battle Monument (New York)
       Hudson River
       New York
       Newburg (New York)
       West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gymnasium and monument to Col. Thayer, Father of the Military Academy. 5382 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Gymnasium and monument to Col. Thayer, Father of the Military Academy. 5382 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26663
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Buildings -- New York
       Education -- New York
       Military -- New York
       Monuments -- New York
       WEST POINT
       statues -- New York

Place: New York
       Thayer Monument (New York)
       U.S. Military Academy (New York)
       West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Area of Barracks Military Academy. 5383 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Area of Barracks Military Academy. 5383 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26664
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: United States Military Academy
Topic: Buildings -- New York
        Education -- New York
        Military -- New York
        WEST POINT
Place: New York
       West Point (New York)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Trophy Point"--part of Revolutionary chain thrown across Hudson River--Military Academy. 5384 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): "Trophy Point"--part of Revolutionary chain thrown across Hudson River--Military Academy. 5384 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26665
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Artillery -- New York
        Chains -- New York
        Education -- New York
        Military -- New York
        Parks -- New York
        WEST POINT
Place: New York
       U.S. Military Academy
       West Point (New York)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Skirmish Drill, Cavalry Detachment--firing over trained Horses--Military Academy. 5386 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Skirmish Drill, Cavalry Detachment--firing over trained Horses--Military Academy. 5386 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26666
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: United States Military Academy
Topic: Cavalry -- New York
Drill and minor tactics -- New York
Education -- New York
Horses -- New York
Military -- New York
Training -- New York
WEST POINT

Place: New York
West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Volley fire drill--Cadets, West Point Military Academy. 5391 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Volley fire drill--Cadets, West Point Military Academy. 5391 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26667
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Names: United States Military Academy
Topic: Cadets -- New York
Drill and minor tactics -- New York
Education -- New York
Military -- New York
Rifles -- New York
Training -- New York
WEST POINT

Place: New York
West Point (New York)
Majestically grand--the Falls, from the "Maid of the Mist." 5400 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Majestically grand--the Falls, from the "Maid of the Mist." 5400 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26668
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Boats -- New York
NIAGARA TOUR
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Maid of the Mist (Niagra Falls, New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Nature's everlasting smile, Niagara River. 5402 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Nature's everlasting smile, Niagara River. 5402 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26669
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: NIAGARA TOUR
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Marble whiteness of the seething waters--American and Luna Falls and River, from Goat Island. 5403 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Marble whiteness of the seething waters--American and Luna Falls and River, from Goat Island. 5403 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26670

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Similar to RSN 20390.

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
   Islands -- New York
   NIAGARA TOUR
   Rapids -- New York
   Rivers -- New York
   Waterfalls -- New York

Place: American Falls (Niagra, New York)
   Goat Island (Niagara, New York)
   Luna Falls (Niagra, New York)
   Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Tireless Niagara--Horseshoe Falls, from above. [Active no. 5407 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26671

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: NIAGARA TOUR
   Rapids -- New York
   Rivers -- New York
   Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Horseshoe Falls (Niagara, N.Y.)
   Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
An old Niagara guide--looking into the awe-inspiring Cave of the Winds--Niagara Falls. 5404 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): An old Niagara guide--looking into the awe-inspiring Cave of the Winds--Niagara Falls. 5404 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26672

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Caves -- New York

NIAGARA TOUR

Tourists -- New York

Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Cave of the Winds (Niagra Falls)

Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Autumn beauties along Niagara's precipitous banks--looking up toward the Falls. 5408 Interpositive

1 piece (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 26673

Similar to RSN 20391

Topic: Bridges

NIAGARA TOUR

Rivers

Tourists

Waterfalls

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A drive through a forest of Crystal--Prospect Park. 5419 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): A drive through a forest of Crystal--Prospect Park. 5419 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26674

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Horses -- New York
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Observation towers -- New York
Parks -- New York
Sleighs -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920
Prospect Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The white forest--snow-laden trees in Prospect Park--above the Falls. 5420 interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The white forest--snow-laden trees in Prospect Park--above the Falls. 5420 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26675

Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: NIAGARA IN WINTER
Parks -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Prospect Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Winter on Goat Island--between American and Horse-shoe Falls. 5423 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Winter on Goat Island--between American and Horse-shoe Falls. 5423 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26676
Currently stored in box 3.2.50 [106].

Topic: Islands -- New York
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Parks -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Goat Island, Niagara
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The great mountain of frozen spray below the ice-bound American Falls. 5425 Interpositive
1 piece (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 26677

Topic: NIAGARA IN WINTER
Snow
Tourists
Waterfalls

Place: American Falls (Niagara, New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Prospect Park (S.W.) over the mighty cataract and ice-covered river to Canadian side. 5427 Interpositive
1 piece (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 26678

Topic: NIAGARA IN WINTER
Parks
Rivers
Sleds
Snow
Tourists
Waterfalls

Place: Canada
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920
Prospect Park

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Climbing the great ice mountain, below the American Falls. 5430
Interpositive

1 piece (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood

English.

Glass

Local Numbers

RSN 26679

Topic: NIAGARA IN WINTER
Rivers
Snow
Tourists
Waterfalls

Place: American Falls (Niagara, New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A winter morning. 5434 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A winter morning. 5434 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26680

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
NIAGARA IN WINTER
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sunshine and shadow. 5436 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Sunshine and shadow. 5436 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26681

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: NIAGARA IN WINTER
Snow -- New York
Trees -- New York.
Walkways -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Twin snowbirds. 5438 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Twin snowbirds. 5438 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26682

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Children -- New York
       NIAGARA IN WINTER
       Snow -- New York
       Trees -- New York.
       Walkways -- New York
       Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Glistening sunlight on the snow. 5440 Interpositive
1 piece (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 26683

Topic: NIAGARA IN WINTER
       Snow
       Trees
       Walkways
       Waterfalls

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Low side view of Niagara Falls in winter with many tourists.] 5442
interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Low side view of Niagara Falls in winter with many tourists.]
5442 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26684

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].
[Tourist amid ice formations near Niagara Falls.] 5445 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Tourist amid ice formations near Niagara Falls.] 5445 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26685
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

"Niagara, thou eternal drop from God's right hand!" 5451 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Niagara, thou eternal drop from God's right hand!" 5451 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26686
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].
The magnificent "Horseshoe" from Dufferin Hotel tower. [Active no. 5452 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26687
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
Carriages -- New York
Horses -- New York
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rivers -- New York
Tourists -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place:
Horseshoe Falls (Niagara, N.Y.)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Splendor of God's handiwork--American Falls from Goat Island. 5453 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Splendor of God's handiwork--American Falls from Goat Island. 5453 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26688
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Islands -- New York
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place:
American Falls (Niagra, New York)
Goat Island (Niagara, New York)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
The tunnel leading under the "Horseshoe" Falls. 5455 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The tunnel leading under the "Horseshoe" Falls. 5455 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26689
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
Formations (Geology)
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rivers -- New York
Tourists -- New York
Tunnels -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place:
Horseshoe Falls (Niagara, N.Y.)
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Whirlpool Rapids from the Steel Bridge. 5456 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Whirlpool Rapids from the Steel Bridge. 5456 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26690
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous
Rapids -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place:
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
Whirlpool Rapids (Niagara, New York)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Dynamos 5,000 horse-power, 25 revolutions per second, 2,200 volt current
Niagara Falls Power Co. 5466 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Dynamos 5,000 horse-power, 25 revolutions per second, 2,200 volt current Niagara Falls Power Co. 5466 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26691
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:  
Dynamos. -- New York  
Electric generators -- New York  
Electricity -- New York  
Machinery -- New York  
NIAGARA -- Miscellaneous  
Power plants -- New York

Place:  
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tourists viewing Niagara Falls.] 5469 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Tourists viewing Niagara Falls.] 5469 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26692
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:  
Rivers -- New York  
Tourists -- New York  
Waterfalls -- New York

Place:  
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tourists in shop near Niagara Falls.] 5471 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Tourists in shop near Niagara Falls.] 5471 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26693
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Young girl seated near Niagara Falls.] 5472 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Young girl seated near Niagara Falls.] 5472 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26694
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Tourists view Niagara River near Falls.] 5474 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Tourists view Niagara River near Falls.] 5474 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26695
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Close-up view under Niagara Falls in winter.] 5476 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Close-up view under Niagara Falls in winter.] 5476 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26696

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Formations (Geology) -- New York
Ice -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Fairy Cascade, Watkins Glen. 5485 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Fairy Cascade, Watkins Glen. 5485 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26697

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Cascades -- New York
Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- New York
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Fairy Cascade (Watkins Glen, New York)
New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

View from above central cascade, Watkins Glen. 5488 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): View from above central cascade, Watkins Glen. 5488 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26698
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Cascades -- New York
Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- New York
Tourists -- New York
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Watkins Glen (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Curtain Falls--a pretty nook in picturesque Havana Glen. 5492 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Curtain Falls--a pretty nook in picturesque Havana Glen. 5492 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26699
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Cascades -- New York
Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- New York
Tourists -- New York
WATKINS & HAVANA GLENS, N.Y.
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Curtain Falls (Havana Glen, New York)
Havana Glen (New York)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River cascades in rugged terrain.] 5498 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River cascades in rugged terrain.] 5498 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26700

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Cascades -- New York
Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Havana Glen (New York)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Life on the ocean wave. [Active no. 5500 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Bathers on beach and in ocean, Atlantic City, N.J., with men and women looking down over railing. Shows Heinz pier, acc. to Lynn Snyder, NMNH, May 2004.

Formerly stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Top right corner broken off.

Local Numbers
RSN 26701

AC0143-0026701 (AC Scan No.)

Topic: ATLANTIC CITY & ASBURY PARK
Bathing beaches -- New Jersey
Beaches -- New Jersey
Resorts -- New Jersey
Swimmers -- New Jersey
Swimming -- New Jersey
Tourists -- New Jersey

Place: Atlantic City (N.J.)
New Jersey
Delicious repose--sculptured in seashore sand. [Active no. 5503 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Supine female figure covered with sand, plus word "FORM" written in sand. Single image cropped from stereo pair.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26702
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: ATLANTIC CITY & ASBURY PARK
Art
Beaches
Sand sculpture

Place: Atlantic City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Summer at the seashore--recreation pier and bathers. [Active no. 5505 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Medium-distance view, Atlantic City, N.J. Portion of companion stereo image shows.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26703
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: ATLANTIC CITY & ASBURY PARK
Bathing beaches -- New Jersey
Beaches -- New Jersey
Resorts -- New Jersey
Swimmers

Place: Atlantic City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Little Mothers' day--doll parade. [Active no. 5508 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

View includes men in straw hats.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26704

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:

ATLANTIC CITY & ASBURY PARK
Baby carriages -- New Jersey
Celebrations
Children -- New Jersey
Crowds -- New Jersey
Dolls -- New Jersey
Parades -- New Jersey

Place:

New Jersey

Box 303

RSN Numbers 26705-26809

Image(s)

Independence Hall, where the Declaration of Independence was made in 1776, Philadelphia. 5518 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Independence Hall, where the Declaration of Independence was made in 1776, Philadelphia. 5518 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26705

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names:

Independence Hall (Philadelphia, Pa.).

Topic:

Architecture
Historical sites
PENNSYLVANIA

Place:

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia (Pa.)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Independence Bell, which first proclaimed the birth of Freedom, as "government by the people, for the people," Philadelphia. [Active no. 5511 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26706
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Similar to RSN 20454.

Names: Independence Hall (Philadelphia, Pa.).
Topic: Bells
Historical sites
Liberty Bell
PENNSYLVANIA

Place: Pennsylvania
Philadelphia (Pa.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Delaware Water-Gap--where the Delaware River cuts its bed through a mountain range. Caption no. 5516 : glass stereo interpositive
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”).

Image(s): The Delaware Water-Gap--where the Delaware River cuts its bed through a mountain range. Caption no. 5516 : glass stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 26707
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Children
Dogs -- Pennsylvania
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Pennsylvania
PENNSYLVANIA
Rivers

Place: Delaware Water-Gap
Pennsylvania
Red-hot iron flowing from blast furnace, ready for making into pig-iron and steel--Pittsburg. 5520 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Red-hot iron flowing from blast furnace, ready for making into pig-iron and steel--Pittsburg. 5520 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26708

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Iron -- Pennsylvania
PENNSYLVANIA
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Steel Works, Pittsburg--beam of red-hot iron in rolling mill, drawn out 90 feet long. 5523 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Steel Works, Pittsburg--beam of red-hot iron in rolling mill, drawn out 90 feet long. 5523 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26709

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Similar to RSN 20463.

Topic: Factories -- Pennsylvania
Iron -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
PENNSYLVANIA
Steel industry and trade -- 1900-1910 -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
Steel Works, Homestead--famous source of dirt and dollars. [Active no. 5524: non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26710
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Plate glass works, Tarantum--modeling clay pots for molten glass--moving pot to drying room. 5525 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Plate glass works, Tarantum--modeling clay pots for molten glass--moving pot to drying room. 5525 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26711
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].
Glass making--drawing pot of red-hot liquid from glowing furnace (men balancing its weight). 5526 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Glass making--drawing pot of red-hot liquid from glowing furnace (men balancing its weight). 5526 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26712

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Similar to RSN 14125.

Topic:
Factories -- Pennsylvania
Glass manufacture -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
PENNSYLVANIA

Place: Pennsylvania

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Glass-making, Tarantum--revolving iron disks grinding surface of plate glass. 5527 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Glass-making, Tarantum--revolving iron disks grinding surface of plate glass. 5527 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26713

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
Factories -- Pennsylvania
Glass manufacture -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
PENNSYLVANIA

Place: Pennsylvania
Tarantum

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Portrait.] 5527 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 5527 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26714

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
Dinners and dining
Portraits
Ships

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Glass manufacture, Tarantum--casting and rolling sheets of plate glass 12 1/2 x 21 feet. 5528 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Glass manufacture, Tarantum--casting and rolling sheets of plate glass 12 1/2 x 21 feet. 5528 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26715

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
Factories -- Pennsylvania
Glass manufacture -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
PENNSYLVANIA

Place:
Pennsylvania
Tarantum

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Workmen finishing plate glass windows in polishing room--glass works, Tarantum. 5529 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Workmen finishing plate glass windows in polishing room--glass works, Tarantum. 5529 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26716

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Factorys -- Pennsylvania
       Glass manufacture -- Pennsylvania
       Laborers -- Pennsylvania
       PENNSYLVANIA

Place: Pennsylvania
       Tarantum

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wreck of the day express, P.R.R., Conenaugh. 5532 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Wreck of the day express, P.R.R., Conenaugh. 5532 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26717

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Accidents -- Pennsylvania
       Disasters -- Pennsylvania
       Engines -- Pennsylvania
       PENNSYLVANIA
       Railroads -- Pennsylvania
       Shipwrecks -- Pennsylvania
       Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Conemaugh (Pennsylvania)
       Pennsylvania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Source of the world's most gigantic fortunes--pumping wells in the oil country--Western Pennsylvania. 5535 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Source of the world's most gigantic fortunes--pumping wells in the oil country--Western Pennsylvania. 5535 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26718

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114],

**Topic:**
Derricks
Oil
PENNSYLVANIA
Petroleum industry and trade
Wells

**Place:**
Pennsylvania

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wall charged by Pickett, S. to Round Top--the War's "High Water Mark" clump of trees. [Active no. 5561 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26719

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

**Topic:**
Artillery -- Pennsylvania
Battlefields -- Pennsylvania
Cannon -- Pennsylvania
Carriages -- Pennsylvania
Civil war
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD
Horses -- Pennsylvania
Monuments -- Pennsylvania

**Place:**
Gettysburg (Pa.)
Pennsylvania
Round Top

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Washington Monument (N.), the White House, Treasury and State Department. [Active no. 5581 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26720

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture
        United States. Department of State
        United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Governments
        Mansions
        Presidents
        WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Washington Monument (E.) over Agricultural grounds to Capitol. 5584 interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): From Washington Monument (E.) over Agricultural grounds to Capitol. 5584 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26721

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Agriculture Department
        United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)

Topic: Capitols
        Governments
        Museums
        Portraits
        WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Smithsonian
        Washington (D.C.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

United States Capitol from the N.E.--most beautiful building in America. 5585 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")  
*Image(s): United States Capitol from the N.E.--most beautiful building in America. 5585 interpositive.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 26722  
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].  
Similar to RSN 20517-20520.  

**Names:** United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)  
**Topic:** Automobiles -- Washington (D.C.)  
Capitols -- Washington (D.C.)  
Governments -- Washington (D.C.)  
WASHINGTON TOUR  
**Place:** Washington (D.C.)  
**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

A touching tribute to McKinley's memory--Secretary Hay's eulogy before Congress. 5588 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
*Image(s): A touching tribute to McKinley's memory--Secretary Hay's eulogy before Congress. 5588 interpositive.*  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 26723  
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].  
Similar to RSN 20521  

**Names:** Congress  
McKinley, William, 1843-1901 (President)  
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)  
**Topic:** Capitols  
Congresses  
Governments  
Hay  
Presidents  
Rites and ceremonies  
WASHINGTON TOUR
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Supreme Court Room in the Capitol--chair of the Chief Justice before arch. 5590 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Supreme Court Room in the Capitol--chair of the Chief Justice before arch. 5590 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26724
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
Topic: Capitols
Court chambers
Governments
Rites and ceremonies
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Supreme Court Room
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Decorative splendors of the entrance hall of the great Congressional Library. 5592 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Decorative splendors of the entrance hall of the great Congressional Library. 5592 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26725
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Library of Congress
Topic: Architecture -- Washington (D.C.)
Governments -- Washington (D.C.)
Interior architecture
Libraries -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON TOUR
Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The White House, the historic residence of the Nation's Chief--north front. 5595 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The White House, the historic residence of the Nation's Chief--north front. 5595 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26726
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Similar to RSN 20532-20535

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture
Topic: Architecture
Governments
Mansions
Presidents
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Admiral Dewey and Officers of the Navy at New Year Reception, 1902, White House. [Active no. 5601 : interpositive], 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Admiral Dewey and Officers of the Navy at New Year Reception, 1902, White House. [Active no. 5601 : interpositive], 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26727
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
United States. Navy
Topic: Armed Forces
Rites and ceremonies
WASHINGTON TOUR
Place: Washington (D.C.) -- 1900-1910
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Navy Department (S.E.) past the White House and Treasury to the Capitol. [Active no. 5605 : black-and-white stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26728
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Similar to RSN 14127, 20546 and 20547

Names: United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)
United States. Department of Agriculture
United States. Department of the Treasury

Topic: Architecture
Capitols
Mansions
Presidents
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Pennsylvania Avenue (Washington, D.C.)
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26729
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Similar to RSN 20566 and 20567.

Names: Lee, Robert E. (Robert Edward), 1807-1870

Topic: Cemeteries -- Virginia
Children -- Virginia
Christ Church, where Washington joined with his neighbors in public worship, Alexandria, Va. 5617 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Christ Church, where Washington joined with his neighbors in public worship, Alexandria, Va. 5617 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26730

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Alexandria (Yacht)

Washington, George, 1732-1799

Topic: Churches -- Virginia

WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Home of Washington; preserved in memory of the Republic's founder--Mount Vernon, Va. [Active no. 5618 : interpositive]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Home of Washington; preserved in memory of the Republic's founder--Mount Vernon, Va. [Active no. 5618 : interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26731

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Similar to RSN 20572-20574.

Names: Washington, George, 1732-1799
Topic: Dwellings -- Virginia
Mansions -- Virginia
Presidents -- Virginia
WASHINGTON TOUR

Place: Mount Vernon (Virginia)
Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The President's flag and East Room decorations--Army and Navy, Reception. 5622 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The President's flag and East Room decorations--Army and Navy, Reception. 5622 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26732

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture

Topic: Flags
Mansions
Presidents
WASHINGTON--Miscellaneous

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

One of Nature's curious structures--the famous Natural Bridge, Rockbridge County, Virginia. [Active nol. 5656 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26733

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Similar to RSN 20595.

Topic: Bridges -- Virginia
VIRGINIA & NORTH CAROLINA
In the great pine forests of the South -- gathering crude turpentine, North Carolina. 5658 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): In the great pine forests of the South -- gathering crude turpentine, North Carolina. 5658 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26734

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Similar to RSN 20596.

Topic:  
African Americans -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Pine forests -- North Carolina
Turpentine -- North Carolina

PLACE:  
North Carolina

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Distilling turpentine from the crude resin -- in the pine forests of North Carolina. 5659 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Distilling turpentine from the crude resin -- in the pine forests of North Carolina. 5659 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26735

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:  
African Americans -- North Carolina
Distilleries -- North Carolina
Laborers -- North Carolina
Pine forests -- North Carolina
Turpentine -- North Carolina
VIRGINIA & NORTH CAROLINA

Place: North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Sweating out" tar from pine wood in the turf-covered tar kiln, North Carolina. 5662 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Sweating out" tar from pine wood in the turf-covered tar kiln, North Carolina. 5662 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26736

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: African Americans -- North Carolina
       Laborers -- North Carolina
       Pine forests -- North Carolina
       Tar kilns -- North Carolina
       VIRGINIA & NORTH CAROLINA

Place: North Carolina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Where the Civil War began--Fort Sumter, and distant mainland to right, S.C. [Active no 5669 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26737

AC0143-0026737 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Battlefields -- South Carolina
       Civil war -- South Carolina
       Fortification -- South Carolina
       SOUTH CAROLINA & GEORGIA
       Ships -- South Carolina

Place: Fort Sumter (Charleston, S.C.)
In the great spinning room--104,000 spindles--Olympian Cotton Mills, Columbia, S.C. [Active no. 5670. Interpositive, non-stereo.]
1 Item (4″ x 5″.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26738
AC0143-0026738.tif (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 20604.
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Olympian Cotton Mills (Columbia, S.C.)
Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- South Carolina
Factories -- South Carolina
Laborers -- South Carolina
SOUTH CAROLINA & GEORGIA
Textile fabrics -- South Carolina
Textile factories -- South Carolina

Place: Columbia (S.C.)
South Carolina

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Warping room in the great Olympian Cotton Mills, Columbia, S.C. [Active no. 5672. Interpositive, non-stereo.]
1 Item (5″ x 4″.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26739
AC0143-0026739.tif (AC scan number)

Formerly stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

NEW SCAN.
Similar to RSM 20605

Names: Olympian Cotton Mills (Columbia, S.C.)
Topic: Factories -- South Carolina
SOUTH CAROLINA & GEORGIA
Textile fabrics -- South Carolina
Textile factories -- South Carolina
Women laborers -- South Carolina
Place: Columbia (S.C.)
South Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Weaving room (2,400 looms), great Olympian Cotton Mills, Columbia, S.C. Active no. 5673. Interpositive, non-stereo
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Weaving room (2,400 looms), great Olympian Cotton Mills, Columbia, S.C. Active no. 5673. Interpositive, non-stereo.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26740
AC0143-0026740.tif (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Olympian Cotton Mills (Columbia, S.C.)
Topic: Factories -- South Carolina
Laborers -- South Carolina
SOUTH CAROLINA & GEORGIA
Textile fabrics -- South Carolina
Textile factories -- South Carolina
Place: Columbia (S.C.)
South Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Drawing frames in the great Olympian Cotton Mills (1,200 operators), Columbia, S.C. Active no. 5674. Interpositive, non-stereo
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Drawing frames in the great Olympian Cotton Mills (1,200 operators), Columbia, S.C. Active no. 5674. Interpositive, non-stereo.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26741

AC0143-0026741.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Olympian Cotton Mills (Columbia, S.C.)
Topic: Factories -- South Carolina
Laborers -- South Carolina
SOUTH CAROLINA & GEORGIA
Textile fabrics -- South Carolina
Textile factories -- South Carolina
Place: Columbia (S.C.)
South Carolina
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cotton is King -- Plantation scene, Georgia. Active no. 5678 : Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Cotton is King -- Plantation scene, Georgia. Active no. 5678 : Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26742

Similar to RSN 14128 and 20608, but is a variant.

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: African Americans -- Georgia
Agriculture -- Georgia
Children -- Georgia
Cotton -- Georgia
Fields -- Georgia
Laborers -- Georgia
SOUTH CAROLINA & GEORGIA
Place: Georgia
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The greatest resin market in the world--loading ocean vessels--Savannah, Ga. 5680 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The greatest resin market in the world--loading ocean vessels--Savannah, Ga. 5680 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26743

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Barrels -- Georgia
Docks -- Georgia
Harbors -- Georgia
Piers -- Georgia
Resin -- Georgia
SOUTH CAROLINA & GEORGIA
Ships -- Georgia
Turpentine -- Georgia
Wharves -- Georgia

Place: Georgia
Savannah (Georgia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

St. Augustine. 5682 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Oldest house in the United States, built by the Spanish about 1564, St. Augustine. 5682 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26744

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Automobiles -- Florida
Carts -- Florida
Cows -- Florida
Dwellings -- Florida
FLORIDA
Historical sites -- Florida
Homes -- Florida
Museums -- Florida

Place: Florida
Spain
St. Augustine (Fla.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"And the palm tree nodded to the mirror in the Jungle." 5697 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): "And the palm tree nodded to the mirror in the Jungle." 5697 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26745

Similar to RSN 20618.
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Alligators -- Florida
FLORIDA
Jungles -- Florida
Palm trees -- Florida
Rivers -- Florida

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Blossom of the cocoanut palm--fruit in all stages. [Active no. 5698 : non-stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 4”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26746
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Cocoanuts -- Florida
FLORIDA
Palm trees -- Florida

Place: Florida

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Cocoanut trees in the white sands of Florida. 5700 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Cocoanut trees in the white sands of Florida. 5700 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26747

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Cocoanuts -- Florida
FLORIDA
Palm trees -- Florida

Place: Florida

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Pelican Islands, "City of Refuge" for pelicans--protected by Unkle Sam from extinction. 5703 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Pelican Islands, "City of Refuge" for pelicans--protected by Unkle Sam from extinction. 5703 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26748

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Eggs -- Florida
FLORIDA
Islands -- Florida
Nests -- Florida
Pelicans -- Florida

Place: Florida
Pelican Islands

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Automobiles on the world's finest race-track--the 20-mile Ormond sea-beach, Daytona. No. 5709 : interpositive, 1919
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Automobiles on the world's finest race-track--the 20-mile Ormond sea-beach, Daytona. No. 5709 : interpositive, 1919.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26749

Similar to RSN 20624; ["New - 1919"] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
Automobiles -- Florida
Beaches -- Florida
Competitions -- Florida
FLORIDA
Race tracks -- Florida
Sports -- Florida

Place:
Daytona (Florida)
Florida
Ormond

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hauling logs over the pine-grown sand levels at Daytona. 5710 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Hauling logs over the pine-grown sand levels at Daytona. 5710 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26750

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
Cows -- Florida
FLORIDA
Lumber industry -- Florida
Pine trees -- Florida
Roads -- Florida
Sand -- Florida

Place:
Daytona (Florida)
Florida
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Two walkers in jungle setting.] 5717 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Two walkers in jungle setting.] 5717 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26751

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Jungles -- Florida
       Trees -- Florida.

Place: Florida

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Rapid transit in southern Mississippi. [Active no. 5743 : stereo
interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5"),
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Large African American group or family (11 people; man, woman, children),
loaded into a two-wheeled oxen-pulled cart in front of small house with two
women and three children looking on.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26752

AC0143-0026752.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Carts -- Mississippi
       Cows -- Mississippi
       Dwellings -- Mississippi
       Family -- Mississippi
       Farms -- Mississippi
       Homes -- Mississippi
       MISSISSIPPI, TENNESSEE & LA
       Stereotypes (Social psychology)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Culture: African Americans -- Mississippi

Confederate Signal Station, Lookout Mountain, Chattanooga, Tenn. [Active no. 5745 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26753
AC0143-0026753 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Battlefields
Civil war
Communications
Formations (Geology) -- Tennessee
MISSISSIPPI, TENNESSEE & LA
Mountains -- Tennessee

Place: Chattanooga (Tenn.)
Confederate States of America
Lookout Mountain
Tennessee
United States -- History -- Civil War, 1861-1865

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The sweetest spot on earth--sugar levee, New Orleans, La. [Active no. 5750 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26754
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Barrels -- Louisiana
Carts -- Louisiana
Docks -- Louisiana
Harbors -- Louisiana
Horses -- Louisiana
MISSISSIPPI, TENNESSEE & LA
Piers -- Louisiana
Ships -- Louisiana
Sugar -- Louisiana
Wharves -- Louisiana

Place: Louisiana -- Terrebonne Parish
New Orleans (La.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The lily pond, in the grounds of the Soldiers' Home. 5757 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The lily pond, in the grounds of the Soldiers' Home. 5757 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26755

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Artillery -- Ohio
Cannon -- Ohio
Dwellings -- Ohio
Homes -- Ohio
Lily ponds -- Ohio
Military -- Ohio
Parks -- Ohio
SOLDIERS' HOME, DAYTON, OHIO

Place: Dayton (Ohio)
Ohio
Soldiers' Home

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Telling again the stories of the "great war"--old soldiers. 5758 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Telling again the stories of the "great war"--old soldiers. 5758 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26756

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Dwellings -- Ohio
Homes -- Ohio
Military -- Ohio
SOLDIERS' HOME, DAYTON, OHIO

Place: Dayton (Ohio)
Ohio
Soldiers' Home

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Old pensioners, Soldiers' Home. [Active no. 5759 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Men seated around a tree.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26757
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Dwellings -- Ohio
Homes -- Ohio
Military -- Ohio
SOLDIERS' HOME, DAYTON, OHIO
Veterans

Place: Dayton (Ohio)
Ohio
Soldiers' Home

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

One of the busiest streets in the world--State Street, Chicago (18 miles long), N. from Madison Street. 5760 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): One of the busiest streets in the world--State Street, Chicago (18 miles long), N. from Madison Street. 5760 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26758
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].
South Water Street [outdoor market]. 5768 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): South Water Street [outdoor market]. 5768 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26759

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Cattle in the great Union Stock Yards, the greatest of live stock markets.
[Active no. 5769 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26760

Similar to RSN 14133.

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names:  Union Stock Yards (Chicago, Ill.)
Sticking hogs--Armour's great packing house. [Active no. 5772: interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26761

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Armour (packing company)
Topic: Butchers -- Illinois
CHICAGO & ILLINOIS
Meat industry -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
Swine -- Illinois
pigs -- Illinois
Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A half mile of pork--Armour's great packing house. [Active no. 5773: interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26762

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Armour (packing company)
Topic: Butchers -- Illinois
CHICAGO & ILLINOIS
Meat industry -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
Swine -- Illinois
pigs -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The cooling room--Armour's great packing house. [Active no. 5774 :
interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26763

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Armour (packing company)

Topic: Beef -- Illinois
Butchers -- Illinois
CHICAGO & ILLINOIS
Meat industry -- Illinois
Packing-houses -- Illinois
Swine -- Illinois
pigs -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The sheep department--Armour's great packing house. [Active no. 5775 :
Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26764

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].
Names: Armour (packing company)

Topic: Butchers -- Illinois
      CHICAGO & ILLINOIS
      Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910.
      Hides -- Illinois
      Meat industry -- Illinois
      Sheep -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Where great wheat crops are stored--huge grain elevator with waiting freight boat. [Active no. 5783 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26765

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Boats -- Illinois
       CHICAGO & ILLINOIS
       Docks -- Illinois
       Grain elevators -- Illinois
       Piers -- Illinois
       Wharves -- Illinois
       Wheat -- Illinois

Place: Chicago (Ill.)
       Illinois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Loading lake steamer from elevator, Chicago--a rushing stream of precious grain. [Active no. 5784 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26766

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].
Latest methods in man's oldest occupation--plowing on a prairie farm. 5790 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Latest methods in man's oldest occupation--plowing on a prairie farm. 5790 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

How grass and sunshine are turned into beef--steers grazing in green pastures. 5791 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): How grass and sunshine are turned into beef--steers grazing in green pastures. 5791 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26768
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CHICAGO & ILLINOIS
Cows
Pastures

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Illinois

Genuine corn-fed pork--feeding hogs in a prairie pasture. 5793 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Genuine corn-fed pork--feeding hogs in a prairie pasture. 5793 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26769
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CHICAGO & ILLINOIS
Corn
Farms
Feeding
Pastures
Swine
pigs

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Illinois

20th Century harvesting--machine cutting and binding corn in a Michigan farmer's field. Caption No. 5796 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): 20th Century harvesting--machine cutting and binding corn in a Michigan farmer's field. Caption No. 5796 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26770
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].
Prize-winning sheep (thoroughbred Shropshires) in rich clover pasture, Southern Michigan. 5798 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Prize-winning sheep (thoroughbred Shropshires) in rich clover pasture, Southern Michigan. 5798 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26771
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

In the great cornfields of Eastern Kansas. 5803 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26772
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Agriculture -- Michigan
Corn binder -- Michigan
Harvesting -- Michigan
Horses -- Michigan
KENTUCKY & MICHIGAN
Machinery -- Michigan

Place: Michigan

Genre/ Form: Interpositives
Street Scene in the largest City of the Mississippi Valley—Broadway. [Active no. 5811 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26773
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Horses -- Missouri
ST. LOUIS
Streetcars -- Missouri
Streets -- Missouri
Wagons -- Missouri

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

On the bustling levee, where the products of the Mississippi Valley are distributed. [Active no. 5813 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26774
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Bridges -- Missouri
Docks -- Missouri
Horses -- Missouri
Levees -- Missouri
Piers -- Missouri
Rivers -- Missouri
ST. LOUIS
Ships -- Missouri
Wagons -- Missouri
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Pigmies from the Congo (Africa) and their huts; man whirling sticks to make a fire. [Active no. 5846 :I interpositive.,] 1903

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Pigmies from the Congo (Africa) and their huts; man whirling sticks to make a fire. [Active no. 5846 :I interpositive,] 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26775

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904: Saint Louis, Mo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Fire making

THE WORLD'S FAIR TOUR (LPE)

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)

Missouri

Pigmies

Saint Louis (Mo.)

Paradise of the sea-gulls--San Francisco Bay. [Active no. 5954 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26776

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Bays

Birds

CALIFORNIA

Seagulls
Waterscapes

Place: California
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Redlands, and its wealth of orange groves. 5956 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Redlands, and its wealth of orange groves. 5956 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26777

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Fruit -- California
Orchards -- California
Trees -- California
orange groves -- California

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: California
Redlands (Calif.)

Picking oranges, Riverside. 5958 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Picking oranges, Riverside. 5958 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26778

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Fruit -- California
Harvesting -- California
Laborers -- California
Orchards -- California
Trees -- California
orange groves -- California

Place: California
Riverside (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Magnolia Avenue--tropical beauties of Riverside [California]. [Active no. 5959 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26779

Similar to RSN 20815.

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Buggies -- California
CALIFORNIA
Horses -- California
Roads -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Riverside (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Wawona," as we drove through it, Mariposa Grove. 5977 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Wawona," as we drove through it, Mariposa Grove. 5977 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26780

Similar to RSN 20832 and 26781.

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Carriages -- California
Horses -- California
Trees -- California
Wagons -- California

Place: California
Mariposa Grove
Wawona

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Wawona," as we drove through it, Mariposa Grove. 5977 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): "Wawona," as we drove through it, Mariposa Grove. 5977 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26781

Similar to RSN 20832 and 26780.

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Carriages -- California
Horses -- California
Trees -- California
Wagons -- California

Place: California
Mariposa Grove
Wawona

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A majestic triumphal arch--Cavalry passing through the great tree
"California," Mariposa Grove. 5976 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A majestic triumphal arch--Cavalry passing through the great tree "California," Mariposa Grove. 5976 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26782

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Copy and Version Identification Note
R-1907

Names: 15th U.S. Cavalry

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Cavalry -- California
Horses -- California
Military -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Mariposa Grove

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tourists.] 5979 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Tourists.] 5979 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26783
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Carts -- California
Horses -- California
Tourists -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The stump where a forest giant stood--and the saw which felled it--big tree logging, Converse Basin. 5984 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The stump where a forest giant stood--and the saw which felled it--big tree logging, Converse Basin. 5984 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26784
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Converse Basin (California)
A monster log—a freshly fallen Sequoia giant—big tree logging, Converse Basin. 5985 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A monster log—a freshly fallen Sequoia giant—big tree logging, Converse Basin. 5985 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26785
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Sequoias -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Converse Basin (California)

Big tree logging—blast rending a section of a giant tree—Converse Basin. 5987 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Big tree logging—blast rending a section of a giant tree—Converse Basin. 5987 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26786
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Blasting -- California
CALIFORNIA
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Converse Basin (California)
Big tree logging--mules hauling enormous sections of the great log on skids to the mill--Converse Basin. 5989 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Big tree logging--mules hauling enormous sections of the great log on skids to the mill--Converse Basin. 5989 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26787
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Mules -- California
Trees -- California

Place: California
Converse Basin (California)

Flowers and fruit and winter sunshine on an orange tree in a forty-acre grove, near Pasadena. [Caption no. 6001 : stereoscopic interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26788
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Flowers -- California
Fruit -- 1890-1920
Orchards -- California
Trees -- California
orange groves

Place: California -- 1890-1920
Pasadena (Calif.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Granite Gate, Mt. Lowe Railroad, Mt. Lowe. 6007 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Granite Gate, Mt. Lowe Railroad, Mt. Lowe. 6007 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26789
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Formations (Geology) -- California
Railroads -- California
Tourists -- California
Trains -- California

Place: California
Granite Gate (Calif.)
Mt. Lowe Railroad

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Saw mill in the Big Tree districts, and stumps of some of the giant Sequoias, Millwood. 6009 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Saw mill in the Big Tree districts, and stumps of some of the giant Sequoias, Millwood. 6009 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26790
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CALIFORNIA
Forests -- California
Logging -- California
Lumber industry -- California
Saw mills -- California
Sequoias

Place: California
Millwood
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Flat car train loaded with sugar pine logs--starting for the mills--McCloud River. 6011 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Flat car train loaded with sugar pine logs--starting for the mills--McCloud River. 6011 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26791

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
- CALIFORNIA
- Laborers -- California
- Logging -- California
- Lumber industry -- California
- Railroads -- California
- Sugar pines -- California
- Trains -- California

Place:
- California
- McCloud River

Poling logs in McCloud River Lumber Co.'s mill pond--looking toward magnificent Mt. Shasta (14,442 feet). 6013 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Poling logs in McCloud River Lumber Co.'s mill pond--looking toward magnificent Mt. Shasta (14,442 feet). 6013 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26792

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
- CALIFORNIA
- Laborers -- California
- Logging -- California
- Lumber industry -- California
- Mountains -- California
- Rivers -- California

Place:
- California
From Inspiration Point (E.N.E.) through Yosemite Valley--showing Bridal Veil Falls, El Capitan, Sentinel and Half Dome. 6017 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): From Inspiration Point (E.N.E.) through Yosemite Valley--showing Bridal Veil Falls, El Capitan, Sentinel and Half Dome. 6017 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26793

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Valleys -- California
Waterfalls -- California.

YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place: Bridalveil Fall (Calif.)
California
El Capitan (Yosemite National Park)
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Inspiration Point (Yosemite National Park)
Sentinel (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

El Capitan (3,000 feet high) most imposing of granite cliffs--east to Half Dome and Clouds’ Rest. 6018 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): El Capitan (3,000 feet high) most imposing of granite cliffs--east to Half Dome and Clouds’ Rest. 6018 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26794

Similar to RSN 14143 and 14144.
Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

**Topic:**
- Cliffs -- California
- Formations (Geology)
- Mountains -- California
- Parks -- California
- Valleys -- California
- YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

**Place:**
- California
- Clouds' Rest (Yosemite National Park)
- El Capitan (Yosemite National Park)
- Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
- Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Nearly a mile straight down and only a step--from Glacier Point (N.W.)--across Valley to Yosemite Falls. 6030 Interpositive, 1910

*1 Item (4” x 5”)*

Image(s): Nearly a mile straight down and only a step--from Glacier Point (N.W.)--across Valley to Yosemite Falls. 6030 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

- RSN 26795

Similar to RSN 20881-20883.

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

**Topic:**
- Formations (Geology)
- Mountains -- California
- Parks -- California
- Valleys -- California
- Waterfalls -- California.
- YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

**Place:**
- California
- Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)
- Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Overlooking Nature's grandest scenery--from Glacier Point (N.E.) over Half Dome and Clouds' Rest. 6031 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Overlooking Nature’s grandest scenery--from Glacier Point (N.E.) over Half Dome and Clouds’ Rest. 6031 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26796

Similar to RSN 10884.

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
- Formations (Geology)
- Mountains -- California
- Parks -- California
- Valleys -- California
- YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR

Place:
- California
- Clouds’ Rest (Yosemite National Park)
- Glacier Point (Yosemite National Park, California)
- Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
- Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Clouds’ Rest (N.N.E.) over Lake Tenaiya to the distant Matterhorn (12,176 feet), Sierra Nevada Mountains. [Active no. 6039 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Very poor image quality in surrogate. Check original.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26797

Similar to RSN 20897.

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic:
- Formations (Geology) -- California
- Lakes -- California
- Mountains -- California
- Parks -- California
- Tourists -- California
- Valleys -- California
- YOSEMITE VALLEY TOUR
Climbing mountain paths. 6049 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Climbing mountain paths. 6049 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

On the trail to Glacier Point. 6052 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): On the trail to Glacier Point. 6052 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].
Valleys -- California
YOSEMITE VALLEY--Misc.

Place: California
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Young seals sporting on the beach, Santa Catalina Island. 5966 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Young seals sporting on the beach, Santa Catalina Island. 5966 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26800

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: Beaches -- California
CALIFORNIA
Islands -- California
Seacoasts -- California
Seals (Animals) -- California

Place: California
Santa Catalina Island (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Loading a great whaleback ship at the famous grain elevators. 5785 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Loading a great whaleback ship at the famous grain elevators. 5785 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26801

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Topic: CHICAGO & ILLINOIS
Docks -- Illinois
Elevators -- Illinois
Grain -- Illinois
Harbors -- Illinois
Famous Horseshoe Curve among Allegheny Mountains (2,571 feet long, 1,200 feet across, grade 89 feet). [Active no. 5540 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26802

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.

Topic: Mountains -- Pennsylvania

PENNSYLVANIA

Railroads -- California

Trains -- California

Place: Allegheny Mountains (Pennsylvania)

Horseshoe Curve National Historic Landmark (Pa.)

Pennsylvania

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The carding room, great Olympian Cotton Mills, Columbia, S.C. [Active no. 5671 : interpositive, non-stereo.]

1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26803

AC0143-0026803.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.51 [114].

NOTE: VIDEONUMS 26038-26041 ARE BLANKS.
Names: Olympian Cotton Mills (Columbia, S.C.)

Topic:
- Factories -- South Carolina
- Laborers -- South Carolina
- Machinery -- South Carolina
- SOUTH CAROLINA & GEORGIA
- Textile fabrics -- South Carolina
- Textile factories -- South Carolina

Place:
- Columbia (S.C.)
- South Carolina

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A wonder to the primitive inhabitants---Santa Fe train crossing Canyon Diablo 6072 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A wonder to the primitive inhabitants---Santa Fe train crossing Canyon Diablo 6072 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26804

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 14148 and 20928.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic:
- Bridges -- Arizona
- Canyons -- Arizona
- GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
- Indians of North America -- Arizona
- Mountains -- Arizona
- Parks -- Arizona
- Trains -- Arizona

Place:
- Arizona
- Canyon Diablo (Arizona)
- Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
- Santa Fe Railroad (Arizona)

Genre/ Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Red to San Francisco Mountains--a woody wilderness in sun-kissed Arizona. 6073 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26805

Similar to RSN 20929

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

**Genre/ Form:**

Landscapes (representations) -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Topic:**

GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA

Mountains -- Arizona

**Place:**

Arizona

Red Mountain

San Francisco Mountains

Blown asunder by volcanic energies--Red Mountain, an extinct volcano. [Active no. 6074 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26806

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

**Topic:**

GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA

Lava

Mountains -- Arizona

Volcanic rock

Volcanoes

**Place:**

Arizona

Red Mountain

**Genre/ Form:**

Landscapes (representations) -- Arizona.

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Labyrinthine ways through the lava-ash formations, Red Mountain crater. 6075 Interpositive
"The sinuous Colorado, yellow as the Tiber," north from Bissell's Point 6076 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "The sinuous Colorado, yellow as the Tiber," north from Bissell's Point 6076 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26808

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14149 and 20931-20933.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Mountains -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
Rivers -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Bissell's Point (Arizona)
Colorado River (Arizona)
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Descending Grand View trail. 6079 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Descending Grand View trail. 6079 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26809

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic:
Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Horses -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
Trails -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Grand View Trail (Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 304

RSN Numbers 26810-26909

Image(s):

Dendritic stalagmites in a limestone cave. 6080 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Dendritic stalagmites in a limestone cave. 6080 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26810

Similar to RSN 20937.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic:
Canyons -- Arizona
Caves -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Mountains -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
Stalagmites

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Prospecting for gold--Indian Garden Creek. 6084 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Prospecting for gold--Indian Garden Creek. 6084 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26811

Similar to RSN 20941.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Gold -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
Prospectors -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Indian Garden Creek (Grand Canyon, Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Overlooking nature's greatest amphitheatre--from Rowe's Point, N.W. 6088 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Overlooking nature's greatest amphitheatre--from Rowe's Point, N.W. 6088 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26812

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--ARIZONA
Mountains -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Ariz.)
Rowe's Point

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Thirteen miles from rim to rim--north from Sentinel Point. 6103 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Thirteen miles from rim to rim--north from Sentinel Point. 6103 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26813

Similar to RSN 20963.
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
Formations (Geology)
GRAND CANYON--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona
Parks -- Arizona
Tourists -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Grand Canyon (Arizona)
Sentinel Point (Grand Canyon)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[View into Grand Canyon; odd rock formations.] 6127 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon; odd rock formations.] 6127 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26814
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].
[View into Grand Canyon.] 6128 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon.] 6128 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26815
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

[View into Grand Canyon.] 6128 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [View into Grand Canyon.] 6128 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26815
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].
Climbing the last loop on the mountain railway to Morenci copper mines. 6140 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Climbing the last loop on the mountain railway to Morenci copper mines. 6140 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26817

Similar to RSN 21000.
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic:
ARIZONA--Miscellaneous
Bridges -- Arizona
Copper mining -- Arizona
Mines -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona
Railroads -- Arizona
Trains -- Arizona

Place:
Arizona
Morenci (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Loading surface ore, Metcalf copper mines. 6145 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Loading surface ore, Metcalf copper mines. 6145 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26819
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: ARIZONA--Miscellaneous
Copper mining -- Arizona
Laborers -- Arizona
Mines -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona
Railroads -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Metcalf (Arizona)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

In the mountain's heart--running out copper ore, Wilson mine, Metcalf.
6147 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): In the mountain's heart--running out copper ore, Wilson mine, Metcalf. 6147 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26820
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: ARIZONA--Miscellaneous
Copper mining -- Arizona
Laborers -- Arizona
Mines -- Arizona
Mountains -- Arizona
Railroads -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Metcalf (Arizona)
Wilson Mine
A long-buried chapter in the tale of the ages—Petrified Forest. 6148 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26821
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: ARIZONA--Miscellaneous
       Formations (Geology)
       Petrified forests

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Topic: ARIZONA--Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A fallen monarch of an unknown age, Petrified Forest. 6150 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): A fallen monarch of an unknown age, Petrified Forest. 6150 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26822
Similar to RSN 21008 and 21009.
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Topic: ARIZONA--Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Arizona
       Petrified Forest
"Moving a herd, Sierra Bonita, the oldest ranch in Arizona--where 30,000 cattle range." Caption no. 6155 : interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Moving a herd, Sierra Bonita, the oldest ranch in Arizona--where 30,000 cattle range." Caption no. 6155 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26823

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: ARIZONA--Miscellaneous
    Cows
    Mountains -- Arizona
    Ranches

Genre/ Form: Interpositives

Place: Arizona
    Sierra Bonita Ranch

Among the 30,000 cattle of Sierra Bonita Ranch--lassoing a yearling. 6156 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26824

Similar to RSN 14151

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: ARIZONA--Miscellaneous
    Cowboys
    Cows
    Horses -- Arizona
    Ranches

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Arizona
    Sierra Bonita Ranch

[Cowboy riders and herd of cattle.] 6157 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cowboy riders and herd of cattle.] 6157 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26825

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Cowboys -- Arizona
Cows -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Ranches -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Arizona

[Man kneeling and shooting rifle in desert area.] 6161 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Man kneeling and shooting rifle in desert area.] 6161 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26827

Same as RSN 21015.
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Mountains -- Arizona
       Rifles -- Arizona
       hunters -- Arizona

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Arizona

[Man on cart with team; Grand Canyon in background.] 6162 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Man on cart with team; Grand Canyon in background.] 6162 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26828

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Canyons -- Arizona
       Formations (Geology)
       Horses -- Arizona
       Parks -- Arizona
       Wagons -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Grand Canyon (Ariz.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The rain dancers (Kachinas) leaving Oraibi, largest of the Hopi Indian villages, Arizona. 6171 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The rain dancers (Kachinas) leaving Oraibi, largest of the Hopi Indian villages, Arizona. 6171 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26829
Same as RSN 21023.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
      American Indians
      Indians of North America -- Arizona
      Rain dancers -- Arizona
      Villages -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Hopi Indians -- Arizona
       Kachinas
       Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Jesters and sacred "rain bringers" (Kachinas), Hopi Indian village of Oraibi, Arizona. 6175 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Jesters and sacred "rain bringers" (Kachinas), Hopi Indian village of Oraibi, Arizona. 6175 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

   RSN 26830

Same as RSN 21027.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
      American Indians
      Hopi Indians -- Arizona
      Indians of North America -- Arizona
      Kachinas -- Arizona
      Rain dancers -- Arizona
      Villages -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
       Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

At Breakfast--typical Desert Home of the Navajo Indians, Navajo Reservation, Arizona. [Active no. 6167 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26831

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: American Indians
Deserts -- Arizona
Eating -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Horses -- Arizona
Huts -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Culture: Navajo Indians -- Arizona

Hopi Indian woman's occupation--baby nursing and basket-weaving--Oraibi, Arizona. [Active no. 6177 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26832

Similar to RSN 21029 and 21030.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Babies -- Arizona
Basket weaving -- Arizona
Family -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Oraibi (Arizona)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Culture: Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Home duties of the Hopi man—a scene at the Indian village of Oraibi, Arizona. [Active no. 6178 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26833
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: Adamson, Glenn
Topic: Artisans -- Arizona
Dwellings -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
Oraibi (Arizona)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Culture: Hopi Indians -- Arizona

South to picturesque village of Wolpi, first mesa, Hopi Indian Reservation, Arizona. 6186 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): South to picturesque village of Wolpi, first mesa, Hopi Indian Reservation, Arizona. 6186 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26834
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: American Indians
Formations (Geology) -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Mesas -- Arizona
Villages -- Arizona
Place: Arizona
Hopi Indian Reservation (Arizona)
Wolpi
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Blanket weaving--a Hopi Indian at work, Wolpi, Arizona. 6188 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Blanket weaving--a Hopi Indian at work, Wolpi, Arizona. 6188 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26835
Same as RSN 21046 and 21047.
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Artisans -- Arizona
Blanket weaving -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona
Wolpi (Arizona)

[Overview of row of multi-level adobe homes.] 6189 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Overview of row of multi-level adobe homes.] 6189 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26836
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Dwellings -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Villages -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indian Reservation (Arizona)
Wolpi

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hopi Indians in rugged terrain.] 6190 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Hopi Indians in rugged terrain.] 6190 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26837

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Masks -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Donkeys surrounded by multi-story adobe homes.] 6192 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Donkeys surrounded by multi-story adobe homes.] 6192 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26838

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Dwellings -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Donkeys surrounded by multi-story adobe homes.] 6192 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Donkeys surrounded by multi-story adobe homes.] 6192 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26839

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Donkeys -- Arizona
Dwellings -- Arizona
Homes -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona
Villages -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hopi Indian woman with papoose beside odd rock formations.] 6193
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Hopi Indian woman with papoose beside odd rock formations.] 6193 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26840

Similar to RSN 21048.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Babies -- Arizona
Chickens -- Arizona
Dogs -- Arizona
Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona
Hopi Indians -- Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Pride of the Mormons--the Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah. [Active no.
6200 : non-stereo interpositive.], 1910
1 Item (+Size 4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s): The Pride of the Mormons--the Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah. [Active no. 6200 : non-stereo interpositive.] 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26841

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Same as RSN 21053 and 21054

Topic:  
   Architecture
   Church buildings
   Temples, Mormon -- 1900-1910 -- Utah -- Salt Lake City
   UTAH AND COLORADO

Place:  
   Mormon Temple
   Salt Lake City (Utah)
   Utah

Genre/Form:  
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Majestic Pike's Peak, through the Gateway of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6204 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4)
Image(s): Majestic Pike's Peak, through the Gateway of the Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6204 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26842

Same as RSN 21061-21063.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic:  
   Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
   Mountains -- Colorado
   UTAH AND COLORADO

Place:  
   Colorado
   Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
   Pike's Peak (Colorado)
   Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form:  
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The gateway of the Garden of the Gods and Pike's Peak, Colorado. 6205 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The gateway of the Garden of the Gods and Pike's Peak, Colorado. 6205 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26843

Same as RSN 21064.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Colorado
       Mountains -- Colorado
       UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
       Garden of the Gods (Colorado)
       Pike's Peak (Colorado)
       Rocky Mountains (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Tower of Babel, Garden of the Gods, Colorado. 6208 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 4 3/8 x 5)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26844

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
       Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.)
       Tower of Babel

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Royal Gorge, Grand Canyon of the Arkansas, Colorado. 6218 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Royal Gorge, Grand Canyon of the Arkansas, Colorado. 6218 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26845

Same as RSN 14153 and 21078.
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Canyons -- Colorado
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Colorado
Railroads -- Colorado
Rivers -- Colorado
Trains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Grand Canyon of the Arkansas (Colorado)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Georgetown, Colorado. [Active no. 6219 : stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26846

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Mountains -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO
Valleys -- Colorado
Villages -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Georgetown (Colo.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Dutch Wedding, Monument Park, Colorado. 6224 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Dutch Wedding, Monument Park, Colorado. 6224 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26847

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Buggies -- Colorado
Formations (Geology)
Horses -- Colorado
Parks -- Colorado
UTAH AND COLORADO

Place: Colorado
Dutch Wedding (Monument Park, Colorado)
Monument Park (Colorado)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Modern American harvesting in the great western wheat fields--combined harvester, cutting, threshing and sacking--Walla Walla, Washington. 6227 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Modern American harvesting in the great western wheat fields--combined harvester, cutting, threshing and sacking--Walla Walla, Washington. 6227 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26848

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Similar to RSN 21090.

Topic: Agriculture -- Washington (State)
Combines -- Washington
Fields -- Washington
Horses -- Washington
WASHINGTON AND OREGON
Wheat -- Washington

Place: Walla Walla (Wash.)
Washington (State)
Brailing--taking salmon from the trap for the great canneries, Puget Sound, Washington. 6229 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Brailing--taking salmon from the trap for the great canneries, Puget Sound, Washington. 6229 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26849

Similar to RSN 21092.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

[Factory beside low river waterfalls.] 6230 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Factory beside low river waterfalls.] 6230 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26850

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].
Stupendous log raft, containing millions of feet—a camp's year's work, profit $20,000—Columbia River, Oregon. 6233 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Stupendous log raft, containing millions of feet—a camp's year's work, profit $20,000—Columbia River, Oregon. 6233 interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26851

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Similar to RSN 14155 and 21094.

Topic:
Laborers -- Oregon
Lumber industry -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon
WASHINGTON AND OREGON
logs -- Oregon
rafts -- Oregon

Place:
Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Seining Chenook Salmon—largest variety known—Columbia River, Oregon. 6236 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Seining Chenook Salmon—largest variety known—Columbia River, Oregon. 6236 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26852

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic:
Chinook Salmon -- Oregon
Fishing industry -- Oregon
Laborers -- Oregon
Nets -- Oregon
Rivers -- Oregon
Salmon -- Oregon
WASHINGTON AND OREGON

Place:
Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Chenook Salmon on the floor of a great cannery, Astoria, Columbia River, Oregon. [Active no. 6237 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26853
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Similar to RSN 21099.

Topic: Canneries
Chinook Salmon
Fisheries
Food industry
Salmon
WASHINGTON AND OREGON

Place: Astoria (Or.)
Columbia River Gorge (Or. and Wash.) -- 1890-1920
Oregon

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Six-horse tally-ho leaving mountain walled Gardiner for trip through Yellowstone Park. 6244 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Six-horse tally-ho leaving mountain walled Gardiner for trip through Yellowstone Park. 6244 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26854
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Carriages -- Montana
Horses -- Montana
Mountains -- Montana
Railroads -- Montana
Stations -- Montana
Fort Yellowstone, among the mountains, headquarters of U.S. troops guarding Yellowstone Park. 6246 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Fort Yellowstone, among the mountains, headquarters of U.S. troops guarding Yellowstone Park. 6246 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26855

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

A mountain of "petrified water"--Pulpit Terrace and Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. 6247 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A mountain of "petrified water"--Pulpit Terrace and Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel. 6247 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26856

Same as RSN 21107

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].
Names: Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel (Yellowstone National Park)

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Hotels -- Yellowstone National Park
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Pulpit Terrace
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wild buffalo, one of America's "first families," at home on a sunny slope.
[Active no. 6250 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26857

 Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Buffalo -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Grizzly bear at home in the wilderness of famous Yellowstone Park. [Active no. 6255 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 26858

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Similar to RSN 21114.
Sunrise in Yellowstone Park, where Mother Earth's geat fires still burn—N.E. over Upper Geyser Basin. 6261 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Sunrise in Yellowstone Park, where Mother Earth's geat fires still burn—N.E. over Upper Geyser Basin. 6261 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26859
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Similar to RSN 14158 and 21121.

Peering into the mysterious crater of "Old Faithful," between its eruptions. 6262 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Peering into the mysterious crater of "Old Faithful," between its eruptions. 6262 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26860
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Craters -- Yellowstone National Park
The most famous sight in Yellowstone Park "Old Faithful" Geyser in action (height 180 feet). 6263 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The most famous sight in Yellowstone Park "Old Faithful" Geyser in action (height 180 feet). 6263 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26861

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Same as RSN 14159.

From Pt. Lookout, 1,200 feet above river, up canyon to Lower Falls (308 feet). 6269 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): From Pt. Lookout, 1,200 feet above river, up canyon to Lower Falls (308 feet). 6269 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26862

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park
Waterfalls -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Lower Falls (Yellowstone National Park)
Point Lookout (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ten miles of yawning chasm--down the canyon from Inspiration point. 6271 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ten miles of yawning chasm--down the canyon from Inspiration point. 6271 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26863

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic:
Canyons -- Yellowstone National Park
Formations (Geology)
Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
Rivers -- Yellowstone National Park

YELLOWSTONE TOUR

Place: Inspiration Point (Yellowstone National Park)
Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Geyser in action.] 6285 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Geyser in action.] 6285 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26864

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Same as RSN 26865

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Geyser in action.] 6285 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Geyser in action.] 6285 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26865

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Same as RSN 26864.

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Geyser in action.] 6287 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Geyser in action.] 6287 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26866

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
       Horses -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park
       Tourists -- Yellowstone National Park
       Wagons -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Striking geological formation.] 6288 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Striking geological formation.] 6288 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26867

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Canyons -- Yellowstone National Park
        Formations (Geology)
        Mountains -- Yellowstone National Park
        Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The "strenuous" life of the cowboy--breaking a bucking broncho, Wyoming. [Active no. 6294 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26868

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Similar to RSN 21140 and 21141. Company acc. no. 61232.

Topic: Cowboys -- Wyoming
        Horses -- Wyoming
        Rodeos -- Wyoming

Place: Wyoming

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group outside in Mexico.] 6301 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family group outside in Mexico.] 6301 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26869

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Children -- Mexico
       Family -- Mexico
       Horses -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Cathedral, greatest of Mexican churches--N.W. from National Palace roof, City of Mexico. 6305 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The Cathedral, greatest of Mexican churches--N.W. from National Palace roof, City of Mexico. 6305 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26870

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
       Cathedrals -- Mexico
       Guards -- Mexico
       MEXICO
       Military -- Mexico
       Palaces -- Mexico
       Rifles -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
       Mexico City (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral exterior. Active no. 6307 : non-stereo interpositive.]
2 Items (f pieces; 4" x 5").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Broken horizontally near top.

Local Numbers
RSN 26871
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Floods of "sombreros"--a hat store, City of Mexico. Caption no. 6320 [interpositive]
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): Floods of "sombreros"--a hat store, City of Mexico. Caption no. 6320 [interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26872

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Business enterprises
Hats
MEXICO
Shops
Sombreros
Stores

Place: Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Interpositives

Chapultepec Castle, residence of President Diaz--on the site of
Montezuma's palace, Mexico City. 6324 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): Chapultepec Castle, residence of President Diaz--on the site of
Montezuma's palace, Mexico City. 6324 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26873

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: Chapultepec Castle (Mexico City)
Diaz, Mexican President

Topic: Castles -- Mexico
MEXICO
Palaces -- Mexico
Parks -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)
Montezuma

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Castle.] 6329 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Castle.] 6329 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26874
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: Chapultepec Castle (Mexico City)

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Castles -- Mexico
Palaces -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Mexico City (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6333 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 6333 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26875
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Celebrations -- Mexico
Children -- Mexico
Costumes -- Mexico
Masks -- Mexico
Parks -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 6336 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 6336 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26876
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A Mexican country scene--looking west from Puebla to Popocatepetl. 6339 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A Mexican country scene--looking west from Puebla to Popocatepetl. 6339 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26877
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Donkeys -- Mexico
MEXICO
Mountains -- Mexico
Roads -- Mexico
Transportation -- Mexico
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Place: Mexico
Puebla (Mexico)
[Cathedral.] 6340 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Cathedral.] 6340 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26878

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Over Amecameca, N.E. to Ixtaccihuatl (Woman in white) from Sacre Monte. 6343 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Over Amecameca, N.E. to Ixtaccihuatl (Woman in white) from Sacre Monte. 6343 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26879

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Children -- Mexico
MEXICO
Mountains -- Mexico
Portraits -- Mexico
Pottery -- Mexico

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Amecameca (Mexico)
Ixtaccihuatl (Mexico)
Mexico
Sacre Monte

[Cathedral.] 6347 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cathedral.] 6347 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26880

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Mexico

Portraits -- Mexico

Trees -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market.] 6349 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Market.] 6349 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26881

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Markets -- Mexico

Tents -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hall of mosaics, marvelous relic of prehistoric builders, ruins of Mitla. 6357 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Hall of mosaics, marvelous relic of prehistoric builders, ruins of Mitla. 6357 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26882

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].
Extracting pulque from the maguey plant; Mexico's favorite drink, San Juan, Teotihuacan. 6360 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Extracting pulque from the maguey plant; Mexico's favorite drink, San Juan, Teotihuacan. 6360 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26883

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130]

Pulque gatherers and fuel vender, in a cactus lane, San Juan, Teotihuacan. 6362 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Pulque gatherers and fuel vender, in a cactus lane, San Juan, Teotihuacan. 6362 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26884

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130]
Topic: Agaves
      Cactus plants -- Mexico
      Firewood -- Mexico
      Lumber industry -- Mexico
      MEXICO
      Pulque

Place: Mexico
      San Juan (Mexico)
      Teotihuacán Site (San Juan Teotihuacán, Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Making jute coffee bags, in Santa Gertrudes factory, near Orizaba. 6368 interpositive
  1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Making jute coffee bags, in Santa Gertrudes factory, near Orizaba. 6368 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26885

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Bags -- Mexico
      Coffee -- Mexico
      Factories -- Mexico
      Jute -- Mexico
      MEXICO
      Women laborers -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
      Orizaba (Mexico)
      Santa Gertrudes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 6370 Interpositive
  1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cathedral.] 6370 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26886

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].
Drying coffee, on a coffee plantation near Cordova. 6375 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Drying coffee, on a coffee plantation near Cordova. 6375 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Crude native method of husking coffee at Amatlan, near Cordova. 6380 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Crude native method of husking coffee at Amatlan, near Cordova. 6380 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].
The public washing fonts, Jalapa. 6390 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The public washing fonts, Jalapa. 6390 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26889

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

A water-vender [sic], typical of Mexico’s mountain cities, Guanajuato.
[Active no. 6391 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26890

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].
[Fountain.] 6405 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Fountain.] 6405 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26891

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Fountains

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Irrigation.] 6406 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Irrigation.] 6406 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26892

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Irrigation
Waterwheels

Place: Mexico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6407 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 6407 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26893

Same as RSN 21219.
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Children -- Mexico
       Donkeys -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Natives making rope from the fibre of the maguey plant, Monterey. [Active no. 6418 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 4”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26894

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Agaves -- Mexico
       Artisans -- Mexico
       Laborers -- Mexico
       MEXICO
       Rope -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
       Monterey (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Natives weaving matting from the fibre of the maguey plant, Monterey. [Active no. 6419 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 4”).

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26895

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Topic: Agaves -- Mexico
       Artisans -- Mexico
       Laborers -- Mexico
       MEXICO
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In a rubber tree grove on the Ubero Plantation—native extracting rubber—Tehuantepec Isthmus. 6426 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): In a rubber tree grove on the Ubero Plantation—native extracting rubber—Tehuantepec Isthmus. 6426 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26896
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130], moved from [153].

Copy and Version Identification Note
26:80

Topic: Forests -- Mexico
Horses -- Mexico
Laborers -- Mexico
MEXICO
Plantations -- Mexico
Rubber -- Mexico
Trees -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Tehuantepec Isthmus
Ubero Plantation

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Homes and home occupations of the natives of Tehuantepec Isthmus. 6427 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Homes and home occupations of the natives of Tehuantepec Isthmus. 6427 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26897
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130], moved from [153].
Topic: Dwellings -- Mexico
Family -- Mexico
Homes -- Mexico
Huts -- Mexico
MEXICO
Pottery -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Tehuantepec Isthmus (Mexico)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 6431 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cathedral.] 6431 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26898

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130], moved from [153].

Topic: Architecture -- Mexico
Cathedrals -- Mexico

Place: Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Farming with poorly paid native help. 6441 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Farming with poorly paid native help. 6441 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26899

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130], moved from [153].

Topic: Agriculture -- Mexico
Fields -- Mexico
Laborers -- Mexico
MEXICO
Shovel plowing -- Mexico

Place: Mexico
Looking (west) over largest banana field in the world--United Fruit Co.’s plantation--Zent. 6445 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looking (west) over largest banana field in the world--United Fruit Co.’s plantation--Zent. 6445 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26900
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130], moved from [153].

Names: United Fruit Company.
Topic: Banana plantations
COSTA RICA
Fields
Mountains -- Costa Rica
Rivers -- Costa Rica
Place: Costa Rica
Zent (Costa Rica)

Opening the pods and drying the cacao beans on a plantation near Port Limon. 6447 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Opening the pods and drying the cacao beans on a plantation near Port Limon. 6447 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Upper right corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 26901
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Agriculture -- Costa Rica
COSTA RICA
Cacao beans -- Costa Rica
Harvesting -- Costa Rica
Laborers -- Costa Rica
Plantations -- Costa Rica
Pods -- Costa Rica

Place: Costa Rica
Port Limon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gathering cacao pods—one of Costa Rica's most valuable products—near Port Limon. 6448 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Gathering cacao pods—one of Costa Rica's most valuable products—near Port Limon. 6448 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26902

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Agriculture -- Costa Rica
COSTA RICA
Cacao trees -- Costa Rica
Harvesting -- Costa Rica
Laborers -- Costa Rica
Plantations -- Costa Rica
Pods -- Costa Rica

Place: Costa Rica
Port Limon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bread-fruit trees, in a grove near Port Limon. 6449 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Bread-fruit trees, in a grove near Port Limon. 6449 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26903

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Agriculture -- Costa Rica
Bread fruit trees -- Costa Rica
COSTA RICA

Place: Costa Rica
Port Limon
From the old Spanish Fort, S.E. to islands guarding the Pacific Ocean entrance to the great Canal. 6453 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): From the old Spanish Fort, S.E. to islands guarding the Pacific Ocean entrance to the great Canal. 6453 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26904

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Fortification -- Panama

Islands -- Panama

Oceans -- Panama

PANAMA

Seacoasts -- Panama

Place: Pacific Ocean

Panama

Spain

Soldiers going to the Cathedral on Sunday morning--the largest and finest structure in Panama. 6455 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Soldiers going to the Cathedral on Sunday morning--the largest and finest structure in Panama. 6455 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26905

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130], moved from [153].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Panama

Military -- Panama

PANAMA

Parades -- Panama

Soldiers -- Panama

Place: Panama
Government model of the $200,000,000 Panama Canal. 6468  
Interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130]  

Topic:  Canals  
Models and modelmaking  
PANAMA  

Place:  Panama Canal (Panama)  

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Indian "dug-outs" on the Chagres River, bringing bananas, the chief export of Panama, to Gutam. 6471 interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): Indian "dug-outs" on the Chagres River, bringing bananas, the chief export of Panama, to Gutam. 6471 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].  

Topic:  Bananas -- Panama  
Boats -- Panama  
PANAMA  
Rivers -- Panama  

Place:  Chagres River (Panama)  
Gutam (Panama)  
Panama  

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Pounding rice--native life in a village on the Bavano River, in the interior of the Isthmus. 6473 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Pounding rice--native life in a village on the Bavano River, in the interior of the Isthmus. 6473 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26908
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Children -- Panama
Dwellings -- Panama.
Family -- Panama
Homes -- Panama
Huts -- Panama
PANAMA
Rice -- Panama
Villages -- Panama

Place: Bavano River (Panama)
Panama

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The escape trench--Spanish Fort near Havana 6501 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The escape trench--Spanish Fort near Havana 6501 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26909
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Battlefields -- Cuba
CUBA---Havana
Fortification -- Cuba
Trench warfare -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Box 305  
RSN Numbers 26910-27014  

Image(s)

Cuban cigarmakers at work, in the largest factory in Havana. Active no. 6509 : interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cuban cigarmakers at work, in the largest factory in Havana. Active no. 6509 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26910

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: CUBA---Havana  
Cigars -- Cuba  
Factories -- Cuba  
Laborers -- Cuba  
Tobacco -- Cuba -- 1890-1920

Place: Cuba  
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group beside wide river in Cuba.] 6514 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family group beside wide river in Cuba.] 6514 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26911

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Family -- Cuba  
Portraits -- Cuba  
Rivers -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 6515 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 6515 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26912
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Horses -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba
Streets -- Cuba
Wagons -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Cuban Republic's birth, noon May 20, 1902--General Wood, President Palma, General Gomez and guests--Governor-General's palace. Caption no. 6519 : interpositive, 1902

1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26913
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: Gomez, General
Palma, President
Wood, General

Topic: CUBA--Birth Cuban Republic
Governments
Palaces
Rites and ceremonies -- 1900-1910 -- Cuba

Place: Cuba -- History -- 1900-1910
Havana (Cuba) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Interpositives

The "Maine" wreck--from the bridge--where 260 American heroes died.
6527 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The "Maine" wreck--from the bridge--where 260 American heroes died. 6527 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26914
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: Battleship Maine
Topic: CUBA--Maine Wreck-Havana
Destruction -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The wrecked "Maine," Havana--decorated May 30, 1902 by order of President Palma. 6529 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The wrecked "Maine," Havana--decorated May 30, 1902 by order of President Palma. 6529 interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Local Numbers
RSN 26915

Names: Battleship Maine
Palma, President

Topic: CUBA--Maine Wreck-Havana
Destruction -- Cuba
Flags -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba
War -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Jagua Fort, at the entrance to the Bay of Cienfuegos. 6535 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Jagua Fort, at the entrance to the Bay of Cienfuegos. 6535 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26916

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: Jagua Fort (Cuba)
Topic: Bays -- Cuba
       Boats -- Cuba
       CUBA--Miscellaneous
       Children -- Cuba
       Dwellings -- Cuba
       Fortification -- Cuba
       Harbors -- Cuba
       Homes -- Cuba
Place: Cienfuegos (Cuba)
       Cuba
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 6539 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 6539 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26917

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Portraits
Place: Cuba
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cows.] 6540 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cows.] 6540 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26918
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Cows
Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Villa Clara--looking east. 6541 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Villa Clara--looking east. 6541 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26919
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Dwellings -- Cuba
Homes -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Villa Clara (Cuba)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The courtyard of a typical Cuban home, Remedios. 6545 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The courtyard of a typical Cuban home, Remedios. 6545 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26920
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Courtyards -- Cuba
Dwellings -- Cuba
Homes -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba
Tea

Place: Cuba
Remedios (Cuba)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Officers of Gen. Gomez's army, Remedios. 6547 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26921

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130]

Names: Gomez, General

CUBA--Miscellaneous
Portraits
Soldiers

Place: Cuba
Remedios

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cavalry of Gen. Gomez's army, Remedios. 6548 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cavalry of Gen. Gomez's army, Remedios. 6548 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26922

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: Gomez, General

CUBA--Miscellaneous
Cavalry -- Cuba
Flags -- Cuba
Horses -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Remedios

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Morro Castle, from across Harbor entrance--through here passed Hobson and Cervera. [Active no. 6549 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26923
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: Cervera
Hobson, Richmond Pearson, Lt.

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Castles -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Harbors -- Cuba

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Morro Castle (Cuba)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

The hills, south of Santiago--showing encampment of American army. 6554 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The hills, south of Santiago--showing encampment of American army. 6554 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26924
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: United States. Army

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Camps
Military -- Cuba

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Cuba
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Picturesque Siboney, near Santiago. 6[Active no. 557 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26925

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous Dwellings -- Cuba Mountains -- Cuba Palm trees -- Cuba Rivers -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Santiago (Cuba)
Siboney (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ford of the Aguadores--where many American boys were killed--near San Juan. 6559 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ford of the Aguadores--where many American boys were killed--near San Juan. 6559 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26926

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic: Battlefields -- Cuba CUBA--Miscellaneous Horses -- Cuba Military -- Cuba Rivers -- Cuba

Place: Aguadores River (Cuba)
Cuba
San Juan (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Remains of the Block House taken by the "Rough Riders," San Juan. 6560 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Remains of the Block House taken by the "Rough Riders," San Juan. 6560 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26927
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130]

Names: Rough Riders
Topic: Battlefields -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
San Juan (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The trenches occupied by the "Rough Riders," San Juan Hill. [Active no. 6562 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26928
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: Rough Riders
Topic: Battlefields -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Horses -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Trench warfare -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
San Juan (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Scene of the great battle--the Hill, from below--San Juan. [Active no. 6563 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26929
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130]

Names: Rough Riders
Topic: Battlefields -- Cuba
       CUBA--Miscellaneous
       Horses -- Cuba
       Military -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
       San Juan (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Hill charged and taken by the "Rough Riders," San Juan. [Active no. 6564 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26930
Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names: Rough Riders
Topic: Battlefields -- Cuba
       CUBA--Miscellaneous
       Horses -- Cuba
       Military -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
       San Juan (Cuba)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

The church at El Caney--near Santiago. [Active No. 6566 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26931

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Topic:
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Church buildings -- 1890-1900 -- Cuba
Horses -- Cuba
Villages

Place:
Cuba -- 1890-1900
El Caney (Cuba)
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Stone Fort, El Caney--showing hill up which Gen. Lawton's forces charged.
6567 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Stone Fort, El Caney--showing hill up which Gen. Lawton's forces charged. 6567 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26932

Currently stored in box 3.2.52 [130].

Names:
Lawton

Topic:
Battlefields -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Fortification -- Cuba
Horses -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba

Place:
Cuba
El Caney (Cuba)
Stone Fort
Interior of the destroyed Stone Fort, El Caney--looking toward Santiago.
[Active no. 6568 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26933
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Battlefields -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Destruction -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Military -- Cuba
Ruins -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
El Caney (Cuba)
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)
Stone Fort

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

El Caney, from the Fort--scene of Lawton's glorious victory. 6569
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): El Caney, from the Fort--scene of Lawton's glorious victory. 6569
Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26934
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Names: Lawton
Topic: Battlefields -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Children -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Villages -- Cuba
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Cuba El Caney (Cuba) Stone Fort

[Children.] 6571 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 6571 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion damaged.
Local Numbers
RSN 26935
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Babies -- Cuba
Children -- Cuba
Huts -- Cuba
Infants -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba
Villages -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family groups in wooded area in Cuba.] 6577 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family groups in wooded area in Cuba.] 6577 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26936
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: CUBA--Miscellaneous
Children -- Cuba
Dwellings -- Cuba
Family -- Cuba
Homes -- Cuba
Huts -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rural home in Cuba.] 6583 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Rural home in Cuba.] 6583 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26937
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Dwellings -- Cuba
Homes -- Cuba

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Cuba

[Family groups in front of rustic home in Cuba.] 6584 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family groups in front of rustic home in Cuba.] 6584 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26938
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children -- Cuba
Dwellings -- Cuba
Family -- Cuba
Homes -- Cuba
Huts -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba
Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Agriculture.] 6585 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 6585 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26939

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Agriculture -- Cuba
      Laborers -- Cuba
      Sugar plantations -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A sugar plantation, Caracas. 6586 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A sugar plantation, Caracas. 6586 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26940

Similar to RSN 21337

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122]

Topic: Agriculture -- Cuba
      CUBA--Miscellaneous
      Cane -- Cuba
      Fields -- Cuba
      Palm trees -- Cuba
      Sugar plantations -- Cuba

Place: Caracas (Cuba)
      Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hauling carloads of cane into the mill, sugar plantation, Caracas. 6587 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Hauling carloads of cane into the mill, sugar plantation, Caracas. 6587 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26941
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:
Agriculture -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Cane -- Cuba
Cows -- Cuba
Laborers -- Cuba
Railways -- Cuba
Sugar plantations -- Cuba
Trains -- Cuba

Place:
Caracas (Cuba)
Cuba

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cutting tobacco--a typical plantation, Province of Havana. 6590
Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Cutting tobacco--a typical plantation, Province of Havana. 6590 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26942
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:
Agriculture -- Cuba
CUBA--Miscellaneous
Laborers -- Cuba
Plantations -- Cuba
Tobacco -- Cuba

Place:
Cuba
Province of Havana

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Agriculture.] 6598 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 6598 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26943

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
Gardens -- Jamaica
Portraits -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Small stream in rugged terrain in Jamaica.] 6599 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Small stream in rugged terrain in Jamaica.] 6599 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26944

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rivers -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market.] 6606 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Market.] 6606 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26945

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Markets -- Jamaica
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143
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Streets -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group in front of rustic home in Jamaica.] 6609 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family group in front of rustic home in Jamaica.] 6609 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26946
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Dogs -- Jamaica
Dwellings -- Jamaica
Family -- Jamaica
Homes -- Jamaica
Huts -- Jamaica
Portraits -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6610 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 6610 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26947
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children -- Jamaica
Portraits -- Jamaica
Roads -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Jamaica.] 6619 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Jamaica.] 6619 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26948

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rural home in Jamaica.] 6611 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Rural home in Jamaica.] 6611 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26949

Similar to RSN 21353.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Dwellings -- Jamaica
Homes -- Jamaica
Palm trees -- Jamaica
Portraits -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Women agricultural workers in Jamaica.] 6612 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Women agricultural workers in Jamaica.] 6612 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26950
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
      Women laborers -- Jamaica
Place: Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6613 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 6613 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 26951

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children -- Jamaica
      Portraits -- Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Jamaica

[Jamaica.] 6620 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Jamaica.] 6620 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 26952

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Jamaica

[Jamaica?] 6621 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Jamaica?] 6621 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26953

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Coconuts -- Jamaica
Drinking -- Jamaica
Trees -- Jamaica.

Place: Jamaica

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City street, Puerto Rico. Active no. 6626 : cropped stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
People are shown walking down a narrow street. In the foreground a male figure carries a tray of food on his head.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26954

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Bibliography
Reproduced in microfilm by NEDCC for University of Puerto Rico.

Topic: Children -- Puerto Rico
Streets -- Puerto Rico.

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Columbus Square, city and bay, from San Cristobal fortress, San Juan.
[Active no. 6628 : interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 4-3/8” [corrected]).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Aerial view.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26955

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Names: San Cristóbal (Prison)
Topic: Bays -- Puerto Rico
Fortification -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO
Plazas -- Puerto Rico
Place: Columbus Square (San Juan, Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
San Juan (P.R.)
Genre/ Form: Aerial Photographs
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Topographical views

[Street scene, Puerto Rico, with oxen pulling vehicle. Active no. 6632 : cropped stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Includes man on horseback. Image is slightly out of focus.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26956

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Bibliography
Reproduced in microfilm by NEDCC for University of Puerto Rico.

Topic: Oxen -- Puerto Rico
Streets -- Puerto Rico.
Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Topographical views

[Alley or street with women, children, and laundry on clotheslines : Active no. 6633 : interpositive], [undated.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): [Alley or street with women, children, and laundry on clotheslines : Active no. 6633 : interpositive, undated.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26957

AC0143-0026957.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Bibliography

Reproduced on Puerto Rico microfilm by NEDCC.

Topic: Laundry -- Puerto Rico.
Streets -- Puerto Rico.

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Burial vaults in cemetery, Puerto Rico. Active no. 6634 : cropped stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26958

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Cemeteries -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

America's greatest gift to Porto Rico [sic?]--the public school, Caguas.
[Active no. 6637 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 26959

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

**Topic:**
- Children -- Puerto Rico
- Education -- Puerto Rico
- PORTO RICO
- Portraits -- Puerto Rico
- Schools -- Puerto Rico

**Place:**
- Caguas (P.R.)
- Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Human poverty amidst nature’s wealth—a beggar at Adjuntas. [Caption No. 6643, on bottom of plate: half-stereo interpositive.]

*1 Item (4” x 5”).*

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Man is bearded and barefoot; behind him is a small boy carrying a large bundle on his head.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

2000-9633 (OIPP scan #)

RSN 26960

AC0143-0026960.tif (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

**Topic:**
- Beggars -- Puerto Rico
- Dwellings -- Puerto Rico
- PORTO RICO
- Poverty -- 1890-1920 -- Puerto Rico
- Streets -- Puerto Rico.

**Place:**
- Adjuntas (P.R.) -- 1890-1920
- Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

**Genre/Form:**
- Interpositives

The inoculated cattle, vaccine farm, Cuamo Springs. [Active No. 6646: cropped stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26961

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Farms -- Puerto Rico
Inoculations
PORTO RICO
Vaccines

Place: Coamo Springs (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Women doing laundry at a river in Puerto Rico. Active no. 6650 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 26962

AC0143-0026962 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Bibliography

Reproduced in microfilm by NEDCC for University of Puerto Rico.

Topic: Laundry -- Puerto Rico.
PORTO RICO
Rivers -- Puerto Rico
Women laborers -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Charming Porto Rico--a pretty suburban home near Mayaguez. [Active no. 6659 : interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Silvering

Local Numbers
RSN 26963

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Dwellings -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO
Palm trees -- Puerto Rico

Place: Mayaguez (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Amidst the charms of Porto Rico--delicious pineapples in the fields of Mayaguez. [Caption no. 6660 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26964
AC0143-0026964 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 21380.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Bibliography
Reproduced in microfilm by NEDCC for University of Puerto Rico.

Topic: Agriculture -- Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Fields
Fruit -- 1890-1920 -- Puerto Rico
PORTO RICO
Pineapple -- 1890-1920 -- Puerto Rico

Place: Mayaguez (P.R.) -- 1890-1920
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Husking the crop in a cocoanut forest, near Mayaguez. [Active no. 6661: interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Gouges in emulsion. Silvering from envelope seams?

Local Numbers
RSN 26965
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Coconuts -- Puerto Rico
      Forests -- Puerto Rico
      Harvesting -- Puerto Rico
      Laborers -- Puerto Rico
      PORTO RICO
      Trees -- Puerto Rico

Place: Mayaguez (Puerto Rico)
       Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Aguadilla--Columbus' first landing place on the Isle of Porto Rico. [Active no. 6663 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
High angle view. The plate is unusually thick.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Silvering.

Local Numbers
RSN 26966
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Names: Columbus, Christopher

Topic: Huts -- Puerto Rico
      PORTO RICO
      Ports -- Puerto Rico
Villages -- Puerto Rico

Place: Aguadilla (P.R.)
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Two figures on horseback in rural landscape, Puerto Rico. Active no. 6672 : cropped stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26967
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Horses -- Puerto Rico
Villages -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Puerto Rico
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Women and girls standing outside hut in rural Puerto Rico. Active no. 6673 : cropped stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26968
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Bibliography
Reproduced in microfilm by NEDCC for University of Puerto Rico.

Topic: Dwellings -- Puerto Rico
Family -- Puerto Rico
Huts -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Men building road, Puerto Rico. Active no. 6678 : cropped stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26969

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Laborers -- Puerto Rico
       Roads -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Puerto Rico

"A terrible volcanic explosion--Mont Pelee in eruption, June, 1902." Active no. 6683 : interpositive, 1902

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): "A terrible volcanic explosion--Mont Pelee in eruption, June, 1902." Active no. 6683 : interpositive, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26970

AC0143-0026970 (AC scan number)

Same as RSN 14162, 21396 and 21397

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122]

Topic: Eruptions
       Explosions
       MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
       Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
       Pelée, Mount (Martinique)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 6685 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 6685 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26971

Similar to RSN 20581.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:
Boats -- Martiniqu
Mountains -- Martinique
Portraits -- Martiniqu
Ports -- Martiniqu
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place:
Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Orange Hill, N.E., over dead St. Pierre to steaming Mont Pelee, once beautiful and verdure clad. [Active no. 6687 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1902
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): From Orange Hill, N.E., over dead St. Pierre to steaming Mont Pelee, once beautiful and verdure clad. [Active no. 6687 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Barefoot man or boy, seated, wearing hat, looking down from hill.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26972

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122]. "Old 6093" and "23176" on plate edge.

Topic:
Destruction -- Martiniqu
Disasters -- Martiniqu
Figure in landscape
MT. PELEE & ST. PIERRE TOUR
Mountains -- Martinique
Portraits -- Martiniqu
Ports -- Martiniqu
Volcanoes -- Martinique
Scientists and naval officers exploring the ruins of St. Pierre, covered with volcanic ashes. Active no. 6689: half-stereo interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 4")

Image(s): Scientists and naval officers exploring the ruins of St. Pierre, covered with volcanic ashes. Active no. 6689: half-stereo interpositive, 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Chipped glass at edges.

Local Numbers
RSN 26973
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

St. Pierre, and its destroyer, Mont Pelee--showing synchronous explosions of upper and lower craters. 6711 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): St. Pierre, and its destroyer, Mont Pelee--showing synchronous explosions of upper and lower craters. 6711 Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26974
Similar to RSN 21424 and 21425
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].
Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Mountains -- Martinique
PELÉE/ST. PIERRE & VINCENT
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Kneeling black man inspecting volcanic ash after eruption, Martinique.]  
Active no. 6738 : half-stereo interpositive, 1902
1 Item (5" x 4".)

Image(s): [Kneeling black man inspecting volcanic ash after eruption, Martinique.] Active no. 6738 : half-stereo interpositive, 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26975

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Figure in landscape
Volcanoes -- Martinique

Place: Martinique
Pelée, Mount (Martinique)
St. Pierre (Martinique)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The ghosts of the night--snowy owls. [Active No. 6779 : interpositive.]  
1 Item (5" x 4".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
"Hiawatha Set" on envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26976

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].
Names: Hiawatha
Topic: BIRDS AND ANIMALS
   Birds
   Owls
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Home of the blue heron. 6781 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26977
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122]

Topic: BIRDS AND ANIMALS
   Birds
   Blue herons
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Small game--snipe in prospect. 6782 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26978
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122]

Topic: BIRDS AND ANIMALS
   Birds
   Snipes
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Babes in the Woods--fawn of the red deer. 6788 Interpositive
The sly family on the defensive--red fox and her young. 6789 Interpositive

Monarch of the woods. 6790 Interpositive

Monarch of the woods. 6790 Interpositive
Deer antelopes

Friends that we don't care to meet in the night--wolves. 6791 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26982
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122]

A Canada lynx--the terror of the woods. 6792 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26983
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122]

Ocelot or tiger cat--a dangerous inhabitant. Active no. 6793 : interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): Ocelot or tiger cat--a dangerous inhabitant. Active no. 6793 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26984

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Animals
BIRDS AND ANIMALS
Ocelots
Tiger cats

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Perils of the wilderness--a fight for life. 6796 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Perils of the wilderness--a fight for life. 6796 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26985

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Bears
HUNTING SCENES
Hunting

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A camp scene--hanging up the big bear. 6797 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): A camp scene--hanging up the big bear. 6797 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26986

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Bears
Camps
HUNTING SCENES
Hunting
Log cabins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
The old hunter's cosy camp--in a log. 6799 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The old hunter's cosy camp--in a log. 6799 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 26987
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:  Camps
  Deer
  HUNTING SCENES
  Hunting
  logs

Genre/ Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Success--dressing the buck. [Active no. 6805 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 26988
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122]

Topic:  Butchering
  Deer
  HUNTING SCENES
  Hunting

Genre/ Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Duck hunting in a "Skeg"--rising for a shot. 6811 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Duck hunting in a "Skeg"--rising for a shot. 6811 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 26989
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Boats and boating
  Decoys (Hunting)
  HUNTING SCENES
  Rifles
  Skegs
  Waterscapes
  duck shooting

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterscape.] 6835 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 6835 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26990

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Boats and boating
  Skegs
  Waterscapes
  duck shooting

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Woman rider on rearing horse at rodeo.] 6836 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Woman rider on rearing horse at rodeo.] 6836 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26991

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Horses
  Rodeos
  Women riders

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] Active no. 6837 : Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] Active no. 6837 : Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26992

"Children - Narrative" on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Books and reading
Children
Dwellings
Reading

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6838 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 6838 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26993

"Children - Narrative" on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Books and reading
Children
Dwellings
Reading

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Angel, mother, and child in crib. Active no. 6840 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Multiple exposure.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 26994

"Narrative" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122]

Topic:
Angels
Bedrooms
Dwellings
prayers

Genre/Form:
Multiple exposure
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Spirit photography

[Family seated in home living room.] 6841 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family seated in home living room.] 6841 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26995

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:
Bedrooms
Children
Dwellings

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Two young girls with doll in home living room.] 6842 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Two young girls with doll in home living room.] 6842 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26996

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].
[Children in home living room.] 6844 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children in home living room.] 6844 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26997

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

[Two young girls praying in home bedroom.] 6848 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Two young girls praying in home bedroom.] 6848 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26998

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

[Childred playing in home setting. Active no. 6849 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 26999

Same as RSN 14169; [Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Cats
Children
Dwellings
Games
Money

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children playing in home setting.] 6851 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children playing in home setting.] 6851 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27000

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dining rooms
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children playing in home setting.] 6852 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children playing in home setting.] 6852 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27001

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

[Narrative] on envelope.

**Topic:**
- Children
- Dwellings
- Dwellings
- Games
- Hobbyhorses
- Kissing

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children in home yard.] 6856 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children in home yard.] 6856 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27002

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

**Topic:**
- Children
- Dwellings
- Dwellings
- Wells

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Child before home fireplace.] 6859 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Child before home fireplace.] 6859 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27003

[Children - Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].
Topic: Children
   Dwellings
   Dwellings prayers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Animals.] 6861 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Animals.] 6861 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27004

[Livestock - Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Animals
   Hogs
   Piglets
   Swine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Pigs.] 6867 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pigs.] 6867 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27005

[Livestock - Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Swine pigs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Pigs.] 6863 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pigs.] 6863 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27006

[Livestock - Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Farms
Swine
pigs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Pigs.] 6864 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pigs.] 6864 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27007

[Livestock - Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Farms
Swine
pigs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Pigs.] 6865 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pigs.] 6865 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27008

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:
- Children
- Swine
- Swine

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6867 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 6867 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
- RSN 27009

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:
- Children
- Sheep

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6870 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 6870 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
- RSN 27010

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:
- Children
- Horses

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6872 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 6872 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27011

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
       Cows
       Stacks (Hay, grain, etc.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6875 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 6875 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27012

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
       Dogs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children and animal pets in home yard.] 6876 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children and animal pets in home yard.] 6876 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27013

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

**Topic:** Buggies  
Children  
Dogs  
Dwellings  
Dwellings

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children and animal pets on home front steps.] 6877 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Children and animal pets on home front steps.] 6877 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 27014

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

**Topic:** Cats  
Children  
Dogs

**Genre/ Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 306  
RSN Numbers 27015-27118

**Image(s)**

[Children.] 6878 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Children.] 6878 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 27015

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

**Topic:** Children  
Dogs  
Dwellings
Dwellings
Puppies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Childred playing in home bedroom setting.] 6879 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Childred playing in home bedroom setting.] 6879 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27016

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children playing in home bedroom setting.] 6880 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children playing in home bedroom setting.] 6880 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27017

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
prayers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children playing in home bedroom.] 6883 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Mother and child in home bedroom.] 6883 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27018

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:

Bedrooms
Children
Christmas
Dreams
Dwellings
Dwellings
Religion
Santa Claus
Toys

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mother and child and Santa Claus in home bedroom.] 6884 interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Mother and child and Santa Claus in home bedroom.] 6884 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27019

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:

Bedrooms
Children
Christmas
Dreams
Dwellings
Dwellings
Santa Claus
Toys

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mother and child and Santa Claus in home bedroom.] 6885 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mother and child and Santa Claus in home bedroom.] 6885 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27020

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Christmas
Dwellings
Dwellings
Santa Claus
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Christmas tree and Santa Claus in home living room. Active no. 6886: black and white non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27021

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Christmas
Dwellings
Dwellings
Santa Claus
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6887 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 6887 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27022

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
      Fields
      Flowers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children playing with dog outside.] 6888 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children playing with dog outside.] 6888 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27023

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
      Dogs
      Dwellings
      Dwellings
      Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children singing in home setting.] 6890 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children singing in home setting.] 6890 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27024
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children singing in home setting.] 6889 interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children singing in home setting.] 6889 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27025

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children playing in home setting.] 6891 interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children playing in home setting.] 6891 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27026

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Games
       Kissing
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Child and cat on bed in home.] 6893 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Child and cat on bed in home.] 6893 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27027

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Candy
Cats
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Child bathing dog in home.] 6896 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Child bathing dog in home.] 6896 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27028

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Bathrooms
Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Child in home living room.] 6897 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Child in home living room.] 6897 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27029

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Cats
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6898 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 6898 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27030

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Coal
Dinners and dining
Dwellings
Stoves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Child and mother in home bathroom.] 6901 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Child and mother in home bathroom.] 6901 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27031

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Bathrooms
Children
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6904 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 6904 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27032

"Narrative" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Music
Singing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children with mother, playing in home setting. Active no. 6905 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Mother holds small child on her lap while holding a can to her ear, pretending to talk on the telephone to a boy standing on a chair, while a little girl seated on a couch cuddles her doll; a dog lies on the floor near a tiger-skin rug.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27033

AC0143-0027033 (AC Scan)
"Narrative" on orig. envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interior architecture -- 1900-1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>telephone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Genre photographs -- 1900-1950</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Very young girl playing with mirror in home setting.] 6906 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Very young girl playing with mirror in home setting.] 6906 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27034

"Narrative" on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Artists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Painting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Reading?] Active no. 6907: interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Reading?] Active no. 6907: interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27035

"Narrative" on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].
Topic: Books and reading  
Children  
Dwellings  
Reading  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Dogs.] 6908 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [Dogs.] 6908 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 27036  

[Narrative] on envelope.  
 Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].  

Topic: Dogs  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Father and daughter in home.] 6909 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [Father and daughter in home.] 6909 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Local Numbers  
RSN 27037  

[Narrative] on envelope.  
 Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].  

Topic: Cats  
Children  
Clergy  
Dwellings  
Religion  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Sleeping child in home. Active no. 6910 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27038

"Narrative" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Cats
Children
Dwellings
Sleep

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girl in home bedroom.] 6911 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Young girl in home bedroom.] 6911 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27039

"Narrative" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Cleaning
Dolls
Dwellings
Toys

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girls playing in home setting.] 6912 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Young girls playing in home setting.] 6912 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27040

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
   Dogs
   Dwellings
   Dwellings
   Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Three young girls on bed in home.] 6913 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Three young girls on bed in home.] 6913 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27041

"Narrative" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Bedrooms
   Children
   Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Three young girls in bed in home.] 6914 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Three young girls in bed in home.] 6914 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27042

"Narrative" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Bedrooms
   Cats
[Young girls play-eating in home setting.] 6915 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Young girls play-eating in home setting.] 6915 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Topic: Children
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girl and doll in home.] 6916 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Young girl and doll in home.] 6916 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27044

"Narrative" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Bedrooms
Cats
Children
Dolls
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young child playing on bed in home setting.] 6917 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Young child playing on bed in home setting.] 6917 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27045

"Narrative" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Bedrooms
Children
Dwellings
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young children playing adult family roles in home setting.] 6918 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Young children playing adult family roles in home setting.] 6918 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27046

"Narrative" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Games
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dog, doll, dwelling.] Active no. 6919 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Dog, doll, dwelling.] Active no. 6919 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27047

"Narrative" on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:
- Children
- Dogs
- Dolls
- Dwellings
- Games

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girls in home bed.] 6920 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Young girls in home bed.] 6920 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27048

"Narrative" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:
- Bedrooms
- Children
- Dogs
- Dwellings

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girl asleep in home.] 6921 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Young girl asleep in home.] 6921 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27049

[ Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:
- Cats
- Children
[Young children playing adult family roles in home setting.] 6922 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Young children playing adult family roles in home setting.] 6922 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27050
[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Games
Toys

[Children.] 6923 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 6923 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27051
"Narrative" on envelope. Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Laundries
Laundry
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young children playing adult family roles in home setting.] 6924 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Young children playing adult family roles in home setting.] 6924 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27052

Same as RSN 27053; "Narrative" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Cats
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Games

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young children playing adult family roles in home setting.] 6924 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Young children playing adult family roles in home setting.] 6924 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27053

Same as RSN 27052; "Narrative" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].
[Children playing in home setting.] 6925 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Children playing in home setting.] 6925 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27054
AC0143-0027054

"Narrative" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Games
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children playing in home setting.] 6926 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Children playing in home setting.] 6926 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27055
AC0143-0027056

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Games
Musical instruments
Violin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children playing in home setting.] 6927 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children playing in home setting.] 6927 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27056

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Young girl playing with doll in home setting.] 6928 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27057

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Games
Sewing

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Young girl playing in flower bush.] 6929 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27058

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Flowers
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children playing in home setting.] 6930 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Children playing in home setting.] 6930 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27059

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girls playing in home setting.] 6932 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Young girls playing in home setting.] 6932 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27060

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].
[Girl with dog in home setting.] 6933 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Girl with dog in home setting.] 6933 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27061

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

[Woman and child in home setting.] 6934 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Woman and child in home setting.] 6934 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27062

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

[Narrative] on envelope.
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young boys misbehaving in school classroom.] 6935 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Young boys misbehaving in school classroom.] 6935 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27063
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Education, Primary
Games
Schools

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man and child in home setting.] 6936 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Man and child in home setting.] 6936 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27064
[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Cats
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children playing in home setting.] 6937 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children playing in home setting.] 6937 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27065
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

"Narrative" on envelope.

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Games
Laundries

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Parents punishing children in home setting.] 6938 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Parents punishing children in home setting.] 6938 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27066
[ Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Games
Punishments
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The snow fort and its gallant defenders. (Small boys and girls playing in the snow, showing a dog hitched to a small sled.) 6939 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The snow fort and its gallant defenders. (Small boys and girls playing in the snow, showing a dog hitched to a small sled.) 6939 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27067
[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dogs
Games
Sleds
Snow
TRAVEL STUDIES--DOGS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children and snowman in snowy yard. Active no. 6940 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27068
"Narrative" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dogs
Games
Sleds
Snow
Snowmen

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Child with sled in deep snow.] 6941 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Child with sled in deep snow.] 6941 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27069

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dogs
Games
Sleds
Snow
TRAVEL STUDIES--DOGS

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Have a peanut?" Little Miss Molly makes friends with furry stranger (squirrel) in the park. 6942 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Have a peanut?" Little Miss Molly makes friends with furry stranger (squirrel) in the park. 6942 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27070

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Parks
Squirrels
WILD ANIMALS--Squirrel

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6943 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Children.] 6943 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27071

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:  

Barns  
Cats  
Children  
Cows

Genre/Form:  

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6944 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Children.] 6944 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27072

[Narrative] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:  

Barns  
Children  
Cows

Genre/Form:  

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cows.] 6945 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Cows.] 6945 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27073
[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:   Barns
         Cows

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    

[Children.] 6946 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children.] 6946 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 27074

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:   Barns
         Children
         Cows

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    

[Children and pets in front of home.] 6947 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children and pets in front of home.] 6947 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
    RSN 27075

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic:   Children
         Dogs
         Dwellings
         Dwellings

Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:    

[Children.] 6948 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 6948 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27076

[Narrative] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Children
Dogs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children and houses. Active no. 6949 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27077

"Narrative" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [59], moved from [122].

Topic: Buggies
Children
Dwellings
Police

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6950 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 6950 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27078

Similar to RSN 27079.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

**Topic:** Carriages and carts
Children
Fields
Flowers
Horses

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 6950 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** [Children.] 6950 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 27079

Similar to RSN 27078.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

**Topic:** Carriages and carts
Children
Fields
Flowers
Horses

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girl asleep with doll and cat in home bed. Active no. 6951 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

**Image(s)**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 27080

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

**Topic:** Bedrooms
Cats
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Sleep
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girl asleep with doll in home bed.] 6952 interpositive
1 Item (4 x 5"
Image(s): [Young girl asleep with doll in home bed.] 6952 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27081
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bedrooms
Cats
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Dwellings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girl with doll and cat on home bed.] 6954 interpositive
1 Item (4 x 5"
Image(s): [Young girl with doll and cat on home bed.] 6954 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27082
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bedrooms
Cats
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Dwellings
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Two young girls play at serving tea in home setting. Active no. 6959: non-stereo interpositive]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27083

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Games
Tea

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Tea party

[Two young girls playing in home setting. Active no. 6960 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27084

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Games
Irons (Pressing)
Laundries

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Tea party

[Two young girls playing in home setting.] 6961 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Two young girls playing in home setting.] 6961 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27085
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Children  
Dwellings  
Dwellings  
Games  

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Christmas tree in home. Active no. 6962 : interpositive.]  
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Two girls and a boy are seated nearby.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27086

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Children  
Christmas  
Christmas trees  
Dwellings  
Dwellings  
Holidays  
Toys  
Trees

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girl dreaming in home.] 6963 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Young girl dreaming in home.] 6963 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27087

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Cats  
Children  
Dwellings  
Dwellings
[Young girl with dog.] 6965 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Young girl with dog.] 6965 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27088

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Buggies
Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Dwellings

[Man pouring drink in bed.] 6980 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Man pouring drink in bed.] 6980 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27089

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Dwellings
Dwellings

[Man with bottle in home bedroom.] 6981 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Man with bottle in home bedroom.] 6981 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27090
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Couple in home bedroom.] 6982 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple in home bedroom.] 6982 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27091
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Alcoholism
Bedrooms
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man and woman standing close together on a bridge. Active no.6983 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27092
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bridges
Couples
Love
Parks
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Musical family at home.] 6986 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Musical family at home.] 6986 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27093
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Art
Dwellings
Infants
Musical instruments
Paintings
Tubas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group in home setting.] 6987 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family group in home setting.] 6987 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27094
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Infants
Scales (Weighing instruments)
Weight (Physics) -- Measurement

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group in home setting.] 6988 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family group in home setting.] 6988 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27095

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Infants

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family quarrel at home.] 6989 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family quarrel at home.] 6989 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27096

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Children
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family quarrel at home.] 6990 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family quarrel at home.] 6990 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27097
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: 
- Art
- Bedrooms
- Dwellings
- Insects
- Painting

Genre/Form: 
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family quarrel at home.] 6991 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family quarrel at home.] 6991 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 27098

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: 
- Alcoholism
- Bedrooms
- Dwellings
- Skeletons
- Snakes

Genre/Form: 
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man and snakes in bed at home.] 6992 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Man and snakes in bed at home.] 6992 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 27099

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].
[Family quarrel at home.] 6994 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Family quarrel at home.] 6994 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27100

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bicycle.] 6995 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Bicycle.] 6995 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27101

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bicycles
Couples
Dwellings
Laundries

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home.] 6996 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home.] 6996 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27102

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:  
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Kitchens
Love

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home. Active no. 6997 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Woman with apron and a man in a police unifrom embracing.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27103

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:  
Couples
Dwellings
Love
Police

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home.] 6998 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Amorous couple in home.] 6998 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27104

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:  
Alcoholism
Couples
Dance
Dwellings
Dwellings
Music
Violin

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home.] 7000 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home.] 7000 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27105
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love
Spinning-wheel

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home.] 7001 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home.] 7001 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27106
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous girl in home.] [ Active no. 7002 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27107
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home.] 7003 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Amorous couple in home.] 7003 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27108
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home.] 7004 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Amorous couple in home.] 7004 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27109
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man and woman sitting on a couch looking at one another. Active no. 7005 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27110
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Father holding two children in home bedroom.] 7006 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Father holding two children in home bedroom.] 7006 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27111
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Infants
Infants

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Four women in home living room.] 7007 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Four women in home living room.] 7007 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27112
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Tea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Four women in domestic interior.] [Active no. 7008. Half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
A staged narrative piece. The women are wearing fancy dresses and apparently are having tea and conversation.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27113
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Dwellings
Interior architecture -- 1900-1910
Tea

Place: Tea party

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tennis.] 7009 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Tennis.] 7009 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27114
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Children
Cupids (Art)
Love
Musical instruments
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family quarrel in home.] 7011 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family quarrel in home.] 7011 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27115

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Three figures in 18th century costume? Active no. 7013 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Woman holds tray with a wine glass.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27116

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Costume -- 18th century
Wine and wine making

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Man and woman seated on couch in domestic interior.] [Active no. 7014: half-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

The couple are formally dressed. Their postures and expressions indicate disagreement or estrangement, perhaps a quarrel.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27117

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:  
Couples  
Dwellings  
Interior architecture -- 1900-1910  
Love

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home living room.] 7015 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Amorous couple in home living room.] 7015 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27118

Similar to RSN 27119.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:  
Couples  
Dwellings  
Dwellings  
Love

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 307 RSN Numbers 27119-27219

Image(s)

[Amorous couple in home living room.] 7015 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home living room.] 7015 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27119

Similar to RSN 27118.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:
- Couples
- Dwellings
- Love

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home living room.] 7016 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home living room.] 7016 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27120

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:
- Candy
- Dwellings
- Portraits

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 7017 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 7017 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27121

Similar to RSN 21722.
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

**Topic:**
- Dwellings
- Letters in art
- Portraits

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 7017 Interpositive

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

**Image(s):** [Portrait.] 7017 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27122

Similar to RSN 21721.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

**Topic:**
- Dwellings
- Letters in art
- Portraits

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home dining room scene.] [Active no. 7018, interpositive.]

*1 Item (4" x 5").*

**Image(s):**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27123

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

**Topic:**
- Alcoholism
- Dining rooms
- Dinners and dining
- Dwellings
- Parties

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Wedding.] 7019 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27124

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Clergy
Couples
Flowers
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Weddings.] 7020 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27125

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59]

Topic: Bedrooms
Dressing
Love
Maids
Servants
Weddings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Wedding.] Active no. 7021 : half-stereo interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Wedding.] Active no. 7021 : half-stereo interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27126

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59]

Topic: Brides
Clergy
Dinners and dining
Love
Rites and ceremonies
Weddings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 7022 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 7022 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27127

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bandages
Icepacks
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Couple with child in home living room.] 7023 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple with child in home living room.] 7023 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27128

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Cats
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Infants
Infants
Love
Sewing

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Couple with baby in home bedroom.] 7024 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple with baby in home bedroom.] 7024 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27129
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Infants
Infants
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Couple in home bed.] 7025 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple in home bed.] 7025 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27130
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family quarrel at home, with stove.] 7027 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family quarrel at home, with stove.] 7027 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27131
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Love
Stoves

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home living room.] 7030 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home living room.] 7030 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27132
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family quarrel in home, with nude sculpture.] [Active no. 7032 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27133
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].
[Couple fishing small rural stream. Active no. 7040 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27134

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

[Farm scene: woman milking cow. Active no. 7043 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27135

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

[Woman standing between two cows. Active no. 7044 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27136

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Cows
Farms
Milking

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous male kissing female in front of home. Active no. 7045 : half-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27137

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
Dwellings
Kissing
Love
Wells

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bicycle accident. Active no. 7052 : half-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Bicycle with overturned bushel of apples.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27138
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Accidents
      Apples
      Bicycles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bedroom scene. Active no. 7058 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27139

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bedrooms
      Dancers
      Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bedroom scene with cat.] [Active no. 7053 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27140

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bedrooms
      Cats
      Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Two men and a woman in 18th century costume.] [Active no. 7071 : half-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27141

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:
Costume -- 18th century
Drama
Love

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man sprawled in humorous disarray in a Victorian room cluttered with books. Active no. 7074 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27142

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:
Architecture, Victorian
Books and reading
Dwellings
Interior architecture
Reading
Wit and humor

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Music.] 7079 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Music.] 7079 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27143
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

**Topic:** Banjo
Couples
Dwellings
Musical instruments

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Walkway.] 7082 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Walkway.] 7082 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27144

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

**Topic:** Couples
Forests
Trees
Walkways

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home front yard with cow. Active no. 7084 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27145

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

**Topic:** Cows
Dwellings
Milking
Pumpkin
Wells

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 7086 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 7086 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27146

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Donkeys
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man and woman cuddling while seated near a haystack. Active no.7087 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27147

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Corn
Couples
Fields
Love
Pumpkin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bedroom scene.] 7088 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Bedroom scene.] 7088 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27148

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bedrooms
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Palm reading, three women.] 7091 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Palm reading, three women.] 7091 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27149
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Palmistry
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man and woman walking close together on a tree covered path. Active no.7092 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27150
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
Love
Parks
Trees
Walkways

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Wedding.] 7093 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Wedding.] 7093 Interpositive. 
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher 
English. 
Silver gelatin on glass. 

Local Numbers 
RSN 27151 
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59]. 
Topic: 
Couples 
Dwellings 
Kissing 
Love 
Weddings 

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass 

[Amorous couple in home living room.] 7094 interpositive 
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home living room.] 7094 interpositive. 
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher 
English. 
Silver gelatin on glass. 

Local Numbers 
RSN 27152 
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59]. 
Topic: 
Children 
Couples 
Dreams 
Dwellings 
Dwellings 
Love 

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass 

[Three girls playing cards on floor, leaning on elbows.] [Active no. 7096: interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher 
English. 
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 27153

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:
Card playing
Cigarettes
Dwellings
Recreation
Smoking

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Four men playing cards on edge of corn field..] 7103 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Four men playing cards on edge of corn field..] 7103 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27154

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:
Card playing
Corn
Fields
Recreation

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Laundry.] 7125 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Laundry.] 7125 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27155

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:
Dwellings
Irons (Pressing)
Laundries
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family action in home.] 7126 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family action in home.] 7126 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27156
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Punishment

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Music.] 7159 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Music.] 7159 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27157
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Banjo
       Couples
       Dwellings
       Love
       Musical instruments

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Couple outside home.] 7193 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Couple outside home.] 7193 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27158

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Brooms and brushes
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home scene.] 7203 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Home scene.] 7203 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27159

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: African Americans
Dwellings
Dwellings
Swine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group inside rustic home.] 7204 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family group inside rustic home.] 7204 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27160

AC0143-0027160 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: African Americans
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group inside rustic home.] 7219 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Family group inside rustic home.] 7219 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27161
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: African Americans
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group inside rustic home.] 7221 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Family group inside rustic home.] 7221 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27162
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: African Americans
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home.] 7270 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home.] 7270 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27163

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:      Armed Forces
           Couples
           Dwellings
           Love
           Rifles

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Orchids—the most wonderful of flowers. 7361 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27164

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59]

Topic:      Flowers
           MISCELLANEOUS
           Orchids

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portraits of Presidents Lincoln and Grant surrounded by flags and flowers.]  
7366 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portraits of Presidents Lincoln and Grant surrounded by flags and flowers.] 7366 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27165
AC0143-0027165

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Names:      Grant, Ulysses S. (Ulysses Simpson), 1822-1885
            Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865

Topic:      Flags
Flowers
MISCELLANEOUS
Portraits
Presidents
Wreaths

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Nymph and Satyr (Jacquot). 7385 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27166

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59]

Topic: Jacquot
MISCELLANEOUS
Nymphs
Satyrs
Sculpture

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Jesus bearing the cross. [Active no. 7419 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 4”.

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27167

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59]

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
Crosses
RELGIOUS SUBJECTS

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Jesus borne to the tomb. 7431 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27168

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59]

Names: Jesus Christ

Topic: Art
Biblical scenes
Christian art and symbolism
Christianity
RELIGIOUS SUBJECTS
Tombs

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hunting.] 7434 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Hunting.] 7434 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27169

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Arrows
Bow and arrow
Hunting
Indians of North America
War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ceremony.] 7435 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ceremony.] 7435 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27170

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Fires
Indians of North America
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hunting.] 7440 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Hunting.] 7440 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27171

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Dogs
Forests
Horses
Hunting
Indians of North America
Rifles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group seated in wooded hillside.] 7442 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family group seated in wooded hillside.] 7442 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27172

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Family
Forests
Indians of North America
Portraits
[Family group outside tent home.] 7443 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Family group outside tent home.] 7443 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27173
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Family
       Indians of North America
       Infants
       Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group outside tent home.] 7444 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Family group outside tent home.] 7444 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27174
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Family
       Horses
       Indians of North America
       Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous couple in home.] 7445 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Amorous couple in home.] 7445 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27175

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Woman ascending stairs in home.] 7446 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Woman ascending stairs in home.] 7446 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27176

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tipsy man in home.] 7447 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Tipsy man in home.] 7447 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27177

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Couples
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Love

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Woman and tipsy man in home.] 7448 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Woman and tipsy man in home.] 7448 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27178

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Woman and tipsy man in home.] 7450 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Woman and tipsy man in home.] 7450 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27179

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:
Couples
Dwellings
Dwellings
Love

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 7458 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 7458 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27180

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].
National Gallery, Scott Monument; Princes Street and Calton Hill, N.E. from Edinburgh Castle. [Active no. 7461: interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27181
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].
Same as RSN 21779.

Princes St., Edinburgh, 7466 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Princes St., Edinburgh. 7466 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27182
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].
Same as RSN 27183; similar to RSN 21863, 21864, 27184 and 27277.

Topic: Clergy
        Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Castles -- Scotland
        Monuments -- Scotland
        Museums -- Scotland
        Portraits
        SCOTLAND TOUR
Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
        National Gallery (Scotland)
        Scotland
        Scott Monument (Scotland)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Memorials -- Scotland
        Monuments -- Scotland
        SCOTLAND TOUR
        Streetcars -- Scotland
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates
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Streets -- Scotland.

Place:
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Scott Memorial

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Princes St., Edinburgh. 7466 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Princes St., Edinburgh. 7466 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27183

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Same as RSN 27182; similar to RSN 21863, 21864, 27184 and 27277.

Topic:
Memorials -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Scotland
Streets -- Scotland.

Place:
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Scott Memorial

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Princes St., Edinburgh. 7466 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Princes St., Edinburgh. 7466 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27184

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Similar to RSN 21863, 21864, 27182, 27183 and 27277.

Topic:
Memorials -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Scotland
Streets -- Scotland.

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Scott Memorial

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Princes St. looking N.E. from Scott Monument over Market to Calton Hill, Edinburgh. 7467 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Princes St. looking N.E. from Scott Monument over Market to Calton Hill, Edinburgh. 7467 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27185

Similar to RSN 21865.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Gardens -- Scotland
Markets -- Scotland
Portraits -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Scotland
Streets -- Scotland.

Place: Calton Hill (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Waterloo Place and Carlton Hill, Edinburgh. 7468 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Waterloo Place and Carlton Hill, Edinburgh. 7468 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27186

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Same as RSN 21866.

Topic: Carts -- Scotland
Horses -- Scotland
Monuments -- Scotland
Plazas -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Scotland
Streets -- Scotland.

Place: Carlton Hill (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland
Waterloo Place (Edinburgh, Scotland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Holyrood Palace, old home of ill-fated Mary, Queen of Scots--Edinburgh. 7472 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27187

Similar to RSN 21790

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Names: Holyrood Palace (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Mary, Queen of Scots, 1542-1587

Topic: Mountains -- Scotland
Palaces
Portraits
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Melrose Abbey, the shrine of heroic tradition and romantic story. 7486 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Melrose Abbey, the shrine of heroic tradition and romantic story.
7486 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 27188

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Abbeys -- Scotland
       Cemeteries -- Scotland
       Ruins -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR
       Shrines -- Scotland

Place: Melrose Abbey
       Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Tantallon Castle where Earl Douglas and Lord Marmion faced each other, N. Berwick. 7489 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Tantallon Castle where Earl Douglas and Lord Marmion faced each other, N. Berwick. 7489 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27189

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Names: Selkirk, Thomas Douglas, Earl of, 1771-1820

Topic: Castles -- Scotland
       Ruins -- Scotland
       SCOTLAND TOUR
       Seacoasts -- Scotland

Place: Marmion
       N. Berwick (Scotland)
       Scotland
       Tantallon Castle

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Scotland's pride--the great Forth Bridge and the Highland kilt. [Caption no. 7492 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27190
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:  Bridges -- Scotland
        Kilts -- Scotland
        Rivers -- Scotland

Place:  Firth of Forth Bridge (Scotland)
        Scotland

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bargains in sheep at the Georgemas fair, near Thurso. 7500 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Bargains in sheep at the Georgemas fair, near Thurso. 7500 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27191
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Names:  Georgemas Fair (Thurso, Scotland)

Topic:  Fairs -- Scotland
        SCOTLAND TOUR
        Sheep -- Scotland

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)

Place:  Scotland
        Thurso

Highland cattle in pasture at Thurso. 7501 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27192
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:  Cows
SCOTLAND TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Scotland
Thurso

Scotch herring, the best in the world--thousands of kegs ready to ship, Wick. 7503 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Scotch herring, the best in the world--thousands of kegs ready to ship, Wick. 7503 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27193

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic:
Barrels -- Scotland
Boats -- Scotland
Docks -- Scotland
Fisheries -- Scotland
Herring -- Scotland
Piers -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Wharves -- Scotland

Place: Scotland
Wick (Scotland)

Genre/ Form:

The birthplace of Robert Burns, Ayr. 7521 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The birthplace of Robert Burns, Ayr. 7521 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27194

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Names: Burns, Robert, 1759-1796

Topic:
Carriages -- Scotland
Dwellings -- Scotland
Homes -- Scotland
Horses -- Scotland

SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Ayr (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stirling Castle, the seat of oldtime kings, seen from the ancient tilting ground below. 7530 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Stirling Castle, the seat of oldtime kings, seen from the ancient tilting ground below. 7530 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27195

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Names: Stirling Castle (Highlands, Scotland)

Topic: Castles -- Scotland

SCOTLAND TOUR
Sheep -- Scotland

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Scotland

Where the Forth "in turnings intricate through these rich fields doth run"--Sterling. 7533 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Where the Forth "in turnings intricate through these rich fields doth run"--Sterling. 7533 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27196

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Rivers -- Scotland

SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Forth, River (Scotland)
Scotland
Stirling (Scotland)

Looking from Stirling Castle on the cliffs northward toward the rugged
Highlands. 7535 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Looking from Stirling Castle on the cliffs northward toward the rugged Highlands. 7535 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27197
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Names: Stirling Castle (Highlands, Scotland)
Topic: Castles -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Highlands (Scotland)
Scotland

From Stirling Castle west up the beautiful Forth Valley towards the Trossachs. 7536 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): From Stirling Castle west up the beautiful Forth Valley towards the Trossachs. 7536 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27198
Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Names: Stirling Castle (Highlands, Scotland)
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Topic: SCOTLAND TOUR
Valleys -- Scotland
Villages -- Scotland
Place: Forth Valley (Scotland)
Scotland
Trossachs

Ben Venue, veiled in highland mists, seen from across Loch Achray in the Trossachs. 7537 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Ben Venue, veiled in highland mists, seen from across Loch Achray in the Trossachs. 7537 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27199

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Carriages -- Scotland
Cows -- Scotland
Horses -- Scotland
Lakes -- Scotland
Mountains -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Ben Venue (Scotland)
Loch Achray (Scotland)
Scotland
Trossachs

The "Brig o' Turk" over the glassy stream at Glenfinlas in the Trossachs. 7538 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The "Brig o' Turk" over the glassy stream at Glenfinlas in the Trossachs. 7538 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27200

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Bridges -- Scotland
Mountains -- Scotland
Rivers -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Brig o' Turk (Glenfinlas, Scotland)
Glenfinlas (Scotland)
Scotland
Trossachs (Scotland)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Loch Katrine--"the spon an angel deigned to grace." 7540 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Loch Katrine--"the spon an angel deigned to grace." 7540 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27201

Similar to RSN 14189 and 21872-21874.

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Boats -- Scotland
Lakes -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Loch Katrine (Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ellen's Isle, the peaceful retreat of Scott's "Lady of the Lake." 7542 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ellen's Isle, the peaceful retreat of Scott's "Lady of the Lake." 7542 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27202

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Names: Scott

Topic: Boats -- Scotland
Islands -- Scotland
Lady of the Lake
Lakes -- Scotland
SCOTLAND TOUR

Place: Ellen's Isle (Loch Katrina, Scotland)
Scotland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 7563 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 7563 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27203

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59].

Topic: Portraits
Place: Scotland?

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A 500-lb. death-laden shell from a Japanese gun, starting over the hills into Port Arthur. 7582 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27204

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59]

Topic: Artillery
Battlefields
Explosions
Guns
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
War

Place: Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

History's greatest bombardment--shells from 200 Japanese guns shattering E. Keikan Fort, Port Arthur. 7585 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27205

Currently stored in box 3.2.53 [122], moved from [59]

Topic: Artillery

Battlesfields

Explosions

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR

Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905

War

Place: E. Keikan Fort (Port Arthur, Manchuria)

Manchuria

Port Arthur

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hockey. Active No. 7666 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4” x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27206

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Similar to RSN 14200 and 21957

Topic: Ice hockey

Ice ponds

Ice skating

Recreation

SPORTS

Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Canada

Manitoba

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Working for peace--President Roosevelt with the envoys of the Mikado and the Czar on the Mayflower. [Active no. 7744 interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27207
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Same as RSN 14204 and 22038.

Names:      Mayflower (Ship)
            Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic:      Diplomacy
            Peace negotiations [proposed]
            Presidents
            RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
            Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
            Ships
            War

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Explosion of a Russian earth mine seen from Ehrlungshan--W. over railway to Antzushan, Port Arthur. 7716 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Explosion of a Russian earth mine seen from Ehrlungshan--W. over railway to Antzushan, Port Arthur. 7716 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27208
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:      Battlefields -- Manchuria
            Explosions -- Manchuria
            Mines -- Manchuria
            Mountains -- Manchuria
            RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
            Railroads -- Manchuria
            Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905
            War -- Manchuria

Place:      Antzushan (Port Arthur, Manchuria)
            Ehrlungshan (Port Arthur, Manchuria)
            Manchuria
Port Arthur

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A part of the 4,000,000 bale yearly cotton crop of Texas. 7721 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A part of the 4,000,000 bale yearly cotton crop of Texas. 7721 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27209

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Bales -- Texas
Cotton -- Texas
Horses -- Texas
Laborers -- Texas
TEXAS
Wagons -- Texas

Place: Texas

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Baling cotton--a powerful press just releasing a 500-lb. bale--at a mill in Texas. [Active no. 7722 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27210

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Bales -- Texas
Cotton industry -- Texas
Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- Texas
Factories -- Texas
Machinery -- Texas
TEXAS

Place: Texas
Cotton gins--one of the greatest industrial inventions--separating fibre from seed. 7723 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Cotton gins--one of the greatest industrial inventions--separating fibre from seed. 7723 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27211

Similar to RSN 22016 and 22017.
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:
Cotton -- Texas
Cotton gins and ginning -- Texas
Factories -- Texas
Laborers -- Texas
Machinery -- Texas
TEXAS

Place: Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt at ceremony indoors.] 7857 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt at ceremony indoors.] 7857 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27212
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Presidents
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Office. Active no. 7898 : non-stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man holding telephone, reacting with wild emotion.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27213
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:
- Desks
- Emotions
- Offices
- Postal service
telephone

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Midnight Sun in July over cliffs of Spitzbergen and the Arctic Ocean, 78 degrees 15' N. lat. 7943 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The Midnight Sun in July over cliffs of Spitzbergen and the Arctic Ocean, 78 degrees 15' N. lat. 7943 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27214
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Same as RSN 14215.

Topic:
- Formations (Geology) -- Norway
- NORWAY TOUR
- Oceans -- Norway
- Seascapes -- Norway
- Ships -- Norway
- Sunsets -- Norway

Place:
- Arctic Ocean
- Norway
- Spitzbergen

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Miners far underground in Sellers' iron mines, Hibbing, Minnesota. No. 7946 : interpositive
1 Item (piece; 4" x 5").
Image(s): Miners far underground in Sellers' iron mines, Hibbing, Minnesota. No. 7946 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass
Local Numbers
RSN 27215
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:  
IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY  
Iron mining  
Laborers  
Miners -- 1890-1920 -- Minnesota  
Mines and mining -- 1890-1920 -- Minnesota

Place:  
Hibbing (Minnesota)  
Minnesota -- 1890-1920  
Sellers' Iron Mine

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Iron miners at work in an underground drift, Sellers' mine, Hibbing, Minn. 7947 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Iron miners at work in an underground drift, Sellers' mine, Hibbing, Minn. 7947 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27216
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:  
IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY  
Iron mining -- Minnesota  
Laborers -- Minnesota  
Mines -- Minnesota

Place:  
Hibbing (Minnesota)  
Minnesota  
Sellers' Iron Mine

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Dragging cars of iron ore through subterranean passages to the shaft,
Sellers' mines, Hibbing, Minn. 7948 interpositive
2 pieces (4" x 5")
Image(s): Dragging cars of iron ore through subterranean passages to the
shaft, Sellers' mines, Hibbing, Minn. 7948 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27217
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

NOTE! STEREO! ONLY LEFT FRAME COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Uncopied right frame has upper left corner missing, frames in separate
envelopes

Topic: IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY
Iron mining -- Minnesota
Laborers -- Minnesota
Mines -- Minnesota
Place: Hibbing (Minnesota)
Minnesota
Sellers' Iron Mine
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Stereoscopic photographs

Dragging cars of iron ore through subterranean passages to the shaft,
Sellers' mines, Hibbing, Minn. 7948 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Dragging cars of iron ore through subterranean passages to the
shaft, Sellers' mines, Hibbing, Minn. 7948 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27218
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Similar to RSN 27217

Copy and Version Identification Note
85493

Topic: IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY
Iron mining -- Minnesota
Laborers -- Minnesota
Gigantic crusher and sports feeding it with iron ore from the mine, Escanaba, Mich. 7950 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Gigantic crusher and sports feeding it with iron ore from the mine, Escanaba, Mich. 7950 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27219
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Factories -- Michigan
IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY
Iron ore -- Michigan
Laborers -- Michigan
Machinery -- Michigan

Place: Escanaba (Michigan)
Michigan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 308
RSN Numbers 27220-27323

Image(s)

Bridges and government buildings. [Variant of VDF 26552.] Active no. 8483: interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Bridges and government buildings. [Variant of VDF 26552.]
Active no. 8483: interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27314
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

NOTE! NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC! INTERPOSITIVE IN FILE BOX!
Topic: Bridges -- Ontario
Buildings -- Ontario
CANADA TOUR
Parliaments -- Ontario
Streetcars -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Open pit iron mining (with 5-ton steam shovels), Hibbing, Minn. 7952 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Open pit iron mining (with 5-ton steam shovels), Hibbing, Minn. 7952 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27220
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY
Iron mining -- Minnesota
Open pit mines -- Minnesota
Photographers -- Minnesota
Steam shovels -- Minnesota
Trains -- Minnesota

Place: Hibbing (Minnesota)
Minnesota

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A 5-ton steam shovel and its crew in an open pit iron mine, Hibbing, Minn. 7953 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A 5-ton steam shovel and its crew in an open pit iron mine, Hibbing, Minn. 7953 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27221
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].
Docks with two miles frontage, holding 200,000 tons of iron ore--Two Harbors, Minn. [Active no. 7957 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27222

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Docks of iron ore (150 tons each) on long dock ready for shipment, Escanaba, Mich. 7958 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Docks of iron ore (150 tons each) on long dock ready for shipment, Escanaba, Mich. 7958 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27223

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].
Aboard a lake steamer loading with iron ore by chutes from gigantic docks, Duluth, Minn. 7959 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Aboard a lake steamer loading with iron ore by chutes from gigantic docks, Duluth, Minn. 7959 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27224
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Docks, switchyards and l-ton buckets for lifting iron ore from ships to cars, Cleveland, Ohio. 7960 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Docks, switchyards and l-ton buckets for lifting iron ore from ships to cars, Cleveland, Ohio. 7960 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27225
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Docks -- Ohio
IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY
Iron ore -- Ohio
Laborers -- Ohio
Piers -- Ohio
Railroads -- Ohio
Ships -- Ohio
Wharves -- Ohio

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1890-1930
Ohio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Piles of iron ore between docks of lake steamers (right) and railways to mills, Conneaut, Ohio. 7962 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Piles of iron ore between docks of lake steamers (right) and railways to mills, Conneaut, Ohio. 7962 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27226

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:
Docks -- Ohio
Harbors -- Ohio
IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY
Iron ore -- Ohio
Piers -- Ohio
Railroads -- Ohio
Ships -- Ohio
Wharves -- Ohio

Place: Conneaut (Ohio)
Ohio

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Unloading an ore steamer, lowering a 5-ton electric clam into the hold,
Cleveland, Ohio. [Active no. 7963 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27227
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Docks -- Ohio
IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY
Iron ore -- Ohio
Machinery -- Ohio
Piers -- Ohio
Ships -- Ohio
Wharves -- Ohio

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1890-1930
Ohio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Electric unloader lifting 5 tons of iron ore from vessel's hold to docks, Cleveland, Ohio. [Active no. 7964 : stereo interpositive.]
1 item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27228

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Docks -- Ohio
IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY
Iron ore -- Ohio
Laborers -- Ohio
Machinery -- Ohio
Piers -- Ohio
Ships -- Ohio
Wharves -- Ohio

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1890-1930
Ohio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Unloading iron ore from lake vessels, old and new methods, Cleveland, Ohio. 7965 interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Unloading iron ore from lake vessels, old and new methods, Cleveland, Ohio. 7965 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27229

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Similar to RSN 22223.

Topic: Docks -- Ohio
IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY
Iron ore -- Ohio
Laborers -- Ohio
Machinery -- Ohio
Piers -- Ohio
Railroads -- Ohio
Ships -- Ohio
Trains -- Ohio

Place: Cleveland (Ohio) -- 1890-1930
Ohio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Shaft houses and machine shops above the richest copper mines on earth, Calumet, Mich. 7971 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Shaft houses and machine shops above the richest copper mines on earth, Calumet, Mich. 7971 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27230

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Copper -- Michigan
GEMS/PRECIOUS METAL INDUSTRY
Mining -- Michigan
Portraits -- Michigan
Villages -- Michigan

Place: Calumet Mine (Michigan)
Michigan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Copper in bars and plates leaving the smelters of the Calumet & Hecla mines, Michigan. 7973 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Copper in bars and plates leaving the smelters of the Calumet & Hecla mines, Michigan. 7973 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27231

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Copper smelting -- Michigan
GEMS/PRECIOUS METAL INDUSTRY
Laborers -- Michigan
Railroads -- Michigan
Trains -- Michigan

Place: Calumet Mine (Michigan)
Hecla Mine (Michigan)
Michigan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Huge flour mills where grain crops are made into food for the world, Minneapolis. 7974 interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Huge flour mills where grain crops are made into food for the world, Minneapolis. 7974 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27232

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Similar to RSN 22233

Topic: Factories -- Minnesota
Flour -- Minnesota
MINNESOTA
Mills and mill-work -- Minnesota
Railroads -- Minnesota
Trains -- Minnesota

Place: Minneapolis (Minn.)
Minnesota

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
"The Laughing Waters," Minnehaha Falls, made famous by the poet Longfellow, Minneapolis. [Active no. 7975 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27233

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Names: Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 1807-1882

Topic:
Bridges -- Minnesota
MINNESOTA
Parks -- Minnesota
Rivers -- Minnesota
Tourists -- Minnesota
Waterfalls -- Minnesota

Place:
Laughing Waters (Minneapolis, Minnesota)
Minneapolis (Minn.)
Minnehaha Falls (Minneapolis, Minnesota)
Minnesota

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Scouring logs and hauling them up the slip into the sawmill at Minneapolis. 7976 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Scouring logs and hauling them up the slip into the sawmill at Minneapolis. 7976 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27234

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:
Laborers -- Minnesota
Lumbering industry -- Minnesota
MINNESOTA
Sawmills -- Minnesota
logs -- Minnesota

Place:
Minneapolis
Minnesota
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Enormous piles of lumber seasoning previous to shipment--yard at Minneapolis. 7977 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Enormous piles of lumber seasoning previous to shipment--yard at Minneapolis. 7977 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27235
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Horses -- Minnesota
Laborers -- Minnesota
Lumbering industry -- Minnesota
MINNESOTA
Railroads -- Minnesota

Place: Minneapolis (Minn.)
Minnesota

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Plant and switchyards of a great wood preserving company, Escanaba, Mich. 7978 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Plant and switchyards of a great wood preserving company, Escanaba, Mich. 7978 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27236
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Similar to RSN 22234

Topic: Factories -- Michigan
Laborers -- Michigan
Lumbering industry -- Michigan
Railroads -- Michigan
TRAVEL STUDIES/LUMBERING IND
Trains -- Michigan
Wood -- Michigan
Place: Escanaba (Michigan)
Michigan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cutting logs ready for stripping and making into pulp, paper mill, Marinette. 7981 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cutting logs ready for stripping and making into pulp, paper mill, Marinette. 7981 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27237

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Factories -- Wisconsin
Laborers -- Wisconsin
Lumbering industry -- Wisconsin
Paper mills -- Wisconsin
WISCONSIN
Wood -- Wisconsin

Place: Marinette
Wisconsin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Pulp made from wood of northern forests, ready to make into paper--mill at Marinette. 7982 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Pulp made from wood of northern forests, ready to make into paper--mill at Marinette. 7982 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27238

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Factories -- Wisconsin
Laborers -- Wisconsin
Machinery -- Wisconsin
Paper mills -- Wisconsin
WISCONSIN
Wood pulp -- Wisconsin
Place: Marinette Wisconsin

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wood pulp in big sheets ready for making into paper, Marinette. 7983 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Wood pulp in big sheets ready for making into paper, Marinette. 7983 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27239

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Factories -- Wisconsin Laborers -- Wisconsin Machinery -- Wisconsin Paper mills -- Wisconsin WISCONSIN Wood pulp -- Wisconsin

Place: Marinette Wisconsin

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Making wrapping paper out of wood pulp, 250 feet per minute, Marinette. 7984 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Making wrapping paper out of wood pulp, 250 feet per minute, Marinette. 7984 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27240

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Factories -- Wisconsin Laborers -- Wisconsin Machinery -- Wisconsin Paper mills -- Wisconsin WISCONSIN Wood pulp -- Wisconsin
Place: Marinette
Wisconsin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking up beautiful Dalles of Wisconsin River beyond Romance Cliff. 7987 interpositive.
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking up beautiful Dalles of Wisconsin River beyond Romance Cliff. 7987 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27241

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Boats -- Wisconsin
Formations (Geology) -- Wisconsin
Rivers -- Wisconsin
WISCONSIN

Place: Dalles (Wisconsin River)
Romance Cliff
Wisconsin

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking W toward Lake Superior over locks and vessels in ship canal, Sault Ste. Marie. 7993 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27242

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Canals -- Michigan
Lakes -- Michigan
MICHIGAN
Ships -- Michigan

Place: Michigan
Sault Ste. Marie (Michigan)
Superior, Lake

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Whaleback" freighters of ore and grain in canal, Sault Ste. Marie. 7994 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Whaleback" freighters of ore and grain in canal, Sault Ste. Marie. 7994 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27243

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Canals -- Michigan
       MICHIGAN
       Ships -- Michigan

Place: Michigan
       Sault Ste. Marie
       Whaleback

"Down-lockage" in canal (letting water through gates to equalize level), Sault Ste. Marie. 7996 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Down-lockage" in canal (letting water through gates to equalize level), Sault Ste. Marie. 7996 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27244

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Canals -- Michigan
       MICHIGAN
       Ships -- Michigan

Place: Michigan
       Sault Ste. Marie
       Whaleback
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 8027 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 8027 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27245
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Crowds
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 8031 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military.] 8031 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27246
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Architecture
Armed Forces
Buildings
Horses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] 8032 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 8032 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27247
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

**Topic:** Boats and boating
Carriages and carts
Cows
Docks
Harbors
Harbors
Piers
Wagons
Wharves

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Steamboat on wide river in rural setting.] 8024 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Steamboat on wide river in rural setting.] 8024 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27248

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

**Topic:** Boats and boating
Rivers
Ships

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The best fortified town in the western world, Quebec--from Levis across the St. Lawrence. 8048 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The best fortified town in the western world, Quebec--from Levis across the St. Lawrence. 8048 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27249

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

**Topic:** Boats -- Quebec
Fortification -- Quebec
Portraits -- Quebec
Rivers -- Quebec
Place: Canada
Levis (Quebec)
Quebec
St. Lawrence River (Quebec)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Shipping cotton from levee near growing district by cars to manufacturing centre. [Active no. 8086 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27250

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: African Americans -- Texas
Bales -- Texas
Cotton -- Texas
Docks -- Texas
Laborers -- Texas
Levees -- Texas
Piers -- Texas
TEXAS

Place: Texas

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Feast day in the Fiji Islands--natives gaily bedecked for their national dance. 8098 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27251

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67]

Topic: Dancers
FIJI
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Natives
Portraits
Japanese soldiers overlooking the town and harbor captured by their heroism, Port Arthur. 8108 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67]

Expecting an attack from Russian cavalry--alert Japanese near Tehling, Manchuria. 8112 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Expecting an attack from Russian cavalry--alert Japanese near Tehling, Manchuria. 8112 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].
War -- Manchuria

Place: Manchuria
Tehling (Manchuria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterscape.] 8135 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 8135 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27254

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Ocean
Seacoasts
Waterscapes

Place: Caribbean Sea
Jamaica
Port Antonio

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gathering bananas at the famous Cedar Grove plantation, Jamaica. 8138 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Gathering bananas at the famous Cedar Grove plantation, Jamaica. 8138 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27255

AC0143-0027255 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Bananas -- Jamaica
Fruit -- Jamaica
Laborers -- Jamaica
Plantations -- Jamaica

Place: Cedar Grove Plantation (Jamaica)
Jamaica
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Crude method of grinding sugar cane, Jamaica. 8139 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Crude method of grinding sugar cane, Jamaica. 8139 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27256

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Agriculture -- Jamaica
Laborers -- Jamaica
Sugar cane -- Jamaica

Place: Jamaica

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ferry boat on rural river.] 8151 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ferry boat on rural river.] 8151 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27257

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Boats and boating
Carriages
Ferries
Horses
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 8152 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 8152 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27258

AC0143-0027258 (AC scan number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Buggies
Children
Dolls
Firearms
Guns
Toys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man and woman seated together on a log surrounded by vegetation. Active no. 8152 : Interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27259

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Couples
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Man and women sitting together on a log; man embracing woman; another woman sitting in the background with her head down; all surrounded by vegetation. Active no. 8153 : Interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27260

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Children
Couples
Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[ Couple kissing in outdoor area. [Active no. 8154 : black-and-white non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5” x 4”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27261

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Couples
      Kissing
      Love

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

After the earthquake in San Francisco. Caption No. 8189 : interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s): After the earthquake in San Francisco. Caption No. 8189 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27262

Same as 22435

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Buildings -- California
      CALIFORNIA
      Destruction -- California
      Disasters -- California -- San Francisco -- 1900-1910.
      Earthquakes -- 1900-1910 -- California -- San Francisco

Place: California -- 1900-1910
       San Francisco (Calif.) -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Union Street, rent by the great earthquake. 8201 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Union Street, rent by the great earthquake. 8201 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27263

Similar to RSN 14228.

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Destruction -- California
Disasters -- California
Earthquakes -- California
GREAT DISASTERS
Streets -- California.

Place: California
San Francisco (Calif.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rickshaw.] 8347 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Rickshaw.] 8347 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27264

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Rickshaws -- Japan
Roads -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Restaurant, Japan. Active no. 8350 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27265

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Restaurants -- 1890-1920. -- Japan
Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 8352 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 8352 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27266

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
Trees -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The New Tower Bridge with Tower of London beyond. 8353 photonegative
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The New Tower Bridge with Tower of London beyond. 8353 photonegative.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27267

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 11539, 11541 and 25438.

Topic: Architecture -- England
Boats -- England
Bridges -- England
Rivers -- England
Place: England
London (England)
New Tower Bridge (England)
Tower of London (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Portrait.] 8354 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 8354 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27268

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Fortification
Portraits
Sheep

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 8355 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 8355 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27269

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Baskets
Children
Trees
Walkways

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Suspension river bridge leading to Conway Castle in Wales. Active no.
8356 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27270

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Similar to RSN 1927, 5963, 5964 and 9536.

Names: Conway Castle (Wales)
Topic: Bridges -- Wales
      Castles -- Wales
      Rivers -- Wales
      Ruins -- Wales
Place: Wales
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mother with two children outside home.] 8361 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mother with two children outside home.] 8361 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27271

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: African Americans
      Children
      Dwellings
      Dwellings
      Infants
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bridge over stream in rural setting.] 8366 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Bridge over stream in rural setting.] 8366 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27272

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Bridges
Rivers
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 8367 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 8367 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27273

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Row of homes.] 8369 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Row of homes.] 8369 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27274

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor.] 8370 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Harbor.] 8370 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27275
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Birds
Harbors
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River rapids in rugged terrain.] 8371 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 4 x 4)
Image(s): [River rapids in rugged terrain.] 8371 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27276
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rapids
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Scott Memorial in Edinburgh.] 8372 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Scott Memorial in Edinburgh.] 8372 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27277
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Similar to RSN 21863, 21864 and 27182-27184
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic: Memorials</th>
<th>Memorials -- Scotland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place: Edinburgh (Scotland)</td>
<td>Edinburgh (Scotland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A nest of ostrich eggs. 8373 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27278

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic: Birds</th>
<th>Birds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>Eggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nests</td>
<td>Nests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostriches</td>
<td>Ostriches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: California</td>
<td>California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Scott Memorial in Edinburgh.] 8374 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Scott Memorial in Edinburgh.] 8374 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27279

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].
[Park.] 8375 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Park.] 8375 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27280

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Parks
Roads
Trees

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Parade.] 8376 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Parade.] 8376 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27281

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Celebrations
Harbors
Parades
Rites and ceremonies
Ships

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Celebration outside Royal Palace in Norway.] 8377 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Celebration outside Royal Palace in Norway.] 8377 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27282

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Celebrations -- Norway
Flags -- Norway
Horses -- Norway
Palaces -- Norway
Streets -- Norway
Wagons -- Norway

Place: Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Palace

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Plaza.] 8378 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Plaza.] 8378 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27283
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Plazas

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Fountain.] 8379 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Fountain.] 8379 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27284
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Water fountains

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Celebration outside Royal Palace in Norway.] 8380 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Celebration outside Royal Palace in Norway.] 8380 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27285

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: 
Architecture
Crowds
Flags
Palaces
Rites and ceremonies

Place: 
Norway
Oslo (Norway)
Royal Palace

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Busy waterway and homes.] 8381 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Busy waterway and homes.] 8381 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27286

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: 
Boats and boating
Children
Docks
Dwellings
Dwellings
Piers
Wharves

Genre/Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rugged river rapids beside city.] 8382 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Rugged river rapids beside city.] 8382 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27287
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:   Children
         Church buildings
         Dwellings
         Dwellings
         Rapids
         Rivers

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River rapids in forest setting.] 8383 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River rapids in forest setting.] 8383 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27288
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:   Forests
         Rapids
         Rivers
         Waterfalls

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River rapids in forest setting.] 8405 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River rapids in forest setting.] 8405 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27289
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

**Topic:** Forests
Rapids
Rivers
Waterfalls

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

*[Children.]* 8419 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

*Image(s): [Children.]* 8419 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 27290

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

**Topic:** Children
Portraits
Streets

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

*[Harbor scene.]* 8420 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

*Image(s): [*Harbor scene.*]* 8420 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 27291

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

**Topic:** Boats and boating
Docks
Harbors
Harbors
Piers
Portraits
Wharves

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

*[Flooding river rapids.]* 8421 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Flooding river rapids.] 8421 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27292

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Disasters
Floods
Rapids
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] 8426 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 8426 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27293

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Harbors
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ship.] 8431 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Ship.] 8431 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27294

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Portraits
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rocks.] 8435 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Rocks.] 8435 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27295
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rocks
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Canadian Pacific Elevator [on building in image]. [Active no. 8438 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27296
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Cats -- Canada
Children -- Canada
Dogs -- Canada
Grain elevators -- Canada
Ports -- Canada
Ships -- Canada

Place: Canada
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 8443 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children.] 8443 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27297

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:
Children
Portraits

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Trees.] 8447 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Trees.] 8447 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27298

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:
Forests
Trees
Walkways

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterscape.] 8449 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 8449 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27299

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic:
Forests -- United States
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Waterscapes -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 8450 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 8450 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27300
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Portraits
Towers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Among the aerial roots of a single banyan tree 1,000 feet in circumference,
Calcutta. [Active no. 8453 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27301
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Banyan tree
INDIA TOUR
Trees -- India

Place: Calcutta (India) -- 1890-1920
India -- 1890-1920

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Monument and city harbor.] 8457 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Monument and city harbor.] 8457 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27302

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Boats and boating
Harbors
Hotels
Monuments
Parks
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[High view of Seine River bridge and Paris. Active no. 8458 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27303

Similar to RSN 9458.

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- France
Bridges -- France.
Cathedrals -- France
Gargoyles -- France
Rivers -- France
Towers -- France.

Place: France
Paris (France)
Seine River (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Marching troops with U.S. Flag.] 8459 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Marching troops with U.S. Flag.] 8459 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27304
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
Flags -- United States
Parades
Rifles

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Camels with riders, Great Sphinx and pyramids.] Active no. 8460 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): [Camels with riders, Great Sphinx and pyramids.] Active no. 8460 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27305
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Camels -- Egypt
Deserts -- Egypt
Pyramids -- Egypt
Tourists -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Great Sphinx (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Agriculture.] 8469 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 8469 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27306

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Harvesting
Horses
Wagons
Wheat

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Agriculture.] 8470 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 8470 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27307

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Harvesting
Threshing machines
Wheat

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 8472 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 8472 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27308

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Horses -- Ontario
Streetcars -- Ontario
Streets -- Ontario
Wagons -- Ontario
Place: Canada
  Ontario
  Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/ Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Railroad trestle bridge.] 8473 interpositive
  1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Railroad trestle bridge.] 8473 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 27309

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Bridges -- Arizona
  Children -- Arizona
  Mountains -- Arizona
  Railroads -- Arizona
  Rifles -- Arizona

Genre/ Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats.] 8474 Interpositive
  1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Boats.] 8474 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
  RSN 27310

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Boats and boating
  Forests
  Lakes

Genre/ Form:
  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Wood bridge over small stream in rural setting.] 8476 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Wood bridge over small stream in rural setting.] 8476 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27311

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Bridges
Forest
Formations (Geology)
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Trees.] 8477 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Trees.] 8477 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27312

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Forests
Mountains
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bicycle.] 8479 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Bicycle.] 8479 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27313

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Architecture
Baby carriages  
Bicycles  
Buildings  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bridges and government buildings. 8484 Interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): Bridges and government buildings. [Variant of VDF 26552.]  
Active no. 8483 : interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27315  
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].  

Topic:  
Bridges -- Ontario  
Buildings -- Ontario  
CANADA TOUR  
Carts -- Ontario  
Horses -- Ontario  
Parliaments -- Ontario  
Streetcars -- Ontario  

Place:  
Canada  
Ontario  
Ottawa (Ontario)  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Railway beside wide winding river in mountains.] 8486 interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): [Railway beside wide winding river in mountains.] 8486 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27316  
NOTE! IMAGE COPIED TWICE ON VIDEODISC; also VIDEONUM 26554.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].  

Topic:  
Mountains -- United States  
Railroads -- United States  
Rivers -- United States
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Group beside river in mountains.] 8487 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Group beside river in mountains.] 8487 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27317

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Rivers
     Tourists
     Villages

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stately building and monument in Canada.] 8488 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Stately building and monument in Canada.] 8488 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27318

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Architecture -- Canada
      Buildings -- Canada
      Monuments -- Canada
      Sculptures -- Canada
      Streetcars -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 8489 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 8489 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27319
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Buildings
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Crowd at outdoor ceremony in Canada.] 8491 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Crowd at outdoor ceremony in Canada.] 8491 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27320
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Buildings -- Canada
Ceremonies -- Canada
Crowds -- Canada
Flags -- Canada
Plazas -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Western wing of the Parliament buildings, Ottawa. 8492 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Western wing of the Parliament buildings, Ottawa. 8492 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27321
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Buildings -- Ontario
CANADA TOUR
Parliaments -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stately building in Ottawa.] 8493 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Stately building in Ottawa.] 8493 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27322

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Buildings -- Ontario
Flags -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stately building in Ottawa.] 8494 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Stately building in Ottawa.] 8494 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27323

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Architecture -- Ontario
Buildings -- Ontario
Flags -- Ontario
Streetcars -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Ontario
Ottawa (Ontario)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 309
RSN Numbers 27324-27427
Image(s)

[Parade.] 8496 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Parade.] 8496 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27324  
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].  

Topic: Carriages -- Canada  
Celebrations -- Canada  
Crowds -- Canada  
Horses -- Canada  
Parades -- Canada  

Place: Canada  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Three monuments of Christ on the Cross.] 8497 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Three monuments of Christ on the Cross.] 8497 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27325  
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].  

Names: Jesus Christ  
Topic: Crosses  
Monuments  
Religion  
Sculpture  
Shrines  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 8498 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 8498 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27326

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor view in Canada.] 8499 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Harbor view in Canada.] 8499 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27327

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Boats -- Canada
Buildings -- Canada
Cathedrals -- Canada
Churches -- Canada
Railroads -- Canada
Sculptures -- Canada
Trains -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 8500 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 8500 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27328
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

**Topic:**
- Ceremonies -- Canada
- Crowds -- Canada
- Horses -- Canada
- Military -- Canada

**Place:**
- Canada

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 8501 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Military.] 8501 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27329

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

**Topic:**
- Carriages -- Canada
- Ceremonies -- Canada
- Crowds -- Canada
- Horses -- Canada
- Military -- Canada
- Royalty -- Canada

**Place:**
- Canada

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Welcome archway in Toronto.] 8502 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Welcome archway in Toronto.] 8502 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27330

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

**Topic:**
- Carts -- Ontario
- Flags -- Ontario
- Horses -- Ontario
- Streets -- Ontario
- Welcome arches -- Ontario
Place: Canada
   Ontario
   Toronto (Ontario)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Glacier.] 8503 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Glacier.] 8503 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27331

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
   Mountains
   Rocks
   glaciers

[Disaster.] 8504 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Disaster.] 8504 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27332

Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Destruction
   Disasters
   Fires
   Portraits

[Aftermath of a fire?] 8505 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27333
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67]

Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Fires

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River rapids in rugged terrain. Active no. 8507 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27334
Currently stored in box 3.2.54 [67].

Topic: Bridges -- United States
Mountains -- United States
Rapids -- United States
Rivers -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ice hockey action outdoors.] 8508 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ice hockey action outdoors.] 8508 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27335
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Ice hockey -- Canada
Ponds -- Canada
Recreation -- Canada
Snow -- Canada
Sports -- 1920-1930 -- Canada

Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking up the St. Lawrence from Laval University--citadel ahead beyond hotel, Quebec. 8533 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looking up the St. Lawrence from Laval University--citadel ahead beyond hotel, Quebec. 8533 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27336
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Names: Laval University (Quebec, Canada)
Topic: Hotels -- Quebec
       Portraits -- Quebec
       Rivers -- Quebec
       Universities -- Quebec

Place: Canada
       Quebec
       St. Lawrence River (Quebec)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Seated tourists on porch view river in mountains.] 8538 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Seated tourists on porch view river in mountains.] 8538 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27337
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Mountains -- Canada
       Rivers -- Canada

Place: Canada
[Photographer captures river scene in mountains.] 8539 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Photographer captures river scene in mountains.] 8539 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27338

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Boats -- Canada
Mountains -- Canada
Photographers -- Canada
Rivers -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Big feet. 8546 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27339

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75]

Topic:
Photography magazines
Reading
STEREOGRAPH DEMO SUBJECTS
feet

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mt. Stephen and the Kicking Horse Rapids from the Bluffs--Field. 8540 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Mt. Stephen and the Kicking Horse Rapids from the Bluffs--Field.
8540 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27340

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: CANADA TOUR-British Columbia
    Forests -- British Columbia
    Mountains -- British Columbia
    Rapids -- British Columbia
    Rivers -- British Columbia

Place: Bluffs (British Columbia)
    British Columbia
    Canada
    Field (British Columbia)
    Kicking Horse Rapids (British Columbia)
    Mt. Stephen (British Columbia)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Little Round Island looking west. 8541 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): From Little Round Island looking west. 8541 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27341

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Boats -- Quebec
    CANADA TOUR-Thousand Islands
    Islands -- Quebec
    Rivers -- Quebec

Place: Canada
    Little Round Island (Quebec)
    Quebec
    Thousand Islands (Quebec)

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rowboat on Canadian river.] 8542 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Rowboat on Canadian river.] 8542 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27342
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Boats -- Quebec
       Islands -- Quebec
       Rivers -- Quebec
Place: Canada
       Little Round Island (Quebec)
       Quebec
       Thousand Islands (Quebec)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rowboat on Canadian river.] 8543 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Rowboat on Canadian river.] 8543 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27343
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Boats -- Canada
       Islands -- Canada
       Rivers -- Canada
Place: Canada
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Rowboat on Canadian river.] 8544 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Rowboat on Canadian river.] 8544 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27344

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Boats -- Canada
Islands -- Canada
Rivers -- Canada

Place: Canada

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Big hands. 8545 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Big hands. 8545 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27345

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Dwellings
Hand
Portraits

STEREOGRAPH DEMO SUBJECTS

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overview of damaged buildings.] 8547 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Overview of damaged buildings.] 8547 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27346

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Dwellings
Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Damaged buildings.] 8548 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Damaged buildings.] 8548 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27347
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Destruction
Disasters
Dwellings
Dwellings
Portraits

[Seascape.] 8549 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Seascape.] 8549 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27348
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Sailing ships

[Young girls in front of country home.] 8550 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Young girls in front of country home.] 8550 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27349
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

**Topic:**
- Dwellings
- Flowers
- Portraits

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

Goats milked while you wait, in a crowded market place in old Palermo.

**Image(s):** Goats milked while you wait, in a crowded market place in old Palermo. 8558 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 27350

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

**Topic:**
- Carts -- Sicily
- Goats -- Sicily
- Markets -- Sicily
- Milking -- Sicily
- SICILY TOUR

**Place:**
- Palermo (Sicily)
- Sicily (Italy)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

Picking lemons, in grove on the conca d’ Oro (golden Shell), outside Palermo. Active no. 8565 : half-stereo interpositive

**Image(s):** Picking lemons, in grove on the conca d’ Oro (golden Shell), outside Palermo. Active no. 8565 : half-stereo interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 27351

Same as RSN 14245.

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75]

**Topic:**
- Children -- Sicily
Fruit -- Sicily
Laborers -- Sicily
Lemon -- Sicily
Orchards -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Place: Conca d'Oro (Palermo, Sicily)
Italy
Palermo (Sicily)
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Greek Theatre of 5th century B.C., with modern Syracuse and harbor at southeast. 8585 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Greek Theatre of 5th century B.C., with modern Syracuse and harbor at southeast. 8585 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27352

Similar to RSN 14246 and 14247.

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Amphitheaters -- Sicily
Boats -- Sicily
Donkeys -- Sicily
Harbors -- Sicily
Ruins -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Sicily (Italy)
Syracuse (Sicily)

Spring of Arethusa where the nymph was metamorphosed by Diana--W. over Syracuse harbor. 8592 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Spring of Arethusa where the nymph was metamorphosed by Diana--W. over Syracuse harbor. 8592 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27353

Similar to RSN 14256 and 22741.

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75], moved from [29].

Topic:  Boats -- Sicily
        Diana (Roman deity)
        Harbors -- Sicily
        SICILY TOUR
        Ships -- Sicily
        Springs -- Sicily

Place:  Sicily (Italy)
        Spring of Arethusa
        Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Papyrus-bordered Spring of Cyane, the nymph who tried to save
Proserpine, Syracuse. 8598 interpositive, 1905

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Papyrus-bordered Spring of Cyane, the nymph who tried to save
Proserpine, Syracuse. 8598 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27354

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75], moved from [29].

Similar to RSN 14263 and 22747.

Topic:  Boats -- Sicily
        Papyrus -- Sicily
        Pottery -- Sicily
        Rivers -- Sicily
        SICILY TOUR
        Springs -- Sicily

Place:  Proserpine (Sicily)
        Sicily (Italy)
        Spring of Cyane (Sicily)
        Syracuse (Sicily)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mount Etna smoking above its cloak of snow, N. from St. Nicolai Church
tower, Catania. 8601 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Mount Etna smoking above its cloak of snow, N. from St. Nicolai Church tower, Catania. 8601 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27355

Similar to RSN 14267-14270 and 27356

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Mountains -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR
       Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Catania (Sicily)
       Mt. Etna
       Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mount Etna smoking above its cloak of snow, N. from St. Nicolai Church tower, Catania. 8601 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Mount Etna smoking above its cloak of snow, N. from St. Nicolai Church tower, Catania. 8601 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27356

AC0143-0027356 (AC scan number)

Similar to RSN 14267-14270 and 27355

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75], moved from [29].

Topic: Mountains -- Sicily
       SICILY TOUR
       Volcanoes -- Italy

Place: Catania (Sicily)
       Mt. Etna
       Sicily (Italy)
Messina, west between harbor and mountains--Italy's busiest commercial port. 8606 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Messina, west between harbor and mountains--Italy's busiest commercial port. 8606 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27357

Similar to RSN 14275 and 14276.
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

From Charybdis to Scylla--E.N.E. from Faro Point, Sicily, across Messina Strait to Italian mainland. 8607 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): From Charybdis to Scylla--E.N.E. from Faro Point, Sicily, across Messina Strait to Italian mainland. 8607 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27358

Similar to RSN 14277 and 14278
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].
SICILY TOUR
Ships -- Sicily
Straits -- Sicily

Place:
Charybdis
Faro Point (Sicily)
Italy
Messina
Scylla
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 8794 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Parade?, India. Active no. 8794 : stereo photonegative.] 1906.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Gridwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27359

Same as RSN 14405.
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Ceremonies -- India
Horses -- India
Military -- India
Parades -- India

Place:
India

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hunting.] 8859 Interpositive, 1894
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Hunting.] 8859 Interpositive 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27360

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14416.
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].
Topic: Deer
Hunting
Snow

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hunting.] 8860 Interpositive, 1894
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Hunting.] 8860 Interpositive 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27361

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14417.

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Deer
Hunting
Snow

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Boating in the rough waters of the Moon Dam Rapids, Moon River, Muskoka. 8861 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Boating in the rough waters of the Moon Dam Rapids, Moon River, Muskoka. 8861 interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27362

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14418.

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
CANADA TOUR-Ontario
Rapids -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Moon Dam Rapids (Ontario)
Moon River (Ontario)
Muskoka (Ontario)
Ontario

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[River rapids in forest setting.] 8862 interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [River rapids in forest setting.] 8862 interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Leigh, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27363

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Similar to RSN 14419.

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
Rapids -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Moon Dam Rapids (Ontario)
Moon River (Ontario)
Muskoka (Ontario)
Ontario

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Sculpture.] 8863 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Sculpture.] 8863 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27364

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Dwellings
Furniture
Sculpture
[Women with sled in snowy woods.] 8865 interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Women with sled in snowy woods.] 8865 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27365

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Similar to RSN 14421.

Topic: Children -- New York
       Forests -- New York
       Recreation -- New York
       Sleds -- New York
       Snow -- New York

Place: New York
       Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

[Horser-drawn carriage and rider in front of building.] 8868 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Horser-drawn carriage and rider in front of building.] 8868 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27366

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Similar to RSN 14424.

Topic: Architecture -- California
       Buildings -- California
       Carriages -- California
       Horses -- California
       Hotels -- California

Place: California
San Diego (California)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tipsy man in home bedroom.] 8872 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Tipsy man in home bedroom.] 8872 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27367

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Alcoholism
       Bedrooms
       Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
            Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Snow.] 8873 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Snow.] 8873 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27368

Similar to RSN 14427.

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Alcoholism
       Snow

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stuntman crosses Niagara river on high suspension wire.] 8875
interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Women with sled in snowy woods.] 8865 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27369

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Similar to RSN 14429, 14432 and 27372.

Names: Calverley, Clifford

Topic: Acrobatics
Acrobats
Athletics
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York
Stunts
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Low side view of Niagara Falls in winter.] 8876 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Low side view of Niagara Falls in winter.] 8876 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27370

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Similar to RSN 14430.

Topic: Ice -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tourist group near edge of Niagara Falls in winter.] 8877 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Tourist group near edge of Niagara Falls in winter.] 8877 interpositive 1902.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27371
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Same as RSN 14431.

Topic: Ice -- New York
Rivers -- New York
Snow -- New York
Tourists -- New York
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stuntman crosses Niagara river on high suspension wire.] 8878 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Stuntman crosses Niagara river on high suspension wire.] 8878 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27372
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Similar to RSN 14429, 14432 and 27369.

Topic: Acrobatics
Acrobats
Athletics
Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
Rivers -- New York
Stunts
Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Cheverley (New York)
New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)
[Walkway in jungle setting.] 8879 Interpositive, 1889
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Walkway in jungle setting.] 8879 Interpositive 1889.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27373
Same as RSN 14433.
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Jungles -- Florida
Trees -- Florida.
Walkways -- Florida

Place: Florida
Rockledge

[Child with dolls in home.] Active no. 8881 : interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Child with dolls in home.] Active no. 8881 : interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27374
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 14435.
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Cats
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Reading

[Man on cactus- and palm tree-lined lane. Active no. 8880 : Interpositive,],
1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27375
Similar to RSN 14434.
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Trees -- Hawaii
Walkways -- Hawaii
Place: Hawaii -- 1890-1900
Honolulu (Hawaii)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Child in home.] 8882 interpositive, 1898
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Child in home.] 8882 interpositive 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27376
Same as RSN 14436.
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Children.] 8883 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 8883 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 27377

Same as RSN 14437.
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Calves
Children
Cows

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Pigs.] 8884 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Pigs.] 8884 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27378

Similar to RSN 14438 and 14439.
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Animals
Swine
pigs

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Herd of cows outside barn.] 8892 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27379

Same as RSN 14443
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Barns
Cows
Farms
Place: Kansas
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Snow. Active no. 8895 : interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Snow. Active no. 8895 : interpositive,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27380

Similar to RSN 14446.
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Horses -- New York
Sleighs -- New York
Snow -- New York
Transportation -- New York
Trees -- New York.
Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Trees.] 8897 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Trees.] 8897 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27381
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Arbors
Architecture
Parks
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Train on elevated rail line.] 8898 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Train on elevated rail line.] 8898 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27382
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Bridges
Railroads -- Trains
trestles

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Steamboat plows through heavy ice under Brooklyn Bridge.] 8899 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Steamboat plows through heavy ice under Brooklyn Bridge.] 8899 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27383
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Boats -- New York
       Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
       Ice -- New York
       Rivers -- New York

Place: Brooklyn Bridge (New York, N.Y.)
       New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home and garden.] 8901 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Home and garden.] 8901 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27384

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Architecture
Dwellings
Dwellings
Elephants
Gardens
Pottery
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Interior smoking scene.] 8906 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Interior smoking scene.] 8906 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27385

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: [Interior smoking scene.]

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River in deep canyon. Active no. 8908 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27386

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Canyons
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Rivers
Valleys
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Distant farm scene with mountains in background.] 8909 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Distant farm scene with mountains in background.] 8909 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27387
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Farms
Mountains -- United States
Rivers -- United States

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Indoor swimming pool.] 8911 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Indoor swimming pool.] 8911 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27388
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Athletics
Recreation
Sports -- 1920-1930
Swimming pools

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mountains.] 8912 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Mountains.] 8912 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27389

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Canyons
Cliffs
Formations (Geology)
Gorges
Mountains
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Seascape.] 8913 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Seascape.] 8913 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27390

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Coasts
Islands
Ocean
Rocks
Seals (Animals)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River rapids in rugged forest terrain.] 8914 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River rapids in rugged forest terrain.] 8914 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27391

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Forests
Rapids
Rivers
[Harbor scene.] 8916 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 8916 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27392
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Architecture
Docks
Harbors
Harbors
Piers
Ships
Wharves

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market.] 8918 Interpositive

[Park.] 8917 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Park.] 8917 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27393
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Flowers
Gardens
Parks
Portraits

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Market.] 8918 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27394

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Markets
Portraits
Streets

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 8919 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 8919 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27395

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group beside small rural stream.] 8921 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family group beside small rural stream.] 8921 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27396

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Children
Corn
Family
Fields
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldiers sighting and firing small artillery pieces from behind bunkers. Active no. 8922 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
AC0143-0027397.tif (AC scan number)
RSN 27397
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].
NO IMAGE ON VIDEODISC.
BAD LINK.

Topic:
Armed Forces
Artillery
Soldiers
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 8923 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 8923 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27398
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Armed Forces
Crowds
Parades
Rifles
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Military.] 8924 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 8924 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27399

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Crowds
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 8925 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 8925 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27400

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rifles
Soldiers
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 8926 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 8926 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27401

NOTE! IMAGE COPIED TWICE ON VIDEODISC (VIDEONUMs 26638 and 26639).
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rifles
Soldiers
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 8927 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 8927 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27402

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rifles
Soldiers
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 8928 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 8928 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27403

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rifles
Soldiers
Training

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in park setting.] 8930 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Monument in park setting.] 8930 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27404
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Flowers
Monuments
Parks
Sculpture

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park.] 8931 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Park.] 8931 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27405
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Fruit
Parks
Trees

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Garden.] 8932 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Garden.] 8932 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27406
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Flowers
Gardens

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Greenhouse.] 8933 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Greenhouse.] 8933 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27407
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Flowers
Greenhouses

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Jungle.] 8934 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Jungle.] 8934 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27408
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Jungles
Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Jungle.] 8935 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Jungle.] 8935 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27409
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].
Topic: Jungles
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Trees.] 8936 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27410

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Mountains
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Jungle.] 8937 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Jungle.] 8937 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27411

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Jungles
Roads
Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Jungle.] 8938 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Jungle.] 8938 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27412
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Jungles
   Roads
   Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Exterior of large home.] 8939 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Exterior of large home.] 8939 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27413

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Architecture
   Buildings
   Dwellings
   Dwellings

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] 8940 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 8940 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27414

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Harbors
   Harbors
   Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Small river in rugged terrain.] 8941 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Small river in rugged terrain.] 8941 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27415

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
- Canyons
- Chasms
- Formations (Geology)
- Gorges
- Rivers

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 8942 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military.] 8942 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27416

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
- Armed Forces
- Camps
- Rifles
- Soldiers
- Tents
- Training

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street approach to long suspension bridge.] 8943 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Street approach to long suspension bridge.] 8943 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27417
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

**Topic:** Bridges  
Portraits  
Rivers  
Streets  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Street action.] 8944 interpositive  
*1 Item (4” x 5”)*  

**Image(s):** [Street action.] 8944 interpositive.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers:**  
RSN 27418  

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

**Topic:** Carriages and carts  
Cows  
Dwellings  
Dwellings  
Streets  
Wagons  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Military.] 8945 Interpositive  
*1 Item (4” x 5”)*  

**Image(s):** [Military.] 8945 Interpositive.  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

**Local Numbers:**  
RSN 27419  

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

**Topic:** Armed Forces  
Rifles  
Soldiers  
Training  

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Military.] 8946 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 8946 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27420

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rifles
Soldiers
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 8947 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 8947 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27421

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Rifles
Soldiers
Training
War casualties

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Child asleep with doll in home.] 8948 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Child asleep with doll in home.] 8948 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27422

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].
Topic: Bedrooms
   Children
   Christmas
   Dolls
   Dwellings
   Holidays -- 1890-1920
   Toys

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Amorous scene in home.] 8949 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Amorous scene in home.] 8949 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27423

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Couples
   Dwellings
   Kissing
   Love

Genre/ Form: Narrative cycles
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dock scene.] 8950 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 8950 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27424

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Boats and boating
   Docks
   Harbors
   Piers
   Portraits
   Ships
   Wharves
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Side view of Niagara Falls in winter.] 8951 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Side view of Niagara Falls in winter.] 8951 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27425

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
- Ice -- New York
- Snow -- New York
- Waterfalls -- New York

Place: Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park.] 8952 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Park.] 8952 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27426

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
- Entrance arches
- Parks
- Snow
- Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park.] 8953 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Park.] 8953 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27427

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Entrance arches
      Parks
      Snow
      Trees

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 310 RSN Numbers 27428-27529

Image(s)

[Flag-bedecked train engine.] 8955 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Flag-bedecked train engine.] 8955 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27428

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Engines
      Flags
      Railroads
      Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Elephant laborers piling timber in one of the great riverside yards at Rangoon. 9014 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Elephant laborers piling timber in one of the great riverside yards at Rangoon. 9014 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27429

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: BURMA TOUR
      Elephants -- Burma
Laborers -- Burma
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma

Place: Burma
Rangoon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Freight handlers and thousands of tons of rice which they have unloaded, Rangoon. 9016 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Freight handlers and thousands of tons of rice which they have unloaded, Rangoon. 9016 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27430

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Baskets -- Burma
Children -- Burma
Laborers -- Burma
Rice -- Burma

Place: Burma
Rangoon (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Towering images of the holy Buddha, symbolizing the serenity of self-renunciation, Pegu. 9024 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Towering images of the holy Buddha, symbolizing the serenity of self-renunciation, Pegu. 9024 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27431

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Names: Buddha -- Burma

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Construction -- Burma
Monuments -- Burma
Religion -- Burma
Sculptures -- Burma
Shrines -- Burma

Place: Burma
Pegu (Burma)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

430 pagodas treasuring copies of Buddhist scriptures, Mandalay. 9027 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): 430 pagodas treasuring copies of Buddhist scriptures, Mandalay. 9027 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27432
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Names: Buddha

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Pagodas -- Burma
Religion -- Burma

Place: Burma
Mandalay (Burma)

Goktek Gorge, the old haunt of jungle beasts, with railway 1000 ft. overhead. 9040 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Goktek Gorge, the old haunt of jungle beasts, with railway 1000 ft. overhead. 9040 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27433
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: BURMA TOUR
Bridges -- Burma
Canyons -- Burma
Gorges -- Burma
Jungles -- Burma
Railroads -- Burma
Valleys -- Burma

Place: Burma
Goktek Gorge (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hauling timber with buffaloes and bullocks from Irrawaddy river near Pagan. 9047 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Hauling timber with buffaloes and bullocks from Irrawaddy river near Pagan. 9047 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Lower left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 27434

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

 Topic: BURMA TOUR
Boats -- Burma
Buffalo -- Burma
Bullocks -- Burma
Cows -- Burma
Lumber industry -- 1890-1920 -- Burma
Rivers -- Burma

Place: Burma
Irrawaddy River (Burma)
Pagan (Burma)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Oil wells worked with American machinery on hills at Yanangyet. [Active no. 9051 : interpositive]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Oil wells worked with American machinery on hills at Yanangyet. [Active no. 9051 : interpositive].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27435

AC0143-0027435
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75]

**Topic:** BURMA TOUR
- Derricks
- Oil wells
- Petroleum industry and trade

**Place:** Burma
- Yanangyet

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Image(s):** Timber-raft coming down the Irrawaddy river--the floating home of a group of natives. 9052 interpositive.

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

**Underwood & Underwood, Publisher**

**English.**

**Silver gelatin on glass.**

**Local Numbers**

- RSN 27436

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

**Same as RSN 14448.**

**Topic:** BURMA TOUR
- Children -- Burma
- Dwellings -- Burma
- Homes -- Burma
- Lumbering -- Burma
- Rivers -- Burma
- Logs -- Burma
- Rafts -- Burma

**Place:** Burma
- Irrawaddy River (Burma)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Image(s):** Avenue of canary trees, covered with gigantic creepers, Botanical Gardens, Buitenzorg. 9076 Interpositive

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

**Underwood & Underwood, Publisher**

**English.**

**Silver gelatin on glass.**
Local Numbers
RSN 27437
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
- Botanical gardens -- Java
- Canary trees -- Java
- Children -- Java
- Creepers -- Java

JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
- Roads -- Java

Place:
- Buitenzorg (Java)
- Java

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Javanese, the native inhabitants of eastern Java--near Villadolce Hotel, Garoet. 9083 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Javanese, the native inhabitants of eastern Java--near Villadolce Hotel, Garoet. 9083 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27438
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Copy and Version Identification Note
91191

Topic:
- Chil -- Javadren -- Java
- Groups -- Java

JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
- Portraits -- Java

Place:
- Garoet (Java)
- Java

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Boro Boedor, "the most remarkable and magnificent monument Buddhism has ever erected." [Active no. 9093 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27439

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Names: Boro Boedor Temple (Java)
        Buddha

Topic: JAVA AND STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
        Monuments -- Java
        Religion -- Java
        Ruins -- Java
        Shrines -- Java

Place: Java

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Building an ocean liner, Harland & Wolff's Works (S.W.), Belfast. 9109
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Building an ocean liner, Harland & Wolff's Works (S.W.), Belfast.
9109 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27440

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Names: Harland & Wolff's Works

Topic: Boats -- Ireland
        Construction -- Ireland
        IRELAND TOUR-Belfast
        Shipyards -- Ireland

Place: Belfast (Northern Ireland)
        Ireland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Magnificent cliffs at Loop Head, a bulwark against the Atlantic (N.E),
County Clare. 9118 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27441

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75]

Topic:
Cliffs
IRELAND TOUR-Galway
Ocean
Seacoasts

Place:
Clare (Ireland : County)
Galway (Ireland : County)
Ireland
Loop Head

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 9125 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 9125 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27442

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group in luxurious home.] 9132 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family group in luxurious home.] 9132 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27443

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Portraits
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group in luxurious home.] 9134 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family group in luxurious home.] 9134 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27444

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 9135 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 9135 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27445

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Camps
Horses
Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Child with animals outside rustic home.] 9136 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Child with animals outside rustic home.] 9136 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27446

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:  Children
       Deer
       Dwellings
       Dwellings
       Farms

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Woman reading to little girl, who has fallen asleep in bed.] Active no. 9137 : Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Woman reading to little girl, who has fallen asleep in bed.] Active no. 9137 : Interpositive.

Image(s): [Woman reading to little girl, who has fallen asleep in bed.] Active no. 9137 : Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Formerly stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

AC0143-0027447 (AC Scan No.)

RSN 27447

Topic:  Bedrooms
       Children
       Dwellings
       Reading

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Child in home.] 9139 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Child in home.] 9139 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27448

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Candy
Children
Dolls
Dwellings
Dwellings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 9140 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children.] 9140 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27449

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Children
Fields
Flowers
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hunting scene.] 9141 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 9141 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27450

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].
Topic: Deer
Forests
Rifles
hunters

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hunting scene.] 9142 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 9142 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27451

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Deer
Forests
Horses
Rifles
hunters

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ships.] 9147 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ships.] 9147 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27452

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Ships

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Four riders with Yosemite Half Dome in background.] 9150 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Four riders with Yosemite Half Dome in background.] 9150 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27453
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses -- California
Mountains -- California
Parks -- California
Tourists -- California
Valleys -- California

Place: California
Half Dome (Yosemite National Park)
Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 9151 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 9151 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27454
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Children
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market.] 9152 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Market.] 9152 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27455

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Crowds
Markets
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Crowded rustic boats on river and market area.] 9153 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Crowded rustic boats on river and market area.] 9153 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27456

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Boats and boating
Markets
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 9154 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 9154 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27457

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers
Wagons

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 9155 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Military.] 9155 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27458
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 9156 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Military.] 9156 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27459
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 9157 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Military.] 9157 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27460
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Parades
Soldiers
Training
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 9158 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 9158 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27461
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 9159 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 9159 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27462
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Armed Forces
Mountains -- United States
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 9160 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 9160 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27463
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].
Topic: Armed Forces
Mountains -- United States
Soldiers
Training

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dock scene.] 9161 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Dock scene.] 9161 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27464
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Docks
Harbors
Harbors
Piers
Portraits
Ships
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dual rail lines in harbor area.] 9162 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Dual rail lines in harbor area.] 9162 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27465
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Harbors
Harbors
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bathers on the beach and in water.] 9167 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Bathers on the beach and in water.] 9167 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27466

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Beaches
Ocean
Recreation
Swimmers

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Agriculture.] 9173 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Agriculture.] 9173 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27467

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Fields
Grain
Harvesting

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 9174 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Military.] 9174 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27468

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].
By Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Formerly stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27469

AC0143-0027469 (AC Scan No.)

Material for 224,000 lbs. of chocolate bonbons--cacao beans curing at La Clementina. 9192 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27470

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Cacao beans
Chocolate
ECUADOR TOUR
Harvesting

Place: Ecuador
La Clementina (Ecuador)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Up-country hospitality among the natives--dinner in preparation, Riobamba. 9196 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Up-country hospitality among the natives--dinner in preparation, Riobamba. 9196 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27471
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:
Children -- Ecuador
Cooking -- Ecuador
Dwellings -- Ecuador
ECUADOR TOUR
Family -- Ecuador
Homes -- Ecuador
Huts -- Ecuador
Villages -- Ecuador

Place: Ecuador
Riobamba (Ecuador)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ice-crested Chimborazo towering 20,498 ft. towards the sun, north from road to Quito, 9197 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ice-crested Chimborazo towering 20,498 ft. towards the sun, north from road to Quito, 9197 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27472
Same as RSN 14451.
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].
**Traveling up among the Andes—natives on trail between Ambato and Riobamba. [Active no. 9198 : interpositive.]**

*1 Item (4" x 5").*

**Image(s):**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 27473

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

**One of the massive aisles in La Compania church--wall decorations of gold, Quito. 9209 Interpositive**

*1 Item (4" x 5")*

**Image(s):** One of the massive aisles in La Compania church--wall decorations of gold, Quito. 9209 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
RSN 27474
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Names:  La Compania Church (La Compania, Ecuador)

Topic:  Art -- Ecuador
        Cathedrals -- Ecuador
        Churches -- Ecuador
        ECUADOR TOUR
        Gold -- Ecuador
        Interior architecture

Place:  Ecuador
        Quito (Ecuador)

Genre/ Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The centre of the equatorial Andes--Quito, looking W. 50 miles towards distant Pacific. 9214 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The centre of the equatorial Andes--Quito, looking W. 50 miles towards distant Pacific. 9214 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27475

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic:  ECUADOR TOUR
        Mountains -- Ecuador
        Portraits -- Ecuador
        Valleys -- Ecuador

Genre/ Form:  Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:  Andes Mountains (Ecuador)
        Ecuador
        Quito (Ecuador)

Ice dealers of Quito collecting snow near summit of Pichincha, an equatorial volcano. Ecuador 9216 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Ice dealers of Quito collecting snow near summit of Pichincha, an equatorial volcano. Ecuador 9216 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27476
Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

**Topic:**
- ECUADOR TOUR
- Ice -- Ecuador
- Laborers -- Ecuador
- Mountains -- Ecuador
- Snow -- Ecuador
- Volcanoes -- Ecuador

**Place:**
- Ecuador
- Pichincha
- Quito (Ecuador)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Where Pichincha’s peak rises 15,706 ft. on the equator--smoking crater at right. 9217 Interpositive

*1 Item (4” x 5”)*

**Image(s):** Where Pichincha’s peak rises 15,706 ft. on the equator--smoking crater at right. 9217 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27477

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

**Topic:**
- Craters -- Ecuador
- ECUADOR TOUR
- Ice -- Ecuador
- Mountains -- Ecuador
- Snow -- Ecuador
- Volcanoes -- Ecuador

**Place:**
- Ecuador
- Pichincha

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lima from hill at N.E.--Rimac river, twin-towered cathedral, bull-ring, shops and homes. 9219 interpositive

*1 Item (4” x 5”)*

**Image(s):** Lima from hill at N.E.--Rimac river, twin-towered cathedral, bull-ring, shops and homes. 9219 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27478
Weaving home-grown cotton for the South American trade in a fine modern mill at Lima. 9227 Interpositive

Image(s): Weaving home-grown cotton for the South American trade in a fine modern mill at Lima. 9227 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Picking cotton with Chinese labor on irrigated land at the foot of the Andes, Vitarte. 9234 Interpositive

Image(s): Picking cotton with Chinese labor on irrigated land at the foot of the Andes, Vitarte. 9234 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27480

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75].

Topic: Agriculture -- Peru
Cotton -- Peru
Fields -- Peru
Horses -- Peru
Irrigation -- Peru
Laborers -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
PERU TOUR

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
China
Peru
Vitarte (Peru)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Irrigating plains otherwise sterile, and planting sugar-cane on a farm at Santa Clara. [Peru] [Active no. 9235 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27481

Same as RSN 14153

Currently stored in box 3.2.55 [75]

Topic: Agriculture -- Peru
Fields
Irrigation
PERU TOUR
Planting
Sugarcane

Place: Peru
Santa Clara

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Harvesting sugar-cane on a great plantation between Lima and the Andes--Santa Clara. 9236 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Harvesting sugar-cane on a great plantation between Lima and the Andes--Santa Clara. 9236 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27482
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Agriculture -- Peru
Cows -- Peru
Fields -- Peru
Harvesting -- Peru
Laborers -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
PERU TOUR
Sugar cane -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Peru
Santa Clara (Peru)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

In the heart of the awesome Andes--peering from Oroya R.R. down into Rimac River gorge. 9238 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): In the heart of the awesome Andes--peering from Oroya R.R. down into Rimac River gorge. 9238 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27483
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Canyons -- Peru
Gorges -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
PERU TOUR
Railroads -- Peru
Rivers -- Peru
Valleys -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Oroya Railroad (Peru)
Peru
Rimac River (Peru)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Chaupichaca bridge and tunnel where Oroya R.R., 9472 ft. above the sea, assaults Nature's barrier. 9239 interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Chaupichaca bridge and tunnel where Oroya R.R., 9472 ft. above the sea, assaults Nature's barrier. 9239 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27484

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Bridges -- Peru
      Canyons -- Peru
      Mountains -- Peru
      PERU TOUR
      Railroads -- Peru
      Rivers -- Peru
      Tunnels -- Peru
      Valleys -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
       Chaupichaca (Peru)
       Oroya Railroad (Peru)
       Peru
       Rimac River (Peru)

Pack-train of llamas, unique Andean beasts of burden, with Indian driver, Cerro de Pasco. 9248 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Pack-train of llamas, unique Andean beasts of burden, with Indian driver, Cerro de Pasco. 9248 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27485

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Llamas -- Peru
       Natives -- Peru
PERU TOUR
Transportation -- Peru
Villages -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Cerro de Pasco (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Work to-day at a silver mine that enriched the Spanish centuries ago, Cerro de Pasco. 9250 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Work to-day at a silver mine that enriched the Spanish centuries ago, Cerro de Pasco. 9250 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27486

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Donkeys -- Peru
Mining -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
PERU TOUR
Silver -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Cerro de Pasco (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Squaws in the mining country, carrying water from Lake Paparcocha; Cerro de Pasco. 9251 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Squaws in the mining country, carrying water from Lake Paparcocha; Cerro de Pasco. 9251 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27487

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Lakes -- Peru
Mines -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
PERU TOUR
Water -- Peru
Women laborers -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Cerro de Pasco (Peru)
Paparcocha Lake
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Where the Pacific waves dash high on the rock-ribbed South American coast at Mollendo. 9254 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27488

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Topic: Ocean
PERU TOUR
Seacoasts

Place: Mollendo
Pacific
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The rising generation of a seacoast town (Indian, Chinese, Negro, etc.), Tamba St., Mollendo. 9255 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): The rising generation of a seacoast town (Indian, Chinese, Negro, etc.), Tamba St., Mollendo. 9255 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27489

Similar to RSN 23172.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Children -- Peru
Dwellings -- Peru
Homes -- Peru
PERU TOUR
Portraits -- Peru
Streets -- Peru

Place: Mollendo (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Properous and beautiful Arequipa, 8,000 ft. above sea--E. to Pichapicha Mts. (21,000 ft.). 9256 Interpositive

1 Item (4 x 5)

Image(s): Properous and beautiful Arequipa, 8,000 ft. above sea--E. to Pichapicha Mts. (21,000 ft.). 9256 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27490

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Place:
Arequipa (Peru)
Peru
Pichapicha Mountains

Topic:
Cathedrals -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
PERU TOUR
Portraits -- Peru

Pack-train of donkeys and llamas on the rocky highway to Arequipa--(Chachina Mts. beyond). 9261 Interpositive

1 Item (4 x 5)

Image(s): Pack-train of donkeys and llamas on the rocky highway to Arequipa--(Chachina Mts. beyond). 9261 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27491

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:
Donkeys -- Peru
Llamas -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
PERU TOUR
Roads -- Peru

Place:
Arequipa (Peru)
Chachina Mountains (Peru)
Peru

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Threatening majesty of El Misti (20,013 ft.), a volcano of terrible fame, seen from Arequipa. 9262 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Threatening majesty of El Misti (20,013 ft.), a volcano of terrible fame, seen from Arequipa. 9262 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27492
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic:
Mountains -- Peru
PERU TOUR
Villages -- Peru
Volcanoes -- Peru

Place:
Arequipa (Peru)
El Misti (Peru)
Peru

Coming down a rough trail over El Misti--volcano's peak showing beyond steam of crater. 9263 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Coming down a rough trail over El Misti--volcano's peak showing beyond steam of crater. 9263 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27493
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:
Donkeys -- Peru
Horses -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru  
PERU TOUR  
Pack trains -- Peru  
Volcanoes -- Peru

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:  
Arequipa (Peru)  
El Misti (Peru)  
Peru

Straw boats on Lake Titicaca, two vertical miles above sea level, on the Andean plateau. 9264 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Straw boats on Lake Titicaca, two vertical miles above sea level, on the Andean plateau. 9264 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27494

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:  
Lakes -- Peru  
Mountains -- Peru  
PERU TOUR  
Straw boats -- Peru

Place:  
Andes Mountains (Peru)  
Lake Titicaca (Peru)  
Peru

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sheep-raising in a sunny valley among the Andes near Cuzco (farm buildings at right). 9265 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Sheep-raising in a sunny valley among the Andes near Cuzco (farm buildings at right). 9265 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27495

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:  
Agriculture -- Peru
Cuzco, once the richest city in America, S.E. from fort of the Inca kings, seized by Pizarro. 9268 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cuzco, once the richest city in America, S.E. from fort of the Inca kings, seized by Pizarro. 9268 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27496

Same as RSN 14454.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Fortification -- Peru
Mountains -- Peru
PERU TOUR
Portraits -- Peru
Valleys -- Peru

Place: Andes Mountains (Peru)
Cuzco (Peru)
Peru

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Athens, old and new, S.W. from Lykabettos past Royal Palace (left) and Acropolis to the sea. 9278 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27497
Similar to RSN 14456
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Copy and Version Identification Note
83483

Topic: GREECE TOUR/ATHENS TOUR
   Palaces
   Portraits
   Ruins -- Greece -- Athens

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
   Athens (Greece)
   Greece
   Lykabettos (Athens, Greece)
   Royal Palace

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking E. from Propylaea across ruin-strewn Acropolis to west end of Parthenon. 9282 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Looking E. from Propylaea across ruin-strewn Acropolis to west end of Parthenon. 9282 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27498

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83839

Topic: Columns -- Greece
   GREECE TOUR/ATHENS TOUR
   Ruins -- Greece
   Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
   Athens (Greece)
   Greece
   Parthenon
   Propylaea

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From W. wall of Parthenon over modern city, E.N.E., to Lykabettos and Pentelikon. 9285 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): From W. wall of Parthenon over modern city, E.N.E., to Lykabettos and Pentelikon. 9285 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27499

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Copy and Version Identification Note
83420

Topic: Columns -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/ATHENS TOUR
Portraits -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Athens (Greece)
Greece
Lykabettos (Athens, Greece)
Parthenon
Pentelikon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lysikrates Monument (below), Temple of Zeus, and restored Stadium, E.S.E. from Acropolis wall. [Active no. 9288 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)
Image(s): Sheep-raising in a sunny valley among the Andes near Cuzco (farm buildings at right). 9265 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Sheep grazing?
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27500

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Arenas -- Greece
GREECE TOUR/ATHENS TOUR
Lysikrates Monument (Athens, Greece)
Monuments -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Stadia -- Greece
Temple of Zeus (Athens, Greece)
Temples -- Greece

Place: Acropolis (Athens, Greece)
      Athens (Greece)
      Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"The mountains look on Marathon and Marathon looks on the sea--N.E. over battleground. 9300 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "The mountains look on Marathon and Marathon looks on the sea--N.E. over battleground. 9300 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27501

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Battlefields
      Coasts
      GREECE TOUR-Marathon
      Mountains -- Greece
      Rifles

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Greece
       Marathon (Greece)

Sunion's rocky steep, the outpost of Mainland Greece (W.N.W.), with temple of protecting Poseidon. 9302 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Sunion's rocky steep, the outpost of Mainland Greece (W.N.W.), with temple of protecting Poseidon. 9302 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27502

Same as RSN 23208; similar to RSN 14457.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [139].

Topic: GREECE TOUR-Marathon
Islands -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Seacoasts -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Greece
Marathon (Greece)
Poseidon
Sunion

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Old Greek types of beauty among village women at an Easter dance (outlook east), Megara. 9304 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): Old Greek types of beauty among village women at an Easter dance (outlook east), Megara. 9304 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27503
Same as RSN 23210; similar to RSN 14459
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [139]

Topic: Crowds
Dance
Easter
GREECE TOUR--Megara
Holidays -- 1890-1920
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Greece
Megara

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth. 9305 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): An old dream realized at last--ship-canal through isthmus, E.S.E., toward Aegina, Corinth. 9305 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27504

Similar to RSN 14460-14462 and 23211.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Canals -- Greece
GREECE TOUR-Corinth
Ships -- Greece

Place: Aegina (Greece)
Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

General view of excavations at old Corinth--W. past Apollo temple. 9306 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): General view of excavations at old Corinth--W. past Apollo temple. 9306 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27505

Similar to RSN 14463 and 23212.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [139].

Names: Apollo, Temple of (Corinth, Greece)

Topic: Excavations (Archaeology) -- Greece
GREECE TOUR-Corinth
Portraits -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece

Place: Corinth (Greece)
Greece

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Agememnon's [sic?] council hall in "the innerpost corner of Argos"--S.S.W. over plain to sea, Mykenae. [Active no. 9309 : half-stereo interpositive,], 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Agamemnon's [sic?] council hall in "the innerpost corner of Argos"--S.S.W. over plain to sea, Mykenae. [Active no. 9309 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27506

Similar to RSN 14466, 14467 and 23216.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Names: Agamemnon
Topic: GREECE TOUR--Mykenae
Halls
Ruins -- Greece
Place: Argos (Greece)
Greece
Mykenae

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking over modern homes in ancient Sparta, west to famous Taygetos Mountains. 9324 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looking over modern homes in ancient Sparta, west to famous Taygetos Mountains. 9324 interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27507

Similar to RSN 14484-14486
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Children -- Greece
Family -- Greece
GREECE TOUR-Sparta
Mountains -- Greece
Portraits -- Greece
Place: Greece
Grim defile of Langada Gorge (from N.E. end), Sparta's warpath toward the west. 9328 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Grim defile of Langada Gorge (from N.E. end), Sparta's warpath toward the west. 9328 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27508

Similar to RSN 14490; same as RSN 14491.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Canyons -- Greece
GREECE TOUR-Sparta
Gorges -- Greece
Horses -- Greece
Mountains -- Greece

Place: Greece
Langada Gorge (Greece)
Sparta

Athletes' entrance (E.) to the Stadium, Olympia. 9337 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): Athletes' entrance (E.) to the Stadium, Olympia. 9337 Interpositive 1905.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27509

Similar to RSN 14501 and 23244.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [139].

Topic: GREECE TOUR-Olympia
Looking from mountain heights, over Delphi and W. across Sacred Plain to distant sea. 9349 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking from mountain heights, over Delphi and W. across Sacred Plain to distant sea. 9349 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27510

Similar to RSN 14515, 14516 and 27511

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Looking from mountain heights, over Delphi and W. across Sacred Plain to distant sea. 9349 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Looking from mountain heights, over Delphi and W. across Sacred Plain to distant sea. 9349 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27511

Similar to RSN 14515, 14516 and 27510
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [139].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: GREECE TOUR-Delphi
Mountains -- Greece
Plains

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece
Sacred Plain

Apollo's temple (6th cent. B.C.) built over chasm of the Oracle--E. from above theatre, Delphi. 9350 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Apollo's temple (6th cent. B.C.) built over chasm of the Oracle--E. from above theatre, Delphi. 9350 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27512

Similar to RSN 23256 and 23257.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [139].

Names: Apollo, Temple of (Delphi, Greece)

Topic: Chasms -- Greece
GREECE TOUR-Delphi
Mountains -- Greece
Ruins -- Greece
Temples -- Greece
Theaters -- Greece
Valleys -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece -- 1900-1910
Oracle Chasm

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bronze charioteer, votive offering of a Greek prince 2,400 years ago, Museum at Delphi. 9351 interpositive, 1905
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Bronze charioteer, votive offering of a Greek prince 2,400 years ago, Museum at Delphi. 9351 interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27513

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [139].

Similar to RSN 14517, 14518 and 23258.

Topic: Art -- Greece
Bronzes -- Greece
GREECE TOUR-Delphi
Museums -- Greece
Sculpture -- Greece

Place: Delphi (Greece)
Greece

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Go tell to Sparta, thou who passest by, that here, obedient to her laws, we lie"--Thermopylae. [Active no. 9354 : Interpositive,] 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Go tell to Sparta, thou who passest by, that here, obedient to her laws, we lie"--Thermopylae. [Active no. 9354 : Interpositive,] 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Elmer, 1859-1947, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27514

Same as RSN 14526 and 14527.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: GREECE TOUR-Thermopylae
Mountains -- Greece
Passes -- Greece

Place: Greece
Thermopylae (Greece)

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Greece
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Palm-shaded buildings of Ancon Hospital, best equipped in the tropical world. 9366 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Palm-shaded buildings of Ancon Hospital, best equipped in the tropical world. 9366 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27515

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Similar to RSN 14538 and 14540.

Names: Ancon Hospital (Ancon, Panama)
Topic: Hospitals -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL/CANAL ZONE TOUR
       Palm trees -- Panama
Place: Panama
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Exploring the upper Chagres River (W.), among wooded hills of the Isthmus of Panama. 9374 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Exploring the upper Chagres River (W.), among wooded hills of the Isthmus of Panama. 9374 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Chester, C. L. (photographer), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27516

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [45].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14546 and 23280.

Topic: Boats -- Panama
       PANAMA CANAL/CANAL ZONE TOUR
       Rivers -- Panama
Place: Chagres River (Panama)
       Panama
Gathering the luscious fruit of a heavily laden mango tree, Cuernavaca. 9424 Interpositive, 1900
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Gathering the luscious fruit of a heavily laden mango tree, Cuernavaca. 9424 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27517

Similar to RSN 14597, 14598 and 27518.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:
- Agriculture -- Mexico
- Fruit -- Mexico
- MEXICO TOUR
- Mango trees -- Mexico

Place:
- Cuernavaca (Mexico)
- Mexico

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gathering the luscious fruit of a heavily laden mango tree, Cuernavaca. 9424 Interpositive, 1900
1 item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Gathering the luscious fruit of a heavily laden mango tree, Cuernavaca. 9424 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
McKern, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27518

Similar to RSN 14597, 14598 and 27517.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [39].

Topic:
- Agriculture -- Mexico
- Fruit -- Mexico
- MEXICO TOUR
- Mango trees -- Mexico
Place: Cuernavaca (Mexico)  
Mexico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Hunting scene.] 9430 Interpositive, 1900  
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Hunting scene.] 9430 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Boardman, J. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27519

Similar to RSN 14603.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Camps  
Deer  
Tents  
hunters

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterscape.] 9474 Interpositive  
2 pieces (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 9474 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper right corner broken.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27520

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Sailboats  
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterscape.] 9475 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Waterscape.] 9475 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27521

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Sailboats
Ships
Waterscapes

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 9478 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Architecture.] 9478 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27522

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Parks

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 9536 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 9536 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27523

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Children
Mountains -- United States
Valleys

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Canadian Pacific Railway Station, Vancouver. 9537 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Canadian Pacific Railway Station, Vancouver. 9537 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27524

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Buildings -- British Columbia
CANADA TOUR-British Columbia
Railway stations -- British Columbia

Place: British Columbia
Canada
Canadian-Pacific Railway (British Columbia)
Vancouver (British Columbia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Boats.] 9538 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Boats.] 9538 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27525

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Boats and boating
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 9539 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military.] 9539 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27526

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:  
Armed Forces
Docks
Piers
Ships
Soldiers
Wharves

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 9540 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military.] 9540 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 27527

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:  
Armed Forces
Rites and ceremonies
Streets

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 9541 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 9541 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27528

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Children
Gardens
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cabin.] 9543 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cabin.] 9543 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27529

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Bedrooms
Log cabins
Rifles
hunters

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterscape.]d ? Interpositive
1 Item
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Film

Local Numbers
RSN 25434

NOTE! INTERPOSITIVE MISSING! NOT IN FILE BOX!

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143].

Topic: Islands
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Aerial view of Alcatraz.] [Non-stereo black-and-white photonegative.]
1 Item (5" x 7").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

View shows entire island. Buildings and the large sign "Alcatraz" can be seen easily. This negative was filed erroneously with interpositives.

Silver gelatin on film.

Silvering.

Local Numbers

RSN 25435

Currently stored in box 3.2.43 [143]. 2X20R on original envelope.

Topic: Islands

Prisons

Waterscapes

Place: Alcatraz Island (Calif.)

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.)

Genre/Form: Aerial Photographs

Photographs -- 1910-1930 -- Black-and-white negatives

-- Acetate film.

Topographical views

Box 311

RSN Numbers 27530-27632

Image(s)

[Overview of flooded downtown buildings. Active no. 9446 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27530

Similar to RSN 14615 and 14616

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Buildings -- Kansas City (Mo.)

Disasters

Flooding -- Missouri

Place: Kansas City (Mo.)

Missouri
Hand-bound sheaves of wheat--"Field of the Cloth of Gold"--Balinghem, France. 9563 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Hand-bound sheaves of wheat--"Field of the Cloth of Gold"--Balinghem, France. 9563 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27531
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Agriculture -- France
       Farms -- France
       Harvesting -- France
       Laborers -- France
       TRAVEL STUDIES; CEREAL IND'Y
       Wheat

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Balinghem (France)
       France

The old City Island and the Seine, S.E. from the Louvre, Paris. [Active no. 9572 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27532
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Names: Louvre (Paris, France)

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- France
       Boats -- France
       Bridges -- France.
       Cathedrals -- France
       FRANCE TOUR
       Islands -- France
       Rivers -- France
Place: France  
  Ile de la Cite (Paris, France)  
  Paris (France) -- 1890-1920  
  Seine River (France)  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Shops and shoppers in the popular Rue de Rivoli, Paris. Active no. 9573: Interpositive  
1 Item (3-1/4 x 3-1/4".)  

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Formerly stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27533  
AC0143-0027533 (AC Scan No.)

Same as RSN 23392.

Topic: Business enterprises -- France  
  FRANCE TOUR  
  Stores, Retail -- 1890-1920 -- France -- Paris.

Place: France  
  Paris (France) -- 1890-1920  
  Rue de Rivoli (Paris, France).

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Making Gobelins tapestry--(weavers behind loom see results in mirrors), Paris. 9574 Interpositive  
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)  
Image(s): Making Gobelins tapestry--(weavers behind loom see results in mirrors), Paris. 9574 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27534

Same as RSN 23393; similar to RSN 27535.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].
Names: Gobelins -- France
Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Factories -- France
Laborers -- France
Looms -- France
Tapestry -- France
Occupation: Weavers -- France
Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Making Gobelins tapestry--(weavers behind loom see results in mirrors), Paris. 9574 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Making Gobelins tapestry--(weavers behind loom see results in mirrors), Paris. 9574 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27535
Similar to RSN 23393 and 27534.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Names: Gobelins -- France
Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Factories -- France
Laborers -- France
Looms -- France
Tapestry -- France
Occupation: Weavers -- France
Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Tapestry weavers at loom (patterns on wall at left), Gobelins works, Paris. 9575 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Tapestry weavers at loom (patterns on wall at left), Gobelins works, Paris. 9575 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27536

Same as RSN 23394.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Names: Gobelins -- France
Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Factories -- France
Laborers -- France
Looms -- France
Tapestry -- France

Occupation: Weavers -- France
Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The most celebrated cathedral in France--Notre Dame. [Active no. 9576 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27537

Same as RSN 27538.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- France
Cathedrals -- France
FRANCE TOUR

Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The most celebrated cathedral in France--Notre Dame. [Active no. 9576 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (+Size 3-1/4" x 3-1/4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27538
Same as RSN 27537.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)
Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- France
Cathedrals -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Place: France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Vineyards covering sunny fields at Ay in the champagne district. 9583 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Vineyards covering sunny fields at Ay in the champagne district. 9583 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27539
Same as RSN 14633.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Agriculture -- France
Champagne -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Laborers -- France
Vineyards -- France
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Place: Ay (France : Canton)
France
West front of the superb old cathedral, a marvel of Gothic art, Rheims.  
9584 Interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): West front of the superb old cathedral, a marvel of Gothic art, Rheims. 9584 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27540  
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].  

Topic: Architecture -- France  
Bicycles -- France  
Cathedrals -- France  
FRANCE TOUR  
Plazas -- France  
Streets -- France  

Place: France  
Rheims (France)  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Cathedral interior--from choir where kings were crowned to W. windows--Rheims. 9586 Interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27541  
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]  

Topic: Architecture, Gothic -- France  
Cathedrals -- France  
FRANCE TOUR  
Interior architecture  

Place: France  
Rheims (France)  

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Battlefield of Sedan (N.E.) where 11,000 French fell before surrender. 9588 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27542

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Topic: Battlefields
Cows
FRANCE TOUR

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: France
Sedan

Glacier-covered heights of the Pyrenees, S. from road to Gavarnie. 9595 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Glacier-covered heights of the Pyrenees, S. from road to Gavarnie. 9595 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27543

Same as RSN 14634.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Mountains -- France
Rivers -- France
Valleys -- France
glaciers -- France

Place: France
Gavarnie (France)
Pyrenees (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Vast salt-fields, with children collecting salt for the stacks, Le Croisie. 9601 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Vast salt-fields, with children collecting salt for the stacks, Le Croisie. 9601 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27544
Same as RSN 14635.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Children -- France
      FRANCE TOUR
      Laborers -- France
      Salt -- France

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
             Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: France
       Le Croisie (France)

At grandmother's house--interior of a Breton village home, Crach. 9604 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): At grandmother's house--interior of a Breton village home, Crach. 9604 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27545
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Dwellings -- France
       FRANCE TOUR
       Hearths -- France
       Homes -- France
       Spinning wheels -- France

Place: Breton
       Crach (France)
       France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Where Atlantic surges beat on the rockbound coast of Finistere. 9606 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Where Atlantic surges beat on the rockbound coast of Finistere. 9606 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27546
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Formations (Geology) -- France
Islands -- France
Lighthouses -- France
Seacoasts -- France

Place: Atlantic Ocean
Finistère (France)
France

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Autumn in Brittany--peasants threshing grain near Carhaix. 9607 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Autumn in Brittany--peasants threshing grain near Carhaix. 9607 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27547
Same as RSN 23419.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: FRANCE TOUR
Fields -- France
Grains -- France
Harvesting -- France
Horses -- France
Machinery -- France
Women laborers -- France

Place: Brittany (France)
Carhaix-Plouguer (France)
France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A boat-builder and boy customers--E. along sea-beach at Dieppe. [Active no. 9623 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
The beach and figures are viewed from a high angle. The sailboats shown are large toys.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27548
AC0143-0027548 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:
Beaches -- France
Children -- France
FRANCE TOUR
Sailboats -- France
Toys -- France
Place:
Dieppe (France)
France

Genre/ Form:

[Carriage.] 9746 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Carriage.] 9746 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27549
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:
Carriages
Horses
Portraits
Wagons
Pulling up young rice ready for transplanting—spring work on a Japanese farm. 9775 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Pulling up young rice ready for transplanting—spring work on a Japanese farm. 9775 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Boiling bark from cork oaks; preparatory to scraping and pressing, Almoraima. 9777 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Boiling bark from cork oaks; preparatory to scraping and pressing, Almoraima. 9777 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The cork industry--scraping the oak bark and pressing it flat, Almoraima. 9778 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The cork industry--scraping the oak bark and pressing it flat, Almoraima. 9778 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27552
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Cork industry -- Spain
Laborers -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR-Almoraima

Place: Almoraima (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cork oaks partially stripped of bark, in a grove at Almoraima, southern Spain. 9779 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Cork oaks partially stripped of bark, in a grove at Almoraima, southern Spain. 9779 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27553
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Children -- Spain
Cork industry -- Spain
Oak trees -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR-Almoraima

Place: Almoraima (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Shipping on the Guadalquivir, S.E. from the Bridge of Isabel II to Golden Tower, Seville. 9782 interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Shipping on the Guadalquivir, S.E. from the Bridge of Isabel II to Golden Tower, Seville. 9782 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27554

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Bridges -- Spain
Docks -- Spain
Piers -- Spain
Ports -- Spain
Rivers -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR-Seville
Ships -- Spain
Towers -- Spain
Wharves -- Spain

Place: Golden Tower (Seville, Spain)
Guadalquivir River (Spain)
Isabel II Bridge (Seville, Spain)
Seville (Spain)
Spain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ocean liners at Albert docks on the Thames, below the world's greatest city. [Active no. 9791 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5” x 4”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27555

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Docks -- England
ENGLAND TOUR-London
Laborers -- England
Machinery -- England
Piers -- England
Ports -- England
Rivers -- England  
Ships -- England  
Wharves -- England

Place:  
Albert Dock (London, England)  
England  
London (England)  
Thames River (England)

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hauling rice to the thresher--showing canal from which growing crop is flooded. 9796 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Hauling rice to the thresher--showing canal from which growing crop is flooded. 9796 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27556

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:  
Canals -- Texas  
Harvesting -- Texas  
Horses -- Texas  
Irrigation -- Texas  
Laborers -- Texas  
Rice -- Texas  
TEXAS  
Wagons -- Texas

Place:  
Texas

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Harvester cutting rice on a big plantation in Texas. 9797 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Harvester cutting rice on a big plantation in Texas. 9797 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27557

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:  
Agriculture -- Texas
Steam thresher at work in a rice field, preparing crop for the mill. 9798 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Steam thresher at work in a rice field, preparing crop for the mill. 9798 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Digging iron ore with steam shovel and dumping on train, open pit iron mine. [Active no. 9802 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].
Diffusion batteries where juice is extracted from sugar beets, Menominee. [Active no. 9807 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27560

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Evaporators where purified beet juice loses water by cooking and becomes syrup. 9808 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Evaporators where purified beet juice loses water by cooking and becomes syrup. 9808 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27561

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].
MICHIGAN
Machinery -- Michigan
Sugar beets -- Michigan
Syrup -- Michigan

Place: Michigan
Minominee (Mich.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Royalty.] 9817 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Royalty.] 9817 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27562

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Flowers
Portraits
Royalty

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Flag and art.] 9821 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Flag and art.] 9821 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27563

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Art
Flags
Pottery

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overview of outdoor celebration.] 9824 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Overview of outdoor celebration.] 9824 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27564
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].
Same as RSN 23520.
Topic: Carriages
Celebrations
Crowds
Flags
Horses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 9854 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 9854 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27565
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].
Topic: Streets
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Logs shooting down a mountainside through a 350-ft. flume to water. 9859 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Logs shooting down a mountainside through a 350-ft. flume to water. 9859 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Irrigating a strawberry field (outlook north to Mount Adams), Hood River Valley. 9864 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Irrigating a strawberry field (outlook north to Mount Adams), Hood River Valley. 9864 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27567
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Agriculture -- Oregon
       Farms -- Oregon
       Fields -- Oregon
       Irrigation -- Oregon
       Mountains -- Oregon
       OREGON
       Strawberries -- Oregon
Place: Hood River Valley (Oregon)
       Mount Adams
       Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Seattle (distant) and harbor from Great Northern docks. 9873 interpositive
1 Item (5" x 4:)
Image(s): Seattle (distant) and harbor from Great Northern docks. 9873 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27568
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Boats -- Washington
       Docks -- Washington
       Harbors -- Washington
       Piers -- Washington
       Portraits -- Washington
       Rivers -- Washington
       Ships -- Washington
       WASHINGTON
       Wharves -- Washington

Place: Seattle (Wash.)
       Washington -- 1900-1910

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

In the great fruit district--picking red raspberries, Puyallup. 9890 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): In the great fruit district--picking red raspberries, Puyallup. 9890 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnant adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27569
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Fruit -- Washington
       Orchards -- Washington
       Raspberries -- Washington
       WASHINGTON
       Women laborers -- Washington

Place: Puyallup, Washington (State)
       Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Risky business--peering into the awful depths of a crevasse, Stevens
Glacier, Mount Rainier. 9928 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Risky business--peering into the awful depths of a crevasse, Stevens Glacier, Mount Rainier. 9928 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27570

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:

Crevasses -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place:

Mount Rainier
Stevens Glacier
Washington (State)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The sun-scarred face of Nisqually Glacier, Mount Rainier. 9929 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The sun-scarred face of Nisqually Glacier, Mount Rainier. 9929 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27571

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:

Mountaineers -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place:

Mount Rainier
Nisqually Glacier (Washington (State))
Washington (State)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Perilous climbing over the ice crags of Stevens Glacier, Mount Tacoma. 9931 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Perilous climbing over the ice crags of Stevens Glacier, Mount Tacoma. 9931 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 27572

Similar to RSN 14638 and 23613.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:
Mountaineers -- Washington (State)
Mountains -- Washington State
WASHINGTON
glaciers -- Washington (State)

Place:
Mount Tacoma (Washington)
Stevens Glacier
Washington (State)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 9940 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 9940 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27573

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:
Portraits
Stone fences

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Leopoldville, on Stanley Pool, most important trade center of the Congo.
9947 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Leopoldville, on Stanley Pool, most important trade center of the Congo. 9947 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27574

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Harbors -- Congo
Portraits -- Congo
Ports -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Leopoldville (Congo)
Stanley Pool

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Lukolela Wood Post, a new river settlement almost on the equator. 9953 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Lukolela Wood Post, a new river settlement almost on the equator. 9953 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27575

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
Rivers -- Congo
Villages -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
Lukolela Wood Post (Congo)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Canoes at Yakusu, near head of Congo steamer navigation. 9970 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Canoes at Yakusu, near head of Congo steamer navigation. 9970 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27576
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
       Boats -- Congo
       Canoes -- Congo
       Rivers -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
       Congo River (Congo)
       Yakusu (Congo)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Forest trail in the heart of Africa, between Stanley Falls and Tehopo Falls. [Active no. 9972 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27577
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: AFRICA TOUR--BELGIAN CONGO
       Forests -- Congo
       Paths -- Congo
       Trails -- Congo

Place: Congo (Democratic Republic)
       Stanley Falls
       Tehopo Falls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Long pole boats on rural river.] 9986 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Long pole boats on rural river.] 9986 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27578

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The River Teme and charming green country around Ludlow. 10012 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The River Teme and charming green country around Ludlow. 10012 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27579

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Children -- England
Rivers -- England
Villages -- England
WEST ENGLAND

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: England
Ludlow (England)
Teme River (England)

Narrow streets and quaint old houses of Shrewsbury. 10013 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 27580

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Topic: Architecture
Streets
WEST ENGLAND

Place: England
Shrewsbury

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Amidst everlasting snows--Mount Hood and Eliot Glacier from lateral moraine. 10019 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Amidst everlasting snows--Mount Hood and Eliot Glacier from lateral moraine. 10019 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 27581

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Snow -- Oregon
glaciers -- Oregon

Place: Eliot Glacier (Mt. Hood, Oregon)
Mount Hood
Oregon

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): U.S. battleships (Connecticut in lead) steaming out to sea, Hampton Roads, Va. 10051 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 27582

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Same as RSN 14643-14662

Topic: Battleships
UNITED STATES TOUR

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Seascapes

Place: Hampton Roads (Virginia)
USS Connecticut
Virginia

Crater Lake, a jewel marking an old volcano, Eagle Crags, N.W. to Glacier Park. 10057 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Crater Lake, a jewel marking an old volcano, Eagle Crags, N.W. to Glacier Park. 10057 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 27583

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Craters -- Oregon
Formations (Geology)
Lakes -- Oregon
Mountains -- Oregon
OREGON
Parks -- Oregon
Volcanoes -- Oregon

Place: Crater Lake (Glacier Park, Oregon)
Eagle Crags (Glacier Park, Oregon)
Glacier Park (Oregon)
Oregon

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Goldfinch, its nest and eggs. 10123 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Goldfinch, its nest and eggs. 10123 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Local Numbers
RSN 27584
Similar to RSN 14685 and 14686
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Topic: Birds
Goldfinches
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Interpositive 1905
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Local Numbers
RSN 27585
Similar to RSN 14709-14712 and 25786
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Topic: Birds
Song thrushes
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS
Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Song-thrush sitting, male bird by the nest. 10155 Interpositive 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Westrop, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 27586

Similar to RSN 14709-14712 and 25785
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [217]

Topic: Birds
Song thrushes
TRAVEL STUDIES BIRDS

Singer Building (47 stories) and City Investing Building (13 acres floor space). 10168 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Singer Building (47 stories) and City Investing Building (13 acres floor space). 10168 Interpositive 1908

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
emulsion deteriorated
paper remnants adhering
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 27587

Similar to RSN 14727 and 14728
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Names: City Investing Building (New York, N.Y.)

Topic: Buildings
Portraits
Skyscrapers
UNITED STATES TOUR NYC

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Singer Building

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architectural. 10170 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Architectural.] 10170 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27588

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Low view of campus building. Active no. 10171 : non-stereo interpositive.], 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Low view of campus building. Active no. 10171 : non-stereo interpositive.] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
   RSN 27590
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].
Similar to RSN 14729.

Names: Lafayette College (Pennsylvania)
Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania
       Universities and colleges -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Front view of campus building.] 10172 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Front view of campus building.] 10172 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering
Local Numbers
   RSN 27591
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].
Similar to RSN 14730.

Names: Lafayette College (Pennsylvania)
Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania
       Universities and colleges -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Side view of campus building. Active no. 10173 : non-stereo interpositive., 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Side view of campus building. Active no. 10173 : non-stereo interpositive.] 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27592

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Similar to RSN 14731.

Names: Lafayette College (Pennsylvania)
Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania
Universities and colleges -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Side view of campus building, Lafayette College, Pa. Active no. 10174 : non-stereo interpositive., 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27593

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Similar to RSN 14732.

Names: Lafayette College (Pennsylvania)
Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania
Universities and colleges -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Student group posing in entrance to campus building.] 10175 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Student group posing in entrance to campus building.] 10175 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
RSN 27594
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].
Similar to RSN 14733.

Names: Lafayette College (Pennsylvania)
Topic: Buildings -- Pennsylvania
Universities and colleges -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ceremony.] 10199 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): [Ceremony.] 10199 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27595
NOTE! REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 23842.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [50].

Copy and Version Identification Note
114312

Topic: Indians of North America
Rites and ceremonies
Tents
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Wigwam and log fort Quebec] on envelope 10202 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): [Wigwam and log fort Quebec] on envelope 10202 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27596

NOTE! REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 14749 and 23845.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [50].

Topic: Indians of North America -- Quebec
Log forts -- Quebec
Portraits -- Quebec
Tents -- Quebec
Wigwams -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

17th century lovers at Stadacone [on envelope]. [Active no. 10204 : half-stereo interpositive, [1908]
1 Item (3-1/4" x 4-1/4").

Image(s): 17th century lovers at Stadacone [on envelope]. [Active no. 10204 : half-stereo interpositive, 1908].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27597

Similar to RSN 14750; same as RSN 23847.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [50].

Topic: Couples -- Quebec
Courtship -- Quebec
Love -- Quebec
Trees -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec
Stadacona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ships with canoes around it Quebec [sic, on envelope]. [Active no. 10210: half-stereo interpositive], 1908
1 item (3-1/4" x 4-1/4").

Image(s): Ships with canoes around it Quebec [sic, on envelope]. [Active no. 10210: half-stereo interpositive], 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27598

Similar to RSN 14754 and 14755; same as 23853.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [50].

Topic: Boats -- Quebec
Canoes -- Quebec
Sails -- Quebec
Ships -- Quebec
Waterscapes -- Quebec

Place: Canada
Quebec

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Iroquois at Quebec [on envelope]. [Active no. 10225: half-stereo interpositive], 1908
1 item (3-1/4" x 4-1/4").

Image(s): Iroquois at Quebec [on envelope]. [Active no. 10225: half-stereo interpositive], 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27599
Same as RSN 23868.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [50].

Place: Canada
Quebec

Topic: Indians of North America -- Quebec
Tents -- Quebec
Wigwams -- Quebec

Culture: Iroquois

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[The kangaroo upright on hind legs and tail in Australian zoo.] 10245 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): [The kangaroo upright on hind legs and tail in Australian zoo.] 10245 interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27600

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134], moved from [49].

Similar to RSN 14782 and 27604; same as RSN 14783.

Place: Australia
Melbourne

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The fashionable shopping district, Collins St., at Swanston St., Melbourne. 10238 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The fashionable shopping district, Collins St., at Swanston St., Melbourne. 10238 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.
Local Numbers
RSN 27601

Same as RSN 14773; similar to RSN 14774.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Streetcars -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Parliament Building, Melbourne. 10241 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Parliament Building, Melbourne. 10241 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27602

Similar to RSN 14777; same as RSN 23883.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Buildings -- Australia
Carriages -- Australia
Carts -- Australia
Horses -- Australia
Parliaments -- Australia
Streets -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

H.E. Lord Northcote and Lady Northcote, with visiting Governors,
Melbourne. 10242 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): H.E. Lord Northcote and Lady Northcote, with visiting Governors, Melbourne. 10242 Interpositive 1908
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 27603
Similar to RSN 14778 and 23066
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Governors
Portraits
Royalty

Place: Australia
Melbourne
Northcote,

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A boxing kangaroo, one of Australia's famous "old men," in the Zoo, Melbourne. 10245 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A boxing kangaroo, one of Australia's famous "old men," in the Zoo, Melbourne. 10245 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27604
Similar to RSN 14782, 14783 and 27600.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Kangaroos -- Australia
Zoos -- Australia

Place: Australia
Melbourne

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Dalgetty's salesrooms--where wool buyers come from all parts of the world. 10255 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Dalgetty's salesrooms--where wool buyers come from all parts of the world. 10255 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27605

Similar to RSN 14794 and 14795.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Markets -- Australia
Wool -- Australia

Place: Australia
Dalgetty (Victoria, Australia)
Victoria (Australia)

Where a sheep is shorn in five minutes by electrical machinery, Newmarket. 10254 interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Where a sheep is shorn in five minutes by electrical machinery, Newmarket. 10254 interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27606

Similar to RSN 14791-14793.
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Electrical machinery -- Australia
Factories -- Australia
Laborers -- Australia
Sheep -- Australia
Wool -- Australia

Place: Australia
Newmarket
Victoria (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

One of the most fertile valleys in the continent--S.E. from Tower Hill over Koroit. 10258 Interpositive, 1908

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): One of the most fertile valleys in the continent--S.E. from Tower Hill over Koroit. 10258 Interpositive 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27607

Similar to RSN 14796 and 14797.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Horses -- Australia

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Australia
Koroit (Victoria, Australia)
Tower Hill
Victoria (Australia)

A gold mine in the heart of a beautiful city--view w. across Bendigo, Victoria. [Active no. 10263 : interpositive,] 1908

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): A gold mine in the heart of a beautiful city--view w. across Bendigo, Victoria. [Active no. 10263 : interpositive,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion damaged severely.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27608

Similar to RSN 14802.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Gold mines and mining
Mines

Place: Australia
Bendigo (Vic.)
Victoria (Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The General Post Office, one of Sydney's finest municipal buildings, N.S.W. [Active no. 10268 : interpositive,] 1908
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): The General Post Office, one of Sydney's finest municipal buildings, N.S.W. [Active no. 10268 : interpositive,] 1908.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Emulsion damaged.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27609

Similar to RSN 14809 and 14810.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Names: General Post Office (Sydney, Australia)

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Buildings

Place: Sydney (New South Wales, Australia)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sons of Australia's aboriginal huntsmen and warriors with their boomerangs. [Active no. 10275 : non-stereo interpositive,] 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Sons of Australia's aboriginal huntsmen and warriors with their boomerangs. [Active no. 10275 : non-stereo interpositive], 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27610

Similar to RSN 14817 and 14819.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Aborigines
Boomerangs
hunters

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Drink for 5,000 thirsty sheep on a big ranch at Warrah. 10285 Interpositive, 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Drink for 5,000 thirsty sheep on a big ranch at Warrah. 10285 Interpositive 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27611

Similar to RSN 14830 and 14831.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND TOUR
Sheep -- Australia

Place: Australia
New South Wales (Australia)
Warrah

Acres of hop vines on a prosperous farm at New Norfolk, Tasmania. 10294 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 27612
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Topic: Farms
Hops
TASMANIA
Vineyards

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: New Norfolk
Tasmania

Girls of the old Maori race as they are today under British training, Auckland. 10308 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnants adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 27613
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Topic: Aborigines
Natives
Portraits
TASMANIA

Place: Auckland (N.Z.)
Tasmania

Culture: Maori (New Zealand people)
The geyser basin and Rotorus Lake from the mountain at Whakarewarewa.
10315 Interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The geyser basin and Rotorus Lake from the mountain at Whakarewarewa. 10315 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27614

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:
Geysers -- New Zealand
Lakes -- New Zealand
Mountains -- New Zealand
NEW ZEALAND

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:
New Zealand
Rotorus Lake (New Zealand)
Whakarewarewa

Where the world's fiery heart still burns--boiling pool of Pehutu geyser.
10316 Interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Where the world's fiery heart still burns--boiling pool of Pehutu geyser. 10316 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27615

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:
Formations (Geology) -- New Zealand
Geysers -- New Zealand
NEW ZEALAND

Place:
New Zealand
Pehutu Geyser (New Zealand)
Whakarewarewa

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Wellington and its harbor, east from the terrace. 10323 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s):* Wellington and its harbor, east from the terrace. 10323 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion peeling along right border.

Paper remnants adhering.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 27616

Similar to RSN 23953.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

**Topic:** Harbors -- New Zealand

NEW ZEALAND

Portraits -- New Zealand

Ports -- New Zealand

Ships -- New Zealand

**Place:** New Zealand

Wellington (New Zealand)

**Genre/Form:**

Lyttleton, its harbors and shipping. 10324 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s):* Lyttleton, its harbors and shipping. 10324 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 27617

Similar to RSN 23954.

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

**Topic:** Harbors -- New Zealand

NEW ZEALAND
Portraits -- New Zealand
Ports -- New Zealand
Ships -- New Zealand

Place: Lyttleton (New Zealand)
New Zealand

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Some of our Pacific Island cousins and their home, Tutuila, Samoan Is.
[Active no. 10390 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 27618

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Aborigines -- Samoa
Children -- Samoa
Dwellings -- Samoa
Family -- Samoa
Huts -- Samoa
SAMOA

Place: Samoa
Tutuila Island (American Samoa)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Work at the snowy salt stacks of San Fernando, on marshy levels near Cadiz. 10394 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Work at the snowy salt stacks of San Fernando, on marshy levels near Cadiz. 10394 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27619
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Laborers -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Salt -- Spain

Place: Cádiz (Spain)
San Fernando (Spain)
Spain

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A water seller on his daily round, filling a jar of primitive design, Valencia. 10411 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A water seller on his daily round, filling a jar of primitive design, Valencia. 10411 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27620

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134]

Topic: Carts -- Spain
Pottery -- Spain
SPAIN TOUR
Water -- Spain

Place: Spain
Valencia (Spain)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Gibraltar, once the landmark of civilization's end, seen from the north. 10422 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Gibraltar, once the landmark of civilization's end, seen from the north. 10422 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27621

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].
Dressing dolls for European and American trade, factory at Sonneburg. [Active no. 10436 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27622

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Growing hops and harvesting barley on a Bavarian farm, near Bamberg. [Active no. 10438 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27623

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].
Stitching shoes in a busy factory--a growing industry--Nuremberg, Germany. 10442 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Stitching shoes in a busy factory--a growing industry--Nuremberg, Germany. 10442 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27624
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Upper valley of the Danube, cut through the Bavarian Mountains, E.N.E. near Irrendorf. 10448 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Upper valley of the Danube, cut through the Bavarian Mountains, E.N.E. near Irrendorf. 10448 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27625
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
GERMANY TOUR
Mountains -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany
Valleys -- Germany

Place: Augsburg (Germany)
Bavarian Mountains (Germany)
Danube River (Germany)
Germany
Irrendorf (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Fortress of Ehrenbreitstein seen N.N.E. across the Rhine from Coblenz.
10460 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Fortress of Ehrenbreitstein seen N.N.E. across the Rhine from Coblenz. 10460 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27626

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Similar to RSN 24084.

Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
Castles -- Germany
Fortification -- Germany
GERMANY TOUR
Rivers -- Germany
Ruins -- Germany
Ships -- Germany

Place: Coblenz (Germany)
Ehrenbreitstein (Coblentz, Germany)
Germany
Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cologne's Cathedral, Town Hall and bridge of boats, N.W. across Rhine, Germany. 10463 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Cologne's Cathedral, Town Hall and bridge of boats, N.W. across Rhine, Germany. 10463 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
paper remnant adhering

Local Numbers
RSN 27627

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:          Boats -- Germany
                Bridges -- Germany,
                Cathedrals -- Germany
                GERMANY TOUR
                Rivers -- Germany

Place:          Cologne (Germany)
                Germany
                Rhine River (Germany)

Genre/ Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Jungle.] ? Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Jungle.] ? Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27628

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:          Jungles
                Mountains
                Transportation
                Valleys

Genre/ Form:    Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] ? Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Paper remnants adhering.

Local Numbers
RSN 27629
Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic:
- Calves
- Children
- Cows
- Milking
- Streets

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A wachagga village on the slopes of Kilimanjaro. [Active no. 10479: Interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27630
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
- Family -- Tanzania
- GERMAN EAST AFRICA
- Huts -- Tanzania
- Jungles -- Tanzania
- Mountains -- Tanzania
- Natives -- Tanzania
- Villages -- Tanzania
- Wachagga

Place:
- German East Africa
- Kilimanjaro, Mount (Tanzania)
- Tanzania

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Picking coffee in Moschi province. [Active no. 10481: non-stereo Interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Several figures in field, including two children in foreground.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Black tape on one edge. Diagonal stain on emulsion side, upper half.

Local Numbers
RSN 27631
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Agriculture -- Tanzania
Children -- Tanzania
Coffee -- Tanzania
Fields -- Tanzania
GERMAN EAST AFRICA
Harvesting -- Tanzania
Laborers -- Tanzania

Place: German East Africa
Moschi Province
Tanzania

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Ivory on the way from the jungle to America, main street, Mombasa. [Active no. 10482 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27632
AC0143-0027632 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Orig. no. 90-14113.

Topic: EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Elephants -- Africa -- Kenya
Ivory -- Kenya
Markets -- Kenya
Streets -- Kenya
hunters -- Kenya
Box 312  
RSN Numbers 27633-27740

Image(s)

Zebras, favorite game of men and of lions--S.W. toward Mt. Meru. [Active no. 10486 : interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”),]

Image(s): Zebras, favorite game of men and of lions--S.W. toward Mt. Meru. [Active no. 10486 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Hunters and native assistants with two dead zebras.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27633

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
EAST AFRICAN HUNTING TRIP
Hunting -- Tanzania
Mountains -- Tanzania
Rifles -- Tanzania
Zebras -- Tanzania

Place:
German East Africa
Mt. Meru
Tanzania

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The richest man in the world--John D. Rockefeller--on the golf links. [No. 10493 : black-and-white non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”),]

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27634

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

115851 (company acc. no.)
Names: Rockefeller, John D.

Topic: FAMOUS MEN
Golf
Recreation
Sports

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The richest man in the world--John D. Rockefeller--on the golf links. 10493 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The richest man in the world--John D. Rockefeller--on the golf links. 10493 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27635

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Copy and Version Identification Note
115845

Topic: FAMOUS MEN
Golf
Recreation
Sports -- 1920-1930

Place: Rockefeller, John D.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The once beautiful waterfront after earthquake. Digging for bodies, Messina. 10495 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The once beautiful waterfront after earthquake. Digging for bodies, Messina. 10495 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27636

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Destruction -- Sicily
Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
Harbors -- Sicily
Laborers -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR-AFTER EARTHQUAKE

Place: Messina
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The terrible work of the earthquake--a corpse in the wreckage, Messina.
10500 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The terrible work of the earthquake--a corpse in the wreckage, Messina. 10500 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27637

Similar to RSN 24118.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Casualties -- Sicily
Destruction -- Sicily
Disasters -- Sicily
Earthquakes -- Sicily
SICILY TOUR-AFTER EARTHQUAKE

Place: Messina
Sicily (Italy)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The birthplace of Abraham Lincoln, Hodgenville. [Active no. 10514 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27638

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Names: Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
Sunrise exodus of the cattle from a Masai kraal at base of Mt. Kenia. 10542
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27639
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83]

Kikuyu women with water vessels (gourds) beside village storehouses. 10551 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Kikuyu women with water vessels (gourds) beside village storehouses. 10551 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27640
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
Hauling a hippopotamus to the shore of Victoria Nyanza, equatorial Africa. 10557 Interpositive 1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27641

Same as RSN 24171

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

The beginning of the historic Nile, flowing from Victoria Nyanza. [Active no. 10559 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27642

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
From firemen's watch tower, over St. Sophia and Bosphorus into Asia. [Active no. 10572 : stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27643

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

The Wright aeroplane in flight, Fort Myer. [Active no. 10577 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27644

AC0143-0027644 (AC scan number)
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Names: Wright Brothers
       Wright, Orville, 1871-1948
       Wright, Wilbur, 1867-1912

Topic: Airplanes -- Virginia
       Photographers -- Virginia
       VIRGINIA

Place: Fort Myer (Va.)
       Virginia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Holiday throngs on the sands of Southsea. 10599 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Holiday throngs on the sands of Southsea. 10599 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27645

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Beaches -- England
       Boats -- England
       ENGLAND TOUR
       Oceans -- England

Place: England
       Southsea

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cathedral choir, E., past altar of the Corona, Canterbury. 10600
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27646

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83]

       Cathedrals -- England
Corona Altar (Canterbury, England)
ENGLAND TOUR
Interior architecture

Place: Canterbury (England)
England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Solemn length of the Cathedral nave, Durham. 10607 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27647

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83]

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Interior architecture

Place: Durham (England)
England

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Romantic beauty of ruined Furness Abbey (12th century). 10608
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Romantic beauty of ruined Furness Abbey (12th century). 10608 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27648

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Abbeys -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Furness Abbey (England)
Ruins -- England

Place: England
Gray's and Torrey's Peaks (over 14,000 ft. altitude) S. from Mt. McClellan. 10617 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Gray's and Torrey's Peaks (over 14,000 ft. altitude) S. from Mt. McClellan. 10617 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27649

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Gray Peak (Colorado)
Mt. McClellan
Torrey Peak

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The snow-streaked Mummy Range, W.N.W. from Prospect Mt., Estes Park. 10623 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): The snow-streaked Mummy Range, W.N.W. from Prospect Mt., Estes Park. 10623 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27650

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Mountains -- Colorado
Valleys -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Estes Park (Colorado)
Mummy Mountains
Prospect Mountain
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Nightingale Mine, Bull Hill, earth's richest gold field, Cripple Creek. 10629 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Nightingale Mine, Bull Hill, earth's richest gold field, Cripple Creek. 10629 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27651

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Gold -- Colorado
Laborers -- Colorado
Mining industry -- Colorado
Mountains -- Colorado

Place: Bull Hill (Colorado)
Colorado
Cripple Creek (Colorado)
Nightingale Mine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Summit of Marshall Pass (10,856 Ft.), Continental Divide, S.E. to Mt. Antero. [Active no. 10631 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27652

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Mountains -- Colorado
Passes -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Continental Divide (Colorado)
Marshall Pass
Mt. Antero
Peering down into the awesome depths of Box Canon, Ouray. 10644 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Peering down into the awesome depths of Box Canon, Ouray. 10644 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27653
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Mt. Abram (S.), guarding stage road between Ouray and Red Mountain. 10645 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Mt. Abram (S.), guarding stage road between Ouray and Red Mountain. 10645 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27654
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
Ouray (Colorado)
Red Mountain

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A canon where the ancient cliff dwellers lived (S.), Mesa Verde National Park. 10652 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A canon where the ancient cliff dwellers lived (S.), Mesa Verde National Park. 10652 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27655

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Canyons -- Colorado
Cliffs -- Colorado
Formations (Geology)
Gorges -- Colorado
Parks -- Colorado
Rocks -- Colorado

Place: Colorado
Mesa Verde National Park (Colo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cliff Palace (S.S.E.), largest of prehistoric homes in Mesa Verde National Park. [Active no. 10653 : non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27656

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: COLORADO TOUR
Cliff-dwellings -- Colorado
Cliffs -- Colorado
Dwellings -- Colorado

Place: Cliff Palace (Mesa Verde National Park)
Colorado
Mesa Verde National Park (Colo.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Miners on the rim of the "glory hole" at the Treadwell mine, Alaska. [Active no. 10655 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 27657
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Names: Treadwell Mine

Topic: ALASKA TOUR
Gold miners -- 1890-1920 -- Alaska
Gold mines and mining -- 1890-1920 -- Alaska
Miners -- 1890-1920 -- Alaska
Mountains -- Alaska

Place: Alaska -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Far-north metropolis of Juneau in a setting of mountains and sea, Alaska. [Active no. 10656 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27658
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: ALASKA TOUR
Boats -- Alaska
Docks -- Alaska
Harbors -- Alaska
Mountains -- Alaska
Piers -- Alaska
Wharves -- Alaska

Place: Alaska
Juneau (Alaska)
Among the icebergs in Taku Inlet, Alaska. Active no. 10657: interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Among the icebergs in Taku Inlet, Alaska. Active no. 10657: interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27659
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: ALASKA TOUR
Boats -- Alaska
Icebergs -- Alaska
Inlets -- Alaska
Mountains -- Alaska

Place: Alaska
Taku Inlet

Algiers, and its zig-zag viaduct from the Mediterranean waterfront. [Active no. 10660: interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27660
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: ALGERIA
Boats -- Algeria
Bridges -- Algeria
Harbors -- Algeria
Ships -- Algeria
Viaducts -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)
Mediterranean
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Everyday business on Fort St.--outlook N. to Pacific Heights, Honolulu, H.Is. 10686 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Everyday business on Fort St.--outlook N. to Pacific Heights, Honolulu, H.Is. 10686 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27661
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: HAWAII
Horses -- Hawaii
Streetcars -- Hawaii
Streets -- Hawaii
Wagons -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Honolulu's Executive Building and cloud-wreathed mountain background, H.Is. [Active no. 10688 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27662
AC0143-0027662 (AC Scan No)
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Buildings
Flags -- Hawaii
HAWAII
Mountains -- Hawaii
Parks -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Honolulu (Hawaii)
Ferns and cocoanut palms of a Pacific Paradise, Waikiki, H.Is. 10694 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Ferns and cocoanut palms of a Pacific Paradise, Waikiki, H.Is. 10694 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27663
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Children -- Hawaii
Ferns -- Hawaii
HAWAII
Palm trees -- Hawaii
Parks -- Hawaii

Place: Hawaii
Hololulu (Hawaii)

North Bridge and statue of the "Minute Man" on old battleground, Concord.
Active no. 10704 : interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): North Bridge and statue of the "Minute Man" on old battleground, Concord. Active no. 10704 : interpositive, 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27664
Similar to RSN 24288.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Battlefields -- Massachusetts
Bridges -- Massachusetts
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Minutemen (Militia)
Monuments -- Massachusetts
Revolutions -- Massachusetts
United States -- History -- Revolution, 1775-1783 --
Massachusetts
statues -- Massachusetts

Place: Concord (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts
North Bridge (Massachusetts)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Reef of Norman's Woe, scene of the "Wreck of the Hesperus," Cape Ann. 10705 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27665

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Names: Hesperus (Ship)

Topic: Cliffs -- Massachusetts
Formations (Geology) -- Massachusetts
Islands -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Reefs -- Massachusetts
Seacoasts -- Massachusetts

Place: Cape Ann (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts
Reef of Norman's Woe

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Palatial hotels and crowded promenade (S.), along the beach, Atlantic City.
[Active no. 10707 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27666

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
Towering temples of trade crowding lower Manhattan, N. from N.Y. Harbor. 10708 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Towering temples of trade crowding lower Manhattan, N. from N.Y. Harbor. 10708 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Portions of emulsion missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 27667
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Wall St., W. past U.S. Sub-Treasury to old Trinity Church, New York. [Active no 10713 : interpositive,], 1917
1 Item (4" x 5",)
Image(s): Wall St., W. past U.S. Sub-Treasury to old Trinity Church, New York. [Active no 10713 : interpositive,] 1917.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27668
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Same as RSN 24294; similar to RSN 24293.
Names: Trinity Church (New York, N.Y.)

Buildings -- New York
Churches -- New York
Horses -- New York (N.Y.)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Streets -- New York
Wagons -- New York

Place: Manhattan
New York (N.Y.)
Wall Street

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Flatiron Building N.E. past Madison Square Garden to Queensboro Bridge, New York. [Active no. 10721 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man looking over railing at scene below.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27669

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Bridges -- New York (N.Y.)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Skyscrapers -- New York (State) -- New York

Place: Flatiron Building (New York, N.Y.)
Madison Square Garden (New York, N.Y.)
Manhattan (New York)
New York (N.Y.)
Queensboro Bridge (New York, N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Interpositives

Lower Manhattan from Metropolitan Tower, S. to Singer Building, New York.
10723 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Lower Manhattan from Metropolitan Tower, S. to Singer Building, New York. 10723 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27670
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Portraits
Skyscrapers
Place: Manhattan
New York (N.Y.)
Singer Building
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Herald Square, N. over Sixth Ave. Elevated R.R. and up Broadway to Times Building, New York. [ctive no. 10724 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27671
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Buildings -- New York
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Railroads -- New York
Streetcars -- New York
Streets -- New York
Trains -- New York
Place: Broadway (New York, N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
Herald Square (New York, N.Y.)
New York (N.Y.)
Times Building
Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Warships and pleasure craft in the Hudson, below Riverside Park (N.), New York. 10733 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Warships and pleasure craft in the Hudson, below Riverside Park (N.), New York. 10733 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27672
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boats -- New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monuments -- New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK CITY TOUR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks -- New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers -- New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships -- New York (N.Y.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hudson River (New York)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan (New York)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (N.Y.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Park (New York)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910</td>
<td>Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27673

Same as RSN 14846. 27674 and 27675; similar to RSN 14844-14845 and 24311
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [55].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Delaware. College of Marine Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture -- Massachusetts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitols -- Massachusetts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASSACHUSETTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks -- Massachusetts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Hill (Boston, Mass.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State House</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/ Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910</td>
<td>Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27674

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [55].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEOSCI! Same as RSN 14846. 27673 and 27675; similar to RSN 14844-14845 and 24311.

Names: University of Delaware. College of Marine Studies
Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
Capitols -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Parks -- Massachusetts
Place: Beacon Hill (Boston, Mass.)
Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
State House

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 interpositive
1 Item (3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): The State House crowning historic Beacon Hill, W. from the old Common, Boston. 10740 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27675

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [55].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEOSCI! Same as RSN 14846, 27673 and 27674; similar to RSN 14844-14845 and 24311.

Names: University of Delaware. College of Marine Studies
Topic: Architecture
Capitols
MASSACHUSETTS
Parks
Place: Beacon Hill (Boston, Mass.)
King's Chapel, a famous landmark of eighteenth century times, Boston. 10741 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): King's Chapel, a famous landmark of eighteenth century times, Boston. 10741 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27676

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [55].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14847 and 24312.

Names: King's Chapel (Boston, Mass.)
Topic: Architecture -- Massachusetts
Chapels -- Massachusetts
Churches -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Streets -- Massachusetts
Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Old South Church (N.), on Washington St., scene of "Tea Party," 1773, Boston. [Active no. 10742 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
High-angle street view shows shops on both sides, pedestrians, a trolley, a horse-drawn wagon filled with boxes, an open-top automobile, a sign for "Thurber / Designer" and another for Waltham watches (far right), with the church in the background.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27677
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Same as RSN 14848, similar to RSN 14849 and 24313.

**Topic:** Churches -- Massachusetts
Horses -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Streetcars -- Massachusetts
Streets -- Massachusetts
Wagons -- Massachusetts

**Place:** Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Old South Church
Washington Street

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Dairying.] 10754 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Dairying.] 10754 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27678

Similar to RSN 24324.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

**Topic:** Cans
Dairying
Milk

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Horses.] 10761 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Horses.] 10761 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27679

Similar to RSN 24331.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
[Carriage.] 10762 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Carriage.] 10762 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27680

Similar to RSN 14852; same as RSN 24332.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Churn that works and salts its own butter—a great invention for the dairy.
[Active no. 10781 : interpositive], 1908
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Churn that works and salts its own butter—a great invention for the dairy. [Active no. 10781 : interpositive], 1908.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ricalton, James, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27681

Same as RSN 14860.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
Making up butter in pound packages at a model dairy. 10785 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Making up butter in pound packages at a model dairy. 10785 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27682
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 14863 and 14864.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Assorting raw wool into three grades in an American woolen mill. 10787 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Assorting raw wool into three grades in an American woolen mill. 10787 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27683
Similar to RSN 14866. Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Factories
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Feeding wool into a carding machine in a great woolen mill. 10790 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Feeding wool into a carding machine in a great woolen mill. 10790 interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27684

Same as RSN 14869-14871.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Laborers -- Massachusetts
Machinery -- Massachusetts
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Spinning machine, showing bobbins and spools in a great woolen mill. 10793 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Spinning machine, showing bobbins and spools in a great woolen mill. 10793 interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27685

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Similar to RSN 14873-14875.

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Machinery -- Massachusetts
WOOLEN INDUSTRY
Wool -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Warping machine at work in a big, up-to-date woolen mill. 10796 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Warping machine at work in a big, up-to-date woolen mill. 10796 interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27686

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
Similar to RSN 14879; same as RSN 14880.

Drawing-in, preparatory to actual weaving of a woolen fabric. 10797 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27687

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
Similar to RSN 14881 and 14882.
Looms that produce woolen fabrics in the largest weaving room in America. 10798 interpositive, 1909
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Looms that produce woolen fabrics in the largest weaving room in America. 10798 interpositive 1909.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer, H. A., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27688
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Same as RSN 14883.

Milk in the separating room passing over refrigerating pipes of a dairy, Central New York. 10803 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Milk in the separating room passing over refrigerating pipes of a dairy, Central New York. 10803 interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27689
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Same as RSN 14888; similar to RSN 14889.

**Topic:**
- Butter -- New York
- Dairying -- New York
- Industry -- New York
- Machinery -- New York
- Milk -- New York
- NEW YORK CITY

**Place:**
- New York

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Plain of Jezreel & Carmel [on envelope]. [Active no. 10805 : half-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (3-1/4 x 4-1/4”).

**Image(s):**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 27690

Same as RSN 14893 and 24363

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [55]

**Topic:**
- Plains

**Place:**
- Carmel, Mount (Israel)
- Palestine
- Plain of Jezeel

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations) -- Israel
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mount of Moses, where the Law was given to Israel's leader, Sinai Wilderness. 10806 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** Mount of Moses, where the Law was given to Israel’s leader, Sinai Wilderness. 10806 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
- RSN 27691
Same as RSN 14894; similar to RSN 14895.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Mountaineers -- Sinai
      Mountains -- Sinai
      SYRIA
      Wilderness -- Sinai

Place: Mount of Moses
      Sinai (Egypt)
      Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bedouin tent in Judea. "A tent like Saul's camp shelter" on envelope. 10809 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27692

Same as RSN 14366; similar to RSN 14900, 14374 and 14375.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [55].

Topic: Bedouins -- Palestine
       Camps -- Palestine
       Dwellings -- Palestine.
       Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
       Tents -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Beersheba (Palestine)
       Hebron (Palestine)
       Judea (Palestine)
       Palestine -- 1890-1920

A poor woman of Zarephath gathering firewood, Palestine (south). 10812 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): A poor woman of Zarephath gathering firewood, Palestine (south). 10812 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27693

Similar to RSN 14903-14904; same as RSN 24369.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [55].

Topic:
Firewood -- Palestine
Fuelwood -- Palestine
Rocks -- Palestine
Trees -- Palestine

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:
Palestine
Tyre
Zarephath

Looking across the Red Sea from Sinai Peninsula west toward Egypt.
10822 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Looking across the Red Sea from Sinai Peninsula west toward Egypt. 10822 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Butkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27694

Similar to RSN 14916; same as RSN 24382.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [55].

Topic:
BIBLICAL SINAI
Camels -- Sinai
Seacoasts -- Sinai
Waterscapes -- Sinai

Place:
Egypt
Red Sea
Sinai (Egypt)
Oasis of Elim, where the Israelites found water; halt of a caravan to Sinai.
10823 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Oasis of Elim, where the Israelites found water; halt of a caravan to Sinai. 10823 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Bedouins with camels traversing wilderness between Elim and Sinai.
10824 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Bedouins with camels traversing wilderness between Elim and Sinai. 10824 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Wilderness -- Sinai

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Bedouins (Sinai) Elim Sinai (Egypt)

A Bedouin camp on the Israelites' old ground at base of Mount Sinai. 10825 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): A Bedouin camp on the Israelites' old ground at base of Mount Sinai. 10825 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27697

Similar to RSN 14923; same as RSN 24385.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [44].

Topic: BIBLICAL SINAI
Bedouins -- Sinai
Camels -- Sinai
Camps -- Sinai
Children -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Tents -- Sinai

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Sinai (Egypt)

Wayside spring on Horeb, near where Moses saw the burning bush, Sinai. 10826 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Wayside spring on Horeb, near where Moses saw the burning bush, Sinai. 10826 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27698
Same as RSN 14924 and 24386.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [44].

Topic: BIBLICAL SINAI
Formations (Geology) -- Sinai
Springs -- Sinai
Water -- Sinai

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Horeb (Sinai)
Moses
Sinai (Egypt)

From Mount where Moses received the Law, N.W. over the Plain of Assembly, Sinai. 10827 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): From Mount where Moses received the Law, N.W. over the Plain of Assembly, Sinai. 10827 Interpositive 1910

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27699

Similar to RSN 14925, 14926 and 24387

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [44].

Topic: BIBLICAL SINAI
Crosses
Mountains -- Sinai

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Moses
Plain of Assembly
Sinai

[Landscape.] 10828 Interpositive, 1910

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 10828 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27700

Similar to RSN 14927 and 24388.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [44].

Topic: Horses -- Lebanon
Mountains -- Lebanon
Valleys -- Lebanon

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Jordan Valley
Lebanon
Mt. Hermon

[Landscape.] 10830 Interpositive, 1907
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 10830 Interpositive 1907.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Jarvis, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27701

Similar to RSN 14929 and 24390.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [44].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Sheep -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

[Landscape.] 10839 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 10839 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27702

Similar to RSN 14936 and 14937.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
Topic: Horses -- Palestine
        Portraits -- Palestine
        Seacoasts -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Palestine

[Landscape.] 10841 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): [Landscape.] 10841 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27703

Similar to RSN 14939 and 24399.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [44].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
        Valleys -- Palestine
        Villages -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Little folks studying at the village school in Samuel's home town, Ramah.
10850 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): Little folks studying at the village school in Samuel's home town, Ramah. 10850 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27704

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [44].

Same as RSN 14949, 24409 and 27705.

Topic: Children -- Palestine
        Education -- Palestine
        Schools -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
Little folks studying at the village school in Samuel's home town, Ramah.  
10850 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): Little folks studying at the village school in Samuel's home town, Ramah. 10850 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27705

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [44].

Same as RSN 14949, 24409 and 27704.

Topic:  
Children -- Palestine  
Education -- Palestine  
Schools -- Palestine

Place:  
Palestine  
Ramah (Palestine)  
Samuel

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Broad sunny plain of Esdraelon and Mt. Carmel west from Mt. Gilboa.  
10862 Interpositive, 1910  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): Broad sunny plain of Esdraelon and Mt. Carmel west from Mt. Gilboa. 10862 Interpositive 1910.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Dutkewitch, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27706

Similar to RSN 14955; same as 24415.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Genre/Form:  
Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  
BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Esdraelon Plain (Palestine)
Mt. Carmel (Palestine)
Mt. Gilboa
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Prosperous hill country of Ephraim, northwest over Ain Yebrud from near Bethel. [Active no. 10870 : interpositive,] 1910
1 Item (Size 3-1/4" x 3-1/4")
Image(s): Prosperous hill country of Ephraim, northwest over Ain Yebrud from near Bethel. [Active no. 10870 : interpositive,] 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27707
Same as RSN 14913, 14914 and 24422.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [44].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Mountains -- Palestine
Rifles -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Place: Ain Yebrud (Palestine)
Bethel (Palestine)
Ephraim (Palestine)
Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

South from Engedi along Dead Sea shore to Jebel Usdum (Salt Mountain).
10892 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): South from Engedi along Dead Sea shore to Jebel Usdum (Salt Mountain). 10892 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27708
Similar to RSN 14981; same as RSN 24465 and 24466.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [35].

**Topic:** BIBLE LANDS TOUR  
Formations (Geology)  
Lakes -- Palestine  
Mountains -- Palestine  
Seas -- Palestine  
Tents -- Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Place:** Dead Sea  
Engedi (Palestine)  
Jebel Usdum (Salt Mountain, Palestine)  
Palestine

A Bedouin camp in the mountains of the Abarim, highlands of Moab. 10898 Interpositive, 1910  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): A Bedouin camp in the mountains of the Abarim, highlands of Moab. 10898 Interpositive 1910.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**  
RSN 27709

Similar to RSN 14984-14987 and 27710.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

**Topic:** BIBLE LANDS TOUR  
Bedouins -- Palestine  
Camps -- Palestine  
Mountains -- Palestine  
Tents -- Palestine

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Place:** Abarim (Palestine)  
East Jordan  
Moab (Palestine)  
Palestine -- 1890-1920

A Bedouin camp in the mountains of the Abarim, highlands of Moab. 10898 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): A Bedouin camp in the mountains of the Abarim, highlands of Moab. 10898 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27710
Similar to RSN 14984-14987 and 27709.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [35].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Bedouins -- Palestine
Camps -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Tents -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Abarim (Palestine)
East Jordan
Moab (Palestine)
Palestine -- 1890-1920

Narrow gateway to Petra and Isis temple--seen through crevice in cliffs. 10901 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Narrow gateway to Petra and Isis temple--seen through crevice in cliffs. 10901 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27711
Same as RSN 14990, 24470 and 24471.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [35].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Cliffs -- Syria
Doorways -- Syria
Entrances -- Syria
Geeological formations -- Syria
Isis (Egyptian Deity) -- Temple (Petra, Syria)
Temples -- Syria
Place: Petra (Extinct city)  
Syria  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Jerusalem on the west--view south from new tower over walls and Bethlehem road. 10908 Interpositive, 1911  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): Jerusalem on the west--view south from new tower over walls and Bethlehem road. 10908 Interpositive 1911.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Dutkewitch, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27712  
Similar to RSN 14997 and 14998.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].  

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR  
Portraits -- Palestine  
Roads -- Palestine  
Walls -- Palestine  

Place: Jerusalem  
Palestine  
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Bedouin gardens in the Sinai wilderness. 10919 Interpositive, 1911  
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)  
Image(s): Bedouin gardens in the Sinai wilderness. 10919 Interpositive 1911.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Dutkewitch, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27713  
Similar to RSN 15007 and 24426.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [35].  

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR  
Gardens -- Syria  
Mountains -- Syria
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Rocks -- Syria
Wilderness -- Syria

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Bedouins
       Sinai
       Syria

Bedouin women churning milk--typical interior of a big tent. 10921 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Bedouin women churning milk--typical interior of a big tent. 10921 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 27714

Similar to RSN 15011-15013.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Making bread in a Bedouin tent. 10920 interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)
Image(s): Making bread in a Bedouin tent. 10920 interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 27715

Similar to RSN 15008-15010 and 24427.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [35].
Mt. Nebo, south from Wady Ayun Musa, showing ancient road that leads to Jordan. 10923 interpositive.

1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Mt. Nebo, south from Wady Ayun Musa, showing ancient road that leads to Jordan. 10923 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27716

Similar to RSN 15015; same as RSN 15016 and 24429-24431.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [35].
Local Numbers
RSN 27717

Similar to RSN 15024 and 24439.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [35].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Donkeys -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Villages -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
 Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Gibeah of Saul (Palestine)
Palestine

In the wilderness east of Ziph, following a rough trail towards Hebron.
10941 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): In the wilderness east of Ziph, following a rough trail towards Hebron. 10941 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27718

Same as RSN 15031.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Mountains -- Palestine
Roads -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
 Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Hebron (Palestine)
Palestine
Ziph

The valley of Rephaim, ancient Hebrew battleground, with Jerusalem at the northeast. 10945 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): The valley of Rephaim, ancient Hebrew battleground, with Jerusalem at the northeast. 10945 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood (Bert or Elmer?), Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27719

Similar to RSN 15037 and 24449.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83], moved from [35]

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Battlefields -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Valleys -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Jerusalem
Palestine
Rephaim

An oak in the land of Gilead, near the scene of Absalom's death. 10948 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): An oak in the land of Gilead, near the scene of Absalom's death. 10948 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ditkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27720

Similar to RSN 15040.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Names: Jones, Absalom, 1746-1818

Topic: BIBLE LANDS TOUR
Oaks -- Palestine
Trees -- Palestine

Place: Gilead (Palestine)
Palestine
Smyrna, chief city of Asiatic Turkey and its harbor, north from Mt. Pagus. [Active no. 10993 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27721
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR
Channels -- Turkey
Harbors -- Turkey
Mountains -- Turkey
Ports -- Turkey
Ships -- Turkey
Straits -- Turkey

Place:
Istanbul (Turkey)
Mt. Pagus
Smyrna
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Grinding and mixing clay for making fine porcelain ware, Worcester. [Active no. 10998 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Silvering pattern.

Local Numbers
RSN 27722
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
Ceramics -- England
Clay -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Factories -- England
Laborers -- England
Machinery -- England
Porcelains -- England

Place: England
Worcester (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Dipping plates in glaze preparatory to firing, Porcelain Works, Worcester.
[Active no. 10999 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27723

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Ceramics -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Factories -- England
Laborers -- England
Plateware -- England
Porcelains -- England

Place: England
Worcester (England)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Throwing" plates on a potter's wheel, Royal Porcelain Works, Worcester.
11000 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Throwing" plates on a potter's wheel, Royal Porcelain Works, Worcester. 11000 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27724

Same as RSN 27725.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Ceramics -- England
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Laborers -- England
Plateware -- England
Porcelains -- England

Place: England
Worcester (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Throwing" plates on a potter's wheel, Royal Porcelain Works, Worcester. 11000 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): "Throwing" plates on a potter's wheel, Royal Porcelain Works, Worcester. 11000 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27725

Same as RSN 27724.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Ceramics -- England
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Laborers -- England
Plateware -- England
Porcelains -- England

Place: England
Worcester (England)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Turning and trimming a cup on the lathe, Royal Porcelain Works, Worcester. 11001 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Turning and trimming a cup on the lathe, Royal Porcelain Works, Worcester. 11001 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27726

Same as RSN 27727.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
Turning and trimming a cup on the lathe, Royal Porcelain Works, Worcester. [Active no. 11001 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27727

Same as RSN 27726.

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Some of the 4,000 employees in the De Beers Diamond Mines, Kimberley, So. Africa. 11058 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27728

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
Topic: DIAMOND MINING
Diamond mining -- South Africa
Laborers -- South Africa
Mines -- South Africa
Mountains -- South Africa
Railroads -- South Africa
Trams -- South Africa

Place: DeBeers Diamond Mines
Kimberley (South Africa)
South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Throne room of Sultan's palace, Zanzibar. 11073 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27729

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83]

Topic: AFRICA TOUR-Zanzibar
Architecture
Palaces
Thrones

Place: Africa
Zanzibar

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Carrying canoe (portage) past rapids on the Muskoka river. 11097 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Carrying canoe (portage) past rapids on the Muskoka river. 11097 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27730

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: CANADA TOUR-Ontario
Canoes -- Ontario
Rapids -- Ontario
Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
Muskoka River (Ontario)
Ontario

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Great modern thresher at work. 11099 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Great modern thresher at work. 11099 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27731

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: CANADA TOUR-Manitoba
Grain -- Manitoba
Harvesting machinery -- Manitoba
Horses -- Manitoba
Laborers -- Manitoba
Threshers -- Manitoba
Wheat -- Manitoba

Place: Canada
Manitoba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sacking wheat by the side of great modern thresher, Manitoba. 11100 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Sacking wheat by the side of great modern thresher, Manitoba. 11100 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27732

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: CANADA TOUR-Manitoba
Grain -- Manitoba
Harvesting machinery -- Manitoba
Laborers -- Manitoba
Sacks -- Manitoba
Threshers -- Manitoba
Wheat -- Manitoba

**Place:**
Canada
Manitoba

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Grain elevator, Fort William, Lake Superior, one outlet for Manitoba wheat.

11101 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** Grain elevator, Fort William, Lake Superior, one outlet for Manitoba wheat. 11101 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27733

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

**Topic:**
Boats -- Ontario
CANADA TOUR-Ontario
Children -- Ontario
Grain elevators -- Ontario
Harbors -- Ontario
Lakes -- Ontario
Wheat -- Ontario

**Place:**
Canada
Fort William (Ontario)
Manitoba
Ontario (Canada)
Superior, Lake

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Train in dock area.] 11102 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** [Train in dock area.] 11102 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27734

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

**Topic:**
Docks
St. Anthony Falls, where power is produced for great flour mills, Minn.
11104 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): St. Anthony Falls, where power is produced for great flour mills, Minn. 11104 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27735
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Factories -- Minnesota
Flour mills -- Minnesota
Power
Rapids -- Minnesota
Rivers -- Minnesota
Waterfalls -- Minnesota

Place: Minneapolis (Minn.)
Minnesota
St. Anthony Falls (Minnesota)

[Rocks.] 11105 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Rocks.] 11105 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27736
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Rocks
Mount Fujiyama, Japan—the world’s most perfect volcanic cone. 11110 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Mount Fujiyama, Japan—the world’s most perfect volcanic cone. 11110 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Tiny holes in emulsion.
Local Numbers
RSN 27737
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
JAPAN TOUR-Nagasaki
Lakes -- Japan
Mountains -- Japan
Volcanoes -- Japan

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place:
Fujiyama
Japan
Nagasaki (Japan)

A Japanese hostess serving dinner in a typical Japanese home. 11111 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): A Japanese hostess serving dinner in a typical Japanese home. 11111 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27738
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
Cooking -- Japan
Dining rooms -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Eating -- Japan
Homes -- Japan
JAPAN TOUR-Nagasaki

Place: Japan
Nagasaki (Japan)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Melbourne, capital of Victoria and largest city in Australia. 11112
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Melbourne, capital of Victoria and largest city in Australia. 11112
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27739

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: AUSTRALIA TOUR-Victoria
       Bridges -- Australia
       Portraits
       Rivers -- Australia
       Roads -- Australia

Place: Australia
       Melbourne (Australia)
       Victoria (Australia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Boulders and dangerous crevasses on the Mer de Glace, Switzerland.
11115 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Boulders and dangerous crevasses on the Mer de Glace, Switzerland. 11115 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27740

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Crevasses -- Switzerland
       Mountaineers -- Switzerland
       Mountains -- Switzerland
       Rocks -- Switzerland
       SWITZERLAND TOUR-Mont Blanc
       Tourists -- Switzerland
       glaciers -- Switzerland
Place: Alps  
Mer de Glace  
Mont Blanc  
Switzerland  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Box 313  
RSN Numbers 27741-27844  

Image(s)  

Huge blocks of world's finest marble in quarries, Carrara. 11116  
Interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): Huge blocks of world's finest marble in quarries, Carrara. 11116 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27741  

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].  

Topic: ITALY TOUR-Carrera  
Laborers -- Italy  
Marble quarrying -- Italy  
Mountains -- Italy  

Place: Carrara (Italy)  
Italy  

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Splendid view of Suez Canal, showing ships passing each other. 11117  
Interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): Splendid view of Suez Canal, showing ships passing each other. 11117 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27742  
AC0143-0027742 (AC scan number)  

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].  

Topic: Canals -- Egypt
EGYPT TOUR
Ships -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt
Suez Canal (Egypt)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Montevideo, the capital of Uruguay, from the harbor, showing shipping. 11118 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Montevideo, the capital of Uruguay, from the harbor, showing shipping. 11118 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27743
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
Docks -- Uruguay
Harbors -- Uruguay
Piers -- Uruguay
Portraits -- Uruguay
SOUTH AMERICA-Uruguay
Ships -- Uruguay
Wharves -- Uruguay

Place:
Montevideo (Uruguay)
Uruguay

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Irrigation of Nile Valley, and circular thrashing floors. [Active no. 11121: non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27744
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
EGYPT TOUR
Irrigation -- Egypt
Rivers -- Egypt
Valleys -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Nile River -- Egypt

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Egypt
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Strange dress of Masai tribe, married women wear wire collars. 11123
Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27745

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83]

Topic: BRITISH EAST AFRICA
Costumes
Natives
Portraits

Place: British East Africa
Kenya

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Culture: Maasai (African people)

Great Victoria Falls and Gorge (W.), Zambesi River. 11124 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Great Victoria Falls and Gorge (W.), Zambesi River. 11124 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27746

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: AFRICA TOUR-Rhodesia
Canyons -- Zimbabwe
Gorges
Rivers -- Zimbabwe
Waterfalls -- Zimbabwe.

Place: Africa
Victoria Falls (Zimbabwe)
Zambezi River
Zimbabwe

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sheep grazing on the great veldts of British South Africa. 11126
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Sheep grazing on the great veldts of British South Africa. 11126 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27747

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Genre/ Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic:
Mountains -- South Africa
Sheep -- South Africa
TRAVEL STUDIES WOOL INDUSTRY

Place: British South Africa

Cape of Good Hope, swept by waves from the Atlantic and Indian oceans 11127 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Cape of Good Hope, swept by waves from the Atlantic and Indian oceans 11127 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27748

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA
Capes
Ocean
Seacoasts

Place: Atlantic Ocean
British South Africa
Cape of Good Hope (South Africa)
Indian Ocean
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Silk cocoons woven in the mulberry branches (near view), Antioch. [Active no. 11128 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27749
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Cocoons -- Syria
     Mulberry -- Syria
     SYRIA--Silk Industry
     Silk -- Syria

Place: Antioch (Syria)
     Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Deadening worms in silk cocoons by steam, Antioch, Syria. [Active no. 11130 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27750
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- Syria
     Cocoons -- Syria
     SYRIA--Silk Industry
     Silk -- Syria
     Steam -- Syria
     Worms -- Syria

Place: Antioch (Syria)
     Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Purchasing cocoons for export, Syria. Active no. 11133 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5".)
Image(s): Purchasing cocoons for export, Syria. Active no. 11133 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Upper left corner missing.

Local Numbers
RSN 27751
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910 -- Syria
Cocoons -- Syria
Markets -- Syria
SYRIA--Silk Industry
Silk -- Syria

Place: Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Beautiful Plaza and Palace, Havana. Caption 11134 : glass interpositive, 1898?
1 Item (4" x 5".)
Image(s): Beautiful Plaza and Palace, Havana. Caption 11134 : glass interpositive, 1898?
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27752
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Architecture -- Cuba -- 1890-1900.
Armed Forces
CUBA---Havana
Horses -- Cuba
Palaces
Plazas
Soldiers -- 1890-1900 -- Cuba
United States -- History -- War of 1898

Place: Cuba -- 1890-1900
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Where Spain's fleet was destroyed July 3, 1898, coasts (W.) from Santiago.
11135 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27753
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83]

Topic: CUBA--Havana
Seacoasts
Place: Cuba
Havana (Cuba). -- 1890-1920
Santiago de Cuba (Cuba)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Statue of Bolivar, the Washington of South America, Caracas. [Active no. 11139 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")]

Image(s): Statue of Bolivar, the Washington of South America, Caracas. [Active no. 11139 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27754
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Names: Bolivar
Topic: Horses -- Venezuela
Monuments -- Venezuela
SOUTH AMERICA--Venezuela
statues -- Venezuela
Place: Caracas (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Rio de Janeiro--S.E. over Botafoga suburb, Sugarloaf and bay entrance.  
11140 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s)  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27755  
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].  

Topic:  
Bays  
Formations (Geology)  
Harbors  
Mountains -- Brazil  
Portraits  
SOUTH AMERICA-Brazil  

Place:  
Botafogo (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)  
Brazil  
Rio de Janeiro  
Sugarloaf  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Native home, made of bamboo boards--no race suicide here. 11141 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): Native home, made of bamboo boards--no race suicide here. 11141 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27756  
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].  

Topic:  
Bamboo -- Ecuador  
Children -- Ecuador  
Dwellings -- Ecuador  
Family -- Ecuador  
Homes -- Ecuador  
Portraits -- Ecuador  
SOUTH AMERICA ECUADOR TOUR  

Place:  
Ecuador
Titicaca, largest lake in S.A., 12,645 ft. above sea. [Active no. 11142: interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27757

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
Boats -- Bolivia
Lakes -- Bolivia
SOUTH AMERICA--Bolivia

Place:
Bolivia
Titicaca

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Down Potomac river from Washington, Washington Monument at left. 11145 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Down Potomac river from Washington, Washington Monument at left. 11145 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27758

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
Monuments -- Washington (D.C.)
Parks -- Washington (D.C.)
Rivers -- Washington (D.C.)
WASHINGTON, D.C. TOUR
Washington Monument (Washington, D.C.) -- 1900-1910

Place:
Potomac River (Washington (D.C.)
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Cottonseed delivered at mill where oil is extracted, Georgia. 11147 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Cottonseed delivered at mill where oil is extracted, Georgia. 11147 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27759
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: African Americans -- Georgia
Cotton manufacture -- 1900-1910 -- Georgia
Cottonseed -- Georgia
GEORGIA
Laborers -- Georgia
Oil -- Georgia

Place: Georgia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Enjoying life in wheel chairs amid tropical scenes, Palm Beach. 11149 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Enjoying life in wheel chairs amid tropical scenes, Palm Beach. 11149 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27760
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: African Americans -- Florida
FLORIDA
Parks -- Florida
Tourists -- Florida
Tropics -- Florida
wheelchairs -- Florida

Place: Florida
Palm Beach (Florida)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Colored students plowing at Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee. [Caption no. 11150 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27761
In box 3.2.57 [83].

Names: Tuskegee Institute
Topic: ALABAMA
African Americans -- 1890-1920
Agriculture -- Alabama -- 1890-1920
Horses -- Alabama
Mules
Universities and colleges -- 1890-1930
plowing

Place: Alabama -- 1890-1920
Tuskegee (Ala.) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Interpositives

Booker T. Washington and distinguished guests, Tuskegee Institute.
[Caption no. 11151 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27762
Similar to RSN 22539.
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Names: Tuskegee Institute
Washington, Booker T., 1856-1915

Topic: ALABAMA
African Americans
Education, Higher
Portraits, Group -- 1900-1910
Universities and colleges -- 1900-1910

Place: Alabama
Tuskegee ( Ala. )

Genre/ Form: Interpositives

Typical scene along the eastern shore of Lake Michigan. 11154 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Typical scene along the eastern shore of Lake Michigan. 11154 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27763

Currently stored in box 3.2.56 [134].

Topic: Dwellings -- Michigan
Homes -- Michigan
Lakes -- Michigan
MICHIGAN
Seacoasts -- Michigan

Place: Michigan
Michigan, Lake

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bunker Hill Monument, one of America's proudest memorials, Boston. 11155 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Bunker Hill Monument, one of America's proudest memorials, Boston. 11155 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27764

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Bunker Hill Monument ( Boston, Mass. )
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Monuments -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts
Public Library, one of democracy's great institutions, Boston. 11156 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Public Library, one of democracy's great institutions, Boston. 11156 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27765

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

High Bridge across Hudson from dock of river boat, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 11166 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): High Bridge across Hudson from dock of river boat, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 11166 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27766

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].
Digging potatoes by hand on a truck farm, Long Island, N.Y. 11167
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Digging potatoes by hand on a truck farm, Long Island, N.Y. 11167 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27767
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Laborers -- New York
NEW YORK STATE--Miscellaneous
Potatoes -- New York
Truck farming -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Fighting huge fire, Standard Oil tanks, Bayonne, New Jersey. 11169
interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Fighting huge fire, Standard Oil tanks, Bayonne, New Jersey. 11169 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27768
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Names: Standard Oil Company

Topic: Disasters
Fires
NEW JERSEY-Jersey City
Oil tanks
Petroleum industry and trade

Place: Bayonne (N.J.)
New Jersey

Women working in field of sugar beets, Germany. 11171 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Women working in field of sugar beets, Germany. 11171 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27769

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Beets -- Germany
       Farms -- Germany
       Fields -- Germany
       Sugar industry -- Germany
       TRAVEL STUDIES-Sugar Industr
       Women laborers -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Trimming and polishing heels in a large shoe factory, Nuremberg. 11173 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Trimming and polishing heels in a large shoe factory, Nuremberg. 11173 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27770

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Factories -- Germany
       GERMANY TOUR
       Laborers -- Germany
       Machinery -- Germany
       Shoes -- Germany

Place: Germany
       Nuremberg (Germany)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Picking great bunches of dates from luxuriant date palms, Elche. 11175  
Interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): Picking great bunches of dates from luxuriant date palms, Elche. 11175 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27771

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
Dates -- Spain  
Laborers -- Spain  
Orchards -- Spain  
Palm trees -- Spain  
SPAIN TOUR-Elche

Place:
Elche (Spain)  
Spain

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Expert workmen cutting leather, shoe factory, Lynn. 11158 interpositive  
1 Item (4” x 5”)  
Image(s): Expert workmen cutting leather, shoe factory, Lynn. 11158 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers  
RSN 27772

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic:
Factories -- Massachusetts  
Laborers -- Massachusetts  
Leather -- Massachusetts  
MASSACHUSETTS  
Shoes -- Massachusetts

Place:
Lynn (Mass.)  
Massachusetts

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Workmen welting shoes by machinery. 11159 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Workmen welting shoes by machinery. 11159 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27773

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
Laborers -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Machinery -- Massachusetts
Shoes -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Granite quarries, with derricks, cars and finished blocks, Concord. 11161
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Granite quarries, with derricks, cars and finished blocks, Concord. 11161 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27775
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Topic: Derricks -- New Hampshire
       Granite quarrying -- New Hampshire
       Laborers -- New Hampshire
       NEW HAMPSHIRE
       Trams -- New Hampshire
Place: Concord (New Hampshire)
       New Hampshire

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Building one of New York's greatest skyscrapers, showing steel framework.
[Active no. 11162 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27776
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

       (State) -- New York
       Cities and towns -- Growth -- 1890-1920
       City views -- 1890-1920
       Harbors -- New York
       NEW YORK CITY--Miscellaneous
       Rivers -- New York
       Ships -- New York (N.Y.)
Place: New York (N.Y.) -- 1890-1920
Genre/ Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Stereoscopic photographs
Where millions enter America, Immigrant Station, Ellis Island. [Active no. 11163 : interpositive], [ca. 1900-1910.]

*2 Items (pieces; 4” x 5”).*

*Image(s):* Where millions enter America, Immigrant Station, Ellis Island. [Active no. 11163 : interpositive, ca. 1900-1910.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Formerly stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Silver gelatin on glass.

Broken.

Local Numbers

RSN 27777

AC0143-0027777 (AC Scan No.)

**Topic:** Boats -- New York

Emigration and immigration -- New York

Islands -- New York

NEW YORK CITY--Miscellaneous

**Place:**

Ellis Island (New York, N.Y.)

New York (N.Y.) -- 1900-1910

**Genre/Form:**

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass


*1 Item (4” x 5”)*

*Image(s)*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Interior with figures of immigrants and inspectors.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27778

AC0143-0027778.tif (AC Scan Number)

Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

**Topic:** Emigration and immigration -- New York

Eye examination -- New York

Immigrants -- United States -- 1900-1910

Islands -- New York

NEW YORK CITY--Miscellaneous

**Place:**

Ellis Island (New York, N.Y.)
New York

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Washington's headquarters (1783) at Newburgh, New York. [Active no. 11165 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27779
Currently stored in box 3.2.57 [83].

Names: Washington, George, 1732-1799
Topic: Buildings -- New York
    Historical sites
    NEW YORK STATE--Miscellaneous
Place: New York
    Newburgh (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Sleighing in summer time, unique ox-sledges, Funchai, M.I. [Active no. 11177 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27780
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Topic: ALGERIA-Madeira Islands
    Cows -- Algeria
    Ox-sledges -- Algeria
    Sleighs -- Algeria
    Transportation

Place: Africa
    Algeria
    Funchal (Madeira Islands)
    Madeira Islands
From Stamboul (N.) over bridge across Golden Horn to Galata. 11178 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): From Stamboul (N.) over bridge across Golden Horn to Galata. 11178 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27781
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Topic: CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR
Channels
Transportation

Place: Constantinople (Turkey)
Galata (Istanbul, Turkey)
Golden Horn (Turkey)
Stamboul
Turkey
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

From Asiatic side across Bosphorus--Constantinople in distance. 11179 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27782
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Topic: CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR
Channels
Portraits
Seacoasts
Straits

Place: Bosporus
Constantinople (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Southeast across Bosporus from first Turkish citadel of Europe. [Active no. 11180 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27783
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR
Channels -- Turkey
Citadels -- Turkey
Fortification -- Turkey
Ships -- Turkey
Straits -- Turkey

Place:
Bosporus
Istanbul (Turkey)
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Algiers, general view of city and busy quay, N. Africa. [Active no. 11181 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27784
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
ALGERIA
Cityscapes -- Algeria
Docks -- Algeria
Harbors -- Algeria
Piers -- Algeria
Railroads -- Algeria
Wharves -- Algeria

Place:
Africa
Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Elegant buildings on leading street, Algiers, N. Africa. 11182 Interpositive 1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27785

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Topic: ALGERIA
Buildings
Streets

Place: Africa
Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Typical Moorish shop with proprietor and patrons. 11183 Interpositive 1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Typical Moorish shop with proprietor and patrons. 11183 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27786

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: ALGERIA
Business enterprises -- Algeria
Markets -- Algeria

Place: Algeria
Algiers (Algeria)
Moors (Algeria)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Oasis of Firan, largest in Sinai Wilderness, S. to Mt. Serbal. 11184 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Oasis of Firan, largest in Sinai Wilderness, S. to Mt. Serbal. 11184 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27787
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
BIBLICAL EGYPT
Mountains -- Egypt
Oases -- Egypt
Valleys -- Egypt
Wilderness -- Egypt

Place:
Egypt
Mt. Serbal
Oasis of Firan
Sinai Wilderness

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Oasis of Elim, where the Israelites found water--halt of a caravan to Sinai. 11185 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Oasis of Elim, where the Israelites found water--halt of a caravan to Sinai. 11185 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27788
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
Camels -- Sinai
Caravans -- Sinai
Israelites
Oases -- Sinai
SYRIA-Damascus

Place:
Oasis of Elim
Sinai (Egypt)
Syria

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Beautiful buildings on the principal street of Montevideo. [Active no. 11186: non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (5" x 4")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27789

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Automobiles -- Uruguay
Buildings -- Uruguay
Carriages -- Uruguay
Horses -- Uruguay
SOUTH AMERICA-Uruguay
Streets -- Uruguay
Wagons -- Uruguay

Place: Montevideo (Uruguay)
Uruguay

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Public Square and Cathedral, Montevideo. 11187 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Public Square and Cathedral, Montevideo. 11187 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27790

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Uruguay
Parks -- Uruguay
Plazas -- Uruguay
SOUTH AMERICA-Uruguay

Place: Montevideo (Uruguay)
Uruguay

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Shakespeare Cliff (famous chalk cliff 350 ft. above sea), Dover. 11188 interpositive
**Shakespeare Cliff (famous chalk cliff 350 ft. above sea), Dover.**

11188 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27791

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

**Topic:**

Cliffs -- England

ENGLAND TOUR

Formations (Geology) -- England.

Railroads -- England

Seacoasts -- England

Trains -- England

Tunnels -- England

**Place:**

Dover (England)

England

Shakespeare Cliff

**Genre/Form:**

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

---

Taking clay from great pit for fine English porcelain, Bugle. 11189 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** Taking clay from great pit for fine English porcelain, Bugle. 11189 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27792

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

**Topic:**

Clay -- England

ENGLAND TOUR

Laborers -- England

Mining -- England

Porcelains -- England

Quarrying -- England

**Place:**

Bugle (England)

England

**Genre/Form:**

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Overlooking Caracas, the capital of Venezuela. 11190 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Overlooking Caracas, the capital of Venezuela. 11190 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27793
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
Mountains -- Venezuela
Portraits -- Venezuela
SOUTH AMERICA--Venezuela
Valleys -- Venezuela

Place:
Caracas (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

The bread mule on a typical street in Caracas. Caption no. 11191 : glass interpositive
1 Item (piece; 4” x 5”.)
Image(s): The bread mule on a typical street in Caracas. Caption no. 11191 : glass interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 27794
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
Bread mules
Dogs -- 1890-1920 -- Venezuela
SOUTH AMERICA--Venezuela
Streets

Place:
Caracas (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Typical view of the people of Caracas in the market-place. 11192 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Typical view of the people of Caracas in the market-place. 11192 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27795

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
- Crowds -- Venezuela
- Markets -- Venezuela
- SOUTH AMERICA--Venezuela
- Streets -- Venezuela

Place:
- Caracas (Venezuela)
- Venezuela

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Typical scene at Lake Maracaibo. 11193 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Typical scene at Lake Maracaibo. 11193 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27796

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
- Boats -- Venezuela
- Crosses -- Venezuela
- Lakes -- Venezuela
- Religion -- Venezuela
- SOUTH AMERICA--Venezuela

Place:
- Lake Maracaibo (Venezuela)
- Venezuela

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Loading steamer for United States ports, Maracaibo. 11194 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Loading steamer for United States ports, Maracaibo. 11194 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 27797
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Docks -- Venezuela
Laborers -- Venezuela
Piers -- Venezuela
Ports -- Venezuela
SOUTH AMERICA--Venezuela
Steamships -- Venezuela
Wharves -- Venezuela

Place: Maracaibo (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Timber yard--poles, palms, vine fibre--no metal used, Maracaibo. 11195 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Timber yard--poles, palms, vine fibre--no metal used, Maracaibo. 11195 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27798
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Laborers -- Venezuela
Lumber industry -- Venezuela
Markets -- Venezuela
SOUTH AMERICA--Venezuela

Place: Maracaibo (Venezuela)
Venezuela

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Central Avenue, "the $11,000,000 boulevard," north to bay, Rio de Janeiro. 11196 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Central Avenue, "the $11,000,000 boulevard," north to bay, Rio de Janeiro. 11196 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27799

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Bays -- Brazil
      Boats -- Brazil
      Harbors -- Brazil
      Portraits -- Brazil
      SOUTH AMERICA-Brazil
      Ships -- Brazil

Place: Brazil
      Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Rio de Janeiro's 5-mile quay, encircling world's largest land-locked bay. 11197 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Rio de Janeiro's 5-mile quay, encircling world's largest land-locked bay. 11197 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27800

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Bays -- Brazil
      Cathedrals -- Brazil
      Portraits -- Brazil
      Quays -- Brazil
      SOUTH AMERICA-Brazil

Place: Brazil
      Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Magnificent municipal theatre, Sao Paulo, Brazil. 11198 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27801

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Topic: Architecture
SOUTH AMERICA-Brazil
Theaters

Place: Brazil
São Paulo (Brazil)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Packing crude rubber, Para, Brazil, centre of Amazon river-system trade. 11199 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Packing crude rubber, Para, Brazil, centre of Amazon river-system trade. 11199 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27802

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Carts -- Brazil
Horses -- Brazil
Laborers -- Brazil
Rubber -- Brazil
SOUTH AMERICA-Brazil
Streets -- Brazil

Place: Brazil
Para (Brazil)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Rounding Cape Horn (N.E.), French sailing vessel in distance. 11200 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27803
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Topic: Capes
SOUTH AMERICA-Argentine
Sailboats

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Seascapes

Place: Argentina
Cape Horn (Argentina)

In the Strait of Magellan, looking S.E. to snow-covered Mt. Sarmiento.
11201 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): In the Strait of Magellan, looking S.E. to snow-covered Mt. Sarmiento. 11201 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27804
Same as RSN 24516.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Channels -- Argentina
Mountains -- Argentina
SOUTH AMERICA-Argentine
Seascapes -- Argentina
Ships -- Argentina
Snow -- Argentina
Straits -- Argentina

Place: Argentina
Mt. Sarmiento
Strait of Magellan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Most costly docks in the Western Hemisphere, Buenos Ayres, S.A. 11202 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Most costly docks in the Western Hemisphere, Buenos Ayres, S.A. 11202 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27805
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Boats -- Argentina
      Docks -- Argentina
      Harbors -- Argentina
      Piers -- Argentina
      SOUTH AMERICA-Argentine
      Ships -- Argentina
      Wharves -- Argentina

Place: Argentina
       Buenos Aires (Argentina)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Government Building and Plaza, Buenos Ayres, South America's largest city. 11203 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Government Building and Plaza, Buenos Ayres, South America's largest city. 11203 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27806
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Architecture -- Argentina
       Buildings -- Argentina
       Parks -- Argentina
       Plazas -- Argentina
       SOUTH AMERICA-Argentine

Place: Argentina
       Buenos Aires (Argentina)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Avenida de Mayo, Buenos Ayres, Argentina, the second Latin city in the world. 11204 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27807
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Topic: SOUTH AMERICA-Argentine Streets
Place: Argentina
Avenida de Mayo (Buenos Aires, Argentina)
Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cog railway, climbing through a great cut in the Andes, Argentine. 11205 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Cog railway, climbing through a great cut in the Andes, Argentine. 11205 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27808
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Canyons -- Argentina
Cog railways -- Argentina
Cuts -- Argentina
Gorges -- Argentina
Mountains -- Argentina
SOUTH AMERICA-Argentine
Place: Andes Mountains (Argentina)
Argentina
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Passengers boarding train that climbs the Andes, Cochenta, Argentine. 11206 interpositive
Passengers boarding train that climbs the Andes, Cochenta, Argentine. 11206 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27809

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Nature's fantastic decorations, picturesque Luray Caverns. [Photo and copyright by C.H. James, Phila, 1882.] caption in picture. 11209 interpositive, 1882

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Nature's fantastic decorations, picturesque Luray Caverns. [Photo and copyright by C.H. James, Phila, 1882.] caption in picture. 11209 interpositive 1882

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27810

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
Mammoth stalagmites and stalactites, Luray Caverns. [Photo and copyright by C.H. James, Phila, 1882.] caption in picture. 11210 interpositive, 1882

Image(s): Mammoth stalagmites and stalactites, Luray Caverns. [Photo and copyright by C.H. James, Phila, 1882.] caption in picture. 11210 interpositive 1882

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27811
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Looking east on great government dike on coastal plain, Georgetown.
11211 interpositive

Image(s): Looking east on great government dike on coastal plain, Georgetown. 11211 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27812
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
Busy ship-crowded wharves on the Mississippi, New Orleans. [Active no. 11212: non-stereo interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27813

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Barrels
Docks
LOUISIANA
Piers
Rivers -- Louisiana
Steamboats
Wagons
Wharves

Place: Louisiana -- 1900-1910
Mississippi River (Louisiana)
New Orleans (La.)
Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Typical end-wheeler on the Mississippi, St. Louis. [Active no. 11213: interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27814

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: MISSOURI
Paddleboats
Rivers -- Missouri
Stern wheelers

Place: Missouri
Saint Louis (Mo.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Great dike on the Mississippi along the delta, near New Orleans. [Active no. 11214 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27815

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Deltas -- Louisiana
Dikes -- Louisiana
LOUISIANA
Rivers -- Louisiana

Place: Louisiana -- 1900-1910
Mississippi River (Louisiana)
New Orleans (La.)
Terrebonne Parish (Louisiana)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Great havoc wrought by a tornado, Louisville. 11216 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27816

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Destruction
Disasters
KENTUCKY
Streets
Tornadoes

Place: Kentucky
Louisville (Ky.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Tame deer on the U. & U. ranch. 11217 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Tame deer on the U. & U. ranch. 11217 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27817
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Children -- Missouri
       Deer -- Missouri
       Dwellings -- Missouri
       MISSOURI
       Ranches -- Missouri

Place: Missouri

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Twister at work in Assobat Woolen Mills. 11220 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Twister at work in Assobat Woolen Mills. 11220 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27819
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Names: Assobat Woolen Mills (Mass.)

Topic: Factories -- Massachusetts
       MASSACHUSETTS
       Machinery -- Massachusetts
       Mills and mill-work -- Massachusetts
       Textile fabrics -- Massachusetts
       Women laborers -- Massachusetts
       Wool industry -- Massachusetts

Place: Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Horse cart and row of large homes.] interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Horse cart and row of large homes.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27820
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
Carriages
Dwellings
Horses
Roads

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Foster winding in Assobat Woolen Mills. 11221 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Foster winding in Assobat Woolen Mills. 11221 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27821
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Names:
Assobat Woolen Mills (Mass.)

Topic:
Factories -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Machinery -- Massachusetts
Mills and mill-work -- Massachusetts
Textile fabrics -- Massachusetts
Women laborers -- Massachusetts
Wool industry -- Massachusetts

Place:
Massachusetts

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Electric locomotive and train with overhead cables, N.Y., N.H & H. R.R.,
New York. [Active no. 11225 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27822

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Electric trains -- New York
      NEW YORK CITY-Miscellaneous
      Railroads -- New York
      Stations -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking north along the precipitous Palisades, Hudson River. interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking north along the precipitous Palisades, Hudson River.
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27823

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Boats -- New Jersey
      Cliffs -- New Jersey
      NEW JERSEY-Jersey City
      Rivers -- New Jersey
      Rocks -- New Jersey

Place: Hudson River (New Jersey)
       Jersey City (N.J.)
       New Jersey
       Palisades (New Jersey)

Splendid State Capitol (cost $23,000,000), looking west, Albany, N.Y.
11227 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27824

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Topic: Architecture
Capitols
NEW YORK STATE--Miscellaneous

Place: Albany (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Curtis, in his biplane, just ready for fight, Long Island, New York. 11228 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27825

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Names: Curtiss, Glen

Topic: Airplanes -- New York
Inventors -- New York
NEW YORK STATE--Miscellaneous

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Life-saving corps with boats, ready for action, Long Island beach. [Active
no. 11230 : Interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27826

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
Looking out on the boisterous waters of the Atlantic from Long Island.  
11231 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): Looking out on the boisterous waters of the Atlantic from Long Island. 11231 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27827  
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]  

Skinning whale to get at blubber, Long Island beach. 11232 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): Skinning whale to get at blubber, Long Island beach. 11232 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27828  
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
NEW YORK STATE--Miscellaneous
Whales -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Head of whale, showing great mass of whalebone, Long Island beach.
11233 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Head of whale, showing great mass of whalebone, Long Island beach. 11233 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27829

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Beaches -- New York -- Long Island
       Laborers -- New York
       NEW YORK STATE--Miscellaneous
       Whales -- New York

Place: Long Island (N.Y.)
New York

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Great escalator carrying wagonloads of freight on Bergen Hill, New Jersey.
11237 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Great escalator carrying wagonloads of freight on Bergen Hill, New Jersey. 11237 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 27830

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Escalators -- New Jersey
       Freight -- New Jersey
       Horses -- New Jersey
       NEW JERSEY-Jersey City
Wagons -- New Jersey

Place: Bergen Hill (New Jersey)
Jersey City (N.J.)
New Jersey

White-robed workmen milking in model stable, Fairfield Dairy, N.J. 11238 interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): White-robed workmen milking in model stable, Fairfield Dairy, N.J. 11238 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27831
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Cows -- New Jersey
Daily industry -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Milking -- New Jersey
NEW JERSEY-Fairfield

Place: Fairfield (N.J.)
New Jersey

Milk bottles in great steam sterilizer, Fairfield Dairy, N.J. 11239 interpositive
1 item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Milk bottles in great steam sterilizer, Fairfield Dairy, N.J. 11239 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27832
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Daily industry -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Milk bottles -- New Jersey
NEW JERSEY-Fairfield
Steam sterilizers -- New Jersey

Place: Fairfield (N.J.)
New Jersey
Filling and stopping twelve milk bottles at once, Fairfield Dairy. 11240 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Filling and stopping twelve milk bottles at once, Fairfield Dairy. 11240 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27833

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Daily industry -- New Jersey
       Laborers -- New Jersey
       Machinery -- New Jersey
       Milk bottles -- New Jersey
       NEW JERSEY-Fairfield

Place: Fairfield (N.J.)
       New Jersey

[Exterior of factory.] 11241 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Exterior of factory.] 11241 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27834

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Factories
       Mines and mineral resources

Genre/ Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Mt. Ranier from camp, Longmire Springs, looking N.E., Washington. 11242 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27835

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Camps -- Washington
Mountains -- Washington
Tents -- Washington
WASHINGTON

Place: Longmire Springs
Mt. Rainier
Washington (State)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Laborers with mules. Active no. 11243 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27836

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Horses
Mules

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[landscape with river from high vantage point. Active no. 11248 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27837

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Horses
Rivers
Wagons
Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations) -- Western United States.
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The President at his desk, Executive Office. Woodrow Wilson, 28th President of the United States. [Active no. 11252 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27838
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Names: United States. Department of Agriculture
Wilson, Woodrow, 1856-1924

Topic: Offices
Presidents
THE UNITED STATES TOUR

Place: Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Portraits -- Men

Coal on way to breakers to be broken into regular sizes, anthracite mines, Scranton. 11254 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Coal on way to breakers to be broken into regular sizes, anthracite mines, Scranton. 11254 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27839
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Anthracite -- Pennsylvania
Coal industry -- Pennsylvania
FUEL INDUSTRIES-Coal
Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
Scranton

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Coal strata and miner drilling for a blast in an anthracite mine, Scranton. 11255 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Coal strata and miner drilling for a blast in an anthracite mine, Scranton. 11255 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27840

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Anthracite -- Pennsylvania
Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
Drilling -- Pennsylvania
FUEL INDUSTRIES-Coal
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Mines -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
Scranton

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

On the slope to the mine--empty cars returning to be filled, anthracite mines, Scranton. 11256 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): On the slope to the mine--empty cars returning to be filled, anthracite mines, Scranton. 11256 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27841

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Anthracite -- Pennsylvania
Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
FUEL INDUSTRIES-Coal
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Mines -- Pennsylvania
Railroads -- Pennsylvania
Trains -- Pennsylvania
Hauling out the cars of coal by electric motor, anthracite mines, Scranton.  
11257 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
**Image(s):** Hauling out the cars of coal by electric motor, anthracite mines, Scranton. 11257 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27842  
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].  

**NOTE! IMAGE COPIED UPSIDE DOWN ON VIDEODISC!**

Boys picking slate in a great coal breaker, anthracite mines, Scranton.  
11258 Interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
**Image(s):** Boys picking slate in a great coal breaker, anthracite mines, Scranton. 11258 Interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27843  
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
FUEL INDUSTRIES-Coal
Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Place: Pennsylvania
Scranton
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Coal breaker and automatic slate pickers in action, anthracite mines, Scranton. 11259 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Coal breaker and automatic slate pickers in action, anthracite mines, Scranton. 11259 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27844
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Anthracite -- Pennsylvania
Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
FUEL INDUSTRIES-Coal
Factories -- Pennsylvania
Laborers -- Pennsylvania
Mines -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania
Scranton
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Faneuil Hall, Boston, looking west from Quincy Market to Beacon Hill.
11218 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Faneuil Hall, Boston, looking west from Quincy Market to Beacon Hill. 11218 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27818
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Names: Faneuil Hall (Boston, Mass.)
Topic: Buildings -- Massachusetts
Halls -- Massachusetts
Historical sites -- Massachusetts
Horses -- Massachusetts
MASSACHUSETTS
Markets -- Massachusetts
Plazas -- Massachusetts
Wagons -- Massachusetts

Place: Boston (Mass.) -- 1920-1930
Massachusetts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 314  RSN Numbers 27845-27950

Miners and breaker boys ready for home after day's work, anthracite mines, Scranton. No. 11260 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Miners and breaker boys ready for home after day's work, anthracite mines, Scranton. No. 11260 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27845

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Anthracite -- Pennsylvania
Children -- Employment -- 1890-1920 -- Pennsylvania
Coal mines and mining -- Pennsylvania
FUEL INDUSTRIES--Coal
Factories -- Pennsylvania

Place: Pennsylvania -- 1890-1920
Scranton (Pa.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

Turks at prayer in St. Sophia Mosque (originally a church). 11263
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Turks at prayer in St. Sophia Mosque (originally a church). 11263 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27846
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

**Topic:** Architecture -- Turkey
CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR
Churches -- Turkey
Interior architecture
Mosques -- Turkey
Religion -- Turkey
prayers -- Turkey

**Place:**
Istanbul (Turkey)
St. Sophia Mosque
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Shops and people on narrow uphill street of steps in Pera. 11297
Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27847

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

**Topic:** CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR
Streets

**Place:**
Constantinople (Turkey)
Pera
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

**Genre/Form:**
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

London's financial centre; Royal Exchange and Bank of England (left).
11311 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): London's financial centre; Royal Exchange and Bank of England (left). 11311 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27848

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names:</th>
<th>Bank of England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Automobiles -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Banks and banking -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bicycles -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carriages -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLAND TOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plazas -- England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London (England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Royal Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fleet St., rich in literary associations, E. past St. Bride’s to St. Paul’s. 11314 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Fleet St., rich in literary associations, E. past St. Bride’s to St. Paul’s. 11314 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27849

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

| Topic:         | Automobiles -- England |
|                | Churches -- England |
|                | ENGLAND TOUR |
|                | Portraits -- England |
|                | Streets -- England |
| Place:         | England |
|                | Fleet Street (London, England) |
|                | London (England) |
|                | St. Bride’s |
|                | St. Paul's Cathedral (London) |
| Genre/Form:    | Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |

Regent St., one of the favorite shopping districts; N.W. toward Oxford. 11323 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Regent St., one of the favorite shopping districts; N.W. toward Oxford. 11323 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27850

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
Automobiles -- England
ENGLAND TOUR
Streets -- England

Place:
England
London (England)
Oxford (England)
Regent Street

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

President Wilson and his Cabinet, Washington, D.C. [Active no. 11348 : interpositive], [ca. 1913-1921.]
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): President Wilson and his Cabinet, Washington, D.C. [Active no. 11348 : interpositive, ca. 1913-1921.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27851

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]. Company acc. no. 15060.

Names:
United States. Department of Agriculture
Wilson, Woodrow, 1856-1924

Topic:
Cabinet officers
FAMOUS MEN
Portraits
Presidents

Place:
Presidential Cabinet
Washington (D.C.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Hill of the Golden Calf (Jebel Aaron) and its Moslem tower, below Sinai’s ridge. 11370 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Hill of the Golden Calf (Jebel Aaron) and its Moslem tower, below Sinai’s ridge. 11370 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27852

Similar to RSN 15046 and 24562.
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91], moved from [16].

Topic:
BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Formations (Geology) -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Towers -- Sinai
Wilderness -- Sinai

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:
Golden Calf
Jebel Aaron (Hill of the Golden Calf, Sinai)
Muslims
Sinai (Egypt)

Resting under palms at the brackish "Springs of Moses" (Ex. 15:22-26)
Sinai Wilderness. 11372 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Resting under palms at the brackish "Springs of Moses" (Ex. 15:22-26) Sinai Wilderness. 11372 Interpositive 1910.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
yellowing slightly

Local Numbers
RSN 27854

Similar to RSN 15048, 15049 and 24564.
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91], moved from [16].

Copy and Version Identification Note
122686

Topic:
BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Camels -- Sinai
Palm trees -- Sinai
Ponds -- Sinai
Springs -- Sinai
Wilderness -- Sinai

Place:
Egypt
Sinai (Egypt)
Sinai Wilderness
Springs of Moses

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Stairway up Sinai's steep side, above the convent, used for centuries by pilgrims. 11375 Interpositive, 1910
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Stairway up Sinai's steep side, above the convent, used for centuries by pilgrims. 11375 Interpositive 1910.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27854

Similar to RSN 15052, 15053 and 24567

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91], moved from [16].

Topic: BIBLICAL EGYPT, SINAI
Convents -- Sinai
Mountains -- Sinai
Pilgrims -- Sinai
Stairways -- Sinai
Walkways -- Sinai

Place: Sinai (Egypt)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Buildings and traffic to-day on the street called "straight" in Damascus. 11380 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): Buildings and traffic to-day on the street called "straight" in Damascus. 11380 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27855

Similar to RSN 15057 and 24571.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91], moved from [16].

Topic: Buildings -- Syria
Horses -- Syria
PALESTINE TOURS-Damascus
Streets -- Syria

Place: Damascus (Syria)
Syria

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A shepherd in David's home country leading flocks over Judean hills.
11394 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 3 1/4)

Image(s): A shepherd in David's home country leading flocks over Judean hills. 11394 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27856

Same as RSN 24583.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91], moved from [16].

Names: David, King of Israel

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Mountains -- Palestine
PALESTINE TOURS Bethlehem
Roads -- Palestine
Sheep -- Palestine

Place: Bethlehem (Palestine)
Judea (Palestine)
Palestine

Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and ten cent pieces.
[Active no. 11403 : interpositive], [1913 or later]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and ten cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : interpositive, 1913 or later].

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 27857

Similar to RSN 10577-10581, 24592, 27858, 27859 and 27860.
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Names: Woolworth Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Architecture -- 1900-1910 -- New York
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Gothic revival (Architecture)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Skyscrapers
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and ten cent pieces.
[Active no. 11403 : non-stereo interpositive], [1913 or later]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and ten cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : non-stereo interpositive, 1913 or later].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing

Local Numbers
RSN 27858

Similar to RSN 10577-10581, 24592, 27857, 27859 and 27860.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Names: Woolworth Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Gothic revival (Architecture)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Skyscrapers
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and ten cent pieces.
[Active no. 11403 : non-stereo interpositive], [1913 or later]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and ten cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : non-stereo interpositive, 1913 or later].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27859

Similar to RSN 10577-10581, 24592, 27857, 27858 and 27860

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Names: Woolworth Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Gothic revival (Architecture)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Skyscrapers

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and ten cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : half-stereo interpositive], [1913 or later]
1 Item (3-1/4 x 3-1/4").

Image(s): Woolworth Building, tallest in the world, product of five and ten cent pieces. [Active no. 11403 : half-stereo interpositive, 1913 or later].
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27860

Similar to RSN 10577-10581, 24592, 27857, 27858 and 27859.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91], moved from [16].

Names: Woolworth Building (New York, N.Y.)
Topic: Architecture -- New York (N.Y.)
Buildings -- New York (N.Y.)
Gothic revival (Architecture)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Skyscrapers

Place: New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cross section of Pennsylvania R.R. tubes under the Hudson River, showing concrete flooring. 11410 : Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Cross section of Pennsylvania R.R. tubes under the Hudson River, showing concrete flooring. 11410 : Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27861
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
Similar to RSN 15088.

Copy and Version Identification Note
105

Names: Pennsylvania Railroad.
Topic: Construction -- New Jersey
                  Laborers -- New Jersey
                  NEW JERSEY
                  Railroads -- New Jersey
                  Tunnels -- New Jersey

Place: Hudson River
                  Jersey City (N.J.)
                  New Jersey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Atlantic walrus ("whale horse"), relative to seal and sea lion, Bronx Park, New York. 11471 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Atlantic walrus ("whale horse"), relative to seal and sea lion, Bronx Park, New York. 11471 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27862
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
Same as RSN 15145.

Topic: Animals -- New York
                  NEW YORK CITY-Bronx Park
                  Parks -- New York
                  Walrus -- New York
                  Zoos -- New York
Place: Bronx Park (New York)
   New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Westminster Abbey, south to Victoria Tower of Parliament Buildings. [Active no. 11412 : interpositive.]
   1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 27863

Similar to RSN 15090-15092.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Names: Westminster Abbey

Topic: Abbeys -- England
   Architecture, Gothic -- England.
   ENGLAND TOUR
   Parliaments -- England
   Towers -- England

Place: England
   London (England)
   Parliament Building (Melbourne, Australia)
   Victoria Tower

Genre/Form:
   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Feeding silkworms their breakfast of mulberry leaves, Mt. Lebanon, Syria. 11432 Interpositive, 1913
   1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Feeding silkworms their breakfast of mulberry leaves, Mt. Lebanon, Syria. 11432 Interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 27864

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15097, same as RSN 15098.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
Boiling cocoons to loosen fibre ends in Syria's largest silk reeling plant, Mt. Lebanon. [Active no. 11433 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27865

Same as RSN 15099

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Gathering the silk ends, fine spun as cobwebs, and connecting with reels, Syria. [Active no. 11434 : non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27866

Same as RSN 15100.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
In a Syrian silk plant—examining and weighing raw silk ready for export.
[Active no. 11435 : stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 27867

Similar to RSN 15101.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

**Winding the fine raw silk in a large American silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. 11436 interpositive**

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** Winding the fine raw silk in a large American silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. 11436 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 27868

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Same as RSN 15102; similar to RSN 15103.
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY
Women laborers -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Machines that double and spin for the warp, silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. 11437 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Machines that double and spin for the warp, silk throwing plant, Paterson, N.J. 11437 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27869

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Same as RSN 15104 and 15105.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY
Women laborers -- New Jersey

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Reeling and lacing silk, preparing skeins for weavers or dyers, silk throwing plant, New Jersey. 11439 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Reeling and lacing silk, preparing skeins for weavers or dyers, silk throwing plant, New Jersey. 11439 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27870

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Similar to RSN 15106.
"Weighing" and washing silk skeins before dyeing, in Paterson factory, N.J.
11441 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Weighing" and washing silk skeins before dyeing, in Paterson factory, N.J. 11441 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27871

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Similar to RSN 15107

"Stripping" and color dyeing skeins, in an immense silk dyeing works, Paterson, N.J. 11442 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Stripping" and color dyeing skeins, in an immense silk dyeing works, Paterson, N.J. 11442 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27872

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Same as RSN 15108.
"Finishing" silk skeins after dyeing and making into bales to send to weavers, Paterson, N.J. 11443 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Finishing" silk skeins after dyeing and making into bales to send to weavers, Paterson, N.J. 11443 interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27873

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15109; similar to RSN 15110.

"Warping" --view in a great silk weaving plant, Paterson, N.J. 11446 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Warping" --view in a great silk weaving plant, Paterson, N.J. 11446 interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27874

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Same as RSN 15113 and 24624.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Weaving plain silk cloth--hundreds of automatic looms in a modern American silk mill. 11449 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Weaving plain silk cloth--hundreds of automatic looms in a modern American silk mill. 11449 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27875

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15116, similar to RSN 15117.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Dyeing silk in the piece in a mammoth silk dyeing works, Paterson, N.J. 11452 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Dyeing silk in the piece in a mammoth silk dyeing works, Paterson, N.J. 11452 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27876

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15119, similar to RSN 15120.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey
Paterson (N.J.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Printing color designs on silk cloth, 10 colors at once, in a great silk dyeing works, N.J. 11453 interpositive, 1913

Image(s): Printing color designs on silk cloth, 10 colors at once, in a great silk dyeing works, N.J. 11453 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27877

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Similar to RSN 15121; same as RSN 15122.

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
Laborers -- New Jersey
Machinery -- New Jersey
Silk -- New Jersey
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY

Place: New Jersey
In the folding and making-up room—rolls of finished silk ready for the market, Paterson Silk Works. 11457 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): In the folding and making-up room—rolls of finished silk ready for the market, Paterson Silk Works. 11457 interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27878
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15125; similar to RSN 15126.

Weaving soft taffeta ribbons with printed warp and plain woof, Paterson, N.J. 11460 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Weaving soft taffeta ribbons with printed warp and plain woof, Paterson, N.J. 11460 interpositive 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ross, E. R., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27879
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15129 and 15130.
A skilled Arab weaver and his primitive loom weaving the finest of Syrian silk. [Active no. 11467 : stereo interpositive,], 1913

1 Item (5" x 4")

Image(s): A skilled Arab weaver and his primitive loom weaving the finest of Syrian silk. [Active no. 11467 : stereo interpositive,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27880

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15138-15140.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Names: Adamson, Glenn

Topic: Artisans -- Syria
Looms -- Syria
Silk -- Syria
TRAVEL STUDIES SILK INDUSTRY
Weaving

Place: Syria

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Culture: Arabs

Making costly Persian rugs by hand in a Persian rug factory. 11469 interpositive, 1912

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Making costly Persian rugs by hand in a Persian rug factory. 11469 interpositive 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27882

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15142; similar to RSN 15143.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Artisans -- Turkey
CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR
Factories -- Turkey
Rugmaking -- Turkey
Women laborers -- Turkey

Place: Constantinople (Turkey)
Iran
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A pair of Nubian (three-horned) giraffes, from German East Africa, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. [Active no. 11470 : interpositive,], 1913
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): A pair of Nubian (three-horned) giraffes, from German East Africa, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. [Active no. 11470 : interpositive,] 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27883

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15144 and 15195.

Names: New York Zoological Park

Topic: Animals -- New York
Giraffe -- New York
Parks -- New York
TRAVEL STUDIES--WILD ANIMALS
Zoos -- New York

Place: German East Africa
New York (N.Y.)
Nubia
Tanzania

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Chimpanzees, most manlike of the apes (natives of the Congo), Bronx Zoo, New York City. [Active no. 11472 : half stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Man holding two chimpanzees.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27884

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 14133, 15146 and 24639.

Names: New York Zoological Park
Topic: Animals -- New York
Chimpanzees -- New York
Congo Apes -- New York
Parks -- New York
TRAVEL STUDIES--WILD ANIMALS
Zoos -- New York

Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Bulky hippopotamus, over a ton in weight, in Bronx Park, N.Y. City. [Active no. 11473 : stereo interpositive.], 1913
1 Item (4” x 5”.)

Image(s): Bulky hippopotamus, over a ton in weight, in Bronx Park, N.Y. City. [Active no. 11473 : stereo interpositive.], 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27885

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15147 and 15184.

Names: New York Zoological Park
Topic: Animals -- New York
Hippopotamus -- New York
Beaver dam, 40 feet long, built by beavers in beaver pond, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. [Active no. 11474 : interpositive,] 1913
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s): Beaver dam, 40 feet long, built by beavers in beaver pond, Bronx Park, N.Y. City. [Active no. 11474 : interpositive,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

American beaver, busy craftsman of the woods, enjoying a breakfast of maplewood. [Active no. 11475 : interpositive,] 1913
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s): American beaver, busy craftsman of the woods, enjoying a breakfast of maplewood. [Active no. 11475 : interpositive,] 1913.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27887

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15149 and 15150.

Topic: Beavers
Dams
Parks -- New York (N.Y.)
Ponds
TRAVEL STUDIES--WILD ANIMALS
Zoo animals
Zoos -- New York (N.Y.)

Place: Bronx Zoo
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1910-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Persian design artists bringing out design of old faded Persian rug. 11476 Interpositive, 1912
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Persian design artists bringing out design of old faded Persian rug. 11476 Interpositive 1912

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27888

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15151 and 15152

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Copy and Version Identification Note
138420

Topic: Artisans
CONSTANTINOPLE TOUR
Rugmaking

Place: Constantinople (Turkey)
Iran
Turkey -- 1890-1920.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Looking north from west berm, Miraflores; showing inclines from lower to upper locks. 11481 Interpositive, 1913

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Looking north from west berm, Miraflores; showing inclines from lower to upper locks. 11481 Interpositive 1913

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

yellowing slightly

Local Numbers

RSN 27889

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15160

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Topic: Canals
Construction
Locks
PANAMA CANAL TOUR

Place: Miraflores
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Through famous Culebra Cut; Gold Hill on right, Contractors' Hill on left.

11482 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Through famous Culebra Cut; Gold Hill on right, Contractors' Hill on left. 11482 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27890

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
Construction -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
PANAMA CANAL TOUR

Place: Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Peculiar double-decked horse cars on a suburban street, Bagdad, Mesopotamia. No. 11483: interpositive, 1912
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Peculiar double-decked horse cars on a suburban street, Bagdad, Mesopotamia. No. 11483: interpositive, 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27891

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15161, similar to RSN 15162.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Yellowing slightly.

Topic: Horsecars
Horses -- 1910-1920
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR--Bagdad
Streets

Place: Baghdad (Iraq)
Mesopotamia

Genre/Form: Interpositives

A brick factory near Nineveh--making sun-dried bricks, Mesopotamia. 11484 interpositive, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): A brick factory near Nineveh--making sun-dried bricks, Mesopotamia. 11484 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27892

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15163 and 15164.
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

**Topic:** 
- Bricks -- Iraq
- Factories -- Iraq
- Laborers -- Iraq
- MESOPOTAMIA TOUR--Haran

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Place:** 
- Haran (Mesopotamia)
- Iraq
- Nineveh

Pontoon bridge and odd round boats called "kufas" on the Tigris River, at Bagdad. 11485 interpositive, 1912
1 Item (4” x 5”)

*Image(s):* Pontoon bridge and odd round boats called "kufas" on the Tigris River, at Bagdad. 11485 interpositive 1912.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 27893

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

**NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15165.**

**Topic:**
- Boats -- Iraq
- Bridges -- Iraq
- MESOPOTAMIA TOUR-Bagdad
- Portraits -- Iraq
- Rivers -- Iraq
- Waterscapes -- Iraq

**Place:**
- Baghdad (Iraq)
- Kufas
- Mesopotamia
- Tigris River (Iraq)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Building the peculiar round boats called "kufas," on the Tigris River, at Bagdad. 11486 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Building the peculiar round boats called "kufas," on the Tigris River, at Bagdad. 11486 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27894

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15166.

Topic:
Artisans -- Iraq
Boats -- Iraq
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR--Bagdad
Rivers -- Iraq
Waterscapes -- Iraq

Place:
Baghdad (Iraq)
Iraq
Kufas
Tigris River (Iraq)

Genre/Form:
Interpositives

Desolate ruins of mighty Babylon, showing palace of Nebuchadnezzar (sixth century B.C.). [Caption no. 11487 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Dutkewich, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27895

NOTE: Image reversed on videodisc; same as RSN 15167 and 15168.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Names: Nebuchadnezzar

Topic: Antiquities -- Babylon
MESOPOTAMIA TOUR--Babylon
Palaces
Portraits
Ruined cities

Place: Babylon (Extinct city)
Iraq

Genre/ Form: Interpositives

S.E. over site of Nineveh, showing tomb of Jonah, Mesopotamia. 11488 interpositive, 1912
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): S.E. over site of Nineveh, showing tomb of Jonah, Mesopotamia. 11488 interpositive 1912.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27896

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15169 and 15170.

Names: Jonah (Biblical prophet)

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: MESOPOTAMIA TOUR-Nineveh
       Rivers -- Iraq
       Tombs -- Iraq

Place: Mesopotamia
       Nineveh (Iraq)

East over Tigris to mound of Nineveh, showing wool-laden keleks and arched bridge, Mosul. 11489 interpositive, 1912
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): East over Tigris to mound of Nineveh, showing wool-laden keleks and arched bridge, Mosul. 11489 interpositive 1912.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 27897

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15171, similar to RSN 15181 and 15182.

**Topic:**
- Boats -- Iraq
- Bridges -- Iraq
- MESOPOTAMIA TOUR--Mosul
- Rivers -- Iraq
- Waterscapes -- Iraq
- Wool -- Iraq

**Genre/Form:**
- Landscapes (representations)
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**Place:**
- Iraq
- Keleks
- Mosul (Iraq)
- Nineveh (Iraq)
- Tigris River (Iraq)

Sugar after leaving vacuum pan, before entering mould, sugar refinery, Jersey City. 11490 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** Sugar after leaving vacuum pan, before entering mould, sugar refinery, Jersey City. 11490 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27898

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15172

**Topic:**
- Factories -- New Jersey
- NEW JERSEY
- Refineries -- New Jersey
- Sugar -- New Jersey

**Place:**
- Jersey City (N.J.)
- New Jersey

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Filled moulds standing 48 hours to crystallize, sugar refinery, Jersey City. 11491 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Filled moulds standing 48 hours to crystallize, sugar refinery, Jersey City. 11491 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27899

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15173 and 15174

Topic: Factories -- New Jersey
NEW JERSEY
Refineries -- New Jersey
Sugar -- New Jersey

Place: Jersey City (N.J.)
New Jersey

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Looking southeast over Santa Marta, centre of banana industry of Colombia. 11493 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Looking southeast over Santa Marta, centre of banana industry of Colombia. 11493 Interpositive 1906
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27900

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15177 and 15178

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96489

Topic: Bananas
COLOMBIA TOUR
Mountains -- Colombia
Portraits

Place: Colombia
Santa Marta (Colombia)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A fine residence and typical street scene of Barranquilla, Colombia. 11494 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A fine residence and typical street scene of Barranquilla, Colombia. 11494 Interpositive 1906

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27901

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15179, similar to RSN 15180

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91]

Copy and Version Identification Note
96478

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
COLOMBIA TOUR
Carts
Donkeys
Streets

Place: Barranquilla (Colombia)
Colombia

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

A street in Santa Marta, Colombia, where gamecocks are tied in front of each house. 11495 Interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): A street in Santa Marta, Colombia, where gamecocks are tied in front of each house. 11495 Interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27902
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15192, similar to RSN 15193.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96470

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamecocks -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streets -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villages -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place: Colombia |
| Santa Marta (Colombia) |

| Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |

Water carriers and thatched roof homes, Barranquilla, Colombia. 11496 interpositive, 1906
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Water carriers and thatched roof homes, Barranquilla, Colombia. 11496 interpositive 1906.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Ashton, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27903

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15195, similar to RSN 15194 and 15196.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Copy and Version Identification Note
96613

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic: COLOMBIA TOUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkeys -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwellings -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homes -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water barrels -- Colombia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Place: Barranquilla (Colombia) |
| Colombia |

| Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass |

Page 15191 of 15344
Among England's thrifty farmers, unloading and stacking hay near Boston, Lincolnshire, England. [Active No. 11497 : non-stereo interpositive,] 1913

1 Item (5" x 4")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

Jarvis, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27904

IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15197; same as RSN 15198. Company accession no. 127540.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

How a forest planted as windbreak is being buried by drifting sand, Cape Cod. 11498 interpositive, 1913

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): How a forest planted as windbreak is being buried by drifting sand, Cape Cod. 11498 interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27905

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Forests -- Massachusetts

MASSACHUSETTS

Sand dunes -- Massachusetts

Windbreaks -- Massachusetts
Among the desolate waste of sand dunes on Cape Cod. 11499
Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Among the desolate waste of sand dunes on Cape Cod. 11499
Interpositive 1913
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15200-15202 amd 24644
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Turning up the soil of "Old England" with a modern motor plow. [Cat. No. 11500 : interpositive], [1905.]
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): Turning up the soil of "Old England" with a modern motor plow.
[Cat. No. 11500 : interpositive, 1905.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Figure driving tractor is believed to be Dan Albode Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, inventor of the Ivel tractor, the first successful English tractor, ca. 1906. Identified in the 1980s by J. S. Ceasel, University of Reading, U.K.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27906
RSN 27907
NOTE: IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC. Same as RSN 15203, similar to RSN 15204 and 15205.
Stored in box 3.2.58 [91].
Names: Biggleswade, Dan Albone
Topic: Agricultural machinery -- 1900-1910 -- England
       Agriculture -- England -- 1890-1920
       ENGLAND TOUR
       Farms -- England -- 1900-1910
       Ivel (tractors)
       Plows -- 1900-1910 -- England
       Tractors -- 1900-1910 -- England
Place: England -- 1900-1910
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) -- England
           Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The traditional "Garden of Eden," looking east over the Euphrates Valley, 250 miles N.W. of Babylon. [Caption no. 11503 : interpositive,] 1913
1 Item (4" x 5").

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Dutkewitch, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27908

NOTE: Image reversed on videodisc: Same as RSN 15211 and 15212; variant of RSN 15213.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Gardens -- Mesopotamia
       Islands -- Mesopotamia
       MESOPOTAMIA TOUR
       Valleys -- Mesopotamia
       Waterscapes -- Mesopotamia
Place: Babylon (Extinct city)
       Eden
       Euphrates Valley
       Mesopotamia
Genre/ Form: Interpositives
           Landscapes (representations) -- Iraq

Work of a glacial age--30-ton boulder left on glacier grooved native rock, Bronx Park. 11504 Interpositive, 1913
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Work of a glacial age--30-ton boulder left on glacier grooved native rock, Bronx Park. 11504 Interpositive 1913.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Hill, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27909

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15183, 15214 and 15215.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
NEW YORK CITY TOUR
Parks -- New York
Rocks -- New York
Zoos -- New York

Place: Bronx Park (New York)
New York (N.Y.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Feathered and mounted braves of the warlike Sioux Indians, Nebraska. 11505 Interpositive, 1905

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Feathered and mounted braves of the warlike Sioux Indians, Nebraska. 11505 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Johnson, Photographer

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27910

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15216-15218.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: American Indians
Horses -- Nebraska
Indians of North America -- Nebraska

Place: Nebraska

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Culture: Sioux Indians -- Nebraska

Home life of the Sac and Fox Indians, showing sleeping papoose, S. & F. Reservation, Oklahoma. 11506 Interpositive, 1905
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): Home life of the Sac and Fox Indians, showing sleeping papoose, S. & F. Reservation, Oklahoma. 11506 Interpositive 1905.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Broadman JR, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27911

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEO DISC! Same as RSN 15219-15222.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: American Indians
Children -- Oklahoma
Dwellings -- Oklahoma
Fox Indians
Homes -- Oklahoma
Indians of North America -- Oklahoma

Place: Oklahoma
Sauk Indians

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Colonial farmhouse in New Hampshire [on envelope]. [Active no. 11548 : interpositive,] 1905
1 Item (Size 3-1/4” x 3-1/4”)

Image(s): Colonial farmhouse in New Hampshire [on envelope]. [Active no. 11548 : interpositive,] 1905

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Page, Photographer

English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27912

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91], moved from [40].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEO DISC! Similar to RSN 15264, 15265 and 24687.

Topic: Dwellings -- New Hampshire
[Workers in factory.] 11897 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 11897 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27913

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 27914.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Armed Forces
Factories
Rifles
Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Children.] 11945 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 11945 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Yellowing.

Local Numbers
RSN 27915

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 24906.
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Buildings
Children
Ruins

[Winding river in rugged rural terrain.] 12026 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Winding river in rugged rural terrain.] 12026 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27916
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Boats and boating
Rivers
Ships

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 12298 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 2 1/4 x 5)
Image(s): [Military.] 12298 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27917

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15332.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91], moved from [46].

Topic: Armed Forces
       Camps
       Dinners and dining

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Giant hoist and rail line beside Panama Canal.] 12318 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Giant hoist and rail line beside Panama Canal.] 12318 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27918

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15335.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
       Hoisting machinery -- Panama
       Military -- Panama
       Railroads -- Panama
       Ships -- Panama
       Trains -- Panama

Place: Panama
       Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ship in Panama Canal.] 12320 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Ship in Panama Canal.] 12320 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27919

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15336 and 15337.
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Railroads -- Panama
      Ships -- Panama
      Trains -- Panama

Place: Gatun Locks, Canal Zone, Panama
      Panama
      Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ship in Panama Canal.] 12322 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Ship in Panama Canal.] 12322 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27920

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15338.
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Canals -- Panama
      Railroads -- Panama
      Ships -- Panama
      Trains -- Panama

Place: Panama
      Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Canal.] 12325 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Canal.] 12325 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27921

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15339 and 15340.
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Ships -- Panama

Place:
Culebra Cut (Panama)
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Canal.] Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Canal.] Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27922

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:
Canals -- Panama
Excavations (Archaeology) -- Panama
Ships -- Panama

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place:
Panama
Panama Canal (Panama)

Navy Sec. Green Brick in dryers after moulding [on envelope] 12454
Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): Navy Sec. Green Brick in dryers after moulding [on envelope]
12454 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27923

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15412.
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91], moved from [41].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Brick ovens
Dryers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Minute Man Statue in Massachusetts.] 12659 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Minute Man Statue in Massachusetts.] 12659 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27924
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Historical sites -- Massachusetts
Minutemen (Militia)
Monuments -- Massachusetts
United States -- History -- Revolution, 1775-1783
statues -- Massachusetts

Place: Concord (Massachusetts)
Massachusetts

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[ Lobster Fleet] on envelope 13442 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): [Lobster Fleet] on envelope 13442 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27925

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91], moved from [61].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Docks
Fishing
Lobsters
Piers
Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portland Brick yard] on envelope 13474 interpositive
2 pieces (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): [Portland Brick yard] on envelope 13474 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Cracked horizontally.
Upper left corner broken off.

Local Numbers
RSN 27926

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15655.
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Brickmaking
Factories
Industry

Genres/Forms: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Workers in factory.] 13479 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 13479 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27927

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15659.
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Bricks
Factories

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mary Baker Eddy Memorial] on envelope. 13531 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): [Mary Baker Eddy Memorial] on envelope. 13531 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27928
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91], moved from [61].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 15693.

Names: Eddy, Mary Baker
Topic: Monuments
Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 13679 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 13679 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27929

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:   Armed Forces
         Camps
Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

[Military.] 13821 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military.] 13821 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27930

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:   Armed Forces
         Battlefields
         War
         War casualties
Genre/   Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

[Soldier guards and dirigible balloon on ground.] 14427 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Soldier guards and dirigible balloon on ground.] 14427 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27931

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 15728; same as RSN 25366 and 27932.

Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].

Topic:   Airships
         Airships
Automobiles  
Balloons  
Rifles  
Soldiers  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

[Soldier guards and dirigible balloon on ground.] 14427 interpositive  
1 Item (4" x 5")  
Image(s): [Soldier guards and dirigible balloon on ground.] 14427 interpositive.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27932  

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC. Similar to RSN 15728; same as RSN 25366 and 27931 NOTE: VIDEONUM 27171 IS BLANK.  
Currently stored in box 3.2.58 [91].  

Topic:  
Airships  
Airships  
Automobiles  
Balloons  
Rifles  
Soldiers  

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

The Cathedral and Pontoon Bridge crossing the Rhine, Cologne, Germany.  
[Active no. 20085 : half-stereo photonegative.,] 1894  
1 Item (3-1/4 x 4-1/4").  
Image(s): The Cathedral and Pontoon Bridge crossing the Rhine, Cologne, Germany. [Active no. 20085 : half-stereo photonegative.] 1894.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
Small hole in emulsion.  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27933  

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].  
Same as RSN 15827.
Topic: Bridges -- Germany.
Cathedrals -- Germany
Rivers -- Germany

Place: Cologne (Germany)
Germany
Rhine River (Germany)

[Family group seated on front steps of rustic building.] 20111 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Family group seated on front steps of rustic building.] 20111 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27934

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [68].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Family
Infants
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Workers in factory.] 21477 interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 21477 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27935

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [108].

Topic: Blue collar workers
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910.
Factories
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park.] 21895 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Park.] 21895 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27936

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Fronds
       Parks
       Ponds
       Trees

Place: Nymphaea O'Marana

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[High bridge over rural stream.] 21892 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [High bridge over rural stream.] 21892 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27937

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Bridges
       Rivers
       Viaducts

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[The Passage, Germany] on envelope 21903 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [The Passage, Germany] on envelope 21903 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Young, R.Y., Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27938

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic:
- Arches
- Architecture
- Interior architecture
- Museums
- Streets

Place:
- Germany
- Passage Panoplieum

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Long low bridge in city setting.] 21910 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Long low bridge in city setting.] 21910 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27939

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic:
- Bridges
- Cathedrals
- Rivers

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Long low bridge in city setting.] 21911 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Long low bridge in city setting.] 21911 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27940

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic:
Bridges
Cathedrals
Horses
Rivers
cable cars (streetcars)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Plaza.] 22163 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Plaza.] 22163 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27941

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Topic:
Architecture
Horses
Plazas
Towers
Wagons

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Homes.] 22183 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Homes.] 22183 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27942

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
Kites

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Winding river in city setting.] No. 22184 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Winding river in city setting.] No. 22184 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27943

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Cathedrals
Church buildings
Harbors
Harbors
Portraits
Rivers
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Paris Exposition; sculptures inside museum.] No. 22191 : interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s): [Paris Exposition; sculptures inside museum.] No. 22191 : interpositive, 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27944

NOTE: IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Names: Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)

Topic: Art -- France
Exhibitions -- 1900-1910 -- France
Museums -- France
Palaces -- France
Sculptures -- France

Place: France -- 1900-1910
Paris (France) -- 1900-1910
Sculpture Palace
Trocadero (France)

Genre/ Form: Interpositives

From the Arch of Triumph, Paris... [on envelope]. Active no. 22192: Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s): From the Arch of Triumph, Paris... [on envelope]. Active no. 22192: Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27945

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Place: Arch of Triumph (Paris, France)
France
Paris (France) -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

["Sacred White Deer Temple, Nora, Japan"] on envelope 22206 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): ["Sacred White Deer Temple, Nora, Japan"] on envelope 22206 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27946
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Topic:  Children -- Japan
        Deer -- Japan
        Fountains -- Japan
        Parks -- Japan
        Religion -- Japan
        Shrines -- Japan
        Temples -- Japan

Place:  Japan
        Nora (Japan)
        White Deer Temple

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

["Theatre Street, Osaka, Japan"] on envelope 22208 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s):  ["Theatre Street, Osaka, Japan"] on envelope 22208
interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27947

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic:  Carts -- Japan
        Children -- Japan
        Flags -- Japan
        Streets -- Japan
        Theaters -- Japan

Place:  Japan
        Osaka (Japan)

Genre/Form:  Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

["Grounds of the beautiful Imperial Summer Palace near China; c/o 1901
U&U"] on envelope 22209 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s):  ["Grounds of the beautiful Imperial Summer Palace near China;
c/o 1901 U&U"] on envelope 22209 Interpositive 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27948

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Topic:
Lakes -- China
Monuments -- China
Mountains -- China
Palaces -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Great Wall, Peking, China; "c/o 1902 U&U"] on envelope 22211
Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Great Wall, Peking, China; "c/o 1902 U&U"] on envelope 22211
Interpositive 1902

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27949

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Genre/Form:
Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic:
Great Wall of China (China)
Walls

Place: China
Peking (China)

[Military band marching in dock area. Active no. 22212 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27950

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic:  
Bands (Music) -- Asia  
Boats -- Asia  
Bridges -- Asia  
Camps -- Asia  
Flags -- Asia  
Military -- Asia  
Musicians -- Asia  

Place:  
Asia  

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Box 315  
RSN Numbers 27951-28046  

["Buddha in the old temple at Loong Wuh, China; c/o 1900 U&U"] on envelope 22214 Interpositive, 1900  
1 Item (4" x 5")  

Image(s): ["Buddha in the old temple at Loong Wuh, China; c/o 1900 U&U"] on envelope 22214 Interpositive 1900.  
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher  
English.  
Silver gelatin on glass.  
yellowing slightly  

Local Numbers  
RSN 27951  

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!  
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].  

Names:  
Buddha -- China  

Topic:  
Art -- China  
Religion -- China  
Sculptures -- China  
Temples -- China  

Place:  
China  
Loong Wuh (China)  

Genre/ Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass  

Native street from the European Section of Canton, China; c/o 1900 U&U [on envelope]. [Active no. 22215 : interpositive,] 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): Native street from the European Section of Canton, China; c/o 1900 U&U [on envelope]. [Active no. 22215 : interpositive.] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27952

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Topic:

Crowds -- China
Rickshaws -- China
Streets -- China

Place:

Canton (China)
China

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

This gun and crew fired the first shot in Manila Bay; c/o 1899 U&U. [On envelope.] [Active no. 22219 : interpositive.], 1899

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): This gun and crew fired the first shot in Manila Bay; c/o 1899 U&U. [On envelope.] [Active no. 22219 : interpositive.] 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27953

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Names:

United States. Navy

Topic:

Flags -- Philippines
Guns -- Philippines
Sailors -- Philippines
Seamen -- 1890-1900 -- Philippines
Ships -- Philippines
War -- Philippines

Place:

Manila Bay
Philippines

Genre/Form:

Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
[Waterscape.] 22239 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Waterscape.] 22239 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27954

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
      Ships -- Philippines
      Waterscapes -- Philippines

Place: Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home.] 22259 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Home.] 22259 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27955

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Topic: Dwellings
      Dwellings
      Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"St. George's Cathedral, Cape Town..." "c/o 1900" [on envelope]. 22268
Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): "St. George's Cathedral, Cape Town..." "c/o 1900" [on envelope].
22268 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27956

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Topic: Buggies -- South Africa
       Cathedrals -- South Africa
       Horses
       Mountains -- South Africa
       Streetcars -- South Africa

Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
       South Africa
       St. George’s Cathedral

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Market Square, Cape Town...c/o 1900 U&U [on envelope]. 22269
Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Market Square, Cape Town...c/o 1900 U&U [on envelope]. 22269
Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27957

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Topic: Buildings -- South Africa
       Markets -- South Africa
       Plazas -- South Africa

Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
       South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Parliament Buildings, Cape Town, South Africa; c/o [?] 1900 U&U [on
envelope]. [Active no. 22270,], 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Parliament Buildings, Cape Town, South Africa; c/o [?] 1900 U&U
[on envelope]. [Active no. 22270,] 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27958

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Topic: Mountains -- South Africa
       Parks -- South Africa
       Parliaments -- South Africa

Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
       South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Cape Town...c/o U&U" on envelope. Active no. 22271 : Interpositive
1 piece (4" x 5")
Image(s): "Cape Town...c/o U&U" on envelope. Active no. 22271 :
Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood
English.
Glass

Local Numbers
RSN 27959

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [132].

Names: Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, 1819-1901

Topic: Monuments
       Mountains -- South Africa
       Parliaments
       Royalty
       Sculpture

Place: Cape Town (South Africa)
       South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Oven.] 22312 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Oven.] 22312 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27960

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Breadmaking
       Stoves
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ostrich.] 22341 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ostriches : Active no. 8013 : interpositive.]
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27961

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Ostriches
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Workers in factory.] 22344 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Workers in factory.] 22344 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27962

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Blue collar workers
       Factories
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Dewey Memorial Arch in New York City.] 22362 interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Dewey Memorial Arch in New York City.] 22362 interpositive 1899

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27963
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 2248 (filed after RSN 17963)

Names: Dewey, George, 1837-1917
Topic: Arches
Armed Forces
Monuments
Streets
Place: New York (N.Y.)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Waterfalls.] 22386 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Waterfalls.] 22386 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27964
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Waterfalls
Place: Niagara?
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Snowman, Happy Days, co. Geo Barker 1888 [on envelope] [Active no. 22396 : interpositive,], 1888
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): Snowman, Happy Days, co. Geo Barker 1888 [on envelope] [Active no. 22396 : interpositive.] 1888.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Barker, George, 1844-1894, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27965
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Cats
Children
Parks
Recreation
Sleds
Snowmen

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girl holding a rabbit? Active no. 22396 : non-stereo interpositive.], 1896
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s): [Young girl holding a rabbit? Active no. 22396 : non-stereo interpositive.] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman
English.
"c/o 1896 Strohmeyer & Wyman" on envelope.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27966
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Children
Rabbits

Genre/Form: Newspapers
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
Portraits -- Children

[Children.] 22409 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 22409 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27967

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Children
      Dogs
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Forest.] 22427 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Forest.] 22427 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27968

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Forests
      Trees
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Home.] 22433 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Home.] 22433 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27969

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

---

**Topic:** Dwellings

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 22514 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Military.] 22514 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27970

**NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!**

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

---

**Topic:** Armed Forces

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 22527 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4" x 5")

**Image(s):** [Military.] 22527 Interpositive 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27971

**NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.**

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

---

**Topic:** Horses

**Genre/Form:** Landscapes (representations)

[Disaster.] 22529 Interpositive, 1899

---
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1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Disaster.] 22529 Interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27972

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Disasters
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Damaged tower.] 22530 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Damaged tower.] 22530 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27973

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Dwellings
Dwellings
Ruins
Towers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 22539 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 22539 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27974
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1900 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Agriculture
Blue collar workers
Children
Children -- Employment -- 1900-1910.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Lake.] 22540 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Lake.] 22540 Interpositive 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27975

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Boats -- United States
Lakes -- United States
Mountains -- United States
glaciers -- United States

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 22551 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Children.] 22551 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27976

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Children
Flowers
Parks
Sundials
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Music. Active no. 22560 non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4"

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27977

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Bands (Music)
       Kilts
       Musical instruments
       Tents

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Park.] 22562 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): [Park.] 22562 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27978

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Architecture
       Buildings
       Parks

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 22564 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): [Architecture.] 22564 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27979

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Architecture
Dining rooms
Interior architecture

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harvesting.] 22570 Interpositive, 1900
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Harvesting.] 22570 Interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27980

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Harvesting
Machinery
Stacks (Hay, grain, etc.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt walking in woods.] 22629 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt walking in woods.] 22629 interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27981

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
[Small sailboat at sea.] 22630 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Small sailboat at sea.] 22630 interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27982
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

[Sailors on parade.] 22631 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Sailors on parade.] 22631 interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27983
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

[President Theodore Roosevelt walking near railroad tracks.] 22632
interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt walking near railroad tracks.]
22632 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27984

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Presidents
Railroads
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Colosseum, Rome.] Active no. 22651 : interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Colosseum, Rome.] Active no. 22651 : interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27985

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Names: Colosseum (Rome, Italy)
Topic: Arenas -- Italy
Ruins -- Italy
Place: Italy -- 1900-1910
Rome (Italy)
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Religion.] 22661 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Religion.] 22661 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 27986

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o A.S. Co.] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Religion
       prayers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Good night baby [on envelope]. [Active no. 22671 : black-and-white non-stereo interpositive.]
1 Item (5" x 4").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Little girl kissing her image in a mirror.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27987

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 16529.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [69].

Topic: Children
       Dwellings
       Kissing
       Mirrors

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bananas.] 22717 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Bananas.] 22717 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27988

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].
Topic: Bananas
       Trees

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Loeh's Rideau Canal. 22794 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): Loeh's Rideau Canal. 22794 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27989

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 22673.

Topic: Boats -- Ontario
       Canals -- Ontario
       Locks -- Ontario
       Rivers -- Ontario

Place: Canada
       Loeh (Ontario)
       Ontario
       Ottawa (Ontario)
       Rideau Canal (Ontario)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overview of hot springs geyser area.].] 22803 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Overview of hot springs geyser area.].] 22803 interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27990

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
       Geyser -- Yellowstone National Park
       Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park
[Overview of hot springs geyser area.] 22809 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Overview of hot springs geyser area.] 22809 interpositive 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27991

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Formations (Geology) -- Yellowstone National Park
Geysers -- Yellowstone National Park
Parks -- Yellowstone National Park

Place: Yellowstone National Park

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Young girl playing with costumed dog in home.] 22973 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Young girl playing with costumed dog in home.] 22973 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27992

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Children
Dogs
Dwellings
Dwellings
Games
Recreation

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt in military uniform on horse.] 22991 Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt in military uniform on horse.] 22991 Interpositive 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27993

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1898 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Armed Forces
Horses
Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Religious shrine, Japan? Active no. 23009 : half-stereo Interpositive,], 1896
1 Item (5" x 4").
Image(s): [Religious shrine, Japan? Active no. 23009 : half-stereo Interpositive,] 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27994

IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! "c/o 1896 Stromeyer and Wyman" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Art
Religion
Shrines

Place: Japan -- 1890-1900

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

["Preaching to the Rough Riders"] 23045 Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): ["Preaching to the Rough Riders"] 23045 Interpositive 1898.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27995

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 16606 [c/o 1898 Strohmeyer and Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Names: Rough Riders

Topic: Armed Forces

Religion

Rites and ceremonies

Soldiers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 23055 Interpositive, 1903

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cathedral.] 23055 Interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 27996

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 16606.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Cathedrals

Church buildings

Parks

Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Stockholm, Sweden.] Active no. 23093 : Interpositive, 1894
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Stockholm, Sweden.] Active no. 23093: Interpositive, 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27997

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 3036, 6416, 12176 and 19693; "c/o 1894 Bert Underwood" on envelope
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Architecture -- Sweden
Elevators -- Sweden
Katrina-Hissen (Stockholm, Sweden)
Transportation

Place: Stockholm (Sweden)
Sweden

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Child using wall telephone in home.] 23223 Interpositive, 1891
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Child using wall telephone in home.] 23223 Interpositive 1891.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 27999

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1891 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Children
Dwellings
Dwellings
telephone

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River rapids in factory setting.] 23264 interpositive, 1897
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River rapids in factory setting.] 23264 interpositive 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28000

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Rapids
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[ Mosque.] 23273 Interpositive, 1897
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mosque.] 23273 Interpositive 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28001

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 13875, 13976, 25982 and 25983.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Donkeys -- Egypt
Minarets -- Egypt
Mosques -- Egypt
Portraits -- Egypt

Place: Cairo (Egypt)
Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Children.] 23297 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 23297 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
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Local Numbers
RSN 28002

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Children -- Japan
Markets -- Japan
Parks -- Japan
Walkways -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Street scene.] 23298 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 23298 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28003

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Carts -- Japan
Cows -- Japan
Streets -- Japan
Transportation

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Two American Indians pose in rugged terrain.] 23302 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Two American Indians pose in rugged terrain.] 23302 Interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28004
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Indians of North America -- Arizona
       Portraits -- Arizona

Place: Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[American Indian family in front of adobe house in Arizona : Active no.
23303 : Interpositive.,] 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [American Indian family in front of adobe house in Arizona :
Active no. 23303 : Interpositive.] 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28005

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Adobe houses -- Arizona
       Dwellings -- Arizona
       Family -- 1900-1910 -- Arizona
       Indians of North America -- Arizona

Place: Arizona

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[American Indians on trail in rugged terrain.] 23305 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [American Indians on trail in rugged terrain.] 23305 Interpositive
1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28006

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].
[Overview of desert terrain.] 23307 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Overview of desert terrain.] 23307 Interpositive 1901
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28007

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23313
interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.]
23313 interpositive 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28008
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Bears
Crowds
Flowers
Presidents
Rites and ceremonies
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from rear car of train.] 23314 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from rear car of train.] 23314 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28009

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds
Presidents
Railroads -- Trains
Rites and ceremonies

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Walkway.] 23319 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Walkway.] 23319 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28010

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
Bridges -- Japan
Buildings
Children -- Japan
Walkways -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Walkway.] 23320 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Walkway.] 23320 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28011

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Streets -- Japan
       Walkways -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Wayside Inn, Japan] on envelope 23323 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Wayside Inn, Japan] on envelope 23323 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28012

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [85].

Topic: Buildings -- Japan
       Hotels -- Japan
       Inns -- Japan
       Streets -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Booker T. Washington?] : Caption no. 23326 : interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28013

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Names: Washington, Booker T., 1856-1915
Topic: African Americans
Portraits
Genre/Form: Interpositives

[Rickshaw.] 23336 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Rickshaw.] 23336 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28014

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Rickshaws -- Japan
Roads -- Japan
Trees -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Children.] 23339 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 23339 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28015

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Business enterprises -- Japan
Carts -- Japan
Children -- Japan
Horses -- Japan
Shops -- Japan
Stores -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 23340 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 23340 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28016

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! "c/o 1896 Strohmeyer & Wyman" on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Business enterprises -- Japan
Children -- Japan
Shops -- Japan
Stores -- Japan

Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Boats on river in Japan.] 23341 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Boats on river in Japan.] 23341 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28017

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Boats -- Japan
Rivers -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Park.] 23344 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Park.] 23344 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28018
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
Buildings -- Japan
Parks -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Boats on river in Japan.] 23349 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Boats on river in Japan.] 23349 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28019
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Boats -- Japan
Dwellings -- Japan
Homes -- Japan
Rivers -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 23353 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 23353 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28020
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Buildings
       Streets
Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market.] 23355 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): [Market.] 23355 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28021
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Art -- Japan
       Business enterprises -- Japan
       Lanterns -- Japan
       Markets -- Japan
       Shops -- Japan
       Stores -- Japan
       Tiles
Place: Japan

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Agriculture.] 23358 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 23358 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28022

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer and Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Agriculture -- Japan
Barrels -- Japan
Fields -- Japan
Irrigation -- Japan
Laborers -- Japan
Water -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Shrine.] 23366 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Shrine.] 23366 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28023

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer and Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Architecture -- Japan
Bells -- Japan
Shrines -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sailboats on wide river in Japan.] 23384 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Sailboats on wide river in Japan.] 23384 Interpositive 1896

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28024
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer and Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

**Topic:** Rivers -- Japan

**Sailboats**

**Place:** Japan

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Market.] 23386 Interpositive, 1896

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Market.] 23386 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28025

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer and Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

**Topic:** Carts -- Japan

**Markets -- Japan**

**Streets -- Japan**

**Villages -- Japan**

**Place:** Japan

**Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Shrine.] 23390 Interpositive, 1896

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Shrine.] 23390 Interpositive 1896.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28026

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer and Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

**Topic:** Art -- Japan
Shrines -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Shrine.] 23392 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Shrine.] 23392 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28027
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer and Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Buildings -- Japan
Entrances -- Japan
Shrines -- Japan
Streets -- Japan
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Architecture.] 23393 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Architecture.] 23393 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28028
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings
Place: Japan
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Religion.] 23395 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Religion.] 23395 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28029

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer and Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Lanterns -- Japan
Religion -- Japan
Shrines -- Japan
prayers -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Street scene.] 23397 Interpositive, 1896
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 23397 Interpositive 1896.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28030

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1896 Strohmeyer and Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Streets -- Japan
Transportation

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Mural paintings inside museum in Japan.] 23399 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mural paintings inside museum in Japan.] 23399 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28031

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Art
Mural painting and decoration
Museums

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 23412 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 23412 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28032

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Rickshaws -- Japan
Streets -- Japan
Transportation
Wood -- Japan

Place: Japan

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral.] 23431 Interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 23431 Interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28033

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].
Topic: Architecture
Art
Cathedrals
Interior architecture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 23438 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military.] 23438 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28034

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Armed Forces -- England
Parks -- England

Place: England

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[U.S. and British flags on dragon sailing ship in harbor.] 23451 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [U.S. and British flags on dragon sailing ship in harbor.] 23451 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28035

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 16748

Topic: Dragons
Flags
Sailboats
Ships

Place: British Flag
U.S. Flag
Viking
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[El Bouquet de las Sabanenas.] on building 23455 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28036

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133]

Topic: Buildings
Crowds
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[City streets, buildings and river.] 23459 Interpositive, 1894
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [City streets, buildings and river.] 23459 Interpositive 1894.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Underwood, Bert, 1862-1943, Photographer
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28037

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1894 Bert Underwood] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Boats and boating
Bridges
Buildings
Carriages and carts
Horses
Rivers

[Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from rear car of train.] 23464
interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from rear car of train.] 23464 interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28038

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Flags
Political campaigns
Presidents
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Crowd at political rally at rear of train.] 23466 interpositive, 1903

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Crowd at political rally at rear of train.] 23466 interpositive 1903.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28039

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Crowds
Political campaigns
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] caption no. 23467 : interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.]
caption no. 23467 : interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28040

Image reversed on videodisc (see number); oriented correctly here.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds -- 1900-1910
Flags
Political campaigns
Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt and cavalry troops in parade.] 23472 Interpositive, 1898
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt and cavalry troops in parade.] 23472 Interpositive 1898.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28042

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1898 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic:
Armed Forces
Cavalry
Flags
Horses
Parades
Presidents
Training

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Black-and-white negatives
-- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt on dock.] 23473 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt on dock.] 23473 interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28043
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic:
Bridges
Docks
Piers
Presidents
Wharves

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 23474 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 23474 interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28044

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Portraits
Presidents
Ships

Place: Algonquin Indians

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 23479 interpositive, 1902

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 23479 interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28045

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Presidents
Sailors
Sailors
Ships

Place: Algonquin Indians

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23480 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.]
23480 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28046

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Carriages
Crowds
Parades
Political campaigns
Presidents
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 316 RSN Numbers 28047-28150

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23481 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.]
23481 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28047

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Carriages
Crowds
Parades
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 23491 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 23491 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28048

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: African Americans
Carriages
Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt at campaign site.] 23492 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 23492 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28049

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: African Americans
Carriages
Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt at campaign site.] 23494 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt at campaign site.] 23494 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28050

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: African Americans
Flags
Horses
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt at campaign site.] 23496 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt at campaign site.] 23496 interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28051

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt riding in carriage in street.] 23497 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt riding in carriage in street.] 23497 interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28052

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic:
Crowds
Horses
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from rear car of train.] 23499 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from rear car of train.] 23499 interpositive 1902.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28053

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic:
Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23500 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23500 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28054

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt riding in carriage in street.] 23508 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt riding in carriage in street.] 23508 interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28055

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages
Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning.] 23511 interpositive, 1902
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning.] 23511 interpositive 1902
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28056

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
       Political campaigns
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt campaigning.] 23536 interpositive 1903
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt campaigning.] 23536 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28057

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
       Flags
       Political campaigns
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 23541 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt aboard ship.] 23541 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28058

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Boats and boating
       Docks
       Harbors
       Piers
       Political campaigns
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 23545 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 23545 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28059

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 16795

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages
       Flowers
       Political campaigns
       Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23546 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23546 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28060
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 16795

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23548 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23548 interpositive 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28061

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cavalry troops parading with U.S. Flag.] 23550 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cavalry troops parading with U.S. Flag.] 23550 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28062

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Flags
Horses
Mountains
Political campaigns
Presidents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23551 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [President Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from stand.] 23551 interpositive 1903
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28063
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 16798

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from rear car of train.] 23552 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt addressing crowd from rear car of train.] 23552 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28064
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Crowds
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 23555 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 23555 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28065

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic:
Carriages
Crowds
Horses
Parades
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt riding in horse parade.] 23558 interpositive, 1903
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt riding in horse parade.] 23558 interpositive 1903.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate cracked and tiny part missing at right center.

Local Numbers
RSN 28066

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919

Topic: Dogs
Series 3: Underwood & Underwood glass plates

Underwood & Underwood Glass Stereograph Collection
NMAH.AC.0143

Page 1

Horses
Parades
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 23565 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 23565 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28067

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages
Horses
Mountains
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 23573 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Theodore Roosevelt in carriage in street.] 23573 Interpositive
1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28068

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899
Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Names: Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Topic: Carriages
Crowds
Horses
Political campaigns
Presidents -- United States -- 1900-1910.

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Castle.] [Active no.23632 : Interpositive.], 1899
1 Item (4" x 5".)
Image(s): [Castle.] [Active no.23632 : Interpositive.] 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28069

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! "c/o 1899 Strohmeyer & Wyman" on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic:
Cannon -- Cuba
Castles -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Guns -- Cuba

Place:
Cuba

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Castle.] 23634 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Castle. ] 23634 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28070

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic:
Cannon -- Cuba
Castles -- Cuba
Fortification -- Cuba
Guns -- Cuba

Place:
Cuba

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Street scene.] 23645 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Street scene.] 23645 Interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28071

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic:
Carts -- Cuba
Horses -- Cuba
Mules -- Cuba
Streets -- Cuba
Wagons -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in city plaza in Cuba.] 23655 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Monument in city plaza in Cuba.] 23655 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28072
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic:
Buildings -- Cuba
Monuments -- Cuba
Sculptures -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/ Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park.] 23657 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Park.] 23657 Interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
 RSN 28073

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Arches -- Cuba Buildings -- Cuba Parks -- Cuba Sculptures -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park.] 23667 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Park.] 23667 Interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
 RSN 28074

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Buildings -- Cuba Palm trees -- Cuba Parks -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park.] 23671 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Park.] 23671 Interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28075

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Buildings -- Cuba
      Parks -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tower.] 23689 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Tower.] 23689 Interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28076

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Dogs -- Cuba
      Fortification -- Cuba
      Towers -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 23691 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 23691 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28077

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Mountains -- Cuba
Portraits
Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 23693 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Children.] 23693 Interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28078

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Children -- Cuba
Streets -- Cuba
Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor scene.] 23718 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Harbor scene.] 23718 Interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28079

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].
Topic: 
Harbors -- Cuba
Portraits -- Cuba
Ships -- Cuba

Place: 
Cuba

Genre/ Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overview of homes in Cuba.] 23719 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Overview of homes in Cuba.] 23719 Interpositive 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28080

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 Strohmeyer & Wyman] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: 
Dwellings -- Cuba
Homes -- Cuba
Huts -- Cuba
Palm trees -- Cuba
Villages -- Cuba

Place: 
Cuba

Genre/ Form: 
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overview of homes in Cuba.] 23720 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Overview of homes in Cuba.] 23720 Interpositive 1899.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28081

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 S&W] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].
Villages -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 23725 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Military.] 23725 Interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28082

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 S&W] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Buildings -- Cuba
       Fortification -- Cuba
       Horses -- Cuba
       Military -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[River and bridge in Cuban city.] 23730 Interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [River and bridge in Cuban city.] 23730 Interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28083

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1899 S&W] on envelope.
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Bridges -- Cuba
       Horses -- Cuba
       Portraits -- Cuba
       Rivers -- Cuba
       Villages -- Cuba

Place: Cuba
[Military bridge in Cuba.] 23734 interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military bridge in Cuba.] 23734 interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28084

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Armed Forces
Bridges -- Cuba
Rivers -- Cuba
Place: Cuba

[Agriculture.] 23735 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 23735 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28085

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Agriculture -- Cuba
Fields -- Cuba
Laborers -- Cuba
Palm trees -- Cuba
Sugar cane -- Cuba
Place: Cuba

[Street scene.] 23753 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 23753 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28086

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Architecture
Horses
Streets
Towers
Wagons

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Cathedral.] 23794 Interpositive, 1897
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cathedral.] 23794 Interpositive 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28087

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Cathedrals
Portraits

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Mountains.] 23797 Interpositive, 1897
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Mountains.] 23797 Interpositive 1897.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28088
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Mountains
       glaciers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[River rapids in deep canyon.] 23813 interpositive, 1900
   1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River rapids in deep canyon.] 23813 interpositive 1900.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 28089

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
       Mountains -- United States
       Rapids -- United States
       Rivers -- United States

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Homes and trees under blanket of snow.] 23813 Interpositive, 1895
   1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Homes and trees under blanket of snow.] 23813 Interpositive 1895.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 28090

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! [c/o 1895 S&W] on envelope.

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Dwellings
       Snow

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1890-1900 -- Interpositives -- Glass.
[Portrait.] 23828 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 23828 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28091

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Portraits
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Overview of city and river beyond.] 23858 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Overview of city and river beyond.] 23858 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28092

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Bridges
Portraits
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Sailboat docked on wide river. Active no. 23860 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28093

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Boats and boating
      Docks
      Piers
      Rivers
      Sailboats
      Wharves

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 23929 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Portrait.] 23929 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28094

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Harbors
      Mountains -- United States
      Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor.] 23931 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Harbor.] 23931 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28095

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Harbors
      Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Harbor.] 23932 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Harbor.] 23932 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28096

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Harbors
Palms
Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Agriculture.] 23937 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 23937 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28097

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133].

Topic: Agriculture -- Cuba
Cows -- Cuba
Fields -- Cuba
Laborers -- Cuba
Sugar cane -- Cuba

Place: Cuba

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 24071 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 24071 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28098

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Armed Forces
Soldiers
Training

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 24072 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 24072 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28099

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Armed Forces
Bicycles
Streets
Transportation
War casualties

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Soldiers beside wide river in Austria.] 24073 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Soldiers beside wide river in Austria.] 24073 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28100

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Carts -- Austria
Military -- Austria
Rifles -- Austria
Rivers -- Austria
Soldiers -- Austria
Wagons -- Austria

Place: Austria
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Military.] 24074 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Military.] 24074 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28101

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Armed Forces
Buildings
Rifles
Soldiers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[South gate along wall, Tientsin, China, 1901] on envelope 24075 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [South gate along wall, Tientsin, China, 1901] on envelope 24075 interpositive 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28102

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Flags -- China
Fortification -- China
Gates -- China
Walls -- China

Place: China
Tientsin (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Shell fire, French Bund, Tientsin, 1901] on envelope 24076 Interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Shell fire, French Bund, Tientsin, 1901] on envelope 24076 Interpositive 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28103

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Destruction -- China
       Military -- China
       Rifles -- China
       Soldiers -- China
       War -- China

Place: China
       France
       Tientsin (China)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Russian Cossacks before barracks, Tientsin, 1901] on envelope 24077 interpositive, 1901
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Russian Cossacks before barracks, Tientsin, 1901] on envelope 24077 interpositive 1901.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28104

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Flags -- China
       Military -- China
       Rifles -- China
Soldiers -- China
War -- China

Place: China
Russia
Tientsin (China)
U.S. Flag

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Wagons loaded with silver from Chinese mint] on envelope 24078 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Wagons loaded with silver from Chinese mint] on envelope 24078 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28105

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 17006.

Topic: Flags -- China
Horses -- China
Military -- China
Mints -- China
Silver -- China
Wagons -- China

Place: China
U.S. Flag

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Damaged railroad equipment.] 24079 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Damaged railroad equipment.] 24079 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28106

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].
[Small crowd seated in street in China.] 24080 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Small crowd seated in street in China.] 24080 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28107

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

[Dock scene.] 24084 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Dock scene.] 24084 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28108

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].
[Harbor area with ship. Active no. 24085 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28109

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Boats -- China
Construction -- China
Harbors -- China
Streets -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 24086 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Children.] 24086 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28110

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Boats -- China
Children -- China
Harbors -- China
Swimming -- China

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street scene.] 24093 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Street scene.] 24093 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28111

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Barrels
Carts
Mountains -- China
Streets

Place: China

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The Cathedral old walled city Manila, Philippine Island [on envelope].
24102 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): The Cathedral old walled city Manila, Philippine Island [on envelope]. 24102 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28112

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Cathedrals -- Philippines
Horses -- Philippines
Wagons -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Statue of Queen Isabella - Manilla, Philippine Islands c/o u&u] on envelope
24156 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5")
Image(s): [Statue of Queen Isabella - Manilla, Philippine Islands c/o u&u] on envelope 24156 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28113
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Names: Isabella, Queen

Topic: Children -- Philippines.
Monuments -- Philippines
Parks -- Philippines
Statues -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Philippines

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Looking down the Pasig River from northern end of Spain, Manilla, Philippines, 1899 u.&u.] on envelope 24162 interpositive, 1899
1 Item (4” x 5")
Image(s): [Looking down the Pasig River from northern end of Spain, Manilla, Philippines, 1899 u.&u.] on envelope 24162 interpositive 1899.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28114
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Boats -- Philippines
Carts -- Philippines
Cows -- Philippines
Portraits -- Philippines
Rivers -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Pasig River (Philippines)
Philippines
Spain Street (Manilla, Philippines)
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Pasig River, Manilla, Philippines] on envelope 24164 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Pasig River, Manilla, Philippines] on envelope 24164 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28115

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Harbors -- Philippines
Laundries -- Philippines
Rivers -- Philippines
Ships -- Philippines

Place: Manila (Philippines)
Pasig River (Philippines)
Philippines

[On the road from Tina Jeros to Malabon, Philippines] on envelope 24208 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [On the road from Tina Jeros to Malabon, Philippines] on envelope 24208 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28116

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Military -- Philippines
Rifles -- Philippines
Roads -- Philippines
Soldiers -- Philippines

Place: Malabon
Philippines
Tina Jeros

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 24235 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 24235 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28117

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Architecture
Buildings

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Winter Scene Niagara, U.S., [on envelope]. [Active no. 24267 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28118

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Snow -- New York
Trees -- New York.

Place: New York
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Porto Rico? [on envelope]. [Active no. 24289 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28119

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Harbors
Ships

Place: Puerto Rico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Tower on northern wall, Porto Rico [on envelope]. [Active no. 24290 : interpositive.]
1 Item (5 x 3-1/2" (erroneously entered as 4" x 5").)
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28120

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Seacoasts -- Puerto Rico
Towers -- Puerto Rico
Walls -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Cattle of prosperous planter, Guayana, Porto Rico [on envelope]. [Active no. 24292 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers

RSN 28121

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

**Topic:**
- Cows
- Farms
- Plantations

**Place:**
- Guayana
- Puerto Rico

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Unloading lighters at La Playa, Porto Rico [on envelope]. [Active no. 24296 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28122

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

**Topic:**
- Boats -- Puerto Rico
- Carts -- Puerto Rico
- Docks -- Puerto Rico
- Horses -- Puerto Rico
- Laborers -- Puerto Rico
- Piers -- Puerto Rico
- Wharves -- Puerto Rico

**Place:**
- La Playa (Puerto Rico)
- Puerto Rico

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Birdseye view of Myaguez, Porto Rico [on envelope]. [Active no. 24298 : interpositive.]

1 Item (5 x 3-1/2" (erroneously recorded as 4" x 5").

**Image(s)**

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28123

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Place: Mayaguez (P.R.)
Puerto Rico

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

San Cristobal Fort San Juan, Porto Rico [on envelope]. Active no. 24301: interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): San Cristobal Fort San Juan, Porto Rico [on envelope]. Active no. 24301: interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28124

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 17107.

Names: San Cristóbal (Prison)

Topic: Fortification -- Puerto Rico
Harbors -- Puerto Rico
Portraits -- Puerto Rico
Sailboats -- Puerto Rico
Ships -- Puerto Rico

Place: Puerto Rico
San Juan (P.R.)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

San Cristobal, looking S.W., showing Colon Square [on envelope]. [Active no. 24315: interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").
Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28125
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Boats -- Puerto Rico
City views -- 1900-1910
Harbors -- Puerto Rico
Horses -- Puerto Rico
Monuments -- Puerto Rico
Plazas -- Puerto Rico
Wagons -- Puerto Rico

Genre/ Form: Cityscapes
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Topographical views

Place: Colon Square (San Cristobal, Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico
San Cristóbal (Puerto Rico)

Church, Caguas, Porto Rico [on envelope]. [Crowd of men and children outside a church.] [Caption no. 24304 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28126

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Children -- Puerto Rico
Churches -- Puerto Rico
Horses -- Puerto Rico
Streets -- Puerto Rico.

Place: Caguas (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The great military road between San Juan & Ponce, Porto Rico [on envelope] [Active no. 24305 : interpositive.]
1 Item (5 x 3-1/2" (erroneously reported as 4" x 5").)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28127

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Armed Forces -- Puerto Rico
       Bridges -- Puerto Rico
       Roads -- Puerto Rico

Place: Ponce (Puerto Rico)
       Puerto Rico
       San Juan (P.R.)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

The dock of Ponce Puerto Rico [on envelope]. [Active no. 24309 : interpositive.]
1 Item (4" x 5".)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28128

Two men in foreground watching laborers on ship. Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Bibliography

Reproduced in microfilm by NEDCC for University of Puerto Rico.

Topic: Boats -- Puerto Rico
       Docks -- Puerto Rico
       Harbors -- Puerto Rico
       Laborers -- Puerto Rico
       Piers -- Puerto Rico
       Ships -- Puerto Rico
       Wharves -- Puerto Rico

Place: Ponce (Puerto Rico)
       Puerto Rico

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Harbor of Ponce, Puerto Rico [on envelope]. [Active no. 24310 : interpositive.]
1 Item (5 x 3-1/2" (erroneously recorded as 4" x 5").)

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28129

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Barrels -- Puerto Rico
Docks -- Puerto Rico
Harbors -- Puerto Rico
Piers -- Puerto Rico
Sailboats -- Puerto Rico
Ships -- Puerto Rico
Wharves -- Puerto Rico

Place: Ponce (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Washing in river on the outskirts of Ponce, Porto Rico [on envelope].
[Caption No.] 24312 : interpositive

1 Item (5 x 3-1/2" (error: 4" x 5").)

Image(s): Washing in river on the outskirts of Ponce, Porto Rico [on envelope]. [Caption No.] 24312 : interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28130

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic: Laundry -- Puerto Rico.
Mountains -- Puerto Rico
Mules
Rivers -- Puerto Rico

Genre/Form: Interpositives
Landscapes (representations)

Place: Ponce (Puerto Rico) -- 1890-1920
Puerto Rico -- 1890-1920
Washing in river on the outskirts of Ponce, Porto Rico [on envelope].
[Active no. 24316 : interpositive.]
1 Item (5 x 3-1/2 ")

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28131

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Topic: Laundry -- Puerto Rico.
Mountains -- Puerto Rico
Rivers -- Puerto Rico
Place: Ponce (Puerto Rico)
Puerto Rico

[The giant tree of Tule (154 ft. circumference) near Oaxaca, Mexico] on envelope 24335 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [The giant tree of Tule (154 ft. circumference) near Oaxaca, Mexico] on envelope 24335 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28132

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107]

Topic: Trees -- Mexico
Place: Mexico
Oaxaca (Mexico)
Tule

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tropical scenes, south of Florida, U.S.A.] on envelope 24342 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")


Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28133

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic:
- Children -- Florida
- Cocoanuts -- Florida
- Palm trees -- Florida
- Portraits -- Florida

Place:
Florida

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Durban & the Bay, from Berea Heights, South Africa] on envelope 24364 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Durban & the Bay, from Berea Heights, South Africa] on envelope 24364 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28134

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

Topic:
- Bays -- South Africa
- Harbors -- South Africa
- Roads -- South Africa

Place:
Berea Heights (South Africa)
Durban (South Africa)
South Africa

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

"Bugler in the Royal Marine Artillery England" on envelope. 24366 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28135

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107]

Topic:  
Armed Forces
Artillery
Bugles
Guns
Musical instruments

Place:  
England

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cattle, South Africa?] on envelope 24377 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s)

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28136

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107]

Topic:  
Cows
Huts

Place:  
South Africa

Genre/Form:  
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

West Point from the cemetery- -New York 1900 / Strohmeyer & Wyman [on envelope]. [Active no. 24422 : half-stereo interpositive,], 1900
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): West Point from the cemetery--New York 1900 / Strohmeyer & Wyman [on envelope]. [Active no. 24422 : half-stereo interpositive,] 1900.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28137

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [107].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: United States Military Academy

Topic: Cemeteries -- New York
       Military academies -- New York

Place: New York
       West Point (New York)

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Steamboat passing before high geological formation.] 24684 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Steamboat passing before high geological formation.] 24684 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28138

Currently stored in box 3.2.59 [133], moved from [115].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Children
       Formations (Geology)
       Rivers
       Ships

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Transport crossing Rhenoter River 38 miles north of Kroonstad, SA] on envelope 25685 interpositive.
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Transport crossing Rhenoter River 38 miles north of Kroonstad, SA] on envelope 25685 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28139

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [73].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic:
- Cows -- South Africa
- Formations (Geology) -- South Africa
- Horses -- South Africa
- Rivers -- South Africa
- Valleys -- South Africa
- Wagon trains -- South Africa

Place:
- Kroonstad (South Africa)
- Rhenoter River (South Africa)
- South Africa

Genre/Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Standard & National Banks at Pretoria] on envelope 25717 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Standard & National Banks at Pretoria] on envelope 25717 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28140

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 17216.

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [73].

Topic:
- Banks and banking -- South Africa
- Buildings -- South Africa
- Cows -- South Africa
- Hotels -- South Africa
- Plazas -- South Africa
- Wagons -- South Africa

Place:
- Pretoria (South Africa)
- South Africa
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group in front of rustic home in South Africa.] 25798 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family group in front of rustic home in South Africa.] 25798 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28141
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [73].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Family -- South Africa
Huts -- South Africa
Portraits -- South Africa
Place: South Africa

[Stately building and monument in South Africa.] 26284 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Stately building and monument in South Africa.] 26284 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28142
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [73].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Buildings -- South Africa
Monuments -- South Africa
statues -- South Africa
Place: South Africa

[Portrait.] 26333 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Portrait.] 26333 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28143

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

Topic: Huts
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Exterior of factory.] 26423 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Exterior of factory.] 26423 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28144

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

Topic: Factories
Railroads
Railroads -- Trains

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 26486 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 26486 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28145

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

**Topic:**
- Columns
- Ruins

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cave (or rock formations). Active no. 26498 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):**
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 28146

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

**Topic:**
- Caves
- Formations (Geology)

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 26503 Interpositive

1 Item (4” x 5”)

**Image(s):** [Ruins.] 26503 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**
- RSN 28147

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

**Topic:**
- Amphitheaters
- Columns
- Ruins

**Genre/Form:**
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 26519 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26519 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28148

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

Topic: Buildings
Camels
Donkeys
Fortification
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Family group under tent shelter.] 26532 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Family group under tent shelter.] 26532 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28149

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

Topic: Children
Family
Mountains
Nomads
Tents

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 26539 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26539 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28150

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

Topic: Buildings
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Box 317]

RSN Numbers 28151-28227

[Landscape.] 26560 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26560 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28151

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

Topic: Agriculture
Buildings
Orchards
Terraces

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 26566 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26566 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28152

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].
[Camp scene.] 26580 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Camp scene.] 26580 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28153

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

Topic:
- Camps
- Cookery
- Food
- Nomads
- Tents

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Long view of landscape and winding river.] 26608 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Long view of landscape and winding river.] 26608 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28154

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Genre/
Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Portrait.] 26639 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Portrait.] 26639 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28155

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

Topic: Gardens
Portraits

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 26693 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 26693 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28156

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [81].

Topic: Camps
Children
Rites and ceremonies
Tents

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 26707 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26707 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28157

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Topic:
- Portraits -- Palestine
- Ruins -- Palestine

Genre/
- Landscapes (representations)

Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Palestine

[Ruins and river in rugged terrain.] 26776 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins and river in rugged terrain.] 26776 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28158

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic:
- Bridges
- Columns
- Rivers
- Ruins

Genre/
- Landscapes (representations)

Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 26813 Interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 26813 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28159

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Genre/
- Landscapes (representations)

Form:
- Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine
[Ruins.] 26852 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26852 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28160
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Topic: Horses
       Rifles
       Rocks
       Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Street markets and homes.] 26855 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street markets and homes.] 26855 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28162

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Topic: Donkeys
Dwellings
Dwellings
Markets
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 26881 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Landscape.] 26881 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28163

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Genre: Landscapes (representations)
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Topic: Villages

[Agriculture.] 26940 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 26940 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28164

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Topic: Agriculture
Fields
Trees
[River in mountains.] 26941 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [River in mountains.] 26941 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28165

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Topic: Horses
Mountains
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 26972 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26972 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28166

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Topic: Arches
Ruins

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 26994 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 26994 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28167

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Topic: Horses
Rifles
Ruins

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 27000 Interpositive
1 Item (Size 4 x 4)
Image(s): [Ruins.] 27000 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28168

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Topic: Horses
Rifles
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Winding river in rural terrain.] 27004 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Winding river in rural terrain.] 27004 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28169

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Topic: Cows
Horses
Mountains
Rifles
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Agriculture.] 27008 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Agriculture.] 27008 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28170

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [89].

Topic: Agriculture
Agriculture
Cows
Fields
plowing

Genome/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Landscape.] 27036 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Landscape.] 27036 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Emulsion cracked slightly and with minor holes.

Local Numbers
RSN 28171

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [84].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Lakes
Rifles

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations) Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 27080 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 27080 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28172

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
       Rocks -- Palestine
       Ruins -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Place: Palestine

[Ruins.] 27101 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 27101 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28173

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
       Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Rocks -- Palestine
       Ruins -- Palestine
       Waterfalls -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

[Ruins.] 27140 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 27140 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28174

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Horses -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rocks -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seacoasts -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Family groups and rustic homes in Palestine.] 27194 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): [Family groups and rustic homes in Palestine.] 27194 interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28175

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Dwellings -- Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homes -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horses -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ruins -- Palestine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Palestine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Cemetery.] 27198 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5"

Image(s): [Cemetery.] 27198 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28176

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

Topic: Cemeteries -- Palestine
Minarets -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine
Portraits -- Palestine
Walls -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 27210 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 27210 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28177

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

Topic: Columns -- Palestine
Horses -- Palestine
Rocks -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)

Place: Palestine

[Ruins.] 27233 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 27233 Interpositive.

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers

RSN 28178

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

Topic: Arches
Caves
Rifles
Rocks
Ruins

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Mosque.] 27247 Interpositive
2 pieces (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Mosque.] 27247 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28179

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

Topic: Minarets -- Palestine
Mosques -- Palestine
Portraits -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Children.] 27249 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Children.] 27249 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Slight holes in emulsion.

Local Numbers
RSN 28180

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 17609.

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

Topic: Ceremonies -- Palestine
Children -- Palestine
Religion -- Palestine
Rocks -- Palestine

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Place: Palestine

[Cave.] 27257 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Cave.] 27257 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28181

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

Topic: Caves -- Arizona
Place: Palestine
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Crowd.] 27482 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Crowd.] 27482 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28182

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

Topic: Crowds
Photographers
Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 27552 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 27552 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28183
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

Topic: Arches -- Palestine
       Mosques -- Palestine
       Plazas -- Palestine
       Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Italy. Active no. 27598 : interpositive.]

1 Item (4" x 5").

Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28184

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSED ON VIDEODISC.

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

Topic: Mountains -- Italy
       Ruins -- Italy

Place: Italy -- 1890-1920

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1890-1920 -- Interpositives -- Glass.

[Group portrait in Egypt.] 27610 interpositive

1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Group portrait in Egypt.] 27610 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28185

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [97].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Babies -- Egypt
       Children -- Egypt
       Family -- Egypt
       Infants -- Egypt
Portraits -- Egypt

Place: Egypt
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 27690 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 27690 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28186
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Columns
Ruins
Sculpture
Temples
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 27764 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 27764 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28187
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Horses -- Palestine
Rifles -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine
Genre/ Form: Landscapes (representations)
Place: Palestine

[Mosque.] 27778 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Mosque.] 27778 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28188

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Gardens -- Egypt
Minarets -- Egypt
Mosques -- Egypt
Plazas -- Egypt
Portraits -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 27812 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Ruins.] 27812 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28190

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Genre/Form: Landscapes (representations)
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Topic: Ponds -- Palestine
Rocks -- Palestine
Ruins -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

[Harbor.] 27837 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): [Harbor.] 27837 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28191

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Harbors
Portraits
Sailboats
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monuments in park in Germany.] 27839 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Monuments in park in Germany.] 27839 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28192

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Columns -- Germany
Entrances -- Germany
Monuments -- Germany
Parks -- Germany
Roads -- Germany
Sculpture -- Germany

Place: Germany

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Seacoast.] 27845 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Seacoast.] 27845 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28193

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Formations (Geology)
Lighthouses
Mountains -- South Africa
Seacoasts

Place: South Africa

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 27867 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): [Ruins.] 27867 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28194

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Columns -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.
Sculptures -- Egypt
Hieroglyphics -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Canyon.] 27927 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Canyon.] 27927 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28195

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Canyons -- Palestine
Chasms -- Palestine
Formations (Geology) -- Palestine
Fortification -- Palestine
Guards -- Palestine
Rifles -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Interior courtyard of home in Palestine.] 27947 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Interior courtyard of home in Palestine.] 27947 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28197

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
Dwellings -- Palestine.
Homes -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor.] 27981 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)

Image(s): [Harbor.] 27981 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28198

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 17712
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Harbors
Mountains -- United States
Portraits
Waterscapes

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ostriches.] [Active no. 27991 : [non-stereo interpositive,] 1901
1 Item (5" x 4").]

Image(s): [Ostriches.] [Active no. 27991 : [non-stereo interpositive,] 1901.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28199

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Similar to RSN 10699 and 17691.
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Ostriches
Place: Egypt
Sahara

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Architecture.] 28021 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Architecture.] 28021 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28200

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Architecture -- Palestine
       Interiors -- Palestine
       Religion -- Palestine
       Stairways -- Palestine

Place: Palestine

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Seacoast.] 28055 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/3 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): [Seacoast.] 28055 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28201

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [105].

Topic: Portraits
       Seacoasts
       Walls

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Ruins.] 28340 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Ruins.] 28340 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28202

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [113].

Topic: Archaeology -- Egypt
       Art -- Egypt
Ruins -- Egypt.
   hieroglyphics -- Egypt

Place: Egypt

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Construction.] 28598 Interpositive
   1 Item (4" x 5")
   Image(s): [Construction.] 28598 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   English.
   Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 28203

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [113].

   Topic: Architecture
   Blue collar workers
   Excavations (Archaeology)
   Rocks
   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

   [Ruins.] 28762 Interpositive
   1 Item (4" x 5")
   Image(s): [Ruins.] 28762 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
   English.
   Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
   RSN 28204

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [113].

   Topic: Archaeology
   Art
   Ruins
   hieroglyphics
   Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

   [Street scene.] 28867 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Street scene.] 28867 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28205

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [121].

Topic:
Buggies
Carriages
Horses
Streets

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Seacoast.] 28984 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Seacoast.] 28984 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28206

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [121].

Topic:
Beaches
Boats and boating
Coasts
Formations (Geology)

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Market.] 29163 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Market.] 29163 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28207
NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [121].

- **Topic:** Cows -- Egypt
  Markets -- Egypt
- **Place:** Egypt
- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**[Market.] 29253 Interpositive**

1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s): [Market.] 29253 Interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 28208

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

- **Topic:** Cows -- Egypt
  Markets -- Egypt
- **Place:** Egypt
- **Genre/Form:** Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

**[Steamboat on rural river.] 29421 interpositive**

1 Item (4" x 5")

*Image(s): [Steamboat on rural river.] 29421 interpositive.*

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

Silver gelatin on glass.

**Local Numbers**

RSN 28209

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 18072.

- **Topic:** Boats and boating
  Rivers
  Trees
  Waterscapes
Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Tourists.] 29482 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Tourists.] 29482 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28210

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

Topic: Mountains -- Switzerland
Telescopes -- Switzerland
Tourists -- Switzerland
glaciers -- Switzerland

Place: Switzerland

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Cathedral beside river.] 29513 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Cathedral beside river.] 29513 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28211

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Architecture
Cathedrals
Rivers

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Canal with two steamships in distance.] 29551 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Canal with two steamships in distance.] 29551 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28212
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Bridges
Canals
Harbors
Rivers
Ships

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bridge over Seine and Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris. Active no. 29594: Interpositive.]
1 Item (4” x 5”).
Image(s)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28213
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Names: Notre-Dame de Paris (Cathedral)
Topic: Architecture -- France
Architecture, Gothic -- France
Bridges -- France.
Cathedrals -- France
Rivers -- France

Place: France
Paris (France)

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Park.] 29606 Interpositive
1 Item (+Size 3 1/4 x 4 1/4)
Image(s): [Park.] 29606 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28214

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

Topic: Architecture -- France
       Buildings -- France
       Parks -- France
       Sculptures -- France
       Trees -- France

Place: France

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Western] on envelope 29613 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")
Image(s): [Western] on envelope 29613 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28215

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

Topic: Boats and boating
       Docks
       Harbors
       Piers
       Steamboats
       Wharves

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Harbor.] 29623 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Harbor.] 29623 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28216

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

Topic: Basins
Boats and boating
Harbors
Mountains
Portraits
Trees

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Windmill.] 29644 Interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Windmill.] 29644 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28217

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC! Same as RSN 18108.
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Windmills

Genre/
Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Couple walking in front of home.] 29655 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Couple walking in front of home.] 29655 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.
Local Numbers
RSN 28218

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Dwellings
Streets

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Canal.] 29716 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)
Image(s): [Canal.] 29716 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28220

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

Topic: Buildings
Canals
Carriages and carts
Laundries

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Bridge over river with huge building in background.] 29792 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Bridge over river with huge building in background.] 29792 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28221

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Architecture
Barges
Boats and boating
Bridges
Buildings
Rivers

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Monument in park setting.] 29837 interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Monument in park setting.] 29837 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28222

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Gardens
Monuments
Parks
Sculpture

Genre/Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
[Monument in park setting.] 29841 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Monument in park setting.] 29841 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28223

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Gardens
Monuments
Parks
Sculpture

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

[Ferns.] 29879 Interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [Ferns.] 29879 Interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28224

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

Topic: Ferns

Genre/ Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass
Form:

[River in city with high windmill.] 29906 interpositive
1 Item (4” x 5”)

Image(s): [River in city with high windmill.] 29906 interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Local Numbers
RSN 28225
Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [149].

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Topic: Boats and boating
       Canals
       Docks
       Piers
       Rivers
       Wharves
       Windmills

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Interior of factory.] ? interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Interior of factory.] ? interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

Yellowing slightly.

Local Numbers
RSN 28226

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [99].

Topic: Factories
       Interior architecture
       Machinery

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

[Railroad workers.] interpositive
1 Item (4" x 5")

Image(s): [Railroad workers.] interpositive.
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Silver gelatin on glass.

fragment

Local Numbers
RSN 28227

NOTE! IMAGE REVERSE COPIED ON VIDEODISC!

Currently stored in box 3.2.60 [?].
Topic: Blue collar workers
       Railroads
       Railroads -- Trains

Genre/ Form: Photographs -- 1900-1910 -- Interpositives -- Glass

Box 318 Cards 13490-13535, 14348-14577, 25721-29575

Box 319 Cards 29576-29919

Return to Table of Contents
Series 4: Broken Glass Plates

RSN Nos. 10585-19216, Unidentified

No RSN Numbers, Identifier No. 2251-2300

No RSN Numbers, Identifier No. 2301-2370

Chicago Police Keep Lookout on Election Day in Chicago. Non-stereo photonegative., 1930
1 Item (2 pieces; 4” x 5”)
Underwood & Underwood, Publisher
English.
Remainder of text: "Chicago, April 8-30:- [sic] Photo shows one of Chicago's mounted policemen who is ready to do his duty any moment that he required. [sic] You never can tell what might happen in Chicago on Election Day. Wrigley Building is in the foreground. [sic]" Negative is underexposed; the mounted policeman is silhouetted dramatically against the sky. Original envelope accompanies negative.

Silver gelatin on glass.
Plate broken in two.

Local Numbers
CH505625

This photograph is not on the collection videodisc and was not numbered in that sequence.

Names: Wrigley Building (Chicago, Ill.)

Topic:
Elections
Mounted police
Poiice horses
Police

Place:
Chicago (Ill.)
Illinois -- 1900-1960

Genre/Form:
Photographs -- 1930-1940 -- Black-and-white negatives -- Glass Stereoscopic photographs
The Underwood Travel System, Catalog No. 28 [p. 4 illustration: Man holding stereoscope, pointing to Egypt on a large globe : line drawing], [ca. 1907.]

1 Page

Image(s): The Underwood Travel System, Catalog No. 28 [p. 4 illustration: Man holding stereoscope, pointing to Egypt on a large globe : line drawing, ca. 1907.]

Underwood & Underwood, Publisher

English.

An illustration from "The Underwood Travel System," Underwood & Underwood stereograph catalog No. 28, ca. 1907. The image graphically demonstrates this publisher's ambition to provide stereographs of the entire world for the delight and education of "armchair travelers." Caption under illustration: "To be within arm's reach of distant countries it is only necessary to be within arm's reach of the Underwood Stereograph Travel System."

Due to the fragile nature of the catalog containing this drawing, only photocopies may be consulted by researchers.

Ink on paper.

Local Numbers

87-2132 (OPPS Neg. No.)

AC0143-0000001.tif (AC Scan: pp. 4-5, double-page spread in catalog)

Topic:

Globes
Stereoscope
Travel photography

Genre/Form:

Drawings -- 1900-1910
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